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Tougher Policy against Dissidents

Universities urged to adopt 'Counter-Violence'
By PAUL CARSON

Ontario's university presi-

dents have approved a strin-

gent "get tough" policy for

dealing with dissident faculty

and students.

A working paper issued Fri-

day by the Committee of Presi-

dents of Universities of Ontar-

io recommends universities

exercise "counter-violence"

by summoning civil police to

. deal with serious campus dis-

orders.

In addition, the working
paper states, students or facul-

ty involved in "obstructive

behaviour" should be immedi-
ately suspended, expelled or

dismissed.

The Committee of Presi-

dents (COPOUOO) is com-
prised of the president of each

of Ontario's fourteen universi-

ties which receive provincial

funds, plus "a respected aca-

demic" from each university

representing its teaching staff.

There are neither students
nor student representatives on
the committee.

Toronto members are Presi-

dent Bissell and Howard Rap-
son, a professor of chemical
engineering.

Member universities, says

the working paper, "are anx-

ious to accommodate legiti-

mate dissent", but COPOUOO
insists the universities "will

not carry on discussions or

make changes in the face of

threat or other forms of coer-

cion."

"The unlimited range of

ideas essential to the universi-

ty function cannot exist in the

presence of coercion."

Anyone, whether student or

teacher, who "interferes with

free discussion and the rule of

reason", is guilty of "behav-
iour unfit for the academic
community", the working pa-

per concludes.

President Bissell termed the

working paper "a helpful docu-

ment . . . one of several state-

ments which that wili be used

to determine our Toronto poli-

cy."

The Toronto policy will be

based mainly on the recom-
mendations of Presidential

Advisory Committee on Disci-

plinary Procedures^ chaired by

Professor Ralph Campbell.

The Campbell committee,
which includes three students,

was formed in April 1968 but

has not issued a final report.

The COPOUOO working

paper suggests all faculty

members, students, and uni-

versity employees be com-
pelled to identify themselves to

university police "on request".

"Failure to comply will be
interpreted as evidence that

the person is not a student,

faculty member or employee
(of the university)."

The working paper does not

say what measures will be tak-

en next.

If the recommendations of

the working paper are imple-
mented, Caput (currently the

main disciplinary body in the

university) would be replaced

by "an appropriate standing
committee" of students and
faculty.

This committee, chosen
solely by the university Senate

and with no guarantee of staff-

student parity, would rule on

whether a particular disturb-

ance "involves violence or the

threat of violence'* or is mere-
ly "an obstruction to the uni-

versity's processes".

tf "violence" is deemed to

be a factor or probable factor,

civil authorities will be called

onto the campus.
Moreover, the working pa-

per gives police permission to

enter the university campus
"on their own initiative" in

any situation where "there is

clear and present danger to life

or property."

At present, civil police be-

come involved in university

disturbances only on the spe-

cific request of the administra-

tion.

At the most recent serious
incidents on the Toronto cam-
pus — the disruption of the

Clark Kerr lecture this Febru-
ary and the Placement Service

sit-in in November 1967 — the

administration did not send for

police reinforcements.

Dr. John B. MacDonald,
executive vice-chairman of

COPOUOO, insists the contro-

versial report is "only a work-
ing paper."

"Each university is free to

accept the report, implement
it, modify it or ignore it," he
said.

The working paper is delib-

erately vague on numerous key
concepts including "university

function",' "illegitimate dis-

turbances", "legitimate dis-

sent", and "obstructive behav-

iour", Dr. MacDonald admit-
ted.

"Yes, that's true; the work-

ing paper doesn't defim
them," he said in a Varsitj

interview Friday.

"I imagine each presidentia

commission will be free to ar
rive at its own definition, bear
ing in mind the particular cir

cumstances at each universi

ty."

The working paper concedes

some of its suggestions are

"distasteful" and "severe"
but argues they are necessan
because "the very existence o

the university is at stake."

Professor Rapson stressec

that, despite its tone of urgen
cy and impending crisis, tht

working paper "is definitelj

not binding on any membei
university."

"Nothing is imposed frorr

above."

The working paper was as

sembled from "published doc

uments . . . and other sources'

by a sub-committee o

COPOUOO.
"I'm not at liberty to dis

close its membership," Prof
Rapson said. "I'm sure yoi

will appreciate the need foi

secrecy."

"But remember, the work
ing paper is not a secret docu
ment," he quickly added.

Welcome back to University of Toronto — welcome back to

hassles, to line-ups, to the computer society, to your friendly neigh-
bourhood registrar, to this year's registration in fact. Students this

year found that the problems of yesteryears were not lessened by
the presence of computerized cards, schedules, and fees forms. Turn
to pages 3 and 14.

As recently as a year ago, the most critical question a freshman
would face at orientation events was which course he was in. Now
campus political groups have chosen orientation programs as a
starting point for their questioning of the university system. The
Varsity reports on three of these challenges from the New Left Cau-
cus.



Want a Varsity subscrip-

tion mailed? Send ten dollars

to General Manager, 91 St.

George St.

Getting Engaj

WHEN YOU BUY A
DIAMOND RING

ritv and o number of other (actors
governing quality we Offer a FHEE
booklet ^THE OAV VOU BUY A
DIAMOND". It should provide a

WE ARE "DIRECT
DIAMOND DEALERS

HUGH PROCTOR & CO.
Diamonds — Gems

131 BLOOR W. 921-7702
STE. 416

SAILING

THERE WILL BE A MEETING FOR STUDENTS

INTERESTED IN SAILING ON WEDNESDAY,

SEPTEMBER 24th, at 1:00 p.m. IN THE FEN-

CING ROOM, HART HOUSE.

TUSAC CARAVAN
VOLUNTEER RECRUITMENT

CENTRE CAMPUS
IN FRONT OF U.C.

SEPT. 22-26

PHONE SOCIAL PLANNING COUNCIL
363-4971

ROCKV MOUNTAIN PRODUCTIONS

SUN. OCT. 5
8 p.m.

MASSEY HALL
Ticket : 5.50. 4.50. 3.50

NOW at Sam the Record Man.
Vonge St. • Mail Orders to
Massey Hall. 176 Victoria St.
Send cheque or money order
with stamped self-addressed
envelope.

MASSEY H ALL BOX OFFICE
OPENS SATURDAY, Sept. 27

Presents . .

.

TANGO

by Slawo'mir Mrozek
translated by Nicholas Bethell

adapted by Tom Stoppard
directed by Joseph Shaw

Curtain at 8:30

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA

by Eugene O'Neill

directed by Leon Major
Curtain at 5:30

Food will be available in Han House during the Supper break
The Company includes: Barbara Borland. David Brown. Patricia Collins. Neil Dain-
ard, Ron Hastings. Don McManus. Jack Medley. William Needles. Kate Reid. Anna
Reiser, Sean Sullivan. Jonathan White.

Regular Season — November 3rd - 22nd

TANGO MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA Subscriptions

(Mondays to Thursdays!
( Fridays and Saturdays!

Students $T50 $2 25 $3
V

00
Regular $3.00 $4 50 $6 5Q

Gala Opening Night —MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA — $7 50
Friday, November 7 at 5:30— Performance and Reception following

Students half-price

HART HOUSE THEATRE
University of Toronto

Box Office Now Open 928-8668
SPECIAL STUDENT PREVIEWS

TANGO — October 27, 28, 29 @ 8:30— $1 00MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA — October 31 and November 1 @ 5:30— S1 .50

Canadian
c7WimeTheatre
prrs rills

Adrian Peel
Harro Mdsi i

M.ninrr* SdiLird.iv & Sunduv 3.00
Aduli- 51. ill Siudrni- S2.00
ChiUri'H under Hi Sl.OO
r.eninl Library Box Ofiict -

M«.d'rv'« Ticket Office, Clon-
n a d.> or phonr 4 crjarie il m
Enion'i College. ~\h I I. t(>l-6.|H7

Special r.ruup Hairs

Centre

for the

Study of

Drama
in

Association

with The
St.Lawrence
Centre

for the

Arts
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theTEXTBOOK STOR
W IO free student charge accounts;

jyanlD BUS

ir

ans

JOOKflOOM UC

aH textbooks, discounts, the

Sugar-Bag-Girls, used books at

Arts students were asked to

pre-register in the courses of

their choice. However, since

the new calendar was not

available until the end of

August, many students were
faced with administrative

problems in trying to register.

it's called the Registration

Game, and most artsies

played it, but we're reproduc-

ing it here to show just what a

good computer can cause.

less man i/t ui uie new jjii^c

by participating in our used

book program.

theUNIVERSITY
vBOOKROOM is not the Textbook

IfcwStore, its something else! it's revolution,

University mails you a pre-

registration card and a fees

form. Proceed to Step 2.

Mail fees form with cheque.

Receive mailed receipt. You

lucky dog. Proceed to Step 4.

Go to registrar's office for

computer card. Line up some
more. Proceed to Step. 5.

Take computer card to Sid-

ney Smith Hall. Line up to

submit card.

IB

You get nothing from the

university. After making co-

pious inquiries, go to 215 Hu-

ron. Line up to get a fees form.

Grab fees form and proceed to

lb. ^ %
1C

University mails you fees

form, but no computer card.

Proceed to Step 2, but note you

will spend more time in Step 4

than others.

Wait three days

Return to Sid Smith, line up

to receive computer-approved

timetable.

Go to class.

1A

University mails you a PR

card, but not a fees form.

Proceed to Step la.

Receive no receipt.

Step 3b.

3b

Go to 215 Huron. Line up

forever. Get receipt. Go to Step

4,

7A
There is nothing wrong with

your timetable. The computer

approves. You may go to Step

7B
You have a timetable con-

flict. You stupid idiot. Proceed

to(l).

7C

By this time, you have read

the calendar, or consulted a

few profs. You have decided to

change one of your options.

Proceed to ( 1 ). Pray a lot.

Fill out fees form. If you

have not brought a certified

cheque with you, kick self sev-

eral times, then proceed to

bank. Return with cheque.

Line up forever. Eventually get

receipted fees form. Go to Step

4.

Go to the department which

is responsible for the course in

which you have a conflict. Get

authorization to change either

time or option. Spend several

hours trying to find a prof or

year advisor. J

Return to registrar's office

and fill out subject change

form. Receive new timetable

card, but not before waiting

30 minutes or so.

i

Return to Sidney Smith and

submit new timetable to va-

garies of computer.

(4)

Wait three days.

(5)
Return to Sid Smith. Your

timetable has been spat out by

the computer.

(5)a

The computer

Proceed to Step 8.

(5)b

The computer doesn't like

you. Go back to ( 1 ) and repeat

the whole procedure again

vunhl you are successful. Walk

about 5 miles in the process.
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People's Park: A letter from Berkeley
A state of emergency is in

effect in the city of Berkeley

tonight. The National Guard is

on the streets, summoned by

the governor of California to

restore law and order follow-

ing a day of violence and an-

archy. That was yesterday.

The emergency regulations

are crisp: no loitering in or

about the city of Berkeley be-

tween 10 p.m. and 6 a.m.

The image is clear; dark

cement pavements crackling

with tension. Footsteps ap-

proaching. Soldiers nervously

put out cigarettes. Outthrust

bayonet: "Who goes there?"

Ears alert for that immediate

bullet crack. The natives are

restless. People huddle behind

locked doors. Once again law

and order have broken down.

Richard Nixon and Ronald

Reagan alert by their phones.

Will keep posted on further

developments. Heads shake

over coffee cups in Los Ange-

les, in Washington. Where will

it all end''

I've just come indoors from

a night on the scene, and here's

my own on-the-spot emergency

report, filed, 2 a.m., May 17,

1969, Berkeley, Cal.

It's a warm spring night —
clear, star-kissed skies. Cali-

fornia scent of fragrant girls

and rich fertile earth. Olive-

rich Berkeley. Lovers stroll

arm-in-arm. Dogs wander the

streets, sniffing for midnight

kicks. Groups of freaks stand-

ing around on corners chatting

easily with smiling National

Guardsmen.
The National Guard —

sounds scary — who are they?

You walk by them and what!

They're kids just like us. Dig-

ging the chance to visit Berke-

ley and mix with their own
kind, grooving on the pretty

college chicks. I pass by one

group of national guardsmen
on a street corner. "How's it

going?" I ask, friendly high

smile. One guardsman an-

swers: "Great. How's it going

with you, brother?" And there

it is. Heads posing as soldiers.

The kids who got out of fighting

in Vietnam. And the warm,
gentle night brings us together.

There's us and there's them.

There's the young — vibrant,

chuckling, flowing. A whole

generation conspiring with

laughter. And there's the old,

the atrophied, spinning out

their weird mechanical head

trips — which button to push?

Quick! Help!

Kids open their apartment
windows and boom out the

Beatles and Jefferson Airplane

for the entertainment of the

guardsmen. Berkeley is in a

state of emergency, and all is

well.

Yesterday was different.

The Blue Meanies — that's the

special tactical squad of the

local Alameda County police,

so named for their blue hel-

mets and battle fatigues, and

their particularly threatening

expressions which say "We
mean business, punk." It's the

old strong-arm thug scene.

Giant beer bellies, scarred fat

cigar-chomping faces.

They down booze to build up

their hate, and they don't like a

lot of things, but they especial-

ly don't like spoiled, middle-

class punks. Their dress style

is Pentagon Efficient — hel-

mets, gas masks, flak vests,

shotguns. They pile into forma-

tion in the middle of the street

— stout defenders, the goal-

line stand.

Around the corner comes the

rabble — bearded, long hair,

taunting, chanting "Pigs go

home" and "We want the

park." Laughing, bouncing,

lightheartedly angry, defiant,

waving balloons and flags,

waving to friends. Two reali-

ties meet, and what happens is

unreal.

Suddenly tear-gas explodes
everywhere. Screaming
crowds, choking bystanders

start moving away. Cries of

"Walk, don't run." Rocks fly.

A rock is thrown from a store

roof, and the helmeted Blue

Meanie wheels and fires shot-

gun blasts at spectators on a x
neighbouring roof: one dead, ^«

- three seriously injured — —
one blinded.

By the end of the day, at

least eighty young people have

been wounded by police guns.

The police say birdshot; the

bullet-holes in the store win-

dows, head-high, indicate

buck-shot.

Word of the shootings

sweeps the community. The
warning, spread from young
face to young face — stay in

doors, and tell all your friends.

You're risking your life on the

streets.

But that was yesterday

night. Tonight the Blue Mean- 0
ies have left, the National

Guard is in. Berkeley life

moves as young life does ever-

ywhere — soft, fantastic, high-

flown boasts. Freaky things to

do. 0, really? Wow! Vibrant,

cheerful, harmonious. For
Ronald Reagan, that's the real

emergency. _ allankamin

PAGE FOUR

Ontario as California .1,2,3. . .many Ronnie Reagans
Law and order has arrived in Canada

—rhetorically at least.

The Committee of Presidents of

Universities of Ontario last week pro-

duced a working paper called "Order
on the Campus."
The paper is an over-reaction,

a

statement of administrative paranoia
in the face of a growing student move-
ment. Its recommendations are based
on a series of unexplained assumptions
and undefined terms:

"Recent years have witnessed a

mounting wave of demonstrations, con-

frontations and violence in North
American universities."

• The preamble generalizes about
North American universities. The

varsity
TORONTO

ck McColhsy
tarry BiytJuin

same administrators who accuse stu-

dent radicals of importing theory and

tactics from their American counter-

parts have imported their methods of

repression from the United States.

The Committee of Presidents work-

ing paper was generated by the after-

math of "that business at Harvard,"
admits N.S.C. Dickinson, assistant to U
of T President Claude B'issell.

In fact, the paper itself draws large-

ly from Harvard policy.

• The paper never defines "extre-

mism" or "violence" — two terms
which are lumped together and provide

the foundation for the whole document.
The paper assumes that kind of "be-

haviour" exists without examining the

historical reasons for it. The adminis-

trators have fearfully and superficially

looked at campus "disturbances" as a

distasteful quirk in reality. They have
accepted them as a threat to the status

quo. without ever examining the irra-

tional and inhuman quality of that sta-

tus quo.

"The unlimited range of ideas essen-

tial to the university function cannot
exist in the presence of coercion. .

."

• The paper never defines what the

university's function is. .

• It assumes either that "an unlimit-

ed range of ideas" exists or can exist in

the kind of university we have today.

In fact, the university offers and
accepts a very narrow range of ideas —
ideas that provide an input to a very
narrow function. That function is to

serve a very narrow sector of our so-

ciety — corporations and the govern-
ment that supports them.- Research in

the physical and social sciences direct-

ly plugs into that economic sector,

which is owned and controlled by the

United States.

An academic Marxist like the U of
T's C.B. Macpherson is loved. An ac-
tive Marxist like Stanley Gray at Mc-
Gill is fired.
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The presidents' report, like the Har-

vard report, lists as "illegitimate and

unacceptable":
"obstruction of the normal processes

and activities essential to the functions

of the university community."
Again that function is not defined.

And the statement is so broad that it

could apply to anything that in any way
disturbs the status quo.

After the occupation at Sir George
Williams University, the administra-
tion there installed a similar rule. It

states that "every student who inter-

feres with the proper functioning of the

University as an educational and're-

search institution, or interferes with
the peace, order and good government
of the University," may be suspended
or expelled.

The presidents' paper condemns" "in-

terference with the freedom of any
speaker" in the university, whether in

a classroom or not. That could consti-

tute anything from questioning to as-

sassination. The .clause directly pre-

vents students from questioning the

basic content and structure of the

classroom.

It seems that even the liberal toler-

ance of heckling is wearing thin.

The crunch really comes when the

paper talks about solutions to this pre-

supposed evil of "violence and extre-

mism":

. .the only response by which viol-

ence can be contained is the exercise of

counter-violence. '

'

Which comes first—the brick or the

mace?
"It should be noted that the police

may on their own initiative come on
campus if there is clear and present
danger to life or property."

Tones of the U.S. constitution.

U of T President Claude Bissell

called the presidents' working paper
"a helpful document."

"It is one of the several statements

that will be used to determine Toronto

policy," he said in a press release.

How can he reconcile his tacit ac-

ceptance of that paper with his tacit

acceptance of the views of his own ad-

visory committee on discipline chaired

by Professor Ralph Campbell? That
committee will recommend student-

faculty parity for the trial of students

and will allow as much scope as possi-

ble for radical activities.

Last spring, President Bissell admit-

ted to the Students Administrative
Council that CAPUT, the U of T's disci-

plinary body, was illegitm%tti?Hfed that

the new body would emerge from the

Campbell Report.

But last week an administration,

press release stated in effect that

CAPUT would discipline students for

now.
SAC Executive member Greg Keal-

ey (IV SMC) points out that the admin-
istration "has completely double-

crossed us."

A radical group of students s^s the

following wall-poster will soon appear
on this campus:
"Claude Bissell has disrupted the

normal processes of the University.

This extremist behaviour by the admin-
istration, a minority element of the

university, financed by a Foreign Pow-
er, clearly represents a threat to the

very existence of this institution. As a

result of their disruption, the normal
processes of teaching, learning and
research have ceased. Before the Uni-

versity can return to its normal state,

students must take over their class- .

rooms to discuss the nature of this

threat and formulate among them-
selves the correct way of handling it."

CAPUT will meet Tuesday at 2 p.m.

in the Senate Chamber at Simcoe Hall

to discuss discipline. All students are

invited. It should be a mass meeting.
— brian johnson



Bob Bossin feels out campus orientations
Bob Bossin, The Varsity's Norman

Mailer, participated in the actions that the

New Left Caucus took at the Vic, U.C..

Music, New College, and Scarborough ori-

entations.

The Varsity re/uses responsibility /or

Bossin's existential version of the facts.

1. Sitting on the grass in the Vic quad,

legs out, late afternoon cold. Behind us

guys with suitcases are coming in from

Avenue Road, heading over to the ta-

bles to be freshmened. Just south of us

an RCMP agent disguised as a lawn

mower is redoing the same patch in

order to catch more of The Plan.

Steve Grant from Vic comes over to

us dressed like fraternity president

with a red ribbon saying Senior. He
approaches me since he was a Commis-
sion on University Government mem-
ber, the most radical kind of moderate,

and I am a feelie, the most wishy-

washy kind of radical. He looks almost

ready to have an emotion; I tossle my
hair and look hard-line.

"Um, Bob", he says poker-faced, "I

hear the radicals are coming."

I look around furtively and don't see

them. At first I am going to duck down
behind a small rise and shout "Run the

wagons into a circle!" I see a band of

radicals donning warpaint and breech-

clouts made of the Rudolph the Red-

nosed Reindeer towels my grandmoth-

er gave me for my sixteenth birthday.

We charge into the E. J. Pratt Library

surrounding the 30 rows of 20 freshmen

shouting, "President Moore speaks

with fork tongue." Richard Szalwinski,

wearing a beaded headband over his

mad German scientist Indian blue

eyes, stands on the lecturn, taut as bow
string. Then with a short deft crack, he

breaks an arrow in half and throws it

down in front of Principal Hodgetts.

Principal Hodgetts suggests that Mr.

Szalwinski kindly resume his seat and

bring up his point at the end of the pro-

gramme.

"Come on Bob, what's the plan?"

"We're going to levitate the library.'

The RCMP gardener writes it down.

2. The worst thing about disrupting six

orientations in five days is the bore-

dom. Did you know that there are five

departments in the faculty of music

plus an opera school; that there were

10,000 copies of the list of concert pro-

grammes, but people tend to lose

them; that there are 693 freshmen at

U.C.; that for the first time there are

more women than men at Vic, but that

won't affect the social life; that Scar-

borough College is very lucky to have

important art displays so we shouldn't

destroy the paintings; that you get out

of university what you put into it; that

these are years of growth; that you

should listen to all points of view; that

university life goes far beyond the

classroom?

Jesus. And people kept saying, "We
didn't choose to hear you, we chose to

hear them."
3. By way of explanation, an analogy:

At Queen's until two years ago, all

the freshmen engineers had their heads

shaved. The last year three guys ob-

jected: two because they were musi-
cians and needed their hair to make
money (which was seen as sufficient

defence), and one because he just

didn't want his head shaved. A week
later, the third man was jumped. His '

hair was cut off. So was his pubic hair.

By freshmen.

While the whole event is repulsive,

the particularly frightening element is

what in one week had happened to the

freshmen. None of them had jumped
and shaved anyone before, but now
they were at college they accepted the

'orientation' of that particular "com-
munity".

Except at St. Mike's where entering

university still means playing dead

horse on command, the norms of the U
of T community are passed on in much
subtler ways. The trouble is, they are

the same norms: conformity, passivi-

ty, a hierarchy, elitism, obedience.

The laying on of this trip is hard to

notice because it is already well in-

stilled by the media, family structure

and especially by the highschools. And

because it is expressed not just by what

is said but by the whole form and set-

ting of rows, lecturns, head tables,

beanies, and dull empty speeches to

quiet, respectful audiences.

Orientation is the theatre, the MU-
ZAK for peaceful, stultifying entry into

a peaceful stultifying community of by

and large tired, irrelevant and obedient

scholars.

But there are real conflicts and they

are honest and nothing to be afraid of ;

the authority can be challenged, the

conformity can be broken from, pre-set

structures can be opened up; we can

stop the MUZAK and follow a different

drum; the place can be exciting.

This is not something to say but to

be, to do. So we did it.

4. Eightish in the Vic quad. If you look

up at the old building from real close it

looks as if it's made of cookies and gin-

gerbread.

We meet on the well-shaved patch of

grass just south of where we were in

the afternoon. The freshmen, beanied

and bowed according to sex, are filing

into the library. Bob James, the Vic

SAC rep and one of us, hands out bean-

ies to us. It goes well with my jeans and

headband.'The colours, red and yellow,

match those on my Smash Capitalism

button. Trying to look inconspicuous,

we head for the library.

There are about five guys in suits

and red senior ribbons waiting.

"Excuse me, are you registered at

Vic", says one; "Where's your ATL
card?", another; "Aren't you Bob Bos-

sin?", says a third.

"No; I lent it to a friend to cheat on

student stand-by; and yes, I am", I say,

backing us all over towards the take-

out desk so that the others can sneak in

to the hall. (This act as it turned out

was totally unnecessary, but I congrat-

ulated myself on it at the time.

)

A nice, soft spoken guy takes over.

"We're glad you guys came, no really,

we'd be happy to hear your point of

view ; would you like to speak?"
"No, thank you."

"Well, please don't disrupt. I mean
we're slowly winning the administra-

tion around, and don't want to blow a

lot of real progress."

What can I say to the guy? How can I

explain that a radical inserted into an
authoritarian, hierarchical, repressive

and dull system merely by his presence

reinforces that system? How can you

tell your mother than you don't want to

talk to her now because you are in bed

with someone?
We go in. Minutes later everybody

rises while the platform party files

across the podium, and stands until

motioned to sit down. I wish I was
someplace else.

5. On the whole people hated us, some
for being rude, more for being disturb-

ing, or maybe like in "Easy Rider" for

being in some limited sense, free.

After U.C. someone sputtered at me:

"The way you guys acted makes it

completely impossible for me to listen

to you, what do you think of that?"

6. Speaking "out of turn" is difficult at

best of times. Scarborough College was

not the b.est of times. The chairs are

not in rows, facing the podium, they

are in a circle, and there isn't a po-

dium. There are three microphones

and anybody is welcome to speak. The

trip is still being layed on of course, the

whole bloody iceberg is still there, but

the water level has been raised.

The only 'formality' is the princi-

pal's address, delivered from the

north-north -east edge of the circle. He

talks about all the areas that students

have a say in, not mentioning the more
central ones where they don't. I, being

basically a polite middle-class pudding

kid have never heckled anyone in my
life, but someone has to do something. I

steel myself.

"Principal Plumtree: ... and not

only in strictly student affairs; stu-

dents are beginning to have a voice in

curriculum planning, so you see here at

Scarborough you are full members of

the college ..."

Here we go. "What about grading?"

I shouted.

All stops.

"I beg your pardon?"
I am south-south-west. All heads

turn. I wish I was not wearing a head-

band. I wish I was wearing a suit. I

wish I had put up my hand. I wish I was
someplace else.

"Do students have power in deci-

sions about grades . . . marks?" I sound
fairly firm, thank god.

Mass turning to the north.

"No, not yet, but I wouldn't be sur-

prised if that was coming. As I was
saying, at Scarborough we are fortun-

ate, too, to have a number of important
art displays . .

."

Oh well. You win some and you lose

some.
7. And you win some. At the Faculty of

Music:

Me: "Dean Neal, would you care to

tell us why classes are compulsory
here?"

General negative reaction. Yes, by
the students, God help us all.

Neal; "Which classes?"

Me: "The ones here,"

Neal: "No, I'm sorry, I can't answer
that. This is not a discussion. This is a

meeting to introduce the staff."

Then he walked out. Followed by the

staff. The system when challenged can

become pretty clear.

8. At Scarborough I recall one of the

most obnoxious people I have ever en-

countered, holding the microphone for

some time and then saying, "See, I'm

saying absolutely nothing, but I'm say-

ing it well." Then he continued for an-

other five minutes. He got healthy ap-

plause.

That's the way it goes.

9. Through the disruptions I started to

understand what Marcuse has called

repressive tolerance.

10. I look back at the week with contra-

dictory feelings. There's excitement

and pride: middle class kids so rarely

act, even less rarely commit them-
selves, that it is bound to feel liberat-

ing. But there is also a feeling of some-
thing akin to loneliness, for you have

passed the Nuremburg point: to say I

was just obeying orders or waiting for

a more appropriate time is no more a

comfort. Every decision becomes a

moral one. Of course every decision

always was, but now you know it. Like

losing virginity.

11. The Committee of Presidents of the

Universities of Ontario just announced

that any disruption of normal universi-

ties activities could be followed by ar-

rest, suspension and/or firing.

If the rules had been in effect last

week, we all could have been arrested,

kicked out. I'd do it again. The woods

are burning.
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Canadian Union of Students President Martin Loney addresses

students from the ledge in front of Sid Smith during a visit to U of

T tast fall. The results of a referendum to be held at U of T next

month are expedted to be decisive in determining the fate of the

national student union.

PORT ARTHUR <CUP-Special> — Financially

crippled and riven internally by attacks from both

radicals and moderates, the Canadian Union of Stu-

dents staggered out of its 33rd annual congress facing

the very real possibility of dissolution by Christmas.

CUS will go bankrupt and collapse if it does not

win acceptance in a dozen crucial referenda at Cana-

dian campuses this fall.

The U of T Students Administrative Council

agreed to an Oct. 23 referendum last March after a

petition signed by more than 2,000 students.

CUS can't survive without U of T's numbers and

money.
During the congress at Lakehead University Aug.

27 - Sept. 3, radicals charged that CUS and its member
student councils were elitist organizations that isolate

delegates from the students they represent. They

demanded a restructuring of CUS into a radical,

grass-roots union.

At the same time, a small group of conservatives

attacked the CUS structure for being unrepresenta-

tive.

They suggested disbanding CUS in favor of a new
organization — the Canadian Students Federation.

The proposed CSF would consist of members elected

directly by students, rather than appointed by student

councils.

Meanwhile the majority of the congress dele-

gates, leH by CUS President Martin Loney, avoided

the structural debate and concentrated mostly on pro-

grams of educational reform.

When the final plenary ses-

sion broke off at 6 a.m., more
than a third of the programs
and policies still remained to

be debated, and a new Presi-

dent-elect had not been chosen.

CUS decided to hold a Christ-

mas congress to deal with un-

finished business, including the

future of CUS itself.

A radical group of delegates,

observers, and members of the

former CUS secretariat told

the congress that, in order to

rebuild the union, it must solve

the union's structural prob-

lems rather than just develop

more moderate programs. "A
lot of people here are going to

return to the campus and not

do very much," charged Barry

McPeake, last year's CUS At-

lantic fieldworker. McPeake
acted as chairman of the con-

gress until the final' plenary

when he retired to attack the

whole week process.

He said the congress was
passing radical programs that

delegates would not be able to

implement when they went
back to their campuses.
"People have to make a

choice," he said. "Either they

fulfil the implications of the

content of our motions in ac-

tion and in words, or they sus-
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FEATURING
THE MAJESTICS.

4 BANDS IN ALL PLUS FOLKSINGING

$350 PER COUPLE

TICKETS AT SAC. OFFICE

REMAINING TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT THE DOOR
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tain the structures which have

lead to failure in the past."

"That choice may mean
staying on their students coun-

cils, or getting the hell off. And
when the real crunch comes,
they're going to stay on coun-

cil.

"The choice lies not in keep-

ing the structures," McPeake
said. "We have to destroy

them or tear them apart so

they will serve the people.
'

'

John Gallagher, a member
of the new CUS secretariat,

vehemently denounced Mc-
Peake's charges. He agreed

with CUS President Martin

Loney that the Union must
concentrate on organizing stu-

dents around issues such as

housing and unemployment
rather than a radical analysis

of society.

The previous evening, dele-

gates from the University of

Waterloo had also tried to

force a discussion of the CUS
structure, stunning the con-

gress by proposing the national

union become an affiliate of

the Industrial Workers of the

World, a revolutionary syndi-

calist organization smashed by

the police in the 1920's.

"In introducing that resolu-

tion, we are not trying to

smash the Union," said David

The Waterloo proposal went

down to defeat by a vote of 17

to 3, after the congress refused

to allow Waterloo to withdraw

the motion.

The conservatives were less

successful in forcing debate on

the structure of CUS. The Uni-

versity of Calgary motion call-

ing for the creation of the Ca-

nadian Students Federation

died for lack of a seconder.

The resolution included a

constitution "which would have

greatly restricted the ability of

the new union to be politically

effective.

SAC President Gesta (Gus)

Abols and three other mem-
bers of the 13-man Toronto

delegation sponsored the reso-

lution, along with some stu-

dents from McGill, Dalhousie,

and British Columbia.

The McGill and UBC repre-

sentatives were non-voting

observers, and the Toronto and

Dalhousie delegations refused

to support the actions of a mi-

nority of their members.
Toronto delegates Gus

Abols, Jon Levin (III UC),

George Sachs (III APSC), and

Gerrit Van Geijan (II New)
were part of the caucus that

proposed the CSF.

But the hard logic of fi-

nances may prove to be more

photo by ROB RICCIA TTI

At the CUS conference SAC President Gus Abols was severely criti-

cized by nine members of the 13-man U of T delegation for signing

a press release which called for the disbanding of CUS. Abols stated

afterwards that he had been speaking as an individual, not as a U

of T spokesman.

Black, a member of the 1968-69

CUS secretariat.

"That would assume the

union existed. It does not. The

problem rather is to become

relevant.

"We introduced the motion

to show that one has to be

aware of one's historical roots

— of people before who tried to

go above and beyond the sys-

tem they were condemned to,"

Black added.

"There has been a complete

refusal," he said, "to examine

this institution, this congress,

and ourselves in a critical

way."

of a deciding factor in the

direction of CUS than either

radical or conservative argu-

ments.

By the end of the congress,

only eight student councils had

committed themselves to the

Union for the coming year, al-

though several other delega-

tions promised to fight for CUS
in referenda.

With only 39,500 students in

the Uqion, the CUS finance

commission predicted the or-

ganization would go "belly-up

by Christmas" if critical refer-

enda at U of T and Carleton do

not favor CUS.

U of T and Carleton would
bring in revenues of almost

$35,000, including money from
the CUS Travel Plan. A loss at

Toronto especially would re-

quire "such a drastic cut in

secretariat staff that no fur-

ther operation of the union is

sensible," the commission
said.

After referenda defeats in

the last academic year, CUS
slashed $85,000 off last year's

expenses and $53,000 from pro-

jected expenses this year for a

deflated 1969-70 budget of only

$94,500.

CUS President Martin Loney

said CUS would have to spend

$148,000 in 1969-70 to maintain

programs at their present lev-

el.

In making their cuts, the

finance commission:

o reduced the budget for the

CUS National Council to $4,000

from a proposed $5,400, antici-

pating a reduced number of

members;

o cut research money to $8,300

from $11,000;

o slashed a CUS grant to a na-

tional student newspaper to

replace Issue to $16,000 from a

proposed $20,000.

Loney said at the end of the

Congress that the drop in in-

come would make CUS "a

small part of what happens on

Canadian campuses this year.

"But CUS will still be a for-

um for debate," he added,

"and provide full-time people

with experience to try and

translate that debate into ac-

tion on the campus."
CUS can also be important in

fighting situations like that at

Simon Fraser University, Lo-

ney said, where the adminis-

tration is trying to smash the

democratically-structured so-

cial sciences department.

Loney was SFU student

council president two years

ago.

In compiling the budget, the

finance committee assumed

that CUS would win about 50

per cent of the referenda com-

ing up this year. That would

add 28,000 members at $1 a

student.

Beside Toronto and Carle-

ton, 10 schools representing

57,500 members are up for re-

ferenda that might go pro-CUS.

The finance committee also

included a $38,500 profit on the

Travel Plan, although the plan

will be crippled if too many
campuses reject CUS this

year.

If so. the plan might be ad-

ministered through the Ontario

Union of Students and other

provincial unions which have

kept more members than the

national union. This could keep

the Plan's revenues up to the

$40,000 made last year, the

committee report said.

But the Congress agreed

that, without Toronto, no Un-

ion was possible.

Parking space for rent. Indoor heated
garage near corner of Bloor-St George.
Available now through May Only SI 5 00 a
month Call 925-1654 (or information

Mala student to share furnished flat near
subway — private bath, kitchen, parking
available Phone Paul 466-0281 S50 00
monthly

Ben's Barber Shop. 652 Spadina Ave
(near Harbord) Open 9 a m to 7 p.m.
Closed Wednesday Hair cuts SI 25

One or two mala students wanted to
share house with three others Take large
unfurnished main floor Big kitchen, bath-
room to share. 925 6486

Wanted to share; accommodation close
to University with peaceful, friendly per-

sonal who likes children I am 25, separat-
ed, with a daughter. 2 VS years Phone
Dave 481-8473

TYPING FOR ESSAYS AND THESIS —
Experienced typist — electric typewriter —
reasonable rates Will endeavour to meet
deadlines Mrs Harford 267 5174,

G eat Books, 54 volumes, new. library

binding, bookcase Private Moving, will

take great loss 635-9500. 9 a.m. — 9 p.m.

Tutoring German, incl technical terminol-

ogy if required Near Woodbine subway
station. Tel 425-8715 Mrs V Tensuda

HOURS ; September 22nd to October

3rd, 8! 30 a.m. to 9;00p.m

open two Saturdays, September 27th

and October 4th 1l;OOa.m. to 3;00

p.m. Closed Friday at 5

THE
UNIVERSITY

BOOKROOM 9si

THE TEXTBOOK
STORE

STUDENTS'
ADMINISTRATIVE
COUNCIL

FIRST
GENERAL
MEETING
WEST HALL, U.C

7:00 pm, Wed., Sept. 24

Meetings are open,

all welcome
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If these headlines make you mad,
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ONTARIO CENSORS
FORBID SHOWING
OF NEW MOVIE

AT SOVIET INVASION

CANADA TO RECOGNIZE RED CHINA

then we invite you to join

RADICALS FOR CAPITALS

Advocating Reason, Individualism,

Capitalism, and Objectivism, the

philosophy of Ayn Rand

For further information, call 927-6450,

or write BOX 5234, STATION A, TORONTO 1

FRENCH COURSE UNION
MEETING TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, AT 4 P.M.

VICTORIA COLLEGE. ROOM 19

This year a French course union, established last spring,

will operate on campus. Its aim will be to provide opportunities

for meetings and discussions among students taking French
al U. of T. It also provides machinery for participation of
students in the creation and implementation of the policies

of the Combined Dept. of French. Twenty-two students are

required immediately to sit as full voting members of the dept.

and these will be elected at Tuesday's meeting. Fourteen
of these will be elected to sit as full voting members of the
following committees of the dept.: Executive, Ways and Means,
Third Year Abroad, Language Laboratory, Third and Fourth
Year. Membership in the French Course Union and hence of the

Combined Dept. is open to all students of all years who are
taking at least one course in French.

HART HOUSE ORCHESTRA

Conducted by

BOYD N E EL

PRESENTS
THE I7TH SEASON OF CONCERTS

SUNDAYS -8:30 p.m.

GREAT HALL

OCTOBER 19, 1969

Violin Concerto and

Two Symphonies

NOVEMBER 30, 1969

Preludes and Fugues

Choral Preludes

Art of Fugue

JANUARY 25. 1970

Acis and Galatea

MARCH 8. 1970

Two Pieces, Opus I I

Piano Concerto No. I

Variations

Two Pieces from Hamlet

Haydn

J.S. Bach

Shostakovich

Shostakovich

Arensky

Tchaikovsky

nimRBnEBHrfflD

HOUSE 50
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WILL THESE

PORT ARTHUR (CUP
— Special) The 33rd Con-

gress of the Canadian
Union of Students shifted

its emphasis away from
international politics and

revolutionary strategies

and moved towards a

program to democratize
Canadian universities.

A resolution, passed
unanimously, charged
existing course unions are

divorced from most stu-

dents in their course, lim-

it their action to purely
administrative matters,
and are monopolized by a

minority of "students
with career ambitions in

their discipline."

In another resolution,

the Congress voted al-

most unanimously to op-

pose the Americanization
of Canadian universities

but rejected a quota sys-

tem that would directly

restrict the number of

U.S. professors teaching
in Canada.

The Congress was held

at Lakehead University

August 22 to September 3.

Canadian universities are
supporting "an irrational and
inhuman status quo," stated
the education policy passed by
a large majority of the dele-

gates.

They said that the university

does criticize the present sys-

tem to some extent but that
"the ivory tower" approach to

problems "separates criticism
from action" and produces
"academic criticism that is

often merely academic, re-

moved from real material
problems."

The policy statement said

society was unable to solve the

problems of poverty and ine-

quality partly because the

fragmentation of knowledge
prevents intellectuals from
forming the "total perspec-

tives" these problems require.

The statement also con-

demns the subordination of

public good to private profit.

Congress delegates also at-

tacked courses "directly apol-

ogist" of present conditions

which encourage students to

think the system is unchange-

able. The policy statement con-

demns "ecology courses that

don't deal with pollution, poli-

tics courses that deal with poli-

tics as what happens in parlia-

ment, and economics courses
that teach Samuelson."
The only real opposition to

the statement came from Mar-
tin Shapiro, a Congress observ-

er from McGill University.

Shapiro said the document
was "intolerant of non-social-

ist views and had dangerous
tendencies towards a new kind

of fascism."

Delegates applauded CUS
secretariat member John Gal-

lagher when he replied that the

statement called for "some-
thing more than a unified uni-

versity with a unifying ideolo-

gy." Most expressed approval
at Gallagher's statement that

the present university system
does not allow different points

of view to be expressed and
"can only lead to a reinforce-

ment of the status quo.
'

'

Only two schools voted
against adoption of the state-

ment.

Students must "reverse the
power relationships between
the instructor and the stu-

dents," according to a resolu-

tion on "authoritarian- struc-

ture in the classroom."

The resolution attacked ver-

batim note-taking, memoriza-
tion for examinations and long

reading lists as leaving little

time for critical thinking.

The resolution further at-

tacked this situation because it

"prepares the student to fit

uncritically into the corporate

capitalist structure," without

questioning the social and
moral effects of the system.

Memorial University, New-
foundland, delegate John Har-

ris called this section "an at-

tempt to relate the economic
factors in our society right to

the classroom, since the role of

the professor is that of the

boss.

"The students in the class-

room should be in control in

the classroom and should be

actively participating in the

classroom," he said.

Only University of Alberta
(Calgary) delegate Bob Fer-

,

rier opposed the motion. He
said, "The problem is more
with the student than with the

system," and "the student

should open up" and partici-

pate more often.

Ferrier was supported by
Ken Sunquist of University of

Saskatchewan (Regina) who
said the picture of an authori-

tarian classroom "just doesn't

fit into what I know."

Delegates called for a new
policy whereby course unions
would only be formed after

small groups of students in a

class had initiated critiques of

the class content and struc-

ture, and after "the mass of

students within the discipline

have articulated some con-

crete demands."
Instead of working so closely

with faculty, the new kind of

ENGINEERING FRESHMAN
WELCOME DANCE
THURS. SEPT. 25

FEATURING - FREE ADMISSION TO
ALL GIRLS

FREE ADMISSION TO
ENGINEERING FR0SH
FREE REFRESHMENTS
FAITH

THE DRILL HALL
HUSTLE! HUSTLE!

9.00-12.00

HUSTLE!



PROGRAMS KEEP IT TOGETHER?

course union would write cri-

tiques of both the course and
its textbooks, confront the pro-

fessor openly in the classroom,

and organize counter-courses.

U of T SAC rep Craig Heron
(IV UC), who helped draft the

motion, said classroom organ-

izing was "probably the key
area students have to be in-

volved in next year", and em-
phasized the need for a more
informal approach.

Observer Ron Thompson
raised the only debate on the

new concept when he proposed

an amendment which would
start a program of organized
cheating at the class level to

challenge the whole system of

marks and grades and the way
class content is determined.

Thompson's "cheating" re-

jects methods like getting

someone else to write one's

exam or sleeping with the pro-

fessor. In his non-competitive

system, as soon as an exam
was handed around, the stu-

dents would gather together to

discuss it, divide up the work

to be done, perhaps bring rele-

vant books and notes into the

room to "broaden the scope of

their answers."

The logical result of such a

system is to extend the exam
period for a term or even a

year, in order to make the

answer more complete.

Thompson asked the dele-

gates to adopt the first step by

starting to "cheat by co-opera-

tion in the classroom."

The amendment was defeat-

ed by a narrow margin, with

many delegations abstaining.

The congress demanded that

other university services, such

as bookstores, libraries, and

food services be democratized
and organized on a co-opera-

tive basis.

"The existence of these au-

thoritarian systems at the uni-

versity effectively continues

the socialization begun in the

public school system," the

resolution stated.

A resolution on Americani-
zation rejected any quota sys-

tem that would bar a certain

number of American profes-

sors from Canadian universi-

ties on the basis of their nation-

ality.

"A professor's ability to deal

with Canadian reality is not

always based on his national-

ity," it stated.

"Some American professors

have the concepts and experi-

ence to understand that reali-

ty, and conversely, some Cana-

dian professors — often

trained in U.S. graduate
schools — present an Ameri-
can discipline that has no rela-

tion to our Canadian reality."

The delegates said a quota

system would not attack the

other features of American in-

fluence that permeate our uni-

versities such as:

o Course content is heavily

loaded in favor of American
textbooks, concepts and histo-

ry-

o Canadian content is deliber-

ately devalued in most cours-

es. For example, a graduate

student in English at the U of T
often cannot do a PhD on only

one Canadian author,

o Canadian universities do

research for American corpo-

rations and military depart-

ments;

o The prestige positions of

American universities in cer-

WOMEN NEEDING MONEY . . .

Opportunity to officiate Interfaculty Field Hockey

Basketball and Volleyball games. Contact W.A.A.

Office - Benson Building 928-3441.

Basketball

Volleyball

- Tuesday and Thursday 3.00-4.00 p.m.

Monday and Wednesday 4.00-5.00 p.m.

Register my time the week of Sept. 22nd -

9.00 - 5.00 p.m. Sports Gym, Benson Bldg.

Get your Library Cards NOW
Present your ATL Card al any one of the

following locations for your Library Card

MADE ON
THE SPOT

Library Cards must be used for library

purposes after October 3rd

University of Toronto Library

Smoking Room
(University Library)

8:45am-7:30pm

SEPT. 22-26

Sidney Smith Hall

8:45am-7:30 pm

tain disciplines and their ef-

fects on Canadian teaching.

The congress particularly

objected to the heavy emphasis
on empiricist and behavioral

methodology imported from
the U.S. into Canadian discip-

lines.

"The Canadian educational

system services and rationaliz-

es Canada's colonial status

within the international capi-

talist system," the resolution

concluded.

The Congress resolved that

all academic openings in uni-

versity must be advertised in

Canada; that Canadian gradu-

ate schools emphasizing the

Canadian perspective be estab-

lished to orient faculty toward
Canadian problems; and that

students participate in hiring,

promotion and tenure of pro-

fessors, and in curriculum
committees.

At present many vacancies

in Canadian universities are

not advertised. A popular prac-

tice allows department chair-

men — often American them-

selves — to hire faculty

through contacts in American
graduate schools.

The criterion for hiring

should be a professor's "con-

cern with the needs of the Ca-

nadian people, rather than

strictly (his) nationality," the

resolution stated.

David Leadbeater, council

president of the University of

Alberta, asked how such con-

cern could be judged.

"Couldn't nationality be more
important than we've estab-

lished here?" he asked.

"We'll just have to tell as we
go along," responded SAC Fi-

nance Commissioner Bob
James (III Vic), mover of the

resolution. "If professors at

Lakehead University are look-

ing at the problems and situa-

tions in northern Ontario, that

might be more significant than

where they come from."

An amendment to set up

departments of Canadian
studies was soundly defeated.

"The whole university, not

just one blasted department,

should discuss Canadian con-

tent," said Brandon delegate

Harko Bhaget.

Police plot

Panther

annihilation

BERKELEY, Calif. -
(CUP-LNS) — Berkeley police

have worked out a 35-step as-

sault plan on the Black Panth-

er Party national headquarters

as a training exercise.

The plan, according to Po-

lice Chief Charles Plummer,
was drawn up at his direction

and was considered to be

"good training".

It calls for the deployment of

12 men, a riot tank, shotguns,

high-powered rifles, grenade
launchers and machine guns

around a two-storey wooden

HART HOUSE:
In this column will be announced regular and special events

occurring in Hart House during the academic year All male
students attending the University of Toronto are members of

Hart House. Make a point, therefore, of watching this column
so that you may take advantage of the facilities which are

yours to enjoy.

MUSIC:
The first Sunday Evening Concert in the series sponsored by

the Music Committee will be on October 5th in the Great Hall

at 8 30. Tickets for these concerts are available from the Hall

Porter 10 days prior to the concert. The first Noon Hour Con-
cert is scheduled for September 25th in the Music Room, from

12 noon to 2 p.m.. featuring the New Dimension Quartet La-

dies welcome

GLEE CLUB:
New members are required each year for this outstanding Glee

Club Auditions will be held in the Debates Room on Monday.
September 22nd and Thursday, September 25th from 4 to 6

p.m. All members of the House, both graduate and undergrad-

uate, are welcome, freshmen are especially invited to audition

Rehearsals take place every Tuesday from 7 to 9:30 p.m. in the

Great Hall and Thursday from 5:15 to 6:30 pm in the Music

Room

RECORD ROOMS:
Record Room A houses an excellent classical library and Re-

cord Room B, a collection of jazz, folk and spoken word. A
short class must be attended to receive proper instruction for

the use of the equipment INSTRUCTION will be given in Re-

cord Room A, from 1 to 2 p.m on the following dates Mon-
day. September 22nd, Wednesday. September 24th and Fri-

day, September 26th

STEINWAY GRAND PIANOS:
Any member of Hart House who has Grade 10 in Music may
use the Steinway Grand Pianos after receiving a card from the

Undergraduate Office There are two upright pianos for the use

of other members.

SQUASH:
The Squash Racquets Committee of Hart House controls the

use of the Squash courts in the basement Periods to play

squash may be reserved one day prior to play by calling the

Hall Porter, 928-2452
INSTRUCTION FOR BEGINNERS Novices interested in

Squash instruction should fill in a form on the Freshmen Infor-

mation Board in the rotunda of Hart House

LIBRARY:
The Hart House Library, on the second floor, houses about

1 0.000 volumes for leisure reading, however, books cannot be

taken from the Library at any time The Library Committee ap-

preciates receiving suggestions for new purchases.

HOUSE COMMITTEE:
One of the first events to be organized by the House Commit-

tee will be the Hart House Fall Dance being held on Saturday.

October 4th Tickets. $1 per person, will be available from the

Hall Porter Stag or Drag Watch this column for additional

events coming up.

DEBATES:
Hart House Debates provide a forum for parliamentary debate

All members are welcome to attend and speak from the floor.

The first debate will be held on Thursday, October 2nd on the

topic "The Greatest Enemy of the University is its Faculty" with

Dean John Saywell as honorary visitor Watch this column for

Noon Hour debates, the first one being held on September

24th.

building. According to the

script of the operation the first

shot has already been fired;

the occupants of the building

are "offenders" rather than

"suspects" and the offenders

are to be annihilated.

THE VARSITY, Mon

The reason for drawing up

the plan, according to Plum-

mer, is that police depart-

ments across the U.S. have

been "having trouble" with

Panther headquarters in their

respective cities,

day, September 22. 1 969 — Page 9
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U Of T

SINFONIA
A SAC SPONSORED CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

OPEN TO ALL MUSICIANS ON CAMPUS

AUDITIONS
SEPT. 23, 24, 25

7-9 PM
EDWARD JOHNSON BUILDING ROOM 225

Birth control spreading

MEDS FRESHMAN WELCOME
VARSITY STADIUM

FRI. SEPT. 26 8:30 - 12 PM
WITH THE CHOSEN FEW

^SgmimW Wil |"MM|l|ilH'ilil'||< H'M'WrnWlJI WtWn
)"\*'^'»>"^""*f/!^'

g NURSES - FREE MEDS - 75< "%

| GIRLS - 50< ARTSIES - $1.25 §

% ENGINEERS - $5.00

'4ft/*m\ "ill i ii 4 u n\\ ill llniiifi.-uli ilitlt. 11)1,111 Hum Mil ii„ i ml ill jiili/lU vV?

TORONTO WELCOMES KAREL ANCERL
OPENING CONCERTS OCT. 14 - 15

A Sparkling Season at Toronto's historic MASSEY HALL, featuring some of the WORLD'SSKSK^^ CONDUCTORS and IMPEC-

THE

TORONTO SYMPHONY

KAREL ANCERL

Music Director & Conductor

12 TUES Si WED
SUBSCRIPTION
CONCERTS

S60S40$27$20$15

Pianists
RUDOLF FIRKUSNY
VICTOR BOUCHARD
& RENEE MORISSET
BRUNO LEONARDO
GELBER
GINA BACHAUER
GEZA ANDA
VAN CUBURN
Violinists
LORAND FENYVES
DAVID OISTRAKH
ITZHAK PERLMAN
Cello
LEONARD ROSE
Guest Conductors
KAZUYOSHI AKIYAMA
MARTIN TURNOVSKY
SEIJI OZAWA
DAVID OISTRAKH
Vocalists
HEATHER HARPER
LILI CHOOKASIAN
PETER SCHREIER
FRANZ MAZURA
Toronto Mendelssohn Choit
lEImet Iseler, Diiector)

12 Tuts. & WED
SUBSCRIPTION
CONCERTS
S60 $40 $27 $20515

CHRISTOPH
ESCHENBACH
PHILIPPE ENTREMONT
Violinists
ISAAC STERN
DAVID OISTRAKH
JOSEPH SUK
Cello
ROSTROPOVICH
Fiench Horn
BARRY TUCKWELL
Flute
JEAN -PIERRE RAM PAL
Guest Conductors
RAFAEL FRUHBECK
DE BURGOS
LAWRENCE FOSTER
SEIJI OZAWA
ALAIN LOMBARD
DAVID OISTRAKH
Vocalists
LOIS MARSHALL
GERALD ENGLISH
VICTOR BRAUN
HUGUETTE
TOURANGEAU
Toronto Mendelssohn Choii
(Elmer Iseler . Director)

6 TUES. & WED
SUBSCRIPTION
CONCERTS
INos. 1. 3. 5. 7, 9 and
1 1 from Series "B")
S35 S25S18S12S9
Ap^eanngon Series "B1"

PHILIPPE ENTREMONT
ISAAC STERN
BARRY TUCKWELL
MSTISLAV
ROSTROPOVICH
RAFAEL FRUHBECK
OE BURGOS
LAWRENCE FOSTER
SEIJI OZAWA
HUGUETTE
TOURANGEAU

SERIES "B2"

6 TUES. & WED
SUBSCRIPTION
CONCERTS
INos 2.4, 6. 8. 10 and
12 from Series "B"l
$35$25S18$12$9
Appearing on Series "B2"

VLADIMIR ASHKENAZY
CHRISTOPH
ESCHENBACH
JOSEPH SUK
DAVID OISTRAKH
JEAN-PIERRE RAM PAL
ALAIN LOMBARD
LOIS MARSHALL
GERALD ENGLISH
VICTOR BRAUN
Toronto Mendelssohn Choi
(Elmer Iseler. Director)

CHARTER SERIES

6 FRIDAY EVENING
SUBSCRIPTION
CONCERTS
S3BS30 $24$18$12
Pianist
VLADIMIR ASHKENAZY

LORAND FENYVES

ANDRES SEGOVIA
Cello
LEONARD ROSE
Guest Conductors
ALAIN LOMBARD
SEIJI OZAWA
Vocalists
TERESA STRATAS
LOIS MARSHALL
GERALD ENGLISH
VICTOR BRAUN
Toronto Mendelssohn Choi
(Elmer Iseler. Director)

a
H
c

li?,lN?vSATURDAY SYMPHONY Concerts especially designed for children
4 SATURDAY AFTERNOON CONCERTS — £4 00
Nov. 22, Jan. 24. Feb. 21. Mar, 14

MAIL ORDERS NOW TO: Season Ticket Centre, 49 Wellington St. E . Toronto 1 Ontario

TACT- SEASON TlFffcPpL™?
0
*??!!!?. ?™PH0NY F0R A DETAILED SEASON BROCHURE, CON-

I ALL SEASON TICKET CENTRE, 49 WELLINGTON ST. E . TORONTO 1 . Ontario.

An unusually high number of

pregnancies on campus last

year has resulted in the Birth

Control Drop-In Centre, estab-

lished in August as a sub-group

of the Women's Liberation

Movement.
Since its inception the centre

at 91 St. George St. has had up

to 20 people a day coming in to

look at a display of various

contraceptive devices and
newspaper clippingsand pam-
phlets on birth control.

"Because there were a lot

more pregnancies last year on

campus, we felt there was
need for a birth control infor-

mation centre", explains vol-

unteer Dawn Aspinall, (SGS).

The main source of printed

information is the comprehen-
sive 46-page Birth Control

Handbook, published by the

McGill Students' Society.

Of the 10,000 pamphlets the

group ordered, almost 1,000

were distributed last week
from the St. George St. and

tent locations.

To date, the centre has been

used by couples and single men
and women who drop in to dis-

cuss birth control methods or

to obtain the name of a reliable

gynaecologist. They have also

had several requests for help in

obtaining abortions.

During registration, centre

volunteers pitched a tent in

front of the SAC office and dis-

tributed the handbook to pas-

sersby.

Volunteer Linda Cameron
says more men asked for the

Birth Control Handbook than

women.
"I think some of the girls are

too shy to come and get the

book in public", she explains.

The centre is open Tuesday
and Thursday evenings from 7

to 9 p.m. and Wednesday after-

noons from 1 to 5 p.m. .

However, says Mrs. Aspin-

all, "The hours would be ex-

tended if more volunteers

could give their time."

HERE AND NOW
The Here and Now column is the

place to find out what's happening on
campus Space is provided free of

charge to campus groups who fill in

the appropriate form in the Varsity

office. 91 St George St.. second
floor, before 3 p.m. the day before

publication

TUESDAY
1:10 p.m.

"Out at Sea", a play by Slawomir Mro-
zek. presented by the U.C. Players' Guild in

the U.C Quad or the West Hall. U.C Runs
through to Fn .. Sept, 26.

1:15 p.m.
Christian Science Organization Testimo-

ny Meeting at Sidney Smith Rm. 2120. All

are welcome.

5:15 p.m.
Freshman supper and evening at Luther-

an Centre on Spadina sponsored by Varsity

Christian Fellowship. "New Life Singers".
After 7 p.m. the evening is open to all.

7:30 p.m.
Christian Science Organization business

meeting. Coach House. First Church. 1960
St George St. Old and prospective mem-
bers welcome.

Where are the leaders?
Anyone will tell you that the Leaders are en-

joying the advantages of military training and
university subsidization through the Regular
Officer Training Plan (ROTP).

If you are a full time male undergraduate
student with a successful academic record you
should know about the opportunities that the
Canadian Armed Forces can offer you as an
ROTP cadet. You will continue your civilian

studies towards a degree at your University.
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Enquiries are invited to:

THE CANADIAN FORCES RECRUITING CENTRE
25 ST. CLAIR AVENUE EAST
TORONTO 290, ONTARIO
TELEPHONE: 966-C564

The Regular Officer Training Plan
For University Undergraduates.



Campbell attacks Ontario
university presidents' report
The report on campus discip-

line issued by the 14 presidents

of Ontario universities took

Prof. Ralph Campbell, chair-

man of the Campbell commit-
tee on disciplinary procedures,

by surprise.

"It isn't by any means in line

with the document which we
hope to produce within the next

few days," he said.

The presidential advisory
committee, established in

April^l968 to re-evaluate disci-

plinary procedure on campus,
has assimilated briefs from
numerous campus groups.

"We would propose a more
quasi-judicial systemof discip-

line," said Prof. Campbell.
"You have a sort of court

where you lay charges and de-

cide whether an individual did

in fact behave obstructively or

destructively."

Prof. Campbell had not read

the actual document but didn't

think the idea of a university

tribunal came through in news-
paper reports on the state-

ment.

Campbell defined "obstruc-

tive behavior", one of the

vague phrases used in the doc-

ument, as something that ob-

structs the teaching-learning-

research function of the uni-

versity. Making the presenta-
tion of a lecture impossible, for

example, he considered ob-
structive.

"It doesn't have to be stu-

dents who are the offenders,"
he added. "Staff could be
charged, too."

Professors would be tried by
a court composed of three vot-

ing staff members, two voting
students and a legal advisor.
Students would be tried by

three students and two staff

members and a legal advisor.

A certain rariOP of nuni^h-

ment and a maximum penalty

wouldbe predetermined but the

actual decision on punishment
would be decided by the tribun-

al.

In order for a student to be
expelled or a professor fired he
would have to come before a

further committee.

UofA gets new discipline system

EDMONTON (CUP) - The draft for a new disciplinary body
has been passed by the law and order committee at the Universi-

ty of Alberta without either a quorum or the student members
present.

Composed of three faculty members and two students the

board would summon in writing an offender to a hearing. Failure
to appear could result in a fine, refusal of marks, suspension or

expulsion A person found guilty of an offence would be subject

to the same penalties.

Steve Hardy and Bob Hunka, student members of the Law
and Order Committee, claimed they were never asked to attend
the meeting which passed the new proposal.

"Although the report states the committee is in favour of

student discipline remaining in the hands of the students, the

majority of the committee has consistently rejected this idea,"

Hardy said.

"They have voted down any proposals for the majority of the

board to consist of students or even an equal number of students

and faculty," he added.

Bookings now being accepted for:

CUS/OUS CHRISTMAS
FLIGHT TO LONDON
For full information please contact CUS/OUS,
44 St. George Street, Toronto 181 Tel: 921-2611

Destination: Plane: Departure: Return: Fare:

London*
7 DC8 "lef Dee « ,9th ,an* 3rd $2<>6

return Fare does not include Flight or baggage insurance.

ALSO AVAILABLE UNDER WINTER PROGRAM:

WEEK-END OTTAWA SKIING TOURS, QUEBEC WINTER CARNIVAL

and FLORIDA DAYTONA BEACH HOLIDAY

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

UNIVERSITY of TORONTO

JACKETS

LEVI'S and LEES

BLAZERS and CRESTS

CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

401 YONGE ST. (at fierrarcl) TORONTO 200, ONT.
I'HONE 368-7729

ITS WHERE ITS HAPPENING
Meet your friends at

PETIT PALAIS COIFFUREPR
^J, All the Litest Mod Styles

end Cult by any of our 5 Styltit*

We specialize in long hair styling

20% discount Monday through Thursday
with proof of A.T.L. Card

415 Bloor St. W. Corner Spadina - Borders, campus
Open Thursday and Friday Evenings

For appointment phone 922-2823

SLUE & WHITE PRESENTS.
IAN & SYLVIA

and

THE GREAT SPECKLED BIRD

Coming soon to U of T

FREE FILM SHOWING
DAILY WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 22-26

1 PM
DEBATES ROOM HART HOUSE

"LA CHINOISE"
SPONSORED BY S A C.

DANCERS - ALL TYPES

AUDITIONS FOR U OF T

PERFORMING GROUP
MALE AND FEMALE

Tuesday Evening Sept. 30, 7 - 8.30,

Dance Studio Benson Building

20th
CENTURY FOX
PRESENTS

"A WALK WITH LOVE
AND DEATH"

and a discussion about

films in general,

introducing the stars of

their latest production . . .

.

ANJEJJCA HUSTON
&

ASSAF DAYAN
1 PM - MUSIC ROOM -

HART HOUSE

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24th

Ladies Welcome

(SPONSORED BY THE HOUSE

COMMITTEE, HART HOUSE)

THE VARSITY. Monday. Sepiember 22. 1969 — Page 13



It was a longlonglonglong.
Between the New Program

and the computer, the arts stu-

dent has been in more lineups

for longer periods of time than

any other year — and many of

his troubles won't be ironed out

for another several weeks.

There are some who claim

the computer makes more
mistakes and takes more time

than the old human-power sys-

tem. Whatever administrative

improvements the computer

may have wrought, the benefi-

ciary was most certainly not

the student.

At registrars' offices, staff

members were often too busy

even to comment on how busy

they were.

Rev. A. F. Waligore, assist-

ant registrar at St. Michael's

College, said exam results of-

ten altered students' plans. He
predicted a busier year for

faculty advisors and felt next

year's students would general-

ly be "more aware of the value

of pre-registration."

The new calendar, which

could have eased registration

problems if it had been pub-

lished on time, did not appear

on campus until Aug. 27.

Scarborough registration

went fairly smoothly, taking

about 20 minutes per student,

despite the computer's habit of

declaring itself out of order

every other day.

At Erindale, Registrar J. J.

Rae used the "old-fashioned

system" — human power — to

register about 900 students

without a hitch.

Professional faculties,

which registered students at

least a week earlier than the

arts faculty, reported no seri-

ous difficulties.

Graduate students had few
timetable problems, but orre

PhD candidate, new to Toron-

to, reported blisters on both

heels after walking "at least

THEY
Friday afternoon found sev-

eral hundred second year stu-

dents lined up at Sidney Smith

Hall awaiting revised timeta-

bles.

"They said to come at 1:30,

so I'm here," said Beth Mac-

Leod (II Vic), "but so is every-

body else. I feel I'm about to be

processed. It's like a big fight

with the computer."

Most students didn't seem
too upset by having to spend

one to two hours standing in

line.

"I've only been here half an

hour," said Randall Withell (II

Vic), somewhat nonchalantly.

He didn't seem to mind stand-

ing there in line.

"I was in a line up just a

couple of days ago. It wasn't

that bad," he added, but felt

the situation could be im-

proved. "They should try to

disperse everything a bit

they tookaway our better half

CENSORED

and all we really wanted to say was
that textbooks last year were

expensive.

and all we really wanted todo was
make textbooks this year less

expensive.

we tried to say it but got censored.

we tried to do it and somehow
succeeded

.

booksac 44 st george st.

10* off 1st, 2nd and 3rd year texts

the muted bookstore

there had to be a

Km ye,» students yol s

didn't have enough e

textbook store charged

there is

sac took ,i hard look j

efficiently run, free fro

for profit, couldn't n

enterprise jcross die w.iy

lliL' jnswer is yes. even i

ItOOk. you C8li Still st.iy i

there's now a sac

so sac acquired premises

store costs you 10'.. less

george. just norlli ul tlx

le*ts lor die first lluee

(unless the enrolment i

hours d day.

and it's called boi

44 st. george.

open 9 am to !
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wait
two miles getting little forms
filled out."

Few escaped the eccentrici-

ties of the machine. The com-
puter told professors they
couldn't register any more
students in classes they had
intended to expand.

"We were asked at the be-

ginning of the summer to set a

limit on enrolment in our

WAITED
more.
Most considered registration

line ups a necessary evil and
just another part of university

bureaucracy, although one girl

thought it could be an adminis-

tration plot.

"If we didn't have all these

line ups to stand around in, the

students might all be out in the

streets making the Revolu-

tion," she commented.
But what about next year's

line ups? Will the bureaucracy

become more efficient? Many
students were optimistic that

things would get better.

"After all," said one, "They
can't get much worse and still

function, can they?"

"There's just too many peo-

ple in the same place at the

same time and there's bound to

be confusion," added another.

"It should get better though —
the baby boom is decreasing.

'

'

courses," explained a political

science professor.

"We set arbitrary limits just

to get the paperwork out of our

hair, then found the computer
was refusing students in cours-

es we had decided to expand
after our summer meetings."

Pol 202, originally titled Pol-

itical Economy and Public Pol-

icy, was changed over the

summer to a simulation of

Canadian-American relations.

"We sent letters to all the
students who pre-registered in

the old course, but we're not

sure how many are going to

drop out because of the
change," said Prof. Stephen
Clarkson.

"Meanwhile, the computer
is rejecting new applicants. We
don't consider the course
closed, but apparently the fac-

ulty office is turning new appli-

cants away."
A harried sociology profes-

sor said administrative diffi-

culties under the new system
are "at least twice as bad as
under the human-run system."

This student discount card means you get

SPECIAL 10%
STUDENT
DISCOUNTS
on all rentals and allpurchases

It also means Syd Silver's quality • fit • dependability • service

If you did not receive a student discount card clip it

from this ad and use it as a regular card. For those

big important occasions remember Syd Silver.

Canada's leading name in formal wear

and inquire about the special student rates!

Syd^Silver Formals Ltd.
/ 500 Yonge Street (just above College) - 923-4611

I

I

I

I

I

SOLNICKI. GORD and BREGMAM PRODUCTIONS

PRESENTS

JOHNNY WINTER

Massey Hall Friday October 3

7.30 and 10 p.m.

Tickets $3.50, $4.50. $5.50

Available at Sam the Record Man

Le Chateau, 7I9 Yonge St.

Massey Hall Box Office

With The Humble Sponge and Whiskey Howl

8ooked by Frederick Lewis

The Textbook Store has

vast quantities of used books
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HART HOUSE THEATRE

USHERS
Volunteers needed for ushers for the two

Hart House Theatre Productions.

CALL AT
THE THEATRE BOX OFFICE
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ARE CHEAPER
If you participate in our used book programme

you may have the use of a textbook

for one year for LESS THAN

A QUARTER OF THE NEW PRICE.

Look for (his slicker: feWftrf-ri)

THE TEXTBOOK
STORE

THE STUDENT BOOKSTORE
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Look tor the
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Book Sac crowded out by

photo by MARK RUBIN

This girl is destroying the censored leaflets.

BY JIM COWAN

After almost a year of off-

and-on negotiating between the

Students Administrative Coun-

cil and the University of Toron-

to Press and Bookstores,

agreement has been reached

on a student-faculty committee

to set policy for the U of T
bookstore complex.

The committee, originally

announced last November, will

be composed of three SAC ap-

pointees, three faculty appoint-

ees, one graduate student and

one administrator. The U of T
Bookstores will send a repre-

sentative as a non-voting

member.
The new committee will act

as a subcommittee of the Press

Committee of the Board of

Governors, and it is expected

that any policy recommenda-
tions it proposes will be ac-

cepted.

Friday's meeting climaxed a

summer of confusion and
growing bitterness between

SAC, the SAC bookstore pro-

ject, and the U of T Books-

tores. Most of the problems
arose from SAC's failure to

define its reasons for setting

up the bookstore project,

known as BookSac, to those

running the enterprise.

BookSac employees say they

PEOPLE DAY
AT RADIO VARSITV

"THE CLOSED - CIRCUIT VOICE
OF THE U of T CAMPUS"

we need:
TECHNICAL

NEWS

ANNOUNCE

PRODUCTION

COME TO RADIO VARSITY

91 ST.GEORGE ST. 3rd FLOOR

Thurs. Sept. 25

"GET INVOLVED'

4 P.M.

understood SAC wanted a per-

manent textbook store to com-

pete with the U of T books-

tores. Shiela Tessler, co-man-

ager of the BookSac, said

Thursday: "We wouldn't have

put so much effort into it if

we'd thought it was only for

one year."

But SAC Services Commis-
sioner Chris Szalwinski says

BookSac, now in its second

year, was "only a political

tool" designed to pressure U of

T Press into agreeing to the

committee. "Once we gain

control on that committee," he

said, "the SAC bookstore will

be disbanded."

BookSac, operating on the

premise that they were a com-
petitive bookstore, refused to

co-operate with the U of T
Press officials. The Press in

turn put pressure on SAC to

gain co-operation so between

the two stores there would be

enough textbooks ordered

without either store being

stuck with excess stock.

And from both sides came
accusations of dishonesty, un-

fair practices, and largely un-

substantiated claims of har-

rassment.

According to Szalwinski, the

committee was originally held

up because SAC didn't trust the

University Bookstores. But fol-

lowing a meeting at which the

Bookstore provided a detailed

breakdown of their financial

operation, including salaries

and overhead expenses, SAC
said it was convinced the

Bookstore was doing as well as

it could.

SAC vice-president Bob
Barkwell closed that meeting
by saying: "After years of

being suspicious of administra-

tors I have a residue of com-
pletely unsubstantiated suspi-

cions, but my major suspicions

have been cleared up, mostly
due to the list of salaries with

names. I will speak to the

Bookstore people and ask them
to cooperate with you fully."

It was generally understood,

said Szalwinski, that full coop-

eration would mean an ex-

change of records so that nei-

ther store would over order.
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Graduate

Students'

Union

WILLCOCK5

I6 BANCROFT AVENUE
Phone 928-239

1

HELP WANTED
GSU Sports Director

Noon hour lecture Chairman

Special Events Chairman

SNACK BAR

OPENING

Monday, Sept. 22nd

12.00 - 2.00 p.m.

good food at reasonable prices

WELCOME

BEER, WINE & CHEESE PARTY

Friday. October 3

4-7 p.m. Admission 50 cents

All over 2 1 /ears welcome

Wine supplied by Jordan Wine Company

Position available for female student helping

out in Snack Bar every day from 1 2 - 2 p.m.

Monday - Friday. Call Barbara Smith for

further details. 928-239I.



SAC compromise
But the BookSac people dug

in their heels and refused any
cooperation. "We didn't feel it

was good business to disclose

information to our competi-

tors," Miss Tessler said Thurs-

day.

BookSac continued to make
its plans on the assumption it

was an independent, competa-

tive bookstore. An advertising

flyer was prepared and time
purchased on Radio Varsity.

The campaign was to start

Sept. 11.

The handout charged Uni-

versity Bookstores with selling

books above list price, and
said, in indirect terms, that the

University Bookstores were
inefficiently run and were not

concerned with the student's

welfare. Both charges were
hotly denied by Charles H.

Fanning, general manager of

the bookstores.

In the face of threats by
Fanning to refuse future coop-

eration if the handbill was dis-

tributed. Szalwinski withdrew
the flyer. Then it was discov-

ered that by cutting the bill in

half, all the advertising infor-

mation was retained while the

allegedly libelous remarks
were eliminated. The bill was
handed out in this form.

Friday's mppHno chaired

by Brian Levitt of the Prov-

ost's Office, was a final at-

tempt to reconcile the differ-

ences between the two stores.

SAC and University Books-

tores officials agreed on the

committee, but the co-manag-
ers of the BookSac renewed
their intentions not to sit on the

committee or co-operate in

any way.
At one point it looked as

though the committee would
founder once again, when Fan-
ning stated he would not sit on
any committee with Miss Tes-

sler. But he later stated he
would be happy to implement
any policy the committee de-

cided on.

The future of BookSac re-

mains clouded. Miss Tessler

says she would like to see the

bookstore continue and eventu-

ally be turned into a student-

owned co-op. But Szalwinski

has said the bookstore will be

closed if the committee is set

up, and Fanning has stated the

University Bookstores would
buy out BookSac stock.

The committee should meet
in about two weeks, after SAC
and the Association of Teach-

ing Staff appoint their repre-

sentatives.

Ryerson student governors resign

Two Ryerson Polytechnical Institute students, appointed to

the Ryerson Board of Governors last May, have resigned.

In a joint letter to Premier John Robarts, Gordon Jackson

and Richard Finlay said they felt their presence had been ignored

by the more established members of the board.

The students, the first in Canada to sit on a Board of Gover-

nors, were appointed following changes in the Provincial statute

governing Ryerson. Jackson and Finlay were elected by the stu-

dents, then formally appointed to sit on the board by Premier

Robarts.
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STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL _

| Student Parking for

| 1969-1970
| Requirements:

| Applications:

les from effic-Must live at least 15 r

ient public transport.

Accepted until Wednesday, Sept. 26,
after which date no further applications
wi 1 1 be accepted. Permits given out
Tuesday, Sept. 30th.

= APPLY AT THE SAC OFFICE
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BASEMENT 91 ST. CEORGE t
*

Your SAC
Bookexchunge Is

BUY 1
HOW Open!!!

AND
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USED
TEXTS

SEPTEMBER 22 - OCTOBER 3
9:30-5:30 DAILY
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hart house
glee club

mondaySeptember22 ItoKpm
thursdaySeptember25 4to6pm

first rehearsal tuesday September30

§ ** plannedeoneerttourofenglandnextsummer **

PAUL BUTTERFIELD

CONCERT

WITH WHISKEY HOWL

TAIT MACKENZIE BUILDING

YORK UNIVERSITY

SAT. SEPT. 27

$3.00

TWO SHOWS
7:30 & 9:30 PM
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Students will challenge Caput decision
The university's decision to

allow the Caput to deal with

student disruptions runs con-

trary to the university's own
policy, two students on the-

Committee to Reconstitute

Caput charged last night.

The Caput, U of T's highest

disciplinary body, announced
Saturday that it would, if

asked, deal with disruptions

similar to the New Left Caucus
action at a University College

freshman dinner Thursday.

"The university has recog-

nized that Caput is an illegi-

mate body for dealing with so-

cio-political offences," said

SAC vice-president Bob Bark-
well, who sits with SAC execu-

tive member Greg Kealey on

the Committee to Reconstitute

Caput.

The report of the committee
is to be finalized at a meeting
Tuesday. The report recom-
mends that "as far as cases of

student discipline are con-

cerned, the Caput (should)

continue to exercise its juris-

diction in cases that it has his-

torically dealt with (ie. cheat-

ing, plagarism, library theft,

etc.)."

But the committee specifi-

cally added that there should

be "no extension of the juris-

diction of the Caput during the

interim period."

The reconstituting commit-
tee was called last spring, af-

ter radicals disrupted a speech

by former Berkeley president

Clark Kerr, to set up interim

disciplinary arrangements
pending a report by the Camp-
bell committee on discipline.

The Campbell committee

report will recommend full-

scale changes in the U of T's

disciplinary structure.

Both these committees,
Kealey said, came out against

harsh handling of disruptions

and other political actions.

"The Campbell Report is

expected to recognize that

sometimes disruptions are

necessary to bring about

change in the university," he

said.

By deciding to use Caput to

take action now, the university

has undercut its own proce-

dures, Barkwell said.

And Bissell's implied en-

dorsement of the "law and
order" working paper of the

Committee of Presidents of

Ontario Universities will also

tend to undermine the more
moderate positions of the two
committees, he said.

Bissell said the working
paper, which calls for harsh
penalties for disruptions, was a

"useful" document, and added
that he would present it to the

Board of Governors and other

university bodies.

Barkwell said he hoped stu-

dents would come to the open
meeting of the reconstituting

committee Tuesday, at 2 p.m.
in the Senate Chambers of

Simcoe Hall.

"We're going to attack this

double-crossing and we're
going to talk about the fact that

students weren't involved in

Caput's decision to take action

now," Barkwell said.

"I hope lots of students will

come to the meeting and see

the contradictions laid bare."

JOURNALISM 2000. STR 4. A course in elementary and

advanced modern journalism techniques as appear on Canadian

campuses. Stress: on alternatives to Toronto daily newspaper

treatment of compus events, good, solid research features, dark-

room techniques, spot news reporting, reviews, graphic arts, ed-

iting, basic and two-finger typing. Detailed attention will be

given to all news of any importance occurring anywhere in the

university. Register at 91 St. George St. any time this week. In-

structors: see masthead on page 4.

The standard news story
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| UNIVERSITY

HOUSING

I
COMMITTEE

APPLICATIONS

FOR STUDENTPOSITIONS

I NOW
BEING ACCEPTED

Last September the SAC called on the university

administration to centralize authority for University

housing development and administration by esta-

blishing a Student-Faculty committee to supersede

all existing committees.

This committee was set up last year. There were
seven students and six faculty members and was
chaired by Prof. D. F. Forster.

Student representatives have to be reappointed

this year and the SAC shall do so in consultation

with the GSU and residence councils.

Please apply in writing, stating your background,
qualifications and your reasons for being interested
in serving on this committee.

Applications are to be sent to the SAC office. =

( DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS: 8

WON. SEPT. 29th
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by Liberation News Service

An uneasy calm settled over

racially tense today

as National Guardsmen and

police stood by in case of re-

newed outbreaks of trouble.

The side of the city

has been wracked by sporadic

sniper fire, looting and arson

for nights.

WOMEN'S
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

Interfaculty Tennis Tournament — Doubles and Singles '•

— First Round — week of September 29th. Sign up at

Benson Building or Individual Colleges by Sept. 25th.

Intercollegiate Outdoor Archery — First Practice Benson

Building Archery Range Tuesday September 23rd at

1.00 p.m.

Outdoor practices Thursday and Friday 8.00 a.m.

Varsity Stadium.

Intercollegiate Tennis Tryouts — Victoria Tennis

Courts — Monday 4.00 - 6.00 Sept. 22nd - Senior

and Intermediate team — first competition in

Montreal Oct. 3 & 4.

Intercollegiate Swimming - Speed practice begins Mon.

Sept. 22nd 5.00 - 6.00. Diving practice begins Tuesday
Sept. 23rd, 6.00 - 7.00 p.m. Scheduled weekly practices;

Speed - Monday 5.00 - 6.00 Tuesday 5.00 - 6.00

Wednesday 6.00 - 7.00 Thursday 7.00 - 8.00

Diving- Tuesday 6.00 - 7.00 Wednesday 7.00 - 9.00

Interfaculty Field Hockey - Sign up this week at your
college, faculty or school for Interfaculty Field

.
Hockey.

Applications are now being

received for

CHAIRMAN

OF THE

BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY

Apply in writing fo:

Cultural Affairs Commissoner
SAC Office

Deadline: October 3rd, 1969

Mayor
said day:

"I think we have the situa-

tion under control."

The trouble broke out ......

day night as rumors spread
through the Side ghetto

area that a year-old

Negro had been shot by
a policeman while a . . .

.

persons, including . . .

. police and a fireman,

have been injured in the viol-

ence.

Negro leaders ,

the Rev and
Jones toured the riot area ....

day night in an attempt to res-

tore calm.

"It's just a small percentage

of trouble makers and kids

causing the problem out

there," said weary Police

Chief "Most of the

people want law and order just

like we do."

The riot area is near the

scene of the 19 . . riot which
took .... lives and caused $. . .

. million damage.
Mayor said he

would appoint a committee of

leaders to investigate the riot-

ing. Shot and killed .... day
night was of

Street. Patrolman
said he shot the boy as he saw
the youth turn and approach
him in a "threatening man-
ner."

LIBRARY PROBLEMS?

Learn to use the Lib-
rary's resources quickly
and easily:- take a stack
tour; come to the Library
seminars. Librarians are
here to HELP YOU! Ask
for details at any service
desk in the University

Library-

SPEEDREADING
JUST THREE LESSONS
STUDY TECHNIQUES

RESULTS GUARANTEED
STUDENTS S35 ADULTS S45

SAVE $10.00
REGISTER BY SEPT. 30, 1969

488-2836



Mefras retires after this season
by JIM COWAN

It would have made a great

story — Johnny Metras, coach-

ing his last game at Varsity

Stadium, beating his arch-ri-

vals, Varsity Blues.

And it would have been in

character, for Metras has
spent 35 years as head coach of

the University of Western On-

tario Mustangs providing good

copy for the newspaper hacks.

Most college football fans

know the Metras saga by now;
how he came to Canada from
the University of Detroit in

1933 as a playing-coach with
the St. Michael's College team
in the old Ontario Rugby Foot-

ball Union, how he was an All-

Canadian centre in '34, and
how he moved to Western in

1936, taking over as head coach
in 1939.

He was unbeaten in his first

ten seasons, and even taking
into account the disruption of

the war years, that's quite a

record.

Since then, he's been one of

college football's more color-

ful characters, and one of its

most avid boosters.

"He's been great for the
game over the years," Blues'

coach Ron Murphy said Satur-

day, noting some of the many
innovations Metras has intro-

duced. At one time, for in-

stance, he used a diamond T
formation, with two quarter-
backs set one behind the other.

Metras sees the game as
going through cycles every ten

years or so, and always im-
proving. "When I first came up
here," he said Saturday, "I
could have played with both
hands behind my back and still

kicked the crap out of the
teams then.

"You take a team today
that's a loser and it could be a

winner ten years ago. The kids

have improved so much, and
they're watching better foot-

ball today."

Metras has always opposed
athletic scholarships and likes

the Canadian system of basing

|

scholarships strictly on aca-
demic ability. "I don't think an

I athlete should be treated any
I differently.

"I went through the damn
American regime," he contin-

VARSITY CHEERLEADING

TRYOUTS

ALL ENTHUSIASTIC GUYS
AND GALS ARE QUALIFIED

SEPT. 22, 23, 24 - 5 PM

PRACTICES VARSITY STADIUM

THURS. SEPT. 25 - 5:30 PM

JUDGING VIC COLLEGE GYM

BE THERE TONIGHT!

MUSTANG COACH JOHN METRAS
Even a Tie brings a Smile photo by ART MCILWAIN

ued, "and it produced a lot of

bums."
Metras' system has proven

successful over the years. He
can boast of having graduated
more students into the profes-

sional leagues than any other
coach. But, as he said in 1965,

"our prime purpose is to devel-

op men to help Canada grow,
not football players to help the

Canadian Football League
grow."

Metras has always made it

clear to his players that studies

come before football. Some
years ago he said: "If I thought

my job was just to win football

games, someone else could
have it tomorrow. I think I've

made it pretty clear where I

stand on the subject of players

keeping up their studies.

Consequently, the whole facul-

ty is behind me."
Metras will continue as Ath-

letic Director at Western, and
one might suspect he is begin-

ning to regret his decision to

quit coaching.

"It's going to be a long four

years with nothing to do," he

said before Saturday's game.
"But you can't keep working
75-80 hours a week for ever."
Then, during a half-time pres-
entation ceremony, he said "...

and don't think I won't have a
fair bit to do with the football

team next year."
BLUENOTES . . . Blues first

string offensive tackle Norm
Trainor left the game in the
early with an injured ankle

, .

.

the training staff worked on his

knee for five minutes before he
pointed out that that wasn't
what hurt ... his place was
filled by defensive lineman
Alex Squires.

INTERCOLLEGIATE
ATHLETICS

PRACTICE SCHEDULE

NEWCOMERS ARE WELCOME!

SOCCER - 5.00 p.m. dai ly - Front Campus
Report to Coach Bob Nicol

RUGGER - 5.00 p.m. daily - Back Campus
Report to Coach Jim Hamilton

TRACK - 5.00 p.m. daily - Varsity Stadium
Enter by Gate 9, Devonshire Place

SWIMMING - 5.00 p.m. Mon. Sept. 22. Fencing Room
Report to Coach Robin Campbell

WATER POLO - 5.00 p.m. Sept. 25 8. 26. Pool
Report to Coach Kirk Thompson

VOLLEYBALL 7.30 p.m. Sept. 25, Main Gym
Report to Coach Taimo Pallandi

SQUASH - 4.20 - 6.20 MON. & THUR. Starting
Oct. 2

Report to Coach Ralph Rimmer

GAME FILMS SHOWN TUESDAYS
Films of Saturday's game will be shown on Tuesday at 1

p.m. in the Hart House Fencing Room. All students (that

means women, too), faculty, bureaucrats, and others are
welcome to attend. Members of the Blues coaching staff

will be on hand to answer questions. The film sessions will

continue each Tuesday at one o
clock during the season, and may be extended (using NFL
and NBA, maybe NHL films) if students want them. So, go
to the game Saturdays with your friends (male, female or

liquid) then go to the Fencing Room Tuesdays to see the

game.

INTERFAC REFEREES NEEDED
Qualified Referees needed for Interfac football,

lacrosse, rugger, volleyball, soccer. See the ad
on page 2 for more information-.
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STUDENT FOOTBALL TICKETS
SECOND YEAR OF EXPANDED 6 TEAM LEAGUE

QUEEN'S - McGILL - WESTERN
TORONTO - WAT ER LOO - McMASTER

FOUR HOME GAMES - 5250

SEPT. 20 WESTERN

SEPT. 27 WATERLOO

Oct. I I McGILL

Nov. I QUEEN'S (Homecoming)

COUPON BOOKS admitting to the Student Section will be sold at Varsity Stadium.
Entrance 8, Devonshire Place, on Thursday &*Friday, September 25 & 26 from 10:00
A.M. to 6:00 P.M. The coupons admit owner to the student section at the S tadium on
a "first come best seat" basis.

GUEST BOOKS. Each student may purchase one additional book which will admit a
guest to the student section, not necessarily a member of the University. Guest books
are sold at the same price, one only to each holder of an Athletic Membership Card.

Bring your Athletic Membership Card. Tickets cannot be purchased without one.

NEXT GAME - WATERLOO Sept. 27

2:00 P.M.

HOCKEY TICKETS WILL BE SOLO SEPARATELY ON A DATE TO BE ANNOUNCED



loss, Tie in Pre-Season Games

Mistakes and Penalties mar strong Defence

By PAUL CARSON

It was Johnny Metras' last appearance in Varsity Stadium as

Mustang mentor, and for three quarters Saturday it looked as if

Blues were a group of comedians hired to enliven his testi monial

"™An almost interminable succession of silly mistakes and

costly penalties had given Metras and his Mustangs a 13-9 lead,

and Blues seemed to be in no hurry to change things.

Then, for 14 minutes in the final period, Varsity decided to

play football. , . . . .

Rookie quarterback Wayne Dunkley led a series of sustained

marches that finally produced the go-ahead score from another

first-year player, halfback Cor Doret. Victory, what: 16-13?

Victory no Fifteen minus 14 leave one. And in that last one

minute, another silly mistake plus another costly penalty enabled

•Stangs all-star middle linebacker Ottavio Colosimo to kick a 33-

yard field goal. Tie. Ugh.

With about a minute remaining. Mustangs found themselves

on their own 37; at quarterback for this last charge Metras had

chosen Joe Fabiani. Fabiani is a rather pleasant chap, but until

then he had been about as effective as the campus cop chaperon-

ing the LGMB.

Stangs 16 Blues 16

Fabiani promptly pitched for 31 yards to flanker Wayne Dan-

ter and 'Stangs were in Varsity territory. Three Blues defenders

stood by admiring Danter's undeceptive curl-in pattern.

Two plays later, a questionable pass interference penalty

against Varsity's Jody Ortved put Western on the 15. Ortved

bumped Danter on the shoulder while knocking down a low pass;

the official was behind the play, but the dubious call stood.

After an incomplete pass to Carl Lindros, Blues outstanding

veteran end, Alex Squires, dumped Fabiani for a 10-yeard loss.

But Colosimo's wounded-mallard style field goal was clearly

good, and Western got their tie.

As in the Guelph game. Blues defence was outstanding —
when it wanted to be. Squires, Jim Bennett, Peter Van Bedegom,

and Bart D'Onofrio anchored a defensive line that held the pow-

erful Mustang running game to but 121 yards in 36 attempts.

Varsity's secondary, especially Pete Lamantia, Ian Kirkpa-

trick, and Ortved, restricted Stangs to the short.harmless com-

pletions. Fabiani and starting QB Steve Stefanko netted only 101

yards on 13 completions.

Blues duo of Dunkley and Vic Alboini made good on 9 of 15

passes, including a 34-yard touchdown strike to John Chapman in

the first quarter.

As all through last year, and in the Guelph game. Blues con-

tinually hurt themselves by incurring too many stupid penalties.

Two needless roughing penalties plus a costly offside helped

Western to its first score, a one-yard sneak by Stefanko.

Varsity's cause was not aided when sloppy downfield tacking

enables Mustang punt return specialist Al Lockhart to scamper

57 yards deep into Toronto territory.

Blues could easily have won had Murph imitated Metras and

played his first-string for most of the game. However, the Var-

sity coach wisely decided to substitute freely, even in the last

quarter.

"Let's face it." he said afterwards, "it's only an exhibition

game. If I don't play the rookies now, I'll never get a chance to

see what they can do.

"

Blues stuck to a game plan that called for more running,

even in the third quarter when Western threw a stacked defence

at them. Dunkley was impressive as he moved Blues on the

ground; 'Stangs gambled successfully with one-on-one pass cov-

erage and prevented Blues from scoring until late in the game.

On offence, Blues have made enough mistakes in the last two

weeks to last an entire season. The defence appears solid, and the

crop of rookies is well above-average.

If Blues stop taking stupid penalties and beating themselves,

Queens will have to be in absolutely perfect form to beat them.

Western's Bob LaRose (73) jumps for joy and tackle Bob Watts (65) looks on approv-

ingly as Mustang place kicker Ottavio Colosimo's last second topsy-turvey field-goal

soars between the uprights. The 33-yard kick spoiled a tremendous second half by
, .11 it _ photo by an mcilwain

Varsity s stellar defence. v '

What ho! Sports staff recruiting time again.

Come to the old-look, unpainted sports em-
porium on the second floor of 91 st. george

(that ghastly cream coloured building oppos-

ite the hole in the ground at harbord and st. g.

Meetings . . . Today and Tuesday at 1 and S

p.m. Learn the nitty-gritty of sports report-

ing. Or come when you're free and leave a

name and phone number.
You'd never guess the sports dept. is up-

grading its image, would you.

GUELPH - (staff) — Competing with both

the rock revival and the Argos-Ottawa game

on the boob tube. Blues opened the season on

the 13th with the most inept display offered by

any Varsity team in recent years.

Feeble blocking, sloppy tackling, a succes-

sion of dropped passes and numerous costly

penalties combined to hand the Gryphons a

gift-wrapped donation of 15 points. As Blues

managed only 14 in return, they became the

first major Varsity team (football, hockey, or

basketball) ever to lose to Guelph.

Guelph 15 Varsity 14

Blues were over-confident and lackadaisi-

cal throughout the game. The well-drilled

Guelph line made mince-meat of their block-

ing patterns, and in the second hajf, Varsity

simply could not produce the big play when

needed. With less than two minutes left, the

last Toronto drive ended embarrassingly in an

easy interception by standout Gryphon line-

backer Paul Zvonkin.

As 1,500 ecstatic Guelph students mobbed

their heroes. Varsity coach Ron Murphy

commented, "Well, I guess we've made their

season for them."
With only two full scrimmages before the

game. Blues' unfamiliarity with offensive and

defensive patterns was readily apparent.

On Gryphon's first play from scrimmage,

halfback Mike Power scampered 48 yards

through Blues' right side for a touchdown. An

accidental clip on the other side of the field

nullified the score, but Power's run gave the

underdog Gryphons a momentum and confid-

ence they rarely lost.

Blues confined all their scoring to a three-

and-a-half-minute segment of the second

quarter.

Split-end John Chapman ran past two star-

tled Guelph defenders and grabbed a 68-yard

TD pass from Vic Alboini.

Three of Blues better rookies combined to

produce the second (and last) Toronto score.

Brian Penny intercepted a Guelph pass on

the Gryphon 38; four plays and one roughing

penalty later, halfback Corradino Doret took a

swing pass from Monarch Park grad Wayne

Dunkly. and scored standing up from seven

yards out.

With a 14-1 lead, Varsity got lazy and care-

less. Rookie Guelph quarterback Ron Brem-

ner engineered a 71-yard march that produced

a major just before half-time.

Bremner's play calling and execution were

strictly ordinary; Blues simply forgot how to

tackle.

In the third quarter, Guelph concentrated

on keeping Blues pinned down in their own
end. Paul McKay appeared to have reversed

things with a gorgeous 77-yard punt from his

own 20, but Blues were hit with a questionable

offside penalty.

On third and 15 from the Varsity 15, McKay

tried to-run. Silly boy.

On the very next play, Guelph ran a sweep

and Blues stumbled over each other while

Steve Stewart ran back and forth across the

field before crossing the goal line. The con-

vert was Gryphons' margin of victory.

McKay looked sick on Stewart's winning

run, and Chapman's showboating antics ear-

lier cost Varsity about 200 yards of needed

offence. But you can't blame the loss on any

one player.

When a team stinks the way Blues stunk,

it's got to be a team effort.

When Blues weren't beating themselves,

the officials contributed their share.

Catching in full measure the spirit of inepti-

tude which pervaded the afternoon, they made

some of the most unique calls in college foot-

ball history.

Early in the third quarter, an Alboini pass

attempt fluttered to the ground near the side-

lines.

A Guelph lineman ambled over, picked up

the ball, and casually flipped it to the referee,

who promptly ruled it a fumble.

On the last play of the first half, Guelph

wisely declined a holding penalty against

Blues but the officials gave Varsity one more

play anyway.
Once, a Guelph linebacker found himself in

the Varsity backfield before the snap, but

Blues got the penalty. And so on.

Bright spots for Varsity were the veterans

on the defensive line, and the solid job of pass

coverage from the secondary.

Alex Squires, Bill Bennett, Bart D'Onofrio,

and Peter Van Bodegon contained the Gry-

phon attack, but Murph gave the rookies equal

time and they weren't nearly as effective.

Bremner and starting Guelph QB Gerry

Organ managed only 30 yards on four com-

pleted passes, including a miserable minus-

eight yards in the second half.

Each team rushed for 120 yards, and Blues

duo of Dunkley and Alboini had eight comple-

tions (plus eight more sure ones dropped) out

of 20 for 191 yards.

BLUENOTES . . . Veterans Eric Walter,

Peter Raham and Rick Agro sat out the game

with minor injuries . . . Blues dressed 44 and

all played; Guelph dressed 60 and played most

of them . . . Gryphons could win the Central

Canada Conference and could conceivably

have a rematch with Blues in the College

Bowl. . . "Now wouldn't that be an interest-

ing game," mused Murph.
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DISCIPLINE COMMITTEE FOLDS
AS STUDENTS WALK OUT

of Caput because they did not

want to create precedents be-

fore the Campbell report had
been presented.

"The committee recom-
mended that, the Caput contin-

ue to exercise its jurisdiction

in cases that it has historically

dealt with, but that there be no

extension of the jurisdiction of

the Caput during the interim

period."

STUDENTS IGNORED

In the conclusion the paper
said:

"Again, it is not so impor-

tant what the content of the

statement is, as that it was
drawn up without involving

students and ignoring both the

committee on reconstitution of

Caput and the Campbell Com-
mittee. If students are not to

have a hand in making the

rules which affect their lives,

if the administration is going

to bypass its own channels,

whenever it is expedient for

them to do so, if the students

are to have their elemenary
rights to free speech, to organ-

ize, and to academic freedom
repressed, then we can no long-

er deal with the administration

in good faith. Unless Dr. Bis-

sell repudiates the statement
of CPUO and the Caput with-

draws its ruling pending publi-

cation of the Campbell report,

then "liberal" attempts to re-

form are at an end. One does

not, to quote Bob Rae, a stu-

dent CUG member, 'discuss

menus with cannibals'
. '

'

Professor Frederick Winter,

Chairman of the Association of

Teaching Staff and also a

member of the interim com-
mittee, agreed in substance

with Barkwell's report.

"Although I regret some of

its dressing," he said, "it still

remained the responsibility of

, the university, to deal with any
disruption or dispute that arose

on the campus.''

"Whether it was dealt with

by the interim Caput or not, it

would be dealt with by some
other power on the basis of

power already vested in them.

"It was simple-minded to

expect that a situation would
be allowed where there was a

complete vacuum of authori-

ty," he said.

GSU POSITION

Michael Vaughan (SGS),

President of the Graduate Stu-

dents' Union made a statement

similar to SAC's saying the

GSU could not endorse Bis-

sell's statement about the

CPUO working paper or the

Caput statement.

He asked that Dr. Bissell

either withdraw his statement

or substantially modify it.

Vaughan later withdrew

from the committee also stat-

ing that his position there, if he

remained, would be an elitist

one.

President Bissell had ex-

pected the SAC demand that he

repudiate his statements and

he had a formal reply already

written.

Dr. Bissell said he agreed

with the basic assumptions of

the CPUO statement.

The Caput statement, he

said, "is a simple summary of

the existing statutory situation

and cannot be repudiated by

any member of the University

without repudiating the Uni-

versity as an institution found-

ed on law."

"It has been suggested," Dr.

Bissell continued, "that there

was a deliberate extension of

the jurisdiction of Caput con-

trary to an understanding

reached by the special com-
mittee set up to consider the

composition of Caput. One
cannot extend or contract by

fact the jurisdiction of a body

that has complete responsibili-

ty for the disciplining of stu-

dents in the University. Cer-

tainly that jurisdiction in-

cludes the disruption of what is

at the basis of the whole Uni-

versity process — the class and

the meeting. One does not

sanctify deliberate disruption

by calling it political action. If

you deny this you are denying

the existence of the universi-

ty."

Dr. Bissell said he would

discuss the issues with SAC,

"but only on condition that ex-

isting law remains in force un-

til changes are agreed to and

Continued on P.3

By SUSAN REISLER

Student members of an in-

terim committee set up to re-

constitute Caput have re-

signed.

The resignation followed

President Calude Bissell's re-

fusal yesterday to repudiate

his statement about the Com-
mittee of Presidents of Ontar-

io's working paper on discip-

line and the Caput's statement,

issued last Saturday.

The two SAC members, Bob

Barkwell (III MEDS) and

Greg Kealey (IV SMC) were
the first to walk off the com-

mittee after Barkwell read a

long statement prepared by the

SAC executive Monday night.

In their paper the executive

called the statements of the

Council of Presidents of the

Universities of Ontario

(CPUO) and those of the Caput

"repressive and anti-demo-

cratic'' and said they "come
close to fascism".

The paper complained of the

lack of definitions in CPUO
working paper and the com-
plete lack of student participa-

tion in its formulation.

CAMPBELL COMMITTEE UNDER-
CUT

"The most disturbing aspect

of this statement," read the

SAC paper, "is that President

Bissell has refused to disown
it, thereby undercutting the

staff-student committee, under

Dr. Ralph Campbell, which has

been considering the entire

question of campus discipline

for over a year. . . . Unless Dr.

Bissell clarifies his position, it

will be impossible to continue

negotiations with the adminis-

tration. It is not possible to

discuss discipline if one of the

. positions held by the adminis-

tration is repression and the

destruction of democracy."
The SAC paper also said that

the CAPUT statement contains

an "outright lie" — that the

committee on the reconstruc-
tion of Caput "has not as yet

been able to reach agreement
on the question of what the

Caput's jurisdiction to deal

with actions arising out of sit-

ins, disruptions of classes etc.,

should be. In fact, this commit-
tee, which has been meeting all

summer, at the request of the

administration, did come to an

agreement."

According to the paper, the
(

committee agreed not to ptotoby mark rvbin -

Change the traditional powers This was the scene in Hart House yesterday afternoon, as 250 students converged on the committee to reconstitute Caput.



Cant
\pu see
what's

happening ?
If you can'l, you need glas-

ses, fast. Why peer out at a

dim world? Go get your

eyes tested, then come and

sec us al Braddock Optical.

We've got the greatest selec-

tion offashionframcsyou'll

ever look through. And as

a student you get 20°/,, off.

We've gol 1 1 branches, the

nearest is just round the

corner at 158 St. George.

Come and sec.

Getting Engaged?

WHEN YOU BUY A

DIAMOND RING

rlty and a number o( other factors
governing quality we ofier a FREE
booklet "THE DAY VOU BUY A
DIAMOND"- It should provide a

Write ... phone or drop In lor your

WE ARE "DIRECT
DIAMOND DEALERS

HUGH PROCTOR & CO.
Diamonds — Gems

921-770211 BLOOR W.

STE. 416

TUSAC CARAVAN
VOLUNTEER RECRUITMENT

CENTRE CAMPUS
IN FRONT OF U.C.

SEPT. 22-26

PHONE SOCIAL PLANNING COUNCIL

363-4971
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What is the First Asylum
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; You'll tore being a Kitten girl!
J
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WOOLMARK
DOUBLE KNITS

Feel at ease in this

cosy Kitten Woolmark

Knit sweater. Raised

contrasting stripes on 1
front, turtle neckline with \

zipper, long sleeves. A |
wide selection of glowing

|

new colours. Dry clean

only.

Straight-cut Woolmark

Knit pants with elastic

waistband. New
"Pointeroma Stitch",

dyed- to- perfectly- match

your Kitten Woolmark Knit

sweater. Pick from Kitten's

palette of new Fall shades.

Dry clean only.

PURE VIRGIN WOOL
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HILLEL IS Changing
All lectures will be open to entire student community

You can hear such people as

Isaac B. Singer, Elie Weisel, Rabbi Abel Respics,

Irving Layton and Dr. Eugene Borowitz

Biweekly Dinners — Tuesdays & Thursday beginning Tuesday Oct. 7

Expanded Library facilities — specific lending hours

A weekly newspaper and a monthly literary magazine

Forthcoming Events
Opening Buffet Dinners

Tonight Wednesday September 24 6:00 p.m.

and
Thursday September 25 6:00 p.m. Hillel House

Succoth Services in Hillel Chapel
Friday Sept. 26 & Saturday Sept. 27, 6:00 p.m.

Kiddush will follow in the Hillel Succah

LECTURE by
Emanuel Shimoni — Counsellor- Embassy of Israel, Ottawa

On Tuesday Sept. 30th 8:30 p.m.
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College Smith

theTEXTBOOK STOR
IS free stucient charge accounts;

— all textbooks, discounts, the

Sugar-Bag-Girls, used books at

less than 1/4 of the new price

by participating in our used
book program.

^UNIVERSITY
BOOKROOM is not the Textbook

wStore, it's something else! it's revolution,

Continued from P.I

formally implemented."
"I therefore have no inten-

tion of repudiating either state-

ment," he said again.

MEETING BREAKS UP

After Dr. Bissell finished his

statement, the two SAC mem-
bers said they were withdraw-

ing from the committee and

suggested that the 250 students

who filled the Debates Room in

Hart House should meet imme-
diately in the same room to

discuss the issues and disrupt

the committee meeting if nec-

essary.

Disorder set into the meet-

ing as students in the audience

heckled and tried to speak.

There had already been hec-

kling throughout the meeting

but after the students resigned

from the committee the chant-

ing began in earnest.

Andy Wernick (SGS) tried to

sum up what had happened in

the meeting:

"First," he said, "the ad-

ministration has declared war
on any political organizing on

this campus.
"Second, the committee has

lost its legitimacy because the

students have walked off.

"Third, the students here
don't want to talk to that

committee."

Wernick suggested that the

committee meeting should

continue at Simcoe Hall and
that the students should meet
where they were.

Chants of "OUT" filled the

room for the next three min-

utes.

LANGDON STEPS IN

Steve Langdon (IV TRIN),
last year's SAC president, said

he agreed with the SAC's
move.

"I think the SAC has a per-

fect right to ask for President

Bissell's repudiation of the

statement.

"I think the President has

made a big mistake," he said.

In the middle of the melee
the meeting was adjourned,

but President Bissell had the

last, final, official word.

"Change at this university

will come about by democratic

procedures and not by the kind

of procedures that have come
about now," he said.

The official committee
members left the room but the

meeting continued with the

students.

Art McIIwain (IV ASPC)
said he was frightened by the

report.

As an Engineer he had

marched with the LGMB and

been on capers that might be

considered disruptive. As such

he would be subject to this dis-

cipline and could have been

expelled.

But, he said, "students don't

do themselves any favors when

they shout down things they

don't agree with."

The students finally agreed

to hold a mass meeting Thurs-

day at 1 p.m. in Convocation

Hall to discuss how the matter

should be further handled.

A DISRUPTION IS...

[n an interview later with

The Varsity, Robin Ross,

Chairman of the Interim

Committee, said he did not

consider the meeting disrupt-

ed.

"My view of a disruption,"

he said, "is when you get to a

stage where an individual

wants to speak and can't speak

because other people are mak-
ing it impossible for him to

speak.

"In my view the most impor-

tant privilege in being at a uni-

versity is that the staff, stu-

dents, or administration has

the right to speak freely and

without undue restrictions on
matters which are of concern

to them,

"If that right is in any way
damaged or challenged this is

fatal to the health and vitality

of the university. This, in my
view, must be the over-riding

concern which underlies the

way in which the university

orders its members.

"This, in my view, underlies

the statement recently issued

by the Caput of the University

of Toronto," Mr. Ross said.
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Repression looms as tolerance Fades
Yesterday U of T President Claude.

Bissell refused to change his get-tough

policy on student discipline, a policy

that has forced the disruption of his

own channels of liberal tolerance.

He refused to change it in the face of

direct opposition from 250 students

crowded into the Hart House Debates

Room, from the Students' Administra-

tive Council, from the Graduate Stu-

dents Union, and from the head of the

Association of Teaching Staff.

Now. SAC, GSU, and ATS Chairman
Frederick Winter have walked off the

committee to reconstitute CAPUT,
after that committee held disastrous

court before those 250 students yester-

day.

Dr. Bissell has disrupted that chan-

nel of discussion.

He has done so by shifting last year's

policy of liberalism and accommoda-
tion to one of open conservatism and
repression — an attempt to crush a

student movement before it has even
begun to organize.

This week Dr. Bissell has expressed
his new policy through five develop-
ments:

(1) He postponed his traditional

opening address, scheduled for Monday
afternoon. When The Varsity phoned
him Sunday night he would not com-
ment, although he did comment to The
Globe and Mail.

Bissell later said he postponed his

address so that he "might deal in

greater detail and at substantial length

with problems facing the University at
this time."

It is more probable that he expected
the New Left Caucus to disrupt the

address, and that a speech called on
shorter notice would be less suscepti-

ble to disruption.

The NLC planned no disruption.

(2) Dr. Bissell than accepted the

statement on discipline by the Commit-
tee of University Presidents as " a
helpful document" (see page 5). The

CPUO paper is an affront to democra-

cy: not one student participated in

drafting it, and it recommends that a

"standing committee" chosen by the

Senate alone deal with discipline.

As the SAC statement says, the

CPUO paper is "frightening", for "it

fails to deal with the reality of Ontario;

by talking of 'violence' and 'disruption'

in the abstract, it creates an atmos-
phere of hysteria. .

."

(3) Dr. Bissell clearly reversed a

former commitment to students and
faculty by extending the powers of

Caput to deal with disruptions.

An administration press release stat-

ed that the committee to reconstitute

Caput "has not as yet been able to

reach agreement on the question of

wha.t the Caput's jurisdiction to deal

with actions arising out of sit-ins, dis-

ruption of classes, etc., should be."

But Dr. Bissell and that committee
did agree during the summer that Ca-

put should not deal with such political

action, and that some ad hoc arrange-

ment would have to be made in the

event of a political crisis. The minutes

of that former meeting indicate that it

did reach such an agreement.

And Dr. Bissell has misrepresented

the facts and acted in bad faith.

(4) Dr. Bissell refused to withdraw

his statements on Caput and the CPUO
working paper and has lost the confid-

ence of faculty and students.

(5) Finally he over-reacted to the

New Left Caucus' actions during orien-

tations, which he labels as "a serious

offence."

If students may not challenge the

content of orientations without threats

Workers belong —
Flushed with its breakthrough this

summer in organizing both university
library and SAC employees, the Cana-
dian Union of Public Employees has
produced (with a wry grin on its collec-
tive lips, one suspects) one of the most
brash and startling documents to ap-
pear on the university in quite some
time.

The CUPE brief to CUG is very well-
written. The style is light and readable.
It tosses about the New Left jargonon
"artificial divisions", "alienation",
and "democracy" with, for the most
part, rare clarity and logic.

Some of its bitterness is touched with
subtle humour. It describes the repre-

sentation given by SAC and the ATS to

the students and faculty as "strong"
and ' "effective'

' , a characterization one
suspects is more governed by polite-

ness than precision.

The tone is emphatic, but not opti-

mistic. One gathers that CUPE is ask-
ing for considerably more than it thinks

it can get in the foreseeable future. It

spends the major part of the brief just

asking for a non-hostile reception for

unions on campus.

The initial reaction to the brief was
very much as expected. The daily press
seized on the image of plumbers in the
Faculty Club, treating it with a mix-
ture of condescension and disbelief.

One can expect similar scorn for the

of punishment, it's frightening to spec-

ulate what might happen if they chal-

lenged the content of their courses or

organized in the classroom.

Thus, the past few days have clearly

shown that the U of T administration

has shifted to a new, tougher line on

discipline, and that last year's liberal

rhetoric is not worth the paper it was
written on.

Is the shift in policy a tactical error,

does it show a change in purpose, or is

it a realistic policy to protect the inter-

ests of the administration?

It's not just a foolish mistake. It's

too blatant and repeated to be that.

And it's not a change in basic pur-

pose. The purpose remains the same —
the jargon for it is "counter-insurgen-

cy."

Last year the administration was
dealing with a social-democratic stu-

dent council that did not really chal-

lenge its power. Last year's SAC was
easily absorbed onto committees, and
pacified by promises of student partici-

pation.

This year the administration is deal-

ing with an extra-parliamentary left

group — the New Left Caucus, a social-

ist group that is organizing to change

the university and society. A group that

will not accept the sickly taste of

marshmallow politics. So the marsh-
mallow has burned — it's now as soft as

granite. It's determined to crush, not

absorb, the latest threat to its seat of

power. That power lies in the corpora-

tions that finance its research and ac-

cept its graduates, the same corpora-

tions that hold Canada to colonial sta-

tutes and are ravishing ("developing")

brief's proposals from those sections

faculty and administration, who have
opposed the acceptance of students as
full members of the university com-
munity.

We will probably know CUG's re-

sponse within a month, if it responds at
all. Frank Kitchen of CUPE admitted
that the brief was written with the feel-

ing that CUG was "gutless and marsh-
mallow".

The interesting response to CUPE's
recommendations will come from stu-
dents, and more particularly, from
SAC.

Participatory democracy is relative-

ly easy to support if it coincides with
one's own interest., But it is different
when it is those uppity workers that
want to slip beneath the covers with the
elite of the intellectual factory.

Now, the CUPE brief has its weak-
nesses. It's bias is overwhelming to-

wards institutional unionism, and for
all its use of the jargon of the student
left, the content is eminently self-
centred, reminiscent of that attitude
known lovingly as "trade-union con-
sciousness."

The ninth recommendation of the
brief calls for selection of staff mem-
bers not by the staff at large, but by the
"bargaining agents of the staff."
The cause of free tuition and special

admission requirements for staff and
their dependents, rather than for the

the Third World by extracting natural

resources for prestige and profit; the

same corporations that maintain an
economic system justified by profes-

sors and textbooks in our classrooms.

When a university group seriously

challenges the justice of that reality,

campus administrators will try to

smash that group and limit its freedom

to organize. If that fails, the police will

be welcomed and asked to brush their

feet at the door.
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In his recently published President's

Report, John Sword, acting U of 1

president 1967-68, said "many of the

moderate voices seemed silenced by
indifference, desires for detached anal-

ysis, dislike of irrational debate and
preoccupation with more constructive

and scholarly pursuits."

He hopes. Perhaps those students
should start to examine the function of

their own scholarly pursuits and of

their own detachment.
—brion johnson

"working class" as a whole, is empha-
sized. University workers, CUPE
seems to feel, wouldn't really mind
being a slightly privileged class, in the
short run, at any rate.

In spite of the aggressive tone of the

brief, CUPE is very unlikely to press
its claim as the union to organize the
whole campus. A building trades style

battle for membership is not to be ex-
pected.

The partisan tone of the brief is,

however, no excuse for its rejection.
Any student who believes seriously in
democracy in the university must ac-
cept the substance of the recommenda-
tions. Workers are a part of the univer-
sity community, and, as such, deserve
a place of respect and power in that
community.
CUPE is still mostly concerned with

organizing more university workers,
and getting decent wages for its mem-

'

bers. 80 per cent of the campus' work-
ers are still ununionized and the wages
of those who are are still substandard.
The response to the brief, has to

comm
The response to the brief has to come

from individual members of the staff
and the student body. There must be
support for the- efforts of unions on
campus. But along with it, there must
be a change of attitudes, the beginning
of which should be a positive response
to the CUPE brief.
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Bissell calls this 'a helpful document'
The following is the entire

text of the working paper enti-

tled "Order on Campus" issued

by the Committee of University

Presidents of Ontario:

Recent years have witnessed

a mounting wave of demon-
strations, confrontations and
violence in North American
universities. Increasingly,

these disturbances have been
characterized by extremism
and violence, confusion and
division on the part of faculty,

frequent tacit or vocal endor-

sation of radical students by

some faculty members, a wide
range of responses by universi-

ty administrators (all the way
from condoning or forgiving

extremist behaviour to prompt
reliance on the police), de-

mands for amnesty in the aft-

ermath of violence, and a

growing disaffection and rage

directed at the universities by
the public and legislators.

There can be no doubt that

violence constitutes a serious

danger to the survival of the

universities as places of teach-

ing, research and scholarship.

These functions at the highest

level can only be performed in

an environment free from
coercion. By accepting mem-
bership in the university com-
munity an individual acquires

new responsibilities. As ob-

served by the Faculty of Arts

and Sciences at Harvard, these

responsibilities "require him
to see how easily an academic
community can be violated,

knowingly or unknowingly —
whether by actual violence or

by lack of responsiveness to

widely perceived needs for

change; whether by impati-

ence or by insensitivity; or by
failure in a process of decision

to make sufficient effort to

consult those who have to live

with the results of the deci-

sion."

In Ontario the focus of pro-

test has been on the gover-

nance of universities and on

the programmes and curricu-

la. Much but not all of the pro-

test has been exercised fairly

and legitimately and the uni-

versities have shown their will-

ingness and ability to be re-

sponsive to the need for re-

forms.

NO COERCION
The universities in Ontario

will continue to be responsive

to student concerns and oppor-

tunities for improving the

ways in which they perform.

The faculty, administration

and governing bodies are pre-

pared to discuss with the stu-

dents the merits of proposals

on any issues in an atmosphere

of mutual respect. They will

continue to make changes

where discussion and examina-

tion demonstrate opportunities

for improvement. However,

the universities will not carry

on discussions or make
changes in the face of threat or

other forms of coercion. The

unlimited range of ideas essen-

tial to the university function

cannot exist in the presence of

coercion and he who interferes

with free discussion and exer-

cise of the rule of reason exhib-

its behaviour unfit for the aca-

demic community.
Illegitimate disturbances

within the universities fall into

two clashes — those which ob-

struct the normal processes by
which the university carries

out its academic functions and
those which, whatever their

other characteristics, invoke
violence or the threat of viol-

ence.

Illegitimate and unaccepta-

ble activities, as listed by Har-

vard, include the following:

(a) violence against any
member or guest of the univer-

sity community;
(b) deliberate interference

with academic freedom and
freedom of speech (including

not only disruptions of a class

but also interference with the

freedom of any speaker pro-

perly invited by any section of

university community.

LEGITIMATE DISSENT

It is possible to have peace-

ful demonstrations to draw
attention to issues without in-

terfering with the academic
processes of the university and
such demonstrations are en-

tirely legitimate. The universi-

ty, while anxious to accommo-
date legitimate dissent, is not

prepared to tolerate dissent or

demonstration which involves

any of the above-listed illegiti-

mate activities. The university

therefore will consider all of

the activities listed above (a

through e) as cause for imme-
diate suspension. When a dis-

turbance occurs, disciplinary

action will be implemented as
follows:

1. AH students, faculty and
employees of the university

will be required to identify

themselves to any officer of

the university on request. Fail-

ure to comply will be interpret-

involves violence or threat of

violence. The committee, in

the event that violence is not

involved, will be asked to rule

whether the disturbance con-

stitutes an obstruction to the

university's processes.

3. If the ruling is that the

university's processes are

being obstructed, the Presi-

dent will be required to warn
or have warned all those in-

volved.

4. If the obstructive behav-
iour is not promptly discontin-

ued, the persons will be ad-

vised that they have been sus-

pended.

5. If, after suspension, the

obstructive behaviour is not

discontinued, the police will be
brought in.

6. If the ruling is that the dis-

turbance involves violence or

the threat of violence, the

President will be required to

suspend the person or persons

and call the police. Cases of

violence are beyond the capac-

not intervene. It should be not-

ed that the police may on their

own initiative come on campus
if there is clear and present
danger to life or property.

7. In the case of grave emer-
gency involving the safety of

individuals or immediate dan-

ger to property, the President

can call the police before call-

ing into session the special

standing committee.
8. Following suspension, the

suspended person or persons

will be charged before the uni-

versity's properly constituted

disciplinary authority

(regardless of any action taken

by civil authorities). They will

be accused of wilful obstruc-

tion of the university's pro-

cesses or violence, or both, and
if found guilty will be liable to

expulsion, or dismissal.

HOUSE OF INTELLECT

The university recognizes

that these procedures are dis-

tasteful and that the penalty

for offences is severe. It fer-

. A time to rend and a time to sew; a time to keep silence, and a time to speak;" — Ecclesiastes, III

the university community to

express his views)

;

(c) theft or wilful destruc-

tion of university property or

of the property of memffers of

the university;

(d) forcible interference

with the freedom of movement
of any member or guest of the

university;

and in general

(e) obstruction of the nor-

mal processes and activities

essential to the functions of the

ed as evidence that the person

is not a student, faculty mem-
ber or employee.

2. The President will have

available to him an appropri-

ate standing committee of fac-

ulty members and students

chosen by the Senate of the

university. The President will

be empowered to call this

committee into session without

notice in the event of disturb-

ances occurring in the univer-

sity. The committee will be

asked in any such case to rule

first whether the disturbance

ity of the university to deal

with alone. Violent action is

unnatural to the university and
yet the only response by which
violence can be contained is

the exercise of counter-viol-

ence. The university recogniz-

es that in such circumstances

there is no acceptable alterna-

tive to enlisting the police for

the protection of the academic
community. When the police

have been called in and when
charges have been laid by civil

authorities, the university will

vently hopes that it will not

find it necessary to invoke

these sanctions. At the same
time, the university is adopting

this position because it is con-

vinced that the very existence

of the university is at stake.

Expulsion or dismissal is the

only appropriate penalty for

those who would challenge the

university's right to carry on

its affairs through orderly and

peaceful discussion and its

right and responsibility to be a

house of intellect.
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LETTERS
talk with list create and build

In the article entitled "BookSac

Crowded out by Sac compromise' '

,

carried in the Varsity of Sept. 22,

reference is made to a handout

alleging that "University Book-

stores sold books above list price

. . (This) charge was hotly de-

nied by Charles H. Fanning, gen-

eral manager of the Bookstores."

Since Mr. Fanning felt that this

charge required "hot denial", it

becomes interesting that, when,

during the last winter term, I

brought to the attention of the

Bookstore staff three books, out of

several which were marked at

prices above list, I was told that

The college awakes to the

sound of muzac — Freshmen's

comment on Orientation and

Banquet:

Sitting below the elevated

platform emphasized the fact

that we were the lowly non-

thinking freshmen. The admin-

istration handed down its usual

line of choosing with discretion

from the university grab-bag.

Overprotected by our high

school system, how could we
manage unsteered by those of

experience? Better get that

1906 Student Handbook!

Orientation definitely had

covered up the realities of uni-

nothing could be nor would be done

to correct the situation.

If Mr. Fanning wishes to exam-

ine the matter, himself, the three

books were and edition of Eu-

ripedes' "Hippolytus", publishers,

list $8.85, U. of T. $9.25; A. R.

Burn: Lyric Age of Greece", pub-

lisher's list $8.50, U. of T. $9.25; A.

R. Burn: "Persia and the

Greeks", publisher's list $10.95, U.

of T. $12.00.

These books are still on the

shelves of the Bookstore, with

prices unchanged, and still above

the publishers' current list price.

B.R. Miller (HI UC)

versity life. Up until this time

politics were pushed aside and

the emphasis seemed to be on

social life. We drifted along

unquestioning MUSAK on the

shores of academe.
Challenging the system an-

gered some and pleased oth-

ers, but at least all were stimu-

lated — minds started ticking

like they should have seven

days earlier.

"Before change under-

standing,

Before understanding con-

frontation."

Lillian Esses, (IUC)

Toby Vigod (I UC)

I feel that one of the basic ideals

of University is to create and

build, to guide individuals to for-

mulate ideas of constructive

change and progress in our socie-

ty-
_ .

The Left Caucus gives the im-

pression it is bent on destroying.

Just as President Bissell seems to

be bent on malletting the free-

doms of our University.

With all our "learning" on how

to constructively progress in our

society it is unfortunate, more a

catastrophe, that the Left Caucus,

a "representitive" student group,

could only discuss intelligently

how to "smash" our present sys-

tem. Nothing could be easier than

to give destructive criticism.

This group has failed to give any

constructive ideas to correcting

the situation. They only suggest

abstract ideas of a "people's uni-

versity". It is apparent that only

chaos would follow should these

people gain control.

I feel that;

1) The LC is using this weak
link in the government of the Uni-

versity, i.e. the University Com-
mittee on Discipline, to gain politi-

cal advantage on campus.

2) The discipline committee
was biased in that the two students

serving on the committee (from

SAC) were LC members and not a

true representative body from the

University. Their resignation

from the committee was a planned

political manoeuvre to avoid ra-

tional discussion within the elect-

ed government.

3) Their disregard for freedom

of speech, continual childish hec-

kling, and violent actions (mob-

like), such as wrestling over the

use of the microphone give an idea

of the methods of this group.

It is unfortunate that too many
students feel that after SAC is

elected, their (i.e. the students')

political role in the University is

ended.

It is this disregard of what is

happening around the campus,

ignorance of the facts, and the

failure to express opinions, which

are the elements of the cata-

strophe.

Students, in general, will proba-

bly not agree with the resolution of

the use of "police" to suppress

freedoms on campus (as Steven

Langdon pointed out, a definite

step backwards). But, the meth-

ods of the LC and their basic wish

for fascist upheaval of the estab-

lishment must be peacefully sup-

pressed.

(name withheld)

The Varsity 'invites its readers

to send their opinions, in writ-

ing, to Letters to the Editor, The

Varsity, 91 St. George St. It is

preferred, but not essential,

that letters be typed.

Correspondents must identify

themselves fully or their letters

will not be considered.

I FURS

I LEATHER

I GENERATION COATS

I SHEEP RUGS

j SKIN & BONES
' 670 YONGE ST.

| - 2 SOUTH OF BLOOR

|
STUDENT DISCOUNT

edge of mire

Administrative threats of su-

pressing all academic freedom in

the name of preserving academic

freedom has been the first omi-

nous step which has led many U.S.

universities into the mire of police

violence and atmospheres of fear

and hatred! With the administra-

tion's de facto endorsement of the

CPUO recommendations we stand

on the edge of this mire. If the

endorsement is not unequivocably

revoked, everybody (barring the

forces of reaction) stand to lose.

Intimidation of persuing almost

all student causes is achieved by

the endorsement, and faculty

members will have to teach with

the ghost of the club-wielding po-

Change

jstjoe *f«es

Available in all new fall shades —

kid leather and black patent.

ONLY 16.99

OPEN Thursday

and Friday nites

C.O.D. Orders Accepted.

Credit and Chargex

cards honoured.

lice behind the lecturn. Surely dif-

ferences among members of the U
of T community are not so great

as to prevent unity in the struggle

for our university to repudiate

these recommendations, and we

call for a general participation in

united action to this end.

TheUofT
Communist Club

bobby as dick

Sir,

Bob Bossin — Norman Mailer?

Isn't it more like Richard^Need-

ham?
Stephen Katz

Paul Andre Shabracq

Sharon R. Dunfield

Susan Norwich

Robert Norwich

Brian R. Dunfield

Sandra Wise
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Review of the Press:

STAR gazing for fun andprofit
By LARRY HAIVEN

For those of us who had nothing better to do all

summer, the daily crop of Toronto Star editorials has
provided what can only be termed an educational ex-

perience.

Can the only daily in Toronto that holds a liberal

viewpoint really face the nitty gritty? Will Peter
Newman and his forums end student unemployment
and poverty? What shocker will Page Six hold today?

We gasped when early in July they advocated
revolution in Latin America. We choked when they all

but demanded a sit-in over the PSA department at
Simon Fraser University. And, when, earlier this

month, they put down rock festivals and called for a
renewal of youthful protest, we felt that the hills had
moved and the mountains had skipped like rams.

Imagine, then, our dismay
when we beheld the editorial of

Monday, Sept. 22, entitled

"Dear Freshman" addressed
to the bewildered first year
student who is apt to be turned

into a raving building-burner

"when the old slogan maker
comes rapping seductively at

(your) door."

Is this the dreaded backlash

we've all been warned about?

Is this a journalistic "first"

heralding that backlash? Alas,

no.

It's the Star's subtle way of

pointing out all the biases,

myths and misconceptions
presently believed about the

university and the nature of

what can be called "student
protest" (press term).

Let us read this piece, and,

as we take inspiration from the

dialectical questioning of the

works of Chairman Mao, so let

us derive true learning from a

perusal of this aspect of the

mass culture.

The tone is a surprisingly

condescending one, not seen

very often before in the Star,

reminiscent of the last editori-

al in the Sunday New York
Times. But then the basic

premise is that the bewildered

freshman is acting like a robot

being manipulated by a mis-

guided minority who are chok-

ing "the establishment" to

death.

And so, tut, tut, "don't burn

the schoolhouse down. Take

the gasoline out of the coke

bottle. Give the system anoth-

er chance."

This presupposes fair play,

that the system gives the

freshman another chance. But

the system has television, ra-

dio, the university and its au-

thoritarian structures, busi-

ness, government and the

newspapers on its side. But

then we all know the difference

in appearance of an insidious

television commercial and a

bomb-throwing student.

Besides, how long has it been

since you've seen anybody at U
of T throwing a bomb?
Next the Star informs "you

can be anybody you want to

be". You can be Hugh Hefner.

You can run for political of-

fice. "You can be a full time

actor, singer, dancer, cynic,

idealist poet, philosopher, nih-

ilist" etc. And to top it all off,

you can be (yes you too can be .

. . .) an activist! !

!

(Oh boy, I've always wanted
to be an activist, grow long

hair, wear buttons, disrupt

meetings )

Wait a minute, you can't do
that! After all, there is the

report of the Committee of

Presidents of the Universities

of Ontario which says you will

no longer be in university if

you try that. Go back ten

spaces and miss a turn.

But there are lots of other

groovy things that you can do

while you're given the privi-

lege of going to university {and

the Star neglects to mention
that many people can't go to

university, not because of in-

sufficient funds but because of

insufficient education; but

then they'll deal with that in

another editorial.)

You have more leisure time

than you'll ever have in your
life (what ever happened to the

great spectre of leisure time
looming up in the future?

)

Here's something that

sounds exciting, "You may
even get to rub minds with

some of your professors". And
even more breathtaking, "It is

then up to you to cultivate

them as you would hothouse

flowers".

This lets the cat out of the

bag. We now know that the

Star is kidding. They've got to

be kidding. They must be kid-

ding, eh? Or is the Star admit-

ting that things are that bad?

Do we really have to pander to

the people who are supposed to

teach us. Is this real learning?

The whole thing is reminis-

cent of Genet's play, "The
Balcony". In this play, while

revolution and civil disorder

are going on outside, there

stands a whorehouse wherein

every fantasy can be brought

to life by the madam and her

employees.

The prostitutes will play out

any role with the patron. One

patron wants to be a judge,

another wishes to be a general,

another a bishop. They pay and

are served with their fantasy.

Until the end, that is, when

they are made to actually be
the character they have pre-

tended to be.

How clever to mix this liter-

ary reference with popular
song references such as "they
have taken away your name
and given you a number," and
"you (now) can be anybody
you want to be." It could all be
set to music.

The sarcasm and patronizing

attitude becomes so thick near
the end that it's hard as mud to

wade through.

"Besides," it says, "if you
do burn the old school house
down, what will you do for an
encore?"

How about building a new
one?

And then the Star reminds us

of that ominous sword of Dam-
ocles (ancient Gk. for "com-
mittee of presidents") that
hangs above our heads ready to

oust us from this comfortable
nest, "an arbor far from the

cares of the world where
learned men gather to stimu-
late one another's mind with
lofty thoughts, a bower safe for

the world of ideas "

They rub their hands in glee

with the thought that the ad-

ministration might get tough
(it provides good copy).

fBranislaw Chrtieu, 22, a third

year, history student and member
of the New Improved Leftist Fac-

tion, a radical group on campus,

yesterday became the first student

is so very skilled at doing (and
the other papers to no lesser an
extent.) They are producing
hysteria.

They produced it by discov-

ering poverty all of a sudden
one Saturday.

They produced it by running
a full page of pictures of "The
Children of Cabbagetown",
from a random collection of

shots by somebody from out-

side.

They produced it by scream-
ing that we will all be dead
within twenty years from pol-

lution and never telling us real-

ly how to get rid of pollution.

Hysteria is what we have
here. It is the duty of every
newspaper to create hysteria

and if they do it well enough,

they assume the role of "liber-

alism"; they take over the

reins of a white charger and
ride off into the sunset (or the

sunrise if they are a morning
paper.

)

The editorial shows blatantly

the dichotomy between theory

and action, between thought
and life, between education
and the real world. Sure, these

are slogans but the editorial

says it more originally.

"The university as a stage is

really quite small. You will not

suffer greatly for mistakes in

self-casting you make there."

They're right that the uni-

versity is a small stage of ac-

tion. But that contradicts the

Dear Freshman:
Don't burn the schoolhouse down. Not yet, any-

way. Wait a couple of months, maybe even a couple of

years.

University has just started and this is a bad time,

we know. They have taken away your name and given

you a number. You have been dropped in one end of

the great sausage machine and no one knows what

you'll look and think like when you come out the other

end.

They are subdividing your mind and forcing your

energy into narrow channels.

to be suspendedfrom the universi-

ty in accordance with a ruling of
the Committee of Presidents on
Campus Order. Mr. Chrtieu was

charged Wednesday night with

disrupting a class and hindering

the due process of Universityfunc-

tion.

When asked to comment, Mr.
Chrtieu said,

'

' Well. I don 't know,

man, it's just like I wanted to go
to the can. Everything happened
so fast. I can't remember a thing."

Later Mr. Chrtieu added, "Sh-t.

my Dad's gonna kill me.
'

')

What the editorial reveals is

many of the pat opinions that

say yea to repression of all

sorts in California, at SFU, at

Sir George and finally here.

For the Star is doing what it

fact that you are sheltered
from the mean, cruel world
when you are in university.

Can one ignore what's going on
outside?

Or as one cartoon puts it,

"You never hear from that 90

percent of students, who are
quiet, obedient, studious and
don't give a damn about war,
famine and fascism."

Don't burn the schoolhouse
down. Not yet, anyway. Learn
to understand the university,

what makes it run, why you are
there, who isn't 'there and who
runs it. If you haven't an-
swered these questions by the

time you're finished, you'll

have given "the system" all

the chance it needs.

Doan..,tr1i5iS

Kind of personal

but do you use

Tampax tampons?"

'Wouldn't use

anything else..,

they're convenient,

easier to use,

comfortable, end
theydon't show.."

you can \$m
all those -fantastic

clothes aj/ tfe time.

Wish I could."

*JPth$fmeansyou
don'tuse Tdmpax

Tampons, yocf

do$hrfa glue them

3 try. ButMf
Jc/sf takemywont
forit*., askAm
andJaneandwell,
/nil/iOns of-girls

allover Canada

wctldfelfyotrfhe

jameffiing,'

"That mmy, huh ?
"

yrobablymore.
*

TAMPAX
CANADIAN TAMPA)

Want to work for The Var-

sity, Canada's best college

newspaper, and the only To-

ronto newspaper where edi-

torial policy is controlled by the

staff? Well, come up to 91 St.

George St., at 1 p.m. today.

You will be dragooned into

any one of a number of jobs,

from reporting and taking pic-

tures, to typing, using tele-

phones, learning make-up and
sharpening pencils. The Re-

view, too, needs people.
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AHT:
Our first exhibition, Sculpture '69. will be on display in the Quadrangle

until October 6th The Art Gallery houses the first art exhibition, a group

show, from October 9th until November 1st

The Print Rentals will be exhibited in the Gallery from September 28th

until October 7th Members may rent these prints for the academic year

for a nominal fee Watch this column for the actual dates for renting the

prints.

ART CLASSES:
Mr Jim Tiley will be giving instruction to interested members of Hart

House on Tuesday and Thursday evenings in the Art Gallery

REGISTRATION for Art Classes will be held on Tuesday. October 14th at

7 30 p.m. in the South Sitting Room Materials will be provided and the

fee is $10 for 18 classes.

CAMERA:
The Camera Club offers dark room facilities, materials, (excluding paper),

instruction and interesting meetings for a fee of S3 a year Club Rooms
are open all year around The 47th Annual Open Meeting will be held on
Wednesday. October 1st at 7 45 p.m. in the Music Room Those interest-

ed in joining the Camera Club are invited to attend

CHESS CLUB:
The Chess Club has facilities on the second floor Regular matches and
tournaments are held throughout the year. Masters of Chess are fre-

quently invited to demonstrate. Membership, which is 50c per year, is

available from the Club Secretary or from the Undergraduate Office.

REVOLVER CLUB:
There is a well-equipped range in the basement of Hart House in the

North Wing. Those wishing to participate in the Club should appear at the
range on Mondays and Wednesdays at 7; 30 p.m. Guns and instruction

are supplied, however, members are quite welcome to bring their own
equipment Membership fee is S3.50

TABLETENNIS:
Club members meet every Wednesday evening in the Fencing Room for

instruction and tournaments Running shoes are required Memberships,
$1 are available from the Club Secretary or the Undergraduate Office

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB VE3VOT:
Besides regular Code and Theory Classes to prepare men for their Radio
Licence, the Amateur Radio Club holds many Open Meetings throughout
the year on topics of interest to all HAMS Their shack is in the extreme
North-East comer of the House and new equipment has been recently
installed Membership fee is $ 1

BRIDGECLUB:
Duplicate Bridge is played every Tuesday evening in the East Common
Room and instruction is supplied. Intercollegiate matches are arranged
throughout the year Memoership is 50c lor the year NOTE: Card playing
is not allowed in any other room or at any other time in the House.

HART HOUSE FARM:
Hart House owns about 150 acres of land on the crest of the Niagara
Escarpment, forty miles from Toronto Sleeping accommodation, dining
room facilities and an equipped kitchen make a visit to the country pleas-
ant. Any member of the House is welcome to use the Farm for a day.
oyemight. or for an extended weekend. Since the Farm is usually booked
by undergraduate organizations for each weekend during the fall term, it

is necessary to make a reservation through the Graduate Office 928-
2447

ALL Male students attending the University of "Toronto are invited
to the FRESHMAN EVENING IN HART HOUSE from 7 9 p m on
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24TH.
FRESHMAN EVENING is a good time to obtain information on the
Hart House Clubs and Committees, so you can decide which clubs
you want to join.

Participation in Hart House events will make your university year

FREEi
en'°Vable

'
°Specia"V this

'
our 50tn Anniversary- COFFEE IS

NOON HOUR DEBATE
TO DAY

1 p.m. • East Terrace
Topic

THEONLYTRUESEXUAL
ABERRATION IS VIRGINITY

Everyone Welcome

NOON HOUR CONCERT
Thursday. September 26th
Music Room— 12-2 p.m.

THE NEW DIMENSION QUARTET
Ladies Welcome
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A GUIDE TO THE
BY ANDY WERNICK

(Andy Wernick is a political

science graduate student and a

member of the New Left Cau-

cus)

The student left — as any

student close to it will have
realized — is not united. In

fact, many students, frustrated

enough by the university and

society to begin organizing,

must be genuinely confused by

the plethora of warrinp fac-

tions on the left, who shove
leaflets into their hands and
beg attendance at meetings.

The history of the left, by the

way, is not made in meetings.

At first sight, left-wing groups

all employ the same rhetoric.

The differences between them
often appear to be more theo-

logical than political.

Of course, if the left has no

practice and engages in no-

thing but internal debate, it

degenerates into a church of

unimportant sects. And its

theory becomes arid, dogmat-
ic, and irrelevant.

Some groups are quite sec-

tarian in their practice, and
their theoretical level de-

scends into the abyss of eccles-

iastical Marxism.
But there are some essential

differences between left-wing

groups that amount to differ-

ences of strategy: they give

different answers to the follow-

ing major questions:

1. How is (American) impe-
rialism going to be defeated?

2. How do we build social-

ism in Canada?
3. What kind of socialist so-

ciety do we want to construct?

4. How should we operate on
campus?

COMPLEX DISPUTES

The disputes are very com-
plex — but it helps to be able to

identify the major disputants. I

am not interested in producing
a kind of shopping-list, because
we don't engage in supermar-
ket politics. Practice alone
determines what strategy is

correct. Ultimately, the "cor-
rect" line is the one that
makes a successful revolution.

Leaders lead: sects cast
voodoo spells from the side-
lines.

The following in no particu-
lar order, are the organized
groups:

The Young Socialists:

Trotskyist youth wing of the

League for Socialist Action.

The LSA is a Leninist vanguard

party, which means it thinks of

itself as the organization that

will ultimately lead the revolu-

tionary struggle in Canada.

Definitely a conceited position

to take given its strategy.

They support the NDP be-

cause "that is where the work-

ing class is" and keep up a pa-

thetic struggle to take over the

NDP by infiltration, a policy

known as "entrism".

They have not yet "won the

NDP to Socialism", partly

because the NDP bureaucrats

keep purging them.

On campus, the VS is psy-

chotic — inhabiting the castles

in the air that the LSA builds

for it. The YS really believes

that it is the student move-
ment.

They are strategically al-

ways about 2 years behind the

real movement. They now sup-

port student councils and try to

run people for office (just

when CUS as a left-wing vehi-

cle is being smashed and the

left is organizing off-council)'

Their strategy is roughly:

(1) Build defence committees;

(2) Organize bi-annual anti-

war marches; (3) Sell the

Young Socialist Forum.
Their slogans are always

very liberal. In the anti-war
movement, which they still

dominate, they push the slo-

gans: "End Canada's Complic-

ity", "Peace Now" etc. in-

stead of an open anti-imperial-

ist position ("Smash Imperial-

ism", "Victory to the Viet-

cong", "Independence for

Quebec", "Canada for the

Canadian people"). Although
quite strong in the high
schools, they have had more
difficulty recruiting on cam-
puses.

The Canadian Party of La-
bour: A young militant group,

recruiting quite quickly, want-
ing to build a non-revisionist,

noh :Trotskyist vanguard party.

Stalinist, vulgar Marxists.

Dogmatic, but not sectarian.

They do make principled alli-

ances. They operate on cam-
pus, both under their own
name, and under the name of

the Worker- Student Alliance

which is virtually their front-

group on this campus.
They are completely anti-

nationalist, and see the fight in

Canada as anti-capitalist

(workers vs bosses) rather
than anti-imperialist

(Canadian people vs the Amer-
ican Empire and its Canadian
ruling-class lieutenants). For
those who follow events in the

States, they are very close to

the U.S. Progressive Labour
Party, which recently split

from theS.D.S.

Their campus strategy can
be summed upas:

(1) Build a worker-student
alliance (ongoing work of

building organic links between
militant students and militant

workers, with the workers'
struggles dominating the "alli-

ance

(2) Fight authoritarianism

in the university. This is

thought to be somewhat subsid-

iary, and they really see the

student struggle for democra-
cy in the university and for a

less oppressive educational

system as very secondary to

tilt class struggle — industrial

workers vs the bosses. And
somewhat divorced, in theory
and practice, from

(3) Combat bourgeois ideas
— intellectual contestation in

the classroom, designed to win
students to Marxism - Lenin-

ism through persuasion. This is

a strategy bordering on the

heresy known as Idealism — or

"its all in your head".

They are very "straight"
(short hair, no dope, etc.), and
cannot understand concepts

such as alienation except in a

very narrow, non-cultural

sense. CPLWSA was one-half

of the split in last year's Toron-

to Student Movement.

Toronto Student Movement:
The TSM no longer exists as an
organization, having split this

summer into 2 wings: The
Worker-Student Alliance, and
the New Left Caucus.

Although the split was seri-

ous and irrevocable, the two
organizations agreed to coop-

erate where a principled alli-

ance was possible. For exam-
ple, WSA and NLC have put out

a joint statement supporting

the campus workers in their

struggle to unionize in the face

of Administration hostility. All

that is left of TSM is a hundred
red and black TSM buttons.

The "Internationalists"

Everyone calls them and their

interminable front-groups the

"Internationalists", because
that was their original name,
which they have now dropped.

In form they are Maoists, with

front groups connected to a'

central vanguard Party (the

Canadian Communist Move-
ment).

Their student wing is called

the Canadian Student Move-
ment and each campus group

is called the X Student Move-
ment. However, other univers-

ities in Canada have a group
called the X Student Move-
ment also (e.g. the York Stu-

dent Movement, and the Glen-

don Student Movement) which
are not Internationalist front

groups.

Very confusing. And of

course, last year there was the

TSM, whose name was pro-
posed by an Internationalist.

On this campus, the Toronto.
Student Movement (unit of

Canadian Student Movement)
is Internationalist and last

year's TSM no longer exists.

(No, this is not a math prob-
lem!)
You can recognize Interna-

tionalists by their eyes: three-

fourth of them are functionally

insane. Their line is anti-impe-

rialist — and yet they have lit-

tle practise (so far) except
hysterical verbal assaults

against liberals, and members



STUDENT LEFT
of the left (who are all de-

nounced as "fascists",

"hacks", "bourgeois-liber-

als", etc.)

Their Marxism is unbelieva-

bly mechanical, so much so

that it is impossible to take

them seriously as a political

force. They are incapable of

doing real mass work, and they

expand by conversion.

Their style resembles that of

the Moral Rearmament move-
ment. The entire left, from
NDP to CPL regards them as

utterly lunatic. They also suc-

ceed in discrediting Marxism
by reducing it to magical in-

cantations. They have a Lead-

er .. .

The Communis! Party of

Canada: Small, smashed dur-

ing the Cold War, and slowly

revivifying. Revisionist —
peaceful transition to social-

ism through Parliament and
peaceful coexistence with

imperialism.

They toe the Soviet line —
hence, they supported the Rus-

sian invasion of Czechoslova-

kia. Very liberal in rhetoric,

their attack on NATO and all

the military apparatus of

American imperialism is very

muted. They unobtrusively ally

with liberals, promoting paci-

fism ("Peace in Vietnam")
and low-key campaigns for

better housing etc.

They have sorrie strength in

the Labour Movement, where
they promote independent

Canadian unions and fairly mil-

itant political struggles against

repressive anti-labour legisla-

tion (e.g. the Rand Report). In

the U.S. they entered an alli-

ance with the Black Panthers

this summer, which many peo-

ple thought did more damage
to the Panthers' politics than it

did good to that of the CP USA .

On campus they support a

strong progressive student

council, and help organize

course unions. They do not see

the creation of a strong mass

militant revolutionary student

movement as a priority, main-

ly because they are completely

reformist in their outlook.

They have few members and

act in their own name (the U of

T Communist)
The NDP /NDY: The NDP is

not really on the left at all — as

the career of the Manitoba

NDP government should make

obvious. Social-democratic

socialism — conceived of as

lots of little reforms and a bet-

ter welfare system. The NDY
in Canada, the NDP Youth

wing, is much more left-wing,

but is really tiny, and starved

of funds by the parent organi-

zation.

The NDY on this campus

does not exist as a political

force, even though some stu-

dent radicals are members. As

an organization, the NDP/

NDY is irrelevant to the left on

this campus.

Women's Liberation Move-

merit: A very militant, fast-

growing socialist women's

movement which organizes

women workers and students

around the oppression of wom-
en in capitalist society. They
think women must organize
autonomously, within the con-

text of a socialist movement, if

women's oppression is to be
overcome.

The WLM split several

months ago when a group of

women in the Movement, who
were anti-socialist, broke off to

form the New Feminists. The
NF, like purely feminist

groups in the USA, see men as

the enemy and want equality

for women within the existing

social structure. The WLM
position is that liberation for

women and men, sexually, cul-

turally, socially, politically,

economically, is impossible

within the context of a capital-

ist society.

Historically, the WLM began
in Canada in reaction to the

oppressive role that women
found themselves playing with-

in the student movement. A
continual problem within the

movement is that the same
bourgeois social relations

which the movement was
struggling against in Canadian

society are reproduced within

the movement.
WLM are operating a Birth

Control Centre, organizing a

Day Care Centre, building

links with super-exploited

women workers, fighting

against the sexual exploitation,

oppression, and objectification

of women, and fighting against

sexual discrimination of wom-
en students on campus. Many
members of WLM are in the

NLC, hardly anyone in WLM is

in any other political organiza-

tion.

The New Left Caucus: Mili-

tant, very fast-growing and
centre-stage. The NLC has

developed from one-half of last

year's TSM. Visually, freaks

with long hair. At the centre, a

group of 20-50 students, trying

to develop a collective style

roughly along the lines of the

Red Guards in the Chinese Cul-

tural Revolution. You can rec-

ognize them also by their red

arm bands, denim jackets, and

"Struggle" buttons. Slogan —
"All power to the people."

Developing an anti-imperi-

alist, anti-capitalist perspec-

tive, but not attempting at this

stage to do anything but build a

mass, autonomous revolution-

ary student movement with a

great emphasis on cultural

revolution.

The NLC does not think stu-

dents can make a revolution:

ultimately, a successful revo-

lutionary movement will have

to be a bloc of workers (blue-

collar, white-collar, and tech-

nical) farmers and students.

It does think that it is a

priority for its members to

organize within the university

at this stage. Overall strategy,

however, is very clearly a pro-

cess of building alliances in

order to unite the majority of

the people against the owners

and controllers of capital.

The NLC is the only political

group which openly supports

the WLM.
SIX PRINCIPLES

The Caucus accepts the fol-

lowing six principles:

(1) build socialism in Cana-

da;

(2) support National Libera-

tion for Canada, and the anti-

imperialist struggle around the

world;

(3) reject the "parliamenta-

ry road" to socialism;

(4) build an autonomous,
revolutionary student move-
ment;

(5) support an autonomous
women's liberation move-
ment;

(6) exclude from its ranks

members of all existing Van-

guard parties and movements
(CP, YS, CSM.&CPL).
On campus, the NLC is de-

veloping an integrated attack

on the form and content of cap-

italist education at the U of T,

struggling against the repres-

sive nature, and anti-demo-

cratic functions of capitalist

education.
,

It celebrated its birth by

contesting five orientation

ceremonies last week. Each
time it tried to force the Ad-

ministration into answering

the question. "Whom does the

University serve?" Struggle

will be taken right into the

classroom, and the NLC is

trying to build left caucuses in

all major departments.

Battle with the administra-

tion has been joined, and the

repression that had been pre-

pared this summer is descend-

ing on the heads of all those

students and student groups

who are trying to organize in

the university. Right now, the

NLC is mounting a campaign
against the new disciplinary

procedures which the adminis-

tration has concocted to sup-

press contestative politics.

NLC has links with similar

groups on many campuses in

Canada (the SDU'S AT Simon
Fraser, Regina. and Alberta,

The York Student Movement,
Glendon Student Movement
etc.) Out of these groupings a

national student organization

will probably emerge before

the end of the year.

20th
CENTURY FOX
PRESENTS

"A WALK WITH LOVE
AND DEATH"

and a discussion about

films in general,

introducing the stars of

their latest production . .

.

ANJELICA HUSTON
&

ASSAF DAYAN
1 PM - MUSIC ROOM -

HART HOUSE

TODAY
Ladies Welcome

(SPONSORED BY THE HOUSE

COMMITTEE, HART HOVSE)

THE DAMNED CAMPUS!

So you've been sold a bill of goods have you! You were [old your college

years were the best years of your lives The campus was the one place

where you could quietly meditate and think things through These years

were to be the one chance to escape the preaching of parents, religion

and high school.

But look whats happened on the damned campus I Preachers all over the

place Marxists, revolutionaries, radicals, progressives, left wing, moder

ates, right wing, reactionaries, neanderthals They proclaim reality to you

0 blessed reality!

Did you think only established religions had cultic activity? Just make

sure you don't make the inappropriate gesture or posture while the pro-

clamations rocket their way into you tender ears Up to now you thought

only church people were moralists and had cultic activity?

You do remember the church don't you? It's that irrelevant place where

religious people escape from "reality ' 0 blessed reality! Escape the

storms of the damned campus. Come to the church for rest and peace

There will be preaching and cultic activity Bui then you can sleep Ah to

sleep, perchance to dream! Can't hardly get such magnificent irrelevance

no more no how

610 Spadina Ave.

Larry Martin. Lutheran Chaplain

Worship 1 1 :00 A.M.

Across from New College

MEDS FRESHMAN WELCOME
VARSITY ARENA

FRI. SEPT. 26 8:30 PM - 12:00 PM
WITH THE CHOSEN EEW

•••••••••••••••a
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HART HOUSE C
FRESHMEN EVENING

TO-NIGHT

JOIN
* AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
* ARCHERY CLUB *CHESS CLUB
* BRIDGE CLUB 'CAMERA CLUB
* GLEE CLUB * REVOLVER CLUB
* UNDERWATER CLUB
* TABLE TENNIS CLUB

FN IfW * ART *MUSIC "DANCES
tllJW I HART HOUSE FARM 'SQUASH

* DEBATES 'LIBRARY EVENINGS

ATM FTIf 'GYMNASTICS *BOXINGHinuilW. 'SWIMMING 'FENCING
* KARATE 'CIRCUIT TRAINING
* WRESTLING*SKIING *JUD0
* TRACK

7-9 p.

FREE REFRESHMENTS
GREAT HALL
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UC'S LEPAN RESIGNS
President Claude Bissell

announced yesterday the resig-

nation of Dr. Douglas LePan,
principal of University Col-

lege. LePan's resignation will

take effect in June 1970.

The announcement comes
only five days after the New
Left Caucus interrupted his

freshman orientation speech at

Hart House.

LePan had been principal for

six years. He attended U.C. as

a student and graduated in

English and History before

going to Oxford to continue in

English language and litera-

ture.

He began his teaching car-

eer as an instructor and tutor

at Harvard in 1938. After an

eight year interruption, includ-

ing service in the Canadian.

Armed Forces, and the De-
partment of External Affairs,

he resumed teaching as profes-

sor of English literature at

Queen's University.

LePan said that he was re-

signing in order to pursue, to a

fuller extent, teaching and
writing. He added that it is

common for persons in admin-

istrative positions to resign

after five and seven year peri-

ods and that in the last six

years a great deal more than

half of his time had been spent

on administrative tasks.

When asked whether his res-

ignation was influenced by the

actions of the NLC and how he

considered their behaviour he
said, "I had no comment be-

fore and I still have no com-
ment."

Dr. LePan will continue in

the next school year as a Uni-

versity Professor, a position

which enables him to teach in

areas of his own choice.

At Victoria College J. E.

Hodgetts was appointed presi-

dent yesterday to replace A. B.

B. Moore.

Hodgetts has been principal

of Victoria for two years.

UC's Douglas Valentine LePan

The Great Radical Conspiracy:

New College Episode

By MICHAEL KAUFMAN

(Michael Kaufman is a first

year Arts student at New Col-

lege.)

Two hundred and fifty smil-

ing members of the men's resi-

dence of New College shuffled

into the Whetmore Hall Dining

Room, on Monday night, for

the Whetmore Hall Welcome
Dinner. Half of them, fresh-

men clad in new suits, were

indistinguishable from the oth-

er half, except for the resi-

dence radicals who wore tur-

tlenecks instead of a shirt and

tie with their suits. Two things

were on everybody's minds;

that the food would be better

than usual, and what time

would the New Left Caucus

show up?
When we sat down, Joe at

the next table was talking

about racing go-carts, as he

continued to do throughout

most of the meal. The talk at

our table centered around food,

and how exciting it was to be

going to university, despite the

fact that half of them had wait-

ed in line for hours before they

could get in.

All of a sudden Bob, who had

been staring at his thoroughly

cooked chicken for about five

minutes, said he thought that

the principal of University Col-

lege had handled himself pret-

ty well last Thursday at the

U.C. freshman banquet. This

turned Joe momentarily away
from his go-carts to comment
that it was a shame that the

radicals had taken away his

right to free speech.

Although Bob and Joe used

some pretty impressive logic

to hack up their ideas, we en-

tered a conversation that re-

vealed that most of them were

scared of the radical and espe-

cially the pro-communist

groups on campus. This led to

talk of U.S. exploitation of

Canada, to which Benjamin,

sitting next to us, frankly said:

"The guys who pay the fare,

decide the way." That seemed

fair enough to most of them, so

they just turned back to their

chicken.

The conversation was dead

until the melted icecream
course. Even then it was limit-

ed to Clyde's one liner: "Would
you really like to go to a uni-

versity where the students had

rioted and now were running

the school?"

Dean Kurtz tapped on a

glass, stood up, and started

introducing the people at the

head table. About a quarter of

the way along, the friends of

one of the two students at the

table started hissing when he

was introduced, instead of the

usual clapping. Everyone at

the head table was stunned;

Dr. Ivey's jaw dropped. The
radicals had come.
Whether they actually came

is still a mystery. If they did.

they must have stayed quiet so

as not to confront Dr. Ivey,

who said in a short address

that the people in the hall were

lucky because they were living

in the CONFINES of an aca-

demic group, and Dean Kurtz,

who came out with: "I trust

some students in some situa-

tions and distrust others."

What can you say to a clever

statement like that?

HART HOUSE THEATRE

USHERS
Volunteers needed for ushers (or the two

Hart House Theatre Productions.

CALL AT
THE THEATRE BOX OEEICE

OR PHONE 928-8668

For Your Convenience

COIN LAUNDRIES
698 SPADINA Half way between Harbord & Bloor)

• WASH - 254, 35* - DRY - 10*

• Serving U ofT Students For over 10 Years

98 HARBORD ST. (just West oflpadma)

• AIR CONDITIONED

• LATEST MODERN MACHINES .

AAAAAAAAAAAAA

HANDBOOK
'69

Attention Students who have NOT

received their copy of the

1969 SAC Handbook - - Copies are

available TODAY at the SAC Office

or at any location where

The Varsity is distributed
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>
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UofT

FEED-IN
JOHN KNOX IS ALIVE

AND EATING WELL

AT THE CORNER OF HARBORD AND SPADINA

JOIN HIM FOR A FREE SUPPER

AT 6:00, SATURDAY, SEPT. 27

AT KNOX CHURCH

STUDENTS • FACULTY • STAFF
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SACSUMMERSTUFF .

Wondering how SAC spent your summer? Read this
A union contract which

would give Students Adminis-

trative Council employees

more say in running their of-

fice has not yet been ratified

by the SAC.

The Canadian Union of Pub-

lic Employees (CUPE) was
certified as the bargaining

agent of some 20 SAC staffers

in May. Each of two summer
business meetings were to vote

on the contract. But the failure

to have a quorum for the vote

leaves ratification to the first

SAC meeting of the academic

year, scheduled for September

24.

The CUPE contract is consi-

dered by some members of

both SAC executive and staff

as a model contract because it

encourages office democracy.
It is partly aimed at giving

CUPE a foothold on campus,
from which it could organize

other U of T employees, such

as library staff.

But SAC President Gus
Abols feels the present con-

tract gives staff too much con-

trol over the office, though

staff is not responsible to an
electorate, as is the executive.

Mr. Abols consulted the SAC's

law firm, Osier, Harcourt and
Hoskin, which agreed with this

estimation.

A lawyer consulted by SAC
Vice-President, Bob Barkwell,
disagreed. Former SAC presi-

dent and civil rights lawyer

YORK UNIVERSITY'S
Mclaughlin movie club

Presents

2 COMEDY CLASSICS

W.C. Fields and Mae West

BANK DICK
and

SHE DONE HIM WRONG
THURS. SEPT. 25 - 9 P.M.

LECTURE HALL D

ADMISSION $1.00

IRWIN'S
BARBER SHOP

640 YONGE ST.

(Cor. Yonge and Irwin)

Welcomes- back all students.

Courteous service and neal

grooming in oil styles ossurec

by 3 Lie. Barbers.

At*

9241874

Blue & White Piesents:

IAN & SYLVIA

and

THE GREAT

! SPECKLED BIRD
:

:

i

Coming

Oct. 6th, 1969.

Vince Kelly considers the con-

tract valuable.

Some important aspects of

the 43-page contract are: fre-

quent consultation between the

SAC executive and its employ-

ees, in which both could make
suggestions, an intricate dis-

missal and promotion proce-

dure and notification to the

union of impending technologi-

cal changes, prior to their im-

plementation. There is also

paid maternity or paternity

leave, not subject to loss of

seniority.

Another clause allows SAC
employees. Local 1222 of

CUPE to refuse to violate

picket-lines of other CUPE
members. If CUPE organizes

U of T employees, this clause

becomes important.

Another principal concern of

the SAC this summer was the

enforcement of campus discip-

line.

Other SAC business this

summer incldded:

t A SAC speed-reading pro-

gram for 150 people being or-

ganized for the coming aca-

demic year.

• A Teach-in on university

structures and education is a

likely prospect for the fall. The
SAC will be involved in the

organization of the Teach-in,

which will deal mainly with the

CUG report.

• Several SAC people joined

Ryerson and York students on

the picket line of the Steel-

workers union, which struck
Scarborough's Allanson plant
in July to obtain a first con-

tract. Students opposed the

scabbing of 30-60 other stu-

dents at the plant. It has been
SAC policy for some time to

condemn student scabbing.

• SAC incorporation has
been delayed once again. The
principal aim of incorporation,

which has been underway for

several .years, is to give the

SAC financial independence
from the university. The Uni-
versity of Saskatchewan's
administration refused to col-

lect student council fees this

year, in order to obtain censor-

ship of the student paper.

Is reading a (bad) habit,

is reading a skill, of is

reading athinking process?

YES!

skill? habit?
Of course. You were taught to read

in Kindergarten and Grade I.

Poorly, perhaps, because you ended

up reading 200-300 words per

minute-the same as your parents,

and grandparents. Word by word,

and hearing many words in

the process.

Techniques discovered by Evelyn

Wood make it possible to teach

reading with better speed, compre-

hension, and retention than it was
possible when you were in Grade!.

You have the potential to read at

least three times faster.

Why don't you?

You have been reading every day of

your life since Grade School.

Small wonder it's now a bad habit.

There is no gimmick, no machine

that will break this habit for you.

That's why the Reading Dynamics
course is taught using books,

papers, and magazines, and why
your practice uses books of your

own choosing. You begin

immediately to make this skill a

habit in your daily reading..

How much time will you spend

reading in the next ten years?

Far more than you have to?

WANT THE REST OF THE STORY ON EVELYN WOOD
READING DYNAMICS?
COME TO A DEMONSTRATION.

thinking process'
As you read, you think. Analyze.

Remember. Relate. Question.

Probe. Reject. You may do more
than this, or less. Reading is

thinking, comprehending,

remembering. Your speed is now
limited by the way in which you
you were taught, not by the

complexity of the material.

Reading Dynamics shows you how
to extend your range of reading

skills dramatically. Fast readers

get better comprehension and
retention. They can grasp the

whole while seeing all the words.

Because they can read a book in

an evening, it is more cohesive

and more easily remembered.

You could read as fast as you
think. Think about it.

1104 BAY STREET

TWO BLOCKS SOUTH OF BLOOR

THURSDAY, SEPT. 25

5:15 p.m.

o r

OPEN HOUSE

SATURDAY, SEPT. 27

10 a.m. till 4 p.m.

|

I

CAN T MAKE IT? PHONE 923-4681 OR MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
I

CENTRE FOR READING DYNAMICS LTD
1104 Bay Street. Toronto 181 . Ontario. Telephone 923-4681

I've thought about it. Tell me more.
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What did you learn in school today?
By CETA RAMKHALAW AIM-

SINGH

12 noon Room 135 the Old
Physics Building — it is really

in awful shape.

Political Science 101 was a

bloody bore.

I walked in a few minutes
late and a song and dance act

was going on down on the stage

below to make the freshmen
happy and to help them forget

how goddam boring it all was.

He was amusing because he

was making an idiot out of

himself and at the same time
making a mockery of educa-

tion.

It really did not matter if I

stayed or not because the lec-

ture, which ended precisely fif-

ty minutes after it started, was
devoid of any relevant content.

Prof; Thorson did say that

poli-sci was a "grab bag of

things", which is to say that

poli sci is not at all relevant to

what is happening in the politi-

cal world — it does not explain

anything.

He went on to psychoanalyse

all student radicals. He said

that the root of student dissid-

ence is basically a result of

father hatred. (But I love my

father and my mother, Prof.

Thorson.

)

He went on to say that if the

'father' was successful, power-
ful, dominant and difficult to

compete with, then he would
be typical of the fathers of stu-
dent radicals.

Prof. Thorson drew an anal-

ogy at this point between the

university and the 'father' say-

ing that because the student
radical could not vent his rage
upon the 'father' he did so upon
a public object. He also said

that they were going through a
reality testing process like a

six or seven year old kid.

Politics, according to Thor-
son, had to be understood psy-

chologically. He also talked
about Lincoln, saying that it

was because Lincoln was so
ugly he was motivated to as-

pire to great heights which
would displace his gawkiness.
Hence he could then vent his

rage through his powerful per-

sonality onto public objects.

But I don't see the connec-
tion between Lincoln's motiva-
tion and student radicals moti-

vation, perhaps there is none,

especially in the psychoanaly-

tical way that Thorson men-
tioned.

Student radicals believe that

people should have some effec-

tive control over the decisions

which affect them. Lincoln
was trying to democratize var-

ious processes also.

At that point we launched
into a discussion, or rather

Thorson launched into a mono-
logue about the US political

and electoral system. He said

that no majorities were real,

that they were all built in by
the electoral laws. But he nev-

er talked about who built in

those electoral laws or why
they were built in.

He also said that the elector-

al college inflated majorities

and that it failed several times

the last time being in 1820 with

Andrew Jackson.

He said that Kennedy's
margin was not very large and
neither was Nixon's, but that

the electoral college merely
made it seem more of a major-

ity than it was. But Thorson
never mentioned how and by
whom and why this system was
set up. He talked about the sys-

tem being "rigged" so that

someone always wins but Thor-

son never talked about who
rigs the system.

He even postulated a situa-

tion where everyone was given

the opportunity to vote. But he
envisioned that it would work
out in such a manner that any-

one who wanted to, would get

on onto a bandwagon and start

campaigning and he questioned

what might happen if none of

them got more than ten per-

cent of the vote.

By this stage of the game
Thorson had done all the talk-

ing and the spurts of facts and

What did you learn in

school today is a column
which tries to get at what's

going on in the university's

lecture halls and seminar
rooms. Readers are invited to

submit articles for publication

under this heading.

figures and nice-sounding ideas

had already put him in a power

position and a knowledgeable

position is a damned powerful

one at that.

He kept talking in terms of

the U.S. all the time and I

doubt that the existence of

Canada was even mentioned,

but then of course Trudeau
himself said that Canada is

only 15% independent from the

U.S.

He kept throwing out goodies

like " people think that it is an

evil thing for the U.S. to sup-

port a militaristic regime."
But nothing followed that

comment up — students did not

understand what he meant but
were scared to talk or perhaps
they had stopped listening.

Then, getting onto his psy-

choanalytical wagon again lat-

er on, he said that politics was
really a farce and that a lot of

people get their psychological

jollies out of politics.

At that point he started to

talk about approaching the

course in terms of human evo-

lution and later proceeded to

give a reading list on which
two of the five books were his

own.

After the class I talked to a

few first year students, ail of

whom were very angry at what

went on in the room. But they

did not think that they could do

anything about it and they even

said — and this is only after

one lecture and the first day of

school at that — that they did

not think that they would go to

anymore of those classes.

After experiencing that

class the people to whom I

spoke were able to understand

the various things that have
been happening on campus
these last few days and the

anger which radicals feel.

NEW YORK PIZZA HOUSE
620 YONGE STREET CORNER OF ST. JOSEPH - 925-1736
"h specialize in New York and New England style pizza and home-made

spaghetti. WE MAKE THE BEST PIZZA IN TOWN
STUDENTS FREE DELIVERY IN OUR AREA & HOT PIZZA

RIGHT TO YOUR ROOM
5:00 P.M. - 1:00 A.M. DAILY

Presents .

.

HOW FAST
can you
read?

Perhaps not fast enough

Enrol now in the

EFFICIENT
READING
PROGRAM

classes (each an hour and a half)

will be held once d week for

10 weeks,

Beginning the week of Oct. 6th

Only $27.00

all texts included

REGISTER TODAY AT THE SAC

OFFICE, MAIN CAMPUS

Centre

for the

Study of

Drama
in

Association

with The
St. Lawrence
Centre

for the

Arts

TANGO

by Slawomir Mrozek
translated by Nicholas Bethell

adapted by Tom Stoppard
directed by Joseph Shaw

Curtain at 8 30

and

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA

by Eugene O'Neill

directed by Leon Maior

Curtain at 5:30

Food will be available in Hart House during (he Supper break

The Company includes: Barbara Borland. David Brown.

Patricia Collins. Neil Damard. Ron Hastings, Don
McManus. Jack Medley. William Needles. Kate Reid. Anna

Reiser, Sean Sullivan. Jonathan White

Regular Season — November 3rd) - 22nd

MOURNING BECOMES
TANGO ELECTRA

(Mondays to Thursdays)

Students $1.50
Regular S3 00

(Fridays and Saturdays)

$2.25

$4 50

Subscriptions

$3.00
$6 50

Gala Opening Night —MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA — $7 50
Friday, November 7 at 5:30 — Performance and Reception following

Students half-price

HART HOUSE THEA TRE
University of Toronto

Box Office Now Open 928-8668
SPECIAL ST' 'DENT PREVIEWS

TANGO

—

October 27. 28. 29 @> 8:30— $1 .00

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA —
October 3 1 and November 1 @ 5:30— $1.50
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VDEP requires
By AGI LUK ACS

The Students' Administra-

tive Council will be asked to

subsidize a novel project in

social work at its meeting to-

night.

The Varsity Downtown Edu-

cation Project is "the first

long-term involvement of the

university community in the

problem areas of Toronto's

inner city", explains VDEP
project director, Jean Golden.

Miss Golden, an articulate 23-

year-old working toward her

M.A. in sociology, will be ask-

ing for $10,000 at the meeting.

VDEP is an experiment in

generating community educa-

tion and organization in

"slum" areas, begun in 1967 by

twenty-four young people affil-

iated in various ways with the

UofT.
The summer of 1967 was

spent in training staff and hav-

ing them work through estab-

lished institutions, such as the

St. Christopher's Settlement

House. VDEP's aim is to work
out a two-way learning situa-

tion between the staff (from
varying academic backgrounds

but experienced in children's

education), and the children of

such "culturally deprived"
areas as Trefann Court.

ATMOSPHERE

The provision of a "nice"

atmosphere in the nine-to-four

environment of any school, or

of a summer camp outside the

city and attended by children

from various areas for a few
weeks, does little to change the

environment to which the child

returns, feels VDEP staffer

Ron Weihs, an English gradu-

ate who worked at such a camp
last summer. Intensive ses-

sions with a child are valuable,

but limited. But to bring the

child further than either insti-

tution "requires an alteration

of the subculture".

"We want these people to

change their way of life so that

it will not take the self-de-

structive form that is so com-
mon in the area." It's hard to

get out of the closed circle that

is the poverty cycle because
our society produces few self-

directed people. And it takes a

strong individual to alter his

way of life.

"Successful projects (like a

street dance organized from
the local tavern) build the con-

fidence needed to influence

one's life, and subsequently
one's neighbourhood", Weihs
said. Discussion of common
problems may lead to organi-

zation against unfair rental

practices, for example. The
point is to encourage people to

organize what they want to,

without making value judg-

ments. Weihs has moved into

the Dundas-Jarvis area, and
gets to know neighbours over

shuffleboard games at the tav-

ern.

IDENTITY

The area in which he is

working has no community
identification as yet, other
than a sense of itself as a red-

light district. There is a large

transient population. The iden-

tification which exists revolves

around the Duke of York
School, and this immediately
excludes non-parents.

One of the two concrete pro-

jects initiated by VDEP is a
community centre lodged in a

house on George Street, across
from the school. The house was
open to all residents seven
days a week during the sum-
mer. Its program focused on
children.

The house was successful in

that many kids came. Rooms
were set up for art, drama,
science, 'shop' and reading.

"We tried to leave it as unregu-
lated as possible" says Weihs.
The sixteen full-time staffers

worked eight-hour shifts and
"the stress was great because
of the emotional impact of all

that happened".

Unfortunately, hostility was
incurred, for example, by not

consulting the local Chinese

I

The Textbook Store has

vast quantities of used books

()See Us First
<J

ARE CHEAPER
If you participate in our used book programme

you may have the use of a textbook

for one year for LESS THAN

A QUARTER OF THE NEW PRICE.

Look for this sticker: iKBfcliiffijill

THE TEXTBOOK
STORE

THE STUDENT BOOKSTORE

Corner ot Huron &
Willcocks Sis

Look for the
56 loot pink banner

IS

Q.

I
E
X
1X1

*
52

*
(A

I
s * Free Shopping Bags * Great Sounds * Re°

HOURS ; September 22nd to October

3rd. 8530 a.m. to 9;00p.m

open two Saturdays, September 27th

and October 4th 1l;00a.m. to 3;00

p.m. Closed Friday at 5.

THE
UNIVERSITY

BOOKROOM 9g±

kTHE TEXTBOOK
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$10,000 for community project
church before moving in. Some
VDEP staff members were
"long haired freaks" to the
residents. (Ron Weihs has
since cut his hair.)

SAC signed the lease this

week for a different house on
George Street. A resident par-
ent wants to help the two
VDEP staffers organize a
quiet homework room for his

children and their friends.

Some teen-age girls want a

cooking class and Ron would
like to see one of the local

members teach it. Other pro-

jects expected to be working
by November include guitar

lessons and a boxing club.

PRIVATE SCHOOL

The other principal VDEP
project is a private school in

Trefann Court called Laneway.
It has run out of money but
somehow manages to operate
with ten children and four staff

members. It began this sum-
mer because some mothers
wanted a summer program for

children who had been in Board
of Education "opportunity
classes" — for children with
low I.Q. Some of these children
were too bright for even the
best opportunity classes at the
Park School, says Daryl Le-
berg, a U of T anthropology
graduate. She worked with ten
kids aged seven to seventeen,
one a sixteen-year-old who
graduated in 'muffin-making'.

LANEWAY

Six mothers, furious about
the dead-end towards which
their kids were heading, spoke

CLASSIFIEDS
TYPING FOR ESSAYS AND THESIS —
Experienced typist — electric typewriter —
reasonable rates Will endeavour to meet
deadlines: Mrs, Harford 267-5174.

1 ACTOR. 3 ACTRESSES lor short film

by Leonard Cohen For audition phone
Howard during the day, 363-4406.

FOR RENT: Avenue Rd . Wilson district,

furnished bedroom with private washroom,
quiet comfortable home Male graduate
student. Call evenings. 483-6600

FUN FUR FOR SALE. Stencilled rabbit,

dark brown and white. Almost new. Size 8
to 10. Selling for SlOO Phone 92 1 -9842
around 9 a.m. or 6 p.m

URGENT Girl wanted to share co-op room
with 2 girls. Room + board S325 Till

Xmas — $225 More till May — 14 block
from campus Telephone: Morn 923-
0674

HELMAR'S BOUTIQUE in the Village is

full of super styles for Autumn Poured-on
dresses, zingy jumpers, nubbly winter
coats. Just right for campus. From S25 siz-

es 5 and up. 10% discount with student
card, 87 Yorkville Avenue.

FREE — CANADA CAREERS Directory
for class of 1970 only Packed with career
opportunities in industry, government,
school boards and graduate schools. Call at

the Placement office lor your copy now.

BarberShop andMen's Hair Stylists

Colonnade Promenade

131 BLOOR WEST
Charles Promenade

corner ol

Yonge and Charles

Specialized in Razor Cut

Special Student Prices

NOW TWO STORES TO SERVE YOU BETTER

BENT WHIP
CONTEMPORARY BLUES-ROCK

Hear our new re/ease

"SACRED COW and CASTLES MADE OF MAN"

on TREND Records

for information and bookings

contact Joe Petoia 531-7621

t—tf————tf«««»>»»mwrnm——**——*—

University of Toronto
An address

to mark the establishment of the

International Studies Program
in the University of Toronto by

HIS EXCELLENCY
JULIUS K. NYERERE

President of the United Republic of Tanzania

Convocation Hall

Thursday, Oct 2nd, at 3:30 pm
The public is cordially imited

to the school and the Board of

Education with little result.

What brought them together

was a feeling that there could

not be so many slow learners in

the small area that is Treffan,

explains another VDEP staf-

fer. The mothers suggested
last April that VDEP try to

establish a real 'opportunity

class'. The Trefann Court Resi-

dents' Association donated a

house, replete with leaky roof

and only cold water. This be-

came Laneway.
"What we saw was sad. It

made us angry" says one of the

four permanent staff at the

school. An eight-year-old who
after ten minutes was taught to

write her name; illiterate chil-

dren who had been condemned
stupid through long years in

school until they themselves
believed it.

According to Ron Weihs,
such children lack the self-

confidence necessary to the

"learning process": they can't

tolerate frustration, they can't

pretend, they can't concen-

trate. They can't follow rules;

they can't sit still in a class-

room. They lack the inner se-

curity to develop self-expres-

sion.

To the delight of the staff,

one of the children at Laneway
recently wrote a badly-spelled

letter to Mayor Dennison,

protesting the threatened ex-

propriation of her home.
One of the mothers, Mrs.

Noreen Gaudette, is running
for school trustee, to improve
communication between the

Board and the parents. She and
the other mothers whose chil-

dren are at Laneway evaluate

the staff, and their assistance

is cross-evaluated. The com-
munity identity, which has ex-

isted for some time, is being
reflected in concrete changes
in some residents' control over

their own lives.

FUND DRIVE

Laneway and the St. George
house have an operating budg-

et of $26,000 — equipment for

the two houses, and salaries

for six staff.

VDEP is normally reluctant

to seek publicity, fearing the
unintentional bias of patroniz-

ing sympathizers who speak of

"underprivileged kids having
the time of their lives". How-
ever, it is currently conducting
a campaign to raise necessary
funds from wealthy business-
men. The Varsity Fund has
given VDEP $20,000 over the

past two years, and is now
helping with the campaign.

SAC contributed $5,000 last

year and $2,500 the year be-
fore. It is now being asked for

$10,000.

The monthly salary of $300
for each of the six staffers
cannot be paid, as the $600 left

from last year's budget will go
toward rent on the George
Street house. Miss Golden told

the SAC executive last night.

"If we support these people,

we would be supporting our
own democratic rhetoric",

SAC Vice-President Bob Bark-
well had told a summer SAC
meeting.

yKPAIHCbKHd CTyflEHTCbKHH«
UKRAINIAN STUDENTS' CLUB

• SEPT. 7.6 - 7:30 Registration, Orientation & Dance in Hart House Debates Room-

Registration - $3.00.

• OCT. 2,- 7:30 General Meeting in Hart House, East Common Room.

• OCT. II, 12, 13 - (Thanksgiving Weekend) Eastern Canadian S.U.S.K. Congress

to be held at Hart House Farm

FOR INFORMATION PHONE 534-7734.

hart house
glee club

thursdaySeptember25 ft©6pm
first rehearsal tuesday September30

** plannedconcerttourofengland nextsummer **
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FREE FILM SHOWING
THURS. & FRI. SEPT. 25 & 26

DEBATES ROOM HART HOUSE 1 PM
WED. SEPT. 24 ROOM 2135

SID SMITH 4-6 PM

"LA CHINOISE"
SPONSORED BYS.A.C.

STUDENTS'
ADMINISTRATIVE
COUNCIL

FIRST
GENERAL
MEETING
WEST HALL. LLC.

7:00 pm, Wed., Sept. 24

Meetings are open,

all welcome

Applications are now being

received for

CHAIRMAN

OF THE

BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY

Apply in writing to:

Cultural Affairs Commissoner
SAC Office

Deadline: October 3rd, 1969

Newly-independent GSU
may lose OISE students

By TOM WALKOM

Fragmentation may face the

Graduate Students Union.

In an open letter to GSU
president Michael Vaughan,

the Graduate Students Asso-

ciation of the Ontario Institute

for Studies in Education has

demanded independent status

as an affiliate member of the

larger union.

The alternative, states GSA
president Bruce Rusk, is with-

drawal of the 400 OISE stu-

dents entirely from the GSU. If

such an example were followed

by other course unions, Rusk
continues, this "could possibly

mean the destruction of the

GSU".
The squabble arises from the

special relationship between
OISE and the University of

Toronto.

The Institute, now housed in

a Bloor high-rise, grants its

Students serve 'real' society
Students must take a greater responsibility in providing for

themselves the kinds of experiences which they see as important
to the fulfillment of their own goals, according to a volunteer
worker at the University Settlement House.

The USH, located between Beverley and McCaul Streets,
behind the Art Gallery of Ontario, is a university social agency.

The people it serves are poor. Their social activity is limit-

ed. It is the USH which must serve as their social outlet.

The USH has two full-time workers on its staff. But the bulk
of work done by the USH is done by volunteers. They come from
all segments of life, but the majority are from the university stu-

dent body.

Chris Poulter, a volunteer at USH last year, sees her work as
a necessary extension of her studies at university: "I see the in-

volvement in the real society which exists outside the boundaries
of the university, as imperative."

The success of the entire project depends largely on the staff

that runs it. To be adequately staffed, USH requires 60 volunteers

to work at least once a week.

Some volunteers teach physical education, arts and. crafts

and music. Others supervise club meetings. Others help organize

the various programs for the different groups.

Information is available from the USH at 23 Grange Rd.,

phone number 921-2320.

Harvard will set up its

own CUG committee
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (CUP) - Harvard University an-

nounced last Thursday that it would name a committee com-
posed of students, faculty alumni and trustees to recommend
proposals for changing the structure of the university.

The decision followed a report by the Harvard Overseers
(trustees) which found students and many professors unhappy
over the quality and relevance of the university's teaching.

Citing the Vietnam war, racism and social injustice as pri-

mary causes for student unrest, the report declared, "the stu-

dents' faith in the university as a teaching institution has been
undermined by absences of senior professors, the impersonality
of some of the instructional processes, and the narrow abstract
and technical mode in which the intellectual concerns of the fac-

ulty are sometimes expressed."
The students, the report says, "feel a great pressure to do

everything presently in their power to force reason and humanity
on a world which they think in many ways to be inhumane and
senselsss, and they in turn ask the university to do likewise."

The report was approved in principle Friday by the 30-mem-
ber board of overseers.

own degrees, but is affiliated

with the U of T. Its students
are to enjoy "all the privileges

and responsibilities" of the

graduate student. Up to now
this has included compulsory
payment of the GSU fees ($5

for a part-time, $10 for a full

time student.)

A meeting of the GSU in late

July turned down the request

for affiliate status, apparently

on the stated pririciple that

OISE students were just ordi-

nary members of the universi-

ty.

According to Rusk, this is

not so. Two-thirds of his stu-

dents have no connection with

the university. Most are mar-
ried and already working in the

field of education.

The $7,000 in fees collected

from OISE are used mainly for

recreational and social purpos-

es — wine and cheese parties
— useful, in Rusk's words,
"only to two or three."

"True," said Rusk in a tele-

phone interview, "the GSU has

done research on Teaching
Assistants. Yet at OISE there

are very few teaching assist-

ants, mainly research assist-

ants to whom the GSU work
does not relate."

The GSA, Rusk felt, could

better use money to finance

student participation in depart-

mental affairs, a monthly
newsletter, special programs
for foreign students (one-

quarter of the enrollment), and
educational conferences.

BURKE RAPS
Stanley Burke, former

news broadcaster at the
CBC, will speak on campus
today on the reasons he left

the CBC.
"The meeting will be to

organize those people who
want to help force the gov-
ernment to take more mean-
ingful action to end the star-

vation in Biafra," said Lar-
ry Jeffery, who arranged
the meeting.

Mr. Burke will speak at 1

p.m. Rm. 1086, Sidney Smith
Hall and at 8 p.m. in Rm.
3163 in the New Medical
Building.

U of T

SINFONIA
A SAC SPONSORED CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
OPEN TO ALL MUSICIANS ON CAMPUS

AUDITIONS
SEPT. 23, 24, 25

7-9 PM
EDWARD JOHNSON BUILDING ROOM 225
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY

1 p.m.
Interpax, Stanley Burke's new

organization to promote peace in

the Nigerian-Biafran war, is hav-
ing an organizational meeting. All
those interested in spending a lit-

tle time tor peace, please come.
Rm. 1086, Sidney Smith, and at 8
p.m. in Rm. 3163, Medical Sci-
ences Building.

First general meeting of the U
of T Liberal Club for 1969-70. Rm.
1087, Sidney Smith.

4 p.m.
The revoluUonary French film

"La Chinoise" will be shown,
free. Rm. 2135, Sidney Smith.

THURSDAY
I p.m.

The student section of the Engi-

neering Institute of Canada elec-

tions and news meeting. New
members welcome Rm. 102.

Mechanical Building.

2 p.m.
Debating Society meeting, New

College II, Rm. 2007.

4 p.m.
History Students Union pre-

sents "Students in Revolt". Rm.
2117, Sidney Smith.

5 p.m.
5 p.m.

First meeting of the great new
New College Drama Guild, in the
Wilson Hall Common Room, New
College.

5:45 p.m.
Meeting of the Hellenic Univer-

sity Society. ISC Morning Room.



Students charge Ryerson fakes plans
Two former student repre-

sentatives to Ryerson Poly-
technical Institute's board of
governors charged Monday
night that the board was trying

to hoodwink City Council by
preparing a fake expansion
plan for the school for presen-
tation to the council.

Richard Finlay, 22, and Gor-
don Jackson, 23 made public a
confidential, administration
memo which said that two
plans had been drawn up — one
real and one fake. Administra-
tion vice-president B. W. Pow-
er sent the memo last March to

president F. C. Jorgenson, who
has since left the school.

Mr. Power expressed regret
that he had used the "unfortun-
ate expression", a "fake"
plan.

"The terms only have mean-
ing among ourselves," he said.

The memo mentions two
plans: a long range Plan A,

dealing with future land ac-
quisition; and Plan B, dealing

with land Ryerson already
owns and wishes to have re-

zoned.

Power's reason for two
plans was that the publication

of the larger Plan A would re-

sult in a rise in the cost of land

which the school wishes to

purchase. There had been no
attempt to gain financial ad-

vantage for anyone on the

board, Power insisted.

Acting president Anthony
Wilkinson also denied the

charge that the board was
trying to deceive City council.

Toronto planning commission-
er Dennis Barker, who said he
had seen both plans, agreed
with him.

Wilkinson expressed sur-
prise that the two former stu-
dent representatives had even
seen the memo.
"There were only three cop-

ies of the memo, and none be-
longed to either of them," he
said.

In addition to the "phony"
expansion plan charge, Finlay
and Jackson said they had files

to show:

• Ryerson paid former prin-

cipal Howard Kerr, a full sala-

ry for 14 months after he had
resigned in June, 1966. He was
on the payroll on a consulting

basis while he also held a part-

time job as chairman of the
Council of Regents of the

Community Colleges. At the
latter job, he earned $5,000 a
year, while earning over $1,500

a month at Ryerson.

• The Board of Governors
has been stalling in trying to

find a replacement for Presi-
dent F. C. Jorgenson who left

in July. Finlay said he was
called "impertinent" by board
chairman W. H. Kelly when he
asked if the search for presi-

dent could be speeded up or
discussed. Anthony Wilkinson,

a former social science in-

structor, is acting president at

present.

• the institute paid out
$721,507 in building consult-
ant's fees in the year ending
March 31, 1969, only $10,000 of

which was for the Plan B.
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BISSELL
RE-
WRITING
U of T President Claude

Bissell postponed his wel-
coming address to fresh-
men Monday to rewrite his

speech.

In a statement released
by the Department of In-

formation Monday, Bissell

said: "I want to deal in

greater detail and at sub-
stantial length with the
problems facing the uni-

versity at this time."
The statement did not

say when the speech would
be delivered.

pheto by Spencer Higgins

Ryerson campus is mainly Fake

• Board chairman W. H.
Kelly deliberately tried to de-

ceive the two student members
about information on amend-
ments to the Ryerson Poly-
technical Institute Act which
would make the student repre-

sentatives full voting mem-
bers. Finlay claimed that the
board always answered "no"
when asked if anything had

been done about changing the

act.

Neither Mr. Kelly or other

members of the board were
available for comment.

BOOK
EX-
CHANGE
UNDER-
GROUND
AT
91

ST.

GEORGE
ST.

Toronto

boycotts

could

determine

fate of

grape

workers

this fall

By JUNE MCNAMEE

Negotiations to settle the

four-year-old grape workers
strike in California broke off

this summer when workers
demanded protection from the

indiscriminate use of pesti-

cides, a grape boycott organiz-

er said yesterday.

Marshall Ganz, a United

Farm Workers representative,

said that when workers tried to

examine records of the chemi-

cals used they were halted

within an hour by a court in-

junction.

Ganz is in Toronto to draw
attention to the attempted

boycott of California grapes,

which he says is the last hope

of the 400,000 workers.

"We're down to the nitty-

gritty now", he says. "Septem-

ber and October are peak

months for the growers.

They're holding back ship-

ments, waiting for the chain

stores to break and then they'll

flood the market. We really

have to put the heat on.

"If we lose the chain stores

now, we've lost four years of

fighting," Ganz says. "If we
maintain what we have now,

this winter may see a success-

ful conclusion of the strike."

According to Ganz, Toronto's
boycott of California grapes
has been a partial success.
Before the strike Toronto was
the third largest market in

North America. Today it's

number fourteen — with a
third of the $20 million Canadi-
ans spend yearly on grapes
going south of the border.

The Delano strikers are
demanding a minimum hourly

wage at all seasons of the year,

sanitary working conditions, a
seniority system to protect
workers of long standing, and
stewards to represent workers.

Wages were $1.10 an hour
when the Delano workers went
on strike in 1965. Today some
growers are paying $1.50, but
workers have no unemploy-
ment insurance.

Organizers of the Toronto
boycott say they plan a week-
end fast prior to Thanksgiving
to help publicize the plight of
the workers. It will probably
be held in front of a chain store
which does not recognize the
boycott, or at a store manag-
er's home. Jim Brophy, coordi-

nator of the boycott on the U of

T campus, says Food City and
A&Pare the "prime targets".

The History Students' Union presents

a B.B. C. FILM

" STUDENTS IN REVOLT"

Thursday, September 25th

4:00 P.M.

Rm. 2135 SIDNEY SMITH HALL

MEN - MEN - MEN - MEN
(AND FROSH)

The HART HOUSE ARCHERY CLUB
drop in

Equipment Provided

To the RIFLE RANGE, from 7-9

TO-NIGHT
AND TAKE A LOOK AROUND!

ART GALLERY OF ONTARIO

317 nil N DAS ST, W.. TORONTO. ONT. TEL. 363-348506
WILLOUGHBY SHARP,

director, Kinetkism Press

Will present films and a discussion in

connection with the exhibit.

New Alchemy: Elements, Systems, Forces.

September 25. 8.30 p.m.

Tickets: SI .50 V5« with ATL Card.

363-3485.
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must persevere before evil met and conquered

By GEOFF MEGGS
Late last March D'Arcy Martin consulted the I

Ching, a book of Chinese wisdom, in an attempt to

determine what fate had in store for the Commis-

sion on University Government.

Success was assured, the oracle told student

commission member Martin, with "joint forbear-

ance and perseverance" but September would see a

reversal of the situation unless evil was "met and

conquered."

After more then 10 months of discussion and

preparation CUG's report will be published Friday,

Oct. 24.

President Claude Bissell, who will sign the re-

port before its presentation to the Board of Gover-

nors and ultimately the Ontario Legislature, has

predicted it will "have a profound effect on the aca-

demic structure of the entire university community

of Canada."

No one with any connection with the university

will be immune from CUG's influence. One month

before publication, it is certain that the CUG report

will recommend a radically different and unique

governing structure for U of T, based on philosophi-

cal principles determined after weeks of painstak-

ing discussion.

Student CUG member Bob Roe, a Rhodes Scholar now at Oxford,

peers down the Senate chamber table at his fellow commission-

ers.

MNMiMiiimnmiiiiiiiiiimmmmiiiMiiiMMiiiinMiiiiiimmiuimiiimiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiimmiimiii

_ STUDENTS ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
=

i Student Parking for

| 1969-1970 1

| Requirements: ^pX*
lications:

least 15 r

an sport.

iles from effic-

Appli Accepted until Fridoy, Sept. 26,

after which date no further applications
will be accepted. Permits given out
Tuesday, Sept. 30th.

~ APPLY AT THE SAC OFFICE
Illlllliilliullliil mil iiiiiiiiiiiiiilliillllllllllllllll mil I hum

Draught beer on tap from noon
till after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75c. _

Wild atmosphere.

peBuHand The Bear in The Sutton Place Hotel - On Weliesley east of t
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During the long months of

meetings, often as many as

five a week, the members of

the commission certainly per-

severed.

In a recent interview, stu-

dent member Bob Rae said

"there was no machination on

the outside, there was never an

attempt on the part of one of

the members to say things out-

side they weren't prepared to

say inside." Many problems

were discussed repeatedly un-

til a consensus was reached.

However, the commission's

conception and final delivery

were not so good-natured or

deliberate.

In August of last year the

Board of Governors, on the

recommendation of the Presi-

dent's Council, authorized the

establishment of a commission

"to study the structure and
government of the University

of Toronto."

Although the board hoped for

a nine-member commission
with only two students, it was
forced to compromise with the

Students' Administrative

Council on a composition of

four students, four faculty, the

president, two non-voting

board representatives and an
alumni representative.

SAC's success in obtaining a

weighty influence on the com-
mission will probably be re-

flected in the report in the

form of extensive student par-

ticipation at every level of uni-

versity affairs.

On November 26, 4,788 stu-

dents — 16 per cent of the eligi-

ble voters — cast ballots to

elect four student representa-

tives from a field of 16.

The four elected were Rob-
ert Rae, D'Arcy Martin, Steve

Grant and Gary Webster. In an
editorial the day after the elec-

tion The Varsity noted that all

four were "committed to a

thorough reform of the univer-

sity structure."

The Association of Teaching

Staff chose their representa-

tives from a field of nine after

a quiet, almost entirely written

campaign. More than 60 per

cent of the ATS mailed in their

ballots to elect Bernard Etkin

of the Institute for Aerospace
Studies, J. E. Hodgetts of the

History department, J. S.

Thompson of Anatomy and L.

E. Lynch of Philosophy.

All accepted inclusion of

students in the decision-mak-
ing process but not on the basis

of student-faculty parity. All

the elected students wanted
parity.

Three of the faculty mem-
bers said in their campaign
statements that part of the
university's function was to

"supply professionals and spe-

cialists in a variety of areas to

fit the needs of society." The
students favored a socially

critical university.

The philosophical gap be-
tween students and faculty was
wide, to say the least, but has
not proved impossible to

bridge. As far as is known, the

report is unanimously support-

ed by the commissioners.

Discussions began immedi-

ately and before long CUG
called a long procession of re-

source people to its meetings

and invited briefs from the

university community and the

public.

One such "resource" gather-

ing brought together Andy
Wernick of the Toronto Student

Movement, Paul Fromm of the

far-right Edmund Burke Socie-

ty, unsuccessful SAC presiden-

tial candidate Bill Charlton

and John Winter, president of

the Graduate Student Union.

the university to the public?

9 one-tier or two-tier gov-

ernment for the top governing

structure?

• what is the function of the

president? should administra-

tors be civil servants or partic-

ipate directly in decision-mak-

ing?

• should colleges be

strengthened and expanded?

» should there be staff-stu-

dent parity for decision-mak-

ing? for hiring and promotion

committees?

« what should be the rela-

tionship of SAC and the ATS to

the governing structure?

With the advent of exams,

Next month the Commission on University Government will

hand down a report which could revolutionize the distribution of

power at U of T. This story looks back over the last nine months

and explains what CUG has been up to.

"Basically I'm declaring

war on this commission and

regard the whole thing as in-

sulting," said Wernick, "You
can't force people to be free."

"Whoever heads the struc-

ture must not only be a top

bureaucrat," said Fromm,
"but a strong leader willing to

take any action necessary to

prevent the breakdown of law

and order."

Marshall McLuhan was

there too, in later weeks. "The

university is a monument to

19th century hardware" he

said, "Don't spend any time

trying to reform an institu-

tion."

In February CUG published

a Statement of Issues and ar-

ranged a series of public meet-

ings for the statement's discus-

sion. In brief, these are the

problems CUG has tried to find

answers to — the success of

CUG's solutions may be deter-

mined by debates after publi-

cation :

e What is the purpose of the

university? what is the nature

of its social commitment?
• what is the role of the uni-

versity government?

• can the alumni fulfill a

useful role as interpreters of

CUG fell out of the public eye,

but an August press conference

gave an indication of where
CUG's deliberations had led.

It appeared almost certain

the Board of Governors would

be abolished and replaced by a

single-tier government com-
posed mainly of equal number
of students and faculty. Other

sectors of the university will

alsp be represented.

Also likely are departmental

councils of the same general

make-up to initiate curriculum

changes. Faculty councils will

be given increased financial

responsibility.

The theme of the proposed

structure is flexibility. The
extent of student participation

on each individual body will be

determined by negotiation.

The report will also doubt-

less recommend an implemen-
tation committee.

On Oct. 23 the Board of Gov-

ernors will receive the report,

append its objections and pre-

sent it to the legislature. CUG
will be dissolved.

Whether the forbearance

and perseverance will pay off

remains to be seen. On that

count I Ching was vague.

u

University President Claude Bissell ponders a point during CUG's
first meeting nine months ago.



A story with a
Happy Ending

"I like stories with happy
endings."

—Varsity City Editor

Louis Erlichman

The Sports Department her-

eby presents the Louis Erlich-

man Happy Endings Story for

September.
On December 9 last year, Ed

Armstrong, trainer for the

football and hockey Blues, lost

his left leg.

A main leg artery had rup-

tured, and before complete
treatment could be arranged,

the leg was infected with gan-

fray his expenses and even

staged a Christmas Party with

Blues end Mark Slater as a

rather stringy Santa Claus.

It's a genuine pleasure to be

able to report that Fast Ed has

made an almost complete re-

covery.

Equipped with a special arti-

ficial leg, he has returned to

the training chores with the

Blues. He can't run very fast,

of course, but before the acci-

dent his speed compared unfa-

vourably with a wounded snail,

anyway.
"That thing (the artificial

ED ARMSTRONG

grene and had to be amputated

below the knee.

Ed's nickname is "Fast

Eddie", and while that is abso-

lutely no indication of his pre-

injury mobility, in Ed's line of

work a certain amount of mo-

bility is required. Like running

onto the field to attend an in-

jured player.

Over the winter Ed's doctors

and nurses were amazed at his

speedy recovery. They expect-

ed him to become morose and

depressed, but instead he start-

ed walking a bare two days

after the operation.

Then the visitors began to

arrive, and arrive, and arr-

ive. .

.

The football and hockey

leg) is damned heavy," Ed told

me recently. "It's just like a

lead weight on my foot, but at

least I can walk again."

Ed wears baggy pants in any

case, and the artificial leg

looks like a small hockey knee

pad.

"It's a bit uncomfortable

still, but at least I don't have to

take any more therapy."

"I just take care to sit down

and rest at every opportunity,"

Ed said. And who can blame

him?
Our congratulations to Ed

and his wife, and a big thank

you from Varsity Sportsies to

the doctors, nurses, athletes,

coaches, administrators and

friends who helped make it

DOSSible. -w.»r«nnteams plus the university ath

letic association helped to de-

University of Toronto FLYING CLUB

Open Meeting

Thursday, Sept. 25 7:30 pm

Music Room Hart House

Guest Speaker Mr. R. Wong

from Central Airways^
i ^www ^^^^^^^

PEOPLE DAY
AT RADIO VARSITY

"THE ClOSED - CIRCUIT VOICE
OF THE U of T CAMPUS"

we need:
• TECHNICAL

• NEWS
• ANNOUNCE

• PRODUCTION

COME TO RADIO VARSITY

91 ST.GEORGE ST. 3rd FLOOR

Thurs. Sept. 25

"GET INVOLVED'

4 P.M.

* *
* BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY.

»»^,*««^c«»••»«*««»«»*«»•*•»«*»•«»*»«••*•***••***,***

HART HOUSE
FOOTBALL DANCE

FEATURING
THE MAJESTICS.

4 BANDS IN ALL PLUS FOLKSINCING

$330 PER COUPLE

TICKETS AT SAC. OFFICE

REMAINING TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT THE DOOR

if
*********************************^
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Egad! 38 inches of unabashed Interfac publicity!

The following article on men's

intennural athletics has been pre-

pared by the student and faculty

members of the intramural com-

mittee.

At the outset, we'd like to

impress that the purpose of

this material is to acquaint you

with the scope and value of the

intramural program, not to

provide a detailed outline of its

structure.

The intramural program is

centered around the competi-

tion for the T.A. Reed Trophy,

donated by members of the

Intramural Sports Committee

(IMSC) in 1936.

For about twenty years, all

colleges and faculties compet-

ed in one large, almost un-

wieldly group but in the early

'Fifties this was split into two

divisions to facilitate greater

participation from the smaller
faculties.

In 1968-69. Forestry won Di-

vision II of the Reed competi-
tion, and St. Mike's and Medi-
cine were named co-winners of

Division I. This unusual deci-

sion was necessary because
the water-polo final between
those teams, which would have
decided the Reed winner, could

not be completed due to exam-
inations.

TWO LEVELS

The actual competition is

divided into two levels: Inter-

faculty and Intermediate.

Participation in Interfaculty

level sports requires above-
average ability, and usually

some previous (ie., high
school) experience. The games
are highly competitive, to say

the least, and strong rivalries

have been developed over the

years. Some of the more bitter

battles are Vic-PHE in foot-

ball, Vic- St. Mike's in hockey,

and Trinity-Law on the squash

courts.

. The Intermediate level is

intended for the less skilled or

less dedicated athlete who is

playing more for the recrea-

tional value of the sport than
for Reed points.

This dual level structure has
proven to provide both reward-
ing competition for those who
desire it and a valuable recrea-

tional purpose for those who
are content with this aspect of

university sports.

Intramural activities are
already underway; the tennis

tournament began yesterday
and football practices are held

nightly on the back campus and
at the various federated col-

leges.

MOST POPULAR

Football usually attracts the

largest crowds and produces

the fiercest action. The various

college and faculty teams are

competing for the Mulock Cup,

donated by the politician of the

same name in 1893, which

makes it the oldest football

trophy in Canada. The Grey

Cup did not materialize until

1906. To the consternation of

the other teams, Victoria Col-

lege has won the Mulock for

the last decade or so thanks to

a mixture of long practices,

good coaching, and superior

talent.- The past two seasons

saw an amazing challenge

SAILING

THERE WILL BE A MEETING FOR STUDENTS
INTERESTED IN SAILING ON WEDNESDAY,
SEPTEMBER 24th, at 1:00 p.m. IN THE FEN-
CING ROOM, HART HOUSE.

A FEATURE ON WOMEN'S ATHLETICS

INTERCOUEGfATE and INTRAMURAL

W1L APPEAR IN NEXT WEDNESDAY'S VARSITY
P.S. We need women sportsies, too.

REFEREES WANTED FOR
MEN'S INTRAMURAL SPORTS

STARTING SOON.'

FOOTBALL * SOCCER * LACROSSE
VOLLEYBALL

APPLY NOW AT INTRAMURAL OFFICE,
ROOM 106, HART HOUSE,

WHERE DETAILED INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE.
GOOD REMUNERATION

INTERCOLLEGI A' E

ATHLETICS
PRACTICE SCHEDULE

NEWCOMERS ARE WELCOME!

SOCCER - 5.00 p.m. daily - Front Campus
Report to Coach Bob Nicol

RUGGER - 5.00 p.m. daily - Back Campus
Report to Coach Jim Hamilton

TRACK - 5.00 p.m. daily - Varsity Stadium
Enter by Gate 9, Devonshire Place

SWIMMING - 5.00 p.m. Mon. Sept. 22, Fencing Room
Report to Coach Robin Campbell

WATER POLO - 5.00 p.m. Sept. 25 & 26, Pool
Report to Coach Kirk Thompson

VOLLEYBALL 7.30 p.m. Sept. 25, Main Gym
Report to Coach Taimo Pallandi

SQUASH - 4.20 - 6.20 MON. & THUR. Starting

Oct. 2
Report to Coach Ralph Rimmer

from Medicine, and as this is

probably the last year for Meds
football, they will probably be
going all out to end the Victori-

an regime.

The U of T intramural pro-

gram is the most advanced in

Canada, and is reputed to be
perhaps the best in all North
America. The wide range of

sports offered and the strong
inter-college rivalries are far

superior to the inter-house or

inter-residence form of organi-

zation found at most other uni-

versities.

The U of T system has been
used by several new universi-

ties as the key to their intra-

mural programs.
In the Toronto system, each

college and faculty competes
as a separate entity, complete
with cheerleaders {good for

the eyes on cold November
afternoons), managers, and
administrative structure.

The Intramural Sports
Committee is the overall gov-

erning body and reports direct-

ly to the University Athletic

Directorate.

JOINING A TEAM

If you wish to participate in

a team sport, consult your own
college or faculty athletic asso-

ciation or bulletin board. Stu-

dents wishing to play a sport

for which their college will not

enter a team may sign up for a

"players pool"; they will then

be distributed among the

teams needing additional play-

ers.

Team sports scheduled dur-

ing the fall term are soccer,

lacrosse, football, seven-a-side

rugger (a U of T invention),

volleyball, squash, hockey,

basketball, and water polo.

Many of these will continue

after Christmas, especially

hockey, basketball and water
polo.

The Interfaculty level track

meet is scheduled for Varsity

Stadium on Oct. 9, and curling

begins Oct. 19 at the Terrace
Club.

SCHEDULES & STUFF

Weekly schedules appear on
the sports pages of The Varsity

each Wednesday.
For additional information

consult your own college or

faculty athletic association or

enquire at the Intramural Of-

fice.

And how can we forget

GELLIUS, interfac columnist
of The Varsity? Read him. If

you can decipher his ram-
blings, please tell the sports

editor immediately.

For More

Information

Visit the

tntermwal Office

Pa9^^^"H^ARS^^ednesda^epteriibe^4^969
Hart House 106
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Fencers plan Open Night

in new HH Fencing Salle
Attention campus sabre rat-

tlers!

Your chance to fence (with

swords this time) is the Open
Night in the new-look Hart

House Fencing Salle on Thurs-

day (three months before

Christmas).

Time is 5 p.m. sharp.

Come and see the array of

deadly weapons . . . epee, the

dueling sword; foil, the fluck-

ing weapon (what a temptation

to offer a Varsity writer);

sabre, the most spectacular.

The first 50 visitors will get to

test Mike Kesterton's Spanish

Artillery Officer's sword. The
second 50 get to sew up the

first 50.

In a more serious vein, Imre
Hennyey, Varsity fencing
coach and coach of the 1968

Canadian Olympic fencing
team, welcomes all new and
returning fencers, regardless

of experience. Remember, the

OQAA championships are only

4 months away.
The first sabre trial is also

scheduled for Thursday — 6

chimes in the upper gym. Sur-

vivors get first crack at the

lockers.

Puppets on a String? No, it's just two members of the Varsity fenc-

ing team demonstrating the electric wire scoring system used in foil

competition. The attacker (right) has just scored a hit — note the

bent foit — with a sudden lunge as his opponent retreats.

Sailors should score

in Owen Sound regatta
A crack University of Toron-

to sailing crew will compete
next weekend in an interna-
tional regatta in Owen Sound.
Mike Austin and Ron Leslie,

I both of Owen Sound, will com-
pete against teams from Ryer-
son Polytechnical Institute,

Royal Military College and
McGill, Queen's, Trent,
MacMaster, Western, West
Virginia and Wayne State Uni-
versities in the U of T Invita-
tional Regatta.

Leslie and Austin finished
I
sixth in the Canadian Albacore
Championships.

The Albacore, which will be
used Saturday and Sunday, is a

|

15-foot open sail boat.

The races will be run under
Canadian Yachting Association
rules, with the winner decided

|

by a seven-race series. The

winning boat is the one which

compiles the lowest point total

in the races.

McGruer and Clark, a major

boat-building firm in Owen
Sound, will be sponsoring the

races.

OTHER TACKS ... the Sail-

ing Club meets in the Hart

House fencing room today at 1

p.m., and new members are

welcome . . . last year the

team defeated teams from

Michigan State and Ohio State

Universities in the Internation-

al Collegiate Regatta Finals

in Detroit ... the Wayne State

team will be flying into the

regatta in their own plane . . .

the club would like to find

someone to go along to take

pictures of the races, all ex-

penses paid . . . if you're inter-

ested contact the club through

the Varsity Sports Department

Ii
:

Sports staff still required by harried editor.

Reporters, photogs, even a good bridge column-

ist. Writing ability useful; enthusiasm essential.

Leave name and phone number in sports office,

2nd floor of 91 St. George.

SAC INFORMATION BUREAU
front office, side doe,

SAC office
phone Sondro Foster 923-1006

Keep your evenings open next week, watch for info on SAC educational seminars:

Monday, Sept. 29,

Wort House 8:00 p.m. the subject - "what's happening to students all over" featuring a film on

the Columbia student revolt and people flora the Ontario student movements will

T . „ , „„ be there for discussions
Tuesday, Sept. 30,

Hart House 8:00 p.m. the subject - "developing a Canadian Identity in the Canadian University"

speaker: Dr. Alwyn Berland of the Canadian Association of University Teachers
Wednesday, Oct. 1

Rm. 3137 Medical Science Bldg. 8:00 p.m.
the subject - "revolution" People will be present to talk specifically about

Thursday Oct 2
Cuba

'

wolne" an(i blac '<
'
iber3t 'ons

Horf Hoose 8:00 p.m. the subject - "freedom" to be discussed with relation to Rochdale Free
School, Eveidale, Point Blank, Superschool

For more information: SAC office 923-6221

SKI HOLIDAY
IN INNSBRUCK

2 WEEKS - Depart Dec. 23 - Return Jan.5

$330.00
# INCLUDES: Return air-fare by KLM 0C-8 JET Montreal To Innsbruck,

Accommodation in Hotel - Pension, Breakfast and Dinner,

Daily Transportation to Ski Areas, Ski pass good for

unlimited Skiing.

For Further Information and Application Form Contact:

CUSlOUS Travel Department

44 St. George St., Toronto 181, Ont.

Tel. 921-2611

***

*
*
*
#
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
#
#
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
#

STUDENT FOOTBALL TICKETS
SECOND YEAR OF EXPANDED 6 TEAM LEAGUE

QUEEN'S - McGILL -WESTERN
TORONTO - WATERLOO - McMASTER

FOUR HOME GAMES - S250

SEPT. 20 WESTERN

SEPT. 27 WATERLOO

Oct. II McGILL

Nov. I QUEEN'S (Homecoming)

COUPON BOOKS admitting to the Student Section will be sold at Varsity Stadium,

Entrance 6, Devonshire Place, on Thursday & Friday. September 25 & 26 from 10:00

A.M. to 6:00 P.M. The coupons admit owner to the student section at the Stadium on

a "first come best seat" basis.

GUEST BOOKS. Each student may purchase one additional book which willadmita

guest to the student section, not necessarily a member of the University. Guest books

are sold at the same price, one only to each holder of an Athletic Membership Card.

Bring your Athletic Membership Card. Tickets cannot be purchased without one.

NEXT GAME - WATERLOO Sept. 27

2:00 P.M.

HOCKEY TICKETS WILL BE SOLD SEPARATELY ON A DATE TO BE ANNOUNCED



All students who are concerned

about the effect of the discipline

committee and the report on

law and order issued by the

Council of Presidents should at-

tend a mass meeting on Thurs-

day, September 25 at 1 :00 p.m.

in Convocation Hall.

ATS Chairman Winter leaves Caput committee
By MARY BASTEDO

Professor Frederick Winter,

chairman of the Association of

Teaching Staff, will resign his

position on the interim com-
mittee to restructure the Ca-
put

In announcing his resigna-

tion last night, Prof. Winter
attacked both the Committee
of University Presidents work-
ing paper "Order on Campus"
and the controversial re-state-

ment of the administration

position by Caput issued by
President Bissell Saturday
night.

"For the moment, that

committee is dead,'' he told

the SAC executive during their

meeting last night.

"As you people have said,

the positions are pretty well

,

polarized, and you can't talk on

that basis.

"I was absolutely flabber-

gasted and dismayed when I

read the document by the

Committee of Presidents."

Until his resignation. Prof.

Winter was one of three ATS
representatives on the interim
committee.

The two other faculty mem-
bers are W. G. Dean
(Geography) and J. M. Weir
(Nursing). As of midnight, nei-

ther had indicated any plans to

resign.

"At a meeting of faculty

associations a week ago. Presi-

dent Bissell had recognized a

need to discuss campus discip-

line." Winter said.

"But." Prof. Winter contin-

ued, "he had seen no point in

discussing it when only two
groups — the facully and the

administration — were present

and by far the largest group —
the students — were absent.

"Sometime between Monday
evening and Friday a grpup of

people got together a most ill-

advised statement." said Win-
ter, referring to the CPUO
working paper.

"Some of the parts are abso-

lutely ludicrous, for example
asking students to identify

themselves.", he commented.

On the question of the legiti-

macy of the Caput statement
signed by President Bissell,

Prof. Winter affirmed that

"the committee did reach a

decision definitely and unequi-

vocally to exclude that from
our decisions."

"The president's point of

view may have been technical-

ly correct but it was not repre-

sentative." he said.

"I don't personally think dis-

ruption of a class is a serious

offense," he added.

Prof. Winter showed up at

the executive meeting to try to

persuade SAC not to abandon
discussion with the administra-

tion, despite the events of the

afternoon session.

"I want to ask whether you
people feel there is any basis

on which you would be pre-

pared to enter into discussions

with the ATS and the adminis-

tration to see if we could at

least get talking again.

"I would hate very much to

be a part, even indirectly, of

the sort of situation that has
developed on other campus-
es," he said.

If we go on in a state of

daggers drawn, all of us are
going to be hurt."

II I can do anything as an
intermediary I'd be glad to do
that." he added.

The half-dozen SAC mem-
bers present at the meeting
basically rejected his offer.

"Students on CUG and the

Campbell Committee and this

committee to reconstitute

Caput in the interim all felt

they were negotiating in good

faith." said SAC executive as-

sistant Liz Williek.

"They though they were
doing some good for students

on this campus and then the

administration comes along

with these two statements.

From the SAC point of view,

the administration has stabbed

us in the back."

"The statements have ex-

posed the whole power struc-

ture of the university," said

SAC services commissioner
Chris Szalwinski. "That's what
we've got to start talking

about."
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SAC votes to issue

ultimatum to Bissell
By MARY BASTEDO

The Students Administrative Council and 300 stu-

dents at a mass meeting have thrown their weight
behind the position taken by the SAC executive Tues-
day in defiance of the two statements on discipline

issued by the administration last week.
At its Wednesday night meeting SAC voted 28 to 6,

with 5 abstentions, to demand:
• that President Bissell officially disassociate

himself from the Committee of Presidents of Univers-

ities in Ontario working paper, since the paper has
nothing in common with the Campbell committee re-

port and since it is not possible to support both re-

ports;

« that Caput withdraw its position of Saturday;

• that no new disciplinary action be taken until

after the Campbell report is published;

• that the university recognize that Caput is not a

legitimate disciplinary body for dealing with student

discipline and that further discipline be dealt with by a

committee representative of the university communi-
ty;

• that the Campbell committee report be pub-

lished as soon as it is presented to the president

;

• that the administration reply to these demands
within one week;

"I am equally sure that

there are some parts of the

CPUO paper which will be

found unacceptable on this

campus. For example, I do not

believe that the Senate of the U
of T is the correct agency to

choose the committee of facul-

ty members and students pro-

posed in the paper as a group to

give advice to the President.

"That may be applicable,

however, in universities where

students have accepted mem-
bership on the Senate. Nor do I

think that this university will

accept as they are proposed

the provisions of the paper

concerning the identification of

students, faculty and employ-

ees of the university."

SAC University Commis-

sioner Greg Kealy violently

The SAC stand was taken in

spite of a letter to SAC from
President Bissell which some
SAC members considered as

reasonable a repudiation of the

statements as could be expect-

ed.

STATES POSITION

In the letter Bissell stated,

"My own position about the

CPOU statement is that I en-

dorse its main principles: 'that

no university can survive if it

acts under force or the threat

of force; that the university

must take steps to defend itself

against such an eventuality:

that before it takes the final

step of calling in outside sup-

port, it should consult a body

representative of both students

and staff.'

"I have no doubt whatsoever

that these principles are ac-

ceptable to the U of T.
Continued P. 19

In o midnight meeting al (he Students' Administrate

Council building members or SAC, the Graduate Student Union

and (he New left Caucus formulated a statement of legitimate

alternative criteria lor expulsion or suspension of students until

disciplinary procedures are reformulated in some democrat

way."
me group ol students, forming a campaign committee to

mobilize support lor SACs si* demands to President B.ssell deed-

ed that suspension or expulsion would be legitimate:

"l) in the event ol actual personal physical violence agamst

a member of the university: or
, .. ,

2) in the event of actual, intentional, physical destruction of

property, ie. literally burning buildings or smashing compilers.

The campaign workers said they were attempting to dem-

onstrate the distinction between violence and pol.ncal drsrup-

Dr. Bissell sits on stage with radicals Andy Wernick, Dennis Corcoran and Bob Barkwell at mass meet-

ing Thursday.

Bissell gets seven days

Mass meeting backs SAC demands
Bissell shouted angrily. "It's a

very flattering image you have

of me as one who pontificates

on high, but that is not the

case. I can assure you I consult

the university and that is what

I intend to continue to do," he

exclaimed, hitting the podium

with his fist.

With that he left tlie room,

red-faced and grinning.

"I personally feel. that Dr.

Bissell has broken a promise to

us and has to repudiate his

statement," said SAC presi-

dent Gus Abols.

"I am totally in favour of

mass meetings. People's

rights are at stake here. We're

all in it together no matter

what you believe at this

stage."

"It is my opinion that real

physical violence or destruc-

tion of property is not con-

doned by most of the people on

this campus.

FREE SPEECH

"People have the right of

assembly to discuss whatever

they want without interfer-

ence.

"But the right of confronta-

tion must be defined."

Andy Wernick, a New Left

Caucus member, sat on the

stage with Barkwell, Bissell,

Langdon and others but he did

not say anything during the

meeting.

After an hour of people dis-

cussing and people leaving, the

decision to support SAC in its

ultimatum demands to the

administration was almost

unanimous.

Continued on P. 3

By MARY BASTEDO
A decision to support the six

Students' Administrative

Council demands was made by

about 300 people yesterday —
less than half the crowd of over

1,000 that assembled in Convo-

cation Hall two hours earlier at

1 pm.
The mass meeting was

called Tuesday by those who
attended the meeting of the

committee to reconstitute

Caput, which dissolved in

chaos in the Hart House de-

bates room.
After the administration has

been given a week to retract its

statements another mass
meeting will be held next

Wednesday to decide on fur-

ther action.

President Bissell was pre-

sent at yesterday's meeting.

He sat and listened while last

year's SAC President Stephen

Langdon read a series of state-

ments from various campus
groups — SAC, the executive of

the Graduate Students Union,

the New Left Caucus, the

Young Socialist Forum, the U
of T Communist Club and Radi-

cals for Capitalism.

All except Radicals for Capi-

talism condemned Bissell's

stand and demanded he repu-

diate his statements.

LONG APPLAUSE

Prolonged applause, wheth-

er of expectation, anger or

approval, greeted Bissell's

approach to the podium.

He read again the letter he

sent to SAC Wednesday night,

which Langdon had just fin-

ished reading
".

. . no university can sur-

vive ..."

"No capitalist university,"

someone shouted.

Applause

THREAT OF FORCE

".
. . if it acts under force or

the threat of force . .

.

"I have no doubt whatsoever

that these principles are ac-

ceptable to the U of T."

Heckling.

"Who let these Commies in

here, anyway?" someone else

shouted.

Bissell said he looked upon

the Campbell committee re-

port as "the document on

which this university should

make its decisions on campus
discipline."

NO REPUDIATION

He did not directly repudiate

either his statements lauding

the usefulness of the CPUO
working paper or the Caput

statement.

"Really what we are en-

gaged in today is part of the

wider discussion — can the

university govern itself?" he

said.

"I think there are considera-

ble doubts now that the univer-

sity can govern itself.

After a series of frustrated

questions to Bissell the crowd

broke into a chant of "Retract!

Retract!"

CONSULTS UNIVERSITY

"Most of these questions are

directed not at me but at cer-

tain bodies of the university,"



GIRLS!
DIAL-A-DAT E is the

fastest way we know to

popularity.

Don't tell "anyone" -

Just Call

929-0611
i.jo to 1 0-00 PM-

" NEW YORK PIZZA HOUSfc

'!„ .p.ciol.ic .n ™° 7HE B
"
EST pizza IN TOWN

STUOENTTtRrE^ff
V>

ou
OU«-A . HOT PIZZA

5:00 P.M. - hOO A.M. DAILY
,

"

TUSAC CARAVAN

VOLUNTEER RECRUITMENT

CENTRE CAMPUS
IN FRONT OF U.C.

SEPT. 22-26

PHONE SOCIAL PLANNING COUNCIL

363-4971
»>«< <»»»»>»

BOOK
EXCHANGE
UNDERGROUND
AT
91 ST. GEORGE ST.

CLASSIFIED

HART HOUSE THEATRE

USHERS
Volunteers needed for ushers for the two

Hart House Theatre Productions.

CALL AT

THE THEATRE BOX OFFICE

OR PHONE 928-8668

HELMAR'S BOUTIQUE m the Village is

"lloTsuper styles for Ao.umn Poured-on

dresses, zingy jumpers, nubbly winwt

coats Just nghi 'or campus From 52b siz

w 5 and up 10% discount with student

card. 87 Yorkville Avenue.

URGENT Girl wanted to share co-op_room

with 2 qirls Room + board S325_ mi

Cas - $225 More till May - * block

from campus. Telephone: Morn 92J-

0674

ROOM & BOARD available in women's

"aternity house double rooms close to

campus Phone 923-0719

EXPERIENCED TYPING of University

thesis essays. IBM Executive typewriter

Call RO3-3O80.

PASS ORGANIC CHEMISTRY with a

students aid to organic chemistry - out-

side textbook store fuday Sept 26 12

00 2 00 Saturday Sepr 27. 1 TOO- 1 00

Friday October 3. Saturday October 4, only

S2 00 each.

WANTED — accommodation (Hat or

apartment) to share Phone Doug at 485-

2228 after 5.30

WHY IS THE BIG "G"7

FOR SALE, Honda 90. cheap (S100) a

also GUITAR, Gibson —

ES335TD new. with hardshell case, S450

Call Bo. 920-5880.

STEREO — AM/FM stereo cassette tape

recorder — one month old — must sell —
SI 30 O N O Phone 920-9096 after 6 pm,

ROOM FOR RENT Close to campus,

meals available, also colour TV. pool table

and free parking. 165 St. George St 924-

5616

FOR SALE. 1961 Austin -Healey Sprite

65 000 miles SI 25 00 or best cash offer

Includes fibreglas hardtop Will sell parts

Phone John at 922-5960

STUDENT JOBS & tours in Europe for a

complete description & application
i

in a 4£
page booklet send S2 00 to Go.d Allan 25

Taylorwood Dr.. Islington Every student

guaranteed a |obl

OP ART FRIDGE. 1 2 cu ft. Large freezer

Perfect working order $50 cash and carry

487-4960.

'66 VOLKSWAGEN. 1200 deluxe.

new gas heater Certified S800 00 365

4609 before 5 pm or 535-7667 after 6 pn.

and all day weekends

GIRL FOR BEDSITTING quiet apartment

building S10-S12. Both subways conven-

ient breakfasts discussed evenings « holi-

days 783-2248.

Dept. of Geology Films

WAIT DISNEY'S

RESTLESS SEA
FRIDAY SEPT. 26th

WEEKLY FILM SHOWINGS IN ROOM 128

MINING BLDG. (170 COLLEGE STREET)

HART HOUSE FALL DANCE

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 4th

9 p.m. - Midnight

4 Great Bands
* PETER RANDALL - Great Hall

* BOB CRINGAN - East Common

ALTAR EGO
Room

Debates Room*

\ * THE TROUBADOURS
Quadrangle

\ TICKETS: Hall Porter - $1.00

Stag or Drag

LOEWS •THORNCLIFFE Cinema
WESTWOOD Cinema •

NORTHEAST and 400 DRIVE-INS

Canadian
cTWimeTheatie

, ,h, Central Uk

R. CLAUDE BISSEL-L

MR. GUS A BO 1-5

PARTICIPATING

NURSERY CARE DURING
MORNING SERVICE

DELTA
UPIL0N

invites you tc

a DANCE
SAT. SEPT. 21

182 ST. GEORGE ST.

4-6: 9-1 a.m.

Girls Free

STAG or DRAG

ALL WELCOME!

VARSITY BLAZERS
Varsity Tartan

Kilts Ties and Scarves

made to order

RICHARDSON'S
546 Yonge St. 922-3141
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Cont'd from P. 1

WEBSTER HESITANT

Gary Webster (SGS
member of the Commission on

University Government, was
one of the few to state reserva-

tions about the motion.

He agreed that the state-

ments were repressive and

based merely on rumours. But

to be "politically realistic," he

said, "I doubt very seriously

that, unless disruption actually

comes to the point where it is

unequivocally violence, that

any action will be taken."

"His letter shows that Bis-

sell has some reservations. We
have a chance for a breathing

space."

'The president has repudiat-

ed already, as I sqe it, the most

crucial aspects of the state-

ment."
Webster, hover however did

not vote against the motion.

THE
tfEXTBOOl^

STORE
THE STUDENT
BOOKSTORE

B

8*-S
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PAGE FOUR
Some people hove a tremendous urge to speak that ca

not be stopped other than by hitting them on the head.

Prof. R. C. Oldfield, director of the Medical Research Cou
cil's Psycholinguistics Research Unit at Oxford University.

A mass meeting of students yester-

day passed a series of six demands of

the administration. These demands,

originally formulated by the Students'

Administrative Council, are a concert-

ed attempt to get the U of T adminis-

tration to reassert political freedom in

this university.

The Varsity supports these demands,

which appear on the front page of to-

day's paper.

We support them, not because they

throw a clenched fist in the face of the

administration, the guys in the black

hats. Not because they will "raise pol-

itical consciousness" on this campus

and mobilize students towards the left.

But because the demands are an at-

tempt to correct a situation that limits

the freedom of every student on this

campus.
President Bissell's support of the

Committee of Presidents working pap-

er, an overtly repressive document,

and his reassertion of the powers of

Caput to deal with disruptions are part

of an attempt to destroy the left before

it has got off the ground.

It's an understandable reaction after

the disruptions of the college orienta-

tions, but it's hardly rational.

It's a law-and-order policy imported

from the United States that has no re-

levance to the Toronto campus. It's an

undemocratic policy that students have

had no voice in forming. And, although

the motives behind the policy may be

"counter-insurgency against the left,

the policy still threatens the basic free-

doms of every student on this camp-
us."

Even Art Mcllwain (IV APSC), the

varsity
TORONTOI^F

Mlko KmDion

Jack Med II,

SJicrrY Brydaon

Goo II Mcrggs

iu if ErlKhman
No. i SiacltJfy

Mary Halt Annan
Paul Caijon

Mary Sauado

Carol Cooper
9t Si Gwioe ]nO Aooi

923 S741 923 8742
91 Si Geoipa. til floor

conservative to liberal president of the

Engineering Society admits, "The

CPUO document frightens me."

"In engineering, we have pretty free

and easy classes," he said. "And if the

people in the class think the professor

is full of it, they tell him.

"The way the document read, I could

have been expelled," he added.

"When you go on a caper with the

Lady Godiva Memorial Band, you

make some noise and do funny things,"

he said. "That could have been termed

a disruption of the normal processes.
"

The CPUO paper denies all students

the right "to challenge what's going on

in a classroom, a department, or in the

university as a whole, no matter what

the nature of that challenge is.

And although Bissell has tried to

pass off the paper as "solely ... a

working document for discussion in

each university/' he has also stated, "I

endorse its main principles."

Also Bissell is a prominent member
of the CPUO, and the paper could not

have been produced without his approv-

al.

In his speech at yesterday s mass

meeting. Bissell reinforced his policy

of conservatism in the classroom.

"The real crunch comes," he said,

"when there is a sustained violation of

the contract — an informal contract —
between speaker and audience."

But does sovereignty lie with the

speaker or the audience?

Yesterday's audience in Convocation

Hall clearly thought that the sovereign-

ty belonged to them, as they finally

heckled Bissell off the stage as he con-

tinually refused to answer a basic ques-

tion — How could he reconcile his ac-

ceptance of the CPUO working paper

with his acceptance of the Campbell

Committee?
The answer is clear. Bissell no long-

er sees the Campbell committee as the

best way to deal with the student move-

ment.

For he said yesterday that he will

also consider "hundreds of statements

of discipline which are pouring to my
desk from across this continent."

Half an hour earlier the meeting had

laughed down Rob Ryan, a member of

the New Left Caucus, who had accused

Bissell of plugging himself into a conti-

nental strategy.

Cartoon by R. Cobb

"I'm delighted to have my strategy

given continental dimensions," Bissell

joked.

After delivering more of last year's

community-of-scholars rhetoric and
trying some nervous humour, Bissell's

last ploy to the mass meeting was this

disclaimer:

"There's a flattering assumption
here that the president of the universi-

ty speaks from on high."

He said there were other bodies in

the university community that must be

consulted.

After bypassing the interim commit-
tee to reconstitute Caput, the president

in effect tells us that he only works
here.

And he passes the buck to those other

bodies which he may at any time ignore

in the event of a disruption — the

CPUO statement that he supports

would allow him to call the police.

President Bissell has adopted a_con-

servative and contradictory policy

towards discipline, a hard-line stand

that is more than a tactical error.

It's an insult to every student's intel-

ligence and freedom, and that is why
every student, not just the left, should

support the six demands — a liberal,

not a radical, request.

LETTERS

rod mickleburger know* the score at we all

know and ii the herald of good new* like fantastic

new staff like john davii and jim'd itruther not
things gini ryersoned but too long and gory chev-

ron not to mention gard without which jean bubba
wasn't nubile mary bastedo put hor golden fingers

to the keyboard to tally twin on moss johnson was
late and frankly betchcan guess who did layout of

course meggs and leon were here oven c wan the
sport ties escaped early. The survey d-.*t not In-

clude known suicides or industrial deaths. And
thongod for pambruce and suemooperly who have
saved us In our early throws of perduclion. What
about Spencer, Don and Errol?
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I would like to question a few items in the
Varsity coverage of the New Left Caucus
visit to Vic's orientation.

There is a surprising similarity in the
definition of "disruption" employed by The
Varsity in its story and by President Bissell

in his recent overreaction to campus un-
rest. By any reasonable definition, there
was no disruption of the Freshman Wel-
come at Vic. Some TSM people came, had
their say, talked to a lot of freshmen: it was
peaceful, it helped the freshmen under-
stand some of the issues now being debated.
This is hardly disruption. If Mr. Bossin
wishes to enjoy his fantasies of Mounties
and cops, it is probably a harmless form of

paranoia. But it would seem to indicate that

the only people who got uptight about the
affair were the New Lefters.

I would like to protest, however, The
Varsity's claim that I was "attacking the

left politically". Since I am of the left, the

dazzling sweep of the charge is patently

absurd, unless it is meant to imply that I

have adopted Red Guard self-criticism.

Presumably it should read that I was "At-

tacking the New Left caucus politically".

That would make more sense but would be

no more accurate. My differences with the

New Left are over strategies, not over
aims. I attempted, that evening, to argue
that even if violence were necessary at,

say, Berkeley, I didn't think it was neces-

sary here, that the situation here was so
fluid that virtually any change, however
radical, was realizable if intelligent tactics

were employed.

It's carrying the polarization bit to ridic-

ulous extremes to assume that anyone with

a title like "dean" is Ipso facto an enemy of

the people. It also isn't very good reporting.

But it is consistent with an article that con-

fuses the chronology of events, mistakes a

reference to Vic's "mini-CUG" as one to

the university's CUG, and generally over-

dramatizes a constructive confrontation.

Michael S. Cross,

Dean of Men.



Law and Order on campus - words of wisdom from all over

dr. claude bissell
My own position about the CPUO state-

ment is that I endorse its main principles:

"that no university can survive if it acts
under force or the threat of force; that the

university must take steps to defend itself

against such an eventuality; that before it

takes the final step of calling in outside

support, it should consult a body represent-

ative of both students and staff".

I have no doubt whatsoever that these

principles are acceptable to the University

of Toronto.

I am equally sure that there are some
parts of the CPUO paper which will be

found unacceptable on this campus. For
example. I do not believe that the Senate of

the University of Toronto is the correct

agency to choose the committee of faculty

members and students proposed in the pap-

er as a group to give advice to the Presi-

dent. That may be applicable, however, in

universities where students have accepted
membership on the Senate. Nor do 1 think

that this university will accept as they are
proposed the provisions of the paper con-

cerning the identification of students, facul-

ty and employees of the university.

I would also repeat that my reason for

establishing the subcommittee to reconsi-

der the composition of the Caput was to

bridge the gap between authorized practice

and the receipt, discussion and implemen-
tation of the Campbell Report, and to form

for the interim period a representative
body of students and academic staff that
would deal with all matters of discipline. I

have always believed that such a body is

essential for the disciplinary policy that
would carry the full weight of the universi-

ty endorsement. I believe strongly in this

principle, and as I emphasized at the meet-
ing I will continue to work for its imple-
mentation.

This subcommittee worked hard during
the spring and summer. However, no deci-

sion was reached and it was obviously the

opinion of the student representatives and
some of the staff that even a reconstituted

Caput could not deal with disciplinary cases
arising from disruptions of a political na-

ture. I appeal to students and staff to recon-
sider this decision, and to provide the uni-

versity in this interim period with the kind
of body that can make decisions in all disci-

plinary matters, on the understanding that

such a body could be modified in the light of

the reports of the Campbell Committee and
the Commission on University Govern-
ment.

In the meantime I have no alternative
except to consult the only body in the uni-

versity that, by statute, is given discipli-

nary powers over the students of the uni-

versity — the Caput.

C.T. Bissell.

September 24th, 1969,

new left caucus
The recent statements of the Committee

of Presidents of the Universities of Ontario

and the recent actions of Claude Bissell and

the CAPUT of the University of Toronto are

part of a continental strategy designed to

repress the student movement.
The American origins of this policy

clearly illustrate Canada's neo-colonial sta-

tus. American domination extends into all

facets of Canadian life, and the university

is no exception. The 'normal functions' of

the university serve the interests of the rul-

ing class in both the U.S. and Canada.

As students begin to struggle against and

expose the servile relationship between the

university and the class structure of Cana-

dian society, the response of the adminis-

tration has been to abandon its liberal re-

formist mask in favour of direct repres-

sion.

Last year the U of T administration cre-

ated a Presidential Advisory Committee on

Discipline under Dr. Ralph Campbell. Now.

anticipating that the report of this commit-

tee would protect the rights of the student

movement to create a critical university

serving the Canadian people, the adminis-

tration realized that their attempts at sub-

tle counter insurgency had failed. This ne-

cessitated the repressive measures out-

lined by the CPUO and the CAPUT which

demonstrate again that the university is

built on a foundation of corporate interests.

The velvet glove has finally been re-

moved from the iron fist.

The position of the New Left Caucus is

that the administration must meet the

demands formulated by SAC and endorsed

by the GSU.
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE

gus abols
. . . the administration has also shown

itself to be irresponsible. At the June 1

meeting Bissell stated that in the event of a

disruption his own course of action would
be to call together as representative a body
as possible of staff and students. This, as

ucent events point out, has proved to be

totally incorrect. For this reason I support

the position of S.A.C. asking for President

Bissell to withdraw his recent statements.

There has been no consultation on his state-

ments with students.

It is imperative that S.A.C. be consulted

on any such statement on the part of the

administration now and in the future. But,

it is also imperative, that if we as students

want to participate in decision making that

we do so responsibly, that we deal with all

issues of government, as disturbing as they

must be, that we do so in good faith, that we
do not obstruct reasonable debate because

it is an advantageous political tactic for any

specific ideological group. S.A.C. had the

opportunity to deal with the issue on the Sub

Committee to examine the composition of

the Caput this way first. The Executive this

summer has clearly rejected this opportun-
ity. As a matter of fact, in the August 6

meeting, Kealy presented a new S.A.C. pos-

ition which he hoped would be "non negotia-

ble" by S.A.C. and unacceptable by the

committee, thus frustrating any possibility

to continue to deal with this issue which
was to him unpallatable. To his surprise the

recommendations were accepted. Such an
attitude on the part of a committee mem-
ber is counter productive and shows a lack

of good faith. .

.

I propose that the SAC get together with
the GSU and the Association of Teaching
Staff, to determine what an acceptable poli-

cy would be for the interim period.

If such a resolution would be presented to

the administration, and that be regarded as

the only legitimate policy in the interim.

— Gus Abols,

(President of

the Students

Administrative

Council)

history union

On Saturday. September 20. President

Bissell issued a statement to the effect that

the disruption of any lecture, class or meet-

ing sponsored by the University will result

in an investigation by the head of the aca-

demic division concerned, the convention of

a Caput, and possible suspension, expul-

sion, or other form of punitive reaction.

Because the nature of what constitutes a

disruption is nowhere clarified, the docu-

ment in effect-gives absolute power to indi-

vidual professors to invoke disciplinary

procedures against any student who hap-

pens to step outside very narrowly inter-

preted bounds of acceptable behaviour.

This, in itself, is unfair and dangerous

enough. However, in light of the CPUO
working paper recently presented and

termed by Dr. Bissell "a helpful document.

. . one of several statements that will be

used to determine Toronto policy", which

provides for a Caput appointed by the Sen-

ate, the implications become even graver.

The two documents rigidify and formal-

ize, through fear, the classroom situation

and effectively reinstate the professor (and

administrator) as minor gods to an even

greater extent than before. They restrict

academic freedom by classifying situations

which could have some educational and in-

tellectual validity as disruptions and treat-

ing them accordingly. Finally, their publi-

cation at a time of flux and change within

the university a time when polarization and

perhaps violence are real threats, can only

inhibit the growth of a community of schol-

ars based on mutual trust and understand-

ing, as trite and hypocritical as tlii^ concept

may seem, it is the only way that students

can attain an equal voice with faculty and

administration in this university without

destroying the institution.

As a responsible student organization,

dedicated to giving students such a voice,

we cannot allow the existence of two such

dangerous documents to go unopposed.

Consequently, we deplore both their impre-

cision and severity and will resist strongly

any attempt to make them effective within

our department.

The History Students' Union

c
o
1um ,ana.
a half

By MICHAEL KAUFMAN

I had been reading about the

New Left Caucus for a while; I

had seen them lurking in the

shadows; I knew, as we all did,

what they were planning; but

there still seemed to be more
than met the eye. I had a feel-

ing it was more than some col-

lege fad, or a series of harm-

less fraternity pranks, so I de-

cided to take it on myself to

find out the truth. I would at-

tend one of their meetings.

I thought it would be best if I

blended in with them, so I put

0 on my Sta-Pressed Levis and a

paisley shirt with an ascot. The

taxi driver who gave me a ride

down to the meeting seemed

awfully friendly, and turned

out'to be a cop. The meeting

was down in the dirty area of

town by the bus station. I was
glad that I hadn't worn my
good clothes. I turned off the

main street and went down an

alley that was being prowled

by two cats. I cleverly noted

that one of them had a series of

bumps on its stomach, and re-

alized that it was one of the

Caucus's agents with a poor

fitting disguise.

It meowed at me and I

meowed back twice, which

must have been the password

since it didn't try to scratch

me. 1 knocked on the door.

which slowly creaked open to

leave me standing in front of a

huge freak with a deep scar

across his cheek. I fought back

a wave of nausea.

The meeting began with a

series of karate exercises. I

shuddered when I pictured

Convocation Hall crumbling

under one well-placed chop.

There were around thirty of

the hoodlums at the meeting.

Judging by the voices there

must have been some boys in

the crowd, but just off hand I

couldn't identify any as a male

because of their long hair and

what they call love beads.

The chairman started the

meeting: "Comrades, we're in

a tricky situation. We have

enough CS gas to wipe out the

whole city of Toronto, but we
can't afford a helicopter to

drop it from. With that a man
wearing a trench coat stood up

and said: "My friends, I think

my government will be able to

handle that for you." There

was a round of applause. The
chairman, who had a name
that immediately identified

him as an East German, also

extended his thanks.

One of his henchmen came
up and whispered something in

the chairman's ear. "Broth-
ers," he started, "I have been

told that we have an informer

in our midst." My heart

stopped. I had heard much of

their insidious tortures; the

bamboo slits, hot irons, chem-
istry lectures with three

hundred students. My life

started passing through my
head.

I guess it was a good thing

that I had come disguised, for

the chairman pointed to a man
on the other side of the room.

The man instantly turned red,

at which time he was immedi-

ately accepted by the group.

I was still worried about

being discovered, so I stood up

and suggested that we go down
and burn the computer centre.

I couldn't hear anything specif-

ic above the shouting, but I

think that they were in favor of

my suggestion.

Things were starting to get

pretty quiet as they were just

waiting for their guest speak-

er, so I decided to leave. As I

was leaving, a short, bald man

who was wearing baggy brown

work clothes, softly stepped

into the room, amid a thunder

of applause. As the door closed

behind me. he started address-

ing the group. He had such a

strange accent, and was using

so much hip jargon, that, as far

as I was concerned, he might

as well have been speaking

Chinese.

I returned to the university

and immediately went and told

my good friend Clyde all that I

had seen and heard. He didn't

have much time to talk, be-

cause he was getting ready to

leave to meet with his friends

from some of the other uni-

versities of Ontario, but he

said that he'd see what he

could do.

Well, that was around a

week and a half or two weeks

ago, and I don't know if Clyde

had anything to do with it, but

it sure seems as though some

things are finally being done to

ensure that students, referring

to the radicals of course, don't

gain control of the university. 1

thank God that Law and Order

has been restored on campus.
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BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY

HART HOUSE
FOOTBALL DANCE

FEATURING THE MAJESTICS

4 Bands In Ail
plus

Folksinging

$3.50 PER COUPLE
TICKETSATSAC OFFICE

REMAINING TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT THE DOOR

BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY PRESENTS
IN CONCERT

ian and stjlvia
AND THE SPECKLED BIRD

MONDAY OCT. 6, 1969 830 P.M.

CONVOCATION HALL
TICKETS - $2.50

ON SALE STARTING FRI.

SEPT. 26th AT SAC OFFICE

2 TICKETS PER ATL CARD
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feelin' 'groovy'

Festival Scene : I
. We paid to see a rock n' roll

festival, but were treated to

two.

The first took place in light

— under a blazing California-

like sun, and then, after dark,

under Varsity Stadium's foot-

ball lights. Although this

"first" concert ended on a

down (with Louisiana folk-nik

Doug Kershaw), it was gener-

ally well worth the price of

admission.

The fact that the artists

(Little Richard, the Plastic

Ono Band and the Doors) who

ended the festival were able to

lay down a non-negotiable

demand that the lights be

turned out is already some-

thing of an indication of their

status as superstars. As the

lights went out and the physi-

cal setting became more elu-

sive; so too, the mood changes
— intensified, on the part of

both performers and audience.

(The Olympus (Mecca) of rock

personified — a "second" con-

cert.)

The afternoon mood of carni-

val-like glee first caught fire

with Bo Diddley's classic ren-

dition of his namesake, "Hey,

Bo Diddley". Balloons chased

with trails and babies danced
on picnic-cloths as the mood
quickened through Tony Joe

White ("Poke Salad Annie").

Jerry Lee Lewis, and Chuck

Berry.

Kim Fowley, the emcee —
purple jacket, yellow pants,

black bowler and dirty white

sneakers —
- looked like Jack

(of Beanstock fame) trying to

look cool, and was about as

witty. Fortunately, he did

manage to refrain from the

screaming contests he had
tried to start at CKFH's rock

n' roll revival rally the pre-

vious weekend.

A few kids in the front row

started breaking the snow-

fence between them and the

press-section in front. We got

scared and started packing for

a quick exit. We got more
scared when the cops tried to

reassure us by saying that they

had sent for an extra platoon of

men. Fowley came on with his

only intelligent move of the

day as he announced that there

were crippled children inside

the press area who could be

crushed in a riot. There were
no crippled children, but nei-

ther was there a riot.

The free and open use of

drugs at festivals has fast be-

come an established tradition.

Police tolerance in such situa-

tions is, of course, based on

very "straight" logistics —
why provoke a generally well-

behaved crowd to hostility?

What did surprise me though,

was the manner in which Fow-
ley treated the subject over the

PA.

He began by announcing that

the police had assured him that

there would be no drug arrests.

Tacit acceptance is one thing,

a public statement is quite an-

other — Were the police afraid

that some people might refrain

from using drugs for fear of

arrests? Strange sort of fear

for the police! That, plus the

fact that Trailer (on hand to

treat "head" problems) was
mentioned in the same breath

as St. John's Ambulance (for

problems of a more physical

nature). You might have a

headache or a bad trip. You
simply went to gate three or

gate eight according to the

nature of your ailment. Sim-
ple!

Not much perhaps, but there

seemed to be some foetal insti-

tutionalization of what had

been strictly a "look-the-other-

way" affair before. A basis for

the legalization of grass?

After interminable pleading

by Fowley, the stadium lights

were finally turned out, Little

Richard's band started on

"Tutti Fruiti", and Fowley's
voice, barely audible over the

rising wave of music, came
over the P. A.: "Ladies and
gentlemen, the king of rock n'

roll, Little Richard!"
A few quick chords on the

piano, and then up dancing on

it — looking every inch a queen
in ivory sequin pants, skin-

tight, and a metal vest that re-

flected the spotlight all over

the stage.

Like it?" "Want more?"
And he sang it again and again

as about 50 kids came over the

Continued on Page 3
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Continued from Page 2

barrier. The cops did nothing.

'•Good Golly Miss Molly" and

then it happened — someone
shot off a few flares, and one
landed in the middle of the

crush. The cops carried out a

screaming Negro of about 16

with extensive burns on his

face.

Relatively few people no-

ticed, however, and the crowd
pushed closer, taunted by Lit-

tle Richard's stripping and
throwing his clothes including

the vest {"That was damn nice

of him, it must've cost a
mint" ) , to the audience.

The intense excitement cre-

ated by Little Richard cooled
somewhat as everyone sat to

await the Plastic Ono Band.

Fowley came on again to

organize a greeting — on the

word "Band", as they arrived
on stage, thousands of matches
were all lit simultaneously —
an incredible sight in the dar-

kened stadium. And even more
incredible to see Lennon, look-

ing for all the world like the

Messiah of rock dressed in his

tropical white suit, stride con-
fidently across the stage (for

the first time in four years.

)

"We're going to do numbers
we know, 'cause we've never

played together before."

"Blue Suede Shoes", "Mon-
ey", "Dizzy Miss Lizzy", and

the masses were awed. Clap-

ton, too, dressed in straight

jeans, recalled Dylan's adora-

tion of Johnny Cash avoiding

fancy solos to watch Lennon.

Then a new song, 'Cold Tur-

key", read from Yoko's notes

— a moderate rock beat with a

simple C. E, C progression
throughout the verses.

The crowd rose to give two-
handed peace signs and enthu-
siastic vocal support to Yoko
and John singing "Give Peace
a Chance." No attempts to

rush the stage.

"Now Yoko is going to do
her thing, all over you." Clap
ton looked bored even before ii

began, but begin it did . . . in-

terminable shrill oriental

chanting occasionally punc-
tuated by the words "Don't
worry John, let's hope for

peace."

Lennon and Clapton busied
themselves varying sounds by
waving their guitars directly in

front of the amps. After about

10 minutes, John (now visibly

annoyed) tried to stop her with

a few words in her ear. She
kissed him and continued as

the boos became stronger. As
the musicians gradually, cas-

ually, started off the stage it

struck me — the modulating
bass drone and treble fuzz —
an atomic holocaust.

Underneath the pulsating

drone of the amplifiers, there

rose a feeling of uncertainty as

to whether or not the Doors
would be anti-climactic. Fow-
ley again asked the audience

(still seated) to use matches as

a greeting. Each of the thou-

sands of little points of light

recalled "Light My Fire", and
its connotations of Jim Morri-

son's widely-publicized trouble

with decency in entertainment.

Uncertainty was replaced by
wonder at what would Morri-

son do?

But the Doors have changed
— they came, this time, to

play; and play they did. Then
Morrison walked on stage,

slowly, dressed in a jean and
jean-jacket outfit — not partic-

ularly snug-fitting, and with no

belt as if from the Sally Ann.

Obviously no attempt what-
soever at showiness; his face
— blank, determined, perhaps
even vengeful, but exhausted
in the light of a single white
spotlight rimmed in sequential

prism colors at the edge.

Morrison stepped up to the

mike, put his right foot on its

stand, closed his eyes and the

music dimmed. Just the bass
and the drums, slowly. Then
the bass alone . . . boom . . .

boom . . . (silence).

Morrison, softly: "We want
the world and we want it . . .

NOW!"
The music blared back to

full volume as he screamed
and leapt into the air.

Then he closed his eyes
again and stood quietly except
for periodic spasms of anguish

which faded as quickly as they

came.
During an excellent instru-

mental exchange between or-

ganist and guitarist in "Light
My Fire", Morrison stood at

the back of the stage, leaning

on an amp, pensive. Then he

sauntered, disinterested, back

to the mike and finished

The crowd screamed for

more, and the band returned,

but some idiot brought every-

one to his feet by turning on the

stadium lights. Fowley re-

turned and finally got the lights

turned out again. But it was too

late, the charisma had broken,

and everyone remained stand-

ing because they knew this

would be the last song.

Morrison returned and spoke

slowly, humbly: "You know I

can remember, when I was in

grade seven or eight and rock

n' roll first came on the scene;

it was for me a liberating expe-

rience that burst open whole
new strange catacombs of wis-

dom. That is why it is such an
honor . .

.".

The crowd stood quietly, lis-

tening. A girl screamed
"Touch me! " and he sang —
"This is the end, my only

Again excellent solo-work
featuring a melodic instrumen-

tal played on the drums. Again
Morrison stood quietly, singing

with his eyes shut, then leaped

screaming and collapsed, only

to return to the mike.

The song had ended, there

were no further cries for

"More!" After 14 straight

hours, with aching backs and
bleary eyes, the crowd headed

for the gates as a half-dozen

cops on horses rode in to herd

us faster.

tim inkster
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wha' happened? what'd we do right?'

The Age of Aquarius did not

invent the phenomenon known
as "feeling groovy". That

sense of collective harmony,

which pervades pop festivals

has been going on in theatres

for ages, but nobody's had such

a nice vague name for it.

That's just what it's needed

because feeling groovy is an

ambiguous experience. In the

theatre the grooviest moments

are the ones which nobody sees

coming until they've slid by.

"Wha' happened? What'd we
do right?" mutter actors

reaching for cold cream and

tissues. The audience wanders

out of the theatre in silence. A

few blocks later they break

into incoherent talk about what

they've just been through rath-

er than where they're going for

a snack. Even the critic's mind

boggles over his typewriter

because the production has

already said everything worth

saying about itself.

These are the moments that

anybody who gives a damn
about theatre lives for, and in

between reviews and rehears-

als, it's always nice to try and

figure out why you bother.

You bother, I think, because

it's a rare chance for co-ordi-

nation of visions, with every-

body looking in the same direc-

tion and maybe even seeing

something there.

Any production which

doesn't look where the author

has pointed is bound to be

cross-eyed. It 's the director's

problem to find the author's

line of vision in the flat type of

a script and then to ensure that

everything in the production,

from casting through curtain

call, is in harmony with it.

(The assumption that play-

wrights know their business is

usually safe and anyhow can

only be tested in production. ) A
fuzzy line separates imagina-

tive innovation from the kind

that violates the author's inten-

tions. In times of political hy-

persensitivity and/or nervous-

ness about the fate of Culture,

this line is ofter overstepped to

play up — or down — Meaning

and Significance.

Visions don't get realized

without much technical com-
petence. And that comes only

with advance and ad hoc calcu-

lation in endless rehearsals,

till performances become con-

ditioned reflexes and the inevi-

table emergencies are man-
ageable. The effects of this

kind of intelligent drudgery
were dramatized last January

in Henry Tarvainen's produc-

tion of The Visit and. though
with less consistent success,

by Toronto Workshop Produc-

tions' Good Soldier Schweik in

March. The year before, Pocu-

li Ludique Societas' York Cru-

cifixion showed the same re-

sults. In medieval idiom, no

less.

The productions managed
what lots of others don't. Cast,

crew and audience peered
however briefly, around the

self-consciousness that usually

clogs sight. People in a show
have Theatre-as-Illusion as a

permanent basis of operations.

The all-purpose criterion is

"OK, but will it WORK?" This

pragmatism of make-believe
decides everything from the

first entrance to the final

blackout. And if "it" doesn't

work in performance after all.

initial reaction backstage is

usually "God, what a shitty

house we've got tonight
!

"

Members of the audience,

meanwhile, tend to be smugly
self-conscious about doing

their bit to save a dying art.

They are not about to forget

that they have gambled TV
time and ticket money to be

entertained and/or edified by

an illusion. If they have any
familiarity with the play or the

company, they are even less

likely to forget themselves.

The lady in the aisle seat in

row 3 announces over her in-

termission orange juice that

one actor was much stronger

last week in a different part, or

that this production of the play

isn't up to the one she saw in

New York in 1953. She may be

right, but she could say it in

one word — "unconvincing".

The mutual consciousness of

roles and rules in an illusion

can cease when the production

is beyond belief. Literally. The

only reality is the play ;
nothing

else exists for comparison.

This never happens quite as

planned: I don't really know
why it ever happens at all. By
all the rules of logic, for exam-
ple, it should have happened in

this summer's skilled produc-

tion of Caucasian Chalk Circle

in the Church. The fact that I

saw nothing more (or less)

than a diffuse conglomeration

of brilliant bits of acting and

stage business made me won-

der if theatrical grooviness is

merely a subjective reaction.

But it's experienced and re-

membered as a instance of in-

tellectual and emotional co-

operation. Which is probably

more like it — co-ordination of

vision being achieved when the

company exploits its compet-

ence, not to compete, but to

develop a conviction and share

it with an audience.

It's either the slockest of all

possible illusions or none at all.

Either way, it's worth the

going. Just don t look for it.

morion o'connor

REVIEW 3



music
sonny and the jazzmen in boomtown '69

For the next two nights,

Sonny Greenwich will be pro-

viding the last bit of jazz that

we'll be able to hear in Toronto

for some time. Originally from

Toronto, Greenwich and his

guitar spend most of their time

in Montreal these days. Metro
Boomtown '69 does not have

room for Sonny Greenwich.

A long Digression: this town

is becoming increasingly dis-

mal, at least if you happen to

like jazz. The Town Tavern,

always wobbling from one en-

tertainment policy to another,

is currently off jazz again, for

the 45th time in recent memo-
ry. And Harvey Lichtenberg,

co-owner of the Colonial, long a

SPEEDREADING
JUST THREE LESSONS
STUDY TECHNIQUES

RESULTS GUARANTEED
STUDENTS S35 ADULTS S45

SAVE $10.00
REGISTER BY SEPT. 30, 1969

488-2836

FURS

LEATHER

GENERATION COATS
SHEEP RUGS

SKIN & BONES
670 YONGE ST.

- 2 SOUTH OF BLOOR
STUDENT DISCOUNT

ERWIN'S
BARBER SHOP •

640 YONGE ST.

(Cor. Yonge and Irwin)

Welcomes back all student*.
Courteous service and neal
grooming in all styles assurec

by 3 Lie. Barbers.

stronghold for mainstream
jazzmen and their fans, reports

that sales have increased since

the club began importing un-

known vaguely "hip" acts

from the U.S. Not much solace

there.

And if you happen to be an

amateur jazz player, you

might as well foget it. An ex-

cellent drummer called

Weeks, who used to do a lot of

playing in his native Bristol,

has had about 3 gigs since he

arrived in Toronto two years

ago. In the civilized centres,

I'm told, there are places

where musicians hang out. and

there are back rooms in pubs

where they can play. Not so in

Toronto.

Whenever Sonny Greenwich

drops in to town, he tries to get

something going. But with no

back rooms, or other facilities,

there are no sessions. So there

is no place for the young musi-

cians to blow, and there is no

fresh music being created. End

of digression.

Meanwhile, at George's
Spaghetti House, Greenwich,

in spite of the odds, continues

to play his original, uncompro-

mising brand of modern jazz.

Originally inspired by Col-

trane, Greenwich has devel-

oped a unique approach to the

guitar, creating long, twisting,

spirall ing lines of wild, leaping

intervals based on sophisticat-

ed harmonic extensions. He
likes to build and build the ten-

sion relentlessly, refusing to

release the listener from his

grip.

On a recent night when we
heard him, he began a 45 min-

ute piece by creating warm,
gently spreading blankets of

sound and slowly increasing

the rhythmic density until fi-

nally there were sparks shoot-

ing like crazy, and then, when

he had reached a breath-taking

peak of intensity, he began

very slowly to let us down until

he finally ended the piece in

For Your Convenience
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the original mood of tranquili-

ty. It was enthralling music.

Though he has at time asso-

ciated with the "new" musi-
cians, Greenwich never shows

any of the aggression and an-

ger that seem to possess some
of them. Quiet and modest,
with a serene expression on his

face, he appears to be a man at

photo by BILL SMITH
peace. Which may seem sur-

prising when you think of the

lack of acceptance he has suf-

fered due to refusal to play

anything other than what he

really feels.

Better dig him before Swing-

ing Toronto sends Sonny
Greenwich on his way again.
— jack mccaffrey

HOW FAST
can you
read?

Perhaps not fast enough

Enrol now in the

EFFICIENT
READING
PROGRAM

classes (each an hour and a half)

will be held once a week for

10 weeks,

Beginning the week of Oct. 6th

Only $27.00

all texts included

REGISTER TODAY AT THE SAC
OFFICE, MAIN CAMPUS



records

blues
Mississippi Blues, 1927-41. Ya-

zoo 1001.

Although Mississippi is per-

haps best known for its "low-
down" moaning blues, quite a

variety of styles developed
there simultaneously. This
reissue collection of extremely
rare 78s shows how wide a va-

riety of excellent music there

was. Robert Johnson, Son
House and Charlie Patton are
the best known names on the

album, but some of the best

cuts are by the unknowns. The
musical quality is consistently

high, and the sound is mostly
quite good, but if you aren't

familiar with the sound on old

78s, have a listen first.

Arthur "Big Boy" Crudup. Look
on Yonder's Wall. Delmark 614.

This is the return to records

after many years of one of the

very biggest blues names of

the '40s. His style has changed
little, but unfortunately both

his voice and guitar playing

are a bit unsure. Not a bad re-

cord, though disappointing,

and perhaps a second album
would show that Crudup has

found himself again. Sound
could be improved too.

Eddie Boyd. Ill Dust My
Broom. London PS 554.

Eddie Boyd solo and with an

English blues band. Boyd is in

the strong tradition of Chicago

based piano players, with the

influence of Memphis Slim and

Roosevelt Sykes particularly

evident. Peter Green accom-
panies adequately on guitar,

and John MayaH's harmonica
is awful but infrequent. A good

enough record of the Chicago

type, but lacking the sheer

drive of Boyd's 1965 album
with Buddy Guy and a Chicago

rhythm section.

Juke Boy Bonner. I'm Going

Back to the Country. Arhoolie

1036

This is modern Texas coun-

try blues in its liveliest form.

[
Ttm City** OUtt) surviving CMirch

LITTLE

TRINITY

The Juke Boy is a one man
band with incredible drive and
vitality. He really sounds like a
tight band, and the highly poet-
ic songs (he's a serious poet)
are first rate.

Urban Blues, Vol. I. Imperial

94002.

The third volume in Imperi-

al's excellent "Legendary
Masters" series (the other 2

are rural blues). 14 city blues

of various sorts by 7 artists,

the music ranges from real

blues to early rock. The artists

include T-Bone, Walker, Roos-

evelt Sykes. Joe Turner and

Fats Domino. The high quality

of the earlier volumes is main-

tained, and there is no sound

problem, since the record is

made from good original mas-

ters.

George Coleman. "Bongo Joe."

Arhoolie 1040.

Hardly conventional blues,

but strongly African influ-

enced. Bongo Joe plays a 55

gallon oil drum with home-
made rattle drumsticks, sings

in a humorous, scratchy voice,

carries on farcical dialogues,

and occasionally whistles.

Seemingly uninfluenced by

West Indian drumming, he is

an extraordinarily individual-

istic performer and in small

doses his highly original mate-

rial is entertaining, though as a

whole it's a bit unvarying.

ph.

groovin' with the pop machine
To paraphrase the Poem to

Edward Alexander Parsons'
monumental 14 volume study
of the Alexandrian library:

"Deep in my study, as the outer

world

world resounded with the havoc

of
commerce <& battle. I thought I

would

write the history of ...

.

POP FESTIVALS
Nothing, I replied, could be
less appetizing a prospect.

Go & Hear the house band at

Grossman's. They play on a

stage approximately 3/4 of the

area of a junior executive's

desk. They play blues & when
they get a singer, they will be
splendid. When did you have
your last ecstatic drunk? Good
Cheap Food.

"Whoso desires a faultless

friend, remains friendless."

Thus the folly of criticizing,

especially pop festivals. True
to his instructions, however,
"When in danger, when in

doubt, run in circles, scream &
shout": A Rap from my friend

David, about Woodstock.
"Woodstock was a major pla-

netary event" — Allen Gins-

berg

ISOLATION—FREE FROM
HASSLES — GROOVY PO-
LICE - CELEBRATION
Anyone who wasn't very

concerned with what was hap-

pening wouldn't be there. He
wouldn't walk the ten miles.

This was a nucleus.

A PROTOTYPE? Because it

was so exclusive in its nature

you could see very clearly the

drawbacks & advantages of

this kind of prospective com-
munity.

CURLING
STUDENT RATE $65.00

Regular League Curling plus Weekend

Mixed. Enjoy all the facilities of a good

private downtown curling club easily ac-

cessible by public transportation or major

traffic arteries. Royal Canadian Curling Club.

TELEPHONE

BRUCE CARDY,

MANAGER, 461-0251

Hardly anyone who was
there was prepared to live

rough for three days. They
couldn't cope with the necessi-

ties of life.

Well — it was a pretty com-
mon experience to be sitting

and have some FOOD come
down — it was a pretty com-
mon experience to be sitting

there and have a JOINT come
down.

As far it was a preview of

the hippy communitv. there

wasn't really MUCH TO DO.
Well, there was a Drug Store

in the woods. MILK & WAT-
ERMELONS: an aquarian diet

there was this invisible voice,

none of us ever saw the MC,
he was concerned

Paddy, where are u?

Joe is lookingjor u

Goergina has lost her pills

Will u please go & give them to

her,

George?

Max has very kindly donated

500.000 slabs ofbutter

It's definitely some sort of

spiritual occasion. The Hopi
have a huge of dolls & they're

called Katina dolls. They're
the spirits of different forces,

which are subsidiary to other-

forces that are like gods. I

don't think there were any gods

at Woodstock, but there were
spirits & they resembled the

gods very closely in appear-
ance. The dolls are very col-

ourful & elaborately dressed &
there are always a lot of them.
Watching the groups was like

watching a succession of these.

Different manifestations of the

spirit they represent. The
groups rang the changes.

Nobody articulated very
much, but they understood
quite well; if you judge under-

standing to be evidenced by the

way people actually act. They
acted in great harmony.

THE HOPI HAVE A CON-
CEPT OF TIME THAT WAS
CONSIDERED

PRIMITIVE'
UNTIL 2 or 3 YEARS AGO

WHEN MODERN PHYSICS
CAUGHT UP WITH THEM.

Hendrix came on & told the

crowd how he's spent the

summer in Washington. Dig-

ging the sun. He had a bandan-
na on. He said that he had bust-

ed his head with the Experi-
ence & he'd gone back to the

Sun & Mother Earth & his new
band was called Gypsy Sun
because WE'RE ALL GYP-
SIES. They hadn't gotten much
further than primitive rhythm,

& that is Mother Earth & Gyp-
sy Sun & they jammed, tn be-

tween he talked with the crowd
personally. It was a resolution.

Hendrix got into the Chieftain

slot. It was time for the crowd
to be easy. After a difficult 1st

year in San Francisco, & an
even worse one that ended in

Chicago, now it was going to be

a good one. And it was.

GOOD NIGHT IT'S TIME
TO PUT TO BED MY TIRED
HEAD & THE REST OF ME
AGREES & I DO TOO - from
"Running, Jumping, Standing

Still" by Spider John Koerner,

which you really should buy.

—doug waiters

now you can SEE
anything you want

s
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It's been one of the quietest

summers in a whole lot of

years. Detroit didn't burn. No
political figure of any import-

ance was killed, (tsk tsk — now
the weight of guilt begins to

rise on shoulders again until a

new sacred goat is killed and

absolves our sins). It was the

summer of equilibrium nixon-

ium, of that uneasy tension,

that madly whirling, standing

still tension of Nort America.

In short, nothing apocalyptic

has happened.

And, of course, it was the

summer of the pop festival.

People rushed to be on the

Johnny Carson show to tell

everybody that those kids were

beautiful, I tell you, they were

beautiful. 1J there had been a

group of adults that large, you
would have had Jights and bottle

throwing and, of course you would

have had the police. Why I saw
one oj those kids pregnant and
everybody was doing everything to

help her; when she had her baby,

they didn't know what to do but

everybody was helping.

They treat it as if it's ex-

traordinary when it's really

the norm. It's the whole prod-

uct of an image-conscious lib-

eral society. A society where
everything goes. A society

where the rednecked bigot in

Easy Rider is just as embar-
rassing to the status quo as the

radical who sees through the

trip being laid on all of us by

the powers that be.

North America needs no-

thing more than what it has

now. A great mediocrity at the

core of things with a few fringe

freaks to pacify the thrill seek-

ers.

And yet that's what makes it

one of the most interesting

summers in a long while. One
of the best ways to take stock

of what is happening around
you is to notice which event
and which people are in the

process of mystification. Mys-
tification is that process by
which a phenomenon is given a

"significance'' — and is intel-

lectualized far beyond its origi-

nal portent. What usually ends

up happening is that it serves

as an efficient way of masking
the real problems at hand.

Last summer had its share

of mystification. When Bobby
Kennedy was shot, the western

world went into a dream. When
the cops beat the kids on the

head in Chicago, a whole fanta-

sy world lit up. People shouted,

"Aha, we have seen the repres-

sion; we know what it's all

about now!" But changes are

the powers that be were very

embarrassed about the reac-

tionary clubbings by an unruly

police force and would have
preferred to let the kids have
their "festival of peace and
light".

They needn't have worried.

A little repression is just the

thing to add spice to life. With-

out it, the newspapers would be
short of copy (as they were this

summer).
That's why the pop festival

scene fitted so well into the

summer. There was nothing

extraordinary about them,
absolutely nothing. And yet pop
festivals were the target of this

summer's mystification. "It's

the revolution, the revolution

of love." "Feelin' groovy is

what it's all about." Life mag-
azine devotes a whole issue to

WITKM
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the Woodstock Music Festival.

It becomes praiseworthy.

At the Atlantic City Pop Fes-

tival in August, a good exam-
ple of this contradiction came
up. The audience of about
100,000 was getting restless

and many people were rushing

the stage (a no-no). The emcee
took the mike and started on
one of his all too familiar mon-
ologues. His voice was a bit

shaky and we could tell he was
scared.

"Hey cats and chicks, like

this is a groovy scene, right

and we don't want to blow it.

You know you can smoke your
grass and those narks up there

on the roof aren't going to bust

riots and pop festivals and
words spoken, we are probably

no nearer "the revolution than

we were five years ago. Capi-

talism is still as powerful and
resiliant as ever. No winter
palaces have fallen. No long

march is being conducted
across the northland of Cana-
da. No authority has been truly

questioned.

In REVIEW'S of the past it's

been pretty easy to write about
the summer. There have been
lots of riots and other disturb-

ances to write about. One could
analyse things and believe that

you. We're going to take over

'cause the revolution is comii-g

so we don't want to blow our
scene. You're gonna hafta get

back from the stage, alright?"

That wasn't too bad, but at

another time he started to

speak: "This is the people's

pop festival. This race track

(that's where the festival was
held) belongs to the peop. . .

.this racetrack belongs to. . . .it

belongs to. ..."

He couldn't finish. Every-
body was waiting for him to

say whom the racetrack be-

longed to and he was at a loss

for words. In front of 100,000

people. It was very funny and
very telling.

When "a pop festival promot-
er tries to tell you about owner-
ship, he's sure to get into hot

water.
It's hard to believe that any-

body believes that rock festi-

vals have anythii j to do with
revolution except in an indirect

way and yet they would have us

believe that they do.

To understand what's wrong,
and who's doing wrong and
what's to be done about it is

unfortunately much more than
the "orgasmic cultural love
zonk liberation".

In other words, with all the
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they were in a state of flux,

that something was happening

here and you all knew what it

was.

But this summer has been
different. In a way, it seems as

if we've regressed, which
brings up the question, "Have
we ever moved at all?" Cer-

tainly there's been an advance-

ment in consciousness but how
many people have that con-

sciousness of what's going on

around them?
That's what makes the task

so hard this year. We can t af-

fod to sensationalize and yet

when you start thinking and
projecting about something
like pollution and the rape of

the environment, you can hard-

ly stifle a scream that starts

deep down in your throat and
rises until you think that your
despair can't be fathomed.

Yet how can you scream on

newsprint? You type some-
thing with lots of mistakes in

spelling and many overtypings

on a scrap of paper. You pencil

in edits and send it up to the

press. The typist types up your

scribblings and produces a

punched tape. The tape goes

jon ruttner

into the computer and pro-

duces a justified proof. The

proof is pasted onto the page

and the page is burned into a

plate. The plate goes to the

press and in a flurry of wheels

and flying paper, your thoughts

come out with a kind of power

and pretentiousness that puts

you in a strange position. The

communication between writ-

er and reader is one that

makes many demands upon the

latter and in one sense lets the

former off scot free.

So the problem is to try and

form some analysis of contem-

porary society without being

hysterical (it doesn't work)

and without mystifying what

you're talking about (which is

the hardest of all.

Last year we attempted

what we called "demystifica-

tion of the American myth".

It's hard to do. That's because

it's hard to separate myth

from reality. The press sur-

vives on myths and so what we

aim for is a kind of anti-press.

A lot of the things people say

are wrong with society aren't

really serious and a lot of the

things they overlook or gloss

over are screaming for solu-

tions. But solutions don't come

on the pages of newspapers.

Solutions are like history. They
are dynamic, not static. You
have to take into account that

as you talk of a "problem" it's

constantly getting worse.

You have to realize that

"problems" are like optical

illusions. The rape of our

minds by the mass media and

education are slow processes

whereas the fire-bombing of a

bank is a fast one and will re-

ceive the attention the former

does not get.

In order to deal with "prob-

lems" one must have some
method of analyzing those

problems, not a static "meth-

od" but something dynamic

yet glued to reality.

What we're trying to get

away from is the job of the

current mass media — confu-

sion, and cynicism. Any gradu-

ation exercise at this universi-

ty will reveal that the majority

of students are not — as is

commonly believed — apathet-

ic. They are cynical. In this

day and age we cannot afford

to be cynical. It's the kind of

individualistic, "Everything is

so hopelessly confused that I'm

just going to try and get my
share of the loot, hopefully

without hurting too many peo-

ple on the way." And they find,

as they grow older that the

world they abandoned is falling

around their ears.

The existentialist hero is

dead. In modern capitalist so-

ciety, he's transcended and

become a seeker of "the good

life". All of us, radical or

wishy-washy are similarly co-

opted by the good life, for it's

impossible to be revolutionary

in a society that isn't revolu-

tionary. We lack a sense of his-

tory no matter how many de-

grees we have. None of us are

really prophets and it's proba-

bly counter-revolutionary to

try and be one.

That means that we have to

be very careful in pronouncing

judgements on our society. So

much of it is merely presump-

tuousness and a wasie of ener-

gy that would best be spent in

an honest analysis. When we
say that the corporations pro-

duce pollution — that's fine.

But what are we going to do

about it? We never answer

that. Because we don't know.

Look at any citizens' com-
mittee to end pollution or viol-

ence. See how much real power

they have over the real cause

of their grievance? Then be

humble about it. Realize talk-

ing won't solve it.

People are all too ready to

compromise a revolutionary

outlook because they have

acquired a bit of information.

What they don't realize is that

it's a constant process, that

applies to every single action

they make.
What it comes down to is a

decision of what side you're on.

It's not an easy one to make,
because the showdown has not

yet arrived. Those who decide

what side they're on will have

to produce that showdown.

People ask what is there evil

in human nature that makes
for wars and genocide and in-

humanity. Is it original sin? Is

it greed? Is it lack of mother-

love?

It's hard for any rational

person to believe these. It's

just that man too easily for-

gets. He much too easily for-

gets.

lorry haiven

REVIEW 7



radio & t.v.
radio
Nobody listens to radio . .

.

except the lonely, the ugly and
the crippled. And even then,

television has made startling

inroads in recent decades.

R-A-D-I-0 ... Real Audio Dis-

traction In Operation; that's

RADIO today. It's that thing

with knobs that you shouldn't

touch when you're taking a

bath or walking through pud-

dles, unless you have your ga-

loshes on. It's that thing in the

car so you don't have to talk to

anybody and if you turn it up
loud and stomp your feet, you
have an accident and die. .

.

Radios are ubiquitous; one
in the kitchen, one in the bed-

room, one in the drawer that

you take to the beach or the

subway, the one in the car, the

old one in the cellar and the

stereo has one built in. . . And
most of us have easier access

to a radio than to a tv.So why
doesn't anybody listen?

Most radio insults. "'LIS-

TEN HERE ALL YOU
GROOOVEY GUYS AND

GALS TO WHAT YOUR
GROOOVEY GURU, SWIN-
GIN' DONNY DEMMIT HAS
TO TELL YOU, YES Y-O-U,

ABOUT A NIFTY-NEAT
AMAZING OFFER. . .IN

ER. . .UH BY WHICH, LIKE
WOW YOU CAN GET YOUR
OWN SWELL UH THING
FOR YOUR VERY OWN. I

USE IT MYSELF. . . .NOW
BACK TO THE TWO
HUNDRED TOP TUNES OF
THE HOUR THA T YOU, YES
Y-O-U, PICKED. . . . Most
radio is full of chattering jack-

als; But amidst the hyenas,

baboons and jackals, there has

been preserved a sanctuary, an

Eden free from the Powers of

Darkness. Canada, bless her,

has the Canadian Broadcasting

Corporation, the Dominion's
minion bringing TRUTH and
LIGHT and GOODNESS into

the homes and hearts and
minds of Canadians.

CBC Radio, part of that

huge, unwieldy Crown Corpo-

ration supported by Canadian

Phi Kappa Sigma Fraternity proudly

announces that its Saturday Football

Parties are being held in honour of the

BIG "G"
For an UN-BLUE-AND-WHITE Football

Party, come to the Skull House right

after the game and at 9.00 p.m.

163 St. George St.

WELCOME BACK
WE MISSED YOU

DON STEELE AND THE SPEAKEASY

SING-A-LONG JAZZ BAND
ARE WAITING TO START ANOTHER

SEASON OF FUN WITH YOU

DON'T FORGET OUR FRIDAY AFTERNOON

"TEA PARTY"
FROM 4 TO 7

EVERYTHING V2 PRICE FROM
12 TO 7 P.M. DAILY WATCH FOR
OUR MAN WITH THE FREE PASSES

"YE SPEAKEASY' 9

THE GREATEST
NO PASSWORD NEEDED

i 532-4292 V/2 BLK. 529 BLOOR ST. W
I E. OF BATH. (UPSTAIRS)
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tax dollars and to some extent

by advertising, even today

embodies much of the history

and panache of early radio in

its variety and quality of pro-

gramming. Sadly, in the evolu-

tion of radio since Pittsburgh

station KDKA began regularly

scheduled broadcasts in Nov-

ember 1920 and the CBC was
founded in 1936, there has been

serious mutations of the genes

that produce intelligent radio

programming and the CBC
Radio is one of the few surviv-

ing species on the North Amer-
ican continent that is capable

of demonstrating the worth of

the genus. RADIO.

It would be a lengthy job to

introduce a fraction of the pro-

grams that are worth listening

to. But there is a need for some
kind of introduction. The CBC
TIMES is a weekly guide to all

CBC programs, TV and radio.

It's 10c a copy at the Universi-

ty Bookroom, or $3.00 a year
frtm the Canadian Broadcast-

ing Corporation, 354 Jarvis St.,

Toronto. Besides program
times, it provides background
information and features on

various CBC departments and
staff.

The CBC program
"IDEAS," on every night from
7:00 to 8:00 at 94.1 on the FM
band, is beginning a five week
series on "CITIES", starting

this Monday, September 29. It

will feature psychiatrists,

planners, geographers, poets,

Marshall McLuhan and normal
city folk. It concentrates espe-

cially on the problems of Cana-
dian cities and the kick-off

program is a joint Common-
wealth discussion linking Can-

ada, Britain, Australia and
New Zealand, with "experts'*

from each country. (Canada
donated Marshall McLuhan
and his aphorism: 'The Urb is

Orbing') This particular pro-

gram and selections from this

series will be broadcast on AM
on "IDEAS NETWORK" ev-

ery Wednesday, starting Octo-

ber 1, till the end of the series.

'n tv
These are just the skim-

mings of a review on the new
television season. After the

new season builds a bit of a
head of steam, lengthier re-

views will appear. But for this

column a few random glances

at some of the shows.

This season two new hour
long medical dramas; the an-

guish and tension of heart
transplants and student un-

rest; older doctor, chief of

something, and the younger
doctor, subliminally craving to

be the chief; rabble-rousing
med students. . . .What? The
television adaptation of Lewis
Feuer's novel, The Conflict of

Generations? Where's Ben
Casey, that barrel-chested

nimble-fingered neuro-surgeon
of the Establishment? TV like

it's trying to relate. MARCUS
WELBY, M.D. (Ch. 9, Sun. 10

pm and Ch. 7, Tues. 10 pm.)
and MEDICAL CENTRE (Ch.

11, Sun. 8 pm and Ch. 4, Wed. 9

pm.)

Along with the regular com-
plement of try-hard comedy
shows, there are two that look

promising. THE BILL COSBY
SHOW (Ch. 6, Thurs. 8 pm and
Ch. 2, Sun. 8:30 pm.) takes
Cosby off the stage, off the

records and makes him Chet
Kincaid, the Black PE teacher

WOMEN'S A THLETIC
ASSOCIATION

SYNCHRONIZED Practices:

Intercollegiate Practices Start 7-8 p.m. Tuesday
and Synchronized Club 5 p.m. Thursday

ForAcademic Year 1969-70

Needed: A Speakerfor the

New College Student Council

Qualifications:

Must be a student at or a graduate of a
Canadian University

Knowledge of Roberts Rules of Order

All Applications to be addressed to:

JON FIDLER
21 Classic Ave., Wetmore Hall Room 235

This Position carries with it a $100"00 Honourarium

in the local high school. He los-

es a bit in the translation;

there's no more Cryin' Charlie,

Fat Albert or Old Weird Har- t

old. But Cosby's rubber face

and body humour carries the

show pretty well.

MY WORLD AND WEL-
COME TO IT (Ch. 6, Sun. 7:3Q

pm and Ch. 2, Mon. 7:30 pm.)
stars William Windom as John
Monroe, a James Thurberish
magazine cartoonist. He drifts

in and out of reveries enlivened

by Thurber-style animated
cartoons. A Thurber revival is

ah ambitious and meaty under-

taking. But there's a danger in

identifying too closely the

imaginative Thurber and his

fantasizing creation, Walter
Mitty, with the character of

John Monroe. It's a form of

oxymoron that threatens to

obscure both Thurber and his 4
humour.

No season is quite complete
without a smattering of reruns.

Reruns placate reactionaries;

the guys that remember the

good old programs and want to

see them all again. This year's

stock stretches back to those
pubescent nights of yester-

year. THE TWILIGHT ZONE
is on every week night at 6 pm
on channel 7. Also, THE DICK
VAN DYKE SHOW is on at

least twice and sometimes
three times A DAY! ! (Ch. 13,

1

pm, Ch. 7, 7 pm and Mon.,
Wed., and Fri., Ch. 6 at 6pm.).
It was a good comedy series,

but the trip over the footstool

three times a day is enough to

make even the most loyal Van f
Dyke fan go bonkers.

daniel mack



an elektrafying forza
There are a lot of lessons to

be learned at the Canadian
Opera Company this year.

Opening one: The COC de-

cided to treat Johann Strauss'

Fledermaus as a satire on cur-

rent Canadian politics, a frothy

and unworthy idea indeed.
Pierre Elliot was represented

by almost every character in

the opera at one time or anoth-

er. Badly.

The show was light and gay,

more in the vein of Gilbert and
Sullivan than Strauss. It was
amusing, for instance, to note

that opera singers can't talk.

Nor, when they're talking, act.

There were some creditable

vocal performances, notably

by Gwenlynn Little as Adele

and Richard Braun — who can
act, despite an inability to talk
— as the prison warden.

The timing was all off. from
start to finish. A battle be-

tween the stage and the orches-
tra, still going strong two
shows later, was entered into

with the pit an easy assassin.

Opening two: La Forza del
Destino. Verdi, A beautiful
show with the finest singing of

the season by the enchanting
Marina Krilovici. Anthony
Besch's elegant staging can be
faulted only for its evenness.
He was evidently trying to let

the production show its own
highs and lows, and they would
have benefited from a little

ROCKTMOUNTAIN PRODUCTIONS

SUN. OCT. 5
8 p.m.

MASSEY HALL
Tickels 5 50 4 50. 3 50

NOW at Sam (he Record Mai)
Yonge St • Mai I Orders to
Massev Hall. 175 Victoria St

with stamped self addressed

SOLNICKI GORD and BP.EGMAN PRODUCTIONS

PRESENTS

JOHNNY WINTER
Massey Hall Friday October 3

7.30 and 10 p.m.

Tickets $3.50, $4.50. $5.50

Avai table at all Sam the Record Man Stores

Le Chateau, 7 1 9 Yonge St.

Massey Hall Box Office

With The Humble Sponge and Whiskey Howl

Booked by Frederick Lewis

What is the First Asylum

weighting.

But it was a glorious mani-

festation of the almost mysti-

cal experience that opera can

become when music and action

unfold on a landscape of almost

mythic proportion.

Murray Laufer's sets were
pretty well standard Laufer,

which is to say excellent, stun-

ning, effective. Their greatest

feature is the interesting varie-

ty of exits and entrances pro-

vided.

It is a tribute to the impres-

siveness of this Forza that it

cut through the biases of open-

ing night critics and engen-
dered an honest reaction. The
audience was cautious about
showing too much enthusiasm.

Opening three: Electra, by
Richard Strauss. It's extreme-

ly difficult to discuss this Elec-

tra honestly, for to criticise it

severely is to endanger the del-

icate position of modern opera

in Canada and in this company
in particular. But it's not very
good.

The main problem is Asthd
Varnay. who plays Electra
with several handicaps: a
flawed voice, delusions of

grace, and an acting talent

which, put most kindly, suffers

from a little heaviness on the

histrionics.

It would be easy to be amus-
ing about Miss Varnay, but the

fault is not entirely hers.

Director Herman Geiger-Torel
gave her moves and gestures
for which she simply does not

have the style. Consequently
she was frequently placed in a

position of absurdity. And for

those who claim that opera is

strictly to be heard and not

seen two points. A) They're
wrong — the total experience
of opera as a genre involves
greatly the interplay of visual

and audial to a combined effect

and B) the voice of Astrid Var-
nay could certainly not carry
this production.

General impressions of the
other aspects of staging were
not overly memorable — the
set, by Lawrence Schafer, was
oppressive without conveying
any of the many valid reasons
for its being so. Torel's direc-

tion is on the whole tight and
well thought out but lacking
mysteriously in potency. Con-
ductor Heinrich Bender almost
drowns the singers with his

loud, though not insensitive,

direction of Stauss' discords.

Three down and two to go at

the COC as Leon Major takes

to the stage this week. There
are a lot of lessons to be
learned at the Canadian Opera
Company, and it's to be hoped
that someone investigates

them . . . soon.

— hilary mclaughlin

ROCHDALE
HAS ROOMS!

the following are available

immediately:

DOUBLE ROOM WITH KITCHEN $60 mo.

ROOMS WITH BOARD!

SINGLES $112 to $120 mo.

DOUBLES $92 to $100 mo.

ALL FURNISHED
TERM RENTALS AVAILABLE

There are also a limited number of unfurnished one bedroom apartments at

1 140.00 a month, and a few of our gigantic ZUES suites at S260.00.

ROCHDALE MEANS!
• co-educational living without hassles

• democratic self administration by students

• several varieties of workshop space and equipment available

• a taste of communal environment

• but mostly people: authors, poets, musicians, computer programmers, bums,

professors, actors, high level corporate drop-outs ( & drop-ins)

A CAST OF THOUSANDS!
341 BLOOR ST. W. 921-3168

come live with us
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film
mother rapers, father stabbers and even worse, father rapers

"You can get anything you Ray get married again. Woody
want at Alice's Restaurant . . . suffers and dies, and Roger
cept'n Alice." just seems to enjoy himself.

But nobody really did — es-

pecially Shelly, who was the

only one to get Alice. Shelly

died. Arlo and his friends have
some good times at Alice and

Ray's church, and Alice and

All this, and a lot more, hap-

pens in Alice's Restaurant. It

might all have added up to a
home-movie, "me and my hip-

py friends just having some
fun." In fact Arlo's sweet.

We have all

your station

ery needs.

Special this week
300 Sheet Refill

ONCE AT $1.65,

NOW 99 CENTS

AT THE

UNIVERSITY
JteJ BOOKROOM

rather ingenuous smile seems
to suggest that he is enjoying

himself immensely most of the

time, even with "the mother-
rapers, father-stabbers, and
even worse." Nonetheless,

Arlo's fun has to compete with,

or co-exist with, what Ray
calls "a lot of death", a bit of

roughing up from assorted po-

lice, professors and members
of the military establishment
plus the disintegration of a piti-

ful, weak hard-drug freak,

Shelly {who just might have
loved Alice.)

Arthur Penn has made of the

hip "family" a jolly group,
scarcely degenerate at all

(unless one looks too closely).

The group in the Stockbridge
Church is fairly loose, but
seems also to entail many of

the petty miseries and greater
sorrows of the 'natural' biolog-

ical family unit. Alice is not
wholly in love with Ray — she
loves something about Arlo,

and loved something about

Shelly. Pat Quinn is brilliant as

Alice — very much the over-

worked mother figure. "I

guess I'm the bitch with too

many kids milking her ..."
She suffers eloquently, if non-

verbally, as the film closes

with a lovely 'Gothic' shot of

the couple almost alone, but

still not wholly resigned to one

another. Ray uses Alice much
too much and ends by being
something of an overbearing

bully.

The Church itself is a spirit-

ual centre only for a year, but

ceases to work as such when
the "children leave home",
after the spring re-marriage of

Alice and Ray. The fun of Al-

ice's Restaurant in the sum-
mer, and of the fall "Thanks-
giving dinner that couldn't be
beat", with its garbage massa-
cre are almost forgotten with

the coming of winter and of

two deaths. The wedding is

held as a celebration of new
life and vigour in spring-time,

but does not seem to dispel the

sadness of lost tempers, small
tragedies and the loss of Shelly

and Woody.

Watching the neo-family
over the course of a year natu-

rally implies some sort of cycl-

ic and ritualistic theme in the

film, and there is exactly that.

Penn perhaps would like to

suggest that the lives of the hip

are governed as much by the

traditional elements as a re the

lives of Mr. and Mrs. America.

Alice's Restaurant is also
round ninety-nine of the 'us vs.

the Establishment' conflict

currently battling its way
through American films. Arlo
is not vehemently against any-

one — he just knows that he
has a habit of not doing what he

doesn't want to do, and of tak-

ing sly, sideways digs at what
he doesn't like. Nonetheless,

he knows he represents the

"hairy pervert" element to the

draft-board and college crowd
as do Captain America and Bil-

ly in Easy Rider.

Regrettably for this viewer,

two peculiarily uneven ele-

ments are worked into Alice's

Restaurant. The first is that of

Shelly, the misfit, whose weak
and formless mouth betrays a

softening mind. Shelly is the

'lost son', perhaps, Ray's fa-

vourite. He is lost because of a

gap in understanding or love (a

generation gap? ) His funeral is

a mixture of attempted tender-

ness and a mawkish collection

of posed hippies musing to a

Joni Mitchell song.

One might also object to the

leitmotif of "remember my
father, Woody", who is played

by an actor who does manage
to suffer admirably. Lament-
ably, he and Arlo aren't much
alike, and he seems to have
been included for the senti-

mentalists in the crowd.

But there are lovely small
portraits, such as the every-

scheming little groupie who
wants Arlo to make her be-

cause he "might be an album
someday", and that of the
character of Arlo's long-suf-

fering friend, Roger, who just

smiles and smiles through
much buffeting.

In general, you may not get

everything you want in Alice's

Restaurant, but much of it is

there. More Arthur Penn's are

needed in American cinema,
but more importantly, more
Arlo's are needed in the world.

sharon dunfield

ONLY A FEW DAYS LEFT!
TO OBTAIN OHSIP COVERAGE

ALL STUDENTS RESIDENT IN ONTARIO WHO DO NOT HAVE MEDICAL SERVICES INSURANCE ARE RE-
MINDED THAT THE OPEN REGISTRATION PERIOD FOR COVERAGE EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1ST WILL-

EXPIRE AT THE END OF SEPTEMBER, COVERAGEFOR PERSONS APPLYING AFTER THAT DATE WILL
NOT GO INTO EFFECT UNTIL THE BEGINNING OF THE THIRD MONTH AFTER APPLICATION IS RE-
CEIVED. APPLICATION FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE HEALTH SERVICE OR ANY CHARTERED BANK.

CAN T AFFORD IT? if you have been an Ontario resident for twelve months
OR LONGER, THE AMOUNT OF YOUR TAXABLE INCOME DURING THE PREVIOUS YEAR MAY ENTITLE
YOU TO FULL OR PARTIAL PREMINUM ASSISTANCE.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

The University Health Service,

256 Huron Street -928-2459 928-2455

OR OHSIP, 2195 Yonge Street - 482-1111
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blood, guts, gore and

the amencan

way

In two films to escape from
this past summer's sludge,

Easy Rider and The Wild

Bunch (yet to be released from
the clutches of the Ontario

censor), Dennis Hopper and
Sam Peckinpah concern them-

selves with an exploration of

celluloid mythology. Both

films reveal as much about the

Hollywood mythology of viol-

ence as they do about the

American condition.

Yet, in addition to this icon-

smashing, the images, tinted

by uriremittent exclamations

of red. which Hopper and

Peckinpah project onto the

screen are black in and for

themselves. In both films the

action occurs not in those lo-

cales in which we have become
accustomed to witness brutali-

ty, violence and death — the

street, the ghetto, the jungle —
but rather in naturalistic set-

tings which normally we would

expect to be far removed from

destruction. In The Wild Bunch

and Easy Rider flesh is torn

apart by steel shotgun pellets

under great expanses of sky

where it becomes all the more

clear and all the more cruel.

We seem to be told that the

wasteland mentality of John

Wayne/George Wallace has

touched and polluted every-

thing so that words like innoc-

ence and peace have become

anachronistic, if not non-exis-

tent, in a vocabulary of viol-

ence.

Yet, if violence is the lan-

guage that Peckinpah screams
in The Wild Bunch and which
Hopper plays upon in Easy
Rider, it is also something
more than a means of express-

ing their sentiments. It's a

mythology which has fascinat-

ed Hollywood (and therefore

America ) for as long as history

has created folk-heroes.

Like other American folk-

heroes from Huck Finn to the

Apollo astronauts, the central

characters in The Wild Bunch
and Easy Rider are framed by

the tradition of the picaresque
— a journey in which the hero

is confronted and tested by a

variety of experiences before

achieving his goal. In The Wild

Bunch, Peckinpah deals with

five marauding outlaws who,

after fleeing the 'law' (an

equally wild bunch of bounty

hunters) and escaping to Mexi-

co, are confronted by a mur-
derous Mexican general's

army and who rob an Ameri-

can Army munitions train only

because their leader wants to

pull one final perfect job be-

fore retiring. Similarly, in

Easy Rider, Hopper and Fonda

play two cocaine pushers who,

after making a big transaction,

also flee, this time from L.A.

to a retirement in Florida, on

huge customized, chromium-
engined bikes, only to be ulti-

mately cut in half by two blasts

from a redneck farmer's 12-

gauge shotgun.

Although tire central charac-

ters in both films seek a re-

lease from violence, the pre-

vailing mood is frightening

since they succeed only in es-

caping into increasingly bloody

situations. Here catharsis

comes shot from the barrels of

guns.

Despite the fact that the

stylized narrative of folk-leg-

end is still present (The Wild

Bunch IS a Western and Easy
Rider IS an advent-

ure/travelogue), the effect in

these two films is to show the

brutality that is created in the

mind by Hollywood's fairy-

tales of death. In their films

Peckinpah and Hopper concern

themselves as did Lester in

How I Won the War, not so

much with the situation as with

the false glorification of death

perpetuated by legend and

myth. Both films present us

with the much-analyzed vocab-

ulary of violence in America,

but they do so only to re-define

Hollywood's romantic inter-

pretation of violence in terms

of angry present truths.

In most Hollywood films of

the past (as we all have known
since our first Randolph Scott

Western), when good faced bad

both social and cinematic jus-

tice was served with the quick,

clean death of the evil-one. But

as Hopper and Peckinpah are

aware, the danger of this atti-

tude to death is that it often

becomes difficult to realize

that in reality death IS death IS

death.

In Easy Rider, Hopper, Fon-

da and Terry Southern explore

this mythology from the view-

point of a documentary-tinted

feature and do so with a rea-

sonable degree of objectivity

and honesty. But as Sam Peck-

inpah has realized, the most
effective way to explore a

myth is from the inside. Peck-

inpah's familiarity with West-

ern fairy-tales (Ride the High

Country) makes The Wild

Bunch a brilliant examination

of his theme and as visually

poetic as it is grotesque.

In The Wild Bunch, Peckin-

pah repeatedly underlines the

fact that his film is dealing

with the mythology of violence

as seen through fantasy, not

reality. The violence is of the

'Catch-22' type — hyperbolic,

casual, brutal and often with-

out seeming to be motivated by

any sense of rationalism.

Death is both fantastic and ri-

tualistic because of the exten-

sive use of slow motion which

both crystallizes the grue-

someness and transforms the

slaughters into something like

beautifully choreographed bal-

lets.

The metaphor that Peckin-

pah uses to represent this my-
thology isn't blood, rapid-fire

shotguns, automatic pistols or

machine guns, but children and

their games. Children repre-

sent the fantastical side of Hol-

lywood violence in The Wild

Bunch, or is it the violent side

of American fantasy?

During the massacre in the

little Texas town at the outset

of the film, two children watch
emotionlessly

,
perfectly re-

signed to the pulse of blood and

as the 'Bunch' race out of town

we see children again, this

time shooting with play-like

innocence at the pile of corpses

in the street. Near the end of

the film, a small Mexican boy

dressed in an over-sized army
uniform is the one who finally

kills the leader of the Bunch. In

the context of the film his

death becomes nemetic rather

than ironic.

As Lindsay Anderson told us

in the war games scene in If...

and as Peter Brook pointed out

earlier in Lord of the Flies,

children do not so much imi-

tate their elders as their elders

only extend children's games
into what we have chosen to

call 'reality'. Even the entire

Generalissimo's army in The

Wild Bunch is consistently rep-

resented as being little more
than a band of children en-

gaged in a game of death. In

fact, everyone in the film —
the guards on the munitions

train, the bounty hunters, the

Bunch themselves — betray

their affinity to children. Viol-

ence becomes an unanswera-

ble question in Peckinpah's

film — which of its forms is

more gruesome or more real

- the death of James Sanchez

after his throat is slashed open

by the Generalissimo, or the

death of the scorpion at the

beginning of the film as it is

devoured alive by red ants and

then set aflame by a group of

children?

Whereas Peckinpah sees

violence from the inside of the

myth, Hopper chooses to ex-

amine it from the outside.

Easy Rider is a well-docu-

mented series of glimpses,

strung together by the electric-

ity of Jimi Hendrix, Steppen-

wolf, The Band and long de-

serted highways, into the my-

thology of violence as it has

affected the m ind of contempo-

rary America. Images pile up,

frame over frame, in Easy

Rider until the mythology of

violence becomes so confused

with the mythology of money,

manhood and the Right that

what we are left with is a con-

temporary nightmare. The

screen becomes full of black-

ened colours — a country terri-

fied of change and fearful of

freedom in which bigotry is

combined with violence in the

name of justice-

The only releases offered by

Hopper and Fonda are an ob-

vious Jack Kerouacian On-the

-Road' philosophy and drugs.

Acid and grass alone in the

film seem to inspire the only

persistent expressions of per-

sonal, inner feelings. Drugs

are not escape routes in Easy

Rider but rather the only

means that Ginsberg's genera-

tion of "angleheaded hipsters'"

find hope.

If Hollywood has spent dec-

ades building its myths. Peck-

inpah, Hopper and Fonda have

done all they can honestly do in

The Wild Bunch and Easy Ri-

der to tear them down. Per-

haps these two films, and oth-

ers like Francis Ford Coppo-

las The Rain People and Ar-

thur Penn's Alice's Restaur-

ant, point the way to the de-

struction not only of the Holly-

wood mythology of violence

but also of Hollywood itself.

ion ntc hie
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editor....larry haiven associate.. ..jack mccaffrey films. ...ian ritchie

watsUP

This is what is known as

I a blurb which is to say that

I
the REVIEW wants your

body, (and if not washed

I beyond repair) your mind
as well. We need people to

write, to intellectualize

above and beyond the

[ reaches of normal man.
We desperately need peo-

I pie who can do layout, and

would move heaven and

earth to find a good graph-

ic artist. If you have any-

thing interesting to say

about books, films, thea-

tre, art. music or anything

I paguely artistic, say it.

Then come to the "Review

|
and write something.

This is also a blurb for

I the Varsity since this is

such a flashy page and
you're probably reading it.

The Varsity needs writers,

photographers, and other

miscellaneous hangers-on

purveyors of objective

reality and much maligned
seers into the madness of

society.

I Why is this woman angry?

quote from the illustrious

brian johnson — '"asking

bob bossin to write a feely

piece is kinda redundant,

really" bossin copped out

on the centre spread so

haiven held a marathon,

mccaffrey was drunk listen-

ing to sonny greenwich and

was afraid to go back to

georges afterwards perils of

the demon drink marton

constantly writing story and

ritchie offered a trip to new

york and the man never
called back everybody puz-

zled by watters' piece and
hilary listened with an
acute eye to opera langdon

says that we kinda sorta

hafta gettagether and dis-

cuss books sometime and it

sounds like a good idea him

being co-book editor and all

inkster's friend took 108
pics at the rock revival and
none of them turned out

geez! enjoy your freedom
while you may, working
papers are flying many
thanks to errol young for

photography and develop-

ment porextraordinnire

the review staff

"FIND OUT WHAT MAKES
YOU TICK"

But I don't, and finding

myself offended in a varie-

ty of other ways with their

somewhat pathological

advertising I'm not really

excited about what is quite

probably an interesting

and perhaps even valuable

magazine.

The Book of Life maga-
zine series appears to have
a colourful and interesting

layout design and editorial

policy aimed at pleasing as
well as informing. Howev-
er their advertising policy

sounds as if they are trying

to sell some form of psy-
chotic sexuality to robots;

"probes deeper into your
body". . . "deeper and
deeper into your body and
your mind. .

." and after
all that groovy stuff it im-
plies that you "tick"! !

!

maybe there will be a spe-
cial issue about robots and
time-bombs. .

.

The magazine is nice,

but the advertising doesn't

make it, unless, of course,

you are a robot ot ot ot ot

ot ot ot ottttttbz

—spirit

jon karsemeyer

If shorts have recently

appeared to be a dead film-

form, a programme of-

fered by Janus Films on
Oct. 10-12 at Ryerson Thea-
tre is guaranteed to res-

tore your faith. Among the

more memorable pieces to

be screened are Wolfgang
Urch's brilliant animated
study of technology and its

effects on us — Maehina;
George Coe's infamous 15

minute demolition of every
sacred Bergman image —
The Dove; and Polanski's
second film. The Strong
and the Weak — a study in

pantomime of oppression
and imprisonment.

I.R.

THEATRE

Rochdale's Theatre
Passe Muraille, the folks

who brought you Futz,

plans a three-play season
for this year — Paul Fos-
ter's Tom Paine, near the

e d of November, David
Helwig's The Hanging of

William O'Donnell, and
something called The Met-
ropolitan Police Dossier.

Other dates haven't been
announced yet but a re-

quest for support has. For
$17 (or $25 if you're not a
student) you become a
"patron-member", which
means you get into these

plays and into members-
only workshops, get sent
their new quarterly news-
paper, and get put on their

mailing list. (And — who
knows — you might even
get to see the Metro Vice
Squad in action again.)
Make cheques out to Roch-
dale or to Theatre Passe
Muraille, and send them to

11 Trinity Square, Toronto
102, Or phone 366-3376.

McKendree Spring at

the Riverboat has a pleas-

ant and smooth electrified I

folk sound with touches of I

country and jazz showing I

through occasionally. The
group consists of a lead

singer who also plays J

hythm on an electric hol-

low-body, a lead guitar,

bass, and an electrified

violin.

Their songs are interest-

ing and well-played, if not
|

always particularly excit-

ing. The singer has a good I

voice which is suited to

their basically folk materi-

al and he plays strong

rhythm while the bass and
lead offer a solid support
which blends together

|

well. In the songs the vio-

linist didn't add very much I

to the group's effect, and
even put in a few jarring

notes, but when given a

chance to do something on

his own, while the singer

was changing a broken
|

string, he improvised
fine extended instrumental

|

solo with the kind of gypsy-
Turkish effects that Kalei-

1

doscope has popularized,

showing some of the imag-
ination and drive that the

group could use a little

more of in their total

sound.

Considering how diffi-

cult it is for a group as ec-

lectic as McKendree
Spring to sound together

they do remarkably well

and their music is a pleas-

ant change from super-

amplified heavy rock

.

nicholas schmidt I

music... peter hatch art....mike kesterton photography....errol young
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disagreed. He pointed out that

Bissell had not repudiated the

most objectionable parts of the

CPOU paper — the definitions,

taken from Harvard, of what
constituted "illegitimate and
unacceptable activities."

"No parts of the paper are
acceptable," he said. "The
whole statement needs to be
completely repudiated.

'

'

ABOLS ABSTAINS

SAC president Gus Abols
was one of five members to

abstain on the issue.

"I agree with the first two
parts of the motion," Abols
said, "But I found I could not in

good faith support an ultima-
tum when in effect SAC has not

come up with an alternative

policy.

"I felt if SAC had tonight

hammered out what it could do
and proposed that as a reason-

able alternative we could have
issued that ultimatum so that

the administration would ac-

cept that policy."

CONDEMNS BARKWELL

Abols also reiterated the

accusation he made Tuesday at

the meeting of the committee
to reconstitute Caput that the

SAC representatives on that

committee, Bob Barkwell and
Greg Kealy, had acted in a way
that was "counter-productive

and showed a lack of good
faith."

1911103
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"Barkwell and Kealy, mem-
bers of the New Left Caucus,
have done everything possible

to avoid dealing with the issue

constructively," he said.

"Rather, they have avoided
it so that they could participate

in the New Left Caucus strate-

gy of confrontation at any
meeting, in any classroom,
whether the people had assem-
bled for that purpose or not."

Abols suggested that if SAC
decides to reinstate represent-

atives on the committee they

be elected by the whole body of

SAC or by the entire campus,
not just the executive, and that

they not be affiliated with any
political group.

Abols' comments evoked a

furious response from former
SAC rep Alberto di Giovanni

(III SMC)
"I think the action Barkwell

and Kealey took was the only

intelligent action any student

could take at that point," he

said.

PERSONAL ATTACK

Barkwell declined to discuss

what he considered a personal

attack from Abols. "As long as

that statement is the basis of

discussion, we're discussing

not whether we're going to be

repressed but how much we're

going to be repressed — and I

am not willing to do that," he

said.

Michael Vaughan. President

of the Graduate Students' Un-
ion supported the six demands

made by SAC. He announced
that the GSU executive had
moved at an emergency meet-
ing Wednesday afternoon that

:

o Bissell's statement was
totally unacceptable and
should be repudiated

o a committee made up of

representatives of all parts of

the university community ex-

cept the administration be set

up to consider disciplinary pol-

icy with respect to demonstra-
tions, obstructionism and viol-

ence with the intention of ar-

riving at a unified staff-student

policy.

Vaughan also supported the

SAC position Tuesday when he
withdrew from the committee
to reconstitute Caput, follow-

ing the example of Barkwell
and Kealy.

NEW COMPLAINT

Rick McDowell (IV UC), a

member of the Campbell
committee since its inception

in April 1968, found an addition-

al section of Bissell's letter to

get angry about.

In the letter Bissell urged
students and staff "to provide

the university in this interim

period with the kind of body
that can make decisions in all

disciplinary matters, on the

understanding that such a body

could be modified in the light

of the reports of the Campbell

committee and the Commis-
sion on University Govern-
ment."

If these headlines make you mad,

col
iu

OTTAWA IMPASSIVE ^44/ %>
AT SOVIET INVASION

ONTARIO CENSORS
FORBID SHOWING
OF NEW MOVIE

CANADA TO RECOGNIZE RED CHINA

then we invite you to join

RADICALS FOR CAPITALISM

Advocating Reason, Individualism,

Capitalism, and Objectivism, the

philosophy of Ayn Rand

For further information, call 927-6450,

or write BOX 5234, STATION A, TORONTO 1

STUDENT FOOTBALL TICKETS
Sept. 20 WESTERN

Sept. 27 WATERLOO

Oct. 11 McGILL

Nov. 1 QUEEN'S

(Homecoming)

$2.50 for all home games

Tickets on sole TODAY at Varsity

Stadium, Gate 8, 10:00^^:00 p.m

The understanding of these
committees was that they
would make much much more
radical changes than mere
modifications on existing
structures. McDowell com-
plained.

"This kind of statement will
make it difficult for us to com-
plete our report," he said.

AGREEMENT IMPOSSIBtE

At the meeting in Hart
House Tuesday McDowell said.

"Given the tenor of the CPUO
paper. I think it clearly is

going to be almost impossible

for the Campbell commission
to reach agreement."
The report of the commis-

sion is expected early next
week.

Amending a motion made by
Art Mcllwain that SAC form a
committee made up of repre-
sentatives of all parts of the
university community except
the administration to set forth

guidelines on disciplinary pro-

cedure, SAC decided to post-

pone formulating any policy on
discipline until after the Camp-
bell committee reports or until

the next SAC meeting, which-
ever comes earlier.

SAC also gave its official

support to the mass meeting
Thursday in Convocation Hall

although any decision made by

that meeting would not be
binding on SAC.

HART
DfflRElinmU

HOUSE 50
LAST CHANCE TO-DAY

RECORD ROOM INSTRUCTION
1-2 p.m. in Record Room A

CAMERA CLUB OPEN MEETING
Wednesday. October I st

Music Room — 7;4S p.m.

Those interested in |Oining the Camera
Club are invited to attend.

DEBATE
Thursday, October 2

Debates Room — 8 p.m.

Topic

THE GREATEST ENEMY OF THE
UNIVERSITY IS ITS FACULTY

Honorary Visitor

DEAN JOHN SAYWELL
York University

HART HOUSE FALL DANCE
Saturday. October 4th

9 p.m. & - Midnight

•PETER rtANO^LL "THE TROUBADOURS *

•COB CRINGAN "ALTAR EGO*
Tickets: SI - Hall Porter

Stag or Drag
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Residence fees up

Housing scene tough but not critical

As a consequence, all of

these organizations reported

significant increases in the

number of applications re-

ceived this year and with

very few exceptions, most

available spaces have been

taken.

The following is a general

breakdown of the situation in

the university residences:

By JIM STRUTHERS

"Although there has been a

heavier demand on the Hous-

ing Service for accommodation

than in other years, there has

not been the same evidence of

frustration and discourage-

ment. Students have been

able to find accommodation,

but not always apartments

and flats."

This was how Mrs. Mary

Jaffary, director of the Hous-

ing Service, described the

situation which faced many
University of Toronto stu-

dents this year.

The most critical problem,

she said, is the significant

lack of both apartments and

flats brought about the un-

willingness of Toronto lan-

dlords to rent to students.

iiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiii

STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
=

I Student Parking for 1

1969-1970 |
ii les from effic- —

NEW COLLEGE

Despite a $60.00 increase in

fees, to $1010.00 from $950.00

for Arts and Science students,

Wetmore Hall is still filled to

capacity.

New College's Wilson Hall,

with a comparable increase

in fees, reported that approxi-

mately 10 spaces were still

available out of a total of 326.

| Requirements: ^f,

| Applications: tnlT^U

live at least

public transport.

ntil Today
date no further applicatl<

be accepted. Permits given >

sday, Sept. 30th.

= APPLY AT THE SAC OFFICE
iiliillliiiliiiiililliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiliililliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiilillllllllllllllL

ES O'KEEFE CENTRE
»-" 'I FRONT & YONGE 363-6633

Canadian Opera

SPECIAL STUDENT PRICES

$2.00 EACH
A LIMITED NUMBER OF TICKETS AVAILABLE. 12 NOON
UNTIL CURTAIN ON DAY OF PERFORMANCE. O KEEFE
CENTRE BOX OFFICE.

ELEKTRA
. OCT. 3

RIGOLETTO
SEPT. 2»

OCT. 1.4, (MAT.I 7. |0

TURANOOT
SEPT. 26
OCT. 4. 6 i

! DIE FLEDERMAUS
SEPT. 27.30

LA FORZA Da DESTINO
SEPT. 27 IMAT.J OCT. O, 11

WITH TORONTO SYMPHONY

SUCCOTH SHALOM
Tabernacle of Peace

On Campus from Sept. 29-Oct. 3

located between Sir Daniel Wilson

Residence and University

Programmes on Peace

speakers & folksingers

SUCCOTH SERVICES
Hillel Chapel

Fri. Sept. 26 & Sat. Sept. 27

6:00 p.m.

Kiddush following

Hillel House

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

The Sir Daniel Wilson

Men's Residence now reports

3 and possibly 4 single rooms

available due to last-minute

cancellations. Residents here

were also hit by a fees in-

crease of $65.00, thus raising

the price of room and board

to$1009.00.

Whitney Hall, the women's

residence, experienced a rise

in fees as well, to $1008.00

from $928.00 for room and

board and the residence of-

fice reports that due to can-

cellations. 10 spaces are still

available. First year resi-

dents numbered 81 out of a

total 222.

DEVONSHIRE HOUSE

This men's residence is

reported to be completely

full, with a room going for

about $570.00 depending on

your faculty. The proportion

of freshmen remained about

the same as last year, 44 out

of a total of 188.

TRINITY COLLEGE
Both men and women resi-

dences in this college are full

and both report fee increases

as well. Room and board in

the men's residence will cost

you $995.00, up from $865.00

and at St. Hilda's $970.00. up

from $840.00, The number of

freshmen in each residence is

always kept constant at 44 out

of a total of 217 in the men's

and 30 out of 135 in the wom-
en's.

VICTORIA COLLEGE

Victoria College residents

were also caught in a rise in

residence fees with room and
board at Burwash Hall jump-
ing from $975.00 to $1015.00.

In Margaret Addison fees

jumped to $890.00 from
$850.00 in 1968.

Both residences were
reported full.

The two easily discernible

trends in the university resi-

dences this year were a gen-

eral rise in fees ranging from
a low of $40.00 to a high of

$80.00 and a decrease in the

number of freshmen being

admitted.

While not offering a re-

markable bargain in terms of

rent (one bedroom starts at

$135.00. two bedrooms at

$156.00), they do offer accom-
modation which is both close

to the university and availa-

ble for families.

oh! you re allwet

OPEN Thursday

and Friday nites.

Tomboy Hat
Brown - Black - Tan - White

ONLY $6.99

Shiny Wet Bag
Tan - Black - Beige

ONLY $25.00

Shiny Wet Bag
Black - Navy - Brown - Tan

ONLY $20.00

Shiny CI i ngy Wet Boot
Black - White - Navy - Brown
Camel - Beige

ONLY $18.00

C.O.D. Orders Accepted.

Credit and Chargex cards honored.

126 BLOOR STREET
TEL: 921-1779

i.
!

><4
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Suffering, not politics, says Burke

Mitchell Sharp and Prime Min-

ister Pierre Trudeau. It feels

that by pressuring people in

power, it can bring about quick

action by the government.

Of greatest importance to

Burke is resumption of relief

flights to Biafra. He is now
working closely with Canair

Relief in an attempt to con-

vince the Canadian Govern-
ment to resume flights of its

Hercules transport planes.

The Committee For Solidar-

ity with Striking Workers is

sponsoring a demonstration
in support of the striking

nickel workers in Sudbury.

The committee said the

purpose of the demonstration

is to protest "Inco's cynical

manipulation of the striking

nickel workers and the Cana-

dian public.

The demonstration will

take place at the Internation-

al Nickel Company's offices

at the Toronto-Dominion

Centre at Bay and King

Streets on Saturday, Sept. 27
at 1 1 a.m.

Stanley Burke couldn't care

less whether Biafra is inde-

pendent or not.

"I am definitely not pro-

Biafra," Burke said at a meet-

ing Wednesday night. "I
couldn't care less whether in

the end Nigeria is united or

not. Let them hang Ojukwu
(the Biafran's leader) if they

so decide."

Burke, who resigned from

the CBC's news department
following a trip to Biafra, was
on campus to recruit members
for a new organization dedicat-

ed to ending the war in Biafra.

The organization was to have

been called Interpax, but that

name conflicts with an estab-

lished group. Burke's group

has not found a new name, but

the university branch will be

called Unipax.

The group will attempt to

pressure the Canadian govern-

ment into taking action on the

Biafran situation. Burke him-

self is inviting many influential

people into his movement,
which will soon circulate peti-

tions in the home ridings of

External Affairs Minister
Siiiiiiiiiiimiiini uiiiiimiiiimiiiimiiiiui n imiiiiiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiimii i|

I
UNIVERSITY

HOUSING

I
COMMITTEE

|

APPLICATIONS !

FOR STUDENT POSITIONS

NOW J

BEING ACCEPTED l

Last September the SAC called on the university

administration to centralize authority for University

housing development and administration by esta-

blishing a Student-Faculty committee to supersede

all existing committees.

This committee was set up last year. There were

seven students and six faculty members and was

chaired by Prof. D. F. Forster.

Student representatives have to be reappointed

this year and the SAC shall do so in consultation

with the GSU and residence councils.

Please apply in writing, stating your background

qualifications and your reasons for being interested

in serving on this committee.

Applications are to be sent to the SAC office.

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS:

MON. SEPT. 29th

Presents .

.

Centre

for the

Study of

Drama
in

Association

with The
St. Lawrence
Centre

for the

Arts

TANGO

by Slawomir Mrozek
translated by Nicholas Bethell

adapted by Tom Stoppard

.

directed by Joseph Shaw
Curtain at 8 30

and

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA
by Eugene O'Neill

directed by Leon Major

Curtain at 5 30

Food will be available in Hart House during tbe Supper break

The Company includes: Barbara Borland. David Brown,

Patricia Collins. Neil Dainard. Ron Hastings, Don
McManus. Jack Medley, William Needles, Kate Reid. Anna

Reiser. Sean Sullivan. Jonathan White

Regular Season — November 3rd - 22nd

MOURNING BECOMES
TANGO ELECTRA Subscriptions

(Mondays to Thursdays! (Fridays and Saturdays)

Students S1 50 $2 25 S3 00

Regular $3 00 S4 50 S6 50

Gala Opening Night —MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA — S7 50
Friday, November 7 at 5 30 — Performance and Reception following

Students half-price

HA RT HOUSE THEA TRE
University of Toronto

BoxOfnce Now Open 928-8668
SPECIAL STUDENT PHEVIEWS

TANGO —
October 27. 28. 29 @ 8 :30— S1 .00

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA —
October 31 and November 1 (&' 5:30— $1.50

C/>
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The Textbook Store has

vast quantities of used books

[)See Us First ()
to

O)
c

i
o
o
o
o

CO

*
n

o

CO

*

ARE CHEAPER
If you participate in our used book programme

you may have the use of a textbook

for one year for LESS THAN

A QUARTER OF THE NEW PRICE.

Look for this sticker: |
Corner ol Huron &

Wiltcocks Sts.

Look for the

56 foot pmk banner
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THE TEXTBOOK
STORE

», y~ -y THE STUDENT BOOKSTORE Q

%rks * Free Shopping Bags * Great Sounds * Re°
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Davis probes alleged fake plans at Ryerson

Education Minister William

Davis will head an investiga-

tion into alleged mismanage-
ment and fraud in the develop-

ment of expansion plans for

Ryerson Polytechnical Insti-

tute. Premier John Robarts

announced yesterday.

The charges were made
Monday by students Richard

New College supports

SAC ultimatum to Bissel

New College student council

voted last night to support the

Student Administrative Coun-

cil's six demands to the admin-

istration on university discip-

line.

The motion to support SAC
was brought up after New Col-

lege SAC rep Chris Szalwinski

explained the background of

the discipline issue and SAC's

reasons for making the de-

mands. There seemed to be

general support for SAC's ac-

tions and the motion passed

with only one person opposed

A weekend conference of a

pro-Arab group, the Commit-
tee for the Liberation of Pal-

estine, has resulted in the

organization of a counter-

group: Students for Jewish
Survival.

Organized by Abie Pesses.

past president of U of T's Hil-

lel chapter, the group plans a

demonstration today at noon

in Sidney Smith Hall. They
will march to Rochdale Col-

lege, scene of the weekend
conference.

"By allowing the Commit-
tee for the Liberation of Pal-

estine to use its premises for

a conference." Pesses said,

"Rocndale is assuming com-
plicity in genocide."

Pesses has also asked U of

T professors to cancel lec-

tures from noon to 2 p.m. to

show that "the University of

Toronto will not sit and watch
while a meeting for Jewish
genocide goes unchecked."

CINEMATHEQUE
two nevcr-before revived

Classics

W.C. FIELDS
in Six of a Kind (1933)

and Poppy (1936)

also wilh GEORGE BURNS
and GRAC1E ALLEN

Fri. at 7:15 and 9:30 p.m. at

the Music Library,
559 Avenue ltd. at St. Clair

Remodelling & Alteration!

— A Specialty —

STUDENTS' ELITE

Cleaners & Tailors

054 Spadina Ave.

922-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cords

MEMBER OF INDEPENDANT
CLEANERS ASSOC.

"We have decided to back

SAC up to this point," said

council vice-president Eric

Piatt.

"Any further decision con-

cerning this matter will have

to be considered in full by the

council," he added.

"This issue concerns every

student on campus." said SAC
rep Ceta Ramkhalawansingh.

"It s good that the New Col-

lege council decided to support

SAC's demands," she said, "I

hope the other college councils

do the same."
The council also decided to

censure the New College ad-

ministration for its policy of

not allowing non residents into

the college after midnight.

Said Miss Ramkhalawan-
singh who made the motion.

"This policy is not conducive

to a college atmosphere. Non-

resident New College students

cannot study here after mid-
night, even- if they have no-

where else to go."

Council president Jon Fidler

said he would take the decision

to the New College administra-

tion council for discussion.

Finlay. 22, and Gordon Jack-

son, 23, who resigned from the

Ryersun Board of Governors

over what they called fake

expansion plans presented to

city planners by the institute.

The controversy centres on

two sets of expansion plans

drawn up by the Ryerson

Board.

The first was a design for

short-term growth, while the

second was to be kept as a

guide for long-term develop-

ment.

Board vice-chairman J. S.

MacKay said in a release Tues-

day that Jackson and Finlay

"confused long range planning

with the practicalities as dic-

tated by available land and

money, and academic need."

The second plan, concerning

consideration of means of fu-

ture accommodation, would

"await city and Ontario Munic-

ipal Board approval" said

MacKay.
"The board has at all times

acted out of concern for the

students, the taxpayers of the

province and all members of

the Ryerson community," said

board-member W. M. Kelly.

The board issued a state-

ment Monday saying the fail-

ure of these students to partici-

pate effectively in board af-

fairs was "peculiar to the men
themselves."

Premier Robarts, in his

answering letter to Finlay and

Jackson, said he had no reason

to believe that they had been a

"disruptive influence" on the

board.

Teacher held prisoner five minutes

BOSTON - The FBI has

been asked to investigate the

movement of Students for a

Democratic Society members
into Boston high schools, the

Boston school committee said

yesterday.

Committee chairman John
Kerrigan admitted the action

"might shock the pants off

some of our liberals and liber-

tarians."

He said "I hope for arrests

and prosecutions" in any fur-

ther incidents of SDS disrup-

tion of classrooms.

On Wednesday a teacher at

Girls Latin School said she was
held prisoner in her own class-

room for five minutes while
five girls, allegedly SDS mem-
bers, lectured the students on
reform and revolution.

Windsor cuts OUS
WINDSOR (CUP) — When the University of Windsor stu-

dents' council made up its budget and ratified it Thursday,

they left out the Ontario Union of Students.

Faced with a $28,000 deficit left from last year's council,

the Windsor students decided they couldn't afford the provin-

cial union and proceeded to save approximately $1,300.

"Windsor still wants to be a member of OUS," said coun-

cil president Wayne Yared. "We will ask OUS to accept us as

non-paying members. If OUS wants us to be a member they

will have to accept us on those terms."

All areas on the Windsor budget were drastically cut. OUS
president Jim Kehoe said Thursday that "some arrangement

could be worked out to keep Windsor in the provincial union

without payment of fees."

OHSIP plan will boost

student medical costs

TORONTO (CUP) — University students from campuses
across Ontario are considering a mass march on Queen s Park
to protest the beginning of medicare on Oct. 1 and the higher

premiums the compulsory medical scheme will mean to most
students.

Student representatives will meet in Guelph this Saturday

to discuss the medicare question.

Michael Vaughan, president of the Graduate Student Un-

ion, said the Ontario Hospital Services Insurance Plan will

mean a large increase in medical costs to many students.

At U of T single students are now able to purchase medi-

cal insurance for $29 a year under a private plan. Beginning

Oct. 1, basically the same coverage will cost $69, Vaughan
said.

CPUO makes (another?) decision

The Committee of Presidents of Universities of Ontario

has reached a decision on the number of non-Canadian faculty

members in Canadian Universities.

The statement rads: "that scholarship is universal and

that nationality and place of birth are in themselves irrele-

vant." No quota system will be imposed and no preference will

be given to native Canadians.

However, the statement recommends a fuller advertising

program for academic vacancies' in Canadian University

publications.

Watkins on a socialist Canada
Prof. Mel Watkins will present his views on a socialist

Canada at a Young New Democrats seminar here this week-
end.

In a controversial document "For an Independent Social-

ist Canada", released Sept. 4, Watkins outlined his views for

introducing socialism in Canada. Watkins advocated severing

economic ties with the U.S.

Watkins feels that the power in this country should be re-

distributed, giving the working class control of industrial deci-

sion making.

The seminar will be at Hart House from 9:30 a.m. to 4

p.m. on Saturday and from 12:30 to 6 p.m. at Sidney Smith
Hall.

U ofT

FEED - IN

JOHN KNOX IS ALIVE AND EATING WELL
AT THE CORNER OF HARB0RD AND SPADINA

STUDENTS, STAFF, FACULTY
join him for a free supper at 6:00, Saturday, Sept. 27

at Knox Church
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Pollution Probe scores again
A "delighted" Dr. Donald Chant, a prominent member of

Pollution Probe said yesterday that his group had almost
"completely achieved its aim" in limiting the use of DDT in

Ontario.

Dr. Chant, chairman of the Department of Zoology, said

the provincial government's decision to ban the use of the

chemical, except in a few authorized cases, would result in a

90 per cent reduction in the use of the insecticide.

He said that his next target is the Federal Government as
well as the remaining Provincial Governments in Canada.

"Now that we have cleaned up our own house, we don't

want other peoples' dirt tracking up our hallways," said Chant

noting that the use of DDT anywhere in North America affects

the food here.

In the future he hopes to attack the sewage and industrial

waste that contribute to water pollution.

He dismissed as an "exaggerated claim" yesterday's

report that a new lime sewage process would cut down pollu-

tion by 92 per cent.

Slue and White may fold

Would you like to work on University of Toronto Social Committee? Would you like to

plan concerts with artists such as Un & Sylvia, Buffy St. Marie, Chambers Brothers,

Mother Tucker's Yellow Duck? Would you like to organize dances with groups such as

the Majesties, Sherman & Peabody, Scarborough Fair, Three Drum, Two Minute Hate,

Quiet Jungle?

Then you want to join

BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY
Come to our first Open Meeting, Tuesday Sept. 30th, at 7 p.m. in the South Sitting Room

in Hart House, or leave your name, address and phone no. at the SAC Office.

The Blue and White Society

ay fold within two months

ccording to interim chairman

Payne Pulver (I Dents).

Pulver said yesterday that

nless the society finds a per-

anent chairman very soon, it

vill cease to function after the

beginning of November.

| Pulver is acting as chairman

fend has planned activities for

the society until Homecoming.

Bet. 31 - Nov. 2, but said he

Eannot continue the post after

[hat.

"Due to schoolwork and my

The Varsity wishes to clarify

statements made in Wednes-
day's issue concerning Dr. A. B.

B. Moore's retirement as Presi-

dent of Victoria University.

Dr. Moore will continue as

president until July 1, 1970, at

which time he will be succeed-

ed by Prof. J. f. Hodgetts, who
has been principal of Victoria

to//ege since 1967.

I Prof. Hodgetts was chosen
to succeed Or. Moore last

ring by a student-faculty-

\dministration committee. His

ppointment was ratified by
the Victoria University Board
of Regents during the summer.

other SAC activities, I won t

have the time to run the Blue
and White society," he said.

Pulver is New College SAC
rep.

Little interest has been
shown in the Blue and White
Society over the past couple of

years, and Pulver wondered
whether it could serve a useful

purpose anymore. He said

there was too much apathy on

campus and too many other

activities going on in the city

for the society to be effective.

"We ran free concerts and
films last year, but we have to

make some money before we
can do it again," he said.

He also felt poor organiza-

tion in the past has hindered

the society. Last year's chair-

man, Abe Mudrick, was not

elected to the post and ran the

society in what Pulver termed

"a dogmatic fashion."

Mudrick had applied to be

chairman again, but he wanted

90 per cent of the society's

profits for his efforts. These

terms were unacceptable to

SAC, and the society does not

have a chairman now.

"We've advertised for a

chairman but nobody's ap-

plied," said Pulver.

HERE AND NOW
TODAY

noon
Psychology Student Union will meet

professors to discuss the question ol

psychology committee meetings. All

hology students ere urged to attend.

0B3 Sydney Smith,

1 :10 p.m.
ut At Sea. a play by Slavomii Mro*ek.

ented by the UC Players' Guild Quad
est Hall. UC

7:00 p.m.
rsity Chnstian Fellowship Fall Confer-

— Speaker Don Freeman Topic "AN

's in Christ ' Cars leave from Hart

krainian Students' Club Registration,

nation, and Dance to be held in Hart
' ie. Debates' Room.

Saturday

1 OO p m
tiwal of music and art at Albion Gar
Park oil Islington Avenue, north of

n Road (North Bus Irom Islington Sta-

° end of line by TTCI Music continu-
'om 1 00 P M to It 00 p m Admis-

Iree For ilorr i 231

2297

Evening

Why is the Big "G"? Come to the Post

Football Game Parlies at the Skule House

and find out. Evening parly as well.

Sunday

11:00 a.m.

University Lutheran Chapel Sermon; "Is

the- Student a Nigger?' Colfee. rolls and

discussion following sermon. 610 Spadina

across from New College.

8:00 p.m.

Warrendale. Presented by TC Lit 50e

admission Seeley Hall. Trinity College

Ladies Welcome.

DAILY

10:46 — 4:45 p.m.

You are invited to send in your Bitch -ol-

the-Day. editorial information, complaints

and letters to Lawrence M Bedder. Radio

Varsity

1:00 — 2:00 p.m.

For a chance to meet new people, be

intellectual and partake in a Mincah

lo Rm 2129 Sydney Smith

HART HOUSE DEBATE
Topic

"THE GREATEST ENEMY
OF THE UNIVERSITY
IS ITS FACULTY"

Honorary Visitor

DEAN JOHN SAYWELL
York University

Debates Room - 8:00 pm
Thursday, October 2, 1969

(LADIES WELCOME)

-« J .*..l..l..r J .r J .i..i-.i^t.-r..l. .I,..!., fclj .tj fclj »l. fclj *1* *4* *1* "i* -d* *X» sLmI* -X* >A* *I* 'I' ^Lf
if. rf. if. if. ifl *fl Jfi Sfi S^rf *T" *T* *T* *T* *T* *T* 'T* *T* *T" *T* *T* •"T* »T* *T* •T* •T' •T* *T' *T* •T* *T* T* -T* *^*T" <T* *T* *T* T" *T*

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

UNIVERSITY of TORONTO

JACKETS

LEVI'S and LEES

BLAZERS and CRESTS

CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

401 YONGE ST. (at fierrard)

PHONE 368-

TORONTO 200. ONT,
729

(:**********************************************

Service

and have lunch with Yavneh

MEDS FRESHMAN WELCOME
VARSITY ARENA

FRI. SEPT. 26 8:30 - 12 PM
WITH THE CHOSEN FEW

%$\\\Mi>i»'nt'' 1ftii"innim»«l'||l liwpi'MWIil't W"|i|M|l»l»l» lf l »»«if»'i

J NURSES - FREE MEDS - 75<

f GIRLS - 50< ARTSIES - $1.25

% ENGINEERS - $5.00

"lil I nil null iillllii>iK.Ail«'l>Ut.ilte, | llHl'Jll.vlllll. l li>il lM<AJr#llfe*M^
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Home Opener Tomorrow

Murph promises Warriors 'something special

Bv PAUL CARSON McLellan garnered three runningback spots, and Murph
i i. j „ nn i ntir ii -it- ,. , i

, .1,.... i all.clar snlil pnri
By PAUL CARSON

"Forget that Waterloo's an

expansion team.'' Murph was

saying last night- "They're a

big strong club; this isn't going

to be an easy game, not easy at

all."

Now starting his fourth year

at the helm of the local heroes.

Murph is not just playing the

traditional game of "build up

the opposition."

Last year, a heavily-fa-

voured Toronto team waltzed

into Waterloo for what should

have been a laugher against

the Warriors.

However, Waterloo halfback

Gord McLellan put on a daz-

zling one-man show and Blues

had to block three converts

just to salvage a tie.

McLellan garnered three

touch-downs, one on a scintil

lating 50-yard run.

"Don't worry, this time we
have something extra special

ready for him," Murphy said.

What's that?

"Why don't you come to the

game and see for yourself?"

Fair enough.

Blues starting backfield fea-

tures Vic Alboini at quarter-

back and last year's rookie

sensation. Walt Sehr. leading

the running attack. As Sehr

must replace Copp and Omega
Trophy winner Mike Raham.

he must produce a fantastic

season just to avoid unfavora-

ble comparisons.

Outstanding rookie Cor Dor-

et will start in one of the other

IK

runningback spots, and Murph

has switched all-star split end

Eric Walter to flanker "so he'll

have a little more room to

manouver."

Biggest surprise is the

choice of veteran defensive

halfbackplace kicker Bill

Stankovic for the final running-

back slot.

It was actually quite simple,

according to the genial coach.

"Stankovic has been running

real hard in scrimmages, he

ran very well against Western,

so why not? He's earned it."

In other position changes.

John Chapman moves to split

end Rick Agro, last season's

all-star centre, becomes an

interior linebacker.

ALEX SQUIRES PAUL MacKAY
Two of Blues 1 968 SIFL All-Stars

Nine new laces crack tough Blues lineup

Less than four weeks ago, about 55 eager

and talented rookies began workouts in their

quest for a position on the football Blues. Ot

this group, four lucky frosh will play their

first varsity game tomorrow.

WAYNE DUNKLEY - a 170-pound Metro
All-Star from Monarch Park, he'll be back up
man to veteran Blues signal called Vic Al-

,
boini. Wayne came off a rather average per-

formance in Guelph to directed a powerful
Varsity running attack last week against
Western. "Watch him," says Murph. "in a

couple of years he will be great, simply
great."

JODY ORTVED-a product of the tradi-

tionally well-coached teams at UTS. Jody has
won a starting position in Blues defensive
secondary, and that's not an easy lineup to

crack. He's 510" and 175 pounds. Films of the

Western game indicate the controversial pass
interference call against Ortved was close
enough to have gone either way. He*s also

experienced in hockey and track,

CORRADINO (COR) DORET - another
Metro All-Star lured to Varsity by coach Mur-
phy, his fine play in both pre-season games
has won him a spot in the starting offensive

backfield. His powerful running produced a
clever td against Guelph and he bulled for

what should have been the winner last week.
"Doret's given us the running and his blocking
isn't bad for a rookie," says Murph.
GRANT HINCHCLIFFE - still more AU-

Star material for the Varsity coahces, 'Hinch
has an excellent chance of displacing Mark
Slater at tight end. A graduate of Leaside. he
packs 187 pounds on a 6'1" frame and is a dev-
astating blocker.

In addition to these four legitimate rooks.

Blues will dress five other "quasi-rookies--,

players who have previous training camp and

interfac experience but haven't seen any sig-

nificant action before this season.

RANDY MYERS, a product of Vic's Mu-
lock champions, has won a spot on the roster

as a backup halfback. He's 5'U", and a grad

of Scarlett Heights.

REIN ENNO has been a most pleasant sur-

prise during training camp, and seems to have

offensive center all locked up. He practiced

with Blues last year but saw very little game
action.

BOB POTTS, backup guard and linebacker,

is another Mulock winner who's made it to the

intercollegiate lague. A real Vic vet, he

starred on four interfac championship teams.

DAVE GEE might start at tackle if Norm
Trainor's knee ankle problems don't clear up

before Saturday. He's another veteran of in-

terfac — you guessed it — at Vic. Now you

know how the SCARLET AND GOLD keeps on

winning.

HARTLEY STERN - finally, a graduate of

interfac who didn't play for Vic. but maybe he
wishes he did. Hartley, an outstanding athlete

at Forest Hill, did and died for gutsy Meds in

the Mulock final. Now he's playing with
Myers, Potts and Gee; he made a key inter-

ception against Western and should start in

one of the corner linebacking slots.

And how do you classify a graduate of the

Notre Dame glory teams of the mid-sixties
and a late cut of Argos last year? At 26, Pete
Lamantia is hardly a rookie, but it's his first

regular season game as a Blue. A deadly open-
field tackier, he'll probably start in the defen-
sive secondary.

RUGGER
The Varsity Blues Rugger Team began the season's con-

tact with other" teams last Wednesday with a trial^ match at

York University.

The game was very scrappy with especially uninspired

play by the Blue forwards whose only unifying force was the

continuous verbal barrage and strong play of captain and pack

leader. Graehem Wynn.

Our weakness, fortunately, was more than balanced by

the ineptitude of the York =/4 line which only rarely managed to

get the ball to its speedy wingers.

BOTH TEAMS USED SUBS FREELY

The opening kickoff put the ball deep into York territory

and their forwards, with assertive loose ruck play, advanced

the ball into Blues' territory. After a long period of erratic

play, staccattoed by the over-zealous whistles of the referee.

Maher intercepted a bad pass by a York centre and sprinted

forty yards for the first try of the game.

A strong headwind foiled Cairns' convert attempt and the

score remained 3-0 for Toronto. York forged back into Toronto

territory but were foiled by lead-belly fullback Larry Mc-

Kenna who stopped a point-blank grub kick by the attacking

York pack.

Toronto won the loose ruck and the subsequent advance

down the field was completed with a try by Segsworth. an

import to the Toronto squad. Undaunted, the York team

forged back and scored their only points of the match with a

penalty kick by Hunter to make the score at the half. Toronto 6

York 3.

In a trial game, substitutions are allowed so York re-

placed about half of their starting team with second team

players while Toronto replaced wing forwards vanBanning

and Henrv with Dicke and McAlister.

York kicked off to Toronto and the Blue pack, a little

more accustomed to working together, gained more posses-

sion of the ball in all phases of play and despite two York pene-

trations to the Toronto 5 yard line, were able to set up tries by

McKenna. Owens and Wynn, two of which were converted by

scrum-half, Andy Cairns.

The try by Wynn occurred following a high kick by the

Toronto fly-half that caused the York winger and fullback to

knock each other flat, delivering the ball into the surprised

captain's hands and enabling him to charge over for the score.

All in all it was an exciting game, the Blues showing potential

that can be brought out with more training and concentration

on teamwork. The final score — Toronto 22. York 3.

EXCELLENT DEPTH AT ALL POSITIONS

The win shows that the gaps left in the % line by the de-

parture of Wraw, Pierre. Sutherland and Phibbs have been

well Tilled by new players from Great Britain, New Zealand.

Australia and the United States.

As for the pack, the eight positions are filled by seasoned

veterans and several very competitive newcomers. The team

this year has very good depth so that for virtually all fifteen

positions, there are at least two hot contenders and since cap-

tain Wynn has stated that first team selections, made two days

previous to each match, will be based on recent performance

in games and practises, rather than past reputation, all com-

petent players will play in some First Team games.

The test of the Blues' depth comes this weekend when two

full teams will travel to the University of Michigan at Ann

Arbor for two games, continuing the exchange plan between

the two universities. Despite their large size Michigan, in the

past two years, has failed to defeat either Toronto team be-

cause of lack of knowledge of the game, but Toronto is expect-

ing the worst and has been training vigorously all week.

CHRISTMAS TOUR PLANNED

This Christmas, following the regular season, Toronto

will send a team and several reserves to Great Britain for a

tour of games with eight British clubs. For this reason, we
will need extra support from both interested players and fans

at practises and games so consult this column every Monday
for reports on weekend games and match schedules for the

week. Blue buttons supporting Rugger are now on sale by sev-

eral players and will be available at all games. The proceeds

all go towards the cost of the tour, and since the players must
pay most of the costs themselves, your purchase of one of

these witty buttons would be greatly appreciated.

by dan mcalister



REPORT FAVOURS TOTAL
OVERHAUL OF DISCIPLINE

By DAVID FRANK

University of Toronto Presi-

dent Claude Bissell last night

released the text of an 88-page

report proposing sweeping and

radical changes in the discipli-

nary procedures at this univer-

sity.

The report was prepared by

a 10-man presidential advisory

committee which President

Bissell appointed in February

1968.

Chairman of the committee

was Prof. D. R. Campbell.

The report proposes replac-

ing the present supreme disci-

plinary body, the Caput, com-

posed of 24 top faculty and

administrators, with a system

of tribunals composed of elect-

ed students and faculty.

The report proposes com-
pletely new machinery for the

administration of discipline,

proposes guidelines for new
rules as well as recommending
certain specific changes in

university rules.

The role of disciplinary rules

and procedures, reads the re-

port, is "to help members of

the University perform their

functions of teaching and
learning, of research, and of

critical analysis."

The following were formu-

lated by the committee as bas-

ic principles:

• The university has no in-

terest in the personal behavior

of staff or students except

where this may affect their

ability to perform their duties.

• The doctrine of "in loco

parentis" should be rejected.

The university should assume
students are "sufficiently

mature that they should make
their own decisions concerning

moral and social behavior."

9 No member of the univer-

sity should receive special

treatment in cases involving

infraction of the law. For in-

stance, charges of theff on

campus would not be dealt

with by the campus tribunals.

• Mediation committees

should be established to try to

reach voluntary solutions to

disputes arising- in the class-

room. This would include dis-

continued P.3

Campus disruptions

The Campbell Report, in dealing with the issue of campus

demonstrations, classifies protest in three main categories:

I off-campus demonstrations. These are outside the univer-

sity's jurisdiction.

o "Non-disruptive" demonstrations which occur on campus.

The Campbell Report says the university should "actively ac-

comodate such protest and protect demonstrators, forcibly if

need be." This would include picketing, distribution of literature,

etc. as well as rallies and marches which "do not interfere with

the performance of the essential educational function of the Uni-

versity."

• "Disruptive" demonstrations. The report recognizes that

in the last several years many of this type of demonstration have

occurred.

The report defines such demonstrations and stresses that

disruptions are "not simply due to a conspiracy of a small group

of revolutionaries," but are often symptoms of "much wider dis-

content."

The report suggests that the restructuring of university gov-

ernment in line with democratic decision-making recommended

by the CUG report, "should help to prevent those disruptive

demonstrations that arise . . . because of ignorance on the part of

demonstrators; insensitivity on the part of administrators and

inadequate means of consultation and discussion between the

two."

Among disruptive demonstrations, reads the report, there

are two types: those which are "violent or destructive in charac-

ter" and those which are "simply obstructive."

Campbell thus recognizes that "a given disruptive demon-

stration may prove to be justified."

continued p.3

photo by Tim Koehler

No action was taken when the Toronto Student Movement disrupted Clark Kerr's lecture last year.

What would happen this year?

THE WHEELS OF JUSTICE
The Campbell Report would

replace the present supreme
disciplinary body, the Caput,

composed of 24 top faculty and

administrators and meeting in

secret, with a system of joint

staff and student tribunals,

mediation and hearing com-
mittees.

t Mediation committees
would deal with disputes aris-

ing in out of the teaching-

learning function of the univer-

sity. This would include such

matters as grading, course

content, etc.

These committees would be

composed equally of elected

students and faculty, could

impose no penalties and would

have to attempt to reach a vol-

untary settlement of the dis-

pute. If they failed, the matter

would be passed on to the ap-

propriate superior tribunal.

• Within each of the eight

colleges, plus the faculty of

arts and science, engineering,

medicine, dentistry and gradu-

ate school, and division of ex-

tension, a tribunal would try

cases arising in the classroom,

and which mediation commit-

tees could not resolve.

They could impose, by a

majority vote, penalties rang-

ing from "censure", suspen-

sion of students or faculty for

up to six months or the remain-

der of the academic year. If

the penalty involved loss of

remuneration or the loss of an

academic year, at least four of

the five members of the panel

hearing the case would have to

concur.

• A recommendation that a

student be expelled or a faculty

member dismissed would re-

quire a four-fifths vote of the

panel hearing the case. Such a

recommendation would result

in formation of a hearing

committee to consider the

matter. In effect this proce-

dure makes expulsion or dis-

missal as difficult and tedious

a process as dismissing a fac-

ulty member enjoying tenure.

The tribunals would consist

of nine staff and nine students

each, plus non-voting chair-

men, preferably with legal

experience. Cases would be

heard by panels of three stu-

dents and two faculty (in the

case of a student accused) or

three faculty and two staff is

the accused is a staff member.
Tribunal membership would

be determined by lot, using the

university computer. This

method, says the report,

"should prevent any hint of

bias in selection and it would

avoid the dangers of the inter-

mingling of elections with judi-

cial matters and conduct." All

members of the appropriate

faculty and student body would

be eligible to sit on tribunals of

the college, faculty, school or

division to which they belong.

The highest campus court

would be the University Tri-

bunal. It would be a court of

appeal from the lower tribun-

als and a court of first instance

in cases involving cross-cam-

pus regulations such as rules

regarding research, social off-

ences, and defamatory publi-

cations, as well as action re-

garding demonstrations and

protests.

This tribunal would have the

same powers to impose penal-

ties as the lower tribunals.

It would consist of appointed

representatives of the follow-

ing groups: Association of the

Teaching Staff (nine mem-
bers). Graduates Student Un-

ion (two members). Students

Administrative Council (six

members) and the Extension

Students Union (one member),

continued p.3



SPEEDREADINC
JUST THRlI E LESSONS
STUDY TECHNIQUES

RESULTS GUARANTEED
STUDENTS S35 ADULTS $45

SAVE $10.00
REGISTER BY SEPT. 30, 1969

488-2836

ERWIN'S
BARBER SHOP

640 YONGE ST.

(Cor. Yonge and Irwin)

Welcomes back all students.

Courteous service ond neat

grooming In all styles assured

by 3 Lie. Barbers.

I FURS- I

I LEATHER I

I GENERATION COATS I

I SHEEP RUGS I

! SKIN & BONES !

' 670 YONGE ST. '

| - 2 SOUTH OF BLOOR |

j
STUDENT DISCOUNT

j

Get

SOLNICKI GORDand BREGMAN PRODUCTIONS

PRESENTS

JOHNNY WINTER
Massey Hall Friday October 3

7.30 and 10 p.m.

Tickets S3. 50. $4.50. S5.50

Avai lable at all Sam the Record Man Stores

Le Chateau. 719 Yonge St.

Massey Hall Box Office

With The Humble Sponge and Whiskey Howl

Booked by Frederick Lewis

!
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

MARRIED
STUDENTAPARTMENTS

Charles & Yonge Sts.

STILL AVAILABLE

1 bedroom apartments from

$147.00 to $153.00 per month

2 bedroom apartments from

$172.00 to $176.00 per month

FULL TIME MARRIED STUDENTS
apply in person to.

Housing Service 49 St. George St.

Applications are now being received

for the position of

SPEAKER
of the Students' Administrative

Council

Apply in writing to:

SPEAKER'S COMMITTEE

SAC OFFICE

Deadline: Wed. Oct. 1, 1969 4 p.m.

campus
\ Stationery Supplies f
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TORONTO - NORTH CAROLINA
EXCHANGE

TRAVEL TO CHAPEL HILL FOR

A GRAND DAY EXPERIENCE

IN UNIVERSITY LIFE.

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN

S. A. C. OFFICE TILL 5 P.M.

Thursday. October 2ND.

HART HOUSE THEATRE

USHERS
Volunteers needed for ushers for the two

Hart House Theatre Productions.

CALL AT
THE THEATRE BOX OFFICE

OR PHONE 928-8668

SUCC0TH SHALOM
TABERNACLE OF PEACE

Monday, September 29 -

Friday, October 3

Between Sir Daniel Wilson

Residence and University College

Programme
MON. 1:00 p.m. - "Peace-ln".

TUES. 1:00 p.m. - Abie Pesses speaking on "The Tension

between Morality and Self-Preservation".

Programmes on Peace throughout the week.

LECTURE

Emanuel Shimoni
Tuesday, September 30, 8:30 p.m.

Hillel House

For Academic Year 1969-70

Needed: A Speakerfor the

New College Student Council

Qualifications:

Must be o student at or a graduate of a

Canadian University

Knowledge of Roberts Rules of Order

All Applications to be addressed to:

JON FIDLER
21 Classic Ave.. Wetmore Hall Room 235

This Position carries with it a $100*00 Honourorium .

asylum, n. Sanctuary, place of

refuge, shelter; institution

for shelter and support of

afflicted or destitute persons,

esp. lunatics. The first asy'lum,

accoutrements, raiments, trap

ings .opens October sixth,

twelve wellesley street west.



TOTAL OVERHAUL
cont'd from P.l

putes over course content,

grading, etc.

• The procedures of the tri-

bunals must be in accord with

the rules of "natural justice".

This means an end to the Star

Chamber-style proceedings

employed by the present Ca-

put.

• Off-campus activities of

students and faculty should

"only on rare occasions" be

the concern of the university.

Intervention would be warrant-

ed where "the performance of

the functions of the university

are adversely affected." This

is meant to apply to over-in-

volvement in off-campus
committments to the detri-

ment of one's academic per-

formance.

• The whole disciplinary

set-up should be decentralized.

This would mean creation of

"lower tribunals" at the col-

lege, school, and faculty level

as well as creation of a "uni-

versity tribunal."

• All disciplinary bodies

should consist entirely of stu-

dents and faculty, chosen ei-

ther by vote or lot. A panel of

three students and two staff

would hear cases involving a

student, while a faculty mem-
ber would be tried by a majori-

ty of his peers.

The guidelines for university

rules which the Report propos-

es are as follows:

TEACHING-LEARNING

In any course the students

and the instructor should at-

tempt to reach agreement on

approach and procedures in the

course. If disputes which can-

not be resolved arise they will

go on to the mediation commit-

tees and then to the lower tri-

bunals.

"Any student or instructor,"

reads the report, "has the right

to question whether the course

content is in accordance with

the course outline, to question

grading practices or persistent

failure to appear for classes, to

complain of alleged discrimi-

nation, or to protest recurrent

disruption and so forth.

Cheating, plagiarism, and

similar offences would be han-

dled by the lower tribunals.

The same holds for cheating on

exams.
Falsification of records also

goes to the appropriate tribun-

al, as well as forging of letters

of recommendation.

Students should, have the

right to appeal academic rul-

ings regarding standing, peti-

tions, etc.

RESEARCH

Members of the university

should enjoy complete free-

dom in the selection of re-

search projects subject to

three qualifications:

• No secret research should

be performed using university

facilities.

a In research involving

human subjects precautions

must be taken to ensure "the

physical or mental health or

dignity of the subjects.
'

'

• Research hazardous to

persons or property should be

cleared with university and
government officials.

, Community service by

members of the university

community is not of concern

unless it "encroaches" persist-

ently on time which should

be devoted to the uni-

versity's functions which have

priority."

THE LIBRARY

There should be equal, if not

precisely similar, treatment

for faculty and students in

imposing penalties and fines at

the library, says the report.

The present situation, in which

students are subject to fines

but faulty subject only to warn-

ings, should be ended.

Restrictions in the use of li-

brary facilities, however, are

necessary because of the dif-

fering needs of undergradu-

ates, graduates, and faculty.

A Library Tribunal, consist-

ing of five faculty and five stu-

dents selected by lot from the

entire university community,

should have the power to levy

fines, suspend library privi-

leges, etc. In serious cases,

such as theft, the Tribunal may
recommend laying charges in

the regular courts.

RESIDENCES

Says the Report: "Those

who live in a residence should

have self-government in set-

ting up and administering resi-

dence rules."

All staff and students in a

given residence should be sub-

ject to the same rules and no

academic penalties should be

imposed for infractions.

Fines are considered to be

"an inappropriate penalty". A
scale ranging from warnings

and reprimands to loss of privi-

leges up to expulsion is sug-

gested instead.

The report suggests resi-

dence level disciplinary com-
mittees, selected by the resi-

dents themselves.

The role of dons is envisaged

as one of "advisers, teachers,

counsellors, business manag-

ers and custodians of proper-

ty" and it is proposed residents

have a significant voice in

their selection. If indeed dons

are to be retained, the Report

suggests they be relieved of

disciplinary functions."

These recommendations
apply only to the directly uni-

versity-run residences, but the

suggestions are also directed

at the federated colleges.

PUBLICATION

Unsigned material, or mate-

rial sponsored by groups out-

side the university, "should not

have an automatic right to dis-

tribution" on campus, says the

Report, although no action

would normally be taken un-

less defamorty material were

involved.

Charges alleging defamato-

ry attacks could be taken to the

University Tribunal as well as

the regular courts.

The Report recommends
that the necessary legal steps

be taken to ensure that no part

of the university be held re-

sponsible for anything appear-

ing in faculty or student publi-

cations.

THEFT

Theft is a criminal offence

and consequently charges

should be laid in the regular

courts, not the university tri-

bunals. Students and faculty

should not be entitled to extra

privileges because they belong

to the university.

DISORDERLY CONDUCT

Rowdy behavior by mem-
bers of the university which

"may be disruptive but would

not be described as demonstra-

tions" should be treated as if

they had occurred at non-uni-

versity events.

(The full text of the Camp-
bell Report is being made
available today across cam-

pus. The Varsity will be deal-

ing in depth with various as-

pects of the report in upcoming

weeks.)

How it would work
cont'd from p.l

There would also be a non-vot-

ing chairman with legal back-

ground appointed for a one or

two-year term.

Five-man panels would be

selected by lot to hear each

case.

Each individual tribunal will

decide at the outset of a case

whether proceedings are to be

open or closed. If either the

complainant or the accused

ask that the hearings be open,

reads the report, we would

expect the Tribunal to accede

to the desires of either the ac-

cused or the complainant in

this matter, opening the hear-

ings . .

.

The Varsity still welcomes

one and all to come write,

photograph, lay-out or any-

thing else we can find for

you to do. We run about

least exclusive clique on

campus. The Review also

likes writers and especially

graphic artists. Come in any

day to 91 St. George St.,

second floor and fill in a

form or come in Sunday,

Tuesday or Thursday in the

afternoon and experience a

production night.

M .. HART

HOUSE 50

RECORD ROOM INSTRUCTION
In Record Room A

To-Day - 12-2 p.m.

October I - 5-6 p.m.

October 3 - 12-2 p.m.

CAMERA CLUB OPEN MEETING
Wedne sday, October 1st

Music Room — 7:45 p.m.

Guest Speaker Mr. Gi Ibert Milne.
Past President. Commercial Photo-

graphers' Association. New Members
are especially invited to attend.

NOON HOUR DEBATES MEETING
South Sitting Room -

I p.m.
Wednesday, October 1st

Members interested in debating
are invited to this discussion.

DEBATE
Thursday, October 2

Debates Room — 8 p.m.

Topic
THE GREATEST ENEMY OF THE
UNIVERSITY IS ITS FACULTY

Honorary Visitor

DEAN JOHN SAYWELL
York University

(Ladies Welcome)

HART HOUSE FALL DANCE
Saturday. October 4th

9 p.m. - Midnight
' PETER RANDAL * THE TROUBADOURS "

' BOB CRINGAN • ALTAR EGO
Tickets: SI - Hall Porter

Stag or Drag

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
October 5th - Great Hall - 8:30

Guest Artist

ADELE ARMIN
Violinist

Tickets: Hall Porter

Disruptions cont'd from p.l

But in cases where the safety of persons or university prop-

erty is endangered, "there is no responsible way that the univer-

sity can avoid quick and effective means to end such demonstra-

tions."

The report suggests such measures as requests for police

intervention, seeking course injunctions, and laying charges in

regular courts.

There should be no resort to force by the university until al-

ter other "reasonable alternatives" such as negotiations, injunc-

tions or even referenda on the issues are attempted.

Such a resort to force would have to be sanctioned by the

"democratically constituted governing body" which would be set

up by the CUG report.

The committee could not decide whether charges could be

laid against demonstrators in the University Tribunal.

The Report stresses that "negotiations concerning a demon-

stration should be addressed as much as possible to the substan-

tive issues of the demonstration and not just to the disruptive-

"eSS

The full text of the Campbell Report chapter on Discipline

and Demonstrations is reprinted in today s Varsity on the centre

spread.
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PAGE FOUR
"God it in some way preient in the midst of these (student)

movements, and we would be prepared to see in them His

creating of a new order." — National Council of Churches

(U.S.)

Campbell Report
The long-awaited Campbell Report,

released last night, is as reasonable a

statement on discipline as could be

expected from a presidential advisory

committee.
Now that the report is published, it is

clear that U of T President Claude Bis-

sell's "support" of the basic principles

of the Committee of Presidents paper,

"Order on Campus" is completely in-

compatible with his "support" of the

Campbell Report.

The CPUO paper essentially equates

violence, extremism, and disruption. It

seeks to preserve the function of the

university (which it does not define)

without allowing that function to be

questioned.

On the other hand, the Campbell re-

port distinguishes between disruptions

"that are violent or destructive in

character and those that are simply
obstructive."

The CPUO paper automatically con-

demns all disruptions as offenses, re-

gardless of their political context. Bot

the Campbell Report states: "Since a

given disruptive demonstration may
prove to be justified, negotiations con-

cerning a demonstration should be ad-

dressed as much as possible to the sub-

stantive issues of the demonstration
and not just to the disruptiveness."

While the CPUO document sanctifies

the "pre-formed bond between the

speaker and his audience," the Camp-
bell committee has shown the need to

examine the function of that bond it-

self.

The Campbell Report begins with a

liberal definition of the functions of the

university — "teaching-learning, re-

search, and critical analysis" — al-

though it does not relate those superfi-

cial patterns to the society outside that

demands a certain kind of uncritical

teaching, research, and analysis.

The CPUO Report offers no defini-

tion at all.

The two reports also suggest major

differences in tactics of repression.

Under the Campbell Report, only a

staff-student committee may decide to

use force to end a disruption. The

CPUO paper allows the university

president to call the police on his own

initiative.

There are some serious problems

with the Campbell Report. It leaves

legalistic loopholes that could allow a

disciplinary body to act very severely;

it wavers between a liberal desire to

condone and accomodate protest and a

conservative need to preserve the ex-

isting function and form of a multivers-

ity.

In practice, every university admin-

istration will accomodate or physically

smash a growing left-wing student

movement that challenges the univer-

sity's form and function.

And the Campbell Report has left

both roads open to the administration,

although it leans heavily towards the

road of accomodation.

But. at least the document offers

some political protection for students

organizing in classrooms and depart-

ments, while the CPUO paper openly

denied that right and offered overt re-

pression as a supposed cure-all.

Now the crucial issue is what will

happen in the next few months, and
this week in particular.

The U of T administration and Dr.

Bissell must respond to the demands
formulated by Students' Administra-
tive Council.

Dr /Bissell must retract his state-

ments about Caput and the CPUO pap-

er, and base any disciplinary action on

the Campbell report recommenda-
tions.

In a telephone interview last night,

Dr. Bissell expressed some reserya-

Ronold Reagan and friends — will Campbell in a white hat run

them out of town?

tions about the Campbell Report.

"I think they are getting into all

sorts of metaphysical subtleties here,"

he said as we talked about the section

on disruptions.

"If someone came into my office and
seized me by the lapel, that would be

physical violence," he added. "But if

someone came in and just prevented
me from working, it wouldn't be viol-

ence, but it would be physical force."

Bissell would not offer a clear defini-

tion of what is tolerable and what isn't

.

But he did distinguish between a

"critical" disruption and an "intimi-

dating" disruption.

"It's a question of motivation rather

than precise action," he added.

Precisely.

But what is a correct political moti-
vation?

And who in the university is to de-

cide?

as the ni hi commando raiders set out on another
dirty duly of furniture stealing; the newspaper
sinks slowly into the web of sinister evil, with only
6 out sixteen, cowan is unable to lay out —
whoever she is. and barb of the rcmp, you bet yer,

always lays out. and sherry only blew off steam
once tonight, sorry i even mentioned that — did
dave frank lay out with barb, is louis a head or a
head-maker, peter hall did ndy but harry couldn't
understand why nd at all. sportiie paul and wat-
ermelon, thank you mickleburgh. but carson pleas
for tporstsetles — is there mole chauvinism among
the sportsiei? only a little, lyndon. but they are of
a high mcalister. do sue ana dave need discipline,

or are they both too much into laying out. and a
double gini (ginnie) for the varg — ah but we are
drunk with staff and we only dare to brook on the
tim that is closest to us. in the hall we peter out as
another production night draws to a close — along
with my eyes — and we head far the big typewrit-
er in the sky. hk.

Varsity staffers — new and
old. A meeting to discuss the

weekend, the paper, the gen-
eral lack of copy, the state of

our healths, etc., etc. At the
Varsity Office. Today at 1

p.m.

varsity

flnnn. Ecklor
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Sir,

Your account of my part in the
events of September 23rd. while gener-
ally accuate and fair, contains one er-

ror which to my mind is quite serious. I

did, as you reported, tell the SAC Exec-
utive group that "as far as I am con-
cerned the Committee (on the reconsti-
tution of Caput) is dead." I definitely
did not say that I was resigning from
the Committee. It would in any event
be difficult to resign from a body that
no longer had any factual existence;
more important, to make the gesture of
resigning would have been tantamount
to saying that I am not prepared to par-
ticipate in any further discussions.
Your own report of my statements to
SAC shows that my position is quite the
opposite. I therefore ask that you pub-
lish this correction.

I would add further that in my view
there is a very considerable difference
between a disruption of a class, in the
sense of one class-meeting in a particu-
lar course, and disruption of a whole
series of meetings. It seems obvious to
me that one of these situations is much
more serious than the other, and that

LETTERS
they would have to be treated different-

ly-

F. E. Winter,

Chairman of the Association

sjr
of- Teaching Staff

Dr. Bissell's recent action on disci-
plinary measures at U of T must be
viewed with considerable alarm and
concern. It is a type of nineteenth cen-
tury gunboat diplomacy which is inap-
propriate to a politically conscious
campus — as Dr. Bissell should well
know.

To restore any confidence in his
administration amongst the students
and faculty on this campus. President
Bissell must meet the six demands put
forward by SAC and consider very seri-
ously the alternative suggestions to his
CPUO working paper that were made
by members of SAC, NLC, and GSU at
a meeting last Thursday night

For Dr. Bissell to do otherwise
would not only be provocative but
would place into doubt the very legiti-
macy of his position as president.

Michael Nobrega,
President, U of T NDP



Letters: Bissell's stand comes under fire

ill-advised
The controversy rages. A seemingly dull

September has exploded into a time of cru-

cial change. The New Left Caucus, until

now little more than a fringe group is sud-

denly heard with a credibility greater than

the university president — a statement, a
reiteration and a repudiation refused —
suddenly, the university is simmering
again.

One should be genuinely hard pressed to

discover the motivation behind Dr. Bis-

sell's obviously ill-advised disciplinary

statements. The Varsity editorial and NLC
attribute it to a "counter-insurgency" plot

or at least genuine "bad faith". 1 suggest

that it is little more than poor judgment.

To argue that it is a well-calculated pow-

er move to crush the NLC on behalf of the

status quo oriented corporate elite is, 1

think, to over-dramatize its significance.

Ironically, such statements do little but

strengthen these revolutionary groups.

With these issuances Dr. Bissell is forcing a

polarization that the NLC has sought for

some while. All their efforts, at Hart
House, in meetings and on campus have
aroused not nearly the response that Dr.

Bissell's one action has solicited. Students,

contented to apathetically await the out-

come of more aggressive students' policies,

are now forced to polarize their actions.

When questions of repression arise few stu-

dents can remain aloof.

Furthermore, in making the decision,

many unsuspecting students will discover

themselves in sympathy with the NLC, a

turn of events unattainable by the NLC ac-

tions alone.

Dr. Bissell need only thank himself and

his thirteen cohorts for an increased NLC
activity on campus and its subsequent sup-

port by a larger section of the student popu-

lation.

Such a statement also emphasizes the
administration's complete misunderstan-
ding of the students on its campus. Obvious-
ly, (whether just ill-advised or genuinely
repressive) such discipline procedures are
directed to a large extent at the NLC and
associated NL groups. They probably were
intended to have little relevance to the

majority of students and I am certain, it

was assumed, to arouse little response
from them.

Unfortunately for Dr. Bissell, he failed to

realize the latent fear of repression dor-
mant in every educated person. Most stu-

dents know too much German and Czecho-
slovakian history to allow repression to

creep into a democratic structure. They
have also seen too many National Guards-
men on U.S. campuses to savour such a

prospect in Canada. In cultures of violence,

repression is often an accepted response.

But in Canada — especially in Ontario
which has ironically seen no violent univer-

sity disruptions — the fear of repression far

outweighs the threat of violence.

Dr. Bissell should have realized that the

best form of discipline in most cases is that

administered by those whose interests it

serves. Who is more qualified to prevent
classroom disruptions than the irate stu-

dents whose courses are interrupted? How
better to deal with the~NLC than to let their

ideas be heard, judged and probably dis-

garded by the vast majority of students?
How many professors have already had
classes disrupted by engineers' lunch bags,

bored students' chatter and late student
arrivals? Yet, how many professors have
advocated suspension of those students or
even complained of disciplinary problems?

Surely if there needs to be discipline in

the classroom or on the campus, it must be
administered by those whose interests it

serves. It must be the professor and his

students who preserve, as they wish, the
decorum of their course. It is the faculty,

students and administration who must pro-
tect the campus itself. No group, almightily
reigning from above, can do it. Dr. Bissell
certainly must realize that this approach is

intolerable to the Canadian mentality.
One can only conclude that Dr. Bissell's

statements were ill-advised. Undoubtedly,
he supported a communique without proper
consideration of its consequences and now
feels irrevocably bound to it. (It is certainly
bad politics to yield to political pressure
and repudiate even an unwise statement!

}

If anything, the statement was motivated
by a misunderstanding of the student politi-

cal scene and an en masse importation of
foreign disciplinary ideas. If Dr. Bissell
really still considers it a "helpful docu-
ment' ' explosive days will lie ahead.

R N. Poole (II Law)

vaughanote
The mass meeting in Convocation Hall

yesterday presented an incomplete picture

of what has actually occurred on the Disci-

plinary Committee of which I was a mem-
ber.

It was pointed out that there was an ab-

sence of policy with respect to disciplinary

procedures on demonstrations, obstruc-

tions and violence.

Some claim that President Bissell and
the CAPUT acted justifiably in filling this

void. What is totally unacceptable about
this position is that this committee, which
had been working all summer towards res-

tructuring the CAPUT has had the rug
pulled out from under it.

We were not consulted! In fact, we would

have set up an interim committee at the

last meeting which could have dealt with

these issues. Now it has been claimed by
President Bissell that we were unable to

come to a decision. This is true but only

because the President's statement pre-

empted our decision. We had no notice from
the President that he considered our discus-

sions in vain. In fact, we believed the Presi-

dent supported the outline set forth by our
committee.

At the June 11 meeting the President said

that the disciplinary procedures in question
were too complex to be decided by an inter-

im body. I agree.

However, I believe that this body was the

only one that could have legitimately for-

mulated a temporary policy.

Dr. Winter, the ATS representative, the

SAC representatives and I were shocked by
the arbitrary actions taken by the CAPUT,
a body which the President himself called

illegitimate.

President Winegard. at the University of

Guelph, said yesterday afternoon that

"there is no attempt on my part to smash
dissent on campus" and that all recommen-
dations will come from an existing staff-

student committee.
This attitude is acceptable.

We cannot condone policy handed down
from an illegitimate body. This is why we
have asked for repudiation, not to create a
void, but to create legitimate guidelines.

Michael Vaugfaan,

President, Graduate Students' Union

c
o
1um ,and.
a half

By JOSEPH BLANKIER

Joseph Blankier graduated from U of

T last year, and is now on a trip around

the world.

His letters will be a regular feature in

The Varsity (for as long as his stamps

hold out). Next stop Okinawa.

The bus ride from San Francisco to

Berkeley is all but scenic. You travel

across the Oakland Bay Bridge which

takes you past the outskirts of an

Army Base and over Treasure Island

(the central naval supply depot for

the U.S. Pacific Fleet).

Once in Oakland you are treated to

the heavy industry which lines the

shore, mainly cargo transport, steel

and chemicals (what else is thpre?).

Your first impression is that the hy-

phen in "military - industrial com-

plex" does not apply-

Berkeley is a lot like the 'avant-

garde' element of University College

but multiplied about 10 to 20 times.

People are far-in, far-out. flipped-out,

freaked-out and out-of-sight. The dogs

and cats are almost as numerous as

the people and they generally roam
around on the loose.

The police force has been bolstered

this year to 100 from a previous 35.

Police carry guns, truncheons and

are given riot training. These are

campus cops — not Berkeley cops.

Those are even worse. The pigs are

all over campus, patroling on foot and

in unmarked cars.

A few I saw were generally friendly

— that is until we saw them 'bust'

somebody for possession. They admit

themselves that they do not let per-

sonal feelings interfere with their

duty."Gotta follow orders, you know!"

The campus is between quarters

(school starts about September 29).

The atmosphere is fairly quiet and

restrained but there are more people

here every day and there are enough

issues to blow the place across the

bay.

I use the term "the situation may
be explosive" carefully. It is difficult

to predict with any degree of certain-

ty what might happen. It could be

nothing and it could be blood on the

walls.
In the context of the State and the

University their position is felt to be

justifiably acceptable. Election year

is 1970 and there is some hope that

Reagan will get tossed from the gub-

ernatorial saddle.

The Regents and the State govern-

ment are prepared to 'sacrifice' a few

'trouble-making commie-plotting'

faculty members in order to remove

any element of friction. All in the

cause of higher education, of course.

However, it seems doubtful that

this move will develop into any mean-

ingful confrontation. One must bear

in mind that in uptight California the

faculty does not trust the students,

the students do not trust the faculty,

government distrusts both faculty and
students and vice-versa — and nobody

likes the Chancellor.

Although the bouncing of a few fac-

ulty members may not cause much
excitement, the entire atmosphere of

mutual suspicion, distrust and hatred

may prove to be a vital factor in de-

ciding Berkeley's fate. Much will

depend upon mood and timing.

Of the major issues the Eldridge

Cleaver affair and the Peoples' Park
melee are residual and may not

amount to much.
(Last year Cleaver was brought in

to give a course. The Regents an-

nounced that guest lecturers could

give only one lecture. In effect it was
a move to get rid of Cleaver.

)

Last year the Third World group
(Afro, Asian, Indian and Spanish-

American) were allowed to organize

their own college. It sounded great.

To date, there is no money, no

building and no help from the admin-

istration. There is a study program
prepared and a full enrolment as well

as resource people. When school

opens a lot of people are going to feel

screwed.
Student government cannot help

the college either. Two years ago, the

Regents took away most of their oper-

ating grants leaving them $5,500 out

of a previous $280,000.

The move was generated by the

powerful alumni association when the

student council reduced the budget of

the school band.

Perhaps the most immediate and

most significant issue on the campus
is the Vietnam Moratorium (boycott
of classes) scheduled for Oct. 15.

Organizers hope to draw support from
local people as well as university stu-

dents.

The Regents threaten faculty with

tenure withdrawal or loss of appoint-

ment if they refuse to teach Oct. 15. A
general boycott will almost certainly

lead to demonstrations. The situation

could be explosive.

The Regents, chosen by Reagan,
govern the university and have abso-

lute control over all policy, including

tenure and hiring and firing.

Students have no rights.

Academic freedom at Berkeley

means that as long as you remain
within the bounds of Reagan's con-

cept of education you have the bless-

ings of the State. Move out and down
comes the axe — hard.

However, for the majority of stu-

dents, social change and the 'smash

capitalism ethic' is too nebulous.

Most are content with the system as it

is.

Although the street people have lit-

tle power by themselves they may be

able to polarize the community
around issues that are central and

concrete.

It is more likely to find dissent with

issues such as Vietnam, the draft,

high rents and housing, California is a

prosperous state.

To many the line of the S.D.S. and

the P.L. (Progressive Labor) is too

extreme to elicit much support.

There are very few if any right-

wing elements at Berkeley. There art

few far-out radicals. In California it is

very comfortable to be a radical.
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PUREVIRGINWOOl

ATS will investigate moonlighting

A committee to study sup-

plementary income and relat-

ed activities of teaching staff

has been set up by the Associa-

tion of the Teaching Staff and

the Presidential Advisory

Committee on the Budget.

The new committee is being

headed by Prof. John Crispo.

Director of the Center for In-

dustrial Relations.

The rest of the commit-

tee consists of J. H. Sword,

Executive Vice- President

(Academic) and Provost;

Dean J. Ham, Applied Science

and Engineering; Prof. D. P.

Gauthier of trie Department of

Philosophy; Dr. J. D. Hamil-

ton, Vice-President (Health

Sciences); Prof. J. M. Perz,

Department of Physics, Scar-

borough College; Prof. R. W.

Missen, Department of Chemi-

cal Engineering; Prof. D. R.

Carroll. Department of Eng-

lish, University College; and

Prof. T. A. Wilson of the Insti-

tute for the Quantitative Anal-

ysis of Social and Economic
Policy.

The main issues that the

Committee will deal with are:

summer research supple-

ments. Extension teaching,

wages for administrative and

academic work done in the

summer months, and further

outside income, such as con-

sulting work.

The Committee will also be

concerned with the effect of

such activities upon the con-

tinuing commitment of the

staff members to the universi-

ty.

Wilhbru iliMul.

V * Y * T V ¥ * * VfV *Y ¥V* ? * V V f V<? ¥f V*V V

revoltution-
t book-5

SEE OUR DISPLAY

OF THE FOLLOWING^

Rap Brown

Carmichael

Che

Eldridge Cleaver

Fanon G

Abbie Hoffman

Julius Lester

Mao
Malcolm X

r Marcuse

George Meteskey

UNIVERSITY
BOOKROOM

ROCHDALE
HAS ROOMS!

the following are available

immediately:

DOUBLE ROOM WITH KITCHEN $60 mo.

ROOMS WITH BOARD:

SINGLES $112 to $120 mo.

DOUBLES $92 to $100 mo.

ALL FURNISHED
TERM RENTALS AVAILABLE

There are also a limited number of unfurnished one bedroom apartments at

$140.00 a month, and a few of our gigantic ZUES suites at $260.00.

ROCHDALE MEANS.'
• co-educational living without hassles

• democratic self administration by students

• several varieties of workshop space and equipment available

• a taste of communal environment

• but mostly people: authors, poets, musicians, computer programmers, bums,

professors, actors, high level corporate drop-outs (& drop-ins)

A CAST OF THOUSANDS!
341 BLOOR ST. W. 921-3168
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Engineers concerned about image

Engineering Society president,

Art Mcllwain, addresses Eng.

Soc. meeting.

By GIM1 5NELL

Student representatives to

the Engineering faculty coun-

cil are trying to drastically

change the face of the Engi-

neering education.

They will support a docu-

ment passed by the Engineer-

ing Society Tuesday which

calls for a switch in emphasis

from the technological to the

socio-technological aspects of

their education.

The document was drawn up

this summer by a committee

originally designed to plan the

actions of the student repre-

sentatives serving on the deci-

sion-making faculty council.

The committee, headed by

Art Mcllwain (IV APSC), felt

that some thinking research

into the aims of the faculty and

students on the purpose of edu-

cation was necessary.

A survey was made of facul-

ty opinions, and the committee

themselves produced a policy

statement of their aims and

objectives.

The policy paper of the stu-

dents denies the traditional

image of the Engineer.

He is typically portrayed, it

says, as an "unlettered, fairly

uncouth he-man", unfeeling

and insensitive to human prob-

lems.

But according to the report,

the Engineer, is not as insensi-

tive to human needs and affili-

ations as is supposed. Rather

he is concerned about the ef-

fects his work will have in a

social context.

The report says that because

of this "he is concerned that he

is not able to become informed

and adept in disciplines which

are not narrowly definable in

the context of Engineering

Knowledge."

There is, it states, an in-

creasing social consciousness

as well as an increasing desire

to become "educated".

Education is defined in the

report as a "contributive so-

cial process, the essence of

which is an expanding aware-

ness of man's social and natu-

ral environment through dia-

logue and co-operative intel-

lectual effort."

The goal is to develop free

and creative human beings

who are able to adequately

cope with their environment.

This definition "approxi-

mates the goals of the Engi

neering student uncomfortable

about the nature and extent of

his education".

The idea of co-operative in-

tellectual effort seems to be

rather hard to accept in the

Engineering context. Abolish-

ing the professor-student di-

chotomy in such areas as fun-

damental calculus is entirely

unrealistic, the report says.

But if we consider education

in the broader sense, it contin-

ues, it becomes possible to in-

teract at an intellectual level.

The different perspectives thus

arising would produce solu-

tions more acceptable to the

students than those arising out

of one perspective only.

The report points out that

the Engineering student is now
given access to all the techni-

cal knowledge necessary to his

profession, but he has no

chance to study those subjects

governing his social environ-

ment.

The report states that educa-

tion cannot cater to only one

area of the students' needs.

The Engineer is denied "the

ability to interact with his so-

cial environment in a very ful-

filling way."

Last Thursday the Faculty

Council considered this report,

and it has expressed itself anx-

ious to discuss the recommen-

dations made. The paper will

be discussed in two weeks at a

closed faculty meeting.

but-— LGMB up to old tricks

Last year the Engineers offi-

cially opened the bottom half

of the new Meds building.

Wednesday saw the opening of

the top half of the building.

Since they did not go in. in,

in, the Engineers invited the

doctors and nurses out, out, out

for the opening of this new

"concrete erection", built to

satisfy a "lust for knowledge"

on campus.
Spokesman Mel Solmon

identified the structure as an

"Engineering Fallout Shelter

and Radical Environmental

Birth Control Center", con-

structed with the effort of

"two million army ants trained

to carry dirt to the surface."

The Engineers proposed to

leave the lecturer outside

"since we students are now on

our own" and "to admit stu-

dents according to their useful-

Birth control pills would be

distributed to all girls "except

those from St. Mike's — we'll

give them thermometers and

graph paper!"

The caper climaxed with a

historic first for the Engi-

neers: while the LGMB re-

newed their "good relations"

with the police at the College

St. "Cop Shop", all the engi-

neers remained on the side-

walk.

LGMB on o coper at the Plonetariui

BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY PRESENTS

IN CONCERT

ian and sgMa
AND THE SPECKLED BIRD

MONDAY OCT. 6, 1969 830 P.M.

CONVOCATION HALL

TICKETS - $2.50

TICKETS NOW ON SALE

AT SAC OFFICE

2 TICKETSPERATLCARD
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booksac

9AM 9PM

FORTY-FOUR ST. GEORGE STREET

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA>
SAC BOOK EXCHANGE

USED TEXT CENTRE

ON

CAMPUS

UNDERGROUND AT 91 ST. GEORGE

FULL OPERATIONS SEPTEMBER 29-OCTOBER 3

OPEN
9:30 - 5:30

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

Would you like to work on University of Toronto's Social Committee?

Would you like to plan concerts with artists such as Ian & Sylvia,

Buffy Ste. Marie, Chambersi Brothers, Mother Tucker's Yellow Duck?

Would you like to organize dances with groups such as the Majesties,

Sherman and Peabody, Scarborough Fair, Thee Drum, Two Minute Hate,

Quiet Jungle?

Then you want to join

THE BLUE AND WHITE SOCIETY

Come to our first Open Meeting,Tuesday Sept. 30th,

at 7 p.m. in the South Sitting Room in Hart House,

or Leave your name, address and phone no. at the SAC Office.
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Maintenance workers

veto union settlement
University maintenance workers have refused to ratify a

settlement worked out by the Building Services Employees Un-

ion negotiating committee and the university administration.

In two meetings Friday, the membership, mostly university

janitors and cleaners, voted 60-59 against in the morning and 132-

132 in the evening to send the dispute back to conciliation.

Disagreement centred around the amount of the wage in-

crease.

The settlement called for a 20 cents an hour increase across

the board, with an additional 10 cents for afternoon workers and

15 cents for night workers.
...

Union negotiator Norm Harper told The Varsity he thought

it was a "good settlement". He said he'd "bashed his bloody guts

out" for four months to get it.

The previous contract, which is still in force, expired on

June30. . . _ . , ,,„.

Ed Lockwood, a cleaner in the Medical Building, said Ine

union tried to get us to accept the contract, but we wouldn't go

for it." . . ...

He complained the university had broken its agreement with

the employees. .„„
"They keep us at the temporary rate of $2.28 an hour, rather

than the regular rate of $2.36," he said, "though some people

have been here for over a year.

A new agreement will now be sought by the negotiating

committee. A legal strike is not possible until two weeks after

the breakdown of conciliation is recognized by the government

conciliation officer.

'Enemies of McGih"

barred from Senate
MONTREAL (CUP) — Fearing that they would not be able

to "police open meetings," the McGill Senate Thursday turned

down a student request to open the Senate's deliberations to the

general public.

Student senator Robert Hajaly said McGill is supported

largely by public funds, and "has the responsibility to the general

public."

"It is a flagrant injustice to deny a citizen of Quebec the

right to witness the proceedings here," Hajaly said.

Vice-Principal Michael Oliver opposed the motion, saying

the move was tantamount to "opening the doors to those who

might be enemies of McGill.

"

Oliver said he feared the Senate would be unable to "police

open meetings." He was referring to an incident last April when

40 militant French workers and students came to a meeting to

ask the Senate to act on the demands of Operation McGill.

Operation McGill, or McGill Francais, was a mass action

during which thousands of workers and students demonstrated to

demand a French-speaking McGill University.

On that occasion the Senate did not meet due to lack of a

quorum, although individual senators met with the delegation

outside the chambers.

Hajaly said Oliver's claims about policing the meetings ap-

plied no matter who is allowed to attend.

With the defeat of the motion, only senators, McGill students

and staff, and accredited press representatives will be allowed to

attend meetings. .

HERE AND NOW
TOOAV

9a.m. - 5 p.m.

Today and Tuesday in Ironi of Simcoe

Hall: volunteeis needed to maintain infor-

mational picket in ordet to publicize de-

mands regarding discipline which are being

made on the administration. Call S A C

officeor 964-1629

1 p.m.
First organizational meeting of U o( T

NOP Club. All are welcome Sid Smith Rm.
1083.

Varsity Christian Fellowship presents "A
Modern Day Parable" by Ted Barton in

Wymilwood Music Room Everyone is wel-

comel

2 -4 p.m.

All graduate students in Political Sci-

ence are invited to a free beer, wine and
cheese party lo gel acquainted and discuss

GASPS activities lor this year Graduate
Students' Union, 1 6 Bancroft Ave

8 p.m.

Veterans of the First Mushroom War will

meet to pour libations in memory of those

who fell Survivors o( Dorset are almost all

welcome BYOB Al LoRoy will bring

bucket 258 Howland.

TUESDAY
1 p.m.

Wide open meeting to discuss organiza-

tion of a. science student newspaper. All

interested persons welcome Physics

Lounge. McLennon Labs. For further infor-

mation contact Daryl Geller. 783-3034.

1 p.m.

Mass meeting of third and fourth year

history students to discuss problems with

courses and solutions New Physics Build-

ing Rm. 203

1 :10 p.m.
Premier of weekly film series, screenings

Tuesdays and Thursdays. This week: Nor-

man McLaren - Neighbours, Chairy Tale,

Canon. Mosaic, and Pas de Deux. Admis-
sion free. Ladies welcome. East Common
Room. Hart House.

5:1 B p.m.
Freshman Supper sponsored by Varsity

Christian Fellowship. Topic "Campus In-

volvement" Lutheran Centre (across from
New College).

7:30 p.m.
Christian Science Organization Larkin

Rm 200 •

8 p.m.
Free film Sociology Students' Union

presents "Education for Morals" Discus-
sion follows on the moral implications of

teaching. All students welcome. Hart
House Debates Room

8:30 p.m.
LIGHTFOOT CONCERT Tickets S3 00

on sale at Wymilwood IVic), The Coop {St.

Mike's), Sid Smith Convocation Hall



Dear John: Group seeks to legalize pot

If you support the effort to

legalize marijuana, please aid

the cause by clipping the cou-

pon below, filling it in and send-

ing to:

Hon. John Munro
Minister of Health and Welfare

House of Commons
Ottawa, Ontario

To the Hon. John Munro:
I would request the government of Canada to strive to

legalize marijuana. Since the 1930 LaGuardia report has veri-

fied that marijuana is less harmful than either tobacco and

alcohol, both of which are legalized drugs, and since mari-

juana is already widely in use, I endorse its legalization.

Name Age..

Address
School or business

Presents .

.

Centre

for the

Study of

Drama
in

Association

with The
St. Lawrence
Centre

for the

Arts

TANGO

by Slawomir Mrozek
translated by Nicholas Bethel!

adapted by Tom Stoppard
directed by Joseph Shaw

Curtain at 8 30

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA
by Eugene O'Neill

directed by Leon Major

Curtain at 5:30

Food will be available in Hart House during tbe Supper break

The Company includes: Barbara Borland. David Brown.

Patricia Collins. Neil Dainard, Ron Hastings, Nancy Kerr.

Jane Mallett, Don McManus. Jack Medley. William Needles.

Kate Reid, Anna Reiser. Sean Sullivan. Jonathan White.

Regular Season — November 3rd - 22nd

TANGO
MOURNING BECOMES

ELECTRA
(Mondays to Thursdays)

Students $1.50
Regular $3 00

(Fridays and Saturdays)

£2.25
$4.50

Subscriptions

$3.00
$6 50

Gala Opening Night —MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA — £7.50
Friday. November 7 at 5:30 — Performance and Reception following

Students half-price

HA RT HOUSE THEA TRE
University of Toronto

Box Office Now Open 928-8668
SPECIAL STUDENT PREVIEWS

TANGO —
October 27. 28. 29 @ 8:30— $1 .00

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA —
October 31 and November 1 @ 5:30— $1.50

"It's really an open secret

that many people are smoking

pot," Ian Mason, president of

the Toronto Legalize Mari-

juana Committee, said yester-

day.

"Students who are smoking
pot are being considered crimi-

nals for nothing," he said.

To combat legislation

against marijuana, Mason has

founded the committee, of

which he is so far the only

member.
The committee is affiliated

with the London Legalize Mari-

juana Committee, organized

by London, Ont.; businessman

Brian Brown.

The London committee has

already submitted a petition to

Health and Welfare minister

John Munro requesting that the

"government of Canada strive

to legalize marijuana."

Among those who signed

were Judge Little of the Toron-

to juvenile court and Pierre
Berton, a prominent author
and TV journalist.

The 700-signature London
petition was accompanied by a

copy of the LaGuardia Report,

a New York study made in the

1930s which found that the use

of marijuana was widespread
and less harmful than tobacco
or alcohol.

Marijuana does not contrib-

ute to any "mental deteriora-.

tion or change basic personali-

ty structure," the report said.

Mason is trying to circulate

another petition on U of T
campus now. He already has 50

signatures.

"The academic community
must speak up or no one else

will," said Mason.

He needs help with his

cause, and will welcome any
interested volunteers to call

him at 920-2549.

Children

Conflict
a series of fifms produced by

Allan King Associates
for Brown Camps Ltd., with

the co-operation of the C.B.C.

STARTS OCTOBER 2nd, 8 P.M.

MECHANICAL BLDG. Rm. 102

50C

Special Student Rates

DANNY BARBER

STYLIST
SUTTON PLACE HOTEL

"Enjoy the best in hair

trimming and styling."

922-8944

LET ME SEND
YOU A FREE
BOOKLET
"HOW TO BUY

A DIAMOND
ENGAGEMENT
RING"

We are "Dirt ci" Diamond

Dealers handli ng both loose

and mounted diamonds. Our

booklet tellsyou what tolook

for and what to expect when

you invest in a diamond. You
can purchase from us on a

"Direct" basi s.

H. PROCTOR & Co.

Diamond and Gom Doolors

131 BLOOR ST W. SUITE 416

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO FILM SOCIETY
MAIN SER.ES TOO SERIES

FRENCH
NEW WAVE SERIES

The I"*3"

/ %

All Showings In Room 102 Mechanical Bldg.

Tickets Now on Sale At The SAC OHice $3.75 Per Series; $6.50 Both Series; No Single Admission

SERIES STARTS WED. OCT. 1st
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ONLY A FEW DAYS LEFT!

TO OBTAIN OHSIP COVERAGE

Al I STUDENTS RESIDENT IN ONTARIO WHO DO NOT HAVE MEDICAL SERVICES INSURANCE ARE RE-

M ND THAT T^E OPEN REGISTRATION PERIOD FOR COVERAGE EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1ST WILL

FXPIRE AT THE END OF SEPTEMBER, COVERAGEFOR PERSONS APPLYING AFTER THAT DATE WILL

NOT GO iJl " EFFECT UNT L T„ e BEGINNING OF THE THIRD MONTH AFTER APPUCATIOJ
I

IS RE-

CEIVED APPLICATION FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE HEALTH SERVICE OR ANY CHARTERED BANK.

CAN'T AFFORD IT?
| F you have been an Ontario resident for twelve months

OR LONGER, the amount of your taxable INCOME DURING THE PREVIOUS year may entitle

YOU TO FULL OR PARTIAL PREMINUM ASSISTANCE.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

The University Health Service,

256 Huron Street - 928-2459 928-2455

OR OHSIP, 2195 Yonge Street - 482-1111

Two groovy little restaurants

at Bloor and Yonge, and Bloor and Bay

3 new locations opening soon

They'll never forgive us for winning.

We didn't allow them to give us their

sympathy.

j
STUDENTS FOR

j

l JEWISH SURVIVAL I

Mass meeting in support of Israel

Monday September 29 at 1 :00 p.m. at

THE TABERNACLE OF PEACE

between University College and Sir Dan

ISRAEL'S EXISTENCE
MUSTBE GUARANTEED

Paga 12 — THE VARSITY. Monday. September 29, 1969

24 U of T professors

oppose administration

As members of the faculty of

the University of Toronto, we
believe that the guidelines on

student demonstrations issued

by the Committee of Presi-

dents of the Universities of

Ontario are alarmist, repres-

sive, and extreme. It should

not be necessary to mention

that any individual committing

a crime (such as assault or

theft) in the Province of Ontar-

io is subject to arrest and civil

prosecution.

By recommending that ex-

traordinary measures be

adopted for Ontario campuses

the committee would have us<

believe either that it has suffi-

cient evidence of a proximate

threat to public safety on some
campuses, or that it may be in

the interests of universities to

suppress some groups of its

members. No evidence has

been given to support either

belief.

The slogans of student rebel-

lion and law and order are in-

voked when no case for general

breakdown has been made. We
find no intrinsic value in whole-

sale obedience to social rules

and customs (which may also

hide an every-day violence).

We believe that rules and regu-

lations, goals and values, pro-

cesses and customs require

constant examination, criti-

cism, and challenge and that

the university must be open not

only to dissenting ideas, but

also to changes wrought from
dissent.

It is better to risk dissent,

demonstration, and disruption

of normal processes and activi-

ties — which may lead to

change and renewal — than to

sink in a spurious safety

through a proliferation of le-

galities, strictures, and police

intervention. We believe that

to exalt the rule of law and
order as absolute is totalitari-

The plan to co-opt students

and faculty onto committees to

legitimatize institutional viol-

ence and repression is abhor-

rent to us. It is the wrong sort

of effort by the wrong group at

the wrong time. If there must

be committees let them inves-

tigate grievances, and let the

presidents be required to re-

dress them. Why should presi-

dents be "required" to re-

press, but not to heel?

We oppose any implementa-

tion of the committee's guide-

lines at the University of To-

ronto.

Prof. W. C. Graham, Robert J.

Barta, S. J. Colman, J. H. Cor-

bett, L. E. Doucette, Bert For-

rin, P. W. Gooch, E. Irwin, G.

Israelstam, Robert L. James,

John Kay, M. R. Marrus, Dav-

id L. Mosher, Alan E. Older-

shaw, J. L. Pearl, R. D. Rodg-

ers, Peter H. Salus, H. Bruce

Shroeder, R. W. Shirley, M. S.

Tait, A. Tayyeb, A. C. Thomas.

J. R. Warden.
University of Toronto.

Bravo Dr. Bissell!

William B. Stevens

Graduate Student

University of Toronto

The Canadian Mime Compa-
ny, which was invited to repre-

sent Canada at the Internation-

al Festival of Mime in Prague,

will begin a two week run to-

morrow at the Central Library

Theatre.

Its two-hour revue. The Best

of the Niagara Season, featur-

ing Adrian Pecknold, consists

of 20 sketches taken from their

summer repertoire at Niagara-

on-the-Lake.

Performances of The Best of

the Niagara Season begin at 8:

30 p.m. with weekend matinees

at3:00.

CLASSIFIED
Tutoring Ggrmon, mcl technical terminol-

ogy if required. Near Woodbine subway
station. Tel. 425-87 1 5 Mrs. V Tensuda.

Ben's Barber Shop, 652 Spadina Ave.
(near Harbord) Open 9 a m to 7 p.m.
Closed Wednesday Haircuts SI 25

HELMAR'S BOUTIOUE in the Village is

full of super styles for Autumn. Poured-on
dresses, zingy jumpers, nubbly winter
coats. Just right lor campus. From $25 siz-

es 5 and up 10% discount with student
card, 87 Yorkville Avenue.

GIRL FOR BEDS1TTING quiet apartment
building StO-$12. Both subways conven-
ient breakfasts discussed evenings & holi-

days 783-2248

ROOM FOR RENT Close to campus:
meats available, also colour TV. pool table
and tree parking. 165 St. George St 924-
5616

JUDY COLLINS SHOW. Sunday October
5. 8 p.m. at Massey Hall Tickets available
at Box Office and Sam the Record Man
One show only.

QUALIFIED PROJECTIONIST required
for Wednesday evenings. 6-1 1 p m. U of T
Film Society Remuneration Call Genie
Johnson 921-7462

OFFICE DESK, typewriter, chairs, 3 piece
sectional sofa, sofa-bed. frig stove, wash-
er, dryer After 6 00 p.m. Call 481 2666

FOR SALE — Stereo component system;
50-watt tuner-amplifier complete with en-
closed speakers and headphones. For in-

formation call 920-5201

61 VOLKSWAGEN CAMPER — perfect
condition newly rebuilt engine. $975 00 to
Canadians or $850.00 (no customs) to for-

eign students. Call 92 1 -3651

Lost: Lady's automatic gold wrist watch
with broken gold stretch band. Please re-

turn to Box 144, Wilson Hall,

WANTED : aspiring film critics and review-

ers to write program notes for U of T. Film

Society. Call Genie Johnson 921 -7462
ot 927-6851 Leave information at SAC

ANTHROPOLOGV STUDENT UNION
First meeting of A S W will be Oct. 1.

4 00. Room 1072 S S. Anyone taking
anthropology course welcome. Elec-

tions held. Oct. 15.

CAMERA CLUB 48th annual open meet-
ing — Wednesday, 1st October — 7:45
p.m. music room, guest speaker — Mr.
Gilbert Milne, past president Commercial
Photographer's Association New mem-
bers especially invited.

PROFESSIONAL TYPEWRITING 30
cents a pagel Satisfaction guaranteed or

payment refunded. English and French
texts Phone Claude, or Gordon at any
time: 924-0318



Watt watches while

Warriors wearily wilt
By JIM COWAN

"O.K. listen, Dave, the in-

side backer's cheating to the

set side, we can afford to run
Stank straight ahead.

"

Tom Watt, perched high

above the field in the Varsity

Stadium press box, was talking

to Dave Copp at field level, via

a telephone linkup.

"Run a 36 dive away from
our setback," suggested Watt.

On the next series of downs,
Bill Stankovic romped through

the centre of the Warrior's
defense. "He's running tough!

"Watt told Copp.
Blues, like most of the other

teams in the senior leagues,

rely heavily on their spotters.

Between them, assistant

coaches Copp and Watt (better

known perhaps as the sartori-

ally splendid coach of the

champion hockey Blues) are

responsible for giving head
coach Ron Murphy a running

commentary and analysis of

the action on the field.

Being a spotter involves

much more than just watching
the game with the myopic
hacks in the press box, howev-

er. Watt begins preparing for

each Saturday's game far

ahead of time.

Before each game, the

coaches huddle with the scout-

ing reports on the opposition

and old game films to produce

a list of items to be checked

when the game starts. Watt

begins during the warmup,
looking over the other team'-s

lineup and noting the forma-

tions they run in the practice

period.

Saturday, Watt phoned down

to the field that a new tackle,

Brent Gilbert, was in the War-

rior's lineup, and warned the

defensive linemen that Water-

loo was using a quick count as

they came over the ball.

At the other end of the press

box, the Warriors' spotter was

doing the same thing with the

Blues. Waterloo has their

quarterbacks handle the phone

at field level, rather than a

GOD BLESS McGILL
McGill

.

Queens

.

28

..6

coach. "He's the one who's
running the team and he has
the feel of it," head coach Wal-
ly Delahey explained. During
offensive series, the backup
QB takes over the headset.

Once the game started. Watt
checked the offensive and de-

fensive sets of the Warriors,

and found they were generally

what had been expected from

the scouting reports. Blues

third assistant coach, John
McManus, usually draws the

assignment of checking out the

opposition for the following

week and preparing the re-

ports.

The only significant change
was the shifting of the interior

lineman, and once it was point-

ed out, Blues were quick to

take advantage of it.

Watt also keeps an eye on

the Blues, watching to see who
is doing his job and who isn't.

Often he can see why a line-

man is being beaten or a play

broken, and adjustments can

be made.
"The key thing is not to try

and look for everything at

once," he says, "That way you

miss everything."

At halftime, Watt scrambles

out of the press box and down
to the dressing room for a con-

ference with the coaches. He
sometimes will speak to a par-

ticular player, but generally its

Murphy who diagrams changes

for the whole team.

"You've got to have good

communications," says Copp.

"If you can't talk to each other

in this game, you're in trou-

ble."
' Watt's advice, of course,

isn't always taken. It's up to

Murphy, receiving information

from both Watt and the players

on the field, to decide what

changes to make.

Much of the job is just keep-

ing the other coaches informed

about what's happening on the

field, but listening to Watt de-

scribe the action gives an in-

sight which you'll never get lis-

tening to Esaw & Co.

FREE FILM
THE SOCIOLOGY STUDENT UNION PRESENTS

"EDUCATION FOR MORALS"

TUESDAY SEPT 30 Bp.m. DEBATES RM. HART HOUSE

Does the educational experience involve question of

right and wrong how does this relate to Sociology

or any social science ?

DISCUSSION STUDEHTS WELCOME

HART HOUSE «jT
DEBATE

"THE GREATEST ENEMY OF THE
UNIVERSITY IS ITS FACULTY"

Honorary Visitor

DEAN JOHN SAYWELL
FOR THE AYES:

Gary Webster, S.G.S.
David Saul, S.G.S.

FOR THE NOES: I

Prof. C. Hanly
John Winter, S.G.S.

RSOAY, October 2nd Oebates Room - 8:00 p.m

HOW FAST
CAN YOU READ?

Perhaps not fast enough

enrol now in the

EFFICIENT
READING
PROGRAM

classes (each an hour and

a half) will be held once

a week for 10 weeks

Only $27.00,

all texts included

REGISTER TO-DAY AT THE OFFICE, MAIN

AND SCARBOROUGH CAMPUS

J
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ball
You're a clown. You're a queen.

You're whatever you dream.

Just imagine.

You're able to do what you want

any day, every day.

Run. Ride. Play. Even swim . .

.

What a world!

And all you have to do to

help it all come true is forget

about those difficult days each

month. And that's as easy as

switching from bulky uncom-

fortable sanitary napkins to

Tampax tampons.

A Tampax tampon is worn
internally. When properly in

place, you hardly know it's

there. And no one else will E[JB!B

know because nothing VM/M
shows. Not even when you D^fl
wear something sheer or "see-

through."

Easy-to-use Tampax tam-

pons were developed by a doc-

tor. Any woman, married or

single, can use them with con-

fidence. And to make them even

more convenient, Tampax tam-

pons are available in three

absorbency-sizes: Regular, Su-

per and Junior.

TAMPAX
tamporM

SANITARY PROTECTION WORN INTERNALLY

Varsity's outstanding rookie halfback Corradino Doret

(34) evades a sprawling Waterloo tackier and heads
upfietd. Warrior linemen Ed Scorgie (77) and Dean

Anderson (68) take off in pursuit, while Blues center

Rein Enono will turn and block Warrior Joe Sowieta (64)

photo bydonandrew

Soccer Blues undefeated in pre-season play

Sportsies still needed . .

.

Especially women
reporters (or nice boys to

cover women's sports),

cartoonists, photogs, and a
bridge columnist. Leave
name and phone number in

sports office, 2nd floor; 91

st. george. or drop in

Tuesday nite early)
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ByLYNDON LITTLE

The University of Toronto

Soccer Blues kept their un-

beaten string intact Saturday

as they whipped the York
University Yeomen 2-0 on the

back campus.

The game was the fourth

exhibition tilt for the Blues as

they prepare for their league

opener this weekend at Mc-
Master.

This season should prove to

be a stiff challenge for the

team that has dominated the

OQAA soccer picture for the

past quarter of a century,

winning the championship 21

of the past 24 years including

the last 5 years in a row. This

season the Blues have a

chance to equal the record of

the 1945-51 edition of the team
which won 6 straight titles.

However, the rest of the

league has been slowly catch-

ing up to the powerful Varsity

eleven. Last year the Blues
had a tough battle with the

University of Guelph Gry-
phons before winning the

Western Division title. With 7

of last year's regulars not

returning, this year should
provide an even greater chal-

lenge.

The changes begin with the

coaching staff. Gone is popu-

lar head coach Ernie Glass,
who is in England on a foot-

ball sabbatical,. Replacing
him is personable Bob Nicol

who has had experience with

the now defunct Toronto Fal-

cons and is presently playing

coach of Ukraina of the semi-
pro National League.

Gone also is much of last

year's scoring power. The
seven graduates include
league leading scorer and co-

winner of the Oster Trophy

,
September 29. 1 969

Jim Lefkos, as well as

Dwight Taylor, Bill Nepotiuk,

Bernie Dabreaur, George
Nomaticlis and defensive star

Eric Sereda.

Head coach Nicol will be

counting heavily .on a return-

ing nucleus composed of for-

wards Frank Soppelsa
(league leading scorer 3

years ago), John Gero, Ken
Cancellera, Mario Palermo,
link-men Miles Sosa, Adrian
Verhulst, Roman Zakaluzny,

Ormond Mendes (back after a

year's absence) and backs
Stan Bognucki and Jim Kal-

man.
Impressive newcomers in-

clude Trevor Wilson, Peter
Mucalov, Andy Rode, John
Coby and goalie Sam Cesario.

Saturday's game against

York featured a determined
Toronto attack that was frus-

trated by poor timing around

the goal plus a good dose of

incredibly bad luck.

The first half was scoreless

with Blues missing excellent

scoring chances by Mario
Palermo and Jim Kalman.
Kalman missed a sure goal

when teammate John Gero
inadvertently stepped in front

of the hard shot just as it was
about to enter the goal.

Varsity continued to press

in the second half almost
completely controlling play

but didn't score until 61 min-

utes when fullback Stan Bog-

ucki finally broke through

with a short header. Four
minutes later the Blues had
their second goal on a hard,

low, 20 yarder from Frank
Soppelsa.

Goalkeeper Allan Duffy
and center-forward Wayne
Purdon were standouts for

York.

FREE KICKS — The York
side has already played a pre-

season match with Guelph.

The score? Guelph 3-York 0 .

.

The York head coach de-

scribes the Guelph team as

possessing a "tremendous
defence" and predicts that

the Gryphons will easily con-

tain the Blues attack . . . The
Blues other three exhibition

games were against Seneca
College and Grad Studies.

They defeated Seneca 5-2

here and 7-2 at Seneca while

downing Grad Studies 5-2.

RUGGER BLUES FIZZLE
By DAN McALISTER

The two Blues rugger teams
travelled to the University of

Michigan at Ann Arbor on Sat-

urday morning and after a tir-

ing six hour journey, fell to a
double loss with the recurrence
of many of the symptoms of

bad play seen in the Wednes-
day York game.
The firsts" game, marked by

remarkably dull play in the

forwards and all 'round bad or

non-existent tackling was
again given order only by
Graehem Wynn.
Wynn was injured in the pro-

cess and will be sidelined for at

least a week.

The match was very wide
open, making fast cross —
covering by the forwards im-
perative. Second phase attack

was fairly even in the first half

but as the second half wore on,

the Michigan Team sustained

their determination while the

Toronto Fifteen lagged badly.

Two minutes after the open-

ing kickoff, Michigan had
fought deep into Toronto terri-

tory when Toronto was called

offside and the ensuing penalty

kick resulted in a three point

lead for Michigan. Minutes
later the Toronto side re-

covered their own kickoff, and
were in good position to score

three points where a penalty

was called against Michigan.

By now the Michigan team
was solidifying, the pack and
backs meshing well in second

phase play and reverses. Near
the end of the half the tech-

nique paid off with a try near
the touch line that was not

converted.

In the second half, the Blues

held off the unrelenting Michi-
gan pressure with the help of

fast wingers Segsworth and

Zepp and especially strong

running, kicking and tackling

by fullback Larry McKenna.
The last ten minutes though,

were disastrous to Toronto as

the Michigan side stormed
across for three unconverted
tries.

Winded, the Toronto team
succumed to a 15-6 loss, its

first in thirty-nine games over
a period of three years.

The Second Team, short
three players, filled its posi-

tions with McKenna and Henry
from the First Team and Ne-
ville Nankeville from our
coaching staff.

Neither team was -able to

score a try; it was the fine

kicking of four penalty goals by
the Michigan fly — half and
one by Toronto player — coach
Nankeville that made the final

score Michigan 12, Toronto 3.



Saturday's

Stats

First Downs

Running Plavs

Running Yards

Passing Plays

Passing Yards

Total Offense

Fumbles

Interceptions

Punt rets./yds

penalties/yds

Avg. Punt

40

163

1 1/22

210

373

10/87

7/80

10/31-1

18/34

227

316

8/117

9/87

12/34.2

Scoring

Summary
FIRST QUARTER

3 Stankovic— Fid. gl. (13 yds). 3:02

3 Knill — single (34 yds) 7.50

SECOND QUARTER

7 3 Wakefield — TDI40 yd run) 8:58

7 9 Doret — TD(6ydrun) 14:21

7 10 Stankovic — convert 14:21

THIRD QUARTER

13 10 Wiedenhoeft —
TD (40 yd pass)

14 10 Knill — convert

20 10 Wakefield — TD(4 yd pass!

21 10 Knill — convert

21 16 Myers — TD(14ydrun)
21 17 Stankovic — convert

21 23 Chapman — TDI32 yd pass} 14:39

21 24 Stankovic — convert 14.39

Porapsythology . . . Foiffi Healing . . .

Auto-Suggesfion . . . Christian Science . . .

Psychosomatic Disease . . .

Nave they anything in common? Does one work better

than another?

Come see Christian Science in action. Fellow studenis who

apply the principles of spiritual healing share their

experiences. Bring your questions and an open mind.

TUESDAY 7:30 PM RAT 200, LARKtH BtOG.,

TRINITY COlUGf

Peter Raham (22) blocks out Waterloo's allstar defensive end Ed
Scorgie.

2:56
2:56
4:59
4:59

12:31
12:31

FOURTH QUARTER

21 30 Walter — TDI72 yd pass) 12:20

21 31 Stankovic — convert 12:20

FOLLOW THE BLUES TO HAMILTON

VARSITY AT McMASTER

Saturday, October 4 at 2:00 p.m.

Support" the team with the Blue & White Band. Tickets on

sale for student section at Athletic Office,

Hart House -$1.50

THE BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY
PRESENTS

MOVIES
THE KNACK (and how to get it)

AND

CAT BALLOU

FRIDAY, OCT. 3rd 8 P.M.

OLD PHYSICS BLDG. (Rm. 135)

ADMISSION: 50C (ATTHEDOOR)

MEN-CURLING MEN

THE LISTS FOR THOSE WISHING TO CURL THIS FALL AND 1

WINTER ARE NOW OPEN AT THE INTERCOLLEGIATE
OFFICE, ROOM 101, HART HOUSE. THERE ARE 2 LEAGUES.
INTERCOLLEGIATE, TOP COMPETITION. AND RECREAT- J

IONAL. AN ENTRANCE FEE OF S30.00 MUST
,
BE PAID AT I

TIME OF SIGNING. IF POSSIBLE. SIGN UP AS A FULL RINK. 1

LIST WILL CLOSE OCT. 10. LEAGUES WILL START OCT.
19 AT THE TERRACE CLUB AND ALL COMPETITION WILL
BE HELD ON SUNDAYS BETWEEN S:00 & 7:00 P.M.

U.T.O.C.
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

OUTING CLUB
GENERAL MEETING

THURSDAY OCTOBER 2,

8 P.M.

CODY HALL

FILMS, SLIDES, REFRESHMENTS

i

CURLING
STUDENT RATE $65.00

Regular League Curling plus Weekend

Mixed. Enjoy all the facilities of a good

private downtown curling club easily ac-

cessible by public transportation or major

traffic arteries. Royal Canadian Curling Club.

TELEPHONE

BRUCE CARDY,

MANAGER, 461-0251
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Warrior's No. 70, Peter Bedford, puts the grab on Blues' Randy Myers

about two seconds too late to prevent him from scoring on his first

offensive series after replacing injured Bill Stankovic. Blues' end John

By PAUL CARSON

At about 3:40 Saturday afternoon.

Varsity Blues decided to stop beating

themselves.

Until then. Blues were mired in the

same sloppy performance that had ru-

ined the pre-season games as foolish

penalties and silly but costly mistakes

overshadowed excellent play by the

defensive team.

It was late in the third quarter, and

Varsity trailed the surprisingly tough

Waterloo Warriors 21-10. Warriors had

massive size along the line, and a clev-

er diversified offense was capitalizing

on Blues mistakes.

Toronto blockers often gave up as

much as a 65-pound weight advantage,

but when it counted Blues had a greater

reverve of pride and basic guts.

A punt return by Pete Lamantia took

Varsity to the Waterloo 48.

Waterloo then made three no-nos

which reversed the entire momentum
of the game.

First, Warriors were offside on sec-

ond down, enabling Blues to retain pos-

session instead of being forced to punt

or gamble on third down.

Second, Warriors relaxed on a pass

rush when Varsity quarterback Vic

Alboini fumbled the snap. Alboini

quickly recovered and hit flanker Eric

Walter for eight needed yards.

Third. Warriors were caught mutter-

ing about Walter's dutch catch as

Myers ran 14 yards up the middle for

six points, his first as a Blue.

Two minutes later, Alboini hit split-

end John Chapman for 32 yards and the

go-ahead touchdown. Varsity 24, Wat-

erloo 21. Chapman ran a perfect post

pattern and nabbed the pass right be-

tween two befuddled Waterloo defend-

ers.

Blues defence continued its magnifi-

cent play and protected the slim lead

until Alboini and Walter settled the is-

sue on a 72-yard pass and run combo

with about three minutes left.

Lamantia snuffed out the last Water-

loo drive with a diving interception (his

third of the afternoon) of a pass de-

flected by Blues corner-back Bob Blox-

ham.
Even for a Varsity sportsie, it's diffi-

cult to find enough superlatives for

Bloxham, who stripped continually

Waterloo's sweep blocking and made
several tackles that can only be de-

scribed as clean-vicious.

The victory was sweet revenge for

Varsity, and coupled with McGill's 28-6

upset of Queens, it makes Varsity

number one (this week ) in the SIFL.

Coach Ron Murphy had promised
"something special" to contain speedy
Warrior halfback Gord McLellan, and
it worked. Last year, McLellan person-

ally destroyed Varsity with 158 yards
and three touchdowns; Saturday he
gained but 32 yards on 13 carries and
was knocked cold twice by Blues re-

lentless gang tackling.

Jody Ortved keyed on McLellan most
of the afternoon, while Rick Agro and
Ian Kirkpatrick often left their regular

assignments to give the Waterloo su-

per-star special treatment.

Blues started early by running in,

out, around and through the six rookies

on Waterloo's starting defensive team.

In his first start on offence, fullback

Bill Stankovic led the Varsity ground

game with 64 yards on 10 carries;

oLdiik was injured in the second half

but will be ready for Mac.

Chapman (76) and Warrior's Ryan Tripp (15) look on as referee um-

pire Tip Logan signals the touchdown.
photos by don anarew

However erratic passing from Al- ered through a maze of surprised Blues

boini and a' missed assignment allow- on route to a 40-yard touchdown,

ing Waterloo's Ed Scorgie to block a In the third quarter, Rick Wieden-

McKay punt, prevented the Toronto hoeft slipped through Blues zone def-

attack from producing a major score ence and grabbed a 40-yard td pass

until 30 seconds before halftime. from Dave Groves. John Chapman

Cor Doret capped a quick march by fumbled the ensuing kickoff and War-

sweepine into paydirt from six yards riors marched 24 yards in five plays;

out Wakefield got the last four on a short

Varsity guard Don Fraser set up the screen pass. And that was it.

score by wiping out mammoth Warrior Warriors tried to gain field position

tackle Dean Anderson with a devastat- by using set plays for on punt and kick-

ing block. Anderson weighs 240; Fraser off returns, but they clipped outra-

is 180 .
geously on each attempt and the offi-

Warriors only touchdowns came on cials caught most of them,

rare defensive lapses by Varsity. Waterloo will clobber somebody this

The line messed up a tackle on full- season, but that's ok. We don't play

back Chuck Wakefield and he scamp- them again 'till '70.
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Warrior's Ed Scorgie gets in to block Paul McKay's punt as Bill Stan-

kovic blocks out Warren Hull. Scorgie picked up the ball and ran it

back 25 yards before McKay tackled him on the Blues 20 yard line.
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What's happened

moss meeting 1 p.m.

Last minute compromise fails
If the university's adminis-

tration refuses to comply with

the second compromise on dis-

cipline which the SAC was in-

strumental in formulating, the

SAC will advise today's mass
meeting on discipline to sit-in.

The sit-in would be non-ob-

structive, and in effect extend

the mass meeting until 9 a.m.

tomorrow morning. It would
enforce the SAC position on

discipline, to which the admin-

istration has so far refused to

officially reply, despite today's

expiry date on the SAC-mass-

The committee will be com-
posed of four representatives
of the SAC, two of the Gradu-
ate Students' Union (GSU).
and six of the ATS.
• The CPUO document "Order
on Campus-" will not be re-

ferred to this committee for

any purpose because many
members of the university

community find it unaccepta-
ble on the ground that it con-

tains repressive features.

• The procedures of the Caput
statement of Sept. 20 will be
superceded by procedures es-

tablished by the interim disci-

plinary body.

The administration's main
reason for refusing to accept

the compromise was felt to be

fear that its second clause

would make Dr. Bissell lose

face to such an extent that he

would be forced to resign.

Because the staff-student

compromise was turned down,

today's mass meeting will be

faced with separate statement

from the ATS and the SAC,

Continued on centre

A U of T policeman looks forward to a quiet-week on the desk.

meeting ultimatum for such a

reply.

The administration yester-
day turned down a compromise
stand, worked out by an infor-

mal staff-student committee.
Its membership included:

Frederick Winter, chairman of

i the Association of Teaching
Staff (ATS); Charles Hanly,

I chairman of the Ontario Coun-
cil of University Faculty Asso-

ciations (OCUFA); Michael
Vaughan, president of the

Graduate Students' Union
'GSU); and SAC President

I Gus Abols.
' The compromise statement
l°f yesterday morning was a

flexible version of the SAC-
Imass-meeting stand. It said

that:

There be established an in-

terim disciplinary body, by
delegation of Caput authority.

THE SIX DEMANDS
• that President Bissell officially disassociate

himself from the Committee of Presidents of Univers-

ities in Ontario working paper, since the paper has

nothing in common with the Campbell committee re-

port and since it is not possible to support both re-

P°rt
« that Caput withdraw its position of Saturday;

• that no new disciplinary action be taken until

after the Campbell report is published;

• that the university recognize that Caput is not a

Iegitimate disciplinary body for dealing with student

discipline and that further discipline be dealt with by a

committee representative of the university communi-

ty
'

• that the Campbell committee report be pub-

lished as soon as it is presented to the president;

• that the administration reply to these demands

within one week.

February 1968: Acting President John Sword appoints a ten-

man presidential advisory committee to write a full-scale report
on discipline at U of T, There are two faculty, two administration
representatives, three students, one alumnus on the committee
as well as secretary Prof. A. M. Kruger and chairman Prof. D.

R. Campbell.

March 1969: The Caput, the,supreme disciplinary body,
composed of 24 senior administrators, issues a statement saying
immediate change in its own membership is essential in order to

make Caput "more fully representative of the university com-
munity." Campbell, whose committee has not finished its report,

comments that Caput's voluntary move to incorporate students

and faculty right away is probably "an interim measure," de-

signed to gain "a stronger moral position" on campus until the

report's recommendations can be acted on.

May 1969: At the initiative of President Bissell a nine-man
committee is set up to look into changing the composition of Ca-

put for the period before the Campbell report can be acted on.

This committee has three students, three faculty and three

Caput representatives.

September 18: This committee meets five times. They
reach agreement that:

• Caput should be immediately reconstituted with a mem-
bership of 12 people: four students chosen by SAC. two chosen by

the GSU, and six faculty chosen by the ATS. They would choose

their own chairman from outside.

• This new Caput would be a temporary body, to be dis-

solved at the end of the academic year 1969-70.

• There would be "no extension of the jurisdiction of the

Caput during the interim period," and the Caput would simply

"exercise its jurisdiction in cases that it has historically dealt

with."

The committee also suggested several reforms along the

lines of the then-unpublished Campbell Report (open meetings, a

system of lower courts, being tried by panels of four, extension of

Caput jurisdiction to staff and faculty as well as students, and

ending university jurisdiction in criminal actions such as theft )

.

September 18, 1969: The Committee of Presidents of the

Universities of Ontario, a council of the 14 Ontario university

presidents, plus one "respected academic" from each campus
issues a working paper saying universities should use "counter-

violence" to deal with campus disorders.

Students or faculty involved in "obstructive behaviour"

should be suspended, expelled or dismissed at once, the paper

said.

Anyone who "interferes with free discussion and the rule of

reason" is guilty of "behaviour unfit for the academic communi-

ty."

These guidelines were suggested:

• all students, staff and faculty will be required to identify

themselves "on request".

• the president will suspend anyone involved in what a staff-

student committee identifies as "an obstruction to the universi-

ty's processes"

• if this does not end the disruption, "the police will be

brought in"

• if there is a threat to life or property, the president may
call in police without consulting anyone

• suspended persons wilj later be charged before the "uni-

versity's properly constituted disciplinary authority'' and if

i

found guilty will be liable to expulsion or dismissal.

September 19, 1969: President Bissell describes the working

paper as "a helpful document" and "one of several statements

that will be used to determine our Toronto policy".

September 20, 1969: President Bissell publishes and signs a

Caput statement deploring the disruption of the University Col-

lege freshman dinner two days earlier. Caput warns that it is still

a viable body and that it will continue to exercise its traditional

powers to fine, suspend, and recommend expulsion or witholding

of standing.

This, says the statement, is necessary because the nine-man

committee which had been meeting all summer to recommend

changes for the period before the Campbell Report is dealt with

. .has not yet been able to reach agreement on the question of

what the Caput's jurisdiction to deal with actions arising out of

sit-ins. disruption of classes, etc., should be . .

."

September 22, 1969: The SAC executive meets and publishes

a statement saying Caput's statement contains an "outright lie."

The committee on reconstituting Caput, says the SAC statement,

did in fact reach agreement, (see above). The committee had

decided to endorse no change in Caput's traditional powers.

The executive charged the administration with "bypassing

its own channels whenever it is expedient" and with developing

procedures for the interim before action on the Campbell Report

without consulting faculty or students.

The executive asked Bissell to disown the Committee of

Presidents working paper and asked the Caput to withdraw its

statement of Sept. 20.

September 23, 1969: The committee to reconstitute Caput

meets in Hart House. Bissell says he agrees with the basic as-

continued on page 2



continued from page 1

sumptions of the CPUO paper and that the Caput statement was

"a simple summary of the existing statutory situation.

He said he would not repudiate either of the two and that

'existing law" would stay in force until charges are "agreed to

and formally implemented."
'

The two SAC members of the committee withdrew following

Bissell's speech, as did GSU member Michael Vaughan.

Later the same day a faculty member of the committee.

ATS chairman F. E. Winter said he was "leaving" because the

committee was effectively dead.

The committee, Winter said, had definitely reached a deci-

sion on interim disciplinary procedures before the Caput state-

ment was issued September 20.

He said also that he was "absolutely flabbergasted and dis-

mayed" after reading the CPUO document.

September 24, 1969: SAC meets and formulates the six de-

mands.
, , . .

SAC receives a statement from Bissell in which the presi-

dent endorses the "main principles" of the CPUO paper while

pointing out that some of its suggestions are "unacceptable on

this campus." , , . .

Bissell also says that in the interim committee no decision

was reached" about the jurisdiction of a reconstituted Caput.

September 25, 1969: At a mass meeting in Convocation Hall,

President Bissell reads out his statement of the previous day.

SAC president Gus Abols tells the more than 1,000 assembled

students: "I personally feel that Dr. Bissell has broken a promise

to us," namely that before the Campbell Report was acted on.

Caput would be reconstituted in line with the decision of the nine-

man summer committee.

Two hours later, after the crowd had dwindled by more than

half, 300 students endorsed the six demands and decided to meet

again in seven days.

At midnight the same day a coalition of the SAC executive,

the GSU executive and the New Left Caucus issued a statement

saying expulsion or suspension would be legitimate only in the

event of physical violence against persons or destruction of prop-

erty. This was an attempt to show the distinction between "viol-

ence and political disruption."

September 29, 1969: President Bissell releases the text of the

Campbell Report which recommends placing disciplinary proce-

dures in the hands of student-faculty courts.

The Report says there is a distinction between "obstructive

and "destructive" actions.

Response to

Three campus councils have

endorsed the six demands SAC
issued to the administration

last week. In favor of the de-

mands are the Innis College

Student Council, the Graduate

Students' Union Executive and

the University College Liter-

ary and Athletic Society.

The Medical Society issued a

statement opposing the de-

mands.

The Innis College Student

Council voted 7-1 to support the

SAC demands. Rejecting the

wording of SAC's demands as

THE BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY
PRESENTS

MOVIES
THE KNACK (AND HOW TO GET IT)

AND CAT BALLOU
OLD PHYSICS BLDG. (Rm. 135) ADMISSION: 50< (AT THE DOOR)

FRIDAY, OCT. 3rd 8 P.M.

PIPE SMOKERS!
Nothing beats

a Genuine Dutch Aromatic!
And nothing beats Amphora Full Aro-

matic in the Red pouch. It's the tool,

extra mild tobacco from Holland with

the pleasant aroma that's enjoyed by

everyone around you. Try Amphora Full

Aromatic—on us. Just mail in the coupon
below and enclose an empty pouch of

the pipe tobacco you are now smoking.

You'll receive a full sized 1/9 lb. free

pouch of Amphora Full Aromatic in the

Red pouch. And remember to try

Amphora Mild Aromatic and Regular in

the blue and brown pouches. All 3 are

sealed in overwraps to retain freshness,

and arc products of Douwc Egberts* 200

years of tobacco blending experience.

Just mail this coupon today!

v

MAIL TO: M.C.F.G. Box 220 Station F, Toronto, Ontario

(PLEASE PRINT CAREFULLY)

U Mr./Mrs ...

£|
Address '

m cily Prov

§§ Yes, I would like a FREE lull sized I '9 lb. Red pouch ol Amphora Full Aromatic pipe tobacco.

m I enclose an emply "Trade in" pouch ol

;
I the pipe tobacco I have been smoking.

(This offer expires Dec. 31, 1969 and is limiled
to one Free pouch per person, per address.) Key No

VAl'2

ForAcademic Year 1969-70

Needed: A Speakerfor the

New College Student Council

Qualifications:

Must be a student at or a graduate of a

Canadian University

Knowledge of Roberts Rules of Order

All Applications to be addressed to:

JON FIDLER
21 Classic Ave.. Wetmore Hall Room 235

This Position carries with it a S 1 00 "00 Honour ariurr

CLASSIFIED
HELMAR'S BOUTIQUE m the Village is

full of super styles for Aulumn Poured-on
dresses, zingy lumpers, nubbly winter
coats Jusl right for campus From S25 siz-

es 5 and up 10% discount with student
card. 87 Yorkville Avenue

EXPERIENCED TYPING of University
thesis, essays. IBM Executive typewriter
Call RO3-3080

PROFESSIONAL TYPEWRITING 30
cents a page! Satisfaction guaranteed or

payment refunded. English and French
texts Phone Claude, or Gordon at any
time 924-0318

ANTHROPOLOGY STUDENT UNION
First meeting of A S W will be Oct 1.

4 00. Room 1072 S S Anyone taking an-
thropology course welcome Elections
held. Oct 1 5

CAMERA CLUB 48th annual open meet
ing — Wednesday. 1st October — 7 45
pm music room, guest speaker — Mr.
Gilbert Milne, past president Commercial
Photographer's Association New mem-
bers especially invited.

JUDY COLLINS SHOW Sunday October
5. 8 p n> at Massey Hall Tickets available

at Box Office and Sam the Record Man.
One show only

FOUND SEPT. 25-69 wallet in front

of U of T textbook store Write R L.

Monte. 8ox 149 Univ of St Michael's Col-

lege, 81 St Mary St . Toronto 181 Onl

SKI IN INNSBRUCK — Dept Dec 23 —
rt, Jan 5 includes accommodation. 2

meals daily, ski pass. KLM DC8 [ei Cost

S33000 Tel CUS/OUS 921-2611

FAST EFFICIENT home typist, fully expe-

rienced in typing thesis and essays Excel-

lent references. Reasonable rates 267-
0696 or 423-4042

FOR SALE B.S.A. 250. Good condition

Must sell, will accept best offer Call 920-
0021

WM Wtiffl WKM

\
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS CENTRE (ISC)

I STUDENT COUNCIL ELECTION
|

NOMINATION CLOSED OCT. 1 \

\
I.S.C. REGISTRATION CLOSED OCT. 3

|

l(ONL YFOR THEPURPOSE OF THE ELECTION)
|

|
ELECTIONS I

J (FROM 9:00 PM TO 10:30 PM) OCT. 7
|

| ALL NOMINATED PERSONS AND VOTERS \

I MUST HOLD U of TAND 1.S.C.
\

I REGISTRATION CARDS. 0
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OCCULT
BOOKS,*

•

Campbell

ambiguous and redundant, the
council issued the following

statement: "Recognizing that

Innis College philosophy con-
cerning campus discipline is

substantially reflected in the
Campbell Report, the ICSS
executive demands:

• that President Bissell offi-

cially disocciate himself from
the CPUO working paper and
that Caput officially disocciate

from its position stated on
Sept. 20

9 that the Campbell Report

be adopted and enacted as soon

as possible

• that a body in keeping with

the philosophy and structure

recommended by the Campbell
Report be established to deal

with discipline matters until

such time as the Campbell
Report can be fully enacted.

In addition to supporting

SAC's demands, the GSU Ex-
ecutive Committee passed the

following motions:

• that the GSU is willing to

participate in the establish-

ment of disciplinary proce-

dures along the guidelines of

the Campbell Commission
Report provided that an inter-

im body satisfactory to staff

and students is constituted to

replace the Caput until the

implementation of such proce-

dures.

• that the interim body de-

liberate on all cases of discip-

line that are brought to its at-

tention.

Why take
Oil

a pill

fora
headache?
M;iybc you just need glas-

ses. So go gel your eyes
icslcd, l hen come and see
us al Braddock Optical.
Why? Because we give 20",,

off lo students, and we've
got the greatest collection
of fantastic frames you'll
ever look through. We're
just around the corner at

158 St. George. Conic and

Everyone has

His Price!

Thots our "Direct" price (or o
!-i enrol diomond ol good colour
ond col and VS1. clarity. This
includes setting, Iok ond insur-
ance. Guaranteed Approisal mini-
mum 5450,00. If your price co-
incides with your price drop in

and have a look for yourself.

WE ARE "DIRECT
DIAMOND DEALERS

Hugh Proctor & Co.

131 BLOOR W.. STE. 416
921-7702

The Engineering Society Invites

YOU
to a

Real Old Fashioned

HUSTLING DANCE
this Friday at the

DRILL HALL
The BEST music, the LOWEST prices

the FRIENDLIEST people

BE THERE

fpALMl5>TfVj

TalcHtm]

MUlNJMioM

II

HOUSE 50
TO DAY

NOON HOUR DEBATES MEETING
South Sitting Boom — 1 p.m.

Members interested in debating

are invited to this discussion

CAMERA CLUB OPEN MEETING
Music Room — 7 45 p.m.

Guest Speaker: MR. GILBERT MILNE.
Past President. Commercial Photo-

graphers' Association, New members
are especially invited to attend

RECORD ROOM INSTRUCTION
In Record Room A

To-Day 5-6 p m
October 3 12 -2 p.m.

DEBATE
Thursday. October 2

Debates Room — 8 p.m.

"THE GREATEST ENEMY OF THE
UNIVERSITY IS ITS FACULTY"

Honorary Visitor

DEAN JOHN SAYWELL
York University

MCLAREN FILMS
East Common Room — 1:1

Thursday. October 2nd

Ladies Welcome

HART HOUSE FALL DANCE
Saturday. October 4th

9 pm. — Midnight

• PETER RANDALL 1 THE TROUBADOURS 1

' BOB CRINGAN 1 ALTAR EGO '

Tickets SI — Hall Porter

Stag or Drag

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
October 5th — Great Hall — 8 30

Guest Artist

A DELE AHMIN
Violinist

Tickets: Hall Porl>

FfTAR- mAPSj

cC

hi

OJL

UNIVERSITY
BOOKROOI

Learn to Fly at Reduced Rates I

with Central Airways
}

JOIN THE U of T FLYING CLUB

For information, phone

1
Central Airways (363-2424)

or Rick Hoffman (964-8966)

Get - acquainted flight SAT. October 4th
j

INTERFACULTY TRACK MEET

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1969

1:30 P.M. STADIUM

ENTRIES ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED
AT THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE.

ROOM 106. HART HOUSE
EVENTS AND TIME SCHEDULE

1.30 4* Hurdles; Discus; Pole Vault, Broad Jump

1.50 100 yds Heals

2.00 120 Hurdles - Heats

2. 15 100 yds - Finals; Shot Pul; High Jump
2.25 880 yds

2.30 220 yds - Heats

2.40 1 Mile

2.50 220 yds - Final; Javelin; Triple Jump
3.05 440 yds

3.15 3 Miles

3.40 120 Hurdles -Final

4.00 Sprint Relay (4x110yds)
4.15 Mile Relay ( 4 x 440 yds

)
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PAGE FOUR

Do you think we've turned apathetit?

Apathy if luch a bad ward. I'd hate to think it's apathy we
suffer from.

Let's just call it faith.

Jules Fe'rffer, The Explainers.

TIME TO ACT
Today the ultimatum expires.

Students will assemble in

Convocation Hall at 1 p.m. to

face the U of T administration's

response to the six demands
which appear on page one, and
decide on a form of action.

During the past week, the

administration has been negoti-

ating for a compromise, and the

Campbell Report has been pub-

lished. Its immediate publica-

tion answers demand five.

The Campbell Report is a fair

document, but its blurred defini-

tions of disruption and obstruc-

tion and its wavering conclu-
sions only reinforce the first

demand made by last week's
mass meeting — that U of T
President Claude Bissell disas-

sociate himself from the work-
ing paper issued by the Commit-
tee of Presidents of the Univers-
ities of Ontario.

For while the Campbell Re-
port looks for tolerance in the
field of discipline, it could be
interpreted to mean just about
anything.

It depends how its implement-
ed and how it's applied.

The chronology on page one
and Bob Barkwell's article on
page five show the administra-
tion has acted in bad faith in

dealing with students on discip-

line committees.
No committee is worth its

weight in paper, if an adminis-
tration can always revert to the
"due process'' of legalism, as
Dr. Bissell did last week when
he stepped up the powers of
Caput and thwarted the commit-
tee he had set up to deal with it.

The security of a liberal uni-

versity lies in "due process,'' as
Sidney Hook points out in the
May issue of U.S. News and
World Report.

"If universities refuse to gov-
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ern themselves, the government
will have to take over. It cannot

permit assault, arson, possible

loss of life merely because ad-

ministrators — and the faculties

— are cowardly. .

.

".
. .Now, the essence of liber-

al civilization is the belief in due

process. .

.

"We have believed that once
we follow due process, we can
correct any inequity that devel-

ops. The alternatives are mob
rule and lynch law."

Dr. Bissell also diverts the

question of political freedom
into a discussion of due process.

But the due process of Caput

is anti-democratic. And the way
the CPUO paper attempts to

deal with mob-rule' is almost
fascistic.

One condemns genuine mass
democracy by calling it "mob-
rule".

"Mob-rule" may be the ad-

ministration's vision of a Toron-
to Reign of Terror, where the

gutters around Simcoe Hall will

run with blood. And the mass-

media have already started to

portray the alternatives as law-

and-order or rioting-and-burn-

ing.

But no one is asking for an-

archy and bloodshed.

Concerned students are asking

for the right to build a mass stu-

dent movement that can ration-

ally confront the irrational and
inhuman bases of our society

and its universities.

One wonders whether the

powers-that-be are afraid of

mob-rule or mass-democracy,
for the latter would challenge
and subvert the social relations

on which our economy, our edu-

cation, and our society are built.

Mass action does not have to

endanger life or property. The
Campbell Committee realized

that; the Committee of Presi-

dents did not.

If the U of T administration

has not repudiated the CPUO
paper and thrown its weight be-

hind the Campbell report and
democratic due process, the

students that appear at today's

mass meeting should test the

good faith of the administration

by planning an action. That
would provide an empirical
case.

Such an action should be very

low key: perhaps an overnight

sleep-in at Simcoe Hall, followed

by departmental strikes.

If Dr. Bissell called the police

to end such a low-level occupa-

tion. Dr. Bissell's support of the

Campbell Report would then

seem vacuous, and his support of

the CPUO brief would be ob-

vious.

If the police were called, stu-

dents should obviously get out.

To stay would be suicidal, ad-

venturistic, and absurdly roman-
tic.

But by some peaceful but ob-

structive means, good faith and
due process must be tested in

practice, if the demands are not
answered.

LETTERS
'apathetic throngs'

My heartiest congratulations to the

swinging staff of The Varsity for their dedi-

cated efforts in pandering to the elements
of disruption and disturbance on this cam-
pus and for contributing to the spirit of

chaos which so many wild-eyed radicals

feel is so necessary to society today. Also

extreme compliments to the wise and
learned fabulous freshmen of '69 who after

one lecture hour can run crying to Mother
Varsity' lamenting their cruel, harsh fate,

their dissatisfaction with the system, and
the ineptness of lecturers who were not suf-

ficiently stimulating.

Sir, The Varsity should present these var-

ious aspects of the system for they under-
line the basic frustrating experiences which
every student undergoes or should undergo.
However, ferment and friction are also the

I 1. 1969
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criterion for hope in the future. Please pub-

licize the positive and conservative ways in

which hostilities may be vented for only

then will progress be made. Enlightened

action and discussion must be made attrac-

tive to the throngs of the apathetic or else

innovations will become the statement of

an isolated, radical group.

Anna Marie Go rotto (I COE)

venereal left

Being concerned with the rising incid-

ence of venereal disease we wish to inform

this campus that recent investigation has

revealed the 'New Left Caucus" to be a

mutant and highly pathogenic strain of gon-

ococcus! Avoid at all costs and carry peni-

cillin.

R. Nodel (II Mads)

R. Wold (II Med*)
L Robiesek { II Meds)

SAC Etkloi

CUP Ed«0'

91 51 Gmini' 2.1.1 lloui

923 B74V 923 8741
91 SI Gootnc 1(1 floor



Even the faculty write

'unhealthy climate'

Sirs,

Whatever the intentions of the President,

his failure to dissociate himself from the

CPUO retemmendations on discipline

makes it appear that the administration of

this University supports those recommen-
dations. In view of the fact that the contents

of the Campbell Committee Report were at

that time unknown, this seems ill-advised

since it may well be the case that the Re-
port which ultimately will guide the forma-
tion of policy regarding discipline does not

endorse these, or other similarly repressive

recommendations.

In addition to being a threat to academic
freedom, the CPUO recommendations are

all too similar to the use of intimidation, a

practice which has time and again had the

effect of creating an unhealthy climate and

has promoted rather than discouraged
campus disturbance.

In the face of the recent situation, we be-

lieve that the SAC proposals were realistic

and deserving of support from both the fac-

ulty and the administration. Now that point

five has been met, we believe the adminis-

tration has an obligation unequivocally to

dissociate itself from the CPUO recom-
mendations and to commit itself to the ac-

ceptance of the Campbell Committee Re-

port as the basis for discussion and the

formulation of future policy.

Lorenne Smith, Frank Cunningham, Fred

Wilton, Graeme Nicholson. D. Goldstick, J.V.

Canfield (Faculty members of the U of T Phi-

losophy Department)

.

let them speak'

We work here. We are happy to teach the

scheduled subjects at the scheduled times;

this "orderly educational process" is facili-

tated by calendars and registrars, and we
welcome their help. But we are not content

that the University should be confined to

the limits set by inherited traditions and
protocol.

If some student radicals announce they

have a fundamental challenge to the Uni-

versity — let them speak! There has been

too much flurry about just how far they

should be permitted to go. and just what
sort of committee should punish them if

they go too far. We would wish for a more
positive response from the University. (Not

the Administration, but the University, of

which the students and faculty are the cen-

tral part.) We affirm that the University

not only can "deal with" or "contain" an

ideological challenge, but may benefit from

it. Student radicals have not threatened to

burn books, they have promised to call in

question the structure of the University, the

role of the University in society, and the

content of some of its courses. Let's give

them the chance to make good on their

promises!

Chandler Davis, E. P. Botta, Peter Rosen-

thal, Eduard Prugovecki, P. Norton (faculty

members of the U of T Mathematics Depart-

ment).

welcome campbell

Sirs,

We welcome the prompt publication of
the Campbell Report. We particularly wel-
come the President's declared willingness,
(as expressed in the Globe and Mail today,'
Monday) to consider setting up a Campbell-
style tribunal to replace the Caput while the
report is being discussed. We look forward
to the speedy establishment of such a tri-

bunal.

M. Dafoe, W.M. Dick, J.C. Cairns, H.I.

Dyck, W.J. Eccles, H.V. Celman, G.M. Craig,

R. Spencer, J.M. Beattie, K. McNaught, R.C.

Brown, J. P. Wallot, R.M. Saunders, J. Ken-
yon, J. Romberg, M.R. Powicke, P.C.T. White,
J. Dent, R.J. Helmstadter, CP Stacey, E.

Shorter, W.H. Nelson, W.J. Callahan, P. Ruth-
erford, T. Uoyd, N.Z. Davis, J.J. Gerson, M
Israel, M.G. Ftnlayson, J.M. Estes, H. Marcus,
T. Brady, P. Brock, A. Rossos, N.P. Zaeour, C.

Berger, E. Rose, M.S. Cross, P.l. Thompson
(faculty members of the U of T History De-
partment)

Barkwell speaks out against administration
By BOB BARKWELL

(Mr. Barkwell wishes fo make
clear lha! his article is not official

SAC policy. I

The recent actions of the

administration, bypassing stu-

dents in -subventing its own
channels, and in deliberately

tying about both, are only the

latest in a long line of betray-

* als. Not only in the field of dis-

cipline, but on the campus
centre, and on last year's se-

cret brief to the committee on

university affairs. Simcoe Hall

has shown duplicity, dishones-

ty and a general disregard for

students and their interests.

Fifteen months ago, Simcoe

Hall at least tacitly decided

that the disciplinary proce-

dures of Caput were no longer

adequate, and set up a joint

staff-student committee under

Prof. Ralph Campbell to come

up with both new structures

and new procedures. But on

March 5 of this year, President

Bissell and the Caput decided

that even in the interim. Caput

was not able to deal with dis-

cipline, and a committee was

* set up to restructure Caput.

WHY RESTRUCTURE

The SAC only agreed to go on

with discussions on condition

that the jurisdiction of Caput

not be widened; that is that

socio-political offences would

not be dealt with. When Bob

Barkwell asked Robin Ross,

Vice-President and Registrar,

why, if the administration

agreed to that, there was ne-

cessity for restructuring Ca-

put, Mr. Ross replied that "un-

til recommendations stem-

ming from the Campbell

Committee were adopted,

there would still be purely

academic offenses occurring

| which the present Caput must

handle in the interim. Even id

dealing with these, the Caput

felt that it was not a body that

was "credible in the eyes of

the University as a whole."

President Bissell agreed "with

the SAC view. that the question

(of socio-political offenses

)

was too complex to be decided

by an interim body." He did

say, however, "that in the

event of a disruption, his own
course of action would be to

call together as representative

a body as possible of staff and

students."

STUDENTS IGNORED

But what has actually hap-

pened? The Caput has gone

ahead and promulgated new
rules without a single student

being consulted. President

Bissell has said that this was
because the interim commit-

tee failed to reach agreement

on the jurisdiction of Caput.

And finally, the CPUO has put

forth a statement which com-

pletely undercuts the Campbell

Committee and which Dr. Bis-

sell has refused to repudiate. It

is clear that this alone would

have shaken our faith in the

honesty of administrators and

in their real concern with stu-

dent participation in decision-

making. But this is only the

culmination of a series of

events which also lead to simi-

lar conclusions.

For example, last year the

administration, without con-

sulting staff or students, pre-

pared a secret brief for presen-

tation to the Committee on

University Affairs. Only after

this brief on the future of the

university to 1975 was complet-

ed, were student? asked to

come to the presentation. It

was necessary for a mass

meeting to threaten a sit-in

before that brief was released

and students and faculty were

allowed to modify it.

CENTRE CONFUSIONS

The Campus Centre has such

a long and complex history of

betrayal that it is impossible to

cover it all here. What follows

is a more or less chronological

list of the high points. In 1967,

the Ontario Government prom-
ised $2,000,000, the Board of

Governors agreed to let the

Bank of Montreal have exclu-

sive rights on campus for 50

years in return for $1,836,000,

and the Board agreed to put up
the additional capital. On the

Montreal's money, they should

change the agreement to a

yearly rent and throw the

whole thing back open to both

the B. of M. and the Canadian

Imperial Bank of Commerce.
It was felt by SAC at that time

that the fact that the Board had

5 directors of the Imperial and

only 3 directors of the B. of M.

was significant. SAC refused to

SAC Vice-President, Bob Barkwell

strength of these promises.

SAC retained an architect and

went ahead with planning. In

1968, the Board decided on a

manouever to get the govern-

ment to pay the entire cost,

then announced that since SAC
no longer needed the Bank of

speaks to the SAC on discipline

photo by HOWARD COHEN

follow the Board's suggestion,

following which the Board

announced that they were una-

ble to give the B. of M. 50 years

exclusivity on campus. In the

spring of 1968. the Government

withdrew its promise of $2,-

000.000. And so on and so on.

ACTIONS CONTRADICT

This entire sequence of

events, building over the last

two years, calls into question

the good faith of the adminis-

tration. Their constant protes-

tations of desire to deal with

students are contradicted by
their actions in consistently

making important decisions

without dealing with students.

Their constant calls for open
dialogue are contradicted by

their own dishonesty and dou-

ble-dealing. It is clear that stu-

dents can only deal with Sim-

coe Hall from a position of

power, that to go on commit-
tees without the power to force

Simcoe Hall to abide by the

decisions that are made is irre-

sponsible and is not in the best

interests of students.

It follows that since we can

no longer trust the administra-

tion to follow decisions made
in committee, that they must

be forced to recognize the only

power which students have —
that is, they must recognize

the right of students to take

mass collective action such as

peaceful sit-ins, non-violent

strikes etc. Any failure to rec-

ognize this right in effect

emasculates students and

forces them to depend on the

good will and good faith of the

administration. The situation

is exactly analogous to labour-

management relations, in

which the only real power la-

bour has is their right to organ-

ize and strike. Unless students

can win the same rights, they

become subject to the whim of

administrators. The explicit

right to organize and to act

collectively must be recog-

nized by the administration.
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Dodge says university spending report distorted

"In dollars and cents terms,

in fact, Canada may now be

throwing away more than fifty

cents of every dollar it sinks

into the university.

"

According to the Toronto

Star of Sept. 25, this rather

startling warning comes from

David Dodge, a young econo-

mist at Queens.

This summer, Dodge com-
pleted a study that deals with

"the returns to investment in

university and professional

training."

The Star and the Globe at-

tempted to synthesize his aca-

demic dissertation into snap-

py, readable stories that would

interest their reading public.

Both papers have interpret-

ed the Dodge dissertation as a

challenge to the traditional

concept which assumes that

any amount of government
spending on higher education

automatically produces a

"profit" expressed in econom-

ic benefits and better living

conditions.

This challenges the tradi-

tional concept that almost any

amount of money that the gov-

ernment spends on higher edu-

cation produces a "profit" in

economic benefits and better

living.

In calculating the "profit,"

Dodge wrote, the investment is

the amount the government
expends for classrooms, librar-

ies, labs, professors' salaries,

and other miscellaneous ex-

penses. The gross return is the

difference between the in-

comes of graduates and those

of "similar" individuals who
did not go to college.

It's FREE!

Famous Players Theatres
are giving away 100 free

double passes for a screen-

ing of "Oh What A Lovely

War" this Friday Evening

at 11:00 p.m. at the Holly-

wood Theatre at Yonge
and St. Clair. So the first

100 people that get to the

SAC office get tickets.

Don't miss it!

Former reasoning has been

that the individual's salary is

an approximate indicator of

what he contributes to the total

production of the country; the

extra income commanded by a

university graduate is due to

knowledge he absorbed in his

courses.

Dodge has calculated that

government investment in

higher education now yields

only a small annual return in

increased national output, i.e..

about 3'/2 per cent. Since the

cost of money is now consi-

dered to be Vh per cent, it may
be concluded that education is

an unprofitable investment.

Previous estimates have set

this figure at 9, 10, or more per

cent — at least always more

than 7V£ per cent.

Further, Dodge estimated

that as much as 40 per cent of

the difference between the

earnings of dropouts and those

of graduates may be a result of

the latter's greater ability. In

other words, he believes that

the "smart ones" would make
more money whether or not

they went to university.

He also estimated that up to

half the extra income of col-

lege graduates is a result of the

fact that a degree requirement

is merely a "barrier to entry"

to many jobs and professions.

This refutes the opinion that

the college education is some-

thing that is needed directly

for doing the job.

In conclusion, the Star re-

ported, Dodge recommended
in his study that if a decision is

to be made on strictly econom-
ic grounds, the government

should put a freeze on its uni-

versity spending.

"Certainly I accept it," said

U of T economics professor

David Stager. "Dodge is a very

methodical, competent re-

searcher." Stager added.

He emphasized in an inter-

view that this was an econo-

mist's study, and that the econ-

omists have already done their

job in discussing the value of

university education. It is now
"A role for the sociologist to

tell us what are the benefits of

the non-monetary side.
'

'

In a second interview with

Professor Stager, after he had

talked to Dodge at a seminar at

the Department of Manpower
in Ottawa, Monday, September

29, he discussed the back-

ground of the newspaper story.

One of Dodge's graduate

students in a seminar on the

Economic Council also writes

for the Star. The report was
the subject of seminar discus-

sion and this student asked

Dodge's permission to write it

up for the Star.

"The student wrote up a

good report that was reasona-

bly accurate, although slightly

prejudiced from his own point

of view. " The Star chopped out

parts of it.

Among the facts not -includ-

ed in the Star article is that the

study concerned only a very

small group of people — engi-

neers, accountants, and physi-

cal scientists.

Also, in terms of economic
profit, from the private indi-

vidual's point of view there is

still a high rate of return on
university education invest-

ment. At the same time, it is

important to go through that

route (i.e., the university) in

order to get at the means of

higher returns, since many
jobs require a university de-

gree.

Professor Stager comment-

ed on the Star's implication

that there was disagreement

between Dodge and his boss

John Deutsch, President of

Queens and chairman of the

Economic Council of Canada in

1965 when that body called for

a "tremendous expansion" of

the Universities.

"Dodge has gone one step

further than the Economic
Council. It is not a conflict but

an indication of advancement.

Dodge implies that we must go

beyond his study to study so-

cial benefits.

"Until someone says that

there are other benefits, and

until we know how to measure
them, this will stand. It is an

outline of what needs to be

done."

Professor Stager concluded
this interview with criticism of

the two newspapers involved.

"For the Globe and the Star

to take the sensational view of

the study is irresponsible and
irrational."

Both the Star and the Globe
and Mail reported that this

study had been completed with

a Department of Manpower
grant. However, as Dodge
himself said in Monday's
Globe, he received the aid

from the Industrial Relations

Centre at Queen's University.

More on

Campbell
The recently published

Campbell Report has been
hailed as "salvation" and "our

only hope" by Dr. T. Mcfeat,

chairman of the Department of

Anthropology.

Other department heads are

similarily excited. The Dean of

Arts and Science, A. D. Allen,

calls the report "marvellous"
and "one of the best state-

ments on the discipline prob-

lem". The Dean of the Depart-

ment of Applied Science and
Engineering, J. M. Ham said

the report is a "creative basis

for university life". Both men
are on Caput.

The Varsity Free University will hold its first major

class this Saturday, it was announced yesterday afternoon.

"Here's your chance to learn how to write a story,

think up a lead, take a pic or lay out," said Varsity editor

Brian Johnson.

Surprises, a little hard work, a free dinner, and a party

(featuring Dave Franks new "The Band" record) will

round out VFU.
Drop into the office, 91 St. George for more informa-

tion.

Gel your Library Cards NOW
PresenLyour ATL Card at any one of the

\

Library Card
;

MADE ON !

THE SPOT

following locations lor you
Smoke Room

v Central University Library )

8.45 am - 7.30 pm
SEPT 29 - OCT. 3

Chemistry Bldg.

8.45 am - S.OOpm

Library Cards musl be used lor library

purposes after October 3rd

University of Toronto Library

FOLK, ROCK i SONG

CONVOCATION HALL
SAT. OCT. 4 - 8 P.M.

MEN-50' W0MEN-25' C0UPLES-69'
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Wanna buy yourself a class?
LONDON (CUP) - Psst!

Hey meester, you want to buy
nice sociology class?"

Classroom overcrowding
and a registration mix-up have
opened a whole new area of

free enterprise at the Universi-

ty of Western Ontario — a

black market in course regis-

tration cards.

Some departments at the

university have not bothered to

keep track of course enrolment
cards given out during regis-

tration, and as a result stu-

dents could register in close to

30 different courses, some of

them more than once.

And some students have
been cashing in during a year
when Western, bulging at the

seams, has turned away stu-

dents due to lack of space.

Less fortunate students
turned away from overcrowd-
ed classes have been able to

buy the required course card
for prices ranging from $2 to

$40.

"I need this course and if f

can buy a card to get into it. I

will," said one. "Registration
has really screwed me around
this year".

"It's a queer thing," said
UWO registrar J. K. Watson.
"This is the first I've heard

about it. but I can't imagine a

student silly enough to buy a

course card when he has just

paid $500 for tuition.

"I guess students need some
sort of mother here to protect

them from themselves."

HART HOUSE *

| FALL DANCE

'Peace monument' dismantled
A "peace monument" built by the Hillel Foundation last

week was taken down yesterday, after one arson attempt, to pre-
vent any further burnings.

The thatch-roofed, canvas structure was erected for the
Jewish holiday Sukkot as a plea for universal peace.

But late Friday night, someone poured kerosine on the struc-
ture and set fire to it, destroying one wall.

University fire marshall Frank Cunningham was upset over
the fire, and told the Hillel executive he wanted it taken down
immediately to prevent someone from burning down the rest of
it.

"It's not our fault people want to burn it," said executive
member Mark Hundert (III APSC), but he agreed that more
burnings could endanger someone's life, and so the structure was
taken down yesterday afternoon after a "peace service."

Hundert felt that whoever tried to burn it probably saw it as
a symbol of Zionism.

"But it wasn't," he emphasized, "It was a universal plea for

peace."
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Saturday, October 4th 9
(
i

* PETER RANDAL
* THE TROUrsADOURS

»BOB CRINGAN
* ALTAR EGO

Midnight

OR

! ONLY S 1 .00

* TICKETS ON SALE
* NOW

* HALLPORTER

YOUR BEST BRODIE! I*
***

HERE AND NOW
TODAY

1p.m.

People interested in debating in Noon

Hour Debates should come to the South

Sitting Room in Han House

A Liberal Club meeting scheduled for

this time has been cancelled.

A mass meeting in Convocation Hall will

consider the administration s response to

the six demands about discipline set forth

by a mass meeting last Thursday

4 p.m.

The Anthropology Student Union will

hold a general meeting in Room 1072 in

Sid Smith Anyone taking an Anthropology

course is invited

Bp.m.
Stage Make-up (or How Base Can You

Get?) a seminar sponsored by the New
College Drama Guild, will occur in Room
59 of the Edward Johnson Building Guest

speaker is Maynard Robinson

TOMORROW
1 p.m.

General Meeting of all History students.

New Physics Building. Rm 102

Premiere of weekly free film series This

week. Norman McLaren s Neighbours,

Chairy Tale. Canon. Moslaic and Pas de

Deux Ladies welcome Hart House East

Common Room-

Steve Langdon speaks on the NDP and

the New Left in Sid Smith Rm 21 14

AROUND 4 p.m.

RANDOM magazine hotds a general

meeting about organization and produc-

tion Drop in and volunteer Work starts

about 4 p.m. at 91 St George St first floor

(Not The Varsity)

6 p.m.

UC Players' Guild holds its first general

meeting in the Junior Common Room
Anyone who wants to participate in theatre

should come.

Karate Club Higher Belts (yellow and up)

meets to organize for this year Hart

House. Rm 21

1

Supper with the Varsity Christian Fel-

lowship in the New Meds Cafeteria Dis-

cussion of plans for this year

6 p.m.

Georgy Girl is being shown at Scarbor-

ough College Room H216. Admission is

75 cents.

7:30 p.m.

Ukrainian Students Club meets m the

Hart House East Common Room, leaturing

Bohdan Krawchenko, newly elected SUSK
president

8 p.m.

The Greatest Enemy of the University is

its Faculty is the topic of the Han House

Debate, in the Han House Debates Room

Honorary Visitor is York University's John

Sayweli

U of T Outing Club holds its first general

meeting in O Cody Hall in the Nursing

Bldg

The Psychology Student Union presents

a film Irom the Children in Conflict series

Admission is 50 cents Mechanical Bldg.

Rm 102

ALL THE TIME
Free blotters listing maior campus

events for the year are available at the SAC
office (Ignore the radicals.)

Fine An Club is going to New York in

late October Get information on the sixth

floor at Sid Smith

SOLNICKI GORD and BREGMAN PRODUCTIONS

PRESENTS

JOHNNY WINTER
Massey Hall Friday October 3

7.30 and 10 p.m.

Tickets S3. SO, $4.50, SS.S0

Avai table at all Sam Che Record Man Stores

Le Chateau. 719 Yonge St.

Massey Hall Box Office

With The Humble Sponge and Whiskey Howl
Booked by Frederick Lewis

BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY PRESENTS
IN CONCERT

ian and sylvia
AND THE

SPECKLED BIRD
Monday Oct. 6, 1969 8:30 p.m

Convocation Hall

Tickets - $2.50

Tickets Now On Sale

At SAC Office

2 Tickets Per ATL Card

No Tickets At Door
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asy'lum, n. Sanctuary, place of

refuge, shelter; institution

for shelter and support of

afflicted or destitute persons,

esp. lunatics. The first asyium,

accoutrements, raiments, trap

ings .opens October sixth,

twelve wellesley street west.



Waterloo president will permit

student veto of CPUO document
WATERLOO (CUP) - Stu-

dents at the University of Wat-

erloo will have the opportunity

to veto any recommendations

coming out of the report of the

Committee of Presidents of

Universities of Ontario, before

they become university policy.

Waterloo Administration

President Howard Petch made

the promise last Thursday to

students who gathered outside

his office demanding his reac-

tion to the report.

While he would not reject

the CPUO report out of hand.

Petch said, all recommenda-

tions made by a committee

studying the document would

be subject to the approval of

the Waterloo Federation of

Students.

Petch rejected Federation

President Tom Patterson's

description of the arrangement

as a "parity veto", preferring

instead to call it "defining

mutually acceptable guide-

lines," because not only the

students but also the faculty

association and the president's

council (senior administrative

body at Waterloo) would have

to approve any recommenda-
tions.

The next day, Petch indicat-

ed that he wouldn't mind leav-

ing the enforcement of law and

order in the hands of the state.

Interviewed by the student

newspaper, the Chevron, Petch

said he was willing to accept

the implementation of a report

submitted last fall by a five-

year committee on discipline,

composed of students, faculty

and administration.

The committee recommend-

ed that campus disciplinary

bodies confine their jurisdic-

tion to such academic offenses

as cheating; leaving any activ-

ity covered by the criminal

code of Canada to the discre-

tion of the courts.

The CPUO report called for

punitive action by both the

courts and the university, and

would add suspension or expul-

sion to any legal penalties

administered to university of-

fenders.

Under the Waterloo commit-

tee recommendations, any

students arrested during a dis-

ruption would be able to return

to classes as soon as they had

posted bail.

"If that's what people want,

then 1 wil

Petch said.

call the police,"

STAFF ATTENTION, NOTA
BENE, and OTHERWISE
READ THIS:

This applies to old and new

staff — here's your chance

guys! Learn how to write a

story, think up a lead, take a

pic, or lay out (lay out?) — and

for those who need it, learn

how to type!

New staff can get to know

the masthead staff (i.e. all the

editors) and get down the tech-

nical knowledge about The

Varsity.

Everybody is needed to dis-

cuss Varg policy too.

It will all happen at the Varg

office, i.e. that white building

with the green letters on the

window, on Saturday — that is

this Saturday, Oct. 4. It starts

at noon.

career info coming
A series of career information

lectures, sponsored by the Place-

ment Centre, begins Oct. 14.

Organized speakers and top-

ics relevant to student needs are

the aims of this year's program,

according to Miss R. D. Gaymer,

a career counsellor at the

Centre. For example, Or. Ben

Schlesinger of the School of So-

cial Work will give the Oct. 16

lecture on social work.

Specials in the series include a

talk by the director of the Centre

on Interviews and Recruiting

as well as a Hallowe'en special

on employment opportunities

for grads.

Miss Gaymer promises con-

crete and surprising answers to

the question, "What's available

for a general arts person?" in

the Nov. 5 lecture.

For dates, locations and infor-

mation on everything from

permanent positions (jobs) for

grads to personal counselling,

visit the Centre at 581 Spadina

Ave. or watch for the posters.

History students worried by overcrowding

tures, the treatment of special

students, the limited course

choice, compulsory tutorial

attendance, and closed depart-

ment meetings were among
other grievances brought forth

at the meeting.

Some of these problems will

be disoussed at the Standing

Committee meeting and others

Sorry

The problem of overcrowded

classes took top priority at the

meeting of third and fourth

year history students on Tues-

day afternoon.

The profuse number of stu-

dents enrolled in third-year

history and the lack of teaching

assistants has caused lectures

in some courses to be enor-

mous, and other courses to be

without tutorials or group dis-

cussions of any sort.

Some professors have tried

to alleviate matters by setting

up bi-weekly tutorials of 25

students in place of a third lec-

ture.

Craig Heron, President of

the History Student's Union,
suggested student-organized

tutorials might be substituted

for the third lecture in a course
with the professor circulating

from group to group.

It was felt that by having the

tutorials run by the students,

only those students really in-

terested would attend.

This suggestion could only

be implemented if it met with

the approval of the professors.

The problem of closed lec-
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by the Department of History.

On Thursday Oct. 2, at 1

p.m., a mass meeting of all

history students will be held in

Room 102 of the New Physics

Building to discuss the discip-

line question and how it affects

the history students. The cur-

riculum and the question of

exams will also be dealt with.

Twenty-four U of T professors have objected to a Varsity

reprint Monday of a letter they sent to The Globe and Mail.

The professors specifically objected to the heading of the

letter, which indicated that they opposed President Claude

Bissell's stand on discipline. "Our letter was not a criticism of

President Bissell and the administration. It was a statement

of the inappropriateness of the CPUO guidelines (which are

not the official policy of any institution.)", they wrote.

The Varsity regrets having misquoted Mr. Norman Har
per of the Building Services Employees Union in Monday's
edition.

The reference to "bashing his bloody guts out" was the

result of poor telephone connection. The Varsity apologizes for

any inconvenience caused Mr. Harper.

Meeting Broadcast live
The mass meeting on discipline scheduled for 1 pm in

Convocation Hall will be broadcast live by Radio Varsity

beginning at 12:30.

Coverage will continue until the meeting votes on fur-

ther action or decides to accept whatever compromise is

offered by the university administration.

Interested in Education?

Got a Beef?

Wonder What the SAC

is.Doing about Education?

Come out to the SAC Education

Commission Meeting

Mon. Oct. 6th at 7:30

in

Hart House

The Education Commission

oi the

SAC

NEEDS STUDENTS

Applications for three student positions now being

accepted on the: Special Advisory Committee

of the President's Council "to study the T jmester Sys-

tem"

Applications for four students (one, a graduate student)

now being accepted on:

University-High School

Senate Relations Committee

which will consider "the inter-relationship between the

curriculum developments in the high schools and uni-

versity and the implications of these."

Please apply in writing stating background and reasons

for being interested to:

Education Commissioner

SAC office

DEADLINE

FOR

APPLICATIONS

Friday Oct. 10th



RuggerBlues meet Old Boys tonite

Regular season starts Saturday

By DAN McAUSTER

Tonight at 8:00, the U of T
Rugger Old Boys challenge the

Blues Rugger Team for their

last pre-season exhibition
match. The game will be
played under the lights in Var-
sity Stadium and should be
very exciting since the Blues
play their best ball in the stad-

ium.

In practice yesterday, most
of the time was spent remedy-
ing the ills of the Michigan
games. Loose rucks, line outs

and cross covering play im-
proved steadily with the spirits

of the team.

New faces in the pack are
those of prop Bill Henderson,

second row "Sifto" Salt, and
number eight Harley Griffiths.

New backs are winger Ian
Hartley, centre Bill Hutchin-
son and fullback John Holmes.

The Blues are vigorous and
ready.

The Old Boy lineup is formi-
dable with the Blues' best from
the last five years. Bethel,
Imrie, Kyle, and Donohue
from the pack and Phibbs,
Sutherland and Wraw in the
back line, all having recently
left the Blues, will be very anx-
ious for a victory.

This match will make or
break the Blues' spirit for the

season opener against Mc-
Master on Saturday and will be

Opposition ignores ball as unidentified Ruggerite takes

a pounding. P.S. He isn't wearing any padding.

The Council of the History Students' Union invites all

history students to a general meeting on Thursday

Oct. 2nd at 1 p.m. in the New Physics Bldg. 102.

OPICS: Proposals for changes in the History

epartment, Discipline in the History Department

FOLLOW THE BLUES

TO HAMILTON
VARSITY AT McMASTER

SATURDAY , OCTOBER 4th at 2.00 pm.

Support the team with the Blue & White Rand .
Tickets on

sale for students section at Athletic Office

HART HOUSE - $1.50

hard fought all the way so don't
miss it!

People

needed
to count

sports

copy

MORE SPORTS WRITERS
NEEDED

Leave name and phone number in Varsity Sports
Office, 2nd Floor, 91 St. George, esp. hoekev
women's athletics, bridge columnist, and car-
toonist.

TORONTO - NORTH CAROLINA
EXCHANGE

TRAVEL TO CHAPEL HILL FOR

A GRAND DAY EXPERIENCE

IN UNIVERSITY LIFE.

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN

S. A. C. OFFICE TILL 5 P.*.

Thursday, October 2ND.

HOW FAST
CAN YOU READ?

Perhaps not fast enough

enrol now in the

EFFICIENT
READING
PROGRAM

classes (each an hour and

a half) will be held once

a week for 10 weeks

Only $27.00,

all texts included

REGISTER TO-DAY AT THE OFFICE, MAIN

AND SCARBOROUGH CAMPUS
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No male chauvinism here

Good grief, Charlie Brown! Womens' Sports on page 12

By MELANIE POTTS

The Women's Athletic Association of the

University of Toronto proudly presents the

Women's Athletic Association's annual, new
and exciting, revised and expanded, wildly

contemporary program, in athletics, achieve-

ment, recreation and sport.

As luck would have it, Miss A. Hewett (or

Miss Anne H., depending upon how well you
play golf) happened to be sitting in a chair

beside mine, in the centre of the huge sports

gymnasium. Having explained to her the cir-

cumstances leading up to my sedentary sta-

tus, she proceeded in her extraordinarily effi-

cient manner to expound on the remarkably
fine qualities and almost limitless scope of

activities which the W.A.A. proposed to offer

again this year.

The women of this University have only to

make the vaguest noise of interest or set a pen
to paper and they are whisked off on socially

and athletically satisfying escapades, such as
ski trips, bonspiels, bowling tournaments,
archery shoots, golf tournaments and team
sport competitions of every description.

JUST STYLE AND HUMOUR NEEDED

And what is nice is that about the only prer-
equisite to an interfaculty competition is a
good sense of humour and a little bit of style.

(Where in doubt smile and lie like hell! !

)

I confess that, when I was first asked to
write an article entolling the virtues of this

particular athletic department, I was hesi-
tant. (In the immortal words of Varsity swim
coach, Sue Kinnear, "Are you kidding? I'm
not saying anything".) I knew not where to
begin and having begun I knew not where to
end.

Faced with this dilemma and recognizing
indecision as one of my chief failings, I cas-
ually seated myself in the centre of the huge
sports gymnasium in the Benson Building and
observed the various registration tables locat-
ed around the periphery.

COMPENDIUM OF WHAT???

What a compendium of opportunities. I

thought!
!
What a myriad of stimulating expe-

riences we are offered in this very room.
(Well; perhaps those were not the exact
words that flashed across my mind.

)

With these enthusiastic words still ringing
in my ears, I began to observe once again, this

time more critically, the various registration

tables.

My eyes scanned acquatics and dance gym-
nastics and sports and I wondered why only

one or two students at the most were signing

up for these activities. When, quite by acci-

dent, {my peripheral vision not being what it

used to be) I noticed twenty-three wholesome
young bodies lined up patiently at one of the

tables, my heart leapt into my throat. I rushed
joyously to see what could possibly attract
such a favourable response — only to find two
ladies from the Health Service heatedly writ-

ing out appointment slips.

A FANTASTIC RECORD

It is pointless, I suppose to rave about the
fantastic record that our girls have built up in

intercollegiate competition. (Nevertheless I

feel I must continue in this vain.

)

Last year alone, our swimmers swept the
speed, diving and synchronized swimming
meet, our tennis team was number one, our

The Varsity Sports Department plans exten-
sive coverage of all aspects of womens' ath-
letics, both intramural and intercollegiate.
However, this additional coverage can be
achieved ONLY if we obtain many additional
female reporters and photographers. See
important notice on page 11.

archers cleaned up at the Intercollegiate
Shoot and our basketball team captured the
Bronze Baby after a decade of draught.
What is more, our volleyball players are

perennial champions and our field hockey
team is consistently unbeatable. Surely (and I
fear my facetious tone is fading) this says a'
great deal, not only for the student but in-
deed, for the staff.

I might say just in passing that the talent
located in the Physical Education Depart-
ment and on the W.A.A. itself might well be
staggering to anyone who had not come to
expect only the very best from the University
of Toronto. J

\ Mac dances Hornpipe or
Owen Sound on $5.00 a day

photo by errol young '(

McMaster University sailed past eight other competi- <
:

tors to win the McGruer Trophy in the international inter- :

:

collegiate regatta at Owen Sound last weekend. ?
As the fair breeze blew and the white foam flew Wat- f

erloo hoisted her sails to take number two position Queens 8
captured third place. 5

McGruer and Clark of Owen Sound were kind enough to £
provide boats (albacore class) and did an excellent job of :

:
:

organizing this first annual regatta . i:

Meanwhile, back at Kingston, the Toronto sailors I
showed their true skill. Skipper John Wright with crews Bill S
Dunlop Dave Gilmour. Charlie Megan, and Mickey Weiner %came first over all in the competition held at RMC The P-winds became so rough that racing had to be terminated S
after three races the first dav .

:
:J ' —ron factor v
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Tenants will march for housing rights
By MARY BASTEDO

After two years of sporadic

attempts at organizing tenants

in Ontario and Metro have
formed the Ontario Tenants
Association and are planning a

march on Queen's Park this

Saturday.

Marchers are demanding:

• that security deposits be
abolished

• that landlords be required

to repair the buildings they

own
• that tenants be protected

against retaliatory and arbi-

trary eviction

t that rent review boards be

set up to explore the whole
problem of high rents and to

mediate in landlord-tenant dis-

putes.

The demands involve basic

changes in the Landlord and
Tenant Act which were recom-
mended in December 1968 by
the Ontario Law Reform
Commission. No action has yet

been taken by the government
on the recommendations.
The march will leave from

City Hall at 10:30a.m.

The Metro Tenants Associa-

tion was formed last year on

the impetus of two unsuccess-

ful rent strikes at an apart-

ment building at 33 Eastmount
Avenue.

The second strike ended in

court. The judge decided that

the strikers were revolutionar-

ies and ordered them to pay
their rent within five days.

Tenants discovered they had

no rights.

"What we're really interest-

ed in changing is the whole

concept of property," said Lee

Patterson, chairman of the

Ontario Tenants Association,

"the concept that if you own
something it's yours and you

have total control over it.
'

'

The Metro Tenants are also

arguing for government regu-

lation of rent.

The association is pushing

for security of tenure, tenant

control of their buildings, fair

leases and an upgrading of the

design and construction of

apartment buildings.

The ratio of homeowners to

non-homeowners in Ontario

and in Metro is about 50:50

see TENANTS ON THE MARCH P. 25 photo by TIM KOEHLER
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Meeting accepts Bissell's statement
By SUSAN REISLER

The controversial working
paper on discipline issued by
the Committee of Presidents of

the Universities of Ontario "is

not . . . is not the policy of the

University of Toronto," U of T
President Claude Bissell told a

mass meeting at Convocation
Hall Wednesday.

Dr. Bissell was making his

reply to the six demands issued

to him a week earlier by the

Students' Administrative
Council and the Graduate Stu-

dents' Union before an over-

flow audience of almost 3,000

people.

Dr. Bissell, met wild cheers
and a standing ovation as he

entered the hall. His address
was preceded by a reiteration

of SAC's demands by SAC pres-

ident Gus Abols.

Reading from his statement,

released an hour earlier and

distributed to the audience. Dr.

Bissell explained once more
that he had "agreed to the cir-

culation of the CPUO paper on

the clear understanding that

the statements in it did not

speak for any university and

were not in any way binding on

any university.

BISSELL RESPONDS

Dr. Bissell dealt with all the

SAC demands that remained to

be answered. His response fell

within the one week deadline

specified in the sixth demand

and the publication of the

Campbell Report Monday
morning fulfilled demand five.

The president did not person-

ally disassociate himself from

the CPUO paper, nor did he

repudiate the document gener-

ally, as SAC had demanded.

However, he did emphasize

BOOKSTORE BONANZA
lucky Susan Carrington (II Vic) won a year's free supply of

textbooks in the Textbook Store draw Wednesday.

"I was really thrilled," Susan said, "It was like one of those

contests you win that you just can't believe you've won."

Miss Carrington still has to answer a skill-testing question to

be awarded the prize. ,.

But there was some behind-lhe-scene confusion accord.ng

to Charles Fanning, General Manager of the store. The contest

was the big promotion of the year for the Textbook Store.

Into the student handbooks were inserted entry forms to be

filled out and dropped into a box in the main store The store

expected roughly 15,000 entries, since 40,000 people have used

the store in the past two weeks. ,

There were 459 entries, 85 of them by one persorr, 78 by

another.
, ,

Mr. Fanning attributes this catastrophe to SAC who put the

inserts in backwards, so people didn't notice them.

that the CPUO document was
in no way university pclicy and

said the Campbell Report was
"the report that is relevant to

the University of Toronto.
'

'

Dr. Bissell said a parity

committee of students and
academic staff would immedi-

ately be formed to begin work-

ing on the implementation of

the Campbell report.

Until the report is imple-

mented the parity committee
would take over the functions

of the Caput and operate in the

spirit of the Campbell Report.

CAPUT SUPERCEDED

The new implementation

committee would seem to ful-

fill the demands that the uni-

versity recognize "that Caput

is not a legitimate disciplinary

body" and that "no new disci-

plinary action be taken until

after publication of the Camp-
bell Report."

The final demand, that Ca-

put withdraw its position

threatening strong action if

new disruption of university

functions occurred, has not

been reacted to by Caput.

Michael Vaughan, president

of the Graduate Students' Un-

ion, was the first to speak to

Dr. Bissell's statement.

"The points just made in the

speech are a victory . . . show-

ing that reason prevails on this

campus." he said.

MOVES ACCEPTANCE

Vaughan then moved that

the students accept Dr. Bis-

sell's statement as a reply to

the students' demands.

Vaughan also termed an ar-

ticle in Wednesday's Varsity,

which described student-ad-

ministration negotiations dur-

ing the week, as "garbage."
Greg Kealey V SMC), a SAC

executive member, said he
would respond in some ways
similarly to Vaughan.

"It is obvious," he said.

"that the statement doesn't

fully meet those six demands.
It meets approximately five

and one half of them.

"The other one half does not

relate to Uof T," he said.

see MEETING page 3.

photo by ERROL YOUNG

At Hart House dinner Wednesday night President Claude Bissell

exchanges political small talk with Tanzania's President Nyerere.



ERWIN'S
BARBER SHOP

640 Y0N6E ST.

(Cor. Yonge and Irwin)

Welcomes bock all student*,

Courteous service ond" neol

grooming in oil styles assuree

by 3 Lie. Berbers.

The ChV» Oldest surviving Churdi

LITTLE

TRINITY

& Hint it. «. tug rirlUment

Interested in Education?

Got a Beef?

Wonder What the SAC

is Doing about Education?

Come out to the SAC Education

Commission Meeting

Mon. Oct. 6th at 7:30

in

Hart House

APPLICATIONS NOW BtING ACCEPTED

FOR

STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE

COMPUTER USERS
Committee

Please state reasons and qualifications.

RiPLY TO SAC SERVICES COMMISSION, SAC OFFICE

•MMMMMM

I I A.M.
WORLD COMMUNION
TO-DAYS HIGHWAYS
AND ROAD BLOCK

DR- E-M. HOWSE

7:30 P.M.

THE ELECTRIC

BANQUET
REV. D.R. ALLAN

U.C. LIT. PRESENTS

FOLK, ROCK : SONG

CONVOCATION HALL
SAT. OCT. 4 - 8 P.M.

MEN-50 C WOMEN-25 c COUPLES-69'

The Engineering Society invites

YOU
To a real old fashioned

HUSTLING
DANCE
TONIGHT

at the

DRILL HALL
girls 500 guys 750
BE THERE YOU'LL ENJOY IT
-THE VARSITY, Friday. October 3. 1 969

Dept. of Geology Films
There will be film showings

every Friday from 1-2 pm
in room 128 Mining Building

(170 College Street)

on Friday Oct. 3rd we will screen

Mountain Glaciers and
Recent Carbonate Deposits

in the Florida Keys
Bring your own Lunch. Watch the Here and

Now column for further titles.

CHAPEL SERVICE

KNOX COLLEGE CHAPEL

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1969

PREACHER: PRINCIPAL J.S. GLEN

ALL WELCOME

The Damned Campus

Everyone making you uptite?, Adminstration, profs, as-
signments, buttonholing by right and left wing student
caucus ? Whether to join those trying to be the most "in"
showing bravery in mass meetings by shouting catcalls
and obscenities to a person or group in the monority or
be downtite about all of these pseudo-salvationists cults
on the damned campus That is the question.

Don't be uptite! Consider the Original Society for the
Advancement of Downtite! We are interested in your
salvation, but with a history of around 4000 years, don't
mind us if we are a bit downtite about it

Larry Martin Lutheran Chaplain

Worship 1 1 :00 A M Sermon; "Is Sex On Way Out'"
6 1 0 Spadina Ave, across from New College

uNrVEkJnrr lutheMn tHt&tx



Skulemen turn out in force
By TREVOR SPURR

The problem of campus dis-

cipline was not the real issue at

Wednesday's mass meeting at

Convocation Hall, according to

Associate Dean W.F. Graydon
of the Faculty of Engineering.

"The issue was whether a

small splinter group of people
was going to run this place. ",

he said Thursday afternoon.

Commenting on the large
number of Engineers in the
front rows of the meeting he
admitted, "there was some
effort on the part of the faculty

to make it clear to engineering
students that they had the right

to attend the meeting," and
"some departments put up no-

tices to that effect."

"The Dean was aware of the

students' desire to go and
thought every department
should allow students to at-

tend, but he issued no state-

ment on the matter.", he said.

Graydon went on to say the

expression of support for Pres-

ident Bissell at the mass meet-
ing "was not a story of coer-
cion by staff or the Dean sur-

Meeting
continued from page 1

.

Kealey stressed that the

CPUO paper was issued on
other campuses which are

engaged in similar struggles to

get it repudiated.

It was important to get the

paper repudiated for all of

Ontario, he said, "because not

all campuses have a Campbell
Report to fall back on."

SAC President Gus Abols
said, "I personally feel that it

is an acceptable statement."

Speaking through severe
heckling. Young Socialist Hans
Modlich (SGS) said it was too

early to pass judgment on the

Campbell Report and called

for a campus-wide referendum
so that students could decide

"who could call the cops."

POWER TO PRESIDENT

Modlich advocated that the

power be given to the SAC
president.

Young Socialist Ellie Kirz-

ner (IV UC) also had trouble

speaking above the crowd.

At one point she called the

boys who were heckling

"proud, chauvinist pigs."

Miss Kirzner said that stu-

dents should set the guidelines

for the interim discipline

committee. The "vague"
Campbell Report should not be

allowed to structure it.

ELECT, DON'T APPOINT

"The students should be

elected, not appointed," she

said.

John Winter (SGS) moved
the question and a vocal vote

was taken.

It was clear from the noise

that the demands were accept-

able to the majority of people

who filled the hall.

Dr. Bissell made his exit to

the tune of "For He's A Jolly

Good Fellow."

reptitously doing something. It

was a grass roots movement."

FEARS MINORITY RULE

Although he expressed re-

servations about some aspects
of the CPUO working paper,
Graydon said he was more
worried about a "tyranny of

the minority".

Dean A.D. Allen of the Fac-
ulty of Arts and Science did not

advise students or staff about
Wednesday's meeting.

"I felt it would be inappro-
priate that I should indicate
where the department should
go in non-academic matters.",
he said.

He added that he did not
mean to imply that he disap-
proved of the Faculty of Engi-
neering's actions.

Dean Allen's reaction to the

result of the mass meeting was
'one of great relief." He be-

lieved the President's state-
ment Wednesday was "an ex-
tremely good one."

NO ADVICE

Dean A.L. Chute of the Fac-
ulty of Medicine also said he
had not advised his faculty or
students on attendance at the
meeting.

President Bissell said that

he was unaware that classes
had been cancelled so that stu-

dents could attend the mass
meeting, but he thought the
move was justified.

"Yes, it's a good thing to do
if there is a matter of import-
ance to the university. I'm all

in favour of divisional respon-
sibility.", he said.

He had no comment as to

whether classes should have
been cancelled in other facul-

ties.

The Students' Administrative Council executive met briefly

after Wednesday's news meeting in Convocation Hall and issued
the following statement:

President Bissell's statement of October 1, which meets the
thrust of the SAC demands at the University of Toronto, is a vic-

tory for students.

The administration concessions were gained by the effective

participation of students on this campus in voicing their rejection

of the CPUO and Caput statements. The students, by this action,

have demonstrated their support of the right to organize on this

campus.

We regret that President Bissell's statement was limited to

the University of Toronto because CPUO affects all other Ontario
campuses. Not all campuses have a Campbell Report. The stu-

dents at the University of Toronto will have to continue to work
towards quick and reasonable implementation of the form in

light of the Campbell Commission and the Commission on Uni-
versity Government.

We extend our thanks to all organizations and individuals,

both faculty and students that helped in the resolution of this cri-
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PAGE FOUR

Do you think we''

Apathy i:

luffor from.

Ut'f [uit call it faith

Jule* Feiffor, The Explainers

turned apathetic?

uch a bad word. I'd hate to thin

THE CAPUT IS DEAD, LONG LIVE THE CAPUT!'
The performance was a great

success.

Claude Bissell walked into

Convocation Hall, grinned sever-

al times and waved, read a pre-

pared statement and was re-

warded with a standing ovation

and a rendition of "For He's a

Jolly Good Fellow."
The audience was packed with

engineers and medsmen who
grouped themselves in cheering

sections. You could expect the

Rose-Bowl placards to emerge
at any moment. The fans

seemed ready to crown Dr. Bis-

sell "Campus King," or "Mr. U
of T".
The engineers had been freed

from their classes and sat at the

front of the hall. They watched
their leader Art Mcllwain (IV

APSC) chair the meeting.

Hugh Downs on daytime tele-

vision.

The affair was like a huge
game-show, and Dr. Bissell won
the grand prize — a trip for one
to his old plateau of politician,

and-administra tor-extraordi-

naire.

The scenario lacked only an
orchestra pit, as Dr. Bissell

smiled on an audience that

would have passed the Commun-
ist Manifesto or Mein Kampf, if

Bissell had read either of them
from the podium.

But what was really happen-
ing, as "the discipline crisis"
suddenly ended in that brief flur-

ry of bread-and-circuses?

Bissell was backing down.
And the pre-planned tone of the

meeting in Convocation Hall

made it look like he wasn't.

SAC President Gus Abols
stood up to make clear that the

six demands issued last week
were not "a personal attack" on

anyone, and then Bissell took the

podium.
He read his lines slowly and

firmly, visibly pacing himself so

he would not lose his temper as

he had the previous Wednesday.
"The paper issued by the

Committee of Presidents of the

Universities of Ontario is not

(repeat for emphasis) is not the

policy of the University of To-
ronto. . . It was a working paper.

. . circulated only for purposes of

discussion. .

."

That was one demand euphe-
mistically met.

Not a direct repudiation, and
nothing about the document
being "repressive." That would
be too humiliating. There's an
assumed infallibility about pres-
idential statements.
"We have now received the

report from the Campbell Com-
mittee," continued Bissell,

grasping the podium firmly with
both hands. "This is the report
that is relevant to the University

of Toronto."
Cheers. Good 'ol Campbell.

Good 'ol Bissell. Good 'ol Char-
lie Brown.
Memories of last year when

Bissell gave in to student de-

LETTERS
UofT graduate can't find a job

Sir,

As a BSc. graduate I have had very
much difficulty in finding a job even
though I possess specific laboratory
skills. It is well known that B.A. gradu-
ates experience difficulty in finding a
position but they have no special train-

ing suitable for industry or business
unless they have studied business or
math. BSc. grads, however, do have
special training in a particular area.
Two months of intensive job hunting

in Toronto has resulted in nothing more
than worn out shoes and an empty
pocket. After dozens of letters and in-

terviews I'm ready to go on welfare.
The four years of university studies
shall culminate with the grim promise
that my baggage and I will end up in
the middle of the street.

Many applications were filled out as
early as February 1969, several months
prior to my graduation but they are no
doubt gathering dust in some provin-
cial, federal or industrial office.

Most people that I've talked to ex-
pressed disbelief about my chronic
unemployment. As a matter of fact, I

find it hard to believe myself and keep
telling myself that it must be a bad
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dream because Canada is a land of
opportunity.

I am not a drug addict nor an alcohol-
ic nor do I have a criminal record, so I

cannot understand why. I dress neatly
for interviews, use no profane language
during interviews do not chew gum nor
smoke. I naively thought that cutting
my long hair would facilitate employ-
ment but the fact that I have had short
hair for two months did not move the
granite wall. The only thing against me
may be the fact that I wasn't born in

Canada although I'm a Canadian citi-

zen fluent in both French and English.
Therefore my advice to potential

university students is: do not expect a
university education to increase your
earning power (a grade six drop-out
with a journeyman's electrician certif-
icate will earn close to a dentists sala-
ry), take a professional course at col-
lege, avoid general arts and science
courses unless you wish to take one
year at OCE. cultivate the friendship of
higher up civil servants, arrange to
have a rich influential father and eat a
well balanced diet with plenty of milk.

tarry Melnylc

mands to publish a secret brief

to the Committee of University

Affairs.

Then, too, everyone wondered

for a while if the President had

lost his old liberal touch by pro-

ducing a document that outlined

the university's plans for the

next few years without consult-

ing students.

That time he also gave in

without humiliation. Just

triumph and increased populari-

ty.

CAPUT REPLACED

All summer Bissell had want-

ed to replace Caput with a stu-

dent-faculty disciplinary body.

He set up a temporary commit-
tee to suggest how Caput could

be immediately reformed.
Just after this committee had

reached agreement, Caput is-

sued a statement saying Caput
will continue to be in charge, and
Bissell had to support that state-

ment publicly because Caput
represented "due process" and
duly constituted authority.

That was what was behind his

outburst of the previous week
when he declared angrily:
"There is a flattering assump-
tion here that the president rules

from on high. I too have to con-
sult other university bodies.

Bissell must have been receiv-
ing pressure from Caput, and
perhaps from the government.

ADMINISTRATION PANICKED
One of the administration's

Your big chance to learn about writ-
ing new stories, writing features, tak-
ing photos, laying out. Tomorrow at 91
St. George at noon. For the old staff, a
chance to teach and talk about policy.

For the new, a chance to find out
what's happening in this formless me-
lee. People welcome whether they've
been around before or not. Bring your
bodies, your brains, and your ques-
tions. Supper supplied. Even a party
afterwards featuring pineapple meat-
balls, Dave Frank's new The Band re-

cord, the golden toilet seat at the house
where the party is. Make sure you
come to the (exciting) all-afternoon
workshop to find out where the party
is.

Masthead and Regulars please note:

Meeting today at 4 p.m. to discuss

above.

most serious worries about
campus disruptions is that they

will force the government to cut

back grants due to public resent-

ment.
When the New Left Caucus

contested about five orientations

in one week, an off-guard admin-
istration panicked.

And law-and-order came down
from the Committee of Presi-

dents, Caput, and God knows
where else.

During the past week on this ^
campus, the left felt a direct

threat — they felt the adminis-
tration would destroy their right

to politically organize on cam-
pus.

They feared expulsions and
suspensions, and what that kind

of reaction would do to a move-
ment that was struggling to ac-

quire a mass base for the first

time in its short history.

So they went into the discip-

line issue looking for a victory,

not looking for a confrontation
or a mass-base.
They sat exhausted and silent

in the mass meeting, for they
had done their work.
The administration did back

down.
And if Claude Bissell emerged

as a hero, the man who quelled
the threat of a student strike,

good for him. His image is se-

cure for now, and the govern-
ment and public are happy.

But what's important is that a
week of student organization
forced the administration to
change a repressive policy on
discipline and make way for the
Campbell Report.
Caput is dead, declared Bis-

sell, long live the new Caput.
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Bissell's new statement on campus discipline
The following is a complete text of U

of T President Claude Bissell's statement
on discipline delivered to Wednesday's
mass meeting at Convocation Hall.

During the past few years this uni-

versity has taken many steps to involve

both students and teaching staff in run-

ning its affairs. One outstanding exam-
ple is the joint effort by students and
staff that resulted in. the implementa-
tion of the Macpherson Committee
Report on Undergraduate Instruction
in the Faculty of Arts and Science. This

report revolutionized the curriculum in

the largest faculty of this university.

This revolution was brought about by
students and academic staff working
together.

Two days ago there was made avail-

able to every member of the university

community another important docu-
ment — the Campbell Committee Re-
port on Disciplinary Procedures.
Again, this is the report of a joint group
of students, academic staff and admin-
istrators of the university. It will have
a profound and far-reaching effect on
disciplinary policy and procedures at

this university.

In the near future, every member of

the university will receive a copy of an
even more significant document — the

report on the Commission on Universi-

ty Government. This report is the work
of a group consisting of four students

and four members of the teaching staff

and the President of the university.

The four students and four faculty were
elected to this committee by a campus-
wide election. The committee is

chaired jointly by one of the members
of the faculty and by one of the student
members.

These are merely three of the more
significant developments in staff and
student co-operation that have taken
place on this campus in the last few
years. There are many others.

During the last ten days, I have been
accused of ignoring the staff and stu-

dents of the university. In reply to that,

I would say that it was at my initiative

that this university established the
three committees that I have de-
scribed. I would also say that I have
never wavered in my belief in the need
for staff and student participation in

university government, and I have
spent the greater part of my time, dur-
ing the last year, in conducting or join-

ing in discussions that would lay the
ground work for such participation.

There is, I understand, some fear on
the campus of rigid and arbitrary ac-

tion that would stifle dissent. Nothing
in the recent history of the university

justifies that fear. I can think of sever-

al examples where this university has
resisted pressures to discipline individ-

uals for what they said or wrote; I can
think of none where it has yielded to

such pressure.

I appeal to those of you in this hall

and to all members of the university to

look objectively at the record. I appeal
to you to do nothing that will prevent
the full, quick, and informed discussion

of the Campbell Committee Report
and, still more, of the report of the

Commission on University Govern-
ment.

Now I will comment on issues raised
in recent discussions.

The paper issued by the Committee
of Presidents of Universities of Ontario
is not the policy of the University of
Toronto. With the other members of
that committee. I agreed to the circu-

lation of that paper on the clear under-
standing that the statements in it did
not speak for any university and were
not in any way binding on any universi-

ty. It was a working paper that the
Committee of Presidents agreed
should be circulated only for purposes
of discussion. I recognize the apprehen-
sion that it has raised among some
members of this university, particular-

ly when we do not yet have a system of

governance that is adequately repre-
sentative of the whole university com-
munity.

We have now received the report

from the Campbell Committee; this is

the report that is relevant to the Uni-

versity of Toronto. This is the report

that will shape university policy on dis-

cipline in the University of Toronto. A
parity committee of academic staff

and students will be appointed immedi-
ately to initiate discussion, to formu-
late agreed recommendations, and to

facilitate implementation. I express
the hope that this committee would
give high priority to the analysis of the

meaning of disruption, and would base

its conclusions and recommendations
on a campus-wide discussion. Surely
there could then be no fear that the

university would adopt a narrow and
repressive attitude.

In accordance with a resolution pas-
sed unanimously by the Caput at its

meeting yesterday, I shall proceed
immediately with the formation of an
interim, university-wide, disciplinary

body in the spirit of the Campbell Re-
port, and I shall recommend its estab-
lishment to the Board of Governors.
This body, which will be a parity body,
would discharge the function of the
Caput and would determine its own
procedures. It is my hope that it will be
rapidly superseded by the implementa-
tion of the Campbell Report.

It has been urged that the Campbell
Report be published as soon as it is

received by the President. This was, in

any event, my intention, and it has
been done.

I urge that the important thing for us
is to get on as quickly as we can with
the job of examining the Campbell
Report. This is the only way in which
we can hope to have what the members
of the administration and all members
of the university have always wanted
— a disciplinary system covering both
students and staff acceptable to all

members of the university. I also ask
you to play your full part in the still

more important discussion of the or-

ganization and governance of the uni-

versity that will arise from the Report
of the Commission on University Gov-
ernment. Let us make this a year when
discussion leads to action, and analysis

to change; a year for this University
and for Canada of transformation and
renewal. —claude bissell

photo bySPENCER HIGGINS

U.F.T. President Claude Bissell looks on triumphantly, as students cheer his recent statement on discipline at Convocation Hall

photo by DON ANDREW

LETTERS

claude bissell as neville chamberlain!
unresolved until the Campbell ministration has gained a brea-

Report is implemented. The stu- thing space.

dents have won nothing; the ad- Leonard H. Rosen (II UC)

radicals suffer stunning defeat

Sir.

It seems the engineers have a

penchant for history far more than

they probably ever realized. It

was 31 years ago to the day. Octo-

ber 1, 1938, that another crowd
sang "For He's A Jolly Good Fel-

low" to another man on the stage

of a then somewhat peaceful Eu-

rope. That man was Neville Cham-
berlain and most of us are aware
of his successful policy of appease-

ment in Europe that effectively

resulted in war.

The engineers have no right to

claim that the "New Left" is fas-

cist in its methods of heckling and

frustrating speakers. They are

more then successful at doing

exactly the same thing.

I feel the students who managed
to sardine therriselves into Convo-

cation Hall on Wednesday of this

week saw the weaknesses in the

process of democratic mass meet-

ings. Questions asked by some of

the speakers were never an-

swered, and those questions were
pertinent. The composition, organ-

ization and jurisdiction of the in-

terim discipline committee to re-

place Caput are defined more in

terms of "the spirit of the Camp-
bell Report" than by concrete

facts and figures.

The limiting of the debate by the

call for the question allowed little

chance for dissenters to get their

ideas across to the restless audi-

ence. Closure on such an issue

must be handled tactfully and this

was the one thing the chair lacked.

In short. Claude Bissell has sur-

vived the situation. By varying lit-

tle from his statements of the past

two weeks, he has weathered the

storm while the publication of the

Campbell Report has moderated
the students' stand. Claude Bissell

called the CPUO statement a

"useful" working paper. Whether
it is "relevant" or not to this cam-
pus, repression for "ill-defined

offences" can still occur in "the

spirit of the CPUO statement.
"

Therefore the problem of discip-

line and confrontation remains

Sir,

The press release issued by the

SAC Executive immediately after

the mass meeting at Convocation

Hall on Wednesday was mislead-

ing in the extreme Dr. Bissell's

statement was indeed a victory for

the students — but a victory in

that the President of our universi-

ty refused to be bullied by the radi-

cal minority who have blown the

discipline issue out of all propor-

tion. The almost unanimous deci-

sion to accept Dr. Bissell's state-

ment was a stunning defeat to

those members of the SAC and its

executive who are committed to

causing disruption on this campus

for their own political purposes

and who had hoped for mass sup-

port for further protest.

The suggestion that Dr. Bissell

has capitulated to them is both

untrue and hypocritical and is

merely an attempt to save face.

Bob Vernon, (III tow)
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HART HOUSE ORCHESTRA
BOYD NEEL, Conductor

FOUR SUNDAY CONCERTS PRESENTED IN THE

GREAT HALL OF HART HOUSE, 8:30 P.M.

OCTOBER 19, 1969 HAYDN
Haydn was a giant figure in the early classical era. Through him. the structures of the Sonata, symphony,

concerto and quartet were amplified and solidified.

VIOLIN CONCERTO Haydn is regarded as a master of violin music. Mozart said of him. "He alone has

the secret of making me smile and touching me to the bottom of my soul"

TWO SYMPHONIES The creative activity of Haydn spanned half a century. He wrote a total of 104

symphonies and in many of the slow movements he achieves a kind of poetic revelation which we asso-

ciate with Beethoven.

NOVEMBER 30. 1969
J.S. BACH

One one of the rare occasions when Bach appraised his own life's work, he remarked simply, "I worked

hard." No composer worked harder. Wagner called him the most stupendous miracle in all music.

PRELUDES AND FUGUES! These are monumental pieces written, surprisingly, to help his wife and

children learn to play. They are functional in that they championed a new way of tuning and aesthetically

significant.

CHORAL PRELUDES Bach was the last great master to deal with this form with the exception of

Brahms. These preludes are short compositions, originally for organ, based on a chorale (a German Prot-

estant hymn-tune).

ART OF FUGUE This is a set of 16 fugues. 4 canons. 2 fugues for 2 claviers and a final unfinished fugue;

all of them on one and the same theme. It was left uncompleted owing to the composer's death. It is be-

lieved that Bach intended it to be an instruction manual on contrapuntal writing and the work proves to

be superior, technically and artistically.

JANUARY 25, 1970 HANDEL
ACIS AND GALATEA A Serenata in oratorio-like form in which Handel first experimented with English

words.

MARCH 8, 1970
SHOSTAKOVICH

TWO PIECES. OP. 11

PIANO CONCERTO. NO. 1

A remarkable gift or orchestration, a virtuoso technique and an ingratiating lyricism endow his best music
with unflagging interest.

ARENSKY
VARIATIONS Arensky has a pleasing melodic gift and a sound technique.

TCHAIKOVSKY
m

TWO PIECES FROM HAMLET An overture-fantasia with themes representing Hamlet's grief, the

ghost and the characters, Hamlet and Ophelia.

i

u

SUB=E

NS STUDENTS: $5.00 OTHERS: $10.00 JtfjSt
Cheques Payable; Hart House Orchestra Associates

Address: Hart House, University of Toronto,
Toronto 181 . Ontario.
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and on the same

bill...

Well, hello there poster!

What's happening?

JOHNNY WINTER
MASSEY HALL
FRIDAY OCT. 3

with the Humble Sponge and Whis-

key Howl.

"Peace" signs from both sides.

Johnny Winter. He's the one in

the picture: you remember — the

albino blues guitarist signed by

Columbia for something like $100,-

000. Whiskey Howl are (just) an-

other Toronto band: friends, lov-

ers, dreams, everything except
luck maybe, maybe nothing but.

The Humble Sponge ye have
always with you.

The Humble Sponge are (just)

another Toronto band. Have been
for years. Once upon a time three

Don Mills boys came together and
formed the Sponge. "I'll let you be
in my dream if you let me be in

yours" one said to the other, but
time moves on, Toronto marches
to different dreamers, and the
Sponge play a dance here (and
"here" has been the Mercer Refor-
matory for Women), a concert
there.

You see, it's hard to make it in

Toronto. Mainly by leaving, some
do. McKenna-Mendelsohn. David
Clayton Thomas did, after the
Shays, after the Bossmen. The
Bossmen had a brilliant young pi-

anist, acclaimed as one of Cana-
da's top jazz talents. He went to

NY to try and make it, didn't,
came back, and — the story I heard
— died of a narcotic overdose. It's

not true, but I guess only his close
friends now know where he is.

Clayton Thomas' whereabouts are
no secret; that's him singing with
BS&T, and when he returns to the
Village these days girls who didn't

know they were groupies crowd
him and Eric Layman sells him
poems for twenty dollars.

The Sponge have to write their

own poetry. Music and technical

evil and ego thingies hassle them

as much as the Cream, say; the

Toronto scene is littered with ex-

Sponge, some of whom have had

their ex-Sponginess thrust upon

them. But the main concern is

money.

STATISTICS

Union dues $121 +$40 per year per

person

No. ofrecords made: 2

No. ofrecords released: /

No. ofrecords sold: 9

Cost ofmaking records: $1300

The Sponge are a Union band,

and the Union demands they be

paid scale — $160 — for each per-

formance. Union, meet supply and

demand. The Sponge will get $100

for Massey Hall. (Nor do the estab-

lished bands do much better. Nu-
cleus gets maybe $600, the Market
used to draw about a thousand.)

Johnny Winter will make $10,000

for the night.

To-night is another $100 gig. at
the Y ("All Souled Out") in Oak-
ville. Massey Hall is still six days
off. The band thinks about it a lot,

headily conseious/subliminally
sure that they may be humble no
longer, that soon all their present

pictures may bear "before" cap-
tions. (A name has already been
chosen for the first album.) Octo-
ber 3 is the big one: an audience of

3 — ? — thousand, all the critics,

agency people. David Keyboards'
mother and aunt in to see him play,

who-knows-what if they go over
(record contracts! tours with Bob
Dylan! "Sponge sockO" — Varie-
ty!!!) And if they fail . . . they
fail. There will still be jobs at the
eyelash factory and the Bookroom,
dope to sell and dope to go up in

smoke along with the dreams.
But to-night is Oakville, and the

Review 2

Sponge are heroes in Oakville. It's

homecoming for David and for

Paul Drums, who was 11 when
David played for his first band
here. The schleppers have brought

the stuff out some four hours be-

fore and now the entire bopper

community of Oakville is bopping
to the Y, chattering away about
whatever boppers chatter away
about:

Rhonda, about 5
'8, forgettably

pretty:

''I've been off chemicals for a

week "

Linda, a walk-on:

"I thought you were grounded"

Rhonda: "Yeah, but I snuck out

while my parents were in the base-

ment.
"

Holding on to someone's hand,

greeting friends only to ask where

the others are. Here are the happy

Sponge, easy. Uldis lead-end sits

down next to the driver. "Should I

wear my glasses on stage?". The
schleppers are getting free Cokes

at the bar; Johnny Winter is on the

PA. "I think I will", says Uldis.

Pyke Rhythm is on stage, tuning —
the lights are out, the Sponge is on,

Uldis isn't wearing his glasses.

The Sponge don't play bopper
music. They start with "In My
Time Of Dying" and the words
leave Squirrel's mouth hurriedly,

as if pursued by bear, and become
— not noise, exactly but something
like the urgent utterance of a par-
ticularly inarticulate pumpkin
being tortured. An intense pun'kin,
but kind to animals too. Right, but
look, the kids are nudging each
other knowingly after a few bars;
kids who wouldn't give John Estes
a dime for a cup of coffee applaud
Liquor Store Blues, and some of the
hipper ones mutter Buffy when the
band goes into You're Going To
Need Somebody On Your Bond.
"We'll be back" says Squirrel and
the Sponge, retainers in train,
make for the band room (furniture
donated by the Banfield family.)
The lights go out and twenty people
sit around the table cursing the
darkness and lighting matches.
The voice trying to get a lift back
to Toronto belongs to Larry Bass;
various unidentified voices are -

explaining the logistical impossi-
bility of his request. Kids keep
opening the door and doing a dart-

in-and-hide-under-the-table-and-be-

where-it's-all-at thing. Like a Bea-
tles press conference. Lights on
again, time for the second set.

Someone — three someones
actually — has requested Barra-
bas, The Sponge's hit single then
it's Dink's Song (Uldis breaks a
string) and the Youngbloods' Dark-
ness, Darkness. And then what has
become the band's theme - in
Oakville, anyway - the Gary Dav-
is-Eric Budman Vulture Rag. An
instrumental? Goodness. Peek-
pockety- pockety- kweep goes Ul-
dis, the piano rags some, and the
boppers pockety-kweep along in
the pauses, clapping and stomping
and whistling. It's a fun song a
witty song, wit being a thing Toron-
to bands use more often as a prepo-
sition than as a musical ingredient
(Or have you ever seen Jim Morri-
son smile? Could Arlo write a song
for Led Zeppelin?)

Over. Back to the boys in the

back room. The Manager has

tracked down the promoter of "All

Souled Out", a local about the

Sponge's age. a little untogether
with the crowd — 200 people — and

the consequent refreshment has-

sle. Turns out it's a $90 gig, and the

gate was 75 cents, not a dollar —
the boys aren't going to make any

percentage money or much money
at all. $Twenty-five for the truck,

$10 for the schleppers leaves a lit-

tle less than ten dollars a man —
one quarter's Union dues or two

tickets to Massey Hall. It's a good
thing they're going to be playing.

Back for the third set — a bar
band skit led by Pyke ("Welcome
to the palatial Palisades Hotel,
pals and gals" — spangles and tin-

kles from the piano — "the bar will

open in twenty minutes, meanwhile
the Hurricanes" — guitar ninth —
"will-blow you up a storm") and a
sort of amoebic jam as the band
splits and flows its separate ways
for a while, Pyke and Uldis go gun-
ning for each other with their gui-

tars, and only the habit of twelve-
bar keeps it all together. No one
has danced all night, and now, as it

becomes twelver o'clock every
minute and daddy and mommy
begin to look where'is our-little-

girl-tonight at the TV, couples lie in

this and that posture right over the
floor, conscious (those conscious at
all) only of each other and a cer-
tain vague and very external throb-
bing from the stage, a throbbing
which pocketies once, pocketies
(queep! ) twice and is Vulture Rag.
Oakville rearranges itself to bid
the Sponge fond farewell much as
the Cavern Club's groping couples
freed their hands to wave the Bea-
tles "good-night" and then "good-
bye."

By 12:45 everyone has gone —
even Larry has a ride — and the
schleppers,, cursing the 300-lb.
wire-amp look forward to Massey
Hall and another five dollars.

— gellius



When I was in Spain last summer
I went to see Peter

Fonda
in Hell's

Angel's On Wheels dubbed into

Spanish. Fonda was an Angel (read

cretin) who rode around California

in leather and chains wowing the
bourgeoisie. The film was very vio-
lent and very bad and the Span-
iards loved it.

The Spaniards are very conserv-
ative people. Theirs is basically a
peasant mentality born of a life

close to the soil. Consequently they
hold physical virtues very dear and
their apotheosis is the bullfighter
— the man of extreme physical
courage. This is because physical
courage is all that a peasant men-
tality can understand. Watching
the bullfight it seemed to me that

the Spanish sense of moral courage
had been subverted, and all that

was left was physical courage —
Hemingway's cojones. Or the false

courage of the motorcycle hood.

For instance, we went to see
what had been billed as a bullfight

circus-style in Malaga. On the way
to the ring we met Henry, an old
German would-be writer who had
lived in Spain for thirty years. He
told us not to go to the fight. He had
seen one in Barcelona. The Spanish
are animals, he told us. Then he
said something curious of the Span-
ish.

He said they have no sense of

honour.

The circus began with a group of

midgets dodging a young bull. Then
three keystone cops joined them in

a slapstick sketch. It was mildly
funny. The next act was an acrobat
vaulting the bull Cretan style. He
too was rather amusing. The audi-

ence consisted almost exclusively

of women and children and it re-

sponded happily. At the end of his

act the acrobat drew what ap-

peared to be a rubber sword and
absurdly slew the bull.

But the sword was real. The bull

staggered and spurted blood into

the sand and the acrobat jumped
onto the bull's back and slid down
and wrapped his legs about the

neck of the bull and held it by the

horns. Then he began to wrench the

bull's neck and forced the bull

down to its knees all the while sit-

ting on its head and twisting its

horns and finally rubbing its nose

in the blood and the sand until the

bull had died. The audience

laughed wildly. It was a very sexy

show. The horses dragged the dead

carcass out.

For the final act a novicio, a

young matador, was to fight a

young bull. The bull was let into the

ring and it was very fast. Small but

with big horns. Because it was so

small the bandilleros and the pica-

dor were dispensed with an so

when the matador entered the ring

he faced a bull whose neck muscles
had not been broken by the picador,

and whose horns were, therefore,

high and dangerous. The matador
was so scared that you could see

his knees knock. When the bull

charged, the matador waved his

cape like a magician and jumped

back. He arched his back but the
wrong way and the bull passed him
about four feet away. It was very
funny, especially so because the
matador kept losing his cape on the
horns. Because he was so afraid,
the matador determined to kill the
bull quickly and be done with it.

But it was much too early. The bull
was fast and the horns were high
and it was difficult to kill the bull
standing four feet from the horns.
The matador tried to kill the bull
many times. Several times the
sword pierced half way but then
slipped out again. Finally the bull

was weak from loss of blood and
very dizzy and he stood against the
barrier waiting to be killed. But
each time the matador drove in his

sword the bull lunged and the
sword missed the spinal cord. It

was such an abomination that you
had to laugh and the audience
laughed wildly.

But there came a point at which
the matador became not merely
enraged but desperate. He knew
that he had failed as a bullfighter

but now he was failing as a man
and he began to curse and lunge
wildly at the bull who stood sway-
ing before him. Tears came to his

eyes and he drove home the sword
but the bull tossed bis head with a
weak gesture and the point again
missed. It lasted for a long time
and finally the matador stood in the
ring and howled and burst into

tears and broke his sword across
his knee. He flung the pieces into

the dust and turned and ran and
when he reached the barrier he
clambered over and was gone.

This was the climax of the cir-

cus. It was better than anyone had
expected. People laughed and
laughed until the tears ran down
their cheeks. The matador had
failed. He had no cojones. He was
not a man. He was a clown.

There were other clowns around
Spain last summer. And people
who were worse than clowns, peo-

ple whose posture, whose lifestyle,

whose interdependence, whose hair

were the antithesis of the bullfigh-

ter — the hippies. The hippies were
a complete enigma to the Span-
iards and consequently there was a
great deal of prejudice against
them. They were not leatherjacket-

ed peabrains — this the Spaniards
could have understood. They were
not self sufficient peasants — con-

servative, dogged, enduring. And
they certainly were not bullfight-

ers. So they could not get a hotel,

people would not talk to them, and
the police periodically arrested
them in the streets, cut off their

hair, took their money and kicked

them out of the country.

Now seeing Easy Rider the other

night reminded me of Spain. It

reminded me of that kind of peas-

ant mentality and that kind of prej-

udice. It recalled feelings I had had
as a longhaired capewearing anom-
aly in Malaga and feelings I had
heard James Baldwin and Malcolm
X and Eldridge Cleaver talk about.

That feeling of bewildered hatred
at being faced with the irrationali-

ty of prejudice. For what emerged

for us in Spain was the realization

that it is a particularly peasant
mentality that spawns this kind of

prejudice. A mentality which can
only respond to physical values —
courage, conformity. And this is

the mentality of the New Mexicans
and small towners depicted in

Easy Rider. Naturally it is a ubiq-

uitous mentality — one finds it in

the cities but it is particularly
acosmopolitan in its intolerance of

diverse life styles.

For it is precisely those peasant-
like virtues — doggedness, conser-
vativeness, the ability to endure —
which negate any sense of toler-

ance.

Now if it is a truism that we are
living in a time of unprecedented
change, it is true that the discrep-

ancies between town and country
mentalities are increasing. The
country mentality always follows
the town but with a long time lag,

and it is this evolutionary discrep-

ancy which creates a great deal of

prejudice. If this discrepancy is

increasing then so is prejudice
burgeoning and this seems to be
one of the reasons for the recent
swing to the right in politics and
the consequent estrangement of

the left.

Easy Rider shows the effects of

that discrepancy. It shows the ef-

fects of intolerance, of prejudice —
the effects of the peasant mentali-

ty. For that is what the film is real-

ly about. It is not about youth or
drugs or sex but about the lethal sin

of prejudice — how irrational are
its premises, how fatal its conse-
quences. It makes one think of the

crowd laughing as the dying bull

had its nose rubbed in the dust and
of the failed matador howling ad-

mist the laughter and of the febrile

sadistic bellowing women and of

the Spanish sense of honour.

It's not a very good film. It was
scripted by Peter Fonda, Dennis
Hopper and Terry Southern. The
two former writers no doubt pro-

vided the tedious and extraneous
scenes of drug culture which al-

most sink the film. As in Hell's

Angels on Wheels Fonda searches

for America and himself in a mo-
topsycho nitemare. He offers him-
self as a psychedelic James Dean
but his only real virtue as an actor

or a personnage is his taciturnity.

But even Fonda's leaden features
and delivery have not been able to

destroy the talent of Terry South-
ern whose lines emerge from the
selfconscious jargon of Fonda and
Hopper to give the film some real
guts. And the ending is Southern at
his best.

Everyone died the victim of pet-
ty prejudice. Because that is what
Southern sees — that a rational
vacuum and a temporary insanity
are spreading across what was
once "such a beautiful country."
A couple of weeks ago I talked to

two boys from that beautiful coun-
try as I hitchhiked through British

Columbia. They were both nineteen
and both from Easy Rider country
— New Mexico. They had slight

Southern accents, wore blue jeans,
had trouble finishing a sentence —
two shy, friendly boys from the
University of Albuquerque. We
talked about the communes and
they said yes there were several
hippie communes around Albu-
querque.

"Aw there's alotta . . . kids got
nothin t do . . . there's no thin t do
. . . n . . . tike there 's only about ten

thousan people n . . . they never get
outa Albuquerque . . . n. .

."

"You mean university students go
out to these communes and beat peo-
ple up cause there's nothing else to

do?"

"Yeah."

So.

There is a lot of hate in North
America. For many people dis-

crimination and prejudice are
facts of life. Facts so basic that a
leader like Malcolm X could de-

scribe in the closing pages of his

autobiography his imminent assas-

sination. Prejudice which is so
strong and real that it has become
the overwhelming force in many
lives. The only antidote to preju-

dice is custom — the imperceptible

and unconscious adaptation of dif-

ferent life styles which are so sub-

tly and insignificantly different

that they cannot possibly affront

the peasant mentality.

But this kind of custom comes
slowly and the evolutionary dis-

crepancy is increasing. And Easy
Rider shows that prejudice kills

people now whenever they affront

that mentality . . . whenever they

lose their cape or whenever they

have black skin or long hair or live

together outside Albuquerque.
— john thomas
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radio
Some day people will discov-

er RADIO. It's something they

don't have to watch. It's for the

imagination. When you think

you have the imagination for

it, try radio. How do you prefer

your Lone Ranger: short and
dumpy?? Try RADIO.

.George Sealon
Jack Deeds

Earle Graser
Brace Beemer

.John Todd
James Lipton

old True
Brace Beemer
Harry Golder

Charles Woods
Bob Hits

Fred Foy
Hollon Parker
John Hodiak

Jack Petmrzi
Jay Michaels

Herschel Mayal
Ted Johnstone
Paul Hughes

Amos Jacobs (later known as

Danny Thomas)
Bob Maxwell

THEME (WILLIAM TELL OVERTURE UP FULL
AND UNDER)
HOOFBEATS FADE IN
Hi-yo SilverlHI

GUNSHOTS AND HOOFBEATS
A fiery horse with the speed of light, a cloud ol
dust and a hearty hi-yo, Silver! The Lone Ranger!
THEME UP FULL AND UNDER
With his faithful Indian companion, Tonto, the dar-
ing and resourceful masked rider of the plains led
the fight for law and order in the early Western
United States. Nowhere in the pages of history can
one find a greater champion of Justice. Return with
us now to those thrilling days of yesteryear..,

HOOFBEATS FADE IN
From out of the past come the thundering'hoofbeats
of the great horse Silver. The Lone Ranger rides
again Ml

Come on. Silver!. Let's go, big fellow! Hi-yo, Sil-
ver! Awayl
THEME UP FULL

TAVERN—tlSTAUKAKT
EM. I-Slflo Mt VONOI It,

(Mir
"<5v«<^v«-<5»Jr>>.

UiScottieque

Two Dance Floors
The best In recorded music

(R&B, Soul)

Light Show
$2.00 Admission

Open
Fri. Sat. Sun.

9 P.M. - 3 A.M.
AB2 Yonge St.

I Block North of College
964-7060

asy-lum, n. Sanctuary, place ot

refuge, shelter; institution
for shelter and support of
afflicted or destitute persons,
esp. lunatics. The first asy-lum,
accoutrements, raiments, trap
mgs .opens October sixth,
twelve wellesley street west.

HAVE you signed the Petition yet?

The Petition to Legalize

Marijuana
The U of T Legalize Marijuana Committee

needs more support!

Can you circulate it on your floor in
residence, in classrooms, amongst
your friends, in the college cafeteria?

Do you want to sign it?

Do you want more information?

Call Ian Mason

920-2549

after 6 o'clock on week days

all day Saturday & Sunday

Staff & students are urged to help

itview 4



and who will write love songs for

youi

jazz —mainly modern
The Jaki Byard Experience.
Prestige 7615.

An erratic musician,
Byard has at last given us a
record that does justice to
his talent. The music here is

straight ahead, hard blow-
ing modern jazz without any
of the pretension which has
marred some of his recent
endeavours. But though
Byard's pianistics are fine,

the dominant sound is the
tenor sax of Roland Kirk,
who plays with tremendous
passion, executing some
passages that will leave you
breathless. Recommended
without reservations.

Sonny Criss. Sonny's Dream.
Prestige 7576.

Criss, one of the best of
the bop musicians, who
somehow got overlooked for

approximately 20 years, has
been making his presence
felt in the last couple of
years. A welcome sound on
today's scene, Criss is heard
here for a change with a
supporting nonet, in original

material written by Horace
Tapscott. The music is dark,
heavy, foreboding, and Criss
responds with a vehemence
unusual even for him, wail-
ing on alto and soprano sax-
es with no holds barred.

Elvin Jones. Puttin 1 1 Togeth-
er. Blue Note BST 84282.

The most influential

drummer of the '60s is heard
with his own trio in a well
programmed set. Jimmy
Garrison does his flamenco
strumming as usual and
provides a very strong
ground. Joe Farrell is the
front line, blowing tenor and
soprano saxes and piccolo
(yes).

Erie Kloss. Sky Shadows.
Prestige 7594.

Kloss is a blind 20-year-
old philosophy student in his

Special Student Rates

DANNY BARBER

STYLIST
SUTTON PLACE HOTEL

"Enjoy the best in hair
trimming and styling."

922-8944

THERESIA
HAIRSTYLISTS

102 Bloor St. W. (Main Floor)

SPECIALS
Shamooo & Set S3.SO

NOW S2.50

Body Perm Wave $17.00

NOW $ 10.00

926-79 1

1

third year at Duquesne who
happens to play forcefu
modern saxophones (tenoi

and alto. ) He is here teamed
with Jaki Byard and an ex
cellent young guitarist, Pat
Martino. Though there
nothing startling about thei

approach, there is some in

teresting and satisfying
music in a conventipna
vein, (except for some of
the time signatures).

Jackie McLean. 'Bout Soul.
Blue Note BST 84284.

Barbara Simmons, who
has been reading her poetry
in Harlem for the past 4

years, and has been pub
lished in Black Fire (a

collection edited by Le Roi
Jones and Larry Neal), here
gives us a musically spoken
homily on the meaning of
soul. The free musical re
sponse of McLean and his

men is quite effective, in a
programatic sort of way
McLean's hard and wide
alto sax sound is featured on
an attractive slow piece, but
the rest of the record is

turbulent "free-form" stuff,

Better give it a listen before
you buy.

John Coltrane. Cosmic Mu-
sic. Impulse 9148.

A bit too cosmic for me.
Recorded not long before
Coltrane died, this is a wild
boiling cauldron of sounds
with sort of religious over-
tones. Not recommended
for the timid (or the mUsic-
loving, either, I am tempted
to add, though this can be
disputed.) —

j. mcc.

Judy Collins will be at Mas-
sey Hall Sunday Night. Appar-
ently the concert is undersold

which is sad: understandable,

given the ticket prices — $3.50

to $5.50 — but still sad.

Collins is perhaps the most
underlistened to of contempo-
rary performers. Outside of

the sort of people who call A&
A's to find out when her next

album is coming out, she is

largely ignored. Pity, for she is

one of the handful of perform-
ers who not only sing well but

who also interpret with a sense
of the integrity of the songs
themselves.

. Janis Joplin can successfully

leave the words and music be-

hind and sing Janis Joplin, but

she is a pretty rare bird. Col-

lins, on the other hand, serves

the song, with sublety and a

strikingly clear voice. There is

none of the wispyness or its

opposite, super-slickness, that

mar many woman folk sing-

ers; nor is there the constant
feeling of someone straining at

the end of her register that is

ever present with Joni
Mitchell.

Collins changes very little,

or perhaps it should be very
slightly, from song to song like

a good Chekovian actor. Her
arrangements (now grand
piano, electric organ, guitar

and drums) show a similar
uncluttered taste. On the re-

cords they grow. In concert,

they do not interfere.

It is this taste that makes
Collins so incisive. It was there

in her folksinging, particularly

in the middle sixties when she

began doing "city folk": Pax-

ton, Farina, early Dylan. Rec-
ollections, a greatest hits type

album just released covers this

period, although Judy Collins

No. 5 is still the high water
mark of the style. In My Life,

released almost four years
ago, was as influential on "city
folk" as Sergeant Pepper was
on rock: taste combined with
the gall to jump from folk and
freedom songs to Weill, Brel,
Marat-Sade, and the then
largely unheard of Leonard
Cohen.

If In My Life was slightly
eclectic — Donovan and Kurt
Weill on the same record —
Collins has since settled into a
style that is simple, cautious
and strong, both in perform-
ance and in material:

And who will write love songsfor
you
When I am lo wered at last.

And your body is a little highway
shrine

That all my priests have passed

(Cohen)

Thefirst girl I loved

time has come I will sing you this

sad goodbye song,

when I was seventeen,

I used to know you.

I haven V seen you now in many 's

the short years,

the last time I seen you, you said
you 'djoined the church ofJesus,
but me, I remember your long
red hair

falling in our faces as I kissed
you.

I Robin Williamson)

All my sisters soon were gone
To Denver and Cheyenne,

Marrying their grown-up
dreams.

The lilacs and the man ....
/ sail my memories ofhome
Like boats upon the Seine

And watch the Paris sun set

In myfather 's eyes again.

( Collins)

According to her press re-
lease Judy Collins does not
seek out songs so much as
verbal lookings" from

"somewhere different, imme-
diate, close". Again, taste.

She will be at Massey Hall
on Sunday night.

bob bossin

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT
AND

Don't miss our Friday afternoon thing

4 P.M. — 7 P.M.

HALF PRICE DAILY - 12.00-7:00
|

ENJOY THE SOUNDS OF THE 20'S 4 30'S

Singalong
WITH

Don Steele and the
Speak Easy

JAZZ BAND
Juii cll.ub the dingy atepa
I 529 8 1. --or St. W (up.iulro <

532-4292

(LICENSED)
Proof of

Ago Required
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wait a minute* isn't that..ifs...wait a minute....

uh ifs...(peter kastner?)

On stage or off, Peter Kast-

ner is an actor. And every lis-

tener is an audience — even if

it is an interviewer from the

Varsity. He likes to talk, and to

impress, on any topic.

Varsity: You said you were
in history at UCLA. What do

you think about campus poli-

tics?

Kastner: I think it's great.

Peter Kastner says he was

never involved in campus poli-

tics. While he attended Univer-

sity of Toronto for three years

in the early 1960's his greatest

amount of involvement was
assistant editor of the UC Gar-

goyle.

Kastner: About the political

thing, now: I couldn't do that

even if I wanted to. They'd
take away my student visa at

UCLA.

Peter Kastner is a nice boy

from Forest Hill who had his

first, and so far, only big suc-

cess in a movie called Nobody
Waved Goodbye. He played a

mixed up suburban kid who
couldn't get along with an in-

flexible and conservative fam-

ily.

After that he worked with

CBC's very own adolescent

star Michelle Finnie on a Sun-

day afternoon show called

Time of Your Life.

When CBC cancelled that -
much to his surprise and disap-

pointment, says Peter — Kast-

ner was offered a job by a New
York agent. He took it and
became the Ugliest Girl in

Town for twenty very unfunny

episodes. The series died

quickly in the spring of 1968.

Kastner: It wasn't very

good; not very funny. But I

wanted to work. They paid me
a lot of money.

He starred in one Hollywood

flic — You're A Big Boy Now
— to some critical, not much
audience acclaim.

And Peter likes to act. As he

talked, over red cabbage and

bratwurst, he continually

commented on my blonde hair.

It is difficult to interview

someone who is trying to con

you.

Varsity: How did you feel

having to dress up like a girl

for the TV series?.

Kastner: It was just an ac-

tor's job. It was great working

hard, five days a week. I did

have a negative reaction to it

at first; but I analyzed it and

thought there wasn't anything

wrong about it.

Peter Kastner is a Canadian

actor who has worked in the

U.S. First he is an actor.

Kastner: I wasn't in a hurry

to leave Canada. I was already

registered in third year at UC.
Then I got a call from a New
York agent (to do the TV se-

ries).

Varsity: How do you feel

about Canadian actors going to

theU.S?

Kastner: I don't know
. . . there's no contractual

security for an actor. You're

totally at the mercy of the

market — strictly a job by job

basis. In Canada, there is a

special problem: most movies
and prime time TV shows are

American.
Peter Kastner wants to act;

but he liked it when "they paid

me a lot of money" too. He
would like to see some sort of

"security for actors" to end
the "anarchy that exists now".

Varsity: Why do you think

actors should have security?

Kastner: There is a need for

actors — I don't know — there
is. Theatre has some sort of

function in society.

Varsity: Do actors have a

specific role in society, some
political function?

Kastner: The bulk of actors

are no more non-political than

most other groups. Politically

there is the same spectrum of

political views.

Varsity: Should actors be

more politically active since

they are involved in communi-
cations with the public?

Kastner: There's no special

"shoulds" for actors. Whereas
a writer makes a direct state-

ment of his views, an actor

speaks someone else's words.

In improvisatory theatre it's

different. Even in your own
work, it is difficult to get so-

cially critical material.

Varsity: If a play was con-

trary to your own views, would
you accept the part?

Kastner: I haven't come up

against that, yet. They just had
me dress up as a girl.

Peter laughed, commented
on my blonde hair again and
finished his lunch.

At twenty-six, Peter Kastner
is now concentrating on getting

his bachelor's degree in history

at UCLA. Then he hopes to

continue on toward a masters.

He hasn't given up acting —
there are just no jobs for him
right now.

harriet kideckel

THE BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY
PRESENTS

MOVIES
THE KNACK (and how to get it)

AND

CAT BALLOU
OLD PHYSICS BLDG. (Rm. 135) ADMISSIONI 50C

(AT THE DOOR)

FRIDAY, OCT. 3rd 8 P.M.
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a clean, well-lit place

The idea of art is not so much
selling, the idea is to communi-
cate the artist's awareness; but

this has been made commerci-

al. . . there's a lot of hostility

toward the really big financial

machine that's built up around

art, particularly now.

—John Van Saun from the cata-

logue to The New Alchemy at the

Art Gallery of Ontario.

A few years ago a New York
artist, Don Flavin, began ex-

hibiting rooms consisting of

nothing but evenly placed,

vertical flourescent tubes.

He was hailed. Jack Burn-

ham made Flavin's work a

vehicle for "Systems Esthet-

ics" in ARTFORUM. I read
that andfelt good. Perhaps this

stab might help to begin the

mitigation of the visual ugli-

ness of our North American
world.

So when Brydon Smith
dropped the word that the

great Don Flavin was actually

in Ottawa, I made the incon-

venient pilgrimmage to kiss

the feet of a master. Imagine:
"Systems Esthetics" — whole
cities, areas, homes, not domi-
nated by objects but by ideas

that could be changed con-

stantly, that would take the

form of things like Flavin's

beautifully simple tubes, glow-

ing singly, whitely.

But the exhibit at the Nation-

al Gallery was so disappointing

that Flavin has now to be
counted out as an intellectual

leader of our time and as a

contributor to a movement
that people such as Van Saun
and Hans Haacke are in fact

guiding. If an artist is to say,

"To hell with the object, to

hell with the commerical par-

asites, to hell with the stinking-

ly corrupt system of politics

and stupidities that exist to-

day" — then he has to abandon
the "object"

Flavin has not. His red piece

is beautifully lyrical — but it

was done in steel by Anthony
Caro (not that I mean to insult

Caro by the comparison), and
no real gain results from his

use of light. In fact there are

signs in one room (triangular,

one of the better things in the

show) that warn PRO-
LONGED VIEWING WILL
CAUSE EYE DAMAGE. Now,
to paraphrase John Cage, is

that any way to get things

done?

The other bugaboo about

Flavin is that he is supposedly

"religious". Well he is about as

religious as a plastic replica of

Notre Dame. Gothic maybe, in

a kind of lifted way, but reli-

gious? HAH! The corollary to

that is his "simplicity". That I

find the most ludicrous adjec-

tive that could possibly be ap-

plied. One journeys from red

room to green room to white

room to purple room, with a

whole bunch of inconsistent

and illogical pieces tossed in

around like Jackie Kennedy's
tour of the white house. His

formal development, apart

from its brevity, is quite incon-

sistent. The only aesthetically

unified presentations I found

were the ones on which he has

built his reputation: the single

vertical, a grouping of four

tangential tubes, an uneven
diffusion of six, or his collage,

"rhythm four Zimmers" in

which four photographs of the

same subject are placed in the

corners leaving the "interior"

space open: these pieces best

illuminate his aesthetic of sep-

arateness and, like Les Levine,

modularity.

He also has done some draw-

ings that comment simply dig-

nifies, and a series on James
Joyce's "Chamber Music"
(perhaps Joyce's earliest and
most syrupy work) that gener-

ally gravitate to a slightly low-

er level. Ultimately Flavin

decorates on the lowest plane

and ironically enough he does

achieve Jack Burnham's wish

to make art less than it pres-

ently is. i.e. by lowering its

general quality. Flavin is good

but got great, and needs at

least another few years before

he can sort out the multitude of

elements that presently make
his work so inconsistent.

At the moment he neither

excites nor surprises the view-

er and has given us a show that

is nothing more than ersatz

avant-garde pre-packaged for

the Ottawa bourgeousie, and

that is something that I really

hate having to say.

eil marshal!

BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY PRESENTS

IN CONCERT

ian and sijlvia
AND THE SPECKLED BIRD

MONDAY OCT. 6, 1969 830 P.M.

CONVOCATION HALL

TICKETS - S2JS0

TICKETS NOW ON SALE
AT SAC OFFICE

2 TICKETS PER ATL CARD

A FEW TICKETS ON SALE AT DOOR
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in which

our heroes

leave mr.

donut and

discover

the trail

leads to

an encou-

nter with

START HERE
There is a point in Easy Rider where

Peter Fonda, Dennis Hopper and Jack
Nicholson arrive at a Louisiana cafe.

Inside, the fair-haired, apple-cheeked
sheriff coyly discusses "the animals"
with bis pug nosed friend: "Isn't she
cute? I didn't know they let the gorillas

out of the zoo"
Meanwhile the local groupies giggle

with embarrassment and hopes of a
thrill. "Take us for a ride. Hey, take
me for a ride."

The Straights vs The Freaks.
Nowhere does this rift become so

obvious and yet so necessary as when
you're out on the road.

It's frustrating. Damn frustrating.

Wet waiting in the cold prairie all

morning. At last a car stops. You get in

and don't even bother to make small
talk and anyway the heater is on and
you fall into a warm dream and kind of

fall out on Moose Jaw's main drag.

Or melting in the blazing sun about
to squeeze liquid from the grass you're
so thirsty and every car is a station
wagon from Illinois with grandma and
the kids on vacation.

THE RITUAL:
David and I position the baggage in a

row, knapsack, sleeping bag, tent to
look like we're hardly carrying a thing.

And I pull my dress up a little and
smile and try to make my thumb look
sexy and maybe should hide one of the
bags down in the bushes or better yet
you hide down there ("Uh, well, I have
a friend, uh, but its o k. he's real little.

He's just down the gully taking a leak
— sorry ma'm — but Sam's a terrific

guy. Hey, Sam get up here we gota lift

. .
actually Sam's 7'2", but he folds in

three and I stuff him in the side pocket
of the knapsack." )

Mostly it makes no difference what
you do. How drivers react is the result
of a subtle conditioning, a message
they have learned about "freaks".
Those weirdo hitchhikers who mug
feeble old men, then rape and ravage
their 1948 Plymouths for dope staches.
What happens out on that stretch of

road long and concrete is confronta-
tion.

When a car slows down just to look
at you and as you run with your bags to
jump in, speeds up leaving your face
dusted with gravel sand, there are far
more basic issues being considered.
There you are and you ask. Please

help me along the way brother. I'm
very nice and my mother loves me and
I like children and dogs and once you
got to know me I bet we'd even be best
buddies.

When the man behind the wheel sees
you 200 yards away he's got his mind
made up. He doesn't like strangers or
he's afraid or both.

He locks the car doors and turns on
the airconditioning, barely noticing the
blurry bodies on the highway who are
people too. And also afraid. Afraid of
what's happening to the city and want-
ing to know: do we give up now — de-
sert the city and try to make it living
off the land? To lean into the wind and
pose the question with our figures.
And the question of the moment was-

WHAT AM I

WHAT ARE WE DOING HITCH-
HIKING TO VANCOUVER?

It wasn't funny. Not at 7 :28 on a Sun-
day morning across the street from the
Richmond Hill Mister Donut Not fun-
ny at all. In fact I was terrified
Couldn t imagine why I wasn't nestled
under the covers in the big bed at home
where everyone knows me so well and

its so secure. It was 75 degrees al-

ready. I imagined a steamy night in the

country, sharing a sleeping bag with a

commune of mosquitoes.
I hate mosquitoes. I mean I'm a solid

out and out bigot when it comes to

those lecherous insects. What good do
they do humanity? They sit around at

night, plotting, hoping in their dreams
for a sting to that extra vulnerable spot
— the one that itches no matter how
you move — fold of the thumb, between
the toes ....
So what was the use. I knew it was

going to be a miserable trip.

At the same time I wondered why
anyone would be going to Mister Donut
early Sunday morning. The donut man
in the back probably held secret jelly

donut communion.
Getting through southern Ontario is

a giant hopscotch game. Cottage coun-

try sprinkled with thousands of lakes
and all the cars are going just around
the next bend. You learn to take every
ride, even a 5-miler. It keeps up morale
and changes the view anyway.
The men all smoke Player's and lis-

ten to country music.

Up at Batchawana Bay. one shiny
car driven by a middle-aged man with
a truck driver's face had a complete
stock of Country and Western cartridge
tapes. MARTY ROBBINS. FERLIN
HUSKY. I chose one and slipped it into

the stereo machine:
HELLO. MY NAME'S JOHNNY

CASH.
"You kids hungry?"
We arrived at the TRANS-CANADA

RESTAURANT, HIWAY 11 NORTH.
AT THE ESSO STATION HEYDEN
ONTARIO. OPEN 24 HOURS, HOME
COOKED MEALS. BETTY AND
HARRY WHALEN. PROP.

After soup and coffee we drove for
awhile until we hit a government liquor
store. Our driver brought back whiskey
and cokes and set off to take us to a
stream for a quiet afternoon of fishing.
Before we could refuse, he noticed

the gas tank was empty. We scurried
out and he promised to come back
immediately and pick us up.
He bombed off and got gassed.
But that was part of the second day

out, north of Sault Ste. Marie.
Back on the first morning we had

just arrived past Barrie (Hurray, boy
am I ever jealous) when a converged
1959 Chevrolet panel truck picked us
up.

The two girls and boy were from
Windsor. They'd had spent the previous
evening at a girlfriend's wedding - the
dark girl in the front seat had confetti
polka-dotted through her hair-sprayed
curls. Shopping bags in the back spilled
over with peau de soie shoes and
gowns, bathing suits and terrycloth
shorts.

It was ten in the morning. They'd
been driving all night.

"Do you know Linda Smith from
Toronto?" (All their friends were des-
cendants of Linda Smith - George
Black -Mary Jones).
The girl in the front kept leaning out

at the road hogs making a noise which
sounded like a sick cow trying to imi-
tate an ambulance siren.

"Won't Alice - Alice is my grand-
mother. We're going to her lodge in
Muskoka.

. .won't Alice just die when
I come struttin' in with streaked eye
makeup - haven't slept all night -
Won't George and Alice just die?"
Her girl friend in the back spent

most of the time looking for a melted
chocolate bar buried somewhere in the

back of the truck.

The rest of the way to Sudbury I

slept, remember drinking pop and my
eyes heavy with exhaustion.

Young guy in blue Cortina let us off

at the four corners in Sudbury, where
Highways 17 and 69 intersect. A super-
market parking lot by the railroad
tracks. Hot. Warm seven-up residue to

drink. Passed by Memorial Hospital
coming in. It's set up on a hill and I

couldn't imagine a more depressing
place to recuperate from anything.
Look out your window and watch the
smog and sulphur covered land. The
disease like a shadow. As we passed
through the smokey atmosphere the

radio insisted: "Keep your forests

green. Only you can prevent Forest
Fires."

But who was preventing the industri-

al pollution? And what green was there
left to save?

No wonder Sudbury lias the highest
rate of alcoholism in Canada.

Fifteen minutes later a chubby blond
in a Camaro convertible stopped.

We drove for a long time without
speaking.

From the side, with his dimples,
turned-up nose and beer belly tucked
into striped bell-bottom pants, he was a
fair-haired Tony Curtis.

"Where you kids from?"
"Toronto"

"Hey, what do you know about that
place . . . Yorkville, Yorkville, is that
right? In Toronto." (But why did he
suddenly ask about Yorkville? I kept
quiet and let David talk

.

)

"What do those hippies want?"
"Hey have you ever tried that stuff?

What do they call it — maridgewanna?

m
"luraiaie oar ouned somewhere ina m,,sU>r,o,,s red cleaner's truck

Just a minute. Nobody is that stupid.

At least not a young guy like this. In my
mind I sent signals: DON'T SAY ANY-
THING. HE'S GOT US TRAPPED IN
THE CAR.
"Maybe I'll try it sometime. But

only in a locked house with some of my
buddies. If you get caught they lock you
up and throw away the key.

'

'

Was that a threat?

The land became blurred and dark. I

tried to huddle in the front to get warm,
while the wind whipped my face.

Finally I blurted out, "What do you
do for a living?" (looking at his face to
see how long he hesistated. OH I

THOUGHT YOU'D NEVER ASK
MA'M AS HE STUCK A GUN IN MY
CHEST AND SAID THIS IS A BUST)
"I'm an airline pilot."

"Wow. Really"
"Yes I've worked for Air Canada for

five years.

"But there's no excitement in flying
commercial any more. Everything is
so automated I just sit and watch the
plane fly itself. I'd like to fly into the
bush, where you handle the controls
yourself. If I'm good enough.
"Maybe I should try being a hippie

for a summer."
A pilot. It almost sounded possible

Every boy's dream - to be an airplane
flyer. Yet he was bored. Maybe a hip-
pie. Find the action. Maybe just cu-
rious and after all, honest about his
ignorance.

He left us at Ojibway Campsite 15
miles from Sault Ste. Marie to look up
an old girlfriend. He said he'd come
back and put up a tent.
We made a fire, had Lipton's soup

and the remainder of a bagel from the
unch I'd packed the night before (was
that Toronto?)
The full moon shone like a giant

flashlight on the beach. Waves slipped
out softly. And the mosquitoes were
busy tunneling through my back jean-
pocket.



hey kids! you can use f his

page as a compass, a// you

I guess he found the girlfriend..

In the morning we scrambled over a

fence back to the highway and a man
picked us up right away, started talk-

ing and didn't stop for an hour.

"Oh, I drive this road back and forth

all the time pickup hitchikers goin'

both ways more goin' east now ya know
oh this summer I picked up hunerds of

them ya know what the mayor of the

town did used to be on radio one of

them hotline shows he was a policeman

now he's mayor still has a tv show he

started a "Y" hostel in the evening

trucks go out on the road pick up

stranded hitchikers for 50c take them
to a farm give them a place to stay for

the night breakfast in the morning
drive them outside the soo in the morn-

ing. . .

"

We were now in downtown Sault Ste.

Marie.

"Let me give you a tour of the city

here's an old stone house built in 1814

just sittin' there in the downtown and
the city didn't even know how old it was
and look at those seaplanes by the wa-

ter cost one million per put out forest

fires and look at the view down there

Algoma and Abitibi there's the Windsor
hotel the president of algoma steel has

a suite on the top floor there
. '

'

Three hours later, 50 miles up the

road, David and I were contemplating

a pleasant evening in the lighthouse

across the highway.

A half ton pickup stopped, a young
boy climbed down from the front,

helped throw our bags and us in the

back and we were off.

Looks like brother, sister and father

in the front cab. Packsacks and sleep-

ing bags. Probably going camping.
There was also a matched set of grey

luggage. Maybe they're going to the

cottage.

The sunblisters on my skin didn't

hurt in the cool wind and it didn't feel

like the 90 degrees hot that it was. We
sat on every thing that might blow
away, especially our cowboy hats. We
took them off first.

God it was beautiful. I remembered
going out west by train in '67. Sudbury
to Winnipeg through the interior a pa-

rade of brush, swamp, depressing

mudbrowns.
But driving along Lake Superior,

watching the velvet blue water and the

straight trees, green absolute.

Rolling by from behind eyes creased

into tears.

So much land. Hills getting higher

and millions of undiscovered secret

forests. A happy and secure lump enve-

loped my body. Stretch your arms mul-

tiply them spin never touch all the

beauty. Come up and build a house,

bathe in the crystal water. Nothing but

the Rockies compares to the pastel

mirror of those five hundred miles.

We stopped at a gas station. Found

out that man was father of son. Girl

was also hitchiker. (in high heels and

matched luggage? She had spent the

summer travelling with her go-go girl

sister in southern Ontario. She arrived

in the soo without a cent. Got out on the

road. Trying to make it to Dryden and

bum money from unsuspecting aunt.

)

Mr. Parks was heading to Red Lake

for some prospecting. His lined smiling

face telescoped into a stare, then began

to blink. The veins running from his

nose matched the check on his red wool

jacket. A perfect father image, com-

plete with graying hair and moustache.

The sun had gone down and it was

freezing in the back of the truck. Hud-

dled under unzipped sleeping bags, I

decided to write up our diary. I careful-

ly pulled out a pencil stub and notepad,

snuck my hand from under the covers

and started to scribble. After half an

hour my fingers were numb. I never

wrote in the diary again.

Later on we talked about travelling.

Mr. Parks said he had to be back to

Newcastle, Ontario (where he had a

farm) to fly to Australia.

"I go about ten times a year. I go

around the world two or three times a

year. We bought a house in London.

England because we're there so often.

Never really understood what he did

Mining, exploring.

He had something to say about every

town we passed through, sitting and

drinking endless rounds of black cof-

fee.

"I remember digging samples here.

It's a horrible place. The smell of pulp

mills like old sausage. I remember hit-

chiking across the country with my

younger brother 25 years ago. Now I do
all my travelling by plane. But I decid-

ed that it would be a real adventure to

drive up this time."

And I had felt badly about letting him
pay for coffee.

The local teenagers sat in the diner

booths listening to the jukebox. At
breakfast the man changing the tunes

played the new Rolling Stones and
Creedence Cleerwater and told us that

Glen Campbell singing Hava Nagila

would be a big hit. After hearing True
Grit on every car radio so far every
other song I couldn't argue.

We spent the rest of the day in the

back of the truck with a memorable
stop in the Lakeland for ten cent soft

ice cream.

The truck left us at a provincial

campsite where we swam and crawled

into the tent. But not before I'd mapped
out a plan to destroy the mosquitoes
lurking at the door flap.

After a while you start to think about

the cars and the drivers. Like Mr.

Parks and his trucks. Trucks are a

pretty good bet. Any car with a trailer

won't stop. Station wagons rarely stop

— whether full or not. A man and his

wife won't pull up but if he left her at

home he's almost a sure thing. Volk-

swagons are usually full. Invariably

they give the V peace sign.

In fact this summer every young
person seemed to be giving the sign:

hiking the other way. driving in a full-

up car, in the back seat of their par-

ents' car to show that they were really

o.k. Keep the faith we're all in it to-

gether.

It's a good feeling.

"Hey they gave the sign".

It cheers you up after waiting a day

without a ride. Somewhere else on the

Trans-Canada someone else is haviag a

rough time. The same kind of feeling

you get at a rock festival. Brothers tied

together by a bond of embryonic libera-

tion.

The Groovy Revolution. Flash the

peace sign to show that you're not

straight. I mean I'm really hip, man.

Dig the beads.

It's a good thing to feel part of a huge

chain thumbing across Canada. But

this kind of solidarity shouldn't mask
the real problem.

People are afraid. Every time some-

one picks you up, each time they take a

chance on you, you owe it to them to be

friendly, to explain what you believe

and to try and understand them. If you

act as though they owe you a ride,

they'll respond by thinking they did you

a big favour. Up comes the wall.

Yes, trucks are a pretty sure bet.

We met two kinds in these early

stages of our trek. You've read about

the first pick up, now get this: I WAS A
TEENAGE HALF TON PICK-CP
UNDER THE WINNIPEG VIADUCT.
Read on:

When we got off the bus at the edge
of the city, so did a couple of long-

haired guys. I looked straight up the

highway.

'David there are at least three other

groups ahead of us."

I looked down at my jean suit, felt

my hair tucked up in a cowboy hat and
realized that the only weapon we had in

our favour at that point was me. It was
definitely the time for action. We snuck

beneath the viaduct post and zipped

open my bag. I pulled out my sexy low
cut dress, stepped into it. yanked it

over my pants and started to lift my
jersey over my head.

Unmistakable sound of a motor
idling, Through the posts I spotted a

red cleaner's truck and inside a greasy

young kid sitting and staring. He
couldn't see anything, it was all being

done so cleverly, so skillfully . . .

(GIRL ARRESTED FOR INDECENT
EXPOSURE MY GOD. SAID THE
CONSTABLE, WITH A BODY LIKE
THAT HOW DID SHE HAVE THE
NERVE)

I stared back and the cleaner's truck

left when I was zipping the dress and

throwing the pants into my bag, the

truck roared back and huddled tn a

shadow. We started to walk beyond the

bypass and along the highway when the

red monster pulled up beside us.

"Hey. do you kids want a lift?"

I mean what do you do. With ten oth-

ers just up the road and you're sure he

doesn't just want the company Maybe
hoping that I get these frequent uncon-

trollable urges to liberate my pores.

So we got in between all the plastic

bags and the dry clean smelling

clothes. He said he was making out of

town deliveries and when he stopped to

"phone in" and made us hide in the

back I figured that was it - (YOUNG
COUPLE TAKEN TO CLEANERS BY
MAD DELIVERY BOY)

After a while he stopped in the mid-

dle of prairie nowhere and said this is

as far as I go. Where did he deliver. I

mused, to the local yahoos bringing

overalls. Maybe he smuggled jewels in

the pockets of ladies fur coats.

It was a relief to get out of the truck

even if the waving wheat didn't smell

so sweet.

But he sat in his red truck. He sat on

the edge of the road and looked at us.

Plenty of chance to cross the highway

and turn back. Maybe he's waiting to

see if we get a ride and then when the

coast is clear he'll nab us.

David snuck to the knapsack and

pulled out his all purpose nail-file can

opener knife thing and stuck it in his

belt

"It this doesn't save us nothing

will".

I rubbed the good luck tooth around

my neck.

Zonk the red truck was gone in a

flash.

We laughed — just a stupid kid kill-

ing time.

(STUPID KID KILLS TIME IN

MASSACRE OF THE CENTURY)
— Susan perly

continued

next week

but not so big
REVIEV,
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quilico shines in Rigo1etto...that voice!

Rigoletto has in abundance

just about all the elements that

can make opera such a power-

ful form; a strong plot, dense-

ly-written and intelligent li-

bretto, and, best of all, Verdi's

incomparable music. The

C.O.C's current production

offers the opera-goer a credita-

ble interpretation of this mas-

terpiece of the composer's

maturity, of consistently high

quality in regard to both the

musical and the dramatic val-

ues.

In Louis Quilico the Compa-

ny has an artist of world stat-

ure for the anchor-role of Rigo-

WW
Draught beer on tap from noon

I after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75c._

Wild atmosphere.

Bull and The Bear in The Sutton Place Hotel* On Wellesley east of B

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS CENTRE (ISC)|

STUDENT COUNCIL ELECTION
|

I
NOMINATION CLOSED OCT. 1 \

|
I.S.C. REGISTRATION CLOSED OCT. 3

\

t(ONL YFOR THEPURPOSE OF THE ELECTION)
\

|
ELECTIONS

|
(FROM 9:00 PM TO 10:30 PM) OCT. 7

|

ALL NOMINATED PERSONS AND VOTERS
\

MUST HOLD U of TAND ISC
REGISTRATION CARDS.
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letto — when he is onstage one

is constantly aware that here,

at last, is a real singer. The

third act finale, "Si, vendetta,"

is his and consequently the

opera's best moment; although

his gestures, especially in the

last act, seem a little diffuse

and strangely introspective for

such an emotionally powerful
situation. But that voice! Rigo-

letto, inasmuch as any one art-

ist can be said to stand out in

the even quality of the produc-

tion, is definitely Quilico's

show.

Beautiful, slender, and pos-

sessed of a sensitive under-

standing of the delicate ideal-

ism required of the character-

isation, Urszula Koszut sings

Gilda with a consistently warm
lyricism, although her voice

has not yet the strength re-

quired in the upper range to

toss off the flourishes with the

technical elan of a Callas. That

she is able to focus the pathos

on herself in the last scene, one

shared by Quilico, is a fair indi-

cation of the sureness of touch

of her dramatic style.

As the Duke, Pierre Duval

fails at times to realise the

vocal requirements of his

numerous big arias. Still, he

acts the part of the cynical yet

dashing libertine with fine

panache, aided by brilliant bits

of stage direction from Leon
Major
Nor does the supporting cast

fall short of the generally fine

standards of the three princi-

pals. Richard Mundt makes a

sinisterly professional Sparaf-

ucile, and Joan Maxwell
swings a wicked pair of hips in

her brief but satisfying charac-

terisation of his sister Madda-
lena. Don Garrard's impres-

sive Monterone contrasts well

in its dignity with the corrup-

tion of the rest of the courtiers,

and especially with Richard
Braun's elegant and arrogant
reading of Marullo. The chorus

sings lustily, as the occasion
demands, and on the whole
seems to relish the histrionic

delights of acting what must be
the meanest and most vicious

collection of courtiers in all

opera. Like the chorus, the

orchestra under Mario Bernar-

di is consistently professional

and finely unobtrusive.

With such a pleasing assem-

bly of musical and dramatic

talent, it is a pity that the sets

seem occasionally at variance

with the opera's demands.

Murray Laufer's representa-

tional arches and staircases

are functional for getting the

traffic on and off, but the agili-

ty needed to negotiate them
would tire the resources of a

mountain goat, let alone an

opera singer.

Rigoletto is not a production

to be missed, either by opera-

lovers disillusioned with the

present season or by anyone

interested in theatre, curious

to know what the conventions

of the genre can produce when
displayed to their best advan-

tage. Besides, one does not get

the chance to see a Quilico

every day. Verdi's composition

is after all, in its own style, a

kind of King Lear of opera. See

it and find out.

veronica kelly
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Graduate

Stbdents'

Union

WILLCOCKS

16 BANCROFT AVENUE
Phone 928-2391

GRADUATE BEER, WINE AND CHEESE
WELCOME PARTY

Friday. October 10th, 1969 4.00 - 7.00 p.m.

ADMISSION: 50C (ALL OVER 21 YEARS WELCOME)

SOLNICKI GORD and BREGMAN PRODUCTIONS

PRESENTS

JOHNNY WINTER
Massey Hall Friday Oclober 3

7.30 and 10 p.m.

Tickets $3.50, $4.50, $5.50

Available at all Sam the Record Man Stores

Le Chateau. 719 Yonge St.

Massey Hall Box Office

With The Humble Sponge and Whiskey Howl

Booked by Frederick Lewis

Learn to Fly at Reduced Rates

with Central Airways

JOIN THE U of T FLYING CLUB

For information
,
phone

Central Airways (363-2424)

or Rick Hoffman (964-8966)

Get - acquainted flight SAT. October 4th

Booker White is one of the
old blues "living legends"
found in the early 60s. In not
every case did it turn out to be
a kindness to the "living leg-

ends" to have rediscovered
them and coaxed them back to

the recording studios and the
hard life of touring musicians.
In some cases there was little

left, and in many others only a
poor echo of former greatness
remained. But two who showed
that they were still as good as
they had been years before,
perhaps even better, were
John Hurt and Booker White.

John Hurt has been dead for

a few years, but Booker White
still keeps an active schedule,
and this week (through Sun-
day) he is appearing at The
Onion coffeehouse in the Ryer-
son student union.

"I like this town, you know. I

swear I do," he says, raising
his right hand." I like to feel

happy — somewhere up here,

you know. And sometimes I'm
at a place, and I start to come
up and then I stop. I just get so
far. But I've always felt good
in Toronto, ever since I first

came here."

On the bandstand, he acts
like a man who is happy being
where he is. Even with the
somewhat small midweek
crowd Wednesday night, he
was genial and talkative. The
crowd is far removed from the
noisy dancers for whom he
played his loud steel-bodied
guitar 40 years ago, but he
likes it just the same.
"The blues is what we young

people needs for recreation. I

don't know what the old people
need, because I'm never hard-
ly around them. Course I heard
a lot of things from the old

people. I'd follow an old man
around, blues'd fall out of his

pocket, and I'd pick 'em up.

You know, he was going out
and I was just coming up

then."

When he's really going, a

Booker White performance is a
relaxed mixture of songs and
tales blended together. The
tales aren't always strict fact,

but they're a sort of mythic
autobiography based closely on
his life, full of humor, but with
touches of seriousness and
sadness.

The songs are magnificent.
He has had to relearn many of

his old hits to satisfy the re-

quests of blues fans, and he
plays them with tremendous
vigor, often playing with a
piece of metal tube on his little

finger, which he slides on the

treble strings, creating beauti-

ful, moving effects. Being on
the coffeehouse and college

campus circuit hasn't brought
an artificial smoothness to his

music. It's still the rough blues

of the deep south, and he cer-

tainly plays it well.

peter hatch

ROCHDALE
HAS ROOMS!

the following are available

immediately:

DOUBLE ROOM WITH KITCHEN $60 each

ROOMS WITH BOARD!

SINGLES $112 to $120 mo.

DOUBLES $92 to $100 mo.

ALL FURNISHED
TERM RENTALS AVAILABLE

There are also a limited number of unfurnished one bedroom apartments at

SI40.00 a month, and a few of our gigantic ZUES suites at $260.00.

ROCHDALE MEANS!
• co-educational living without hassles

• democratic self administration by students

• several varieties of workshop space and equipment available

• a taste of communal environment

• but mostly people: authors, poets, musicians, computer programmers, bums,

professors, actors, high level corporate drop-outs (& drop-ins)

A CAST OF THOUSANDS!
341 BLOOR ST. W. 921-3168

come live with us
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Poetry about hitchhiking and what all
has, as it turns out, advantages
and disadvantages.

On the plus side, hitchhikers
are people, at least a little bit

closer to the nub. They are cer-
tainly unaccommodated, "any-
thing but comfortable/for that
you stay at home" as Elizabeth
Woods puts it in Thumbprints,
Doug Fetherling's anthology of
hitchhiking poems.

The Hitchhiker is at the
mercy of storms, winter, bore-
dom, drivers. And there is a lot

of time between cars to think
about it. As poet, he has what
the road serves up, the scores
of incidents, love affairs, fights

And, though practised more
widely in Europe, there is

something particularly Canadi-
an about travelling down the
long skinny highway (Trans-
Canada-401) in the long skinny
country, asking favours from
the most prudent, cold, un-
trusting people in the world. As
Fetfierling says, everyone gets
stuck in Wawa.

The common nature of the
experience is also on the debit
side. A lot of us have stood in
more less the same place
(Wawa) and passed the time
with more or less the same
musings, so a published poem

I had damn well better be origi-

nal or else awfully well ex-
pressed.

The new Canadian hitchiker
poet must at least be able to

see (if not raise) what is al-

ready an extensive prose liter-

ature, and writers like Ker-
ouac and Tom Wolfe are no
easy match.

On the whole, Thumbprints
does not fare too badly, al-

though the lighter toned narra-
tive pieces tend to come off
better than the conceits, many
of which fail to survive the
transfer from journal to an-
thology.

As with hitchhiking there
are dismal passages:

thepurple sexuality

of the roadside

flowery weed surprised me.
I'd turned, and there

it was all the while —
and remained even while I

stepped on it

John Newlove

More often the ills are those
of an apprentice poet suffering
from one image too few
(overpithiness):

Once bejore in the rain

'Aren't you ihe fellow.' he
asked.

'With the nine inch cock?'

.. . . and I had to tell hint no.

Michael Levinson (elipses

unfortunately his)

Announcing: T-GROUPS
(sensitivity training)

Sponsored by F.U. of T. and Advisory Bureau for

fall: 1st weekend, October 11-13
Application forms at S.A.C. or Advisory Bureau,

63 I Spadina Avenue (at Harbord. above Royal Bank.)

and the ground onceflat
Jor cultivation of wheat
has begun to bepock-marked
iheface ofmy sister'spimp

Eldon Garnet

However, the same writer
will then turn around and be
bang on:

TORONTO-HARVARD
EXCHANGE

APPLICATIONS AVAILABE IN
S.A.C. OFFICE TILL 5 P.M.

Wednesday, October 8th

FRESHMEN
APPLICATIONS NOT CONSIDERED

SUMMER PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT

fllMIIfY AS A COMMISSIONED OFFICER

in Ike

CANADIAN Asm RESERVE

with Ike

GOVERNOR GfNflMI'S HORSE GIMRDS

The applicant must be a male, $
Canadian Citizen, age 17 to 23,

registered In a Graduate day course I

|

and
avanableforonelSweeksummerpracticaltraining

periodj

Apply at Denison Armoury (Dufferin and Highway MO,), |i

Tuesday or Friday evenings,' %
or Phone 636-248

1 . 5-i

Or belaboured by just one
line too many (obviosity):

and the streets are num-
bered Jrom Ihe forest to the

• mine itself

Ihe teller to remember where
one goesperhaps

laurel Thompson

it's not that I'm a jealous
man
it'sjust thai when I think

ofhow a butterfly

could se your breast as a nest
or toy with your nipple

like it was his milkweed din-
ner

I lose all my well rehearsed
control

and strike back at you
by dreaming love to strange
women

He picked me up andJell I was
familiar

Was sure he picked me up
lAslwasl.

Garnet

That's how it goes with early
poety.
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Thumbprints has, as well,
some controlled, accomplished
work — as one would expect
from Margaret Atwood. John
Robert Columbo, Raymond
Souster. And there is marvel-
lous Al Purdy, powerful and
eclectic as ever, mixing Ame-
liasburgh Canadian and Delph-
ic oracle.

IAM DEF1N1TELYON
THESIDE OFLIFE
ISA1DTOPAUSAN1AS
but shit nobody will give me a
ride

. . . now I rest in the wheel ruts
1 sleep in the mountains
drink my face in my hands in

the dawn every morning
the old man slowly disappears
the summer is more like a
mood than a season.

Only Purdy. One wishes,
since Fetherling chose to in-

clude two barroom brawls, one
good one mediocre, he had
added Purdy's alltime great At
The Quinte Hotel.

And there is Fetherling him-
self, perhaps the ideal road
poet:

red river adieu lo conditions
beyond our control

like Winnipeg sinister on Ihe
horizon

it's Queen Victoria lost on the
prairies

homeless on Ihe courthouse
lawn

lookingfor other serious statues
like herself

.

Vancouverfor which I travelled

6 days each mile a Utile closer
to thai moment of 1st glimpse
of '.'

saltwater whereupon i ran in2
the surf w/ my harmonica &
blew sweet blues to Kyoto.

Most heartening is the ap-
pearance of a number of well
crafted poems by less known
Canadians: Edgar Lavoie
David McFadden, Marian
Engel.

Unfortunately, as with Pur-
dy, Atwood, and Souster, they
are represented by only one
poem each. The only poet in
the whole anthology who gets
full exposure (ten poems) in
John Newlove. Why so little
space to them (and so much to
him) escapes this reviewer.
Thus Anansi's Canada First: A
Mare Usque ad Edmonton, re-
leased at the same time as
Thumbprints, makes more sat-
isfying reading, for, while
there is no Purdy. Atwood or
Fetherling. there is at least
enough consistency to get to
know Paulette Jiles or Bob
Flanagan. One wants to com-
plain to Fetherling as does
Rosencrantz to Guildenstern
(or Guildenstern to Rosen-
crantz) "Incidents! Incidents!
All I ask is a little sustained
action!" But anyone who dedi-
cates his book to S-—

,

/ loved
here, and she rolled her own"
must be forgiven.

bob bossin
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theatre

mime s

word

Indians have clipped the

wires."

The supporting company's
apprentice-level of compet-
ence is painfully evident in

comparison with Pecknold and
Maskow's virtuosity. The only

really inept performances
were given by a decorative
blonde named Randi Greger-
sen, who somehow managed to

look like she was missing her

cue even when she was playing

a statue. Kenneth Stern and
Kevin Fenlon did much better

destroying each other over A

People talking atyou?
Can 't hear a word they 're say-

ing?

Try the Canadian Mime
Theatre. Its silence is fluent in

the lingua franca of human
emotions and responses. And
most of the time it's a lively

silence that's fun to listen to.

The Mime Theatre, Cana-
da's first, has just finished a

10-week summer season at

Niagara-on-the-Lake. The pro-

gram they are offering at the

Central Library Theatre
through October 11 is a series

of short sketches in a boredom-
proof variety of styles and
moods, exploiting every mime
tradition from white-face solos

through masked ''dialogues"

to strobe-lit mass hysteria.

The company numbers six,

but more than half of the 20

sketches are solos performed
by either Adrian Pecknold or

Harro Maskow. They met in

1964 while studying in Paris

under the same master,

Jacques Lecoq, but they take

very different approaches to

their art.

Pecknold performs most of

his numbers in the traditional

clown-white make-up with sad

upside-down "v's" for eye-

brows. Immediately recogniz-

able and lovable as the univer-

sal simpleton, he mimes activ-

ity or situation rather than

character. When demonstrat-

ing all the things that can go

wrong when cycling, or exer-

cising at Vic Tanny's, or as-

sembling pop art, this kind of

mime demands — and from
Pecknold, gets — a dancer's

strength, agility and rhythm.

It also requires emotional

control of one's audience so

that pathos and self-recogni-

tion never cross the consonant

line into bathos and distant

pity. Pecknold's precise place-

ment of every look and gesture
saves numbers which could
otherwise be cloying — such as
Don't Pick the Flowers, in

which he dissects a daisy,

learns she loves him not,

botches a succession of at-

tempted suicides, and finally

succeeds by mistake. Also deli-

cately handled is La Baton
Rouge, in which the movie of

the same title is condensed into

a few memorable minutes.

Appropriately saved for the

end is his physical and lyrical

masterpiece, a tense little vi-

gnette of a prisoner's Final

Hour, Pecknold alternately

plays clock and condemned
man, never once losing the

tick-tock beat that pounds
from offstage.

Maskow's approach is less

Marcel Marceau and more wry
mimicry. His makeup is usual-

ly straight, emphasizing his

hollowed-out eyes and remark-

ably limber jawbone, the basic

ingredients of an improbable
assortment of personalities,

human and animal. Sometimes
the characters are switched as

soon as they have been estab-

lished and enjoyed; at other

times he develops them
through a variety of actions

and reactions — a cop whis-

tling down traffic, helping a

child, and giving directions to a

truck driver, or samurai
droning jibberish/Japanese as

he shoos away a hovering

wife/mother, whacks off her

head, and flails at his oppo-

nent. In the last he plays two

characters; in Western Narra-

tive, he plays a cast of thou-

sands, including settler, set-

tler's dog, hordes of Indians,

telegraph operator, cavalry

commander, and troops, con-

veying in the piuceis such
complicated bits of informa-

tion as "the message isn't

going through because hostile

Piece of Lint, and Wendy Stern
gave evidence of knowing ex-
actly what she was doing even
if it was just holding a sign.

But their ensemble efforts fiz-

zle. When, for example, a loner

confronts a tight little group
over The Bomb, that group
lacks uniformity in reacting
times, expressions, and under-

wear.

But the evening as a whole is

a glorious inversion of the ev-
eryday. The audience is per-
manently hushed. What non-
verbal sounds there are

(unfortunately including a lot

of unpalatably sappy music)
assume new significance. So
does every gesture, particular-

ly in a black-light number in

which the story is told only by
the geometric movement of
fluorescent costumes and
swords. The infinitesimal be-
comes important, while the
tragic is reduced to the ludi-

crous. It's all said in the open-
ing set, in which a small, ab-
surdly red flower at the back of

the stage dwarfs the blackness
around it.

morion o connor

HOW FAST
CAN YOU READ?

Perhaps not fast enough

enrol now in the

EFFICIENT
READING
PROGRAM

classes (each an hour and

a half) will be held once

a week for 10 weeks

Only $27.00,

all texts included

REGISTER TO-DAY AT THE S.A.C. OFFICE, MAIN

AND SCARBOROUGH CAMPUSES
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film
help! Pm trapped inside a film transcending media

In 1886 Anton Chekov wrote

a play entitled The Seagull.

Some forty years later Vladi-

mir Nabokov wrote a novel

entitled Laughter in the Dark.

Today both of these works have

been made into movies.

Neither work is really satis-

fying as a movie. As directors,

neither Richardson nor Lumet
have had either the daring or

the skill to rethink their mate-

rial in purely cinematic terms.

Because of this it is clear in

both cases that what one is

seeing is an adaptation rather

than a true film.

In the case of The Seagull

this is most obvious. With

Laughter in the Dark the prob-

lem is more difficult. One is

not immediately aware that

what one is watching is a

filmed novel; one is merely
left with a feeling of deep dis-

satisfaction.

In the case of Lumet's Sea-

gull, the film follows the play's

text with an almost slavish fi-

delity. There have been no at-

tempts to open up the script by

utilizing any of the standard

film techniques — the flash-

back, the quick cut, montage.

Lumet might easily have fol-

lowed Nina to Petersburg, or

illustrated Konstantine's

memories of his youth, his

mother's career and the socie-

ty in which she moved, but he

has chosen to do none of this.

Not only does his camera
never leave the country estate:

it never even leaves the actors.

It subjects them to a merci-

less, relentless scrutiny. By
doing so it captures all the tiny

details with which the play is

so rich, yet half of which are

almost always lost in a stage

performance of the play. Lu-

met knows exactly which char-

acters the audience should be

watching at any given mo-
ment, and is able to guide- his

viewers here in a manner im-

possible for the stage director.

Furthermore, he is able to

successfully convey the natur-

alistic detail which invariably

presents a problem on the

stage. Chekov's subtle moods
and complex emotional strug-

gles are not played happily

against a setting of canvas

trees and styrofoam rocks. The
change of medium makes it

possible to capture the flavour

of a summer in rural Russia

without being intrusive. Lumet
realizes that Chekov's play is

NEW COLLEGE

MOTION PICTURE
Society

SYDNEY POITIER
MARATHON

THIS FRIDAY NIGHT CONTINUOUS
FROM MIDNIGHT TIL ?

LECTURE THEATRES KI0I6 & HIOIT

OF WILSON HALL.

1. A PATCH OF BLUE

2. TO SIR WITH LOVE

3. GUESS WHO'S COMING TO DINNER

4. IN THE HEAT OF THE NIGHT

ONLY H.50/PERSON

Only 300 Tickets Available! Get Yours Now At The New College

Student Council Office (Rm. #2007 - Wilson Hall)
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about people, and he keeps his

background as a background.

Fortunately the excellence

of his cast justify all of Lu-

met's decisions. It is unlikely

that one will ever get to see a

stage performance of this play

with so many superlative per-

formances. Vanessa Red-

grave, David Warner, and

James Mason are outstanding

in this first rate cast.

One may be disappointed ini-

tially in the non-movie-like

quality of the Seagull, but one

is soon forced to admit that

Lumet knows exactly what he

is doing, and has a subtle and

compelling mastery of his art.

By deliberately refusing to

open out the story he heightens

the sense of claustrophobia

inherent in the play, and avoids

the risk of diffusing Chekov's

potent psychological conflicts.

If Lumet can be accused of

showing too much respect for

his author, Tony Richardson

errs much more gravely in the

opposite direction in his film of

Laughter in the Dark. He
grossly underestimates the

quality and complexity of his

material, and twists and cuts it

in a manner hardly justified by

the final result.

His theory behind doing a

screen adaptation consists of

cutting anything which might
present problems, and filming

the remainder. Unfortunately

his understanding of Nabokov's

novel is so slight that he consis-

tently cuts the wrong bits, and

is left with nothing but plot. All

the details, the wry observa-

tions, and peripheral ironic

events have been given the axe
although they really form the

main body of the book.

Plot for Nabokov is simply
not very important. He uses it

more as a convenience for dis-

playing his extraordinary wit
and literary virtuosity. What
is important is his unique vi-

sion ... a bizarre combina-
tion of ironic detatchment,
compassion, melancholy and
humour. One can no more film

one of his books for plot alone

than one can take that ap-

proach in filming Milton's

Paradise Lost.

It is disturbing then to find

that a director of such pro-

fessed skill as Richardson has

completely missed the point,

and has so clearly failed to find

a cinematic style which will

compensate for all that is lost

in the change of medium. What
is perhaps unforgivable is the

fact that he repeats almost

every mistake which Kubrick

made some years ago in his

disastrous film of Lolita.

Nabokov has taken an ordi-

nary, somewhat sordid love-

triangle and through his narra-

tive technique has transformed

it into something rich and
strange. Richardson in the

film, works the reverse trans-

formation.

His picture is shapeless and

lacks focus. What is missing is

the omnipresent force of a cre-

ator commenting throughout

on the foibles of his characters.

Nabokov fulfilled this job ad-

mirably in the novel, but when
one looks to Richardson to do

the same, he seems to be al-

ways busy lining up the next

shot.

Despite the fact that he has

updated the story, even throw-

ing in a few inflatable plastic

chairs, beautiful people danc-

ing to rock music and a manda-
tory modish queer, his film

comes out as a strangely old-

fashioned humdrum melodra-

ma. It is definitely a step back-

wards when a complex concen-

tric novel is simplified and
forced to assume a straight

linear progression, and
emerges as a film which looks

like the crude makings for a

noyel by Nabokov:

One can only hope that it is

as unsatisfying to make a mov-
ie such as this one as it is to

watch it, and that sooner or

later more directors will have
the courage to throw down
their books and walk.

Steven katz

m



If It

FILM CANADA

The Morality Squad's Favorite Film Board
In late 1966, John Hofsess

completed Redpath 25, the
first segment of his ode to the

underground. Palace of Plea-
sure. Several months later,

Peter Rowe's gritty urban ex-

ploration, Buffalo Airport Vi-

sions, was released. Both films

provided the nebulous 'Canadi-

an underground' with some-
thing of a flickering existence,

but in more substantial terms,

both- films established the
McMaster Film Board as, per-

haps, the most active and influ-

ential production group cur-

rently engaged in the produc-
tion of independent Canadian
shorts.

If the MFB exposed and then

developed that illusive {or is it

illusory? ) nether-world, its

past practitioners have since

surfaced, fully-blast, into the
Wonderland of Canadian film.

Following his kaleidoscopic

fantasy, Palace of Pleasure,

John Hofsess, spiritual mentor
of the movement, has further

explored the field of experi-

mental film with Columbus of

Sex (which previewed this past

summer to an enthusiastic

group of critics from the Ham-
ilton Morality Squad). Peter
Rowe, who with Buffalo Air-

port Visions had established

himself as the conscience, per-

haps, of the MFB, is currently

at work on a feature, A Fifties

Trip. A Sixties Trip, supported

by a grant from the Canadian
Film Development Corpora-
tion. And David Martin, who
revived the MFB amidst much
anxiety following the budget
crisis surrounding Hofsess

1

second film, Black Zero, grad-

uated from his more conven-

tional, more whimsical short,

To Paint the Park, to become
assistant to Richard Leiter-

man on Allan King's A Married
Couple.

Despite the obvious signifi-

cance that the McMaster Film
Board holds for independent
production in Canada, its exist-

ence has been a perilous one.

Faced with a $1500 budgetary
deficit and painfully bitter rec-

ollections of Black Zero, the

McMaster Student Union at-

tempted to freeze any refor-

mation of the Film Board fol-

lowing Ivan Reitman's terms
as president two summers
past. The burden of the MFB's
continued existence was inher-

ited by its present president,

Dan Goldberg.

"Last summer Ivan asked

me if I wanted to start the

Film Board again, so I said

'Sure'. There wasn't anything

else better to do. We planned it

so that we would only ask the

MSU for organizational funds.

After about a month of arguing

they agreed since, after all, it

was only about $600 or $700

they were gambling.

"But a month later we decid-

ed that we did want to make a

film and so we said we'd make
a film about first year orienta-

tions as a sort of candy-coated

propaganda piece for the MSU.
As it's since turned out, that's

not the way it happened."
The result was Orientation

— a 20-minute colour film shot

over a three-week period last

summer and budgeted at $1800.

Directed and produced by Ivan

Reitman with screenplay pro-

vided by Goldberg and Reit-

man, Orientation is reminis-

cent of David Secter's epochal

feature, Winter Kept Us
Warm. The narrative lines in

both films run somewhat par-

allel — the maturation in mind
and spirit of a novice who mi-

raculously achieves identity

within the university-game.

Compared to Secter's fea-

ture which deals with a similar

theme, the MFB's production

is predictable and, at times,

almost agonizingly contrived.

Yet, apart from the irrelevant

technical considerations appl-

icable to any non-professional

film — lack of colour-balance,

a poorly-timed answer-print

and sound which occasionally

slips out of synch — Orienta-

tion is. in many ways, a suc-

cess. The editing provides the

film with a comfortable pace
and Reitman's subdued, under-

stated music track adds a nos-

talgic lyrical quality to the vis-

uals.

Unlike previous McMaster
Film Board productions, there

is little sense in Orientation of

the unveiling of underground
truths. The form and function

of the film is that of gentle sat-

ire — notably, the sequence in

which a hopelessly unoriented

English professor pontificates

on the Apple as hero of 'Para-

dise Lost'.

Yet, as has been the pattern

in many past MFB films, Reit-

man's short is pure cinema in

the best tradition of Jonas
Mekas. The distinguishing

quality is that of visual in-

volvement rather than elabo-

rate narration (although there

is a definite narrative con-

tent.) Reitman adopts the un-

derground's leader by borrow-

ing technique at random. Ani-

mation, voice-over, rapid-cut-

ting — Orientation exploits the

nature of film without allowing

technique to either dominate
or become superfluous.

In many ways Reitm/n's

film exemplifies the collective

attitude of the MFB to film as

medium. Dan Goldberg: "Too
many people who teach film-

making are too hung-up on the

scholastic or intellectual con-

tent. If a film-school gets too

academic, it doesn't perform
any role. The best way to make
a film, as far as we're con-

cerned- is to let someone take a

camera, go out and shoot it and

then put it together. Doing that

you learn everything that could

possibly go wrong with a film.

As it stands now the MFB is a

film-course — it's just not for

credit.

"I'd say that in about five

years, the Board, if it contin-

ues to go the way it has been

going will be independent and
will be a great training ground

for students — perhaps one of

the best in Canada."

In the space of about four

years the McMaster Film
Board has made remarkable
inroads into, what had been
before, the Never-Neverland of

Canadian film production.
Apart from the significant fact

that the MFB owes much of its

success to young, talented

film-makers like Rowe and
Hofsess, it has also benefited

from the inherent character of

the Canadian film industry'.

As Allan King once comment-
ed, Canada is unique in that

among her native cineastes

there has yet to be established

a preferential hierarchy as in

the U.S., Britain or France.

Gilles Carle's Le Viol d'Une
Jeune Fille Douce commands
as much attention (or as little)

as Larry Kent's High.

There still exists in this

country enough of a mythology
surrounding film that audi-

ences tend to view home-grown
releases with a relatively

small amount of prejudgment.

The Underground, in which the

MFB has established its unden-

iable membership, because of

its anti-structure, benefits

from this attitude to an even
higher degree than formal fea-

ture production.

McMaster's Film Board
which has occupied so much of

the vacuum previously asso-

ciated with the production of

independent Canadian shorts,

now seems destined to assume
the additional role of a non-

formalized workshop. The
MFB plans to initiate an ambi-

tious three-year production

programme during which a

novice film-maker could grad-

uate from readily accessible

, super-8 equipment to a profes-

sional 16 mm. Eclair and Na-

gra unit. In addition to the

workshop, the Film Board also

intends to establish a summer
film-' school' at which film

devotees could both produce

films and discuss them with

established Canadian directors

and cameramen.

At present the McMaster
Film Board is being scruti-

nized by other film agencies in

Canada. Twentieth Century

Fox is negotiating for the

North American rights to the

35 mm. version of Orientation

and the CBC is planning to air

Reitman's film some time next

month. The current interest in

MFB productions tends to

throw a good deal of validity

into Goldberg's remark that

"There's going to be a feature

film industry here within 10

years and we're just going to

be in on the ground floor
"

— ian rilchie
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MUSIC

MUSIC

I Books, books,

1 Books are your friends my
I friends.

1 Books give you company,

I /foo&s take you cross the sea

I /W rfoM'rt a/ong a rrfliY /Aar

I never ends.

— J. Cricket

This is a book blurb.

I Everyone is welcome to

I review books except snotty

I English graduate students.

What you do is just write

I about any book and leave

I the copy at the Review Of-

Ifice, 91 St. George for

| Steve Langdon or Bob Bos-

in.

Langdon is in charge of

I books with subtitles, Bos-

I sin, books without. Bossin

I likes reviews with the ti-

I ties of three or four books
I at the top. Langdon likes

I those New York Review
I type reviews that don't

I even mention the book un-

I til half way through. Lang-

| don also likes Rex Stout.

If we like your review
I we will use it. (If not, we
will call and talk about
why we don't, and how it

might be revised. Then we
I will order books for you
I free, or let you have some
I of the prizes that flow in

I from the publishers on
I their own: eg. The Gallop-

I ing Gourmet, The Happy
Hollisters at Cape Kenne-

Idy. We particularly need
I someone on contemporary
I Canadian fiction, who can

| understand surrealism.

In the meantime, watch
I this space for exerpts from
the Story of 0: Installment

1. "From now on the only

time you will open your
mouth in the presence of a

man will be to cry out or

|
caress."

— b.b.

TELEVISION

A new colour series,

SPOTLIGHT ON FILM (Ch. 6,

Sun. 1 pm.j debuts this

week. Norwegian film writ-

er-director, Henning Jacob-

sen, reviews modern film

production and directors:

Polanski, Antonioni, Res-

nais, Schlesinger and oth-

This bilingual stuff might

be worth a try. So each

weeknight for the next ten

weeks, starting this Mon-
day, Oct. 6 at 6:30, CBC-

FM, 94.1, will broadcast: LE

FRANCAIS CHEZ VOUS, a

series of lessons in conversa-

tional French prepared by

the French National Broad-

casting Corp. There are

course booklets, containing

the situation dialogues and

Music needs reviewers,

esp. soul, c&w, r&b, folk

music (all countries), etc.

Drop in to review office or

call Peter Hatch 921-2434.

written exercises, meant to

accompany the programs.

These are available for 50c

from CBC Publications, Box

500, Terminal A, Toronto

"*• dm,
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This is (choose one) a. The Review Staff b. The Humble Sponge c. Board
ofGovernors ofthe Bank ofMontreal FOR ANSWER SEE REVIEW 2

THEATRE

flee group-grope-growl-
ings. melanges. new
waves. 22 in a frame, ge-
nies come in mechanical
bottles every Wednesday,
the society of u of t film
needs misc. Help! call geni

the johnson. 921-7162.

Remember the Potemkin.

If you've seen Seagull and
want more Chekov, Academy
of Theatre Arts is presenting

his Wood Demon at 8:30 on
Thursdays, Fridays and Sat-

urdays between now and 25

October. Director is Z. A.

Turzanski, artistic director of

the Academy. The theatre is

at 23 Grenville, and their

phone is 964-9616.

If on the other hand you feel

like moving on to Williams,

What the hell is this? (Choose one) a) rod mickle-

burgh's mouska-^nrs b) an anatomical abberation c)

law and order (See overleaf for answer)

auditions for St. Mike's pro-

duction of Streetcar Named
Desire are today 2:00 - 4:30
and tomorrow (Saturday) 12:

30 - 5:00 in Cloverhill base-
ment SMC. David Marker of

the Drama Centre will be di-

recting the play, scheduled
for late November in Central
Library Theatre.

EATING

Soul food — West Indian,

that is — at the Arawak, a
new restaurant on College
east of Bathurst. The fish

soup is super-spicy, truly
delicious, and — as the
owner eagerly pointed out
— very nourishing. For a
main dish, there's boiled
pigs' feet and white beans
in a rich brown gravy,
served with an enormous
mound of rice. Desert —
rum and raisin ice cream.
All this — and salad, cof-
fee, etc. - for $2.25. Lots
of other wild goodies too,
the average price for a
main course being about a
buck and a half . Dig it

Keith McKie {pronoun-

ced McEYE), former lead 1

singer of the Kensington
Market, opened Tuesday
night at the Riverboat. It

was only his second gig as

a single and he demon-
strated enough promise I

that this writer is willing

to predict a bright future

for him.

In his first set, accompa-
nying himself on guitar, I

the fine quality of his voice

became very evident. His
j

wide range and good con-

trol were evidenced in his I

.very first song 'Love Is

Beginning', an original I

composition, as were most I

of his songs. His guitar I

work, though not excep-

tional, was most satisfac-

tory and pleasing in its own I

right.

McKie's eagerness to
J

communicate closely with I

his audience makes him
|

one of the warmest per-

formers I have witnessed I

for a long time. Though I

unpolished, his stage pres-

ence is still strong. Unfor-

tunately, his second set I

was marred with requests I

(including my own fori

'Aunt Violet's Knee') I

which he tried to oblige
and with which he found
himself floundering. Yet
his warm smile and calm

|

manner more than com-
pensate for this.

Generally, McKie's I

theme is a search fori

identity in life and the I

meaning of love and peace I

of mind. These are bestl

evidenced in the beautiful I

Neil Young ballad I'm Al
Child' in which he plain-T

tively asks:

What is (he colour

When love is burnt?

What is the colour

OfLove?

Tom Rush moves into
|

the Riverboat on Friday,
but McKie informs me that I

he may stay to perform I

with Rush. This makes for

a fine opportunity to see I

the best single folk artist in
|

the field, in my estimation,

along with a young man I

who displays the potential

to become a new addition I

in the series of bright
|

young Canadian folk art-

ists.

— issy dubinsky I

music... peter hatch art....mike kesterton photography. ...errol young



NDP , New Left must co exist. . Langdon
- The New Democratic Party

should not try to replace the

New Left in campus politics,

Steven Langdon told a meeting
of the NDP at Sid Smith yes-

terday.

Langdon, an executive
member of the NDP provincial

council and past president of

the Students' Administrative
Council, outlined the differ-

ences between the NDP and
the New Left in terms of their

historical tradition and their

relation to the social classes.

He pointed out that the NDP
has strong roots in Canadian
history, derived from two
strands of radicalism — non-

partisan and urban.

"On the other hand, the New
Left does not relate to that rad-

ical tradition in Canadian his-

tory, but rather has its re-

sponse in present society," he

said.

Langdon then observed that

the NDP is "of and for the

working class. Its strength is

to be found in the working class

areas, its key people are asso-

ciated with the trade unions,

and its policies revolve around

improvements lor and protec-

tion of the working class.

The New Left, he continued,

appeals primarily to the mid-

dle-class: those emerging
from the universities to form a

"new" working class.

Although he suggested that

the radicalism of the New Left

might be more appealing to the

mass on campus, Langdon said

that for the New Left to sur-

vive it must relate itself to that

very historical tradition the

NDP possesses.

HSU raps

A resolution calling for abo-

lition of the three-hour final

exam and demanding more
student say in the methods of

determining term marks was
passed by the History Stu-

dents' Union yesterday.

About 70 students at a meet-

ing in the New Physics Build-

ing voted "that the breakdown

of the final mark be deter-

mined by democratic decision

as a result of discussion be-

tween professor and class."

Several students expressed

the hope that, if the class voted

to abolish the final exam, one

would be available to those

students who wished to write

it.

HSU president Gary Lax (II

UC) was to present the motion

to Dr. A. P. Thornton history

department chairman late yes-

terday.

DIAL-A-DATE

Is The Fastest Way
We Know To Get

Popular

Don't tell 'anybody'-

Ju»t call 929-06 I I

1.00 - 10.00 PM.

^
11

HERE AND NOW

Steve Langdon, former SAC president and now on NDP
provincial council speaks at NDP meeting.

TODAY
All students may pick up an application

foim at the SAC office Of the Han House
Porter's Lodge for Symposium an interdis-

ciplinary conference on education involving

24 students and 24 faculty in small group,

speculative discussions

10.45 a.m. and 4.45 p.m.
Lawrence Bedder invites written com

plaints from students for daily airing on
Radio Varsity Contact Lawrence at Radio
Varsity, 91 St Georgge St oi phone 923
9998 after 2 pm

1p.m.
Professors John Leggett. Pat Hoffer and

Louis Feldhammer of the political science,

sociology and anthropology department of

Simon Fraser University will discuss the
recent strike there Rm 102. Mechanical
Building.

U C Gargoyle meeting for all Ihose
wanting io work on the paper. Gargoyle
Office. Rm 004 U C

3 p.m.
First meeting of the East Asian Studies

Club in the lounge on the third floor of the
Textbook Store

SATURDAY
9 p.m.

Fall Dance at Han House with four great
bands, tickets $1 from Hart House porrer

SUNDAY
8.30 p.m.

Sunday evening conceri in the Gteat
Hall. Han House with violinist Adele Aj
mm Free admission tickets Irom Han
House porter

Rally for Soviet Jewry at Convocation
Hall followed by torchlight parade to City

^M^^hAODERNORGANICCH£MISTRYTHEIRPRICE$12.870URPR IC£J
l/.^J^ (

Be kind to the people
at the TextbooK Store
'cos it's getting awful
empty

When store managers and shop assistants

have to look down empty aisles all day, it

gets them down -naturally. So spare some

kindness for the people at the Textbook

Store. Call them. Visit them. Stand in line

even if you're not buying a book because

long lines encourage them. Persistently

ask for the Ethnology shelf and keep the

assistants talking because they're bored

and they need a break. Ask the cashier

for a game of Scrabble. If there's anything

you can spare ( a chestnut or a censored

handbill?) leave it around the store for a

keepsake.Or why not take the manager a

coffee and have a good long chat about

prices, because that's the kind of thing

that makes a store manager tick.There's

a lot of nice things you can do for a

bookstore that's in the doldrums without

.buying any books. Because when it comes

to books

THE VARSITY. Friday. October 3 1969 — 2j



Thousands protest nuclear bomb
Thousands of students and

supporters clustered at border

crossings and airport termin-

als across the country Wednes-

day, blocking traffic in an un-

successful protest against the

US's underground atomic blast

in the Aleutians.

Mobilized on less than 24

hours notice, the snow-balling

protest involved approximate-

ly 14,000 students from at least

14 post-secondary institutes,

backed up by other supporters

who learned of the protest

through news reports.

The idea for the protest orig-

inated at the University of Vic-

toria. The response Wednesday

provided the largest demon-

stration in the history of that

university, spilling over into

mainland British Columbia and

involving nearly 10,000 BC stu-

dents altogether.

Nearly 2,500 U Vic students

blockaded the docks of Ameri-

can-owned Blackball Ferry on

Vancouver Island, filling the

narrow approach street eight

SFU strike growing in momentum
BURNABY (CUP) - Eleven striking facul-

ty members in Simon Fraser University's

Department of Political Science, Sociology,

and Anthropology ignored an administration

deadline for promises to return to their class-

es Wednesday and left themselves open to

possible suspension and dismissal for breach

of contract.

The deadline was set by administration act-

ing Vice-President L. M. Srivastava, who sent

letters to each of the professors earlier during

the week demanding that they declare wheth-

er or not they would return to regularly sched-

uled classes.

Failure to reply to his letters by 5 p.m.

Wednesday, he said, left the professors open

to suspension and dismissal.

The professors have been on strike since

Oct. 24, when the SFU administration failed to

begin negotiations over the removal of the

trusteeship now imposed on the PSA depart-

ment, and over administration tenure rulings

which fired, demoted or placed on probation

seven PSA faculty.

NO STATEMENTS

Neither Srivastava nor administration

President Kenneth Strand have issued state-

ments since the administration's deadline

passed. Observers feel they will not make any

declarations until Monday — a move they say

would be designed to forestall a weekend of

preparation for protest by SFU students.

The SFU strike, which began slowly, has

begun to pick up momentum on the campus.

History students began a scheduled strike

yesterday at noon, with the intention of stay-

ing out of class until the administration begins

negotiations with PSA.

English students voted Wednesday to begin

striking Monday if the administration still

refuses to negotiate with the department.

Meetings of students and faculty in the

Departments of Modern Languages, Psychol-

ogy, Economics, Commerce, Education and
Geography began yesterday to discuss the

crisis, and formulate positions among them-

selves.

Most are believed to be sympathetic to

PSA.

Today at 1 p.m. in Room 102 Mechanical
Building, Prof. John Leggett and graduate
student Pat Hoffer from SFU will explain the

issues involved in the SFU strike.

abreast for a distance of two

city blocks.

A further 400 students block-

aded a morning flight from

Seattle at the Victoria Interna-

tional Airport, refusing to al-

low passengers to disembark.

WARNS PROTESTORS

After the BC demonstrations

ended, Victoria students fumed

over a statement from B.C.

Attorney General Leslie Peter-

son. He tried to halt the action

by warning students that they

"should realize the seriousness

of the charges which could be

laid under the criminal code,

and the subsequent impair-

ment of their academic re-

cord."

In contrast to the Attorney

General's remark, Mitchell

Sharp, Federal Minister of

External Affairs Tuesday sent

a telegram to UVic students'

Council, applauding their move
and wishing the demonstrators

success in their attempts to

halt the test.

In Ontario, over 2,000 dem-
onstrators blocked US border

crossings or demonstrated
near Sarnia, Windsor and Niag-

ara Falls.

At the Rainbow Bridge, Ni-

agara Falls, 150 students deliv-

ered a message and a gift to US
customs officials for President

Nixon.

The gift was a battered

globe; the message: "one

small blast for man, one major

holocaust for mankind."

FOUR ARRESTED

At the International Ambas-
sador Bridge in Windsor, po-

lice arrested four demonstra-

tors of a group of 350, who
blocked traffic there for more
than an hour. The four were
charged with blocking traffic

and obstructing a police offi-

cer.

In Quebec, approximately

200 demonstrators from Mc-
Gill and Loyola Universities

were forced to hike the last

eight miles to the border cross-

ing at Champlain, N.Y. when
Quebec Provincial Police im-

pounded their buses on the pre-

text that the vehicles were not

properly licensed.

The incensed protestors

were confronted by more po-

lice at the border but they

managed to extend their

planned one-hour demonstra-

tion two hours, until their

transportation was returned.

The McGill Students' Society

may bring charges against the

QPP.
In Alberta, although the

nearest border crossing is 400

miles from the University of

Alberta, Benjamin Spock, pe-

diatrician-cum-draft counsel-

lor still urged students to sup-

port the blockade and any oth-

er means of forcing the US to

cease atom tests.

Symposion
on October 17, 18, 19, the statement "let us reason together"

may take on a new meaning, on those three days will happen

a conference called symposion. it will happen when 24 faculty

members and 24 students get together in small, interdisciplinary

groups to think-talk. it will happen about education, educational

experience, and the interface between the academic cultures,

and whatever else the participants think is relevant, any student
(grad or undergrad, male or female, or any combination of these
elements) may participate, when you decide you are interested,
stop by the sac office or the hall porter's desk in hart house and
pick up an application, symposion is one of the many things,

happening as part of the 50th anniversary of hart house.
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Nyerere urges West back African freedom struggles
By HEATHER MOORE and
HENRY MIETKIEWICZ

President Julius K. Nyrere
of Tanzania yesterday warned
that the struggle of Black
South Africans and Rhodesians
could open the rift between
Africa and the powerful West-
ern powers unless these coun-
tries use their influence to help
bring freedom to southern Af-

rica.

Nyerere was giving an ad-

dress marking the official es-

tablishment of the Internation-

al Studies Programme at the

University of Toronto. He also

received the title "Doctor of

Laws — Honoris Causis" from
U of T President Claude Bis-

sell.

Nyerere told a sympathetic
audience that his country is

committed to ending racism in

Africa and is "naturally and
inevitably allied with the free-

dom fighters."

It is the Western world, he
declared, which makes the
choice between peace and war
in southern Africa by giving at

least tacit support to the mi-
nority white regimes.

FREEDOM FIGHTERS

When violence comes, Ny-
erere stated, the African free-

dom fighters will have to turn
to Communist countries for
arms and training, only be-
cause Western nations will not
supply military assistance to

such revolutionary groups.

Nyerere drew deafening
applause as he said "When
every avenue of peaceful
change is blocked, then the

only way forward to positive

change is by channelling and
directing the people's fury —
that is, by organized violence,

by a people's war against their

govermment."
Nyerere is afraid that the

black-white confrontation will

be seen by the West as a Com-
munist conspiracy. "The peo-
ple in the West would be seeing
us as communists who wish
them ill ; we would be seeing
them as supporters of racial-
ism and of tyranny."

The president emphasized,
however, that such bloodshed
is not inevitable if the Western
nations use their power "to
exert the kind of Western na-
tions use their power "to exert
the kind of pressure which
brings change with a minimum
of violence."

STATE OF IMBALANCE

As long as the people of

countries like Mozambique,
Angola and South Africa are
"governed by an external pow-
er which rejects the principle

of self-determination," Ny-
erere believes that the forces

of change and stability will be
in a constant state of imbal-

ance.

Because the pressing need
for freedom is so central to

Tanzania's objectives, Ny-
erere made it clear that black

Africans are "not anti-white

terrorists wishing to impose a

reverse racialism" but people
who want "to give human dign-

ity and non-racialism a chance
to grow."

Several students waved
large banners reading "We
thank you President Nyerere
— Biafran Association of Cana-
da" and "African National
Congress: Greetings and Soli-

darity."

The general response to

Nyerere was so warm that af-

ter the address most students

waited at Simcoe Hall to see
him off.

Tenants on the march
cont'd from page 1

with the balance slowly tipping

to the tenant side.

Many people now in apart-
ments are not just temporary
tenants. They will probably
never be able to afford a home.
They will be tenants all their

lives and their children will be
raised in the apartment envi-

ronment.
The philosophy of the Metro

Tenants Association is that a
community can only survive
and have a viable life if it has

power — that is, the ability to

act to control and affect its

environment.

Its target is not just the gov-

ernment but the whole society

that is biased in favour of prop-

erty owners.

Some communities, for

example Kingston, won't allow

people who don't own property
to vote in municipal elections.

Kingston, incidentally, has one
of the strongest tenants asso-

ciations in Ontario.

Last year the Students Ad-
ministrative Council demon-
strated its concern over the

student housing problem by

setting up a Tent City. Out of

that grew the University Hous-

ing Committee, a presidential

advisory committee that inves-

tigates the housing situation

for students and oversees hous-

ing development on campus.

One housing development on

campus — the married stu-

dents residence, has already

affiliated itself with the Metro

tenants.

The Metro Tenants Associa-

tion intends to approach SAC
this year to see if students are

interested in becoming part of

the organization, probably as a

viable, autonomous unit.

At the moment the associa-

tion is also looking for people

to become involved in their

various action groups. There is

an action group, for example,

to get tenants on city commit-

tees on apartment design.

"People are going to learn

that if they don't accept the

responsibility about where

they live they won't have any

rights about where they live,

and they'll find themselves out

on the street," Mr. Patterson

concluded.

President Julius K. Nyerere of Tanzania gave an address at the opening of U of T's International
Studies Proqramme

photoby DON ANDREW
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To The

HART HOUSE FALL DANCE
Saturday, October 4th

4 GREAT BANDS

9 - MIDNIGHT

* PETER RANDALL
* THE TROUBADOURS
* BOB CRINGAN

* ALTAR EGO

Tickets: $1 - Hall Porter
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For Academic Year 1969-70

Needed: A Speakerfor the

New College Student Council

Qualifications:

Blues defence should shine against Mac

Must be a student at or a graduate of o

Canodian University

Knowledge of Roberts Rules of Order

All Applications to be addressed to:

JON FIDLER
21 Classic Ave., Wetmore Hall Room 235

This Position corries with it a S 1 00 00 Honourorium .

John Ford's classic

THE INFORMER
Tonite at 7:15 and 9:30

at CINEMATHEQUE

Music Library, 559 Avenue Road

The Education Commission

of the

SAC

NEEDS STUDENTS

Applications for three student positions now being
t accepted on the: Special Advisory Committee

| of the President's Council "to study the Trimester Sys-
i tern"

I

I Applications for four students lone, a graduate studentl

|
now being accepted on

|
University-High School

|
Senate Relations Committee

. which will consider "the inter-relationship between the
' curriculum developments in the high schools and uni-

I versity and the implications of these
"

I

I

|
Please apply in writing stating background and reasons

|
for being interested to:

• Education Commissioner

J

SAC office

!
DEADLINE

! FOR

!
APPLICATIONS

!
Friday Oct. 10th

I—— - „ — .» .»
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Rick Agro (40) and Dave Gee (65) provide the escort as Pete Lamantio (20) returns one of his three

interceptions in last Saturday's 31-21 win over Waterloo. Blues should have an easier time tomorrow
against a big but weak McMaster squad. Game time is 2 p.m. and it will be televised. Varsity rugger
and soccer teams will also play Mac at noon somewhere on the McMaster campus. Full results in

Monday's Varsity.
photo by don andrew

Paul kent retains interfac tennis crown
By OAVIOBURT

On Monday afternoon, the

interfaculty tennis tournament
reached a belated but still en-

ergetic climax as Paul Kent
(Meds) outlasted Mike Zim-
merman (Law) to retain the

championship.

The tone of the final match
was established in the first set

as Kent's acrobatic ability to

cover the whole court and his

aggressive play combined to

produce a 6-4 result.

The second set was much in

the same order, though it pro-

duced a much more one-sided
score. Zimmerman's reluct-
ance to move to the attack
(perhaps caused by a recent
bout with the flu) and his ina-

bility to handle Kent's elusive
serves resulted in three quick
service breaks and a 6-1 score
for the champion.
However, Zimmerman's

very deliberate shots from the
base-line began to pay divi-

dends in the third set, as
Kent's aggressiveness devel-
oped into a remarkable ability
to drive returns inches beyond

the lines.

Zimmerman was repeatedly
short with his lobs, but still

managed to keep Kent on the
run until a service break pro-
duced a 6-4 set and kept his
hopes alive.

The exhausting fourth and
deciding set was punctuated by
many long rallies featuring
some remarkable recovery
shots by Kent when Zimmer-
man drove him deep to the
base-line.

The score gradually mount-
ed from 5-5 to 7-6 and then 8-7

for Zimmerman, but Kent was
gaining control of the net play
and continually put away his
opponent's short lobs for easy
winners.

Kent's accurate placements
produced three straight games
and a hard-fought 10-8 set for
the title.

Joining Kent and Zimmer-
man on the intercollegiate
team are Don Steele (Vic II)
and Frank Blyth (COE).
They are playing right now

in the Western sectional finals
at Waterloo, and if successful
they will travel to Carleton
next weekend to avenge the
upset loss in last year's cham-
pionships.

ALL SPORTSIES
AND
SPORTSETTES
Important Meeting
Today
5 p.m. Sports Office

Interfac Tennis Champ Paul Kent



First Regatta Saturday

Varsity oarsmen face early morning workouts
Crawling out of a warm sack

at 5:00 a.m. every morning to

go rowing isn't easy, but thirty

dedicated U of T students have
been doing it since September
15. They live as far away from
the Argonaut Rowing Club as
Scarborough and Port Credit,

but seldom miss a practice.

After a hasty change into

sweat clothes, the oarsmen
begin their workout with a two
mile run and fifteen minutes of

calisthentics. It's still dark and
cold when they carry the sixty-

foot racing shells out of the

boathouse and lower them into

the chilly water of Lake Ontar-

io. Now the real work begins
under the watchful eyes of

coaches Ingo Schulte-Hostedde
and Jim Lyttle. Rowing inside

the breakwall between the
Humber and the CNE, the

crews cover an average of sev-

en or eight miles before the

Shell Tower registers 7:30 and
the workout terminates.

During those miles on the

water though, great pains are
taken by everybody to perfect

rowing technique and to im-
prove chances of success in

forthcoming E.C.I. R. A.
( Eastern ^Canadian Intercolle-

giate Rowing Assc.) regattas.

Head coach Schulte-Hostedde
is especially optimistic about
his Sr. Varsity boat which
holds more experienced oars-
men than the U of T has been
able to muster in a number of
years.

Three of the crew represent-

ed Canada last July at the Hen-
ley Royal Regatta in England;
another was a gold medalist
oarsman at the Canada Games
in Halifax and the other four

have been part of at least one
Canadian Championship crew.

Jim Lvttle is equally enthu-

siastic about the Freshman
and Jr. Varsity crews that he's

coaching. In the last couple of

weeks they've improved great-
ly, and with another few days
of training under their belts,

they'll be tough to beat.

With crews like this on the
water every day, the Rowing
Blues are already eyeing the
E.C.I.R.A. points champion-
ship trophy (which they won
last year) and the O.Q.A.A.
championship which goes up
for grabs on Nov. 1 at Brock.
The last time the O.Q.A.A.

trophy came to Toronto was in

1964, and this year our lads are
out to get it back. The first

regatta is scheduled for Oct. 4

(at the Argonaut Rowing Club,

1225 Lakeshore Blvd. W.) with
crews from Brock, McMaster,
York and Western promising
keen competition. 1

By PAUL RANEY
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Varsity's Senior Crew during a typical pre-dawn workout photo byjim cowan

Scott leads

golf team
On Monday at the Oakdale

course, aspiring Varsity golf-

ers played a 36-hole qualifying

round to decide the team that

will represent Toronto at the

OQAA championships next

weekend in Hamilton.

Leading the pack with 153

was George Scott (Vic III), as

his 79-74 was just enough to get

by Jim Clelland's 75-79.

Three strokes behind the

veteran Clelland (UC III) were
Gary Price (Erin I) and Kevin
Hughes (Scar II) at 157. Both
made their second rounds
count after large first round
totals. Price tallied 81-76,

while Hughes produced a com-
bination of 83-74.

A problem was created when
Doug Ross (Vic III), Brian

Houston (COE) and Frank
Crean (MBA I) tied at 158.

Since the OQAA contingent is

restricted to only five players,

two of this last trio must be

eliminated.

As of last night, no-one could

say exactly how this will oc-

cur, but occur it most certainly

will.

Last year's champion, Jeff

Gollish, turned in an unflatter-

ing 159 and failed to make the

team.

—david burt

DIVING
WE HEED DIVERS FOR U. OF T. SWIM TEAM,

ANYONE WITH PREVIOUS DIVING EXPERIENCE

REPORT TO ROOM 210

HART HOUSE
MON. OCT. 6 OR THUR. OCT. 9 AT 1.00 P.M.

INQUIRIES

CONTACT R.B. CAMPBELL (COACH)

92S-3949

INTERFACULTY TRACK MEET
THURSDAY,

OCTOBER 9, 1969
1.30 P.M. STADIUM

ENTRIES ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED AT THE
INTRAMURAL OFFICE, ROOM 106, HART HOUSE.

EVENTS AND TIME SCHEDULE

1.30 440 Hurdles: Discus: Pole Vault, Broad Jump

1.50 100 yds - Heats

2.00 120 Hurdles - Heats

2.15 100 yds - Finals: Shot Put: High Jump

2.25 880 yds

2.30 220 yds - Heats

2.40 1 Mile

2.50 220 yds - Final: Javelin: Triple Jump

3.05 440 yds -

3.15 3 Miles

3.40 120 Hurdles - Final

4.00 Sprint Relay (4x110 yds)

4.15 Mile Relay (4 x440)

URGENT MEETING
To dicuss the question of openness
of the Psychology committee

All Psychology students are urged to attend

MONDAY, OCT. 6/69 1 P.M.

RM. 2135 SIDNEY SMITH H.

PSYCHOLOGY STUDENT UNION

ROCKY MOUNTAIN PRODUCTIONS

SUN. OCT. 5
8 p.m.

MASSEY HALL
Good Scats Available

ONE SHOW ONLY!
Tlck.ts: 5.60, 4.60. 3.50

SAM THE RECORD MAN.

Y ONGE ST.
MASSEY HALL BOX OFFICE

I I AM. - S PM.

HART HOUSE
UNDERWATER CLUB

PRESENTS

4 th ANNUAL
INNER SPACE SEMINAR

Monday evening programs on;

tropical marine biology

great lakes research

W.W. 1 1 frogmen

underwater photography

many others

plus film night

OCT. 6 - DEC. 7

SERIES SUBSCRIPTION $12.
PER SESSION $ 2.

(STUDENTS HALF PRICE )

7:30 RM. HART HOUSE

UOFT

DEBATING UNION

TRYOUTS
WHEN: Tuesday Oct. 7 4:00 pm

Wednesday Oct. 8 - 7:30 pm

Thursday Oct. 9-1:00 pm

WHERE:

Hart House Debates

Room

ail micom
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Tenants confront Queen's Park

photos by Don Andrew and Spencer Higgins

Hundreds of Ontario tenants marched on
Queen's Park Saturday demanding changes in

the Landlord and Tenant Act which were rec-

ommended to Ontario Government 10 months
ago.

They booed, jeered and heckled Minister of
Trade and Development Stanley Randall
when he tried to defend his government's posi-

tion.

They applauded the call by LiberaL/JDP
and OTA spokesmen for rent controls, stan-

dard lease forms, and the abolition of security
deposits.

The march, from City Hall to the Parlia-
ment Buildings, was organized by the Ontario
Tenants Association, headed by Victoria Col-

lege professor Lee Patterson, and the Metro
Tenants Association.

Bobbi Sparks, a Kingston mother of five who
is on welfare said, "I couldn't believe I live in

See TENANTS MARCH p. 3
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A 'vital and creative' department dies
By HARRIET KlDECKEL

"The struggle of the PSA
(Political Science, Sociology

and Anthropology) department
at Simon Fraser University is

the struggle of every universi-

ty on the continent," Prof.

Louis Feldhammer shouted.

"The struggle is about the

kind of system you, the people,

are going to have at universi-

ty," he told a meeting of about

50 students in Sidney Smith

Hall Friday.

Feldhammer is one of the

eight suspended PSA faculty

members. -

Pat Hoffer. a teaching as-

sistant and graduate student,

explained that "the main issue

Strand Fires 8 SFU profs

BURNABY (CUP) — The
Simon Fraser University Ad-

ministration Friday began

dismissal procedures against

eight of 11 striking professors

from the Department of Politi-

cal Science, Sociology and

Anthropology, and placed the

eight on suspension until their

firing is completed.

MOON MATTER
A rock and some dust

samples from the U.S. moon
landing in July will be ex-

hibited to U of T students

tomorrow.

The moon matter will be

shown in the main foyer of

the Physics Building all day

Tuesday.

Also on display will be

the instruments to be used

by U of T Physics Professor

David Strangway and his

students to measure the

magnetic properties of the

materials.

The analysis will take

place at both the St. George

and Erindale campuses.

In a letter to each of the pro-

fessors, administration Presi-

dent Kenneth Strand made
good an administration threat

issued Sept. 24, the day the

PSA Department went on
strike.

The eight professors are

deposed department head
Mordecai Briemberg, Kath-
leen Aberle John Leget, Prud-
ence Wheeldon, Louis Feld-

hammer, Nathan Popkin. Dav-,

id Potter and Saghir Ahmad.
All of the professors except

Ahmad were denied tenure,

demoted or placed on proba-

tion by the administration ten-

ure committee in late August,

overturning recommendations

made by the Department's own
tenure committee. Ahmad, a

visiting professor in the PSA
Department, had strongly sup-

ported PSA resistance to the

administration.

Strand and acting adminis-

tration Vice-President L.M.

Strivastava set a deadline of 5

p.m. Wednesday for the pro-

fessors to declare that they

would attend regularly sched-

Sm Strand (ires p. 3

is student parity."

She said the PSA depart-

ment has a "different percep-

,

tion of what student and facul-

ty are."

"Faculty is no longer a par-

ent surrogate but a colleague

in a learning experience," she

said.

In the PSA department all

decisions were made only with

the agreement of both the stu-

dent plena and the faculty

plena. The two bodies met con-

currently to discuss and vote

on all aspects of department
policy. Miss Hoffer said.

"The point is," Feldhammer
added, "we're democratic. We
are more democratic than any

university in North America.

"

"And the trusteeship nulli-

fied that structure," Miss Hof-

fer said. "The gains we've
made are going to be lost un-

less we're going to fight."

Feldhammer said nine or 10

faculty members will probably

be fired.

"But the price is not too high

if we can lose the rhetoric of

the university,
'

' he said.

Feldhammer said he wanted
a university that "serves the

people who pay for it — the

Indians, the blue collar work-
ers."

"Instead, my bosses are the

chairman of British Columbia
Telephone, the B.C. Employ-
ers' Association chairman, the

owner of the local racetrack.

"They recruit people for

their corporations. That is the

first thing a university does
and don't let anyone fool you,"

he said.

"Fifty per cent of the stu-

dents are from blue collar fam-

ilies and my boss is the presi-

dent of the Employers' Asso-

ciation.

"We want to do research

that the people want," Feld-

hammer said.

He explained how, in the

counter-courses that the PSA
department is now holding

while on strike, research has

been requested by local unions.

Some of the research being

done includes an examination

of the psychological effects of

shift-work, research on noise

pollution, an investigation into

the profits of one of the largest

corporations in B.C., Mac-
Millan Bloedel.

"The university is the apex

of those values this society

must have to continue: compe-

tition, individualism and the

Tm-all-right-screw-you-Jack'

See DEPARTMENT DIES p. 3

Prof. Louis Feldhammer photo by Errol Young



ITS WHERE ITS HAPPENING
Meet your friends at

PETIT PALAIS COIFFURE
All the Ulast Mod Siylw

and Cull by any of our 5 Styllitt

Wa specialize In long hair styling

20% discount Monday through Thursday
with proof of AXL. Card

415 Bloor St. W. Comer Spodina Borders, campus
Open Thursday and Friday Evenings

For appointment phone 922-2823

UOFT

DEBATING UNION

TRYOUTS
WHEN: Tuesday Oct. 7 - 4:00 pm

Wednesday Oct. 8 - 7:30 pm

Thursday Oct. 9-1:00 pm

WHERE:

Hart House Debates

Room

All WELCOME

PARTICUIARIY FRESHMAN
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11 love being a Kitten girl! %

Glenayr

PURE
WOOL
An attractive English

botany pullover, with

buttonhole-stitch patterned

front, lull-lashioned long raglan

sleeves, mock-turtle neckline

wilh zipper, Continental band

and cuffs. Glorious new Fall

colours. Colour co-ordinated to

compliment and perfectly-match

Kitten sweater colours

—

straight-cut pants in hand-

washable superfine pure wool

worsted English botany in the

new "Kitten" plaid. Also as

700. worsted A line plaid

skirt.

PlIBl VUGIN WOOL

Will i iliin lalicl a genuine Kl ITtSN,

Y»rt»YVYYYYYYY*r»*V«'*YYYY»YYYYYYYYYYYY
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Getting Engaged

WHEN YOU BUY A
DIAMOND RING

There are a lot of answers vou
need to establish "Good Value"
in a diamond ring. To assist voO
to recognize colour, cut and cla-
rity and a numbar of other factors
Governing quality we offer a FREE
booklet "THE DAY' YOU BUY A
DIAMOND". It should provide a

Write ... phone or drop in for your

WE ARE "DIRECT
DIAMOND DEALERS

HUGH PROCTOR & CO.
Diamonds — Gems

I3I BLOOR W. 92I-7702
STE. 4I6

HOUSE 50
NOON HOUR FOLK CONCERT

To'day - 1 p.m. — East Common Room
BRIAN RUTTAN
Banjo & Guitar

Singing a variety of songs from English Ballads. Country and Blues to Urban Folk

Stylings. Folk-singers interested in playing a Noon Hour Concert are asked to con-

tact Dave Belgue at 465-0706

PRINT RENTALS
An Galleryon October 7th

10:00 a m —8 30 p.m.

(Available to members ol Hart House)

NOON HOUR FILMS 1

>

East ComYnon Room — 1:10 p.m.

Tuesday, October 7th

THE GOLDEN FISH and

Leacocks s MY FINANCIAL CAREER
Ladies Welcome

ERWIN'S
BARBER SHOP

640 Y0NGE ST.

(Cor. Yonge and Irwin)

grooming in oil stylos

by 3 Lie. Barbers

TORONTO-HARVARD
EXCHANGE

APPLICATIONS AVAILABE IN

S.A.C. OFFICE TILL 5 P.M.

Wednesday, October 8th

FRESHAAEN

APPLICATIONS NOT CONSIDERED

DIAL-A-DATE

Is The Fastest Way
We Know To Get

Popular

Don't tell 'anybody'-

Juit call 929-06 I I

1 .00 - 10.00 PM.

THE HISTORY STUDENTS' UNION
Cordially Invites

All History Students and faculty

to An Informal Coffee Party.

TIME: MON. OCT. 6 4-6 PM

PLACE: MUSIC ROOM, HART HOUSE

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

CENTRE (ISC)

STUDENT COUNCIL ELECTION

Nomination Closed Oct. 1

I.S.C. Registration Closed Oct. 3

ELECTIONS

(FROM 9.00 PM TO 10.30 PM) OCT. 7

All Nominated Persons and Voters

Must Hold U of Tand I S. C.

Registration Cards.



Faculty is university's enemy

decides Hart House debate
Faculty members could be

the greatest threat to universi-

ties, says John Saywell, Dean
of Arts and Science at York
University.

"The root of our present
campus discontent is a faculty

which for a generation after

the war refused to examine
itself."

Dean Saywell was speaking
at the 207th Hart House Debate
Thursday night, on the topic

"The Greatest Enemy of the

University Is Its Faculty".

He said faculty is reluctant

to accept changes in teaching

methods, but added "It is now
doing so under the gun. . . a

most unsatisfactory method."
Prof. Saywell proposed that

"the ranks within the faculty

be abolished" so that all mem-
bers would be equal.

David Saul (SGS), had ac-

cused faculty members of

being mainly concerned with

research and publication in

order to supplement their in-

comes and raise their status."

He said faculty members,
being "mainly interested in

money and power, could care

less about their students."

"For this fundamental rea-

son — not being interested in

teaching — they are the enemy
of the university," said Saul.

John Winter {SGS) however,

said that it was "naive to talk

in stereotypes."

He said that his opponent
had committed the "common

intellectual error" of thinking

that our current problems have

"easily identifiable victims
and villains."

Several speakers felt that

the current definition of "re-

search" had become greatly

distorted. Prof. Saywell said

he didn't believe a professor

could "keep up his standards
throughout a lifetime and
teach properly without the

type of stimulation that re-

search offers."

The final vote was 41-26 in

favor of the resolution.

4000 protest

USSR anti-semitism
About 4,000 people marched

on City Hall last night to pro-

test suppression of the Jewish
people in the Soviet Union'
The protest is an annual

event on the Jewish holiday
Simhat Torah in sympathy of

Soviet Jews, who on this day
every year gather to assert
their Jewish identity.

Michael Schwartz, a student

at Harvard, told the crowd at

Convocation Hall before the

march, "This is not a problem
for Jews. It's a problem for the

conscience of the world.

"The Jews should be given

the right of cultural expression

that is given other minority

groups in Russia."

The crowd then marched by
torchlight to City Hall, where
they were joined by about 1,000

more people.

A letter sent to the

Soviet Embassy was read. The
rest of the demonstration cons-

isted of folk songs and folk

dancing.

It was feared that there
would be trouble with anti-Zi-

onist demonstrators, but none
materialized.

TENANTS MARCH
Cont'd from p. 1

public housing after hearing it described this morning" by Mr
Randall.

"Don't sit back and wait." she told the 350 tenants. "You've
got to do it yourselves."

March organizers had expected a better turnout because of an

OTA conference here yesterday.

When the masses failed to appear, one marcher suggested the

tenants were more interested in the two afternoon football games
than the protest.

DEPARTMENT DIES
Cont'd from p. 1

attitude," he said.

Feldhammer said academic

standards go up in a democrat-

ic atmosphere like the one that

existed at SFU.
The students are thirsty for

knowledge because they have

control over their own educa-

tion. They ask me, 'Why are

you teaching a course in kin-

ship?'

"If I can't answer, then I

have no right to teach. The
questioning makes me a better

intellectual, " he said.

Feldhammer defined an in-

tellectual as someone who
knows something and acts

upon it — "and if he doesn't

Strand fires 8 SFU profs
Cont'd from p. 1

uled classes and teach course
— material as described in the

university calendar and ap-

proved by the academic sen-

ate. Failure to respond, they

said, would constitute grounds

for dismissal.

None of the striking faculty

responded.

The suspensions, according

to Strand, became effective at

noon Friday.

The professors were re-

lieved of all teaching and

committee duties, and lost all

voting privileges "in any deci-

sion-making body in the uni-

versity."

They are still eligible to

draw salary, and welfare and

library benefits — until their

firing is completed.

Strand also forbade the pro-

fessors to "engage in any ac-

tivity that causes or may cause

a disruption of the normal ac-

tivities of this university" —
effect, a command to cease
aiding or supporting the nine-

day-old PSA strike.

According to Strand, the

professors "abused the trust of

those students who enrolled

and paid for instruction" at

SFU, and "who now find their

programs of studies disrupted

and thwarted" by their ac-

tions.

Course re-scheduling is par-

ticularly difficult at this time

during the university year,

Strand said, "and it may prove

impossible to provide instruc-

tion in these courses."

In an open letter to SFU stu-

dents issued today. Strivastava

encouraged students affected

by the PSA strike to apply for

course transfers if they de-

sired.

"Every effort will be made
to accommodate transferring

students," he said.

(act upon it) he's not worth a

tick".

The professor described his

department as "vital and crea-

tive" because "we believe the

social system we live in is not a

given."

"The classic purpose of so-

cial science is to serve the

people. We're interested in

improvement, in change and in

getting rid of the stink and in-

sane asylum we live in," he

said.

Feldhammer said he sus-

pected the administration

imposed trusteeship because
the democratization of the

department is a threat to the

present nature of the universi-

ty.

The PSA department is sup-

ported by SFU's psychology
and philosophy departments.
History students and faculty

have joined the strike, and the

English department is expect-

ed to walk out today.

It is a popular strike. Last

week the Clansmen, the SFU
football team, issued a petition

of support.

Miss Hoffer and Prof. John
Leggett have been touring

campuses around the country
at their own expense to explain

what has happened at SFU.

Feldhammer asked every-
one to write letters supporting

the strike to Strand or to the

Toronto newspapers.

October 10
to open a free
student charge
account.

2nd floor of
THE TEXTBOOK STORE

DAY.
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
BOOKSTORES

PSYCHOLOGY STUDENT UNION

ELECTION NOMINATIONS

Will Be Held For The Positions Of:

2 PRESIDENTS

2 PROGRAM CHAIRMEN

2 PUBLICITY CHAIRMEN

TREASURER

SECRETARY

PS iCHOtOGV STUDENTS ARE URGED

TO C0UI OUT AND RUN OR MEET THf CANDIDATES.

THURS. OCT. 9

ROOM 2117

1 P.M.

SIDNEY SMITH HALL

Found

Pair of black ladies glasses. Very strong.

On Friday near the Meds Building. Apply at

the Varsity Office - City Desk. 91 St. George

St.

ATTENTION PHOTOGRAPHERS!

Meeting of the photo staff at 7 p.m. Wednes-

day. Oct. 8, in The Varsity office. 91 St.

George.
Anybody interested in taking pictures for

The Varsity is invited to attend. WE NEED
PHOTOGS.
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PAGE FOUR
Tho*e who moke peoteful revolution impowible moke

lent revolution inevitable — J. F. Kennedy

More than a wage dispute
The feature about the Hanes Hosiery

workers, which appears on today's

centre-spread is not just another story

about a union fight.

First the battle is not just a question

of workers wanting higher wages. Al-

though over ninety per cent of the

workers at the Hanes factory are

women, the men hold the best paying

jobs.

While the women work on the assem-

bly-line, the men hold supervisory posi-

tions.

Traditionally women have been

channelled into semi-skilled jobs in

textiles, even if they have been quali-

fied for positions with greater responsi-

bility. Employers rationalize the situa-

tion by saying:

(a) women are not as capable as

men;
(b) women cannot handle responsi-

bility;

(c) women are an employment risk,

since they leave after a few years to

get married.

Let's look at each of these points:

(a) Women are not given the

opportunity to "be as capable as men".

Strangely enough, when there is a great

need for workers in certain key areas,

women miraculously become capable.

During the last war, when women took

over men's jobs in factories, they

proved equally capable.

Traditionally, women have been

treated as a floating job market for

employers. They are a labour force

that can be channelled into any section

of the economy where there is a labour

shortage — teaching, nursing, secre-

tarial work.

The textile industry is another field

that exploits women. It appears to

employ women for their ability to sew
and knit, but the woman in Hanes func-

tions as one unit on an assembly-line

that requires little more feminine skill

that the Ford plant in Oakville.

In fact, the work is extremely tough

and "unfeminine." It is "piece-work",

which means that a worker is paid for

every piece of work she does. If she
takes a coffee-break, it shows up in her

paycheck.

The more work she does the more
money she gets.

But there's one catch. When every-

one at the factory becomes more effi-

cient, the piece-work rate is raised —
that is, each worker must do more
work for the same pay.

(b) Although we are told that women
can't handle responsibility, what are
they doing in jobs as teachers and nurs-

es?

And what are they doing bringing up
children?

(c) Women are an employment risk,

since they leave after a few years to

get married.

Yes. They are. Especially if the

company does not provide maternity
leave. Hanes doesn't.

In fact, statistics have shown that

men do not stay in jobs any longer than
women, since they get transferred to

other jobs. They are transferred to

higher-paying positions, and they have
more vertical mobility on the employ-
ment scale than women. Which brings

us back to the same question of eco-
nomic exploitation of women.
The women at Hanes have virtually
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"Pantyhose by Hanes. Sheer

Indulgence"

no chance for promotion out of the as-

sembly line circuit. Workers and man-
agement are two separate groups that

are recruited from two separate labour

pools.

So the Hanes strike is not just a sim-

ple matter of a group of workers push-

ing for higher wages. It's also a matter
of women's oppression.

However, there is yet another aspect
to the story. The Hanes story illus-

trates just how difficult it is for work-
ers to win a strike, if the company is

uncooperative.

It took real guts for the Hanes wom-
en to organize in a company that has a
hard-line anti-union policy.

When they were finally unionized, an
American union and an American
company fought it out for seven
months, and the Canadian workers in

the Toronto branch-plant still stand on
the pavement and wait.

The Textile Workers Union of Ameri-
ca has 120,000 members, 20,000 Canadi-
ans.

How can a huge American union pos-

sibly fulfill the needs of Canadian
workers?

The situation only reflects the
branch-plant set-up of the American
company and the Canadian subsidiary.

It is impossible for workers to chal-

6. 1969

lenge that domination, when it is inher-

ent in our own union structure.

It is illegal for a company to import
strikebreakers from outside Canada.
But the Canadian government won't
prosecute a company if the worker is

from a branch-plant.

If the strike-breaker from the U.S.

tells the border-guards that he is a
permanent resident of Canada, they
will never even ask where he is going.

A company has labour-legislation at

its mercy

:

• For instance, even if no violence
occurs on the picket line, the company
can apply for an injunction to limit or

stop picketing. The strikers cannot ei-

ther limit or stop the company from
hiring strikebreakers.

• There is a professional strike-break-

ing company in Toronto called Anning

Securities, which hires itself out to

strike-bound companies.
• Even when a company refuses to of-

fer higher wages to the strikers, it can

offer higher wages to the strike-break-

ers in the plant. Hanes did that, and

nobody stopped them.
• A company can demand and get po-

lice protection even when it reaches

the ridiculous extreme of having three

policemen to supervise four picketers

at the Hanes plant in Rexdale.

Whose side is the law on?

varsity
TORONTO^

Jack McCalfroy
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Around Campus

Grads trickle to SAC
Only two to three per cent of 3,472 full-time graduate stu-

dents have paid Students' Administrative Council fees this

year.

"Most joined to take advantage of charter flights," said

Mrs. L. M. Cheron, the graduate fees clerk. Each year SAC
arranges charter flights to Europe at a reduced rate.

"Hell, I was trying to get out it," commented a mar-
ried graduate who refused to give his name, He said that

membership in SAC gives an "unbending and redundant feel-

ing."

He accused SAC of being too politicized and partisan. "I
would rather give money to unwed mothers than draft dodg-
ers," he said.

He referred to charter flights to Europe as "lollipops"
to encourage other grads to join.

SAC vice-president Bob Barkwell was "happy" to learn of

the estimated number of graduates paying the SAC fee.

It is "good" that the charter flight is attracting this num-
ber, he commented.

He said that the Graduate Student Union would realize

that SAC represents GSU interests also and is not split artifi-

cially into two groups: grads and under-grads.

He predicted that the GSU executive will rejoin SAC, per-

haps in two years.

He explained that SAC had not waged a stronger cam-
paign to enlist grads because of the disciplinary problems that

pervaded the campus.

Socialists clash

with Engineers
The U of T Young Socialists ventured into the Engineering

faculty last Thursday and came out slightly scarred.

Young Socialist, Hans Modlich (SGS), who hoped to clari-

fy the misconceptions among his fellow engineers concerning

the Campbell Report, was met with scorn at an "information"

meeting at the Galbraith Building.

"The engineering students haven't had a chance to fully

understand the implications of the Report", he said.

His major complaint was that the report ignored universi-

ty autonomy since it allowed for the possibility of police inter-

vention on campus.
Using the computer destruction at Sir George William

University in Montreal last year as an example, Modlich

maintained that campus violence was never a reality until po-

lice were called in.

He said the decision to request police intervention should

not be left to the university president alone, but to an elected

student official.

"Are -you saying that the Campbell Report hasn't gone

beyond the report of the university presidents?" asked Prof.

G.A. Gow, secretary of the Engineering faculty.

"If indeed you are serious, then there's no point in stay-

ing. This is no longer a discussion," he said, and promptly

walked out with another staff member
Prof. S. M. Uzumeri accused Modlich of not being objec-

tive in his criticism of administrators, who are mostly "pro-

fessors of the highest talents".

He left the meeting with the one other remaining staff

members when Modlich said a poll should be taken among stu-

dents on the question of university autonomy.

The remaining engineers continued to suggest that Mod-

lich was avoiding their questions. They were particularly criti-

cal of the problem of equality in the law.

The Young Socialists insisted that the university must be

completely independent. The other students strenuously disa-

greed.

1
Draught beer on tap from noon

till after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75c.

Wild atmospher^

Z'ThTBear in The Sutton Place Hold • On weHesleveastof

Ontario professors seek
20 per cent salary hike

Ontario's 6,500 university professors are

requesting an average salary increase of 20

per cent for the 1970-71 academic year.

Charles Hanly, executive vice-chairman of

the Ontario Confederation of University Fac-

ulty Associations (OCUFA) said that the aver-

age salary for Ontario professors and deans
was $13,659 for 1968-69. OCUFA is the body
which represents the various faculty associa-

tions before the Provincial Government.
Negotiations for this increase have not yet

begun at U of T. The Association of Teaching

Staff is still completing negotiations over last

year's 10 per cent increase.

Hanly, a U of T philosophy professor, said
that the increase "would have no effect on
student fees". Although he feels there is mu-
tual concern between the faculty and the stu-

dents over fees and wages, there will be no
attempt by OCUFA or the ATS to actively so-

licit student support.

Hanly said there is no danger of strike ac-

tion by the professors.

Classics elections Tuesday

All first and second year students and all third year Gen-
eral students taking any course from the department of Clas-

sics will meet in UC A 101 Tuesday at 3 p.m. to elect members
to the Staff-Student Committee in Classics. Nominations will

be accepted at the meeting. Okay?

for

FIRST TENORS
I

REHEARSAL
S
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 7th

in

GREAT HALL - 7 P.M. SHARP

HART HOUSE GLEE CLUB

SAC
BOOKEXCHANGE

CLOSING OPERATIONS

Wed. Oct. 8
Thurs. Oct. 9

RECLAIM MONEY & BOOKS

9:30-5:30

91 ST. GEORGE ST. UNDERGROUND
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In Rexdale 'the Htii

Last March a group of suburban hou-

sewives took off their clothes, donned
barrels and waited for the press.

It didn't take long for the women to

find themselves splashed through

newspapers across the country.

People laughed at the pictures of the

semi-nude barrel-clad women. But be-

hind their "for-the-press"smiles the

women didn't laugh.

Strikebound employees of the Hanes
Hosiery plant in Rexdale, these women
use/i the barrels in an attempt to em-
barass Hanes and publicize the strike.

Officials at Hanes head offices in

North Carolina must have smiled as
the women in the barrels unknowingly
advertised for the company they were
fighting against.

Semi-nudity is nothing new to Hanes.

They use it to sell their high-quality,

expensive hosiery through super-slick

advertising pushing the "Hanes Nude

Look". It sells.

As a gimmick to publicize the strike,

the barrel incident was a long-term

failure. After the initial flurry of pub-

licity, both the press and the public ,

forgot the strikers at Hanes.

The Hanes workers were used to

being ignored. For six years women's
wages hovered around the minimum
wage ($1.30 an hour).

The company refused to pay hospital

or medical benefits. Although 90 per

cent of the workers were female,

Hanes refused to consider maternity

benefits. A woman could come back to

work if a job were open, but in the pro-

cess she lost all seniority.

"We asked for raises and they ref-

used," says Mary O'Sullivan, a striker.

"With rising costs we found we had less

money than the year before.

"Every department went in to ask

for a raise. The company said they

would look into it."

When the situation did not improve,

the women decided to organize. Inexpe-

rienced but determined, they opened
their phone books, found the listing of

the Textile Workers Union of America
(TWA) , and phoned for help.

The union's task was easy since the

women had organized themselves. AH
they had to do was pass around the

membership cards to the 85 per cent of

the Hanes employees willing to join.

All the workers asked for was guid-

ance and direction and the legitimacy

of a union to ensure their gains.

The company and the union negotiat-

ed for seven months, but still there was
no settlement.

The strike began March 3.

The workers demanded that the
company increase wages, provide
maternity leave, and pay all hospitali-

zation and medical insurance benefits.

The first day of the strike, 35 of the

145 workers crossed the picket line, but
the mood of the other 110 was optimis-
tic.

The March 27 edition of the "Panty-
Hose Special", a bi-weekly newsletter

distributed by TWA to the strikers, re-

flected high hopes and enthusiasm.

"Despite the rain and the snow and

the wine the spirit of the Hanes strikers

continues to be high," it read.

"Rain or shine, the strikers do the

bunny hop on the picket line."

"Of course we expected to win,"

says Mary O'Sullivan. "We wouldn't

have gone on strike if we hadn't."

But the union was more pessimistic

from the beginning.

"We knew it was a tough company,"

says Jim McConnell, TWA business

agent. "We'd worked with them in the

United States."

The battle was between an American
union and an American company, but

the Canadian workers of the Toronto

branch-plant were right in the middle!

That was last March. Now in Octo-

ber the strike continues, but you'd nev-

er know it.

Last Monday morning at seven o'-

clock four strikers formed a feeble

picket line in front of the Rexdale
plant.

They carried no signs and wore no
placards. Aside from a few disheart-

ened growls directed at the strike-

breakers, the tiny picket line remained
silent.

Incoming workers ignored the pick-

ets, and only the police kept close scru-

tiny.

Two of the three policemen stepped

out of their cars to ensure that the stri-

kers caused no damage. Satisfied, the

police left only to return in a half hour

for another cursory view of the scene.

When they returned the picketers
were sitting in cars to wait out the rest

of their three-and-a-half-hour duty.

One by one the strikers have drifted

to other jobs, leaving only 60 of the

original 110 officially on strike. The
enthusiasm has evaporated and now
the atmosphere is one of waiting it out

until the bitter end.

The Hanes workers had legitimate
grievances, a large union, and the will

to fight out the battle.

What happened?
Although the company refused to

offer wage increases during pre-strike
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ties Nude Look3 isn't glamorous-

It's a seven-month strike

meetings with the union, soon after the

strike began the company sent letters

tq/he strikers' husbands and wives of-

fering wage increases if the strikers

returned to work.

"It was more of a bribe than any-

thing else," says Mary O'Sullivan.

Strikers bundled up the letters and
sent them back" in a Hanes box with a

note saying "Thanks, but no thanks."

Under Ontario law a company must
deal with workers through the union.

Because Hanes violated this law by
sending letters to the strikers, TWA put

the case before the Ontario Labor
Board which granted the union the

right to prosecute the company. _

But the union didn't take advantage

of this opportunity. "We didn't prose-

cute," explains McConnell, "because
we wanted to keep the avenues open for

negotiation."

Although little violence occurred on

the picket line, Hanes requested and
received police protection. Last June,

three months after the strike began,

tl£ company tried but failed to estab-

!
lish an injunction against picketing.

TWA refused to stage an aggressive

strike. "If you are aggressive you get

an injunction right away," comments
McConnell.

Although 90 per cent of the Hanes
workers are women, men hold the most
important jobs. They are the fixers

who keep the machines running.

Six of the nine fixers joined the pick-

et line but the tactic failed. The compa-
ny simply imported fixers from their

plant in the United States.

Under Canadian law it is illegal for a

company to import strikebreakers.

Canadian border points have a list of

all strikebound companies.

However, according to Ernest Fan-

ning, District Administration Supervi-

sor of the Department of Immigration,

'"If a person is coming to Canada on a
1 tCiporary basis, he can't work. If he is

coming on a permanent basis we don't

care where he is going."

When The Varsity informed him of

the situation at Hanes, Fanning asked

us to write a letter so the Department

of Immigration could investigate.

McConnell says the Immigration
Department has investigated Hanes.

"We applied to the Immigration
Department about the fixers from the

United States. They said they would not

act as long as the people were employ-
ees of the United States company."

After the strike began Hanes had 35

workers. Now they have 97. To in-

crease productivity the company bols-

tered shifts from eight to 12 hours.
When a strikebound plant regains 80

per cent of its former productivity, the

strikers are eligible for unemployment
insurance.

A government investigation of the

Hanes plant reported productivity at

63-65 per cent of the pre-strike level.

Because of this the strikers cannot
claim unemployment insurance.

In the battle between the company
and the union the workers have come
out as the losers.

"Since we have been on strike,"

notes Edna Shaw, "The company has

raised the starting rates to $1.50 and
now pays 50 per cent of hospitalization.

"If they had given us those benefits

before, we probably wouldn't have gone
on strike."

"If the company would just let the

union in, I would be happy," she said.

"The workers already have the raises

and benefits we wanted."
It is doubtful that the union will be

admitted. Ninety-five workers in the

Hanes plant have signed a petition

asked that the union be decertified.

At present the Ontario Labor Board
is considering the application and will

give a decision in two weeks.
If the Board allows a vote to be held,

all workers hired since the strike will

be eligible to vote.

Because strikers have drifted to oth-

er jobs, at present workers in the plant

outnumber those on the picket line.

Thus, votes against the union outnum-
ber votes for the union.

Last week Mr. Stafford, manager of

the Hanes Rexdale plant told the Var-

sity:

"The whole thing is in the hands of

the Ontario Labor Board. At the pre-

sent time we would rather not get ir

volved in any newspaper controversy.

"If you call back in a couple of weeks
perhaps we can give you more details.

"

His voice, confident and cheerful,

was the voice of a man who knows he
has enough votes to decertify the union.

STORY BY

MARY KATE ROWAN

PHOTOS BY

ERROL YOUNG

Pantyhose by Hanes. Sheer indulgence
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The Education Commission

of the

SAC

NEEDS STUDENTS

Applications for three student positions now being

accepted on the: Special Advisory Committee

of the President's Council "to study the Trimester Sys-

tem"

Applications for four students (one, a graduate student)

now being accepted on:

University-High School

Senate Relations Committee

which will consider "the inter-relationship between the

curriculum developments in the high schools and uni-

versity and the implications of these."

Please apply in writing stating background and reasons

for being interested to:

Education Commissioner

SAC office

DEADLINE

FOR

APPLICATIONS

Friday Oct. 10th

Children

Conflict
a series of films produced by
Allan King Associates
for Brown Camps Ltd., with
the co-operation of the C.B.C.

Guest Speaker TERRY ADLER
Tues. Oct. 7, 8 P.M. MECHANICAL BLOC Rm. 102

- 500 p.S.u.

The University of Toron-

to Legalize Marijuana
Committee, organized last

week by Ian Mason (SGS),

has already netted 690 sig-

natures for its petition to

Federal Health Minister

John Munro.

It will set up a table in

the foyer of Sidney Smith
Hall today, and also begin

a systematic canvassing of

the residences, staff and
^drij)inistration.

Students want 0HSIP change

Representatives from Ontario universities have formulated

a list of suggestions to present to the Minister of Health, Hon.

Thomas L. Wells, designed to meet problems arising from the

implementation of OHSIP, and include the following resolutions:

• day one coverage be made available for new students at On-

tario universities, and their dependents;

• such coverage be made available by amendment to the regula-

tions by the Lieutenant-Governor;

• greater assistance be provided to lower income families and

individuals in all Ontario health plans;

• all changes in health coverage plaps be communicated to On-

tario universities and colleges.

Mr. Wells has indicated his desire to discuss these problems

with student representatives.

FOLK
ARE COMING"

OCT. 21

JEWISH STUDENTS:

ATTEND! PARTICIPATE!
FIRST REGIONAL CONFERENCE

OF
JEWISH CAMPUS YOUTH

NEXT SUNDAY & MONDAY. OCTOBER 12 & 13

KING EDWARD HOTEL. TORONTO

"FACING A CRISIS —
— FACING A CHALLENGE!"

• SEE FILM "ON STRIKE" —
THE SAN FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE STORY

• PROVOCATIVE DISCUSSION LEADERS
' WIDE-OPEN FLOOR DEBATE

2 P. M. SUNDAY, OCTOBER 12
"CAMPUS CRISIS — THE JEWISH? STUDENT"

AND
9 A.M. MONDAY. OCTOBER 1 3

"MY SON THE DOCTOR — MY SON THE
REVOLUTIONARY?"

ALL JEWISH STUDENTS WELCOME
BE WITH IT. . . BETHERE!
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BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY PRESENTS
IN CONCERT

iaii and sij Ivia
AND THE

SPECKLED BIRD
TONITE 8:30 p.m.

Convocation Hall

Tickets - $2.50

Tickets Now On Sale

At SAC Office

2 Tickets Per ATL Card

A Few Tickets

On Sale At Door



HERE AND NOW
TODAY
1 p.m.

Meeting of the Chemistry Course Union
for Constitutional Ratification, open to any
student taking a chemistry course. Rm.
159 Lash Milter.

The Communist and Liberal Clubs will

sponsor a debate "Quebec — Nation or
Province" with Ramsay Cook, history prof-

York U . vs Sam Walsh, President, Com-'
munist Party of Quebec, Rm. 2102 Sid
Smith.

Payment of $33 for New York trip spon-
sored by the Fine Art Club will be accepted
today and tomorrow on the sixth floor Sid

Smith. 1:00-2:00.

Brian Ruttan plays banjo and guitar in

the East Common Room. Hart Hart House.
Ladies welcome.

The Psychology Student Union meeting
to discuss the "openness" of the Psycholo-

gy committee. All Psychology students are

urged to attend Rm. 2135 Sid Smith
VCF presents a discussion with Ted Bar-

ton: God Revealed Through The Nature Of

Things Wymilwood Music Room,
4 p.m.

Women's Liberation Movement. U of T
Campus Women's Group will meet in Sid

Smith Rm 592.

H.S U Staff- Student Coffee Party Hart

House Music Room. 4*00-6:00-

7 p.m.

Christian Perspective Club holds a dis-

cussion of Harvey Cox's Secular Interpreta-

tion of Biblical History. North Sitting

Room. Hart House.

7:30 p.m.
Computer Science Club presents "A

Computer Art Festival." Find out what
happens when computer turns artist. Rm.
241 Trinity College.

Hear Dr A. E. Emery. Fisheries Research

Scientist, on Tropical Marine Biology dur-

ing the first of The Underwater Club's Inner

Space Seminar Series. 9 sessions SI 2
Single session S2. Hart House
SAC Education Commission Meeting.

Hart House.

8 p.m.

U,C Lit presents "My Little Chickadee"
and other W. C. Fields movies. Admission
25 cents. U.C Rm. 106

8:30 p.m.

Hillel presents The Pawnbroker. Music
Room. Hart House. Free.

TUESDAY
10 a.m.

Print Rentals, available to all members
of Hart House. Closes 8:30 p.m

U of T Liberal Club Meeting Sid Smith
Rm 1071

Noon-hour Films The Golden Fish and
My Financial Career Free Ladies wel-
come. East Common Room. Hart House

4 p.m.
U Of T Debating Union tryouts Music

Room. Hart House

6:16 p.m.
VCF Freshmen Supper cancelled. Meet-

ing Thursday

Eucharist. Supper and First Mealing of

the University's Roman Catholic Chaplain-

cy The Newman Centre. 89 St. George
Street. For details phone 922-3230

6 p.m.

Hillel Diner's Club. For reservations. Call

Hillel office. 923-7837
7:30 p.m.

The Toronto California Grape Committee
sponsors two films on the plight of the Cal-

ifornia Grape Workers St Mike s Meeting
Room A.

8 p.m.

Medical Arts and Sciences Society pre-

sents Dean Chute. Dean Allen and Dr Stei-

ner who will speak to students of any fac-

ulty who wish to enter medicine. Medical
Sciences Bldg. Large Amphitheatre,

jf
sarni'a

*

'( cu'Pf — s|
|:j Michigan woman who ran
•:• a student blockade at Sar- •:

*:• nia's Bluewater Bridge :

•:• Wednesday and injured •:•

|:|two students will not be£
charged. :•:

:•: Mrs. Helen Alberta :•:

:|: McMeehan, 66, of Port :>

:|: Huron, Mich., ran through*

:|: a blockade by 1,000 stii-i:-

dents from London and -j;

•:• Sarnia. They were protest-
:j;

•:• ing Thursday's nuclear;:;

•:• test blast in the Aleutians. •:•

J:|
One of the students, §

David Pettinger of Fan-;*:

shawe College at London, J
:*: was dragged 300 feet by the:-:

i:-: McMeehan car. ::

::•: Lambton County Crown:-;

;:•: Attorney S. A. K. Logan-:;

% made the decision not to-:;

charge her Friday after-:;

:*:• viewing a film of the inci-jj

§ dent. "c

PARKING

tha rachdale underground as-

sures you of a warm dry and
theft -proof place to park your car

or car pool day or night and we're

at bloor and huron so it's conven-
ient to all points on campus in-

cluding residence and varsity

stadium, you may apply at room
1 1 1 anytime

ROCHDALE COLLEGE

Movie & Rap

Join us at the 6:25 PM showing
of Easy Rldwatthe NewYorker
on Wedn«day. October 8th
and then come back and Rap
about it in The Rap Room,
Newman Centre. 89 St George
St If you've already seen it.

come over and join in at 8 30
PM. All are welcome. Free re-

freshments

COLLEGE OF JEWISH STUDIES OF BETH
TZEDEC CONGREGATION
1700 BATHURST STREET

REGISTER NOW FOR NEWACADEMIC YEAR

Fourteen courses of instruction are offered on Monday and Wednesday
evenings, twenty-five weeks, including courses in Bible; Talmud: Jewish

Social History; Contemporary Jewish Thought. Modern Hebrew Litera-

ture: Jewish Pedagogy.

Faculty includes Professor Emil Fackenheim of the University of Toronto:

Dr. I. Rabinowitz, Professor Emeritus. College of Jewish Studies, Chica-

go; Professor Arnold Ages. University of Waterloo: Professor Sol Tanen-

zapf and Mr. Michael G. Brown of York University; Dr. Stuart E. Rosen-

berg and others.

For information call 787-0381

.

THE POLITICAL ECONOMY COURSE UNION

IS SPONSORING A

POLITICAL ECONOMY
TEACH-IN

WED. OCTOBER 8

10-12 AM, 2-4 PM
CONVOCATION HALL

ALL 5WDIH15 ARE MMD M4W74

CAREER INFORMATION
LECTURES

ALL STARTING AT 1 P.M.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT Date Room Building

(Public Service Commission)

Of special interest to those who will be

taking the entrance examination on

October 2 1 st for the Foreign Service and

the Junior Administrative Trainee Programme. Tues. Oct. 14 1035 Wallberg

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANCY Wed. Oct. 1

5

2125 Sidney Smith

SOCIAL WORK Thurs Oct. 1

6

1035 Wallberg

LAW Fri. Oct. 17 1035 Wallberg

ONTARIO GOVERNMENT
(Department of Civil Service! Mon. Oct 20 2125 Sidney Smith

PERSONNEL and INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS Tues. Oct. 21 2125 Sidney Smith

MARKETING and SALES Wed Oct. 22 2125 Sidney Smith

URBAN and REGIONAL PLANNING Thurs Oct. 23 2125 Sidney Smith

TELECOMMUNICATIONS Mon. Oct. 27 2125 Sidney Smith

INTERVIEWS and RECRUITING— SPECIAL! Tues. Oct 28 244 Galbraith

TEACHING Wed Oct 29 1035 Wallberg

DATA PROCESSING Thurs. Oct 30 1035 Wallberg

GRADUATE STUDENTS' EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES Fri Oct. 31 2125 Srdney Smith

BANKING Mon Nov 3 2125 Sidney Smith

SALES ENGINEERING Tues. Nov 4 2125 Sidney Smith

"WHAT'S AVAILABLE FOR A GENERAL ARTS PERSON?" Wed. Nov. 5 1035 Wallberg
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BETTER T.V. RENTALS — Consoles la

bio models, portables Option to buv Ftee

service. last delivery Day or evening 922

5665 124 Walmei Rd

PART OR FULLTIME counter help lor

PM's Orive in take out Yonge 8( Summer
hill area Men oi women lo work days or

nights Please call Ports of Call 924 9353
Mr Foisief

LOST Swiss Watch Tissol Seastar 7, put

by mistake in the wrong jacket on Front

Campus Sunday Sepi 28. about 100pm
Peter Leung. 922 0436

TUTORING GERMAN, mcl technic!

teiminology il required Near Woodbin
subway station Tel 425-8715. Mis \

Ten siida

CHILDOPHILE: cosy sell contained Hat

near varsity exchanged tor two days a

week with our kids 92 1 9032

ATTENTION dry cleaning plant requites

two clean cut gentlemen lor car hop serv-

ice from 7 30 am to 9 30 am Mon to Fri

Apply Embassy Cleaners. 2346 Yonge St

Mr Cormier 487 7007

ATTRACTIVE SINGLE ROOM available

rn New College women s residence Call

929-0360 lor further information

FOR RENT: three large single rooms
large study desks, excellent study condi

lions Close lo subway Share kitchen lent

reasonable Call 763-691 1 atier 4 30 pm

FURNISHED ROOM in large apartment
with 2 French girls Share kitchen and
bathroom Near all Services and University

Speak English and Spanish Call 929-9692
altei 6

ROOM AND BOARD frat house males

only, maid, linen service. TV, parking etc

85 Bedford Rd 924 0501

INTERESTED IN FILM THAKING?
Thale student own cat. required part time

lor production of feature length Mm small

salary 487-8408

EXPERIENCED legal secretary will type

thesis technical papers etc at home —
electric typewrite' Phone 233-6801

RIDE WANTED lor two students to Sault

Ste Mane on the Thanksgiving weekend
Will share driving and expenses Phone
923 5627 after 5

WANTED: dancing lessons lor spastic

male — rate ST 75 hour — will airange

for 'essons at youi convenience 923 0878
or 923-0879 Irom 9— 10 pm

CUS/OUS CHRISTMAS FLIGHT to

London Dept. Dec 19 — Ret Jan. 3.

Also ski tours Quebec Winter Carnival and

Daytona Beach holiday call 921-261

1

Unlucky 13th for Vic?

Interfac Football starts tomorrow

Canadian Council of Reform Congregations

ACADEMY OF JUDAISM
TONIGHT. OPENING NIGHT, 8:30 p.m.

Rabbi Richard N, Leuy, Diteciot, Hillel Foundation

University of California, at Los Angeles

"THE SYNAGOGUE — TODAY'S PLIGHT

— TOMORROW'S CHALLENGE!"

The offical publication of the

Reform movement. DIMEN-
SIONS, in its fall issue filled its

pages with the ideas of this

young man The synagogue has

always been adaptable to the

needs of its people Radical

change is needed But how?
Rabbi Levy thinks he has the
answer to institutional rigidity

Has he?

TEMPLE SINAI

210 WILSON AVE.

Academy Coutses commence October 20th

at Holy Blossom Temple

Registration "Mil ft 30 p.m., Monday, October 6th

Grsat Books and Great Thames"— Rabbi BaaUn
"Jawiah Apotoachas to the Bible — Prof. Frank Tatmaae, U . of T.
"Jewish Family Life — Fact or Fiction?" — prof. Ben Schtesinger
'The Contemporary Jewish Scene" — Rabbi J, Pearlson
"Judaism. Marxism and the Existence of God" — Rabbi M. Stroh
"Judaism in an Epoch-Making Time" — Prof. E. Fackenheim
"The Myths ol Creation" — Rabbi A. Bielteld

Phone 781 -9185 for your Brochure.

Interested in Education?

Got a Beef?

Wonder What the SAC
is Doing about Education?

Come out to the SAC Education
Commission Meeting

Mon. Oct. 6th at 7:30

in

Hart House
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By LYNDON LITTLE

It's been 76 years now since old Bill Mulock

grudgingly kicked in the $17.50 necessary to buy

a trophy for interfaculty football competition at

the University of Toronto.

Since then, interfac football has been grow-

ing bigger and better every year —and No!

Virginia, Vic has not won the championship

every year since then! The Vic squad has taken

the cup "only" the last 12 years.

Again this season there are twelve teams

playing in three divisions with the top two

teams in the first division and the winners in

the other two advancing into the playoffs.

Each team plays six regular season games

(two each against the other three members in

their division) with the chance of two addition-

al playoff games should they go all the way to

the final.

Dentistry will move up to the second division

this year while New College will replace them

in the third. All other rankings are identical to

last year's.

In the opening games tomorrow. Vic battles

old rival St. Mikes and the Engineers play

PhysEd. Back Campus at four chimes.

PREDICTIONS

FIRST DIVISION — VIC (6-0) was undefeat-

ed in this division last year despite some close

games with St. Mikes and Physical Education.

This year Vic will have 15 returnees. The big-

gest losers are Randy Myers and Dave Gee to

the Blues. ENG. (1-6) have the highest number
of returning players and should be improved
despite, as coach Joe Crichton describes, being

"shallow on the line". SMC (4-2) according to

coach Vince Greco has "some holes to fill".

PHE ( 1-5) rounds out the division.

SECOND DIVISION — Last year MEDS (6-

0) won this division handily, rolling up scores of

39-1 and 34-6. However, look for increased com-
petition from SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE (4-

2) this year. DENTS (5-1) in the third division

last year, and UC (1-5) complete this section..

THIRD DIVISION - NEW COLLEGE (2-4)

in the second division last year should win here

despite the loss of last year's star Q.B. Hartley

Stern to the Blues. TRINITY (2-4), FOREST-
RY (3-3 ) and PHARMACY (2-4) will try to pro-

vide an upset.

CONSENSUS - The only factor that might

stop Vic this year is complacency and with new
head coach Tony Sepciale at the helm that is

extremely unlikely. Ho hum.

Fencing trials begin

tonight at 5

A great Fencing comeback
is underway. Two Varsity
squads will oppose all visiting

Fencing Teams. Twelve guys
with endurance and fencing

ability will finally be our
OQAA representatives.

Inter-squad trials begin to-

night at 5:30 in the Fencing
Salle. Come and watch — see it

as it happens.

CURLING
The U of T Curling Club announces a new programme for 1969-

70, including mixed curling.

Three Leagues: Intercollegiate (Men)

Recreational (Men)
Recreational (Mixed)

Fee: $22.50 for 1 5 week season, starting Oct. 26. Registration

limited to 144 curlers, on first-come first-serve basis. At the
Terrace Sundays 5 - 7 p.m, Further information and registration

for men and women. Intercollegiate Office Room 101, Hart
House.

BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY
stag or drag

HART HOUSE
FOOTBALL DANCE

Featuring: Two Minute Hate

Quiet Jungle

Sherman & Peabody

Folksinger

Sat. Oct. 11 9-12

Tickets: $1.00 per person advance

at the SAC Office

*

*
*

*

*
*

*
*
*
*

$1.50 per person at the door

*
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Soccer Blues held to 2-2 draw by Mac
By LYNDON UTILE

The Soccer Blues opened

their regular season play Sat-

urday with a 2-2 tie against

McMaster Marauders in Ham-
ilton.

Judging from Saturday's

play the Blues will need to

show a marked improvement if

they are to successfully defend

the Blackwood Trophy which

they have won the last five

years.

The first half was scoreless

but McMaster set the tempo of

play early as they continually

had the Varsity squad pinned in

their own end. The Marauders

had several good scoring

chances with the best one com-

ing on a hard, rising, 25 yar-

der from center-forward Eric

Combe which just grazed the

top of the goal. The Blues best

opportunity of the first half

came on a long drive by Frank

Soppelsa at the 31 minute

mark.
The Toronto side started

better in the second half but

Mac scored first on a short tip

in by Combe set up by right-

half Bill Miller at 50 minutes.

Varsity then put on a deter-

mined effort to get back in the

game and were rewarded ten

minutes later with two quick

goals.

Fullback Stan Bognucki

scored the first one on a fine

individual effort as he took a

hard shot from 25 yards out

which rebounded off the cross-

bar and back towards him. He

then moved in and headed the

rebound towards the corner of

the goal but it struck the left

upright and stayed out.

However, thanks to good fol-

low-up he was right on top of

the play and was there to tuck

the ball in the corner.

Just one minute later, Blues'

Ken Cancellera took advantage

of a penalty shot to give Toron-

to a 2-1 lead.

Unfortunately, the Mc-
Master team was playing too

well for the Blues to hold the

lead. At the 90 minute mark,

Mac took advantage of a defen-

sive lapse by Varsity which left

veteran fullback Jim Kalman
alone to mark three Marauders

in front of the Blues' goal. The

result was predictable as

Mac's Tony Piccoli drove a

dandy shot to the top left hand

corner to eain the tie.

The last ten minutes of play

saw the Blues hanging on as

McMaster, completely in con-

trol, went all out for the win.

Head coach Bob Nicol used

words such as "disappointing"

to describe his team's effort.

He hinted that perhaps too

many members on the team
were counting on the past re-

cord of Varsity soccer to carry

them through the games.

FREE KICKS - JOHN
GERO, who was shut out

against Mac, was the Blues'

leading scorer in the exhibition

series with four goals . . . Last

year's scoring champion and

Varsity great, JIM LEFKOS,
is presently the leading scorer

in the semi-pro American Soc-

cer League. Jim is playing

with the Syracuse Scorpions . .

When the McMaster side

makes it's visit to Toronto on

Oct. 29 watch RON BYRCE
and TULLIO VOLPE closely.

They are two of the smallest

but most exciting players in

the league.

DIVING
WE NEED DIVERS FOR U- OF T. SWIM TEAM

Anyone'with previous diving experience

Report to Room 210, Hart Hou'e

Mon. Oct. 6 or Thur. Oct. 9 at 1:00 P.M.

INQUIRIES CONTACT R.B. CAMPBELL. (COACH)

928-3949

Harriers '2nd' in Invitational

U of T Harriers came second

Saturday in the Royal Military

College Invitational Harrier

Race, losing only to the Uni-

versity of Guelph A team and

beating four other universities.

The cross-country race over

a 4.4 mile course was won by

Grant McClaren of Guelph

with a time of 20 minutes 54

seconds.

Top man for Toronto was

Rich Pyne, who finished

fourth. Other Toronto runners

were Dave Tong (ninth), Bob

Knuckey (twelfth), Mike Lau-

zon (fifteenth) and Peter

Pimm (seventeenth).

SMOKER

Tues,, Oct. 6, 8.00 P.M.

PHI KAPPA PI

85 BEDFORD RD.

Canada's only National Fraternity invites all male undergraduates,

especially first and second year, to come and find out what modem

fraternity Is alt about.

924-0501

ROCHDALE
HAS ROOMS!

the following are available
immediately:

DOUBLE ROOM WITH
KITCHEN $60 mo. each

ROOMS WITH BOARD!

SINGLES $112 to $120 mo.

DOUBLES $92 to $100 mo.

ALL FURNISHED
TERM RENTALS AVAILABLE

There are also a limited number of unfurnished one bedroom apartments at

$140.00 a month, and a few of our gigantic ZUES suites at $260.00.

ROCHDALE MEANS:
. co-educational living without hassles

. democratic self administration by students

. several varieties of workshop space and equipment available

• a taste of communal environment

. but mostly people: authors, poets, musicians, computer programmers, bums,

professors, actors, high level corporate drop-outs (& drop-ins)

A CAST OF THOUSANDS!
341 BLOOR ST. W. 921-3168

come live with us

jjjuiffrfffffrr ' wwwww«*»£«M !
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Blues need another rally,

then clobber Mac 3516
By PAUL CARSON

It's rather difficult to summon enough energy to report the

disappointing and disturbing performance Blues turned in Satur-

day, but as there's no honorable (or effective ) method of copping

out, here goes.

Blues won it rather handily. Score 35-16. Now that's over

with, forget the score.

Once again, the defence saved the day for Varsity.

With Mac ahead 16-13 in the third quarter, a bad snap plus a

heavy Toronto rush forced Marauder punter Alec Lockington to

hurry his kick.

The rather short line drive was caught by Peter Raham on

the Varsity 35. Raham appeared quite surprised (he was protect-

ing against a fake pass — Mac pulled one in the first half and it

worked ) but not too surprised to head for touchdown territory.

Most of the Mac tacklers were trapped downfield and when

Bart D'Onofrio wiped out Vince Lyons with a fantastic block,

Raham was gone.

Blues defence then stopped Mac's running, made a couple of

interceptions, and that was that.

The secondary grabbed off four Tanner aerials in all

(Ortved, Kishimoto, Raham, Kirkpatrick) and the fearsome

foursome plus friends held Mac to an embarassing total of only 49

yards along the ground.

Blues started quickly with some hard up the gut running

from fullback Bill Stankovic and a 6 yard pass to Cor Doret for

the opening touchdown.

Then they went to sleep and Mac controlled the remainder of

the first half.

Tanner burned Lamantia for an 82-yard td strike to flanker

Bob Baytor; just before half-time excellent pass blocking and

sloppy Varsity coverage allowed the same duo to connect again.

Raham dragged Baytor out of the end zone and Tanner was
forced to sneak over on the next play.

In the last minute before the interval, a short McKay punt

and a roughing penalty to Rick Agro set up a 37-yard field goal by

Lockington.

When Blues decided to play for real, Eric Walter beat Mac's
best defender Pete Quinlan for a 19-yard td. Then came Raham's
ramble.

McKay boomed a 65-yard single and sophmore halfback Walt
Sehr shook off his lethergy to scoot for 12 yards and another ma-
jor score.

RookieQB Wayne Dunkley fumbled a sure touchdown into a
single and the officials contributed the final 7 on the last play of

the game by calling Mac's Bob Adams for breathing too hard on
Blues Dave Quibell.

Doret ran the ultimate post pattern on the extra play and
Dunkley hit him perfectly.

So Blues won with a decidedly sub-par effort mainly because
the slow-footed Macmen are incapable of running.

Varsity has the talent and the coaching to go all the way this

year, but they must start playing four quarters of football each
time out. Another display like this one against McGill and they'll

be knocked on their fat complacent asses.

Blues standout defensive halfback Peter Raham (22) crosses the McMaster goalline for the winning
touchdown in Saturday's game. Raham returned a Mac punt 75 yards as Marauder defenders Joe
Walt (69), Jamie Spears (38) and John Smees (58) look on helplessly. photo byjl'm cowan

Ruggerites blast to triple win
sidelined by an ankle injury, played exception-
ally well, scoring tries and tackling very hard.
Player coach Nankeville, though not in top
condition, through wily positioning, was in the

right place at the right time and scored twice
His convert attempt, though from directly in

front of the posts, veered sharply off towards
the sideline, probably because he wasn't
wearing his glasses.

The final score: Toronto 27, McMaster 0.

Last Wednesday, glowing with new power
and finesse, they took a 21-9 decision over the
UofTOld Boys.

The match was very open in the first half
but sure tackling on both sides prevented a
high score. A try by McKenna, converted by
Owens, a penalty goal by Cairns and one by
the Old Boys made the score at the half Blues
8, Old Boys 3.

In the second half, the superior conditioning
of the Blues paid off. The Old Boys were held
to two tries, the first and the last of the half;
neither was converted.
New man Bob Hutchinson and reliable

Chris Maher produced two beautiful tries for
the Firsts and both were converted by fly-half
Ian Owens. The other three points of the
match were scored on a penalty goal by Ow-
ens.

By DAN McAUSTER

Varsity rugger teams, on momentum
gained from a 21-9 win last Wednesday over
the Old Boys, rolled to a double win at Mac-
master Saturday, beating both Mac's first and
second teams.

The Firsts' played very well in the first and
last fifteen minutes of the match. The rest of

the play mired in the bad, inexperienced tech-

nique of the Mac team that cramped the
Blues' style.

For the first time this season, there were
several forward rushes that very nearly re-
sulted in tries but were foiled by forward pass
rulings. These plays are made possible by the
more uniform conditioning of the forwards
enabling them to move in a tight cohesive
pack. The final score was Toronto 16, Mc-
Master 6.

The Toronto seconds soundly trounced the
Red side. The Mac team was even less profi-

cient than their firsts. Toronto players, eager
for positions on the First team, took advan-
tage of the situation and dominated the entire

game winning almost all of the lineouts, tight

and loose scrums and scoring all of the points
as well.

Backs Pierre and Hartley, who has been

li s easy I. hold onto the ball when you've got two right hands
soys Varsity rookie Co, Doret. Watching his amaiing ledgerdemain
are befuddled Macmen Greg White (21) and Ned Kozowsky ( 76)

.
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Cut class barriers to education. new study demands
By MARY KATE ROWAN

A study on the Ontario Stu-

dent Awards Program has re-

ported that OSAP is inade-
quate and does not meet the
needs of the low-income stu-

dent.

The report, Student Aid and
Access to Higher Education in

Ontario, received financial
support from the Department
of University Affairs and the
Ford Foundation Research
Program. It recommends that
the present OSAP program be
revamped to ensure universal
accessibility to Ontario uni-

versities.

The report was written by
Edmund Clark, David Cook,
George Fallis and Michael
Kent.

It recommends that:

• low income not be a bar-

rier to the pursuit of education
at any level in Ontario

• the present loan-grant OSAP
system be replaced by a full

grant system without reducing
the amount of the awards
t every grade 11 student pre-
apply for assistance, to ensure
that all students become aware
of the plan

• the government adopt a poli-

cy of stringent checks into the
validity of applications and
establish an appeal board, in-

dependent of the initial allocat-
ing body, with discretionary
power to alter awards which
are successfully appealed.
t the Ontario Government re-

form the tax structure to elimi-
nate all major "regressive
taxes" and to rely exclusively
upon progressive sources for
its revenue.

The study used three criteria
to determine the most effec-
tive form of assistance:

t the extent to which the plan
enables a needy student to re-

ceive the necessary funds
• the extent to which it makes
education equally accessible to

everyone

• the extent to which the
award system affects the indi-

vidual's decision to go on to

post-secondary education

THREE PROGRAMS

Three student award pro-
grams were considered — a
loan scheme, OSAP (loans and
grants) and a salary scheme.

All three meet the first re-

quirement of providing the
necessary funds.

According to the study, only
a salary system ensures uni-

versal accessibility to higher
education because "both a loan
scheme and OSAP force stu-
dents of low income to go into
debt".

"Surely in a field so relevant
to personal development we
cannot design the system mak-
ing the road easier for the up-
per income student."

The rationale behind student
assistance for higher education
is to ensure that cost is not a
barrier.

"An aid scheme works by
altering the decision-making
process of students who are
unsure about continuing,"
argues the report.

But the student makes the
crucial decision about higher
education when he enters
grade nine and chooses a four

or five year stream.

The study reports that only
40 per cent of students in grade
nine "have heard" of OSAP.

UNREASONABLE IDEA

It further reports that
"those among the lower in-

come groups in grade 9 who
want to go on to university
have an unreasonable idea of
the cost.

"These students envisage
post-secondary education as
expensive. In fact they greatly
exaggerate its costs. It ap-
pears to them as alien, domi-
nated by middle and upper
class students."

However, all students re-

gardless of their economic sit-

uation realize both the need for

higher education and the bene-
fits. For those in lower income

Cont'd on page 3
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DUA gets report Friday

Lower-income students have little

hope of getting past high-school
By TREVOR SPURR

A report entitled Student
Aid and Access to Higher Edu-
cation has found a significant

difference in the success of

students from different -

eco-

nomic backgrounds.

"Students from poorer back-
grounds, in greater numbers
than students from high in-

come families fail to complete
high school.", it says.

While one in two students
from families with incomes
above 10,000 dollars make it to

Grade 13, only one in four stu-

dents from families with in-

comes of less than 5,000 dollars

achieve the same level.

The report also found that,

among students surveyed, the
IQ tests of the poorer students

were generally lower than
those from wealthier families.

The researchers divided stu-

dents' families into four in-

come levels (less than $5,000,

$5,000 to $8,000, $8,000 to $10,-

000, and more than $10,000 dol-

lars).

Thirty-three per cent of the

lowest income group had an IQ
of less than 100, while 15 per
cent of those in the highest in-

come group had a similar
score.

Conversely, 30 per cent of
the wealthier group had an IQ
°f over 120 in comparison to

only 13 per cent of the poorer
group.

The report says this differ-

ence is not because of genetic
inferiority, but a result of envi-

ronment.

"The extreme difference in

IQ scores between the classes

can be viewed as objective
evidence of the deprivation
certain classes in society are
currently enduring. Intellig-

ence tests measure not poten-

tial ability but achieved abili-

ty," it says.

ENVIRONMENT

The IQ test measures the

ability of the student to absorb
the values and drives of the

incentive system in which he

lives. Poorer students do not

live in an environment condu-

sive to learning these values.

"Unlike their middle class

counterparts, poor adolescents

do not have access to adults

who have the power and desire

to assist in the socialization

process. Among the poor there

is a real shortage of adults who
can actually show and tell the

adolescent what he should be

doing in order to make the

grade," the report says in

quoting David Gottlieb.

The report also shows a

striking difference in the de-

sires and expectations of the

different economic groups.

Of the low income groups, 72

per cent desired post second-

ary education but only 53 per

cent actually expected to get
it. In contrast, among the high-

est group 90 per cent desired it

and 85 per cent expected to

attain it.

The "reality adjustment"
that the poor must undergo is

19 per cent as opposed to only 5

per cent of the wealthy group.

"A bias also exists in terms
of what type of post-secondary

education those of each class

planned to pursue," the report

continues.

Across all grades 38 per cent

of the poor desired university

Cont'd on page 3 MICHAEL KENT photo by Errol Young

U of T students authored controversial report

By TREVOR SPURR

The recommendations of a

report undertaken by four Uni-

versity of Toronto students and
released this week have far-

reaching implications for stu-

dents' accessibility to universi-

ties in this province.

The report, entitled Student

Aid and Access to Higher Edu-
cation in Ontario, was original-

ly undertaken to discover if the

present OSAP program of stu-

dent aid was working effective-

ly but its scope was expanded.

"We found that we had to

expand into the whole problem
of accessibility and we were
able to do this because we were

in complete control of the pro-

ject.", said Michael Kent one
of the students, in an interview

Tuesday.

Of the four students in-

volved, Edmund Clark, David
Cook, and George Fallis were
of the Political Economy De-
partment and Michael Kent
was in the Department of Psy-

chology.

Clark and Fallis are current-

ly doing graduate work in the

United States. Cook is in the

School of Graduate Studies at

the University of Toronto.

The study was financed by
the Department of University
Affairs and the Ford Founda-
tion. The financing was ar-

ranged by Professor R.W. Judy

of U of T.

The project was initially

undertaken by Edmund Clark

who wrote a well-received re-

port on the student housing sit-

uation at the university last

year. Clark then hired the oth-

er students involved.

The research was conducted

in an atmosphere of genuine

enthusiasm and cooperation as

reflected in the easy-flowing

style of the report, said Kent.

All members of the group re-

ceived equal salaries and had

equal authority.

"No one was placed in

charge and there was no hier-

Cont'd on page 3



STUDENTS FOR
ISRAEL

MOVEMENT
meetings for educational and

publication purposes: Wed. - 1 o'clock Oct. 8

Thurs. - 1 o'clock Oct. 9

Zionism is the

National Liberation

Movement of the

Jewish People!

D1AL-A-DATE

Is The Fastest Way

We Know To Get

Popular

Don't tell 'anybody 1
-

Just call 929-06 I I

1 .00 - 10.00 PM.

PARKING

the rochdale underground as-

sures you of a warm dry and

theft-proof place to park your car

or car pool day or night and we're

at bloor and huron so it's conven-

ient to all points on campus in-

cluding residence and varsity

stadium you may apply at room
1 1 1 anytime

ROCHDALE COLLEGE

WILLCOCKS

Gmdmte

Stbdents'

Union

G.S.U.
WELCOME DANCE

FRIDAY

OCTOBER 10th - 9:00 p.m.

BAR & FOOD

MUSIC BY: "THE UNDERGRADS"
(everyone over 21 welcome, students, staff

and friends)

16 BANCROFT AVENUE
Phone 928-2391

Ad i: $1:00 - Ladies

Sl:25 - Gents

i
New College Motion Picture Society

presents

I

The Unforgettable W.C. Fields - Films

0 OCT. 8 - NEVER GIVE A SUCKER

AN EVEN BREAK

1 OCT. 15 - YOU CAN'T CHEAT AN

HONEST MAN

I
OCT. 22 - MY LITTLE CHICKADEE

! OCT. 29 - MRS. WIGGS OF THE

CABBAGE PATCH

\
NOV. 5 - MILLION DOLLAR LEGS

|
NOV. 12 - MAN ON THE FLYING TRAPEZE

|
NOV. 19 - IT'S A GIFT

| NOV. 26 - TILL I E AND GUS

| DEC. 3 - SIX OF A KIND

I DEC. 10 - THE BANK DICK

Mv Lilllo Chickadcp

NOTE: SEASON TICKETS NOW AT THE NEW COLLEGE STUDENT
COUNCIL OFFICE (R.M. 2007 OF WILSON HALL - WILL-
COCKS STREET.) GET YOURS TODAY!

PRICES: SEASON'S TICKET M.95 AT THE DOOR M.OO/PER50N
EVERY WEDNESDAY : 8 PM - NEW COLLEGE WETMORE DINING HALL
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class barriers
Cont'd from p. 1

groups government assistance
is the only answer.
To determine student reac-

tion towards borrowing money,
the researchers sent out a
questionnaire. Results indicate
that students generally are
very uncertain about borrow-
ing money, especially in the
lower grades.

By grade 13 only 11 per cent
of students indicated they
would not borrow money for

their education. However, by
grade 13 a student has made
his decision about higher edu-
cation.

PUBUCITY NEEDED

The report emphasizes this

and argues that a good financ-

ing program must be widely
publicized to students in the
early high school grades, espe-
cially grade 9.

Since students view OSAP as
a loan program the report rec-

ommends that "the salary
program would be most effec-

tive in encouraging students to

proceed".

Since students are generally
opposed to borrowing money
and regard OSAP as a loan

pool, OSAP is not effective in

encouraging students to pro-

ceed with their education.

Students from low-income
families who reach grade 13

are "highly motivated and will

proceed if any sort of aid pro-

gram is offered which will

enable them to overcome the
barrier of tuition and living

costs," says the report.

Therefore, to these students,

OSAP is ineffective as an in-

centive to higher education.

GRANT

As a replacement for the
existing OSAP structures the
study says "the only effective,

and just as significant, the only
equitable aid scheme would be
one which would provide
grants to cover all educational

costs and living expenses for

any student who lacked the
money to pay for such costs
himself."

The report says that govern-
ment should be willing to expe-
riment and argues that "gov-
ernments are formed in order

to provide citizens with serv-

ices which they as individuals

cannot."

Therefore, the study recom-

mends a pilot study with the
following features:

• an area in the province
where incomes are low would
be chosen for the study

• "community-corporations"
should be established to pro-
vide employment to all who
seek it

• all work of all types should

be rewarded according to a
common scale based upon the

number of dependents

• a co-ordinated attack on the
many problems which accom-
pany income deprivation
should be made

• this attack should include co-

operative medical and dental
clinics, a Head Start program,
and a comprehensive housing
project.

• all those involved in these
supportive programs should be
remunerated on the same basis

and according to the common
scale as those in the communi-
ty-corporations

• emphasis should be placed
on control of the organizations

directly by the people in the
community

• the number of families

should not be more than 2.000

in order that sufficient experi-

mental controls and the ess-
ence of the project be main-
tained.

INEQUALITY

The four students state that

"it is apparent that the concept
of total equality in all that so-

ciety has to offer involves very
real theoretical and practical

problems.

"We find it equally apparent
however, that the present de-

gree of inequality is far beyond
that which is functionally nec-

essary for the operation of the

society.

"Our conclusions left no
doubt that a radical solution

was necessary. A major com-
mitment by not only the gov-
ernment but the population as

a whole is essential if real

progress is to be made.
"Nevertheless it was clear

to us that no report could alone

hope to bring such a commit-
ment, that the mere recom-
mendation of a movement
towards equality was not suffi-

cient.

"The barriers presented by

unequal income are so great
that no cultural program will

be able to leave a meaningful
effect until they are eradicat-

ed.

"A child who spends 60 per
cent of his day in a deprived
environment cannot be rescued
by spending 30 per cent in a

middle class one.

"Even keeping a child in

school for eight hours a day
does not overcome the domi-
nance of his home environ-
ment."
The following sums up the

essential recommendations
and philosophy of the study:

"A grant scheme is essential

if an awards program is to

have a long term effect of

breaking down the class bar-

riers to equality of opportuni-

ty-

"A loan scheme would serve

to accentuate the problem. A
grant based awards program
will not. however, by itself

eliminate"the problem.

"The situation which we
found is so severe, that only a

more sweeping attack on
the environmental forces caus-

ing the problem can hope to

remedy it."

lower-income students-
Cont'd from p. 1

in contrast 69 per cent of the

wealthy.

WHY?

During the early years of

high school, a student from the

low-income group develops
ambitions and expectations
lower than those of the high-

income group. Then he makes
decisions that mean he will not

get post-secondary education.

In a section of the report ti-

tled "Why?", the authors ex-

plicitly attribute unequal ac-

cessibility to the class-struc-

ture of our society.

STANDARD I.Q. SCORE v.s.

ACROSS ALL GRADES
urban

"While the present society

has generally adopted a my-
thology which denies the exist-

ence of classes", it is clear that

they do exist." the report
states. "Different groups have
quite distinct life patterns.

Their values and ambitions dif-

fer from those of other groups.

They enjoy unequally the bene-

fits of society."

"Class, in the broad sense of

the word, clearly is a deter-

mining factor of the child's

ability," the report adds. "The
lower class child comes from a

home in which he is materially

and culturally deprived of the

INCOME CLASS

- <ioo ioo-iio no- no >iao

1

. 10 points

Graph from Student Aid and Access to Higher Education in Ontario.

variety of quality stimuli nec-

essary for good intellectual

maturation.

"By the time the child

reaches school, he is already
behind his peers from middle
or upper class families."

GAP WIDENED

The report describes the ef-

fect on a student proceeding
through the school system:

"He has entered an environ-

ment where values and talents

other than his own are

stressed. Initially, he was be-

hind his classmates. This gap
has not narrowed, but instead

has widened because of nega-
tive reinforcement and grow-
ing alienation. The difficulty of

the work increases, the sacri-

fice becomes greater. At the

same time, the motivation to

go on lessens. In all probability

he has passed the educational

attainment of his parents. Soon

he feels that he needs little

more to get as far as his father

did.

"Staying in school longer
serves only the purpose of

upward mobility. The desire
for this is gradually out-
weighed by the costs involved.

Finally he gives up and quits.

"

U of T students-
Cont'd from p. 1

archal structure involved in

presenting proposals.", he

said.

The financial grant covered

travel costs, salaries, comput-

er time, and the printing of

10,000 copies of a questionnaire

that formed the basis of the

report.

The questionnaire was ad-

ministered to 8,700 students

highly representative of the

various social and economic
backgrounds in twenty-five

schools across the province. In

this way the researchers were

able to compare the values.

ambitions, and performance of

the students.

The report will be presented

to the department of Universi-

ty Affairs this Friday at the

Maclean Hunter Building with

all four researchers in attend-

ance. It is expected that it will

be a closed meeting. THE VARSITY. Wednesday. October 8. 1969 — Page 3



Report on access and aid is good analysis

At last the phrase "universal acces-

sibility" — bandied about by everyone

from Trotskyites to cabinet ministers

— has been discussed in a realistic

way.

Last week a group of four U of T stu-

dents produced a report called "Stu-

dent Aid and Access to Higher Educa-

tion in Ontario."

The report, which will be presented

to the Provincial Government's De-

partment of University Affairs Friday,

exposes just how inadequate the pre-

sent Ontario Student Awards Plan is

and considers some alternatives.

The present OSAP system is a farce.

Although it was designed to help lower-

income students get to university, it in

no way meets their needs.

Less than half of the OSAP budget,

which comprises only one per cent of

the total Provincial budget, goes to

student grants. The rest goes to loans.

A loans system puts the lower-in-

come student at a distinct disadvan-

tage, not only during his university

career, but after graduating.

His disadvantage is built right into

the OSAP awards system.

His financial insecurity leaves him
with a debt that a higher-income stu-

dent would not accumulate.

The report on student aid and access

proposes that all OSAP aid be in the

form of pure grants.

It also recommends that the govern-

ment stringently check the validity of

every OSAP application.

varsity
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The report asks the government to

publicize such a new awards program,

so that students will know, when they

are in high school, that they have a

chance of getting to university.

The lower income group of Grade 9

students questioned by the researchers

"envisioned post-secondary education

as expensive. In fact, they greatly ex-

aggerated its cost. It appears to them
as alien, dominated by middle and up-

per class students."

The report's short-term recommen-
dations to the government provide a

better scheme than the present OSAP.
But they do not constitute universal

accessibility.

Only rhetorically in the first recom-

mendation:

"That the Province of Ontario guar-

antee that lack of income shall be no

barrier to the pursuit of education at

any level."

Even the students who compiled the

study realize that juggling with a com-
pletely inadequate OSAP scheme can-

not provide universal accessibility.

"The group ideally would not have
made any recommendations on student

awards," says Michael Kent, one of the

researchers. "Student awards are only

marginal in changing the socio-eco-

nomic mix."

Kent and the three other students —
Ed Clark. David Cook, and George Fal-

lis — discovered that the barriers to

higher education are rooted so deeply
in our society that merely changing the

mechanism of an inadequate awards
system cannot solve the problem of

universal accessibility.

The study found the roots in the

class-structure of our society.

Our present educational system only

reinforces the present class structure

by streaming students into a hierarchy
of community colleges, vocational
schools, and universities.

The report discovered that high-
school students from lower-income
families actually did not desire to go to

university as much as those from high-
er-income groups, although they were
equally aware of the value of universi-

ty-
.

And statistics showed that lower-
income students had little hope of mak-
ing it to university, although they
might have wished to.

This gap between desire and expec-
tation is much wider for the lower-in-
come student than for his wealthier
counterpart.

The report explains that reasons lie

in environment, a product of the fami-
ly's income:

ALLOCATION OF ONTARIO PROVINCIAL
GOVERNMENT SPENDING 1967

student aid 1%

sinking fund 2%

source: provincial public accounts 1967- 68
OSAP guarantees education for all? This pie-chart is one item in a study pre-

pared by U of T students who have shown OSAP to be a farce.

"The barriers presented by unequal

income are so great that no cultural

program will be able to have a mean-
ingful effect until they are eradicated.

A child who spends 60 per cent of his

day in a deprived environment cannot

be rescued by spending 30 per cent in a

middle class one. . . Even keeping a

child in school for eight hours a day
does not overcome the dominance of

his home environment."
The report's short-term recommen-

dations are naturally limited in scope,
since they are being offered to the
Department of University Affairs,

which is hardly determined to radically

alter our tax structure.

A government is more the product of

an economy that its antidote.

But the students' report is extremely
valuable — not so much for its recom-
mendations but for its unprecedented
research into the whole class-nature of

educational opportunity.

The study debunks the myth that we
have impartial IQ tests, fair and ad-

equate aid, and classless classrooms.

"Guidance teachers could be made
more aware of their middle class bias-

es and greater emphasis could be put
on encouraging lower class students to

attempt academic courses," the report
suggests.

Among the long-term solutions, the
report recommends a small-scale
model to test universal accessibility —
an interesting proposal that might pro-
duce even more evidence that our pre-
sent taxation structure is grossly un-
fair.

The Department of University Af-
fairs will consider the report for the

first time Friday.

The Provincial government must
consider this report seriously, if it

wants to inject any credibility into its

Golden-Land-of-Opportunity rhetoric.
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Nyerere condemns West's support of African racism
By PETER HAWLEY

Tanzanian President Julius
Nyerere exploded the popular
Western myth that white su-
premacy in southern Africa is

the only source of stability on
the continent, when he spoke at
Convocation Hall last week.
The greatest threat to stabil-

ity in Africa, he said, is the
enforced policy of racism in

South Africa, the Portuguese
colonies, and Britain's colony
of Rhodesia.

Nyerere's speech is the
most, forthright statement ever
made by a leader of a develop-
ing African nation about the
threat of white supremacy to

African nations in the north.

"We can only give top priori-

ty to the questions of develop-

ing individual freedom and in-

dividual dignity when the

whole of Africa is free," Ny-
erere said.

"The principles of freedom
and equality have no validity

unless they are of universal

validity," Nyerere said "and
the principle of racial suprem-
acy is invalid unless it is uni-

versally valid. Conflict be-

tween these two conceptions of

humanity is inevitable. Where
they meet, the conflict will be
an active one.

"Whatever the emotions
may be, the fact is that Tanza-
nia's freedom is itself in jeop-

ardy while colonialism re-

mains dominant on our bor-

ders."

PEOPLE'S WAR

Nyerere emphasized the

sadness with which his and
other African nations commit-
ted themselves to the freedom
movements.

"We have a deep desire for a
peaceful transfer of power to

the people," he said. "But if

the door is locked and bolted,

and the present guardians of

the door have refused to turn

the key or pull the bolts, the

choice is very straightforward.

Either you accept the lack of

freedom or you break the door
down.

Nyerere was speaking in

Canada — and the West re-

ceived the main brunt of his

attack.

'My real point is not the fact

of the west's economic involve-

ment. I am not accusing the
western powers of conscious
racialism, but of a preoccupa-
tion with conflicts which are at

present irrelevant to the situa-

tion in Africa. N.A.T.O. is a
Western military alliance
against East European com-
munism — perhaps against
communism itseif — and Por-
tugal is a member of N.A.T.O.
South Africa claims to be a
bastion against communism in

Africa. The regime in Rhode-
sia claims it is defending its

part of Africa against com-
munist-inspired chaos.

BETRAYAL OF DEMOCRACY

"... The real danger which
worries me is that the West
will accept this interpretation

and that it will in consequence
betray its own principles by
supporting these southern Afri-

can regimes. The principle of

self determination and of na-

tional freedom is part of the

democratic ideal. It is a shrine

in all the greatest philosophies

and documents of the Western
world. But will the West recog-

nize that this is the question at

issue in southern Africa?"

Nyerere said African nations
have no arms to give the free-

dom movements.
"If the Western powers will

not put pressure on their

friends to secure peaceful
change, is it likely that they

will supply arms to those who
in desperation have decided to

get change by force. We all

know the answer. The freedom

these things. So we accept
arms from communist states,

and say 'thank you' for

them."

Nyerere outlined the mili-

tary and economic support
given by the West to southern

Africa. He said that it was
because of Portugal's mem-
bership in NATO and in EFTA
that it was able to spend 47 per

cent of its budget on "overseas

movements will therefore get

their arms from the commun-
ist powers. And these commun-
ist powers will be their exclu-

sive suppliers."

Africa is occupied by an al-

ien power now; its people are

suffering under minority domi-

nation now. We have to fight

defense" — which means
"Maintenance of colonialism

in Africa."

The refusal of Britain to en-

force its decisions against the

illegal Rhodesian regime by

direct intervention reflects a

sense of involvement with

Rhodesia's dominant minority.

Nyerere added.

"The question is not whether
the Western powers are able to

exert pressure on southern
Africa but whether they are
willing to do so."

CONFLICT OF RACES

Nyerere feared the West
would accept the ideological

arguments of southern Africa,

point to the communist weap-
ons used by the freedom move-
ments, and align themselves
with the racist and fascist

states in southern Africa.

"The freedom struggle will

in reality become part of the

world ideological strueele as it

is now wrongly alleged to be."

he said.

"I believe that if this is al-

lowed to happen we are liable

to finish up with an even more
disastrous conflict — a con-
flict of the races. For Africa
and the West are liable to end
up on opposite sides of the bar-

ricades and Africa will have
the support of Asia and large

parts of Latin America." This

color pattern might only be
broken by support of the free-

dom fighters from Russia and
East European communists.
"Indeed it may be that the

liberal humanitarians of West-

ern Europe and North America
may find themselves grateful

to the white communists!

"

And with what urgency did

Nyerere speak? "I am talking

of what seems to me," he said,

"to be a terrifying series of

events unless some effort is

made to break the chain of log-

ic in African and Western bloc

relations. We are not at the

eleventh hour; We are past the

twelfth hour."

Review of the Press HOW THE CBC IGNORED NYERERE

By PETER HAWLEY

CBC's petty treatment of Julius

Nyerere's visit to Canada leads one to

ask once again whether CBC is disin-

tegrating as an effective agency

through which Canadian people can

become informed about vital issues in

the world today.

CBC knew that Nyerere, President

of Tanzania, was visiting Canada at

least two months before his arrival. It

was informed almost one month ago

that Nyerere would grant no private

press conferences or interviews but

would grant one public statement in

Canada - in Convocation Hall last

week.
The press and the CBC knew that

Nyerere's Convocation Hall speech

would be a major policy statement

about his nation's position towards

southern Africa.

How did CBC react? By attempting

to get Nyerere to face a panel of stu-

dents who were supposed to confront

him with questions. CBC has a fixa-

tion about confronting important fig-

ures with students. In Nyerere s

case, it would only have served to

debase the importance and urgency of

Nyerere's message. Nyerere refused

to face the students because he felt it

would detract from his U of T ad-

dress. But at the last minute agreed

to grant a personal one-hour inter-

view to be shared by CBC News and

Public Affairs Departments in Otta-

NO RESEARCH

CBC TV News chose an interviewer

whose ineptitude about African prob-

lems soon became evident to attend-

ing members of the press. He bragged

to one reporter that he did no back-

ground research.

"I never research things like this."

he said.

The interviewer chose to concen-

trate on Tanzania's relations with the

western and eastern blocks. Nyerere
answered a question about aid from
China by saying that it was given with

more idealism and fewer strings than

that from any other nation.

The interviewer then asked, "Have
you succeeded in playing the east

against the west?"
Nyerere dismissed the question by

saying he had no power to play east

against west and wanted no part of
the problems of either.

The News Department used less

than one and a half minutes for its

broadcast, and left only five minutes

of film for Hugh Winsor who was to

interview Nyerere for Public Affairs

TV. Winsor has spent three years in

East Africa.

Nyerere had good reason not to

wish to grant an interview to the Ca-

nadian press. His statement at Convo-

cation Hall was carefully prepared
and made perfectly clear what Tanza-

nia's position was. He chose to make
his important policy statement here

because he believed that it would be

received by a conscientious and schol-

arly audience.

PRE OCCUPIED WITH SPECTACLE

Nyerere's personal secretary told

members of the Canadian press be-

fore he came to Toronto that he was
concerned with the poor press he had
received at the 1968 London Common-
wealth Conference, and that he want-

ed to tell the world of the urgency of

the southern African situation at Con-

vocation Hall.

But neither CBC nor CTV were pre-

sent at Convocation Hall. And Ny-
erere's advice to all western nations
— particularly Canada — will fall on

few ears. CBC TV did not mention
Nyerere's address on either the local

or national news.

Having faced a budget cut, the CBC
should work even harder to produce
shows of high quality, even if it means
cutting the quantity of items it pro-

duces. It seems to be pre-occupied

with spectacle to the detriment of

content.

The Canadian Government invited

Nyerere to Canada to discuss African

issues. He chose Toronto, the national

headquarters of CBC to make an im-

portant statement about a critical

issue.

The Canadian Government will not

know how its voters respond to Ny-

erere's ideas except through the long

ovation he received at Convocation

Hall. His speech was a classic and

would have been an important refer-

ence document for CBC and television

networks in other nations.

But the CBC fumbled it. It seems
that CBC is becoming even more par-

ochial than it has been in the past.
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TORONTO-HARVARD
EXCHANGE

APPLICATIONS AVAILABE IN

S.A.C. OFFICE TILL 5 P.M.

Wednesday, October 8th

FRESHMEN
APPLICATIONS NOT CONSIDERED

LETTERS

unstately bissell

Sirs,

In my mind, the office of

"President of the University"

carries with it a certain innate

dignity, to which should be

S.A.C.

APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED FOR

RETURNING OFFICER

will be responsible for running SAC elections

Reply lo ELECTIONS COMMITTEE,

SAC Office

DEADLINE, WED. OCT. 15th, 1969
This position carries on honorarium of $125.00

GIRLS GIRLS

NEW COLLEGE

MOTION PICTURE SOCIETY
presents

Sunday Night At The Movies

OCT. 12 - WAIT UNTIL DARK

OCT. 19 - THE GREAT ESCAPE

OCT. 26 - COOL HAND LUKE

NOV. 2 - THE ODD COUPLE

NOV. 9 - ROSEMARY'S BABY

NOV. 16 - TOM JONES

NOV. 23 THE NIGHT THEY RAIDED MINSKY'S

NOV. 30 - SAND PEBBLES

DEC. 7 - IN COLD BLOOD

DEC. 14 - DIRTY DOZEN

Season's Tickets Only $4.95 Amiable At

New College Student Council Office Room 2007

Wilson Half Or At The Door 8 pm Each Sunday.

Wefmore Hall Dining Half. $1.00

added, the personal worthiness

of the man who holds that of-

fice. Whatever has happened to

the dignity of our President,

Dr. Claude Bissell?

What has particularly

sparked this query is an assem-

bly which I attended last

Wednesday in Convocation

Hall — a gathering to hear the

honourable President Julius K.

Nyerere of Tanzania open the

International Studies Pro-

gramme at U of T. I, among
others, was impressed by the

personal dignity of our speak-

er, his quiet bearing, his dyna-

mism at the podium. In con-

trast with this self-possession,

however, Dr. Bissell spent

many minutes of the hour shift-

ing positions in his chair,

scratching his head, rearrang-

ing the folds of his formal robe

and staring vcantly at the

floor. He had the opportunity

to rise from his chair twice:

the first time, he presented a

degree to our guest which he

did with aplomb but immedi-

ately slouched back to his seat.

The second time was a badly

mangled thank-you to the

speaker. Dr. Bissell got up
immediately upon the end of

the speech and approached the

mike. Without waiting for the

thundering applause to stop,

without summoning a quiet

house, without commanding
the attentiveness which surely

this speaker deserved, our

president mumbled several

words while bent over the P.A.

system and returned to sprawl
in his chair for the third time.

I have never written a letter

as uniformly critical as this

one. Perhaps it was the con-

trast of the quiet dignity of

President Nyerere with the

undignified behaviour of his

host that heightened my disap-

pointment at Bissell's showing.

Perhaps it was the strain that'

our President has been under
over the past few weeks that

prevented a statelier presenta-

tion. Or, perhaps it was not.

Mary Ellen Gray (SMC II)

second class citizen

Sir,

Remember the Mass Meet-

ing at Convocation Hall last

Wednesday (Oct. I)? Well, a

funny thing happened to me on

the way. When I arrived at this

meeting it was already

massed, with a couple of

hundred people milling outside

around the loudspeakers.

Although I came late and the

hall was filled, I still wanted to

try to get in. Walking around
the building, I entered a side

door to the main foyer of Sim-

coe Hall and approached the

door leading to the Hall, in

front of which stood a campus
policeman.

I asked him if this was the

door to Convocation Hall. He
replied that it was, but nobody

else could go in.

I said, "alright" but just

then two women came out of

the hall. I inquired of the offi-

cer if I could replace one of

them in the Hall and he said

"no" because the Hall was
filled and he had orders not to

let anybody in. I said okay and
turned to leave.

Just then two men in jackets

and tie approached the officer.

They whispered something and

he allowed them into the Hall.

Naturally I wondered about
this and asked the officer why
they were let in. He said,

"They're members of the uni-

versity." Offended, I emphati-
cally said that I too was a

member of the university. But
he countered that although that

was true, ".
. you're ONLY A

STUDENT." I was too flabber-

gasted to reply and left.

Steven Peleshok
l.C. 2nd Yr. Lit. Rep.

lecture on discipline

Sir,

I was dismayed last Wednes-
day by the spectacle of the

Engineering students' take-

over at Convocation Hall. It

was evident that their pres-

ence had little to do with the

issue at hand: they wanted
merely to put down other stu-

dents with whom they did not

agree.

The Engineering students

did President Bissell little

honour in their support. They
did the University little honour

GIRLS

LESLIE BELL SINGERS

ucapL^I^m^^^^18 m AU SECTI0N S ACTIVE WINTER PROGRAM, MONDAY EVENING RE-

!
S

,
T0R0NT°. UGHT REPERT0'RE FOR EARLY AUDITION, APPLY BY LETTER TO JOHN

BATES, 1 105 GREENOAKS DRIVE. CLARKSON, ONTARIO.
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in their unwillingness to partic-

ipate seriously.

However, I was not only

dismayed but disheartened by
what I can only hope was not a

representative response by a

member of the University fac-

ulty.

This gentleman, whose
name I do not know, used dis-

cussion time before the vote on
the motion to accept President

Bissell's statement not to

speak to the motion but to lec-

ture the students on discipline,

with appropriate puns and lec-

ture platform remarks.
One might have hoped that

the faculty at least would
speak seriously to the motion
at hand. But then, perhaps this

is a part of what University
reform is all about.

John Burke,

Chaplain



For the times they are

b* J,M hick ( still ) a-changin'...
Special to H
Canadian University Press It's a good year for the hultoii salesman

ONTRARY to the prophecies of Ri-

chard Nixon, widespread demonstrations
broke out at United States college campuses
this September as the US braced for what
could be a very tumultuous year.

In Ann Arbor, Mich., more than 2500 stu-

dents turned back police who came to evict

200 occupiers of the Literature, Science and
Arts Building at the University of Michigan.

But after 14 hours of demands that students

and faculty be given charge of a proposed uni-

versity bookstore, 400 police reinforcements

from the state highway patrol broke through

the crowd.

More than 25 demonstrators were injured —
one girl, seriously — and 123 students were
arrested.

At Madison, Wis., more than 2000 protestors

led by radical Catholic priest James Groppi

took over the state legislature, demanding
higher welfare payments for the unemployed.

The crowd burst through locked assembly
doors and crowded the assembly chambers.

Wisconsin Governor Warren Knowles acti-

vated 1000 national guardsmen and after con-

ferences with the state attorney general.

Father Groppi pulled his forces out.

And in Los Angeles, the UCLA campus was

tense for a while as the regents of the eight-

campus University of California fired black

philosophy professor Angela Davis after she

admitted being a member of the American
Communist Party. Miss Davis quieted mili-

tant students, however, announcing she would

take the matter to the courts.

But the demonstrations lack any substance:

at Ann Arbor, students have been demanding

a university-subsidized bookstore for many
years to counter the high prices from com-

mercial establishments.

Father Groppi had begun a march with 40

people from Milwaukee, 90 miles away to

emphasize their demands. As they gathered in

the library mall on the University of Wiscon-

sin campus, students wandered out and soon

the crowd was 2000-strong. The march gained

momentum and Father Groppi piously

screamed, "So, let's take it! " And they did.

But there was question as to whether the

students knew what they were taking, and

why they were taking it.

Only the UCLA campus has a viable issue:

whether political beliefs should prohibit pro-

fessors from teaching. Miss Davis contends

her firing is based on racial prejudice, but this

seems simply an histrionic gesture to infuri-

ate conservative regents.

The regents fired Miss Davis after the long-

est secret executive session held since they
decided to fire Clark Kerr, the mastermind of

mass education, back in 1966. Governor Ron-
ald Reagan openly called for her dismissal in

several recent public speeches after she an-

nounced to the press she was a member of the

CP.
Reagan is a member of the board of re-

gents; the other members are elected or ap-

pointed by him.

The action confused many political observ-

ers for two reasons: first, the same thing hap-

pened last year when Reagan, who also sits as

a trustee on the board of San Francisco State

College, engineered the firing of Black Panth-

er George Murray.

Murray, in an amazingly parallel situation,

avowed his political beliefs and was fired. The
Black Students Union began demonstrations,

tearing up the student newspaper offices and
roughing up several professors. The faculty

eventually called for a strike and before the

year ended classes had been closed down for

six weeks, 236 people were seriously injured

and more than 300 arrests were made.
Few doubted that this would occur at UCLA

if Miss Davis' firing was upheld.

Secondly, at their last previous meeting,
the regents passed a resolution, sponsored by
Reagan, declaring faculty political beliefs

would have nothing to do with their tenure

potential.

Reagan now poo-poohs this, claiming Amer-
ican CP members are subversive. They are
"communists with a big C" he explains:

communists with a little "C" are simply phil-

osophical. But big "C" Communists "obvious-

ly have allegiance to another country and
therefore are dangerous and not qualified to

teach on our campuses."
Miss Davis is really confusing the issue by

insisting her firing was on racial grounds.

Such an assumption is absurd, and frighten-

ing.

There is little doubt the courts will enjoin

the university from firing her, ruling the by-

law the regents acted under is unconstitu-

tional. The by-law, passed in 1940 and
strengthened in 1950, is a result of the Mc-
Carthy red-baiting era and has been invoked

only twice before.

But the Davis scene is a good indication of

the growing conservatism and fear of com-
munist takeover across the country.

The new president of Columbia University

went before a McClellan subversives sub-

committee this summer and read into the

record the names of everyone arrested at Col-

umbia during the last year, because "this is

obviously a national plot to overthrow the

government."

McClellan smiled and invited several other
big university presidents to do the same:
Harvard, Michigan, Stanford and Berkeley
among them.

It would be a lengthy list: more than 500

arrests have been made on those campuses
alone last year.

San Francisco State College president

Samuel Hayakawa, who will probably run

for either senator or governor before the year
is out, has railroaded through a student gov-

ernment with designs for "ousting subver-
sives." The government, which is banned to

all activists, supports Hayakawa and ap-

proved suspensions for anyone ever arrested

and anyone else he wants to prohibit.

The student newspaper, last vestige of op-

position to Hayakawa, has been banned by the

government, though it still publishes off-cam-

pus. Hayakawa had the student government
election — which was worse than any Mayor
Daley ever manipulated in Chicago — sanc-

tioned by the San Francisco federal courts.

And then there is the Yippee conspiracy

trial in Chicago. It is masqueraded justice and
is quite funny to observe. Yippee leader Abbie
Hoffman is rumored to be the director of the

"living theatre" that the courtroom will likely

turn into.

But all humor aside, the malicious intent of

the jurisprudence in Chicago is obvious and
has definite fascistic overtones. It could most
easily be compared to the purge trials of sev-

eral communist nations this government
seems so to fear.

And the American student movement isn't

moving. It seems only a visible manifestation

of frustration that at the most has managed to

create a new lifestyle of the hippy genre.

Passing through Sproul Plaza on the infa-

mous Berkeley campus one meets a Kentucky

evangelist claiming that unless you embrace
J. Christ you will die in a car accident.

Further on, members of the Weatherman fac-

tion of Students for a Democratic Society pass

out — well, force out — literature.

The Scientology Forever, Inc. student

group marches in Buddha-like draperies and

haircuts each day, singing Hare Krishna,

Hare Krishna.

And the only one who seems to benefit from

this is the offical Sproul Plaza button sales-

man (700 buttons: if you don't see yours, ask

for it).

J
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The general meeting of the Students' Administrative

Council will be held today at 8 p.m. in Brennan Hall, St. Mikes.

The meeting is open and all students are encouraged to come.
What did you learn in school today?

Where are the leaders?
Anyone will tell you that the Leaders are en-

joying the advantages of military training and

university subsidization through the Regular

Officer Training Plan (ROTP).

If you are a full time male undergraduate

student with a successful academic record you

should know about the opportunities that the

Canadian Armed Forces can offer you as an

ROTP cadet. You will continue your civilian

studies towards a degree at your University.

Enquiries are invited to:

THE CANADIAN FORCES RECRUITING CENTRE
25 ST. CLAIR AVENUE EAST
TORONTO 290, ONTARIO

TELEPHONE. 966-G564

The Regular Officer Training Plan
For University Undergraduates.

By TOM WALKOM
David Depoe is alive and at

the University of Toronto.

Depoe, who achieved noto-

riety last year as a member of

both the controversial Compa-
ny of Young Canadians and the

Yorkville Diggers, is co-ordi-

nator of a new campus group —
the Sociology Radical Caucus.

The SRC first emerged into

the public light two days ago.

Second year students settling

into their customary Monday
morning Political Science

class were handed SRC-pre-

pared critiques of the assigned

reading.

Entitled "Does Max Weber
Strike Out", the paper, using

Marxian analysis, criticized

what it called the "assump-
tions of sociology."

This introduction of course

content criticism into the

classroom met a mixed reac-

tion.

Some students took active

part in the discussion arising

from the paper, others mut-
tered resentfully about the

"weirdos monopolizing the

class", while a great number
just appeared confused.

The lecturer, Professor K.N.

Walker called the SRC move
"extremely useful", express-

ing his willingness to "co-ordi-

nate lectures with this sort of

course criticism."

The existence of organized

questioning of the course made

Walker step warily in his lec-

ture.

At one point, while referring

to Karl Marx's Communist

Manifesto, he said: "It's clear

what Marx meant-no it's not;

somebody will probably take

me up on that — let me try and

guess what I think Marx

meant.''

Depoe later commented on

the role of the SRC.

"We're not tied formally

Presents
TANGO

Centre

for the

Study of

Drama
in

Association

with The
St. Lawrence
Centre

for the

Arts

by Slawomn Mrozek
translated by Nicholas Bethell

adapted by Tom Stoppard
directed by Joseph Shaw

Curtain at 8:30

and

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA
by Eugene O'Neill

directed by Leon Majof

Curtain at 5:30
Food will be available in Hart House during the Supper break

The Company includes. Barbara Borland. David Brown.
Patricia Collins. Neil Damard, Ron Hastings, Nancy Kerr,

Jane Mailed. Don McManus. Jack Medley. William Needles.

Kate Reid. Anna Reiser. Sean Sullivan, Jonathan White.

Regular Season — November 3rd - 22nd

MOURNING BECOMES
TANGO ELECTRA

(Mondays to Thursdays)
Students $1 50
Regular S3 00

(Fridays and Saturdays)

$2 25
$4 50

Subscriptions

$3 00
$6.50

Gala Opening Night —MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA — $7.50
Friday, November 7 at 5 30 — Performance and Reception following

Students half-price

HA RT HOUSE THEA TRE
University of Toronto

Box Office Now Open 928 -8668
SPECIAL STUDENT PREVIEWS

TANGO —
October 27, 28, 29 @ 8:30 — $1 .00

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA —
October 31 and November 1 @ 5:30 — $1 ,50

with any other group (such as

the New Left Caucus) or with

the Sociology Course Union. . .

The Course Union is concerned

more with student voice in the

hiring of professors; our func-

tion is course criticism.

"It's also," he noted "a good

way to take in the course.
'

'

So far the SRC has organized

in two classes — Political

Theory (Soc 204) and the first-

year class (Soc 100).
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GSU Budget Supports

Graduate Course Unions
The GSU executive allotted over twenty per cent of its

$60,000 budget to course union activity on the graduate level.

At its meeting Monday night, the executive voted to raise

its commitment to $2 from last year's 50 cents per graduate

student enrolled in a department.

Michael Vaughn, GSU president, called the move an im-

portant change in policy, because it supports "the most basic

form of participation" in university activities.

Vaughn noted that the undergraduate students council,

from which the GSU withdrew last year, now allots much less

to course union activity, and will probably increase its com-
mitment. SAC allotted approximately $11,000, five per cent of

its budget, to union activities last year.

The GSU executive's motion has still to be ratified at a

general meeting, which will take place on October 22.

GSU backs Simon Fraser strike

The Graduate Students Union executive yesterday sent a

telegram of support to the striking faculty and students at

Simon Fraser University.

Eight professors of the striking Political Science, Sociolo-

gy and Anthropology department were recently fired. The
department has been operating for over a year with democrat-
ic participation, which involved mass meetings of faculty and
students in so-called "parallel structure".

The GSU executive called for restoration of this self-gov-

ernment and reinstatement of the fired staff.

It called recent events at Simon Fraser "a grievous blow
to serious, relevant.scholarship in Canada.

"Academic freedom and responsible government have
been liquidated on your campus", the telegram to the PSA
department read.

The GSU executive speaks for the approximately 6,000

graduate students at the U of T.

•fiL
Children

Conflict
a series of films produced by
Allan King Associates
for Brown Camps Ltd., with
the co-operation of the C.B.C.

THURSDAY OCT 9th 8 P.M.

GUEST SPEAKER: WALTER GUNN
MECHANICAL BLDG. Rm. 102 500 P.S.U.



Factfinders descend on U of T to get the dope on drugs
Student heads and others

will be able to expound their

views on the non-medical use
of drugs Friday, Oct. 17 in the

Hart House Debates Room at

12:00 noon.

The Commission of Inquiry
into the Non-Medical Use of

Drugs, sponsored by the Fed-
eral Government, will be set-

ting up a panel to lead the gen-
eral discussion on drugs.

A report discussing the aims
of the commission states the

commission will conduct a
comprehensive survey in Cana-
da and abroad, to seek from all

available sources, information
and data concerning the use of

drugs.

Its ultimate goal, the report
says, will be to recommend
ways and means by which the
Federal government can act to

reduce the dimensions of the
problems involved in drug use.

The commission will be look-

ing at drug usage from all an-

gles. It will report on the "cur-
rent state of medical knowl-
edge respecting the effect of

the drugs." It will be inquiring

into the "motivation underly-
ing the non-medical use of

drugs" and also the "social,

economic, educational and

philosophical factors relating drug phenomenom, the social
to the use of drugs." factors that have led to it, the
The commission will also age groups involved, and the

look into the "extent of the problemsof communication
"

mmmm
WOO go to pot

HERE AND NOW
TODAY
all day

Students fo< Israel —
those interested in educat

7:30 p.m.
mnd-table discussion or

and Physics Educatic

^ iiiuao IIHDI031CU mi cuubduun 0i_iu |JUU- uiii vers

"'Mathe-

at the

i Prof

Fish' and "My Financial Carei
F<ee Ladies welcome

4.10 p.m.

"Universities Against the Wall."

g: Over 1,600 people have signed a petition calling for thej$
legalization of marijuana in the past 10 days.

>:|: The U of T Committee to Legalize Marijuana has been
collecting the signatures at a booth in Sidney Smith Hall and in

blithe next two weeks will canvas residences and cafeterias seek-
i&iing further support. ji-:

At last night's executive meeting, SAC adopted the com- §
ivmittee's petition and a CUS resolution calling for the legaliza-

jxtion of marijuana. The SAC executive also agreed to write to

pother student councils, advising them of the U of T stand.

The petition will be presented to Health Minister John £:

SiMunro after Oct. 20. :£

Srd Smith
P
Open to all students and staff S33 " °Pen " a

" StUdenlS a" d Union
_

'

sta„ $33 Reunion du Cercle F.ancais d'UCsouw
^ ^ 1p.m. Venez gouter la musique et la danse

U OF T

DEBATING UNION

TRYOUTS
WHEN: Tuesday Oct. 7 - 4:00 pm

Wednesday Oct. 8 - 7:30 pm

Thursday Oct. 9 - 1:00 pm

WHERE:

Hart House Debates

Room

all viucom

PARTICULARLY FRESHMEN

A Vi CARAT DIAMOND
COULD BE WORTH

$200 or S500

DEPENOING ON CUT COL
OUR AND CLARITY

DIAMOND DE

Hugh Proctor & Co.
131 BLOOR W.. STE. 416

921-7702

PUBLIC HEARINGS
OF THE

Commission of Inquiry

into the Non-Medical
use of Drugs

10 a.m. October 16, 17 and 18, 1969

St. Lawrence Hall
157 King Street East, Toronto

The Commission is gathering whatever information
is available, in Canada and abroad, on the non-
medical use of sedative, stimulant, tranquilizing,
hallucinogenic and other psychotropic drugs or
substances.
The Commission is conducting its inquiry in

public and in private, and will report to the Govern-
ment of Canada on:

(a) the effects of these drugs and substances.

(b) the motives behind non-medical use of these
drugs and substances.

(c) the social, economic, educational'and phil-

osophical aspects of the phenomenon —
particularly how widely these drugs and sub-
stances are used, social causes, age groups
and communication difficulties.

The Commission will recommend measures that
the Federal Government — alone or with other
governments — can employ to attack problems
raised by the non-medical use of these drugs and
substances.
The subject of the inquiry is a complex one. The

Commission therefore invites the opinions of any
individual or group that will broaden understanding
ot all aspects of the subject.
The public is encouraged to attend these hear-

ings and offer their views.
Those who have submitted briefs to the Commis-

sion will have opportunities to review them verbally
during the hearings.
The Commission has the authority to hear testi-

mony in private and anonymously. These arrange-
ments should be made with Mr. James J. Moore.
Executive Secretary of the Commission, during the
public hearings.

The Committee will hold an open hearing

in the Hart House Debates Room, Friday Oct. 17th

12 NOON to 1.30 P.M.

Published by authority of

The Commission of Inquiry into the Non*Medical use of Drugs.

Ottawa, Ontario
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Two groovy little restaurants

arBloor and Ybnge, and Bloor and Bay

3 new locations opening soon

ITS UNBELIEVABLE
The Suede & Leather

Factory Sale Of A Lifetime

Starts Friday Oct. 10th at

THE LEATHERSART
Take a trip through Canada's largest warehouse devoted exclusively

to suede and leather sportswear and coats. Discover a fantastic world

of suede and leather skirts , vests, pants, jumpers, jackets,coats, in

25 breathtaking colours and styles.

The Leathermart opens its doors to the public not with a whimper but a

bang. With savings that are unbelievable and unbeatable, because you

buy DIRECT FROM THE FACTORY AT FACTORY PRICES.

HERE IS AN EXAMPLE
A GROUP OF SUEDE SKIRTS

IN SILVER GREY , MUSTARD
AND TEXTURED ORANGE
BUCKSKIN.

VALUES TO 25.00

SALE 500
OTHER SKIRTS IN SUEDE

AT 9.75 AND 12.75

SA

A GROUP OF SUEDE
PANTS, SAMPLES

VALUES TO 45.00

.JO00
OTHER SUEDE AND LEATHER
PANTS AT 20.75 AND 24.75

HUNDREDS
OF OTHER ITEMS AT TREMENDOUS SAVINGS

Store Open Monday Thanksgiving Day 'til 5 p.m.

Weekdays 9:30 to 6 Friday 9:30 lo 9 p.m. Saturday 9:30. to 5 p.m

MEET YOUR CLASSMATES AND PROFS AT THE

LEATHERMART
399 ADELAIDE ST. W. >/2 block west of Spadina Ave

PHONE 368-8985

ATTENTION MEN, A MEN'S DEPT. OPENS OCT. 22

VARSITY

ADVERTISING

DEADLINE

IMON'S PAPER-THUR NOON

WED'S PAPER-FRI NOON

FRI'S PAPER-TUES NOON

91 ST. GfORGf sr.

1st. HOOK 923-8171

I I u

"The Paris Revolt"
And

"The Invasion

of

Czechoslovakia

Sponsored by the Glendon

International Forum, "The
Year of the Barricade,"

Saturday, Oct 11th.

Admission SI,

Room 204

Glendon College,

2275 Bayview Ave.

refuge, shelter: institution

for shelter find support ol

espl'lunuliifl. The lirst usj-lum,

accoutrements, ruiuients, tnip-

pings. opens October sixth,

twelve wellesley street west.

CLASSIFIED

BABY-SITTER pan time (or duration of
school year active girl 1 14 yrs Daytime
hours. 3 afternoons. 1 full day or to be ar-

ranged Casa Loma area Needed immedi-
ately 920-4758

BABY-SITTER, for dura in of school
noons. 1 full

i Loma area
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STUDENT WIFE with baby wanted for

baby-sitting one child mornings, profes-

sor's home Bloor-Spadina area. 929-
5534

BETTER T V. RENTALS — Consoles, ta-
ble models, portables. Option to buy free
service, fast delivery Day or evening 922-
5665, 124Walmer Rd

RIDE WANTED for two students to Sault
Ste. Marie on the Thanksgiving weekend.
Will share driving and expenses. Phone
923-5627 after 5

PART OR FULL TIME counter help for
PM's Drive-in take-out Yonge & Summer-
hill area Men or women to work days or

nights. Please call Ports of Call 924-9353,
Mr Forster

ATTENTION dry cleaning plant requires
two clean cut gentlemen for car hop serv-
ice from 7 30 am to 9 30 am Mon to Fn
Apply Embassy Cleaners 2346 Yonge St .

Mr Cormier 487-7007

FOR RENT: three large single rooms,
large study desks, excellent study condi-
tions. Close to subway Share kitchen, rent

reasonable Call 763-691 1 after 4 30 pm

SKI IN INNSBRUCK — Depl Dec 23 —
rt- Jan 5 includes: accommodation, 2
meals daily, ski pass, KLM DCS jei Cost
S330 00 Tel CUS/OUS 921 2611

FURNISHED ROOM in large apartment
with 2 French girls Share kitchen and
bathroom Near all Services and University.

Speak English and Spanish Call 929-9692
after 6

ROOM AND BOARD frat house males
only. maid, linen service. TV, parking etc

85 Bedford Rd 924-0501

EXPERT TYPING SERVICE electric

machines, essays, term papers, theses. Ir-

ene Kenyon. 224 St George St . Apt 404.
923-4011 day or evening. Reasonable.

U OF T FILM SOCIETY Room change ior
all future showings to Medical Sciences
Building. Room 3154 A few tickets left at

SAC office

COXSWAIN NEEDED for Freshman Var-
sity boat No experience necessary Must
be under 130 lbs Must wake up 5:00 a m
daily Weekend road trips More informa-
tion — Athletic office

PRODUCTION STAFF: assistant in

Lighting and Design, stage-crew needed
for 3 one-act plays at Drama Centre Stu-
dio November 23 — December 13 Call

Ross Stuart 782-7658,

PASSENGERS WANTED to Noranda.
Que (or viciniiyl Thanksgiving Weekend
Share expenses Call 920-8844 around
1 1 00 p.m

SEE THE UNFORGETTABLE W C
Fields — 10-wk series S4.95 or Si.00 at

the door per movie — New College Wet-
more Dining Hall 8 p.m. every Wednesday
beginning Oct 8th

SUNDAY NIGHT at the Movies — See
"Wait until Dark' — Sunday 8 p m New
College Wetmore Dining Hall — SI 00
(see display ad in this issue listing other
great features).

O »
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Rugger, Soccer home openers today

RUGGER

The Rugger Blues play their

first home game today at 3:00

in Varsity Stadium. Admission
is free.

The Opposition is Waterloo
who soundly trounced Guelph
45-0 on Saturday while Toronto

TennisBlues win West;

seek revenge in Ottawa

ByDA VID BURT

The U of T tennis team
proved supreme in the OQAA
Western Division eliminations

last weekend, and left Water-
loo with both the team and sin-

gles championships.

This gives Toronto a chance
to meet Carleton in the East-

West finals next weekend in

Ottawa, and avenge last year's

loss to the Ravens.

Toronto's first seed, Paul
Kent, proved to be the best in

the West when he won the sin-

gles championship.

He will be looking for a dou-

ble win, in the team and singles

championships, when he meets
Carleton's ace, Marinus Wins.

Don Steele, Frank Blythe,

and Mike Zimmerman will

support Kent in the team sin-

gles events.

,
Blythe and Zimmerman, and

Steele and either alternate Bob
Robinson or Kent, will com-
bine in the doubles.

The doubles championship
round will see McGill meet
Western, but rest assured that

Toronto tennis buffs will find

two out of the three OQAA ti-

tles sufficient retribution for

last year's loss in the finals.

edged McMaster by a mere ten

points in their league opener. It

will be a very highly contested

match and a large amount of

student support would be most
helpful.

The Blue Team is fit and
ready; Code, Anderson and
McAlister are three new addi-

YORK UNIVERSITY'S
Mclaughlin movie club

Presents

1 COMEDY CLASSICS
W.C. FIELDS

IN

"NEVER GIVE A SUCKER

AN EVEN BREAK"
AND

MAE WEST IN

"I'M NO ANGEL"

THURSDAY OCT 9th 9p.m

LECTURE HALL D

HILLEL LECTURE SERIES

presents

ISAAC

BASHEYIS

SINGER
Sunday

Oct. 12, 8:30 p.m.

YM-YWHA
750 Spadina Ave.

ADMSSI0H FREE

tions to the squad and should
inject some needed spirit.

The Seconds play Waterloo
Seconds at 4:30 on the Back
Campus. Their game will be as

hard fought as the Firsts' since

the players, as always, will be

seeking berths on the First

Team.

Winning start for rowers

Saturday marked the suc-

cessful debut of another row-

ing season for the University of

Toronto.

Crews representing three

her Ontario universities pro-

ded keen competition, but

Toronto came through with

wo firsts and a third to edge

Western and win the regatta.

nal Score — Toronto 86Vi
(

Western 85, Brock 25, Mc-
Master 21.

Toronto won easily in the

ghtweight Varsity race but

ran into much stiffer opposi-

tion in the feature Senior Var-

sity event.

In second place off the start,

the Senior Varsity oarsmen
pulled ahead of the heavily

favoured Western crew in the

last 500 metres to win by more
than a boatlength.

The U of T Freshman crew,

although shut out this week,
gained valuable experience in

their race and should be in

much closer contention next

time out.

»

Both games will be excellent

Rugger and at least one game
should be seen by all those in-

terested in first-class rugger
action.

SOCCER

The Soccer Blues play their

first home game of the season
today against the Waterloo
Warriors at three o'clock on
the back campus.
The Blues were held to a 2-2

tie last Saturday at McMaster
in their league debut.

On Monday, the team
prepped for the clash with the

Warriors with an exhibition tilt

against the Emeralds of the

Toronto and District League
and were edged 2-1.

The Education Commission

of the

SAC

NEEDS STUDENTS

Applications for three student positions now being

accepted on the: Special Advisory Committee

of the President's Council "to study the Trimester Sys-

tem"

Applications for four students (one, a graduate student)

now being accepted on:

University-High School

Senate Relations Committee

which will consider "the inter -relationship between the

curriculum developments in the high schools and uni-

versity and the implications of these."

Please apply in writing stating background and reasons

for being interested to:

Education Commissioner

SAC office

DEADLINE

FOR

APPLICATIONS

Friday Oct. 10th

There will be a meeting of all

(ALL) (this means you) students

taking any undergraduate
course from the Department of

Classics at 1 p.m. Thursday in

UC A101 to elect members to

the Staff-Student Committee.

This is important so for Christ's

sake come; like, you know, cut

class even.

I FURS

I LEATHER

I GENERATION COATS
I SHEEP RUGS

SKIN & BONES
' 670 YONGE ST.

| - 2 SOUTH OF BLOOR
j
STUDENT DISCOUNT

o a

O

. . . ready team ... 242 ... 7 to 1 1 .. . split . .

.

hitting the campus for Ihe first time or a

seasoned pro . , . get to know the team al

242 Bloor St. W. (opposite Varsity Sladium)

.

we're a well balanced team that can score

on any problem . . . alterations, tailoring,

laundering, dry cleaning or advice on how to

stubborn stains. Our hours are

convenient so as not to cramp your

studying style . . . use your discount coupons

in the 1969-70 Student Handbook . .

.

remember, smart campus looks start with us

. . . let's clean 'em!

ONE HOUR MARTINIZING
242 Bloor St. W. (Opposite Varsily Stadium)

Tel; 920-1227
Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m. - 11 p.m./ Sat. 7 a.m. - 7 p,m.
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Varsity Subscriptions

Cost: $10.00

Back issues supplied

Contact:

Subscription Manager

91 St. George

New talent upsets vets

as Fencing trials begin

Fencing trials usually have an air of inevitability. Not this

year, as many new fencers have given the club an unusual throb

of interest.

Each fencer is weighing his chance of making the two Var-

sity teams. The easy life is over, the urge to train is there wetted

by the drive to reach the final twelve places on the OQAA team.

The Epee trialists sparkle with talent. Rowlant Griffin

topped the pool with four victories, followed on hits by Jan van

Maanen, a fast left hander from Holland.

Mike Kerwin. Irv Snitman, and Bill Gibson from USC strug-

gled to one victory each, while Ron Keith needs more experience.

Foil is our most competitive weapon with 15 talented fencers

capable of making the team.

The first of several inter-squad trials showed Richard Wong

return to his extremely high standard. The 5 to 0 victory followed

with support from Johannes Katryski (University of Berlin) and

Steve Jorgenson; Oscar Wong, Geof Nathan and Vladmir Gettler

suffered the defeat.

Sabre is dominated by the presence of Martin Peros, now

recognized as a Canadian A fencer. Returnees Martin Moskovits,

Richard Kry and Andrew Benyei and Mark Pfeiffer are chal-

lenged by David Brown, last year's Western Ontario team mem-

ber and Vladmir Hachinski.

Benyei, Hachinski and Schomberg cleaved their way to 6

victories in the first sabre trial. Peros took the directors duties

too seriously (1 victory), while Kry wondered where all the tall

guys had come from to torment him. Brown stauched the tide to

record two wins.

This weekend, Varsity, for the first time, will send individu-

al fencers to a competition as University fencers rather than as

unattached — a necessary ploy to ensure that fencers who visited

other clubs can fence under their true colours. The meet is called

the London Heros' Tourney.

Martin Peros has entered the sabre, while Griffin, Kerwin

and Snitman will try and take the Epee.

Freshers, it is great to see you all — if you have not tried out

come and enjoy the aches and pains of learning to fence.

STUDENTS FOR ISRAEL

MEETING - THURSDAY OCTOBER 9th

ROOM 104 U.C.

For all individuals interested in presenting

the cause of ISRAEL to the campus

CAMERA CLUB
Today — 1:10 p.m.

Camera Club Rooms
COLOUR SHOW

NOON HOUR FILMS

East Common Room — I 10 p.m.

Thursday, October 9th

THE GOLDEN FISH and

Leacock s. MY FINANCIAL CAREER
Ladies Welcome

ART GALLERY
October 9 — November 1

GROUP SHOW
with

Robin Collyer. Ric Evans

Roger Piotiow, Robert Reid,

Shirley Wutasalo

FILM EVENING
Friday. October 10th

7 30 — Music Room
CHRISTOPHER'S MOVIE MATINEE

and

NOBODY WAVED GOODBYE
Ladies Welcome

BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY
stag or drag

HART HOUSE
FOOTBALL DANCE

Featuring: Two Minute Hate
Quiet Jungle

Sherman & Peabody
Folksinger

Sat. Oct. 11 9-12

Tickets: $1.00 per person advance at the SAC Office

[.50 per person at the door
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Vic opens season with 6-0 win CURLING

Vic quarterback John Boird (12) evades a desperate rush from unidentified SMC lineman and tosses

game-winning pass to tight end Malcom McKinnon, seen breaking into the clear well behind the SMC
secondary. - photo by spencer higgins

By LYNDON LITTLE

Vic opened their defense of

the Mulock Cup yesterday af-

ternoon with a narrow 6-0 win

over St. Mikes.

The score would have been

considerably higher but costly

penalties in key situations

killed many good scoring situa-

tions.

In the first quarter, Vic had

a 30-yard TD pass from John

Baird to Peter Fairgrieves

erased on a holding call. Near

the end of the quarter a no-

yards call eliminated a rouge

after a long Vic punt.

In the second quarter Vic

killed a good drive with a clip-

ping penalty and a fumble.

The Scarlet and Gold finally

scored near the ten minute

mark of the third quarter.

A fumble by St. Mikes'

quarterback Brian MacConnell

gave Vic the ball at the SMC
40-yard line. Two short ground

gains and an offside penalty

put the ball first down on the

30.

On the next play Peter Fair-

grieves rambled in to score but

a Vic lineman was guilty of

clipping. Undaunted, quarter-

back Baird came right back to

hit tight-end Malcolm Mc-
Kinnon with a 33-yard TD pass

for the game's only score.

The convert was wiped out

on — well, you guessed it —
another penalty.

With 5 minutes left, St.

Mikes had a good chance to get

back in the game when a 25-

yard pass from MacConnell to

Stop
being a

watery-eyed

student!
Might make people think

you're sorrowing Tor the

whole world— it's probably
just your eyes. Go get them
tcsled. then come and see

us at Bmddock Optical.
We've got (he greatest selec-

tion of frames you'll ever

look through. And as a

student you get 20% off.

Our nearest branch—just
around the corner at 158
St. George. Come and see!

Tim Wolfe gave them a first

down on the Vic 35.

However, John Sharpe, Vic's

back-up quarterback, ended
the threat with a key intercep-

tion.

SMC was held to 40 yard

rushing while Vic picked up

127. Peter Fairgrieves person-

ally accounted for 73 of those

yards on eleven carries.

John Baird was good on 4 of 7

passes for 102 yards while

MacConnell was 6 for 15 for 48

yards.

In the other game played

yesterday afternoon PyhsEd
downed Eng. 9-0.

Wrestling and Boxing

Tryoots Beginning Soon
Consult Intercollegiate Office for Details

NOTE — CURLING Leagues will begin play Sunday

October 26 (NOT the 19th)

Information and Applications at Intercollegiate Office, Hart

House 106 928-3087

General SAC Meeting

Today— 7:00 p.m.

Brennan Hall St. Mike's

ALL WELCOME

REHREiS WANTED
MEN'S INTERFACULTY HOCKEY. BASKETBALL

AND WATER POLO RULE CLINICS START SOON!

GET YOUR APPLICATION IN NOW, INTRAMURAL

OFFICE ( ROOM 106 ) HART HOUSE.

GOOD REMUNERATION.

DIVING
WE NEED DIVERS FOR U OF T. SW/M TEAM

Anyone with previous diving experience

Report to Room 210. Hart House

Thur. Oct, 9 at 1:00 P:H.

INQUIRIES - CONTACT R.B. CAMPBELL (COACH)

928-3949

The U of T Curling Club announces a new programme for 1 969-

70. including mixed curling.

Three Leagues: Intercollegiate (Men)

Recreational (Men)
Recreational (Mixed)

Fee: $22.50 for 1 5 week season, starting Oct. 26. Registration

limited to 144 curlers, on first-come first-serve basis. At the

Terrace Sundays 5 - 7 p.m. Further information and registration

for men and women. Intercollegiate Office Room 101. Hart

House.

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC

ASSOCIATION

MEN WANTED ! Ill Co-educational Ballroom Dance Class starts

Tuesday 4-5 pm Benson Building Sign up

and learn to dance properly!!!

BOWLING CLUB Thursdays 5:-6 30 p m Midtown Bowling

Alley 505 Bloor St W No experience neces-

sary!! COME AND HAVE A BALLHI!

SPORTS
Week of

SCHEDULES
October 13th

Tues. Oct. 14 4j00 West Forestry

Wed Oct 15 4 00 East New
4 00 West PHE vs Vic

Thurs Ott 16 4 00 Easl St M vs

4 00 Wast Med vs U.C.

Sat Oct 18 1 00 at Scar Dent vs Scar

RUGGER
Tues Oct. 14 12 30 East Emman vs Med

115 West St.M vs Wye

4.30 at Scar PHE vs Scar

Wed Oct 15 1 15 East Eng 11 vs Tnn B

Thurs Oct 16 115 West Eng 1

Fri Oct. 17 115 East Eng II vs

UC
1.15 West Vic vs

SOCCER
Tues Oct 14 12 15

12 15

North

Tnn

Jr Erg vs

Tnn B vs

Innis

GradB
Bogucki

Campbell

4 15 North Wye \ vs St M B Simmonds

4 15 South Med 6 vs Braid

Wed Oct 15 12.15 North SlMA vs GiadA Verhulst

4 15 North Sr Eng vs Med A Simmonds

4.15 South Knox vs For Hummel

Thurs Oci 16 12.15

12.15

North UC vs

PHE vs

Vic Homandis

Kalman

4 15 North Scar vs Oent Asiaphan

4 15 South Trin.B vs Wye Braid

Fri, Oct 17 12.15

4 15

North

North

Arch vs

New vs

Emmsn Zakaluzny

Law Punter

LACROSSE
Tues. Oct 1 1 00 Vic St.M Crocker. MacKay

5 00 PHE B Lew Okihiro. Ciocker

600 Eng 1 For A Okihuo. Crocker

7 00 Oev Hse vs PHE A Murphy. Hanna

6 00 vs Erin Murphy. Hanna

6.30 em Knox MacKay. Stephen

7 30 vs Scar MacKay. Stephen

1.00 PHE C vs Eng. II Tiafford. Okihi.o

5.15 Dev Hse Vic Crocker. Karr

6 15 PHE A Crocker. Karr

1 00 St.M. Innis Murphy, Feaver
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MOT OF COMPUTER ART
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'If this

is reported

the way
it happened,
well all look like idiots 9

By GEOFF MEGGS and PAUL CARSON
At 7:15 Wednesday night SAC President Gus Abols ambled to

a piano in the St. Mike's student center and proceeded to play
"Yesterday".

After a minute or so of this unexpected overture, the SAC
members applauded their approval, and the second general SAC
meeting of the year was underway.

Not exactly.

First, the members had to spend two weary hours approving
all the executive minutes since April. Technically, this was an
extension on the first SAC meeting held Sept. 24 and never offi-

cially ended.
The pile of minutes was eventually approved with only a

handful of minor changes.
Then the controversies began in earnest.

As SAC moved into the scheduled meeting at 9.48 p.m., Gus
Abols rose to read a letter he received yesterday from Art Mc-
Ilwain, president of the Engineering Society, concerning a pro-

CUS strategy paper prepared for the upcoming referendum.
Mcllwain said the Engineering Society executive found

"comments. . . on the strategy to be followed in fighting the forth-

coming Canadian Union of Students referendum. . . unaccepta-
ble."

THE
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The executive objected specifically

to "that statement discussing the 'ne-

cessity to neutralize the student leader-

ship of the professional faculties and to

induce a small turnout at the pools.'
"

"For these reasons the Engineering

Society demands in the strongest possi-

ble terms that the Students' Adminis-

trative Council renounce the document

and follow a policy which will encour-

age discussion of the issues rather than

censor such discussion."

Abols then showed the council a xe-

rox copy of a Sacpress duplicating or-

der dated Sept. 22 for 250 copies of the

strategy paper. He also read the coun-

cil sections from the paper, which he

said he had been twice forbidden to see

by SAC office staff.

The paper proposed the pro-CUS

forces aim for a victory margin of 455

votes in a projected turnout of 1,595

voters.

THREE-POINT STRATEGY

The three-point strategy was sum-

marized as:

• "Direct the campaign towards the

moderate bloc of votes.

• "Neutralize professional student

leadership and induce a small turnout

in these faculties.

• "Conduct a campaign that is both

intense and edupational."

While Abols did not read the summa-

ry, he directed the council's attention

to page four of the document which

proposed local committees take charge

of "scrutineering and insuring the de-

sirable number of ballot boxes."

"I demand SAC dissassociate itself

from and condemn the document.

Abols concluded.

ISSUES AND POLICIES

SAC vice-president Bob Barkwell

immediately took the floor and moved

that "SAC dissassociate itself from the

statements to which the Engineering

Society objects and affirm its desire to

fight the referendum on issues and poli-

cies."

"After all this is only a working pap-

er," he continued.

"SAC did not officially publish this

working paper — it was produced as a

basis for discussion and an outline of

technical strategy by a group on and off

SAC interested in fighting pro-CUS. It

does not reflect the working policy of

the group.

"Typically, Mr. Abols didn't read the

section saying it should be an educa-

tional campaign. To win this referen-

dum without explaining the CUS issues

is pointless.

"During the summer, SAC over-

whelmingly passed a motion support-

ing CUS, so we thought we could expect

some aid. The printing costs will be

paid by the author of the working pap-

er, John O'Grady, out of his own pock-

et.

POLITICALLY UNWISE

"I admit it was politically unwise for

that statement to appear, especially

when 250 copies were printed.

"We must use this referendum to

educate the campus and make the stu-

dents think, otherwise we're wasting

oar time, money, energy and intellig-

ence."

"There's no doubt about, it was a

SAC paper," said New College member
Wayne Pulver (I Dents). "Sucha paper

should have been freely available."

Comparing the SAC working paper to

the working paper on discipline

("Order on Campus") published by the

Council of Presidents of Universities of

Ontario, Pulver said the SAC document

was "repressive and hypocritical."

NEUTRALIZED

"According to this working paper,

I've been effectively neutralized,"

Engineering member Gerrit Van Geijn

told the council. "This turns me off so

badly I can hardly think. . .well, less

than usual."

"That's not true," shouted SAC exec-

utive assistant Liz Willick, "You're not

neutralized."

Geijn: "Mr. Barkwell said it."

Willick: "It doesn't matter, it's still

ot true."

Geijn: "The working paper was

sheer lunacy. We keep referring to the

referendum as if it is democratic, but

how can we say it is democratic when
pro-CUS people want to neutralize the

leadership of the people who would

vote against it and induce a small tur-

nout at the pools?"

Greg Kealey, (III SMC) University

Committee Chairman: "How do you

induce a small turnout?"

Abols: "That's your problem."

Various members of the council then

called on John O'Grady, (III SMC) au-

thor of the working paper to address

the council.

George Sachs (IV APSC): "Who the

hell is John O'Grady?"
O'Grady, red-haired and slightly

built, speaks to the council in short,

clipped sentences through a barrage of

heckling.

"I prepared the paper in late Au-

gust," he begins, "solely as a working

document."
"I was out of town at the time and

when I returned to Toronto, I discussed

the paper with Bob Barkwell and we
decided such an approach was entirely

unappropriate. It's purely a back-

ground paper on the issues. It was pub-

lished by mistake."

Various members:"Some mistake!
"

0*Grady: "My sincere apologies to

anyone who feels offended. It never

represented anyone's views."

Abols laughs skeptically.

Kealey: "Fuck off, Abols."

O'Grady: "There was no desire to

manipulate the views of the engin-

eers. .

."

Mcllwain: "Bullshit."

O'Grady: "I doubt they could be

manipulated."

Wayne Hankey (SGS) : "Bullshit."
Several members: "Bullshit."

Mcllwain (to O'Grady): "Not by
you, anyway."

Abols then asked for a detailed ac-
count of the production of the working
paper and demanded disclosure of the

membership of the pro-CUS commit-
tee.

Wayne Richardson (IV APSC), ob-

jected to Abols' request. "I see no rea-

son to delve into the private affairs of a
group of students," he said. "It is a
private document prepared by a group
of concerned students and there is no
financial loss to SAC.

"

Abols' position was one of "naive
outrage" agreed Hankey, who felt the

situation was "essentially a private
group producing a private document.

'

'

"I find this whole discussion is irrel-

evant to the business of SAC," inter-

jected Peter Boswell (II Innis).

Hankey returned to the debate,
which was still dealing with Barkwell's

motion.

OFF TO CAPUT?

"Do you really expect the pro-CUS
people to stand up and identify them-

selves simply because SAC passes a

motion?" he asked. "What will you do

then? Drag them to Caput and say

'Punish! punish!'?"

Pulver: "Please, I'd like the situa-

tion clarified a bit."

Abols then moved an amendment to

Barkwell's motion, calling for disclo-

sure of the membership of the pro-CUS

committee. The amendment was de-

feated.

Speaker George Murray then recog-

SEE BACK PAGE

SAC law member Bab Vernon disputes an exetolive decision during the Wednes-

day night SAC meeting. phuo by CHUCK FEA VER
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Canada's mining industry continues to grow at a hectic
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By knowing the (acts, and they appear each Thursday in

The Northern Miner, you can keep abreast of 1he mining

industry and what it means 1o Canada. Read all the news

of all the mines— all the metals.
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S10.00 per year) is offered only to University students.
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and mailing the coupon below with your $5.00 remittance.
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WILLCOCKS
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WELCOME DANCE

FRIDAY
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BAR & KOOD

MUSIC BY: "THE UNDERGRADE"
(everyone over 21 welcome, students, stair

and friends)

Admission: 51:00 - Ladies

Sl:25 - Gents
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TIME:
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C
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D
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The Delia Epsilson fra-

ternity presented this {left)

7'x3' cheque to Miss United

Appeal yesterday morning.

The money was collected

from passersby (right) on

the corner of Harbord and
St. George streets Tuesday.

Students invade faculty council as strike support grows
BURNABY (CUP) - Stu-

dents at Simon Fraser Univer-

sity caused the shut-down of a

meeting by the institution's

joint faculty council Thursday,

when they ignored a ruling

which ordered the gathering to

meet behind closed doors.

The ruling is part of a con-

tinuing effort by the adminis-

tration to insist on its right to

privacy. It follows an aborted

•"mill-in" on Wednesday.

The proposal for the "mill-

in" arose at a meeting of strik-

ing students, but approximate-

ly 100 students found the doors

to the administrative building

barred by security guards.

An attempt to photograph

the proceedings by student

JW newspaper photographer Hugh
Macintosh ended when he re-

ceived a dislocated shoulder,

allegedly at the hands of two
security guards.

Thursday's disruption oc-

curred when only a few of the

approximately 200 students

who attended the meeting
heeded the ruling of Chairman
L. M. Srivastava, administra-

tion vice-president, that stu-

dents be requested to leave.

Two-thirds of the Faculty

attending the meeting voted to

adjourn when the students,

chanting "On-strike. shut it

down", made no move to com-

ply with the chairman. Faculty

agreed to consider items on the

agenda through a privately

circulated referendum ballot.

Support for the strike at

SFU, led by the University's

Department of Political Sci-

ence, Sociology, and Anthro-

pology, still appears to be

growing.

Students in the SFU Philoso-

phy department voted Wednes-
day to join the strike, which
now includes PSA, History and
English students.

GENERAL MEETING

A general meeting of stu-

dents in the Faculty of Arts

and Science was scheduled for

Thursday afternoon to consider

support for the strike which
began September 24.

Strikers are demanding the

SFU Administration begin

negotiations for the removal of

trusteeship over the PSA De-

partment, and re-instatement

of professors fired, demoted,

or placed on probation by the

administration for their activi-

ty in the student-parity depart-

ment.

So far. nine professors have

been suspended by the SFU

Administration, pending dis-

missal procedures, for refus-

ing to teach regular classes

during the strike.

The strike has drawn sup-

port from outside the Universi-

ty with letters of support com-

ing from the University of To-

ronto Anthropology Depart-

ment and members of the

McGill University academic
staff and student body.

U OFT SUPPORT

At least 55 staff and student

members of the U of T Anthro-

pology Department signed a

letter which read in part.

"This administration action

has threatened both academic

SAC affirms CUS support, votes election Funds

During a heated and lengthy

meeting Wednesday night, the

Students' Administrative

Council reaffirmed its commit-

ment to campaign on behalf of

the Canadian Union of Students

in the Oct. 23 referendum.

SAC also allotted $1,000 to

the pro-CUS group on campus,

which includes a large number

of SAC members, and $500 to

the anti-CUS group.

Mike Simon (III Scar) was

£ elected chairman of the pro-

CUS campaign, while Art Mc-

Ilwain, president of the Engi-

neering Society, was chosen to

head the opposition.

In a letter to SAC President

Gus Abols the Engineering

Society executive, headed by

Mcllwain, termed "unaccepta-

ble" a tactic proposed in the

paper, calling on the pro-CUS

forces to "neutralize the stu-

dent leadership of the profes-

sional faculties and to induce a

small turnout at the polls

there."

SAC Vice-President Bob

Barkwell. a prominent mem-
ber of the pro-CUS group, who

had commissioned the paper,

moved that SAC disassociate

itself from the objectionable

statements.

Mcllwain accepted the ex-

planations offered by the pro-

SAC president Gus Abols and his executive assistant Liz Williclc at

SAC meeting Wednesday evening

CUS members of SAC, where-

upon the council approved

Barkwell's motion.

The council disregarded

requests from Abols and

Communications Commission-

er Jon Levin for widespread

publication of the strategy

paper. Abols contended the

paper was a public document,

since it had been printed by

SAC press.

"The SACpress is a service

for any student who pays to

have work done." Barkwell

responded. He said O'Grady

would pay the printing costs.

Several members feared

irreparable damage had been

done to the tenor of referen-

dum debate.

The strategy paper was a

product of misunderstandings
— don't let it cloud the cam-
paign, pleaded SAC Executive

Assistant Liz Willick, a mem-
ber of the pro-CUS group.

"However sincere the ex-

planations about the strategy

paper are." said Levin after

the meeting, "they won't be

believed."

and democratic freedoms, not

only at SFU but also, if allowed

to stand as a precedent, at any

institution of learning.

"

"The action has threatened

the concept of a University, in

that a University, by its very

definition, implies the free

exchange of ideas amongst,

and the unrestricted participa-

tion of, all members of the uni-

versity community."

The McGill letter pledged

the signators "support and

solidarity, political and finan-

cial to the PSA Strike Commit-

tee." They are also sending a

donation to the Strike Commit-

tee as a demonstration of their

support.

free
love soc-
iety*
will meet at the
UNIVERSITY
BOOKROOM
12 noon FrLOct.10

...in the interests

of public decency
demonstrations

should be discreet.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

BOOKSTORES
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PAGE FOUR
If this i» repotted the way if hoppened, we'll all look like

idiots — SAC member Wayne Pulver after Wedne»a"oy

nig hi i meeting.

Council freaks out

Wednesday night's meeting of

the Students Administrative
Council — reported on the front

page — demonstrated that the

majority of the SAC members
are incredible, irresponsible,

and probably irrelevant to politi-

cal struggle on this campus.
At that meeting the members

exchanged the usual boredom of

Roberts Rules of Order for the

insanity of personal invective,

childish debating games, and
indefensible smear tactics.

The meeting was the clearest

demonstration to date of the ir-

revocable split that has emascu-
lated the council since the elec-

tions last spring.

On the executive level the

split is two-fold. The majority of

the SAC executive consists of

radicals and left-liberals who
look to SAC Vice-President Bob
Barkwell (III Meds) and Greg
Kealey (III SMC), co-chairman
of SAC's important University
Committee.

Barkwell, Kealey, and Serv-
ices Commissioner Chris Szal-

winski (III APSC-New) are
sympathetic to the New Left
Caucus.

Also on the left-wing of the

split are Finance Commissioner
Bob James (III Vic) and Exter-
nal Affairs Commissioner Mike
Simon (III Scar),

varsity
TORONTO.^

llsvinv Edlo,

Photo E*toi

E.Kon.rAium,
AOiortiting Mom

Cecil Mtopr
Loo,j Enichman
Noel SikU*y

Brio*,* Bnldoi

Voisily large, contains multitude* each pie
duction night and even non-production nighls ol
cation and meggs can attest. Other multitudes in-
cluded mel (he's a cool one) wilson, leoh odam,
agi lukacs, jean bubba, but no tin, heathet wot
here, cowan vicced and suecup slued, also chrii
(not pollution) prober!, frank dove john
[e.calibur) king, brian [editor) iohnson, barb
whalshername, lyn center, hannah. jeff gold was
housed, sherry was featured and sleckley was a
chauvinist.
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Education Commissioner Lee

Coulter (III Vic) and Judicial

Committee co-chairman Art

Moses (III UC) are less commit-

ted but somewhere to the left of

centre.

Cultural Affairs Commission-

er Brian Tanney (III Meds),

currently on a special study-ses-

sion in England, is a principled

liberal who judges each issue

separately.

SAC President Gus Abols is

normally very docile during
executive meetings; after sever-

al defeats during the summer,
he has apparently abandoned
hope of working with the execu-
tive.

Abols and Barkwell were
elected on a split ticket.

But behind Abols is a hard-
working and committed right-

wing group centered in the pro-

fessional faculties and the U of T
Law School.

Abols only supporter on the
executive has been Communica-
tions Commissioner Jon Levin
(III UC), who has discreetly
stayed out of the public-eye.

The irrepairable split on the
executive is continued on the
council as a whole.

Wednesday night the two
groups sat opposite each other in

true parliamentary style — to
the right and left of the Speaker
— and spent most of the evening
exchanging senseless insult and
invective.

If you wish evidence, read
again the story beginning on
page oner
During the freaked-out

screaming on the "secret CUS
strategy paper", the left tried
lamely to explain it away as
"simply an innocent working
paper. . . that never reflected
the thinking of the pro-CUS
group."

After the discipline crisis,
they should have thought twice
about such a phrase.

For its part, the right was lit-

tle better. It completely ignored
the two thirds of the document
devoted to explaining the impor-
tant educational aspects of the
referendum.

In fact, the paper said that
winning or losing the referen-
dum was not the important is-

sue.

As veteran SAC member
Wayne Hankey (SGS) pointed
out, "the right is upset not be-
cause the left is secretive and
deceptive, but because the pro-
CUS group intends to win."

The controversial union con-
tract allowing the Canadian
Union of public employees to

organize the SAC office staff in-

dicated clearly that the two pol-

itical groups on SAC are totally

incapable of working together.

Law member Bob Vernon pre-

sented the council with a 2,300-

nafne petition demanding a

campus-wide referendum on the
contract.

The right-wing group present-
ed a total of 13 pages of detailed

amendments and indicated they
will force the needless referen-

dum unless the contract is modi-
fied to their satisfaction.

SAC decided to delay the con-
tract for two weeks and send it

back for re-negotiation and pos-
sible amendment.

Whatever its technical faults,

the CUPE contract establishes
vital principles of office democ-
racy — and Abols opposes those
principles. The contract would
remove his power as "manage-
ment" over the SAC bureaucra-
cy.

SAC's reconfirmation of sup-
port for CUS was expected, as
was the decision to give finan-
cial support to the pro-CUS
campaign.

But Finance Commissioner
Bob James startled even his
staunchest supporters when he
glibly demanded an unbelievable
expense account of $1900 to fight
the campaign.
The right screamed in justifia-

ble outrage. After 35 minutes of

theatre of the absurd, SAC
agreed to give $1,000 pro-CUS
and $500 anti-CUS.

The left on SAC should have
asked for equal sums to both the

pro- and anti-CUS groups. First,

the decision the give more mon-
ey to the pro-CUS group was pol-

itical suicide for their campaign.
Second, if members of the left

want to play at student-council
politics, they should play it

straight.

The left does not consider the

majoritarian framework as an
adequate tool for building politi-

cal consciousness. The left

should only inject themselves
into such a system in order to

bring about structural change in

that system.
In applying that strategy to

CUS and SAC, the left should not

be fiddling with budgets and
council tables in order to push a
blind "YES" onto a ballot.

It should be talking about that

whole YES-NO dichotomy, the
process by which a student dele-

gates his responsibility to some-
one else.

The left must push to change
union structures lie CUS and
SAC from top-down organiza-
tions to grass-roots organiza-
tions.

If the SAC left doesn't want to

do that, it should resign and do
some real political work off-

council.

On the other hand, the right
should at least fight the referen-

dum by debating CUS policies.

And it must discuss structures
without red-baiting and sensa-
tionalism — if that is possible.

If the SAC members of either
the left or the right are unwilling
to debate structures they should
resign.
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Note-Taking

for fun

Land a little profit!
j

Vou will notice thai a great deal of

this booh simply relates to little things

I've done and thought. It may seem

completely iretevant to Colombia.

That's the way it goes.

Jim Kunen's Strawberry Statement

is unlike the myriad other books on

Columbia in particular, student revo-

lution in general. For one thing it is

funnier.

Kunen at nineteen is a radical, not a

leader, just "a single revolutionary

digit", ordinary except for keeping a

diary that was published in The Har-

vard Crimson by a friend. Then it was

picked up by New York magazine, the

I Atlantic, Random House, and now it

I looks like a major film studio as well.

If Cockburn and Blackburn's Stu-

I dent Power (Penguin) gives you the

I analysis of the student revolution,

I Kunen gives the feeling of it, an espe-

I cially worthwhile reading now that

I the left seems to be embarked on an

I impersonality fetish. The hope, as

I expressed by the New Left Caucus, is

I to stop the press from personalizing

I the movement out of existence: that

I is, the press sets up newsy, eccentric

I characters (Mario Savio. Mark Rudd.

I David DePoe. Andy Wernick) or oth-

I erwise covers up the real issues with

I politically irrelevant detail. One has

I to be sympathetic, since this is exact-

I ly what the press does try to do. Ross

I Munro of the Globe being an excep-

I lion. Unfortunately, the apersonal

I stance even further separates the rad-

I ical from the rest of the population, as

I he seems sure ( or cocksure I .
cold and

I detached, humourless, or even inhu-

I man — as opposed to the more fun-

I loving normal kids.

I "Every so often ( get hit with eggs

I which a small group of jocks are hav-

I ing good clean fun throwing. Since

I fhey have no arguments, and no sup-

I port for their arguments ( of which they

I have none), they have no recourse hut

I ro assault us like fhis and sing fighf

I songs — that's right, fighf songs. They

I ore standing there, / beg you fo believe

I fhis — throwing eggs and singing

I "Roar, Lion, Roar" all the while.

I rhey sing "Who Owns New Yord?" fC-

I O-L-U-M-B-l-A) which / (hind is porlicu-

I tarly amusing, because if is precisely

I our point, fhat Columbia is such a huge

I real estate enterprise (and Harlem

I slum lord!. They fop if all offhy singing

I "America". We join them in this one."

The pukes (Columbiaese for radi-

I cals) are people. The jocks

I (radicalese for the sort of students

MFS 5 KUNFN -j

MM n V COLLEGE

Columbia I 'riiv-ersitySI
j
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who last week gave Pres. Bissell a

standing ovation for his essentially

Nixon position on discipline) are peo-

ple.

. . A lot of the time we are unhappy,

and we try to cheer ourselves up by

thinking.We think how lucky we are to

be able to go to school, to have nice

clothes and tine things and to eat well

and be healthy. How lucky we are

really. But we remain unhappy. Then

we attack ourselves for self-pity, and

become more unhappy, and still more

unhappy about being sad.

We're unhappy because of the war

and because of poverty and the hope-

lessness of politics, but also because we

sometimes get put down by girls or

boys, as the case may be, or feel lonely

and alone and lost.

Perhaps the difference between the

jocks and the pukes is that the pukes

are trying to do something about both

levels of unhappiness, especially the

former, while the jocks are doing no-

thing about the former and not a hel

of a lot about the latter.

It's not all fun of course.

As the evening wears on I feel less

useful and more alienated, so I assign

myself the task of keeping the mayon-

naise coveted. After covering it twelve

times t decide to give up and write

home. I wonder whether the Paris

Commune was this boring.

. . .When I gel up I'm right in the

middle of the po/icee. Two of them sin-

gle me out and start chasing me with

clubs raised. I run like a thief for the

other side of campus, for Broadway,

tar away, that's all, tar away. A cop in

front of me turns and waits tor me. I

notice that he has his weight on the

balls of his feet, his club parallel to the

ground, ready for me to go either way.

I'm thinking what a goddam shame it

is that I'm wearing my goddamn loaf-

ers because I can't run in them. .

.Twenty feet away a kid has tripped

and two cops are on him, I run down fo

help him (which consists of yelling

"Hey, leave him alone"), but the cops

are through with him. A stretcher is

brought but he says "That's alright,

I'm tine." There is blood streaming

down his face. I think he obviously'

doesn't know what he's tahVing about.

American radicals on the whole are

less theoretical than Canadians.

Radical consciousness here is most
often developed initially by finding

the schools a turn off, by thinking of

Alternatives and then finding them

impossible to implement because

they go against the whole grain of

Canadian capitalist society. In the

States, you don't need a weatherman

to know which way the wind blows.

However if James Kunen is an ordi-

nars untheoretical American revolu-

tionary, he is no ordinary writer.

Strawberry Statement has its share of

faults. For one it climaxes, along

with Columbia, at about page fifty,

and from then on the pace slackens as

Kunen more and more desperately

tries to pad the thing out to the con-

tracted length. Also, to very unprofes-

sional^ borrow from another review-

er, his ingenuousness is sufficiently

overwhelming that you expect him at

any moment to wonder where the

ducks from Central Park go in winter.

But underneath is a writer's sensi-

bilities — compassion, humour, a

clear eye, and most important a fine

sense of irony: understanding the

negative of every positive. Kunen

knows that people think more than

one thought at the same time.

/ am not having a good time here, f

do not know many people who are

here. Worse I have doubts about why I

am here. . . Of course the possibility

exists that I am here to precipitate

some change at the university. I am
willing fo accept the latter as true, or

rather, I am willing, even anxious, not

to think about it anymore. It you think

to much at the second tier (thinking

about why you are thinking what you

think) you can get paralyzed.

There are passages where the in-

genue style itself rolls away and the

precision of a mature writer shows

through.

Everywhere you walk you here a

click-clack. . . The earth is trapped be-

neath concrete and tar and you are

locked away from it.

. . .Leaving the school or the city

doesn't really help. Once you live in

New York, you are locked in the city

and the city is locked in you. .

.

On fhe beach or in the woods the

click-clack follows you, and you carry

the pavement beneath your feet. . .

You know the story on the world; you

see how far people are. And you feel

quite sad.

The highest level of irony in Straw-

berry Statement can probably be felt

but not understood by the author, as

one suspects Peter Fonda couldnot

fully grasp what was born in Easy

Rider.

Kunen still wants to believe in the

original American Dream, somehow

magically denuded of ail the tenden-

cies — the Puritan intolerance, the

super-individuality, the separation

and defensiveness (eg. the freedom to

bear arms) — that led, almost inex-

horably to the American Dream of

Willy Loman and Lyndon Johnson. He

senses the impossibility of "Their"

bringing about change, the futility of

trying to be effective in "Their" sys-

tem — although not in the book, Ku-

nen threw a rock at a cop after wit-

nessing the beatings; later he regret-

ted doing it — yet he writes a book to

turn Them on, He is on both the liber-

al and the radical path at once. (And

the establishment's one, given all the

money he is making working for Es-

quire, CBS etc. ) Kunen obviously still

faces some choices.

But this makes the book stronger

not weaker, as the imperfection of

Dickens' or O'Casey's characters

make them more powerful, casting

dark over light, light over dark.

Kunen ends

:

Since fhe First Republic of the United

States is one hundred ninety-two years

old and I am nineteen, I will give it one

more chance.

But if the Democrats do not nami

note Clean, whom against my better

judgement I love, or, if they do nomi-

nate Clean and he turns out to be what

I suspect but won't admit he is, then I

will have no recourse but to acknowl-

edge that democracy is not only dead,

but is also not about to be revived

through democratic means.

The last entry is dated August 6

three weeks before the Chicago con

venti0n
- bob bossi.

The Strawberry Statement —
Notes of

a College Revolutionary \

by James Simon Kunen
Random House
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osmosis on brunswick
street

"Here the motivation has to be

a personal search. Jar we do not

ojjer carrots."

. .
'. or degrees or awards or

diplomas of any kind. There
are no examinations. The Fac-
ulty receives a minimum sala-

ry and doesn't complain, stu-

dents enjoy their classes and
are seldom absent. The admin-
istration is friendly, sociable
and welcomes innovation.

Does this idyllic school sys-

tem really exist or is it merely
a figment of this writer's

imagination? 296 Brunswick
St. in Toronto, the new premis-
es of Three Schools Ltd., and
particularly the Artists' Work-
shop is too easily findable an
address to be imaginary. So
what's it all about?

Artists' Workshop students

are offered a selection of

courses ranging from the very

basics of drawing, introducto-

ry classes in sculpture (if

you've never even fooled

around with plasticene), ce-

ramics, acting, printmaking,

to advanced and intensive

courses for the more involved.

There are no prerequisites.

Classes may be held in the

morning, afternoon and eve-

ning of different days to help

fit YOUR schedule.

This year a few imaginative

and more ambitious courses

have been introduced. Vera

Frankel's "Explorations", in

visiting and experiencing To-

ronto's markets, galleries,

temples, lake. etc. hopes to

"move through dreams and

art, politics and music, poetry

and imprisonment, film and

fashion, dance and religion,

sculpture and the novel, archi-

tecture and revolution.".

There are courses in batik,

portraiture, creative and fash-

ion photography, and evn

gourmet cooking. "Black and

White", "an eye-cleansing

path through the media"

sounds like it has potential, as

does John Neon's "Sound and

Light Environments". The
Calendar includes some thirty-

five choices of workshop or

class, and is organized and run

by one of the original Work-
shop creators, John Sime.

"He sees beyond the exterior oj

a person; he sees their potential."

(a staff member about Mr.
Sime)

A warm and life-enjoying

individual, married, with four

adopted children. John Sime
seems to direct and inspire the

entire show. He makes you feel

welcome, relaxed, open to

conversation. Very much
aware of education systems
and developments around him.

critical of their lack of concern

with the individual, preoccupa-

tion with grades, and, in the

higher schools, boring classes,

he strove to correct these

flaws in his own school.

Largely employing the Bau-

haus technique of teaching.

Artists' Workshop offers guid-

ance and training on a special-

ized and individual basis. Stu-

dents gather in groups for

classes, but rogress at their

own rate, digress from the

group in theme, do what they

want with help and encourage-

ment, ork is never compared to

'another person's, praised or

criticised in relation to some-

one else, but rather the student

is helped to draw for himself

conclusions about his own ac-

complishments. John Sime
says education should be in-

volving and enormous fun. He
promises that by the end of a

course here, "you'll know a lot

more than when you started

. . . about yourself."
'

'In essence, all we do is to find

the best possible instructor in a

given field, gather a group ojpeo-

ple around hint, and see what

happens, by talk, example, and

osmosis."

Staff for the Artists' Work-

shop are not chosen because of

their scholastic record, uni-

versities attended, or an im-

pressive performance on writ-

ten applications or interview.

Instead, they are visited in

their studios, their work is

examined, techniques and
objectives discussed, and if

their ideas for a course are
exciting, they are invited to

teach. Every one on the Facul-

ty, must, at the same time as

he is involved with the school,

also be busy in some ay with

his art form.

There are, however, a great

'deal more applicantsthen nec-

essary for teaching positions,

and only Toronto's finest are of

the high calibre acceptable to

the school. Some of the present

list of instructors include To-

ronto artists and experts Den-

nis Burton, Vera Frankel,

Gerald Scott, Diane Pugen,
sculptors Ed Gheress and Ann
Mirvish (Ed's wife), gourmet
chef Gaston, Don Lougheed,
and CBC's new producer Lome
Michaels.

Along with Artists' Work-
shop are two other degree-free

schools oriented especially for

the individual. One is The New
School of Art, "conceived in

January 1965 in the middle of a

wild discussion." It is a three

or four year program of studio

work, seminar and discussion

on much the same principle as
the Workshop and with a limit-

ed total enrollment of abut
100. The first "graduates" will

join Toronto's art scene this

year, and as the sole concern of

the New School is to provide
the best possible training for

the artist, will likely be a wel-

come addition to our city.

The other branch is Hockey
Valley School, an out-of-doors

summer experience in art

complemented by a natural

setting and campy atmos-
phere.

[f any student at the Artists'

Workshop is dissatisfied witn

his course, he is helped, wher-

ever possible, to choose anoth-

er one. There are very few dis-

appointed or even less than

enthusiastic students.

Fees include a compulsory
membership charge. All mem-
bers are entitled to vote at

General and Annual meetings.

The school is financed through

fees, individual donations, as

well as a small Canada Council

grant and some support from
the Ontario Council for the

Arts. As a Workshop they are

not subject to some of the

more limiting legislation ac-

corded to schools. Even in the

largest classes there are e-

tween twelve and twenty stu-

dents because the administra-

tion firmly refuse to over-en-

roll. Classes usually cost about

$42 a term, with a 20^ reduc-

tion if two or more are taken

"The object's to help the indi-

vidual to develop in his own war

and to avoid trying to mould

him."
Considering the discontent

and unrest in some of our larg-

er mass-education establish-

ments, fresh, exciting ap-

proaches such as the more in-

dividualistic and enjoyable

Artists' Workshop are a wel-

come innovation. Hopefully

with more consistent support

through both the government
and community acclaim, it will

develop and expand in other

directions as well.

arlene perly

margaret lawrence has six coffee mugs

Margaret Lawrence has

never worked in an office be-

fore, so she's a bit confused

about her role this year. But

she's not going to write a nov-

el.

The author of A Jest of God,

and the recent Fire Dwellers is

writer-in-residence at of T
this year, following in the foot-

steps of poet Earl Birney and

novelist Jack Ludwig. Besides

"thinking and brooding" about

a new novel, she will be avail-

able to talk with fledgling writ-

ers on campus.

She was a bit surprised to

learn that she was inheriting

the office of her predecessors

in the male bastion of Massey

College. "All my Canadian

friends in England told me that

they were sure I'd be some-

where else." But she's there in

the small and simple room

looking out on the courtyard.

The shadows fall very long on

the furniture and into corners.

"I'm not a formal person, so

being in an office is rather

strange. I'd like to meet stu-

dents on an informal basis, but

at first I think I should meet

people individually. Then

maybe I can organize seminars

or whatever people want
''

Writers who come to see her

will find her very sympathetic

and enthusiastic. But she says,

"all they'll get is the opinion of

one person — and I don't dare

tell any lies about what I see.

After all. this is my life.''

"I guess I should warn you

that I'm really a prose writer.

That doesn't mean that I don't

like poetry or that I won't wel-

come poets. It's just that I

really don't know what hap-

pens inside a poem. 1 don't

know how it unfolds the way I

do for a novel."

Having lived in England for

the last couple of years, she's

very eager to see what young

Canadian writers are thinking

about and doing. "The whole

academic world is completely

new to me. I haven't been at a

universitv since I graduated,

which was a long, long time

ago." (She laughed)

She concedes that "the real

survivors will survive", that

talking with her won't change a

bad writer to a good one. But

"many young writers need to

talk to someone. Very many of

them turned up at my house in

England.
'

In her early writing days an

English professor was the lis-

tener she needed. Now she's

probably one of the most suc-

cessful Canadian authors. Her

Jest of God was made into th

movie Rachel Rachel by Paul

Newman, and it's had a big

success.

"I was at a party a while ago

and a lady introduced me to

me friends by saying: 'This

is the woman who wrote the

book for Rachel Rachel. And to

think I knew it when it was just

a novel
!

' Just a novel indeed, it

still isjusta novel."

She will be glad to talk to

anyone who cares to see her

but warns that she only has six

coffee mugs, so if you're plan-

ning to come en masse, better

bring your own.
|arryhaiven

If struck

book, that

have writu
alt<

pletely differ-

ent review. (Brilliant, Bob, bril-

iont.) A more analytical leflitt

light have torn it to ihreds and an

political (read pi

7> uld probably ha

menu. He ii exactly the sort of

young man the 'establishment'

wants ond needs to . . ." To which

Jim would probably say, "Up
against the wall, mother-fucker",

citing the slogan of the Columbia

demonstration!.

Book reviews are only the sec-

ond statement. Bookprints will be

a regular feature printing letters

and comments to continue the dis-

nouncements and grafitti.

P.S. Free books not wihstand-

ing, there are still no volunteers for

book reviews. Again: All welcome.

Leave your name at 92 St. George,

Review office. Even English gradu-

ate students, we're so desperate.

b.b.



Welcome to the Horseshoe Tavern

The home and land of the free

ERWIN'S
BARBER SHOP

640 YONGE ST.

(Cor. Yonge and Irwin)

Courteous sor

grooming in oil

by 3 Lie,

hoos gives the music, that old-

time, down-home music (and

down-home can be anywhere),

a throbbing, rolling, pulsation.

Search the crowd and you'll

discover a few genuine Stet-

sons, leather boots, and maybe
even some string ties with a

^bossed with the

onghorn. Maybe
the gear comes from Calgary

even St. John's. Wagon wheeSlfMch
?
Z

' T.
re likeIy W*

hang from the ruddv panelled
3 fro**oolworth s.

walls, with two-gun holster*™ ,
The « CT

°» m*
~tJm&i*Mc&fi*Ky°unZ' usua|1

-v old-

)K West ^wlTfleyrVlined and the hands

calloused. The people

The Good, The Bad. and

The Ugly are playing to-

night.

The plaintive whine of the

steel guitar and the nasal

twang of the vocalist suggest a

sound somewhere between St

John's and Nashvi

songs are of lonelin«

ties passed through or p:

for: Memphis. Baton Rouge

ICIWCCI1 Ol.

vil» Tfcej
evensome strm

h or pwred ^ea° of some Ton

either side. A poor imi

an Old West saloon. Old' West

illusions are shattered

more as the words of thi

float across the smoke-filled

room.

"I wish I had the pow er,

to change the course of time,

\nd fish again in Newfound-

land."

As the night wears on, the

rythmn of tapping toes, drum-

ming fingers and guttural ya-

Jgugh, the odd guffaw
rings throughout the room.
Bald waiters in crinkled white

shirts with rolled-up sleeves

gather ashtrays, filmy glasses,

and empty bottles of Molson's

Golden.

"We're gonna send this one

out to Aunt Mabel from
Brighton, Ont."

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

PH.D. IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

AT UBC

A faculty member, representing the Graduate
Studies Committee, from the University of British

Columbia, will be available for dicussions with sen-
ior and graduate students interested in graduate
study leading to an M B A. or Ph.D. inBusiness Ad-
ministration.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 14th

between the hours of

1:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m.

Requirements for admission to the M B.A. Program include a college degree in any*
field as well as an overall average of at least 72 percent

The M B A. program requires one winter session of study and research following the
completion of all necessary prerequ.sites The total time required will vary with thenumber of prerequisites to be completed, but in no case will it exceed two winter
sessions of course work. The Thesis is optional

The Ph D. program normally requires at least two and one-half years of study includ-
ing the dissertation requirement and is designed to prepare mature persons of dem-
onstrated intellectual capacity for university teaching and for research positions in
industry or government.

Detailed information as to the admission requirements, nature of the program and
financial assistance will be offered.
For appotntments and information please contact: Placement Office.
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Aunt Mabel beams. There
are lots of Aunt Mabels in taf-

feta, or maybe dresses of twin-

kling sequins. Aunt Mabel
probably wears glasses, is a bit

paunchy, and wears her hair

rolled on top of her head. Aunt
Mabel and Uncle Fred work
for a living. They work and
they'll work until they die. The
know this, but that's life.

They're not here to blow their

minds listening to orgiastic

bombast; they nurse their

minds, it s time just to breathe

and take it easy. It's all there

in the music. The lyrics are

conversational. They tell of

life, ordinary life as lived by
the millions every day. Tales

of lonely drives to the lake-

head, heart-broken homes.

"Last night in the barroom,

Iforgot I was your wije.

Don 't call me Angel,

I lost my wings last night."

The songs can be funny. The
jokes are barnyard or bath-

room humour. The people still

ARE COMING"

OCT. 21

laugh. It's good to laugh. Who
cares about pipes crawling

along the ceiling or tiles lifting

from the floor? The Saga of

Ringo is a favourite. The crew-

cuts in open shirts or ties as-

kew sit back in the hard little

chairs and wait for the famil-

iar words.

"Ringo the two-gun fairy

Got lonesome when his horse

died

He got himselfa woman.
And he's back in the saddle

again."

It's funny and you laugh with

the rest. Your bells seem out of

place "with the argyle socks and
cuffed trousers. An old man,
a frustrated guitar player sits

and talks with you about histo-

ry, the people who built the

Horseshoe and, oh yeh, his

vacations to Fort Lauderdale
and visits to Miami nightclubs

to see Woody Woodbury.
It's good here. The people

are nice, you'll stay a little

longer. Your mind needs a rest

too. You begin to sing "Happy
Birthday" to Wendy and you
sing with a loud, full voice.

Maybe you'll go to Wool-
worth's and trade in your love

beads for a string tie with a

longhorn clasp. Remember
there's dancing till five at Aunt
Bea's Nashville Room up the

street.

The greasy haired band in

the blue shirts and black ties

play on and on. The words of

the tune must be some sort of

Horseshoe Tavern theme song.

"Shake the dust my boy.

You 're welcome at the door.
"

—don quinlan
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a report from electric tibet

The University as Asylum / Mortgaged Monastery /
Its occupants as Losers in Drag / Mountain Monks with

a Phobia for high Altitudes
What I'm going to say here con-

cerns several straight-forward and
indeed simple things I've noticed
about what's happening on campus
this fall. Precisely because these
things are obvious, they are per-
ceived only with difficulty by this

"community of scholars". This
isn't so much an idealogical tract

as it is an attempt to look at what is

actually happening around me.
The first thing that I've noticed

seems strikingly clear: there is a
very elusive, almost fictional at-

mosphere about the whole com-
munity. There is something very
basic which is very unreal about
university life and this awareness
becomes more intense each year.
Make an excursion into any one

of the campus nests of gross human
unreality.

High on your list of Wonderlands
should be the infamous GSU Friday
wine and cheese blasts (although
undergrads need not lament, there

are many other enchanted forests

to 'explore). Once there, you will

see several hundred supposedly
intelligent and hopefully sensitive

people mewing, cawing, pawing,
gaming, milling and lying and in

short being incredibly unreal with

each other. They act as if they are

on stage; they are. At least the

Engineers describe their own so-

cials as what they are: Hustling

Dances.
The university is losing its mean-

ing. There are still passengers on

the bus — the drivers and owners

are particularly present — but ev-

eryone, passengers, drivers and
company, is becoming more and
more vague about the destination.

In fact, some passengers and more
drivers than you would first guess

are doubting the value and mean-
ingfulness of the entire trip. This

shows itself in many little ways:

MORAL HYPOCRISY
More students are becoming

open about their own rationaliza-

tions for staying in school — "its

easier than working ". "can t think

of anything else to do". "I like the
good times", — and with grad stu-

dents (over seven thousand at U of

T). "the hours are good and the
money is improving. "Despite this

awareness of their own moral hy-
pocrisy, students are doing their
best to make something comforta-
ble out of these private lies; there
are shockingly few real people
about.

By real I mean someone who
constantly expands — instead of

constricts — his capacity for expe-
riencing life. The House of Intel-

lect has become a dormitory for fat

souls. One thing is for certain; the
number of idealistic "Keen-beans"
is diminishing.

Does this mean standards are
falling? No.

If anything, they are going up.

And for good reason; studying is

becoming like holding down a job
in business. Students, like business-

es, governments and armies, are
becoming more efficient. As one
cynical professional says: I'll vent

my anger towards the system by
beating it at its own game." The
cult of the professional is sweeping
departments whose subject matter
is destroyed if professionalized.

English is one example.

Some faculty members — again
more than in previous years — just

don't want to start teaching again.

The younger ones are exhibiting

the required autumn zip and zest

well enough, but among the more
experienced men there are signs of

deep-felt disenchantment.

They see a world around them
changing rapidly and they are no
longer sure of their relationship to

it. Myths are deteriorating into

puns. Some profs aren't showing up

for classes. Some are trying to

cancel their courses. These are not

mean or lazy men; they are merely
questioning the worth of going
through the whole tedious circus

another time. With each new year
they see themselves sinking deeper
into an empty cycle of committee
work, administrative ritual and
petty politicking.

They are being drawn away from
their students and the subject mat-
ter that once meant something to

them in order to please their de-
partment heads and appease Sim-
coe Hall's computer It is now high-
ly subversive to whisper to one's
colleague, "we've got to make life

simpler, we've got to slow down or
we'll destroy the whole show".

What's going on here? To try and
answer this, let's try some elemen-
tary social theory. This will — like

all theorizing — bland, but please

hang on.

LIBERAL DEMOCRACY?
The survival of any group de-

pends heavily on a concensus about
"what is real."

The universities' function as an
integral part of North American
liberal democracy carries with it

many definitions of reality. "By
getting a university degree I will

both make more money and be of

greater service to my society I'll

enjoy life more than if I didn't have
a degree". Depedning upon what
you define as being real, this state-

ment is true or false. Modern tech-

nology has changed the reality of

both the university and the liberal

democracy. Yet these two institu-

tions have not altered their own
definitions of reality. Both are no
longer what they say they are, yet

they keep on repeating what they

are even though they don't really

know what they are (or refuse to

acknowledge what they see).

Hence, to many they are wrong.
Therefore, conflict.

A number of people no longer
accept liberal democracy's defini-

tions of "what is real" as being
true. They propose their own defi-

nitions as the total group's true
reality. While most of these alter-

natives fan out to the left and right
of liberal democracy on the politi-

cal spectrum, but they are all in

the same position in regard to tech-
nological influence - they don't
know what is happening, they don't
know what they themselves are.

Here we are, arguing over the vir-

tues of each others lies.

However, the influence of tech-
nology upon a group's definition of
reality is not the main point of
what I'm examining. The unreality
of university life is due to a far
deeper problem than the conflict of

reality definitions offered by dif-

fering political sub-groups. The key
to the entire muddle of defining
realities and accepting truths lies

not in picking the best definition
but in the very act of definition it-

self. Any definition of reality is a
restriction upon what can possibly

be accepted as being real; defining

reality is like trying to see your
own profile with one mirror — the
action distorts what is acted upon.

Those people who strive to live in

total reality without definitions are
in one sense the most threatening

dissenters any ideological group
has to face. They can't be beaten at

the game because they never enter
the playground.

SELFISH
Members of the New Left Cau-

cus are still students at this univer-

sity; arrested users of hallucino-

genic drugs are not. Political revo-

lutionaries are co-opted as soon as
they define reality by raising their

alternative. What is the status of

the poet, the "psychotic" and the

mystic in the university? The first

is ignored or censored; the other
two are incarcerated or given
"therapy". (With qualification,

some drug users could be added to

this group t. In one sense, the most
valid action for each member of

this university would be to confront

this total reality on a personal level

Continued on REVIEW IS
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theatre
this demon lacks imagination, intimacy
The auditorium of the Ward

Price building on Grenville

Street is an improbable place

for a play. The cream-coloured

walls are relieved only by the

occasional Doric pilaster. A
center aisle divides two rows

of dark wooden pews complete

with hymn-book and commun-
ion-glass holders. The creaking

wooden floor betrays stage

hands and late-comers alike.

Such is the home of the

Academy of Theatre Arts,

which has been giving public

performances there since last

February. The ATA. a non-

profit organization under the

direction of Z. A. Turzanski.

aims to prepare actors "for the

professional theatre". The
Academy's brochure empha-
sizes the need both "to train

the technique" and "to develop

the gift". What is disappoint-

ingly absent both from their

theory and practice is recogni-

tion of the need for imagina-

tion and experimentation.

Last spring the ATA pro-

duced Goldoni's Servant of

Two Masters which could hard-

ly have hoped to escape unflat-

tering comparison with Thea-

tre Toronto's reading of the

same play a few weeks earlier.

This month, while neither de-

sign nor interpretation could

be considered an innovation.

Presents .

.

Centre

for the

Study of

Drama
in

Association

with The
St. Lawrence

Centre

for the

Arts

TANGO

by Stawomir Mrozek
translated by Nicholas Bethell

adapted by Tom Stoppard
directed by Joseph Shaw

Curtain at 8 30

and

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA
by Eugene O'Neill

directed by Leon Major

Curtain at 5 30
Food will be available in Hart House during the Supper break

The Company includes Barbara Borland. David Brown.
Patricia Collins. Neil Damard, Ron Hastings. Nancy Kerr,

Jane Mallett. Don McManus, Jack Medley. William Needles.
Kate Reid. Anna Reiser. Sean Sullivan. Jonathan White.

Regular Season — November 3rd - 22nd

MOURNING BECOMES
TANGO ELECTRA

(Mondays to Thursdays) (Fndays and Saturdays)
Students Si 50 $2 25
Regulat S3 00 $4 50

Subscriptions

$3 00
$6 50

Gala Opening Night —MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA — S7 50
Friday. November 7 at 5.30 — Performance and Reception following

Students half-price

HA RT HOUSE THEA TRE
University of Toronto

Box Office Now Open 928 8668
SPECIAL STUDENT PREVIEWS

TANGO —
October 27, 28, 29 (gj 8:30— Si .00

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA —
October 31 and November 1 @ 5:30 — SI .50
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their choice of play is consider-

ably more interesting. Anton

Chekhov's The Wood Demon is

probably unknown to many
admirers of the Russian play-

wright, principally because it

was superceded by his more
compact Uncle Vanya which

draws heavily upon it.

Apart from the happy ap-

pearance of this play in Toron-

to at a moment when the film

version of the Seagull has kin-

dled interest in Chekhov, The

Wood Demon has particular

contemporary relevance. The

play's title is the nickname of a

country doctor who is horrified

by man s callous attitude to-

wards his natural environ-

ment. He protests the wanton

destruction of the forests and

labours tirelessly at reforesta-

tion. Chekhov, however, under-

mines this theme by either

crudely exploiting it or conven-

iently forgetting it when it

threatens to interfere with

romance.

The triteness of many of the

lines in The Wood Demon is ill-

disguised by over-acting on

the part of much of the ATA
cast. Considering the small

size of the audience, a more
subdued, informal delivery

might have been expected. It is~

paradoxical that Lumet's film

of SEAGULL, although imper-

sonal, is considerably more
intimate than most stage pro-

ductions can afford to be. Yet

this intimacy is lacking where

it might almost have been pos-

sible in The Wood Demon.

The finest performance in

the Academy's production are

those of Jackie Abbey-Taylor

as the young wife of a gouty old

professor and Judy Gallant as

her step-daughter. The scene

between these two women at

the end of Act 11 is one of the

best of the play and was incor-

porated by Chekhov into Uncle

Vanya almost without change.

I found the men less satisfacto-

ry on the whole, although Tom
O'Hanley's exuberant portray-

al of the young soldier and self-

styled Don Juan, Fyodor Or-

lovsky, deserves praise.

The Wood Demon continues

on Thursday. Friday, and Sat-

urday nights through October
25. Anyone with a strong inter-

est in either Chekhov or in the

state of theatre in Toronto
might find it worthwhile.

mel bradshow

Works by

Rudolf Steiner PH.D.
Reincarnation and Karma (57pp) SI 40
Practical Training in Thought (30 pp) S .95
The Four Temperaments (59 pp) $1 .25
Prophecy — Its nature and meaning )34 pp) $ .50
Spiritual Guidance of Man and Humanity 185 pp) S .80
Man in the Past, Present and Future 178 pp) $1 .40
Christianity as Mystical Fact (hard cover 1 95 pp) $2.50
The Education of the Child (50 pp) $ .70

ALSO
The Way of a Child by A. C. Harwood. M A.

tOxon) (144 pp) ji 40
Early Childhood Education by E. Grunetius (47 pp) $125

FOR FHEE PAMPHLETS "Reincarnauon' and Meditation' by Alan
Howard send addressed envelope. These pamphlets are enclosed
with any book order <

Steiner Book Centre—81 Lawton Blvd .

Toronto 7, Ont.

G S U GENERAL MEETING

Wednesday,

October 22, 1969 - 12:00 noon

at 16 Bancroft Ave.

AGENDA:
SUOGET - substantial increase in departmental

per capita grants

C0NSTITYTI0N - new representative system to
be discussed

INCORPORATION - progress report and ratification

(free beer will be served)



everyone but lenny bruce welcome to my world (for now)

"Here! Here! There's a place for that, sir!'

My World and Welcome To
It is one of the most promising

and perhaps portentous televi-

sion shows this season. I've not

called it a situation comedy for

fear of connoting those improb-

able, absurdly dull shows that

are railroaded down your
throat on a loud laugh track.

My World and Welcome To
It is "based on stories, inspira-

tional pieces and things that go

bump in the night" by James
Thurber. That's the same
James Thurber of the "All

right class, I want you all to

read My Life and Hard Times,

by James Thurber for three

weeks from today." A sensi-

tive, imaginative misogynist

who thought technology was
doing him dirty, Thurber be-

longs to that "Little Man''

School of humour, vintage 1930.

Bewildered by the emerging
New Woman and confounded

by the tauted efficiency of

technology, the Thurber Man
withdraws into dreams, fanta-

sies, often to emerge a bitter

neurotic or a violent psychotic.

Thurber was basically pessi-

mistic in his view, but his

gentle .crafted style of writing

and his simplistic, everyman-
type cartoons extracted the

comedy and the pathos from
what Thurber saw as bitter

reality.

In the series, William Win-

dom plays John Monroe, a

cartoonist for a New York
magazine, "The Manhattan-

ite". Windom has loosened up

quite a bit since his days in The
"Farmer's Daughter". And
he's lost those William Buck-

ley pouts and scowls. Like

Thurber and Thurber's charac-

ters, he is perturbed by many
of his encounters with his wife

Ellen, played by Joan Hotch-

kis, and his daughter Lydia, 10.

played by Lisa Gerritsen. Two

things distinguish him from
any Thurber character. There
is an obvious bond of love, un-

derstanding, and communica-
tion between all three mem-
bers of the John Monroe fami-

ly. And even in his fatherly-

husbandly perturbations and
embarrassments, he retains

his male dignity. It is the viola-

tion of male dignity and com-
munication that impels so

many of Thurber's characters

to despair and depression.

As John Monroe said.

"Imagination makes life toler-

able." He indulges his imag-

ination all the way to fantasies

about his daughter's school

teacher being a luscious blonde

whom he chases around the

room and onto the bookcase.

And he imagines that he is

shooting it out with his daugh-

ter because she's beating him
at chess. Occasionally he may
step in or out of a Thurberishly

animated cartoon, or start to

tell a story that is animated by

Thurber cartoons. It's a very

effective animation and partic-

ularly suitable to Thurber car-

toons, with their simple lines.

(A refreshing contrast to the

often fantastic or hyper-human

cartoon creatures of Saturday

morning.) But Monroe leaves

his fantasies to re-enter the

domestic world to resolve the

discord with gentleness and

sensitivity, a major departure

from Thurber's situations.

It's so nice to find a situa-

tion-comedy (with the term
broadly understood ) that

doesn't depend on a central

eccentric for its basic humour.

There's no reliance on a "fun-

ny"' maid, butler, friend, un-

cle, etc. to create "funny situa-

tions". The characters are

able to sustain the comedy
from rather ordinary situa-

tions without the aid of bladder

bags. (Nonetheless, there is a

rather quiet laugh track.

)

Although the show has a
good cast, technical innovation

with integrated cartoon and
fantasy sequences, and a rela-

tively subtle approach as a sit-

uation comedy, it lacks a basic

fidelity to Thurber. Thurber
did not tidy up his endings and
plan lessons in applied virtue

or practical goodness. The
happy ending is one of the rub-

rics of television sitcoms. The
misunderstanding, the fear,

the embarrassment or whatnot

cause of comedy clears up to

the gleeful satisfaction of all

concerned, and the viewer is

left with a sweet lesson. There
is a certain violence and de-

spair about much of Thurber
comedy and this is entirely

missing from the show.

This is a serious flaw. Yet at

the same time, if this show is

any indication, an evolution of

the situation comedy is under-

way. There may yet be a shift

from the hyper-kineticidiocyof

Lucille Ball to a more subtle

kind of humour. It is hearten-

ing to see a true humorist used

as the basis of a series, rather

than a barrage of third rate

joke writers. It is heartening to

see greater use made of the

medium, by integrating these

cartoon animations.

The show deals only with the

simple foibles of marriage eas-

ily remedied in thirty minutes,

not with the basic marital con-

flicts often resulting in isola-

tion and despair. The wife is

not a shrew; she is not out to

humiliate or repress John
Monroe. She is understanding,

rather pretty and affectionate.

Two of the four shows already

aired end with wife Ellen: a

coy comment, a twinkle in her

eye; and husband John: stalk-

ing her off to bed. Yes. inter-

course! You'd never catch Mr.

and Mrs. Walter Mitty at that!

The typical Thurber end is al-

ienation,

However, this discrepancy is

not the fault of the show, but of

the present Ideology of Televi-

sion: Documentaries, they talk

about problems; Comedies,
they entertain, that's all.

Satire is the dominant mode
of humour today. Laugh-In
dabbles in it; the Smothers
Brothers got their knuckles

rapped; That Was the Week
That Was was axed because of

irreverant satire. If television

doesn't make more room for

satire, or just good humour,
the sitcom will soon be as

amusing as an old knock-knock

joke.

Thurber's comedy was
spawned as a form of social

criticism — chiefly relating to

the first half of this century.

Since then, the New Woman
has emerged a bit more and
isn't all that terrifying, though

just as noisy as expected. The
speed of techno-logical change
has accelerated to the point

where there's very little tradi-

tion left to corrupt, and there's

little left to change but

changes themselves. Thurber
is funny, but dated. His hu-

mour has lost its bite with age.

And this is what goes on televi-

sion? And I'm glad? Yes!
Perhaps television is catching

up to the culture it's helped to

create. Keep your fingers

crossed. Next season: "That's

My Syringe, You Cocksucker,"

based on the satire of Lenny
Bruce, and starring Jackie
Gleason. Debbie Reynolds and

Jay North.

— darnel mack

It's Carnaby St.

It's Happening! "it

Sat.Sun.&Mon. Oft. 11- I
' I I

liam.loiipm. Th, w„n d<-rrtil Horld "jMfO
Hi Fa.ti.il and lrall> C7g

lis a ronlinoou. fa.hion Minn

H's a Shopper'' [laiaar

ll 's Ihi. and lhai from around Ihr World.

International
^Boutiqne^:

Carnival

Guest Stars.

^Dancers

All Nations

Children
under 12

FREE
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/Santa s Workshop is therel ,'lfifi \la 1
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East of Sudbury there is a

little town called Coniston

which is a must for anyone who

wants to see what man can do

to ruin his environment- The

town is located right beside a

huge smoke-belching smelter

and both are owned by the

mammoth International Nick-

el Company. On Labour Day

we drove out tolook around.

Up on the railroad tracks,

five workmen were listlessly

scraping away at the dirt on

the tracks. It would just drift

back around the diamonds and

ties anyway. One of the men

thought I was a newspaperman
and hoped that I could get

things changed for them. He
was all ready in his broken

English with the facts of life in

Coniston.

He told us about the thick

layer of fine dust that would
settle on the furniture on days
when the wind blew up a

storm, the impossibility of

growing anything green around

their houses, because the top-

soil had been ruined by the sul-

phur which had swept over the

land for years, INCO's refusal

to do anything about the im-

poverished soil — above all,

just the utter desolation that

surrounds the town. He re-

membered what it had been

like there when he first came

over from Italy more than thir-

ty years ago. There was long

grass then, and a white pine

forest had covered the area

where now the only things

standing were telephone poles.

He was pretty disappointed

when he found out I wasn't

from the newspapers. He told

us that not a word about the

ravages effected by industry

on our natural environmept,

one of the current main topics

of interest in newspapers
across Canada and the US.
reaches the pages of the Sudbu-

ry paper. And CKSO, Sudbu-
ry's T.V. station is the only

C.B.C. affiliate which is not

carrying the network's current

series on pollution. Not enough
local interest, says the station

management, according to

Patrick Scott. But then that lit-

tle railroad man never had a

chance.

an

E5i
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everyone should have such a brother
. t ...i ..i anrl nurnlp con

Johnny Winter was a curiosi-

ty from the beginning. One can

just imagine the glee with

which Tiny Tim's old manager

greeted the spectacle of an al-

bino from Texas who sang just

like a real blues singer. The

surprise was that he really was

a blues singer.

This at least was the impres-

sion I came away with at the

Toronto Pop Festival where he

sounded completely genuine.

Something was generated be-

tween the audience (who were

really prepared to like him)

and Johnny himself. (He has

been saying all week that he

was very nervous). This was

his first live appearance of any

importance outside of Steve

Paul's club in New York. He

had to live up to his name,

which he did.

But there was a completely

different feeling to his concert

last Friday at Massey Hall.

Probably this had its origin in

the setting; it is impossible to

sit in plush seats and just

watch the blues. Inevitably it

turns into some kind of freak

show with no real emotional

content, no tension & release in

the playing.

And it seemed also that

Johnny Winter had changed.

He came on in a brown brocade

jacket and purple cords and

began dancing like a snake.

The guitar playing was as fluid

as the rest of the act - tight,

but nondescript backing and

a well-choreographed inter-

change between Johnny and

the drummer.
But here's the worm (said

the applel. Boredom crept in.

Why'.' The playing was excel-

lent. But there was too much.

As it all went on and on, I kept

feeling that the whole thing

had lost all meaning. There is

some kind of indefinite felt

reason behind each note that a

man like B.B. King plays.

When he goes into a solo he is

really going somewhere. And

the listener goes along with

him (part way anyway) and

they build off each other's feel-

ings.

Something exciting did hap-

pen though. About halfway

through his set -everybody

should have a Hide brother, says

Fenny he brought on his

brother, Edgar. Edgar sat

down at the organ and they

moved into a long, beautiful

number that sounded some-

thing like an electrified Grate-

ful Dead. He left behind clus-

ters of notes no longer at-

tached to "the blues" but

somehow belonging to a new

castle of music. Edgar became

VARSITY BLAZERS
Varsity Tartan

Kilts Ties and Scarves

made to order

RICHARDSON'S
546 Yonge St. 922-3141

the star of the show when, as

the first twin albino scat-sing-

ing blues duo in history, they

did it to 'Tobacco Road'. And

so. yes Alice, we did go to bed

happy, our heads raped and our

ears "deaf. _ doug waiters

SOLNICKI GORD BREGMAN PRESENTS

THE WHO
ENTIRE ROCK OPERA

TOMMY
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 14th - 8:00 P.M.

C.N.E. COLISEUM
ONE SHOW ONLY ALL TICKETS J4.50

Available of! ALL SAM THE RECORD MAN STORES
LE CHATEAU 719 Yonoe Street

i

i

nUfdM
Stilling STEAKS

Served In Buigundy Win*

and tucculwit ROAST BEEF

Enl»rlainm»nt nildv In tha

UPSTAIRS VENETIAN IOUNGE C, BAR

S. Appearing Nttely JERRY RAVEN.i

Steele's
TAVERN-RESTAURANT

EM. e-5160 Ml YONOE ST.

(Fully licnt#d)

Phone - 923-7361
;

923-7305 ;

923-7306 *

Park Plaza Florists

KIND FLOWER SHOPS LIMITED
10 AVENUE ROAD, TORONTO

10% DISCOUNT on orders

picked up at the shop is

available to

students and staff.

"The Paris Revolt"
And

"The Invasion

of

C zecho Slovakia

Sponsored by the Glendon

International Forum, "The
Year ot the Barricade,"

Saturday, Oct 11th.

Admission $1,

Room 204

Glendon College,

2275 Bayview Ave.

^/Scof/jegue
Two Dance Floors

The best in recorded music

(R&B. Soul)

Light Show
$2.00 Admission

Open Fri. Sal. Sun.

9 P.M. -3 A.M. 482 Yonge St.

I Block North of College

964-1060
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ian & sylvia - too slick for country
Ever since the demise of

folk music (or rather, of the

popular variety that they did so

well and made their reputation

through) Ian and Sylvia have
been looking for a bag. In the

process they have produced
some good songs (several of

these were performed at their

Convocation Hall concert on
Monday — "Mr. Spoon," or

Sylvia's "Woman's World",
but these have been without
reference to any on-going his-

torical mainstream — rock,

country, etc. Now, with the

Great Speckled Bird as their

back-up band, Ian and Sylvia

have the equipment to do coun-

try music (or rather, the popu-

lar variety that Dylan has

moved into and that The Band
exemplifies — neo-country).

And it is clear that they can

write in this vein — witness

Sylvia's "I Work Every Day in

a Trucker's Cafe." But they

just don't have the touch to

sing country music: their so-

phisticated showmanship be-

trays them.
The contrast between Ian

and Sylvia and the Great Spec-

kled Bird is immediately ap-

parent. The band is remarka-
ble. Buddy Cage is a perfect

master of the steel guitar, ev-

ery mournful twang carefully

understated. The same for

Amos Garrett, lead guitar,

whose short, clear notes and
fast runs weave in and out of

the music in accomplished
Nashville style. The drummer,
Norman Smart, provided a fine

backing, never stepping out of

place in a type of music that

depends, again, on understate-

ment.

Ian and Sylvia, however,
have a slick, serious delivery
— quite the opposite of the

studied dead-pan essential to

neo-country music. A compari-
son with The Band, with whom
they share material (including

some of Dylan's songs), brings

this out. The Band's version of

"Long Black Veil" has a slow,

almost tedious tempo. The lyr-

ics are sung without comment,
each note carefully following

the previous one. When a note

is drawn out, it is for musical
rather than emotional effect.

An extreme distance is main-
tained between the singer and
the song (which, in this case,

renders the song oddly humor-
ous).

Ian and Sylvia, on the other

hand, are constantly interject-

ROCHDALE
HAS ROOMS!

the following are available
immediately:

DOUBLE ROOM WITH
KITCHEN $60 mo. each

ROOMS WITH BOARD!
SINGLES $112 to $120 mo.

DOUBLES $92 to $100 mo.

ALL FURNISHED
TERM RENTALS AVAILABLE

There are also a limited number of unfurnished ZUES suites left at S260 a month. These

are twice the size of a standard one bedroom apartment and are suitable for occupancy by

several students or a small tribe of Indians.

ROCHDALE MEANS!
• co-educational living without hassles

• democratic self administration by students

• several varieties of workshop space and equipment available

• a taste of communal environment

• but mostly people: authors, poets, musicians, computer programmers, bums,

professors, actors, high level corporate drop-outs (& drop-ins)

A CAST OF THOUSANDS!
341 BLOOR ST. W. 921-3168

come live with us

ing themselves into the songs
they sing. By demonstrating
their virtuosity as singers they

interfere with the effect of the

song. They attempt to express

the emotions of the song, rath-

er than just letting everything

be what it is, rather than just

letting the song pass through

them.

morris siras feld

However, aside from their

problems in finding a suitable

new sound, they are often a

pleasure to listen to. They are

good singers, singing what they

like. They borrow what they

want from whatever bags are

around.

— r. d. schwartz

pinball wizard meets acid

queen, uncle ernie etc.

On Tuesday, October 14, The
Who will perform Tommy, a

rock opera, at the C.N.E. Coli-

seum. This composition, and

the round of live concerts ac-

companying it, may be the

most exciting event current in

the world of rock.

Musically, Tommy is highly

organized, with recurring me-
lodic and lyric themes. The
steady beat of rock is juxta-

posed with extended musical

phrases to achieve an effect

that may be compared with

classical music in its versatili-

ty and complexity In a sense.

Tommy is the culmination of

an era of rock history, demon-

strating that rock can be em-

ployed for a task as demanding

as composing a full opera. The

Who have succeeded in this

without abandoning any of the

basic musical forms of rock

(they have even included a

blues number by Sonny Boy

Williamson, the only piece nol

their own — it fits perfectly )

.

The Who are especially ac-

complished as rhythm guitar-

ists, relying more on fast chord

progressions and rhythm rath-

er than individual notes. The
solid, driving beat of their gui-

tars has been the distinctive

feature of their sound since

they began performing — and

marks their music as unadul-

terated rock (in a line of de-

scent that goes back to Bo Did-

dley ).

The opera tells the story of

Tommy, the new Messiah — a

deaf, dumb, and blind kid and

wizard on a pinball machine.
Tommy as a boy is "unaware
of everything"

;

Flaying poxy pin bull

picks his nose and smiles and

Pokes his tongue al everything.

Tommy goes on to become the

best pinball player around (far

cry from the days when Mes-

siahs wandered down out of the

hills or in from the desert i His

constant plea is: "See me. feel

he. touch me, heal me." A
doctor cures him and Tommy
is ready for the world

:

You IIfeet me coming

A new vibration

From afar you 'II see me
I'm a sensation.

He preaches to the world:

"The theme of the sermon has

come unto me, love will find a

way." In place of meditation,

contemplation, and such reli-

gious practices. Tommy has

his own spiritual exercise:

// vou nam to follow me
You'w.got to play pin ball.

So put in your earplugs

Put on your shades

And you know where to put the

cork!

Of course his followers forsake

him in the end.

Tommy is too rich a story to

describe in this short space.

His adventures with the Acid

Queen, mean Cousin Kevin

("the school bully"), and

wicked Uncle Ernie are hilar-

ious. The love of teeny-bopper

Sally Simpson for Tommy is

touching (she gets thrown off

the stage at one appearance of

Tommy's and gashes her face
'— such things have actually

been known to happen at Doors

concerts). Tommy might be

taken as the true-life story of

what its like to be a rock n' roll

star — r. d. schwartz

REVIEW r 1



records
Black & White, Tony Joe

While — Monument SLP

11114

This is a weird Nashville

.ecord. engineered by

some Cadillac-driving gen-

ius. The sound on any one

cut is liable to range from

rock to blues to swamp to

country to r & b. You will

also find flutes some-

where. It's a mixture of

originals & standard pop

Wichita Lineman all re-

worked into a funky mess.

Good but somewhat mo-

notonous vocals. Good bass

work by Norbert Putnam.

Blues from Laurel Canyon

— John Mayall — London

PSS4S
From its crystadelic

cover & voluminous magic

pictures of Mayall to its

self-pitying lyrics this ef-

fort exudes pretension.

There is some good back-

ing by what must be May-

all's umpteenth group but

through it all is the feeling

that he is playing at some

alien form Si feeding it into

a massively overdeveloped

ego. Nothing suggests that

he knows or cares what he

is doing.

Hallejulah — Canned Heat

— London LST 7618

They've cleaned up their

act — a little bit. An aug-

mented band takes on 1968

& the police to good effect.

And behind all the hokum

of their avowed dirtiness is

a good old-time straight

blues band. Unfortunately

they don't have much of a

singer. Particularly good

are Do Not Enter

(remember the bikini with

the exit sign) and Down in

the Gutter (butFreel.

Nucleus — Mains tream

SI 61 20

A Touch of Gold — Johnny

Rivers — Imperial LP 12427

I couldn't listen to either

of them all the way
through. The former

makes the drastic mistake

of confusing acid rock

sound clusters with noise.

Contrary to some opinion,

there is a difference. John-

ny Rivers goes pseudi-psy-

chedelic. Enough said. I

hope it doesn't sell.

—doug waiters

salome's got

Salome Bey, now appearing

at George's Spaghetti House,

has most of the qualities that a

jazz singer requires. Among

these are the jazzman's unique

sense of time and rhythm and

his way of taking liberties with

phrasing. Of course, the most

important thing is the "jazz

feeling" — that ill-defined

quality that places Louis Arm-

strong and Billie Holiday into

the category of jazz singer

while all other contenders —
even Ella Fitzgerald - are

somehow suspect.

Now, though Miss Bey — a

talented singer by any stan-

dard - has these attributes, I

am not certain that she wants

to be labelled a "jazz singer".

Indeed, many singers have

tried to avoid being so tagged,

and with good reason, for they

have found that the "jazz sing-

er" just doesn't get the lucra-

tive jobs in the supper clubs

and the electronic media.

Salome Bey has been heard

occasionally around the city in

the past few years. Prior to

settling in Toronto (she is now

the wife of Howard Matthews,

a partner in The Underground

Railroad). Miss Bey was a

singer with Andy and the Bey

Sisters. I've heard her sing a

that jazz feeling

NOW OPEN!
INTERNATIONAL

STEAM BATHS
456 Sptdlns Avs. 922-8996

(Spodino and College)

SPECIAL STUDENT

RATES $1.00
OPEN 24 HRS. DAILY

AT ALL TIMES
SAUNA

, Wet and dry itcom rcor

,
RccrCLtion Lounge)

CLASSIFIEDS
ROOM AND BOARD low rates fraiermly FOR SALE, Conveclor type baseboard
House, 200 yards Irom campus 218 Bever heater 1500-750 watt Thermostat and
ley Si Phone 922 1494 salely switch In excellent condition S20

Phone Dale 924 0263 after 2 pm

Remodelling & Alterations

— A Sp*clalhr —

STUDENTS' ELITE

Cleaners & Tailors

$54 Spadina Ave.

922-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cord*

MEMBER OF INDEPENDANT
CLEANERS ASSOC.

GIRLSI got inuolvedl Live close to campus
shore (nendly co-op atmosphere, furnished

room and board until May S573 Call cam
pus co operative olfice 964 1961 oi 925
8458

QUAINT FURNISHED APARTMENT to

share, one block Irom Christie subway
Own room S45/month includes every
thing Call Ruth a1 534 6403 (evening or

928 3224 (days)

ARCHITECTS LAMPS <2I three hinges
SlOoach 927 5260 evenings after 6

FOR SALE - Holner 6 string F hole gui-
tar New steel strings Also ge solid state
portablo record plByot Phone Annette
923 8340

RIDE WANTED to Windsor thanksgiving
weekend Share gas and eapenses 769
5217

FOR SALE Fleetwood 4 speed automatic
portable tecord player with Garrard chan
ger 8 months old S30 Phone Dale 924-
0263 after 2 pm

ROOM AND BOARD Irai house males
only. maid, linen service. TV. parking etc
85 Bedlord Rd 924-0501

FURNISHED ROOM in large apartment
with 2 French girls. Share kitchen and
bathroom Near all Services and University
Speak English and Spanish Call 929 -9692
»fter6

SUNDAY NIGHT si the Movies — See
'Wait until Dork " — Sunday 8 p m New
College Weimoro Dining Hall — SI 00
(see display ad in this issue listing other
great features)

WE SPENT over two hours writing an ad

to attract your attention See next

Wednesday

GIRL ONLY WANTED, laboratory type
able to impiovise written tests in genetics,

eugenics 421-6893

SEE THE UNFORGETABLE W C fields

— 10-wk Series S495 or SI 00 at the

door per movie — new college Wetmore
dining hall 8 pm Every Wednesday begin-

ning Oct 8th

SUNDAY NIGHT at the movies — see
Wan Until Dark" — Sunday 8 pm New
College Wolmoie dining hall — SI 00 (see

display ad in this issue listing other great

features)

SEE THE UNFORGETABLE W C Fields

— 10<wk series S4 95 or 51 00 at the
door pet movie — New College Wetmore
dning hall B pm every Wednesday begin-

ning Oct 8th

SPANISH private lessons Native speaker
lost simplified method S4 per hour Call

mornings 926 9260 (Mrs Bleiluss) 80
Admiral Rd

FOR RENT: three large single rooms,

large study desks, excellent study condi-

tions Close to subway Share kitchen, rent

reasonable Call 763-691 1 after 4 30 pm

ATTENTION dry cleaning plant requires
two clean cut gentlemen tor car hop serv-
ice Irom 7 30 am to 9 30 am Mon to Fri

Apply Embassy Cleaners 2346 Yonge St..

Mi Cormier 487 7007

PART OR FULL TIME counter help lor

PM's Dnve-in take-out Yonge St Summer-
hill area Men or women to work days or

nights Please call Pols ol Call 924-9353.
Mr Forster

Special Student Rates

DANNY BARBER

STYLIST
SUTTON PLACI HOTEL

"Enjoy the best in hair

trimming and styling."

couple of times before and was

impressed. She seemed to be a

real jazz singer (a rare thing,

actually) — not afraid to open

up and swing in a straight

aheadjazz context.

At George's these nights, the

musicians backing up the sing-

er have excellent jazz creden-

tials, particularly Sir Charles

Thompson, who is on sabbati-

cal from the piano chair at the

Golliwog Bar of the King Ed-

ward Hotel. But Salome Bey

seems to be making an effort

to avoid being caught in an ex-

clusively jazz bag. Particular-

ly in her choice of songs, she

appears to be striving for an

eclecticism which would satis-

fy a supper club crowd, rather

etiol young

than a jazz audience. The songs

range from Aquarius and Mer-

cy Mercy to old Cole Porter

things like Anything Goes, to

sentimental semi-French

things that remind me of Ed-

ith Piaf. Not one of the songs in

the two sets we heard derived

from the jazz tradition.

But jazz or not, Salome Bey

is a fine singer. With a dark

toned, powerful voice, and a

simple, fully professional

stage presence {no hokum),

she was able to dominate the

room, a considerable feat at

George's, where the audience

is always noisy and indifferent

to the music. She even had to

do an encore.
— j. mcc.

THE TORONTO
CHAMBER SOCI ETY

aresents

CANTATAS & MOTETS

by BACH, BUXTEHU DE.

RITTER, SCHUTZ

Saturday, Oct. 25, 8:30 pm

Concert Hall

Edward Johnson Building

tickets S3. 50; two or more

S3.00 ea.

phone 536-5019

for reservations

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT
AND

Don't miss our Friday afternoon thing

4 P.M. — 7 P.M.

| HALF PRICE DAILY - 12:00-7:00
|

ENJOY THE SOUNDS OF THE 20'S & 30'S

Singalong
WITH

Don Steele and the
Speak Easy

JAZZ BAND
Ju»t climb ths dingy steps
I 529 Bloor St. W. (upstairs'

532-4292

(LICENSED)
Proof of

Age Re qui rot!
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continued from

last week but

not so long

4
hurry to catch rush ?

in which our heroes go further west

eating vanilla ice cream
CONTINUE HERE:
PREPARE FOR ETERNI-

TY. YOU'LL SOON BE
THERE FOREVER. - bill-

board between Winnipeg and

Portage la Prairie.

A sidetrip never hurt any-

one.

And so, fifteen minutes after

escaping from the clutches of

the red cleaner's truck, we
were bumping along a gravel

road in a blue Pontiac and a

child with silky blonde hair

was peering at the two visitors

in the back seat, and flirting

with us under his white eye-

brows.

His two brothers scrambled

over their parents and the fa-

ther brought the baby close to

his shoulder, as we wheeled off

the bumpy sideroad.

A cluster of barracks-like

wooden buildings confronted us

for a few moments, as a beard-

ed man in black clothes clam-

bered into the back seat.

Five minutes later we were

parked in the middle of the

prairies looking over a wire

fence at a horde of hundreds of

FAT LADIES RUSHING TO
THE BARGAIN TABLE.

Like sheep, they stormed off

in one direction, and then

tucked in their feet and

skimmed back across on invisi-

ble water skis, their long white

necks preceding them by a

split second and their broad

white wings fluttering com-

ically near the ground because

they had been clipped.

I started running around,

picking up loose feathers to put

in my hat, and the oldest of the

three boys stood by and looked

at me with a quizzical expres-

sion:

MORE GEESE. ALWAYS
GEESE. ALWAYS MAKING
THAT NOISE AND SCAMP-
ERING AROUND. WANDER-
ING INTO MY BEDROOM IN

THE MORNING. STEALING
FOOD.

WHAT'S THE FUNNY
LADY DOING? JUMPING UP
AND DOWN AND RUNNING
TO THE MAN WITH THE
BLACK HAT.

I watched the seven-year-old

sitting on his fence post and

almost grinning, as I clutched

handfuls of white goose feath-

ers and stuffed them in my
purse.

Suddenly he jumped down
into the midst of the geese,

scopping white down into his

chubby palm. He thrust his

collection in my face.

(THERE I WAS WITH ALL
THE SILLY FEATHERS IN
MY HANDS AND I

COULDN'T FIGURE WHY.
THE GOOSE LADY PROBA-
BLY WANTS THEM.)
"These are for you. I don't

need them."

His four year-old brother

toddled around, following his

example, beaming.

When the two men left the

squawking we all trooped back

to the car. the bearded man sat

beside us again and I won-

dered, vaguely who he was. His

face was sunburnt and freckled

and he could have been 30 or 50.

We stopped and the men went

into one of the barracks.

A monster German Shep-

herd was dozing in the sun. The

boys scampered out and rushed

towards him.

WHAT ARE YOU DOING
LETTING A MONSTER LIKE
THAT PROWL THE
STREETS WHY HE COULD
POUNCE ON MY PRECIOUS
AND BABY HIM TO CHEWY
LITTLE BITS and the three

boys woke him up. talking ex-

citedly, and the toddler clam-

bered up onto the dog's back

pony-style while the mother

watched delightedly from the

car.

A group of children gathered

on some wooden steps watched

Kevin bouncing on the dog. One

boy. with baggy pants support-

ed by suspenders, called the

German shepherd back to the

porch. A girl wearing a close

cap to contain her braided

hair, kept tripping on her an-

kle-length cotton dress, as she

swung a friend back and forth

on a swing.

I asked the mother why the

children were dressed in such

an old-fashioned way and she

told me the farm was a Hutter-

ite commune.

Rick quietly opened the back

door and nudged his brother

into the front seat, saying.

. "You can't do that Kevin.

You might hurt yourself.

"

He came to my ear and whis-

pered confidentially,

"My friend went into the

street and a car hit him and he

died. I have to look after my
little brother."

The oblong schoolhouse

stood aside from the living

quarters.

I figured the parents would

take charge of their children's

education but the boys' mother

told me the Hutterites bring in

teachers from outside.

I was just as surprised when

I asked Rick if he liked school

and he answered, "Not very

much. This year in grade one

they taught me to print my
name."

By the end of that sticky-day.

rain was threatening and we
were standing outside of Bran-

don looking at a 26 flavour ice

cream store. We opened the

door and got in line,

MAPLE WALNUT.
RHUBARB RIPPLE.
BUTTERSCOTCH NUT
CRUNCH. TANGERINE
TWIST. COCONUT CA-
BOOSE. ULTRA BO
DONI. ORANGE OR-
GASM. CHERRY
CHURN.
COME *AS*YOU*ARE*
APPLE

( Original sin ice cream I

Girl at the counter chomp-
ing.

"Yea, what'llitbe."

"Two vanilla, please."

Music stops and the ice

cream freezes in the custom-

er's mouths.

Ah. did I hear you say two

VANILLA?"
,vYes. that's right."

"Ah, just a sec. Hey Harry

we got vanilla. Some weirdo

out here."

A weary voice from the back

booms out, "Its under Brussel

Sprout Bonanza."

Then mumbles. "Must be

one of those queers. Always
order vanilla. Oughtabe locked

up those fruits."

We slinked out, soft white

volcanoes slithering down our

dry throats, dancing over a hill

to the highway.

"We're freaks. Hey people

we're weirdooos."

continued next week

Tom Rush returned last Fri-

day to make one of his frequent

visits to the Riverboat. The
weekend also featured one of

the Riverboat's all too rae

double bills, with Keith McKie.

an outstanding young perform-

er.

The second half of the bill

was reserved for Tom Rush,

who appeared sporting a new
moustache. Unfortunately,

that was not the only change
which Rush had undergone.

His current repertoire is now
heavily laden with updated
tunes at the expense of the

purer, more appealing Joni

Mitchell type folk song.

This, of course, does not

mean' that Rush is no longer

the most polished folk per-

former around. One still can't

help but be enamored with his

congenial manner and com-
manding stage presence. He
still features some of the most
humorous anecdotes ever de-

livered by a folk performer on

sage. There is for instance his

tale about the time he passed a

troop convoy full of killers who
insisted on passing the peace
sign at him.

His material still ranges
from the gutsy songs which
Rush first performed in the

Chuck Berry-Bo Diddley era,

as exemplified by "Who Do
You Love" to material such as

Colours of the Sun, a beautiful

ballad by Jackson Brown.
The instrumental work by

Rush and his men was excel-

lent. Rush himself played

three finger acoustic guitar,

backed by Trevor Weitch on
guitar (who was particularly

excellent on Colours of the

Sun l and Duke Barton on bass.

Tom Rush may head for

Europe this summer, and so

this weekend will be the last

opportunity to see him for

quite a while. Take advantage

of it.

—issy dubinsky

ART GALLERY OF ONTARIO
317 DUNDAS ST. W.. TORONTO. ONT Tel. 363-3485

Wednesday. October 1 5 8 30 p.m

Canadian Art* Three Centuries

Wednesday evening lecture sene

Lectures

PICASSO AND THE ENDLESS
REVOLUTION
by Sir Roland Penrose

Tuesday, October 1 4. 3 00 p m.
thcNor«£ v i.i...-.

O. C- '.-.j- -r Ait 100 McCjuI Suec

Admission: free

Pan

NEW FRANCETHE ART
1665-1759

by Df R H Hubbard. Chief Curator

The National Gallery ol Canada

Admission 75c ATLcard

York University's Faculty

of Fine Arts

presents

The Performing Arts Series 1969-1970

Marcel Marceau. Claude Kip

Tony Monianaro

SUBS: $7.60 (Staff).

$6.00 (Student)

The Creative Associates. Ashish

Khan and Allah Rakha. The Mani-

toba Consort

SUBS: $6.76 (Staff).

$4 60 IStudent)

C POETRY
Allen Ginsberg, Irving Layton.

Robert Creeley. Eli Mandel
SUBS; $4.00 (Staff). $2.60 (Student)

D THEATRE

Nathan Cohen. Richard Schech
ner Theodore Hoffman. Henry
Popkin

SUBS: $4 00 (Staff).

$2.60 (Studant)

E FILM

W C Fields, The Mam Brothers.

Charlie Chaplin D W Griffiths.

Jean Renon Stanley Kubrick,

Alfred Hitchcock

SUBS: $10.00 (Staff),

$7.00 (Student)

nights)

Additional details by calling 636-2370

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM

_ sgbscnptions to the following series at Burton Audilo

A MIME B MUSIC

D THEATRE E

NAME

ADDRESS

I AM A STUDENT-TEACHER AT

PHONE

APT CITY

_ payable to York Universi-Enclosed my cheque or money order for $ _

ty Orders should be sent to Subscription Manager. Burton Auditorium. York

University Downsview Oniano



film
ww I smash socko hit as flick -varsity

Beneath a scoreboard

screaming impassionately of

the total loss of 1,500.000 Allies.

Sir Douglas Haig and his staff

dance. Tickets to the pageant

on the World War I amusement

pier are eagerly purchased by

entire families.

Field Marshal Sir John

French, reminded of the

French slaughter, blusters,

"Damn il all Wilson, we've go I

our own war lo Jighl " The chap-

lain absolves the men of killing

on the Sabbath.

And the shell-shocked troops

in the trenches sing, "We're

here because we*re here be-

cause we're here."

Oh! What a Lovely War is

the Ed Sullivan Show, the lat-

est news-footage from Viet-

name and 'Guernica' by Picas-

so. Its style is musical comedy.

Its mood is deadly black. Its

impression is of forgotten his-

tory with ignored chapters in

the present.

Adapted from Joan Little-

wood's stage presentation.

Richard Attenborough's brutal

satire is a film in which heroes

are awarded barbed-wire

wreaths of glory. Like Peter

Brook's Marat/Sade, Oh! What

a Lovely War treats all situa-

tions as a series of tableaux.

Behind the official panorama

of World War I. directed by the

British from an amusement

pier, by the French from a

merry-go-round and by all

sides from interminable gala

balls, lies (ultimately in mass

graves 1 another tableau — the

Smith family at the front.

The Smiths are the Every-

men, the first to volunteer, the

expendables. They enlist, by

jingo, to songs praising their

manhood, their patriotism and

the Tightness of their mission.

They march, like graduates at

commencement exercises,

onto the divinely-ordained

stage of war and are pushed

behind the scenes into trenches

reeking of mustard gas and

decomposing bodies. Where

once they sang 'rule Britan-

nia', they now sing 'Gassed'

while British-owned factories

in Germany over-produce for

the Kaiser and Haig prays for

victory

Attenborough's attitude to

the Great War always remains

in sharp focus in his film. Sir

Douglas Haig is little more
than a naive socialite who
dances poorly and commands
even-worse. The entire body of

British officialdom, dreaming

of Empire, is content to bask in

the glory of the nineteenth cen-

tury, while Englishmen are

deliberately kept ignorant of

the realities of trench-warfare.

Irony is everywhere in Oh!

What a Lovely War. From his

command-post atop a giant

spiral slide perched on a Brigh-

ton amusement pier, Haig

puffs, "We're going to walk

through the German lines."

Cut to: a shell-crater, four in-

fantrymen, the mud on their

NEW COLLEGE

MOTION PICTURE SOCIETY
presents

Sunday Night At The Movies

OCT. 12 - WAIT UNTIL DARK

OCT. 19 - THE GREAT ESCAPE

OCT. 26 - COOL HAND LUKE

NOV. 2 - THE ODD COUPLE

NOV. 9 - ROSEMARY'S BABY

NOV. 16 - TOM JONES

NOV. 23 THE NIGHT THEY RAIDED MINSKY'S

NOV. 30 - SAND PEBBLES

DEC. 7 - IN COLD BLOOD

DEC. 14 - DIRTY DOZEN

Season's Tickets Only $4.95 Available At

New College Student Council Office Room 2007

Wilson Hall Or At The Door 8 pm Each Sunday.

Wefmore Hall Dining Hall. $1.00

faces slowly dissolving under a

steady downpour of rain.

But the most persistently

ironic comments on an ironic

war in which French cavalry

tilt at German artillery are the

songs through which the chaos

is seen. Not one of them is

without a bitter, wry overtone

when juxtaposed against the

settings of war and. perhaps

this is the one fault of the film.

Cross-cutting between song

and action or action and song

effectively illustrates Atten-

borough's viewpoint, but his

intent becomes overly-predict-

able after continued use. Irony

is a powerful dramatic tech-

nique, yet, like all technique,

loses its impact when relied

upon exclusively.

Oh! What a Lovely War
might have been another in the

continuing series of smug, self-

righteous anti-war films (ie.

The Charge of the Light Bri-

gade) but it generally replaces

the obvious with the subtle.

Mercifully, Attenborough nev-

er pontificates, but instead

shells war with one of the

angriest blasts I can remem-
ber at the end of his film with-

out speaking a word.
— ion ritchie

Howard Hawks'

VIVA VILLA!
with WALLACE BEERY

Tonite at 7:15 and 9:30

at CINEMATHEQUE

Music Library, 559 Avenue Road

JEWISH STUDENTS:

ATTEND! PARTICIPATE!
FIRST REGIONAL CONFERENCE

OF
JEWISH CAMPUS YOUTH

NEXT SUNDAY & MONDAY, OCTOBER 1 2 & 1 3

KING EDWARD HOTEL. TORONTO

"FACING A CRISIS —
— FACING A CHALLENGE!"

• SEE FILM "ON STRIKE" —
THE SAN FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE STORY

• PROVOCATIVE DISCUSSION LEADERS
• WIDE-OPEN FLOOR DEBATE

2 P.M. SUNDAY, OCTOBER 12
"CAMPUS CRISIS —THE JEWISH? STUDENT"

AND
9 AM MONDAY, OCTOBER 13

"MY SON THE DOCTOR — MY SON THE
REVOLUTIONARY?"

ALL JEWISH STUDENTS WELCOME
BE WITH IT . . . BETHERE!
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did they have to bash the seagull ?

Fire Island, the well-known

{ haunt of homosexuals and oth-

er social deviants in New York

City, is the setting for Last

Summer, a story of another

sector of alienated society —
four teenagers.

None of the four people in-

volved are really representa-

tive of youth today since they

are all outcast whelps of

wealthy parents who never

appear on the screen. Yet they

symbolize the growing tragedy

of modern-day society — a

sense of isolation and a result-

ing frustration which if pushed

can lead to violence.

Sandy and her constant

r blonde companions flash their
** tanned and beautiful teeth at

us, but they can't con us with

their smiles. We see what a

phantasmagoria they psyches

are and what ugly intentions

they have.

The film ambivalently at-
,

tempts to show that the par-

ents have contributed much to

their children's loneliness, but

that all the decisions made in

the movie are spontaneous and

the responsiblity of the teenag-

ers as individuals and not

merely as the product of their

environment. It is true that

Sandy is bitter towards the

skinny, effeminate little man
sleeping with her mother — but

does she have to bash the

brains out of her pet seagull?

Although Peter's parents were

the source of marijuana for

i their pot party, were Sandy

and Peter and Dan compelled

to follow the actions of their

parents?

Even the relationship among
the trio is entered into, by the

boys at least, for the express

purpose of laying Sandy in the

woods as soon as possible.

Sandy seems to enjoy the pow-

er that her sexuality gave her

over the two boys. Sandy isn't

plagued by conscience, ,but

instead is ecstatic over her

new-found desirability.

into this Utopia stumbles
pudgy, studious Rhoda with

her braced-teeth who, unfor-

tunately, has a sense of morali-

ty, sensitivity and the desper-

ate need to be loved and ac-

cepted. She questions the three

about their violation of the

seagull's basic rights, and
makes them uncomfortable by
introducing doubt. Immediate-

ly Sandy senses competition —
not sexually, but spiritually. In

Rhoda, Sandy senses someone
equally as strong-willed who
threatens her dominance.

As with the seagull, howev-
er, Sandy accepts Rhoda who
seems weakened by insecurity

and the haunting memory of

her mother's drowning and
who doesn't seem too competi-
tive in a one-piece bathing suit.

But, like the seagull. Rhoda
tries to assert her rights

most particularly in her at-

tempt not to go out with the

Puerto Rican computer-date,
and later not to abandon him to

a gang of toughs.

Sandy slowly begins to feel

that Rhoda is no longer amus-
ing, no longer acting out the

subservient role that she
should be playing. At the end of

the film, after Sandy has re-

ceived the most unkind blow of

all from Rhoda — a sense of

doubt and self-disgust — she
tries to destroy her. That act of

unspeakable violence leaves

each character in the film, and
the audience itself, permanent- > .

ly isolated from each other. £)

From REVIEW 5

and assist people in the surrouna-

ing community in doing likewise.

But those who strive will inevitably

be accused of doing something ex-

tremely selfish and perverted:

"but he'll surely miss the world go

by"
"nah! he lives in his own world"

"my my then he really must be a

crazy man"
' 'yeah he 's a crazy man
he's a crazy man
he never opens up his eyes

Bob Dylan. The Times They Are

A-Changin ' recordjacket notes.

Most of us stopped experi-

menting with our own
definitions at about age four.

Kenneth Burke, one of the few con-

temporary writers that has some-
thing relevant to say about our
tendency to sleep-walk through

existence, says:
In the unwritten cosmic constitution

that lies behind all man-made Con-

stitutions, it is decreed by the nature

of things that each man is "necessar-

ily free" to be his own tyrant, inex-

orably imposing upon himself the

peculiar combination oj insights

associated with his peculiar combi-

nation ofexperiences.

Kenneth Burke.

Language as Symbolic Action —
If Burke is right, if our nar-

rowness is due to the nature of

things' and cannot be altered,

then the game is over, left and
right, east and west, Mao and
motherhood, the end.

7Vn*jr is the end

My only friend, the end.

It hurts to set youfree

But you 11 neverfollow me
The end of laughter and soft lies

The end of night we tried to die.

This is the end. The Doors

Wine and cheese, anybody .'

bill templeman

SOihCENTURY ^^ii/uBfrvuCb<Skot*JeaAe. PRESENTATIONS

P He wants to love

| the enemy into submission.

| Tomorrow,

| he joins the Army.

HSXL.HERO!

& Michael Douglas - Teresa Wright and Arthur Kennedy

I-: ScnwroloybyDovdManbe* Fro™ ihe 00*1 b» John Pouted b, Ho*>U D Cc*rn

jJj 0"*CBd by COvd M.ilw Mui-c by Jwome Mourn let^ofc"

I*: Moil, Hero' ond W*r*o> and Why" <w"pc«d o-v) penVmed by Cordon L.9M001

V flC.ne™Ceme-F:lTiiPiwfi'Oi.in A Ngionol Generol feiu-n XtUxsie

$ CONTINUOUS DAILY FROM 2 P.M.

medium cool
a special kind of hot

I think the young people

of the world should be

required to see Medium Cool!
-flu Reed HOLIDAY Magaimc

beyond the age oF innocence... into the age of awareness

medium cool
iobertfoister/verna bloom/petei boneiz

mdriannd hill/harold blankenship

UlyWdmin S haiWI w««ltr hukiiwaler

CONTINUOUS DAILY FROM 9:30 A.M.
SUNDAY CONT. FROM 1:30 P.M.

6tO0R TONGl SUflwftV 924 1600

DOWNTOWN
YONGf OUNDAS 366 3300

The Incas

had everything:

wealth, beauty, honor
and innocence.

Pizarro brought
them Christianity.

Robert Shaw Christopher Plummer

"The Royal Hunt of the Sun"

Nl^cI Davenport Michael Cnun Andrew Keir

ilium Marlowe James OunalJ ,mj l.eon.irj Whitiri

WEEKDAYS at 7:00 and 9 pm. 48HSJ

SATURDAY and SUNDAY from 2 p.m.

CINEMA

re view is



associate....jack mccattrey films....ian ritchie

eun w / — -

watsUP
MUSIC

i, I Wont lo Sm You Burn!

No, it * not Rop Brown or Bobby

Seal*. II'* Ceejay, beautiful Cee-

iav. leod singer with ihe New Bar

i, not to bo eonfv*ed with the

old Barlrays Hwy*'" ">i",h ond

THEATRE

Things are starting to hap-

pen in campus theatre, so

here's Part 1 of your handy

guide to what's playing or

planned in the near future.

(Notice our editor's thought-

fulness in placing this column

at the outer edge of the page,

where it can be clipped out

with a minimum of scissors

effort.

)

SMC THEATRE MICKITIES
— The Tempest, directed

by Barrie Brodie, 6 — 9 Nov-

ber in the SMC Student

Centre.
— Streetcar Named Desire,

directed by the Drama
Centre's Fred Marker, at 8:30

26-29 November in Central

Library Theatre. Since not all

of the male roles have been

cast yet, men-only audition

will be held Tuesday. 14 Octo-

I ber. at 7:30 in Carr Hall

TRINITY COLLEGE
DRAMATIC SOCIETY
— Nothing definitely sched-

uled before Richard Reoch's

Songs for the Coal Forest

Children, 16-20 December in

Central Library Theatre. An

open audition for this produc-

tion will be held Wednesday

15 October. 3:00-5:00 in Car

twright Hall of St Hilda's

College.

VICTORIA COLLEGE
DRAMA SOCIETY
Albee's American

Dream and The Sandbox, di

reeled by Tony Shepherd. 29

and 30 October at 8:00.

- The Ten of Us, a musical

written and directed by Jim

Betts, 6-8 November at 8:00

- The Bob _ Revue, The

Emperor's New Clothes, writ-

ten and directed by John

Bemrose, 18-22 November at

1:30.

- Anouilh's Antigone, di-

rected by Bob Galbraith, 2-6

December at 8:30.

All of these will be in Room
|
3 of Vic's New Academic

i Building, and all but the first

are still casting. Information

|

about tryouts may be ob-

i

tained from Anne MacKenzie

at 920-8541.

So much for and from the

federated colleges. Part II

will outline the activities of

the drama groups at UC. Innis

I and New. Meanwhile, two
I professional openings next

I Monday. 13 October: at the

I O'Keefe, Hans Conreid in

I Spofford, a comedy adapted
I by Hans Shumlin from Peter

I DeVries' novel Reuben, Reu-

I ben; and at the Royal Alexan

I dra, the Harkness Ballet.

— mo'e

they're ploying ol Sou/ City, 167

Church Si., one block north of

Quoen. They're there Fri. Sot. Sun.

hrom nine till three in the morning.

A curioui hybrid, ihey fall some-

where between Jame* Brown and

Sly and The Family Stone. In frilly

futchla thirl*, afro hair*lyle* and

pant* light where it counts — ihey

play soul. The bras* section is good,

the organist is cool, they're all so

nciedibly tight. The rhythmn* pour

across the room, a whirring mael-

*lrom of noise. You con leave your

head al home, ihi* it for the body.

Ihat *pecial between lh« leg*

type muiic. The guilari*! hil* the

wah wah, the gut* are pouring

i. It's funky. Screaming Ceejoy

wis Ihe stage. He'* beautiful,

il pu»hlng forward, hip* arch-

ing, a long wream,

Don Quintal

On Oct. 10-12, Janus

Films is presenting New
Cinema, a programme of

short films, at the Ryerson

Theatre. If shorts seem to

be a dying film-form, New
Cinema is guaranteed to

convince you otherwise.

Among the more impres-

sive shorts offered are

Macbina, a brilliant ani-

mated study of modern

technology by Wolfgang

Urchs; Actua Tilt, a gritty

film about mechanization

by Gean Herman; and The

Dove by George Coe. an

infamous piece in which

every sacred Bergman
image is satirically demo-

lished in 15 minutes.

RADIO

The muse of RAVI
SHANKAR, as recorded

this summer at the Mac-

Millan Theatre, will be

broadcast on CBC radio's

Tuesday Night, October 14,

at 8:10 pm. Ravi Shankar

is accompanied y Alia

Rakha, playing the tabla,

and Kamala Chakravarty,

tamboura.

JONATHAN WINTERS
makes a guest appearance

on the first show of the

season for FUNNY YOU
SHOULD SAY THAT, a

highly successful comedy
show that may signal the

revival of radio. Sunday
afternoon. October 12, 5:03

on CBC radio.

TELEVISION

CBC WEEKEND, the

ultra new Information

Programming series pre-

mieres this weekend. It's

the result of a whole lot of

shuffling and jumbling of

departments, unions, staff !

and concepts in program-

ming. This Saturday night

after the hockey game and

Sunday at 10 pm.
— d.r.m.

Now that television is

waging its war against

violence and reviving the

doctors and lawyers, more
people are turning to the

cinema for the treatment

of a theme in an adult fash-

ion. In other words, they go

to the movies for the cheap

thrills which the tube can't

offer.

With the re-appearance

of two Clint Eastwood ep-

ics, Western connoisseurs

now have the opportunity

to sit through four-and-a-

half hours of cold-blooded

murders, disembowellings

and mutilations.

In Hang'em High, Direc-

tor Ted Post succeeds fair-

ly adequately in depicting

and deploring the gross

iniquities and shortcom-

ings of frontier justice. But

the slap in the face comes
when Eastwood rides off in

Hang'em High, realizing

that a fair trial is the only

civilized way to judge

human beings, and then

returns five minutes later

in The Good, the Bad, and

the Ugly as a cigar-

chomping killer.

Unfortunately, any
spark of originality in ei

ther movie is buried under

a sea of blood. Both films

are specimens of cinemat

ic ineptitude, with nothing

to offer but death-rattle

sound effects and a wide

array of full-colour corps

es.

— henry mietkiewicz

Probably the best place

in town right now to get

good entertainment at a

minimalcost is at the On-

ion, a coffeehouse in the

Ryerson Student Union at

Gould and Victoria (a

block east of Sam's and A
&A).
This week it's Adam
Mitchll, and coming up

are Don Crawford, Dave
Van Ronk, and Lennie

Breau.

The sets start about 9:

30, food and drink ranges in

cost from 10 c to 50 c, and
the atmosphere is dar-

kened and casual. For in-

formation call 366-5369.

-p.h

MUSIC

The Faculty of Music's

Thursday Afternoon Series

presents concerts which

are almost always worth-

while. Sometimes the mu-

sic is well played; some-

times it's not, but in any

case it's usually interest-

ing.

For last Thursday's re-

cital 'cellist Peter Schenk-

man chose some fine 'cello I

sonatas, and these were

well worth hearing, even if

this particular time the
|

playing wasn't spectacu-

lar.

The Bach Sonata in G I

minor got off to a shaky
|

start. Intonation was occa-

sionally a bit off; things I

weren't falling into place

rhythmically; figurations
|

and ornaments were slop-

pily executed, and the 'cel-

lo's tone was so thin and
|

uneven that it got lost un-

derneath the piano accom-

1

paniment.

Fortunately the Bee-

thoven Sonata went much
|

better. Schenkman appar-

ently feels rather more at I

home with Beethoven than I

with Bach (or with Ravel,
|

whose duet sonata for vio-

lin and 'cello was the third I

item on the program). The
|

jocular final Allegro Vi-

vace of the Beethoven was I

attacked with appropriate
|

gusto and verve.

Unfortunately the Ravel 1

sonata got much the same I

treatment, and with Ravel

it doesn't fit. The Beethov-

en was jovial and hearty,

but the Ravel demanded I

wit and elegance, and
|

should not have been over-
|

Romanticised. Although I

from a technical stand- I

point they played well, I

Schenkman and violinist

David Zafer seemed only

occasionally in tune with

this stylistic aspect of the

music.
— nick schmidt

music... peter hatch art.... mike kesterton photography....errol young
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Interpax plans to lean on gov't

The student arm of Interpax,

the aid-Biafra plan supported

by Stanley Burke, pledged it-

self to an activist campaign
Wednesday night.

Jack Green, one of the lead-

ers of the group, said that In-

terpax is essentially an infor-

mation distributing agency
headed by a coalition of Stan-

ley Burke and church leaders

around the world.

"Our group," he said, "will

be politically active. Our main

aim is to politicize the Canadi-

an public in order to put pres-

sure of the government.

He said public pressure had

worked effectively last year to

make Canadian planes availa-

ble for relief flights, but people

have now forgotten about Biaf-

ra.

Immediate plans are o "in-

filtrate" External Affairs Min-

ister Mitchell Sharp's riding

with posters, pamphlets, and
informational meetings in high

schools, churches, and organi-

zations.

December 6 is the tentative

date for a one day blitz, when
the entire riding will be can-

vassed with a petition. The

group, which has close to 100

volunteers so far, hopes to

have 2000 people by that time.

Lack of money is one of the

main problems. The group

hopes to get some help from

Canairelief, the agency that

sends "food planes" to Biafra,

but in the meantime those pre-

sent at the meeting were asked

to raise fifty dollars each.

They need money to pay for

posters and films.

A statement, written by

Stanley Burke, says that a mil-

lion people were allowed to die

last year, and people are still

dying, "because the rest of the

world couldn't care less.
"

Canada should play a peace-

making role in the conflict, he

wrote, and should aid the Biaf-

ran people to prevent massie

starvation. He said that this

will be achieved only if pres-

sure is put on the government.

Law and order comes to Blue and White

The Blue and White Socie-

ty lives. Or at least, it has a

new chairman to keep it

alive.

Mike Lawrie (III VIC)
officially took over Wednes-

day from Wayne Pulver (III

NEW). Pulver was named
interim chairman when last

year's chairman, Abe Mu-
drick (SGS), resigned in

May.
Lawrie said one of his

first priorities would be "to

bring a little order to the

Dlue and White."

The society has already

lost money this year and the

finances have to be put in

order.

"The idea of the Blue and

White Society." said La-

wrie, "is not to turn a profit.

"The idea is to provide

good, cheap entertainment

such as dances, films, con-

certs, skiing weekends,

etc.,'' he said.

Lawrie blamed B&W loss-

m
New B and W chief Michael La

es this year on improper

timing and lack of publicity

for events.

He thinks a survey to find

out what the students want

would be a good idea.

ERROl )Oi_ NG

This idea, and plans for

Homecoming Weekend, will

be discussed at a meeting
Tuesday at 3 p.m. in the

Bickersteth Room, Hart
House,

Psych staff wants student participation

Department of psychology

staff have called for a small

staff-student sub-committee to

discuss student proposals for

representation in department

affairs.
'

Prof. Tony Doob. undergrad-

uate academic advisor, said

the staff proposal was "an at-

tempt to streamline proceed-

ings" to get debate started, but

added it was not necessarily

the only way to handle the situ-

ation.

The staff will choosethree

members and the course union

is asked to do the same.

The Psychology Students'

union discussed the proposal at

a meeting at Sidney Smith Hall

last Monday.
In the informal setup which

exists now, undergraduates

and graduates are encouraged

to make suggestions to the

department but they have no

say in the adoption of the rec-

ommendations.

A faculty committee meets

every two weeks to discuss

business, bu there are no stu-

dents on this committee or any

of the department sub-com-

mittees.

At the beginning of the term,

members of the course union

presented a paper to the chair-

man of the department outlin-

ing student grievances.

A student-faculty forum dis-

cussed the paper. The Faculty

felt it was too vague, and rec-

ommended the students make
it more specific.

Monday's meeting was
called to work out more specif-

ic suggestions, but because of a

low turnout, no decisions were

made.

97-year-old mushrooms

Students in the campus' old-

est course union, the Maths

and Physics Society which was

founded in 1872. are experienc-

ing growing pains this year.

Under the old program,

there were only about four

hundred students enrolled in

the honors Math, Physics, and

Chemistry course. Most were

active members of the Society.

This year, because of the lat-

itude of choice allowed under

the new program, the course

union probably represents

some three to four thousand

tudents; anyone, in fact, who
is taking even one math or

physics course.

That's quite a leap in nem-
bership and Bob Spencer. Pres-

ident of the Executive Council,

is trying to organize a system

of student reps.

Under a proposed new con-

stitution, each class would

have one rep, to act as liaison

between the staff, the Execu-

tive council, and the students.

The society is planning to

press for the implementation

of theCUG report in the Math

and Physics departments.

FILM EVENING TO NIGHT
7 30 - Music Room

CHRISTOPHER'S MOVIE MATINEE
and NOBODY WAVED GOOD8YE

Ladies Welcome

NOON HOUR FILMS

£ast Common Room 1 10 p m
Tuesday- October 14th

PHOEBE and Leonard Cohen e

ANGEL
Ladies Welcome

ART GALLERY
Until November 1st

GROUP SHOW

Robin Collyer. R.c Evans,

Roger Piolrow. Robert Reid

and Shirley Wuiasalo

SAC Union Contract

A public hearing will be held on amend-

ments to the proposed contract between the

S.A.C. and its office employees (Canadian Union

of Public Employees, Local 1 222)

Any member of the university community is

invited to present amendments or express any

opinions on the contract. Anyone wishing to pre-

sent a brief should submit it to the SAC office by

Wed. Oct. 15, 5:00 p.m.

Hearing date: Thurs. Oct. 16, 1:00. Copies

of the proposed contract may be obtained at the

SAC office. For further information contact Lii

Willick(923- 5664)

y b a r a
YKPAlHCbKI CTY^EHTH

• JIuiKiilTe yKpoiuctxux crydemiB

• 06M.iHnUTecH dyjiKiuiu

• 3a6aeTeca
Ha

3'13/TI VKPAlHCbKHX CTVflEHTIB CXWHbOl KAHAflM

hkmii Bifl6yaeTbCn Ha

OCEJII KHlB
11, 12 i 13 JKOBTHfl 1969.

Peccrpauia — Bxiafl aia 9 - 12 b cy6ory paHO
" AT HART HOUSE

KOUJT TpbOX AH1B -$12.00.

B cyoOTy BeiepoM BiA6yaeTbcs 3a6aBa.

(Kbhtkm jiji* HeaapeccrpoBaHHX yiacmiKiB 4.2.UU)

FOR INFORMATION PHONE 766-7456 OR 921-9249
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DIAl-A-DATE

Is The Fastest Way

We Know To Get

Popular

Don't tell 'anybody'-

Juit call 929-06 I I

1.00 - 10.00 PM.

PARKING

the rochdale underground as

sures you of a warm dry and

theft-piooi place to park your car

oi car pool day or night and we're

at bloor and huron so it's conven

leni lo all points on campus in

eluding residence and varsity

stadium you may apply at room

1 ? 1 anytime

ROCHDALE COLLEGE

Join the Sociology

course union and learn

about the "palace revolu-

tion" in the soc depart-

ment- Relax in the plush

surroundings o the north

sitting room Hart House 1

pm today. Does that satis-

fy you Dan Spinner, you

authoritarian do-your-own-

thinger?

HERE AND NOW

rtTHE DRUG SCENEn
THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE NON-MEDICAL

USE OF DRUGS will be on campus

WHEN: FRIDAY, OCTOBER 17th

WHERE: the debates room, hart house

TIME: 12:00 noon to 1. 1:30 p.m.

STUDENT OPINION WILL FORM AN IMPORTANT PART OF THE DATA WHICH

THE COMMISSION IS CURRENTLY GATHERING AND WILL BE INCORPORATED

INTO THEIR FINAL REPORT TO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE TO EXPRESS YOUR VIEWPOINT ON A HIGHLY

CONTROVERSIAL SUBJECT AND JOIN IN THE GENERAL DISCUSSION.

ATTMIOH WOMH STUDENTS.1

This Is Not A "Men Only" Affair. Come Along And Get Into The Act.

TODAY
all day

Random magazine welcomes your ideas

and conlribulions Drop into the olfice any

lime and rap

Those wish.na to help the campaign of

Sieve Clarkson. Toronto mayoralty candi

date, please sign up at the booth in the

(oyer ol Sidney Smith

1 pm
The Department of Geology presents

iwo films One- Upon a Barge, and Face

of the High Arctic in Room 128 of the

Minimi Building

Sociology Studenis" Union Fust meet-

,ng Hear about the department s palace

revolution last year All students lakingone

sociology course or more

Coordinating meeting (or radical caucus-

es in political science Sid Smith 1 074

SATURDAY
9 am

The location of the Ukrainian Student's

conference to be held Thanksgiving week-

end has been changed from Harr House

Farm to ihe Ukrainian resort Kieel Regis-

tration. 9 00 — 12 .00. Hart House

5 pm
papers for the Victoria Col-

on On University Govern-
in by 5 pm in VCU office.

dents wishing to work abioad this summer
AtESEC office Room 2005. Sid Smiih

See Godiva meet Edward 24 hours from

Career information lecture on Ihe Feder-

al Government (public service commission!

1 .10 pm
Noonhour films The Golden Fish and

Leacock s My Financial Career. East

Common Room. Hart House, admission

3 pm
Supporl The Balcony Readers needed

for Genet's play Enthusiasts come to Wil-

son Hall Music Room

4 pm
French Course Union holds general

meeting in Music Room ol Hart House All

students taking one or more French cours-

is the purpose

and si ictui of this

Nominatio

lege Commis
ment must bi

Wymilwood

Hayr.de. Me
and Spadina

6.30 pm
it at Knox Church, Harboard

Educational workshop meeting at Hillel

8.30 pm
Hillel Major lecture, Isaac Bashevis

Singer ai the YM-YWHA, 750 Spadina

wave (at Bloor)
TUESDAY

1 pm
AIESEC executive meeting to arrange

far receiving applications (or those stu-

6 pm
Two girls needed to complete the cast of

Albee's The American Dream'' directed by
wtony Sheppard Auditions in the Music
Room. Wymilwood. Vic

7 pm
Birth control information and discussion

Come on in and talk — or be talked at

Birth Control Drop-In Centre 91 St.

George All welcome.
Students for Israel — Educational Work-

shop Hillel House
Meeting of Blue and White Society

flickersteih Room
7.30 pm

St. Mike's Theatre Mickmes holds addi-

tional tryouts for MALES ONLY for "A
Streetcar Named Desire ". Carr Hall. Read-
ing Room, ground floor Corner of Queen's
Park and St Joseph St Students from all

colleges welcome
8 pm

Medical Arts and Sciences Society pre-
sents a panel discussion on medical ethics,

specifically abortion and euthnasia
Auditorium. Medical Sciences Building

NEW YORK PIZZA HOUSE
620 YONGE STREET CORNER OF ST. JOSEPH - 925-1736
"/o specialize in New York and New England style pizza and home-mode

spaghetti. WE MAKE THE BEST PIZZA IN TOWN
STUDENTS FREE DELIVERY IN OUR AREA & HOT PIZZA

RIGHT TO YOUR ROOM
5:00 P.M. - 1:00 A.M. DAILY

BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY
stag or drag

HART HOUSE
FOOTBALL DANCE

Featuring: Two Minute Hate
Quiet Jungle

Sherman & Peabody
Folksinger

Sat. Oct. 11 9-12

Tickets: $1.00 per person advance at the SAC Office

1.50 per person at the door
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Varsity's skilled women's swim team practices in preparation for a tri-swim meet
.Tuesday night in Guelph. Coach Sue Kinnear's powerful team will oppose Guelph
and Mac; the meet starts at 7 D.m l . l l-" photo by spencer higgms

Redmen visit Blues in first-place battle
Only one thing is certain

about tomorrow's crucial

game between Blues and the

resurging McGill Redmen —
after it's over there will be

only one undefeated team in

the SIFL.

Redmen have astounded the

forecasters by storming to two
upset victories, 28-6 over
Queens in the season opener

SoccerBlues win

Maybe it was the presence at

the game of last year's star

Jim Lefkos that did the trick!

In any case the Soccer Blues

played inspired football for the

first time this year as they

downed the Waterloo Warriors
5-2 on the back campus
Wednesday afternoon.

While the Blues don't have
the powerhouse team that

rolled over the rest of the

league in past years, the To-

ronto side came up with a first

class effort in this one.

It was a case of letting

"John" do it Wednesday after-

noon as veteran forward John
Gero hit for three goals and
rookie wing half John Cobby
notched the other two.

Waterloo got goals from out-

side right. Rinaldo Ciofle and
centre-forward, Gord Barclay.

It's a clash of the undefeated

tomorrow afternoon as Blues

meet the Soccer Mustangs
from Western at noon on the

back campus.

and 30-11 last week over West-
ern.

The charges of coach Tom
Mooney were tough, deter-
mined and impressive, particu-
larly in the devastating beating
administered to the defending
champion Gaels right in Kings-
ton.

Mooney's spartan training
methods have been severely
criticized in the past, but he
now seems to be enjoying the

last laugh.

His attack is built around
last season's rushing leader 170

(?)-pound fullback Dave
Fleiszer and nifty flanker Pete

Bender. McGill also boasts a

heavy mobile line and a very

matured George Wall calling

the signals.

For Blues, tomorrow is the

test of whether coach Ron
Murphy's careful program of

constant improvement and
extension of the running game
will pay off.

Both the offensive and defen-

sive units have been excellent

at times but also incredibly

spotty and unco-ordinated,

especially in the first half.

Blues need a solid 60~minute
effort to win.

The game will NOT be tele-

vised but the game film will be

screened Tuesday at 1 pm. in

the Hart House Fencing Room.
All Welcome.

RuggerBlues win, draw
The Blues Rugger Team

played to a 6-6 draw with the

Waterloo Warriors in Varsity
Stadium Wednesday.

As usual, it was- inadequate

forward support that gave the

win away. It was the skill of

the Toronto backs that bal-

anced the drive of the Waterloo
pack.

Early in the match, Owens
scored three points on a penal-

ty goal. The Waterloo pack was
frequently offside and enabled

Toronto to set up a try by Wynn
from a lineout. Then, disaster

struck when Waterloo pounced

on a fumbled ball in the U of T

end-zone.

The second half was very
even with deep rushes by both

teams but it was the fine toe of

the Waterloo fullback that

evened the score on a drop
goal. The even match justly

ended in a tie.

The seconds were more suc-

cessful and trounced Waterloo
32-5 in a hard tackling display

of good teamwork and spirit.

Tomorrow the Blues are
host to Western, the most
threatening side last year.

Games on the back campus
will be at 12:00 and 1:30. We
need your support.

CAREER INFORMATION
LECTURES

- NEXT WEEK'S SCHEDULE -
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT — Tues, Oct. 14 1035 Wallberg

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANCY —Wed. Oct. 15 2125 Sidney Smith

SOCIAL WORK — — — Tiiurs. Oct. 16 1035 Wallberg

LAW— — — — Fri. let. 17 1035 Wallberg

— ALL STARTING AT 1 P.M. —

RHERtlS WANTED
MEN'S INTERFACULTY HOCKEY, BASKETBALL
AND WATER POLO RULE CLINICS START SOON!
GET YOUR APPLICATION IN NOW. INTRAMURAL
OFFICE ( ROOM 106 ) HART HOUSE.

GOOD REMUNERATION.

BOLSTER THE BMJES AND

THE BLUE & WHITE BAND

MAKE UP YOUR OWN PARTY AND FOLLOW
THE TEAM TO KINGSTON

VARSITY AT QUEEN'S

Saturday, October 18, at 2:00 p.m.

Reserved seat tickets in Varsity section now on sale at the

Athletic Office Hart House - $ 1.50

TOMORROW - McGILL AT VARSITY

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC

ASSOCIATION

INTERFACULTY FIELD HCKEY
Wed. Oct 15th Var 8 — 9am PHE I vs PHE II

Vac 8 — 9 a m Trinity us NURSING NEW
Var 1 - 2 pm VIC II vs PHE IV

Fri Oct 17 Var 8 — 9am SMC vs PHE III

Var 8 — 9 a m VIC I vs PHE II

RECREATIONAL GYMNASTICS
Every Wednesday night 5 — 7pm
Benson Building, Lower Gym

COMPETITIVE GYMNASTICS
Intercollegiate practices Monday 5 — 7pm
Thursday 5—7 p.m. Benson Building, Lower Gym Come out

now to prepare for two invitational meets.
November 1 5th at York. November 22nd at Ottawa

CO-ED GOLF TOURNAMENT at Wet Hill Goll ClubThursday
October 16th beginning at 3 p m 1 team of 4 12 girls and 2 fel-

lows allowed from each College, Faculty of School) Make sure
you have a team!!! Entries must be in to the W A A Office Ben
son Building by TuesdayOctober 14th Clubs and transporta-

tion provided

rueee coi-oemovies fepw
CWNE^E OVEt26EA6 STUDENT*, AVOCATION:

OCT- ICU969 THE SILENT WIPE

AT CONVOCATION WAUL-

8 = 30 pm

OCT. 24/ 1969
8-30pm

Nov. 21,1969
8--30f>ih
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Idiots-
cont'd from page one

nized Kealey, who sat up on the back of

his chair to address the council.

"I'd like people not to sit on the back

of the chair," interrupted Van Geijn,

"because it always gets all philosophi-

cal."

TOO STUPID

Kealey conceded he intended to be

philosophical, but did not change his

position. "Obviously the document is

too stupid to be a conspiracy," he be-

gan. "It's full of internal contradic-

tions."

Mcllwain then rose to make the most

impassioned speech of the evening.

"Godammit, SAC is not a political

party, it is a student government and

abnegates its responsibility to students

when it even thinks of manipulation.

"CUS is a radical organization and

I'm not a radical and resent having to

belong to it. There's too much Mc-

Carthyism and god-forsaken name-

calling and I don't want to fight the ref-

erendum on that basis."

Chris Szalwinski, Services Commis-

sioner: "Mr. Speaker, point of personal

privilege."
" Mcllwain: "Mr. Speaker, I have

never mentioned that asshole by

name."
Speaker George Murray: "I've nev-

er seen so many paranoids in all my
life."

Mcllwain: "I apologize for the use of

that seven-letter word. I am satisfied

with Mr. Barkwell's statement and I

hope my constituents in engineering

will be also."

Barkwell's motion passes with an

overwhelmine maioHtv It is 10.55 p.m.

MOVES ADOPTION

At 11.30 External Affairs Commis-
sioner Mike Simon (III Scar) moves
adoption of the contract negotiated

between SAC and the SAC office staff

— Local 1222 of the Canadian Union of

Public Employees.

Immediately law representative Bob
Vernon presented the speaker with a

2,300-name petition requesting a cam-
pus-wide referendum on the contract.

"Oh no. Bob, don't file it now," ex-

claimed Van Geijn. "We're cutting off

1 debate by handing it in at this stage.

"

"Speaking purely as an individual,''

SAC Communications Commissioner

Jon Levin intoned. "I suggest this

campus really doesn't want another

referendum."

"I'm sure this problem can be

worked out to everyone's satisfaction,"

Levin continued, while several mem-
bers busied themselves checking the

accuracy of the signatures.

VETO POWER

"This contract gives the office em-

ployees veto power over SAC policy,

over any changes in the office," Ver-

non charged.

"The executive tried to sneak it

through during the summer when most

students are away," he added.

Barkwetl rose to defend the contract.

"Since early August, we've been

fucking around with other people's

lives. If we do not support office de-

mocracy and worker control of their

own environment in our own offices.

SAC might as well forget 'student pow-

er' and go back to running dances and

giving money to the Blue and White.

CHAOTIC DEBATE

During the chaotic debate which fol-

lowed, some members suggested the

contract be renegotiated "so lots of

valuable amendments can be added"

and others wondered whether SAC has

the legal power to enter into a labor-

management contract.

Finally a compromise was achieved.

Council passed two sections which it

felt embody "the spirit of the con-

tract" and agreed to renegotiate alt

other clauses.

All members of the university may
suggest amendments to the contract,

copies of which may be obtained in the

SAC office. Vernon agreed to table his

petition until the next SAC meeting.

CONFUSED AS HELL

"I'm just as confused as hell," mut-

tered Kealey. It was now 12.30 a.m.

Council is now able to debate the

motion everyone has been waiting for.

George Sachs moves that SAC rescind

its earlier motion of commitment to

CUS.

"SAC as a body should be neutral. Of

course, members as individuals can

and should take stands and campaign."

Mcllwain: "SAC's pro-CUS bias afr

fects it constitutional responsibility to

conduct a referendum. There is sincere

and reasoned opposition to CUS, but

how can it compete against a well-oiled

and well-financed machine?"

Barkwell: "If we as SAC members

believe membership in CUS is benefi-

cial to us as a student government and

useful to the students at large, we have

a responsibility to say so and finance

the pro-CUS campaign."

"You're making the anti-CUS group

into the underdog," said Vernon, "and

underdogs usually get extra sympat-

hy."-

In a 19-12 roll-call vote, the council

re-affirmed its commitment to CUS.

The members then freed Abols to

campaign as he sees fit. Abols indicat-

ed he will actively oppose continued U
of T membership in CUS.

Council then turned to the sticky

question of how much SAC money the

pro-CUS group would get.

To everyone's amazement, the pro-

CUS Finance Commissioner, Bob
James, calmly suggested $1,900.

The anti-CUS group was dumbfound-

ed, since a SAC presidential candidate

is strictly limited to campaign expen-

ses of $150.

Vernon: "Why not half a million?"

James: "OK, move the motion."

Pulver (sarcastically): "The vote

was close this time, even."

After a comical search for a compro-
mise figure. Council agrees to give

$1,000 to the pro-CUS group.

Still-alert member Tony Usher (III

UC) reminds the meeting that the
' 'pro-CUS group' ' has not been official-

ly recognized, and therefore SAC has

just voted money to a non-existent or-

ganization.

The meeting quickly appoints Mike
Simon chairman of the pro-CUS group.

The other nominee is Jon Levin, who is

anti-CUS.

Simon's reaction: "I think this whole

goddam thing is ridiculous."

Council approves the wording of the

referendum ballots — Are you in favor

of continued membership of the Uni-

versity of Toronto Students Adminis-

trative Council in the Canadian Union

of Students and the Ontario Union of

Students?

Mcllwain then forces the reluctant

members to formally consider financ-

ing the anti-CUS group.

"I approve some financing for a prin-

ciple debate during the campaign, but

we must eliminate all anti-intellectual

shit," Barkwell says.

He proposes anti-CUS material be

"reviewed" by the SAC executive and

up to $500 be made available if the

material is judged "reasonable".

CENSORSHIP CHARGED

The anti-CUS group charges this

amounts to "censorship" and SAC fi-

nally agrees that both groups will be

responsible to the executive for the

tone of their material.

Barkwell: "that's groovy."

Pulver: "This whole discussion has

been bullshit. It's the most unstruc-

tured meeting I've been to in my whole

life."

Anne Maurer (III SMC): "If you

con't like it, resign."

Pulver: "We're going to go out and

see whether one side can win with $500

and the other can win with $1,000. The

whole thing is fucking ludicrous."

Barkwell: "Almost from the begin-

ning of the evening this meeting has
been insane."

Pulver: "If this is reported the way
it happened, we'll all look like idiots."

Meeting adjourns at 2.01 a.m.

As the groggy members file out, Gus
Abols strolls to a nearby piano and
slowly plays Etude no. 3 by Chopin.

Elton narrowly defeatsHohbs forVCUC presidency
John Elton last night was

elected president of the Victoria

College Union Council, narrowly

defeating Ernie Hobbs, who re-

signed from the position two
weeks ago.

With a surprisingly heavy

President-elect JOHN ELTON

turnout at the polls, Elton won
by a scant 36 votes. More than

900 ballots were cast, repre-

senting about 36 per cent of the

eligible voters.

Following his victory, Elton

said "I'm very tired and very

excited. Now I've got to get

down to work right away. I'm

talrtng over the job in mid-year

and there's a lot to do."

Also elected as members-at-
large were John Kirton, who
ran on a slate with Elton; Paul

Hurly, who ran with Hobbs, and
Glenda Stark, a first year stu-

dent who ran independently.

Hobbs resigned as president

when he felt the VCUC was not

taking sufficiently strong stands

on the issues of university gov-

ernment, the Canadian Union
of Students referendum, and
the recent discipline controver-

sy-

During the campaign, Elton

stressed the need for negotia-

tion rather than confrontation in

dealing with the Victoria Uni-

versity administration.

Ironically, one of the first is-

sues facing the new president

could renew the conflict of the

pas) election. Vic is currently

setting up its own version of the

Commission on University Gov-
ernment, and Hobbs said last

night he would run for one of

the student positions on the

commission.

(Victoria University, as a fed-

erated college in U of T, has its

own Board of Regents and Sen-

ate. Mini-CUG, as it is known,
will study the same types of

questions at Vic as CUG did for

U of T.)

"I'm disappointed," Hobbs
said last night, "more for the

council than myself."

Election results were delayed
when a number of close con-

tests, including that for the pres-

idency, necessitated recounts.
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The count is minus one
The long-awaited report by

the Commission on the Govern-

ment of the University of To-

ronto will be released later this

week.

To help provide a framework
for the discussions which will

follow the report. The Varsity

today presents a summary of

the U of T Structure in its pre-

CUG version.

The University structures

are prescribed by the Universi-

ty of Toronto Act of the Ontar-

io Legislature. This makes the

Ontario Government, through

the Department of University

Affairs and its Minister, the

ultimate authority for U of T.

There is a similar, separate

act for each of the 14 provin-

cially-chartered universities.

The most powerful body, in

legal terms, directly connected

with the university is the

Board of Governors.

THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS

"The government, conduct,

management and control of the

University and of University

College, and of the property,

revenues, business and affairs

thereof, shall be vested in the

Board." (The University of

Toronto Act, 1947.)

The Board has 32 members
appointed for six-year terms
by the Provincial Cabinet.

Although it may be over-

ruled by the Provincial Cabi-

net, the Board has complete
control over all functioning

within the university. It has the

legal power to borrow up to

$500,000 without government
approval and can expropriate

property for university use.

In practice, the Board deals

primarily with financial and
developmental matters, leav-

ing academic matters to the
Senate and departments and
most administrative functions

to the President and his admin-
istrators.

All Ontario residents who
are British subjects are eligi-

ble to be governors. However,
in general, the governors tend

to be old Conservative politi-

cians and businessmen.
The justification for the

Board's membership is that

businessmen are financially

capable and have fund raising

connections. As the govern-
ment share of university fi-

nancing increases, this latter

function diminishes.

No member of the U of T
staff, faculty or administration

can be on the Board, although

the President and Chancellor

of the University are ex-officio

(non-voting) members.

The Provincial Cabinet can

remove Board members at any

time, for any reason, and the

Board can remove a member if

he is "mentally ill", "incapa-

ble", if he is chronically absent
from meetings or if he joins the

university staff.

The Board meets weekly in

Simcoe Hall, with day-to-day

business run by an executive

committee.

Most business is handled by

sub-committees, 15-20 in all,

including Finance, Property
and Undergraduate Activities.

All Board meetings are
closed. Communications to the

Board from the student body,

the Senate and the administra-

tion must pass through the

President of the University.

Although the Board of Gov-

ernors is allowed by the Uni-

versity of Toronto Act to ap-

point "a representative com-
mittee of students as a medi-

um of communication on be-

half of students and board.'' it

has never done so.

See CUG MINUS ONE p. 10
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Pro and Anti-CUS face off as referendum looms next week
By TREVOR SPURR

A well-organized pro-CUS
machine will engage an amor-

phous anti-CUS faction in polit-

ical battle during the next

week to determine the future

of CUS on the U of T campus.

The referendum on CUS
membership will be held next

Thursday, October 23.

The pro-CUS group has

formed committees in each of

Anti-CUS Art Mcllwain

the colleges and faculties on

campus with a central commit-
tee to oversee all activities.

The group is headed by Mi-

chael Simon (IV Scar) and has

the support of several mem-
bers of the SAC executive, in-

cluding vice-president Bob
Barkwell, finance commission-

er Bob James and University

commissioner Greg Kealey.

"We hope to educate the

students as to what the hell is

going on in CUS", James said

in an interview last night.

"This will involve going

around to the various colleges

and speaking to the students on

an individual basis." he said.

In line with this policy of

educating the public on the

value of the national student
union, the pro-CUS group also

plans to distribute three pam-
phlets of 12,000 to 13,000 circu-

lation each.

"We will also have a number
of forums with such people as

Steve Langdon speaking for

our side. Even Bruce Kidd will

be down on campus to help,"

James said.

In contrast, the anti-CUS

group has not set up any for-

mal structure to run its cam-
paign.

We are not the NDP or the

New Left Caucus so we don't

plan a rigid structure to fight

the campaign," said Art Mc-
llwain (IV APSC), leader of

the dump-CUS faction.

"CUS is not a student union

but rather is a political party,"

he said last night.

"The views of all members
of the union should be equally

welcome but people with views

such as mine do not feel wel-

come at CUS meetings," he

said.

He described "people such

as himself" as those who do

not believe in "the need for

revolution to accomplish local

change."

The anti-CUS group also

plans a number of speaking

engagements to present its

viewpoint. It plans to add to

the blizzard of circulars by

printing several thousand of its

own.

Even with all this reading

material available on the

streets, a spokesman at the

main library said he did not

foresee a drop in book circula-

tion during the week of the ref-

erendum campaign.

Campaign funds were pro-

vided by SAC at last week's

general meeting. The pro-CUS

group was given $1000 and the

anti-CUS group received $500.

All SAC fees-paying students

can vote in the referendum.

Graduate students who have

paid SAC fees must provide

proof that they have done so

before they can vote.

All non-SAC fees-paying stu-

Pro-CUS Mike Simon

dents who wish to vote may do

so providing they pay the $12

membership fee at the SAC of-

fice before the referendum.

The SFU snafu. . an historical perspective
By ALLAN E. WARNKE

Allan E. Warnke has a B.A. in

sociology from Simon Fraser

University, and taught tor one

year in the PSA department. He
is currently a graduate student

and teaching assistant at Mc-

Master University in Hamilton.

He wrote this comment article

for Canadian University Press in

an attempt to analyse the situa-

tion at his alma mater. It was

written before yesterday's an-

nouncement that made "scab'

Robert Wyllie PSA chairman.

A brief summary of the lat-

est crisis at Simon Fraser Uni-

versity is simple: the adminis-

tration of SFU is dismissing all

of the faculty (with the excep-

tion of a small minority) in the

department of political sci-

ence, sociology and anthropol-

ogy (PSA).

Many radicals feel this is the

issue which clearly illustrates

to students, faculty and public

alike the administration's

complete disregard for aca-

demic freedom.

The current crisis is the last

stage of a successful drive by

B.C. Premier W.A.C. Bennett.

SFU Chancellor Gordon

Schrum and President Kenneth

Strand to rid SFU of critical

elements within the institution.

The price has been high for

both sides.

An entire department which

enrols one quarter of SFU's

students has been smashed and

nearly dissolved in the process.

Many of the continent's leading

academics have left or are
being fired. The department's

standards will undoubtedly

drop.

And despite the radical repu-

tation SFU has established, it

is becoming the most conserv-

ative campus in Canada. This

sudden shift to the right was
led by highly-experienced

American personnel whose

aim was to rid SFU of any 'sub-

versive' tendencies and estab-

lish a training program condu-

cive to the American Empire.

Many conservatives will

applaud the recent events at

SFU, since it is fashionable to

blame radicalism for the poor

image higher education is get-

ting these days. Yet what peo-

ple should know is that SFU's
administration broadly defines

'subversive' to weed out those

See SFU SNAFU p. 7
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APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED

fOR STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE

COMPUTER USERS
Committee

Please state reasons and qualifications.

REPLY TO SAC SERVICES COMMISSION, SAC 0FHCE

DEADLINE OCTOBER 17th
fHMHHIIINMH

"THE DRUG SCENE"
THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE NON-MEDICAL

USE OF DRUGS will be on campus

WHEN: FRIDAY, OCTOBER 17th

WHERE: the debates room, hart house

TIME: 12:00 noon to 1. 1:30 p.m.

STUDENT OPINION WILL FORM AN IMPORTANT PART OF THE DATA WHICH

THE COMMISSION IS CURRENTLY GATHERING AND WILL BE INCORPORATED

INTO THEIR FINAL REPORT TO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE TO EXPRESS YOUR VIEWPOINT ON A HIGHLY
CONTROVERSIAL SUBJECT AND JOIN IN THE GENERAL DISCUSSION.

I .

'

| ATTENTION WOMEN STUDENTS!

| This Is Not A "Men Only" Affair. Come Along And Get Info The Acf.

SAC
BOOKEXCHANGE

FINAL DAY
FOR RECLAIMING BOOKS & MONEY

THURS. OCT. 16
9:30-5:00

ALL BOOKS & MONEY UNCLAIMED
BY THEN WILL NOT BE RETURNED

TIL NEXT YEAR

91 ST. GEORGE
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INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND PHI-

LOSOPHY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
"C.F.Gauss: Universal Scientist" by Kenneth

O. May, Professor of Mathematics, University of

Toronto,

16th October 1. 10 p.m. Room 102 McLennan Labo-

ratory (New Physics Building)

Sponsored by the Varsity Fund. All members of the

University Community are invited.

The Psychology Student Union

would like to apologize to all

the students who came out to

the October 9th "Children in

Conflict" program, which had
to be cancelled. We hope that

an occurence like this will

never happen again.

The Psychology Student Union

History Students' Union

General Meeting

Thursday October 16

at 1:00 pm Room 1016 N.C.

TOPICS: Report on Exanis

CVS Referendum

PSYCHOLOGY STUDENT UNION

ELECTION NOMINATIONS

Will Be Held For The Positions Of:

2 PRESIDENTS

2 PROGRAM CHAIRMEN

2 PUBLICITY CHAIRMEN

TREASURER

SECRETARY

PSYCHOLOGY STUDENTS ARE URGED

TO COM OUT AND RUN OR MEET THE CANDIDATES.

THURS. OCT.16
ROOM 1071

1 P.M.

SIDNEY SMITH HALL

THE ANNUAL CHEST X-RAY SURVEY
IS CURRENTLY BEING HELD AT THE DRILL HALL
REAR OF 119 ST. GEORGE STREET (EAST SIDE JUST
SOUTH OF BLOOR). AND WILL CONTINUE THROUGH
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 29TH.

ARTS AND SCIENCE STUDENTS IN THEIR FIRST AND
FINAL YEAR ARE URGED TO ATTEND THE SURVEY
FOR THEIR REQUIRED CHEST X-RAY ON ANY WEEK-DAY DURING THIS PERIOD (WITH THE EXCEPTION
OF MONDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 20TH, BETWEEN 9-

00 A.M. AND 1:00 P.M.). THE SURVEY OPERATES
BETWEEN 9:00 A.M. AND 12:00 NOON AND BETWEEN
1:00 AND4:45 P.M.

THIS SURVEY IS BEING CONDUCTED BY THE UNI-
VERSITY HEALTH SERVICE IN CO-OPERATION WITH
THE NATIONAL SANITARIUM ASSOCIATION (GAGE
INSTITUTE).



Letters on SAC
treading the fine line of leadership

Sir.

I wish to take strong excep-

tion (prudence prevents me
from saying "violent excep-
tion") to the Varsity editorial

portunity to clarify my position

of October 10th in which the

"committment" of various
leftist SAC members was de-
termined by their positions on

wish to see a liberal or con-
servative CUS, but rather be-
cause I am concerned about
the credibility of the left. So
long as we pretend to represent
any sizeable faction of the stu-

dent population, while continu-

ing to press for radical re-

forms which have no grass
roots support, we undermine
that credibility and alienate
potential sources of support.
We of the left must stand up on
our own, few in number though
we be, and say our piece, at-

tempting first of all to rouse
the political consciousness of

our own constituents. In other
words, we tread a fine line

between truly leading the stu-

dent body and racing ahead
along paths it will 'not follow.

Perhaps the day is coming
when SAC and CUS will no
longer be a viable structure for

leftist activity. Andy Wernick
reached this conclusion last

year and one must admire his

honesty and integrity.

Finally, in regard to my per-

sonal "committment" to the
left, I would point out that dur-
ing the recent discipline crisis,

the six demands drawn up by
the left were presented to

council for its consideration by
me.

Lee Coulter,

SAC Education Commissioner

sac needs brains and guts

Sir,

SAC Education Commissioner Lee Coulter looks on at last week's
chaotic SAC meeting. photo by Spencer Higgins and Don Andrew

the CUS referendum during the

last SAC debacle. I am espe-

cially grieved to find myself
categorized as one of the "less

committed".
I would like to take this op-

on CUS. It seems to me that a

national student union is not

the appropriate structure

through which the student radi-

cal movement should operate.

Not because I particularly

I find it patently incredible

that the students — who gener-

ally ignore the SAC as totally

as possible — should stand by
and watch this body politic

destroy what student govern-

ment credibility remains at the

U. of T. without protesting the

fact. Since SAC is supposed to

be a representative govern-
ment it either indicates that

ALL students at the university

are clods of the first rate, or

that the SAC members simply

do not make an effort to sound
out the opinions of their con-

stituents. The first alternative

is distasteful, but possible; the

latter highly probable.

It has been my experience,

unfortunately, to have had to

deal with the SAC over a period

of four years through my work
at the radio. In that time I have

been convinced of only one
thing — that the SAC in gener-

al, and this SAC in particular,

is one of the most pompous,
self-aggrandizing, unrespon-
sive and inexperienced bodies I

have ever seen. I find it incre-

dible that the students would
put up with the almost cretin-

like level of debate that passes

for responsible student govern-

ment. SAC seems so preoccu-

pied with playing politics that

the useful legislation they

somehow manage to pass in

the course of a year seems luck

rather than any great govern-

mental skill.

I have maintained for sever-

al years that should the SAC
have the brains and the guts to

appoint a REAL speaker the

body's performance would be
at last approaching low-level
competence. A Speaker who
knows the rules, the campus
situation, and the SAC, and
who has the patience and
gumption to strictly control a
meeting — as a meeting should
be controlled — could perform
a blessing for this campus. No
student body, however apathet-
ic or dull, should have to be
submitted to the tedium and
childishness that the students
at U. of T. must face because
of their SAC.

I urge any SAC members
who really have the welfare of
the students at heart to put out
a call for a Speaker of force
and authority to ride herd on
what now passes for a body of

student legislators. Perhaps
then the embarassment we
now suffer from the SAC can
be ended. SAC has the potential

to do a great deal indeed —
why the hell doesn't it do it?

And do it right?

R. D. Payne

Page 5 is generally re-

served for letters and com-
ment articles from those not

on the staff of The Varsity.

All letters and comment
should be typed on a margin
of fifty-five spaces and dou-
ble-spaced. They should be
addressed to:

The Editor

The Varsity

91 St. George St.

Toronto.

Letters and comment arti-

cles may be edited for space.

Gus condemns 'shoddy' contractdenies right-wing label

Sir,

In last Friday's Varsity, in the editorial

comments there were a number of things stat-

ed which I feel were incorrect and mislead-

ing. The first statement to which I take off-

ence was your representation of my position

on the union contract which the SAC is pres-

ently negotiating with its employees. I am not

opposed to office democracy — that is, to al-

lowing the SAC workers to determine

amongst themselves how to distribute the

administrative work load imposed on them by

the SAC. I am however, strongly opposed to a

contract which in my mind gives the employ-

ees an effective VETO power of SAC policies

that may change the nature of the work that

the SAC would like to undertake. I think it is

imperative that the SAC, the elected govern-

ment of the students, the organization that

bears the political responsibilities, retain the

ultimate policy-making powers. Any infringe-

ment on this responsibility, by employees that

are not politically responsible to the students,

I find is perverse and unacceptable. I refer

specifically to the clause in the contract under

the heading of "technological and other

changes" : The clause requires approval of the

employees where "other changes affecting

the rights of the workers" are to be made by

the SAC. You will notice that, under the pro-

posed contract, rights of the workers includes

everything but hiring, firing and promoting.

I'd like to stress that I am not opposed to un-

I X
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SAC President Gus Abols stands on the steps of the SAC office,

where workers are trying to organize with the Canadian Union
of Public Employees. phoio by Rob Ricciani

ions per se, or the right of employees to organ-

ize. I am, however, opposed to shoddy con-

tracts that interfere with the political respon-

sibilities of the SAC to its electorate.

Secondly, I feel there was an attempt in

your recent editorial to label me as right-

wing. What greater purpose such labeling has,

of course escapes me. I would like however, to

point out that I have always voted, not along

partisan lines as do many SAC members, ir-

respective of the issue, but rather on the is-

sues as they arise, according to what I feel

would be in the best interests of the students

on this campus, and essentially on the basis of

my election platform. My voting record, I

think clearly shows that I have supported and

opposed motions made by all political factions

on the council.

Lastly, I'd like to point out that at Execu-

tive meetings I am the chairman. There is, I

feel a difference between being fair and pol-

ite, as a chairman, and between docile.

Gus Abols,

SAC President

(Bd. — First we would like to thank SAC Com-
munications Commissioner Jon Levin for person-

ally delivering Gus Abols' letter to The Varsity

office.)
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U.C. Education Programme

Seminar #1: The Politics of

University Disruption

Rm. U.C. 135 Thurs.Oct 161p.m.

A tape will be played of the disruption

of the U.C. Freshman Banquet, followed

by discussion.

HERE AND NOW

MEETING ON

SAC PRIORITIES

6:00 TODAY

Open to everyone

TODAY
1 p.m.

The Engineering Institute of Canada pre-

sents two films "Gemin. — An End and A

Beginning and "Research for Tomorrow"

Rm 102. Mechanical Building

U of T Liberal Club meeting A discus-

sion on CUS between Gus Abols and Bob

James S S 2117
Noon Hour Debate "The guest bed

should always be comfortable" Hart

House, South Sitting Room
Career Information Lecture Chartered

Accountancy S S 2125
Meeting to discuss petition supporting

PSA Dept of Simon Fraset University Col-

lege Rm 20

House Cam a Club quarters

Hart

1-5 p m
Auditions for Catch Us Catch Can by

Jean Anouilh New College Wilson Hall

Rm 2002

SCM "Urban Issues' SCM Office Hart

House

5 pm.
Anthropology Students Union s

general meeting Anyone taking a co

Anthropology welcome Elections an

stitution to be discussed SS 572

STUDENTS
FOR

ISRAEL

REMIND THE CAMPUS THAT WED. 15

IS A DAY OF MORATORIUM FOR THE WAR IN VIETNAM.

WED. U.C. ROOM 106

S.A.C.
APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED FOR

RETURNING OFFICER

will be responsible for running SAC elections

Reply to ELECTIONS COMMITTEE,

SAC Office

DEADLINE, WED. OCT. 15th, 1969

This position carries an honorarium

of $125.00

7 p.m.

Life drawing class, materials supplied

Beginners welcome 50c International

Student Centre

Novice chess tournament begins Hart

House chess room

7:30 p.m.

Movie tonight The Sand Pebbles 75c

it the door S S 21 1 8

7:45 p.m.

Camera workshop with Bev Best Hart

House Camera Club quarters

History Students Union General Meet-

ing Rm 1016 New College

1-5 p.m.

Auditions for The Bear by Anton Chek-

iou Rm 2002 New College Wilson Hall

5:15 p.m.

Join the Varsity Christian Fellowship lor

supper lollowed by a discussion on "The

Community as a Whole". New Medical

Building Cafeteria

Care nforr Lect Soci

Work Rm 1035. Wallberg Bldg.

Institute for the History and Philosophy

of Science and Technology. "C.F Gauss

Universal Scientist" by Kenneth O May.

Professor of Mathematics. University of

Toronto Rm 1 02 McLennan Laboratory

(New Physics Buildingl

1-2 p.m.

First meeting of the BAHA'I club Who
will run the Global Village? South Sitting

Room. Hart House

6 p.m.

Hillel Buffet Supper S1 00 No reserva-

tions needed.

7 p.m.

SAC-CUS Forum Bruce Kidd. Steve

Langdon. George Biggar. Art Macllwain

Rm 1016. New College Wilson Hall

8:15 p.m.

Meeting of Trinity— UC Classics Club

Professor Barman will lecture on "Mt
Alhos A land without women" Admission

and refreshments free Rhodes Room of

Trinity College

Phil Ochs in Concert Fn Oct 24, Ryer-

son Theatre For Tickets ask at the SAC
Olfice $2 50 and 53.00
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ONEWEEKONLY
MON. OCT. 20 thru SAT. OCT. 25

Eves. (Exc. Thurs.) at 8:30 p.m.

Mat. Sat. at 2:00 p.m.

"A REAL TRIUMPH-

producing MANAGERS COMPANY
presents

^toseNCRaNtz

\

y

aNdGmldeNstfeRN
#AReT)ead^

* TOM STOPPARD

JOHN CHURCH" CLEBERT FORD

ROBERT BURR
STUDENT DISCOUNT TICKETS
AVAILABLE $2.00 FOR ANY

SEAT IN THE HOUSE
Fill out IN FULL and present by mail or at box-office

Student's Name

St. Address or Dormitory

City .
• Tel. No.

Class of in College. ID Card* •

No. of Tickets ..at Box Office Price of S ....

Performance Date Time

BOX OFFICE OPEN 11 AM -9 PM



Canada catches spillover from
million-man moratorium today

The American consulate will be the site of a rally today at
noon to protest the War in Vietnam.

The rally, organized by the Vietnam Mobilization Com-
mittee, will express solidarity with the U.S.-wide moratorium
on business-as-usual". This is part of a fall offensive against
the war. b

The fall program will culminate in international demon
strations on Nov. 15.

Today's moratorium is expected to involve the closing of
hundreds of American high-schools and universities George
Addison of Toronto's VMC said yesterday.

American students will spend the day knocking on doors
to talk about the Vietnamese war. They will tell people they
expect to be m Vietnam next year unless the war ends.

"A million Americans are expected to take part in demon
strations," Addison said.

The Toronto program will include teach-ins at York Uni
versity, and probabTy-classroom discussions at the U of T.

Erindale's college council voted to endorse this action
and VMC pamphlets will encourage it on the St. George cam
pus.

Barricade goes up at Glendon
"The Year of the Barricade ", an international forum on

student revolt, is coming to Glendon College, Oct. 23-26.

The conference is being planned by the Glendon College
Student Union and will involve student leaders from Europe
North American radical and liberal academics, and student:
from across Canada.

One of the highlights of the conference is expected to be a
concert on October 24 by protest singer Phil Ochs at the Ryer
son Auditorium.

Resource people include Britain's Robin Blackburn, co
editor of the New Left Review, Karl Dietrich Wolff, past
president of the West German SDS, Simon Fraser University
Jim Harding, former McGill lecturer Stanley Gray, U of T s

C.B. Macpherson, and local Marxists Andy Wernick and Ted
Richmond.

There are 25 tickets available for University of Toronto
students at ten dollars each. Application forms may be picked
up at the SAC office.

Is your name list-less ?

Students who wish to vote in the upcoming municipal elec-
tions must appear on either the regular voters list or the resi-

dent voters list, posted in the voting districts.

Basic requirements are that a student be a British or a
Canadian citizen and be 21 years of age.

A person must also be a tenant or owner, or the spouse of

tenant or owner who has resided in the city of Toronto since
January 1, 1968.

If a person meets these qualifications but is not on the
lists he may appeal by phoning 367-7800 Mon.-Sat.

Last appeal date is Oct. 28, 1969.

acuity hopes to arouse appeal
University of Toronto faculty members are making an all-

out effort to raise money for the United Appeal this year.

Under the joint chairmanship of Engineering Dean J. M.
Ham and non-academic vice-president, Alex Rankin, the fac-

ulty members will be canvassing each other for donations.

"I hope the university will, by doing this all together,

demonstrate a real concern for the city," commented Dean
Ham.

The faculty campaign begins today and will continue until

Nov. 3.

.ast chance to make it legal

October 17 is 'that time of the month' for many people.

It is the last day that course changes can be made in the

Faculty of Arts and Science.

So if you're enjoying a lecture you did not think you would

enjoy when you pre-registered, notify your registrar no later

than Friday.

All it takes is a little piece of paper — to be sure.

Professor deplores students' timidity

"Students shouldn't be so timid. They
should push for straight answers," a U of T
economics professor said last Wednesday.
He was speaking at the Political Economy

Course Union Teach-in.

Prof. Kotowitz said students should con-
front these professors and press them for the
proper lecture material.

He said when he came to the University of
Toronto he was surprised that the students
just sit back quietly.

"fn Israel it is different. As soon as a pro-
fessor opens his mouth the students jump
down his throat", he said.

Rick MacDowell (IV UC) said some profes-
sors "teach material that has little bearing on

the course" and "hedge questions asked by
students relating to the course content."
He said "the lectures are often interesting

but the students don't want to learn the in-
tended subject matter."

Tony Leah III UC) said that students' in
such situations could compile critiques of the
professor's methods and subject material,
and circulate copies to other political econo-
my students as well as the Department so that
more people would be aware of the problem.

Prof. Kotowitz said if the students were to
decide upon a course not offered, the Depart-
ment would make every possible effort to in-

clude that course, hiring professors if neces-
sary.

SFU's Strand appoints 'scab' PSA chairman

BURNABY (CUP) - The
administration at Simon Fras-
er University has discovered a
simple solution to the prob-
lems posed by approximately
700 striking faculty and stu-
dents in the university's de-
partment of political science,
sociology and anthropology:
ignore them.

Administration President
Kenneth Strand announced
business as usual officially

began in the department yes-
terday with the dissolution of
an administration trusteeship
over PSA and the restoration
of power to the department's
chairman.

But according to Strand, the
PSA department now consists

of five professors who did not

join the strike by students and
faculty which began Sept. 24,

and which continues right un-

der the administration presi-

dent's windows.

In a statement issued Fri
day, Strand also announced the
impending appointment of one
of the five, Robert Wyllie, as
department head, and declared
he would take over the duties

of the trusteeship.

It's the second time in less

than six months that Wyllie has
held the post of department
chairman: he resigned during
the summer when faculty in

the department — 16 of them —
declared they would not bow to

administration demands that

students be removed from
their parity position on com-
mittees governing faculty ap-

pointments and tenure.

This time, he apparently
received a unanimous vote of

confidence from the depart-

ment — which consists of him-

self, Herbert Adam, Don Bar-

nett, Gary Rush and A. H.

Somjee, all opposed to the

strike and all technically

"scabs."

The rationale for Strand's
announcement stems from an
administration ultimatum
which set a deadline of Oct. 1

for PSA professors to return to

their classes. When the dead-
line was ignored. Strand de-

clared that nine striking facul-

ty were suspended pending

dismissal procedures: effec-
tively making them "non-per-
sons" in the department.

The five "official" faculty
have declared they elected
Wyllie chairman "in order to

facilitate the lifting of the trus-

teeship" imposed by the ad-
ministration to clamp down on
the total student parity operat-
ing in the department."

The five also cited "a num-
ber of pressing problems"
which figured in their decision,

'

including unresolved difficul-
ties with curriculum and budg-
et, and "the general malaise
existing in several sectors of
the department."

Striking faculty and students
gave no indication they would
accede to the new state of af-
fairs in PSA, and continued
their strike to reinstate profes-
sors fired, suspended or de-
moted by the administration,,
and to force recognition of stu-

dent parity in the department.

IS
Sublimate with a dirty boo

Slightly Soiled

SALE
For one week only
Starting Mon. Oct.20

breathtaking

book bargains lOtP

demonstration
discs drastically

reduced 98uP

dazzling day-glo

posters...

THE TEXTBOOK
STORE a

THE STUDENT BOOKSTORE
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PAGE FOUR
As you may or may not realize lh« Embassy ii a pub.

We are trying to gel a pub on campus to students won't

have to cross that busy Bloor Street. — SAC President Gus
Abolt at last week's SAC meeting.

Abols and Levin — the politics of opportunism
Now that the Students' Administra-

tive Council is beginning to crack from

the strain of factional conflict, the

adroit politicians are beginning to look

for crutches and scapegoats.

The right-wing — those who wish to

preserve the status quo — is falling

back to its usual tactic — the represen-

tivity game.
SAC President Gus Abols, in a letter

on the page opposite, disclaims the

right-wing label The Varsity attached

to him in last week's editorial.

"I would like however, to point out,''

he writes, "that I have always voted,

not along partisan lines as do many
SAC members, irrespective of the is-

sue, but rather on the issues as they

arise, according to what I feel would be

in the best interests of the students on
this campus and essentially on the ba-

sis of my election platform."

Representivity is an easy claim from
a SAC President who speaks from a

vacuum of political opinion.

And basing votes on an election plat-

form that said little more than "repre-

sentivity" is not difficult either.

Any student may claim to represent

the students, but such a statement is

vacuous if it is not based on a concrete
political platform that has been pre-
sented to the students.

Abols reacts to issues as they "ar-
ise". He sees them separately. But is-

sues do not fall from the sky or rise
from the ground, and they are interre-

lated.

He says he has "supported and op-
posed motions made by all political

factions on the council.
'

'

But when he aligns himself with a
radical policy, he drains any content
from it, as he removes it from any kind
of total context:

"The student-worker-farmer alli-

ance is a nice liberal sentiment," he
told last week's SAC meeting. "We
should align with the whole communi-
ty, not merely s-w-f. Society is com-
posed of a lot of other people; some of

them are even parents. We must have a

clear-cut policy as to which members
of the community we will align with

and support."

Abols claims to stand aloof from pol-

itical factions, as he claims to repre-

sent everyone, regardless of their posi-

tions, needs, or demands.
But his actions at the annual con-

earlier by a vote of 19 to 4 to stay in

CUS, and it had directed its delegation

to abide by that vote.

So Abols completely bypassed the

authority of his delegation and of his

council.

Now he talks about representivity.

Behind Gus Abols, there are a few
backroom supporters on the council.

twice interrupted the debate on points

of information. ("Mr. Speaker, I didn't

see any uniformed scabs the last time I

was in the Embassy.")
And he opposed the SAC stand on the

Embassy strike-breakers during the

summer.
When The Varsity noted publicly his

anti-CUS stand in Friday's paper. Levin

varsity
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gress of the Canadian Union of Stu-
dents in August indicate a different
alignment.

There he led a right-wing caucus that
proposed to smash CUS and set up a
Canadian Students' Federation, a serv-
ice organization with virtually no polit-
ical power.

It was the only caucus at the Con-
gress that met in camera.
The caucus completely bypassed the

congress and issued a press release
stating: "Delegates from four major
Canadian Universities attending the
CUS Congress.

. . today presented a
resolution that would in fact disband
the 33-year-old organization and create
a new student group called the Canadi-
an Student Federation."

Abols signed the press release with-
out even consulting the rest of the To-
ronto delegation.

The student press was not invited to
the press conference, although the
whole national office of the Canadian
University Press and many student
editors were at the congress.
The resulting news story, which

Canadian Press sent all across the
country, implied that the U of T wished
to disband CUS. And that's exactly
what the press release implied.

But SAC had voted just a few weeks
15, 1969

One of the most influential but least
conspicuous is Communications Com-
missioner Jon Levin (III UC).

Levin is one of the smoothest cam-
pus politicians, with clear plans for the
future.

To protect his image for future cam-
paigns, he takes care never to be on the
losing side in controversial issues.

During the CUS Congress Levin was
cool and diplomatic at the heated U of
T delegation meeting following the CSF
press release.

He disassociated himself from the
right-wing caucus, in which he had par-
ticipated: he told the delegates he
would have mentioned the press re-
lease to them if he had had a chance.

Levin's favourite tactic is to abstain
on controversial issues, where a re-
corded vote might damage his later
political career.

Thus, he often abstained during the
summer SAC Executive meetings and
declined to vote on the main SAC dis-
cipline motion at the first general
meeting September 24.

On October 8, he abstained from a
vote supporting SAC's strong opposi-
tion to the use of professional strike-
breakers at the Embassy Tavern.

"I wasn't paying attention," he
lamely explained afterwards, but re-
cords of the meeting show that Levin

— Reidford, Toronto Globe and MM
complained, "But I've never taken a
stand on CUS publicly.

"

True enough. But away from the
limelight, Levin is an active member
of the anti-CUS group.

Levin is a constant delight at SAC
meetings ("Mr. Speaker, speaking
purely as an individual. . .") and offers

well-rehearsed excuses for any diffi-

culties connected with his commission
— he blamed the late appearance of the
student handbook on supposed "politi-
cal patronage" involved in choosing the
editors.

Levin did not mention that as Com-
munications Commissioner, he is ulti-

mately responsible for the handbook
debaucle.

Most of the actions of Abols, Levin,
and the rest of the SAC right-wing boil
down to two factors: defeating the left,

and political opportunism.
Last spring Levin won election to the

SAC Executive on the New Left slate of
candidates, for then they seemed the
strongest.

Now, as he judges campus reaction,
he is in open opposition to the rest of
that slate.

But what will happen to Levin and
the right-wing if SAC for once dispen-
ses with the petty manipulation and
opportunism of student council politics
and begins to debate real issues?

ft



SFU SNAFU
Cont'd from page one

who do not conform to the stan-

Jj dards set by the top adminis-

trators.

Numerous 'liberals' have

attempted to change the struc-

ture by using proper channels

and have opposed violence as

an alternative. These people

are also under fire from the

administration.

What this means is that the

'proper' procedure — using the

institution to initiate social

change — presents the oppor-

tunity for the elite to counter

social change successfully.

This sets an important pre-

cedent throughout Canada that

(f> makes a mockery of academic

freedom. Academics, take

note! It is particularly the lib-

eral who must learn a lesson

here.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Initially, the B.C. govern-

ment opened SFU in the fall of

1965 as a Socred 'showpiece'

and to supply big business of

the province (almost exclu-

sively dominated by American

investment) with human re-

sources to feed the economic

sector.

Within a year of its opening,

the novelty of a new university

began to wear off. The admin-

istration set high standards for

students and faculty to meet.

Grades were scaled down.

The requirements were too

heavy. The administration

became an impersonal bu-

reaucracy.

Who was all this work for

and why the ridiculous de-

mands? The answer came in

the spring of 1967.

Five teaching assistants

(among them Martin Loney.

current president of the Cana-

dian Union of Students) chal-

lenged a local school board's

decision impinging on the right

to free speech. The board of

governors used its power to

dismiss the five concerned.

Indeed, the TAs only knew

about the board's decision via

radio broadcast. The concept

C of proper channels was violat-

ed, triggering a near-strike

situation — not so much in

support of the TAs for their

action, but as a reaction to the

dictatorial method the board

had chosen to dismiss the TAs.

The dean of arts, who had

been ignored in this situation,

resigned. It illustrated to ev-

eryone that the board had pow-

er over every aspect of the

academic community.

It also meant that SFU had

no established form of proce-

dure and that anyone could be

dismissed from the university

without being told the reason.

It should be no surprise that

„ there was a tremendous

C amount of anti-board senti-

ment. Under pressure, he

board finally gave in and the

TAs were reinstated.

RCMPCAUEDIN

Immediately after the af-

fair, the board set out to regain

its lost prestige. Within a

month RCMP plainclothesmen

(who could only have been sent

with the approval of the attor-

ney-general in Victoria) ap-

peared on campus.

The board, all big business-

men or pro-business elements,

has strong ties with the Socred

government and could do this

at the taxpayers' expense.

(Chancellor Shrum is co-chair-

man of Bennett's money-mak-

er, B.C. Hydro.)

Concerned by the over-dom-

inance of the board, the faculty

called in the Canadian Associa-

tion of University Teachers

(CAUT), which made an inves-

tigation and submitted a report

on how the university could be

reconstructed.

The board, in particular

Shrum, completely disregard-

ed the CAUT report.

Finally, in May 1968, CAUT
censured the board and Presi-

dent Patrick McTaggart-Cow-

an for mal-administration and

condemned the university's

structure for being "top-

heavy."

It was about this time that

the PSA department moved

toward democracy, decentral-

izing authority and responsibil-

ity and granting students pari-

ty on all decision-making pro-

cesses affecting their future.

The board, concerned with

lifting the CAUT censure, had

no time to devote to PSA.

It dismissed McTaggart-

Cowan and called on the facul-

ty to select a one-month 'act-

ing' president. The faculty

agreed to student representa-

tion on the Joint-Faculty

committee's presidential

selection meeting.

STRAND STAYS NEUTRAL

In the struggles that fol-

lowed. Joint-Faculty chairman

Kenneth Strand emerged as

the only figure who did not

choose sides.

Two student spokesmen

(who could not be classified as

radicals) arranged with Strand

and other senior faculty to set

up the proper procedure in

which the students could pre-

sent their choice, Canadian

John Seeley. before a meeting

of Joint-Faculty.

At the meeting there was

considerable confusion over

the student nomination proce-

dure and Strand eventually

over-ruled the students' right

to speak.

The students left the meet-

ing en masse and Joint-Faculty

elected Strand as acting presi-

dent.

At the time, he promised to

serve only one year.

Since then, the students have

tried to obtain meaningful rep-

resentation in the university,

but faculty have 'niggerized'

the students to the point of bit-

ter alienation.

When students challenged

their low representation (two

members) on a presidential

research committee, a history

professor told them: "The stu-

dents are deliberate tokeni-

sm."

In the fall of 1968, students

and two faculty Senate mem-
bers presented the Senate with

evidence of corrupt and ineffi-

cient admissions policy.

The Senate, chaired by

Strand, did not make any argu-

ment, in fact remained silent

on the question.

In retaliation, more than 400

students occupied the adminis-

tration building. After three

days, Strand called in the

RCMP, who arrested 114 of the

demonstrators.

Strand received tremendous

support from a reactionary

student body and the public at

large. The student movement
was effectively smashed.

With the students out of the

way. Strand proceeded to

smash the PSA department. A

series of small attacks on the

department received wide pub-

licity in the press and served to

build up public antagonism to

the department.

It started with a series of

'rumors' which were blasted

over the front page of the Van-

couver Sun. The rumors said

certain faculty members from

PSA had threatened other fac-

ulty members with physical

harm or violence.

Get l

campus
J

Notebooks I

and
Writing |

coming events

UofT FLYING CLUB
1) OPEN MEETING
Oct. 22, 7:30 P.M. Music Rm
Hart House Guest Speaker

Mr. Tim Foster: "Business

of Aviation"

2) Breakfast flight

Sat. Oct. 25, 8:00 A.M.
Island Apt. ; 3 Pilots so far

need 9 passengers, any other

pilots PILOTS NONPILOTS

The alleged source of this

information, a history profes-

sor, denied the charges and the

statement was retracted on a

back page of the Sun.

But the damage had already

been done. Now the public

knew whom to blame for stu-

dent violence.

It was an effective method:

use lies to create a front-page

story, then later deny it on a

back page.

Soon after this, the adminis-

tration cut PSA's budget.

Finally, during the summer
of 1969, arts dean Dale Sulli-

van, an American, ousted Ca-

nadian PSA chairman Morde-

cai Briemberg and set up a

trusteeship over the depart-

ment.

The trustees are non-PSA

members with the exception of

T.B. Bottomore, who is in Eng-

land and has no intention of

returning to SFU. One of the

trustees is McMaster history

professor J.M. Bumstead.

The only thing that could

have saved PSA - and, I'm

afraid, SFU in general — was a

defeat of Premier Bennett,

who was unfortunately re

elected with a strong majority

in late August.

In September, two PSA fac-

ulty members were fired and

six others given limited tenure

of one year — a practice gener-

ally known as 'phase-firing'.

In the face of the trusteeship

and phased-firing, the faculty

and students had only one way

to confront the administration

:

they went on strike.

CLASSICAL CONCERT
oday - Music Room at I p.m

DAVID ROSEN
Pianist

Ladies Welcome

FOLK CONCERT
Today — East Common Room — I p.m.

RICHARD AINSLIE
Playing guitar and singing

contemporary folk songs

Ladies Welcome

If YOU are Interested In giving

a Noon Hour Concert, please contact

Ross Cullner, (534-86-19) or

Dave Belgue. (165-0806)

CAMERA CLUB
Today - 1:10 p.m. - Camer Club Rooms

MEMBERS SLIDE DISCUSSION
Maximum , 0 Slides

TO-NIGHT
7:45 - Camera Club Rooms

CAMERA WORKSHIP
with

BEV BEST

CHESS PLAYERS
5 ROUND NOVICE TOURNAMENT

begins to-night at 7 p.m.

In the Chess Club Room

NOON HOUR FILMS
Thursday, October 16th

East Common Room, 1:10 p.m.

PHOEBE and Leonard

Cohen's ANGEL
Ladles Welcome

ART GALLERY
until November 1st

GROUP SHOW
(Ladles Welcome after 2 p.m.)
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No ineens

The MasseyMM

By JOHN THOMAS

Massey College's brooding, impene-
trable presence gives rise to strange
fancies. There it stands at Hoskin and
Devonshire Place, its blank brick walls
giving perverse impressions of what
you will find within, its great steel
gates offering an unsought rebuke to
the passing stranger.

"Look on me. ye Puny, and despair,"
it seems to say, and you wonder, who
lives there? Does anyone live there? If

so, do they ever come out?
As you stand outside this latterday

House of Usher you seem to hear
strange noises. Here a maniacal laugh,
there a ghastly shudder. Wild visions

STORY BY JOHN THOMAS

PHOTOS BY ERROL YOUNG

AND CARMEN PALUMBO
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appear before you.

Beady eyes peer from behind those

ancient window slits, eyes grown weak
from long hours of study in Medaeival
Hindi and necromancy. Eyes which
momentarily fasten on a dying taper
while perusing Aelfric's Homilies long
into the night.

On the wall, perhaps, is a pin-up —
the Venerable Bede in genuflecting
aspect. On the desk lies a grinning skull

filled with snuff. The Massey Man
looks up and chuckles insanely. *'Yes,"
he mutters to himself. "Sub specie ae-

ternitatas

The Massey Man lays down his man-
uscript and pours himself a chalice of

boiled carrot juice. He settles back and
strums his lyre. In an hour the taper
has burned down and this strange, bald-
ing man slips deliciously off into a
dream of twelfth century Venice.
For the Massey Man regards as

avante-garde anything post-Dante. The
Renaissance! — that was when the
trouble started. Now the vile mob
rules. The sacred thread of learning

1969

has been lost. Yes, order has been lost,

Scholasticism vanished, except, —ex-
cept— behind these walls.

The Massey Man dreams of Lady
Chatelaine, there in a white flowing
gown. Strange thoughts — disturbing

thoughts — fill his mind. He sees her

evanescent figure dissolving down long

corridors, lost in a maze of doors.

He tries a door, which opens on a

scene of Restoration depravity. Paint-

ed women and trivial aphorisms. He
quickly slams the door. He opens an-

other and sees a scene of bustling stu-

dents and busy trafffic.

"What place is this?" he asks a pass-

ing stranger.

"Hoskin and Devonshire Place," is

the reply,

"So." The Massey Man ponders. "It

seems that I remember such a place. .

.

long ago. . .

"

For the Massey Man, student revolu-

tion is not a problem. For there have
been no students since the days of Duns
Scotus. So how can there be a revolu-

tion? In fact, it is doubtful whether
there is any university.

The Massey Man slams the dooi

the Twentieth Century, crying oil

his sleep, "Stipendium pecati tl

est. Ha!.

A little sadly, perhaps, to enter IV

sey College is to lose a few of these i

sions. Your perverse impressions f;

For while Massey may look forbidd

from without, once inside you f

slightly amazed and exhilerated at

minor explosion of space.

Once past Ancient Dick (Norn
McCracken), the wax-mustachi
Porter, the quadrangle spreads bef

you like a delicate bubble of light

water, with fountains gushing over <

stones and pleasant paths drifting id

ically away beneath the elms.
You picture the ecstatic poet c<

posing within:

"all in a singing wonder of b!oss>

ing yes ..."

And as you recover from this orgs

and move across the quar1 into*

Upper Library your ideas oegifl

change. Inside the library are gathe

several Massey Men armed with

from the Buttery Bar, and you



No snuff?

doesn 't even touch boiled carrotjuice*

3 ^ttT I

The dining room is more as you had

thought, however. For here the Massey
Man is summoned in black flowing

gown by the huge College bell. Here he

sits in traditional elegance, yes, in

highbacked leather chaire. Here he

ponders, a little sadly, the inscription

about the wall: "To be happy you must

be wise.
'

'
— George Santayana.

In the summer he ponders through

dark glasses for the ceiling of the din-

ing room is so beautifully open to the

sky that the summer sun provides a

blinding spectacle. Indeed, everywhere

in Massey there is this feeling of space,

of light.

"Ah, here," you say, "here is pomp!"

"No, it's just a good place to eat for

75 cents."

"Conversation?" you frown.

"No lack of that."

Indeed, no lack, for men like North-

rop Frye and Donald Creighton have

found a working centre at Massey. as

have writers-in-residence Jack Ludwig

(past) and Margaret Laurence

(present).

"Take me to the musty library," you

cry.

Massey College is renowned for its

library: 28,000 volumes of Canadiana

with first editions of such poets as Bliss

Carman and Archibald Lampman.
And it contains what is perhaps

unique in North America — a Bibliog-

raphy Room where printing is taught.

There are four old presses, probably

the finest in the world, and here the

Massey Man (or anyone) can repair

with his sonnets, make his own paper,

set his own type, and print his own slen-

der sheaf. Almost two hundred people

in the university use the room, among
them members of the Poculi Ludique

Societas.

Passing through the subterranean

vaults you come upon a number of car-

rels and here are more distressingly

un-Scotus tupes — the non-resident

Junior Fellows who use Massey for

their cente of study and graduate life.

Moving quickly on you discover the

College Chapel, a small, sequestered

affair reminiscent of Fortunato's rest-

ing place.

"That's incense I smell?"

"Floor wax."
Shaken, you retire to the subdues

lighting of the Common Room, there to

ponder your lost illusions. You sink

into a plush leather armchair with a

wistful sigh and muse at the patterned

relief of the ceiling. Where is the Mas-

sey Man? Where is Scholasticism?

Gone forever.

A maid asks you if you would like

something to drink.

"Boiled carrot juice," you say.

dismayed to find that they are not at all

the Duns Scotus type.

"But does no one have a skull?" you

ask.

"Sorry."

"Perhaps a little snuff?"

"Not a chance.
"

Actually Massey's 85 Junior Fellows

(working for a graduate degree) repre-

sent the most varied disciplines and

are chosen, not for their scholarship in

any esoteric field, but for their more

general assets and experience in the

world.

And as for wandering lonely as a

cloud, the Massey Man seems rather

inundated with visitors. Five thousand

guests drop in for meals yearly, while

150 distinguished visitors from the

business/ art/ political worlds jostle

for the speaker's podiurn.

Four hundred graduate students take

courses at Massey and it is the head-

quarters of the U of T Drama Centre.

And as there are no restrictions on

women the poor Massey Man seems to

have little time even for boiled carrot

juice.

Hill g
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THE SENATE

ST. MICHAEL'S FILM CLUB wt

Are you going to the movies to kill time? to hold hands? to be entertained?

OR do you go for something more - movies inspiring and a bit thought provoking?

There is a chance to experience a unique film series.

THE THEOLOGY OF BERGMAN
Everybody is invited: students, faculty members, and administrators.

Confront yourself with Ingmar Bergman and with each other's opinion in a discussion

afterwards.

OCTOBER 17

OCTOBER 24

NOVEMBER 7

NOVEMBER 14

NOVEMBER 26

DECEMBER 5

The Seventh Seal (1956)

Wild Strawberries (1957)

The Virgin Spring (1959)

Through a Glass Darkly (1961)

Winter Light (1962)

Silence (1963)

TIME: 8:00 PM
PRICE: $3.50 for the series

$1.00 at the door

PLACE: Carr Hall,St. Michael's College

50 St. Joseph Street
Tickets go on sale October 15, 16, & 17 from 12-2 pm at the Coop,

St. Michael's College Student Center.

The Senate presides over

academic affairs.

All its actions must be ap-

proved by the Board of Gover-

nors.

The Senate grants, cancels

and restores degrees. It is in

charge of setting up faculties,

schools, departments and

courses. It administers the li-

brary and accepts reports and

appeals from faculty and

school councils.

Membership in the Senate is

broadly representative. It has

both elected and appointed

members from all schools,

faculties, colleges and federat-

ed universities. Alumni elect

representatives to all of the

above. The Ontario High

School and Vocational School

principals also have represent-

atives.

The unwieldy size, relative

paucity of working academics

on the Senate and the huge
agendas for formal approval of

faculty decisions make the

Senate largely ineffective.

The President of the Univer-

sity acts as chairman and is

the sole effective link with the

Board of Governors. With his

entourage of professional ad-

ministrators, he is substantial-

ly able to control the Senate.

In the time you take to read this ad,

this student and teacher could finish the next

three pages of this newspaper.

of
ft
Because both of them have an
average reading speed of 2,500

words a minute, or, over six

limes faster than normal.

To Grade 13 student Tom
Gray, this is pretty important.

It means he can do all the study-

ing he has to and still have lots

of time left over for sports and
recreation.

Tom has another advantage
over (he other students too. Since

taking the Reading Dynam-
ics cqurse, his comprehension
and recall have improved con-

siderably. So he really learns

what he reads and he can re-

member it for exams.

To college teacher Paul

Thompson, his reading srieed is

invaluable in helping him get

through large volumes of re-

search and teaching material,

and in evaluatingstudents' work.

The dynamic reading course has

improved his concentration and

he retains much ofwhat he reads.

Both Paul Thompson andTom
Gray enjoy having a reading

range. They can read slowly,

word by word in the old way,

if they want to appreciate poetry,

or up to 10,000 words a minute

for light novels.

Maybe you should call the

Centre for Reading Dynamics
now, at 923-4681. Or attend a

free 'Mini Lesson' at one of the

listed locations. We guarantee

to at least triple your reading

speed, with equal or improved

comprehension. And ifwe don't,

your tuition fee will be refunded.

CENTRE FOR
READING DYNAMICS LTD
1 1 04 Bay Street, Tel. 923-4681

Free Demonstrations

Wed. Oct. 15 Inn on the Park
Talbot Room 8:00P.M.

Thurs. Oct. 16 Reading Dynamics Institute

Yorkdale Shopping Centre 8:00 P.M.

OPEN HOUSE at the Reading Dynamics Institutes
stitutes

Yorkdale Shopping Centre
Saturday, 10:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

1104 Bay St. Saturday and
Week-days 10:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.
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THE PRESIDENT

"A university president in

Canada is required to have

some of the qualities of the

superintendents of lunatic asy-

lums and of ringmasters of

circuses." Harold Innis.

The President is in charge of

"academic work" and teach-

ing staff, and heads up the

administrative apparatus. He
is a member of all University

councils except the University

College Council.

He is chairman of the Senate

and of the Faculty of Arts and

Science Council.

His powers include those to

suspend staff and recommend
appointees to the Board.

According to the Duff-Ber-

dahl Report on University

Government, the whole system

depends on "the superhuman
talents of the President.

'

'

As mentioned above, he is

the only effective link between

the Board, the Senate, the

administration and the stu-

dents.

ADMINISTRATION

Under the President's office

come a wide spectrum of ad-

ministrative officials. Tradi-

tionally, the administration

has been carried on in the dif-

ferent departments, and only

recently has some effort been

made to rationalize the admin-

istrative structure by centrali-

zation.

On the academic side lie the

offices of Vice-President

(Academic), Provost, Regis-

trar and so on.

The non-academic side is

headed by a Vice-President

(Non-Academic) with respon-

sibility for the provision and
maintenance of the physical

assets of the university, the

operating and capital funds,

trust funds, and all matters
concerned with the collecting

and disbursement of money.
Much of the day-to-day oper-

ating policy of the university

comes from administrators,

but in theory at least they are

responsible to the Board of

Governors, once again through

the President.

FACULTY COUNCILS

The faculty council is the top

decision-making body in each
faculty.

Under the direction of the

Senate, the faculty council

oversees "the government,
direction and management of

the college or school."

It also considers all applica-

tions for admission to the fac-

ulty and sets and supervises
examinations and academic
standards, and determines
curriculum.

Membership in the Arts and
Science faculty council is typi-

cal of all the faculty councils.

It consists of the President
of the University (college prin-

cipals in the federated col-

leges), the faculty dean, the
chief librarian, and all teach-
ing staff above and including
the rank of assistant professor.



SoccerBlues unimpressive in tie
Presents: "MROZEK'S TANGO" A Lecfore

by

ADAM TARN
noted Polish drama critic, editor of DIALOG, Visiting

Professor of Drama at the University of Calgary

on WEDNESDAY, OCT. 15, 1969 at 4:00 P.M.

In Upper Library. Massey College

HEALTH REQUIREMENTS

STUDENTS ARE REMINDED THAT MEDICAL EXAM-
INATION AT THE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICE IS A
REQUIREMENT FOR:
1. ALL FIRST YEAR WOMEN STUDENTS FOR WHOM

PHYSICAL EDUCATION IS REQUIRED.
2. ANY STUDENT, GRADUATE OR UNDERGRADU-

ATE, ANNUALLY, BEFORE PARTICIPATING IN
ORGANIZED OR COMPETITIVE ATHLETICS.

MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS ARE BY APPOINTMENT
ONLY AND MAY BE MADE AS FOLLOWS:
MEN: IN PERSON AT 256 HURON STREET OR BY TELE-
PHONE, 928-2459

WOMEN: IN PERSON AT 256 HURON STREET 2ND
FLOOR.

By LYNDON LITTLE

The Soccer Blues played

first class football for only the

first half and as a result were
held to a 1-1 tie by the Western
Mustangs Saturday afternoon.

The tie leaves the Varsity

side still unbeaten with a re-

cord of two ties and one win in

three league games.
The Blues started strongly

and scored their goal after just

6 minutes of play. Mario Paler-

mo tipped in a hard shot by
John Gero.

Western also scored in the

first half as Vivian Manswell,

the Mustang's giant outside-

left, took advantage of a mix-

up between Blues' goalie Sam
Cesario and fullbacks Stan
Bogucki and Trevor Wilson to

even the score at 16 minutes.

The Varsity squad played a

spirited first half featuring

crisp passing and good ball

control. They had the majority

of the good scoring opportuni-

ties.

wunfortunately, - the Blues
could not maintain their fine

play in the second half as their

organization degenerated bad-

ly.

Wing-half Ken Cancellera

and fullback Bogucki continue

to play top-flight football for

the Blues.

Blues' veteran fullback Jim
Kalman commented after the

game that the team's poor sec-

ond half performance was due
to inadequate conditioning.

Here that, coach!

Free Kicks — Top forward
FRANK SOPPELSA missed
this one to serve as best man at

a wedding. . .This Saturday
against Guelph coach Nicol

will try to persuade him to be
"best man" on the soccer
team. . .JIM LEFKOS is now
attending C.O.E. and will prac-

tise with the team but cannot
play any league games due to

his semi-pro status.

PART OR FULL TIME counter help (or

PM's Drive-in lake-out Yonge & Summer-
hill area Men or women to work days or

nights. Please call Ports of Call 924-9353
Mr Forster

ROOM AND BOARD low rates, fraternity

house. 200vards from campus 218 Bever
ley St Phone 922 1494

BOOM AND BOARD foil house males
only. ma'd. linen service. TV. parking etc

85 Bedford Rd 924-0501

MEN'S U of T BLAZER custom tailored

for 185 lb .
6'1" ht — $15 00

1 hard shell and a soft shell cover for Pen-
tax SV 35mm camera 4B1 -7809

WE WANTED an ad that was sexy, heart

tugging, intellectual, witty, socially accept-
able, theologically sound, racially pure, and
inexpensive Can it be done? See Friday

SKI IN INNBRUCK — Dept Dec 23 —
Rt Jan 5 includes accommodation. 2

meals daily. Ski pass. KLM DCS jel Cost

S33000Tel CUS/OUS 921-2611

CUS/OUS CHRISTMAS FLIGHT to

London Dept Dec 19 — Ret Jan 3

Also ski tours Quebec winter carnival and
Oaytona Beach holiday call 921-261

1

EXPERT TYPING SERVICE electric

machine essays, termpapers theses Irene

Kenyon. 224 St George St. Apt 404.
923-4011 day or evening reasonable

FASHION CONSCIOUS? suede hand
made vests for sale for guys and gals'

Normans Fashions Phone RU2-6284

EXPERIENCED LEGAL SECRETARY
will type thesis, technical papers etc at

home — electric typewriter Phone 233-
6801

ANTHROPOLOGY STUDENT UNION
Second general meeting Wed Oct 15
Anyone taking Anthropology course wel-
come Constitution to be discussed Room
572 SS. 5p.m

TYPING — accurate, speedy, reasonable

rales 465 3141

SUMMER JOBS in foreign countries are

available thiough AIESEC Completion ol

one economics course is required Further

information is available at Room 2005 S

0 Smith

LOST — 1 pr ol dress shoos, woll worn,

would you believe Arbor Room. Fri, Sept
26 Phono Don 534 5639

Anyone interested in discussing the estab-
lishment of a STUDENT HOMOPHILE
ORGANIZATION please contact Jerry
Phone 922-2050 after 5 p.m.

HAVRIDE — On Saturday. Oct 18 Meet
at Knox Church. Harbord at Spadina, at 6
30 pm

STENOGRAPHIC work typing & tapes
done Call 46 1 -8060 after 5

GIRLS, earn as much money as you need
in your spare time by promoting, advertis-
ing and demonstrating hair fashions, cos-
meticsetc Call 921-2184

USED TV SETS for sale less than S50 30
day warranty on parts and labour act now— limited supply phone 925-7071 after 6
pm

WANTED, tutor in Hungarian lebetolez
nyelvesisiakos egyetemista hetente 1 -2 o
rara. volt angol egyetimi eloado szamara.
vagyfizetesen vegy angol nyelvorakert
scerebe Please phone 368 9181 after 6

FAST ACCURATE home typing — Mrs
Linda Flood — 884 6526 — keep this

name and number for future use

4TH GIRL WANTED to share large 2

bedroom apt on St George St. $46
monthly Call 929 5041

FOR SALE A racoon coat worn only 6

times Good price Call 267-0303 after 5
pm

E.U.T. AKADEEMILINE BALL I toimub
reedel 3 1 oktoober 1 969, kell 8 30 p i $<

Lawrence Hall. Koik teretulnudl Piletid R

Marten — 241-4050

KUULE ESTO FROSHI Saada oma nimi.

aadress. kursus jne A Puhmile. 5 Inver-

leigh Or Toronto Sns oled ametlikult "Ees-

ii Uliopilaskoud Torontos' nimekirjas.

ISei RAMBLER CLASSIC aulomatic 6

Certified. No rust — from Vancouver.

69 000 miles, new tires, shocks $300 or

best offer Parking avail F Hams. 50 Har-

bord St. 924 2745

MALE OR FEMALE assistants needed (or

Cub Packs, Boys 6 1 1 North Toronto call

Brian 488-6614

TennisBlues beat Carleton for title
By DAVID BURT

Varsity tennis Blues regained the OQAA
team tennis championship by defeating Carle-

ton Kavrns last weekend in Ottawa.

This completed the Blues' campaign to pay
back the Ravens for last year's upset loss in the

finals.

Varsity no. 1, Paul Kent, defeated Carleton

ace Marinus Wins in the singles final, 6-4, 5-7, 7-

5, 6-4, making the Toronto player no. 1 in the

conference.

In the team competition, things started on a

bad note for the Toronto squad, when Kent lost

the first match to Paul Henry of Carleton.

Then Mike Zimmerman proved Marinus
Wins human with a 6-3. 6-3 victory.

In the next match Frank Blyth put Toronto

into the lead, defeating Gerry Filion, 6-2, 6-4.

With Don Steele's 6-2, 6-3 victory over Mike
Pulchny, the Toronto team entered the decisive

doubles needing only a split of the two matches

to gain the title.

Paul Kent suffered his second defeat in the

team competition, when his doubles partner-

ship with Steele lost to Wins and Henry, but

Zimmerman and Blyth provided the clinching

win, 7-5, 6-4 over Filion and Pulchny.

The doubles final was not played, Western's

tandem winning by default when McGill failed

to turn up.

CLASSIFIEDS

Vanity's PAUL KENT, OQAA singles champ
photo by brian sweet

hi
OS

The University of Toronto wrestling

team began practices yesterday in prepa-

ration for seven scheduled meets this sea-

son.

Paul Beswick will coach the team until

Christmas, when he is expected to leave to

finish up his graduate degree. At that time,

Kirt Whipper or another suitable replace-

ment will take over.

Most of last year's team is expected to

return this season, including Bill Allison

(OQAA 1st, CIAU 2nd) and Ted Sauer

(OQAA 2nd).

Though the team will be missing last

year's dynamo, Larry Barron, a new asset
has brightened the scene — John Davis, a
first team wrestler from UCLA, at 160

pounds.

New grapplers are needed in all weight
classes, especially 137 pounds and under,

and 175 pounds and over.

So regardless of weight and experience,

for a good conditioning sport, requiring
speed and co-ordination, come and try

Blues Wrestling.

Practices are daily at 5 pm in the Hart
House Wrestling Room.

ONTARIO
STUDENT AWARDS

Students receiving grant assistance under the Ontario Student

Awards Program should submit the Request for Grant Portion

in duplicate to the Student Awards Office immediately.
Serious Interesting liberal -minded

MOTHERBALLERSI Audition for U C mature student wanted to share comforta-

follies 70 Monday Oct 20 Tuesday Oct ble furnished flat Very reasonable Call late

21. 4-6 Junior Common Room University evenings, mornings at 537-6210 only al-

College It'll be a Mother Balll temoonj. early evenings 532 5081
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BOB HENRY

Friday,

Oct. 17.

7 o'clock

Children

Conflict
a series of films produced by

Allan King Associates
for Brown Camps Ltd., with

the co-operation of the C.B C.

MECHANICAL BLDG. Rm, 102 50C P.S.U.

I
FURS

| LEATHER

I GENERATION COATS

I SHEEP RUGS

| SKIN & BONES
I 670 YONGE ST.

| - 2 SOUTH OF BLOOR

| STUDENT DISCOUNT

PART-TIME JOBS
DAYS—NIGHTS—SATUR-

DAYS
Whenever you are available

Good Pay Minimum Age 18

MUST HAVE
SOCIAL INSURANCE NO.

Apply ready to work between 6

a.m. and 6 p.m. at any of the fol-

lowing offices

1814 Weston Rd. 890 Yonge St.

1706 Eglinton Ave. E.

.1693 Lakeshore Blvd. W.
MANPOWER SERVICES

1TED

Over 2500 people have signed the Petition to

Legalize Marijuana. If you haven't signed yet,

don't wait! -There are only two days left!!!

You can sign it at the tables in Sidney Smith

Hall, The Buttery (Trinity), the Coop (SMC)

and the Refectory (UC) anytime from 11 am

to 2 pm. There are tables at both Erindale

and Scarborough Colleges.

If you have petitions to hand in,

please do so at one of the above

tables, or phone Ian Mason at

920-2549.

More dope on marijuana
The U of T Legalize Marijuana Committee has 2,700 sig-

natures on its petition advocating the legalization and control

of marijuana. . ., „

There were others who would not sign the petition. Some

expressed a fear of losing jobs, scholarships, or of the police.

Even those who opposed the petition were not hostile to

committee members. Ian Mason (SGS) founder of LMC, said.

"They were generally polite and content not to sign."

These impressions and observations will be part of a brief

by the LMC to be submitted to the Government Inquiry into

the Non-Medical Use of Drugs to be held at Hart House Fri-

day.

It will be brought to the attention of the federal govern-

ment Committee that many signed because the petition advo-

cated control as well as legalization of marijuana.

"Most students had their minds made up before they were

approached with the petition. We could get about one signature

per minute on good days and at lunch hours," Mason said.

"When university students sign the petition it has some

force since 95 per cent of them will be voters by the next elec-

tion. If the government ignores it then the opposition will take

it up.

"Anyone who wants to say anything on this should present

himself to the government committee at Hart House Friday. "

DIAL-A-DATE

Is The Fastest Way

We Know To Get

Popular

iDon't tall 'anybody'-

Just call 929-04 I I

1.00 - 10.00 PM.

NOBODYKNOWS
EVERY
THING
But you'll know

much more if and

when you "plug in-

tb" the library

orientation program.

Tapes and slides

giving a general

introduction, card

catalogue advice

and a few clues

about the stacks

are available for

viewing at both

main entrances to

the University of

Toronto

LIBRARY

SEEING'S BELIEVING

A CARAT DIAMOND
COULD BE WORTH

$200 or $500

DEPENDING ON CUT COL-
OUR AND CLARITY

WE ARE "DIRECT
DIAMOND DEALERS

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET

DIAMOND DEALERS

Hugh Proctor & Co
131 BLOOR W.. STE. 416

921-7702

In person

GEORGE
VANDEMAN

Tills is your opportunity lo

hear this dynamic personal! t)

whd ha* captured lite hearts

ami Hi imis ill thousands and
brought the message oi (Tod

i i 1 1 it) us through the

Kill His

K"PI»nK appearances have
Mined thousands more in the

Kreai cities of the world.

you have viewed "If Is Written" on television,

Now See and Hear this forceful speaker in person

AT: BICKFORD PARK
COLLEGIATE AUDITORIUM

777 BLOOR ST.. WFSy TOBONTy

TIME: 7:30 p.m.

Every # SATURDAY * SUNDAY * WEDNESDAY'^^^^^^^^^^^
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WHY SO MANY
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PASSION PLAY
IN THE DESERT

CONSCIENCE
ON TRIAL

and many other

interesting
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SigSam after Campbell

Library will end some privileges while keeping others
By LAURA KELLY

Equalization of student and
faculty library fines will be the
first priority of the newly-re-
constituted Library Council.
Formerly an all-staff body,

the Library Council voted this

fall to adopt a structure of stu-

dent-faculty parity, following
an experiment in student par-
ticipation conducted last year.
Twelve students and 12 fac-

ulty members will sit on the
council in addition to several
ex-officio members and repre-
sentatives of Scarborough and
Erindale Colleges.

The equalization of fines was
recommended by the Campbell
Report on discipline.

Presently students are liable

to daily fines of 20 cents for.

loans from the main stack, and
hourly fines of 10 to 25 cents for

books borrowed from the Wal-
lace Room. Faculty members
are not fined for any infrac-
tions of library rules.

The Campbell Report also

suggests the formation of a li-

brary tribunal composed of

five students and five faculty
members which would have
the power to levy fines and
suspend library privileges.

The proposed tribunal, how-
ever, would not have the power
to recommend suspension or
expulsion of a student, or dis-

missal of a faculty member.
Those offenders who refuse to

pay fines are to be prosecuted
in the regular courts.

Chief Librarian Robert H.
Blackburn called the report a
"very helpful" document, al-

though he enumerated some
personal objections.

Mr. Blackburn said "The
library tribunal has fewer pen-

alties than other tribunals.

There is not an equal scope nor
wide enough authority."

The other proposed tribunals

are to be given the power of

censure, suspension or expul-
sion of students, and dismissal

m T C TRUST
MEMORIAL AWARDS

UP TO $500
1. At least three awards of a possible value of up to

$500 are being offered to students, graduate or

undergraduate, of any faculty who served or whose

.father or grandfather served in the University of

Toronto Contingent, COTC, during the period

1913 to 1967. Awards will be based primarily on

high standing.

2. Letters of application should be addressed to the

Office of Student Awards, Room 106, Simcoe Hall,

and should give the following information:

(a) Name and date of service in COTC of self

or of parent or grandparent, in the_case of

parent or grandparent give fullest possible

de tails. -

(b) Faculty, course and standing obtained in

the 1968-69 session.

(c) List of scholarships, bursaries or POSAP
loan or grant received during the present

session.

3. Final date for submission of applications 20

November, 1969. The Announcement of winners

will be made by the Selection" Committee on or

after 15 December, 1969.

U.C. FOLLIES

(MOTHERBALL)

AUDITIONS
MONDAY OCT. 20 - 4:00 - 6:00 P.M.

TUESDAY OCT. 2 I
- 4:00 - 6:00 P.M.

JUNIOR COMMON ROOM
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

•INFORMATION FORMS" MUST BE FILLED OUT BY ALL
THOSE WISHING TO AUDITION. THESE MAY BE OBTAINED

IN THE REFECTORY OR THE J.C.R.. AND MUST BE PUT

IN THE BOX MARKED "MOTHERBALL AUDITIONS" BY

5:00 P.M. FRIDAY OCT. "

of faculty members.
Mr. Blackburn stated "In

general, the enforcement is

still in the hands of the desk
librarian."

The Campbell Report also
suggests that if there are vary-

'

ing needs among students and
faculty the library ought and
has a right to respond accord-
ingly.

The library already offers
different privileges to different

groups. Faculty members are
permitted to borrow books for

two months with the option of a
two month renewal, while un-
dergraduates can obtain vol-

umes for a maximum of one
week.

In order to make materials
available to those with the
greatest need the main stack is

closed to first-year students,
except with special one-day

passes. There are various col-

lege library stacks open to all

students.

Faculty members can also
make use of a pick-up and de-
livery service to obtain library

material. Any faculty member
conducting individual research
can utilize one of the 18 study
carrels to which books can be
charged.

Both faculty members and
graduate students are eligible
to borrow from libraries of
other Ontario universities par-
ticipating in the Ontario Coun-
cil of University Librarians
Agreement.
Mr. Blackburn supports a

library policy that allows for

differing needs of the universi-

ty members.
"Professors are paid sala-

ries and must perform," he
explained. "They need more

equipment."

Mr. Blackburn, however,
also said he recognizes the
need for constant improve-
ment in library facilities which
serve primarily undergradu-
ates.

The Library Council will
formulate the rules for the li-

brary including preferential
treatment of the faculty mem-
bers.

In addition to relying on a
discipline structure to main-
tain the quality of the library
functions, the library staff is

interested in improving securi-
ty measures.
Along with SAC they have

agreed upon the advisability of
installing a check-out system
in the main library similar to

those in supermarkets, in or-
der to cut down on the rate of

library material loss.

NEW HIGHER HEELS LOOK
GREAT IN SHINY PATENT
WITH SATIN BOWS BY
BRAYCO ONLY $14.99

ALSO AVAILABLE IN MANY NEW FALL COLOURS
OPEN THURS. & FRI. NIGHTS • C.O.D. ORDERS ACCEPTED

• CREDIT & CHARGEX CARDS HONOURED
1478 PEEL ST. 5218 QUEEN MARY RD. PLACE VICTORIA

FAIRVIEW SHOPPING CENTRE LES GALERIES D'ANJOU
110 SPARKS ST. MALL (OTTAWA)
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WHY IS THERE JELLO?
WHY IS THERE JEUO? Submit your explanation of the Jetlo prin-

ciple to JEUO CONTEST, e/o The Varsity, at 9! St. George St.

o
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HAVING A PARTY? - RENT

PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING
STROBE LIGHTS BLACK LIGHT
SOUND TO LIGHT TRANSLATORS

STROBE LIGHT PRODUCTS
147 Ranee Avenue, 781-2995

i^j^l
Films Francois Sans Sous-litres

^SINE ENTREE GRATUITE
vendredi le 17 octobre 7:30 p.m.

SOIREE MEDIEV ALE
:t* Images medievales

^lENT et

LES VISITEURS DU SOIR
de Marcel Came

U.C. 104

lUATRE ENTREE GRATUITE

YV¥YY^YV¥¥T»*VYYYVYYr**YV¥»«r,VYYYYV?YV* ,rr
Y - y
Y Y

y You'll love being a Kitten girl! ?

J Glenayf

; W00LMARK
DOUBLE KNITS

y
V

% Feel at ease in this

y cosy Kitten Woolmark
y Knit sweater. Raised

y contrasting stripes on

t
' front, turtle neckline with

y zipper, long sleeves. A
y wide selection of glowing

y new colours. Dry clean

y only.

Y
* Straight-cut Woolmark

J Knit pants with elastic

* waistband. New
* "Pomteroma Stitch".

5 dyed-to-perfectly-match

* your Kitten Woolmark Knit

* sweater. Pick from Kitten's

* palette of new Fall shades.
* Dry clean only.

I Ihh
|
jtffljfc, ?S it U not a genuine KITTEN.

V YYYV Y YYY Y

Y



RuggerBlues subdue Western
By DAN McALISTER

Rugger Blues trounced Western 14-3 Satur-

day in a hard fought match dominated by for-

ward play.

For the first time this year, the Toronto
forwards were a solid unit and dominated the
loose rucks, fed. note: what the hell are loose

rucks?

I

Instead of the forwards ruining the game it

was the backs this time. But whenever the
play broke down, eight forwards were there to

cover up. Had the backs been up to their usual
level, the score would have been much higher.
The first half was very close as the teams

were fairly evenly matched. Several infrac-

tions were called against the green Western
side however, and finally, one penalty result-

ed in a goal by Cairns.

Then, a try by Holmes was called back as _

the referee ruled that he had stepped out on
the one yard line. The resulting line-out was
won by Western and they kicked out of dan-
ger.

Towards the end of the half, the Western
forwards quickly recovered a loose ball and
scored to make the half time score 3-3.

In the second half, the Blues increased their

drive and with the rebirth of the Cairns "Gold-
en Toe", chalked up eleven more points to

Western's nothing.

First, fly-half Ian Owens broke through the

Western back line and set up a back line pass

play that was completed with a try by Seg-

sworth. Cairns converted and made the score

Toronto 8, Western 3.

A try by the pack, spearheaded by Apse,
was called back by the referee because he was
unable to follow Apse's blinding speed and
wasn't sure where the ball was.

The Western team refused to learn about

illegal play. They persisted in breaking the

rules and as a result gave Toronto six more
points through the kicking of Cairns. The final

score; Toronto 14, Western 3.

The seconds' game as well, was dominated

by the forwards. Unfortunately, the back line

was a quickly assembled lot and didn't know
how to play together.

Tries by each team were called back on in-

fractions and there were no successful penal-

ty kicks. Against a slightly superior side To-

ronto escaped with a 0-0 tie.

Gellius revenit ad majoram gloriam
by GELLIUS

SALUTATIONS

Hello.

OBITER DICTA

"As the months roll on, it

will be a banner year for Inter-

faculty Sports" — Interfaeto-

tum Miss Boyd, from "The
Collected Speeches of Miss

Boyd", p. 168 (House of Anansi

edition.

)

SOCCER STANDINGS

GROUP I (4 to playoffs)

SMC 2-0

SGS 2-0

Sr. Eng. 2-0

Meds A 1-0-1

UC 0-1-1

PHE 0-2

VIC 0-2

Trin 0-2

GROUP II (one for the money
two for the show, three for the

playoffs and four to go)

Scar 2-0

Innis 2-1

New 1-0

Dents 1-1

Law 0-0-2

0-0-1

0-3

GROUP III (2 to playoffs)

SMCB 2-0

MedsB 1-0

Archrival 1-0

SGSB 1-1

Wycliffe 0-1

Emm 0-1

TrinB 0-2

Knox
Jr. Eng.

BOX LACROSSE

Murphy scored thrice and
Ryan (no relation to "in the

jungle, the mighty jungle, the

ryan sleeps to-night"), Hise-

ler, Summerville and Hart and

Birze added singles as Vic beat

SMC (Travers 3, Bulger), 8-4.

Vic then went on to beat Innis,

11-4, on goals by James (3),

Ryan (3), Vallillee (2; the Vi-

king heaven), Hartz and Birze.

Kril, Petrosoniak

(Electrosonic's brother), Wall-

er, and Matsuba were Innis

scorers.

Law 4 (Pashby 2, Ritchie 2);

Eng 4 (Scully 3; "scully" is an

obsolete Elizabethan adjec-

tive; cf., "Alas poor Yorick —
he looks quite scully") (Wolfe)

Winged Griffin hit for 3 and

O'Heilly had 2 to lead For over

Phe B (Nelson, Mathews 2,

Nininaa — the noise made by a

stuttering sheep), 5-4.

Erin (Chervaty 3, Kril 7,

Peleck 2) 12; Devonshire

House (Devonshire Howse 2,

Castle, Munro2, Gay) 6.

Travers hat trick went for

nought (plus three goals) as

singles by PHE's Crocker,

Connoly, Feaver, and Blake

beat SMC, 4-3.

RUGGER

In one of the ruggest games
this year Wycliffe (cf. the

Wycliffe of Dover") blanked

Emmanuel, 15-0. Rave Rave
(3), Sims (3), Pott (6), and
Kibblewhite (3; people who
smoke too much pott get wan
and kibblewhite) scored the

points.

Eng (Seppala tables 6, New-
land 3, Llewellyn 3, Tibbo
steak 3, Stephen 3) 18; PHE
(Trincer3)3.

Meds and Innis didn't score

so nobody won and it was a tie.

Pergolas had 3 (points),

Seery 5, and Goldlust 3 ("there

are strange things done 'neath

the Midnight Sun by Goldlust"
— R. Service) to give Scar an

11-0 win over Law.
Trin (Compton 5, Bosworthy

6) 11; UC (Stasowicz5) 5.

CONTEST

Frere Jacques, Frere

Jacques, dormez-vous? Ad-

dress all entires to "Contest",

Varsity Sports. The decision of

the judges is a rose is a rose is

a rose.

BOLSTER THE BLUES AND

THE BLUE & WHITE BAND

MAKE UP YOUR OWN PARTY AND FOLLOW

THE TEAM TO KINGSTON

VARSITY AT QUEEN'S

Saturday, October 18, at 2:00 p.m.

Reserved seat tickets in Varsity section now on sale at the

Athletic Office
Hart House - $ 1.50

TIAI II7C .
^

9241874

7
Draught beer on tap from noon

till after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75c.
Wild atmosphere^

and The Bear in The Sutton Place Hotel • On Wellesley east of B

*******************************

* WOMEN'S ATHLETIC |
I ASSOCIATION I
f *
* INTERFACULTY TENNIS TOURNAMENT *
X* Play your matches well before the due date if you are able 3f*

* to. Do not default. Second Round Matches should be played *
* by Oct. 15th. Bring your results to the Benson Building. *
* *
* ** ARCHERY-GOLF #
* At West Hill Golf Course on Thursday Oct. 23rd. Little *
* shooting experience needed. Equipment and transportation 1£
If provided. Sign up on the W.A.A. Notice Board, Benson 1£

Building by Oct. 16th. ^
* *
.

.

i, .! . . ; » . ; . ... . ; . . [ . . . ' , ...

.

1 , .' . .' • .J. -i- -i- >1. .'. -!- -I-
rft rfi Sfl. «^» rf* rj* rf* rf^ rf, rf. *T* »T> »J« T*T T* "T1 T" T* *T" T" T* T" *T* *T* "1*

SPORTS SCHEDULES
WEEK OF OCT. 20th

FOOTBALL
Mon. Oct 20 400 West Vic Eng.

TuesOct 21 400 East New For

4.00 West Med vs Dent

Wed Oct 22 4.00 West Scar V5 UC
ThurOct 23 4.00 West Trin vs Pharm
Fri Oct 24 4.00 West St M vs PHE

RUGGER
Mon. Oct 20 12.30 East Med vs Wye Ledson

1 15 East PHE vs Law Ledson

1 15 West Emman vs St M Anderson

Tues Oct 21 1 15 East Eng 1 vs UC. Cairns

1 15 West Tnn A vs Vic Apse

Wed Oct 22 115 East Innis vs Trin. B Salt

ThurOcI 23 12 30 East Eng II . vs Med Kivlichan

1 15 East Vic vs PHE Kivlichan

430 East Scar vs Eng 1 Anderson

Fri Oct. 24 12.30 East St. M vs Apse

115 East Law vs Tnn. A Apse

1 15 West Tnn. B vs Emman Salt

SOCCER
Mon. Oct 20 12 15 North Jr. Eng vs New Gero

4 15 North vs Forestry Astaphan

Tues Oct. 21 12.15 North Grad B VS Arch Bogucki

4 15 North Grad A vs Vic Hummel

4.30 Scar Knox vs ' Scar Campbell

Wed Oct 22 12 15 North Law vs Oent Homatidis

4 15 North Med A vs Tnn A Simmonds

ThurOct 23 12 15 North UC vs PHE Kalman

12 15 Trin Emman vs Tnn B Lo

4.15 North New vs Knox Punter

4 15 South Med B vs Wye Zakaluzny

Fri Oct 24 12 15 North St M A vs Sr Eng Verhulst

LACROSSE
Tues Oct 21 6.00 PHE.C vs Scar Okihiro. Stephen

7.00 Dent vs Trin Feaver. Karr

8.00 For 8 vs Knox Feaver, Karr

Wed Oct 21 1 00 Eng 1 vs PHE B Trafford Clem

630 Erin vs St. M. Murphy, Mac Kay

7 30 Trin vs Knox Murphy Mac Kay

8.30 Innis vs Dev Hse Murphy MacKay

ThurOct 22 1 00 Vic vs PHE A Okihiro. Trafford

4 15 Law vs For A Crocker Clem

5 15 Scar vs Eng II Murphy Hanna

6 15 Dent vs For B Murphy, Hanna

VOLLEYBALL
Tues Oct 21 7 30 Med vs St M Senkiw

8.30 For A vs Bus Ad Senkiw

Wed Oct 22 7 00 Eng. 1 vs Erin BodnarL k

8 00 Dent A vs PHE Bodnaru k

Thur Oct. 23 1 00 Innis vs New Senkiw

7 00 Scar vs Phar Bodnaru k

8 00 Trin vs U.C Bodnaruk

Fri Oct 24 1 00 Vic vs Eng II Gesmg
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Varsity 17

McGill 16
Varsity sports photog Spencer Higgins records the sequence of plays

that produced the winning touchdown late in the fourth quarter. A\

left, rookie end Jack Buchan stumbles on the McGill five after tat- -

inga 37-yard pass from Wayne Dunkley. Then the officials kick the

ball around after penalizing McGill halfback Ken Ross (36) for pil-

ing on. Finally, Dunkley sneaks over for the touchdown (below);

referee signals the score as McGill's Chris Rumble (27) hits Dunkley

in the end zone.

By JIM COWAN
and PAUL CARSON

Alex Squires stood in front of

the bulletin board in Blues

dressing room under Varsity

Stadium, ripping off handfuls

of press clippings about the

McGill Redmen,

On the blackboard used for

diagramming plays and mak-
ing those mysterious "halftime

adjustments" so dear to the

hearts of sportscasters, some-
one had chalked "Queen's are

next".

And underfoot, bent and
spike-scarred, lay a white but-

ton with the blood-red words.

"Go, Redmen, Go."

It was late Saturday after-

noon, and Blues had just

squeaked past McGill Redmen,
17-16.

Most of the Blues wandered

around grinning happily.

Coach Ron Murphy came in,

called the team around him,

and started to say "O.K. guys

you've got to stop making so

many mistakes. .
." but he was

drowned out in a general cho-

rus of boos.

Rookie QB Wayne Dunkley
left his shoulder pads on a little

longer than usual, mostly to

absorb the pounding he was

receiving from his team
mates.

Dunk moved into the game
with about 10 minutes left, tak-

ing over from Vic Alboini. Al-

boini had been doing a good job

of play-calling and execution

until his sore arm forced him

out.

Dunkley moved in and

capped his first sequence of

plays by scoring the winning

touchdown himself.

He completed four of five

passes in that march, three to

John Buchan, then sent Bill

Stankovic into the middle of

the McGill line. The game
films showed that Stank was

<

1 Wk 1

i-
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in, but the officials ruled other-

wise.

On the next play Dunkley
kept the ball and ran over right

end behind the blocking of Walt
Sehr and Cor Doret. It was the

same play he fumbled on last

week at MacMaster.
After showing the game

films Tuesday, Murphy said

there were some things, like

the pass blocking, he was hap-

py with, and some things he
would be talking to the team
about.

"We only let down twice,"
he said, "Once on that long run
by Bender and once in the third

quarter when we kept their

drive alive with penalties."

He refused to^comment on
the officiating.

Blues other touchdown went
to Walt Sehr; Paul McKay
kicked a field goal and a single

and Stankovic added a convert.

McGill points came on the

102-yard TD run by Pete Bend-
er, a 14-yard effort by Dave
Fleizer, two singles and a con-

vert by Sal Lovecchio, and a

single by Ron Kelly.

It was the first major test of

the season for Blues, and they

won it with their best perform-
ance as a cohesive team in-

stead of two separate units.

The McGill offence suf-

fered noticeably from the ab-

sence of injured stars Cliff

Moore and Dave Doherty, but

Blues shook off their hurts and
Murph's tremendous bench

depth proved decisive in the

second half.

When flashy rookie Randy
Myers got racked up, in came
veteran Bill Stankovic, merely

the league's leading rusher, to

replace him.

When rookie defensive tackle

Bill MacNamara was winded,
in came Dave Gee; Gee, a 240-

pound veteran of interfac

wars, had starred in Blues first

two gam.es.

In the fourth quarter, Mark
Slater gave way to rookie Jack
Buchan at tight end, and Buch-

an caught the pass that set up
the winning touchdown.
Sophmore running back Walt

Sehr overcame the frustrations

that marked his play earlier,

and became the scintillating

two-way threat Blues coaching
staff expected.

Sehr rambled for 130 yards
on 11 carries and produced a

magnificent 65-yard dash«arly
in the fourth quarter to give

Varsity field position. He also

caught four key passes for 53

yards and a touchdown.
As expected, McGill had the

rushing edge 254 to 141 but

Redmen's George Wall could

muster only five completions
of 15 tries for 52 aerial yards.

Blues combo of Alboini and
Dunkley was good on 16 of 31

for 242 yards.

In other weekend games,
Queens slipped by Western 17-6

and Waterloo beat Mac for the

first time ever, 14-13.



rp ? proposes sweeping change in

jj university structures

(replace Board of Governors, Senate, with

three-way representative council

(decentralize decision-making to the

faculty and departmental levels

(make all council and committee meetings

open

(grant students a voice in appointments

and promotions
A complete revamping of present university governing

structures at all levels is called for by the Report of the Commis-
sion on University Government.

The authors term the report "a considered attempt to arrive

at a way in which people of basically different views can continue

to live together."

The Commission recommends that existing university gov-

erning structures be replaced by councils —
• The Governing Council, a 66-member top governing body cons-

isting of 20 lay members, 20 elected students, 20 elected academ-
ic staff and 6 ex-officio members,
• faculty councils of not more than 100 members with member-
ship two-fifths staff, two-fifths student and one-fifth administra-

tion.

• a clearly established governing council of under 50 members
for each department, centre, and institute.

CUG leaves the responsibility of deciding the proportions of

representation on councils to the department, centre, or institute

committee.

The report suggests that at

the departmental level deci-

sions be made using the "par-

allel structures" model. Under
this system any decision would
have to be approved by a ma-
jority of the faculty and a ma-
jority of the students in the

department meeting separate-

ly.

The Governing Council

would have sole governing au-

thority with final control over

all financial and academic
matters.

To ensure participation in

decision-making at all levels.

CUG proposes the devolution

CUG COVERAGE BY

VARSITY REPORTERS

MARY KATE ROWAN
AND GEOff MGGS.

of power from the top govern-

ing body to the faculty and
departmental level.

SPREADS POWER

CUG recommends that:

• the powers devolved by the

Governing Council to the facul-

ty level include: curriculum

planning, admissions, student

promotion, evaluation, degree-

granting academic appoint-

ment, promotion and tenure,

allocation of budget and re-

sources granted by the Govern-

ing Council to the faculty, stu-

dent petitions and appeals,

with provision for further ap-

peal to the Governing Council;

• the department council have

the functions of making policy,

advising the executive and re-

viewing the implementation of

all policy matters within the

jurisdiction of the department.

This would include policy on
personnel, curriculum, budget
allocation, research and con-

sulting, short-range and long-

range planning, space alloca-

tion, teaching methods, non-

academic staff, and other ap-

propriate matters.

CUG further recommends
that the president, all deans,

all chairmen, and all directors

be appointed by an ad hoc stu-

dent-staff-administration

committee of the Governing
Council.

It endorses five year terms,

renewable once, for deans,

chairmen, the president and
director.

COLLEGES TO STAY

The commission decided to

maintain the college system.
But they suggest it be expand-
ed to allow the colleges to de-

velop their own departments in

"university" subjects. These
inter-collegiate departments
would have a chairman who is

not attached to any of the col-

leges.

Each college would initiate

its own curriculum.

The report proposes the dif-

ferentiation between college

and university subjects be
dropped.

It also proposes that the

School ot Graduate Studies be
renamed the Faculty of Gradu-
ate Studies and have the same
status and responsibility as

other university faculties.

(The Commissioners define
a faculty "as any part of the

See REVAMPING P 3

The Commission on University Government set itself a diffi-

cult task:

"To discover those positive areas of agreement within the

university that would guarantee that it could sustain itself as a
community, and to suggest practical structures for governing
such a community."

In its chapter entitled Principals — Problems of Pluralism,
the Commission outlines two opposing views on the character of

the university and establishes a philosophical basis for their co-

existence.

These philosophical conclusions form the underlying princi-

ples of the Commissions recommendations.
The two views, the traditional and the radical, characterize

the atmosphere within which the Commission had to work.

TRADITIONAL VIEW

The Commission argues that

unity is very easy in the tradi-

tional university.

But it stresses that today's

university is a multiversity.

Because of its complexity, it

often seems to lack a unifying

base.

The commission asks how
"such a complex, large and

highly specialized university

can claim to be a community"
The traditional view sees the

modern multiversity as an
academic institution rather

than a social institution.

The traditionalist views the

university "as a community of

scholars, as an organized ac-

tivity, dedicated to the preser-

vation transmission and ad-

vancement of knowledge."

According to this view, the

staff-student relationships are

in the manner of "an old-style

guild relationship".

"In his academic role, the

student is an apprentice who
has come to the university to

study under a master.
'

'

For the university to sur-
vive, the traditionalist argues
that it must be free. "No inter-

ference in the workings of the

university can be tolerated
from any source or agency out-

side the university."

"The university's relations

with society at large are at an
arm's length.

"

RADICAL VIEW

The radical view of the uni-

versity stresses that "the uni-

versity must become a critical

institution."

According to the radical, the

University of Toronto never
was an ivory tower.

It is not now a community of

scholars.

The radical view defines

today's university as "a mul-
tiversity, a conglomeration of

faculties, institutes, research
centres and professional

schools."

Professional schools and in-

See PHILOSOPHY p.
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After 10 months of deliberation and more than 125 meet-

ings the Commission on University Government has released its

conclusions to the university community.

Established in November, 1968, at the instigation of Presi-

dent Claude Bissell, the commissioners met for the first time on

Dec. 13, 1968. It was nearly four months since Bissell had pro-

posed a commission to study university governing structure —
the interim had been taken with negotiation between students,

faculty and administration on the composition of CUG.
Despite the argument and frustration that led to CUG's

formation, the nine voting members, one of whom is Bissell,

have published a unanimous report.

The remaining eight voting commissioners, four elected stu-

dents and four elected faculty members, are Robert Roe, now a

Rhodes scholar, Steve Grant (III Vic), D'Arcy Martin (OISE), Gary

Webster (SGS), J. E. Hodgetts, president of Victoria College, Prof.

B. E. Etkin, chairman of Aerospace Studies, Prof. L. E. Lynch of the

Department of Philosophy and Prof. James Thompson, Chairman
of the Department of Anatomy.
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— We. The International Forum Foundation, are a registered charitable corporation
located on the U of T campus.

— We have accumulated capital funds through previous successful "Teach-In" pro-
jects including:

1) Revolution and Response (1965) 2) China: Co-existence or Containment
(1966) 3) Religion and International Affairs (1967) 4) Exploding Humanity:
The Crisis of Numbers (1968)

— There will not be a Teach-in or any equivalent event at U of T this Fall because no
one (student or faculty) felt moved to organize such a project.— WE INVITE STUDENTS OR FACULTY MEMBERS TO PUT OUR POOL OF MONEY
AND EXPERIENCE TO USE in the creation of new mass media projects.— Our only limiting criteria are as follows:

1 ) The project should deal with a subject of international relevance (rather than
with purely Canadian issues)

2) The project should allow for a balanced presentation of opposing viewpoints.
We will not underwrite a platform for one-sided opinions.

3) The project should clearly be capable of attracting a mass audience from the
community as a whole (not just the university).

4) The project should have obvious educational value.— Please mail a brief summary of your idea, covering— subject— speakers or other parties to be involved
format of presentation (theatre, TV, etc.)

TO:

President, The International Forum Foundation,
63 Braemore Gardens,
Toronto 1 76, Ontario.



CUG proposes total revamping
£ Cont'd from pi

university which administers
its own degree or diploma pro-

gram").
The Commission recom-

mends direct student partici-

pation in appointments and
promotions of academic staff.

Although the departmental
chairman would have the final

say in appointments and pro-

motions he would base his deci-

sion on a list of names submit-
ted by an ad hoc personnel
committee.

PROMOTIONS

CUG proposes that:

^ • promotions not involving
• tenure and below the rank of

full professor be made by the

chairman on the advice of the

departmental personnel com-
mittee

;

• promotions to full professor

be made by the dean on the

advice of an ad hoc personnel

committee of the faculty coun-

cil.

To facilitate co-ordination

between university planning
and financing, the Commission
proposes there be a standing
committee of the Governing
Council responsible for univer-

sity long-range planning.

This committee would incor-

porate all the functions of the

present Committee on Accom-
modation and Facilities and
the Committee on Resource
Planning and would incorpo-

rate the planning functions of

the Presidential Advisory
Committee on the Budget.

CUG recommends that this

long-range planning commit-
tee work closely with the pro-

posed Budget Committee of

the Governing Council.

It stresses that Budget meet-
ings be open.

RESEARCH POLICY

To replace the present Re-
search Board. CUG proposes a

Research Committee of the

Governing Council to formu-
late all general university re-

search policies.

It further proposes that:

• research policy within aca-
demic units be the result of full

discussions among the inter-

ested faculty, students and
administration;

• the research committee
encourage funding agencies to

provide block grants ;
-

• the university have an inter-

nal research fund to support

The philosophy behind the report
Cont'd from p.l

stitutes play an important role

in the corporate ecpnomy by
training lawyers, doctors, busi-

nessmen, social workers and
engineers.

"Economy is planned on a

province-wide basis according

to whatit is thought the econo-

my and the social system will

need."

The radical sees the univer-

sity as a class institution and
- an elite institution and regards

w this situation as intolerant in a

democratic society.

According to the radical,

"the university is based on a

series of anti-communitarian
principles."

The radical sees the problem

as an effort to establish a genu-

inely critical university.

"The task for the democrat-

ic university is to give students

and staff the ability to control

the decisions that affect them,

that is, to give them the means
to make the university criti-

cal."

Recognizing the difficulties

of reconciling these two views

of the university, CUG arrived

at three "Principles of Com-
% munify" that would "make it

possible for students, staff and

administration to work in

harmony within a single com-
munity."

The Principles of CommuDi-
ty are

:

a) Common participation in

the activity of learning, includ-

ing as it does the student's

learning by instruction, re-

search and personal initiative,

and the faculty member's
learning in instructing and

doing his own particular re-

search and reading.

Both students and faculty

gain from this principle,

argues the Commission, be-

cause one of the bases of the

university community is "a

^ common commitment to learn-~
ing."

'Training should not imply

the simple assembly-line pro-

cessing of human material.

Our ambition must be to be

more than a trade school."

b) Common participation in

a structure intended to produce

a self-governing and self

adapting community.

This principle will resolve

some of the tension and con-

flict in the community, be-

cause all members of the uni-

versity will share in determin-

ing "the extent and nature of

the university's political, eco-

nomic and social involvem-

ent."

"We believe that such shar-

ing can resolve some of the

conflict.
-T

c) Common acceptance of

policies at all levels of the uni-

versity, because all the univer-

sity's members have seen

clearly how and why the poli-

cies were established and have

shared in their establishment.

The Commission argues that

only by giving all members of

the university 'the opportunity

to influence those important

decisions that directly affect

them" can the university as-

sure itself of being "independ-

ent and progressive."

FUNDAMENTAL

The Commission stresses

several attitudes are funda-

mental to smooth operation of

the university, even with the

acceptance of the basic princi-

ples. The first of these was
trust.

Noting that "the only thing

that makes the President's

present role even remotely

possible of fulfillment is that

he be trusted," CUG decided

one of its tasks "was to make
recommendations which would

generate trust in all areas of

the university."

To facilitate the develop-

ment of this general trust, title

report recommends adoption

of the principle of openness so

that "anyone who wants to do

so can see how and why deci-

sions are made."

"A policy (and. we would
hope, an ethos) of openness

would make a great contribu-

tion to reducing misunderstan-

dings that often arise because
deliberations are held in se-

cret."

The Commission recom-
mends that openness "be ac-

cepted as a basic operating
principle for all university

councils and committees."
The report emphasizes that

the "university's dedication to

individual liberty and institu-

tional independence must be

evident in everything that goes

on within it."

FREEDOM AFFIRMED

In re-affirming the right of

all members of the university

to academic freedom, the

Commission says "academic
freedom requires dialogue,

compromise and a respect for

persons. Along with it must go
freedom of association."

To permit the flexible com-
munity that will allow this

degree of academic freedom or

pluralism, CUG concluded a

decentralized structure was
called for that would allow de-

cision-making to take place

where those concerned could

participate.

"One of the Commission's
great concerns is the establish-

ment of a genuine diversity

and academic pluralism within

the university."

Since virtually every mem-
ber of the community is in-

volved in learning and is af-

fected by decisions shaping the

university's character, partici-

pation by everyone is the best

way of guaranteeing true plu-

ralism. How can the university

be arranged so that staff and
students can participate?

"By smaller classes, tutori-

als, more informal methods of

instructing, and the possibility

of more intimate access to

staff.

By sharing "power, authori-

ty and responsibility". . . be-

tween the central structure
and departments."

research the university consi-
ders worthy but that cannot
receive outside funding.

• consulting policy be the re-

sponsibility of the representa-
tive council of the individual
faculty, college, institute and
department.

To ensure the university
becomes a true "community"
with participation from all

"citizens" of the university,

the Commission proposes that

representatives of the univer-
sity staff (secretaries, mainte-
nance workers, police, etc. ) be
made assessor members of the

Governing Counncil.

To encourage the support
staff to take a direct role in

education, the Commission,
advocates direct assistance to

support staff members taking

academic courses within the

university or training courses,
both within and outside the
university.

In the preface, the authors of

the report state:

"The Commission's posi-

tions have emerged as a series

of compromises.
"Differences in analysis and

interpretation of the universi-

ty's role still divide the Com-
mission members.
"The report does not repre-

sent totally the aspirations of

any one member or group of
members.

"Nevertheless the voting
members as individuals stand
behind the group's recommen-
dations, which seem to them to

be an honest and fair compro-
mise reached after analyzing
the problems and needs of the
university."

Now that the recommendations of the Commission on Uni-
versity Government are in the hands of provincial education
minister William Davis, legal and legislative experts will ham-
mer the rough draft of the proposed University Act into accepta-
ble form for presentation.

The ministry will carefully watch response to the recommen-
dations and present the new legislation when it is clear there is

general support for them. The drafting of the new University of

Toronto Act may take as little as two weeks. When the Legisla-

ture wilt debate and pass the changes is anybody's guess.

In the meantime, however, the university can proceed with
implementation of policy and non-structural changes as fast as it

pleases. The timing of implementation will largely depend on
the extent of discussion of the report and President Claude Bis-

sell's judgement.

AT LAST!
a painless greeting
card... GORDON C!fm PHASER
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UNIVERSITY
BOOKROOM

mutter Gordon Fraser'
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PAGE FOUR
Jojus Christ, it's not Valhalla — it's only the CUG Report.

— CUG commissioner Bob Rae in a weak moment.

Varsity cartoon by Larry Haiven
. .

.
"Let if be clear that in recommending that all enjoy real freedom within the university, the Commission is not advocating a 'paper-clip democracy' in which

every small administrative decision, every movement by a member of the community, must come under the surveillance of a student-faculty committee. .
."

— Excerpt from the Report of the Commission on University Government.
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How to accommodate any view-CUG

Friends, (of The Varsity that is)

staffers, and others, this is to
announce a meeting, meeting,
today, Friday, at 1:00 p.m. in our
office, 91 St. George, I Goodies to
be discussed: THE party (details
to be given at the meeting) and
editorial policy. If you care, come.
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The Report of the Commission
on University Government has ar-

rived. Finally.

It is a report that could he a cata-

lyst to move students towards mak-
ing real change in the university.

Or it could be the blueprint for a
more efficient jactory.

The ambivalent direction oj the

Report is very much a product of
irreconcilable contradictions in the

Commission itself and the context
within which it was operating.

Here we will only try to draw out
those contradictions and place the

report in its proper context, without

discussing the specific recommenda-
tionsfor now.

"Violence is a constant threat
— an ominous presence in all

debates over what the university
is and can be. But this university
has been able to generate from
its faculty, student and adminis-
trative resources the leadership
required to originate and sustain
the kind of reasoned discussion a
university should demonstrate
to a society as a whole. It has
acted as a community.
"What the Commission had to

formulate were the clear princi-
ples and structures for such a
1969

community. It was not an easy
or frivolous task, and discussion
leading to a satisfactory result
could not be merely academic.
The reconciliation of differences
needed to bring accord was diffi-

cult, and a genuine solution is

not expected to be palatable to
all in the community. The Com-
mission's recommendations
represent an attempt on the part
of all concerned to listen, to
argue and to reach a working
agreement. If this willingness
had not existed, there would
have been little basis for any
solution,"

The above is an excerpt from
the Report of the Commission on
University Government, which
was released yesterday.
That passage ironically de-

fines some of the problems and
contradictions that could pre-
vent the report from being any-
thing more than a consensus
approach to patching up an unst-
able university. The passage
implies three unwritten assump-
tions which have narrowed the
context of the report considera-
bly.

(1) Violence is the greatest
threat to the university. It is

impending from radical sources
and must be averted by reason.

(2) The university is some
sort of community and must
become more of a community.
Unity at all costs.

(3) Consensus and compro-
mise are necessary to avert divi-

sion of the community.
Each of these assumptions is

understandable, considering the
nature of the Commissiqn:

(1) CUG was prompted by
fear and instability, an atmos-
phere in Simcoe Hall that has
historical roots in this universi-
ty.

The U of T is the only multiv-
ersity on this continent that has
not had a major blow-up. In 1967
the university experienced its

first physical confrontation,
when a demonstration against
Dow Chemical at the Placement
Service disrupted the mental
calm of Acting President John
Sword and the U of T police
force.

And with the new presence of

the Toronto Student Movement
on campus last year, the admin-
istration realized that some

continued on page 5
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"reasoned dialogue" was neces-
sary.

Historically then, the CUG
Report is a reaction to the first

strains of the student movement
at the U of T. It was initiated as
an attempt to abosrb and neu-
tralize that movement.

So although the Commission
made an honest intellectual at-
tempt to suggest wide-sweeping
reforms of the university, its

direction was naturally effected
by the administrative paranoia
that brought CUG into being in
the first place.

(2) One of the Commission's
initial assumptions is that the
university is a community and
must become more of a com-
munity through participatory
democracy on all levels.

"Community" is the central
notion in the report which pro-
ceeds to examine how to create
a free and responsive structure
to provide community.
But the report never really

states what the function of the
present university community is

or what it should be. It does not
analyze the class nature of socie-
ty and how that is reflected in

the university.

CUG tends to define a com-
munity as something that acts
together in a democratic way,
something that runs smoothly
and ought to be together.
CUG looks for unity in the

university without questioning
the qualitative reasons for such
unity, without asking whom that

unity serves.

(3) The Commission comes
close to defining the function of

the university community. It

concedes that nearly all the

opinions it heard about the uni-

versity basically boiled down to

two opposite and contradictory
views — a conservative view and
a radical view.

CUG was working under cer-
tain circumstances — as a Presi-
dential commission that had to
provide some kind of solution
that would work. A palatable
solution.

And the Commission itself
was split between the radical
and conservative view.
Consequently CUG had to

compromise. The report is a
self-avowed consensus:

"Any community needs gener-

al agreement about the goals it

is striving for and the paths best

guaranteed to reach them. But
any attempt to create monolith-

ic commitment of the university

as a whole could obviously be
achieved only by suppressing the

variety and contradictions that

exist among its members. To
impose a conservatism that was
not based on substantial consen-

sus would obviously violate the

very academic freedom in which
such a view seeks to defend; to

impose a radical faith on every-

one in the university would de-

stroy the pluralism necessary to

the survival of the very universi-

ty to which some radicals look
for leadership in social reform
movements. The gap between
the two views is quite clear;
there is a considerable disagree-
ment on fundamentals. There-
fore, the actual task that con-
fronted the Commission was to
discover those positive areas of
agreement within the university
that would guarantee that it

could sustain itself as a com-
munity, and to suggest practical
structures for governing such a
community."

Since the Commission had to
find a "solution", it was forced
to work a compromise between
two views that it considered
opposite and contradictory.
The conservative view

emerged as a natural function of

such a presidential commission:
that the university be preserved
as an institution.

The radical view emerged in

two ways: as an administrative
attempt to absorb student re-

volt, and as a student attempt to

change the university.

The game is called co-opta-

tion. And both sides take a gam-
ble. It is not yet clear who will

win from this one.

For the Commission has pro-

duced a far more radical report

than Dr. Bissell would have ex-

pected last year when he trium-

phantly announced CUG's for-

mation. He could not have ex-

pected students to win parity on
the commission itself.

And some of the recommenda-
tions such as student participa-

tion in hiring, firing, promotion
and tenure came as a shock.

On the other hand, the report
legitimized student power and
separates it from any kind of

class critique of the university
and society, from the question of

content — "Knowledge for

whom?" It channels student dis-

content into the committees of

due process.

A multiversity administration
needs feedback from students.
To keep a university stable, it

needs to know what's going on in

their heads.

As U of T Registrar and Vice-
President Robin Ross said last
night, "I believe this is a report
which will help the administra-
tion of the university a great
deal."

Administrators — servants of
corporate and government inter-
ests — need to make the univer-
sKyruh more efficiently. A uni-
versity manufactures the ideolo-

gy, the manpower, and the tech-
nology that plug into the society.

The assembly line must be
well oiled, and the components
of the "community" must be
happy.

If CUG is implemented, the
university should run more effi-

ciently.

But it could backfire on the
powers-that-be.

What's important is how
change is implemented, not just

what change is implemented.
Changes that are the result of a

rubber stamp, a flick of the pen,
or an "X" on a ballot change
nothing, if students' conscious-
ness does not alter and actually
motivate those changes.
The CUG Report is a structur-

al recommendation that needs
content injected into it. The
Commission could base its pro-

posals on pluralism.

A small group of students and
faculty could not sit in the Sen-

ate Chamber and impose either

the radical or conservative view
on anybody. And it didn't try.

But the Commission did come
up with some concrete recom-
mendations that could allow stu-

dents to question the content of

their courses, the authority of

their professors, and the func-
tion of their education.

Those questions must be
asked — despite its contradic-
tions — is an honest, progres-
sive, and political document
provides an excellent frame-
work for debate.

Now that the CUG report is out, who will answer this question, scrawled on the wall of a Sid Smith lecture hall?
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j] proposes representative governing council

By GEOFF MEGGS

A new unicameral and representative governing structure to

replace the present Board of Governors and Senate is one of the

major innovations proposed by the Commission on University

Government in yesterday s report.

The report recommends a main dee.sion-making body called

the Governing Council be given "sole governing authority with

final control over all financial and academic matters within the

University of Toronto." „^ .

The Governing Council would total 66 members. Students

would elect 20 members, including five graduate students.

The faculty members would also have 20 representatives.

A etoud of 20 lay members would be partly made up of gov-

ernment nominees or appointments. At least 10 of the lay repre-

sentatives would be graduates or alumni members.

Non-academic "support" would be allowed assessor

"^Dueto the large size of the Governing Council, necessitated

bv its representative nature, the Commission recommends that

its functions be restricted to "policy formulation, scrutiny and

review, rather than . . . executive tasks."

Stressing the need for "devolution of responsibility, power

and effective decision-making wherever possible," the report

proposes nine Governing Council committees to carry out the

bulk of administrative tasks.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

The most important of these

would be the Executive Com-

mittee, made up of three stu-

dents chosen by and from the

student members of the Gov-

erning Council, three faculty

members chosen in the same

manner and three lay mem-
bers chosen from the lay-grad-

uate group.

The Executive Committee is

charged with preparing policy

statements for the considera-

tion of the council, making in-

terim policy for the council "in

cases of urgency," and advis-

ing the president in his deal-

ings with the Committee on

University Affairs.

The council would also set up

eight other standing commit-

tees, composed of not less than

two appointees of each group

represented in the Governing

Council. All committees would

be empowered to enlist extra

members from the community

at targe.

The other committees pro-

posed include a Finance Com-

mittee, an Environmental and

Physical Services Committee,

a Community Services Com-

mittee, a Research Commit-

tee, an Academic Committee

to review degree-granting

courses, a Budget Committee,

a Long-Range Planning Com-

mittee and an External Rela-

tions Committee.

1906 ACT OUT

The CUG proposals abolish

the present system, estab-

lished bv the University of

Toronto Act of 1906,

Under the Act, decision-

making is split between the

Board and the Senate.

The Board is pre-eminent

with power to hold property,

make appointments and alter

the constitution of any body in

the university except the Sen-

ate and the Committee of Elec-

tion.

The Senate, regarded in the

report's words as "the su-

preme academic governing

body" was organized to be rep-

resentative of faculty and

graduates. It is still, however,

subordinate to the Board in

many respects.

Also in the Board's shadow

in the present system are the

faculty councils. The councils

must go through the Senate for

ratification of academic deci-

sions.

DELEGATE POWER

At present, the Chancellor

and Convocation have little or

no decision-making power.

The monthly line-up of Cadillacs outside S.mcoe Hall will pass

away with the acceptance of CUG's recommendation .hat the

Board of Governors and the Senate be replaced by a represent-

ative governing council.

Under CUG government, the

Governing Council absorbs vir-

tually all power, then dele-

gates as much as possible into

committee or lesser bodies.

Specifically, the Governing

Council is empowered to:

• govern, manage and control

the University and its proper-

ty, revenues, expenditures,

business and affairs including

academic and educational poli-

cy;

• appoint and remove the

President and the Chancellor;

t appoint, promote and re-

move all members of teaching,

administrative staff as it sees

fit;

• establish an Executive

Committee

;

• regulate admissions, set

examinations, award fellow-

ships, confer degrees;

• delegate powers as it sees fit

to Faculty councils or other

members of the university ;

• determine its own constitu-

tion with respect to quorums,

election of students and faculty

and so on.

In line with its determina-

tion to "place the President

squarely in the centre of a uni-

cameral system which will

represent all relevant estates

of the university" the report

would make him "chief execu-

tive officer" with a renewable

five-year term.

IT

T] encourage openness,

JTJ more social criticism in research

Virtually complete openness

in research, administration,

and encouragement of socially

critical research work are

proposed in the Research and

Consulting chapter of yester-

day's Report of the Commis-
sion on University Govern-

ment.

"If one of the roles of the

university is to encourage so-

cial criticism," says the

Commission, "and we would

assert that it is, then universi-

ty staff need the possibility —
and not simply the freedom —
to do research that cannot be

funded from outside."

To facilitate this research

the Commission recommends
establishment of a Research

Committee to encourage

"block grants for use in rather

generally designated areas of

research."

Further, the report proposes

that part of all grants be si-

phoned into an internal univer-

sity research fund to support

projects "that cannot obtain

support from an outside agen-

cy."

Consistent with its feeling

that "all members of the uni-

versity community need full

access to information on re-

search activity," the report

recommends that information

such as subject matter under

research, the donor of the

funds and the amount of his

grant be readily available.

The Commission recom-
mends also "that meetings of

all bodies dealing with re-

search policy normally be

open."

To formulate policy for uni-

versity research the report

proposes the Research Com-
mittee, (see article on govern-

ing structure).

The goals of research policy,

says the Commission are to

"stimulate the funded re-

search effort of its academic
staff and to guide it in such a

way that it is consonant with

the goals of the university"

and to "reconcile potentially

conflicting needs: that of aca-
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demic freedom for the individ-

ual researcher, and that of the

university's responsibility to

serve the best interests of the

society which supports it."

Decisions on research policy

"within academic units", says

the Commission, should "be

the result of full discussions

among the interested faculty,

students and administrators.
'

'

The functions of the Re-

search Committee would also

include formulation of policy

"with respect to the consulting

activities of faculty memb-
ers."

While the Commission re-

ports "abuse of the freedom to

engage in consulting work is

rare at the University of To-

ronto,'* it says "the forces of

the market in consulting work
are such that research is done

for those interests in society

which can afford a consulting

fee."

Therefore the report recom-
mends the Research commit-
tee "prepare a general defini-

tion of consulting" and "define

the limits on the amount of

consulting work that it consi-

ders acceptable for faculty

members," and that informa-

tion relevant to consulting

practices be available to every

member of the university.

A sense of relief
By JIM STRUTHERS

Relief and satisfaction on the part of CUG members marked

the Report's publication.

"I feel quite a sense of relief" Dr. James Thompson said last

night.

"There are a few wrap-up chores to do. However, I don't

feel that I have any formal obligations towards the report's im-

plementation."

Steve Grant (III Vic), one of the commission's student mem-
bers, thought the report was a "fabulous document" and that

he hoped it would be well received.

"I think the climate of trust and openness we've produced

will be generated throughout the university."

Education minister William Davis hoped the report's publi-

cation would lead to some form of consensus within the universi-

ty regarding its internal organization for the coming decade.

U of T president Claude Bissell, in an official statement,

remarked that there has been a growing concern throughout the

world over the methods of university government, which in

many instances has led to violent confrontations.

He said, however, that the university's deep sense of tradi

tion and its abhorrence of violence make it possible for a radical

critique to be applied dispassionately.





-.-.i^nlar realitv to revolution and there is a world context

T„
here

concentrates on the first in his

the second in his fine speech here last week. Both men ra.se essential ques-

tions to which we must respond.

The particular struggle in Guine began in the late 1950's. Urban Africans

in Bissau the country's capital, were encouraged by the independence

eained bv other black states on the continent, and formed the African Inde-

pendence Party of Guine and the Cape Verde Islands. (PAIGC) In the clas-

sic manner outlined by radical Algerian analyst Frantz Fanon, the Portu-

guese repression quickly destroyed the party's urban "proletariat base;

fifty dock workers were simply shot in 1959.

The consequence was momentarily destructive, but fundamentally use-

ful the^ PAIGC was forced back onto the rural peasantry which Fanon suc-

cessfully argues must be the true basis of any real revolution in Africa.

Sng hear Teaking months of peasant organizing followed, working village

to village, arguing persuading, slowly winning peasan confidence, not so

much in the desirability of change but in the possibility of it.

choosing sides by default

The African in Guine was exploited

economically , but even more, he was

robbed of his history and of his sense

of making history. He became a sub-

jugated individual both physically and

psychologically. He came to doubt his

very race, to accept the stereotypes

the colonialists gave to him. As one

peasant replied to a PAIGC village

organizer, after agreeing on the need

to drive out the Portuguese: "We're

blacks, we don't even know how to

make a safety match. The whites

have guns, aeroplanes. However can

we get rid of them?"

By organizing the peasant popula-

tion to liberate itself, and by succeed-

ing in the fight, the PAIGC has done

more than free territories; it has

freed people of the internalized inferi-

orities of years of domination.

How has it been done? Several

points are important. The preparation

for guerilla struggle was long and

successful; Portuguese repression in

the early sixties helped the national-

ists organize by swinging doubters in

the population to them.

The PAIGC concentration was not

just on some concept of freedom, but

on the provision of a better material

life for the African in Guine. PAIGC
has, in fact, in its liberated areas —
now two-thirds of the country — be-

gun schools (some 159 by 1967), organ-

ized co-operative stores, and provided

health care wherever possible.

The result was the classical re-

quirement for guerilla war: solid

support of the population through
which one moves. This has meant that

the seemingly impossible terrain of

parts of Guine — open plains, for

example, — have been as easily liber-

ated as were remote forest areas.
Again the movement made the stra-

tegicallynecessarystep of developing
a regularized mobile army when it

was able to,

As (he PAICC , leader, Amilcar Co-

6ro/, has said: "The people ate not

fighting for ideas, for the things in

anyone's head. They are fighting to

win material benefits, to five better

and in peace, fo see their lives go for-

ward . .
."

The leadership of the movement

has also been excellent. Cabral has

continually learned from the experi-

ences of actual struggle and has

stressed the need for non-elitism

within the party. The revolution has

progressed with an openness and spir-

it of self-criticism, a realization of the

need for constant working with people

on the simple level of everyday life. It

has not retreated to ideological purity

andin-group dispute.

Finally, the movement has re-

ceived help — from the neighbouring

states of Guinea and Senegal, from

revolutionary movements in Cuba and

Vietnam, and from the Communist
nations of Eastern Europe. (China

has been less than enthusiastic in her

support because of PAIGC's accept-

ance of aid from "revisionists".

)

The movement has not received

support from Canada, nor from the

western world generally.

The latter is the reality of which

Tanzanian President Julius Nyerere

spoke last week in Convocation hall.

Guine is not the only part of Africa

still suffering the seaweed of colonial-

ism, left clinging after the tide of

white supremacy began to sweep out

in the 1950's. Portugal also holds the

large southern colonies of Angola and

Mozambique ; Rhodesia remains
white-run; and South Africa practices

a racism in its borders and in South

West Africa that pervades and cor-

rupts the whole society: colour means
everything, the good life or the dis-

mal, domination or subservience,

open opportunity or shut-in despair.

Nyerere, one of Africa's most
committed democratic socialists,

talked of this situation: "Outside

forces are suppressing Africans, and
Africans are being humiliated and per-

secuted simply for being what they are

— black or coloured Africans . . . We
cannot be uninvolved . . . In all these

areas the demand for freedom has

been rejected in principle. The door to

progress is shut, bolted and barred.

"In such a situation the only way the
people can get freedom is by
force. . . .The only way forward to posi-

tive change is by channeling and di-

rectingfhe people's fury — fhaf is, by

organized violence, by a people's war

against their government.

'When this happens, Tanzania can-

not deny support. For to do so would be

to deny the validity of African freedom

and African dignity. We are naturally

and inevitably allies of the freedom

fighters."

Are we?

Nyerere is afraid the answer may
be no. The west will import its stereo-

types of anti-communism into Africa

and will oppose a group like the

PAIGC because that group accepts

aid from Communist countries — that

is the fear. The result could be "a
conflict of the races," said Nyerere.

"For Africa and the West will be on

opposite sides of the barricades; and
Africa will have the support of Asia

and large parts of Latin America."

Certainly at the moment there is

little evidence of us moving toward

support of African liberation. We are,

formally, at least, allies of the same

Portuguese whose oppression of

Guine Davidson describes so well.

Their membership in NATO has given

them modern helicopters, U.S. na-

palm, and training help; it has per-

mitted them to free more of their

troops for duty in Angola, Mozam-
bique and Guine than might otherwise

be the case. We don't dare to talk of

boycotting South Africa; and our ef-

forts in Rhodesia are less than over-

whelming to say the least.

Nyerere said last week, "You can-

not escape giving an answer to the

challenge of the freedom movements

in Africa — even if if is only an answer

by default." Have we perhaps given

that answer in our refusal to act?

The Tanzanian President threw

another muted challenge at those of

us in the University of Toronto, one

worth considering in our critical anal-

ysis of this and other universities. "/

hope fhaf Universities like this one," he

said, "will help the people of this coun-

try to consider all the implications of

their choice."

For the university has a social re-

sponsibility in this as in many other

areas. And whether we will exercise

it is open to question. We have helped

Tanzania, one of Africa's most radi-

cal states, in its efforts at economic

development. We have at least one

student from the Mozambique Libera-

tion Movement studying here. But

clearly we could do much more, both

on our own, and in persuading the

Canadian government and public to

take a harder line against white rac-

ism in Africa.

These are just questions, but ques-

tions of considerable moral and politi-

cal significance, and of immense
human significance for millions of

subjugated Africans: like the old man
in C— village in Guine, for whom "liv-

ing under the Portuguese was like liv-

ing in a cave. Now, since fhe party

came, the Portuguese are afraid, things

are different. . . . 'We didn't think it

could be different. Party work and Par-

ty talk: it's like a big lie at the begin

ning. But in the end it's, fhe real

truth'."

The basic question we are being

asked is, in effect, which side are we

sfeve langdon

The Liberation of Guine: Aspects of an
African Revolution, Basil Davidson
(Penguin African Library, 1969)

Stability and Change in Africa, Julius

Nyerere, speech at University of To
ronto, October 2, 1969.
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a lasting solution (folks!)

Music with a message is

coming to Toronto. The mes-
sage is that college students
can find meaning and answers
to their search for identity in

the teachings of Jesus Christ.

The medium? "A group of
five guys and four girls,''

called The New Folk. The mu-
sic is varied, ranging through
"heavy to contemporary, Bra-
zilian, soul, jazz and folk

rock. 'Sometimes they sing
songs about contemporary
America, songs by such song-
writer - singers as Dylan and
Ochs. Sometimes they write
their own songs about how to

transcend contemporary socie-

ty and come in contact with
what they describe as^'a last-

ing solution to the needs of the

world."

The New Folk preach their

message under the auspices of

a student organization — Cam-
pus Crusade for Christ Interna-

tional. This movement was
originally conceived in 1951 by
a California businessman, who
found, while visiting the UCLA
campus, that many students

were seeking to understand
Christ, but could not do so

through the channels of institu-

tionalized Christianity.

He also found many other

students whose search for

identity led them to sex, drugs

Special Student Rotes

DANNY BARBER

STYLIST
SUTTON PLACE HOTEL

"Enjoy the best in hair

trimming and styling."

922-8944

PROBLEMS?
talk about them
LAWRENCE M. BEDDER LISTENS

HEARS TALKS THINKS. WANTS TO

RADIO
VARSITY

LAWRENCE M.

Willi T VOI R TROCBLES CONTACT

LAWRENCE M. REDDER

RADIO VARSITYTWMB DAILY
»i i \ in AND 1. 13PM

lit I* II OFTHEDAY

and religion. Through his ef-

forts, an organization was es-

tablished which seeks to give
meaning to life through Christ,

instead of escaping from the
realities of life through other
activities. The organization
now claims a membership of

2000 students and professionals
in 40 different countries, with
40 members in Canada. The
basic precepts of the organiza-
tion revolve around the as-
sumption that Jesus Christ is

the son of God and that his

message is contained in the
New Testament. That this

message, in their opinion, is

not understood by most stu-

dents, they attribute to the
perversions and misinterpreta-
tions of the Church.

At present, the organization

is attempting to make students

aware of their message
through several groups. One of

these, which exists only in the

U.S., consists of basketball,

weightlifting and wrestling
teams which compete through-

out the States and were fea

tured in the Mexican Olym-
pics.

CLASSIFIEDS
PART OR FULL TIME counter help (or
PM's Drive-in take-oul Yonge & Summer-
hill area. Men or women to work days or
nights Please call Ports ol Call 924 9353
Mr Forsier

MALE OH FEMALE assistants needed for

Cub Packs. Boys 8-11, North Toronto Call

Brian. 488-6614

FEMALE NEEDED to share apartment —
(Palmerston Boulevard) with 2 social work
Students. Each has good-sized bedroom,
kitchen & dining room are shared. $50
each/month Telephone 533-0194.

MEN ANO WOMEN! get involvedl Live
close to campus share friendly co-op at-
mosphere, furnished room and board until
May $573. Call campus co-operative office
964-1961 or 925 8458.

LOVELY SLUM co-op house 2 rooms
available now very cheap 8c friendly Har-
bord & Bathurst Call Doug. 535-7847

TYPING Essays. Thesis. Reports Mrs J.
Polera, 35A Bowie Avenue lEglinton and
Oulfer.nJ. 781 -4182 Please call after 5

ESSAYS AND THESIS typed, reasona-
ble 755-9306 and449-6329 after6pm

TYPING: notes, essays, theses, manu-
scripts, electric machine Casa Loma area
call 924-0838

CASA LOMA: Basement apt wiih 4 small
bedrooms Close to T.T C Quiet people
Available Nov 1 si Rent S220 00 Ph
923-B554

HAYHIOE; Saturday Oct 18. at 6 30
p.m Meet at Knox Church, corner of Har-
bord and Spadina

LOST 1 pr of dress shoes, well worn,
would you believe Arbor Room, Fri Sept'
26 Phone Don. 534-5639

SERIOUS INTERESTING Liberal-minded
maiure student wanted to share comforta-
ble furnished flat Very reasonable Call late
evenings, morning ai 537-6210 only Af-
ternoons, early evenings 532-5081

IT CANT! Bui come anyway to Campus
Club at 300 Bloor St. W

.
Sunday night at

7 30 pm
FOR SALE — Brand new 39" single bed
Phone Ruth at 928-2480 (Rm 3051 after

_ HART
mini q(pD

50
ART GALLERY

until November 1st

GROUP SHOW
Robtn Collyer, Ric Evans
Roger Piotrow, Robert Reid

and Shirley Wutasalo.

NOON HOUR FILMS
Monday, October 20th

East Common Room, 1:10 p.m.

THE RED BALLOON
Ladies Welcome

LADIES MAY BE INVITED
TO THE GALLERY DINING ROOM
BY THE MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE

The activity of the group,
however, centres around the
concerts of The New Folk, who
have been heard by approxi-
mately 250,000 Canadian and
American university students
at places such as Daytona
Beach, where 5,000 students
gathered for a free concert, at

campuses mostly east of the
Mississippi, and at leading mil-
itary installations. The group
has also been featured on the
Mike Douglas show and did a
T.V. special with Pat Boone
which was filmed at UCLA.

The group itself was formed
about 4 years ago by a group of
students and professors at U.
of Minnesota. At present most

of the members are profession-
als from campuses across the
states. The group began in a
folk vein, but have kept pace
with musical innovations and
now will do almost anything.
But the performance itself is

only part of what they do at
their concerts. After they have
finished singing, they invite
members of the audience to
come backstage and talk about
their beliefs.

According to Alick-Lee
Warner, to whom I talked
about the movement and the
group, it was almost impossi-
ble to come near the stage af-
ter the concert which he at-
tended in Banff.

john berman

H ROYAL ALEXANDRA
jwning Mreet West, [pronto 135, Ontario (4i6) 363-421 1 i

ONE WEEK0NLY
MON. OCT. 20 thru SAT. OCT. 25

Eves. (Exc. Thurs.) at 8:30 p.m.
Mat. Sat. at 2:00 p.m.

"A REAL TRIUMPH"

PRODUCING MANAGERS COMPANY

ItoseNCRaNtz^
aNdbuildeNstfeRN

#AReT)ead^
JOM STOPPARD

with

JOHN CHURCH CLEBERT FORD
and

ROBERT BURR
STUDENT DISCOUNT TICKETS
AVAILABLE $2.00 FOR ANY

SEAT IN THE HOUSE
Fill out IN FULL and present by mail or at box-office

Student's Name

SI. Address 01 Dormitory

City .
. Tel. No.

Class ol in College. ID Card*

No. of Tickets at Box Office Price of S , Each

Performance Date Time

BOX OFFICE OPEN II AM -9 PM



books
well it's not really a book, it's sort of...

The U.C. Undergrad, due out

last spring, has finally arrived.

It was well worth waiting for.

Editors Bob Allen and Heather

Murphy have collected a sur-

prisingly good selection of, for

the most part, undergraduate

poetry.

But what is really significant

about this collection is its re-

freshing good looks, an excit-

ing new format. Entitled Pan-

dora's Bag, the whole thing

does come in a bag of sorts, so

you can pull the goodies out

one by one. The poems are

printed individually on brightly

coloured cards, each with a

design of its own. This kind of

lay-out gives every poem a

quite remarkable integrity, a

unique unity of feeling (which,

in a few cases, I think, almost

more than does credit to the

unity of the poem itself ). The

general attractiveness and

excitement of the package is

largely due to the imaginative,

sensitive graphics of Maureen

Hell, who has somehow man-

aged to find the mood for each

poem. Her drawings are also a

lot of fun.

As might be expected, the

quality of the poetry itself var-

ies from really, really 'o wow'

good, to just mediocre. The

things which mainly bugged

me, to get that over with first,

were the inevitable weakness-

es of young poets — an awk-

ward self-consciousness, and

something which is linked to

that — a tendency to play with

words, to dig up "effective"

images and phrases without

the requisite maturity of poetic

vision to inform them. Marty

Reyto's poem "The Madman"
suffers on both counts. It be-

gins,

The helltire god

came to plague me again last

night

The Wymilwood Concert Committee
presents

FACULTY OF_MUSIC STUDENT PIANO
TRIO

Joseph Pelleg — Violin

David Hetherington — Cello

Patrick Li — Piano

Wymilwood Music Room
Sunday. Oct. 19. at 9 p.m.

WYMILWOOD MUSIC ROOM
Sunday, Oct. 19, at 9 p.m.

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT
AND

Don't miss our Friday afternoon thing

4 P.M. — 7 P.M.

I
HALF PRICE DAILY - 12.00-7:00

|

ENJOY THE SOUNDS OF THE 20 S S. 30 S

Singalong
WITH

Don Steele and the
Speak Easy

JAZZ BAND
Jual climb th» dingy atao*

• I 539 Bloor Stl W. (upilalra^

532-4292

(LICENSED)
Prool of

when I fay in my bed
staring at the walls.

But who or what this hell-fire

god represents is left vague
and general, in a muddle of

self-consciously "poetic" mo-
tiveless phrases.

There's one really bad poem
which just doesn't deserve to

be in this collection. Images of
Nancy, by Gary Geddes has
lines like,

/ see her moving tall and
straight,

among the boats the tackle

and the bait,

and it ends with

This is my lovely Nancy
gone too soon,

too soon!

Now that is just plain awful

and I don't think even the poet

.

would argue with me. He re-

deems himself admirably,

however, in his other selec-

tions, although I must admit

the significance of Transub-

stantiaiion, which is about the

slaughter of a pig, completely

escaped me.
Brian Johnson's Let Me

Row Awhile has a nice lyrical

bent to it and the poet shows
that he is aware of the music of

language. But somehow the

whole thing feels second-hand

and unoriginal — love-conven-

tions are simply repeated, not

exploited, as they should be;

for example.

arch your head back

let your hair tall

past your ears

bare the white down
of your neck white

your hair falls behind

But then there's the "really,

really" stuff. Like

everyfime

i look outside,
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U.C. FOLLIES

(MOTHERBALL)

AUDITIONS
MONDAY OCT. 20 -

4:00 -6:00 P.M.

TUESDAY OCT. 21 -
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JUNIOR COMMON ROOM
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

"INFORMATION FORMS" MUST
BE FILLED OUT BY ALL
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IN THE REFECTORY OR THE
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THE BOX MARKED "MOTHER-
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the morning is pottering

around
the lamp posts

about to piss on the streetcar

tracks.

from Bob Allen's Letter to

Morningstar,

or

God lives in the jungle play-

ing

Tarzan

while the world is spread

like Jane
until He is ready to enter

from a poem by John R. Pa-

prikhal

or

Tonight was much the same
an exceptional night of limit'

ed excellence

of love-making in a stuffy

room
by partners who while not

together

were not apart

from Zhivago by Bob Bossin.

Bossin's poetry is curious stuff

and I don't quite know what to

make of it. Both his poems in

the collection are sinewy,

dense, clever and often witty.

But the sense of control and
discipline is so strong in them,
that it results in a curious kind

of tension, as in these lines

from Boys still go to the sea.

Boys still go to the sea,

Inland boys

when the taw allows

still go to the sea.

You can feel the poet's acute
consciousness of the formal
aspect of his work. You can
almost hear him "cogitating".

But all of this is good, and
there's more besides. Ian

Young gives us a brutal and
effective The Undergraduate,

Of His Coy Mistress. (Student
Power in Bed). You'll get the
idea from the tirst lines,

Though the air was a filthy

grey

it was a nice day
in its way
and as soon as we said How
d'you do?

we knew
we wanted to screw.
Of all the poets, however,

Bob Allen is my favourite. The
ease, maturity and imagina-
tion of his poetry is unmatched
by any of the others. And he is

almost consistently good.

These are some lines from
ONETWOTHREEGO: Por-

trait of the Artist as the Dussel-

dorj ripper:

come pick at the corncobs

kite bird in a dark flash

remember with love baby rita

so quickly carrion to little love

poets,

so quickly killed with her

crinkly laugh,

(I think i loved her)

dumped in remembrance
in six feet of happy valley

( registered

with love, with you, with the

florida land sales association),

wait for me little love,

i'm coming as soon as i brain

blackie

and spread him like marma-
lade in my notes:

i'm coming last of all, swollen

love,

after jesus christ even,

tirst and last on a slippery cy-

cle

of little blackbird's blood.

So anyway, dip into Pan-

dora's Bag — no sin and death

waiting to be unleashed, just
some harmless poetic vapours.

And in case you've taken it all

too seriously, there is one
poem, a glorious send-up of the

whole poetic "bag" by Dave
Brenner, that really should

have the last word.
And then it was
that I found my shirt whom
I have ever loved since

she was a puppy.

She stood a while before me
enraptured by
the sight of my nostrils

while I

for my part nothing loth

spewed forth the

wisdom of my seven

gallon ancestors

The room was
to say the very least

ubiquitous

And feeling no more sorry

than yesterdays tomato
juice

we indulged vigorously in one
another.

katherine gilday

G.S.U.
GENERAL MEETING
Wednesday, Oct. 22, 1969

12:00 noon

at 16 Bancroft Avenue

AGENDA
Budget - substantial increase in departmental per capita grants
Constitution - new representative system to be discussed
Incorporation — progress report and ratification

(free beer will be served)

m
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censors lobotomize tv movies

With the demise of televi-

sion's moronic situation come-
dy and the coincident reaction

against violence on the tube,

the networks have turned in-

creasingly to movies to fill the

programming hours.

Movies cost less, of course,

and they also fare better in the

ratings. And, since higher rat-

ings means demand (key

word) amongst advertisers,

and thus raise the price of a

commercial spot, the televi-

sion mogres (moguls + ogres)

aren't doing too badly at all.

But movies on television

have at least two basic flaws.

First, in order to fit into a nine-

ty minute time slot, they are

often edited beyond recogni-

tion, halved and quartered un-

til the film we remember from

the theatre screen bears scant

resemblance to that shown on

the set. And second, the incid-

ence of annoying commercials

does little to enhance one's in-

tellectual or aesthetic enjoy-

ment of a unified cinematic

experience. So, if it comes
down to a choice between, say,

Juliet Of the Spirits with its

spirits somewhat lobotomized,

and The Doris Day Show, one

might as well read Scott

Young.

The televised movie is

plagued too by scissor-happy

censors who, seeing them-

selves as defenders of morali-

ty, eliminate those scenes

which offend their delicate

sensibilities. The memorable
scene from "The Pawnbro-

ker", for example, in which

Nasserman confronts a bare-

breasted temptress and sees,

in her place, the image of his

wife — naked, shivering and

helpless — as the Nazis pre-

pare to assault, was deleted in

the showing for television. The

context ignored, bare breasts

clearly represented some vital

threat to America's morals.

The problem also applies to

movies made especially for

television. Allan King's prize-

winning documentary Warren-

dale, Martin Lavut's recent

Canadian Film Award winner

Char<Mt-lroll*4

Sinling STEAKS

S..v.d In Burgundy Win*

nd wcculwit ROAST BEEF

lf.t»rtotnm»nr nil** l«

A UPSTAIRS VENETIAN IOUNOE & BAR

\ Appaotlng Nftoly Tommy Douglas

Steele's
TAVMN-MSTAURAHr

IM. B-SWO M* YONOE ST.

(Fully IU«im4

At Home (both made for the

CBC), and Peter Watkins'

powerful The War Game (for

the BBC) have yet to be

screened by the respective

networks of sponsorship. King
and Watkins are directors of

proven merit, Lavut a novice

with potential, so when the

principal cultural influence in

two countries reacts with such

myopic rigidity to works of ar-

tistic value and promise, one

begins (had one not done so

already) to question not only

the judgment of the censors,

but their entire raison d'etre.

In their feud with CBS, the

Smothers Brothers cited viola-

tion of artistic integrity on the

part of the network censors as

a major cause of the dispute.

With somewhat less chutzpah

but clearly more justification,

film directors could make the

same claim. For while the cut-

ting of a Brothers' comedy
sketch, whether justified or

not, detracted little from the

impact of the programme as a

whole, the snipping of a scene

from a movie like John Hus-

ton's Treasure of Sierra Madre

could seriously weaken its to-

tal effect.

Two new developments,

however, may make amends.
First, some directors have

refused permission to show
their films on television unless

screened in their entirety. And
the technocrats have an-

nounced that one day video-

taped versions of the classics
— available in cassette-type

packages — will at last make
television a respectable medi-

um for the showing of films.

Please God, bless the EVR
unit, but save the neighbour-

hood theatre just in case ... if

you could.

michael s. posner

AFTER A FOUR MONTH
CANADIAN TOUR . .

.

BY POPULAR DEMAND . .

.

IN ASSOCIATION WITH HOWARD BATE/WAN

AND 3 W PRODUCTIONS PRESENT:

JACQUES BREL
IS ALIVE AND WELL AND LIVING IN PARIS

BILL COPELAND

JUDY LANDER

STARRING THE ORIGINAL CANADIAN CAST

LORO FARREL

ARLENE MEADOWS

OCT. 20
to

NOV. 8
THREE WEEKS ONLY

BOB JEFFREY

STAN PORTER

OCT. 20
to

NOV. 8

PLAYHOUSE THEATRE • 1605 BAYVIEW AVE.
"BRILLIANTLY ENTERTAINING" . Ottawa journal

"RARE AND REWARDING" the Ottawa citizen

"SENSATIONAL HIT" - Montreal star

"YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF TO SEE IT" - Kingston whig standard

"GREAT! EXTRAORDINARILY WELL PERFORMED" - Toronto telegram

IF YOU MISSED IT LAST YEAR ...SEE IT NOW!
TICKETS:

Sun. to Thurs. at 8:30 - $2.00, 3.00, 4.00 Fri. at 6:15 - $2.00, 3.00, 4.00

Friday at 9:45 - $3.00, 4.00, 5.00 Sat. at 6:15 and 9:45 - $3.00, 4.00, 5.00

STUDENTS
SPECIAL TICKET PRICES - ANY SEAT SUN. THRU THURS. AND FRI. AT 6:15 - $2.00 PLEASE

PRESENT YOUR STUDENT PASS AT THE DOOR
NIGHT OF THE PERFORMANCE.

TICKETS AVAILABLE FROM EIGHT PM ON
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cracking cramer's nascent

•Peter Gzowski (he used to be

editor ofthe Star Weekly Maga-

-ine) was going 10 start a maga-

zine called This City - like Nt»

York magazine but for Toronto

— and I was going to work for it.

Hut he couldn't get enough mon-

ey and then he got the job with

Macleans (as editor). I was

working for the Globe and Mail

and I didn't want to stay there.

About midsummer. I realized

that Gzowski's magazine

wouldn't be so I started Egg."

That is the early history of

the newly hatched Egg maga-

zine (now nationally distribut-

ed) as told by its publisher-edi-

tor and originator, Alex Cra-

mer.
Cramer is a soft-spoken,

self-assured Toronto journalist

who dabbled in student journal-

ism at York University- He

edited various papers — from

The Winters Blast, a gestet-

nered college paper, to the

Seer, a tabloid which lived long

enough to rival the Exealibur,

York's established student

press, and then died from fin-

ancial difficulties.

Cramer calls his bi-weekly

tabloid an "underground"

newspaper.

"We are underground in the

sense that we are not commer-

cial, not an advertisers' medi-

um," Cramer explains.

" 'Underground' means we

present ideas you don't find in

the establishment media."

Cramer continues, smiling

slightly with pride for his lat-

est journalistic adventure.

"We want to create a forum

for good writing with enough

ads to pay a small staff.

"

He has little fear of advertis-

er control of his magazine. The

magazine's main ad-sources

are the boutiques and so-called

"underground" records which

"must advertise in the publica-

tions their buyers read".

Egg is a 'radical' magazine,

according to Cramer, but not

"radical in a Marxist way. We
won't be afraid to ask ques-

tions that have to be asked."

Cramer explains.

"The paper will have politi-

S.A.C.
TO ALL STUDENTS

ALL SAC FEES PAYING STU

DENTS CAN VOTE IN THE CUS-

OUS REFERENDUM ON THURS-

DAY OCTOBER 23RD, 1 969.

GRADUATE STUDENTS WHO
HAVE PAID SAC FEES MUST
PROVIDE PROOF THAT THEY

HAVE DONE SO BEFORE THEY

CAN VOTE.

ALL NON SAC FEES PAYING STU-

DENTS WHO WISH TO VOTE MAY
DO SO PROVIDED THAT THEY PAY

THE SAC MEMBERSHIP FEE OF

$12. (It can be paid at the SAC of-

fice.)

PAYMENT OF THE SAC FEE WILL
ENTITLE YOU TO VOTE IN ALL SAC
CAMPUS WIDE ELECTIONS BE
SIDES PARTICIPATION IN SAC
EVENTS WHICH WOULD REQUIRE
PAYMENT OF SAC FEES.

I;
PROBLEMS:

i SAC ELECTIONS COMMITTEE
SAC OFFICE 923-6221

cal content," he adds.

The magazine is for "people

under thirty — or over-thirty-

but-hip .... that is, they are

rather cynical, they don't be-

lieve everything they read."

The 26-year old editor be-

lieves his magazine will be a

place where young writers can
' write the way they want for a

selective audience".

Cramer speaks from his

experience last summer at the

Globe when he says, "When you

write for the establishment

press, you have to write a cer-

tain style. They cut up your

stuff pretty badly; they de-

stroy everything," he says and

even his soft drawling voice is

tinged with resentment.

In the "Premier Issue" of

Egg, released a week ago,

Cramer has tried to achieve

the objectives he has set for his

publication, The effort is ob-

vious, the result is not always

equivalent to that effort.

That is not to say that this

first issue is poor, in spite of

Cramer's efforts. The first is-

sue is more than promising of

good things to come.

The keynote, and longest ar-

ticle in this issue is by Re-

view's own Larry Haiven, who

has taken a critical look at the

purposes and profits of beauty

contests, for both the promot-

ers and the participants.

Haiven has a lot to say, tak-

ing a woman's liberation "ex-

ploitation-of-women" tack, to

which he gets strange reac-

tions from a beauty contest

promoter, a winner and even

Judy Welch, owner and opera-

tor of a charm school.

And best of all, the layout is

the complement of the article,

contraposing beauty queens in

line with fashion manikins in a

row.

The two other articles of

significance, which, appear a

little later in the paper are by

Ian Ritchie and Peter God-

dard.

Ritchie writes nothing less

than a brilliant review-com-

parison of Easy Rider and The

Wild Bunch (which if you think

hard enough, you will remem-

ber seeing in the Review)

.

Goddard. another Varsity-

type now with the Toronto Tel-

egram, leaves no area un-

touched in his record reviews

of the Rolling Stones', Clear

Spirit's and The Beatles' latest

albums. He writes for the

muscially learned but clearly

and directly enough for the

musical novice.

Cramer's Blues' record

reviews are a poor follow up to

Goddard. He just does not have

the knowledge musically or the

^llNE
Films Francois Sans Sous-titres

ENTREE GRATUITE
AUJOURD HUI 7:30 p.m.

SOIREE MEDIEV ALE
I Images medievales

lENT et

LES VISITEURS DU SOIR
de Marcel Came

U.C. 104

ENTREE GRATUITE

NOW AT THEATRES!

"One of the best pictures

of1969! Vbu'll never forget

this one! -Liz Smith. COSMOPOLITAN Magai

it Picluies preienl

medium cool $
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facility journalistically to

write Goddard-calibre re-

views. He is a 'blues fan'

spreading his opinions on a

page.

But he has organized well his

magazine and perhaps he

should stick to that and keep

his own writing to a minimum.

This goes double for his as-

sistant editor. David Mc-

Caughna, who has written two

articles in this issue, neither of

which is really worth its space.

The first, and lead, article is on

the Porno-arts — a hackneyed

subject to start with and then

treated tritely on top of that.

Basically a survey of what is

happening with pornography,

movies and paperbacks, its

opinions are no more than

broad generalities expressed in

every magazine from Playboy

to Ladies Home Journal.

His second article devotes

about one quarter of a sup-

posed book review to Jane

Kramer's book on Allen Gins-

berg. The rest is a collection of

other people's opinions of Gins-

berg. McCaughna can only give

the second hand "impression

one gets of him (Ginsberg)".

One really worthwhile arti-

cle is a dialogue between Egg

and Robbie Robertson of The

Band (Music from Big Pink).

Written by York student, How-

ard Gladstone, it is well done,

comprehensive and interest-

ing. Though the layout is not

outstanding the checker pat-

tern of copy and pictures is

attractive and pleasing.

And while we're on layout, 1

must mention the center

spread. A regular feature of

Egg will be a photo essay in the

center. This first one, with

photos by Varsity's John Swai-

gen, has 'nice' pictures, neatly

arranged. But in plain words,

'nice' pictures of people in a

park don't really say anything.

Hopefully, this will im-

prove; I think it will, since the

next centre will be done by Len

Gilday who has been doing

excellent photography and
graphics for the Varsity for

two years.

All told, the magazine holds

its own quite well. A new
magazine has to start some-
where, and writers like Rit-

chie, Goddard and in the fu-

ture, Graham Fraser and Jack

Batten are more than a good

start.

harriet feidecfee/

-lilt Mill » ;
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bedford

& belair
He carries his stop-sign

with a slightly military air as

if it was his last hold on a use-

ful existence in Toronto. Per-

haps he was once in the army
in his youth and it feels famil-

iar to carry it that way. He
takes his position at the

crossing three times a day
and I catch glimpses of him
out my window as he stands

there.

The violent orange of his

safety vest is out of place on
this quiet man who leads the

school children across the
street. One might expect him
to be embarrassed. But he
keeps his dignity in a way
that draws out a respect that

I didn't expect to be there.

Some of the children ex-

change half-hidden smiles as

they approach the corner, but

most wait impatiently to get

across the road. He has not
learnt the authoritarian man-
ner that most people possess
when dealing with children
and is sensitive to their impa-
tience. Balancing their eager-
ness against the flow of traff-

ic he holds the stop-sign over
the road like a sceptre whose
authority he is not sure that

he can trust. When he is sure
that the cars have stopped, he
leads the kids across the in-

tersection.

Reaching the other corner,
he lets the sign fall momen-
tarily to his side. Then seeing
no more children, he tucks it

under his arm and waits. No
one talks to him as he stands
on the corner. What do you
say to him — a man with a

white, peaked hat like ice-

cream vendors wear. A man
whose day is regulated by the

comings and goings of a
group of children to whom he
is another object to be looked
at. In the morning, his pres-

ence tells them that it is the

start of another day to sit in

school, and at night, he is

their confirmation that the

day is over and it's time to

get home to supper.

The cold, fall breeze blow-

ing from Davenport Rd. push-

es some dead leaves up
against his feet. Carefully, he

steps aside as if he did not

want to hold them up and

watches. . .as they scurry

down the street. The yellow

lines painted on the road are

his protectorate while he is

there, and he is careful not to

stray too far from their

boundaries. Passing beside

him, a man with a briefcase

crosses the road on his own,

for he is not in school any-

more and doesn't need any-

one to watch the traffic for

him.

I would like to speak to him
some day but I never remem-
ber until I see him out my
window and then my mind is

occupied with other things

just like the school kids that

pass him by every day. And
yet I will miss him if he ever

goes for he has turned the

corner into a setting which
my mind can grasp and turn

over like a piece of sculpture

which one might see in the

corner of an art gallery. And I

know I won't say "hello,

nice day isn't it".

But I will wonder who he is

and watch him look expect-

antly for any stragglers who
have had detentions after
school.

And I do know that he
would feel badly if he missed
any of the kids. Because that

is why he is there. And that is

why I watch him.

john c. benson

Presents .

.

Centre

for the

Study of

Drama
in

Association

with The
St. Lawrence
Centre

for the

Arts

TANGO

by Slawomir Mrozek
translated by Nicholas Bethell

adapted by Tom Stoppard
directed by Joseph Shaw

Curtain at 8 30

and

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA
by Eugene O'Neill

directed by Leon Major

Curtain at 5 30
Food will be available in Hart House during the Supper break

The Company includes Barbara Borland. David Brown.

Patricia Collins. Neil Damard. Ron Hastings. Nancy Kerr.

Jane Mallett. Don McManus. Jack Medley. William Needles.

Kate Reid, Anna Reiser. Sean Sullivan. Jonathan White

Regular Season — November 3rd - 22nd

TANGO
MOURNING BECOMES

ELECTRA
(Mondays to Thursdays)

Students $1 50
Regular $3 00

(Fridays and Saturdays)

S2 25
S4 50

Subscriptions

$3 00
S6 50

Gala Opening Night —MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA — $7 50
Friday. November 7 at 5 30 — Performance and Reception following

Students half-price

HART HOUSE THEA TRE
University of Toronto

Box Office Now Open 928 8668
SPECIAL STUDENT PREVIEWS

TANGO—
October 27. 28. 29 @ 8:30 — $1 .00

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA —
October 31 and November 1 @ 5:30 — $1 50

HART HOUSE ORCHESTRA
Conducted By:

BOYD NEEL
Sunday, October 19th Great Hall, 8:30 p.m.

Programme:

Symphony No. 49 in F miner Haydn
(La Passiene)

Violin Concerto in C Haydn
Violin soloist : Adele Armin

Symphony No. 60 in C Haydn
(II Distratto)

Subscriptions: Hart House & S.A.C.

- Students: $5.00

- Others: $10.00
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A LeMans Start ... Go!

Jarvis, Ontario (pop.

860)

On the right, just before

Main Street crosses Talbot

(the intersection of highway 6

from Hamilton with highway

3), you pass Burke's restaur-

ant.

Diagonal red "Drink Coca-

cola" door handle opens a

wooden screen door to the in-

evitable rack of records featur-

ing the best of Elvis Presley,

Duane Eddy and Johnny Cash.

The rough-finish plaster ceil-

ing lends an air of age (perhaps

even pre-war) as sounds of a

TV in a back room lead us to an

empty booth. A "cute daugh-

ter" type — close-cropped

home-style haircut and miss-

ing front tooth — takes our

order over our not too success-

ful attempts to avoid laughing

at the girls in the next booth

with Hagersville High-School

ribbons dangling from their

shoulders.

A few miles further down
highway 3 towards Lake Erie,

we turn off onto a dirt road

leading to the track.

Huge bellows roar repeated-

ly, cut by the persistent whines

of smaller bikes darting back

and forth across the practice

track.

A fifty foot high concrete

monolith rises from the vin-

tage airfield to the fluid grey-

ness of an oppressive, overcast

sky . . . almost indistinguish-

able from the distant, pallid

lake.

1941 and a similar greyrtess

echoed the drone oj dozens oj

Harvard two-seater, fighter planes

practicing low-level strajing runs

at the concrete gunnery target.

Smells oj grease and aircraft fuel.

Fleece-lined brown leather jack-

ets, khaki coveralls, walrus mous-

taches . . . 19 year old pilots has-

sling their Group Captain by rac-

ing solid rear-end Triumphs or

Vincents around the tower.

The tower, now used by rac-

ing marshals, is still there. So
are the sounds — British Nor-

tons and Triumphs with their

characteristic low brown roars

and blatting back-downs, red
howls of "pretty" Hondas, and
lemon whines of Yamahas,

Sidecar at 95 m.p.h.

Suzukis and Kawasakis.

In the smaller classes, Japa-

nese technology dominates —
their two-stroke machines like

cats — fast, light and agile,

with engines like swiss watch-

es .. . finely tuned but very del-

icate. They have also recently

become competitive in the

larger classes, where their

350cc cycles can win against

bikes almost twice their dis-

placement. Large twin-cylin-

der English engines, although

good in their day, fail to devel-

op enough horsepower for their

size to match advanced Japa-

nese design. Harley-David-

son's, made in the good old

U.S. of A.
, just don't make it at

all.

Of the many types of

bike racing, "road-racing" is

only one. Other, self-explana-

tory types include ice-racing,

dirt-tracking and hill-climbing.

Scrambling is an attempt to

race over hills, rocks, mud . , .

without "dropping" the bike in

the process — an ever-present

possibility for even the best of

riders. Enduros and trials in-

volve driving one's bike where
none have gone (or would have
any sane reason for trying to

go) before.

Harewood, a 1.8 mile long,

nine-cornered oval, built large-

mm

ly on abandoned runways, is an

aging version of the type of

track used at Mosport, St. Jov-

ite and Daytona for road-rac-

ing. Bikes entered in this type

of event are segregated by

type, displacement and exper-

tise of riders.

The "production" class is

split into 250cc and unlimited

categories. Here the machines
must be absolutely "stock" (as

bought from a dealer) — tape

up your lights, attach a number
and go. Big 750cc Triumph Tri-

dents and Norton Commandos
have a considerable edge in the

unlimited half of this class —
grind and scrape through cor-

ners they may, but nothing can

touch them down the back
straight. Production races of

both categories feature "Le
Mans starts", in which riders

line up on the far side of the

track and then have to run
across to their machines after

the starter's flag drops.

Open sidecars, the home-
built three-wheeled freaks of

road-racing, wiggle-wobble up
straights and drift and slide

through corners with the pil-

lion riders flopping in various
precarious attitudes to main-
tain the machines' balance.
A "racing" class bike is eas-

ily distinguished by its fairing

9 ®
— a light, fiberglass shell draped

around the bike to lower wind

resistance. That characteristic

is only one of many however,

since the rules in this class

permit unlimited (short of tur-

bine power) modification of

stock bikes in the interest of

speed. The keen competition

and greater skill necessary in

this class (split into 125cc.

250cc, 500cc and unlimited

races) makes it easily the

most interesting.

In the 250cc senior-expert

race, one of the day's feature

events, Jim Allen (a friend of

ours who rides for Suzuki of

Canada) got off to a poor start

But then again, bad starts are

not, necessarily, indicative of

anything.

Yvon Duhamel, somethi g (j
of a legend in his own time at

t <

STORY . . 1

I

Photos . •



SPEED FREAKS
this and other Canadian biking

tracks, inevitably gets a poor

start.

Down drops the starter's

flag; the riders run alongside,

pushing their bikes (a "grid",

rather than "Le Mans start
1

');

jump on side-saddle to bump
start their engines and they're

- off! Except of course for the

Horatio Alger of the track, lit-

tle Yvon — by this time he's at

the end of the pack, enveloped

in blue exhaust, short legs still

pumping away pathetically

alongside his machine. Finally,

as the roar of the pack fades

into the first corner, he too

jumps on. Then, at about

50mph (still in first gear with

the engine shrieking its pro-

test), he calmly swings his

right leg over (yes, he really

does ride side-saddle up to

about 50), the cold spark-plug

used only for excessively high

speed riding stops missing, and

he is off in hot pursuit. By the

end of the first lap, he is first.

That is how he rides — to finish

first, or not at all.

In the Canadian Grand Prix

two years ago for example;

g DuHamel finished first, carry-

ing the entire clutch side of his

ides through corner 3

Tim Inkster

& Drew Fox

Drew Fox

handlebars in his lap.

But Yvon, like any other

Canadian with any sort of tal-

ent, is in the States — trying to

make a fair share of what little

money there is to be had in

bike racing. He races in Cana-

da only in the most important

meets, and thus was not at

Harewood last Sunday.

Duane McDaniels, an Amer-
ican who rides for Livonia

Yamaha of Michigan, was
there, and made his presence

felt by winning the 125cc race

by a good half-mile. In the

250cc class, he was third

(behind 97 and 127) going into

the first corner. Our friend Jim

Allen, off to the poor start

mentioned previously, was
about fifteenth as we resigned

ourselves to watching Mc-
Daniels take the lead and win

again.

By the third lap, McDaniels

(on his white and red number
27) was second; with friend

Jim ("Will you catch that

damn American already?"),

on number 100, in sixth posi-

tion. The fourth lap saw Mc-
Daniels take the lead, followed

by 127, 97 and ("Do you believe

it?") 100!

McDaniels, in a tight situa-

tion on a hairy succession of

turns known as "the Chicane",

dropped to fourth place as Al-

len (paisley helmet recogniza-

ble anywhere) blasted through

to take second away from 97.

What followed was a running

battle between Allen and 127

(who had both by this time

lapped several of the slower

Front wheel in the air at 1 1

5

riders) : Allen would grab the

lead by flinging his Suzuki into

the two long turns known as

"Drift Corner" and holding it

over farther than anyone else

dared. His engine, however,

was sounding a bit "tatty" and

you expected to see him off in

the boondocks at any moment.

In fact, the engine was missing

at anything over 115mph.

Consequently, 127 was able to

regain the lead every lap in the

back straight due solely to a

sound engine, not skill.

Continued trouble with his bike

resulted in Jim's finishing

third, behind 127 and 97.

McDaniels, the American, had

been unable to catch up and

finished fourth.

The next race, the 500cc pro-

duction class, was barely into

the second lap when one of the

leaders tried to pass another

machine on the inside while

they were both coming out of

"Gunnery Corner" onto the pit

straight. His front wheel

spokes just grazed the other

bike's right foot-peg which was
enough to put his bike into the

air, leaving its rider sliding

across the track on his back at

about 95mph. After hitting a

hay-bale on the far side, he got

up and walked to the ambul-

ance by himself with a broken

finger and superficial scratch-

es (which is as good an argu-

ment as any for the eminent

sensibility of wearing leathers

when riding )

.

Due to an early dusk, the

race was not restarted.

Walking back to our car

through the paddock, we met
Jim Allen and congratulated

him on a fine race. He
shrugged, gave a sheepish lit-

tle grin and walked away . . .

which probably would have

been his reaction even if he had

won. It's just that kind of thing

... not to be talked about . . .

personal.



music
two conductors... worlds apart
If any concertgoers were

still in doubt as to the exact

function of the man on the po-

dium who stands there waving

his arms in time to the music,

their questions were certainly

answered.

The Toronto Symphony's
opening concert on Tuesday
was a fine example of the vast

difference that a change of

conductors can make. Espe-

cially when the two conductors

are as radically different in

temperament as Seiji Ozawa
and Karel Ancerl.

Ozawa, despite all his ele-

gant technique and grace of

motion, was a dynamic and
vibrant force on the podium,

and this force was necessarily

injected into the players them-

selves. Within the space of a

few years, the orchestra was
transformed into a brilliant

and sonorous piece of machi-
nery, technically and expres-

sively capable of perhaps more
than it had ever done before.

On occasion, watching Ozawa
reach out with his long arms
and hands, one had the impres-
sion that he was literally

carrying the orchestra along,

that the brisk vitality in the

music was his own.

With Ancerl at the helm, the

change is immediate and ob-

vious. The orchestra has mel-

lowed; much of the brilliance

of the strings and brass is

gone, replaced by a very strong

middle section. The violas, in-

struments of nuance and shad-

ing, now occupy a very promi-
nent position at the edge of the

stage to the immediate right of

the conductor.

There is often not enough
distinction between tenor and
bass, and some of the high bril-

liance of the upper strings is

lost; at the same time, the

string sound is full and rich,

and emerges as one unit as

opposed to the sound made by

five separate string sections

playing together.

Ancerl used the effect to

great advantage, most notably

in the second movement of the

Dvorak Symphony No. 6, in

which the emergence of one of

the sections over the others

from time to time was always

a beautiful surprise. In this, as

well as the first number on the

program, a symphonic poem
by Smetana (Wallenstein's

Camp, Op. 14), Ancerl proved

himself a master of detailed

expression and musical dimen-

sionality; his insight into indi-

vidual passages is superb;

strangely, though, this insight

did not seem to encompass as

fully the works as a whole.

To my mind, the best work
on the program was the Schu-

mann Piano Concerto in A
minor, with Rudolf Firkusny
as the soloist. Firkusny's inter-

pretation of Schumann was
perhaps a little too uniformly
forceful, and at times, a shade
too abrupt; the adjective can
also be applied to some of the

orchestral phrasing in the sec-

ond movement. On the whole,
though, and especially in the
final movement, the orchestra
and piano related to one anoth-

er with a flowing rhythmic fi-

nesse, and clear expression; so
that the one seemed to take on
added impetus from the other,

carrying the piece to a highly
satisfying conclusion.

The concert was rather un-
fortunately marred by a num-
ber of minor, but disconcerting
technical flaws in perform-

ance. In the Smetana, a beauti-

ful brass fanfare was to some
extent spoiled by the sloppy
entrance of the first trumpet;

in the Schumann, one of the

clarinetists appeared to be

playing with a faulty reed, re-

sulting in two incongruous,

high-pitched squeaks in the

first movement; and in the fi-

nal movement of the Dvorak
symphony the violin sections

exhibited a slight tendency to

fall apart in the faster and
more brilliant sections.

On the whole, however, the

concert was a very enjoyable

one. The choice of program
lent it a marked Old World fla-

vour; the orchestra has been
toned and paced down, but the

sound is richer, gentler and
more delicately expressive

than previously. The general

mood was reminiscent of

smoking an old, well broken-in

pipe; relaxing, satisfying,

burning slowly, but with a

great deal more flavour.

Addendum: Remarking on
the fact that the TS, rated the

third-best symphony orchestra

on the continent, is in serious

danger of dissolving at the end
of the season for financial rea-

sons, a friend of mine said to

me after the performance that

it was a goddamn shame that a

city as generally wealthy as
ours should not think it worth-
while to uphold it. I need add
no remarks to his, except that,

strange as it may seem, the

more money an orchestra has
to work with, the better the

spirit, the better the publicity,

the better the turnout, the bet-

ter the performance. And, of
course, vice versa. At the

moment, the TS barely has
enough money to keep itself
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alive.

And this is a fact that no

amount of newspaper coverage

in the world seems to be able to

alter.
marty reyto

records
the chicago sound
OTIS SPANN.

Cracked Spanner Head.
London 551.

The Bottom of the Blue.?.

Bluesway 6013.

Originally issued on Eng-
lish Decca in 1964, the first of

these two records is a repack-

aged, stereophied job. A cou-

ple of saxes, a trumpet and a

guitar have been added to the

original quartet, which in-

cluded Muddy Waters and
Ransom Knowling. The origi-

nal record is superb, and the

added instruments on this one
don't intrude enough to spoil

what is probably the finest

blues session ever made out-

side the U.S. The other album
Bottom Of The Blues is

Spann's own favorite, and is

better than his first for Blues-

way. Lucille Spann provides
some nice, down home vo-

cals, and Muddy Waters band
does the backing — sufficient

recommendation.

SUNN YLAND SLIM.
Bluesmakers. World Pacific

21890
One of a new series by con-

temporary blues artists from
World Pacific, Sunnyland
Slim sings the rough, uncom-
promising blues of the small
cafes and dance-halls where
he has played for most of his

62 years. He doesn't have the

sophistication of B. B. King
or the tough brilliance of

Muddy Waters, but there's a

lot of honest feeling in what
he does, and on this album,
the sound has been updated
by the modern guitar playing

of Luther Allison and Henry
Vestine. Occasionally the

union of styles is uneasy, but

on the whole it works.

JOHN LITTLEJOHN.
Chicago Blues Stars. Ar

hooiie 1043

EARL HOOKER.
2 Bugs and a Roach. Arhool-

ie 1044

Fine fine fine fine fine. Two
beautifully recorded albums
by two virtually unknown art-

ists. John Littlejohn shows
signs of Elmore James influ-

ence, but has enough of his

own musical personality to

produce very much his own
sound. Earl Hooker's jazz

flavored guitar playing and
artistically assimilated use of

the wah-wah pedal is unlike

anything I*ve ever heard
Earl Hooker should do more
of the vocals, and I'd like to

hear John Littlejohn's group
with a piano, but otherwise
these albums could hardly be

more satisfactory. These two
would be my pick for this

year's best modern blues re-

leases.

SWEET HOME CHICAGO.
Delmark 618.

As with many collections,

this one could be more con-

sistently good. Luther Allison

and Louis Myers provide the

best numbers, but Magic
Sam, the best known artist on
the record, is disappointing
Luther Allison is a young gui

tarist who is getting more and
more attention and may soon
follow Buddy Guy to fame
and fortune. Louis Myers has

been playing for a number of

years with some of the big

Chicago groups. If the har
monica playing he exhibits

here is a fair sample, he
should be a good deal better

known.

P"

OCTOBER 19
at

ST. THOMAS' ANGLICAN CHURCH
(HURON ST. JUST BELOW BLOOR)

Eucharist— 7, 8, 9.1 5 and 1 1 a.m.

11 a.m. JOHN BURKE (University Chaplain}

7 p.m. SOLEMN EVENSONG AND DEVOTIONS

8.15 p.m. Film: SIR BERNARD LOVELL, JODRELL BANKS

Discussion and Coffee



art
a pile of grass, a mouldy loaf, a magnetic field, and thou

- Takis' iron filings with magnets

There was an international con-

ference of phi/osophers in Ha-

waii on the subject of Reality

Fat three days Doisetz Terfaro

Suzuki said nothing, finally the

chairman turned to him and
asked, "Dr. Suzuki, would you

say this table we are sitting

around is real?" Suzuki raised

his head and said Yes. The

chairman asked in what sense

Suzuki thought the table was
real. Suzuki said, "fn every

sense." , , _—John Cage,

A Year From Monday

A lot of people are getting

upset to-day because they do

not think that art is real. They

get upset when they see an art

object and must quietly ask

themselves. "Is this it?" Of

course one may break the

problem down into the various

confusions of the twentieth

century art world, such as the

6 crisis of the object and, how

much more less is more?

But this doesn't help things

much, and it is for that reason

that I think the New Alchemy

at the Art Gallery of Ontario is

so good. It fuses, presents and

thereby clarifies the concerns

of a lot of people in the art

world to-day. Hans Haacke's

conceptual weather map re-

sides with a peace only slightly

qualified by Charles Ross'

prisms, the Van Saun bread,

and the elegant magnetics of

Takis. It presents elements:

elements so simple that they

have never been regarded as

art before.

Yet in seeing these Alche-

C mists at work (or play) it be-

comes obvious that they are

giving us the most relevant

cultural expression of our time

in an especially direct and sur-

prisingly unsullied way. Going

to see the New Alchemy genu-

inely enhances one's life and

that, I think, is the highest

compliment these artists can

receive.

But there are problems.

Once having broken down the

barriers between art and life,

or so goes the Cagean revival,

one finds that many things

become unnecessary — me for

instance. You don't "review" a

pile of grass. Either you have

perceived it or you haven't. It

exists by itself and needs only

the art gallery as a vehicle and

possibly the press as publicist.

This exhibit offers experience

— and that is not art.

What makes the New Alche-

my art is that experience has

been interpreted and it is only

within the narrow confines of

selection or interpretation that

the critic gets a chance to use

his guns.

The only validity that a "re-

view" of this kind can have is

for it to act as a go-between for

the art gallery and the reader:

to say that in my opinion the

pile of grass is a beautiful luxu-

riant thing, that the wind room

is a sensuous experience, that

there is aesthetic pleasure to

be found in a simple phenome-

non like a magnet. As John Van

Saun writes in his book, "My
position now is to select those

things in reality that I think

are beautiful and present them

as best I can. to whatever audi-

ence there is." We can now see

the perception of John Cage's

remark on Rauschenberg that

he erased the De kooning "in

preparation" and we can now
see the New Alchemists para-

phrasing him — our eyes are

now in excellent condition. The
stainless steel squares by Don-

ald Judd were the beginning

and not the end.

This show also screws a

great many things up. You

cannot buy wind. Magnetism,

personal or no, is not a good

investment. Should art gallery

staffs take courses in the care

and maintenance of chicken

hatcheries, a la Hans Haacke?

Can every artist put out $9,000

on one plexiglass polygon?

This show demands that art,

defined in a new and more bas-

ically subjective way, be more

than it has ever been before.

And as it becomes more, the

machinery of dealers, critics,

and buyers becomes less. It is

a conception of human sensibil-

ity that exists in complete

harmony with the man on the

moon, and like him declares

loudly that everything about

him is antique. The only ques-

tion left is how much to throw

away.

But nevertheless I am writ-

ing a review, so as my function

goes slowly down the drain, I

might as well review what I

have seen. The title of the show

exhibits a neat trick of side-

stepping. Dennis Young, who
organized it, should be ap-

plauded for treating it as syn-

thesis and not as a variety of

elements: e.g., conceptual art,

kinetic art, possibly construc-

tivist.

Hans Haacke is the easiest

artist to see. The quality of his

work should be apparent to any

cultivated viewer, especially

in the line of water, the billow-

ing nylon, and the frost stick. It

is lyrical work with a great

deal of the artist in it, which is

why it is so accessible; which

is not to be taken as some kind

of disqualification.

Charles Ross's work is more

difficult in that he confronts

the viewer with something

more elemental than Haacke.

My only real criticism is that I

wish he could tighten his im-

agery more than he has in this

show, but that is really a cavil

in the light (literally) of his

success. Ross connects well

with traditional constructivist

form while still being able lo

present phenomena: colour,

reflexion, illusions of space

that all become natural in the

context that he makes. In a

similar but less controllable

way I give Gunther Uecker his

Caspar David Friedrich rain-

bow. I have always enjoyed

them, even if they don't adver-

tise anything.

Takis I find far too theatri-

cal to be successful except in

the nails and iron filings con-

figuration. There is so much
going on in his more elaborate

magnetic pieces that they ob-

scure the phenomenology of

them, which is after all. the

point.

John Van Saun is, I think, the

most radical of the "exhibi-

tors". He combines a real ag-

gression in such things as his

very painterly mouldy bread

with an extremely ethereal

white band of plastic that slow-

ly burns away. In his book as

well (which is a rather slick

production) he shows this

same delicate aesthetic grasp

of things. The question is

whether the work is simply

weak and from a minor artist,

or strong and highly definitive

of a new basis for the art of our

time.

I haven't decided yet. He

does however symbolize the

New Alchemy and summarizes

so well when he writes, "Any-

body could do my work, in fact,

there's no talent involved."

neif marshall

REVIEW CONTEST

IS ROD MICKELBURGH
ALIVE AND LIVING?

IF SO, WHERE?

IF SO, WHY?

Send your answers to

Varsity Review

91 St. George St.

Varsity staff,

their friends

and families

are inegligible.

TRUE
OR

FALSE?
1. Tampax tampons are a

"new" development.
True_ False_

2. Unmarried girls use Tampax
tampons.

True— False_

3. It's better not to bathe

during your period.

True— False_

4. Tampax tampons are for

active women only.

True_ False

5. It's easy to learn how to use

Tampax tampons.
True_ False-

6. Once you've tried Tampax
tampons you'll wish you had

tried them sooner.

True_ False_

ANSWERS:
1. False. Internal menstrual pro-

tection actually dales back to

the early Roman days, but it re-

mained lor an American doctor

to develop Tampax tampons.

That was more than 30 years

ago and since Ihen women
and girls have used over 25

'billion ol them.

2. True. Any normal girl of men-

slrual age—married or single

—

who can insert Tampax
tampons without discomfort

can use them with complete

confidence.

3. False. You can lub or shower
— even swim — when you're

wearing Tampax tampons.

Contrary to superstition, water

can't hurt you, and cleanliness

is particularly important during

your period.

4. False. Aclive girls especially

appreciate the freedom of

Tampax tampons but even the

' 'indoorsy" types like their com-

fort and convenience, too.

5. True. Remember there had to

be a first time for everyone.

Just relax, take your time and

follow the simple directions in

every package of Tampax
tampons.

6. True. If you don't believe it,

ask any friend who uses them,

REVIEW 1
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theatre
Problem: Is it preferable to

do a single thing to perfection

or many little things to upper

mediocrity?

Lacking an all-purpose vir-

tuoso who can accomplish

both, the 5-year-old Harkness

Ballet seems to have chosen

the latter option. Over its 6

days in Toronto, the company

is' performing 11 different

short works. All relatively

obscure, they range from dat-

ed to daring. Judging by the

sampling I saw on Tuesday,

their efforts may be interpret-

ed as either imaginative flexi-

bility or nervy omnincompet-

ence, depending on whether

you want to stress intention or

realization.

Madrigalesco, for example,

is described in the programme

as "an evocation of the senti-

ments, manners, and graces

... so often reflected in por-

traits of the Italian Renais-

sance". (Have you ever won-

dered what the beginning

and/or end of the Mona Lisa's

smile looked like?)

But this transfer of the quali-

ties of a static art into a kinetic

one was achieved only by lead

ballerinas Hester Fitzgerald

and Bonnie Mathis. Aside from

their efforts, the effect of a

medallion come-to-life was

achieved only in the static

stage pictures beginning each

section of the ballet.

And even then it was due as

much to the colour and stylized

grace of the female costumes

(the males' were chintzy Flash

Gordon) as to any technical

effects — mostly just sphere

(moon?) that creaked its way

up and down the backstage

curtain — or to Benjamin Har-

karvy's choreography, which

(1) started a story line and

then dropped it, and (2) direct-

ed a monotonous majority of

4(4TakeThe MoneyAnd Run9

is nuttiness triumphant.
Youmaybe reminded o! Chaplin . .

.

youmaythink oiW.C. Fields...

but above all

you'llseeWoodyAllen
original• —L(-LOOK MAGAZINE

"SOMETHING VERY SPECIAL AND ECCENTRIC AND
FUNNY. AS FUNNY TO LOOK AT AS IT IS TO LISTEN TO."

"A SMASH!
ONE OF

THE MOST
EFFECTIVE
LAUGH-INS
YOU WILL
EVER SEE."

—Joyce Haber
Los Angeles Times

-Vincent Canby, New York Times

'INSANELY
FUNNY."
Time Magazine

'RIB-CRACKING
COMEDY- i

A RARITY IN
OUR TIME."
-Judith Crist

Today Show

PALOMAR PICTURES INTERNATIONAL PRESENTS

WOODY ALLEN'S

"TAKE THE MONEY AND RUN"
starring

WOODY ALLEN - JANET MARGOLIN

the dance along a diagonal

downstage line. This latter

gave his dancers the maximum
possible distance in which to

move, but after a while it be-

came as predictable as kids

whizzing down a playground

slide and then climbing back

up to the top.

Evidently this is Harkarvy's

favorite strategy, since he re-

lentlessly used it again in Le

Diable a Quatre. This pas de

deux was another evocation —
this time of the Romantic Bal-

let style of the mid-19th-centu-

ry. The subtleties of the var-

ious dance forms within this

idiom were lost on me, and

the pseudo-Giselle costumes

seemed only slightly sillier

than the 1845 homogenized-folk

music.
, , ....

But Lawrence Rhodes lithe

and light dancing was among

the best of the evening. Since

he is cited in the programme

notes for his "intellectual ap-

proach to the interpretation of

his roles", I should have liked

to see him in something worth

his intellect and technique.

Monument for a Dead Boy,

on the other hand, certainly did

not suffer from lack of some-

thing to say, and said it as jar-

ringly as possible. What it said

was, I think, a sort of Freudian

odyssey of education, conduct-

ed in flashbacks at the point of

death, (the last before the

darknesses converge being the

moments of conception and

birth).

Confusion as to what was

happening resulted from split-

ting the title character into

himself (Helgi Tomasson) and

his golden youth (Warren Con-

over). But, aside from missing

lots of the electronic music

cues and occasionally stepping

out of the equally eerie light

pools, the classically-trained

dancers managed to cope with

their writhing.

Souvenirs, the final number

of the evening, had nothing to

say but said it with a relish

shared by the audience. Bur-

lesquing sex and pre-World-

War-I modes in a series of vi-
J

gnettes like the Vamp (Bonnie

Mathis) vs. the Gigolo

(Salvatore Aiello), this relish

was a foregone conclusion.

Froth, but every bubble of de-

tail in timing, costume, and

business, was in place.

Maybe next season they'll

try one thing more worth their

potential talent and their audi-

ences' time. morion o'connor
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conried slogs through jargon jam
Broadway productions are

events during which the middle
class indulge their taste for TV.

They can feel pampered, spend
money in self-satisfying osten-

tation, and yet not ever have to

depart from the comforting
banality which TV dispenses to

their inferiors.

Thus might speak a bum-
bling modern Saki; who would,

of course, to be fashionable, be
a radical. Radicalism is pres-

ently the fort where the objec-

tivist myth holes up, and some
suspicion of one's objectivity is

necessary for that kind of su-

perciliousness.

Now I freely admit to being

prey to such suspicions of ob-

jectivity (they are insidiously

like intimations of immortali-

ty); and I do have difficulty

suppressing scorn for Spot-

ford! which plays, or at any
rate is performed, at the O

-

Keefe Centre until 25 October.

However, my curling lip is

less a function of my politics

than my aesthetic sense. If one

were to accept the easy fiction

that Broadway represents

what middle-class America —
the phrase itself is an easy fic-

tion —wants, then a terrifying

indictment could indeed be

drawn up against an whole
people. (Mr. Burke notwith-

standing.) But there is a glut

on the indictment market these

days, what with the Telegram,

the NDP, and CUS in full cry,

and this is a review, not a po-

lemic.

Hans Conried (himself no

bush league lipcurler and mob-
scorner) takes the title role as

a Connecticut chicken farmer
who is gradually inundated by

a polluted tide of commuters.

Various caricatures function

as the cultural neo-Huns: Lin-

da Parrish, Peggy Winslow,

Karen Ford, and Peggy Hagan.

Miss Hagan, who plays the

snobbery-arbiter of the com-
muter set, oozes, sighs and

gushes like a decrepit platinum

faucet.

She also provides the motive

for Conried's forays into com-

muterdom, round which the

play is built. (It is built in the

same way a prefab house is:

neatly, quickly, and shoddily.)

She breaks up the romance

between her simpering son and

Conried's budding granddaugh-

ter, (Phillip Schopper and

coming events

UofT FLYING CLUB
/; OPEN MEETING
Oct. 22, 7:30 P.M. Music Rm
Hart House Guest Speaker
Mr. Tim Foster: "Business

of Aviation"

2) Breakfast/light

Sat, Oct. 25,8:00 A.M.
Island Apt. ; 3 Pilots so far,

need 9 passengers, any other

pilots PILOTS NONP1LOTS

Kathleen Morrison are mired
in those parts.

)

Conned decides to mingle
with the uitlanders so as to

learn their mores and pass the
knowledge along to grand-
daughter. However he garners
enough lore for a sociology
tome, and is bribed not to pub-
lish it by being made first se-

lectman, or mayor.
Along the way, Mary Coop-

er, impersonating his widowed
sister-in-law, decides that Con-
ried has had enough widower-
hood himself, and another
marriage plot ensues. Her
complacent whining platitudes

make the sister-in-law one of

the few fleshed characters in

the play. (The others are Spof-

ford, the boy-ingenue's arbi-

trating mother, and the said

mother's guzzling Scots poet
and paramour, played by a
braw Jerome Dempsey.

)

Mainly the play functions as

a creaking vehicle for Con-
ried's acerbic voice. He is not

given many noticeable witti-

cisms to exercise it on, al-

though his role as narrator-

cum-character gave plenty of

room for them. The jokes are

of the over-40 rib-nudging type

that one reads in gossip col-

umns, and they appear with
depressingly metronomic reg-

ularity.

The author, Herman Shum-
lin, who also dares boast that

he directed the production, has

chosen to fling fake Freudian-
isms about, and also to make
fatuous comments about the
generation gap. (Any com-
ments of whatever calibre on
that subject are an inevitable
sign of a moribund intellect. It

types one the same way talking

about the Queen of Canada, or
the moral justification for Viet

Nam, does. ) Smug '

'relev-

ance" is not an excuse for any-
thing, least of all a jam of jar-

gon.

The set reinforces the im-
pression of drab banality which
the lines and plot induce. It is

really not necessary to import
an entire pseudo-Depression
house in order to have the set

suggest one. What entertain-

ment an evening at Spofford!
presents is not owing to the

plot, which is so tight and
heavy it could be stolen bodily,

nor to the wit, which is invisi-

ble, nor yet to the acting,

which is negligible. No, it de-

rives solely from the sight of

Mr. Conried playing Atlas with
a paper-makhe world. He flexed

his voice admirably, as if it

were the sinews of the play.

And so it was.

I overheard someone ask his

companion at intermission, T
"You enjoying the play?" She |

replied, "I'm waiting for i

something to happen." I still
J

would be, if I thought it worth |

the effort of inertia. k

james yeager *

York University's Faculty

of Fine Arts

presents

The Performing Arts Series 1969-1970

1i

TRUST
MEMORIAL AWARDS

UP TO $500
1. At least three awards of a possible value of up to

$500 are being offered to students, graduate or

undergraduate, of any faculty who served or whose

father or grandfather served in the University of

Toronto Contingent, COTC, during the period

1913 to 1967. Awards will be based primarily on

high standing.

2. Letters of application should be addressed to the

Office of Student Awards, Room 106, Simcoe Hall,

and should give the following information;

(a) Name and date of service in COTC of self

or of parent or grandparent. In the case of

parent or grandparent give fulfest possible

details.

(b) Faculty, course and standing obtained in

the 1968-69 session.

(c) List of scholarships, bursaries or POSAP
loan or grant received during the present

session.

3. Final date for submission of applications 20
November, 1969. The Announcement of winners
will be made by the Selection Committee on or

after 15 December, 1969.

il Marceau, Claude Kipnis,

Tonv Montanaro

SUBS: S7.50 (Staff).

$5.00 (Student)

The Creative Associates. Ashish

Khan and Allah Rakha, The Manr
toba Conson

SUBS: S6.76 (Staff).

S4 60 (Student)

C POETRY
Allen Ginsberg. Irving Layton,

Robert Creeley Eli Mendel
SUBS: S4 00 (Staff). »2.60 (Student)

Nathan Cohen. Richard Schech-
ner, Theodore Hoffman. Henry
Popkin

SUBS: $4.00 (Staff).

S2 50 (Student)

E. FILM

W C Fields. The Mara Brothers.

Charlie Chaplin. O W Griffiths.

Jean Renoir. Stanley Kubrick.

Alfred Hitchcock

SUBS: SlO.OOfStaff),

S7.00 (Student)

night,)

Additional details by calling 636-2370

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM

_ subscnptioris to the following serie at Burton Auditr.

A MIME 8 MUSIC C POETS

D THEATRE E FILM

NAME: ~.~ • PHONE:

ADDRESS APT CITY.

I AM A STUOENT/TEACHER AT

Enclosed my cheque or money order for S

ty Orders should be sent

University Downsview. On

.payable to York Uniwersi-

Subscnption Manager. Burton Auditorium. York
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film
cooling a blown up medium

HEALTH REQUIREMENTS

STUDENTS ARE REMINDED THAT MEDICAL EXAM-
INATION AT THE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICE IS A

REQUIREMENT FOR:
1 ALL FIRST YEAR WOMEN STUDENTS FOR WHOM

PHYSICAL EDUCATION IS REQUIRED.
2 ANY STUDENT, GRADUATE OR UNDERGRADU-

ATE, ANNUALLY, BEFORE PARTICIPATING IN

ORGANIZED OR COMPETITIVE ATHLETICS.

MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS ARE BY APPOINTMENT
ONLY AND MAY BE MADE AS FOLLOWS.
MEN: IN PERSON AT 256 HURON STREET OR BY TELE
PHONE, 928-2459

WOMEN: IN PERSON AT 256 HURON STREET, 2ND
FLOOR.

The film begins and ends

with a car accident. The first

accident our hero, John (i.e.

everyman) is filming while his

soundman expertly and disin-

terestedly ("I'm just an exten-

sion of a tape recorder") picks

up the feeble moans of the

smashed-up woman.
The last accident finds our

hero personally involved. He is

reported in critical condition

and his latest girlfriend, a

simple sincere woman from

West Virginia, is killed. While

the rear end of John's car is

flaming away, a carload of

kids snaps a picture as the car

passes and then we see yet

another cameraman. As the

movie ends, he focuses his

camera first on the wreckage

of the car and then on us, until

the blackness of his lens enve-

lops the screen.

The message here is exqui-

sitely banal — modern technol-

ogy and the population explo-

sion have thrown men closer

together. They are forced to be

aware of their fellow man. but

this awareness extends only to

the medium of recording as a

machine does.

The harsh world that direc-

tor Haskell Wexler faces in

Medium Cool is that of cinema
verite. Most art forms are now
preoccupied with grabbing a

piece of reality and rubbing

our faces into it until we run

away, vomiting. Medium Cool

is a movie concurrent with this

theme. Not that it presents us

with a Campbell's soup can

(read: absurdity) — it simply

relates the truth and does so

successfully.

But Wexler does not leave us

to tremble over vast quag-

•••••••••••••••••••

•

INTRArTOAL HOCKEY OFFICIALS

LAST CALL!

Medium Cool is anything but

a lukewarm movie. It is Chica-

go in the summer of 1968.

Through the eyes of our young,

handsome, muscular anti-hero,

who this time around is a T.V.

cameraman (not a photogra-

pher as in Blow-up), we cover

the Democratic convention,

the riots complete with prac-

tise sessions, the funeral of

Robert Kennedy, the Black

Power scene, the hippie scene

and the average guy's scene.

Apply at Intramural office,

Room 106, Hart House.
First clinic - Mon. Oct. 20,

7:30p.m. Fencing Room.

BOB HENRY

Friday.

Oct. 17.

7 o'clock

Children

Conflict
a series of films produced by
Allan King Associates
for Brown Camps Ltd., with
the co-operation of the C.B.C.

MECHANICAL BLDG. Rm. 102 500 P.S.U.

VICTORIA COLLEGE
COMMISSION ON UNIVERSITY GOVT |

(MINICUG)

ELECTION OF 2 STUDENT MEMBERS

FRI. OCT. 17

FOLLOWING STUDENT POSITIONS |

MUST BE FILLED IMMEDIATELY:

CHAIRMAN & MEMBERS OFTHE

VIC CAMPUS
CENTRE COMMITTEE

APPLY IN V.C.U. OFFICE IN WYMILWOOD;

mires of nebulous symbols left

connected by the flimsiest of

threads. Rather he blatantly

points them out in the forward,

confident American style. Mil-

lions of homing pigeons are

launched into the air and the

scene switches to a poster of

John Lennon beside a dove.

The symbolic tack is carried

in approximately this manner
for the remainder of the film.

There are innumerable instan-

taneous flashes to other scenes

and a substantial quantity of

flashbacks, but they are organ-

ically linked together.

The love scenes are magnifi-

cently done and could easily

serve as a model for the appro-

priate use of nudity and sexual-

ity in other films. Nude scenes

in Medium Cool illustrate and

enhance the main themes of

senselessness, indifference

and apathetic cruelty.

John takes his girlfriend,

ironically enough a nurse, to a

Roller Derby where the ska-

ters are constantly engaged in

staging mock fights. At ap-

proximately the time that the

mock fighting turns into a very

brutal, very real battle, Ruth

turns passionate eyes on John

and they leave for bed. They
make love to the sound effect

of the cheering mob at the roll-

er skating rink.

The juxtaposition of the rink

brawl and the love scenes are

marvellously concise commen-
taries on American sexuality.

The film has its own explana-

tion of the 'New Morality'.

When one is not deep involved,

one can have a variety of part-

ners and sex is levelled out to a

fun-and-games function. Medi-

um Cool does not convey any

kind of melodramatic disgust

at this type of sexuality; it

simply portrays it as an inte-

gral part of the entire environ-

ment.

This American 'Blow-up', is

more obvious than its British

equivalent and does not pur-

port to be as aristocratically

modish. Characters are less

stylish, more hung-up, more
common-place and less elo-

quent. The Chicago riots are

much less cool' and a good

deal sloppier than fashion pho-

tography.
alex mercer
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THE TORONTO
CHAMBER SOCIETY

presents

CANTATAS & MOTETS

by BACH. BUXTEHU DE.

RITTER, SCHUTZ

Saturday> Oct. 25, 8:30 pm

Concert Hall

Edward Johnson Building

tickets S3. 50; two or more

*3.00 ea.

phone S36-50I9

for reservations



and who shall keep thee from corruption mr. censor?

During the past several

months Toronto film reviewers

have donned their capped-cru-

sader uniforms with just cause
and joined battle with the On-
tario Board of Censors' five-

man force. The Board has re-

cently emerged from several

ugly battles fought over the

release of three films — The
Wild Bunch, A Married Couple

and Medium Cool.

The Wild Bunch, Sam Peck-

inpah's powerful examination
of a mythology of violence

which has escalated into reali-

ty, ironically met objections

from the Board for being too

effective. The film's distribu-

tor, Warner Bros. -7 Arts, had

originally intended to release

Peckinpah's anti-Western last

July 25, but the Board delayed

final distribution for one and a

half months pending a large

number of cuts. On the Board's

insistence, Warner Bros, ulti-

mately pared 1000 feet from
the film, needless to say much
against the director's protests.

The commentary on
last month's bout

between Allan King
(A Married Couple) and 0. J.

Silverthorne (Chairman of the

Board) has been dutifully docu-

mented, and with good reason.

The Board demanded that King
cut 34 individual dialogue sequ-

ences, which the Telegram in

its best euphemistic manner
described as "four-letter

words for copulation, female
genitalia and excrement", plus

a semi-visible nude swimming
scene shot through a cluster of

reeds along a lakeshore one
misty morning.

As for Medium Cool, the dis-

tribution of which was myste-

riously delayed for four weeks,

J. Cunningham, Director of

Advertising for the Ontario

Board of Censors, denies any

complicity.

"We released the film, so

obviously we had no objec-

tions. Everything in that film

has been released as it was

submitted to us. We didn't hold
the film up so obviously it must
have been held up by the dis-

tributor. There couldn't have
been a lot of controversy about
it since I wasn't invited to look

at it."

Activity in Cunningham's of-

fice has that distinctive quality

of a live enactment of a 1945
Hollywood detective movie. Of-

ficial classified documents
locked in banks of green filing

cabinets, secretive comments
spoken in subdued tones. Exam-
ple: on producing a file card

stamped Restricted, and on not-

icing the tape recorder micro-

phone, a certain nervousness

crept furtively into the inter-

view. "You'll have to turn that

off. This information is restricted

to the distributor and this of-

fice."

Although remarkable ad-
vances have been achieved in

space-age technology, to my
knowledge Japanese manufac-
turers have not yet achieved the

ultimate goal in miniturization

— the concealment of a light-

weight camera in a microphone.

What price the role of Censor
demands.

Although the Ontario Board
of Censors operates as an agen-

cy of the Dept. of Tourism and
Information and although the

Board requires a 50-cent-a-foot

clearance fee which ostensibly

guarantees the distributor

freedom from local police har-

assement, the operation can

and has been ignored by the

Toronto Morality Squad. Wit-

ness: that ugly affair surround-

ing Hieronymous Merkin.

Similarly, although formal
provincial politics do not affect

the operation of the Board, in-

ter-governmental bureaucracy

does. After Allan King ap-

pealed to W. H. Auld, the min-

ister answerable for Board

decisions in the Legislature for

a more realistic appraisal of A
Married Couple, the problems

surrounding the film's release

seemed to vanish with unusual

rapidity. On this neither Silver-

thorne or Cunningham would
comment. "Anything that tran-

spires between this office and
the distributor is confident-

ial."

The Ontario Board of Cen-
sors is CONFIDENTIALLY
located between the Leaside
Community Memorial Gardens
and the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way tracks in Toronto's east

end. From humble yet signifi-

cant origins in 1911, the Board
graduated into 'modern' film

censorship (or as Cunningham
prefers, 'classification') in

1934.

At that time the current
Premier of Ontario, Mitch
Hepburn, appointed Silver-

thorne, an old family friend, to

the post of Ontario Censor with

these sage words of advice:
"0. J. you're going to be a film

censor. If you're a good boy,

the government will give you a

pension in 20 years." (sic.

)

After 35 years, O. J. Silver-

thorne and his four-man Board
is still very much in evidence.

In their annual report to the

Minister, the Board stated

with pride that during the past

year, of the 548 feature films

submitted, only 5 were not

approved while 97 were placed

in the Restricted category. E-

liminations were made in 43

trailers (advertising pieces for

forthcoming features) and 437

pieces of film advertising were
rejected.

Decisions within the Board

as to the acceptibility and clas-

sification of films are essen-

tially subjective with the

Chairman casting the deciding

vote in a deadlock. Apart from
The Theatres Act and Regula-

tion 554 which are primarily

concerned with directions like

"There shall be one loifet-room

for use by men and one by wom-

en, and they shall be conspicuous-

ly marked accordingly", there

are few formal guidelines for

the Board's operation. Small
wonder that decisions from

Silverthorn's office more often

appear to be arbitrary than
consistently reasonable.

(Scenes in If . . . depicting
female genitalia and lewa acts
of excretion were passed with-

out comment while the Board s

collective thunder crashed
down upon King's film.

)

Generally, Cunningham
feels that the Board has gone
"from a period of great activity

to a period of great liberality

right now. Of course this is true

of every facet of life. We like to

think that we reflect society. I

don't think there's been a lot of
activityfrom this office. Perhaps

these people who complain are

good publicity agents. It's won-

derful for them to stir up a little

controversy and keep it going.

"

Undoubtedly the Ontario
Board of Censors is the most
liberal in Canada, with Alberta

still reigning as the most re-

strictive, yet there is one dis-

turbing feature about the

Board's operation. If. as Cun-

ningham professes, "Once a

film is in a category
(Restricted, Adult or General)

we more or less leave it

there", why the necessity for

further cuts? Surely, the re-

striction of distribution

through the restriction of audi-

ence is enough.

And if the Board is becoming
more liberal, it is also becom-
ing more erratic. Perhaps
hard-line stands are occasion-

ally necessary to placate that

little old lady with the shopping

bag in the back row, but when
in the space of three months
three separate films are sub-

ject to the same 'get tough'

policy, it does become puz-

zling.

In the precarious matter of

authority, doubt not the power

of the Ontario Board of Cen-

sors. If a distributor objects to

a decision, either the Board

will alter that decision, which

as Cunningham admits is sel-

dom, or the film will be re-

classified — small comfort for

a distributor whose product is

already in a Restricted catego-

ry. If the distributor refuses to

abide by the dictates of the

Board, he is simply denied a
certificate and his film then

cannot be released anywhere
in Ontario.

Basically the current contro-

versy surrounding the Board of

Censors filters into a question

of representation. If the Board
does claim to reflect society,

which parts in the sum of so-

ciety does it, in fact, reflect?

Again Cunningham is the

spokesman — "We seem to be

barraged by the same segment of
the population all the time. We
get a lot of mail claiming that

we're not doing our job — that

we're letting too much through.

Thefeeling that we get is that the

public doesn't think we're being

restrictive enough. Everyone

doesn't participate and some-
times a minority will do all the

talking. But they definitely influ-

ence anything that we might do

in the future." Does this also

include minorities who feel

that the Board is overly re-

strictive or even that it has
become superfluous?

The influence of the Board of

Censors will never vanish from

films distributed in Ontario. It

would be naive to think other-

wise. The classification sys-

tem may change but the Board

will still remain. As Cunningh-

am predicts, *7 think there's

always going to be a place for

classification and I feel strongly

that there should always be some
sort of classification to advise

people, especially younger peo-

ple. If you look a young person

to some of the films you 've seen,

I'm sure they'd be really

shocked.

"

I saw the Wild Bunch again

two weeks ago. The majority

of the audience was between
16-20. They laughed at every
scene.

ian ritchie
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The Who have one of rne

finest live rock shows
around No pretensions —
they just shout, jump all

over, play their music, and

have a good time. They
don't abuse their audience

in the process (like, say,

Jim Morrison does)- It

seems they sincerely want
their listeners to get in-

volved and have a good
time too.

This was my impression

of The Who concert at the

Coliseum last Tuesday
night. They played a long

set — almost two hours. It

was well worth the money
(at a time when most top

rock singers have cut sets

down to under forty-five

minutes). The only flaw in

the show was the acoustics

of the building (Peter

Townshend. leader of the

Who, apologized for this,

referring to the place as a

"garbage can ">. But the

music was loud enough,
and could be heard at ear-

splitting volume by every-

one there.

The Who warmed up
with several old numbers,
and then went into their

full-length rock opera.
Tommy. This piece of mu-
sic isn't as technically per-

I feet done live as it is on the

Decca album. But The Who
more than make up for this

I with the raw energy of

1 their act. In preparation
I for striking a chord, Town-
I shend, dressed in a white
jumpsuit, leaps up in the

I air, falls to the ground, and

I
whirls his arm around like

softball pitcher. Lead

singer Roger Daltry, bare-

chested with a white cape,

slithers around just like

rock singers are supposed

to.

Throbbing rhythm and

driving bass, the music is

total rock — music to fire

neurons to. The Who are

uncompromising purists.

They have restricted them-

selves to a precise form

and perfected its expres-

sion.

After Tommy, with the

crowd cheering for more,

the Who played some other

songs, including versions

of "Shakin* All Over,"

"Summertime Blues," and

their own "My Genera-

tion." Townshend finished

the act by throwing his gui-

tar in the air and then

smashing it (The Who used

to smash all their equip-

ment, including their am-
pilfers, but I guess this got

too expensive).

Needless to say, a horde

of teeny-boppers rushed

the stage and were fought

back by a line of cops just

like in the good old days.

r.d.s.

The Toronto Chamber
Society is presenting its

first concert since its for-

mation ten months ago.

This group under the

experienced hands of An-
negret Wright, the direc-

tor, has prepared a pro-

gram of Bach, Buxtehude.

and Shutz, using a style of

singing designed to bring

out the qualities of this

music.

The only drawback to

this concert is the price

$3.00 — but for those with
the money, it should be a

good buy.

errol young

THEATRE

Openings in Toronto this

week:
Rosencrantz and Guil-

denstern Are Dead at the

Royal Alex, every night

from Monday the 20th

through Saturday the 25,

except Thursday evening

and Wednesday matinee,

when Hamlet will be per-

formed by the same com-

pany.

Jacques Brel Is Alive

and Well and back at the

Bayview Playhouse for 4

weeks as of Monday the

20th.

Sir Gawain and the

Green Knight will come
out of the 14th century into

modern English for three

Sunday evenings, starting

October 19, in Alumnae
Dramatic Club workshop
productions at 10 Maple-

wood Ave.

Get Your Eye Off That

Sparrow, a "new theatri-

cal revue" according to

their press release, will

begin an indefinite run up-

stairs at Old Angelo's on

Elm St. as of Tuesday the

21st.

And not an opening, but

an unexpected extension of

the Canadian Mime Thea-

tre's run at the Central

Library Theatre. Begin-

ning Tuesday the 21st and

excepting the following

Monday, they will give 11

evening performances.

m. o'c.

An apology for Kathy

Sigmund. Last Summer
came and went and no one

thought to place the writ-

er's last words on the page.

Your seagull probably

understood. Mortal error.

BOOKS

What a shock to open up

the foldout of a skin maga-

zine and find that Mary-

Anne Buxom is not the girl

next-door. She's a model

who tours with the editor

of the new Penthouse

magazine, somebody's

answer to Playboy. Pent-

house, in a recent maga-

zine ad claimed that it

didn't fool around with phi-

losophies or polemics, just

ran good clean pics and

stories. Well, if Mary-Anne

doesn't play volleyball

with her younger brother

or take Spanish or teach

arts and crafts or go to the

library, the whole myth
comes down about my
ears. Mary Anne Buxom
epitomizes what Davy
Crockett once said. "Learn

to do one thing well and

you can tell the world to go

to hell."

What ever happened to

the girl next door?
I.h

TRAVAIL

Quebec is a beautiful

city. It is historically and

architecturally unique.

Although the Americans
are only a few miles south

and despite the humiliation

of having the local

"Plains" on which they

were defeated glorified

and meticulously main-

tained, and although it's all

been going on for about

two hundred years, Quebec

City has somehow pres-

erved the spirit of its

French origins, beautiful-

ly-

Now then, guess where
somnambulist somebody
decreed a concrete-and-

glass incongruously sterile

and spiritlessly unimagina-

tive "Centennial Project"

to be erected? Yes Virgini-

a. right in the very heart

But the story is not over

because although "Cen-

tennial" has been over for

two years, somehow the

relatively small building is

still not complete ... in

the setting of central

Quebec City, the building

represents an implicit act

of violence! It is an irritat-

ing and incongruous eye-

sore. I sensed an aura of

outraged energy being pro-

jected from the local peo-

ple toward the building site

. . . a feeling that arrange-

ments were being made
among self-respecting

"Quebecois" to make
some "alterations" . . . .

Quebec Libre!

!

jon karsemeyer

art.... mike kesterton photography....errol young
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suggests student and staff committees

have say in hiring and firing and tenure
The Commission on University Government recommends

that students have a direct voice in appointment, tenure and
promotion of academic staff.

It proposes that an ad hoc committee of the concerned de-
partment, institute or centre take responsibility for presenting a
list of suitable candidates for a new appointment.

Although the chairman would have the final say. if his deci-
sion did not agree with that of the committee he would be expect-
ed to explain his decision to the group concerned.

The Commission divides
academic promotions into two
groups — those not involving
tenure and those involving
promotions to full professor
and the award of tenure.

Non-tenure promotions
would be made at the depart-

mental level by the chairman
on the advice of an ad hoc de-
partmental personnel commit-
tee.

Because tenure (lifetime job

security) is a concern of the

university as a whole. CUG
recommends that tenure pro-

motions be made by the dean
of the faculty.

He would be advised by an
ad hoc personnel committee of

the faculty council, composed
of the faculty dean, depart-

ment chairman, faculty and
students from the faculty coun-

cil and the departmental per-

sonnel committee and the

Dean of the graduate school.

TWO CAUCUSES

Since there is strong faculty

reluctance to discuss their col-

leagues with students, the

Commission suggests two sep-

arate caucuses, staff and stu-

dent, for promotion commit-
tees.

Both would make recom-
mendations to the chairman or

dean.

The Commission terms poli-

cy on appointment and promo-
tion of academic staff as "the
most sensitive problem facing

the Commission."
Last summer, to voice their

concern, 632 professors signed

a petition stating:

"We, the undersigned, wish-

ing to maintain the present
academic standards of the

University of Toronto, are to-

tally opposed to the admission
of students to any committee
concerned with the appoint-

ment, termination of appoint-

ment, tenure and promotion of

academic staff."

The Association of Teaching

Staff and the Victoria Associa-

tion of Teaching Staff, in briefs

submitted to the Commission,
also voiced opinion against

direct student involvement in

promotions, tenure and ap-

pointments.

The faculty argued that stu-

dent participation would jeop-

ardize professional standards
of scholarship and endanger
the quality of education as a

whole.

However, the Commission
argues that students can make
a "unique contribution" to. the

overall assessment of teaching

staff.

It also argues that "students

too must have certain rights

an academic freedom to learn

that gives him the responsibili-

ty to help define what shall be
learned.

"In the community we hope
will develop at this university,

academic rights and freedoms
cannot be the preserve of any
one group — they should be
shared."

CUG recommends that stu-

dents must take a certain
number of courses in a depart-
ment before being eligible to

run for the department council

or* serve on its committees.
"It only seems fair to all

concerned that students should
have a certain commitment to

a particular department, sim-
ply in terms of numbers of

courses before helping to for-

mulate its policy."

The report continues "Our
other concern is that teaching

and student opinion of this

teaching be guaranteed consi-

derable influence when promo-
tions and the award of tenure

are being considered."

The Commission makes no
recommendations on tenure,

but urges a formal discussion

and re-examination on the

place of tenure in the universi-

ty.

Responsibility for the ap-

pointment of The President all

deans, chairmen, and directors

would be with the Governing
Council.

FIVE-YEAR TERMS

CUG propose.s that the ini-

tial term of office for academ-
ic administrators be five years

renewable only once.

At the end of the first term,
a committee would consider
all candidates for the position.

The report states that "It is

often true that a man who
remains in one administrative

position for too long develops a

disproportionate amount of

power which, however fairly it

is wielded, is viewed with sus-

picion and distrust."

According to the authors of

the report, "Few problems
have been the subject of such
concern and debate within the

university as the question of

policy on the appointment and

promotion of academic staff.

"We offer our discussion of

the problem and the recom-
mendations that follow as
guidelines to the vital negotia-

tions that should be carried on
in each department, centre and
institute."

"The recommendations here

are not made lightly. We are
aware that some will find them
hard to support.

"We would assert that they

are based on principles which
we have considered essential

for the life of the community.

"

Under CUG's recommendations students will have a say in their

lecturer's future.

ra IIP

IB

deplores

'second-class' status,

gives

non-academic staff

a voice

in decisions

affecting them.

A significant role in deci-

sion-making for university

"support staff" — janitors,

office workers, maintenance
workers, etc. — is recom-
mended by the CUG Report.

Deploring their present

"second-class" status, the

Report seeks an assertion of

their "citizenship within the

University Community"
through "organization, repre-

sentation and education.".

The Report distinguishes

between the "academic
community" and the "univer-

sity community", the former
including just students and
faculty, the latter including

support (a positive term for

"non-academic") staff. Sup-

port staff have a role only in

the latter community.
CUG endorses the proposal

of many briefs (particularly

that of the Canadian Union of

Public Employees) in giving

support staff "a right to par-

ticipation in those decisions

that affect their well-being"

in the university community.
The report gives support

staff equal representation

with the faculty and students

on committees of department

and faculty councils set up to

deal with matters concerning

them.

ASSESSORS

Support staff representa-

tives would be on the Govern-
ing Council only as "asses-

sors", though they would be

allowed membership on Coun-

cil committees.

They are given "limited rep-

resentation on the top body"
because their "stake in the

university as an academic in-

stitution" is not ' similar" to

that of faculty and students.

Support staff are also to be

permitted membership on

academic councils.

The Report calls for a "flexi-

ble, effective" and broadly-

based organization to repre-

sent support staff and create

"organizational unity" among
"diverse" staff members.

This organization would be
the bargaining agent for the

employees, along the lines of

an industrial union. It would
also have some role in arrang-

ing support staff representa-

tion on decision-making bod-

ies.

While calling "rigid craft

unionism. . . inappropriate".

CUG refuses to better define

the role of the organization,

leaving it to be settled by the

staff and Governing Council.

DIRECT SUPPORT

While rejecting the recom-

mendation of the CUPE brief

that families of university

employees be given preferen-

tial access to the university,

the Report suggests "direct

assistance" to support staff to

allow them to study both with-

in and without the university.

"Paid absence from work

for study, direct financial sub-

sidies" and "special courses"

are suggested to allow employ-

ees to further their education.

Special consideration for

university employees is. also

suggested to the Presidential

Advisory Committee on Exten-

sion.
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CUS: WHY VOTE NO
The "Canadian Union of Students" is a myth. There really is no

such thing in this Country.

There is an organization which uses that name and which gets

a lot of money from the students at this University by pretending to

be a national student organization. But it really is little more than a

fairly small number of people some of whom are students. It claims

to be an organization working for the betterment of mankind, but it

is really working for a revolution.

And that is what makes it unacceptable as a "student union".

When you go to a CUS seminar or congress you hear a lot of talk

about "repressive tolerance" and "false consciousness" and stuff

like that. Their idea is that you and I really don't know what we
want or need. We have to have our "consciousness" raised, and
when we do we will all go out and man the barricades. The revolu-

tion will happen and a bright new world will dawn.
And if you don't quite like the idea of having someone with a

"workers uniform" (blue jeans and a blue jeans jacket) manipulat-

ing your consciousness, or if you think that maybe you have a view-

point which is a little more rational or just as good as theirs, you

really aren't welcome in the "Canadian Union Of Students".

And if you even try to develop an analysis, which is not based
on the premise that revolution is necessary you can forget about
trying to get it across in the "Canadian Union of Students." It will

wither and die before it is out of your mouth.
The official line of the political party which hides under the

name of the "Canadian Union of Students" is shying away from
talk of revolution these days. It's pretty hard to fight a revolution

without money, you see. And we have the money, you and I.

So the leaders of the "Canadian Union of Students" decided to

stop talking about revolution and concentrate on keeping us paying.
What we have to decide on October 23, next Thursday, is if we are
going to. If you want to find out more about the organization which
calls itself our student union, go to the meetings and ask questions.

A lot of us have done that sort of thing already. We've pretty

much made up our minds to vote "no" next Thursday. We don't see
any reason to belong to a political party which gives us no room to

express our concern on the very real issues that confront our Univer-
sity and our country. We don't see any reason to let people who be-
lieve in revolution to the exclusion of all else make fools of the stu-

dents in Canadian Universities any longer.

// you want to raise some questions in print, bring your stuff to

the Engineering Stores, or the SAC office. The people who are fight-

ing CUS don't have much of an organization. We have other things
to do besides organize . . . like studying. But we'll do our best to

see that your point of view gets published and listened to.

get involved

go out to vote next week



CUS a political party, says Abols
By LAURA KELLY

The debate on next Thurs-
day's CUS referendum was
opened Wednesday with a Lib-
eral Club discussion featuring
SAC President Gus Abols and
SAC Finance Commissioner
Bob James (III Vic).

"During this referendum the

issue is not whether a national

union is needed. The issue is

whether CUS is that viable
union," Abols said, speaking
against membership.

James, A CUS proponent,
had described the Canadian

Union of Students as a vehicle

for improving the learning

process at the university and
for introducing critical think-

ing into the classroom.

"Education should become
non-authoritarian. Education
should become a non-competi-

tive experience, a cooperative

experience," James said.

James indicated the goals of

CUS were the abolition of mass
lectures and rigid grading and
the widening of the university

experience to include all class-

es of Canadian people.

He defended CUS as a tool

c
an%itenis

English frosh choose exams
Students in first year English courses will continue to

write some form of final examinations.

About 140 English department faculty members, after
voting to allow about SO students to watch the proceedings but

not to participate, Wednesday approved four of 22 recommen-
dations of a report prepared by the combined English Depart
ment's examination committee.

The committee's report used the results of a question
naire mailed to more than one thousand students and staff.

Although it recommended that final exams be kept, the
report noted each instructor, if he notified his class, the course
committee and the combined English departments by Novel
ber 15, should be allowed to set his own exam. His students
could then choose to write the professor's or a departmental
exam final.

SFU petition started here

A petition supporting the strike at Simon Fraser Universi-

ty was framed on Wednesday by a group of students under the

auspices of the Political Economy Course Union.

The group, headed by students Paul Reinhardt and Ri-

chard Peachey, will circulate the petition in most Political

Economy classes.

Literature is being prepared to acquaint those students

who are unfamiliar with the events at SFU with the situation.

As well, they are setting up a booth in the Sidney Smith
Hall foyer so interested people will be able to sign the petition.

The petition will be sent to SFU President Kenneth
Strand.

HERE AND NOW
TODAY

9 30 a m — 4:30 p.m.

Victoria College mini-CUG election

Polling stations al Sid Smith. Wymilwood,
Vic library end Alumni Hall.

1 p.m.
Career information lecture on Law. Rm.

1035. Wallberg Bldg.

Do Civil Rights Apply to George Hag-
gar? Hear the philosophy prof who was
fired from Waterloo Lutheran and refused

by York. Rm. 1016. Wilson Hall (New Col-

lege women's residence).

CUS debate for Nursing. Forestry. POTS.
Dentistry and Phramacy. (Others wel-
come.) Bob James and George Biggar for

the ayes; Gus Abols and Bob Vernon for

fhenays Cody Hall

11 p.m. — 2a.m.
Victoria Collage coffee house.

Wymilwood. 150 Charles 'St W Relresh-

ments, live e

SATURDAY
9».m. — 2p,m.

Delta Upsilon Fraternity car wash For

United Appeal Sisca's Esso Service, cor-

ner Davenport and Dupont

Hayride Meet at Knox Church, corner

Harbordand Spadina

8:30 p.m.

Hillel dance. King Kole Room, Park Pla-

za. Hillel members free, non-members SI

11 p.m. — 2«.m.
Victoria College coffee house.

Wymilwood. 150 Charies St. W Refresh-

ments, live entertainment.

Students lor Israel educational work-

shop session on Israel Hillel House. 186

St. George

8:30 p.m.

Hillel presents The Fixer 186 St

George Members free, non members 75

Hart House Orchestra concert, Hayden

program. Great Hall. Han House Tickets

available at the door

for implementing student aims
not only in education reforms
but in student housing and stu-

dent employment.
Abols offered a different

description of CUS.
"It's a political party. It

doesn't try to bring up discus-

sion. It tries to indoctrinate,"

Abols stated.

Abols said CUS meetings are
dominated by socialist rheto-

ric. "If you want to express a

view that is not Marxist Revo-
lutionary, people laugh. I find

that totally unacceptable as a
union of students."

James stressed the potential

of CUS as a union that could
initiate social change in the
university.

He said he regretted the lack

of dialogue between students
and the CUS representatives.

"We feel that perhaps other

peoples' heads are not in the
same place. We hope that this

referendum will get at that.

We hope that it will have peo-

ple discuss why we see things

this way, " James said.

Abols hammered away at

the representivity issue. "CUS
has no intention whatsoever of

trying to find out the general
consensus. The CUS officials

do not believe in representivi-

ty," he said.

"Many of us don't believe
CUS can be representative in

the liberal democratic sense,"

James said.

"The way CUS would like to

be representative is to go out,

talk to people, and discuss
what you're doing. Get a con-

stant feedback on what you're

doing and thinking," he added.
James held that it is a mat-

ter of the CUS representatives

acting, and then returning to

their constituents to explain
their actions.

Abols was challenged on the

validity of withdrawal. "CUS
exists now in these terms of

reference because those are
the people that are involved

now. If you want to change the

institution you don't with-

draw, "one student said.

"I've tried to reform the in-

stitution. The CUS people fear

representation as a loss of

their power," Abols replied.

SAVE
50%
and be

100%

Gmdmte

Students'

Union

WILLCOCKS

16 BANCROFT AVENUE
Phone 928-2391

G.S.U.
Beer, Wine and Cheese Party

Friday, Oct. 17th
4.00 p.m. — 7.00 p.m.

Admission: $1.00
(alt over 21 welcome)

G.S.U. Movie — Wednesday Oct. 22nd
"THE MAGUS"
Anthony Quinn

Shows at 6.00 & 8.00 p.m.
Sidney Smith, Room 2118
Admission: 75c at door

HILLEL PRESENTS

FALL DANCE
Sat. Oct. 18, 8:30 p.m.

King Cole Room, Park Plaza

With the Altar Ego

Hillel Members Free

Others $1.00-

Sunday, Oct. 19th

A MOVIE
8:30 p.m.

Hillel House

See Here & Now for name of film

^bedtortfeern Mner>
Canada's National Mining Newspaper

77 River Street — Toronlo 247, Ontario

Canada's mining induslry continues to grow at a hectic
rate and outpaces all other industrial groups. The future

calls for accelerated expansion.

By knowing the tads, and they appear each Thursday in

The Northern Miner, you can keep abreast ol the mining
industry and what it means to Canada. Read alt the news
of all the mines — all the metals.

A special S5.00 per year subscription rale (regular price

S10.00 per year) is offered only to University students.

Take advantage of this special sludenl offer by completing
and mailing the coupon below with your $5.00 remittance.
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Announcing: T-Group
(sensitivity training)

Sponsored by F.U. of T. and Advisory Bureau for students,

faculty and staff. Weekends through the fall:

Weekend October 24-26

Application forms at S.A.C. or Advisory Bureau,

631 Spadina Avenue (at Harbord, ab ore Royal Bank)

COST IS $8 INCLUSIVE

ERWIN'S
BARBER SHOP

640 Y0N6E ST.

(Cor. Yonge and Irwin)

Welcomes bock oil students.

Courteous service and neat

grooming in oil stylos assured

by 3 Lie. Barbers.

ONTARIO STUDENT AWARDS PROGRAM

DEADLINE
is October 31st, 1969

If applications are submitted after October 31st, awards

are based on one-half of the assessed need.

Sailors hit by goofy ruling;

knocked out of CIAU regatta
By RON FACTOR

Well, the Athletic Directorate at Queens pulled a beauty last

week-end.

An OQAA sail-off was to be held on Friday last, to determine

who would sail in the Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic Union

regatta. .

Because of strong winds, however, only one race was held in

which McMaster placed first and John Wright of Toronto came

second. '

So it was all set, Mac and Toronto would race in the CIAU

regatta.

But the Queens boat managed to break its centre-board dur-

ing the race and through persistent bitching, the Queens team

pressured their Athletic Directorate into drawing cards to select

the winners. (What better way is there of determining sailing

ability?)

With low card winning and ace being high, Skipper John

Wright of Toronto drew an ace of clubs, which of course meant

he was disqualified from sailing in tne national regatta.

The Executive of the U of T Sailing Club strongly condemns

the action taken by the Queens Athletic Directorate.

It displays not only poor sportsmanship on behalf of the host

team (Queens hoted the sail-off) , but gross unfairness as well.

Ted Haynes, the Mac skipper, placed first over all in the

CIAU regatta. Queens came second last.

>•••••••••••••••••••••••••»*•*••••••••••••••••
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CAREER INFORMATION
LECTURES

• NEXT WEEK'S SCHEDULE -

ONTARIO GOVERNMENT Mon. Oct. 20 2125 Sidney Smith

PERSONNEL and

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS Tues. Oct. 21 2125 Sidney Smith

MARKETING and SALES Wed. Oct. 22 2125 Sidney Smith

URBAN and

REGIONAL PLANNING Thurs. Oct. 23 2125 Sidney Smith

- ALL STARTING AT 1 P.M. -

LED ZEPPELIN
z perform ices ONLY

SUN. NOV. 2

9 P.M. 6 B:30 P.M.

O'KEEFE CENTRE
ALU SEATS RESERVED

0-7CI1. & MEZZ 55.50; R. ORCH. & F. OALC $4.50

MIDDLE AND REAR BALCONY $3.50

BOX OFFICE OPENS TODAY
THIS SHOW IS RATED "H" IFOR HEAVY!

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••i ft>

BITTER GROUNDS COFFEEHOUSE AT QUEEN'S

PRESENTS
ALLAN J. RYAN

FOLK SINGER — POET — SATIRIST
OCT. 17 & 18. 10 p.m. —2a.m.

DOWNSTAIRS IN THE STUDENTS' UNION BUILDING.

mmmm
thisfriday 9.00

at the
drill hall Jo i M us

men even artsies 75/
women 50/

DIAL-A-DATE

Is The Fastest Way
We Know To Get

Popular

Don't tell 'anybody'-

Just call 929-06 I I

1. 00 - 10.00 PM.
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NOBODYKNOWS
EVERY
THING
But you'll know

much more if and

when you "plug in-

to" the library

orientation program.

Tapes and slides

giving a general

introduction, card

catalogue advice

and a few clues

about the stacks

are available for

viewing at both

main entrances to -

the University of

Toronto

LIBRARY



DANCE
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TONIGHT
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Varsity-Queens highlites busy weekend
By PAUL CARSON

It's going to be a busy week-
end for Varsity athletes.

The football Blues travel to

Kingston for a crucial show-
down with the second-place
Gaels. Queens were upset by
McGill 28-6 in the season open-
er and must defeat Blues to-

morrow if they hope to repeat
as Yates Cup champions.

Varsity should be at peak
form for the game, as last

week's important win over
McGill showed the offence is

capable of making the big play
when needed.

Trailing 7-1 late in the first

half, QB Vic Alboini hit on five

consecutive passes to produce
a beautiful touchdown just be-

fore the half ended.

In the fourth quarter, rookie

signal-caller Wayne Dunkley
led Blues to the winning mar-

SWIMMERS SPUT MEET

The women's swim team
showed great depth and poten-

tial in splitting an exhibition

tri-meet in Guelph Tuesday
night.

The Varsity gals lost to a

powerful Guelph squad 63-50

but easily beat McMaster 58-

46.

Varsity won only two events,

the 50-yard free style (Judy
Kent) and the 100-yard free

(Merrily Stratton). However,
coach Sue Kinnear's talented

crew piled up points with five

2nds, five 3rds and three fourth

place finishes.

Leslie O'Brien, Barb Beattie

and Linda Geale swept the first

three spots in the diving com-
petition.

ker with six minutes left.

Dunkley broke the game open
with a magnificent pass to re-

serve end Jack Buchan, then

scored himself on a keeper.

Blues offensive line has

played outstanding ball despite

glaring weight mis-matches in

all three games. Their blocking

on traps and sweeps is the key

to the suprising success of the

Toronto ground attack.

Queens, however, are no
pushover. Blues passrush and
pass-blocking are still not sat-

isfactory, and the well-coached

Gaels secondary can be ex-

pected to exploit this as much
as possible.

As Nattily Attired, ace TV 11

commentator, would say, it's

going to be a great game.
Tickets are still available at

Hart House. The war starts at

2.

Meanwhile, back at the

ranch (or what's even worse,
at Guelph), Varsity rugger and
soccer Blues put their unbeat-

en records on the line against

the galloping Gryphons.
The rugger team is moulding

into a truly effective side, and

the forwards should run wild
against the traditionally loose-

tackling Guelph side.

The soccer Blues have been
unimpressive in recording two
ties and a win; they will need
to play to their utmost poten-
tial to defeat the only side that
bested them last year.

The track team journeys to

Mac for the OQAA champion-
ship; Waterloo are defending
champs but Varsity has the
depth and experience to regain
the title.

Jukka Heikurinen, Dave Bai-

ley and footballer Dave Quib-
bel are expected to record vic-

tories; the wise money is on
ex-sports editor Rich Pyne in

the 1,500 meters.

Also on Saturday — the row-
ers do their thing in London;
the women have a fencing clin-

ic in Benson Bldg, women's
archery at Mac, gals' tennis in

Guelph, and field hockeyettes

smashing shins almost every-

where.

Sunday — soccer Blues in

Buffalo and an exhibition rug-

ger tilt on the back campus at

3:00. And we've probably for-

gotten something.

Field hockey gals easy winners

Varsity's championship
women's field hockey team
spent an enjoyable Tuesday
evening in Guelph recently

clobbering aggregations from
Guelph and McMaster.

Playing under the lights.

Varsity was sparked by four

(or was it five) goals from
Lorna Tanner; Sally Manning
got the others. Varsity 7,

Guelph 0.

'

The Marauder maidens from
Mac fared only slightly better

as Tanner, Manning, and Sandy
Stevenson led Toronto to an
easy 4-0 win.

The Toronto defence was
outstanding, as goalie Sharon
Wilson had to stop only a half-

dozen or so shots all evening.

Toronto plays York at 4:30

this afternoon at Sunnybrook
Park (off Leslie, opposite Inn

on the Park )

.

PHOTO EXHIBITION & REVOLUTIONARY FILMS FROM PEOPLES CHINA

Progressive Books presents a photo exhibition direcl from the
People's Republic of China on the theme The Great Proletarian

Cultural Revolution." This exhibition consists of 180 photos which
reflect the struggles and triumphs of the Chinese people during the
past three years of consolidating the dictatorship of the proletariat

The exhibition will be accompanied b,y two films — "The East Is

Red" (with English subtitles) and "Tunnel Warfare" "The East Is

Red", made in 1 965, depicts the revolutionary struggles of the
Chinese people during the past 30 years using pageant, theatre,

film and operatic forms This film, made in 1965. heralded the

Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution and follows Chairman Mao
Tsetung's revolutionary line on art and literature. "Tunnel Warfare"
shows how the Chinese people used Chairman Mao's teachings on
peoples war to defeat Japanese imperialism.

Chairman Mao says, "In the world today all culture, all litera-

ture and an belong to definite classes and are geared to definite

political lines. There is in fact no such thing as art for art's sake,

art that stands above classes, art that is detached from or inde-

pendent of politics. Proletarian literature and art are part of the
whole proletarian revolutionary cause: they as Lenin said, cogs
and wheels in the whole revolutionary machine,"

FRIDAY.
October 17th Medical Science Building, room 3153, King's College

Circle, University of Toronto.

5pm Exhibition opens.

3:30 p.m. "Tunnel Warfare"
9:30 p The East

SATURDAY:
October 1 8th

9 a m to 5 p.m.. exhibition at Progressive Books, 721 Gerrard St

East

6 p.m.. Exhibition at Greenwood Community Centre. 385 W Queen
St. East

8 p m The East Is Red. Greonwood Community Centre

ALL FRIENDS OF CHINA ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO
ATTEND.

PROGRESSIVE BOOKS & PERIODICALS LTD.
721 GERRARD ST.E. TORONTO 466-1404

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTRE

GUYS 1.00
33 ST

- GE0RGt 50$ GALS

r

——————————WW—
WOMEN'S ATHLETICS

INTERCOLLEGIATE BADMINTON TEAM - Training

begins Tuesdays and Thursdays 5:00 - 6:00 p.m. com-
mencing October 21st. Any experienced, interested

players are welcome to come out. Racquets and birds

are sup plied.

TOUR ONTARIO AND QUE B EC - No charge

Women's Intercollegiate Basketball and Volleyball Prac-

tices (Senior and Intermediate) begin Monday Oct. 20 -
5-7 p.m. EVERYONE WELCOME.

Basketball - Upper Gym Benson Building

Volleyball - Sports Gym Benson Building

—————————————«———

l

THE ANNUAL CHEST X-RAY SURVEY
IS CURRENTLY BEING HELD AT THE DRILL HALL
REAR OF 119 ST. GEORGE STREET (EAST SIDE JUST
SOUTH OF BLOOR), AND WILL CONTINUE THROUGH
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 29TH.

ARTS AND SCIENCE STUDENTS IN THEIR FIRST AND
FINAL YEAR ARE URGED TO ATTEND THE SURVEY
FOR THEIR REQUIRED CHEST X-RAY ON ANY WEEK-
DAY DURING THIS PERIOD (WITH THE EXCEPTION
OF MONDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 20TH, BETWEEN 9

00 A.M. AND 1:00 P.M.). THE SURVEY OPERATES
BETWEEN 9:00 A.M. AND 12:00 NOON AND BETWEEN
1:00AND4:45 P.M.

THIS SURVEY IS BEING CONDUCTED BY THE UNI-
VERSITY HEALTH SERVICE IN CO-OPERATION WITH
THE NATIONAL SANITARIUM ASSOCIATION (GAGE
INSTITUTE).

The Authoritarian University

and the Purge of Radicals

Hear:

DR. GEORGE HAGGAR
- Controversial Political Scientist

- Well known author, socialist,

Arab spokesman

FRI. OCT. 17 1 PM
Rm. 1016

New College
Sponsors: SAC el al
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CUS referendum Thursday

Debate continues on CUS support of radical politics
By HENRY MIETKIEWICZ

The Canadian Union of Stu-

dents came under fire again

last Friday at a debate in Cody

Hall.

CUS field worker George
Biggar and students' Council

Finance Commissioner Bob
James (III Vic) said they be-

lieved the Canadian Union of

Students to be an effective tool

for the improvement of educa-

tion, while Bob Vernon (III

Law) and SAC President Gus
Abols insisted that CUS has

been reduced to "a radical,

political movement.
"All the ideas that came out

of CUS are now in the CUG
Report and the New Pro-

gramme," said Biggar. "In
fact we discussed CUG's con-

cept of university democracy
five years ago."

Vernon did not deny this, but

said he was strongly opposed to

paying a compulsory levy to an

organization which he felt had

ceased to be representative of

the opinions of the students

who support it.

"To help its image," contin-

Interview by

SUSAN REISLER and ROB RYAN

Tariq AH is a promiqent

member of Britain's "Vietnam

Solidarity Campaign" which

brought 705,000 people into

the streets of London last Octo-

ber to protest against the war in

Vietnam. The main slogans of

the demonstration were "Victo-

ry to the National Liberation

Front" and "Death to American

Imperialism".

He is a/so editor of one of Brit-

ain's most widely circulated

revolutionary newspapers, the

"Black Dwarf" and of a recent-

ly-published book, "The New
Revolutionaries"

.

VARSITY: The last ten

years have seen the rise of

mass revolutionary student

movements in almost all ad-

vanced capitalist societies.

Whereas in the early stages

the focus was on the black civil

rights movement and the war

in Vietnam, now students are

beginning to demand changes

in the universities where they

live and work.

To what do you attribute this

change of emphasis?

AU: I think the main reason

for the rise of a revolutionary

mass student movement is due

to the fantastic increase in the

number of students who are

going to universities. This is in

ued Vernon, "CUS held a 're-

building conference' last

summer, but they played the

same games as usual. If this is

the case, I'm being used as a

pawn of a revolutionary body."

James returned the discus-

sion to education, stating that

CUS' existence is vital, since

its interests lie mainly in help-

ing students relate learning

experiences to world prob-

lems.

NEED NATIONAL UNION

"The issue is not whether we
need a national union," rebut-

ted Abols. "I just don't believe

that that union should be a pol-

itical party, as CUS has be-

come."

He also described CUS as a

meeting-place for revolution-

aries who turn a deaf ear to

any delegates who deviate

from the party policies.

"If someone wants to agitate

on my behalf," added Abols,

"I want to be able to choose to

whom I give my financial sup-

port. And with CUS I don't

response to the increasing

demand for highly skilled

workers.

In the past university stu-

dents could find jobs that

would differentiate them from

a large majority of the popula-

tion and put them in privileged

positions. Now the student

population in advanced in-

dustrial societies has in-

creased to such a point that

n mm i

have that choice."

When asked by the audience

what CUS does for the students

of the University of Toronto,

Biggar replied that it sends out

representatives to talk to stu-

dents about current problems
and then attempt to solve them
by a slow process of reform.

Some students were unsatis-

fied and said that this was not

concrete enough an answer.

BOSSIN CLARIFIES

Bob Bossin, a U of T teach-

ing assistant, clarified Big-

gar's response, saying that

CUS is instrumental in forming
course unions, preparing uni-

versity government research
papers, and publicly airing

students' complaints regarding

OSAP and the lack of summer
employment.

"This may be true," said

Abols, "but if any representa-

tives disagree with a certain

issue, CUS sets up groups to

work against the campus coun-

see CUS page 3.

only a minority of these stu-

dents can be integrated into

the upper strata of the social

structure.

Students are beginning to

see that their jobs will be no

different from the jobs per-

formed by white collar work-

ers and, in many cases, by

manual workers.

See MARXIST page 7

By KARL HAUENSTEIN

"Banning marijuana be-

cause it leads some of its users

to more dangerous drugs, is

like banning sexual intercourse

because it causes some people

to become perverts."

This was one of many argu-

ments presented Friday by a

gathering of students and fac-

ulty to the Commission of In-

quiry into the Non-Medical Use

of Drugs, in the Hart House

Debates Room.
The meeting in Hart House

was the second in a series of

hearings in Toronto to investi-

gate the possibility of legaliz-

ing marijuana.

The first hearing was held on

Thursday at York University.

At this meeting the R.C.M.P.

presented the Commission
with a brief describing mari-

juana as a dangerous drug

"whose spread must be halted

at all cost.
"

The meeting on Friday start-

ed with the reading of a state-

ment by the U of T Committee

for the Legalization of Mari-

juana, based on the reactions

they got from the students and

faculty in the circulation of

their petition.

They said that many people

felt that legalization of mari-

juana would put its sale in the

proper channels and the buyer

would be assured of getting

only pure pot. rather than a

dangerous substitute.

MORE TAX INCOME

In addition, the controlled

sale of marijuana would pro-

vide another source of tax in-

come for the government,
rather than ridiculous profits

for organized crime.

Freedom of choice was an-

other big argument on which

the Committee based its posi-

tion. Everyone, they said,

should be free to choose wheth-

er he wants to take alcohol or

marijuana and the state has no

moral right to hound people

when their crime hurts no one.

The committee stressed that

not all those who signed their

petition used marijuana. Of

those who were asked to sign

and refused, only 15 per cent

were opposed to the legaliza-

tion of marijuana.

The discussion that followed

the reading of this statement

showed that most of the people

present were in favour of legal-

ization, or, as one professor

put it. de-criminalization.

The RCMP's claim that the

use of pot had reached epidem-

see ANTI-POT page 3

A 'Marxist humanist' talks revolution



! UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
\

MARRIED
\
STUDENTAPARTMENTS

[

Charles & Yonge Sts.

;
STILL AVAILABLE

|
1 bedroom apartments from

!
$147.00 to $153.00 per month

* 2 bedroom apartments from

|

$172.00 to $176.00 per month

!
FULL TIME MARRIED STUDENTS

i apply in person to:

\
Housing Service 49 St. George St.

ESSAYS
TO
WRITE?

When you find it difficult to

decide how to find informa-
tion you need or find what
you need, we can help. The
Reference Department con-

ducts general reference

seminars, the Science and
Medicine Public Service
Department gives special

subject seminars and the

Circulation Department will

clear a path for you through
the stacks. Plan ahead and
get some help from the Uni-
versity of Toronto.

LIBRARY

ITS WHERE ITS HAPPENING
Meet your friends at

PETIT PALAIS COIFFURE
All the Lat.st Mod Stylei

and Cult by any of our 5 Stylist*

We specialize in long hair styling

20% discount Monday through Thursday
with proof of AT!.. Card

415 filoor St. W. Corner Spodifti * Borders, campus
Open Thursday and Friday Evenings

For appointment phone 922-2823

S.A.C.
TO ALL STUDENTS

ALL SAC FEES PAYING STUDENTS

MAY VOTE IN THE CUS OUS REFERENDUM.

Graduate Students Who Have Paid SAC Fees Must

Provide Proof That They Are Allowed To Vote.

PR0BLMS - SAC ELECTIONS COMMITTEE 923-6221

SEMINAR
PROF MICHAEL BLISS

TOPIC: WHAT CANADIANS USED TO
THINK ABOUT SEX

WED. OCT. 22nd

ROOM 2106 SSH 1:00 p.m.

DEBATE: C.U.S.
TUESDAY, 21st OCTOBER

1 p.m.

CONVOCATION HALL
"BE IT RESOLVED THAT THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO STUDENTS'

ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL (SAC) RETAIN ITS MEMBERSHIP IN THE
CANADIAN UNION OF STUDENTS (CUS) AND THE ONTARIO UNION

OF STUDENTS (0US)"

AYES
Martin Loney - President of CUS

Stephen Langdon - IV Trin.

-'68 '69 SAC

NOES
President Art Mcllwain - IV Apse

-Eng. Soc. President

Gus Abols - SAC President

SPONSORED BY THE SAC ELECTIONS COMMITTEE
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George Haggar —radical professor without a job
By JIM STRUTHERS

The controversial political

scientist George Haggar ex-
plained to fifty people on Fri-

day why revolutionary Marx-
ists like himself could not sur-

vive in a liberal university.

Haggar, who presently has
charges pending before the
Ontario Human Rights Com-
mission against five Ontario
universities was fired from
Southern University in New
Orleans last year. Two years
earlier he had lost tenure at
Waterloo Lutheran University.

He used his experience at
Waterloo Lutheran as an ex-
planation.

Haggar told the audience that

two weeks after his appoint-

ment he wrote an article criti-

cizing the nature of capitalism.

Shortly after its publication

Haggar said the Dominion Life

Insurance Co. threatened to

withdraw all further contribu-

tions to the university unless

he was released.

CLERICS NOT SCHOLARS

Haggar said he continued to

publish more critical articles
including one that accused
Canadian professors of being
clerks instead of scholars.

"After this article Dr. Vil-

laume called me into his office

and said that if any more arti-

cles of this nature were pub-
lished I would be fired."

In 1967 Villaume was re-

placed by a new administration
and Haggarwasinformedthat
his contract would not be re-

newed.

They told me that the Jew-
ish professors were strongly
protesting what I had said and
threatened to resign unless I

was released."

Haggar told the audience that

at that time there was only one
Jewish professor at Waterloo
Lutheran and she was his good
friend.

PROTESTS DISMISSAL

Haggar said that he protested
his dismissal to the Canadian
Association of University
Teachers but that, "CAUT
feared the consequences of a

federal investigation and side-

stepped the issue."

Following his dismissal
from Waterloo Lutheran, Hag-
gar said that he applied to 13

Canadian universities and was
rejected despite the fact that

George Haggar

photo by daw bull

he has a PhD from Columbia
University and is a well-known
scholar.

TAMBLYN REPLIES

He said that he applied for

job of chairman of the political

science department at Lake-
head University which had
been vacant for three years
and was told by President
Tamblyn, "We received your
letter. We don't need your
types."

Haggar was eventually hired
by Southern University in New
Orleans and made chairman of

the political science depart-
ment.

Whowever, his support of the

black students occupation of
that university in the spring of

1968 caused him to be dis-

missed and deported to Cana-
da, where he has continued his

efforts to obtain a position in a
university.

'"We graduated 10,000 Cana-
dians with MA's and PhD's this

year and only 300 are teaching
in this country, Meanwhile
we've hired 1113 Americans."
"We have the teaching sup-

ply but we don't have the will

to use it" Haggar concluded.

Raymond Lemieux, member
of the Movement pour 1'-

integration scolaire in Quebec,
will be speaking Tuesday at 12

p.m. in Convocation Hall. Lem-
ieux's activities in the St.

Leonard community have
brought a charge on him of se-

dition against the state.

The issues in Quebec are
complicated and they are esca-
lating. This is an opportunity
for English speaking Canadi-
ans to find out what is going on
in Quebec.

cus

Moss resignations paralyze Gfendon student government
Glendon Campus students

find themselves minus most of

their student council today.

Friday afternoon seven of

the nine members of council
resigned. With them went the

Editor-in-Chief and managing
Editor of the Campus newspa-
per. Pro tern.

The mass resignation result-

ed from the defeat of a referen-

dum last Wednesday. The ref-

erendum asked authorization
for an increase in student fees

from $17 to $27.

According to Dolores Bro-
ten, acting Editor of Pro tern:

"Students failed to vote, there-

by denying the referndum the

50 per cent turnout needed,
because they felt that the extra

money would be spent off

campus."

Resigned students' council

President Bob McGaw says

that this is not true. "One
quarter of the proposed in-

crease would have been used
for a student bursary fund.

Most of the rest would have
been spent to improve facili-

ties for students on campus.
'

'

He does admit, however:
"Members of council were
elected on a 'Student in Socie-

ty' platform. We were interest-

ed in involving the student
body in the community.
Naturally part of the money
raised would have been used to

continue off-campus work."
McGaw points out that the

resignation of Chief Returning
Officer Paul Scott, an appoint-

ee of the council, makes a sub-

sequent election impossible.

"The council and the Constitu-

tion are effectively in a sus-

pended state."

The ex-President and two ed to the Commission, howev-
members of the council are er, were pleas for extensive
also members of the local radi- educational programs, so that

cal organization. "We were more people can find out the

considering resigning in De- true nature of marijuana and
cember," says McGaw, "in its effects so that the old fears

order to force the students to and prejudices could be elimi-

reconsider the whole structure ated.

of student government. The It was also suggested that

defeat of the referendum sim- the Commission inquire why
ply pushed the date ahead." this is such a drug-oriented
Glendon finds itself without society. Criminal law, it was

student government and with pointed out, is not the proper
no way of organizing future means with which to deal with

elections. McGaw says that if drugs, which are a social prob-

the radicals have their way, lem.

the new situation will force the

campus to talk about the future

Anti-pot
cont'd from p. I

ic proportions, was refuted by
Bob Bossin U of T teaching
Assistant, who said that the

use of drugs was mainly a

middle-class pre-occupation,

since the lower classes were
more concerned with bettering

their lot in life than smoking
pot.

Most of the remarks direct-

shape of student government
at York's bi-lingual offshoot.

continued from page 1

cil. This is not acceptable to a
national union."

He was also convinced that

the U of T had to secede from

.

CUS, rather than try to change
it from within, since it contains

"a tremendous amount of iner-

tia and a dislike for change.
"

Should this occur, would SAC
be willing to set up an alterna-

tive to CUS along non-political

guidelines?

"Of course we would," re-

plied Abols. "I've been pushing
to do that for a long time.

"

ARE YOU TROUBLED

Homecoming 1969

Final plans for Homecoming will be discussed

at the Blue & White Meeting, Tuesday 7 pm

at Hart House (Bickersteth Rm.)

Everyone welcome to watch and participate

Re A GLASS OF WARM MILK

(WITH A SPOONFULL OF
HONEY) TAKEN BEFORE
BEDTIME, PLUS 50 PAGES
OF THE DECLINE AND
FALL OF THE ROMAN EM
PIRE, PROMOTES A DEEP

AND RESTFUL SLEEP.

Large selection

of heavy, sopor-
ific books al-

ways in stock
at the

UNIVERSITY
BOOKROOM
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PAGE FOUR
'To indulge in irresponsible criticism in private instead of actively putting

forward one's suggestions to the organization. To say nothing to people to their

laces but to gossip behind their backs, or to say nothing at a meeting but to gos-

sip afterwards. To show no regard at all far the principles of collective life but to

follow o n inclination." - from Combat liberalism, Mao

Review of the Press:
Although there is no evidence that

marijuana has harmful effects, the use

of marijuana — which in Canada has

reached epidemic proportions — must

be "bolted at all costs," the RCMP urged

today ( Thursday).

This is the paragraph which should

have appeared at the top of Toronto

newspaper reports of last Thursday's

session of the Royal Commission into

the Non-Medical Use of Drugs.

Should have appeared, but didn't.

It should have appeared because it

reports the totality of what RCMP As-

sistant Commissioner J.R.R. Carriere

said in his testimony to the commis-
sion. What he said contained a glaring

contradiction which the newspapers
chose to gloss over.

Carriere presented relevant statis-

tics regarding arrests on marijuana
charges since 1962. In that year only 20

persons were charged, and during the

first six months of 1969 the figure was
2,305.

Carriere also cited instances in

which he had observed marijuana in

"open use". He concluded that mari-
juana use was epidemic.

From these facts he ventured two
judgements:

1. that this use must be "halted at all

costs,"

2. that there is no evidence to prove
that smoking marijuana has harmful
effects.

Both of these comments were report-

ed in the news stories, but the newspa-
pers chose to play up the first and bury
the second.

The Toronto Star relegated Car-

rier's admission that there was no
evidence marijuana was harmful to the

final three paragraphs, which appeared
with the carry-over on page two.

His urging that marijuana use must
be "halted at all costs" appeared in the

first paragraph of the story, on page
one, and was repeated in the headline.

An honest report of the commission
er's testimony would have pointed out

in one and the same place, the contra

diction between his two conclusions.

LETTERS
anti-conspiratorial hysteria

We would like to protest vigorously

against the spirit and tone of the advertise-

ment, CUS: Why Vote No, which appeared
in these pages last Friday. We deplore the

indiscriminate and irresponsible use of

defamatory stereotyping and unsubstan-
tiated generalizations in the attempt to

substitute unfounded, anti-conspiratorial

hysteria for rational deliberation of issues.

We consider the anti-intellectual, character
and motive-defiling imputations of the ad-
vertisement as vulgar and insulting the in-

telligence of students. Surely, in an institu-

tion which has the potentialities of a stu-
dent union, if one's viewpoint is not ascend-
ant, the solution is not to abolish the institu-

varsity
TORONTO
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Advtrltbng . ii.. .

Jack McC*lh*y
Shtiry Bn/dnon
Jim Cowan
GbuM Mtoot
Lou ii Erichnun
Noel S'Khlir
Mm Xal* Rowan
Paul Carton. 9234053
Da« Fr ant
Barbara BaichHiran

CarulCoopar. 923-81 71
91 Si Grho*. 2nd Hoc.
92JB7*,! 923-B742

io Vaniir „.„ r..,.,,,,!, ., M1

it i ..L'.il.. . I by thi !...,

irva Council ol tho Un

tion. We do not find the general apathy of

those who oppose the present policies of

CUS sufficient justification for denying to

all the benefits or advantages of a student
union. The presence or absence of these
benefits or advantages should be the sub-

ject of debate.

J. B. Ridsdel (111 UC)
G. A, Pargeter (IV UC)
M A. Scherk (III UC)

.

VARSITY STAFF:

All staffers should attend a
very important meeting to dis-

cuss some vital issues affecting
the future of this newspaper.

food night al the vanity and ma brydson didn't
even have anything to do with it — juit chicken
villa and ceta whatshorname's new college cook-
ie*, jim strut hered through a haggor-d story, while
doug varied cup copy for sue who has no last name
except for cup and it FINALLY mentioned In the
masthead ad. young erral was here with other
nameless photogs. barb returned from her sal.
night frolic as the white knight, in plain old mousy
brown again, and frankly, dave was quite silent,
dustin hannant was rutseled out of his graduate
Irip — especially since he hasn't graduated despite
the fact that i pidgeen holed him, by george. lim's
ink stirred all over the layout desk, as geoff
megged in his usual fashion, noel (snark) was con-
spicuous by his absence al an extended dinner
hour, and joe, ah no, we can't foget him, copies the
same as every other night, ma brydson, with cof.
fee cup in hand, sunk deeply into the cup — is it

worth printing, she asked slyly noticing that cup
copy is also conspicuous by its absence, brian
whose button slacks must give him problems in the
john, sen, played editor in the usuol fashion-abili-
ty, and natch, gory was robin' Ideas from cup
news feature reprints, that it might not hurt the
varg to copy, henry might have wits but what of
karl, how is he? sylvia was present, athletically
speaking, but we gel by with a little alf from our
friends, it would help if we saw a little moore of
heather, and a Utile less of canon, apologies to all
for not doing whal I knew nothing about, ie eug.
goodnight from karl morx and me horriel.

LETTERS
put aside ideological leanings

In reaction to the last S.A.C. meeting on

Oct. 10th, we the Executive Council of the

Dental Students Body, would like to speak

on behalf of our student body in expressing

our anger and shame in regards to the ac-

tion of the SAC and its members.

We ask that all those with strong political

and ideological leanings put them aside and

closely examine the role of the SAC and

their own personal reasons for being on the

zody. If it is for pure political reasons we
ask that they resign. It is felt that should

the SAC continue the political game, U of T
shall witness the death of student solidari-

ty-

SAC by its very nature must serve the

people it represents. It can not serve both

(a) students and (b) the socially oppressed

in our society EQUALLY WELL. The prob-

lems pressing students are not the same as

the people working for the Anning Security

Company. The Student housing Project

failed because of an ideological dispute

regarding the Portugese community of the

area.

On the other hand we support Bob James
in his desire to make available funds for

student groups who would like a chance to

become socially involved with the "revolu-

tion" outside of the University structure.

In closing it should be noted that if the

sole of the SAC is not clearly defined in the

near future and steps taken to unify the

members of SAC we ask for STUDENT
MOBILIZATION across campus asking for

immediate reform.

Peace,

The Students Dental Society Executive

Body.

@
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polities?

CUS president Martin Loney could lose job if the union folds GSU president Michael Vaughan is job-hunting

CUS-hope it doesn't sound like red-baiting
By ART MaclLWAIN

(Art Mcllwain, a fourth year

engineering student, is Chair-

man of the anti-CUS campaign

and President of the Engineer-

ing Society.)

It isn't going to be easy to

vote "no" in the CUS referen-

dum this Thursday.

The concept of a national

student organization is really

quite an attractive one. The
idea of people from all across

the country and getting togeth-

er to discuss common prob-

lems is very exciting.

The Canadian Union of Stu-

dents was founded to fill just

that need. Unfortunately, it

has failed miserably.

A number of things are ap-

parent at any national function

sponsored by the Canadian
Union of Students. The first of

these is the absence of any
French speaking delegates. In

fact, if you look carefully, you

notice the absence of delegates

from a lot of non-French
speaking universities in Cana-

da too.

CUS isn't a national organi-

zation, you see. It has less than

80,000 members, and a big per-

centage of those are right here

at the University of Toronto.

The next thing one notices at

one of these "national" gather-

ings is that almost all the

speakers seem to be radical.

That means that they are

usually making a moving den-

unciation of "decadent bour-

geois capitalism" and that

they probably believe revolu-

tion is an acceptable means of

solving the world's problems.

I hope that doesn't sound like

"red-baiting". It is not intend-

ed to minimize the effective-

ness of the Union's pro-

grammes, or to slander the

participants in its forums. It

does reflect any experience,

though, both at the national

forums I attended, and those I

read about and heard reports

from.

There is a noticeable ab-

sence of resource people at

these forums who could pro-

vide a reasoned and articulate

alternative to the radical

perspective of society.

If you ask why other view-

points aren't expressed, you
are told that the people who
might present them refuse to

attend CUS forums. The un-

ion's leaders tend to blame this

on the "bourgeois press".

It seems that last year's

CUS president was misquoted
in Guelph, and everyone now
thinks that the Canadian Union

of Students is a radical.organi-

zation.

CUS has. in short, either

been discredited, or discredit-

ed itself, to the point that it

cannot attract a balanced set

of speakers and resource peo-

ple to its national forums.

This tends to raise serious

problems for the Union in a

couple of areas.

Firstly, the students who go

to the conferences with a mod-
erate viewpoint find them-
selves hopelessly outnum-
bered. They find, too, that the

people with the radical

perspective regard them as

fools.

They are told their "con-

sciousness is false," and that

their ideas are bound to change

with time. They are given a

chance to speak but are not lis-

tened to. Which is not exactly

the idea behind CUS.
Perhaps a more serious

problem, though, is that the

virtual exclusion of any but the

radical viewpoint makes it

next to impossible for anything

but radical policy to emerge
from these national forums
And the majority of students

in Canada are not radical.

The result of course is that

the "Canadian Union of Stu-

dents'' lacks the popular sup-

port necessary to make it a

viable institution. Its state-

ments on issues concerning a

lot of students tend to be

phrased in such a way that we
react negatively towards
them. They favour the politics

of confrontation rather than

negotiation. They get very lit-

tle done.

Mainly they just get people

up tight. Which is just fine if

you're a radical student. But
that sort of thing seems pretty

childish to anyone else. It

makes the organization pretty

irrelevant to most people.

GSU-old politician looks at the new politics

By JOHN WINTER

John Wintet, a U of 1 graduate stu-

dent in Geography, was last year's

President of the Graduate Students'

Union.

The Graduate Students' Union is on

the verge of a crisis. It could be as

damaging to graduate student inter-

ests as the collapse of the organiza-

tion two years ago.

The problems result from the in-

competence of the present leadership,

and the reactions engendered in the

radical opponents.

The actibn will start on Wednesday

noon at the General Meeting in the

G.S.U. building. The Executive hopes

to pack this meeting with its support-

ers, who are predominently from en-

gineering and the physical sciences.

They are being lured by the prospect

of unlimited supplies of free beer.

Members of the New Left Caucus are

quietly marshalling their forces by

other means.

The Executive may lose. For it has

a deplorable record over the past six

months.
MONEY TO HIPPIES

Almost exactly two years ago a

G.S.U. Executive was accused of

unconstitutional actions and voted out

of office. This Executive had given

money to hippies. The President had

bought expensive equipment without

.permission. And the Executive had

hired one of their (unqualified

)

friends as an Educational Advisor for

$9,000 a year.

In November 1967 a new Executive

was elected. I took over the Presiden-

cy in May 1968. By last Christmas
there was the basis of a viable organi-

zation. Reports had been published, a

magazine had been started, teaching

assistants were being organized, rep-

resentation on various committees
had been achieved, and the organiza-

tion was functioning efficiently.

No new benefits have been
achieved for graduate students in the

past six months under the new Execu-
tive. The magazine has not been pub-

lished. No information was available

to graduate students at registration.

And the leaders have fallen into the

same pitfalls encountered by the fatal

Executive of two years ago.

For instance, they have spent large

amounts of money ( on a film projec-

tor, and office furniture) without

permission from a General Meeting.

This is expressly forbidden by the

constitution. The Executive has hired

what they once termed an "Outside

Agitator" and now call an "Organiz-

er". Without authorization from their

members, the Executive has em-
ployed this Organizer for over a

month (the salary is $5,000 a year,

plus benefits).

Judging from her last report, the

Organizer has done no organizing.

Indeed it may be some time before

she understands graduate student

problems. She has been outside Uni-

versity life for a long time.

POOR LEADER

The present President, Michael

Vaughan, is a poor leader. He has sent

(unauthorized) letters to Ottawa pro-

testing about chemical warfare. He
telegraphed U.S. Senators during the

A.B.M. debate, and assigned the

(unauthorized) bills of $50 to the

G.S.U. His role in the discipline crisis

was minor, and he showed great inde-

cision while under pressure.

Recently the President has decided

that he wishes to "work full time for

the G.S.U. at a salary of $2,500 for six

months. This is more than many grad-

uate students receive over a year.

And they do not own expensive new
Ford Torino cars.

The worst criticism of the present

Executive is that it has initiated no-

thing new, and dropped many viable

programmes of the previous adminis-

tration. The recent success in obtain-

ing a $100 subsidy for Ph.D. thesis

production was the result of Alan

Bowker's work on the Graduate Coun-

cil last year.

This Executive has been concerned

with appearances, with internal or-

ganization, with "normalizing" rela-

tions with S.A.C., with buying expen-

sive office furniture, and other time-

consuming bureaucratic activities.

They have no guiding philosophy that

could lead to useful action for the

benefit of their members.
The most sensible decision of this

Executive was to return one fifth of

the budget to the departmental organ-

izations, where it may do some good.

OISE OPTING OUT

The graduate students of the Ontar-

io Institute for Studies in Education

have finally decided that they do not

get value for money from the G.S.U.

They have a strong argument, as they

are not located on campus.

Their leaders demanded $9 be re-

turned from their $10 G.S.U. fee, al-

though they agreed that some of their

budgetary requests were for spurious

purposes.

In my opinion, the $5,000 for the so-

called "Organizer", would be better

spent improving the inter-depart-

mental organization at O.I.S.E.

Yet the opponents of the Executive

are acting just as irresponsibly. Their

plan is to kill the construction of the

bar at the G.S.U. They want the build-

ing fund to be diverted to departmen-

tal graduate organizations. This is

despite C.U.G.'s recommendation to

slow down the construction of the new

Graduate Centre.

Unfortunately the Wednesday Gen-

eral Meeting, and the proposed con-

stitutional changes, are illegal under

the terms of the present constitution,

as not enough notice was given for

each.
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IS COMING SOON

OCT. 31 - NOV. I, 2

CUS, CAUT study SFU strike
DIAL-A-DATE

Is The Fastest Way

We Know To Get

Popular

juil call 92V-06 I I

1 .00 - 10.00 PM.

Announcing: T-Group
(sensitivity training)

Sponsored by F.U. of T. and Advisory Bureau for students,

faculty and staff. Weekends through the fall:

Weekend October 24-26

Application forms at S.A.C. or Advisory Bureau,

631 Spadina Avenue (at Harbord, ab eve Royal Bank)

COST IS $8 INCLUSIVE

OTTAWA (CUP-staff) —
The Canadian Union of Stu-

dents has appointed a five-man

team including former SAC
president Steve Langdon to

investigate the situation at

Simon Fraser University in

conjunction with the Canadian

Association of University

Teachers.

A CUS spokesman said the

committee would examine re-

lationships between the SFU
administration and the univer-

sity's department of political

science, sociology and anthro-

pology.

Pat Gallagher, CUS asso-

ciate secretary, said the inves-

tigation would look into the

administrative trusteeship

imposed over the student-pari-

ty department last summer

SAC
CUS-OUS REFERENDUM
ADVANCE POLL
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 22nd, 1969

SAC OFFICE
9 A.M. - 5 P.M.

SAC ELECTIONS COMMITTEE: 923-6221

Presents .

.

Centre

for the

Study of

Drama
in

Association

with The
St. Lawrence
Centre

for the

Arts

TANGO

by Slawomir Mrozek
translated by Nicholas Bethell

adapted by Tom Stoppard
directed by Joseph Shaw

Curtain at 8:30

'and

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA
by Eugene O'Neill

directed by Leon Major

Curtain at 5 30
Food will be available in Hart House during the Supper break

The Company includes Barbara Borland. David Brown,

Patricia Collins, Neil Dainard. Ron Hastings. Nancy Kerr.

Jane Mallett, Don McManus, Jack Medley. William Needles,

Kate Reid. Anna Reiser. Sean Sullivan. Jonathan White.

Regular Season — November 3rd - 22nd

MOURNING BECOMES
TANGO ELECTRA

(Mondays to Thursdays)

Students $1 50
Regular $3 00

(Fridays and Saturdays)

$2 25
$4.50

Subscriptions

£3,00
$6,50

Gala Opening Night —MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA — $7 50
Friday. November 7 at 5:30 — Performance and Reception following

Students half-price

HART HOUSE THEATRE
University of Toronto

Box Office Now Open 928-8668
SPECIAL STUDENT PREVIEWS

TANGO —
October 27. 28, 29 @ 8:30— SI .00

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA—
October 31 and November 1 @ 5:30— SI .50

and allegations of political dis-

crimination by the administra-

tion in deciding who would

teach in the department.

PSA has been on strike since

September 24 over the firing,

demotion or probation of 11

professors, nine of whom have

been suspended pending dis-

missal.

Langdon was emphatic

about the importance of the

SFU situation, and felt that the

future of democratic decision-

making in Canadian universi-

ties was at stake there.

DEMOCRATIZING UNIVERSITY

"If the administration suc-

ceeds in what it's trying to get

away with, at Simon Fraser,

then the chances of democra-

tizing the university in Canada

will be pretty slim," he said.

SFU student president Norm
Wickstrom, a member of the

CUS investigating team, said

he wanted the CUS group to

report on SFU whether CAUT
would come or not. CAUT ex-

ecutive secretary Alwyn Ber-

land said Friday CAUT had not

yet made a decision whether to

join the CUS team for the re-

port.

He said CAUT was still con-

sidering a resolution passed by

the SFU joint-faculty council

endorsing administration pres-

ident Kenneth Strand's request

for an investigation committee

from CAUT and the Associa-

tion of Universities and Col-

leges of Canada.

SFU administration presi-

eent Strand has not accepted

the idea of a CUS-CAUT com-

mittee, and refused to have the

firing and hiring arrangements

in the department a subject of

investigation.

The CUS investigating team

named Friday includes

Langdon, Wickstrom. Hugh
Armstrong, past president of

CUS and a former consultant

of the Ontario Department of

University Affairs, Ken Sunqu-

ist, student president at the

University of Saskatchewan at

Regina, and Trish Johnson,

Student External vice-presi-

dent at the university of Mani-

toba.
The CUS investigating team

named Friday includes Lang-

don, Wickstrom, Hugh
Armstrong, past president of

CUS and a former consultant

of the Ontario Department of

University Affairs, Ken Sunqu-

ist, student president at the

University of Saskatchewan at

Regina, and Trish Johnson,

student external vice-president

at the University of Manitoba.

English students join strike

as faculty support Strand

BURNABY (CUP) - A deci-

sion by students Thursday in

the Faculty of Education to

support the strike at Simon
Fraser University was count-
ered by a faculty move the
next day.

Education students joined
the 22-day old strike of SFU's
Department of Political Sci-

ence, Sociology and Anthropol-

ogy Thursday.

Over 200 faculty members
met Friday and voted support
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U.C. FOLLIES

(MOTHERBALL)

AUDITIONS
TODAY

4:00 -6:00 P.M.

TUESDAY OCT. 21 -

4:00-6:00 P.M.

JUNIOR COMMON ROOM
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

"INFORMATION FORMS" MUST
BE FILLED OUT BY ALL
THOSE WISHING TO AUDITION-

THESE MAY BE OBTAINED

IN THE REFECTORY OR THE
J.C.R. AND MUST BE PUT IN

THE BOX MARKED "MOTHER-

BALL AUDITIONS" BY 5:00

P.M. FRIDAY, OCT. 17.

for the administration presi-

dent and deplored the strike

action by students in the PSA
department.

By a vote of 128 to 120 educa-

tion students joined PSA, His-

tory, and English students in

demanding re-instatement of

PSA faculty fired and suspend-

ed by the SFU administration,

and the recognition of total

student parity in the PSA de-

partment.

The joint-faculty council

passed a number of motions

;

o a motion commending
president Kenneth Strand for

his stance in the crisis.

o a motion deploring the

strike action by PSA.
The Education students" de-

cision pushed the number of

students on strike well over the

1,000 mark. Many classes in

history and English as well as

five classes in the PSA depart-

ment, continue despite strike

decisions.

BOUTIQUES

IMMU
9241974



Marxist humanist
cont'd from p. 1

f
SHARPER CONTRADICTIONS

The contradictions in the

university are also becoming
much sharper. The needs of the

state have changed. Once the

university could produce 500

sociologists and 25 engineers,

now they must produce 500

engineers and possibly 25 soci-

ologists.

The state will soon dictate

its needs to the university and

say we don't give a fuck about

what you want to do, what we
want you to do is this. And if

you don't like it get out of the

university.

l However students want to

learn about the nature of their

society rather than receive'a

narrow training about mean-
ingless jobs.

I also think that universities

have been demystified as their

links with the realities of war,

poverty and racism have been

made public.

Students now understand

that the university is not a neu-

tral force. It has a specific

purpose, and that purpose is to

produce large numbers of

graduates who will organize

consent for the system and

help preserve the status quo

with the aid of the intellectual

tools with which the university

has provided them. They are

beginning to demand that they

learn how to change society,

not to preserve it.

0 These contradictions will

lead to a massive uprising in

the future.

NEW MOVEMENTS

VARSITY: Along side of the

growing student movement,
one can also see the recurrence

of militant workers, blacks,

and women's movements.

What are the factors which

have led to these important

social phenomena?
AU: Working class militan-

cy in the United States is in

part a response to unplanned

automation which affects un-

skilled laborers in many cases.

A large number of unskilled

laborers in the United States

(0 happen to be blacks and this is

an important reason for the

rising militancy of the black

movement.
As automation begins to in-

crease in the U.S. and white

workers begin to be affected

without any increase in leisure

time or leisure occupations,

you are going to see the in-

crease in alienation which

Marx spoke about.

Marx forecast that as the

technical division of labor in-

tensified in an authoritarian

work situation, blue collar,

white collar and technical

workers would begin to feel

. isolated from the work they

were doing.

In France, the revolutionary

implications of this process

<S were shown in very concrete

terms in May 1968 when the

Renault factory workers went

out on strike for more than

wage demands. They were pos-

ing the question of political

power in the factories.

HIGHEST PAID

You must remember that

Renault is a firm owned by the

French state not by private

capitalists, and that the Re-

nault car workers are the high-

est paid workers in Western
Europe.

When the French Stalinist

bureaucrats tried to channel

their demands into wage de-

mands, the Renault workers
would have nothing to do with

it. When Georges Seguy, the

leading French Communist
Party bureaucrat came to the

factory and said that they had

won a 12 Vz per cent wage in-

crease, the workers spat on

him and said, ''We want the

revolution, we want political

power in the factories."

For years we have been pro-

ducing surplus value for the

capitalists, as our fathers be-

fore us. Now we want to con-

trol the surplus value we are

producing and how we are to

produce it.

There are very concrete

reasons for a Women's Libera-

tion Movement. Women are

discriminated against. They do

not receive the same pay for

doing the same jobs that men
do. In Britain, this has resulted

in a massive equal pay move-
ment.

Of course Marxists in this

movement are saying that it is

not simply a matter of equal

pay, it's a matter of equal

rights.

PATHETIC PAY

Women can't simply demand
equal pay with men, they have

got to realize that the pay men
are receiving is also pathetic

compared to the work they are

doing.

There are other aspects to

consider. Women are regarded

as sexual and personal objects.

They are treated with a certain

amount of repressive tolerance

in this society.

But of course while a wom-
en's movement is extremely

important and extremely nec-

essary, at the same time it is

necessary to add that their

problems cannot be solved

within a capitalist society.

It is very convenient that

women stay at home in the

eyes of this society. It is very

convenient that artificial divi-

sions are created between

male and female. These are

problems which should be

talked about.

But these problems will only

be solved with the abolition of

capitalism and with it the de-

struction of the whole nuclear

family system.

MARXIST HUMANIST

VARSITY: On a BBC televi-

sion program shortly after the

May revolt in France you aod

other new left revolutionaries

from North America, Eastern
and Western Europe described

yourselves as Marxist human-
ists.

What do you mean by this

phrase Marxist humanist?
ALI: We are Marxist hu-

manists in the sense that we
differentiate ourselves very,

very plainly from the tradi-

tions of Stalinism.

We're saying that we have
nothing in common with the

Stalinists who have been mis-

leading large numbers of work-
ers and students throughout

the world by claiming that the

society built in Russia under
Stalin was a socialist society,

whereas it was a society that

had nothing in common with
socialism.

We see ourselves in the tra-

dition of Marx, Engels, Trot-

sky and Guevara. Our task is to

revitalize Marxism to show
people that the real goal of

Marxism is maximum individ-

ual freedom and not the sort of

systems that have been devel-

oped in Russia and the rest of

Eastern Europe.

STUDENTS AND WORKERS

VARSITY: Many left wing
groups are now talking about
building a student-worker alli-

ance. Putting aside for the

moment the important ques-

tion of how that alliance is

built, do you see one develop-

ing?

ALI: I hope so, because I

think that a student-worker al-

liance is absolutely essential.

To think that students can cre-

ate a small niche in capitalist

society, create a liberated area

in capitalist society is a com-
pletely Utopian prospect.

You can, of course, occupy a

university and keep it occupied

two weeks or perhaps a month,

but ultimately if the state

wants to finish you it can.

You have to confront the

state where it hurts the most,

and at this moment where it

hurts the most is at the point of

production where commodities

are being produced. This can

only be done by a coalition, by

a collaboration with workers

as was done in France in May
1968, in Pakistan , to a certain

extent, and in Mexico to a

large extent.

I think that students who
think that by activating them-

selves in the university alone

can solve all the problems are

going to be proved very, very

wrong.

VARSITY: In a recent arti-

cle entitled "Where is America

Going," Ernst Mandel, a

prominent European Marxist

analyses some of the tenden-

cies we talked about earlier

and concludes that a very in-

tense revolutionary situation

may well develop in the United

States in about ten or fifteen

years. Do you think Mandel is

being an optimist or a pessi-

mist.

ALI: I hope that Mandel is a

pessimist and I hope that we
find that the revolutionary sit-

uation develops much sooner

than that. In general I agree

with Mandel's analysis, and I

think that the article he wrote
on the United States is one of

the most significant theoreti-

cal articles to be written on
that subject.

Diamonds Direct
GETTING ENGAGED? You con
make important savings by buying

^"DIRECT'' basis
9
.

m
" 9

°"

For a free booklet and information

H. PROCTOR & CO.,
Diamond & Gem Dealers - 921-7702
131 SLOOR ST. WEST, SUITE 416

Barber Shop and Men's Hair Stylists

Colonnade Promenade
Charles Promenade

131 BLOOR WEST ol

Yonge and Charles

Specialized in Razor Cut

Special Student Prices

NOW TWO STORES TO SERVE YOU BETTER

HART HOUSE THEATRE

USHERS
Volunteers needed for ushers for the two

Hart House Theatre Productions.

CALL AT
THE THEATRE BOX OFFICE

OR PHONE 928-8668

FOLK CONCERT TODAY
Music Room - I p.m.

MICHAEL BEHNAN
Playi ng his own folk s

and contemporary one

(Ladies Welcome)

NOON HOUR FILMS
Today, East Common Room, 1:10 p.m.

THE RED BALLOON
(Ladies Welcome)

FILM CONTEST
Open to ALL Students

Entries accepted until

NOVEMBER 1st

at the

UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE

UNDERWATER CLUB
INNER SPACE SEMINAR

Tonight - 7:30

DEBATES ROOM
Guest Speaker

LIEUT. CMOR. BRUCE WRIGHT
Topic

FROGMEN OF BURMA
(Ladies MOST Welcome)

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
October 26 - Great Hall - 8:30

with

ROBERT AITKEN. FLAUTIST
and ENSEMBLE

Tickets - Hall Porter
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Rochdale. . a tale of mass anarchy, scholars,

freaks and (now) ............ colonization

'7 envisage Rochdale College as a com-

munity of men and women who love

wisdom and are actively pursuing it."

(Dennis Lee, horn the Rochdale College

Bulletin, Jan. 30, 1967;

Rochdale, more than anything else,

is a continuing educational experiment

involving large numbers of people.

As such, it moves, it is dynamic.

Whether progressing towards a Utopian

system of education, or regressing

towards the physical deterioration and

ultimate collapse of the building at 341

Bloor West — something must, by its

very nature, be happening all the time.

BY TIM INKSTER

Unfortunately, many outside observ-

ers lose sight of that fact — led by the

intolerably ugly vision of 18 storeys of

grey prefab concrete to the questions

— Can anything worthwhile happen in

such an aesthetically revolting edi-

face? Has the experiment been suc-

cessful thus far? Is Rochdale progress-

ing?

Progress, according to V. Gordon
Childe (Man Makes Himself), can be

understood to mean: "what has actual-

ly happened — the content of history.
'

'

Such an attitude could well be applic-

able to an examination of the Rdchdale

condition, in the light of Wilf Pelle-

tier's (the college's interim co-ordina-

tor) remarks to me about the similar

value of "success" or "failure" in any

experiment. That is, when the desired

results fail to materialize, one at least

knows yet another way not to do some-
thing, which is in itself an advance in

knowledge.

Pre-Natal Idealism

"Rochdale ", the name, is taken

from Rochdale, England, site of one of

the earliest 19th century co-op stores.

"Thus the college originators saw it as

an elaboration of the idea of co-op resi-

dences . . - along the way, Rochdale

grew educational appendages" (Joyce

Kury, "the Rochdale Experiment",

Random vol. II, no. 11).

The concept of Rochdale as a co-op

was never in question since it was

Campus Co-op Inc. who did the early

groundwork. In 1967-68, the year before

Rochdale was built, when college

members were resident in six houses

(provided by Campus Co-op), that ideal

was successfully co-existent with the

educational aspects.

Early Problems
Even prior to the completion of con-

struction, however. Registrar Rick

Waern predicted that "the building is

going to be three-fourths full of people

who just want a place to live while

going to university.
'

' That was the orig-

inal idea as conceived about eight

years ago — Rochdale (the building)

would help alleviate U of T's housing

shortage. By fall 1968, however, Roch-

dale, at least conceptually, had become

more of an answer to the U of T, than

just to the university's housing prob-

lems.

Thus a large university student popu-

lation was by no means the optimum
situation. But the building had to be

filled for financial reasons, and there

just weren't enough people, interested

in pursuing the Rochdale system of

free education full-time, around to do

it.

It was thought that students, though

Ceramist Bruce Mac Arthur in his basement studio
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they would not contribute much to

Rochdale as a college, would not hinder

it either.

But unforeseen problems arose. Ob-

viously a population of 850 is more than

enough to provide anonymity for those

who wish to escape the sense of group

responsibility operative in the smaller,

more personal atmosphere of a house.

The idea that each floor would devel-

op as a house was quickly destroyed by

the anonymity (obviously no one could

know all 850 residents) of irresponsible

offenders, by the large number of disin-

terested student-residents who were
concerned only for their personal living

quarters and not for the halls or com-
mon rooms, and by the architectural

barrier of the doors on each floor which

separate the Ashram and cheaper

suites from the Aphrodite and more
expensive ones.

Add to those conditions the fact that

the building was still under construc-

tion when it was first occupied in Sep-

tember 1968 and you have a fair indica-

tion of the mass anarchy that pre-

vailed.

Dennis Lee's (a one-time professor

of English at Vic and full-time resource

person at Rochdale, now at the House
of Anansi Press) community of schol-

ars was neither a community, nor

could it boast many (Rochdale, as op-

posed to TJ of T ) scholars.

Disinterested university students,

fine, but the number of bikers, drug-

freaks, crashers and 13-year-old runa-

ways made living conditions barbaric,

forced idealists to think in terms of

survival, and led to general disillusion-

ment.

By January, disillusionment had
become depression, and Arthur Leader
in an article for UC's Gargoyle (vol.

XV, no. 7) described the situation as:

"Red carpets stink from cat piss and

the fire bell is usually clanging wearily

throught the day — and no one cares. In

a community'' dedicated to group res-

ponsibilities, nobody cares."

Wilt Pelletier

Rochdale, one year later, is still

there. I approached Wilf Pelletier, the

present co-ordinator and head of the

Institute for Indian Studies, with as
positive a mind as I could muster —
determined to look beyond the dirt in

the halls (which is not as bad as it once

wast and the glaring failures of resi-

dent-run cafeterias (obvious from the

uniformed, caterers' serving ladies,

and the fact that "the Same" 24 hour
restaurant now closes at 1 a.m.).

I asked about "progress" (in the

conventional sense) and "goals", but
Mr. Pelletier wanted to speak only in

terms of "self", "being" and the pre-

sent. Since he believes that the future

is. at best, an uncertain possibility; to

work towards any future goal in an
educational or social project would be
to foresake life to dwell in unreality.

That attitude, concern for long-range

goals, is precisely where he thinks our

conventional educational systems fail.

In forcing the student to study in terms
of final exams, they take a student's

powers of concentrated inquiry away
from the only true reality, the never-

ending present.

Mr. Pelletier is reluctant to discuss

Rochdale projects — for a project nec-

essarily involves concern for its com-
pletion at some future date, which con-

stitutes a "goal". There also exists the

added danger of some outside observer

judging a project on an artificial sue-,

cess-failure scale. '

Such a possibility could lead to bloat-

ed heads and complacency if the pro-

ject is deemed successful, or to de-

spondency if not. Since success and

failure both generate equal amounts of

knowledge (which is what learning is

all about — the acquisition of knowl-

edge), why leave oneself vulnerable to

uninformed outside observers?

The Meaning of Rochdale —
Phase One

Although the college has managed to

rid itself of many of the trouble-making

bikers, drug-freaks, crashers and runa-

ways, there still exists a large student-

resident population ( Mr. Pelletier

thinks about half) who never really

come to grips with the Rochdale expe-

rience, due to lack of interest or in-

volvement .

Even among those who do, there is a

significant number of first year Roch-
dale "grads" who are discontent. Pau-
la Maundcote-Carterpa weaver who is

also associated with Bruce Mac-
Arthur's ceramic workshop, is one of

them.
According to her, you can't "do"

anything in Rochdale because there is

too much noise, too many "dabblers"

MacArrhur's $100 lamp -

Rochdale art gallery

- on display in



and' too many screwed-up kids.

That is not to say that a year at
Rochdale is meaningless, not at all.

Tlie grads I spoke to had all experi-
enced the growth of the college from a

barbaric, subsistence level society to a
comparttive civilized calm, and all had
acquired astounding degrees of tpler-

anoe and compassion as a result of

iheir experience.

• Rochdale (the building} does have a
meaning, has it on the kind of personal

level discussed by Mr. Pelletier.

Seminars do take place, but they are
for the most part discontinuous and
unrelated, and as such, totally unac-
ceptable to the serious student.

The only two examples of continuous
projects surviving within the building

are the 14th floor commune and the
Institute for Indian Studies.

The commune is an attempt on the

part of Rochdale grads to come togeth-

er to experience life on an inter-per-

sonal level. They have all experienced
the building before on an individual

basis and now preserve their project by
an extremely close selective system.
That is, no one is offered residence

on the floor until he has convinced the

other members that his primary inter-

est, and the one to which he is willing to

devote most of his time, is the com-
.riune itself. An artist, for example,
*ffho wants to paint while living in a

commune, is, at this point, unaccepta-

ble to the members.
The continuity of the Indian Institute

is largely explicable in terms of its

large size (with international member-
ship and affiliations), independent fi-

nancing (with fund drives and backing
from foundations), age (it pre-dates

Rochdale by about six years) and the

fact that it has fairly effectively isolat-

ed itself on the 17th floor.

The art gallery on the ground floor, a

recent development, also fits into the

model of a "personal" Rochdale since

most of the work is done by individuals

orrtheir own initiative and then placed

on.display by a judging board of two.

Projects which feel comfortable

within the building are few — by far the

more dominant trend is for pockets of

Rochdale grads, having straightened

Wemselves out as individuals, to grad-

ually come together within the build-

ing, organize and then go outside seek-

ing the necessary space and atmos-

phere to do whatever it is that interests

them.

Rochdale: Colonizing — Phas^
Two

One of the earliest attempts at coloni-

zation was made by groups interested

in emphasizing the co-op ideal of Roch-

dale. Faced with impossible living con-

ditions at 341 Bloor West, they moved,
in groups of five to 15 to small farms in

the Kawartha Lakes district. At pre-

sent, there are about a dozen such

farms with the only problem being a

difficulty in sustaining summer labor

to prepare for winter in the face of

large numbers of exuberant visitors

iiom Toronto.

3*\\ (3loo* St.

WEST
Phase H

The idea is not dissimilar from the
14th floor co-op, but the farms repre-
sent a more workable concept and thus
are more established. It is obviously
easier to avoid adverse living condi-
tions, rather than try to isolate a group
within them, as the 14th floor is at-

tempting to do.

Although very few of the colonies
have any official connection with the
college, most of the colonists still con-
sider themselves Rochdale people and
perpetuate varying degrees of ties on a
personal level.

Bruce MacArthur, a potter from the

U.S. with training at Alfred College
(one of the foremost art colleges in

North America), came to Rochdale
with the intention of setting up a ce-

ramics workshop.

Jack Diamond, then registrar, offered

him $500 to teach a course and $250 to

help set up a workshop. Unfortunately,

Mr.Diamond's lavish promises were
based on a $10,000 budget, $5000 of

which was obtained by over-drawing a

bank account, and $5000 of which was to

come from a non-existent fund-raising

project.

Bruce went ahead, unpaid, and built

PHOTOS BY
ERROL YOUNG

his workshop, leaving it open for use 24

hours a day and paying for materials
out of his own pocket.

It didn't work — freaks and dabblers
continually came in to "play",
wrecked valuable equipment and left

the place in constant need of cleaning.

By charging 25 cents a pound forflared
clay and locking his door, Bruce was
able to attract a small group of serious

students but was still plagued with

dabblers.

He and his troupe are now moving to

a house at 10 Sullivan, across the street
from RCMP headquarters, where
classes will be given solely to Rochdale
members. One can become a non-resi-

dent Rochdale member of $25.00.

The location (south of Dundas) is far

enough away to discourage dabblers
and college is putting up $100 a month
to help pay rent.

Similar situations are seeing a paint-

ing group under Bob Potegal trying for

a house at 40 Beverly (around the cor-

ner from Sullivan) and Judy Merril,
one of the world's foremost science-
fiction editors and writers, already liv-

ing in 44 Beverly with a group of young
writers and poets. Two of the poets,
Bob Flanagan and Mike Price, had
verse published in Anansi's widely ac-
claimed Canada First.

One interesting side-light to the colo-

nial movement is that Canada Trust,'

the corporation that owns the houses on
Beverly and Sullivan, will not rent to

anyone who associates themselves with
Rochdale.

Apparently unemployed artists are
more reliable as tenants than Rochdale
art students and writers seriously in-

terested in pursuing their chosen
crafts.

And Still Rochdale. . .

Sitting in "The Same" rapping with
Judy Merril and Bruce MacArthur. we
were watching Don Holyoak (the dan-
cer arrested in the Baldwin St. inci-

dent) serenade passers-by on Bloor St.,

when the inevitable yellow patrol-car
did a u-turn and pulled over. The con-

stable got out to inform Don that he
wasn't wearing a shirt in the cool
weather. When Don came in to relay

the profound observation 10 guys in the

restaurant immediately pulled off their

shirts and went out to dance their defi-

by Larry Haiven

ance on the wooden stage in front of the

college.

Kim Foikis, Vancouver's town fool,

appeared to play recorder and then

David Rea (of Mariposa and other,

fame) came running out with a guit-

ar. . .spontaneous creative climate.

Perhaps Wilf Pelletier's "present"
will also prove a workable concept in

time. . .after all, it took Archdeacon
John Strachan five years to set up
King's College, the predecessor of U of

T.

Science-fiction editor and writer Judith Men
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(advertisement)

CUS: WHY VOTE NO
Why Vote At All:

To most of us, the so called "Canadian
Union of Students" is a mystery. We really

have no idea at all what it is or who runs

it or what it is supposed to do. The only

time we hear about it is in the newspa-
pers when it makes some policy pron-

ouncement we usually disagree with.

And now we are being asked to decide

if we should continue to belong to it. Why
bother?

Probably one good reason for not con-

tinuing to support it would be that it is so

irrelevant to us. Any organization that

accepts our money and our moral support

should have the decency to at least tell us

what it is doing. We shouldn't have to

read about it second hand in a newspa-
per.

But that is probably asking too much of

the leaders of the "Canadian Union of

Students." After all they have a whole
world to change. How can they possibly

find time to tell us about their "pro-

grams"?
The threat that we might no longer

give them our money, or let them use our

name seems to have dragged them on to

our campus at last. They are now going

around telling us about their "pro-

grams" in the nice non-threatening
language they say they despise.

And if we vote "yes" this Thursday,
they will go right back to solving the prob-

lems of the world, leaving us to pay the

bills.

The so called "Canadian Union of Stu-

dents" has demonstrated in the past its

unwillingness, or inability, to communi-
cate with us. We can only conclude that it

will do likewise in the future if we let it.

Why Vote "NO"

Its sort of a nice feeling to think that
maybe you're part of a national student
organization. It gives you a feeling of be-
longing; you have something in common
with people of different backgrounds and
outlooks. You can talk with someone from
Quebec, or the Maritimes, or the Prairies,

or the West Coast and feel some sort of

kinship, because you all belong to the
same organization.

That's what is so attractive about a na-
tional student union.
You know, its too bad CUS isn't like

that. The fact of the matter is, though,
that the "Canadian Union of Students"
doesn't want one.

"The students there think Quebec is a
nation," says Steve Langdon," so they
want a 'national' student union.

Sure they do, Steve.

In all the "Canadian Union of Stu-
dents" has less than eighty thousand
"members". And about thirty thousand of

us are at U of T.

Some "national organization".
The point is that if we vote to get out of

this "Canadian Union of Students" we
really won't lose a national organization
at all because CUS just isn't one.
What it is really is an organization with

about twenty five active members on this

campus and eight or nine national "field-

workers."

The question for all of us this Thursday
is whether or not we sould continue to
give this splinter political party about thir-

ty thousand dollars a year of our money,
and our moral support.

A lot of us think not.

GET INVOLVED
GET OUT AND VOTE THURSDAY

— THE VARSITY. Monday. October 20. 1 969



McGill officials censor
their own newspaper
MONTREAL (CUP) — Administrators at McGill University

have forced their own newspaper to drop an issue devoted to

former political science professor Stanley Gray, who was fired

last year for political activity on the campus.
A 28-page issue of the McGill Reporter, an administration

financed paper established as a counterweight to the student-run

McGill Daily, was scheduled to appear Friday, Oct. 17. It had in-

cluded an interview with Gray — now a member of the indepen-

dentist Front De Liberation Populaire in Montreal — a chronolo-

gy of his dismissal, essays on civil disobedience and academic
discontent and comments on McGill's future from graduates and
faculty members.

But the McGill Senate's Committee on the Communication
of Information, chaired by Vice-Principal Robert Shaw informed
Reporter editors the paper would be dissolved if the issue ap-

peared.

"We have to find a new way to get across," said associate

editor Stuart Gilman. "Official reactionary feelings at McGill
are legitimate now that they're rid of Stan."

It's the second time the reporter has gotten into hot water
over Gray. The first occurred over the crisis around the lecturers

dismissal last March, when the paper criticized the administra-

tion for a lack of dialogue in the case.

Reporter editors now say the administration clampdown on

the issue was a blessing in disguise: it will allow the paper to

develop a new format which will stress "more dialogue and a far

greater variety of articles."

Editors expect the "bulk of the content" of the Gray issue

will eventually appear — bit by bit — in the revamped newspa-

per.

Waterloo retains track title

The University of Waterloo easily retained the OQAA track

and field title at a cold and windy meet at McMaster.
Using its great depth and experience to full advantage, Wat-

erloo doubled the score on second-place Varsity; Blues edged
Mac by taking second and third in the pole vault, last event on the

schedule.

Best individual performance was turned in by Michel Char-

land of Montreal, followed closely by Brian Donnelly of Queens.

Varsity failed to win any events.

You'll lore bemg a Kitten f/irf

Glenayr j

MACHINE-
WASHABLE
PURE WOOL

This smart striped pullover

in machine-washable
" English botany has a mock

turtle neckline with zipper,

full-fashioned % raglan

sleeves. Continental band and

cuffs Pick from Kitten's

new Fall palette.

A swinging hand-washable

mini skirt with box pleats in

front, and plain back giving

A-line appearance. Pure wool

worsted, fully lined. A wide

range of glonous new Fall

colours.

PURE VIRGIN WOOl

x Blood, blood, and more
:< blood will be f he cry across >

:-;the campus for the next few
Xweeks as the Red Cross

.'-launches its semi-annual *
v campaign

The chief planner of the X
v drive, Hons Viergever (III £
•yDentsj who has set this $
v year's goal at 3,500 pints. §
|;j
This represents less than

X 25 per cent of the student x
X boJy (Ed. note - - is that a

VI pun?) v
:•: Last year's total was 3,089 :>

$; pints. The inter-faculty tro-

v: P°y kvas won, for the third •:•

X consecutive year by the Fac- V.

*> u/ty of Dentistry. X

;£ On Thursday night the in-

: (er/ocu/ry trophy was pre- •<

£ senfed to Dents by Mr. R A £
•I;!Co f frill of Carting Breweries*

Lid
.

,
sponsor of the compefi- :•:

The first dime is today at ;•:

ioretfo College. Come
V around.

'jrtjoeiBrjoppep

;'Have Fun Shopping Together"

For He

For She

A - Adams Boot - Black Kid - Brown t

only

B - Pant Boot - Black - Tan

only 24.00

C - Patent Leather - Red - Black - Taupe - Navy

only 10.99

only 14.99D - Black Kid with Taupe trim Navy kid with red trim taupe kid with t3upe trim by Brayco only

cp.erf 126 BLOOR STREET
Tel: 921-1779

Open Thurs. and Fri nites C.O.D. orders

Credit and Chargex cards honoured
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EMBASSY BILLIARDS

82 BLOOR STREET WEST

Varsity

Guys

and

Gals

PLEASE BE OUR GUESTS

Bring this coupon and play 1 free gome (30 minutes) of

billiards in Canada's most beautiful billiard lounge at

any of the following times:

Mon., Tues., Wed., Thiirs. - 3-12 p.m.

Soturdoys & Sundoys - 12 noon - 8 p.m.

Good only for . I game per person per day.

This introductory offer open until Nov. 9.

Address:

Telephone: Faculty

Children

Conflict
a series of films produced by
Allan King Associates
for Brown Camps Ltd., with

the co-operation of the C.B.C.

Tuesday, Oct. 21 , 8 p.m.

MECHANICAL BLDG. RM. 102 50c P.S.U.

PhysEd uses passing game to beat Vic 15-0

By LYNDON LITTLE

PhysEd quarterback John

Osburn completed only two

passes but both went for touch-

downs as his team upset Vic 15-

0 in a key interfac game played

Wednesday afternoon.

Vic was well beaten both

physically and on the statistic

sheet as well as on the score-

board.

Osburn stunned Vic on the

game's first play from scrim-

mage as he hit flanker Rick

Johnson with a 55-yard pass-

and-run play for a TD.
Vic never appeared to re-

cover from the shock as they

were unable to mount a sus-

tained offense throughout the

game.
PhysEd completed their

scoring in the second quarter

as two bad Vic snaps led to a

safety touch and a major by

Larry Theed.

The win gives PhysEd first

place in the first division with

its second win in as many
games. Vic now has a record of

one win and one loss.

On Tuesday, it was Trinity

13 and Forestry 12 with Trinity

just surviving a last minute
Forestry comeback.
On Wednesday, besides the

Vic-PHE game it was Pharma-
cy over New College 28-7. Ian

Ferguson with three TD's and
Larry Bartle with one handled

the scoring for Pharmacy.
Paul Braun picked up the lone

score for New.
Thursday, it'was St. Mikes

over Eng. 6-2 with Pete Maro-
ney getting the major. On the

other field Meds got their sec-

ond win with a 13-7 defeat of

UC. For Meds Doug Watchhorn
and Rick Rowland had TD's

while Steve Gryte scored for

U.C.

The game scheduled for Fri-

day at Scarborough with Dents

was postponed.

After two weeks of play the

standings look like this: First

Division — PHE (2-0), Vic and

St. Mikes (1-1), Eng. (0-2);

Second Division — Meds (2-0),

Dents (1-0), Scar. (0-1) and

U.C. (0-2); Third Division —
Trinity, New, Forestry and

Pharmacy all 1-1.

COMING SOON

Special columns
on

CHESS
and

BRIDGE

another Varsity

Sports Dept.

service

HERE AND NOW
TODAY
1 p.m.

CAREER INFORMATION LECTURE on

Ontario Government Civil Service. Rm.
2125 Sidney Smith Hall

V.C.F. meets lor lunch at Wymrlwood
Music Room — everybody wetcome

Martin Loney. CUS President speaks at

Wymi Iwood

1:10 p.m.

Film — The Red Balloon — East Com-
mon Room. Hart House. Ladies welcome.

Film — Why are Atoms Unpredictable

and Why do Atoms Stick Together? Lash

Miller Building Room 159

3 p.m.

Psychology Student Union meeting In-

nis College I. any psychology students wel-

Women's Liberation Movement U of T

Glendon College

International Forum

"The Year of the Barricade
Presents

PHIL OCHS
IN CONCERT

Ryerson Auditorium

Fri. Oct. 24, 1969

8:30 p.m.

Tickets $2.50 & $3.00
Available at:

1) SAC Office

2) Ryerson Box Office

3) Glendon Student I'll ion

4) SAM's

5) YSM Office. York Main Campus

campus women's group will meet in Rm.

2129 Syd Smith

4-6 p.m.

Auditins for UC Follies. Junior Com-
mon Room University College. All Invited.

5 p.m.

Misanthropy Student's Union bi-weekly

meeting to discuss Dr. Branislaw Chrtieu's

Theory of 'The Enigmatic Ersatz Fire Hy-

drant" Room 666 The Grauniad Building.

Enter through side door

7 p.m.

George Biggar: Why U of T Should Keep

its Membership in CUS. Sir Daniel Wilson

Junior Common Room.
Blue and White Society Meeting, Hart

House.

7:30
Frogmen of burma — Hart House Un-

derwater Club presents Lieutenant Com-
mander Bruce Wright founder and leader

of the WWII Sea Reconnaissance Unit dur-

ing Inner Space Seminar II, Hart House.

Debate on CUS Membership: Martin

Loney — pres ol CUS and Art Mcllwain
— president of U of T Engineenng Society.

Room 1016 Wilson Hall. New College

8 p.m.

Discussion of Shape and Style in the

Secular City (Harvey Cox). Christian

Perspective Club Meeting. North Dining

Room. Hart House

TUESDAY
12-2 p.m.

The People's Lunch-In — Bring your

lunch & talk, free coffee Women warmly
welcomed SCM Office. Hart House

11:30 a.m.

Martin Loney CUS Pres. speaks on CUS,
Innis II Common Room

12:30 p.m.

Challenge Wrestling Match of the Cen-

tury Count Ron Dracula (IV Industrial) and

Spartacus vs. Herr von Hindberg (Rudi)

and Pretty Boy Beast: All proceeds to Unit-

ed Appeal. All Welcome Boxing Room Hart

Afncan University ". Council Chamber Gal-

braith Building.

4-6 p.m.

Auditions for UC Follies Junior Com-
mon Room. University College. All invited

Martin Loney CUS President speaks at

Brennan Hall St. Michael's College.

4:30 p.m.

"Christians in the Revolution-What do

You Mean by Revolution?" Student Chris-

tian Movement. Newman Centre 89 St.

' George Street.

5 p.m.

Birthday Party for Jeremy. 6 years old.

Bring lots of presents Room 666 The
Grauniad Please Use Side Ooor

CUSO Fall Lecture Series The White
Myth'" — Dr R McClure. Moderator of the

United Church of Canada. International

Student Centre. 33 St. George St.

Chnstian Science Organization Meeting
Featuring testimonies of healing through

prayer Opportunity for discussion. All stu-

dents welcome Larkin Academic Building.

Trinity College Room 200

Victoria College German Club will hold

its first meeting on Tuesday Oct. 2 1 Music
Room, Wymilwood Cost — 35e Come
and enjoy "Oautches Gemutlichkeit"

George Biggar and Steve Langdon talk

about the CUS referendum Burwash Hall.

Victona College

8:00
The New Folk in Concert at OCE Audito-

num. Tickets $1 50 ($2 at the door) Ad-
vance tickets at SAC Office

Career Intorr

1 p.n

i Lecture: Subject:
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Personnel and Industrial Relations. Room
2125 Sidney Smith.

Fine Art Club meeting regarding Club

Trip to New York. Room 1 070 Sid Smith

Debate on CUS: Martin Loney CUS
Pres and Stephen Langdon, former SAC
pres. vs. Art Mcllwain. Engineering Soc
Pres and Gus Abols. SA"C pres. Convoca-

tion Hall

1 .10 p.m.

Some Aspects of Advanced Photogra-

phy Noon Hour Talk in Han House Camera

Club Quarters

2-4 p.m.

Open Lecture by Prof Ah W

(University of East Africa. Makerero
lege. Uganda) "Cnses of Relevancy n

WITHOUT EXCEPTION
THE BEST DIAMOND-

RING VALUES AVAILABLE

* With One Exception

If your Fother is in tho Jewellery
icss wo must admit that you
d probably get your diamond
better price. Short of that wo
sfly believe our "DIRECT

JEAUER" market structure offers

possible. Writ
our Free boc
YOU BUY

ill i

WE ARE DIRECT
OIAMONO OEALERS

Hugh Proctor & Co

DIAMOND OEALERS
131 BLOOR W.. STE. 416

921-7702



Triple disaster for RuggerBlues H
By DAN McALISER

It was a black weekend for the Blues rugger
teams.

The results of the weekend's play are a 21-8

loss to Guelph, a 28-0 loss to Trent and an un-

mentionable shutout of the Blues by the St.

Georges Rugger team from London, Ontario.

The match at Guelph was very erratic be-
cause of a high wind and the Toronto pack
failed to cover the often fumbled ball.

Toronto began the scoring with a penalty
goal by Cairns. The Guelph side retaliated with
three tries and one convert that made the score
at the half Guelph 11, Toronto 3.

Guelph opened the second half with a quick
converted try. Then, Toronto feebly interjected

with a try before Guelph drove back to score
the last try of the game. The final score was
Guelph 21, Toronto 8.

The Seconds were not in winning form either

and bowed to a powerful team from Trent.
Spirit was not lacking but they were simply not

skilled enough to stop Trent. The final score of

their game was Trent 28, Toronto 0.

Trent is notin the inter-collegiate league but
definitely deserves to be. For the past two
years they have shown quality of play that is

easily equal to that of the OQAA.

On Sunday, the hapless First hobbled out to

be smashed by the London side. No spirit, cou-
pled with very weak tackling gave the game
away.

The opposition was allowed to score at their

leisure, running freely through the back line

using both their forwards and backs. The out-

come of the game was a devastating shutout by
the visitors.

Although spirit is lacking on the Blues, there
are other ailments as well. Leg injuries have
sidelined centres Chris Maher and Larry
Mckenna; Maher is in a cast for six weeks and
Mckenna is out for an indefinite period.

Holmes, Hutchison and Owens were missed
this weekend because of academic obligations.

The players filling their positions in the backs

were not close enough in their timing and the

forwards were too slow in covering broken
down plays. The resulting lack of concerted
drive in the Firsts' games spelled defeat.

The Blues can still win the championship if

they want to. The absence of Captain Graehem
Wynn in the next two games increases the mea-
sure of required effort. This effort, combined
with strong support from the students of the

University, can enable Toronto to keep the cup

at home.

The stroke of fortune that makes this possi-

ble came last Wednesday. Guelph, who had
been trounced 26-0 by Waterloo early in the

season, came back and beat the Warriors.

The surprising victory makes a three way tie

among Toronto, Guelph and Waterloo. Straight,

high scoring victories by Toronto for the last

half of the season will put the Blues on top.

Our first test is against Waterloo this

Wednesday at three o'clock in Waterloo. Every
match from now until the end of the season will

be sudden death as far as the cup is concerned,

and will be well worth watching.

CLASSIFIED
SUMMER JOBS in foreign countries are
available through AIESEC Completion of

one economics course is required. Further

information is available at Room 2005, Sid

Smith Hall.

MOTHERBALLERS! Audition for U C.

Follies 70 Monday Oct. 20. Tuesday Oct.

21, 4-6 Junior Common Room University

College: It'll be a Mother-Ball.

CUS/OUS CHRISTMAS FLIGHT to

London Dept. Dec 19 — Ret Jan 3 Also

ski tours Quebec winter carnival and Day-
tona Beach holiday call 92 1 -261 1

.

WANTED — second-hand hockey equip-

ment in good condition for goalie stick and
catching gloves, shoulder pad. chest prot-

ectors, masks. Phone 928 3467 Fred

Veenema.

ROOM & BOARD — young males only,

fraternity house. MAID. LINEN SERVICE
TV. PARKING, etc 85 Bedford Rd .

924-

0501.

MALE ACTORS wanted for two one-act

plays off campus. Playing ten consecutive

weekends for youth groups in Toronto

Phone John after six. 635-8590.

RON KNIGHT MPP and Prof J McLeod
debate "Is the party system antiquated

Wed. Oct 22. 1 p.m. Wilson Common
Room. New College

TYPING theses, essays, notes, charts,

English, French, other languages Mimeo-
graphing, electric typewriters Mary Dale
Slott (M. Davies) 86 Stoor St W Room
225, 922 7624

HOOMS TO LET FURNISHED Bathurst-
St Clair. Girl for bedsitting in quiet apart-

ment building. S10-S12 Breakfasts dis-

cussed. Week evenings 9:30 782-2070
Holidays anytime Subway a

A ROOMMATE WANTED! Male student
or staff member, share two bedroom apart-

ment. Furnished, cheap, clean, near sub-
way 766-0618

ANTHROPOLOGY — Past. Preseni and
Future. Prof Ruse IHistorv) and Prof Na-
gata (Anthropology) North Cafeteria.
Rochdale. 23 October, 8 p m Anthropolo-
gy Student Union

WATCH OUT! lor SPACEO-OUT 69?

FAST ACCURATE HOME TYPING —
Mrs Linda Flood — 884-6526 Keep this

name and number for Future use

MEDS STUDENT has two bedroom
apartment to share Bloor and Spadina
Reasonable Call Ted 920-2436

A PH.D STUDENT of sciences would like

to be acquainted with a girl who also has
very little time to waste Reply Mr Air-

man, Royal Bank. Spadina & College.

JOBS & TOURS for students in Europe

Every student guaranteed a paying job For
a complete description and application in a
42 -page booklet, send S2.00 to Gord Al-

lan. 25Taylorwood Dr.. Islington.

YOUNG MARRIED GRADS have fur

nished rooms lor 2 girls in their apt. Room
& Board. S70 everything included. Bloor &
Bathurst. Call anytime 533-6645.

TYPING — pick up and delivery Essays,
reports, thesis, etc Elaine Iwai — 291-
2885

THE GENERAL MEETING ol the Gradu
ate Students' Union will be held on
Wednesday. October 22 A large turnout is

essential. Bring your ATL cards

FROGMEN OF BURMA — Han House
Underwater Club presents Commander B
Whght. leader of W W II Sea Reconnaiss-
ance during Inner Space Seminar Z. to

night 7 30. Hart House

LOVELY SLUM CO-OP house. 2 rooms
available now very cheap and friendly

Harbord & Bathurst. Call Doug — 535-
7847

BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY
PRESENTS

MOVIES
FEATURING: WHO'S AFRAID of VIRGINIA WOOLF?

and

THE U-SHAPED ROOM

(Admission Restricted)

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24th,

TIME: 7:0 0 11.111.

PLACE: Rm. 135 Old Physics Sldg.

ADMISSION: 50( AT THE DOOR
1. w

REFRESHMENTS

Soccer Blues tie Guelph
By LYNDON LITTLE I

The soccer game on Saturday started as simply Guelph '

versus Toronto but it ended as the "armers" against the k
"city slickers" with insults exchanged between fans, coach- I
es and officials. I

The game ended in a 1-1 tie with Guelph's center-for- 1
ward Don Blacklock scoring with less than 7 minutes re- I
maining the tieing goal on a short header from a corner f
kick. a

The Blues were forced to play the last 30 minutes with I
only ten players as center-forward John Gero was ejected

"

from the game by a flustered referee. t
Varsity carried a one goal lead into the second half as I

they took advantage of a strong favouring wind to dominate »

first half play. Gero scored the Toronto goal (giving him 1
five for the season) on a close-in header from Miles Sosa's I
free kick at 40 minutes.

Early in the second half, several questionable calls led
to an angry and frustrated Varsity side. Gero vocalized his
displeasure too strenuously and was abruptly dismissed.

Despite the loss of their top forward, the Blues contin-
ued to play spirited football. Blacklock's tie-maker late in

the game came on one of the few Guelph deep penetrations
A^oHhe second half.

ROYAL ALEXANDRA i

260 King Street We~Toronlo 135, Ontario (416)36^42n

ONE WEEK ONLY
MON. OCT. 20 thru SAT. OCT. 25

Eves. (Exc. Thurs.) at 8:30 p.m.

Mat. Sat. at 2:00 p.m.

"A REAL TRIUMPH

PRODUCING MANAGERS COMPANY
pmaB

aNdGmldeNstfeRN
#AReDead^

JOM STOPPARD
with

JOHN CHURCH CLEBERT FORD

ROBERT BURR

STUDENT DISCOUNT TICKETS
AVAILABLE $2.00 FOR ANY

SEAT IN THE HOUSE
Fill oul IN FULL and present by mail or at box office

Student's Name •

St, Address or Dormitory

Tel. NoCity

Class ol in College. ID Card #

No. ol Tickets al Box Ollice Price ol S Each

Perlormance Dale Time

BOX OFFICE OPEN 11 AM -9 PM
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25% DISCOUNT
OH ALL JEWELLERY PURCHASES

Including all branded Watches, A-) Quality Diamonds, Silverware,

Lighters, Wallets, Pens and Pencils, Radios, Clocks, Costume
Jewellery, etc., etc. You must have your A.T.L cards when making
a purchase.

SHEFFIELD JEWELLERS
DIAMOND MERCHANT

323 YONGE ST. (5 doors abov* Dundaa) • EM. 6-3324. EM. 6-4122

WOMEN'S ATHLETICS
INTERCOLLEGIATE BADMINTON TEAM - TRAINING

BEGINS TUESDAYS AND THURSDAYS 5:00 - 6:00 p.m.

COMMENCING OCTOEER 21st. ANY EXPERIENCED,
INTERESTED PLAYERS ARE WELCOME TO COME
OUT. RACQUETS AND BIRDS ARE SUPPLIED.

TOUR ONTARIO AND QUEBEC - NO CHARGE
WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE BASKETBALL AND
VOLLEYBALL PRACTICES (SENIOR AND INTER-

MEDIATE ) BEGIN MONDAY OCT. 20 5 - 7 p.m.

EVERYONE WELCOME.

BASKETBALL - Upper Gym Benson Building

VOLLEYBALL -Sports Gym Benson Building

FOOTBALL!

FOLLOW THE BAND & THE BLUES

TO LONDON

VARSITY AT WESTERN

Saturday, October 25 at 2:00 p.m.

Reserved Seat Tickets in VARSITY Section

NOW ON SALE at Athletic Office, Hart House--Sl. 50

THE ANNUAL CHEST X-RAY SURVEY
IS CURRENTLY BEING HELD AT THE DRILL HALL
REAR OF 119 ST. GEORGE STREET (EAST SIDE JUST
SOUTH OF BLOOR), AND WILL CONTINUE THROUGH
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 29TH.

ARTS AND SCIENCE STUDENTS IN THEIR FIRST AND
FINAL YEAR ARE URGED TO ATTEND THE SURVEY
FOR THEIR REQUIRED CHEST X-RAY ON ANY WEEK-
DAY DURING THIS PERIOD (WITH THE EXCEPTION
OF MONDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 20TH, BETWEEN 9-

00 A.M. AND 1:00 P.M.). THE SURVEY OPERATES
BETWEEN 9:00 A.M. AND 12:00 NOON AND BETWEEN
1:00 AND4:45 P.M.

THIS SURVEY IS BEING CONDUCTED BY THE UNI-
VERSITY HEALTH SERVICE IN CO-OPERATION WITH
THE NATIONAL SANITARIUM ASSOCIATION (GAGE
INSTITUTE)

CURLING
WOMEN HEEDED. There is still room for Women in the
Mixed Curling section of the U. of T. Curling Club. Sign up
now at Athletic Office, Hart House. Curling Sundays, 5-7 p.m.

Terrace Club. Fee $22.50 for 15 weeks, starting Oct. 26.

Married Graduate Students and Wives welcome. Also Men's
Intercollegiate and Recreational Leagues.

Closing date for entries Thursday, October 23rd.

DO IT NOW!
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WOMEN'S SPORTS
TENNIS

by sandy pett

Strong opposition and lineup

changes forced by a last-min-
ute injury brought an end to U.

of T.'s domination of women's
intercollegiate tennis last

weekend.
In the first singles competi-

tion at the WIAU tournament
at Guelph, defending champion
Mamie Seifred (IV PHE) lost

6-3, 6-4 to archrival Marion
Munro of Western.

Both players have now held

the singles title twice, having

alternately dethroned one an-

other in the past four years.

Catherine Fournier (II SMC)
a newcomer to the senior

team, fought gamely but lost 6-

2, 2-6, 6-3 to McGill's Margot
Dionne in a see-saw battle for

the second singles champion-
ship.

Miss Fournier moved to the

second singles spot on the team
after Dale Butterill, last year's

winner, was injured early last

week falling off a horse.

The doubles team of Terry
Midghall (I SMC) and Mar-
guerite Moore (II VIC), also

new to Varsity tennis, had the

added disadvantage of never
playing together before the

tournament.

Despite a poor start, they

managed a third-place tie with

Queen's.

Western was the overall

winner, losing only two match-
es out of fifteen. Toronto fin-

ished fourth behind McGill and
MacMaster.

FIELD HOCKEY

by marie landmesser

Varsity's field hockey team
did everything right Friday
afternoon as the gals clobbered
York 7-0.

Toronto's leader scorer,

Lorna Tanner, was in spectac-

ular form and led the Varsity

Gaels win 24-17
continued fiem page IS

amount of statistical analysis

is going to change that.

But Blues controlled the ball

(92 plays to Queens 57) and
proved they have an excellent

pass attack and superb pass
defence (Queens completed 2

of 5 for 29 yards .

What's more important,
though, is that the second half

showed Blues have the guts
and the basic pride to get up off

the ground and prove they are
not a 24-0 football team.

Take nothing away from
Queens. They played well, ex-

ploited Blues weaknesses, and
turned in a ferocious display of

blocking.

But Queens benefitted from
a bushel-full of breaks and
Blues ineptness in the first

half

Pride, ability and strategy
are going to determine the best

football team in the SIFL this

year.

The rematch is November 1

at the Stadium. It will be inter-

esting.

BLUESNOTES . . . Eaman
finished with 130 yards in rush-
ing; as a team. Blues had only
129 .. . other ground-gainers
for Gaels were Ron Clark (118

yards on 10 carries) and Brian
Warrender (64 yards on 10
tries) . . . Walt Sehr led Blues
with 60 yards on 15 carries and
Stank had 45 from 9 rushes . .

.

as expected Eric Walter was
the key to Blues passing attack
with nine receptions for 115
yards . . . Sehr contributed 94
yards, Cor Doret 49 and John
Chapman 44 yards . . . Blues
were hite by numerous inju-
ries, especially to Bob Blox-
ham, Don Fraser, Rein Enno,
Pete Van Bodegom, and Ian
Kirkpatrick ... in addition
Pete Lamantia and Randy
Myers sat out the tilt courtesy
of hurts from the McGill game.

SAILORS

important meeting Thursday, October 23, 7:30 P.M. in

Hebates Room, Hart House. Films, discussion, consti-

tutional matters.Mpre regattas? Y'all come nauw, heaar?

onslaught with yet another hat-
trick.

The speedy red-head could
well break the Varsity scoring
records held by Joan Steven-
son, now the York coach.

Sally Manning and Anne
Thompson each had two goals

to complete Toronto's scoring.

The cold weather hampered
both teams as the game start-

ed slowly and the players real-

ly didn't hit full stride until

almost half-time.

Toronto's right halfback,

Alice Shank, delighted the spe-

cators by playing in street-"

clothes and slippery sneakers.

It wasn't intentional: Alice

came along for the ride but
was pressed into action when
Blues were one player short.

Varsity's championship
prospects were dimmed when
Sue Peck sacrificed her left

ankle to the cause and will be
out of action until next season.

Sue, a member of the Cana-
dian national team, will be
sorely missed when the Blues
travel to McGill Thursday for

the opening round of the inter-

collegiate tournament.

Three-way Tie

P W L F A Pts

Queens 4 3 1 75 51 6
McGill 4 3 1 123 45 6
Varsity 4 3 1 100 77 6
Western 4 2 2 85 69 4
Waterloo 4 1 3 53 100 2
McMaster 4 0 4 45 135 O

October 1

8

Queens 24 Varsity 1

7

Western 28 Waterloo 1

9

McGill 49 McMaster 13

October 1

1

Varsity 17 McGill 16
Waterloo 14 McMaster 13
Queens 1 7 Western 6

October 4
Varsity 35 McMaster 16
Queens 28 Waterloo 0
McGill 30 Western 1

1

September 27
Varsity 31 Waterloo 21

McGill 28 Queens 6

Western 40 McMaster 3

coming events

UofT FLYING CLUB
1) OPEN MEETING
Oct. 22,7:30 P.M. Music Rm
Hart House Guest Speaker
Mr. Tim Foster: "Business
of Aviation"

2) Breakfast flight
Sat. Oct. 25,8:00 A.M.
Island Apt. ; 3 Pilots so far,

need 9 passengers, any other
pilots PILOTS NONPILOTS

MEN AND WOMEN
I

I
CO-EDUCATIONAL BADMINTON EVERY WED-

{ NESDAY NIGHT 7:00 - 9:00 p.m. BEGINNING

I
OCTOBER 22nd. UPPER GYM BENSON BUILDING,

j RACQUETS AND BIRDS PROVIDED. INSTRUCTION

j AVAILABLE FOR THOSE DESIRING IT.

I



A first half to forget as Blues lose to Gaels 24-17
By PAUL CARSON

Varsity football coach Ron
Murphy has been spending lots

of time and thought recently

attempting to remedy Blues
perennial problem of folding in

the second half.

Blues have played low-key in

the first half all season, and
Saturday in Kingston this con-

tinual flirtation with danger
finally caught up with them as

Queens Golden Gaels made an
unbelievable first-half per-

formance stand up for a 24-17

win.

Coupled with McGill's 49-13

slaughter over McMaster,
Gaels upset of the unbeaten

Blues has created a three-way

tie for first place in the SIFL.

Statiscally, coach Murphy
appeared to have found the

perfect solution for the famous
second-half fade.

Blues had achieved ball con-

trol, running 46 plays com-

pared to 28 by Queens; the

Varsity defence had turned in a

gutsy goal-line stand; the short

passing game was well-estab-

lished and seemed unstopable;

the running attack was unspec-

tacular but Varsity had

amassed 14 first downs.

Queens only four.

Everything appeared just

perfect, but there was this one

little problem: Queens had 24

points, Varsity had zilch. And

points, not statistics, are what

win football games.

While Blues appeared wor-

ried about a second-half col-

lapse. Queens exploited some
incredibly sloppy Varsity tac-

kling for three scintillating

touchdowns and their an appar-

ently unsurmountable lead.

On Gaels second play from

scrimmage, all-star halfback

Keith Eaman raced 34 yards

through Blues right side for the

first major score.

Blues offence couldn't move
the ball after the defence had

held on three plays from inside

the five, and Gaels promptly

marched in for a 22-yard field

goal by Doug Cozak.

Key play in the drive was a

flukey tripping penalty against

Varsity safety Peter Raham.
Following the field goal.

Blues passing attack carried

them to the Queens 18, but Al-

boini fumbled the snap on an

attempted field-goal, and

Gaels took over on the 20.

On the next play fullback

Ron Clark scooted up the mid-

dle; 90 yards, 11 seconds and

one convert later it was
Queens 17, Varsity 0.

Eaman then completed the

amazing display with a truly

beautiful exhibition of broken-

field running en route to a 50-

yard touchdown.

In all, Queens ran 18 times

and gained 253 yards, and it

was just half-time.

As the second-half began,

the animals that pass for foot-

ball fans in Kingston screamed
for. more humiliation, but

Blues surprised everybody but

themselves by making the

route into a game.
A few defensive adjustments

took the sting out of the Queens
running attack (Gaels pass

offence was virtually non-exis-

tent) and the Varsity passing

game started to click in the

clutch.

From the Queens 49, Alboini

hit on three consecutive pas-

ses, to Doret for 12, to Sehr for

18, and to flanker Eric Walter

for the final 14 and Blues first

score.

Blues were back in scoring

territory a few minutes later,

but had to settle for a 39-yard

field goal by Bill Stankovic.

An then, for one brief fleet-

ing moment, it appeared that

Varsity was going to win it all.

On the last play of the third

quarter, Cor Doret returned a

punt for what appeared to be a

57-yard touchdown that would

have made the score 24-17 with

a full quarter left to play.

Alas, Blues were nabbed for

clipping and instead of seven

points, Varsity was back on its

own 38.

The Queens defence stiff-

ened and when Blues finally

managed to score (a three

yard run by Stankovic on third

down), there were only 7_2 sec-

onds left.

After a short kick-off failed,

Eaman ran 13 yards for the

crucial first down, and Gaels

ran out the clock.

Okay, Blues lost, and no

see GAELS WIN on page 14

G S U GENERAL MEETING

Wednesday,

October 22, 1969 - 12:00 noon

at 16 Bancroft Ave.

AGENDA:
3UDGET - substantial increase in departmental

per capita grants

CONSTITUTION - new representative system to

be discussed

INCORPORATION - progress report and ratitication

(free beer will be served)

Biggest Varsity threat in the disappointing 24-17 loss to Queens on Saturday in Kingston was

all-star flanker Eric Walter (27). Walter is shown evading Gaels defender Gord Squires (55) and

snaring one of the nine passes he grabbed during an otherwise painful afternoon. P S. Queens

students and alumni produced 1 3,500 fans for Homecoming — a record which should be broken

Nov. 1 at Varsity Stadium. pholo by led zier-vogel

SHOW YOUR COLOURS

Blue & White Society is Selling

Long Scarves only 5.50

Toques & Tarns 2.50

Boost The Blues Buttons 250

NOW AT THE SAC OFFICE
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Everywhere
you look today

Dear Editor: .

I was an interested, though somewhat skept-

ical member of the audience at last Friday's

hearing of the Royal Commission of Inquiry into

the Non-Medical Use of Drugs. No matter how
impressive the arguments, how many the sig-

natures, or how sincere the Commission
Members, I am left with the feeling that the

subsequent report can do little but follow the

unheeded path of its predecessors, previous

Royal Commissions and earlier impartial studies

of drugs, Public opinion is the bogey-man, and

the only way of overcoming this is for every

concerned user to turn on five non-users — pre-

ferably including his or her parents.

P. C. Jones

(IVUC)

Page 16 — THE VARSITY. Monday. October 20. 1 969



These were the moods of CUS president Martin Lonev as he pondered what miaht be the Th.™ I .
to- n™„~~,- i j Tl

Thermopylae of the national organizationmorrow s referendum on this campus.
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alliteration • page 19

CUS stuff •elsewhere

CUS faces crucial test at U of T tomorrow
BY TIM BROOK

The existence of the Canadian Union of Students
depends on the U of T referendum tomorrow, yet the
students who are voting generally are unaware of
what CUS is doing.

CUS President Martin Loney spent yesterday on
campus attempting to clarify CUS position. His def-
ence of CUS was not an easy task at a university
whose student body is ignorant of and not interested in
CUS.

CUS and they supported us two
to one. This year CUS is more
moderate than it was last year,
but I'm sure they won't give us
the same support.

"The New Left Caucus has
polarized the whole campus,
and CUS is getting hit unfair-

ly."

Loney said that the NLC felt

that CUS policy was too liber-

al. In any case, Loney suggest-

ed, CUS stands in the way of

their creating an independent
radical group to replace CUS,
which is a national council con-

trolled by the participating

student councils.

In the debate SAC President

Gus Abols admitted the need
for a national student organiza-

tion, but he said he finds CUS
too much at variance with his

opinions.

Loney said earlier that too

many people are ignorant of

what CUS is and what CUS has

accomplished. This ignorance

he attributes to the students

themselves rather than to the

organization.

"The Canadian Union of Stu-

dents has played a considera-

ble role in bringing about posi-

tive change on university cam-
puses, and we are paving the

way for improvements in the

future", he said at a debate in

Convocation Hall.

Loney, who has just finished

his M.A. in political science at

Simon Fraser University, ap-

pears to be pragmatic in his

approach to problems. Speak-

ing at the debate, he was elo-

quent and keenly analytical.

He stressed that the image
of CUS as an association of

revolutionaries bent on the

destruction of Canada's uni-

versities is false.

"The whole campaign has

been a clear case of red-bait-

ing. We have been unjustly

associated with events in

which we were not involved."

Loney said that CUS is the

victim of the right-wing back-

lash at the U of T.

ONE YEAR SHIFT

"Last year St. Michael's

College held a referendum on

NO SHOW
"I come to talk about CUS

policy and thirty people show
up. What do you do?"

He feels that the opinions of

most students have been gross-
ly influenced by ads in The
Varsity which are not only un-
fair but also untrue.

At the debate in Convocation

cratically by participating uni-

versities.

"We are not working for a
revolution," he said. He does
not believe in the utility of viol-

ence ; he is a pacifist who advo-
cates compromise as a means
of effecting change.

"CUS is not affiliated with
any political party.

-

' The be-
liefs of the members of the

student councils in other uni-

versities.

Loney stressed that CUS will

become involved in an issue at

a university only at the request

of that university's student

council. The general purpose of

CUS is to establish guidelines

which individual councils are
free to implement as they see
fit.

CUS is very much attuned to. v^uo la vciy ihuuii auuiitu u
Hall, Loney tried to clear up CUS na"0"a

.

<™incil range all
tne necessit/for comprornisecnma «( ™; «: Over the nnl i Mr;i sfipf trum - . . \. .. . \some of the misconceptions.

He dealt extensively with what
CUS wasn't.

"CUS is not an intolerant
monolith." he said, adding that

the picture Art Mcllwain pre-
sented of a radical conspiracy
against the moderates at CUS
policy seminars was untrue.
CUS policy is decided demo-

over the political spectrum

FUTURE POLICY

Loney said that in the future

at the U of T CUS would study
the problems of graduate and
summer employment, contin-

ue to work for better student
loans; provide course cri-

tiques; keep SAC in touch with

The Canadian Union of Students lost its referendum at Car
leton University last night by a vote of 1656 to 861

.

The following institutes still hold CUS membership: Simon
Fraser University (who recently won a referendum to maintain
its CUS membership), University of Regina, University of Manito-
ba, Brandon University, Lakehead University, Laurentian Univer-
sity, Brock University, Glendon College (part of York University)
MacMaster University, Ryerson Polytechnical Institute, St. Pa-
tricks University, Mount St. Vincent University, Kings College, St.

Thomas Acquinas University, Dalhousie University, and St. Fran-
cis Xavier University.

Monday the council of the University of Saskatchewan at
Saskatoon unanimously moved to take the CUS issue to an early
referendum. The campus withdrew from CUS last year.

Queens, Western, and Edmonton have also initialed talks
towards holding new referenda on their campuses.

Loney said. He cited the stand

on Quebec: CUS took the mid-

dle way between those who
think that there are no differ-

ences between English and
French Canada, and those who
advocate separatism.

Also, CUS is not the expen-
sive proposition it has been
reported to be. It costs only $1.

per student. The money is used
for seminars and information
pamphlets.

The support of the U of T is

critical to the organization's

existence.

"If the U of T withdraws
from CUS it means the end of

CUS". Loney said.

"If we lose our strongest
member, it will be impossible

to rebuild CUS as we had
planned. Many other campuses
are in favor of rejoining CUS
now after quitting last year,

but without the U of T they

won't consider it worthwhile."



ONTARIO
STUDENT AWARDS

Students receiving grant assistance under the Ontario Student

Awards Program should submit the Request for Grant Portion

in duplicate to the Student Awards Office immediately.

Two groovy little restaurants

at Bloor and Vbnge, and Bloor and Bay

locdt' ons opening soon

Presents .

.

Association

with The
St. Lawrence
Centre

for the

Arts

TANGO

by Slawomii Mrozek
translated by Nicholas Bethell

adapted by Tom Stoppard

directed by Joseph Shaw
Curtain at 8:30

and

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA

by Eugene O'Neill

directed by Leon Major

Curtain at 5 30
Food will be available in Hart House during the Supper break

The Company includes: Barbara Borland. David Brown,

Patricia Collins. Neil Dainard. Ron Hastings, Nancy Kerr,

Jane Mallett, Don McManus. Jack Medley, William Needles.

Kate Reid, Anna Reiser. Sean Sullivan, Jonathan White.

Regular Season — November 3rd - 22nd

TANGO
MOURNING BECOMES

ELECTRA
(Mondays to Thursdays)

Students $1 50
Regular $3.00

(Fridays and Saturdays)

$2 25
$4 50

Subscriptions

$3.00
$6.50

Gala Opening Night —MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA — $7 50
Friday, November 7 at 5:30 — Peiformance and Reception following

Students half-price

HART HOUSE THEATRE
University of Toronto

Box Office Now Open 928-8668
SPECIAL STUDENT PREVIEWS

TANGO —
October 27. 28, 29 @ 8 :30— $1 .00

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA —
October 31 and November 1 @ 5:30 — $1 .50

G S U GENERAL MEETING

TODAY

October 22, 1969 - 12:00 noon

ot 16 Bancroft Ave.

AGENDA:

BUDGET - substantial increase in departmental

per capita grants

CONSTITUTION - new representative system to

be discussed

INCORPORATION - progress report and ratitication

(free beer will be served]

Graduate

Students'

Union

WILLCOCKS

16 BANCROFT AVENUE
Phone 928-2391

G.S.U. DANCE
FRIDAY

OCTOBER 24th - 9:00 p.m.

BAR & FOOD

MUSIC BY: "THE UNDERGRADS"
(everyone over 21 welcome, students, staff

and friends)

Admission: $1:00 - Ladies

$1:25 - Gents
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SFU lays charges

against striking

students and faculty

BURNABY (CUP) - Simon
Fraser University Administra-

tion brought civil court
charges Tuesday against three

professors and 11 students in-

volved in the strike of the De-
partment of Political Science,

Sociology and Anthropology.

The administration has also

applied for an injunction bar-

ring all strikers from picket-

ting and disrupting lectures. A
further injunction against dis-

tribution of literature by pick-

eting students may soon be

applied for.

The civil charges brought

against the 14 strikers are for

loss of revenue — because the
administration has had to

reimburse studetnts who de-
cided to withdraw because of
the strike — unspecified dam-
ages and trespassing.

The trespassing charges
grow out of an administration
decree that striking professors
and students are no longer part
of the university.

The injunction would partic-

ularly seek to put an end to the
picketting of the "mini-cours-
es" the administration has set

up to replace the missing PSA
lectures. "Mini-courses" in

archaeology and economics

were prevented from meeting
by PSA pickets Oct. 17 and 20.

Without these lectures, the

administration policy of ignor-

ing the strike would be difficult

to maintain.

The professors named in the

civil action are Louis Feld-
hammer, John Leggat and
Saghir Ahmad. The students

charged are J. Harding, J.

Cleveland, B. Slocock, A. Hol-

linbaugh, C. Hardy, J. Miller,

B. Enoch, B. Fletcher, B.

Plummer and P. Hoffer.

The strike is protesting ad-

ministrative interference in

the PSA department.

SAC reps divided on CUS
The majority of SAC mem-

bers seem to support U of T
membership in CUS.
"I'm pro-CUS, but I'm anti-

CUS structure," said Ceta
Ramkalawansingh (II New)
during an informal Varsity poll

after the SAC executive meet-

ing last night.

She explained that CUS is

the only remaining structure
which can serve as a union of

students, but it still needs im-
provement.

"Either you work with CUS
as the only existing structure
or you work without a struc-
ture," Miss Ramkalawansingh

Loney, Mcllwain debate CUS
By KARL HAUENSTBN

Pro-and anti-CUS forces met head on Monday night in

New College to debate the future of the Canadian Union of Stu-

dents.

Martin Loney, President of CUS, said that CUS is a valua-

ble tool and should not be abandoned.

CUS is now working to cut down U.S. involvement in Ca-

nadian universities and to study how students can more effec-

tively run their own education, Loney said.

Many of CUS's ideas have been implemented as policy in

some universities, he said. Indeed, even parts of the CUG re-

port were suggested by CUS.
Art Mcllwain, President of the Engineering Society, said

that CUS is so radical that a person with a moderate viewpoint

could not have his ideas seriously considered.

Since moderates did not attend CUS meetings, the policy

emerging from these meetings was usually biased.

REFUSED TO WRITE
Loney replied that Mcllwain had been asked to write his

views to be published by CUS and had repeatedly refused, say-

ing that he had no time.

Mcllwain also charged that CUS was not really a repre-

sentative body, since the Quebec universities did not belong to

it. He noted that Loney stood opposed to the admission of any

Quebec university into CUS.
"I oppose only the admission of English-speaking Quebec

students into CUS," Loney said, "because they would try to

use CUS against the French students."

Even without the membership of Quebec universities,

CUS is as representative as the Provincial or Federal Govern-

ment, he added.

said.

She explained that CUS can-

not be expected to serve stu-

dents directly.

"Representivity is a myth.
It is physically impossible,"
she said.

"I want a union, not a stu-

dent government," she said.

Mike Simon (HI Scar), head
of pro-CUS campaign, agreed.

"CUS is the only organiza-
tion with resources to provide
research for the different in-

terests of the University and
the student today," he said.

"It's a top-down organiza-

tion, a consensus organization,

but it is the only structure

now," he said.

Jon Levin, (HI UC) Commu-
nications Commissioner,
voiced an anti-CUS opinion.

"From my experience with
CUS, it is unwilling to change
or accept change in struc-

ture," he said.

"CUS is not open to debate
from all sides; it is generally

intolerant of its student mem-
bers," he added.

Levin suggested that there
could be an alternate organiza-

tion for student debate, namely
the Canadian Federation of

Students.

"I'm anti-CUS," said Gus
Abols, SAC President, while
exiting from the SAC building.

Ken Philbrook, (III Erin)
stated "I'm definitely against
CUS because of its Leftist

tendencies."

The remaining SAC mem-
bers, who could not be
reached, were reported by
Miss Ramkalawansingh to be
favoring the CUS referendum
3tol.
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V.I. Brewster: "Thai's because imperialism really exists."

P.L Peep: "Oh. I never really thought of il that way."
— from a play in three acts by Jon Bordo and Andy Wernick.PAGE FOUR

CUS does not exist; the referendum is a myth
The Varsity staff was unable to

reach a consensus on an editorial

policy for the CUS referendum.
Two basic positions emerged

out of the ad hoc in The Varsity

office last night.

Some staffers offered a position

of "critical support" of CUS —
based on the rationale that stu-

dents must vote "YES" for CUS in

order to improve the structural

problems of the union, and that a
national students union is neces-

sary to discuss the common prob-

lems of Canadian students. This

pro-CUS position is best expressed
in the comment articles written
by Steve Langdon, Bob Bossin and
Gary Webster.
Other staffers said CUS and

referendum were irrelevant, and
that confining a position to "YES"
or "NO" ignores the majority of

students who will not vote tomor-
row.

The following comment piece
expresses the latter position:

Tomorrow there will be a referen-

dum at the U of T that will decide the

fate of the Canadian Union of Students,

the fate of a national student union.

That's the myth that's going around

varsity
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campus.

It's false.

The Canadian Union of Students does

not exist. It's dead as a viable political

organization — no matter what the out-

come of the referendum tomorrow
might be.

In the past few years, CUS has been

important in the development of a left-

wing student movement in Canada. As

Langdon and Bossin point out in their

article on page 5, CUS was a vehicle

that helped develop the expertise and

the analysis through which a small
number of students could develop a cri-

tique of the university and society.

But CUS has never acted as a union,

because it never was a union. Histori-

cally — before the "reds" moved in —
it was an elite group of students run-

ning a service organization and claim-

ing to represent every Canadian stu-

dent by virtue of a piece of paper.

But a constitution does not constitute

a union. A union is a majoritarian

structure that must respond from or-

ganic need — the desire of a majority

of Canadian students to organize politi-

cally.

The left needs to organize politically,

but it is not yet a majority and it does

not need to operate through a top-down

"union" of students that is, in reality,

little more than a piece of paper, a

budget, and a group of secretariat per-

sonnel.

CUS has become irrelevant to the

student movement. Not just to the

small number of people across the

country who are generally grouped
under that label — but the movement of

all Canadian students to understand
and change their situation.

CUS cannot relate to the boredom of

the average student in Political Econo-
my 100.

Because CUS is an archaic structure

without any built-in conception of deal-

ing with that student's boredom.
Just as the Political Science 100 class

is not structured to allow the student to

deal with his own political situation in

the classroom, neither is CUS struc-

tured to allow students to deal with
their political situation in Canada.

I attended the annual CUS Congress
in August and began to realize the cir-

cular and limited process of a national

union structured like CUS.
We would set together around semi-

nar tables and talk about "issues" —
real issues in the real world, issues like

housing, unemployment, authoritarian-

ism in education, imperialism, capital-

ism, etc.

But the Congress was structured in

such a way that each issue emerged
separately and seemed to have no rela-

tion to the one next to it. Issues, like

academic disciplines in the university,

were fragmented into hundreds of

atoms and taken out of any historical

context.

Once we agreed on the issues — e.g.

imperialism — then someone would
say: "That's a bad word. Let's call it

control.
'

' Or influence. Or pressure.

It was process where people were
trying to make "radical" words palati-

ble to the majority of students.

An exercise in rhetoric.

Whenever anyone questioned the

process, the answer was, "We can't

turn people off."

So individuals would get together and
make up motions, then tone them down
so that they would be compatible to the

plenary.

Then the plenary would pass the mo-
tions.

All the delegates would say with
great enthusiasm that they must
"bring the issues back to the member
campuses" in two ways: through the

local student councils and through ref-

erendum campaigns.
The Resolutions Book goes to the

Students councils. They discuss the

motions and pass more motions.

There is a referendum. pro-CUS
group on the U of T campus believes in

the issues and see the continuation of

CUS as being necessary to promote the

issues. CUS must survive so that stu-

dent council people can go back to the

Congress next year and pass more mo-
tions about the issues and fight more
referenda.

The pro-CUS people admit that CUS
is top-down, that it's an elitist struc-

ture. But keep CUS going, they tell us,

and we'll solve those problems later.

The referendum has been a cam-
paign of survival. And the politics of

Trix is for kids

CUS does not relate to kids' teeth

survival are opportunism — anything
to maintain the "tyranny of process".
The anti-CUS, right-wing group sees

CUS as a threat to democracy, the pop-
ular notion of democracy being, at pre-

sent, stability. Their tactic is red-bait-

ing. They and Premier Bennett.

The pro-CUS forces see CUS as a
place to be legitimately radical. The
collapse of CUS is a threat to their sur-

vival. But to be a legitimate radical in

this society is a contradiction in terms.
As a result, the pro- and anti groups

have waged a bitter and opportunistic ij

campaign that began at an animalistic
meeting of the Students Administrative
Council where both sides saw the main
political issue as campaign funds.

Tomorrow a concrete event is taking

place: a number of students will get up
and walk to ballot boxes and put marks
on them.

But many more students will not
vote at all. Because they haven't heard
of CUS, or they don't know what it's

doing, or they just don't care.

And those people who don't vote are
the best illustration of the irrelevance
of CUS — a union that cannot relate to

students because it is not a grass-roots
union that students have formed to do
anything.

There is a difference between saying
something and doing something. There
is no such thing as a radical word, only
a radical action — for that is the only
way to affect your environment, a
change it, and become part of history

because you are making it. The CUS
rhetoric cannot effect anything be-

cause it cannot break through the
structure of the union itself and reach
the student.

Students should be organizing in

classrooms and departments rather
than delegating their political responsi-
bility to a paper union in Ottawa, to a
small group of students delivering pap-
er motions that are only rhetoric.

All of that does not mean smash CUS
by voting NO in tomorrow's referen-
dum. To vote at all is to perpetuate a
myth. The referendum itself assumes
that there is a national student union to

vote for and against. There isn't. Just
some paper, some money, and a few
tired radicals in Ottawa.

— brian johnson

So he voys, write a mo»1head ad, which this is,

ond since we need a link- humor we'll start with,
but that would indicate bias so we'll have to call a
mooting to form a committee to decide if we can
do it, it being unmentionable, so who's on the
comm. but good ol' jomei , who drives a foreign car
called a karamtlanik, from which we gel our boil-
ing worth. . . they're mode in houenstein, by the
brook, Hm, and use only the varey best material,
by hannanl, and they also build lauries (lauries
what?) which are used to haul away the excess
con on the trevor. . . about this time we send up a
'andy sos hoping we haven't missed too many like

we almost did with brian, the kid, agi, hanna,
barb, dave, henry and anon. . . am i gellius?. . .

only of his skill and so we say. . .good night, misses
cloud, where ever you ant
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The following is an excerpt of a speech
made by David Stack at the annual CUS
Congress in August. Black, a former
member of the CUS secretariat, is speak-
ing on a motion that CUS join the In-

dustrial Workers of the World (the
"Wobblies").

The motion was a theatrical device
intended to expose the structural prob-
lems of CUS.

On the street where I live in Ottawa
in a suburb called Vanier, it is mostly
French Canadian. The little kids on the
street have become our good friends
because I own a dog and most of them
don't have a dog and the kids know
that.

And they come to dinner and they
say "Oh you eat well and we are only
eating fish at 43 cents a pound.

22. 1969

They say things like you own a lot of

records and we only have ten. And the

little girl Denise, who is only five,

laughs, and her mouth is full of cavities

because her father couldn't afford to

take her to the dentist.

That is the reality that I experience.
It means something. Not just words in

the gut.

In introducing that resolution we are
not trying to smash the union.

That would assume that the union
exists. It does not.

The problem that is ours is to be-

come relevant, to do something about
the fact that the kids on my street,

who, incidentally, are affluent, have to

live out their lives the way they do.

So we introduced the motion which,

talked about the previous radical tradi-

tion that was smashed, the previous

radical tradition that wanted to do
something, the previous radical tradi-

tion that was dangerous to North
America and came out of the one big

union that was Canadian.

Most of us probably don't know the
history of the IWW. Most of us have
probably not ever heard of the old
OBU. That is the function of our text-

books, the function of what we are
taught. We are taught to ignore reality.

To be a student — etudiant — to
study, to know, is to know a lot more
than most people do.

It is worth taking your education and
knowhow and serving the people. Be-
cause that is the only choice we have, if

we are students. And that is the thing
that has not happened here. We have
assumed ahistorically the need for
CUS.



An Open Letter

By STEVE LANGDON and BOB BOSSIN
(Steve Langdon was last year's Presi-

dent of the Students Administrative
Council, and Bob Bossin was last year's
SAC Education Consultant.)
We've both been very frustrated by

the debate about the Canadian Union
of Students and thought it might be
useful, or at least therapeutic, to
write down why.

Partly it's a personal attachment
we've both had to CUS: our own ideas
about the university and about Cana-
da have developed with and through
CUS. We've seen the organization
become a radical student union in-

stead of a student government club
for future cabinet ministers.

Obviously such a change of direc-
tion raises questions. The frustrating
thing is that during the last week none
of them were being asked. Instead
there has been a "debate" that should
embarrass any university communi-
ty-

The anti-CUS campaign has spent
its time in name-calling and misre-
presentation of CUS (eg. quoting
Andy Wernick as wanting to haul a
red flag over every social science
building — even though Wernick has
no position in CUS, and his statement
has nothing to do with either the union
or its policies).

There has been the misleading red
herring about Quebec. Quebec's
French-speaking university students
want a strictly Quebec student union.
They don't want to belong to CUS or
any union by another name that might
replace it. CUS accepting this doesn't
make it happen — it just permits us to

talk with them.
And there was SAC's stupidly giv-

ing more money to one side than the
other. The campaign would have been
better if they had given nothing to

anyone.

Meanwhile, the real questions —
what CUS is, what it has done, what it

thinks about the university and Cana-
dian society in 1969 — these have
hardly been mentioned. We want to

try to deal with them.

What it is:

CUS is not a phantom group in Otta-

wa, making decisions by inspiration.

The SAC reps elected at Toronto met
at the Lakehead in August with repre-

sentatives of 42 other universities.

from Steve Idtngdon andBob Bossin
Union policies were decided there;
the Ottawa secretariat only carries
them out.

This is not ideally democratic of
course; many local councils are still

elected in popularity contests or in
campaigns like this one.

What has it done for us lately:

The issue here is not flights to Eu-
rope, or life insurance or tuition de-
ductions from income tax. CUS has
done things much more central.
We don't think we would have a

CUG report, at least in its present
form, had there been no CUS. The
student position on university democ-
racy developed through CUS semi-
nars, CUS papers and CUS research.
The plan CUG recommends for res-
tructuring departments (parallel
structures) came from CUS discus-
sions and analysis of experiments
tried by other student groups.
SAC education policy — course un-

ions, course evaluations, the Free
University, emphasis on student-cen-
tered learning, demands for multi-
discipline courses, content reform —
has resulted directly from CUS work
and expertise. Before the 1967 CUS
seminar on education, the SAC Edu-
cation committee's main function
was watchdogging the Blue and White
Society budget.

The same link can be made be-
tween CUS and U of T student policy
on housing, discipline and student aid".

POSITION AND STRATEGY ON THE
UNIVERSITY

CUS's policy and strategy have
developed from this day to day work
on student issues. For example, in

researching student aid we learned
that basic social and economic fac-
tors were more important than sim-
ple needs for aid money in preventing
many people from reaching universi-
ty. Poor schools and housing in slum
areas, low parental incomes are what
really prevent lower class kids from
getting here. A government financed
study by four U of T students recently
proved this conclusively.

All this taught us we had to look
beyond easy answers that only re-
flected what we saw on our own cam-
pus.

In the same way, after demanding a
"voice" in university government we
learned that just a voice (eg. seven
members on the two hundred member
senate) was not enough.

We learned that "academic free-
dom" meant to many faculty mem-
bers the freedom to do whatever they
wished in the classroom and thus, as
pointed out in the Campbell Report,
denied academic freedom to students.

And we learned that faculty had pow-
er and students didn't.

We also learned that changes don't
come without political pressure. Iron-

ically, last year the Southern Alberta
Institute of Technology withdrew
from CUS, calling it "too political"
and then had to call CUS for help the
next week when the government tried

| to make SAIT a straight trade school
* — without consultation,

ir Much the same thing happened here
* last year. We discovered that a secret

| brief on the future of the university

S; was about to be presented to the gov-

1

5
3i

ernment. SAC asked that the brief be
discussed and approved first. Presi-
dent Bissell approved. SAC and a gen-
eral student meeting had to threaten
a sit-in. The administration then
changed its position and made the
brief public (revealing, among other
things, that Forestry was to be moved
to Erindale, a decision made without
discussion by Forestry students or
staff.)

Students were able to prevent that

decision and others as arbitrary.

This is what is meant by the politics

of confrontation: not that negotia-
tions are stopped in favour of taking
up axes, but that we be willing to put

ourselves on the line when it becomes
necessary.

SOCIETY
Over recent years we also learned

that the complaints students express
— boredom, feeling "I'm not doing
anything really meaningful", loneli-

ness, alienation — are not just student
feelings but problems of the whole
community. The executive in his of-

fice is just as alienated, the workers
just as powerless.

Student difficulties are aspects of
social difficulties. There is not enough
student housing because there is not
enough low cost housing. There is

unemployment, student and non-stu-
dent, because of the nature of our
economy. The values of the outside
shape attitudes in the university.
Economic forces influence it. Univer-
sity examinations aren't to help
learning which they actually hinder;
they really aid private industry in

their employee selection.

AH this means to tackle student
problems we must tackle social prob-
lems. That's why CUS concerns itself

with society. This inevitably includes

research on our economy.
Most crucial in the long run may be

photo by errol young I

CUS's work on the question of U.S.I
control of Canada. Half our manufac-I
turing industries, two thirds of our I

key resource sector are in American I

hands; the same trend is hitting ourl
university education. It has to bel
stopped if we are going to keep open I
the chance of building in Canada a I

better, more humane co-operative I
society.

We think this is a valid sketch of I
what CUS really is. As such it has I
some limitations. For example, wel
think it should be linking our hopes for I
change with those of students in other I
countries, where national freedomsl
are also limited by local tyranny or by I
externarimperialism'.

We were surprised to learn this!
summer, one of us in Africa, one in I
Latin America, that even rhetorical I
support from Canadian students is I
welcomed by, say, students in South!
Africa fighting Apartheid, It makes I
them feel less isolated.

But we recognize that no national I
union, whether it's the one we've gotl
or some mythical new one, can re-l
fleet exactly what any two studentsl
want to have done. CUS is essentially I
a parliamentary body — but one with!
a radical, active position on universi-l

ty and national issues.

We realize it is not saving the world I
but we think it is doing something I
useful.

That's what CUS is. If studentsl
don't feel this is what their union I

should be, they should smash CUS. I
But if that is to be the decision, it I
should not be made on the basis of the I
name-calling, misrepresentation and I
innuendo that have made up this I

campaign.

Steven Langdon SAC past-president I

Bob Bossin, old time feelie I
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MORE ON C AfS
'Engineers' paper has radical implications'

I wonder how CUS became

the revolutionary party its de-

tractors call it.

It must have been a glorious

day when elected student coun-

cillors gathered from across

the country, suddenly discard-

ed shirts and ties for blue jeans

and prepared to man the barri-

cades.

Or maybe it didn't happen

that way at all. Maybe we can

wade through all the recent

jargoneering and misrepresen-

tation and demonstrate how
CUS is a valuable organization

worth saving.

Art Mcllwain should really

know. He's president of the

Engineering Society which

days ago published a paper on

Objectives for an educational

environment in Engineering.

That document not only

employed the essentials of the

CUS Declaration of the Canadi-

an Student but based its entire

analysis on a paper written by

former CUS secretariat mem-
ber Bob Baldwin.

The concepts in that paper

are central to CUS's view of

education.

Explicitly drawing on them,

the Engineering Society calls

for education to be a "co-oper-

ative intellectual effort" and
defines the principal goal of

education" to be the develop-

ment of all citizens as free,

creative, human beings.

Written largely by Art Mc-
llwain, the engineering paper

notes that this cooperative in-

tellectual effort necessitates

an atmosphere free of "arbi-

trary superiority — inferiority

situations" It detected a feel-

ing of "malaise" among engi-

neering students, since the

concepts of Mcllwain and

Baldwin recommend are far

from reality in the faculty.

Yet Mcllwain has chosen to

oppose our continued member-
ship in CUS. He wants us to

accept the ideas but reject the

organization to which those

ideas are central, and which

was largely responsible for

helping student councilors ar-

ticulate them.

Mcllwain is worried because

CUS is "radical".

He doesn't seem to recog-

nize that the education he rec-

ommends for his faculty is far

from reality across this cam-
pus. Few students would consi-

der their day-to-day learning

experiences "co-operative in-

tellectual efforts". "Arbitrary

superiority-inferiority situa-

tions" prevail in most class-

rooms. Any changes in this

direction would be rather ma-
jor.

And it's doubtful that we can

generate an atmosphere of

cooperation when a competi-

tive marking system, grim
struggles for graduate school

positions and a competitive

ethic in our socio-economic

system are still with us.

Mcllwain's Engineering So-

ciety paper smacks of pretty

radical stuff. But he doesn't

seem to recognize its implica-

tions. Some CUS people have
taken Mcllwain's analysis sev-

eral steps further. But that

must make them "revolution-

aries" so our Engineering So-

ciety Pres. campaigns against

them. It's a pity he can't see

past his own rhetoric.

It's also a shame he doesn't

recognize the key role of CUS
in helping student councillors

across Canada move from the

situation existing two years

ago — when University of,

Western Ontario students were

refused a single seat on their

Board of Governors — to to-

day's CUG report, which sees

students involved in hiring, fir-

ing and promoting professors.

He could point to the recent

study on student aid sponsored

by the Department of Universi-

ty Affairs which endorsed a

long time CUS position that

class barriers to education

cannot be overcome with loans

but only by attacking financial

deprivation in all its forms.

Maybe those approaches
were radical. Maybe they in-

volved political analyses. But

they were responses to prob-

lems that won't go away even
though student unions ignore

them. And if the analyses were
radical the debate should be

whether those approaches
were valid and not that a stu-

dent union shouldn't be radical

at all.

It would be ludicrous to al-

low a valuable organization

like CUS to crumble in a flurry

of jargoneering and cries from
a few campus politicians that

they were embarrassed intel-

lectually at the last Congress.

— Art Moses
(III UC)

12 student presidents back CUS
We the undersigned, presidents of our re-

spective student unions, support the Canadian

Union of Students and believe that its pro-

grammes and policies for the year 1969-70

provide a firm basis for a union which has

wide support as well as effective policies. We
have had time to only assemble this small

number of signatures and deliver this letter at

such a late date because we had no idea that

the attacks made on CUS would be so totally

misrepresentative of what actually happened

at the last CUS Congress. Far from an unre-

presentative group of manipulating conspira-

tors, the Congress extended voting privileges

to all schools who attended regardless of

membership and the resolutions that were

passed, in most cases by overwhelming mar-

gins, represented a broad consensus around

issues which affect Canadian students. We
hope that the students at the University of

Toronto will look at those resolutions and re-

alize that their vote has wide implications on

campuses all across Canada. We realize that

locally we all have problems which need to be

worked on and resolved but clearly there is a

difference between local issues and the future

of the national union which we regard as ex-

-tremely important. We look forward to mem-
bership in CUS with the students of the Uni-

versity of Toronto so that we can all move on

to solving the problems facing Canadian stu-

dents in this society.

Pat Beard, Brock University Student Assem-
bly

Paul Koster, York Student Federation

Barry Hales, Ryerson Students Administra-

tive Council

Lorenz Schmidt, Carleton Students Council

Norm Wickstrom, Simon Fraser University

Pat Pattison, University of Calgary

Pierre Fortin, Laurentian University

Geri Gaskin, Mount St. Vincent University

Dennis Wallace, Lakehead University

Ken Sunquist, University of Saskatchewan,
Regina campus
Al Bodrie, University of Manitoba

Jim Pringle, Brandon University

Sir,

The Executive of the G.S.U. publicly

requests the resignation of Mr. John 0.

Winter for the deliberate misrepresen-

tations he presented in The Varsity of

Oct. 20. Mr. Winter has not, to this

date, brought these accusations to the

attention of the Executive Committee
of which he is a member. Nor has he
ever introduced any motions to this

effect. The following facts are ample
refutation of Mr. Winter's article:

1. The Executive does not intend to

pack the General Meeting.

2. Unlimited supplies of free beer
after General Meetings was, in fact,

one of the policies which Mr. Winter
personally initiated last year.

3. The Executive maintains that its

record of achievement over its first six

months surpasses that of previous ex-

ecutives.

4. Mr. Winter's claim that he left the

previous Executive functioning as an
efficient organization is an unfortun-
ately egotistical overstatement. Fur-
thermore, Mr. Winter has refused to

share with the present Executive the

storehouse of privileged information
which he accumulated as the personifi-

cation of the previous Executive.

5. The acquisition of office furniture

was initiated by Mr. Winter's Execu-
tive and was approved by a General

GSU executive calls for Winter's resignation
Meeting. The film projector was pur

chased wholly from the profits of last

year's movie programme. This pur-

chase was necessitated by extraordi-

narily high weekly rental costs.

6. The Organizer has been paid from

the contingency funds of last year's

budget; her continuing employment is

subject to the approval of the General

Meeting. It is the opinion of the Execu-

tive that her work has been satisfacto-

ry to this date.

7. Michael Vaughan has not sent any

letters as President of the G.S.U. to

Ottawa protesting chemical warfare.

The Executive agreed to pay for tele-

grams amounting to $13.68 not $50.00 as

was claimed by Mr. Winter.

Mr. Vaughan does not own an expen-

sive Ford Torino, nor does he intend to

acquire a new or used car.

Mr. Vaughan has Executive confid-

ence in his handling of the disciplinary

crisis in which he played a major role.

Mr. Vaughan has expressed his will-

ingness to postpone his Canada Council

grant in order to carry out the duties of

his office which have become increas-

ingly time-consuming since the G.S.U.

has become an autonomous organiza-

tion. The Executive has resolved that

he become a full-time President at a

salary of $500 a month for 6 months
with full employee benefits.

8. The present Executive maintains

that its guiding philosophy leads more
effectively to useful action than the

confused hit-and-miss approach of pre-

vious Executives.

9. The Executive has, in fact, recon-

ciled all differences with OISE.

10. The General Meeting has been

called in a constitutional manner to the

last detail. At the General Meeting a

Charter and by-laws will be presented

for consideration of the members. Mr.

Winter's charge of illegality is misin-

formed.

11. The present Executive is in the

process of shifting the policy emphasis
of the G.S.U. from that of an isolated

service organization to that of an ac-

tively-involved socio-political Union.

To this end a significant part of the

proposed budget has been allotted for

departmental graduate student organi-

zations.

We will accept nominations for the

position of vice-president. Division II

Representative, and Division III Rep-

resentative at the General Meeting

today at the G.S.U. from 12 noon.

The above state-

ment was
passed unanimous-

ly by the

GSU Executive photo by crrol young

Michael Vaughan and his car
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Why vote yes on CUS referendum tomorrow
By GARY WEBSTER

(Gary Webster is a graduate student in

Political Science and was Co-Chairman
of the Commission on University Govern-
ment.)

Opponents of CUS have centred their

attacks around the claim that CUS is

not a body representative of student
interests but is rather a revolutionary

"political party" committed to the de-

struction of society as we know it with

no regard for the opinions of the major-
ity of students.

These charges need to be confronted

on two levels: CUS' real service to the

interests of the majority of students

must be demonstrated; and it must be

established that CUS is no more a polit-

ical party than the Government of

Canada or any other representative or

delegative institution on which the

majority of members have a particular

political leaning.

CUS' basic purpose has been to serve

as an institution through which the var-

ious student councils in Canada may
exchange and promulgate ideas gener-

ated by their experience in local consti-

tuencies and formulate coherent strat-

egies for the student movement across

Canada. University administrations

and academic staff, government, and

corporations all operate through na-

tional organizations. Students, who
deal with and often oppose these inter-

est groups, need a similar national

medium of policy-formulation, re-

search and communication.

CRUCIAL

From my personal perspective, the

research and communication functions

of CUS are crucial to attempts to make

successful representations on behalf of

students both at the local university

level and before provincial and nation-

al governments. The importance of

these CUS functions is well illustrated

by the CUS role in the university gov-

ernment debate, which has led on this

campus to the CUG Report. CUS took

an early stand on student parity in uni-

versity councils and researched and
disseminated some of the first hard

analyses of the need for a student role

in the hiring and promoting of faculty

members. CUS stands on these ques-

tions were publicized in the AUCC
magazine University Affairs and in the

nation's press: thus administrations

were put on notice that a national stu-

dent offensive on these questions was
to take place.

The sensationalisation of CUS mili-

tancy in the press made the CUS de-

mands seem all the more pressing, and

brought administrators to an earlier

recognition of the need to accommo-
date student concerns than might other-

wise have been true. The urgency with

which CUG was established, and the

willingness to accept student parity on

the Commission are cases in point.

IMPORTANT GROUNDWORK
Once CUG was established, the im-

portance of CUS' groundwork became
even more evident. It was because CUS
published the report on PSA reforms at

Simon Fraser through its Secretariat

that the SAC could think through the

parallel structures system of depart-

mental organization and present it as a

model in its brief to CUG. That model

achieved partial recognition in the

CUG recommendations.

CUS documents on the ideology of

social science and on the history of uni-

versity government and curriculum in

Canada served the students on CUG
well in making their case for reform of

the university. Martin Loney appeared
before CUG to explain the necessity of

a critical and open university in a dem-
ocratic society.

This is but one example of the serv-

ice that CUS has provided to student

reformers. There are many others.

Governmental agencies took very seri-

ous notice of the CUS paper on student

loans and the question of universal

accessibility to universities. When the

CPUO research committee set to work

on formulating new proposals for fi-

nancing students, this document re-

ceived its considerable attention. At

the federal level, tax exemptions for

income which students earned and ap-

plied to their university fees were

achieved partly because of CUS pres-

sure.

UNREPRESENTATIVE?
These are a few ways in which CUS

has served the interests of all students.

What then of the charge that CUS is a

"political party" unrepresentative of

students, where moderates and con-

servatives are unwelcome?

CUS representation comes from the

students' councils at all member uni-

versities. If delegates to CUS are large-

ly "radical" (many are only "liber-

als"), it is because the elected councils

which choose them are, in their majori-

ty, of similar political complexion.

Those who oppose CUS membership
have been too apathetic or have lacked

the political appeal to win a majority

on their local councils and thus to con-

trol the delegations to CUS. Having
lost, they scream "unrepresentative"

and demand the break-up ef the organi-

zation.

It is as if the NDP. having failed to

win a majority of seats in Parliament,
demanded the abolition of government
and the right to organize a substitute

national institution representative,
essentially, of its ideology. If students
are really dissatisfied with CUS poli-

cies (which I think they have little rea-

son to be, the CUG report and loan re-

forms being partially the result of

strong CUS policies), let them replace

the local SAC majorities which are
represented on CUS with their own
people. If they cannot do so, let them
act as a defeated party is obliged to act

in a democracy.

NO ALTERNATE
A final word about the type of politi-

cal analysis which CUS generates. CUS
opponents think it too radical and very

unrepresentative of student thinking.

Yet in this campaign they have not put

forward their own alternative analysis

or strategies for furthering the inter-

ests of students in Canada. If they wish

to neutralize or destroy the ability of a

national organization to formulate any
policies and any strategies, let them
say so, and let us deny them the right to

do so.

If not, let them organize to elect

their own people at local levels to

change the political complexion of CUS
and to develop new strategies.

Those of us who believe in democrat-

ic process and in the necessity of an

effective national student organization

will vote YES on Thursday.

Overseas worker must sell

his culture: Dr. McClure
In order to succeed in overseas work, a person must become

a missionary of his culture Dr. Robert McClure, Moderator of the

United Church of Canada, said last night.

Dr. McClure was speaking to an overflow audience at the

International Student Centre at a meeting, sponsored by Canadi-

an University Students Overseas.

"A person in an underdeveloped country has no respect for a

man who believes in nothing", he said.

He attacked those people who have a "liberal viewpoint"

and will not express their beliefs of their culture when asked by a

citizen of an underdeveloped country.

"A worker from China or the Soviet Union has a cultural

mark and the people of the country where he is working know

where to place him." he said.

In contrast a man from the West is distrusted because they

do not know where he stands.

In an interview after the meeting a CUSO spokesman disa-

greed with the position taken by Dr. McClure.

"It is not our feeling that our workers must sell our way of

life when they go overseas," said Suzanne Johnson. CUSO coordi-

nator in Toronto.

Dr. McClure also said the desire to serve is no longer the

only requirement for a person who wishes to work overseas.

"You must have a skill to be useful in the developing lands.

Your skill must be your tool and your tool must be sharp", he

He also had some advice on the correct attitude for CUSO

workers to adopt in their work.
,

"There is nothing you can do for the people of a developing

nation except in what you can do with them", he said.

Dr McClure was the first in a series of speakers sponsored

by CUSO in its continuing attempt to get involved in public educa-

tion on campus.
"We hope to involve students in international development

through these lectures, whether they are interested in serving

with CUSO or not", said Miss Johnson.

"We thought Dr. McClure would be provocative and offer a

different viewpoint than ours", she said.

Persons who would like to help in CUSO activities on campus

can volunteer their services at the organizations headquarters at

the ISC.

Confusion hits PHE students
By SYLVIA McVICAR

Many Physical and Health Education

students have reacted with surprise and
anger to the revamping of their course,

which was outlined to the first year stu-

dents last Thursday.

Students were informed they will have

only six hours of sports practice each week

in their first year, four hours in their sec-

ond and third year and two hours in their

fourth year. Last year the first year stu-

dents had 12 hours.

The main point of confusion lies around

the question of the purpose of the P.H.E.

course. Those who are aiming at teaching

positions, especially in secondary schools,

are upset at the de-emphasizing of actual

sports proficiency, while many who are

interested in graduate studies, rehabilita-

tion or health sciences welcome the

change.

P.H.E. director Dr. Ebbs, has said that

the sole purpose of the course is not to pro-

vide secondary school teachers, coaches or

athletes as such.

Last Thursday night, twenty graduates

met with Ebbs and agreed that teaching

should not be the end to the P.H.E. course.

Under the old program the P.H.E. gradu-

ates found they had already acquired their

teaching education, making the required

year at the College of Education extra-

neous.

BASIC PROGRAM
It has been decided instead that the pur-

pose of the program should be to provide a

basis for continuation in any area, such as

rehabilitation, health sciences or teaching.

Ebbs also stressed that the program set

up as of last Thursday, is not final. There

will be a committee of students and gradu-

ates to study it until November and decide

further changes.

Ebbs said he does not know why some of

his staff has disagreed with the new course

and resigned.

Much of the surprise at the changes in

the new program is due to the fact that the

new calendar did not come out until July 1,

because of the wait for approval by the

Senate.

As a result, many first year students

enrolled at U of T on the basis of the old

calendar. The new courses were not final-

ized until the second week of September

this year.
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piATAREWELOOKINGFOR?
COME, FIND OUT . . .

\\ // VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

SCAVENGER HUNT
^TIV^MEET IN FRONT OF HART HOUSE

'

I
\ 7:00 PM, SATURDAY, OCT. 25

AFTERWARDS (APPROX. 9:30) JOIN US AT lUTHfRH CFHTRf

coming events

UofT FLYING CLUB
1) OPEN MEETING
Oct. 22, 7:30 P.M. Music Rm
Hart House Guest Speaker

Mr. Tim Foster: "Business

of Aviation"

2) Breakfast flight

Sat. Oct. 25.8:00 A.M.
Island Apt. ; 3 Pilots so far,

need 9 passengers, any other

pilots PILOTS NONPILOTS

SAC
cus-ous

REFERENDUM

ADVANCE POLL

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 22nd, 1969

SAC OFFICE

9 A.M. - 5 P.M.

SAC ELECTIONS COMMITTEE: 923-6221

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE FILM CLUB

announces: WE'RE HAPPY W fp F
» \\\rn\\Wt Kt A MJUtVi

WE
,

RE |H mm &

WE WANT TO MEET THIS INTEREST IN OUR FALL FILM SERIES:

THE THEOLOGY OF BERGMAN
by introducing a second showing on Friday at

10 p.m. Everybody interested in the art of the

movies is invited to join.

OCT. 24 WILD STRAWBERRIES (1957)

NOV. 7 THE VIRGIN SPRING (1959)

NOV. 14 THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY (1961)

NOV. 28 THE SILENCE (1963)

DEC. 5 WINTER LIGHT (1962)

PRICE: $3.00 for the series • $1.00 at the door

PLACE: Carr Hall, St. Michael's College 50 St. Joseph Street

Tickets go on sale Oct. 23, 24 from 12-2 pm at the Coop
St. Michael's College Student Center

Uniwat president charges

radical with theft
WATERLOO (CUP) - University of Waterloo President

Howard Petch has charged a student with the theft and posses-

sion of a letter from his files.

Petch accused Cyril Levitt, a member of Waterloo s Radical

Student Movement, with stealing a letter from Philip Pocock,

Research Director of The U.S. Senate special committee on sci-

ence policy, containing peripheral references to expected In-

creases in research funds because of American weapons re-

Seal

Levitt read the letter to more than 300 students Sept. 25. as

they gathered to get answers and explanations from Petch about

the "Order on Campus" report of The Committee of Presidents

of Universities of Ontario.
.

The report called for stern disciplinary action against nearly

all student disruption. ...,„„. .t„ T i-;

Shortly before Levitt's reading Petch told the group the Uni-

versity was involved only in peaceful research

Levitt appeared in court Monday. No trial date has been set

He told reporters he intends to plead innocent on both

charges.

SAC financially supports

aldermanic candidates
SAC has leapt into municipal politics for the first time this

year, supporting the campaign of two candidates in Toronto's

Ward Seven, the city's poorest ward.

John Sewell, who received $300 from SAC for his independent

campaign for alderman, will discuss municipal politics on cam-

pus tomorrow.

Sewell, a graduate of Victoria College and U of T Law

School, has worked in Trefann Court and other parts of "Cab-

bagetown" for three years.

His campaign is not based on specific reforms, but he says

he hopes to give the residents of the area some say in the deci-

sions that affect them.

Sewell also says he will try to protect his constituents from

city developers who wish to level major portions of Ward 7 and

build high-rise apartments.

"We think that the poor people should be made aware of the

power they have," said SAC President Gus Abols. "They have

every right to be able to determine their own political future."

SAC is also supporting Mrs. Noreen Gaudette, a Trefann

Court resident, in her campaign for Board of Education in Ward

7.

Sewell will be speaking at noon tomorrow in Room 2135, Sid-

ney Smith Hall.

Canadian bedfellows with Nixon
NEW YORK (CUP ) — About 200 demonstrators quietly

protested the Council of Churches of the City of New York "Fam-

ily Of Man" Awards Dinner Monday, as the council honored U.S.

President Richard Nixon and San Francisco State College Presi-

dent S.I. Hayakawa.
A "counter-banquet" of bread and wine, planned by the

"Peace Meal Committee' and sponsored by 12 anti-war groups,

was held in the street outside the New York Hilton, while the

awards were presented inside.

The protestors announced their own "Family of Man"

awards for Black militant leader James Forman and James E.

Groppi, a civil rights leader now serving a six-month sentence in

a Milwaukee prison.

Organizer John E. Shuh said the council's awards to Nixon

and Hayakawa were the "baptism of oppression," and "a cheap

publicity stunt."

Inside, Hayakawa told guests at the $150-a-plate presenta-

tion dinner he felt he was "acting in defense of academic free-

dom" when he took over at San Francisco State.

Last year, Hayakawa, who was born in Vancouver, called

State Police and National Guards on campus to break a strike by

students and faculty demanding black studies courses and an in-

vestigation of alleged racism on campus.

DISCUSSION & PARTY

TOPIC - WHAT A NATIONAL CANADIAN FRATERNITY
CAN OFFER YOU

TO BE FOLLOWED BY A PARTY with all the trimmings

PLACE: - PHI KAPPA PI FRATERNITY
8r> Bedford Rd,

TIME" - 7:30- ?

ALL MALES WELCOME
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'f was refused a teaching position

in the socioiogy department

two weeks ago

for blatant political reasons.'
By RONNIE NEVIN

(
Ronnie Nevin is currently working toward

her PhD in Sociology at U of T. She did her Mas-
ters in Sociology here last year and received her

BA from the State University of New York at

Buffalo. She is a member of the Worker-Student
Alliance and the Sociology Radical Caucus.

The following is her account of what hap-
pened when she applied for a teaching position

in the Sociology Department.)

After being granted a teaching fellowship in

late September, I was turned down for the

position of tutorial leader in Norman Bell's

Sociology 100 course because of my radical

political views.

After much stalling and assurances that I

would be considered for the position, I discov-

ered two weeks ago exactly why I was not

thought fit to teach. Bell stated three reasons

for the refusal, making it clear that the issue

had been widely discussed in the department:

• there was "ideological opposition in the

department" to my political views

{sociologists aren't value-free; they do take

political positions).

« I lacked an "eclectic (many-sided) view of

sociology" and was too committed to a posi-

tion (I was just more honest about my analy-

sis and didn't hide it behind a hodge-podge of

positions; anyway the other sociologists were

obviously committed enough to see my criti-

cal views as threatening).

• The real reason was my "lack of compo-
sure" — that I didn't have the correct style or

approach and thus couldn't teach. He said I

might get a chance later on to teach, but in a

protected way (was I being protected from

the students or vice versa? )

.

PUT OFF
At first when I applied for the position, I

was put off and told that my request would be

considered.

Leo Zakuta, graduate secretary of the soci-

ology department wrote down my request but

said he couldn't promise me the position.

Bell also refused to commit himself even

when I said I would start attending his lec-

tures (since classes had already begun).

A week later I discovered that three of the

four tutorial leaders for Soc. 100 had already

been chosen, without my being informed of

any decision. I had accidentally walked in on a

meeting of Bell and his tutorial leaders.

At this point I decided to find out if I would

be given the last position:

Zakuta informed me that someone else was

already being considered for the last position.

He said that Bell had requested the four tu-

torial leaders, and I had not been one of them.

Zakuta tried to convince-.me that I was
needed in another course (primarily as a

grader of exams) but said there were no other

teaching positions available.

"RECOMMENDATIONS"
When I talked to Bell, he insisted that Zaku-

ta made the decisions on teaching assistants,

and said that he only made recommendations.

(Both Zakuta and Bell claimed that the other

had made the final decision.

)

It was clear I would not be permitted to

teach. When the fourth tutorial position be-

came free, at least three other students were
called for the position, before it was filled.

And meanwhile Bell's course had gone on for

four weeks without tutorials, due to difficulty

in choosing tutorial leaders.

In sociology, and other departments in the

university, acceptance of status quo ideas

about society are an important criterion in the

selection of faculty. I was not allowed to teach

because my critical analysis of society con-

tradicts what is usually taught in sociology

courses. This would have been dangerous be-

cause the predominant ideas are important in

preserving the system — they teach people

that the status quo is natural, unchangeable

and the best of all possible worlds.

Canadian society is run by the small minori-

ty of the people (the capitalist class) who own
and control the industries and finances in the

interests of profit.

It is directly in their interests to have peo-

ple accept the status quo. The university plays

a vital role in transmitting the ideas and val-

ues of those who run society — bourgeois ide-

ology; its function is the maintenance of the

present system.

Thus, my membership in the Worker-Stu-

dent Alliance and my participation in the Soci-

ology Radical Caucus, which has been organ-

izing left caucuses in several sociology cours-

es, was seen as a direct threat to the role of

the university and the sociology department.

The Worker-Student Alliance has been ac-

tively criticizing the content of status quo,

bourgeois social science at the II of T. Only by

organizing, especially on the classroom level,

can students challenge the ideology they are

taught and gain a critical understanding of the

world around them.

At the same time, since it is the function of

the university in society that determines the

kind of university we have, we are trying to

build a movement for social change by forging

a fighting alliance of workers and students.

^TSTHE PARTYSYSTEMANT/QUA TED?"
COME HEAR

RON KNIGHT M.P.P. (FORMER LIBERAL

MEMBER) NOW INDEPENDENT

PROF. J. McLEOD POL ECONOMY
DEPARTMENT

DEBATE THIS QUESTION
WED OCT 22 1 P.M. WILSON COMMON
ROOM, NEW COLLEGE

Voting with Georgie

Keep it to a whisper
By GEORGIE RUSSELL

You can vote on the Canadian Union of Students Thurs-
day, but you can't talk about it. If you do, you may have to vote

on CUS again.

The referendum is being run under the same rules as an
SAC presidential election, and according to SAC elections

committee chairman Ceta Ramkhalawansingh, the rules pro-

hibit any form of campaigning on the day of balloting.

Included among the prohibitions is an injunction against

any student advising other students on how to mark their bal-

lots.

"If someone came up to you and said "vote no on CUS,"
that would technically invalidate the referendum," Miss
Ramkhalawansingh said. She added that the rules were "ridic-

ulous."

"Like, if the anti-CUS people got the Lady Godiva Memo-
rial Band out and disrupted the campus a little, we'd have to

discount all the anti-CUS votes."

"It's really bullshit," she said. "I just brought it up now,

but the executive of SAC didn't see it that way."

The only campaign material allowed Thursday, she said,

would be posters tacked up during the week — as long as they

are not within 50 feet of the pools.

HART HOUSE THEATRE

USHERS
Volunteers needed for ushers for the two

Hart House Theatre Productions.

CALL AT
THE THEATRE BOX OFFICE

OR PHONE 928-8668

HOUSE 50
CAMERA CLUB

Tod a/, Camera Club Rooms, 1 : 1 0 p.r

Talk by

Prof. S.J.G. Bird

TABLE TENNIS ANYONE?
Come to the FENCING ROOM on

Wednesday Evenings at 7:00
All Hart House Members are

invited to join.

NOON HOUR FILMS
Thursday. October 23rd

East Common Room — 1 : 10 p.m.

THE RED BALLOON
Ladies Welcome

FILM CONTEST
Open to ALL Students
Entries accepted until

NOVEMBER 1ST
at the

UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
October 26 - Great Hall - 8:30

with

ROBERT AITKEN FLAUTIST
AND ENSEMBLE

Tickets: - Hall Porter
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ROYAL ALEXANDRA

ONE WEEK ONLY
MON. OCT. 20 thru SAT. OCT. 25

Eves. (Exc. Thurs.) at 8:30 p.m.

Mat. Sat. at 2:00 p.m.

"A REAL TRIUMPH

ROBERT BURR
STUDENT DISCOUNT TICKETS
AVAILABLE $2.00 FOR ANY

SEAT IN THE HOUSE
Fill out IN FULL and present by mail or at box-office

Student's Name

St. Address 01 Dormitory

City Tel. No

Class of in College. ID Card ft

No. of Tickets at Box Office Price of $ Each

Performance Date Time

BOX OFFICE OPEN 11 AM -9 PM

ilB
CIBr

SL
'Great, I guess'

Reaction to new program varied

By JANE HOLLINGWORTH
"The new program means academic

freedom. But with the core program, it's

just the same as before if you want a spe-

cialist degree", says Craig Copeland (II

VIC).

After a month of the new program, a

random sampling of student opinion indi-

cates it ranges from disenchantment to

"great. I guess".

First year students, asked to describe

their program, invariably said "What new

program?" and "You're not quoting me,

are you?"

One added, "I like being able to choose

what I take but what if I don't have the pre-

requisites for my second year choices?"

Another explained it as "just general

arts, really".

Second and third year general students —
liberated this year by the new program —
were hardly enthusiastic about its effect.

One who would "rather not be quoted"

said, "I just took what I would have other-

wise — it was easier that way".

Some named specific improvements as

hope for the new program's future possibil-

ities.

Bob Ransom (III VIC) said, "The politi-

cal science department has probably best

set up the new program. This year there

were 25 poli sci courses for which I had the

right qualifications.
'

'

In limbo, waiting for the program to

catch up with them next year is the way

third year Modern History students feel.

Romana Nothdurft (III VIC) said, "I just

wish someone would tell me what's going

on. It means an extra course in fourth

year."

Forestry and engineering students, with

no new program, are disinterested. "What

new. program? We have to take the same

old crap no matter what. Big choice —
Transportation Systems or Plant Physiolo-

gy" said Peter Cox (III Forestry).

Limited choice was the biggest beef

among the old program group. Lloyd Chiot-

ti (III APSC) said "I still have only one

choice of options — my Arts subject."

English Language and Literature, one

course "unique in its concentration", dis-

appears under the new program. Feelings

among E Land L students vary on its de-

mise. Bruce Whittlesea (IIVIC) said "I

really don't think you should disturb the

system."

Some English students said the restrict-

ed options and "the day-to-day grind"

made it too much like "extended high

school."

College English departments are now
deciding final exam policy.

Said one Vic English instructor "Be-

cause of the changeover this is a confusing

year with people operating under varied

regulations. Any 'opt-out provision' for

exams will involve more administrative

work and chaos somewhere."

Registrars handle computers, rainbows

By ANDY SOS
When the Macpherson Report's recom-

mendations created the New Program in

Arts and Sciences this year, they also cre-

ated much more work for Registrars' of-

fices around the University.

But despite the increased workload, has-

sles with the computer, and the greater

number of course changes made by stu-

dents, the Registrars still seem to have

favorable reactions to the New Program.

As R.L. Cummins, Registrar of Trinity

College, said, "Administratively it's a lot

of work", but added, this fact should be

"secondary to academic considerations."

"This year there was much more shop-

ping around and this is a good thing." said

Innis College Registrar, D.B. King.

Because of this, he thought, students had

a chance to investigate more of their cours-

es and as a result there were some drastic

changes in programs, like switches from

all sciences to all arts

MORE COUNSELLING
The wider choices offered to students

necessitated many more hours of counsell-

ing, according to J.J. Rae of Erindale.

In some cases, he said, students chose

irresponsibly without considering require-

ments.

Fortunately, with the New Program they

can make up for this in later years.

St. Michael's Registrar Father H.V. Mal-

lon thinks the students should be happier

with this New Program because they now

have enough latitude to choose the courses

that satisfy them the most.

Working with the computer for the first

time was also a problem, says A.CM. Ross

of Victoria College.

A RAINBOW OF PAPER
Especially troublesome were the myriad

forms in many colours (featuring green,

white and goldenrod) that had to be filled

out.

New College's Registrar F.A, Hare, upon

hearing that three other Registrars had
been consulted, refused to comment.

He said, "It is good enough for you to use

the opinions of the Registrars of two or

three bigger colleges."

Although it is still too early to judge con-

clusively, the general consensus among the

registrars is that the New Program is suc-

cessful in giving students a greater free-

dom and, hence, a greater satisfaction in

their choice of courses.
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NATIONAL SUPPLEMENT
This is the first issue of ihc new National Supplement. We hope

you like it

We're not completely happy with our first issue, but we hope to

improve as wc get established. We arc damned well pleased though that

we manage to get the thing off the ground against what at times looked

like nearly impossible odds.

For this first issue something like 100,000 copies will be distributed

across the country as inserts in the IS subscribing papers. We are pleased

to see that most of the larger student papers have subscribed, but some-

what disappointed in the response from the smaller papers. When we

originally conceived of the supplement wc thought it could be of most

service to the smaller papers, particularly in the supply of feature ar-

ticles.

We don't like the name "National Supplement" cither, but couldn't

come up with anything else so we decided to use it, at least for the first

edition. We hope to have a belter one next time around and welcome

suggestions from our readers.

The paper will appear every two weeks. It is published jointly by CUP
and CUS but editorial content is independent of both organizations.

Editorial control is vested in an editorial board made up of two from

CUP, two from CUS and two non-CUS CUP types. We think that this

set up will lead to the production of a better, more flexible paper. Direct

editorial control by the publishing organizations could lead to the paper

becoming little more than an inward looking house organ.

Contributions — letters, articles, photos, cartoons and artwork —
are always appreciated as are comments, criticisms and suggestions.

In this edition...

We would like to draw particular attention to the piece on Quebec.

Take away the cops and you have open class warfare, with guns, (page 7)

by our Quebec correspondent Tom S. Brown. The editors of the National

Supplement feel it is a particularly informative and well-written piece of

journalism.

Beauty and the Beast: The Politics of Youth and Class in Britain,

(page 8) is a close look at some of the more recent social phenomena

among British youth. Few people in North America are aware of the

existence of the skinheads and, as London correspondent Robert Tressel

reports, it is only recently that the British press has begun to report on

them.

CUP Bureau Chief George Russell surveys the stale of tolerance

of Drotest and free speech in the article Repression on Campus, (page 6)

and A. Anzew takes a few broad swings at the chief oppressors on the

Simon Fraser campus in Strike Continues at Simon Fraser (page 6).

The plight of Indian agricultural workers is reported upon by John
Ferguson and Barry Lipton of the Prairie Fire in the centrefold spread

Discrimination and Exploitation in the Alberta Beetfields. Subscriptions

lo the Prairie Fire, Regina's opposition press go for $8 (one year — fifty-

two issues). Write: The Regina Communily Media Project, 2640 Angus
Blvd., Regina, Sask.

Hagos Yesus, or the Ethiopian Students Association, makes a plea

for support from Canadian Students in Repression in Ethiopia (page 6).

He will soon leave on a cross Canada speaking tour, so watch for him on
your campus.

In future editions...

Some of the upcoming articles in the National Supplement are:

Politics in British Columbia, a close look at the turbulent political

scene on the west coast and the implications of the recent election.

Women's Liberation, a Canadian look at the growing women's lib-

eration movement, what it's doing and what it's thinking.

Apartheid In South Africa, a report on the social, political, and
economic effects of apartheid in the Cape.

The Mid-Canada Corridor, an in-depth examination of corporate
plans for the fulure exploitation of Canadian natural resources.

Canada's Economic Situation, a report on the present state of the
Canadian economy and trends for the future: boom or bust?

The Political Economy of the Atlantic Provinces, a report on the
politics and economy of the Maritimcs and an examination of the root
causes for slack in the Atlantic economy. Part of a series on regional
problems in Canada.

And many, many more features and articles.

— The Editors

National Supplement

Editorial Board — John Gallagher, Don Kossick,
Stuart Saxe, Ron Thompson.

The National Supplement is published by the

Canadian Union of Students and Canadian University
Press. Enquiries, ads, submissions should be addressed
to Don Kossick, 246 Queen St.

Produced and printed by Payette & Payette Inc.

North American Review
CYC — Scapegoat
MONTREAL — The shaky administration of May-
or Jean Drapeau is trying to use the Company of

Young Canadians as a scapegoat to pull itself

through the plethora of criticism it finds itself facing

in the wake of the Montreal police strike. Using all

the familiar McCarthyite tricks of half-truths, innu-

endo, red scares and "fact-filled" never-made public

secret documents, Drapeau and his executive secre-

tary Lucien Saulnier hope to convince the people of

Quebec that recent disorders in Montreal result not

from the bungling of their regime, but from the activ-

ities ofCYC "agitators."

Support for PSA
VANCOUVER — The student council at the Uni-

versity of British Columbia unanimously threw its

support behind Simon Fraser University's PSA
department, and condemned the SFU administration

for trying to impose a "uniform and monolithic

education environment at SFU".
Several faculty members at UBC departments of

political science, sociology, and anthropology have

also added their support to the PSA department.

EDMONTON — The University of Alberta political

science department publicly condemned the admin-
istration of Simon Fraser University and voted to

boycott SFU at both the faculty and student level

until the administration lifts the suspensions and
halts dismissal proceedings against nine striking

faculty in SFU's PSA department.

The U. of A. department called on the Canadian
Association of University Teachers to support the

two-week old PSA strike, and asked that the SFU
administration enter into immediate negotiations

with the department "for a resolution of the problem
on the basis of the continued operation of the PSA
department as a democratic department working in

the interest of the university community and the

community as a whole."

The U of A department granted support to PSA
by a vole of 18 to 3; the faculty committee is com-
posed of 23 faculty, four graduate, and four under-
graduate students.

CPUO report under attack

OTTAWA — The report of the Committee of Pres-

idents of Universities of Ontario on "Order on the
Campus" has been getting its lumps all over Ontario
since its release SepL 18. Students at Toronto, York,
Waterloo, and Carleton have demanded (hat their

individual university presidents repudiate the report

defended by them as "just a working paper".
Most of the Ontario presidents, when confronted,

have said that the CPUO document will not form

the basis for new disciplinary codes and structures

at individual campuses.

SDS Weatherman faction

fight Chicago police.

CHICAGO — A smaller-than-anticipatcd force of

about three to four hundred members of the Weather-

man faction of the American SDS took part in their

four-day "Bring the War Home" demonstration this

month in Chicago. They battled Chicago police in

a number of street fights that resulted in numerous

injuries to both police and Weathermen. Police made
290 arrests and there were still ISO demonstrators

in Chicago's Cook County jail several days after the

demonstrations. Total bail bonds are expected to

run to over $2 million. The Weathermen, who take

their name from the line "you don't have to be a

weatherman to know which way the wind blows,"

in Bob Dylan's song "Subterranean Homesick

Blues," have been severely criticised by most of the

North American left for their "adventuristic" and

"infantile" tactics.

Welfare protests in America
the beautiful

NEW YORK — Welfare budgets in many US states

were cut to the bone and further this summer and now
the poor people are cutting back. Led by the National

Welfare Rights Organization, a union with a national

membership of over 70,000, welfare recipients have

participated in hundreds of demonstrations in a score

of major U.S. cities.

By mid-September about 70,000 children were

boycotting New York schools, and 600 mothers and

children had been arrested in actions at over 30 wel-

fare centres.

Demands are that allowances for childrens' cloth-

ing and schoolbooks be restored, and that free meal

programs be inaugurated in schools.

In Madison Wisconsin, welfare demonstrators

aided by students seized the state assembly building

Sept. 29, holding it for 1 1 hours before peacefully

withdrawing.

Ahmed Evans

CLEVELAND — Black nationalist Ahmed Evans,

scheduled to die in the electric chair in Ohio Peni-

tentiary Sept. 23. was granted a stay of execution

when his lawyer Stanley Tolliver Tiled an appeal.

Major rallies were held in New York and Cleve-

land on Sept. 20, in support of Evans. Petition cam-

paigns urging authorities to spare his life have been

carried on in New York, Cleveland, Detroit, and Mil-

waukee, and in at least six Ohio cities.
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Repression on Campus
.by George Russell

The 1969-70 academic year is barely
six weeks old, but it's already shaping up
to be a bad one for thinking about holding

a weinie-bake in your local university

computing centre. In fact, it may be a bad
one for holding up your hand in class.

Traumatized by the horrific events at

Sir George Williams University last year
(the trials of eighty-plus defendents. charg-

ed with conspiracy to commit arson and
various other indictable offenses, begins

in early November), and perhaps more
than a little overcome by American late-

night newscasts, Canadian university ad-

ministrators have already made it abund-
antly clear that the crypto-fascists of the

student left will not be allowed to carry

on their shennanigans unhindered during

the current school term.

In short, peace, order and good govern-

ment have become the words of the day in

Canadian universities, and codes of dis-

cipline, judicial procedures and student-

faculty disciplinary committees (at the

more liberal campuses, with student parity)

are being created just as fast as political

science departments can spare the men to

write them.

Students barely had a chance to pick the

price tags off their textbooks this Sep-

tember, before the Committee of Presidents

of Universities of Ontario issued- — "a
bit prematurely," as a CPUO official del-

icately put it — a working paper entitled

Order on Campus: a document designed

to help university administrations come to

terms with the knotty problems of unac-

ceptable dissent and what to do about it on

their campus.

Culled largely from a similar document

issued at Harvard (no-one has seen fit to

pick up on this particular example of the

American influence on our universities

except the Canadian Union of Students,

which can be counted on to pick up almpst

anything.), the CPUO working paper says

basically that all of this stuff has got to

stop.

"This stuff" is then outlined in four

trenchent pages: in effect, every form of

dissent except informational picketing.

And maybe not even that: one category of

verboten activity is ''obstruction of the

normal processes and' activities essential

to the functions of the university com-

munity."

As released to the press, the document

unfortunately fails to include the appendix

listing the normal processes and activities

essential to the functions of the university

community (it would have been mandatory

in a Master's thesis); presumably they will

be discovered by the trial and error method.

The CPUO official was probably right in

his assessment of the timing of the release:

students and faculty from the right, left

and centre raised some sort of howl on

virtually every one of the 14 Ontario cam-

puses affected by the document, and at the

University of Toronto the scuffle over

the document nearly boiled over into a full-

scale showdown between the Students

Administrative Council and affable, aris-

tocratic administration president Claude

Bissell, long considered the Clark Kerr of

the Canadian university scene (Bissell, a

long-time friend of Kerr's, and mcdiator-

in-chief at Canada's closest approximation

to a multiversity, reportedly even likes the

comparison himself.).

As luck would have it, the show-down at

Toronto turned out to be as anti-climactic

as the resolution of a Mary Worth comic

strip: Bissell didn't lose, he thinks, but he

didn't win either, the students think.

Instead, Bissell announced that U of T

already had its own disciplinary guidelines

in the works, and wouldn't use the CPUO
document as a guideline for anything. He

didn't exactly say he denounced it, though,

and the Toronto SAC was left with more

than the niggling suspicion that, somehow,
they hadn't achieved quite what they want-
ed.

Relieved students, led by engineering

faculty and students who had been given

the day off from classes to listen to Bissell,

gave the president a standing ovation and
sent him away from the meeting with cho-
ruses of "For He's a Jolly Good Fellow."

And it was all so exciting that no-one

got around to discussing why Order on
Campus was written in the first place.

No-where near the same fuss was raised

either by or about the situation at Sir Geor-
ge Williams University, where law and
order wasn't just proposed: it was laid

down with a vengeance, no questions asked,

no answers given.

The first order of business at Sir George
this year was to lay on the discipline code
to end all discipline codes: students must
show their identification on demand; no
circulation of unsigned leaflets, etc. on the

one-building campus; and "'every student

who fails to submit to the jurisdiction of—
this code of Student Behaviour is guilty

of an offence and is liable (i) to be suspend-

ed from the University, or(ii) to be expelled

from the University."

So far, no-one at Sir George has raised

a peep — or at least a publicized peep —
presumably because according to the above-

mentioned clause, it's against the law.

Apparently the trauma of Sir George
still hangs too heavily on the rest of the

country for students, faculty or anyone to

do more than pretend the university ceased

to exist alongside the late-lamented com-
puter. No-one talks about the place in the

present tense, no-one wants to know what
is going on there.

And besides, the argument runs, no-one

complains about rules except those who
want to break them.

This particular train of logic extends

beyond the silence at Sir George; in fact, it

forms the first and last line of defence by
Ontario administrators who discovered

their students weren't quite as psycholog-

ically well-prepared for law and order as

the students at Sir George.

Perhaps because they hadn't done any-

thing to provide the slightest reason for

such a code, perhaps because they were

still faintly curious as to the nature of the

"normal processes and activities essential

to the functions of the university com-

munity" which the CPUO paper set out

to defend.

"The only people who have cause for

complaint against the Committee of Pres-

idents of the Universities of Ontario for

circulating a working paper on Order on

the Campus are those people who are plan-

ning disorder on the campus," thundered

Douglas Fisher and Harry Crowe colum-

nists in John Bassett's Toronto Telegram.

Fisher, politician-turned-pundit, is a

former member of parliament for the New
Democratic Party, former CBC commen-

tator, critic of Canadian complicity in

Vietnam... left-wing credentials as long as

your arm.

Crowe, by happenstance, is a dean at

Toronto's York University, which is ad-

judged to be a pretty liberal place. If they've

had it with students, then everybody has

had it with students.

And when they say that everyone who is

against discipline codes is against disci-

pline, well...

Their logic is becoming more familiar

this year, on campuses across the country,

its consistency only questioned in the odd

philosophy tutorial.

At the University of Alberta, adminis-

trators brought down a proposal for a dis-

ciplinary body very similar in operation to

both Sir George and the CPUO* paper, with

equally hazy guidelines. Their proposal,

loo, was pushed through to protect freedom

in the university.

Freedom at the University of Alberta

had such a high priority that tentative

approval of the plan couldn't even wait

for the students who were supposed to help

in preparing the document. They noted

plaintively at a somewhat later date that

they hadn't had a chance to even read the

proposal before it was passed.

They also said they weren't informed of

the meeting where the plan was adopted.

And when Steve Hardy, one of the two
students sitting on the drafting committee,

finally got his hands on a copy of the dis-

cipline proposal he noted dubiously that

it "gave a great deal of power over the

lives of students" to a new judicial body.

It could, among other things, try a student

twice for the same offence and expell him

before he even got to sec his judges.

At last report, no-one was even seen

smoking in the immediate vicinity of the

U of A computer.

The general tenor of the disciplinary

codes which have come down during the

1969-70 year is relatively clear: in the

broadest possible terms, students and fa-

culty can talk about the university, but

they can't do anything about it. And when

questions are raised about the validity of

such rules, the questioners must provide the

burden of proof that they are not the match-

wielding agents of a foreign power, or,

worse, yet, llag-waving anarchists who
can't even buy Canadian wheat.

"Doing" equals "destroying." Question-

ing "equals" secretly wanting to destroy."

Sir George Williams makes a far more

convenient example for such an argument

than, say Simon Fraser University, which

is currently providing some degree of em-

barrassment to its own administrators.

Students and faculty in the SFU depart-

ment of political science, sociology and

anthropology were engaged in the most

blatant disruption of the normal processes

of the university that had been seen in

Canada.
As the Toronto Star (not quite the Peking

Review of Canadian journalism) described

it:

"In 1968. the PSA faculty decided to give

students a fully equal role in decisions.

Although the university faculty had over-

whelmingly endorsed a motion giving each

department the right to democratically

run its affairs, faculty and administration

began to have second thoughts as PSA
became an example for students from other

departments and other universities.

"The election system for head of depart-

ment was bringing more junior professors to

positions of influence; tenure was some-

times being recommended for good teach-

ing as well as for publishing; and there was

even talk of the secretarial staff of the

department having some role in decisions.

All too much for an uneasy administration

facing political pressure from a right-wing

provincial government."

PSA. of course, is now on strike; nine

faculty have been suspended for "coercion"

— they didn't teach their regular classes,

using administration-approved course

material.

The Toronto Star, it's mind back on other

things, did little more than issue an editorial

of regret concerning the seemingly-fated

smashing of the PSA department. Some-
how, the Star failed to note the similarity

between the rhetoric of SFU administration

president Kenneth Strand and the rhetoric

of the CPUO report.

And in the meantime, the Star completely

endorsed the CPUO document, because,

of course, anybody who objects to rules

is obviously someone who wants to break

them.

Under the circumstances, the editors

implied, it's difficulty to understand how

anyone could look al it any other way.
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Exploitation and Discriminati
~

John Ferguson, a school teacher and former employee of

the Indian Affairs Branch now working with the Board for Basic

Education in Regina and Barry Lipton a reporter for The Prairie

Fire, Regina's opposition press, recently travelled to the beet fields

of southern Alberta to investigate rumours of exploitation ofand dis-

criminatory and unfair treatment of Indian agricultural labourers.

Here is then report.

Calgary, symbol of the big west

where oil meets beef, is one of the

most affluent and fastest growing

cities in Canada.

It bustles with new industries,

housing developments and high rise

apartments. The downtown shopping

and entertainment core, centered

on the Palliser square and the brazen

pretentiousness of the new Husky

Tower, has been virtually rebuilt

over the past ten years.

Driving south from Calgary you

pass through an idyllic countryside

of small ranches set back from the

highway, nestled in the foot hills.

The further south you go the more

the land flattens out until finally it

becomes as fiat as the Regina plains

and fields of sugar beets appear on

either side of the highway.

make their living doing hand hoeing

in the fields. It's hard, back-breaking

work beneath the hot prairie sun,

yet women and children as young as

six or seven take part.

There are three different hoeings

during the beet growing season.

The first involves weeding and

thinning (the beets have to be ten to

twelve inches apart) and pays seven-

teen to thirty-five dollars per acre.

This is the most difficult hoeing.

The second, which is simple weed-

ing, pays nine to fifteen dollars per

acre.

The third hoeing, the final opera-

tion, is a light weeding which pays

three dollars per acre. This year the

third hoeing was not done due to the

lateness of the season.

We found the range in pay, the

"I started working when 1 was six and I don't like it."

The Taber, Lethbridge, Picture

Butte area of Southern Alberta is

where sugar beets are grown. They
grow in low straight rows in irrigated

fields, and growing them takes a lot

of hard hand labour, hoeing between

the rows to keep the weeds down.
Most of the people hired to do this

work are Indians.

We spent a week in this area living

and talking with the Indian beet

workers.

We lived in a "Beet Shack" with

an Indian family, a very old house

with many of the windows and walls

broken, an average home for the beet

workers. There was no water and no
refrigerator. Plumbing was primitive:

an outdoor privy. The shack had
electricity, a luxury which many
others did not have.

The Indians, most of whom come
to the area from long distances and
live there during the growing season.

difference between the top and bottom

rate for any of the operations, is due

to two factors — the dirtiness (weed-

iness) of the fields and the color of

the workers' skin. Indians are paid

less than whites.

We talked to David Courtoreille,

an Indian beet worker, and asked

him if he thought racism affected

the wages he was paid. To answer

he spoke of a recent experience of

his with a beet farmer.

"Well, he had twelve Hungarian

workers there. Now he paid them

thirty-two dollars an acre. Then I

was supposed to do second hoeing

and I got only three dollars an acre.

The second hoeing is normally worth

nine dollars an acre. Supposing if

we did the first hoeing on his piece,

we'd only get twelve dollars an acre,

we Indians," he said.

In a different setting we talked to

Steve Rostic, a white field worker.

"We (white field workers) get

twenty-five dollars an acre on first

hoeing and ten or eleven dollars for

second hoeing," he told us.

According to these figures white

workers get seven dollars more per

acre for first hoeing than do Indian

workers and one or two dollars more

per acre for the second hoeing.

Many Indians claimed to have been

short-changed on acreage and deduc-

tions when they were payed-otT.

Three Indian families spoke of the

poor treatment they received from one

farmer. They said they had been

"contracted" to hoe beets for the

farmer. Under a "contract" there is

an understanding that the man who

does the first hoeing will also do the

seconcfand third.

After the families completed the

first hoeing — the hardest one —
the farmer refused to let them do the

easier second and third. He claimed

they did a poor job on the first hoeing

and deducted threee dollars an acre

from their pay.

Many of the Indians of Lethbridge

claim that they have been involved in

similar incidents and can do nothing

about it because they have no place

to turn to for aid.

We talked to a group of Indian

field workers and asked them if they

had been short-changed, in their

pay-cheques or knew of people who
had been. David Courtoreille answer-

ed first.

"Yes, I've seen a lot of that chea-

tinY' he said. And a lotta poor In-

dians got that too — they don't

know the difference. A lotta these

farmers, you know, they think the

Indians are dumb.
"But the Indians won't say nothin".

You know, they won't even talk about

it. And yet I see a lotta them said

— Well, they got beat — you know
a lot of them got beat. I know that

myself.

"What I think it's because is a lot

of them can't read or write, you know.

If anybody was here to look after

those Indians ... The field men, what

the heck, they are sitting over there

and none come around. They don't

even measure our fields. I betcha

we got beat on that too."

The "Field men" he refered to are

employees of the sugar factories

whose job it is to measure the fields

and see that the beets are grown
under the conditions specified by the

company. The beets are grown by the

farmers under contract with the sugar

mill. If the farmer does not meet the

terms of the contract related to grow-

ing conditions the mill will not buy

his crop.

David Courtoreille continued.

"A lotta times I know darn well

the Indians are getting beat on the

acreage. When we get beat there is

nothing we can do. What could we

do unless they come around and

check. The Indians are timid, you

know. They are timid, that's the

reason they get beat.

"If they only knew, you know,
if they only knew, that would be diffe

rent." .

Then Clarence Miller, another

Indian field worker joined in.

"They really try to beat us, you
know," he said. "This last place I

worked for, me and my brother-in-

law Mosy Swan, me and my wife and

"When a man is hurt in the fields, Wei

for that. Even if we were to die in the li

it."

his wife, we done second hoeing ther«i

and we all finished, you know.

"All of a sudden we said we were

finished, so he walked through the

field and he seen a few weeds, you

know, in between the rows like,

you know, where he is supposed to

cultivate. He says. No, we are not

going to pay you until you do a

better job.' So me and my brother-

in-law went up to Picture Butte and

we talked to the field man like and

told him to come down here."

David Courtoreille broke in. "...

that's his (the farmers) friend, you

know. We got no chance whatsoever.

The field man is right in with the beet

farmer. They helps them more than

we could get any help out of them.

"There's a lot of Indians that can't

read, or write down here. All they talk#)

is Cree and Chippeweyan and a lot'

of them don't even read or write —
they can't even spell their name or

nothin'.

"They pay them out in cash and

lord knows what happens them. They
don't give a written statement. I

know myself I got beat, even on the

labour. I still didn't get my payment

from this spring..."

"Some of these Indians when

they're finished their beets, the boss

that owns the place, well they say.

'Okay, here is fifty dollars and that's

it.' You know now they, the Indians,

don't realize what is going on. They

don't even know how much money

they got coming." Clarence Miller

said.

E x
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on in the Alberta Beet Fields

"The biggest problem with the

beets," he continued, "is that one year

they measure out a field, then if the

same person works on it next year,

like they expect it to be the same

length and then they, the farmers,

they do about four of five rows more,

you know, and do more beets along

side, a little bit, you know, lengthen

the rows. Then they expect the In-

dians to accept the same amount of

payment.
,,

The Indians also complain that

c rkmens' Compensation doesn't even pay
leet fields they wouldn't do nothin' about

^hey are not eligible for unemploy-

ment insurance and workmens' com-

pensation.

"I can't understand why we don't

get unemployment insurance." John

Courtoreille said. "We work by the

families with all the kids, but we
don't get a cent of unemployment

insurance or stamps. We don't get

nothing.

"We just have to try hard to make
out a living. By the time we're finished

on those beets we got nothin' com-

ing."

"When a man is hurt in the fields.

Workmen's Compensation doesn't

even pay for that. Even if we were to

die in the beet fields they wouldn't

do nothin" about it," David Courto-

reille added.

^ Housing is supposed to be sup-

plied free to the field workers by the

farmer they are working for.

A "Letter of Instruction and In-

formation, Sugar Beet and Vegetable

Industry Workers, Season 1969-

1970" put out by Canada Manpower
and distributed to the beet-field work-

ers contains this promise:

"Houses are supplied free and

vary in size from 2 to 6 rooms, de-

pending usually on the acres of sugar

beets and the number of workers

required to handle the contract. Hous-

es are equipped with stoves, beds,

and mattresses. Water is hauled if

necessary, by the farmer, free of

charge."

That wasn't quite the way we
found things.

Living conditions for most beet

workers are very poor. Almost all

of the buildings provided by the

farmers for them to live in are shacks,

converted graneries and chicken

coops. Many of them have only dirt

floors and none have plumbing fa-

cilities or easy access to water.

None have refrigerators or storage

areas for fresh produce. As a result

the beet workers' families live on
canned goods for the two to three

months they work the fields.

We found the wages payed to

those supplied with housing amount-
ed to two to three dollars less per

acre than those finding their own ac-

commodation off the farm. This

works out to a "rent" of two to three

hundred dollars, quite a sum to be

paying for a converted chicken coop.

"I don't pay rent like, but what
they promised I never did get that.

The difference for not living on the

farm is two to five dollars more.

I'd say it would cost about two hun-

dred dollars for a hundred acre con-

tract to live on the farm," David

Courtoreille said.

Child labour is another feature of

sugar beet work. Most of the Indian

families have small children who
work side-by-side with their parents

in the beet fields. Most of the Indians

don't like the idea of their children

working in the beet fields, especially

the younger ones of six or seven, but

feel they have no choice if the family

is going to feed and clothe itself. The

beetgrowers cynically exploit the

situation as a device to obtain cheap

labour.

"I have three children under eight

working in the fields," John Courto-

reille told us.

His son David said, "I started

working when I was six and I don't

like it."

We asked the beet workers if they

thought a union would make things

better for them. Most thought it

would.

"If we had a union the first thing

I would want them to do would be to

raise the price on beets and then pay

unemployment insurance. Oh, I think

we'd live better if they had to pay all

the same like white people. We work

harder than white people and we

still don't make the money we
should," David Courtoreille told us.

One of the most unsavory aspects

of the situation the beet workers find

themselves in is that they are recruited

for work in the fields under conditions

of compulsory or forced labour. At

least two federal government agencies

and the welfare departments of two

provincial governments (Alberta

and Saskatchewan) are complicit in

this process.

Canada Manpower working in

co-operation with the Federal Depart-

ment of Indian Affairs recruits the

Indians for work in the sugar beet

fields from as far away as Northern

Saskatchewan.

And "co-operate" the Indian

Affairs Branch does:

"The Indian Affairs Branch has

the policy of stopping welfare pay-

ments during the summer, for all

reserve members but those on per-

manent welfare. The result of this

policy is that reserve members must

leave the reserve during the summer
months to find work. We asked re-

serve members who were working in

the sugar beet fields in Southern

Alberta concerning the summer
work opportunities available to them.

Eighty-five percent of the beet work-

ers interviewed reported that they

had tried to find work near the re-

serve but that none was available.

These same men all said that they

would prefer to work on or near the

reserve. We noted earlier in this

section that there are almost no jobs

in the area surrounding the reserve

either in the winter or in the summer.

The majority of the people have no

alternative in the summer but to

travel to where there are jobs avail-

able, making use of the skills or lack

of skills they can offer."

— Morton Newman, For the Human
Resources Research and Develop-

ment Executive Council.

The Alberta and Saskatchewan

Thus the state provides a service to

the beet growers — abundant, cheap

labour.

But the state provides few services

for the Indians. Although they are

recruited by Canada Manpower, they

are not even eligible for unemploy-

ment insurance.

It's over thirty years since John
Steinbeck wrote The Grapes of

Wrath, his classic tale of life for

migratory workers in the great de-

pression. Since then men have

landed on the moon and there's a lot

of talk about the '•affluent society"

but the Indians of the Alberta beet

fields live in conditions worse than

those described by Steinbeck.

The agencies of the federal govern-

ment and two provincial governments

contribute to the situation that denies

these people a decent human life,

basic human dignity, yet we do noth-

ing about it.

We're pretty smug when we con-

demn the Americans for the way
they treat Blacks or the way they

exploit the grape pickers. But what

about the Indians and what about

the beet fields?

Will anybody do anything about

it? We doubt it.

Things will only change when the

Indians organize and force a change.

They might even have to arm them-

"We just have to try hard to make out a living. By the time we're finished on those

beets we got nothin* coming."

government welfare agencies do their

share by cutting off payments to

non-treaty Indian and Metis.

Then the buses cruise the Indian

communities, waiting to take them

to work in the Alberta beet fields for

little pay and poor working and

living conditions.

Our society destroys the ability of

the Indian society to support itself,

makes the Indian society dependent

upon welfare handouts, then cuts the

welfare off in the beet season, forcing

the Indians to go to work for low pay.

selves to do it. Who knows? They'd

certainly be justified.

But then, of course, the actions of

the Indians working in the Alberta

beet fields would become headline

stories. Not stories about the plight

of their life, but stories about law

and order and anarchy. Nobody

would ask why the Indians were

driven to such extreme measures.

The papers and the good, solid, white

citizens would only demand that

order be restored and the guilty be

punished.
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Strike continues at S.F.U

The slraiegy being pursued by SFU's

sinking PSA Department appears to be

succeeding.

The goal of the department, on strike

since September 24th. was 10 build support

for the strike and to spread it into the other

departments. To date, students in English.

History and Philosophy Department have

gone out on strike.

The Departments Modern Languages,

Psychology, Geography. Biology and

Economics and Commerce have taken a

stand in favour of some or all PSA de-

mands. The Teaching Assistant's Union

has requested its members to observe all

picket lines.

Even the Alumni Association has called

for the removal of the trusteeship imposed

on the Department last summer.

In order to gain support rather than

antagonize students, picketing has been

solely informational with no attempt to

block students who wished to attend regular

classes. Some faculty in English and His-

tory have respected the picket lines as have

many T.A.'S.

Guerilla stunts such as a visit by 50

English students to the administration

building to exorcise the demon Strand

combined with regular strike meetings and

some counter courses have served to at-

tract students away from regular classes.

Nevertheless, for at least 60% of the stu-

dents the story is classes as usual. While

in PSA the strike is 90% effective in

science it has made little impact.

Five scab faculty continue to teach in

PSA:
Herbert Adams, a German sociologist,

who claims he used to run with the German
SDS and has been running scared ever

since.

Donald Barnett, 'hard-line' revolu-

tionary who wrote Mau Mau From Wifhin

and spent time with the Angolean guerilla's,

who believes that student protest is petit

bourgeois thrill seeking and that the role

of revolutionaries in "advanced Capitalist

societies" is to send care packages to re-

volutionaries abroad - a viewpoint that

was sufficiently subversive to ensure him
normal renewal.

A.H. Somjee, another self-professed

socialist who led (he battle against the

department 'radicals", represents a com-
bination of British colonialism in Indian

and British fabianism at the London School

of Economics.

Gary Rush is an empirical sociologist,

and like most empiricists cannot decide

which side he is on, so while weighing the

evidence he ends up with the forces of law
and order.

Finally, there's R.W. Wyllie, voted by
the other four scabs as new department
chairman. With only a B.A. degree, Wyllie

could never afford to take chances but

this is one he's not goin£ to miss. His first

act was to set the wheels in motion to fire

the striking T.A.'S.

The administration's strategy has been
diverse. They have suspended the striking

faculty and initiated dismissal proceedings.

At the same time they have cancelled those

PSA courses in which both T.A.'s and fac-

ulty are on strike.

New courses are being opened with

Economics Commerce, and the Science

faculties eagerly competing for the not too
eager PSA students.

Strand who has never been particularly

worried about the niceties of procedure also

terminated the voting privileges of the

Suspended PSA faculty although under

the academic freedom and tenure brief he

has no authority to do so. That move en-

abled the PSA scab faculty to meet to-

gether off campus and elect a new "chair-

man" and also reduces the anti-Strand, anti-

Dean of Arts. Sullivan, vote in the joint

faculty and the Faculty of Arts.

Joint faculty met on the 9th, over two

weeks after the strike started, its first mo-
tion was to exclude students who as the

movers of the motion anticipated refused

to leave. This then gave them the oppor-

tunity to adjourn joint faculty.

The leading mandarins are reported

to be circulating a motion of confidence

in Strand to be placed in secret ballot.

The absence of debate is characteristic of

the manoeuvrings of Strand's top adminis-

tration. If all the facts are against you its

not such a bad tactic.

For the waverers the administration has

daily releases about suspensions for faculty

who support the strike and injunctions for

anyone who pickets.

Strivastava. the academic - vice pres-

ident, is regularly on the picket lines taking

photos. Indeed, there are so many camera-
men it is difficult to know who are the real

cops and who are the administrators play-

ing cop - some would argue" it is purely a

philosophical point.

Amateur photographers however would
be advised to stay clear, Hugh McKintosh.
photographer for The Peak, the student

newspaper, suffered a broken collar-bone

while attempting to photograph in front

of the locked administration building. He
is charging Fred Hope, head of Security

for the University, with assault.

The success of the strike continues to

hinge on creating a broad enough body of

support for it at SFU. Most students sup-

port the demands but to move from that

to actually doing something about it is a

jump in consciousness many are slow to

make.

Students find it hard to understand how
Strand the "reformer" who emerged from

the Canadian Association of University

Teachers censure, can now be playing a

lead role in the current purge. Many also

find it hard to conceive of a winning strate-

gy in a province controlled by a reactionary

Social Credit government which has shown
no reluctance in using police and the courts

against militant labour or student actions

in the past.

The Canadian Association of University

Teachers, whose censure of Simon Fraser

University in the summer of '68 at the

request of the SFU faculty association

president Okuda, resulted in Strand's elec-

tion as president - has adopted a hands-off

posture.

Having created the monster which is

now devouring SFU far more voraciously

than McTaggart-Cowan ever did, the

CAUT continues to follow the lead of the

SFU faculty association whose president

Milton McLaren has for a long time inter— mixed biology with vitriolic attacks on
PSA and "radicals" in his lower level lec-

tures.

For his efforts Okuda becomes perhaps
the least published faculty member at SFU
to gain tenure.

Support from other campuses both
financially and verbally has been coming
in and has provided some of the resources

for hiring speaking equipment, etc. and
putting out a newspaper.

The administration has closed all uni-

versity facilities to the strikers who even
had to provide their own generator to hold

_an on-campus dance.

The outcome of the current conflict at

SFU is of great importance for the future

development of higher education in Cana-
da. If reactionaries succeed in breaking
student parity and experiments in democra-
tization at Simon Fraser. the resistance to

reform elsewhere will increase.

— A. Anzew

An Appeal

To the oulside world Ethiopia is portrayed as an idyllic
country with a glorious tradition. In truth, the celebrated
Ethiopian independence of three thousand years is nothing
more than the most unmitigated feudal tyranny. Beneath
the image of picturesque medievalism of kings and queens
lies the overwhelming reality of misery, famine, terror and
death ofthe toiling peasantry.

It is this untold story of unbounded oppression and
exploitation of the vast majority of Ethiopians that must
be told. For loo long now this brutal reality has been syste-
matically hidden from the public eye of the world outside.

What then are the facts of existence in Ethiopia today?
Here are a few:

Tyranny from Within

1. To begin with, Ethiopia is one or the largest countries
in the world, having an area of nearly half a million
square miles and a population of more than 25 million.
By all accounts, Ethiopia is also one of the richest
countries in the world (potentially, that is), blessed with
fertile soil and abundant rainfall.

2. Ninety per cent or the land is owned and controlled
by the COPTIC Church and the feudal nobility. More
than 90% of the population are peasants and are land-
ess serfs. These peasant masses are today obliged by
aw to surrender 75% or their meager produce to the
landlords. In addition, they must perform innumerable
personal services" and •specialized'' taxes such as

the education tax" and "national defense tax" from
which they receive no benefits.

3. More than 95% of the people are illiterate. Of the
more than 8 million children or school age. less than4% attend school. Or this group, the majority are con-
centrated ,„ the earliest primary grades. By the lime
they would have been eligible Tor secondary school
most have been siphoned olT as "drop-outs". Only a
tiny Traction ever see Ihe inside of a college. In the«se of girls, the numbers descend in geometric pro-
pontons. v
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Repression in Ethiopia
4. The average annual per capita income is $40 or less.

The average wage {for those lucky enough to find jobs)
is 40c for a ten-hour work day; unemployment is

among the highest anywhere in the world.

5. Average life expectancy is 35 years. Between 50 and
60 per cent of babies born die before they reach the
age of two; maternal mortality is also among the

highest in the world. In addition, hundreds of thou-
sands die every year from malaria, starvation, tubercu-
losis, typhus, etc. To serve the health needs of 25
million people, there are only 324 doctors in the entire

country.

6. There are more prisons and concentration camps than
schools. Most of the prisoners are "political offenders".

A large number of them are students and youths.
Hundreds of dissenters are rounded up, tortured and
murdered every year.

7. Whole villages and districts are bombed and napalmed
whenever peasant uprisings occur, as in the provinces
of Eritrea. Gojjam and Bale.

8. Emperor Haile Selassie and the oligarchy rule by
"divine right" at once absolute and barbaric. No poli-
tical parties are allowed; no freedom of press, of assem-
bly, of speech, of movement. No more than 5 persons
can assemble "for political purposes" without the
written permission from the Minister of Interior.

Domination from Without
1. The United States maintains the largest military base

in Africa on Ethiopian soil, manned by more than
10,000 GJ's. The United States trains, equips and
controls the army, the air force and the navy. The
CIA trains and equips the "internal security forces".
The U.S. government supports and sustains the feudal
regime of Haile Selassie with millions of dollars every
year. It trains counter-insurgency forces at Fort Bragg,
North Carolina, destined for Ethiopia.

2. Through its "Peace" Corps, AID and others similar
outfits, the United States virtually controls the entire

educational system.

3. U.S. companies and their affiliates control the main
arteries of the national economy. More than 200 such
companies hold a decisive monopoly.
For these reasons, the U.S. government is now actively

collaborating in the suppression of peasant uprisings in

the countryside and student agitation in the cities and
towns. In December, 1960. it helped put down a coup d'etat

staged by young progressive intellectuals and officers of
the armed forces. Last July when Haile Selassie paid one
of his numerous visits to Washington, the Ethiopian
Students Union in North America held several demonstra-
tions. The U.S. authorities arrested 25 students, beating
and wounding many of them. Fifteen are still awaiting trial

with bonds totalling $49,000. They are under imminent
threat of deportation certain to result in years of imprison-
ment, torture and death.

ll is against these combined repressions that the Ethio-
pian Students Union in North America together with its

sister unions in Ethiopia and Europe are struggling. During
the last six months, 25 students have been murdered in

Ethiopia; more than 2,500 are in concentration camps;
within the last year the United States government has
deported 2 students. Since last March, all schools
primary, secondary and university — have been ordered
closed by the regime, and Ethiopian students are engaged
in a deadly struggle against all this. They demand land
reform, freedom of press, of speech and assembly. They are
armed with truth and justice; the enemies of the people are
armed with bullets and bayonets.

Clearly, this is an unequal struggle. But Ethiopian
progressivists believe that the cause of truth and justice
will prevail. They ask only for the understanding and assis-
tance of men and women of good will the world over.

For further information, please direct your inquiries or
send your support to:

Hagos Yesus

Ethiopian Students Association in Canada
274 Clinton S.

Toronto 4, (Tel.: 537-5168)



Take away the cops and you have
open class warfare, with guns

— a report on Quebec
We shall take as our text this scene

from the streets on Montreal the night
the cops went over to anarchy.

Window smashed, people running in
and out of a stereo store carrying nice
pieces of equipment. English-speaking
people, some ofthem Black.

One Black kid, a turnable tucked into
a bag under his arm: "Not bad, eh?"
At length some of the French-Cana-

dians around get up the guts to zap in
too, and one of them comes out with a
funny elated look on his face.

The cops are that part of the indegenous
population you hire to keep the trouble-
some parts of the indegenous population
in line.

"Kalisdetabarnak," he says and
caresses his loudspeakers, "Pas plus fou
que les autres, hein?"

That, Anglo^gnea^^hyshould we be
any dumber than anybody else. Goddamil,
and (he whole story of Quebec is in it.

The coloj

maybe moi
self and sel
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man, but
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that way:
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nstead of "Ne pour un

A popular proverb,

of itself, coming oul

small bread"? So the
:

i lack business

rencti admit there's a

little truth in that, but to make a selr^

condemnation your national philosophy?

The French-Canadians did it, and a few

years ago the intellectual left found a

word for it: it was Ti-Pop.

For the Ti-Poppist to reach the point

where he doesn't rate himself dumber

than average is already insurrectional.

For it to be revolutionary, though,

it would have to get to the point where

he actually conceives of out smarting the

people who are putting him down. When
you have to take lessons in looting, it

isn't yet there.

That's part of the story of what's

happening in Quebec.

The heritage of three centuries of elitism

among the small bread eaters.

Some were born for smaller bread than

others, after all. Ti-Pop.

It used to be the Cures and the Nota-

ries, now there's a whole new crowd of

Economists and Administrators, P.R.

Men and Industrialists who would like to

be bigger Industrialists, grafted onto this

native ellite, all with their reflections in

Government Opposition, Civil Service,

Parti Quebecois.

Ti-Pop is still knuckling under to these

Sound Heads.

You could see this in Guy Marcil,

the cop sergeant who took the Fraternite

des Policiers out on strike. In Quebec

the day after, he had a hangdog look.

There was cop pride as the told how his

boys had gone back on the beat when

the National Assembly told them to. Some

had even worked double shift to help the

provincials and the army clean up the

disorder.

There was cop pride three nights later

when the Montreal constable poked his

three-foot nightstick at you, showed

the army how it was done, and told you in

case you were thinking of demonstrating

at city hall, "Sorry, my good man, this

street's closed."

The cops are that part of the indigenous

population you hire to keep the trouble-

some parts of the indigenous population

in line. They stand off the sieges on those

parts of your order that provoke anger.

You do well to keep them happy. For if

they get out of line, if the sentries disapp-

ear from the battlements, your society

is naked, and its battles are fought directly

between the adversaries.

Montreal is simply a city where the

conflicts are many, the provocative faces

of the establishment many, the discontent-

ed groups many. Quebec is such a place

and Montreal is the wen of Quebec.
In Montreal you have, all over the poor

city, projects in what is called animation
sociale. Citizens on relief formed into

citizens' committees, animators who may
be Young Canadians or paid' by McGitl
University but for who this work is revolu-

tionary work, grievances, irritants, fear

that rates of welfare will get even lower,

marches on Quebec to tell the legislators

about it. Such Committees exist in Quebec
City too. They exist in St. Jerome. The
raw material exists in every Quebec town.

They touch a minority of the population,

certainly, but they do not cool things*

down.

ary Lucien Saulnier and their regime,
and he goes on television after the police
strike and says it's because Montreal
is great that she has this anarchy problem,
but he'll go on negotiating the baubles that

will make her greater, even if they bomb
his house.

Because you have also the bombs. The
underground left, really underground,

which they can't wipe out, which mush-
room again with every set of arrests.

Which has everybody up-tight, which
has the cops raiding and the suburban
ladies staying home and the hippies twice

as pig-nervous as in other cities. Which
has cops in hip disguises watching dope
and dynamite, anti -terrorist specialists

in and out of witness boxes for months,

rattling off their stories, checking their

Every Montreal taxi driver is outraged by
the fact that only the limousine firm
can bring passengers into town from
Dorval...

Montreal if simply a city where the con
flicts are many, (he provocative faces of
the est^^mment many, the discontented

groups many.
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You have, in Montreal, labor conflicts

aplenty. You have hydro and hospital

strikes, you have school teachers on strike

at one^nd of the suburban rim, and tea-

chers locked out at the other, leftovers

of contract negotiations that took, two
yea^^H a flood of teachers'

fcent's gate. The Miu^QKill
Inothing new. There have
Hrnings and burnings

i grievance filing!

>een pleasTor a bettej

Hvers before. Every

\ outraged by the fact

: firm can bring p;

Dorval Airpoi

Mouve]

iny wi

paper. TUUse who are

are not all marxists. but they have the

backing of the left, they took their name
from the left, the left's artists perform to

raise funds for them, they are listening

to the left, and they have their anger.

Take away the cops here, and you have

open class warfare, with guns.

The taxi men don't even care if the

public is with them, if the plane-riding

public likes Murray Hill's cheap service.

Murray Hill is the hotels, and the city

hall, and the mayor and the government

all in together, and it's cnglish, it's Them. .

In Montreal you have that Mayor,
the Expo and Subway man, Jean Drapeau.

He's french, he's modern, he was a natio-

nalist years back, but now he opens a

luxury restaurant — his own — in a

hotel called the Windsor, in the english

downtown west. His cops train in riot

control, and union lawyers who organize

tenant committees and put their nose in

public housing projects get visited by
those cops. Left-wing groups collect

dossiers on him and his executive secret-

d. Ti-Pop".

itrators

lorts,

'oo. And]
t end saysl

lis: "You heard about*
that? Vallieres wants Trudeau to testify

for him. Vallieres — a member of the

underworld, with Lemieux and those guys.

UndjH^prtd types. And Trudeau has to

it he's a good boy — knew him

rsity. They'll all get off free." •

-s it's not (he same kind of under-

Rivard, or he wouldn't have

euA. He doesn't know about the

1 magazines. Cite' libre, so he

Those
forthl

le guyge^Krewedm
a developed, though not

Kin terms offlLo-millio^Biul-
You ha^Re CEGEj

Be college;

Jipied one after the

their students the year of their i

You have the Front de Liberation Populai-

re, begun by Andree Ferreiti, the Marxist

bookseller's-wife who used to be in the

parti pris group, moved to the RJ.N. as

the left wing of separatism, and then into

her own group when the R.I.N. expelled

its left. She's not there anymore — with
FLP which has inherited many of the

toughest militants of parti pris and re-

tained some of the separatists it socializ-

ed during the R.I.N, period. It puts out a
paper. La Masse, and this paper is one of
a panoply of left paper in Montreal —
Go Shit one is called. Mobilization is

another, there are the english hip left's

Logos and The Local Rag, there is the

stick magazine which is the university of

Montreal paper Le Quartier Latin looking
for a mass audience, a CEGEP audience,

there is The Network and that's what it

all is, a network of small groups which

can, without any one of them being a real

mass movement, get together a big crowd
on short notice to hit the system at some
sore point. "Nothing is happening" a vete-

ran militant will say, and he's referring to
that lack of mass support for what is

specially left. "They're getting married like

mad on the left, and drugs are taking their

toll." Still, they stir the pot.

You have the language thing, which
makes all this explosive. It enables the

rallying of big numbers even when the
organizing groups don't have big member
ships. The rallying of the unemployed
adolescent window-smasher. The society

is turning out in greater and greater num
bers.

You have St. Leonard, where an allian

ce of left-wing separatists like Raymond
Lemieux and worried nationalist, maybe
even a little racist, working-class parents
has instituted on a small scale the unilin-

gual plan that the separatist movement
has for the whole of Quebec. They've seen
the Italians testify to the moribund state

of their language. Its inability to do the

job, by choosing English to assimilate to,

and they've decided they'd better revive

the thing, and fast, if they want to go on
being French. They've aroused the anger
of the Italians who see this as a brake on
their climb up the ladder, who know the

industrial system is English, and want the

right to knuckle under. The result is two
oppressed groups at blows, with the

oppressor cheering on the weaker oppress-

ed as a trip-up to the threatening one. All

for humane Anglo-Saxon reasons.

This last is the mostj^BBLpf all.

This gut natioi

[
saving of Ti-Poi

[ tween the anger

the resentment ol

Trie angry coi

|ways, maybe, \

^^nfttt^Jns.
^^flfflB will

the riotous Universii

tttay be the

ual link

taxt^Bver and

st-end bus rider.

|tive can have it both

:-wing nation

; that the

vn and
rwillbeput away.

It's a race between this, though, and the

left's mudstinging at the politicians offer-

ing it: Cardinal and Bertrand spending

millions on booze-and hostesses convent-

pough
with

new

nd his

Wind

ions when they can barely

to pay the province's bills,

his delusions of kennedyism
england summer resorts, Di

Golden Ship in the basement

sor.

rk ofAnd that* what it all is,

small g^B^whieh can, withourany one
of them^^mga real mass movement, gel

together a big crowd orf* shon^^/ce to

hit the sysWma^^me s&te po\

Montreal is like any other city, it has

slums and pollution and crime and ethnic

groups getting walked on. Quebec is Ame-
rica, except (hat a walked-on ethnic group

is the majority of the population and
wants to be more than an ethnic group,

and everything else becomes part of (hat.

Rene Levesque says that his party, offer-

ing that more-than-ethnic objective as a

parliamentary accomplishment, is the

insurance policy against chaos. Maybe.
But if all problems are now swallowed

by the national problems, all will be

vomited up again by the national solution.

The citizen's committees and the unions

and the taxi liberators and the clandestine

castroists and the local rags will sec (o

(hat. Maybe even (he cops.

by Tom S. Brown,

National Supplement Quebec

Correspondent.
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0) Beauty and the Beast:
- The Politics of Youth and Class in Britain — by Robert Tressel

On March 17. 1969. some 75.000 people marched

through the streets of London on a demonstration

in support of the struggle of the Vietnamese people.

Some of these demonstrators had been amongst

those who attacked the US Embassy in October

1968. On both occasions, the mass of the participants

were identifiably sons and daughters of middle-

class Britain.

Earlier this year, when Robin Blackburn of the

New Left Review was dismissed from his post at

the London School of Economics, some 14 campuses

in Britain were the subject of student protest action.

Again, the vastmajority of participants were decid-

edly middle-class in origin, in life-style, and, in many
cases, in social destination.

To many North American readers, the class origin

of these radicals may not seem surprising, and, more

relevantly, may not seem important. The fact that

action was inaugurated on these two issues on cam-

pus, and that it did involve so many students, may
seem sufficient in itself.

There is certainly no intention here to enter into

the debate over campus and off-campus alternatives

that is currently bedevilling the activity of the Ame-
rican SDS. Rather the intention is simply to explain

to North American readers that the direction of

British politics, and the struggle of British student-

worker movements, cannot be understood unless the

class nature of Britain and contemporary politics

is taken into account. If not, there will be no way of

explaining why it was that British politics in 1968

(or at least politics as understood by the mass media)

was student politics whilst politics in 1 969 is (as often

as not) the politics of working-class youth or at least

of declasses movements' of youth. The politics of the

street and the soccer terraces has replaced the politics

of the campus in British popular consciousness.

Three 'street' groups can be identified and each

of them can be seen to be the product of a social

situation: the squatters, the hippies and the skin-

heads. Each of these can be understood — at least

in part — to be the product of the situation of certain

sections of the working-class, and particularly work-

ing-class youth, after five years of Labour Govern-

ment. Thai is. the relatively unattractive and the

rather ambiguously political activity of British youth

movements is the product of a 'social democratic'

experience.

The social democratic experience in Britain has

failed the working-class in material and in cultural

terms. When the Labour Party came to power in

1 964. it was not expected that the Party would inaug-

urate socialism, but it was certainly a part of the

expectation that the people would be housed much
more efficiently, that they would be educated more
equitably, and that they would be provided for more
munificently than they had been under a regressive

Tory Government. It is a comment on the British Left

in that period that the expectations were so high:

it is a comment on the British Left in 1969 that it

has dropped its illusions about the nature of Labour
Government and social democracy in general.

But the experience of Labour Government is not

felt so keenly on the campus as it is on the streets

of Britain. Although the reactionary posture of the

Labour government vis-a-vis the European and in-

ternational capitalist economy has given rise to severe

cuts in educational expenditure — which has been
felt on all university and college campuses — the

most telling feature of Labourism is the material con-

tracts on standards of living exemplifed in the in-

comes policy and the new strike legislation and the

continuing, repression of cultural and educational op
portunities within the working-class. This attack by a
Labour Government on its own electors, and on its

own tradition, had resulted in contradictory and
confusing responses on the part of the class. It is all

loo easy to dismiss these responses, as does the mass
media, as •arbitrary', 'escapist' or even as 'reaction-

ary'.

The re-emergence of 'squatting' as a form of direct

action— although it has only received wide publicity

in North America quite recently with the squat by
'hippies' at 144 Piccadilly — has been apparent over
the last two years. Squatting is, quite simply, the

occupation of unoccupied houses, be they privately

or publicly owned, and the placing in them of a
homeless family. There are some half a million such
families in Britain at the moment, and, at the present

rate of Governmental housing building, some cities

will never provide houses for those families. It is

perhaps no accident that the last occasion on which
squatting was necessary was in 1946, one year after

the disillusion experienced by working-class people

with the Labour Government elected immediately

after the war. The difference is that in 1946 the

squatting movement was very much under the

direction of the pre- 1956 Communist Party, where-

as in 1969 the movement is influenced, although

hardly directed, by libertarian socialists, anarchists

and radicals of various complexions. The squatting

that is taking place at this moment in Britain is howe-

ver very much the result of spontaneous action and

initiative — particularly by working-class people

who take their cue from mass-media-reportage of

other squats, and only marginally the consequence

of specifically political agitation. Importantly, the

squatting movement — for all the taunts and smears

of the Associated Press and its related agencies

— is not simply the work of unoccupied and idle

hippies, students etc., but is a direct response on the

part of the labour movement proper to the housing

crisis which the Labor Government is unable, and

unwilling, to resolve.

Squatting has in common with the activity of the

skinheads a do-it-yourself ethic. That is, the exper-

ience of the working-class under Labourism is a

bureaucratic, stifling, and constraining kind of exper-

ience: the one way out of this containment is to do it

yourself. Now often of course when people are forced

back onto themselves, when their representatives fail

them they can take up positions and politics which

may appear reactionary. And there is no denying

of course that when the London dockers and meat-

porters marched in support of the racist Tory spok-

esman Enoch Powell in 1968 they were objectively

reactionary in their activity. But the rise of racism in

Britain in recent months is not equivalent to the

attempts of youth and workers in general to re-create

some kind of identity and self-respect under a hypo-

critical and capitalist government- It is not to be a

romantic about the working-class to assert that the

working-class youth movements in Britain are no

more, and no less, 'pathological' or 'meaningless'

than their equivalent in the middle-class. The teddy-

boys in the I950's, the Mods and Rockers in the

early, I960's and now the Skinheads represent the

attempt of working-class youth to assert some control

over external political and cultural restraints. What
these groups have in common with the middle-class

student leftist is a conflictual attitude towards the

dominant culture of western capitalist society. At
the lowest level, these groups, along with the leftist

students, have reason to question the role of the police

in our society; at a higher level, they do share some
kind of perception about the unequal distribution

of power in contemporary capitalism. The question

of politicisation, and the potentiality of working-

class youth as allies of the socialist movement, is a

question that is already being subject to some trial

in the streets: in Paris in 1968, in the squats in Lon-

don this year, and to some extent now in North
America (with the emergence of groups like the

Young Patriots in Chicago).

The skinhead "movement' has emerged out of the

soccer culture of the British working-class. The
hold which soccer has over popular consciousness

in Britain (as well as in Europe generally and in

Latin America) may be difficult to comprehend in

North America- But it is certainly arguable that the

'game' of soccer is more important than religion iii

influencing the content of class consciousness in

these areas (with the exception perhaps of Northern

Ireland and certain societies in Latin America). It

is sufficient to note here that each locality of any
size possesses its own professional soccer team,

and that around these teams there is a hard-core of

extremely committed and fervent working-class
supporters. For many of the kids who live in the

larger conurbations and housing estates of Labour
Britain, the soccer match and the 'happening* on the

Saturday afternoon is the one release from the home,
from the production-line, from the processed 'enter-

tainment' on the TV screen, and from the society in

general. It is 'their' day and it is 'their* team. And this

is more than you can say for 'their* job or 'their'

neighbourhood. What is quite clear is that this

attempt to control 'their' team (in various kinds of

intervention and in activity which is conventionally

defined as vandalism) has been increasing in direct

proportion to the extent to which young workers

are repressed, increasingly under-paid, and increas-

ingly insecure (in a period of rising unemployment).
In all these senses, what appears as 'soccer hooli-

ganism* in the world-wide press releases can be

understood as intrinsically political in content, and
as potentially political in outcome.

(to be continued next edition)



"j^ stand on student say in staffing

should set off some surges of struggles

By LARRY HANNANT

Reaction by academic staff

and students to the report of

the Commission on University

Government, although gener-
ally enthusiastic, includes crit-

icism of several of the recom-
mendations of the report.

Despite the fact that many
of the individuals contacted

had not studied the report in

detail.most of the faculty deans

and students agreed that the

reforms proposed in the re-

port, presented to the Provin-

cial Government Thursday,

will benefit the university.

But many recorded objec-

tions to specific areas of the

report, which culminated 10

months of work by a nine-man

committee composed of four

students, four faculty mem-
bers and one U of T adminis-

trator.

And a potentially disruptive

struggle is brewing over facul-

ty reaction to the issue of stu-

dent participation in staff hir-

ing and promotion.

Opposition to the recommen-
dations that students have a

voice in appointment, promo-
tion and tenure will almost
certainly be forthcoming from
the faculty, F. E. Winter, pres-

ident of the Association of

Teaching Staff, believes.

"I'm sure that the majority
of staff members are not pre-

pared to accept the CUG rec-

ommendations on staffing

without some modifications,"

he said.

Most of the briefs submitted
to the commission by faculty

members urged that academic
competence be appraised only

by a professor's peers.

The commission, however,
felt that students could make a

valuable contribution to staff-

ing committees, and its recom-
mendations were based upon
this view.

Reaction to other parts of

the report by faculty was fa-

vorable.

Ernest Sirluck, Dean of the

School of Graduate Studies

(which will be transformed
into a faculty, if suggestions of

the CUG report are followed)

observed that the three princi-

ples and six attitudes that form
the ideological background of

the report, are "altogether

acceptable as general state-

ments.
'

'

Dean of Arts and Science A.

D. Allen, noting that the report

proposed the creation of "a dif-

ferent sort of university than

what people are accustomed
to," expressed belief that a

great deal of useful discussion

would be generated by the re-

port.

0. D. Vaughan, chairman of

the Board of Governors, was
generally happy with the re-

port and especially impressed

with its style.

"Whoever wrote it ought to

NEW COLLEGE MOTION PICTURE SOCIETY presents:

W.C. FIELDS

Mv Little Chickadee

with MAE WEST

Tonight! 8 P.M. New College (Wetmore)

Dining Hall $1.00 /person

Season Tickets for the following eight Wednesday

Nite Fields' features. ...Only $4.00

MY LITTLE CHICKADEE Toni9 h *

MRS.WIGGS OF THE CABBAGE PATCH Oct. 29

MILLION DOLLAR LEGS

MAN ON THE FLYING TRAPEZE

IT'S A GIFT

TILLIE AND GUS

SIX OF A KIND

THE BANK DICK

Nov. S

Nov. 12

Nov. 19

Nov. 26

Dec. 3

Dec. 10

be congratulated on his writing

ability," he commented.
The fact that the board

would be eradicated in favor of

a Governing Council of stu-

dents, faculty, administrators

and lay representatives does

not distress most members of

the board, he said.

"For the most part they are

happy to relinquish the powers

of a largely thankless job," he

added.

Most SAC members, be-

cause of the work involved in

preparing for the tomorrow's
CUS referendum, have not

completely studied the report,

according to Gus Abols, SAC
President.

He sees the report as "a ter-

rific thing." But his enthusi-

asm is tempered by concern
about decision-making at the

departmental level using the

concept of parallel struc-

tures'.

Under this system any deci-

sion would have to be approved
by a majority of the students
and a majority of the faculty in

the department meeting sepa-
rately.

"I could see where this

method, where neither faculty

nor students have representa-

tive powers, might bring any
negotiation to a standstill,"

Abols said.

^or the Sujaerjets

* Shopping together is such -Pun"

FOR SHE - Tan only 25.00

FQR HE - Antique brown 45.00

Open Thursday and Friday niles. C.O.D. orders accepted, credit and chargex cards honored.

126 BLOOR STREET

Tel: 921-1779
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96
ART GALLERY OF ONTARIO

317 Dundas St. W., Toronto TEL. 363-3485

Artists* Seminar: new alchemy
with Takis, Hans Haacke and John Van Satin

Dennis Young curator ot contemporary arl, and Ihrec ol the young artists

in lire New Alchemy exhibition discuss their work and ideas: the

elements, syslems and forces ol contemporary aeslhetic.

Oclober 23, 8:30 p.m.

THE NORA I VflUGHAN AUDITORIUM
ONTARIO COLLEGE OF ART
ioo mc caul street Tickets: S 1 .5 0 (75t with student card

SAC discusses priorities

A controversial research

report prepared by Danny
Drache, a graduate student of

political science and one of

three researchers hired by the

Commission on University

Government (CUG), will be

discussed by the students'

council tonight.

The report is as yet unpub-

lished. SAC will discuss releas-

ing the paper, if CUG doesn't

do so.

ZOOM INTO
FASHION
ORBIT

ELEVATION 3 AREA

JOINTHE
FASHION
UPRISING

IN

ELEVATION

3
E is for Elevation. And extro-

verts. Elevation 3 is where all

the excitement is. It's a hap-

py, dizzy world of fashion

snap-happenings, where
splendiferous new garb for a

girl like you is being modelled

by girls like you. Rev up to

Elevation Three and follow

your vibrations to the sound
of the band!

DOWNTOWN: Department 302. Third Floor, near Rich-

mond Street elevators, Bay Street end.

YORKDALE: 2nd Level East

CEDARBRAE: Mall Level East.

The Fashion Snap Happenings begin at 1:30 p.m. Thursday. October 23 at 7.45

p.m. Friday. October 24. at 7.45 p.m. And Saturday. October 25. at 1 30 p.m. Door
prizes — "The London Look" from Yardley of London.

SAC will also continue its

consideration of the SAC office

employees' union contract.

Today's negotiations between

management (the SAC execu-

tive) and union will probably

resolve conflicts that led SAC

rep Bob Vernon (III LAW) to

circulate a referendum asking

for a campus-wide plebiscite

on the contract.

The objections to certain

clauses in the contract have

largely been ironed out since

the tabling of the motion at the

last SAC meeting. SAC Execu-

tive Assistant Liz Willick told

The Varsity last night.

SAC will also discuss its

priorities for the coming year.

There is now a moratorium on

grants and donations, pending

a general budget meeting and

budget meetings of SAC com-

missions.

The meeting will be at the

Council Chamber of the Gal-

braith Building tonight at 7

p.m.

The SAC Travelling Circus

moves south tonight, open-

ing under the Biglop at the

Galbraith Building. Come
one, come all — see your

lavorite wild animals, clowns

and juggling artists in the

Council Chamber. Show
starts at 7 p.m. Admission is

free, mostly because you've

already paid through the

nose tor it.

YORK UNIVERSITY'S
Mclaughlin movie club

Presents

2 COMEDY CLASSICS
W.C. FIELDS

IN

MY LITTLE CHICKADEE
AND
MARX

"HORSEFEATHERS"
THURS. OCT. 23

LECTURE HALL D
ADMISSION SI.00
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ESSAYS
TO
WRITE?

When you find it difficult to

decide how to find informa-
tion you need or find what
you need, we can help. The
Reference Department con-

ducts general reference
seminars, the Science and
Medicine Public Service
Department gives special

subject seminars and the

Circulation Department will

clear a path for you through
the stacks. Plan ahead and
get some help from the Uni-
versity of Toronto.

LIBRARY



LET'S GET THE RECORD STRAIGHT
The anti-CUS campaign has said:

1 . CUS "claims to be an organization working for the betterment of

mankind but it is really working for a revolution."

The only people who will benefit from the destruction of CUS are the ex-

treme right. CUS resolutions deal with education and social problems
that affect students. They do not deal with revolution.

2. "You really aren't welcome in the Canadian Union of Students." Your
support isn't just welcome, it is vital. A few people in Ottawa and on stu-

dent councils cannot bring about the changes necessary in our universi-

ties. It takes a majority of Canadian students.

3. CUS "gives us no room to express concern for the very real issues that

confront our University."

Democratic government of the university, academic freedom for students

as well as faculty, relevant course content, multi-disciplinary courses,

pass-fail, openness in decision -making, research beneficial to the society

not private companies, fair entrance policies: if these aren't the real is-

sues that confront our university, what are?

CUS MEANS
We must see student problems as part of greater social problems. For

example, there is a shortage of student housing, because there is a shor-

tage of all low-cost housing. Why can an economy of abundance not

meet this need? In the housing field CUS is doing research, helping stu-

dents to set up co-ops and working with tenant associations.

This summer there was widespread student unemployment. And many
university graduates had difficulty in finding jobs. Student unemployment
can only be understood as part of a greater economic problem. CUS has

recognized this and oriented its research and lobbying in this direction.

Recent figures show that over 70% of university students come from

upper income families. But less than" 2/5 of the population falls into this

category. CUS has demanded that higher education be made accessible

to all social classes by reducing economic inequality.

All CUS efforts are in the immediate interests of Canadian students. Stu-

dent employment. Student housing. Admission to university. And educa-

tion reform. .

Students are members of society as well. Some people forget that and

want student leaders to concentrate only on winning more privileges for

students. But CUS believes that such policies would be socially irrespon-

sible.

CUS needs your support. CUS is your support.

CUS/YES
THE VARSITY. Wednesday, October 22. 1969 — Page 2
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CUS: WHY VOTE NO

VOTE NO because the "Canadian Union of Students" has become

virtually a political party. It isn't interested in, nor will it accept your

ideas.

VOTE NO because the "Canadian Union of Students" is so wrapped
up in its revolutionary perspective that it is unable to work effectively

for change.

• VOTE NO because the "Canadian Union of Students" isn't. It can't

be a national organization unless it has an interest in attracting mem-
bers from all parts of the country, and it doesn't.

• VOTE NO because it is impossible to elect people to attend CUS func-

tions. Given the reality of the SAC this makes it impossible to have
CUS a representative body.

• VOTE NO because the 25,000 dollars we spend each year on CUS i

being wasted.

apathy is consent

GO OUT TO VOTE TOMORROW
the polls are open all day

Page 22



The liberal tongue-lashingand its backlash
By RON THOMPSON,

CANADIAN UNIVERSITY PRESS
In October, 1968, Graham Spry, former

ambassador to Saskatchewan House in Lon-
don and a respected name in Canadian
communications theory, was granted an
honorary doctorate by the fall convocation of

the University of Saskatchewan, Regina
campus.

In his acceptance address, he expressed
his fears at the striking similarities he per-

ceived between modern North American
student radicals and Nazi youth of the thir-

ties.

Minutes later, a student refused his de-

gree, asking to speak in rebuttal to Spry's

remarks. The chancellor refused to allow it.

"Oh, my God," said a woman after the

student had removed his robe and left, "I

was afraid he w;as going to set fire to his

robes."

But the administrators on the stage ex-

pressed no such illusion.

Instead they worried about calling in the

police to remove the student.

DEBATE CONTINUED
Nine months later, in a Saturday Night

magazine article, George Woodcock, author

of a number of books on anarchism, again

raised many of Spry's fears.

Documenting several examples of similar

critiques by many western leftists, Wood-

cock wrote, "In Canada we are not far be-

hind the rest of the world in a type of activ-

ism which pretends to be libertarian but is in

action authoritarian and in prospect totali-

tarian.

"Like academic freedom, fair play is un-

recognized by authoritarian activists."

He defined fascism for the purpose of his

argument. "Fascism is not conservat-

ism. . .nor is a police state necessarily a fas-

cist state. . .Fascism is in fact a radical

movement aimed at social transformation."

Two months later the debate continued in

the letters column of Saturday Night.

In a letter to the magazine, Woodcock
says, "I am not implying anyone can at pre-

sent be termed a fascist; I am talking about

tendencies and threats:"

And perhaps there is enough hedging in the

remarks of men like Woodcock to satisfy

their own requirements about objectivity.

But in the meantime, the past year has

seen a gradual extension of that debate from

the arena of liberal dialogue to the points of

real confrontation on the campus.

Virtually every article or program in the

mass media raises the spectre of "extre-

mism" in coverage of the problem of 'stu-

dent unrest.

'

Since the fire in the Sir George Williams

computer, even Newsweek sees fit to consi-

der "Canadian students. . .among the most

militant in the world," - a merely paren-

thetical comment in a report on student un-

rest in the U.S.

But almost every university and college

administrator in the country is by now on

record as 'in favor of change' so long as it is

achieved through 'the proper channels' —
that they like students to be 'concerned with

change, so long as they aren't extremists.

'

In this context, all the terms are applica-

ble anywhere, because they remain unde-

fined.

At Carleton, 'radicalism' is at the stage of

a student attempt to get a petition to ask the

senate to set up a committee to look into

overcrowding in the university. Yet Lester

Pearson, Chancellor, sees fit to warn against

extremists. President Davidson Dunton has

already been established as the sole person

who can give the directive to the police to

come onto the campus.
Perhaps that is the function of the 'liberal

philosopher' in this soceity — a symbiotic
relationship that allows him to retain a posi-

tion on the fence, edging away from taking a
stance, while the society feeds off his rheto-

ric to create a climate for repression.

The rhetoric of anti-democratic disrup-

tion' creeps into the press statements of the

'liberal' administrator.

And when confrontation occurs, the issues

are shoved under the table.

When a charge of racism is raised at Sir

George Williams University, and over the

year escalates to an occupation and a de-

stroyed computer, the problem is seen mere-
ly as one of control. A new discipline code is

introduced which outlaws all dissent.

ORDER ON CAMPUS
In Ontario, the presidents of the prov-

ince's 14 universities caucus and come out

with a working paper, 'Order on Campus', in

a virtual vacuum of any kind of confronta-

tion. But then a spokesman for the group did

say the release of the paper was 'prema-
ture.'

It somehow follows, in that kind of an
atmosphere, full of the rhetoric of disorder

and anarchy, using a logic which defines the

strongest dissent around as dangerous extre-

mism, that Simon Fraser would work out the

way it has.

Administration president Kenneth Strand,

for the second time in a year, is able to set

the stage for whatever means necessary to

break the dissenting group on his campus
without ever having to answer their charges

or speak to their demands.
This time it is the department of political

science, sociology and anthropology, trying

to shuck off an administrative trusteeship

imposed over the summer which resulted in

the probation, demotion or firing of eleven

PSA faculty.

Students and faculty eventually voted to

strike. Although faculty said they were on

strike, they agreed to teach a class if only

one student wanted it held.

But the rhetoric in the air was against

them. The Canadian Association of Universi-

ty Teachers, the university faculty lobby,

would have no part of such "emotion-laden

atmosphere of confrontation and strike.

"

Strand, right on cue, called the whole

thing "threat" and "coercion" — it was de-

priving students of their rights (although

nearly 700 PSA students had voted for the

strike) — and said the university could not

operate under such conditions.

A week later nine profs had been suspend-

ed pending their dismissal. Now they fear

only a court injunction to keep them off

campus.
Only eight months ago, such an injunction

resulted in a demonstration that ended in a

police raid.

And, well, if the police are there, that just

about proves that the students really are, if

What
dirty

film??
Ifyou don't see so good, it's

like having a dirty film over
your eyes— or maybe
you've just got badly
scratched glasses. So get

your eyes tested, then come
choose from our fantastic

collection of futuristic
frames. We re Bratfdock
Optical jusl round the

1 158 St. George.

Diamonds Direct
GETTING ENGAGED? You c<m

H. PROCTOR & CO.,
Diamond & Gom Deolcrs -921-770;
131 B LOO R ST. WEST, SUITE 416

And ; t studei

FURS

LEATHER

GENERATION COATS

SHEEP RUGS

SKIN & BONES
670 YONGE ST.

- 2 SOUTH OF BLOOR
STUDENT DISCOUNT

HAVING A PARTY? - RENT

PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING
STROBE LIGHTS BLACK LIGHT
SOUND TO LIGHT TRANSLATORS

STROBE LIGHT PRODUCTS
147 Ranee Avenue, 781-2995

HEALTH REQUIREMENTS

STUDENTS ARE REMINDED THAT MEDICAL EXAM-
INATION AT THE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICE IS A
REQUIREMENT FOR:
1. ALL FIRST YEAR WOMEN STUDENTS FOR WHOM

PHYSICAL EDUCATION IS REQUIRED.
2. ANY STUDENT, GRADUATE OR UNDERGRADU-

ATE, ANNUALLY, BEFORE PARTICIPATING IN

ORGANIZED OR COMPETITIVE ATHLETICS.

MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS ARE BY APPOINTMENT
ONLY AND MAY BE MADE AS FOLLOWS:
MEN: IN PERSON AT 256 HURON STREET OR BY TELE
PHONE. 928-2459

WOMEN: IN PERSON AT 256 HURON STREET, 2ND
FLOOR.

GRAND OPENING
FRI. NOV. 24 of the

APARTMENT 372 y2
TORONTO'S MOST IDEAL &
INTIMATE NIGHT CLUB

372'/i YONGE ST. 368-0410

OPEN EVERY
FR/., SAT. & SUN. 8:00 P.M. - 4:00 A.M.

FEATURING
• DANCING
• FLOOR SHOWS
• BODY PAINTING

not fascists, then tending that way
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HILLEL PRESENTS
Dove Berg of Mad Magazine

speaking on

11
'Mad' Looks at the Jewish Community'

November 2nd



SAILORS

important meeting Thursday, October 23, 7:30 P.M. in

Debates Room, Hart House. Films, discussion, consti-

tutional matters.More regattas? Y'all come nauw, heaar?

NO EXAMS

PASSOVER

What does Pesach mean to you? Three years ago, to

Jewish students, it meant being locked in Hillel House,
under guard, away from their families for the duration of

the holy days. Is this the way we treat members of our
university community? What will Passover mean to you
this year?

When you confirm your courses, indicate your desire that U of T not

schedule exams on Passover.

Hillel Foundation 923-7887 for information.

VOTE

to

c. u. s

0
c
T
0
B
E

R
23

STUDENTS ADMINISTRATIVE
GOVERNMENT ERINDALE

The University of Toronto SwimBlues opened their season last

night by defeating Etobicoke Aquatic Club 56 to 47 in a close dou-

ble dual meet at the Benson Building.

The Blues, winners of the 1968-69 OQAA and Canadian Intercol-

legiate Championship look like strong contenders again this year

to extend their unbeaten record of nine conference and four na-

tional championships.

With the addition of several key freshmen, the Blues hope to

fill the ranks left vacant by graduating lettermen Chris Fisher,

Cliff Gentle, and Gaye-Stratten, now coach at Etobicoke Aquatic

Club.

Veteran Mike Guinness led the way with wins in the 200 yd.

freestyle, 500 yd. freestyle and the 400 yd. freestyle relay. Terry
Bryon {co-captain) put in strong early season performances by
winning the 200 yd. Individual Medley and assisting Mike in the

400 yd. Freestyle relay.

Veterans Barry Bowerman, Ross Ballantyne. and Doug Mac-
intosh helped the cause with victories in the 200 yd. breaststroke,

100 yd. breaststroke and 50 yd. freestyle events respectively.

Freshman Jim Shaw assisted the team by winning the 200 yd.

fly and 400 yd. Individual Medley.

On the women's side U of T did not fare as well. They lost the

meet by a wide margin, but shining lights for the women were
Merrily Stratten, who won the 50 and 100 yd. freestyle events, and
Liz Daniel, winner of the 100 yd. Individual Medley.

HERE AND NOW
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Today
1 p.m.

Career Information Lecture on market-
ing and sales. Sidney Smith. Room 2125.

The Engineering Institute of Canada pre-

sents two films. "Engineers in Steel" and
"Nation Builders" Mechanical Building,

Room 102.

General meeting of AIESEC for those
interested in summer jobs in foreign coun-
tries Sidney Smith. Room 1084.

Questions and answers about Guidance
Advisory System for students preparing for

a Medical Course. Medical Sciences Build-

ing. Room 3154.

2 p.m.

Forum on CUS referendum with UC
SAC and Ut. reps. Junior Common Room.
University College.

4:10 p.m.

Screening of "The Red Balloon" in De-
bates Room, Hart House, lades welcome.
Admission free Apologies for Monday's
sudden cancellation.

6 p.m. and 8 p.m.
The Magus' will be shown All wel-

come Admission 75t. Sidney Smith

6 :15 p.m.
Random magazine production night and

policy session. Editorial policy for Nov. is-

sue to be decided by those present. All

welcome. 91 St George. Room 103

7:30 p.m.
U of T Flying Club Open Meeting. Guest

Speaker is Tim Foster speaking on "The
Business of Aviation" Music Room Hart
House

8 p.m.
Movie W C Fields and Mae West in

"My Little Chickadee" New College Dining

Aid-Biafra meeting. St Andrew's
Church. Corner of King and University Ave.
Sidb Ooor.

Thursday
1 p.m.

Yavneh Rabbi I Witty (Director of the
Bureau of Jewish Education) will speak
Sidney Smith, Room 2129

T U G S presents "Peruvian Panegyrics
"

an Illustrated talk by Ron Skeldon Sidney
Smith. Room 622

Canadian Concerned Scientists general
meeting. All faculty and students welcome.
Physcis Bldg, Room 203

1 p.m.

Canadian Concerned Scientists general

meeting. All faculty and students welcome.
Physics Bldg. Room 203.

Help plan the Nov 13-14 Viet Nam
Moratorium and the march on the fif-

teenth. Committee to End the War in Viet

Nam. Sidney Smith. Room 1087.
Career Information Lecture on Urban

and Regional Planning. Sidney Smith.
Room 2125.

4 p.m.
"The Birth of Clear Air Turbulence" by

Professor D. Atlas. Dept. of Physics. Uni-

versity of Chicago, McLellan Physical Lab-

oratories. Room 102,

6 p.m.
General meeting of the Hellenic Univer-

sity Society Club. International Student
Centre. Morning Room.

"Interactions" a public affairs show on
Radio Varsity, with a wide-open format.
First show had Ian and Sylvia. Dalton
Camp, and Tom Rush.

Elections of student members of Zoolo-

gy Curriculum Committee. First and Fourth

year students Ramsey Wright Building.

Room 117.

5:15 p.m.
Varsity Christian Fellowship meeting

cancelled in favour of a Sat scavenger

Hillel Buffet Supper. $1.00. No reserva-

tions needed 1 86 St George.

7:30 p.m.
Math and Physics Course Union pre-

sents a lecture on the linear accelerator,

followed by a tour of the Linac labs

Refreshments served McLellan Labs.
Room 203.

8 p.m.
Yellowbird party with Calypso band. All

over 21 welcome. Come single or bring a

friend. Admission $2.76. Sponsored by
Catholic Alumni Club

8:30 p m
Recital by pianist John McKay Concert

Hell. Edward Johnson Building. Admission

Women's Liberation Movement and the
New Left Caucus announce the installation

of Oral -a-Commie 920-5806 Call up for a

cheery revolutionary slogan and announce-
ments about meetings.



THE TURNING POINT photo by led zier-vogel

Varsity rookie halfback Cor Doret (34) sets off on his 57 yard punt put Blues only seven paints behind with a full quarter left to play

return during Saturday's game against Queens. Doret evades Gaels BUT a clipping penalty put the Blues back on their own 38, and

Ron Clark (26) as Varsity linebacker Hartley Stern {71} gets set to when they finally scored, there were only 72 seconds remaining in

block. Doret went all the way for a touchdown which would have the game.

Interfac Football Stuff
By LYNDON LITTLE

Vic used two quick touch-

downs, one late in the first

quarter and the other early in

the second, to down Engineer-

ing 13-6 Monday afternoon.

The victory puts Vic back on

the winning track after a 15-0

loss to PhysEd.
Unfortunately, the game

was played on a muddy, soupy

field which prevented either

team from displaying its best

form.

The game was also marred

by frequent penalties which

halted potential scoring

threats time after time.

Neither team put on much of

an offensive show as Vic man-

aged a total of only 87 yards,

while Eng picked up 111.

Engineering scored on their

first series. Quarterback Rob

Dickinson capped a 65 yard

march, which wassustained by

two Vic penalties, by sweeping

right end from two yards out

for the major.

Vic came right back follow-

ing the kickoff to tie the score.

Vic QB John Baird found his

nifty flanker Paul Lasko well

behind the Eng. secondary and

the two combined for a 60 yard

TD pass.

That was Vic's only long

gainer of the game.

Vic kicked off to start the

second quarter. On Engineer-

ing's first play, Dickinson's

pass was intercepted by defen-

sive back Dave Harris who
carried it in for the winning

score.

Vic head coach Tony Spe-

ciale commented after the

game that he saw little to

choose between his team and

PhysEd He expressed the

opinion that the club with the

most hustle and desire would

probably prevail come Mulock

time.

In games played yesterday.

Dentistry upset Medicine by a

score of 19-6 while Forestry

was disposing of New College

27-0.

The Dents are quickly justi-

fying their move into the sec-

ond division this year. They

are now 2-0 and along with

PhysEd are the only undefeat-

3RD GENERAL MEETING OF THE

STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL

COUNCIL CHAMBERS IN GALBRAITH BUILDING

7:00 PM, Wednesday, October 22

EVERYONE 1$ WELCOME

ed teams in the league.

The teethpullers picked up a

touchdown on their first seri-

ous drive.

Flanker Mel Pearlman
scored from 20 yards out on a

reverse.

The Meds came back with

their only TD late in the second

quarter. Fullback Doug Wat-

chorn, who did the yoeman's
share of the ball carrying for

his team, swept right end from

6 yards out.

At the half it was Dents 7,

Meds 6.

Although that was all the

see INTERFAC on page 26

photo by spencer higginx

Even Blues and White Beasties must needs pause and Refresh occasionally

... for more see page 20
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UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICE
PROTECT YOURSELF PROTECT OTHERS

TODAY!

FREE CHEST X-RAYS FOR

STAFF AND STUDENT VOLUNTEERS

University Staff membeis and students in the non-compulsory groups

are invited to attend the Annual Chest X-fay Survey being held in the

Drill Hall, tear of IB St. George Street (east side, just south ot Bloor)

between 9:00 a.m. and 12:00 noon or between 1:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m.

today, Wednesday, October 22nd.

If il is not possible for you to attend the Survey to-day, please tele-

phone Ibe Health Service at 928-2455 and we will be pleased to suggest

an alternative time.

This Survey is conducted by the University Health Service in co-

operation with the National Sanitarium Association (Gage Institute).

We are "Direct" Diamond
Dealers handling both loose
and mounted diamonds. Our
booklet tells you wh at to look

for and what to expect when
you invest in a diamond. You
can purchase from us on a

"Direct" basis.

H. PROCTOR & Co.

Diamond and Gem Dealers

131 BLOOR ST. W. SUITE 416

COME AND HEAR JOHN SEWELL

TALK ABOUT COMMUNITY
ACTION AND CITY POLITICS ON

THURSDAY AT 12 NOON -

-

ROOM 2135

IN

SIDNEY SMITH

John Sewell is a lawyer who is now running for city alderman. He has

been working for 3 years as a community worker in downtown Toronto

(including the Trefan Court area, Cornwall-Oak St. School Site, south of

St. James Town, etc.) He is carrying his ideas of citizen participation

and local decision-making into this election. SAC has endorsed John and

has given $300 towards his election expenses.

Conditioning Classes for

s </ -Mjers .. THUBS
'^F*»ci*/tltforn H;

STARTSTOM'

:creationaJ

aj 1 p.m.

muse

Interfac from page 25

scoring necessary Dentistry

scored two insurance majors
in the second half.

King Draper on a 65 yard

pass-and-run and Bob Sullivan,

who devastated the Med's de-

fensive line all game, complet-

ed the victory.

Forestry received two

touchdowns from Rick Souter

and one each from Ham Faulk-

ner and Ray Giza on the way to

their clobbering of New.
Forestry, by the way, has

one Mulock cup to its credit.

They snatched the trophy way
back in 1950 in a game played

in a driving snowstorm.

HOLD YOUR CORPUSCLES:
Varsity' report that the blood drive began last

Monday was erroneous. The bleed-in begins

next Monday at Loretto College. The invitation

stands.

CLASSIFIEDS
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SUMMER JOBS in foreign countries are
available through Al ESEC. Completion of
one economics course is required. Further
information is available at Room 2005. Sid
Smith Hall.

ANTHROPOLOGY — Past. Present and
Future. Prof. Ruse (History) and Prof. Na-
gata (Anthropology). North Cafeteria.
Rochdale. 23 October. 8 p.m. Anthropolo-

gy Student Union

ROOM & BOARD — young males only,

fraternity house. MAID. LINEN SERVICE.
TV. PARKING etc. 85 Bedford Rd.. 924
0501.

WANTED — second-hand hockey equip-
ment in good condition for goalie, stick and
catching gloves, shoulder pad. chest prot-

ectors, masks. Phone 928 3467 Fred
Veenema

.

ROOMS TO LET FURNISHED Bathurst
St. Clair Girl for bedsiiting in quiet apart-

ment building. S10-S12 Breakfasts dis-

cussed Week evenings 9:30 782-2070
Holidays anytime Subway convenient

TYPING theses, essays, notes, charts.

English, French, other languages. Mimeo-
graphing, electric typewriters. Mary Dale
Stoit IM. Davies) 86 Bloor St. W. Room
225. 922 7624.

Need Furniture! 4-39" mattresses 8
chesterfield cushions and zippered covers
for $50.00 or buy separately One Philips

mahogany consul AM-FM-record player
combination Hi-Fi Best offer Call Ann
923-8171

Producer for Hillel musical comedy want-
ed. Phone 923-7837 and leave name
Deadline Fri 4pm Oct 25

To the anonymous redhead born twenty-
one years ago in mysterious England —
HAPPY BIRTHDAY

TYPING — pick up a delivery essays,
reports, thesis etc. Elaine Iwai 291-
2885

The general meeting of the Graduate
Students Union will be held at noon at 16
Bankcroft. Don't forget your ATL cards!

The Magus — with Anthony Quinn —
movie tonight at 6:00 p.m. & 8:00 p.m. in

room 2118 Sid Smith BIdg. Admission
7 5c at door All welcome.

WANTED Hostesses, waitresses, topless

go go gin's. Apply in person 372 Vt Yonge
St. after 2 p.m.

FOR RENT: two furnished rooms. Excel-

lent study conditions, five minutes to sub-
way call 763-691 1 after 4.30.

PAUL NEWMAN as "COOL HAND
LUKE" — Sunday nite — New College
(Wetmore) dining hall — 8 p.m. —
$1 /person.

see W. C. FIELDS and MAE WEST in

"MY LITTLE CHICKADEE" Tonight 8:00
p.m New College (Wetmore) dining hall

Si (see display ad in this issue)

FAME!! Extremely Attractive Girts (i.e. liv-

ing girls) required to model for campus
publication. Partial nudity desirable but not
essential. Phone 964-8191 after 5.

Would French Boy who met girt on 5 pm
bus from Montreal to Toronto on thanks-
giving Monday of 1967 Please call 536-
4330 after 6 p.m.

BALLROOM DANCING instruction

Wednesdays at 8:30 SI — University Set-

tlement recreation centre. 23 Grange Rd..

364 9133

MALE ACTORS wanted for two one-act
plays off campus, playing ten consecutive
weekends for youth groups in Toronto.
Phone John, after six. 635-8590.

RON KNIGHT M.P.P. AND PROF. J.

McLEOD debate " Is the party system anti-

quated' Wed. Oct. 22. 1 p.m Wilson
Common Room New College.

a wanted: Male student or staff

member, share two bedroom apartment.
Furnished, cheap, clean, neat subway.
766 0618

69 SPACED OUT or is it spaced«ot-69
— well, anyways come.



Parachuting at U of T? Why not....

Let's get together and get the University of Toronto Sport Parachute Club in action. All licenced

(C.S.P.A. or U.S.P.A.) and experienced skydivers, please contact Ralph Gray (221-2756) or Don

Knollmeyer (924-3249) as soon as possible. AIL STUDENTS INTERESTED IN SKYDIVING, come to

Innis I (in front of Hart House) at 7.00 p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 23 for an introduction to Skydiv-

ing, which will include '7s This a Sport?", the most recent and best film by the U.S.P.A., slides

and a complete description of all skydiving activities, training and costs, courtesy of Mr. Gii.

Hebert and the Parachute Association of Toronto. Let's go U of T! Get your feet off the ground!

Miss Susan Stairs-Cowan wins Contest
by GELUUS

(What did you say your
name was again?)

SOCCER

(Oh, really? Do you know
John Soccer?)

UC rose like a Phoenix from

the flames and ozymandiased

Vic, 5-0, on goals by Iozzo (2),

Kivisto, Speedy Gonzalves and

Campbell. "Was that Phoenix

the Cat" said a Vic player, who
asked to be unidentified. Un-

fortunately, no-one could be

found to unidentify him.

Maratioti got 3, Mighty Her-

cules, Relph (cf. "puke",

"keck", etc.), and Demarino
one each as SGS (Sir George

Williams) beat Marble Arch

(Battaglia),6-1.

Heikutimen and Campbell

led For past Innis, 2-0.

DaRosa starred as New beat

Jr. Eng. 5-1 and Law, 3-1, scor-

ing twice in the first game and

getting all 3 in the second. Bou-

los, Dolan and Muskat-com-

poser of "Muskat ramble" —
helped out against Jr. Eng. as

Bruzzesi ("Is that a hickey?"

"No, I just bruzzesi") replied

for the losers. Stack hit for

Law. .

Trin B (Philpot) 2; Wye
(Kibblewaite; a kibbleweight

is the heavyth of one cord of

hashish) 1.

Smith, Hutchinson 2, and

Baker were scorers as Trin

katzenjammered PHE A
(Apse), 5-1.

Scar beat Dents 6-0 on goals

by Galaty (3; the earth is in a

galaty called the Milky Way),

Bubrin 2, and Rattek ("Most
people call me Ratso.

'

'

)

RUGGER

(You remember "The Old

Rugger Cross", don'tyou?)

Kocur Spaniel had 3, Tibbo 2

as Eng beat UC, 5-0. (Or was it

Tibbo? Tibbo or not Tibbo. . .

)

Trin open-weekended Vic,

16-5. Compton had 7, Scott 6,

and Busworth (a kibblewaite of

hash costs one busworth) 3 for

Trin, Adams 3 and Howarth 2

for Vic.

PHE O, LAW O.

Vic (Adams 3, O'Donoghue
3, Richardson 3, Howarth 3) 12,

UC(Sidey3)3.
Newell scored all the points

to give Eng II (Eng II, Brute) a

5-0 win over Innis.

Tibbo had 5 and Newland 6

as Eng took Trin, 11-0.

LACROSSE

Homatidis found the range

twice (Homatidis on the

Range?) and Woig once and Sr.

Eng. beat Meds (Omols, Scar-

row) 2.

Vic (Ryan 3, Vallillie 2, Hart

2, Summerville) 8; Devonshire

House (Parris, Devonshire
Howse2, Munro3)6.

D'Onofrio and Frasca scored

for SMC, Sodek and Oshinowo
for SGS and the final score was
— wait a minute — I've got it 2-

2.

Travas scored 3, Ulan Bator

and Battling Bulger 2 each and

O'Reilly one to pace SMC's 8-7

win over Innis (Kril, Bessley 4,

Okihiro2.)

PHE (Reid, Fawcett 4,

Crocker 3, Connely 2) 10; Erin

(Chervaty 2, Krill 3, Pelech)

on the other hand, 6.

CONTEST

It was announced today that

Miss Susan Stairs Cowan (IV

Refectory) has won this

week's Varsity Sports contest.

Miss Cowan's answer to the

question "Frere Jacques,

Frere Jacques, dormez-vous,

dormez-vous" was, "No, I had

to get up to let the oil-man in,

no, I had to get up to let the oil-

an in." Miss Cowan has been

awarded a refrigerator as her

prize.

This week's contest is ad-

dressed to T. Tyger, burning

brightly in the forests of the

night, and is phrased in these

terms, viz., "Did he who make
the lamb make thee?). Send all

answers to "Contest", Varsity

Sports; relatives of Mr. Tyger

are ineligible. The decision of

the judges is Immanent Truth.

s a.c.
t0 all studemts

all'sac fees paying students

may vote in the cus-ous referendum.

Graduate Students Who Have Paid SAC Fees Must

Provide Proof That They Are Allowed To Vote.

PROBLMS - SAC EUCTIONS COMMITTEE 923-6221

FOOTBALL!

FOLLOW THE BAND & THE BLUES

TO LONDON

VARSITY AT WESTERN

Saturday, October 25 at 2:00 p.m.

Reserved Seat Tickets in VARSITY Section

NOW ON SALE al Athletic Office, Hart House-Si. 50

! WOMEN'S
'

| ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
j

I LEARN DANCES FROM AROUND
I THE WORLD
§ Co-Educational Folk Dance Club - Open to all students |
:|:

Wednesdays - 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. S
:: Benson Building, 320 Huron Street |:i

£ Dance Studio, Room 219 S

|
curling

t CURLING STARTS ON WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 29th AT I
& THE TERRACE CURLING CLUB MUTUAL AND DUNDAS 8
ii STREETS, 5:30 - 7:30 p.m. FOR INTERFACULTY AND g
:* INTERCOLLEGIATE RINKS. INSTRUCTION IS AVAIL- S
!•? ABLE FOR THE INEXPERIENCED. S

SPORT SCHEDULES
WEEK OF OCT. 27 th

FOOTBALL (STARTING TIME NOW 3.00 p.m.)

Mon. Oct 27 3.00 West

Tues Oct 28 3 00 East Pharm Forest ry

3.00 West PHE

Wed Oct 29 3.00 West St.M Vic

Thur Oct. 30 3.00 East Dent U.C.

Fri Oct 31 3.00 Med Scar

RUGGER
Mon. Oct. 27 115 East PHE U.C. Ledson

Tues Oct 28 4.15 Vic

Thuf Oct. 30 1 15 East Eng. 1 Griffiths

Fri Oct. 31 1.15 West Wye Eng. tl Cairns

SOCCER
Mon Oct. 27 4.00 North Jr. Eng Gero

4.00 at Scar Scar Hummel

Tues Oct 28 12.15 North Campbell

12 15 Trin UC. Punter

4 00 North Med. B Grad B Homatidis

Wed Oct. 20 12 15 North Dent Knox Homatidis 1

4.00 North Wye Emman Punter

Thur Oct, 30 12 15 North Grad A Sr Eng Vemulst

12.15 PHE Vic Simmon ds

4.00 North St. M. A Med. A Kalman

Fri Oct. 31 12.15 North Arch St M B Zakaluzny

LACROSSE
Mon Oct 27 1 00 PHE A Traffo/d. Murphy

Tues Oct 28 1 00 PHE C Trafford. Feaver

6.00 For 6 Scar
'

Crocke . Hanna

7 00 Enn Vic . Okihiro

800 St.M. Oev Hse Crocker. Okihiro

Wed Oct 29 630 Eng.lt Dent. Okihiro, Stephen

7 30 PHE 8 For. A Okihrro. Stephen

Thur Oct 30 1.00 St. M. PHE A Murphy. Okihiro

5.15 MacKay. Clem

6.15 Enn Oev Hse MacKay. Clem

Fri Oct 31 t 00 Innis Vic Trafford. Stephen

VOLLEYBALL
i Tues Oct 28 7 30 us Med Horenblas

830 Wye For.C Horenblas

Wed Oct. 29 5 00 UC. PHE Orav

6.00 Eng. II vs Orav

7.00 Emman For. 8

800 Enn Bus. Adm Senkiw

9 00 Dent A Senkiw

Thur Oct 30 7.00 Eng. 1 For. A Bodnaruk

8 00 Vic Scar Bodnaruk

900 Knox Dent 8 Bodnaruk
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What creature weighs 9000 pounds,

has a piercing mating call and moves
stealthily upon its 120 sneokered feet to

attack thousands of helpless football

fans at every Varsity game?
Not much guesswork is required to

identify such a ponderous beast, for the

Blue and White Band demands recogni-

tion and respect from all of its victims.

Watching the band perform is truly

awe-inspiring. You cannot escape feel-

ing that some unstoppable force has

been set loose on the field below, march-

ing about blowing and beating, waving
flags and twirling batons, threatening to

come up into the stands at any turn.

The first subtle hint that you are about

to be assailed comes prior to kick-off

time. While the teams are still warming
up, the band-members begin to mass in

the end-zone. They form their ranks —
tubas where tubas should be, bass

drums where bass drums should be,

ftagbearers where flagbearers should be
— every piece and person that makes up

the band is put in its proper place. From

this point on, individuals cease to be in-

dividuals and a single being exists to

move upon its many-sneakered feet.

The band eagerly anticipates its first

moment of glory of the afternoon,

stamping its feet and adjusting its music

sheets. Then, led by its trainer (who is a

cross between Sergio Mendes and the

Good Humour Man) and our dauntless

cheerleaders, the band sweeps across

and then off the field to play a heart-

rending arrangement of our national

anthem.

As the game begins, the beast seems
to become extremely docile, curling up

on the sidelines content to comment on

the action of the first two quarters with

the odd boom of its drums or bleep of its

trumpets. But as half-time approaches a

restless pacing begins as the band pre-

pares for its pinnacle of glory, its very

reason for being — THE HALF-TIME
SHOW.
Once again the band putls itself to-

gether in the end-zone, quivering in an-

ticipation ready to spring to the attack

when given the cue. Then — BOOM —
the band launches itself across the field

to the strains of "This Is If", the theme

song to the Bugs Bunny Show. Instead of

Bugs, Elmer Fudd and company, you

have the band and you cannot be disap-

pointed.

Sweeping from one end of the field to

the other, from side to side, from corner

to corner, the band splits up sending out

various clumps of its members on sorties

and then miraculously re-forms while

continually issuing its own unique mat-

ing call. The precision displayed is truly

amazing as the band enthusiastically

goes through its paces followed (for

some strange reason) by a trainer who
acts as a human metronome coaxing

forth bits and pieces of music.

Then, just as triumphantly as it first

appeared on scene, the band prances off

the playing field to resume its docile

repose on the sidelines where it can
watch the rest of the game, make musi-

cal comments, and bask in the sunshine

as any well-trained housepet.

photos by spencer higgins
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CUS CROAKS
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Bell Telephone reports 24-million profit

^Montrei

traces

Oh well, if we don't

win the CUS referendum,

I guess we can always

sit around and wait for

0) £

new

~S7

— george biggar

CUS field worker o

2| ^ Pure water found ^
the inherent contradiction^ £3

in capitalism to manifest^ ^ ^
themselves. & ^ ^ %jr jfji
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ONTARIO STUDENT AWARDS PROGRAM

DEADLINE
is October 31st, 1969

If applications are submitted after October 31st, awards
are based on one-half of the assessed need.

CAREER INFORMATION
LECTURES

- NEXT WEEK'S SCHEDULE -
TELECOMMUNICATIONS Mon. Oct. 27 2125 Sidney Smith
INTERVIEWS and RECUITING - Special Tues. Oct. 28 244 Galbraifh

TEACHING Wed. Oct. 29 1035 Wallberg
DATA PROCESSING Thurs. Oct. 30 1035 Wallberg
GRADUATE STUDENTS' EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

sPeeial Fri. Oct. 31 2125 Sidney Smith

- ALL STARTING AT 1 P.M.

NEW COLLEGE DANCE SOCIETY
presents: - The Rock & Roll Revival "HOWL"

- A "HOWL" that backed the Screaming Lord Sutch
• A "HOWL'' that backed the Great Paul Butterfield
- A "HOWL" that appeared with Johnny Winter
- The . . .

"UKuAe? HOWL"
DANCE SATURDAY 8:30-MIDNIGHT TO THE
"new light* v.brant blues sound" of "WHISKEY HOWL'
- NEW COLLEGE (Wetmore) DINING HALL - ONLY
10 shillings & 5 pence head . . . er per Person!
(1 shilling = 12<)

E

N
T
A
L

S

TYPEWRITERS

ADDING
MACHINES

STEREO TAPE
RECORDERS

STEREO RECORD
PLAYERS

698-2589

DANFORTH
TYPEWRITER

2940 DANFORTH AVE

FREE DELIVERY

TRINITY

UNITED

427 Btoor Si. Wm n Wilms* Rd.

Mininti:

Rev. J. Ftoktrt W.h,

BA. I.D.

fBKiwi; Jofcn W. Urn

ii AJi.

"IDENTITY CRISIS"
8:30 P.M.

TRINITY YOUNG ADULTS
HE TALK SCHEDULED FOF
AST SUNDAY BY MISS DlANNE
ORTH OF THE QUEEN ELIZA

ESSAYS
TO
WRITE?

When you find it difficult to

decide how to find informa-
tion you need or find what
you need, we can help. The
Reference Department con-
ducts general reference
seminars, the Science and
Medicine Public Service
Department gives special

subject seminars and the

Circulation Department will

clear a path for you through
the stacks. Plan ahead and
get some help from the Uni.-

versity of Toronto.

LIBRARY
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Remodelling A Alteration!

— A

STUDENTS' ELITE
Cleaners & Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.
92 2-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cords

MEMBER OF INDEPENDANT
CLEANERS ASSOC.

|
YOU ARE INVITED TO A

Public
Debate

ON THE QUESTION OF ANGLICAN

UNION
with

ROME
Sunday - October 26

8:30 p.m.

ENOCH TURNER

SCHOOLHOUSE

behind Little Trinity Chruch

425 King St. E.,

near Parliament

Principal Debaters

• Prof. Arthur Gibson
• Canon H.L. Puxley

• Prof. George F. Lewis
• Rev, Harry Robinson

The Public Is Invited To

Take Part In This Debate

DIAL-A-DATE

Is The Fastest Way
We Know To Get

Popular

Don't tell 'anybody'-

Just call 929-06 I I

1 .00 - 10.00 PM.

VARSITY BLAZERS
Varsity Tartan

Kilts Ties and Scarves

made to order

RICHARDSON'S
546 Yonge St, 922-3141



CUS goes belly-up: U of T withdrawal is death-blow
by HENRY MIETKIEWICZ
and JIM STRUTHERS

The Canadian Union of Students died in the West
Hall of University College last night, but few mour-
ners were present.

Students voted 5,434 to 2,222, a margin of more
than two to one, to withdraw from CUS.

No groans or cheers could be heard amidst the
counting and the election officials resembled doctors
presiding over an old man's death.

At the outset, CUS appeared
to have the upper hand. The
first returns showed Music vot-

ing to remain in CUS by 73 to

46.

But by the time it was all

over, it turned out that Music
had the only polling station to

vote YES. The other twenty-

four had decided to leave CUS.
CUS suffered the biggest

disaster in Engineering with a

NO vote of 962 to 151, and also

fared extremely poorly in Den-
tistry, Law and Erindale Col-

lege.

SAC agreed to the referen-

dum last March after receiving

a petition signed by more than

2,000 students.

Five months later, during

the CUS conference at Lake-

head University, Toronto dele-

gates Gus Abols, Jon Levin (III

UC), George Sachs (III APSC),
and Gerrit Van Geijan (II New
suggested disbanding CUS in

favour of a new organization —
the Canadian Students Federa-

tion.

Abols was severely criti-

cized by nine members of the

13-man delegation and he ex-

plained he had been speaking

as an individual, and not as a U
of T spokesman.

With only 39,500 students in

the Union at the time, the CUS
finance commission predicted

that the organization would go

"belly-up by Christmas" if

critical referenda at U of T and

Carleton did not favour CUS.

They didn't.

The U of T turnout yesterday

was considered to be the best

on campus in a long time, as 38

per cent of the undergraduates

cast their ballots.

"I'm very satisfied with the

results", stated SAC President

Gus Abols last night. "This

proves to me that the radicals

are no longer the representa-

tives, since the students have

rejected them.'"

"It's a good indication of

where the students stand, not

only at the U of T, but all over

the country."

He added he was sincerely

disappointed that in the past

weeks some speakers had tried

to obscure the issues by per-

sonal attacks against him.

"I have never used unethical

tactics in any of my cam-
paigns," he insisted. "Some
people even call my methods

'red-baiting' as if ideology

were some sort of sacred cow.

But we have to bring the issues

before the students and let

them decide."

Abols now wants to attempt

the formation of a new Canadi-

an students union along non-

political lines.

"If the response is favoura-

ble", he said, "we can get to-

gether and work for student

reforms without airing any pol-

itical policies in public.''

Former SAC President

Steve Langdon said last night

the CUS defeat was a great

disappointment, but no sur-

prise to him.

"I tend to feel, that people

will interpret this as a strong

student vote against the re-

form movement. I'm also

afraid of the possible dangers

the referendum will cause,

particularly at the course un-

ion level and in the implemen-
tation of CUG".
As for the proposed union to

replace CUS, Langdon added

that it would be stupid to talk

of it in non-political terms.

"Student aid, housing, re-

search and other union matters

demand involvement in politi-

cal areas," he explained. "The
new federation would be ignor-

ing the history of similar un-

ions in other countries, and

also ignoring where students

are at today."

Engineering President Art

Mcllwain said the referendum
was "a clear warning for SAC
that they will have to begin

communicating with the stu-

dents."

When it was announced that

962 Engineers had voted
against CUS, Mcllwain grinned

and said, "I'd hoped to get up

to a thousand NO's".

Graduate Student Union
President Michael Vaughan
interpreted CUS' defeat in a

different manner.
"I don't think it's a loss for

the left on campus", he ex-

plained, "but rather a loss for

the leadership role taken by
the CUS executive.

"You can't politicize from
above. You have to respond to

the various needs of the cam-
puses as they come into CUS,
and this is something I feel the

CUS executive didn't do."

Law SAC representative Bob
Vernon was surprised the tur-

nout was so high, and felt that

this proved the average stu-

dent was upset with the pre-

sent system of campus govern-

ment.

"With SAC carrying the bur-

den now", he said, "it should

devote more time to examining

the possibility of joining a new
student federation.

Vernon also thought that this

places at which they voted.

Yes No
Advance Poll 9 11

Architecture 36 48
Dentistry 53 315

Engineering 151 962

Erindale 85 309

Food Science 9 33

Forestry 15 114

Innis 48 58

law 52 219

Library Science IS 24

Medicine 60 260

Music 73 46

New 142 370

New Physics 97 203

Nursing 46 137

Pharmacy 42 140

POTS 10 62

St. Hilda's 24 41

SMC 216 259

Scarborough 93 315

Sid Smith 221 407

Sig Sam 111 146

Trinity 95 226

UC 254 275

Victoria 262 415

Wycliffe 3 36

Total 2222 5434

Ceta Ramkala wansingli tallies CUS vote in West Hall.

referendum would help stu-

dents relate to SAC, and saw a

new wave of co-operation be-

ginning at the U of T.

SAC judicial commissioner
Art Moses said he felt that the

outcome was ironic since "a
lot of the things CUS has
pushed for in the last five years
were starting to show up on
campus."

Moses said the results indi-

cated people on campus have
turned against things they
identify as purposely radical.

"It's a repudiation of words
rather than policies." he add-

ed. "I don't think the issues

and policies of CUS were pro-

perly discussed, and both sides

are guilty of this."

Dalhousie downs CUS
Halifax (UP) — Students at Dalhousie University added

the coup de grace to CUS by voting "No" in their CUS referen-

dum.
It probably didn 7 matter; the loss oj Toronto the same day

killed CUS. And maybe the Dalhousie students knew that — 237
spoiled their ballots compared to 633 "No" and4ll "Yes" votes.

Larry Kapz, president oj the Dalhousie Graduate Student

Association felt "The defeat of CUS could set the cause of stu-

dent rights back five years.

But for undergraduate President Bruce Gillis the vole was a

victory. Gillis tried to bring about the end of CUS at its congress

in late August when he proposed the formation of a new "student

federation". He and the other proposer of the motion. University

of Toronto's Gus Abols. were repudiated by their delegations and

the proposal died in the plenaryfor lack of a seconder.

This is how the people who voted voted at the various

OTTAWA (CUP) - The exact fate of the Canadian Union
of Students will be decided at a national council meeting early

next week, CUS president Martin Loney said last night.

"I don't want to make any comments until then about fu-

ture plans." he added.

"It's unfortunate the campaigns haven't been fought on
issues but on stereotypes and slogans. We were prepared to

fight on CUS policies; that's not what happened."
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PAGE FOUR
V.I. Brewster; "That's because imperialism really exists."

P.L Peep: "Oh. I never really thought of it that way."

from a play in three acts by Jon Bardo and Andy Wernick.

Academic freedom?
Danny Drache is quite bitter

about the Commission on Uni-

versity Government, and he has

a right to be.

When CUG hired Drache to do
research for the Commission
last year, it agreed the work
would be done in complete open-

ness and that the research would
be published.

Now the Commission is not

only refusing to publish the re-

port, but is delaying in releasing

it. It probably won't be released

at all.

"The Commission is afraid to

release the report," Drache
says.

Drache has written an impor-

tant report — a document that

contains more real information
about the true nature of the uni-

versity than the CUG Report it-

self.

It is derived from interviews

with departmental chairmen

varsity
TORONTOS*F

Newi Edton

City Eaton

Eaton*! OtSces
Eatonol Phono.
Advetnuito Otnco

Jock McCaffrey

Goofl Mooat
Louo Erhchmar,

Noel Sleekier

Paul Carton 9234

Carol Coot*, 923

and general statistics about the

departments. From concrete
information, Drache has
launched critiques of six depart-

ments in the Faculty of Arts and
Science and produced figures on

the nationality of teaching staff.

The Commission now claims
that the interviews with the de-

partmental chairmen were con-

fidential and must be edited by

the chairmen who gave them in

the first place.

But the interviews were only

in response to a questionnaire

that asked for simple, procedur-

al information. Drache extrapo-

lated radical conclusions about
the class nature of even the most
"liberated" departments such
as philosophy.

For instance, one item in the

report reads:
" A dramatic manifestation of

the importan«e-.ef the chairman
(of a department) - can .^he-

glimpsed from the data collected

from the 19 departmental chair-

men regarding the number of

extra-departmental committees
they as individuals are members
of in the university, in the prov-

ince, in the nation, and profes-

sionally.

The departments and the
number of extra-departmental
positions held by their chairmen
are listed here

:

Anthropology 2

Astronomy 18
Botany 1

3

Chemistry 20
East Asian Stud. 22
Fine Art 1

0

Geography 1

5

Geology 14
History 1

5

Islamic Studies 10
Italian and Hispanic 7

Mathematics 19

The CUS Secretariat: "And now a hoard of shiftless rebs
loosed upon the countryside to spread revolution, sedition and
bad breath."

Philosophy 19
Physics 4
Political Economy 12
Psychology 8
Slavic Studies 10
Sociology 5
Zoology 1

6

Drache makes severe criti-

cisms of the "academic guild"
as being a basic structural meth-
od of preserving the authority
patterns and class nature of the
university. He sees the depart-
mental chairman as an impor-
tant focus in that structure.

Why didn't CUG welcome the
findings of the research?

"They've all had their spines
removed," Drache explains,
"and now they are wobbling.
And it's because of the guild
mentality of the Commission.
They defend themselves to the
death."
Drache has compiled an aca-

demic and radical report that is

being suppressed by a Commis-
sion that has recommended as
guiding principles academic
freedom and openness.

If the Commission wishes to
remain consistant with those
principles, it must release the
Drache Report.

letter from safe sociologist

By Franklin

Birthcd out of literany and eroticy of a knighte:

"Dar-ya! Dar-yal" the hystericles chaitened and
reptile came back at them from noelly wallflower*:
Pom! Paml" Un gard, spurriou* struck loyola with

_

a suecup to the barricade and a kideckelex typify-

ing our discos ihroeers, struthers who met key
west while cus bellied to the skies, mary katered to

featute futures while mex {"cords") was trov-

ished, slumped upon by lynn and stayed out the
windy by a bald techno rat. the fonies rang, coll

yer susan, they tolled as a majorical hannant
flashed eroaly with rubin jetting in the darkhouse.
kellilora lerikello kalooklera laurakulous was
drached in copulous. russ-1 behaved like a ruse-let,

sneaking a loony lest in oughtawaw. a psa crawls
onto Its stomach slicking to stogeys (a dejected
hed}.

our barbie doll performs with amazing likeness

and everybody shud plug into the euclidean tones
now availed of. after Wednesday, with everybody
wanting lo know if the rag had been run through
with an unsaluted flagpole, i feel stupid (red?)

There is a party on Saturday, a house-

warming party and all that, so the best

bet is to come to the staff meeting today
at 1 p.m. and discover the who's and
whyse and wears.
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Sir,

As a new member of the Sociology
faculty this year, I found Miss Ronnie
Nevin's article in the Wednesday Var-
sity very difficult to believe. During

• my undergraduate years here, and in

my professional life since, I have been
involved in numerous 'unpopular' polit-

ical and social causes — ranging from
editorship of the radical student bulle-

tin "Campus Comment" in the early
Fifties (at a time when the Varsity was
rather tame, and student power un-
heard of) to personal aid for American
army deserters inthe early Sixties, to

public advocacy of legalization of pot.

AT NO TIME, as student or teacher,
have I ever experienced personal har-

ship in this Department as a result of

my views. (I cannot say the same for

another university, where my views
roused considerable antagonism, so I

know what it feels like!) So far as I

could determine, my academic and
teaching abilities were the only criter-

ia considered by my Sociology teach-

ers, who have now become my col-

leagues.

This autumn, I have instituted radi-

cally unstructured techniques in my
classes, INSISTED that my students

address me by my first name, and cre-

ated so many opportunities for students

to participate in the content and ap-

proach of three courses, that over 40%
of them, in an anonymous evaluation

form circulated last week, informed

that they wanted a more traditional

approach. I would cheerfully welcome
the Sociology Radical Caucus to organ-

ize among students in these classes, if

their objective is to create a sincere

dialogue for genuine social change and

student participation in the learning

experience at all levels, including eval-

uation. If their objective is disruption. I

suspect they will find no following

among students who have a real oppor-

tunity to relate personally with their

professor.

I have not had the opportunity to

meet Miss Nevin (I would like to) so I

have not discussed her problem with
any of my colleagues, as yet. I don't

know the real reasons for her non-ap-.

pointment, but I do know that they can-

not be the 'political bias' she charges.

When she accuses the department of

making "acceptance of status quo
ideas" a criterion for selection of fac-

ulty, and charges that I or my col-

leagues "teach people that the status

quo is natural, unchangeable and the

best of all possible worlds", Miss Nev-
in is indulging in blatant nonsense, and
throwing doubt on the credibility of her

complaint of unfair treatment.

I hope that The Varsity will be suffi-

ciently concerned with the facts in-

volved, to give this letter prominence
comparable to that given Miss Nevin's

charges.

— John A. Lee,

Assistant Professor, Sociology.

i

/ Ed. — But, Prof. Lee, are you a mem-
ber of the Canadian Party of Labour?)



Sewell wants to bring power down to the people
By LEAH ADAM

John Sewell is a lawyer who
9 has been working for the Tre-

fann Court Residents' Associa-
tion since 1966. Now he is run-
ning for alderman in the ward
and the Students Administra-
tive Council has given $300
towards his campaign.
He sits on the edge of the

desk in a room in Sidney Smith
Hall, and talks about municipal
politics. He explains how the
City Council represents the

people of Toronto. "Of the
twenty-three members of the
City Council, thirteen come
from Forest Hill, and four
don't even live in the city."

He explains that municipal

.£ decisions are made by thew Board of Control, and City

Council merely rubber-stamps
them. As such, the aldermen,
who are supposed to be local

representatives, have no part
in the decision-making process
— "so they discuss other
members of Council. It's all

very interesting. . . but they

don't do anything, just talk."

City Council refuses to listen

to the people, says Sewell as he

describes Trefann Court resi-

dents' losing battle with city

hall over redevelopment of

their area. The city plans to

tear all the homes in the area

down in order to build high-rise

apartments. The residents

have a plan which would cost

half what the city is about to

spend, besides providing more
* services with 'less displace-

' ment of residents. But the City

Council made the decision

three years ago, and it stands.

As alderman, Sewell wants

to decentralize the structure of

municipal government in order

to "bring the power down to

the people."

The people of Trefann Court,

he says, are far better planners

than the people the city pays.

They really care about better
conditions. If they organize

themselves, and with a little

help changes can be made.

For example, under the old

ward system Trefann Court

and Rosedale were in the same
ward. City Hall's explained

that aldermen should repre-

sent "a cross-section" of the

community; and so the poor

were effectively igrored.

Trefann court residents

worked out the "block" plan
for ward boundaries, making
Bloor Street an east-west
boundary, so wards would be

roughly homogenous. City

council wouldn't listen to the

deputation, but the Ontario
Municipal Board did. Now the

poorer people south of Bloor

can elect aldermen to repre-

sent their own interests.

It was Trefann court and
Don Mount residents, not City

Hatl, who finally forced a

change in the expropriation
act, so that owners are suffi-

ciently compensated to enable

them to buy homes of compa-
rable value.

John Sewell — he hopes to cut through City Hall politics and reach

the people of Trefann.

In many cases, residents Council. Instead of building a

have gone ahead with a plan school on an empty lot that the

only to be frustrated by City Ontario Housing Corporation*

had agreed to sell for one dol-

lar (after being approached by
Trefann Court residents) the

city spent $900,000 for occupied

land, and is going to tear down
50 homes.

Says Sewell, "It wouldn't be

so bad if there was payola, but

they really believe that what
they are doing is right."

Real communication is

needed between politicians and
the people, says Sewell, so that

politicians are not merely per-

sonalities, but true representa-

tives of the wishes of the peo-

ple they serve.

Richard Fidler, of the

League for Socialist Action, is

also running in Ward 7. To him,

John Sewell is "either incredi-

bly naive or some sort of a

fraud," because he is running

independently of the NDP
campaign, which, says Fidler,

has essentially the same objec-

tives.

But, says Sewell, political

parties rarely do anything

about things like urban renew-

al. "In talking about social

change," he says, "we are

talking about people, not politi-

cal parties."

John Sewell has no specific

program which he intends to

implement if elected. He says

he will just follow the instruc-

tions of the residents of his

ward, trusting them to make
the right decisions about mat-

ters which concern them.

O By BILL TEMPIEMAN

lum ,and, 1J?a half
On this campus we have just experi-

enced a mass religious ritual, complete

with sacrificial offerings, transmigra-

tion of souls, and faith healing.

Sadly, the faithful did not receive the

Grace of God. The Great Spirit alone

knows how this event will be identified

in eternity, but here on this fleeting

planet in the evanescent presence of

now this ritual is referred to as "The

Great CUS Debate and Referendum".

First, among the offerings let us re-

cord the following: 23 gallons of ex-

pensive but irrelevant printers ink,

untold acres of scenic pulp-paper for-

est, and expended time amounting to

the equivalent of several hundred

years of human life.

Oh, the gluttonous deities!

Next, let us recount the great trans-

migration: many intelligent beings,

from the land of Reality to the veiled

world of Illusion, (these travellers her-

eafter will be referred to as CUS ritual

participants), in broad daylight, lack-

ing the comforting presence of angels,

of their own volition.

Thirdly, an account of the faith heal-

ing: the multitudes were observed

scratching marks on scraps of paper,

folding these scraps, and dropping

these scraps in ugly metal boxes at-

tended by other people, who in their

turn jealously coveted these seemingly

priceless scraps, inspecting them assid-

uously late into the night — apparent-

ly in search of the Mystic Answer. {No

answer was found.)

I can defend my religious spoof of

the CUS muss from the following

premise: only by positing some form

of deep spiritual faith can one possi-

bly reconstruct the individual philoso-

phies which led this community to

behave as observed.

The entire CUS affair — debate,

publicity, referendum — was a live

demonstration of non-communica-

tion. Few really knew what was going

on, but everyone kept stout-heartedly

going on anyway. And that, my chil-

dren, is faith.

But Saint Augustine would have

been insulted. The medieval Christian

objects of faith were aesthetically far

more convincing.

Most students did not vote yester-

day because they did not have faith —
faith in the reality of the ritual in

which they were being asked to par-

ticipate. Farmers no longer burn of-

ferings before spring planting be-

cause they have discovered that the

ritual does not influence the crop.

Students no longer vote in elections

because they have discovered that the

ritual of voting does not affect them.

CUS has no perceivable influence on

their day-to-day living. Hence, CUS is

not real. Therefore, no communica-
tion.

Yesterday's non-communication
was due to a conflict in world views —
both based on an act of faith. The CUS
ritual participants say the world ex-

ists. The non-participants say it

doesn't.

Since the CUS participant believes

he can influence the external world,

he must accept information be re-

ceives "second-hand" about this ex-

ternal world he cannot experience as

being real. This is, at best, like saying

a metaphor is a fact. It is not.

When someone says "the whole

CUS affair is an incredible drag", he

is not saying that the conversion of

Lake Ontario from lake to sewer pool

does not affect him. He is not saying

that SAC or CUS have no affect upon

him. He is not even defining his own
world view (external world vs. world-

is-an-illusionl. He is saying he finds

the local political polemics aestheti-

cally displeasing.

If you believe in your influence on

your non-immediate environment,

then you must act on that influence.

You must debate about CUS. You
must line up and vote about it.

But. if your world view means an

acceptance — an act of faith — of only

your own being and your immediate

environment, then participation in

such issues becomes meaningless.

The obvious has become the subver-

sive. Not voting is precisely not giv-

ing a damn. But one must try to un-

derstand how much is being damned
and why — by being true to experi-

ence, not by plugging in a favorite

idealogy.

The external world advocates do

not realize that many people on this

campus live in a very personal space

for a variety of technological, social,

and cultural reasons. These reasons

are habitually not investigated in the

local "analyses".

BEST MINDS

The "Campus dialogue" has pre-

viously avoided these levels of de-

bate. It is here that hard thinking and

acting must be done. Until the 'mi-

grant souls' of yesterday stop hiding

from the reality of this conflict of

world views, this university will con-

tinue to experience a highly illusory

form of criticism and debate, and

most of all, 'guaranteed no action'.

Allen Ginsberg's "Howl" — written

in 1956 — opens with this line: "I saw

the best minds of my generation

destroyed by madness, starving hys-

terical naked . .

."

If Ginsberg were around this uni-

versity in 1969 doing a rewrite, he

might do well to start with

"I saw the best minds of my genera-

tion

destroyed by mental masturbation,

blathering, analytical, blind. .

."

Or one might ask "where are the

best minds?"
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U of T neglecting social responsibilities : Clarkson

By PAMELA BERTON

The University of Toronto is

destructive, irresponsible, and

isolated in relation to the out-

side community, said Steve

Clarkson. Liberal Mayoralty

candidate.

The 31-year-old Political

Science professor, who is

known around campus for his

student-involvement simula-

tion courses, was speaking to

the U of T Liberal club.

He termed the University a

"developer and a slum lan-

dlord". Clarkson argued that it

lets houses deteriorate and

then tears them down. The

University is "reacting badly

in a time when there is a seri-

ous housing crisis."

"In terms of the explicit

function of education the uni-

versity has failed the social

community in not taking steps

to increase access of the lower

classes to the University."

He stated as well that there

is a lack of socially relevant

research carried on in the uni-

versity, especially in relation

to the city. The recent Com-
mission on University Govern-

ment made a similar state-

ment.

Clarkson believes that the

CUG report's idea of a non-

academic external council

should go even further to in-

clude representatives from the

various ethnic groups, ratepay-

ers associations and profes-

sional groups, as well as at

least two of a ten member
council from City Hall or Met-

ro council. This would be a

formalization of the Universi

ty's relationship to City Hall.

"This is Toronto's turning

point. The question is whether

it will go down the traditional

path of the American cities or

whether it will take destiny

into its own hands," said

Clarkson.

The main change he wants to

see in Toronto government is a

transformation from "institu-

tionalized individualism" to a

more parliamentary system.

At each election two-thirds

of the people in Toronto don't

bother to vote. This shows the

"irrelevance of the city's polit-

ical position to our lives," he

said. Clarkson feels the solu-

tion to this kind of alienation is

a "dialogue between the com-

munities and the politicians."

In this way the neighbour-

Loyola students

will strike Monday
Montreal (CUP) - A three

day strike by students and fac-

ulty at Loyola College, post-

poned earlier this week, has

now been set to begin this

Monday.
The strike is to support

demands that the administra-

tion accept binding arbitration

in the case of a physics profes-

sor S.A. Santhanum, fired ear-

lier this year after confusing

deliberations about his con-

tractual status.

Trouble has been building at

the college since early summer
when the administration ref-

used to re-hire the professor in

spite of a senate recommenda-
tion to that effect.

In the fall pressure was in-

creased on the administration'

in the person of President Rev,

Patrick G. Malone when the

Loyola News ran an editorial

"There is no future for Father

Malone here" in its first issue,

The administration also ref-

used to accept arbitration by

the Canadian Association of

University Teachers, attacking

the faculty pressure group for

its "pretentious language and
inept threats".

On October 8. three students

and seven faculty senators re-

signed from the senate, charg-

ing that since 43 per cent of its

members were appointed by

the all Jesuit board of trustees,

it was unrepresentative.

Loyola students voted Tues-

day Oct. 14, by a bare majori-

ty, to hold a three-day boycott

of classes over Santhanum's
dismissal and over what stu-

dents charged was an unrepre-

sentative senate and an abri-

trary administration.

In response to what it

termed the "sharp division

which exists on campus" the

board of trustees announced
last Friday it was setting up a

commission to examine the

entire academic structure of

the university.

The board also agreed to

give Santhanum half salary for

a year's sabbatical on a ter-

minal contract and excellent

references to other institu-

tions. The administration pres-

ident seemed to agree and so

didCAUT.
Other administration offi-

cials worked against the deal

however, particularly the aca-

demic vice-president, and it

was finally withdrawn.

The faculty association then

gave the president until next

Wednesday to come to terms.

He failed to gain cooperation

from the rest of the adminis-

tration.

The faculty association is

now expected to unequivocally

demand binding arbitration by

CAUT and an examination of

the entire administration set-

up on campus. The student

strike will support the same
demands.

hoods, (and the University is

one of these) can be consulted

in the decision-making process

and the "politicians can re-

spond to the guidance of the

people."

"Toronto's future depends
on our being concerned above
all with the quality of its com-
munity life."

NOTICE

If you wish to vote in the >;j

: Dec. 1 municipal election, :;:

: you must be on the voters j:-:

: lists by Tuesday. To find out if ¥:

! you qualify and to get on the ;1

i
list, phone 367-7802. 3
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Stephen Clarkson, a Liberal who wants to be mayor

Students starve-in at SFU
BURNABY (CUP) - Elev-

en students at Simon Fraser
University have moved from
strike action to "non-violent

civil disobedience."

A hunger strike and sit-in by

the 11 began in the rotunda of

the administration building

yesterday in support of the

strike of faculty and students

in SFU.s Department of Politi-

cal Science, Sociology and
Anthropology.

The students say the hunger

strike will continue in the ro-

tunda and outside the door of

Administration President

Kenneth Strand's office until

the SFU administration agrees

to reverse decisions made this

summer in firing, demoting or

placing on probation 11 profes-

sors in PSA.
They will smoke, but take

absolutely no food during the

sit-in.

They have asked other stu-

dents to visit the sit-in, as long

as they do not eat there.

Meanwhile, a cultural festi-

val is scheduled for today
marking the start of the second

month of the PSA strike, which
began Sept. 24.

Featured attraction is a

piece of strike theatre billed as

"A Tragicomedyspectacular-
farce," sponsored by Little

Man Productions called: "The
Case of the Nine Naked Profes-

sors in a Phone Booth, OR,
How I Got Screwed By The
People I Trusted" (SIC).

The Little Man is the star of

SFU comix — a cartoon char-

acter symbolizing the strikers

and Karl Marx — appearing in

the student newspaper.

Rock bands will be playing
on the campus all day, and the

'Phantom English Depart-
ment,' a creation of English
students on strike in sympathy
with. PSA demands, is to pre-

sent a symposium on the film

"Easy Rider."

Vaughan quits books for politics
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By SUSAN COLLYER

Graduate Students Union
President Michael Vaughan
will -now receive a salary of

$500 a month as a full-time

president.

This decision was reached at

Wednesday's General Meeting

of the GSU. The role of presi-

dent has become so time-con-

suming said Vaughan that only

a full-time president can fulfil

the needs of the GSU. In order

to assume this position, Vaugh-

an will relinquish a $4,500 Can-

ada Council grant.

"The decision to postpone

my academic work has not

been an easy one to make,"
said Vaughan.

Severe controversy arose

over this proposal, but the

graduate students decided that

paying a president did not re-

quire a change in the constitu-

tion.

Vaughan will receive $500 a

month from last September to

February, 1970. He would then

renew his Canada Council

grant and continue to serve the

GSU as part-time president.

Paying the GSU president
should be a decision based on
circumstances, said Vaughan.
The position should not become
permanent, he said.

Expected controversy did

not arise over the matter of the

department union organizer,

Marjaleena Repo, who was
hired by the Executive to help

set up departmental unions.

She distributed a report outlin-

ing her duties as organizer and

her achievements so far.

"My understanding of my
role," she said, "was that I

was to concentrate on working
at the departmental level, as-

sisting existing graduate or-

ganizations in their efforts and
helping new organizations to

get off the ground where they

do not presently exist. I was
also to act as a liaison between
the GSU and the departmental
organizations."

The GSU will try to improve
the effectiveness of depart-

mental organizations with in-

creased financial aid. The new
budget includes an increase in

grants to student organizations

in the various departments,
from 50 cents to two dollars

per member.
These grants involve 20 per

cent of the new budget, and are
available upon presentation of

a constitution. "This is to en-

sure that the body receiving
the funds technically exists

and is democratically consti-

tuted," Vaughan explained.

Vaughan briefly outlined the

achievements of this year's
GSU and plans for the rest of

the year. This included Health

Service subsidies for Teaching
Assistants and Demonstrators,
free accident insurance cover-

age for all part-time teaching

fellows, and a $100 thesis subsi-

dy from the School of Graduate
Studies.

Also included in the budget
is $5000 for the Capital Fund,
which with $15,000 from last

year will be dedicated to a pro-

posed bar.
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making it (what's 'it'?)
This is the first in a se-

ries of profiles offavorite

sons who have struck out

and gone forth (or fifth as

the case may be) into the

big clammy cold world in

search of fame, fortune

and other great things.

(Search andye shallfind!)

Kaspars Dzeguze's goal in

life is to "get a Ford Founda-

tion grant to build a glider to

go out into outer space so I can

get the Hasselblad camera that

NASA left behind. It's the only

way I can get one."

In the meantime, while wait-

ing for the grant, Kaspars has

been movie critic for the Globe

and Mail.

His is no ordinary success

story, because he worked un-

der an overpowering handicap
— he was movie review editor

of The Varsity last year.

He looks with nostalgia (or

did he say "nausea"?) on his

Varsity days. While enjoying

the company of the staff, he

thought the quality of the jour-

nalism left something to be

desired. "There is a tenden-

cy," he said, "for people in the

revolutionary movement to

run off at the mouth and say a

lot of uninteresting things in a

similar fashion.'*

"The campus needs The

Varsity," Kaspars admitted,

"though not as much as The
Varsity needs the campus. It

has a perverse sort of effect. In

its best moments, it re-

flects the issues that are trou-

bling the university and is a

good way of living with the

campus."
"Communications becomes

good when the person' comes
through in the article, when all

the rough edges aren't rounded

out by the 'blue pencil' of the

editor," he said.

This brought up one of his

pet beefs — editors. When he

first started writing, he wrote

on his low-lying ceiling: "Nev-

er trust an editor" — a state-

ment which he believes to be

one of the few enduring truths.

He arrived at the Globe ea-

ger and enthusiastic (well, at

least as much as Kaspars can

be). He thought the staff was
courteous enough, but "they

were all doing their own
thing."

He found that the things he

needed to know were: where
the paper is, where the toilet

is, and where the toilet paper

is.

"Unless you're doing some-

thing terrible, you don't find

out the reactions of the staff to

your work. At first," he contin-

ued, "it's sort of scary. At the

Varsity you knew exactly what
the editor thought of your

work."

"The most difficult thing to

adjust to are the deadlines," he

stated. "You have to write one

article every day. Sometimes I

had to do one in 45 minutes.
He didn't think you can learn

to be a critic. You could only

be taught to look for certain

things.

He put it this way: "Either

you're a born bastard or you
aren't."
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There was also the technical

side of criticism. He said that

in his reviews he was looking

for "balance". There are many
different aspects of a film —
the dialogue, the acting, the

direction, the camerawork,
etc. What Kaspars tries to do is

blend his views on these vary-

ing sectors of the film into a

unified whole.

He thought he had become
less selfish in his writing than

before; that is, becoming more
aware of the reading audience.

As he became more aware of

the "newspaper" as a medium,
he began in his own way to try

to respond to that.

At first, he was impressed
by readers' letters ( or de-

pressed as the case may be).

Now they don't affect him
much.

"One of the rules of the busi-

ness I've learned is that it's

good to get letters, no matter

what they may say."

One of the advantages of the

critic is that he has what Kas-

pars calls "24-hour mortality".

He might write a real stinker

of an article today, but he can

always make up for it tomor-

row. Your bad days can often-

times be simply forgotten — of

course, the reverse works in

the same way, though usually

not as often.

One of the particular advan-

tages Kaspars enjoys is his

press card.

"It's not saving the money I

like (though on my salary it

helps)," he said, "it's staying

out of those goddam queues."

He despaired about the state

of the film industry.

"It's easy to write a review

on a good film, or a particular-

ly scathing attack on a terrible

one. But what do you do about

mediocre movies? They're the

toughest to do because you
have to scrape the bottom of

the barrel and really do some-
thing magnificently creative to

produce an interesting re-

view."

Kaspars personally enjoys
good comedy, but finds that

there's "damn little around."
He smiled as he ventured that

many of his views on the quali-

ty of specific films were at

variance with those of the pay-

ing public.

For instance, he doesn't par-

ticularly like Woody Allen's

movies. He thought it offensive

when someone makes a career

out of being pathetic.

Probably his greatest hate,

though, is pretentiousness.

"I'm open about films. I

have no absolute standards

(enjoyment is the goal). But I

cannot tolerate pretentious-

ness."

Kaspars' career began rath-

er strangely. His parents origi-

nally didn't let him go to films

(or at least they didn't encour-

age him).

For those of you who may
enjoy such things, or collect

such data, he got his start at

the old Christie theatre (now

the Maple Leaf Ballroom) on

St. Clair Avenue.

Finally we got around to the

Canadian movie industry.

"It's getting better," he
said, "but then how could it get

worse? The Canadian Film
Development Corporation is

getting experienced, but there

is still no agency in Canada for

fledgling (small budget) film-

makers."
"The CFDC conditions are

stringent, but that's the way it

should be. They weed out the

weak producers and often goad

the strong ones to get inde-

pendent financing."

"The trouble with reviewing
Canadian 'works of art' is that

you can't make a separate case
for them. You have to treat

them as you would anything
else. But then if you give a bad
review (even if it's a bad mov-
ie), you get branded for dis-

couraging local talent and initi-

ative."

"All in all, I think Canadian
distribution, actors, and critics

will probably mature simulta-
neously."

As for his own future, Kas-
pars wants: to have a screen-
play of his filmed by a profes-

sional company, to do a film
himself from his own screen-
play, to travel to Europe to see
films made, to write "The
Great Canadian Novel."

"Anything else I have to say
will all be covered in my nov-
el," he concluded,

alt chaiton
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R O N T

Like the Canada Goose, my
flights, featherings, and nest-

ings can be predicted with a

Junior Red Cross Calendar and
a look at the leaves, And so,

Thanksgiving weekend found
me back home in Montreal.
Shattered English plate-glass.

Stories about the looting. The
masses are in revolt. My god!

What happened to turkey din-

ers, autumn leaves, and walks
in the country?

SAVED BY THE BELL
But there's the city and its

people. And their mountain
that's been travelling into au-

tumn for centuries, changeless

as the winds. Ah, Montreal,

Montreal. Yes, there have

been riots. Yes, there is crime,

violence, corruption, a tinge of

racism and yes, even that rare

intellectual's bird, social class

revolution. Yes, money is leav-

ing the city. Yes, some long-

time residents are leaving. Yes

there is financial depression.

Yes, yes, all true and yes,

Montreal is still one of the

most human places to live on

the continent. It is unarguably

the most civilized city in Cana-

da. The Revolution—Quebec
Libre, Smash the System,

Workers Arise. Acid. Peace,

and Hair Forever—whichever
flavour you prefer— is in a

Taoist sense, saving Montreal.

DARKNESS HAS PAST
The disciples of Lord Prog-

ress, (with their Holy Trinity

of Efficiency, Expansion, and

Control) are beginning to real-

ize that the people of the city

will fight-FIGHT-to remain

atheist. The truly dangerous

point for the city has been past.

Five years ago, things looked

dark dark dark indeed. Expo

construction was festering

everywhere. High Rise was

deflowering the spirit all over

town. Developers were hump-

ing slum-dwellers out into the

streets. They were bulldozing

like horny wart hogs. Advertis-

ing was spreading like a six-

teen year old's pimples. The

city smelled of America. The

mayor wanted to make a Super

City. An international jet-set-

global-village. Another New
-York. Whoopee!

HEAVENLY SLUMP
Now all is beginning to de-

lightfully fizzle. The High Rise

men can t fill their prisons.

The Concordia Group—an out-

fit currently plotting the de-
struction and "renewal" of a

monsty hunk of the charming
Milton-Park-St.Famille area-
is having second thoughts due
to—shall we say—recent
events. In short, Montreal is

thankfully on its decadent way
to becoming a ' "depressed
area". That's a blow against

Progress, (only a fool or a vi-

sionary uses a small p for prog-

ress these days) a crisis for

investors, and as far as the

people are concerned, a gratui-

tous intervention by the Great
God of Cosmic Goodness. Sure-

ly the Heavens are smiling.

THE FALL OF
TORONTO

What of Toronto? Here, peo-

ple actually line up for a

chance to live in High Rise.

Developers erect another one

of these indignities every
month. Progress is spreading

like cancer. There are Great

Plans for poor old T.O. Spread

to Sudbury. Envelope Lake
Ontario. Money knows no fear.

Wherever Efficiency. Expan-

sion, and Control become pub-

lic morality, the human spe-

cies is in deep trouble.

PASSION BY THE UR-
INALS?

Why is Montreal like love

and visions with the woman of

your choice while living in

Toronto is brownies and Pos-

tum with Auntie Gertrude?

People. Torontonians are on

the make. Everybody is in a

hurry to get something then

get out. No wonder. Taking

now, the present moment for

what it's worth in Toronto is a

devastating experience. There

is simply nothing there. How
many couples do you see play-

ing kissy-face while waiting for

a subway train? One just can-

not feel lovey while standing in

a gigantic yellow-tiled wash-

room surrounded by lonely

urinators afraid of a public

piddle. Ever ridden le Metro?

You could film enough ear-nib-

bling and bottom-stroking to

make The Great Canadian

Erotic Feature-Length. In

Montreal, doing present tense,

spontaneous things is the

norm. You avoid planning be-

cause planning smudges the

clarity of the living moment

and this moment—right now—
is, after all, what life is. Mon-
trealers are a far more imme-
diate people.

FRIGHTENED
OUTSIDER

When an outsider digs the

present moment in Toronto, he

undergoes a threatening, al-

most hallucinatory experience.

He sees himself isolated from
existence. He sees colossal

flows of human energy racing

in circuit, all of it strangely

mute as if devoted to some
Orwellian plan—who knows
the Sinister Secret? The same
outsider in Montreal, upon
stepping off the circuit, is lia-

ble to find himself wrapped up

in life. Maybe two motorists

are brawling over a rumpled
fender right in front of him.

(Drivers in T.O. don't fight,

they just call the cops and
crouch alone in their respec-

tive wrecks, eyeing each oth-

er). Or two girls crossing the

street towards him are making
idle speculations about his

body with their eyes. Or he

hears two labourers laughing

at the passing sidewalk specta-

cle. He sees not only people in

motion, but also, people living.

And this quality of living

makes the difference.

PITY THE POOR
IMMIGRANT

In Toronto, there's little joy

or despair: life is neither good

nor bad; it is a thing to endure,

like relatives at a wedding,

sometimes mildly pleasant,

sometimes not. Toronto is a

city of the mean, not the ex-

treme. Toronto is trying to

make love with a store-window

manikin in the dark with all

your clothes on. Toronto is a

freeze-dried pre-packed alter-

native to existence. Secure.

Somewhere to put in time. No
happy, no sad just BLAH!
There is revolution in Montreal

precisely because there is

something to fight for—there's
a richness, a depth, a passion

in living there. Montrealers
have a lot to lose in terms of

"quality of life". Whenever
they riot, strike, bomb and
fight they are trying to main-
tain their own definitions of

themselves. They are strug-

gling to be. They are fighting

against an ethos which creates

torontoes. Toronto, sadly, has

nothing to fight for other than

its bland security. It is its own
worst enemy. Like an ambula-

tory schizophrenic. Toronto
will wake up one morning and

realize it hates itself. Mon-
treal's revolution will be minor
when seen next to this self-

mutilating chaos.

FRENCH SPIRIT
What is this quality of life

that drives Montreal? You
sense it when walking around
the city. It is a collective spir-

it, almost numinous in its pres-

ence. You feel it around the

Forum on a hockey night. You
feel it when you're on Mount
Royal after the first snowfall.

You feel it late at night walk-

ind down St, Laurent to the

Montreal Pool Room for hot

dogs and frites. You get the

feeling that if the two cities

were both besieged like London
or Stalingrad, Toronto would
crumble in a few weeks while

Montreal would hold out for

years. Yet this spirit is largely

the people. Les Quebecois. An
inefficient people. Ambition-
less. More interested in being
than progressing. Emotionally
expressive instead of suppres-
sive.

DOWN WITH UMPHFF
Montrealers daily carry on

what is in Toronto a profoundly
subversive activity—they talk

to strangers. And relating to

other people is what life in

Montreal is all about. Your
feelings and your contact mean
more than your ideals and
goals. Montreal is a city for

artists, not intellectuals; for

lovers, not career fanatics. Yet
there is something enigmatic
about the very medium of this

inter-relating and its effect on
people—the Quebec-French
manner of speech. I used to

work in a bar on Mountain
Street in Montreal. When I

served in French, I had to

speak more words to say the

same things that I said in Eng-
lish—French being a less ex-

act, more expressive language
than English. Serving in

French I would often become
involved in brief conversations

—always trivial talk and quick-

ly boring but nevertheless be-

yond the strict necessities of

the situation. Serving French
clients I was a menial figure,

but human—something a bit

more than a thing that brings

us beer. Serving my fellow

anglophils was another story:

"'For you, sir?"

—pause, he s/ores empfy-
eyed past me iosf in thought.

"Urn. . .Ado/son's"

— f open the beer, punch up
tab. place beer and tab be-

fore my meditating molson
man.
"There we are sir" (I needed
tips severe/y-fhose were lean

days)

"Umphff" , he grunts, with-

out meeting my eyes.

Umphff. That's it. End or

communication. Umphff was
an unusually lively anglo re-

sponse to my efforts. Even
more atypical was Umphff
with eye-to-eye contact.

"Thanks" was extremely rare.

Once a guy asked how long I

had been working this bar.

Mumbling soundlessly. I swift-

ly retreated to washing glasses

in order to hide my shock. I

was an apparatus with a func-

tion to perform, and as long as

I was oiled regularly, I re-

quired no further attention.

Toronto is a rampaging
breeding ground for Umphffs.

bill templeman
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I

Can

Dance!

The bony legs in the grey

textured stockings shook and

rubbed against each other.

Hair clinging to the soft trem-

bling face, her voice squeaked

out another sequence of DA DA
DA DA DA DA DA's. HEY
JUDE was being given yet an-

other interpretation. No one

seemed to want to sing it in

tune or in time with the piano.

A hand with leather at the

wrist slowly rose, the music

stopped, Marsha kept on croak-

ing. "That's fine Marsha,

that's fine." Marsha turned

and walked from the stage.

The Masonic Temple turned

Club 888, turned Rock Pile, is

now the centre for the audi-

tions for the Toronto produc-

tion of Hair. There are thirty

members in the cast, and

they're all to be selected at the

auditions which will probably

run for the next month. On
Monday night, 715 people ei-

ther auditioned or made ap-

pointments to do so.

A big black cat in long flow-

ing robes, looking like a male
Mahalia Jackson, pounds out

YOU CAN'T HURRY LOVE in

a voice somewhere between
Tiny Tim and Walter Brennan.

The hand rose, the music

stopped. "But I can dance."

Off came the pants, the man is

all over the stage, legs quiver-

ing, running, bending, pump-
ing, doing jack knives, scis-

sors, and splits. He can dance.

Madam I'd like to give you your money
but the Campusbank architect made a
slight error in wicket design.

True Chequing Accounts.
True Savings Accounts. Complete banking
services for students and faculty.

Visit your Campusbank fifi

78 at. geoifj* « aquar* branch

h.w.h. wabatar, manager — open 9.30-5

Monday to thuraday. 9.30 6 fridav

Bank of Montreal
Canada's First Bank

"You have to be able to sing,

sorry".

A few hours of auditioning,

and a slowly burgeoning audi-

ence of hip, square and official

people, helped to lend an at-

mosphere of a community tal-

ent show. Everybody was ap-

plauded — after all you might

be on next, best not to make
any enemies. A young lad in

faded denim bells and a Union
Jack at his knees lead the peo-

ple in a round of HE'S GOT
THE WHOLE WORLD IN HIS
HANDS. His name was Char-

lie. He had something. It was a

free easy rolling type of audi-

tion. In the labryinth of off-key

notes, lost words, inaudible

voices and trembling bodies,

something happened.

Long, almost straggly hair

flew gracefully from side to

side, the gentle rhythms of her

body moved in unision with the

Laura Nyro rhythms of the

piano. The stage with the

grand ornate arch shrunk to a

pedestal. The voice — small at

first grew and grew, rich and

full. She sparkled, threw her-

self to the music. It was in the

eyes, it usually is. "Tell me
something about yourself."

Joe Regan in kurta and striped

bells was interested. He's cast-

ing director and he wants to

see her again. Everyone ap-

plauded wildly. It was our vic-

tory too.

And so it goes on and on. The

long search for talent, shuf-

fling of cards, gazing at pic-

tures, the listening to music
... If you know a couple of

rock songs, take them to 888

Yonge, Joe Regan might be

able to use you.

don quintan

review 4

NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT
AND

Don't miss our Friday afternoon thing

4 P.M. — 7 P.M.

I
HALF PRICE DAILY - 12:00^7:00

|

ENJOY THE SOUNDS OF THE 20'S & 30'S

Singalong
WITH

Don Steele and the
Speak Easy

JAZZ BAND
Juui climb the dingy atspa

at 529 BloorSt. W. (upalalrai

532-4292

(LICENSED)
Proof of
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GARY BURTON. A Genuine
Tong Funeral. RCA Victor

LSP3988 Country Roads and
Other Places. RCA Victor

LSP4098.
Although I think Burton has

received acclaim out of all

proportion to his talent, still

it can't be denied that he is a

good musician. Funeral, an
interesting "dark opera with-

out words" by Carla Bley,

presents the Burton vibra-

harp and quartet effectively

in a small orchestral setting.

In The New National Anthem,
Miss Bley turns loose the

musicians to create a fren-

zied searing climax.

Country Roads, on the other

hand, is aptly described as

"modern American chamber

music", and features the best

Burton quartet to date in a

loose set in which the country

sound is prominent, though

there is considerable variety.

DUKE ELLINGTON and

SILLY STRA YHORN . Cot-

tontail. Riverside RS3306.

MAX ROACH . Deeds Not

Words . Riverside RS30I8.

SONNY ROLLINS . Freedom

Suite . Riverside

In the '50s, Riverside was

one of the most important

jazz labels, recording many
of the best contemporary

musicians. Though the com-

pany went out of business

several years ago, a few of

the records are now available

again in the form of reissues

(most of them with phony

stereo.

)

The Ellington-Strayhorn

piano duets, reflecting one of

the closest and most fruitful

musical relationships in his-

tory, were recorded in 1950.

Though the music is, of

course, interesting, the sound

is poor, making the record

essential only to confirmed

Ellington collectors.

Max Roach fares better.

One of the key musicians in

the development of modern

jazz drumming, Roach led a

number of unusually good

jazz units in the '50s. Deeds

has fine performances by the

group which featured trum-

peter Booker Little, who

demonstrates remarkable

technique and musical matu-

rity here, though he was only

18 when these sides were re-

corded.

Roach is also prominent on

the Rollins record. One side

consists of pop standards, for

which Rollins has a peculiar

genius, with the other side

taken up entirely by a long

Rollins composition based on

a few short themes. A trio

recording (the third man is

bassist Oscar Pettiford), this

is a fairly good representa

tion of what Rollins was doing

in 1958.

DON CHERRY . Where is

Brooklyn? Blue Note BST
84311.

One of the original "new
thing" musicians. Cherry

first became known for his

pocket trumpet playing with

the Ornette Coleman trio of

the late '50s. Since then he

has gone on to play barefoot

in Copenhagen, and is now
generally recognized as one

of the major figures in the so-

called "avant-garde" move
ment. This record was made
in New York in 1965, with

Pharaoh Sanders doing his

usual stratospher ilc explora

tions of the cosmos, and with

Ed Blackwell providing some

fine musical drumming.

pinned down like a butterfly

Going to see John Ham-
: mond at the Colonial (playing

: until October 26) can be a

: disconcerting experience.

: Hammond is the sort of per-
:' former who seems (at first)

: to be easily classifiable.

Backed by two blacks, Larry
• Holt on bass and Charles Otis

• on drums, he seems to want
• nothing more than to make
his group a black threesome.

> Black mannerisms, black in-

: tonations, black expressions

:j
are forced into everything he

: does. He juts his lower lip out
': farther and farther until his

> features look more pron-

ouncedly black than those of

:': his sidemen. So, it seems, the

: viewer has got Hammond
: pegged. He is a "white nig-

: ger" (to misuse a phrase)

:|
trying to get really into black

:j music by being a phoney half-

:'. black.

An accident at the Colonial

:•: Monday night strengthened
:•: such suspicions. Somebody.^-

>: told Hammond to get on stage

£ about half an hour before he :•:

:> should have. Thus, there was £
£ an abortive half-set at eight;:-

>; o'clock. Hammond sang, "IjjE:

£Can Tell", "Sugar Mama"
J:-

:-:and "It's Evil." Then, there g
was a ten-minute break and £

:;: the set proper began with:-:

:: (can't you guess?) "I Can:-:

:•: Tellv" "Sugar Mama" etc. Itt-:

$ was just like replaying a re- :•:

!;•; cord. Every spontaneous- ;•:

:•: looking gesture, every natu- j:;

:•: ral-sounding catch in the :|:

:•: voice was duplicated in the*:;

x second effort. The audience is •:•

:f:
watching the half-black show •:•

how carefully he has done his

homework. The jaws of clas-

sification are closing tighter.

It's all over. Hammond has

been pinned down like a but-

terfly. He's a "white nigger"

stealing black vocal tech-

nique. If the viewer stays

around for a few more num-
bers, however, a spanner gets

in the classifying works.

Hammond can go straight

from his Junior Wells immi-
tation into a version of Jim-

my Reed's "You Don't Have
to Go" and make it his own
all the way. Then he does
"Long Distance Call" and it's

obvious that you're listening

to real Hammond and not

bargain-basement Muddy.
Numbers like these show that

Hammond can be a perform-

er in his own right. He is not

as classifiable as he once
looked.

As the night goes on,

SMC
COOP DANCE

with:

THE FAITH
PLUS: COFFEE HOUSE (LIVE ENTERTAINMENT)

SAT. OCT. 25 9 PM-12 PM

ALL TAKING PLACE AT:

BRENNAN HALL
PRESENTED BY THE DOUBLE BLUE

$1.00 PER PERSON

FRENCH COURSE UNION

ANY STUDENT TAKING ONE OR MORE FRENCH
COURSES IS ELIGIBLE FOR NOMINATION AS A CAN-

DIDATE FOR THE POSITION OF CHAIRMAN OR THAT
OF SECRETARY. THE SIGNATURES OF A NOMINATOR,

A SECONDER, AND THE NOMINEE, PLUS THE LAT-

TER'S ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER, MUST BE SUB-

MITTED TO THE HALL PORTER OF HART HOUSE
BEFORE TUES. OCTOBER 28. THE ELECTION WILL

BE ANNOUNCED LATER.

Hammond comes through:-:

with some numbers which all ::

alone are worth the cover:-:

charge. In "Forty-four" he:;:

shows tremendous control by :•:

taking his group through-::

some tortuous rhythm :•

changes. In Dixon's "Spoon- •:

full" he gets a call-and-re-

§

sponse feeling between his

voice and guitar that marks $
blues at its best. Then, he &
does some things on bottle- ::

neck style guitar that have ::

everybody in the place mov- :•:

ing their heads and saying, $
"Oh, yeah."

After one set, I asked •:

Hammond which blues harp :•

performers he modelled him- :•

self after. "I've been playing •:•

harp for nine years," he said, :•:

"I don't have any model ex- •$

cept myself." When Ham- ;:•:

mond sticks to his words, and

gives us himself up on stage,

he puts on one of the best

shows in town.
alex french
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NEW YORK PIZZA HOUSE
620 YONGE STREET CORNEK OF ST. JOSEPH - 925-1736
".'c specialize in New Yo>k and New England style plim and home-made

spaghetti. WE MAKE THE BEST PIZZA IN TOWN
STUDENTS FREE DELIVERY IN OUR AREA & HOT PIZZA

RIGHT TO YOUR ROOM
5:00 P.M. - 1:00 A.M. DAILY

m 0'KEEFE CENTRE
KfiSfl FRONT & YONGE 363-6633

TWO WEEKS - OCT. 27 TO NOV. 8

"ENTHRALLING AND STIMULATING"
- BARNES, N.Y. TIMES

THE REPERTORY THEATER OF LINCOLN CENTER
presents

in the matter of
j. robert

oppenheimer
SPECIAL DISCOUNT VOUCHER

available at UNIVERSITY TEXTBOOK STORE, WILLCOCKS &
HURON STS. Present Voucher plus S2.00 at O'KEEFE CENTRE
BOX OFFICE FOR BEST AVAILABLE SEATS, Monday to
Thursday - The Weeks of October 27th and November 3rd.

GRAND OPENING
T0NITE

APARTMENT 372 i/
2

TORONTO'S MOST IDEAL &
INTIMATE NIGHT CLUB

372'A YONGE ST. 368-0410

OPEN EVERY
FR/., SAT. & SUN. 8:00 P.M. - 4:00 AM.

weekend
WEEKEND is the CBC In-

formation Programming Flag-

ship Balloon, filled with a mix-

ture of helium, borium, laugh-

ing gas, tedium and hot air:

sometimes it floats; some-

times it fizzles — Saturday

night after the hockey game,
about 10:15 and Sunday at 10

pm fizzleswishqueefrinkle

WEEKEND!

!

It's biggest billing has been

its flexible devil-may-care

format, able to hang loose, of-

fering those last minute news
stories, those amusing film

lighties and those short poig-

nant documentaries. It's tv's

Pandora's Box: news, current

events, Canadian personalities

and discussion.

So far, it hasn't hung loose

and it hasn't hung together ei-

ther.

WEEKEND isa gamble, an

experiment with the medium;
it's trying to juggle a lot of var-

iables: changing groups of on-

camera personalities, in var-

ious cities linked in what is

termed the "Electronic High-

way." Topics range from

"hard news" to satire. But all

is not left to chance. Among
the constants are Anchorman-

Host Lloyd Robertson who pro-

vides continuityand some de-

gree of direction to the often

disparate elements of the

show. He's a young 35 year-old,

possessing the serene compo-
sure of a CBC Staff Announcer

but exhibiting an uncharacter-

istic animation: he laughs,

talks, smiles and walks like a

real human. Both Robertson

and other constants of format,

like a hot-seat interview, the

trip along the Electronic High-

way and pre-recorded film and

video tape shorts reduce the

risk of the experiment but it

seems that the producers

aren't ready to commit them-
selves to hang all that loose;

and as I said, the show just

doesn't hang together — yet.'

The major fault with

WEEKEND after its two
weekend run seems not to be

either the content or even the

form, but the lack of produc-

tion judgment that combines
the two. It's laudable that

there is a live mixture of peo-

ple, places, opinions feedback,

news, film . . .; Robertson

seems capable and what's

more important, even persona-

ble ; and the variety of features

is able to maintain a wide audi-

ence. But whoever is reading

the recipes and doing the

blending is doing it wrong. And
that means the producers:

Saturday — Neil Andrews,
Sunday — Richard Nielson,

News — Ian Murray.

The first Saturday show
appeared thirty minutes in

arrears due to overtime hock-

ey, leaving only twenty-five

minutes for the premier per-

formance. In that short time

there was heavy news empha-
sis on riots — Montreal, Chica-

go and Belfast. And then —
poof — there appeared a film

lightie, "The Shape of Wom-
en." Although it was a well-ed-

ited light approach to the Ques-

tion of Bralessness and the

Dangers of the Sag, it was
thrust in at the expense of any

FEATURING
• DANCING
• FLOOR SHOWS
• BODY PAINTING
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intelligent comments from
awaiting, frustrated guests

along the El Highway. It's too

bad that the producers had to

sacrifice coherence and unity

to present little inane snippets

of all the promised toys and
personalities. (Punch Imlach
mouthed a few garbles on
hockey). Would that there had
been time for everybody and
everything. Alas, Time said

'Nay.' The producer said 'Let's

Try.' A lack of judgment.
Don't Fight Time.

The most recent WEEK-
END evidenced more of the

same. On Saturday there was a

news story, commentary and

an El Highway discussion on

the Company of Young Canadi-

ans and the charges brought

against them as a result of the

Montreal riots. Near the begin-

ning of the El Hi discussion,

Shaun Hamon in Winnipeg

called the whole item and by
implication, the whole show a

"bore" saying that the CYC
didn't deserve all the attention.

Irving Layton was sported as

a studioguestforthe Sunday

show. It looks like he was cho-

sen to add colour to the discus-

sions; the colour? herring red.

He's a windbag of no small

renown and I find it difficult

to imagine a producer expect-

ing any congruity between Irv-

ing Layton and a fast-moving

intelligent discussion. Not that

Layton isn't fast or even intel-

ligent, but he tends to form one

opinion and recite it in poetic,

prosaic rhetoric until he's lit-

erally cut off. And that's just

what Robertson had to do, sev-

eral times.

If it's colour they wanted,
Barbara Frum, a very capable

broadcaster offered an ad-

equate hue. There were some
very good subjects: separa-

tism in the CBC and sexuality

in prison, from conjugal visits

to homesexuality. Layton cer-

tainly offered some interesting

comments but they were pre-

sented and repeated in such a
grandstand manner that the

discussion suffered.

WEEKEND has the odds on

its side. Wide scope, adequate
and often irking on-camera
personalities, but it needs bet-

ter pacing — a minor flaw. It's

a good gamble and I'll stick

with it.

daniel mack

THETORONTO CHAMBER SOCIETY
- purveyor of cantatas S motets
bows to popular demand and will sell

STUDENT TICKETS
AT THE DOOR

of the Concert Hall,

Edward Johnson Bldg.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25

at $2.00
everyone else:

$3.50 (single)

$3.00 ea. (two or more)

BACH - motet / cantata 93
BUXTEHUDE - cantata
RITTER - Cantata for solists
SCHUETZ - double motet

box office opens at 5:00 p.m.
con cert begins at 8:30 p.m.



pieces obscure for a reason

CONTINUE HERE:

They say everybody gets

stuck in Wawa, but everyone
really gets stuck in Golden,
B.C.

Population 3,500. Elevation

2,583, 193 businesses to serve
you.

Businesses like No. 26 on the

welcome to golden map — Hill-

top restaurant and Chevron
dealer or No. 29 George's Cafe

and mini-mart followed by No.

30 Overwaitea store (for fat

teas?)

Straining up Kicking Horse
Pass that afternoon outside

golden loosening and gliding

falling into No. 37 Ben's Esso
in the blue Volkswagen bus bob

and david and i up front peek-

ing down from mountains
through smelters into the sink,

the drain that was welcome to

golden, be. and the smog, all

the pollution slithered down
the side' and was sucked by

welcome to golden turquoise

lake louise jutting Vancouver

which way to turn.

"The Volkswagon dealer No.

31 just down the street."

which rested on the labour

day holiday in the bus yellow

survival tents yellow tee-shirt

bob wore the day he gave us a

lift from banff to tunnel mt.

and nightly rice and vegetables

and port and cocoa wetting san

jose bob's shaggy beard twin-

kling laughing into the cold

about bob's cabin in the Cali-

fornia hills his time spent read-

ing driving to school twice a

week for college and it was

FAROUT
taking the packs once again

walking past a small wooden

shack THE GOLDEN STAR
{not on The Map) FALL FASH-

ION SHOW HUGE SUCCESS
ANNUAL FLOWER EXHIBIT

HELD banner headlines on the

front page which we picked up

in No. 8 The Elite Cafe where

the kids hung out at the juke-

box and was a grocery store on

the side (the back page head-

line read: SCHOOL BUS
CRASHES KILUNG 37 CHIL-

DREN down past the Liquor

store and the Tastee Freez.

(No. 35 on Your Map)
Watching the Kicking Horse

River cold bubbling by theCana-

dian Pacific Railway tracks

tents set up dusk unravelling

maybe by noon tomorrow the

guy can have the bus finished.

Two cans of Nestle s pud-

ding - lemon and chocolate

heating on the fire. A round

silhouette moves hesitantly

towards us. And chubby Gilles

from the University of Ottawa

who set out west on a meds
students quick Canada tour

somehow never got his Beau-
mont past welcome to golden
b.c

He had spent four days
watching a baseball tourna-

ment in the ballpark at the

edge of the campground or

hanging around No. 10 the the

Ford dealer over the bridge
where The Laundromat was.

Who lived in Golden?

Smelter and factory workers
and parents of the teenagers
who started school that day.

The High School across the

street from The Bait Park. All

the kids from the surrounding

valley drove down in their late

50's cars and looked straight

out of Sandra Dee and Frankie

Avalon movies hanging around
at lunchhourinjlicked wet-

hair, the girls wearing nylon

stockings and fussy cottons.

And fathers who worked on
the riilroad changing the cars

before the big push over the

mountains. Twice a day we
stood opposite the trains and
waved to the people in the din-

ing cars white suited negroes

serving at their arms ("Look
Madge, aren't those little kids

cute. Bet it's the thrill of their

day")
It was.

Bob and Carla from Eugene,

Oregon hiked in from the high-

way in the middle of the night

and slept under a huge plastic

sheet stretched between two

trees. They hadn't got to see

much of Canada (up to Banff

and turning around already

aftei eight days) so they were

with us in the vw microbus en

route to Vancouver. Bob not

having a draft card and won-
;

dering what would happen
:

back at the border.

So bob No. 2 in his black
j

jeans and black ski jacket look-
\

ing like a devil in soft brown
j

curls and drawling laughter,
j

carla braids resting on purple :

peasant blouse and bob No. 1 in :

the old yellow tee-shirt to show :

that it was all right again and ;

we packed half dozen leftover :

eggs in the back and many
days later they died forgotten

j:

eating peanut butter and honey

black bread sandwiches in the •;

back and the garbage dump out |:

in back b.c. that was welcome

to golden not a redeeming fea-
:
'i

ture not even showing at The ;•

Split and we did. :

susan perly :]

THE END I

: The Faculty of Music's
•: Special Events Series began

last Thursday evening with

iij the Parennin String Quartet

:j a group with some profession-

5 al polish and competence, but

>: unfortunately a poor choice of

concert material.

Musical cognoscenti al-

ways complain bitterly when*

$ performers choose concert;:;

i music from the "standard;;;

A repertoire", which everybody:;:

:•: knows and has probably;:;

heard many times before,:;:

•j: instead of playing music:|:

•: which hasn't had much expo-:;:

•: sure and is unfamilar. Of:;;

c ctfurse it's nice to discover a-;:

|i; worthwhile new piece rather*:;

than listen to Beethoven's C;;-

? sharp minor quartet once-:-:

again. But, as the Parennin;:;:

: Quartet demonstrated, many:-;

;. of the pieces which have been;-:

:j consigned to the depths are;-:

quite deserving of their ob-;;;

: scurity. X;

;: Perhaps the most interest- w

J: ing aspects of the piece of:|:|

v Schubert juvenilia that:3

•: opened the concert (Quartet-:;;

;!;
in E flat, opus 125) are the:j:

;•; structural anomalies which;:-:

:•; were explained in the pro-;:*:

;•; gram notes. The performance;:;:

:*: had both good and bad mo-;-;!

:•: ments; some graceful ri-;:j

tards, a dialogue between the:;:;

•: viola and 'cello in the last:-:;

• movement stylishly execut-j§

ij-ed, also some faulty intona-:';*;

•:• tion and a few turns thati^

•:• didn't come off. |:

!;• But generally the playing-;

:;• didn't do much to alleviate-;

;l;the basic dullness of the:-

§ piece. In the slow movement-;

5 several members of the audi-;:

ijence fell asleep, while on;:

>i stage all except the first vio-J:

:•: linist appeared to be in much;;

>:the same state. The Parennin;;

•: Quartet's very warm and;-

y, overly lush string tone :

: (created in part by the viol- :•

: ist's bowing continually on>

: the fingerboard) seems to;;

: have a definite soporific ef-;:i

j feet.
§

: Polish composer Witold-:

: Lutoslawski's String Quartet,

: the next item on the program,;:

: is the kind of essay in new:-;

\
sounds that's typical of avantj:;

• garde music now. Apparently:;:

• a good example of its sort, it:-:

; included effects that madex
' me think of eyebrow pluck- Eji

ing, swarms of bees in flight.
if:

sirens, and creaking doors. £:

According to the 'cellist, £
the Quartet was booed and;:';

hissed while playing this *
work in the U.S. Toronto audi-:-:

ences don't do such things, of;-;

course, being much more
:;;

progressive, or apathetic,;-;

depending on your point of:;:

view. The Lutoslawski quar- *

tet is partially "indetermi-

*

nate", which means that cer- :

tain aspects of the perform-
ance are left up to the discre-

tion of the musicians, and in

playing they must follow each
other's cues in order to keep
together. This worked out
quite successfully, and the

performance at least sounded
well co-ordinated.

Verdi's Quartet in E minor
concluded the concert. He ;•

should have stuck to writing :;

operas. Not even the Paren- :•

nin Quartet's good use of the i

theatrics of string quartet :

playing could save this piece. :•

nitholas Schmidt :
:

WHATAREWELOOKINGFOR?
COME, FIND OUT .

\/J VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

S^gf SCAVENGER HUNT
^MEET IN FRONT OF HART HOUSE

7:00 PM, SATURDAY, OCT. 25

MURWARDS (APPROX. 9:30) JOIN US Al [UfHfRN CENfltf

HART HOUSE THEATRE

USHERS
Volunteers needed for ushers for the two

Hart House Theatre Productions.

CALL AT
THE THEATRE BOX OFFICE

OR PHONE 928-8668

NOON HOUR FILM
Thursday, October 23rd.

East Common Room - 1: 10 p.m.

THE RED BALLOON
(Ladies Wetcome)

FILM CONTEST
Open to ALL Students

Entries Accepted until

NOVEMBER 1st

UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
8:30- October 26th

Great Hall

ROBERT AITKEN. flautist

and ENSEMBLE
Tickets: - Hall Porter

LADIES MAY BE INVITED
TO THE

GALLERY DINING ROOM
BY

MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE

FOLK CONCERT
p.m. Tues., Oct. 28
East Common Room
STEVEN SHUSTER
(Ladles Welcome)
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thejaques brel carousel comes around yet another time

ROYAL ALEXANDRA i

260 King Street West, ioronto l Jb, untano i,itDj j

ONE WEEK ONLY
MON. OCT. 20 thru SAT. OCT. 25

Eves. (Exc.Thurs.) at 8:30 p.m.

Mat. Sat. at 2:00 p.m.

"A REAL TRIUMPH

aNdbmldewsfeRN
#AReT)ead^

b»T0M STOPPARD
with

JOHN CHURCH CLEBERT FORD
and

ROBERT BURR

STUDENT DISCOUNT TICKETS
AVAILABLE $2.00 FOR ANY

SEAT IN THE HOUSE
Fill out IN FULL and present by mail or at box-office

Jacques Brel, I'm told, Is

Alive and Well and Living in

Paris. (Or maybe Brussels.)

The revue of the same name

has been resuscitated —
brought back from death (well,

from Montreal ) by CHFI to the

Bayview Playhouse. It's incar-

nated in the same company as

last winter, and if you missed

it" then, try to catch it some

time before it passes away

again in mid-November.

But be fortified in advance

for an evening that is as enner-

vating as it is entertaining.

Brel's evaluation of his kind

and its prospects is a perma-

nent pessimism that is height-

ened, not reversed, by occa-

sional assertions that "If We
Only Have Love . . then to-

morrow will dawn". Mean-

while, we usually don't . . .

and will it?

To ensure that you don't

miss (or dodge) the message,

the revue is laced together

with sayings of Brel that rein-

force his negative verdict on

humanity.

"If I were the devil watching

them sometimes,

I think I would castrate my-

self;

If I were God listening to

them pray,

I'm sure I would lose my
faith."

The above is also a good

example of how Brel's songs

work — the images are so un-

expected and the thought pro-

cesses so wry that the lyrics

are memorable even in a trans-

lation which occasionally

works against the music. Line

after line comes flying by that

you want to catch and hold for

replay on appropriate occa-

sions, but the songs move too

fast for mental shorthand, and

they usually turn around on

themselves in the middle.

Sons of starts out as a lullaby

with Brotherhood of Man over-

tones and becomes an impas-

sioned Mothers-for-Peace

marching song. La Fannette

looks like nostalgia for a lover

who was a friend, until, three

mood changes later, you learn

that the affair died because

they weren't friends. Brussels

begins as a celebration of the

rag-"time when Brussels could

sing" and moves relentlessly

on through the World Wars

which ravaged Belgium and

ended the party.

Inversion is a great way to

devastate an audience: they

get involved in an apparently

innocuous number only to have

its values evaporate or ex-

plode. But such a strategy can

be used with full effect only

once per given kind of song

before it becomes predictable,

and attacks can be fended off

when anticipated. For exam-

ple, once Marathon has pre-

sented mindless merriment

dragged on into a survival-of-

the-fittest struggle, it is easy

to foresee that the amusement

park world of Carousel will

soon distort itself into a freak

show and chamber of horrors.

This repetion of approach is

less obvious on stage, where

many of the songs are given

tremendous sophistication in

their mounting directed by

Moni Yakim. Song, singer and

situation often move at sharp

angles to each other. The re-

sult is a fascinating interplay

of judgments.

Tjmid Frieda, for example,

tells of a girl striking out into

the bigbadworld. But the tale is it)

told with distaste by a right-

eous-looking Salvation Army
trio, who are themselves told

on by a Brel gibe tossed out by

Frieda as she strides by with

her suitcase ("If we leave the

world to them, they'll crochet it

to the colour of goose shit".)

and by the fact that the leading

lady is getting goosed and lov-

ing it even while she sings.

Such complexities of staging

are sometimes intensified fur-

ther still when the mood of the

music or dancing is at variance

with the lyrics. It almost be-

comes a con-brio experiment

to see how many different

things one song can be made to

mean in performance. Brel, I

suspect, would shrug his ap-

proval.

ft)

After months of doing the

same thing, the re-opening-

night cast (Loro Farell. Bob

Jeffrey. Judy Lander and Stan

Porter) spilled off their num-

bers with a precision and pol-

ish which one would expect —
and with an enthusiasm and

emotional intensity which one

would NOT expect.

Student's Name

St. Address or Dormitory

City .Tel.

Class of in College. 10 Card*

I
No. of Tickets ..at Box Office Price of $ Each

Performance Date Time

I BOX OFFICE OPEN 11 AM -9 PMl

University of Toronto

Graduate

Oenological Society

Initiation Meeting
Wednesday, Oct.

'

at
Graduate Students' Union

16 Bancroft Ave.

!- 10% reduction Wine Art Store

}- professional corking machine

I
- films and lectures

I - trips to wineries arranged

The latter qualities almost

brought the audience into the

set — which is where they be-

long in the first place, since

Jacques Brel is designed for

cabaret performance — and

occasionally they were over-

whelmed. Mr. Porter alone

seemed able to vary intensity

and manipulate it to a song's

advantage. Miss Lander's'')

enunciation tended to get lost

in her agonizing, and Miss

Farell's facial expressions os-

cillated between the classic

masks of tragedy and comedy,

with nothing in between.

But these factors and the

occasional lighting fluff didn't

stop the songs from getting

through, which is what is at

issue in Jacques Brel. And the

more heavily the songs were

dropped on the audience, the

more they applauded. Nothing

like cheering your own con-

demnation, for, we were

warned at the beginning,

"Jacques Brel says he writes

j
the songs as he does because

: he's living in the world as it
| ^

i is." That could be an escape

;
hatch, but it doesn't have to be.

marion o'connor



Life in a box is better than no life at all, I expect

You'd have a chance at least

One of the senior American
critics (I've forgotten the

name) has a brilliant discus-

sion comparing Kafka and
Shakespeare. Both, he suggest-

ed, have essentially black vi-

sions: man is hauled into the

world caterwaulling and held

captive for seventy years, bar-

ring tragic irony.

Within the prison, for Shake-

speare the tale may signify

nothing but it is full of sound,

fury, colour and, so far as an

existence devoid of meaning
permits, dignity. Kafka's char-

acters, on the other hand,

reflect the void, are them-

selves faceless and arbitrary.

Tom Stoppard's Rosencrantz

and Guildernstern are on the

same axis, about halfway.

Uncertainty is their normal

state. While Hamlet may know
a hawk from a handsaw (when

the wind is southerly), R and G
cannot quite reach the point of

deciding which way southerly

is. They are not Kafkaesque

digits — they have too much
panic for that; nor are they the

treacherous courtiers of

Shakespeare's play. They at

least know better than to mis-

take a question for an answer

or England for reality.

In this limbo, like Vladimir

and Estragon in Waiting for

Godot, they pass the plan by

passing the time, only here

with dazzlingly funny intellec-

tual games far beyond the ken

of the two French farc-

eurs.

Black comedy is a more

demanding form than is

usually recognized; for while

the work must have a comic

integrity, it must also have in

the same speeches, in the same

lines, the tragic integrity basic

to the black vision. And the

master black*comedian has to

control the interplay of the two

meanings: he must lay shad-

ows where the comic threatens

to become dominant and bring

out the absurdity of taking the

tragic too seriously. At this,

Stoppard is magnificent:

Ros; Did you ever think of your-

self as actually dead, lying in a

box with the lid on it?

Guil: No.

Ros: . . . / mean one thinks of

it like being alive in a box, one

keeps forgetting to take into

account the fact that one is dead

. . . I mean you would never

know you were in a box, would

you? I mean it would be just like

being asleep in a box. Not that

I'd like to sleep in a box, mind

you, not without any air —
you'd wake up dead for a start,

and then where would you be?

Apart from inside a box . . .

Ask yourself, if I asked you

straight oft — I'm going to stuff

you in this box now, would you

rather be alive or dead? Natu-

rally you'd prefer to be alive.

Ufe in a box is better than no

life at all, I expect. You'd have a

chance at least. You could lie

there thinking — well, at least

I'm not dead! In a minute some-

one's going fo bang on the lid

and tell me to come out. "Hey

you, whatsyername! Come out

of there."

Guil: (jumping up) You don't

have to flog it to death.

R. and G., for all that, is still

too long, more brilliant than

Godot but less controlled. Stop-

pard cannot always resist the

lure of a joke, e.g. having Ros
shout 'fire!' (in a crowded the-

atre), a clever point, but one

that comes out of left field and

goes immediately back there.

If black comedy is difficult

to write, it is even more diffi-

cult to perform. A slight edge

to the comic and it becomes
farce with delusions, a 'Shak-

espearian Festival' style pro-

duction, and it falls flat as an

elocution lesson.

The Producing Managers
company at the Royal Alex

opts for farce, for which Ro-

sencrantz and Guildenstern

Are Dead, with its layers of

ironic British wit, is singularly

inappropriate.

The play opens with Ros and

Guil flipping coins:

Ros: Heads. (He picks up the

coin and puts it in his bag. The
process is repeated.) . . .

Heads . . . Heads . . . Heads
. . .Heads. . .

Guil: There is art to the building

of suspence.

Under the humour there

must be a feeling of awe, mys-

tery, maybe slight fear, dis-

comfort at being manipulated,

discomfort that your discom-

fort at being manipulated has

been manipulated . . . But all

these nuances are lost as the

Producers company charge
through the lines and, indeed,

the whole play without one

good, respectable, British,

theatrical pause.

The performances are uni-

formly american buffalo with

only Frederic Warriner as

Walter Brennan playing Polon-

ius making a success of the

genre. Casting Clebert Ford, a

short stout friendly-looking

black, as Guidenstern, a man
obsessively introspective to

the point of paralysis always

just on the rational side of pan-

ic, is like casting Woody Allen

as the Emperor Jones. I'm all

for black power, I really am,
but I'm also for intelligent

iconography in the theatre.

Anyway, Ford reads his lines

badly.

John Church (Rosencrantz)

should have Guildenstern since

he is slightly tremulous for the

empirical ingenue Stoppard

had in mind. Still, he's not bad.

Robert Burr gives the role of

First Player dignity, some-
thing otherwise lacking in the

performances. A man may be

weak and scared, but he is still

not a caricature.

MARTIN ONROT PRESENTS

LED ZEPPELIN
2 PERFORMANCES ONLY'

SUN. NOV. 2

0 P.M. ft 8:30 P.M.

O'KEEFE CENTRE
ALL SEATS RESERVED

0RCH- & MEZZ SS.SO; R. ORCH. & F. DALC S4.50

MIDDLE AND REAR BALCONY J3.50

BOX OFFICE OPENS TODAY
THIS SHOW IS RATED "H" (FOR HEAVY!

In addition the Tragedians
look too well fed for a wander-
ing troupe fallen on indiffer-

ent times, the set is cluttered

and the staging is cliched; and
the scenes culled directly from
Hamlet should be used to coun-

terpoint Stoppard's barren
modernity. Instead they ap-

pear shoddy. Only the final

moment of the play, Horatio's

closing speech from Hamlet,
stops the audience with the

irony of the form.

Still, the high school stu-

dents who made up almost half

the audience ("Remember,
meet in the southwest corner
of the lobby and we'll all go to

the bus together") enjoyed the

comedy, especially the sex
parts. Hopefully, the spoofing

of Shakespeare — "What we
lack in meaning," says the

First Player, "we make up in

obscurity" — will give them
some armour with which to

defend themselves the next

morning when, if they all made
it to the bus. Miss Smith asks,

"Now, who can tell me an in-

stance of irony?"

The play will be performed
tonight. Saturday afternoon

and Saturday evening.

bob bossin

MOE KOFFMAN
and

FABULOUS
ELECTRIC BAND

are coming

NOV. 4

JOAN GODDARD SINGS
Arias from Othello, Tosco, Marriage of Figaro, Rigolelto Bollo

in Moschera, Turando.

Songs from Broadway Shows — My Fair Lady, The Fantoslikt,

Umbrellas of Cherbourg

HELICONIAN HALL - 35 Haiolfon Ave. - 6:30 P.M.

SUNOAY, OCTOBER 26th Tickets - $2.00

NEW GRADUATE MAGAZINE

REQUIRES:

artists •• editors ••writers

immediately

for coming November issue

MEETING
Saturday,

October 25th
2:00 p.m.

upper lounge GSU
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s you don't have to be Jewish

f

''The short story is dead,

but what form with more po-

tential exists?"

Dave Godfrey (Death Goes
Better with Coca-Cola), here

quoted out of context from
one of the author's introduc-

tions included in New Canadi-

an Writing 1968, seems to

have accidently struck the

keynote of that collection of

short stories.

For the most part, the sto-

ries are typical — typical

short stories in their strict

adherence to accustomed
norms; and typically Canadi-

an in their authors' frantic

search for "literary" charac-

ters and settings. American
mid-west, back-woods Flori-

da, Nigeria . . . anywhere
but for God's sake not Cana-

da, or about Canadians (or if

so, don'tadmitit)!

Common among "sophis-

ticated" Canadian writers is

a disdain, painfully obvious

here, for the efforts of folk-

niks from Oscar Brand
through Ian and Sylvia to

Lightfoot ("Something to

Sing About", "Four Strong

Winds", and the inevitable

"Canadian Railroad Trilo-

gy " ) to get into Canada — her

moods, land, people . . . .

New Canadian Writing,

then, is misnomer — New
Writiog {by Canadians)

would be a more honest title.

Of the 43 stories included in

the book and its successor.

New Canadian Writing, 1969,

two, and only two, use Cana-

dian locale.

An Arab Up North, by C. J.

Newman, is set on a Dew
Line camp near the arctic

circle. The small, isolated

working camp, while typical

of what is left of the Canadian

pioneering spirit that built

the CPR against impossible
odds, is used by Newman to

bring out a close inter-per-

sonal conflict between an
Arab and a Jew during the

war of '56.

Which brings us to the

question — are Jewish-Ca-
nadian writers the only ones

proud enough of this country

to set their stories here?

From these two collections

of short stories it would ap-

pear that way, the only other

story included which is recog-

nizably Canadian is The Old
Lady's Money by David Lewis
Stein, set in the lower-class

Spadina district of Toronto.

Jewish-Canadian national-

ism aside, the next question is

— are Jews the only Canadi-
ans who can write?

A good case for that thesis

could be made just from the

NEW
COLLEGE
MOTION
PICTURE
SOCIETY

| presents:

PAUL NEWMAN
SUNDAY NITE AT THE MOVIES

6:30 P.M. & 9:00 P.M.

NEW COLLEGE (WETMORE) DINING HALL

IN

cool Haran
LUKE

SEE:
DAIII UEUIU4U
da iii tinmiAu
DAIII AlEIAfAAAU

PAUL NEWMAN
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literary fertility of Mon-
treal's Upper Westmount and

Outremount areas, which can

claim such names as Cohen,

Layton and Richler as native

sons. The pattern follows

through here with titles such

as How I Became a Jew, Yen-

teh and Everything Must Be
Sold (about the closing of an,

inevitably, Jewish pawnshop)

Contrasting sharply with
the more common plots built

around ethnic conflicts and
urban alienation, is the lyri-

cism of D. 0. Spettigue. His
stories, "usually' set on a

farm or in a small town",
tenderly examine the lives of

the little people — a delivery

boy who fails at school, a

mechanically impotent geo-

grapher, an inmate of an old

folks rest home.
John Metcalf's "Walking

Round the City" also has a

very personal, lyrical subject

in a man's love for his dog.

His approach, however, re-

places the softness of Spet-

tigue with the more usual
style of anguished bitterness
— "The first policeman

snatched\ at the bag and
ripped it open. Her body <fhe

dog's) flopped out and landed

across the rim of a garbage
can."

Dave Godfrey's (the only

real innovator included in the

two collections) Kwame Bird

Lady Day comes from a se-

ries the author wrote "to
overthrow the CIA ... by a
very abstract and artistic

weaving of all the languages

we speak . . . because I'm
bored with plots in stories."

Different, it is — a welcome
attempt to do something dif-

ferent within the standard
short-story framework. I also

found it incomprehensible,
which could well have been
my own fault.

In summation, the manu-
facturers of Eddy sequin
matchboxes beg to inform
that "there are more than 200

covered bridges in New
Brunswick".

fim inkster

New Canadian Writing 1968,

1969 (Two Books) Clarke Ir-

win Paperback.

^ ^
I
CHEVRON STANDARD LIMITED j

I Calgary, Alberta

offering careers in

PETROLEUM EXPLORATION

will conduct campus interviews on
November 10 for

i POST GRADUATES - GRADUATES
t - UNDERGRADUATES

IN

i Honours Geological

\ - Summer employment only.

I Geological Engineering

- Summer employment only.

* Physics and Geology

- Summer employment in geology

| and geophysics.

* Geophysics (All Options)

i - Summer employment in geophysics.

IARRANGEMENTS FOR PERSONAL**
I INTER VIEWS MA Y BE MADE \

I THROUGH THE UNIVERSITY'S i

\ PLACEMENT OFFICE i

I 581 Spadina Avenue, (Corner Willcocks) t



CANADA FIRST, the 1969
poetry anthology from House
of Anansi. comes across very
Canadian: lots of individual
styles but impossible to. pin
down as a whole. There are 19

poets in the collection — A
Mare Usque ad Edmonton —
ranging in age from 21 to 37;

and, although you can occa-
sionally hear Cohen and Syl-

via Plath muttering in the

background, they go out on
their own limbs. These are
poets at a stage somewhere
between publication in maga-
zines called South Chappa-
quwa Review or Pseudopod,
and their first book. Some of

them should be, and will be,

more widely read.

This is a conscientious an-

thology: representative and
diverse. Canada being the big

sprawler it is, poets in differ-

ent cities are into different

things, and rather happily,

the book has no stylistic

centre. T. 0. NOW, the first

Anansi anthology, was
inspired/infected by a Toron-

to contagion — a" tricky, poet-

as-cuntortionist style -^but
CANADA FIRST is straigiiter

without being easy, and keeps
falling into satisfying frag-

ments: singular poems, indi-

vidual words, silence. If the
book had a slogan, it might be
Paulette Jiles' lines:

I am not a lone or a note
I harmonize nowhere
or Bob Flanagan's
we were rumoured to be
found in words,

but it was not true.

The best of the poets use
the language grudgingly:
they don't want to be too ar-

ticulate. Which is not to say
that they indulge in a lot of

wilful obscurity or murky
Poetic Effects. At their best,

they're reticent, alogical,

ungrammatical and com-
pletely on target.

Paulette Jiles' poetry is

strong and sure {some of the

other good poems seem rath-

er fishy, as if they were a

happy accident startling the

poet as well as the reader).

York University's Faculty

of Fine Arts

presents

The Performing Arts Series*1969-1970

Marcel Marcaau. Clai

Tony Montanaro

SUBS: $7.60 (Staff).

S 6 CO I
Stud.: nil

The Creative Associates. Ashish

Khan and Allah Rakha, The Mani-

toba Consort

SUBS: S6 75 (Staff)

$4.60 (Student)

C. POETRY
Allen Ginsberg. Irving Layton.

Robert Creeley, Eli Mandel

SUBS; S4.00 (Staff). $2.60 (Student)

D. THEATRE

Nathan Cohen. Richard Schech-

ner, Theodore Hoffman. Henry

Popkm

SUBS: S4.00ISii.if)

S2.B0 (Student)

E. FILM

W. C Fields, The Marx Brothers,

Charlie Chaplin, O W Griffiths.

Jean Renoir. Stanley Kubrick.

Alfred Hitchcock

SUBS: $10.00 (Staff).

$7.00 (Student)

nights)

AddJtlonat dialU by calling 636-2370

SUBSCRIPTION OROER FORM

Please send me subscnp.ions to the following senes a. Burton Audlto-

A MIME B MUSIC C POETS

THEATRE E FILM

PHONE;
NAME:

APT. CITY
ADDRESS

I AM A STUDENT/TEACHER AT

.

for « _ payable to York Universi-

Enclosed my cheque or money ower
Audjtof1um York

ty Orders should be sent to Subscnption m

University. Downsview. Ontario

Her poems come across as

fougtVand'metallic, but the

software is always there: as .,

in "Letter to Grandad. . .

/ won'f "visit your already-

divided homestead
Or help you feed the cows.

Or stir your muddy ears with

shouts.

I won't be coming to your
funeral, so

So long for now.
You knock me out

Remember our secret,

Remember our secret.

The 14 poems by Bob Flan-

agan — and he definitely war-
rants the space — are the

other highlight of the book.

His poetry is compressed and
almost inaccessible it's so

airtight, but they're worth the

work. He writes in a bone-
spare style, and the words are

eery in their familiar new-
ness — in his own phrase,

"language glistening wet".
You have to read it with a

continual shifting of the mind
{or maybe no mind at all —
they make subverbal sense)

:

Asfeep, hond asleep, the
night feared,

continents of lives I am wak-
ing up,

I am each skin's amaze
I am each skin's shape of

eternal

There are two voices from
the East in the book — the

drawling Maritime mysti-
cism of William Bauer, and
the Mandalas of John Doug-
las. Bauer has written a mus-
ing series of poems about the

life of Everett Coogler, vege-

table-stand man, and in an
off-hand, whimsical way he
communicates both the mys-
tery and absurdity of the

commonplace. The 9 Coogler
poems perhaps tell you more
about Everett than you care
to know, but it's enjoyable
reading.

John Douglas' icon-poems
play with the haiku form. The
use of silence and white space
make the words on the page a

visual parallel to his still-

centered images:
in my pockets you will

find

the world speaks

from this

centre

unearthly words
can you hear me

I have been giving your love

to others

There's other good stuff:

the intimate, funny mono-
logues of Thomas Lozar;
"Crevecour", a slow-moving
mythic composition of tangi-

ble rhythms and beautiful

tone by Frederick Louder; a

handful of slight, gentle

pieces which dissolve under
close scrutiny but are pleas-

ant in passing.

CANADA FIRST has gaps,

because it's an anthology of

young poets, still testing and
developing their styles. But it

is to Anansi's credit that they

are letting you see the stages

in that process — it's encour-

aging to the poets and the

readers. .. .marm jackson

CANADA FIRST, ed. Peter An-

son, House of Anansi, 1 .95

Presents .

.

Centre

for the

Study of

Drama
in

Association

with The
St. Lawrence
Centre

for the

Arts

TANGO

by Slawomir Mrozek
translated by Nicholas Beihell

adapted by Tom Sloppatd
directed by Joseph Shaw

Curtain at 8:30

and

MOURNING BECOMES ELECT RA

by Eugene O'Neill

directed by Leon Maior

Curtain at 5 30
Food will be available in Hart House during the Supper break

The Company includes Barbara Borland. David Brown.

Patricia Collins. Neil Dainard. Ron Hastings. Nancy Kerr.

Jane Mallett. Don McManus. Jack Medley, William Needles,

Kale Reid. Anna Reiser. Sean Sullivan, Jonathan White

Regular Season — November 3rd - 22nd

MOURNING BECOMES
ELECTRA

(Mondays to Thursdays)

Students SI 50
Regular S3 00

(Fridays and Saturdays)

$2 25
S4 50

Subscriptions

S3 00
$6 50

Gala Opening Night —MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA — $7 50
Friday. November 7 at 5 30 — Performance and Reception following

Students half-price

HART HOUSE THEA TRE
University of Toronto

Box Office Now Open 928-8668
SPECIAL STUDENT PREVIEWS

TANGO —
October 27. 28, 29 @ 8:30 — $1 .00

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTHA —
October 31 and November 1 @ 5:30 — $ 1 .50
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will you reach an unconscious climax on the western terrace?
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oil by Paul Fournier and

thought it extremely rare.

Here was a representational

artist who was obviously (and

not apologetically) talented.

The rest of the exhibit con-

firmed my opinion then since

the small and perfectly execut-

ed drawings of rats and crows

deceased were being shown. So

for the viewer who has been

studying Fournier's develop-

ment the present show at the

Pollock Gallery should come

as a surprise to see how far he

has taken his painterly eye and

maybe scale without essential-

ly changing the nature of the

work.

The paint has always been

distinctively handled in deli-

cate mist-like layerings that

form the motif. Most of his

previous work that I have seen

also employs a centralized

composition that, save for one

near-example, does not occur

in the present show. The

shapes and colour were con-

centrated in the centre, feed-

ing the rest of the surface in

varying degrees of diffusion.

This meant that a slow process

of gradation took place that

managed to maintain the pic-

ture's surface without falling

into the textural possibility of a

heavy paint build-up. Without

this concentration of paint and

by using his subject matter

(paint) as an illusion Fournier

arrived at a unique position in

the vanguard of Toronto paint-

ers. He was a conservative

who could lead.

In his present show paint is

again the subject and succeeds

BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY
PRESENTS

MOVIES
FEATURING: WHO'S AFRAID of VIRGINIA WOOLF?

and

THE L-SHAPED ROOM

(Admission Restricted)

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24th,

ADMISSION: 50< AT THE DOOR

TIME: 7:fJ0p,m.

PLACE: Rm, 135 Old Physics Sldg.

REFRESHMENTS

Ife the real thing.Coke
The t«sla of Coke h*» matJe i Ihe world's most popular
No matter (-.-,., hard otrter b'ann* Ky- nothing else in Hi

l«les exactly like Coke

V> Cu CHI l»f Calf ira **i

best when it is depicting an

even atmospheric illusion that

sustains its tension across the

picture's surface. Where the

work fails in in the artist's

heavy handling of the composi-

tion as in '-'Blue Nassau" with

its great curve falling from the

upper left corner onto areas of

diffuse (the paint is rubbed

into the canvas) and pastel

paint that-simply cannot take

the pressure, Before Fourniers

work can develop in the new
directions he is taking it, com-

position on a larger scale and

perhaps a new use of colour

must be resolved.

The former is revealing two.

directions and in such a beauti-

fully controlled work as

"Breath of Spring" it seems
clear where Fournier can take

it. But colour in this recent

work takes on an almost illus-

trative quality which particu-

larly grates when it is com-
bined with often rather hack-

neyed titles. But once again

Fournier is showing us the fer-

tility of his talent. In an up-

stairs room at Pollock's there

is a separate showing of pas-

tels that raise a whole new set

of problems, or solutions, for

him. It is, I think absurd to ask

someone like Fournier for

"coherence "; there must be

experimentation. But this pre-

sent show has a great deal of

the experiment in it and as

such it will be up to Fournier to

tighten his control on his diver-

sity and leave us to judge at a

future time.

On the Western terrace of

the McLennan Laboratories

there is presently a display of

unconscious art. It is best

viewed walking North to South

since at about the two-thirds

point an unconscious climax is

reached. The display consists

of wooden planks in groups

usually two piles of seven each

and stacks of cement blocks

that utilize the same module. It

is unusually strong in its aes-

thetic presence for such work

and is a better work than last

weeks display of water, plastic

and wind. .. , „
neil marshal!

LIZA MINELLI „ a wacky

undergraduate in an outstanding one-

woman romantic romp that ranks with

GOODBYE, COLUMBUS' and 'THE GRADUATE'

Alcnjiydcw*,-

Cuckoo

LK3 Minnelli-Wendell Burton -Tim Mdntire

by John Nichols Dovid Lange Alvm Sargent b.Alon J. Polcula Fred Karltr
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wanna see a stag movie with a difference?
The first question that you

tend to ask yourself after
seeing The Libertine is wheth-
er or not it is a comedy. It is

funny, but you're never sure if

it is the intent or the ineptitude

of the movie. Initiating a 'com-
edy' with a funeral is perhaps a
dubious beginning, but in The
Libertine it seems to fit the
general incongruity of plot,

character and meaning. Most
of the humour is derived from
sex. as is the plot, character
and philosphical intent. Irrev-

erence is the keynote in the

film, which attempts to annihi-

late every social institution in

existence, primarily those of
marriage and the traditional

role of 'wife'.

The plot centers around a

wife's discovery of a husband's
infidelity. Apparently the hus-

band's sports interests led, not

only to death rendered by a

flying tennis ball (symbolism,
symbolism), but also a keen
interest in the non-sports world
of perversion. His home mov-
ies of various perverted diver-

sions initiate feelings in the

wife (Catherine Spaak) that

she has been wasting her time,

and that she should further her
husband's cause after his un-

timely death. Her greatest
concern, however, is not that

her spouse was unfaithful, but

that he didn't include her in

the activities. In fact she isn't

even listed in his little black

rating book.

Determined to disprove the
image of the "little saint", she
decides to dabble in the arts
herself. With the Se.maln Psy-
chopaihia' as her operating
manual, she systematically
studies various prescribed
methods of perversion. The
only variety in her routine is a
manipulation of subjects and
methods.

Following a car breakdown,
she accepts a ride by a very
confident stranger, who seems
shocked and even a trifle

afraid when she accepts. After
their love-making, he presents
her with cash. Later she re-
marks on the trophy, with
some pride, that it is the only
money that she had ever
earned in her life.

According to Mime, the
wife, every man places women
in one of two categories — ei-

ther she is the respectable
marriageable type or is the
woman desirable in all ways
but marriage. She never wor-
ries that she is categorized as
the second type since she
seems to feel that prostitution

is a matter of definition — ie.

that a woman is a whore only if

she rejects men.
Freud would have material

enough to write another book
with Mime's case as docu-
mented evidence. Perhaps she
elicits rare talents from her
partners, but they all fulfill at

least some of her predictions
concerning their sexual habits.

Psychiatrists would, be as-
tounded at the classical deriva-
tion of her desires which are
apparently institutionalized by
Aristotle.

After extensive experimen-
tation, Mime finally decides to

restrict herself to professional

men. A professor of radiology
is her unwitting final guinea
pig. After an uneventful yet
stimulating encounter, she
traps him by succumbing to his

class. One field trip and a night

together later, he proposes and
the result concludes the movie
— their individual propensities

for perversion each a perfect
complement of the other.

Rarely in any of the love-
making scenes- is there any
affection, love or understand-
ing between partners. Usually

the couples merely use each
other with no concern beyond
their own satisfaction and
pleasure. Often the violence
they display in these scenes
only serves to illustrate the
emptiness in their lives — but
perhaps this is searching too
deeply for meaning in a movie
meant for laughs. Yet, I won-
der if it is really amusing to

degrade something as poten-
tially unselfish as sex can be.

for the sake of a little humour.
The characters in this film

are — sadly — developed only
enough to reveal the stereo-

types they represent. These
caricatures are very funny, but

it's difficult to get any con-
structive idea of anyone's rela-

tionships to anyone else, since

everything is so consistently

nebulous. As far as plot is con-

cerned, the film is predictable

and boring, but variations on
the same theme help to add
interest. The only constructive

ideas conveyed are the various
types of perversions, their ori

gins and practice and Freudian
advice in the field of sex.

Yet there are a few rare

moments of sensitivity in the

film as in the scene which de-

picts Mime crying from the

voyeuristic stares of thirty

Italians who catch her half

naked in a car These moments
are obscured, however, by the

deluge of pointless sex.

The Libertine is a stag mov-
ie with difference. Not only

does it entertain but it is also
very, very, very funny, very,

very sad and very frustrating

If nothing else. The Libertine

proves that a movie based on

sex simply doesn't satisfy.

kathy sigm

fohite man come3

white man see* white man
The tendency to overkill

which exists among promo-

ters in the performing arts

media has once again reared

its ugly head.

In the stage production of

The Royal Hunt of the Sun

Shaffer made an intelligent,

personal study of the meaning
of exploration, conquest,

power-lust and the love that

must underline it all to make
it lasting. Shaffer, a scholar

of the heritage of the contem-

prary theatre, used mime,
masks, dance, ritual, chant,

music and the unlimited pos-

sibilities of the actor as a

moving force to make the

stage the best conceivable
milieu for an epic of this

structure.

But the problem with film-

ing a spectacularly successful

play lies in the nature of the

transposition. There must be

an inherent respect for the

nature of the original in order

to prompt the effort in the

first place, yet the desire to

see it in a new perspective

should carry with it the vision

of its validity, in augmented
or condensed form.

In Royal Hunt, where the

text, although fine, is but an

element of the play as de-

vised by the author, fidelity to

the letter of the text is less

essential. But to the nature of

the play a kind of loyalty

seems, justly, to have been
supposed necessary.

Director Irving Lerner has
let everyone down badly by
his monumental indecision
as to ethics, and his obvious
ambiguity of attitude toward
the aesthetics of film and
theatre. He could have made
of Royal Hunt a swashbuck-
ling epic film, which would
probably have been the best

type of 'using the medium'
possible in a theme of this

sort. He could have tried the

tack of the Olivier Othello, a

frankly filmed-play with a

few bonuses. Obviously, nei-

ther could have been a univer-

sally satisfying presentation,

but each could have claimed
its champions. What Lerner
has done — a compromise to

be euphemistic — will have
few.

One of the most memora-
ble moments of the stage
production was the Mime of

the Great Massacre, in which
the Spaniards killed two thou-

sand Incas. The use of mime
here was the most brilliant

method of bridging the credi-

bility gap while retaining

dramatic impact. Clearly loath

to relinquish that force in his

own shoddy effort, Lerner has

conquer
filmed it in slow motion, an
idea which may have made it

on the drawing board but

which never took on celluloid

The direction of the film, in

general, is suggestive of a

colour-blind. slow-witted,
deaf mongoloid who doesn't
speak English. Cuts and pans
are simply designed to keep
things moving. Symbolism is

oppressively heavy, when
used at all. and the charac-
ters of Pizarro and Atahual-
pa, the magnificent Inca. are
under-developed. As for the

meaning of the play as it once
was, there seems to have
been an executive decision to

avoid communicating it.

Robert Shaw is an actor
with many fine credits behind
him, but this won't be one of

them. His performance is

genuine — the actor's sincere

attempts to come to grips
with the man he portrays are
evident, but it has been sense-

lessly stunted by Philip Yor-

dan's tepid screenplay and
Lerner's impatient direction.

Christopher Plummer's
Atahualpa is intently acted,

but again the grim spectre of

Lerner is forever over him,
casting mottled shadows on
the Son of the Sun. Plumrner
has a control which is envia-

ble, and an imaginative canon
of expressions and gestures

with which to fill out the Inca

to 70 mm.
But he is destroyed from

the first by a tactical error by
Lerner. The emotional re-

sponse of the audience to

Atahualpa is coloured badly
by Lerner allowing the Inca

to come to the Spaniard rath-

er than them seeking him in

his own court. In the stage
production there was a defi-

nite holy quality about the

appearance of the Inca as a

huge gold medallion, repre-

senting the Sun, unfolding

slowly to reveal him standing

ceremoniously and imperi-

ously above his obeisant vas-

sals.

Tbe Royal Hunt of the Sun

presents the dilemma of a

man who has lost his faith in

contemporary religion. In

Atahualpa and his delusions

of immortality. Pizarro finds

a possible new channel for

hope and love, which is cruel-

ly shattered by the Inca's

death. He is the Christ-figure

who makes his conquest but

leaves Pizarro with a path to

peace and true acceptance.

But the film cuts off without

any of Pizarro's self-exam-

ination, which gives his char-

acter its ultimate shape in the

play.

This hunt, never royal,

never saw the sun.

htllary mdaughlin
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editor....larry haiven associate....jack mccaffrey films....ian ritchie

The V of T Film Society

I is presenting 22 films in

two series (by press time

you will have missed four

if you haven't subscribed)

at a price that even you

can afford. Film societies

are among the best things

happening on this campus,

and with theatre admission

prices steadily escalating,

! they are the last hope for

I the penniless film devotee.

With the sorrowful passing

of the Elektra from Toron-

to, the U of T Film Society

provides the largest selec-

tion of important films

from the past (distant and

near) in the city. Tickets

for the Society's program
are still available at the

SAC building. Miscella-

neous help is still needed —
even graduate English stu-

dents.

The major musical

event of this evening is

Phil Ocbs concert at the

Ryerson Theater (41 Ger-

rard St. E.) at 8:30. Tick-

ets are $2.50 and $3.00, and

can be got at the SAC

NE!>E

building and the other

usual places.
,

John Hammond who
plays blues as if he came
up from the deep south will

be at the Colonial through

the weekend.
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And one who, with

Hammond, had a large

part in making the N.Y.

folk audience blues con-

scious, Dave Van Ronk,

plays his equally deep-

south sound at the Onion in

If you won't be able to

I catch Johnny Cash in per-

son when he comes in Nov-

ember, you'll still be able

to see a good deal of his act

in his new movie. Johnny
I Cash, The Man, His World,

His Music is playing at

several Twentieth Century

theatres. Much of the foo-

tage is from his summer
show, but it still looks very

exciting and fresh. Includ-

ed is a segment of Cash
recording with Bob Dylan,

June Carter, Mother May-
belle Carter and The Cart-

er Family, and The Ten-

nessee Three will also be

featured.

don quinton

THEATRE
The University Alumnae

Dramatic Club presents a

delightful dramatic read-

ing of the Middle English

poem Sir Gawain and the

Green Knight.

Director Anne Tait has

prepared the script from
both the original 14th-cen-

tury text and the modern
English translation, there-

by retaining much of the

original alliteration while

devising a workable
rhythm for the 20th-centu-

ry actor.

The voices of the cast

are well-balanced in range

and tone. Skip Shand and

Barbara Collier are well

matched as the gentle

courtly lovers. The role of

the mysterious Green
Knight is played by the

formidable Rex Southgate,

whose booming bass voice

and impressive presence

convey the otherworld-

liness of the great emerald

visitor to Arthur's court.

Sir Gawain plays this

Sunday, and next at the

new Coach House location -

Maplewood Avenue at

Vaughn just above St.

Clair.

RADIO

Radio Varsity is trying

its hand at a weekly public

affairs program. Every
Thursday at 5 pm, INTER-
ACTIONS. So far it's had
interviews with Ian and
Sylvia, Tom Rush, Dalton

Camp and the show last

night had a follow-up on

the Death of Paul Mc-
Cartney. Future shows
look a bit more hard news
and politics oriented.

arm

the Ryerson Student Un-
ion.

Rob McConnell leads his

big band. Boss Brass, at

the Savarin. The band fea-

tures a big, loud brass sec-

tion and no reeds. It's

McConnell's most success-

ful band to date, and per-

haps the least jazz orient-

ed.

Sunday's Hart House
concert will consist of

modern music played by

flautist Robert Aitken, a

dancer, a couple of percus-

sionists, and various elec-

tronic tapes. The pro-

gramme looks interesting

(weird even.) 8:30 p.m.,

Sunday. Great Hall.

CETERA

Starting yesterday and
running till Sunday eve- I

ning, York University will

hold a conference entitled

The Year Of The Barri-

cade, a conference about
j

the student radical move-
ment in Canada. The high-

light of the conference will

be a Phil Ochs concert to

be held at Ryerson Theatre

this Friday evening.

The conference is

geared not for the radicals,

but is rather about the rad- ,

icals, and there will be

representation by Conserv-

atives, Academics, and
Liberals as well as Radi-

cals. Experts have been

imported from Europe, the

U.S. (especially S.D.S.

workers ) and Canada
(Stan Gray. John Saywell,

Andy Wernick et al ) for the

conference.

The four days will be

divided among plenary

sessions, workshops, and

seminars with the empha-

sis on de-sensationalism.

The conference has been

fifteen months in the plan-

ning and is a non profit-

making venture, all the

participants appearing for

expenses only.

Unfortunately, the con-

ference proper is sold out.

However, seats are still

available at the time of

writing for the Ochs con-

cert at the SAC office,

Ryerson, Sam's, and other

centres for $2.50 and $3.00.

d.

music... peter hatch art.... mike kesterton photography....errol young
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Drache accuses CUG of repressing research material
by LAURA KELLY

The Commission on Univer-
sity Government was accused
of repressive tactics by Danny
Drache. a researcher for CUG.
Drache presented his case at

the general SAC meeting
Wednesday evening.

The report is based on taped
interviews Drache conducted
with various professors. It was
presented to CUG in Septem-
ber.

Publication of the report
was delayed by CUG because
the confidential nature of cer
tain statements made by the
interviewees was questioned.
"Where we are hung up is

exactly what was the under-
standing that the interviewees
and interviewer had at the
time of the interview." said
Prf. L.E. Lynch, co-chairman
of CUG.
Drache maintained CUG is

preventing publication of the
interview transcripts because
they are based on a critical

leftist analysis.

"The Commission is upset
over the report. They don't

want to release it," he said.

Drache also insisted that all

the interviewees were present-
ed with the questionnaires two
weeks in advance of the inter-

view, and at the time of the
interview the profs, were in-

formed of the public nature of
the research.

"Some of the commissioners
maintain that the transcripts
should be sent back to the in-

terviewees, and they should be
allowed to edit," said Drache.
Drache maintained that edit-

ing would be censorship, and
CUG would be in conflict with
its policy of openness.

The debate over SAC action
on the matter ended when Lee
Coulter, SAC Education Com-
missioner spoke for CUG.

"CUG would like to release
Mr. Drache s report in toto. If
none of the people object to
their own transcript CUG will

release the report," he said.

The interviewees are expect-
ed to reply within the week.

If there are objections CUG
can either print the report with

editing, or the commission can
overrule the interviewees'
objections.

SAC decided to wait for a
CUG decision before taking
any action.

At the same general meeting
SAC passed a motion to nomi-
nate 20 members for an inter-

im discipline body, six of
whom are to be selected by lot.

The motion represents a
compromise of an original
proposal that SAC appoint six

members to the interim body.

The Association of Teacing
Staff opposed the first proposal
and SAC put forth the compro-
mise.

The interim body on discip-

line was established after pub-
lication of the Campbell Re-
port and after vigorous protest

against a Caput statement say-
ing traditional disciplinary

procedures would remain in

force.

The interim body will serve
as a discipline committer until

the Campbell report can be
studied and acted on.

photo bv Spencer Higgins

Nor everything al the SAC meeting was serioos — the Blue ond
While dropped in to liven Ih ings up. See more on SAC on page 24.

Apartment building goes to pot
by LARRY HANNANT

Another legalize-marijuana
campaign has been launched in

Toronto, this time aimed at
finding support among mem-
bers of the business working
community.
The organization, called

"Now" by. Neil Harpham, the
founder and driving force be-
hind the campaign, is sponsor-
ing a petition to be submitted
to the Canadian Bar Associa-
tion.

Harpham, 25, who is selling

the apartment building he
owns to finance the campaign,
says that from his own experi-
ence he has ample proof that

there is sufficient support in

the community to get mari-
juana legalized.

"I do business in public," he
says. "I deal with thousands of
people and I think there is

more than enough support."
"The cops are tired of hav-

ing to prosecute users, the bar
association feels the same
way; I have a lot of lawyers
behind me. Even the govern-
ment knows there shouldn't be
a law against pot."

The kind of support for legal-

ization that is needed. Har-
pham believes, is support from
professional people and ordi-
nary citizens "who are just
plain tired of hearing and read-
ing about the pot issue."

And while petitions from
university students do help the
cause, he says, politicians will

only act if they feel they have
the community behind them.
Harpham wants persons to

sign a petition giving their
names and occupations at the
Now office at 792 Yonge St. but
wants people to join the organi-
zation as well.

If the legalize-marijuana
campaign reaches a successful
conclusion, and Now gets good
support, Harpham intends to
investigate other popular caus-
es like abortion and pollution.

But he admits that support
for the marijuana campaign is

a prerequisite for him to im-

Lloyd Halyk. CBC International Service will meet with
Carribean students who wish to pre-record Christmas greet-
ings for their friends and families. Sunday. October 26. 7:00
p.m. at the International Students' Centre. Halyk will be tap-
ing messages for transmission to the various Carribean radio
organizations.

merse himself in any cause.

"I want people behind me. I

don't want to be a martyr. And
if I were an individual and I

said something, no one would
really care. But if you stand up
and say that you represent
some organization, they they
have to listen to you."

His own reward from the

effort he puts into the cam-
paign is the involvement itself.

"I'm getting political, you
might say."

But he is optimistic that he
will soon be openly puffing a
joint. As he says, "it's the right

time. There's a right time and
a wrong time, and now's the
right time. You just have to

cap things off."

Parties hamper individual; MP

P

What did you learn

in school today ?
By GARD SHELLEY

Have you ever been in a

class where the professor

hands out the course outline at

the end of October? That's how
Prof. Wilkins started Sociology

201 yesterday.

The past month and a half

have been devoted to "Course
Mechanics" and "General
Discussion". Room 1016 in

New College admittedly has
bad acoustics and consequently

Wilkins can't be heard beyond
a hundred feet. To compensate
for this difficulty a portable
sound system was incorporat-
ed yesterday and more confu-

sion resulted from extremely
l°w volume and relentless

feedback.

Tutorials have still not be-

aiin and a list was posted as-

signing us to one of four tutori-

al groups. Even though I've

been in with the computer

since pre-registration days I

wasn't on any of the lists; nei-

ther was a friend.

Sociology 201, a course in

methods of social research, is

designed to teach the collec-

tion and interpretation of data,

or how to cook your results.

The next month, in the out-

line's words, is devoted to

Lectures and seminars

and all that kind of thing is

what the learning process is

all about at U of T. What
did you learn in school to-

day is an attempt to talk

about what's happening

there. The space is open to

people who want to write

about that kind of thing.

"Gearing up to do Research".
The following unit should have
been called "Down Gearing to

Data Collection" but wasn't.

But the reading material
may save the course. Texts by
Phillipps, Stephans and Weiss
look as though they may clari-

fy some of the problems. They
are well organized and con-
nected.

Unfortunately good texts
cannot compensate for a lack
of personal involvement by
teacher and student. If the past
month and a half is any indica-

tion not much student-teacher
rapport is likely to develop and
confusion and disorganization
will reign On the way out of

yesterday's class a fellow stu-

dent remarked "Does Currie
ever seem good now. " (Prof. I.

D. Currie taught Soc 120 last

year.

)

"The party system is anti-

quated and destroys individual-

ity," said Ron Knight, MPP for

Thunder Bay, in a debate
Wednesday at New College.

Knight, who split from the

Liberal caucus on September
30, was debating U of T politi-

cal science professor, Jack
MacLeod on the usefulness of

the party system.

"The problem is one of

priorities. Is your top priority

to see your party become the

government party, or is it your
own self-respect and ideals?"
he said.

"As part of a team," he con-

tinued, "you must sacrifice

some things for the team, but
they re asking too much.

'

'

Prof. MacLeod argued that

not only was the party system
useful and necessary, but that

it was inevitable.

"The basis of a democracy is

self government," he said.

"Self-government implies dis-

cussion. Discussion leads to

differences of opinion. A party
is a necessary vehicle for re-

solving these differences into

action policy

THE VARSITY. Fri

Knight disagreed, "I'm wor-
ried about the kind of world my
kids are getting into, Society is

turning people into rubber
stamps', taking away their in-

dividuality. Organization
comes from those concerned
about specific issues.

"

In response to a question.
Knight said he thought that

revolution was necessary —
but a quiet one. and done in

such a way as to build respect-

ability for the cause.

MacLeod thought that the

principal deficiency of the par-

ty system was its domination
by "timid, dull, moderating,
compromising, middle-class

positions".

"There must be greater left-

right polarization as real alter-

natives for the system to be-

come a vehicle for effective

action." he explained.

He stated that many of

Knight's proposals were famil-

iar in Britain at the end of the

18th Century.

But he added, "If you're far

enough behind one parade, you

may be able to lead the next.

"
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Talk over your future

with the Bell employment

reps when they visit your

campus on

Nov. 5, 6 & 7

GRADS-TO-BE- IN

:

ARTS • (general and honours)

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Masters)

Ask 31 your Placemen! Office

for informative booklets and

arrange for an interview now!

Bell Canada

SAC Feels threatened

When I see
a client coming
I don't have to
cross the street
"When I graduated in 1967," says

Paul Shaw, a B. Comm. graduate in business

administration from the University of

British Columbia, "I wasn't sure what I

wanted to do. I knew if I took a sales job,

the product would have to give me both

confidence and pride. I didn't want to be
ashamed of meeting my clients on the street."

London Life provided Paul with the product,

the training and the confidence he needed.

"Because it's a product you can't see

or touch," he says, "there aren't many
young men around who can talk

rationally about it with other young
businessmen. With the training I've had,

you get the feeling you can't tail."

Paul was recently appointed sales training

assistant at London Life's head office.

There's a challenge waiting for you, too,

at London Life.

For further information consult your
placement officer, or write to the

Personnel Dept., Station 160A,

LONDON LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
London, Ontario

A worried and introspective

Students Administrative Coun-

cil Wednesday night created a

committee to study the rela-

tionship between SAC and stu-

dents.

"Don't underestimate how

threatened this organization

is," said SAC president Gus

Abols.

"Every time SAC comes out

looking ludicrous in The Var-

sity, this organization is in

danger of being destroyed. We
have to learn to deal with the

administration as a united

group on the students' behalf,"

said Abols.

"Students outside couldn't

give a shit about what's hap-

pening in this room." said

Chris Szalwinski (III ASPC).

"I hope SAC is still around

next spring," said Dave Brown

(III VIC) who has resigned his

seat to be a member of Victo-

ria College's mini-CUG.

Su Crowe (II Erin) spoke to

the Council of Erindale stu-

dents' discontent with SAC.

"We're not getting a great

deal out of SAC. There's no

attempt at liaison," she said.

Hark. The Blue and White

Band approaches with well-

percussed tunes and waterme-

lon.

"May it soothe all your

wounds and thirsty throats,"

intoned Dale Wilson, the band

major, as he presented the

watermelon to SAC.

The meeting continued. SAC
set up a nine-member commis-

sion to study the relationship

between Scarborough and Er-

indale, and the St. George

campus.

HERE AND NOW
TODAY
1 P.M.

Department of Geology films presents

Energetically Yours. Electtomicroscopy and

Analysis by Mass. Mining Building, 170
College St ., Rm. 128.

7:30 p.m.

Nigeria-Biafra presentation by Diane

North, nurse from Umuahia Knox Church,

Comer of HarhnrH nnrl <Jr«.rtin3

8 p.m. and 10 p.m.

St. Michael's College Film Club presents

Ingmar Bergman's Wild Strawberres. Carr

Hall, 50 St. Joseph St.

. 8.30 p.m.

U of T Liberal Club Party. 28 Madison,

members 25e , non -members 60s.

at the

Church & Wellesley Self Serve

Dry Cleaner

OPEN EVERY DAY
Attendant on Duty

568 Church St.

924-60
1

0

LUTE AND GUITAR RECITAL

MARTIN POLTEN

Saturday, October 25th,

8:30 pjn.

Willowdale United Church

379 Kenneth Ave.,

at Yonge and Finch

(behind Northtown Shopping

Plaza)

3 )

U of T Flying Club Breakfast Flight. Island

Airport to Muskok3 Airport Meet ai Island

Airport

8.30 p.m.

Lute and guitar recital by Martin Pollen.

Willowdale United Church. 379 Kenneth

Ave . at Yonge and Finch behind North-

town Shopping Cenire

SUNDAY
10 a.m.

Students for Israel educational workshop

on Israel, Hillel House. 186 St George St

12 noon

Three hour vigil and discussion on the

death of Rod Mickleburgh with selected

readings from his writings in The Varsity

Rm. 2. The Grauniad. Please enter by back

door

5 p.m.

West Indian Supper, tickets 76c from ISC.

33 Si George Si. Also CBC recording of

Christmas messages ro West Indies.

8.30 p.m.

Joan Goddard sings Italian arias and

Broadway songs. S2.00. Heliconian Hall.

35 Hezelton Ave

Hillel Open House. 1 86 St. George St.

CUT YOUR CLEANING COSTS

by 2/3
o J

o
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WATER POLO

By DAVE BREECH

It's taken a full year for the Varsity water
polo squad to recover from its embarrassing
loss in the 1968-69 OQAA championship, and
new coach Kirk Thompson doesn't intend to

live through that agony again.

Thompson's coaching policy stresses stren-

uous conditioning and emphasis on the funda-

mentals. "The team in the best condition and
with the most endurance and ball-handling abil-

ity usually wins," he explains.

Following this basic philosophy, Thompson
puts the squad through a vigorous two-hour
practice three evenings per week, including

distance swimming, sprints, ball-handling and
scrimmage.

Toronto and McGill have been the only two
teams involved in the intercollegiate competi-

tion for the Herschorn Cup since 1909. McGill

has won the cup more times than Toronto but

m
the Blues have been the dominant power in the
last decade winning the championship seven
out of the last nine years.

This year there will be integration into this

fifty year old rivalry by McMaster, Western,
and Guelph. These teams plus Toronto will

form the Western Division and McGill will be
the lone team in the Eastern Division. There
will be a round robin in the Western Division
with the winner facing McGill for the Cup.
Although three prominent members of last

years team are not returning, namely Dave
Breech and Chris McNaught, two high scoring

forwards, and Skip Bergman, an experienced
defenseman; the team will have strength and
depth.

Returning from last year's team are Alex
LeRoy and Andy Hackett, this year's Captain
and Vice-Captain. Other returnees include
Hunter Milbourne. Derek Duvall, Brian Barras
and Peter Petzold.

Is Gellius a Living Legend? Read on ...

by GELLIUS

HEAVY

To-day is the first day of the
rest of your life.

LACROSSE

A fine performance by An-
drews — he scored all 7 hoals
— assured Trin a 7-2 ahasuerus
of Dents. Ross and Southward
scored for Dents. Trin then did

an encore beating Knox 8-6 on
goals by Hall (4), Neidhardt,
Murray, and Houghton (2;

"there'll be a houghton in the

Old Town to-night."). Knox
scorers were Dunbar (4; "let

there be no moaning at Dunbar
when I put out to sea — Tenny-

son), Gibson, and Wade.
Vic (James 2, Charles II's

brother; Hart, Sommerville),
4; PHE A (Feaver 3 — what a

fine name for a movie! ) 3.

McNeil had 3, Krill, Chera-

vaty, and Pelech 2 each as Erin

and SMC tied, 9-9. One should
of course be at pains to point

out that the above gentlemen
were playing for Erin at the

tie. Bulger (3), O'Reilly (2),

Travers (3), and Assault and
Bator replied for SMC:

Tell me, 0 muses, who was
it of the littlegreyshack-
besideSAC Innisians who
scored as Devonshire House
and all its hordes were, (10-7),

defeated? Well, I'm glad you
asked me that. A.: Besley (3),

Okihiro (3), Matsuba (3), and
Waller. For Dev.: Devonshire
Howse (2), Munro of the- Three
Goals, and Parris.

Maxymnik ("your jug mnik
store") scored twice, Patter-
son, Vinter, Nelson, Moore,
and Muraki (formerly with
Smokey Robinson and the
Muraki) once each as PHE B
anaximandered Eng, 7-0. (Was
Anaximander Gerrymander's
brother?

)

SGS (Swedenborgian Gospel

Singers) got goals from Hodg-
son (2), Johnson (3), Oshinowo

(2); "Sometimeslgetanotion
to go jump right in the oshino-

wo ain't nobody's business if I

do" — trad.), Sodek (2), and
Hughes to polyunsaturate Vic,

10-0.

Emm (Joblin) 1; Trin B
(Crowther; cowboys in the Old

West used to ride "Hell for

crowther") 1.

Gonzalves and Lutterotti

New talents, all with previous experience,
are Roy Gunnell, Butch Claydon. and Lyle
Makosky. Speed will be provided by rookies
Theo Van Ryn, Mike Guinness, and Terry
Bryant. Tap Aavasalmi. a product of the intra-

mural programme will be in the nets.

The Blues have shown more depth and speed
than last year's team. They have played two
exhibition games and won each handily.

Their first real test will be this Saturday,
October 25, 2 pm, in Hart House when they face
the cadets from RMC which have always been a
challenge to U of T teams.

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

"Conflict of Concepts in Early Nutrition Studies" by

Aaron J. ihde, Professor, Department of the History

of Science, University of Wisconsin.

28th October 1:10 p.m. Room 102 McLennan Laboratory
\

(New Physics Building)

Sponsored by the Varsity Fund under the auspices of
I

the School Graduate Studies. All members of the I

University Community are invited.

(UC) and Rode and Apse
(PHE) scored in a 2-2 draw.

RUGGER STANDINGS

GROUP I (4 to playoffs.)

Eng 3-0-0

Scar 2-0-0

Trin 2-1-0

Vic 1-1-0

Law 0-1-1

PHE 0-2-1

UC 0-3-0

GROUP II (3 plus Erindale to

playoffs. Fix!

Eng II

SMC
Wye
Innis

TrinB
Erin

;6 Stales St. TO.

(BASEMENT)
qio 1707

'THE TCS' SERVICE
* Typing
* Dictation

* Tape Transcribing

* Copying / Duplicating

* Offset Printing

Complete, Competent, Convenient, Speedy

Help For Your Personal Problem At LOW

RATES For Students

BRING US THIS AD FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

HILLEL PRESENTS
!

DAVE BERG OF
MAD MAGAZINE

speaking on

" 'Mad' Looks At The

Jewish Community"

Sunday, Nov. 2

8:30 p.m.

YM-YWHA, 750 Spadina Ave. t

NO ADMISSION CHARGE - EVERYONE WELCOME*

Monday, Oct. 27

Meet the Faculty Series

Prof. David Savan
on

New Virtues? New Vices

1:00 p.m. U.C. Room
New Vices t

I. Room 314
|
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Blues tenacious goal-line defence stops Queens early in last

week's game. The Varsity line held on three plays from inside

the live. In picture at left, along the goal-line are Dave Veale

(72}, John Gordon (28), Jim Kellan (66), Pete VanBodegom

(63) and Bart D'Onotrio (55). Then the offensive line takes

over (right) and moves the ball out of danger. Varsity phofog

ted Zier-Vogel captures the left side of Blues blocking

brigade, Mark Slater (7)), VanBodegom (63), guard (hidden)

, and center Rein Enno (42).

Blues are locked in a three-

way tie for first place, but as

Queens and McGill battle each

other in Montreal, Varsity

could use the luck of the sched-

ule to have one of its opponents

automatically eliminated,

IF, and only if Blues beat

Western.

And the key to beating a

rushing-prone team like the

Mustangs is the play of the of-

fensive and defensive lines.

At Center, Rein Enno is a

more than adequate replace-

ment for last season's all-star,

Rick Agro, who switched to

linebacker.

On the right side, Derek

Turner and former all-star Jim

Kellam; on the left, problems.

Injuries to Gord Whitaker

and Norm Trainor forced

Murph to insert Pete Van-

Bodegom from the defence and

go with 180-pound Don Fraser.

VanBodegom has played well

in his new role and Fraser de-

veloped into an excellent pull-

ing guard until a concussion

knocked him out of the game
last week.

On defence, no-one runs

against the left side patrolled

by veterans Alex Squires and

Jim Bennett, but Queens dis-

covered running room through

rookie Bill MacNamara and

second-year man Bart D'-

Onofrio.

Western must establish its

running game early or Blues

will simply pass the Stangs sil-

ly. Walter Sehr and Alboini

may get the glory, but if Blues

are still in first-place to-mor-

row evening, MacNamara and

D'Onofrio will be a major rea-

son why.
— corson

DICK GREGORY
Friday and Saturday 9:30 and 1 1 :30 p.m.

Saturday Matinee at 3 :30

also — The John Hammond Trio

Colonial Tavern

203 Yonge just North of Queens
Dining Reservations 363-61 68.

BLUE AND WHITE SOCIETY

HOMECOMING!
SPACED OUT '69

FRI. OCT. 31 CONCERT (8:30 PM) $2.25

FEATURING: THE MOTHERLODE
AND

THE ROCK SHOW OF THE YEOMEN
ALSO ALL-NIGHT HORROR MOVIES (MIDNIGHT TO 9 AM) $1.00

SAT. NOV. 1 HOMECOMING PARADE -

DANCE - HART HOUSE (9 TILL 12) $2.00 per person

SUN. NOV. 2 MA$S GR0up SENSORY AWAKENING $2.00

Special package deal price $5.75

Tickets now available at S.A.C office
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Another hectic week-
end for Varsity athletes

looms ahead. The field

hockeyettes, shown above
scoring against York dur-

ing their 7-0 victory last

week, are in Montreal for

part one of the intercolle-

giate tournament; bas-
ketball and gymnastic
clinics at the Benson
Bldg; men's soccer and

rugger at Western; row-
ing at Brock; fencing
somewhere and water
polo somewhere else. AH
this and football, too.

Results and stories Mon-
day.

SQUASH FOR BEGINNERS
Thursday, Oct. 30

7.00 p.m.

Hart House Music Room
Instructive film. . . Dry-land instruction. . . Re-

freshments
all as prelude to

NOVICE SQUASH INSTRUCTION WEEK
NOV. 10-14, 1969

COURT INSTRUCTION and EXHIBITION PLAY

Graduate

Students^

Union

16 BANCROFT AVENUE
Phone 926-2391

G. S. U.
FRIDAY NIGHT

DANCE
Music by: "THE UNDERGRADS"

9:00 p.m. - OCTOBER 24th

Admission: $1.00- ladies Sl.25-men

AU over 21 years welcome

SALUDOS AMIGOS!

CLASSIFIEDS
ROOM & BOARD — young males only,

fraternity house. MAID LINEN SERVICE.
TV. PARKING, etc 85 Bedford Rd .

924-
0501

SUMMER JOBS in foreign countries are

available through AIESEC Completion of

the economics course is required Further

information is available ai Room 2005. Sid
Smith Hall

TYPING theses, essays, notes, charts.

English. French, other languages. Mimeo-
' graphing, electric typewriters. Mary Dale
' Stott (M. Oaviesl 86 Bloor Si W Room
225. 922-7624

ROOMMATE WANTED! Male student or

staff member, share two bedroom apart-

I
ment. Furnished, cheap, clean, near sub-
way 766-0618.

WOULD FRENCH BOY who met girl on
5 pm bus from Montreal to Toronto on
Thanksgiving Monday of 1967 please call

536-4330 after 6p m

MICE ROOM for female student with
young architect's family Major and Sussex
Sis. No cooking. $12. 924-3966.

FOOD AND BED $15/week Campus
Coop, for everything Phone Bill 924-0456
ot drop around 559 Huron.

FILM OF 8IAFRA presentation by Diane

i
North, nurse. Queen Elizabeth Hospital.

Umuhahla. Biafra. at Knox Church. Har-

|

ooid at Spadina. Sat. Oct. 25. 7 30 p.m.
Medical and nursing students are especial-
ly welcome.

) MOTORCYCLE 1968 Yamaha 125 cc
5275 00 (Six Hundred new) Black and
chrome, Two cylinders, five gears. 65 mph
Flawless condition — must sell at sacrifice

°eal Phone John 425 1080

MOTION PICTURE production assistant

required. Your interest and ability to follow

directions creatively is more important

than formal school background. Write
A. Winn, c/o Grafikos Ltd., Whitevale.

Ontario

NEW COLLEGE DANCE Society pre-

sents "WHISKEY HOWL" — they

backed Paul Butterfield, Johnny Winter
and Screaming Lord Sutch — DANCE
Saturday 8 30 Midnight New College

IWetmoret Oining Hall— $1 .25.

NEW COLLEGE MOTION PICTURE
Society presents PAUL NEWMAN
as "COOL HAND LUKE" Sunday 2

Showings Only I 6 30 pm and 9 00 pm
New College (Wetmorel dining hall SI
admission

GRAD SEEKS student or same to share

quiet comfortable furnished flat Own
room, complete privacy Ride to school

Very reasonable Walter. 537-6210 after 6

pm.

THE ANNUAL CHEST X-RAY SURVEY

IS CURRENTLY BEING HELD AT THE DRILL HALL,
REAR OF 119 ST. GEORGE STREET (EAST SIDE, JUST
SOUTH OF BLOOR), AND WILL CONTINUE THROUGH
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 29TH.

ARTS AND SCIENCE STUDENTS IN THEIR FIRST AND
FINAL YEAR ARE URGED TO ATTEND THE SURVEY
FOR THEIR REQUIRED CHEST X-RAY ON ANY WEEK-
DAY DURING THIS PERIOD (WITH THE EXCEPTION
OF MONDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 20TH, BETWEEN 9:

00 A M. AND 1:00 P.M.). THE SURVEY OPERATES
BETWEEN 9:00 A.M. AND 12:00 NOON AND BETWEEN
1:00AND4:45P.M.

THIS SURVEY IS BEING CONDUCTED BY THE UNI-

VERSITY HEALTH SERVICE IN CO-OPERATION WITH
THE NATIONAL SANITARIUM ASSOCIATION (GAGE
INSTITUTE).

COMBINATION SPECIALS
Mexican Fiesta 1.69
Enchiladas, taco, burrito, Pancho con Came, Pancho beans, corn

chips, and fresh chef's salad. This can be called a Mexican sampling.

Ar; opportunity to taste many of the varieties of Mexican food.

Bushel-0 Tacos 4.9b
8 Tacos, Pancho con Carne, Pancho Beans, Taco Sauce, Corn Chips

and Chef's Salad. A party in a bushel.

Mexi-Cheese Crisp Fiesta 4.96
Mexi-Cheese crisps, Pancho con carne, our own special Pancho con

came, special Pancho Taco sauce, corn chips and fresh chef's salad.

4.9";

8 Enchiladas, Pancho beans, Pancho con Carne, Corn Chips, Enchiladas

sauce, Pancho sour cream, chopped onions and fresh chef's salad.

SPfCUl DISCOUNT JO All SWDtMS WTH A.M. CARD

MINIMUM DELIVERY ORDER $3.95

Enchiladas Poblanas

LARGE ROOM available for i

student: male or female Private kitchen

which would be shared with one other stu-

dent Oupont Si Avenue Road. Call 921-

91 12

GOLD-RIM, PAIR OF GLASSES, pre

scription without case. Call Howie after 6

— 635-5097 If found please phone as I

cannot see without them.

APT. TO SHARE — Male — 2 bedroom
— mostly furnished — $150 Bruce 787-

7625.

A roomate wanted. Male student or staff

member share two bedroom apartment

Furnished, cheap, clean, neat subway.

766-0618

WANTED. Hostesses, wa.ttesses^ ioplass

go go girls Apply in person 372 » Yonge

St after 2 p m

•••••••••••••

BLUE AND WHITE SOCIETY

BOOST THE BLUES
AVAILABLE AT SAC OFFICE

SCARVES (6 FT. LONG)
TOQUES, TAMS
"BOOST THE BLUES"

BUTTONS

$5.50 ea.

$2.50 ea.

25< ea.
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The Ontario Hydro is getting

ready to give it to you from
great heights.

There are lots of polluters

who are filling the air with

poisons but around Toronto, there

is none as blatant as the Ontario

Hydro.

This is their new plan. Cur-

rently there are eight smoke-

stacks at- the Heam generating

plant that spew out the 80,000

tons a year of sulphur dioxide

that comes from burning over 2.36

million Ions of coal a year.

Now the Hydro has a great idea

to rid Toronto of this pollution.

They're going to build a 700'

smokestack to handle all the

poison in one' easy method. And
this does mean that there'll be

less ground sulphur dioxide

poison around the plant area but

the 80,000 tons still have to go

somewhere. As of now, it looks

like that somewhere will be

Scarborough. Or Pickering. Or
out in the Lake. (Isn't it great how
The Lake becomes our great

green garbage bag?)

Just a word on sulphur di-

oxide. It's a gas. And it can injure

delicate tissue. It can easily ag-

gravate respiratory diseases. (It

can even start some.) It contrib-

utes to poor visibility and high

humidity in the areas in which it

exists. It combines in the air to

form acid which really kicks the

heck out of our plant life (pine

trees in particular). It also attacks

and destroys even the toughest

metals like steel and zinc. So you

can imagine what it can do to your

body.

So what's the alternative?

First, forget about throwing the

pollution up higher in the sky.

That simply doesn't get rid of the

problem. Secondly, find another

way of powering the generator.

George Gathercole of Hydro

says, "We were not able to get a

firm commitment on a natural gas

supply." Oakah Jones of Con-

sumer's Gas says, "We can supply

the gas if they can tell us how
long the Hearn plant will be

used." Somehow it seems pretty

basic doesn't it?

The big alternative is for you

to do something about this. Fill

out the coupon in this ad (or

write on anything you can) and

send it to the Honourable George
Kerr, Minister of Energy & Re-

sources Management, at Queen's

Park, Toronto and register your

feelings with him while you're still

healthy enough to do something

about it. If the Hydro are going

to get us from great heights, maybe
we can do the same to them.

DEAR MR. KERR,
Minister of Energy and Resources Management, Queen's
Park, Toronto, Ontario.

i am against the Ontario Hydro smokestack.
I am against sulphur dioxide polluting my air.

I am for something being done before it's too late.

Name:_

Address

City:

Do it, Mr. Kerr.

j

Do it. Pollution Probe at the University of Toronto.
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Glendon conference ends in mass picket line
By GEORGE RUSSELL

More than 250 demonstra-
tors — a cross section of the
Canadian student left plus
leaders of youth movements in

France, Germany and the

United States — picketted in

front of the Toronto Globe and
Mail yesterday, demanding the

newspaper end its distortion of

the struggle for self-determi-

nation in Quebec.
Climaxing their protest by

forming a gigantic, moving
circle in a vacant lot opposite

the Globe building, the stu-

dents chanted their support for

an independent, socialist

Quebec and demanded the

Globe "end the lies or shut it

down."
Among the protestors were

Luc Barrett, president of the

Union Nationale des Etudiants

de France; Reimot Reich, past

president of the Socialist Ger-

man Student league (SDS);
Michael Klonsky, former na-

tional secretary of the U.S.

Students for a Democratic So-

ciety; and students from vir-

tually every province in Cana-

da.

The demonstrators were
delegates at Glendon College's

"Year of the Barricades," a

four-day symposium on the

nature and direction of the in-

ternational student movement
which began last Thursday.

Their action was initiated by

women's caucus which
formed at the conference,
which proclaimed that female
delegates would march on the

Bell-Sifton-Southam newspa-
per to express solidarity with
Quebec, women fighting for

national self-determination.

A leaflet circulated at Glen-
don Saturday claimed the
Globe was leading "a system-
atic campaign of slander and
smears, falsehood and distor-
tion," aimed at whipping up
"an atmosphere of hysteria in

Canada."

The aim of the press cam-
paign, the leaflet said, was "to
isolate the people of Quebec
from Canadians who would
support their struggle if they
knew what was going on."

"The Toronto Globe and
Mail is the mouthpiece of Eng-
lish-Canadian capital, which
oppresses the people of Quebec
and is responsible for the cur-

rent wave of repression
against them."
Saturday evening, delegates

at the symposium heard politi-

cal activist Stanley Gray, a
member of Quebec's left-wing

Front de Liberation Populaire,

explain that a front-page story

in the Globe October 23 had
earned approximately three

inches of column space on the

back pages of Montreal news-
papers.

The story outlined charges

by an English-Canadian lawyer
in Montreal that nationalist

organizations in Quebec were
financed by Moscow, Cuba and
the El Fatah (a militant sec-
tion of the Palestine Liberation
Front.

)

The lawyer was speaking to

members of the Mount Royal
Women's Club, an organization
founded and operated by mem-
bers of Montreal's English

upper-class community.
"It would be very nice if this

fellow would give us the names
of all the people he says are
financing our organization,"
Gray said, "because we're
really short of money right
now — in fact, we're in debt.

'

'

Gray, formerly a political

science lecturer at McGill
University until fired for his
part in disrupting a meeting of

the university's board of gover-
nors last year, attended the
conference to explain the ac-
tivities of the FLP and to raise
funds for members arrested in

a current crackdown on inde-
pendentist activity.

Gray refused to comment on
the protest by the symposium
delegates, declaring "it is not
my job to tell you people what
to do in your country."

photos by Errol Young

Non-academic staff walkout at Guelph
By MARY KATE ROWAN
Varsity Features Editor

GUELPH — Last Friday
night after a social gathering,

a dean at the University of

Guelph vacuumed the floor.

Other faculty members
washed dishes and emptied
ashtrays. They weren't doing it

for a lark, but out of necessity.

Members of the university

non-academic support staff are
on strike.

More than 800 members of

Branch 10, Civil Service Asso-
ciation of Ontario walked off

their jobs at the University of

Guelph Friday morning, back-
ing demands for higher wages
and union security.

Branch 10 is divided into two
bargaining units — trades,

maintenance and services per-

sonnel; and office, clerical,

laboratory and technical per-

sonnel.

At present, membership in •

the union is voluntary. Union
officials want it to be compul-
sory.

Security guards and firemen

are on strike. Special steps are
being taken by the university

faculty to care for the research
and laboratory animals.

STUDENTS HELP

Employees of Versa Foods,

caterers for the university,

refuse to cross the picket line.

Reports from the university

indicate the students are help-

ing man the cafeterias.

The strike, the second in two
years, came after 15 hours of

negotiations with a govern-

ment labor officer as concilia-

tor. Last year's strike lasted

three days. -

Strikers demand parity with

civil service salaries.

Until 1965, Guelph was an

agricultural college and all

employees were classed as civ-

il servants, under the Depart-

ment of Agriculture.

With the establishment of

the University of Guelph in

1965, all employees came un-

der the jurisdiction of the uni-

versity and its Board of Gover-

nors.

The faculty decided to affili-

ate with the Canadian Associa-

tion of University teachers.

Non-academic staff voted
overwhelmingly to remain
with CSAO.

At that time, according to

CSAO, university president J.

D. Maclachlan (now retired)

told the staff they would not

lose any benefits by transfer-

ring to the university.

According to the CSAO press

release:

"Since then wages have fall-

en behind the civil service
rates and the conditions of

employment have seriously
deteriorated.

"They (the support staff)

have lost two statuatory holi-

days (Rememberance Day and
Easter Monday), the right of

female employees to materni-

ty leave and many other

items."

LOW WAGES

Mrs. Trix Davies, business

agent for CSAO estimates pre-

sent wages to be "21 to 80 per

cent below Civil Service meet the demands of the CSAO
rates." in the office, clerical labor and
According to Mrs. Davies technical units "would be by

clerical workers receive $54.50 curtailing or eliminating var-

a week. The university de- ious programs vital to the
mands applicants to have ongoing work and growth of the
grade 12 education. university."

On the other hand, the union He did not elaborate,

says, civil servants in a com- All universities in Ontario
patible position receive $66.00 are experiencing cutbacks
a week with only grade ten because of decreases in capital

education demanded. grants from the provincial
The strikers also demand Government,

union security — compulsory The union charges the uni

payment of union dues by all versity with "extravagence,
employees, including those waste and luxury at the ex-

who do not legally join the un- pense of the employees sala-

ion. ries."

As an example, they refer in

a press release to asphalt

walks "covered over with

hand-laid bricks."

The university, in a state-

ment issued by President W. C.

Winegard, said it was willing

to consider union dues as part

of a total settlement in the

trades maintenance and serv-

ice unit where the union has a

FIXED EXPENSES

In a letter to his colleagues,
significant majority. Monetary u/inegard says "It is
items, according to the state-

true tnat the unjversit
ment, appear to be very close

ates on a fij£ed , t_

toagreement in this unit. Expense Account' and.
But Dr. Winegard says the

only way the university could continued on p. 6



IF YOU AREAN
AROMATIC SMOKER
send an empty pouch to us, and we'll sendyou a

POUCH OFAMPHORA RED
FREE!

Amphora Full Aromatic, in the Red

pouch.is the rich, mild, slow burning pipe

tobacco blended in Holland. It comes in

a sealed overwrap thatguardsitsfreshness

and it still contains 1/9 lb. JUST MAIL
THE COUPON TODAY FOR A FREE
POUCH. Please enclose an empty pouch

from your present Aromatic pipe tobacco.

Just mail this coupon today!

! mm mm mm mm mm mm mm i

MAIL TO: M.C.F.G. Box 220 Station F, Toronto, Ontario

(PLEASE PRINT CAREFULLY)

City Prov

Yes, I would like a FREE full sized 1/9 lb. Red pouch of Amphora Full Aromatic pipe tobacco.

I enclose an empty "Trade in" pouch of

the Aromatic I have been smoking.

(This offer expires Dec. 31, 1969 and is limited

to one Free pouch per person, per address.) Key No.VA2

Presents .

.

Centre

for the

Study of

Drama
in

Association

with The
St. Lawrence
Centre

for the

Arts

TANGO

by Slawomir Mrozek
translated by Nicholas Bethell

adapted by Tom Stoppard
directed by Joseph Shaw

Curtain at 8:30

and

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA
by Eugene O'Neill

directed by Leon Major

Curtain at 5:30

Food will be available in Hart House during the Supper break

The Company includes: Barbara Borland. David Brown.

Patricia Collins. Neil Dainard. Ron Hastings, Nancy Kerr.

Jane Mallett. Don McManus. Jack Medley, William Needles,

Kate Reid. Anna Reiser. Sean Sullivan, Jonathan White.

Regular Season — November 3rd - 22nd

MOURNING BECOMES
TANGO ELECTRA

{Mondays to Thursdays)

Students $1 50
Regular $3.00

(Fridays and Saturdays)

$2 25
$4.50

Subscriptions

$3.00
$6.50

Gala Opening Night —MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA— $7.50
Friday. November 7 at 5:30 — Performance and Reception following

Students half-price

HA RT HOUSE THEATRE
Un iversity of Toronto

Box Office Now Open 928-8668
SPECIAL STUDENT PREVIEWS

TANGO —
October 27. 28. 29 @ 8:30 — $1 .00

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA—
October 31 and November 1 @ 5:30— SI.50

Parapsychology

Auto-Suggesfion

Faith Healing . . .

Christian Science . . .

Psychosomatic Disease . . .

Hove they anything in common? Does one worh better

than another?

Come see Christian Science in action, fellow students who

apply the principles of spiritual healing share their

experiences. Bring your questions and* an open mind.

TUESDAY 7:30 PM RM. 200, URKIN BLOC,

TRINirr COlUGf

HISTORY STUDENTS' UNION

General Meeting

Tiles. Oct. 28th I p.m.

Rm, 1016 New College

TOPICS: I. Final Report on Exams
2. C.U.G. Implementation

CUT YOUR CLEANING COSTS

by 2/3

at the

Church & Wellesley Self Serve

Dry Cleaner

OPEN EVERY DAY
Attendant on Duty

568 Church St.

924-6010
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I Get |

!

campus
|

I Notebooks I'

and
I Writing |

Supplies 1

I at
|

your I

Book
I Store
I

I

I campus
% Stationery Supplies f
^ '

CLASSIFIEDS
ROOM 8. BOARD — young males only,

fraternity house MAID. LINEN SERVICE,
TV PARKING etc 85 Bedford Rd. 924-
0501

SUMMER JOBS in foreign countries are
available through AIESEC Completion of
one economics course is required. Further
information is available at Room 2005 Sid
Smith Hall.

CUS/OUS CHRISTMAS FLIGHT to
London Dept. Dec. 19 — Ret. Jan 3 Also
ski tours Quebec winter carnival and Day-
tona Beach holiday call 921 -2611.

TYPING theses, essays, notes, charts
English, French, other languages. Mimeo-
graphing, electric typewriters Mary Dale
Stott (M. Davies) 86 Bloor St W Room
225 922-7624

FAST ACCURATE HOME TYPING —
Mrs Unda Flood — 884-6526. Keep this
name and number lor future use.

TYPING — pick up and delivery Essays
reports, thesis, etc Elaine Iwai — 291 -

Would French Boy who met girl on 5 pm
bus from Montreal to Toronto on thanks-
giving Monday of 1967. please call 536
4330 after 6 pm

FRENCH COUPLE want a nd9 to Florida
__ November 19th Share gas T e( q?i
3665after6pm

GOLD-RIM pair of glasses, prescription
without case. Call Howie after 6 — 635-
5097 If found please phone as I cannot
see without them

LARGE ROOM available for conscientious
student: male or female Private kitchen
which would be shared with one other stu-
dent. Dupont & Avenue Road. Call 921-
91 12

MGA convertible hardtop for sale. Best
offer Side curtains also available. Call
925-3555

WANTED research assistant, knowledge
of Italian, good typist S2.50 hr Call Prof.
Clivio 928-3348 or 922-4971

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today for free booklet "The Day you b.uy a
diamond" H. Proctor and Co . 131 Bloor
St W . Suite 41 6. 921 7702

SOGGY FLASHBULBS? Hart House
Underwater Club presents Dave Doubilet.
diver, photographer supreme during Inner
Space Seminar 3. tonight 7.30 Hart

YOUR THESIS and essays typed quickly

and accurately on electric typewriter 30c
per page Call Miss L. Lee, 79 Madison
Avenue. Apt. 1 or Apt 4. 921-2278. after



^Volume One ...

Sometime today, a wrecking
crew will arrive at a three-sto-

rey stone building at 635 Spadi-
na Avenue and dismantle it to

make room for another park-
ing lot on campus.

The first floor of the building

was occupied by Volume One,
the only second hand bookstore

in the vicinity of The Universi-

ty of Toronto.

Usually when you wandered
into Volume One, next to The
Royal Bank of Canada at Har-
bord and Spadina, Len Kelly
would be sitting, reading, half-

hidden behind the huge gold-fi-

ligreed National cash register.

Behind him, suspended from
a bookshelf, a framed diploma
"The Booksellers of Britain
and Ireland. This is to certify

that Leonard Kelly has been
awarded the Diploma in Book-
selling with honours." The
store was cramped with books
lining the floors and climbing
to the ceiling.

Last Saturday morning, the

floor of Volume One was load-

ed with books. But they were
all packed in boxes. Javex
bleach, Joy detergent, Co-Co
Puffs and Delsey bathroom
tissue. Cardboard boxes bend-

ing at the bottom as you picked

them up. In the window a sign

scrawled: Volume One will be

closed on Saturday Oct. 25. We
are moving to our new location

at 427 Spadina Avenue.

We sat on the steps of the

bookstore, grey pink front glit-

tering in the Indian Summer
brightness, eating ice cream
cones and waiting for Len Kel-

ly and his friend with the truck

to arrive.

A blue-black 1951 Buick

pulled up in front of the store.

Len, a lanky figure got out,

straight dark hair flying, came
up to the step, looked around
and said, "I guess I told my
friend to be here at one. Why
don't we go down to the new
store?"

The six of us piled into the

car, which had old-time snake

loops to hang onto in the back.

We stretched in the couch
seats, marvelling at room in-

side the Buick.

Al Capone and the Gang.
Red book on back ledge: On-
tario in your car. Len staring

straight ahead through black-

rimmed glasses. As he turned

a corner, the large rip in his

green corduroy jacket opened

in a yawn, then closed back to

join the seam.

Straight down Huron Street,

across College, hang a right

down an alley and enter anoth-
er world. Here was a street

with no trees or grass, just

concrete up to the red and
green painted porches. Picket

fences around these small
houses on Glasgow Street,

where you could spot the Clark
Institute through another al-

ley.

We walked through the back
of the store, past the old gas
stove, the long wooden planks
and more garbage boxes full of

paper plates and empty baking
powder tins.

The front was clean and
shelves had already been set

is the greatest street in Toron-
to. Across the wide road,
where the cars park diagonally
is The Famous Dairy restaur-
ant and Bakery where you can
get Israeli dishes. Next door is

La Patria and a little further
up. Aunt Bea's Nashville room
for good country music. And
behind all this, the throbbing
color and food of Kensington
Market.

Len thinks some of the well-
fed people from the restaur-
ants will come across to the
store, but mostly he hopes that

students will wander down
Spadina and browse around the
store, where you can get Dick-
en's complete works for $20 or
a Swedish version of Orwell's
Animal Farm for 25q-.

up and lined with books.

Len hadn't given the new
store much attention in the

month since it had been open,

running up and down Spadina

with books from one store to

the other, life pretty chaotic

and business sporadic.

He closed Volume Two, his

bookstore on Markham Street,

at the end of the summer. Now
he was incorporating Volume
One and Volume Two into the

New Volume One store down
Spadina. The red awning out-

side read Parkdale Wines Ltd.

and old men still staggered in

looking for a bottle or two.

The store stands in the best

part of Spadina Avenue which

Most of the paperbacks and
hard-cover books sell for half

their original price. Len gets

them from people who move
and sell their complete library,

from rummage sales and from
students who want to get rid of

odd books and pick up some
money.

A young girl singing stopped
to look in the window at The
Treasury of Early American
Automobiles and La Batarde
by Viloette Le Due.

But the store was closed
today. It was moving day.

So we drove back to the
store, where the truck and a
few more friends were wait-
ing.

Volume One
strips down
moves out
makes way
for parking lot

By SUSAN PERLY

Len and a curly headed man
in a green striped tee-shirt

which barely covered his stom-
ach stood in the store and hand-
ed boxes down to Tim, to me,
to Ilka, to Larry, to Reuben, to

David, who stood inside the
truck arranging them. Errol
stood on the side taking pic-

tures. After a while the human
chain built a rhythm and you
forgot that your arms and back
weren't really strong. Lift and
pass, lift and watch out for that

one the bottom's falling out.

Sometimes a heavy one like

Travel and Nature had to be
carried by two people.

And when the truck was
full, we drove back down Hu-
ron Street, through the back
alleys and unloaded the truck.

Poetry. Occult 1st Ed. Phi-

losophy. By the second trip the

Buick door was draped in dis-

carded jackets and By the

fourth trip the Old Volume One

had been stripped to shelving
and the counter. The screws
were loosened and the shelves
dismantled . On the counter in

a plastic bag was a size small
poster dress of P.E. Trudeau.
We loaded the truck with

planks and the massive black
counter, tied the truck closed
and headed back to the store.

After unloading again we sat
on boxes of books sipping beer
from the fridge in the back.

Len reminisced about the
days when he worked at the U
of T bookstore and used to have
$400 book bills. Now he reads a
book and if he doesn't like it,

puts it back on the shelf of his

store.

Leaning against a wall of

books, with hardly a line in his

pale face, Len Kelly mused
about the hole that would soo»
replace his store, "Why I bet
they can only park four or five

cars in that spot."

GREAT
ANNUAL
NOVEM-
BER SA
University (E
Bookroom '™
November 3rd

{jiant Giveaways!/
WANTED

GIANT: liberal minded; unattached
either sex, must be over six foot 10" tall.

Apply in person to the University Bookroom.
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PAGE FOUR
O Are the graduate students organited in any way? A. Yes, they have quite a

good otganiiaiion. They stage an annual patty to which they invite the staff.

They lampoon the ttaft and we lampoon them back.

— Interview bilwnn Danny Orach* and E. W. Nuffield, chairmon of Geology.

We'll publish the Drache Report if CUG won't
The Commission on University Gov-

ernment is still delaying the publishing

of Danny Drache's Research Report on
the Faculty of Arts and Science.

The Commission first wants to se-

cure the approval of the departmental
chairmen who were quoted in the re-

port.

Drache carried out a number of

straight-forward and open interviews
with these chairmen — interviews that

lay much of the factual basis for

Drache's incisive analysis into the
structure of departmental decision-

making and the process of the liberal

reform movement at the U of T.

In the letter below, Robin Ross, on

CUG's behalf, tells us with all due sin-

cerity how much the Commission
would like to publish the Drache Re-
port.

But CUG still insists on giving the

departmental chairmen the right to

censor their own interviews. The
Commission's reaction is understanda-

ble.

Drache's report completely invali-

dates what CUG has spent nearly a
year doing — generating structual re-

form at the U of T.

Structural reform means setting up
committees ("democratic decision-

making processes") without funda-
mentally changing what gets taught,

why its taught and who teaches it.

As Drache points out in his report:

"The extent to which reforms have
used the status quo structure of power to

limit change explains the uniformity in

the reforms themselves. The changes in

decision-malting, in the structure of de-

partmental government, and in policy

matters reflect the outlook of the two
most powerful groups within the depart*

ment, the chairman (in most instances)

and the majority of faculty members."

AH that sounds like empty rhetoric.

But the cruellest cut of all is that those
words are based on quotations from the

horses' mouths — namely the depart-

mental chairmen.

Nearly all of them admit that, in ef-

fect, the staff-student committees are

just a sop to the students.

For instance

:

"The regulations of the university, I

believe, say that I'm sole arbiter and I

take the ultimate responsibility for any
decision. I make the ultimate decision . .

. . . The decisions we make seem to be
inevitable decisions. No matter who had
to make them, any reasonable person

would have to come to more or less the

same conclusions. So it may be nice to

have the student point of view, but I

don't think it would make an awful
amount of difference." — J. M. Daniels,

Chairman of Dept. of Physics.

And also:

"Well there's something in a guild —
a guild has a certain craft or art which it

has perfected, it has made rules about, it

has developed a professionalism about.
That's not phony. They know how to

build a better mousetrap, or they have
yet to have it proved to them they can't.

I think that this whole business about
democracy in an academic institution is

fundamentally phony. And that's why,
if you want to talk about guilds, I'll talk

about guilds." — professor Thornton,

Chairman of History Dept.

If CUG does not break its own ties

with the academic guild and publish the

report by Tuesday, The Varsity will

publish it Wednesday in some form or

another (by excerpt or summary) —
especially the quotations.

For we have one of the only copies

around.
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The following is the text of a letter

Danny Drache and James Feetey sent to

the Commission on University Govern-
ment to protest CUG's attitude towards

their research:

Dear Co-Chairmen,
It is necessary for us to comment on

the afternoon meeting of September
5th. The decision of the Commission to

unilaterally redefine the status of the

research is in direct opposition to the

terms of reference under which we
worked.

First it must be pointed out that the
entire research was directed by Com-
missioners Hodpetls and Rae. They
helped formulate the framework and
they gave specific guidance when re-

quested. They were kept informed of
our progress. We worked well together
and we all knew and understood,

1. that the Commission wanted and
expected independent research;

2. that the research was an integral

part of the Commission's work ; and

3. that all information collected was
for the public record.

This last point now appears to be
crucial. At no time did Commissioners
Hodgetts or Rae give any indication
that some information collected would,
or could, be classified or restricted. In

mid-May the Commission itself, when
it received a presentation of the major
research undertaken, gave no indica-
tion that information collected could be
classified or restricted.

But now the Commission has
changed its mind and has declared that

material contained in the transcript of

the oral interviews is virtually classi-

fied and restricted information. This
puts Research Associate Drache in an
untenable position. Having conducted
his research and written his report
within the given terms of reference he
is now told that his work is not to be
regarded in the spirit and the letter in

which the entire work of the Commis-
sion was done — as an open and critical

inquiry into the conditions of Universi-

ty life.

We are under no illusions about the
seriousness of the situation. The Com-
mission has threatened the independ-
ent status of the Drache report. The
report would be emasculated if the
quotations are censored. And in this

case emasculation is destruction. To
know that Drache was writing a report
analysing the decision-making struc-

bad faith and suppress/on
ture of the Faculty of Arts and Science,

to know his report was based on inter-

views with the chairmen, to let him go

ahead and write his report, and then to

tell him that quotations from the tran-

scripts cannot be used, is, to say the

least, to act in bad faith.

But it is more than that. Ex post fac-

to classification is suppression. The
only reason a researcher requests clas-

sified information is because he cannot
get it openly. But this was not the case
and even if it had been, the decision to

classify information would have been
made before the information was ob-

tained and not months after.

Let us look at the interview situation

more closely. Most inerviews were
conducted with a tape recorder. No
interviews were held in in camera. No
interviewee was told that the interview

was confidential. Not only was confi-

dentiality never agreed to by an inter-

viewer, but on one occasion one re-

search associate did not carry out a
projected interview because of the pos-
sibility that confidential information
would be disclosed.

Whether the interviewees now want
or do not want their interviews put in

the public domain is therefore irrele-

vant. They should have no say in the
matter. It was decided long ago, even
before the research was undertaken:
the Commission declared itself open.
We trust we have made our position

clear. We think that the Commission-
ers are guilty of some confused think-

ing. We hope that when the time is tak-

en to consider the matter extensively it

will be agreed that the collected re-

search cannot be classified, that the
Drache report stands, and should bv
released as soon as possible.

Yours sincerely,

D. DRACHE—Research Associate

J. FEELEY—Research Associate

dissipate uncertainties
Sir,

I refer to your editorial "Academic
Freedom?" in the Varsity of the 24th
October, in which you commented upon
the release of a report prepared for the

Commission on the Government of the
University of Toronto by Mr. D.
Drache, employed by the Commission
as a full-time member of their re-

search staff.

The position about the Drache report
is as follows.

1) As you say, the proceedings of

C.U.G. were open. However, all per-
sons who gave written or oral evidence
to the Commission were clearly in-

formed by the Commissioners of the
open and public nature of the Commis-
sion's work before they gave such evid-

ence. This was done to avoid any possi-

ble misunderstanding on the part of the

person giving evidence.

2) In his research work for the

Commission, Mr. Drache interviewed
many persons. The Commissioners
have reason to doubt that he made it

clear to all the persons whom he inter-

viewed that the evidence which they
presented to him might be made pub-

lic. Indeed, some of the persons so in-

terviewed have stated to members of

the Commission that he did not make
this clear.

3) The Commission had asked Mr.
Drache to submit the results of his re-

search by the end of July. However, he

did not do so until September, by which
time the Commissioners were wholly
involved in the final drafting stages of

their own report which they had under-

taken to publish in mid-October.
In his report to the Commission, Mr.

Drache has quoted some ten verbatim
passages from his interviews. The
Commissioners discussed only these
passages, and no other aspects of Mr.
Drache's lengthy report, at a meeting
held on the 15th October, at which Mr.
Drache was present. This meeting
failed to dissipate the uncertainty con-
cerning Mr. Drache's procedures in
explaining the public nature of his re-
search work to the persons whom he
had interviewed. In the circumstances,
the Commissioners agreed that they
should themselves contact the persons
interviewed by Mr. Drache, and quoted
in his report, in the hope that these per-
sons would give their assent to the pub-
lication of the quotations attributed to
them by Mr. Drache.

4) Since the 15th October, the Com-
missioners have been attempting to
contact the persons involved, and they
hope to have contacted them all in the
near future. Some of these persons
have been away from the university in
the past week.

5) The Commission is anxious to
permit the early publication of the re-
port, and will undoubtedly do so as soon
as they have satisfactorily clarified the
uncertainty concerning Mr. Drache's
procedures vis-a-vis the individuals
whom he has quoted in his report.

Robin Ross

Secretary,

Commission on the Government
of the University of Toronto.



year of the zoo

*How do you have a worker-student
alUance when the workers
are not allowed in here?9

"If we can't eliminate class chauvin-
ism in this school — Glendon — than
we've got to shut the place down."
Everyone clapped and cheered.
A few clenched firsts.

After all, it was a good speech.
Nobody got up to shut Glendon Col-

lege down, for this was only a confer-
ence. Another conference.
Michael Klonsky, former national

secretary of the SDS, was speaking at
Saturday's plenary session of Year of
the Barricades — a peep-show of radi-
cal international all-stars at Glendon
over the weekend.
The conference was not organized

by the Canadian left. But the elite of
the Canadian left came to watch their

American and European counterparts
perform on stage.

A radicals-in-cages conference.
Year of the Zoo.

Closed circuit television cameras
and bright red admission tickets that
cost ten dollars each marked the con-
ference as a prestigious affair.

It seemed as if the Queen had held a
garden party for the cream of Canadi-
an left and invited foreign revolution-
ary dignitaries as guest speakers.
As international experience flowed

from the panel in Saturday's plenary,
some good things were said. Mean-
while the Canadian left waited and
watched. Intimidated. Waiting for
ogasm.
Mike Klonsky spoke with a south-

ern drawl awkwardly clipped with a
militant urgency. He spoke of the SDS
Convention in Chicago, against the
Progressive Labor Party whichVas
purged from that Convention after a
major split.

"The response of many people to the

convention," he said, "was 'Oh, isn't

that terrible —- all this factionalism
going on'. But the split was an ideolog-

ical struggle. This bitter fighting has
been a good thing, a positive thing.

"There was a major question in-

volved — white supremacy. We live in

the heartland of U.S. imperialism, right

in the heart of the monster that has its

tentacles deep in other countries, suck-
ing them dry.

"The history of the left in the United
States has been characterized by white
supremacy — chauvinism of the worst
kind."

Yeah. Everyone nodding. We Cana-
dians know about all that history.
Slavery an' all that in Chapter 7 of the
Grade 13 textbook.

"Every struggle in U.S. history was
broken and turned around into a tool

for white supremacy.
"At the Chicago Convention the Pro-

gressive Labor Parry made attacks on
the Black Panthers as racists. How
could we expect the masses of the
people in our country to fight white
supremacy and chauvinism when we
couldn't rid our own movement of it?

"Those who are not willing to con-
front the question of white supremacy
cannot call themselves a revolutionary

movement."
Yeah. Proud New Leftists clap and

smirk at the chauvinistic members of

the Canadian Party of Labour. The
Trotskyites seem oblivious to it all.

Their lips move in faint intimation of

the words — "End Canadian Complic-
ity."

Clenched fists again. No chauvin-
ism here. Nosirree. No white suprem-
acy.

No blacks.

Klonsky talked about the Harvester
strike in Chicago, where the Revolu-

tionary Youth Movement of the SDS
united with blacks and Puerto Ricans
on the picket lines.

"In order to build unity with the
blacks in the Third World, we are going
to have to struggle against ourselves."

"In Cook County Hospital 200-300
sterilizations a month are performed —
mostly on Black and Puerto Rican
women. They are often forced to sign
papers authorizing it."

"We joined them in their struggle
and demanded an end to genocideand
oppression of blacks and Puerto Ricans.

"We've got to carry on the struggle
inside the movement and eliminate
chauvinism.

"A common attitude in the student
movement is: 'We don't hate workers
— if workers want to join our revolu-
tion, that's fine.'

"You can't go through 13 years of

school in Canada and have an anti-

working-class feeling drummed into
your head day after day without being
infected by it. You hove to fight it in

yourselves."

That's bringing it back home, Mike.
Everyone claps — glory in self-flag-

ellation.

During that plenary Canadians for-

got their own history. The revolution

of panel-politics was coming.
When the audience rose from a

combination of boredom, awe. and
intimidation, the response came in

the form of petty factional fights.

Jackie Henderson, a Trotskyite,

took the stage and pleaded for mass
action.

"We should have 3,000 people here.

How do you have a worker-student al-

liance when the workers are not al-

lowed in here? We've got to fight the
revolution in the streets around the

most central issue — Vietnam . .

."

She followed with a torrent of Trot
jargon. Straining to invoke the mas-
ses with the magic wand of rhetoric.
Don Roebuck shot a couple of paper

darts just above her head. Paper
darts that had been beautifully engi-
neered over the past hour.
Between the words and the sectari-

an fighting, there was one revolution-
ary moment.
A Quebec separatist from the panel

stood up and told the audience that
the conference had been a bore and
that he would not try to add to the
boredom with more words.
He climbed up onto the table, and

took a dollar bill from his wallet.

"This." he said, holding the bill up
high, "represents all the institutions
against which the movement is fight-
ing—Yes?"

Yes. Loud Cheers.

He then took a lighter from his
pocket and burned the green, Queen-
covered piece of paper to a crisp.

Several members of the audience
took out their red admission cards
and set them alight. They proclaimed
the conference open.

The conference contained little

theatre and much rhetoric. And no
action. The Canadian left seemed
paralysed by their inability to move
out of their own history.

Everyone agreed that the central
issue was Quebec.

But the conference was unable to

act as a whole around Quebec when a
demonstration against the Globe and
Mail was finally suggested. Womens'
Liberation was the only group capable
of acting, of organizing.

Everyone else was too busy proving
the credentials on his red card.

A familiar scene where the local army is protecting the local people. Are
these the barricades of Mexico? Bolivia? Vietnam? Harlem? Montreal? They
certainly aren't the borricades of Glendon College, where a radical

conference — Year of the Barricades — prompted little more militancy than
the closed circuit television cameras that watched it.
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UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Lecture By

MARGARET LAURENCE
Writer-in-Residence

GADGETRY OR GROWING?
A novelist takes a personal look at the question of

Form and Voice in novels

Tuesday, Oct. 28, at 4:30 p.m.

Concert Hall, Edward Johnson Building

Barricades built on Quebec struggle
By SUSAN REISIER

Despite an impressive guest

list of international radical

leaders, Canadian participants

at last weekend's Year of the

Barricades conference tried to

focus on the issue of Quebec.

The Quebec French clearly

brought their movement down
from the academic level and

The Comparative Literature Committee

Invites you to Attend a Lecture to Inaugurate the

Graduate Programme in Comparative Literature

on Friday, October 31, 4.30 p.m.

in West Hall, University College.

Professor J. Hillis Miller of

The Johns Hopkins University

will speak on:

"Geneva or Paris: The Later Criticism

off Georges Poulet"

Professor Miller will be

introduced by President Claude T. Bissell

SAC NEEDS YOU
JOIN A WORKING GROUP
On issues like

- Spadina Expressway

- Municipal Elections

- Americanization

- the University in the community

-Organization of support for Simon Eraser PSA Dept.

Meeting: MONDAY, OCTOBER 27
3:30 p.m
SAC OFFICE

RIGGING UP A READING
& RESOURCE CENTRE

in the tower of SAC office interested?

- Come immediately to the SAC office

or phone Sandra Foster 923-1006

(Student Information Bureau)

gave concrete examples of the

repressive measures being

used against the French people

in Quebec.

For example, during a

march held in support of unilin-

guilism and the action in St.

Leonard, the Riot Act was
read. But very few people

heard it.

As a result some people who
continued with the march are

charged with sedition and trea-

son against the state. That
charge carries a life sentence.

Bight now in Quebec it is il-

legal to hold political gather-

ings of more than 15 people in

the CEGEP's (community col-

leges)

Malcolm also linked Gray to

the Black Panther Movement.

The Montreal press refused

to carry any of these accusa-

tions. Gray said there was ab-

solutely no proof for what Mal-

colm siad and the Montreal
press was aware of this.

What the Globe and other

Toronto papers did was try to

whip up a hate campaign and
drum up more English support

against what was happening in

Quebec, said Gray.

Quebec police now have
warrants which allow them to

go into any organization's of-

fice and confiscate their print-

Gray addresses participants of the

The province is still techni-

cally under marshall law and
the army's presence is still felt

in Montreal.

Conference participants

were concerned enough about
the situation in Quebec to ask

Stan Gray, fired McGill profes-

sor, to come down to the con-

ference to speak about the situ-

ation.

Gray used two Globe and
Mail stories which appeared
last Friday as examples of the

type of information the jrest of

Canada is fed about Quebec.
In one story Liberal lawyer

T. R. Anthony Malcolm
charged that members of the
separatist Parti Quebecois
were getting financial aid from
Cuba, Algeria and the Soviet

Union.

photo by Larry Haiven

Year of the Barricades conference

ing presses, files, and other

material.

It is impossible to hold ral-

lies or demonstrations without

worrying about the Riot Act
being read, and if you will be
able to hear it.

Listening to Gray and talk-

ing with other Quebecois, a few.

people at the conference decid-

ed there was something that

the group as a whole could do
to support the French in

Quebec.

From this sterile discussion

an action was born — partici-

pants decided a march on the

Globe and Mail would be at

least one way they could show
their solidarity with the people

in Quebec.

Guelph strike

cont'd from page 1

therefore, cannot meet the

present wage demands of the

CSAO negotiating committee.
"It is not true that money

spent on buildings and art work
could have been used for salary
increases. Funds for these
items come from a separate
Capital Account and each item
must be approved by the prov-
ince of Ontario. By law, these
funds cannot be used for

wages."
The Guelph Transportation

Commission refuses to cross
the picket line, and has rerout-

ed bus service around the uni-

versity except on one main
road. They will not, however,
let people on or off along that
road.

Some students offered to
join the picket line but the un-
ion refused.

One faculty member said,
the faculty will do the essential
jobs such as garbage collection
and animal care.

Students are not being asked
to help, but may volunteer.
They will not be paid.

There is much speculation
around the campus about what
will happen when classes begin
this morning.

When asked what security
measures are planned, campus
police will say nothing more
than 'all kinds of precautions
are being taken."

At the moment, it seems to
be a question of who can hold
out longer, the union or the
university.

You all know Mike Klonski, of course. He's the past na
tional secretary of Students for a Democratic Society. And,
he'll be speaking in the free speech area of Sid Smith at 1 o m.
today.
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Employers want 'alive human beings'-Headrick
By JIM COWAN

Alan Headrick sat in his

newly-renovated office at the

U of T Career Counselling and
Placement Centre and talked
about his two favorite sub-

jects: students and jobs.

"The decision of which job
to accept is probably not as
momentus as most students
think," he said. "Most people
will have three or four com-
pletely different careers, so

the question is really 'what do
you want to do first'.

"I've seen people sit with six

job offers in front of them in a

state of paralysis because
they're afraid they'll pick the

wrong one."

Not that Headrick advocates

a casual approach to job hunt-

ing. After all, he is running a

placement service. But more
and more the emphasis is shift-

ing to counselling.

This is the second year for a

series of career counselling

lectures designed to show stu-

a convenience — a quick meth-
od to cover a wide range of

employers," he says.

Hiring is becoming a season-

al thing for employers, he said,

a company will set up a re-

cruitment period of from four

to six months, and get all their

hiring completed.
"Then when the new em-

ployees come in the employer
has to forget about recruiting

and concentrate on training,"

he added.

And that's why students who
look for jobs in the spring and
summer have such a hard time
finding anything.

On the other hand, employ-
ers find it hard to understand
how a university can graduate
upwards of 2,000 arts students

every year and then have only

a handful turn out to recruiting

sessions.

"They ask me, Where the
Hell are your arts people?'

Don't they want jobs?'."

Interest is growing in the

"whole, alive, human beings.'

"The employer's buying
potential," he points out. A
university grad doesn't even
earn his salary at first.

"The greatest demand in all

courses is for the educated
human being on whom the
emplyers are quite prepared to

spend a great deal of time and
money to teaching the mechan-
ics. Students feel the employer
is looking for someone who
knows the job before he starts.

Hell, he doesn't expect you to

be trained."

Some students tend to be
overly-selective in their job
choice. Headrick says some
seem to feel that every degree
carries fine print guaranteeing
a job. "Many students visual-

ize a situation which doesn't
exist — they've been sold a bill

of goods by society and it sends
kids to university for the wrong
reasons.

"A person who wasn't a very
employable human being when

dents what's available in the

job market. "This year they're

better than ever, mainly be-

cause more students are aware

of them," says Headrick.

Headrick has been with the

placement centre for four

years, and was named director

on Jan. 1, 1969. When he says a

person may have several dif-

ferent careers, he knows what

he's talking about.

Leaving an established job

as a school teacher, he went to

Queens University and eventu-

ally got his M.A. in English

language. He then came to

Toronto to work on a PhD.

"Then I woke up one morn-

ing and said 'I don't want to be

an academic'." He was offered

a job with the placement serv-

ice, and accepted.

His major complaint is that

students don't make maximum
use of the services his depart-

ment offers, and still complain

when they can't find the job

they want.

"The big thing is that this is

centre, says Headrick, and he

figures he can help even a stu-

dent wi h no idea of what he

wants.

First step would be a visit to

the career counselling library,

where the student can browse

through any number of book-

lets. "We have a good library

on 'what it's like to be a . . . you

name it' and that's part of the

counselling process," says

Headrick.

Once the student has found

several job areas which inter-

est him, he should accept "a
fairly broad range of inter-

views. This should narrow it

down to one kind of firm," says

Headrick.

He says students eliminate

themselves by considering

themselves as English stu-

dents or History students, rath-

er than as "liberally-educat-

ed" people. "If they'd just get

out of the straight jackets. . .

"

Employers, he says, are less

concerned with signing up a

top student than with finding

he left elementary school prob-

ably still is not very employa-
ble after university," says
Headrick.

"The employer says, 'O.K.,

you all have degrees, what else

can you do?. What ability do

you have other than writing

exams?"
Headrick will himself con-

duct a seminar on interviewing
— what both the student and
employer is looking for — on
Tuesday. The session, a taped

discussion among some of the

top professional interviewers,

was made last summer. It's

especially recommended for

those who will be taking part in

the recruiting program, which
starts next week.

Meanwhile, Alan Headrick
sits in his new office, with its

orange rug and blue chairs,

and waits for his coffee table

and purple couch. And anyone
who wants to drop in and talk

about careers, interviews, or

anything else, is welcome.

Twos brillig and the slithy loves will gyre and gimbol in the
wabe as the semi-annual blood drive at U of T starts tomorrow.

All mimsy will be the borogoves and the mome raths outrabe
at Loretto College Lounge all day (from 9 a.m. ) when St. Mike's
hosts the first clinic.

Beware the Jabberwock, my son, thejaws that bite, the claws
that catch where U of T gave 3.089 pints last year.

CITY OF TORONTO

Municipal Elections

MONDAY, DECEMBER 1st, 1969

Is Your Name On
The List Of

Voters?

Check and make sure your name is properly entered on the
list.

The list has been posted up in your Polling Sub-Division or
may be examined, during regular business hours, at the
City Hall, all public and separate school buildings, public
libraries, postal and fire stations.

If your name is not on the List and you have the qualifica-

tions of an elector, advise the City Clerk, City Hall, up until

9.00 p.m.. Tuesday, October 28th, or telephone the Election
Bureau, 367-7800.

To vote, you must be entered on the combined list which includes:

The Voters' List containing the names of persons who qualify to

vote as an owner or tenant, or wife or husband of an owner or ten-

ant.

The Resident Voters' List containing the names of persons who
have resided in Toronto since Jan. 1, 1968.

All voters must be 21 years of age and British subjects.

(all Canadian Citizens are British subjects

)

If you have changed your place of residence this year
MAKE SURE YOUR NAME IS ON THE LIST OF VOTERS! DO

NOT NEGLECT THIS IMPORTANT DUTY!
REMEMBER THE LAST DATE FOR FILING APPEALS AT

THE OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK CITY HALL IS

OCTOBER 28fh
C. E. Norris. City Clerk

VOTE IN

TORONTO ELECTION?

IF YOU SHOULD HAVE A VOTE AND AREN'T

ON THE CITY VOTERS LIST, SAC WILL

FILE YOUR APPEAL AT CITY HALL

CHECK QUALIFICATIONS & ENTER

NAME IN THE SAC OFFICE

TODAY AND TOMORROW
12:00 - 2:00 PM

TOMOROW IS IAST DA Y TO REGISTER
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At least 20 Ethiopian students have been murdered by police since January.

One was from university, the rest from high schools and elementary schools.

Another 2000 are in concentration camps outside the capital city, Addis Ababa.

About 15 of these have been sentenced to eight years hard labor.

In response to the demonstrations which resulted in many of the arrests, the

schools were closed for a month in February. The students struck and continued

to demonstrate; the schools remain closed.

Imprisonment without trial for up to six months is legal in Ethiopia.

Thousands of political prisoners are tortured — left in stagnant icewater for days,

dragged by cars over pebble roads, lashed while hung by their feet or jolted with

electric shocks.

Entire villages have been wiped out by air attacks; peasants have been arbi-

trarily shot or hung. The death toll is impossible to tally.

When Selassie made on of his visits, frequent since the Eisenhower rule, to

Washington this July to ask for more money and arms, to discuss the American

military base in Ethiopia and generally ask Nixon to help buoy up the foreign fin-

ancial base on which his power rests, twenty-five members of the Ethiopian Stu-

dent Association in North America were arrested in a demonstration. They face

deportation and sentences of from ten to fifteen years.

The picture painted of Ethiopia by Ethiopian Airlines and the country's mag-

nificent embassies throughout the world — like the one in Ottawa — is a lie — a

lie built upon the repression and exploitation of the people of Ethiopia by Selas-

sie's regime. The feudal aristocracy lives well and lavishly, but it is the dismal

story of the hardships suffered by the vast majority of Ethiopians that needs to be

told.

While there are pretences of democracy,

Ethiopia remains a political despotism.

There are no political parties — not even

rubber-stamp parties; the parliament is

democratic only in name. Members of the

upper house are personally appointed by

the Emperor who is free to overrule any

decisions of the lower house. His decisions

and legislation on all matters are binding

and are not subject to review by the parlia-

ment.

According to the U.S. Army handbook for

Ethiopia, Selassie has merely designed "a

more constitutional framework (the parlia-

ment) within which ... the nobility and the

church (would be) brought more closely

under the throne's leadership."

The ruling class maintains its power
through a combination of violent repression

sents only 62 per cent of the gross domestic

income. Modern manufacturing is still

concentrated in a few small enterprises, 90

per cent foreign-owned, which turn out

consumer items like cigarettes, shoes, liq-

uor, soft drinks and textiles. These indus-

tries, paying standard wages of about 40

cents a day, represent only about two per

cent of the total economy. Although there is

increasing foreign, investment, mainly

American, in minerals it represents a neg-

ligible portion of the country's income.

AMPLE CONTROL
Ethiopia is a classic example of a one-

commodity export economy. Nearly two-

thirds of the value of exports comes from

coffee. American purchases represent 75

by ron thompson
Canadian university press

and ideological indoctrination. The former

is carried out by a 40,000-man army and an

equally large police force, the latter by the

state Coptic Church.

It is Selassie, the upper echelon of his

feudal regime and their foreign backers
who must bear the responsibility for the

misery of the Ethiopian people.

Ethiopia is one of the poorest countries

in the world and in Africa. Per capita in-

come is about 540; and even this figure

hides the plight of the peasants who are

forced to turn over 75 per cent of their

crops to the landlords. The peasant is

bound to this feudalism, able to terminate

his services only by death or if he is too ill

to work — provided he gives four years no-

tice. Services also include devoting one day
in three to personal service for the lan-

dlord.

Though Selassie said in 1961 that "it isour

aim that every Ethiopian own land," 80 per

cent of the land is still owned by two per

cent of the population. The Imperial family

and the feudal nobility own 65 per cent of

all land and the Coptic Church between 20

and 30 per cent of the most arable land.

Although 90 per cent of the population is

involved in agriculture their produce repre-

per cent of this amount — parenthetically

giving the U.S. ample control over the

economy. The country has been suffering a

rapidly-growing trade deficit which has

reached such proportions by 1969 that it

threatens to collapse the economy.

Disease and famine are rampant. At

least one major province suffers severe

starvation each year. Between 50 and 60

per cent of all new-born children die in the

first two-and-a-half years after birth. Adult

life expectancy is 30 years.

Virtually nothing is being done to combat
disease. Two-fifths of the population live in

malaria-infested regions (20,000 die annual-

ly of malaria); in one province there are

over 110,000 lepers; half the adult popula-

tion in the nation's capital suffers from
syphillis. Smallpox, typhus and dysentry

are also endemic. Yet there are fewer than

7,500 hospital beds and 300 doctors to care

for a population of 25 million, and most of

these are in the capital city. While the gov-

ernment allocated 30 to 35 per cent of the

total budget to military expenditures, only

2.3 per cent went to public health.

A UNESCO study shows that between 95

and 98 per cent of the population is illiter-

ate, a figure unmatched by any other coun-

try. Despite Selassie's three-decades-old

proclamation that "a free public education

is the right of every child," only 3 per cent

of over 6 million school-age children are in

school. Only 0.3 per cent of potential stu-

dents over the age of 15 attend school.

These few attend classes that average 58

students in size in the city, between 79 and

84 in the country.

Yet in terms of resources, this need not

be.

"Much of Ethiopia's 450,000 square miles

is plateauland which possesses one of the

most fertile agricultural soils and grazing

lands in the world. The country's broad

range of climates and altitudes allows for

the cultivation of a wide variety of agricul-

tural products. According to the Ethiopian

Planning Board, only 15 per cent of poten-

tially arable land (not including vast areas

which could be utilized through irrigation)

is at present cultivated. .

.

"An American economist has estimated

that, if properly cultivated, Ethiopia could

produce enough food to feed Europe.

According to a U.S. study, Ethiopia is sec-

ond only to the Congo in hydro-electric po-

tential among African countries." Al-

though it is known there are large potash

and iron deposits, the mineral and oil re-

sources have not been fully explored, (from
Repression in Ethiopia.)

Although for nearly 3,000 years Ethiopia

has maintained her independence, her mili-

tarily strategic location has meant her sub-

jugation to foreign occupation or influence

for the last thirty years. During the Italian

occupation Selassie was given refuge in

Britain. When the Italians had been driven

out in 1941, the British lent their troops and
air force to prop up his regime in the face

of a series of popular revolts over the next

ten years.

PART OF EMPIRE
Since the early '50's, however, Ethiopia

has become a part of the American empire.
Hundreds of millions of dollars have been
poured into the country in the form of loans
and technical and military aid. Millions
more have been squeezed out.

The U.S. maintains a military and naval
base (the largest in Africa, and one of the
most important of America's far-flung
bases) in the country. This is despite Selas-
sie's avowed dedication to pan-Africanism
— with American help the headquarters of
the Organization for African Unity and the
U.S. Economic Commission for Africa
were established in Ethiopia — and the
OAU's request for all military bases to be
removed from African nations, In return
the U.S. signed the 1953 agreement to main-
tain Selassie's regime.

Ethiopia's armed forces are under the
tutelage of the U.S. — except the para-
troopers and secret police who are trained

by another U.S. ally in tl

rael — and are finance

American military aic
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hausted quickly in any pp
The OAU recognizes tl
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control even the insigni

minority are trail. Xlvi
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The importance of the Red Sea ports of

Massawa and Assab lay behind Selassie's

cancellation of the independence and feder-

al status of the province of Eritrea. The
northeastern province had its status negoti-

ated by the United Nations after WW II, but
in 1962 Selassie moved in. The civil service
was virtually liquidated, the Ethiopian mil-

itary replaced the Eritrean police, and
mass arrests by secret police have led to

detention camps throughout the country-
side, known as "fortified hamlets."

Guerrillas have been waging a war in

Eritrea since 1962 against Selassie and the

Americans. As early as 1964, an American
helicopter piloted by a U.S. Army flier was
used in reconnaissance against the guerril-

las. An entire infantry division of about
8000 American-trained men and two squad-

Air bombardments have been constant and
severe.

STUDENT MOVEMENT
The student movement in Ethiopia has

seen a parallel consolidation over the last
decade. They have joined forces with the
peasant struggles under the banners of
Land to the Tiller and Anti-Imperialism.
Seeing the common goals in the two'strug-
gles the peasants have responded to the
mass meetings and protests organized by
the students.

The final straw in a series of increasing
education taxes brought the student strug-
gle to the fore last February when the
Emperor of a nation with a per capita in-

come of about $40 annually decreed a
school entrance examination fee of $10. The

THE ZOO
—sign at protest against Emperor Haile Selassie
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rons of American-built war planes are
fighting the guerrillas near the Sudanese
border.

What is important is that the Eritrean
struggle is not an isolated one, nor is it a
historical. Since 1941 there have been con-
stant uprisings against the feudal fascism
of Selassie's regime. The major ones dur-
ing WW II were put down with the aid of the

British in Gojjan a.hd Tigre, and in Wey-
anne, where a year-long struggle was final-

ly crushed by RAF bombardments. A peas-
ant revolt in Ogaden in 1948 was also
stamped out by British troops and a revolt

in Wollo in 1958 was met with the "eradica-
tion of a whole chain of villages from the

map of Ethiopia."

In 1960 there were two revolts. A peasant
uprising in April protesting dispossession
by the Emperor's family, led to the massa-
cre of more than a thousand peasants. An
attempted military coup d'etat in Decem-
ber was put down with the aid of bombard-
ments by planes flown by American pilots.

Since then the economy has suffered an
increasing plunge into an inflationary cri-

sis, and is threatened with collapse by
trade deficit. Peasants and workers have
seen the cost of living rise by over 30 per
cent while their incomes have remained at

the same level or lower. The tax burden has

been increasingly shifted lo*their shoul-

ders.

Though repression of any dissent has

been severe, the last decade has seen an
escalation of resistance against the Selas-

sie regime and their foreign sponsors.

Workers in various provinces have staged

attacks for wage increments and rights to

organize; labor leaders have been arbitrar-

ily dismissed or physically eliminated.

In protest of new land taxes, peasant up-

risings have spread to other regions than

the struggles now under way in Balle, Bor-

rena and Eritrea. The province of Gojjam

has againt taken up arms against the re-

gime. Repression by the military and the

police has been brutal. The provinces are

under constant search by army divisions.

students at the university planned a strike,

but the Emperor sent the security forces

and evacuated all the university students to

a concentration camp outside the capital.

High school and elementary students came
out in support of the university students —
and the school system has been closed
down since March.
An important characteristic of the re-

cent student demonstrations has been the

support of the poor people in Addis Ababa
and other cities. They battled with the sol-

diers and police, often protecting the stu-

dents from arrest. For days the capital was
under martial law and still heavily-armed
soldiers and militia police patrol the city.

Workers and civil servants supplied stu-

dents with food, money and shelter during
the strikes.

The students in Ethiopia have transcend-

ed their backgrounds to the extent that

many of them came from the better-off

strata of the society; the traditional role of

the university had been to train self-seek-

ing ambitious bureaucrats to staff the civil

service and high bureaucratic posts. Their
struggle is now with the masses of the pop-
ulation against the feudal oppression. Their

demands are political demands that speak
to Ethiopian problems.

They are demanding: "the withdrawal of

school and examination fees instituted by
the regime; a just and equitable distribu-

tion of scholarships granted by any foreign

nation (of 3000 foreign scholarships offered

per year, the regime has accepted only

about 1000, from the U.S. and western Eu-

rope, ignoring those from socialist coun-
tries, many of them in important technical
areas); cessation of the use of American
Peace Corps teachers whose function is to
serve as agents of cultural imperialism in

Ethiopia; immediate termination of the
vast expenditures on extravagant enter-
tainment of foreign guests and similar vis-

its abroad by Ethiopian officials; the re-

moval from office of those officials direct-

ly responsible for the state education sys-

te."

"The students also demand that various
officials responsible for the killing of stu-

dents during peaceful demonstrations be
brought for public trial." (from Repression
in Ethiopia.)

DENIAL REJECTED
The formation of the World Wide Union

of Ethiopian Students has seen support ex-

tended to Europe, the Middle East and
North America where Ethiopian students

studied abroad. The North American asso-

ciation organized the demonstration and
confrontation during Selassie's visit to

Washington this summer. They have ex-

pressed their solidarity with blacks in the

U.S., denying any validity to Selassie's de-

nial in Washington thirteen years ago that

he was a black or a negro, that "Ethiopians
are a race apart."

Selassie sits alone on top of a powder-
keg, 25 million subjects whose many griev-

ances are now being vocalized by an articu-

late student movement. Inside and outside

the country, the students are organizing

protests and demonstrations, educating

people to the crimes against their people.

Selassie continues to look to foreign pow-
ers for help in keeping down his people. The
United States has come to his aid again.

The students know they will not make a
revolution in Ethiopia by themselves. They
can only serve to help organize and educate

the people who have been oppressed so

long. They recognize too the importance of

taking their story to the rest of the world if

they are to prevent the U.S. from stepping

in an realizing the fear one student voiced

in Washington that Ethiopia would become
the next Vietnam.

"The people and students of Ethiopia are

too familiar with the oppression and inhu-

manity of the feudal and neo-colonialist

regime in Ethiopia. But the diabolic nature

of the government and the true condition of

the masses of Ethiopia remain unknown to

world public opinion.

"That such a regime, through its control

of the press and censorship should attempt

to hide its despicable practices does not

come as a novel discovery. It is all the

more imperative therefore that all well-

meaning and progressive peoples every-

where make their voices heard in a con-

demnation of its inhuman acts." (from

"Repression in Ethiopia.")

A member of the Ethiopian Students Association will visit U of T

tomorrow to explain the current political situation in his country.

Hagos Yesus will speak at the International Students Centre, 33

St. George St., Tuesday at 1 p.m.

Yesus is on a speaking tour "to acquaint Canadians with the pol-

itical repression taking place in Ethiopia and in the United States

against the Ethiopian student population, and to raise funds for legal

defense of those now in jail and awaiting trial in the States."
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INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

"Conflict of Concepts in Early Nutrition Studies" by

Aaron J. Ihde, Professor, Department of the History

of Science, University of Wisconsin.

28th October 1:10 p.m. Room 102 McLennan Laboratory
|

(New Physics Building)

Sponsored by the Varsity Fund under the auspices of i

the School Graduate Studies. All members of the (

University Community are invited.

Grape workers still ask

for safer working conditions

FILM: ALGERIA
THE STORY OF THE MARCH

TO FREEDOM OF THE

ALGERIAN PEOPLE ENDING

IN THE 1962 REVOLUTION

WED. OCT. 29 202 N.P. 1:00 PM

EMBASSY BILLIARDS

82 BLOOR STREET WEST

Varsity

Guys

and

Gals

PLEASE BE OUR GUESTS

nules) of

ounge at

Bring this coupon and play 1 free game (30 i

billiards in Canada's most beautiful billiard

any of the following times:

Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs. - 3-12 p.m.

Soturdoys & Sundoys -12 noon - 8 p.m.

Good only for I game per person per day.
This introductory offer open until Nov, 16.

Address:

Telephone: .
Faculty:

By BILL RODGERS

"The time has come to be

free. We want to run our own
lives. We are not going to let

vested interests treat us as less

than free people."

Cesar Chavez, leader of the

United Farm Workers Organ-

izing Committee, spoke in To-

ronto Thursday night in sup-

port of the California Grape
Boycott.

"The principle behind our

struggle," Chavez said, "is a

basic one: the right of workers

to organize. This is a right that

has long been recognized for

most laborers but not for farm
workers."

Pesticide poisoning is a dan-

ger that faces many grape
pickers. The practice among
growers is to spray fields ei-

ther by airplane or tractor

while workers are picking.

Chavez's union wants the

right to remove workers from
the fields while spraying is tak-

ing place and for them to wear
protective clothing when they

return.

The owners have refused to

meet these conditions. As a

result, when the California

Department of Health recently

tested farm workers, Chavez
says that 632 or the 700 tested

exhibited at least one symptom
of pesticide poisoning.

STARTED UNION

Cesar Chavez, 42, has lived

all his life among the migrant
farm workers of the southwest-

ern United States. The son of a

Mexican-American farm la-

borer, Chavez spent his child-

NO EXAMS
ON PASSOVER

"Every person an equal member of the community"

The plan submitted to the administration by a committee of faculty and students

has been accepted in principle. To make it work, the community must participate

actively. The principle has yet to be put into operation.

A constraint is to be added to the exam programme so that any exam, involving

students who prefer not to write exams on Passover, would not be scheduled during

Passover.

There may be the need to add an extra day at the beginning of the exam period.

Is this such a great inconvenience?

When courses are confirmed in November, a place will be provided for you to

INDICATE YOUR PREFERENCE!
This plan is for Arts and Science only,
problems to organize.

uld be most willing to help other faculties with similar

hood travelling from place to

place with his poverty-stricken

family.

In 1962 Chavez started to

build the United Farm Work-
ers Organizing Committee ded-

icated to improving the living

conditions of grape pickers and

other farm workers. In 1965 he

led a non-violent strike against

the farm owners who had ref-

used to recognize the union.

Chavez is presently travelling

throughout North America to

gain support for the California

Grape Boycott.

The "Don't Buy California

Grapes" campaign has been in

effect in Toronto for over a

year. Picket lines around su-

permarkets have urged cus-

tomers not to purchase the Cal-

ifornia grapes on sale within

the store.

Thp Toronto stores which do

not support the boycott are

Loblaws, A&P, and Food City.

The strikers have the support

of Dominion Stores and Mira-

cle Mart as well as various re-

ligious groups and the Toronto

City Council.

Toronto has been a major
success centre for the strikers.

Last year it was ranked fifth in

North American cities con-

suming California grapes —
this year it is ranked as four-

teenth. Chavez claims that

sales of grapes have dropped
by 32 per cent, while produc-

tion of grapes increased by 17

per cent.

AGRIBUSINESS

Chavez stated that dealings

with grape farm owners have

racial overtones^ "About 95 per

cent of farm workers are black

or brown. I have often thought

that if we were white that we
would have this contract by

now. The owners are unwilling

to recognize a brown man as

leader."

The grape growers are not

small independent farmers but

are large modern corpora-

tions. California's huge agri-

cultural market was valued at

$4,000,000 in 1967 and has been

called "agribusiness." Gover-

nor Ronald Reagan is sympa-
thetic to the big business inter-

eests and has not tried to nego-

tiate the strike but has taken a

hard line stand against the

workers.'

During the harvest season

the owners have been bringing

immigrants from across the

Mexican border in cattle

trucks to work in the field as

strikebreakers. This illegal

practice has been ignored by
the California State Legisla-

ture and the Border Police,

Chavez claimed.

Chavez states, "The union is

more than increased wages to

its members; it is all the is-

sues, all the indignities suf-

fered by the poor MexicHm-
Americans. We are fighting for

better working conditions, we
are fighting to be treated as

human beings."

"It will take time," Chavez
says with quiet confidence,

"but soon they (the owners)
will know they aren't dealing

with a commodity but with
determined human beings.

'

'

McGill reps resign over

council's dilly-dallying
Montreal (CUP) — Five of McGill's eight student senators

and three student council members resigned their posts Friday
rather than "stay and legitimize what the senate is doing." .

Education rep Margo Verral asked student council to send
no more students to senate meetings until the administration
promised to restructure the university's highest governing body
to include "one-third students, one third faculty and one-third
representatives of the Quebec people."

Whe council refused to pass the measure in favor of con-
tinuing negotiations with administration on the government of

McGill, Verral, two more council members and five senators re-

signed. The senators' terms expire next week.
In a joint statement the resignees accused council of adopt-

ing "a conciliatory and ineffective position vis-a-vis the restruc-
turing of the government of McGill."

They said council had sided against "a McGill which serves
and is controlled by the people of Quebec" in refusing to take a
harder line with administration.

Peter Foster, one of the resigning senators, said he would
continue to "work for the radical transformation of McGill
through other channels," such as citizens' groups.

Student council president Julius Grey accused the resigning
senators and councillors of being "on the side of those who op-
pose McGill", and said council's opposition to making McGill a
French-language institution was behind the resignations.
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Remember that Slave Girl Auction that was supposed to be
on Tuesday? Well, it's not on Tuesday any more. The United
Appeal decided that Thursday was a more appropriate day.
Ergo, at 1 p.m. in Rm. 135 Old Physics building you can buy
a slave for whatever you have in mind.



Few students actively support Guelph strike
By JIM STRUTHERS

GUELPH - The recent
strike of maintainence and
clerical workers at the Univer-
sity of Guelph emphasises the

difficulties of forming a work-
er-student alliance.

While most students sympa-
thize with the union's de-
mands, few actively support
the strike.

Almost all the students,
however, are worried that a
more militant picket line will

prevent the food staff from
getting to their jobs and thus
cause a curtailment of food
services.

This would force all students
on board plans to purchase
their food elsewhere.

"I would be angry at the uni-

versity if my food was cut off,"

said one student.

"As long as the food doesn't
run out the strike's OK," added
another.

Many students, including the

staff of the campus newspaper
The Ontarion, were displeased

with the quality of work pre-
viously done by the mainte-
nance staff.

"Our floor hasn't been
cleaned in eight weeks," said
editor Dave Doney.

Students seem to favor the
university's offer of merit in-

creases over the union de_-

mands for annual increments.

In the university residences

students are cleaning floors

and taking out garbage, but no
one considers this to be "scab-
big".

"It's basically a question of

sanitation," a resident ex-

plained.

Students were also dis-
pleased by the efforts of the
Guelph Student Movement to
support the strike. These ef-
forts included plugging up toi-

lets and spreading garbage
across the floors of the largest
residence.

The GSM were also the only
students to join the workers on
the picket line.

The lack of student support
can best be explained by the
following comment of one stu-

dent.

"I'm sympathetic to their
cause. They need more money,
but I don't agree with forming
a picket line."

RCMP agent induces crime
OTTAWA (CUP) — A judge dismissed trafficking charges

against a Carleton University student here Oct. 22 on the grounds
that he was trapped into the offence by an RCMP officer.

Gordon Shipley, 22, was charged with selling $30 worth of hash-
ish to RCMP under cover agent Larry Lowes.
Judge McAndrew dismissed the case, ruling that "without

(Lowe's) inducements the accused would not have trafficked in
drugs," and that the duty of an undercover agent is not to manu-
facture crime.

U of T student gets job at Expo 70
Osaka and Expo 70, will

be a heady experience for

one U of T student, Miss
Halyna Kushpeta, who is

U of T student Halyna Kushpeta photo by Spencer Higgins

taking a year off from her
studies to represent Canada
at the Ontario Pavilion at

the World's Fair in Japan.
Presently Halyna ana 26

others are undergoing an
intense language and orien-

tation programme.
The hosts and hostesses

were chosen out of 2,000

post-secondary students.

They were recruited on the

basis of attractive personal-

ity, maturity, and initiative.

Some university or post-

secondary education was
preferred. Multi -lingual

applicants were in high
demand, especially those
fluent in Japanese.

The Ontario Pavilion,

contains a revolving side-

walk which will move the

visitor through a Christo-

pher Chapman multi-media
Ontario simulation. The
essential aim of the $2.6 mil-

lion pavilion is to "open up
trade and development with

Japan and other countries."

"Japan is Canada's third

best trading partner cur-

rently, but Ontario is only
getting a small fraction of

its business," said Minister

of Trade Stanley Randall.

Li

ATTENTION!
ALL COLLEGESAND FACULTIES

PLEASE RETURN APPLICATIONS FOR FLOATS

IN THE HOMECOMING PARADE TO'

BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY AT SAC OFFICE

Mcdonald, currie & co.

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
: Our representatives will bo pleased to discuss your plans
;
for a career in Chartered Accountancy during their annual

;
recruiting visit at the University of Toronto on:

MONDAY/ NOVEMBER 10, 1969
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1969

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1969

j

Engineering students will also be interviewed on:

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1969

;
There will be ooenings in the various offices of our Firm

J

in the Province of Ontario and throughout the other Can-
: adian provinces for 1970 graduates in Commerce. Science,
; Arts, Engineering and Law.

;
Please contact the Student Placement Office of the Uni-

j
versity of Toronto to arrange a convenient time for a por-

j
sonal interview on campus or to obtain a copy of our re-

'. cruiting brochure.

: If the dates of our visit do not suit your time schecu/e,

: you ore invited to call Mr. John B. Cole, in our Toronto
i office, of 366-255?.

NOON HOUR FILMS
Today, East Common Room, I: 10 p.rr

NO REASON TO STAY
and SKY

(N.F.8. non-documeniaries)
Ladies Welcome

UNDERWATER CLUB
INNER SPACE SEMINAR

Tonight, 7:30, East Common Room
Special Guest

DAVID DOUBILET
"UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHY"

(Ladies MOST Welcome)

FOLK CONCERT
Tuesday, October 28th

I p.m. - East Common Room
STEVE SHUSTER

Playing popular music in

an original way
(Ladles Welcome)

CAMERA CLUB
Wednesday, October 29th

Club Rooms- t; 10 p.m.

BLACK & WHITE DISCUSSION

SQUASH COMMITTEE OPEN MEETING
Thursday. October 30th

Music Room - 7:30 p.m.

A FILM & LECTURE ON SQUASH
Movicesand Experienced players welcome

THE HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE INVITES
APPLICATIONS FOR TWO POSITIONS AS RECORD
ROOM CURATORS. INFORMATION AND FORMS
ARE AVAILABLE FROM WARDEN'S OFFICE.

THESE POSITIONS WHICH ARE FOR THE ACADEMIC
YEAR CARRY AN HONORARIUM. APPLICATIONS
WILL BE ACCEPTED UNTIL NOVEMBER 5th

HART HOUSE 50 PHOTO CONTEST
$100 - Cash Prizes

Closing date: NOVEMBER 5th

FILM CONTEST
Open to ALL students
Entries accepted until

NOVEMBER 1ST
UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE
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Students eligible

Deadline for voter list appeals is tomorrow
The City of Toronto is con-

spiring to keep university stu-

dents from voting in the Dec. 1

municipal elections.

At least, that's the way it

looks to two of Steven Clark-

son's campaign workers, Rob-
in Inskip and Larry Clarke.

Clarkson is running for Toron-

to mayor under the Liberal

Party banner.

Miss Inskip said the city had
done nothing to inform stu-

dents they may have the right

to vote in the municipal elec-

tions, and had done little to fa-

cilitate appeals by those left

off the lists.

There is no enumeration for

municipal elections, as there is

at the provincial and federal

level and it is up to the voter to

see he is included. The original

voters lists are made up from
assessment lists.

There are two lists, and stu-

dents may qualify for either
one.

Thousands of irate elec-

tors could descend on the

Clerk's Office in City Hall

this morning at 11.45.

The Committee for Action

on the Rights of Electors
have called a demonstration
to support their demand for

an extension of the Oct. 28

deadline for appeals to get

on the voter's list.

HART HOUSE THEATRE

USHERS
Volunteers needed for ushers for the two

Hart House Theatre Productions.

CALL AT
THE THEATRE BOX OFFICE

OR PHONE 928-8668

Hillel Presents

Dave Berg of "Mad Magazine"

on

"Mad Looks at the

Jewish Community"

Sunday, Nov. 2

8:30 p.m.

750 Spadina Ave.

Everyone Welcome

ment unit consisting of two or
more rooms and cooking facili-

ties qualify for this list.

There is also a second class
— and second class is a good
description because their vot-

ing rights are restricted —
known as resident voters. To
be on this list you must have
been a resident of Toronto
from Jan. 1, 1968, to Dec. 31,

1968, and be a resident of the

city as of Dec. 1, 1969.

Students in U of T residences

who lived in the city during the

summer qualify for this list, as

do all students living at home.

A spokesman at City Hall

said anyone living in the Metro
area and now in residence

could qualify for the Toronto
resident voters list.

But don't assume that just

because you qualify under
these provisions you will be on

the lists. Chances are, if this is

your first election, you're not
on the lists.

To be included, all that is

required is a telephone call to

the voters registration depart-
ment at 367-7802. Tell them you
want to be put on the list,

which group you qualify for,

where you live, and your tele-

phone number.

One other thing: the dead-

line for appeals is next Tues-
day, Oct. 28.

All voters must be 21 years
of age by Dec. 1, 1969, and be a
Canadian citizen or a British

subject by birth or naturaliza-

tion.

the first category, all

owners and tenants, or wives
or husbands of owners and ten-

ants on land assessed in excess
of $400 on the last revised as-

sessment roll, can vote for the

alderman and trustee.

Students who rent an apart-

SFU strikers hit with injunctions
BURANBY (CUP) - Strik-

ing faculty and students at
Simon Fraser University are
holding a general assembly
today to decide what action to

take on injunctions imposed by
the British Columbia Supreme
Court Thursday, against pick-

eting.

At the request of SFU Presi-

dent Kenneth Strand, the court

ordered participants in the
strike:

• Not to obstruct any faculty
member
• Not to obstruct any campus
facility

• not to make any unscheduled
appearances
• not to unlawfully coerce any
student.

The court order makes them
liable to six months to a year in

jail if they distribute any liter-

ature, picket in any way or
address any group on campus
without the administration
having granted a booking.

All picketing was suspended
Friday in the face of the in-

junction and PSA faculty spent
the weekend examining the
final form of the injunction

determining what actions they
may still take.

A hunger strike started by
one staff member and twelve
students Thursday continues
on a 24-hour-a-day basis until

the administration lifts the
suspension of the eight sus-

pended PSA profs, negotiates
"in good faith" with PSA and
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ESSAYS
TO
WRITE?

When you find it difficult to

decide how to find informa-
tion you need or find what
you need, we can help. The
Reference Department con-
ducts general reference
seminars, the Science and
Medicine Public Service
Department gives special
subject seminars and the
Circulation Department will

clear a path for you through
the stacks. Plan ahead and
get some help from the Uni-
versity of Toronto.

LIBRARY

drops charges against striking

students and faculty.

The hunger strikers said

their "Fast for Freedom" was.
designed to de-escalate and de-

polarize the conflict on the
campus, and call attention to
the "profound moral urgency
of the present conflict in our
community."

HERE AND NOW
MONDAY AND TUESDAY

Noon to 2 p.m.
Students who think they are eligible to

vote in the municipal elections on Dec. 1

can check qualifications and enter their
names at the SAC Office. SAC will file

appeals for you.

MONDAY
1 p.m.

Meeting to begin planning anti-war ac-
tion (or Nov 14-15.

Chemistry Department films: The H
Atom as Viewed by Quantum Mechanics,
and Biochemistry and Molecular Structure
(DNA). Rm. 1 58. Chemistry Building.

Hillel Meet the Faculty Series: Prof.
David Savan on New Virtues? New Vices
Rm. 314, UC.

Folksinging — the Vic VCF presents Ter-
ry and Loius in the Wymilwood Music
Room. Bring your lunch.

Career Information Lecture on Telecom-
munications. Rm.2125. Sidney Smith.

3 p.m.
The Psychology Student Union execu-

tive meeting. All psychology students are
invited to attend. Innis College.

3:30 p.m.
First meeting to establish SAC research

and working groups. All help needed. SAC

4:15 p.m.
Vic English Course Union: important

general meeting. Rm. 3. New Academic
Building.

5 p.m.
Communications Commission meeting

to discuss the idea of a weekly SAC-run
television show SAC office.

7:30 p.m.
The Han House Underwater Club pre-

sents Dave Doubilet, expert diver and un-
derwater photographer, as pan of Inner
Space Seminar 3. Hart House.

TUESDAY
11 a.m.

"The Car is Consuming the City", our

candidates in the city elections speak on
the Spadina Expressway in an open, infor-

mal meeting sponsored by Sociology 205.
Rm 292. Erindale College.

1 p.m.

General meeting of the History Students
Union. Rm. 1016, New College.

Career Information Lecture: Interviews
and Recruiting. This will be of special in

interest to final year students preparing to
take part in the recruitment program which
starts next week. Speaker: Mr. A. W.
Headrick. Director of the Career Counsell-
ing and Placement Centre. Rm. 244. Gal-
braith Building.

A speech by Hagos Yes.usjEthiopian
Students' Association! on political repres-
sion in Ethiopia and the student uprisings

against Haile Selassie. International Stu-
dents Centre.

Yavneh- Parshat Hashavua- Abie Fein-
tuch will speak on the Akaida. Rm. 2129.
Sidney Smith

Important general meeting for all geog-
raphy students, nomination and election of
three student members of Geography
Department structure and representation
committee. Rm. 622. Sidney Smith.

6 p.m.

Meeting of the Blue and White Society.

Bickersteth Room. Hart House.

7:30 p.m.

Christian Science Organization weekly
testimony meeting followed by a workshop
for members and others students interest-

ed in participation in Christian Science ac-
tivities. Rm. 200. Larkin Building.

DAILY
Noon -2 p.m.

Tickets are on sale for the "The Growth
of Metropolitan Toronto -Processes, Prob-
lems and Planning" — a symposium on
urban affairs (Nov 7 and B). 50c each.
Only 500 available. Main Foyer, Sidney
Smith.

M0E HOFFMAN
and

FABULOUS
ELECTRIC BAND

are coming

NOV. 4



Fencers impressive in Buffalo loss
J- 7c6i 3S^5*TilToronto's npw strpntrth in situ rpnntatinn Hlo thi-nn _ i . I ' fc 1 «/Toronto's new strength in

undergraduate fencers crossed
swords recently with the expe-
rienced fencers of Buffalo
University under USA college
rules, losing 16 bouts to 18. The
gesture gained Varsity new
respect as USA teams have
always lost to the graduate-
biased teams of previous
years.

The 4 man sabre team drew
first blood. David Brown easily

anticipated his opponent but
Buffalo riposited quickly to

take the lead.

The dash and gay abandon of

AndrewBenyei saved the Var-

sity reputation. His three vic-

tories included the defeat of
Kaser, the USA under-20 team
member. Martin Moskovits
fought back to gain our only
other victory, leaving a 5-11

deficit.

Meanwhile Varsity out-

classed the Buffalo epee fen-

cers, North States champions,
7 victories to 2. Irv Snitman
with delicate touches to the
wrist, Mike Kerwin using
countertime to good effect and
Rowland Griffin's careful vic-

tories made the score 13-12

favor Buffalo.

Could our new foil team get

at least 5 wins? Michael
Schomberg overcame his

nerves for 2 wins, John Ho's
opportunism outguessed his

more experienced opponents
but Alex Lee could not get that
final thrust. So we dropped the
foil, five bouts to four.

Tuesday nite at 7 the femme
foilers fatale invade the hal-
lowed halls of the fencing salle

for a special meet and the lat-

est in co-educational (fencing)

activity.

Vincent Massey would never
have understood. (But we do —
editor).

'I shot an arrow into the air

By NAN FUNDALL

Little red robin hood and her
merry maids?

Well, not quite; just some of
the thirty-or-so gals who com-
peted in the Interfac Archery-
Golf tourney held Thursday at
the West Hill Golf Club.

As you might guess, Arch-
ery-Golf is a novel sports fu-

sion, combining elements of

both games. The contestants

use regular bows and arrows,
and the course is a regular golf

course complete with sand
traps, hidden flags, and holes.

The "holes" are four-inch
thick rubber balls mounted 12

inches above the green; (As in

golf, the player with the lowest

number of shots wints.

)

Apart from the normal haz-

ards of archery and golf, the

gals had to overcome freezing

temperatures, a heavy wind,
and three inches of snow on
several fairways. If you've

ever tried to find a golf ball in

the snow, think how much con-

fusion is created by losing an

photo by kit koehler

arrow in the white stuff!

After seven holes of enjoya-

ble chaos, Diane Bradley took
first place; the.award for Most
Honest Archgolfer went to

Daryl Dillabough.

Sue Young and Gena Cur-

misnki captured the special
Judges' Prize for Unexpected
Originality. Sue managed to
lose her first two arrows in the
snow on the initial hole, while
Gena accurately hit the only
lamp post on the course.

Here's one Toronto pass that wasn't complete, but tt took two Mus-

tangs — Sob LaRose (73 hidden) and Kevin St. Michael (24) — to

overcome Varsity split end John Chapman (72). photo byJim cowan

— Tennis —
By SANDY PETT

Women's interfaculty tennis

was favoured with blue skies

and warm weather at the tour-

nament at Scarborough Col-

lege on Saturday.

Intrepid quarter-finalists,

who had been playing midst
snowflakes and falling leaves
in past weeks, congregated at

the scenic campus for the
completion of the singles and
doubles events.

Two first year PHE stu-

dents, Ann Marie Lyn and
Marcia Leonard, captured the
doubles honours by defeating a
Scarborough team 11-3 in the
finals. Mel Bolger and Anda
Sipolins were the representa-
tives of the host college in its

first year in the tennis compe-
tition.

Due to lack of time, the
semi-finals singles match be-
tween Marcia Leonard and
Sandy Pett was postponed until

later this week. The winner
will meet Marg Moore, who
defeated Ann Marie Lyn in the
semis.

MONTREAL (Special) - At first it was rumoured that
Queens University was another community college. By late
afternoon Saturday, the midget mentality of the Queens
fans and the progress of their football team left little doubt
in the minds of 8,000 Molson Stadium witnesses.
The McGill Redmen took a giant step towards capturing

their first Yates Cup since 1962 with a convincing 21-3 victo-
ryover the defending champion Gaels.
Coupled with Blues 41-16 romp over Western, the stage is

set for the Yates showdown on Nov. 8 in Montreal. Varsity
defeated McGill 17-16 two weeks ago in Toronto.
The Redmen's dynamic duo of Dave Fleiszer and Ken

Aikin trampled on Queens bodies strewn about by McGill
blockers, and each accounted for over 100 years rushing.

Fleiszer, the leagues top runner and scorer, accounted
for two touchdowns, his seventh and eight of the season.
With two games remaining, he could break the season re-

cord of 11 set by Toronto's Tim Reid in 1058.

Aikin scored the other McGill touchdown, and Sol Lovec-
cho added three converts.

The McGill defence showed why it is rated the best in the
Canadian collegiate circuit by holding the Gaels to seven
first downs (none until the third quarter), a total offense of
just 140 yards, and no video-tape highlites.

McGill coach Tom Mooney must have thought he was
watching last year's game films as his charges began the
game with a blunder reminiscent of their forgetable yaes-
teryear.

On Redmen's first play from scrimmage, Fleiszer
watched the muddy pigskin he was carrying squirt loose
and slowly sink under a hord of dirty gold jerseys on the
McGill one yard line.

O mygod, he must have thought.

However, the McGill defence set the pace of the game by
pushing Queens back to the ten, and Gaels had to settle for

three points instead of the easy seven they expected.

Rookie QB Dan Smith then marched the aroused Redmen
down the field at will to produce their fifth win of the sea-

son, equalling the total winning outputof thelastfour seasons
combined.

In the other SIFL game, Waterloo hammered winiess A
McMaster 29-8. 1

Z *

* You'll tore being a Kitten gvrll Z

y Z
* Glenayr

MACHINE-
WASHABLE
PURE
WOOL
An attractive English

botany pullover, with

buttonhole-stitch patterned

front, full-fashioned long raglan

sleeves, mock-turtle neckline

with zipper. Continental band

and cuffs. Glorious new Fall

colours. Colour co-ordinated to

compliment and perfectly-match

Kitten sweater colours

—

straight-cut pants in hand-

washable superfine pure wool

worsted English botany in the

new "Kitten" plaid. Also as

700. worsted A-line plaid

skirt.

PURE VIRGIN WOOl

1 0Sii § "
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Blu©s win 41-16
for a 52-yard TD while Iwo members of Western's supposedly
unbeatable secondary looked on.

McKay broke the shutout by conceding a safety touch from

THE ANNUAL CHEST X-RAY SURVEY
IS CURRENTLY BEING HELD AT THE DRILL HALL
REAR OF 119 ST. GEORGE STREET (EAST SIDE, JUST
SOUTH OF BLOOR), AND WILL CONTINUE THROUGH
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 29TH

ARTS AND SCIENCE STUDENTS IN THEIR FIRST AND
FINAL YEAR ARE URGED TO ATTEND THE SURVEY
FOR THEIR REQUIRED CHEST X-RAY ON ANY WEEK-
DAY DURING THIS PERIOD (WITH THE EXCEPTION
OF MONDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 20TH, BETWEEN 9:

00 A.M. AND 1.00 P.M.). THE SURVEY OPERATES
BETWEEN 9:00 A.M. AND 12:00 NOON AND BETWEEN
1:00AND4:45P.M.

THIS SURVEY IS BEING CONDUCTED BY THE UNI-
VERSITY HEALTH SERVICE IN CO-OPERATION WITH
THE NATIONAL SANITARIUM ASSOCIATION (GAGE
INSTITUTE).

U of T Figure Skating Club

Intercollegiate Team

Meet at the Terrace Club

Mutual and Dundas

Tuesday, Oct. 28

Wednesday, Oct. 29

5:30- 7:30 pm

the three, and Metras sent in Peter Werry, benched since Wal-

ter's first TD.

On the next play. Walter ran past Werry again and into the
record book. Eric finished with five catches for 201 yards and
Peter had a lesson in how not to cover all-star flankers.

BLUESNOTES . , . Pete Lamantia and Peter Raham sat out

the game with minor hurts and rookies Paul Sheehan and Brian
Sickle showed well in their spots . . . Blues held Mustang's key
runner Jeff Hilton to only 67 yards in 16 carries, below his season
average ... by comparison, Walt Sehr, improving with each
game, had 62 yards from 11 carries . . . Stank had four converts
and McKay added a single on a wide field-goal try . . . flanker
Stew Behie and QB Steve Stefanko had the Western majors ... it

was a thoroughly sloppy and botched farewell for Metras (who,
seriously, deserve a first-class send-off) as the Mustang bankd
played the national anthem while Stangs were being introduced
and then had to be ordered off the field by the officials when their

half-time show dragged on forever ... it was a bush-league dis-

play by the Western administration and Metras does deserve
something better than that ... it was a sorry day all-round for

Western as their football team was beaten, ditto soccer and rug-
ger (twice, even), the Mustang Band was completely outplayed
by (gasp!) our own undernourished Blue and Whities, and then
there was that incredible cross-country exhibition . . . midway
through the second quarter, the game was stopped to allow some
far-sighted moron's idea — a cross-country race that would start
during the game and end at half-time back at the stadium ... the
lead Western runner raced around the track . . , and missed the
exit by twenty feet ... but for a wire fence and a quick-thinking
cheer-leader the poor boy'd be running round that track yet . .

.

oh yes. Western lost the cross-country as well.

If Blues and McGill win
their respective games
this Saturday (and
Blues will), then the

Varsity-Mcfiill rematch
in Montreal on Novem-
ber 8 will decide the

Yates Cup.

Buses to McGill will be
operated by the Engi-
neers (God Bless 'em)
— leaving fFriday the

7th and returning Sun-
day afternoon.

Info available at the

SAC Office or

Engineering Stores.

GETTING ENGAGED?

VARSITY ADVERTISING DEADLINES

Monday Paper —Wednesday Noon Prior

Wednesday Paper—Friday Noon Prior
*

Friday Paper—Tuesday Noon Prior

Advertising Office Room 101

91 St. George, Phone 923-81 71

DIAMONDS MAY BE A GIRL'S
BEST FRIEND BUT YOU
PAY THE BILL.

pore of .

Ring. Thei

by to help you mok
portont investment. Ol
oklet "The Day You

foblish these values. I

write or drop in for youi

without obligation.

WE ARE DIRECT
DIAMOND DEALERS

Hugh Proctor & Co.
DIAMOND DEALERS

1
1 BLOOR W.. STE. 416

921-7702

wwMwwwwM«i»ii«..i«»ii«ii«ii««« nnnruvwinnnnnniuumnniuvinjuuiii

BLUE AND WHITE SOCIETY

HOMECOMING '69
FRI. OCT. 31 'MOTHERLODE' AND THE ROCK SHOW OF THE YEOMEN

8 P.M. CONVOCATION HALL

ALL-NITE MONSTER MOVIES
OLD PHYSICS BUILDING (MIDNIGHT TO DAWN)

SAT. NOV. 1 'GIGANTIC FLOAT PARADE
10 A.M. ST. GEORGE ST.

GALA HOMECOMING DANCE
8 P.M. HART HOUSE

SUN. NOV. 2 MASS GROUP SENSORY AWAKENING
(A COLOSSAL T GROUP)
2 P.M. BENSON BUILDING

PACKAGE DEAL' TICKETS ONLY 5.75

ALL TICKETS ON SALE AT SAC OFFICE

$2.25

$1.00

$2.00

$2.00
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A Winning Weekend

Soccer 4-2 Rugger 27-0
By LYNDON LITTLE

Soccer Blues improved their

chances of a successful defense of the

Blackwood Trophy as they defeated
the Western Mustangs 4-2 Saturday
afternoon in London.

Ironically, the Western team kept
the Blues in contention by downing
the previously unbeaten McMaster
Mauraders 1-0 last Wednesday-

Blues victory sets up a three way
tie for first place in the Western Divi-

sion of the OQAA between McMaster,
Western and Toronto.

Varsity plays Mac this Wednesday
at three o'clock in the Stadium in a

crucial game.
John Gero, the Western Division's

leading scorer with six goals, led the

way against the Mustangs with a pair.

Ken Cancellera and Trevor Wilson

picked up the other two goals.

Charles Kiewiet connected for both

Western tallies.

Gero opened the scoring at the 25

minute mark on a fine individual ef-

fort as he worked his way in from his

right wing position to score from a

sharp angle.

Western's Kiewiet tied it up six

minutes later on a penalty shot just

seconds after Blues' goalie Sam Cesa-

rio had saved a sure goal with a fine

diving stop.

The Blues came back with a penal-

ty kick of their own just four minutes

later. Forward Cancellera made no

mistake as he gave Toronto a 2-1 lead

at the half.

When Kiewiet tied the game for the

Mustangs early in the second half it

looked like the same old story all over

again. In three previous games this

year, Varsity has had a lead in the

second half and has been unable to

hold it.

This time, however, Toronto con-

tinued to play aggressive soccer and

came back with two goals to win the

game. Wilson scored what proved to

be the winner at the 65 minute mark
on a hard left-footer from 15 yards

and Gero added his second goal for

good measure with only 15 minutes

left to play.

Coach Bob Nicoi made a tactical

switch before the game moving veter-

an forward Frank Soppelsa to center

half and was very pleased with the

results as Soppelsa, a fine passer, had

more room to set up plays.

Once again, Blues received superi-

or goalkeeping from rookie Central

Tech grad Cesario. This edge in goal

could mean the difference against

McMaster on Wednesday.
KORNERKICKS ... The soccer

team split a pair of exhibition games
recently ... On the 16th they lost to

Ukrania of the National League 2-1 in

a game played under the lights at

Varsity Stadium. Last Sunday they

travelled to Buffalo where they

downed Buffalo State 4-0. Gero, Adri-

an Verhulst, Trevor Wilson and Mario

Palermo scored at Buffalo while Gero

notched the lone score against Ukran-

By UNCLE CHARLIE

The Blues Rugger Team of

the past has been reborn. The
group of thirty fans was
dumbfounded by the Blues fer-

vor, as they trounced both

Western teams Saturday by
identical scores of 27-0.

The first ten minutes of the

game were very frustrating as

Blues kept the ball within

twenty yards of the Western
goal but 'were continually

stopped by a good Western
tackle or a knock on.

Finally, from a clean lineout

pass by Ellwand, the back line

succeeded in getting the ball to

fleet footed Sid Segsworth. He
eluded the Western winger and

touched the ball down between

the posts for the first score of

the game. The convert by

Owens made the score 5-0 for

Toronto.

By now, the Blue pack was
fired up and ran roughshod
over the intimidated Western

side. The drive paid off with

tries by wing forwards Harley

Griffiths and Dan McAlister.

Wind and unfavourable an-

gles foiled the convert at-

tempts so it was a penalty goal

by scrum half Andy Cairns that

completed the scoring in the

half.

With the wind and the sun at

their backs, the Toronto team
was able to kick more effec-

tively. Fly half Ian Owens be-

gan the scoring with a rare
drop goal from a tight scrum.
Then winger Segsworth scored
his second try after shedding
several weak Western tackle
attempts. Owens' toe was still

acurate and the convert was
good.

Now it was centre Larry
McKenna's turn to score. The
excellent hooking of Toronto
rookie Mike Code won the ball

for Cairns who fed the ball to

Owens. He flashed the ball to

centre McKenna. The cunning
McKenna had spotted a weak-
ness in the Western line, and
when he tested, it was success-

ful and he dashed over the line

for a try. Andy Cairns' "Gold-
en Toe" produced the two point

convert.

The final score was Toronto
27. Western 0.

The second Toronto team
put on an equally fine show.
The first half was slow moving
but as the players got used to

each other, a strong side devel-

oped. Tries were scored by
Kutzch, Burke. Pierre and
Zepp. The rest of the scoring

came from kicking of penalty

goals and converts by captain

Tony Pierre. Final score 27-0.

CHARLIE 0ROUJN, I JUST SAW THE

MOST UN0HUEVA8LE FOOT&ALL
GAME EVER PLAY6P...

THE HO/ME TEAM WAS BEHINP 5IX-T0-N0TMIN6
WITH ONLY THREE SECONDS TO PLAY. .THEY HAP
THE BALL ON THEIR OlUN OME-YARP LINE...

THE Qt/ARTERSACK TOOK THE BALL, FAPEP BACK &EHINP

HI5 OWN GOAL POST? AMP THREW A PERFECT PASS To

THE LEFT ENP LJHO WHlRLEP AlJAY FROM FOUR GUYS

AMP RAM ALL THE WAY FOR ATOUCHPOuJN 1 THE

FAN5 UJENT t! >ILP ! YOU SH0ULP HAVE SEEN THEM .

PEOPLE OJERE JUMPING UPANP POlUN, ANP WHEN
THEY KlCKEP THE EXTRA POINT THOUSANDS Of
PEOPLE RAN 0LT* ONTO THE F|£LP LAV6HIN6 ANP
SCREAMING ! THE FANS ANP THE PLAYER CJERE SO
HAPPY THEV 10ERE ROLLING ON THE GROUNP ANP
HUSGiNS EACH OTHER ANP DANCING ANP EVERYTHING

" draught beer on tap from noon

II after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75c.

Wild atmosphere^ -

Pharmacy Graduates (970

Career Opportunity Retai

or Professional Clinic
Atmosphere.

Available in Port Arthur

Fort William

Thunder Bay.
Secure your internship pro-
gramme now
Please direct enquirie

Mr. Roger Campbell,

Bsc. Phm..
Bourkes Drug Stores Ltd.

County Fair Plaza,

Port Arthur.

Thunder Bay, Ont.
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WALTER SETS 2 SIFL RECORDS

Blues clobber Stangs 41-16 for important win

" RECORD
By PAUL CARSON

It was supposed to be a glorious farewell for Western's John-

ny Metras, ending 30 years as head coach of the Mustangs.

But when the afternoon was done, Metras had quietly faded

into history, and the fans had a new hero, Varsity flanker Eric

Walter.

After four starry years at McGill in the early 'sixties, Walter

came to Toronto last year to take up Dentistry, and play a little

football.

Saturday afternoon, at 11:22 of the third quarter, he took a

short pass from Vic Alboini and ambled 85 yards for his third

touchdown of the day. The Varsity bench exploded with joy, Wal-

ter was mobbed by his team-mates and presented with the ball.

What had begun as an innocent-looking down-and-out pattern

became the play that makes Eric Walter the leading scorer in the

71-year history of the SIFL.

The touchdown, Walter's sixth this season, is the 30th of his

career, breaking the old record of 29 set by Ronnie Stewart dur-

ing five years at Queens ( 1953-57)

.

McGill Redmen retained theirfirst place tie with Blues by
trouncing Queens 21-3.

A report ofthat game is on page 13.

A 72-yard pass and run touchdown in the first quarter ena-

bled Walter to erase the old career scoring record of 166 points

set by classy Toronto quarterback and place-kicker, Bryce Tay-

lor, from 1962 till 1966.

BLUES COMPLETELY DOMINATE
Walter's heroics overshadowed Varsity's first solid sixty-

minute performance this season. Blues finally played up to their

championship potential, and but for a series of fumbles and poor

passes late in the game, they could have made Metras' departure

even more embarrassing. The final score 41-16, is an accurate

reflection of the game.
For the fifth time in as many games, Blues offensive line

was out-weighed by the opposition front-four, but it didn't really

matter. VanBodegom, Whitaker, Enno, Turner and Kellam pro-

duced perhaps the best blocking of the year; Blues total attack

breaks down into 103 yards rushing and a whopping 287 yards

through the air on only 12 completed passes of 23 attempts.

Blues held leads of 28-0 and 34-2 before Western turned a

recovered fumble and a pass interception into two touchdowns in

the fourth quarter. Then Mustangs got delusions of grandeur and
tried a short kick-off; Ian Kirkpatrick caught it on the fly and
scampered down the sidelines to the Western nine. Two plays

later, Walt Sehr iced the cake on a sweep from the six.

While the offence piled up the points, an aroused Varsity
defence made life miserable for Mustangs vaunted ground at-

tack.

Remembering that sickening first half in Kingston, Blues
hammered Stangs into the ground for the first 30 minutes, and
when half-time relief came. Western had scrimmaged 30 times
for a net result of 24 yards — 27 running and minus-three passing.

Murph protected against injuries in the second half and Mus-
tangs finished with 121 yards on the ground and 11 of 25 passing

for only 77 net yards. With Blues ahead 24-9 in the fourth quarter,

offensive miscues allowed Western to run 10 plays from inside

the Varsity 20-yard line, but the Metrasmen mustered only one
touchdown.

BLUES SCORED EARLY AND OFTEN
Metras had predicted his experienced secondary would

throttle Blues passing attack, and from the outset he challenged

Alboini to throw against a tight 4-3-5 defensive alignment.

On Varsity's second series, diminutive Vic gave a preview of

later histrionics by calmly hitting Walter for a 72-yard TD that

broke Taylor's record; Walter easily beat the futile coverage
from Jim Henshall and Peter Werry to make the play look ridicu-

lously easy-

After some monotonous plunge-and-go-nowhere football,

Blues capitalized on a short Fabiani punt and a no-yards penalty

to score on the last play of the half. With Murph stomping\up and
down the sidelines and spotter Tom Watt going noisely nuts,

Wayne Dunkley hit Walter from four-yards out. Dunkley had tak-

en six plays to go 16 yards; the Western timers were most co-

operative.

Ian Kirkpatrick broke the game open early in the third

quarter galloping 35 yards with a pass interception; a few min-
utes later Fabiani tried the most obvious fake-punt in living

memory, passing to flanker Doug Digby; Bob Bloxham plastered

Digby for no gain, and on the next play Alboini hit John Chapman

see BLUES WIN on page 14
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DOWN

Photo sequence shows all-star flanker Eric Waller scoring his record-breaking 30th
career touchdown Saturday against Western. Walter easily eludes Mustang defend-
er Peter Werry to catch Vic Alboini's perfect pass ( top), then outruns safety Bill Mc-
Teer and is all alone crossing the goal-line 85 yards (afer (middle). While trainer Ed
Armstrong cradles the ball, Walter accepts congratulations from guard Gord Whitak-
er { 50). The jacketed left arm belongs to Varsity coach Ron Murphy, photos byjim cowan



CUS considers alternatives, pays off debts, dissolves
OTTAWA (CUP) - The

Canadian Union of Students
will phase itself out of exist-

ence by the end of November,
meeting all its debts and possi-

bly even showing.a surplus
before it finally disappears.

sess the position of the union
and chose the phase-out over
two other alternatives: con-
tinuing operations in a reduced
capacity in line with reduced
revenue, and continuation as a
voluntary union.

Members of the CUS Nation- In a press release yesterday
1 Council met Monday to as- the council said that an assess-

ment of the union's finances

had revealed CUS was "in a

sound financial position and
could meet all of its obligations

and have a surplus."

The surplus, which council

members said was still only a

possibility based on payment
of all outstanding fees from

member or former-member
student councils, would be div-

ided pro rata among the re-

maining less-than-a- dozen
members of the union.

Students at the University of

Toronto finally broke the back

of CUS, which has been fight-

ing for survival for the past 14

months, when they voted to

withdraw — along with their

$20,000 — from the union Octo-

ber 22.

The National Council also

announced that arrangements
would be made to insure the

continuation of the CUS Travel

Plan, which provides low-

priced overseas flights for stu-

dents.

CUG releases Di ache's research

Report blasts committee politics, autocratic chairmen
By BRIAN JOHNSON

Varsity Editor

After being charged with censorship

and suppression over the past week,

the Commission on University Govern-

ment announced yesterday that it

would release Danny Drache's contro-

versial Research Report on the Facul-

ty of Arts and Science.

Drache, a research associate hired

by CUG last year, presented his report

to the Commission nearly two months

ago but it was not released.

CUG stated there was some confu-

sion about the open or confidential na-

ture of the interviews Drache held with

departmental chairmen. CUG said it

must meet with those quoted before the

report could be released.

Last week Drache made public the

private war he had been waging with

the Commission for the past two

months. He brought the question to an

open meeting of the Students' Adminis-

trative Council, which tabled it, and

sought support from The Varsity.

Monday's Varsity editorial threat-

ened to publish the report if CUG did

not release it.

The Varsity ultimatum was set for

Tuesday.
Tuesday afternoon, the Commission

issued the press release that stated it

would release the Drache Report.

RELEASE PERMITTED

At a Monday night meeting, the

Commission talked to nine of the ten

faculty members (The tenth was una-

vailable.) who were quoted. They gave

CUG permission to release the report

as it stands, "although all expressed

concern about the use of their words in

some instances."

James Feely, another CUG research

associate who supported Drache during

the controversy, said last night that the

pressure The Varsity applkH to the

Commission had something to do with

the immediate release of the report.

"Getting the problem out in the open

helped the release,
1

' he said. "Your
honesty — in admitting you had a copy

of the report — helped force the issue.

Prof. Hodgetts (CUG member) was
quite irked that we put the pressure

on."

Unlike the CUG report, Drache's

report is an investigation into the na-

ture of the university as it exists today,

not a blueprint for the model university

of tomorrow.

ANALYSIS OF POWER
The document is an analysis of pow-

er in the university, an attempt "to

understand the structural, organiza-

tional, and ideological complexion of

the University as it is.

Drache bases his analysis on six

months of empirical research into the

structure of decision-making in the

departments "to assess the viability of

the departments in initiating and set-

ting policy in a number of areas.
'

'

He also probes the basic organization

of the university by asking, "who are

the governors of the University and

how do they govern? What is the role

and power of faculty, administration

and students in University decision-

making?"
Drache launches an incisive critique

of the reform movement at the U of T,

which, he says, has just set up commit-

tees to speed up the efficiency of deci-

sion-making without answering "the

class question of knowledge for whom
and knowledge for what."

'There has been the implicit as-

sumption," the report reads, "that the

problem of democratizing the Univer-

sity is in large measure an administra-

tive problem depending on the creation

of more committees and an extensive

network of consultation at all levels

and between some levels rather than a

change in what is taught, who teaches

and how learning occurs. . .

".
. .The type of: reforms which have

taken place in departments are ones

which fall under the general heading of

improving administrative efficiency

and strengthening the departmental

committee system. These are not un-

important in themselves but by them-

selves they have not altered the exer-

cise of power in departments. The lit-

mus test of reform or for that matter of

any social investigation is who governs

and where does power reside?

"The answer in most departments is

uneouivocally with the chairman and

his small group of advisors."

Ironically, most of the sources for

Drache's statement come from the

mouths of the departmental chairmen

themselves — the controversial inter-

view quotations that CUG was worried

about.

For instance, when Drache asked

Mathematics Dept. Chairman G.F.D.

Duff if he felt bound by the majority in

the Senior Policy Committee, Duff

answered:

"No, I don't think I have to be. I shall

seek the advice of the department,

expressed through a representative

committee of senior members or a

meeting of the whole department. I

think if it really comes down to it. I

wouldn't have to take that advice."

"In comparison to the chairman's

position," the report states, "the de-

partmental governing structure is a

minimal centre of power. . . Contrary

to expectations the creation of commit-

tees has not seriously made inroads on

the chairman's power. On the one hand

they have made the policy-making pro-

cess more tedious and cumbersome.

AUXILIARY BODIES

"On the other hand, the committees

are not designated as independent

agencies of policy: rather in practice

they frequently turn out to be auxiliary

bodies to the chairman himself.

Physics Chairman J.M. Daniels adds

ammunition to Drache's argument:

"The decisions we make seem to be

inevitable decisions. No matter who
had to make them, any reasonable per-

son would have to come to more or less

the same conclusions. So it may be nice

to have the student point of view, but I

don't think it would make an awful

amount of difference."

Geology Chairman E.W. Nuffield

says, "I don't feel that there is time to

go to the staff about every detail of the

operation and then go to the students.

Life is too short for that.
'

'

Most departmental chairman see the

students' role as one of such informal

consultation.

Informal arrangements encourage

students' indifference," Drache says.

"It is not surprising that students ex-

press disinterest in the department,

and that faculty then express lack of

confidence in the students' judge-

ments."
All the chairmen come down against

student-faculty parity control over hir-

ing, firing, promotion and tenure.

"No, I would resign immediately."

Nuffield answers. "I couldn't do it.

They are not qualified to reach deci-

sions on promotions and tenure. Their

advice is very important, but when you

say parity that means it's a vote for a

vote isn't it? And certainly not on ap-

pointments.

INTERESTED IN COMMENTS
Promotions, of course, they know

more about than they know about ap-

pointments, They take lectures from

SEE BACKPAGE
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BLUE & WHITE

SPACED OUT "69

Mass Group Sensory Awakening.

Celebration of intimacy in a large group

A celebration of trust and intimacy in a group of

several hundred people — for those who wish to risk high

levels of openness and warmth, through interpersonal en-

counter, body movement, sensory awakening, shared

fantasies, and other directed large group experiences.

The Celebration will be led by experienced group

leaders from EXPLORE, a Toronto based human pot-

ential growth centre.

It is open to all who wish to risk themselves with

others and break through the usual restrictions which

inhibit our relationships. Participants should wear casual

loose-fitting clothing, in which they feel comfortable to

to sit or lie on the floor.

SUNDAY NOV. 2nd 2 P.M.

TRINITY COLLEGE BUTTERY

DEVONSHIRE PLACE

$2.00 PERSON OR All fVfNT r/CKET
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Presents
TANGO

Centre

for the

Study of

Drama
in

Association

with The
St. Lawrence
Centre

for the

Arts

by Slawomir Mrozek
translated by Nicholas Bethell

adapted by Tom Stoppard
directed by Joseph Shaw

Curtain at 8:30

and

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA
by Eugene O'Neill

directed by Leon Major

Curtain at 5-30
Food will be available in Han House during (he Supper break

The Company includes: Barbara Borland. David Brown,'

Patricia Collins. Neil Damard, Ron Hastings, Nancy Kerr.

Jane Mallett. Don McManus. Jack Medley. William Needles.

Kate Reid. Anna Reiser. Sean Sullivan. Jonathan White

Regular Season — November 3rd • 22nd

MOURNING BECOMES
TANGO ELECTRA

(Mondays to Thursdays)
Students $1 50
Regular $3 00

(Fridays and Saturdays)

$2.25
$4 50

Subscriptions

£3.00
$6.50

Gala Opening Night —MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA — $7.50
Friday, November 7 at 5:30 — Performance and Reception following

Students half-price

HART HOUSE THEATRE
University of Toronto

Box Office Now Open 928-8668
SPECIAL STUDENT PREVIEWS

TANGO —
October 27. 28. 29 (U 8:30 — $1 .00

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA —
October 31 and November 1 @ 5:30— $1.60
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CLASSIFIEDS

TYPING — pick-up and delivery essays,

reports, theses etc Elaine Iwai — 291-
2885

SUMMER JOBS in foreign countries are

available through AIESEC Completion of

the economics course is required Further

information is available at Room 2005 Sid

Smith Hall

TYPING theses, essays, notes, charts

English. French, other languages. Mimeo-
graphing, electric typewriters Mary Dale

Stott IM Oavies) 86 Bloor St. W. Room
225 922-7624

ROOM & BOARD — young males only
fraternity house. MAID, LINEN SERVICE.
TV. PARKING, etc 85 Bedford Rd ,

924-
0501.

APT. TO SHARE — Male — 2 bedroom— mostly furnished — $150. Bruce 787-
7625

WANTED research assistant, knowledge
of Italian, good typist $2 50 hr Call Prof.

Clives 928-3348 or 922 497

1

THE TYPING AND COPYING SERV-
ICES needs qualified typists Wouldn't you
like to earn 40c oer typed page? Contact
D.Potter. 920-4707

EDITORS OF COLLEGE or faculty news-

papers interested in SAC support to ex-

pand circulation across campus are asked

to leave their names at the SAC office

EXPERIENCED TYPIST will do typing at

home Legal, real estate, thesis, or any oth

ertype Please call 221 -51 26

GRAVITATING TOWARDS the ultimate

T-group: a foursome Would like to hear

From grad couple with similar thoughts.

Bob & Carol P.O Box 580B Postal Stn A

NEW COLLEGE MOTION PICTURE
SOCIETY presents W. C. FIELDS and
ZASU PITTS in "Mrs Wiggs of the Cab-
bage Patchl" Tonightl 8 P.M New College

(Wetmore) Dining Hall $1 00

GOALIE SKATES — Used Pair Wanted.
Size 8-10. Call Mike 922-5724 or 924-
0538

FLAT - MATE WANTED to share flat

with 6T9 engineer- Own bedroom. 5 min
walk to Physics Bldg Cost 10.50/wk 69
Robert St Dave Jefford Bus 929-7896
Home 922-6942

TYPIST WITH ELECTRIC MACHINE,
experienced with everything from Term
Essays to publishers manuscripts for

books 45c per page 3c each additional

copy Phone 489-2367

«llMIIIMIIIIMMMIIIMIIIIIMIMIMItlllMI*Mll|llllltlMlllll

Graduate Students' Union

BY-ELECTIONS

POSITIONS OPEN

E ( I) Vice President

(2) Physical Science Representative

(3) Social Science Representative

Z Nomination forms available in the G.S.U. office

jj 16 Bancroft Ave., Toronto 5 (928-2391)

I Nominations close 6: 15 p.m. Friday, Oct. 3 1, 1969

Election to take place on

I FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1969

CENTRE FOR THE STUDY OF DRAMA

presents

NEXT TIME I'LL SING TO YOU
by JAMES SAUNDERS

Nov. 3-8

at

8:30 p.m.

STUDIO THEATRE
4 Glenmorris

Admission Free

FED UP WITH SAC?

COMMITTEE TO EXAMINE SAC
STRUCTURE NOW BEING FORMED.

2 POSITIONS AVAILABLE.

APPLY AT SAC OFFICE

DEADLINE NOV. 4fh 5 P.M.



Quebec students mobilize

against bilingualism bill

MONTREAL (CUP) — A
four-day period of student
mobilization began yesterday
at University de Montreal,
building toward a mass demon-
stration Friday against the
Quebec Government's contro-

versial Bill 63, which supports
and ensures a bilingual policy

in the French-language prov-
ince.

Teach-ins on the bill began
yesterday at University de
Sherbrooke and Universite
Laval as well as at U de M,
where 13,000 students gathered
to hear Raymond Lemieux,
leader of the Ligue pour L'-

Integration Scolaire, and other

fiationalist and unilinguist

leaders.

Art a closed meeting of

French nationalist and student

leaders Monday, detailed plans

for a week of protest were
drawn up, with its main focus a

march Friday night on the

Renaissance Club, headquar-
ters of the rulmg National Un-

ion Party. More than 10,000 are
expected to march.
French high school students

and students from post-sec-

ondary CEGEPS -Colleges
d'Enseignement General et

Professionnel — boycotted
their classes to attend the U de
M Teach-in and cheered an
announcement that students at

'University Laval had begun a

class boycott as well.

In Quebec City Monday stu-

dents at the Ste-Foy CEGEP
broke up a public hearing of

the Gendron Commission on
the Status of the French Lan-
guage in Quebec. Approxi-
mately 1.200 protestors, chant-

ing "Quebec Francais" forced

the commissioners to leave the

CEGEP.
And 64 professors at U de M

have petitioned the universi-

ty's administration to suspend
all classes during what they

describe as a "state of national

emergency."
Protest against bill 63 is

drawing support from the en-

tire political spectrum in

Quebec under the cloak of the

Front du Quebec Francaise, a

broad-front organization

formed to combat the legisla-

tion. The FQF is organizing

demonstrations in all major
cities in Quebec for today and
tomorrow as preliminaries to

the massive protest scheduled

for Friday, which may include

work stoppages as well as the

protest march.
Bill 63, introduced in the

Quebec Legislature last week,
insures the province's parents

the choice between English
and French in the education of

their children while naming
French as a "priority lan-

guage."

Opponents of the bill say

passage of the legislation will

open the door for the eventual

cultural extinction of French in

Quebec, and have said opposi-

tion is crucial to the mainte-
nance of a French identity.

Ottawa Probed
A petition asking for the

banning of DDT in Canada
has been sent to two federal

ministers by Pollution Probe.

The Honorable Mr. John
Munro, Minister of Health
and Welfare, and the Honora-
ble Mr. H, A. Olson, Minister

of Agriculture were informed
of pollution hazards in the

petition by D. A. Chant of the

Zoology Dept. on behalf of

Pollution Probe.

The use of DDT in Ontario

was banned with some specif-

ic exceptions, last week. The
Probe office is in room 215,

Ramsay Wright Labs. Your
support is invaluable.

$2 awakening
Mass group sensory awaken-
ing will take place this Sunday

afternoon at the "Buttery",

Trinity College, under the aus-

pices of the Blue and White

Society.

Sensory awakening is a form

of non-verhal communication.

At first, the individual be-

comes fully aware of himself

and of his immediate sur-

roundings; the air, for exam-
ple. This is achieved through

concentration and body move-

ments.

To reach a state of complete

sensory awakening and com-

munication the person must

break through the barriers

that inhibit our relationships

and be willing to risk high lev-

els of openness and warmth.

The awakening will be con-

ducted by "Explore", a To

c
an%itenis

Sweaty bellies and heaving hips and glimpses of great leg

have United Appeal, so if you want a slave girl to fulfill your every

whim and desire bring your cash and cat o' nine tails to Rm. 135,

Old Physics building Thursday at 1 p.m. to bid for a piece of the ac-

ion. Some really prime pulchritude will take a fair amount of

ronto-based organization. The dough, so pool your money. Go to the Engineering Stores (Marc

charge is $2 a person. Boyman) for further information pholo byJuhn Macbeth

GREAT
ANNUAL
NOVEM-
BER SA
University |C
Bookroom "52
November 3rd

liant Giveaways!.

VARSITY ADVERTISING DEADLINES

Monday Paper—Wednesday Noon Prior

Wednesday Paper—Friday Noon Prior

Friday Paper—Tuesday Noon Prior

Advertising Office Room 101

91 St. George, Phone 923-81 71

SERVE CANADA with the

ROYAL CANADIAN
MOUNTED POLICE

Regular Members

Male, single

British subject or Canadian Citizen

resident in Canada

From 18 to 29 years of age

Height not less than 5'8" & not more

than 6'5"

Physically fit

Special Constablvs &. Civilian Members

Height standard not applicable

Applicants also considered if resident

in Canada over 5 years

Only single 8s married males not over

45 years of age may apply as Special

Constables

Male fit female persons not over 50 years

of age may apply as Civilian Members

(marital status not a factor)

Salaries for University Graduates

Regular members 57,081.00 per annum
Special Constables & Civilian Members

at a salary commensurate with

qualifications St positions available

Interviewers on campus Nov. 3 and Dec.

1 1/69 - U. of T. and Jan. 19/70 -

Scarborough College
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I absolutely refuse to be influenced by any demonstration ... I absolutely refuse to be influenced by any

demonstration ... 1 absolutely refuse . .

."

VARSITY CONTEST ; What goes on in Simcoe Hall?

varsity

•uooxa flainvia E4io<

FHIU'H Edior

Sporu EcflO'

COP Edtw
Photo £*lw
Cnculnw Awilam
AoNrwrmno M»n«o»t
E»toinl OrlcH
Uioul Ptonm

Jicl McCithr,

Noil Sik»J«y
Mary. Kai* Ro» wi

Piu)C«iioo.BJ3 4053
C-.-r Pun.

91 Si Gwmo* IndllooF
•33 B74I 913 674!
91 Si Gk»?d 111 floor

U of T Registrar Robin Ross,

who ts a/so fhe Secretary fo the

Commission on University Gov-
ernment, wrote the following two
letters and dated them October
24. They were both mailed from
Simcoe Hall on October 27.

The letters were a response fo

Friday's Varsity editorial which
quoted from our copy of the
Drache Report, a document that
CUG had not yet released at that

time.

The first letter was sent to the
two CUG research associates,

Danny Drache and Jim Feely. The
approach is somewhat direct; the

second letter was sent to The Var-

sity editor; the approach is some-
what . . . what shall we say . . .

cool yet diplomatic?
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Memorandum to: Mr. D. Drache

Mr. J. Feeley

I notice that the editorial of today's

edition of The Varsity contains a pre-

cise quotation from Mr. Drache's re-

port, and in general shows some knowl-

edge of the contents of the report.

I am certain that the Commission
will wish to know if this report has al-

ready been given to the editor of The
Varsity. May I know if either or both of

you can assist me in discovering if The
Varsity has received a copy of Mr.

Drache's report?

I shall be grateful to have an early

reply to this query.

Robin Ross,

Secretary to the Commission,

cc Dr. C. T. Bissell

Professor L. E. Lynch

Mr. A. G. Webster

Dear Mr. Johnson,

I am writing to ask if you will kindly

give me some information pertaining
to the editorial called "Academic

Freedom" on page 4 of The Varsity of

the 24th October 1969.

The editorial includes the following

passage which I assume to be a quota-

tion from a document:

"A dramatic manifestation of the

importance of the chairman (of a de-

partment) can be glimpsed from the

data collected from the 19 departmental

chairmen regarding the number of ex-

tra-departmental committees they as

individuals are members of in the uni-

versity, in the province, in the nation,

and professionally."

However, the editorial does not indi-

cate the source of this quotation.

I shall be glad to know if this is a

quotation from the report compiled by
Mr. Drache for the Commission on the

Government of the University of To-
ronto. I shall appreciate your early re-

ply to this question.

Yours sincerely,

Robin Ross,

Secretary of the Commission.
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D III
the traditional view of academe

During its deliberations, the Commission on University Govern-
ment recognized and outlined "two quite opposed general views
about the university," each held by a large segment of the uni-

versity community. In an effort to characterize these two view-
points, the Commission set itself the task of representing each in

as pure a form as possible. The first of these, the Traditional

View, is published below. On Friday, The Varsity will reprint

A Radical View and use the same space in future issues for arti-

cles of comment and criticism on the CUG report.

One view — and it is held by some
members of the Commission — sees

the modern multiversity very much in

continuous tradition with the older

university. Indeed, members who see

the multiversity in this way simply

carry into a new setting convictions

that were held in a previous day about

the nature of the university and its

role in society. Thus, they look upon

the university as an academic institu-

tion, its character largely determined

by academic considerations, rather

than as a social institution.

As a group of people, the university

is a community of scholars; as an

organized activity, it is dedicated to

the preservation, transmission and

advancement of knowledge. By and

large, it is the teaching staff that

takes the more active role in the

classroom and laboratory, students

come to receive basic instruction in

the main disciplines and to develop

fundamental technical skills that will

later be put to use in one or other of

the professions. As a consequence of

years of preliminary and advanced

study, members of the teaching staff

have become identified over a long

period with the university, and in

time build up an experience in teach-

ing, scholarly work and administra-

tion that combines to give them a pre-

eminent position in the community.

They see themselves as more or less

committed to the institution for a

longer period of time than most stu-

dents, and possessed of insights into

the intricacies of the university that

are not possessed by their students,

As a result, many have come to think

of themselves as the university.

One condition is deemed essential if

this whole enterprise is to prove via-

ble — the university must be free, and

members of the community must

enjoy academic freedom. In the case

of the university, freedom means

a no interference in the workings of

the university, i.e. in its academic

work, can be tolerated from any

source or agency outside the universi-

ty, be it church, government, militar-

y, business or industry;

b the course followed by the universi-

ty in its development must be deter-

mined only by the members of the

community. Sir Eric Ashby has de-

fined it in this way:

The idea that scholars in universities

ought to be free to teach and learn

what and how they wish goes back to

the middle ages but the custom of

guaranteeing this privilege by popular

consent dates only from the nineteenth

century. It was formulated in German-

y, in universities which were directly

under the supervision of the state, as

Lehrfreiheit (a privilege of the teacher)

and Lerntreiheit (a privilege of the re-

search worker and the student).

(Minerva, IV, 3, Spring, 1966, p.318.)

Sir Eric adds, rather wryly, that

whereas Lehrfreiheit for staff has

flourished, Xernfreiheit for the un-

dergraduate has not fared so well.' As

far as teaching staff is concerned,

however, tradition dictates that there

can be no interference from within or

without the university in the individu-

al's freedom to do research, to teach,

to study and practise the arts. Aca-

demic freedom, in this sense, is the

life-blood of the university and of

those who toil within it.

By and large, devotion to his discip-

line in an atmosphere of freedom

characterizes the academic. As long

as his discipline is respected and al-

lowed to develop according to its own
requirements, and he is provided with

books, libraries, laboratories and

technical services in keeping with the

university's resources, the academic

is content to leave the overall admin-

istration of the university to others

and to encumber himself with as little

administrative responsibility in the

faculty or department as is consistent

with common decency.

Academic work and academic deci-

sions — his teaching and research,

curricular development in his depart-

ment, appointments to staff, and so

forth — are his primary concern, and

he is convinced that academics alone

are possessed of the expertise re-

quired to make such decisions. His

dedication is to his discipline, and

even when he engages in writing, re-

search and consultancy outside the

university, he usually sees such activ-

ities as contributing to his work in the

discipline.

In this view, students are consi-

dered to be engaged in two main

areas of university activity — one

academic, the other social. In his

academic role, the student is an ap-

prentice who has come to the univer-

sity to study under a master. It is

very much an old-style guild relation-

ship. As such, the gap in age. intellec-

tual attainment and professional ex-

pertise makes the student largely

passive in everything that has to do
with academic organization and deci-

sion-making. In his social role, how-
ever, the student plays an active part
— he organizes his own clubs in the

university, plans such things as ath-

letic events and social activities, and
provides the political organization

needed to administer those functions.

As the staff member sees himself, by
choice, relieved of administrative

responsibilities, so too. does he see

the student relieved of any academic
responsibilities apart from those in-

volved in study, The teacher's respon-

sibilities to his students are dis-

charged when he introduces them as

intimately and deeply to his discipline

— as he and his fellow teachers in a

department define the discipline — as

, he can and, as a result of suitable

examination, certifies to the academ-

ic community and to the world at

large that he is satisfied with their

performance.

The university, in this view, does
not adopt a political posture towards
the 'outside' society. Even though it

should become totally dependent on
the resources of the community fur

its support, academic freedom dic-

tates the sacrifice of any official uni-

versity stance on political decisions

that have to be taken in the civil

community. The university's rela-

tions with society at large are strictly

at arms' length; it sets, or helps to

set. the conditions under which mem-
bers of the outside community can
enter its halls for instruction, consi-

ders them under its jurisdiction as

long as they stay, sends them forth to

take whatever post in society they as

graduates decide to take, and is con-

tent to influence society through the

individuals it helps form. To repeat,

the university is defined by its aca-

demic rather than its social role; its

organization and structure are dictat-

ed by the needs of academic discip-

lines, not by social or political consid-

erations. Its ethos is individualistic,

not collective.
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NEW COLLEGE MOTION PICTURE SOCIETY

presents

W.C. FIELDS

Mrs. Wiggs ot the Gtbbige Pilch

wth ZASU PITTS

TONIGHT 8:00 P.M.

NEW COLLEGE (Wetmore) DINING HALL

ADMISSION $1.00

iiiiii mill linn I in II it i ii i m i si ii 1 111 ii i ii i ii 111 1 1 nil I it ib i

Deportment of Political Economy

Lecture by

= PROF. ROBERT S. LOPEZ
Director of Medieval Studies

Yale University

5 The Economic Development of Byzantium

as Compared with the West

2 Friday, Oct- 31, 10 to 11 a.m.

• Room 1016, New College

2 (entrance from WiUcocks St.)

-^IllllllllillllllilllllllliliilillUliililllllliiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Hillel Presents

Dave Berg of "Mad Magazine"

on

"Mad Looks at the

Jewish Community"

Sunday, Nov. 2

8=30 p.m.

750 Spadina Ave.

Everyone We/come
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SAC President Gus Abols bleeds at Loretto College photo by Gemot Wieland

BLOOD DRIBBLE DISAPPOINTING (SO FAR)

With 154 fewer donors than

last year, U of T's semi-annual

bleed-in for the Red Cross has

so far proved a distinct disap-

pointment.

The drive began with a bang

at Loretto College on Monday
but it soon dwindled to a whim-
per as fewer and fewer donors

showed up.

After two days' bleeding the

total stands at 530 pints as

compared to 684 last year. St.

Mike's leads with 334 pints.

Yesterday at Trinity blood

flowed like the ketchup that's

worth waiting for, with some
of the staff simply waiting for

someone to show up.

Donors' comments ranged
from "great" to "mediocre"
to "Did you see the blonde

~nurse?" SAC President Gus
Abols and Provost John Sword

were among the first enthu-

siastic bleeders.

Today's clinic is in the Rec-
reation Room of Margaret
Addison Hall. Tomorrow and
Friday New College hosts a

clinic in Wetmore Hall.

Dents, last year's winners of

the hemorrhagic competition

will bleed on Friday in the

School of Dentistry.

No experience required. All

welcome.

Ethiopian feudalism feeds on i
By GARD SHELLEY

The myths about the good life

under Haile Selassie in Ethiopia
were exposed yesterday by Hagos
Yesus in a speech at the Interna-

tional Student Centre.

Yesus, a 34-year-old Ethiopian
currently studying History at Dal-

housie, is a member of the World-
wide Union of Ethiopian Students.

He described the feudal system
in Ethiopia as one that "thrives by
maintaining total ignorance of the

population."

Of the 25 million people who live

in Ethiopia more than 9,0 percent
are landless serfs. Of these serfs

between 95 per cent and 98 per cent
are illiterate. The entire country,
said Yesus, is split equally among
Haile Selassie, the feudal lan-

dlords, and the Ethiopian Orthodox
Church, which Yesus referred to as
"the most backward and banal in-

stitution in the world."

The feudal landlords receive 75
per cent of the serfs' produce. The
peasants have to pay taxes on the
remaining 25 per cent. Serf fami-
lies are exploited in every sense by
the landlords and are considered a
possession along with the land they
live on.

Yesus made special mention of

"abuse of the female population for

sexual pleasure."

The average life expectancy of

Ethiopians is 31.

Haile Selassie, now 76, rules by

divine right in conjunction with the

church. Yesus said the church has
created and maintained the myth
that the "Ethiopian rulers are
cousins of Christ and grandsons of

Moses."

GREAT HOAX

Selassie demonstrates his con-
cern for progress by participation

in the Organization for African
Unity.

Yesus said, "The OAU is one of

the greatest hoaxes where Selassie

and other tyrants who call them-
selves presidents, prime ministers,

etc., drink champagne and martin-

"In the last 15 years U.S. imperi-

alism has been incorporated into

the system — superimposed over
and into the social system." he
added. The society is now "semi-
colonial and semi-capitalistic."

The Peace Corps provides more
than half of the teachers at all lev-

els of education and is seen by
Yesus as an imperialist tool. The
U.S. has a 10,000-man military base
in Ethiopia, the largest in Africa.

"As long as a capitalist is mak-
ing a profit in a country he will hold

on to it tenaciously. These people
are real estate agents, any scrap of

land is important." Yesus said.

Selassie, who Yesus referred to

as "The Tyrant", has visited the
U.S. eight times in the last eight

years asking for "more dollars for

his own pocket" and arms, Yesus
said. Selassie has more than a bil-

lion dollars in forty different banks
around the world.

To combat Selassie and the feu-

dal system, peasants and students

have organized guerrilla units all

over the country.

SOCIAL REBUILDING

Yesus said that the student up-

rising is concerned more with the

social rebuilding of Ethiopian So-

ciety than with the educ ,on^
process. The aims of the students

and the peasants are the same.
Although the guerrillas have

been brutally suppressed, their

membership is increasing. "Bom-
bardment by the forces Of the re-

gime is supported by the U.S."
Yesus said.

Ethiopian schools at all levels

have been closed for the last six

months. Three thousand students,

mostly from the universities, are

now in concentration camps.
"Twenty-six students were mur-
dered in the streets in the last twb

weeks," he said.

The slogan of the student-peas-

ant uprising is "Land to the tiller."

The Union of Ethiopian Students,

which has been banned in Ethiopia,

is anti-feudal, anti-monarchist and

anti-imperialist. S 1

Selassie has recently enacted
two new laws. Yesus quoted them
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Calgary students oust The Gauntlet
CALGARY (CUP) — Stu-

dents at the University of Cal-

gary voted by a narrow margin
Monday to withdraw financial

support from the campus
newspaper. The Gauntlet, in an
attempt to end the paper's left-

wing editorial policy.

But the Calgary student
council took the students'

mandate a step further, and
prevented publications of the

Gauntlet's last publicly-fi-

nanced issue, which was sched-

uled to appear on the campus
today!

In a referendum ballot the

Calgary students voted 1,288 to

1,236 to cease financing The
Gauntlet, which has editorially

taken a militantly anti-capital-

ist stance under editor-in-chief

Jim Rudy. Rudy officially re-

signed as editor following the

council's decision to prevent
publication.

The referendum was insti-

gated September 24 after the

paper ran a front-page story

under the headline "three capi-

talists appointed to ruling

body". The story was on analy-

sis of the financial back-
grounds of three recent ap-

pointees to the Calgary Board
of Governors.

After the referendum, The
Gauntlet staff announced the

paper would continue to pub-

lish on the basis of its advertis-

ing revenue. This move in-

spired the student council to

demand that the printer cease

work on the final council-fi-

nanced issue of the newspaper.
"I want the paper stopped."

said Lee Richardson, council

vice-president. "You know the

kind of things they're going to

write now for Wednesday. I

don't want that paper to ap-
pear on this campus."
Rudy said The Gauntlet staff

had anticipated loss of The
Gauntlet, and would probably
devote their time to an inde-

pendent left-wing paper, The
Spark, which began publication

in Calgary during the summer.
"The Gauntlet is only a

small part of the activity we're
engaged in," he said. "What

they've done in smashing the
paper is very little, actually,

except in exposing some of the
real contradictions inherent in

so-called representative gov-
ernment."

On the same ballot Calgary
students rejected voluntary
unionism by a vote of 1.566 to

968. They will continue paying
the mandatory $32 fee levied

by the university administra-
tion at the beginning of the
school year.

At present only one Canadi-
an campus, the University of
Guelph, has a voluntary stu-

dent union.

So there I was with Bissell ...

By JOHN BENSON

So there I was — sitting with
Dr, Bissell and a hundred or so

other lit. buffs listening to

Margaret Laurence speak in

the Edward Johnson Building
yesterday afternoon.

Mrs. Laurence who is writ-

er-in-residence at U of T is best

known for her novel A Jest of

God which was later made into

the movie "Rachel, Rachel".
The atmosphere was sub-

dued as the audience was made
up mostly of bright-eyed but

aging academics searching
anxiously for pearls of wisdom
to present to their next first-

year English class.

When Mrs. Laurence spoke
of her difficulties in finding a

suitable form for her novels
several members of the audi-

ence nodded their heads and
sighed in agreement, having
felt the same struggles that the

artist must endure.

Mrs. Laurence, who is one of

Canada's best known novelists

and whose home is now in Eng-
land, has recently purchased a

cottage in Ontario in an at-

tempt to reaffirm her Canadi-

an heritage.

She said she felt a real de-

sire to attempt a radical new
form of novel which would in-

clude some "bizarre illustra-

tions by a really good artist".

President Bissell smiled.

Maybe he's thinking of using

the idea in his year-end report.
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SIX IS ILLEGAL

• No more than five people can

meet for political purposes without

a permit from the minister of the

interior.

• Any person suspected of politi-

cal activity is liable to imprison-

ment for six months without trial

and this sentence is renewable in-

definitely by the minister of the

interior.

The second law makes legal ac-

tivity as defined in the first law il-

legal also.

In the U.S. 15 Ethiopian students

are awaiting trial in Washington in

connection with demonstrations

made during Selassie's visit.

Among other allegations, the

students have been charged with

burglary. Yesus was outraged,

"Burglary for entering our own
embassy!

"

He added, "If the students are

deported (back to Ethiopia) they

will move into the gallows of the

Tyrant." He said they would be

"hanged for seven days in a public

street."

Hagos Yesus was very brief on

what kind of system he would like

to see replace Ethiopia's feudal-

ism. He said he wanted "a society

that is egalitarian "and progres-

sive."

Most of his passion was ex-

pressed in negating what now ex-

ists in Ethiopia.

LET'S TALK ABOUT SAVING YOU MONEY
ON YOUR DIAMOND RING

GETTING ENGAGED?
You don't need a masters degree in marketing to know
that the more hands a product passes through the more
it costs the final consumer. The reverse is also true.

We are "Direct" Diamond Dealers. We import our own
goods and sell on a "Direct" basis. Because of this
we can and do sell well below the established market
structure.

If you're in the market for a di amond ring drop in and
compare for yourself. Ask for me Personally.

(Alternately, we would be pleased to send you our

free booklet "The Day You Buy a Oiamond")

WE ARE DIRECT DIAMOND DEALERS

Hugh Proctor S. Co.
DIAMOND DEALERS

131 BLOOR W. 921-7702

STE. 416

*1* »i*»X* *£* "sL* *1* »£* *!> »!. a1> vL. *±* *L* <Lf *i* ^^^^ V
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* *
| WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION %
* *
* SYNCHRONIZED SWIM CLUB - practices every Thursday
Jt it

^ at 5 p.m. Benson Building ^
* #
*1> »i* •!* !* vL. *£» vl* *L* *±* ^t>«t> «t> *l* ^U^L«^U^U^U^U^*^U^U^L«al#*^
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An Invitation

to the 1970 Graduate

who aspires to a career

in Office Management
or

wants to be an Actuary*

Our representative will

be happy to talk with

you on

NOVEMBER 12,13

Details in Placement Office

1971 Grads can be considered

for summer work in this field
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"BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY PRESENTS

HOMECOMING
SPACED OUT 69

FRIDAY OCT. 31
8 pm convocation hall

FRIDAY OCT. 31
old physics building

11pm to dawn

SAT. NOV.l
10 am st. george st

11am front campus

SAT...NOV.1
varsity stadium
2pm

SAT NOV.l
HART HOUSE
8pm

EVENTS
'MOTHERLODE' -when I die

'tuf POTK SHOW OF
THE YEOMEN' in concert

$1.50
at the door

$1.00
at SAC office

HALLOWEEN ALL-NITE $100
MONSTER MOVIES free kisses

'GIGANTIC HOMECOMING
FLOAT PARADE

FOOTBALL GAME
VARSITY vs QUEENS

GALA HOME COMING DANCE
featuring
benny louis & his 8 piece orchestra

marc tymes
neon rose „ nn
smitty's electric farm
kieth mckie of kensington market fame

SUN NOV 2
benson bldg

2 pm

MASS GROUP SENSORY
A WAKENING

$2.00

SPECIAL 'PACKAGE DEAL 9 tickets

only $5.75

SEPARATE EVENT & PACKAGE DEAL
tickets are on sale now at s.a.c. office

A LIMITED NUMBER OF TICKETS WILL BE
SOLD AT THE DOOR TO THE VARIOUS EVENTS
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Panelists are pessimistic about
'Western' democracy in Africa
"Democracy in Africa has come to an end."

These were the opening words of Prof.

D.F.Walker of the U of T Political Economy
Dept. last Wednesday night at a panel discus-

sion on the meaning of democracy in Africa.

Prof. Walker condemned the "all-embrac-

ing legitimacy" of the one party system in

Tanzania, saying that under such conditions

"democracy means no more than the right to

elect the man who already has the power."
Emmanuel Fagbamiye of the Department

of Engineering, while also pessimistic about

the future of democracy in Africa, pointed to

illiteracy, poverty, and foreign economic con-

trol as its greatest enemies.

All panelists agreed that democracy in Afri-

ca must be modified to take advantage of pre-

existing ruling structures on the village level.

Western concepts (i.e. the multi-party sys-

tem} were shown to be not always applicable

to Africa.

Africa, it was agreed, by developing after

the rest of the world, should benefit from the

economic, technological, and political experi-

ence of others.

meat 'n potatoes is at 338 huron

street near harbord and it's there

for you good food

reasonable prices and more that's

very special try it see it . . .

. . it's yours

HERE AND NOW
Blood drive until 1 1 < m. at Margaret

Addison Hall, Recreation Room. Pretty

nurses speed the How of blood,

noon
Metro election committee discussion of

approaches for information campaign —
bodies needed. SAC office.

12:30
More blood until 4 p.m at Margaret

Addison Hall. Recreation Room.

1 p.m.
Discussion of members on black and

white prints. Hart House Camera Club
quaneis.

Film: "Algeria". History Students Union
presents a film of 19th and 20th century
march to freedom of the Algerian people
ending in the 1962 revolution New Phys-
ics 202.

Career info lecture: Teaching. Wallberg
Bldg. Rm 1035.

Education Commission meetingtoday.
HH Bickersteth Rm.
U of T Liberal Club discussion of Ontario

Student Liberal Convention in Windsor this

weekend, with special reference to hous-
ing. SS1087

Staff meeting for all Strand writers and
friends: including first-ever Strand seminar.
Strand office. Editor Jirn Cowan will enter-

tain with his famous pipe smoker's jig.

The Edmund Burke Society, suspected
to be alive and well in a mail box in Scar-

borough, holds its kick-off meeting. It will

discuss the "oppressive hate-bill" and
planned Ottawa demonstration UC 104.

U of T Graduate Oenological
(Winemaking) Society initiation meeting to

discuss the ferment on campus. At 1 :30 in

GSU Upper Lounge.

4:16 p.m.

Urban Issues The United Appeal —
"The Politics of Charity" or "How we all do

our bit to guarantee poverty". SCM office.

HH

5 p.m.

Go see Alice's Restaurant at the Down-
town at 5:55 and then join us back in the

Rap Room in the Newman Centre, 89 St.

George to rap over coffee and cookies
Also at 8 30

' 6 p.m.
Anyone interested in acting, production,

etc in "West Side Story" New College

Drama Guild. Wilson Hall. NC 1016.
Film "Rachel. Rachel" directed by Paul

Newman 75 cents AN welcome. Starts 6,

15. also 8:15. SS 21 18

7:30 p.m.
Victoria Women's Assoc reception for

parents of new students Wymilwood. 150
Charles St. W. Tours 2:30 -4 and 7 30 -

9

Memorial Service for our dearly depart-

ed and otherwise gone to that great sports-

review in the sky., comrade Mickleburgh.

Bring lots of presents or don't come at all.

What does Ignatieff mean, anyhow? Rm.
666 Grauniad — the door will be draped in

black.

8 p.m.

See W C. Fields in "Mrs. Wiggs of the

Cabbage Patch". NC Wetmore Dining Hall

Samuel Ifejika. editor of Biafran National

newspaper, will speak on Biafran Survival

and Micro-Nationalism. ISC.

Panel on "Obsolete Youth" ISC.

THURSDAY
All day

Engineers pick up nomination forms if

vou wish to run in the fall elections next
week. Engineering Stores.

1p.m.
United Appeal Girl auction — for all you

oppressed and unliberated males (yes.

males) Old Physics. Rm135.
Ad hoc committee for planning Novem-

ber Montorium Action all students 3nd

faculty welcome. SS 1087
Career Info Lecture: Data Processing.

Rm, 1035 Wallberg Bldg.

CUSO info meeting. Bring lunch to the

Graduate Students Union

presents

What really happened at

Sir George Williams

University

— Rosie Douglas and ofhers

presenting the students point

of view of the events.

Friday 1:00pm
New Medical Bldg.

Rm 2158

ISC. where Barb Reid. a returned volun-

teer, (physiotherapy in Jamaica and Sara-

wak) will talk about overseas service

3p.n
i ofOpen auditions for Trinity produr.

Moliere s The Forced Marriage. Car-

twright Hall. St. Hilda's. Until 5.30

Join the Varsity Christian Fellowship for

supper in the cafeteria followed at 6 30 by

a discussion of The Church's role in Social

Action" led by Rev H Robinson in Rm
2173 Everyone welcome

7 p.m.

VCUC annual budget meeting, in Alumm
Hall, Victoria

UC Homecoming float design meeting

and band sign-up All UC members wel-

come UCLit office.

8 p.m.
The Martyrs of Dorset will again meet! I

Reconnaissance photographs will be ex-

amined and the possibilities of blackmail

discussed An extensive investigation has

shown the pumpkin patch at 258 Howland
Ave. to contain hypocrites. A nice sincere

pumpkin patch (35 Charles W Apt. 1012)
will be used as a meeting place. The great

pumpkin, who disguised as John Archbold,

mild mannered newspaper roller, will per-

sonally refute rumours that he has formed

an alliance with the king mushroom. Syd-

ney or the Bush. BY0B (Opinions ex-

pressed above are definitely not those of

The Varsity)

8:30 p.m.

Canadian pianist, John McKay in recital

at Concert Hall, Edward Johnson Building

DAILY
Tickets on sale for the Growth ol Metro-

politan Toronto — Processes. Problems
and Planning — a symposium on urban

affairs (Nov. 7 and 8). 50 cents each. Only

500 available. Main Foyer. SS. Noon to 2

p.m.

Dial-a -commie is alive and well at 920-

5806 Phone to find out what Women's
Lib and New Left Caucus are up to

OQAA harrier

championship

set for Nov. 1
Veteran runners Dave Bai-

ley and Brian Armstrong will

lead a seven-member Toronto

team into the OQAA harrier

championships Saturday in

Kingston.

Meet officials have decided

to use a six-mile hilly course

which is expected to favour

Varsity's chances, as defend-

ing champion Waterloo is

stronger over the shorter

courses used in the past.

Other Toronto runners Sat-

urday will be Bob Knuckey,

Bob Cairns. Ross Kidd, Peter

Pimm, and former Varsity

sports editor Rich Pyne.

Last weekend, the Toronto

team easily won a special meet
in Western 23-36.

Western's Chris Bolter cap-

tured first place over the five-

mite course with a record time

of 25:56.5, but Varsity runners

took five of the next six places

to win handily.

Rich Pyne led the Blues with

26:48, and Bob Knuckey was
third in 27:01.

STUDENTS FOR ISRAEL
Meeting for all those interested in

distribution of Israel material and

in manning booths.

U.C. Room 106 1 PM
Wednesday Oct. 29.

HART HOUSE THEATRE

USHERS
Volunteers needed for ushers for the two

Hart House Theatre Productions.

CALL AT
THE THEATRE BOX OFFICE

OR PHONE 928-8668

HOUSE 50
CAMERA CLUB

Today, Club Rooms. 1:10 p.m.

BLACK & WHITE DISCUSSION

NOON HOUR FILMS
Thursday, October 30th

East Common Room, 1:10 p.m.

"NO REASON TO STAY"
& "SKY"

(N.F.O. Non-documentaries)

Ladles Welcome

SQUASH COMMITTEE OPEN MEETING
Thursday. October 30th

Music Room — 7:30 p.m.

A FILM & LECTURE ON SQUASH
Novices and Experienced players welcome

FILM CONTEST
Open to ALL Students

Entries accepted until

NOVEMBER 1ST

UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE

HART HOUSE 50 PHOTO CONTEST
SlOO-Cash Prizes

Closing Date: NOVEMBER 5TH

THE HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE INVITES APPLICATIONS FOR

TWO POSITIONS AS RECORD ROOM CURATORS. INFORMATION AND
FORMS ARE AVAILABLE FROM WARDEN'S OFFICE. THESE POSITIONS,

'VHICH ARE FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR. CARRV AN HONORARIUM.
APPLICATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED UNTIL NOVEMBER 5TH.
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HAVING A PARTY? - RENT

PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTING
STROBE LIGHTS BLACK LIGHT
SOUND TO LIGHT TRANSLATORS

STROBE LIGHT PRODUCTS
147 Ranee Avenue, 781-2995

MOE KOFFMAN
and

FABULOUS
ELECTRIC BAND

are coming

Xr HANDICRAFTS

Reasonably priced;

* IMPORTED TOYS

• THEATRE POSTERS

NOV. 4 % i STUDENT DISCOUNT ft

ESIKMO ART

• "IN" JEWELRY &
ACCESSORIES

585 MARKHAM STREET
(Village)

WATER

FURS |

LEATHER |

I GENERATION COATS I

SHEEP RUGS I

SKIN & BONES !

670 YONGE ST.
'

2 SOUTH OF BLOOR |

VARSITY
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

*
*
*
*
*
*
#
*
#
*
*
#
*
*
*
*
*

SAC REQUIRES INTERESTED STUDENTS TO SIT ON
THE VARSITY BOARD.

PLEASE SUBMIT APPLICATIONS TO:

* THi COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION SAC OFFICE *
f************************^
**********************************************

NO EXAMS
ON PASSOVER

"Every person an equal member of the community"

People must not be put outside the university community because of their
.religious beliefs. Is the convenience of the majority that important?

Final exams and opening day are important days for the university; Jewish
students musl be given the opportunity to participate.

We cannot be "Toms" any longer!

INDICATE YOUR PREFERENCE!
When cour.es „e conftaed: indicate your de.ire uia, u of T not schedule ex
on Passover

Hillel Foundation
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The Varsity Waterpolo Blues made it three in a row defeat-
ing RMC 9-7 in a closely fought match at Hart House on Saturday.

The Blues had to overcome a two-goal deficit at the half to
win what coach Kirk Thompson called a "sloppy game".

Hefelt that the Blues had horseshoes in their trunks to win
the game. Says Thompson: "the team has a lot of potential but
will have to improve if it hopes to win the OQAA championship
this year."

Alex LeRoy played well for Varsity and was their high scor-
er netting four goals. Theo Van Ryan and Jim Adams also played
well scoring two and one goals respectively. Other Varsity scor-
ers were Hunter Milbourne and Brian Barras.

The Blues shored up their defence in the second half allowing
only two goals. Andy Hackett and Brian Barras played well on
defence but the truly exciting moments in the game were provid-
ed by the two goalies.

Hartly Garfield, in the Varsity nets, was especially spectac-
ular when he blocked a penalty shot late in the third quarter. His
overall goaltending was the deciding factor in the Toronto victo-
ry.

McGill, Gaels lead football rankings

Queens amassed over Blues
two weeks ago in Kingston.

Blues tremendous second
half surge in that game, as well
as the solid team effort against
Western appears not to have
registered with the selection
committee.
The rankings are:

1. McGill

2. Queens
3. Manitoba
4. Carleton

5. Varsity

6. Waterloo Lutheran
7. St. F. X.

8. Guelph
9. Western

10. U. N. B.

McGill Redmen and Queens
Golden Gaels top the national

football rankings released this

week by the CIAU and the Col-

lege Bowl committee.

Although tied with Varsity
for first place in the SIFL,
Redmen have apparently im-
pressed the selectors with
their 144-52 point spread, as
compared to Varsity's 141-93.

The committee also consi-
dered the 24-0 half-time lead

ESSAYS
TO
WRITE?
Hhen you find it difficult to
decide how to find informa-
tion you need or find what
you need, we can help. The
Reference Department con-
ducts general reference
seminars, (he Science and
Medicine reference desk
gives special subject
seminars and the Circulation
desks will clear a path
for you through the stacks.
Plan ahead and get some
help from the University
or Toronto

LIBRARY

Specs
and
Sex!

It used to be said lhai "men
don'l make passes at girls
who wear glasses"—but
not any more IF you come
and choose from our fan-
tastic collection of fashion
frames. And as a student
you get 20% off. Who arc
we? Braddotk Optical, jusi
round ihe corner ai 1S8
St. George.



Field hockey team is very good;
Field hockey writers are better

By MELANIE POTTS
AND

MARTHA TOPPS
The Toronto Women's Field Hockey Team

continued its scourge of the intercollegiate cir-
cuit with successive victories over McGill (5-2)

,
Guelph (11-0), Macdonald (7-0) and Waterloo

(7-0) over the weekend at Macdonald College in
Montreal.

High scorer for the tournament was "super
frosh" Lorna Tanner with ten goals closely fol-
lowed by Sally Manning I PHE II) with nine and
Anne-of-Belleville Thompson with seven.
The Long sisters complimented each other

on the wings and popped in one apiece while
petite Jackie Cheng pivoted the team from her
center half position and scored two goals her-
self.

It became clear early in the weekend, despite
the cold and the ice, the wind and the rain, that
once again Marina Van der Merwe's troupe of
lady field hockey players were far superior to
their opposition in nearly every facet of the
game, with the possible exception of humility!

Special mention must go to goalie Sharon

Wilson who got three shutouts after a slow start
in the McGill game. While maintaining these
shutouts Sharon was frostbitten in four toes and
part of her left ear.

Meanwhile, on the side line, injured Sue Peck
(manager of the team) was having her wounds
licked by "Tigger" the team's new mascot.
What could be more frustrating than having
your twenty-first birthday on a intercollegiate
weekend!? (No booze Suse. Happy birthday,
mother! ).

Back in Toronto at York U., McMaster de-
feated all comers in that section of tournament
(Western, Queens and York).
Coach Van der Merwe maintains that Mc-

Master will be the team to beat next weekend
at Guelph. However, Toronto has met Mc-
Master several times this season and beaten
them.

Mac has assured us they will rise to the occa-
sion and anything can happen.

In the words of Alice Shank, Buxom back and
Captain, "We have but to do our own thing, in

our own position, and the result will be bril-
'iant!"

UTAA
SPORTS SCHEDULES

WEEK OF NOV. 3rd

special mention must go to goalie Sharon liant!"

nCMP to investigate contest result
byGEUIUS c ... . , ,
byGEUIUS
LACROSSE

PHE A got goals from Reid
(40, Connely (3; no relation to

the infamous Black Connelies),
Bullock (3; as in "bullock that
kick

!

"

) and Blake to beat Innis

(Okihiro 3, Waller 4 — "You
are the eggman, I am the wall-
er"), 11-7.

Phe C got goals from Taylor
and Skinner (' Dry, lifeless

skin? Make the change to-day
— "skinner ", the new miracle
skin. Buy one to-day at your
neighbourhood skin shop —
better yet. buy two: they're
cheap") to edge Trin. 2-1. Hall
scored for Trin ( "Fortrin" is a

computer-programming thin-

gie.)

Dents (Drury 2; "drury" is

an Old English word describing
a down acid-trip on a rainy
Sunday in November: OED;
Southward, Ross) 4: For B
(Dunn 3) 3.

Suppelsa ("Mild-mannered
dietician Buzz Sa has only to

utter the magic word DUNG to

turn into Supelsa. king of

Beasts, complete with x-ray

eyes and skinner.") scored
four, Spraggs 2 and Harvey one
to lead Scar over Eng II

(Mills), 7-1

LAW 4 (Pashby 2, Ochter-
lony "2) FOR A 4 (Winged
Griffin 3, O'Reilly)

RUGGER
Pink (present tense; cf. pre-

terite "pank" and participle

"punk") had two points and

Smith 3 as Innis beat SMC and
O'NeiL 5-3. Innis then tied Trin
B, 3-3. Sutherland and Burgess
scored tries.

UC ochterlonied PHE, 11-3

Maibaum"?) 2, and Boulos the
other, Dan Mclnnis hitting for
Knox (nominative absolute) as
New adirondacked Knox, 7-1.

nn „" "" Ellerton had 2 and TongianUC scorers were Goldenburg 3, . (the secret language spoken inDe Freton 2

Arnott 3

PHE (Phillips 4. Nicholson
6) 10, VicO.

Ledoer (if yoy ever want
anyone to ledo, he's your man

)

and Murray had 5 each and
Trin B blanked Emm, 10-0.

Compton had 10 to lead Trin
A over Law (McArthur 5), 13-5.

Trin's remaining three were
scored by Dunkley (a word
describing a wet doughnut.)
Scar (Seery 7. Goldlust 6)

13; Eng (newland3) 3.

SOCCER

Beyar and Creater (the crea-

ter Tycho on the moon is

named after one of his ances-
tors) gave Innis a 2-1 win over
New; Da Rosa scored for the

Gnus. (The gnu is a small
South African antelope related

to the ingmarbergman)
Trin (Smith, Baker) 2; UC

(Flood, as indeed Louis XIV
had prophesied) 1.

Bisoeno's goal was enough to

put Jr. Eng. past Law, 2-1.

Sr. Eng. 1. SMC 0. Albanese
(a dialect spoken by the inhab-

itants of Upper New York
State) was the scorer.

Da Rosa had 4, Maibaum
(surely you recall 'Dr. Stran-
gelove; or, Hou .

worrying and learned to love

Stankiewitz 3,' Tong-wars ) as Wye "took Meds
B, 3-0.

CONTEST CONTEST CONTEST

Varsity Sports contest
judges to-day announced, with
some misgivings, that David
Frank had won the recent Con-
test. Mr. Frank s answer to the
query, '-Did he who make the
Lamb make thee?" is reliably

reported as, "No, I'm the other
Volkmar Richter."

Mr. Frank has been rewarded
Rod Mickleburgh as his prize.

Important soccer and rugger
tilts this afternoon at three
chimes with Blues hosting the

.

McMaster Marauders in two
battles for first place.

Soccer is at the Stadium;
j

rugger on the back campus, •:

east field.

Also today at three — Vic
and St. Mikes decide second :

place in Division one of inter-

fac football — west field, back >

campus. •:

Also today — athletic events
calendars on sale at the Benson £
Building; a real bargain at 50c.

Also today — space going •:

fast on the Engineers buses to

McGill next weekend; info at $How I stopped SAC Office or EngStores.

Mon Nov
'. Tues. Nov

\ RUGGER

'; Mon. Nov. 3
'. Tues Nov 4

> Wed. Nov 5

! Thur Nov. 6

; Fn. Nov. 7

Mon. Nov. 3 4,00

!;
Tubs. Nov 4 12.1 5

4.00

:j 4.00

Wed.Nov 5 12 15

4.00

;
Thur Nov 6 12.15

12.15

400
400

3 00
300
3 00
3 00
3.00

3 00 West

EnginWest

East

West New
East For

West Vic

Scar

115
115
1.15

at Scar TrinA
East Eng.fl Cairns
East Law vs UC Salt
West Innis vs Wye Anderson
East St. M. vs Trin B Griffiths

East Law vs Vic Ledson
West UC, Apse

: Wed Nov. 5

12 15

4 00

12 30
7 00
8 15

9,30

1030
12 30

7 00
8.16

9.30

10.30

12.30

5.30

North

North

North

South

North

North

North

Trin

North

at Scar

North

North

Arch

Oent-A

St M A
DevHse
Sr Eng

JrEng

Scar

St M 8

New I

Vic. II

Sr Eng

MedA
Grad 8

UC
Med B

New
Dent

Med.A

PHE
TrinA
Wye
St M A
Inn B

Jr.Eng

Vic

St M B

Gero

Kalman

Simmonds;

Verhulsi

Homatidis

Lo •

Simmonds:

Punter

Zakaluiny :

Bagucki

Enn

Law I

ForA
PHE A
UC I

Bus

Med A

U.C.I I

PHE 6

: Mon Nov. 3
\ Tues Nov 4

1 00 SIM. Vic Crocker. Stephen
1 00 Trin Eng II Crocker. Feaver
6 30 PHE. A Dev Hse Okihiro. Hanna
7.30 Okihiro. Hanna
8 30 Scar vs Okihiro. Hanna
1.00 For A Eng. 1 Mac Kay. Feaver
400 PHE B Crocker. Karr

1 00 vs Si M Murphy. Crocker
400 PHE C 7 For. B MacKay. Stephen
6.30 PHE A Murphy. Hanna
1 00 Vic Dev Hse Okihiro. Stephen

VOLLEYBALL

PTHE CHRISTIAN AND SOCIAL ACTION"
THURSDAY EVENINGS

2 5: 15 —JOIN US FOR SUPPER IN NEW MEDS BLDG. CAFETERIA
f TOPIC EXPANSION: 6:30-7:30 PM, RM 2173

l7|r

Oct. 30 "ROLE OF THE CHURCH FN
SOCIAL ACTION"

Nov. 6. "STUDENT ROLE I N
SOCIAL ACTION"

Nov. 13. "STUDENT PANEL ON
CONFLICTING OPINIONS"

2 SPONSORED BY THE VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP"
" »••••••

CUT YOUR CLEANING COSTS
by 2/3

at the

Church & Wellesley Self Serve

Dry Cleaner

OPEN EVERY DAY
Attendant on Duty

568 Church St.

924-6010

430 PHE vs Gesing

530 St.M vs Innis Gesmg
7.30 Bus vs Eng' Bodnaruk

6 30 Vic Bodnaruk

500 New vs St.M Gesing

600 Dent C vs For. B Horenblas

700 UC vs Dent A Horenblas

800 Enn vs For. A Senkrw

900 Emman vs Sen lew
700 New vs Med Orav

BOO Eng.lt vs Scar Orav

900 Wye vs Dent 8 Orav
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Drache's Report.
Cont'd from page one

people and I'm very interested in their

comments. Again though no."

The report says that Nuffield's au-

thority and the power of the committee

system intersect; but that Nuffield

holds the balance.

Drache lists six factors which create

"the elitism of the committee system
:"

• The chairman is responsible for ap-

pointing faculty to many committee

positions. Faculty who serve on com-

mittees do so at his discretion.

• Only a few departments use either a

voluntary system or have instituted

democratic elections to fill committee

positions.

• Full professors are over-represented

while instructors and assistant profes-

sors are under-represented on commit-

tees.

• Tenure creates a class structure

between academic ranks.

• The most important committee,

usually the senior policy committee, is

neither duly elected nor composed of

all ranks of faculty.

• In many departments the commit-

tees function inefficiently with lack of

clear purpose which discourages many
faculty from taking an interest and

participating.

As well as examining the internal

structure of individual departments,

the Drache Report examines how the

departments are related to each other

and the central administration.

He exposes "departmental autono-

my" as a "non-system" that prohibits

change rather than protects academic

freedom.

"Theoretically departmental autono-

my is designed to give departments
maximum control over their internal

affairs.'' Drache writes. "Like any

system of social organization divided

into neatly defined jurisdictions, its

main selling point can only be realized

in its negative aspect of isolation."

Often, departmental autonomy
means that departments are kept in a

state of isolation, ignorance, and secre-

cy.

East Asian Studies Chairman A.K.

Warder comments:
"There is the question of secrecy

whereby some chairmen think it tact-

fully wise not to say too much about the

things they are doing. There is a tend-

ency of the Dean to negotiate separate-

ly with each chairman and it is a sort of

a battle of wits."

"I find myself woefully ignorant of

salaries in other departments for ex-

ample," Warder adds. "I'm not sure

whether our people get a fair deal

compared with other departments or

not. Perhaps I could find out but I ha-

ven't had time."

Zoology Chairman D.A. Chant com-

plains that he was not consulted on the

look-ahead plans the U of T presented

last winter.

"I don't see how plans can be formu-

lated that bear very heavily on the fu-

ture of sciences at this university with,

out the science departments being con-

sulted and being involved. I feel that is

really scandalous."

Most departmental chairmen were

upset about their powerlessness in

budgetary matters.

"If I make a budgetary appeal f have

a feeling that it goes before some
vague tribunal who may all wear black

hats for all I know," says Chant.

STRATIFICATION

Drache explains that "departmental

autonomy" does not constitute real

departmental power, but rather strati,

fication of power, ignorance and secre-

cy-

He says the power is shifting more
and more away from the departments,

and that this is the real process that

lies behind structural reform.

The Philosophy Department, one of

the most "reformed" departments in

the university, is Drache's case in

point.

"I get a feeling of uneasiness about

the procedures that are being followed

and whether or not the University is

actually in academic or non-academic

hands," says Philosophy Chairman
J.G. Slater.

"I found myself locked into an organ-

izational system," he adds, "where
there didn't seem to be any way in

which, as chairman, I could affect

changes which would feed back into

University policy."

In .January 1968, Professor Goudge,

who was then Philosophy Chairman,

was told his department would be

evicted from its new building.

THREATENS RESIGNATION
Goudge said he would resign if

forced to move. The move was called

off, but it had nearly caused a major

crisis.

When Drache asked him who author-

ized the decision to evict the depart-

ment, Goudge replied, "I simply don't

know the answer to that question."

"Were you ever interested to know?
' Drache countered.

"No, because I was so much con-

cerned with the consequences of the

decision. . . It seemed to be an academ-

ic decision to find out who had author-

ized it."

VARSITY STAFF:

Where are you? Come in

hoardes to the tune of mass
democracy. We're having a staff

meeting Friday 1 p.m. in The
Varsity office to discuss what the

hell we're doing.

Drache interprets the move to cen-

tralize the university and keep the de-

partments in confusion as part of a key

process in the "structural reform
movement": "The corporate strength-

ening of the university is carried out by

weakening the base."

He cites three factors as attempts to
'

' rationalize" that corpora te structure

:

• government formula financing

• program budgeting ("a sophisticated

accounting and planning device devel-

oped by the Pentagon to ensure greater

uniformity between ends and means, or

between the amount of money allocat-

ed for a specific purpose and the re-

sults achieved.")

• the computerization of university

decision-making. (Professor Richard
Judy of the U of T's Institute of Quanti-

tative Analysis received a Ford Foun-

dation grant of three-quarters of a mil-

lion dollars to study such a system.

)

Drache's basic criticism of the

structural reform movement — and

implicitly of the Commission on Uni-

versity Government itself — is that it

does not answer the class question:

"knowledge for whom and knowledge

for what? 7 '

He focuses the problem here on a

traditional departmental attitude —
the ethos of the "academic guild".

"The emergence of a post-industrial

academic guild parallels the growth of

the corporate university," he says.

Drache describes the guild as a

structure in a department that permits

only one approach to the discipline, the

approach favoured by the senior facul-

ty, who control the hiring and firing

mechanism.
For example, the Philosophy Depart-

ent is totally dominated by the ana-

lytic school of philosophy, Drache ex-

plains.

Many professors blankly accept the

concept of the guild.

"The brotherhood has to be perpetu-

ated by people who have the real inter-

est of the brotherhood in mind." says

Physics Chairman J.M. Daniels.

"Well there's something in a guild,"

says History Chairman A. P. Thornton,

"a guild has a certain craft or art

which it has perfected, it has made
rules about, it has developed a profes-

sionalism about. That's not phony.

They know how to build a better mouse-
trap, or they have yet to have it proved

to them they can't. I think that this

whole business about democracy in an

academic institution is fundamentally

phony. And that's why, if you want to

talk about guilds, I'll talk about
guilds."

"The pattern of power in the Univer-

sity," Drache concludes, "denies stu-

dents their political-intellectual rights,

discriminates against non-tenured fac-

ulty, concentrates power in the hands

of a few administrators, and trans-

forms the University into a modern
capitalist institution.

"The democratic University begins

to exist as a fact when the relations

which keep its internal class system
alive, are no longer part of the Univer-

sity's learning and decision-making

structure.'

ft)

aercommenis: wnicn, as cnairman, i coum anect lion dollars to study such a system.) sity s learning and decision-m
There is the question of secrecy changes which would feed back into Drache's basic criticism of the structure."

41 per cent of arts and science faculty are non-Canadian
By MARY KATE ROWAN • Canadians in 8 of the 19 universi- eign nationals is pronounced not in a He argues "The trend for the e)

a i i u„ir .. ~i ~ i „„:„„ ,j „„t— „^ ;„ t-u^ m ;T,nr ;t,M c j ^ t_ i_„± j... r:.._ nf Canadian aradnatp stnHpnts to
By MARY KATE ROWAN

Almost half the arts and science

faculty at the University of Toronto is

non-Canadian, says Daniel Drache,
researcher for the Commission on
University Government.
The Drache Report, states that the

largest number of foreign faculty are

American. British nationals make up
the second largest group.

Forty-one per cent of the faculty's

teaching staff are non-Canadian;

Canadian citizens make up 54 per

cent.

Drache obtained his information

from questionnaires sent to all arts

and science departmental chairmen.

The study defined both native-born

Canadians and naturalized Canadians
as citizens.

The Drache report says:

• not one of the 19 university de-

partments is 100 per cent Canadian;
t only one (Political Economy) is

more than 75 per cent Canadian;
• only three of the 19 university

departments are more than 60 per
cent Canadian;

• Canadians in 8 of the 19 universi

ty departments are in the minority;

• in another eight departments
Canadians have a majority of less

than ten per cent.

"On the basis of these results",

Drache says "it is clear that in every
department there are Canadian na-

tionals."

"However," he adds, "It is also
clear that in a large number of de-

partments Canadian citizens do not

comprise a significant majority of the

faculty."

Americans constitute the largest

number of non-Canadians in eight

departments while British faculty are
the most numerous non-Canadian
group in six departments.

"What is most significant about the

pattern of concentration", says the

report, "is that the eight departments
where there is a decided American
presence do not overlap with the six

departments where there is a concen-
tration of British subjects.

"In short, the concentration of for-

eign nationals is pronounced not in a

few departments but in seventy-five

per cent of the University depart-

ments."

NOT INTERNATIONAL'
According to Drache, the Universi-

ty of Toronto is not an 'international'

university.

"The international character of

this university," he explains "de-
pends upon recruiting faculty from
two English speaking countries.

"The university has at most token

representation from the third world
academics of Africa, Asia and Latin

America," he adds.

The report says that it has been "a
long-standing practice" at the U of T
and other Canadian universities for

students to do their graduate work out

of the country.

In 1967-68 there were 3,546 Canadi-
ans studying for masters and docto-
rate degrees in American universities

and 691 Canadians attending British

universities, says Drache.

He argues "The trend for the elite

of Canadian graduate students to be

educated in two countries has rein-

forced the Anglo-American presence

at this and other universities."

The report states that numbers do

not merely influence the character of

an institution, they determine it.

"In terms of the nationality of

teaching staff," says the report "one

can do more than suspect that the

presence of one American to three

Canadian faculty has greatly affected

the policies of departments, the

teaching of disciplines, and the hiring

of new university faculty.

"What has changed Canadian uni-

versities," the report continues "is

the introduction of a social and scien-

tific viewpoint which makes the

American historical viewpoint the

Canadian historical viewpoint.

"

"The devastating effect of this

structured colonialism has left its

mark on Canadian studies with the

result that they become mere imita-

tions of American studies."
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United Appeal blasted for 'excluding poor'

Varsity reporter Heather Moore sold fot 55 dollars at the Engineer-

ing Slave auction. See story on page 6. pAo/o by hej

The United Appeal guaran-
tees poverty by making it "less

degrading to the sensibilities of

the middle class". This charge
was leveled by third-year polit-

ical science student Peter
Demarsh (III Pol. Sci.) last

Wednesday at a meeting of the

Student Christian Movement.

At the same meeting U of T
chaplain Eilert Frerichs

charged that the various agen-

cies are merely "maintaining
minimum standards of service

without producing any changes

in the structure of the society

that produced these condi-

tions."

The U.A. also received a

scathing attack from the Just

Society movement, an organi-

zation composed of social

workers and poor people.

In an open letter they

charged that the UA is run by

business and trade union exec-

utives who do not allow the

poor to be represented on the

various boards of directors.

They cite last May's meeting
of the Ontario Welfare Council,

a U.A. agency as a case in

point.

At that meeting two young
people and two welfare recipi-

ents were elected to the board

of directors.

As a result, the Just Society

says, the U.A. has decided to

review the Ontario Welfare

Council's right to continued
support from the fund.

Moreover, they charge that

the success of the campaign is

"often viewed in terms of how
it was pleased its corporate
givers and its board direct-

ors."

John Yerger, director of the

United Community Fund, has

disclosed that he was warned
of withdrawal of funds by a

large financial backer, unless

the democratization of the

agencies was halted.

The Just Society is calling on

the U.A. to stop its "totalitari-

an control" and allow the re-

cipients of the benefits to have
a say in the running of the

agencies.

Biafran nationalist charges:

'Canada is waging a conspiracy of silence'
by DOUG VAREY

Canada is waging a conspira-

cy of silence over Biafran gen-

ocide, Samuel Ifejika, Editor

of the Biafra Times said

Wednesday.
"What I want to ask Canadi-

an students is why there is a

conspiracy of silence? After

th Second World War, people

said: 'We didn't know that 6,-

000,000 Jews were being

killed.' People won't be able to

say that about Biafran geno-

cide at the end of this war."

Ifejika was on campus
Wednesday and he made it

clear Biafrans are puzzled by

the response of the internation-

al community to the destruc-

tion of Biafra and Biafrans.

Ifejika is co-author of The

Making of a Nation: Biafra.

From his perspective, the Ni-

gerian-Biafran war is largely a

British creation.

"Contrast the attitudes of

Britain toward Rhodesia and

Biafra. Rhodesia revolts di-

rectly against the Crown and

nothing happens. Biafra

secedes from Nigeria and Brit-

ain supplies arms to the Nige-

rians. One is forced to con-

clude that Harold Wilson is a

racist.

"On two occasions prior to

this bloody war, Biafrans and

Nigerians were near agree-

ment. Each time, Britain

stepped in and advised Nigeria

against such terms. Britain

wanted to hold Nigeria togeth-

er at any cost for. economic

reasons.

200 GROUPS

"For the colonial rulers,

Nigeria, the largest country in

Africa, was a most intellec-

tually satisfying concept. In

fact," said Ifejika, "Nigeria

was an anthropological night-

mare containing over 200 dis-

tinct tribal groups."

"The word united is being

bandied about in the interna-

tional community as if it were

the end of life itself," said Ife-

jika. "The word covers a mul-

titude of sins: United States of

America, United Nations,

United Arab Republic, United

Kingdom. Unity is being forced

on Biafra by an international

community that considers any

other course heresy.

"Is the union which people

seek to impose on Biafra to be

a union of the living or the

dead," asked Ifejika?

"What makes a nation is not

the size of the country or of the

population, but the potential

for unity among the people, the

willingness to live together, a

desire for the common good.

Nigeria was not sucha union."

Ifejika continued, "Some
say that 30,000 Eastern Nigeri-

ans were killed, wounded or

disfigured before secession.

Thousands more moved back

to the Eastern Region so that if

they had crossed an interna-

tional border, a very large ref-

ugee crisis would have been

created. But because we were

part of Nigeria, the Biafrans

were expected to lick their

wounds quietly.

NATIONAL FEELING

"Some people say that this is

Colonel Ojukwu's (Biafran

leader) war. This is not so. If

we surrender to the Nigerians,

we die; if we continue to fight,

we die. We are united by na-

tional feeling. The war has

forced the Biafran people to

reassess everything. Self-criti-

cism has been accepted as a

way to change. This has never

happened in Africa before."

According to Ifejika, Biafra

is undergoing a revolution.

Several members of the audi-

ence wanted him to "pigeon

hole" it with some sort of

name. He refused.

"Our revolution is very
pragmatic. Education has be-

come utilitarian. No one goes

to school in order to get a de-

gree and a nice position. Our
scientists are involved in solv-

ing practical problems which
the war and revolution present.

Many new ideas and terms are

heard.

"The revolution has its roots

in the towns," said Ifejika.

"The people begin to ask why a

permanant secretary has a

whole house when they have no

shelter.."

TAINTED OFFICIALS

Several high ranking police

officials have been dismissed

because they were still tainted

with corruption they learned in

Nigeria. Every Wednesday,
government leaders meet with

representatives of the people

to learn from each other and to

reach solutions. We are al-

ready planning for our recon-

struction after the war.

"All over Biafra people say

to one another: 'This is what
the basic document on our rev-

olution says. Are you following

it?"'

In response to a question

Ifejika said, "There is some-
thing I con't understand about

Black Power. Why do its expo-

nents not see, in Biafra's strug-

gle, a focal point for their

struggle? "Here is an African

people engaged in Africa's

first war of independence, ig-

nored by the international

community and killed with

British and Russian arma-

ments. And yet they do not

understand it."

So m uel Ifejika photo by Jan Blanchard



Hillel

Presents

DAVID BERG
Writer and artist for Mad Magazine

Sunday, November 2

8:30 p.m.

YM-YWHA,

750 Spadino Ave.

at the

Church & Wellesley Self Serve

Dry Cleaner

OPEN EVERY DAY
Attendant on Duty

568 Church St.

924-6010

*

TRINITY

UNITED

427 aiooi St. Wait ai Walnei Rd

Miniitat:

Rav. J. Bobeit Walt.

B A BO
Otoaiuat: Joan W. Una

I I A.M.

REV. '"I LLI AM 0. F ENN ELL,
B.A., S.T.M., B.O.

8:30 P.M.

TRINITY YOUNG ADULTS

DEBATE: 'PROGRESS THROUGH
INCENTIVE"

STUDENTS WELCOME AT ALL SER-
VICES

CUT YOUR CLEANING COSTS

by 2/3

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
#
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

VARSITY

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

SAC REQUIRES INTERESTED STUDENTS TO SIT ON

THE VARSITY BOARD.

PLEASE SUBMIT APPLICATIONS TO:

THE COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION SAC OffKt
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Your Friendly Neighborhood

Engineering Society

proudly presents!

The N th annual
home
coming
hustling
dance

Friday Oct. 31 (8:30-12:30)

At The Drill Hall (119 St. George)
featuring ALTAR EGO
Admission $1.00

aiCOR AT )

Char.oal-B'olttd

Sliiling STEAKS

Strveet in Burgundy Win*

end hikuImiI ROAST BEEF

En|*rla!nmanl nittly t"

A UPSTAIRS VENETIAN IOUNOE 1 I

^Appsorfng Nltaly Petorft Sunn\

Steele's
TAVERN—RESTAURANT

IM. I-S1W «» fOHQt
(Fully ]U*nt«4

10 A.M.

SEMINAR & CHURCH SCHOOL
1) A.M.

RETURN TO TRIBALISM
DR. E. M. HOWSE

12:30 P.M.
CAMPUS CLUB TOURS

CENTENNIAL
SCIENCE CENTRE

NEW COLLEGE MOTION PICTURE SOCIETY

presents

SUNDAY NITE AT THE MOVIES

Jack Lemmon
and

Walter Matthau
are

The Odd Couple
TWO SHOWINGS ONLY! 6:30 & 9:00 P.M.

SUNDAY - NEW COLLEGE (WETMORE)

DINING H ALL — ADMISSION • $1

(NEXT SUNDAY . . . MIA FARROW in "ROSEMARY'S BABY")

FED UP WITH SAC?

COMMITTEE TO EXAMINE SAC

STRUCTURE NOW BEING FORMED.

2 POSITIONS AVAILABLE.

APPLY AT SAC OffKl

DiADUHi NOV. 4th 5 P.M.
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This is Don McCulloch

OT-GROUP ROGERIAN THERAPY

| REALITY ENCOUNTER/'
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THERAPY BEHAViOR THEB

His job is talking to students

By STEVE COWLEY
The University Advisory Bureau, a con-

ventional-looking set of offices above the

Royal Bank at 631 Spadina. hardly fits one's

expectations of a staid, well-organized uni-

versity service.

A friendly, casually dressed fellow invites

you to sit down in a room which seems to be

a general meeting area, a few people group

themselves around on the floor, and there

you are.

Then they stat to crack your conventional

ideas about counselling.

Phil McKenna, "Community Develop-

ment Facilitor" — the title embarrasses

him — at Innis College, and full-time worker

at the Advisory Bureau, typifies the bureau's

attitude towards its function in the universi-

ty.

"What has happened to the notion of coun-

selling over the past few years is that we
now realize it does no good just to try to ad-

just people to society as it is," says Mc-
Kenna.

"It just isn't that simple."

McKenna, who shuns any specific defini-

tion of his role considers the bureau to be a

group of people who are "out of the power

rat race", and who want to talk to people.

COMMUNITY START

"We've got to realize that we're all in the

shithouse together," he says. "We won't tell

students how 'glorious' the university com-

munity is. I try to discuss with them points

where community could start."

Dr. Don McCulloch, Advisory Bureau

director, and associate professor in the Fac-

ulty of Medicine, shares McKenna's desire

to keep his role anonymous.

McCulloch feels that defining his role in

the bureau alienates him from students.

" My main function is just talking to peo-

ple," smiles McCulloch. "I'm concerned to

find out what's going on between people on

the canrpus."

"I help organize the Free University of

Toronto sensitivity groups on the week-

ends," he says, "and quite often people know

me only as a trainer. They don't know what

the bureau is. They don't even know my last

name. They just look at me as someone who

is friendly with them and willing to help

them."

DISILLUSIONED

He adds that the "T-Groups," which in-

volved about 200 people last year are de-

signed to increase people's self-knowledge.

"They enable people to make their ideas

explicit to each other," says McCulloch.

McCulloch's disillusionment with conven-

tional approaches to counselling began 13

years ago when he was director of outpa-

tients at the Ontario Hospital on Queen St.

"I suddenly realized on my way home
from a meeting of the Canadian Psychiatric

Association that I was getting really pissed

off just fiddling while Rome burned. Situa-

tions of any consequence never involved

psychiatrists."

There was nothing much they could do for

patients," he says. "About all you could do

for them was be kind to them for an hour and

then let them go."

At the time McCulloch felt he wanted to

"get out where it was at, not sit in an office

where people came to me."

The powerlessness of people to have a say

in anything of significance in their lives

bothered me."

DIRECTION
When invited to head the Advisory Bureau

in 1965, McCulloch had to decide the direc-

tion in which it would go.

"The university already had a Health

Service to deal with casualties," he says.

"But there was nothing to help people who
lived in an un-human place.

"

"We had to try to create a human environ-

ment in an institution which was a communi-

ty only in a geographic sense."

McCulloch feels the Bureau's ability to

organize communities which often have rad-

ically differing views depends on its "neu-

tral position" in the university.

NO POWER
"One thing the bureau shouldn't have is

power," he says. "This place has got to be

neutral."

"To the extent to which we have power we
are not able to function in a neutral way.

'

'

Bureau involvement in CUS seminars and

congresses has led to fears by the university

administration that the bureau is going radi-

cal, admits McCulloch.

"But we often disagree with radicals," he

maintains. "For example a lot of them think

or T-Groups screw up people's minds."

McCulloch feels his most important task is

showing genuine friendliness to individuals

on the campus.

He smiles. "I think one of the most impor-

tant things I'm doing right now is just talk-

ing to people around the university and find-

ing out what they're doing."

Moratorium launched
: A group of about 60 faculty and students met in Sid

\ Smith yesterday to plan the U of T Vietnam Moratorium
: Day scheduled for Nov. 14.

: The meeting, chaired by History professor Elliot Rose. $
: made several organizational and policy decisions.

I
Philosophy professor Frank Cunningham said that |s

': enough names on a petition had been collected to force a
•: special ATS meeting on Nov. 10 to ask for support of the £:

j: Moratorium.

j The group elected a ten-man executive to plan and co-

ordinate events on Moratorium Day. iij:

:• Their immediate goal was to send a delegation to Pres- :£:

ident Bissell to ask him to suspend all classes on Nov. 14 >!;•

ij The moratorium received further support last night

when the Victoria College Union Council passed a motion I:*

supporting the demonstration.
•: The motion, passed by council president John Elton.

stated that the VCUC believed that all students concerned
about the war should take part.

|: Council defeated a motion from first year member
Glenda Stark, calling on the Vic administration to cancel all

classes Nov. 14. ijs

BLOOD TRICKLES
Nearing the end of its first week, U. of T.'s blood drive

smacks of disaster. So far only 1010 pints have been collected,

making this year's goal of 3500 pints seem like a Mittyesque

dream.

To find the reason for the apparent failure The Varsity con-

ducted an informal survey. Almost half the donors had not no-

ticed any of the posters that were supposed to be plastered ail

over.

The letters which the Red cross mailed out seemed to be the

second main source of information and some only found out about

the drive when they saw the big sign in front of the clinic. A few

(yes, Virginia) got the message from The Varsity.

Today's clinics are in New College and in the School of Den-

tistry. Monday and Tuesday in the Galbraith building.

GREAT
ANNUAL
NOVEM-
BER SA
University |C
Bookroom '£2
November 3rd

fiiant GiveawaysL

WANTED
GIANT; liberal minded; unattached

either sex, must be over six foot 10" tall

Apply in person to the University Bookroom.
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J>AGEjOy!L___
Obituary of a panel

Five old men talking about

obsolete youth.

Sad.

Sixteen people listening, well

really thirteen when you sub-

tract me, my wife and the pho-

tog.

Sadder.

"Any social group described

in psychoanalytic terms would

sound sick, "said Aron.

Aron looked hopeful, you

know, long kinky hair like Abbie

Hoffman, moustache. But he

sounded like Humphrey.
Bragg: "What was the source

of violence in Chicago 68? I think

that's fairly evident that the in-

stigators of violence in this case

were the police." He shifted a

little . . . silence, Oh well.

He tried again: "They're no

longer interested in the whole

achievement game, but are now
working towards self-actualiza-

tion."

The panel was discussing Dr.

Bruno Bettelheim's four month
old paper about youth and stuff.

It's called "Obsolete Youth."

Bettleheim had written: "I

know that student revolt offers

an opportunity for the paranoid

person to act out his paranoia

it was one of those well-I-ha-

ven ' t-rea lly-got-ti me-to-go-i nto-

detail-so-I'll-gloss-over-it dis-

cussions.

There were even spotlights

shining down on the panel, re-

flecting on the bald heads . .

.

beautiful.

Dr. Solursh: "I don't even

know why we're playing the

game, I think it's a linear strug-

gle."

Well, that really did it, cliches

everywhere.
"So the kid's a needle freak

"Youth isn't ready to enter

the industrial complex."

"Don't get motivation con-

fused with cause . . . there is no

valid political opposition . .
.

youth has reached a point where

it has a choice . . - dribble . . .

dribble . .

.

Everyone went home.
— gard shelley

varsity

FtaiumtaiDi
Snort • EJIOr

Advancing M«n»[
Eaton a10 Wee.
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J>m Cowan
^ftMtgga

MjryH.l*flo«in
Paul Canon. 623-
Oava Frank

Barbara Batcharm

Carol Coop*. 913-8)71

SI St Gto'oc 2nd now
323 87*1.923 -8742

Letters

'How long will this

witch-hunt continue?'

Ma ii mm, but ll'i not pipe- smoking, *a\6 moggi

ond rhot'i the way It went on o totally rolovanl

ov» boforo hallow* ovo but •Hen tfu'd and harriot

and doug and aH and gatd and hoathot woro all

earned off by white jlovett never mora to boo Mon
from whereof o quiet night by ihe firotido with a

good book, joint for two but you hove to be careful

or you'll oxhauit your euppty tayt parti who wai
here but din I wroto. and carton apotogiiat to tho

bhrot and whiUi coum, likt, ho |u>t ran outa tpoce

but I hoy paid the adi and tuocup quoboci but
johnton or othar did while cowan didn't but did

over the phono and the mcgill wookond It nov 7

and i don't hove to opotoglio for tho matthead ad
juil my dty editing and the photogi didn't have

mi ju»t arty pic* of nico girl*, m lot'* go homo early
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Last week Fred Freeman, "radical"

chairman of the Inter Collegiate Stu-

dent Council of North York (ICSCNY)

was forced to resign. The importance

of this action at the high school level

cannot be overlooked, for it further

exemplifies the backlash taking place

against "radical thought" throughout

North America.

The high school administration's pol-

icy has been to ignore "student radical-

ism" and then to curb and repress it

when it becomes prominent.

The ICSCNY consists of fourteen

student members from fourteen North

York schools representing approxi-

mately 20,000 students. The executive

was comprised of Chairman Fred
Freedman, his three vice-chairmen

and five adult members (four being on

the Board of Education and one, a

member of the advisory council). In

other words, no student parity exists,

and the five adult members can easily

veto the decision made by the students.

On accepting his position last year,

Fred stated, "I will work with the

Board, but I will not be dictated to by

the Board."

In former years, the students of this

council have been allowed to make
their own decisions. But this year Mr.

Griffiths (member of the Board) knew
Fred's views on education and thought

it safest to organize the executive as

such has been described.

A few weeks ago the ICSCNY passed

a Bill of Rights which called for stu-

dent's rights (not privileges)

:

• the right to assemble and organ-

ize;

• the right to publish without a staff

sponsor

;

• the right to bring in speakers.

The only tabled provision called for

the right to form political clubs. It was
tabled on the basis that, as one mem-
ber said, "It might encourage radical-

ism."

The student council followed this Bill

with a series of arrendments designed

to change the executive structure.

Fred and his colleagues suggested the

adult portion of the present executive

become an honorary body, to be used

for advice alone, without voting power.

Thus, as it should be, the student exec-

utive would be in control of their own
council.

Terribly disturbed by this threat of

student control, Mr. Griffiths black-

mailed the executive into retracting

their amendments. He threatened to

convince the Board of Education to

withdraw their support from ICSCNY.

and their grant of $500.

The executive decided that the de-

struction of their Council could not be

risked. Therefore, in the interest of the

20,000 students to whom they are re-

sponsible, they retracted their amend-

ments.

The fourteen-member Council,

which is of a conservative nature, con-

cluded that a chairman holding politi-

cal views was not practical. They de-

cided to force Fred's resignation for

the following reasons:

1) Fred "has his own personal way
of thinking" — even the retraction of

his amendments did not blot out his

convictions.

2) The Toronto Daily Star, in their

coverage of ICSCNY, gave the impres-

sion that the Council as a whole desired

some form of radical change. Although

this was by no means a critical ac-

count, the students felt that it was not

representative of the Council's views.

Voting went as follows to accept Fred's

resignation: five for, four against, two
abstensions, and three schools absent.

Fred has not yet been permitted to

make a resignation speech, as Mr.

Griffiths fears that again Fred will

"display his own personal way of think-

ing."

As Fred has said in the past,

"Schools should be a lab for life, not a

workshop for a job."

How long will this witch-hunt for

radicals continue?
TobyVigod(UCI)
Lillian Esses (UCI)

CIA moves in?
Sir,

In an article by Miss Rowan in the

Varsity issue of Oct. 29, 1969, the fol-

lowing statement is made

:

"Forty-one per cent of the faculty's

teaching staff are non-Canadian; Cana-

dian citizens make up 54 per cent."

It is interesting to speculate on who

the other 5 (41 +54 -95 ) are. CIA

undercover agents?

Another point: why didn't The Var-

sity print the Drache report in its en-

tirety including the actual statistics of

foreign participation in each depart-

ment?
Ivors Peterson (III UC)

David Kane (III inn)

(Ed. The other five per cent were

unaccounted for in the Drache Report,

where some departmental chairmen

were either unable or unwilling to give

the nationality of certain faculty.

The Varsity did not report Ihe whole

report, since the document is 240 pages

long, and since if is now available from

the Commission on University Govern-

ment, which released it Tuesday.)

There will be a meeting (yes

another one) of all Varsity staff

or any one wishing to join that

great body of collective democ-
racy. We will discuss all sorts of

cups — ORCUP, cup CUP and
conferences. We will discuss the

community issue. We will discuss

— Just come and see. TODAY at

1 p.m.
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\\ the radical view of the multiversity

During its deliberations, the Commission on University Gov-
ernment recognized and outlined "two quite opposed general
views about the university," each held by a large segment of the
university community. In an effort to characterize these two
viewpoints, the Commission set itself the task of representing
each in as pure a form as possible. The Varsity published the first

of these — The Traditional View — on Wednesday. The second
argument — The Radical View — is reprinted below. The Varsity
will use this space in future issues for articles of comment and crit-

icism on the CUG report.

A second view of the university and
its work is motivated by what, in the

eyes of certain radicals, seems to be
the conservatism of the university
and the repressive nature of the socie-

ty that supports it. In this radical
view, the university must become a

critical institution, one that cannot
and in fact, does not work in an intel-

lectual or social vacuum. It must
understand academic work as some-
thing defined as much by social need
and social consequence as by the ab-

stract demands of a discipline.

Radical criticism of the North Ameri-
can multiversity and the state of aca-

deme — which has a tradition going

back to Thorstein Veblen and Stephen

Leacock, Frank Underhill and C.

Wright Mills — has been particularly

powerful since the beginning of the

1960's. It is a criticism both of society

at large and of the university; it fo-

cuses on the social and economic
function of the university and what is

taught there, as well as on the posi-

tion of students, professors and ad-

ministrators inside the university. It

is a critique strongly supported by

several members of the Commission.

What follows is a description of that

criticism.

The University of Toronto, in this

view, never was an ivory tower, nor is

it now a community cf scholars: to-

eay it is a multiversity, a conglomer-

ation of faculties, institutes, research

centres, and professional schools —
all serving a particular social and

economic purpose in the life of the

province and the country. Clark Kerr

has described and documented the

growth and expansion of the Ameri-

can multiversity since 1945, with the

tremendous increase in federal aid,

the wealth of foundation funding, and

the power of expertise developed in-

side the university. A similar, though

not identical, pattern of growth and

expansion has taken place at the Uni-

versity of Toronto (and many other

Canadian universities) since 1955. The

university has, in short, entered the

.
market-place. The American institu-

tions of ligher learning, as one would

expect, have done so with gusto; we

have done so with more trepidation,

more blushingly, as befits a Canadian

institution. But we have arrived. That

the University of Toronto is a key in-

stitution in the political economy of

North America is quite clear. The

role our professional schools and in-

stitutes play in the corporate econo-

my is the most self-evident: we train

lawyers, doctors, businessmen, social

workers, nurses and engineers.

Enrolment is planned on a province-

wide basis according to what it is

thought the economy and the social

system will need.

The radical points out that the vast

majority of students come from up-

per-middle and middle class homes.
An examination of those who attend

universities in Ontario and Canada at

large reveals startling inequalities

according to the occupational back-

ground of families. The conclusion

that can be drawn from the figares

presented is that the university is

both an elite institution and a class

institution. This is regarded as an in-

tolerable situation in a democratic
society. The social role played by the

institution in this case is clear: it

trains the sons and daughters of an

economic and social elite to continue

performing that role, in the broadest

sense, and provides an important

source of mobility for those in non

elite homes to join the elite.

In radical eyes, the growth in pow-
er of he academic guild and the re-

saltant specialism and professionali-

zing of academic work are other fea-

tures of the modern multiversity.

Curriculum in many of the humani-
ties and social sciences is often a re-

flection of the self-defined goals of the

professional academic and the mar-
ket society. Criticism and questioning

should surely go to the roots of discip-

lines; the growing inability of curri-

cula to look at important questions is

a result of the self-enclosed academic

guild. Specialization feeds a burgeon-

ing graduate school. A scanning of the

faculties reveals a barren vision: a

depoliticized political econfomy de-

partment, economists mere 'garage

mechanics to capitalism,' literary

studies that feed on technical analy-

sis, an engineering faculty that fails

to question goals as it teaches tech-

niques. Most disciplines, in the name
of 'relevance,' are mere apologetics

for or appendages of the welfare capi-

talism of rapidly disappearing Cana-

da.

Radical fear of 'ideological imperi-

alism' in disciplines is particularly

strong in the social sciences and
humanities. Many American depart-

ments of philosophy, for example,

have been torn apart because of the

rise and domination of linguisticane

a alytic philosophy. There is a notice-

able fear that the same development

could take place in other disciplines

because of the tendency of particular

schools of thought to dominate a de-

partment. There is much talk of 'plu-

ralism,' but an examination of many
a department would reveal a deplora-

ble lack of any real differences in

approach to the discipline amongst its

staff. The curriculum of some depart-

ments presents mere variations on

the status quo.

The role of the student, both in the

classroom and outside, appears to the

radical to be a hangover from the age
when the young were to be seen and
not heard. His learning role is dis-

tinctly passive. Regurgitory examina-
tions and arbitrary, impersonal eval-

uation constitute the 'academic envi-

ronment' for the vast majority of stu-

dents. The cult of competition that is

a way of life in the market society is

carried over into the school system in

the incessant striving for a standard

of "intellectual excellence' that is

defined by the academic guild.

Similarly, the ethos of gerontocracy
and seniority, along with the universi-

ty's gentlemen's club rules of defer-

ence and consensus, combine to keep

the student firmly placed as a dis-

tinctly second-class member of the

community. There are staff wash-
rooms, staff elevators, a faculty club
— all reflections of the exclusiveness

of the guild, the academic brother-

hood. There is what appears to be a

determined and often conscious effort

to keep students and faculty from
approaching each other as social

equals, from getting to know each
other as people. One of the strongest

indictments that can be made of this

'community' is that vast number of

students pass through it without ever

talking to a professor, let alone get-

ting to know him as an individual.

Thus, both me content and process

of education in the university are stul-

tifying. The institution is run on an
autocratic, or at best oligarchic pat-

tern. The formal structure of this par-

ticular university is positively Byzan-

tine: most younger and untenured
faculty, and students, are quite be-

yond the pale of the academic fran-

chise. They have no rights. The same
is even more true for the administra-

tive and support staff.
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In short, according to this radical

view, the university is based on a se-

ries of anti-communitarian princi-

ples. It has become a market institu-

tion, a laissez-faire, mass production

knowledge factory. Within it there. is

no equality of rights or responsibili-

ties, certainly no social equality, and
very little genuinely critical educa-
tion. Passive consumers are fed

through the assembly line of mass
lectures, memory examinations and
arbitrary evaluation. The model of

governance of the university is a kind

of congenial oligarchic despotism.
The divergence between talk about
the 'community of scholars' and the

reality of the modern university is

stark. The growth and strength of the

professional academic guild simply
reinforces the gap between the stu-

dent and professor. There is commun-
ity and colleagueship of a kind, but

students and support staff — because

they are not members of the sacred

priesthood — have merely to watch,

in reverent silence, the performance
of the academic ritual.

Outside, a large corporate universi-

ty like ours plays a key role in the

provincial and national political econ-

omy. We are not autonomous. The
radical is convinced that old-fash-

ioned liberals and conservatives who
talk about the freedom of the univer-

sity, its role as a 'place of liberty,'

and the dangers of utilitarianism are,

in fact, living in a daze. The close

connection between economic growth

and education industry has been made
clear in recent studies of the Econom-
ic Council of Canada. To be fair,

many staff members are humanists,

and they are quite right in saying that

most of their students do little to in-

crease the gross national product. But

Continued next page
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—Carmen Palombo

The radical view: "o multiversity, a conglomeration of faculties, institutes, re-

search centres, and professional schools — all serving a particular social and

economic purpose."
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The radical view
Continued from page 5

an analysis of the whole institution

and a study of the socio-economic
function of the corporate multiversity

would show that the university 'looks

more like a centre for industrial ac-

tivity than a community of scholars.'

Stephen Leacock's peppy professional

go-getters have replaced the tweedy
sages immortalized in the mythology
of alma mater.

The university's social role is also

reflected in the research and consul-

tancy work carried on by its profes-

sors. Here, the pull of the market is

strongest; here, too, is where radical

criticism is often harshest.

Consultancy work is done for those

elements in society that can afford to

pay for it: government and corpora-

tion. Toronto's poor, the Indians of

Northern Ontario, the unorganized,

thse who are not wealthy, cannot and
do not take advantage of the academ-
ic's expertise. Involvement in re-

search and consultancy accounts for

the recent development of the profes-

sor as entrepreneur; no longer the

retiring maiden waiting for her tal-

ents to be noticed by the wise and the

wealthy, the Canadian professoriate
is now quite openly plying its wares in

the market-place to those who can
afford to pay for their expertise.

Knowledge is power, and academics
are increasingly willing to flog their

merchandise for a profit.

From the perspective of this radi-

cal critique, the problem is to estab-

lish a genuinely critical university, a

university that would, as a communi-
ty, combat the tremendous homogen-

izing and managerial tendencies that

develop in the technocratic universi-

ty. Alienation and distrust amongst
students and faculty are clearly not

going to disappear overnight; the uni-

versity is only part of society, a par-

tial environment. But the objective of

the radical persists — the creation of

a humane, cooperative community in

a democratic society.

Thus, radicals see a different role

for the university in society at large,

as well as quite different relation-

ships within the university communi-
ty itself. The two goals are integral:

the university must no longer be

merely the pale reflection and serv-

ant of the market society, but an inde-

pendent and critical force; patterns

of authority and status that smother

genuine criticism and the develop-

ment of real intellectual enquiry must
be broken down inside the university

as well as outside.

George Grant has said that the ess-

ence of the university is its curricu-

lum. This is, indeed, true if we take

curriculum in its broadest sense: the

course and quality of intellectual life

in the university. To have control over

curriculum, the members of the

community must also have control

over budget and the appointment of

staff. The three cannot be realistical-

ly separated; all are keys to the inde-

pendence of the university and the

equality of its members. The task for

the democratic university is to give
students and staff the ability to con-

trol the decisions that affect them,
i.e. to give them the means to make
the university critical.

LETTERS
OPEN LETTER TO THE EDITORS
OF THE TOIKE OIKE:
Gentlemen.

I was tempted to write a rebuttal to

your last issue, but decided that, since

to rebut all the misrepresentations,

half-truths, and outright lies, would be

a major work, it wasn't worth the trou-

ble. (One example only should suffice.

You quoted Gus Abols to the effect that

Greg Kealey and myself had acted in

bad faith in the interim discipline

committee, and not in the interests of

students as a whole, but rather in the

interests of the New Left Caucus. In

fact the position taken by Mr. Kealey
and myself throughout the summer
was worked out at the summer SAC
meeting at Glendon College and ap-
proved unanimously, Mr. Abols being
present! Moreover, the New Left Cau-
cus was not even started until August.

Both those facts can be very easily ver-

ified with a relatively brief look at the

SAC files.)

It was my opinion at that time that
either you knew that what you were
printing was misrepresentation, in

which case you were without integrity,

or you didn't, in which case you were

merely ignorant and lazy. (Ignorant,
because you printed without being
aware of the facts; lazy, because you
made no effort to find them out.

)

Your latest issue, however, demon-
strates that my first hypothesis was
correct; you are without integrity. You
have chosen the easiest and most intel-

lectually impoverished form of jour-
nalism, the form which depends least
on information and fact, and most on
emotion, red-baiting, and half-truths —
yellow journalism. Red-baiting, gentle-
men, displays an intellectual bankrupt-
cy and lack of principle which I find

disgusting in the editor of a major
campus paper, and depressing in the
context of a university community. If

this is the best that the University of
Toronto and the Faculty of Applied
Science and Engineering has to offer,

then indeed, we have a community
here, but not of scholars — rather a
community of cretins.

I expect neither answer nor improve-
ment. (Though I suppose I still harbour
some faint hope that my expectations
will be proved wrong.

)

Struggle,

Bob Barkwell

SAC Vice-President

Simon Fraser strikers
violate court order
BURNABY, B. C. (CUP) -

The Administration of Simon
Fraser University, backed by
court injunctions prohibiting

nearly every form of protest,

continues its crack-down on
striking students and faculty in

the Political Science, Sociolo-

gy and Anthropology Depart-
ment.

Administration President
Kenneth Strand said in an open
letter to the carrpus that any
further picketing, distribution

of literature or mass gather-

ings would bring charges of

contempt of court under in-
junctions issued October 24.

"Mass gatherings adjacent
to academic or service entr-

ances or exits, unless author-
ized by the university, are in

contempt of the order of Judge
Hinkson, ".Strand said.

The strike began Sept. 24,

when the administration ref-

used to negotiate the demotion
and phase-firing of 11 PSA pro-

fessors, and refused to recog-
nize the total student parity
operation in the PSA depart-
ment.

The 14 defendants are also
involved in a civil suit brought
against them by the adminis-
tration. The university has
charged them with causing
loss of university revenue en-
tailed when students withdrew

from the PSA faculty. They are
also charged with trespassing
and unspecified damages.

Strand said that he now con-

siders "the university has tak-

en all reasonable steps to in-

form the defendants of the

court order," and that "any
further breaches such as the

incidents of Oct. 28 or 29 will

result in contempt of court

proceedings without further

notice."

Lawyers advising strike par-
ticipants have said the court
order makes violators liable to
six months to one year in jail.
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The Medical Society, with the cooperation of the

Cultural Affairs Commission and CBC Radio

PRESENT

MOE KOFFMAN
AND HIS FABULOUS ELECTRIC BAND

AT CONVOCATION HALL

TUES., NOV. 4th 1:00 P.M.
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Reporter goes for big money
By HEATHER MOORE

I showed up at the Old Phys-
ics Building about one o'clock
Thursday. Engineering stu-
dents were prowling the halls,

looking for unsuspecting fem-
ales. "Want to do a good deed
for United Appeal? Sure you
do, c'mon down this way."
The United Appeal white

slavers had me in their clutch-

I was led to a small room
down a side corridor, a lamb to

the slaughter. There was a
muted roar in the back-
ground, like feeding time at the
zoo — the Engineering stu-
dents were getting ready for
their fun.

In the waiting room, known
affectionately to its inmates as
the pen. there were about sev-
en girls, getting more and
more nervous, more ready to
back out by the minute. Some
had come in pairs; there was
no way anyone was going to
make them go out alone.

More girls arrived. Then,
singly or in pairs, my fellow
inmates disappeared through
the door. The bellowing in the
background got louder.

There were six Skule cheer-
leaders in the room, and when
they left it suddenly seemed
empty, and ominously quiet.
They sold for $91.

It was getting late, I had a

class in half an hour, and be^

sides, I didn't want to be the

last girl auctioned. "Can I go

next, please?" God, they're

ready for me.

A big guy in one of those blue
leather jackets took me to the

door and elbowed his way
through a crowd of onlookers.

The sale was held in a barn of

auditorium, with a counter
running the length of the front.

Three girls were up there,
dancing. The air was hot and
steamy, and the noise was
deafening. It sounded to me a
bit like a Roman mob yelling
for a few more Christians to

feed to the lions. I was scared
stiff.

In the end it wasn't so bad. I

got up on the counter and jig-

gled around a bit in time to the
Lady Godiva band. There were
a couple of very rude com-
ments from the audience
(unprintable in a family news-
paper). The auctioneer (Jack
Meof) egged the bidders on:

"Going once, going twice, sold

to the gentleman in the corner
there." My price ($551 wasn't
anywhere near the highest;
Fernne Kane sold for $69 and
established an all time high.

By auctioning off 28 vestals

(or not-so-vestals) the engi-

neers raised $700 for the cause,j





Centre for the Study of Drama

OPEN AUDITIONS
for all students, undergrad or grad

Martin Hunter will hold auditions at the

Studio Theatre, 4 Glen Mortis St. for

Brecht's A MAN'S A MAN

Tuesday, November 4)
4:00 t0 6:00 p.m.

Thursday, November 6)

This will be a January Production in Hart House Theatre

928-8568

HART HOUSE THEATRE
OF

THE STUDENT PREVIEW

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA

SCHEDULED FOR FRIDAY, OCTOBER 31 HAS, DUE TO ILLNESS,

BEEN POSTPONED TO THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20 AT 5:30

THE TICKETS WILL BE HONOURED ON THAT NIGHT OR

MAY BE RETURNED TO THE BOX OFFICE FOR REFUND.

The Campusbank closes in

5 minutes and this idiot's got to

prove himself!

True Chequing Accounts.
True Savings Accounts. Complete banking
services tor students and faculty.

78 Et. geotoa's squat* branch

h.w.h. webster. manager — open 9:30-5

Monday to thuisdey. 9:30-6 (rldev

CAMPUS QUICK CLEAN
Convenient One Stop . .

.

Delux Dry Cleaning and Tailoring

... at Very Low Everyday Prices

Modern Coin Wash Launderette

98 Harbord St (just West of Spadina)

923-8737

r
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J CHEVRON STANDARD LIMITED
\

\ Calgary, Alberta

\^ offering careers in

! PETROLEUM EXPLORATION

i will conduct campus interviews on

I November 10 for

t POST GRADUATES - GRADUATES
- UNDERGRADUATES

I IN

Honours Geological

.- Summer employment only.

Geological Engineering

- Summer employment only.

t Physics and Geology

X - Summer employment in geology

and geophysics.

t Geophysics (All Options)

|
- Summer employment in geophysics.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR PERSONAL
1 INTERVIEWS MAY BE MADE
\ THROUGH THE UNIVERSITY'S

I
PLACEMENT OFFICE

581 Spadina Avenue, (Corner Willeocks)illcocks) I

I

Visit your Campusbank fcM Bank of Montreal
|

REVIEW 2 I

ATTENTION ALL FLAPPERS

THERE'S A

CHARLSTON CONTEST
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT AT THE SPEAKEASY

WINNER RECEIVES PLANE FARE TO NEW YORK
HEAR TOBY LARK

COME ON AND JOIN IN THE FUN

"FREE ADMITTANCE FOR DOLLS EVERY MONDAY"
AND DON'T FORGET

WE DO OUR "THING" EVERY FRIDAY

FROM 4 TO 7 PJ-1.

EVERYTHING PRICE

GET YOUR FREE PASSES

FROM OUR MAN WITH THE GLASSES

"YE SPEAKEASY"
THE GREATEST

Canada's First Bank

JUST CLIMB THE STAIRS

5 29 BLOOR ST. W.

(UPSTAIRS)



is rod (gulp) gone?
The winner of the "Is Rod Mickleburgh
Alive and Living If So Where, If So
Why" is Frank Meighlal of Hamilton,
Ontario. His prize is the secretary of the

Penticton Herald described as having
the morals of a retired Roman (fatholk

Saskatchewan wheat farmer by a
friend.

Sir.

To answer your recent question
concerning Rod Mickleburgh's state
of consciousness, I am happy to re-

port that Rod is not alive, nor living.

He is, in fact, dead, quite dead. More-
over, reliable evidence suggests that
he has been dead for three years now,
and has enjoyed every minute of it.

There exists a wealth of clues forcing

the conscientious inquirer to this con-
clusion. To facilitate abstracting and
microfilming. I'll list these clues for

you in ascending order of photon gen-
erating activity.

1) In last year's Varsity feature
story on him he was reported to have
"done cartwheels in the snow". Now,
careful reading of ancient Hebrew
mythology reveals that there once
was a cat called Ezekiel who "saw a
wheel inside a wheel 'rolling way in

the middle of the air."

This was, in fact, Ezekiel's psy-

chedelic peep into the sweet world of

shadows. The Varsity article thus

reveals the glorious message that

Rod had passed on one crisp snowy
morning.

Another Varsity clue lay in the pub-

lished picture of last year's Review
Staff. In that picture everyone else

looked stoned — except Rod, who
looked sick, with a ghastly smile.

Now it just so happens that the ghast-

ly smile is an old Brazilian death
symbol.

2) Rod's name affords us two im-
portant clues. First, run the name
through your mind, liberate your
imagination, draw the proper associa-
tion, Now, as a man, tell me, does it

not rise and flash and burst like a
golden meteor in the night? And our
Rod, the Big R, leaping with life in

the foreplay, too soon bursting into
orgasmic pentibulations, now sleep-
ing in a Chelsea morning!

3) The second clue generated by his

name wa's brought to my attention by
an eminent west coast mathemati-
cian/philosopher. Some mathematics
is required to appreciate this clue and
if the logical rigor leaves you in a
sweat, remember that even the Su-
premes can stay dry with New Ban.
Now, count the letters in Rod's name.
One, two, three. There, don't you see
the marvellous simplicity of it, the
awesome elegance of a cosmic truth!

Rod Mickleburgh died three years
ago!

!

4) There is a filthy slogan crawling
about among the atheistic, hippie,

professorial, plumbing and other des-
picable subcultures of our glorious
Canadian society — "God is Dead".
Our research has traced this revela-

tion back to Aristotle who, in fine

democratic madness, got it from the
plebians. The old fellow was trying to

tell us something quite different, it

turns out, but got shafted by the
populace-typographical complex.
"Gimme an

fR\" Aristotle demand-
ed, and got a 'G' instead. Aristotle,

for all his sexual exoticism, knew the

truth about dear Rod.
5) In modern times we find yet

another explicit clue concerning the
location of Rod's head. The Illinois

Speed Press, in masterful, baroque
subterfuge, lays the story bare when ^
they sing:

There's gotta be more than just two
lines

in the Oklahoma City Times.

What is the "more" of which the
Speed Press sing? What revelation
about Rod had to be expurgated from
that great paper lest the masses
be stirred to sedition, rape and
littering?!!

And is it really only coincidental
that the initials OCT when rearranged
into COT and manipulated in standard
elementary fashion (first letter de-
cremented by unity, third letter aug-
mented by two) give the name of

our dearly beloved the late brother
ROD??!

6) The last and most compelling
clue is really so obvious that only the
brittle sophistication of our age could
have kept the truth veiled for three
years. Look about you. See the devil-

ish inhumanity of the times, the

crashing shadows of frustrated aspi-

rations that dance in our twisted
psyches, the brutal oppression of tra-

ditional institutions stamping imag-
ination into the dust.

How can the star-children survive
the corrosive lovelessness of the now
generation? Poets crawl in the gut-

ters, Eleanor Rigby leaves her vice,

her half-darned stockings all, follows
silver bells over green-dark waters.
And gentle Rod, too, took the rainbow
ride.

Om, Om, Om.
Yours truly

Frank Meighlal

more than a fiddler

Isaac Stern played at Mas-

sey Hall last Tuesday. It was
manigificent.

What has placed Stern in the

elite of the world's great musi-

cians is that he is much more

than a violinist. His instrument

is really no more than a medi-

um. On one end, there is Isaac

Stern, the Brahms Violin Con-

certo in D, a great deal of pow-
• er, a great deal of artistic re-

verence, and something more
intangible and deeply human.

On the other end are we, the

audience.

When the two connect, you

want to forget everything else.

You want to forgive the affect-

ed way in which the man jerks

his hair back every time he

stops playing. You want to for-

give his occasionally unsuc-

cessful impetuosity. You don't

care about the fact that he

missed a note here and there in

the first movement and that

the tutti was too loud at his

entrance. It doesn't matter.

From the first note to the

last, the second movement was

one of the most beautiful

a pieces of music I have ever
W

heard. Stern hardly ever lilted

his eyes from the floor as he

played: he appeared to have

lost himself. His music was
sometimes no more than a

whisper, and sometimes it

grew into a full rich song that

rose above the orchestra and

filled the hall until it was the

only thing in it. The music was

sad. it was tranquil; and it was
very profoundly peaceful and

happy. It was Brahms. And,

when he finally lifted his face,

I was pretty sure it was also

Isaac Stern.

It would be unfair not to

mention that the beauty of the

concerto as a whole was great-

ly enhanced by the perform-

ance of the orchestra. Stern —
unlike many soloists who tend

to disengage themselves from

the tutti and think only about

their solo -actually seemed to

be sharing the duties of leader-

ship with Ancerl. In the major

tutti sections he would turn to

the first violins and play a few

bars with them here and there,

moving his body extravagantly

to indicate the rhythm or

broadness of tone that he want-

ed. The violins followed every

indication flawlessly.

The vitality of the music in-

fected the orchestra in a very

short time. They were playing

with Stern, not beneath him.

I Shown in this picture i* Rod Mickleburgh kicking Mike Ignatteff. Now (

felgnatieff spelled backwards (Ffeitangi!) is the Zulu word (or "buclt-j

? el . Did Rod "kick the bucket"?

Review Contest No. 2
Designs for a

Graffiti Proof Bathroom
Submit emissions to

91 St. George
Review Office.

The woodwinds introduced the

second movement so well, that

anything short of Stern's su-

perb entrance would have been

a letdown.

Indeed, the quality of the

sound produced by the orches-

tra seems to have improved a

great deal since their first con-

cert two weeks ago. The tech-

nical difficulties have disap-

peared: Ancerl is directing

with perfect control and com-

plete mastery over the music.

In the first movement of Fan-

tasies Symphoniques by Mar-
tinu, he evoked a soft but rising

and incredibly rich musical

texture: one repeatedly had

the pleasing impression

throughout that the orchestra

was a single, though very com-
plex instrument. Ancerl's con-

ducting is very precise, and

filled with countless details

and nuances. He produces the

kind of music that you might

have to listen to several times

to catch everything that is in it.

martin reyto

CLASS V. P. JR. YEAR; CLASS PRES.

SR. YEAR; HONOR SOCIETY; LATIN

CLUB; DRAMA CLU8; SWIM CLUB

I

* You know girls

like this

Active. Well liked. How
does it happen? In most

cases it's simply a matter of

being yourself. And, of

course, that includes j;ood

grooming, Believe it or not,

the Mu l of sanitan protec-

tion you use makes a

difference, too. That's why
girls who are admired use

internally worn Tampax
tampons.

Tampax tampons are

comfortable, so rrrrrrm

yuu're nl ease every rfluffil

day of the month. UiUlil

They can't cause WillM

odor or chafing. And natur-

ally nothing shows, no

matter what you wear.

Tampax tampons were

developed by a doctor. The

satin-smooth applicator

makes insertion easy. Dis-

posal is no problem. These

reasons and many more

have made Tampax tam-

pons the most trusted

tampons in the world for

more than 30 years. But

don't take our word for it.

Ask your frieuds. And try

them yourself.

TAMPAX TAMPONS ABE MADE ONLY BY
CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD..

BARRIE. ONTARIO

REVIEWS



There is a particular)} moving Gerald

Scarfc caricature oi J. Robert Oppenhei

mer The outlines o( the hi

are sketchy but suggest enough to indi

cate his characteristic stoop and the

hunched shoul

All attention is thrown onti

black with em|

ernous eyesockets within whi

stare ahead in frightened bi

Oppenheimer looks 3

there is oni n

ually begins to dominate the complex

effects that the sketch has. In the fore-

ground, slightly out of proportion with

the rest of the body, and hovering it

would seem, in mid air, is a hand. It is

an extraordinarily long and slender

hand one would almost call it bony ex-

cept that, for no apparent reason, three

fingers from the same are redrawn in an

other position and they are sensitive to

an extreme. For all its slenderness, the

drawn hand has a strength and a form,

for all its repose it has a purpose The

hand is the hand oi a creative artisl

In the Matter of J. Robert Oppenhei-

mer at the O'Keefe Centre, has no hope

'of arousing the critical, intellectual, pol-

itical and public controversy that Peter

Brook s U.S. aroused in England. U.S.

was a self-developing, bare-boned,

flawed, ritualistic cry of anguish and as

such it drew extreme responses — it

separated the hirds from the rhil

one of the Oppenheimer witnesses would

put it. (And remember rhin

nice animals") The lines

ly and everyon

the Bishop o.

themselves quite openly. At the Lin.

Center's Oppenheimer one is
"~

immediately with publicity
"

ered with snap quotations^

"Supeib", "Astonish!

BnMionf'.^'Along-N

By?), and. to top it

Magazine's "A Cla.

Conscience". You

to resolve the cow
tions within Lite's

say that by acclaimj

ter's Oppenheimei

removes any ehal

have made to that h

science.

The process is awkwa

We all enter Toronto's

dressed in furs, jeans, I

jackets, evening gowns.

Winter Sensibles and prep;

torturous programme in whi'

individual consciences may or

be screwed but in which The i

Conscience comes up for defini)

sua). Grotesque perhaps — yet co

this: The play is a dramatization of

private hearing held by the Amerlci

Atomic Energy Commission to dete

mine the reliability of Oppenheimer as

security risk following allegations tha

he deliberately hindered the develop

ment of the H-bomb. Had the hearing

been an open one as several members

wanted it to be. would the environment

have been so different from that which

l^^topped worrying

jet is not so

turned into

.Kipphardl

e published

jhe explains

"je facts

its and
ttion".

jerslon

red and

„ he "ex-

of material. He
iples of the ways

. from the original

ly important thing

- lUtroduction, as it

iv , at the begin-

ning of the book, is an explanation of ar-

tistic practice. Kipphardt is concerned

to demonstrate some of the methods

used in the theatrical creation of the

Theatre of Fact. Some witnesses are

fused, some speeches swapped — all for

.the purposes of dramatic form.

• Now. the Lincoln Center production

luegins with a recorded voice announcing

much the same explanation in a summa-

ry form and with some alterations, but

the difference in effect is enormous. For

posted at the start of a play dealing with

the subtle problems of political reputa-

tion, the statement becomes an apology,

a distancing effect which convenientlyf:

lets the audience know that however

"factual" the whole thing may be it is

only a "work of art" after all and as

such has little to do with actual reality

except in some vague philosophical

sense. This is in keeping with other

changes that the company has made: the

names of all the counsel for the prosecu-

tion and for the defence havd been al-

tered, as have those of many of the wit-

nesses. Some of these men are evidently

still alive and still influential and the

Lincoln Center doesn't want to get itself

involved with the possibility of the libel

suits that the Hampstead Theatre Club

- Homecoming Party -

Phi Delta Theta Presents:

The Method

Sat. Nov. 1, 9 p.m.

165 St. George Y2 block north

of Lowther coupie8 on[v

DISCOVER THE

4NEW CONCEPT

OKI BC3QBS

The next time you want to have a lot of fun.ondnot get

fussed up, you must try PORTS OF CALL SOUTH'S new

room, THE HEYLOFT. Bob Mills leads the shenanigans

from 9:00 P.M. to 1:00 A.M. and any form of garb is

welcome . . . mini, maxi, pants, ieans and yes, even bare

feet, while pitchin' fun at Ports of Call's new "barn from

12:00 noon to 1 A. M.

Ports of Call

1145 YONGE ST. 924-9353

IB

SHOES

i ^nch %om
sea wecass *

SAVE 107,

WITH A.T.L. CARD

it*
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and learned . . . .

faced when it presented the first British
production of the play.

These might seem to be petty points
about which to carp. But where the The-
atre of Fact is concerned they are of
utmost importance. This is not because
facts take precedence over art but be-
cause in this art a great deal depends
upon gaining the absolute confidence of

the audience. You see, when Paul
Crouch was mentioned and joked about
in the trial, those members of the audi-
ence who remembered the McCarthy
years (and there were many of them)
laughed too. And for that moment a per-
fect expression of the confidence was
made — the audience became part of the
ritual, not through some artificial break-
down of the actor/audience barrier
which forces the spectators to become
actors, but through respecting their spe-
cial role as an audience and through us-

ing that respect dramatically.

Tt is, as I said, a torturous process. I

have no wish to discuss the political im-
plications of the inquiry or of the special
emphasis that the play gives: that would
be to ruin Kipphardt's intentions. Kip-
phardt's play is monumental in the ex-
treme use to which it puts the concen-
trated effect of that old standby of dra-

matic exposition — the trial scene.
Dramatists from Shakespeare to Shaw
(George Bernard and Robert) have real-

ized that the trial is the perfect excuse
for a character to stand up and openly
give the argument of the play. The irony

is of course that as well as realising this

Kipphardt has worked it all from the
other end. The proceedings in the Oppen-
heimer case/play may be occasionally
boring, occasionally simplistic, occa-
sionally pretentious but they have an
overall effect which is powerful (or do I

mean "wearing" 7
)

The Lincoln Center actors have ap-
proached the play with intelligence and
some sense of deep reality. W. B. Brv-
don as the chief prosecutor deserves a
medal for high-pressured concentration
and for some nice moments when he
turned to the tape recorder in order to

make sure his clever point was recorded

clearly. William Myers was endearing
as the one scientist of the judging panel
and Frederick Rolf chilling as the father
of the H-bomb, Edward Teller. But the
overall effect was a horrifyingly unified
one of a self adulatory, self critical, bor-
ing Voice of America. I say this despite

the fact that one would imagine that J.

Robert Oppenheimer would have been
the one character separated from this
large Voice. Somehow it didn't work like

this. The moments in which Paul Sparer
as "Oppie" worked with the rhythms of
the play amd cut across the prosecu-

tion's rapid flow with a deliberately
phrased, slowly spoken comment of his
own were embarrassing moments. Rath-
er than faulting Sparer for this (he was
casually effective elsehwere) I think
that the enigma lies within the play it-

self. Gerald Scarfe's sketch depicts a
hunched, bewildered, somehow admira-
ble tragic individual. Kipphardt's play
raises enough political, philosophical
and aesthetic issues to keep you thinking
for a month. But the individual has gone
The scratching behind the ear. the ca-
ressing of the cheek, the stoop, the pipe
— the actor has put them all in. But
eventually they are lost in the welter of

words. We are concerned with the out-
come of the man's case as it comments
on the idiocy of American bureaucracy,
not as it involves us in his particular
emotional plight. Based as it is upon fac-

tual proceedings of national concern the

play is concerned with the Freedom of

The Individual before the freedom of the
individual and this can never be the right
way round

It's a problem that the Theatre of
Fact will have to face. I think - Oppen-
heimer's final speech attempts to make
amends but the responses have been set

by then As we left the theatre and
wound our way through the foyer, the
loudspeaker told us that drinks were
obtainable in the bar and that dancing
was permitted The man behind me on
the stairs turned to his friend: "By the
way, Marshall, what exactly has hap-
pened to Oppenheimer now?" Who was
I, in the plushness of the O'Keefe, to turn
to say quite simply "He's dead."?

rithaid muiphet

Presents .

.

TANGO

by Slawomir Mrozek
translated by Nicholas Bethell

adapted by Tom Stoppard
directed by Joseph Shaw

Curtain at 8 30

and

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA
by Eugene O'Neill

directed by Leon Maior

Curtain at 5.30
Food will be available in Hart House during (be Supper break

The Company includes: Barbara Borland, David Brown.

Patricia Collins. Neil Dainard. Ron Hastings. Nancy Kerr.

Jane Mallett. Don McManus. Jack Medley. William Needles.

Kate Reid. Anna Reiser. Sean Sullivan. Jonathan White

Regular Season — November 3rd - 22nd

MOURNING BECOMES
TANGO ELECTRA

(Mondays to Thursdays)

Students $1 50
Regular $3.00

(Fridays and Saturdays)

$2 25
$4 50

Subscriptions

$3 00
$6 50

Gala Opening Night —MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA — $7.50
Friday, November 7 at 5 30 — Performance and Reception following

Students half-price

HART HOUSE THEA TRE
University of Toronto

Box Office Now Open 928 -8668
SPECIAL STUDENT PREVIEWS

TANGO —
October 27, 28, 29 @ 8:30 — $1 .00

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA —
October 31 and November 1 @ 5:30 — $1 50

BORIS KARLOFF vs BELA LUGOSI

in

THE RAVEN
he I935 horror classic

also: SUPERNATURAL (1932)

Special Hallowe'en Show at

CINEMATHEQUE tonight al 7:15 and 9:30

The Music Library, Avenue Rd. al Si. Clair

CENTRE FOR THE STUDY OF DRAMA

presents

NEXT TIME I'LL SING TO YOU

by JAMES SAUNDERS

Nov. 3-8

at

8:30 p.m.

STUDIO THEATRE
4 Glenmorris

Admission Free

The ^i)|)i«5 and (Toiling ^rtircs

;« eiuttcs St. W.
(BASEMENT)

q:o i;o;

'THE T C S' SERVICE
* Typing
* Dictation

* Tape Transcribing

* Copying / Duplicating

* Offset Printing

Complete, Competent, Convenient, Speedy

Help For Your Personal Problem Al LOW
RATES For Students

BRING US THIS AD l-'OH SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

REVIEWS

Centre

for the

Study of

Drama
in

Association

with The
St.Lawrence

Centre

for the

Arts
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PAT - A - CAKE

The Canadian Union of Stu-

dents is now a corpse. Before

the burial, it deserves at least

an autopsy.

What was it? The centre of radical

student activity in Canada, the source

of most of the ideas for university

reform sought at U of T, and a union

that tried to be a movement and

failed. It's failure was its death, and

its death was next to inevitable.

CUS was always more a group of

committed people than a broad-based

student union. The group had a demo-

cratic legitimacy based on their elec-

tion by and accountability to student

council delegates from around the

country; but it also was in a sense, a

world unto itself. Central in Ottawa,

the secretariat did research and poli-

cy analysis; fieldworkers went cam-

pus to campus trying to build a radi-

cal base and work with local student

councils.

What happened was not surprising.

CUS looked at this country. A massive

student means survey showed it how

little chance the working class of

Canada has to get to our expensive

universities. CUS looked at these uni-

versities; the sense of semi-bored

cynicism was only too apparent

among students there; education

wasn't alive, creative, but constrict-

ed, lirr iting. The country had poverty,

pollution and priorities more shaped

by profit goals than by social needs.

CUS was made up of ordinary peo-

ple who saw this, who spent their

working days studying it. They

couldn't be unmoved. They had to try

to understand why these things were

so and how they could be changed. As

a group, they developed; they became

socialists of a radical and democratic

sort. They tried to make the union

they led a movement trying to deal

with the social realities they saw.

Leadership changed, and developed

further. CUS looked at an under-de-

veloped third world, living in poverty

of the grimmest kind, a third world

pawn-played by the powers of west

and east; again a CUS made up of

people couldn't help trying to under-

stand — and act accordingly.

ACT MILITANTLY

The conclusion was clear: "We
have to become a national liberation

front for Canada," one leader put it.

An outside empire, centred in the US
and reflecting the values of corporate

capitalism, controlled Canada as it

did much of the third world. Canadian
students had to fight to free their na-

tion from such a system so as to build

a humane co-operative society here;

they had to stand with other parts of

the world fighting for independence
too — from American or Soviet con-

trol. They had to be prepared to act

militantly to bring such changes
about — in their universities and else-

where.

This trend reached its height with

Pete Warrian as President. The union

became explicitly anti-imperialist,

effectively socialist, militantly activ-

ist. Then its rapid death began. Runa-
way rhetoric at Congresses played a

role; disputes in the secretariat hurt

too. But the real causes of decline

were much less trivial.

Our national politics are not based
on principle, but on pragmatic recon-

ciliation of diverse regional and eth-

nic demands all within the context of

a general capitalist economic consen-

sus. CUS refused to play that game.
That meant three things:

First, CUS wouldn't operate as a
lobby-interest group in the reconcilia-

tion system. It saw clearly that basic
change wouldn't cone that way. That
was unacceptable, however, to many
students who could rationalize CUS

membership oly in terms of stu-

dents' needs to have a fork in the na-

tional fight over a larger or smaller

share of the cake. When anti-CUS

people attacked CUS because "my
local M.P. says he'd never listen t

them" it was a compliment for CUS's
action but a blow against the union's

future.

Second, since CUS people wouldn't

play pat-a-cake politics in the national

context, they refused to play inside

the union. They wouldn't give in to

regional pressures and local campus
student council barons. They wanted
a clear-cut national movement, not

fragmentation compromise. But local

barons have their positions because
they have power on local campuses.

So when CUS wouldn't compromise
with them as with Edmonton in 1965,

or Gus Abols this year — they came
home to lead their students out. Again

the national movement concept limit-

ed the national unions future.

Third, and most important, CUS
was challenging bluntly the national

consensus on a capitalist economic

system. That consensus works on stu-

dents too, though; they've gone

through a school system which im-

plicitly — occasionally explicitly —
supports it; they read newspapers

themselves run on a capitalist basis

that consequently support the profit

system. That means the campus
members of CUS were largely not

anti-capitalist while the union was.



POLITICS

The only answer was to try to per-
suade the membership CUS was
right; the time, though was too short
and the major means of communica-
tion, privately owned newspapers,
radios, and TV, the government run
CBC, were hardly sympathetic to-

ward the project. The union hadn't
enough money to do it alone: the CUS
people had moved to their position too
fast to take their membership with
them.

In short, they had honestly said
what they thought, and tried to act on
it. CUS hadn't played politics. The
remarkable thing is that on that basis

they took some campuses with them,

they gained some parts of the country

they needed. Regina, Simon Fraser,

Laurentian in Sudbury, Lakehead,
Glendon, Brock, Kings College and
Mount Allison in Halifax all voted to

stay in a solidly anti-imperialist CUS.
We even persuaded St. Mikes College

at U of T to vote 2 to 1 for CUS last

spring.

LONEYS CUS

Martin Loney's CUS was a little dif-

ferent. He and his secretariat felt

some compromises could and should

be made to save a national student

union. He played down anti-imperial-

ism, tried to work with moderate stu-

dent council leaders and even at-

tacked the radical left on occasion. It

ed t come off. He and his group had

too much conscience to really turn

CUS back into a liberal union at the

1969 Congress; left-wing socialists

were disillusioned, nevertheless, and

refused to help CUS win its referen-

dums; and students just didn't trust

the new, essentially ambivalent im-

age Loney tried to give the organiza-

tion. Carleton students, for example
defeated the "new, more moderate"

CUS by much more this year than

they did the old solidly socialist CUS
last year.

Some of that, mind you, is a result

of external social factors. The press

has been getting more and more hys-

terical about CUS. Student protests

and the Ontario University presidents

fanned that with their battle-trum-

peting over "extremists" in Septem-

ber; students are influenced by fear

of disorder too — no matter how little

validity there is to the threat of chaos.

Still, the CUS revisions of this year

seems, in itself, to have badly hurt the

union.

It's like the NDP moderates who

try to fight shifts to the left in party

policy by pointing to likely election

losses. Voters watching understand

manipulation when they see it and

aren't goint to trust NDP moderates

who can't meet left-wing criticism

intellectually; they'll suspect, right-

ly, that the moderates really believe

in what the left is saying. The party

would be much better off electorally

if it honestly put forward its socialism

and tried to persuade people it was

what the country should adopt. Voters

are a lot more sophisticated, I sus-

pect, than the poll-takers tell us.

One shouldn't overlook the obvious
in analyzing CUS's death; the union,

after all, did receive a specific death

blow — the referendum at U of T. And
much a the general factors I've been
discussing were operative here, at

least one particular murder weapon
should be mentioned from the local

campaign. That is the vicious, de-

grading, infuriating red-baiting which
went on at this University. I've been
here four years now, and I've visited

other campuses during CUS votes;

I've never seen anything like the spu-

rious lies, misrepresentations and
innuendo which circulated here. The
anti-CUS moderates like Art Mc-
Ilwain and Gus Abols, tolerated it;

they didn't condemn it; so they share

the same as much as the far-right

Edmund Burke-types who actually

paid for the reprehensible anti-CUS
posters the campaign saw.

Red-baiting takes the content from
radicalism; it leads people to deal

with left-wing groups like CUS in

terms of caricatured stereotypes;

people don't have to deal with the is-

sues and analysis being raised. Thus
the anti-CUS people at no time pre-

sented their answers to the question

of US control; they never critically

analyses CUS policies. They didn't

have to, for stereotyping, even if it

doesn't condemn an organization out-

right, raises enough doubts about it

that people play it safe and vote it

down, especially when, as in this

case, needed reforms seem to be

coming anyway.

INTERNATIONAL TACTIC

It's an international tactic, of

course. McCarthy in the US in the

1950's, Agnew now in America,

George Drew in Ontario, even Pierre

Trudeau and the Globe and Mail re-

garding Quebec, illustrate the same
method. And in each case it permit-

ted, or permits people to effectively

ignore the real questions being

raised; in Quebec now, for example,

it's easier for Trudeau to seem to be

fighting Communists in the CBC and

CYC than Quebecers seeking to pro-

tect their language and culture. The

fact it's not a solely local phenome-

non, though, doesn't lessen the shame
of those who tolerated it at U of T.

In any event, CUS is dead, what
happens now?

Social realities stay the same. The

United States will still take $6 billion

more from Latin America in profits

than it gives in aid and capital — as

happened these last 10 years. Two
teenagers have still committed dou-

ble suicide in the US over the Vietnam

war their country is fighting. Young

Cabbagetown kids will still get

screwed from the day they're born.

Workers will still be cogs on factory

assembly lines over which they've no

control. Most students will still sit

passively in classrooms over which

they've little influence. American

capitalism still owns two-thirds of

Canadian industry, and makes priori-

ty decisions that leave the Maritimes

poor, the cities polluted, and low-cost

housing a rarity. The Czechoslovaki-

ans, the Biafrans, and the blacks in

southern Africa are still getting

crunched.

And the student movement will still

continue — only with a different pat-

tern of response than has been the

case with CUS.
I've discussed the "national libera-

tion" model CUS tried to follow. It's

an approach which has worked for

national student unions in third-world

"colonial" areas, Algeria for exam-
ple, or Mozambique at the moment.
CUS hoped it could work in a Canada
whose relationship with the US is at

best semi-colonial. Our economy is,

after all, directed toward US needs,

our business and political alites are

largely "clients" of that country, and

our regional underdevelopment has

hints of similar third world problems.

Yet, the US-Canadian relationship

has another dimension. We are per-

haps so deeply integrated into the

Americans' national economy that we
have come to share much of their

prosperity. Canada is that strange

anomaly — a rich underdeveloped

country. That means that in a sense

we are not a "colony" at all by simply

a northern extension of the centre of

empire itself.

We are likely, then, to begin to see

a student movement that increasingly

reflects this second interpretation of

Canada's position in the world. In

short, student radicalism in Canada
will likely follow present US patterns

of diverse, decentralized radicalism
— at least for a while.

DOING THEIR OWN THING

There is no national radical organi-

zation in the USA; theonly group with

such pretensions, SDS, has split wide

open. Instead, there is a loose,

amorphous, unco-ordinated "Move-

ment" made up of small groups in

particular regions or parts of the

economy, each "doing their own
(radical) thing," often in competition

with other left wing organizations.

Research and analysis grew system-

atically done on a national level; un-

affiliated, groups, like the Radical

Education Project in Michigan, play

that role. Communication is also ad

hoc, through various left-wing maga-

zines like the Guardian, Monthly Re-

view or even Ramparts.

Herbert Marcuse called this diver-

sity "creative" last year and in many
ways it is; experimentation and imag-

ination operate more effectively in

such a system. It's a reflection of the

New Left ideology of decentralized

decision-making too. Yet it's also a

sign of weakness, of the difficulties of

fighting for basic change in the heart

of the strongest world force for the

status quo. There is no national liber-

ation fiunt in the USA because chal-

lenging for national power is unthink-

able at this point. Guerilla skirmishes

with Chicago police hardly mark the

beginning of revolutionary war.

The student movement here is com-

ing to reflect these US patterns. With

the death of CUS, no real national

communication exists; there is To-
ronto Research Project, similar to

REP in Michigan. In the CPUO dis-

cipline crisis, Ontario radicals met
then decided no co-ordination was
possible and each campus group had
to "do its own thing". We seem to be
getting a branch plant radicalism,

reflecting our branch plant economy
where too many US subsidiaries oper-

ate inefficiently in a small market. At

U of T alone we have the New Left

Caucus, the Student-Worker Alliance

of the Canadian Party of Labour, the

Trotskyites, the Communists, left and
right-wing Maoists and the inevitable

anarchists. The effectiveness of all is

limited.

FREE OURSELVES

The "US Extension" view of Cana-

da is too sin* pie. A rich colony is still

a colony and the social realities we
see around us would suggest that

"rich" standard of living is not really

very satisfactory in terms of the ini-

quities and misplaced priorities that

result. Before these realities could

basically be changed, however, one of

the two things would have to happen.

Either we would have to free our-

selves from US control or the USA
would have to radically change. While

the first is difficult, it seems easy in

relation to the second.

Besides, being rich and underdevel-

oped has its advantages. Unlike Rus-

sia or China, Canada could start from

a high base and move quickly to a

planned and equitable economy, with-

out the regional and urban poverty of

the present. Furthermore, we would

have plenty of resources to aid other

third world countries if we were to

resolve to free ourselves then help

them to likewise.

So the "colony" view of the Canadi-

an condition still deserves considera-

tion. CUS showed the difficulty of act-

ing on this view — within a particular-

ly difficult structure, a national union

for all students. Yet CUS also showed

a large potential base for its anti-

imperialist policies last year; proba-

bly 30,000 or more students voted for

them. The surprisingly large number

of NDP delegates willing to support

the anti-imperialist Watkins Manifes-

to at the Winnipeg Convention is an-

other indication.

Clearly the simple reproduction of

US radicalism here neglects impor-

tant factors in the Canadian situation.

We need a national movement which

can build on the "anti-colonial" base

CUS developed. It may be that the

left-wing NDP group coalescing about

the Watkins position will be the focus

for such action. Or it may be that a

new organization is required. The

death of CUS may not after all. be

that important if such a less structur-

ally inhibited radical movement can

continue the fight for an independent

Canada that CUS began.

by steve langdon



CLASSIFIEDS

WANTED — male Of female !0 shaie

three bedroom apt wiih two males Phone

531-8903 alter six P m

WANTED: French tutor lor Grade 13

Balhurst -Finch area Phone 635-7528

GRAVITATING lowards the ultimate T

group: a foursome Would like to hear from

grad couple with similar thoughts Bob and

Carol. P O Bon 5808. Postal Stn A

USED T V sets for sale Less than S50
30 day warranty on parts arid labour Acl

now Limited supply Phone 925 707) af-

lor 6 p.m.

WIRE WHEELS 13" Price unreasonable

but subject to haggling LE 4-8229 after 6

p.m.

EXPERIENCED TYPIST, ulectric type-

writer, will do typing for students Call

922-5388 anytime

FOR SALE: complete set ol goalie equip-

ment Phone 694-1434 and leave mes-

sage or put message in locker No 1 1 1 1 at

Hart House

TYPING: notes essays, theses manu-
scripis, on eleclric machine Near Casa

Loma Call 924-083B

WANTED: lemale to share two-bedroom
apartment in Bathurst-St Clair area Rent

S75 each monthly: Phone 787-2558 after

7 p.m

ESSAY AND THESIS TYPING. Experi-

enced typist will type essays and thesis in

my home Electric typewriter reasonable

rales Will endeavour lo moei deadlines

Mrs Harford 267-5174

49TH PARALLEL Dance at the VIC Hal-

lowe'en Home Coming TONIGHT. Oct 3 1

.

9:00 p.m in Burwash Hall St 25 pet per-

son or S2 00 per couple

STUDENTS RESIDENCE FURNISHED
single or double rooms, kuchen privileges.

156 Spadma Rd between Blooi & Dupont

Apply Caretaker oi 92 1 3730 or 920
3497 Refrigerators in most rooms.

EDITORS OF COLLEGE or raculty news-
papers interested in SAC support to ex-

pand circulation across campus are asked

to leave their names at the SAC olfice.

YOUR THESIS and essays typed quickly

and accurately on eleclric typewriter 30c
per page Cell Miss L Lee, 79 Madison
Avenue. Apt 1 or Apt 4. 92 1 -2278. after

six

TYPING theses, essays, notes, charts

English. French, olher languages. Mimeo-
graphing, electric typewriters Mary Dale
Stoit (M Davies) B6 Bloor St W Room
225 922 7624

MOTION PICTURE production assistant

required Your interest and ability 10 follow

directions creatively is more important
than formal school background. Write A.

Winn, c/o Grafikos Ltd , Whitevale, Ontar-

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
loday (or free booklet The Day you buy a

diamond H Proctor and Co 131 Bloor

St. W., Suite416. 921-7702

SUMMER JOBS in foreign countries are

available through AIESEC Completion of

one economics course is required further

information is available at Room 2005, Sid

Smith Hall

TYPING fast, accurate, reasonable rates.

465-3141

SINGER wanted for established hard rock

group members ol which are U of T stu-

dents Must be union or willing to turn Call

Larry 444-7002 Jack 291-5659.

New College Motion Picture Society pre-

JACK LEMMON and WALTER MAT-
THAU in 'THE ODD COUPLE" Two
showings Sunday 6 30 and 9 00 pm
New College IWeimore} Dining Hall (21

Classic Ave

)

HELP. Need Student tickets for Home-
coming Game for Alumni. Will pay Call

Jake immedialely at 923-0161

AVALANCHE
WARNING

On Tuesday evening, November 4th at 8:30, the York University Faculty

of Fine Arts will sponsor an avalanche in Burton Auditorium on the York

Campus. The full title of this mixed-media musical-happening is "An Aval-

anche for Pitchman, Prima Donna, Player Piano, Percussionist and Pre-

recorded Playback." It will be created by Lejaren Hiller who, last summer,

created a five-hour happening with John Cage at the University of Illinois.

Avalanche will be one of six experimental works that will be performed

that evening by the Creative Associates of Buffalo, a group of the world's-

foremost experimentors in the field of electronic music. The very nature of

this event just could mean the total destruction of York University. We think

you won't want to miss it.

TICKETS AT DOOR
(students $2, staff $2.75)

BURTON AUDITORIUM
- KEELE AND FINCH

SALUDOS AMIGOS!

COMBINATION SPECIALS
Mexican Fiesta $1.69
Enchiladas, taco, burrito, Pancho con Carne, Pancho beans, corn

chips, and fresh chef's salad. This can be called a Mexican sampling.

An opportunity to taste many of the varieties of Mexican food.

Bushel-O-Tacos

8 Tacos, Pancho con Came, Pancho Beans, Taco Sauce, Corn Chips
and Chef's Salad. A party in a bushel.

$4.95

Mexi-Cheese Crisp Fiesta $4.95
8 Mexi-Cheese crisps, Pancho con carne, our own special Pancho con

carne, special Pancho Taco sauce, corn chips and fresh chef's salad.

Enchiladas Poblanas $4.95967 Eglinton Ave. W.
700 07C4 8 Enchiladas, Pancho beans, Pancho con Carne, Corn Chips, Enchiladas
* Ofc-O /O I sauce, Pancho sour cream, chopped onions and fresh chef's salad.

SPfCIAl DISCOUNT TO All STUDENTS WITH A.T.I. CARD

MINIMUM DELIVERY ORDER $3.95
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read any good films lately?

With a marked drop in the

ages of serious film-goers has

come a rise of interest in film

magazines. Time was in To-

ronto when those who read
Sight and Sound on the sub-

way immediately betrayed
themselves as producers at

the CBC, or at least queer
production assistants playing

the role of producers. Now if

you are seen reading Sight

and Sound on the subway you
run the risk of being mistaken
not only for a queer but also

for a student.

The following is an una-

bashedly personal evaluation,

in no particular order, of

some of the reading material

on film usually available at

either the U or T Bookroom
or The Book Cellar on York-

ville Avenue.

TAKE ONE
Take One is published bi-

monthly by Peter Lebensold

(also publisher of The Five

Cent Review) and Joe Med-
juck. The magazine origi-

nates in Montreal and is the

only comprehensive, non-

specialized national publica-

tion on film in Canada. A pulp

magazine with a homey 'ah

shucks' appearance, Take
One always communicates a

good deal of information and

usually much sane opinion,

although at times it does tend

to include the odd slightly

pointless piece (ie. last

month's interview with Frank
Zappa). Unfortunately, a val-

uable guide to Canadian films

in production that Take One
initiated under the banner,

"In the Works", has since

been discontinued. Neverthe-

less, the magazine is still one

of the most reliable sources

of information on Canadian

films (the recent issue con-

tains a short review of David

Cronenberg's much-discus-
cussed-seldom-viewed fea-

ture, Stereo). Unlike many of

its counterparts. Take One
manages to be knowledgeable

without pretension. Among
the best features of the maga-
zine is its price — 25 cents.

CINEMA CANADA
Cinema Canada appears six

times a year on alternate

months and is published by

the Canadian Society of Cine-

matographers. The magazine

is primarily intended as a

trade publication for Canadi-

an film-makers but contains

enough material on domestic

production to satisfy a rea-

sonably wide range of inter-

ests. Although staff writers

like Gerald Pratley tend to

approach films in a slightly

dull functional manner and
although the magazine might
be a good deal more in-

trospective, Cinema Canada
partly fulfills the need for a

more particularized survey of

significant Canadian produc-

tions. The most valuable as-

pect of the magazine is that it

provides a commentary on

the current work of both Eng-
lish and French Canadian
directors. Cinema Canada is

the best way to follow the ac-

tivity of film-makers like

Jean-Pierre Lefebvre and

Gilles Groulx from a dist-

ance. All this for a mere 50

cents.

FILM QUARTERLY
A more costly magazine

($1.00), Film Quarterly origi-

nates at the University of Cal-

ifornia at Berkeley and, rea-

sonably enough, appears four

times a year. Film Quarterly

provides an extensive yet

concise treatment of film in

both contemporary and his-

torical terms. Generally the

viewpoint in feature articles

is that of an over-view and
although features are highly

comprehensive and factual,

the magazine is genuinely

absorbing if you can pene-

trate the formidably unin-

spired layout and format. The

Review section of Film
Quarterly contains some of

the most original commen-
tary available on recent re-

leases, despite the fact that

staff reviewers frequently

detach films from reality and

view them simply as repre-

senting a quaint art form. The
latest issue contains two note-

worthy pieces — a study of

the relation of soundtrack

music to film and an exten-

sive review of I am Curious

(Yellow) and (Blue). A mag-
azine for the film society

goer.

FILMS IN REVIEW
Over-priced (90 cents) and

unoriginal. Published by the

National Board of Review of

Motion Pictures in New York,

Films in Review usually ap-

pears monthly and contains

some of the most pointless

examples of film criticism

being written. If you admire a

film. Films in Review will

undoubtedly have something
ignorant to say about it. Fea-

tures and interviews are con-

sistently superficial and bor-

ing. The magazine as a whole

reads like something written

by a nine-year old in conjunc-

tion with a thesaurus. The
October edition devotes six

pages to a list of useless, un-

readable amendments and

corrections to a recently pub-

lished dictionary of American
movies. Consistent only in the

extent of its low quality.

FILMS AND FILMING
A British magazine pub-

lished monthly and one of the

most attractive looking mag-
azines on film available.

Films and Filming devotes
about a third of the magazine
to stills from upcoming re-

leases and divides the re-

mainder of its space between
features, reviews and a guide

to international productions

currently under way. A very

balanced magazine covering

a wide range of subjects (the

August issue included an
analysis of 'Underground
USA' and the sexploitation

market), Films and Filming

usually strikes the middle
note between Films in Re-

view and Sight and Sound.

Writers and reviewers as-

sume very little foreknow-

ledge about features due for

release which makes the

magazine especially useful

for conveying information

(and criticism) on the recent

work of international film-

makers. The life magazine of

film publications.

SIGHT AND SOUND
The definitive word. Pub-

lished quarterly by the Bri-

tish Film Institute and edited

by Penelope Huston, Sight

and Sound is the Delphic Ora-

cle for film-makers, distribu-

tors and audiences in general.

The longest running film

magazine, Sight and Sound is

a slick, expensive (¥1.00) pub-

lication containing consist-

ently high quality commen-
taries on films and directors

of the past and the present

(although at times it tends to

be slightly self-indulgent and

stuffy). The tone of the ma-
jority of the writing is highly

literate and features and re-

views generally treat films as

part of a continuing chain of

cine-history, often fielding

analogies from deep in the

outfield of past releases.

Sight and Sound is conven-

tional in its attitude and per-

haps devotes too much of its

format to commenting on

established film heroes while

glossing over new move-

ments. Yet, Sight and Sound

has spawned a lot of brilliant

commentary on film and is

still probably the best film

publication around. Read ex-

clusively by CBC producers

and queer production assist-

ants.

ion ritchie
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The Centennial Film

Board is (was) a produc-

tion unit established on

campus two years ago

under the guiding light of

Carlo Buchman and Mary

Omatsu. Last tall the CFB
sponsored a film contest —
the winner of which would

receive a grant of $400 to

produce a short based on a

submitted script. Joe Med-

juck is currently in produc-

tion using the CFB grant to

complete a film with the

working-title, Walls.

As for Eldon Garnet's

film, scheduled for com-

pletion this fall and fi-

nanced with $1200 from the

CFB, information is

scarce.

To make this short story

even longer, the Centenni-

al Film Board has been

allocated $900 for the cur-

rent year and is presuma-

bly to operate under the

auspices of the Cultural

Affairs Commissioner on

SAC. As of now. no one has

assumed leadership of the

CFB whose $900 budget is

due for review by the SAC
Budget Committee in mid-

I November. There is a defi-

I nite possibility that the

I Centennial Film Board

I will disappear unless

I someone assumes respon-

I sibility before that date.

I The potential on this

1 campus for film produc-

tion is enormous. The CFB
could become one of the

most active producers of

independent shorts in Can-

ada if only it possessed

a determined executive.

I That $900 budget still

1 awaits.

still more to follow I

The Film Committee of

Hart House is sponsoring a

National Student Film
Festival in November. The
festival is divided into four

categories — Documenta-
ry. Dramatic, Experimen-

tal and Animation with

first prizes of $75 being

awarded to the best film in

each category. Deadline

for entries is November 1

with an open screening of

all award-winning subjects

to be held on Friday 14th

November. For further

information write to: Co-

I
ordinator, National Stu

|
dent Film Festival, Hart
House.

REVIEW staffers and

all others (including peo-

ple) who want to deter-

mine, or at least comment

upon, the nature of our

ongoing ontological experi-

ment: take note. You are

COMPELLF.H tn attend a

Often an example of ar-

tistic mononucleosis, Hart

House Art Gallery this

week presents a stimulat-

ing show.

Robin Collyer's sculp-

tures, with their vitality

and sureness, are among
the best things to be seen

in Toronto. Particularly

interesting is an untitled

floor piece of thin steel

rods and a rectangle of

translucent plastic which

weaves under the rods,

establishing itself as a

shadow on the work that is

in fact in it.

Shirley Wiitasalo (now

Mrs. Collyer) has done

some canvases whose qual-

itv matches the sculpture

meeting TODAY at 2 p.m.

in the Review office. New
writers — please show up.

After the meeting, the

body of the late Rod Mic-

kleburgh will be served,

suitably cooked and gar-

nished.

of her husband. Extremely

lyrical things, the paint-

ings treat the picture sur-

faces in a very sculptural

way.
Among the remaining

three artists exhibited

here, Roger Piotrow is the

only one who doesn't look

like the reproductions one

sees in history books on

modern art. What makes

his work interesting is the

surface he paints on —
dacron. Looking like skin

over the frame, this gives

the surface a very sen-

suous appearance totally

at odds with everything

else in his work.

neii marshall

soft core pornography

of the week
"You've been in ladies'underwear
long enough Bob," they said tome

about 757" of the b™...™-
may be thinking of From SS5D

S650a month.

You can move up quickly In fact]

von tan be .i Deparimenl M.iiiitt'Ci

in less than live years. Von ean

triple, even iniinUipk your salary in

leu than (en years.

You can ernoy real nijn.teemeni

rc.pon.ihilily m six months to a

year. Make Department Head and
you're almost on your own. Profit

and l.i... personnel", advert biiuj. dis-

pi j \ . -ales, budge t.s — all yours
We'll indue the results.

BOOKS

Two Canadian student

magazines arrived in the

office this week. One is

Campus (Canada's Maga-
zine for Graduating Stu-

dents). The other is Le
Quartier Latin, put out

independently by students

at L'Universite de

Montreal.

Campus Magazine has

always been a burn, a

magazine that most intelli-

gent Canadian university

journalists refuse to write

for, a liberal cop-out rag

that appeals to the suc-

cess-oriented type. This

month, however, is the fi-

nal straw. The entire issue

is devoted to two things:

Skiing and Marketing Car-

eers (Bilingualism Doubles

l ms MK.n i finances, It

Takes People To Market

Computers, AT 26 He's

Within Reach of the Top). If

you want to reach the top

fast this magazine is a

must. Otherwise the maga-

zine is pure unadulterated

shit.

Le Quartier Latin!

e'est la reve d'un editeur.

Le copy et la montage sont

tout les deux excellents

Das Weltanshauung sieht

ganz radikal und wichtig

aus. Ce magazine nous

montre encore une fois que

nos freres au pays de

Quebec sont les journal-

istes le plus passionants de

ce continent. Beaucoup a

dire, beaucoup a faire, ca

fait un bon journalist.

tarry haiven

MUSIC

The big pop musical

event of the weekend is

LED ZEPPELIN'S two

appearances at the O'-

Keefe Centre on Sunday

(shows at 5:00 and 8:30).

The Zeppelin's second al-

bum, which has been avail-

able for some days as an

import and will soon be

released here, has some

great blues-based rock on

it, and if the group can

reproduce the sounds in

O'Keefe, it ought to be a

good show. Tickets at

Sam's and Le Chateau.

We should have had a

review of BIG MAMA
THORNTON at the Coloni-

al, but we ran out of space

before it got written. Big

Mama Is an over power-

ing and beautiful singer

and performer, and she

shouldn't be missed in

spite of an inferior backup

band. She can carry the

show. Tonight and tomor-

row are the only chances

left to hear her. Luther

Johnson, who has been

playing with Muddy Wa-
ters, shares the sets.

JOHN LEE HOOKER
opens at the Colonial Mon-

day.

THE UPSETTERS are

at Soul City (167 Church

St.) tonight, tomorrow and

Sunday. JOHNNY TAY-
LOR, of "Who's Making
Love" fame, joins the

group on Sunday.

LUKE GIBSON, former-

ly part of the Kensington

Market and now going it on

his own, is a( the River-

boat through Sunday.

KEITH McKIE opens on

Tuesday.

FREE EVENTS
There are several things

of interest. On Sunday
mezzo-soprano SONIA
ROHOZYNSKI sings at the

Art Gallery of Ontario at

3:00. The U of T CHOIR is

singing at Scarborough

College at 3:45, and, still

on Sunday, the ORFORD
STRING QUARTET will

play at the Edward John

son building at 8:30. Final-

ly, next Thursday at 2:00

there will be a lecture

demonstration on Ta-Ku
Chinese drum singing, also

in the Johnson building

If you feel you'd like to

say something in print

about these or any other

sort of music to be heard in

Toronto, The Review
still interested in finding

music writers. Call Peter

Hatch, 921-2434.

THEATRE

Happy Halloween.
Tonight's scheduled stu-

dent preview of Mourning
|

Becomes Electra in Hart

House is cancelled due to 1

llness and will be seen
j

Thursday, November 20th

at 5:30. The Production is

directed by Leon Major
and stars Kate Reid and is

Eugene O'Neill's version

of the curse on the house of

Atreus with Kate Reid as

the civil war Clytemnes-

tra. Monday evening at the

usual 8:30 is Slawomir
Mrozek's Tango, which

had its student preview

this past week. The two
plays will alternate

through 22 November, with

Mourning on weekends and

Tango on weekdays.

Drama Centre opens

Next Time I'll Sing to You,

by James Saunders, at 8 : 30

on Monday evening. Ad-

ission is free, and the

show is only playing

through Saturday 6 Nov-

ember.

On Tuesday and Wednes-

day at 1:00, Poorhouse

Theatre Company ("a

media co-operative") will

present a play, Two Sol-

diers, by Carlos Jose

Reyes, and a reading of

South American poetry by

Enrique Buenaventura.

Latin American addicts

can find the Poorhouse

people in Vic's Old Gym,
behind the Colonnade.

Thursday evening Thea-

tre Mickities opens their

production of The Tempest

at 8:30 in the St. Mike's

Student Centre. Admission

$1.50, and it is running

through Sunday.

Also opening Thursday

is an original musical, di-

rected and authored by

Jim Betts, entitled The

Ten of Us. Curtain at 8:00

n the New Vic Theatre of

Vic's New Academic
Building, Admission 50 c.

Plays through Saturday.

And opening off campus
Academy of Thea-

tre Arts opens Monsieur
Lambertier, a contempo-

rary French play, on 6

November at 23 Grenville

Street.

Also, Rochdale's Thea-

tre Passe Muraille will be

performing Memories for

My Brother, written and

Directed by John Palmer,

at 8:30 on 4-16 November
(Mondays dark) at 11 Trin-

ity Square. Admission $2

for students.

music... peter hatch art.... mike kesterton photography....errol young
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25,000 students against bilingualism bill

MONTREAL (CUP) -
Chanting and singing, 25,000

demonstrators — mostly high
school and post-secondary stu-

dents — marched through the

streets of Montreal Wednesday
night in a massive and self-dis-

ciplined protest against the
Provincial Government's Bill

63.

The demonstration was the

largest yet against the Union
Nationale Government's bilin-

gualism legislation, now in its

second reading in the Quebec
National Assembly — but it

will probably be completely
dwarfed today when an antici-

pated 500,000 demonstrators
march on the Assembly build-

ings in Quebec City.

Universities, high schools

and post-secondary Colleges

D'enseignement Generates et

Professionnels across Quebec
emptied Wednesday, as stu-

dent opposition to Bill 63 con-

tinued to grow into a major
factor in the plans of the Front

Du Quebec Francais, the

broad-front organisation which

is uniting right-, left- and
centre-wings of Quebec politi-

cal life against the bill.

Outside of Montreal, student

walkouts are bringing the

French-language education
system to a virtual standstill.

And in Montreal itself, stu-

dents were joined by teachers,

trade unionists, housewives —
the entire spectrum of working

French society — as they

marched through the down-

town streets to City Hall in a

protest against Mayor Jean
Drapeau's support of Bill 63.

Observers termed the pa-

rade the greatest-ever demon-
stration of French-speaking
solidarity, as the demonstra-
tors hummed and sang their

way good-naturedly through
the streets.

Both the Union Nationale
and the Liberal Party issued
statements before the march
Wednesday, attacking French
teachers for "encouraging''
students to take part in opposi-
tion to the bilingualism legisla-

tion.

Both Premier Bertrand and
Liberal Party Leader Jean
Lesage said teachers were
organizing sit-ins across the

province, culminating in to-

day's march,

"I hope," said Lesage, "that

those who are responsible for

our youth — whether they be
parents or those to whom par-

ents delegate part of their au-

thority — will realize the im-
mense blunder they are mak-
ing in the way they prepare
tomorrow's citizens."

"The future of French Cana-
da is really in danger if mob
rule becomes part of a child's

unhringing."

So far, the Union Nationale

Government appears deter-

mined to continue pushing Bill

63 through the National Assem-
bly.

The bill gives parents the

choice between English and
French as languages of in-

struction for their children in

Quebec schools, while declar-

ing that French is the "priority

language'' in the province.

Opponents to the bill say its

passage will legitimize the

eventual destruction of the

French language and culture in

Quebec, as increased immigra-
tion dilutes the French-speak-

ing majority in the province.

The New Left Caucus, Women's Liberation Movement, and
the Young Socialists will hold a rally at 1 p.m. today in the free-

speech area of Sidney Smith to talk about Quebec independ-

ence.

The groups are calling for a demonstration tonight against

the federal government.

The demonstration, a follow-up to Monday's protest against

the Globe and Mail, will leave Nathan Philips Square 7 p.m. to-

night and proceed to government offices on Adelaide Street.

The Left will organize a further protest for November 7 — a

support demonstration in sympathy with the anti-repression

demonstrations that will take place on the same day.

HERE AND NOW
Today

All Day

Election of one SAC rep 31 VIC on Nov.

13. Nominations open until Nov. 3

(Monday! at noon. Nomination forms in

VCU office.

Tickets are on sale for Ihe "Growth of

Metropolitan Toronto — Processes. Prob-

lems and Planning" a symposium on urban

affairs.Nov. 7 and 8. 50e each. Only 500

available. Main foyer. Sidney Smith.

Engineers pick-up nomination lorms at

Engineering Stoies if you wish to run in the

rail elections next week.

Dial-a-commie for info, regarding all

insurgent plans in the future. President

Bissell take note. For Women's Lib. and

NLC communications call 920-5806.

Drive that blood to Ihe blood drive 3t

New College. Wetmore Hall.

11 a.m.

Sociology department sponsors a work-

shop concerned with the relevance of Soci-

ology to critical issues of contemporary

society. Speakers Amitai Etzioni. Dept of

Sociology. Columbia University. John See-

ley. Centre for the Study of Democratic

Institutions. First speaker. John Seeley in

Cody Hall.

12 noon
Poorhouse Theatre Company presents

two new Canadian films Admission free.

New Vic Theatre. Vic New Academic Bldg.

1 p.m.

What Really Happened at Sir George

Williams University? Rosie Douglas and

others presenting the student point of view

of these events. New Medical Bldg Rm.

215S
Career Info Lecture Employment op-

portunities for Grad. students SS2125.

1:30 p.m.

Second speaker in Sociology workshop:

Amitai Etzioni. in the Clarke Institute Audi-

4 p.m.

Graduate Student Union Wine and

Cheese Party — another wild bash for only

one dollar and an I D. card. GSU Bldg

7 p.m.

Demonstration to defend Que French

language rights and in solidanty with the

Que. "Week of Protest" Nathan Phillips

Sq. organized by Young Socialists

LED ZEPPELIN
2 PERFORMANCES ONLY! .

SUN. NOV. 2

s p.m. a 8:30 p.m.

0'KEEFE CENTRE
ALL SEATS RESERVED

OSCH. 8. MEZZ S5.50; R. ORCH. S. F. OALC S4.50

MIDDLE AND REAR BALCONY "-50

BOX OFFICE OPENS TODAY

J

8 p.m.

UC float construction, kazoo band prac-

ice: patty in JCR all night.

8:30 p.m.

Dance Macabre sposored by Ukrainian

Student's Club, costumes and prizes. Ad-

mission SI 50 a cple. or SI stag St Vladi-

mir's Institute, 6 Spadina South of Har-

11p.m.
The Barefoot Coffee House: Emoy folks

ingmg and good entertainment at Vic's cof-

fee house. 50c per person. 75e per couple

A great way to add to Homecoming Week-
end. In Wymilwood. Vic

Sunday
10a.m.

Students for Israel Movement Educa-

tional workshop re crisis in Israel Hillel

8:30 p.m.

The Orford String Quartet, the University

of Toronto's Quartet -in -Residence, will

present the first of three concerts to be

given in the Concert Hall. Edward Johnson

Bldg.

Hillel presents Dave Berg — Mad Meg
azine writer and artist speaking on "Mad

Looks at the Jewish Community" The YM-
YWHA, 750 Spadina Ave

NOON HOUR FILMS
Monday, November 3rd

East Common Room at 1:10 p.m.

N.F.B. Experimental Film Group

SYRINX, OPUS 3, OP HOP,
MARCHING THE COLOURS &

FOUR LINE CONICS
Ladies Welcome

FOLK CONCERT
Tuesday, November 4th

I p.m. — East Common Room
LARRY CHVERTKIN

Guitarist and Folksinger

Ladies Welcome

EXPERIMENTAL MUSIC CONCERT
21st CENTURY MUSIC

WITH
MIKE CRADEN

New Dimensions Quartet

JOHN WYRE
Toronto Symphony

Playing new & unique instruments

12,- 2 p.m. — East Common Room
Wednesday, November 5th

Ladies Welcome

House Music Committee invites applications fo

itions as Record Room Curators. Information an

e available from Warden's Office. These positions

: for the academic year, carry an honorarium. Appli

(ill be accepted until NOVEMBER 5TH

HART HOUSE SO PHOTO CON1 EST
SlOO-Cash Prizes

Closing date: NOVEMBER 5TH

FILM CONTEST
Open to ALL students

Entries accepted until

NOVEMBER 1ST
UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE

HART HOUSE THEATRE

USHERS
Volunteers needed for ushers for the two

Hart House Theatre Productions.

CALL AT

THE THEATRE BOX OFFICE

OR PHONE 928-8668

Christmas Holidays

12 Days in MIAMI

All-inclusive from $290.00

also

Air Space slill Available lor MEXICO

Veselv and Greben Travel Agency

360 Bathursl al Dundas 363-4366
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BLUE & WHITE SOCIETY PRESENTS

HOMECOMING
SPACED-OUT-69

TONITE
8 pm convocation hall

EVENTS
'MOTHERLODE' -when I die
anH 'THF ROCK SHOW OF
THE YEOMEN' in concert

$
1.50 '1.00
AT THE DOOR AT SAC OFFICE

TONITE
old physics building
11pm to dawn

HALLOWEEN ALL-NITE
MONSTER MOVIES - free kisses

$
1.00

COME OUT AND TAKE PART IN

THE HOMECOMING

PARADE!

PARADE ROUTE

10 A

BLOOR ST.

OH A.M.

is
COLLEGE

0
z

in .

2
i

ELM

SAT. NOV.l
HART HOUSE

8 pm

GALA HOME-COMING DANCE
featuring
benny louis & his 8 piece orchestra
marc tymes
neon rose
smitty's electric farm
kieth mckie of kensington market

$
2.00 PER PERSON
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THIS SUNDAY nov. 2nd 2:00 PM $2.00 (OR PACKAGE DEAL)

MASS GROUP SENSORY AWAKENING
TRINITY COLLEGE BUTTERY - DEVONSHIRE PLACE

THE BLUE AND WHITE SOCIETY
welcomes to campus

EXPLORE
A HUMANISTIC GROWTH CENTRE

FOR THE DISCOVERY AND CELEBRATION OF

and facility

human potential —

the recovery of

our lull humanity,

and the belief

SENSUALITY

O*

'NTIMACY

co>H

VULNERABILITY

interpersonal encounter,

ndividual reflection.

sensory awakening,

gestatt awareness,

CONTINUING PROGRAMS:
Weekly Encounter and Personal Discovery Groups Weekend Marathons - Encounter Group Training

Professional Seminars - Week-long Experiential Workshops

PROFESSIONAL STAFF:
KEN ALLEN, PH. D
Univ. of Toronto, Boston Univ.; Member,

Amer. Assn. for Humanistic Psychology;

Executive Director, Toronto Institute of

Human Relations, and maintains a pri-

vate practice in Individual and Group
Counselling.

S

P

A
C

E

D

O
U
T

'69

MERV DICKINSON, PH. D
Univ. of Toronto, Boston Univ., The

Menninger Foundation; Member, Amer.

Psychological Assn.; Director of Train-

ing, Toronto Institute of Human Re-

lations, and maintains a private practice

in Individual and Group Counselling.

GENE YOUNG., B.A. B.D.

Univ. of Toronto; Member, Amer. Assn.

for Humanistic Psychology; Currently a

Doctoral candidate in Applied Psy-

chology at OISE

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION:
Write to EXPLORE,

Suite 102, 300 St. Clair Ave. W.

Toronto 7,

or Phone 923-7535
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B & M FINE ARTS PRODUCTIONS
IN ASSOCIATION WITH C.H.U.Ml - FM

PRESENTS
COLUMBIA RECORDING ARTIST

LAURA NYRO
AND EPIC RECORDING ARTISTS

THE SUGAR SHOPPE
AT MASSEY HALL

MON. NOV. 17, 8:30 p.m.

TICKETS : S5.50, 4.50, 3.50

MAIL ORDERS: Send cheque or money-order with self

oddreised envelope to Moisey Hall,

178 Viclorio St., Toronto

AVAILABLE NOW : A&A Records, Yonge St.,

BOX OFFICE OPENS NOV. 7

Co-ordinotfon & Production; Marlln Onrot

by GELLIUS

SLOGANS
The piano to the people!

BOXLACROSSE
Travers scored 4, Bator 3,

and Bulger one as SMC doubled

PHE ("two hearts"' "three

PHE" "double"), 8-4. Feaver

(2), Reid and Connely were
PHE scorers.

Suppelsa had 4 to lead Scar

over For B {"life begins at For

CAREER INFORMATION
LECTURES

- NEXT WEEK'S SCHEDULE -

BANKING

SALES ENGINEERING

Mon. Nov. 3 2125 Sidney Smith

Tues. Nov. 4 2125 Sidney Smith

"WHAT'S AVAILABLE FOR THE

GENERAL ARTS PERSON?"

Special

Wed. Nov. 5 1035 Walberg

ALL STARTING AT 1 P.M.

llNTERFACROUNDUP J

B"), 6-3. Cousins and Thomson

(Scar). Dunn (2) and Klassen

were other scorers.

For (Winged Griffin 2) 2,

PHE B 0.

Eng 11 (Plaxton- "Plaxton

Fantastic Lover", Jefferson

Airplane, "Surrealistic Pil-

low"; Martin) tied Dents

(Moebus, Ross 1,2-2.

Dev House got goals from

Munro and Devonshire Howse
— three from each — to down

SMC, 6-5. Bulger had 2 and

Travers 3 for the losers.

Vic (Hart, James. Hiseler 2,

Cousin Clem, Ryan 4 — no rela-

tion to Ryan Ginger — Som-
merville) 11, Erin (Pelech 2,

Krill4,Cheravaty),7.

RUGGER
(Do you remember that old

health jingle, "Day by day in

every way I am getting rugger

and rugger"?)

Eng scothed Law, 20-0. Ko-

cur (2), Tibbo (8), Seppala (3;

Quebec politics is confused by

the Seppalatistes), Newland

(6) got the points.

Scar 16, Vic 0.

<€

lf you ever become bored
it's your own fault.

11

"I may work with pencil and paper, but more important,
I work with ideas," says Tom Grayson, a 1968 B.Sc. graduate
in mathematics from the University of Windsor. Tom is

a member of the information systems programming team at
London Life. He first became interested in a career in

information systems when he took a computer science
course at university. He felt he could reach his goals with
London Life. "You can use the major computer languages here
because you've got the equipment to do it," he says. "It's
satisfying to work with a team, yet be recognized for
your individual effort."

There's a challenge waiting for you too, at London Life.

For further information consult your placement officer,
or write to the Personnel Dept., Station 160A,

LONDON LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
London, Ontario

SOCCER
SGS (Sahara desert Grape-

fruit Suppliers, who are being

exploited by American Imperi-

alist terribles; see forthcom-

ing Varsity story. Boycott Sa-

hara Desert grapefruit!) got

goals from Sodek (2) and

Hughes (2) and beat Sr. Eng.,

4-0.

Meanwhile, SGS B blanked

Meds B on goals by Marafioti

— a member of the Marafia,

dreaded Sicilian underworld

syndicate. SGS, of course,

stands for "Sicilians Get
Sucked", the Marafia catch-

word; Hercules, and Frotz

(It's Hallowe'en, and the frotz

is on the pumpkin)
Emm (Anderson 2, Haupe,

Joblin — "a littje job" —
OED; cf. "here's the job for

the man, and here's the manni-

kin for the joblin." — Dumont)

5, Wye O.

The Hummel Sponge had the

at trick as PHE beat Vic

(Campbell), 3-1.

And speaking of hats, Asta-

phan, a Russian variety of

same, scored twice and Skel-

ton once. Context: Dents' 3-1

win over Knox (Glen).

Scar (Galati 4, Moore, Hen-

ry, Taylor, Rajtek, Bubrin) 9,

For O.

CONTEST
"Oh, say, can you see by the

dawn's early light?". Submit
all answers to Contest, Varsity

Sports. The decision of the

judges is not to judge lest they

be judged.

-1
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TYPEWRITERS

ADDING
MACHINES I

STEREO TAPE
RECORDERS

STEREO RECORD
PLAYERS

j> 698-2589

DANFORTH
TYPEWRITER

2940 DANFORTH AVE

FREE DELIVERY

ESSAYS
TO
WRITE?
When you find it difficult to

decide how to find informa-

tion you need, we can help.

The Reference Department

conducts general reference

seminars, (he Science and
Medicine reference staff
gives special subject sem-
inars and the circulation
staff will clear a path for

you through the stacks. Plan

ahead and get some help

from the University of
Toronto.

LIBRARY



— . . . But they didn't want to nominate anyone
By ALF CHAITON without roaiiv nnHorof^dinr. ,„v,->» Ho thpn rfi«mi«pri iic those who had been elected fnBy ALF CHAITON

Alt Chaiton is a Varsity staff writer

and acting president of the Political

Economy Course Union. The following

is a first-hand account of a meeting
with Dean Foulds last Friday.

Associate Dean W. F. Foulds spent
Friday afternoon frantically trying to

get student members for a Faculty
Council meeting today.

This search resulted in one of the

most bizarre events that I had ever
been involved in.

On Wednesday afternoon Dean
Foulds told me my department was
"entitled" to send representatives to

a meeting on Friday to elect some
members to the Faculty Council. He
gave me the total responsibility of

choosing the "representatives".

"There just wasn't any time to do
anything else," he explained, when I

questioned just how constitutional

such a move would be.

Without really understanding what
was going on, 1 arrived at the meeting
to find about six other "representa-
tives" from other departments, as
well as Dean Foulds.

After asking several pointed ques-

tions about the composition of the

Council, we unanimously decided not

to nominate anyone.

We felt the Dean's office was fol-

lowing a policy of "divide and con-

quer": we were segregated from the

other three divisions, as well as from
our own General section. We there-

fore decided to refuse to nominate
anyone for our "division". We wanted
representatives selected from the

total student body, not fragmented as

we were.

FOULDS UPSET
Foulds was visibly upset by our ac-

tion. He refused to carry our decision

to the Faculty Council, saying that if

we wanted to make a statement we
should write it down.

He then dismissed us.

We stayed to try to encourage the

next group to follow our example. At

first, Foulds tried not to recognize us,

but we did present our views to the

group.

Tom McLaughlin (III New) moved
no one be nominated.

Foulds ignored the motion. Through

the initiative of Peter Beyer (II New),

we took a vote, and the motion pas-

sed 5-2.

Foulds ignored the vote. And he
also ignored the result of the vote.

He called again for nominations.

Mary O'Donohue (III SMC) volun-

teered (She had voted against the

motion that no one be nominated.).

There followed a vigorous debate

about the irregularities involved.

During this debate, we several

times asked Foulds for the names of

those who had been elected from the
oner divisions.

He ignored us.

At 2 pm. which he had said was our
deadline, Foulds again asked for nom-
inations. We argued we still needed a
little more time to iron out our differ-

ences. And again we asked him for
the results of the other elections.

He refused and walked out — with-

out a nominee.

As Foulds left, Bernie Green (IV

UC) pointed at him and said.

"There's the responsiveness' of the

Faculty Council to students."

The Faculty Council is made up of all

those staff with at least a rank of asso-

ciate professor fa total of about 1 125)
— and J6 students.

A meeting of the Faculty Council will

be held today at 4; 15 p.m. in the Sen-

ate chambers of Simcoe Hall. It is open
to everyone.

Quebec Nationalists demonstrate against Bill 63
By ROBERT ISSENMAN and

PETER STARR

QUEBEC CITY (CUP) —
Approximately 40,000 demon-

strators, self-policed and
peaceful, massed in front of

the Quebec National Assembly

Buildings Friday at the culmi-

nation of four days of protest

against the Provincial Govern-

ment's Bill 63.

But their protest was over-

shadowed by violence which

broke out after the demonstra-

tion dissolved, when a hard

core of 4,000 militants charged

police guarding the Assembly
Buildings and rampaged
through the provincial capitol.

Provincial Premier Jean-

Jacques Bertrand announced

beforehand that the protest,

like others during the past

week, would not change the

government's resolve to pass

the bill, which gives Quebec

parents the choice between

English and French as lan-

guages of instruction for their

children, while declaring

French to be a priority lan-

guage in the province.

Hundreds of demonstrators

were held overnight by the

Quebec Provincial Police after

Friday's demonstration. For-

ty-eight persons faced magis-

trates Saturday on charges of

dsturbing the peace.

Hundreds of others were

treated for injuries, mostly

tear gas asphixiation, though

at least one youth was severely

injured when thrown through a

plateglass window by police.

REPORTER STRUCK

Canadian University Press

reporter Peter Starr watched
in the basement of the National

Assembly as plainclothesmen

kicked a prisoner down a flight

of stairs. Starr was later

struck with riot clubs as he

tried to produce his press pass

in another section of the city.

But the official protest was

generally quiet and orderly:

mainly due to student police

who formed a barrier, arms

linked, between the demon-

strators and police surround-

ing the Assembly Building.

Provincial police later dis-

cussed sending a letter of

thanks from their association

o the marchers.
Demonstrators, mostly stu-

dents, have mobilized since

last Tuesday in opposition to

Bill 63, although their numbers

fell far short of the half-million

which optimistic organizers

hoped would appear in Quebec

City.

MOOD CHANGE

Authorities ringed the Par-

liament Buildings with 400 riot

police while approximately 300

plainclothesmen mingled with

the demonstrators. A reserve

force of 1,300 provincial police

were held out of sight during

the evening protest.

Relations between demon-
strators and police remained

friendly until 9 p.m. when the

mood of the crowd began to

change and the events of later

in the evening were foresha-

dowed.

An unidentified demonstra-

tor threw a Molotov cocktail

into police ranks, and other

protestors pushed a panel

truck to within 15 feet of the

student marshalls. It appeared

militants would overcome the

marshalls, who were frantical-

ly chanting ' 'pas de violence.

Unilinguialist leader Ray-
mond Lemieux

:
one of the

chief organizers of opposition

to Bill 63, scrambled atop the

truck and beseeched the dem-
onstrators to keep back from
the Assembly Buildings.

"You are not going to take

the Parliament Buildings in an

old jalopy," he shouted.

"Those of you who want to

start a civil war today come
with a thousand rifles and car-

bines and 150 tanks. But not

tonight."

Lemieux prevailed, and the

panel truck retreated.

The march organizers de-

clared the protest over at 11

p.m. and most of the demon-
strators and student marshalls

left in a cavalcade of 400 buses

brought from Montreal. But

the remainder of the demon-
strators began throwing bot-

tles and stones at the Assembly
Buildings.

Police responded with a bar-

rage of tear gas, and plain-

clothesmen in the crowd laid

down a 200-yard smokescreen
over the demonstrators.

Squads of police scrambled
over barriers and out through

the demonstrators' lines, driv-

ig the crowd away from the

Assembly Buildings.

After several charges and

cunter-charges, the demon-

strators retreated to the city

streets, where they began

smashing windows and sporad-

ic looting. Platoons of police

bussed into the main streets of

Quebec City and went on a

rampage of their own. roaming

the streets and imposing sum-

mary convictions on pedestri-

ans and passers-by.

Two groups compete

in anti-RCMP protest
Potential RCMP recruits at

the Placement Service today

will be met by members of the

ew Left Caucus

A S.U.C.-IN (Students Under

Capitalism ) ,
organized by the

NLC, will meet at noon in the

Free Speech Area of Sid Smith

and "slowly proceed"' to the

Placement Centre.

Announcing the S.U.C.-IN.

NLC member Denis Cochrane

said last night it would be a

support demonstration for

"peace and solidarity with the

RCMP".
"We think they're groovy, a

really nice bunch of fellows

doing a fine job. No mother
could want any more," said

Cochrane.

The Committee to End the

War in Vietnam also plans to

march to the Placement

Centre. This group will meet at

Simcoe Hall at 12:30 p.m.

Joe Yoiing. a member of the

Young Socialists, said, "We
will try to send a delegation

into the building to speak to

Dow and the RCMP to demand
their removal from the cam-

pus."

Young added, "We don't

want to hold a sit-in but I don't

know what will happen when

the delegatiun tries to talk to

them."
The Young Socialists, said

Young, don't intend to provoke

a incident, but rather will use

the demonstration as a "build-

ing action for the Nov. 15 Viet-

na moratorium."

Young called the NLC's

S.U.C.-INa "pretty juvenile"

means of protest.
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.But they didn't want to nominate anyone
By ALF CHAITON

All Chaiton is a Varsity staff writer
and acting president of the Political
Economy Course Union. The following
is a first-hand account of a meeting
with Dean Foulds last Friday.

Associate Dean W. F. Foulds spent
Friday afternoon frantically trying to
get student members for a Faculty
Council meeting today.

This search resulted in one of the
most bizarre events that I had ever
been involved in,

On Wednesday afternoon Dean
Foulds told me my department was
"entitled" to send representatives to
a meeting on Friday to elect some
members to the Faculty Council. He
gave me the total responsibility of
choosing the "representatives".

"There just wasn't any time to do
anything else," he explained, when I

questioned just how constitutional
such a move would be.

Without really understanding what
was going on, I arrived at the meeting
to find about six other "representa-
tives" from other departments, as
well as Dean Foulds.

After asking several pointed ques-

tions about the composition of the

Council, we unanimously decided not

to nominate anyone.

We felt the Dean's office was fol-

lowing a policy of "divide and con-
quer": we were segregated from the
other three divisions, as well as from
our own General section. We there-
fore decided to refuse to nominate
anyone for our "division". We wanted
representatives selected from the
total student body, not fragmented as
we were.

FOULDS UPSET
Foulds was visibly upset by our ac-

tion. He refused to carry our decision
to the Faculty Council, saying that if

we wanted to make a statement we
should write it down.

He then dismissed us.

We stayed to try to encourage the

next group to follow our example. At
first. Foulds tried not to recognize us,

but we did present our views to the

group.

Tom McLaughlin (III New) moved
no one be nominated.

Foulds ignored the motion. Through
the initiative of Peter Beyer (II New I.

we took a vote, and the motion pas-

sed 5-2.

Foulds ignored the vote. And he
also ignored the result of the vote.

He called again for nominations.
Mary O'Donohue (III SMC) volun-
teered (She had voted against the
motion that no one be nominated.).
There followed a vigorous debate
about the irregularities involved.

During this debate, we several
times asked Foulds for the names of

those who had been elected from the
oher divisions.

He ignored us.

At 2 pm, which he had said was our
deadline, Foulds again asked for nom-
inations. We argued we still needed a
little more time to iron out our differ-
ences. And again we asked him for
the results of the other elections.

He refused and walked out — with-
out a nominee.

As Foulds left. Bernie Green (IV
U*C) pointed at him and said.

"There's the 'responsiveness' of the
Faculty Council to students.'

The Faculty Council is made up of all

those staff with at least a rank of asso-
ciate professor (o total of about 1125)
— and 1 6 students.

A meeting of the Faculty Council will

be held today at 4:15 p.m. in the Sen-
ate chambers of Simcoe Hall. It is open
to everyone.

iThis is the first-place winning float, Erindale's.

i

Quebec Nationalists demonstrate against Bill 63
By ROBERT ISSENMAN and

PETER STARR

QUEBEC CITY (CUP) -
Approximately 40,000 demon-
strators, self-policed and
peaceful, massed in front of

the Quebec National Assembly
Buildings Friday at the culmi-

nation of four days of protest

against the Provincial Govern-

ment's Bill 63.

But their protest was over-

shadowed by violence which
broke out after the demonstra-
tion dissolved, when a hard
core of 4,000 militants charged

police guarding the Assembly
Buildings and rampaged
through the provincial capitol.

Provincial Premier Jean-

Jacques Bertrand announced
beforehand that the protest,

like others during the past

week, would not change the

government's resolve to pass

the bill, which gives Quebec
parents the choice between

English and French as lan-

guages of instruction for their

children, while declaring

French to be a priority lan-

guage in the province.

Hundreds of demonstrators

were held overnight by the

Quebec Provincial Police after

Friday's demonstration. For-

ty-eight persons faced magis-

trates Saturday on charges of

dsturbing the peace.

Hundreds of others were

treated for injuries, mostly

tear gas asphixiation, though

at least one youth was severely
injured when thrown through a
plateglass window by police.

REPORTER STRUCK

Canadian University Press
reporter Peter Starr watched
in the basement of the National

Assembly as plainclothesmen

kicked a prisoner down a flight

of stairs. Starr was later

struck with riot clubs as he

tried to produce his press pass

in another section of the city.

But the official protest was

generally quiet and orderly:

mainly due to student police

who formed a barrier, arms

linked, between the demon-

strators and police surround-

ing the Assembly Building.

Provincial police later dis-

cussed sending a letter of

thanks from their association

o the marchers.

Demonstrators, mostly stu-

dents, have mobilized since

last Tuesday in opposition to

Bill 63, although their numbers

fell far short of the half-million

which optimistic organizers

hoped would appear in Quebec

City.

MOOD CHANGE

Authorities ringed the Par-

liament Buildings with 400 riot

police while approximately 300

plainclothesmen mingled with

the demonstrators. A reserve
force of 1,300 provincial police

were held out of sight during
the evening protest.

Relations between demon-
strators and police remained
friendly until 9 p.m. when the

mood of the crowd began to

change and the events of later

in the evening were foresha-

dowed.

An unidentified demonstra-
tor threw a Molotov cocktail

into police ranks, and other

protestors pushed a panel

truck to withiri 15 feet of the

student marshalls. It appeared
militants would overcome the

marshalls, who were frantical-

ly chanting "pas de violence."

Unilinguialist leader Ray-
mond Lemieux, one of the

chief organizers of opposition
to Bill 63, scrambled atop the

truck and beseeched the dem-
onstrators to keep back from
the Assembly Buildings.

ties and stones at the Assembly
Buildings.

Police responded with a bar-
rage of tear gas, and plain-
clothesmen in the crowd laid

down a 200-yard smokescreen
over the demonstrators.
Squads of police scrambled

over barriers and cut through
the demonstrators' lines, driv-

ig the crowd away from the

Assembly Buildings.

After several charges and
cunter-charges, the demon-
strators retreated to the city

streets, where they began

smashing windows and sporad-

ic looting. Platoons of police

bussed into the main streets of

Quebec City and went on a

rampage of their own. roaming

the streets and imposing sum-

mary convictions on pedestri-

ans and passers-by.

Two groups compete

in anti-RCMP protest
Potential RCMP recruits at

the Placement Service today
will be met by members of the

ew Left Caucus

A S.U.C.-IN (Students Under
'You are not going to take Capitalism), organized by the

the Parliament Buildings in an
old jalopy," he shouted.

"Those of you who want to

start a civil war today come
with a thousand rifles and car-

bines and 150 tanks. But not

tonight."

Lemieux prevailed, and the
panel truck retreated.

The march organizers de-

clared the protest over at II

p.m. and most of the demon-
strators and student marshalls
left in a cavalcade of 400 buses
brought from Montreal. But
the remainder of the demon-
strators began throwing bot-

NLC, will meet at noon in the

Free Speech Area of Sid Smith
and "slowly proceed" to the

Placement Centre.

Announcing the S.U.C.-IN,

NLC member Denis Cochrane
said last night it would be a

support demonstration for

"peace and solidaritv with the

RCMP".
"We think they're groovy, a

really nice bunch of fellows
doing a fine job. No mother
could want any more," said
Cochrane.

The Committee to End the
War in Vietnam also plans to

march to the Placement

Centre. This group will meet at

Simcoe Hallat 12:30p.m.

Joe Yotfng. a member of the

Young Socialists, said, "We
will try to send a delegation

into the building to speak to

Dow and the RCMP to demand
their removal from the cam-
pus."

Young added, "We don't

want to hold a sit-in but I don't

know what will happen when
the delegation tries to talk to

them."
The Young Socialists, said

Young, don't intend to provoke

a incident, but rather will use

the demonstration as a "build-

ing action for the Nov. 15 Viet-

na moratorium."

Young called the NLC's

S.U.C.-INa "pretty juvenile"

means of protest.



* SAVE A UK *
GIVE BLOOD

MONDAY « TUESDAY

GALBRAITH BLDG.

WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY

SIG SAM LIBRARY

FRIDAY

- SIG SAM LIBRARY JLW U.C. JUNIOR COMMON ROOM W
The Psychology Studenf Union Nomination

Meeting For The Three Students

Who Will Sit On The

STAFF-STUDENT

COMMITTEE
Will Be Held On Tuesday November 4

at 12 noon in Room 1071, Sidney Smith Hall

ALL PSYCHOLOGY STUDENTS ARE URGED

TO ATTEND THIS IMPORTANT MEETING

NOBODYKNOWS
EVERY
THING
But you'll know

much more if and

when you "plug in-

to" the library

orientation program.

Tapes and slides

giving a gene

introduction, card

catalogue advice

and a few clues

about the stacks

are available for

viewing at both

main entrances to

the University of

Toronto

LIBRARY

ANYONE INTERESTED IN WORKING ON
EITHER

1. A SOCIAL SCIENCES AND
HUMANITIES NEWSPAPER

or

2. A NATURAL SCIENCES
NEWSPAPER

Should come to a meeting TO - DAY
at 1:00 pm.

THE SAC OFFICE
SAC EDUCATION COMMISSION

COURSE UNIONS AND RADICAL CAUCUSES FROM BOTH AREAS

SHOULD TRY TO SEND REPRESENTATIVES.

I Bedford W.

<t Unr

9241874

THE PSYCHOLOGY STUDENT UNION

ELECTION
For 2 Undergraduates

& 1 Graduate

To sit on the STAFF-STUDENT COMMITTEE

When : Wednesday Nov. 5/69

Time : 9:30 a.m. -5 p.m.

Place: Main Foyer. Sidney Smith Hall

ALL STUDENTS TAKING ONE OR MORE PSYCHOLOGY

COURSES CAN VOTE

PLEASE DO SO!

* BRING YOUR ATI CARD TO VOTE
*

Students for Israel

Movement

Educational workshop sessions weekly re: the crises in Israel.

Sunday 10 a.m. Hillel House

Monday 1 p.m. Room 201 U.C.

Tuesday 7 p.m. Hillel House

Thursday 7 p.m. Hillel House

All those interested - please attend the session of your choice.
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'Elitist' tradition dies at Massey College

g On Friday an era quietly came to

:•: an end. For the last time, Massey Col-

lege's leather-chaired cafeteria
j;i served exclusively the members of

the college and their guests.

Starting today the Massey cafeteria
:•: will be open for lunch and dinner to all

:*: students and faculty of the university,

:•: male and female.

•J:
The exclusive nature and image

•:• that the College has possessed in the

past has no place in the academic
community envisioned by the report

i| of the Commission on University
Government," stated a press release

:•: from Massey College.

"We hope this step will encourage

other parts of the university to consi-

der and implement the recommenda-
tions of the CUG as quickly as possi-

ble," itadded.

While opening the cafeteria may
not seem to be a major change, it

should be noted that only three or four

years ago the Master of the College,

Robertson Davies, posted a list of

acceptable topics for table conversa-

tions.

"The Massey privileges have been

a thorn in the side of other students

living in residence for years", said

Michael Schwartz of the SAC resi-

dence committee.

"It costs about $2500 to keep a stu-

dent in Massey College, with the maid
service, suede furniture etc. The
Massey student pays less than half. It

costs about $900 to keep a student in

Sir Daniel Wilson residence, of which

the student pays 110 per cent."

Schwartz was one of the students

involved in last year's attempted resi-

dence fees strike. "I*m surprised they

are opening the cafeteria. They must

be losing money or something." Full-

course meals in the cafeteria cost

seventy-five cents.

An informal Varsity poll of Massey
College students showed that two

were in favour of the change, three

disapproved and seven did not know &
or did not care. $

"It will do them good" one said. •:•

All agreed the food was excellent £
and the cafeteria under-used.

Robertson Davies, the Master of :•:

Massey College was unavailable for :•:

comment.

If you want to eat in royal surround- *
ings at a popular price enter Massey £
College off Devonshire (at Hoskin), >j

pass the wax-mustachioed gateman, $
and walk between the goldfish ponds *
to the southwest corner of the quad-

rangle. The cafeteria is on the second :•:

floor. Please do not feed the fish. :•:

SFU Board will hold hearings despite admitted bias
BURNABY (CUP) - De-

spite objections that their

chairman has pre-judged the

case, the Simon Fraser Uni-

versity Board of Governors
said Friday it will go ahead
with hearings into the firing

and demotion of members of

the university's Department of

Political Science, Sociology

and Anthropology

The hearings into decisions

made by an administration

committee on tenure and pro-

motions, were scheduled to

begin Friday, but were post-

poned at the request of a law-

yer representing Kathleen

Aberle, one of the professors.

The administration's tenure

decisions, which overthrew
recommendations made by a

student-faculty tenure com-
mittee within the PSA depart-

ment, were instrumental in

sparking the current strike at.

SFU, now in its sixth week. A
delegated committee of the

board is the final appeal body*

for the university's tenure de-

cisions.

Before announcing the post-

ponement of the hearings Fri-

day, members of the board

over-ruled objections by

Aberle's lawyer that board

chairman Richard Lester had

already decided against the

PSA professors.

BIAS INDICATED

Attorney Richard Bird pro-

duced sworn statutory declara-

tions by four SFU students —
Malcolm Fast, Bill Wheeler,
Leif Pedersen and Denise Mc-
Ilhargey — declaring that in a

private meeting Lester had
indicated his bias.

The meeting had been called

by 11 students — including the

four who signed statements —
who began a hunger strike on

the campus Oct. 23 in support

of the strike by faculty and
students in PSA.

In the statutory declaration

presented to the board, Mal-

clm Fast said Lester's com-
ments at the meeting indicated

"that Mr. Lester has already

judged the . . .suspended pro-

fessors which were due to

come before him and in the

main has decided against

them.

"Mr. Lester stated the PSA
department was politically

monolithic," Fast declared,

"and further implied the 'radi-

cal faction' was responsible for

this, and that the situation pro-

vides justification for punitive

action being taken against par-

ticular individuals in the PSA
department."

CHARGES IRRELEVANT

The board declared the

charges of pre-judgement were

"not relevant to the issue be-

fore the board" — specifically,

the suspension of Aberle — and

declared Lester would remain

as chairman.

The professors who will ap-

pear before the committee
are: student and faculty-ac-

claimed PSA Chairman Morde-
cai Briemberg, later deposed
and placed on probation by the

administration; Kathleen
Aberle, internationally known
anthropologist, fired by the

administration because of "un-

resolvable doubts concerning

the quality of her academic
procedures"; John Leggett,

dismissed for the same rea-

sons as Aberle immediately
after receiving a $7,000 Canada
Council Grant Prudence

Wheeldon, placed on proba-

tion; Gerry Sperling, refused

renewal of contract; Nathan
Popkin. placed on probation;

David Potter, denied tenure;

and Saghir Ahmad, a visiting

professor who joined the PSA
strike and was suspended.

Pick a student (not any student)

WATERLOO (CUP) -
When the University of Water-

loo administration said it want-

ed student delegates to attend

the annual conference of the

Association of Universities and

Colleges of Canada, it didn't

mean just any old student dele-

gates.

But the administration

didn't make that clear to Wat-

erloo Student Federation Pres-

ident Tom Patterson before

three student representatives
— all members of the Waterloo

Radical Student Movement —
were appointed to the adminis-

trative gathering starting in

Ottawa today and running

through Thursday.

And now, no students are

going to the conference from
Waterloo.

University president How-
ard Petch has rejected the

three representatives named
by the Waterloo Student Coun-

cil on the grounds that they

were "unrepresentative" of

the campus.

Patterson says Petch made
no mention of an administra-

tive veto over candidates, and

added that the three were cho-

sen after positions were openly

advertised in the student news-

paper.

Just Society members attack welfare

The Workmen's Compensa-

tion Board, welfare systems

and social workers were se-

verely criticized Friday by two

members of the Just Society,

an organization predominately

composed of people from the

Toronto slums.

Speaking at a forum organ-

ized by the School of Social

Work, John Neveu, a father of

five, charged the "Compensa-

tion Board is a system to pro-

tect the company and not the

employee." The Board is

merely a means of preventing

injured persons from sueing

companies for negligence, he

claimed.

Mr. Neveu was injured at his

job. and was consequently

unable to continue working.

When he asked for funds to

receive a university education,

the board refused to grant it,

he said.

Suzanne Polgar, a mother of

three, spoke of the inescapable

"poverty trap" and of the frus-

tration of living on welfare.

She criticized the Socie-

ty's "associate members",
mostly social workers, and
said that they should "get

down to our level" before they

can really help.

Mr. Neveu , however, de-

fended social workers saying

"they are stuck with the sys-

tem and can do little about it."

Moreover, he said, decisions

about payments are not made
by the workers who really

know the conditions of the

The Waterloo Student Coun-
cil has since passed a motion
barring selection of student
representative to any function

when the administration re-

tains a veto over appoint-
ments.

poor, but by administrators
who decide from a file.

The welfare system, they

charged, encroaches upon the

most basic of human free-

doms.
Mrs. Polgar said she is not

even sure if she is allowed to

have sex. Under present regu-

lations, if she sleeps with a

man for three nights in a row
she may be classified as living

common law, and her mother's

allowance will be cut off.

Mr. Neveu related that when
a social worker saw his wife go

to a bingo game, his welfare

cheque was not sent until he

went and explained that his

wife was merely using the

money allotted for "recrea-

tion."

SALE
BEGINS
TQDAY
FQRCOWEEK,
BEH9KS AND
STflTIQNERY

UNIVERSITY
BOOKROOMJ
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— Brian Johnson ot 4 o.m. thti morning.

The Drache Report gathers dust in archives
The Commission on University Gov-

ernment has formally released the

Drache Report, but you will have trou-

ble getting a copy.

There is one copy in the U of T ar-

chives .ut no copies have been sent to

the daily press, the Students Adminis-

trative Council, The Varsity, or anyone

else.

CUG delayed for six weeks before

releasing Danny Drache's Research

Report on the Faculty of Arts and Sci-

ence, for it insisted that departmental

chairmen authorize the use of their

quotations in the report.

The Commission had claimed that

some of the interviews that Drache

held with the chairmen were confiden-

tial, and that was the excuse for the

delay.

Now that CUG has cleared the quota-

tions with the chairmen and has re-

leased the research report, there is

another problem: although the report

was officially released, realistically it

is still a private document, since no one

can get a copy.

CUG co-chairman Gary Webster,

said the Commission could not afford

to publish the report, since it had al-

ready far over-spent its budget.

But surely Simcoe Hall can afford a

few hundred dollars to produce a few

hundred copies of a report that cost it

over $20,000 to research in the first

place?

Drache's research — an empirical

analysis of departmental decision-

making in the university — could be a

valuable document. But it's useless if it

only gathers dust in the U of T ar-

chives

Drache, who has just returned from

the NDP Convention in Winnipeg, told

The Varsity yesterday that CUG's re-

varsity
TORONTO
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luctance to publish his report is anoth-

er attempt to suppress it.

"It's part of a whole series of delay

tactics and bickering," he said. "This

is what the university is excellent at.

The Commission's actions were totally

indefensible."

Drache's report is an attack on the

"liberal reform movement" at the U of

T. He exposes four basic developments

behind that movement:

• the building of a committee struc-

ture in the departments allows stu-

dents to advise senior faculty and

leaves them with the power of servile

consultants.

• The weakening of the base of the

university — the departments —
strengthens the central power of the

administration.

• The perpetuation of a hierarchical

"academic guild" restricts the scope

of knowledge in the university and sup-

presses the class question "Knowledge

for whom?"
• the Americanization of the univer-

sity (41 per cent of Arts and Science

Faculty are American) creates branch-

plant universities in a branch-plant

eonomy.
Drache points out that CUG did not

deal with those four questions. He says

CUG is trying to suppress his report

bcause it is the main spearhead of the

liberal reform movement which he at-

tacks.

If the Commission on University

Government wishes to retain its credi-

bility, even as the voice of the liberal

reform movement, it must publish and

distribute the Drache Report.

For that report is the best possible

critique of the CUG Report itself; and

so far the Commission has not shown

much integrity in the face of criticism.

bell chimes in

Sir,

Mrs. Nevin's article in the Varsity of

October 22 alleging political discrimi-

nation in appointing her as a teaching

assistant needs some clarification. The
decision about her not being employed
as a tutorial leader in my course was
my own. Political consideration were
of no relevance. I attempted to clarify

this in a conversation with Mrs. Nevin.

This conversation took place some
time after she had in fact been appoint-

ed as an assistant in another course.

Norman W. Bell

Professor of Sociology

no bald old men here
Sir,

I was the chairman of a panel discus-

sion on "Obsolete Youth", held at the
International Student Centre on Octo-
ber 29. This is the discussion to which
the editorial by Mr. Gard Shelley in

your October 31 issue was devoted.
The panelists did not volunteer to

talk about "Obsolete Youth". They had
been asked to do so. The discussion was
organized by a young student from one
of the developing countries in Asia. It

was one of a series that he hoped would
promote closer relations between the
foreign students who use the Interna-
tional Student Centre and the rest of

photo by Mark Rubin

CUG Research Assistant Danny Drache says CUG is trying to "emas-

culate" his report now that they've released it.

LETTERS'

the University. He meant no harm by

it. It never occurred to him that Mr.
Shelley might disapprove of that kind

of thing.

There are a couple of small points.

Mr. Shelley wrote: "There were even
spotlights shining down on the panel,

reflecting on the bald heads . . . beauti-

ful". A beautiful image, indeed! But as

it happens, nobody on the platform was
bald. Mr. Shelley also described the

four panelists as "old men". But they

were actually all quite young.

Of course, we understand. We have
all heard of poetic licence. Hitler had.

So had McCarthy. There are times —
anybody can see that — when a journal-

ist has to make everybody think that
wrong ideas — cliches (funny how peo-
ple who are wrong always seem to
speak in cliches! ) — always come from
bald old men. Or Jewish Bolsheviks. Or
fellow-travelling pinkos. Or effete
snobs. Even when they don't. After all,

he has the good of society to think of.

And who would want to sacrifice the
good of society to lesser things? Like
justifying criticisms with rational ar-
guments! Or being fair to the people
one is talking about? Or providing
readers with accurate information?
Anyhow, as I say, these are minor

points. And very understandable.
Pettifogging to mention them at all.

really.

But, oh yes — there is just one ques-

ton. What do you think somebody
shuld do from now on if he is asked to

take part in a panel discussion in the

University? Would it be best for him to

check with Mr. Shelley first? So that

anything he was going to say that Mr.

Shelley would not have said can be de-

leted? Or would you advise him to be
brave and go ahead — provided that he

has his head shaved beforehand?

D. E. Derlyne

Eepartment of Psychology

dangerous subversive?

Sir,

Now that the turn-on premier has
become the turn-in premier, and we
are instructed by the premier in person
to inform the RCMP of any subversive

persons we know: May I urgently re-

port that Milton Acorn, 404 Palmerston
Blvd., Toronto 4, makes up his own
mind about everything, arrives at his

own conclusions, and follows the dan-

gerous unCanadian practice of acting
upon his conclusions; no matter what
the authorities may say. In other words
Milton Acorn is a dangerous subver-
sive; and in accordance with the pre-

mier's instructions I do so report him.

Milton Acorn



H fll the real open letterplease stand up?
Number one or number two?
Sometime between the

chicken wings and the lime
sherbet I was eating for supper
Friday night, I decided to write
an article on engineers opinion

of their newspaper, the Toike
Oike, and of Bob Barkwell's
open letter to the paper that

appeared in the Varsity. (The
chicken was a little greasy, but
was still good.)

I went around talking to qui-

te a few engineers, most of

whom had little to say, since

they didn't have any of their

friends around. The only thing

worth repeating, although at

first it seems unrelated, was
Bill saying that most of his

classes were pretty poor.

The lack of response ended
at midnight Saturday, when a

rock with a letter attached,

came crashing through my
window. The letter read:

AN OPEN LETTER TO BOB BARK-
WELL-

First of all I'd like to say

that I am an engineer, and am
damn proud not only of my sta-

tus, but of the newspaper that

represents me. In other words
I am sick and tired of you pinko

reds attacking the only clear

thinking publication on cam-
pus. Next thing you're going to

be saying is that our jokes are

no good.

And you talk about integrity;

well let me just say it's not us

engineers, but it's you fag art-

sies that have been going

around burning computer
centres, and beating up inno-

cent children and dogs.

In your letter in the Varsity

SAC Vice-President Bob Barkwell wrote an open letter in Friday's

Varsity, where he condemned the editors of the Toike Oike as yel-

low journalists and "red-baiters".

you maliciously attacked the

Toike Oike on the grounds that

they have printed false infor-

mation. To prove your point

you've even gone so far as say-

ing we should check tne SAC's
records. I wouldn't be a bit

swayed by anything I would
read in those, because as far as

I am concerned you can't be-

lieve everything you read.

You've accused the paper of

printing half-truths, of yellow
journalism, and red-baiting.

Well although I'm not sure

what the first two mean, it

seems to me that since it got

you all angered up, you must

have swallowed the bait.

Instead of going around riot-

ing and looting, while criticiz-

ing legitimate journals at the

same time, why not take into

mind Charlton Heston's fa-

mous line in "The Agony and

The Ecstasy"; "The pen is

mightier than the sword."

— Michael Kaufman

(Ed. - - When Michael Kaufman
wrote the above letter, he had
no knowledge of the real "Open
teller to Bob Barkwell" that

Brian Leathern sent to The Var-

sity.

AN OPEN LETTER TO BOB BARK-
WELL

First of all may I thank you
for the marvellous public rela-

tions job you are doing for our

newspaper. Despite our at-

tempts to instill a spirit of

friendly rivalry with the Var-

sity bunch, we have been met
with austere silence.

Only twice have we been
mentioned in the Varsity this

year — both times by you.

Keep up the good work.

Speaking of the Varsity

brings to mind that quote by
Gus Abols which you objected

to. In our wonderful journalis-

tic tradition of plagerism, lov-

ingly called "research", we
found that quote nestled away
on page 19 of The Varsity.

Admittedly this was som-
what less prominent that your

own statements, but I think

that you'll have to agree that it

was valid for both The Varsity

and the Toike to print it since,

no matter how you disagree

with it, he did, indeed, say it.

We must apologize for not

knowing when the N.L.C. was
formed; it is so difficult to

keep track of these far-out

splinter groups which bloom
briefly, die and are reborn

again the next year. I must say

it has never occurred to me to

look in S.A.C. files for this in-

formation since I thought it

was only the C.I. A. etc who
were accused of keeping files

on this type of organization. Is

there a secret S.A.C. bureau of

investigation which has re-

mained unknown to us? What
thrilling drama its files must
contain.

As to your comments on our

last issue, please allow me to

point out that there is a funda-

mental similarity between
someone who sees "reds" be-

hind every bush, and someone
who sees "red-baiters" behind
every bush. We tried to cast a

little scorn on both positions in

our last issue and certainly a
look at the poor old U of T
communist club will show how
irrelevant these positions are.

Actually we were trying to

deal in a light manner with the

whole mess since our assess-
ment of campus feeling after

the referendum was that most
people thought the whole thing

was kind of a laugh. Indeed if

we were to follow the lead in

your letter we should now have
to charge you with "yellow-
jurnalism baiting"; a most
serious charge indeed.

To return to a serious

suggestion, may I extend to

you, Bob, and to any others
who have become overly up-

tight about a newspaper which
the SAC handbook has de-

scribed as "frivolous", the in-

vitation to attend any Toike
meeting or make-up to discuss

our sources of information and
our editorial policies. As to

your charges of lack of integri-

ty and intellectual impoverish-
ment, these phrases come trip-

pingly from the tongue and
drippingly from the pen but

their contributions to rational

debate are roughly zero I ex-

pect that our editor, Peter

Jones, will write a serious and

dull letter to you to answer
your charges but I could not

resist the opportunity to prove

your "expectations" wrong at

least with respect to an answer
if not improvement.

Smile.

Brian Leathern

Toike Assoc. Editor.

^ CUPE fights to unionize our student union
^

In the spring of 1969, the employees

of the Students' Administrative Coun-

cil organized themselves into a bar-

gaining unit under the Canadian Un-

ion of Public Employees. At this time

te SAC agreed to recognize CUPE as

the sole bargaining agent for the

Council's employees, signed a volun-

tary recognition form and prepared to

enter negotiations for a first agree-

ment.

It was felt in the spring, and has

since been reaffirmed by our Local

1222, that a union was necessary at

the SAC office for the purposes of job

security. The employees of the SAC

are liable to be hired, fired, promot-

ed, or demoted by the Council as a

whole and thus our livelihood is de-

pendant upon the Council which is

elected yearly by the student body at

large. It was felt that since there

is such a high yearly turnover on

the Council that there had to be a

written legal statement to ensure

job security and the permanence of

office procedures. This is the purpose

and statement of intent in the pro-

posed contract between Local 1222

and the Students' Administrative

Council. Contained in the contract is a

definition of seniority, outline of of-

fice procedures (institutionalizing

what already exists and initiating of-

fice democracy such that any changes

in the working conditions must first

be agreed upon by both the manage-
ment and the union), a specific out-

line of hiring and firing procedures,

and a detailed salary schedule stand-

ardizing pay increments, so that sala-

ries may be kept in line and will not

become dependent upon the whim of

the council in power.

The contract which is presently

awaiting ratification of the Council

was carefully worked out by the union

Local over the summer. The negotia-

tions with management began on July

22 with final agreement being reached

by July 25. The contract was then to

come up for ratification at the first

full council meeting. Debate at the

Summer meeting was prohibited

when a small number of members
walked out and a quorum count was
called with none present. Again, in

September, as ratification was to

proceed, the discipline crisis hit the

campus, and the union local agreed to

withdraw ratification of their con-

tract from the agenda in recognition

of SAC priorities. The union therefore

waited another two weeks for ratifi-

cation of their contract. At the next

meeting of council two clauses out of

the proposed 29 Articles contained in

the contract were accepted in princi-

ple. At this time it appeared that not

all of the management negotiating

team had remained in agreement
with the contract as negotiated, al-

though they had been given ample
time at all negotiating meetings to

voice any criticism and resolve prob-

lems and questions concerning the

contract. Although this was most
unusual, the union negotiating team
agreed to enter into negotiations once

more. At this meeting, held on Oct.

29, an agreement was reached be-

tween both union and management
and a memorandum of agreement
was signed by both parties stating

that a satisfactory settlement had

been reached at that time concerning

all outstanding amendments and the

contract as a whole.

The position of the management
negotiating team, now that agree-

ment has been reached, is for the SAC
team to go to the council to explain

their reasons for reaching agreement
and to recommend ratification of the

cotract to the council.

The union negotiating team went
into final negotiations with manage-
ment with specific direction from the

local membership, regarding the pro-

posed amendments and the memoran-
dum of settlement and since negotia-

tions, have returned to the local and

presented the final form of the con-

tract.

Local 1222 feels that both as a bar-

gaining unit and negotiating team
that we have acted in good faith

throughout all the bargaining stages

and at all times have been willing to

take management's point of view into

account. Now at the end of the final

negotiations we feel that we have

conceded as much as we can without

endangering our whole existance as a

union.

Having been patient since July, the

next step is up to the SAC. The Labour

Relations Board of Ontario specifical-

ly outlines negotiation procedures for

management and not working within

these guidelines can be interpreted as

interfering with the union's right to

organize. Negotiations with Local

1222 have lasted since the middle of

the summer and have stretched un-

necessarily into the late fall. It is up

to management to realize their legal

responsibility with regards to the con-

tract and to carry out that responsi-

bility.

The lives of the workers have been

dallied with too long.

CUPE, Local }222j
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Psychology 203

What did you learn in school today?
By AL GORDON

(Al Gordon is a second-year

University College student.)

Perhaps one of the greatest

causes of alienation is the es-

tablishment of incentives

which make it profitable for

one individual to screw his

peers in the ear. What could

more readily fall into this cate-

gory than a setting wherein it

is the job of certain individuals

to pose as peers and report any

suspicious behavior to a higher

authority? And to add insult to

injury, what if this authority

has all the external trappings

of a "progressive"?

That is my rhetorical inter-

pretation of the goings-on in

Psychology 203. The facts are

this: An objective, multiple-

choice test was administered

to the students on Friday Oct.

17. The following week we
were informed of alledged

cheating. The proof? Evidently

a number of pairs of answer

cards that followed one anoth-

er {in the sequence that they

were being marked) bore simi-

lar alterations to answers. The

rebuttal? The sequence in

which the cards were marked
bore no resemblance to the

sequence in which students

were seated, since the cards

were handed in as each student

finished the test. Therefore,

Centre for the Study of Drama

and

The St. Lawrence Centre for the Arts
presents

Slawomir Mrozek's

TANGO
translated by Nicholas Bethell, adapted by Tom Sioppard, directed by Joseph Shaw,

designed by Martha Mann, with: David Brown, Barbara Borland.Nancy Kerr.Jane Mallett,

Jack Medley, William Needles, Sean Sullivan

Mondays to Thursdays to November 20 at 8:30

Tickets $3.00 Students $1.50

and

Eugene O'Neill's

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA
directed by Leon Major

settings by Murray Laufer, costumes by Marie Day, with; James Bradford, David Brown,

Patricia Collins, Neil Dainard, Michael Fletcher, Maureen Fox, Ron Hastings,

DonMcManus, Jack Medley, William Needles, Norma Oliver, Kate Reid, Anna Reiser,

Sean Sullivan, Jonathan White

Fridays and Saturdays only, to November 22 at 5:30

Tickets $4.50 Students $2.25

HART HOUSE THEATRE
Box Office open 10:00 to 6:00 - 928-8668

Gala Opening Performance November 7 - $7.50 Students $3.75

NO
EXAMS ON PASSOVER

IF YOU HAVE AN EXAM THE NEXT MORNING,

WILL YOU BE ABLE TO SPEND THE SEDER

WITH YOUR FAMILY?

when courses are confirmed in November,

INDICATE YOUR DESIRE THAT U of T NOT SCHEDULE

EXAMS ON PASSOVER

Hill el Foundation 923-7837 for information

proximity in card sequence

does not necessarily mean
proximity in seating position.

The next lecture began with a

tirade against the alleged

cheating. New proof had

emerged, however, to support

the previous undeniable evid-

ence. No less than 25 students

came to the professor and
complained that other people

had copied their answers dur-

ing the test; some of these indi-

viduals actually being able to

give three or four specific

names of cheaters. (They even

have a record of you, you lousy

cheaters!) The final result

emerged at today's lecture. We
were told for the second test

(next Friday) that students

would be observed by a num-
ber of monitors as well as

(What would George Orwell

say ) confederates of the pro-

fessor who would pretend to be

writing the exam but who, in

fact, would be watching for

signs of suspicious behavior.

My first reaction to all this

mud-slinging was to assume
that we were being used as
part of an experiment on "the

effects of alienation on the

number of murders committed
in a typical second-year psy-
chology class." All the causes
of alienation are present: 1)

fear that your name may be on
the "list"; 2) suspicion that

your peer may really be on
"their" side; and 3) a situation

in which removing yourself

from the status of suspect can

be accomplished, at least in

part, by casting aspersions on

other invented enemies of the

state. Surely no real-life situa-

tion could bear such a resembl-

ance to the classical, textbook

pre-requisites for alienation

without some ingenious con-

trving. In an attempt to main-

tain some cognitive conso-

nance (to use the appropriate

shop-talk) between my view of

the professor as a progressive

and basically amiable individu-

al, and his present behavior,

and between my concept of my
fellow-students and the alleged

actions of the "tatllers", I

have to tell myself that it's all

a gag. Within the next few
weeks the immortal question-

nares will appear, graphs will

be drawn, new norms estab-

lished, and somebody will get a

cheque from the Journal of

Social Psychology. However,
an interview in the professor's

office left me convinced (at

least temporarily) that he is

serious — "I don't play games
with my class! " But, frankly, I

still can't believe it.

Perhaps I have committed
an appalling breach of diplo-

macy by jeopardizing a psy-

chology experiment. I hope so.

P.S. Upon re-reading this, I

notice that I never mentioned
the name of the Professor.

There was nothing strategic

intended. His name is Tony
Doob.

Hillel Presents

RABBI ABEL RESPES

Black Rabbi from N.J.

on

'BLACK JEWS IN AMERICA"
Sunday, November 9th

8:30 p.m.

YM-YWHA, 750 Spadina Ave.

TODAY
Meet the Faculty Series

DR. THOMAS D. LANGAN
Dept. of Philosophy, U of T

Monday, November 3rd

1:00 p.m. U.C. Rm. 314

"Is Permissiveness

In Education a Disaster?"

Pi
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BY ROBERT ISSENMAN
and PETER STARR

Robert Issenman graduated from
Harvard University, in the department
of government. He is presently at the

Universite*de Montreal, Faculty of Law.
He wrote his thesis on the Ligue pour

{'Integration Scolaire.

Peter Starr is presently at the Univer-

site' de Montreal in the Department of

Sociology. He is editor of the well-

known Montreal underground news-
paper, Uncensored Version, and was
formerly co-chairman of the Provincial

Association of Secondary Students.

They are covering the opposition to

Bill 63 for Canadian University Press

and the McGill Daily.)

Turmoil has rocked the entire

Province of Quebec for the past two
weeks, over the issue of "language of

education".

Strikes have paralysed most of the

large French universities in the prov-

ince. Junior colleges throughout

Quebec have been hit by massive
class boycotts while numerous high

schools are shut down entirely.

Ten thousand students staged a

spectacular non-violent march on the

Montreal headquarters of the ruling

Union Nationale party on Oct. 28. This

followed a frenzied teach-in which

jammed the entire Universite de

Montreal sports arena. Other demon-

srations, against targets such as the

ontreal City Hall occurred.

This past "week of protest" was
parked by the provincial govern-

ment's attempt to introduce a bill —
Bill 63 — enabling both English Cana-

dians and "New Canadians" to choose

freely between English and French-

language education for their children.

The "language of education" issue

has been building up over the last two

years in Quebec, initially ignited jay

an educational crisis in the Montreal

suburb of St. Leonard.

LANGUAGE CHOICE

The freedom of Italian residents to

choose English language schooling

lay at the base of that conflict. In May
1968. a newly-elected school commis-

sion decided to abolish all English

language public schools in the com-

munity over a period f six years.

Children of "English origin" were to

be bussed out of St. Leonard for their

education.

The English and Italian residents of

the community reacted violently to

this sudden liquidation of their "fun-

damental rights." They refused to

submit to the imposition of French

language schools and established

, their own classes in local homes.

Spearheading the drive to abolish

English language schooling was
Raymond Lemieux. His Ligue pour
l'lntegration Scolaire "attempted to

carry the unilingualist position to oth-

er communities in the province.

The unilingualists are particularly

concerned that almost all immigrants
to Quebec are assimilated immedi-
aely into the English language mi-

lieu. The increased flow of postwar
immigration, combined with a drasti-

cally lower French birthrate, is pre-

dicted to make the French a minority

in Montreal within 10 years.

The unilingualists further maintain

that the French are an overwhelming
majoity in Quebec and should not

finance an English public school sys-

tem. This rationale has great emo-
tional force because the Quebec econ-

omy is run in the English language.

The unilingualists feel English

schools abet this situation and threat-

en to relegate the French language to

he kitchens and the churches.

Ultimately they fear for the surviv-

al of the French language and culture,

and for the survival of the French
Canadian nation itself.

The issue has fantastic emotional

power and has erupted into sprees of

violence on more than once occasion.

English and French students clashed

during Operation McGill — last

March's rally of unilingualists at Eng-

lish-speaking McGill University.

MCGILL A SYMBOL
The nationalists chose McGill as a

symbol of English domination of

Quebec society. They vehemently
object to Quebec government subsi-

dies of the English universities —
McGill, Sir George Williams, Bish-

op's, Loyola — while the French uni-

versities — Universite de Montreal,

Sherbrooke, Laval, Universite de

Quebec — are sorely in need of funds

to improve their long-neglected facili-

ties.

Unilingualists turned out in force

again in September 1969 in another

French-Italian confrontation at St.

Leonard. Fights broke out between

the French and Italians and stores in

the community were ransacked.

The police, caught by surprise, pan-

icked and read the Riot Act. In an at-

tempt to dampen the unilingualist

fervor, the government charged uni-

lingualist leaders with sedition.

Lemieux, who led Friday's march
is free on bail as a result of charges

stemming from the riot.

The atmosphere of unrest in Mon-

treal was intensified by the notorious

riot on the night of October 7 when
Montreal police went on strike and

when Canadian army troops were
called in to restore order to the city.

But organization, not violence, has

been the most important characteris-

tic emerging this fall. Since Septem-

ber, Lemieux has been directing a

highly successful drive to organize

the students in universities, high

schools and junior colleges.

L^st year the mobilization of

Quebec students was centered around

internal school politics. But this year

the students are reacting to the "na-

tional" question.

The attempt by the government to

grant "freedom of choice in educa-

tion" under Bill 63 has dramatically

catalysed the unilingualist move-
ment. It appears to have created a

common front between workers and

students.

Overnight, the radical dream of

students and workers united in a

struggle against a common enemy
has come closer to realization in

Quebec than anywhere else in North

America.

The Front de Quebec Francois,

formed 2 weekends ago, brought to-

gether the leaders of unions, parent-

teacher organizations, nationlist so-

cieties and student groups.

STUDENT SUPPORT STRONG
The union groups alone represent at

least 500,000 workers under such

giants as the Confederation of Nation-

al Trade Unions, the Conseille Syndi-

cate Nationale, and the Corporation
des Enseignants de Quebec. Support

from the students is also extremely
strong.

Last Tuesday during a teach-in at

the Universite de Montreal, promi-
nent labor leader Michel Chartrand
said: "Bill 63 is an excellent bill, be-

cause it unites the French Canadian
nation. The Union Nationale party

could never better serve the French
Canadian people than by what it is

doing with Bill 63."

It will create solidarity in the

French Canadian nation," he contin-

ued. "It will unite the workers. It will

unite the students and the farmers.

We could never have dreamed of an

occasion like this."

Even if the Quebec government
miraculously comes up with a solu-

tion to the language of education and
immigrant issues, the struggle has

only begun.

The fundamental basis of the con-

flict in Quebec is economic.
"Language of work" and the econom-
ic discrepencies between English and

French speaking Que'bequois will

inevitably emerge as the gut issue.

The strength of the worker-student

bonds forged in the last week will be

crucial in the forthcoming contests.

Friday's demonstration may have
provided the key to the future of

Quebec.

A group of 70 U of T students demonstrated Friday night at the I

Building in sympathy with Quebec protests against Bill 63.

After a half hour of shouting slogans and several short speeches, the dem-

onstration peacefully broke up.

The police were then sent scurrying when members of the New Left Cau-

cus decided to hold a pumpkin dance in commemoration of Halloween in the

back parking lot of the building. This loo broke up peacefully after ten minute

of rigorous pumpkin dancing.
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Rain is a four letter word to Homecoming crowd
By JIM COWAN

It just wasn't Varsity's

weekend for a Homecoming.
Rain Friday night ruined

several floats for Saturday's

parade — Physical Education

gave in and rode around on

their truck with cheerleaders

holding a sign reading "float

cancelled because of this damn
r-n."

Queens Golden Gaels upset

the favored Blues in the final

minute of the afternoon foot-

ball game, snatching a 16-14

victory before a rain-drenched

crowd of 14,000 students and
alumni.

And, adding insult to injury,

the Homecoming '69 dance at

Hart House featured decora-

tive lighting in red, gold and
blue — the Queen's colors.

U of T's newest college, Er-

indale, walked off with first

prize in the float competition,

one of the few efforts to deal

with the Homecoming theme,
Spaced Out '69.

GREEN HASH?
The float featured two large

foil-covered space capsules on

the moon's surface. One of the

"high" astronauts informed

the crowd that the moon was
really made of hashish.

President Claude Bissell,

Hart House Warden E. A.

Wilkinson and SAC president

Gus Abols were among the

judges.

"I'm glad they won," Bissell

said later. "I didn't put them
first but I'm glad they won."

He added the parade "was
not as good as some past years.

The theme was difficult to zero

in on."

The St. Michael's College

float placed second, and the

Faculty of Music was third.

Rain began again as the pa-

rade ended, and kept up for the

rest of the day.

At the game, the crowds
huddled under umbrellas, rain

coats, plastic sheets and any-

thing else they could find to

keep dry. It was Varsity's best

crowd of the season, but the

wet, cold weather prevented a

complete sellout.

8LACKMARK ET PLASTIC

At least one usher found a

goldmine in the mob's miscom-
fort. He went around selling

green plastic garbage bags as

umbrellas and raingear — at

35c apiece. It's not clear who
benefited from the 4,000 per
cent profit he was making.

The rain and football loss

failed to dampen the home-

coming dance, which jammed
1,700 into Hart House in the

evening.

Miss U of T. was chosen

this year, because, said Blue

ana White Society chairman,

Michael Lawrie, it is "unoffi-

cial SAC policy" not to sponsor

such events.

"I thought this was really

rotten," he said yesterday. "I

think we'll probably go ahead

and choose a Miss U of T at the

winter carnival."

It was still pouring as the

dance broke up at midnight. A
few pieces of blue and white

crepe from one of the morn-

ing's floats drifted down the

gutter. It was sort of that kind

of day for Varsity fans, too.

Buttery awakens to mass sensory happening

By JOHN BENSON

Fifty or so variously uptight and rained-on

U of T students met five psychologists in Trin-

ity College's Buttery Sunday afternoon for a

"sensory awakening.
'

'

The event was part of this year's Home-
coming sponsored by the Blue and White So-

ciety.

The purpose of the session was to "cele-

brate sensuality, aliveness and intimacy" by

making the subjects more aware of their bod-

ies.

Exercises such as body-slapping, body-trips

ard non-verbal intimacy were designed to al-

low the members to forget their minds and

rediscover their bodies.

Although the movements were designed to

bring all areas of the body more alive, Merv
Dickenson, a member of Explore, said "the

group was more reserved than those we usual-

ly work with."

"There is no attempt to analyze or interpret

3 experience" he said. "We are allowing the

participants to enjoy their own feelings."

The experience was designed to allow the

members "to discover honesty, trust and

opennness." Several preferred that their

names not be mentioned in The Varsity.

The session was an example of the kind of

exerience being organised by Explore, which

runs continuing programs in sensory awaken-

ings.

Weekend marathon sessions cost about $95

per person, including meals and accomoda-
tion.

Derek Freeman, Chairman of the Blue and

White Homecoming program, said he is "in-

trested in continuing this kind of activity"

because "it is more relevant to modern stu-

dents and U of T's geographical and architec-

tural reality."

Freeman also said he would "appreciate

any feedback on this year's programs, espe-

cially the sensory awakening". He is interest-

ee in involving the colleges on a more individ-

ual basis in areas such as ticket-selling.

The sensory awakening was the final event

inthis year's sensorily wet Homecoming.

Why is this man smiling? Dr. Claude Bissell, who later said this year's stylized confrontation between placard-waving students and
Homecoming Parade was "not as good as some past years'', never- the university administration. The centre picture shows the stu-
theless seemed to enjoy the effort of Knox College. The float was a dents rushing the barricades while the president (left) reaches down
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How the computer got smashed -. ...Rosie Douglas tells

What Really Happened At Sir George Williams...
By DOUG VAREY

This morning Rosie Douglas
is in court in Montreal facing

twelve charges including con-
spiracy to commit arson and
conspiracy to damage proper-

ty.

If convicted, he faces the

possibility of life in prison.

Friday he was on campus
talking about what happened at
Sir. George Williams Universi-

ty last Feb. 11 at the Computer
Centre party.

Douglas, a McGill Political

Science graduate, of Caribbean
origin, is now a landed immi-
grant in Canada. He did his

undergraduate work at Sir

George Williams and he was
one of the leaders in the occu-
pation that led to the destruc-

tion of the computer.

"For two years prior to the

occupation, Black students
were discriminated against by
Professor Anderson of the
physiology department. They
had trouble getting fair marks
and were humiliated on numer-
ous occasions," Douglas said.

"In May, 1968, six students
from his class went to the

Dean of Students to complain.
They spent three hours with
him and when they left he said

'Don't call me, I'll call you.'

That's the last they heard.

'These students repeated
this process with the Dean of

Science and the head of the bi-

ology department. The same
thing happened, Douglas con-

tinued,

The Black students took over

the second of the commission's

open sessions and from there

moved to the area of the com-

puter centre to begin the occu-

pation. That was Jan. 26, 1969.

Douglas said, "On Feb. 10,

the Administration presented a

plan which would guarantee

that a commission would be

formed that would be satisfac-

tory to both sides. The occu-

piers signed and we felt that

the occupation was nearly
over.

"All that was left was for the

Principal to sign and we would
clear out. A lot of the occupiers

left the building and went
home," he said.

FACULTY THREAT

"Certain members of the

faculty, house Marxists," he
said, "told the Principal that if

he signed this agreement the

faculty would strike. The
agreement was not signed and
the students were double-
crossed again."

Douglas described the ten-

sion that built up among the 100

people still around the comput-
er centre.

"It was decided to escalate

the occupation," he said.

Rumors were out that the po-

lice were one the way. We
withdrew into the computer
centre itself and barricaded
the doors. There was no toilets.

The place was very crowded
and everyone was very hyper
about the administration's

sudden rejection of the agree-

ment.

"Then the Montreal riot po-

lce arrived and smashed the

glass doors. There was a lot of

scuffling, blood was being
splattered all over the place.

The place was wrecked."
Harrington claims that fires

were set by the students and
the police saved their lives by

breaking a hole in the wall to

get them out since all other

exits were barricaded.

Douglas ended his speech
with a plea for financial assist-

ance for their legal defence

fund. They need $100,000 and
have raised $35,000. At the

meeting's end, a steering

committee was established to

organize support and collect

money.

RUN AROUND

"The Black students began

to realize that the Deans were

protecting the professor

against the students and the

administration was protecting

the Deans and the Board of

Governors was covering for

the Administration, he said.

All we wanted was a fair

hearing. If it was found that

Anderson was not a racist,

we d be glad to apologize. We
wanted justice and all we got

was a run around
"

Roger Harrington (SGS >

.

was president of the Honors
Society at Sir George last year.

"The original charge against
Anderson was not racism but

incompetence," Harrington
told the Varsity after the

speech. "He used to skip class-

es and was unprepared for lec-

tures.

"It was only when the ad-

ministration bungled the case
through delay and sloppiness

(they lost the minutes of one of

the meetings in the inter-Uni-

versity mail) that the Black
Students changed their tac-

tics," Harrington said.

"They decided that a charge
of racial prejudice would carry

more weight."

"In December, 1968," con-

tinued Douglas, "still no action

had been taken on the original

complaints. Some of the Black

Brothers got pretty impatient
and decided to get everybody
together for a little chat.

BROTHERS UPSET

"Five or six visited the of-

fice of Principal Rae. He said

that he hadn't had a chance to

do anything about the com-
plaints but would do something

about it the following Monday.
Douglas said.

The Brothers were a little

upset and told him to 'put his

fucking coat on' and come with

them to look for the head of the

biology department.

"They didn't get any action

then but shortly after that Rae
resigned for health reasons. He
must have recuperated quickly

because now he's working at

York," Douglas stated.

"While all this was going on,

Anderson was on leave of ab-

sence with pay," Douglas said,

vice-principal O'Brien wrote a

letter telling him that he could

come back and begin lecturing

agin, but that he better not

because the Black students had
threatened violence.

'

"This, said Douglas, "was
the first that we had heard of

resulted in the establishment
of a five man commission to

investigate the charges of the

Black students. Two of its

members were black profes-

sors and acquaintances of the

complainants.

"In order to avoid charges
that they were prejudiced in

our favour, the Black students

asked them to resign so that

impartial replacements could
be found." Douglas explained.

photo by Don Andrew Rosie

any threat of violence."

COMMISSION ESTABUSHED

"Of course, we felt duty
bound to tell the student body
that the vice-principal is a liar.

Shortly after that two black

brothers were charged with

extortion and kidnapping in

connection with the O'Brien

incident".

Rosie Douglas continued,

"Our insistence had finally

Douglas

Harrington has a different

version. "I think that the resig-

nation of the two members was
suspicious. I don't think the

Black students bad any real

evidence of racial prejudice

and therefore didn't want the

commission to meet."
The commission was recon-

stituted but not to the satisfac-

tion of the complainants. They
refused to take part in the pro-

ceedings.

to bestow a degree on a grovelling student. Faculty members try to

reason with the protesting students, while a non-academic support

worker (janitor to you) cleans up the rubble between two barbed wire

barricades. In the second picture, the students rush the presidential

dias and overcome the staff, while the non-academic support worker
continues shovelling. The float made it into the finals, but failed to

place in the top three.
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Is it technolo&v or is it politics!

Mcdonald, currie & co.

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Our reoresentativeJ will be ol.ased to discuss your olans

for a career in Chartered Accountancy during their annual

recruiting visit at the University of Toronto on:

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1969

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1969

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1969

:
Engineering students i i be interviewed on:

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1969

i There wilt be openings In the various offices of our Firm

i In the Province of Ontario and throughout the other Can-

: adian provinces for 1970 graduates In Commerce, Science,

• Arts, Engineering and Law.

\ Please contact the Student Placement Office of the Unl-

' verslty of Toronto to arrange a convenient time for a per-

! sonal interview on campus or to obtain a copy of our re-

: cruitlng brochure.

ff the dates of our visit do not suit your time schecu/e,

i you ore invited to co// Mr. John 6. Co/e, in our Toronto

I office, ot 366-255/.

FREE U of T
WHAT IS IT?
An ottompt to build a flood learning environment, (whether apart from

the campus courses, or os a critique of campus courses is up to the

Individuals Involved). Courses are set up In response to demands

from the campus, and the shape ot the course Is desirjned by the

roup Involved -vou decide what end how you want to team In

sultlon with a resource person (it you want one and we can llnd

In all of the courses whether they be "do-your-own-thlno". Ii

disciplinary, on problems, areas not included In campus currlculm,

e specific counter-course, ihe emphasis is on learning not on ex

grades, certificates etc.

COURSES:

POETRY OF PHYSICS

BIBLE AS REVOLUTIONARYDOCUMENT

CONVERSATIONAL YIDDISH

LIBERTARIAN PSYCHIATRY & SOCIOLOGY

CREATIVE COMMUNICATIONS

COMPUTERS
EDUCATION- WHAT IT IS, WAT IT SHOULD BE

T GROUPS
OCCULTISM TO- DAY

THIRD WORLD FILMS & DISCUSSION GROUP

MYSTICISM & OCCULTISM

SEMINAR ON THE FAMILY

MARXIST ECONOMICS GROUP
NON - AUTHORITARIAN MEDICINE

WOMEN'S LIBERATION

LABOUR HISTORY
COMMUNISM
EDUCATION RESEARCH GROUP
A HISTORY COUNTER COURSE
ART (MAYBE HISTORY OF MODERN OR PRACTICAL

WHATEVER IS WANTED)

HOW TO REGISTER:
Phonu or call Maoglu E , SAC oltlce 923-3490

Moating Thursday. November 8lh
. OICKEHSTETH ROOM, HART HOUSE lo discuss F.U. of T.
it. und for groups to work out with resource people the bust
i begin discussion on what and how to learn.

NEW COURSES:
is to* new courses und/ur resource people to M.
b November Gth meeting. Wo need to know If peoplu
n Literature, Mimic, Science, Urbun Problems, Art,
etc., iind .ire prupated to help In the bulldlr>g of such
a course you are doing on campus Is unsatisfactory —
ursii union and discuss possibility of sotting up e
i F.U. of T. II no course union, conn In toSAC office.

Technology main threat to man, says Regier

Paye 10 — THE VARSITY. Monday. November 3. 1969

Man will destroy himself in

this generation or the next,

says Professor Henry Regier

of the U of T Zoology Depart-

ment.

He was speaking at the Aca-

demic Activities Committee's

first symposium on "Popula-

tion and Food," last Thursday

evening.

Professor Regier did not see

widespread famine as the ma-

jor threat to our existence.

"Famine has always been

present," he said, "and yet

death by starvation gives us

more abhorrence than any

war."
"Our primary danger is the

progress of technology," Re-

gier continued.

Tracing Man's historical

development, Regier demon-
strated how each technological

achievement, from fire to

DDT, added to the destruction

of nature.

MEPHISTOPHELES

He envisioned the agricul-

turalists, medical missionaries

and technologists as Mephi-

stopheles, upsetting the bal-

ance of nature with new meth-

ods, a polluting the biosphere

with new chemicals.

The world is going to be run

dry if the population continues

to increase. "We have got to

get into massive programs,

and keep a reasonably healthy

biosphere if we don't want to

destroy ourselves," Regier

concluded.

destroy ourselves."

His views were not shared

by the other two speakers,

Harsh Chadha (SGS) and Rose-

mary Price. Both felt that a

faulty political system was to

blame for the starving mil-

lions.

Chadha, speaking for the

Indian Progressive Study

Group, said British imperial-

ism had brought India to its

state of poverty. "Only social-

ism" could make India a pro-

ductive country again, she

said.

Miss Price felt the world

was in fact underpopulated.

"The basic problem is the

use and control of existing

means of production," she

said. "Only a change in the

economic system will bring

any relief."

The AAC was formed last

year by a group of students to

promote the serious discussion

of ideas on campus.

The committee holds that

every phenomenon in this

world has developed historical-

ly and that scientific investiga-

tion can show the way to re-

solving any problems.

SAC will follow campaign trail;

:• An SAC sponsored committee will focus attention on thej

: Dec. 1 Toronto election beginning tomorrow. *

i; A 1 p.m. meeting in Sidney Smith Rm. 1021 will determine :j:

:j the major areas for students concern during the campaign.
J:

i The group hopes to arrange seminars hitting the key is-:|:

: sues affecting students and the university, such as the Spadina :•:

•: Expressway, U of T expansion, the quality of downtown;:;

•: schools, tenants rights and the police.

•: Then, interested students will follow candidates on the-:;

j:
campaign trail, questioning them on these issues and publiciz- 1:|

: in their findings. :•:

i Of special interest will be the mayoralty race and the aid-:;

:j ermanic and Board of Education contests in Ward 6, which :•:

i; includes the university, and Ward 7 where SAC is backing two :<

I; candidates from the Trefann Court area. :•:

•j Committee Chairman Richard Peachey (III Trin) feels:;

•: the election work will help increase student understanding of:-:

•Uhe issues affecting their community and general environ-:;

:•: ment, besides spearheading future work in these areas. j:

>: "It's important many students get involved in the com-i:

ijmittee's work" he said, hoping for a large turnout at tomor-i

:•: row's meeting.

Unipax plans Biafra moratorium Nov. 27
A national moratorium day to end the war

in Biafra has been set for Nov. 27.

Unipax, a university-based student group to

end the war in Biafra, is organizing across

Canada to hold mass rallies in major Canadi-

an cities.

Unipax will attempt to have universities

cancel classes for the day.

Unipax also announced that it will be taking

part in marches on Nov. 15, which is Vietnam

Moratorium Day.
The group will hold its first organizational

meeting on Tuesday at 1 p.m. in UC Rm. 104.

A movie produced by Cliff Robertson concern-

ing atrocities committed in Biafra will be

shown.

Artsies bleed like anemic chickens
Who says that this year's blood drive will be

a disaster? (The Varsity, mainly.)

Well, dentistry students did their damned-

est to prove us wrong as they turned up by the

hordes to bleed last Friday.

About 60 per cent of the students donated as

compared with less than 25 per cent for the

rest of the campus. Some had to wait for more

than an hour for the pleasure of bleeding.

Large turnouts are expected today and
tomorrow in the Galbraith Building. Artsies

bled like anemic chickens last week, but

hopes are that they will overcome their hemo-
phobia and make a better showing this week.
The drive ends this Friday.

*** HfrtPFr
The next lime you want to have a lot of fun and not get

fussed up, you must try PORTS OF CALL SOUTH'S new
room, THE HEYLOFT. Bob Mills leads the shenanigan*
from 9:00 P.M. to 1:00 A.M. and any form of garb is

welcome . . . mini, maxi, pants, jeans and yes, even bare

feet, while pitchin' fun at Ports of Call's new "barn" from

12:00 noon to 1 A. M.

Ports of Can
1145 YONGE ST. 924-9353



Visiting sociologists stress

urgency of social change

"Human beings are locked
and mesmerized into roles"

acquire dignity, let alone ele-

mentary justice, until "some
regimes are overthrown — by
violence, if necessary."

Etzioni, while maintaining

"violence is the ultimate de-

struction of human values,"

saw a place in the "move-

ment" for "arranging confron-

tations" between power
groups.

He warned against the

"cheap-talk violence" of the

United States which leads, he
said, "not to liberation but to

victimization."

"I ask you to join us Nov. 15

to protest the illegal, immoral
war in Vietnam".

Professor Amitai Etzioni of

Columbia University began his

speech at the SGS Workshop on

the Role of Sociology in Society

with this plea for participation

in the mid-November Morito-

rium.

The Workshop, held Friday

and Saturday, heard both Etz-

ioni and Prof. John Seeley of

the Centre for the Study of

Democratic Institution, urge
sociologists to take an active

role as a "tool to re-structure

society".

Etzioni, saying "people need

to get together for their own
liberation", presented a pessi-

mistic view of present society

where "human beings are

locked and mesmerized into

roles".

Such a society, he said, must
be changed and needs sociolo-

gists "not to lead the move-
ment but to sharpen the criti-

cal perspective".

Social philosophers, the

'moral equivalent of true

prophets", and social scien-

tists who "accept society's

elite structure" can no longer

provide this impetus.

CHANGE URGENT

Etzioni urged sociologists

who see their place in the so-

cial movement as "tools to

motivate the politically under-

privileged" to work together

toward "equalized participa-

tion in an active society."

Etzioni joined with Prof.

Seeley to stress the urgency of

social change, but added,

"People socialized into an

unnatural culture react to a

free system with disbelief and

confusion."

Prof. Seeley replied, "There

are fine lines between forcing

people to be free when they are

unready and abandoning them

to impulse.

"This is a difficult clinical

problem," he added.

Seeley said he saw no way to

*
*

BJARNASON, COSTELLO & ASSOCIATES,
IMMIGRATION CONSULTANTS

announce the opening of their Toronto office at 123

Edward Street, Suite 1208, in the Toronto Pro-

fessional Building: Telephone 364-0973.

The resident partners in the firm are Martin

James Bjarnason, B.A. (Manitoba) and William

O'Donnell Costello, B.A. (Carleton).

Mr. Bjarnason joined the Federal public ser-

vice in 1960 as a Foreign Service Officer and has

held diplomatic and consular appointments in the

Federal Republic of Germany and the Portuguese

Azores. His most recent appointment with the De-

partment of Manpower and Immigration was as Exec-

utive 'Assistant to the Deputy Minister.

Mr. Costello entered the public service in 1962

as a Foreign Service Officer and has served in the

United Kingdom with the Department of Manpower

and Immigration. More recently Mr. Costello has

held a variety of administrative positions at De-

partamental Headquarters in Ottawa, including work

in the former Policy and Liaison Division and Im-

migration Secretariat.

Bjarnason, Costello & Associates can assist

individuals with immigration problems such as the

completion of applications for the admission of re-

latives in Canada or abroad, including relatives or

friends whose applications were unsuccessful a-

broad, representation at special inquires under the

Immigration Act, and at appeals before the Immi-

gration Appeal Board against deportation orders.

Assistance is. also available on passport or citizen-

ship matters.

Announcing: T-Group
(sensitivity training)

Sponsored by F.U. of T. and Advisory Bureau for students,

faculty and staff. Weekends through the fall:

Weekend November 7-9

Application forms at S.A.C. or Advisory Bureau,

631 Spadina Avenue (at Harbord, above Royal Bank)

COST IS $8 INCLUSIVE

VARSITY

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

SAC REQUIRES INTERESTED STUDENTS TO SIT ON

THE VARSITY BOARD.

PLEASE SUBMIT APPLICATIONS TO:

THE COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION SAC OftlCl

A
HOUSE 50

NOON HOUR FILMS
Monday, November 3rd

East Common Room - 1 : 10 p.m.

(N.F.B. Experimental Film Group)

SYRINX. OPUS 3. OP HOP. MARCHING THE COLOURS
& FOUR LINE CONICS

Ladies Welcome

FOLK CONCERT
Tuesday, November 4th

I p.m. — East Common Room

LARKY CHVERTKIN
Guitarist and Folkslnger

Ladies Welcome

EXPERIMENTAL MUSIC CONCERT
21st Century Music with

MIKE CRADEN
New Dimensions Quartet

JOHN WYRE
Toronto Symphony

12-2 p.m. - East Common Room

Wednesday, November 5th

Ladies Welcome

CLASSICAL CONCERT
Wednesday, November 5th

Music Room - I p.m.

LESLIE KINTON
Piano Recital — Ladies Welcome

CAMERA CLUB
Wednesday, November 5th

1:10 p.m. Portrait Lighting Demonstration

by Mr. M. Milne

8:00 p.m. Studio Night - Art Gallery

The Hart House Music Committee in

positions as Record Room Curators.

tes application for two

nformation & forms are

available from Warden's Office. These positions, which are

for the academic year carry an honorarium. Applications will

be accepted until November 5th

HART HOUSE 50 PHOTO CONTEST
SI00 — Cash Prizes

Closing date: November 5th

TO ALL CAMPUS CLUBS

PLEASE SUBMIT BUDGET

IF YOU WISH GRANTS FROM SAC

Deadline Friday, Nov. 7th, 1969

External Affairs Commission,

SAC Office
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CENTRE FOR THE STUDY OF DRAMA

presents

NEXT TIME I'LL SING TO YOU

by JAMES SAUNDERS

Nov 3-8

8:30 p.m.

STUDIO THEATRE
4 Glenmorris

Admission Free

GRADUATING STUDENTS IN:

Computer Science

Mathematics

Commerce & finance

are invited to discuss career opportunity in

Electronic Data Processing

during an On-Campus interview at the

University Placement Centre

NOVFMBfR 17, 1969

CROWN Ufl INSURANCE COMPANY
120 Bloor Street East,

Toronto 5

ITS WHERE ITS HAPPENING
Meet your friends at

PETIT PALAIS COIFFUREPSW J* W All the Latest Mod StyWi
/ and CuU by any of our 5 StylliU

Wa specialize In long hair styling

20% discount Monday through Thursday
with proof of A.T.L. Cord

415 Bloor St. W. Corner Spadina.* Borders, campus
Open Thursday and Friday Evenings

For oppointment phone 922-2823

Where are the leaders?
Anyone will tell you that the Leaders are en-

joying the advantages ot military training and
university subsidization through the Regular
Officer Training Plan (ROTP).

If you are a full time male undergraduate
student with a successful academic record you
should know about the opportunities that the
Canadian Armed Forces can offer you as an
ROTP cadet. You will continue your civilian

studies towards a degree at your University.

Enquiries are invited to:

THE CANADIAN FORCES RECRUITING CENTRE
25 ST. CLAIR AVENUE EAST
TORONTO 30, ONTARIO
TELEPHONE 966-0564

The Regular Officer Training Plan
For University Undergraduates.
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Moratorium-ers launch petition
The Executive Moratorium

Committee set up last Thurs-

day established as its priority

the Vietnam Moratorium on

Nov. 14.

The Committee met Sunday

to discuss the type of programs

that could be organized. Those

interested in setting up count-

er-courses to support the Mor-

atorium in lieu of their regular

courses are asked to contact

the Committee at the SCM of-

fice or phone 923-9727.

The Committee is also circu-

lating the petition reprinted at

the right.

WE THE UNDERSIGNED STUDENTS AND STAFF OF THE UNIVER
SITYOF TORONTO:

(A) on Friday, November 14, in participation with the U.S. Viet-

nam Moratorium will either forego and suspend our classes or

devote them entirely to the discussion of the topic: Canada and

the War in Vietnam.

(B) call for the Administration officially to suspend regular class-

es on that day.

NAME ATL NUMBER or DEPARTMI

Deposit at the SAC office

HERE AND NOW
TODAY All Day

Your turn today engineers for the Blood

Drive. Galboith Bldg., Common room 3rd

Nominations open until noon today for

SAC election at Vic. Nomination forms in

VCUC office. Election for one rep Nov 1 3.

Noon
The Massey College cafeteria is now

open to all students and faculty. Full course

meal76e 12-2.5-6 30

. Tickets on sale for "The Growth of Met-

ropolitan Toronto: Processes Problems &
Planning" — A symposium on urban af-

fairs. Nov 7 & 8, Sid Smith, until 2 p.m.

"

SUC-ln (Students Under Capitalism) for

peace and solidarity with the RCMP, in Sid

Smith Free Speech Area.

1 p.m.

Students for Israel Movement, educa-

tional workshop, re: cisis in Israel, room

201 UC
V.C.F discussion led by Paul Scott:

"'Will the Real Phony Please Stand Up?".

Wymtlwood Music Room
Chemistry Dept Films. Synthesis of an

Organic Compound and Mechanism of an

Organic Reaction Room 158. Lash Miller's

place

Hillel meet the faculty series — Or

Thomas D Langan. Dept of Philosophy.

"Is permissiveness in Education A Disas-

ter" UC 314.

Career Information Lecture, on Banking.

Room 2125. Sid Smith

4 p.m.

Women's Liberation Movement, U of T

campus group will meal in Sid Smith room

1021
5p.n

Meeting of Steering Committee to get

aid for students arrested during Sir George
Williams events during last spring All in-

terested in helping are asked to attend

GSU lounge, upstairs

6:30 p.m.

There will be a Psychology Student Un-

ion Exec meeting to discuss the depart-

WHY NOT?
BUY FROM THE

CHAR-BURG
PIZZERIA

CHEAPER - BETTER
FREE DELIVERY

536-0475

mental recommendations in CUG All psy-

chology students are invited to attend. In

nis College.

8 p.m.

There will be a meeting of the Christian

Perspective Club. Dr J. Olthuis will talk

about the Role of the Church in the Secular

City. All are invited to come to the South

Sitting Room in Hart House.

8:30 p.m.

The Centre for Drama Studies presents.

"Next Time I'll Sing To You" by James
Saunders. Nov 3.4.5,6,7.8. Studio Thea-

tre, 4 Glenmorris Admission Free

Tuesday All Day

The Blood Drives second day visiting the

engineers at the Galbraith Bldg the Com-

mon room, 3rd floor.

Join a broadcast dialogue & speak on

'Bedder's Bitch" on Radio Varsity. Com-

plaints & controversy welcome, no holds

barred. Daily at 10:45 a.m. and 4:45 p.m.

The psychology student union nomina-
tion meeting for the parity committee,
which will discuss student representation

in the department, will meet in room 1071.
Sid Smith

The Royal Conservatory of Music, pre-

sents in its Noon Hour Concert Series:

Helena Bowkun, piano, at the School ol

Music Concert Hall. 273 Bloor St, West,
from 12:25-12:45.

1p.m.
Yavheh is having David Zimmerman give

a talk on Parshat "Chaye Sarah" in Sid

Smith. Room 2129
The 1st meeting ol U ol T Unipax. Film

and discussion ol blitz political survey of

Sharp's Eglinton riding, and Nov. 27 Mora-
tonum on Bi3fra. in rm. 1 04. U C,

SAC Toronto Election working group:

Meeting to discuss areas of student in-

volvement in city election campaign. Sid

Smith 1021

If Sales Engineering is your bag then
come to ihe Career Information Lecture on
it in room 21 25 of Sidney Smith

CUT YOUR CUP.ANIMG COSTS
by 2/3

2 p.m.

Auditions for Samuel Beckett's "Em-
bers", at Wetmore Hall. New College,

Room 121. until 5 p m
4 p.m.

Guy Fawkes Day wine and cheese party

ignited by Prog. Conservative Club, Admis-
sion 50t at GSU until 8 prn,

5 p.m.

A meeting in the SAC office to discuss

proposed budget for the cultural affairs for

the coming year

6 p.m.

Hillel Diner's Club, reservations 923-

'837 7 p.m .

U of T Homophile Association meets in

Hart House room A204. All are welcome

Meeting of History Students Union exec,

council All history students welcome. Sid

Smith2124 7:3rjpm

CUSO Fall Lecture Series. "The Kanga-

roo: The Current Answer to Underdevelop-

ment." Mr, Richard Ingram, Director,

CUSA Latin America Programme. Interna-

tional Student Centre. 33 St George St.

8 p.m.
A panel discussion on "Is Political Sci-

ence Permeated with Political Ideology?"

International Students Centre

at the

Church & Wellesley Self Serve

Dry Cleaner

OPEN EVERY DAY
Attendant on Duty

568 Church St.

924-60 1

0

DIAMONDS MAY BE A GIRL'S
8 EST FRIEND BUT YOU
PAY THE BILL.

eople find it very diffi-Mo:
ult detei

in the purchose of a Diorrond
Ring. There ore Guidelines In

go by to help you moke this
importont investment. Our free
booklet 'The Day You Buy A
Diamond" will help you to

establish these values. Phone,
rile

ithout obligol»m ^. :i:U.f
.ll,l!l.l.i|.I.IJ,tlJ :H

Hugh Proctor & Co

131 BLOOR W.. STE. 4 16

92 1-7702

F

E

E

J./V

The Medical Society, with the cooperation of the

Cultural Affairs Commission and CBC Radio

PRESENT

MOE KOFFMAN
AND HIS FABULOUS ELECTRIC BAND

AT CONVOCATION HALL

TUES., NOV. 4th 1:00 P.M.
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SoccerBlues edge Guelph in the rain

By LYNDON LITTLE

Although the Soccer Blues
may be out of the OQAA cham-
pionship picture this year they

managed a very satisfying 2-1

victory over the Guelph Gry-
phons Saturday afternoon on
the back campus.
The Gryphons have become

the Blues' chief nemesis, de-

feating them twice last season
and holding them to a 1-1 tie in

Guelph earlier thie year.

With the chimes from Hart
House Tower providing inspi-

rational music and accompa-
nied by a steady rain, Blues
started quickly as inside-left

Ken Cancellera had an excel-

lent chance in the first minute
of play when he smacked a

hard shot off the crossbar.

Guelph steadied their play

for the rest of the half but the
Blues scored the only goal.

Cancellera, who gave the Gry-
phon defense fits all game with
his hustling play, caught up
with a lead pass from newcom-
er Al Churchard to beat the
Guelph goalie at the 25-minute-
mark.

Guelph's best opportunity of

the first half came on a hard,
low shot by the Gryphon's tall

center-forward Don Blacklock
that Blues' Sam Cesario
stopped with a diving save.

Toronto dominated second
half play taking the majority of

the good chances. Despite
being outplayed, however,
Guelph tied the score early as
outside-right Prasanta Bhow-
mik went around a Toronto
defender, who had slipped on

Women swimmers a solid second
By MABEL-ANNE BROWN

The women's swim team placed an excellent second behind
the powerful gals from Guelph in a ten-team meet Saturday at

McMaster,
All Varsity swimmers improved their times, and the sur-

prising results indicate the Toronto girls are in very good form
for so early in the competitive season.

Merrily Stratton led the Varsity charge by tying the confer-

ence record for the 100-yard free style at 1 :00 : 1 , and then combin-
ing with Anu Pettai, Judy Kend and Ruth Unger to set a new re-

cord for the 200-yard free style relay at 1:54:8.

Judy and Anu placed second and third in the 50-yard free

style and Randy Croome tied for second in the 50-yard back
stroke.

For Varsity, the meet was most successful, and is a great

boost for morale as the team preps for another crack at Guelph
on Nov. 15.

This week, interfac swimming takes over the spotlight at the

Benson Building. Synchronized swimming plus the diving compe-
tition go Tuesday at 5:15 with the speed stuff Wednesday at the

same time.

CLASSIFIEDS

the wet field, to score from a

sharp angle.

The Blues kept pressing and
notched the winner on an inno-

cent looking play with only ten

minutes left to play. Vito Po-

lera whacked a long cross from
the right wing that dropped
behind a startled Gryphon
goalie.

KornerKicks — Blues travel

to Waterloo tomorrow to com-
plete their schedule with a

previously postponed game
with the Warriors. . . John
Gero leads the Blues in scoring

with six goals, Ken Cancellera

is next with four while John
Cobby has a pair. . . There is a

rumour circulating that this

year's OQAA soccer champion
(probably McMaster or

Queen's) will be sent on a tour

of the Maritimes.

CUS/OUS CHRISTMAS FLIGHT to

London Dept. Dec. 19 — Re! Jan. 3 Also

ski lours Quebec winter carnival and Day-
tona Beach holiday call 921 -261 1.

PART TIME manufacturers agent required

to call on furniture, lamp and gift stores
Phone 226-2447 for appointment Car

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today lor free booklet "The Day you buy a

diamond" H Proctor and Co.. 131 Btoor

Sl.W.,Suiie416, 921-7702

TYPING theses, essays, notes, charts
English. French, other languages Mimeo-
graphing, electric typewriters. Mary Dale

Stott (M Davies) 86 Bloor St W Room
225.922-7624

TYPIST WITH ELECTRIC MACHINE,
experienced with everything from Term
Essays to publishers manuscripts for

books. 45c per page. 3c each additional

copy Phone 489-2367

WANTED — mafe or fema
three bedroom apt. with two n

531-8903 after six pm

FOR SALE: Bass guitar — Kent — one
pick-up. hollow body, excellent condition

Reasonable offer Phone Bill aftei 7 p.m
487-1204

VIC S.A.C. ELECTION. Nominations
open until today at noon (or SAC elec-

tion. One S A C member from Vic will be
elected Nov 13

TUTOR, girl wanted, biology. 3rd or 2nd
year, or psychology 3rd year Churchgoing.
worldly, 42 1-6893

BOOK SALE — All new and used books

half price — Nov 1 -7, 10 00 a m - 7 pm
Volume One 427 Spadma Ave (just

south ot College) 924-3844

LARGE CO-OP ROOM and board Cheap
and close 559 Huron. Call John 924-

0456.

W. C. FIELDS in "MILLION DOLLAR
LEGS" — Wednesday 8 00 p.m. — New
College (Wetmore) Dining Hall (21 Classic

WATCH GIRLS BLEED — Mon and

Tues Galbraith Wed. Thurs Fn Sig Sam
Library Fri U C Junior Common Room
Do your own thing, give a pint

LOST: An opal ring in

U C Reading Room <

Please call 782 9437

M G B. OWNERS — new fibeiglass hard

tops, wilh tinted sun-roof and side win-

dows Custom-made for M G B All col-

ours Call 923 1704, after 5

UNIVERSITY AREA Town Hous

S2900 down Si* rooms, completely ren

vated. 71 Ulster Ave. Only S23.900 Got

conditions and easy terms. Gertler ar

Winer Rlt. 927-4492

ESSAY AND THESIS TYPING. Enpen-
enced typist will type essays and thesis in

my home. Electric typewriter, reasonable
rates Will endeavour to meet deadlines

Mrs Harford 267-5174

WANTED: female to share two-bedroom
apartment in Bathurst-St Clair area Rent

S75 each monthly Phone 787-2558 after

7pm

WIRE WHEELS 13 Price unreason;

ble but subject to haggling LE 4 8229 a

te-6pm

VARSITY AT McGILL
Montreal Week-end Saturday, Nov. 8

The big game of the year

BIG BLUES

BLUE & WHITE BAND

YATES CUP
Engineering Society will run buses leaving Con-

vocation Hall Friday at 5:30 p.m. returning Sunday

2:30 p.m. from Sheraton-Mt. Royal Hotel.

Round Trip $17.50

Bus tickets on sale at Engineering Stores & S.A.C.

Office

Game tickets $1.50 (reserved) on sale at Athletic

Office, Hart House & Engineering Stores

Hockey Slues at Loyola Arena Saturday Night.

Limited number of tickets available at Athletic Office.

jjfjoe

jsTjoppe?

Warm and soft

garment leathers

A Black -Brown -Beige only 22.99 C Brown only 22.99

B Black-Brown-Tnn only 21.99 D Brown-Black only 22.99

Open Thursday and Ki-idaj nites. C.O.D. orders accepted. Credit and Chargex cards hunored.

126 BLOOR STREET

Tel: 921-1779
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5.A.C NEEDS

UNDERGRADUATE REPRESENTATIVES FOR

COMMITTEE TO IMPLEMENT CAMPBELL REPORT

(3 TO BE APPOINTED)

SEND APPLICATIONS TO: SAC JUDICIAL COMMITTEE

SAC OFFICE

DEADLINE FBI. NOV. 7-5 P.M.

|i; The Varsity rowing

ji; crew stroked to a solid

& second-place finish Sat-

£ urday as Western re-

tained its OQAA rowing

!|: title over the Henley

!|: course in St. Catharines,

ji Highlites of the meet

x for Varsity were the

•;• first place standing of

•:• the Light-weight crew
: and the excellent show-

ing of the Seniors.

Centre for the Study of Drama

OPEN AUDITIONS
for all students, undergrad or grad

Martin Hunter will hold auditions at the

Studio Theatre, 4 Glen Morris St. for

Brecht's A MAN'S A MAFT

Tuesday, November 4)
4;00 iQ 6 .00 p m

Thursday, November 6)

This will be a January Production in Hart House Theatre

928-8568

CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMISSION

MEETING

TO DISCUSS PROPOSED BUDGET FOR THE CULTURAL AFFAIRS

FOR THE COMING YEAR. ALL INTERESTED PEOPLE URGED TO ATTEND.

TUES. NOV. 4 - 5 P.M.

S.A.C. OFFICE

STUDENT HOCKEY TICKETS

The best buy on the campus - 11 home games $3.00

(27.3< per game)

VARSITY ARENA 1969-70 SCHEDULE

Nov. 14 Laurentian Jan

.

16 Guelph

Nov. 13 York Jan. 21 Windsor

Nov. 28 Western Jan . 30 Loyola

Feb. 4 Waterloo
Dec. 3 Guelph Feb. 6 Western
Dec. 12 McMaster Feb. 13 Windsor

Tickets will be sold at VARSITY STADIUM, Devonshire Place

WED. NOV. 5 - ALLOTMENT SALE AT GATES 3, 5 & 8 FROM 10:00 A.M. — 6:00 P.M.

Tickets have been allotted to ail colleges and faculties according to registration.

One guest book may be purchased per A.T.L. card and not more than three cards may
be presented by one student. Students must ascertain at which of the three wickets the
tickets for their own faculty are being sold. Signs are- posted at each wicket.

THURS. NOV. 6 -GATE 8, 10:00 A.M.

Any tickets left over from the allotment sale will be sold on a first come first served
basis.

Blues still in SIFL race
from page 1

6

Blues started well Saturday but eventually stupid mistakes

and cotly injuries took their toll.

Varsity contained Gaels running and successfully blitzed

quarterback McNeill.

At 9:11, from second and 20 on the Queens 50 yard line, Al-

boini combined perfectly with talented sophomore halfback Walt

Sehr for a classic touchdown.

Sehr came out of the backfield and shot down the short-side

sideline to outrun linebacker Gord Squires and safety Mike Lam-
bros.

Blues ground attack dominated most of the first half, but a

critical fumble cost Varsity a possible touchdown after Lambros

tripped Eric Walter as the Blues flanker was about to catch a TD
pass.

The interference call put Blues on the Gaels six. but Sehr

fumbled on the next play.

Queens came alive in the last four minutes as nifty back

Brian Warrender scampered 45 yards before Hartley Stern

caught him on the Toronto 51.

Gaels powerful ground game carried the ball as close as the

Blues 10, but the Varsity defence stiffened and Doug Cozak

kicked a 24-yard field goal just before the half ended.

Blues led at the interval 7-3. but serious weaknesses had
become-apparerrt.

Center Rein Enno was knocked out early with a severe cut

over the eyes, so Rich Agro had to move over to offence. Spelling

Agro on defence was Don Fraser, who played well, but at only 180

pounds was simply not big enough to cope with Gaels devastating

power blocking.

The pass attack was most conspicuous by its absence. Apart

from the bomb to Sehr and Lambros' rather timely trip, Alboini

gained only 20 yards through the air. Queens had only 19 passing

yards at.the half but Gaels don't rely on the pass to any signifi-

cant extent. Going into the game. Queens had passed only 70

times and gained 428 yards. By comparison Blues were 78 of 143

for a whopping 1, 268 net yards.

Saturday. Alboini was eight of 14 for 169 yards; McNeill went

five of 11 for 45.

Blues punt coverage and punt return blocking was simply

atrocious. The McGill scounts were smacking their lips with an-

ticipation.

Blues opened the second half with a 50-yard strike from Al-

boini to John Chapman — and this one play accounted for exactly

50 per cent of their total second half offence.

Meanwhile, Warrender, Keith Eaman and Carl Leesti ram-

bled through gaping holes in Blues' defensive line for 138 net

yards.

Eaman put Gaels ahead 10-7 on a two yard plunge near the

end of the third quarter. It was one of five successful third down

gambles Frank Tindall employed during the game.

In the fourth quarter, Blues aggressive tackling forced

Eaman to cough up the ball on his own 10. Bloxham recovered

and on the next play Walt Sehr swept right end for the go-ahead

score. Walter made the key block, wiping out Lambros.
Then the last three minutes.

From mid-field Gaels were offside on a third-and-two gam-
ble. Third and seven, you say? Nope.

Blues were penalized for grabbing ball-carrier Lessti's face

mask (more like trying to decapitate him), and Queens were first

down on the Varsity 45.

Seven plays later McNeill went to VanBuskirk, last year's

all-star tight end. The pass had to be perfect, and it was. It was
also the only pass he caught all day. Damn.

So much for Queens. Bring on McGill!

BLUESNOTES Gaels.finished with 270 yards rushing on

46 carries . . . Warrender netted 161, Eaman 75, and Leesti 42 . . .

Blues gained 108 in the first half but only 33 after the intermission

. . . Walt Sehr led Varsity with 82 yards ; Bill Stankovic had 52 . .

.

first downs were very close, 14-13 favor Toronto . . . Blues had a

slight advantage in the first half, running 37 plays to Gaels 31;

second half was exact reverse, 42-34 for Queens . . .Lambros had

the last laugh, intercepting Alboini's desperation pass and almost

running out the clock before the drunken hordes took over.

SAILING

INSTRUCTION

WOULD YOU LIKE TO LEARN TO SAIL? IN-

STRUCTION FOR BEGINNERS AND NON-SAILORS
WILL BE GIVEN BY THE U.T.S.C.

NO ENROLLMENT FEE! NO
TEXTS! LECTURES BY VICE-
COMMODORE RON FACTOR.
FIRST MEETING FRIDAY, 7 NOV.
IN BECKERSTETH ROOM OF HART
HOUSE AT I P.M. CO-EDUCAT-
IONAL
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CAN WIN TITLE TUESDAY

RuggerBlues subdue Guelph, Queens
By DAN McALISTER

On Saturday the Blues Rug-
ger Team downed the Guelph
Gryphons 15-3 in their bid for
the Western Championship.
The victory leaves only the
Waterloo Warriors in the path
to the OQAA championship
game against Queen's next
Saturday.

Again it was the "Golden
Toe" of Andy Cairns that domi-
nated the Blues' scoring.
Twelve of the Blues' fifteen

points were scored by Cairns
on penalty kicks caused by
Guelph carelessness.

The Blues had the edge for

most of the game as the
Guelph team lacked their de-

termination of the previous
match, which the Gryphons

won 21-8. The Blue pack grew
in cohesiveness during the
game and by the end were win-
ning a great majority of the
tight and loose scrums. When
the pack won the ball, howev-
er, the backs were continually
frustrated by the referee who
was very quick to observe even
the slightest infraction.

The only Guelph score was a
try scored through the back
line when the pack was relax-

ing and not covering the ball

quickly enough. It was not con-

verted and the Guelph team
was not heard from again.

The only other scoring in the

match was one of Ian Owens'
drop goal:; from a tight scrum.
Toronto fullback John

Holmes was the victim of an-

photo by don andrew

Varsity ruggerite (who alas is nameless) gathers in the ball and

heads goalward as two Guelph Gryphons move in for the tackle.

Grant McLaren's first place finish led the Guelph Gry-

phon harrier squad to an upset victory in the OQAA cross-

country championships held Saturday in Kingston.

Defending champs, Waterloo University, fell to third

behind Guelph and Toronto.

Varsity's premier distance runner, Dave Bailey, was

second overall. Other Varsity runners were Rich Pyne

(sixth), Brian Armstrong (ninth), Bob Knuckey (eleventh)

and Ross Kidd (nineteenth).
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R&B DANCE
"MT. MISERY MUSIC CO."

FRIDAY AT NEW COLLEGE

GIRLS/$1.00 GUYS/$150
COUPLES/$3.00

other bad injury. On top of a

bad shiner he received last

Wednesday, he sustained a

heavy blow in the mouth. As a

result he will probably lose at

least one of his front teeth.

Despite the pain he refused to

go for immediate medical at-

tention and finished the match
in his usual fine form.

The Second Team played
excellent rugger and defeated
the Queen's seconds 29-11 on
Saturday morning.
Led by the fine tackling and

open field play of veteran Dave
Ledson, the Toronto pack gave
their backs lots of opportunity

for scoring. The back row play-

ers Van Banning, Henry and
Burke supported solidly, scor-

ing and setting up many of the

tries.

The only serious injury in

the Second's game was a bro-

ken nose suffered by propTom
Brown. He will probably miss
the rest of the season and will

be a great loss to the pack.
The big test for the Blues

comes tomorrow when they
travel to Waterloo. A victory

will mean the Western champi-
onship and a loss will end the

season.

It is the most important
game so far this season so
practice tonight should show
the biggest turnout ever. After
thw weekend games, the coach
and captain should have a lot of

player shifting to do.

EMBASSY BILLIARDS

82 BLOOR STREET WEST

Varsity

Guys

and

Gals

PLEASE BE OUR GUESTS
Bring this coupon and play 1 free game (30 minutes, of

billiards in Canada's most beautiful billiard lounge at

any of the following times:

Mon., Tuej., Wed., Thurs. - 3-12 p.m.
Soturdoys & Sundays - 12 noon - 8 p.m.

Good only for I game per person per day.
This introductory offer open until Nov. 23.

Address:

Telephone: Foculty

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC
ASSOCIATION

Indoor Archery Team Practices Begin November4th.

Practice hours will be Tuesday and Wednesday 1-2
and Thursday and Friday 12-2 p.m.

INTERESTED IN
— Working in Toronto next summer
— Rowing for Argos

(Winner of 6 Canadian and 3

United States Championships
in 1969

Send your name £ address to:

ARGONAUT CREW
1225 Lake Shore Blvd. W., Toronto 3

McGILL with the

BLUES
FOR A GOOD OLD-FASHIONED

"mcgill weekend"

tickets rtM-7 rrr\
RETURN vp| |»OU

washroom equipped
air conditioned
reversible chairs

card tables

LEAVE
FRIDAY NOV. 7

5.30 PM
Returns Sunday

afternoon
S.A.C.
ENGINEERING
STORES

you meet the nicest people on the mcgill
weekend "
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Blues must defeat McGill to win title

By PAUL CARSON
Sports Editor

Varsity Blues lost a battle in the rain and mud
Saturday, but the war is far from over.

The game was undeniably important, both psycho-

logically and statistically, and the last minute loss to

the Gaels probably shattered coach Ron Murphy's
attempts to bring the team to its peak in the last two

weeks of the campaign.
Now Murph and the players have just six days to

prepare themselves physically and emotionally for

the deciding struggle this Saturday in the McGill

MudBowl.
Little need to recap those final three minutes. A drenched

but enthusiastic Homecoming crowd of about 14,000 shivered as

one third down from the Varsity 18, Gaels quarterback Bill Mc-

Neill fired a perfect pass to veteran tight end Rick VanBuskirk in

the end zone.

Screaming *'We're Number ONE!", the Queens animals

went on their usual rampage, tearing down the wooden goalposts

and beating up a couple of Toronto cheerleaders.

Give the idiots their pleasure, but the cold fact is that

Queens are actually number three, and have only a very outside

chance of retaining the Yates Cup.

It was a great come-from-behind victory, granted, but the

predominant adjective is not glorious, not crucial, not over-

whelming, but phyrric.

To keep their title, Queens had to win big, and they didn't.

Cxit Queens. Blues and McGill fight it out Saturday.

Howcum? Well, if Blues beat McGill there will be a three-

way tie for first place as Varsity, McGill and Queens (who will

beat Mac) will have five wins and two losses apiece.

According to the OQAA publicity office, a three-way tie will

be settled in the following manner:

a ) the team with the lowest point differential

in all league games will be eliminated

;

b) of the remaining two teams, the one with

the "greatest point difference in mutual com-
petition shall be declared the winner."

As things stand right now, Queens would be the team
dropped under procedure (a), and if Blues win Saturday, they

would be champs.
Queens has a point differential of only seven (94-87) while

Blues have a plus46 (155-109) and McGill are almost out of sight

with plus-121 (173-52).

THE 'POINT DIFFERENTIAL' BUSINESS
For the uninitiated, by "point differential" the OQAA means

the difference between the total points scored by a team and the

total points scored by its opponents.

Since McGill defeated Queens twice this season (28-6 and 21-

3), Gaels can win ONLY if they can displace the Redmen under
procedure (a). To accomplish this, Gaels must beat hapless Mac
by about 60 points and hope Varsity does the same to McGill. Fat
chance.

McGill can win if they beat or tie Blues, or should Varsity
win, (and here things get rather complicated) if Queens beats
Mac by 39 (46-7) plus the point spread in Toronto/McGill plus
one. Still with me?

Blues can win if they defeat McGill and Queens' slaughter of
Mac is held to less than about 50 points.

All the league rules in God's sweet creation cannot erase the
trauma of that last minute in the rain Saturday, but in their de-
pression, Blues should remember they're still in this race and
won't be knocked out unless they succumb to McGill on Saturday.
Blues edged McGill 17-16 three weeks ago.

In the last two games, Blues have jelled as a cohesive team,
not just two units or thirty talented people doing their own thing.

Individuals have been blamed for the loss Saturday, but this

is a cimplistic analysis. It would have been a total team victory;
it is a total team defeat. There were too many fumbles, sloppy
tackling (especially in the second half), shitty blocking, injuries,

and some debatable coaching strategy.

McGill owes its success to a quick, well-drilled offensive
line, a most stingy defence, a quasi-ethical film exchange and
Dave Fleiszer. As individuals, they are probably superior; Blues
only sure all-star is flanker Eric Walter and he didn't catch so
much as one pass against Queens.

Blues greatest weakness this year has been a tendency to
play as individuals or isolated units; their strength lies in per-
forming as a cohesive team.

They also tend to play down to the level of the opposition, but
against McGill that should be an advantage.

If Blues win it all this weekend, it will be because a number
of players win their individual battles, and chiefly because Blues
are a damn good TEAM, period.

See BLUES STILL IN on page 1
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photo by spend

Talented Varsity sophmore halfback Walt Sehr (30) breaks through Queens line during Satui-

day's agonizing 16-14 loss to the Gaels. Providing the blocking are Blues linemen Rich Agro
(40) and Jim Kellam (66), while Queens defender Dan McCarthy (14) and Jim McKeen (37)
move in tor the tackle. More sports pics on pages 8 and 9.

McGill alone in first after 29-0 win
McGill Redmen took over

sole possession of first place in

the SIFL for the first time in

seven years as they white-
washed Waterloo Warriors 29-0

Saturday in Waterloo.

The McGill victory means
the Redmen need only a win or

a tie next Saturday against
Blues to capture their first

Yates Cup since 1962.

Warriors made six major
miscues and the alert Redmen
cashed in on all of them to

break a scoreless tie in the
third quarter.

Rushing king Dave Fleiszer

scored two TD's following
McGill interceptions, and
rushed for 144 yards on 17 car-

ries. Punt return specialist

Chris Rumball scampered 45

yards down the sidelines be-

hind excellent blocking for the

other major score.

Veteran Sal Lovecchio com-
pleted the scoring with three

coverts, two field goals, and a

safety touch.

The McGill offence, geared
to a six-yards-of-dirt-and-a-

cloud-of-muck style of attack,

produced 257 yards rushing, 15

yards passing on two comple-
tions of nine attempts, and a

total of 16 first downs.

The McGill defence once
again proved why they're

thought to be the best in Cana-

da by allowing Warriors only

photo by sneakyjim cowan
Become political', they told the sports dept., so The Varsity's sports
statistician Lynn Wolff (III Vic) integrated the Varsity Stadium press
box, last outpost of male chauvinism in the SIFL Taking the cue, so
did Mrs. Claude Bissell, some other administration wives, and two
female invaders from Queens. The head belongs to Paul Carson,
notoriously non-political, camera-shy sports editor.

seven first downs and two puny
penetrations across the center
stripe. Warriors were so elated

they fumbled both times.

Warriors ground game went
nowhere but they managed 149
yards on 10 completed passes.

In the Central Canada Con-
ference, Windsor took the prize

in only its second year of seri-

ous competition. Coached by
former pro star Gino Fracas,
the borderboys upset Waterloo
Lutheran 16-10 to edge heavily
favored Carleton and Guelph.
Windsor meets Bishop's on

Saturday to determine who
travels West to play powerful
Manitoba in one College Bowl
semi-final.

Bishop's defeated RMC
21-6 to capture their divisional

title.

Out West, Manitoba rambled
to an easy undefeated season,
averaging 32 points per game
while allowing slightly more
than 12. They are strong fa-

vorites to reach the national

final.

The SIFL winner plays the

Maritime winner, and that will

probably be decided in the

committee room.

The Bluenose Conference
has a rule requiring overtime
to break any tie games, but
league leaders New Brunswick
and St. Francis Xavier fought

to a 10-10 stalemate a few
weeks ago and refused to play

any extra periods.

League officials are not

pleased, and the champion
won't be officially declared
until after the St. F.X. - St.

Mary's game this weekend.
The Atlantic Bowl remains set

for Nov. 15 in the mud of Hali-

fax stadium.
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RCMP
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

FOR

UNIVERSITY GRADUATES
WITH THE

Royal Canadian Mounted Police

DEGREES IN: BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION.

ARTS, SCIENCE. COMMERCE
AND LAW.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
ON CAMPUS MONDAY NOVEMBER

moDi'i¥! iDBOo»miiH i>*iia ifl -
MONDAY, JANUARY 19, 1970

(SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE)

INTERVIEWERS: INSPECTOR G. L. CLARK
STAFF SERGEANT C. R. HINE



Students for Israel

Movement

Educational workshop sessions weekly re: the crises in Israel.

Sunday 10 a.m. Hillel House

Monday 1 p.m. Room 11 U.C.

Tuesday 7 p.m. Hillel House

Thursday 7 p.m. Hillel House

All those interested - please attend the session of your choice.

DEBATE
WETMORE HALL
NEW COLLEGE

speakers:

MAYOR WILLIAM DENNISON
CONTROLLER MARGARET CAMPBELL
PROF. STEVEN CLARKSON

THURS. NOV. 6 7115 P.M.
ALL INVITED FREE ADMISSION

QUESTION PERIOD FOLLOWING
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Yes, this is The Varsity

NLC is RCMP front

Kops are groovy! Kops are groovy!
By TOM WALKOM

Glaucon: "What is hairy,

radical carries a Canadian flag

and rides a rocking horse?"
Socrates: "The New Left

Caucus demonstrating for the

RCMP."
For the RCMP?

Imagine you are in the foyer

of Sidney Smith Hall. It is

Monday noon; you have heard

that the RCMP are recruiting

on campus and that the Com-
mittee to End the War in Viet-

nam will hold a demonstration

against this.

The New Left Caucus is

there too. They also are plan-

ning a demonstration — a SUC-

in (Students Under Capital-

ism).

Most of your favorite radi-

cals are there, bearded and

buttoned, along with two rock-

ing horses. Implanted in the

anal region of one horse is a

tattered Canadian flag.

SUPPORT MOUNTIES

The NLC'ers swear their

purpose is to "support solidari-

ty with the RCMP."

A cry goes up: "The Trots

<Trotskyites) are coming,"

and around the corner appear

the anti-war demonstrators, a

bullhorn-led mass of serious

young faces, their placards

pulsating rhythmically to the

chant, "Cops must go. RCMP
off the campus."

The protestors stop at the

corner and wait for the light to

turn green.

Following the flag, the

SUC's charge out to meet
them, shouting "Protect our

police; cops must stay."

And so the procession winds

it way to the Placement
Centre, SUC's out in front,

"Trots" bringing up the rear.

Each group chants appropriate

slogans.

"Cops must go."

"Cops must stay."

The "Trots", as you can tell

by their placards, include a

mixed conglomeration of

Communist Club Members,
Young Socialists and Morato-
rium supporters.

O, CANADA

They are visibly taken aback

by the "lack of radical solidari-

ty" shown by the SUC's.

The SUC's are impervious to

criticism and gaily march to

the Placement Centre, singing

0, Canada.

"Three cheers for the

RCMP. Solidarity for our

American police brothers.

Pinkoes off the campus.
'

'

Outside, the anti-war dem-
onstrators form a picket line

and shuffle around a fire hy-

drant.

"This move by the NLC is

ineffectual and meaningless to

most students," complains

Young Socialist leader, Harry

Kopyto.

"SUC-infor peace."

The NLC have posters now
— slogans like "Cops are

groovy", "Keep Kops Klean"

or "SUC-in for Law and Or-

der."

PICKETS FLAKE

The serious demonstrators
are beginning to break up —
individuals flake off the picket

line.

"I've got a class now," one

girl explains, as she hands in

her placard.

Kopyto, clutching his brief-

case and bullhorn harangues

the crowd from the steps of 45

Wilcocks St.

"Let's get into 45 Wilcocks,"

he cries. "The doors are

locked."

Ellie Kirzner, (a candidate

for last year's SAC presidency)

suggests they go to the Place-

ment Centre instead.

(Cries of, "Where's the

Placement Centre.")

They find it, surge up the

stairs and return empty-hand-

ed. The RCMP have left hours

before.

Disgustedly, the earnest

young men and women fold

their placards and steal softly

into the daylight. The SUC's

remain a while longer.

"Cops are groovy, cops are

groovy."

"The NLC are off their fuck-

ing heads," mutters one dispir-

ited demonstrator.

The NLC pay no heed, but

gaily march off to Massey Col-

lege for lunch.

From a distance, they look

like the Lady Godiva Memorial

Band.
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PAGE FOUR
I can't help it if reality is Marxist.

— Brian Johnson at 4
a.m. this morning.
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Quebec Libre—not just a cultural question
English-speaking Canada is gradual-

ly waking up to the fact that something

is happening in Quebec.

Until recently the government and
the mass-media saw the French strug-

gle as the misguided efforts of a few

bomb-throwing criminals, a lunatic

fringe, a sub-generation of Lee Harvey
Oswalds.

The press kept the public ignorant

not only of the nature of the. separatist-

socialist movements in Quebec, but

also of the problems in the society from
which these movements emerged.
The question of French survival was

usually seen purely as a "language"

varsity
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issue, or a "cultural" issue, while the

economic and class barriers that divid-

ed French and English in Quebec were

ignored.

There is a striking example of the

suppression of those realities.

The Royal Commission on Bilingual-

ism and Biculturalism contained a sur-

vey tracing the relationship between
ethnic origin and socio-economic posi-

tion in Canada.

The English press ignored it.

The survey revealed some important

statistics, quoted here from Le Maga-

zine Maclean:

"The salaries of French Canadians

in Quebec are 65 per cent of those of

English Canadians in Quebec.

"Also, in the matter of occupation,

French Canadians are found on the bot-

tom of the list, immedately above Ital-

ians, both in Quebec and in the rest of

the country.
".

. . Above and beyond regional fac-

tors, ethnic characteristics remain
very, very important. Canadians of

British origin have incomes 10 per cent

higher than the average in every prov-

ince except Quebec, where they earn 40

per cent more than the average."

"Education is one of the most impor-

tant factors in the determination of

salary. The various ethnic groups have

quite different levels of education. The
French Canadians, with an average of

7.08 years of study, come just ahead of

the Italians, with 6.05 years. .

.

It is not surprising that much of the

unilingual movement in Quebec is

emerging from students — from the

high schools, the CEGEP'S (community
colleges), and the universities. For the

Quebec educational system serves an
English culture, and an English econo-

my which is based nominally in Bay St.

and realistically in New York.

The survey concludes:

"English Canadians have very little

reason to become bilingual, even in

Quebec, while for French Canadians,
bilingualism is a prerequisite to in-

come. And even if bilingual, French
Canadians cannot hope to equal the

salaries of unilingual English.

The unilingual movement should not

shock English Canadians in the face of

these economic facts.

While sitting in the calm seminar
rooms of the U of T, it's easy to ser-

LETTERS

AVERAGE INCOMES OF
SALARIED MALES IN 1 4 ETHNIC

GROUPS, QUEBEC, 1961

n Dollars Index

General average $3469 100.

British 4940 142.4

Scandinavians 4939 142.4

Dutch 4891 140.9

Jewish 4851 139.8

Russians 4828 139.1

Germans 4254 122.6

Poles 3984 114.8

Asians 3734 107.6

Ukranians 3733 107.6

Other Europeans 3547 102.4

Hungarians 3537 101.9

French Canadians 3185 91.8
Italians 2938 84.6

Native Indians 2112 60.8

From census calculations. Dominion
Bureau of Statistics
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Your article on the Sir George Wil-

liams Affair was very disturbing to me
personally; on Thanksgiving Day I

spent most of the evening talking to

Mrs. Perry Anderson's aunt, who is

well acquainted with Prof. Anderson's
family; it is difficult to reconcile some
of the facts she related about Prof.
Anderson with Mr. Douglas' charges.

Before coming to Sir George, Prof.

Anderson held appointments at several

prairie universities; for years he
shared his home with black foreign

students in spite of repeated criticism

by his colleagues. This fact alone casts

doubt upon the charges of "racism".
Last February Anderson and his

family were repeatedly threatened

with violence; his wife and children|
had to be moved from their home to

stay with friends; nevertheless Mrs.
Anderson's sister was traced, her
apartment broken into and all her
clothes torn to shreds.

This fall, as Prof. Anderson returned
to finish some experiments he received
a letter from one of his accusers: the
letter charged that justice had not been
done, and it will be carried out even if

it means Anderson's death.

Admittedly this relative of the fami-
ly is sympathetic to Anderson; still this

conversation emphasized the many
discrepancies in the case. In my case it

certainly modified the impressions
that Rosie Douglas and his Black
Brothers are trying to convey.

For more letters, see next page A. F. John(SGS)

monize about the glory of the French
culture and the future of bilingualism.

For the U of T is an integral part of

Ontario's branch-plant economy, a
metropolitan force that dominates and
oppresses the Quebecois.

From that context, it's difficult for

an Ontarion to understand poverty and
cultural annihilation.

It is virtually impossible for the gov-

ernment to accept the demands of the

Quebecois. To accept unilingualism ul-

timately means declaring Quebec a

French state.

That's the goal of the unilingua lists.

Now that the government, the press,

etc. have realized the strength and in-

tent of the movement, they have real-

ized the need to destroy it.

See the front page and centre spread.



Versify Contest

WILL OPEN-LETTER FAD SHUTDOWN ENVELOPE-GLUE-MAKERS?
the sac barn-door

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE SAC EXECU-
TIVE:

It became clear at the last Scarbor-
ough Council Meeting that the SAC
Executive does not wish Scarborough
College to remain in SAC. At the coun-
cil meeting the student council decided
to initiate procedures for withdrawal
from SAC. This letter is intended to
point out why this is detrimental to

SAC, particularly to U of T as a whole.
It has come to our attention that other
faculties wish to withdraw. The rea-
sons for this at Scarborough is a feeling

that SAC does little if nothing for us.

They provide us with Varsity, Radio
Varsity, Random and other incidental

services. They are making no attempts
to serve the students as individuals.

The SAC Executive at the last meet-
ing became concerned enough to set up
a committee to inquire into the rela-

tionship between Scarborough, Erin-
dale and SAC. Obviously they feel con-

cern; however, it smacks of closing the

barn door too late. If Scarborough
leaves SAC now the situation may arise

in the future when SAC may not only

want but need Scarborough College's

membership. The problem at hand is

then one of determining what SAC can

and should do for us.

Scarborough College and Erindale

College in future will become the main
areas of undergraduate studies in the

Faculty of Arts and Science. It is SAC's
duty to look after these students to en-

sure that their university life becomes
as fruitful as SAC policy maintains it

should be. Because of this SAC should

initiate action now! ! !

If Scarborough leaves, it could start

a mass drop-out from SAC. This would

prevent SAC not only from expanding

their services but from keeping up the

little they do for the university as a

whole. The spirit of the university

would suffer (should it start). This is

SAC's fault. More attempts should be

made to make student involvement in

SAC's non-political activities an asset.

Scarborough did not want to leave

SAC, we were forced into a position of

wanting to leave it. For this reason

Scarborough Council felt that proce-

dures should start now. It is up to SAC
to improve its services to Scarborough

to a point where remaining within SAC
becomes the asset it should be and not

the liability it is.

We wish to see that a liason between
SAC and Scarborough remains. We
would like to pay for SAC services as

they are used and not as a total pack-

age since many of these services are

inaccessible to Scarborough students.

As this in part represents the general

consensus at Scarborough it would be

in SAC's interest to improve its posi-

tion here.

Carmen Palumbo
Scarborough College

Student Society

friends throw rocks

AN OPEN LETTER FROM MICHAEL KAUF-
MAN:

As there have been numerous threats

on my life from everything from im-

personating an engineer, to criticizing

engineers, to being an engineer, I

would like to make some comments on

the nature of the letter I wrote under

the title: AN OPEN LETTER TO BOB
BARKWELL.

First of all, many of the people who
phoned in bomb threats overlooked the

fact that I also wrote the three para-

graphs preceding the letter, which
explained the origin of the letter.

Secondly, speaking to the group from

the university's maintenance depart-

ment who were picketing my room to

protest my callous disregard for uni-

versity property, the window was open

when the rock came through with the

letter attached.

And finally, even though I am not an

engineer, I don't hate engineers; in

fact, some of my best friends are engi-

neers.

dolts-a dying breed?

The following letter is a reply to Mi-

chael Kaufman's first open-letter-to-

Bob-Barkwell parody which appeared in

the last Varsity. Cervtnca and Kaufman
were not aware of each other's letters:

REPLY TO MICHAEL KAUFMAN'S OPEN
LETTER:

I, too am an engineer. But I can hon-

estly say that the Toike Oike in no way
expresses my way of thinking. In fact, I

am ashamed of it.

Were it not for the fact that so many
stereotyped engineers can think no far-

ther than the last page of the Toike, the

situation would not be so sad.

Too often, while sitting in the ISC,

have I heard a throng of morons talking

about "you pinko reds" and "fag art-

sies". I am beginning to believe that

these dolts either are afraid to think

about social problems or find the non-

mathematical nature of the problem
too difficult for them.

If only people wouldn't be afraid of

sincerity and truth, trash like the Toike

Oike would vanish. The Varsity at

times is inaccurate and poor, but to

disregard it because the Toike says so

is foolishness born of the lack of an in-

dependent mind.

There is still hope, people. Each day

I see more and more reason to believe

that the engineering stereotype may be

a dying breed. (M.K. atavism??)

Peace,

George Cervinka (Eng. Sci III)

tirade of epithets

ANOTHER OPEN LETTER TO BOB BARK-
WELL — THE OFFICIAL ONE:

Dear Bob Barkwell:

My only reservation in both-

ering to reply is that I may
lend some credibility to your

outrageous accusations. By
employing a tirade of epithets

you have personally demon-
strated the intellectual poverty
of which you have falsely ac-
cused us. It is extremely sad
that you have found your posi-

tion so indefensible that you
must avoid the issues and re-

sort to a personal condemna-
tion of the staff of the Toike
Oike.

It is unnecessary to attempt
to refute your claims since
they consist of nothing more
than vague innuendos, sweep-
ing generalizations, and unsup-

ported accusations. Unlike our

centre-spread to which you
refer, none of your denuncia-
tions were accompanied by an
iota of evidence.

It is relevant to note that you
have waited three weeks be-

fore attacking us about the is-

sue of October 9, and have not

been able to deny any of the

facts presented therein. It was,

instead, the issue of October

30, a non-political paper with a

cover of harmless political sat-

ire, which prompted the ons-

laught. I am confident that it

was obvious to everyone that

we were merely poking a little

fun in the Toike Oike tradition,

but I apologize for not antici-

pating your particular sensitiv-

ity.

Speaking personally, I am in

favour of some of the policies

you propose, but I am vehe-

mently opposed to many of the

methods you and the NLC en-

dorse. It is the appreciation of

this distinction, by the students

of this University, which led to

the end of CUS. Don't make the

same mistake.

Peter Jones

Editor — Toike Oike

'Hey, mister, your rubber band is twisted'
"I finally trace the source

of the strange shadows that

dart through my room to the

birds that fly past the win-

dow: Nixon blows it by smirk-

ing as he was trying to act

serious and restrained talking

about the war and: I suddenly

remember that they haven't

been showing any war news

on T.V. for months as I watch

my brother being murdered

in a newsfilm of the war,"

should be the title of this arti-

cle.

Whether the reasons were

intentional (to gain sympa-

thy?) or accidental, Nixon

was really hot. Whether it

was an unavoidable effect of

the lights, or an oversight in

preparation of air condition-

ing or makeup, it was really

distracting to watch this man

sweating and blinking and

licking his lips and wiping his

face, while straining to read

calmly his pathetic policies

about a numbingly absurd

kwar.

He seemed helplessly in-

capable of controlling a num-
ber of expressions, gestures

and Freudian slips, that

showed far more of his atti-

tude and thoughts, than his

presumptuous and mindless

speech.

"... that I won't reveal at

this time for a number of rea-

sons I

I'm sure you all understand . .

. Hey mister! Your rubber

bands twisted! ! !

Another of Nixon's Freudi-

an slips saw his official sell-

the-used-car-war facade slide

to his ankles:

"... if the plan doesn't

work, then what the critics are

saying won't matter . .
." was

smirkingly corrected to "if

the plan does work . .

."

In that smirk was ex-

pressed the attitude that con-

ceived all the double talk of

the whole speech; the pre-

tense and sham begin to show

through the veneer of re-

straint and concern. That

veneer was completely

ripped away a few minutes

later during the news.

Nothing could better frame

a more meaningful perspec-

tive on the disease and im-

plicit deceit of a man as deep-

ly locked as Nixon is in illu-

sion by a mindless and numb-

ing military system, than

witnessing a bound prisoner,

obviously near senseless with

pain and fear — clearly evi-

dent from bruises and lacera-

tions, not to mention the de-

feated and submissive pos-

ture and bearing — being fur-

ther brutally, and in defiance

of all war codes, not to men-

tion the most elementary

forms of human considera-

tion . . . beaten, kicked and

finally murdered . .

.

Mr. Nixon and Universal

soldier, may the baby Jesus

shut your mouth and open

your mind.

Peace.
—(mostly) ion karsemeyer.
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* NEW COLLEGE MOTION PICTURE SOCIETY * V/ jf f

presents

TONIGHT & EVERY WEDNESDAY 8:00 P.M.

NEW COLLEGE (WETMORE) DINING HALL
(21 Classic Ave.)

Next Week

"MAN ON THE FLYING TRAPEZE"

NOTE: See MIA FARROW in

"ROSEMARY'S BABY"

Sunday Night at the Movies ADMISSION $1

More than 200 students and

faculty Monday and Tuesday

discovered that Massey Col-

lege is still closed to all but

members and guests of the col-

lege.

The crowds of undesirables

turned out in response to a sto-

ry in Monday's Varsity. The

story reported the Massey caf-

eteria would be opened Mon-

day for the first time to those

who were not members of the

college or guests.

"Starting today the Massey
cafeteria will be open for lunch

and dinner to all students and

faculty of the university, male

and female." the story read.

The story went on to quote a

Massey press release: "The
exclusive nature and image
that the College has possessed

in the past has no place in the

academic community envi-

sioned by the report of the

Commission on University

Government." it added.

Massey College officials said

the press release and the story

were part of a Varsity hoax.

YELLOW JOURNALISTS

In a telephone interview last

night, Varsity Editor Briar

HART HOUSE ORCHESTRA
Boyd Neel, Conductor

HART HOUSE GLEE CLUB
Walter H. Barnes, Conductor

PRESENT

A Joint Concert to Celebrate the
50th Anniversary of Hart House

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 9th 7:45 P.M. GREAT HALL

Ticket - Hall Porter Assisted by Varsity Fund

Centre for the Study of Drama

and

The St. Lawrence Centre for the Arts
presents

Slawomir Mrozek's

TANGO
translated by Nicholas Bethell, adapted by Tom Stoppard, directed by Joseph Shaw,

designed by Martha Mann, with: David Brown, Barbara Borland, Nancy Kerrjane Mallett,

Jack Medley, William Needles, Sean Sullivan

Mondays to Thursdays to November 20 at 8:30

Tickets $3.00 Students $1.50

and

Eugene O'Neill's

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA
directed by Leon Major

settings by Murray Laufer, costumes by Marie Day, with; James Bradford, David Brown
Patricia Collins, Neil Dainard, Michael Fletcher, Maureen Fox, Ron Hastings
DonMcManus, Jack Medley, William Needles, Norma Oliver, Kate Reid, Anna Reiser'
Sean Sullivan, J onathan White

Fridays and Saturdays only, to November 22 at 5:30
Tickets $4.50 Students $2.25

HART HOUSE THEATRE
Box Office open 10:00 to 6:00 - 928-8668

Gala Opening Performance November 7 - $7.50 Students $3.75

|V£'£ tf'ry

\YI/rn fan of fn*

photo by Francine Stein

Sign posted on iron gate in front of Massey College warning off the

hoards of undesirables.

Johnson apologized for the sto-

ry.

"It was totally incorrect,"

he said. "In fact, it was a delib-

erate distortion of the truth —
a tactic used only by yellow

journalists who wish to further

their own political ends.
'

'

The story misled many now-

irate students and faculty who
followed the directions given in

the last paragraph:

"If you want to eat in royal

surroundings at a popular price

enter Massey College off Dev-

onshire (at Hoskin) pass the

was-mustachioed gateman,

and walk between the goldfish

ponds to the southwest corner

of the quadrangle. The cafeter-

ia is on the second floor.

Please do not feed the fish."

But the horde of undesira-

bles did not get past the was-

mustachioed gateman.
They were greeted by a

closed iron gate.

VARSITY HOAX?

One angry student asked the

wax-mustachioed hall-porter

why he couldn't eat lunch

there, when The Varsity story

told him he could.

"It was a Varsity Hoax,

sir," the porter said.

"Oh, c'mon.

"Yessir. 'Twas a Varsity

hoax, it was."
"You mean, I can't sit in the

leather chairs and have a real-

ly good meal for 75c," he

asked.

"No sir, not unless you're a

member or guest of Massey
College."

"I've been turning them
away right and left," the hall

porter told The Varsity.

When a group of four Univer-

sity College students tried un-

successfully to get in, they re-

tired disillusioned to the But-

tery of Trinity College.

SECOND BEST

"It's second best, but I guess

it will have to do," muttered
one of them.

A few minutes later that

day the New Left Caucus tried

their luck after working up an
appetite by demonstrating for

the RCMP in front of the

Placement Service.

About 25 NLC members
jumped up and down in front of

the porter, and a few climbed

the gate.

But soon, tired and defeated,

they too retired to the Buttery.

Certain parts of the story in

Monday's Varsity were accur-

ate. The cafeteria does have
leather chairs, and the seven
Massey students The Varsity
polled did say the food was
excellent and that the cafeteria

was under-used.

But the basis of the story —
that the cafeteria would be
open to the whole university

community — is incorrect.

"Nothing could be farther
from the truth," said Johnson.
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TBI 1
Draught beer on tap from noon

till after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75c.

^

Wild atmosphere.

The Sutton Place Hotel -On WallesJey east ot B;



UDUU i
'the reform movement is controlled

by the faculty and administration"

The Commission on University Government formally released
Danny Drache's Research Report on the Faculty of Arts and Sci-

ence last week, but made no copies available to the university
community, the general public, or the student and professional
press.

A Globe and Mail reporter spent yesterday afternoon in The
Varsity office reading the only available copy of the report.

Since the Commission has not published the report, The Var-
sity will reprint a series of edited excerpts from the document over
the next few issues. The following is part one of the series — a
description of the internal structure of the departments.

There has been the implicit as-

sumption that the problem of democ-
ratizing the University is in large
measure an administrative problem
depending on the creation of more
committees and an extensive network
of consultation at all levels and be-

tween some levels rather than a

change in what is taught, who teaches

and how learning occurs. The absence
of debate on the substantive question

of consciousness and the learning
experience relates to the conserva-
tive nature of reform and the fact that

the student constituency which might
normally be expected to raise these

issues remains a disorganized, weak
force in the reform movement.

It is of no small consequence that

the reform movement is controlled by

faculty and administration. The
choice of issues, the orientation, the

very content of reforms reflects the

powerful presence of a faculty-ad-

ministration coalition. A significant

measure of their power is that chair-

men have taken the initiative to invite

students to sit on all departmental

committees, and have defined the

terms of student participation.

Rather than focusing on the ideologi-

cal forces transforming the Universi-

ty into a modern industrial corpora-

tion, the reform movement has limit-

ed itself to a few well chosen adminis-

trative, structural problems.

Democracy cannot exist in the Uni-

versity so long as the departmental

power structure is based on a hier-

archy of authority and a closed sys-

tem of academic privilege.

If the reform movement has failed

students, it is necessary to demon-

strate from a larger perspective what

the departmental reforms have and

have not accomplished.

The role, authority, and power of

the chairmen of departments illus-

trates the practical realities of the

structure of power.

The reorganization of the depart-

ments has not seriously affected the

amount of power a chairman possess-

es. Rather the changes have assisted

the chairman in making better use of

his authority. If previously the chair-

man had a mandate to act autono-

mously, within the present structures

he has semi-autonomous powers. Al-

though committees and even the de-

partmental meetings are now an inte-

gral part of the decision-making

structure their existence has not

meant that the chairman's authority

has been levelled. He consults them

and uses their advice accordingly.

However as far as redistributing the

traditional power of the chairman in

the belief that the final authority of

the department is the department

meeting as a whole, this has not oc-

CU
The chairman has two courses of

power, residual and discretionary. By
virtue of his office he is responsible to

the Dean and the President for the

affairs of the department. In many
departments it is his privilege to

choose the undergraduate and gradu-

ate secretaries who then frequently

receive a second appointment as asso-

ciate chairmen. This is the case in the

department of philosophy and the

practice is widespread. Together
these two or three individuals consti-

tute an elite in administration and
policy-making. The chairman con-

sults with them to decide the budget,

hiring, promotion etc. In some de-

partments these decisions, particu-

larly staffing and promotion, are the

collective decision of a senior com-
mittee. Even in that case the chair-

man usually appoints faculty to that

body. Almost without exception, the

chairman is his own man on the ques-

tion of salaries and budget. But he is

also his own man in deciding whether

he will accept the recommendations
of a committee and the departmental

meeting.

The chairman's veto dramatizes his

discretionary powers. In practice it is

used infrequently. Professor Duff of

Mathematics said it was a matter of

common sense. "I don't think I would

pick a fight with a committee if I

could avoid it." Even if it is used in-

frequently, the issue is not settled.

For what counts is the formal and in-

formal relationship the chairman has

in the governing structure of the de-

partment.

Pressed to clarify this further, Pro-

fessor Duff was asked "Do you regard

yourself bound by the majority?"

His reply reflects similar opinions

held by other chairmen: "No, I

wouldn't put it quite like that, the

kinds of issues on which votes are

taken in departmental meetings are

issues that belong to the department

as a whole rather than specifically to

the chairman. In that sense I would

feel myself bound to carry out the

wishes of the department, if there

was an issue which shall we say pro-

perly belonged to the spirit of the

department as a whole. I think the

department library was such an issue

..." Even without his qualifying

clause, the issue remains in doubt.

The uncertainty surrounding the ex-

tent of the chairman's power is not

atypical. However the ambiguity on

this matter does not work to curtail or

to redefine the chairman's power. If

any part of the structure of govern-

ment stands to lose from the haziness

of who has ultimate power it is not the

chairman. Again Professor Duff's

comment on who governs is very

much to the point and very represent-

ative of the chairmen's replies:

Q. Do you regard yourself bound by

the majority? (In the Senior Policy

Committee).

A. No, I don't think I hove to be. I shall

seek the advice of the department,

expressed through a representative

committee of senior members or a

meeting of the whole department. I

think if it really comes down to it, I

wouldn't have to take that advice."

The accumulation of power in the

hand of the chairman is a fact of de-

partmental organization.

The factors which create the eli-

tism of the system are

:

a) The chairman is responsible for

appointing faculty to many committee

positions. Faculty who serve on com-
mittees do so at his discretion.

b) Only a few departments use ei-

ther voluntary system or have institut-

ed democratic elections to fill commit-

tee positions.

c) Full professors are over-repre-

sented while instructors and assistant

professors are under-represented on
committees.

d) Tenure creates a class structure

between academic ranks.

e) The most important committee,

usually the senior policy committee, is

neither duly elected nor composed of

oil ranks of faculty.

f) In many departments the com*
mittees function inefficiently with lack

of clear purpose which discourages

many faculty from taking an interest

and participating.

Structural democratic reforms

must address themselves to those six

issues.

The type of reforms which have
taken place in departments are ones

which fall under the general heading

of improving administrative efficien-

cy and strengthening the departmen-
tal committee system. These are not

unimportant in themselves but by
themselves they have not altered the

exercise of power in departments.
The litmus test of reform or for that

matter of any social investigation is

who governs and where does power
reside?

The answer in most departments is

unequivocally with the chairman and
his small group of advisors. The idea

of democratizing the ruling structure

of a department has by and large not

been the focus of attention. This ex-

plains why the reform movement
within departments have emphasized
administrative and structural ques

tions of procedure etc. etc. over and
above programmatic and conceptual

proposals that would deal directly

with the power and authority of the

chairman in decision-making.

The strategic question of who gov-

erns has been obscured by tactical

questions of procedure.

Re-organization of a department at

its best provides everyone the right to

be heard and the right to be part of

the administrative and decision-mak-

ing process in an advisory capacity. It

has not resulted in a fundamental re-

distribution of power.

The chairman remains the authori-

ty in the department because struc-

turally and ideologically the power of

decision-making is centralized in his

person.

Indeed the evidence shows that re-

forms have strengthened the struc-

ture of privilege within departments.

In these circumstances, it is not

surprising to discover that by and

large students have absented them-

selves from participation in a reform

movement which is hostile to their

interests.

phoio by HenryJ

Unread copies of the CUG Report are lying all over the U of T campus.

Danny Drache, a research associate for the Commission on University Govern-

ment, thinks the CUG Report is irrelevant to the needs of students. He will pre-

ipor t ot 1 p.m. todoy in room 2 1^2^idney^rmt^^
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TO ALL CAMPUS CLUBS

PLEASE SUBMIT BUDGET

IF YOU WISH GRANTS FROM SAC

Deadline Friday, Nov. 7th, 1969

External Affairs Commission,

SAC Office

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

WINE-MAKING GUILD

WINE MAKING DEMONSTRATION

discussion and equipment

by Mr. Buzi Arthurs

THURSDAY 7:30 p.m. Nov. 6

GRADUATE STUDENTS' UNION

16 Bancroft Ave. 928-2391

THE PSYCHOLOGY STUDENT UNION

ELECTION
For 2 Undergraduates & 1 Graduate

To s it on Hie STAFF-STUDENT COMMITTEE
When : Wednesday Nov. 5/69

Time : 9:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

Place: Marp Foyer. Sidney Smith Hall

ALL STUDENTS TAKING ONE OR MORE PSYCHOLOGY
COURSES CAN VOTE

PLEASE DO SO/ * BRING YOUR ATL CARD TO VOTE *

to

DANCE

R.&B.
^OMPr

with

° u N T
I S E R Y

U S I
C

8:30 P.M. FRIDAY NOV - 7th

NEW COLLEGE (WETMORE) DINING HALL

CHICKS - $1.00

HAWKS
DRAGS - $3.00

$1.50
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On being stopped by a Stalinist

on the path between

the Library and Hart House

By LOUIS ERUCHMAN

He was short and a bit hefty. His hair was

short and thinning and his smile was friendly.

He walked straight at me, an old panhan-

dling technique. You either have to stop, or

else travel a full 180 degrees to get around

him. ,.

His beard seemed a bit more neatly

trimmed than mine, his coat slightly newer.

There was something of the air of an over-

grown newsboy about him, a stack of papers

with the red banner head "Mass Line" under

his arm though his pitch contained no refer-

ence to the jim-dandy bike he'd win if he sold

enough subscriptions.

He was selling more than newspapers.

He greeted me warmly and asked about my

interest in politics, whether I knew about

campus groups, whether I had taken part in

them. , . , i

I said that I hadn't and that, in fact, I knew

considerably more about campus politics than

I really cared to.

Unperturbed, he reinforced his grin, set the

coffee cup he was carrying on a car fender,

charitably admitted there were a lot of irre-

levant political groups on campus, and began

to tell me why I should understand the work-

er-student alliance.

Somehow, I am told, you should be open,

accept people, talk to them. You should be

secure enough to accept new ideas, not put

someone down just for the hell of it. ("Put

yourself in their position," etc.)

So I end up feeling guilty for ignoring peo-

ple, for brushing off panhandlers. Even if I

don't try to be nasty, like asking the lady on

the phone to name all 137 magazines I'm lucky

enough to be able to subscribe to.

New students consider

council "trivial, distant"
The New College Student Council is worried

about itself, and has good reason to be.

A questionnaire circulated by the College

Government Committee, established by the

NCSC last year, revealed that 75 per cent of

the New students don't know who the NCSC
president is or where the student council of-

fices are.

Most of the 85 respondents to the question-

naire considered the NCSC trivial and elitist.

"It's a distant body that I can't relate to,"

said one respondent.

"We found from the questionnaire that

there is a serious publicity gap in the NCSC
and a general mistrust of the student coun-

cil." said Errol Piatt, the council member
who conducted the survey.

"No one ever comes to the meetings^" said

NCSC president Jon Fidler. "But the less peo-

ple that know about them the better, since

NCSC meetings are farcical anyway."

"We have $14,000 to play around with and

all day we sit in this office making a mess,

drinking pop and eating candy," said Fidler.

"The council should be a body of elected

members who give a damn about what goes on

around this university. But each one cares

only about his owji personal committee not

about the students he should represent."

The report on the survey recommended that

the NCSC publish a weekly news sheet, and

make better use of bulletin boards to commu-
nicate with students.

One council member suggested that the

NCSC disband itself and re-organize as a so-

cial committee.

While NCSC ponders its existence an Inter-

Student Relations Committee is putting out

another questionnaire, and Errol Piatt has

resigned from the council.

C
o
1um ,ana. 1J?a half

But when the shabby old man comes to the

door with an electric alarm clock. "Only

three dollars, it's almost new, look at the

plug."

But I don't need a clock.

"All right, two dollars, I'm cold, and I want

to buy a bottle of wine."

But I don't need a clock.

If you put up with it, you feel bad, because

you know you're being used, because you're

not strong enough not to be. If you don't put up

with it, you feel just as bad.

With this Stalinist, it's not so much a mat-

ter of hurting his feelings, which I doubt I

could do, but rather a test of my strength, my

ability to extricate myself from an absurd and

painfully frustrating discussion.

The fellow is explaining to me that his little

paper is an "important document" and I tell

him that, while I'm very interested in impor-

tant documents, I have several other impor-

tant documents to read first.

I begin to edge around him. He shifts his

attack, probing for a weakness. (If he isn't

insecure about his hair, mention his deodor-

ant.)

Iexpress interest in the Watkins Manifesto,

a near-fatal move.

"I can discuss our position on it with you.

Are you in a hurry? Let's sit down on the

grass." I tell him I have several things to do,

which is true, but 1 still don't break away.

Rapidly digging myself deeper and deeper,

I suggest that there has yet to be a successful-

ly consummated socialist revolution any-

where in the world.

"What about the Soviet Union?" he asks.

"Some bad things have been happening since

Stalin died, but before. .

."

I mention Trotsky and compound it.

As he talks, I take to frequent longing

glances at the Hart House tower clock. His

confident grin begins to bother me. Can't he

possibly understand that I don't give a damn

what his organization believes?

"If you think we're wrong," he says,

"Prove it, and we'll change our stand."

He finally offers me a paper.

"Most of the issues are aimed at workers",

he says, "but this is a special one for stu-

dents."

"I won't read it."

"Take it anyway."

I reluctantly accept it.

"That's a quarter." Red banner headlines

are expensive.

1 explain that I wouldn't spend a quarter for

any paper, let alone one I won't read

even an important document.

1 am finally all the way around him. It has

taken about twenty minutes.

He doesn't have a free hand for me to give

the newspaper back to, so I put it on the car

hood. His coffee is still there, unopened, .it

must be awfully cold. The paper falls to the

ground two or three times and I pick it up.

I make definite physical motions to go, but

he is tenacious.

"So you're not interested in anything out-

side of the university, eh?" The old tactic of

guilt.

I am sucked in, slightly angry. I ask him if

he has been in Cabbagetown. He says yes. I

say that I have too and. . . I stop myself. Why
the hell should I have to protest my virtue to

some guy that stops me on the street.

It's still hard to break off, but I say I have to

go, and leave him in front of Innis College,

still smiling, with his pile of papers, his cold

cup of coffee, looking for all the world like a

forsaken Fuller Brush Man.



10-foot Amazons?

What did you learn in school today:

By ANDY SOS

,A 10-foot Amazon with her left breast, cut off so that she
could shoot her machine gun better. That's what I expected to see
when I heard that a New Feminist would be speaking to our Soci-

ology 101 class about the changing role of women.
But this proves that there is no justice left in the world. I had

gathered all my forensic forces to face this fierce feminine foe

(that alliteration will get 'em every time) because I knew that

we males were going to have a fight on our hands (and various

other parts of the body). But what we had was Mrs. Joan John-

son.

What a beautiful lady!

Yes, my evil enemy was none other than a beautiful lady

who was, as people are wont to say, "very" pregnant.

On top of this she had a radiant smile on her face for the en-

tire lecture.

NO FAIR!

Hell, that's not fair.

How can we male chauvinists challenge a woman like that?

How can we heckle, shout out vicious epithets, ask probing ques-

tions and make brilliant justifications of our positions starting

with such phrases as "Oh Yeah? If women are so good then how
come . .

."?

Yes, how can we carry on like this when we know that she'll

just smile indulgently at us like an understanding mother who
has just discovered that her baby has wet his pants?

Like I said, it's just not fair.

Now that she had captivated everyone with her smile, she

started to make her points:

• Sex roles are socially imposed and not God-given.

• Sex is one of the most important'things in life but in most

sexual matters men always come out on top. (Get your mind out

of the gutter.)

* WOMANKIND
To back these things up, she mentioned that men get all the

glory for the achievements of civilization. For example, when we

refer to all human beings we don't say "man-and-womankind"

and Expo '67 wasn't called "Man and Woman And His and Her

World".
Mrs. Johnson also said that right from birth boys and girls

are placed in their separate blue and pink pigeonholes. Little

boys' clothes are functional and designed for mobility while little

girls are dressed ornamentally.

As soon as kids reach the age of puberty they are trapped by

a double standard which insists that boys be sexually experienced

while girls must remain chaste and pure.

She doesn't like articles in girls' magazines with titles such

as "Why Virgins make Better Wives". But on the other hand, nei-

ther do I.

ARTS and
SCIENCE
Final Year Students

Today, the Chartered Accountant plays one of the

most exciting roles in business management. He tockle

complex and fascinating problems. For the

professionally-lroined man the scope is limitless.

Discuss career opportunities with Clarkson, Gordon

representatives, on campus

Nov. 10, 11 & 14

.Appointments should be mode through the Student

Plocement Office. If this time is not convenient,

please contact us directly: 368-2751

Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
. CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Holifox Soinl John . Quebec Montfeol Ollowo - To.onlo

Homillon . Kilchener - London Windior • Thunder Boy . Winnipeg

Regino - Colgory * Edmonton Vancouver - Victoria

1 DEBATES ROOM HART HOUSE
|

1 DEBATE I

'THE REVOLUTION OF ONE GENERATION

IS PERPETRATED IN THE ESTABLISHMENT

OF THE NEXT"

TODAY - 1:00 P.M.

| NOON HOUR DEBATE LADIES WELCOME |

LAY OR LAID

Another thing that bothered Mrs. Johnson was the passive

role assigned to women by sexual slang (i.e. women don't "lay"

they "get laid")

Nor did she love the fact that women's bodies are used to sell

everything from cars to cigarettes, because these ads imply

women are just sex objects.

She suggested the following solutions:

• Boys should learn to cook and sew.

• Girls should, if they wish, be able to initiate dates and ac-

cordingly pay for them.

• The double standard must be done away with.

• Marriage should be harder to get into and easier to get out

°f

• Chivalry leads to oppression of women and should be elim-

inated. .

• Abortion laws should be changed so that a woman has con-

trol of what goes on within her body.

MEN'S AUXILLIARY

Ihen she told us that her group, the New Feminists (not to

be confused with the Women's Liberation Movement), was work-

"""^u^rrSrevidence that, throughout histo-

ry women have really been screwed, both litera ly and f.gura-

tiv'eW ano that they were tired of it (just figuratively. I hope).

N^one could effectively argue against her. She had won the

battle of the sexes with a smile.

Bring back those Amazons or else we men don t stand a

chance.

FALL FAIR

NOON

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8th

To celebrate the 50th Anniversary of Hart House the Hart House

Farm Committee Invites you to a FALL FAIR. Come one.

Come all!

• SQUARE DANCING • HAY RIDE • BEARD CONTEST •

•CIDER PRESSING • OUTDOOR COMPETITIONS*
• VARIOUS CONTESTS OF STRENGTH & SKILL •

FREE

able from Graduate Office.

Dinner will be served. Meal tickets 5,1.25 are available In ad-

vance from the Hall Porter and the Graduate Office. Maps & In-

formation re: transportation

ASSISTED BY
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Pollution

and
Meekness

Meekness is hard to come by these days. By meekness

we don't mean the usual caricature of Christians being

spineless masochists. The deeper meaning of this beat-

itude from the Sermon on the Mount sees the meek person

filled with strength and unusual power. To find this

meaning, we have to look at the word in other languages.

In Hebrew the word connotes being "molded." In

Greek there is the feeling of being "tamed". In French

the word has the sense of being "debonair." The word

suggests "sweet-tempered" in German. In the total re-

ligious sense then, the meek person is one who has had

his wild nature tamed, and his personality and gifts

honed by struggle in the market place. Recognition that

his destiny and purpose is joined to divine purposes, he

yields his pride and arrogance in favor of that strength

and power and wisdom flowing from the transformation

into meekness. He can be gracious and gentle even while

in pursuit of great goals, even in the face of insult and

injury.

The meek shall inherit the earth, but will the earth

becoming polluted, no one may want the earth. If the

campus population, therefore, really wishes to bring a

revolution let them mobilise to control pollution. See

your pastor, priest, or rabbi for details about blessedness.

See Lutheran chaplain Larry Martin for details about

details to control pollution. Campus politics is tiddly-

winks in comparison to the need to control pollution that

the earth may be worth inheriting.

'610 SPADINA AVE. TORONTO 4, ONTARIO

J Si!q»5StON OHOUP .... JfAS >M-
< 0IV1NI WOBHIf ..... 11:00 A.M.

SERVING.THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO AND DOWNTOWN SCHOOLS

Prof opposes unstructured education

"Choice requires knowledge'

By DENISE MOSSEY

Too much permissiveness

too early is a disaster in educa-

tion, says Dr. Thomas Langan,

of the U of T Department of

Philosophy.

Prof. Langan said public and

high school students are not

able to learn as well or as

much in a completely unstruc-

tured educational system as in

a more rigid one.

He said he firmly believes a

young student should study

under a defined program, but

he refused to condone the

strict, disciplinarian "Shut up

and do as you're told" teaching

method.

Asking his listeners not to

take his views as "a warrant

for rotten teaching and ill-con-

ceived authoritarianism", Dr.

Langan proposed a system

whereby the student would

receive guidance until the uni-

versity level.

"Choice requires knowledge

of the situation", he said.

"How can a child of twelve

make a valid choice of whether

CLASSIFIEDS
GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today 'or dee booklet ' The Day you buy a

diamond
1

' H Proctor and Co. 131 Bloor

St W.Smte416, 921-7702

ESSAY AND THESIS TYPING. Experi-
enced typist will type essays and thesis in

my home. Electric typewriter, reasoneble
tales Will endeavour to meet deadlines
Mrs Harford 267-5174

THE TYPING AND COPYING SERV-
ICES neebs qualified typists Wouldn't you
like to earn 40c par typed page? Contact
D Potter 920-4707

TYPING theses, essays, notes, charts
English, French, other languages Mimeo-
graphing, elecl'ic typewriters Mary Dale
Stott IM Davies) 86 Bloor St. W Room
225 922-7624

WANTED: female to shore two-bedroom
apartment in BBthurst-St Clair area Rent
S75 each monihfy. Phone 787-2558 after

7prr

UNIVERSITY AREA TOWN HOUSE.
52900 down Six rooms completely reno-
vated Good condition end easy terms 71
Ulster Ave Only S23.900 Gertlei and
Winer Rtl 927-4492

'New College Motion Picture Society pre-
sents W. C. FIELDS in "MILLION DOL
LAR LEGS" — Tonight 8 P.M. — New
College (Wetmore) Dining Hall (21 Classic
AveJ

New College Motion Picture Society pre
sents MIA FARROW m "ROSEMARY'S
BABY."' Two Showings Sunday 6 30 & 9
00 PM Now Collage fWetmote) Dining
Holl (2 1 Classic Ave ) Admission SI 00

LOST too many lives Give blood now
Wed Thurs Fn Sig Som Ubtery Fn UC
Junioi Common Room It doesn't hurt a

THE ILLUSTRATED MAN — Ray Brad-
bury novel now on screen tonight. Movie in

room 2118 Sidney Smith Bldg at 6: 1 5

p.m Si 8: 1 5 p m. All welcome 75c at door

JAZZ CONCERT Northern Secondary
School. Jan Ensemble in Concert. Fri. Nov.

7th 8:16 PM Admission SI.00. NSS —
851 Ml Pleasant Rd

TYPING in English. French, fast accurate
service on IBM Selectric by experienced
typist two blocks from University Campus,
177 St George Street. 929-5370 reason-

able rates.

2 STUDENTS want ride to Ottawa Nov 7
and to Seutt Ste Marie any weekend, leav-

ing Fri after 6 00 Shore gas. call 929-
9458 anytime.

STUDENT JOBS & lours in Europe. For a
complete description and application form
in a 42 page booklet send $2.00 to Gord
Allan 25 Taylorwood Dr.. Islington 675
Every student guaranteed a paying job in
Europe

ATTENTION ESTONIAN MALE STU-
DENTS. Korpl Revelia Olle ohtu tuteval
reedel kell 20 30. Club Edelweiss. 207
Beverley St Koik organiseerimata uliopl-
lasedteretulnud Phone 769-6968

WANTED — eccuiBte typist for typing
end clerical work Minimum of two hours
par day. two days a week Call Professor
Dool — 928-3219

BOOK SALE — All new - used books
half pnce — Nov 1 -7. 10 00 a m -7 p m
Volume One 427 Spadma Ave. (just south
ol College) 924 3844

Dance to Ihe SOLID SOUL SOUNDS of
the "Mount Misery Music Company" Fii-

doy 8 30 pm New College 121 Classic
Avenue! Mares — SI 00
Stallions — SI 50
Teams — $3 00

or not to study Latin, if he has

never studied Latin?"

"Authority is the natural

result of people having had a

certain experience before oth-

er people", Dr. Langan said.

He said he believes in flexi-

ble guidance on the teacher's

part for public and high school

students, and little or no struc-

ture set for university stu-

dents. But he sympathizes with ^
those who attack our educa-

tional system on all levels.

"These people really want a

natural and spontaneous inter-

action of equals", Langan said.

But education must go beyond

the spontaneous to "reach a

higher vision" which requires

a programmed pattern of

study.

Stanford stunned by secrets

PALO ALTO, Calif (CUPI) — A fog of embarrassment fell over

Stanford University last Wednesday as an unidentified group of

student radicals finally breached the ultimate boundary of pro-

priety — they published the hitherto secret salaries of university

administrators and professors.

Their 31-page document, interspersed with quotations from

Mao Tse-Tung. showed salaries were highest for scientists and

that research professors tended to receive much more money

than teaching professors.

The document disclosed that Stanford administration presi-

dent Kenneth Pitzer makes $60,000 per year, with an additional

expense account of $26,500. Average pay for a full professor is

$18,195. per year.

TUGS holds mini-teach-in on Toronto

By the year 2,001 Toronto
could have a population of 6,-

000,000, almost three times the

city's present size.

And a lot of people means a

lot of problems, most of which

have already begun to bother

those worried about what it

will be like to live in cities.

Things like pollution (in

Toronto you breathe the equiv-

alent of two packs of cigarettes

a day, whether you like it or

not), things like expressways
which destroy established

neighborhoods and bring more
cars and parking lots into the

centre of the city, things like

bulldozing family houses and
banishing people who can't

afford to live in new high-rises

to the suburbs.

But mostly things like how a

city can become a junkyard
monument to efficiency and
sterility.

How have these kinds of

things come about? Why? and
what can be done?

You have three more days to

buy a 50tf ticket to a mini-
teach-in on Metro Toronto,

sponsored by the Toronto Uni-

versity Geographical Society

(which is the Geography
Course Union.)

You won't get all the an-

swers, but the organizers say

the affair will be "fairly intel-

lectual" and they have an im-

pressive line-up of partici-

pants.

The Friday night session will

focus on Toronto's 170-year

historical development, with
slides, film and discussion pre-

sented by U of T urban geogra-

pher Prof. Jacob Spelt. This
will set the stage for two panel

discussions the following day.

Saturday morning four ur-

ban specialists, including U of

T's internationally known town
planner Prof. Hans Blumen-
feld, will present results of

their research into the process-

es which have shaped Metro
Toronto.

The final session is likely to

provide the most controversy

as it considers what can be
done to solve Toronto's grow-
ing pains.

Participating in this session

are Metro Planning Board
Commissioner Wojciech Wron-
ski, social work professor Al-

bert Rose, an expert on hous-

ing problems now doing re-

search on urban renewal pro-

cesses; Prof. Henry Regier.,

concerned with the ecology of

the city; and Prof. Alex Mur-
ray, associate professor of en-

vironmental studies at York
University.

The mini-teach-in will be
held in the Edward Johnson
Building Concert Hall. TUGS
activities committee chairman
Simon Chamberlain says there
are about 100 tickets left f of a
total of 500) and you can buy
them in the main lobby of Sid-

ney Smith between noon and 2

p.m.
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More racist charges at SGWU
MONTREAL (CUP) - The

issue of racism at Sir George
Williams University, buried in

the uproar surrounding the

notorious computer-burning
here last February, erupted
again Monday — the same day
defendants in last year's affair

appeared in provincial courts.

A group of Sir George stu-

dents and faculty have laid li-

bel and racism charges against

Wayne Gray, editor and
publisher of "The Paper," a
joint weekly publication ol the

Sir George and Loyola Evening
Students' Associations, for a

cartoon published in Monday's
edition.

The charges created a furor

which ended with the paper's

removal from news-stands,
and the burning of the edition.

The paper was later re-issued

without the cartoon.

The SGWU Students' Asso-
ciation has denounced the

drawing as "the most offensive

example of racism ever pub-

lished at Sir George. . .a shock-

ing example of bad taste.
'

'

The cartoon shows a black

pondering the page ot a news-
paper, as his companion polish-

es a machine gun in a setting

strewn with "visit beautiful
Biafra" posters, shrunken
heads, skulls and pennants la-

belled "Mau Mau Tech" and
"Nigeria U."

The caption reads: "Pack
your kit bag, Alfred, they are

about to start a black studies
program in Sir George."

Gray has refused to identify

the artist who drew the car-

toon.

The source idea for the

drawing is believed to be a no-

tice from the SGWU Caribbean
Students Association seeking
black students' reaction to the

possibility of establishing a

credit course in black studies.

No such course has been
approved by university author-

ities.

The charges were made by a

group of 38 students and facul-

ty members, among them
members of the Caribbean
Students Association.

Under a new student discip-

line code at Sir George, creat-

ed after last year's incident,

the charges will be heard be-

fore a board of three students,

two from the evening school
and one day student.

The board has the power to

suspend, remove student privi-

leges, or recommend expul-

sion.

Appeal can be made to a re-

view board of three students,

one faculty member and one
senior administrator, with fur-

ther appeal possible to the uni-

versity board of governors.

Ross Miles, President of the

Evening Students' Association

which sponsors "The Paper."
conceded the cartoon "might
beinpoor taste." but defended
Gray's decision to re-issue the

paper minus the cartoon but

wihout any apology.

"Why escalate?" he said.

"Tomorrow there'd be 6,000

people looking for dirt. It's bet-

ter to say nothing."

Miles said the cartoon is

probably "going to alienate a

lot of black moderates, but it's

by no means as critical as Feb-

ruary 11 (the date of the com-
puter centre incident).

Compromise offered to Loyola prof
MONTREAL (CUP) - After

a 250-person sit-in Tuesday, the

administration at Loyola Col-

lege yesterday re-opened the

case of dismissed physics Pro-

fessor S.A. Santhanam and of-

fered him a compromise deal

to leave the campus and end

the furor caused by his arbi-

trary dismissal last summer.
The administration's propos-

al may not be enough to soothe

Loyola students who have

demanded binding arbitration

by the Canadian Association of

University Teachers in San-

thanam's case. The question

will come to a vote next Mon-

day in a referendum which will

also decide the political fate of

student council president Mar-

cel Nouvet.

Nouvet told a turbulent mass

meeting yesterday that the

administration would offer

Santhanam $10,000 and the

remainder of his $16,000 Na-

tional Research Council grant

ifhe would leave the campus.

President Patrick Malone pre-

viously announced he consid-

ered the Santhanam case

closed.

Santhanam was not re-hired

by the Loyola administration

for the 1969-70 academic year
— no reason was given for his

dismissal. Both students and
faculty have denounced the

administration's action as un-

fair and authoritarian.

On Oct. 8, three student and
seven faculty members of the

Loyola walked out of a meet-
ing, stating they no longer had
any confidence in Malone.

Half of Loyola's 4,600 stu-

see COMPROMISE p. 14

Students still awaiting trials

MONTREAL (CUP) — The long wait by defendents charged

in connection with the computer burning at Sir George Williams

University last February will continue for at least another 66

days.

The names of the 70 defendents appeared on the rolls before

Mr. Justice Ignace J. Deslauriers in Montreal court Monday,

only to be put over to the next term of the court of Queen's Bench

which will start January 7. 1970, and run through January and

February.

The 70 defendents form the major bloc of the 89 students

arrested February 11 and are charged with 363 crimes ranging

from conspiracy to commit arson to property damage.

Their history since then has been one of waits: Preliminary

hearings into the incident did not begin for 76 of the accused until

April 14, eight others did not face preliminary hearings until

March 5.

And in the interim, the majority of the defendents were re-

fused bail twice before it was finally granted February 18. Seven

others were not granted bail until March 5.

«*HertPFT
The next time you want to have a lot of fun and not get

fussed up, you must try PORTS OF CALL SOUTH'S new

room, THE HEYLOFT. Bob Mills leads the shenanigans

from 9:00 P.M. to 1:00 A.M. and any form of garb is

welcome . . . mini, maxi, pants, jeans and yes, even bare

feet, while pitchin' fun at Ports of Call's new "bam" from

12:00 noon to 1 A. M.

Ports of Call

1145 YONGE ST. 924-9353

FREE U of T
WHAT IS IT?
An attempt to build a good learning envlrom
the campus courses, or as e critique of car
Individuals Involved). Courses are set up
from the campus, and the shape of the c<

group Involved — vou decide what and how >

sultlon with a resource person (if vou vront one and we car
In all of the courses whether thev bo "do-vour-own-thli
disciplinary, on problems, areas not Included In campus
o specific counter-course, the emphasis Is on learning not
grades, certificates etc.

I, (whether apart from
i courses is up to the
response to demands
e is designed bv the

C0URSIS:

a been suggested bv resource peoi

POETRY OF PHYSICS

BIBLE AS REVOLUTIONARYDOCUMENT

CONVERSATIONAL YIDDISH

LIBERTARIAN PSYCHIATRY & SOCIOLOGY

CREATIVE COMMUNICATIONS

COMPUTERS
EDUCATION- WHAT IT IS, WHAT IT SHOULn BE

T GROUPS
OCCULTISM TO- DAY

THIRD WORLD FILMS 4 DISCUSSION GROUP

MYSTICISM i OCCULTISM

SEMINAR ON THf FAMILY

MARXIST ECONOMICS GROUP
NON AUTHORITARIAN MEDICINE

WOMEN'S LIBERATION

LABOUR HISTORY
COMMUNISM
EDUCATION RESEARCH GROUP
A HISTORY COUNTER COURSE
ART (MAYBE HISTORY OF MODERN OR PRACTICAL

WHATEVER IS WANTED)

HOW TO REGISTER:
Phone or cell Maggie Bizzell, SAC office 923-3490

Come to F.U. of T. Communal Meeting Ihursday, Novemher

6th 5:00 p.m. BICKERSTETH ROOM. HART HOUSE to dis-

cuss F.U. of T. in general, and for groups to work out with

resource people the best time, and begin discussion on what

and how to leant.

NEW COURSES:
Bring suggestions for new courses and/or resource people to M.

Bizzell, or to the November 6th meeting. We need to know If people

are interested in Literature, Music, Science, Urban Problems, An,

Languages, etc, etc., and are prepared to help In the building ol such

courses. Also If e course you are doing on campus Is unsatisfactory —
contact your course union and dlscuai possibility of setting up a

counter course in F.U. of T. It no course union, come In toSAC otllco.

HILLEL

LECTURE SERIES
Rabbi Abel Respes

of The Coloured Hebrew Congregation

Hammanton, New Jersey

on

"Black Jews in America"

Sunday, Nov. 9

8:30 P.M.

YAA-YWHA - 750 Spadina Ave.

No Admission Charge

YORK HILLEL DANCE
Sat. Nov. 8, 1969

8:30 P.M.

"The Chosen Few"

Founders' Dining Halt

Hillel Members Free
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Review of the press:

Foreign-financed journalism?
By STAN GRAY

(Gray was a political science lecturer at Mc-

GHI until he was fired by the administration last

spring. We are reprinting excerpts from his

speech at last month's Year of the Barricade at

Glendon College).

What I want to speak about mostly is the

current situation in Quebec, specifically the

recent events. I think it's necessary, because I

gather from the kind of press coverage that

comes out of Toronto that you tend to get a

slightly untrue picture of things.

When I was in Ottawa the other day, which I

hear, according to Lucien Saulnier and Pierre

Trudeau, has become a red base for the

Quebec independence movement, I picked up

a copy of this little hate sheet called the To-

ronto Globe and Mail. The first page says,

"Quebec lawyer lists 27 subversives; foreign

financing charged". The Toronto Globe and

Mail charges foreign financing! The thing

here is a speech by a character called Antho-

ny Malcolm, chairman of the "blue-ribbon"

Canada Committee. What's the Canada

Committee? Well, it's described here very

accurately:

"The Canada Committee was launched in

March '68 as a publicity organization to combat

the separatist movement. The group has about

500 members, including leading members of

the Montreal business community. Companies

represented by some of their executives include

Bell Canada, Alcan, Northern Electric, Domtar,

chartered banks, insurance firms." Now I'd say

that in terms of the composition of the Canada

Committee, it's a fairly accurate representa-

tion of what Canada means to most people in

Quebec at the present time.

This character Malcolm was speaking be-

fore a Women's Club in the Town of Mount
Royal, a very rich English suburb of Mon-
treal. The Globe report says: "In an address

brimming with names, dales, and figures," —
it's supposed to be a real expose of what's

happening in Quebec, what with all these sep-

aratist movements, they're all training in

Cuba or Ottawa or wherever it happens to be.

He gives an expose of these subversives who
are financed from Cuba and the Al Fatah and
from all these subversive organizations

The first thing to note about this is that no

newspaper in Montreal printed his charges.

They absolutely refused to. They refused to

print any of the allegations presented here

because Malcolm refused to supply any kind

of proof. So the newspapers in Montreal, not

because they're objective but simply a bit

more informed on what is happening, refused

to print any of this crap because absolutely no
substantiation was given to any of these

charges. There was a very sarcastic and
humorous article in La Presse (the largest

French-language daily in Montreal), which
treated it as a big joke, and even the Montreal
Gazette had it on page 35 with a small story.

But in Toronto, it's on the front page and ev-

eryone's hysterical.

We should also note by the way that all the

information had appeared a month and a half

ago in a Quebec paper called Le Petit Journal
— everything here, all the so-called facts and
allegations, except for the addition of Al Fa-
tah, which is supposed to have done a lot to

finance Operation McGill.

Now, one thing that should be mentioned is

that I wish we had all this foreign financing
and support. Unfortunately we don't have. We
have bills and we have some of our people
being threatened with being taken to court for

bills of $200 that didn't get paid during Opera-
tion McGill last March. So if Malcolm knows

.any contacts — he mentions this guy who
Vpwns a store in Algeria who was giving us

money _ i W i sh he'd give us the names so we

could get hold of them to get funds to pay our

bills.

On page seven of this copy of the Globe,

Malcolm's speech is quoted as saying "E-

nough Violence? The Subversive Side of Sepa-

ratism." One of the facts quoted is very inter-

esting: "On the one hand we have the FLO

(Front de Liberation du Quebec}, which is a very

strong rightist group, and which acts as the ter-

rorist arm of the separatist movement."

Very interesting that a rightist group

bombs corporation headquarters. And the

guys they arrested had pictures of Che Gue-

vara on the wall.

Wait, it gets very interesting now: "With

and closely allied to the FLQ is the leftist FLP

(Front de Liberation Populaire), which is the

subversive aim of the separatist movement.

This latter group is at present involved in set-

ting up cells throughout the province for the

FLO."

We have the leftist FLP setting up cells all

over Quebec for the right wing FLQ! It goes

on: "These cells are at present dormant and are

only waiting for the signal to come to life and

strike a blow for the achievement of their

arms."

It gets absolutely ludicrous at this point.

"One particular branch of the FLP is the MSP
(Mouvement Syndical Politique) which is a stu-

dent group. This movement controls the publi-

cation and distribution of all political literature

in the schools and CEGEPS (junior colleges)."

I want to give you a fact. At the current

time in Quebec, all political meetings and

movements are banned from 80% of the

CEGEPs, and it's only illegally that they can

distribute any kind of political literature. In

fact it's the opposite of what is claimed. It's

the administration of the colleges that control

all the distribution of literature in the CE-
GEPs.

The point I want to make is simply that the

kind of press terrorism that's going on, the

systematic lies and distortion and slander

against the movement in Quebec, is using the

lack of information by the English-speaking

people to make these kinds of fantastically

ridiculous charges. Anybody who seriously

reads this thing can see the contradictions

that are in it.

As I mentioned before, this stuff came orig-

inally from a paper called Le Petit Journal of

Montreal, which gave this big "expose". Now,
to test the veracity of the information in Le
Petit Journal, let me give you one example.
Two weeks ago, it came out with a front page
that said: "Exclusive! Secret Document of

the FLP!" Terrorism, armed struggle, blah,

blah, blah. You turned the page, and it said:

"We are here reprinting the secret document
of the FLP. We couldn't print it before in order to

protect our informers. However, now it's safe,

and we're able to print it. It's also hard because
there are only 20 copies in circulation, all of

which are different."

All these codes you know, different versions
to fool people. The document was supposed to

have been approved at a secret meeting of the

executive committee of the FLP. So secret is

this document that it has been on sale in Mon-
treal bookstores for the last six months. It

appeared in a public journal called Mobilisa-
tions, and was a letter signed by Pierre Val-
lieres, written in February, '68. Vallieres is

not even a member of the FLP. He wrote this

letter to the movement as a whole, and it was
signed as such and was on sale at all Montreal
bookstores.

That's the kind of accuracy of information
that's being filtered through about all the dis-

orders, separatism, terrorism and anarchy
that's breaking out in Montreal at the present
time. j

By SUSAN REISIER

Varsity CUP Editor

Thousands of people are

mobilizing in Quebec. But at

the same time repressive mea-

sures taken by the Provincial

Government, the police, and

the Federal Government are

being accelerated.

Quebec, now exists virtually

as a police state.

Let's take a look at some of

the events of the past year and

consider how the Provincial

Government has handled

them.

In October 1968 students

across the province joined to-

gether to take a militant stand

against the government's rela-

tions with the College d'-

Enseignement General et Pro-

fesionel.

Over 45,000 CEGEP students

went on strike that month
backing demands which includ-

ed creation of a second French

language university, an inr

crease in student bursary

funds, shuffling of CEGEP
administrations, and govern-

ment planned employment for

CEGEP graduates.

UNIVERSITY SUPPORT

They were supported by 8,-

000 students at I'Universite de

Montreal, as well as students

from McGill, Sir George Wil-

liams, and Loyola who aban-

doned their classes for at least

one day in support of the strik-

ing CEGEP students.

On October 21, 9,000 students

marched on downtown Mon-
treal in support of the

GEPS who were still on strike

despite a government warning

that if the students didn't re-

turn to school that day they

would lose their first semester.

Typical of the spirit of these

students was this chant, a par-

ody of the Lord's Prayer:

"Our Father Cardinal, who
art in the ministry, degraded

by thy name, thy reign be

ended, our will be done. Give

us this day our daily bursary.

Forgive us our trespasses as

you have forgiven those who
trespass against us. May all

evil end. Amen."
This demonstration was the

largest of its kind ever to be

held in Quebec. But how did it

all end?

STRIKERS EXPELLED *
Most of the students who

helped to organize the strikes

were expelled from school.

The administrative reason for

some of the expulsions was
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strikes* marches, raids

when will it all end?

that the students had missed
more than 10 per cent of their

classes.

The expulsions led to a sec-

ond CEGEP strike. The re-

sponse of the government was
harsher this time.

Eighty policemen were sent

into CEGEP Jonquiere to clear

out 200 students. Five were
arrested.

At this same college stu-

dents were forced to sign a

pledge on readmission promis-

ing they would "exclude them-
selves from the college if they

returned to their illegal activi-

ties."

The colleges' administra-

tions banned all unapproved
public meetings, and the distri-

bution of uncensored litera-

ture. Students could be ex-

pelled for missing 10 per cent

of their classes.

The new rules were used in

January 1969 when Montreal

police, called by the college

administration, hauled 100 stu-

dents from a meeting room in

CEGEP Mont St. Louis.

The students were meeting

to discuss some of the repres-

sion their colleagues were suf-

fering — 17 students at another

CEGEP had been expelled for

writing an article attacking

religion. When the 17 who had

the support of the teachers

union and the student body

showed up to write their exams
they were bodily dragged away
by police.

A typical example of the

punishment that was meted out

occurred at CEGEP Maison-

neuve. There, 118 students

were suspended. Twelve were

outright expulsions. Eighteen

of their professors were fired.

The students organized a

teach-in to discuss the firing of

their professors and voted to

occupy the college. About 130

students stayed around the

school to prepare for the occu-

pation. At 5:30 p.m. police

from the Montreal anti-riot

squad invaded the building and

herded the students ino a

large room where they were

told by one of the Fathers that

they were considered as in-

truders and had two minutes to

leave the building.

But Maurice Saulnier. direc-

tor of student services, had a

better answer for the rebels.

He had them march up to him

one by one, took their names,

confiscated their student

cards, and had them searched

by the police.

Girls were not excluded

from this thorough searching

although there were no police-

women present.

LETTERS SENT

The students were released
but told thev could not set foot
in the college until they were
advised by the administration
that they could return.

A few days later 116 students
in the college received the fol-

lowing letter:

"We are informing you by
this letter that you are suspend-
ed from the college until a new
order.

"This suspension is due to the

fact that your presence was
identified in the College de Mai-

sonneuve on the night of the 15

to the 16 of April1969.

"This letter is not to be inter-

preted as a letter of expulsion

and if you are interested in ex-

plaining yourself with respect to

the above-mentioned presence

we invite you to arrange a

meeting with the signator be-

fore Wednesday 23 April 1969.

(The letter was sent on the 17

April) Not to arrange a meeting

will be interpreted as a decision

on your part to abandon your

studies at the College de Mai-

sonneuve."

The letter was signed by

Maurice Saulnier.

The students had no due pro-

cess, no hearings, no discipli-

nary codes. If they came back

to the school they were bodily

thrown out by the police.

What took place during and

after the CEGEP strikes was

only the beginning.

BANS STILL EFFECTIVE

Today CEGEP students still

face these bans.

Six thousand high school

students are now out on strike

in support of unilingualism.

There are police in the schools

and many of those on strike

probably will not be readmit-

ted to set1 JOl.

It is also illegal in all the

high schools to hold large pub-

lic meetings or distribute any

kind of literature.

There is little information

available about this strike be-

cause the Ontario papers are

ignoring most of what is taking

place in Quebec. The strike is

in its second week and the only

story so far has been one short

Canadian Press release buried

on page 10 of yesterday's To-

ronto Star.

The measures taken by the

Quebec government these past

few months have become ex-

tremely violent.

POLICE PANIC

In September police pan-

icked during a demonstration
in support of keeping French
as the teaching language in St.

Leonard, and read the Riot

Act. Few people heard the Act
read but it seems the idea was
to catch the leaders of the

demonstration and get them
out of circulation.

Raymond Lemieux and sev-

eral other leaders are now
charged with sedition and face

a maximum sentence of life

Drapeau-Saulnier administra-

tion.

The FLP called a press con-

ference announcing the march.
Five minutes later the police

began a mass number of raids

and arrests, using their new
search warrants.

These warrants give the po-

lice the power, the right, to

seize anything unwritten or

written, printing machines
that are used for printing —

anyone dared to show up. The
police director of Montreal
went on the radio and asked
parents to please keep their
kids at home.
On the day of the march ap-

proximately 600 soldiers left

over -from the police strike
surrounded the city hall with
machine guns and tear gas.
Who were they protecting?

The people on the outside, or
the rulers on the inside?

imprisonment. Lemieux 's

treasonous act was not hearing

the police who read the Act and

continuing his march.

Last April, at a meeting held

the day before Operation Mc-
Gill which led thousands of

workers and students to McGill

University demanding it be

turned into a French-language

institution, five police spies

were found at the back of the

meeting room, The chairman
of the meeting prevented an-

gry people from smashing the

police but he asked that the

police leave their cameras.

Only too thankful to get away,
the police did as asked, then

left.

The next night the combined

forces ofthe QPP, RCMP, and

the Montreal police came and

arrested the chairman, took

him to jail, beat him up and
charged him with armed theft.

The chairman, coincidently.

was one of the organizers of

Operation McGill.

MONTREAL MARCH

Two days after the Montreal

police strike (October 7) the

Front de Liberation Populaire,

a coalition of most of the sepa-

ratist organizations in Quebec,

tried to organize a march on

City Hall for October 10 to

demand the resignation of the

anything, in effect, that could

give someone the idea, or could

lead him to conclude that he

should engage in activities that

could disturb the peace.

All these hypothetical

"could's'* give the police a

great deal of power and they

have not been slow to use it.

With these new warrants the

police began a series of raids

and arrests involving the prin-

cipal organizers and organiza-

tions who were planning the

October 10 demonstration.

POLICE RAIDS

Virtually every committee,
group and organization which
opposes the Drapeau-Saulnier

administration received a visit

from the local police and the

QPP. This included tenants'

associations, citizen's commit-

tees, union groups, and soon.

During these raids the police

seized all the documents that

were in the offices. They raid-

ed the files and took printing

presses, using their new power
to the limit. They also made
several arrests.

While these raids were going

on the government began a

campaign of terrorism in the

mass media. They called the

demonstration illegal before it

happened. They threatened to

read the Riot Act once more if

REIGN OF TERROR

The systematic raids on the

offices of organizations contin-

ue. It seems obvious that the

goal of the police and the gov-

ernment is to stop all these

groups from functioning and

destroy any kind of political

opposition.

Quebec Justice Minister,

Remi Paul, a right-winger

known to have the support of

Gabriel Arcand, a self-de-

clared fascist, is in part re-

sponsible for the current re-

pression.

Under this "reign of terror"

imposed by the government,

every form of challenge, every

form of opposition acitivity

(contestation en francais) is

being labelled as seditious and

illegal. It's all being equated

with terrorism.

But people are still mobiliz-

ing.

Last Friday 40.000 people

marched on the Quebec Legis-

lature demanding the repeal of

Bill 63 and supporting unilin-

gualism.

This Friday an even larger

number of people is expected

to march on Montreal's City

Hall demanding the release of

all political prisoners. Remi
Paul's resignation, and the

repeal of Bill 63.
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LET'S TALK ABOUT SAVING YOU MONEY
ON YOUR DIAMOND RING

GETTING ENGAGED?
You don't need a masters degree in marketing to know

that the more hands a product passes through the more

It costs the final consumer. The reverse is also true.

We are "'Direct" Diamond Dealers. We import our own
goods and sell on a "Direct" basis. Because of this

we can and do sell well below the established market

structure.

If you're in the market for a diamond ring drop in and

compare for yourself. Ask for me personally.

(Ahernalely, we would be pleased fo send you our

free booklet "The Day You Buy a Diamond")

^IIIIIIIIIH llllllllllllll

Hugh Proctor & Co.
131 BLOOR W. 921-7702

STE. 416

Barkwell diagnoses James

* SAVE A LIFE *
GIVE BLOOD

WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY

SIGSAM LIBRARY

FRIDAY

SIG SAM LIBRARY

* U.C. JUNIOR COMMON ROOM *

By JANE HOLLINGWORTH

The SAC Executive meeting

scheduled for 6:30 p.m. last

night got under way before 7:

30.

After half an hour of '"corre-

spondence" (cards and letters)

. Executive Assistant Liz Wit-

lick spotted the Varsity report-

er (Art Moses can "spot them

a mile off").

SAC Vice-President Bob

Barkwell cautioned, "Bear in

mind this isn't very serious"

which may or may not have

had something to do with Gus

Abols' (SAC President) ab-

sence.

CUS leftovers, including a

Soviet exchange due to arrive

next Spring and planes already

chartered for next summer,
gave Mike Simon, External

Affairs Commissioner, and

Barkwell a chance to show off

their Russian vocabularies.

Before the meeting's main
attraction entered the bull-

ring, the group sanctioned a

support telegram to a St. Fran-

cis Xavier residence sit-in. The
wording "we support your anti-

U.C. FILM SOCIETY

"presents"

Every THURSDAY ol 8:00 p.m. in the MECHANICAL
BUILDING Rm. 102, the following films:

Nov. 6 "Rashomon" by Kurosawa

Nov. 13 "Black Orpheus"

Nov. 20 "Alphaville" by Godard

Nov. 27 "Made in U.S.A. by Godard

Dec. 4 "Hiroshima Mon Amour" by Rensnes

ADMISSION TO EACH FILM: $1.00

TICKETS NOW ON SA1E

IN THE tIT OFFICE IN THE J.C.ft.

imperialist movement" got

laughs.

A plea for money for the

Law Society Journal led to a

comparison (by Barkwell) to

the Meds Journal until Bob
James, Finance Commissioner

asked for a mandate to handle

the plea himself.

Lawrence Bedder, Ward 6

school board candidate and the

evening's feature attraction

finally took the floor — and the

meeting.

Barkwell. who had previous-

ly diagnosed Bob James' mous-

tache pullers' thumb syn-

$: Blood continues to flow on

£: campus (chiefly for the Red
Cross) as more and more stu-

dents overcome their hemo-
phobia. So far 2.171 pints have

been donated. 125 less than at

the same time last year.

There will be clinics in the

•v Sigmund Samuel Library for

the next three days, so help

reach the goal tat the moment
rather far in the distance) and

S BLEED!

-can%items—
councils support moratorium
Monday night the New College Student Council passed two

important motions.

The council recommended to the administration that

there be no exams during Passover.

The council also passed a motion supporting the Vietnam
moratorium and recommended the suspension of classes on

Nov. 14.

The executive of the U of T Engineering Society last night

voted to support in principle the Nov. 14 Vietnam Moratorium.
The motion was proposed by Mike Sefton (III ApSci),

treasurer of EngSoc.

A second motion calling on Dean of Applied Science
James Ham to cancel all classes on Moratorium Day was re-

jected.

n/c on the march again
A march will be held this Friday evening to demonstrate

support of the United Front demonstration in Quebec.
Each demonstration will raise the same three demands:
• free Gagnon and Vallieres, now imprisoned for three

years without conviction, and all political prisoners.

• removal of Remi Paul as Justice Minister
• repeal of Bill 63

The march is presently being planned and co-ordinated by
the New Left Caucus. For specific information about time and
place, call 920-5806.

drome, turned his attention to

Bedder's highly unlikely phi-

losophy of education.

Thirty-five minutes later,

his non-platform evident. Bed-

der slumped back in his chair
— a position already taken by
the rest of us.

SAC meeting, scheduled to-

night at Scarborough College
will discuss a Spadina Express-

way report calling for the clos-

ing of St. George from College

to Bloor. The report must be
important because the exec,

members took from 8:55 to 9

p.m. to discuss it.

Compromise- cont'd from page Mi
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dents, supported by nearly 100

of the college's 270 faculty,

boycotted classes from Oct. 27

to 29 to back up their demands
for increased student represen-

tation on the Senate and CAUT
arbitration in Santhanam's
case.

The compromise proposal
was hammered out by Malone
and a student delegation Mon-
day night, after 250 students
blocked the corridors of the

Loyola administration building

to demand the re-opening of

the case.

Santhanam was not consult-

ed in the negotiations: he will

not comment on the proposal

until he has consulted with

CAUT.
At yesterday's meeting,

Nouvet suggested students

adopt the proposal, then later

asked students to reject it:

announced his resignation, and
then retracted it to await the

results of Monday's referen-

dum.
Nouvet had been one of the

most militant supporters of

Santhanam, and led Loyola
students in the three-day boy-

cott.

At the meeting, he urged
students to support the admin-
istration's offer, saying "it is a

defeat for the students, but

nothing more can be done."

"We will not achieve a clear-

cut victory using peaceful tac-

tics," he said, "and will not

achieve our ends using violent

tactics either."

He said he would withhold

his resignation pending the

results of Monday's referen-

dum: If students voted to sup-

port the administration's offer,

nominations would be opened
for the president's post.



CUSO co-ordinator condemns
volunteer-sponsored revolution

By SUE STEINBURGH

Canadians cannot go into a
host country under the aus-

. pices of the Canadian Universi-
ty Services Overseas and en-
gage in subversive activities,
Richard Ingram, CUSO co-or-
dinator in the Latin American
division said last night in the
second lecture of the fall CUSO
series.

"Canadians do not assume
the risks of revolution, and
therefore we should not en-
courage others to do so. We
have no right to assume a revo-
lutionary role in another coun-
try and then return home to the
safe confines of Canada and
watch the violence on televi-

sion," he stated.

Mr. Ingram explained the

characteristic problems of the
third world in Marxist terms,
citing nine areas where im-
provement is vital, but he con-
demned apathy or CUSO-spon-
sored revolution as answers to

the critical situation.

The main problems, accord-
ing to Mr. Ingram, are wide-
spread subsistence farming, a
lack of markets, instability in

the credit structure, land ten-

ure, military domination of the

political structure, disease,

transportation and communi-
cations, and overpopulation.

The 80 Canadians presently
working in Latin America are

facing these problems, and
must aim for a consistent self-

commitment toward helping

the host country to help itself.

This is complicated by ev-

idence, according to Mr. In-
gram, that CUSO workers are
not committed to development
if it conflicts with their own
self-interest.

He claimed that the volun-
teers do not sustain their inter-

est in learning the new lan-
guage and culture of their
Spanish Latin American host
countries, and that they know
that their short (two-year)
contract allows them to leave
the responsibility of a failure
in the host country.

The term spent in the devel-
oping country, Mr. Ingram
felt, was comparable to an in-

ternship in a hospital with the

volunteers essentially there to

learn for themselves.
He further stated that to

some extent Canadians in a
foreign country feel an impuni-
ty under the laws of the coun-
try and can depend on the Ca-
nadian embassy or British con-
sulate to extricate them from
any difficulty.

But CUSO's role in the third
world is justified for the stimu-
lus to development that is pas-
sed on. Technological and edu-
cational advances are being
made, and a beginning has
been made in capital projects.

Dial-a Commie for your latest up to the minute informa-
tion on all radical activity and a cheery revolutionary slogan.
Supported by the Women's Liberation Movement and the New
Left Caucus, the number is 920-5806.

r
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SAC supports homosexuals
Oct. 29 marked the birth of the University of Toronto Homo-

phile Association when SAC recognized it as an official organiza-
tion. The association, based on that of Cornell University, was
designed to inform the U of T community of the aspects of male
and female homosexuality, and to combat prevalent myths with
accurate facts.

Jerry Moldenhauer, a graduate of Cornell, said that most
students at Cornell were, at first, turned off toward the associa-
tion because it didn't use the back door method of gradually infil-

trating the university's society as a group to inform students and
help homosexuals.

Charlie Hill (SGS), chairman of the U of T Homophile Asso-
ciation said, "It's important to keep up the momentum of the
organization. If interest dropped it would be a pity because an
association of this kind is certainly vital to a large community
such as the University of Toronto."

The association plans to work toward the acceptance of
homosexuality on social and personal levels and to set up an in-

formal counselling service. This will be done partly by maintain-
ing a table in the foyer of Sidney Smith Hall to distribute litera-
ture and answer questions. Discussion groups, open to all U of T
students, will be held every second week and prominent guest
speakers will be invited to give their views on homosexuality in

today's society.

Unipax organizes Biafra Moratorium
Unipax gives you a chance to will have people sitting-in at

get off your ass by inviting you his office because there are

to get back on it. people who oppose the slaugh-

On Nov. 27, Mitchell Sharp ter of Biafrans and who sup-

IN PERSON

ARLO GUTHRIE
Thurs. November 13Massey Hall

8:30 p.m.P
TIX: 3, $4, $5

On Sale: All SAM the RECORD MAN outlets

and MASSEY HALL box office.

ANNOUNCING

STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL

THIRD GENERAL MEETING

TO BE HELD AT SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE

7:30 P.M. TONIGHT

bus will be leaving at 6:45 p.m.

from Convocation Hall

ALL WELCOME!!!!!

port African unity.

These people are Unipax
people.

Unipax is organizing a na-

tional Biafra Moratorium for

Nov. 27. According to Larry
Jeffery, the Toronto co-ordi-

nator for the Moratorium, it

must come at this time.

"We have reason to believe

that Messrs. Sharp and Tru-
deau have changed their minds
on the Canadian position on
Biafra," he said.

Across Canada towns and
groups are arranging seminars
and services and are petition-

ing their mayors to commemo-
rate the death of murdered
Biafrans and to pressure the
government to reverse its

stand on the Nigerian civil

war.

McMaster University has
cancelled its classes for the

day of the Moratorium. The
city of Toronto will have a
mass rally at City Hall. So far,

classes have not been can-
celled at U of T.

If the campus claims igno-

rance of the issue it will not be
the fault of Unipax. For a week
prior to the Moratorium booths
will be set up across campus to

give out literature on what
could well be called the trage-

dy of the century.

BLunciinin
HOUSE 50

NOON HOUR DEBATE
Today — Debates Rooms— I p.m.

Topic

"THE REVOLUTION OF ONE GENERATION IS

PERPETRATED IN THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE NEXT"
Ladies Welcome

| EXPERIMENTAL MUSIC CONCERT
^ 21st Century Music with

MIKE CRADEN
New Dimensions Quartet

JOHN WYRE
Toronto Symphony

12-2 p.m. — East Common Room —Today

Ladies Welcome

CLASSICAL CONCERT
MUSIC ROOM - I p.m. — TODAY

with

LESLIE KIN TON
Piano Recital - Ladies Welcome

I

CAMERA CLUB
I Today

^ 1:10 p.m. Portrait Lighting Demonstration

by Mr. M. Mllna

|
8:00 p.m. Studio Night- Art Gallery

NOON HOUR FILMS

Thursday, November 6th

L East Common Room at 1: 10 p.m.

f (N.F.B. Experimental Group)

SYRINX. OPUS 3. OP HOP, MARCHING

(
THE COLOURS & FOUR LINE CONICS

r Ladies Welcome

,
The Music Committee of Hart House Invites applications for the

t positions of Record Room Curators. Application forms are avail-

' able from Warden's Office and will be accepted until 5 p.m. today.

(

These positions carry an honorarium and are forthe academicyear.

HART HOUSE SO PHOTO CONTEST
SlOO-Cash Prizes

Closing Date: TODAY

HART HOUSE ORCHESTRA

HART HOUSE GLEE CLUB
Present

A joint concert

to celebrate the

50th Anniversary of Hart House

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 9th

7:45 p.m. GREAT HALL
Tickets : Hall Porter

HART HOUSE FARM

FALL FAIR

Saturday, November 8th

SQUARE DANCING. HAY RIDE.

BEARD CONTEST &/CIDER PRESSING

Meal Tickets: S 1.25 -Hall Porter J
and Graduate Office +
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Help Re-elect

TONY
O DONOHUE

Alderman
Ward 4
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As a dynamic member of City Council,

Tony O'Dohohue seeks solutions to

Toronto's major problems — pollution,

housing, and redevelopment.

Tony is seeking re-election on December

1st.

He needs your help.

As a student at the University of Toronto,

you live in this city. Toronto's problems

are your problems.

Help solve them.

Support Tony. Assist him in Ward 4.

Tony needs all kinds of people.

He needs YOU.

If you can help, please phone or visit:

The O'Donohue Committee Rooms

214 Ossington Ave (at Dundas)

PHONE 533-2394

T

0

N

Y

0

N

0

H

j|
Tony would like to personally meet with

1
J

you. Join him at an informal coffee party

I" in the Rhodes Room, Trinity College, T
L TONIGHT 7:30 P.M. L

SoccerBlues end dismal season

clobbering hapless Waterloo Warriors

By LYNDON LITTLE

In the cold rain at Waterloo

yesterday afternoon the Soccer

Blues closed out their 1969-70

season with a 5-1 victory over

the Warriors.

For the first time in six

years Varsity will not be the

OQAA soccer champions. The

honour of representing the

Western Division will go to ei-

ther McMaster or Western.3

The Blues lost only one game
this season (3-1 to Mac) but it

was three ties in games they

should have won that made the

difference.

It is unlikely that Toronto

will ever dominate OQAA soc-

cer the way it has in the past.

All the teams in the Western
circuit have improved rapidly.

The fan who enjoys good soc-

cer will be the one who will

benefit from the better compe-
tition.

Yesterday was a game
where the Blues could take out

all the frustrations of not being

in the championship as they

dominated a disorganized

Waterloo team from start to

finish.

Forward John Gero closed

out his Varsity career in fine

form with a four goal effort.

All his goals came in the first

half with three of them coming
within a span of 4 minutes —

which must be some kind of a

record!

Jim Astaphan scored Toron-

to's fifth goal while Ed Murphy
notched the lone Waterloo
score late in the game.
Veteran fullback Jim Kal-

man, also playing his last

game, moved to the forward
line for this match and played

aggressive soccer missing two
great chances in the first half.

Coach Bob Nicol took mercy on
the Warriors and switched him
back to the defense for the sec-

ond half.

The soccer team will vote

tomorrow on the Charles Oster

Trophy, emblematic of the

team's most valuable player.

HERE AND NOW
ALL DAY

All those interested in supporting Is-

rael's struggle for survival, call Students Tor

Israel Movement, 923-7837
Tickets are being sold in Galbraith 147

lot the EIC Annual Engineers Ball at the

Science Centre. Don Mills. Make it there

on Sat. Nov 8 at 9 p.m.. dress is optional.

Tickets are S5 per couple, with two free

drinks supplied

NOON
Last two days of ticket sales for "The

Growth Of Metropolitan Toronto'* sympos-
ium. Sid Smith main foyer, until 2 p.m.

1p.m.
Yavneh is having Ronald Klompus give a

talk about the biography of Chofetz Chaim-
izll. Sid Smith. Rm. 2129.

If you would like to know what is availa-

ble for someone with a general arts degree,

come to the Career Information Lecture in

Rm 1035 of the Wallberg Bldg.. and Miss
ft D. Gaymer will tell you the answer.

Meeting of all those interested in finding

out about the latest of the world's great re-

ligions The. Baha'l Faith. In the South Sit-

ting Room of Hart House.

EIC presents two flics: "Devil Beneath

the Sea" and "1999 A O — World of

Tomorrow" These two Science Fiction

thrillers are in MC-102
U of T Liberal Club. Special guest Jack

Heath will describe party organization and
structure. Sid Smith Rm. 1087.

Regular groovy meeting of Strand staff

— to plan the next issue — special added

[ALL STUDENTS WHO ARE INTERESTED <

OR ARE IN COURSES WHICH ARE

* INTERDISCIPLINARY

* EXPERIMENTAL
* AUTONOMOUS
* DEMOCRATIC

* UNSTRUCTURED
SID SMITH RM. 1085
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 6th, 1969 1 P.M.

To discuss setting up an Interdisciplinary
Studies course union.
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Open meeting to plan program and pub-

licity of Nov. 14 Vietnam Moratorium, Sid

Smith Rm. 1088
Portrait Lighting with guest speaker.

Hart House Camera Club.

Daniel Drache — What's Wrong With
The CUG Report? Sid Smith Rm. 2102.

4:10 p.m.
"Astronomical Measurements At Very

Short Wavelengths". Dr 8 G Wilson.

Univ. of Calgary McLennan Physical Lab..

Rm 202, coffee at 3:40 in Rm. 1404

6:16 p.m.

"The Illustrated Man" with Rod Steiger

— Admission 75e at door Sid Smith, Rm.
21 IB. Repeated at B 1 5 p.m.

Life drawing, model and equipment
supplied. 50c ISC. 33 St. George.

7:30 p.m.
Fourth general SAC meeting. Busses

leave from Convocation Hall at 6:30, for

Scarborough College.

7:46 p.m.
Studio night with models. Hart House

W. C. Fields in "Million Dollar Legs". $1
New College (Classic & Huron St.).

THURSDAY
9a.m.

Auditions for Samuel Beckett's "Em-

The Americanization

of the University . .

.

DAN DRACHE
(CUG Research Associate)

WHAT'S WRONG WITH THE

CUG REPORT

Today I p.m.

Rm. 2102, Sidney Smith

THE CANADIAN LIBERATION
MOVEMENT

bers ". Rm. 121. Welmore Hall, New Col-

lege.

1 p.m.
Meeting in support of PSA strike at

Simon Fraser. sponsored by course unions.

Convocation Hall.

To discuss setting up an interdisciplinary

studies course union and representation in

the faculty council. Sid Smith Rm 1085.

6 pm.
Meeting of Hellenic University Society.

ISC.

F U of T communal Meeting. Bickersteth

Room. Hart House.
"Interactions" A public affairs program

on Radio Varsity, dealing with any and ev-

ery issue. Guests this week: Reid Scott —
Metro NDP. Jack Grant — Caneirrelief.

Vivian Rakoff — Clarke Institute Psychia-

trist.

5:16 p.m.
Join the Varsity Christian Fellowship for

supper in the cafeteria, followed by a dis-

cussion on "The student and Social Ac-
tion", in Rm. 2 1 73. New Medical Building.

7 p.m.

Students for Israel Movement-Educa-
tional workshop session, re: crisis in Isreel.

166 St. George St.

"Stereo" — A film by David Cron enberg
Toronto premiere Admission — SI. Scar-

borough College. Rm H2 1 6.

7:15 p.m.
Panel discussion on Metro election

Speakers. Mayor Bill Dennison, Controller

Margaret Campbell, Prof. Steven Ciarkson.

Wetmore Hall. New College.

7:30 p.m
Wine-making demonstration with dis-

cussion and equipment. Mr Buzz Arthurs.

GSU. 16 Bancroft Ave.

Bp.m.
The UC film society presents: "Rasho-

mon" by Kurosawa, $1 Tickets at JCR. and
at the door Mechanical Bldg.

X HANDICRAFTS

Reasonably priced:

• IMPORTED TOYS

• THEATRE POSTERS

• ESIKMO ART

• "IN" JEWELRY &
ACCESSORIES

585 M ARK II AM STREET

(Village)



By PETUUA POTTS

Officials at the annual inter-

fac swimming and diving meet
last night at the Benson Build-

ing have this problem the

meet went off smoothly al-

right, but they can't decide

who won.

Liz Daniel (III PHE) and

Marnie Churchill (Scar) came
so close in the synchronized

events that the normal scoring

system was unable to deter-

mine a clear-cut winner. But

ties are supposed to be impos-

sible!

In the synchronized strokes,

C Marnie took first place with

42.5 points but Liz won the fig-

ures with 38.5 to Mamie's 37.0.

And then the confusion began.

One thing is certain, Denise

Taylor (III PHE) definitely

came third in the figures with

34.5 points and as expected

PhysEd easily won the team

laurels.

Apart from the tense race

between Misses Daniel and

Churchill, the figures competi-

tion produced by far the best

swimming of the evening.

Talented gals from Trinity,

SMC, Scarborough, UC, Vic,

PHE and Nursing showed their

stuff in the three manoeuvers
chosen for the judging — back
tuck somersault, dolphin and

porpoise.

Nursing dropped out of the

stroke competition, but repre-

sentatives of the other six col-

leges (well, five actually plus

the ever-present PhysEdders)

displayed excellent form in the

side stroke, front crawl and

scull.

In the overall results, Anu
Pettai (II PHE) and Mary
Jean Nicholson (SMC) threat-

ened to break the Daniel-

Churchill monopoly on first

place.

PhysEd completed a win-

ning evening in the diving

events as Linda Brain (III

PHE) took the honors with 66

points and a comfortable lead

over Mary Jean Nicholson

(53.5).

Jan Monteith of Innis came
third with 50 and Nancy Under-

bill (II PHE) was fourth with

44.6.

Vni-Sex Fencing

in Hart House???

Wednesday night saw the meeting of the Women's and Men's

Fencing Teams for the first time this year in the Fencing Gym of

Hart House. \

Imre Hennyey of the Olympic Team instructed among the

fourteen men and seven women who worked out to the tempo of

sweat and the heat of the electric foil. ....
This active and demanding practice was enjoyed by both

sides and the Women's Fencing Team see it as a definite aid to

victory in their first tournament coming up in January.
— lesiie jonnston

S.A.C NEEDS

UNDERGRADUATE REPRESENTATIVES FOR

COMMITTEE TO IMPLEMENT CAMPBELL REPORT

(3 TO BE APPOINTED)

SEND APPLICATIONS TO: SAC JUDICIAL COMMITTEE

SAC OFFICE

DEADLINE FRI. NOV. 7-5 P.M.

photo by don andrew

During the intervals be-

tween events, Canadian Olym-
pic diver Beverley Boys dem-
onstrated her specialty from
the one meter board.

Thanks are due swimming
curator Mabel-Anne Brown
and announcer Dave Moore for

a most capably-run meet.
The speed swimming stuff

goes tonight at 5 in the Benson
Building pool.

COMMERCE
Final Year Students

Today, Ihe Chartered Accountant plays one of the

most exciting rotes in business management. He tackles

complex and fascinoting problems. For the

prolessionally-trained man Ihe scope is limitless.

Discuss career opportunities with Clarltson, Gordon
representatives, on campus

Nov. 10, u & 14

Appointments should be mode through ihe Student

Placement Office. If this time is not convenient,

please contact us directly: 368-2751

Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

HoliFox • Sain! John . Quebec > Montreal • Ollowo Toronto

Homillon Kilchener - London Windior • Thunder Boy Winnipeg

Regino • Colgary . Edmonton Vancouver Victoria

CENTRE FOR THE STUDY OF DRAMA

presents

NEXT TIME I'LL SING TO YOU

by JAMES SAUNDERS

STUDIO THEATRE
4 Glenmorris

Admission Free

Two groovy little restaurants

at Bloor and Vbnge, and Bloor and Bay

3 new locations opening soon
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Last August Ontario Hydro, which had already spent $40

million to improve air quality around its coal-fired plants,

proposed construction of a 700-foot stack at its Hearn

power station on the Toronto waterfront at a cost of $9

million. Hydro had posed a question to an internationally-

known firm of engineering consultants'. How could gas

emissions of the Hearn station be reduced? The study,

which examined many alternatives, recommended a high

stack as the best solution available.

The stack was not offered as a 100 per cent answer. "We
do not pretend it is a perfect solution— or a solution for

all time," Hydro Chairman George Cathercole told a

committee of Toronto City Council when explaining the

plan on September 22.

After criticism by individuals and anti-pollution groups,

a meeting was held October 22 in the offices of the

Minister of Energy and Resources Management, the

Hon. George Kerr, with Government and Hydro officials,

a representative of Pollution Probe, and members of

other interested groups including GASP present.

Here are some of the vital FACTS of which Pollution

Probe and others were apparently unaware:

• The stack will cut ground level concentrations of

sulphur dioxide attributed to the Hearn station by

more than 90 per cent (from 1.7 parts per million

to .07). Greater dispersal is at present the only

effective and practical solution.

• The stack should be built even if technological

progress allows newer controls to be added later.

• Sulphur removal processes for large power plants

are still in the experimental stage.

Following this week's meeting, the Pollution Probe

representative, according to the Globe and Mail:

"conceded that Hydro had made a case for the high

stack..." Most critics concurred.

Even after the stack is built, the practice of burning very

low-sulphur content coal during adverse weather condi-

tions will be maintained. Hydro's meteorological staff

forecasts pollution conditions 24 hours in advance.

But Hydro is continuing to work toward better solutions.

Its own research staff leads all Canadian utilities in

investigating causes, controls, and effects of emissions

from coal-fired power stations. It is also cooperating
with 20 American utilities in the search for an effective

and practical sulphur removal process.

Engineering and technical specialists are convinced the

high stack is a positive step towards better air.
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As Blues prep for McGill

Howie and Ed
By JIM COWAN

Quick now — who's the most
important person on a football

team?
The coach? Quarterback? De-

fensive lineman? Well, maybe.
But, chances are the players will

tell you the most important per-

son on the team is — the train-

er.

And if that's true, then the Var-

sity Blues are especially lucky.

For they have two of the best in

Howie Ringham and Fast Ed
Armstrong.

Howie joined the Varsity sports

organization in 1932 and, ex-

£ cept for six years during World

War II, has been tending Blues

football and hockey teams since

then.

Last week he sat in the small

trainers' room under Varsity

Stadium and, while one of the

team doctors, Al Gross, injected

medication into a sore elbow,
talked about the changes he's

seen.

"The biggest difference in the
last 20 years is the equipment,"
Howie was saying. "And the
tape. Twenty years ago we
wouldn't use three rolls of tape
in a season. Now we use three

cases of it a week."

When a Blues player takes the

field for a game this year, says

Howie, he's wearing close to

$200 worth of equipment.

Two major changes were made
in the equipment this year. A

new type of helmet was intro-

duced for some of the players,

featuring a suspension webbing
instead of the older-style pad-

ded lining. But Ed Armstrong

says the new helmets are find-

ing only limited acceptance

among the players.

"When they get hit on the hel-

met it's like an echo chamber
inside," he explained. About
half the Blues are using the sus-

pension gear.

The team has also adopted a

- key to a winning team

ED ARMSTRONG
Equipment checks start at eight a.m.

GymBlueshave veteransquad

When only one member from
a high ranking intercollegiate

team is lost at graduation,

there is considerable room for

optimism. And this is exactly

the picture Gymnastics Team
coach Julio Roncon surveys

with pleasure each Tuesday
r and Friday these days in the

Upper Gym at Hart House.

Al Forest, who turned in an

excellent all-round perform-
ance in his rookie season, ap-

pears to have improved greatly

over the summer. Free exer-

cise gold-medallist of 1967-68,

Carl Sloane is back after sit-

ting out a year.

Also returning are John Kor-

tright, Phil Michaelis, Arthur

Stein and Brian McVey. Add to

these several promising new-
comers, and the competition

for spots in the OQAA champi-

onships should be the fiercest

in years.

In contrast to previous sea-

sons, there will be ample op-

portunity for such competition.

Coach Roncon has arranged a

bigger schedule of exhibition

meets than ever before to help

prepare the team.

Any male student interested

in gymnastics is invited to par-

ticipate in the workouts. They

run from 5:30 to 7:30 Tuesdays

and Fridays.

new kind of cleat, designed to

cut down on ankle and knee
injuries. Instead of the normal
two spikes, the heel piece is a
solid disc which will pull loose

from the turf if the player is hit

from the side

It's been prescribed for all play-

ers who have ever had any
trouble with knee injuries, and
Blues this year have been re-

markably free of this kind of

trouble.

Other minor equipment modifi-

cations included a new rein-

forced chin strap and a rede-

signed combination elbow and
forearm blocking pad.

Blues players generally can pick

their own equipment; "They're

the ones who have to wear it,"

says Fast Ed. Eric Walter, Blues

classy flanker, has tried on ev-

ery pair of shoulder pads in the

locker room, and still hasn't

found a pair he likes.

The trainers, of course, have
overall responsibility for the

equipment, including seeing

that it gets to the out-of-town

stadiums by game time. For the

McGill trip, the armor will be

sent down on a Friday morning
train so if anything goes astray

there will be time to replace the

equipment before Saturday af-

ternoon.

It should be added that the

team has never arrived in an-

other city without its gear.

The trainers arrive at the stad-

HOWIE RINGHAM
Varsity tape-man deluxe since 1 932

about 8 a.m. on game day, the trainers? Dan McDougall
and the morning is spent taping

ankles and preparing the rest of

the equipment. After the team
lunch the taping is finished and
the trainers start gathering the

things needed for the game;
first aid material, a special drink

mix for quenching thirst, or-

anges, towels and so on.

In addition, an agreement
among the leagues trainers

requires that the home team
supply the visitors with towels,

oranges and water. Explains Ed,

"It sure helps when you don't

have to pack all that stuff down
and back."

How do the players feel about

Varsity grad of from 1949, said

at Homecoming, "Howie makes
me feel more at hom/here than
anything else."

And Art Bell, who played with
McDougall on the Varsity hock-

ey squads in the late 'forties,

added, "He's had a terrific in-

fluence on a lot of guys. He's

much more than just a trainer."

Both trainers will have a busy
time of it this weekend, with
the football game in the after-

noon and the hockey game
against Loyola Saturday night.

And then there's always the

Atlantic Bowl the following

weekend.

Two important (and costly) equipment innovations used this season

left, special cleats with a round nylon disc as the heel; the disc gives

and has proven to reduce knee and ankle injuries by 75 per cent. At

pension helmet especially designed to prevent concussions;

y the Blues. At

way on impact

right, new sus-

CUT YOUR CLEANING COSTS

by 2/3

*t the

Church & Wellesley Self Serve

Dry Cleaner

OPEN EVERY DAY
Attendant on Duty

568 Church St.

924-6010

PROJECT 999



Mcdonald, currie & co.

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Our reor.s«sr,t»tlves will be Blessed to discuss your olans

(or • career In Chartered Accountancy during their annual

recruiting visit at the University of Toronto on:

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1969

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1969

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1969

i
Engineering students will also be Interviewed on:

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1969

A phantasmagoria of SIFL stats

There will be openings in the various offices of our Firm

in the Province of Ontario and throughout the other Can-

adian provinces for 1970 graduates In Commerce. Science,

Arts, Engineering and Law.

Please contact the Student Placement Office of the Uni-

versity of Toronto to arrange a convenient time for a per-

sonal Interview on camous or to obtain a copy of our re-

cruiting brochure.

II the dates of our visit Jo not suit your time scnecu/e,

i you ore iniiteJ to coll Mr. John B. Cole, in our Toronto

!
office, ol 366-255l.

McGill

Toronto
Queens
Western
Waterloo

McMaster

LEADING SCORERS

Dave Fleiszer McGill

Eric Walter Toronto

Jeff Hilton Western

Walt Sehr Toronto

Sal Lovecchio McGill

Bill Stankovic Toronto

WON LOST FOR AGAINST POINTS
5 1 173 50 10

4 2 155 109 8

4 2 94 86 8

3 3 139 110 6

2 4 83 137 4

0 6 53 205 0

TD FG CON SING. POINTS

10
6
6
5

18
14

60
36
36
30
29
26

INTERESTED IN ?
- Working in Toronto next summer

- Rowing for Argos

(Winner of 6 Canadian and 3

United States Championships

in 1969

Send your none t address to:

ARGONAUT CREW
1225 Lake Shore Blvd. W., Toronto 3

LEADING RUSHERS CARRIES YARDS TD'S FBLS LONGEST

Dave Fleiszer McGill 103 679 10 2 46

Keith Eaman Queens 88 467 3 0 50

Jeff Hilton Western 96 459 6 1 44

Walt Sehr Toronto 71 416 3 3 75

Ken Aiken McGill 90 336 3 0 25

Ron Clark Queens 56 333 2 0 90

Bill Stankovic Toronto 68 333 0 0 16

LEADING PASSERS ATTEMPTS COMP YARDS TD'S INT. LONGEST

Vic Alboini Toronto 136 75 1254 9 6 85

Dave Groves Waterloo 1 63 82 894 7 15 56
77

Steve Stefanko Western 92 48 497 7 7

Bill McNeill Queens 74 37 469 5 4 55

Al Tanner McMaster 44 22 312 1 6 82

George Wall McGill 54 21 228 2 5 26

»1

mu in iiiiiiiiiiiiliiliiiiillllliniiilll I Illlllllilllll Hill muif
" HART HOUSE |

| NOV 10

UNDERWATER CLUB

PRESENTS

PHILIPPE

COUSTEAU
HART HOUSE

LEADING RECEIVERS COMP. YARDS TD'S LONGEST
Eric Walter Toronto 26 557 6 85
Don Manahan Waterloo 22 203 1 33
Walt Sehr Toronto 19 233 2 51

Wayne Fox Waterloo 18 227 1 33
Rick Wiedenhoeft Waterloo 16 242 3 41

Cor Doret Toronto 15 144 2 31
Bob Baytor McMaster 14 248 1 82
Pete Bender McGill 13 236 2 62
John Chapman Toronto 10 219 2 51

PUNT RETURNS NUMBER YARDS AVE. LONGEST
Chris Rumball McGill 20 348 17.4 104
Jim Turnbull Queens 18 285 15.8 56

Jay Graydon McMaster 21 296 14.9 61

Gord McLellan Waterloo 19 280 14.7 45
Keith Eaman Queens 24 325 13.5 33

Cor Doret Toronto 15 156 10.4 33
Pete Bender McGill 28 279 9 9 44

KICKOFF RETURNS NUMBER YARDS AVE.

0)

8-00 PM E

| TICKETS 5 3.00 AVAILABLE AT THE FOLLOWING |

ISAC GRAD. OFFICES ENG STORES 928-2446 I
3hiiii»iiiiii«iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiitiiiiriiiiiiiiii»iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiirR

What's happening

at SFU?

What's it to you?

Come to

Convocation Hall

Thurs.Nov.6 1:00 p. m ,

and Find Out

Speakers:

Mordecai Briemberg

Steve Langdon

KICKOFFS

Alec Lockington McMaste
Paul Kmii Waterloo
Chris Rumball McGill

Ottavio Colisimo Western

Bill Stankovic Toronto
Jim Turnbull Queens

KICKOFFS YARDS AVE. LONGEST Pete Bender McGill

Chris Rumball McGill

Walt Sehr Toronto
Gord McLellan Waterloo

Al Lockhart Western
Rick Wiedenhoeft Waterloo

Jay Graydon McMaster
Cor Doret Toronto

646
950
1284
1037

53.8

50.0

47.5

47.1

37.0

27.6
27.0
22.0

20.6

TEAM RUSHING CARRIES YARDS LOSS NET LONG 1ST DOWN TD'»

McGill 270 1466 102 1364 102 55 16

Toronto 221 1062 117 945 75 66 7

Western 235 963 143 820 44 59 9

Queens 236 1356 173 1182 90 50 6

McMaster 208 733 183 550 32 30 2

Waterloo 200 638 94 544 40 33 2

TEAM PASSING ATT COMP YDS LOSS NET LONG 1ST DNS TD'S INT. AGST.

Toronto 154 86 1411 14 1397 85 60 13 6
Waterloo 178 85 952 7 945 56 54 7 19
Western 127 61 759 97 662 77 22 8" 8
McMaster 107 47 649 1 648 82 26 2 19
McGill 88 38 484 0 484 59 20 4 5
Queens 81 38 497 17 480 55 ^-22 5 6

Sponsored by your friendly neighbou
course u

rhood t

unions
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WHY NOT?
BUY FROM THE

CHAR-BURG
PIZZERIA

CHEAPER - BETTER
FREE DELIVERY

536-0475

WOULD YOU LIKE TO LEARN TO SAIL? IN-

STRUCTION FOR BEGINNERS AND NON-SAILORS

SAILING

INSTRUCTION

WILL BE GIVEN BY THE U.T.S.C.

NO ENROLLMENT FEE! NO
TEXTS! LECTURES BY VICE-

COMMODORE RON FACTOR.
FIRST MEETING FRIDAY, 7 NOV,

,

IN BECKERSTETH ROOM OF HART
HOUSE AT I P.M. CO-EDUCAT-
IONAL



VolleyBlues off to good start

: The U of T volleyball team has been practicing for sever-

: al weeks now and all indications point to a profitable sea-

; son.

The lack of hordes of returnees is more than adequately

overcome by an excellent crop of rookies. Two players from
:• last year, Myron Krywonis and Glen MacDonald, and two

:J
from the previous year, Dave Rogers and John Patterson,

:| make up the veteran contingent.
'$

r Among the rookies, Luby Wojtiw, George Ajax and Peter
*: Szlapak have played Senior B ball for Plast. Alex Kovaloff,

:J
McMaster's captain last year, adds intercollegiate experi-

ence to the lineup. ^
.•: Other promising newcomers include setter Garry Lee,

J:
and spikers Herb Otto, Colin Baker and Rein Saar, all of

;•: whom played in high school.
•:• In exhibition matches so far Blues have defeated Toronto

Central Y's Senior A team 6 games to 2, and downed the

•ji
University Settlement team 4 games to 2. They play York jc-:

;:• University in an exhibition match today in the Hart House

& lower gym at 7 p.m.

& Eight members of the team travelled to McMaster last

Sunday for the Senior B elimination tournament. The 20

teams present were split into four divisions with the divi-

:*: sional winners becoming eligible for the Ontario Senior B
:•; league.

•j: Under the influence of their hustling captain, Blues tied

:S for first place on "matches won" in their division with To- |K

ronto Odum and London. But Blues walked off with the divi-

sional title on the basis of the point differential, having g:

:& beaten Odum 15-5 and lost 11-15. Against London they won

8 15-11 and lost 13-15. Other Blues victories were over Hamil-

ton Slovaks (15-9, 15-9) and Sudbury Voyageurs, (15-7, 15-2).

•ji; Next Saturday Blues open their intercollegiate season

against the University of Western Ontario, last year's east-

ern Canadian Intercollegiate champs, in London.

Women's hockey team starts workouts

Sixteen perspiring hopefuls were on hand Tuesday morning

as the women's intercollegiate hockey team began workouts for

the '69-70 season.

Most players are in excellent condition for this early in the

campaign, but as available ice time is very limited, strenuous

practices will be the order of the day.

At present, qualified players in the interfaculty league may

practice with the intercollegiate team until the final declaration

of eligibility is made in late January. W.A.A. officials also indi-

cate that girls may play in the intercollegiate exhibition games

without forfeiting their interfac status.

Most pressing needs for the hockeyfemmes are experienced

goalies (even of the field hockey variety) and a manager.

Any girls interested in playing (especially goal) or managing

can obtain further information at the WAB or from Carol Cooper

in The Varsity advertising office, 91 St. George, phone 923-8171

Next practice is 8 am Tuesday; be at Varsity Arena by 7:45.

McGILL with the

BLUES
FOR A GOOD OLD-FASHIONED

"nricgil I weekend"
buses: leave convocation hall

FRIDAY NOV. 7 S'.30 PHI

LEAVEMOUNT ROYAL HOTEL MONTREAL
SUNDAY NOV. 9 2.30PM

washroom equipped

air conditioned
reversible chairs

card tables

FOOTBALL &*ME TORONTOVR&' McGILL

SATURDAY NOV. 8 AT 2.00PM

"you moot the nicest people on the mcglll

weekend"

Rowers place 2nd in OQAA regatta

photo by Al Hegenr

Varsity's victorious lightweight crew — Brian McFarlane (bow). John Clark. Craig Appleyard. Jim Dob-

bin, TerjeSkrien, Bill Allison. Paul Raney, Garry Graham (stroke) and Pat Goodwin (cox).

By PAUL RANEY
Rowing Captain

Although rain and high winds made condi-

tions miserable, the rowing Blues wound up

their season on Saturday with a fine showing in

St. Catherines as Toronto came second in total

points for the Ontario Quebec Athletic Assn.

trophy, behind a strong contingent from West-

ern.

The Varsity Lightweights retained posses-

sion of the Silver Challenge Trophy for another

year by easily defeating crews from Western

and McMaster. The whole crew suffered from

starvation for a week to get down to the re-

quired 155 lb. weight limit, but this didn't affect

their ability to walk all over the opposition.

Rowing down the 2000 metre course at a

steady thirty-two strokes per minute, Toronto

outdistanced London, its closest rival, by three

lengths.

In the featured Sr. Varsity event, Toronto

came within inches of defeating a much bigger

crew from Western. After an exhausting 1800

metres of racing, and less than a quarter-length

separating the two, Toronto sprinted and began

to close the gap.

Right at this critical moment, one of the U of

T oarsmen decided that he would rather swim

across the finish line than row. With just twen-

ty strokes left in the race, he caught a bad crab

(failed to clear the water with his oar on the

recovery stroke) and was thrown right out of

the boat.

Western moved out in front again, and went

over the finish line first. Toronto, now with only

seven men, limped across in second place, still

ahead of Brock (by three lengths, and Mc-
Master (on the horizon! ! ).

Equipment difficulties began to plague the

Freshman crew even before they began their

race. When they were carrying their boat down

to the dock, they accidently punched a small

hole in its hull when they bumped a fence.

This was temporarily patched up and the

Freshmen rowed up and started their race.

Only 500 metres from the finish line, they had

control of third place and were threatening to

move up into second when one of the crew

broke his slide. Consequently, they finished the

race a lot farther back than they would have if

they had had better luck with their equipment.

Our Jr. Varsity oarsmen rowed a great race

but they were held to a third place finish by two

excellent crews from Western.

We went through the 1969 rowing season with

only twenty-eight oarsmen, although twice that

number would have been preferable, I think

everybody did his best this year, and 1 hope that

next fall U of T will be able to come up with a

lot more men of as high a calibre.

STUDENT HOCKEY TICKETS

The best buy on the campus - 11 home games $3.00

(27.3c: per game)

VARSITY ARENA - 1969-70 SCHEDULE

Nov. 14 Laurenti an Jan

.

\6 Guelph

Nov. 13 York Jan

.

21 Windsor

Nov. 28 Western Jan

.

30 Loyola

Feb. Waterloo

Dec. 3 Guelph Feb. 6 Western

Dec. 12 McMaster Feb. 13 Windsor

Tickets will be sold at VARSITY STADIUM. Devonshire Place

TODAY - ALLOTMENT SALE AT GATES 3. 5 & 8 FROM 10:00 A.M -6:00 P.M.

Tickets have been allotted to all colleges and faculties according to registration.

One guest book may be purchased per A. T. L. card and not.more than three cards may

be presented by one student. Students must ascertain at which of the three wickets the

tickets for their own faculty are being sold. Signs are posted at each wicket.

TOMORROW (Thursday) -GATE 8, 10.00 A.M.

Any tickets left over from the allotment sale will be sold on a first come first served

basis.
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Waterpolo squad beats Queens
The Varsity Waterpolo

squad avenged the football loss

by defeating Queens 11-4 at

Hart House on Saturday.

The Blues broke into the lead

with two quick goals in the

first minute of the game and

never looked back. They built

up a 5-1 half time lead using

strong swimming and good

backchecking.

Coach Kirk Thompson was
happier with the team per-

formance; "the team is start-

ing to jell and play like a team
both offensively and defensive-

ly but still has to concentrate

on better ball control". The

Blues play patterns were still

breaking down and somewhat
erratic. It could have spelled

trouble against a stronger

squad.

The Blues tried a zone def-

ence in the third quarter but it

wasn't too successful as

Queens broke through it for 2

goals. Toronto quickly slipped

back into a man on man cover-

age and shut off the Queens
attack.

The Blues better endurance

and condition was evident here

as the players were consistent-

ly able to break away from

their checks and move in on

net.

Chartered Accountancy
The Look

of Leadership!
The qualities of leadership show up in men
who have chosen Chartered Accountancy as

their profession, since those who are resource-

ful, have a keen analytical sense, enjoy meet-

ing and working with people and can stand

strong on their convictions, are the business

leaders of to-day. As a Chartered Accountant

you may apply your talents in a public ac-

counting practice, in industry, education, or

government. Each avenue provides rich re-

Clarkson, Gordon & Co.

Offices across Canada

Deloitte, Plender, Haskins & Sells

Offices throughout Canada and associated

firms throughout the world

Gray, Butcher Frost & Company
Member Mann Judd International Group

McDonald, Currie & Co.

Offices in Toronto and other principal cities

throughout Canada

Price Waterhouse & Co.

All Canadian offices

Snyder, Craig & Co.

330 Bay Street, Toronto 105, Ontario

Telephone 366-9444

Thorne. Gunn, Helliwell & Christenson
Recruiting students for our offices, in

all major Canadian cities

wards for the diligent, for the Chartered

Accountant is a key-man in to-day's business

and financial world.

Among the many firms of Chartered Accoun-

tants who employ CA students are those

participating in this advertisement. These firms

and others are interviewing on your campus.

The names of most local CA firms are listed

in your yellow pages under the heading.

Accountants— Public.

Cossar. Hector, Payne & Co.

Toronto and Newmarket

Ernst & Ernst

Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton, London, Winnipeg,

Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver

Laventhol Krekstein Horwath & Horwath
Located in Toronto and Montreal

Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.

Openings in 20 offices from coast to coast

in Canada

Riddel), Stead & Co., Chartered Accountants,

1 5 offices in Canada

Starkman, Kraft, Rothman, Berger & Grill

Suite 601 -31 01 Bathurst Street, Toronto 1 9,

Telephone 782-1155

G. H. Ward & Partners

Twenty offices in Ontario

Winspear, Higgins, Stevenson & Doane
Placements available in 1970 at over 40 offices

.

across Canada. 36 Toronto Street, Toronto

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Nov. 10 - Dec. 5

Check with placement office for specific

requirements of each firm.
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Whether you have decided on your future or not, this

is an excellent opportunity to find out more about
Chartered Accountancy as a career. Visit the on-
campus recruiters, a local firm of CA's, ask your
placement officer, or write directly to:

The Institute of
Chartered Accountants of Ontario,

69 Bloor Street East, Toronto, Ont.

Alex LeRoy played a strong

game for Toronto and was
their top scorer with 4 goals:

Lyle Maroski scored 2 goals.

Other Blue scorers were Terjy

Bryant, Hunter Milbourne,

Mike Guinness, Peter Petzold

and Derek Duvall. Tap Aavas-

almi played a strong game in

the Varsity nets. He was cut-

ting down the angles very well

and made some fine stops.

Last Sunday the Blues split 2

games in Hamilton. They de-

feated a Hamilton team in a 3-2

squeaker and lost to McMaster
9-7. Although the Blues com-

plete team was not there they

will have to work harder if

they hope to knock off Mac in

the upcoming game Nov. 19 in

Waterloo.

The Blues next 5 games are

away and the next home game
will be Fri. Nov. 28, 7.00 p.m.

at Hart House when they host

McGill.

Interfac hockey

starts today

By UNCLE CHARLIE

The 5,278th annual season of

interfaculty hockey begins this

afternoon at 12:30 with an exhi-

bition of skill, strength, sci-

ence, and shinny tween Trinity

A and Vic I (boo, hiss!).

The interfac computer tells

us there will be 26 teams in the

interfaculty league plus anoth-

er 56 (give or take a dozen) in

the Intermediate League. Then
there's III Civil B, but that's

another story.

In other games today,

there's a double double-header

beginning at seven chimes, viz.

. . Architecture and Innis I,

defending champs Dents A vrs

Erindale, dirty old St. Mikes A
vs Law I, and the grand finale,

Devonshire House and Forest-

ry A. .
.

There's also a dead guppy in

the freezing system, but that's

another story.

NOBODYKNOWS
EVERY
THING
But you'll know
much more if and

when you "plug in-

to" the library

orientation program.

Tapes and slides

giving a general

introduction, card

catalogue advice

and a few clues

about the stacks

are available for

viewing at both

main entrances to

the University of

Toronto

LIBRARY

*9



Blues must win individual battles

photo by spencer higgins

Here's why punt returners turn old and grey so quickly. McGill's Ed Cleland (25) is battered by three
Blues, Jim Bennelt (41), Bob Bloxham (54) and Cor Doret (34) while Peter Raham (22) moves in to
add his shot for good measure. Redman flanker Pete Bender (24) can only watch and pray.

By PAUL CARSON

Football, says the rule book,

is a team game and games are

usually won or lost depending
on how well the players inter-

act as a team.

Football is also an individual

game, as two opposing players

match their particular abilities

in a series of head-on battles.

In fact, each play is nothing

more than a co-ordinated pat-

tern of twelve player-against-

player struggles. The team
that wins the majority of these

individual combats wins the

game.
Saturday's showdown in

Montreal should feature sever-

al important one-on-one mat-

chups, and if Blues win them,
the Yates Cup returns to Hart
House.

Varsity's defensive line of

Alex Squires, Jim Bennett,

Bill McNamara and Bart D-
Onofrio has been outweighed
by the opposition offensive line

in every game this season.

However, against McGill
they will have a slight edge,

averaging 222 pounds against

an expected 213 lbs. depending
on last minute changes by ei-

ther Murph or McGill coach
Tom Mooney.
However, McGill's interior

line — Jay Harris at center,

Gerry Goulet and Mike Evans
at Guards, Bob Taylor and Bob

Bell at tackles — is exception-

ally fast moving off the snap
and will be trying to repeat the

successful double-teaming of

Blues ends that Queens accom-
plished last Saturday.

Blues secondary, especially

Paul McKay, Ian Kirkpatrick,

and Pete Lamantia, will have
to provide effective coverage
of McGill's trio of capable re-

ceivers, Pete Bender, Pat
Rahming and Sal Lovecchio.

McGill can be expected to

double-team Varsity's chief

pass threat, flanker Eric Wal-
ter, but this should provide
more operating room for Blues
ends John Chapman and Mark
Slater.

FUMBLES NUMBER YARDS LOST BALL LOST PENALTIES AGAINST NUMBER YARDS LOST

Queens 5 0 4 Queens 43 492
Western 13 44 10 Western 44 426
McGill

'

15 118 7 McGill 36 418
McMaslei 17 116 9 Toronto 37 403
Waterloo 20 60 7 McMaster 34 381

Toronto 22 35 15 Waterloo 32 298

VARSITY AT McGILL
Montreal Week-end Saturday, Nov. 8

The big game of the year

BIG BLUES

BLUE & WHITE BAND

YATES CUP
Engineering Society will run buses leaving Con-

vocation Hall Friday at 5:30 p.m. retu rn i n g Sunday

2:30 p.m. from Sheraton-Mt. Royal Hotel.

Round Trip $17.50

Bus tickets on sale at Engineering Stores & S.A.C.

Office

Game tickets $1.50 (reserved) on sale at Athletic

Office, Hart House & Engineering Stores

Hock., Blues at Loyola Arena Saturday Night.

Limited number of ticket, available at Athletic Office.

i;;': Don't lorget the EneSoc Bus-:-:*

:£es to McGill; Leave Friday,

return Sunday; cost only:-:)

3$17.50 details SAC Office or|j
:|EQgineer^ing Stores.

^
^

Can't

you see
what's

happening ? <

If you can'l, you need glas-

ses, fast. Why peer out at a

dim world? Go get your
eyes tested, (hen come and
sec us ,ii Broddock Optical.

We've got thegreatest selec-

tion offashion framcsyou'll

ever look through \nd as

a student you get 20°,, off.

We've got 1 1 branches, the

nearest is just round the

corner at 158 St. George,

e and sec.

SPORTS SCHEDULES

WEEK OF NOV. 10th

FOOTBALL (Balance of League Schedule)
Mon Nov 10 3 00 East Dent vs Mod

3 00 West PHE vs St.M,

Tues Nov 1 1 3.00 East For vs New
3.00 West Eng vs Vic

Wed Nov 1 2 3 00 at Scar U C. vs

3 00 East Pharm vs Tnn

RUGGER (Balance of League Schedule)

Mon. Nov 10 1.15 East St.M vs Eng II Ledson
1.15 West Trin.B vs Wye Salt

Tues Nov. 12 1.15 East Vic. vs Eng.l Cairns

115 West Innis vs Emman Kivlichan

Wed Nov. 13 1.15 East PHE vs Trin ,A

SOCCER (Balance of League Schedule)
Mon. Nov .10 12.15 North Grad A vs UC Bogucki

North Innis vs Knox Astaphan
Tues Nov 11 12 15 North Tnn A vs Sr Eng Zakaluzny

3.15 North St M B vs Med.B Vertiulst

Wed Nov 12 12 15 North Dent vs New Bogucki
3 15 North Emman vs Grad.

8

Homatidis
Thur Nov.1 3 12 15 North For vs Jr Eng Kalman

12.15 Trin Arch vs Tnn.

8

Punter

3.1

5

North PHE vs Med.A Zakaluzny
Fri Nov 14 12.15 North Vic. vs St M A Kalman

3.15 North Scar vs Law Astaphan

LACROSSE
Mon. Nov. 10 1 00 For 8 vs Trin Okihiro, Stephen
Tues Nov 11 1.00 Eng.ll vs Knox Crocker. Feaver

6,30 PHE A • "vS" Vic Okihiro, MacKay
7.30 Oev Hse vs Innis Murph . Hanna
8 30 PHE. C vs Dent Murphy. Hanna

Wed Nov 12 1 .00 For. A vs Eng 1 Feaver. Clem
ThurNov13 6 30 St.M. vs Erin MacKay, Karr

HOCKEY
Mon Nov 1012 30 Eng.l VS Trin 8

1.30 St.M C vs yield

7 00 Arch vs Pharm A
8 15 Dent A Scar

9.30 Dent. 8 vs Med. 8

1030 Eng 3 vs Vic. IV

Tues No 11 1.30 Law II vs PHE B

7 00 Innis 1 vs U C II

8 15 New 1 vs Knox

9,30 Bus. II vs Emman
10.30 Eng. 5 vs Vic. V

Wed Nov 12 12 ,30 SrEng vs Tnn_A

1.30 Innis II vs Vic, VI

7.00 Jr Eng vs For. A
8 15 Med A VS Erin

9.30 Dent D vs Pharm B

10.30 For. 8 St M D
Thur Nov 13 12.30 St.M B vs Bus. 1

7 00 Lawl vs PHE A
8.15 vic.Ji vs Dev Hse

9 30 Law III VS i
Eng 4

( 10.30 Wye vs Eng. 6

Fn Nov 14 12.30 St M A vs Vic.l

1.30 Tnn.C vs Vic. VIII

5 00 Music vs Eng 8

VOLLEYBALL
Tues Nov 1 1 7.30 Med vs For, A Senkiw

8 30 Pharm vs U.C. Senkiw

Wed Nov 12 5.00 Vic vs Tnn Bodnaruk

600 Eng 1 VS Innis Bodnaruk

700 St.M. vs Erin Gesing

8.00 Knox vs For. B Gesing

900 Dent 6 vs Arch Gesmg

Thur Nov. 13 1.00 PHE Eng.ll Senkiw

7 00 Emman vs Dent C Orav

8 00 Dent A vs Scar Orav

9 00 Bus vs New Orav
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tlVAS BOWS down SOUTH
on j THICKEN KA.KMm ar Vtishville,

TenncssEEs

'Twcrnt nobody there
Buta sky full t* Ms:
Seventeen billion CID.CKINS,
and ME.

And then one day J

t I said," Hey, Key, HEY,!
uThinKrilDRPPalittU LSD.",



SAC passes CUPE contract: Engineers may quit
By PAUL CARSON

The Students Administrative

Council has finally passed the

controversial union contract

involving its 15 permanent non-

student employees, bringing on
an immediate threat of seces-

sion by the Engineering Facul-

In a long general meeting at

Scarborough College Wednes-
day evening SAC approved the

contract establishing office

democracy for the SAC staff by
a vote of 27-2, with two absten-

tions.

As soon as the vote was an-

nounced, Engineering rep.

Eric Miglan (II APSC) pres-

ented council with a 2,300 name
petition requesting SAC to call

a campus-wide referendum on

any union contract the council

might approve.

The petition was assembled
during September and early

October.

REFUSE PETITION

After a fierce debate a ma-
jority of council voted not to

accept the petition, and in-

structed the SAC signing offi-

cers to sign the contract as

soon as possible.

SAC president Gus Abols

who was not present has indi-

cated he may refuse to sign the

contract, but council author-

ized external affairs commis-
sioner Mike Simon (III Scar)

to sign as Abols' replacement.

Miglan's motion to hold a

referendum immediately was

defeated 22-8.

He at once issued a thinly-

veiled threat that the Faculty

of Engineering might with-

draw from SAC "due to our

serious lack of confidence in

this body."

"You have negated the wish-

« es of 2,300 students," Miglan

told the members. "I can as-

sure you my fellow engineers

will be very unhappy when

they hear what you have
done."

During the heated debate on

the petition/referendum, Tony
Usher (III UC) argued that the

contract petition is against the

spirit of the referendum sec-

tion of the SAC constitution.

OPINION HEARD

"The circumstances were
totally different when these

signatures were collected,"

Usher said.' 'Student opinion has

been heard, the union local was
willing to compromise, and
students participated in the

negotiations."

"They wouldn't get the sig-

natures now, except from die-

hard anti-union students."

The petition was first pres-

ented to SAC on Oct. 8 by Law
rep Bob Vernon.At that time, it

was tabled and the contract

was sent back for re-negotia-

tion.

Vernon presented five pages

of suggested amendments, and

some — but not all — are in-

cluded in the 41 amendments
agreed to by the SAC and union

negotiating teams,

Vernon missed Wednesday's
contract discussion. He was
away — playing goal for Law
in an interfac hockey game at

Varsity Arena.

When he returned to the

meeting, Vernon termed the

SAC decision "stupid" and
"foolish".

"SAC simply can't vote to

ignore a legally, properly pre-

pared petition no matter what
they think personally about the

particular issue in dispute,"
Vernon said.

SEVERAL MAY LEAVE

Vernon indicated pleasure at

possible withdrawal of Engi-
neering, and suggested several

other professional faculties

would follow suit.

"Let's face it," he said, "in

its present structure, SAC is

almost farcical. My conception

of the role of student govern-

ment and that of SAC vice-

president Bob Barkwell (III

Meds) are totally irreconcila-

ble."

Vernon wants a complete
and comprehensive campus
debate on the aims and philoso-

phy of SAC.
Wednesday night, he indicat-

ed destroying the present SAC
organization by the withdrawal

of several large faculties

might be a means of forcing

this debate to a head.

Several other SAC members
saw the petition as purely a

political tactic designed to

force left-wing members of

SAC to resign or face impeach-

ment.

RED HERRING *

"The referendum is a red-

herring; the opponents of the

contract had their chance to

get the changes they want. . . .

if my constituents don't like

what I'm saying, they can
impeach me," said Vic rep

KenMcEvoy (III Vic).

The debate was a clear

struggle between a legalistic

interpretation of the SAC con-
" stitution and a more fluid anal-

ysis of SAC's right to base a

decision on its understanding
of the "spirit of the laws."

In a moving and persuasive

speech, SAC vice-president

Bob Barkwell (HI Meds)
argued the petition was totally

against the spirit of SAC's con-

stitution and traditions.

' 'This decision doesn't affect

all 2,300 students on this cam-
pus — just the 15 people who
work for SAC."

"This is a 44-page contract

with five pages of amend-
ments; the CUS referendum
shows that there is no way the

real issues would be intelli-

gently discussed in any refer-

endum campaign."

OFFICE DEMOCRACY

Barkwell had previously

stated he would not "continue

to serve on a council that refus-

es to recognize office democra-
cy."

Miglan, Jon Levin (III UC)
and SMC rep Anne Maurer (III

SMC) argued that SAC must

accept the petition and arrange
for a referendum even if most
SAC members were opposed.

"We must uphold the consti-

tution, as breaking it now could

screw us in a different situa-

tion in the future," Miss Maur-
er said.

In a tense, emotional speech
Garret Van Geijn ill APSC)
broke with his fellow Skule

reps and opposed the referen-

dum.
Choosing his words careful-

ly, Van Geijn said, "this issue

of the rights of our workers is

more important that the refer-

endum provisions."

FATE OF SAC

He abstained on the vote.

The agonizing possibility of

the Engineering withdrawal
plus other anticipated with

drawals at Scarborough, Erin

dale and the School of Busi

ness, dominated the later dis

cussion on the fate of the

Committee to Examine the

Structure of SAC (CESSAC).
After a confused, frantic

debate, council defeated a mo-

continued on p. 3

Students lose as strike ends at SFU
The five-week-old strike in the Political Science, Sociolo-

gy and Anthropology Department at Simon Fraser University

ended quietly two days ago after students voted to return to

their classes.

There's just one small complication. Students don't have

any classes to return to.

Those students who didn't support the strike were forced

to change courses so the original courses no longer exist. The

striking students will get no credits for the courses they origi-

nally registered in.

Despite the end of the strike. Mordecai Briemberg, de-

posed departmental head of the PSA. spoke at Convocation

Hall yesterday.

Briemberg said Simon Fraser was hot a progressive Uni-

versity. "The only reason to come would be to join in the

struggle," he said.

Briemberg said the SFU strike demonstrates the ineffec-

tiveness of using "normal channels". Many students have lost

their courses to no avail and a number of faculty members are

suspended or being phased out. he said.

ffttt/io by Henry J.

Mordecai Briemberg, elected

head of SFU s PSA depart-

men! later fired by the ad-

ministration, spoke at Convo-

cation Hall.



YAVNEH
PUBLIC LECTURE

Rabbi I. Witty

-dircttor of (he Board of Jewish Education

will speak on

INTERMARRIAGE
and YOU'

Sat. Eve. Nov. 8, 1969, 8:15 P.M.
at the

SHAAREI
SHOMAYIM SYNAGOGUE

470 Glencaim Ave.

fS city* 5S5 nrtiibv omrc*

LITTLE

TRINITY

<M K\n§ ft. —<f ririUmwt

<

1 Hillel Presents RABBI
ABEL RESPES

on
'BLACK JEWS IN

AMERICA"
Sunday, November 9th

1
8:30 p.m. ym-ywha,

|
750 Spadina Ave.

|

1
NEW COLLEGE MOTION PICTURE SOCIETY

presents:

SUNDAY NITE at the MOVIES

Paramount Pictures Presents

Mia Farrow
In a William Castle Production

Ro^rnary's

"JohnCassavetes

TWO SHOWINGS ONLY!

6:30 & 9:00 P.M.

SUNDAY
NEW COLLEGE ( WETMORE) DINING HALL

(NEXT WEEK . . . "TOM JONES")

ADMISSION $1

NOBODYKNOWS
EVERY
THING
9ut you'll know

much more if and

when you "plug in-

to" the library

orientation program-

Tapes and slides

giving a general

introduction, card

catalogue advice

and a few clues

about the stacks

are available for

viewing at both

main entrances to

the University of

Toronto

LIBRARY

TRINITY

UNITED

427 Bloat St. Wast ii Welmei Rd.

Minimi:

Rev. J, Robert Wilt.

B A BO
OtgiAHi: Jotn W. Urn

j
I A.M.

"COUNTER-OFFENSIVE"
TRINITY YOUNG ADULTS

Miss Doris Thompson, of North
York BOARD OF EDUCATION.
Will Spoak ot Her Work With

CHILDREN Having LEARNING
DISABILITIES.

Students Welcome
al all Services

WHY NOT?
BUY FROM THE

CHAR-BURG
PIZZERIA

CHEAPER - BETTER
FREE DELIVERY

536-0475

jBltrar .^tmi
01COR At HURON

. DON LO GILLIE
" USIC

Psge2 - THE VARSITY. Friday. November 7. 1969

10 A.M.
SUNDAY SEMINAR

11 A.M.
DIVIDENDS OF PEACE

DR. E.M. HOWSE
7 P.M.

HAYDN'S GREAT ORGAN
MASS WITH CHOIR. SOLISTS

AND ORCHESTHA
NUHSERY CARE DURING
MORNING SERV

\ CHEVRON STANDARD LIMITED
j

\ \^ Calgary. Alberta

j

offering careers in

|PETROLEUM EXPLORATION

will conduct campus interviews on i

November 10 for

POST GRADUATES - GRADUATES
- UNDERGRADUATES i

IN

Honours Geological

- Summer employment only.

Geological Engineering

- Summer employment only.

Physics and Geology

- Summer employment in geology

and geophysics.

Geophysics (All Options)

Summer employment in geophysics.
t

ARRANGEMENTS FOR PERSONAL**
INTERVIEWS MAY BE MADE \

THROUGH THE UNIVERSITY'S $

PLACEMENT OFFICE
\

581 Spadina Avenue, (Corner Willeoeks) t

U.C. Player's Guild presents

THANATOS
AN EVENING OF HEADINGS ON THE SUBJECT OF DEATH

PUBLIC LECTURE AT BETH TZEDEC

"CHRISTIANS AND MOSLEMS IN ISRAEL-
HOLY PLACES, RELIGIOUS RIGHTS"

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 10th

9:00 P.M.

DR. MERON MEDZINI
of Jerusalem

Director, Israel Government Press Office

Hear the Whole Truth

about the Al Aksa Mosque as Revealed at the Trial

ADMISSION FREE . PUBLIC CORDIALLY INVITED
1700 BATHURST ST. AT WARWICK

GSU
FRIDAY NIGHT DANCE

NOVEMBER 7th
9:00 p.m.

Music by The Undergrads

Admission: $1 ladies Bar &
$1.25 gents Band
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Scarborough council plans to hold referendum on SAC
By TREVOR SPURR

With a ripple of nervous
laughter SAC Wednesday
night accepted "with regret"
the resignation of Alan
Broad, a SAC representative

for Scarborough College. The
rest of Scarborough College
may not be far behind.

In his letter of resignation

Broad attacked SAC for being

"unrepresentative and un-

heedful of the majority of

students at the University of

Toronto".

"The elitist executive has
been less than sympathetic to

the plight of students at Scar-

borough College," he said.

In a later interview, Broad,

wearing a Scarborough Liber-

ation Front button, said his

feelings about SAC were the

same as the majority of his

fellow students.

"To say you are a Scarbor-

ough SAC rep here (at Scar-

borough) means nothing. It is

irrelevant. Students here

don't know the difference

between SAC and the college

students council," he said.

Broad said the Scarborough
College Students Council,

must provide services to its

students that SAC provides
for students on the downtown
campus.

NO RETURN

"We pay $12 to SAC and get

almost nothing for it. For
example, the commissioners
of SAC never come out here
unless we ask them," he said.

"We would appreciate get-

ting back this money and run-

ning our own services," he
added.

"As things now stand the

SCSC anticipates a deficit of

at least $7500 and it could be

as much as $20,000," Broad
said. He is treasurer of the

SCSC.

Broad said the college

council last Thursday night

voted to initiate withdrawal
procedures from SAC. It

would require a referendum
for the break to be accom-
plished.

He said the council would
campaign to withdraw from

SAC, and predicted near

unanimous support, for the

decision.

'The overwhelming feeling

is the college should with-

draw from SAC but retain

some link with the downtov/n

campus." he said.

SOME SERVICES

"Even if we do pull out of

SAC however, we don't want
to break the ties completely.

It still provides some ser-

vices of use to us," Broad
added.

"It's just that we consider

ourselves as a separate cam-
pus and we want to be thought

of that way by SAC," he said,

Two weeks ago SAC set up

a committee to study the re-

lationship between the St.

George campus and Scarbor-

Alan Broad, Scarborough SAC rep, resigned from SAC at the

meeting Wednesday evening.

ough and Erindale. It has not

yet held a meeting.

The other active Scarbor-

ough member of SAC. Exter-
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nal Affairs Commissioner

Mike Simon, has indicated he

is also considering resigning

from SAC.

History dept. may abolish third year seminars

By DAVID FRANK

The history department is in

a small uproar over a proposal

to abolish all third year history

seminar courses.

The recommendation, pre-

pared last week by the depart-

ment's curriculum committee,

comes as a surprise to most

(

students and faculty.

It is likely to prompt a mass
turnout at a department meet-

ing this afternoon where the

proposal will be considered.

Members of the curriculum

committee say their sugges-

tion advocates a "re-allocation

of teaching resources" in the

department.

The committee wants to re-

place the mandatory two-hour

weekly seminar courses, in

which enrolment is limited to

12 students, by lecture-group

courses with a limit of 24 stu-

dents.

These proposed small lec-

ture-group courses would offer

one lecture and one tutorial,

each of an hour, each week.

Academic secretary Prof.

R. J. Helmstadter says the

committee is "very unhappy"

about making the proposal, but

that it is the only solution to

increasing pressure on the

department's manpower.

He says ending the distinc-

tion between general and honor

students, which the depart-

ment implemented this year,

has meant operating "over-
capacity" in many courses.

The New Program next year
will require students in third

year to take five courses in-

stead of the four the History

Department now requires.

This is also likely to increase

enrolment pressure, Prof.

Helmstadter says.

ENROLMENT SQUEEZE

Student members of the cur-

riculum committee (compost:1

of six students and six faculty)

also find themselves convinced

by the "enrolment squeeze"

argument.^

"If we keep the seminars,"

says Craig Heron, "there will

have to be huge lecture courses

alongside them. The medium-
size courses with 30 to 40 stu-

dents will swell to great

sizes."

"At the same time we're

really worried that some third

year students will end up with

an all-lecture timetable," he

said. At present many third

year lecture courses have no

tutorials at all.

When the seminars met this

week, he says, almost every-

one in them opposed the pro-

posed change.

The student representatives

on the curriculum committee

say the reasoning behind the

change is that "third year sem-

inars both consume large

chunks of staff teaching hours
and, according to several
members of the Department,
have not been too successful as
teaching and learning for-

mats."
Two professors are reported

to have urged ending the semi-
nars because "third year stu-

dents are not ready" for them.

RESOURCE PROBLEM

This, says Heron, is "not

representative" of the com-
mittee's opinion. Prof. Helms-

tadter says the proposal is

concerned solely with the

"problem of resources."

He says it is doubtful any

alternate proposal can be

brought forward. Only an in-

creased budget to hire more
staff would be the answer, he

says.

"It is almost unpredictable

what will happen at today's

meeting," says Heron*-"It may
happen that the matter is

thrown back to the commit-
tee."

Students have 14 votes on the

department meeting, of which

all faculty all full members.
Meetings were made open to

all students only two weeks ago

and Heron hopes to see stu-

dents pack the "super-sedate

Senate chamber" at Simcoe
Hall for today's 4 p.m. meet-

ing.

v Three students are still needed to fill positions on a SAC £
: committee to consider implementation of the Campell Report. £

The committee will consist of one graduate student, one:;:

j
part-time student, five appointed teaching staff and three un- :•:

:i der-graduate students. £
: So far there has been no response to an ad run in the last :|:

: two Varsitys. >:

? Applications go to the SAC Judicial Committee at SAC of- x
: fice. The deadline is 5 p.m. today. £

SAC cont'd from page 1

tion to expand the composition

and mandate of CESSAC into a

comprehensive examination of

the basic philosophy, repre-

sentative structure and operat-

ing policies of student govern-

ment at U of T.

"I really don't think you

people fully understand the

importance of what's going on

here," the exasperated CES-

SAC chairman, Mike Marino

( II SMC ) told the meeting.

"Just sitting at this god-

damn meeting is enough to

turn somebody off SAC for the

rest of their lives." blurted

Mike. Simon.

Council then decided to "for-

get" about the defeated motion

and agreed to do some more
thinking about philosphy and

structural changes.

But everybody was thinking

about the Eric Miglan and his

constituency of "unhappy engi-
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PAGE FOUR
"lei's nol /usl talk about demotrocy; let's actually insfi-

lule i/, /or Christ's soke. — Chris Siolwinski at the SAC
debate on the union contract.

SAC observed democracy
"You have negated the wishes

of 2,300 students."

Engineering representative
Eric Miglan was telling the Stu-

dents Administrative Council

that it had committed political

suicide.

He might be right. But SAC
made a moral, democratic, and
politically-principled decision

Wednesday night when it passed

the contract to unionize the SAC
bureaucracy and refused to hold

a referendum on the question

despite a petition signed by 2,300

students.

If over 2,000 students demand
a referendum on any motion
passed or failed by SAC, the

council's constitution states it

must hold that referendum.
Wednesday night the council

did injustice to a clause in a con-
stitution, and risked future with-

drawals from the professional
faculties, but it maintained the
political principle of democracy.
Democracy is the right of

people to control decisions
which affect their lives.

The contract with the Cana-
dian Union of Public Employees
gives the SAC office workers of-

fice democracy, job security,
and bargaining rights. That con-
tract affects their lives.

It does not affect the lives of

the 2,300 students who signed the
petition to hold a referendum on
the issue.

It would have been patently
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absurd to allow the thousands of

students at the U of T to decide

whether 15-17 office workers
may organize themselves. The
referendum would have obeyed
the letter but defied the spirit of

the constitution.

Such a referendum would
make the CUS referendum look

like the election for the U.S.

Presidency.
Few students would be inter-

ested in the matter, and fewer
would take the trouble to read
and comprehend the 44-page

contract with its five pages of

amendments.
Another referendum would

make the council look like no-

thing more than an institutional-

ized ballot box.

SAC Law rep Bob Vernon, who
organized the petition in Sep-
tember, was acting as the vocal

front-man for Communications
Commissioner Jon Levin (III

UC) and SAC President Gus
Abols.

And to them the contract peti-

tion was a tactic to embarrass
the SAC "left" or force the SAC
"left" to veto the petition and
charge them with being unrepre-
sentative of student interests.

Very clever.

The second tack worked. And
now they made the charge and
are waiting for the withdrawals
and impeachments.
But what will they do then,

once the left is gone.

LETTERS-
lawrence bedder and the moustache-puller's thumb

Sir,

In response to the derprecating
report of the SAC Exec meeting by
your Jane Hollingworth, I insist that

Barkwell's Dissertation on a mous-
tache-puller's thumb and forefinger
syndrome is typical of the serious at-

titude with which SAC exec takes its

job. Since 1 am not politically left

enough, or indecent enough, SAC
can't find a way to support me, or any
candidate in U of T's home ward,
ward 6, although they do find them-
selves behooven to support John Sew-
ell. by virtue of his having worked on
Trefann Court, (running in ward 7)
and to also spend money on Noreen
Gaudette, also running in ward 7, by
virtue of her being a mother of sever-

al, and also being a welfare recipient.

If SAC supports any candidates,
anywhere, it should support some in

wards 6 and 5, where U of T and its

students live and study.

I do have a platform. It was inter-

preted as a nonplatform by SAC, and
by Miss Hollingworth, perhaps be-
cause it made sense, and also, be-
cause perhaps it was worthwhile.
SAC, and The Varsity can't see fit to

support such worthwhile and benefi-

cial projects as Pollution Probe, al-

though SAC can pay a bunch of com-
my-racists in Montreal who support
those who burn, loot, and pillage. I

have no faith in SAC. I do have faith in

the students of U of T, because I know
that SAC was elected by that vocal

minority on campus, and the majority

don't hold the views (however bigot-

ed ) of those who are on SAC.
Up the People!

Peace and Love,

Lawrence M, Bedder

( Ed. — Pollution Probe was started as a

result of Varsity features on pollution

last spring. Also see the comment arti-

cle below by Pollution Probe member
Martin Daly.)

admissions hoax

Sir:

fiddler and the kandy kouncil

Re: Massey College Cafeteria
Who was the asshole . . . ?

Yours truly,

Miss J. Taylor

Office of Admissions,

Simcoe Hall

thundoy ii never a* good a> tuetdoy since half
as mony do.

. .)lm sow ellen tuecvp leaning bock
to yell al brian but dove and barb kept il by the
window tpencet don and gard put a curton paul
hah.

. .eventually though the entire moan turned
up al louis and Litry and laura taved the scene as
meggs and others weren't. . ,11 seems as if the
night Is done and now is lime for sun
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Sir,

I am writing this letter to clarify
some items that were attributed to
me in the article "New students con-
sider council trivial, distant". In re-

gards to the quotation, "We have
$14,000 to play around with and all day
we sit in this office making a mess," I

was misquoted.

What happened was that I was
asked what the students think of the

1969

Student Council and I replied that
some students consider the NCSC as a
group that plays around with $14,000
and does nothing but sit in an office
making a mess drinking pop and eat-
ing candy. I would like to make it

clear that at no time did I say that
this was my opinion of the New Col-
lege Student Council.

Jon Fidler,

President, NCSC.

The Varsity is producing a
community issue for the Ken-
sington area. We will be concen-
trating on issues such as the
Spadina Expressway. If you are
interested in participating —
whether you're a Varsity staffer,

a Review staffer, or just anyone— come to the Varsity office
today at 1 p.m.



Ontario Hydro pumps sulpher dioxide into Toronto's air
By MARTIN DALY

Martin Daly is a U of 1 graduate
student and a member of Pollu-

tion Probe.

Mr. George Gathercole,
Chairman of Ontario Hydro,
has defended the proposed con-
struction of a 700 foot smokes-
tack at the Hearn power sta-

tion with a collection of half-

truths and false implications
that demand rebuttal.

The quotations from Mr.
Gathercole below are taken
from his published statement to

the Toronto Buildings and De-
velopment Committee, Sept.

22, 1969. Copies are available

from the public relations divi-

sion of Ontario Hydro.

The data used in rebuttal

come from two sources: the
Report of the Committee Ap-
pointed to Inquire into and Re-

port upon the Pollution of Air,

Soil and Water in the Township
of Dunn, Moulton and Sher-

brooke, Haldimand County.
Toronto, Queen's Printer, 1968,

and Schroeter, L.C., Sulfur Diox-

ide: Applications in foods, bev-

erages and pharmaceuticals.

Oxford, Pergammon Press,

1966.

Mr. Gathercole explains that

the function of the high stack is

to dilute pollutants by spread-

ing them more widely. He feels

obliged to acknowledge the

objection that cumulative ef-

fects comprise the real threat:

"There appears to be a grow-
ing fear by some people that

immense concentrations of

sulphur dioxide are accumulat-
ing in the atmosphere. This
frightening claim is not sup-

ported by scientific evidence."

FACT: True enough, as long

as you stick to the atmosphere.

Sulphur dioxide is having cumu-
lative effects on soil, leading to

progressively greater acidity.

Farmers counteract this effect by

the application of lime. What
about the pH changes in non-

agricultural soil?

Mr. Gathercole says, ".
.

.

the average half life of sulphur
dioxide is one hour . .

."

FACT: "The average life of a
sulphur dioxide molecule in the
atmosphere has been estimated
variously at 3-10 hr."

(Schroeter, p. 39.)

Mr. Gathercole says, "It is

demonstrably true that sulphur
dioxide neither remains in the

atmosphere nor eventually
comes down to the ground in

the same form or quantity in

which it was originally emitted
from a chimney. It is measura-
bly weakened and changed by
the combined influences of

weather and dilution." Not
exactly a lie, but if you're left

with the impression that the

stuff breaks down and every-

thing's all right, you've been
had.

FACT: "It has been suggested
that the atmospheric oxidation

product of sulphur dioxide

(sulphuric acid mist) is at least

an order of magnitude more
toxic to humans than is sulphur
dioxide." ( Schroeter, p.39.)

Mr. Gathercole says the high
stack will ".

. . meet the air

standards of the Air Manage-
ment Branch of the Provincial

government, which are most
stringent."

FACT: Ontario standards call

sulphur dioxide concentrations

below 40 ppm (parts per mil-

lion) "acceptable".

".
. .sulphur dioxide is detect-

able by human subjects at a
level of 3-5 ppm and ... a toler-

able limit is about 10 ppm. The
British Department of Scientific

and Industrial Research estab-

lished a maximum allowable
concentration of sulphur dioxide

in the air as 10 ppm,' Schroe-

ter, p. 275.

And plants are more sensi-

tive to S02 than people. A few
hours exposure to concentra-

tions in the upper range of the

"acceptable" level would seri-

ously damage the hardiest

crops. One hour's exposure to

1.25 ppm. will damage alfalfa.

One man's "stringent" safety

standard is another man's poi-

son.

Mr. Gathercole says, "Since
the heating of homes, apart-

ments and small buildings,

along with automobiles, are
among the major sources of

pollution, we would not find

such a radical conclusion
(closing the Hearn plant) to be
realistic or sensible.

'

1

Ignore, if you can, the every-

one's-doing-it-wny-shouldn't-

we illogic. Are you left with the

impression that Hydro makes
just a piddling little contribu-

tion to pollution?

FACT: Though presenting no
Canadian figures, the Commit-
tee Appointed to etc etc. reports

that in the U.S.A., the burning

of coal by electric power compa-
nies is easily the leading source

of sulphur dioxide pollution,

providing a whopping 41% of

the total.

The reader can decide
whether Mr. Gathercole is

being deliberately misleading
or is just misinformed. Neither

is excusable.

Mr. Gathercole says. ".
. .

one would seem at this point in

time to have three options.

"1. Await technological de-

velopments which will remove
sulphur dioxide.

"2. Close the station

down. .

.

"3. Proceed with the most
efficient means at hand to

ameliorate conditions, namely
a high stack."

Are the possibilities thus log-

ically exhausted? Mr. Gather-

cole is hereby invited to think

harder.

Mr. Gathercole is invited to

think about how Hydro can
convert its energy production
to the relatively "clean" ener-

gy sources of water and solar

power. We're all aware that

the world's supply of fossil

fuels is finite, and it has been a

very popular game to guess the

year in which the supply will

run out.

But recently scientists have
begun to suggest that other

regulating factors will intrude

before we come up against the

supply limit. One such factor

that Mr. Gathercole might
start thinking about is carbon
dioxide, which has increased

by about 10% in the terrestrial

atmosphere in this century due
to the burning of fossil fuels.

That's right: throughout the

entire atmosphere. An excel-

lent example of the saving
grace of "dilution".

When someone says "be re-

alistic", he often turns out to

mean "be narrow-minded" —
think only of one small aspect

of the problem — and "be
short-sighted" — let immedi-
ate consequences rule over
long term considerations. Mr.

Gathercole s appeal to "real-

ism" is of this sort.

Real "realism" says that

temporary local concentra-

tions of pollutants are the most
visible, but may not be the

most serious menace in the

operation of plants like the one

at Hearn.

Real "realism" also says

that the sooner Hydro begins a

serious program to phase out

fossil fuel burning, the less the

public will pay.

and U of T turnsVolume One into a heap of rubble

The following is a letter

written by a homeowner on

Willcocks St. to Varsity Report-

er Susan Perly, in regard to her

article on the moving of Vol-

ume One, a second-hand

bookstore on Spad'ma Avenue.

Dear Miss Perly,

Last Friday morning, I had

my monthly haircut at the

barber shop on Spadina Ave-

nue, right across the street

from the house where Len

Kelly had his Volume One
Bookshop. Since the house

had a unique front, I re-

marked to the barber what a

shame it was to make a heap

of rubble out of it. Such well

built houses, in the days when

carpenters and stonemasons

were getting only about 50

cents an hour, maybe less,

will never be built again.

In the evening of that same
Friday, I came across your
article "Volume One strips

down, moves out, makes way
for parking lot," in the Var-

sity of Oct. 27. 1 enjoyed read-

ing this nostalgic piece of

prose about Volume One, as I

shopped there quite often. I

am very pleased that you
wrote it up, as now there is

some record of this short-

lived bookstore.

Your article also brought to

mind the efforts of some stu-

dents, in 1968, to try and save

the shop and other buildings

in the vicinity from the ons-

laught of the bulldozers. The
effort was all in vain, yet it

was a noble deed.

I am of the opinion that the

policy of the city planner

should be first to conserve the

old, and next to build the new.

But the city planner for To-

ronto just does things in the

opposite way — first build the

new, and destroy the old.

That is why, where there was
once a well-planned city,

there is now only chaos and a

mess. And the men who cre-

ated this chaos receive big fat

salaries from the taxes of all

the people.

When I first came to live

near Spadina Avenue in the

early 50's, I was struck by the

orderly appearance of the

houses along both sides of the

street, i.e. between College
and Bloor Street. This section

looked more like a European

street in a residential section

— the houses were closely

packed (there were no vacant

lots), they were about 98 per

cent of the same height (3

three stories) almost identi-

cal in style, very solidly built,

neat and tidy fronts with

shrubs, flowers, trees, etc. It

gave the viewer the impres-

sion that here was some real

planning — either by the city

planner or the homeowners
themselves (very likely it

was the latter).

But look it this part of Spa-

dina today, since the U of T
expropriated the east side.

It's enough to curl your hair

and to kneel down and weep.

It's a genuine example of

chaos and not progress — a

discredit to the U of T and the

city planner. Even the once

proud Pride of Israel Syn-

agogue is now a boozers den

for a military club.

A lot of discredit should go

to the Campus Co-op Resi-

dences, Incorporated. Once it

got a foothold on the west

side, it spelled the death-knell

of the entire section between

College and Bloor St. One
might say that thanks to the

U of T, the Campus Co-op,

and the Toronto city planner,

a unique residential section of

Toronto was ruined forever.

Once again, please accept

my thanks for taking the trou-

ble to write about the demise

of Volume One at 635 Spadina

Avenue.

M. L. Pallingron
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deism
departmental

autonomy means
isolation and secrecy

The Commission on University Government

formally released Danny Drache's Research

Report on the Faculty of Arts and Science last

week, but made no copies available to the uni-

versity community, the general public, or the

student and professional press.

The Varsity is reprinting edited excerpts

from the Drache Report. In Wednesday's

Varsity. Part One of the series was Drache's

critique of the lack of internal democracy in

the departments. In Part Two below, Drache

shows how the departments are losing power

to the central administration of the universi-

ty

Theoretically departmental autonomy is

designed to give departments maximum con-

trol over their internal affairs. Like any sys-

tem of social organization divided into neatly

defined jurisdictions its main selling point can

only be realized in its negative form as isola-

tion. The fact that departments are responsi-

ble for academic policy (hiring, promotion,

curriculum) makes the situation appear bet-

ter than it really is. For it is the idea that the

departments are separate and separated from

the governing councils of the University

which once assured but today contains depart-

mental influence.

Departments believe that they are better

off because they can keep out of harms way,

or at least claim their right to be left alone. In

carving out separate spheres of authority the

department receives at most a qualified free-

dom of independence to handle its internal

academic pursuits.

The practical arrangement which has made
this possible and which allows a safe distance

between themselves and the central authori-

ty, Simcoe Hall, is their relationship to the

Dean of the faculty. He speaks for and repre-

sents all chairmen to higher authorities. In

turn they negotiate and carry on their Univer-

sity business only through him.

Based on this relay system of information,

policy passes through a chain of command

"If I made a budgetary
appeal I have a feeling
that it goes before some
vague tribunal who may
all wear black hats tor all I

know, and that they are
making decisions on the
basis of inadequate
knowledge because they
are so many statutory
moves away from the
actual departmental oper-
ation." — D. A. Chant,
Zoology Chairman.

i

11

that connects one hierarchy to the next. The
cost of the Dean's protection is high. Internal
autonomy is traded for external dependence.

On one hand, a departmental chairman will

not hesitate to give the impression that the
power of the department remains intact. On

the other hand, he is likely to recount at length

the narrow restrictions which bind him. And

the nature of the contradiction is such that

both assessments have some validity. In

terms of the sheer amount of academic activi-

ty the department is the University in minia-

ture. But the second assessment, that the

department and the chairmanship operate

under a policy determined elsewhere, comes

closer to the objective conditions.

The hiring of new staff, the teaching of new
courses, the allocation of new facilities, the

decision to expand the department's range of

interests may be the suggestion of the depart-

ment but the decision to give the department

a free hand in these academic affairs is the

result of an external decision. The depart-

ment's decision-making power is conditional

on someone else giving it permission to exer-

cise its own powers. Professor Duff's encoun-

ter with CAF (Committee on Allocation and

Facilities) illustrates the point.

Duff: I went first to PACAF (Presidential Advi-

sory Committee on Allocation and Facilities).

Oh I went to the Dean. Through the Dean I

went to PACAF. PACAF said no.

Drache: Do you have any access to PACAF di-

rectly?

Duff: No. I have to go through the Dean.

Drache: Does he make a representation for you?

Duff: Well he does and he doesn't. I am, shall

we say, not very happy about that.

Drache: Do you know who sits on PACAF?
Duff: Some of the people, yes.

Drache: Did they give you an explanation?

Duff: No. PACAF was totally incomprehensible

and a highly incompetent body. I may be in a
particularly exposed position on this particular

"I found myself locked
into an organizational sys-

tem where there didn't

seem to be any way in

which, as chairman, I

could affect changes
which would feed back
into University policy/' —
T. A. Goudge, former Phi-

losophy Chairman.

issue, but my own feeling is that the distribu-

tion of space and accommodation within the
University is in a highly unsound condition. The
clumsiness of the system in attempting to recti-

fy it is almost beyond belief. There is no contact
for example between the Department of Super-
intendents' Office, the Physical Plant Office and
the teaching departments. So if I request some-
thing like adjustment of blackboards in a room
it takes six months to do it and then it is done
wrong.
Drache: What channels do you go through?
Duff: Oh, we hove to go through all sorts of

channels. The result is that in some places peo-
ple just get screwdrivers and do it themselves.
We are not equipped for that, but we may
come to that ourselves too.

Drache: Channels upon channels.
It is inevitable in a large institution such as

the University that all decisions will be the
result of a number of authorities giving their

approval or withholding it. However, the

weakness of the present arrangement derives

from the isolation of the departments from

the top bodies, particularly on account of the

mode of organization and the hierarchy of

authority which keeps students and faculty

ignorant of who makes policy and how.

It is this process of indirect representation

which over time has seriously weakened de-

partments as important centres of decision-

making within the University.

Professor Duff put the matter plainly in

noting "the department runs itself in a certain

"We are told the

amount of the budget by
the Dean's office. We are

also told the amount, the

lowest amount we can
give for salary increases

and the highest amount.
We are also told rules

governing raises and
things and so when you
actually get clear on the
discretion given to the
chairman of the depart-
ment, it is really very lit-

tle" — J. G. Slater, Philos-

ophy Chairman.

sense within the budget limitations and facili-

ty limitations that it has." In other circumst-

ances this would be considered only a casual

comment but in the present context it carries

the full weight of the University restrictions

under which departmental autonomy barely
exists. If the department is regarded as an
important part of the University, as the rhetd- v
ric suggests, then the flow of information, the

centre of power, the stationing of authority
properly belongs at the base.

. Departmental reforms do not address
themselves to the larger picture of whether
the department has power to determine policy

on academic and University matters, nor do
they answer how much power a department
should have. The tendency to propose reforms
for a part of the part without realistically as-

sessing what role and what authority the de-

partment should have reveals a weakness in

the current reform movement.
Reform of the University can either redistri-

bute power or consolidate power in the hands
of the governors.

It is of real significance that when the de-
partmental chairmen were asked if they par-
ticipate in the setting of University priorities,

the answer was a plain no. By contrast, they
spoke of the increased number of budgetary
restrictions, the current efforts of the admin-
istration to standardize procedures, the grow-
ing importance of University bodies like the
Committee on Allocation and Facilities.

These changes point to a further consolida-
tion of power among the top structures of the
University. They are part of the larger pro-

continued on p. 23
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cultural nationalism and

revolutionary nationalism

in quebec

What came to be called Lower Can-

ada and later Quebec was conquered

by England in 1760. One portion of the

French-Canadian ruling-class instant-

ly set sail for France, another decided

to throw in their lot with the new Eng-

lish conquerors and derive what bene-

fits they could.

These vendues had their succes-

sors, some of whom even became
Prime Ministers in the Federal Gov-

ernment.

French-Canada, whose political

expression has been the province of

Quebec, has always been an op-

pressed nation within Canada. De-

mands for autonomy were put down
by force in the rebellion of 1837. De-

mands for separate French schools in

the then new province of Manitoba
were not met in the crisis of 1890. Al-

though a majority of the Quebecois
opposed participation in both of the

two World Wars, conscription was
imposed upon them. In the conscrip-

tion crisis of the First World War fed-

eral troops were sent to Quebec.

Quebec has always been treated as

a pool of cheap labour and an easily

exploited supply base for raw materi-

als and water-power. English and lat-

er American capital entered into an
alliance with a compliant colonial

elite and an obscurantist Church to

impede and absorb the growing
Quebec labour unions and to take the

maximum possible profits out of the

province. Clerical conservatism
combined with the completely colo-

nial role that big business had as-

signed to Quebec to ensure that hard-

ly any of those profits were used to

build the necessary industrial infras-

tructure, still less to satisfy any of the

social needs of the people. Quebec
was the last Province in Canada to

have old age pensions and the first to

completely sell out her waterways to

American capital.

Quebec has always been worse hit

by depressions than English Canada.
In the early Thirties unemployment in

Montreal according to official figures
rose as high as thirty percent. And of

course right now Quebec is in the grip
of a major recession which began in

I960. Unemployment in Montreal is

now around 12 to 15% and the slump
has hit construction, that is housing,
the hardest.

We have to add to this, the gradual
erosion of French-Canadian culture
against which the Quebecois have
been waging a rear-guard fight since
the Conquest. Urbanisation, which
has been much more sudden in

Quebec than in the rest of Canada, has
made the question of language more
and more urgent. It is impossible for
Quebecois working in English or
American owned and administered
companies to get very far, to be
promoted, or even in more and more
cases even to function at the lowest
levels without a working knowledge of
English.

The masters speak English: the

culture and language of the workers

in Quebec becomes less and less use-

ful and increasingly downgraded.

Here in Canada — in English-

speaking Canada — we are told little

of all this. We buy, through our own
chauvinism andthrough a lack of

knowledge which the mythology and

propaganda of the mass media and

the schools does little to dispel, the

rhetoric of the ruling-class in Canada.

The most powerful are of course al-

ways on the side of internationalism

against the 'narrow' nationalism of

those who are subordinate to them.

Similarly, in Canada those who rule

this country justify their continual

oppression of the people of Quebec by

appeals to national unity and the vir-

tues of federalism. Some of the most
powerful federalist demagogues, it

should come as no surprise, have been

drawn from he ruling elites within

Quebec. Trudeau who participated in

the movement of intellectuals and

technocrats to overthrow Duplessis,

,

has a lot to be defensive about.

In an atmosphere of almost total

ignorance among the people of Eng-
lish Canada, the struggle in Quebec is

intensifying every day. Here, many
elements of the Left are beginning

campaigns of solidarity with those

who are struggling in Quebec. In such

a situation, almost anything which
throws some light on the situation,

even at the level of crude historical

events, is a positive advance.
So the translation of a set of writ-

ings by various French-Canadian in-

tellectuals, even if almost wholly
drawn from the Right or the Centre,

is very welcome, even if it is getting a

bit late.

That said, the Anthology 'French
Canadian Nationalism', contains one
basic flaw which is common to much
of bourgeois historiography. It traces,

or describes, the development of an
idea or an ideology rather than ana-
lysing socially and historically the
concrete conditions which generated
or reinforced the ideology.

The history of Quebec has been the

history of the conflicting social forces
within it: it cannot be written as if it

were the history of the concept of
French Canadian nationalism. For in

that case one would not understand
with any clarity the differences be-
tween the defensive Catholic corpora-
tist cultural nationalism which has
been the traditional dominating myth
of Quebec and the current movement
towards national self-determination
and national liberation.

To see the latter as an aspect of the
former, which for instance Trudeau
in his essay seems to do, merely con-
fuses the issue: which is that the cur-
rent struggle of the Quebecois cer-
tainly as it is embodied in the practice
of its most conscious elements, has
more in common structurally with
the struggle of the Vietnamese or the
struggle of the blacks in the States
than it has with the clerical fascism

of Villeneuve.

It is not that the struggle has an

anti-imperialist rhetoric because of

the peculiarities of French-Canadian

culture, but rather that the growing

workers and students struggles are

bound to become anti-imperialist in

reality because they objectively pose

a threat to English-Canadian and
American capitalist interests.

Cultural nationalism was fostered

by the Church and tolerated by conti-

nental business interests which it did

really threaten-and in terms of keep-

ing the Quebec working-class coopted

and otherwordly actually helped.

That it found some acceptance among
the rural and urban population at all,

particularly in the intelligentsia and
small business class, was due to the

real threat to French-Canadian cul-

ture. This will readily be understood

by Canadians infuriated by the seem-
ingly inexorable destruction of all

that is culturally Canadian by the

juggernaut of American culture.

But even though cultural national-

ism was in some way a natural reac-

tion to Anglo-American cultural as-

similation, it at the same time mysti-

fied the entire process. The new revo-

lutionary nationalism of, let us say,

the worker-based Front du Liberation

Populaire (FLP) goes more to the

root of the matter.

As Jean-Marc Leger remarks in his

essay 'Where does Neo-nationalism
lead?'

"We start from the fact that as a
group we are a proletarian and tenant

people in our own homeland, and, giv-

en that, the defense of our cultural

values and the attempt to improve
them, as well as the search for a kind
of economic strength, are all doomed to

failure as long as the fundamental
characteristics of our fundamental sifu-

ation remain unchanged."
The fight against Bill 63, which

would further downgrade the lan-

guage spoken by the people of Quebec
taken by itself can achieve nothing —
not even the ultimate preservation of

French. As all the analytical essays in

the anthology eloquently testify, the
defensive fight for the preservation of

French culture in Quebec has been
fought and gradually lost for a

hundred years and more.
The fact will still remain that if a

Quebecois wants to survive in his job
or be promoted he must learn English
because the interests, the class that

controls his place of work is English-
speaking.

What is more, those who run
Quebec, and certainly the hierarchy
in the Church, would like nothing bet-

ter than to divert the struggles of stu-

dents who face a jobless future and a
reactionary educational process and
even more the workers who fight for
better housing conditions, higher
wages and more control over their
places of work, they would like no-
thing better than to channel these in-

creasingly dangerous struggles into

the narrow path of a traditional fight

for the preservation of French cul-

ture.

The right wing with its access to

money and publicity made sure that it

dominated the grand FNF coalition to

fight against Bill 63. The left was con-

sistently denied a platform.

The same contradiction between
cultural and revolutionary national-

ism ran through the movement that

organized Operation McGill. The
right had its slogan adopted: McGill

Francais. The left was defeated: its

slogan had been McGill Quebecois.

There is the world of difference be-

tween a bourgeois university that in-

structs in French, and a university

whose very daily function is to serve

the people of Quebec.

We live in Ontario — the richest

and the most developed province in

Canada. It is here that the communi-
cations media are centred which dail-

ly distort the struggle of the people of

Quebec. It is here that state-power is

centred: the troops which occupied
Montreal were dispatched by Ottawa.

It is here that the local Canadian
centres of finance capital are

centred: the major corporations most
of which are American and all of

which are dominated by American
capital which dominate the lives of

both Quebecois and English-Cana-
dians.

To make the connection more con-

crete, the same man Prof. Woods who
headed the federal task force on In-

dustrial Relations was the Dean of

Arts of McGill most instrumental in

firing Stan Gray.

We who live in this Province should

begin to understand the connection
between the system which we in our

passive way find more and more gro-

tesque and the struggles in Quebec.
And we should listen carefully and

non-hysterically to the words of J. M.
Piotte, who writes in the last essay of

the Anthology:

"We have survived since the Con-
quest, but an uninterrupted succes-
sion of defeats and humiliations has
accustomed us to the companionship
of fear and shame. Now is not the
time for compromise and hesitation.

We must free ourselves completely
from all our alienations, or else agree
to continue hugging the walls in hos-

tile country. This is not the time for

sentiment: let us become violent and
overthrow the foreign capitalists and
their servants our bourgeoisie."

Vietnam ten thousand miles away:
three hundred miles lies Quebec —
our own Vietnam.

As the say in France: Ce n'est que
le debut: continuez le combat.

Andy Wernick

Ramsay Cook. French-Canadian Na-
tionalism. An anthology Published by
Macmillan Hardbound. $8.95
(unfortunately.)
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Society may be nothing but a scenario after all ...
In the intellectual and pseudo-intellectual

C community of New York and the provinces word
travels fast- Legends arise and fall as each new
actor or actress doffs raiment, oaths, excrement or
whatever else there is left to drop.

But the one time they still talk about is the
night last winter that The Living Theatre really did
live their theatre-

It happened at an intellectual soiree for the
New York intellegentsia. a meeting in a series
known as "The Theatre for Ideas". The series fea-

tured such village voices as Nat Hentoff of the mul-
ti-facets, Norman Mailer of the exalted ego. and
Paul Goodman of the glorious anarchy.

The topic on the night in question was ' theatre

or Therapy" and the head table guests were those

two frazzled urchins in the grand house of legit the-

atre, patriarch and matriarch (respectively) of The
Living Theatre. Julian Beck and Judith Maiina.

f There also to deliver a harangue I this kind <>J

theatre could lead to fasci\m'!l was the distinguished

critic of drama. Robert Brustein. His view was
essentially that the Becks' theatre of confrontation

with the audience '/ cannot go naked. I cannot travel

without a passport, I cannot smoke marijuana I cannot

drive gearshift J was really a kind of mass therapy
session which was unprofessional, usually diffuse,

nearly always mindless.

Brustein stated his point in a short, tersely

worded condemnation of the Living Theatre that

almost begged the trouble that was soon to come.

It's not quite certain when it happened but as

Brustein or Hentoff was speaking there arose var-

ious shouts from the audience. These increased un-

til the Hentoff, the chairman asked that their own-

ers identify themselves. That they did readily.

From the audience poured members of Uie Living

Theatre Company, appropriately freaky-looking in

contrast to the politely modish spectator s who had

paid an almost exhorbitant amount to attend.

They stormed down the aisles, yelling obsceni-

ties, hollering at people. To describe the ensuing

effect as hysteria is to be polite. It was a mass or-

gasm of phlegm, sweat and spit A member of the

freaks grabbed a ladies purse, ran up to the stage

and emptied the contents on the floor That was one

of the milder incidents.

All the while, the chair was trying to instil or-

der ihall the audience had left; the other half were
death-locked in struggle). Norman Mailer bellow-

ing like a wounded Minotaur grabbed the micro-

phone and tried to intimidate everyone into stop-

ping. Luckily for him, nobody was listening. And all

the while Judith Maiina surveyed the stage from

the stage where she was sitting, and kept on repeat

ing. "It's beautiful. Oh, it's so beautiful. Beautiful

Beautiful." Beck looked on with paternal delight.

Paul Goodman kept on rationalizing his exist-

ence. "Oi'm baysikly an aynahchist; O'im reely an

aynahchist, in his Brooklynish accent.

But the best words came from the audience

itself. One lady confronted a freak who had the

microphone. " You give me that goddamned micro-

phone, you fascist yon." she ceiled.

'Try and take it away from me. c'mon." he celled

• hack. She tried.

"Gimme that microphone, goddamn it. giifinie.
"

"Listen, if I weren 't what I am I would have called

the cops long ago.
'

"Go on. why don't you call the cops, you're gonna

anyway'"

But she didn't. Neither she nor anyone wanted

to call the cops for fear of embarrassment After

all. what would a cop think seeing a room lull ol Ins

intellectual superiors'' fighting over purses and

microphones?
The guerrilla theatre had worked beyond the

wildest dreams of its perpetrators II was the talk

of the town for weeks, even months afterwards

Protests and counterprotesls appeared in the

Times, The New York Review of Books. The Vil-

lage Voice and u II the other journals ol the trade

The Living were naughty but no doubt attendance at

their performances went up just as attendance

soared for Cleopatra when the masses dieovered

% that M/ and Dick were doing hanky panky

But it began to occur to many people that the

• Ideas" performance may have been the most con-

vincing that I he Living Theatr e had ever done.

Instead of playing at living, they had really lived

the point of what they were trying to do.

When you run stark naked through the aisles in

your own theatre to embrace John Q Liberal, he'll

comply half out of politeness, half out of embar-
rassment that he be "with it". But try to do the

same in his theatre and he will violently assure you
that ' it's my ball so we'll plav by my rules." So you
have to find out how to deflate the ball.

Where does the fascism come in? Chances are

that if you deflate his hall's), he's gonna smash you
one right in the teeth, ergo fascism.

Liberals have a classic paranoia about the

BACKLASH. It seems that they always gel caught
in the middle just as the elastic of equilibrium be-

comes too tight for them to hold. And alas, there is

no honour in being crucified that way.
But let us go back, hack two weeks ago to a

conference at the University of Western Ontario.

There assembled to discuss the state of modern
theatre were various and sundry university profes-

sors; tOne L'. of (iuelphproj "Hut Sir. this new theatre

you talk about, whv it's, if 'a anarchy! I

There to speak to them were four drama crit-

ics, white-haired Martin Esslin, portly and distin-

guished tnow class, how many have read lsslm\ "The
aire aj the Absurd "' Hands up. Well we can't study

Godot if you haven't . . . . I. Herbert Blau, a former
director of the Lincoln Centre in its more progres-

sive days. Theodore Hoffman, a professor of thea-

tre history at NYU and Carnegie Tech in New York
and James Kerans, drama professor from some-
where on the west coast.

Hoffman's remark about the "New drama''
pretty well sums up the altitudes expressed tin

what turned out to be a pretty well four-way tctta-

logue among the distinguished critics. ) Hoffman
came right out and stated that "It's the only theatre

in North America worth quarrelling about."

It may also be added that it's probably the only

theatre in North America worth even talking about

To say that existential theatre has run its

courses is to be simplistic, ot course, and yet, at the

risk of sounding naive, it seems as if. like Encoun-
ter magazine, the National Student Association.

European Communist parties. Rock Festivals and
the legalization of marijuana it's all a CIA plot to

keep the masses groovy and silent

The tneatre of revolt is perfect bourgeois thea-

tre. From the distance of the stage, the actor tells

you that you will die. that life is meaningless, that

society is corrupt, that you are fOmigod) GUILTY
( ( ita'lty as charged your honour with failing to disturb the

Not only is it boring to hear a character try to

decide whether to wait for Godot or not. but it's a

waste of time. There are better things to do. This

doesn't mean that socialist realism is the answer
either. There can be no revolutionary theatre be-

fore the revolution (when, where). There can only

be attempts. Yet the time has come and the time is

ripe to give people glimpses of reality as it is today.

And as Che once said in a fit of revolutionary snark

:

"I can't help it if reality is Marxist."

Modern theatre has always had as its aim the

raising of consciousness of the audience, and in this

it has gone farther than any theatre before, In fact

perhaps the most violent revolution in theatre came
at the turn of the century. The audience was middle

Class and the theatre exhibited an inherent resped
for the audience never before seen. The theatre was
beginning to involve the audience in an ongoing dia-

lectical process.

Now that's a very dangerous thing, you see,

because an ongoing dialectical process, once start-

ed:, cannot stop so easily. It sometimes leads to a
thing called "awareness" defined as knowing ex-

actly what's happening to you all of the lime.

And of course, if you know exactly what's hap-

pening to you all of the time, you're not going to be
(oo happy. You're going to try to change things.

Pretty quickly.

The trouble with the "modern theatre is thai

it has led us so far and no further. It has led us to

doubt God and believe that society is Inherently evil

and that authority is a bad thing. These are all fine

ami good, but taken just as they have been dropped,

they arc the breeders ol the common malaises to-

day, apathy, disdain for fellow man and worst of all

that devil's curse cynicism.

Martin Esslin took issue with what the other
critics were saying when he asserted that General
Motors and IBM and U S Steel are not responsible
lor the current malaise of professional theatre. In a
sense he is right. The very existence nf capitalism
should make for an exciting theatre All a player
need do is take the audience to a belching steel

plant, point to it. do a few cartwheels and say
"Yecccch." Hoffman added "The new theatre
needs a command both of social thought and Marx-
ist dialectic

"

But the legit theatre isn't doing that, or any-
thing much else. Brustein and Blau and many oth-

ers said that truly great theatre is essentially pessi-

mistic. But theatre has no right to be pessimistic,

nor has it the right to be optimistic. The business of

the theatre is to present the reality of life in as
many r evealing ways and means as possible. If

Abby Hoffman, or the New Left Caucus can show
reality by guerilla theatre (burning money at the

slock exchange) it will either make us pessimistic

about the stock exchange and capital or it will

make us optimistic about the hope of smashing it.

In either case, the theatre is coming to terms with

modern conditions in the capitalist state.

The ideology of the state has so pervaded every
part of our lives that the only way theatre can hope
to continue to be rebellious is to fight back with the

same weapons. Just as the medieval theatre left

the church and went out into the world, modern
theatre has to leave the theatre and engage the

world on its own ground, m the streets, in the seats

of government and in the theatres of the establish-

ment lap/ay within a play disrupting a pla\ '.' veez l

The new theatre is still in its infancy now and it

shows. Brustein has a very good point when he

called it unprofessional. It is and that is one of it

great weaknesses. No matter how radical your

ideas are, there's no excuse for sloppiness. mind-

less vociferation and lack of discipline Mainl> Be-

cause it 's not going to work if you aren't profession-

al

Or. as Blau said paraphrasing Baudelaire, Db
what thou willst. but no bullshit adding lhat "The
mot revolutionary ambitions require the most
persuasive performances

"

Most theatre of this type has failed miserably

Both the San Francisco Mime Troupe and the Van
couver Street Theatre, travelling troupes of dedi

cated players have given performances in Toronto.

Both used the highly versatile Italian Connncdia
del'Arte style and both were summarily unconvinc-

ing. Not that they weren't funny or even incisive

but to see what they perfoi med and to listen to what

they believe is to see a very serious gap between

form and content Despite the archaic trial and

sentence, it is generally agreed that the Futz per

formed last spring in Toronto is by no means a very

good play. The Living Theatre is regarded now with

a polite tolerance People are starting to take off

their clothes without even being asked to . The nude

Che that scandalized New York lasi year is de-

scribed by Kerans as "probably the worst and most

embarassing piece of theatre I've ever seen

Well, as the saying goes, what is to be done 7

How are wc to make living theatre more alive? The
distinguished critics at Western left the argument

at this point Possihly because the job of the critic

and historian is primarily to criticize and histori-

cize And yet it s not so hard to find some guidelines

for a new theatre of confrontation One of the besl

pieces of advice is don't forget about your head"

Your head is very helpful in thinking about what
you're doing, which in turn helps make lor a better

performanee

But most helpful oi all is that Which is .ill

around you. Once you realize the techniques being

used to fuck your mind, switch the tables around]

(Are con bothered hv liberal solutions ' tre yon alienated

frtim the means aj pratluchon ' \ew impnnvd l eft nish-

t \ to the site ol the problem liny eadres of the new in-

gredient ' 'dim i Qi lion ' speed diret tli into the social

mainstream, fhing lasi. rebel > es if you're feeling low,

lake Simcue Hall's

Besides if a small group of Crazies can be la-

helled "fascist " for disrupting a meet ing and police

Can get away with murder. we"ve really got nothing

lo loseanyway (let thee to the streets, thespian.

^^^fl lorry haiven
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WALTZING GOT YOU DOWN J

then •

DANCE
"MT. MISERY MUSIC CO 2

SOUL! MOTOWN!

REAL DANCE MUSIC,

ALICE!
TONIGHT!

NEW COLLEGE (WETMORE) HALL

8:30 P.M.

LAMBS - SI .00 WOLVES - 81.50

FISH - S3.00

Remodelling & Alteratloni

— A SteclaH?—
STUDENTS' ELITE

Cleaners & Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

922-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cords

MEMBER OF INDEPENDANT
CLEANERS ASSOC.

R
E

N
T
A
L

TYPEWRITERS

ADDING
MACHINES

T.V.'S

STEREO TAPE
RECORDERS

STEREO RECORD
PLAYERS

698-2589

School of Graduate Studies

Divisional Meetings
All members of the graduate faculty of each Division, and all graduate students

enrolled in the departments, centres, and institutes constituting the Division, may take

part in these meetings.

Division I (The Humanities) -Friday, November 14, 1969, 4:10 p.m. in the

Senate Chamber, Simcoe Hall

Division II (The Social Sciences) -Monday, November 17, 1969, 4:10 p.m., in the

Senate Chamber, Simcoe Hall

Division III (The Physical Sciences) -Wednesday, November 19,1969, 4:10 p.m., in

the Senate Chamber, Simcoe Hall

Division IV (The Life Sciences) -Friday, November 21, 1969, 4:10 p.m., in the
Senate Chamber, Simcoe Hall

Centre for the Study of Drama
and

The St. Lawrence Centre for the Arts

presents Slawomir Mrozek's

TANGO
translated by Nicholas Bethel I, adapted by Tom Stoppard, directed by Joseph Shaw,
designed by Martha Mann, with: David Brown, Barbara Borland, Nancy Kerrjane Mallett'
Jack Medley, William Needles, Sean Sullivan

Mondays lo Thursdays lo November 20 at 8:30

Tickets $3.00 Students $1.50

and

Eugene O'Neill's

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA
directed by Leon Major

settings by Murray Laufer, costumes by Marie Day, with; James Bradford, David Brown
Patricia Collins, Neil Dainard, Michael Fletcher, Maureen Fox, Ron Hastings'
Don McManus, Jack Medley, William Needles, Norma Oliver, Kate Reid, Anna Reiser'
Sean Sullivan, Jonathan White

Fridays and Saturdays only, to November 22 at 5:30
Tickets $4.50 Students $2.25

HART HOUSE THEATRE
Box Office open 10:00 to 6:00 - 928-8668

Gala Opening Performance November 7 - $7.50 Students $3.75

DANFORTH I

|
TYPEWRITER

|

. 2940 DANFORTH AVE

^ FREE DELIVERY
J

GSU
BY-ELECTION

FRI. NOV. 7, 1969

FOR POSITION OF VICE PRESIDENT

POLLING BOOTHS AT THESE

EASY TO REACH LOCATIONS!

AEROSPACE

GALBRAITH BLDG. LOBBY

GSU

MEDICAL BLDG.

OISE

SID SMITH LOBBY

SIG SAM LOBBY

VIC LIBRARY

WALBERG LOBBY

i

TYPISTS WANTED
A publishing company would like to farm out work of a

specialized nature. Typists should be graduates, prefer-

ably in English, who can type with patience and accuracy

from manuscript of a complicated nature. Must have own

typewriter and be able to put in a minimum of 10 hours

weekly till spring.

PLEASE PHONE 255-4493-EXT. 75

CENTENNIAL
FILM BOARD

WE HAVE MONEY

ANY ONE INTERESTED IN

MAKING A CO-OPERATIVE FILM

MEETING: MON. NOV. 10 5 P.M.

S.A.C. OFFICE
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Theatrical allegories make me nervous. So

many things can possibly go wrong, and usually

do. The audience is required to make as many
possible correlations between their world and the

onstage one — an exercise which is undeniably

amusing, uplifting, and full of vitamins BC&D.
But it's unlikely to be particularly profitable

unless you have a script and company whose com-
plexities are designed to mesh with each other. If

the allegory is a simple equation or if it ties up all

loose ends with identification tags, you have an

essentially boring show in which nothing can hap-

pen that the audience won't really already know
better and more closely through experience or

projection. If. on the other hand, the allegory is

many-layered and constantly shifting, the play is

in effect an open invitation to myopia. When
there's a lot going on in front of you, you look for

the familiar focus of your particular squint.

Consider Tango as performed by Hart House

Theatre on weekdays through 19 November. This

modern (1965) Polish (author Slawomir Mrozek is

an exjournalist now expatriated to Paris) product

takes off from the standard stage metaphor for

the family of man in cosmic context - a house-

hold whose physical trappings define and reflect

its occupants. As soon as you walk into the thea-

tre, you know from the cluttered condition of Mar-

tha Mann's curtainless set that the human, condi-

tion represented on it will be one of chaos — too

many things from too many times and places.

And so it is. The cast of characters turns out to

be: (a) three generations of literal and figurative

Bohemians; (b) Eddie, the friendly local slob who

slinks around stage being ••elemental" and claim-

ing to sleep with the lady of the house; and (c)

Arthur, the son of the house and its misfit, who

wants to return the household to normalcy. But

now standards are reversed;

STOMIL So what do you want? Tradition?

ARTHUR: World order!

STOMIL Oh, is that all?

ARTHUR: Thai and the right to rebel.

STOMIL But you've got it! — I keep telling you, rebel!

ARTHUR: Can't you see that you've destroyed any

chance I ever had? You've been knocking over the to-

tems for so long that there's nothing left for me to kick

against — nothing! Abnormality is the new norm, and

all I've got to rebel against is you and your muck

Rebel against you? How the hell can I fight a

blob? — nothing is integrated so how can it disinte-

grate. Your world has no shape, no structure and no

substance — it's indestructible.

STOMIL You mean we're no help?

ARTHUR: No help at all — you're so tolerant.

STOMIL Yes, it's a difficult situation.

So Arthur tries to find a frame of reference

which he can impose on his family. His propensity

for systematization — he is a medical student who
carries a philosophy textbook under his arm —
can be imposed on the family because, as his

mother Eleonora remarks. "Arthur is the first

man in fifty years to have principles. It's so origi-

nal."

But the principles shift. He begins as a peevish

disciplinarian with a bizarre taste in punishments,

making Greatuncle Eugene stand in a corner with

a birdcage on his head and
t
Granny play dead on

the catafalque in the corner for their participation

in a cardgame. He ends as an AntiChrtst figure

who, having enlisted the aid of good ol' bestial

Eddie, stands on a table and shouts:

"Look at me — I've crowned your wildest dreams. Un-

cle, we shall have law and order. Father, you did nothing

but rebel, and your rebellion led only to chaos, and de-

stroyed itself. But look at me! — Isn't power rebellion?

Rebellion in the form of order, the top against the bottom,

the high against the low. There can be no high without a

low, and no low without a high — and that's what power is

all about: the opposites don't eancel each other out, but de-

fine one another. I am neither compound nor component
,
I

am the act itself I am the act itself. I am will, I am energy.

I am power! I am above, within and around everything.

You should fall on my neck — 1 hare fulfilled your youth.

It's yours! And I get something out of it too — form, any

form Ifancy, not one but a thousand possibilities, I can cre-

ate and demolish at will, it's all within me, here!"

Shortly after that spiel he is cut down by Eddie,

who indeed falls upon his neck — with a Karate

chop and then it is Eddie's turn to call the tunes

and the dances.

The most obvious and painless reading of all

this is to take Tango as a morality play of 20th-

century East European politics. Arthur the ideal-

ist, revolted by the disjointed and disoriented na-

ture of his society, seizes absolute power which

corrupts him into the absolute apotheosis of Fas-

cism, only to be destroyed by mean nasty ugly

Communism.
This would seem to be the interpretation taken

by the Hart House production, insofar as I could

discover any direction in Joseph Shaw's directing

(which isn't very far, aside from a few inspired

stage pictures). The intention seems to have been

to turn the final act into a melodrama, fusing the

original first two acts into one long farcical blur

and saving the fireworks for the final situation.

(Actually, it's a strobe).

The same emphasis on the end is to be found in

the acting: after slinking harmlessly around the

stage, Sean Sullivan as Eddie suddenly becomes
supremely sinister, and David Brown as Arthur

seems to be aiming at the same thing but remains

as boring as ever. The rest of the family's role not

only subsides but is all but forgotten. And even if

Uncle Eugene, played with brilliant attention to

detail by Jack Medley, is recognizable as a sell-

out to each of the successive new orders, his re-

sponsibility in doing so is minimized.
This imbalance de-emphasizes some of the

script's great ironic echoes. More important and
more shortsightedly, the interpretation which
results ignores the play's operation by a process

of dialectic. It moves along at least two related

sets of tensions. One operates between Arthur and
one member of his family after another. It is here,

in Arthur's attempts to woo his relatives, that the

hand of adaptor Tom Stoppard Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern Are Dead) shows itself — playing
edgy, witty games of intellectual pingpong. The
game is at its best on the occasions when one of

the players is William Needles as Stomil, Arthur's

father, a theatrical experimenter who strides

around the stage with the fly of his pyjamas unfas-

tened:

ARTHUR: I wish you'd do up your flies.

STOMIL Why?
ARTHUR: What do you mean why?
STOMIL Why? The simplest of questions and you're

stuck for an answer.

ARTHUR: Because — because it's simply not done.

STOMIL There you are — meaningless. A typically

conventional reply which fails to survive intellectual

analysis.

ARTHUR: Isn't that enough?

STOMIL Too superficial. If we are going to discuss it,

we'll have to dig deeper.

ARTHUR: For God's sake, Father, can't you do up your

flies and then discuss!

STOMIL That would be o reversal of the rational pro-

cess. — The act before the thought. Man must live ra-

tionally, not mechanically.

ARTHUR: So you're not going to do yourself up.

STOMIL No. Anyway, I con't. The buttons are missing.

In moments like these, there sneaks by the sus-

picion that the paralysing clutter on stage is born,

not of liberation from convention, but of the liber-

al intellectual heritage that collects remnants
from various cultures and is trapped by them —
"a brothel. " says Arthur, "when anything goes and

nothing works."

If Arthur had been a little more lovable and the

chaos a little less so, the Hart House opening night

audience — liberals every bloody one of us —
might have found that, among other things, the

joke was on them too. Or maybe it wasn't a joke —
"Tragedy." Arthur protests to his father, "doesn't

exist because you don't believe in it and dial's be-

cause of vour damned ewrlast'tng compromises

An even more unnerving uncomfortable joke of

interpretation derives from the second tension,

which is between Arthur and Arthur. As his epi-

taph puts it, "He lived for reason too passionate-

ly; he died because his thoughts betrayed his feel-

ings."

And the person who wins out is Eddie, who gives

no evidence of suffering any tensions at all: "Ed-

die is simplicity and truth he is the basic essential

which we've been seeking for so long in all the wrong

places because \ye didn't know what we were looking

for. ! am afraid Eddie is a fact and you can t hate some-

thing which is elemental. You should love it."

The advice is Arthur's and signals surrender

before the fact. And if Arthur's efforts to impose

rationality on himself and his surroundings lead

only to absurdity, why, pray tell, should we risk

imposing allegorical meaning on the play? In both

the play's plot and its impact on the audience, in-

tellectual systematization loses out to "the value of

dynamic force, bang on target in its very at'ntlessness,

But this production took aim and only Messrs.

Medley and Needles hit the target with any con-

sistency. My overall reaction to the play was

summarized in one of their exchanges about Stom-

il's experimental theatre:

STOMIL: By a direct act we have achieved uni-

ty of action and perception . . . It's got some-

thing to do with theatrical phenomena, the dy-

namic of the sensual fact. Did you feel yourself

respond to it?

EUGUENE: To tell you the truth, not very

much.

Eugene gets no sympathy from me — Stomil s

company of one didn't claim to be professional.

morion o'connor
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CiF.OKGE RYERSON
(Aged 91 years)

Under conditions of material prosperity and security,

men need religion to tell them this well-being is not sinful.

This is what Billy Graham is doing when he paraphrases God:

"/ havefound a way toJorgive you. I havefound a way to adopt you

into my family. I have found a way to make you whole, I havefound

a way to wash away voursins."

Under conditions of hardship and suffering, men look to

religion for the promise of a better life, for the spiritual

strength to carry on in the face of doubts, and for a sense of

solidarity with other men.

This second reasoning ac-

counts for the high popularity

of the Methodists in the pi-

oneer communities of Upper

Canada in the first decades of

the 19th century. In Britain the

Methodists catered to the ur-

ban and rural poor with huge

open-air camp meetings, itin-

erant preachers and hymn-

singing, and in Upper Canada

this tradition was perpetuated

by the saddle-bag preacher, a

dedicated clergyman who trav-

elled by horseback a regular

circuit through the backwoods,

bringing to the pioneers the

spiritual strength to face the

rigours of an exacting life.

The part played by the sad-

dlebag preachers among the

"God-Hopeful" people of Up-

per Canada is excellently por-

trayed by Clara Thomas in a

new biography of one of these

men, Egerton Ryerson.

Jn the 1820's Upper Canadian

farmers paid a high price for

material success, writes Prof.

Thomas, "often the loss, for a

generation or more, of any mean-

ing in life beyond the laming of a

plot of unresponsive land in a

tough climate."

The Methodists, with their

evangelical drive and fervour,

injected into this bleak picture

a feeling of solidarity and pur-

pose, especially through the

holding of camp-meetings,
"great occasions among a people

who needed every Kind of recrea-

tion, of security and of reassur-

ance, social and spiritual
"

In its early years Methodism
performed a vital function for

the ordinary Upper Canadian
and was viewed with hostility

by some members of the estab-

lishment, perhaps for its sus-

pected republicanism

(Methodism enjoyed huge suc-

cess south of the border), but

primarily for its popular orien-

tation — its unorthodox prac-
tice of taking the church to the

people, preaching in market-
places, in homes in the back-

woods. This kind of religious

movement did not appeal to

the Upper Canadian aristocra-

rv who saw the colony as an
idyllic 18th century English
countryside where social pat-

terns were set by the landown-
ers and the established

(Anglican) church.

One Anglican bishop of the

time described the "itinerant

and mendicant" Methodists as

"a set of ignorant enthusiasts

whose preaching is calculated only

to perplex the understanding and

corrupt the morals; to relax the

nerves of industry and dissolve the

bonds of society . . .

So when Egerton Ryerson,

at the age of 18, converted to

Methodism, his Tory Loyalist

father was quite upset. Of him,

writes Prof. Thomas, "Method-

ism was socially unacceptable and.

worse than that, unmanly; his re-

vulsion was like a modern father's

Rksidence ok the Late colonel Joseph 1

(Near Vittoria, Norfolk County)
Here the Ryerson brothers spent the days of 1

John Ryerson

whose son has grown long hair

andjoined the Flower People."

How Ryerson, in the course

of his career, separated him-

self from the nascent popular

tradition and rose to a position

of power and authority in Up-

per Canada, is the main theme
in Prof. Thomas' carefully

researched biography. By the

standards of Canadian history

writing this book is extraordi-

narily good, combining social

history with a fine apprecia-

tion of people and ideas. She

follows up her first rate exposi-

tions of early Upper Canada
and the beginnings of Method-

ism with a thorough tracing of

Ryerson's career as it reflects

Upper Canada's transforma-

tion from an insecure frontier

society to a stable social order.

Yet, while Prof. Thomas is not

over-favourable to her subject,

she does not put the argument
forcefully and explicitly.

Ryerson was a man of great

talents. This was recognized by

the Methodist church who used

him to win their fight for a

share of government monies,

and later by the colonial gov-

ernment who used him to intro-

duce a modern system of uni-

versal public education. Ryer-

son was a man who did not

have to look back; the path to

success opened magically be-

. fore him and he proceeded
comfortably along it-

He was kept busy by many
concerns — publishing a Meth-
odist newspaper, engaging in

Church diplomatic activities,

setting up a Methodist educa-

tional institution of which he

became principal at Cobourg
(later to be U of T's Victoria

College) and founding a Meth-
odist printing house (later to

be The Ryerson Press — pub-

lishers of the present biogra-

phy)-

After Ryerson's talents had

successfully helped obtain for

the Methodist Church the same
privileges as the Anglicans and
generally secure for Method-
ism a permanent niche in the

social structure of Upper Can-

ada, Ryerson directed his in-

terests towards education.

In this second career Ryer-

son almost singlehandedlj

founded a modern system of

public schools. He undertook
extensive speaking tours

through the colony to convince

sceptical parents of the need
for education, authored text-

books on subjects from gram-
mar to horticulture, founded
teachers' colleges and for 32

years guided the infant school

system to its unchallenged

hEVIEW6
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berth in the social system.
A favorite boast of Ryerson

during his tenure as superin-

tendent of schools was that he
was "above politics". This
aspect of his development
points to an important part of

the Canadian political com-
plexion.

Ryerson's attitude to the

Reform movement of the

1830's and 40's shows what lay

C behind his assumed apoliticali-

ty-

In the early '30's there had
been a loose and informal alli-

ance between the reformers

and the Methodists, since they

were both assailing the privi-

leged ruling elite, the Compact
landowners and the Anglican

church of Bishop Strachan. An
angry Kingston mob, for in-

stance, on one occasion burned

both William Lyon Mackenzie
and Ryerson in effigy.

Ryerson's 1833 visit to Eng-

land during which the Colonial

Office promised an equitable

division of the Clergy Reserves

income among the Methodists,

Presbyterians and Anglicans,

was likely the decisive point in

turning Ryerson's sympathy
away from the Reform move-

0 ment. His primary goal,

achieving security for his

church in Upper Canada, was
to be granted within the exist-

ing order. A letter to Egerton

from his semi-literate con-

servative brother congratu-

lates Ryerson on the rupture,

adding "I have long been of the

opinion that we (Methodists)

had . . . leaned too much to-

ward Radicalism and that it

would be absolutely necessary

sooner or later to disengage

ourselves from them entirely.

You can see plainly that it is

not Reform but Revolution

they are after . .
."

Ryerson demonstrated the

severing of ties with the Re-

formers with a series of letters

published in the London Times

in 1836. He portrayed the strug-

gle for responsible govern-

ment, as one for independence,

which he opposed. His part was

influential in popularizing this

view and helps to account for

the defection of moderates as

well as most Methodists from

the Reform cause.

His only other direct inter-

vention in politics was in 1844,

when Ryerson launched a fulls-

cale assault on the moderate

reformer Baldwin. Ryerson's

support of Governor Metcalfe

— an authoritarian governor,

the last to believehepersonally

ruled the colony - in this suc-

cessful campaign was followed

by his appointment as superin-

tendent of schools. Ryerson
naively protested he had not

expected this reward, and
while one must accept his good

faith, the evidence shows he

had wanted the job, Metcalfe

had discussed it with him, and

Ryerson had performed a rare

and virulent attack on the "dis-

loyal reformers."

Ryerson's main aim, as he

saw it, was "the ordering and

civilizing of Upper Canada into

a corporate community" and
his main tool in this was expe-

diency, a quality he greatly

admired in the English Whigs.

For him it is easier to accept

rapid advancement to positions

of authority than to challenge

existing processes. Often it

never occurs to him that he is

part of something called the

ruling class or elite. He be-

lieves he has arrived purely on

his merits and that he is above

mere political controversies.

This blindness of his, this

backing away from principled

stands, this deliberate effort to

discount the existence of issues

which cannot be settled by
compromise, probably entitle

Ryerson to be called Canada's

first great value-free liberal.

He was not an evil man. He
performed valuable tasks n

raising the quality of Upper
Canadian civilization.

Easy-going, trusting, ac-

commodating, desiring to asso-

ciate with persons of his own
level of culture and learning.

Ryerson developed from teach-

ing illiterate Indians and trav-

elling with a message of hope

through the frontier, to leading

church politics and becoming a

bulwark of an embryonic so-

cial system.

A new society develops a

consensus which buries poten-

tial conflicts. An outright re-

fusal to modify the original

Tory vision of Upper Canada
would have resulted in a seri-

ous explosion, perhaps radical-

ly changing the nature of the

civilization. Instead radical-

ism in Upper Canada was de-

fused and isolated, largely

through the influence of men
like Ryerson. His law and or-

der stand made reform more

difficult and, when it did come,

less wide ranging.

The unanswered question is,

in effect, this: if Ryerson. the

Methodists, and other large

numbers of persons had not

been preoccupied with materi-

al security and social advance-

ment, what revolutionary

changes might the colony not

have undergone?

Ryerson chose not to make
choices and in this way con-

tributed to making moral and

political affairs in Canada a

matter of comfort and conveni-

ence rather than resolution. He

helped lay the foundation for a

cultural tradition which buries

conflicts and makes the pursuit

of material well-being the su-

preme goal.

dove frank

Ryerson of Upper Canada

by Clara Thomas
The Ryerson Press, (5.95
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TO ALL CAMPUS CLUBS

PLEASE SUBMIT BUDGET

IF YOU WISH GRANTS FROM SAC

Deadline TODAY

External Affairs Commission,

SAC Office

cDiScottieqiA
THE SALTY DOG
DISCOTHEQUE

Open Fri.. Sat & Sun.,

8 p.m.-3 a.m.

Special Student rates for

weekends of Nov. 7th-9th
14th- 16th only

$1.00 Adm nth
Student Cord.
482 Yonge St., 964-7060

1 Block North of College

CW.ool-B.olltJ

Stilling STEAKS

S»r.«d In Burgundy Win.

mni iiKfuhnt BOASI BEEF

Int.rlalnm.nt nil.lv In In.

j UPSTAIRS VENETIAN IOUNOE I BAH

^Appooflng NItoly ANDY NICCOLS

Steele's
TAVERN—RESTAURANT

EM (-5160 M» YONOE ST.

(Fully lit.nxd)

BJARNASON, COSTELLO
& ASSOCIATES

Suite 1208,
Toronto Professional Bldg,

123 Edward Street,

Toronto 101, Ontario

IMMIGRATION
CONSULTANTS

Telephone 364-0973

STUDENTS..

SAVE
SOX
and be

100%

dbe (Hottbern flIKnet*
Canada's National Mining Newspaper

77 River Street — Toronto 247, Ontario

Canada's mining industry continues to grow at a hectic
rate and outpaces all other industrial groups. The future
calls (or accelerated expansion.

By knowing the (acts, and they appear each Thursday in

The Norlhern Miner, you can keep abreast ol the mining
induslry and what it means to Canada. Read all the news
ol all the mines— all the metals.

A special $5.00 per year subscription rate (regular price
S10.0D per year) is olfered only to University students.

Take advantage of this special student oiler by completing
and mailing the coupon below with your S5.00 remittance.

It

%-

IN TOQCHTO

DRAGON INN

y?CAT|OM- CONVOCATION WALL

TlMfi-T.15,

APryll#»lflK-*i.i;p perpee^n
T\dt<&T4, - apvancte; ticket
AVAILABLE AT *T« &VXhh
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FINAL WEEKl
THAT SUPER MUSICAL CLOSES NOV. 15

JAftQIiES BH£l IS ALIVE
AND WELL AMD LIVING

111 PA^IS
PLAYHOUSE THEATRE - 1605 BAYVIEW

STARRING THE ORIGINAL CANADIAN CAST
TIMES AND PRICES." SUN., TUES., WED., THURS. AT 8:30 P.M.-

2.00, 3.00, 4.00, FRI. AT 9:45 and SAT. AT 6:15 ond 9:4S-3.00, 4.00. 5.00

• STUDENTS •

S2.00 ALL PERFORMANCES EXCEPT LATE FRI. at SAT.

CLASSIFIEDS
GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone

lodav lor tree booklet "The Day you °"V a

diamond" H. Proctor and Co., 131 Bloor

StW..Suite416. 921-7702

TYPING theses, essays, noies. charts.

English. French, other languages. Mimeo-
graphing, electric typewnters Mary Dale

Stott <M Davies) 86 Bloor Si W Room
225. 922 7624

UNIVERSITY AREA Town House,
$2900 down Six rooms, compleiely reno-

vated, 71 Ulster Ave Only £23,900 Good
condilrons and easy terms. Gertler and
Winer Rt 927-4492.

BOOK SALE — All new and used books
hall price — Nov 1 -7. 10: 10 a m - 7 p.m
Volume One . 427 Spadina Ave. (just

southof College) 924-3844

M.G.6. OWNERS — new fiberglass hard
tops, wilh tinted sun-roof and side win-
dows Custom-made lor M.G B. All col-

ours Call 923-1704. after5

JAZZ CONCERT Northern Secondary
Scool Jazz Ensemble in Concert Fri. Nov
7ih 8 15 PM Admission SI 00 NSS —
851 Mt Pleasant Rd.

NEW COLLEGE DANCE Society pres-
ents the second of a series of "Fii-

day'smyday" SOUL DANCES Every Friday

afternoon 4-7 p.m. — New College
(Classic & Huron) downstairs IT'S FREEi

New College Motion Picture Society pres-

ents MIA FARROW in "ROSEMARY'S
BABY". Two Showings Sunday 6:30 &
900 p.m. New College IWetmore) Dining
Hall (2 1 Classic Ave ) Admission S 1 00.

MALE OR FEMALE assistants needed for

Cub Packs. Boys 8-11 North Toronto, call

8nan 488-6614

SALTY DOG DISCOTHEQUE Will rent

premises Monday to Thursday, Day or

Evening For information call A. Curry 964-
7060 or 633-2677

LOST: Would the magnam.nous bastard

who took a black umbrella with a leather

handle at Hart House Dance Sat nite.

please return it Phone Don. 534-5936

WANTED — Grrf to share 2 bedroom Flat

with 2 other girls Monthly rent S70 In

8athurst -Bloor area For details call 531-
7394

OPEN PARTY at McGill. All welcome
Delta Upsilon Frat 3434 McTavish Mon-
treal 9 p.m 2am Girls free Band. bar.

beer Tonite Fri Nov 7

LOST: 1 black key case-in vicinity of Text-

book Store or old Physics Building on Fri-

day, Oct 31 Please return to No 431.
New College

DANCE to Ihe SOLID SOUL SOUNDS ol

the "Mount Misery Music Company 'TO-
NIGHT!" 8 30 p.m New College Babes -

S1 00. Studs - SI 50 The odd couple -

S3 00 Virgins free! (Must show proof l|

GIRLS BLEED — So do Guys Today, lor

the lasl time: Sig Sam Library, & U C Jun-
ior Common Room Save a Life, don't let

somebody diel

TUTORING in Mathematics and Statistics

for undergraduate and engineering stu-
dents by an experienced leacher (MSc
Queen's) Also mathematics for high
school students Call 920-1819

ARTS and
SCIENCE
Final Year Students

Today, the Chartered Accounfont plays one of Ihe

mosf exciting roles in business management. He tackles

complex ond fascinating problems. For the

professionally-trained man Ihe scope is limitless.

Discuss career opportunities with Clarkson, Gordon
representatives, on campus

Nov. 10, 11 & 14

.Appoinlments should be made through the Student
Placement Office. If this time is not convenient,

please contact us directly: 368-2751

Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Halilo. - Soini John Quehec Montioal . Oltowo . Toronto
Homillon . Kilctioner . London . Windior Thunder Bay . Winnipeg

Refllno • Calgary - Edmonton - Voncouver • Victoria



Michael Bawtree has trans-

lated and directed this play by
a young Colombian playwright,

Carlos Reyes, making the most
of three props and stark light-

ing to create effects of tremen-
dous impact. The play is a dia-

logue between two soliders

sent by the government to put

down a strike by banana work-
ers. One questions the morality

of their mission, the other

doesn't. We watch the dialogue

slowly awaken political con-

sciousness in the soldiers, and
through the theatrical medi-
um, in ourselves. It is difficult

not to be moved by the simplic-

ity of the argument — there is

no overt rhetoric, no theory.

Human beings caught in a pre-

dicament which we are thank-

ful, and guilty, not to be part

of.

The program opens with a

reading of "Contradictions,"
an extended poem by another

Colombian, Enrique Buenaven-

tura. The four factors read the

sequences individually and in

chorus. The poetry is again
simple and powerful if only

because of the immense suffer-

ing which the lines convey.

These are cries from the un-

derworld, where there is no

possibility of release. Art's

only justification is that articu-

lated pain is better than si-

lence.

mark czarneck'i

c n
o\ um

the ^i-c-al while wonder

bootleg

dylan

The new Dylan album has been
called The Great White Wonder. Ac-
tually, it doesn't have a name. The 2

lp's come in a plain white folder with
not a word on it.

The album is a mixed collection of

Dylan material taped off radio and
TV over the past six or seven years —
a record of Dylan's career from its

beginning up to the present.

Nobody knows who produced the

album — which is just as well, since

its distribution is highly illegal (the

records seem to have been pressed
and packaged in Japan). Columbia,
the record company Dylan is con-
tracted to, has already sued for an
injunction against further sale of the

album by record stores. If they ever
find the producers there's likely to be
a serious lawsuit.

In the meantime, sale of The Great
White Wonder continues. Somebody is

driving around from store to store all

over the United States and Canada
unloading cartons of records.

Sale of the album (at least in Toron-

to) hasn't been that fast. It's not real-

ly suited to the casual listener for

several reasons. First, being tapes off

the radio, the fidelity is extremely
poor. Only a dedicated Dylan fan

could have the patience to listen to it.

Second, many of the songs are ex-

tremely early (remember the civil

rights movement?). It's a fantastic

document if you're interested in Dy-

lan's history, but for the most part it's

not rock.

However, if Dylan's seeming
changes of heart over the years are

important to you (that is, if you think

Dylan's history is your own history),

then the album is an occasion for a

good deal of thought. In fact, the

whole thing is positively eerie. Hear-

ing tinny reproductions of home re-

cordings and live performances, ma-
terial that was meant to be forgotten

as soon as it was heard, brings out

aspects of Dylan that are usually pas-

sed over on his professional record-

ings. Instead of concentrating on the

content of the lyrics or on the muic,

one concentrates on Dylan's different

moods as they are revealed through

the songs.

The result is uncanny. Dylan has

always been complex and contradic-

tory, perhaps as much so in the begin-

ning as he has been more recently,

certainly always far more so than his

audience. The juxtapositions in Dy-

lan's character are perfectly pres-

erved on the album. Thus, amidst

songs about being a "ramblin' work-

er," about Southern lynch mobs ("and

they hung Hezekiah as high up as a pi-

geon"), and about hoboes dying in the

gutter ("he was only a hobo, hut one

mure is gone leavin' nobody to sing his

\ad song" I, all material from his folk-

music days, Dylan can come up with

some of the funniest personal reflec-

tion in all of pop music (the album has

several cuts of Dylan just talking)

:

Hey, man, you ought to see some pic-

tures of me. I'm not kiddin . . . Urn —
I look like Marlon Brando, James Dean
or somebody. You ought to see me . . .

With the blue turtle-neck sweater . . .

This isn't to say that Dylan didn't
mean what he said about social jus-

tice and that sort of thing - just that
that wasn't all there was to him. Sat-
ire and irony have always been com-
ponents of his outlook, especially his

outlook on himself.

Just this is graphically illustrated
in the rendition of Candy Man on the
album. It's very much the same ver-

sion of the song that Donovan does on
his first album (circa 1965). But where
Donovan comes off straight and inno-
cent, Dylan can't help sounding like

he's just playing around and it's all a
big joke. It makes one think of the
scene in the movie Don't Look Back
where Donovan sings "To Sing For
You" and Dylan says that it's really
nice, and then proceeds to play "It's

All Over Now, Baby Blue."

Listening to country music next to

Dylan's earliest folk music suggests
an interesting pattern (if I may in-

dulge in rock metaphysics). The chief
figure in the folk songs was the drifter

("Bui I am just a refugee As I go ram-
blin' around . . ."}, the man on the

outside, alone, wandering around. At
the same time, there was the typical

folk pre-occupation with civil rights,

dealt with especially through song of

outrage at atrocities and miscar-
riages of justice (songs about lynch
mobs in Southern towns and guilty

Klansmen going free). Dylan, of

course, left this all behind him when
he moved into rock.

His most recent move into country
music is particularly significant since

it involves a return to the world re-

ferred to in the early folk songs —
only this time from exactly the oppos-

ite direction. With country music,
Dylan is no longer the lonely drifter,

but has settled down. He is a solid

country citizen. And this is the music
of the very people that the protests

songs took offence with. Dylan now
lives comfortably among them.

What it all means is hard to say.

Dylan's motives are, no doubt, as
complex now as they have always
been.

r. d. sebwartz

surprise at the

poorhouse

The theatre doesn't tell us

very often how to run our lives,

and when it does, the message
doesn't leave much room for

art. A notable exception is

"Two Soldiers" playing today

at one o'clock in the Victoria

College Gymnasium, put on by

the Poorhouse Theatre.

Stink — McKEiWA MENDELSOh
MAINLINE— Liberty LBS 8325

1

A local group playing gross-out

blues — this is the band's own defini-

tion, but it's a gimmick in this album
In spite of some good lead guitar &
vocals the 'home-spun' touches are

too much. When they settle into some-
thing less image-conscious they'll

probably be very good.

Aoxomoxoa — GRA TEFL'L DEAD —
W arner WS 1790

Mmmmm. Yum. Yum. It s really

slow easy stuff. You can see the gui-

tarist hearing each note before he —
lets — it — drop. And it's all clean &
magical. Mountains of the Moon espe-

cially. All this and an electric-organic

album cover.

1 1 //A A Little Help From My Friends —
JOE COCKER — A& M SP4I82

It's great! An Englishman who
doesn't just imitate soul. There's

something full and satisfying in the

perfectly executed breaks: whether

it's the army of organs, the back up

girls or (on 'Help From My Friends')

Joe Cocker himself Stevie Winwood
& Matthew Fisher lead the backup

group of Cocker's 'friends'.

FAT MATTRESS — Polydor 543.07$

is ordinary. Contains Noel Redding of

Jimi Hendrix and terrible lyrics. LSD
muzak created by freaked-in comput-
ers. Noted for its blandness.

Bless It 's Pointed Little Head — JEF-
FERSON AIRPLANE - RCA LSP-
4133

This is a live album. It is supposed
to be blues. But they haven't complet-
ed the style change. And Grace Slick

has no guts. Although it's tasteful (as

always) and pleasant listening, it

never quite takes off.

doug waffers

'other sounds'
Several years ago the corporate fathers

of CHUM ttd. decided that classical music
returns very unclasskal profits, and turned

the company's FM outlet, CHUM-FM to the

then uneiploiied field of "progressive
rock". The new product's personality ex-

ploded into big business, and CHUM s

shareholders were eminently pleased.

Not so pleased were the occosioni freaks,

like myself, that really do like lo listen to

the so-called "classical music" that CHUM-
FM's pullout eliminated from the listening

spectrum in Toronto. Alas, it seemed that

commercial radio couldn't afford the luxury

of classical programming. The alternative

(god bless socialism) was non-commercial

radio, either government or institutional.

Rare, but scarcely feeble, is the current

classical scheduling of CJRT (91.1), o fully

professional station broadcasting 24 com-
merciolless hours a day in stereo, courtesy

the dollars and control of its owner, Ryerson

Poly technical Institute.

"CJRT doesn't intend to compete with

anybody," says Ron McKee. assistant man-
ager of the station. "Our classical program-

ming is an attempt to develop a unique
service lo a small but very real segment of

the public."

Far from dull, programmes like Michael

John's "Heritage ". two hours of baroque
music heard Sunday nights from 8 to 10.

are particularly useful for Sunday night

essay-spewing, smoking, lovemaking or

even Varsity article writing, particularly if

you happen lo lack John's 1500-record

baroque music library.

McKee admits the station shies from

heavy use of relatively modern composers

like Mohler in the daytime, yet Prokofiev

and Mozart con blissfully coexist in the sta-

tion's evening concerts, likewise do superb

tapes of the Cleveland Symphony (possibly

North America's finest orchestra) in sum-
mer concert at Blossom Centre, and Angel

Records' new releases of the USSR Sympho-

ny.

Wee knights from 10 to midnight, o large

bearded man named Ted O'Reilly plays an
unusually catholic jazi show ranging from

The Original Dixieland Jass (sic) Band to

Ornetle Coleman. The show probably

doesn't eorn the adjective "hip", nor does

its DJ. But the music is very nice.

McKee's current project is an exploration

of the non-institutional, educational possi-

bilities of radio. "Radio-study ' is a nightly

one hour series of formal lectures, aimed at

over-thirty types who can't (or are too

smart to) spend some time at University,

but slill would like some information an

miscellaneous subjects, like the History of

Music or Human Behaviour.

"ftodiosfudy". or CJRT itself, ore scarcely

revolutionary. But they are eminently lis-

tenable. My god, I even caught myself lis-

tening to a lecture one night — bird migra-

tion or something. And damned if I'm over

thirty, yet.

thomas d. o'connor
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SALUDOS AM1COS !

COMBINATION SPECIALS
Mexican Fiesta $1.69

tP
opp"r,uni,» .o .aS,e many of the varieties of Nlex.can food.

Bushel-O-Tacos $4.95
8 Tacos. Pancho con Came, Pancho Beans, Taco Sauce, Corn Chips

and Chef's Salad. A party in a bushel.

Mexi-Cheese Crisp Fiesta $4.95
8 Mexi-Cheese crisps, Pancho con carne, our own ^°J^
came, special Pancho Taco sauce, corn chips and fresh chef s salad.

, ,\ a uu Enchiladas Poblanas
967 Eglinton Ave. W.

w o dr-hilaHac Pan^hn beans. I

782-8751

$4.95
8 Enchiladas, Pancho beans, Pancho con Carne, Corn Chips. Enchiladas

sauce, Pancho sour cream, chopped onions and fresh chefs salad.

SPfCMl DISCOUNT TO All STUDfNTS WITH U.l. CARD

MINIMUM DELIVERY ORDER $3.95

The Bootee
Beautiful and Young
firey - navy - tan - brown

- black

Glove leathers only 15.00

OPEN Thursday and Friday nites.

1 26 BLOOR STREET

COD. Orders Accepted.

Credit and Chargex cards honored.

he strikes out

hooker's batting .250

Sad Nighl" sang John Lee Hooker, and a sad night

it was. Hooker (playing at the Colonial until Sunday)

showed his contempt for the audience by arriving over

an hour late, and then rubbed it in by referring to the.

evening as a "warm-up." Supposedly, the "warm-up"

remark would have been more palatable if the Colo-

nial management had arranged a special "warm-up"

cover charge, but since this was not the case, Hook-

er's remark was inexcusable.

All of Hooker's troubles were not of his own mak-

ing however. He was severely handicapped by the so-

called backing of the Atlanta Blues Band. I don't want

to say that the Atlanta Blues Band is the worst blues

band of all time, simply because I haven't listened to

all the blues bands ever formed. Last week, Big Mama
Thornton was able to whip them into shape with small

gestures and comments. Hooker didn't possess the

same control, for his furious glances at the drummer

did nothing to tone him down (and a drummer who can

knock the suds off your beer and leave you with a mig-

raine needs a lot of toning down.

)

Because of the loud drumming, the songs "Slair-

way," and "/ Got My Eyes on You" were almost unin-

telligible. Only two songs really came off in the first

set. "Baby Talk" succeeded because it was such a hard

driving number that it didn't matter how loud every-

body played.

"Serve Me Right" worked for the opposite reason. It

was such a soft, reflective number that even the

drummer cottoned on to the fact that he had to cool it.

Hooker's guitar work on this number was sparse but

-extremely effective. He kept chord changes down to

the absolute minimum, and even gave up chording

completely at times so that he could damp the strings

and give the effect of a soft snare drum.

Two out of eight wasn't a very good batting aver-

age, so I left after the first set. nursing my headache

and lamenting the flat beer. _ A |ex French

love ! death ! reality !

incongruousness to

the rescue
A morality musical based on a speech from Shakespeare

may strike you as an incongruous contribution to campus dra-

ma. Yet Jim Belts (librettist, composer, and director of the

piece) is staging The Ten of Us at Vic, and one of the plays'

points of interest is that very incongruity.

Student plays are supposed to be pretentious, self-seri-

ous, and more tract than drama; or so runs the conventional

wisdom. If comedy is essayed, ordinarily the result is superci-

liousness or a heavy handed adaption of stale one-liners. In

the main, The Ten of Us eludes both pitfalls.

There are plenty of opportunities to go wrong, most of

which are firmly rejected. The play is organized as a series of

sketches, running from childhood to old age. The characters

are all would-be actors who take the various roles (soldier,

adolescent lover, judge, king, fool, old man.) This self con-

scious delusion principle is one very easily foundered upon; the

play's deprecating humor saves it. Instead of a mishmash of

talk about "love," "death," and "reality," we get spoofs of

that kind of syrup. The scene which comes closest to not work-

ing is one where a lake-off on war melodrama occurs; and the

only defect there is not in the idea (which is tightly conceived

and well staged), but in the fact that John Wayne is really too

easy a target.

Mr. Belts' individual performance as the head "actor" in

the plays-within-a-play is marred only by an unruly voice.

(This may well settle down by performance time.)' Other espe-

cially attractive performances are turned in by Marie Nichols

(whose deadpan agility is first class), Cathy Fallis (an ingen-

ue-type without the saccharine) and Bill Oil render (his pos-

turing is worthy of Gilbert and Sullivan.)

These paragons of high spirits may be viewed at the Vic

New administration Building, Room 3, on the 7th and 8th of

November (Friday and Saturday.) Curtain time is 8:00, and

the admission only 50c. The stage is cramped, making produc-

tion numbers difficult, but then there's a lot going on.

— J. Yeaejer
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nouiing dirigible

about lliem

zeppelins don't

bomb
At the O'Keefe Centre Sunday af-

ternoon things seemed to be dying a

slow and painful death until Led Zep-
pelin came on stage and took charge
— singer Robert Plant wearing snake-
skin boots, lead guitar Jimmy Page in

shiny brown patent leather boots and
shiny mauve pants that looked as
though they were sewn right on him,
bassist John Paul Jones, and drum-
mer John Bonham, all of them with

flowing shoulder length hair.

Plant s first comment was, "this is

all very Establishment, isn't it", but

it was obvious from the start that nei-

ther he nor the rest of the group was
going to let it bother them. They
broke into "Communication Break-
down" — several thousand watts of

music power, a gale of sound organ-

ized into thrusting bass lines, shatter-

ing chords and hypnotic rhythms and

the audience forgot what a down O'-

Keefe Centre was.

Jimmy Page was probably playing

as well as he ever has, producing daz-

zling runs and dizzying slides of te-

mendous drive and force which his

four sets of loudspeakers put across

with soul-shaking intensity.

Robert Plant's personality, ex-

pressed through his voice, is equally

powerful. He doesn't sing lyrics as

much as screams, yells, and moans of

pure emotion. Together the two of

them strut and dance around the

stage, showing off like a pair of roos-

ters.

Led Zeppelin's appeal is hard to pin

down, and can really only be experi-

enced live. At first the appeal seems

to be based on sex, and the erotic does

play an important part.

But sex is there only because it is

the only emotion basic enough and

powerful enough to match the ele-

mental passion of their music. This

music is not complicated. It is in fact

deliberately simplified in some as-

pects, using simple chord structures,

and often very repetitive. Yet this is

necessary to effectively convey its

awesome and hypnotic power.

Led Zeppelin gets right to the heart

of rock, and this is why their concert

was so good. It's man's use of the un-

limited power that machines have

given him as an extension of his will,

applied to music. There may be other

groups more musical in a general way

than Led Zeppelin, but none with a

better understanding of the power of

rock, and then they play live nothing,

not even O'Keefe Centre, can get in

their way.
nrchofas schmidt

have you got a

dandruff problem?

Fallout, one of Anansi's Spiderline

series offirst novels by Canadian writ-

ers, is set in the Ontario of the fifties —
the brief age that saw Elliot Lake rise

from pine forest to become a later-day

Klondike in new-found uranium fields.

On the one hand, the permanence of
rock and fir in the Laurentian Shield of
prehistory; on the other, the technology

to change the landscape overnight with

machines and capitalfrom Toronto. And
in the middle, the laborers — immi-

grants, French and English Canadians,

Indians.

Peter Such was born in England and

came to Canada at 14, old enough to

remember the civilization of the home-
land and yet young enough to catch the

adventure oj a land where thefrontier was

but a Jew hours north-west of Toronto by

rail.

Something about Such's style that

stresses roughness, something about the

long, rambling sentences with their sparse

punctuation and frequent omission of ar-

ticles that makes them unpolished, unex-

pected, suited to the roughness oj a fron-

tier town. Apt, but difficult to readfor the .

first sixty pages or so.

Peter Such is a writer, generally a good

writer. More importantly, he is a young

man with something to say about the

global struggle of the natural order

against advancing technology. In a largely

undeveloped land, with millions of acres

in which to experiment, we are in a unique

position to reverse the inevitability of the

American nightmare — provided, we

heed their mistakes. Early American pi-

oneers crossing the Appalachians also

thought that they had found an inexhaus-

tible Eden — instead, theyfounded Pitts-

burg. Save an unexpected market col-

lapse, we almostfounded Elliot Lake.

Fallout is neither a novel of heroes nor

the anti-heroes now so much in vogue.

Perhaps because of the difficult style, only

two of the dozen or so characters come

through with any clarity. Then again,

perhaps Such intended it that way - to

drown all his characters in the technologi-

cal boom atmosphere. All, that is, except

for two Indian laborers who were raised in

the neighborhood long before some ass

found uranium there.

Peter Such, Fallout. Anansi, $1.95.

fim inkster

no not the whip . . .

anything hut ihe whip . . .

anything ?

Viewing De Sade can only be regarded

as the purest masochism . . . the film is

so bad that it can only be recommended
for young men with Oedipal problems and

for old men with failing memories.
Regrettably De Sade will not content

itself with being a flesh film. It pretends

to be a serious treatment of the twisted

values of the greatest pervert of them all.

The film's decor, a sort of Rosedale Re-
gency, hints that the period is actually the

naughty waning years of the eighteenth
century. Sure enough, a prophecy is even

made concerning the French Revolution
near the end of the film by a fortune-teller

who isn't really a fortune-teller, but John
Huston in drag.

This sort of falsification strikes the note

of the meaningfulness to be found in De
Sade. The effort involved in portraying

the hero's life in a series of psychondra-

mas strains too hard against the two score

mammaries, innumerable thighs and

quasi-lascivious gestures which punctuate

the 'message-oriented' portions of the

film. Simply stated, De Sade is preten-

tious.

John Huston lurches about looking liv-

erish and porcine as the Abbe de Sade,

who currupts our Hero, and treats the dull

Mr. Dullea to a brisk review of the sewers

of a life passed in sin and lechery. He is

another version of a new-type of charac-

ter — "The Aging Freak with a Sordid

Past". It seems the Abbe really enjoyed

whipping his nephew in his formative

years and especially enjoys inflicting 'This

Is Your Life' stage shows on the young de

Sade as well as on the suffering viewer.

Most segments of the psychotic dramas
in De Sade are direct steals from other

films. Remember Bloom in the court of

accusing ladies in Ulysses? Remember de

Sade {alias Keir Dullea) in 2001, aging,

seeing himself in various age-perspec-

tives, and being made up to seem less

wooden than he usually is? Remember
gauzy sequences with girls in white dress-

es in Elvira Madigao? Remember good

movies?
The main character — Louis Aiphonse

Donatien de Sade — is ineptly portrayed

by Keir Dullea whose only concession to

sadism is that he occassionally wears
leather vests and boots. The poor, pudgy

Marquis would never have recognized this

blue-eyed mannequin.

Orgy scenes are emphasized by a ma-

genta filter and swirling effects to confuse

the myopic senior citizens in the audience

and to baffle the ever-vigilant censors. As

in Anthony Newley's ego-drama, Heirony-

mous Merlin, all the bare and unexciting

flesh just generally writhes about enjoy-

ing its own loveliness or stands stupidly

suggesting a line-up at a chest clinic. Per-

haps someone out there enjoys Keir Dul-

lea kissing an anonymous navel, but I sus-

pect that the obscenity and sickness in De
Sade ties in the fact that masses of unsus-

pecting people are being exposed to this

pervertimento.
sharon dunfield

next lime I'll explain to you

what I'm singing

wha?

An ancient Greek, (his mother
named him Aristotle. ) once defined a

play as an action with a beginning, a

middle and an end.

This doesn't seem to be a particu-

larly profound comment until you
consider James Saunders' "Next
Time I'll Sing To You" which is cur-

rently playing at the Glenmorris
Church, under the auspices of the

Centre for the Study of Drama. You
see, this play has a beginning, and it

has an end Uhank God! I. But Saun-

ders attempts to defy Aristotle by

putting absolutely nothing in between.

As in Beckett's "Godot", waiting is

the principal action of the play. The
players themselves sit around waiting

for the play to begin. Then they are

only killing time until the climax
comes, asking all sorts of metaphysi-

cal questions about life, death and

dung beetles. Insofar as there is any

plot, it centres upon the presentation

of a "lop-sided once-nighly dream
world." During the presentation, one

of the actors becomes involved in his

own portrayal of a hermit- self-pro-

claimed saint. He is systematically

torn apart by the other players for

daring to feel emotions as human as

grief, pain and pity The hermit-play-

er suffers a ritualistic crucifixion,

and if you were waiting for a climax,

there it is.

But somehow director Tony Ste-

phenson and his cast of five seem
genuinely comfortable with the play.

They are all polished in their delivery

— particularly Harry Lane as the

Hermit, and Pam Campion as some-

thing-or-other, and they fortunately

set a brisk pace which saves the one

quality which the play has. Particu-

larly effective is the unsympathetic

way the players break down the bar-

riers between the stage and the audi-

ence. They mock the audience for sit-

ting and waiting for the entertain-

ment to begin, for fidgeting and shift-

ing their bottoms when nothing does

happen, and for being smug and bour-

geois when they don't understand why

nothing happens (the old futility of

man's existence bit.

)

At one point in the play, Dust, one

of the characters turns to the audi-

ence and says in all sincerity, "We
are not discussing the man. or the

reason for the man, but the reason for

the discussion of the reason for the

man." If this makes any sense to you

at all, then they're waiting for you on

Glenmorris on Friday and Saturday

night.
lorne fienberg
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In the past few years there has been an

alarming change in our approach to things like

war and violence in general Civil unrest and

the tragedy of Viet Nam have given bloodshed

a bad name, although it is more than ever in

vogue. Movies like Easy rider and The M ild

Bunch exploit violence, but make it dear that

n £j ugly '"ill Immoral They call on our moral

conscience to he reviled by lite sight oj gore

and 10 shout out against the futility of man's

slaughter oj men.

Well that's what's so good about The Bat-

tle of Britain. It is a movie without a moral

conscience War is not tragic and futile, it is

heroic, ennobling and the phrase "duke el

decorum eu pro patria mori" Is the keynote.

You know who to root for and who to root

against. The bad guys win for a little while but

you know before you walk into the theatre that

British courage, perseverance and know-how

are going to win out in the end Allyou have to

do issil back and enjoy ii. I ifyou can stand it )

For model airplane buffs . children under

nine years of age. and R A F veterans there is

tintJinest collection of spitfires, messerschmitts

and what have van. ever assembled on a movie

screen What a shame that someone went to

all the trouble of building them fust so they

could be blown to bits in an endless orgy ojfire
and blood-letting.

The continuous air battles which comprise

over halj the mo\ie are in fact sheer artistry.

The film is actuatisiic and precise in every de-

tail and the fantastic explosions and wipe-outs

hxjk nothing but genuine {although they were

all filmed on a movie lot. ) Nothing can detract

from the skill used Infilming these segments of
the movie So much for what is good about the

movie.

It must be kind of obvious already that this

is not a very thoughtful movie. It uses a thin

and questionable veil of historical accuracy to

disguise the fact that there is absolutely no
drama nor human interest of any kind in the

entire movie There Ls very tittle dialogue, and
this Was probably a very shrewd mo\r since

whatewr there was, was hopelessly banal and
ignorant.

A large impressive cast including Michael
( 'aim, Trevor Howard. Ralph Richardson

and Laurence Olivier plod self-consciously

through the movie, grimacing, looking deter-

mined and showing exceedingly large amounts

of British stiff' upper-tip. There Is not -i single

creditable or credible performance in the mov-
ie, except for Michael Caine's dog who whim-

pen knowlingly as Ins master's plane gf« thot

to smithereens over the ( humid

lotne frenfaerg

orford string

quartet
Last Sunday's performance by the Or-

ford Siting Quartet at the Edward

Johnson Building demonstrated the

best and the wotst of the string quartet

as a musical medium. This young en-

semble, the quartet-in-residence at the

University of Totonto, at times put forth

a beautifully whole sound. At othet

times the youth of the group showed

as imbalance among the instruments.

The titst violin tanged from mezzatorte

to fortissimo resulting in top-heavy

ensemble playing, especially in view of

the rather subdued cello. The discrep-

ancy between fitst and second violin

was especially apparent in parallel

passages for the two violins.

the program began with the Quar-

tet No. 3 by Juan Cr'tsostomo de Arria-

go, a seldom played work, written at

the age of 15, by a little-known con-

tempotaty of Beethoven. All the enthu-

siasm of the Otfotd Quartet couldn't

conquer the thematic triteness of the

work which smacked of early Beethov-

en, late Mozart, and perennial shmalz.

The second wotk, Quattet No. 2 by

Oscar Motawetz, was the high point of

the evening. Fitst performed in 1956,

this vibtant, thythmically driving piece

exploits the technical and expressive

capacities of the string quartet to the

fullest; and the Orford Quartet played

with depth and intensity, urging the

wotk towards its exciting conclusion.

The evening closed with the Quintet

No. 2 by Mendelssohn. This quintet, fot

two violins, two violas and cello was
performed with the assistance of Ra-

phael Hillyet, violist fotmerly of the

Juilliatd String Quartet. Mr. Hillyer's

part was a minor one but he played

with understanding, overshadowed
though he was by the volume pro-

duced by his colleagues. The first

movement seemed too ttagile a vehicle

to carry the vehemence with which the

playets attacked it; futthet, intonation

ptobfems, especially in the first violin

and celto detracted from t be rushing

joy this romantic music is meant to

convey. By the last movement however
the quintet had intonation and expres-

sion under conttol and the work fin-

ished with a glowing buoyant excite-

ment that is Mendelssohn's ttademark.

tony jahn

hello
There is really very little to say about

Anansi's Spiderline Editions, all of which

are first novels by Canadian writers and

therefore worth ten times their weight in

Stephen Leacock reprints. Anansi has

shown us that there really are good young

novelists around and about, although up to

now, there doesn't seem to have to been

anybody hip enough to print them. Seems

they've been there all along. So I pron-

ounce Anansi good and Spiderline \>ood,

and aside from the fact that I don't like

the typography of The Telephone Pole

(crooked margins, letters very unevenly

spaced, etc.), I have nothing but plaudits

for the concept.

I hadn't read ten pages of The Telephone

Pole before I put it down again. It made
me want to write something myself —
right away, while I still felt excited about

what it was doing to me. This is my ulti-

mate criterion. There are countless books

lying around my apartment unread be-

cause I felt I just bad to write something

that the book had given me. This is the

only reaction I ever have to literature that

I have absolute faith in.

However, I do have some faith in the

following:

The book is mad; and despairing; and

cynical; and very funny. It is written in a

curiously direct kind of associative writ-

ing that puts me in mind of an illiterate

Flann O'Brien. The effect however is

marvellous. It relies on a simple, direct-

statement kind of poetry that implies no-

thing by its tone and everything by its con-

tent:

Dorothy is o silent person. She likes

highways and river-banks and un-

known cities and long bridges. And
that is the teason why I am going to

murder Dorothy. I am going to mur-
der Dorothy because I feel like mur-
dering Dorothy, t like murdering peo-

ple. That's the sort of person I am.
Have you every murdered a strang-

er? I've murdered a few strangers. It

is exquisite Especially when they're

perfect.

So. Sometimes it sounds a little like a

monologue. That's probably why, despite

its cruelty, and its hopelessness, and its

depravity, it is very funny. All the time I

was reading it, I kept thinking of Jackie
Vernon delivering it: A Jackie Vernon
who had killed his mother, allowed her
corpse to lie on the living room sofa for a
few weeks while be said absurd things and
smoked cigarettes and was sometimes
happy, sometimes not, bad tea with a cra-

zy little old lady with dragons on her
dress, then come directly to the studio
without cleaning up, (clothes or mind)
and since the characters seem to fade into

each other anyway, persuading you that
there's really only one voice in the novel,
engaged in an endless conversation with
itself. It has to talk, because then every-
one (including itself) will come to the full

and exquisite realization of the absurdity
and the loneliness and the deja vu of it all.

A common enough literaty pre-occupation
these days, but a very uncommon treat-
ment of it.

Too often, a novel like this sums up ev-
erything the novelist can do for a while.
He's really reached the bottom — Dante's

inner circle of those who can only sum-

mon up one quick brilliant picture of deg-

radation before they're burnt out. But

anyone who can make such utter empti-

ness funny, and in a queer sort of way,

triumphant, surely has more than this one

level.

The few things that Marois tries to do in

this novel, he does very well. It's certain-

ly not the great psychological novel. It's

certainly not great. And, while you'll nev-

er meet any of its characters on the

street, you may meet them somewhere
inside your own head.

Real life isn't so exciting and real and

utterly hopeless and so frequently happy

as this, but the symbolic potential is

there. I can see Thomas in several of my
friends, and there's at least one Dorothy I

could have strangled.

A funny, inconsistent, child's-vision-of-

death book. But it'll get you.

bob alien

The Telephone Pole Russell Marois, Spider-

line Edition (Anansi Press) $1.95

headshaker in the

land of nod
In the last patt of his posthumously pub-

lished autobiographical review of his own
life, Jung, after many surprising and sur-

prised insights suddenly speaks of evil.

"We stand face to face with
the terrible question of evil and
do not even know what is before
us, let alone what to pit against
it. And even if we did know, we
still could not understand 'now
it could happen here'."

He agrees with Fuller, Gurdpeff, Bern,

Leary and the many (but still not enough)

others, who have seriously studied the logic

of the psyche, in seeing that the vast major-

ity of humanity is unconscious, somnabulis-

tic and generally unaware. His reference to

the need for a conscious "myth" is his per-

sonal effort to suggest a way that people

can unify their awareness of their relation-

ship to their experiences within and with-

out.

His intetest in alchemy, along with vir-

tually every other discipline, gave him
some unique perspectives that repeatedly

prove to he profoundly beneficial.

Quoting the "leaden" statement of an
archetypical politician, he not-so-magically-

at-all transmutes it to pure psychological

"gold" simply by following it through . . .

"a naive statesman proudly declaring that

he has no 'imagination for evil'." Jung en-

larges it meaningfully: "Quire right: we
have no imagination for evil, but evil has us in

its grip. Some do not want to know this, and
others are identified with evil. That is the

psychological situation in the world today:

some call themselves Christian and imagine

that they can trample so-called evil underfoot

merely by willing to; others have succumbed

to it and no longer see the good . .
."

Jung perceives the need "of a myth
commensurate with the situation". That is,

sufficiently epic to effect the alchemical ini-

tiation of transforming our leaden and poi-

sonous situation, to the "gold" of unified

consciousness.

It you can, ana" want to see, it's happen-

The book is Memories Dreams Reflec-

tions. Read it. He is a good friend.

jon karsemeyer

Memories Dreams Re/lections C. G. Jung
450 pages approx S3.
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king's comedy of marriage

In 1956, a fledgling film-

maker called Allan King di-

rected Skidrow, the first

short to emerge from the

CBC's Film Department in

Vancouver. In 1967, Warren-
dale, King's unflinching

probe into the lives of a group

of emotionally-disturbed chil-

dren, was screened during
Critic's Week at Cannes and
was awarded the "Art et

Essai" Special Prize.

"What's past is prologue."

Etc. Etc.

Last evening, Allan King's

recently-released portrait of

marriage, A Married Couple,

premiered to a full house at

Cinecity. The following re-

marks are excerpts from an

interview, taped earlier this

week at King s home, during

which he spoke, among other

things, of his latest film.

Review: Why did you make A
Married Couple?

King: Well, because it seemed
like a good commercial idea

... no, not really. I suppose

there were a lot of factors

involved. One was that it was
something in which everyone

is involved and you usually

look for something which is of

concern to everybody. After

Warreodale when I was think-

ing of what to do next, it

seemed to me that no one had

ever explored marriage in

this way. I was intrigued with

the risk, with the gamble of

trying to get at what is ah

extremely private experi-

ence. I've always known that

if you're dealing with a social

message or a social issue,

that that's where the drama
lies — it has its own momen-
tum. It always seemed to me
that it was much more diffi-

cult to make a personal film

in this sort of way. And a sec-

ondary reason was that I've

been very much concerned

with the issue personally as a

child.

Review: How long were you in

production with the film?

King: Too long. Almost three

years raising the money.

That's a very exasperating

process and immensely
wasteful. I got the funding

settled in the spring of '68.

Then I started to narrow

down my choices. I had

talked to a number of cou-

ples. I became more and

more aware of the amount of

time that it takes to know

enough about a couple, to

really be aware of what

they're like and not to just

intellectually pick them apart

or psych them. 1 found myself

being more and more drawn
to Billy and Antoinette Ed-
wards who I knew quite well

from four years previously.

Review: After seeing A Mar-
ried Couple, it seemed to me
that your film had a sort of 1

built-in distancing mecha-
nism contained within it. You
get a very disoriented view of

this married couple since

they don't react to one anoth-

er in the same way as the typ-

ically middle-class couple

with whom we're familiar.

King: I have noticed that a

kind of distortion occurs.

There isn't, in fact, much
mental brutality on the part

of Billy and Antoinette. What
does occur is very hard

hammering. I've seen all

sorts of married couples vi-

ciously cut one another, but

Billy and Antoinette don't cut

each other. They don't per-

sonally wound each other.

Antoinette pushes Billy, but

she doesn't nag him. Billy

hammers Antoinette, but he

doesn't try to destroy her as a

person. It's emotionally very,

very upsetting because we
can't forget the times when
we've really shouted at some-

one. We've all really blocked

them out or else we don't

even do it. So when we're

faced with it we find it upset-

ting I think. I personally don't

find it thai upsetting, I get

fascinated with it. In fact,

there's probably, in this film

and the past one. a preoccu-

pation with it. But the film is

really a comedy.

Review: It seemed to me that

it could very well have been a

documentary made by Ed-

ward Albee. There was al-

ways a tinge of the absurd.

Did you intentionally stress

that in the editing?

King: Yes. The main thing in

the editing was to include the

humour and the wit and the

ridiculousness and particular-

ly to keep tensions in balance.

You can only hold tensions

tight for so long until you've

got to release them. I think

the point you made earlier is

a question of whether they

were held too long and per-

haps should have been re-

leased earlier, particularly in

the two key fight scenes

which are too long. I don't

think they arc. but some peo-

ple will inevitably feel that

they were. The reactions to

the film are extraordinarily

individual in the same way

that they were to Warrendale

but rather more confined to

the characters in the film

When I say comedy, I mean it

in the traditional sense. Chek-

hov always called his plays

comedies. The Seagull is an

anguishful play and yet it's a

comedy in the sense of the

disparity between what peo-

ple intend and the manner
and mode of life. That dis-

crepancy, I guess, is what
comedy is basically about.

Review: Were any of the

events that arose during the

shooting of A Married Couple

turned to your advantage or

manipulated by you?

King: No. In this film, not as a

matter of ideology or doc-

trine, I chose not to intervene

in any way — not to require

things of Billy and Antoinette

or push events or even direct-

ly to talk to them about their

feelings and things other than

very early in the film in ask-

ing them to be as direct about

their feelings as they could. I

was anxious to record as

unimpededly as possible.

Review: This film is a little

different from other films

that you have made. Warren-

dale was a film about dis-

turbed kids, and since it was,

I think that most people felt

that they should feel con-

cerned because of the theme

and the concerns. But A Mar-

ried Couple is about marriage
— an almost inviable tradi-

tion . . .

King: Do you think that many
people feel that nowadays 9

Review: Well we protect mar-

riage with so many safe-

guards — the political state is

founded on marriage, the reli-

gious state is founded on it. I

think that in Western society

it i.\ an inviable institution.

King: Well, 1 quarrel with

that. I guess I tend to ascribe

to a biological theory -r that

the reason there are a great

number of institutions con-

structed around marriage is

because it's a vital human
relationship. I think that the

confusion that occurs about

marriage is that the forms

which once ritualized and so-

cialized it have become
meaningless. We're really fed

up with all the bullshit that

goes with the state, the

bullshit that goes with eco-

nomics. All of those mea-
sures are now devoid of hu-

man contact and direct mean-

ing. But because those forms

are so abstracted as to be vir-

tually meaningless . . . are

bullshit . . . isn't to say that

the way people are. by pro-

pensity, inclined to function

together is wrong.

Review: A Married Couple,

unlike Warrendale and unlike

Skidrow, is not the kind of

film that encourages a set of

preconceptions before you

enter the theatre.

King: All the earlier films I

made hinged on a social is-

sue. I never wanted them to

be social tracts or sermons.

Technically, at that time. I

found it extremely difficult to

deal with personal material

in a documentary way. To a

considerable degree, I left

Canada and went to England

for ten years because I really

despaired at getting at the

urban experience, getting at

the people that live behind the

iron mask of a city. I guess

this film is a new step in the

sense of being able to focus on

personal motivations. War-
rendale I intended to be that

way and would have been had

not Dorothy died.

Review: Is it possible to make
a strictly objective documen-

tary in the environment in

which we live today?

King: No. It's a myth. It's not

only a myth but it's a kind of

irresponsibility. When you

record events, you only take a

chunk of them and that's nec-

essarily subjective. I'm real-

ly not much interested in

making documentaries and

never have been. I don't think

that my films are documenta-

ries — they're stories that

happen to involve people.

Review: You've had consider-

able experience with censor-

ship. Could you briefly capsu-

late the problems you met
from the Ontario Board of

Censors with A Married Cou-

ple?

King: I knew that it was going

to be difficult because certain

words aren't used in theatres.

I knew that the censor would

be faced with the dilemma of

whether or not he felt that

there would be community
acceptance. This is assuming

that you have to deal with a

censor. The premise of cen-

sorship is an outrageous one

and a totally unacceptable

one. But censorship exists. It

was really a matter of trying

to demonstrate to the minis-

ter and to the censor that so-

ciety wouldn't collapse and

that it would be better to al-

low the film to be released

than to repress it.

/on rilchie
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MUSIC

Now there are several

main events coming up.

First, for those who are

getting into country music,

JOHNNY CASH is bring-

ing his show into Maple

Leaf Gardens Monday

night. There may still be a

few tickets left. Then on

Thursday. ARLO GUTH-
RIE comes to Massey

Hall, and a week from

Monday (Nov. 17), LAURA
NYROwill be at Massey.

Elsewhere, there's blues

of sorts at the Colonial

Tavern, where JOHN LEE
HOOKER plays with an

inferior group over the

weekend, and there will be

jazz at Haft House next

Wednesday when the RON
COLLIER JAZZ ORCH. ap-

peals (tickets fiee from the

halt porter}. Collier's band

will play music by Cana-

|
dian jazz composers (cf. last

I year's record with Duke El-

I lington.)

On a different musical

I scene, the SAINT AUGUS-
TINE BOYS CHOIR sings

at Eaton Auditorium Sat-

urday at 8:30, and Sunday,

the BOYD NEEL OR-
CHESTRA presents its

second concert in Hart

House at 7:30. Next week,

Tuesday. Wednesday and

Friday, the TSO presents

Benjamin Britten's WAR
REQUIEM.

FREE THIS WEEK
Sunday afternoon at 3:00

the ORPHEUS CHOIR
sings at the Art Gallery of

Ontario, and later Sunday,

at 8:30, there's a recital by

two sopranos and harpsi-

chord at the Metropolitan

United Church (Queen &
Church).

Monday at 5:00, PA-
TRICK WEDD presents an
organ recital in Convoca-
tion Hall. There's the free

jazz in Hart House on
Wednesday, and finally, on
Thursday at 2:00 the

BUFFALO BRASS WIND
ENSEMBLE plays in the

Johnson Building.

The Guided Pickle, a

new coffee house at 174

Avenue Rd., is looking for

amateur folk and folk-rock

musicians. Anyone who is

anxious to be heard should

phone Kim Jones at 921-

2051 or 925-4756.

NANCY COMES TO PENTICT0N

We think it's about time to assure the countless readers

whose telegrams and phone calls have been pouring into the Re-

view's of/ice in recent days - ROD MICKLEBVRGH LIVES!

He is in fact, as the photo above testifies, the living sports editor

of the Penticton Herald. We weren't going to let you in on the

secret, but we got tired of being continually waylaid by folks (!)

anxious to know the real fate of the Varsity's former beloved

sports editor. And when his mother called the office, expressing

her fears that her friends would soon start sending sympathy

cards if we didn't retract our vicious rumours, we knew it was

time. Until he getsfiredfor spitting on the floor. Rod willproba-

bly keep plodding through his crummy daily routines — like in-

terviewing Nancy Green.

THEATRE

TheTempest — A Most

Delicate Lobster combines

the most exquisite dramat-

ic poetry in the English

language with the ultimate

theatrical possibility.

Theatre Mickities current

production is a sea-sorrow-

which drowns both.

Done in the round, the

production suffers from
the monotony of blocking

which constantly works in

counter-clockwise circle.

Timing, so much an issue

in the text is lethargic and

completely without dra-

matic pause. Production

details from the mottly

and unattractive costum-
ing to some garish chore-

ography, badly danced are

pretty careless.

The cast does not hang
together very well and the

result is lack of fluidity.

The original music score
is quite nice however al-

though spoiled by lack of

coordination with the sing-

A new young Toronto

painter, Ben Woolfitt, will

have his first show at York
University, starting this

Wed. Featuring some ex-

ceptionally large canvass-

es, the show goes on until

Dec. 6 (hours 10 a.m. — 4

p.m.) The paintings are

being displayed in the

basement of Founders'

College at York's main
campus, Keele and

Steeles.

ers and the dancers, and in

Michael McCabe , director

Barry Brodie has found a

fairly good Prospero. Not
quite quite a thoughtful

enough performance, sad-

ly, but the best in the cast.

Terry Moore's Ariel is

conceived in seriousness

and her natural grace is

detracted from a little by
|

her tinny voice. Richard
Dollinger and Patrick Elia

are fairly adept in their

portrayals of Sebastian

and Antonio; inexplicably

all the shipwrecked Mil-

anese look a bit like UCC
boys on a half holiday.

The trouble with this

presentation is that it gives

a pedestrian reading of a

play which simply does not

exist on street level. A lit-

eral Tempest is "useless
and pointless knowledge".
The missing ingredient is

magic.

hilary mclaughtin

The 1969 Massey Lec-

tures will be given by the

firey Canadian philosopher

George Grant of McMaster
University. Professor

Grant will devastate com-
placent and generally held

views on Time As History

in six lectures on Wednes-

days beginning November
12 on AM's Ideas Network

at 9:03 p.m. and Mondays
and Thursdays on FM's
Ideas beginning December
lat7:00p.m.

TELEVISION

Hey, Hey, Hey - It's

Fat Albert. In sort of a

reverse Charlie Brown tel-

evision special, the famil-

iar voices and noises of the

Bill Cosby gang, Weird
Harold, Dumb Donald, Fat

Albert and others will be

animated for their football

game against the ferocious

Green Street Terrors to

determine "the tackle

championship of the whole

world." Tomorrow night,

Saturday, November 8 at

7: 00 p.m. on channel 6.

Coverphoto by ten gilday

THEATRE

Poorhouse Theatre
|

Company ("a media co-

operative") has extended !

their production by two

days. You can catch their
|

performance of Two Sol-

diers and their reading of -I

Contradictions, both con-

temporary Colombian
works, today at 1:00 in

Vic's Old Gym behind the

Colonnade. Go if you're I

interested in South Ameri- I

ca and/or the theatre, or if I

you wonder what "media I

co-operative" means.

Another experiment I

opening on campus this I

week will be Thanatos, a 1

four-man reading of poems I

about death. It's compiled I

and directed by Stephen I

Katz, sponsored by UC

I

Players' Guild, and will I

happen 11-13 November at I

8: 30 pm in UC's West Hall.

Mourning Becomes I

Electra is sold out in Hart I

House, so forget it unless I

you can get to the student I

postview on 20 November. I

Tickets will be cheaper I

then. Meanwhile Tango I

has seats available on
j

weeknights.
i

Both St. Mike's Tempest I

and Vic 's The Ten of Us I

opened last night and will I

be playing this weekend I

(the former, through Sun-

1

day, the latter, till Satur-

day only) in the audito-

1

riums of their respective
|

colleges.

Off-campus .... The I

Price opens Monday at the I

Royal Alex, and The Ec-

stasy of Rita Joe, produced I

by the University Alumnae
|

Dramatic Club and direct-

ed by Herb Whittaker, I

opens Thursday at Central I

Library.

art.... mike kesterton photography.... errol youngmusic... peter hatch
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cont'd from page 6

cess of reorganization in line with the corpo-

rate ideal and corporate image of the industri-

al university.

And though one does not speak of measuring
power, the balance of power shifts in stark

practical ways away from the departments.
The corporate strengthening of the University

is carried out by weakening the base.

There is considerably more evidence which

could be introduced to demonstrate how far

the plans to "rationalize" the corporate struc-

tures of the University of Toronto have prog-

ressed. Three examples might be mentioned

briefly.

First, the Province's use of a formula to

determine the basic income unit support cost

of students enrolled in this or any other pro-

vincially supported university. The Govern-

ment's decision to put grants on a more equi-

table footing has forced the University admin-

istration to increase its control over the ex-

penditure and internal allocation of monies.

Secondly, the proposed introduction of pro-

gram budgeting, a sophisticated accounting

and planning device developed by the Penta-

gon to ensure greater uniformity between

ends and means, or between the amount of

money allocated for a specific purpose and

the results achieved. At the University of

Toronto the Office of Institutional Research

{or its successor) is responsible for adapting

this technique as a planning and budgetary

instrument of control with particular refer-

ence to the departments.

Finally, the potential employment of com-
puters to store and computerize information

and information flows with regard to all as-

pects of University decision-making is in the

offing.

Professor Richard Judy of the University

received a Ford Foundation grant of three-

quarters of a million dollars to study the pos-

sibility of developing such a system. These

advanced corporation devices of control-

management are an important indication of

the "reform' ' measures changing the struc-

ture and decision-making procedures of Uni-

versity government.

It is no exaggeration to believe that the

"There is the question

of secrecy whereby some
chairmen think it tactfully

wise not to say too much
about the things they are

doing. There is a tendency

of the Dean to negotiate

separately with each

chairman and it is a sort of

battle of wits." — A. K.

Warder, East Asian

Studies Chairman.

department will become less important than

it already is as a policy-making centre as the

corporate strengthening of the University

occurs. Corporate reforms reinforce the hier-

archial and elitist structure of the University.

And if there is truth in the statement that

qualitatively more goes down by way of de-

partmental decision-making than comes up,

the one way flow of policy traffic cannot help

but become more pronounced as the corporate

side of the University asserts itself.

• We have seen that decision-making with-

in the University is a deliberate blend of infor-

mal procedures within a vertical tightly knit

grouping of formalized centres of authority

with power rising to the top;

• that the doctrine of departmental autono-

my restricts departmental freedom because it

isolates a department from the setting of poli-

cy within the University;

• that the University and departments rely

on a system of government which buys institu-

tional peace at the worst price possible by

mystifying the decision-making process.

There is no incentive within these elitist

terms of reference for creating democratic

procedures and democratic centres of deci-

sion-making.

The departments have suffered a net loss of

power in the decision-making structure of the

"In no sense would I be
willing to discuss actual
dollars and cents and the

construction of the budget
. . . If everybody in the

department — students,
staff, and everybody else

knows what is in each
account you are just build-

ing trouble for yourself

and I really don't think it

is anybody's business." —
D. A. Chant

University at a time when they are taking

steps to reform themselves. For all intents

and purposes they remain structurally isolat-

ed from the centres of power in the Universi-

ty.

And what lends particular seriousness to

the situation is that corporate reforms further

estrange the base of the University from the

top bodies. Neither faculty nor students are in

a position to make important academic deci-

sions or to participate in the setting of Univer-

sity policy.

The larger issue of whether the University

will retain an elite anti-democratic decision-

making structure makes all the more urgent

the question of whether the department will

be a force for democracy; whether the de-

partment will have real authority and power

to participate directly and indirectly in a Uni-

versity government organized on the principle

of structural democracy and committed to

democratizing decision-making.

And that possibility depends upon the base

of the University being able to control the

direction and intent of the corporate reforms.

To say the very least the likelihood of that

occurring is not great.

Democratizing a department in itself, does

not lead to the democratization of the Univer-

sity.

ATTENTION ALL FLAPPERS

THERE'S A

CHARLSTON CONTEST
EVERY MONnAY NIGHT AT THE SPEAKEASY

WINNER RECEIVES PLANE FARE TO NEW YORK
HEAR TOBY LARK

COME ON AND JOIN IN THE FUN
"FREE ADMITTANCE FOR DOLLS EVERY MONDAY

"

AND DON'T FORGET
WE DO OUR "THING" EVERY FRIDAY

FROM 4 TO 7 PJ1.

EVERYTHING Vi PRICE
GET YOUR FREE PASSES

FROM OUR MAN WITH THE GLASSES

"YE SPEAKEASY"
THE GREATEST

JUST CLIMB THE STAIRS
529 O LOOP ST. W.

(UPSTAIRS)

NO PASSWORD NEEDED
532-4 292

COMMERCE
Final Year Students

Today, the Chartered Accounlanl plays one ol the

most exciting roles in business management. He tackles

complex and foscinaling problems. For the

professionally-trained man the scope is limitless.

Discuss career opportunities wilh Clarkson, Gordon

representatives, on campus

Nov. 10, 11 & 14

Appointments should be made through the Student

Placement Office. If this lime is not convenient,

please contact us directly: 368-2751

Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Halifax • Sainl John - Quebec Montreal • Otlawa . Toronto

Hamilton Kitchener london Windior Thunder Bay Winnipeg

Reg'ina Colgory - Edmonton • Voncouver Viclo'lo

The Deoartment of History. The History Students' Un

and The Graduate History Society

ANNOUNCE

A HISTORY
TEACH-IN

Thursday, November 13

To Discuss
-The relevance of History as a discipline today

-The role of the student and teacher in the classroom and

the department

-The structure and organization of the department

• All History Students and Staff are urged to Attend

• The Deoartment has recommended cancelling classes

• Watch the Varsity for further details'
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CHESS CLUB SIMUL

Monday, November 10th

Debates Room — 7 p.m.

" 50

YEARS AT

hart house

'in pictures
prepared by the

camera club
/ opens in the arbor room

ON SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 8th

SOlh ANNIVERSARY CONCERT OF

CANADIAN JAZZ COMPOSITIONS

RON COLLIER ORCHESTRA

Great Hall -8:30 p.m.

Wednesday. November 12th

Tickets: Hall Porter

Ladies Welcome

(Sponsored by Music Committee. Hart House)

UNDERWATER CLUB PRESENTS

AN EVENING WITH

PHILIPPE COUSTEAU
Film director of the Undersea World of

Jacques Cousteau and the expeditions

of the research ship Calypso

GREAT HALL — I o.m.

MONDAY. NOVEMBER 10th

Tickets: S3 - Graduate Office, S.A.C,

and Engineering Stores

Everyone Welcome

THE HISTORY OF CHESS

PUBLIC LECTURE

MUSIC ROOM - 8 p.m.

Tuesday. November I Ith

Hart House Anniversary Debate

"PARLIAMENTARY DEMOCRACY HAS OUTLIVED ITS USEFULNESS"

Honorary Visitor

HON. ERIC WM. KIERANS

Minister of Communications

' A For the Noes:
For the Ayes:

. . . Crc Michael Scherk, III U.C.
Ed Bridge, SGS
-r j« r- ni QMf J 3™" Yeager. Ill 5MC
Ted McGee. Ill SM 1- J

Speaker of the House: Sydney Hermam. M.A.

8:00 p.m. in the Debates Room

Wednesday, November 12

Ladies Welcome

EASTERN CANADIAN INTERCOLLEGIATE CHESS TOURNAMENT

Opens Friday. November 14th - Debates Room - 2 p.m. and continues

through Saturday and Sunday. Final play will begin 4 P-m- Sunday,

November 16th

„ HART

HOUSE 50

HART HOUSE FARM FALL FAIR

Saturday, November 8th

from no from Noon on

SQUARE DANCING

HAY RIDE

BEARD CONTEST

CIDER PRESSING

Meal Tickets, $1.25 -Hall Porter and Graduate

Office. Maps& Info available from Graduate Office.

50TH ANNIVERSARY

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT

LOIS MARSHALL

Great Hall 8:30

November 16

Tickets - Hall Porter

THE LIBRARY COMMITTEE
PRESENTS

JACQUES GODBOUT
SOth Anniversary-Writer In-Residence

SERVICE OF REDEDICATION

GREAT HALL

TUESDAY I I NOVEMBER at 11:15 a.m

OPEN HOUSE

SUNDAY 16 NOVEMBER
2-5 p.m.

WORKSHOPS!
Monday. November 10

Tuesday, November II

.
Thursday, November 13

Friday, November 14

SYMPOSION

Report and Videotape highlights on a three-day dis-

cussion of Education held mid-October with staff and

students.

Thursday, November 13th

Music Room — 4 p.m.

Ladies Welcome

LIBRARY EVENING:

Monday, November 10-Hart House Library-8 f

READING:

Wednesday, November I2-Music Roo -4 p.r

(Ladies Welc

PRIZE-WINNING PHOTOGRAPHS
from contest sponsored by

CAMERA CLUB 8. FARM COMMITTEES
Exhibited in

CAMERA CLUB ROOMS

BEGINNING MONDAY. NOVEMBER 10

TYPOGRAPHY & PRIVATE PRESS BOOKS: a panel dis-

cussion of private press work and fine printing as seen by

the antiquarian bookseller, private press printer, book des-

igner and bibliophile. Library at 8 p.m. on Thursday,

November 13th

HART HOUSE ART COMMITTEE

IN CONJUNCTION WITH

THE NATIONAL GALLERY

CANADIAN PAINTINGS

FROM THE VINCENT MASSEY BEQUEST

TO THE NATIONAL GALLERY
IN HART HOUSE ART GALLERY
NOVEMBER I Ith — NOVEMBER 25th

Monday —Saturday 12-6 p.m.

Sundays 2-5 p.m.

NOON HOUR FILMS

Entries from the Canada-wide Film Festival

will be shown EastCommon Room- 1:00 p.m.

November 10, 1 1, 12. 13 & 4

Saturday, November 15th:

Rescreening of Films Entries begins at II ajn.

and continues through the day in the East

Common Room.

Ladles Welcome

HART HOUSE FILM FRSTIVAL AWARDS
Friday, November 14th

Library at 8 p.m.

ARCHERY CLUB TOURNAMENT
Rifle Range -7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, November 12th

(Open to all m em b e r s and former

members)

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
will operate publicly in

Quadrangle (weather permitting) from

Mon. Nov. 10-Fri. Nov. 14

and invites members & guests to

send messages to friends around

the world by ham hook-up

NOON HOUR DEBATES

"A WISE MAN'S WHISPER CARRIES FURTHER THAN A GREAT OUTCRY

FROM A Kl NG OF FOOLS"

Wednesday. November 12th

"THE MEMBERS OF THIS UNIVERSITY ARE BECOMING INCREASINGLY

RELATIVIST1C. NIHILISTIC, CHAOTIC, WEARY AND TRIVIAL
Guest Speaker: RICHARD NEEDHAM

Friday, November 14th

"MULIER EST HOMINIS CONFUSIO"

DEBATES ROOM

CLASSICAL CONCERT
Wednesday, November 12th

MARTIN POLTEN
Guitarist

Music Room. 12-2 p.m.

Ladies Welcome

TABLE TENNIS SPECIAL DEMONSTRATION

FILMS OF EUROPEAN MASTERS
IN COMPETION

Wednesday, November 12th

8:00 p.m.

Main Gym & Fencing Room

50th ANNIVERSARY EVENTS ASSISTED BY VARSITY FUNDS
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HART HOUSE ORCHESTRA
HART HOUSE GLEE CLUB

Present

A Joint Concert to Celebrate

the 50th Anniversary of

HART HOUSE
Great Hall -7:45 p.m.

Sunday, November 9th

Tickets: Hall Porter



Toronto universities protest V/efnom

VMC hoping to dose down U of T for day of protest
The Vietnam Moratorium Committee will

ask again for the use of Convocaation Hall for
the Nov. 14 Moratorium rally.

The first request was turned down by the
administration.

At an organizational meeting Wednesday
the VMC voted to empower its executive
committee to deal with the administration to
obtain a suitable hall for the protest rally.

Convocation Hall will be the scene of the U
of T.graduation exercises the evening of Nov.
14, and the maintenance crew has opposed the
opening of the hall to another program earlier
in the day.

"On Nov. 14 there's not likely to be 3 feet of
snow. We can always have the rally out-
doors," said a student.

The VMC's prime objective during the
moratorium is to shut down the university
Nov. 14 in keeping with an international day of

protest against the war in Vietnam.

In order to build a mass base to halt the

university machine for a day the VMC is

reamining as politically neutral as possible.

Formerly characterized by the slogan "End
Canada's Complicity." the anti-war move-
ment has changed the left-tinged "complici-

ty" to "involvement" so that no middle-of
the-roaders will be alienated.

Petitions and leaflets are being circulated

declaring the committee members' intentions

to either forego and suspend classes on Nov.

14 or devote them entirely to the discussion of

Canada and the war in Vietnam and to call for

suspension of classes by the administration.

The tentative four-hour moratorium rally

program consists of folk and rock music,
speeches by VMC members and guest speak-

ers, an open mike period, and a short produc-

tion by a theatre group.

Glendon decides to camel classes for moratorium
York University's Glendon College will

cancel all afternoon classes Nov. 13 as part of

the continent-wide Vietnam Moratorium set

for next week.

The Glendon Faculty Council voted 23-22 in

favor of the move yesterday afternoon.

The deciding vote was cast by college prin-

cipal Escott Reid.

"It was clearly emphasized as a political

decision," said Vincent Del Buono, the stu-

dent member of the council who proposed
support of the moratorium.

Student members of the council voted ten

for, and five against the decision.

The decision still has to be ratified by the

Glendon Senate.

Poke forte VMC to change route for protest march

The Vietnam Mobilization Committee has

been denied a route down Yonge St. for the

Nov. 15 anti-war march because of a city by-

law against undue traffic congestion during

business hours.

By-law No. 12 excepts parades which had

taken place ten years before the passing of the

by-law in October, 1964. Eaton's Santa ClauG

parade, to go down Yonge St. on the morning

of Nov. 15, fills this requirement.

The by-law can be waived if an area munici-

pality requests a parade permit or if the pa-

rade is of unusual importance, the final deci-

sion being made by the police chief and the

police commission.

"If any organization at all could hold a pa-

rade on Yonge St., you can imagine the

congestion," said a police department spokes-

man.

"If you give a parade permit to one organi-

zation, every organization will want it," he

said.

The VMC has tentatively accepted a route

down Bay St. to the City Hall, where there will

be a rally.

HERE AND NOW
TODAY

ALL DAV
Applications (or commitiee which will

consider implementation of the Campbell
Report Three SAC appointees are needed.

Send to SAC Judicial Committee. SAC of-

ice Deadline today at 5 p.m
Drawing, painting and photography ex-

hibition by Michael Macrae. Yvonne Siipka

and David Turvey in the Buttery until Nov
14

9a.m.
Auditions for Samuel Beckett's "Em-

bers". Room 121 Wetmore Hall. New Col-

lege Until 1 1 a.m.

1 p.m.

Tickets available in lobby of Mechanical

Bldg. for Nov. 19 trip to the McLaughlin

Planetarium to see the "Moon Show" in

the Star Theatre and to hear the president

of SPAR aerospace speak on "Canadian

Engineers* Role in the Space Progiam"

Dept. of Geology Films shows Eruption

of Kilauea and The Ant and Insect World

Mining Bldg. 1 70 College Rm. 1 28

8 p.m.

St Michael's College Film Club pres-

its: Ingmar Bergman's Virgin Spring Carr

Hall Also at 10 p.m.

A march to the Liberal headquarters in

support of the French demonstration in

Montreal demanding 1 Quebec political

prisoners be freed 2 the resignation of

Remi Paul. Minister of Justice. 3 the with-

drawal of Bill 63. The march is sponsored

by the New Left Caucus, the Friendly Rai-

cal Organisation (Glendon). and the York

Student Movement All those interested in

joining the march, meet at Queen's Park.

University at College

8:30 p.m.

Baltic Bash — a dance with the Al Har-

ris Band. Free food, admission SI

McLaughlin Hall. York U.. Keele and

Steeles Ave U of T students welcome.

1 1 p.m.

The Barefoot Coffee House. . Wymil-

wood Live entertainment by Scott Walker

until 2 a m 75e per person. S 1 .25 per

couple.

SATURDAY

NOON
Fall fair for 50ih anniversary of Hart

House Square dancing, haynde. cider

pressing and beard corfftst Outdoor

games and contests of skill and strength

Charge for meal only SI 25 Tickets in

. advance for this at Graduate office, also

maps end transportation info Event at Hart

House Farm

11 p.m.

Barefoot Coffeehouse. Wymilwood Live

entertainment until 2am 75c per person.

SI 25 per couple

SUNDAY

7:45 p.m.

Concert pf Hart House Glee Club and

orchestra Starts off the 50th Anniversary

Year Tickets from the hall porter

^-a DISCOVER THE
i NEW CONCEPT

DG3

CAMEO shoes

ao>&wssm

f/tenc/t 9toom

ran ®ommem

SAVE 10%
WITH A.T.L CARD

NEW COLLEGE DANCE SOCIETY
presenfJ

a follow-up of last week's

"FRIDAY'S MY DAY"

SOUL

DANCE

FREE!
EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON 4-7 P.M.

NEW COLLEGE (21 CLASSIC AVE.)

DOWNSTAIRS

CUT YOUR CLEANING COSTS

by 2/3

at the

Church & Wellesley Self Serve

Dry Cleaner

OPEN EVERY DAY
Attendant on Duty

568 Church St.

924-6010
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Toronto organizes Quebec solidarity march
The New Left Caucus, the

York Sunday Movement and

the Friendly Radical Organiza-

tion of Glendon College are co-

sponsoring a march tonight in

sympathy with a protest

march in Montreal.

Both marches will begin at 8

p.m. The Toronto contingent

will form up at Queen's Park

and proceed to Liberal Party

headquarters on Adelaide St.

and the Ontario County Court-

house on University Ave.

The marches are in support

of demands that:

• all political prisoners be

released, including Charles

Gagnon and Pierre Vallieres.

(Gagnon and Vallieres have

spent the past three years in

jail awaiting trial on charges

of murder.

)

• Justice Minister Remi
Paul, who introduced new laws

allowing police to make prev-

entative arrests and confiscate

More SAC-
Moratoriums, Danny Drache and beauty contests came un-

der SAC scrutiny at the general meeting Wednesday night.

SAC voted $300 and its moral and organizational support to

the Nov. 14 and 15 Vietnam Moratorium.

"We want the administration to cancel all classes on Nov.- 14

or else instruct all faculty to devote the class time to a discussion

of Canada's role in the war." said Ken McEvoy. co-chairman of

the ad hoc university Moratorium committee.

SAC also demanded the university administration make the

controversial CUG research report by Danhy Drache available

"in such a way that will make it accessible to the university

community."
If the administration hasn't complied by Nov. 12. SAC will

publish 150 copies of the major section of the report.

In response to a motion by election committee chairwoman

Ceta Ramkalawansingh (I New). SAC turned thumbs down on

beauty contests and slave auctions on campus.

"Beauty contests are highly elitist, create false assumptions

of human value, judge human beings as cattle, and represent the

ultimate objectification of women in society." Ceta told the chas-

tised males on council.

SAC also rejected plans to grant separate representation to

the 100 students in second year pre-meds.

"We've been screwed by the Faculty of Medicine," said

class president Jeff Green, "but the students just don't care."

NEW YORK PIZZA HOUSE
620 YONGE STREET CORNER OF ST. JOSEPH - 925-1736
'To ipcclallic in Now York and New England style pina ond homemade

ipogheiil. WE MAKE THE B EST PIZZA IN TOWN
STUDENTS FREE DELIVERY IN OUR AREA & HOT PIZZA

RIGHT TO YOUR ROOM
5:00 P.M. - 1:00 A.M. DAILY

ARTS
AND SCIENCE

in day classes

nust confirm their programme of studies

BEFORE
NOVEMBER 20th

at the Office of their College Registrar

(Regular Students)

or

at the Faculty Office

STUDENTS
(Special Students)

This procedure is essential in order to ensure accurate
records and so that EXAMINATION arrangements may be
made. A late fee will be imposed after November 20th.

N.B. Students who do not wish to write on Passover be-
cause of religious observance should write "Pass-
over" under their programme. An effort will be made
to avoid those days.
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material which could be used

for "disturbing the peace",

resign.

• the Quebec Government
withdraw Bill 63 — in effect a

demand for French-only

schools.

The Toronto march was or-

ganized in response to a re-

quest from Montreal Sunday.

"The Toronto supporters are

marching to the Liberal Party

headquarters because the in-

terests of the dominant Eng-

lish minority in Quebec are the

interests of the business com-
munity across English Canada,

whose financial power is

centred in Toronto," a spokes-

man for the Toronto group

said.

Wow, did we have a great time, yes !

"Man, what a spaced-out

scene." said poet Irving Lay-

ton yesterday to the assembled

Varsity staff and friends gath-

ered in the Ci. Bissel room oi

the newspaper offices for an

Open House.

He was speaking on the oc-

casion of the celebration of the

Varsity's 90th year in print.

Also present at the gala fes-

tival were writer and broad-

caster Pierre Berton and poet

Lenny Cohen. A rousing time
was had by all and Cohen was
heard to remark, "Shit, this

scene is really heavy; I'm
going to write a song about it."

The attendance was limited

despite the fact that the first

two drinks were free.

Nevertheless those who came
called it the best happening of

the year.

Many people called the Var-

sity expressing doubt about the

verity of the posters announc-
ing the event. One person even
suggested it was a Massey Col-

lege hoax. He was assured that

the gathering was indeed very
real.

When asked to comment
Brian Johnson, Varsity Editor
remarked, "Yes, it was a very
successful party and we're se-

riously considering having an-

other one if we can get a grant

from SAC. It just the thing to

get the warring factions on this

campus together."

Pierre Berton later admit-

ted, "I was really zonked. It's

just gotta be the best meeting

of minds I've ever been to."

Massey College fellows were
conspicuous in their absence,
even though they had been in-

vited.

Today is your last chance to bleed on campus for the Red
Cross. There are clinics at the Sigmund Samuel Library and
the UC Junior Common Room.

To date, 663 pints have been donated. There is little hope
of attaining the projected goal of 3,500 units but there is a good
chance of surpassing last year's total of 3089.

Don't let somebody die — Be a blood donor.

More jobs than Gen Arts students last year
Placement Service last year to

By HENRY MIETKIEWICZ fm a„ the posi(jons ava
y
ilable

There weren't enough Gen- career counsellor Rosemary
eral Arts graduates at the Gaymer said Wednesday.

LAURA NYRO
and THE SUGAR SHOPPE
at MASSEY HALL
Mori. Nov. 17, 8:30 p.m.
TICKETS: $5.50, 4.50, 3.50

NOW AT MASSEY HALL BOX OFFICE
AND A&A RECORDS, YONCE ST.

Co-ordination & Proportion : Martin Onrnl.

S.A.C. NEEDS |

UNDERGRADUATE
REPRESENTATIVES FOR

COMMITTEE TO

IMPLEMENT

CAMPBELL REPORT
(3 TO BE APPOINTED)

SEND APPLICATIONS TO:

SAC JUDICIAL COMMITTEE I

SAC OFFICE

DEADLINE FRI. NOV. 7 • 5 P.M.
|

"Last year we had to turn

away a great many recruiters

who were looking for General

Arts graduates, because so few

students took the trouble to

show up for interviews," Miss

Gaymer said.

"There were about a
hundred companies on campus
asking for General Arts kids

last year," she added, "and of

those students who got proper-

ly involved in the recruiting

program, 70-75 per cent found
employment.

A generation ago, said Miss

Gaymer, anyone*with a B.A.

got by very easily. But today's

society has provided so much
competition that an Arts de-

gree has become "a basic prer-

equisite."

She emphasized that the

General Arts student, despite

his lack of formal training in a

particular field, has this prere-

quisite and is therefore just as

eligible as anyone else to find-

ing a job.

"He has had the mental
training of three years at uni-

versity," she said, "and has
the added advantage of being
free to choose almost any pro-

fession he wishes."

Miss Gaymer warned those
present not to be discouraged
from applying for the same job
as someone with a specialized

degree. "Those companies are
looking for vibrant individuals,

not degrees".

She also strongly urged all

General Arts students to make
a habit of reading the career
information in the Placement
Center, and signing up for in-

terviews with recruiters on a



RuggerBlues capture division title;

outlast weary Waterloo sauaa
1

17-9

8y DAN McALISTER P/oine wild. With five minuBy DAN McALISTER
The Rugger Blues retained the western

championship Tuesday in their hardest match
of the season. Waterloo was the opposition and
they simply refused to admit defeat until the
final whistle.

The game opened with very crisp play, and
the cut that captain Wynn received over his eye
on the first sequence was indicative of the
toughness of the match.
The first fifteen minutes of the game were

scoreless. Then, in his reliable form, the "Gold-
en Toe" Andy Cairns opened the scoring on the

first of many penalty kicks.

The half continued uneventfully with neither

team able to control the wet ball. With only a

few minutes to go, Cairns scored on another
penalty kick to make the score 6-0 for Toronto.

Early in the second half Toronto scored yet

another penalty goal. This seemed to inspire

the Waterloo team and they pressed deep into

Toronto territory. They maintained their drive

long enough to score six points on two penalty

kicks.

Undaunted, the dogged Waterloo side

pressed back. Their 3
/i line was just crossing

the Toronto twenty-five when Toronto winger
Ian Hartley blocked a pass and stopped the

play. But the referee ruled the block an inten-

tional knock-on and Waterloo was awarded a

penalty kick. The successful boot made the

score Toronto 12, Waterloo 9.

The bloodthirsty Waterloo fans were now

going wild. With five minutes left in the game,
a Warrior victory was still possible.

Then, centre Peter Enals and winger Ian
Hartley saved the day for Toronto.

The Toronto pack had been pushed back to
their own thirty yard line. The ball was fed to
the Blue back line but the Waterloo pressure
was almost intolerable. Then, Enals took a pass
and drew two Waterloo backs toward him. Just
before he was flattened, he slipped the ball to
Hartley who eluded the Waterloo winger and
back row.

With onLy two more defenders to beat. Har-
tley turned on the jets and blasted straight
down the sideline to score the only try of the
game. Cairns made the convert to add two
more points to the Toronto score.

The Waterloo team fought hard for the ream-
ining seconds but when the final whistle sound-
ed the score was still Toronto 17, Waterloo 9.

The victory brought the western champion-
ship to Toronto. The OQAA final is tomorrow at
Queen's. Toronto defeated Queen's in last

year's final, so the match will be the best of the

season,

The Second's game was a miserable incident.

It was dark, the field was muddy, the referee

unfamiliar with the game of rugger, and all the

players wanted to do anyway was get off the

field and celebrate the league championship.
Nonetheless, the match was played out and
Toronto won fifteen-or-so to nothing.

Interfac Roundup

Can you buy a Rodmickle burgher at Harvey's?

by GELLIUS
REVIEWS

".
. . this . . . stuff . .

." (Miss

Boyd, in an interview soon to

be published in Playboy maga-
zine.)

LACROSSE

Vic beat Innis by default and

went on to blank SMC 5-0 on

goals by Ryan (2), Murphy,

Frince Vallilee, and Clem.

SMC then go* off the killing

floor to absolutely ablative

Innis, 7-3. Travers (3), O'-

Reilly, and O'Toole (3) scored

for SMC. Bessley (2; cf. "How
doth the bessley little bee. .

.")

and Okihiro for Innis.

Law (Pashby 2, Ritchie,

Ochterlony 2-Och/ter/lony

Augustin" was a World War I

song) 5; Eng (Wilson 2, Scully)

3.

Crocker had 4 goals, Bull-

ock, Christie, Connolly, and
Blake ("Blake, Blake, Blake
on thy cold glay stones, o sea"
— Tennyson) singles as PHE
downed Dev (Muncroe, Cassel-

man, Gay). 8-4.

RUGGER

Cotter (5), Harvey Griesbur-

ger (3), Horan (3; the Horan is

an Israeli dance), O'Neil (2)

and Burns (3; no relations to

"the banks and burns of bonnie

Doon" of Robert Braes' fa-

mous poem. Bonnie Doon ac-

tually married a man called

SUMMER PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT

auum as a commissioned omca
m Hit

CAHAOIAN AKMY RBfRVf

with Ike

GOVERNOR GlUOtAiS HORSE GUARDS

The applicant must be a male,

Canadian Citizen, age 17 to 23,

registered in an undergraduate day course,

and available for one 16 week summer practical training period

Apply at Denison Armoury (Dufferin and Highway W40I).

Tuesday or Friday evenings,

or Phone 636-2481.

POST-GAME

OPEN BASH

SAT. NOV. 8th

KAPPA ALPHA

SOCIETY

3605 UNIVERSITY ST.

MONTREAL

BEER- BAND -ARTSIES

ENGINEERS

VARSITY BLAZERS
Varsity Tartan

Kills Ties and Scarves

made to order

RICHARDSON'S
546 Yonge St. 922-3141

tjjiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

NOV 10

in in inn mi nil Inn ml lllllilllllllllllllll Illinium limn minimi' 1

'

HART HOUSE
|

UNDERWATER CLUB

PRESENTS

PHILIPPE

COUSTEAU
HART HOUSE 8:QOPM |

Hergesheimer ; Lorna Her-

gesheimer, later immortalized
in the novel of that name, was
one of her descendants) were
scorers when SMC litzenber-

gered Trin B, 16-0.

UC (Dunford 3. Templeman
2, Sidey 3) bea Law, 8-0.

Trin topped Scar, 10-3.

Compton and Bley scored for

Trin. (You will recall Bley

from the well-known Afghan
nursery rhyme, "Little Miss
Muffet sat on a tuffet eating

her Kurds and Bley.") Seery

had Scar's points.

CONTEST

It was revealed today that

Uncle Roderick Mickleburgh

has posthumously won the re-

cent Varsity Sports contest.

Mr. Mickleburgh's answer to

the question, "Oh, say can you

see by the dawn's early light"

was, "Yes". As requested by

the winner himself at a Sunday

night seance at the home of

Varsity jazz critic and medium
Jack McCaffrey, the prize will

be a teeny-bopper. Any inter-

ested parties should contact

the Varsity Sports Office. You
can ship anything in a Bathurst

container.

The theological and scientif-

ic implications of Mr. Mickle-

burgh's answer will be consid-

ered at an extraordinary meet-

ing at the Grauniad. Mr. L.

Haiven will conduct a seminar

entitled, "Rod. Graves, and
Scholars : Mickleburghian

Eschatology Reconsidered."

This week's contest is Qp to

Q4! KptoK4?
Address all answers to Con-

test, Varsity Sports. The deci-

sion of the judges is so.

| TICKETS S3.00 AVAILABLE AT THE FOLLOWING |

ISAC GRAD. OFFICES ENG STORES 928-2446 1
31llllll«lllllllllll11lllllllllllllllllLlllllIlllIllltlli11liil1<lil4Ill<lillllllltlllllllllllL ]4 11T^

WOULD YOU LIKE TO LEARN TO SAIL? IN-

STRUCTION FOR BEGINNERS AND NON-SAILORS

SAILING

INSTRUCTION

WILL BE GIVEN BY THE U.T.S.C.

NO ENROLLMENT FEE! NO

TEXTS! LECTURES BY VICE-

COMMODORE RON FACTOR.

FIRST MEETING FRIDAY, 7 NOV.

IN BECKERSTETH ROOMOFHART
HOUSE AT I P.M. CO-EDUCAT-

IONAL

Mcdonald, currie & co.

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

; Our representatives will be pleased to discuss your >

;
for a career in Chartered Accountancy during their ai

;

recruiting visit at the University of Toronto on:

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1969

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1969

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1969

:
Engineering students will also be Interviewed on:

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1969

There will be openings in the various offices of our

in the Province of Ontario and throughout the other

adian provinces for 1970 graduates in Commerce, Sci<

Arts, Engineering and Law.

Please contact the Student Placement Office of the Uni- :\;

j
versity of Toronto to arrange a convenient time for a oer-

! sonal interview on campus or to obtain a copy of our re- <<

: crutting brochure. *•

: ff the dates of our visit do not suit your ti,;ie schecute, g
I you ore invited to call Mr. John B. Cole, in oar Toronto

j

office, at 366-2551.

•

.
aggagS v;

: ;>;,:.. ggg i8SSBS88Sffl8S^^S
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Memories

of the war

centre

Montreal march of 2000 fizzles in drizzle
By PAUL CARSON and JIM COWAN

Varsity Demonstration Editors

MONTREAL — A demonstration —
predicted by its organizers to be the

largest ever in Montreal — fizzled in

the rain Friday night.

Only 2,000 marchers — a small
fraction of those expected — con-

verged on the City Hall and Court-

house to protest alleged police repres-

sion and the provincial government's
language and education policies.

But in a fifteen-minute rampage
which followed the main demonstra-

tion, the protestors hurled fire-bombs

at the Courthouse and smashed doz-

ens of windows in the city's main fin-

ancial district.

Nineteen demonstrators were ar-

rested but only six were held and
charged with disturbing the peace and

disorderly conduct. No injuries were
reported.

Montreal police, prepared for a

major disturbance, sealed off the

Courthouse area early Friday after-

noon. A special riot squad of 1,000 offi-

cers of the Montreal force and the

Quebec Provincial Police stood guard

at key locations.

The "common front" also demand-
ed the resignation of Quebec Justice

Minister Remi Paul and the with-
drawal of controversial Bill 63. which
would classify French as the "priori-

ty language" in Quebec while allow-
ing parents to choose the language of

instruction (French or English) for

their children.

Among the organizers of the march
were Raymond Lemieux, lawyer for

Vallieres and Gagnon, and Stanley

Gray, the former McGill political sci-

ence lecturer who was fired during

the summer for disrupting adminis-
tration meetings.

4-PART FRONT
Organizations comprising the

"common front" included the Front
de Liberation Populaire, the Ligue

Pour L'Integration Scolaire, the

Ligue Socialiste Ouvriere, and the

Montreal Council of the Confedera-

tion^ National Trade Unions.

The march began about 8 p.m. in

east-end Lafontaine Park, a favourite

meeting place for separatiste activi-

ties. Organizers' hopes for a massive
demonstration were doused when

Oh yes, the police. There you see a line of motorcycles in front of the Montreal

courthouse, part of a force of 1 ,000 men called out for the Friday night demon-

strations.

JUSTIFY PRECAUTIONS
Police officials justified the unu-

sually severe precautions on the

grounds that four previous nationalist

demonstrations had degenerated into

violence.

The march — organized by a "com-

mon front" of Quebec nationalist or-

ganizations — demanded the release

of Pierre Vallieres and Charles Gag-

non, imprisoned for the past three

years on charges arising from various

terrorist activities.

Their trials on charges of murder

are scheduled to begin later this

week.

only 150 people, mostly students,

turned out in the chilly, wet weather.

But the ranks swelled to 2,000 dur-

ing the V/z mile march to the Court-

house.

There the demonstrators massed
against police lines and waved plac-

ards with slogans such as "Nous
Sommes Seditieux", "McGill a con-

damne Vallieres et Gagnon", and
•SOS-FLQ".

The marchers chanted, "Le Quebec
va sauter!" — Quebec is going to

blow up!

As police moved to disperse the

Freaked out freshman engineer Ron Pugi directs traffic in downtown Montreal

following a power failure which blacked out most of Quebec around noon on

Saturday. When the power failed quick-thinking Pugi simply marched out onto

Dorchester Ave. with his whistle and went to work. phoiobyJim Cowan

crowd, many demonstrators ripped

their placards and hurled the wooden

sticks at the Courthouse windows.

None were broken.

Six fire-bombs were thrown at the

Courthouse. All landed on the massive

steps and were quickly extinguished.

The crowd moved off towards the

financial district at 10:30, and sporad-

ic incidents of fire-bombing and win-

dow-breaking were reported during

the night.

Police used searchlight-equipped

helicopters to aid in detecting the

demonstrators as they fanned out

over the downtown area.

By 11 p.m. the Courthouse — City

Hall square was deserted except for

about 40 police and the occasional

onlooker.

RIDICULES DEMONSTRATION
Speaking to reporters, one police-

man ridiculed the demonstration and

played down the damage.

"Nothing much happened tonight."

he joked. "Montreal police are too

good for them { the marchers )

.

"I've had worse trouble at hockey

games."
Nevertheless, there were continual

rumors of fires and explosions, and
motorcycle detachments of six to

eight two-man units patrolled the

downtown area all night.

Anything unusual — no matter how
trivial — was investigated.

VERY NOISY MUFFLER

Shortly before midnight, a crowd of

about 35 watched as 16 officers

stopped and thoroughly searched a

small sportscar and questioned its

young driver. All they found was a

very noisy muffler.

Once the demonstration passed on.

police at the Courthouse laughed and

joked with the few reporters still at

the scene.

One QPP officer flashed a V for

Peace sign, but quickly snapped it

down when a Varsity photographer

raised his camera.

About 11:45 a carload of French-

Canadian students drove up to the

Courthouse.

After a brief look at the perfunctory

police guard, one asked the only re-

porter still examining the debris. "C-

es* fini, ca?" and they drove away.

New College blows its cooler

A vat of oil exploded in the elevator control room under New College s

Wilson Hall last night, almost blowing the door ot the room off its hinges.

Some confusion resulted when the sprinkler shut-off valve could not be

located and water mixed with oil spewed as far as the snack-bar area.

The explosion occurred at about 8.15 p.m in a room housing oil-cooled

electrical machinery used to control the building's elevators. However Fire

Chief H Moores said be didn't "yet know the exact cause" of the accident.

The residents of Wilson Hall were evacuated because of an expected

fire, but Chief Moores said "in the event of a fire, the sprinkler system prob-

ably would have kept it under control."

One resident, after being told that the elevator control room had blown

up. walked into an elevator and pushed a button. "Oh, it s not working, " she

said. There has as yet been no estimate of damage



THE BALL

CUT YOUR CLEANING COSTS

by 2/3

at the

Church & Wellesley Self Serve

Dry Cleaner

OPEN EVERY DAY
Attendant on Duty

568 Church St.

924-6010

FREE U of T

3rd WORLD FILM - DISCUSSION GROUP
WEDNESDAYS 4<«

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTRE
(33 St. George)

CUMBERLAND HALL

Nov. 12—NATIONAL FILM BOARD ON AFRICA
-COLONIES LOOK AHEAD
-ROAD TO INDEPENDENCE

-Si

%-

IN TDGDMTO

DRAGON INN
PZEhetrTED fey £.P,-^.A. rClNEIAA

Co\J>\%Lr with m&utuwrms

LOCATION- cohvocatich wall

TtME- 7i)g,9-?o FtaBvy nov-zi

AVAILABLE AT £T- 6EOE<*£

Centre for the Study of Drama
in association with

The St. Lawrence for the Arts

presents

Slawomir Mrozek's

TANGO
Translated by Nicholas Bethell

Adapted by Tom Stoppard
Directed by Joseph Shaw

Mon -Thur Nov 10-13 and Mon -Wed. Nov 17-19

HART HOUSE THEATRE
Tickets $3.00 Students S 150

Box Office 928 -8668

ALL PERFORMANCES OF MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA SOLD OUT

SKI-HOLIDAY

INNSBRUCK

2 weeks
Departure December 23

Return January 5

$330.00
INCLUDES: Return Airfare KLM DC-8 Jet

Montreal to Innsbruck

Accommodation, two meals a day

Transportation to Ski areas.

Ski pass for unlimited skiing.

CHRISTMAS FLIGHT

TO LONDON

$206.00

DFSTINATION - Toronto/London return

Plane -DC 8 Jet

Departure - December 19th. 1969

Return -January 3rd. 1970

For further information and application form contact

OUS TRAVEL OF.PT.

44 St. George St.

Toronto 181, Ontario

Tel: 921-2611
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HISTORY DEPARTMENT;;

TEACH-IN

CONVOCATION HALL

THURSDAY
NOVEMBER 13

10 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. 2 - 5 p.m.

All history students and staff welcome!

NO EXAMS
ON PASSOVER

"Every person an equal member of the community"

When courses are confirmed in November,

INDICATE YOUR DESIRE THAT
U of T NOT SCHEDULE EXAMS
ON PASSOVER

|

HILLEL FOUNDATION 923-7837 lor inlormation

Br** ^P^:

Children

Conflict
a series of films produced by
Allan King Associates
for Brown Camps Ltd., with
the co-operation of the C.B.C.

TUESDAY, NOV. 11-8:30 P.M.

A DEBATE BETWEEN JOHN BROWN AND A REPRE-
SENTATIVE FROM WARRENDALE.

MECHANICAL BLDG. Rm. 102

500 p.s.ll.



: the experts look at what's happening

By DAVID FRANK
"How can you say cars are

not a moral problem?"
A student had stood up in

the Edward Johnson Concert
Hall and was asking a ques-
tion at the final session of this

weekend's symposium on
urban affairs.

He wanted to know why the

whole notion of cars vs. peo-

ple was such nonsense when
you could just look around
and see what cars were doing

to the city.

Pollution. Noise. Displac-
ing pedestrians. And destroy-

ing the downtown to make
way for parking lots.

Two answers were given.

First, Prof. Alex Murray of

York University:

A TRADE-OFF

"You have to look at it as a
trade-off, not as an issue of

cars or people. You give up
certain things in return for

the freedoms you get, for the

choices you are able to

make."
In effect he was saying

"You can't tell people wheth-

er or not to drive their cars,

and where to do it."

And secondly, from Metro
Planning Board Commission-
er Wojciech Wronski

:

"The only way to get cars

out of the downtown is to

price them out. No matter
how many subways you build,

you won't be able to change
people.

"Hit the motorist in the

pocket.

PRICE CARS OUT
Price him out of his car."

Treble the parking rates,

downtown and he will start to

leave his car for the subway,

unless it is absolutely neces-

sary to him.

Equal opportunity of

choice.
" And that is why Metro is

building the Spadina Express-

way.
"Spadina is part of the total

system," explained Wronski.

"We have one of the most
balanced transportation sys-

tems on the continent. If you

take out one chunk of it, you

have to re-think the whole

thing."

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
"Our system tries to

achieve equal opportunity of

choice both in regard to mode

of travel and time spent on

reaching a destination.

And that is what has hap-

pened to the city, that is one

of the major qualities of

•metropolitan civilization"

as described by U of T social

work Prof. Albert Rose at the

weekend symposium.

"We have developed a high-

ly mobile society. It is almost
axiomatic that a man must
travel more or less continu-
ously in his day.

"Mobility of this kind is

also a state of mind, a willing-

ness.

And this kind of mobility
has led to a "miraculous"
kind of invisibility for social

problems.

"It is possible for a man to

drive from the outermost
reaches of the Don Valley to

his downtown place of busi-

ness, without ever encounter-
ing a house, or a resident of a
house, not encased in an auto-
mobile."

INVISIBLE POOR
As one result there is now

an anomalous situation in

North America first, pointed
out by Michael Harrington.
Social disparities are more
evident in statistical data, but

less visible. "The poor have
tended to become invisible.

'

'

"It is quite common for

people to say, quite genuine-

ly, quote: I didn't know these

conditions existed, unquote."

Metro has never entirely

recovered from the influence

of Metro's first chairman,
Frederick C. Gardiner, de-

scribed by Prof. Rose as "the

exponent par excellence of

the technical and practical

utility of the bulldozer.
'

'

"Social and human issues

have been seen as scarcely

the concern of Metro. Social

needs did not supersede ini-

tial physical development.
And those who disclaim this

are simply not supported on
the evidence."

Prof. Rose called for a
"turning inward of Gardi-

ner's "Metro concept".

BUILD FROM WITHIN
"It is possible to accommo-

date growth in a better quali-

ty of life by rebuilding the

city of Toronto from within

and not by erecting new bor-

oughs in the north and east. .

.

"New boroughs in the north

and east. .

."

There has been a running

battle between Metro and

Queen's Park over what the

proper limits of Toronto's

growth are.

Queen's Park last year

endorsed the concept of re-

gional government, but,

charged Metro Planning

Commissioner Wojiech

Wronksi, the province violat-

ed its own criteria when it

announced a plan for regional

governments to the north and

east of the city.

Wronski, who said Toronto

was growing at a rate which

was adding a city of the size

of Oshawa to its size every

year, said the province was

trying to curtail "the logical

and inevitable growth of To-

ronto" with these regional

governments.

NEW PATTERNS

"I am not advocating Met-

ro growth for its own sake,"

Wronski stressed, "no one

would be more pleased than I

to see growth patterns redi-

rected in the province. But in

the absence of provincial

leadership in this direction, I

can see only one way to han-

dle the problem" — expand-

ing the authority of the Metro
government to include the

full 720 square miles of the

n^ed an attractive and func-

tional, sophisticated and bold

series of plans for the whole
area."
But he did not see the pro-

vincial government about to

develop any bold program for

decentralization and land use

control in the Toronto region,

because of "fear of political

ing a huge fan outside in north
west Toronto in order to bring
fresh air into the city and
drive out the bad.

That kind of scheme
wouldn't work anymore, ecol-

ogist Prof. Henry Regier told

the 400 students at the week-
end symposium. "We are now
getting our inputs from the

Prof. Henry Regier and U of T social work Prof. Albert Rose.

difficulties." The province

Panelists at the final session of the mini-teach-in on urban affairs held this weekend
by the Toronto University Geographical Society include, from left, Metro Planning

Commissioner Wojciech Wronski, York University's Prof. Alex Murray, U of T ecologist

phoiv b\ £rml Young

outputs of others. Our outer

always seems to "back off environment is not intact."

when any political flak devel-

ops."

SUPERFAN
In years gone by a city fath-

er seriously proposed install-

Metro Planning Region. Met-

ro is presently only 240 square

miles large and is unable to

control what happens outside

that limit, north of Steeles

Ave.

City planning experts con-

tend that Queen's Park en-

dorses no particular plan for

the area surrounding Metro
and is allowing haphazard

development which is at odds

with the regional plan they

have prepared for the whole

Toronto area.

"Cutting off Metro expan-

sion at Steeles Ave. is naive,
'

'

said York University's Prof.

Alex Murray, "a posture ap-

propriate for an ostrich."

He told students at the

symposium Saturday that

Queen's Park is dominated by

a "small-town superiority

myth" which prevents a real-

istic look at Toronto prob-

lems.
The province uses this typi-

cally North American suspi-

cion of cities as a "cultural

justification" for keeping
Toronto at bay.

Queen's Park accepts
unquestioningly the dictom
that the bigger the city, the

worse, he said.

"A crass answer would be
that Toronto is too big for

Queen's Park to control,"

suggested Prof. Murray, "too

big to give cohesive power to

one-third of the province's

population nd half its

wealth. This is a powerful
reason behind the govern-
ment's reluctance to widen
Metro's scope."

Prof. Murray called on
Queen's Park to set aside the

"rural anti-urban myth" and
begin a major rethinking of

urban growth policies.

"We can't afford to go on

with urban development in

response only to short run

pressures." he said, "we

"Either we live with this or

we will have to opt for a Buck
Rogers kind of hermetically

sealed existence of the sort

envisaged for the Moon."

GRADUATE ENGLISH STUDENTS

Why do you suppose everyone thinks you're

so snotty ?

It could be that you get into such things as

allegory, metaphor, oxymoron, litotes,

hyperbole and the significance of the mole

on Hamlet's neck to the extent that you

don't dig the real aesthetic experience

anymore.

Come, let us supply a handkerchief to

your soul.

UNIVERSITY
BOOKROOM

MY APPOINTMENT TO

THE HONOURAMI.F
NON-FSTAUI.ISHMENT

PURVEYORS OF [RRELFVAN
AND ENJOYAHLF

HEADING MATERIAL.
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In the last 5,500 years, there have been

14,531 wars, for an average of 3.18 wars

a year. In the last 20 years, the frequency

has increased to 5.2 a year.

lest
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In the first world war, 95 percent of the fatal

casualties were members of the armed forces. In the

second world war, 56 percent were from the armed
forces. In the Korean war, 88 percent of the fatal

casualties were civilian. To date in Vietnam,
91 percent of the dead have been civilian.
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Abols on
it must

CUPE : "If SAC gives students rights,

allow them to exercise those rights."
I am sending this letter to

help clarify what I feel are a
number of misconceptions
your paper holds on some of
my positions, and to dispel
some misleading implica-
tions some of your writers
made in last week's Varsity.
Let's start with the latter.

Jane Hollingworth, in last

Wednesday's. Varsity, report-
ing on the SAC executive
meeting stated that 1 was not
present at the meeting be-
cause I may have felt it was
not "very serious" to be
there.

Even a superficial effort on
her part to check the facts
would have revealed that I

was not at the meeting for the
simple reason that the SAC
had sent rhe as a delegate to

the AUCC (Association of

Universities and Colleges of

Canada) conference held last

week in Ottawa. This was
also why I was unable to at-

tend the general meeting of

the council on Wednesday
night.

Secondly, in your editorial

on Friday you refer to Bob
Vernon (HI Law) as my "vo-

cal front-man" without sub-
stantiating the charge with an
ounce of fact or other ev-

idence. Although Mr. Vernon
and I agree on some issues, so

did Mr. Barkwell and I. None-
theless, we disagree on oth-

ers, as again did Mr. Bark-
well and I.

I know that you are con-

cerned about the mystifica-
tion of issues in our society.

However, I would be grateful

if you as editor would not add
to this mystification in your
editorials.

Thirdly, I have always fa-

voured workers unionizing to

achieve job security, bargain-

ing rights and "office democ-
racy."

.
My objection has always

been to clauses in the con-

tract that I felt gave the

workers an effective veto

power over SAC policies, 1

expressed this concern in an
earlier letter to your newspa-
per.

I would like to point out the

SAC workers, to the best of

my knowledge, have not been

suppressed or tortured by the

"ogres" that have managed
the SAC office in the past, nor

do I believe that even in the

absence of a contract, would
this be the case in the future.

The real purpose for union-

izing the workers, insofar as I

have been able to ascertain it,

is to help unionize the univer-

sity workers generally. SAC
workers are to be the van-

guard. There may be nothing

wrong about this, but let's at

least be honest as to what the

reasons for unionizing the

workers are.

Lastly, I would like to

make some comments on the

rejection of the petition ask-

ing for a referendum on
whether CUPE contracts

should be ratified by the gen-
eral student body.
To be quite legalistic (I am

often accused of this by some
council and executive mem-
bers ) the SAC constitution

states that if 2,000 or more
students demand a referen-

ing that it make CUPE con-
tracts subject to ratification

by the general student body.
If the above is correct,

council is not yet legally

obliged to hold a referendum
on this question. I should
point out also, that if this is a

photo by Spencer Higgins

SAC president Gus Abols who was away in Ottawa when the CUPE
crisis blew.

dum on any motion passed or

rejected by the SAC the coun-

cil must hold a referendum. 1

believe that council has not

yet been presented with a

motion specifically request-

problem, it is merely a proce-

dural one and could easily be

overcome by the signatories

to the petition.

I would also add that the

referendum procedure was

introduced by last year's
council. At that time. Mr.
Barkwell voted in favour of
such a referendum proce-
dure.

If in your editorial you
argued that the council acted
according to the spirit of the

constitution and not its letter.

I argue that the contrary is

true. I believe that the coun-
cil acted against the spirit of

our constitution.

The democratic spirit of

our constitution clearly em-
bodies the concept of referen-

da as a means of allowing the

student body to check the ac-

tions of their representatives.

It is implicit in such a proce-

dure that if 2,000 or more stu-

dents sign a petition seeking
the reversal of a council deci-

sion, council is more likely

than not unrepresentative of

the student body.

It is this aspect, of our con-

stitution that the council has
breached.

I would like to conclude by
stressing that the critical

question is whether the SAC
will abide in the future by the

principles it itself determines
voluntarily and unilaterally.

I would urge that SAC
members reconsider last

week's decision rejecting the

petition for a referendum. If

the SAC gives students rights

it must allow them to exer-

cise those rights.

Gus Abols

SAC President

... and Vernon says "Many SAC reps don't give

a damn about the opinion of the students"
The report of the last meeting of

the Students Administrative Council

and the accompanying editorial in the

Varsity failed to present the back-

ground to the contract with the Cana-

dian Union of Public Employees and

the petition for a referendum on its

ratification.

Such information is essential to an

enlightened discussion of this particu-

lar issue and to an explanation of a

broader issue — the rift that has de-

veloped between those Council mem-
bers who feel obliged to represent the

interests of the students who elected

them, and those members who act as

if their election gave them carte

blanche to ignore the opinions of their

constituents.

The right of SAC employees to un-

ionize has never been questioned

Council, including those members
who assembled the petition, voted

unanimously to recognize CUPE as

the exclusive bargaining agent of its

employees. Throughout the summer
it became increasingly apparent that

the proposed contract was to be the

keystone in the "student-worker alli-

ance"' that SAC Vice-president Bob

Barkwell envisaged, rather than, as

claimed, a method of establishing

democracy in the SAC office. The true

purpose of the contract is indicated by

excerpts from SAC meeting minutes:

"The contract will probably be used

by CUPE as a model contract in unioniz-

ing efforts in the future. The contract

would be waved under the noses of

Simcoe Hall and used as a foothold for

the unionization of other U of T em-
ployees."

Barkwell's attempt, on August
24th, to impose closure on the con-

tract debate culminated an effort to

achieve Council ratification of the

contract before the student body re-

turned from summer vacation. By a

similar coincidence, the first mention

of unionization of the SAC employees
arose at the April 28th SAC Executive

meeting, at a time when the student

body was either writing final exams
or on the way home for the holidays.

The only way to permit cross-cam-

pus discussion of the contract and its

implications was to invoke By-Law
III, paragraph C of the SAC
Constitution:

"3. The student body shall have the

right to vote by referendum on any
motion, passed or defeated by the

Council, on presentation of a petition to

this effect signed by two thousand eli-

gible voters with names and A.T.I,

numbers, subject to the provision that

no more than five hundred such voters

be from any one constituency."

This by-law is the only check on

Council power provided for by the

Constitution — a by-law which the

majority of Council is now attempting

to ignore.

As the purpose of the petition was
to create an opportunity for discus-

sion of the contract, it was deliberate-

ly worded in a neutral fashion to avoid

pre-judging the issue.

Approximately 2300 students sub-

scribed to the request for a referen-

dum as follows.

"We, the undersigned, being stu-

dents at the University of Toronto pay-

ing fees to the Students' Administra-

tive Council, hereby petition for the

right to vote by referendum as provid-

ed for in sub-paragraph 3 of para-

graph C of By-Law III of the S.A.C. Con-

stitution, on any contract or contracts to

be entered into by the Council with any
labour union or employees' Associa-

tion, and in particular, but without lim-

iting the generality of the foregoing,

the contract with the Canadian Union

of Employees now under consideration

by Council."

It is true that a great many changes

have been made in the contract as

originally drafted, but the opportunity

for such modification was only made
possible by the presentation to Coun-

cil of a petition for a referendum.

Nevertheless, a number of very con-

troversial clauses still remain in the

contract.

The parallel between a labour union

and a student union has been drawn
to justify student-labour co-operation.

Extending this parallel further, and
recognizing that the entire labour

union membership has an opportunity

to ratify any labour contract arrived

at by its negotiators, why should the

entire membership of the student un-

ion not have an equal opportunity?

Moreover, the "union-manage-
ment" relationship between SAC and
CUPE (if it is possible to identify a

true management element in this

case) appears to have some of the

features of a "company union'' that

the Labour Relations Act seeks to

prohibit under the description of "un-

fair labour practices" under section

48:

"48. No employer or employers'

organization and no person acting on

behalf of an employer or an employers'

organization shall . . . contribute finan-

cial or other support to a trade union . .

SAC records show that interest-free

loans were made to CUPE Local 1222

as recently as the middle of last

month: August — $100.00, September
- 150.00. October — J50.00.

To say, as has been suggested, that

student opinion on this matter has

continued next poge
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Mayoralty candidates show promise as rhetoricians

By LAURA KELLY

Between Wednesday's SAC

meeting and Thursday eve-

ning's assembly at New Col-

lege of Toronto's mayoralty

candidates, it has become ob-

vious that someone is holding

well-attended classes in

"Rhetoric: the Ail-Purpose

Guise."

The four city mayoralty

candidates spoke in Wetmore

Dining Hall Thursday to a

small student audience, many

of whom were in Political Sci-

ence 100 and had come to see

live political specimens.

The incumbent. Mayor Den-

nison, spoke first and briefly.

He was dead serious, tense,

and on the defensive.

"I opposed the taking away

of the right of people to vote

for the Board of Control." he

said.

This election is the first

sinoe 1900 in which the mayor

and aldermen will elect the

Board of Control.

DEFENDS AMALGAMATION

Dennison defended his con-

cept of amalgamation of all

city boroughs under one gov-

ernment and one mayor. He
predicted fair taxes, more ser-

vices, increased growth.

"What about the Spadina

Expressway?" a student

asked.

Dennison said he was wait-

ing for the report of the Metro

committee on integration of

the expressway into the city

before he voiced an opinion.

After recalling that his firsl

project in office was to extend

the vote to everyone over 21

years of age, he quickly handed

the mike to the chairman. flict between private industry

Margaret Campbell, city and the people's interest within

controller, a robust woman City Hall,

with a booming laugh, took the

floor. NO CITY VOICE

VOICE FOR CITIZENS

"Just as students have a

part in the decisionmaking

process so I feel all citizens

should have a voice," she said.

"I happen to believe that

people are terribly important

and the variety of the people in

the citv makes the city a living

thing. Steel and concrete are

not measures of the city," she

said.

"What about the amalgama-

tion of Pickering?" a student

asked.

"We should keep the door

open to be part of the planning

process in Pickering," Mrs.

Campbell said.

In response to the question

on the Spadina Expressway,'

Mrs. Campbell spoke of her

previous action.

AGAINST EXPRESSWAY

"In '61 and '62, 1 opposed it. I

led the opposition at the time,"

she said. There was no mention

of action in 1969.

John Riddell, the League for

Socialist Action candidate,

spoke next.

He is young, urgent, and has

perhaps missed one or two

rhetoric lectures.

"A high school is run like an

army, so is a factory, so is a

city government. The city gov-

ernment rolls onward in its

own inscrutable logic year af-

ter year," he said.

Riddell said that the major

problem in Toronto is the con-

Labor, tenants, ethnic mi-

norities, and students have no

voice in city government ac-

cording to Riddell.

CLARKSON IS-SMOOTH

Professor Stephen Clarkson,

the Liberal candidate, late-

coming and early-leaving,

spoke smoothly.

"What the city of Toronto

needs is not administration. It

needs leadership," he said.

Clarkson accused the pres-

ent government of irrelevancy

A student asked Clarkson

what made him "non-old-

garb."

"The average age in my par-

ty is between 35 and 40. We're

concerned about problems.

We're the young planners, the

young architects, the young

lawyers," he said.

"Prove to me how I am a

He proposed the popular el-

ection of the Police Commis-
sion, creation of a Civilian

Review Board, tenants control

over management and main-
tainence of housing, price con-

trol by consumers, and democ-
ratization of high schools and

public schools.

Riddell urged free public

transport. "When you're talk-

ing about bringing people into

the city core, expressways are

nonsense," he said.

Riddell firmly committed
himself to representing the

working class.

"Tax the rich; that's where
the money is," he said.

(Mayor Dennison's face tight-

ened a bit) and pleaded for

structural and ideological

transformation of the system.

Clarkson counted the prob-

lems of pollution, drugs, trans-

portation, and housing, and
suggested that the election of a

Liberal party team would
permit coherent policy in the

city government.

Clarkson suggested the crea-

tion of a Metro Parliament run

by "a new breed of men."

NON-OLD-GARB?

"Throw the old garb out," he

photo by DAVE BULL

part of the corporate elite,"

Clarkson challenged. The stu-

dent shrugged and sat down.

Clarkson promised a total

review of parking and trans-

portation, an overhaul of the

TTC, and the halting of the

Spadina Expressway at Eglin-

ton.

The meeting broke as Denni-

son, Clarkson, and Mrs. Camp-

bell scurried to their next en-

gagements.

If nothing else Toronto will

have parks. All the politician

said they were in favour of

parks.

Vernon on CUPE ™ ,,,"™,,w 5

been heard is ludicrous. At the time

when student opinion on the contract

was supposedly being solicited, the

document in question (originally

printed by SAC) was out of print and
unavailable. Needless to say, for this

reason very little meaningful discus-

sion was generated.

What happened at last weeks' SAC
meeting clearly indicates that many
SAC reps don't give a damn about the

opinion of the students they were
elected to represent.

The petition for a referendum was
presented by Eric Miglin (H APSC)
whose constituents make up the larg-

est group of signatures on the peti-

tion. Although the Constitution takes

an issue out of the hands of Council

when such a petition is presented, and
gives Council no right to pass judg-
ment on whether or not to conduct u

referendum. Council voted 22-8 to

ignore the Constitution.

The record of those voting against
accepting the petition and holding a

referendum is worthy of reproduc-

V

tion:

SAC Vice-president Bob Barkwell —
who earlier in the year expressed a

desire for greater student involve-

ment in campus affairs until the dis-

cipline crisis made it clear to him
that mass democracy wouldn't al-

ways work his way.

Wayne Richardson — who has de-

clared himself to be a candidate for

the position of SAC president next

year and who is supposedly a repre-

sentative of the 500 engineers who
signed the petition.

University College reps — John
Frank, Craig Heron, Art Moses, and
Tony Usher

Victoria College reps — Lee Coulter,

Bob James, and Ken McEvoy
St. Michaels College reps — Greg

Kealey, Mike Marino, and Tom Ma-
thien

Scarborough reps — Rick Crouch,
Mike Simon, and Rob Stewart
New College reps — Ceta Ramkhal-

awansingh and Chris Szalwinski

Pharmacy reps — Glenda Barkwell

and Mary Lou Pigeon, and Jeff Green

(Innis) and Gary Klassen (Forestry)

.It is absurd to say, as several did,

that this petition is contrary to the

spirit of the Constitution and equally

so is the suggestion that the reasons

2300 students had for signing the peti-

tion no longer exist. The purpose of a

constitution is to delineate the power

given to a governing body. The SAC
Constitution provides a specific limit

on council's authority when certain

conditions have been met. In such a

case, the decision of the student body

is to be substituted for the opinion of

council.

Just last month the students of this

university voted 5-2 against continued

membership in C.U.S.. which a ma-
jority of SAC members tried to force

upon them. It is quite apparent that

Council is not prepared to risk a simi-

lar repudiation so soon after the first.

It would be naive to demand the

resignation of the 22 SAC reps who
voted against holding a referendum
and it would be unwise at the present

time for colleges and faculties who
feel aggrieved by SAC's irresponsibil-

ity to withdraw from the Council. The
alternative is the impeachment and

replacement to those members of

Council who continue to violate the

constitution and refuse to represent

the interests of their constituents.

The Constitution provides that:

"An election shall be called in any'

SAC constituency and the member
shall surrender his seat on the day of

the election when twenty-five per cent

of the eligible voters in that constituen-

cy sign a petition with names and
A.T.L numbers."

It would be most difficult for an
individual member of Council to per-

sonally ignore such a provision.

Failure to overcome the impasse
which SAC now faces could be fatal to

university-wide student government,

for SAC cannot justify continued ex-

istence if it is unable to operate with-

in the limits and protections of its

Constitution.

Bob Vernon (III Low)
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From patient to palette
If an ordinary picture is worth a

thousand words, then one which helps

Medsman pass his year is worth a

million.

Squeezed onto the third floor of a

smallish brick building at 256 McCaul
St. is an almost unknown department
of the Faculty of Medicine — the

Department of Art as Applied to Med-
icine. Although not well known on

campus, the department has an inter-

national reputation.

The department was founded in

1945 but up until 1966, offered only a

diploma course. The power to offer a

degree, and the fact that the five oth-

er similar schools are in the States

(there are none in Europe) enables it

to draw students from as far away as

Sweden.

At present there are 12 students

enrolled in all three years of the

course which offers a Bachelor of

Science (Art as Applied. to Medicine).

The department graduates as many
as five students a year which makes it

among the largest schools of its type.

Although there have never been as

many medical illustrators as doctors,

the development of the art closely

parallels that of medicine. Perhaps

the most famous of anatomical illus-

trators, besides Leonardo da Vinci

who was primarily an artist with a

secondary interest in anatomy, was

Vesalius. Unlike his contemporaries

Vesalius derived his information

from actual human dissections. Be-

cause of this his drawings were a

tremendous advance in anatomical

ern is essentially a movement from
two dimensions."

Sr. Perez Vela reflects the interna-

tional favour of the department. He is

a medical illustrator in the General
Hospital in Mexico City, makes his

home in Mexico, and travels to Cana-
da twice a year to instruct students

here.

His work in the hospital is typical of

many illustrators who work closely

with doctors. The illustrator will of-

ten become part of a surgical team in

order to gain first hand knowledge of

the operation. Listening as the doctor

explains the procedure, he illustrates

the important steps for students and
other doctors. Although an operation

often is photographed, the camera
cannot always separate the vital steps

as clearly as the artist.

CHARTS AND ANIMATION
It is the job of an administrator

such as Heinz Loth, one of last year's

graduates from the department, to

coordinate various methods of illus-

trating such as films, drawings and
slides. The artist will use charts or

even animation to clarify surgery or

biological concepts such as cell func-

tions or enzyme actions. Heinz is

presently head of the Art Services

Division of Audio-Visual Resources in

the Biological and Medical Sciences

Building at U of T.

In illustrating the circulation of the

blood for instance, the medical artist

must combine the two necessary abil-

ities of teacher and artist. Miss Nan-

story and photos by

John Benson

knowledge and still remain classics in cy Joy, the Director of the depart-

medical history. ment says "the camera has opened up

the field for all artists because it has

NOT ONLY REPRODUCTION provided new areas for the illustra-

Today the medical artist does not tor's knowledge and imagination to

have to be concerned with strict re- work in" such as tape and slide

This is an example of the medical illustrator's worlc. In this case it is

the surgical removal of a gall bladder. (Could it be LBJ's? Ugh!)

specialize in areas where they are

most proficient.

productions of anatomy and can turn

his talents to such things as surgical

techniques.

Senor Jorge Perez Vela, an Assist-

ant Professor at the faculty says "the ance illustrator,

movement from Vesalius to the mod- "Most students

shows.

Marg Wherry, another member of

last year's graduating class of five,

now works in the faculty as a freel-

he says, "will

work for a hospital or a university

although some will work for publish-

ing houses in the States. The mostly

highly paid illustrators are those that

work for pharmaceutical companies

and it is possible to earn up to $100,000

a year."

Most of the students are profession-

al calibre artists in their own right.

They have to deal expertly with real-

istic techniques although many will

Students at woTk in Department of Art as Applied to Medicine. Drawing on bulletin board is Per

lundquist's fantasy of a leg amputation.

SPECIALIZATION

One well-known illustrator has spe-

cialized to such a degree that he

draws nothing but the structures and

functions related to the back of the

eye. "The field is as wide-open as

medicine itself." says Miss Joy.

"There is even room for a person with

a flair for cartooning."

One student in the school whose art-

work is familiar to most students on

campus is Harold Eckstein, last

year's Varsity cartoonist.

Admission to the department is

flexible. Because of the small size of

the department prospective appli-

cants' drawings are judged by all the

members of the school, including stu-

dents. All the students have received

formal art training before entering

the department. Some, like Per

Lundquist, who comes from Sweden,

have studied art in Europe, but most

are graduates of Canadian art

schools.

The medical illustrator is not a

pseudo-doctor, but with the increas-

ing amount of information that medi-

cal students are forced to learn, his

work increases in value. The thou-

sand-word picture is already out of

date.

Note:- The department is having an

open house sometime in March. Any-

body who is interested is invited to

come to 256 McCaul St., Third Floor.
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% A successful playwright who can't make a living

Get

campus
Notebooks

and
Writing

Supplies

at

your

Book
Store

campus
* Stationery Supplies /
\ '

By GARD SHELLEY

"Being a playwright in Can-

ada is like being a thirsty man

in the Sahara Desert."

Lennox Brown is a tall, thin,

native of Trinidad who has

lived in Canada for the past ten

years. He is also a playwright.

His friendly easy manner

made it difficult to stay on the

topic of plays.

"You can't separate the

emotional from the intellec-

tual, you have to make value

judgments." he says. "What

people feel is more important

than what they think."

His favorite play, "I Have to

Call My Father", last week

won him first prize in Category

A (English section) of the Ca-

nadian University Drama
League Playwriting Competi-

tion.

Even though Lennox has

been relatively successful in

selling and receiving prize

money for his plays, he is not

able to make his living at it.

I ask what other jobs he's

had, he smiles, "I worked as a

newspaper reporter in North-

ern Ontario, and 1 worked in a

car wash."

Very little encouragement is

provided for unknown play-

wrights and thus prizes and

awards are highly valued.

His first full length play,

"The Voyage Tonight", won a

prize of $200 in the Norma Ep-

stein National Creative Writ-

ing Competition last week.

"Fifty per cent of writing is

reading," he says. "At one

time I was reading four books

a week but now I average one

or two."

James Reaney is his favorite

Canadian playwright. "A play-

wright should go deep into the

pysche of his country and mar-

ry it with his art. Reaney has

created a Canadian mytholo-

gy." he says.

The conversation wanders a

little and he talks about the

West Indies. "Blacks are now

looking to Africa for their cul-

tural origins." he says.

Another of his plays, "Satur-

day's Druid", was produced by

Lennox Brown, SGS, hos won two awards for his plays.

the CBC for radio in Septem- as part of a series which deals

ber. In February "The Meet- with the problems of youth^ .

ing" will be shown on CBC TV See a Lennox Brown play.

HERE AND NOW

THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

SERVICE OF REMEMBRANCE
SOLDIERS' TOWER, HART HOUSE

Tuesday, November 11th, 1969

10:55 a.m. to 11:05 a.m.

All members of the University Community are

invited to participate in this very brief and silent ser-

vice, consisting only of the tolling of the carillon, the

laying of a wreath, and the traditional Two Minute

Silence

It is understood that no lectures will be can-

celled but perhaps they might be concluded sharp at

10 45 to make attendance possible for all who wish

to do so

Morris Cross

President

1p.m.

First meeting of the new campus sci-

ence newspaper All science students who

would like to contribute. SAC Office-

Films: ''Physics and Chemistry or Wa-

ler" and "Quantum Mechanical Harmonic

Oscillation." Rm. 158 Chemistry Bldg.

dical atts and sciences society Moiatorium Committee meeting to final-

aerospace medicine has been lz% prog,am and publicity plans for Now

14. Rm. 1087 Sid Smith.

4 p.m.

Lecture by Prof Lawrence Stone Prince-

University "The Family in Early Mod-
England." Rm. 2117 Sid Smith.

4.30 p.m.

Lecture by Prof. Roman JakobsOn on "In

Ihe Laboratories of Slavic and Genera

Peotics." West Hall. University College.

8 p.m.

El Club espanol presenta "Las Rutas d(

Ubertador" relreseo. fiestecita de guiiarr.

y caneion despues entrada gratis. Musi

ti Wymilwood. Victoria College.

FORGET ABOUT LOVE WHEN
YOU BUY A DIAMOND RING

Love is Fine But buying a

Diamond is Business. It represents

a Major Investment. To help you

make this Investment Based on

Facts, We offer a Free Booklet
"The Day you Buy a Diamond"

Tells you whet to ask for and what

to expect when you make this Im-

portant Investment.

Hugh Proctor & Co.

131 BL00R W.. STE. 416

921-7702

BOUTIQUES.

1 fiedfard W.

9241974

Counc
union. Rr

I meeting of Chemistry Course

204 Lash Miller.

8 p.m.

Oo you want to stop the Spadina Ex-

pressway? If so attend meeting of Prexis-

Faculty and Rate Payers Association. 373
Huron St.

8.30 p.m.

Rim from the "Children in Conflict" se-

ries. Followed by a debate between John

Brown and a representative from Warren-

dale Mechanical Bldg . Rm. 102 Admis-

sion 50c
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BJARNASON, COSTELLO
& ASSOCIATES

Suite 1208,
Toronto Professional Bldg,

123 Edward Street,

Toronto 101, Ontario

IMMIGRATION
CONSULTANTS

Telephone 364-0973

4

TUESDAY
12:15 p.m.

Jean Marie Scon, mezzo soprano, Clara

Salisbury Baker, speech arts and drama

Concert Hall Royal Conservatory of Music.

273 Bloor Street West.

1p.m.

Yavneh will give a talk on Parshat Tol-

deth (to Loeth) by Jerry Temperman Rm ^
2129 Sid Smith.

There will be a meeting or Group B peo-

ple (Honours and General) to discuss Fac-

ulty Council Rm. 1070 Sid Smith

4 p.m.

Prof Lawrence Stone. Princeton Univer-

sity will conduct a seminar on "The Family

in Early Modern England" Massey College

Upper Library.

Psychology Student Union meeting. In-

nis College

6 p.m.

Hiilel Diners Club, call 923-7832 for

reservations 186 St George.

7 p.m.

Blue and White Society meeting. Bicker-

steth Room. Hart House.

The U of T Homophile Association will

hold a discussion on Aspects of Sexuali-

ty" Upstairs lounge, GSU. Bancroft St.

7.30 p.m.

A class in Bible and commentaries

(torah and Meforshiml will be given, by

Rabbi BerGlas at Shaarei Tefillah Syn-

agogue Neptune and Bathurst.

Christian Science Organization weekly

testimony meeting, Rm 200 Larking Bldg.,
) |



Toronto radicals march happily for Quebec libre

Abdut 150 people, chanting
"Le Quebec au Quebecois" and
carrying placards reading
"Smash Bill 63" marched from
Queen's Park to the Liberal
Party Headquarters Friday

\
and then to the New Court-
house.

The march was organized by
the New Left Caucus, the

Friendly Radical Organization

of Glendon College, and the

York Student Movement.
Their march to protest the

subjugation of Quebec to Eng-
lish speaking interests was
orderly and rather low-keyed.

It culminated in a spirited

merry-go-round dance at the

New Court House.

The marchers gathered at 8

p.m. on the lawn in front of

Queen's Park. From there they

proceeded briskly down Col-

lege St. chanting some half a

dozen slogans — often simulta-
neously and usually in French.
The police escorted the

marchers all the way and one
officer said that he found the
exercise thoroughly enjoyable.
Later the same officer mingled
with the marchers and asked
questions about their cause.

After circling in front of the
Liberal Party Headquarters
several times the marchers
went to the New Court House.
Here they formed several cir-

cles and danced merrily sing-

ing "Solidarity Forever" and
"Revolution".

In a pamphlet distributed to

the public they charged that
Bill 63, which proposes to give
parents the right to choose the
language of instruction for
their children, "would en-
trench the privilege of parents
to choose English." This policy

would be the final phase in

"the cultural genocide of the
Quebec people."

They also charged that the
Quebec and Canadian govern-
ments are "systematically and
often violently" denying Que-
becois the most fundamental
freedoms that are inherent in a
democracy.

They argue that Pierre Val-

li&res and Charles Gagnon are
held in "preventive detention"
contrary to the principle of

innocence until the proof of

guilt.

At the conclusion of the
march Rob Ryan of the New
Left Caucus, spoke briefly. He
told his audience that "this is

just the beginning of a long
struggle" and success lay in

establishing a strong socialist

movement in Canada.

History Dept. shelves abolition of seminars

The history department will

keep third year seminar cours-

es for at least one more year.

That was the outcome of a

Friday afternoon meeting of

the department at which the

curriculum committee with-

drew an earlier proposal to

abolish the seminar courses

for next year.

The student-faculty commit-

tee decided to back down in the

face of protests on the part of

students and faculty in the

seminar courses.

Curriculum committee
chairman R. J. Helmstadter

said the proposal would be

shelved until the spring, when
"allocation of teaching re-

sources could be examined at a

more leisurely pace.

"

"We decided there was no

time now to try to persuade the

department of the wisdom of

the action we recommend," he

said. Plans for next year's cur-

riculum must be finalized

immediately and the delay

means a proposal to end the

seminar courses could not take

effect until 1971-72.

"It is too late to have a thor-

ough discussion now and we
decided unanimously it would

be wrong to press ahead."
Prof. Helmstadter told the

department meeting.

There was no discussion at

Friday's meeting of the merit
of the proposed dropping of the

seminars, in which enrolment is

limited to 12 students. The
committee recommendation
says these seminars take up
too much of the department's
manpower and that more lec-

ture courses are necessary to

forestall dramatic increases in

enrolment in existing lecture

courses.

The Friday meeting en-

dorsed the principle of offering

half-year courses and of con-

sidering "sympathetically"

requests to have some courses

not offered by the department

counted towards the earning of

a specialist degree in history.

The meeting also approved a

minimum specification for

receiving a history specialist

degree under the new program
— seven history courses during

the three years after freshman
year.

A future bone of contention

may prove to be policy for

admission to the limited enrol-

ment seminar courses offered

in third and fourth year. Most
faculty seem to favour the cri-

terion endorsed by the arts and
science faculty council — leav-

ing the choice up to the profes-

sor conducting the seminar,

with admission guaranteed to

no students.

F.U. OF T

TODAY
7.30 p.m.

Cooking with Steven Halperer, a pro

cook, 79 Brunswick Ave

TUESDAY
7.30 p.m.

Seminar on the Family. Advisory Bu-

reau. Herboid and Spadina above the bank.

The following groups have not sorted

t first meeting - we would like r

reaction from the campus If interested,

phone Maggie Bioell or leave message ai

SAC office 923-3940: Bible As Revolu-
tionary Document. Conversational Yiddish.

Libertarian Psychiatry. Non -Authoritarian

Medicine. Art. Anarchism and Commun-
ism. The Nuclear Hexagram A New Way
into the I Ching, History Counter Courses.

Educational Research, Education — What
Is ll and What It Should Be. Labor History

ol Canada. T-Groups. Psychology of Reli-

gion. "Neurotics in the Church"

SELECTED WORKS OF MAO TSE-TUNG
VOLUMES 1-4

Soft Cover Edition 97.60 Cloth Edition f H00

SELECTED MILITARY WRITINGS
OF MAO TSE-TUNG

Soft Cover Edition 92.00 Cloth Edition «3.00
prepaio orders postage free

SUBSCRIBE TO CHINESE PERIODICALS IN ENGLISH
PEKING REVIEW
A weekly political and theoretical Journal of Chine. e ntwi and

all arid.

3 Yei
94.00 96.00 68.00

CHINA PICTORIAL
Published every month in Peking for readership abroad . Each Issue
has 44 pages or more, 12 to 16 In colour.

1 Year 2 Years 3 Years
S3. 00 S4.60 96.00

CHINA RECONSTRUCTS
A popular, llluslrslcd monthly for the general reader.

1 Year 1 Yeara J Years
83.00 94.60 96.00

CHINESE LITERATURE
A monthly magazine on Chinese literature and art.

1 Year 2 Years 3 Years
93.00 94.60 86.00

FREE 1970 CALENDER FOR EACH SUBSCRIBER
Catalogue and Samples upon re que it. All Periodicals mulled from
Peking. (Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery). Add "ptua o.change" on
cheques only. Order from

CHINA ARTS ANO CRAFTS LTD.
33 East Hastings Street, Vancouver 4. B.C.

* :
v ) oif'// lore being a Kitten girl! i

V *

Glenayr

WOOLMARK
DOUBLE KNITS

Feel at ease in this

cosy Kitten Woolmark
Knit sweater Raised t

contrasting stripes on
front, turtle neckline with l

zipper, long sleeves. A
wide selection of glowing

new colours. Dry clean

only.

Straight-cut Woolmark
Knit pants with elastic

waistband New
"Pointeroma Stitch",

dyed-to-perfectly-match

your Kitten Woolmark Knit

sweater. Pick from Kitten's

palette of new Fall shades.

Dry clean only

ft»y»r»*f »»»fr»»f»Tf¥Tf

Hart House Anniversary Debate

"PARLIAMENTARY DEMOCRACY HAS OUTLIVED ITS USEFULNESS"

Honorary Visitor

Ed Bridge, SGS

Ted McGee, Ill SMC

For the Noes:

Michael Scherh, III UC
James Y eager, III SMC

Soeaker of the House: Sydney Hermant, M.A.

8:00 p.m. in the Debates Room, Hart House
Wednesday, November 12

{Ladies Welcome) (Assisted by ih
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SOth ANNIVERSARY CONCERT OF

CANADIAN JAZZ COMPOSITIONS

RON COLLIER ORCHESTRA

Great Hall -8:30 p.m.

Wednesday. November 12th

Tickets: Hatl Porter

Ladles Welcome

(Sponsored by Music Committee Hart House)

Hart House Anniversary Uebate

PARLIAMENTARY DEMOCRACY HAS OUTLIVED ITS USEFULNESS"

Honorary Visitor

HON. ERIC WM. KIERANS

M.nister of Communications

For the Ayes: For the Noes:

Ed Bridge. SGS Michael Scherk. Ml U.C.

Ted McGee. Ill SMC James Yeager. Ill SMC

of the House: Sydney Hermant, M.A.

8:00 p.m. in the Oeba" s R°°m Ladies Welcome
Wednesday Novembe 12

UNDERWATER CLUB PRESENTS

AN EVENING WITH

PHILIPPE COUSTEAU
: llm director of the Undersea World of

acques Cousteau and the expeditions

of the research ship Calypso

GREAT HALL — 8:00 P.M.

TONIGHT

Tickets: S3 - Graduate Office. S.A.C.

and Engineering Stores

Everyone Welcome

HpmnBQglflHnu

HOUSE 50

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB

will operate publicly in the Rotunda from 12-

2 p.m. on Monday. November 10th until Fri-

day, November 14th, and invites members &

guests to send messages to friends around

the world by ham hook-up.

EASTERN CANADIAN INTERCOLLEGIATE CHESS TOURNAMENT

Opens Friday. November 14th - Debates Room - 2 p.m. and continues

through Saturday and Sunday, Final play

Novemher Ifcth

begin 4 p.n Sunday,

S0TH ANNIVERSARY

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT

LOIS MARSHALL

Great Hall 8 30

November 16

T.ckeis - Hall Porter

THE LIBRARY COMMITTEE
PRESENTS

JACQUES GODBOUT
50lh Anniversary-Writer in-Residence

WORKSHOPS:

Monday, November

Tuesday, November

Thursday, November 13

Friday, November 14

LIBRARY EVENING:

Monday. November 10 — Hart House Library

-

SYMPOSION

Report and Videotape highlights on a three-day dis-

cussion of Education held mid-October with staff ano

students.

Thursday. November 13th

Music Room — 4 p.m.

Lad'es Welcome

READING:

Wednesday, November I2-Music Room — 4 p.n

(Ladies Welcome)

SERVICE OF REDEDIC ATION

GREAT HALL

TUESDAY I I NOVEMBER at 11:15 a.m

OPEN HOUSE

SUNDAY 16 NOVEMBER
2-5 p.m.

PRIZE-WINNING PHOTOGRAPHS
from contest sponsored by

CAMERA CLUB & FARM COMMITTEES

Exhibited in the

CAMERA CLUB ROOMS
BEGINNING MONDAY, NOVEMBER 10

NOON HOUR FILMS

Entries from the Canada-wide Film Festival

will be shown East Common Room - I 00 p.m.

November 10. I I 12. 13 & 14

Saturday. November I 5th

Rescreening of Film Entries begins at II a.m.

and continues through the da/ in the East

Common Room.

Ladres Welcome

HART HOUSE FILM FESTIVAL AWARDS
Friday, November 14th

Library at 8 p.m.

TYPOGRAPHY & PRIVATE PRESS BOOKS: apaneldis-

cussion of private press work and fine printing as seen by

the antiquarian bookseller, private press printer, book des-

igner and bibliophile. Library at 8 p.m. on Thursday,

November 13th

HART HOUSE ART COMMITTEE

IN CONJUNCTION WITH

THE NATIONAL GALLERY
CANADIAN PAINTINGS

FROM THE VINCENT MASSEY BEQUEST
TO THE NATIONAL GALLERY
IN HART HOUSE ART GALLERY
NOVEMBER I Ith — NOVEMBER 25th

Monday — Saturday 12-6 p.m.

Sundays 2-5 p.m.

ARCHERY CLUB TOURNAMENT
Rifle Range-7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, November 12th

(Open to all members and former

members)

SQUASH CLUB
INSTRUCTION & EXHIBITION MATCHES

November 1 0th - November 14th

7-9 p.m. — Squash Courts

NOON HOUR DEBATES

Monday, November 10th

"A WISE MAN'S WHISPER CARRIES FURTHER THAN A GREAT OUTCRY
FROM A Kl NG OF FOOLS"

Wednesday. November 12th

THE MEMBERS OF THIS UNIVERSITY ARE BECOMING INCREASINGLY
REL ATI VISTIC, NIHILISTIC. CHAOTIC. WEARY AND TRIVIAL
Guest Speaker: RICHARD NEEDHAM

Friday. November 14lh

MULIER EST HOMINIS CONFUSIO"

I 00 p.n OE BATES ROOM Ladies Wela

CLASSICAL CONCERT
Wednesday. November 12th

MARTIN POLTEN

Music Room. 12-2 p.r

TABLE TENNIS SPECIAL DEMONSTRATION

FILMS OF EUROPEAN MASTERS
IN COMPETION

Wednesday, November 12th

8:00 p.m.

Main Gym & Fencing Room

FOLK CONCERT TODAY
Music Room— I p.m.

ROSS CULINER
Ladies Welcome

Page 12 — THE VARSITY. Monday November 10. 1969
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One yard short of the record for most touchdowns in a single season, McGill's ace

halfback Dave Fleiszer is slopped by Blues Pete Lamanlia (20), as Ian Kirltpatrick

(38) moves in 10 make sure. McGill OB George Wall 1121 looks on. That's McGill's

Pete Bender (24) on the ground in front of Kirkpatrick. McGill scored two plays later,

but Fleizer didn't get another chance fo break the record. He gained only 15 yards in

the entire game. pholo byjim cowan

McGill Redmen did everything right in the gloom of Percival Molson
Stadium Saturday afternoon as they won the Yates Cup by defeating Varsity

Blues 17-0. It was McGill's tenth SIFL Championship, the first since 1962.

Redmen finished first with a 6-1 record, Queens beat Mac by only 39-14 and

are second at 5-2, Blues are third, 4-3.

As has been the case all season McGill's outstanding defence was the

key to victory. Their aroused defensive unit held Blues to a meagre 27 net

yards along the ground on 27 carries, incuding an embarrassing minus-2

yards in the second half. The alert McGill secondary picked off five of the

many errant Toronto passes and stifled Varsity's scoring hopes with almost

ridiculous ease.
With McGill ahead 7-0 late in the first quar-

ter, Blues forced rushing leader Dave Fleiszer

to fumble and cornerback Bob Bloxham re-

covered on the McGill 24.

On the next play, Varsity QB Vic Alboini

tried to hit split end John Chapman on a stop-

and-go pattern. Chapman went, the ball didn't

and McGill's Steve Neville intercepted on the

goal line. It was that kind of day.

Operating against a swirling wind, Redmen
jumped into an early lead after recovering a

fumble on Blues' first play from scrimmage.

Coach Tom Mooney's polished running attack

drove the ball into the end zone on nine plays

from the Varsity 30.

Halfback Ken Aikin got the touchdown on a

short pitch after Blues had stopped Fleiszer on

two tries from inside the five.

The McGill drive was earlier aided by a ques-

tionable offside against the Blues when Red-

men were about to gamble on a third down

from the 10-yard line.

A VERY MUDDY FIELD

Two days of almost steady rain left the field

a gre.asy, muddy quagmire. To gain better foot-

ing. Blues switched to special cleats. These

"Moose-hooves" helped somewhat, but Blues

simply couldn't move the ball.

In the first Varsity-McGill meeting on Octo-

ber 4, rookie Wayne Dunkley had taken over

when Alboini went cold, and guided Blues to a

thrilling 17-16 come-from-behind win.

Unfortunately, Blues had no such heroics in

store Saturday. Alboini was disastrously inac-

curate, and Dunkley completed only one pass

for 10 yards, before being knocked out in the

third quarter with a rib injury.

Blues receivers, especially Chapman and

Eric Walter, spent a frustrating afternoon

watching passes sail over their heads or drop

agonizing inches beyond their outstretched fin-

gertips. Chapman was regularly getting behind

the McGill secondary, but the ball did not reach

him 'till the second half, when he caught three

for 52 yards.

Walter was open on numerous short patterns,

but spent most of his time breaking up possible

interceptions. Probably Blues only cinch all-

star, Walter finished an otherwise successful

season with his second consecutive Saturday

without a pass reception.

Blues went nowhere against the wind and

late in the first half, a short punt set McGill up

on the Varsity 33. Redmen's passing quarter-

back, Dan Smith, got his only completion of the

half for a first down and two plays later veteran

Sal Lovecchio booted a 26-yard field goal.

TIMER'S GOOF HELPS BLUES

After an exchange of punts. Blues tried des-

perately to get on the scoreboard before half

time. The McGill timekeeper appeared to have

see PUNT RETURN on next page

radio

varsity

grows
Radio Varsity, the voice of campus news at the 'J. of T. (

has several openings for speaker locations. If you know

of a suitable location fill out the blank below:

radio
varsity

grous 91 St. Ceorqe St.

U. of T. -

For further

information contact

Patrick Dymond

Radio Varsity

964-1444

Please consider the following locations

for radio varsity outlets:

Room ft.

Building. -

Name of President

of appropriate student society

Name of Dean of

appropriate academic division

WHY NOT?
BUY FROM THE

CHAR-BURG
PIZZERIA

CHEAPER - BETTER
FREE DELIVERY

536-0475
PARTY - STUDENT PRICES

PROJECT 999
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90 yard punt return sinks Blues

COMMERCE
HONOURS ECONOMICS

M.B.A.

; We will be visiting the University ol Tofonto campus on

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 13

: to discuss career opportunities in public accounting and its :
:

• relBted fields of taxation and management consulting.

: Appointments should be made through the Student Place-
:
:

: ment Office, where brochures are also available If the date of

:

:

: our visit is not convenient please call Mr William R. Reynolds;:

: in our Toronto office. 366-6243.

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.

!
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

\

' Toronto Montreal Winnipeg Calgary Vancouver

CLASSIFIEDS
FAST ACCURATE homo typing — Mrs
Linda Flood - 884 6526 Keep this name
and number lor future use

NEED CASH? Cut out this ad Above av
erage earnings Part time now. lull time
summers Sales and management For

appointment call Mr Schultz — 920-
4726

ESSAYS, Theses, typed professionally on
BleotflO machine Papei supplied 30c per

page Closo to campus 79 Madison Ave
Phone 92 t 2278 alter si< Ask lor Loree

EXPERIENCED TYPIST Typing ol (hos-

es, notes, essays, done quickly, accurately
and neatly Economical, electnc typewriter

Phono 421 9036

TYPING — electric last. neai. accurate
Students rates 30c a page Item only, no
malhl Eicelleoi work satisfaction guaran
loud Mrs Gilbert 467 5639 afler 6 30

USED T V sets (or sale Less than $50
30 day wairanh/ on pans and labour Act
now Limited supply Phone 925 7071
alter 6 pm

CAR POOL DRIVERS wuntud Lawrence
8othursl Bayciesl Area — Arrive on cam
pus 9 00 a in - Leave 10 30 p m — We
havo parking Contact Arlhur al 783 1533

MALE OR FEMALE jssisl.ints needed lot

Cub Pack. Boys 8 11. Norlh Toronlo Call

Brian 488-6614

SALTY DOG Discotheque will rent prem
ises Monday lo Thursday day or evening
For inlormalion call A Cuny 964 7060 oi
633 2677

1 BEDROOM apt S150 00 pei month
Bathunt & College 366 SI 18 days. 221
8512 evenings

WANTED: Girl

with 2 other gir _

Balhurst Bioor area For details call b3t
7394

Now Collage Motion Picture Society pics
anil W. C. FIELDS In "MAN ON THE
FLYING TRAPEZE" Wednesday B

;

_New College IWetmotc] Dining

TYPING theses, essays, notes, charts.

English. French, other languages Mimeo-
graphing, electric typewriters Mary Dale
Soitt (M Oavies) 86 Bloor St W Room
225.922 7624

GETTING ENGAGED7 Send or phone
today for free booklet The Day you buy a

diamond" H Proctor and Co 131 Bloor

St W.Suite416. 921-7702

TUTOR REQUIRED, wriler wishes to
obtain verbal oulline ol Biology 3 o> 4
year course and/or Psychology 304 Girl

preferred 421 -6B93

SEX7 No — But tops in typing essays
etc and only 50e per typed page Five
years experience' Phone 633-7124
Monday to Thursday

TYPING Essays, theses IBM electric

typewrite' Located on St GerogeSi Tele

phone 921 9326

WANTED — Male or female lo share
three bedroom apt with Iwo mates Phone
531 8903atier6 00pm

thwarted their efforts when he allowed the

clock to run 15 seconds while the officials called

timeout to chase down an errant football.

With only seconds remaining, Dunkley tried

to repeat the 17-16 script by going to rookie

Jack Buchan, who was all alone at midfield.

But Buchan slipped in the mud and his defender

turned from goat to hero with an easy intercep-

tion and long runback.

Lovecchio was wide on another field goal

attempt, and Walt Sehr fumbled the return on

about the 7-yard line. A dozen or so jerseys

converged on the ball, but fortunately for Blues

the McGill official's error had allowed time to

run out.

Blues' passing game improved somewhat in

the second half, but Varsity's serious threats

ended in either incompletions or interceptions.

Fullback Bill Stankovic did ramble 60 yards

into the end zone when Pet Bender fumbled a

Paul McKay punt, but Blues had been called for

no yards and the score was wiped out.

McGill appeared content to use a token of-

fense and rely on their sturdy defence to pro-

tect the slender 10-0 lead. Lamantia gave Blues

new life midway through the fourth quarter

with a 60-yard runback of another Lovecchio

field goal effort.

PUNT RETURN ENDS IT

Blues managed a couple of first downs and

appeared to have established good field position

when McKay punted to Chris Rumball on the

Redman 20.

However, Mr. Rumball's specialty happens

to be punt returns.

90 yards and many blocks later, he was a

hero; Blues were finished and McGill had it

wrapped up, 17-0.

To Blues' credit, they refused to quit, but the

McGill defence blitzed Alboini relentlessly and

picked off two more passes.

Blues only victories were statistical. They
accumulated 195 yards of total offense com-
pared to McGill's 133. In passing, Alboini and

Dunkley went 15 of 37 for 168 yards while the

McGill duo of George Wall and Smith complet-

ed only three of 17 for 31 yards.

Blues had 11 first downs; McGill had six.

Varsity ran 77 plays and McGill 75. Along the

ground McGill, as expected, was way ahead,

133 to 27.

While Blues held Fleiszer to only 25 yards,

Aikin got free for 60 on 22 carries. Walt Sehr led

Varsity with 25 yards on 10 attempts.

Realizing the game was up after Rumball's
touchdown, the large contingent of U of T Engi-

neers began to chant "We're number 3! ! We're
number 3!

!

"

And that seems to be about right.

BLUESNOTES . . .Varsity prevented Fleisz-

er and Lovecchio from breaking two scoring

records set by members of the championship

1958 Blues. . . Fleiszer was held scoreless and
finished with 10 touchdown's, one short of Tim
Reid and Lovecchio kicked two converts to

come within one of Walt Adams (21). . . despite

his poor showing Vic Alboini easily won the

passing title but official stats will probably

show Waterloo's Don Manahan has edged out

Walter for total receptions; Walter was way
ahead in total passing yardage. . . Blues keyed
on Fleiszer and held the powerful back to only

15 net yards on five carries; he is still an easy
winner of the rushing title with 694 yards unoffi-

cially. . . the power failure that hit almost all of

Quebec about noon turned Blues dressing

rooms into dingy sweat-boxes but good organi-

zation enabled all players to install their

moose-hooves in plenty of time. . . the sudden

failure also delayed a refereeing clinic at the

McGill Arena as five guys and 50 girls were left

to skate around in virtual darkness. . . fun, eh?.

. . congratulations to McGill: they worked hard

for the Yates and deserve the praise they'll

receive. . . Windsor edged Bishop's 23-22 and
meet Manitoba in the Western Bowl this week-
end. . . McGill travels to Halifax to play U.N.B.

in the other College Bowl semi-final. . . look for

Manitoba and McGill to match horns for the

national title at Varsity Stadium on Friday
Nov. 21. . . bye now.

- - Paul Carson

Three straight shutouts

as gals win field hockey

By MARIE LANDMESSER
The women's field hockey team has walked

away with top honors in the Women's Inter-

Collegiate Two-Conference Association tourna-

ment for the fifth successive year.

In the finals, the Varsity gals defeated West-

ern 4-0, Queens 5-0, and wrapped it all up by

edging McMaster 2-0.

Outstanding player in the tournament was
Toronto goalie Joan McClymont who made
several brilliant plays, including a sensational

save on a Mac break-away in the final game.
As usual. Sally Manning led the Toronto at-

tack with six of the eleven goals - four against

Queens and one in each of the other games.
Despite the impressive scores, the field

hockeyettes had difficulty polishing and finish-

ing their plays around the enemy nets; the

usually accurate Varsity passing combos failed

to click with any consistency.

Kudos also go to Toronto fullbacks Alice

Shank and Liz Daniel, whose steady defensive

play was a major factor in the three shutouts.

AVENUE RO. — BLOOR I need one girl

to share upper iwo lloors ol renovated
lownhouse partially lurnished Available
Nov 15 Call 5 7 30 pm Linda 925
0410

VOLUNTEERS needed at St Chr.stopher
House. 67 Wales Avenue Bathurit and
Dundas Area Sociology or Psychology
Students Nursery Headstart Program 9 to
1 1 30 am or 1 to 3 1 5 p m daily After
School Program Girls Department — 3 to

5pm Phone Miss Avnl Brown at 364
8456

FUR COAT for sole, rabbit with ante
lope suode bands, new. from Europe, too
small lor me (sue lOf $120 Phono Eva
781 7956

FOUND pan ol women's glasses rounded
tortoise sholl Lames in from ol UC Call
928 486! 651 3253 after 6

FURNISHED, sell contained apartment,
flosedale in exchange for lanitonal and
ground duties, opprox 4 hours per week
required lime 761 1080Hell (21 Classic Ave )
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NOBODYKNOWS
EVERY
THING
But you'll know

much more if and
when you "plug in-

to" the library

orientation program.

Tapes and slides

giving a general

introduction, card

catalogue advice

and a few clues

about the stacks

are available for

viewing at both

main entrances to

the University of

Toronto

LIBRARY

U.C. Player's Guild presents

THANATOS
AN EVENING OF READINGS ON THE SUBJECT OF DEATH

University of Toronto

ORGAN RECITALS
November 10 — Patrick Wedd
November 17 — Aubrey Foy
November 24 — Charles Peaker

University of Toronto Organist

MONDAY AFTERNOONS
at five minutes past five o'clock

CONVOCATION HALL



Ruggerittes hang tough with early lead
from page 16
against McMaster. They wanted an-
other win.

With a strong wind in their faces,

and a solid lead, the Blues concentrat-

ed on defensive tactics. The accurate
kicking of fly half Ian Owens and full-

back Larry Mckanna kept the Blues
out of serious trouble.

Early in the half, Graehem Wynn
suffered a terrible injury. In blocking

a kick he received a foot full in the

mouth. His two front teeth were
knocked cleanly out. With blood

streaming from the wound, he left the

field.

But, only two minutes later he re-

turned to the field and finished the

game with his best play ever. Wynn
has been the backbone of the team for

the entire season and his injury took

most of the happiness out of the victo-

ry.

-

Queen's never gave up and scored a

penalty goal and a back line try be-

fore the end of the game.
At one point they were almost as-

sured of another try. With three con-

secutive penalties awarded against
Toronto on their five yard line the

Queen's pack couldn't have asked for

a better opportunity. The solidity of

the Blue pack stopped them dead,

three times. Then from a tight scrum
Owens kicked the ball out of danger.

This amazing defense deflated the

Queen's team and the game ended
with two exhausted teams hobbling
off the field. The final score was To-

ronto 22, Queen's 12.

With the victory came the OQAA
championship for the third consecu-
tive year. Next year should be equally

successful as the Second team will

provide strong players to fill the posi-

tions left vacant by graduating Blues.

llllllllillllllllllH'!::

I NOV 10

photo by busyjim cowan

Blues split end John Chapman (76) cuts between McGill defenders Steve Neville (35) and Norm

Woods but can't leap high enough to grab wayward pass. Chapman represted this aerial per-

formance several times in Blues 1 7-0 loss. Sad details on pages 13 and 14.

Vic beats PHE 20-1 to claim first
By LYNDON LITTLE

The "Scarlet and Gold"

from Vic (4-1) have demon-
strated once again that they

know how to win the big games
as they downed Keith John-

son's previously unbeaten

PhysEd (4-1) crew 20-1 in a

pivotal game played Wednes-

day.

Should both Vic and PhysEd

win their remaining game this

week and end in a first place

tie then Vic will be awarded

top spot in the first division by

virtue of their greater point

spread in the two games
played between the two teams

PhysEd defeated Vic 15-0 in

their first enounter).

Both teams, however, will

be participating in the Mulock

cup playoffs as the two top

teams in the first division earn

playoff spots.

Diminutive halfback Peter

Fairgrieves led the Vic attack

with a pair of touchdowns. One

came on a 4 yard sweep around

left end in the second quarter

and the other on a 15 yard pass

from quarterback John Baird

on th last play of the game.

Fullback Bruce Carroll scored

the other Vic major on a 3 yard

plung over right guard.

PhysEd's lone point came on

a wide field goal attempt by

massive defensive end Grant

Tadman.
Since the 15-0 loss tp Phys-

Ed, Vic head coach Tony Spe-

ciale has strengthened his

team with the acquisition of

three quality players. Dave

Harris, Peter Wade and full-

back Carroll.

Yesterday, the Dents (5-0)

kept their undefeated string

intact as they edged Scarbor-

ough College ( 1-4 ) by a score of

16-12.

The victory was worth four

points as it also took into ac-

count a game postponed early

in October.

Rick Ward and Bob Sullivan

had majors for the Dents while

Dave Menhort and Mat Naka-

mura scored touchdowns for

Scarborough.

Meds (4-1) stayed within

striking distance of the Dents

in the second division with two

wins. On Oct, 31, they defeated

Scarborough 12-9 (Tom Kruner

and Bill Davies with majors

for Meds and Nakamura for

Scar.) and last Tuesday they

downed winless University

College 14-7 tKruner and Rick

Rowland with touchdowns for
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the Meds and Steve Freeman

for .17,00'

The Meds must defeat Den-

tisty by 13 points when the two

teams meet today to decide the

second division and the Mulock

cup playoff position.

In the third division, both

Forestry (4-1) and New Col-

lege (3-2) picked up victories.

Forestry downed Trinity (1-3-

1) 14-2. Bill Snell and Bruce

Pamplin had majors for For-

estry. On Tuesday it was New
over Pharmacy 6-0 with quar-

terback Mark Albert breaking

the game open with a 65 yard

punt return in the third quar-

ter.

New College must defeat

Forestry by 28 points in their

final meeting tomorrow to fin-

ish first and advance into the

playoffs.

In the battle of the first divi-

sion's bottom two teams Mon-

day, Engineering picked up its

first win defeating St. Mikes,

whose moribund offense has

produced only six points in five

games, by a score of 7-0. John

Pearson was the horo for the

Engineers scoring on a 4 yard

counter play late in the third

quarter for the same's only

major.

GRADUATING?
UNDECIDED?

We Understand

Discuss your career opportunities as a Chartered

Accountant with us at the placement service

NOVEMBER 18
call Steve Burns at ( r offk

STARKMAN, KRAFT, R0THMAN, BERGER & GRILL

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

3101 BATHURST ST , SUITE 601

TORONTO 19, ONTARIO

TELEPHONE 782-1155

Management
and Specialist

Careers
for Graduates

Sun Life of Canada will be on campus to discuss

your future with you.

The life insurance industry today offers an

interesting and rewarding future to individuals

with management and technical potential.

Make Your appointment now

at the placement office

to see Sun Life on

NOVEMBER 20th

Our booklet 'Careers with Sun Life-

is available at the placement office.

SUN LIFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY

OF CANADA

The Insurance People with Ideas

HEAD OFFICE: MONTREAL
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RuggerBlues win

OQAA title- 22-12

Hockey Blues

heat I /Oyola 7-

1

By DAN McAUSTER
The Rugger Blues retained the

OQAA Rugger Championship for the

third consecutive year in Kingston

Saturday. It was a tough haul this

year as the Blues almost lost their

chance when they fell to the Guelph

Gryphons early in the season.

The field was wet, the sky was dark

and a light rain fell. The fans outnum-

To/onfo coach

Neville Nankeville

bered by several times the crowds
seen on Toronto sidelines.

The match began with devastating

Toronto play. Two minutes after the

kickoff, the "Golden Toe" struck.

Aided by a favorable wind, Cairn's

boot sailed through the uprights to

open the scoring.

By now, the Toronto pack had es-

tablished their dominance. Good bind-

ing in the lineouts combined with sol-

id jumping by Curt McGuire and Jeff

Ellwand completely frustrated the

Queen's pack. The excellent hooking

of Toronto's Mike Code added to their

troubles.

Three minutes after Cairn's kick

veteran second row Maris Apse

stomped over for Toronto's first try.

It came after a sloppy lineout ball

that was finally grabbed by Graehem
Wynn. He quickly slipped it to wing

forward Dan McAlister who after a

short run fed it to Apse.

Apse then put his head down and

dived the remaining ten yards over

two Queen's players for the score.

Cairn's convert made the score To-

ronto 8, Queen's 0.

Queen's, a team renowned for not

quitting, came back and scored a for-

ward try through the surprised Toron-

to pack. Fortunately, the Queen's

kicker could not cope with the wind

and the try was not converted.

HOLMES' QUICK REPLY

Toronto quickly responded to the

Queen's retort-Centre John Holmesj

on a standard move that would feed

the ball into the forwards, spotted a

hole in the Queen's line. He cut for it

and left the two Queen's centres lying

on the turf. The remaining four

Queen's defenders were nothing for

Holmes as he romped through them
and touched the ball down between

the posts. With Cairn's successful

convert the score was Toronto 13,

Queen's 3.

By now the Toronto pack and the

"Golden Toe" were hot. The Blues

pressed unmercifully into the Queen's

zone and their worried back row was
continually blown offside. In six min-

utes. Cairns scored nine more points.

With only a few minutes left in the

half, the Blue pack rested a little too

much and allowed the Queen's team
to advance into scoring position. To-

ronto was finally blown offside and
the opposition closed the half with a

three point penalty kick.

With the score 22-6, the Queen's
team needed more than effort to win.

While Queen's coach was trying to put

some hope into his team, wily Toronto

coach Neville Nankeville simply told

the Blues to keep up their drive.

QUEENS HAD FAN SUPPORT
The field was now electric with ten-

sion. Several hundred Queen's fans

spilled over the sidelines following

the Gael's successful football game
see RUGGERITES on page IS

By JIM COWAN
Varsity Blues dispelled all doubts

Saturday night that their rookie-laden

hockey team might have trouble scor-

ing goals, as they overcame a chippy

Loyola Warriors team 7-4 in an exhi-

bition game in Montreal.

In a game marred by poor referee-

ing and cheap penalties. Blues played

just well enough in the first two peri-

ods to stay ahead, outscoring War-

riors 3-2. Then in the third period they

came alive, skated and checked Loy-

ola into the ice and slammed in four

more. Warriors picked up two cheap

goals, one while Blues were two men
short.

Warriors showed a marked inabili-

ty to clear the puck out of their own
end and had trouble finishing off plays

in Blues territory. As it was Blues

were outshot 35-34, but many of the

Loyola attempts, especially in the

third period, came from outside the

Varsity blueline.

ROOKIES SHINE
Blues opened the scoring at 9:32 of

the first period. With Loyola short-

handed Toronto's rookies came
through as Nick HOlmes finished a

play from Robbie Ellis and Bob Mc-
Guinn to put to Toronto one up.

It was a good night for the newcom-
ers. Bill Buba picked up his first goal

as a Blues player, and rookies had a

hand in four of the seven goals.

Grant Cole was sharp in his first

start as a Varsity goalie, and while

Blues generally make any goalie look

good, Lanky Grant came through with

several key saves when his defense

forgot how to clear the puck.

Veteran Paul Laurent picked up
where he left off last year, scoring

two goals, including the winner. It

was a classic Laurent effort. After

digging the puck out of the corner, he

circled in from front of the Warriors'

net, then calmly potted it past Loyol-

a's acrobatic goalie, Rocky Martin.

Blues other goals came from Bryan
Tompson, Len Burman and John
Wright, while Danny McCann, John
Donnelly, Alair Tremblay and John
Hutton scored for Warriors.

SIN BIN FULL

The game, while not as rough as

last year's which Loyola won 6-4, was
slowed by frequent penalties. Blues

received 11 minors (including a triple

minor for roughing to Bob Hamilton
in the second period) while Loyola
was assessed eight minors. Two Loy-

ola goals came while Blues were
shorthanded. Blues picked up three

power play goals.

BLUENOTES . . . Loyola goalie

Rocky Martin is one of three 17-year-

olds on Warriors squad this year . . .

A blur of speed, Len Burman carries the

puck out of Blues' zone as Bill L'-

Heureux looks on.

football Blue Ron Kishimoto went to

the hockey game and was promptly
conscripted as an assistant manager .

. . Loyola general manager John Ber-

rigan spent the game coaching from
the Loyola side of the penalty bench,

conferring with coach Dave Drapper
between periods ... the four year old

Loyola arena drew compliments from
Blues' Paul Laurent for its excellent

ice surface ... it was Brian St. John's
first game as captain of the Varsity

heckey squad, and while he didn't

score he showed he has the qualities

to rally the team and be a real leader

on the ice . . . Radio Loyola was so

bad it made Radio Varsity look good

The End The Beginning

I

VISITORS DOWNa u=uo o
TIME TO PLAY 111,

McGILL
miAnTcn

YARDS ffl

in i Iff

MACDONALD PARK
vtsno*
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The student council at the University of Saskatchewan Saskatoon campus Monday
condemned Remembrance Day as a glorification of war rather than of peace. The

council said it did not wish to show disrespect for the dead, but wanted to protest

the "commercialism of war" encouraged by praise of military actions and solutions.

At U of T, as you can see from these pictures, Remembrance Day went off without a

hitch. For the second year in a row 11 a.m. classes were held as usual. Officially,

classes will be on again as usual Friday, despite appeals for U of T to join in the conti-

nent-wide Vietnam Moratorium.

November 1 2. 1 969 TORONTOI

Senate says it's business

as usual on Moratorium Day
By CECELIA VIGGO

The University of Toronto
will not officially close in ob-

servance of Vietnam Morato-
rium Day. November 14.

President Bissell referred a

request by the Moratorium
Committee to close the univer-

sity to the Senate, which ad-

vised against an official sus-

pension of classes.

The Moratorium Committee
is. however, sponsoring a stu-

dent boycott of classes on Fri-

day and encouraging attend-

ance at a Vietnam rally in

Convocation Hall.

The committee circulated

petitions asking students and
staff to request official closing

of the university and indicate

their intention to participate in

the boycott of classes.

Petitions with 1500 signa-

tures were submitted to Presi-

dent Bissell on Tuesday.

Since the administration has

disclosed that individual de-

partments may suspend class-

es on Friday, the committee

More bedroom time for

men at Whitney Hall
Men's hours have been extended in Whitney Hall, Univer-

sity College's women's residence.

The changes, effective today, allow men in bedrooms

from 2 p.m. to 2 a.m. on Fridays, Saturday and Sunday.

The hours for the past year have been 7 p.m. to ll p.m. on

Fridays and Saturdays, and from 2 p.m. to 11 p.m; on Sundays.

Men are allowed in the common rooms from 8 a.m. to

midnight every day.

The Residence Council of Whitney Hall did not vote to

extend weekday hours at Monday's meeting, though Dean of

Women Charity Grant was reported to favour a more consist-

ent approach for administrative purposes.

The changes are believed to be in reaction to two ques-

tionnaires circulated in the residence, which favoured exten-

sion of Men's Hours.

Under the riew regulation, a floor can vote to reduce, but

not further extend, bedroom hours.

The residence regulations read in part:

'•Men are expected to observe accepted standards of

dress and behaviour. They are required to comply with house

rules and to leave promptly -at closing time. Mer
i
may-no en-

ter the bedroom corridors unless accompanied by a Whitney

Hall resident."

has also sent letters to depart-

ment and division heads and
staff, asking their cooperation

in the Moratorium Day observ-

ances.

To encourage student boy-

cott of classes, and attendance

at the Vietnam rally, the Mora-

torium Committee urged con-

cerned students to speak out in

their classes on the importance

of Moratorium Day observ-

ances.

Plans to publicize both boy-

cott and rally include "mass
leafleting and postering" of the

campus, a press conference,

tentatively scheduled for

Wednesday, and, possibly
• guerrilla theater" perform-

ances on Vietnam in college

cafeterias.

The Vietnam rally in Convo-

cation Hall will feature as

speakers, U of T professors W.

C. Berman, history depart-

ment, and M, H. Watkins, pol-

itical economy department.

"At least one rock group", and

"several folk singers" are also

slated to appear.

Other groups also plan to

observe Moratorium Days.

At Saint Basil's Church, on

the St. Michael's College cam-

pus, a vigil will be held from

noon Friday to noon Saturday.

The Union of American Ex-

iles will hold a mass rally on

the evening of Nov. 14 at the

Medical College Auditorium.

On Saturday afternoon, they

plan to march on Nathan Phil-

lips Square, and then to picket

the American consulate.

Committee could cancel

classes to consider

The Commission on Univer-

sity Government Program-
ming Committee is consider-

ing cancelling classes for two

days sometime in the next two

or three months.

It is hoped that during these

two days the CUG Report
might be very widely discussed

throughout all parts of the

University.

The CUG Programming
Committee, consisting of three

faculty members and three

students, has been set up to

give some guidance for organ-

izing discussion in various

groups in the university about

the implementation of the CUG
Report.. It had its first meeting

last Friday.

It hopes to do this by encour-

aging the formation of various

ad hoc committees throughout

the university.

Disagreement has arisen

over the form that these ad hoc

committees should take.

A draft letter to the universi-

ty community by Robin Ross,

Secretary of the Programming
Committee, has recommended
that the committees should be

made up of an equal number of

staff and students.

Both the original commis-
sion and the Programming
Committee have had student-

faculty parity.

Several members of the

Programming Committee, in-

cluding SAC President Gus
Abols, feel that many mem-
bers of the faculty are not

ready to accept parity between

faculty and students and would

thus feel alienated by the ad

hoc committees.

It was also felt that since

parity is one of the CUG rec-

ommendations, and that parity

is the ultimate position that

students might attain, it should

not be instituted before discus-

sion on the matter takes place.

Larry Hoffman, GSU repre-

sentative on the Committee,
argued that to not institute par-

ity on the ad hoc committees
would be backing down from
the spirit of CUG and the Pro-

gramming Commission itself.

Mr. Ross's letter also sug-

gested that the committee
should recommend organizing

a final, more formal debate on

the CUG Report.

This debate would take place

on a university-wide basis and

would consist of a widely rep-

resentative elected assembly

of 100 to 200 members which

might meet in late February or

March of 1970.

The letter in its final form

will be widely circulated

throughout areas of the Uni-

versity. It will recommend
that serious consideration be

given to methods of forming

staff-student committees to

discuss CUG.

Girls late, get gate
HALIFAX (CUP) — The administration of St. Mary's

University has suspended two female students and expelled

another for violating a residence curfew.

The three 17-year-old girls signed in 15 to 45 minutes after

the 2:30 a.m. deadline. The severe penalties made good the

threats of President Henry Labelle. who promised Friday to

expel anyone breaking residence regulations.

Labelle's threats of Friday were in response to a student

vote of Nov. 3 to abolish residence curfews and visiting rules.

He said he "didn't think boys and girls should be able to move

from one building to anotner without regulations."



HELPLESSNESS is a state of mind

..so is loneliness ...so is despair ...so is mental illness

it's hard to rejoin the community,

it takes guts.

a lot ofguys have made it.

a lot of guys are trying.

we needpeople who are willing to help.

hell is a state of mind,

so is HOPE
PROJECT 999

film and discussion

refreshments

hart house
music room
thursday nov. 13
7:00pm
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Happy Hart House 'hams' will ho ld open house
Bv DON GLENniMMiMn (which we can teach i to broad- A^BMH^^H^By DON GLENDINNING

Howard White (SGS) and
Erv Weiss (IV APSC) sat in
the rotunda of Hart House jok-
ing and laughing with Califor-
nia, occasionally switching to
Revelstoke. B.C. and then
hearing Ethiopia carrying on a
conversation with Chicago.
They are HAM operators in

the classic sense and this is the
Hart House Amateur Radio
Club - VE3UOT - a nucleus
of approximately ten members
who have kept together for the
past two years in spite of the
lack of an aerial, which pre-
vented actual transmission.
Today and all this week

members of the committee
will be making up for that si-

lence by demonstrating their
new HAM (high frequency
modulation) equipment from
12 noon to 2 p.m. daily.

"We've been getting a lot of
publicity broadcasting here,

"

said Weiss.

"Our intention is to create
an interest in HAM broadcast-
ing and increase the member-
ship in our club to approxi-
mately 50. We'll take anyone.

'

1

White broke in. "I guess you
can tell them of the general
meeting on November 19. It'll

be an organizational type of

thing: meeting people, finding

out about HAM broadcasting,
the requirements for a license

(which we can teach) to broad-
cast."

A constant changing crowd
of about 15 seemed interested
enough in listening to people
speaking from faraway lands.
But surely there was more to
the club than just exchanging
jokes and pleasantries with
Winnipeg HAM operators?
"We intend to be giving a

course on the HAM equipment
and theory on its operation. It's

quite a lot of work to learn the
intricacies," said White, "but
the genuine interest of the
members and the variety of
people you meet make it eas-
ier,"

I picked up their radio log
book, which had 15 entries
ranging all over the North
American continent put in
since VE3UOT began trans-
mission Monday.
There were names beside

each location reached: Stan,
Bill, George, etc. I asked
White if he knew these people.

"Well, I just met them ten
minutes ago.

"Don't get the idea that get-
ting a transmitting license is

hard. One fellow I know got his

in two and a half months," said
Weiss.

"It mainly involves learning
to transmit and receive morse
code at a certain rate and some
understanding of electronic
theory pertaining to radio."
They changed the frequency

and White cheerfully spoke Ontario. Canada, fiftieth anni-
mto the microphone. versary of Hart House here."

"This is VE3UOT, . . Is there A southern drawl answered
anyone on this frequency?. . . back. It was Atlanta, Georgia.
This is University of Toronto in Very happy to hear from y -

photo by Errvl Young

all. . our best wishes from
down here to all your celebra-

tions. . .you were asking about
the strength of your sign-

al. . man.it'sclearasabell."

Quebec Francais plans to protest

Montreal anti-demonstration by-law
MONTREAL (CUP) - The

Front du Quebec Francais, a
broad-front coalition of nation-

alist and unilingualist organi-

zations, has announced a

"massive" demonstration for

today to protest Montreal's
proposed anti-demonstration
by-law.

The demonstration will take

place outside the city hall, as
local legislators consider the

measure proposed by execu-
tive committee chairman Lu-
cien Saulnier to ban any dem-
onstration "considered likely

to turn violent."

The by-law would provide 60-

day jail terms and $100 fines

for violators.

It was proposed immediate-

ly after last Friday's violent

demonstration when molotov
cocktails were hurled by
protestors outside the city's

Palais de Justice.

The by-law has already

drawn the attention of Federal

Justice Minister John Turner,

who said Monday the govern-

ment could challenge the con-

stitutionality of the legislation.

Turner has asked the Mon-
treal City Council for the text

of the measure.

The by-law adds another

grievance to the list compiled

by opponents to Bill 63, the

government's bilingualism leg-

islation now in its third reading

in the Quebec National Assem-

bjy. The bill originally caused
the creation of the FQF and
provoked mobilizations across

the province for three weeks:

It gives parents the choice
between Englishand French as
languages of instruction for

their children while proclaim-
ing French the "priority lan-

guage ' for the province.

Opponents to the Bill, led by
the FQF, say its passage will

legitimize the eventual de-
struction of the French lan-

guage and culture in Quebec.
The furor over Bill 63 — and

the resulting demonstrations
— continued in Montreal
courts Monday as Michel Char-
trand, President of the Mon-
treal Central Council of the

Confederation of National
Trade Unions was freed on
$2,000 bail after being charged
with uttering seditious state-

ments.

Chartrand is alleged to have
made the statements at a

Quebec City rally October 29

organized to protest Bill 63.

Monday night, the Executive
Committee of the' CNTU's cen-

tral council voted "to condemn
energetically the neo-fascist

regime into which (Provincial

Justice Minister) Remi Paul is

plunging the people of

Quebec."
It was, the motion said, the

greatest absurdity that al-

though Chartrand had been
charged with sedition, neither

the prosecution nor the judge
could say what he had said was
seditious.

Sue R sez bell an Harry et is about four months explain ing He-
gel, a famous german furry from Sherrys Carl Marks hows Brian
singing in his den / Atlantis rears it head herein an Donovan ha:

us to think it swim, it do and is within. Don'Lendenning Cecilia

viggiaAcolinPilmerAlouiserAjohnbenson of building fame Layout
Hannah of Goldhor claim. Dave off Frank one hears it sed that

some named in here're off there head, off there stick or off their

nut off they're sticker off their rut.Geoffmeggs.Carlsuecup loo

Sueperl drew Spadina blue,and said the art show did gel threw.
Me is jon and you is u and they are he and we are thru. But will

that do?. . . and IS IT ALL TRUEM!???Time will will tell. . .if you
get through.To the preaf rooders.yes people, sometimes, though
not oft, things ARE really as we seem. To the typists;owake!
you're in a dream.Peace, Love,Joy all Blessings.

-fiu I on a <Wj is btw

... it happens three times

a day at the

UNIVERSITY
BOOKROOM
Come and dig it.
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PAGE FOUR

THE SILENT MAJORITY

Nixon tells it like it is

. .We Americans are a do-it-yourself peo-

ple — an impatient people. Instead of teach-

ing someone else to do a job, we like to do it

ourselves. This trait has been carried over

into our foreign policy. .

."

President Richard Nixon's television

rhetoric contains flashes of irony — the

hysteria of a nation somehow forces

some truth past this man's irrational,

confident facade.

varsity
TORONTO

Cji» Ia ion
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As the war in Vietnam continues, the

presidential promises become more
and more ludicrous. They become their

own parody.

"I believe that one of the reasons for

the deep division in this nation about
Vietnam is that many Americans have
lost confidence in what their Govern-
ment has told them about our policy,"

Nixon told millions of viewers recent-

ly.

The understatement is absurd. How
do you maintain confidence in a gov-
ernment that has promised troop with-

drawals to stave off internal dissent
and then ignored those promises?

"In order to end a war fought on
many fronts, I initiatied a pursuit for

peace on many fronts," Nixon contin-

ues.

Read imperialism for war. Read
stability for peace. Vietnam is just the

most dramatic example of the drive to

secure an American economic domi-
nance over the underdeveloped coun-

tries of this world.

South-East Asia has been rejecting

that dominance for years. The one.

two, three, many Vietnams that Che
Guevera alluded to are potentially in

South America, Africa, Europe, and
Canada.

As Canadians, we must see the war
in Vietnam as it relates to our own his-

tory. We have developed as a U.S. colo-

,

ny to an extremely sophisticated level.

The U.S. grip on Canada thus seems
less severe than that on Vietnam.

But we are an obedient colony,

whose infra-structure is neatly inte-

grated into the U.S. economy. No jag-

ged edges. No guns. American manag-
ers for their subsidiaries in Canada are
long since obsolete. They have Cana-
dian mandarins.

And as Ontario's branch-plants have
carried the domination a second step —
into Quebec — it's deemed wise to hire

French managers, elect French Prime
Ministers, put French on the other side

of the cereal boxes.

Despite the cover-ups, Canada re-

mains an underdeveloped "affluent"

. .In order to end a war fought on many
fronts, I initiated a pursuit for peace on many
fronts. . .The defense of freedom is every-
body's business — not just America's busi-
ness. .

."

society, that pipes its natural resources

south of the border practically free-of-

charge. The Quebecois remain as a

class in cultural ghetto.

U.S. imperialism relates Canada to

Vietnam.

Ironically Nixon realizes there could

be other Vietnams: "I want to end the

war to save the lives of those brave
young men in Vietnam, . . in a way
which will increase the chance that

their brothers and their sons will not

have to fight in another Vietnam some-
place in the world."

read "Quebec" forCirca 1975:

'Vietnam".

If you support the moratorium Fri-

day, there's no reason to think you are
just supporting the Vietnamese.
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letter from philosophy

In response to a request for funds

by the U.S. Vietnam Moratorium
Committee, the undersigned mem-
bers of the Department of Philosophy
have sent a contribution directly to

them at 1029 Vermont Ave., N.W.,
Washington D.C., U.S.A.. We invite

other members of the university

community who share our concern to

do likewise.

J.V. Canfield, Frank Cunningham,
R.B. DeSousa, D.P. Gauthier, Hans
Herzberger, John Hunter, J.C. Morri-

son, David Savon, Wayne Sumner.

note to varsity staff

Full staff meeting today at 1 p.m. to

finalize arrangements for the trip to

Hamilton and ORCUP this weekend
and to discuss Friday's issue of The
Varsity. Friday's paper will involve a
New Concept with regard to the Re-

view.



Barkwell asks Vernon to look again at the facts
By BOB BARKWELL

Bob Barkwell is Vice-President oj the
students administrative council
"THE TRUTH SHALL MAKE YOU

FREE" — sign over the entrance to
Victoria College.

"The first mention of the SAC em-
ployees arose at the April 28th execu-
tive meeting, at a time when the stu-
dent body was either writing exams or
tn the way home for the holidays."

— Bob Vernon, Nov. 1 0, 1 969.
That's one of a set of interesting

implications that Bob Vernon com-
piled in his letter on the SAC union
contract that appeared in Monday's
Varsity.

The letter seemed to be a well-doc-
umented history of a conspiracy.

In fact, much of the documentation
is imcompatible with official SAC
minutes.

The SAC Executive did not have
much choice in deciding when they
would first consider the question of
unionization.

The SAC President's secretary.
Miss Jeanne McGuire, approached
the executive first at the 34th execu-
tive meeting, April 28.

Miss McGuire explained she had
been trying to organize the employees
of the SAC for some time, but that
there had been a delay while the em-
ployees decided which union they
wished to join — the Office and Pro-
fessional Employees International

Union or the Canadian Union of Pub-
lic Employees. After the decision to

joinCUPE,
"She (Miss McGuire) staled that all

eligible employees had been signed by
herself in a period of one hour."
— excerpt from the 34th executive

minutes.

At that time, the executive decided

to voluntarily recognize CUPE as the

sole bargaining agent for the SAC
employees.

"The motion was approved by a

straw vote of the new council."

— excerpt from the 34th executive

minutes.

By June 10, the union announced
that the contract was ready for nego-

tiation. Negotiations took place over

two days. On the first day. all but

three clauses were approved, and it

was agreed to meet again in two days

to complete the negotiations.

But in the interval, Mr. Abols had

decided he had objections to some of

the clauses previously agreed to, and

asked that negotiations be reopened

on them.

The union negotiating team object-

ed that this constituted bargaining in

bad faith, and the other two members

of the management team (Bob Bark-

well and Mike Simon) agreed. After

some argument, the negotiations

went on and the final three clauses

were approved.

"Throughout the summer it become

increasingly clear that the proposed

contract was to be the keystone in the

'worker-student alliance' that SAC

Vice-President envisaged, rather than,

as claimed, a method of establishing

democracy in the SAC office. The true

purpose of the contract is indicated by

excerpts from SAC meeting minutes:

the contract will probably be used by

CUPE as a model contract in unionizing

efforts in the future. The contract

would be waved under the noses of

Simcae Hall and used as a foothold for

the unionization of other U. of T. em-
ployees!"

— Bob Vernon, Nov. 1 0, 1 969.
One might assume that this was a

position put forward by Mr. Barkwell,
— unless one had access to SAC Min-
utes.

"Miss McGuire explained the organi-

zation. She stated that all the eligible

employees had been signed by herself

in a period of one hour. She mentioned
that the contract would be 'waved
under the noses of Simcoe Hall' and
used as a foothold for the unionization

of other U. of T. employees.'
— unedited, unchanged version of the

34th executive minutes, April 28,

1969.

The contract was first brought up
for discussion at the SAC summer-
meeting, August 9, 1969. There it was
discussed for several hours, but at no
time did anyone make the point that

the contract should not be ratified

before the student had a chance to see

it.

"Thirdly, I hove always favoured
workers unionizing to achieve job secu-

rity, bargaining rights, and 'office

democracy.'"

— Gus Abols, Nov. 10, 1969.

"Gus stated that he was unwilling to

pass the ultimate running of the office

to the workers in it."

— excerpt from SAC summermeeting,

Aug. 9.

Since there was no quorum present

at that meeting, discussion was post-

poned to a special meeting called

August 24, for the express purpose of

discussing CUS and CUPE.
"Barkwell's attempt on August 24,

to impose closure on the contract de-

bate, culminated an effort to achieve

council ratification of the contract be-

fore the student body returned from

summer vacation."

— Bob Vernon, Nov. 10, 1969.

One might expect from this that

those who opposed Mr. Barkwell
made some concerted effort to make
clear the reasons for their opposition.

"Motion.- that at two o'clock, when
some people have to leave, a vote be

taken on the CUPE contract.

Defeated.

"Mr. Vernon rose to say that the

minutes of last year's 34th executive

meeting at which the voluntary recog-

nition form was signed have not been
ratified, and ratification cannot take

place at this emergency meeting.

Therefore the Union debate cannot

happen now."
— excerpt from the SAC summermeet-

ing.

Following this, the Chairman ruled

that the contract could be discussed.

Mr. Vernon challenged the ruling of

the chair.

"Ruling upheld: 16-4-4.

"At this point Mr. Vernon and Miss

McPherson walked out of the meeting.

"Sachs: Call for a quorum count."

— excerpt from the SAC summermeet-
ing.

The next opportunity for debate
was the meeting of September 24.

Unfortunately, it was in the middle of

the discipline crisis, so the union vol-

untarily asked that consideration of

the contract be put off so that the dis-

cipline crisis could be given the full-

est consideration.

By the next meeting, it was known
that a petition had been collected and
the union decided that it would agree
to go back to negotiations and consid-

er amendments, even though, under
Ontario Labour Law. they were enti-

tled to refuse to reopen negotiations.

"As the purpose of the petition was
to create an opportunity for discussion

of the contract, it was deliberately

worded in a neutral fashion."

— Bob Vernon, Nov. 1 0, 1 969.

"Mr. van Geijn said that it would be

possible to not have a referendum,

since it was understood that the peti-

tion itself was a tactical manoevre."
— excerpt from SAC 3rd general meet-

ing.

Taking both of these statements at

their face value, the council decided
to put an ad in The Varsity soliciting

amendments and comments on the

contract.

"At the time when student opinion

was supposedly being solicited, the

document in question (originally print-

ed by SAC) was out of print and una-
vailable."

— Bob Vernon, Nov. 1 0, 1 969.

The next day, extra copies of the

contract were printed, in order that

those SAC reps who had lost their

copy as well as those students who
would be responding to the Friday ad
in the Varsity might get a copy.

Many of those copies are still in the

SAC office, since the response was
underwhelming.

In fact, the only amendments of-

fered were made by three SAC reps:

Mr. van Geijn, Mr. Sachs, and . . . Mr.
Vernon. The union accepted virtually

all of the amendments put forward
that were consistent with office de-

mocracy.
"Nevertheless, a number of very

controversial clauses still remain in the

contract."

— Bob Vernon, Nov. 10, 1969.

"26.01 — delete or narrow greatly

— management should have some
rights."

— Bob Vernon, proposed amendments
to the SAC contract with CUPE

Loca/ 1222.
"My objection has always been to

clauses in the contract that I felt gave
effective veto power over SAC polic-

ies " — Gus Abols, Nov. 10, 1969.

"26.01 — UNION NOTIFICATION OF

CHANGES i m ,»
Three months before the in-

troduction of any technological or other

changes WHICH AFFECT THE RIGHTS
OF EMPLOYEES, CONDITIONS OF EM-

PLOYMENT, WAGE RATES, OR WORK
LOADS, or methods of operation which

affect the rights of employees, condi-

tions of employment, wage rates or

work loads, the employer shall notify

the union of the proposed change. Any
such change shall be made only after

the union and the employer have
reached agreement on such, THROUGH
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING. It the em-
ployer and the union, local 1222, fail to

agree on the results of the change, the

matter shall be referred to the griev-

ance and arbitration procedure of this

agreement.
— excerpt from the SAC contract with

CUPE local 1222.

One of the concessions that the un-

ion made was that they gave up the

right, gained in the first round of ne-

gotiations, to have the SAC. pay the

union dues. I Actually, to have their

salaries raised to cover the dues,

)

During the summer, since the union

felt the bargaining had gone on in

good faith, and since the contract,

when ratified, would be retroactive to

July 1st, it asked for a loan to cover
their dues between July and Septem-
ber. That would enable CUPE mem-
bers to attend the CUPE convention
in Toronto.

In order that legalities might be
observed, the SAC made such a loan,

rather than an outright gift.

"48. No employer or employers' or-

ganization and no person acting on
behalf of an employer or an employers'

organization shall . . . contribute finan-

cial or other support to a trade union."

— portion of the Ontario Labour Rela-

tions

Act quoted by Bob Vernon.

"Nothing in this section shall be
deemed to deprive an employer of his

freedom to express his views so long as

he does not use coercion, intimidation,

threats, promises, or undue influence."

— portion of Section 48 of the Ontario

Labour Relations Act NOT quoted by

Bob Vernon.

Finally, the SAC agreed to the

amended contract and also voted

overwhelmingly not to recognize the

validity of the petition put forward by

Eric Miglin (in Mr. Vernon's absence
from this debate).

"The referendum procedure was in-

troduced by last year's council. At that

time, Mr. Barkwell voted in favour of

such a referndum procedure."

— Gus Abols, Nov. 10, 1969.

"SAC Vice-President Bob Barkwell,

who earlier in the year expressed a

desire for greater student involvement

in campus affairs until the discipline

crisis made it clear to him thot mass
democracy wouldn't always work his

WQy
' — Bob Vernon, Nov. 1 0, 1 969.

"Mr. Barkwell said that constitution-

ally the petition meets the letter of our

constitution, but not the spirit. He said

that students should have a right to be

involved in the decisions that affect

their lives. This decision, however, does

not affect the lives of the students at

large, but the lives of the employees of

the SAC."
— excerpt from the fifth general meet-

ing of the SAC.

The council decided that it didn't

seem all that likely that the lives of

average students were going to be

affected by the contract.

Conversely, it was obvious that the

lives of the 17 people who work for

SAC are profoundly affected. Based

on the principle that people should

have control over their own lives, the

SAC agreed to ignore the petition.

"the report of the last meeting of the

Students' Administrative Council and

the accompanying editorial in the Var-

sity failed to present the background to

the contract with the Canadian Union

of Public Employees and the petition

for a referendum on its' ratification."

— Bob Vernon, Nov. 1 0, 1 969.

"IF THE TRUTH SHALL MAKE
YOU FREE, WILL EXCESS OF
TRUTH MAKE YOU PROMIS-
CUOUS?"
— SAC Education Consultant's Re-

port, 1969.
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Loyola admin threatens use of cops

TODAY
1.00

ROOM
622 SS

MONTREAL (CUP) - The
administration of Loyola Col-

lege took a new, hard-line

stance on campus disruption

yesterday apparently to legi-

timize the use of police in

ejecting student council presi-

dent Marcel Nouvet from a

meeting of the college senate

last Thursday-

According to the new policy,

use of police on campus may
become the rule rather than

the exception in dealing with

disorders.

Loyola Dean of Students

Roderick Shearer issued the

statement yesterday declaring

r
METRO ELECTIONS

ISSUES
Experts discuss them in Sid Smith Foyer

at 1:00 p.m.

Wednesday 12: Urban Renewal

Thursday 13: Role of Tenant Associations

Centre for the Study of Drama
in association with

The St. Lawrence for the Arts

presents

Slawomir Mrozek's

TANGO
Translated by Nicholas Bethell

Adapted by Tom Stoppard
Directed by Joseph Shaw

Mon.-Thur:Nov. 10-13 and Mori -Wed Nov 17-19

HART HOUSE THEATRE
i3 0° Students $1 50

Box Office 928-8668

ALL PERFORMANCES OF MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA SOLD OUT

School of Graduate Studies

Divisional Meetings
All members of the graduate faculty of each Division, and all graduate students

enrolled in the departments, centres, and institutes constituting the Division, may take
part in these meetings.

Division I (The Humanities) -Friday, November 14, 1969, 4:10 p.m. in the
Senate Chamber, Simcoe Hall

Division It (The Social Sciences) -Monday, November 17, 1969,4:10 p.m., in the

Senate Chamber, Simcoe Hall

Division III (The Physical Sciences) -Wednesday, November 19,1969, 4:10 p.m., in

the Senate Chamber, Simcoe Hall

Division IV (The Life Sciences) n- -j ~
\

e sciences, -Fnday, November 21, 1969, 4:10 p.m., in the
Senate Chamber, Simcoe HaU
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the college senate had instruct-

ed him "not to permit further

disruption of classes, laborato-

ries or other academic areas,

and has authorized ail neces-

sary outside help to be called in

case that should take place.
'

'

The outside help would nor-

mally come from "recognized

municipal law enforcement

bodies," he said.

Shearer was the administra-

tion officer who called police

last Thursday to eject Nouvet

from the senate meeting after

the student council president

interrupted several speakers

and refused to leave at the

request of administration pres-

ident Patrick Malone.

That meeting degenerated
into chaos as faculty and stu-

dents alike protested against

Shearer's action, and finally

forced the administration to

allow Nouvet's release.

Shearer's statement was
issued the day before a mass
student meeting was scheduled

to take place at Loyola, called

by Nouvet after his ejection

from the senate.

The student meeting is in

defiance of an earlier adminis-

tration order that no protests

would be allowed on the cam-
pus in connection with the case

of Dr. S.A. Santhanam, a phys-

ics professor dismissed by the

college without explanation

last spring.

The Santhanam affair has
kept Loyola simmering since

the beginning of the school

year, as students and faculty

demanded binding arbitration

by the Canadian Association of

University Teachers in his

case.

The administration has de-

clared it considers the case
closed.

SAC trys to combat student

apathy in municipal elections
With Toronto's municipal elections less than three weeks

away, the majority of U of T students appear to be in little danger
of losing their traditional apathy.

The Metro Election Committee, sponsored by the S.A.C. In-

formation Bureau is working to end this disinterest on campus,
by clarifying the issues and involving the university in the com-
munity.

It is a non-partisan organization, supporting no candidates,

but rather publicizing equally the views of all candidates on the

major issues. Such issues are urban renewal, the role of tenant
associations, welfare institutions, the Spadina Expressway ex-
tension, and university expansion.

Richard Peachey, a member of the committee, says infor-

mation will be spread through a series of seminars, guest speak-
ers, and leaflets, culminating in a candidates meeting at Convo-
cation Hall.

Committee members hope that this program will lead to
greater student awareness and involvement in the Ward 6 area,
of which U of T is a large part.

If you would like to work with the Metro Election Committee
drop in at the SAC office anytime.

Re-opening of applications for SAC appointees for the com-
mittee to consider the Campbell Report. Please bring applica-
tions to the SAC office before Friday at 5 p.m.

VVVVVVVVVVVV
<

Political Economy Course Union

Meeting of all undergraduate class rep's

Time: Thursday, Nov. 13, 7:30 p.m.

Place: SSH 1071

The undergraduate council or the Political Economy Course
Union meets for the first time to elect a Standing Committee
whose responsibility it will be to determine:

1) A general policy Tor the implementation ofCUG in the Dept.
2) The future development of the Political Economy Course

Union

3) The basic structures under which the Standing Committee
and the General Council of the Political Economy Course
Union will operate

4) The provisional guide lines Tor the conduct of critical stud-
ent research projects on topics such as Tenants Associa-
tion & Spadina Expwy.

The Standing Committee will consist of two members each from
Political Science, Economics, and Commerce, The Meeting and
the nominations will be open to any student taking one ormore
courses in the Political Economy Department
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Vernon prompts another letter

SAC office-workers deny

union is ogre or pawn
It is apparent that further

clarification is needed in the
controversy over the SAC con-

tract with CUPE (Canadian
Union of Public Employees)
Local 1222.

Council members have had
copies of the contract since the

beginningof August (negotiat

ing teams a month earlier).

The negotiating teams on
three different occasions
reached agreement on the pro-

posed contract — July 25, Au-

gust 24, October 29. After the

initial agreement there was no

legal obligation for the union to

re-open negotiations.

On October 29, a memoran-
dum of agreement was signed

by all six members of the bar-

gaining team. We cannot but

question Mr. Abols' intentions

as a member of that team
when after a three-and-a-half-

month negotiating period cul-

minating in his signing the

memorandum, he again raises

objections to certain clauses.

Do the employees have con-

trol over SAC policy?

According to Article 8 of the

contract which calls for (at

least) monthly meetings be-

tween SAC and the members of

the Union "to discuss any ques-

tions, excluding grievances,

which may arise in connection

with office procedures, as well

as any suggestions which may
be forthcoming to improve the

various phases of the business

of SAC.

"The committee- shall not

have jurisdiction over the wages

or any other matter of collective

bargaining, including the ad-

ministration of this collective

agreement.

The meeting shall have the

power to make recommenda-

tions to the Union and the em-

ployer with respect to its discus-

sions and conclusions."

Should any disagreement

persist, the problem would be

referred to the six-man bar-

gaining committee. Ultimate-

ly, and in accordance with the

grievance procedure outlined

in Article 10 the difficulty

would be resolved through the

Minister of Labour under the

authority of the Ontario La-

bour Relations Board.

As a union, our interest in

SAC concerns only the working

conditions that affect us direct-

ly, i.e. the bureaucratic opera-

tions of the SAC, and this is the

only area in which our contract

gives us equal control.

It is true that the SAC office

has not been run by ogres in the

past. SAC is elected each year

and each year council differs in

its political philosophy. By
unionizing and negotiating a

contract with the SAC, the

workers were able to institu-

tionalize and stabilize office

procedures and job security.

Another benefit of the contract

is the mutual control over the

functioning of the office by

SAC and the workers.

The contract also gives the

union control over its members
with regard to the hiring of

new staff.

Regarding organizing the

university campus in toto. This

is a decision that is CUPE's,

not entirely Local 1222's.

Now that we are unionized

however, it should be pointed

out that we are eager to help

other non-union employees

organize.

Why should we be the only

ones to reap the benefits?

It is also valuable to point

out that SAC can not use Local

1222 as a pawn in their efforts

to build the student-worker al-

liance. Local 1222 is organized

and run by SAC employees and

we will decide our own priori-

ties and what our direction

should be.

At the time of the summer-

meeting, Union and Manage-

ment had been in negotiations

for a month at that time and

had reached agreement.

In presenting the contract

for ratification at the first op-

portunity Mr. Barkwell was

merely carrying out his duty as

part of the Management nego-

tiating team.

However, the representa-

tives decided that they were no

longer representative enough

to make a decision about the

contract although they could

make other decisions. At this

same summermeeting the

council had an opportunity to

make any changes they desired

to see in the contract. This dis-

cussion was prevented by a

walkout and called for a quo-

rum count by the people who
are now screaming that they

didn't have any opportunity to

voice their opinion on the con-

tract.

These same people pushed

for an open hearing on any

proposed amendments to the

contract. Only one person

chose to show up to discuss his

amendments. Three others

merely submitted their amend-

ments to the bargaining com-
mittee-

All those who came into the

office were supplied with con-

tracts by the Union, although

management did not warn us

that extra copies would be

needed, nor move to provide

them themselves.

What about the allegation

that Local 1222 is a company
union? There has never been

action by the SAC on behalf of

the Union.

The 'Union was organized

last spring by Miss Jeanne

McGuire, last year's Secretary

to the President.

Once all the members were

signed up and the Union recog-

nized, the contract was then

written by the Union in con-

junction with our CUPE Or-

ganizer, Mr. Frank Kitchen.

Only when the contract was
finalized and agreed upon by

the Union was it presented to

the management negotiating

team.

Unions aren't ogres either.

CUPE, Local 1222

LET'S TALK ABOUT SAVING YOU MONEY
ON YOUR DIAMOND RING

71
^BYRULING OF THE BOARD OF STEWARDS;

THE GREAT HALL
WILL BE OPEN TO WOMEN OF THE

UNIVERSITY BEGINNING

|
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 12

J LUNCH 11:45 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

t DINNER 4:45 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

MONDAY TO FRIDAYJNCLySJVE_

GETTING ENGAGED?
You don't need a masters degree in marketing to know
that the more hands a product passes through the more

it costs the final consumer. The reverse is also true.

We are "Direct" Diamond Dealers. We import our own
goods - and sell on a "Direct" basis. Because of this

we can and do sell well below the established market

structure.

If you're in the market for a diamond ring drop in and

compare for yourself. Ask for me Personally.

(Alternately, we would be pleased to send you our

free booklet "The Day You Buy o Diamond")

WE ARE DIRECT DIAMOND DEALERS

Hugh Proctor 8. Co.
DIAMOND DEALERS

131 BLOOR W. 921-7702

STE. 4lo

Actuarial

Careers
for Mathematics Graduates

Sun Life of Canada will be on campus to discuss

your future with you.

The life insurance industry today offers an

interesting and rewarding future to indiv.duals

with management potential.

Make your appointment now

at the placement office

to see Sun Life on

NOV. 20

SUN LIFE
ASSURANCE COMPANY ^
OF CANADA

The Insurance People with Ideas

HEAD OFFICE: MONTREAL
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can occur.

France, loo, has some distance lo go before a left-wing victory

Here, at least, revolutionary traditions mean something,

"nd when you talk about direct action or bourgeois society you ate

not hitting you. head against the brick wall of stupidity and indif-

ference that posses for a political tradition back home.

But the moment you look further, the complications begin.

For it is not enough in this country to simply prattle about so-

cialism or revolution.

Everybody left of centre does.

The real issue is what kind of revolution, whether through the

traditional political parties and trade union structures or in some

new, as yet undefined fashion. The problem is how to act when a

Communist Party, tied to Moscow's apron strings and as revisionist

as any social democratic party in Europe, openly accepts the role of

a party of order, and does all it can to keep back revolutionary fer-

ment in the trade unions, the universities, and elsewhere. When it

sees left-wing revolutionary activity as a greater threat to its inter-

ests than the reformism of the centre-left or, more importantly, the

domination of the right. The problem is how to make heads or tails

of a myriad of groupuscules' which make the political splits in To-

ronto look like child's play. There are at least three divergent

Trotskyist groups, several Maoist, several anarchist ( not lo speak of

Maoist-anarchist), scores of action committees and groups of mili-

tants, enough to keep the eschatologist of revolutionary tendencies

busy for years. There is also the Parti Socialiste Unifie, a 'revolution-

ary' socialist party with an extra-parliamentary perspective, well to

the left both of the moribund French Socialist Party and Communist

Party, and with an ideological sophistication which we could well

make use of in Canada. It alone of any of the established forces

supported the revolutionary current during the Days of May. But its

constituency is still small ( four to five per cent of the popular vote
,

limited strength in some unions), and the problem of developing a

revolutionary movement is much larger than the growth of the PSU

Page 8 — THE VARSITY. Wednesday. Novembei 12.1 969



>m parts
enemy has for its part, been getting more intelligent with

sis. Today, it's formula is Bonapartism without Bonaparte,

irtant element of the French bourgeoisie discovered during

-endum last April that personal power was more of a hindr-

in a help to its interests, and sent the old master packing.

Republic H, while more drab than when 'le general' was

is also trying to be more businesslike. The political sharks

ne into their own, and concerted efforts are being made, by

rts that successfully, to turn France into a modern capitalist

sure, the big bourgeoisie is trying to carry this out at the

• of the working class, the peasantry, and various profes-

$ata, while the speculators on the franc remain the big

aries of the current economic crisis. But structural reform

apitalism invariably means that" those who cannot fend for

ives pay the cost. Increasingly, cost-effectiveness is the prin-

which the French bourgeoisie; like its international counter-

; trying to put order into its affairs. Social security is frozen,

;ity fees are raised, public transportation lags, while the

vites private capital to buy into the telephone and highway

i. We are of course accustomed to this in North American,

the bourgeoisie has been walking away with the public

iince the beginning of time. But in France, certain of these

sments are new, and arouse a considerable amount of resist-

,us, there has been a tremendous increase in the number of

t strikes in recent months. Most of the nationalized industries

een directly hit by the government austerity program, and

have been widespread, even in such traditionally quiescent

as atomic energy. To be sure, the strike movement is not

lated, and a repetition of the general strike of May, 1968,

almost brough the regime down, does not seem in the cards,

litancy is there, and even the Communist Parly is feeling the

om below.

I the same time, the university scene continues to simmer,

takes and occupations in such faculties as Medicine and Ar-

u!e not to speak of Letters. But here the regime is taking no

s and there are paddy-waggons literally everywhere in the

Jjarler. Indeed, the Toronto police force could probably learn

ch from the SOete Nationale as it does from its sister organi-

s in the U.S.

A note on the French university system. The switch from an

elite institution to a mass institution has been more difficult here

than in Canada. Firstly, facilities and funds have not been as readi-

ly available as in the advanced capitalist colony back home. Physi-

cal conditions and student-teacher relations are in many cases sim-

ply deplorable, something an efficient capitalist university system

would never allow.

Secondly, although the number of university students has

soared (well over 600,000 this year, though some double counting

is involved), the drop-out rate is very high. The examination system

continues to act as a sieve, and well over 50 per cent of students in

faculties such as Lettres never get a degree.

Also, job outlets in the often backward French capitalist econo-

my are rare, so that the diploma is not the passport into the $10,-

000 bracket we are (often falsely) promised, at home. Thus, there

were real objective contradictions leading up to the university ex-

plosion of May, 1968.

The authorities have been trying to respond, with tactics very

similar to those of the Bissells and other Canadian specialists in

manipulation. Participation is the key word, and despite powerful

resistance by both university authorities and government, an at-

tempt is being made to democratize the French university. Commis-

sions on which students have from one-third to one-half the mem-

bers now exist in many French universities. But the democratization

is neither thorough nor necessarily permanent, nor hove material

conditions or psychological attitudes changed very much. Despite

the hopes of the regime and the co-operation of the CP in trying to

cool things down, the university continues to remain a potentially

explosive element in the system.

To return to the problem of revolution. It is easy to romanticize,

and from the distance the Days of May might well appear as the

' beginning of the end. This might well have been the case, had the

French CP not been objectively counter-revolutionary, had there

been greater cohesion among other revolutionary forces on the left,

had the various action and strike committees found a way to co-

ordinate their activities, had the disgust which at least half the

population evinced for the old capitalist order been translated into

a revolutionary consciousness. There was, however, no revolution

and the Bonapartist victory of June, 1968 was a victory for the oth

er half of the nation, the party of fear. Having lost the initiative, th<

left adopted a mood of defeatism from which it has not yet re-

covered.

The way out will not be easy, but one point at least is clei

The strategy of electoral alliances by which the French CP and So-

cialist Parly tried to hide their revolutionary nakedness will no long-

er work It is now being challenged from the left for the first time in

years The 'groupuscules' and PSU have established some links with

young workers, but much more importantly, the idea of militant

action outside the framework of collective agreements or elections

has been carried over from the Days of May. The spontaneity of

those weeks has given a whole new dimension to the class strug-

gle as indeed to the struggles in the universities and lycees, and

ensures that revolution from above, by organizations claiming to

act in the name of the working class, will not suffice to bring about

a revolutionary situation in France. It is through the development of

struggles at the base, far more than through any manoeuvring

among existing left-wing organizations, that the future of the revo-

lutionary left in France will be determined in the years to come.
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MPSCU
Notice:

To all Mathematics and Physics students.

ELECTIONS: Friday, November 14, 1969

Give nominations to any course representative.

Positions available

first year representative

physics coordinator

mathematics coordinator

society coordinator

3 undergrad. physics students for CUT,

2 undergrad. for math, committee on organization

HISTORY DEPARTMENT

TEACH IN

THURSDAY,

NOVEMBER 13

CONVOCATION HALL

10 cm. - 12:30 p.m. - 2-4 p.m.

• To what end is an education in history directed

and what is the nature of the educational

process?

, What should the structure of the department be

and how are the student members of the depart-

ment to be represented?

All History Students and Staff

urged to attend.

CLASSIFIEDS

Applications Still Needed For

UNDERGRADUATE REPRESENTATIVES FOR

COMMITTEE TO IMPLEMENT CAMPBELL REPORT

(3 TO BE APPOINTED)

SEND APPLICATIONS TO: SAC JUDICIAL COMMITTEE

SAC OFFICE

DEADLIN E FRI . NOV .
14-S P.M.

XtctToMPiRioDICALS WERE
PUBLISHED

Between 1669 and last week. We have many of them.

From Mercurius Musicus, 1669 to Philosophy Today,

1969 You can find them in the card catalogue, find

them in indexes - simply FIND THEM. We will tell

you how in seminars and on tours conducted by the

Circulation, Reference, and Science and Medicine De-

partments - University of Toronto Library.

M.A.S.S.

THE MEETING ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE

SCHEDULED FOR THIS WEEK HAS HAD TO BE

POSTPONED.THE NEW DATE WILL3E ADVERTISED.

HOT CATS? 536-0475

Don River dead
Pollution Probe tearfully

announces the passing of the

Don River, and wishes to noti-

fy friends and relations of the

deceased that funeral services

will be held Sunday. Nov. 16 on

the banks of that one-time

clean stream. A car cavalcade

will form at Convocation Hall

at 1 p.m., proceed east on Col-

lege, south on Yonge. east on

Adelaide, north on Jarvis and

east on Queen to the resting

place, arriving at 2 p.m. R.I. P-

TCDS presents

French play

Les Jeunes Comediens, the

youth company of Montreal's

Theatre du Nouveau Monde,

will present Le Voyage tonight

under the sponsorship of the

Trinity College Dramatic So-

ciety.

The piece, an original work

conceived by the group, will be

performed at 8.30 p.m., in Car-

twright Hall, St. Hilda's Col-

lege, Devonshire Place.

Meeting for Formation

Of T-Groups

Thursday, Nov. 13 1:30 p.m.

Music Room Hill el House

186 St. George

All Welcome

WHY NOT?
BUY FROM THE

CHAR-BURG
PIZZERIA

CHEAPER - BETTER
FREE DELIVERY

536-0475
PARTY - STUDENT PRICES

LLC. Player's Guild presents

THANATOS
AN EVENING OF HEADINGS ON THE SUBJECT OF DEATH

NOV. 12 fit 13-8:30
WEST MALL ADMISSION FREE

EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Typing of thes.

us. notes, essays, done quickly, accurately

and nL'iitly Economical, electric lypewmer
Pr>ono421 9036.

TYPING Ihesos essays, notes, chads
English. Fiench, other language? Mimeo
graphing eleclnc typewriters Mary Dale
Slolt IM Dav.osl 86 Blooi Si W Room
225 922 7624

GETTING ENGAGED? Send oi phone
today lor free booklei The Day you buy a

diamond H Piottor and Co 131 Bloor

St WSu.to416.921 7702

NEED CASH? Cut our Ihis ad Above av

erajjo comings Pert time now Itill limp
summers Sales and management For

appointment call Mi Schulu — 920
4726

1 BEDROOM Bpl SI 50 00 per month
Balhurst Si College 36B 511Bdays 221
8512 ovoninnj

WANTED — Male oi female to shure
-

>
-

.Hi' iipt with two males Phone

531 8903 oftar6 00pm

SALTY DOG DISCOTHEQUE Will fOfll

a i as Monday to Thursday Duy or

Evening FoiiDfoimalicin call A Curry 964
7060 or 633 2677

PLEASANT FURNISHED basemen!
apartment lor girl in professor's house
Good transportation to University Rent

S14 weekly plus occasional babysitting

holp Phone 489 2367

THIS IS IT BABY The Bugger-all poveny
Symposium is here Whal s your e«cuse?

Be there and Alibi

ROOM AND BOARD, Walmei Road
Male prelotred Plus Russian and French
tutonng and translation in these and all

Slavic and Scandanavian languages
Phone 922 6376

New College Motion Picluie Society pies

enls W C -FIELDS in "MAN ON THE
FLYING TRAPEZE" - Tomulii 8 pm —
Now College IWetmore) Dining Hall 121

Classic Ave 1

AVENUE RD — BLOOR I need one gill

to share uppei two floors of renovated
townhouse. porlially furnished Available

Nov 1 5 call & 7 30 pm Undo 927 0706

PRIME OF MISS JEAN BRODIE —
muviu tonight in Sid Smith Bldg Room
2I1B al 6 15 pm and 8 15 pm Admis
sion 75c atdoo' All welcome over IB

GRADUATING?
UNDECIDED?

We Understand

Discuss your career opportunities as a Chartered

Accountant with us at the placement service

NOVEMBER 18
or call Steve Burns at our office

STARKMAN, KRAFT, ROTHMAN, BERGER & GRILL

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

3101 BATHURST ST., SUITE 601

TORONTO 19, ONTARIO

TELEPHONE 782-1155

Why takeJ Oil

a pill

fbra
headache?
M;iybe you just need glas-

ses. So go gel your eyes

lesled, then come and sec

us at Braddock Optical.

Why ? Because we give 20",,

off 10 students, and we've

got the greatest collection

of fantastic frames you'll

ever look through. We're

just around Ihe corner al

158 St. George. Come and

OpenWfaiiow
X HANDICRAFTS

Reasonably priced:

• imported Toys

• theatre posters

• esikmo art

• "in" jewelry &
accessories

5ss markham street

(Village)

f
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Interfac roundup

Did Hank Williams invent crayfish pie?
by GELLIUS

DEDICATIONS
This column ( like Stevie

Stills* "Judy Blue Eyes") is

tor Judy Stephens on her twen-

ty-first birthday.

RUGGER
Scar ashkenazied UC. 19-0,

on points by Lappmann (3),

Rossetto (3; no relation to the

Rossetto stone, a rare variety

of Italian hash), Martin (3),

Pinnell (3), Goldlust (3) and
Seery (4).

Law (Gaines 6) 6; Vic

(Campbell 3) 3.

Sim and Pott each had tries

as The Wicked Wye Of The
West blanked Trin, 6-0.

Eng 11 got scores from Dav-

ies (2) and Jarvis (3) to beat

SMC(0'Neil3),5-3.
Innis it, Eng 6. Innis scorers

were Sutherland (3), Newman
(3), and Hick! ("just stand on

your head and drink a glass of

water"); McKane (3; you

remember that Bogart film,

"The McKane Mutiny", don*t

you?) and Patterson (3).

ALL-DAY SOCCER
SGS (Scarborough Gourmet

Society) is like really strong

this year. They wilped Vic 7-0

t Sodek had 2, Johnson 3, Ber-

enyi 2- "Beward of Greeks
berenyi gifts! ) and then wilped

(that's actually a misprint)

Meds, 3-0. Sodek scored in that

one, and so did Oshinowo
(descendent of an American
Indian chief who's name has
become a stirring war-cry)
and Peddice (a new miracle
product to keep pedds cool in

the heat of summer — buy
some to-day.

Eng (Kumpala — a Hank
Williams song; "Kumpala and

a crayfish pie and a chicken
gumbo" etc.; Homatidis 2;

Wong) 4; Trin (Smith 3t 3.

Liscio's goal gave Dents a 1-

0 win over For.

LACROSSE
Hall scored 5 goals and Neid-

hardt one as Trin beat For B. 6-

3. Pamplin had two for the los-

ers (I tried to make it to Pam-
plin for the Running of the

Bulls this summer but I blew
it) and Dunn one.

Vic (Ryan 2. Vallillie 3,

Murphy) 6; Devonshire
(Munroe2. Parris) 3.

I'm getting bored.

PHE A (Crocker 5, Connely

5, Bullock 3, Fawcett 2, Reid)

16; Erin (Chervaty 4. Krill 31

7.

LEST WE FORGET
War. Dead.

Psst, bud, did you hear who's on campus today?

Yeah, Mike Pearson, I know.

No, not him, man.
Oh, you mean Kierans.

No, man, where you been? Richard Needham.

Oh.

A reading and resource room will be opened this week in

the second floor tower of the SAC office. The room will have cur-

rent periodicals and other materials. The purpose of this room is

to provide additional information about issues concerning SAC

and other campus matters.

It will be open to all students.

HERE AND NOW
WEDNESDAY

All Day
Exhibit ot European sketches and photos

by Michaell MaCrae. Yvonne Slipka. and

David Turvey At the Buttery. Trinity Col-

lage

10 a.m.

Meeting in SAC office for those interest-

ed in working on a new social sciences and

humanities newspaper Relevant course

unions should send representatives

12 noon
Come and see amateur radio station

VE3UOT in action Talk to your penpals

Hart House Rotunda

Classical concert with guitarist Martin

Polten Han House Music Room Ladies

welcome
Physics film "Time Dilation" Room 102.

McLennan Labs.

1 p.m.

Yavneh presents David Sosnovitch. "A

Biography ol Rabbi Cook." Room 2129.

Sid Smith
Panel discussion on urban renewal. Sid

Smith 2106 This is the first in a series ol

seminars sponsored by the Metro Election

Committee.
Enjoy good music with your lunch Con-

cert by contemporary music group Room

79. Edward Johnson Building

Hear Dan Drache. CUG Research Asso-

ciate, speak on "Knowledge for Whom.

Knowledge for What?" S S 2102

Noon-hour debate on "Members of this

University are becoming increasingly rela-

tivistic. nihilistic, chaotic, weary, and trivi-

al
" The guest speaker will be Richard

Needham and ladies are wi

'

Admission 75c a

ney Smith 2118
door All welcom

The E.I C
1

River

With a Problem" and "Canadian Industries

Ltd " Room 102. Mechanical Building

See the stars Tickets now available in

lobby of Mechanical Building for Nov 19

trip to McLaughlin Planetarium to sea the

show and hear president of Spar Aeros-

pace speak on "Canadian Engineer's Role

in the Space Program."

Regular meeting of U of T Liberal Club

Discussion of upcoming programs Philos-

ophy of Liberalism Municipal elections

Sidney Smith 1087
Meeting for election of two additional

undergraduates to the Geography Depart

mem CUG Committee All Geography stu-

dents urged to attend Sidney Smith 62 2

4 p.m.

3rd World Film and Discussion Group

IFU of Tl Second National Film Board Film

lie official Canadian World Outlook} on

Africa. International Student Centre

(Cumberland Hall)

6:16 p.m.

The Prime of Miss Jean Brodio movie

7:30 p.m.

Pollution Probe General Meeting Ram-

say Wright Building. Room 1 1 7.

9 p.m.

Fiftieth Anniversary Debate "Parlia-

mentary Democracy has outlived its use-

fullness". Eric Kierans. Minister of Commu-
nications Honorary Visitor Speaker of the

house Sydney Herman!. Ladies are invited

to attend and panicipate Hart House De-

bates Room
W.C Fields acts in "Man in the Flying

Trapeze" S1.00 New College (Huron and

Classic)

6:30 p.m.

Le Theatre du Nouveau Monde and Na-

tional Arts Centre of Canada present Les

Jeunes Comediens in Le Voyage an origi-

nal work. One night only Admission free.

Cartwright Hall, St. Hilda's Residence

Jazz Concert. Ron Collier Orchestra

Tickets free from the hall Porter Greet Hall

Hart House

THURSDAY
1 p.m.

A panel of experts discuss Metro Elec-

tion Issues The Role of Tenant Associa-

tions. Sid Smith 2106
Canadian Concerned Scie

on the Viet Nam Moratorii

Transportation problem. R

Lennan Labs.

Yavneh presents Rabbi Stepanski ot

Beth Jacob Schools who will speak on the

Role of Woman in Jewish Life Rm 2129.

Sid Smith

1 :30 p.m.

Meeting for formation of T-groups - all

welcome Music Room. Hillel House. 186

St George

THURSDAY
6:1 6 p.m.

Supper and discussion with the Varsity

Christian Fellowship, Dinner, in the New
Meds Building cafeteria, followed, at 6.30

p.m., by a student panel discussion on

"Our Role in Social Action" Rm 2173.

7:30 p.m.
*

Mr Manfred Roimann, CUS0 co-ordi-

nator tor Peru, graduate engineer, will dis-

cuss CUSO program in Peru Cumberland

Hall. International Student Centre, 33 St

George
Le Cercle Francais vous invite a une con-

ference sur la litterature Sud-vietnamienne

Reunion suivra UC 106
Undergraduate council of the Political

Economy Course Union will meet to elect a

Standing Committee to determine further

policy Sid Smith 1071

MPSCU important general meeting.

McLennan Labs Rm 200

6:00 p.m.

iupper, Hillel House,

itists meeting

m. Pollution,

n 203. Mc-

3p.m-

Open discussions about the concepts

and formation of plans of a Vic campus

centre. Everyone welcome Council Rm

Wymilwood

4 p.m.

Graduate Association ol Students in

Political Science 1GASPS) General Meet-

,r,g Agenda CUG and Campbell Reports

discussion GSU. 16 Bancroft

6 p.m.

jrious about writing is

_.._jv university -wide wnt-

rs workshop The editors of the vanous

college magazines will be there If you d

l.ke to read, please bring copies of your

work Writing lab. Innis I (North ol main h

Diary)

Buffet

George.

7:45 p.m.

Professor Pearce of the University of

Toronto Medical Department will address a

meeting ol the Academic Activities Com-

mittee. Topic of Discussion is Science and

Social Responsibility International Student

Centre 33 St George

Professor Varma, of the pharmacology

Department ol McGill University will ad-

dress a meeting of the Academic Activities

Committee on Science and Social Respon-

sibility International Student Centre

8 p.m.

Freel Movie Christopher's Movie Mati-

nee." International Student Centre

Town Hal) meeting on pollutio

welcome Colonnade Theater

F.U. OF T

WEDNESDAY

Anyone who i!

urged to attend a

4 6 p ft

Third World Film

tonal Student Centre 33 S( George

7:30 p.m.

Poetry of Physic* Advisory Bureau,

ler of Hsrbord and Spadma

NEW COLLEGE MOTION PICTURE SOCIETY

presents

W.C. FIELDS 3

TONIGHT! 8:00 P.M.

. NEW COLLEGE (WETMORE) DINING HALL
(21 Classic Ave.)

(NEXT WEEK .
.'.

. ."IT'S A GIFT")

NOTE: SEE "TOM JONES'*

SUNDAY N1TE AT THE MOVIFS ADMISSION SI

The Centre for the Study of Drama
presents

IN THE BEGINNING
the first play in the cycle

Back to Methuselah
by George Bernard Shaw

directed by Robert Gill

and

A SANTA CLAUS MASQUE
by e. e. cummings

directed by Sheldon Clark

Studio Theatre

4 Glen Morris

November IS, 19, 20, 21, 22

8:30 p.m.

admission free

| COMMERCE
HONOURS ECONOMICS

MBA.

We will be visiting the University of Toronto campus on

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 13
\

ft; to discuss career opportunities in public accounting and its:;

related fields of taxation and management consulting

& Appointments should be made through the Student Place- :

:

:
:
: ment Office, where brochures are also available. If the date of

:

:

:

:> our v.s.t is not convenient please call Mr William R Reynolds
:f

in our Toronto office. 366-6243

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.

I CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

:S Toronto Montreol Winnipeg Calgary Vancouver
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50th ANNIVERSARY CONCERT OF

CANADIAN JAZZ COMPOSITIONS

ROM COLLIER ORCHESTRA

Great Hall -8:30 p.m.

Wednesday, November 12th

Tickets: Hall Porter

Ladles Welcome

Han House Anniversary Debate

"PARLIAMENTARY DEMOCRACY HAS OUTLIVED ITS USEFULNESS"

Honorary Visitor

HON. ERIC WM. KIERANS

Minister of Communications

For the N»es:
For the ArC5:

Michael Scherk. Ill U.C.
Ed Bridge, SGS , M(

-

James Yeager, III i"<-
Ted McGee, HI SMC

Speaker of the House: Sydney Hermant, M.A.

8:00 p.m. in the Debates Room

Wednesday, November 12

Ladles We

y CLASSICAL CONCERT TO DAY

^ MARTIN POLTEN, Guitarist

Music Room, 12-2 p.m.

Ladies Welcome

cc
COMMITTEE

THE NATIONAL GALL

' CANADUNPMNT^ EQUEST

,„ HART HOUSE ART G

NOVEMBER"*

Mondwr 5"'1"""' 2-5p -"'

Sundays

_____

—

^a7^^°^t

fsoTH ANNIVE«S"R;,
S

s

U
"aRSHO^ NovOTbe, «

1 8:30.

\g..«»'»- t.^.s-"""""'-!

Library, 8 p

ARCHERY CLUB TOURNAMENT
< Rifle Range, 7:30, To-night

Open to all members

EASTERN CANADIAN INTERCOLLEGIATE CHESS TOURNAMENT

Opens November 14 - Debates Room at 2 p.m. and continues through

Saturday and Sunday. Final play will commence November 16 at4 p.m.

NOON HOUR DEBATES
Today

:

"THE MEMBERS OF THIS UNIVERSITY ARE BECOMING

INCREASINGLY REL ATIVISTIC, NILHILISTIC, CHAOTIC,

WEARY & TRIVIAL"

Guest Speaker will be RICHARD NEEDHAM

Filday. November 14

"MULIER EST HOMINIS CONFUSIO"

Debates Room Ladies Welcome

TYPOGRAPHY & PRIVATE PRESS BOOKS: a panel dis-

cussion of private press work and fine printing as seen by

the antiquarian bookseller, private press printer, book des-

igner and bibliophile. Library at 8 p.m. on Thursday,

November I3lh

NOON HOUR FILMS

Entries from the Canada-wide

Film Festival will be shown

East Common Room, I p.m.

November 12, 13. & 14.

Saturday. November 15th

Rescreenlng of Film Entries

begins at 1 I a.m. & continues

through the day — East Common
Room. Ladies Welcome.
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Ontario Bible College

or most people evangelism is Billy Graham at Maple Gardens, Burt
Lancaster as Elmer Gantry or rural southerners singing, "Give
Me That Old Time Religion" in "Inherit the Wind."

For the students and faculty of the Ontario Bible College at

16 Spadina Rd. , evangelism is a way of life.

"We believe that the Bible alone, and the Bible in its entire-

ty, is the written Word of God and, therefore, inerrant in the au-
tographs and absolutely authoritative. . .The academic program
at this College is built upon the foundation of Christian truth as
revealed in the Scriptures and seeks to lead the young Christian
to view the whole of life from the perspective of that truth."

This is the College's doctrinal statement as presented in its

calendar and it is this belief in the literal and objective truth of

the Bible that sets the College's members outside of the main-
stream of 20th century religious thinking and 20th century life.

"Christ is the most important person in my life.*' says Ian

McAlpine. a fourth year Bachelor of Theology student, and his

dedication to evangelism is representative of the importance of

religion in the life of the College's students.

The Toronto Bible College was founded in 1894 as a non-de-
nominational, co-educational institution by Baptist pastor El-

more Harris and on June 1, 1968, it merged with the London Col-

lege of Bible and Missions to form the Ontario Bible CoIJege.

The college has 352 day students and 21 full-time faculty

members and in the 75 years since its inception it has produced
over 4,200 graduates.

Since it receives no financial assistance from the govern-

ment, it relies solely on student fees and contributions from
churches and individuals to maintain its existence.

The college offers three four-year degree courses: Bachelor

of Theology, Bachelor of Religious Education and Bachelor of

Sacred Music.

eorge Melendy is a 20 year-old student studying for his Bachelor of

Religious Education. Before coming to the college he spent a

year working for an accounting firm.

"I knew that I was in the wrong place," he says. "I tried

other avenues but the Lord closed the doors. Finally I felt that

God was calling me here, and when I came I knew that I was no

longer a square peg in a round hole."

Melendy deliberately chose the Bible College over a univer-

sity theology course.

"At university," he explains "I would be studying the words

of man. At the Bible College I'm studying the actual word of God.

I can tell that I'm working with the truth."

Most of the college's students come here for reasons similar

to Melendy's. They were all evangelists before coming and are

committed to serving God in some way.

"This education is training me to be a servant of God and the

only effective way to serve God is to know the Bible," Melendy

says.

The members of the College view themselves as true Chris-

tians, with emphasis on the word "true", and have a strict inter-

pretation of what constitutes a Christian.

"A Christian is a person who lives for Christ and believes in

the Bible as the revealed word of God," says first-year student

Linda Bussey.

Fourth-year student Bill Smith gives another definition.

"A Christian places God at the centre, man second and him-

self last. Man cannot be an end in himself, only a means to an end

which is to glorify God."

Despite the increasing secularization of society and the

By Jim Strutbers

3

A

large numbers of people turning away from the organized
church, the Bible College students are not dismayed.

"I think people are leaving the church because it is basically
adulterous." comments Smith. "The people that are in it haven't
experienced Christ."

"Man in his basic spiritual state has not changed. It was just

as hard for people centuries ago to believe as it is now," Smith
adds.

"I'm not worried," says Melendy. "The fellow I'm working
for is God and He knows what He's doing."

t is this faith, in God, in the Bible and in the future of evangelism that

sets the Bible College apart from all other institutions of

learning. Unlike university, no one at the College doubts the

relevance of what they're doing,

"The truth which Jesus taught is relevant for all ages thus

the message doesn't change." explains Academic Dean Dr. Wil-

liam Foster.

"When you have The Truth" said Melendy. "you get so excit-

ed you have to fell everyone."

This is the basic reason behind the evangelist's self-confid-

ence and sense of purpose.

In a society made up of alienated and self-doubting people,

he possesses "The Truth". Once you accept the Bible as the re-

vealed word of God you are free of the countless doubts and un-

certainties that are a part of living in a society where there are

no absolutes and everything is relative.

This is the cocoon that the Bible College provides, for unlike

the outside world, the Bible College student is surrounded by

people who believe, as he does, that the Bible is the revealed

word of God.

Imagine a university in which the president, board of gover-

nors, faculty and students are all dedicated Marxists and Marx-

ism is all that is studied.

Substitute evangelism for Marxism and you can understand

the unity of purpose and ideas that is imbedded in the minds of

everyone at the Ontario Bible College.

"We are revolutionaries in that we tell people they must be

regenerated," says Melendy. "As Christians it is our job to tell.

Whether people believe is up to God."

ut if the principles of evangelism are the same, its character is

changing. While not denying the emotional appeal of evangelism,

the College is placing more stress on the rationality of Biblical

truth.

"I'm against the high-pressure salesman form of preach-

ing," explains Bill Smith. "Preaching is the best way of spread-

ing the Word, but you must have a balance between reason and

emotion."

The Bible college Students have great respect for the accom-

plishments of Billy Graham but few would attempt to use his

approach.

They feel instead that communicating on a person to person

level is a more effective way of obtaining true converts.

"The church should not be after numbers for the sake of

numbers. I'm after souls rather than numbers." said Smith.

In the final analysis, it is this de-emphasizing of the idea of

world conversion that provides the Bible college student with

faith in the relevance of his life.

As Bill Smith explains. "My end is not the conversion of

souls but the glory of God. I won't measure the success or failure

of my ministry by the number of souls I convert, but rather that I

i, i . ^/

si

Hart House Anniversary Debate

"PARLIAMENTARY DEMOCRACY HAS OUTLIVED ITS USEFULNESS

Honorary Visitor

HON. ERIC VYM. KIERANS

For the Ayes:

Ed Bridge. SGS

Ted McGee, III SMC

For the Noes:

Michael Scherk, III UC
James Yeager. Ill SMC

Soeaker of the House: Sydney Hermant, M.A.

8:00 p.m. in the Debates Rd
Wednesday, November 12

(Ladies Welcome) (Asalated bv iha Vorattv Fundi
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S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION l

"SKIING" - Organizational Meeting - Thursday Nov. 73 th \

-5 p.m. Benson Building. Please come — All \

skiers interested in Intercollegiate skiing. All \

ski reps or presidents. o

PERSONAL CALENDARS - For only 50$ get your own $

calendar booklet, 8 x 11 -page for every month. Also out- \

line of complete Women's Athletic Association program for \

year. A

Vic, Dents, PhysEd,

remain in chase for

HOT CATS? 536-0475

By LYNDON LITTLE

The Mulock Cup playoff posi-

tions have finally been decid-

ed.

Dentistry's 18-7 victory over

the Meds on Monday complet-

ed their unbeaten season and
gave them top spot in the sec-

ond division and a Mulock play-

off spot.

Yesterday, Vic edged Engi-

neering 7-6 in a real thriller to

claim the first division cham-
pionship. PhysEd had clob-

bered St. Mikes 35-0 on Monday
to force a Vic win.

Also yesterday, Forestry
defeated New College 14-7 to

claim the third division title

with a 5-1 record. New finished

in second place at 3-3.

The Mulock playoffs will

take the form of a double-

header next Tuesday at Var-

sity Stadium. Vic will meet
Forestry at twelve noon with

the PhysEd-Dents game to fol-

low at 2 o'clock.

The Mulock final is sched-

uled for the Stadium the fol-

lowing Wednesday at 1 :00 p.m.

King Draper on a 60 yard

pass from quarterback Al

Jones on the game's first play

from scrimmage and Bob Sulli-

van on a 90 yard kickoff return

led the Dents to their victory

over Meds. Gary Kushner add-

ed a pair of field goals.

Fullback Doug Watchorn
scored Meds lone major on a 9

yard pass from quarterback

Forestry

Mulock
Bill Da vies.

John Osborne, Rick Johnson,
Larry Theed, Rick Rae and
Gord Harvey all had touch-

downs in PhysEd's massacre
of St. Mikes.

A touchdown on a 2 yard
quarterback sneak late in the

game by Rob Dickinson that

brought the score to 7-6 almost
gave the Engineers a surprise

tie with Vic. However, a strong

rush by the Vic line caused the

convert attempt by Ron Oliver

to fall wide and presevered
Vic's first division champion-
ship.

Fullback Bruce Carroll had
given Vic a 7-0 lead with a
major on a nine-yard run in the

first quarter. Rock Basta con-

verted.

Touchdowns by Frank Pfaff

and Rick Souter gave Forestry
their win over New College.

Paul Braun crashed over from
9 yards for New's lone score.

Squash stuff
Instructional squash lessons

will be given tonight and
Thursday by members of the

intercollegiate team at 7 and 8:

20 in the Hart House courts.

Exhibition matches between
the team and some of the bet-

ter ranking players of the To-

ronto area will go at 7:40 both

nights.

Xerox:
For engineers
who think

of more than
engineering.

Creative people like John Gardner
see engineering as only one outlet

for their talents.

Among John's other concerns is today's

widespread shortage of technical talent.

Doe in large part, as he sees It,

to children's lack of exposure to the

excitement of science.

John's doing something about it.

He's turned the Gardner basement into a
part-time laboratory, with almost-weekly

demonstrations and projects for

neighborhood kids. Where children as
young as seven make simple photoelectric

devices. Measure ballistic projectile

velocities. And explore subjects like

polarized light, fiber optics, and electronic

calculators, with the help of equipment
loaned by Xerox.

"My biggest delight," John recalls, "was
seeing the first youngster's face light up
when he gave his home-made electric

motor a shove, and it kept moving."

"Children's interests," John maintains,

"should be stimulated early. Not by

spoon-feeding answers, but by stimulating

them to question."

As an Area Manager in our Advanced
Development Department, John asks—and
answers—some interesting questions of his

own. If you'd like to work for the kind of

firm that respects, supports and recognizes

people like John, why not talk to us about
the opportunities at our suburban
Rochester, New York facilities. Your degree
in Engineering or Science may qualify you
for some intriguing openings in a broad
spectrum of developmental and
manufacturing areas.

See your Placement Director for a copy of

our brochure and to arrange an interview
with our representative. Or, write directly

to Mr. Roger VanderPloeg, Xerox
Corporation, P.O. Box 251

,
Webster, New

York 14580. An Equal Opportunity

Employer (m/f).

XEROX

Coming Events of

U Of T

FLYING

CLUB

1. Open Meeting, Thurs.

Nov. 20 7:30 PiM. Music

Rm. Hart House Guest

Speaker: Mi. H. Cunning-

ham from Experimental

Aircraft Ass." Topic:

"Homebuilt Aircraft"

2. Last Breakfast Flight of

1969

Destinations: Open for

suggestions

Time: Sat. Nov. 22, 10:00

A.M.

4 Pilots so far, room for

12 passengers

for Pilots and Nonpilols in-

terested in flying
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Walter wins Copp
; Fleiszer takes Omega

Eric Walter, who set a new SIFL career scor-
ing record of 30 touchdowns this year, has been
named the winner of the Johnny Copp Trophy.
The Copp trophy is awarded annually to the

Varsity player judged by his team mates to be
the Blues' most valuable player.

The Omega Watch Trophy for the most valu-
able player in the SIFL was awarded to McGill
fullback Dave Fleiszer.

Walter came to Toronto two seasons ago af-
ter four years at McGill. He will be with the
Varsity squad at least one more year.
He finished third in scoring this year with six

touchdowns for 36 points and was second among
receivers, hauling in 25 passes. But he gained
more than twice as many yards as Don Mana-
han of Waterloo, who was the leagues leading
receiver with 26 receptions.

Walter was named most valuable player on
the McGill squad in 1962 and 1964 and made the
league's all-star team both years and last sea-
son as well.

Fleiszer topped the lead league in scoring (60

points) and yards rushing (703 yards in 111 car-

ries) and was no surprise as the Omega selec-

tion. The Omega winner is selected by opposing
players.

In 1968 season Fleiszer took two awards at

McGill, as the most improved McGill player
and the most valuable Redman. Copp Winner ERIC WALTER

"3

The women's intercollegiate

hockey team still needs a capa-
ble, energetic, hard-working
and disgustingly dedicated
Manager.
Anyone interested may ob-

tain more information at the

Benson Building or at Room
101, 91 St. George (Varsity of-

fices).

Also, talented players are

still needed. Next practice is

Tuesday, November 18 at 8

a.m. at Varsity Arena. Be
there by 7:45.

League rules demand all

players use tube skates, and
these cannot be supplied by the

WAA. Anyone with skates to

sell is asked to contact the sec-

retary to the illustrious coach
at 923-8171.

SIFL standings, scoring leaders

McGill 17 Toronto 0
Queens 39 McMaster 10

Waterloo 29 Western 20

WON LOST FOR AGAINST POINTS
McGill 6 1 190 50 12
Queens 5 2 133 96 10
Toronto 4 3 155 126 8
Western 3 4 159 139 6

Waterloo 3 4 112 157 6

McMaster 0 7 63 244 0

UTAA
SPORTS SCHEDULES

WEEK OF NOV. 17th

BASKETBALL

rues. Nov 18 4,00 Trin.A vs St M B SchwarU, A Sternberg

Wed Nov 19 4 00 ArchA vs Bus Fienberg, Gee
6 30 Jr Eng vs Pharm A Hafner, Chapnick. L Sternberg

TD

Dave Fleiszer McGill 10

Jeff- Hilton Western 8

Eric Walter Toronto 6

Sal Lovecchio McGill

Keith Eaman Queens • 5

Doug Cozak Queens

Walt Sehr Toronto 5
Rick Wiedenhoeft Waterloo 5
Ottavio Colisimo Western

Bill Stankovic Toronto 1

Ken Aiken McGill 4

Chuck Wakefield Waterloo 4

CONV SING POINTS
60
48
36

20 2 34
1 31

12 1 31
30
30

15 27
14 26

24
24

VARSITY ARENA
HOCKEY OPENER

Blues vs Laurentian
FRIDAY at 8:00 p.m.

HOCKEY BOOKS ON SALE AT ATHLETIC OFFICE,

HART HOUSE AND AT GATE.

$3.00 for 11 games
Make sure of your book TODAY

CUT YOUR CLEANING COSTS

by 2/3

at the

Church & Wellesley Self Serve

Dry Cleaner

OPEN EVERY DAY
Attendant on Duty

568 Church St.

924-6010

7 30 Innis I

8 30 Erin I

Thur: Nov. 20 1 00 U C II

Fri Nov 21 1 00 Vic I

6 30 Law I

vs Scar

vs UC I

vs Vic II

vs St.M A
vs New I

8 00 Med A vs PHt A

Hafner. L Sternberg, Chapnick

L Sternberg, Chapnick, Hafner

Puzeris. Blinick

Schwartz. Gee
Hummel, Don Mocklord

Chapnick Tessis

VOLLEYBALL

Tues Nov 18 1 00 Eng I vs New Orav

7 30 Scar vs PHE Horenblas

8.30 Wye vs Knox Horenblas

Wed Nov. 19 5 00 Eng II vs Trin Orav

6 00 Dent C vs Dent B Orav

7 00 For A vs St M Senkiw

8 00 Bus vs Med Senkiw

900 Pharm vs Dent A Senkiw

Thur Nov 20 1 00 Vic vs U C Senkiw

7 00 Erin vs innis Bodnaruk

8 00 Arch vs Emman Bodnaruk

9.00 Wye vs Dent C Bodnaruk

6QUASH

Tues Nov 18 6 20 Law A vs PHE
7 00 Eng 1 vs Med A
7 40 S.M A vs Trin A
8 20 Vic 1 vs Scar

Wed Nov. 1

9

7 00 Grad vs Law B

7 40 Wye vs Eng II

8 20 Dent vs Tfin B

Thur Nov 20 6 20 Forestry vs Innis

7 00 Med B vs St M B

7 40 New vs Vic II

LACROSSE (Balance of League Schedule)

Tues Nov 18 t 00 Eng, II vs For B TraHord. Feaver

6.30 Innis vs PHE A Murphy, Hanna

7 30 Vic vs Erin Okihiro. Ciocker

8 30 For A VS Law Okihiro. Crocker

Wed Nov 19 1 00 PHE 8 vs Eng 1 TraHord. Clem

Thurs. Nov 20 6 30 Knox vs PHE C Murphy. Stephen

7 30 Scar vs Dent Murphy. Stephen

8.30 Dev Hse vs St.M. Murphy, Stephen

Mon Nov 1 7 1 2 30 Geol VS II Civil Murray. Allen

1 30 Vic VIII vs St.M. E Murray. Allen

700 Vic. 1 Law 1 Richardson. Nelson

8 15 Sr.Eng vs St.M. A Richardson. Nelson

9 30 Pharm. A vs Campus
Co-op

Westlake. Dubniak

10.3O New II vs IV Ind f Westlake. Dubniak
Tues Nov 18 1 30 Trin 0 vs St.M. F Seckington, Kolin

5.00 Knox UC II Taylor. Titus

600 Busl vs Med A Taylor. Titus

10,30 Dent A St M 8 Bullock. Fraser

Wed Nov 1912 30 Trin A vs PHE A Richardson. Bertrand

1 30 Vic. II vs Law II Richardson. Bertrand

7 00 For A vs UC 1 Skinner. Klinck

8 15 Scar vs Erin Skinner. Klinck

930 IV Civil B vs III Ind B Embrey. Billings

10 30 IV Elec vs III Elec Embrey Billings

Thur, *Jov 20 2 30 New 1 vs Innis 1 Westlake. Dubniak

7 00 Law 1 vs Sr Eng Sullivan. Hemphill

8 15 Dev Hse vs PHE B Sullivan, Hemphill

9.30 Dent. D Med B Piercell. Hemphill

10 30 IVChem B vs IV Ind B Pierced. Hemphill

Fri Nov 2 12 30 PHE A Vic I Nebata, Seckington

1 30 For C vs Vic. X Sebata. Seckington

530 St.M B vs Scar Sullivan. Koutsans

630 Erin vs Bus. 1 Sullivan, Koutsaris

8 00 St M A vs Trin. A Miller. Skinner

9.15 Med A vs Dent A Miller. Skinner

10 15 IV Eng Sc Med C Miller. Skinner
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A6B/ AN ANACHRONISM- -WHO'S OOT-L/r£D
HIS TIME/

NTINUEO AFTER NEXT P»GE



ARTS
AND SCIENCE
STUDENTS

in day classes

must confirm their programme of studies

BEFORE
NOVEMBER 20th

at the Office of their College Registrar

(Regular Students)

or

at the Faculty Office

(Special Students)
This procedure is essential in order lo ensure accurate

records and so thai EXAMINATION arrangements may be

made A late fee will be imposed after November 20th

N B Students who do not wish to write on Passover be

cause of religious observance should write "Pass

over 1 under their programme An effort will be made

lo avoid those days

HOT CATS? 536-0475

TRINITY

UNITED

427 Bloor St Wnl ! Witmei fM

Mmutu:
Rev J Robert Will,

B A. on
Oiganal: John W Linn

11 A.M.

"tovcubln SpendlhnM"

B 30 P.M.

TRINITY YOUNG \Dl!l,TS

(18-30 YEARSI

STUDENTS CORDIALLY
INVITED

ESSAYS
TO
WRITE?
When you find il difficult (o

decide how lo find informa-

tion you need, we can help.

The Reference Department

conducts general reference

seminars, the Science and

M e di e in e reference staff
gives special subject sem-

inars and the circulation
staff will clear a path for

.you through the slacks. Plan

ahead and get some help

from the University of
Toron lo

LIBRARY

HILLEL PRESENTS

the Movie

BEDAZZLED"

Members free

Sunday. November 16, 8:30 p.m.

H 1 1 lei House

Non-members 501

**• ***

SEMINAR

Monday. November 17, U. C. Room 314

I 00 p.m.

Dr. Frank Talmage

on

"JEWISH STUDIES IN NORTH AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES"

The Opera Department
prcHt'nlB,

The Toronto Premiere

L'ENFANT ET EES
SORTILEGES

(In EnRlishJ

Opi-ro by Ravel
Po.-ro

20 21. 22, 23

MacMillan Theatre
Edward Johnson Building

Tickets $'> 00
Students $1 00

Itox Office 928 3744

HE REV. DON«LD GILLI
MINISTER OF MUSIC

10 A.M.
CHURCH SCHOOL
SEMINAR ON
POLLUTION

I I A.M.
APPLIED RELIGION
DR. E. M. HOWSE

NURSERY CAKE DURING
SERVICE
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Support for moratorium is strong across Canada
OTTAWA (CUP) - The

6 Canadian contribution to the

second Vietnam Moratorium
began 24 hours early in Mon-
treal Wednesday but continues

on a normal schedule in the

rest of the country, as students

march, talk and boycott class-

es today and tomorrow in pro-

test against the war.

Approximately 50 McGill
University students, dressed

as US soldiers and Vietnamese
peasants Wednesday afternoon

acted out the pacification of

Freiligsburg, Quebec, a small

village in the Eastern Town-
ships.

The name of the pacification

0 target was kept secret by or-

ganizers until Wednesday; the

action was the first phase of

the week's moratorium and
was designed to call attention

to the teach-in at McGill yes-

terday and to show the tragedy

of Vietnam in a situation famil-

iar to the people of Quebec.
The moratorium effort is not

officially supported by any
Canadian university; Toronto's

Glendon College, whose facul-

ty council backed the morato-
rium November 7 had the deci-

sion reversed Thursday by the

faculty council of York Univer-

sity, its parent institution.

The York council ruled that

Glendon principal Escott Reid
acted unconstitutionally when
he broke a tie vote to swing the

college behind the moratorium
as a "political act."

More than 625 of Glendon's

1.200 students and faculty have

since signed a petition support-

ing the councils original

stand; 40 York faculty mem-
bers have also signed a petition

declaring they will cancel

classes today in support of the

protest.

In Vancouver, anti-war or-

ganizers plan a demonstration

Saturday to the Vancouver
courthouse.

The Moratorium committee

at McMaster University will

distribute a special informa-

tion kit on the war to every
student at the Hamilton cam-
pus. The McMaster student

council has also issued a re-

quest to every professor at the

university, asking that they

spend half of each class today

in a discussion of the war.

Students at the University of

Waterloo will symbolically

burn a bomber tonight, capping

a torchlight parade. Students

are also boycotting classes to

attend teach-ins on the war.

Dalhousie University stu-

dents, probably with support
from students at neighboring
St. Mary's and Mount St. Vin-
cent universities, will march
through Halifax Saturday.

Campus teach-ins are also

planned at the University of

Western Ontario and Queen's
University.

Faculty oppose parity

Although President Bissell and the Senate both refused to can-

cel classes today for the Vietnam International Moratorium, many
students at U of T plan to observe the two-day event.

More than 2,500 students have signed a petition asking that

classes be cancelled.

The Executive Committee responsible for planning the Morato-

rium at U of T has organized a rally at Convocation Hall with two
themes: Canada's involvement in the war in Vietnam, and support

of the U.S. Moratorium.

Professors Elliot Rose and William Berman of the History De-

partment will be speaking in the morning and rock groups and folk

singers are slated to appear. An open discussion will centre on the

two topics.

The Moratorium has the support of the Students' Administra-

tive Council, the Engineering Society, the Graduate Students' Un-

ion, the Victoria College Union Council, the New College Students'

Council and the Committee of Concerned Scientists.

The Commission on Univer-

sity Government Program-
ming Committee yesterday

failed to endorse the concept of

staff-student parity for com-
mittees studying implementa-

tion of the CUG report.

The committee, proposing

ad hoc committees to study the

report, did adopt a resolution

stating: "the committee be-

lieves that such a purpose

(effective study of the report)

might be met if joint bodies

contained an equal number of

staff and students."

Staff-student parity was a

basic principle of the CUG
report itself.

Although SAC representa-

tives Gus Abols and Ken Mc-
Evoy (III Vic) pushed for pari-

Money problems may force

Rochdale to sell out

ty, faculty members M.L.
Friedland. F.E. Winters, and
R.A. Spencer wished to leave

the composition of the bodies

to the various groups establish-

ing them.

The Association of Teaching

Staff voted 106-38 in a Wednes-

day night general meeting to

accept a resolution which re-

jected "staff-student" parity

in all department and faculty

matters.

"

Many members of the facul-

ty who voted against the reso-

lution protested against the

general conduct of the ATS
meeting, claiming full debate

was not allowed.

"The question was contin-

ually being put before full dis-

cussion was allowed to take

place." said Prof. Frank Cun-

By JIM STRUTHERS

Rochdale College will either have to sell its

building or refinance its mortgage to prevent

bankruptcy, council chairman John Bradford

told members of the 14th floor commune last

night.

The present crisis arose when Rochdale

failed to meet its Nov. 10 payment of $54,000

to the Central Mortgage and Housing Corpora-

tion.

If the money is not paid by Dec. 10, the

building will be put under the trusteeship of

the CMHC. CMHC would then take over the

Rochdale College corporation and assume

responsibility for the building's management.

Bradford told the meeting that the College

had narrowly avoided being put under the

trusteeship of Campus Co-operative Organiza-

tion (Campus Co-op has the third mortgage of

$133,000).

"They are not sympathetic to the kinds of

people that live here. They would freeze the

Charter, which would mean no council and no

management by Rochdale College. In my
opinion I expect that by next September

they'll have all the over-flow from the U of T

here and force us out."

Rochdale had forgotten to place their offi-

cial seal on the mortgage contract which au-

thorized Campus Co-op to assume trusteeship

of the building 10 days after a default in pay-

ments. \

The building is presently owned in trust by

Co-op College which has financial liability for

the mortgage payments.

TRANSFER COSTS

"Any talk of re-financing or selling will

have to take into account the $263,000 cost of

transference of this ownership." said Brad-

ford.
, , .

He also said that Campus Co-op has worked

out an agreement with the CMHC, which

would allow it to assume trusteeship of the

building by having the mortgage payments

deferred for a year.

At present the College has had two firm of-

fers for re-financing and four offers to buy the

building.

One re-financing offer of $1,500,000 was
made by Mann and Martel. a Toronto Real

Estate firm. It would allow the College to pay

$25,600 monthly to the CHMC and $31,760 to

Mann and Martel over a 10-year period with

payments deferred for the first six months.

"That kind of arrangement should nol be

entered into unless there is a firm commit-

hent to sell the building and use the six

months to look for a buyer or unless we decide

to work our asses off to save the building by

putting on as much political pressure as possi-

ble." Bradford explained.

SWISS, AMERICAN MONEY
Bradford also mentioned a re-financing of-

fer from a Swiss bank backed by West Ger-

man and American money.

"We have had four offers of over $7,200,000

to buy the building as of today. I expect that

,by Tuesday at least two will be in writing,"

said Bradford.

Bradford also outlined the difficulties any

prospective buyer will face.

"If the purchaser is not an educational in-

stitution or if he does not agree to run the

building as a student residence he cannot pick

up the mortgage but will have to buy the build-

ing from the CHMC for $4,884,000."

He added that all people who had made the

offers were aware of those conditions and that

one of the offers was from an educational in-

stitution, although he refused to reveal its

name.
"It would be stupid and foolish for anyone

to buy this building and run it as a residence

and hope to make money since the operating

budget alone is over $40,000.

"Only the university could do it since they

subsidize resident students up to $2,000."

ningham in an interview last

night.

In contrast to the ATS deci-

sion to reject parity the stu-

dents' council executive on the

same night passed a motion
urging that any bodies which
would study the CUG report

should be constituted on an
equal staff-student basis.

Ken McEvoy. who made the

motion at the SAC Executive
meeting, expressed fear at the

CUG programming meeting
that the proposed ad hoc com-
mittees would "shovel CUG
under the rug."

"As a result the best discus-

sion would come from a parity

group," he said. "The students

do not have anything to go on

except trust and co-opera-

tion."
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PAGE FOUR
How and why did America gel involved in Vietnam it

Show that Vietnam exists
By now Vietnam is a cliche. For

many people, it's the over-worked

word and the all-purpose issue that you

plug into a conversation to create "rel-

evant" discussion.

"Yeah, -but-what-about-the war-in-

Vietnam?" is the standard jargon to

tell someone he's irrelevant.

For the past four years, television

and Life magazine have drummed the

graphic atrocities of war across the

world.

After a while the horror of genocide

becomes domestic entertainment.

McLuhan's global village does not

promote awareness. It regurgitates the

world as a consumer-item.

The war in Vietnam is still on the

other side of the world. It still exists.

It's not just a cliche.

The Vietnam Moratorium, which
takes place today throughout the

world, is an attempt to demonstrate
the urgency of Vietnam, to show that

it's not just a "relevant issue." but an
ugly fact.

Demonstrations often seem to be a

futile exercise in frustration.

But that futility dramatically illus-

trates the sharpest division in the Unit-

ed States, and the key to the sluggish

persistence of the war that won't go
away.

That division is the vast power-gap
between the people, who are in the
streets of Washington today and wav-
ing placards; and the administration,

who are also in the streets of Washing-

ton today, but in the form of 9,000 riot-

trained soldiers.

People believed that the United

States was engaged in a war that was a

battle against Communist aggression,

until it became clear that the U.S. was
doing the aggressing.

The U.S. is not only engaged in a

war, but in a revolution. The American

generals are not on th& Vietnamese

side of the barricades. They are fight-

ing behind a weak puppet-government.

And despite all their military firepow-

er, they are losing because neither they

nor lhat puppet-government have the

support of the people of Vietnam.

And meanwhile the American people

suffer; the war is "a welfare system

for the rich", as I. F. Stone calls it The

military is picking up the profits. .

As the U.S. Administration realized

thai withdrawal would be inevitable to

avoid civil war at home, it transferred

that welfare system for the rich to an-

other area — the ABM system, a fat

new contract for the military. Again
the selling point was the Communist
scare.

You are probably against the war in

Vietnam.

Everyone is — even Nixon.

But by participating in today's Mora-
torium, you will be part of a collective

attempt to end that war sooner, and it

might bring you closer to the fact be-

hind the cliche.
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Scenario

Date: Christmas Day
News Release from Washington

National Guard "Shoots to Kill"

Thousands of War Protestors Placed in

"Camps," President Closes Canadian
Border

President of the United States Ri-
chard Nixon, in a Christmas Eve mes-
sage to the American People, labeled

as "fainthearts" those who would criti-

cize his latest moves to unite the coun-
try behind his Vietnam policy.

In his presentation to the nation the

President spoke casually and without
notes as he explained his decision to

arrest the vast numbers of protest
marchers in the December 24th
"March for Peace and Freedom"
which resulted in violence in both
Washington and San Francisco.

President Nixon praised the FBI, the

National Guard and the crack 113th
Airborne Division of the Marines for
their "swift and thorough" action in

handling the protestors.

The President explained that the
controversial "shoot to kill" orders
which Washington rumors had attribut-

ed to the President in the days immedi-
ately preceding the March were not the
official policy of the American Forces.

unless otherwise ordered by their local

officers.

Nixon went on to point out that Vice-

President Spiro Agnew's December 22

speech before the Daughters of the

American Revolution, in which the

phrase "shoot to kill" appeared at least

15 times, contained only the personal
beliefs of the Vice-President and there-

fore did not have to be approved by the

White House.

President Nixon described the com-
pounds in which protestors were placed
in Washington and San Francisco as
"Relocation Camps". Nixon compared
them to "strategic hamlets" used in

Vietnam and pointed out that the pur-

pose of the camps were to protect the

people placed there.

Recalling the use of camps during
World War II, Nixon said the camps
would not be used exclusively to house
war protestors, but would also be made
available to immigration officials and
as temporary housing for people dis-

placed by urban renewal projects.

The President also announced that
the need for internal security made it

necessary to place restrictions on trav-

el to and from Canada. President Nixon
said that he was "dismayed" that the
Canadian Government had failed to

honor its unofficial immigration agree-
ments with the United States.

In conclusion, Nixon called on the

forgotten Americans" to unite behind

his Vietnam policy and to support his

new initiatives to end dissent and make
the nation "safe for democracy." He
asked all good Americans to pray for

him and to have a Merry Christmas.

—pool reinharett

from an engineer

Sir.

Unjustified Unification Worse Than
Separation.

Our civilization worships power and
sheer magnitudes, and with it. viol-

ence.

No individual has the right to the

wealth and power which the million-

aires and billionaires wield. This hap-
pens only through the default of other
individuals who fail to exercise their

rights and instead permit others to

wield them in their behalf.

No government of any people has the
right to the power which the USA and
the USSR wield today. The people of
Canada, and particularly the Quebeck-
ers. feel the essential evil of the mas-
sive U.S. influence.

Did the superpowers really earn the
right to the power they wield, or did
they acquire it through the default of

those peoples who failed to assert their

right to independent existence?

Peter Presnaka,

Professional Engineer, Ont.



PHOTOGRAPHY AND
THE POWERLESS

When I was working as a full-time

organizer in the Trefann Court urban
renewal area in Toronto (I started
there in the summer of 1966 and contin-

ued until the end of 1968), one of the

regular nuisances experienced by the

residents of the area was the continu-

ous presence of assorted photogra-
phers. They came from the local news-
papers, the national magazines, and
they came as eager free lancers "doing

their thing*'. In addition to them, there

were the filmmakers from the National

Film Board and the TV producers and
cameramen. They all came uninvited,

they never asked for permission to take

pictures and film, and they used their

products any way they pleased, without

the slightest concern for how the expo-

sure might affect the people whose pic-

tures were being taken.

The residents (classed as "the poor"

by the visitors) found photographs of

themselves and their families spread

over the front pages of newspapers;

they found them in magazine articles;

they found them in photography collec-

tions and exhibits; and they watched
themselves on the TV screen — and

they never had any say in what texts

were affixed to their pictures (usually

the text referred to them as "slumdw-
ellers" regardless of what their situa-

tion was and what the condition of their

home was.) People sitting on their

front steps, children playing on the

street, in the backyards and in the

lanes, people looking out of their win-

dows, women hanging laundry in their

backyards — all were easy prey to the

ambitions of the photographers. It

seemed that the existence of the area

residents was a public one, that in terms

of their persons, their faces, their

identities, they had no rights at all and

photographers literally walked all over

the people, children, youth and adults

alike.

It wasn't at all that the photogra-

phers and filmmakers were interested

in the situation of the residents and the

content of their long fought battle

against the injustices inherent in cur-

rent urban renewal practices; no, the

photographers were only on the look-

out for good, expressive materials for

their own purposes. Of special interest

were little children found playing in the

lanes or found resting on some steps or

sidewalks — especially if they had dirt

on their faces and looked somewhat

sad. Likewise, rundown houses and

boarded up properties were a favorite

target, as were piles of garbage (prior

to the day's pickup), back lanes and

junk on the yards of vacant buildings.

Photographers never had enough of

these things - they loved any signs of

what to them was general gloom, de-

spair, decay, deprivation, child neglect

' — those very features which the area

residents were activelyfighting against.

But there were things in the area you

could never make the photographers

-stop to look at. Like people fixing up

their houses, families doing things to-

gether, mothers walking their children

to school, fathers talking to their sons,

neighbours conversing in a friendly

manner - anything that might indicate

that health, happiness, cleanliness,

friendliness and family life existed in

the area. These were the features

which did not fit into the conceptualiza-

tion of the photographers and which

lacked sufficient drama to sell and to

make headlines. For who wants to see

a picture of a carpenter fixing up his

basement into a recreation room for

his children, or a photograph of a fami-

ly involved in fixing up their backyard,

when you can show a picture of an ov-

erflowing garbagecan, and of children

playing in a broken-down car or of

boarded up windows of a house on the

verge of demolition or of an old wino
standing on a street corner.

It became quite evident to me that

the photographers did not come to the

area seeking to understand the reality

of the people there; they came to ex-

ploit the people in one way or another.

As a rule they were both outrageously

sentimental and arrogant, drawing
vast conclusions from individual shots

and not having an iota of respect for the

dignity and privacy of the area resi-

dents.

The residents detested the photogra-

phers and spent long hours in discuss-

ing the problems created by these peo-

ple. "My children were sitting on the

steps, eating ice cream and rubbing it

and mud all over their faces and having

a good time — and the next thing you

know their picture appears in the ev$-

by marjaleena repo

ning paper with something about 'poor

slumchildren' and the rest of it. How do

you think it makes our family feel —
with relatives and acquaintances call-

ing and with everybody thinking that

all of us down here neglect our chil-

eren. . Nobody bothers to find out that

my kids get washed and cleaned up

many times a day and that we love and

care for them as much as parents any-

where in the city." Others were mak-

ing jokes about being "the slumdweller

of the week" and still others remarked

that the photographers without fail

found the junkiest places in the area —
places which the residents in the area

themselves found difficult to locate.

There were discussions about whether

people could sue newspapers and indi-

vidual photographers and when such

legal protection was found not to exist,

people would talk about the possibility

of confiscating the film whenever they

caught a photographer in action, of tell-

ing him to get out of the area and warn-

ing him from ever coming back.

Perhaps if they would have acted

upon this often proposed suggestion,

Cathy Wismer's photography book

Come See My Garden. . . (Martlet

Press Limited, 1969) would never have

seen the daylight — and at no particu-

lar loss to anyone. Cathy Wismer has

taken one of these inevitably sentimen-

tal journeys to Toronto's Cabbagetown,

snapping pictures of children, back

lanes, rubble, garbage, broken down

cars, boarded up houses etc. The chil-

dren are invariably sad — I counted

only 6 smiling faces amongst 24 — their

little faces are sometimes dirty, they

look pensive etc. and to underline

Wismer's own interpretation of her

journey the pictures are filled in by

supersentimental text about rats and

crying mothers and sisters who don't

have fancy clothes but have boyfriends

and about scary lanes, and to top it all

there is an epilogue that sums it all up

in a way that could only delight the

United Appeal campaign but which to

me is a very feeble attempt to justify

the existence of the book.

EPILOGUE
Too soon the walls and fences thai

were a playground
Are a prison.

The rubbish is rubbish.

The clammy atmosphere of reality has
predictably polluted

All things that grow in the garden.
And the noble naivete
Gives way to hopelessness and hostili-

ty-

We who peer patronizingly over the

fence

Say. "What can you expect from peo-

ple who live like thai!"

Then turn away, snugly secure in the

knowledge
That poverty will be with us always,

That we give at work.
That nothing really can be done to

change the inexorable cycle of the

Garden.
Or can it?

Wismer's book — like others of this

nature — brings three main questions

into focus:

1) The ethics of photographers.

2) The meaning of individual shots.

3) The question of what pictures

were not taken.

1) Ethics has to do with whether
people with cameras have the right to

go around stealing other people's faces.

Varsity recently accomplished a feat in

publishing a full-page picture of an old

man in a wheelchair glaring angrily (I

think! and in some confusion at the

photographer. Obviously the old man
was defenseless against the photogra-

pher's weapon and perhaps therefore

he was an ideal "subject". I see Wis-

mer's photography in the same terms,

particularly as I know some of the chil-

dren in the pictures and know for a fact

that they and their parents do not de-

serve this exposure and the false senti-

mentality pouring out all over these

pages. It is not a coincidence that pho-

tographers who wouldn't consider tak-

ing embarrassing shots of the people in

their own middle class neighborhoods,

drop their ethics when they enter a

working class neighbourhood. Down-
town every person is fair game.

2) The second question is a most
crucial one and here I think that most
photographers on the poverty kick

commit serious errors. They assume
that what they see is real and true and

represents the totality of the experiences

of the people of that neighbourhood.

The question which should be asked

about each individual picture in Wis-

mer's book is: yes, the picture is excel-

lent, but what does it mean? What does it

mean to see a pensive child leaning

against a fence, with scratches on his

legs? Or a child standing next to neatly

piled garbage, sucking her thumb. Or

piles of junk spread on the ground. Or
children swinging amidst broken cars,

or children staring suspiciously at the

photographer, or to see a busted garage

and so on. To Wismer, these sights indi-

cate one thing: POVERTY and she is

SHOCKED and she wants to transmit

her shock and make people CON-
CERNED ("Give generously").

To me these pictures are pictures of

individual children in a working class

neighbourhood, some of them momen-

arily sad, others laughing at the mo-
ment, some pensive, perhaps tired,

others active, many suspicious. Surely

similar pictures could be taken in any
neighbourhood of the city, including
Cathy Wismer's own. Photography at

this level is in my opinion totally mean-
ingless: it attempts to create a simplis-

tic and sociologically false impression
of the people in working class areas; it

propagandizes in favour of a position
rather than depicts the real and far

more varied and complex circumst-
ances of the residents of these areas.

3) This leads to the final point: what
is it that is not being shown in the pic-

tures. No photographs are taken of the

other circumstances existing in the

area, the far more "normal" condi-

tions which I discussed earlier, i.e.

people having neat homes, of people

looking after their backyards and relat-

ing well to their children.

Secondly, what material decay and
neglect exists in the downtown areas

(and I am well aware that it exists) in

the form of run down houses, unkempt

yards, etc., exists for the very concrete

reasons that it is allowed to exist, not

because of a generalized "people don't

care" but because somebody benefits

from the decay and disorder. The prop-

erties shown in Cathy Wismer's pic-

tures are invariably owned by absentee

slum landlords — who get exorbitantly

high rents for their "investment prop-

erties" from large families who cannot

find accommodation elsewhere. These

lanelo/ds live in the better parts of the

city. (Rosedale. Forest Hill) they are

real people with real names and ad-

dresses, and what is more interesting,

real /aces- What about taking a few pic-

ures of them and their families, just in

order to introduce some balance to the

presentation? Furthermore, City Hall

has systematically neglected the down-

town areas, by not doing ordinary

maintenance repairs on streets and

sidewalks and by not enforcing housing

standards on absentee owned proper-

ties. What about taking a picture of the

head of the housing inspection depart-

ment in the act of trying to explain why

nothing has been done? or a photograph

of the aldermen of the city council

permanently asleep?

There are endless possibilities if a

photographer seriously wants to inves-

tigate the problems encountered by

working class people in the downtown

areas. Comparison is the best method

at arriving at a balanced picture: com-

parison between the tenants and their

landlords, between absentee owned

rundown properties and resident owned

well-kept ones, between the condition

of the streets and sidewalks in the

working class areas and those in Rose-

dale and Forest Hill. In the process of

these comparisons the photographer

would get educated herself and might

have an altogether different story to

tell than the one presented in Cathy

ww ijismer's Come See My Garden.
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Tradilionally. the social worker in

Canada has been seen as the local

shoulder to cry on. the expert who can

help solve any man's problem, from

very poor to the upper class.

But unfortunately, this is usually as

la r a s he goes ; he doesn ' t try to get a t

the roots of the problem, and he never

solves Ihe problem of every man, or

of a society.

In simplified terms, the job of the

social worker could be seen as mak-

ing ihe poor people happy, but he nev-

er seems to ask the more basic social

question, that being why are poor

people unhappy? < well maybe it's be-

cause they're poor. Yes, but why are

these people poor? Well, maybe that's

what the problem is. Hmmm. I «

But this traditionalist, one-dimen-
j

sional attitude toward social work is

being seriously questioned by several

members of the University of Toron-

to's School of Social Work. Discontent

and frustration with the role of social

work in society seem to by the under-

lying factors in this challenge to es-

tablished practices in the profession.

As social work student John Weiler

said. "Social work as a profession

deals with symptoms, it is not a

cause-oriented service. It helps peo-

ple to cope with their environment,

adjust to a family breakdown rather

than question the economic and politi-

cal factors that cause social prob-

lems."
Don Parkinson and Bill Davidovitz.

two other social work students both

agree with Weiler's analysis of social

work. Parkinson termed it "helping

the individual to adjust himself to the

system."

What these three students would

like to see is social work becoming a

tool by which the system is adjusted

to the individual. And they would like

to be active tools in adjusting that

system.

In doing so, however, they want to

avoid falling prey to what Weiler

called "experiilis" — a "know-it-all

attitude" on the part of many practis-

ing social workers "because they are

professional."

Davidovitz enlarged on this. "A
middle class social worker is obvious-

ly not going to be at par with a poor

man."
But the social worker concerned

with change is barred at every door.

"Social work tends to lack any
structural analysis (of society),"

says Parkinson, "And when you raise

the issue of structure analysis in

class, the response is little more than

polite listening, but it doesn't go be-

yond that. You get 'Well, let's go back
to our techniques of case work.'

"

Parkinson feels there is a preoccu-

pation with "techniques which lack a

strong theoretical basis."

And fundamental innovations in

course content at the school of social

work are hard to bring about.

Despite the establishment of facul-

ty-student curriculum committees to

plan long range changes in the cours-

es. Davidovitz feels "a sort of frustra-

tion" with the committees in that

their structure and goals were pre-

determined.

"The goals were long range curric-

ulum changes, but more or less within

the traditional framework," he says.

The committees were comprised of

an equal number of students and fac-

ulty plus a chairman. Since there

have never been any student chair-

men, the faculty has always had a

majority, the chairman voting to

break any deadlocks.

Weiler, who had been a member of

one of these committees, tried to step

beyond the preset structures, but
found himself "caught up in the ongo-

ing process" of the committees and
unable to effect any meaningful
change.

At one point he and several other
students tried "to involve the com-
munity, the real people, the poor peo-

ple in an authentic participatory func-

tion in formulating the curriculum."
The group decided to present a

brief to the committee based on
community involvement in course
content changes — an involvement in

which the committee determined
what they needed in the way of social

work, "instead of being told what is

good for them."
"We actually went out and met

some of these people — in the Ken-
sington area," said Weiler.

But the committee would not wait.

There was a time limit set within

which it was impossible to gather the

necessary information, and the stu-

dents were forced to submit a theoret-

ical brief rather than an empirical
study to the curriculum committee.
These frustrations of the students

are only magnified in actual social

work practice.

One practising social worker said

that basically the social worker
"must decide whether he will be part

of control or change (in society).

"You don't want to injure someone
in power because that's a threat to

you. You can speak out and shake up
things, but you may be pushed back
for it," he warned.

"Social workers have become more
aligned with structure than with
change," he added, "But what social

workers are, is not necessarily what
they have to be. They can initiate

change; they do not have to be part of

a system which controls." He asked
to remain anonymous so as not to

endanger his job.

Many students at the School of So-

SOCIAL WORKERS:

looking for something else

by Harriet kideckel
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cial Work have become concerned
with these aspects of the situation and
have recently organized a group
called the Just Society Associates.
This organization acts as an auxiliary

to the Just Society, a group of Toron-
to's poor who are concerned with
changing the situation of the poor in

Canadian society.

At a recent meeting, one student
commented that "social work is

based on inequalities of rich and poor
and the purpose of social workers is to

infiltrate the ideas of the upper parts

of society into the bottom third — a

type of co-option."

His attitude was shared by many
people at the meeting, but most would
like to change things. Davidovitz
would like to see social workers
"working with people to help them
identify their own problems and is-

sues and estalish indigenous leader-

ship."

However, these few students of so-

cial work and even fewer practising

social workers who question the

social structure are still a small

minority.

"Social workers are generally apol-

itical," commented Weiler.

"And that is opting for the status

quo," added Davidovitz.

There is as well, among social

workers, a "preoccupation with sta-

tus", according to Parkinson.

The social worker working with the

people instead of for the people which
Weiler envisioned is not the same so-

cial worker that the professionals see.

"The social worker is more becom-
ing concerned with class and with the

client's class," Parkinson says.

An attitude quite contrary to the

feelings of these three students but

prevalent throughout the social work
profession is the desire for equality

with other professions like Medicine
and Law.

To obtain a similar high status

rank, Parkinson explains, "the Cana-
dian Association of Social Workers
and the Ontario Association of Profes-

sional Social Workers are on a regis-

tration thing now. like psychiatric
registration where you are recognized
as a professional with special qualifi-

cations."

The problem is that many people
who are presently doing social work
do not have a master of social work
degree.

Parkinson worked for two years in

social work after he received his BA,
before entering the school.

Social workers find themselves in a

contradictory situation. Their tradi-

tional seniors seek prestige and prob-

ably the higher salaries to go with it.

while aspiring social workers want to

"help" people. They want to help yet

they know they offer only sympto-

matic relief to problems caused by a

larger social structure. And if they

try to radically alter that structure,

they stand a chance of losing the op-

portunity to "help" anyone at all.

Perhaps the greatest dilemma fac-

ing the aspiring and practising social

worker now is whether to direct his

energies toward, as Weiler put it.

"the immediate social need of the

individual or structural change of so-

ciety, neglecting the human need

now."
"You can't be all political and for-

get about human need." he added

regretfully.
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MIDDLE CLASS POVERTY:

The warm smell of pipe tobacco curls into

the corners of the office on a Morfflay morn-

ing. In the distance diesel transports roar

along Dundas. Kids are shouting behind the

steel link fence enclosing a paved schoolyard

on Beverley. J. Diamond of the Jewish Fami-

ly and Child Service packs the tobacco into his

pipe and strikes a wooden match.

"Kids are saying, in effect, that Now that

we're 8 and have sharper eyes. Now that

we're 12 and have sharper social sensitivities.

Now that we're 15 and find ourselves confront-

ed with the need to construct a moral base of

our own — we're sharply struck by the ways
in which we cannot join with our parents in

the ways in which they lived their lives,'

What we unfortunately call 'the generation

gap' is an inability to live together on the same
set of propositions. It has to do with problems of

integrity in relationships. In the middle class

family, integrity in relationships is a very, very,

very serious problem. The double messaging
that goes on in the average middle class family

provides questionable alternatives for the kids.

Gther they split from the family or they try to

split themselves internally. The alternatives are

flee or become schizophrenic."

Last summer the owner of a furniture show-
room at College and Bathurst propped a hand-

printed sign against the plate-glass window of

his store: "GOING OUT OF BUSINESS. MUST
VACATE, SELLING OUT TO THE BARE WALLS."
But few people who live in the area of Ken-
sington Market and the southern fringe of Lit-

tle Italy can afford to buy furniture on a regu-

lar basis. So the same store owner still pleads

with the same passers-by and the same hand-
printed sign still stands behind the same
plate-glass window.

If the social problems (at times there's no
escaping the power of the cliche) of the "low-
er" class are not as distinguishable on a pure-
ly economic basis as, perhaps, they once

by ian ritchie

were, what of the owners of the string of go-
eery, clothing and variety stores along Spadi-
na Avenue? What of the problems of the own-
er of that furniture showroom with an annual
income of $9,000 or more? Why are there so
many kids from Etobicoke in juvenile courts?

Social agencies such as the Family Service
Association of Metropolitan Toronto are well-
endowed by the United Appeal, and by provin-
cial and municipal government. In 1968, the
total revenue of the F.S.A. for both family and
group services topped the one million dollar
mark. But the willingness of business and
government to subsidize these agencies stems
from their organizational commitment to the
traditional problems of our environment —

the problems of families in what social agen-

cy publications euphemistically refer to as

"the lower income bracket".

The annual report of the F.S.A. tabulates the

characteristics of those families served in 1968.

While those with incomes below $7,200 com-
prised 79 per cent of the total aid (Not welfare)

offered, only 21 per cent of all family problems
emerged from those with incomes above $7,-

200.

The Family Service Association of Met-
ropolitan Toronto is operated, as are
most social agencies, by a basically suburban-
oriented executive which must learn to relate

to social problems foreign to it. Consequently
F.S.A. activities such as Bolton Camp, an
annual twelve-day group discussion project
for mothers with minimal financial re-

sources, are as much a learning process for

the counsellors as they are for the people in-

volved.

Fraser Woodhouse, director of the F.S.A. 's

camp project, summarises the attitude of
many middle class-administered social agen-
cies.

"Traditionally, those people in lower in-

come brackets have been the people with the
greatest need and, although professional so-

cial workers have developed skills that can be
applied right across the board, we feel we
must give priority to these people. There are
certain attitudes within the community that
prevent the middle class from seeking help
from a social or family agency.

'

'

Yet, the Jewish Family and Child Service,
long-accustomed to dealing with the distinctly

middle class problems of a community with
distinctly middle class goals, assumes a near-
opposite view of the relation of agencies to
middle income groups.

"One of the greatest problems social agen-
cies face in dealing with the problems of mid-
dle-classness is to determine whether social
work is wise enough, sensitive enough, real

enough to offer sound and useful attention to

these problems. Or do we bring to it a nine-

teenth century outlook to deal with problems

far and away from the nineteenth century?"

Diamond views the problems with which his

department deals as essentially problems of

goal achievement. "We're dealing with large

numbers of families, the fathers of whom are

earning good pay, are able to sustain their

families from small businesses which bring in

good incomes, but who are not 'professional-

ized'. Their espoused goals and their capacity

to achieve them is where the gap arises. How
to live these goals without anxiety?"

"In the past the implication was that if you

were economically at ease you could easily live

out the true meaning of a liberal democratic

society. But it just doesn't work that way at

all."

The Family Service Association, ("A gift,

bequest or donation . . . is a living memorial
to the concept of enduring family relation-

ships,") because of its orientation, has rela-

tively little difficulty in financing action pro-

grams in low rent public housing projects in

Lawrence Heights or Warden Woods. Even
the value of maintaining projects of question-

able significance like Illahee Lodge in Cob-
ourg — a 'retreat' for older people and medi-
cally handicapped kids operating for six two-

week periods in the spring and the fall — is

seldom questioned.

But when the question is whether or not

personal, family and social problems originat-

ing among people with middle class incomes
should be dealt with almost exclusively by one
agency, the situation is radically different.

The Jewish Family and Child Service deals

primarily (although not exclusively) with
family problems originating from sources
other than simply low incomes. As Diamond
pointed out, "Jews are essentially middle
class people. Even when most deprived their

orientation has been one of middle-classness,

namely, to become, as soon as possible, suffi-

ciently oriented towards upward mobility to

protect the family as an entity. To provide
standards for the growth of the family implied ^
that marriage is good, having children is

good, education is good, shaping the family
continuum is good."

"We're always being told by the Provincial

Government and the United Appeal that we're
running a Cadillac service in a Ford economy.
That's a lot of bullshit.

"We're no longer dealing with the strong,

quiet, proud carpenter-type but with the guy
who changes his car once every two years —
even with the guy who smokes pot so he can
tell the boys at the Kiwanis Club that he tried

it."

Within the past several years, the number
of cases tried involving, but not typically asso-
ciated with, middle and upper income groups
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MONEY ISN'T EVERYTHING

— assault, breaking and entering, rape —
have appeared to be on the increase. All this is

to exclude the phenomenon of marijuana
busts which, in Diamond's opinion, is a red
herring and is also particularly evident among
kids from middle class suburban homes.
On the whole, most family services and

counselling agencies are not overly frantic
about the condition of the middle class, pre-
ferring instead to level their resources at the
povery-line victim in keeping with the tradi-

tional concept of social aid.

"But we have discovered that a lot of seri-

ous problems emerge in homes where the
parents earn $10,000 and up.

"Many of the problems of the middle class

in North America are due to the fact that the

plurality of value systems in our society never
got knit together closely enough to make
sense. For example, in the Jewish community
one's business ethics never had that much to

do with one's religious ethics.

"The middle class is still, after all this

time, not accustomed to dealing smoothly
enough with specific class kinds of differ-

ences."

The whole prickly personal question sur-

rounding the educational goals that parents

establish for their children, particularly (God
help us I at the university level, Diamond in-

terprets as a function of middle class goals,

"Since it's an intrinsic goal of the middle
class to have your child university-educated,

it then becomes the rebel reaction of the mid-
dle class kid to fight off this goal-setting that's

been established for him. I fear in the future

that the deliberately non-educated segment of

our society will be those same middle class

kids who fight off the imposition of these kinds
of goals. We sell our kids some very phoney
ideas concerning what education is all about."

Marital problems, divorce and separation
i plus abortion i are particularly characteris-

tic of the kinds of problems which Diamond s

agency confronts.

Last year the Jewish Family and Child Ser-

vice, in dealing with over 600 cases, was the

busiest marital counselling agency in Metro-
politan Toronto and with the new federal leg-

islation concerning divorce, the figures for

the current year will be even higher. The most
striking characteristic of these problems is

the fact that the income level in these mar-
riages is well over the $8,000 a year mark Af-

fluence, or at least economic security, breeds

a unique set of problems.

"For example. It's not unusual in middle
class families for the mother not to know how
her husband earns his money or what his busi-

ness involves. Her business is raising kids.

Because the family is economically well-off.

the mother is as ignorant of this dimension as

the kids are. It is not at all unusual when a

husband dies for the wife to go into a panic

about how she'll manage with the resources

he left her. For money to be an effective tool,

you have to know how to work it.

"The average kid who comes out of this

middle class family is barely able to survive

on his own. This is especially true for girls

who find themselves in the very difficult posi-

tion in their young marriages of never having

dealt with the simple problems of living be-

fore. One of our major counselling resources

is a simple consultative thing on money man-
agement — to help them learn to do what their

parents did not help them to do in preparation

for marriage."

What remains to be said concerning the so-

cial problems of the middle class is the mo-

mentous question of whether or not a society

can adapt itself to those problems generated

by its own characteristics.

Translation: can the middle class cope with

itself?

Diamond neatly summarized the entire

question. "We're still in many ways, living

beneath the superstructural impositions of

primitive capitalism which is bringing our

society, our middle class society, down of its

own weight. Sooner or later we're going to

have to gear our open-ended capitalist struc-

ture more democratically."

•
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NEW COLLEGE
SATURDAY NITE

One of the greatest MOVIES

of all time

<4

K 4 »•••• \ I

M V
• • ••••

ARA
MARX BROTHERS

W.C. FIELDS
HUMPHREY BOGART

COFFEE SHOP
TONIGHT & Saturday Nite

featuring IAN ROHER
-Fri.

ELLIOT ST RON
-Sat.

BONZO AND (get this) in

"Poppy'

"Bonzo Goes to College"

504-SINGLE

-COUPLE #

TIME: 9:00 P.M. PLACE: OLD PHYSICS 135 PRICE: SI.50/PERSON

HART HOUSE ART CGi.MITTEE
IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE
NATIONAL GALLERY

CANADIAN PAINTINGS
FROM THE VINCENT MASSEY BEQUEST
TC THE NATIONAL GALLERY

IN THE HART HOUSE ART GALLERY
UNTIL 25 NOVEMBER

cASTERN CANADIAN INTERCOLLEGIATE CHESS TOURNA-
MENT opens today in the Debates Room at 2 o'clock and con-

tinues through Saturday and Sunday. Final Play will commence
A p.m. Sunday, November 16.

HOUSE 50
Monday-Saturday

Sunday s

12-2 p.n

2-5 p.n

NOON HOUR DEBATE

Today, | p.m. Debates Room

"MULIER EST HOMINIS CONFUSIO"

Ladies Welcome

NOON HOUR FILMS:

Entries from the Canada-wide Film
Festival will be shown in the East
Common today at | p.m.

5th - Re-

begii

Saturday. November
screenine of Film Entr

at I I a.m. & continues through th

day in the East Common Room

(Ladies Welcome)

THE EXTREMELY SERIOUS
IMPROVISATIONAL ENSEMBLE

In a free flow of new sounds

Tuesday, November 18th

12-2 p.m. - Music Room
Ladles Welcome

OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY 16 NOVEMBER

2-S P.M.

SOTH ANNIVERSARY SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
LOIS MARSHALL

Great Hall 8:30 November 16

Tickets, Hall Porter

HART HOUSE FILM FESTIVAL AWARDS
To-ni £i„ 8:00. Han House Library

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB will operate pub-
licly in the Rotunda from 12-2 p.m. and in-
vites guests to send messages to friends
around the world by ham hook-up.

THE LIBRARY COMMITTEE PRESENTS

JACQUES GODBOUT
SOth Anniversary Writer-in- Residence

WORKSHOP: Today _ i p .m . _ Library

(Ladies Welcome)
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your children

are the innocent victims

of all the lies you believe

-the mothers of invention
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Life with Father....

gone awry

In the current Hart House produc-

tion of Eugene O'Neill's Mourning
Becomes Electra, the visual presen-

tation of the House of Mannon is ter-

rific. Literally. Designed by Murray
Laufer, the revolving set centers

around the facade of a Greek revival

mansion. Executed in whites and
greys, and illuminated by unpleasant

blue light, columns and triangles are

assembled into a geometry student's

nightmare in which a single fluted

beam extends out beyond the proscen-

ium and over the audience. The initial

effect is of suspended mass awaiting

the single swift kick which will send it

crumbling. The collapse never oc-

curs, but as the play progresses, the

sepulchre grows dirtier and deader in

direct proportion to the corruption of

its occupants.

But Mourning Becomes Electra is

the actor's show to make or break,

not the set's. And the Greek revival

drama they enact is even more diffi-

cult to work with than the set obvious-

ly is. O'Neill lifted his plot and the

manner of its execution from Aeschy-
lus, whose actors and audience oper-

ated in the context of an opaque and
implacable universe. Somewhere,
somehow, in the hands of the gods or

in an overriding force, there was an
order of existence, and if a mere mor-
tal violated the pattern by accident or
design, there was hell to pay until the

original crime worked itself out
through the last horrible detail of re-

tribution. It is argued today that this

mysterious order was merely man's

projection of the incomprehensible he

experienced in himself. This may
very well be true, but the understand-

ing of the universe was one of the

forces outside man and beyond his

ken and control.

In O'Neill's rewrite of the history of

a cursed house, the universe shrivels

into the limits of the human psyche as

defined by Freudian psychology. The
unforgiveable sin is sublimation con-

forming to hypocritical social stan-

dards. Vengeance is exacted by one's

own personality interacting with oth-

ers equally hung up, and the mystery
is not why it happens but why it pers-

ists. As Christine (Clytemnestra

)

puts it {shortly after poisoning a hus-

band who had just begun to hope there

was more to life than The Protestant

Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism):

"Why can't all of us remain innocent

and loving and trusting? But God
won't leave us alone. He twists and
wriggs and tortures our lives with

others' lives until — we poison each
other to death!"
The theatrical result of this inter-

pretation of the (distorder of things is

a drama of poisoned personality

which places tremendous demands on
the people who enact it on stage. O'-

Neill's stage directions call for mask-
line make-up and manner on the part

of the Mannons, and his dialogue
leaves little room for interesting bits

of stage business. While maintaining
their postures a la Greek theatrical

convention, the actors must at the

same time communicate the presence

of living, shifting, incomprehensibly

complicated characters behind the

masks. Otherwise, the 5-plus hours of

adultery, incest, murder and suicide

degenerate to the interest and inspi-

ration level of a situation tragedy . . .

Life With Father gone awry.

As evidenced by the increasing fre-

quency of nervous giggles from the

audience in the latter parts of the

trilogy, the Hart House cast is not

completely up to the effort. Directed

by Leon Major, they are scrupulously

faithful to the script, and some of

them do indeed bring their Freudian
figures to life by expressing every
possible emotional undercurrent in

their lines. Kate Reid's method of

doing this — and she does it with a

superbly sinister charm — is the ex-

ploitation of nervous hand gestures
and unexpected voice pauses. These
mannerisms seem to have infected
much of the company, and unfortun-

ately she is the only one who can pull

them off without seeming to be fish-

ing for her lines. Likewise, William
Needles made his brief onstage life as
Ezra ( Agamemnon ) into an inter-

esting and moving presence that lin-

gered on to haunt the rest of the play.

As their son Orin (Orestes) Neil Dain-
ard got better and better as the char-
acter got worse and worse, the heir of
the house ending up as an inextricable

complex of neuroses who commits
suicide over having helped drive his

beloved mother to the same point.

Lavinia (Electra) activates the

succession of catastrophes and, after

a fashion, survives them. She should

be the most complicated character of

the lot. But Anna Reiser's straightfor-

ward reading of the part, though
strong in moments of confrontation

with Mummy, gives small suggestion

of emotional subtleties. Similar bore-

dom set in with Sean Sullivan's Adam
Brant, Daddy's cousin and Mummy's
lover, but casting Mr. Sullivan as a

romantic clippership captain was a
mistake to begin with.

Set in blissfully simple relief

against the Mannons and their mad-
ness are a pair of would-be wooers —
made appropriately inane and slightly

simpy in their normality by Ron Has-
tings and Patricia Collins — and a
whole slew of choric characters from
the neighbouring New England town.
The comic opportunities available to

the latter group were played for all

they were worth (and perhaps a bit

more), with particularly strong per-
formances coming from David Brown
as the local halfwit and Jonathan
White as the Mannon's omniscient but
tactful handyman.

If you got tickets weeks ago, enjoy
the show and maybe the House of

Mannon will crumble for you. If

you're too late, enjoy the pictures.

marion o'connor
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COURSE
EVALUATIONS

Tues. Nov. 18, ? P.M. 1085 S S

All course union people, professional

societies, faculty and others cordially

invited.

This is an absolute must for groups

wanting to do evaluations before

$ Christmas.
*
X

t
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NEW YORK PIZZA HOUSE
620 YONGE STREET CORNER OF ST. JOSEPH - 925-1736
io lpocialize in New York and Now England stylo pizza and home-modo

spoghoiii. WE MAKE THE BEST PIZZA IN TOWN
STUDENTS FREE DELIVERY IN OUR AREA ft HOT PIZZA

RIGHT TO YOUR ROOM
5:00 P.M. - 1:00 A.M. DAILY

MARTIN ONROT PRESENTS

IN CONCERT
THE MOODY BLUES

with HUMBLE PIE

SAT. NOV. 29 —8:30 p.m.

MASSEY HALL
TICKETS: $5.50. 4.50.3.50

MAIL ORDER NOW: Send cheque or money order with stamped

self addressed envelope to Massey Hall, 178 Victoria St.. Toronto.

Tickets available now at all Sam the Record Man locations.

BOX OFFICE OPENS HOVEMBER 21.



a situation

CHRISTINE You're a big man now, aren't
you? I can't believe it. It seems only yes-

terday'when I used to find you in your
nightshirt hiding in the hall upstairs on
the chance that I'd come up and you'd get
one more good-night kissl Do you remem-
ber?

ORING You bet I remember! And what a
row there was when Father caught me!
And do you remember how you used to
let me brush your hair and how I loved to.

He hated me doing that, too. You've still

got the same beautiful hair, Mother. That
hasn't changed. Oh Mother, it's going to
be wonderful from now on! We'll get
Vmnie to marry Peter and there will be
just you and II

B & M FINE ARTS PRODUCTIONS
IN ASSOCIATION WITH C.H.U.M.-FM
PRESENTS

LAURA NYRO
and THE SUGAR SHOPPE
at MASSEY HALL
Mon. Nov. 17, 8:30 p.m.
TICKETS: $5.50, 4.50, 3.50

NOW AT MASSEY HALL BOX OFFICE
AND A&A RECORDS, YONGE ST.
Co-ordinjlion A PrnJuclion: Mjrlin On,ol.

THE BALL

VIC'S BOB REVUE

THE EMPEROR'S NEW C10THES

NOV. 18-20 $1.50

NOV. 2 I -22 $2.00

8:30 NEW VIC THEATRE
NEW ACADEMIC BLDG.

TICKETS IN WYMILWOOD OR AT THE DOOR

K you wonder where your

mother goes every morning .... I'll

tell you . . . she has a part time

job cooking at meat and potatoes

and she just won't quit

she says she's worried you're not

eating properly 338 huron

street at harbord

Christine convicts herself of the murder of her husband by her reac-
tion to the presence of her bottle of poison in his coffin Her children
subsequently kill her lover, and she kiils*herself.

tragedy
ORIN I love you now with all

me — (he guitt we share! Pel
you too much, Vinnie!

LAVINIA You don't know w

ORIN There are timet now
don't seem to be my sister, r

but some stranger with the la
fulhoir

the guilt in

haps I love

r Mothet,

Every girl has the right to look beautiful Drench yourself in gorgeous snuggly furs

Revolt against the ordinary Villager has the great stuff — fashions

Remember pretty feet make the girl that are merry and delightful -

Swing to boots of all heights Enjoy our wonderland of accessories - Enjoy!

Open Thursday and Friday nites. C.O.D. orders accepted. Credit and Chargex cards honored.

126 BLOOR STREET TEL: 921-1779
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Centre for the Study of Drama

in association with

The St. Lawrence for the Arts

presents

Slawomir Mrozek's

TANGO
Translated by Nicholas Bethell

Adapted by Tom Stoppard

Directed by Joseph Shaw

Mon Wed Nov 17-19

HART HOUSE THEATRE

PSCU

Students SI 50

Box Office 928 8668

ALL PERFORMANCES OF MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA SOLD OUT

ALL

MAXI

COATS
REG. FROM
$49-$69

$30 EACH

Math and Physics Students

Elections: all day Friday

Physics Lounge - Room 200

Math Library - New College Basement

j

The Centre for the Study of Drama
presents

IN THE BEGINNING
the first play in the cycle

Back to Methuselah
by George Bernard Shaw

directed by Robert Gi"//

A SANTA CLAUS MASQUE
by e. e. zummings

directed by Sheldon Clark

Studio Theatre

4 Glen Morris

November 18, 19, 20, 21, 22

8:30 p.m.

admission free

HOT CATS? 536-0475

CLASSIFIEDS

TYPING theses, essays, notes, charts

English. French, other languages. Mimeo-
graphing, electric typewriters Mary Dale

Scott (M. Daviesi 86 Bloor St. W Room
225. 922-7624.

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today for tree booklet ' The Day you buy a

diamond" H Pioctor and Co.. 131 Bloor

St W . Suite416. 921-7702

AVENUE RD. — BLOOR I need one girl

to share upper two (loots of renovated

lownhouse partially furnished. Available

Nov 15 Call 5-7:30 p.r

776 Yonge St. (below Bloor)

Page 16 — I HE VAHStlY, Friday. Novembei 14. 1369

i Linda 927-0706

EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Typing ot thes-

es, notes, essays, done quickly, accurately

and neatly. Economical, electric typewriter

Phone421-9036

ESSAYS, Theses, typed professionally on

electric machine Paper supplied 30« per

page. Close to campus. 79 Madison Ave.

Phone 922-8564 after six Ask for Loree

NEED CASH? Cut out this ad Above av-

erage earnings. Part time now. full time

SALTY DOG Discotheque will rent prem-
ises Monday to Thursday day or evening.

For information call A Curry 964-7060 or

633-2677

NEED A ROOM? 2 vacancies available

for males in co-op residence Call Innis Col-

lege 928-2612 or drop in al 63 St George
Street. Room 202

DOUBLE ROOMS for rent at male fra-

ternity for S4S to £50 per month Meals
available. Phone 925-8246.

SAILING INSTRUCTIONS beginners
lessons now in Rm 241, Gerald Larkin

Bldg., Triniiy College Fridays at 1 p.m

TWO PEOPLE wanted to share house
about Dec I S45 a month plus Hydro
each Call Larry Tabick 364-5672

PART TIME manulaciureis agent required

lo call on furniture, lamp and gift stores

Cell 226 2447 Car essential

BATHURST-ST. CLAIR — Bedsitting in

apartment, reliable girl, private, frig, own
grill, large walk-in closet Door leads to

bath. All supplied — SI 6.00 — 782-2070

DIAMOND RINGS FROM IMPORTER,
High quality, low prices Call 368-9474 for

a private appointment, under no obligation.

TUTOR WANTED immediately for 2nd
year Math & Physics — Call 653-7219 or

653-6810

TYPING in English. French, fast accurate

service on I.B M. Setectric by experienced

typist two blocks from University Campus
177 St. George St 929-5370 — 40c per

PARENTS wishing to establish a school in

the spirit of the Hall-Dennis report call

445-6103 or 924-6012

FOR SALE 1965 VW 44,000 mi., winter

lires, radio, seat covers, excellent running

condition $800 Call 233-9517 evenings

5: 30-7 00 or weekends.

DISCOVERED excellent Italian dress de-

signer and tailor who would like to work

from his home in the west end. If interest-

ed call 247-4453

CAR POOL DRIVERS needed for Bay-
view -Finch -Steeles area parking space ar-

ranged call 222-3886 after 6:00 p.m.

TWO FEMALES (prefer nurses) to assist

gentle lady confined to bed. evenings and
weekends. Room, board and salary. Casa
Loma area. Mr.. Mrs. Wells 922-8286.

LOST in Sidney Smith Hall blue onyx ring

center diamond. High reward to Tinder.

Please phone 928 3408 or 445-1 956.

RIDE WANTED from Keele-Finch-Shep-
paid area to campus daily phone Greg at

633-5677

NEW COLLEGE presents ONE HELL OF A
SATURDAY NIGHTI (Rosemary's Baby,''

W C Fields. Marx Brothers. The "Belly-

Button" Coffee Shop, etc) See DISPLAY
ADS in this issue

WANTED — Someone to share 3 bed
room Apt with 2 guys Cheap. 5 minutes
walk to campus Phone 368-5835 after 6



Racer seems to be as corrupted by commer-
cialism as the skiei t portrays.

sbaron dunfield

downhill all the way

corrupt skiers

Downhill Racer is a film with rather ex-

alted intentions, designed to show the real

story behind the achievement of the Olympic
athletes — as Hollywood says: "the unvar-

nished account of the action-packed, no-

holds barred world of professional competi-

tive skiing."

Welt, sports fans, this movie definitely has

miles of absolutely beautiful footage of the

Swiss Alps, and a tummy-wrenching over-

the-shoulder skier's view of the downhill sla-

lom course. More interesting yet is the fact

that the film seems to grasp the chillingly

imperative nature of one-man competitive

sports like skiing. Where Downhill Racer
fallsflat is in plot development.

The hero, David Chappellet, is a tough

young American from Cow's Haunch, Colo-

rado, who comes to Europe to win The Big

Race and still maintain his intrinsic identity.

By a series of the sort offortuitous accidents

which seem endemic to skiing, he manages to

make the team. Poor boy, he soon learns that

trying, not winning is where the enjoyment

lies. His attitude toward skiing throughout

the film seems like that of Marcelto Mas-
troianni at his most degage'— he gives forth

with that kind ofterse, bored comment which

characterizes the man who does not relish

anything he does. He has a sort of street-

fighting mentality, sulks a lot, and is selfish

enough to race his main fellow-competition

into a brick-wall.

Bedford created the film around himself

and consequently the other characters are so

subordinate as to be largely insignificant.

Gene Hackman (Estelle Paron's husband in

Bonnie and Clyde is an exception to this. He
is very much the earnest American setting the

Olympic athletes as "living examples of the

American way", to the hard-nosed promo-

men. Camilla Sparv is that suavely-packaged

optional accessory so popular these days —
the gratuitous affair.

But, both these characters demonstrate

the corruption of what should be sport at its

most just. The managers of the athletes care

for the men, but the men are bought and sold

as commodities of national prestige. Includ-

ed in the crew ofexploiters and parasites is a

very stupid lady reporter, the fickle crowds

who are alternately vutturine and congratula-

tory and crass newscasters mispronouncing

names and mangling reputations.

Nonetheless, the camera has managed to

catch some fairly sensitive moments — most

notably thefinal shot of Chappellet believing

he has won the gold medal, then watching a

German skier almost steal his victory, only

to fall and brokenly slide down to the end of

the race. Cow's Haunch, Colorado is also

rather nicety caught in some folksy "this is

old America " shots, and, of course, the Alps

are as always, their usual magnificent selves.

It's just too bad the characters and the plot

don't measure up to the scenery — Downhill

poets reveal

Thanatos

no. 1 killer

Wednesday evening in the West Halt of
U. C. four members of the Universit y Players
Guild look on the "Subject oj Death". Natu-
rally the number oj witnesses to this engage-
ment was small — not so many people are
actually grabbed by the subject.

Unfortunately the performers evoked in the

space of an hour such a wild succession of
these moods that, while the audience was con-

sistently absorbed during that hour, the eve-

ning as a whole .had a tinge of insanity to it.

Now this might have been exactly what Steve
Katz had in mind — pathos, absurdity and
awe. the grotesque and the moving elbowing
each other, the delicious rumblings on the sub-

ject of suicide by a mind severely out of wack
juxtaposed to the meditations of Donne — but

then neither does it catharsize the collective

psyche of an audience, or whatever an evening

of entertainment is supposed to do.

Anyfiow the players carried it off quite well.

Paul Mulholland and Eleanore Undo are

blessed with stage presence which can project,

respectively, John Donne and Emily Dickin-

son without reminding you in the slightest of
your Eng 100 lecturer.

phil marchand

memories show

promise

Theatre Passe Muraille's Memories
For My Brother should be seen not just as

a show in itself but as a seed for the fu-

ture. The first consideration is still the

major one, and each spectator may or

may not like the way things have been
done. But the second consideration is

important and I would argue that it places

some responsibility upon the audience to

support the show and also (this is much
trickier) to take a positive attitude to-

wards it in any way hat is possible.

The production displays some poor act-

ing, some sloppy direction and some over-

written, clumsily arranged sketches.

There are moments of embarrassment
during which the stark intimacy set up
between a audience and cast only increas-

es the discomfort. But there are long sec-

tions of this fragmented'juxtaposition of

improvisational pieces which make such

structures irrelevant because of their in-

tense force concentrated, complex, yet

simple to respond to.

But the close intimacy and carefully

built details of the scenes — whether they
be stylistic or realistic in presentation —
make any moral evaluation impossible.
What is experienced as perverse is the
forces attacking the humble lives: the idi-

otic police who appear occasionally or (

ironically ) the pretentiousness of the

director who wants to bring nudity and
copulation on stage in order to give thea-

tre something with which to combat film

and T V.

The show needs much more rehearsal.

It lacks a sense of company to make up
for the lack of personality so obvious in

some of the actors. In this sense it is a

warm-up for whatTheatre Passe Muraiiie

will do later in the season — there is some
really fine acting fighting its way through.

This, however, is unfair to John Palmer.
One could say that it is a warm-up for his

career as a writer and director (with
emphasis definitely off the latter). But
there is enough good material in Memo-
ries For My Brother for the show to stand
on its own feet (or scaffolding). What it

really lacks is an audience

richaid murphel

butch and

Sundance
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance

Kid is in many respects a continua-
tion (although it occurs in an earlier

time period — the Spanish-American
War) of the theme of Bonnie and
Clyde — the humanization of the out-

taw. There's poignancy, comedy,
tragedy, violence and just plain kib-

bitzing. Over it all Jurks an atmos-
phere that is one-half true life and one
half fairy tale, The tragedy of Butch
and Sundance, like that of many of us,

is that they are beautiful people, but

they're not "straight".

It's heart-rending to see them mi-
serable over the killing of a robber
gang — something they felt com-
pelled to do on the only legitimate job

they took — guarding a mine payroll.

Near the movie's finale, when they
each have about two bullet holes

apiece, we delight to find them affec-

tionately teasing each other, trying to

maintain each other's spirits and stal-

wartly fighting back the pain — a fan-

tastic ultimate test of friendship. The
trust, affection and endurance of their

relationship permeates the atmos-
phere of the movie, giving it a validity

far beyond the law.

Butch Cassidy and the Sundance
Kid could be the American rendition

of Robin Hood. It has all the ingredi-

ents — humane outlaws, with their

"merrie" band of men, or hillbillies

and their hearts, as well as their

pockets, of gold. The same tone of

unreality pervades. Butch and Sund-
ance exist beyond the constrictions of
law and society, indeed, beyond time
and space. They are effective because
they are external.

The director presents us with
screen-sized photographs, speeded-up
collages, slow-motion photography
and silent movie excerpts (at the be-
ginning). These techniques juxta-
posed on a period of American history
which saw the flux of old and new lie.

the bicycle and the train beside the
horse, the skyscrapers of New York
against the background of western log
cabins and dirt roads) serve to accen-
tuate the human and the technical
anxieties inherent in the period. They
also help to create the fairy-tale at-

mosphere of the movie and prepare us
to accept the film as a beautiful fanta-

sy which, at the same time, operates
on a very "real" level.

The ending is stupefying. A battal-

ion of the Bolivian Cavalry lines up to

cut them down when they attempt to

make their get-away and they are
frozen in a still (made immortal for

us) before the bullets reach them.

a/ex mercer

here's watsup
THEATRE

Vic's Bob Re*ue, The fmporor's Naw C/ofhes,

written and directed by John Bom rose, opens
Tuesday (8:30) and ptays through Saturday.

Trinity College Dramatic Society presents a tree

noon-hour (i.e., 1:15 pm) production of Maeter-
linck's The intruder all next week in Cartwrighl

Hallo! St. Hilda's College.

Also free — the Drama Centre's productions of

two short ploy i — G. B. Shaw's In the Beginning

(which is the beginning of Back to Mefhuso/eh/

directed by Robert Gill, and e.e. cummings' Son-

la Claus Mosque, directed by Sheldon Clark. Cur-

rain on is at 8:30 in the church on Glenmorris

Street, from Monday the 17lh through Saturday

the 22nd.

FILM

The National Student Htm Festival ends today

with a final screening to be held today at 1 PM in

the East Common Boom of Hart House. Awards
will be presented to winning entries in all cate-

gories that evening at 8 PM in (he Hart House

library. A five hour restraining of entries will be

held on Saturday, November ISth beginning at

1 1 AM and continuing through the afternoon.

MUSK
Next Thursday at 2:00, the Women's Musical

Club of Toronto presents singer Thomas Paul

(bass) al Eaton's Auditorium (50c with ATI).

The featured artist this week at the TSO is BRU-

NO LEONARDO GELBER, who will play Brahm s

First Piano Coocerlo.

WANDA JACKSON, well known to C & W
fans, opens Monday for a week at the Horseshoe

Tavern (George Hamilton IV the week after).

The Hawks Nest, which has now begun on all

rock policy and opened its membership to all

ages, will have TEAGARDEN AND VAN WINKLE
tonight and Saturday, and SPOOKY TOOTH on

Sunday. MOTHER TUCKER'S LITTLE DUCK have

hired the old Rock Pile for a show Thursday night.

Vancouver pianist Al Neil (he of the joiiovonl

garde) al the AH Gallery of Ontario, Wed. Nov.

THE VARSITY, Friday. November 1 4. 1 969 — Page 1 7



**Pm not nervous i*m quick"

'hi, i'm

johnny cash'

Two godawful small amplifiers and

a sound big enough to fill the cavern-

ous Maple Leaf Gardens. The hip. the

straight, the old the young, the artist

and the plumber, they were all there,

all stomping, clapping till their palm

were a swollen red and tiny grains of

dirt rose to the surface. Carl Perkins

and The Tennessee Three played

rockabilly and the bitter frustrations

of fifteen years melted away, things

were easy in 1955. we just didn't

know, /ilia- Suede Shoes was the na-

tional anthem of the fifties.

A Cajun in a purple suit, the Tiny

Tim of country music. Doug Kershaw

danced over the stage like a mari-

onette gone mad. Captain Hook on

acid. He blew them all down, even the

plumbers. Violin swerving and plung-

ing, pouring out the rhythmns of the

bayou. Diggy diggy lo. diggy diggy li.

he's a Lewisiana man.
The stage went dark. When the

lights came on again. Johnny Cash

was singing Big River. It was all his.

He was always in command and quite

obviously enjoying himself. He
stalked the stage, careful to sing to all

sides, at one point, he even sang to the

people behind him. The songs were
steeped in history and the rural south.

Guitar slung over his back, a mouth-

harp in each hand, he became The
Orange Blossom Special, rolling down
the railroad line. He sang in that

gravelled voice and told tales of his

and America's, Tales of cotton pickin'

and the Alamo, of John Henry and
drunken Ira Hayes. He sings with a

rough resonance, lifting the guitar

high up on his chest and his pick

crawling up the neck.

The whole family came on. The Su-
tler Brothers, Mother Maybelle and
the Carter family and 18.000 people

just sitting for a spell. A good old

family singsong with the Carter girls

in bouncing, fluffy dresses of chiffon.

Christ, if only you could square dance
or jig or something. You half expect-

ed to discover Jed Clampett. Ma and
Pa Kettle or LT Abner next to you. No
luck, only a plunging neckline and My
Sin perfume. Still we all stomped and
howled. The hymns came, the revival

meeting started. Cash looking for all

the world like some backwoods
preacher.

Daddy sang bass

Momma sang tenor,

Me and tittle biothet

Got right in there.

We all got right in there. We walked
the Holy Land and sang of Jesus, the

carpenter of Nazareth. Johnny Cash
sang and sang, encore after encore.

Oh, the circ/e won't be broken,
By and by Lord

By and by.

Johnny Cash could pick 350 lbs. of

cotton a day. he swallowed a hundred
amphetamines a day and he could
sing. The rural south and the Depres-
sion have never really left him or his

music. Simple and blunt, a poet with-
out rhyme. As he says. "I'm not all

that damned noble," Arnold Aronow-
Itz can testify to that. ' The first time
I met Johnny Cash, he wanted to

punch me out. I still don't know whv

and he doesn't remember."

The underground rock stations play

his music and the young pour into his

concerts. What has he got to offer'*

Causes? He fights for convicts and

Indians.

What does he think about Vietnam?

"I think everybody should serve their

time for their country. I did. It s not

up to every man to decide when it's

time to go defend our country. We
elect men to decide that for us."

Sounds like heresy. George Wallace

or General Hersey might have said it.

The frontiersman's faith in his coun-

try and it's leaders. Good men. they

died in trenches, on deserts and in the

jungles of the world. Yet he can sing

of Ira Hayes and make you cry. John

Hendry is a hero, he fought a machine

because "a man isbuta man.''

Johnny Cash is the most important

man in the current Country Renais-

sance. This reflects something more

profound, more meaningful, than a

rediscovery of a certain kind of mu-

sic. Country is American and it's in

America that the Renaissance is in

full bloom. This trek back to the mu-

sic and sound of the pioneers, the

sweaty labourers, above all to simple

men, is in effect, a return to the type

of men and ideals that built America

and made it great. It is a movement
which may break the shackles of de-

cadence brought on with the heady

opium of luxury and power that

America reaped as the fruits of the

labours of the millions of simple men
who really make history but are never

noted by history.

The fantasmagorical Xanadu of the

Love Generation and The Beautiful

People has burst like a bubble under

the pressures of rascism. assassina-

tion and Vietnam. Americans and

their music have become a little less

clever, a little less sophisticated and

complicated. The picture of loose-

limbed youths freaking out to orgias-

tic bombast is suddenly dispelled by

one ugly man with an unamplified

guitar, knowing nothing of gurus, in-

cense or strobe lights. True Grit.

don quinlan

a c
e n
°lum

blues-

alive and well

GEORGE SMITH. A Tribute to Little

Walter. World Pacific 21887 . . . Of
The Blues. Bluesway 6029

Tribute is an attempt by harmonica

player George Smith to recreate

some of the greatest songs by one of

the very greatest harp blowers. In

comparison with Little Walter's

work, the album is a disappointment,

but even imitation Little Walter,

played with the Muddy Waters band,

as it is here, is above average. The
Bluesway album is uneven, but in

some ways it's more satisfactory,

since it presents Smith as himself.

The material ranges from standards

like "Got My Mojo Working" to "Ode
to Billie Joe" and the theme from the

TV show Hawaiian Eye. Mostly it's

rocking blues in the Waters/

Walter/Cotton line, and, as for some
of the tunes, it can be said that "Billie

Joe" never sounded better, albeit a

little out of place.

JACK DUPREE. When You Feel...,

Blue Horizon 7702

Jack Dupree, a foremost barrel-

house piano player with a singularly

mournful voice, has cut what is prob-

ably his most boisterous record. Some
of the bitter cynicism towards U.S.

racism which was so evident in his

records a few years ago has largely

given way to humor with a relieving

loss of bathos. The earlier LPs can be

fascinating, but the overall musical
effect is better on this one. in spite of

the "help" of some English musicians
on half the numbers.

OAKLAND BLUES. World Pacific

21893

I had no idea that such good con-
temporary blues is being played in

California. Most of the West Coast
blues I've heard has been heavy with
saxophones, but this LP, featuring
virtually unknown musicians, is a

revelation. The bands are five man
units, much like Chicago groups, but

their blend of country and city styles

creates very much their own sound.
With the exception of a poor first

number, a fine new album.

ALBERT COLLINS. Truckin'. Blue
ThumpBTSS
This is more the sort of thing that I

associate with the West Coast (or

with Houston, Collin's home town).
The LP leans heavily on guitar and
saxophone instrumental with riffing

saxes, organ and even some occasion-
al Mexican-type brass. The first cut ,

has a nice sound, but then the LP be-

gins to drag. Collins hasn't developed
enough yet to create interesting long
solos and the sax-playing is unexcep-
tional. It's all supposed to be cool
music, but it quickly gels dull.Good as
bluesy background music, perhaps.

m. lambertier

don't hear you

"This is awful!" whines Germaine
in Act II of Monsieur Lambertier, the

current offering of the Academy of

Theatre Arts in the Ward-Price Build-

ing. Well, not awful, but supremely
challenging to the audience's ear-

drums and dramatic sensibilities.

Written in 1928 by Louis Verneuil

and translated by Lionel Levy, this

two-character shouting match has

been updated in costuming and lan-

guage by director Z. A. Turzanski, but

its guts remain mired in the crime
passional emotionalism from which it

merged.

Maurice decides Germaine has

been his mistress long enough and
marries her, only to discover that her

"fond godfather", Lambertier, was
never the latter but quite heavy on the

former. From this discovery spring

jealousy, intrigue, murder, remorse
and other fun sports, each of them
exploited for maximum decibility and
painfully prolonged backdrop silhou-

ettes by Turzanski.

As the strong-throated newlyweds,
Thomas J. O'Hanley and Marysia
Kovalchyk stumble gracefully and
shout manfully through the evening.

Miss Kovalchyk's elegantly carved
voice and features are shamefully
wasted, particularly on Mr. O'-

Hanley, who stubbornly refuses to

look either his partner or the audience

in the eye.

Eugene Chruscicki's cluttered set

seems designed as a maze for which
the actors were never given a road-

map, a fitting background for the

steady procession of climaxes and r\

denouements from which the audi-

ence retires not really lost, but quite

bored.

rocking horse

winner
David He/wig explores experience on

more than one level. To me he is most
compelling at the basic, physical plane.

Here he works with a deft assurance that

draws the reader in and invites htm to

take as much jrom the poem as he can.

Pieces like 'Sunny Afternoon'. 'English

Winter ', and 'Late October ' show him at

his best. Simply by using a tight construc-

tion and a carefully-controlled perspec-

tive, he is able to generate an amazing
tension.

'Hallowe'en-Christmas', ij more am- )
bilious, packs less force. The control, the

tense, inviting tone, are missing. One sen-

ses a nascent, inarticulate profundity
forcing itself off the page. One starts ask-

ing. What is he trying to say? and the

impact of the poem is undermined.

Helwig never lapses into pleasant ban-
ality, and fights against the attraction of
metaphysical vacuity. The final selection

in the book, 'Metamorphosis', is full of
good things, but doesn't quite work. The
poet, by his lack of confidence, seems
aware of his failure. It is this awareness
that makes me think Helwig. although he
is still losing battles, will eventually win
the war.

david helwig
the sign of the gunman
oberon press

J 52 pp., $4.00
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one and one is two

one and one is two

..what's two?

hey hey hey

You are young William Cosby. Your
gang has just been challenged to the tac-
kle championship of the whole world bv
the Green Street Terrors. So you all go
to see the Werewolf Triple Feature at
the movies and when you come out it's

dark and you've just seen what were-
wolves do and you have to cross that 9th
Street Bridge. So whatya do? You start
humming, cause monsters can't bite
your face off when you're humming.
For a half hour last Saturday night

(and again on Wednesday), cartoon
comedy took one giant step for itself

and one for the evolution of television in

general.

Hey, Hey, Hey, — It's Fat Albert was
the Cosbysque saga of a day in the life of
boyhood: football, threats, promises,
movies, monsters, fears, success, brib-

ery, friendship, status and bubblegum.
William, his little brother Russel KMama
bought you at the Salvation Army for 50c
'cause she felt sorry for you I. Dumb Don-
ald, Weird Harold and Fat Albert — the
gang of voices that made Cosby famous
— made him a highly successful appear-
ance in the world of the animated car-

toon.

It's a rough and risky trip, this trans-

posing of comedy from one medium to

another. Cosby was eminently success-

ful with the gang in his spontaneous
comic narrative-monologue that seemed
to depend so much on his rubber face

mannerisms and body english for its

dynamics. But Fat Albert was a televi-

son success. Instead of animating fa-

miliar comics and adding voices like

Peanuts, the familiar voices take on car-

toon appearances. Everybody knows
what Fat Albert sounds like and most
everybody has an idea what he should

look like. Adding voices to familiar im-

ages is easier than providing suitable

images for familiar voices, especially in

a culture that is visually oriented.

Nonetheless, Fat Albert and the whole

gang appeared in full colour (sorry, I

mean negro, er that is Black). Behind

them was not the standard detailed car-

toon scene, but high contrast film clips

quite appropriate to their activity

(ghetto areas, sand lot football games,

Lon Chaney werewolf films, etc.). And

throughout the whole show was original

jazz by Herbie Hancock. In this rather

unorthodox environment for cartoon

characters the Cosby gang went along in

various degrees of lanky limber gaits to

face the Green Street Terrors, were-

wolves, monsters. . .

Besides the music and films, there

was a certain amount of very effective

hyperbole. No real monsters or witches

or werewolves appeared, but certain
things were exaggerated to provide the
perspective of adolescent reality. When
Fat Albert first appeared, he was so big
and so fat that he literally broke through
the doorway. He sounded (or resounded)
like the Jolly Green Giant. And in the
football game the opposing players
looked like little kittens clinging to his
massively fat hulk. Othertimes he was
just the proportionately chubbiest of the
gang. At first glimpse, the Green Street
Terrors looked like fierce Watusi War-
riors, not the sandlot team from the next
block. These selective visual exaggera-
tions created an aura of boyhood reality
that made a fine setting for Cosby's
script and voices.

Boyhood nostalgia is Cosby's comic
element, but it takes more than Cosby
alone to make good television (his new
series sadly testifies to that). In the
transposition from the oral comic mono-
logue to the visual medium of television
cartoons, there was enough innovation
and license taken with the available
techniques of television that the dynam-
ics of Cosby's humour were not only well
preserved but greatly enhanced. It

proved to be a successful gamble, good
television and a delightful mixture of
animation and adolescent, fantasy, mu-
sic and nostalgia.

rlnniel maclt

30 p.m. I'm converted. (I mean, I like her
sloH

> doug watte,,

laura gfk
nyro JHL

Captain Saint Lucifer where is the night
luster?

Don't go
to Gibson cross the river

they hand the alley cats on Gibson
Street

taken from Laura Nyro's new album,
New York Tendaberry, The words are
pretty flat by themselves. They exist as
suggestions for her voice to swoop down
on, dwell in, linger and caresss. She backs
herself with a jerky piano that never sits

still. (This is all written on the assumption
you haven't heard her. Not enough peo-
ple have.)

She is unique and private. Her only
major concert exposure {at Monterey)
was greeted with booing. She was taken
for a very out-of-place and hard-to-figure

nightclub singer. It's true her arrange-
ments often sound like bits & pieces ex-
tracted from some infinitely strange
Broadway show about God and the Devil.

Only it goes on. In New York inside her.

I hope this doesn't make her sound very
forbidding. Because the fact is, Laura Nyro
has written some of the gutsiest exciting

love songs to be heard today on Top 40
underground radio. Yeah, she's a soul
singer too. And blue. But I don't really

want to take her apart. (Because I can't.)

And she's quite right by herself and

L
looks like up

Our very own Top 40 Underground sta-

tion, CHUM-FM, with promoter Martin
Onrot are bringing her to Toronto, next
Monday, November 17, Massey Hall, 8:

Richard Farina is dead. Definitely.

He died in a motorcycle accident in

1966 on his way home from a party
celebrating the publication of Been
Down So Long It Looks Like Up To
Me. His death, and certainly his life, as
husband to Mimi Baez (Joan's sister)

and close friend of both Baez and Dy-
lan provide the stuff from which Amer-
ican folk-heroes are made. Unfortun-
ately, his total creative output at death
was one novel and two albums of folk-

music — not quite enough to ensure
him true fame as the subject of a wall
poster.

Perhaps to fill the demand created
by Farina's novel and hero-type image,
his widow has collected a volume of his

stories, poems, journalism and song
lyrics and had them published postu-
mously under the title Long Time Com-
ing and a Long Time Gone.

I have little doubt that, were Farina

still alive, this particular book would
never have been published. Much of it,

especially the little "nothing" poems, is

trash:

Nothing

Matters anymore.
Neat, as an example of the spare-time

doodlings of a potentially great author,

but doodlings still.

Apart from the trash, and Mimi's
sentimental prose notes, there is also

repetition — "The Good Fortune of
Stone", included in Long Time Coming
. . .as a short story, is identical to the

wolf episode of Been Down So Long
. . ., except that the later, novel ver-

sion is shorter, terser, and much more
powerful.

As a book by Richard Farina, Long
Time Coming ... is poor; as a book
about the author, it is invaluable.

Apart from the excellent prose in

which it was written, Been Down So
Long ... is most notable for its proph-

etic accuracy. Based on the author's
experience at Cornell in the late fifties,

it has only recently come into its own
as an accurate synopsis of contempo-
rary university life.

The same sort of prophetic sensibili-

ties show through in Long Time Com-
ing . . . Farina, son of an Irish mother
and Cuban father, was an American.
He wrote both Cuban and Irish stories,

but with American feelings which
have, again, only recently been public-

ly recognized as national hangups.
"An End To a Young Mart" deals

with a young American fighting with
the Irish Republican Army and with the

American hangup ( now widespread on
the issue of Vietnam) of fighting other

peoples' wars. The fighter successfully

bombs a British patrol boat but fails to

rouse enough interest in the second
part of his mission, to cut a wire fence

surrounding the grave of Irish patriot,

Roddy McCorley, to remember to bring

wire cutters.
tint inkster

Should I skip
Phys. Ed.

this week?
Girls who rely on externally
worn sanitary protection fre-

quently use their monthly
period as an excuse to cut gym
classes. They find it uncom-
fortable to be active while
wearing a bulky belt-pin-pad

contraption.

For these girls there's an
easy answer : Tampax tampons.
Because they're worn inter-
nally, you can't even feel them
when they're properly
in place. There's no uEufl
possibility of chafing. Ulittl

Odor can't form. And Fffrffj
after strenuous exer-

cise you can tub or shower -

even swim— and be your own
cool, clean, fresh self again.

If your school has compul-
sory Phys. Ed., it pays to be
compulsive about Tampax tam-
pons. They're available in 3

absorbency-sizes - Regular,
Super and Junior— wherever
such products are sold. Easy
to get. easy to use, easy to

dispose of.
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We, the Students For Israel, realizing that Israel stands for the right of

Self-Determination of the Jewish People, condemns the U.S.

Government for suppressing the similar rights of the Vietnamese people:

Students For Israel is not able to participate in the International Day of

Protest, Saturday, Nov. 15, due to the respectful observance of the

Sabbath. Therefore we urge all those who support self-determination for

all the Peoples of the world to join us as we record our protest at the U.S.

Consulate on Fri. Nov. 14, 1 p.m.

We will be leaving from the Moratorium at

Convocation Hall— Fri. — / p.m.

Please sign this petition as is. Collect as many signatures as possible and
bring it with you to the U.S. Consulate on Fri. Nov. 14, 1 p.m.
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Intimidation of politicians will get
action on civic problems says Sewell

"Politicians react to pow-
er.*' said Ward 7 aldermanic
candidate John Sewell Wednes-
day. "A group has to confront
the politician."

Speaking to a meeting of
Pollution Probe, the SAC-sup-
ported candidate urged the
formation of groups to "intimi-

date" elected officials to get
action on civic problems.

Sewell. who says his ward is

polluted by the Kern and En-
glehart power plants, told Pol-
lution Probe "intimidation"
could take the form of picket-
ing politicians' homes, writing
letters, or even attending City
Council meetings.

"It's not enough to say we're
dying fast," said Sewell,
"Facts don't have power. The
safest thing a society can do is

research them."
Since "a politician's life is

short and pollution's is long"
the pollution problem is neg-

lected. Sewell said, because no
politician wants to tackle a

problem that won't be resolved
during his term of office.

Thus the development of
local pressure groups would be
a better way of attacking the
pollution problem than simple
fact-finding and research.

Sewell said his experience at
Trefann Court taught him that

the most effective power bases
are made up of people directly

affected by a particular prob-

lem. He suggested formation
of residence groups where pol-

lution is extensive.

He felt that those who be-

lieve that pollution can't be

tackled on a municipal level

are wrong.

"The most important unit in

Canada," Sewell affirmed, is

the large city If people did
something in Toronto, it would
spill over into the province."
Another speaker felt that

Canada's wilderness is as
threatened by exploitation as
her cities are by pollution.

Charles Erikson. naturalist

and member or the Algonquin
Wildlands League explained
the plight of Quetico Park.

""Quetico Park is one of the

most beautiful places on earth.

I've watched its deterioration,

and it's making me sick," he
said.

There's a funeral Sunday. Staged by Pollution Probe, it

will mourn the demise of the Don River. The cavalcade leaves
Convocation Hall 1 p.m. Funeral services begin just north of

the Bloor viaduct at 2 p.m. Everyone is welcome. Rides pro-

vided. If you have a car bring it.

HERE AND NOW
ALL DAY

TODAY. SAT.. SUN.
Eastern Canadian Collegiate Chess

Championship Six found tournament First

found at 2 pm Friday Further founds 7

p.m. Friday. 10 and 4 Saturday and Sun-

day Debates Room. Hart House

MPSCU Elections in Physics Lounge-
Room 200 McLellan Labs and Math Li-

brary in Basement ot New College.

Exhibition ot European sketches by Mi-

chael Macrae, Yvonne Slipka and Oavid
Turvey, Tfinity College Buttery

Any student of U C. interested in being

on a committee to govern use of Women's
Union Theatre, apply to U C Players Guild.

J C Ft Lit office

Applications lor committee to consider

implementation of the Campbell Report

Three SAC appointees ate needed Send
applications to SAC judicial Committee
SAC office Deadline today at 5 p m

12 p.m.

Radio Varsity will launch Lawrence

Bedder into a stationary orbit 69 miles

above the U of T campus The launch vehi-

cle will be a hot air balloon At Hart House

Towef

Amateur radio station VE3U0T will be

operating in Hart House in the -rotunda

Hams and observers welcome This is a

good chance to send messages world-wide

lor free

1 p.m.

Oepanment of Geology films. Cliffhan-

gers. Secrets of the Plant World, and

Universe Mining building, 1 70 College St

CUSO fall lecture series Focus Latin

America Speaker will be Bob Anderson,

co-ordinatof for Chile Morning Room. ISC

CUSO co-ordinator for Peru. Martin

Rotmann will speak about the CUSO Engi-

neering programme in Latin America

Mechanical Engineering Building Room

bution to the Space Program" Lobby of

the Mechanical Building.

2 p.m.

Eastern Canadian Collegiate Chess
Championship, first round Debates Room,
Hart House.

Latin American Studies Course Union.

Founding meeting 21 Sussex St,. Com-
mon Room. Second floor.

6:30 & 9 p.m.

Rosemary's Baby. Wetir,-"? Hall New
College. Admission Si

7:30 p.m.

In Memory of Norman Beihune — So-

cial Function and Revolutionary Film "East

is RedV Rm. 2 1 58. New Medical Building

8 p.m.

Adjudication of the National Student

Film Festival by Allan King Screening of

the award-winning films Ladies welcome

Hart House library

St. Michaels College Film Club presents

Ingmar Bergman's Through a Glass Darkly

Catr Hall. 100 St Joseph's St Shown

9p.n

again lOprr

lOp.n

Sellybutton Coffee house and Discot-

heque Stag 50c. Drag 75c Ian Roher pet-

lormtng. New College. Wdson Hall Snack

Bar
SATURDAY

11 a.m.

Complete rescreenmg of all entries m
the National Student Film Festival. East

Common Room. Ladies welcome

New College Presents A Movie Mara-
Ihon with Duck Soup and Horse Feathers
(Marx Bros.) Poppy (with W C Fields),

Casablanca (with Sogie), Bonzo Goes to

College. Old Physics Rm 135, SI 50 per

penrui

10 p.m.

Sally Button Coffee House Discotheque.

New College Wilson Hall, Stag 50t. Drag

25c, Elliot Strom performing

SUNDAY
3 p.m.

F U of T Oawn of a New Age 76 Scol-

lard

6.30 p m.

Tom Jones, starring Albert Finney

Wetmore Hall. New College Admission S1

at door

7 p.m.

Why don't you join the Lutheran Student

Movement for the provocative film "The

Supper'' Oiscussion afterwards University

Lutheran Centre 610 Spadina (opposite

New College)

8,30 pm
Hillel presents the movie "Bedazzled

"

Hillel members free. Non-members 50e
186 St George

9 p.m.

Tom Jones movie, starring Albert Fin-

ney Wetmore Hall, New College Admis-

sion one dollar at door

102

Ming GeraldBeginners instruction ir

Larkin Building, Room 241

Tickets for Nov 19 trip to the Mc-

Laughlin Planetarium to see the "Moon
show' President of SPAR Aerospace

speak on the "Canadian Engineers Contri-

Applications Still Needed For

UNDERGRADUATE REPRESENTATIVES FOR

COMMITTEE TO IMPLEMENT CAMPBELL REPORT

(3 TO BE APPOINTED)

SEND APPLICATIONS TO: SAC JUDICIAL COMMITTEE

SAC OFFICE

DEADLINE FRI. NOV. 14-5 P.M.

BJARNASON, COSTELLO
& ASSOCIATES

Suite 1208,
Toronto Professional Bldg,

123 Edward Street,

Toronto 101, Ontario Telephone 364-0973

IMMIGRATION
CONSULTANTS

CAN CAMELS SWIM?

The Great White Wonder

in limited supply

at the Textbook Store

$11 . IS9

One per customer

while supply lasts

THE TEXTBOOK
>^S7 STORE

SMC COOP DANCE
(Student Centre)

with the

MARC TYMES
ftl.OO/person 9-12

SAT. NOV. 15th

- come in I'oosl at ihe coop -

GRADUATING?
UNDECIDED?

We Understand

Discuss your career opportunities .is ;i Chartered

Acco-uji tan I with u-s at tlie plarpm e n t service

NOVEMBER 18
or (tall Steve Hunts ai our office

STARKMAN, KRAFT. ROTHMAN SERGER & GRILL

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

3101 BATHURST ST , SUITE 601

TORONTO 19, ONTARIO

TELEPHONE 782 1155
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NEW COLLEGE motion picture

SOCIETY presents

SUNDAY NITE AT THE MOVIES

"TOM
TONES"

- - starring ALBERT FINNEY

TWO SHOWINGS ONLY: 6:30 & 9:00 P.M. SUNDAY

NEW COLLEGE (Wetmore) DINING HALL
(Huron & Classic)

See. . . "ROSEMARY'S BABY" — SAT. - SAME TIME

Gellius appeals to the masses
by GELLIUS

RUGGER PLAYOFFS

But first

FINAL STANDINGS

GROUP I (4 to playoffs)
Eng 5-1 10

Scar 5-1 10

Trin 5-1 10

UC 2-4 4

PHE 1-4-1 3

Law 14-1 3

Vic 1-5 2

GROUP If (3 to playoffs)
Eng II 5-0 10

Innls 3-1-1 7

SMC 3-2 6

Wye 2-3 4

Trin B 1-3-1 3

Emm 0-5 0

And now that suspense is

really almost palpable for

goodness sakes — Trin beat

Innis 11-0 on points by Waldin

(his grandfather invented

ponds) 3, Compton (2), Bos-

worth (his grandfather discov-

ered fields) 3, and Richardson

(3). His grandfather discov-

ered

SOCCER
In which it is revealed that

For (Zwart; this means

"black" in Dutch; the Black

Forestry, however, is in Ger-

many. So what?) and Jr. Eng.

(Miles) tied 1-1.

Archvillainmoriarty (Sepka,

Summers, Maragna — as in

"Take out the garbage. Mig-

uel" "Maragna") 3; Trin B
(Smith 3, Leslie) 4.

Saltzman scored two and Da

Rosa (now you know how to

say "Give me a rose" in Latin)

too and the dogged Chien one

and New Gnus beat Dents

(Skelton, Ward), 5-2. The gnu

is a small South African ante-

lope related to the Ninth Battle

of the Ison20.

Knox (Pattison; cf. "patti-

son, pattison, baker's man,

bake me a cake as fast as you

can"; McGinnis. Brox (Brox?)

and Wymann) 4; Jr. Eng. 0.

LACROSSE
For (Morden 2, Johnson-

Brox ?) - O'-Reilly 3, Glover,

Griffin 3): Eng. (Wolfe the

Dauntless Hero 3. Skully, Burt-

nick-old word for "hippie".

Walker) 6.

Munro had 3, Devonshire

Howse 2. Gay and Parris sin-

gles as Dev beat Innis, 7-6. In-

I wanted freedom

—

plus the opportunity to get
out and meet people. 11

Before graduating with his B.A. degree from the University of

Toronto in 1964, Bill Jackson decided that whatever line of work he
chose, he didn't want to go behind a desk. "That sounded like

work," he says, "but what I wanted was freedom — plus the
opportunity to get out and meet people." Bill chose a career as
a group benefits specialist, and he now says, "It hasn't really

been work — it's been pure enjoyment. Of course, I'm not
trying to make it sound easy, but I receive more than a regular
salary to compensate for the extra effort I've put into it."

Bill's "extra effort" has paid off in other ways, too: he moved quickly
through supervisory positions and was recently named a sales
management assistant in Halifax.

There's a challenge waiting for you, too, at London Life.

For further information consult your placement officer,

or write to the Personnel Dept., Station 160A,

LONDON LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
London, Ontario
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nis scorers were Loberto, Kril

(2), Okihiro (2), and Matsuba.

PHE (Feaver, Connely 2,

Crocker 2, Reid, Bullock) 7;

Vic (Ryan 2. Birze.Clem4) 7.

CONTEST
There were no answers to

last week's Varsity Sports con-

test (Kp-K4! Qp-Q4 ?) and as a

result the judges all died, la-

mented by all of a surfeit of

chagrin. There will be a new
contest and new judges next

week, d. v. (that stands for

"Deo Volente", author of

songs like "Get Together" and

"Dink's Blues".) Meanwhile. I

think I should get more money.

Why don't you all write letters

to Paul Carson, Varsity Sports,

suggesting some such thing?

Much love.

WaterpoloGrads

beat Blues 10-9

By ALEX LEROY

The Varsity Grads defeated

this years Blues 10-9 in a close-

ly fought match at Hart House

Wednesday night.

The Grads capitalized on the

Blues mistakes in the 2nd quar-

ter to build up a 8-2 lead at the

half. Toronto came back strong

in the second half but time ran

out on the Blues before they

could get the equalizer.

Coach Kirk Thompson was
disappointed with his team's

performance. "They made too

many mistakes and their play

patterns were erratic."

Alex LeRoy led the Blues

attack with 3 goals. Brian Bar-

ras and Hunter Milbourne fired

2 each and Terry Bryant and

Mike Guiness completed the

Varsity scoring.

Dave Breech paced the

Grads attack with 3 goals.

Chris McNaught.Gaye Strat-

ten, and Zolten Urbanovites

fired 2 each, and John Archi-

bald got the other Grad goal.

The Blues now brace them-

selves for the first part of the

OQAA Round Robin series in

McMaster where they face

Western and Guelph in a doub-

leheader on Saturday.

Mac and Waterloo are also

entering teams in the West
Division, while Varsity and
McGill are the only teams in

the East Division.

Of course, should Blues win

both divisions simultaneously,

they will technically play

themselves for the champion-

ship.

THOMAS PAUL

BASS

PRESENTED BY

WOMEN'S MUSICAL CLUB
THURSDAY AFTERNOON

NOV. 20th. 2 P.M.

EATON AUDITORIUM

STUDENT TICKETS AT DOOR
WITH A.T.L. CARD 75*

PHONE 22S-0318



Hockey Opener Tonite
By JIM COWAN

Laurentian Voyageurs paddle their way in
from the wilds of Sudbury tonight to take on a
hurting Blues hockey team.
The Varsity squad lost its new captain

Brian St. John, earlier this week after he
strained the ligaments in his right kneee dur-
ing a practice. St. John will have his leg in a
cast for the next month and he'll miss at least
the first five league games.
Goalie Adrian Watson is another doubtful

starter. The allstar netminder is still limping
after stopping a shot on the side of his foot last
week.

Coach Tom Watt said he had intended to
alternate Watson with rookie Grant Cole, but
he may have to use Cole, who looked sharp in
Blues' win over Loyola, again tonight.
Another newcomer, Dave McDowall, is

hampered by a pulled groin muscle, but it's

not serious enough to keep him out of action.

Voyageurs after playing Junior A in Sudbury
but eventually decided to come to Toronto.

Nick Holmes, a freshman at Scarborough,
played Senior A with Barrie last year. Mike
Cyr and George Nuppola have played Junior A
hockey, while Robbie Ellis played Junior B in
North York.

Tonight's game will give Varsity fans their
first look at two new defensive pairs. Bill
L'Heureux is working with oldcomer Bob
Hamilton, who has returned to the team after
a year in Europe. L'Heureux's partner from
last year, the large Dave Field, is matched
with rookie McDowall. Brent Swanick is
Blues fifth defenseman.
Even using a fifth defenseman is a change

for Watt. Last year only four rearguards
dressed, and if one of them was penalized
Ward Passi dropped back to kill the penalty -

Thisyear. says Watt, "I don't have a Passi
But it makes life behind the bench less com-
plicated. 1 always used to have to think about

BRIAN ST. JOHN GRANT COLE
And finally, Paul Laurent was cut on the

eye in last night's practice, but returned after
being stitched up and should be alright for to-

night.

Filling St. John's place at center will be
Terry Peterman, who played on one wing with
St. John and Bryan Tompson in Montreal. Len
Burman will take Peterman's place on the
wing.

Both Burman and Tompson scored against
Loyola.

Filling gaps has not been a problem for
Watt, and this year again he seems to have
come up with a bumper crop of rookies to re-
place the veterans he lost last spring. There
are eight newcomers with the team, but it's

hardly accurate to call them rookies.

Bob McGuinn. for instance, starred as an
undergraduate with the Big Red team of Cor-
nell University. It was McGuinn, in fact, who
two years ago scored the goal after six sec-
onds of the first overtime period which sank
Blues 1-0 in a game at Ithaca. N.Y. He also
scored last year as Blues went down again, 7-

2.

And the other "rookies", while they may
not have intercollegiate experience, all come
fronVJunior A or Junior B teams.
Grant Cole, a freshman at Erindale. played

for the Junior B St. Michaels Buzzers last

year. Dave McDowall, at Brock last year,
played with St. Cathrines' Junior A team in

68-'69. Bill Buba almost ended up with the

bob McGuinn
two steps ahead to see when Passi's regula
turn was coming up. Now I just use the fifth

defenseman."
Blues will have their work cut out for them

in tonight's exhibition game as Laurentian
tries to redeem their 6-3 loss to Varsity in the

Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic Union play
offs last spring. In two exhibition games last

year, the teams tied 4-4 in Toronto and Blues
won 7-5 in Sudbury.

The Voyageurs have already shown why
they are rated in the top five teams again this

year. They split a home-and-home series with
perennially strong Waterloo, and lost to Cana-
da's national team 8-2. Reports out of Sudbu-
ry, however, suggest that score should have
been much closer.

With St. John out, tonight could be the first

test of how deep Blues bench strength goes.

Game time is 8 p.m.

BLUENOTES: So he won't have to explain

any more than necessary, St. John wants it

known that he was injured while trying to cut

around the net on Monday. As he cut. another
player fell against his knee, straining the liga-

ments, dislocating the knee cap and dislodg-

ing a bone chip. "Since it wasn't very serious

a cast seemed better than surgery," he ex-

plained last night . . . up-to-date stats show
teams under Tom Watt have compiled an
amazing 89-13-5 record over the past four

years ... in league play they've had a monoto-
nous 14-1-1 record for the past three seasons. .)

Where have all the

sportsies gone?
Dave Burt, Tom
Little, Walt Bur-
gess, David Oren-
stein, Harry Walk-
er, Peter White,

Rob Herman, Mike
Silver . . . Sports
editor wants to see

you... SOON!!!
also Frances Flint,

Nan Flindall, Jenni-

fer Smith also any-

one else interested
in writing sports.

Sports Office, 2nd
Floor, 91 St.

George, today and
Sunday, or phone
923-4053.

Coming Events of

U of T

FLYING

CLUB

1. Open Heeling, Thins.

Nov. 20 7:30 P.M. Music

Rm. Hail House Guest

Speaker: Mi. H. Cunning-

ham from Experimental

Aircraft Ass. Topic:

"Homebui It Aircraft"

2. Last Breakfast Flight ol

1969

Destinations: Open for

suggestions

Time: Sat. Nov. 22, 10:00

A.M.

4 Pilots so far, room for

12 passengers

for Pilots and Nonpilots in-

terested in flying

WHY NOT?
BUY FROM THE

CHAR-BURG
PIZZERIA

CHEAPER - BETTER
FREE DELIVERY

536-0475
PARTY - STUDENT PRICES

TYPEWRITERS

ADDING
MACHINES

T.V.'S

STEREO TAPE
RECORDERS

STEREO RECORD
PLAYERS

698-2589

DANFORTH
TYPEWRITER

2940 DANFORTH AVE

FREE DELIVERY

CUT YOUR CLEANING COSTS
by 2/3

at the

Church & Wellesley Self Serve

Dry Cleaner

OPEN EVERY DAY
Attendant on Duty

568 Church St.

924-6010

VARSITY ARENA
HOCKEY OPENER

- BLUES VS LAURENTIAN
TONIGHT AT 8:00 P.M.
Hockey books on sale at Athletic Office,

Hart House and at gate , $3.00 for 1 1 games.

Make sure of your book today.

ATTENTION ALL FLAPPERS

THERE'S A

CHARLSTON CONTEST
Every Monday night at the speakeasy

winner receives plane fare to new york
hear toby lark

come on and join in the fun
"free admittance for dolls every monday"

and don't forget
we do our "thing" every friday

from 4 to 7 p.m.

EVERYTHING ft PRICE
GET YOUR FREE PASSES

FROM OUR MAN WITH THE GLASSES

"YE SPEAKEASY"
THE GREATEST .

JUST CLIMB THE STAIRS -
530 BLOOR ST. W.

(UPSTAIRS)

NO PASSWORD NEEDED
SJ2-4302
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IVICTORY IN VIETNAM?!
9 years

860,000 military dead)

260,000,000,000 dollars spent

MM,

Support the moratorium
10:00-2:00 p.m. •TODAY • Convocation Hall

1:00 p.m. •TOMORROW • Queen's Park
>>
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Don River gets grand send-off in mock funeral
By MARY KATE ROWAN
The Don River was official-

ly pronounced dead yesterday

and 200 mourners couldn't

keep the broad grins off their

faces.

Sponsored by U of T's Pol-

lution Probe, an anti-pollution

organization sparked last

year by a series of Varsity

articles, the funeral was quite

an event.

Invitations announcing
"the untimely passing of the

Don River" asked all the

"grief-stricken parties to

weep and gnash their teeth".

The group, sporting black

crepe paper armbands, met
at Convocation Hall under the

watchful eye of U of T police.

The cavalcade of fifty cars

made its way through Cab-

bagetown to the banks of the

deceased (just north of the

Bloor viaduct).

Probe almost had a hearse.

Actually the green Volkswa-

gon bus looked as if it had

seen better days, delivering

vegetables to the St. Lawr-
ence market.

MRS. S1MCOE
At the funeral site, kneel-

ing before an orange and
black sign which read R.I. P.

Don River, a black clad Mrs.

Simcoe (Meridith Ware, II

Vic) wailed "Weep my breth-

ren, weep for me, shed tears

for the Don."
The original Mrs. Simcoe,

wife of the first lieutenant

governor of Upper Canada,
John Graves Simcoe, often

sketched the Don. The sketch-

es show a pleasant valley

with large trees and clear

water.

As Miss Ware read from
Mrs. Simcoe's diary, she

wiped her eyes and told the

smiling group how people

used to swim in the river and

even drink the water.

Martin Daly (SGS) quoted

a popular magazine of 1871

which described the Don Val-

continued on p. 3
Lady Simcoe and her lover grieve at passing of Don River

inside

the Moratorium

• page 3 and centre

Report recommends private financing of student loans

9

By BRIAN JOHNSON

The method of financing higher edu-

cation in Ontario will change from pub-

lic taxation to private investment, if

the Provincial Government accepts the

recommendations of a recent report

from U of T. The report, prepared by

Professors Gail Cook and David Sta-

ger, comes from the U of T's Institute

of Quantitative Analysis of Social and

Economic Policy, headed by Prof. Ri-

chard Judy.

The Provincial Government's De-

partment of University Affairs com-

missioned the report, which was jointly

financed by the DUA and a Ford Foun-

dation grant to the U of T.

The Foundation grant was slated for

the study of "Efficient Resource Allo-

cation in Higher Education."

The report suggests the cost of edu-

cation can be re-allocated from the

public (taxation) sector to the private

investment sector, if the government

decides too much of its tax revenue is

going to education.

INCOME RELATED LOANS

The researchers set up a model of an

"income-related" loan system that

would allow students to pay their tui-

tion fees - whether they remain the

same or are raised to cover the com-

plete cost of education.

After examining the history of Stu-

dent Aid in Ontario, the present OSAP

scheme, the attitudes of students, and

the possible alternatives, the report

recommends that:

• the Ontario Government set up an

investment agency to issue bonds to

private investors;

• "academically qualified" students

be allowed to take out loans from the

agency to cover the full cost of their

tuition fees and living expenses — ei-

ther a living allowance, or a stipend to

match estimated foregone earnings.

• after leaving university, students

repay their loans with interest com-

pounded annually by paying the agency

a fixed percentage of their annual in-

come.
(When a student takes out a loan, a

repayment rate is fixed. "For married

women not participating in the labour

force", an income level is set to deter-

mine the repayment rate.)

• the scheme "perhaps augmented

by a program of grants related to need

and allocated according to a strictly

administered means test.

CORSAP-EOB

The report calls the new loan-

scheme a "contingent repayment pro-

gram for student financial assistance"

(CORSAP).
The older and more familiar name

for CORSAP is the Educational Oppor-

tunity Bank (EOB) — the name of a

similar proposal made in 1967 by the

Panel on Educational Innovation, an

advisory committee to the U.S. Gov-

ernment.

The idea of replacing OSAP with

some sort of EOB has been kicking

around the Department of University

Affairs for quite a while.

During the summer, the DUA's
Committee on Student Awards, chaired

by Dr. Douglas Wright, was looking for

such a plan.

Now it will seriously consider the

CORSAP proposal.

Prof. A. R. Dobell, who directed the

research, concluded from the findings

that:

• the cost of post-secondary educa-

tion is rising at rates "not likely to be

sustainable in light of other demands

on government resources;

• "summer employment prospects

are unlikely to improve as a source of

private financing of university costs,

and summer employment is in any case

an uneconomic method for meeting

such costs";

• "As access to post-secondary edu-

cation extends to lower income groups

parental contributions become, less

likely as a source of finance to meet

educational costs."

A SOCIAL CONTRACT
He says the report advocates "the

evolution of a social contract under

which those drawing when young, as

students, upon the resources of all the

community recognize their specific

obligation to replenish, according to

their ability, a student assistance fund

in the future.

"In this way coming generations

may, in their turn benefit from the

opportunity of an education without

regard to their present resources, or

the constraints of income and wealth

inherited from their past, and without

visiting on those least able to pay, the

burden of supporting those best able to

pay."

The research team used computer

simulations to create models of relat-

ed-financing.

The simulations were based on a

theory of "cohorts" — "that the com-

munity consists of a complex layering

of successive cohorts or generations,

all moving through time together, and

each engaged in a variety of transfers

with the other, and in programs which

redistribute income from one to the

other."

NEXT COHORT
By paying into the investment agen-

cy after he leaves university, the stu-

dent pays for his own education and

refurbishes the initial capital outlay so

that more loans can be made to the

next "cohort" of students.

The rate of repayment is a variable

that the research group tested in the

simulations. But the report does not

suggest any specific rate in its recom-

mendations.



Free University of Toronto
These courses are gomg. and will continue each week For .nformMion call the

923-3490
Myticlsrrt and Occultism; Thursday 5 00. Inms College. Lounge alcove

Bruce Ouan. 461-0373

Creative Communications: Wednesday 5 00. Inms College I, Lounge alcove

Lawrence Sedder. 923-9996

Communal Uving: Advisory Bureau. Thursday 7.30

Bob Bruning. 742-9307

Thiid World Group Wednesday 4 - 6. International Students Centre

Graham Hicks, c/o SAC Office

Marxlit Economic*; call John Foster (781 -3485) tor time and place

Poetry of Physics: Wednesday 7 30. Advisory Bureau

Bob Logan, 783-7779

Seminar on the Family: Tuesday. November 1 8 7 30. Advisory Bureau

Rose Mene Hairop

Cooking; 79 Biunswick Ave

Stove Halpem, 925-8576

Communism: Inms College II, flm 205.Thurs.. 5-6

Brian Mossop 425-4689

Computers; call Manny Gordon lor time and place.

782-9488

Proposed courses — il inteiested please call Maggie Biuell

Bible as Revolutionary Document

Conversational Yiddish

Libertarian Psychiatry

Art

Anarchism and Communism
Non-Authonlenan Medicine

The Nuclear Hexagtaml A new way inio I Ching

History Counter Course

Educalion Research

Education Whai it is. what ii should be

Labour History

T-Groups

person or Maggie Brizell. SAC Office

A SERVICE FOR YOU
An experienced Christian Scientist who is

working with college students in the area

is available to talk with you. If this LOCAL

ASSISTANT can be of help to you in Christian

Science, you are most welcome to contact:

MR. AND MRS. McCLELLAN

ON THIRD TUESDAYS OF EACH MONTH
4 P.M. TO 7 P.M.,

IN THE CHAPLAIN'S OFFICE

HART HOUSE
NOVEMBER 18, DECEMBER 16, JANUARY 20, FEBRUARY 17

*1* *J- vl^ vL- *1* si* -4> Si* »1*^ -1* *1* "4* *i* *1* «J*«l»*J>«lj«l»«l».Jj«l»«Jj^J>L.>L.>t. vL.
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EVALUATIONS
lues. Nov. 18, 1 P.M. 1085 S S

All course union people, professional

societies, faculty and others cordially

invited.

This is an absolute must for groups

wanting to do evaluations before

| Christmas.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
t
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

STUDENTS IN RESIDENCE

AND STUDENT TENANTS!

Are you satisfied with the place you live in?

If not. join the

SAC WORKING GROUP ON RESIDENCES

AND TENANTS' ORGANIZATION

This group will be- the focus for SAC activity and

policy on existing student housing. If you have

any specialised knowledge you can contribute, or

if you are simply concerned about your residen-

tial environment, then you can help us and may-

be we can help you.

First meeting: TUESDAY 1 PM — SAC OFFICE

Future meetings will be listed in Here and Now. If

you want any information or want to get in touch

with us, call Tony Usher, 653-2296, or leave

your name, etc. at the SAC office.
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HART HOUSE NEW YEAR'S EVE BALL

FULL STEAK MIDNIGHT DINNER

Dancing To: ALD

IC CYCLE

ALLAN \>VOOD QUARTET

Special Honky-Tonk P

in the Arbor Ro<

ALEX RAGTIME READ"

FREE Drink

GALA jffflrMSy^GHT

All in the romantic setting of Hart House
Tickets $l7/couple - Available NOW
Hall Porter & Undergraduate Office

Reserve NOW - Purchase EARLY



3,000 protest Vietnam in Toronto's Moratorium
By IAURA KELLY

A protest march of about
3,000 wound through downtown
Toronto Saturday to City Hall
and the American Consulate
chanting "Peace Now" and
"Withdraw U.S. Troops."
The demonstrators paraded

in ten contingents representing
divergent political, labor, and
student groups.

The few onlookers offered
little harassment as the line
filed over College St. and down
Bay St. Several times the
march stopped to permit traff-

ic to flow past.

Each group chanted its own
slogans. "Dare to struggle,
dare to win," the students
yelled. Crys of "Public Trans-
port" went up as the march

passed Elgin Motors.
The march rambled onto

Nathan Phillips Square, and
the City Hall windows mir-
rored the milling crowd and
the red flags of the New Left
Caucus.

Skaters stopped to watch as
organizers tried to steady the

rally and start the speeches.

MARCH SPLITS

Approximately one-third of
the marchers left the City Hall
square to join the Union of
American Exiles demonstrat-
ing in front of the American
Consulate.

Carrying signs with slogans
attacking U.S. imperialism,
the demonstrators walked
slowly back and forth. The

Don River dies
cont'd from page 1

ley as "one spot in the vicini-

ty of Muddy York which all

visitors should make a part of

their visit".

As they listened to the tales

of the Don that used to be, the

mourners stood in the mud,
asphalt and concrete blocks
of the site (the actual site

described by Mrs. Simcoe in

her diary).

Simon Greed (actually U of

T grad Tony Barrett) repre-

sented big bad industry.
_

Dressed in a formal black

'

coat and wearing a large dol-

lar sign in his top hat he
talked with a mock southern,

big businessman's accent.

THAT'S PROGRESS
"Use, use, that's what na-

ture's for, use it," he
drawled.

"That's progress; 200

years ago nobody was using

the Don except fish."

The group responded by
tossing fruit and vegetables

at Mr. Greed.

As an award to industry

"for keeping rivers green and

the country-side brown" Pol-

lution Probe presented Mr.

Greed with a pie in the face.

And the mourners booed
and hissed, all to the fanfare

of two tubas.

Rev. J.S. Cunningham,
Hart House chaplain, refused
to give a eulogy. Instead, he
drank "a glass of pure spring

water, just as pure as the Don
used to be." The mourners
cheered and clapped.

To help drown their sor-

rows the mourners sang
hymns, such as, (to the tune

"When the Saints come
Marching In"):

Oh, when the sludge comes
floating down
Oh, when the sludge comes
floating down
I don' wanna be in the river

When the sludge comes float-

ing down.

MEMORIAl UNVEILED TODAY
As some mourners signed a

Remembrance Book, others

trod down to the muddy Don
for one last short look.

Rob Mills (IV Vic) termed
the funeral "a sort of a joke".

But he did comment that pol-

lution itself is a serious mat-

ter.

Daly said that the maxi-
mum concentration of harm-

Edmund Burke Society stood

outside the picketing line and
heckled.

"Reds out, Reds out." the

generally older but incensed
crowd of Burkers yelled.

"If they burn the Canadian
flag, we'll burn their flag," one

shouted.

"Burn them," added his

companion.

In the space between the

anti-war protesters and the

Edmund Burke Society a

young, bearded man talked

calmly to an older man.

"But the Communists don't

go in and clean up the country

after they bomb it," the older

man insisted.

ROCK BAND

The picketers continued qui-

etly for an hour until the people
shifted back to Nathan Phillips

Square. The speeches had end-

ed and a rock band came on.

A number of protesters

joined hands and started a
snake dance through the

crowd. A gallery of people
stood on the upper deck of City

Hall, watching and pointing.

Several scuffles started and
an angry counter-demonstra-
tor yelled obcenities and start-

ed throwing punches.

A mounted policeman
grabbed him by the coat collar

and hauled him into the City

Hall.

"You pigs." a demonstrator
screamed. The cop nodded

calmly.

Several t'mes the mounted
police directed the crowd away
from City Hall and onto the
centre of the square.

A New Left Caucus member
Dennis Corcoran was extricat-

ed from a fist fight and arrest-

ed.

The crowd polarized, and the

green-beribboned Burke Socie-

ty members screamed "Reds
out," and the anti-war march-
ers chanted "Burkers are vio-

lent." Each group called the

other murderers.

Police walked through the
crowds and stood between the

two factions until the people
dispersed.

It was a very cold day.

photo by Don Andmvs and Spencer Higgins

Simon Greed scoffs at funeral of Don River

ful bacteria in the Don is 25

times the safe level. Only one

of 18 samples taken by the

Ontario Water Resources
Commission has been classi-

fied as safe.

Mills urges all those con-

cerned about pollution to

write letters and make tele-

phone calls to both the gov-

ernment and the companies
responsible for pollution.

Today, at 1 p.m.. Probe
will unveil "a lovely piece of

modern sculpture" at Queens
Park, in a "memorial service

for the Don.

Probe says the service will

be more serious in tone than

yesterday's funeral.

fCome in from the

i edge and find out

what's happening

at the centre

« "i

9k.

photo by Gary Wieland

George Kuprejanov, a Canadian Chess Master, played at Hart House last Monday night in a simul

against a few brave ones who hoped to beat him. Their hopes were frustrated since only one player.

Bob Bowermon, managed to win. Of the other nine participators two were able to force a draw

against the master, and the rest went home beaten.

j

you stand in the

UNIVERSITY

BOOKROOM
long enough

you II meet all of

.-. your best

^ti l friends.
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PAGE FOUR

Buy a student-best investment you can make
The latest report from Profes-

sor Richard Judy's Institute for

the Quantitative Analysis of So-

cial and Economic Policy comes
as no surprise.

The report (see page one I is a

revamped version of the Educa-

tional Opportunity Bank — a

scheme whereby private inves-

tors, instead of taxpayers, would

invest in the financing of higher

education.

The financing of higher educa-

tion has been a political thorn in

the side of the Ontario Govern-

ment for quite a few years.

As our advanced technology

demanded more trained man-
power, and more skilled re-

search, the economy demanded
more universities with greater
enrolments and larger facili-

ties.

As university construction

boomed, education ate up a con-

tinually greater section of the

tax-dollar.

But the factory-system of

education allows the student to

ask fewer questions. He is pro-

cessed to reproduce his own la-

bor-power.
As students started to ask

questions about their role in the

university, and the university's

role in society, something hap-
pened called the student move-
ment.

Rebellious students started
making themselves visible.

Demonstrations. Sit-ins. Non-
negotiable demands on the pow-
er-structure.

That's embarrassing to a gov-
ernment: while the tax-paying

varsity

Jtci McCaltrr,
!.-.,>„,-,

Giolt Mtftp
IAJU (..,-,.

tadSiactlt,

Pagl Canon S33-40S3
Oava Flank

BartMci Balchaiflian

Carol Coopa, 933 BUI
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electorate watches it pour a for-

tune into universities, students

reject the "gift".

"If those damn students don't

appreciate the taxpayer's gener-

osity, we'll stop paying for their

education." public starts mur-
muring against government.

At the same time, the price-

wage spiral of inflation demands
that the government stop spend-

ing in certain areas.

The government is forced to

make cuts in areas that won't

affect the corporate economy.
Capital grants to universities

are cut slightly but still com-
prise 30 per cent of the provin-

cial budget. Student aid makes
up only one per cent.

A majority of taxpayers are
paying for the education of the

upper-middle class. And the

miniscule aid program offers no

help.

Somehow the government
must respond to that public pres-

sure and that financial squeeze
without slowing down the uni-

versity business. That would
slow down the economy and bite

into the corporations that re-

ceive direct economic benefit
from the universities.

FACT: Higher education is an
industry which is becoming
more and more geared to a cor-

porate economy, a market econ-
omy.
FACT: The capital outlay that

finances the industry is not an
integral part of the market econ-
omy.
FACT: Only a very small part

of the initial cost of education is

privately financed: tuition fees
which the student pays through
summer earnings. Corporations
make profit from that sector.
FACT: The Ontario Govern-

ment asked employers to IN-
VEST IN A STUDENT THIS
SUMMER. But there weren't
enough jobs. It didn't work.

IDEA: Why not shift all of the
financing of higher education
over to the private sector so that
corporations may invest directly
in students?

Human capital is the best in-

vestment: as the student prog-
resses through university he
multiplies his future labour
power for the corporate econo-
my. And when he leaves univer-
sity, he repays the loan plus in-

terest. As his labour power cre-
ates profits for the capitalist, his
income becomes coupons for the
capitalist's clipping-file.

The U of T study, prepared by
Professors David Stager and
Gail Cook, provides the govern-
ment with the technical vehicle
to "re-allocate" financing more
efficiently.

17. 1969

it s not co-inciaentai tnat tne

Ford Foundation — one of the
greatest owners of multi-nation-

al capital — helped finance the

report.

The original proposal for an

income-related loan plan came
from Milton Friedman 15 years

ago. He was Barry Goldwater's

economist.

Friedman said, "There is

clearly here an imperfection in

the (capital) market that has led

to under-investment in human
capital. .

."

Economists realized that edu-

cation could be a key area for

investment in human capital.

Ironically, the Institute's re-

port itself describes the develop-

ment of the same economic mo-
tives that the Ontario govern-
ment responded to in commis-
sioning the report:

"The 1960's have brought
what one prominent economist
has called 'the human investment
revolution in economic thought'.
The emphasis has shifted from
public support of the consumption
aspects of college education
("they were the best four years of
my life') to an emphasis on the
investment aspect, the formation
of human capital and the high
rates of return to this investment,
both for society and the individu-
al."

The Institute's report is typi-
cal "value-free" technical re-
search that fills out the govern-
ment's intentions and assump-
tions.

The entrepreneurs of research
are supplying the foundation for
the new multiversity of entre-
preneurs.

And the report itself does not

answer the basic problems of

access to higher education

:

A loan system would put too

much financial pressure on the

lower class student who could
not risk the loan. The class na-

ture of enrolment would not be
broken down: it would be
strengthened.

• Education would meet the

needs of the community even
less than it does today; the
community would lose even
their nominal control of educa-
tion; education would appear to

benefit only the individuals at-

tending and would actually bene-
fit the corporations

;

• The plan does not deal with
the basic class barriers to edu-
cation which are contingent on
an unequal income and taxation

scale and environmental ine-

qualities.

• The report ignores the con-

clusions of the earlier report
(Aid and Access) prepared by
students in the same Institute —
that any new aid program must
consist of grants, not loans, and
that the taxation structure must
be totally revamped.

• The loan scheme would just

mystify the real problems of

unemployment and inflation by
taking students off the summer
labour market.

• The scheme also assumes
that most married women will

stay off the labour market.
The name of the game is ex-

ploitation.

If the Department of Universi-
ty Affairs implements the Insti-

tute's report, education will

cease to be any kind of publicly-

owned resource.
It will become a privately

owned commodity. And you'll be
for sale.

I
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by ART MclLWAIN

Art Mcllwain, a 4th year Engi-
neering Student is President of
the Engineering Society

There is a considerable
amount of analysis and evalu-

ation going on in the Universi-

ty today. It centers around
the central purpose of the in-

stitution as an educator of

people, and it seeks to deter-

mine how the institution can
better fill that role.

Analysis put forth by both

"radicals" and "moderates"
within the University indi-

cates that the way the Uni-
versity has come to run its

affairs, and the way it has

come to interact with its

membership. . .students and
academic staff alike, miti-

gates against real educative
learning taking place within

it.

It was in this atmosphere
of reasoned analysis and aca-

demic soul-searching that the

Commission on the Govern-
ment of the University was
established. The Commission
went to great lengths to make
itself a focus for the in-

trospection the University is

undergoing, and to leave out

little in its analysis of the

needs that the institution will

feel in the coming years.

The CUG report is a reflec-

tion of the success of that

venture. It sets out in minute

detail a system for running

the affairs of the University

in a manner which will allow

it to respond to the needs of

its membership. It argues for

the inclusion of all segments

of the University Community
in the decision making bodies

of the University.

As was expected, the re-

port is being attacked by the

radicals because it is too con-

servative and by the conserv-

atives because it is too liber-

al. But it is really unfortunate

that these arguments are not

taking place in the open.

The radicals attack it in

The Varsity and the conserva-

tives attack it in closed com-
mittee rooms. Both sides

engage in the monologue.

And if somebody doesn't

pretty soon provide a forum
for public discussion of the

document, it will die and the

ideas it contains will die with

it.

Perhaps the most damag-
ing arguments raised so far

have to do with the alleged

lack of validity of universal

involvement in decision mak-

ing bodies. CUG supports this

universal involvement. The

radicals and the conserva-

tives reject it.

The conservatives sit be-

hind their closed doors and

mutter about "instant wis-

dom" and say that the stu-

dent is an inferior being who

doesn't really know what he

wants.

The radical analysts say

without discussion

the report will die
that as soon as you get univer-
sal involvement in a decision
making body the power of
that body vanishes. That the
Chairman or some other
power hungry ego-tripper
absconds with it and slinks off

into the night.

It seems to me that both
these positions rather ob-

viously miss the point.

If we accept that the pri-

mary purpose of the universi-

ty is to be a place where peo-

ple can learn, and if we ac-

cept that the university may
have evolved to a point where
it must adapt its thinking and
its structures or risk losing

its capacity to be a truly edu-

cative community, then a

couple of things emerge.
One of them concerns edu-

cation. It seems clear from a

lot of the writing that has

been done on education that

too, and he is frightened. He
has become so accustomed to

thinking of himself as know-
ing what is best for his way-
ward flock of students that he

fears their participation. It

would rob him of the God-like

respect he has come to ex-

pect.

And that must be pretty

frightening.

The radical critic, on the

other hand, points to past at-

tempts in this direction and

says that the university is

still the same. This indicates

to him that participative

structures can have little ef-

fect on learning and should

therefore not even be at-

tempted. To me this is pretty

simplistic.

The hard truth of the mat-

ter is that no structure in and

of itself possesses the capaci-

ty to modify the learning ex-

photo by Hugh crymble

Mcllwain, shown here at a Convocation Hall debate on CUS, wants

more discussion of the CUG report.

real learning is not a passive

experience. It only takes

place in response to the needs

people feel around them
(whether those be connected

with jobs, with social justice,

or just degrees.) And even

then it can't be just a passive

thing.

If we relate this to the Uni-

versity as a decision making

complex, one dominant prin-

ciple emerges.

If educative learning is to

take place in the University,

the decisions it takes on all

manner of things must be

taken with full knowledge of

the needs of its members.

It seems to me that meet-

ing this goal would be the

major effect of implementa-

tion of the CUG report.

The conservative thinks so

perience at the University.

The people within the Univer-

sity must do that themselves.

The fact that Mr. Drache

does not find people asking

what he calls the class ques-

tion of knowledge is not a suf-

ficient basis for attacking

universal participation in

decision-making.

The system proposed by

CUG is a tool, not a magic
charm. It will only allow peo-

ple to ask those questions if

they want to ask them. And it

will only allow people to have

educative learning taking

place at the University if they

want it to take place there.

What makes the CUG re-

port and the very real possi-

bility of its implementation

so exciting is the high proba-

bility that they do.

C
O
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Whirlpools

in

One Dimension

The majority of students at the University of Toronto don't

care . . .

An English professor at Victoria College teaches students

to count footnotes.

Meanwhile the Quebecois count the few remaining years

of their survival.

Society prepares their upper-middle class children for

this university, and their lower-class children for technical

schools and low-paying jobs . . . and unemployment.
The U of T has a luxurious faculty club.

It has no student-centre.

Gus Abols is President of the SAC.

Bob Barkwell is Vice-President.

Our air is unbreathable; our waters undrinkable — our

only free commodities.

IndiarKreservations are a reflection of the serene, trouble

angry, desolate, earthly face of the Canadian Indian, who has

never recovered from the First Colonization.

Twenty-nine per cent of Canada's population is below the

poverty line according to a recent study by the Economic
Council of Canada — our affluent society.

Quebec is a police state.

Decisions affecting each individual in our country are made,

not by our elected representatives, rather by large U.S. corpora-

tions motivated by the drive to maximize profits.

We live in a pseudo-democracy; worse we are an extension

of America, mother pie, apple hood, baseball and violence.

A Biafran is right now dying of starvation; a bag of bones

and wrinkled fiesh.

Nigeria is armed by Britain.

Protestants are fighting CathoUcs. Jews are fighting Mos
lems, and Moslems are fighting Hindus.

This is 1969.

California is in a state of civil war. a permanent genera-

tion-morality-gap.

California grapes are still being sold and bought.

An A-bomb must be tested regardless of evil consequ-

ences to alien peoples ... an A-bomb must be tested . . . mark
of an advancing technology, and of an I'm-tough-see-what-l

got attitude.

Chicago, summer of 1968, was not a bad dream or a Com
munist plot — it was one of many spontaneous outbursts ir

urban ghettos by repressed angry people, it was Mailer's

troops against ... it was Ginsberg's OM emitted from a blood-

filled mouth ... it was the totalitarian Mayor Daly showing

the world about Law and Order.

Capitalism is based on false competition between a few

multi-national corporations. How we ore going to fight poverty

and work towards total economic equality within such a system

neither Smith nor Keynes nor anyone else knew. The whole

problem is ABSURD. The solution is simple.

Two men walked on the moon . . . another died with a for-

eign heart in his breast.

The United States is North America will have its ABM
defence system. Russia will have theirs. And if there is a war

we'll all be wiped out anyway.

Students at K.M.C. in Kingston are warned against the

yellow man: if a student at drill is found with a dirty rifle, he

is asked how he expects to kill a yellow man coming over the

hill if his rifle is dirty. This fear of the omnipotent yellow bo-

gey man is pounded into the cadets at every opportunity.

Kingston is in Ontario. Canada and it is our own Canadian

Armed Forces that are training these cadets.

The mind of Everyman is not together; rather within it

lies the never-ever land: a one-dimensional whirlpool of an-

achronistic absurdities.

"One small blast for man. one major holocaust for man-

kind."

. . . But most students at the University of Toronto just don't

give a damn. They know they hate hysteria, anarchists, social-

sts, radicals, revolutionaries, Maoists, Guevaristos, hippies,

humanists; anyone that gives a damn and tries to do something

about it. You see it is easier to watch T.V. in a suburban setting,

secure in the knowledge that one's future is basically stable, and

to pretend to be happy, and not to get too involved with what

one sees. The capitalized deity T is unfortunately the end all tor

too many people
— john gladki
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HART HOUSE
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB

VE3UOT

OPEN MEETING
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19

7:30 P.M. DEBATES ROOM

Not a hoax!

Anti-womanism dies at HH Great Hall
The Hart House Board of

Stewards has decided that

women will be allowed to eat in

the Hart House Great Hall.

Until last Wednesday, only

men whose "dress was in keep-

ing with the dignity of Hart

House" were allowed to dine in

the dimly-lit, oak-panelled hall

for lunch and dinner. There are

no formal dress regulations.

Carmen Guild, assistant to

Hart House Warden E.A. Wilk-

inson, and a member of the

Board of Stewards, said the

decision to admit women
would hold at least until Christ-

mas, when it could be re-

viewed.

"These things come up from

time to time, as the time is

appropriate," he said.

One condition of the deed

granting Hart House to the

university was that women
would not be allowed to use its

facilities, which include a li-

brary, several reading rooms

and two music rooms. But re-

cently changes have been

made allowing women into the

Arbor Room, Tuck Shop, de-

bates and concerts.

A committee has been set up

to consider the future use of

Hart House and its recommen-
dations could open the house

further.

Lunch is served in the Great

Hall from 11:45 a.m. to 1:30

p.m. and dinner 4:45 to 6: 30

p.m. Service is cafeteria style.

Moratorium group blockades trains

LACOLLE, QUE. (CUP) -
Montreal students blockaded

two CNR freight trains sched-

uled to cross the border Friday

delaying them a total of three

hours.
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Think

JFAhead
Think banking.

More than a job.

I A management career.

I Of challenge. Decision.

(
Commitment.

With today's bank.

Find out the facts.

Interviews . . .

Tues., Wed.
Nov. 25. 26

Consult your placement office for

further information.

Bank of Montreal
Canada's First Bank

The trains were blocked to

protest Canada's complicity in

supplying arms used by the

Americans in the Vietnam
war.

"If even one screw destined

for this purpose were on one of

those freight trains," said

McGill moratorium chairman

Steve Wall, "And if they were

delayed by the blockade just

long enough to miss the facto-

ries' deadlines, then a number
of Vietnamess lives could be

saved.

"If even one screw destined

for this purpose were on one of

those freight trains," said

McGill moratorium chairman

Steve Wall, "and if they were
delayed by the blockade just

long enough to miss the facto-

ries' deadlines, then a number
of Vietnamese lives could be

saved.

. "Thus the blockade could

have concrete as well as sym-
bolic repercussions."

The 120 students from Mc-
Gill and other Montreal

schools and universities start-

ed out for the border crossing

at noon Friday in three busses.

Two of the buses stopped at

Lacolle, Quebec, near the

Vermont and New York state

borders, to block the CN
tracks. A third bus continued

on to Washington for the mora-

torium demonstrations there.

Half the group blockaded the

rail line, while the other half

walked to meet the oncoming
train. Using walkie-talkies, the

second group reported the

train was shunting to change

tracks. Although the students

did not reach the train in time

to block it, it was delayed an

hour.

A second train, 65 cars long,

was sandwiched between two

groups of demonstrators for

two hours.

Two RCMP cars followed

the buses from McGill to the

border, but did not interfere.

The buses were stopped by

Quebec Provincial Police for a

15-minute check, then re-

leased. Police did not inter-

vene during the demonstra-
tions.

Seminar to discuss Expressway
The Spadina Expressway —

will it come down or will it be
stopped?

That's the topic at today's
session on city election issues

sponsored by the SAC Metro
election committee.

A.C. Finklestein from the
Spadina businessmen's Asso-
ciation will be on hand along
with Economics Prof. David
Nowlan and Sociology Prof.
Alan Powell.

Prof. Nowlan is about to re-

lease a research paper on the
Spadina artery while Prof.
Powell teaches a course on the

Expressway at Erindale.

Today's seminar will get
under way at 1 p.m. in "Room
2106 Sidney Smith Hall.

INDIAN DRAMA GROUP
PRESENTS

LABAN AKTA
SAT. NOV 29 7 P.M.

BICKFORD PARK HIGH
SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
(Bloor and Christie)

J-I.s

D ANCE
2 BANDS

_2JC
T A

H I

E
A

8:30 SAT. NOV. 22
AT NEW COUEGE (WET/WORE HALL)

CHICKS $1 CHUCKS $1.50 GOOSES $3



B and W Band defies SAC to enter beauty contest
The Blue and White Band

has announced that, despite a
recent SAC motion, it will en-

ter a competitor in the Miss
College Bowl contest.

The SAC motion, moved by
Ceta Ramkhalawansingh (II

New) and passed overwhelm-
ingly, disapproved strongly of

beauty queen contests in any
form and requested ^hat par-

ticipation in such practices be
discontinued by the Blue and
White Society.

Dale Wilson (IV Mus), lead-

er of the Blue and White Band
called SAC "a bunch of moral-

ists who decide things, neglect-

ing the campus." He said the

band carried out a survey of

students around campus and
found that students generally

wanted an entrant in the con-

test.

There are three reasons why

U of T should be represented in

this contest, said Wilson; To-
ronto is the host of the College
Bowl, it is a worthy cause, and
the contest is informal — there
is no lineup of contestants.

Wilson said that the girl cho-

sen by the Blue and White
Band is not a representative of

U of T. "She's representative

of the Blue and White Band
who will be U of T's represent-

ative at the game," he ex-

plained.

Wilson, who was a SAC
member for two years, said he
realizes the principle involved

in the SAC motion. But he add-

ed that in this case one can
overlook principles.

"Almost every university in

Ontario plus McGill and Mani-

toba are sending representa-

tives," he said. "They don't

feel like SAC does. We'd be let-

ting them down if we didn't

send a representative.
1 '

The girl chosen by the Blue

and White Band is 21-year-old

Sheila Willson, (III Vic).

Asked how she felt about the

contest Miss Willson said she

didn't feel like a Miss any-

thing. Rather, she said, she felt

that she was representing the

students of U of T just like

anyone else, male or female,

represents U of T at different

functions.

Miss Ramkhalawansingh
said SAC cannot do anything to

stop the Blue and White Band
from entering anyone in the

contest.

"Beauty contests," she said,

"create false assumption of

human values and are highly

elitist, competitive and dehu-

manizing in nature." Sheila Willson photo by mark mbin

Bomb threat highlights Moratorium Day at U of T
JIM KARAMITANIS

The threat of a bomb hidden

in Convocation Hall provided

the only unexpected incident

during last Friday's Morato-

rium Day proceedings. Other

than that the Moratorium was
a Moratedium.

Cliches and speakers were
rampant as some one thousand

students turned up to protest

the war in Viet Nam. About a

dozen people spoke and several

entertainers diverted the spec-

tators.

Prof. Elliot Rose of the His-

tory Department and Chair-

man of the Faculty Committee
on Viet Nam spoke first. He
strongly denounced Canada's
complicity in the war, saying

Canadians "are junior part-

ners in imperialism" and "the

guilt and shame of the war is

our guilt and shame.

He charged that the Interna-

tional Control Commission is

"a military affair" and called

Canadian diplomat Chester

Eaton's pays $100,000 price tag

Santa wows 500,000

Ronning and his associates

"stooges" of the U.S. who send

their information straight to

Washington.

At this point the bomb threat

was announced and everyone
was asked to evacuate the

building. No one took the

threat seriously and one stu-

dent suggested that everyone

look under the seats to save the

police a great deal of trouble.

Ellie Kirzner of the Young
Socialists commented that

"someone is trying to wreck

this rally."

HALL CHECKED

The demonstrators gathered

outside Convocation Hall and
shivered for some forty min-

utes until the hall was checked.

Outside there were more
speeches delivering the same
message. Mike Nevin of the

Canadian Party of Labor spoke

of Viet Nam as an "imperialis-

tic kind of war". But his hand-

me-down style provoked laugh-

ter and his speech was general-

ly not well received.

By the time Alice Klein of

the Young Socialists finished

reading a tirade against U.S.

and Canadian imperialism

morale had sunk pretty low.

Spirits rose tremendously

when everyone started jump-

ing up and down and shouting

"Withdraw U.S. troops."

More speakers followed.

Harry Kopyto was a slight

exception for style if not for

content. "What we are doing

here is helping society. This is

real education" he said.

Back in the hall Prof. Wil-

liam Berman of the History

Department delivered the

longest and perhaps best

speech of the day. Prof. Ber-

man, an American citizen,

called the war the "most stu-

pid and evil adventure in

American History." The "Pax
Americana is Pox Americana"
he said, and the war is waged
by men "who have no sense of

history and no humanity.

Santa Claus, universal pres-

ent giver and good guy, was in

Toronto over the weekend to

play the leading role in the

annual Santa Claus parade.

More than 500,000 people

lined Yonge and Oupont streets

Saturday morning to greet Mr.

Claus and his staff.

Mr. Clous, who was available

for comment after the parade,

said he has been working out

daily practicing roof scaling and

chimney climbing in prepara-

tion for Christmas eve.

"Soon I'll be working out

twice and eventually three

times a day during the last

week," he added. There is no

truth to the rumor that Mr.

Claus wasn't feeling up to it this

year.

Official reindeer trainor, Jim

Laing said that the "reindeer

have been undergoing a rigor-

ous physical training program
since early September." He said

that he and Mr. Claus would be

picking a final team of reindeer

between now and the first of

December.

Reindeer calisthenics consist

of silent roofhopping and long

distance jogging.

A new type of sled runner has

been tested lately and will most

likely be used on the sled this

year. The new runner is made of

anti-shingle-wear materials

and is guaranteed for 24,000
miles or 24 hours (which ever

comes first).

Everyone involved in the pa-

rade felt that this years' Christ-

mas would be a success.

'The University of Toronto Engineering Society

Proudly Presents

CANNON BALL
a gala extravaganza with

6 Great Bands
a folksinger or two

and the LGMB

in

HART HOUSE FRI. NOV. 28

tickets $4.00 at the SAC office. Eng. Stores

and your engineering class rep.

"IF HE DOESN'T ASK YOU TO THIS ONE GIRLS,

HE JUST DOESN'T CARE"
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MORATORIUM DAY
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The Centre for the Study of Drama
presents

IN THE BEGINNING
the first ploy in the cycle

Back to Methuselah
by George Bernard Shaw

directed by Robert Oil!

and

A SANTA CLAUS MASQUE
by e. e. cumm/ngs

directed by Sheldon Clark

Studio Theatre

4 Glen Morris

November 18, 19, 20, 21, 22

8:30 p.m.

admission free

Hillel fights exams on Passover

N.C. DRAMA GUILD PRESENTS

JEAN ANOUILH

MEDEA

DIRECTED BY ALEXANDRA MERCET

NOV. 20 a 21
8:30 P.M.

NEW COLLEGE WILSON HALL

NO EXAMS ON PASSOVER

"Every person an equal

member of the community"

IF YOU OBJECT TO EXAMINATIONS

BEING SCHEDULED ON PASSOVER

WRITE IN "PASSOVER"

on the form when you

confirm courses this month

Hillel Foundation 923-7837 For Information

The

MORE VARIETY
and

MORE OPPORTUNITY
in Chartered Accountancy today than in

almost any other avenue of endeavour

If you are graduating in Arts, Science, Business
and would like to discuss this statement, members of our

firm will be on your campus on Tuesday, November 18
and Wednesday, November 19 to answer your questions.

If by chance you are unable to make an appoint-

ment at this particular time, get in touch with us direct

by calling Mr. Warren Labrie, or the partner in charge of

our Toronto Office, at (416) 366-6S21.

TOUCH E ROSS & CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Halifax • Saint John • Quebec • Montreal • Ottawa • Toronto .

Hamilton • Kitchener • London • Winnipee • Rcgina • Saska
toon • North Battlctord • Calgary • Edmonton • Vancouver i

Victoria • Nassau and Frceporl, Bahama Islands
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Three years ago, Jewish students at U of T,

in order not to violate their religious princi-

ples, spent a part of Passover locked up in Hil-

lel House and wrote two of their final exam-

inations from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m.

The Hillel Organization is presently carry-

ing on a campaign to make sure that such a

situation will not occur again this spring.

Because any type of work, including writ-

ing, is strictly forbidden on the first and last

two days of Passover (this year April 21, 22, 27

and 28), Jewish students say scheduling ex-

ams on that holiday would prevent their at-

tendance.

Such a move would also cause Jewish stu-

dents to miss celebrating the "Seder", a home
service which requires the presence and ac-

tive participation of each member of the fam-

ily.

Early in October Hillel officials conferred

with Dean A. D. Allen and Assistant Dean W.

D. Foulds of the Faculty of Arts and Science,

who agreed to add a restraint to the comput-

er-prepared examination program if enough

students indicated their unwillingness to be

tested on Passover.

He is "hopetul that no problems will arise",

but concedes that Passover exams might be

necessary, depending on how many depart-

ments decide to schedule final exams this

year, and how many days can be left open as

alternatives to Passover.

Hillel President Mark Okrent is dissatisfied

with the situation. "When we discussed the

matter with the Faculty of Arts and Sciences

in October", he said, "we agreed that stu-

dents would voice their opinions by checking

off a preference on their course confirmation

sheets.

"This additional statement has not been

added. Instead, students are required to write

the word 'Passover' on their sheets if they

wish to reschedule their exams".
St. Mike's, New and Victoria College stu-

dent councils have already voted to support

Hillel's request. UC is expected to discuss the

matter this week.

"Just as there are no classes on Good Fri-

day or exams on Sundays," says Okrent,

"Jewish students should, therefore, not be

forced to write on Passover".

HERE AND NOW
TODAY

1 pm
A filmed interview with Linus Pauling

will be shown in Rm 1 59 Chem Build.

The Vic VCF invites you to a discussion

led by Don Freeman in the Wymilwood

Music room. Everyonewelcome.

Hillel "Meet the Faculty Series" pres-

ents Piof Fiank Talmage on "Jewish

Studies in North American Universites" in

Rm.314.

4 pm
An Open meeting ot History Dept. struc-

ture committee will happen All profs and

students welcome. Rm. 504 Sid Smith

7 :30 pm
Auditions for West Side Story will be

neld by the New College Drama Guild in

Wet more dining hall

8 pm
There will be a meeiing of the Christian

Perspective Club. Ted Plantinga will intro-

duce the discussion on "the shape and

style of the secular City" in the South Sit-

ting Room. Hart House.

TUESDAY
1 pm

nter-disciplinary

studies course union meeting in Rm. 592

Sid Smith.

There will be a course evaluation meet-

ing in Rm 1085 Sid Smith Students and

faculty welcome.

The TCDS lunch Hour theatre presents

THE INTRUDER by Maurice Maeterlinck,

directed by Martha Mackinnon Cartwiight

Hall St. Hilda's. Admission Fiee.

4pm
Prof David R. Layzer. Harvard speaking

on "Formation of Astronomical Systems".

David Dunlap Observatory. Richmond Hill.

4:1Spm
An experienced Christian Scientist will

be available (or consultation and question-

ing concerning Christian Science in the

Hart House Chaplins Office

6 pm
Hillel is having a buffet supper at 186

St. George Phone 923-7837 for reserva-

tions.

The Toronto Section of the Chemical

Institute of Canada is holding a dinner

meeting at the faculty club. Speaking will

be Prof J. D. Nicol Administrator ot Crimi-

nal Justice curriculum. University of Illinois

"Sciei aids to

Crim

The U of T Homophile Association will

hold a meeting in the upstairs lounge of the

Graduates Students Union. All Homophiles

welcome.

7 :30 pm

Christian Science Organization weekly

meeiing will feature Testimonies of healing

in Rm 202 Larkin Build. Trinity College

8 pm
The Ukranian Students present William

Kurelek (artist) just returned from world

tour in "Open Discussion" at St. Vlads Inst.

620 Spadina Ave.'

The U of T Outing Club will hold a genet

al meeting in Cody Hall. Slides movies and

refreshments will be served.

8:30 pm
Poculi Ludique Societas presents Hycke

Scomer, a rogue morality, directed by Ian

Lancashire, in the West Hall of UC.

Admission Free.

The Centre for the Study of Drama pres-

ents IN THE BEGINNING by G. 8. Shaw

and A SANTA CLAUS MASQUE by E. E.

Cummings at the Studio Theatre. 4 Glen

Morris. Admission Free.

rmiiiTv.
~

BOUTIQUES,

I MMU.
rfMm

9241874'

HELD OVER
THAT SUPER MUSICAL

JACQUES BREL IS ALIVE
AND WELL AND LIVING

IN PAFIS
PLAYHOUSE THEATRE - 1605 BAYVIEW

STARRING THE ORIGINAL CANADIAN CAST
TIMES AND PRICES: SUN., TUES., WED., THURS. AT 8:30 P.M.-

2.00, 3.00, 4.00, FRI. AT 9;45 and SAT. AT 6:15 nnd 9:45-3.00, 4.00, 5.00

• STUDENTS •

$2.00 ALL PERFORMANCES EXCEPT LATE FRI. fli SAT.

The Opera Department
presents

The Toronto Premiere
of

L'ENFANT ET LES
SORTILEGES

(In Engll.h)

Opera by Ravel
Poem by Colette

November 20, 21, 22, 23
at 8:30 p.m.

MacMlllan Theatre
Edward Johnson Building

(Queen's Pork, behind
Planetarium)

Unlverally of Toronto

Box Oilice-928-3744

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY
AND PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

AND TECHNOLOGY
"Motion in the Void: 'Aquinas and Averroes" by James
A. Weisheipl, O.P., S.T.Lr., Ph.D., D.Phil.(Oxon), Pro-

fessor -of Philosophy, Pontifical Institute of Medieval

Studies, University of Toronto.

21st November 1:10p.m. Room 202 McLennan Laboratory

(New Physics Building)

Sponsored by the Varsity Fund. All members of the
University Community are invited.



Vic defense harries St. Mike's passer in mid-season action photo by don andrew

Mulock semi-finals Tuesday at noon
By LYNDON UTTLE

How will the powerful Dentistry running duo of

Bob Sullivan and Rick Freeman, which ravaged
second division defenses, fare against the fine

defense of PhysEd?
Will the impotent Vic offense (average of

only 9 points per game) be able to break out

against third division winner Forestry?
Thes'e interesting questions and many more

will be answered for all to see tomorrow after-

noon in the Mulock Cup semi-final double-head-

er scheduled to commence at noon at Varsity

Stadium.

Vic (first division winner) tangles with For-
estry in the first game followed by PhysEd
(runner-up in the first division) against the

Dents (second division winners).

All four teams have lost key men through
injuries but, as in the Vic Washington-Dave
Raimey situation between the Argos and Otta-

wa, any potential advantage has been fairly

well cancelled.

Forestry suffered the greatest blow as their

fine QB, Dan Yamasaki, separated his shoulder

in a hockey practice prior to his team's windup
game against New.

NEW QUARTERBACK
If Yamasaki is unable to go against Vic, For-

estry coach "Newf" Feaver will call on Bruce

Pamplin, a defensive back for most of the year.

Pamplin handled the quarterbacking chores

capably in the 14-7 win over New.

Meanwhile at Vic, Feaver's counterpart,

head coach Tony Sleciale, plays it straight

when asked about his attitude towards the For-

estry game.
"We-expect a lot from Forestry," he com-

mented, "and we are definitely not looking past

this one to the final."

As far as injuries go, Vic will have massive

lineman Ken Howard back in action with a pad-

ded cast (at least the Forestry linemen hope

it's padded) on his broken right hand. On the

negative side, veteran defensive stalwart Dick
Beamish will miss the playoffs as he is being
sent to sea to do research on his graduate pro-

gramme in zoology.

"My only disappointment this year," com-
ments Speciale, "is that we didn't score more
points."

DENTS LOOK STRONG
Dentistry coach Brian Jones was, as expect-

ed, very satisfied with the way his undefeated

team performed this year.

"We have always had quality players," he
noted, "but the big difference is that this year

we had enough extra bodies for two complete
platoons."

However, he adds, "in tomorrow's game you
may see some of my best men going both

ways."
"The loss of our flanker Mel Pearlman at

mid-season hurt our passing game but in King

Draper and my brother Al at quarterback we
still have a potent pass-catch combination."

If any team has a reason to be frustrated this

year it was PhysEd. Their powerful offense led

by halfback Larry Theed (seven TD's in two
games) Gord Harvey, Rick Rae, quarterback

John Osborne and pass receivers Rick Johnson

and Tom Crocker rolled up a league high 28

points per game average. Yet their only loss.

20-1 to Vic, cost them top spot.

SOLID PHYSED DEFENSE

The PhysEd defense also were league lead-

.ers with a 3 points allowed-per-game average,

including four shutouts. However, there have

been some key late season injuries here!

T^he defensive backfield has lost two top per-

formers. Kent Duncan fractured a knee cap

(another hockey casualty) and Dave Turner

separated his shoulder in the last game against

Vic.

Coach Keith Johnson was forced to don the

pads to fill the gap in the defensive backfield

and will likely remain there for the playoffs.

METRO ELECTIONS ISSUES

Experts will discuss them in

Room 2106 Sid Smith 1 P.M.

Monday 17: Spadina Expressway Extension

Tuesday 18: Quality of Inner City Education

HO
HEfflflEQ

THE EXTREMELY SERIOUS
IMPROVISATIONAL ENSEMBLE

In a free flow of new sounds

Tuesday, November 18th

12-2 p.m. -Music Room

Ladies Welcome

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
VE3UOT

OPEN MEETING
Wednesday, November 19th

Debates Room -7:30 p.m.

CLASSICAL CONCERT
for Piano and Clarinet

MARY ANN CONOVER
and LYNNE MILNES

Music Room, 1-2 p.m.

Ladies Welcome

nterested in playing at a noon hourconcert is asked

avid Belgue (465-0706) or Ross Culiner (534-8649)

CAMERA CLUB
MEMBERS COLOUR SHOW
Wednesday, November 19

Club Room. 1:10 p.m.

Ma I Slides

HART HOUSE GLEE CLUB
WELCOMES NEW MEMBERS
PROPOSED TOUR IN MAY
20 New members Welcome

Meet us Thursday. November 20th

Music Room, Han House, 5:30 p.m.

ART GALLERY
CANADIAN PAINTINGS

From the Vincent Massey Bequest

To the National Gallery

Until November 25

Monday - Saturday 12-2 p.m

Sundays 2-5 p.m

NEW YEAR'S EVE BALL
TICKETS

NOW ON SALE!

GRADUATING?
UNDECIDED?

We Understand

Discuss your career opportunities as a Chartered

Accountant with us at the placement service

NOVEMBER 18
or call Steve Burns at our office

STARKMAN, KRAFT, ROTHMAN, BERGER & GRILL

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

3101 BATHURST ST., SUITE 601

TORONTO 19, ONTARIO

TELEPHONE 782-1155
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Interfac

swim meet
Tuesday

Attention, all Varsity swimmers! Here's your chance to prove yourselves!?)

The annual intramural swim meet will be held tomorrow evening in the Hart

House pool at 7 bells. There are ten events including 5 relays so you are sure to find one

that is just suited for your physical condition.

All students are eligible except former members of the senior intercollegiate team
or grads without Athletic membership. Entries must be received at the intramural of-

fice by 5:30 this afternoon, SO HURRY!
AH entries should report to the pool NOT LATER THAN 7:00 p.m. tomorrow eve-

ning.

^g^ernment with
Ontario's. ..

public service

We're short on quill pens, high stools, eye shades

and sleeve garters

We dig computers, mini skirts, on-the-job training,

beards, promotions based on merit, hard-nosed
idea people

We need honours graduates in most disciplines

To Learn More About us and Specific Job Openings
See our brochure at your placement office

To Apply for an on campus interview

1. Complete a personal information form
available at your placement office

2. Mail it, in the return address envelopes also
available at your placemenf office, or to:

Liaison Officer,

Schools, Colleges, Universities,

Department of Civil Service,

Parliament Buildings,

Toronto, Ontario.

no later than December 31, 1969.

3. For on campus interview dates, check our brochure
or your placement office

(V) ONTARIO
V2Ly PROVINCE OF OPPORTUNITY

|
> ' KHUVINUt OF OPPORTUNITY
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WRITERS' WORKSHOP

ANYONE who is serious about writing is urged to attend a new
university-wide writers' workshop at the Writing Lab, Innis I

(north of main library), 5 o.m. Thursdays. The editors of the
various college magazines will be there. If you'd like to read.

lease bring eooies of your work. If you're interested but can't

make it, leave your name and ohone number at the Writing Lab.

University of Toronto

ORGAN RECITAL
by

AUBREY FOY
TODAY

Convocation Hall 5:05 p.m.

Organizational Meeting

INTERDISCIPLINARY
STUDIES COURSE

UNION
Tuesday, Nov. 18th

at 1 p.m.

Room 592 ---Sid Smith

CLASSIFIEDS
DISCOVERED excellent Italian dress de-
signer and tailor who would like to work
from his home in the West End If interest-
ed call 247-4453.

LOST in Sidney Smith Hall blue onyx ring
with diamond. High reward to finder
Please phone 928-3408 or 445-1986

DANCE: 2 BANDS 1) Shrauder 2) The
Catalist |9 piece R&B) New College Sat
Nov. 22 IWetmoie Hall) Gals Si .00 Guvs
SI 50 others S3.00

TUTOR IN STATISTICS — Idiot adult
student needs advice setting up and prov-
ing minor statistical study Phone 920-
4607

COUNTER HELP needed 2 to 5 days per
week, noon to 2 00 pm Bloor University
Area Pay S3 plus lunch per day. Phone
445-0040

MEN WANTED to sing good music with a
chambei choir Phone I Schreiber 928-
5171. 536-5019.

RESEARCH project on snow storms re-
quests helpers to conduct evening tele
phone interviews. - '~

tractive rate o( pa, .. ,

3379
BU"° n ° r M ' S Goodw,M

SALTY DOG DISCOTHEQUE Will rent
premises Monday to Thursday Day or
Evening For information call A Curry 964-
7060 or 633-2677.

TYPING theses, essays, notes, charts
English. French, other languages. Mimeo-
graphing, electric typewriters Mary Dale
Stott IM. Daviesl 86 Bloor St. W Room
225 922 7624

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today for Iree booklet "The Day you buy a
diamond" H. Pioctor and Co , 131 Bloor
St. W.. Suite 41 6. 92 1 -7702

NEED A ROOM? 2 vacancies available
for males in Co-op residence Call Innis
College 928-2512 or drop in at 63 St.
George Street. Room 202.

BATHURST-ST. CLAIR Bedsitting in
apartment, reliable girl, private, frig, own
grill, large walk-in closet Door leads to
bath. All supplied — SI 6 00 — 782-
2070

a» uiity Ai-
iterested telephone

928

DUAL 10T0 TURNTABLE New shure
cartridge, teak base, teak and plexiglass
'°P cost new S140 as new. S75 - 789-
4007 ask for Chuck or leave message

FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD
8 00 pm Friday November 21. at Faculty
of Food Science Bloor at Avenue Road
75t free popcorn bring your own pillow

STUDENT JOBS 2 TOURS IN EUROPE
For a complete desctiptton and application

r;." 1 « Pflflo booklet send S2 00 toGord Allan, 25 Taylorwood D, . Islington
d/3 tvory student guaranteed a pavino
too in Europe

FAST ACCURATE Home typing — Mrs
Linda Flood — 884-6526 Keep this name
and number for future use.

TUTOR WANTED immediately for llnd
year Maths Physics — Call 653-7219 or
653-6810

RELAXACIZOR. 3-dial. like new. SI 20 or
best offer. Call Ruth at 92B-3224 (days) or
534-6403 (evenings).

WANTED: one person to share 3 bed- %room flat £50 a month 466-3318

FOR SALE 1965 V W 44.000 ml., winter
tires, radio, seat coveis. excellent funning
condition S800 Call 233-9517 evenings
5 30-7 00 or weekends.



Members of Varsity's SwimBelles — sorry, Tarpons
photo bypat si

relaxing at the Windsor meet.

Tarpons gain important win

ITS WHERE ITS HAPPENING
Meet your friends at

PETIT PALAIS COIFFURE
Ml tha Ln.it Mod Sty!**

•nd Oils by any of our 5 StyTlit*

Wa specialize In long rialr styling

20% discount Monday through Thursday
-with proof of A.T.L. Card

415 Bloor St. W. Comer Spodino . Borders, campus
Open Thursday and Friday Evenings

For oppointment phone 922-2823

By PAT SMITH
The women's swim team

stole the honors at a tri-meet in

Windsor Saturday night,
amassing a total score of 112

compared to Windsor's 71 and
only 48 for Western.

Varsity's ace medley relay
team of Ruth Unger, Mabel-
Anne Brown, Liz Daniel and
Judy Kent captured their spe-

ciality in an excellent time of

2:14.9.

SwimBelles captain, Randy
Croome, led the way in individ-

ual performances with three
first place finishes — 200-yard
free style, 50-yard back and
100-yard back.

Frances Flint swam both
butterfly events, winning the

100-yard in 1:21.2 and coming a

close second in the 50-yard.

Varsity's breast-strokers,

Maye Hurley and Mable-Anne
Brown, made a runaway of

their events, finishing first and
second respectively in the 100-

yards in 1 :29.5 and 1 : 29.6.

Toronto divers continued the

scintillating Varsity display,

especially in the 3-meter com-
petition as Leslie O'brien and
Barb Beatty grabbed the first

two positions.

The overall victory is an
accurate indication of the skill

and depth of the Toronto team,
especially in view of the ab-

sence of veteran star Merrily
Stratton, sidelined with a

sprained ankle.

When Merrily gets back in

the swim, the Varsity gals will

be a match for any university

team in Ontario.

FROGKICKS ... the swim
team has finally settled on a
nickname — Tarpons . . . com-
plete results including times
are available at the WAB . . .

Univ. of Guelph has assembled
a powerful team, including a
couple of Olympic swimmers;
the final meet should see a
battle between Guelph and the

Tarpons for the championship.

A LOT OF PERIODICALS WERE
PUBLISHED

Between 1669 and last week. We have many of them.

From Mercurius Musicus, 1669 to Philosophy Today,

1969. You can find them in the card catalogue, find

them in indexes - simply FIND THEM. We will tell

you how in seminars and on tours conducted by the

Circulation. Reference, and Science and Medicine De-

partments — University of Toronto Library.

Field hockey title

goes to PHE III

By NAN FLINDALL

The Interfac field-shinny season climaxed in the mist and
mud of Varsity Stadium Friday morning as PhysEdettes battled

for the championship.

Kit Koehler, PHE Ill's persistent right-winger, over-

whelmed PHE I goalie Judy Bowness and tallied three goals; all

were set up by perfect passes from centre Karen Zarudney.

Steady net-minding by Paule Vine kept PHE I scoreless until

late in the match when Gerri Rodman finally broke the shutout.

Final score, PHE III - 3, PHE I - 1.

Congrats to PHE III and to all players who braved the con-

tinual rain, snow, mud and cold throughout the season.

BJARNASON, COSTELLO
& ASSOCIATES

Suite 1208,
Toronto Professional Bldg,

123 Edward Street,

Toronto 101, Ontario Telephone 364-0973

IMMIGRATION
CONSULTANTS

VIC'S BOB REVUE

THE EMPEROR'S NEW CLOTHES

"A COMEDY WITH MUSIC"

BY JOHN BEMROSE & TOM PLAUNT

NOV. 18-22 NEW VIC THEATRE

8:00 P.M. NEW ACADEMIC BLDG.

TICKETS AT WYMILW00D OR AT THE DOOR

JET FLIGHTS EUROPE TO
*181 00 *19000

TORONTO LONDON TORONTO PARIS

VIA AIR CANADA

SuhlPtl tu lioirrnniPDi jppruwl jnj -.pjn- ji jiJji>iIiI<

S25 00 deposit leqmted fot each seat reservation

please enclose your cheque with coupon below

POST HOUSE TRAVEL BUREAU
2-102 BLOOR ST WEST
TORONTO 160 ONTARIO
PHONE I41hl 767 5401

GENTLEMEN 1 AM ENCLOSING MY CHEQUE FOR S

PLEASE RESERVE SEATS TO DEPARTING
NAME
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Centre for the Study of Drama

in association with

The St. Lawrence for the Arts

presents

Slawomir Mrozek's

TANGO
Translated by Nicholas Bethell

Adapted by Tom Stoppatd

Directed by Joseph Shaw

Mon -Wed Nov 17-19

HART HOUSE THEATRE
Students $1 50

>3 00
Box Office 928-8668

ALL PERFORMANCES OF MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA SOLD OUT

Waterpolo Blues win two

r Centre fo, the Study of Drama Faculty af Music

Department of East Asian Studies

present

THE BUDAYA TROUPE
FROM INDONESIA

The Varsity Blues moved a

step closer to the OQAA West-

ern Division title defeating

Waterloo 12-6 and Guelph 11-4

on the weekend at McMaster.

Waterloo has a new, young

team and Blues were so confi-

dent of an easy win that they

found themselves with only a 5-

4 lead at the half. They then

started to play seriously and

coasted to the victory.

Guelph has a rough, tough

team that can score quickly if

you let up for a second. Toron-

to came through with their

best game of the season to win.

The entire team was back-

checking well, breaking up

potential Guelph scoring plays

before they could get organ-

ized. The game was highlight-

ed by Blues teamwork, which

was the deciding factor in the

game. Toronto took advantage

of their strong swimming to

set up their play patterns and

score. When someone lost his

check there was always some-

one else back to cover up.

Alex LeRoy led the attack in

the Waterloo game with four

goals. Mike Guiness and Jim
Adams scored 3 and 2 respec-

tively. Singles went to Lyle

Makowski, Brian Barras and

Peter Petzold.

Terry Bryon paced the Blues

in the Guelph game with five

goals. Jim Adams fired 3, Lyle

Makowski 2 and Theo Van
Ryan completed the scoring.

Sabreurs three, Martin Peros, Andrew Benyei and Vladimir

Hatchinski devasted the weak Buffalo and Queens attack winning

every bout. Our rookie foil team resisted the craft of Buffalo 6

bouts to 3 and outclassed Queens 9-10. The experienced Buffalo

epee team defeated Toronto 5-4 in a tense match.

The Performing Arts of Bali, Java and Sunda

presented by

The American Society for Eastern Arts

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 26 at 8:30

MacMIUAN THEATRE

Edward Johnson Building

Tickets $3.00 BOX Office 928-3744 Students $l-50j curatVpoint" took three wins from strong Buffalo team

Blues Fencers were outstanding against the foilists and sa-

breurs of Buffalo and Queens on Saturday but struggled against

Buffalo's epeeists. Toronto defeated Buffalo 19 bouts to 8 and

Queens 18-0.

Varsity launched a second team into Intercollegiate compe-

tition. What a start, beat Queen's 12 bouts to 6 and just lost to

Buffalo 13-14.

For the second squad, Martin Moskovits lead the sabreurs

with 5 victories. The foil team cliffhanged a close 5-4 victory

against Queens and then a 4-5 loss to Buffalo.

The epeeists, lead by the nonchalant Bill Gibson and his ac-

CANADIAN
COLLEGE BOWL

FRI. NOV. 21
8.30 p.m.

VARSITY STADIUM
THE COLLEGE FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP OF CANADA

EAST
Winner of

McGill vs UNB

vs WEST
Winner of

Manitoba vs Windsor

PROCEEDS GO TO THE
CANADIAN SAVE THE CHILDREN FUND

Parade and College Bowl Queen

Tickets $1.00 and $1.50
Available at SAC Office
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Blues rally beats Laurentian 6-4
plan revenge on York Tuesday nite

photo by or! mcitvain

Laurentian goal-tender Pat Lange and defenseman Roy Bresnahan cover a rebound while Blues classy
center Paul Laurent (8) moves in hopefully. Voyageur's Kent Pollard (19) does his best for the cause,
removing another Blue from the vicinity.

By JIM COWAN
It took them 40 minutes to

figure out what game they
were playing Friday night, but
Varsity Blues somehow man-
aged to pack enough hockey
into one period to beat the

Laurentian University Voya-
geurs 6-4.

Two periods of poor passing,
sloppy defense, atrocious
shooting and plain, old-fash-

ioned bonehead plays allowed
the Vees to rack up a 4-1 lead.

More than one of the 4,300 fans

in Varsity Arena left at the end
of the second period, writing it

off as just one of those nights

when nothing goes right.

Blues opened the scoring at

8:13 of the first period, but
even that foreshadowed things

to come. Paul Laurent worked
the puck in from centre, faked

out the Laurentian defense-
man, beat goalie Pat Lange
and — hit the post. But Bryan
Tompson was there to put it

away.

Laurentian came back and
tied it up six minutes later as

John Valiquette and Kent Pol-

lard broke in on Blues' goalie

Adrian Watson. Watson stayed
with Valiquette, who laid the

puck on Pollard's stick. All he
had to do was flip it over the

sprawling goalie.

Then came the second
period.

Blues defencemen suddenly
decided they should be for-

wards, and the forwards stood

back admiring the rearguards'

efforts. Laurentian, unim-
pressed, scored three goals, all

unassisted.

Thirty-four seconds into the

period, with defenseman Bill

L'Heureux caught outside the

blueline, Mike Jakubo grabbed
the puck and blasted a hard
shot along the ice and into the

corner of the net.

At 5:20, with both teams
playing three aside, Blues
watched while the Vees took
half-a-dozen swipes at the

puck. Watson made a couple of

saves, one shot hit the post,

and finally Ron Dussiaume
tucked it in.

Hockey Blues |:

£: next home game
Tuesday 8 p.m.

g YORK Univ. g
;£ remember last year?

| York 3 Varsity 1 |

What should have been the
insurance goal came at 18:30
when Ray Lamont stole the
puck at centre ice and, with
nary a Blues defenseman in

sight, beat Watson for Lauren-
tian's fourth goal.

In the third, Laurentian went
into a defensive shell and
Blues, remembering perhaps
that they are the CIAU cham-
pions, started playing hockey.

The transformation seemed to

stun the Vees into immobility.

At 6:32 Terry Peterman did

something unusual for Blues —
he got a hard shot away quick-

ly. Goalie Lange was so sur-

prised he never made a move.
Peterman's wingmen Tompson
and Len Burman were given
assists.

From then on Blues took
command, and at the nine
minute mark Bill Buba scored
after a pileup in front of the
Vees net. Twenty-seven sec-
onds later John Wright took a
pass from Dave Field and tied

it up with a blistering shot
from just inside the blueline.

With Laurentian fully in re-

treat Laurent finally ended his

night of frustration. At 14:49

L'Heureux fired a hard drive
from the point which Lange
stopped but couldn't hold. The
puck dropped at his feet and
Laurent, looking again like his

old self, backhanded it past the

Vees goalie.

Blues insurance goal came
at 18:53, as Laurent flew in

from left wing, drew the de-
fenseman to him then hit Bob
McGuinn with a picture pass.

McGuinn showed why he was
an allstar at Cornell, potting it

past Lange.

BLUESNOTES: Toronto
outshot Laurentian in all three

periods, with the final count 44-

23 . . . Blues picked up 7 minor
penalties, Vees 8 . . . Varsity
was coached by Dave "Red"
Stephen, when Tom Watt was
called away due to his father's

death . . . Red handled the
team for three weeks while
Watt was still involved with
Blues football. .

.

HART HOUSE $2.00

DENT A N T 1 (: s

NOV. 27,28,29

SEEING'S BELIEVING

A Vi CARAT DIAMOND
COULD BE WORTH

S200 or $500

DEPENDING ON CUT. COL
OUR AND CLARITY

WE ARE "OIRECT
DIAMOND DEALERS

Hugh Proctor & Co,
131 BLOOR W., STE. 416

921-7702

Coming Events of
U. of T.

FLYING CLUB
1. Open Meeting, Thuri. Nov. 20

7:30 P.M. Muilc Rm. Hart
Hou.e Guest Speaker: Mr. H.
Cunningham from Experi-
mental Aircraft A«». Topic:
"Homebullt "Aircraft"

2. Lait Breakfaat Ftlaht of 1969
Destination*: Open (or «ugg
eatlona

Time: Sat. Nov. 22, 10:00 A.M.
4 Pilots so for, room for II

for Pllota and Nonpllota Inter-

ested In flying

Meet the Faculty Series

Presents

PROF. FRANK TALMAGE
on

Jewish Studies in North

American Universities

Monday, November 17, 1:00 p.m.

U.C. Room 314

All Welcome

Outing Club General Meeting

Cody Hall 8:00 Free Refreshments

Tuesday Nov, 18 Slides, Movies

» You'll lore being a Kitten t/irl!

MACHINE-
WASHABLE
PURE WOOL

This srn.ii i striped pullover

in machine-washable

English boiany has a mock

turtle neckline with zipper,

full-fashioned ^ raglan

sleeves. Continental band and

cuffs. Pick from Kitten's

new Fall paleite.

A swinging hand-washable

mini skirt with box pleais in

front, and plain back giving

A-lme appearance Pure wool

worsted, fully lined A wide

range of glorious new Fall

colours.

njxt vkcin iVi.N

Withtnu this l>M
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SAC report says Spadina Expressway could disrupt U of T
Add one more to the list of groups

opposing the Spadina Expressway —
the Students' Administrative Council.

In a report approved by SAC Nov. 5,
engineering member Wayne Richard-
son (IV APSC) opposed the comple-
tion of the Sapdina Expressway below
St. Clair.

Present plans call for the express-
way to terminate near Sussex and
Spadina.

If this happens Richardson predicts
Harbord-Hoskin and St. George will
become major routes to and from the
Spadina expressway and will "suffer
complete slowups" of traffic.

"If you bring the expressway only
as far as Sussex, you will seriously
disrupt the university," Richardson
maintains.

TRAFFIC JAMS
"There will be a traffic back-up as

the large number of cars using the

expressway at high speeds are forced

to use a lower speed after passing
Sussex.

"The first traffic lights will be at
Harbord, then College, so most driv-
ers will use Harbord-Hoskin as an exit
route."

An independent consulting report,
commissioned by the university and
the Metro Roads Department, has
suggested both St. George and Har-
bord-Hoskin be closed to traffic.

This report would balance the re-

sulting loss in traffic flow by con-
structing over-passes at University
and Bloor and at University and Col-
lege.

The total cost for both over-passes
has been roughly estimated at $6 mil-
lion.

CLOSEST. GEORGE
St. George should be closed from

Bloor to College, Richardson says.
"St. George is being kept open solely
because of the need for expressway
feeder routes."

SAC approved a motion calling for

a 35 mile per hour speed limit on Spa-

dina from Sussex to the Gardiner
Expressway if St. George must re-

main open.

SAC also called for the retention of

angle parking on lower Spadina, no
elaborate "expressway to express-
way" interchange for Spadina Ave.
and the Gardiner, and assurances
from Metro authorities that "no new
expressways will be built within the

boundaries of the city of Toronto."
Richardson fears Toronto planners

are succumbing to "the expressway
syndrome, as in Los Angeles, where
one expressway led to the need for

another. The Crosstown Expressway
follows naturally after the Spadina is

completed."

NEW EXPRESSWAY
If the Spadina Expressway is not

stopped, he says, there will be a high-

speed limited-access expressway

from the 401 to the Gardiner.

"The effect of this will be the death

of the garment industry on Spadina;

23,000 jobs will be lost, since you sim-

ply cannot relocate an entire indus-

try."

Richardson blames narrow-sighted
planning by city and Metro officials

for the current controversy surround-
ing the Spadina project.

"They merely did a feasibility

study from an engineering stand-

point," he says. "They didn't even
consider any sociological or economic
studies as to how the areas through
which the expressway passes would
be affected."

If the expressway is completed as
planned, traffic and noise must be at

least artifically removed from sight

and hearing to create a peaceful and
safe environment, Richardson con-

cludes.

"The implications of the Spadina
Expressway could destroy the univer-

sity."
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There's hope left for Rochdale
By PAMELA BERTON

"When it first started there

was no intention of selling,"

Wilfred Pelletier, Council

member and Acting Co-ordi-

nator of Rochdale College said

yesterday in an interview.

"The idea was to get the

means to pay the mortgage,
and one of the alternatives was
selling. Somehow it got twisted

around and became a political

issue."

The discovery that the free

university on Bloor St. failed

to pay the November mortgage
instalment ($25,600) to the

Canadian Mortgage and Hous-

ing Corporation, has precipi-

tated a barrage of articles and

editorials in the Toronto news-

papers, on the necessity of the

sale of the 18-storey apartment

building which houses the col-

lege.

Another alternative would

be to refinance the building for

$1.5 million. This would be

used to pay off the smaller

second, third and fourth mort-

gages to the Rubin Corpora-

tion, Campus Co-operative,

and the Nu Sigma Nu Fraterni-

ty. It would also be used to

transfer the building from Co-

Op college which now holds it

in trust for Rochdale College.

Many of the residents feel

that the third possibility, ask-

ing CMHC to defer payments,

is the one which would work
out best. This, however de-

pends on the good will of the

Federal Government.
Members who feel this way

have formed a group called

The Rochdale Home and
School Association. Floor Rep-

resentatives, who will act as a

liaison for the Council and for

the administration, are meet-
ing to report the views of their

respective floors. They feel

that with an educational pro-

gram and a show of responsi-

bility and involvement that the

government might feel that

Rochdale is a worthwhile expe-

riment.

DEBTS PAYED
Meeting the mortgage was a

problem because rents were
not coming in fast enough to

cover all the bills and the $25,-

600 to CMHC. The occupancy of

the building is 84 per cent,

which was not enough to cover

the loss incurred last month.

Rochdale, with a change in

both Council and Administra-
tion, has managed to pay off all

other debts, some of them out-

standing from last fall when
the building was run in part by

Campus Co-op.

Rochdale was originally set

up as a co-operative by Cam-
pus Co-op, and the building was
built by Co-op College. The
educational concept was con-

ceived by a group of York Uni-

versity professors. Rochdale
as an educational body began

in several houses in the spring

of 1968 and moved into the

present building in the fall,

while the confusion of con-

struction was still taking

place.

Since that time the people

have undergone many hard-

ships. Lack of experience and

kind hearts allowed the 'crash-

ers' . . . the overflow of mixed-

up kids fleeing the mainstream

suburban world ... to control

the building. In a similar way

Sign on front door of Rochdale

Rochdale from being sold.

the residents inherited the

problems of drugs and 'bikers'

from the society. The three

man security force now patrols

the building, and amphetam-
ines and other hard drugs re-

sult in immediate eviction.

"We were dealing with the

problems of the city, not our

problems," council member
Rev. J. A. Mackenzie said.

BAD PUBLICITY

Many of the members feel

14th floor commune holds a birthday party

- the members want to prevent

that the worst handicap has
been bad publicity. The media
pictures Rochdale as being full

of hippies, speed-freaks and
immorality. They regularly

reported the unfortunate as-

pects of the experiment, such

as garbage in the halls, and yet

neglected to mention that the

building has passed weekly
health inspections since June.

It was not reported that Roch-

dale was the first in Canada to

declare "speed" illegal.

Evidence that Rochdale has

not failed is found in projects

such as the sculpture seminar,

the Coach House Press print-

ing courses, ceramics, the li-

brary, writing, the fourteenth

floor commune, the farms near

Kilfaloe, Theatre Passe Mu-
raille, the Indian Institute and

many more. There are aca-

demic courses too. In the past

year most of the residents have

studied philosophy, politics,

economics, law, interior de-

sign, psychology, bio-chemis-

try, sociology, and ethics,

mostly all run as simulation

courses.

"If we go under,
'

' Rev.

Mackenzie said, "it is because

the society can't stand dissent.

We call into question the val-

ues of society."



Centre for the Study of Drama

in association with

The St. Lawrence for the Arts

presents

Slawomir Mrozek's

TANGO
Translated by Nicholas Bethell

Adapted by Tom Stoppard

Directed by Joseph Shaw

Mon -Wed Nov 17-19

HART HOUSE THEATRE
Students $1 50

Box Office 928-8668

ALL PERFORMANCES OF MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA SOLD OUT

MUSICAL REVUE
- CRACKERS & CHEESE -

SUNDAY NOV. 23 8:30 P.M.

(WILSON HALL) NEW COLLEGE

FANTASTICALLY CHEAP!!!!! $1

ARTS
AND SCIENCE
STUDENTS

in day classes

must confirm their programme of studies

BEFORE
NOVEMBER 20th

at the Office of their College Registrar

(Regular Students)

or

at the Faculty Office

(Special Students)
This procedure is essential in order to ensure accurate

records and so that EXAMINATION arrangements may be

made. A late fee will be imposed after November 20th.

N.B. Students who do not wish to write on Passover be-

cause of religious observance should write "Pass-

over" under their programme. An effort will be made

to avoid those days.

Inn

WRITERS' WORKSHOP

ANYONE who is serious about writing is urged to attend a new
university-wide writers' workshoo at the Writing Lab, Innis I

(north of main library), 5 o.m. Thursdays. The editors of the
various college magazines will be there. If you'd like to read,

olease bring cooies of your work. If you're interested but can't

make it, leave your name and ohone number at the Writing Lab.

HART HOUSE $2.00

DENTAN TICS
NOV. 27,28,29
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THE

COFFEE SHOP-
DISCOTHEQUE

every Friday & Saturday Nite

10 P.M 'in . . . 1 A.M.
at NEW COLLEGE
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Chicago convention rioters stand trial
CHICAGO (CUP) - Ameri-

can justice is wending its slow
but sure way to a decision in
the trials of those involved in

1968's Chicago Democratic
Convention riots.

On September 24, a year af-

ter the riots, the trial of Bobby
Seale and seven others began,
the first in which Federal offi-

cials have tried to attach a
conspiracy charge — a felony
— to demonstrators. The best
known are Seale, David Dellin-

ger, anti-war organizer; Tom
Hayden, one of the founders of

Students For a Democratic
Society; Abbie Hoffman and
Jerry Rubin, leaders of the
Youth International Party
(Yippies).

The eight defendants are
being charged with conspiracy
to cross state lines with the
intention of inciting a riot dur-
ing the 1968 Democratic Party
National Convention at Chica-
go.

Seale, chairman of the Black
Panther Party, requested a
postponement of his trial be-
cause chief counsel for the
Black Panthers, lawyer
Charles R. Garry was absent
because of illness. Judge Julius
Hoffman ruled Seale was rep-

resented by the lawyers for the
other seven, although Seale,
the lawyers, and the other sev-
en disagreed.

GAGGED AND BOUND
When he refused to remain

silent, Judge Hoffman ordered
him gagged and manacled to a
metal folding chair.

Seale is now in prison, sent-

enced by Judge Hoffman on
Nov. 5 on 16 counts of criminal

contempt, each carrying a

three month sentence, to a to-

tal of four years.

American Yippie Jerry Rubin is on trial for conspiracy.

Hoffman declared a mistrial in

Seale's case and set April 23,

1970 as the date of the new trial

on conspiracy charges.

On Wednesday, Nov. 12, a
bench warrant was ordered for

the arrest of Jerry Rubin after
he left the Federal District
Courtroom thirty minutes be-
fore the usual recess time.
Judge Hoffman also ordered
Rubin's $10,000 bail revoked
over protest by defense attor-

ney William M. Kunstler.
Rubin left behind a written
waiver of his constitutional

right to be present at his trial

before leaving to catch a plane
to a speaking engagement at
Rutgers University that eve-
ning.

The defense contends any
rioting at the 1968 demonstra-
tions was caused by persons
such as Chicago Mayor Ri-

chard R. Daley who sought to

stifle all effective protest.

Daley agreed on Nov. 10 to

take the witness stand in the

case.

At the same time. Judge On Nov. 17, the "Chicago

Seven" were refused a mistrial
despite their attorney's
charges that the U.S. Govern-
ment has been spying on their

defense.

Defense attorney Leonard
Weinglass told Judge Hoffman
that mail was being opened and
"even our waste paper has
been taken by the Chicago Po-
lice Department. We can't talk

to witnesses. We can't have
confidence in our own office

staff."

Weinglass objected that the

government had admitted to

three illegal wiretappings of

defendants and cited two Fed-
eral court rulings in which
mistrials were declared be-
cause of surveillance by the
prosecution.

It was the second time that
Judge Hoffman had refused to

declare a mistrial in the case
of the Chicago Seven. The first

was requested because "in-
flammatory testimony" con-
cerning Seale would prejudice
the jury concerning the other
defendants in the case.

Loyola sit-in planned
MONTREAL (CUP) - Loyola College stu-

dents will sit-in again today outside the office

of administration president Patrick Malone in

anticipation of a Canadian Association of Uni-

versity Teachers (CAUT) investigation.

CAUT is expected to announce this week
whether it will form a commission of inquiry

into Loyola's unexplained dismissal of Physi-

cist S.A. Santhanam. Students hope the sit-

in will show CAUT their determination to

have Santhanam rehired.

Five students, including student president

Marcel Nouvet, were placed on "disciplinary

probation" by the administration for their

part in a sit-in protesting the dismissal Nov-

ember 12. On Thursday approximately 250

students blocked the corridors of the adminis-

tration building to protest the "disciplinary

probation" of the five students.

The students demand binding arbitration by

CAUT in Santhanam's case and protest the

administration reprisals against their pro-

tests.

Under the terms of the probation, the stu-

dents "may not participate in, or be an ob-

server to, any activity on the Loyola campus"
except to fulfill course requirements.

Violation of the probation would bring

immediate suspension or expulsion from the

college.

The Senate, which voted to rehire Santhan-
am in June and then retracted its stand when
the Loyola trustees objected, has appointed a
three-man committee, including one student,

to look into the case of the five students.

The Loyola administration has refused to

listen to student and faculty demands that the
case be arbitrated by CAUT; university presi-

dent Patrick Malone declared the affair offi-'

cially closed Nov. 5 after Santhanam turned
down an offer of $10,000 to leave the campus
stating he would rather have "justice than
money".
Some Loyola students have chosen other

ways to protest Malone's refusal to consider
rehiring Santhanam.
Monday night stink bombs were placed in

the president's office, the offices of the dean
of students and the division of student ser-

vices. Last week stink bombs were put in the
air filtration system of the four-storey Bryan
Building, newest building on campus.

And Monday morning a swastika with the

initials 'S.J.' in the corner flew from the Loy-
ola flagpole. The 'S.J.' referred to the Jesuit

Board of Trustees. A firetruck had to be
called to bring down the flag.

No ad today.

Watch this space

on Friday

for an important revelation.

University of

Toronto Bookstore

If there is anyone out there in the wilds who is thinking of
going to tonight's SAC meeting here is a rundown of what's on
the agenda. The fall budget is being presented, discipline,

CUG, a report from the committee to examine the structure of

SAC and a battle royal over the SAC lawyers. See the SAC ad
somewhere in the paper for time and place.

CAPITAL RECORDS

MOTHER TUCKERS
YELLOW DUCK
IN CONCERT
SAT. NOV. 22

AT THE MASONIC TEMPLE (888 YONGE ST.)

(FORMERLY THE ROCK PILE)
TWO SHOWS

6 P.M. & II P.H.

ADMISSION S2.50

GENERAL ADMISSION ONLY
DOORS OPEN AT 7:30 P.M.

M.T.Y.D.
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PACE FOUR

About a month ago piles of

newsprint were stacked in com-
pus doorways all over the U of T.

One day. Fifty nine pages of

type. No pictures.

. . . Miracle: the Commission on

University Government's report

descended from on high like

loaves and fishes.

A few weeks later piles of cop-

ies were stilt lying untouched in

the doors of Sidney Smith and
other buildings.

They were a familiar sight to

the students who passed them
each day to attend their lectures.

Then one day they weren't

there any more: someone had
carted them off into the night —
they were becoming an embar-
rassing symbol of apathy.

The CUG Report is a piece of

paper; its arrival is an event.

Many people see it as the
broom that will sweep campus

varsity
TORONTO!^
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two movements

politics under the rug without

raising too much dust.

But the CUG Report can't be

evaluated as a document, as an

academic paper. For it posits

only structural and rhetorical

changes in the university — the

structure of a more representa-

tive committee structure and
the rhetoric of co-operation,

community, freedom, etc.

The CUG report is an abstrac-

tion that can mean anything you

want it to mean, until you fill

those structures with content

and that rhetoric with action.

And until you look at the con-

crete, historical forces which
created that abstraction, you
won't know what CUG means to

the real university.

CUG is a product of two move-
ments — from the administra-
tion and from the students —
both going in opposite direc-

tions. For the administration,

CUG was to be a blueprint, a

static model of the problem-
solving university that would
stable and efficient.

It was to be the end of reform
and the absorption of the student

movement that had begun to

look ominous with the Dow dem-
onstration and the Clark Kerr
disruption.

For the radical students on the
Commission, CUG was to be the
beginning of reform — a focus
for a debateabout "the issues".

During the 10 months and 125
meetings of non-struggle and
concession, both sides gave in
somewhat.

The report emerged as a
stark, structural outline of a fu-
ture university — divorced of
any solid analysis of the form
and function of today's U of T.

By the time the Commission
had put itself on paper, it was so
removed from the people it was
supposed to be about that it al-
most became a dead issue.

But last week something hap-
pened :

• The CUG Programming
Committee rejected imposing
parity (50-50 student-faculty) for
the committees set up to imple-
ment the CUG report.

• The Association of Teaching

Staff voted down the principle of

parity in all departmental and
faculty matters.

By rejecting parity, those two
bodies have negated the funda-

mental principle on which CUG
was based.

In fact, the ATS is the same
body which last year helped

force the administration to ac-

cept parity for CUG itself. As
soon as that principle comes
close to home — the classroom,

curriculum, hiring and firing —
when it hits the guts of the de-

partments, then it becomes an
issue.

The content of the divisions

between faculty, students, and
administration becomes clear.

CUG becomes an issue and a
strategy around which students
must organize.

In Friday's editorial, I'll talk
about how that question of parity
is important to students.

brian johnson

LETTERS-
always improving the product

As one who has supported the United
Appeal for many years in whatever
urban community he happened to be
living, I compliment the reporter who
researched and wrote the challenging
article in The Varsity on Friday, Nov.
14, on the United Appeal.

The idealism behind this line of
thought is noteworthy; however, I

would dispute the privilege of the au-
thor to seem to judge the motivation of
the many citizens of all walks of life

who choose to support the work of the
78 participating agencies. Could the
idealism and energy be better directed
to voluntarily working to improve the
services of these agencies, and to help-

ing them to be ever more responsive to

the needs of their clients? The work of

each agency is so very important to the
lives it touches, that all creative ideas
are needed.

It is my understanding that the Unit-
ed Appeal Board and the agency
Boards welcome and require hundreds
of citizen volunteers to assist in con-
stantly upgrading the quality of ser-
vices and the careful managing of
these large private funds. I find it im-
possible to believe that any sincere,
creative person who volunteered to
help would be denied this opportunity,
be they rich or poor in material things.

The description of the reactions of

the Just Society people and their poli-

cies of working "outside the political

mainstreams" and excluding "tradi-

tional approaches", leaves me very
uneasy. They seem rather unimagina-

tive spoilers. I wonder how many of

them have actually volunteered to help

an ongoing program become better?

There could develop something de-

structive in this negative thinking.

But back to the idealistic people, who
are more promising. I am sure the

director of the Metro Social Planning

Council would find such people stimu-

lating and compatible teammates on
any number of vital Metro projects. I

hope they try and find out.

I also feel sure that the Ontario Wel-

fare Council, made up as it is of quali-

fied professional people, will end up
with a responsible Board able to assure

the United Appeal Board that it will

make wise use of its share of the Unit-

ed Community Fund. It is comforting
to know that there can be debate and
difference of opinion between agency
Boards, and I expect the end product
can be the better for if.

Lois James, Chairman,
Area Westhill-Highland Creek

UA Residential Campaign, 1969

stop researcfi from going to the dogs
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What makes people want to believe
that medical researchers and "young
pre-university students" perform var-
ious sadistic mediaeval experiments on
people's pets? How could anyone per-
form an operation on a dog which is not
anaesthetized? Ever been bitten?

Bill 194 (Research Animals Act) pro-
tects pets (if you don't believe me, then
please read the bill). What's more, Bill

194 eliminates dog dealers. And it

saves the taxpayer money.
This summer, Queen's University

was forced to cancel medical research
because not enough dogs were availa-
ble. Meanwhile every year, 50,000 un-

wanted, unclaimed dogs are killed by
Humane Society Pounds in Ontario. It's

dumb.
If the public does not want Bill ,194,

or if a majority wants it but allows its

voice to be drowned out by the vocifer-
ous and misinformed opposition to the
bill, then the Ontario public will face
the consequences — decreasing stan-
dards in patient treatment.

Medicine is a dynamic field — if we
don't have the facilities, we can't keep
up.

Barbara Baxter (II Meds)
Chairman, Committee for Public

Education on Bill 194



c
o
1U by david frank

and _ , oa half
It was cold — cold and windy under shin-

ing blue skies — Saturday afternoon on Bay
St. when a salesman popped his head out
the door of the Elgin Motors showroom,
looked up and down the street at the line of

marchers and shouted in a shrill voice:
"Where's Santa Claus! Where's Santa!"
He popped back in behind the plate glass,

laughing, and eight fellow salesmen, all

wearing wide colourful ties and modish
double breasted suits, grinned, laughed,
poked each other in the elbows and went
Yuk Yuk what a wit Yuk Yuk until the guy
did it again.

The Santa Claus parade of course had
been much earlier in the day and it had
gone down Yonge St., bearing Santa Claus
into the cavernous Eaton's complex that

marks the heart of the city. It was freezing

cold, but more than 500,000 people lined the

waiting for Santa

of picket signs rapping against the cold
cement overpowers the waltz on a P. A.
system. Everyone is milling around wait-
ing for something to happen, speeches,
anything. Some singing starts and a circle
is formed, going around and around, faster

and faster, and singing All We are saying,
until everyone is ready to collapse. Is give

peace a chance, and everyone sits on the
pavement, still singing this hymn until it all

begins again, this time with three rings of
people, give peace o chance. . .

Some Start Shouting On to the Consulate!

and a large number, maybe 1,000, start off

across the square, under the courthouse
singing Solidarity Forever, to University
Avenue where the U.S. Consulate is.

A flock of Harley Davidsons races up the

street from the south and eight mounted
police come galloping down from the north

to take up positions between the Consulate

and the protestors. It is intimidating to

stand three feet from a horse which is one
and a half times your height and not stand-

ing still. The light changed again and a few
more people crossed.

A man with green and white ribbons on

photo by Mark Rubin

Anti-Vietnam protesters, march up and down in front of the American consulate.

streets three and four deep to watch the

procession which, for the 65th year this

Saturday, was installing Santa Claus in the

Queen St. Toyland of a department store.

The ritual marks the opening of the shop-

ping season and it is also big business be-

cause Eaton's spent $100,000 on it this year.

For Canada the war in Vietnam is also

big business: $320 million in 1968. In the

last ten years Canadian sales to the U.S. of

explosives, bullets, rocket propellants,

mines, plus sophisticated electronic and

aircraft components total $2.1 billion.

500,000 people watching Santa Claus and

maybe 3,000 marching from Queen's Park

to City Hall with signs against the war.

Things Santa Claus never saw:

At College and University a boy was sit-

ting on the sidewalk strumming a guitar

with his frozen fingers and singing: "Every-

body get together got to love one another,

right now" and across the street, in front of

six streetcars and a sea of automobiles,

four mounted Metro police stood waiting,

their horses pawing the pavement and defe-

cating warm lumps on the road.

At Gerrard and Bay a couple in their late

twenties is standing holding hands at the

curbside; him with sunglasses and a crew-

cut, her with a semi-serious semi-cynical

smile; They are wearing badges saying

"Nixon is good for freedom" and "We like

capitalism."

The march snaked into City Hall square

where it is so cold there are already ska-

ters on the fountain, and the resonant sound

his overcoat and a placard saying Freedom

and Independence of the Ukraine has joined

the march up and down the sidewalk and

one of his friends grabs a student by the

arm saying with a smile why are you wear-

ing this? and ripping away the armband,
and shoving the student back. This hap-

pened repeatedly , once there was a scuffle.

We kept on walking up and down, watch-

ing the line of 50 police between us and the

Consulate, eavesdropping on the walkie-tal-

kie clipped to a policeman's lapel We're

bringing 15 more up from City Hall the

wagon is waiting around back, listening to

a kid shouting in a hoarse voice MARAT
WE'RE POOR OONT MAKE US WAIT ANY
MORE WE WANT OUR RIGHTS AND WE
DONT CARE HOW WE WANT A REVOIUTION
NOW while others chanted POWER TO THE

PEOPLE and HO HO HO CHI MINH THE NLF IS

GOING TO WIN and a short man passed out

evangelical tracts shouting THE CAUSE OF
WARS IS NOT MAN BUT HIS SIN THE ONLY
REDEMPTION IS IN JESUS CHRIST HALLELU-

JAH and there were black flags and black

armbands and red flags and red armbands,

COPS NEED UNIONS TOO, some chuckled

while others kept a stern exterior and the

plainclothesmen with squashed-in noses

were sneering on the steps and the mounted

police looked like Tsarist cossacks and we
joked about Santa Claus and what would

have happened if, that morning, he had

waved to a half a million people in Toronto

and more all across the continent on televi-

sion HO HO with a two fingered Peace sign.

ART GALLERY OF ONTARIO

317 Dundas St. W.. Toronto

Tel. £63-3185

TONIGHT
AL NEIL TRIO

'jazz' trio from Vancouver will perform at 8:30 p.r

Admission free with ATL card.

HART HOUSE AMATEUR RADIO CLUB

VE3UOT

OPEN MEETING TODAY

La
7:30 p.m. DEBATES ROOM
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NO EXAMS ON PASSOVER

"Every person an equal

member of the community"

IF YOU OBJECT TO EXAMINATIONS

BEING SCHEDULED ON PASSOVER

WRITE IN "PASSOVER"

on the form when you

confirm courses this month

Hillel Foundation 923-7837 For Information

Commerce and Finance may leave

Political Economy Course Union

Commerce and finance stu-

dents could withdraw from the

fledgling Political Economy

Course Union, if a recommen-

dation of the Commerce Club

is approved at a general meet-

ing tomorrow.
Commerce Club president

Bill Sklar (IV UC) said last

night the club was unhappy

with the way the union was

being set up and added that

METRO ELECTIONS ISSUES
EXPERTS WILL DISCUSS THEM

IN ROOM 2106 SID SMITH 1 P.M.

TODAY UNIVERSITY EXPANSION

THURS. NOV. 20 WELFARE INSTITUTIONS

Two groovy little restaurants

at Bloor and Vbnge, and Bloor and Bay

3 new locations opening soon

commerce students were

afraid their views would not be

adequately represented to the

department.

The Commerce Club is a

voluntary-membership organi-

zation which in the past has

acted as a quasi-course union

for C & F students.

The Political Economy
Course Union was originally

established last year, but was

plagued by poor turnouts to

meetings. Following low at-

tendance at a teach-in earlier

this term, it was decided to

restructure the union before

the fall elections.

"You just can't do things on

that basis," said Alf Chaiton,

president of the PECU. "So we
decided to take the issues to

the students."

90% REPRESENTATION

"Taking it to the students"

was accomplished by asking

each class in the department to

name a class representative to

a general assembly. About 90

per cent of the 85 classes in-

volved now have representa-

tives.

Interest in .the new union

was highest in the first two

years, said Chaiton. "First

year students didn't really

know what they wanted, but

they knew they were con-

cerned. In the upper years it

was like pulling teeth — worse
— teeth come out," he said.

But last Thursday about 60

rep's met to decide what for-

mat the new organization

r
Centre for the Study of Drama Faculty of Music

Department of East Asian Studies

THE BUDAYA TROUPE
FROM INDONESIA
The Performing Arts of Bali, Java and Sunda

presented by

The American Society for Eastern Arts

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 26 at 8:30
MacMILLAN THEATRE

Edward Johnson Building

Jkkets JJox Office 928-3744 Students $1.50
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would follow. Basically, one

group argued for making the

class rep's the supreme legis-

lative body, while others want-

ed to return to the old system

of holding open general meet-
,

ings to approve policy.

The final decision was in

favor of a modified method

which would allow anyone to

attend and vote at meetings of

the general assembly of class

representatives.

A future meeting will choose

members to an executive

committee.

It was at Thursday's meet-

ing that Chaiton first learned

that commerce might pull out

of the new union.

MEETING TOMORROW

Sklar said the meeting to-

morrow would decide if C & F
would stay in, and if the deci-

sion was to withdraw, a com-

mittee would be set up to ex-

amine alternatives. One possi-

bility would be for commerce
students to form their own
course union.

Chaiton said he hoped the

commerce faction would de-

cide to stay in the union, but

added "It's up to them. We've
argued until we're blue in the

face. They don't seem to real-

ize it's not in our best interests

to have them in, politically, but

we want the whole department

together."

Tomorrow's meeting is in

Room 2118, Sidney Smith Hall,

at 1 p.m.

T H

H
E

9 PC.
R & B D ANCE

2 BANDS

-2JC
T A

H
E

NEW COLLEGE SAT. 8:30

NOV. 22 (WETMORE HALL)

CHICKS $1 CHUCKS $1.50 CHUMPS $3

H.C. DRAMA GUILD PRESENTS
JEAN ANOUILH

MEDEA

DIRECTED BY ALEXANDRA MERCET

NOV. 20 & 21 8:30 P.M.

NEW COLLEGE WILSON HALL

The Centre for the Study of Drama
presents

IN THE BEGINNING
the first play in the cyc/e

Back to Methuselah
by George Bernard' Shaw

directed by Robert GUI
and

A SANTA CLAUS MASQUE
by e. e. cumro/ngs

directed by Sheldon Clark

Studio Theatre

4 GJen Morris

November 18, 19, 20, 21, 22
8:30 pjn.

admission free



Groovy crimes all in day's work to criminologist
By JOHN GLADKI

Dog turd and trousers as
evidence in a criminal investi-

gation? Sure. Take the case of

the person who rapes a little

old lady while kneeling in dog
turd.

Prof. Joseph D. Nichol,
administor of the Criminal
Justice Curriculum at the Uni-

Probe lays memorial to dirty Don

Members of U of T's Pollu-

tion Probe continued to mourn
the demise of the Don River
yesterday during a demonstra-
tion in front of the Parliament
Buildings.

The Probe group, accompa-
nied by the Lady Godiva Mem-
orial Band, marched to

Queen's Park at 1 p.m. carry-

ing a green plastic garbage can
implanted in a plaster base.
Inside the can was Don River
water.

In a brief speech, Probe
member, Martin Daly (SGS)
said the Don River's funeral,

held Sunday, had been called

"too negativistic. . . (holding)

no hope for the future."

"An official of the Don Val-

ley Conservation Authority
said the authority had spent
several million dollars to clean

up the Don," he said.

"But the efforts of these sin-

cere, intelligent people has
obviously failed," he added.

He called for government
intervention in the control of

pollution.

After a brief speech, Probe
executive member, Geoff

Stop
beinga

ABtfiry-eyed

stu&ntl
Might make people think
you're sorrowing for the
whole world—it's probably
just your eyes. Go get them
tested, then come and see

us at Sroddock Optical,
we'vegot the greatest selec-
tion of frames you'll ever
look through. And as a
student you get 20% off.

Our nearest branch—just
around the corner at T58
Si. George. Gome and see!

The Opera Department
presents

The Toronto Premiere
r

L'ENFANT ET LES
SORTILEGES

(In English)

Opera by Ravel
Poem by Colette

November 20, 21, 22, 23
at 8:30 p.m.

MacMilian Theatre
Edward Johnson Building

(Queen's Park, behind
Planetarium)

University of Toronto

Tickets $2.00
Students $1.00

Box Office-928-3744

Mains, also called for govern-
ment action.

The group was barred entr-

ance to the Parliament Build-

ings, but they left a book of

Don River mourners' names to

be delivered to George Kerr,
Minister of Energy and Re-
sources.

versity of Chicago, was speak-
ing to about 100 ambitious
Canadian chemists at U of T's
plush Faculty Club last night.

New trends in today's youth
movement cause difficulties
for criminologists. Take hair
for example. An investigator
used to be able to tell the sex of

the criminal by the length of a
hair. Now with unisex the prob-

lem becomes more difficult.

He added that criminology is

not a topic for table conversa-
tion. Criminologists must have
"intestinal fortitude for the

intestines one will have to look

at," he said.

Nichols also showed slides of

groovy crimes that he had in-

vestigated with "no apologies
for the way they may look."

There were some real life

pictures of gory crimes; sui-

cides, homicides, mother rap-

ings, father rapings.

There was a picture of a

marijuana plant and a ragweed
plant, almost indistinguisha-

ble. "Many a narcotics agent
will run into the bush and kill

ragweed plants, all in vain,"
said Nichol.

The "narcs" know about cut-

out books for storing joints.

Nichol showed a picture of

such a book complete with
three well rolled cigarettes.

The name of the book was
"College and Conscience".

Another picture showed a

homicide which resulted from
a family quarrel. The husband
went out on Christmas Day to
see a stag movie. After he
came home his wife told him
that she did not feet that this

was the proper way to spend
the holidays. "She then took

out her peashooter pistol to

emphasize her point."

An unrecognizable, mouldy
bear paw kept some of Nichol's

cohorts occupied for months
trying to figure out which
crime it was connected with. It

was found to have traces of

honey. . . obviously a thief.

Hoechst is Chemistry
And plenty of it. Hoechst has more than a

full century of research and achievement in

chemistry to draw upon—products and ideas
that have touched and improved the quality

of people's lives in every area around the

world, in a hundred countries on six conti-

nents.
But big as we are in chemistry, we're more
than juat chemistry. We're medicine too, and

engineering and plastics and dyestuffs. And
marketing. And ideas. Ideas most of ail.

Ideas about the future, about people's needs
and wants. About how to meet those needs
and wants. Good ideas, young ideas. Your
ideas maybe.

If you'd like to know more about Canadian
Hoechst, write our Head Office.

CANADIAN HOECHST LIMITED
3400 JEAN TALON STREET WEST MONTREAL • ASSOCIATES OF FABBWERKE HOECHST AO. WEST GERMANY

A CENTURY OF SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENT THROUGH RESEARCH

MUM
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GSU
FRIDAY NIGHT
DANCE

Nov. 21st -9:00 p.m.

BAR & FOOD

Music by: "The Undergrads"

(everyone over 21 years welcome,

students, staff and friends)

Admission: $1 - ladies

$1.25 gents

HART HOUSE GLEE CLUB

WELCOMES NEW MEMBERS

PROPOSED TOUR IN MAY

20 NEW MEMBERS WELCOME

Meet us THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20th

MUSIC ROOM HART HOUSE AT 5:30 P.M.

Lecture by

MARGARET LAURENCE

University Writer-in-Residence

HALF WAR /HALF PEACE

The working regulations

between writer and publisher

Concert Hall, Edward Johnson Building

Thursday, Nov. 20, at 4:30 p.m.

CLASSIFIEDS

SALTY DOG Discotheque will rent prem NIGHT THEY Raided Mmsky's Movie al

ism Monday to Thursday day or evening Wetmore Hall New College 2 showings 6

For information call A Curry 964 7060 of 30 Bt 9 OO PM Sun Nov 23 Admission $1

633-2677 at door

ESSAYS. Theses typed professionally on "BELLY-BUTTON" Coffee Shop Discot
elactne machine Paper supplied 30* per nBque New College - Wilson Hall Snack
page Close to campus 79 Madison Ave Bat 10 pm every Fn & Sat Stag 50t Drag
Phono 922 B564 after si* Ask lor Lore* 75t

NEED A ROOM? 2 vanancn
(or mains on co-op residence
College 928 2512 or drop ii

Geoioe Street. Room 202

I c Wotmore Hall — New College 8 30 Sa
' 6J bt Nov 22 Lambs 51 Wolves SI 50 Fish S3

DIAMOND RINGS FROM IMPORTER. CRACKERS AND CHEESE — a fantastic

High quality, low puces Call 36B 9474 tor musical revue — Sunday, Nov 23. 8:30
B private appointmom

.
under no obligation PM — Wrlson Hall Dining Hall, NC

SI 00 cheapl

WANTED: one porson to share 3-bed-
roomllai $50 a month 466 33 18 HOUSE On Mapr St To share with two

,
_ students Phone 922 5798 or materialize

TYPING thesis, essays, notes, charts. Eng- a , 33 Maio,

llsh, Fionch. other languages Memeo-
graphing, electric typowmers Mary Dele
Scott (M Davies) 86 Bloor St W Room COUNTER help needed 2 to 5 days pei

22S. 922-7624 week, noon to 2 00 P M 8loor University

Area. Pay $3 plus lunch per day Phone
GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone4454040
today loi free booklet The Day you buy a
diamond" H Proctor and Co . 131 Bloor UCu usurer.

.

Si W Suita416 921 7702 MEN WANTED to sing good music with

HERE AND NOW
TODAY
ALL DAY

Submit .color slides by Tuesday noon to

Hart House Hall Porter lor judging on

Wednesday See Club Bulletin board for

field flip

NOON
Tickets for Hair at 10 per cent discount

lor dales Jan 28 and Jan 29 Innis Col-

lego flm 109 63 St George

Math and Physics society and course

union presents the film "Matter Waves"

Rm 102 New Physics Bldg

1 p.m.

Members Color show with cash prizes

Hart House Camera Club

U of T Bahais invite you to find out

about their way of life Topic: The Dawn ol

a New Age. Rm 204 UC
Yavneh Presents Allan Haber who will

give a talk on Parshat V.lizam Rm 2129

Sidney Smith

Seminar on university expansion Panel

to include members of the Huron-Sussex

residence assoc and Prof Forester and

Keele Gregory Rm 2106 Sidney Smith

1.15 p.m.

TCDS lunch hour theatre The Intruder

by MBurice Maeterlmk. Directed by Martha

Mackinson Admission Iree. Cartwright

Hall. Si Hilda's College Devonshire PI.

3.40 p.m.

"Stability of Differentially Rotating

Stars" speaker Mr Peter Biermann, Man

Plank Insiitut fur Physik andAstrophysik

Rm. 202 McLennan Physical Laboratories

4.10 p.m.

Physical Science Graduate Studenis

attend Division III meeting today to deter-

mine action on CUG Report Senate cham

Singing auditions for "West Side Story"

Music Practice Room (58) Wetmore Hall

MEN WANTED
chamber choir Phone J. Schreiber. 92B
5171.536-5019COME BACK SUZANNE. You can t leav _

now I need a dale for the Cannonball
new week Sam RESEARCH Project on snow storms

quests helpers to conduct evening tele
LOST — Black bnalcase containing notes Phonu interviews A few evenings only,
and books — in the basement ol University Attractive rale of pay If interested tele
College Pleeso return notes at least Re phone Prof Burton orMrs Goodwillie 92B
ward Ptione 920 8163 3379

LOST: Ladies gold watch with inscription F*B ,,om ,no Madding Crowd 8 P M Fn
on St George Nov 13/69 Phono 423 dav Nov 21 81 Faculty of Food Sen
56B8 Bloor at Avenue Rd 75c Iree popcorn

Bnngyour own pillow

SURPRISINGLY attractive room in grim,
but interesting house Full kitchen facilities THE TEN COMMANDMENTS — Cecil
$50/mo Walking distance to school — if 6 DeMHIe movie production Tonight— -Tgetic Dundas & Jarvls area, room 21 18 ol Sid Smith Bldg 7 30 p.

Admission 76t at door All welcome

SAC meeting Wilson Hell

7.30 p.m.

Cecil B De Milles Trie Ten Command

meats" Admission 75e Rm. 2118 Sidney

Smith
Han House Amateur Radio i-iuo

VE3U0T open house. Debates Room Hart

House
Mathematics and Physics society and

course union present Prof. K.O May lec-

ture All about Gauss" Rm 203 New

physics 8ldg.

Bp.m.

F U of T Third World Film and Discus-

sion group. More propaganda. USIA Film

Cuba Waits. International Student Centre.

33 St George.

Vic Classics Club meeting. Dr. Graham

will speak and show slides on "The Isles of

Greece " Wymilwood Music Room.

8.30 p.r

The Bob Revue "Thi

Clothes' by John Be

Plaunt. New Vic Thealre

demic Bldg.

Rm 3. New Aca-

THURSDAY
1 p.m.

Medical. Arts and Science society dis-

cussion and involvement meeting on Bill

1 94 Auditorium. Medical Sciences Bldg.

Dept of History and History Students

Union sponsoring a lecture by James Duran

on North American IndianPolicy New Col-

lege 1016
Yavneh present Rabbi Emmanuael For-

man of Sharrei Shomayim who will speak,

on "Woman's Role in Jewish Life —
Emmancipation or Subjugation" Rm 2129

Sidney Smith

1 p.m.

Ad Hoc committee to plan demonstra-

tion for Dec 4 to demand release of the

two Israeli passengers held in Syria. Rm.

2127 Sidney Smith

1.15 p.m.

TCDS lunch hour theatre, "The Intruder"

by Maurice Maeterlinck. Admission free.

Cartwright Hall. St Hilda s College. Devon-

shire PI.

Meeting of the Latin American Studies

Course Union Rm. 622 Sidney Smith.

4.10 p.m.

"Neutron Scattering and Liquid State

Physics" Or Peter A Egelstaff ol Atomic

Energy Establishment Harwell. England

Rm. 102 McLennan Physical Laboratories.

6.15 p.m.

Varsity Christian Fellowship meeting

cancelled in lieu of Saturday's Rollerskate

6 p.m.

Acting auditions tar "West Side Story"

Rm. 2002 Wilson Hall. New College.

7 p.m.

Seminar groups re: Crisis in Israel. 186

St George St.

7.30 p.m.

Mathematics and Physics Society and

Course Union presents Pro! K O. May giv-

ing a lecture on "Karl F. Gauss" free te-

freshments. Rm 203 New Physics Bldg.

U of T Red Cross general meeting.

Music Room International Students

Centre.

University of Toronto Graduate Wine-

Making Guild — Investigatory Fastings.

Graduate Students Union upper lounge.

7.30 p.m.

U of T Flying Club open meeting. Mr. H.

Cunningham, president of Experimental

Aircraft Association — on Home Built Air-

craft Music Room, Hart House-

Tim, Tim, Benzedrine/

Hash: Boo.' Vatvoline!

Clean! Clean! Clean tor Gene!

First, second, neutral, park,

Hit THEE HENCE, you leafy nare!

Cull 363 9977

8.15 p.m.

Royal conservatory of Music Silver

Medals Presentation and Concert Concert

Hall 273 Bloor St. West.

B.30 p.m.

New College Drama Guild presents

Medea by Jean Anouilh. directed by Alex-

andra Mercer New College. Wilson Hall.

ASU Poverty Symposium Dialogue be-

tween anthropologists, aspinng anthropol-

ogists and poor people about the academic

scree poor people campaign Dept of An-

throp Library.

B.30 p.m.

The Opera Dept. presents "L'Enfant et

Les Sortileges" by Maurice Favel — In

English. Tickets $2 and students SI at box

office Macmillan theatre.

OpenWmaW
JL HANDICRAFTS

Reasonably priced:

e IMPORTED TOYS

e THEATRE POSTERS

e ESIKMO ART

> "IN" JEWELRY &
ACCESSORIES

585 MARKHAM STREET
(Village)

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY

AND PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

AND TECHNOLOGY
"Motion in the Void: Aquinas and Averroes" by James

A. Weisheipl, O.P., S.T.Lr., Ph.D., D.Phil. (Oxon), Pro-

fessor of Philosophy, Pontifical Institute of Medieval

Studies, University of Toronto.

21st November 1:10p.m. Room 202 McLennan Laboratory

(New Physics Building)

Sponsored by the Varsity Fund. All members of the

University Community are invited.

York's McLaughlin

Movie Club

Presents

W. C. Fields

&
Bob Hope

In

"Big Broadcast of "38' 1

Plus Marx Brothers in

"Monkey Business"

Thursday. Nov. 20th

at 9 p.m.

Lecture Hull D
Admission $1
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STUDENTS'

ADMINISTRATIVE
COUNCIL

GENERAL COUNCIL MEETING
WILSON HALL COMMON ROOM

- NEW COLLEGE

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 19th
7:00 P.M.

ALL WELCOME TO ATTEND



Excellent archery clinic this weekend
By KIT KOEHLER

An Indian uprising or a Rob-
in Hood convention?

Well, neither. Just some of

the many enthusiastic archers
coming to the exciting Archery
Clinic on tap at the WAB this

weekend.

All U of T students
(including the men) will be
admitted FREE as spectators

or participants.

The clinic is designed for
- every possible level of interest

and ability, from the novice to

those with serious hopes of

making the 72 Olympic team.

The WAA have managed to

attract the best archery coach-

es in North America for the

clinic — Lura Wilson and Bill

Bednar.

Mrs. Wilson, a former
American champion, is a
director of the internationally

regarded Teela-Wooket Arch-
ery Camp in Vermont, while
Bill Bednar has won more tour-

naments in the last ten years
than any other professional

archer in the U.S.

The clinic program begins
Friday at 7 p.m. and continues

all day Saturday from 9 a.m.

All students and even faculty

types interested in archery
should make plans to be there.

. . it should be the most valua-

photo by kit koehler

ble archery clinic ever held in

the Toronto area, and like we
said, it's free.

VolleyBlues a solid second
By UNCLE CHARLIE

At the mid-point of the regular season, after

tournaments at Western Nov. 8, and McMaster
last Saturday, the Blues volleyball team finds

itself solidly entrenched in second place.

Blues were really hot at Western for all but

their last game which they gave away to the

McMaster team. Blues started quickly by
downing Western in two hard-fought games,
then coasted to an easy win, 15-1, in their first

game with Waterloo.

The second Waterloo game was almost a dis-

aster as the Warriors suddenly caught fire be-

fore being subdued 15-11. Waterloo went on to

cause Guelph Gryphons, the league's most solid

team, a great deal of trouble before being de-

feated.
,

Blues themselves got fired up for their

games with Guelph and after losing a close one,

15-11, came back to hand the Gryphons their

only defeat. Blues' match with McMaster was

anti-climatic and the ease of winning the first

game led to the final defeat.

Thus Guelph, with a ,7-1 record topped the

league, followed closely by Blues at 6-2 with the

others trailing in this order: McMaster, 4-4;

Western, 3-5; and an unfortunate Waterloo

squad, 0-8, though they were rarely outclassed.

Last Saturday at Hamilton, Blues play was
unprinUbly sloppy, compared to the previous

week. Miraculously, though, all the other

teams were off too and the Blues didn't suffer

badly with their 5-3 record.

Blues met and squeaked by Waterloo 15-13,

15-12; then fell prey to Guelph 15-5, 15-1. After

that humiliating loss to Guelph, who was also

playing poorly, Blues settled down somewhat
and took both games with Western 15-11, 15-7.

In the first game here Blues top set-up man,

Alex Kovaloff, badly sprained his ankle coming

down off a block. His services will be lost for

the rest of the season, so he was immediately

elected team manager, in keeping with the tra-

dition of the last three years. Blues again split

with McMaster by letting up after winning the

first game.

Today the third of four round-robin tourna-

ments is being held at Waterloo. To take first

place Blues must produce successive 8-0 re-

cords in both tournaments, which means beat-

ing Guelph in all their future encounters.

Blues are capable of this; they only have to

realize it. In any event, the Blues must put a lot

more hustle into their eame if they want to

make the OQAA finals this year.

LET'S TALK ABOUT SAVING YOU MONEY
ON YOUR DIAMOND RING

GETTING ENGAGED?
You don't need a masters degree in marketing to know
that the more hands a product passes through the more
it costs the final consumer. The reverse is also true.

We are "Direct" Di amond Dealers. We import our own
goods and sell on a "Direct" basis. Because of this

we can and do sell well below the established market
structure.

|f you're in the market for a diamond ring drop in and
compare for yourself. Ask for me personally,

fAlternately, we would be pleased to send you our

free booklet "The Day You Buy a Diamond*')

iniiiiiiin iiiiiiiiimi^
Hugh Proctor & Co.

Ol AMOND DEALERS

131 BLOOR'W. 921-7702

STE. 416

if you wonder where your

mother goes every morning . . . . I'l

tell you . . . she has a part time

job cooking at meat and potatoes

.... .and she just won't quit

she says she's worried you're not

eating properly 338 huron

street at harbord

GRADUATING IN 1970?

ARTS AND COMMERCE STUDENTS
INTERESTED IN CAREERS IN

• ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT

• ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

• SALES AND SALES MANAGEMENT

will be interviewed at the Placement Office

THE BALL IS IN
HART HOUSE

NEW YEAR'S EVE BALL
TICKETS - HALL PQRTER

& UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 24

Jvl Metropolitan
^aP Life
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Poverty Parasites Gathering

Thursday, Nov. 20. 8:30 p.m.

Dept. of Anthrop Library

Profs. Carstens, Philpot, Wallman and kids

Be There.

College Bowl is real championship battle

lecture by

James A. Duran

TOPIC: U.S. Experience with the

Termination of Federal

Responsibility for Indians:

A Tragic Failure

Thursday Nov. 20, 1 p.m. -

Room 1016 New College

Informal gathering

2:00 p.m. Room 3050 Sid Smith

Sponsored by HSU & Dept. of History

Only UNB scores came on a

65-yard punt return and a safe-

ty touch.

Out West, the underdog Lan-

cers grabbed an early 7-0 lead,

but Manitoba stormed back

with a 28-point second half

turning the close game into a

rout.

Like McGill, the Manitoba

attack is essentially along the

ground, and centers around

scatback Dennis Hrycaiko.

Bisons amassed 308 yards

rushing against Windsor, and

passed only when necessary.

Friday's game is thus the

classic showdown between two

powerful running attacks

stacked up against two def-

ences skilled at stopping the

run.

Both teams are vulnerable

to a polished passing attack,

but neither Manitoba's Bob
Kramer nor the McGill duo of

Smith and George Wall is a

proven consistent aerial

threat.

Since the weather and field

conditions almost dictate a

concentrated running attack, it

will be strength pitted against

strength, with the winner truly

Canada's number one college

team.

Special student tickets are

on sale from noon at the Stad-

ium. Game time is 8 p.m. Fri-

day night.

By PAUL CARSON
It's taken five years, but the

College Bowl organizers can

finally boast of a true national

championship battle for their

annual Varsity Stadium extra-

vaganza.

Until this year, the Bowl

game has been plagued by slop-

py organizing, some incredibly

amateurish publicity cam-

paigns, uncertain co-operation

from several conferences and

schools, and lousy weather.

The College Bowl committee

can't be expected to do much
about the climate, but they

have assembled the two best

college football teams in Cana-

da to battle for a genuine

championship Friday night.

University of Manitoba Bi-

sons are undefeated in season

and playoff competition; they

averaged over 33 points per

game and yielded on the aver-

age slightly less than 12.

McGill Redmen, Yates Cup

winners as champs of the

SIFL, lost only one game, 17-

16, to Varsity in early October.

In eight games, Tom Moo-

ney's crew scored 210 points

while a stingy defence allowed

but 58, including two shutouts.

In College Bowl semi-finals

last weekend, McGill played

its usual powerful physical war

of attrition while sweeping

aside New Brunswick 20-8 and

Manitoba recovered from a

shaky start to crush Windsor

41-7.

SIFL rushing leader and

MVP, Dave Fleiszer, led the

potent McGill ground attack

through the mud of Halifax

Stadium, but it took a rare

Redman pass, 47 yards from

Dan Smith to speedy flanker

Pete Bender, to turn the tide in

the fourth quarter.

The sturdy McGill defence

picked off four UNB passes

and set up the final touchdown

late in the game.

Coming Events of
U. of T.

FLYING CLUB
. Open Meeting, Tours. Nov. 20

7:30 P.M. Music Rro. Hart

House Guest Speaker: Mr. H.
Cunningham from Experi-

mental Aircraft Asa. Topic:
"Homebuilt "Aircraft"

. Lest Breakfast Flight of 1969
Destinations: Open for sugg.

Irae: Sat. Nov. 22, 10:00 A.M.
> for 12

jr Pilots and Nonpilots

sted In flying

ROLLER SKATE
SATURDAY, NOV. 22

FIRST

MEET AT VIC

WYMILWOOD
6:30 P.M.

LATER \\ // SKATE
TO
THE

TERRACE

4L -
•

=7|T*- GROUP
RATES

vARsrry christian fellowship

CANADIAN
COLLEGE BOWL

FRI. NOV. 21
8.30 p.m.

VARSITY STADIUM
THE COLLEGE FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP OF CANADA

McGILL vs MANITOBA
PROCEEDS GO TO THE

CANADIAN SAVE THE CHILDREN FUND
Parade and College Bowl Queen

Tickets $1.00 and $1.50
Available at SAC Office
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Interfac
1 I

Hockey

Begins

By COLIN PILMER

With football season drawing
to a close, interfac hockey
began last week.

Most teams have already
played at least two games and
standings in all four groups are
taking shape.

In group 1, Sr. Eng. and SMC
"A" are tied on top with two
wins and one tie each in three

games.
Hawes scored 3 for Sr. Eng.

in a 5-1 win over Trinity; Cur-

rie and Maloney tallied in a 2-0

shutout of PHE.
SMC won two close games,

3-2 over Law and 1-0 over Vic

on McCann's goal. In Monday's
battle for first place neither

Sr. Eng. nor SMC could score

and the game ended in a 0-0 tie.

After three games Vic is in

second place with four points.

They beat Trin 4-1 and Law 5-0

before losing to St. Mike's.

PHE (Cyr, Ellis, Nelson)
shutout Law 3-0 to even it's

record at 1-1. Law and Trinity

remain winless.

In group 2 Meds "A" and
Erindale each registered a win
and a tie.

Erindale (Perry 2, Ryan 2,

Robb. Brady) downed defend-

ing Interfac champion Dents
(Koutsaris, Akiama, Hustwitt)

6-3 in their first game then tied

Meds 3-3. Meds had previously

beaten SMC "B" 3-0.

Dents, Scar, and Bus all

have one win and one loss.

Dents beat Scar 6-3. Scar
topped Bus 3-1, and Bus
blanked SMC "B" 5-0. St.

Mike's dropped two games,
unable to score a goal.

In group 3 PHE "B" is on
top with two wins. They beat
Vic II 3-1 and Law II 4-2.

Other group 3 scores: For 4,

Jr. Eng. 2; For 2, Dev. House
2; U.C. 3, Jr. Eng. 1; Dev.
House 2, Vic II 1.

Women's Gym and Basketball

By NAN FLINDALL

Bluette gymnasts were in action Saturday as York came to

Toronto for a duel Invitational Meet. York U is top dog in gym-
nastic circles. Their coach is Yugoslav national coach, and the
team carries two ex-Canadian team members.

Against such odds, Toronto made a surprisingly good show-
ing (not surprising to coach Carol-Ann Letheren) running up 135.6

points to York's 147.5.

Tops for Toronto were Susan Christilaw, with two seconds on
bars and vaulting; Marty Kemeny, second and third on floor and
beam; and Connie Lindenburger, with 28.5 individual points. Al-

though York captured four firsts, the Toronto team showed more
depth.

The gals go to Ottawa this weekend, then have a return meet
at York before competing in the WITCA competitions here Janu-

ary 31.

• ••••••
Varsity Senior Basketbelles eecked out a meagre win

against York Saturday morning 26-23.

Joanne Petzell tallied nine points for Varsity, but play was
scrambly and neither team seemed to click.

The Blue-belles finished the first half with a 15-1 lead, but

York came back in the second half to dog the Bluettes, who man-
aged to hold them off in the dying minutes of play.

(Hey gals, scale on one nickname, please; with Basketbelles, Blue

belles and Bluettes. it's getting kinda confusing — editor).

APPLICATIONS
FOR GRADUATE STUDENT

REPRESENTATIVES
COMMITTEE TO IMPLEMENT THE CAMPBELL REPORT -

one appointment
USERS' COMMITTEE OF THE GRADUATE COMPLEX - six

appointments (the planning of the Graduate Residence

and student centre)

PRESENTIAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON THE TRIMES-

TER SYSTEM - one appointment
PRESENTIAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON STUDENT
HOUSING - two appointments

GSU-CUG REVIEW BOARD - open

EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN (for weekly meetings, with

remuneration)

Send applications to: G.S.U. Policy Committee,

16 Bancroft Ave.,

Toronto 5 (928-2391 & 928-

6233)
Deadline Friday, November 21st - 5:00 p.m.

ESSAYS
TO
WRITE?
When you find it difficult to

decide how lo find informa-

tion you need, we can help.

The Reference Department

conducts general reference

seminars, (he Science and
Medicine reference staff
gives special subject sem-
inars and the circulation
staff wiU clear a path for

you through the stacks. Plan

ahead and gel some help

from the University of
Toron to

LIBRARY

ExportX

REGULAR AND KINGS

WATER POLO OFFICI ALS WANTED

!

Apply now al Inlramural offire, Harl House,

"

Sch edule starts December 2nd.

SPORTS SCHEDULES
-WEEK OF NOV.24TH

Mon Nnv 24 12,30 Music vs IV Ind A Bamhouse, Westl3ke
1 .30 Law IV vs St M D Bamhouse, Wesllake
7,00 Ttin A vs Law 1 Bullock. Fraser

8 15 Jr Eng vs Dev Hse Bullock. Fraser

9.30 Campus New 1 Bullock. Miller

Co-op

10.30 IV Mech vs Dent B Bullock, Miller

TuesNov25 130 PHE.C vs Vic IV Seckington, Kolin

7.00 Arch Knox Richardson, Murray

8 15 Innis 1 vs Pharm A Richardson, Muiray

9 30 Law II vs For A Wright Nelson

10.30 III Civil vs Emman Wright. Nelson

Wed Nov26 12.30 III Eng Sc vs Pharm 8 Gordon, Allen

1.30 St M C Trin B Gordon, Alien

7.00 Enn St M B Sullivan. Dubniak

8.15 Scar VS Med A Sullivan. Dubniak

9.30 Vic. IX Med D Ellis. Nebata

10.30 Bus II IV Civil Ellis. Nebata

ThurNov27 12 30 Eng 1 Yr II Ind Kolin. Seckington

7 00 Vic. 1 vs Sr Eng Hemphill. Klmck

8 15 Bus. 1 vs Dent A Hemphill. Klinck

9.30 Dent E Vic. X Cyr. Koutsaris

10.30 For. B IV Chem A Cyr, Koutsaris

Fn Nov 28 12 30 PHE A vs St M A Richardson, Bertrand

1.30 U C 1 vs Vic II Richardson Bertrand

5 00 IV Eng.Sc vs Vic VII Titus. Piercell

BASKETBALL

Wed Nov 26 1 00 U C 1 Sf Eng Hummel, Schwartz

4 00 Innis t vs Si M 3 A Sternberg, Schwartz

6.30 Med 8 vs PHE I Blinick, Hairier

7 30 SGS vs Enn II Blinick, L Sternberg, Halnei

8.30 Law! vs Scar Hafner, L Slemberg, Blinick

ThurNov.27 6,30 Vic 1 vs Med A Doug Mockford OonMockfotd

Sat Nov 29 12 00 Dent A vs Tnn A Tessis, Salaman

1.30 St M A vs PHE > ^ Chapmck, Tessis

VOLLEYBALL

Mon Nov 24 4-30 Wye Emman Oiav

5.30 U C. vs Eng II Orav

TuesNov25 7 30 Dent B vs For B Horenblas

8.30 Scar vs Tnn Horenblas

WedNov26 5 00 StM vs Bus Gesing

6.00 PHE Pharm Gesing

7 00 Emman vs Knox Sen low

8.00 New vs Enn Senkiw

9 00 pent A vs Vic Senkiw

Thur Nov 27 7 00 Med vs Eng 1 Bodnaruk

8.00 Knox vs Arch Bodnaruk

9 00 For A Innis Bodnaruk

SQUASH

Tues Nov 25 6 20 Law A vs Eng 1

7.00 Tnn A vs Vic.l

7 40 Wye vs For

8 20 Vic. II Dent

Wed Nov 26 7 00 Law B Med A
7 40 Trin B vs

820 Si M 8 New
Thui Nov 27 6,20 PHE St M A

J 00 Scar vs SGS
7 40 Eng.ll vs Med 8
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Blues' blunders key to 4-4 tie with York Yeomen

By PAUL CARSON

Varsity Blues continued to play give-

away hockey at the Arena last night

and it twice cost them chances to de-

feat their new nemesis, York Universi-

ty Yeomen.

With Blues ahead 3-2 early in the fi-

nal period, the Varsity defense persist-

ed in donating the puck to Yeomen

wingers behind the Toronto net.

Alter a half-dozen or so of these han-

douts, York's Steve Latinovitch nipped

a loose puck behind Blues rookie goal-

tender, Lanky Grant Cole, and it was 3-

3.

But Varsity wasn't quite finished.

LEN BURMAN
Second Period Goal

With less than five minutes to play,

rookie winger Bill Buba cut behind the

York defense but a retreating Yeomen

rearguard piled him into York goalie

Bill Holden.

As the three became progessively

entangled in the crease. Blues center

John Wright slid the puck into the net.

Blues, however, had more generosity

to bestow, and eighty seconds later the

game was again tied as York rookie

Licio Cengarle was allowed to cruise

unmolested in front of Cole.

Cengarle calmly deflected Rodger

Bowness' perfect pass into the net for

the final goal of the night.

Both teams had excellent chances to

notch the winner in the last twenty sec-

onds.

York managed a two-on-one break

and Cole was forced to make an out-

standing save, on the return rush, Paul

Laurent tested Holden with a sharp

backhand with but one second remain-

ing.

Blues lost to York last year 3-1 in the

initial game in the new rivalry, and

based on last night's sloppy effort, they

might never win.

York has a swift-skating team that

forechecks with devilish authority but

the Yeomen simply don't have Blues

experience or shooting ability.

Keys to the York attack are Latinov-

itch, a former Junior A star with St.

Catharines, and former Varsity cap-

tain and ace penalty-killer, Murray

Stroud.

Stroud, now enrolled at Osgoode

Hall, was up to his usual tricks last

night, hounding Blues in their own end

and setting up his wingers with numer-

ous accurate passes.

He provided the rebound for Latinov-

itch 's power-play goal in the second

period and supplied the pass for the

goal in the third which tied the game 3-

3.

Bowness opened the scoring for York

in the first period, poking in a rebound

during Blues first penalty, and Toronto

rookie Mike Cyr evened things on a

similar play at 19:10 with Yeomen
playing shorthanded.

Only solid goaltending from Holden

kept York in the game during the open-

ing stanza as Blues outshot Yeomen 21-

7 and both teams successfully killed

double minors.

Blues had only six shots at Holden iti

the second period but made two of

them count as Burman and Buba

bracketed deflections around Latinov-

itch's first goal.

Overall, Blues had the edge in shots,

36-28.

However, it was definitely not a good

night for Varsity as Blues made count-

less elementary mistakes and were

continually caught far out of position.

Most glaring offender was massive

defenceman Dave Field, who appeared

to be skating about in a daze, took two

stupid penalties, and was generally a

liability on every shift.

Blues will spend the weekend in New
York State, visiting traditional rivals

Clarkson and St. Lawrence. Coach Tom
Watt obviously will use both games to

rid Blues of their appalling habit of

handing grateful opponents many
cheap goals.

BLUESNOTES. . . York boasts three

graduates of the famed St. Mike's

hockey system, defencemen Roger

Gallipeau and Ed Zuccato plus winger

Brian Dunn. . . Yeomen also have Dave

Kosoy who played Jr. A at Peterboro

and Cornell grad Ken Smith. . . three

stars were Stroud, Buba and Latinov-

itch. . . Blues next home game is the

SIHL season opener against Western

Mustangs on Friday Nov. 28.

MURRAY STROUD
Now York's Captain

Vic, PhysEd roll to easy semi-final victories
By LYNDON LITTLE

It will be Vic and PhysEd in the Mu-
lock Cup final next Wednesday after-

noon.

The form chart held yesterday after-

noon as both teams sloshed through the

mud and rain to gain convincing victo-

ries. Vic downed Forestry 18-2 and
PhysEd followed with a 18-0 triumph
over Dents.

Although neither team ran up a big

score, they both won by a sizeable

margin on the statistic sheet. Vic had
274 yards in total offense to Forestry's

49, while PhysEd picked up 271 to the

Dent's 155.

With the heavy rain precluding a

PhysEd backfield, carried 13 times for

82 yards.

John Baird of Vic was good on 3 of

his 7 pass attempts for 40 yards, while

Ray Giza of Forestry hit on 6 of 16 for

49 yards.

John Osborne of PhysEd was 2 for 5

for 16 yards while the Dent's Al Jones

completed 3 of his 4 attempts for 29

yards.

Vic 18 Forestry 2

successful pass attack, coaches Keith
Johnson of PhysEd and Tony Speciale
of Vic eschewed the aerial route and
used their big fullbacks to grind out the
yardage.

The only sizeable ground gains came
on straight ahead dives and counters
between the tackles as the atrocious
footing doomed the end sweeps.

CARROLL SHINES
Bruce Carroll of Vic handled the ball

a whopping 24 times as he picked up 159

yards, most of them against the left

side of the Forestry defensive line.

Dave Rae, Carroll's counterpart in the VIC QB JOHN BAIRD
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The first quarter of the Vic-Forestry

game was scoreless but early in the

second Carroll capped a 69-yard drive

in 9 plays by smashing eight yards off

left tackle for a major.

Forestry came back before the half

with two singles on punts by Bruce
Pamplin to close the margin to 6-2.

LONG PASS
Vic took the second half kickoff and

I

ml

VIC COACH TONY iPECIALE

marched 56 yards in only three plays

for their second touchdown. A 35-yard

pass from Baird to Peter Wade gave
Vic a first down on the Forestry eight-

een. From there, Carroll romped in for

the score on the next play.

Peter White on a 10-yard counter
play to the right in the fourth quarter

completed the scoring.

Vic missed the converts on all three

touchdowns.

PhysEd scored on their first series.

They took the ball on the Dent's 40 fol-

lowing a short punt and six plays later

Rae plunged one yard over right tackle.

Grant Tadman's convert was good.

PHE 18 Dents 0

Before the half, PhysEd added a sin-

gle following a Doug Neave punt and a
safety touch when Dent punter Gary
Kushner fumbled a punt snap in his

own end zone to run up a 10-0 lead.

Just as Vic had done, PhysEd scored
early in the third quarter to put the
game out of reach. On the first play
after the opening kickoff had been re-

turned to the 34, halfback Gord Harvey
broke away on a 89-yard counter play to

the left for a major. Osborne fumbled
the ensuing convert attempt but re-

covered and threw to tight end Ross
Kleberg for two points and a final score
of 18-0.



16 campuses will meet to plan new national
OTTAWA (CUP) - At least

16 major universities will meet
here in late December to dis-

cuss starting another national
student union.

Hugh Segal, vice-president
of the University of Ottawa
Student Council, said yester-
day he sent invitations to all

Canadian universities after the
Canadian Union of Students
folded last month.

So far Segal says he has re-
ceived affirmative replies
from 15 universities, including
Sir George Williams, McGill,
Montreal. Queens, Western,
Waterloo. York, Windsor. Dal-
housie. Brock and Mt. Allison.

Several Western Universities SAC will probably discuss
have said they will also attend sending delegates at its next
the conference. meeting.

Gus Abols, University of
Toronto students' council
President, says he was aware
of the discussions although he
has received no formal corre-
spondence.

"There is clearly a need for
a national organization,"' Abols
said, but it must be one that
does not impose its political
beliefs on the students.

Segal said the conference

union
was called to see if Canadian
university students want some
kind of national organization.
But it will be up to the individu-
al universities to make recom-
mendations.

"Whatever is proposed, we
must steer clear of the politi-

cal pitfalls that destroyed
CUS." he added
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University as octopus ?

Local residents attack U of T expansion plans
M^JlM ^J^J^!"' 1 - v.ca„,

By TOM WALKOM
'You (the Huron-Sussex Resi-

dents Association) cannot tell

the Board of Governors how to

operate. We are not prepared lo

let you take part in the planning
of this area."

Professor S.N. Benjamin of

the U of T Architecture Dept.
was quoting A G. Rankin. Ex-
ecutive Vice-President (Non-

• Academic) of U of T at a de-

bate Wednesday on University
Expansion,

Benjamin, speaking for the

Residents Association, criti-

cized the university's "lack of

responsibilitv to the communi-
ty."

University officials, he said,

had confessed last spring they

were ignorant even of the

number of houses in the area.

They admitted no policy of

community relations existed,

he said, but agreed to meet
later with Benjamin's group as

a first step in rectifying this.

STILL WAITING
"We're still waiting." said

Benjamin.

Prof. Benjamin said the uni-

?l

versity has offered to discuss
expansion plans into Huron-
Sussex only after these plans
have been approved by the

Board of Governors.

"Responsibility to the com-

munity must be balanced by
responsibility to the province
countered D.F. Forster. execu-
tive assistant to the President
of the University.

Forster disagreed with the
image of the university as a
"heartless octopus.''

The university, he said,

didn't expand south to Dundas
as originally planned, "since
this would threaten a substan-

tial Chinese community."
it is quite clear too that we

are not going to expand north

of Bloor into the ^nnex," he
said.

"But who knows what will

happen in 50 or 100 years." he

added.

Land west of Spadina is con-

sidered safe, Forster said.

"Even if we wanted to, the

proposed Spadina Expressway
would act as an effective bar-

rier to expansion.
"

AREA RAZED
Huron-Sussex was, however,

to be razed because "of new
commitments on the graduate

level."

Lawyer Gunther Sack, an-

other resident. laid into the U
of T master plan, charging that

it changed "almost daily."

"U of T may decide tommo-
row" to reverse these deci-

sions, he said. The only thing

saving areas west of Spadina
from being "gobbled up" by
university expansion is a lack

of provincial funds and the
Spadina Expressway.

Forster hotly denied this,

insisting that the university
has no interests west of Spadi-
na "except the Robert St. play-
ing field."

Sack: "What guarantees can
you offer^"

Forster: "We have reached
the maximum level of student
enrollment."

Benjamin: "It was reached
before in 1957."

Forster: That had to be re-

vised.

Benjamin: "How do you
account for Mr, Rankin's state-

ment in the Globe and Mail
that the University wouldn't be
limited by its boundaries?"

Forster: "I don't know. As
far as I can see, we have no

intention to expand."

Sack: ' Who speaks for U of

T, you or Rankin?"

Forster: "He probably has
the safer position: nothing is

certain."

MAXIMUM SIZE

Sack questioned the whole
university policy of centraliza-

tion and expansion "Maybe U
of T has reached its maximum

size: maybe we should limit
further expansion.

"Our policy is a maximum
enrollment of 25,000." said

Forster.

The audience laughed

Benjamin then questioned
the university's need for more
land.

If there are vacancies in

New College." he said, "why
must you build something
called Walker Hall right over
my bedroom?"

"Our plan calls for big build-

ings and open spaces." replied

K.S. Gregory, an assistant to

Rankin.

f B

This rs the typicol view these days if the Huron-Sussex area north -

west of the campus. The entire area is slated for U of T expansion.

Defeated SFU faculty

plan to establish

Louis Riel University

BURNABY (CUP) - Sus-
pended faculty from Simon
Fraser University's Political

Science. Sociology and Anthro-
pology Department are plan-
ning to start their own college.

PSA professor Louis Feldham-
mer said last week.

"Plans for a new college,

Louis Riel University, are now
being put into action," Feld-

hammer told 50 students at the

University of British Colum-
bia. "The college should be
open for registration some
time very soon."

Feldhammer was one- of

eight PSA professors suspend-
ed by administration president

Kenneth Strand for their part

in the 41-day PSA strike that

ended Nov. 4.

Feldhammer was one of

eight PSA professors suspend-

ed by administration president

Kenneth Strand for their part

in the 41-day PSA strike that

ended Nov. 4.

Feldhammer said the stu-

dents had forced PSA faculty

from just teaching into the rad-

ical activity that led to the

administration crackdown on

the department.

"And the reason why we had
so much trouble with the ad-

ministration was that we not

only taught Marxism, which is

acceptable, but we went fur-

ther and acted Marxist That
they could not take."

Meanwhile a committee of

the SFU Board of Governors
continues to hear appeals
against the suspensions from
seven of the eight professors.

Anthropology Professor Kath-

leen Aberle dropped her appeal

Monday when the board re-

fused to hear testimony about
events before the strike began
on Sept. 24.
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MUSICAL REVUE
_ CRACKERS & CHEESE -

SUNDAY NOV. 23 8:30 P.M.

(WILSON HALL) NEW COLLEGE

FANTASTICALLY CHEAP!!!!! $1

GSU
FRIDAY NIGHT
DANCE

Nov. 21st -9:00 p.m.

BAH & FOOD

Music by: "The Undergrads"

(everyone over 21 years welcome,

students, staff and friends)

Admission: SI - ladies

$1.25 gents

16 Bancroft Ave. (928-2391)

TRINITY

UNITED

427 Blooi St Weil at Walmti Rif.

Rev. J. Robin Wilt.

B.A, BO
Organist: John W. linn

11 A.M.

"Feeling The Faith of God"

8:30 P.M.

TRINITY YOUNG ADULTS

Dr- Gary Van Loon will tell

of experiences in past three

years in India.

STUDENTS CORDIALLY
INVITED

THE REV- DONALD

10 A.M.
CHURCH SCHOOL
SEMINAR ON
"POLLUTION"

I I A.M.

"EMBALMING AND CREATORS"
DR. E. M. HOWSE

NURSERY CARE DURING
SERVICE

BE IN ON THE BALL

HART HOUSE NEW YEAR'S BALL

TICKETS AVAILABLE - HALL PORTER'S DESK
- UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE

•4/

H E L L U P '69

8:30 P.M. "DRINKS, DAMES & VIBRATIONS"

FRI. NOV. 28/69 U.N.F. HALL

Centre for the Study of Drama Faculty of Music

Department of East Asian Studies

THE BUDAYA TROUPE
FROM INDONESIA
The Performing Arts of Bali, Java and Sunda

presented by

The American Society for Eastern Arts

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 26 at 8:30
MacfVULLAN THEATRE

Edward Johnson Building

Jickets
^3_00JBo x_O ffke 928-3744 Students $1.50
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THE

COFFEE SHOP-
DISCOTHEQUE

every Friday & Saturday Nite

10 P.M. . . . 'til ... 1 A.M.

at NEW COLLEGE

50c/STAG 75c/DRAG

HART HOUSE

$ 2.00

DENTANTICS

8:30 P.M.

NOV. 27, 28, 29

HILLEL MAJOR LECTURE SERIES

RABBI WALTER S. WURZBURGER
on

"NEW TRENDS IN JEWISH THOUGHT"
Sunday, November 23rd

8:30 p.m.

Hillel House

MR. THEODORE COMET
Consultant on Overseas Services

Council of Jewish Federations

'ion

"THE JEWS IN ARAB LANDS
AND BEHIND THE IRON CURTAIN"

Monday, November 24th

4:00 p.m.

Hillel House

MR. CHANDLER DAVIS
Dept. of Mathematics, U. of T.

on

"IS THE VIOLENT MOVEMENT DEAD?"
Monday, November 24th

1:00 p.m.

U.C. Room 314



ATS opposition to parity brews controvesry
By TREVOR SPURR

Motions passed at last
week's Association of Teach-
ing Staff meeting — widely
interpreted as an anti-CUG
resolutions — remained con-
tentious issues at yesterday's
gathering of the CUG program-
ming Committee.

Fear of such motions being
passed at next Wednesday's
Arts and Science Faculty
Council meeting was the focal
point of the Programming
Committee's discussions.

The ATS motions rejected
the concept of staff-student

parity and said that judgment
should be withheld on the
structure of the top governing
body of the university until the
parity issue was resolved.

SAC President Gus Abols
proposed the Arts and Science
Faculty table these motions
until further discussion of CUG
could take place.

"It is the duty of this com-
mittee to advise how the de-
bate on CUG should go on, "he
said.

FURTHER DISCUSSION
All members of the Commit-

tee were agreed on the necessi-
ty of further discussion of CUG
proposals but a difference of
opinion arose over the effect of

the ATS motions.

"The ATS has undercut any
further discussions by the
passing of these resolutions.

"

said Larry Hoffman ( SGS )

.

"I fear faculty members will

Municipal planning: a study

in decision-making sequence
By JEAN BUBBA

Man must control the city or
it will control him.

That's the opinion of Prof.
A.L. Murray, co-ordinator of

urban studies at York Univer-
sity and chairman of the To-
ronto Regional Branch Plan-
ning Association of Canada. He
was speaking at the first ses-

sion of the State of the City

Conference sponsored by the U
of T School of Law.

In attempting to define city

planning, Prof. Murray stated

that "to plan is to choose. . .

The crunch comes when one
has to make choices." Urban
study, he said, "was the study
of the sequence of decision-

making.
"

He traced urban growth his-

torically, from a household
conception of the city to the

secularized conception, to the

ecological conception of the'

city.

The city is not a vast self-

regulating organism like a

wood-lot. he said. " What hap-

pens is what we choose.
'

'

Supplementing his lecture

with slides. Prof. Murray
showed how the cities in the

Netherlands could serve as

examples of successful com-
munities because of the "over-

riding discipline" that is

brought by the threat of water.

This made for "conscious, cre-

ative and regulated expansion

in accordance with a detailed

plan," he said.

UNUSED POTENTIAL

In applying this principle to

the urban problems today.

Murray emphasized the con-

cept of urban control in face of

permanent dangers.

"The danger now is of un-

used potential." he said. "We
have a capacity to shape our

cities. . . Our greatest chal-

lenge is one of communicating
We must create a cultural, pol-

itical and intellectual Consen-

sus on what kinds of goals we
are striving for."

Dr. A.J. Dakin, Chairman of

the Department of Urban and
Regional Planning at Universi-
ty of Toronto, put forward
some hindrances to creating a
public consensus on urban
planning.

Most of the problems, he
said, resulted from "problems
related to an aggregation of

decisions taken by many indi-

viduals. . . Apparently small
decisions taken by many peo-
ple lead to unintentional re-

sults. None of us intended to

pollute the air by factories.

"

After using examples from
city planning in Sydney, Aus-
tralia. Teeside. England, and
New York State. Dr. Dakin
brought the issue home when
he revealed the lack of concern
on the part of the province of

Ontario for the distribution of

industry and population.

"We have not got an ad-

equate indication of concern
for these two principles from
the Ontario government." he

said.

be bound in any discussion of
parity on committees if they
accept those resolutions.

"Its an example of bad faith

which goes against the initial

pages of the CUG report itself

which talks about cooperation
and good faith.

"On CUG the students and
faculty made a compromise-
Students are now frightened
they will have to start all over
again," said Ken McEvoy (III

Vic).

History professor R.A. Spen-
cer defended the ATS motions,
saying it was part of the debate
on CUG and not a hindrance
to discussion.

"It isn't opposition to de-
bate. It is opposition to the
conclusion on parity of the
CUG report.

"There is nothing this com-
mittee can do to prevent the
ATS resolutions from being
debated and voted on at the
Faculty Council meeting.

"I am very concerned with
any suggestion that we dictate

to the Council, "said Spencer.

MAKE VIEWS KNOWN
"I think this committee

would be mistaken if they
didn't let the faculty council
know what its views are.

"

countered Registrar Robin
Ross.

"The faculty council is going
to take a fairly hard line stand
without even talking to stu-
dents. I think they are really
afraid of students, "said Abols.

"Well, I don't think that's

true, "said Ross.

Unable to decide whether to

advise the Arts and Science
Faculty Council or not it was
suggested that Robin Ross at-

tempt to formulate a letter to

the Council

The letter is to suggest no
decisions be made without full

discussion at the meeting.
"We might find a resolution

on our part will make the fac-

ulty pass stronger motions
because they don't want this

committee pushing them
around.' said Ross.

Bomb blast rocks Loyola
MONTREAL (Special) - A

dynamite bomb exploded in the

administration building of

Loyola University last night, a

campus which has been in an

uproar over the unexplained

dismissal of a physics profes-

sor for the last week.
' The bomb, which appeared

to have been planted in a stair-

well, caused what police called

"very extensive damage, but

no loss of life."

There has been only one ex-

plosion although the university

earlier yesterday received

warnings that three bombs had

been planted.

The sudden bomb blast fol-

lows three days of one-hour

student sit-ins demanding re-

hiring of physics professor S. A.

Santhanam. Wednesday they

blocked the corridors outside

the office of administration

president Patrick Malone.

Faculty members at Loyola
voted by a two-to-one margin
Wednesday to support binding

arbitraiion of the dispute by
the Canadian Association of

University Teachers.

The faculty narrowly defeat-

ed a motion of non-confidence
in Arts dean Michael Blaner
who has not supported arbitra-

tion.

Wednesday five students,

including students council
president Marcel Nouvet. were
released from "disciplinary
probation" imposed for their

part in the first sit-in Nov. 12.

Disciplinary hearings have
been postponed indefinitely.

The CAUT is expected to

announce a commission of in-

quiry into the dismissal of San-

thanam

photo by Ampersand Barker

Why is this man smiling? Well, it's because he is holding
his arms a stray dog he adopted two years ago.

Under the Ontario Government's Bill 194 stray animals are
to be made available for scientific research.

Yesterday the faculty of medicine cancelled classes and
about 600 meds students turned up J

at an open meeting of the
province's Select Committee on Animal Health Care.

Representatives of the Council of Deans in Medicine in On-
tario spoke strongly in favour of the bill, noting that research
animals are humanely treated, while the president of the Ontar-
io Humane Society opposed the bill, suggesting that for research
purposes animals should be specially bred.
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The univertiliex ore being run by men who spend 5 pei

cent of Iheir lime thinking and lolling about education,

and 95 per cent of Iheir time thinking and talking about

— Richard Needham.

no
h : Parity becomes a vital demand

The faculty of this university

are trying to bury the Commis-
sion on University Govern-

ment's Report before it gets out

of the committee room.

Last week the Association of

Teaching Staff voted down the

principle of staff-student parity

in all departmental and faculty

matters.
Next Wednesday the Faculty

Council of Arts and Science will

deal with a motion to "reject the

concept of parity".

The faculty is reacting with

almost instinctual paranoia to

the basic principles of the CUG
Report before the report has

been discussed openly amongst
staff and students.

That kind of defensive reac-

tion by the faculty is an expres-

sion of bad faith that will seri-

ously inhibit the open sessions

and the departmental negotia-

tions.

The CUG Report is a product
of two movements: an adminis-

trative movement to stabilize

the university, and a student

movement to change the univer-

sity.

When these two movements
meet the result could be a

bogged-down network of com-
mittee structures that neutralize

the efforts of both sides — both
the drive for efficiency and the

drive for change.
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But the faculty have wedged
themselves in between those two

forces and have upset the equi-

librium. As the student bureau-

crats curse faculty opposition,

the mandarins of Simcoe Hall

are worrying what the faculty

opposition will do to upset and

polarize the university.

But that faculty hostility

against the principle of parity

finally puts the CUG Report in a

real perspective. It removes it

from the Utopian level that al-

ready assumed the paper-bound
ideal of a community-of-equals.
For the university is not a

community now, as the CUG
Report assumes. It's a massive
conglomeration of fragmented
disciplines, balkanized colleges,

and hierarchical guilds.

A new, improved set of com-
mittees won't turn.U of T into a

community.
But talking about that faculty

hostility, and confronting the

faculty with parity demands
could move the people, not just

the structures, of this universi-

ty.

Parity becomes relevant when
we experience the negation of

parity — what exists today at the

U of T — and when the faculty

reveal their true colors, as they
are now doing.

Faculty are opposed to parity

because there are fundamental
political differences between
them and students.

An academic guild of political

privilege exists in all disciplines

at the U of T. That guild not only
divides student and professor as
slave and master, but it divides
senior professors from junior
professors, and junior profes-
sors from teaching assistants.

And tenure is the magic word
that guarantees academic im-
mortality.

To achieve vertical mobility
in the academic guild, you must
conform to the guild's standards
— its ideological standards.

In Philosophy you would study
analytic philosophy; in Political

Science you would study behav-
iouralism or systems analysis;
in Law you would study the legal
status quo.
The narrow parameters of

each discipline present a world-
view of hundreds of unrelated,
academic atoms.
We are taught a non-system-

atic view of a social and econom-
ic system, a view that apologizes
for it. We are taught social sci-
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— Varsity cartoon by Per Lundquist

Robin Ross: The CUG cauldron appears to be boiling over. I wish the faculty

vouldn't get so upset about parity; we never took it seriously.

Claude Bissell: Shut up and keep the lid on.

ence that takes the pieces of so-

ciety without describing the re-

lations that tie them together,
without explaining cause and
solution.

The university generates ide-

ology, technology, and manpow-
er to maintain an inhuman sta-

tus quo. When it provides criti-

cism, it's "merely academic".
"The university provides a

number of courses that are direct-

ly apologist: history courses that
don't deal with pollution, ecology
courses that only deal with histo-

ry, art and literature courses that
only deal with politics as what
happens in parliament, political

science course that never discuss

the nature and function of art it-

self, and economics courses that
teach Samuelson.

'

— from Bob Bossin's unrevised

section of the CUS education poli-

cy-statement.

Academia does not deal with
the real world in a way that
could change it.

And the academic guild's un-
democratic structures help
maintain that.

Students must use parity to
challenge faculty in curriculum;
hiring, firing, promotion, and
tenure; research; etc.

Parity does relate to the "av-
erage" student.

For example, when the Uni-

versity College French Depart-
ment presents students in the
year's first lecture with a full

schedule of what each seminar
for the rest of the year must dis-

cuss, then it affects you if you
are a French student.

Students should organize
around CUG in general and pari-

ty in particular to change the
power relationships in the uni-

versity.

Structural demands can be a

strategy for change in the con-
tent of what the university is

doing and for whom it's doing it.

The students at Simon Fraser
University realized that.

When the SFU Political Sci-

ence, Sociology, and Anthropolo-

gy Department achieved parity
and shifted their emphasis from
corporations to the community,
they were smashed by the ad-
ministration and the govern-
ment. Those bodies would not
allow those changes in content to
take place.

But still at SFU, and now at U
of T, that question "Knowledge
for Whom?" must be asked. The
vehicle should be a demand for
total student-faculty parity, a
demand that can be made both in

the classroom, and at meetings
like the Faculty Council meeting
next week.

—brian johnson



What did you team

By BOB JAMES
Come one.' Come all! Step

right up there! Yes, you, too —
the lady in the red there —
come and see the show! Today,

before your very eyes, you will

see the workings of a true (yes,

folks, a veritable ' truth-like)

democracy. Presented by your
very own Political Economy
Course Union, and under the

watchful eye of (shades of the

Wobblies) Gad Horowitz!

Now we all realize, don't we,
that this course is dealing with
the real issues of democracy.
We have come through two tor-

tuous months of the theories
of elites and their response to

the seeming ineffectualness of

the democratic system — prob-

ably just a rationalization.

We have studied Mosca,
Michels, Pareto, Laswell, and
even (gasp) Mills (C. Wright,

that is). We all know, don't we,

that that is the way the nasty

real world out there operates.

But we're in university, and
that is, after all, a different

type of world.

Political Science 307 is a

course in Political Analysis.

Gad Horowitz runs a class tak-

ing an analytical and academic
look at the theories of elitism.

But, you see, that's just the

trouble — it's academic.
We had a real taste of the

workings of democracy in our

November 10 class. We were
told, among the cries of 'All

Power to the People', that the

Course Union (sic! ) had decid-

ed to allow us to have a class

representative. (Is it true that

ideas fall from the sky? or

maybe just directives?

)

It seems that the publishing

of the CUG report has meant
that the Course Unions all of a

sudden have to make them-

selves relevant to the students

they represent. (I mean, this is

a liberal democracy, isn't it,

and doesn't that imply a repre-

sentative democracy, and we
all know that that means we
have to elect representatives
— it's really all very solemn.

)

"Now then, who wants to

in school today?
run. . . come on, you don't even
need a seconder. . . you con
nominate yourself. . . the pur-
pose of a class rep, well, that's

kind of indefinite, but I guess
they're for a liaison between
the union and the class. . . now
then, let's have a vote on these

people. . . no, you can't have
both of them for a class rep,

that's not what the rest of them
are doing. . . ok, are you ready
to vote?"

Is it true that a course on eli-

tism can have no relevance to

what goes on in our everyday
life? Maybe we should all be
able to make those connections
ourselves. But we did not dis-

cuss the idea of having a class

repatall.

It was elitist to tell us to

have a rep without this prior

questioning of that premise.

There are important issues

coming up that the course un-
ion will have to deal with —
CUG and Campbell to name
only two. But there was no
perceived need for that repre-

sentative in that class.

At the time, I was pissed off

that the class treated the whole
thing so lightly, but I think that

that was probably the only way
to treat it.

How do you stop elitism?

How do we set up a structure

so that the theories of Mosca
and Pareto do not take hold

within them, so that the iron

law of oligarchy does not set

in?

That election was taken to

be a farce because it was an
attempt to impose a structure

on people from above. The
class realized that intuitively,

and reacted unconsciously.

They knew that the representa-

tive system of government
doesn't work.

How often do they hear from
their representatives to Otta-

wa or City Hall or SAC or the

Course Union, once they are

elected? Not often, unless

there happens to be a CUS ref-

erendum or some other elec-

tion.

We ended up choosing both

people to be our representa-
tives. Two heads are better

than one, or so the adage goes.

But complications arose when
the reps themselves began to

feel guilty about the way they

were elected.

Last Monday they came
back to us to suggest that we
choose one of them to be the

rep, and one only. Some ques-

tions were asked about the

purpose of having a rep. and
some were asked about the pol-

itics of the nominees. People
weren't interested — let's get

back to talking about elite

theorists.

Bourgeois political science
tries to separate the real world
from that studied in . the

schools — to say that it is nec-

essary to take subjects into the

laboratory to make an 'objec-

tive' analysis of them.
In our course on elitism, we

were witnessing a living exam-
ple of how an elite develops.

Needs are formulated from
a structure seeking legitimacy,

and an election procedure goes
through the process of "legi-

timizing". The system works
well.

Except that it is not demo-
cratic. There was no educa-
tional process to raise the pol-

itical consciousness of that

class — issues existed only in a

vacuum — academically, if

you want. There was no will-

ingness on the part of the class

to set up a structure of ac-

countability within that class

so that the people elected could

become representative in any
real sense of the word. Another
elite was set up within an exist-

ing elite.

And so, folks — you hove
seen, before your very eyes, the

true democracy at work! You
have seen, for the first time,

your course union coming to you

to ask for your support! And
what a show it was! We had
elections, debates, speeches —
what more could anyone ask

for?

But now, let's get back to se-

rious business. . .

LETTERS
incorrect allegations and erroneous inferences

In The Varsity of October

31st. there is a front page re-

port of a meeting which re-

ferred to an "open letter", is-

sued by seven persons. It

charged that the United Appeal

was "run by business and trade

union executives who do not

allow the poor to be represent-

ed on the various boards of

directors". The letter claimed

that the United Appeal had

"decided" to review the Ontar-

io Welfare Council's right to

receive U.A. funds because it

had elected two young people

and two welfare recipients to

its board of directors.

Within hours of the charges,

the president and director of

the Ontario Welfare Council

issued a statement which said,

in part:

"We cannot permit the Unit-

ed Appeal to suffer because of

a statement, however well in-

tended,, which contains incor-

rect-allegations concerning our

relations with the United

Community Fund of Greater

Toronto. . . The election of re-

cipients of agency services to

our Board at our last Annual

Meeting in May (an event

which we in no way regret)

was not advanced as a reason

for the review. . . The Ontario

Welfare Council recognizes the

essential responsibility of the

United Community Fund to

undertake periodic reviews of

the policies and operations of

its member agencies, and we
welcome the proposed review
of our organization.'

The Varsity has a reputation

for fairness which we feel sure

you will want to maintain. I

think you will agree that your
report on the "open letter"

was not wholly accurate and
the purpose of my reply is to

correct some misleading state-

ments and to set the record
straight.

J. Stuart MocKay.

President,

United Community Fund, Toron-

to.
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The U.C. Refectory looks like the type of place where revo-

lutions are spawned; the Trinity Buttery where revolutions
are compromised.

Each cafeteria has a definite mood to it. The Refectory
combines all the elegance of Union Station with the cleanliness

of a vomatorium.

Bit it has a wide, open air about it. Any person or thing could

conceivably blow into the Refectory; it is consistently incon

sistent.

Scant yards away squats the Buttery — enclave of civiliza-

tion. Quiet, clean and spacious, it tolerates only the quiet

murmur of relaxed conversation. Like all enclaves, it is some-
what of a backwater.

In the Refectory, quiet is a meaningless concept. Radio
Varsity blares Dylan at people who blare cross-room
"how'er'ya"sat each other.

The Buttery stands proudly on Devonshire Place. From the

west, it is just a short stroll past the placid academia of Mas-
sey College.

Visitors from the east may take a slight detour through the

Trinity quadrangle, past black-gowned Men of College, who
lounge about sipping coffee.

The Refectory is in the basement of University College.

From inside, you find it at the end of a corridor of lavatories.

From the outside you can clamber down one of a pair of stairs

disguised as coal chutes (undoubtedly, this camouflage has

allowed the place to escape the notice of public health offi-

cials).

At lunch-time, hairy, unkempt males, and combed, curled

females jam the Refectory to capacity, each armed with a cup
of sure-spill coffee.

The Buttery is never crowded — with either people or furni-

ture. It has enough space to minimize the threat, ever-present

in the Refectory, of uncola-sloshers squeezing thigh and but-

tock between the scrunch of tables.

Refectory conversation swings between the inanities of

normal living and impassioned expositions on movements and

causes.

Buttery boys chat. When something taking place outside the

sphere of college is discussed, it s with an air of cynical de

tachment — like an Olympic Pantheon observing the futile

games of mortals.

Refectory females are far from modest. Take, for instance,

the Mansfieldian-breasted girl who marches gleefully up and

down in front of the sandwich counter, virtually daring you to

balance a bagel and coffee on her continental shelf.

A Buttery Belle wouldn't march — she'd mince.

Butterinas are nice girls — quiet subdued and ( "organ — but

we're not in church") innocent.

While Butterinas look like professional virgins, Refecto-

rettes — sleek and eye-shadowed — look just professional.

What about the feelings of the inmates of each cafeteria?

"Eat in the Refectory — Gawd!" — Trinity boy who has

never been in the Refectory.

"It's a nice place. I wish we had something like it at U of T"
— UC girl speaking of the Buttery.

"I've never seen so many ugly boys and good-looking girls in

all my life." — Trinity boy emerging from the Refectory for

the first time.

olkorry

P.S.

Since writing the above my
attention has been drawn to the

article in your November 14th

supplement by Anne Boody.

This article repeats many of the

same allegations made earlier

and which are answered in my
letter above. There is one point

in this article, however, that

might leave an erroneous infer-

ence. The "welfare case" whose
allowance was cut down has

nothing to do with a United

Appeal agency but refers to a

Government body.

Since most of the article pur-

ports to deal with United Ap-

peal, I would not want your

readers to get the impression

that a United Appeal agency

official is being quoted.
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Kea/y resigns from SAC

In a surprise move at

Wednesday night's SAC meet-

ing. Greg Kealey 'IV SMC),

resigned both his executive

position as University Gov-

ernment Commissioner and

his seat on council

In a short speech Kealey

explained his decision as "a

need to prioritize my time."

"I have a lot of work to do

in the History Students Union

as well as my work in the

New Lett Caucus. I also have

an academic life and a desire

to live a personal life with

some sort of sanity in it. "he
said.

Kealey, as University Gov-

ernment Commissioner, was
heavily involved in the re-

structuring of the university

and the implementation of

the CUG report. In his resig-

nation speech he made some

observations on the future of

this work.

"I think things are getting

very difficult in terms of uni-

versity government. We are

going to have to work very

hard to get the changes we
need.

LOWER LEVEL

In an interview after his

resignation was accepted by

SAC. Kealey said he felt he

could best work for change at

a lower level than SAC.

"The issues have been

formulated at this level by

the councils of the past sever-

al years. Now we must work

with people at a lower level to

bring these things into prac-

tice," he said.

"I want to try and do work
where I am in more direct

contact with things that are

happening such as at the

departmental structural lev-

el", he said.

Several members of SAC
expressed regret at Kealey's

decision to leave the council.

DILIGENT MEMBER

"Greg has been one of the

most diligent members of the

Executive. Although we don't

agree ideologically f would
like to thank him for the work
he has done'

1

, said SAC Presi-

dent GusAbols.

Ken McEvoy fill VIC) was
named University Govern-

ment Commissioner.

Kealey is the second mem-
ber of SAC to resign in as

many meetings. Alan Broad
( II Scar i gave up his seat two
weeks ago to demonstrate
what he felt was the irrelev-

ance of SAC to his campus. photo by Allen Kosen

As university commissioner Greg Kealey was a leading SAC stra-

tegist until his resignation Wednesday.
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WLM invades Arbor Room
The Women's Liberation Movement invaded the Arbor

Room Wednesday morning.

Women are banned from the Hart House cafeteria before 2

p.m.

Carmen Guild, assistant to the Warden of Hart House, con-
fronted the ladies and advised them to take their complaints to

the President's Committee on Hart House.

The WLM made its bid to the committee Wednesday after-

noon. They protested against the segregation experienced by
women on campus, emphasizing the attitude of Hart House.

They complained that there is no non-exclusionary student
union on campus.

Charnie Cunningham ( III UCi, a WLM member, called what
took place in the Arbor Room "direct action." The WLM has
invited all campus women for lunch in the Arbor Room today
at 11 a.m.

Denis contribute most blood
Students contributed 3098 pints of blood (a measly 9 more

than last year) in U of T's semi-annual bleed-in lor the Red
Cross.

The biggest contributor, as expected, was the Faculty of
Dentistry. An astonishing 62 per cent of the students donated
as compared with no more than 18 per cent for the rest of the
campus.

Wycliffe came second with 40 per cent and Knox third with
36 per cent.

The faculties of Music and Law made the fewest contribu
tion. A pathetic 5 and 7 per cent respectively of each faculty
donated.

Hans Viegever l III Dents), the chief planner of the drive
was somewhat disappointed and said that the "big colleges
just did not come across" He found the 14 per cent turnout by
Meds students who should know the importance of blood, "puz-
zling".

Miss Ann James, a senior Red Cross official was quite
pleased with the turnout during the second week, but found the
first week disappointing.

Erindale will postscript the campaign bv holding a clinic on
Thursday.





ring around the white house

NOVEMBER MORATORIUM

I. IMPLOSIONS, or PROOFS OF THE
SUBSTANTIAL SAMENESS OF
THINGS
Approximately one in ten marchers

had a camera, most of which were ex-

pensive. This wasn't poor people, nor

oppressed minorities, but a different

wing of middle America than Spiro

Agnew is willing to concede exists.

Setting out to post an eviction notice

on the South Vietnamese Embassy,

rather than to stone or burn it, is not

only an adoption of theatricality but

true Americana It's not that violence

is un-American, it's that the rites of

property still infect the young more
strongly than mass destruction does.

Getting a ride anywhere in DC was
easy , people would pull over even if

your thumb wasn't out. Why does ca-

maraderie take a war or a demonstra-

tion to manifest itself?

Being tear gassed ought to be part of

every march. It brings home to us mid-

dle class kids a tithe of the discomforts

of war. Fear and uncertainty of police

intentions are a good thing as well:

they may spark an effective, rather

than merely empathelic, response to

ghetto life.

If writing Congressmen and doing
liey-boy work for candidates were as
glamorous as Washington marches, the
war could have been ended in 1968.

I saw more black policemen than I

did black marchers

II EVERY MAN BENEATH HIS
VINE AND FIG TREE
Almost Anglo-Saxon bluntness in the

naming of places. The hill The monu-
ment. The while house. The manorial
bridge, Most ironic, the marcher slang
for the Attorney-General's troop-filled

quadrangle: simply. •'Justice."

The speeches — pungent, like David
Dillinger's, or wry, like Dick Grego-
ry's, or moving, like Coretta King's —
were come-ons. adiaphora. like the
rock groups. That was all the Mobiliza-
tion, the mass march down Pennsyl-
vania, a convention in the streets nomi-
nating, naming, "Peace! Now!" as the
standard-bearer.

The day before, the Moratorium, the
march from Arlington National Ceme-
tery, resting place of the debris of poli-

cy, past the White House (Mr. Presi-
dent, the roll of the dead! to the Capi-
tol, past the seats of policy, aside from
the cries at the White House the
REVIEW 2

marchers were as silent as a majority.

Augustan columns of windwhipped

marble, official Washington, were

made confessionals for the cries of dis-

content, of mourning. The Moratorium

was the difference, the new liturgy

which celebrates life by grieving at the

waste of humanity.

Single file, carrying signs with

names of war dead (past Navy Depart-

ment secretaries giving the peace sign,

past lunchtime bureaucrats who
wouldn't meet your eyes because it

broke the firmness of their scorn I,

marching four miles constantly for for-

ty hours, lined up for traffic lights in

front of the National Achives (block

capitals engraved there: "The Past Is

Prologue"). 40,000 marchers for the

honor of the dead. The signs each bore

(Charles Rogiers, Illinois) were placed

(Jimmy Bedgood, Georgia) in symbolic

caskets (Michael Shoe, Nevada) at the

foot of Capitol Hill (Leslie McMaeken,
Colorado) where a girl sang 'Catch the

Wind" to an autoharp she played (Clyde

Ray Carter, Sorth Carolina) with the

dedication of a widow.
Music at the end, like Army bands at

funerals Music at the beginning, a toll-

ing bell in Arlington which rang metro-
nomically. slowly, inexorably, like the

mounting toll of statistics, rolling eu-

phoniously from the tongues of bland
Pentagon spokesmen.

Names. Music. Speeches. Arlo Guth-
rie: "None of you needed to turn out.

When they put the machine guns on the

Capitol grounds, the point was made."
Half a million people sitting on

Washington Monument hill. And Clyde
Ray Carter in the same damp earth
they sat on.

Ill A GLOSS UPON THE TEXT
Almost as important as the fact of

the march is the nature of official reac-

tion to it. Such feely concerns as those
mentioned above did not noticeably
affect Attorney-General Mitchell or his

assistant. Richard Kleindeist. Both
have since blamed what violence there
was on the avowedly non-violent New
Mobe (a gratuitous attempt to discred-
it the peace movement), and have
sniffed about "supporting our boys."

However, as even the Globe and Mail
(which favors Administration propa-
ganda) was at pains to mention, this

hard-line" response was opposed to most
other official opinion. DC Mayor Wal-

ter Washington, Presidential Commu-
nications Director Herb Klein, and Po-

lice Chief Jerry Wilson made suitably

approving noises about the peaceful-

ness of the marches.

What is significant is that there was

an official counter-voice to the Agnew-

isms of Mr. Mitchell. There was no

unanimous government sentiment for

oppression, as there had been in 1931.

In that year, when the Bonus Army
(not disreputable activists, but WW I

veterans seeking their pensions) cam-
ped out in Washington, President

Hoover ordered General MacArthur
and his troops forcibly to run them out

of town and burn their shacks. Mac-
Arthur accepted gladly, saying "Thank
God we still have a government which

knows how to deal with a mob!

"

Even though the present Republican

Administration stationed machine
gunners at the Capitol, had a cop at

every street corner, alerted the Guard,

and enforced a six-block square "no
movement" zone around a White House
ringed with buses, the only overt over-

reaction was the gassing at Justice.

The opportunity for a massive, official-

ly countenanced police riot of the mag-
nitude of Chicago existed, and that it

was not taken is owing both to the good
order of the DC police and to the fact

that other voices than Mitchell's were
in a position to be heard.

The tolerance of the Administration

to the march and the demonstration is

instructive — it may have practical

effect as well as signalling a change in

the public taste. The monolithic deaf-

ness of the Johnson Administration has
been somewhat diminished — though
the official ear is still remarkably dis-

criminating, as it vaunts supporting
telegrams but "will not be affected
whatsoever" by unfavorable demon-
strations.

But such protestations are not com-
pletely accurate, as reaction to the
Moratorium indicates. One distinctive

quality of the Nixon Administration is

its delight in appearances rather than
substance. They'd much rather work
on a press release than a program.
Public relations is more important to

Nixon than policy, and the latter is

moulded almost solely at the dictates

of the former. That is one of the effects

of having been a perennial candidate:
the president still thinks in terms of his

image, not his accomplishments.

Thus theatre, liturgy, such as recit-

ing 40,000 names and turning out better

than a quarter-million people for a pro-

cession, is well calculated to affect a

man who revels in spectacle (like moon
shots). Nixon has never been much of

an analyst; to him, issues have always
been more of a means to provoke a fa-

vorable response from an audience
than a challenge to constructive think-

ing. (Witness all his "law 'norder"

speeches which suppressed any men-
tion of programs to alleviate ghetto

tension.) The marches may have "ex-

posed the contraditions of liberal capi-

talism" as Arlo Guthrie implied, but

they may also easily have a practical

effect, on this Administration, before

the millenium when mass democracy
and an absence of contradictions ob-

tain. Nixon might be obtuse, straight,

and locked into the rigid piety of anti-

communism, but he is also scared of

unpopularity. If pure politics and im-
age-consciousness are the determi-
nants of Nixon's policy, then ceremony
with a political point to it is a decent
mode of influence. -

I do not mean to put myself out on a

limb of euphoria, saying because of the

Moratorium all things shall change,
and policy be different. As George
Eliot remarked in a fit of lucidity, "Of
all forms of mistake, prophecy is the

most gratuitous." I merely wish to

counter the hardliners of both left and
right who claim that the Moratorium
will have no discernible impact. I have
indicated some signs that dissent is

becoming more respectable, and the
war less so. Both indicate progress,

though hardly the millenium: the re-

spectability through dignity which the

march has fostered for antiwar activi-

ty is, I would maintain, a long-term
effect.

The war may not be ended sooner
than otherwise, or again it may, be-

cause of the Moratorium. But in any
case the tone and forms of political ac-

tion in a TV society (with a situation-

comedy President) have been perma-
nently altered. Street action can't and
won't set policy; but it will provide
feedback for it. Action there is no long-

er dismissible as radical and unin-
formed. There were too many silent

Americans shouting names of war dead
in front of the White House.

/ames yeager



happy families

are all alike

but

For the sizeable segment of Toron-

to's culture buffs who run the gamut
from distaste for the avant-garde but

enjoy an occasional play, to those who
have, through repeated exposure, culti-

vated a loyalty to Arthur Miller's adept

exposes of our society's moral make-
up, the Royal Alex offers a capable
presentation of Miller's latest play for

the next two weeks.

The Price lacks the political sophisti-

cation of The Crucible, the concrete

sense of societal responsibility of All

My Sods, or the consistently agonized

introspection of After the Fall, but it is

a well-written and adequately-executed

play nevertheless.

The playwright, who in 1968 wrote
The Price, is a more relaxed man than

the one who has probed his society's

morality in some six postwar plays. He
has abandoned the surrealism of Death

of a Salesman (1949) and After the Fall

( 1963? ) , where the people who populate

the anti-hero's imagination actually

appear on stage, for a more muted
suggestion of the past.

The only set is an attic, whose wealth

of cluttered memorabilia blends well

with the Royal Alexandra's latter-day

elegance to project two brothers into

their youth, when they last saw-each

other, and to suggest the crippling ef-

fect of their past on any viable future.

The play is a study in the alienation

that the materialism of our society

produces. The Price deals on the sur-

face with a business transaction: the

disposal of family furniture in a house

about to be demolished, and the reun-

ion of a "successful" surgeon and his

police-chief brother for the transac-

tion. But the business deal becomes a

multi-level metaphor for human inter-

relationships. For example, the sur-

geon, Vic, paid the price of a nervous

breakdown, and the resentment of his

brother, for his financial success. Wal-

ter, the policeman, cut short his scien-

tific education in order to take care of a

father whose spirit was broken by the

stock market crash of '29, though Vic

counselled financial self-interest (as

did Willy Loman's ruthless brother).

The apparent immorality of this cre-

ates a similar quagmire of crippling

resentment in Vic as Miller had shown

in Biff Loman. Morality in the family,

the microcosm of society, is a top con-

cern of Miller's. But he defined morali-

ty as "living the truth" (in After the

Fall) and for Miller the truth is usually

multi -faceted. The tension of his plays

is often based on unravelling this

"truth", in order to allow his charac-

ters a fresh, moral start. But in The
Price, the brothers only have intima-

tions of this truth, are always "one step

to forgiveness", and so, unlike Quentin
in After the Fall, cannot start anew.

Some of the "ugly truth" is that

Vic's father had laid aside more than

"the price" needed to complete his

education, but had hoarded it as some
sort of survival insurance. But the rev-

elation, made well along in the play, is

agonizing only to Vic's wife, whose del-

icate balance of tender understanding

and the materialism compelled by our

society is well maintained by actress

Betty Field.

Vic had suspected this truth, but al-

lowed his suspicions to fade. He is like

Quentin. who in the earlier reflects:

"Of course I understood , . . but it's

what you allow yourself to admit. To

admit what you see endangers princi-

ples!"

Vic's moral principles are overbal-

anced in favour of a false concept of

family solidarity, as are the fathers in

both All My Sons and Death of a Sales-

man. One message implicit in all three

family-oriented plays is that our socie-

ty doesn't allow the selflessness that

Miller's ideal of family solidarity re-

quires. The pathos of this comes across

in Miller's commentaries on his plays,

he writes of "images of people turning

into strangers who can only evaluate one

another" and /eels " the spectacle of human
sacrifice in contrast wilh aggrandizement is

a sharp and heart-breaking one".

Miller's plays are always eminently

playable. His dialogues have a natural

rhythm. For this they often sacrifice

verbal dexterity, and it requires good

acting to strike a balance between rhet-

oric and realism in such exchanges as

the musing of the couple in The Price

as they wander about the old attic at

the play's start:

Time ..."
"Yah. I know."
The only character who occasionally

fails to strike the balance is Micha. .

Strong Wic, partly because he is al-

lowed neither the gutsy wifely rhetoric

that Miss Field's Esther requires, nor

the periodically pompous "professiona-

lism" of Shepperd Strudwick's Walter

It is possible to justify in a similar way
the often-wooden stance of Strong's

policeman, who has not arrived at the

smoother sense of self that his wife and

brother have acquired. However, that

strained quality is sometimes uncom-
fortable for a critical viewer.

The fourth character in The Price is

an old Yiddish furniture appraiser, who
supplies the extended comic element

absent in the younger Miller. The tragi-

comic aspect of this play is excellently

handled by Harold Gray, who shows a

sure grasp of Gregory Solomon's blend

of hypochondria, humour, and chu-

tzpah. That Gray manages repeatedly

to deliver such lines as "Nothing ever

stopped me — only life" better than

any stand-up comic almost makes of

Miller's tale a musical about material-

ism.

The role of the Brooklyn business-

man, a soulful swindler, is used by
Miller iwho directed the first perform-
ances of the touring company) to con-

trol the timing of the play. It lags a lit-

tle at the beginning, until Solomon's
entrance twenty minutes after the

play's start. From then, Solomon's role

is essential in that, by re-appearing
whenever the brothers have almost
come to understand each other's moti-
vations, he indicates that their recon-

ciliation cannot take place.

The play ends with the couple leav-

ing to attend the same movie they had

planned to attend before the arrival of

the successful brother, whose combina-
tion of a few new truths and "influ-

ence" had held out a hope of rejuvena-

tion for the policeman-cum-frustrated-

scientist and his wife The only reju-

venations are the surgeon's, whose
nervous breakdown (external to the

play ) gave him a new start, and that of

the old furniture dealer, whom Vic's

summons has brought out of retire-

ment. Gregory Solomon is left on stage

laughing about the tragi-comic view of

life that he shares with the mellowing

Miller.

And the audience dissolves back into

a world not too different from the one

on stage. They are probably on the way
to indulge in the refreshments that the

Royal Alex exceptionally failed to pro-

vide. The management recognized the

importance of the playwright's timing

by skipping its doubtlessly profitable

sherry break If any further proof of

the guaranteed success of a Miller play

is required by 1 969. here it is. It is some
comfort to those of us sludeni-types

who spurn materialism ifor the time

being anyway), that Miller has ar-

rived" because he is good. And he's got

Social Conscience og j /ufcocs
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even if you haven't studied the perineal region

"And to, Phoebe Zeil-Geiit is

cast adrift in a world she never

made.
"There it a lesion lo be

learned here and it is as follows:

not beauty nor wealth nor posi-

tion can stem the strange and

unfathomable tides that shape

our lives. In the midst of society's

notables, surrounded by scores

of liveried footmen, our ill-feted

debutante sips what appears to

be a perfectly ordinary pousse-

cofe. She comes to, scant hours

later, at an oasis in Death Val-

ley, California, the prisoner of a

portentous stranger."

I first met Phoebe Zeit-Geist

some four vears ago in the

pages of Evergreen maga-
zine. Over the next few

months, they ran what ap-

peared to be a series of totally

unrelated episodes in the life of

"24 year-old sophisticate,

Phoebe Zeit-Geist, daughter of

a Serbian aristocrat, raised in

Northern Tibet where she

mastered the mysteries of Ori-

ental combat, studied ballet in

Montevideo .... danced

briefly with the 'Grand Ballet

du Marquis Cuevas'. and then

. , . completed her education

at an exclusive Swiss finishing

school." Each episode exposed

our heroine (usually literally)

to some perversion or other

(sadism, pedophilia, lesbian-

ism).

Now Grove Press has pub-

lished the entire "Adventures

of Phoebe Zeit-Geist", and I

find two things: there is ac-

tually a minimal connection

between the episodes; and the

range of perversion is greater

than 1 had imagined in my
wildest dreams.

The format is black-and-

white drawings a la Mary
Worth, except that there is

considerably more anatomical

detail than normally appears

in Mary Worth. (Also, the art-

ist never seems to have studied

the perineal region.) Along

with the black-and-white draw-

ings go some of the most pur-

ple prose ever written.

"Why did we end here? Is it

ANP WITH WHOSE SACRIFICE, THE ESKIMOS WOULP
RISE UP AS A PROUP NATION AND PRIVE OUT THB

WHITE INVADERS WHO HAP PPAINEP THEIR NATUffAL.

RESOURCES ANP RAPED THEIR. WOMEN...

i AtJP fJOW, FDR. YOUR
AMUSEMENT THIS LAD/ YOU CHAJNEP JO THE

FLOOR WILL. BE RAPEP 9Y A 12-FCOT KONOOO
PRASON SYMBOLIZING TH£ INEVITABLE TRIUMPH

OF MARXIST - 1 CNINI6T POCTRItJE OVCR, WALL
91REE7 PROFITEERS/

T-e REPUSHWH SEPTH£ 15 tA-EA5HEP.

5uCW, WITH FUCKING fOK<=D TONGUE,
T AWROACH£S THE PRONE PRISONER

CLOSER...

because the next panel will be

so repulsive and blood-spattered

rhat only the NATIONAL EN-

QUIRER would dare print it?

And as Phoebe queried, 'What
does it all mean?'
"These seemingly imponderable

questions answered in the next

mind-staggering episodes of the

'Adventures of Phoebe Zeit-

Geist', entitled "Peril Diver.'
"

The story begins and ends in

an Antwerp garden-party, but

in between, Phoebe is:

i) killed by a blind Zen arch-

er in episode III ;

ii) captured by a band of nec-

rophiliacs and taken to Terre
Haute:

ANOTHER FANTASTIC

ENGINEERING
HUSTLING DANCE

TONfTE

AT THE DRILL HAIL

WITH

THE JUST SOCIETY

YOUR LAST CHANCE TO GET A DATE
FOR CANNON BALL! BE THERE

GUYS $1.00 GIRLS 75<t

CAPITAL RECORDS

MOTHER TUCKERS
YELLOW DUCK
IN CONCERT
SAT. NOV. 22

AT THE MASONIC TEMPLE (888 YONGE ST.)
I FORMERLY THE ROCK PILE)

TWO SHOWS
8 P.M. & I I P.M.
ADMISSION 12. SO

GENERAL ADMISSION ONLY
DOORS OPEN AT 7:30 P.M.

M.T.Y.D.
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iii) shipped to Ceylon as a

seedbed for a new type of fun-

gus;

iv) rescued there by an Eski-

mo who recognizes her as the

legendary Ice Princess "with
whose sacrifice the Eskimos
would rise up as a proud nation

and drive out the white invad-

ers who had drained their natu-

ral resources and raped their

women;

"

v) brought back to life by an
Eskimo witch-doctor in epi-

sode VII.

vi) captured by . . . but by
this time you must get the

idea.

Phoebe Zeit-Geist exists

(more or less) on about three

levels. At the first level, it's

simple pornography, the kind

of thing you wouldn't show to

mother (not unless you wanted
to go to bed without dinner. ) At
another level it's a clear satire

on both the kind of pornogra-
phy it seems to be on level one,

and on society in general. And
on a third level, it's saying
"This is a satire, but you really

groove on these drawings,
don't you, hah?"
The structure of the story

line seemed vaguely familiar

to me — reality at each end,
and a sequence of increasingly

improbable fantasies in

between. Finally, while re-

reading the book for about the

25th time ("you really groove
on those drawings, don't

you?") it came to me. If the
Marquis de Sade had written
Alice in Wonderland, it would
have been Phoebe Zeit-Geist.

The Adventures of Phoebe Zeit-

Geist. Grove Press, 106 pages
(about) $1.75.

bob barkweli



dancers aren't

computers
Kraan means "to perfect"; erg, "en-

ergy". Roland Petit has created a bal-

let "with the complicity of the dan-
cers," he says, in which he hopes "each
of us will approach his own level of

perfection."

For the National Ballet of Canada,
.Kraanerg is an energetic exercise in

geometric perfection. In performance
at the O'Keefe through Saturday 22

November, the work aims directly at

the sixties by concentrating on its

components: op art executed in black

and white spheres and squares by Vic-

tor Vasarely and Yvaral; Iannis Xe-
nakis' multi-tonal score, orchestra
amplified by stereo tapes of electronic

music; and the dancers' celebration of

pure muscle control. This is NOT Les
Sylphides!

Petit "s choreography does not at-

tempt a story line. In the first act, each

of seven movements is discrete unto

itself; most of the second act, however,

seems to form a progression from
group grope through partnership to

mass copulation. But essentially the

ballet, like its kinetic environment,
concentrates on the art form itself.

Though operating with humour and

eroticism, the results are stark, com-
plex and abstract.

Precision of execution is the vital

factor, for an out-of-place foot or a one-
second time lag gets magnified when
concentration is on the dance move-
ments rather than narrative or emo-
tion. Thankfully, the corps de ballet
showed much improvement over past
seasons, showing special wit and co-

ordination in the final, satiric move-
ment of Act I. But they still haven't hit

"kraan" yet.

Some of the soloists came closer.

Georges Piletta's opening solo is a bril-

liant introduction to Kraanerg's style,

and he maintained his superb power
throughout subsequent appearances,
including a lyric Adam and Eveing in

Act II with Lynn Seymour. Miss Sey-

mour shines, but with a romantic quali-

ty to her dancing style which seems
strangely out of place in Kraanerg's
world of matter and energy.

Another outstanding performance is

given by Veronica Tennant, particular-

ly in the first act's final movement,
which she opens alone and in complete
silence, as a perfect white circle de-

scends from overhead. In this delicate

movement Kraanerg achieves a per-

fect meshing of all the parts it is pro-

grammed to use. Its failure to do so
elsewhere is perhaps attributable to

the fact that, in spite of the ballet's

built-in intentions, its performers are
not computers. But neither they nor

their audiences are sylphs, either, and
Kraanerg's cerebral celebration comes
close to challenging what and where
they and their arts are.

Caroline morgan

tell laura i love her.

a stoned out girl

When a virtuoso violinist plays, he is

alone. Self-contained, oblivious to sur-

roundings, the life of the performance is in

the striving of man and instrument for pure

musical expression.

This leaves the audience to do little more
than be awed: they are allowed to watch a

"star's" private exercises. When Laura
Nyro stepped on to the Massey Hall stage

she was greeted with bouquets and a stand-

ing ovation. The audience continued to re-

act throughout with the same mechanical,

hysteric adulation. With the first chords of

every number came the inevitable ap-

plause: the people recognized the song,

which was about the only reaction availa-

ble. (At one point, she introduced a song as
"one more from the House of Hits.")

What I am suggesting is that Laura
Nyro's communion with the world is very
limited. It's just her songs and the swoop of

their words, the perfectly expressed, al-

most visual, tensions of her rhythms. She
sang totally absorbed. This out of necessity,

perhaps; for the intensity of her music
seems to demand that she surrender herself

to the song as a real world.

She told a story, "I had^a friend, not a

real friend, imaginary . . , .but he became
real, he was a little overwhelming ... he '

got so big that I was afraid of him ... so I

had to make friends with him, he was called

Timer." . . . applause, the song began . . .

"Let the wind blow Timer"

' 7am soft and silly

andmy name is Lilly"

A big girl in a layered chiffon gown. She
walks slowly, and blinks at the lights.

Trying to reach the piano, dealing with the

audience — everything seems to be very
difficult until she sings. Then we hear the

black realms — the lovers, devils, street

hopes all transformed and held.

Passion let out in one superb cry that

suddenly twists and. as it falls away to si-

lence, the piano begins to move in again,

first, out of time, then a new rhythm rises.

But it's all held in. There is safety in the

music for her. The night will never be let

loose.

A very stoned-out girl; after the second
encore she said quietly, '"You know
I think you're just trying to get on my good
side." Her manager was careful to take
away her piano stool after that. Like a prize

fight handler, he whisked away his property

from the gladiatorial mob. But the songs
stay, to sit and sit in the mind.

doug waiters

AND BgoREHE KHBN IT, H£?

NEfEDS A NEW KMD )

rah rea

David Rea, who became somewhat
famous as a guitarist with Ian and Syl-

via, opened a two week stand at the

Riverboat on Tuesday night, looking

somewhat drawn due to a case of food

poisoning. However, his performance
seemed to show little sign of this, al-

though his voice began to fade at the

end of each set.

Rae, who admits that "he can't sing

worth a shit ", demonstrated why his

guitar playing was such a well known
aspect of Ion and Sylvia's performances
especially on such instru mentals as 'Claw'

by Jimmy Reed and an unnamed Doc
Watson tune. His voice, though not good
is adequate enough and at no time does
it offend the listener. The songs which he
did were mainly from an album which
he has nearly completed and which
should be released in Jonuary.

Despite his soft easy-going stage

manner, there are some things which
Rae does (or doesn't do) which can't

help but oHend, such as his total lack of

verbal communication with his audi-

ence, his failure to introduce any of his

material, and his frequent name drop-

ping which tended to give me the im-

pression that almost every known folk

artist was his 'good friend Most annoy-
ing of all was his habit of doing the shor-

test sets which I have ever heard. This

habit lends to break the bond which he

is most capable of creating with his au-

dience and is generally quite aggravat-
ing.

(ss y dubinsky

HEY ALICE!!!

DANCE
OUBLE

VNAMITE

2 BANDS 1) SHRAUDER
(9 piece R & B)

2) THE CATALIST

(HARD-ACHES BY THE NUMBER)

8:30 SAT. NOV. 22 NEW COLLEGE

WETMORE HALL (HURON A CLASSIC)

HOT HUSSIES $1 HORNEY HUSTLERS $1.50

HARDY HUBBIES $3 VIRGINS FREE! #
(Must show proof) ^

Only 1st 400 will be admitted •

VARSITY BLAZERS
Varsity Tartan

Kills Ties end Scarves

made to order

RICHARDSON'S
546 Yonge St. 922-3141

THE

COFFEE SHOP-
DISCOTHEQUE

every Friday & Saturday Nite

10 P.M. . . . til ... 1 A.M.

at NEW COLLEGE

50«/STAG 75t/DRAG
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CLASSIFIEDS

RESEARCH project on snow storms ie

quosls helpers 10 conduct evening lele

phono inierviev»s. a tow evenings only At

nettivo rale ol pay II inre.eiiod trlophorifi

Pro! Burlon or Mis Goodwills. 928
3379

TYPING theses essavs. notes chads

English French, other languages Mimeo

qiaph.n,! olocltic iyp0wi.tr*is Ma ry Dale

Sloll IM Oavicsl 8E. Bloor Si W Room

225.922 7624

GETTING ENGAGED? Send oi phono

today toi doe booklet The Day yon buy a

diamond' H Proctor and Co 131 Bloor

Si W.Soilo416 921 7702

SALTY DOG DISCOTHEQUE Will -enl

promliet Monday to Thutsdiy Day or

Evltho,) FoMnlorm.ii.on tall A Curry 964

7060 or 633 2677

MEN WANTED to sing good music with a

chambei choir Phone I Schioiboi. 928

5171 536 5019

COUNTER HELP needed 2 to 5 days per

week noon to 2 00 pm Bloor Univorsitv

Aioa Pay $3 plus lunch per day Phone

STUDENT JOBS AND TOURS IN

EUROPE Every student guerantood a

paying job in Europe For a complete de

sctiplion and application form m a 42 pagi'

booklet send S2 00 lo Gord Allan 25 Tay-

lorwood Di ,
Islington

GRAD STUDIES "A" Soccei learn des

peiately require a goalkeepe- with o.peri

Imco Contact John Punter 922 91 73 or

928 2057

TUTORING — All undergraduate math

science progiammmg and diatting Coun-

telling — personal, drug study and voca

tiona' 925-9982

"HAW" tickets for Jan 28lh S. 29th are

now on sale (or 10% less at Innis II. 63 Si

George St flm 109

BAREFOOT COFFEE HOUSE presents

Ralfi Cavoukian Nov 21. and 22 from 1

1

p m 2am Coffee, donuts, etc At Victo

na College, Wvrnikvood

SURPRISINGLY attractive room in grim,

but interesting houso Full kitchen facilities

$50 mo Walking distance to school — if

you're energetic Oundas-Jarvis area Call

SUZANNE; Please come back I can't live

without you and besides. Cannonball is

onlya week away I need you Sam.

ATTRACTIVE GIRLS needed for regjslra

lion and exhibit work at Trade Shows

Phono 762 3066 Mrs Korr Miss Mac
Lennan

SMOKE? Come and gel yours at the Kap

pa Sigma smoker Free refreshments!

Homo of tho live guys All interested invit-

ed Mon Nov 24 7 pm 218 Beverley St

922 1494

EXPERIENCED TYPIST will do essays,

theses etc Eleclrrc typewriter Call 922
S3B8 anytime

ESSAYS. Theses typed profewionrjllv on

electric machine Poper supplied 30c per

page Close to campus 79 Madison Ave

nuo Phone 922 8564 aher six, Ask for

FOUND — ladies gold inscribed watch or

Hoskin Ave. Thursday Nov 13th Phoni

267 7B02

NIGHT they raided Minsky s Movie

Wetmore Hall New College 2 showings j

30 8r9pm Sunday Nov 23 Admission SI

"BELLY-BUTTON" Coffee Shop Discot

heque New Colloge Wilson Hall Snack

Bar 10 pm every Fri & Sat stag 50c drag

75c

TUTOR REQUIRED, writer wishes to

obtain oral outline of Biology 3 or 4 year

course and or Psychology 304 Girl pre-

ferred 421 6B93

DANCE — double dynamite 2 bands £>i

Wetmore Hall New College 8 30 Sal

Nov 22 lambs SI. wolves SI 50 fish

S3 00

CRACKERS and CHEESE — 2 fantastic

musical revue* - Sunday Nov 23. 8 30
pfn _ Wilson Hall Dining Hall. NC -
SI 00 cheapl

HOUSE ON MAJOR ST To share with

two students Phone 922-5796 or mater

laine at 33 Mayor

TYPEWRITERS

ADDING
MACHINES

STEREO TAPE
RECORDERS

R
E

N
T
A
L
5 698-2589

DANFORTH
TYPEWRITER

2940 DANFORTH AVE

FREE DELIVERY

STEREO RECORD
PLAYERS

Remodelling & Alteration!

_ A SutJottj —

STUDENTS' ELITE

Cleaners & Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

922-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cords

MEMBER OF INDEPENDANT
CLEANERS ASSOC.

The Wymilwood Concert Committee

presents

A Programme of Music From the Renaissance

with •

The Clerkes

under the direction of^Giles Bryant

and

The Sarum Waites

under the direction of Francis Braunlich

Wymilwood Music Room

(150 Charles St. W.)

Sunday, November 23rd.

9 p.m.

Admission Free

N.C. DRAMA GUILD PRESENTS

JEAN ANOUILH

MEDEA

DIRECTED BY ALEXANDRA MERCET

NOV. 20 & 21
8:30 P.M.

NEW COLLEGE WILSON HALL

AFGHAN COATS
Long fleeced

Suede jackets & coats

Hand made

Limited supply

LIDCH I ORIENTAL RUGS
2098 Yongo Street at Manor fload

Phone 181 5601

XARHAKOS - THEODORAKIS - HADZIDAKIS

GREEK MUSIC FOLK
&

MODERN DANCING
BOUZOUKI
SIRTAKI

GREEK FOOD & SWEETS
GREEK FUN

i

iGREEK NIGHT 69
ON FRIDAY NOV. 21 8:00 PM

FILM "PHAEDRA"
WITH MELINA MERCOURI
AND ANTHONY PERKINS.

(ENGLISH SPOKEN)

GREEK ART

I

GENERAL ADMISSION: $1.50
WITH A.T.L.: $1.00

GREEK ARTICRAFTS

MUSIC BIT: ATHENAIKI
AT
INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS CENTRE
33 ST. GEORGE ST.
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musical monologue

arlo
Last Thursday night before a filled

Massey Hall, Arlo Guthrie displayed
his revolutionary folk concept. He is a
performer whose beauty lies in his

beautiful sense of humour and warm
stage manner as much as in his music.

His renditions of such numbers as
Don't Think Twice, It's Alright are
quality performances, but only on such
tunes as Motorcycle Song does the true

brilliance of the performer shine
through.

The first half of the concert was
spotty, though the more comedy ori-

ented things Guthrie did were warmly
received. Unfortunately, a fine rendi-

tion of Grand Coolie Dam, a song which
his father Woody wrote and sang, went
unappreciated by the audience, who
probably didn't recognize the song.

The second half of the concert was
marked by the realization of the poten-

tial which underlined the first set, as

Guthrie related a hilarious version of

the story of Moses (a narration which
bore, by the way, no semblance to Cos-

by's story of Noah as was reported in

The Star) which was a most enchanting
comic tale. At the concert's end, the

stage was mobbed by hundreds of

members of the audience, but rather

than blow his cool, Arlo promptly sat

down at the piano (which he plays quite

well) and did a rocked up version of

Alice's Restaurant, and then walked off

stage unbothered.

All of this is not to say that Guthrie is

a comedian and not a folk singer. Rath-

er, he has discovered a sedate, beauti-

ful, aud unique way of relating his mes-

sage (primarily about drugs and cops)

through comic discourse and song.

Thursday ' s concert was evidence of the

success of his method, and will stand as

a testimonial to the best young per-

former in the folk field.

issy dubinsky

an intrusion
This week Maurice Maeterlinck's /*•

• trader is making his presence Jelf at St.

Hilda 's C ollege in a very competent noon-

hour production.

From a theory of "static drama." Mae-

terlinck developed stark symbols as a dra-

matic means of communicating a sense oj
the eternal and potent forces hidden behind
nature. His plays are characterized bv inac-

tion, silence, and a sense of wailing.

What is awaited in The Intruder is una-
voidable tragedy. In the TCDS production,

the blind Grandfather, portrayed Rod
Seattle, comes across very strongly :

perhaps too strongly, since he seems to in-

fect the rest of the cast with his own sense of
imminent catastrophe. One gets a strong

feeling of "the intruder,' but the multilev-

elled interaction of the other characters'

feelings is weakened, though there are some
sharp exchanges between Beallie and
George Young as thefather.

The total effect is slight bewilderment as

to what, if anything happened. Whether or
not one actually does glimpse Maeter-
linck's world of the eternal beyond nature is

also debatable. However, as an interesting

20-minute exercise in the psychology of
tension and the supernatural, the play is a

— lot bar menscb

success.

ravel's l'enfant
The Faculty of Music's presentation of

Ravel's "L'enfant et les Sortileges", play-

ing through Sunday is a deceptive piece of

stagecraft. Written in 1925, based on a

poem by Colette, it is one of Ravel's last

works, and the second of his two opuses for

stage, Ravel considers this work a "fantasie

lyfique en deux panics" those who expect
opera in the grand tradition will find the

charm and naivety of the work disarming.
However in the oeuvres of both Ravel and
Colette, naivety is the result of much so-

phisticated effort.

This children's story relates the tale of a

mischievous boy who is suddenly confront-

ed by the victims of his pranks. Furniture

and chinaware come to life, trees and ani-

mals grow articulate and threatening. The
frightened child repents and. exhausted,
calls for "mama". On those two syllables,

set to a characteristic Ravelian descending
fourth, the work ends.

The opera is unconventional and poses
singular problems both in staging and in

performance. A simple plot with many
characters, it is essentially a visual presen-

tation which must rely on elaborate sce-

nery and colourful costumes to convey its

mood of enchantment. Last night's presen-

tation was very impressive with imagina-

tive costumes and ingenious sets. The huge
stage, completely filled with colour, could

have carried the production by itself.

Fortunately, the visual excitement of the

presentation was extended and augmented
by the music. The sounds were Ravelian at

their luxuriant erotic best, with occasional

interruptions by the less-than-conventional

flute a coulisse (slide whistle) and rapt- a

frontage (cheese grater). The two aspects of

the music were convincing and excitingly

played and never extraneous to the stage

action.

The opera was presented in English, and
as in most translated works of this sort,

much of the original flavour is lost. The
Wedgwood teapot, spouting British aphor-

isms in English must have been very quaint

in the French production, though here, sur-

rounded by an English-speaking cast, much
of its impact is lost. But this is a small point

in a generally excellent production.

tony jahn

think -theatre
Those who like their theatre heavily

spiced with philosophy will enjoy the
Glenmorris street theatre's current dou-

present there Sundays at three. The An
Gallery is a good place to hold concerts; it

reminds you of how close the different arts
really are, even if its rather vibrant acous-
tics work best with things like choral
groups, or wind instrumentalists, and

ble bill — Shaw's In trie Beginning and
areD1 very s» itable '<" »'»er. less resonant

e. e. eummings' Santo Clous Masoue
"""'""I sounds such as the solo piano of the

In the Beginning, the first ploy in
'""

JTTl" "".I"
Shaw's cycle Bock to Me,HuJa, por- "^^n™ ^ CoDSerVi'"">'

trays a speculative Adam and a prag- Leslie Kinlon's concert, played with lots
molic Eve trying to sort out oil the hu- of professional aplomb, showed that he
man problems which will plague their promises to be a fine pianist. His technique
children- ages hence. The subject is pon- 'S very sound and he plays with admirable
derous, the plot nonexistent, and Shaw clarity, which was particularly noticeable

tends to pound incessantly on key '° tlu " J >'1n Sonata in D major that began

points. Nevertheless, a certain charm '"econcert.

envelops the young couple groping not
Beethoven's Appassionato, second on the

only for values, but for words. And at KTJ 5
" ST" "ut "l^" 3

iim»< «. I . ,i t. Li lo '. bul very seldom well, because I's a d f-times Show lets up the heavy verbal ficnlt piece. Leslie Kinton s technical prow-
barrage and the silent actors speak: ess was up to the demands of the work butwhen the serpent reveals the nature of bis dynamic range and powers of expres-
sex to Eve, she reacts with a kind of sion are not yet well enough developed to

wordless horror. give the sonata all it should have had.

It is unfortunate that Shaw set the Tne concluding Messiaen '•Preludes"

play in Paradise. More unfortunate still
were excellent however. Kinton seems to

is this production's costuming — animal
have a g°od understanding of Messiaen's

skins, sandals and clubs. At best, the sit-
enigmatic mixture of impressionism, exoti-

,^,.1 , .(I . c. a i

cism, and 20th century dryness.

N?hT.L ,h r 96 N"< SDDda* <he CoDservatory ofhshments make the actors seem more Music 0pera School Concert Group will
hke the Flintstones than the archtypal perform, and although this is the last con-
human pair seeking the ultimate end of cert in the Art Gallery's fall series, they
human life

One senses that the actors feel the

incongruity of their dress. Their move-
ment and gestures are tentative and
inhibited. Only Cain, played by Randolf
Del lago, rises above the stone club and
leopard skin to seize the stage and em-
body Shaw's idea of a mon in love with
power. As Eve, Leigha Lee's lack of poise

is redeemed by her voice — tired and yet

insistent, forgiving and yet disappoint-
ed. She sounds like everybody's mother
and Shaw's conception of woman: wil-

full, wise and powerful. The voice of the

serpent, Lea Usin, also proves highly
effective. It writhes, twists, slinks, coils

and almost compensates for her inability

to move, constricted by drapes of shrm-
mery green material. Robert Lacken-
bauer seems to be constricted by Shaw,
who made the character of Adam so

meditative that at times he comes off

merely feeble.

e. e, eummings' Sanfo Claus Masque
gives the audience more to watch and
ponder, eummings makes no explicit

points in this bizarre and sometimes gro-

tesque play, in which Santa changes
places with Death and brings about the

reincarnation of joy in the world. Richard

Murphet plays a striking death, while
John Browne maintains a lovable Santa
stuck with the problem of "having too

much to give." An exceptionally effec-

tive chorus, plus director Sheldon Clark's

superb blocking, also contribute to this

very smooth production.

will begin again in the spring.

ithotas schmidt

tears tears tears

ein kalter sontag

mit dem
wunderkind
One of the pleasantest things to do on

bright, cold Sunday afternoons in tbe fall is

to wander down to the Art Gallery of Ontar-
io, have a look at the current exhibition,

and listen to one of the concerts that they

Ben E. King is a part of rhythm and
blues history, and that's one of the
problems with his show which is at Le,

Coq d'Or for the week He put out some
solid material several years ago, songs
which are in fact, classics, a vital part
of any performer's repertoire like.

Spanish Harlem. Stand By Me and I fH'ho
Am Nothing). As is usual, history is bet-

ter left undisturbed,

Wearing a checked sports jacket and
open-necked shirt, he looked like a res-

urrection from the fifties. Throughout
the set. he displayed little enthusiasm
or real interest. He came on as a tired

performer, a man limping along on hits

of a decade earlier. In spite of his non-
descript appearance and performance,
his voice was in fair shape. The won-
derful thick smokiness of his voice is

still present and he did a fine version of

Spanish Harlem. A moaning, discor-

cecilia viggo dant. even strident band took any edge

•Hummus—, there was off his performance. Play-

ing heavy-handed with no finesse or
subtleties, the band, which is his own.
bored the audience before Ben E King
came on and then simply destroyed
anything he had left. Even the topless

dancers in the moving patterns of light

were more interesting. Feebly clutch-

ing a microphone and weakly finger-

popping, he sang,

"/t brings back memories

Ofdaw that I once knew."
don quintan
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anil she can yodel

"let's have

a party!"

A shimmering dress of sparkling sil-

vered sequins, long, rich, black hair,

warm, sensual, and she yodels. There

is apopularstereotype of what a female

country singer should look like, ff you

want to see that notion dispelled, see

Wanda Jackson.

She has the pristine country sound,

made more sensitive by the slight

Oklahoma drawl which so richly tex-

tures her songs. She exudes a certain

homey graciousness that gives her an

easy, friendly, intimacy with her audi-

ence. (She began the set from her seat

in the middle of the crowd.) An ability

to communicate, to move an audience

made the Horseshoe Tavern hers.

Smiles creased the faces of people rest-

ing back and having a good time. Sing-

ing loudly, the crowd roared along with

WALK RIGHT IN. At a time when
many artists in country music are opt-

ing for the sound of the pop stars, it's

reassuring to find a girl who is faithful

to her medium and still able to put on a

rousing show,

A lovely dynamo, but still a girl who
likes to sing country songs, Wanda
Jackson is having a party at the

Horseshoe this week, and you're all

invited.

don quintan

a ghost of a

sound for the

spooky tooth
Spooky Tooth is a heavy rock group

which Is always threatening to break

through to mojor prominence, hut never

quite makes it The) have two albums out,

both oj which were quite good, but not real-

ly good, and they sold quite well, but nut

really well There's another one on the way,

and mOSi likely it will be pretty similar to

the others.

At jirst it is hard to \ee where the prob-

lem b, They have a good bass player, an
inventive drummer, an organ player who
occasionally shows flashes »l almost classi-

cal musical insight the also sings with a
strong, penetrating voice}, as well as a lead

\tngcr who is outstanding Yet despite all

this high-powered ability, too manyoj their

songs don't make it. and there's often
something missing in the ones that do.

Two sets at the Hawk's Nest on Sunday

night revealed why. OJ course the words to

their songs don't help instead oj being

effectively simple they're mostlyjust simple

minded hut basically what's wrong is

that they don I work hard enough to get

varied musical content in their playing.

Once having got hold oj a Jew good ideas,

rather than using them as a baseJor further

exploration and elaboration to create an

intriguing musical tapestry, they just work

them to death.

This was particularly noticeable in "Evil

1 1 ontan
'

', their big jam number A (though

it makes the Troggs version oj the same

song sound ridiculous, it went on jar too

long, with not enough happening to justify

the length. More than once the group look

a certain riff andjust kept repeating it. over

and over, until it sounded like a scratched

record with the needle caught in one

groove.

Not everything was like that though. The

live performance of "Waiting jor the

W ind", one of the better songs on their

second album, was excellent, showing that

Spook y Tooth could make an important

contribution to rock music ij more of their

material was as interesting,

nichofas schmidt

UGH!
The Ecslosy of Rifo Joe is a play which is

filled with good impulses, first of all it is a
new Canadian play — and that has to be a
good sign. Second of all it deals with a vitally

important issue in our society. Third of all,

the production which runs until Saturday
night at the Central library Theatre has Mol-
ly Thorn in the title role of Rita Joe. But with
all these good impulses, The Ecstasy of Rita

Joe is nothing but an artificial, superficial
and stereotyped presentation of the plight of
the Canadian Indian.

Breast-beating on behalf of the persecuted
Indian has become something of a cause-ce-
lebre in Canada. As if to make up for out re-

lative ignorance of the stale of affairs, and
also to shoulder some of the guilt, more and
more people are crying out against the shab-
by treatment of Canoda's oldest citizens.
Now I'm all for this kind of pseudo-social
commentary, but The Ecstasy of Rita Joe is

just too ignorant for words.

Sample the plot. Pretty, uneducated Indi-
an girl makes a breob from the confines of
the reservation to make her fortune in the
city. Ends up on skid-row as a shop-lifter, an
alcoholic and a whore. Gets thrown in jail

ond eventually gets raped and killed. Ho-
hum . . .

Blundering through this melodrama we
get all the kinds of cardboard people one
expects — the pompous, self-righteous
magistrate, the kindly but ineffectual priest,
the defiant young boyfriend, the middle-
aged social worker whose solution to the In-

dian problem is a bowl of soup and old

clothes, and best of all the paternal tribal

chief who comes lo the big city to rescue his

daughter Rita Joe, mumbling parables about

white geese and dragonflys.

If the story of "Rita Joe" wasn't bad

enough, Herbert Whittoker's design and

direction really tipped the teepee. The set

was shabby and ineffective; the actors plod-

ded across the stage doing all kinds of stilled

and artificial things and produced no feeling

whatsoever. Only Molly Thorn as Rita Joe

captured with some emotion what the plight

of the Indian in the city is supposed to be. At

least some of the time one wants to pity her,

and surely that's all The Ecstasy of Rife Joe is

supposed to be — an exercise in pity.

I don't want to seem unfeeling about the

whole matter. It just seems that the Indian

question in Canada is rapidly coming to re-

semble the weather. Everybody talks about

it but nobody does anything about it.

/orne fienberg
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country and cajun

DOUG KERSHAW. The Cajun Way.
Warner Bros. WS1820.

From the land of Dr. John, comes
Doug Kershaw with his bag of gris-

gris. Fiddling, stomping, singing like a

wild Acadian, he lays down some fan-

tastic tracks. Diggy Diggy Lo, Louis-

iana Man and Papa and Mama Had
Love are a few of the best tunes. Ker-

shaw's own special essence makes the

album and experience. Johnny Cash
said it all when he wrote,

"He's been a long time coming

Thank God he has survived

Get ready for him this time, world

My Coon -ass friend has arrived!

JERRY LEE LEWIS & LINDA GAIL
LEWIS. Together. Smash SRS-67126.

Jerry Lee has returned to his country

roots within the last couple of years

and has been very successful both fin-

ancially and artistically. On this al-

bum, he brings his sister along with
him. The best track is their hit, Don't

Let Me Cross Over. Many of the other

songs are country standards like Jack-

son, Cryin' Time and Gotta Travel On.

Linda Gail has a good voice and just

might make it on her own.

PORTER WAGONER. Me And My
Boys. RCA. LSP-4181.

Porter Wagoner and his Wagonmas-
ters are in the solid mainstream of

country music. With suits of embroi-
dered wagon wheels and covered wa-
gons, they play straight country tunes.

Songs of shucking corn and Tennessee
studs are the fare. They play their mu-
sic well and even the sophisticated
urbanite cannot fail to respond to

House of Shame, a moving tale of old

people in "homes".

ROY CLARK. Yesterday, When I Was
Young. Dot DLP 25953.

They used to say "You can take the

boy out of the country, but not the coun-

try out of the boy
.'

' The country in Roy
Clark has been emasculated by lush

orchestration, record executives, and
Charles Aznavour (who wrote the title

song). Clark, a star of Hee Haw, and
one of the finest pickers in country

music doesn't even give his guitar a

workout. Maybe he's traded it in for a

tuxedo and a grand piano. Too bad.

he'll never make it as a caberet singer.

ROGER MILLER. Smash, SRS67123.

Another excellent compendium of

Roger Miller humour, pathos, and tales

for everyday people. This man can take

the most ordinary fact of life and, with

his special talent, weave a tale that

evokes a deep, sincere reaction from

his listener. There's not a bad track on

the album.

WA YLON JENNINGS. Country-Folk.

RCA. LSP-4180.

The "Nashville rebel" joins forces

with a new group. The Kimberlys, and

continues to try to interpret pop songs

in a country context. Waylon Jennings

fails in this album to successfully bring

pop music into the mainstream of coun-

try music. All that is really achieved is

a selection of tepid pop music. Side two

is less pop oriented and is much better

music.
don quintan

up with bourgeois

liberalism
In compliance with the judgment oj his deus

ex machina that it is a great sin not to be con-

temporary. John Bemrose has written a modern
jable. The Emperor's New Clothes, which con-

cludes its week-long run tonight and tomorrow
night at the New Vic Theatre Although com-
plete originality is out oj the question within

such a genre, Bemrose's jirst public work is ec-

lectic rather than derivative, owing as much to

King Lear as to H. C. Anderson.

The cast includes the good daughter. Anemia
iKaren Evans), the ambitious daughter. Olivia

I Diane Hoar), the expected jool (John Ingram

Jackson), and the totally unexpected coprophi-

liac (Jim Tail I who is incidentally right hand
man to ghe aged industrial magnate O'Leary

(Jim Ballard). Such a perversion is. to my
knowledge, so rare on the stage that it is unjor-

lunate that Tail 's lines are for the most part

unimaginative. Bemrose himself plays the. lech-

erous, plastic- Marxist, non-romantic lead. A
couple ojjlower children and a "pig" keep the

production up to date.

Although Tom Plaunt composed songs Jor

The Emperor's New Clothes the play does not

work well as a musical. One reason is that apart

Jrom Miss Evans none of the singers have pleas-

ant voices. Furthermore the songs are Jor (he

most part too briej — the Finale in particular -

to create lasting impressions.

While the acting is in no case outstanding,

The Emperor's New Clothes is a well paced
and occasionally witt y production. The rub is

that while a Jable must have a moral, the moral
oj this one is limited in its appeal. Ostensibly it

preaches love — but then so does everyone. It

also attacks the "Protestant Fthic" , which may
still pose problems at Vic. Fundamentally, how-
ever, it backs bourgeois liberalism: sliding tax

scales, buying off the proletariat with higher pay
and shorter hours, and even a municipal co-op

to keep theJlower children ojj the streets.

— me/ bradshaw
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and now

on the su
Like products of the under-

ground-film world, campus
movies are something of an
acquired taste. The bulk of

them are the overenthusiastic

and unsuccessful attempts of

youth, which have no more
claim to enduring attention
than the mediocre sophomore
poems and short stories

churned out yearly by would-be
Updikes and Salingers.

Occasionally, however, one
may be lucky enough to discov-

er a diamond or two buried
under a ton of coal. Judging
from the handfui of gems
screened last week at the Na-
tional Student Film Festival, it

seems that a promising wave
of new artists is in the making.
Sponsored by the Film, Li-

brary, and Art Committees of

Hart House, the festival invit-

ed the submission of amateur
movies completed after Janu-

ary l, 1968, by Canadian uni-

versity or high school students.

Each entry was classified as
belonging to the Dramatic,
"Experimental, Animation or

Documentary categories, with

$75.00 and $25.00 grants per
category.

Because of the relative nov-

elty of such a programme, the

Film Festival was well-publi-

cized only in the Toronto and
Ottawa areas, and as a result,

all but a few of the 23 entries

came from within Ontario.

Despite the excellence of cer-

tain of the films, the festival

lacked a Canada-wide atmos-
phere and too often fell back on

Yonge Street or Parliament
Hill for local colour.

The series in general was
reproductive rather than in-

ventive, with most of the films

borrowing excessively from
established themes (the aliena-

tion of The Graduate) or estab-

lished techniques (flashing pic-

tures with Expo 67 s strobo-

scope rapidity). Only those

movies with a properly devel-

oped core of originality were
awarded prizes by festival ad-

judicator Allan King, director

of Warrendale and A Married
Couple.

The best category and most

difficult to judge was Dramat-
ic, which involved putting a

fictional story onto film. With

good reason, King passed over

some fine submissions on the

hopelessness of contemporary
society, a study on claustro-

phobia, and even a silent West-

ern in favour of two superb

comedies: Snake Eyes by
Thomas Browne, and Things

by P. Grigg and M. Pygus.

A horror movie spoof, Snake

Eyes (8 min., colour. Super 8)

documents the reign of terror

wreaked upon an unsuspecting

community by a "ferocious"

pink four-foot python. Unlike

the conventional isn't-this-the-

funniest-thing-you've-ever-

seen takeoff, Snake Eyes fol-

lows through perfectly by tell-

in the category of best short feature

bject of four-foot pink pythons

ing the story of the "pink per-

il" in flawless dead-pan style.

Things (13 min., b&w, 16

mm.) is a boy-meets-girl tale

with a highly offbeat twist: the

hero and heroine would rather

read and collect books together

than become better acquainted

in the more traditional man-
ner. Its quick pace never let-

ting up for a moment. Things

abounds in a series of excellent

sight gags. For example, when
the star-crossed lovers meet,

they fall in love at first sight

and reciprocate affection by

throwing each other's books in

slow motion.

Both Snake Eyes and Things

succeed because they depend

almost exclusively upon the

originality of content of their

well thought-out scripts. It is

this factor which distinguishes

them in a category whose films

generally set too high goals.

The Dramatic winners, like a

good many of the better cur-

rent movies, reject stop-action

photography, split-screen,

flash-backs and other compli-

cated and sometimes confus-

ing devices, and win out simply

through the merit of their own
material.

The Experimental category,

whose films concerned them-

selves primarily with tech-

nique, was led by Up Only (7

min., b&w. 16 mm ). Produced

by Whitney Smith, Up Only, in

which a boy drops a waterme-

lon off a tall building, was the

only movie of any value in this

area, since it related some-
thing of a story while the cam-
era played its fanciful tricks.

Outsight by M. Battle and A
Film About by David Kirkham
tied for second place, but in no
way do they approach the

whimsical slickness of the

winner. While the runners-up
may have achieved recognition

because of a moderately devel-

oped sense of experimentation,

they are, in terms of content,

classic bores compared to Up
Only. Which all goes to show
that man does not live by tech-

nique alone.

Eden (6 min., colour, Super

8), a cartoon involving the cre-

ation of woman and the Origi-

nal Sin, proved to be the only

entry in the Animation catego-

ry. Mr. King, who was at liber-

ty to refuse first prize to Prod-

ucer Robert Weltman. never-
theless granted Eden the

award due to its overall

smoothness of action and pro-

fessional quality.

At first glance, one would
not guess that this short piece

took Weltman 15 months to put

together. The plot is strictly

Biblical, with no twists or sur-

prises. Movement is slightly

choppy in places, and the cen-

tral figures are vaguely remi-
niscent of the Marvel Comics
school of art.

Subsequent viewings. how-
ever, reveal Eden's true merit,

and tend to make it an example
of what cartoons can do to ap-

peal to an adult audience. The

simple background with its

pure, but subdued, colours is

perfectly suited to the theme
and wisely evades the tempta-

tion of over-artiness usually

associated with the Garden of

Eden. In addition, the lack of

flesh-and-blood actors makes it

possible to give Adam and Eve
an air of true naturalness by

exposing their genitals. Unfet-

tered by the ever-present stra-

tegically-placed palm branch,

the man, the woman and the

audience are at ease to appre-

ciate the beauties of the new
world.

When approached on a ma-
ture level, cartoons such as

Eden become true art and fur-

ther serve as reminders that

the animation field, for all its

Jetsons and Clutch Cargos.

still contains the biting wit of

Roger Ramjet and the fantas-

tic beauty of Yellow Submar-
ine.

The Documentary category
was led by Howard Green-
span's Relation (25 min., col-

our, 16 mm.), a study on the

corrupting power of knowledge
on a wide scale Relation

achieves high professional cal-

iber by staggering its story

sequence between a pictorial

history of the education of

mankind and the reactions of

college students and grade-
school children towards T. S

Eliot s "The Waste Land". To
reinforce the theme it also

makes use of a wide variety of

stunning visual images, includ-

wood cut by Iran short

ing a symbolic Apple of Knowl-

edge tightly sealed in a plastic

bag.

Because no other film in this

area could even attempt to

approach Relation's polished

script, control of technique, or

the mature handling of a

theme. Allan King not only

named it the sole winner in the

Documentary category, but

declared it the best movie, and
Greenspan the outstanding

director, in the entire festival.

He also commended Mrs. Rob-

erta Charlesworlh and the

North York Board of Educa-
tion whose institution of an
advanced programme of ama-
teur film-making led to the

production of the first-place

films in the Experimental.

Animation and Documentary
categories.

Under the guidance of en-
" '* ^ned individuals such as

Charlesworth. the cellu-

loid explosion of the future will

result in an increased number
of top-qualUy movies. The
winners of the National Stu-

dent Film Festival are ev-

idence of the growing body of

truly talented students who are

attracted to the cinema and
turn out excellent material if

properly instructed. Only when
the supervised production of

movies becomes an accepted
and universal part of education

will film assume its rightful

place as the most vital form of

modern art

henry m/elfcievwc/"*
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editor....larry haiven associate....jaclc mccaffrey films....ian ritchie

The Faculty of Music
I production of Ravel's L'-

I enfant et les Sortileges is

on tonight, Saturday and

Sunday at 8:30 in the Ed-

I ward Johnson Building,

I and again Dec. 6-14 for

| school children.

This Sunday, the TSO
I presents its Pension Fund
I concert with Ancerl con-

I ducting. On Thursday the

PRAGUE CHAMBER
ORCHESTRA will be at

I Massey Hall, and Sunday,

Nov. 30th, the BOYD
I NEEL ORCHESTRA, in

I its third concert will pres-

|
ent a Bach program.

MOTHER TUCKERS
I YELLOW DUCK has rent-

I ed the old Rock Pile for a

I concert Saturday night.

I The MOODY BLUES,
I making a comeback tour,

I will be at Massey Hall,

I along with Humble Pie, a

I week from Saturday (Nov.

I 29th), TREVOR PAYNE is

I at the Hawks Nest Friday

land Saturday; on Sunday
jit's NICE. Next weekend
I the Hawks Nest have
ZOOM and McKENNA

I MENDELSOHN MAIN-
I
LINE.
JAZZ.
There isn't much. The

I main attraction is the AL
I NEIL TRIO which will

|
present a mixed media

I concert with tapes, slides,

|
drums, piano, and a dancer

- Hart House, Wednesday
I from four to six. Then
I there's JONAH JONES at

I the Colonial through Satur-

Iday, who once did play

| jazz.

ALMETA SPEAKS, who

J
has a growing reputation

las a blues, etc. singer, is

I playing upstairs at Old
Angelos. DAVID RAE will

I be on for another week at

I the Riverboat. and LEN-
NY BREAU ends his two
weeks at The Onion on
Sunday — DAVE BRAD-

I STREET opens there
I Wednesday. WANDA
JACKSON is at the Hor-

I seshoe Tavern through
Saturday, with GEORGE
HAMILTON IV coming in

|
on Monday. BEN E KING
is at the Coq D'Or.

FREE
I Nov. 21-23. Ravel's opera
as above.

Nov. 24. Organ recital by
Charles Peaker, 5:00 at
Convocation Hall.

Nov. 24. Gunner Bucht.

Lecture on Swedish Music

1 : 00 at the Edward John

son building.

Nov. 25. CBC taping of

Threnody by Murray Shae-

fer. For this and the other

CBC events, call the CBC
for tickets and details.

Nov. 29 Chamber Players

of Toronto under Victor

Martin at the Faculty of

Music.

Nov. 30. CBC taping of the

Lyric Arts Trio. Faculty of

Music.

Dec. 1. Chamber Music of

Charles Ives, performed

by students of the Faculty

of Music.

Dec. 4. Violin recital by
Victor Martin, 2:00 at the

Faculty of Music.

THERE WON'T BE A
REVIEW NEXT WEEK -
COMMUNITY ISSUE

Ph

THEATRE

Tickets /or the upcumii ,,

Toronto production oj Hair i

can be got obtained and oth-

erwise procured jrom Innis

College Room 109 for a 10

percent discount Go to Innis

College II for more informa-

tion. Tickets available jor

date\ Jan 28 and 29. And
\

you don't even have to take

your clothes off.

While the National Bal-

let is currently giving top

billing to its production of

Kraanerg, an exercise in

form stripped of Western

classical convention, an-

other dance company will

be in Toronto next Wednes-

day to give a performance

richly encrusted in nation-

al traditions. The Budaya
Troupe of Indonesia — 16

dancers, musicians and a

puppeteer from Bali. Java
and Sunda — will present

the Hindu epic, the Ra-
mayana. Their media will

be, according to their

press release, ''various

forms of Indonesian dance,

theater and puppetry. For
example, the bird Jatayu
will be depicted through
Balinese dance; Rama and
his brother Laksmana,
searching for Sita, the wife

of Rama, will be shown
thronoti urqvnno CTolek (rod

puppets); Hanuman, the

monkey general, will be

portrayed in a masked
dance of the Javanese

style; and Rama fighting

with the demons will be

depicted through wayang
kulit (shadow puppet playi

The dancers and puppets

will be accompanied by a

gamelan orchestra consist-

ing of many gongs, xylo-

phone-like instruments-and

drums."

Co-sponsored by the

graduate Drama Centre,

the department of East
Asian Studies, and the

Faculty of Music, the show
will be literally unique —
offered only on Wednes-
day, 26 November, at 8:30

pm in the MacMillan Thea-

tre of the Edward Johnson

Building. Student tickets,

available now, are $1.50.

t

Never before has the

Varsity Review Subcommit-
tee to Investigate Contests

(V.H.S.I.C.) had as much
response as it has had to

Varsity Review Contest No.
3. If you will remember, we
presented a dollar bill

shaped like a computer card
with a program punched
into it. Remember. Well the

answers have been pouring
in by the thousands. So
many correct answers, in

fact, that we're going to

give the grand prize to the
fellow who made the worst
mistake.

The program read

"MADE IN USA" and
99.99?/o of the submis-
sions agreed. However a
Mr. Robin P. Boughan
0069462 1 7 sent in the most
outrageous answer, "MADE
IN VTC" (What's a VTC?
Some new form of birth

control?) To Mr. Boughan
goes our grand prize $2,-
000,000 worth of used and
slightly damaged computer
parts courtesy o'f Sir George
Williams University Com-
puter Centre. And the hope
that if man is still to remain
master of the computer, Mr.
Boughan should not be re-

leased upon an unwittinq
world.

Last October, Janus
Films presented New Cine-

ma—a brilliant festival of

shorts from a variety of

international directors
who have collectively won
virtually every major
short film award in the
world. Included in last

month's screenings were
Roman Polanski, Chris
Marker and George Coe.

Beginning on Nov. 21 and
continuing until Dec. 25,

Janus Films will continue
to survey the best in film
with a Directors' Festival
at the International. Need-
less to say, the selection is

brilliant — and gratefully
received in Toronto, which
is rapidly becoming the B-
Film Capital of the World.
Included in the Janus pro-
gram are 18 features which
have had a significant
impact on contemporary
film-makers everywhere.
Among those included are
three of Bergman's most
powerful offerings span-
ning a four year period
(Virgin Spring, The Sev

enth Seal, Wild Strawber-

ries)1

, Godard s disturbing

vision of the future

(Alphaville), Variety

Lights, the first feature

actively directed by Fellini

in 1950 and Citizen Kane,
which in 1941 marked the

entrance of the enfant ter-

rible of American cinema,
Orson Welles.

Hopefully, Janus Films I

will continue with New
Cinema in the New Year,

but in the meantime, the

Directors' Festival may
help you to see your way
through a crushingly dull

civic election. 1

THEATRE
Not reviewed in this pub-

lication but worth checking
|

out on campus at 8:30 to-

night (last chance): in

UC's West Hall Poculi
Ludique Societas presents
Hycke Scorner, written by
Medieval Anonymous and
directed by Ian Lanca-
shire. Like all PLS produc-
tions, it is free, though
"Christian charity hath
precedent" when they pass

J

the hat to subsidize the
cast party. And mean-
while, over in New Col-
lege's Wilson Hall, the
New College Dama Guild
is offering Jean Anouilh's
Antigone. I

Also not to be reviewed
(because no Review next
Friday) are several shows

I

opening on or near campus J

next week. At noon hour
(1:15) on Tuesday through
Friday in Cartwright Hall
of St. Hilda's College, Trin-
ity College Dramatic So-
ciety presents Moliere's
The Forced Marriage, di-

rected by Ron Blattell.

Also at noon-hour and also
free will be Poorhouse
Theatre's Poems Happen;
An Event for Five. Direct-

ed by Bill Glassco, this will

play Wednesday through I

Friday in Victoria Col-
lege's Old Gym. Further
away, Toronto Workshop
Productions will open The
Tempest at 8:30 p.m. on
Tuesday in their Alexander
Street theatre. General
admission $2.00. subscri-
bers 50(j . And the Academy
of Theatre Arts opens their
sampling of commedia
del'arte, Goldoni s Miran-
dolina. Located at 23 Gren-
ville Street, performances
will be given on Thursdays, I

Fridays and Saturdays '

through the second week of
December.

music... peter hatch art....mike kesterton photography....err«>l young



American teacher-leader adjudicates strikes

Is the OSSTF going militant?
By ALAN J. DEACON

^ Alan Deacon is aUofT grad-
uate who teaches English.

The Ontario Secondary
School Teachers Federation is

clearly moving down the road
towards militancy.

The invitation to Albert
Shanker, President of the Unit-
ed Teachers Federation (USA)
to speak to the members of the
North York and Toronto dis-

tricts of OSSTF underlines the
new, strong interest in what
other teachers are doing to

speed up effective negotia-
tions.

Speaking to the North York
District of OSSTF Tuesday

£ night, Mr. Shanker, who has
led his 58,000 member union on
several successful strikes,

urged 400 listening teachers to

use the weapon of strike only
as a last resort, but to be sure
that they will use it if forced to

by procrastination in negotia-
tions.

Towards this end, Shanker
urged the formation of a union.
Only a union can effectively
wield sanctions with the sup-
port of other trade unions such
as the Canadian Union of Pub-
lic Employees that affect the
operation of the schools.

"After all", he said, "if one
union goes out on strike, all

other unions will support such
a legal strike in the same way
that it occurs in industry. Why
should teachers settle for any

C less than plumbers?"

STANDING OVATION
Toronto District teachers,

despite the presence of Metro-

politan School Board Chairman
Barry Lowes, gave Shanker a
standing ovation Wednesday,
as he outlined the steps that
lead to contracts in New York
City.

Pointing out that the first

strike had arisen out of the
New York board's flat refusal
to negotiate anything but sala-
ry, he gave some details of
New York's present contract
which makes the teachers the
best paid in the U.S. with the
best working conditions, fringe
benefits, and retirement plans
of any teachers in the world.

Laughing at the suggestion
that he was an outside agita-
tor, Mr. Shanker replied that
he had been asked to speak
primarily about methods of
negotiation. He had been
asked, he felt, because of the
flat refusal on the part of ei-

ther Metro or Toronto Boards
to negotiate or to even suggest
when they might open negotia-

tions.

"I find the suggestion that I

am an 'outside agitator' highly
entertaining," chuckled Shank-
er. "When I first became inter-

ested in improving the position
of the teachers in New York, I

had to go out to Saskatchewan
to get some excellent ideas on
how to force negotiations. Far
from agitating, I welcome the
chance to help Canadian teach-
ers to negotiate more effec-

tively."

ALL STAR FLASH——
Despite their third-place finish, Varsity football Blues led the polls

with nine members on the SIFL all-star team announced late yes-
terday. Full story and pictures in Monday's paper.

RIGHT STEP
Questioned about Toronto

District's approval of a half-
day strike to reinforce their
demands, Shanker observed
that it was a step in the right

direction.

This half-day strike, to be •

called at the discretion of the
Toronto OSSTF District 15

executive, was approved by 700
teachers last spring after To-
ronto Board, headed by Alec
Thompson, denied Metro
Board's right to make Toronto
pay a retention bonus.

District 15 currently has the
matter before the courts.

North York District presi-
dent Ralph Connor denied that
OSSTF was trying to raise the
spectre of a Metro Toronto
Teacher strike if the 1970-1971

negotiations break down.
"If a person wishes to read

that into it, he can," Mr. Con-
nor said. "The real reason we
invited Shaker is that he is ex-
tremely knowledgeable about
negotiations in large metropol-
itan areas."

Representatives of Metro's
secondary school teachers met
earlier Tuesday with chairmen
of Metro area boards of educa-
tion to discuss procedures for
this year's negotiations.

Speaking of the apparent
impasse, Mr. Connor said "I'll

tell you one thing, the way the
economy is going, our demands
sure won't involve a dec-
rease."

HERE AND NOW
TODAY
ALL DAY

Tickets For HAIR at 10 per cent dis

count Show dates Wed Jan 28 and

Thurs Jan. 29 Orders {cash or cheque)

accepted now at Innis II. 63 St George St

.

Room 110. 202 Today and all day next

Nominations for one fourth year repie-

sentalive on History Students Union at Ihe

Department of History office

Mathematics and Physics Society

Course Union elections for 1) Society Co

ordinator 2) Physics department Commit-

tee to discuss CUG 3) Mathematics Com-

^ mitiee on departmental organization to be

held in the New Physics Bldg. Lobby and

Math. Library.

Nomination forms and election rules

available for SAC leps at the School of

Business General Office Nominations

close Monday at 5 p m

1 1 a.m.

Women's Liberation Movement is hav-

ing a luncheon in the Arbor Room 1 1 and

12 am All women welcome

1 p.m.

Department of Geology Films showing

Underground for Iron", "Westwind" and

"Enduring Wilderness" Mining Bldg, 170

College Si Bring your lunch

Biafra Peace Now Come lo Sid Smith

Rm 1074 to helporganwe National Day of

Mourning Through Action for Peace in

Biafra Organized Unrpax — Ihe most open

/Motion in the Void: Aquinas and Aver

roes " by James A Weisheipl, Institute of

Mediaeval Studies. Room 202 McLennan

Laboratory (New Physics Bldg I All wcl

Attention Chemistry 221 students The

TV program on spectroscopy will be

shown again on Friday, Nov 21 in Rooms
217and221

the Varsity Christian Fellowship in going i<

Ihe Terrace for a "Rollerskate"

Dance with the Scarboio Fair at Howard
Ferguson Hall from 9 lo 12

SAC office SAC University Committee

e CUG

8 p.m.

Come to Ihe Fun Filled Greek Night Go
Greek Have an outstanding Greek Night

Greek food, music and art At ISC

"Far From the Madding Crowd* with

Julie Christie Bring your own pillow Free

popcorn 75e Faculty of Food Science

Bloor at Avenue Ftd across from ROM

8 30 p.m.

Poculi Ludique Socictas presents a

rogue morality play of Ihe reign of Henry

VIII called "Hycke Scorner", directed by

Ian Lancashire Admission free

10p.m.-1 a.m.

Barefoot Colfee House presents Raffi

Cavoukian 75c per person S125couple

SATURDAY
9 a.m.

Committee for Public Education on Bill

194 is conducting a 6LITZ of two Toronto

Provincial Ridings — Ihe Iruih aboui ihe

Research Animals Act — it is a good Bill

10a.m.

The U of T Flying Club is holding its last

Breakfast Flight of 1969 Meel at Island

Airport (Central Airways Office) at 10 am

6 30 p.m

Meel at Victoria College s Wymilwood
foi colfee and dessert ai 6 30 then |om

Seminar group re Crisis in Israel al 186
St George St

10:30a.m.
An all -day meeting of the New Left Cau-

cus in the Second Floor Lounge Sid

Smith

11 a.m.

Join us for Worship and coffee fellow

ship afterwards Chaplain Larry Martin will

speak on "For Whom the Bell Tolls" Urn

versity Lutheran Chapel. 610 Spadma Ave
(Opposite New College)

8:30 a.m.

University Lutheran Chapel. 610 Spadi
na Ave Larry Martin will give a presents

tion and lead a discussion on The Mean
ng of Creation" Your ideas are needed As
a bonus, the coffee is freel (bring your own
sugar)

Crackeis & Cheese — A Fantastic Musi
cal Revue — SI — cheap Wilson Hall

Dining Room. New College

9 p.m.

B Chrtreu will hold a discussion group in

Rm 666 of the Heavenly Host Restauranr

on the topic — The Muaning of Larry

Martin" Bring your own milk and honey

ANYTIME
Dial A Commie - 920 5806 Up lo Ihe

minute news on subversive activity NLC
WLM

Student stand-by ticket plan
You can now buy lickels to any Ballet
performance on a sland-by basis (or

$2.00
For any seat in the house after 7:00 pm
(12:30 pm for matinee performances)

National Ballet of Canada
Fall Season November 18-29
at O'Keefe Centre
Toronto Premiere: Kraanerg

First Week Nov. 18-22, Eve: 8:30 Sal. Mat: 2:00

Roland Petit's itiumphant success ihat opened Ottawa's

National Arts Centre and rocked Ihe ballet world Lynn Seymour

and Georges Piletta will guest star in this sensuous, electrifying,

full-length ballet. Greek composer Iannis Xenakis created

the original score and Victor Vasarely and Yvarel designed Ihe

black-while op art symbolic decor.

Second Week Nov. 24-29 Eve: 8:30 Sal. Mat: 2:00

Mon & Tues. Nov. 24 & 25 Swan Lake.

Wed. Nov. 26 La Sylphide, The Lesson (Premiere).

Thurs. Nov. 27 Bayaderka, Le Loup (Premiere), Four Temperaments.

Fri. Nov. 28 The Lesson, Bayaderka. Le Loup.

Sat. Nov. 29 Mat: La Sylphide, Le Loup. Eve: The Lesson,

Four Temperaments, Le Loup.

Tickets: Mon.-Thurs $7,50. S5.75. $4 50, $3 50. S2 50

Fri. & Sat. Eve: $7.75, S6.25. $4,75. S3. 75, $2.75

Sat. Mat; S5.50, S4.50, $4.00, $3.00. S2.50: Specially priced

reserved seats lor students.

NEW YORK PIZZA HOUSE
620 YONGE STREET CORNER OF ST. JOSEPH - 923-1736
Wo specialize in Ne» York and New England ifyle plizo and homo-mode

spaghetti. WE MAKE THE BEST PIZZA IN TOWN
STUDENTS FREE DELIVERY IN OUR AREA A HOT PIZZA

RIGHT TO YOUR ROOM
5:00 P.M. - 1:00 A.M. DAILY

M.P.S.C.U.
lodoy in the lobby of Sid Smith or Now Phys:

(i) 3 Physics students for the Staff-Student Commit Ito to dis-

cuss the CUG Report,
(ii) 2 Moth students for the Committee on DeparlmenUl Ornoni-

z at ion. (These are important . committees since they will

discuss the implementulion of the CUG und Campbell Re-
ports and the structure and workings of the departments in

general.)

(lit) The following executive position: Society Co-ordinator.
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ATTENTION ALL FLAPPERS

THERE'S A

CHARLSTON CONTEST
EVERY MONHAY NIGHT AT THE SPEAKEASY

WINNER RECEIVES PLANE FARE TO NEW YORK
HEAR TOBY LARK

COME ON AND JOIN IN THE FUN

"FREE ADMITTANCE FOR DOLLS EVERY MONDAY"
AND DON'T FORGET

WE DO OUR "THING" EVERY FRIDAY

FROM 4 TO 7 P.M.

EVERYTHING Vi PRICE

GET YOUR FREE PASSES

FROM OUR MAN WITH THE GLASSES

"YE SPEAKEASY"
THE GREATEST

JUST CLIMB THE STAIRS

539 BLOOR ST. W.

(UPSTAIRS)

TELEPHONE

DIRECTORY
NOW AVAILABLE AT

S.A.C. OFFICE

50/
(2c PROV. SALES TAX INCLUDED)

MARTIN ONROT PRESENTS

IN CONCERT

THE MOODY BLUES
with HUMBLE PI E

SAT. NOV. 29 - 8:30 p.m.

MASSEY HALL

TICKETS: $5 50. 4.50. 3.50

TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW AT MASSEY HALL BOX OFFICE
AND ALL SAM THE RECORD MAN LOCATIONS.

ff

Do you really

want to use
what you've
learned?

11

How many graduates move into jobs that
fail to exploit the education they've received?
"I've had every chance to use both
mathematics and my interest in business
here," says Bill Cuthbert (B.Sc. in maths, at

U.B.C.) who joined London Life's actuarial
department when he graduated in 1966.
"After three years, I've served in two
divisions and expect to move into another
within a year." Bill also has completed four
examinations leading to Fellowship in the
Society of Actuaries. "The studies not only
lead to professional status," he says, "but
they also pave the way to advancement."
Perhaps most important about his job, Bill

says, is "a feeling you get of contributing
toward something useful."

There's a challenge waiting for you, too,
at London Life.

For further information consult your
placement officer, or write to the
Personnel Dept., Station 160A,

LONDON LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
London, Ontario

Interviews will be held on campus November 26.

- THE VARSITY Friday. November 2 1 1969
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SAC report
The Student s Administra-

tive Council will hold a special

session next Wednesday to dis-

cuss the role of SAC in the uni-

versity.

The Committee to Examine

the Structure of SAC (Cessac),

made up of SAC members, has

been studying the problem of

SAC's relevancy _ to student

affairs, and will present a

working paper to the special

meeting.

Cessac was prompted by

discussion within several fac-

ulties and colleges about with-

drawal from SAC. The Engi-

neering and Dentistry facul-

ties, along with Scarborough
College have expressed dissat-

isfaction with SAC services.

During the meeting, mainly

concerned with the annual

budget, SAC also allocated

$2,000 from the general contin-

gency fund to maintain the

former Canadian Union of Stu-

dents Travel Bureau, now di-

rected by the Ontario Union of

Students, which sponsors stu-

dent flights.

SAC members also voted to

endorse Eilert Frerichs, U of T
United Church chaplain, for

Board of Education trustee in

Ward 6.

To the delight of the harried

SAC members, Frerichs did

not appeal for money. Instead

he urged SAC members to

commit themselves actively to

the ideals they worship with

words.

Frerichs said he was dis-

turbed by the irrelevancy of

the Board of Education to the

real needs of the people.

The general meeting was
running late when Ruth Mc-
Pherson {III Food Sci) called

for a quorum count soon after

the budget was passed.

The quorum was sufficient

only for an executive meeting,

which was called immediately
after the adjournment of the

general meeting.

The remaining SAC mem-
bers began a discussion of stu-

dent-staff parity on commit-
tees to implement CUG.
The ATS at its last meeting

passed a motion refusing staff-

student parity at any decision-

making level.

SAC President Gus Abols
said that this move by the fac-

ulty was "hard-line", and
should be resisted by the stu-

dents.

The executive then voted to

close the remainder of the
meeting to observers while
detailed strategy was dis-

cussed.

Chore 00 |.B.oH*d

Siitling STEAKS
Stivtd in Burgundy Win*
and tutcurant ROAST BEEf

Enl«loInm.nt nilaly In

UPSTAIRS VENETIAN LOUNGE & BAR
^Appooflng Nitely RICKY LEE

Steele's
TAVERN—RESTAURANT

EM. I-S1B0 34* YONQE ST.

(Folly lk.n*



Interfac fans rejoice ! ! ! A 5-column hed for Gellius
by GELLIUS

SONO

"O Uldisfogs 0 Uldisfogs

0 Uldisfogs O Uldisfogs"
This song (entitled "0 Uldis-

fogs", and sung to a similar
tune) is the theme of the Latvi-
an Government in Exile
Marching Band. Written by
Don Mills (Spanish priest
whose brother, General Mills,

is perhaps better known I

it is printed here in

honour of the twenty-first
birthday of Uldis II Fogels,
hereditary king of Latvia, now
living in exile in Toronto; and
working, under the obviously
fictitious name of Uldis Fogels
(for taboo reasons, the King is

always addressed by some oth-

er name, e.g., "Ugly Awful-
fog", "Apples Evilfig") at

Natrop. an eyelash factory
which bears the name of the
Royal Estate, now a home for

retired Rock-Zot musicians.

SOCCER PLAYOFFS

Final Standings

GROUP 1 (4 to playoff s|

1. SGS 6 0 1 13

i. Eng. 5 2 0 10

3. SMC 4 2 19
4. Trin 4 3 0 8

Meds 3 3 1 7

PHE 2 4 1 5

UC 1 4 2 4

VIC 0 7 0 0

GROUP II (3 to playoffs)

1. Scar 7 0 0 14

2. New 5 2 0 10

2. Innis 5 2 0 10

Dents
Knox
For
Jr. Eng.
Law

GROUP III (2 to playoffs, plus

Erindale, for some reason)

SMC
SGSB
Arch
TrinB
Emm
MedsB
Wvc

9

9

6

6

7 oops

3

2

Beyer scored 2 and Dormel-

las one as Innis edged Erin

(Vigna- "a large vignette" —
OED; Gill), 3-2.

Da Rosa (2), Muskat (a big

gun with one i, Maibaum.
Campbell and Saltzman (as in

"I'm not the saltzman. I'm the

saltzman's son/ but I can rust

your ear till the saltzman
comes" — traditional) led New
over SGSB iMarafioti ). 6-1,

LACROSSE

SMC (Bulger 4; Boris, ex-

king of Bulger, was Uldis IPs
uncle; Bator 4, Travers 6, O'-

Toole) 16; Erin (Barbeau,
Kril, Cherevaty 4, Pelech 2i 8,

AND EVEN BASKETBALL

Seppala and Grace each hit

for 15 to pace Eng's 65-50 keffu-

fle of Erin t Shaw of Iran 17. i

SMC (Mooney 19) 83; Vic

i Pasht 20; Pasht is not relation

to the hero of Prousht's "Re-
membrance of Things Pasht'' >

78.

Gilbert had II for New Gnus
and his teammates added
enough for a 32-26 win over
Trin. (A Gnu is a small South

African antelope related to the

Immanentruth.) Bowen had 10

for Trin.

Vic 41. PHE 36.

Dents (Rayman 11), 40; In-

nis (Herling 10) 30.

RUGGER PLAYOFFS

Flemma had 3 and Shady 2

as SMC blanked Scar, 5-0.

Kocur's 6 and Tibbo's 5 were
the scoring as Eng bested Trin

i\Valdin3), 11-3.

HEAVY

"Like nearly all those des-

tined to the follies of passion.

Marie had one eye slightly

smaller than the other " —
Drouin.

Jnferfaceffes face off

as hockey season begins

By JUDY WRIGHT
Although the temperature has not fallen quite low enough to

solidify the puddles (the last vestiges of a very wet Homecom-
ing), there is ice in Varsity Arena, and it's being used.

Ice time is limited because the men's interfac schedule has
already started, but practices for women's interfac teams are
well underway. However, two teams on the iceat once can create
difficulties — especially when the girls haven't mastered the art

of stopping quickly.

Games start in earnest — at least as earnest as girls trying to

skate with the support of hockey sticks can be.

The league is divided into three divisions of six teams each.

Pharmacy has been promoted to the first division, while Engi-
neering and Erindale will ice teams for the first time.

The first division includes PHE I & II, Vic I, SMC I, Nursing
and Pharmacy.

In division two, Erindale, POTS, Meds, and Vic II will chal-

lenge the favored Benson battlers PHE III & IV.

Division three features several old rivalries with St. Hilda's

and Engineering, SMC II and Innis, PHE V and Scarborough.

SCARBOROUGH ISSUES CHALLENGE
The Scarborough gals won't play downtown until the finals, but

they are challenging the other teams to play out in the sticks ev-

ery Friday afternoon.

Games at Varsity Arena are played Mondays and Fridays at 8

a.m. (you've got to be kidding — editor), Mondays at 4, Thurs-

daysat9a.m. and 1:30p.m.

AH teams could use a little extra support (apart from bigger

hockey sticks) and any girls interested in a little fun are urged to

join their college or faculty team. Prerequisites: the ability to

skate without falling down and the ability to laugh when you do.

Body-checking is a no-no, so the only injuries come from using

the boards as an emergency brake.

Spectators (even guys) are welcome at all games. The hockey

may not be the best, but it will be energetic and entertaining.

Scores of games played to date — St. Hildas 4 PHE IV 0; Nurs-

ing and Vic 1 played to a 2-2 tie; Erindale 8 Meds 1 ; SMC 1 3 Phar-

macy 0; PHE 1 7 Vic I 2.

Fee/y fencers foil feelings

Do you have feeling for Beautiful Bodies?

This Saturday morning at 10:30 in the Fencing Gym of the Ben-

son Building, ten lithesome ladies will be bouting in an Inter-Col-

legiate Tournament.
Everyone is welcome, so come and excite yourself with some

grace and fast action as the Women's Fencing Team displays its

art.

Meanwhile, back at the ranch, the male fencers challenge the

foilists of York University in the Fencing Salle on Saturday at 10

a.m.

Varsity protagonists are Richard Wong, Oscar Wong and Alex

Lee in the first squad and Michael Schonberg, Vladimir Gettler

aftd^Y^l8Kfiepjpa/iathje second.

ft* ji^oppes

One <jreat look

After Another
A—Black—Brown—Tan—Beige—Glove Leathers

B-Black Suede-Black-Navy-Brown-Tan-Bon

C- Black-Grey- Brown-Tan-G love Leathers

Open Thuisdoy < >d Fitdoy nit". COD O'deri <

126 BLOOR STREET

-Glove Leathers By Br;

TEL 921-1779

only $21.99

only ^23.99

only $21.99
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Waterpolo squad third in West

but title hopes still flicker

Fleizer is number one
Dave Fleiszer. McGill's be around for at least two

The Varsity Blues' OQAA championship

dreams were almost shattered yesterday at

Waterloo, as Blues lost to Mac 7-2 and 4-3 to

Western

In the Mac game the Blues tried the zone

defence which worked so well against Guelph.

Mac, however, penetrated easily to lake a 6-0

half lime lead. The Blues switched to man on

man and shut off the attack. They couldn t get

their offence going and only got two goals back,

scored by Derek Duvall and Brian Barras.

The pool was only four and a half feet deep

but only the goalie was allowed to stand. This

negated the goalie advantage the Blues had in

Hartly Garfield. The ref let a lot of standing

and grabbing go and this took away Blues slight

swimming advantage.

The Western game was hard played and high-

lighted by close checking. Toronto controlled

the ball for most of the game but couldn't find

the net.

Late in the fourth quarter it was all tied up at

3-3. With one minute left in the game a Blue

was thrown out of the game and 15 seconds lat-

er Western got the winning goal.

Blues were not finished yet and with only 2

seconds left in the game Lyle Makesky fired the

equalizer. However it was disallowed and so

ended a frustrating day for the Blues.

Alex LeRoy got two goals and Makosky

scored the other Toronto goal.

The Blues now head to McGill for the start of

a home and home series with McGill.

According to the OQAA publicity office, the

winner of the Blues-McGill series will meet

Western Division champs, McMaster, for the

title.

Maybe.

Hoechst is Medicine

outstanding halfback, has

won the Hec Crighton Tro-

phy as Canada's number

one college football player

for 1969.

Fleiszer. six feet one

and 190 pounds, is in first

year medicine and should

DAVE FLEISZER

And plenty of it. Hoechst has over a full cen-
tury of pharmaceutical research and achieve-
ment to draw upon — products and ideas that
have touched and improved the quality of
people's lives in every area around the world,
in a hundred countries on six continents.
But big as we are in medicine, we're more
than just medicine. We re chemicals too,

and engineering and plastics and dyestuffs.
And marketing. And ideas. Ideas most of all.

Ideas about the future, about people's needs
and wants. About how to meet those needs
and wants. Good ideas, young ideas. Your
ideas maybe.
If you'd like to know more about Canadian
Hoechst, write our Head Office.

CANADIAN HOECHST LIMITED
3400 JEAN TALON STREET WEST MONTREAL • ASSOCIATES OF EARBWERKE AG WEST GERMANY

A CENTURY OF SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENT THROUGH RESEARCH

more years. ;*

He was the leading scor- g
er and top rushing in the

SIFL this season with 60 g
points and 703 net yards.

Fleiszer breaks a Var-

sity monopoly on the *:•:•

Crighton award, as the »
only previous winners are :*

Mike Eben and Mike Ra- :£

ham.
One of the other nomi-

nees was Manitoba quar-

terback Bob Kraemer, who &
will lead the Bisons £:

against Fleiszer and the $:

McGill Redmen in the Col- g
lege Bowl tonight. j*

Special Student Tickets :£

are still available at the :$

SAC Office or at the Stad-

ium. :£

PHE over Trin 3-2

in hockey action

By COLIN PILMER

In Wednesday night action in

group one. PHE "A" downed
Trinity 3-2. Bullock, Barn-

house, and Weiner scored for

PHE as Trinity suffered its

third straight defeat. The win

moved PHE into a tie with Vic

for second place. Both teams

have records of 2 victories and

1 loss.

Group two remained very

close after 3 games with only 1

point separating the top five

teams. Meds, Dents, and Scar

are bunched in first place with

4 points each; Bus and Erin-

dale have 3.

Meds (Minaker) remained
the only undefeated team in

the division by tying Bus
(Baker) 1-1. Dents moved up

by rolling over winless St.

Mike's 5-0. Stevens notched a

pair with Taylor, Pollard, and

Akiama scoring the others.

Previously unbeaten Erin-

dale bowed 2-0 to Scar. Love
scored the winner in the first

period with his team short-

handed; Sullivan got the other.

Bruce Doulton registered the

shutout.

In other games this week,

U.C. I edged by For "A" 2-1

and U.C. II topped Knox 3-1.

In group four Arch "A" and

Innis are undefeated. Scores so

far:

Knox 5. Pharm 2

\n li .1 (!ampus Co-op I

Innis 8, U.C. II 0

Knox 3. New 3

Arch 4. Pharm 2

New 2, U.C. II 0

Pharm 2. Campus Co-op 0

U.C. 113. Knoxl



Yes, Virginia, there is a basketball team
By PETER WHITE

The '69-70 edition of Yarsity Basketball
Blues emerged from the confines of old Hart
House gym last night.

Problems are compounded by the absence of

ailing Larry Trafford, an outstanding guard

who is not expected to see action until the Janu-

ary 10 opener at Windsor.
Elsewhere-rebounding promises to be the

key to the Blues fortunes and it is hoped the

experienced hands land legs) of John Hadden
will pick off his share.

McManus deems the state of Hadden's en-

thusiasms the determining factor here.

John's ability has never been doubted.

As for the remaining hopefuls, only the ri-

gors of the exhibition schedule will separate

the Cream from the Crop. The Blues do boast a

line quandry of young go-getters who with in-

creasing experience and time together could

well form the nucleus of future Varsity basket-

ball contenders — definitely! dynasties—???
The old Crop: Garth Evans, John Hadden,

Mike Katz, Ross McNaughton, Larry Trafford.

The new Crop: Gerry Barker, Gordon Betch-

BRUCE DEMPSTER

Gone to Western

While this exercise with the YMHA team
could not proffer any accurate forecast for the

upcoming season, it did give coach McManus a

first look at his crew of many untried players

under real game conditions.

Season's prospects at this date are strictly a

guessing game but it is expected, as they say,

to be a building year.

John McManus, now in his fifteenth season

as chief dribbler, faces the unpromising task of

replacing three of last year's starters.

Biggest and most difficult hole to plug will be

that left by the departure of all-star guard,

M.V.P. and all-round good guy, Bruce Demps-
ter.

Dempster leaves behind a 13.5 points per

game average and that intrinsic quality of in-

spiration which has fired many a comeback
and endeared him to all good U. of T. basket-

ball nuts.

Bruce is expected to be pitching them in at

Western — why?

LARRY TRAFFORD

Sidelined till January

erman, Ivan Betcherman, Michael Betcher-
man (will they never end), Bill Boston, Angus
Braid, Bill Clarke, Barry Markowsky, Brian
Sickle, Brian Stevens.

The CUG Programming Committee announces the following series of public meet-

ings on the St. George Campus to discuss the CUG Report:

Monday, November 24

Wednesday, November 26

Tuesday, December 2

Thursday, December 4

12-00 noon -

3:00 p-m.-

2:00 p.m.

5:00 p m.

7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

1:00 p.m.- 3:00p.m.

Room 2117

Sidney Smith Building

Room 3

Victoria College

{New Academic Building)

Room 2158
Medical Sciences Building

Debates Room
Hart House

Separate arrangements are being made by Scarborough and Erindale Colleges.

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT CUG, COME AND ASK THEM. THE COM-

MISSIONERS WILL BE PRESENT.

ALL MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY, ACADEMIC AND NON-
ACADEMIC, ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND AND TAKE PART IN THE DIS-

CUSSION.

FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD
8:00 p.m. NOV. 21. 1969

Faculty of Food Science Bloor at Ave. Rd.

bring your own pillow 754 free popcorn

HnmniiEinifflU

HOUSE 50
NOON HOUR FILMS

East Common Room. I:t0 p.m.
Tuesday, November 25 & Thursday. November 27

N.F.B. Animation
WHAT ON EARTH', THE GREAT TOY ROBBERY.
I KNOW AN OLD LADY WHO SWALLOWED A FLY

(with Burl Ives) and IN A BOX.
(Ladies Welcome;

ART GALLERY
CANADIAN PAINTINGS

From the Vincent Massey BeQuest
To the National Gallery
now showing In the

Hart House Art Gallery
Until NOVEMBER 25

Monday Saturday 12-6 p.m
5undays 2-S p.m

(Ladle i Welc

NEW YEAR'S EVE BALL
TICKETS NOW ON SALE

MUSIC COMMITTEE PRESENTS
AL NEIL TRIO
from Vancouver

in the

GREAT HALL

WEDNESDAY,°NOVEMBER 26

8:30 P.m.

NEW YEAR'S EVE BALL
TICKETS ON SALE NOW

CHINA
NITE '69
TRADITIONAL CHINESE

MUSICAL PERFORMANCES

FOLK DANCES,

FOLK MUSIC &

FOLK LORE,

FRAGRANCE OF THE GOOD EARTH

DATE: NOV. 29/69
TIME: 8:30 P.M.

PLACE: RYERSON THEATRE

50 GOULD ST.

(CHURCH & GERRARD)

TICKETS: $1.75 EACH
AVAILABLE AT I.S.C.

33 ST. GEORGE ST.

TEL. 928-2564

PRESENTED BY
THE CHINESE OVER SEAS STUDENTS

ASSOCIATION, U OF T
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Faculty Council will vote on parity issue today
# The Arts and Science Faculty Coun-

cil will meet at 3 p.m. this afternoon
in Cody Hall to vote on an integral
part of the report of the Commission
on University Government — student
parity in key areas.

A motion is to be presented to the
Council by Professors W. H. Nelson
and J. M. Rist.

It resolves:

"a) that the council of the Faculty
of Arts and Sciences, while welcom-
ing student opinion on all university
questions, affirms its determination
that its academic staff members con-

tinue to be judged in matters of ap-

pointment, promotion, tenure and/or
dismissal solely by members of the

academic staff of this University, or
where proper, by professional col-

leagues outside this university.

"b) that the Council, while recog-

nizing the legitimate role of students

in providing information and advice,

rejects the concept of staff-student
parity in matters of departmental and
faculty governance.

"c) that the Council withhold judg-

ment on matters relating to the top

governing structure of the University

until the foregoing matters have been
satisfactorily resolved."

The motion is more than a faculty-

student squabble; it reveals an aliena-

tion of the teaching staff from the

CUG report itself.

"CUG has sold us down the river,"

said one disgruntled history profes-

sor.

Students have reacted somewhat
bitterly to this attitude. They feel that

the professors are reneging on a sys-

tem that the faculty itself helped to

create.

Four of the key people involved in

J!
this dispute were interviewed. Ex-
erpts are printed below.

Prof. W. H. Nelson of the history

department.

"I disagree with essential parts of

the CUG report. I am opposed to gov-
erning bodies being parity bodies
since it is not clearly demonstrated
yet that student responsibility equals
staff responsibility.

"Not to say students haven't an
equal concern, but responsibility in-

volves year to year continuity."

Nelson's ideas rest on his concept
of the university, a view contrary to

what he calls the radical view, and in

fact to many of CUG's recommenda-
tions.

"The university as a social and pol-

itical institution, trying to accept a

wide point of view is contrary to my
ideas. And I don't see the differences

being reconciled in argument.
"The whole value of the university

lies in resisting concerns of the mo-
ment. We are concerned with long-

range social activity.

"The radicals see scholarship as an
individual activity. I see it as a social

activity whose results are unknown at

the moment.
"The university is a free enclave

for the pursuit of scholarship,'* he
said, swivelling around to peer at the

vista beneath his second-storey win-

dow.

"It frees a great number of people

from direct social pressure, so a very

few can make contributions to socie-

ty."

He talked of the Drache report's

criticism of the university as a guild

system.

"Words such as master and appren-

tice are not offensive to me. The ap-

prentice becomes a master."

Nelson saw student parity or a stu-

dent majority justified in some in-

stances — for instance a wholly stu-

dent "grievance committee."

Complete parity would "institution-

alize polarization," and by the crea-
tion of caucuses and block voting,

"undermine openness."
He, too. was bitter about CUG.
"The administration considered it's

own immunities and those of the radi-

cal students, but didn't consider the

faculty's attachment to the old defini-

tion of the university."

Bob Barkwell, SAC vice-president.

"For them (the faculty) to argue
they didn't have a chance to set up

SAC rep Ken McEvoy, member of CUG
Programming Committee.

CUG as they wish is untrue.

"When the faculty were running for

CUG commissioners, they considered

it improper to electioneer.

"The staff didn't know what they

were voting for and it's their own
goddamn fault."

"For the faculty to pass an anti-

parity motion now is paranoia. They
fear what happened to CUG will hap-

pen again — that reasonable argu-

ment will persuade people just as it

persuaded Lynch and Etkin (two CUG
faculty commissioners) to sign the

report."

Barkwell snorted at the claim that

a student voice in matters of hiring

and firing would politicize the univer-

sity.

"Their assumption is that if they

don't get involved in politics, they are

apolitical. If you don't take a stand
one way or another, you are necessar-

ily for the status quo.
'

'

He didn't see as helpful a Students'

Administrative Council move to have
the motion tabled at today's meeting.

"They will table it to use it as a

club We will go into negotiations lat-

er with the constant threat of this

hanging over our heads.

"If the motion is passed, the short

term effect will probably be good. It

will give the students' something to

organize around.

Prof. J. M. Rist — Classics Depart-
ment.

"My basic objection to student in-

volvement is that it is very likely to

introduce the political test. The ma-
jority of students will delegate re-

sponsibility to those with political

consciences.

"The university should not teach

any type of political belief."

He agreed that there was a danger
of faculty members hiring "their own
kind."

"But it is very difficult for a stu-

dent to know what could make a good
faculty member. What seems pedan-

tic and dull at the moment may ap-

pear relevant in the future." said the

classics professor.

With regard to hiring and firing, he

called it "an insult to suggest faculty

members be judged by people who
were not experts. "As far as hiring

goes, people would not want to come
under these conditions."

see FACULTY COUNCIL p. 3

Iveyquestions student competence to govern at CUG programming meetim
By JOHN BENSON

The Commission on Uni-

versity Government Pro-
gramming Committee held

the first in a series of campus-
wide meetings Monday to

discuss the implementation
of the CUG report.

In the two-hour session,

discussion ranged over many
important issues raised by
the report. The panel includ-

ed four members of the CUG
Commission.

In response to a question

from New College Principal

Dr. D.G. Ivey about the struc-

ture of the proposed Govern-

ing Council, Gary Webster

(SGS) who was a member of

CUG replied that "the

amount of involvement re-

quired from student repre-

sentatives on the Council will

be about equivalent to pre-

sent members on SAC.

The Council as envisaged

by CUG would include 20 lay

members, 20 elected stu-

dents, and 20 elected academ-

ic staff. There would also be

six ex officio members.

In discussing the amount of

time that a student would

have to spend on the Council,

former CUG member Prof.

B.E. Etkin said that he "and
other members of the CUG
commission believe that all

students in the university

should have at least one ma-
jor commitment outside his

academic work. Serving on

the Governing Council would

in some ways be equivalent to

playing on a football team in

that it would take up a fair

amount of the student's

time."

COMPETENT STUDENTS?
Ivey said he was still wor-

ried about the "ability of stu-

dents and faculty members
tn the Council to learn enough
about the procedures in-

volved in order to be compe-
tent".

Ivey also said that "Mr.
Websters analogy between
student participation on the

Council and in the Students

Administrative Council does
not fill me with enormous

confidence."

Professor L.E. Lynch an-

other CUG commissioner,

said the effect of an Arts and
Science Council decision

against student faculty parity

"depends on how much the

other faculties on campus
feel bound to follow an Arts

and Science decision. It could

have no effect at all or it may
decide whether the CUG re-

port goes down the drain"

He said that the CUG Pro-

gramming Committee had "a

see CUG page 9



VARSilT DOWNTOWN
EDUCATION PROJECT

TEACHERS
NEEDS

COMMUNITY WORKERS

- PART TIME NOW TILL APRIL 30, 1970

. FULL TIME MAY 1st TILL AUGUST 31, 1970

MEETING: S.A.C. OFFICE

THURS. NOV. 27 7:30 P.M.

(3rd & Ub year students and graduates preferred)

CHINA NITE 69 +
Traditional Chinese Musical Performances,

Folk-dances, folk-music t folk-lore,

Fragrance of The Good Earth.

Dote: No*. 29, 1969 Time: 8:30 p.m.

Ploce: Ryerson Theatre,50 Gould St. £ <u„„i)T
fickets: $1.75 foch, Available ot I.S.C.

*-

33

Pre:

nets: »!./} rncn, avoiiooic m i.j.<..

St. George Sf.Tel. 928-2564 and at The Door J-

esented By The ChineseOverseas Students
Association. U of I

'

BJARNASON, COSTELLO
& ASSOCIATES

Suite 1208,
Toronto Professional Bldg,

123 Edward Street,

Toronto 101, Ontario

IMMIGRATION
CONSULTANTS

tsstitttttrttrrrr* *** .www*

ACT!
IN THE CAVERN
BY JEAN ANOUILH

TO BE PRESENTED IN FEBRUARY
AT THE STUDIO THEATRE

AUDITIONS: TODAY II A.M. -5 P.M.

WED. NOV. 26, I P.M. -5 P.M.

FR1. NOV. 28. I P.M. - 5 P.M.

OTHER TIMES POSSIBLE
CALL 964-0709 or 537-5280
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r-New national union formed for student services-
Students will not be left in the cold by the

disbanding of the Canadian Union of Stu-
dents, at least not as far as services are
concerned.

Last Friday, in Hart House a new organi-
zation took shape partially to fill the vacu-
um left by CUS.
The new organization — its real name is

the Association of Post Secondary Educa-
tional Institutions' Students' Council which
has been shortened to Association of Uni-
versity Students' Councils (AUSC) — is

purely a non-profit services organization.
The main function of the AUSC is to pro-

vide services for the students. These in-

clude charter flights. International Stu-

dents' Cards and life insurance plans.
There is also room for expansion into other
fields which might offer discounts to stu-

dents.

The organization will have absolutely no
political involvements. There is a non-
amenable clause in its constitutions ex-
pressly to insure that AUSC does not be-

come political.

INTERNATIONAL SCOPE
Hopefully this organization will become

much larger and link up with other similar

groups in foreign countries to form one
large international services organization

for students with a varietv of benefits.

Each participating institution will pay 10
cents per student for membership. But this
will be more like a loan, Gus Abols, stu-
dents' council President and one of the
founding members, said.

The organization will be self-supporting
once it gets off the ground and may be able
to repay the initial fees.

The AUSC has already taken over the
CUS-OUS Travel Bureau. Robert Simond
and his staff will be working fulltime.

The organization is also keeping the CUS
Life Insurance plan although they are be-
ginning a review into the plan,

ECONOMIC STRENGTH
"Having a collective organization will

mean we, as students, will have more eco-
nomic strength," Abols said.

"There wilt be better charter flight

plans, and businesses, if they want to deal
with students will have to deal with us," he
said.

Purely profit organizations would not
have a chance to exploit the students.

Eleven post-secondary institutions were
represented Friday: University of Guelph,
MacMaster University, Ryerson Rolytech-
nical Institute, Carleton University, Uni-
versity of Manitoba, University of Dalhou-
sie. University of Western Ontario, Univer-
sity of Waterloo and Waterloo Lutheran,
York University, and University of Toron-
to.

Of these 11, five made positive commit-
ments to the new organization, of which U
of T was one. The others agreed in princi-

ple but had to go back to their councils be-

fore they committed themselves.
Abols felt that the AUSC would have a

good idea about their membership by next
month.

Faculty Council-
cont'd from page 1

His position on parity was
blunt.

"The position of staff as a

body is superior to that of

students as a body. The two
estates are not equal.

'

'

Ken McEvoy — Vic SAC
rep and member of the CUG
Programming Committee:

"The minute you reject

parity, you reject the notion

that the faculty and students

are equal. This is central to

the CUG report."

The faculty, he said, were
those who pressed hardest for

change in 1968.

"When CUG was set up, the

ATS passed a motion for it to

hold four students and four

faculty members. They ob-

viously supported the concept
of parity.

"Most staff members on
CUG were conservative when
they started. But in the end,
they all agreed on CUG; most
decisions were reached by
consensus — very few votes
were taken."

"As a result of their stand

on CUG," McEvoy said, "the

four faculty commissioners
have been under pressure

from the rest of their col-

leagues."

"If they didn't have tenure,

they probably wouldn't be

able to hold their jobs."

He criticized the. faculty

for "trying to start up nego-

tiations all over again.'*

"CUG was a compromise
between the status quo and
the student viewpoint. Now
they want to compromise the

compromise."
He noted that although

CUG advocates student par-

ticipation on personnel com-
mittees, these are still to be

advisory bodies to depart-

mental chairmen.

"We want the possibility of

parity to be present," said

McEvoy, referring to the SAC
move to have today's motion

tabled. "We don't want the

decision closed.

"At first parity is impor-

tant. Once equality is accept-

ed, it ceases to be important;

there will be no staff-student

polarization."

POOR STUDENTS

Low on bread for Christmas presents ?
Cheer up;

The Textbook Store has gifts you can
afford

Inflatable Zodiac Cushions
Cedar Mounted Prints (looks good,
smells good)

Silk screened, hand finished Linen
Place Mats
Records (the new Donovan)
Books (e.g. The Impacted Lower
Third Molar $1.98)

Starts Wed. November 26 and if

you're really desperate, just say
"Charge it! "

THE
TEXTBOOK
STORE

ExportA

REGULAR AND KINGS

DENTANTICS
STARTS TOMORROW

AT HART HOUSE THEATRE

CHEAPER AND FUNNIER THAN

"WAR AND PEACE"

8:30 P.M. NOV. 27, 28, 29 $2.00
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PAGE FOUR

Feitier

Faculty Council motions ignore students' existence
Today the Faculty Council of Arts

and Science will consider a three-part

motion (see front-page) that could

varsity
jBM
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effectively disrupt open discussion of

the Commission on University Govern-

ment's Report.

The motion rejects the idea of any

student participation in matters of hir-

ing, firing, promotion, and tenure, of

faculty.

And it rejects the concept of staff-

student parity in "matters of depart-

mental and Faculty governance."

The motion is a blatant example of

over-reaction to the CUG Report. It's

an attempt to avoid any open negotia-

tion with students. The third part of the

motion says "that the Council withhold

judgement on matters relating to the

top governing structure of the Univer-

sity", until the above two questions

have been resolved.

The council is a body dominated by

faculty. There are just token student-

members.
Last week the Programming Com-

mittee talked in cautious terms about
the ominous Faculty Council meeting.
Most of the members felt the coun-

cil's motions were dangerously prema-
ture, and could inhibit open discussion.

Even SAC President Gus Abols was
militant, "The faculty are afraid of the
students," he insisted.

SAC University Commissioner Ken
McEvoy leaned over the U-shaped ta-

ble and pronounced gloom over the
meeting;

"On CUG students and faculty have
made a compromise. Now I am fright-

ened that we are going to have to start

all over again.
''

But History Professor R. A. Spencer
peered over his glasses and told the
meeting il could not tell the Faculty
Council how to conduct its business.

"I think the worst thing this commit-
tee could do is give any direction at all

to the Faculty Council of Arts and Sci-

ence."

The Programming Committee is

essentially powerless. It can only or-

ganize discussion around CUG but can-

not take sides; it must remain com-
pletely neutral.

University Registrar and Vice-Pres-

ident Robin Ross, a member of the

committee, agreed the committee
must not deliver a harsh statement to

the Faculty Council, just a recommen-
dation to keep discussion open. That

would be more diplomatic.

But R. A. Spencer, a true knight of

the order, suggested how he individual-

ly would rescue the Faculty Council

and save the CUG Report:

"When the motion is made, 1*11 get

the chairman's eye. I'll rise to my feet.

Then I'll say something to encourage
debate on the substantive issue of CUG
rather than on the resolutions."

Bravo. R. A. will slay the dragon of

irrelevance with one fell swoop of his

academic sword.

No one in the programming commit-
tee paid much attention to the sugges-
tion. Meanwhile it instructed Robin
Ross to write a nice letter to the Coun-
cil suggesting it keep debate open on
CUG.

Last week the Association of Teach-
ing Staff reacted negatively to the bas-

ic principles of CUG before open dis-

cussion had taken place.

Today the Faculty Council will have
the same opportunity.

And the motions are prefaced with
such generous concessions:

". . . while welcoming student opin-

ion on all university questions. .

."

". . . while recognizing the legiti-

mate role of students in providing in-

formation and advice. .

."

The professor consults the student ,

The professor consults the patient.
That's the present situation in the uni-

versity.

Students should attend today's Facul-

ty Council meeting at Cody Hall and
present the council with a blunt fact —
the political existence of students.
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attention!
There will be no regular Var-

sity this Friday.

Instead The Varsity is putting

out a Kensington Community
ssue which will focus on the fol-

lowing topics:

• university expansion
• the spadina expressway
• accessibility to education

It will also feature an inter-

view with the candidates for

alderman in the Ward (6).

Financed by a $2,000 grant
from the Students' Administra-
tive Council, the community is-

sue, which has been over one
month in preparation, will have
no advertisements, regular uni-

versity news, sports coverage
and no "here and now".

Twenty thousand extra copies
{above the 18,500 printed for

the university) are being print-

ed.

Distribution of these extra
copies to people outside the uni-

versity is essential.

The Varsity desperately needs
help in distributing these copies
Friday morning. Anyone inter-

ested in helping The Varsity
(Varsity staffer or not) please
come to a meeting at 91 St.

George, second floor, 1 p.m.
Thursday.



plea to faculty

The Students Administrative Counci/
forwarded the following letter to all

faculty, in response to the motions that
will be presented in today's faculty
Council Meeting:

Dear Faculty Member:
We are writing to you to express the

deep concern we feel over the possi-

bility of the Faculty Council approv-
ing the motions that will be Intro-

duced at the next Council meeting on
Wednesday, November 26th.

The motion, moved by Professor W.
H. Nelson, seconded by Professor J.

M. Rist, proposes the following:

a) that students play no part what-
soever in hiring, firing, promotion
and tenure.

b) that parity on governing bodies

of departments be rejected outright.

c} that no debate on the new gov-

erning body proposed by CUG take

place until (a) and (b) are resolved.

What is disturbing to us about this

motion is the fact it precludes the

possibility of sincere, honest and full

debate on the CUG recommendations
before that debate has ever begun.

There are students on this campus,

as well as administrators and faculty

that have spent many weeks, months,

and years in the attempt to resolve

problems that seemed at times insol-

uble — problems faced by universities

across this country. Their efforts

have not been hasty. Their aim has

been to determine the causes for un-

rest and frustration, and to seek solu-

tions — the same unrest and frustra-

tion that affects all of us in this com-

munity.
Allowing extreme situations to

develop has, in the past, harmed all

members in the community — staff,

students and workers alike. It would

be tragic for all of us, at a time when
improvements seemed imminent,

should the faculty on this campus
jeopardize the progress made over

the past few months by placing limi-

United
My Dear Young Adults:

I do not feel adequate to compete in

college rhetoric as I have spent most

of my working years on an assembly

line in a factory, Massey-Harris etc.

However, I could not rest after read-

ing two articles in The Varsity of Oc-

tober 31st and November 14th until I

say that I interpret these articles as

being real apologists for a faulty eco-

nomic system.

Before developing this point let me
say I am encouraged to learn that

some college students have, after

many years, grasped the common
shop language of workers but, you

should not be surprised if we do not

get too excited with your ability to

write "fuck'" and ' bullshit" etc. This

has been the every-day language of

the vast majority of hourly paid work-

ers and has been used extensively for

hundreds of years.

Nevertheless, I believe your under-

standing of our two languages

(English and Profane) will or should

tations on debate.

We ask you, as a faculty member, a
person who deals with students and
therefore recognizes that most of

them are serious and concerned, to

attend the next meeting of the Facul-

ty Council and either defeat or table

the proposed motion until serious,

interested and responsible debate has

taken place on the CUG recommenda-
tions.

We ask that you, as a member of

the faculty, not accept the tradi-

tional stereotype of students on which
is based the fear that brought about
the proposed motion.

We urge you to exercise the respon-

sibility you hold. We urge that you do
so now because this is a critical issue

and a critical time.

Sincerely,

Gus Abols

President

Students' Administrative Council

Michael Vaughan
President

Graduate Students' Union

on enlightenment

and power
It is Monday, November 24, early

afternoon. I have just come back
from a Political Science 101 lecture,

normally conducted by Professor

Thorson. Today it was not. Today we
were privileged enough to witness

what I believe might be termed as

"revolution in action" on a small

scale. It was frightening and unbe-

lievable.

1 am trying to be very objective in

my view of the situation. Objectivity

was one quality that was lacking in

the whole procedure. The people who
were causing the disruption were not

being objective at all, the only point

of view that they were pble to see and

take seriously was their own.

make dialogue between us less com-

plicated.

I have no objection whatever to

criticism of the United Appeal or its

participating organizations. Any

group in society, depending on income

from citizens, voluntary or public,

should be fair game for critics but, I

consider the articles as an attack and

not criticism. You seem to attack the

voluntary organizations as if they

were the cause of the uneconomic

state of the poor, and that they had

the power and the income to resolve

the problem. This thinking is, in the

language you understand, pure bullsh-

it.

The total amount of voluntary dona-

tions in Canada for all United Appeals

(Red Feather etc.) was just over 50

million dollars in 1968. It is estimated

by reliable people that there are over

four million poor people in Canada. If

every last penny raised by voluntary

organizations was spent to combat

poverty in Canada, it would not do

There were several members of the

New Left Caucus in the lecture hall,

practically all of whom were not reg-

istered in that course. The attack to-

day was very well organized I do not

know by whom, but [ can guess by the

tactics. If this incident is exploited as

an example of a mass student type of

thing, it will be a lie! Also among the

organized group of disrupters there

was a group who joined the band-

wagon. There were others who were

truly dissatisfied with the course. But

the definite majority of the people in

that room did not want to end that lec-

ture and did not want Professor Thor-

son to leave!

If we want to give "all power to the

people", let those who profess to ad-

vocate this policy really take a good

look at who they call "the people". Do
they mean the "enlightened" people

— the people who see what is wrong
with the system and want only to

smash Lt? Do they mean the people

who are satisfied with things as they

now stand? Do they mean the people

who see some things which are wrong

and would like to work to reform
them?

I assume that the ultimate good of

the majority of the people in the instil

tution is what we are looking for. The
last two groups of people are the ma-

jority and they do not want to see the

kind of things happen which took

place today. In the views of the elite,

"enlightened" ones we are probably

too ignorant to know any better. We
were just stupid enough to come to

this university because we felt it

could offer us something in the way of

knowledge. Perhaps what we want to

learn is of the established order and

wrong — but it is the choice that we
have made. And it is our chance to

make this choice. This chance was
taken from us, the majority, by a

minority.

This course is established by the

university. If we want to attend it we
should be able to. Dissenters don't

accept the premise that a course is

valid simply because it was set up by

the university. The whole university

is an invalid institution to them, as it

now stands.

more than buy each poor person one

pair of cheap shoes each year. Is this

your solution to poverty?

I am a representative of organized

labour with the Community Chest and

the United Appeal for the past 18

years, and I can say without hesita-

tion that the voluntary social organi-

zations, including labour had done

more to bring the plight of the poor to

the eyes of the public than any other

groups I am aware *f. If the conser-

vate. lethargic, conformist students

had pitched in over the years to back

up the voluntary agencies in their

fight to better the conditions of the

poor, society would, perhaps, not

have the serious problems there are

today.

My bosses, you refer to them as

labour bureaucrats, on the Boards of

Social Agencies say to me, if I inter-

pret their directives correctly. "Urge
all voluntary agencies to make clear

to the administration that only major

THE VARSITY

If you truly want to give "all power
to the people", look first at who "the
people" are and ask them what power
they want. Let them decide, don't do
it for them!

Christel Kleitsch

New College, Arts I

penticton protest
There I was. sucking a cigar and

perusing my favourite newspaper,
THE VARSITY, when what should I

discover but a Colin Pilmer doing In-

terfac Hockey! I mean, who is Colin

Pilmer?

I mean, is "PHE (Cyr, Ellis, Nel-

son) shutout Law 3-0 to even its re-

cord at 1-1." really better copy than

"Knox (Pattison; cf "pattison, patti-

son, baker's man, bake me a cake as
fast as you can"; McGinnis, Brox
i Brox'' ) and Wymanni 4; Jr. Eng. 0"

as penned by that immaculate bard of

the great potato, that bearded Plato

of the masses, GELLIUS, hollow be

thy name.
Don't Interfac stud types realize

their crap is perused by its greatest

audience in history ever since Gellius

took over. He has become famous
across the nation — seriously He
bring beautiful uniqueness to the Var-

sity sports section which, after all,

should be for all students, not just the

jocks.

If the Colin Pilmer straight talk is

allowed to continue under the interfac

banner, you can bet Interfac's reader-

ship will dwindle once again to mere
nothingness.

I beseech you. Mr Editor, BRING
BACK HUMOUR, BRING BACK
IRRELEVANCE, BRING BACK
GELLIUS!

Rod Mickleburgh (yes THE R.M.)

Sports Editor,

Penticton Herald, B.C.

Sports ed. replies — Mr. Pilmer is

attempting to follow in the footsteps of

Mr. Mickleburgh's illustrious cohort,

fiery Phil Bingley, and os such is here-

by immune from criticism — so there.'

governmental action and substantial

appropriations of government funds

will basically solve many of the social

and economic problems facing our

people and their communities, and

that any attempt to divert the people

from this truth would be wrong. We
should not permit anyone to divert

our attention from the undeniable fact

that the basic health, welfare and

educational needs of the Canadian

people can be met only by the govern-

ments' assumption of full responsibil-

ity for meeting those needs."

My position is that until such time

as we win the fullest possible protec-

tion that legislation can afford, those

who need assistance today must not

be passed by. Those of us who believe

in the responsibility of the community

to its members will not be found

wanting.

M. McKay,

Weston, Ontario.
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SAC Television Committee is

producing a weekly T.V.

program to be seen on

Rogers Cable T.V.

General meeting for all interested

Thursday, Nov. 27 at 4:00 p.m.

SAC office or contact

Pat Dymond or Jon Levin

964-1444 923-6221

EVERYBODY WELCOME.

OHS won't give animals for research
By HEATHER MOORE

Where are the universities

going to get animals for re-

search'' "Not from us!" says

the Ontario Humane Society.

In a debate held Monday in

the auditorium of the Meds
Building. Tom Hughes, general

manager of the Society, made

his organization's position

clear to a generally hostile

audience of medical students.

The debate was sponsored by

the Committee for Public Edu-

cation on Bill 194. This bill

would make some of the 100,-

000 dogs destroyed annually in

Ontario available for research

and teaching.

Hughes said that the OHS is

hey there, yes

you, the one

reading our ad
want a job?
Are you a 1 970 graduate in arts,

science, business administration or

commerce?

Then you got one!

We have several attractive positions

to offer graduates in the areas of

computer science and group

administration. Wc oiler you
concrete earner opportunities.

Our man will be conducting

interviews at your University

Mon.Dec.1 st

Can you meet the challenge?

Register now at the placement

office for your interview.

The Canada Life Assurance Company

a private foundation, support-

ed by donations and member-

ship fees, and to "hand ani-

mals over for research purpos-

es is wholly against our princi-

ples. You might as well ask the

Roman Catholic Church to run

a string of brothels."

Drs. R. E. Haist and G. G.

Clarke of the U of T Medical

Faculty gave the scientific

community's point of view.

They pointed out that the So-

ciety operates "as an agent of

the municipalities, partially

supported by municipal

funds."

EXPERIMENTS NECESSARY
Even Hughes admitted that

medical experimentation on

animals is necessary, but he

wants his group's pound opera-

tions exempted from the juris-

diction of Bill 194.

Unfortunately, the Society

already controls the fates of

half the stray dogs in Ontario.

Its pounds are the largest, and

situated in the most populous

cities. It would be difficult and

expensive to collect dogs from

the tiny pounds scattered

around the countryside.

Centre for the Study of Drama Faculty of Music
j

Department of East Asian Studies
present

THE BUDAYA TROUPE !

FROM INDONESIA
\

The Performing Arts of Bali, Java and Sunda |

presented by
|

The American Society for Eastern Arts
|

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 26 at 8:30
MacMIUAN THEATRE

Edward Johnson Building

I

Tickets $3.00 Box Office 928-3744 Students $1.50 •
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MOTLEY LOT

These experiments are

usually designed to provide

information about probable

human reactions, and we hu-

mans are a motley lot, with

widely different genetic back-

grounds and upbringing. Pound

dogs would also have this vari-

ety.

The act would certainly

eliminate a lot of abuses that

the Humane Society itself has

been fighting. Dog and cat-

nappers would be eliminated

since it would be against the

law to buy from them.

Breeders would be more strict-

ly policed since there would

not only be inspection of the

facilities for animal housing

and care at the research insti-

tutions, but also at the source.

One pamphlet put out by the

Society proclaims "no pets are

safe." Strictly speaking, this

isn't true, since there is an ob-

ligatory three-day waiting pe-

riod under the act before any

animal can be turned over to a

research facility. This is great-

er protection than exists in

many communities to-day.

Then, too, no animal is

photo by Fronting Stein

Dean A. Chute of ihe Faculty of Medicine criticized Tom Hughes of

the Ontario Humane Society at the debate to discuss Bill 194.

"Already," said Haist,

"there are not sufficient ani-

mals for the support of teach-

ing and research programs in

Ontario; it has been necessary
to go to other provinces and
even the States to get them.
The Society has suggested

that if dogs cannot be obtained
from other pounds run by city

governments, they be bred
specially for the purpose of

experimentation. The Hospital

for Sick Children already has
such a program.

Informed opinion at this uni-

versity, however feels that for

the vast majority of experi-
ments, using specially bred
animals would not be only vast-

ly more expensive, but actual-

ly misleading.

immediately experimented
upon. There is a conditioning

period, varying in time from
experiment to experiment.
Any owner could ask for the

sale record at the pound and
then simply reclaim his pet.

More and more animals are

needed for research and teach-

ing. It was estimated that

while 5,000 dogs were provided

for medical schools in Ontario,

about twice that number were
needed.

Each year this figure will go
up. The Humane Society is also

expanding its services each
year, and if it is exempted
from Bill 194, that puts it on a

collision course with the uni-

versities. Where will they get

the animals they need?



War in the stm>ts~ tlw iUul Thing in :t-i> \

By MARK FREIMAN

Alarfe Freiman graduated from U of T

last year in Honours English. Feeling
some soft-hearted he writes this letter

lo us from sunny Stanford College, Cal-

ifornia.

"Everything I say is absolutely true.

A ghastly thought."

California. All the cops ride around
with sawed-off shotguns prominently
sitting upright beside them. Max Raf-
ferty, Supreme High Commandant of

Education has decreed Darwin doubt-
ful; he now "competes" with Genesis
and Lamarck in high school biology
texts. A local judge tells a Mexican-
American (Chicano) on trial for in-

cest that maybe Hitler was right and
moral cripples have to be liquidated.

The new head of the district conserva-

tion authority is a small-town mayor
who likes the idea of filling in the San
Francisco Bay for residential and
commercial purposes.

Saturday night television. Channel
36 has "Saturday Night at the Bull-

fights". The Mexican bulls and an
American announcer. The matador
botches his kill and the bull is running

around in circles trying to get away
from the waving capes so that he can
lie down and die in peace. A heavily

accented voice sells authentic taco

sauce between bulls. Channel 44 is

carrying an interview with David
Hillyard, chairman of the Panthers.

He talks about police repression and

explains how a Marxist-Leninist anal-

ysis links Vietnam and American
Imperialism with domestic problems.
The interview is interrupted for a
commercial. Crew-cut, shirtsleeve

salesman. Talks about a fantastic
real estate bargain Beautiful, un-
spoiled land at unheard-of prices. And
what's the reason we can offer you
this Unbelievable Deal? It's because
this is Indian Land. That's right —
Indian Land. And the federal govern-
ment has just given us permission, for

the first time, to put this choice area
up for sale to the General Public.

David Hillyard is followed by an in-

terview with the Deputy Fuhrer of the

American Nazi Party.

They're trying to set up a Free City

in Berkeley. Signs in windows: We
Honor All People's Holidays — All

Power to the People. The Berkeley
Tribe has a story about Paul Mc-
Cartney's death and an article about

the Weathermen and Motor City

SDS's action in Chicago in which they

paralysed one of the police undercov-

er agents. Shakespeare & Co. Book-
sellers does a good business selling

"Zap Comix" and "The Adventures of

Trashman." Trashman, Agent of the

Sixth International, divides his time
between humping radical chicks and
shooting up society dinners as part of

the campaign to bring the war home
and into the streets.

Stanford is located in Santa Clara

County. If Santa Clara County were a

country, its GNP would be 42nd in the

world. Stanford is quiet. The SDS still

hasn't split into Leninist and non-

Leninist factions. Stolen university

documents reveal that research-ori-

ented profs get paid $5,000 — $10,000

more than teaching-oriented ones.

Dorms are co-ed but sexless. The
Black Students' Union along with

white radical allies, controls an inef-

fectual student government.
November 15. Two hundred thou-

sand people march ten miles through

San Francisco for the November
Mobilization. A few blocks from the

starting point, Bottomless Carol Doda
nightly bounces her silicone boobs for

conventioneers and bored executives.

And on Market Street you can See The
Real Thing in Color AND 3-D; Contin-

uous Shows Daily; Nothing Has Been
Cut, Nothing Censored. But the Mobe
heads the other way, in the direction

of the sea, towards Golden Gate Park.

The scene is unreal. The whole
world is marching — the crowd has no
beginning and no end. People stand in

front pf their houses to offer water to

the marchers. Thirty veterans of the

Spanish Civil War, wearing black

berets and American Flag lapel-pins

sing songs of the International Bri-

gade. The TV cameras carry "Get out

of Vietnam" signs (My God, Agnew's
right!).

At the park euphoria fills the air. So

does the familar sweet burning smell.

Socialism is rampant as coke, ciga-

rettes and food circulate through the

crowd. Leonard Nimoy denounces the

war. Wild cheers and peace signs ev-

erywhere. Then the Youngbloods and

spaced-out Crosby Stills and Nash
(Young couldn't make it) start play-

ing and it's Woodstock West. A
hundred thousand teeny-boppers want
more music, not David Hillyard talk-

ing about fighting Domestic Fascism.

He is booed. Rennie Davis, of the Chi-

cago conspiracy has a bit better luck

talking about the inevitability of an

NLF victory. Ralph Abernathy flat-

ters the audience and they love him.

Chicanos talk about the grape strike

and militant Indians demand they be

given Alcatraz for a settlement (The

cops have just evicted a landing party

of 40 Indians who invaded the desert-

ed island at night, carrying $24 worth

of beads and trinkets as payment).
Polite applause. Phil Ochs and Buffy

St Marie sing political songs. It's

music so the crowd wakes up again.

The Emma Lazarus Jewish Women's
Club perks up to listen to former Sen-

ator Wayne Morse talking about the

Constitution and Spiro T. Agnew
Then it's five o'clock and it's over.

We hitch back to Palo Alto. Six of

us. Really disreputable looking

beards, beads, arm-bands, head
bands. One of the girls holds up a

sign: Harmless English Graduate
Students. The passing motorists

snort. Back on campus one of the

English profs announces the arrival

of a shipment of five kilos of Mexican

grass.

photos by The Highlander, University oj California. Riverside

California students protest Vietnam
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CONTEMPORARY
MUSIC GROUP

Improvisation Ensemble

Wednesday, Nov. 26

1 p.m.

Edward Johnson Bldg.

Room 078

Earle Brown-Four Systems

John Rea -Tempest
& Free
Improvisation

Biafra: a chance to end apathy?

Choi

Stilling STEAKS

S....() in burgundy Wlfl*

and H«0lMl *OAST BEEF

Inlartolnmanl t>U*h in lb*

, UPSIAIRS VENETIAN lOUNOf 4 BARy toly RICKY LEE

teele's
n—restaurant

hi yohm it.

•Ht !

MARTIN ONROT PRESENTS

IN CONCERT

THE MOODY BLUES
with HUMBLE PIE

SAT. NOV. 29 - 8:3" p.m.

MASSEY HALL

TICKETS: SS 50. 4.50. 3.50

TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW AT MASSEY HALL BOX OFFICE

AND ALL SAM THE nECORD MAN LOCATIONS.

CAREERS AT CGE
for

Engineers and Science Majors

Canadian General Eleclric's GRADUATE ENGINEER
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM provides an avenue of
entry into careers in Information Processing, Manufac-
turing, Marketing, Research, Development and Design,
and Employee Relations.

There are continuing opportunities for professional

development. The broad diversification of the Company
and its decentralized organization provide a dynamic
environment for self-development and the opportunity
through your career to move not only across functions,

but also between product businesses.

Company recruiting officers will visit
your campus to conduct interviews on:

DECEMBER 5

CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC
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By JEAN BUBBA
Thursday, Nov. 27 may be a

profitable day for the share-

holders of Harvey's Hamburg-

ers as the resolution of those

starving-in for Biafra crum-

bles at the thought of a square

meal.

While Harvey's enjoys extra

business for the day. Shell Oil,

British Petroleum and Gulf

have been reaping profits from

a war which should'nt exist.

Great Britain is watching her

Commonwealth being ripped

apart by war and apathy. The
Russians have a discreet fin-

ger in the Nigerian Airplane

Fund. And two million are

dead.

Like other wars of this cen-

tury, the war in Biafra is

fought just as much on the

stock market as in the fields

and towns of the Ibo. If the

Federal troops don't win, it

means that the major oil com-
panies of the world will have to

depend upon the Middle East

oil fields a little more, which

isn't too kosher when the Arab-

Israeli war isn't over yet.

NOBLE SENTIMENT
The world conscience has

not been pricked by the sight of

genocide though it remembers
things like the Declaration of

Human Rights, the Geneva
Convention and the findings of

the Nuremberg Trials. The
sentiment of these documents

may be noble in itself, but what

happens to nobility when two

million are slaughtered?

There are many other things

that are not remembered that

concern Biafra, and maybe the

fate of other African nations.

Psstl

tat some
contacts?!
We're talking about lenses,

of course—those little

things that can change your
whole outlook. Who wants
to look through frames. or
in through them. either!
We're Bradtfock Optical,
and wecan tell you all about
contact lenses—then you
can decide if you want
them. We're just round the

corner at 170 St. George.
Come and see.

f"R typewriters ^
J
E ADDING

|
K MACHINES I
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I TP STFRFn TAPE '

In August 1967, just after the

Biafran defeat at Bonny, Shell-

BP "discovered" a clause in

its oil contract with the Nigeri-

an Federal Government which

enabled the oil companies to

postpone royalty payments to

Biafra from July 1, 1967 to

March 31, 1968, the end of the

fiscal year. With approximate-

ly 40 per cent of her oil pay-

ments in the balance, Biafra

faced the Nigerian troops who
had been promised an end to

the war by April, 1968.

When Britain granted Niger-

ia her independence, she

seemed to have forgotten that

of the tribes that composed the

new nation, the people of the

Moslem north had preserved
the colonial feudal life while

the south was artificially cut

off from the north by a string

of protectorates under direct

British rule during the colonial

era.

The lie about the single na-

tionality of Nigeria had to be

perpetuated because if Biafra

were allowed to secede, then

other African nations might

have been forced to adjust to

accommodate the wishes of

their people. By her struggles,

Biafra is showing the world

that the boundaries of Nigeria

were drawn by some illogical

colonial master whose concerjn

was oil rather than the self-

determination of a particular

nation.

POTENTIAL
If the latter had been the

case, then Biafra would have
been a nation long ago as it has

nearly 75 per cent of Nigerian

oil and made its own deals with

traders before the colonial re-

gime. But at 25 cents a barrel

royalties and an eventual 50

STEREO TAPE
RECORDERS

(

per cent of the profits, you
can't really blame the Federal-

ists for fighting. As one Ameri-

can oilman, fingering produc-

tion and revenue statistics

remarked, "You've got to be

hit pretty hard to give up this

kind of potential."

Biafra has been forced to

give up Port Harcourt, the

country's biggest refinery, and
their capital city, 'Enugu. Yet
the Biafran Ministry of Infor-

mation still labels its publica-

tions as printed in Enugu; tele-

phone operators still talk about

placing calls through Enugu
and banks still claim to refer

accounts to their main offices

in Enugu.

The unreal atmosphere that

prevails is an indication of the

fact that the Ibo are fighting

for something more than an
area of land. Forced to live on

an area one-eighth the size of

their former holdings, the Ibo

are fighting for a way of life

that has been traditionally

theirs and for which they are

being murdered — women and
children first.

Canada is the second most
powerful member of the

Commonwealth. We have al-

lowed our government to stand

aside quietly when white rac-

ism took over Southern Rhode-
sia.. Will we stand aside and
shake our heads again when we
can take effective means to

leading the two nations to

peace negotiations and to ena-

bling relief flights to proceed
without hindrance into ravaged
areas?

There may be good reason
for stationing international

observers on various check-
points to ensure arms and re-

see BIAFRA page 15
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Committee discusses CUG teach-in
Campus-wide discussion of

the report of the Commission
on University Government
will be held in university time
sometime in January.

In a meeting Monday the
CUG Programming Commit-
tee began discussion of the
event, which could range
anywhere from the single
afternoon proposed by the
Ontario Institute for Studies
in Education to a "more ex-

tensive program" conducted
faculty by faculty.

Prof. M. L. Friedland,
meeting chairman, advised
that "we leave it up to each
faculty to decide on their own
format".

Prof. F. E. Winter, report-

\^ing from the Association of

Teaching Staff said "It's

clear you will not get support
from the faculty for a week-
long moratorium, but possi-

bly for a couple of days."

Student commissioner Ken
McEvoy's (HI Vic) sugges-
tion of setting up a three week
period in January during
which each faculty could

choose one or two days was
favoured by the committee.

Registrar Robin Ross drew
an analogy with Laval Uni-
versity and said, "It's impor-
tant to let the university know
that informed discussion of

the CUG report is important.

We would prefer to see it

done in university time".

In preparation for the Janu-

ary discussions, the commit-
tee examined a draft letter

suggesting how such bodies
as the faculty council should
be discussing CUG.

The committee agreed with
Prof. Friedland that "all

we've asked for is initial re-

ports and reaction so that all

members of the university
are free to re-think their posi-

tion".

The committee agreed to

encourage discussion for as

long as possible before hard
and fast positions are
reached, to make sure, as

Prof. Winter said, that

"whatever happens this term
not be regarded as the end of

discussion".

CUG-
cont'd from page 1

great fear of decisions being

made by groups on campus
about the CUG Report before

there has been proper discus-

sion of its recommendations
has taken place.

"

Gus Abols, students' coun-

cil president, defended the

ability of students to function

intelligently on the council,

and said "if university stu-

dents are intelligent enough

to absorb the wisdom of the

ages they should be intelli-

gent enough to help run the

university."

CAMPUS FEAR

Lynch said the reason his

Commission had decided to

hold widespread debate on

the CUG recommendations
was that "the Commission
was very aware of a fear on

the campus that CUG would

become a legislative body."'

"Many of my colleagues",

he said, "felt that this would

be unfair and there would be

no chance for debate. For this

reason, the Commission
didn't, want to force decisions

on the university and pre-

ferred that the university

debate the proposals on its

own."
Bob James, SAC finance

commissioner, asked who

was going to have the final

say in the implementation of

the Report, and Lynch replied

"that while implementation

to some extent is already tak-

ing place in areas such as

faculty councils, the ultimate

say rests with the provincial

government in matters which

affect the changing of the

University Act of 1906."

One of the main problems

affecting the implementation

of the CUG Report is the

formation of a suitable body

on the campus to recommend

to the provincial government

what changes are to be

made."
Professor MX. Friedland

of the CUG Programming

Committee, who will be at

least partially responsible for

making this decision said

"there is presently no group

on campus that has the neces-

sary confidence of all sectors

of the university to make a

decision of this nature".

UNSUITABLE STRUCTURE
D'Arcy Martin of CUG said

"the present structure of the

university is not suitable to

enact the far-reaching

changes that the Commission
has in mind."
Commenting on a recent

meeting of the ATS which

passed two motions rejecting

staff-student parity on gov-

erning bodies of the depart-

ment and any student partici-

pation in matters determin-

ing staff competence and ten-

ure, Etkin said "if taken liter-

ally these motions are not far

from the recommendations of

the CUG Report, but there

was a great difference in the

spirit of debate and the spirit

of CUG,"
Martin said "while there

were no fundamental contra-

dictions in the wording of the

motions, the ATS resolution

was an attempt to put for-

ward a faculty position and

did not attempt to open up

discussion between groups on

campus as does the CUG
Report."
Webster and Lynch said

"the motions passed by the

ATS are a fundamental chal-

lenge to the spirit of CUG.

OPAQUE PROCESS

Martin, commenting on the

amount of student and faculty

apathy, said "one of the prob-

lems for students is that the

decision making process is

too opaque — not ineffective

buy hazy so that no one is able

to see exactly what is going

on. CUG wants to bring the

decision making process

down to faculty level where

staff and students can get at

it. Our primary aim is to

simplify the structure so

there will be fewer levels of

bureaucracy separating the

student from the areas where
decisions are made."

Mr. R.A.K. Richards, an
architect and a member of

the Planning Division of U of

T, said that he and other

members of the support staff

at the university were being

made to feel "like second-

class citizens because we
have not been given any rep-

resentation on the proposed

Governing Council. " Lynch
replied that he had received

32 complaints from other

members of the support staff,

but said "I was not given the

impression when on the CUG
Commission that equal repre-

sentation on the Governing
Council was desired by the

support staff as a group.
"

Martin agreed with the in-

ference that CUG was treat-

ing the support staff as sec-

ond-class citizens but said he

felt "its up to the members of

the support staff to organize

and make themselves heard

to the CUG Programming
Committee'.

Gus Abols also stated that

he felt the support staff

should have representation on

the Governing Council.

Martin stated that he felt

most of CUG proposals will

be adopted and "implement-

ed by the letter, but that atti-

tudes might be slow to

change. A lot of people will

adopt CUG to advance their

own positions in the universi-

ty."

"I have strong doubts about

the willingness of people to

accept a democratic com-
munity in the university." he

said. "The spirit of tolerance

embodied in the CUG Report

depends on a person's willing-

ness to define his own rights

and stand up for them. Reac-

tion to the faculty can be

changed by an intelligent

organized response from the

student body.'

TO ENROLL FOR YOUR

UNIVERSITY

HEALTH AND ACCIDENT PLAN

THREE PLANS TO CHOOSE FROM

LIFE

$10,000 FOR $22.00 A YEAR

USE REGULAR APPLICATION

PLAN I

EXTENDED HEALTH CARE

NO DEDUCTIBLE ON ACCIDENT BENEFITS

PLAN II

OVERSEAS AND AMERICAN STUDENTS

STUDENTS ON STUDENT VISA

PLAN III

NEWLY LANDED IMMIGRANT

INTERIM HOSPITAL COVERAGE

EXTENDICA RE PL US LIFE

You need this coverage if you fall under one of the following

categories:

1 . Canadian students who are covered by OHSIP and OHSC
and need extended health care

2. Students in Canada on a student visa and are not covered

byOHSIPorOHSC
3. Students in Ontario from another province who do not

have coverage from that province.

4 Newly landed immigrant students who are required to wait

three months for the provincial plans to become effective.

ADMIN. — JOHN INGLE.

700 BAY ST. 364-41 14

BAYATGERRARD

NOTE If you have not received your brochure, additional

forms may be obtained of the Registrar's office, Stu-

dent Council Office. Graduate Studies Office. FROS.
Int. the Health Service, or Faculty Offices.
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The Maritime provinc
expl

Students join People's Struggle
The Maritimes hove often seemed

only Canada's poor cousin, marked as

they ore by regional underdevelop-

ment and chronic fiscal problems. In

these two features, Canadian Universi-

ty Press writers analyse some of the

roots of the Maritimes' problems and
describe the beginnings of a student

response to a situation old as Confeder-

ation. Paul MacRae, last year's Varsity

editor, is CUP field secretary and has

spent the last two months visiting ev-

ery Maritime campus and its newspa-

per. Ron Thompson, CUP features edi-

tor, is stationed in Ottawa.

by RON THOMPSON

Students in the Maritimes region

made one more attempt this year to

found a regional student union.

After a number of false starts, the

students gathered in October in Char-
lottetown, the birthplace of Confeder-

ation, where, 103 years earlier dele-

gates to that conference gathered to

discuss the broadening of the tax base
— capitalism then needed money to

build railroads to extend itself west-
ward; the Maritimes had temporarily

been exploited to the limit.

The federation, known as the Fed-
eration of Atlantic Student Councils,

is only supposed to last a year. Hope-
fully referenda on the region's 12

campuses in the spring and the fall of

1970 will okay the founding of the At-

lantic Union of Students.

The union would be a first for Cana-
da in two respects. It would be a vol-

untary union, controlled by its mem-
bership, rather than a federation of
student councils from each campus.
It would also be the first regional un-
ion of students in the country.

That's the goal of the federation,
then — not to act as a policy-making
body, but to pave the way for such a
regional union. Its job will be re-
search, education and propaganda.
Two fieldworkers have been hired

by the federation to take the concept
and rationale of a Maritimes union to

the region's twelve campuses. The
two - Kathy Walker and Skip Ham-
blin — both have previous organizing
experience: Walker, with the Wom-
en's Liberation Movement; Hamblin
with the Company of Young Canadi-
ans in community/labor projects.
They will be talking on the campus-

es, not only to student councils but to
meetings of campus interest groups.
The message they take with them will
be supplemented by the results of
research initiated by the federation

UNION PROBLEMS

Such a union is burdened with diffi-

culties in coming into existence. Not

the least of these is that student coun-

cils, the major stumbling block to

most student unionism, are the organ-

izations that founded the federation.

In the end, only half the campuses

joined the federation. Two more did

so provisionally: while the region's

largest universities — New Bruns-

wick and Dalhousie — stayed out,

claiming they had no mandate.

But despite this — and despite the

contradiction of student councils or-

ganizing towards a voluntary regional

union — there are good reasons to

hope for success for those who see the

need for such an organization.

In the Maritimes, perhaps more
than anywhere else in the country, the

need for regional organizing, re-

search and action by university stu-

dents is rooted in the history and eco-

nomics of the region.

Students all over the North Ameri-
can continent are beginning to grap-

ple with the inseparability of prob-

lems in the university and in the so-

ciety. In the Atlantic region, they are

slapped in the face with this reality.

CLUMSY RESPONSE

The Maritime universities are a
completely integrated aspect of the

clumsy response by existing federal
and provincial governments to prob-

lems of regional underdevelopment.
Economically, the region remains

structurally underdeveloped. Indeed,
in capitalist terms, development of
the Maritimes can be considered dis-

functional.

Primary industry, as in most of

Canada, remains characteristic —
highly mechanized extraction of the
region's mineral resources, exported
elsewhere for manufacture.
Lack of social capital (i.e., a high-

ly-trained work force) and abundant
natural resources make the introduc-
tion of light and heavy manufacturing
industry prohibitive, in a capitalist
context,

The response to this underdevelop-
ment by the federal government and
various economic agencies has been
one of 'pork barrel', social welfare
capitalism — the expenditure of vast
sums of money trying to buoy up the
regional economy, and simultaneous-
ly attract employment-providing in-

dustry.

INVESTMENT LURE

Capital-intensive industries are to

be set up to lure labor-intensive in-

vestment. Ancilliary services, like

roads, and tax incentives are the bait

offered potential industries that will

set up in the region.

The idea is, if you guarantee profits

through such subsidies, capital flows

into reap the profits.

The negative effects of this kind of

artificial development can be read

today in the lives of the people of the

Maritimes.

The region is heavily dependent on

federal handouts — 60 per cent of the

current PEI provincial budget is sub-

sidized from the federal coffers. With

the existence of this pork barrel' re-

sistance to any real economic change
is severe — the region has the lowest

rates of organized labor, strict anti-

labor laws, incredible unemployment,
and extremely reactionary courts

overseeing the whole.

It's a policy which uproots the peo-

ple from their culture.

FISHING "STARVED"

Industries such as fishing are
starved out as "uneconomic," while
huge sums are spent subsidizing the
development of larger — and without
federal and provincial aid, equally
uneconomic — industries. The little

people as always take it in the ear.

The universities are crucial to this

kind of development. Through them is

channeled not only the development
of the necessary "social capital" for

the new capitalism, but also the re-

culturation of the society: the train-

ing of the managerial and technical
elite for the new culture of the mari-
times.

So important is such social capital
to the artificial-insemination brand of
capital development programmed for

the Maritirres. that Newfoundland,
one of the poorest provinces in the
country despite its natural wealth,
was able to — indeed had to — set up
the first fully subsidized university
education (if only for a couple of
years) on the continent.

In this light, the constant regenera-
tion of fumbling attempts towards a
regional student union begins to make
sense. It's no abstract idea fallen
from the sky. It comes out of the
growing recognition by Maritime stu-
dents of the political relevance of
what happens in their universities, of
the social and economic context in
which they find themselves, even on
the campus.
The development towards such a

union can be traced through the histo-
ry of the region's student organiza-
tions.

MINI-CUS

Prior to 1967, students operated
through local councils affiliated si-

multaneously with CUS and a regional

mini-CUS. the Atlantic Association of

Students.

But these organizations were large-

ly irrelevant to the needs of the re-

gion's students. Dealing primarily
with student concerns in a vacuum,
they created an alienation in students

resulting in their eventual rejection.

Maybe, in the end, this will be only

another false start, degenerating into

nothing more than another student
bureaucracy.

There is the contradiction of stu-

dent councils trying to set up a volun-

tary region-wide participatory organ-

ization. There are the constant prob-

lems of how to get such an organiza-

tion functioning in reality.

So maybe this time they won't pull

it off.

But there is still almost a determin-
ism to it all — students throughout the

country will be watching to see what
happens — it's been a long time com-
ing.
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iatton and poverty

Xiirlouiulhiml: poverty, profits andpolitics
by PAUL MACRAE

ST. JOHN'S, Nfld. (CUP) - New-
foundland presents an almost classic
case of how not to modernize an un-
derdeveloped region, only more so.
The more so is Premier Joseph
Smallwood.

It's been 20 years since Newfound-

ests are worth millions in pulp, paper
and timber.

"Newfoundland's 500.000 people are
probably sitting on more wealth in

natural resources than any other
500,000 people anywhere in . the
world," he said. Who is responsible
for this paradoxical situation?

Looking at the record, it's easy to

blame Joey. The record, as told to me
anyway, indicated he has sold the
province down the river for a mess of

land staggered into Confederation.

That it did so at all is a tribute to

Smallwood's ability and hard work.

Today, the province has an unem-
ployment rate of 10 per cent, with the

lowest per capita income and the

highest per capita debt in the country.

A report prepared for the Smallwood

government (and subsequently ig-

nored) indicated that the situation

will get worse.

The province's debt will rise from

about $800 million last year to $1.2 bil-

lion in 1972, the report said. It added

that only the out-migration (as it is

called here) of thousands of Newfoun-

dlanders has kept the unemployment

rate from topping 30 per cent.

St. John's reportedly has more mil-

lionaires per capita than any other

city in Canada. And Newfoundland's

potential wealth in fish, minerals and

timber is enormous.

FISHING GOLDMINE

The Grand Banks, as a former

Smallwood cabinet minister told 3.000

Memorial University students at a

rally October 31, is the greatest fish-

ing ground in the world. Labrador is

mineral-rich and the province's for-

Macphenon - The Toronto Star

promises. In the process the province
has spent millions in outright grants,

and millions more in tax and other

subsidies to incoming industries. The
return in jobs and personal income
has remained meagre. Some exam-
ples:

The Electric Reduction Company
phosphorous plant on Placentia Bay
was Joey's baby — And ERCO was
happy to come. The company's pollu-

tion record and standards have made
it an undesirable tenant in the other

provinces.

FISH ARE GONE

ERCO was in the thick of a flouride

poisoning uproar at Dunnville, Ont.,

two years ago, a controversy which
has yet to die down. Keenly felt here

is another ERCO pollution triumph —
the virtual destruction of Placentia

Bay as a source of fish through the

dumping of phosphorous waste.

Although ERCO denies it, a pollu-

tion expert estimated it would take 15

years for the bay to become fishable

again. And meanwhile, Newfoundland

fish must be marked as not from Pla-

centia Bay to be acceptable as ex-

ports.

ERCO was supposed to bring a
measure of prosperity to the region,

providing jobs and income. In fact the
company probably costs the govern-
ment more each year than it brings
in.

The government has had to spend
millions setting up a special electrici-

ty generating plant to meet ERCO's
needs. And ERCO gets a special deal
on its electricity — only 2.5 mills per
kilowatt hour.

By agreement, however, the gov-
ernment is committed to paying not
less than 5 mills per kilowatt hour
The speaker estimated ERCO's subsi-
dy at about $2,500,000 a year for elec-

tricity alone.

TIGHT CONTROL

I was told that 12 or 13 companies
own most of the province's mineral-

producing areas. A few mines are
operating, but in most cases the land

lies untouched until it is more profita-

ble for exploitation. The mines now
worked are worth hundreds of mil-

lions of dollars, of which Joey's gov-

ernment gets about $2,000,000 a year.

The Liberal government offered an
attractive deal to one pulp and paper
firm. The province put up about $30

million against $5,000,000 by the com-
pany to set up a plant. No losses guar-

anteed, largely publicly-financed,

and entirely privately-owned.

Every year, I was told, this firm
gives away a few hundred thousand
dollars to "worthy" projects. The
company can afford it — as part of

the package, it pays no taxes.

These are all Joey's deals, and all

are regarded with some anger by the

Newfoundlanders I talked to. A stu-

dent at Memorial University told me
there are two widely-held opinions

about Joey's efforts. The charitable

view is that he doesn't know how to

manage money and has been duped.

The other view is probably libelous.

THIRD WORLD PROVINCE?

Newfoundland's problem seems
more like that of the Third World
countries than of any other model,
and if the experience of these coun-

tries is an indication, bringing in

more outside capital will only create

more problems than it solves.

At the basis is the nature of capital-

ism itself. There are already fears

here that industry will turn tbe prov-

ince into a gigantic slagheap if the

province makes it too easy for compa-
nies to get in. More important is the

capitalist attitude toward people as
sources of profit, labor as a commodi-
ty like any other commodity, and the

distortion of priorities that the capi-

talist's search for profit brings into a
economy.

In their fight to survive as unique
economic units, many of the Third
World countries have turned logically

to socialism as an alternative to
American and European ownership of
their economies. The countries that
have followed the capitalist road find

themselves still underdeveloped, and
falling behind.

Newfoundland also resembles
many countries of the Third World
the intense nationalism of its people
"We're Newfoundlanders first and
Canadians second. " explains one resi

dent.

And their experience with the capi
talists of Canada's mainland is not
likely to tighten the bond.

PROFITS TO PEOPLE

Meanwhile the Newfoundlander
pays millions to bring in private in

dustries, money which could be used
to create publicly-owned industry
There are two advantages in follow-

ing the second course: The profits
will belong to the people, and the prof-

its will cease to flow out of the prov-

ince as they do now.
It would also mean that the needs of

the Newfoundland people, and not in-

ternational capital, came first in

priorities.

Joey has been Premier of New
foundland since 1949 and no one was
surprised that he again won the Liber-

al nomination for Premier last

month. Joey controls Newfoundland
Buck Joey and the construction con
tracts may dry up. Vote Tory and you
may lose your liquor license.

Joey's popularity is based largely

on his history, and his power. But he
cannot cope with the modern prob
lems, nor will his successors. Follow-

ing the pattern of Quebec, the prov-

ince will pass over into the ownership
of foreign corporations (and "for

eign" to a Newfoundlander includes

mainland Canada, just as "foreign"
means "English" to a Quebecker.)

But Newfoundland may be the only

province in Canada where the people

will make a break from the private

enterprise ideology of their leaders.

Still lacking large industry, and
thus without the powerful vested in-

terests that cripple government ac-

tion for the people in other parts of

Canada, and in a situation where most
of the people have nothing to lose,

Newfoundland's political spectrum
may shift left.

And following the pattern of Quebec
and the underdeveloped Third World

countries. Newfoundlanders may be-

gin talking separatism or revolution

to pull themselves out of the mess
their leaders have created for them.
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Dr. Hammond's Ne jo and Brain Pills.

GUARANTEED THE HIGHEST GRADE ON THE MARKET.
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1 tended. Thl* will
1 cure yon If you feel

1 generally miserable
1 or suffer with o thou-
1 untl and one inde-
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ings, both mental and
physical, among
them low spK.H.
nervousness, weari-
ness, UfeteBBnesB.

I weakness, dizziness.
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Violent protest doomed to die: Davis

EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS

Cominco Ltd. invites applications for permanent and

summer employment from graduating students and post

graduates in Geol ogical Engi neerin g and Honours Geo-

logy; and from Class of 1971 geology students for sum-

mer employment only.

Interviews with Cominco representatives :

DECEMBER 5, 1969-For Summer Employment Only

UECEM3ER II. 1969-For Permanent Employment Onl y

Further details available from Student Placement Office.

Violent demonstrations are

a useful means of protest but

are going the way of the great

auk, according to Chandler

Davis. U of T professor of

mathematics.

Davis, who spoke about vio-

lent protest at Monday's Hillel

meeting, has been a political

activist on and off campus for

a number of years.

He said the violent move-

ment is just a wave which has

suddenly become popular.

Unfortunately, he said, it is

doomed to die like its prede-

cessor, the non-violent move-

ment.

When the non-violent move-

ment died in 1965 due to "ideo-

logical dissension" and a con-

tradictory attitude towards

violence, violent demonstra-

tion became a necessity, said

Davis.

Pacifists saw that demon-
strations had to be "de-stabi-

lizing," since they are trying to

change society and therefore

they cannot go by the rules of

that society.

The present custodians of

the means of power in our so-

ciety have discredited them-
selves through their use of it.

Therefore, "the problem is not

one of initiation of violence,

but of responding to violence

perpetrated by the state.
'

'

According to Davis, violence

is more justified when used by

the demonstrators trying to

change society rather than by

society trying to suppress op-

position. He said, however,
that the violent phase was
doomed to die out for the same
reasons the non-violent move-
ment died.

ljco offers outstanding

opportunities in

Manufacturing, Wholesaling

Retailing, Marketing.

CONTAl T YOI'K PLACEMENT OFFH I NOV
TO RESERVE AN INTERVIEW

United Co-operatives of Ontario,

Qualrty Products.

photo by Sheldon Sehacter

Chandler Davis, professor of math.

Remember all those groovy courses you signed up for in

Sept.? Remember how some of them weren't so groovy so you

went back to the registrar and changed 187 of them for dull

courses?

Well, today is the last day to register for your exams and

junk and stuff to get your marks to get your degree to get your

job to get your junk and stuff.

If you don't register today you will have to fork over one

dollar per day until you do. So do it. See your friendly registrar

today.

The Two hijacked

Israeli Passengers are

still being held captive

in Syria!

The Ad-hoc

Free the Passenger

Committee

will hold a meeting

Wednesday, November 26th

1:00 p.m.

Sidney Smith Room 1086
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
ALL DAY

SCM Office. Han House Christmas
cards now available Silk screened anginal

designs, limited edition

"Flight for Life
1 — short film on Biafra

— Sid Smith loyer 12 00 — UC Refecto-
ry. 12:30 — Wymilwood — Victoria Col-

lege; 1:00 New College Cafeteria — Biaf-

ra PEACE NOW Nov 27
Tickets for HAIR at 10 per cent dis-

count. Show dates: Wed Jan 28 and
Thurs. Jan 29 Orders leash or cheque)
accepted now at Innis II 63 St George St..

Room 1 10 and 202 Today and everyday

9 a.m.

Geography Departmental Office 5th

floor. Sid Smith Nominations for TUGS
executive will be accepted for a penod of

one week. All nominations are to be ac-

companied by the signatures of two nomi-

Graduate Historical Society Open Forum
on Teaching Assistants in the Undergradu-

ate Program. Sid Smith 2 1 24

12:10 p.m.

Physics film — Optical Masers — pre-

sented by Maih and Physics Society and
Course Union. Rm 1 02 New Physics Bldg

12:30 p.m.

Speak-out with John Riddell. socialist

candidate for Mayor All men and women
welcome. Arbor Room. Han House

1 p.m.

Unipax Biafra Final Organization meet-

ing —r Biafia. PEACE NOW UC Rm 106

TUGS presents a film show including

the color film "Volcano Surtsey" 622 Sid

Smith (easement).

Release the Israeli passenger committee

meeting Sid Smith 2127
Music Room Hart House The second of

four noon-hour classical concerts KATHY
WUNDEfi. violinist Ladies welcome, (free)

Hart House Camera Club Demonstra-

tions and Print mounting.

Dan Drache and George Haggar dis-

cuss: American Professors at U of T The

significance of Numbers (Canadian Libera

tion Movement) Sid Smith 2 102

T C.D.S lunch-hour theatre presents

"The Forced Marriage", by Moliere Direct-

ed by Ron Blattell Admission free Car

Iwnght Hall St Hilda's College. Devonshire

PI.

Contemporary Music Group Improvise

tion Ensemble Edward Johnson Bldg Rm
078 Bring your lunch

Yavneh presents Abe Wanecha on The

Ufa of Rabbi Joseph Karo Rm 2129 Sid

Smith

3 p.m.

All M P S C U. members and Math or

Physics staff invited to open meeting of

Faculty Council of Arts and Science Cody

Hall. Nursing Bldg

4 p.m.

Special campaign meeting of the Young

Socialists Topic "Why Revolutionaries

run in Elections" Innis College

Jazi: The Al Neil Trio presents a multi-

media concert consisting of tapes, slides,

drums, piano and a dancer Ladies Wel-

come Free Admission Han House.

4:15 p.m.

Bickersteth Room Hart House Open

meeting — Presidential Advisory Commit-

tee on the Future Role of Hart House.

mascope Admittance restneted t.

18andover75c Also at 8 30

Debates Room, Han House Special SAC
meeting to discuss and propose new struc-

ture for the SAC

7:30

Sid Smith Rm 2118 Sergei Eisenstern's

film "Ivan the Terrible" Pan II 75c at

Bp.n
The Church in the World" will be dis-

cussed with Dr L DeKoster. Calvin Schol-

ar Visitors Welcome Newman Club, white

room. 89 St George

Library evening with lan Montagnes.

author of Han House. And Uncommon Fel-

lowship Library. Hart House.

W C Fields stars in "Tiljia and Gus" in

Wetmore Hall. New College. Admission

SI 00 Come one. come all.

International Student Centre F U. of T
Third World Film and Discussion Group

film from Cuba (in English) on the Cuban

Literacy Campaign

Victoria Women's Association Meeting.

Wymilwood. 150 Charles St Speaker, Dr

ABB Moore

THURSDAY

Rev Dick Qumn. walker at a food relief

station in Biafra and Samuel Imiku a Biaf-

ran Cabinet Minister will speak at Convo-

1 pit

This is Biafra"

Cliff Robertson

Harry Lampman's I

narrated by Oscar Wi

Convocation Hall

Poetry reading with Prof Blostein Mu-

_sic Room Hart House.

1:15 p.m.

TCDS lunch-hour theatre presents "The

Forced Marriage" by Moliere Cartwright

Hall, St Hilda's College, Devonshire Place

Free even

2:30 p.m.

Write-in, to Canadian government con-

cerning Biafra Free Speech area Sid

Smith

omy Cours

poll sci. i

Sid Smitl

Unio - all students taking a

im course Rm 1071

6;15 p.m.

rella" with Jane Fonda w

Academic Act

Symposium on "1

T D lysenko Scie

International Student Centre

8 p.m
Hart House Debate on the question In

Toronto Money is Worth more than people

and this house regrets it
." Honorary Visi

tor John Sewell. Aldermamc candidate

Han House Debates Room
School of Nursing Variety show "Snee-

zles 70 ". Cody Hall, School of Nursing

8:30 p.m.

New York Brass Quintet Concen Hall.

Edward Johnson Building

FRIDAY
ALL DAY

Tickets for HAIR at 10 per cent dis-

count, for shows Jan 28 and Jan 29 Innis

II.Rms 110.202
Christmas cards now available. Silk

screened original designs limited edition

SCM Office, Han House.

One-man photo exhibit. Brian Thomp
son Buttery, Trinity.

10 a.m.

C1N 191 present Prof Dales of the Pod

Ec depanment. to discuss over -population

and pollution and their economic implica-

tions. Innis II, Rm 103

1 p.m.

U of T Baha is invite you to learn about

their way of life North Sitting Room Han

Robin Mathews & James Steele authors

of "The Struggle for Canadian Universities'

Convocation Hall.

1:16 p.m.

TCOS lunch-hour theatre presents "The

Forced Marriage" by Moliere Directed by

Ron Blattell Cartwright Hall, St Hilda s

College. Devonshire Place

2 p.m.

Peter Watkins will speak on "The Mess
Media and the Influence of the Networks"

follows a screening of "The War Game "

College of Ed Aud

4 p.m.

GSU wine and cheese party. Admission

3 p.m,

New time (or writers* workshop It you'd

like to read bring copies of your work Writ-

ing lab, Innis I (north of main library)

5:15 p.m,

Come for supper in the New Meds

Building Cafeteria and then at 6 30 in rm

2173 Don Freeman will lead us in a new

and different look at Christianity

6 p.m.

Stephen Lewis, MPP will speak at Con-

vocation Hall, followed by a second

screening of ihe film "This is Biafra
"

Hillel buffet dinner, 1 86 Si George St

7 p.m.

Educational Workshop session re Crisis

in Israel, 186 St George St

7:30 p.m.

Mass candlelight procession down Bay

St to City Hall to hear Stanley Burke

Starts from Convocation Hall

A general meeting of the Political Econ-

8 p.m.

; "Occurrence at Owl Creek

Bridge" and "Shoot the Piano Player" Rm
3. New Academic Building Vic 75c at the

Toronto Student Movement (unit of

CSM) presents a conference on "The Gen-

esis of Fascism " Medical Sciences Bldg

Rm 3163

8:30 p.m.

Attention all Ethnic groups — "Hellu,

'69 Dance" food drinks and eniertainment

UNF Hall (west or Spadma Ave

)

9 p.m.

West Indian Students' Assoc Dance

GSU. 16 Bancroft Ave

Dance, Ladies 75 cents, men 99 cents

Drill Hall (after hockey game)

SATURDAY
1 p.m.

I S C. — Main Lounge Miles for Millions

Walk Organizational meeting

SUNDAY
10a.m.

Educational Workshop re crisis in Israel

Special Extension to Dec 10 has been

arranged for University Health and Acci-

dent Plan Brochures are available at Re

glstrar's Office. SAC or health service

Overseas students should enroll now

GOODYEAR WELT LACE, $1.98.
A RECORD BREAKER.

No. 15R863 HOW IT IS MADE.

the Badeer calfskin over the fashionable Boston

last, with handsomely perforated tip. vamp and

lace stay, oak soles and a fine dongola top. The
Is fitted in the best manner, with fine Inside

top facing. Fact la. It la made right

along side of our best shoes by the same
shoemakers, and no matter what the

coat to us, you get such a shoe

offer for the price.

HOME MADE.

Weight averages SO oz=.

Music Committee Presents

Avant-Garde J azi

AL NEIL TRIO

Mined Media Concert

TODAY
Music Room. 4-6 p.m.

Ladies Welcome

CLASSICAL CONCERT
Today, Music Room, 1-2 P.m.

KATHY WUNDER. Violinist

Ladies Welcome

CAMERA CLUE
PRINT MOUNTING & SHOTTING DEMONSTRATION

Today. Club Rooms. 1:10 p.m.

HART HOUSE DEBATE
Thursday. November 27

8 p.m.— Debates Room

Honorary Visitor

JOHN SEWELL
Topic

IN TORONTO MONEY IS WORTH MORE THAN °EO°LE
AND THIS HOUSE REGRETS IT

(Ladies Welcome)

NOON HOUR FILMS

December I and 4

East Common Room. 1:10 p.m.

Quiet Social Comments:

ONCE UPON A PRIME TIME.

23 SKIDOO and TOYS
Ladtes Welcome

JAZZ CONCERT
Tuesday, December 2

THE SURVIVAL JAZZ QUINTET
East Common Room, 12-2 p.m.

Ladies Welcome

NEW YEAR'S EVE BALL

TICKETS ON SALE NOW

HALL °ORTER— UNDERGRAD. OFF.

BACH
ART
OF

FUGUE
HART HOUSE ORCHESTRA
SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 30th

GREAT HALL-8:30 P.M.

BOYD NEEL-CONDUCTOR

STUDENTS IIJ

OTHERS li.OQ

BACH
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§ The University College
|

Players' Guild 3

presents

EMPEROR JONES

by Eugene O'Neill

directed by Mark Manson

Mayoralty candidates clash at U of T

Hart House Theatre

December 4, 5, 6 8:30 p.m.

Admission $1.50 i

By JEAN BUBBA
The Students' Administra-

tive Council Metro Election

Committee arranged a discus-

sion-debate Monday among
mayoralty candidates Mar-
garet Campbell, Stephen

Clarkson, John Riddell and
incumbent Mayor William

Dennison.

The panel was asked if they

had any concrete proposals for

involving the citizenry in re-

development schemes. Mrs.

Campbell felt the issue wasn't

constituent involvement but

the inadequacy of legislation.

Clarkson proposed "working to

establish a non-profit organiza-

tion that citizens can control in

the area.

Riddell dismissed communi-
ty power as "fool's gold" un-

less the majority of City Hall

members represented the

working class.

Dennison implied that

"making homes more interest-

ing to live in and allowing pri-

vate development without in-

creased assessment" was the

extent to which community
participation in area develop-

ment should be allowed.

Clarkson maintained that

"there is nothing that the City

of Toronto should not relate to

from Vietnam to tenants'

rights." He said it was neces-

sary to "press Queen's Park,
not just with demonstrations,
but with appropriate legisla-

tion as private bills; that is,

the use of the pressure of pub-

lic opinion and put Queen's
Park on the spot."

Hoechst is Marketing
And plenty of it. Hoechst has over a lull cen-
tury of research and achievement to draw
upon — products and ideas that have touched
and improved the quality of people's lives in
every area around the world, in a hundred
countries on six continents.
But big as we are in marketing, we're more
than just marketing. We're medicine too, and

engineering and plastics and dyestuffs. And
chemistry. And ideas. Ideas most of all. Ideas
about the future, about people's needs and
wants. About how to meet those needs and
wants. Good ideas, young ideas. Your ideas
maybe.
If you'd like to know more about Canadian
Hoechst, write our Head Office.

[|j CANADIAN HOECHST LIMITED
3400 JEAN TALON STREET WEST MONTREAL . ASSOCIATES OF FARBWERKE AG. WEST GERMANY

A CENTURY OF SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENT THROUGH RESEARCH
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The Spadina Expressway
issue brought some interesting

comments from a few panel-

ists.

Riddell said "I am against
the Spadina Expressway, sin,

war and all that."

"Would you have stopped the

Gardiner Expressway just

because you don't like express-

ways?" queried Dennison.
"This city is growing because
it has a good mixture of rapid

transportation systems: 40 per

cent expressway and 60 per
cent rapid transit."

CUG
The CUG Programming

Committee announces the fol-

lowing series of public meet
ings on the St. George Cam-
pus to discuss the CUG Re-

port:

Wednesday, November 26: 3

p.m. to 5 p.m. Room 3, Victo-

ria College. New Academic
Building.

Tuesday, December 2: 7 p.m.
to 10 p.m. Room 2158. Medi-
cal Sciences Building.

Thursday, December 4; 1 p.m.
to 3 p.m. Debates Room. Hart
House.

Scarborough and Erindale
Colleges announce the follow-

ing public meetings to discuss

the CUG Report:
Monday, December 1: 12 noon
to 2 p.m. Meeting place. Scar-

borough College.

Wednesday, December 3: 1

p.m. to 3 p.m. Room 292, Er-

indale College

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS
ABOUT CUG, COME AND
ASK THEM. THE COMMIS-
SIONERS WILL BE PRE-
SENT. ALL MEMBERS OF
THE UNIVERSITY COM-
MUNITY, ACADEMIC AND
NON-ACADEMIC, ARE
WELCOME TO ATTEND
AND TAKE PART IN THE
DISCUSSION.

MARIPOSA
CONCERT

Sunday, Nov. 30

MICHAEL COONEY
PENNYWHISTLERS
OWEN McBRIDE
BRUCE COCKBURN
8.00 p.m. Convocation Hall

University of Toronto Campus

TICKETS: $3.50 Sam the Record Man
Toronto Folklore Centre,

284 Avenue Rd.

SAC Office, 12 Hart House Circle

INFORMATION: 920-6266

Get your tickets now —
space is limited



History professor:

Radicals act out Oedipal complexes
Radical students acting out the primeval

encounter of their Oedipal complexes?
Prof. R. J. Lifton of the Yale School of
Medicine thinks there might be some valid-
ity to this popular interpretation of campus
unrest.

Speaking Tuesday to an audience com-
prised largely of history students and staff
at New College. Lifton attacked the tenden-
cy of historians and pyscho-analysts to
work at cross purposes and urged them to
"embrace the paradoxes" of their two dis-
ciplines.

Referring to his own studies of Mao Tse
Tung and survivors of the bombing of Hiro-
shima, Lifton offered psycho-historical
analysis as a key to understanding the phe-
nomena of revolution.

While labelling a strict Freudian ap-
proach as anti-historical, Lifton views the

marriage of history and psycho-analysis as
a logical one, concerned with historical
flow, rather than with the cause and effect
of historical events.

"History is intimately bound up with the
conflicts and struggles of the human mind.
Individuals^simultaneously act upon and
are acted upon by history," he says.

Lifton's radical approach to the study of

history is the result of a deep personal re-

sponse to immediate history — specifically

to the Vietnam War. He maintains that

psycho-history necessarily requires a "con-
siderable ethical commitment" to the area
being studied.

Enraged and ashamed by recent reports

of American atrocities in Vietnam, Lifton

dedicated his address to: "all those who
are resisting American complicity in that

war and seeking to bring about its end."

Biafra-
cont'd from page 8

lief are kept separate. But
there is no reason why all re-

lief should pass through Nigeri-

an territory and risk being shot

down.
SYMPOSIUM

The symposium being held

Thursday at Convocation Hall

will not be a newspaper to in-

form people about what's going

on in Biafra. The symposium
has come about because there

are people of influence who can

no longer stand the lack of ac-
tion on the part of the govern-
ment.

People move a government
From noon until 2:30 p.m. on

Thursday, Rev. Dick Quinn. a
worker at a food relief station
in Biafra and Biafran cabinet
minister, Samuel Imiku, will

speak. Their talks will be sup-

plemented by the film, "This is

Biafra", narrated by Cliff

Robertson.

At 6 p.m. the film will be

shown again. New Democrat
MPP Stephen Lewis will

speak.

A candle-light procession

will move down Bay St. start-

ing from Convocation Hall at

7:30 p.m. to join the Toronto

Biafra movement at City Hall.

Stanley Burke will address the

mourners.

Students' Administrative Council

University of Toronto

HIGH SCHOOL

ORGANISER
DUTIES

|] Broaden Free University of Toronlo
lo Include introductory courses on tne
university or other courses high school
students may desire,

II) Creating links Delween existing high
school organizations
ill) Act as a resource person when stu-

dents ask for Information. The person
must have the organizational ability

and the necessary material available.

iv) Research Inlo high school problems
with some concentration on Ine prob-
lems of transfer from high school to

university.
v) Establishing links In cotnmui',i;.-ilion

between free schools and potential tree

vl) Organliing some form ot news-
PaPer

'jANUARY 70 TO JUNE 70
SALARY S95 PER WEEK

PLEASE apply staling qualifications

before December S to:
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

COMMISSIONER
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

STUDENTS'
ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

OpgnWmifiw
X HANDICRAFTS

Reasonably priced:

• IMPORTED TOYS

• THEATRE POSTERS

• ESIKHO ART

• "IN" JEWELRY &
ACCESSORIES

595 MARKHAM STREET
(Village)

Student stand-by ticket plan
You can now buy tickets to any Ballet

performance on a stand-by basis for

$2.00
For any seal in the house alter 7:00 pm
(12:30 pm for matinee performances)

National Ballet of Canada
Fall Season November 18-29

at O'Keefe Centre
Toronto Premiere: Kraanerg

First Week Nov. 18-22, Eve: 6:30 Sat Mat: 2:00

Roland Pelit's triumphant success that opened Ottawa's

National Arts Cenlre and rocked the ballet world. Lynn Seymour

and Georges Pilelta will guest star in this sensuous, electrifying,

full-lenglh ballet. Greek composer Iannis Xenakis created

the original score and Victor Vasarely and Yvarel designed the

black-white op art symbolic decor.

Second Week Nov. 24-29 Eve: 8:30 Sat. Mat: 2:00

Mon S. Tues. Nov. 24 A 25 Swan Lake.

Wed. Nov. 26 La Sylphide, The Lesson (Premiere).

Thurs. Nov. 27 Bayaderka, Le Loup (Premiere), Four Temperaments.

Fri. Nov. 28 The Lesson, Bayaderka, Le Loup.

Sat. Nov. 29 Mat: La SylphWe, Le Loup. Eve: The Lesson,

Four Temperaments, Le Loup.

Tickets: Mon. -Thurs $7.50. $5.75. $4.50, $3 50, $2 50

Fri. & Sat. Eve: $7 75. $6.25. $4 75, $3.75. $2,75

Sal. Mat: $5 50, $4. 50. $4 00, $3 00, S2-50: Specially priced

reserved seals lor students.
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CLASSIFIEDS Waterpolo squad bows to McGill 9-6

AUDITIONS lor new Anouilh plav al Stu-

dio Theatre February Wed Nov 26. Friday

Nov 28 Phono 984 0709 Of 537 5280

CHEMISTRY TUTORING by OCE lype

A' Chemistry g>od 'O' 1st year A*S onn

Engg Reasonable 72 Walmer or Message

capoor 922 5616

FREE XMAS MONEY — Quiei University

Prof will reni modern apt over Xmas vaca-

tion Write Full details to Prof Innes. Saint

Mary's University. Halifax, N S

COUNTER HELP needed 2 to 5 days per

week, noon to 2 00 p m Bloor University

Aiea. Pay S3 plus lunch per day Phone
445-0040

TYPING thesis, essays, notes, charts. Eng-

lish, French, other languages Mimeo
graphing, electric typewriters Mary Dale

Scott (M Davies] 86 Bloor St W Room
225. 922 7624

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone

today for dee booklet ' The Oay you buy a

diamond" H Proctor and Co. 131 Blooi

St W.Suito416. 921 7702

SALTY DOG Oiscothcquo will rent prem-

ises Monday to Thursday day or evening

For informalion call A Curry 964-7060 or

633-2877

EMPEROR JONES reigns at Hart House

Theatre Dec 4 6 6 8 30 pm Tickets at

LI Refectory Theatre SI 50

APT. TO SHARE - Male - Student or

staff — Mostly furnished — Available

immediately Call Bruce 7B7 7625

TELEVISION Thursday November 27 at 4

pm SAC Television committee first gen-

eral meeting Suck with SAC and we'll

make you a slat I All welcome

EXPERIENCED TYPIST will type theses,

reports and essays IBM electric type

writer Call 481 8935 St Clair and

3 6766 after 6 prr

- board optional

home Resrdential

ind subway Male

Public Lecture

XYY CHROMOSOMES AND CRIME

RICHARD G. FOX

Centre of Criminology

Wednesday, November 26, at 7:30 p.m.

New Medical Sciences Building, Room 3153

Varsity waterpolo Blues lost

9-6 to McGill in the first game
of a total goals to count series

played Sunday in Montreal.
* Two members of the team,

Andy Hackett and Mike Gui-

ness, could not play because of

illness and several players

were suffering from viral

infections, but Blues managed

to keep the score down to a

respectable 9-6.

McGHI's strong swimming
team played a very tight

checking game and stifled

Blues' offense for the first

three quarters of the game.

Sloppy defensive work and

some blatant defensive lapses

by Blues gave McGill excellent

scoring opportunities.

Blues were ineffective offen-

sively and only some very

strong goaltending by Hartley

Garfield prevented the Red-

men from running away with

the game. The score was 4-0 at

half-time.

During the late stages of the

third quarter the Blues started

playing up to their potential.

Capitalizing on a one-man-

advantage situation the Blues

HART HOUSE DEBATE

IN TORONTO MONEY IS WORTH MORE THAN
PEOPLE AND THIS HOUSE REGRETS IT

Honorary Visitor

JOHN SEWELL

r ihv Ay:--.

:

the No.

Peter Kent, SGS Ted Rotenberg, II LAW

Alan Bowker, SGS Gary Segal. II LAW

Speaker of the House: Don Short, IV NEW

6:00 p.m.

Oebates Room Thursday, November 27th

A SPECIAL OFFER

VALUE
$ 3.50

3.50

10.00
8.00

10.00

2.00
6.00

2.00

A $132.00 ENTERTAINMENT VALUE THAT COSTS YOU ONLY S2.S0
The "ACTIVITY PASSPORT" Is a book of FREE PASSES, and discount coupons which in-
vites you to enjoy various entertainment and recreational pleasures around TORONTO. Every
establishment Uiat is represented in the "ACTIVITY PASSPORT" has given a written guar-
antee that each pass will be fully honoured.
Here is an opportunity for you to enjoy A FULL YEARS ENTERTAINMENT for ONLY S2.50
Below is a resume of the tickets that make up your "ACTIVITY PASSPORT".

ACTIVITY TICKETS
Hockey —Maple Leaf Gardens (jr. A)
Skiing — Honey Pol

-Uplands Ski Hole
Discotheque — My nah Bird

— Rivcrboat
— Speak Easy
-The Onion
— The Ultimate Gramophone
-Soul Clly

-Picasso Key Club
-The Bod Potl 3,00

Ballroom DancuiK-Club Interlude i 3*50

Theatre -Studio Lab Theatre 1 4.00
-Toronto Workshop Productions 2 8 00

Golf- Forest Hills Golf Club 1 l'so
— Hornby Tower Golf Course 1 2.50

Swimming -Central Y.M.C.A. 2 G.Q0
Karate-Tsuruoka Karate School J 5.OO
Judo-HutashKn Judo Club 1 5,00
Bowling -Don Mills Bowl, Shea's Bowl 3 |go
Billiards- Embassy, Don Mills, Broadway 3 4.05
Curling-The Terrace 2 5.00
Horseback Riding-Circle M Ranch 3 7.no
Ice Skating -The Terrace 2 4.00
Sleigh Ride -Central Don Stables 1 2.00
Roller Skating -The Terrace 2 4.00
Bridge Studio -Kate Buckman's 4 18.25
Latin Dancing-Mo Mo's Discotheque 1 2.00

Total Value $131.70

There are just 2500 passports available— Certainly not enough for everyone, so it's advisable
that you hurry and get one ror yourself NOW!
AVAILABLE AT: ENGINEERING STORES. MILL BIDDING

notched their first goal, Jim

Adams being the marksman.
At the end of three quarters

McGill led 8-1.

Blues completely dominated

the final quarter, outscoring

McGill 5-1, as Alex LeRoy
scored three goals, Terry

Bryon and Jim Adams scored

one each.

Although teamplay may
have been minimal for most of

the game, fine individual per-

formances were turned in by

Terry Bryon, Alex LeRoy,

Brian Barras, and Hartley

Garfield.

Coach Kirk Thompson was
pleased with the outcome. "We
played according to the game
plan. We weren't expecting to

win but wanted to keep McGill

toa three goal lead."

'We will have a definite

physical and psychological

advantage when we play in

Hart House on Friday. Howev-
er, our teamplay will have to

improve for the next game.
'

'

The outstanding play of the

final quarter should serve as

ample warning for McGill
when the two teams play the

second game of the series on

Friday, at 7:00 p.m. in Hart

House.

Fans, come early and assure

yourselves of a seat for what
promises to be a fast and excit-

ing game of waterpolo.

The winner of the series will

play McMaster for the

O.Q.A.A. championship. Blues

will play an exhibition game
against McMaster tonight at 7:

30 in Hart House.

Swimmers win another
U of T swim blues continue their pre-season warmup by de-

feating McMaster 78-26 and Waterloo 81-21 in a triangular meet

over the weekend.

On the other angle of the meet McMaster edged Waterloo 57-

42.

For Blues, the meet was more of a success than the score

would seem to indicate, as both veterans and rookies put in excel-

lent early season times.

Swimmer of the meet. Doug Mcintosh, anchored, both the

winning freestyle and Medley teams. He also won the 100 yard

freestyle with a personal best time of 51.4 sec.

Six year veteran Theo van Ryn turned in a good early season

time of 22.6 sec. in the 50 yard freestyle and was followed closely

by Varsity's John Twohig.

Other event winners for Toronto were Jim Shaw in the 200

Fly and 200 I.M.; Ross Ballantyne with 200 Breaststroke; and

Bob Watt in the 200 yard freestyle.

The divers are still improving but their best in this meet was
third behind Waterloo amd McMaster.

George Roy, all Canadian from Waterloo, won the 1000 Free

and Jones from McMaster won the 200 Back.

Blues will put their top swimmers to the test this Saturday

night at the Etobicoke Pool as Varsity is host to the O.Q.A.A. in-

vitational relays.

It promises to be the big meet of the fall season, and 200

swimmers representing some eight colleges are expected to at-

tend.

Spectators are welcome. Meet starts at 7 p.m.

A Book
of

Mystical Knowledge
The Author gives the wisdom of three most important

subjects which are the main keys to achieve permanent
peace, and explains the Retributive-Karmic Law, and how
and why the whole human race are brothers and sisters.

The author suggests to those who are interested in peace
and brotherhood, to get this book and prove to themselves
that: without true knowledge of the 3 above subjects, there
will never be lasting peace nor brotherhood in this squint-
eyed world.

This book is written for the benefit of humanity and is free
for all, but donations will be accepted to help for publishing
and mailing.

Apply: Rolly's Store

634 Yotige Street

Toronto, Ontario
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f beseech you, Mr. Editor, Bring back Humor,

Bring back Irrelevance, Bring back Gelliusl!

by GELLIUS
LACROSSE

Varsity Sports, in collabora-

tion with IBM and John von
Neumann, is proud to present
the Final (absolutelythelast)

Lacrosse Standings. Offprints

of these Standings are availa-

ble on request; send twenty-
five cents and two lacrosse

sticks in a stamped, self-ad-

dressed envelope.

GROUP III (yet 2 more to

playoffs.

)

5 0 1 11

4 119
4

2

1

1. Scar

2. Trin

3. Knox
4. Dents
5. Engll
6. For B

And we continue with the

PLAYOFFS as an added bo-

nus.

GROUP I (4 to playoffs )
Vic got goals from Ryan (3),

1. Vic £ 0 1 19 Vallillie (2), Somerville (2),

2. PHE 6 2 2 14 Hart and Clem (you remember

3. SMC S 4 1 11 that early Rock standard,

4. Dev House 3 7 0 6
'

' Heart and Clem", don't you?

)

5. Erin 2 7 I 5 to down Law (Macdonald 2,

6. Innis 2 7 1 5 Pashby2,Scott2),9-6.

GROUP II (2 to playoffs.)

1. For 5 0 1 11

2. Law 2 3 2 6 ENDORSEMENTS

3. PHE B 2 4 0 4 Gellius uses an Underwood

4. Eng. 1 4 1 3 typewriter.

BASKETBALL

Meds got a much-needed 10

points from Lloyd Rossman
(former Globetrotter now in

Canada for political reasons)

and 22 from Lewis to beat PHE
(Penny 15), 79-57.

Pyne (OE Plural of "pie")
hit for 26 as Law aoxamaxoa'd
New, 75-51. Horenblass (it is

said that a horenblass from
Gabriel's trumpet will signal

the end of the world). Tickets

available now at Sam's had 20

for the Gnus (a small south

African antelope related to the

iconoclast.)

Innis (Lockhart, Oleszkow-
iczlO) 39; Scar (Dow 8) 26.

Sternberg (an iceberg that

sneaks up from behind — nauti-

cal term; cf. "bowspit", to

expectorate forward) scored

14 (though Erin's Shaw had 18)

and UC beat Erin, 45-42. The
game was highlighted by pret-

ty Erin cheerleaders shouting,

"Erin Gu Bragh!". "Gu

Sincerely,

Rod Mkkleburgh

Sports Editor

Penticton Herald

Bragh" is the new name of the

township of Port Credit.

SMC (Roney 10) 41; Vic
(Tonisson 10) 32.

Hellza Poppenk's 12 was
tops as Jr. Eng. beat Pharm.
46-15.

Bus' Huestis (2d person plu-

ral of the verb "husum", "to
be hu") scored 13 points and
this naturally helped beat Ar-

chieandrews, 43-21. in despite

of Kohn's 9 points.

INTERFACULTY SWIM MEET
Well, APSC won with 91

points followed by PHE (49)

UC 148). Vic (40) and SMC (29)

Top individual was SMC's
Twohig ("twohig is better than

one" — old proverb) who won
two events and was second in

another.

EPILEGOMENA
"Happy trails to you

Until we meet again.

Happy trails to you
Keep smiling until then."

PhysEd, Vic battle for Mulock at 1 p.m.

VICTORIA PMStD

NAME POS NO
John Baird QB 12

Bruce Carroll F8 14

Don Mannings HB 15

Peter Wade HB 20
Jim Atkinson HB 21

Dave Harris HB 22
Rick Kiyonaga HB 23
Aarne Kartna HB 25
Steve Johnson HB 30
Peter White FB 31

Peter Fairgrieve HB 34
Paul Lasko HB 35
Brvce Dyer G 40
Paul Crysler C 41

John Iceton G 42

Paul Hurly G 50

Bill Dalziel G 51

Joe Comacchia T 52

Ron Gray G 53

Bruce Fallis T 55

Ken Howarth T 60

Bob Potts G 61

Dave Beal T 62

Rocco Basta E 65

Rick Nellis T 66

Steve Duviner T 70

Murray Marshall E 71

Bruce Monick E 73

An Han key E 75

Fred Fairs E 76

COACH: Tony Speciale

ASST COACH: Rick Christie

MANAGER: Mark Hebner

MULOCK CUP

Vic seeks 1 2»h straight; game at Varsity Stadium

NAME POS NO
Larry Theed vHB 10
Don Crocker Fl 10
John Osborne QB 14
Keith Johnson HB 15
Gord Harvey HB 16
Ron Nastiuk E 17

Wayne Cousins HB 21

Doug Neave E 25
Steve Burton HB 30
Ken Harris QB 32
Dave Rae FB 33
Bob Morrow HB 34
Rick Johnson E 40
Gary Soguski LB 41
Bruce Parrack LB 45
Paul Rocks C 46
Ian Macintosh E 51

Roy Dahl E 52
Ken MacKay T 53

Rob Miller LB 55
Jim Homig G 56
Roger Dale G Sfl

Bob Feaver T 61

Walt Pocarovsky T 61
Glen Gibbs T 65
Jim Orfanakos T 65
Bill Rowland LBH8 66
Norm Dodgson LB 7b
John May E 71

Louis Sialns LB 72

COACHES: Keith Johnson
Walt Pocarovsky

MANAGER: Chris Mitskir

AFGHAN COATS
Long fleeced

Suede jackets & coats

Handmade

Limited supply

LIDCHI ORIENTAL RUGS
2098 Vong* Suaet al M .... . Road

Phema 481-5601

It's a combination of all those

little tricks every woman
knows. Like tilting your head

at exactly the right angle when

you ask a special favor. Or
knowing just when to wear that

particular dress. It's knowing

how to squeeze every minute,

out of every day and living it to

the fullest.

That's why Tampax tampons

can be mighty important. They

keep you free to be every btl a

woman, every bit of the time,

Thcj free you to wear i...
your most flattering HTfflS

completely comfort-

able and confident no matter

where you are or what you're

doing. The reason's simple:

Hunpax tampons are worn in-

ternally, so nothing can show;

no one will know.

Convenient Tampax tampons

tit easily into pocket or purse.

They're completely disposable.

And they eomc in three absorb-

ency-sizes: Regular. Super and

Junior.

OFFENCE
Split end — John Chapman. Toronto and Don

Manahan, Waterloo. Tie.

Tight end— Rick Van Buskirk. Queen's

Flanker — Eric Walter, Toronto.

Centre — Jay Harris, McGill

Guards — Bob Climie. Queen s. Mike Evans.

McGill and Derek Turner. Toronto. Tie.

Tackles - Jim Kellam. Toronto; Bobby Taylor.

McGill.

Quarterback — Vic Alboini. Toronto.

Half - Ke.th Eaman. Queen s. Dave Fle.szer,

McGill. Watly Sehr, Toronto.

Complete

SIFL

All-Star

Teams

DEFENCE
Tackles — Howie Mednick. McGill, Jim Ben-

nett, Toronto.

End — Alex Squires. Toronto; Jim Sherntt.

Queen's and Ed Scorgie. Waterloo Tie

Linebackers — Bill McKenna. McGill. Bob Berke.

McGill. Ottavio Colosimo. Western

Half — Chris Rumball. McGill. Mike Lambros,

Queen's. Peter Lamantia. Toronto; Bob LaFtose.

Western. Gairney Richardson. Western r ARE MADE ONLY
N TAMPAX CORPORATION L

GARRIE. ONTARIO
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The Hart House Musii ( omnrul

Presents

AVANT-GARDE JAZZ
with

AL NEIL TRIO
Mixed Media Concert

Music Room, Hart House

Today, 1-6 p.m. Ladies Welcome

Western here friday

HockeyBlues win twice on U.S. tour

@ Westinghouse

WILL BE ON CAMPUS DECEMBER II. 12, & 13, 1969

TO INTERVIEW 1970 ENGINEERING GRADUATES

A well-defined training program is offered to prepare can-

didates for positions of responsibility in:

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

MANFACTURING ENGINEERING

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

FACTORY ENGINEERING

SERVICE ENGINEERING

FIELD INSTALLATION

TECHNICAL MARKETING AND SALES

These positions will afford opportunity for career devel-

opment to graduates with potential.

Professional salary scale and increases based on perfor-

mance as well as excellent employee fringe benefit plans.

Contact the Placement Office for detailed information,

brochures and interview appointment.

By COLIN PILMER

"Looking ahead, ai least jive

members oj the team will he gone

by next year In short the future is

uncertain-"

This statement was printed

last year in The Varsity follow-

ing the triumph of the star-

studded Blues in the CIAU fi-

nals.

Its pessimistic tone seemed

justified at the time; Blues

were losing such perennial all

stars as Steve Montieth, Ward

Passi. and Gord Cunningham

and their replacements were

unknown quantities.

Today, after four wins and a

tie in their first five games,

Blues prospects are much
brighter.

The team came away with

two more wins from their

weekend sortie south of the

border. Clarkson Institute of

Technology, always a power in

NCAA hockey, bowed 5-2; St.

Lawrence University came
close to being shutout as they

lost 4-1. Last year, Blues lost to

Clarkson 4-3 and demolished

St. Lawrence 8-3.

Both games featured out-

standing goaltending for the

Blues in the face of numerous
opposition power plays.

Grant Cole was great in the

St. Lawrence game as Blues

were outshot 36-25 and picked

up 38 minutes in penalties to

the Americans 14.

The next night Adrian Wat-

son held Toronto together as

Clarkson fired 36 shots to Blues

20; Blues again took the lion's

share of the penalties with 26

minutes (Clarkson received 2

minors.)

With Cole holding the fort,

Blues jumped into a 4-0 lead

against St. Lawrence on goals

by Thompson, McGuinn,

Wright, and Boland. Brian

Hind rounded out the scoring

for St. Lawrence.

Against Clarkson Blues gave

up the first goal but came
storming back with three in the

second by McGuinn. Boland,

and Wright to give Blues the

lead. Varsity kept up the

momentum in the third as

McGuinn tallied again and

Nuppola added a single before

Magnusson got Clarkson's sec-

ond and last goal.

To get an idea of how well

Blues are doing, check their

record so far. Last year at this

time Toronto had lost to Clark-

son and Loyola and went on to

lose to York. This year Blues

have two victories and a tie in

the same games.

Varsity opens the SIHL
campaign against Western
Mustangs at Varsity Arena
Friday at 8 p.m.

INSTITUTE FOR THE
HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
"Historical Relations Between Science and Technology"

by Derek J, de Sot 1 a Price, Avalon Professor of the His-

tory of Science, Yale University.

3rd December 1.10 p.m. Room 202 McLennan Laboratory

(New Physics Building)

Sponsored by the Varsity Fund. All members of the Univ-

ersity Community are invited.

1 CAMPUS CENTRE
wanild you!

Who's you? Anyone and everyone interested in a VIC CAMPUS CENTRE.

TWO preliminary phases are now being carried out:

1) Informal Discussion Groups on the campus centre

are being held on Thurs. Nov. 27

and Thurs. Dec. 4

in the Council Room, Wymilwood at 3 p.m.

Come and contribute your ideas and tell us what you would

like to see in the proposed centre.

2) Briefs on basic concepts as to the purpose , role, and design;

what facilities should be included, (etc.) are urgently needed from

all parts of the UofT Community. Briefs should be left, or mailed

to Miss Mary Ballachey, V.C.U. Office Wymilwood, 150 Charles St. W.

f
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PenuMrnateSIFL stats
LEADING RUSHERS
Dave Fleiszer

Jeff Hilton

Keith Eaman
Walt Sehr
Ken Aiken

Bill Stankovic
Ron Clark

Chuck Wakefield
Brian Warrender
Greg White
Jamie Spears

McGill

Western
Queens
Toronto
McGill

Toronto

Queens
Waterloo

Queens
McMaster
McMaster

CARRIES

111
116
102
78

112
73
56
63
42
67
55

YARDS
703
552
548
436
413
351
333
283
281
251
206

TD'S

10

FBLS

3

2

LONGEST

46

25
16
90
40
44

LEADING PASSERS
Vic Alboini Toronto
Dave Groves

Steve Stafanko

Bill McNeill

Al Tanner

Alex Lockington

George Wall

Dan Smith

Waterloo

Western
Queens
McMaster
McMaster
McGill

McGill

ATTEMPTS COMP YARDS TD'S INT LONGEST
170 91 1441 9 12 85
186 92 1004 10

1 7 56
112 54 648 8 10 77
85 41 522 6 4 55
47 25 330 1 6 82
46 20 265 1 9 36
57 21 228 2 6 26
42 17 219 0 0 62

Don Manahan
Eric Walter
Walt Sehr
Rick Wiedenhoeft
Wayne Fox

Bob Baytor

Cor Doret

John Chapman
Pete Bender
Jeff Hilton

INTERCEPTIONS
Bob Larose

Bob Berke

Peter Lamantia
Kevin St Michael

Steve Neville

Mike Lambros
Jody Ortved

PUNTERS
Mike Lambros
Paul McKay
Paul Knill

Joe Fabiani

Alec Lockington McMaster
Ron Kelly McGill

KICKOFFS
Alec Lockington McMaster
Paul Knill Waterloo
Ottavio Colisimo Western
Chris Rumball McGill

Bill Stankovic Toronto
Jim Turnbull Queens

ERS COMP YARDS TD'S LONGEST
Waterloo 26 245 2 33
Toronto 25 552 6 85
Toronto 24 290 2 51
Waterloo 19 283 5 41
Waterloo 19 235 1 33
McMaster 18 295 1 82
Toronto 16 153 2 31
Toronto 13 275 2 51
McGill 13 236 2 62
Western 12 73 0 66

Western
McGill

Toronto
Western
McGill

Queens
Toronto

Queens
Toronto

Waterloo

Western

NUMBER
5

5

4
4

4

YARDS RETURNED
121

53
93
64
46
44
27

PUNTS YARDS AVE LONGEST
62 2388 387 75
70 2555 36.5 70
78 2823 36.2 95
72 2565 35.7 72
65 2307 35.5 51
56 1948 34.8 49

KICKOFFS YARDS AVE LONGEST
13 661' 50.9 70
24 1207 503 60
26 1249 47.1 68
30 1393 46 4 55
21 963 45.8 65
18 634 352 59

Fencers travel to McMaster after split with York
The clash of swords in Mc-

Master salle on Friday evening

heralds Toronto's strongest

Canadian challenge. In last

year's OQAA sectionals. Blues

won the foil 6-3, epee 8-1 and

the sabre 5-4, but only four of

that team will compete in this

match.

Our chances lie with the foils

of Oscar Wong and Vladimir

Gettler, the epee of Bill Gibson

and the sabres of Vladimir

Hatchinski and Jan van Maa-
nen.

Meanwhile McMaster retain

last year's team with two expe-

THE
Draught beer on tap from noon

till after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75c.

Wild atmosphere

rienced rookies, an ex Blue

OQAA individual foil champion
and an as yet anonymous sa-

breur.

Last Saturday, York's foil-

ists dealt out the points in the

art of fencing, dismissing

Blue's first group by 6 bouts to

3.

Richard Wong (Toronto) and

Ron Malinski (York) were out-

standing and their bout of clas-

sic foil went to York by a 5-4

margin.

Toronto rookies Vladimir

Gettler, Alex Lee and Jan van

Maanen took their chance and

led York right up to the last

bout.

The last hit decided the

match and Gettler's bout with

Malinski gave York a 5-4 victo-

ry.

Toronto had slight revenge
bombing the York B team 7-2

and 6-3.

CHESS
The U of T Hart House chess

team captured 16% of a possi-

ble 24 points to win the Eastern
Canada Collegiate Chess
Championship played at Hart
House recently.

The Toronto team narrowly
edged high-calibre teams from
Carleton and McMaster as a

total of 54 players from nine

colleges competed in the two-

day event.

With over two-thirds of the

participants having official

Canadian chess ratings, com-
petition was continually on a

keen, hard-fought level with

excellent offensive and defen-

sive gambits in almost every
match.

Only three unrated players

managed to achieve a 50 per

cent score.

NEW YORK PIZZA HOUSE
620 YONGE STREET CORNER OF ST. JOSEPH - 925-1736
To .pociolli. <n Now York or,d N.~ Englond .fr fe pillQ 0nd home-mod.

.poghottl. WE MAKE THE BEST PIZZA IN TOWN
STUDENTS FREE DELIVERY IN OUR AREA A HOT PIZZA

RIGHT TO YOUR ROOM
5:00 P.M. - 1:00 A.M. DAILY

SPORTS SCHEDULES
WEEK OF DEC. 1st

1 HOCKEY

I Mon Dec 1 12 30 Eng 1 Yr vs IVInd B Westlake. Allen '

I 1 30 U.CIII vs Innis II Westlake. Allen 1

7.00 Med A vs St M B Miller. DesRoches
1

1 8 15 VlC. 1

'

vs Tnn A Miller. DesRoches
|

I 9 30 For. A vs PHE B Embrey.Seckingtonj
' 10 30 Law III vs Med B Embrey.Seckington'

| Tues. Dec 2 1 30 Music vs Vic. VI Murray. Kolin 1

7.00 Jr Eng vs Law II Ellls.Barnhouse
,

1 sis Dev Hse vs UCI Ellis.Barnhouse
1

i g 30 Knox vs Campus Co-op Dubmak. Gordon
j

1 10 30 Wye vs Vic V Dubnrak Gordon
'

1 Wed Dec 3 1 2 30 ForC vs Trin.D Murray. Richardson

1 30 Law 1 vs St M A Murray.Richardson
,

5 00 Arch vs Bullock. Piercel!
I

i Thurs Dec 4 12 30 UC 1 vs PHE B Allen,DesRoches
j

1 7 00 PHE A vs Sr Eng Sullivan. Hemphill '

| 8 15 Pharm A vs U C II Sullivan. Hemphill
j

9.30 Den 1 C vs Trin.C raser Roland

| 10.30 IV Civil 8 IV Chem B rraser .Boland
'

| Fn Dec 5 1 2 30 Jr Eng vs Well Bullock,Wright .

I 1 30 IV Elec vs St.M E

| 5.30 Geol vs St.M F Skinner. Klinck

' 6.30 Law II ys Dev Hse

Erin vs Dent A Miller, Billings

1
9.15 Busl vs Scar Miller. Billings

I 10 15 Dent 0 vs Vic VIII Miller. Billings

| WATER POLO

| Tues Dec. 2 7 30 8 15 St M vs Engl Petzold

8 15 9 00 Dent vs Scar Breech

\ Wed Dec 3 7 30 8 15 PHE vs Vic Breech

k 8 15 9 00 Innis vs Knox Pettold
" Thurs Dec 4 7 3( -8 1 5 Arch vs Law Heyduck

-9.00 Pharm vs UC. Duvall

9 009 45 Forest^ vs Eng.ll Duvall

I BASKETBALL

I Mon. Dec 1 4 30 PHE B Bus Gee. Coles
|

' 5.30 Enn II vs Med B Coles G e

| Wed Dec 3 4 00 Tnn A vs Law A A Sternberg. Cunningham

1 6 30 Jr Eng Arch A Saltzman Schwartz 1

Chapmck 1

| 7 30 Vic II vs SGS Saltzma nChapnick. I

Schwartz

t 8 30 Pharm A U C II Chapnick.Scwarti.Saltimanl

i Fn Dec 5 6 30 St M B vs New 1 Ooug Mockford A Sternberg!

8 00 Scar vs Dent A Doug Mockford. L Sternberg'

| Sat Dec 6 12 00 Med A vs UC 1 Tessis. Don Mockford
|

, 1 30 Enn 1 vs St M A Oon Mockford. Tessis .

I NOTE — The Fr day night and Saturday games are lull length 1

1 and women spectators are welcome

f VOLLEYBALL (Balance of League Schedule)

' Mon Dec 1 4 30 Vic PHE Gesing

i 5 30 For B Gesing 1

' Tues Dec 2 1 00 Eng 1 vs St M Orav

| 8.00 Dent C vs Knox Horenblas |

9 00 Eng II vs Dent A Horenblas 1

I Wed Dec 3 5 00 Innis vs Bus Senkiw
"

1 6 00 Erin V5 Med Senkiw
j

' 700 Dent B vs Emm Sodnaruk

| 800 Arch vs Oent C Bodnaruk
f

Thur Dec 4 7 00 Scar vs U C Orav 1

V 8 00 For B vs Wye Orav 1

| SQUASH

1 Tues Dec 2 6 20 New vs Eng.

7 00 Den vs St.M. B .

7 40 V"- vs PHE A |

8.20 SGS vs Tnn

A

' Wed Dec . 7 00 Forestry vs Med i

7 40 Med A vs Law A

8 20 Innis vs Wye

| Thur Dec A 6.20 Vic II vs Tnn B

7 00 PHE B vs St M A I

7.40 Scar vs Law B
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University and community face common issues

The University of Toronto has never

developed a working relationship with

the surrounding community.
Today this relationship is especially

important — with the Spadina Ex-

pressway threatening both the univer-

sity and the Kensington community.
In addition, those on the frinees of the

university are paying for the universi-

ty and receiving none of its benefits.

Yet the problems of the expressway

and of access to education are only

two aspects of a much larger range of

common concerns which include how
the university expands, and the reac-

tion of both the university students

and the community to that expansion.

Originally we planned this issue of

The Varsity solely for the Kensington

area. But as we investigated these

problems, we found they are not con-

fined to the Kensington area, but af-

fect the whole city.

Spadina Expressway
If the Spadina Expressway goes

through, it threatens to destroy any
community in Kensington or the uni-

versity.

The university is already fragment-

ed by Queens Park Crescent and St.

George Street with the result that stu-

dents on the west side of the campus
have nothing in common with students

on the east side of the campus.
With the expressway, the main

streets through the university will

become access and exit routes.

Traffic density will be enormous.
The university would look as if it

were planned for the convenience of

automobiles, not for the needs of the

university community.
No matter how much traffic you

shove through the university, it won't
be destroyed. It will merely add to the

artificial barriers the university itself

has already set up to divide faculty
from students, graduates from under-
graduates, professional students from
arts students, and administrators
from everyone.

But the Spadina Expressway will

not only disrupt the Kensington area,
it will destroy it.

The lower part of Spadina Avenue
will be converted into a rapid transit

road and the garment industry, which
is Spadina, will suffer.

A recent report commissioned by

the Spadina Businessmen's Associa-

tion found that the completion of the

expressway could destroy the industry

by forcing it to relocate. Since the

industry draws the bulk of its workers

from the surrounding area, relocation

would leave these people without jobs.

For the young executive in North

York, the Spadina Expressway means
an extra 15 minutes of sleep in the

morning. For the garment worker, it

means he won't have a job to walk to.

As more cars are channelled down
the expressway into the centre of the

city, the side-streets in Kensington

will become clogged with traffic.

The open air markets cannot exist

in the midst of traffic jams. And the

market is essential to the economic
survival of the community.

But the expressway will affect the

whole city. Expressways follow ex-

pressways. Already planners are con-

sidering a crosstown expressway and

there are plans to extend Highway 400

down to the Gardiner.

So what you get is a city that's great

to travel through — efficient and well

planned from an engineer's point of

view.

What about the people whose homes
are expropriated to make way for the

expressways? Plans for the Spadina
Expressway were based on a feasibili-

ty study from an engineering stand-

point only. There were no social or

economic studies on how the express-

way affected the people directly con-

cerned — the people receiving the

expropriation notices.

City Planners seem to think that

more efficient traffic flow is more
important than the livelihood of the

people displaced by the expressway.

University Expansion
In many respects, university plan-

ners are like the city planners, ex-
panding without consideration of the
effect on the people who happen to be
in the way.
The university needs more space;

therefore it must expropriate. It's as
simple as that.

The proponents of university expan-
sion argue that the university must
grow in order to take in more stu-

dents.

Inside this special community issue of The Varsity, the University of Toronto
student newspaper, you will find the following stories:

Rich kids aren't any smarter than poor kids, they just get all the breaks • page 4
Expansion and the University e page 8
Kensington Market e page 9
One Block of Land in Kensington e centre
St. Christopher House: Temporary Relief or Social Change? e page 14
The Election in Ward Six e page 16
The Spadina Expressway • page 18
Are Expressways the Most Efficient Means of Transportation Within
the City? e page 22

But chances are that the families

receiving the expropriation notices

will not benefit by the increased enrol-

ment capacity of the university they

pay for.

Children in the lower classes very

seldom make it to university. Univer-

sity expansion forces lower class fam-
ilies out of their homes so that more
upper-middle class children can go to

university.

As the university has the money and

the power to buy out houses arbitrari-

ly, people will be forced to move out

against their will.

Ironically, as the university ex-

pands into the community, it sepa-

rates itself further from the communi-
ty-

The university must merge with the

community, not destroy it.

Kensington Student-

Housing Project
The Students' Administrative Coun-

cil of University of Toronto tried to

become a part of the community, but
it failed. SAC wanted to build a stu-

dent residence in Kensington that
would provide educational facilities to

the nearby residents.

At SAC's request, U of T secretly
bought the site for the student resi-

dence. SAC pledged to work with the
Kensington residents and gain their
approval before deciding what to do
with the site.

SAC found that the Kensington Area
Residents Association (KARA) did
not represent the residents. It was
dominated by a small group led by
Allan Schwam.
The group pushed a proposal that

Cadillac Development Corporation
plan and build for the site.

The people of Kensington fell prey
to manipulation by two small bodies:
SAC and KARA. The story on the
centre pages of this newspaper shows
how that manipulation took place.
The people were squeezed out of

that small area of city planning the
same way they have been ignored in

the larger areas : general expansion of
the university and the planning of the
Spadina Expressway.

Inside the University
The few who are making the deci-

sions are exploiting the many who are
affected by them. When those few are
the only people who know what's going
on, naturally they are the only people
who have the expertise to make the
decisions.

Just as the nature of society is de-
termined by the few in power, so is the
nature and function of the university.
The needs of tenants' groups are

directly opposed to the policies of the
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corporations which are looking for
contracts to build expressways and
apartment buildings, just as the needs
of the students and society which sup-
port the university are directly op-
posed to the goals of the corporations
which have a hand in the control of the
university.

Universities examine problems
academically but do not attack them
at their social source. For example,
the University of Toronto, the largest
university in Canada, conducted so lit-

tle pollution research that a separate
student group — Pollution Probe —
was formed to force action on pollu-
tion, not just talk about it.

The function of the university will

not allow students and faculty to gear
their education towards people, for
the university is an integral part of an
economy which is geared not to people
but to efficiency and profit.

Just as politicians obscure people's
needs in order to sell expressways,
our university education programs
students to train themselves to design
those expressways.
A few students are challenging the

function of the university. They say
their education doesn't serve their

needs or society's needs because they
have no control over what they are
taught and how they are taught it.

So students, like tenants, are organ-

izing to gain control over decisions

which affect their lives.

Barriers to Education
The public has reacted strongly

against the student revolt. Many peo-

ple think students are a privileged

group that should be grateful for their

education. But education should be a

right, not a privilege.

And it's a right that's denied to the

majority, although the majority pays

the bulk of the education tax dollar.

The few who make it to university

are privileged: most are financially

secure and come from upper-middle

class families.

These are the kids who get all the

breaks. In middle-class neighborhoods

children naturally attend the local

arts and science school. Their fami-

lies often would not allow them to go

to a technical or a commercial school.

These children are prepared for a uni-

versity environment from the first

grade.

The parents who live in lower-mid-

dle class areas can't afford to give

their children the luxury of a purely

arts education.

These children are streamed into

technical and commercial schools

which are concentrated in lower-mid-

dle class districts.

Lower-class children can't risk tak-

ing an arts and science program.

When they reach the end of such a

program, and if they can't afford the

price of a university education, it's too

late for anything: the arts and science

program hasn't trained them for a job

— just for university.

The common mytn lsuflat-anyone
who has the "ability" can go to uni-

versity.

But it's just that — a myth

:

• lower-class children are barred
from university, not because they
aren't intelligent enough, but because
they are streamed away from it;

• students from low-income back-

grounds are very hesitant about bor-

rowing money

;

• OSAP is the only aid available —
and students regard it primarily as a

loan scheme;
• the amount of aid available can-

not begin to offset the unequal access

to education — it helps some middle

class students, but that's all;

A salary system is the only way of

providing secure financial aid to stu-

dents from all classes, since any loan

system forces lower-income students

to go into debt.

We need to radically reform the

taxation system — to eliminate the

class barriers that are at the root of

the discrimination. We need equal
access to housing and employment in

order to set up conditions that would
allow equal access to education.

Most people realize there is inequal-

ity in our society and they accept this

fact. They tell you there's'no way to

change it.

But our education and our culture
falsely teach us that "anyone can be a
prime minister" and that people are
poor because of individual faults, not
because there is a system which al-

lows a small group of people to remain
affluent at the expense of the majori-
ty.

Of course all people are not "equal"
or "the same." That won't change.
But people can demand equal oppor-

tunity.

And although people can demand
their fair share all they want, they
won't get it until they have the power
to enforce their demands.

varsity
TORONTO\J

This special community issue of The Varsity is

the result of many weeks of discussion and

planning by the entire Varsity staff.

The poper was financed by a $2,000 grant

from the Student's Administrative Council.
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Rich kids aren't any smarter

by michael kent

Last summer four graduate students from

the University of Toronto. Edmund Clark.

David Cook, George Fallis. and Michael Kent,

set out across Ontario- During the month be-

fore schools closed for the summer vacation,

they visited more than 25 high schools and

mei with and talked to over 8.000 students

from Grades 9 to 13.

The Ontario Government asked them to

find out what sort of things are affecting to-

day's students when they make their decisions

about school. Why do some students finish

high school and others do not?

They also evaluated the Ontario Student

Awards Program (OSAPi, the government

aid program set up "to ensure equality of

opportunity at the post-secondary level".

The researchers decided on two criteria to

evaluate the effectiveness of student aid.

First, student aid should ensure that lack of

money is not a barrier to continuing one's

education. Second, an aid program should

ensure that a representative number of stu-

dents from all income backgrounds reach the

level at which they are eligible to receive aid.

The 1.5 million pieces of data collected

from the survey were analyzed and compiled

in a report entitled. "Student Aid and Access

to Higher Education in Ontario". The study

received support from two sources, the De-

partment of University Affairs and the Ford
Foundation Research Program on Efficient

Resource Allocation in Higher Education,

through Prof. R. W. Judy of U of T's Institute

for Quantitative Analysis. The final report

was submitted to the government for their

consideration at the end of September.

Despite the fact that the average man in the

street insists that Canada has no social class-

es, the study makes it very clear that they do

exist. The rigid class barriers of past genera-

tions are gone. However, as the report clearly

proves, a person's socio-economic back-

ground or class determines to a large extent

the success he will enjoy in school and in later

life.

The report destroys the myth that anyone
can become whatever he wants if he is only

willing to work hard enough. The disadvan-

tages a student from a low income home faces

upon entering school are severe.

The study makes it clear that it is truly the

exceptional student from a low income back-
ground who is able to break loose from his
origins and become a success. In Ontario
classrooms students from upper income back-
grounds are significantly more successful in

doing well in school than their lower income
counterparts.

For analysis, the high school students were
divided into four classes (less than $5,000,

$5,000 to $8,000; $8,000 to $10,000; and more
than $10,000 a year). In 1967, 39 per cent of

Ontario families earned less than $5,000, 37
per cent earned between $5,000 and $8,000, 11

per cent earned between $8,000 and $10,000,

and 13 per cent earned over $10,000.

Students from high income groups consist-

ently obtain higher marks, score better on
intelligence tests, stay in the school system
longer, and enter the courses leading to post-
secondary education in greater proportion
than students from low income groups. The

researchers point out that these differences

would not exist between income groups if

family background or class did not affect a

student's development.

"Students from wealthy homes wanted and
expected to go farther in school, and to obtain

better jobs in terms of prestige and monetary
rewards ", the report states.

The researchers are careful to make it

clear that low income students are aware of
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than poor kids
Cthey just get all the breaks)

what it means to be a success in our society.
Low income students agree that it is desirable
to be well educated and well-to-do.
From the report it is obvious that all stu-

dents want the same things in life but not all
feel they will be able to get them. Many of
these students who must settle for something
second best are from low income families.
Unlike the upper income student, students

from low income homes are forced into reas-
sessing what they expect to get out of life.

This disparity between what a low income
student would like and what he knows he can
expect contributes to the sense of defeat and
frustration many of the students felt.

Today we are all exposed to the "good life"
of vacations, clothes, cars, and expensive
homes. Everyone is sold on the idea of suc-
cess. Unfortunately not everyone is able to
enjoy these things to the same degree.
Even more depressing to the researchers

was the extent to which many students who
were not doing well in school have resigned
themselves to low paying jobs, jobs they
would not take if they had the option.

Today everyone realizes that education is

.
the key to success and a good job. What dis-

turbed the authors of the report was the fact
that the low income students are the ones who
are doing poorly in school and would seeming-
ly "lose out on the future", as one student in

Eastern Ontario put it.

On the other hand, upper income students
indicate they see very little difference be-
tween what they want and what they expect to

get. They want to continue their education
after high school and most of them expect to.

The researchers asked themselves why stu-

dents from low income homes should be doing
so poorly. The results of present intelligence

tests seem, at face value, to indicate that the
low income students are just less intelligent

than the high income students. This is false.

Unfortunately many educators use this state-

ment as an excuse to limit the educational
opportunities of the poor child.

Thirty-three per cent of the lowest income
group have IQ's of less than 100 {an average
IQ is 100). Only 15 per cent of those in the
highest income group have a similar score.

Conversely, 30 per cent of the wealthier
group have IQ's of over 120 (very bright).

Only 13 per cent of the poorer group have IQ's

in the very bright range.

The report states that too many people who
use IQ scores in the schools are not adequate-

ly informed of just exactly what the scores

indicate.

The IQ is definitely not a measure of innate

intelligence. It is now accepted by investiga-

tors in the field of standardized testing that

intelligence tests are a special form of

achievement test.

Intelligence tests are reliable indicators of

a student's acquired ability and good predic-

tors of academic success.

Instead of concluding that the low income
students, as a group, are less intelligent than

high income students because of the former's

lower IQ scores and poorer marks, educators

must begin to ask themselves why certain

groups of students have failed to develop their

intellectual capacities more fully.

If we can find ways of correcting this situa-

tion, both the students and society will bene-

fit.

The extreme difference in IQ scores be-
tween the low and high income students
should be seen as objective evidence of the
degree to which lower income students
missed out on the early childhood experiences
which equip a child with the preliminary skills

needed to learn more abstract ideas in school.
There are many ways in which the parents

can transmit these preliminary skills to their

child's developing mind well before he enters
school.

The researchers refer to the work done by
developmental psychologists to explain why
the low income child starts his school career
with fewer skills than the high income child.

It is very important that a child be exposed
to a large number of new and stimulating ex-
periences when he is very young. When his
nervous system is still in the process of organ-
izing itself, it is important to feed the child
both nutritious food and nutritious ideas.

Ideally a child's early years should be filled

with lots and lots of interesting things when he
is still naturally curious. His parents should
encourage his curiosity and provide an atmos-
phere where learning new things and experi-
encing new situations should be fun.

The list of things a child wants to know
about is as long as his imagination. It could
include everything from the alphabet to sand
castles.

It is at once obvious when you look at the

hardships a low income family is forced to
endure just to meet the material require-
ments of food and shelter, that such an envi-
ronment is not the most suited to preparing a
child for his school career.

Often two jobs take the parents away from
their children for long hours. Money problems
don't leave much time for showing a child the
world of language and books or for trips to the
zoo.

The problems of raising children in a family
where money is in such short supply that an
outing to a restaurant is an untasted luxury,
are very complex. However, the researchers
were able to clearly document the effects of
growing up in a family where there is never
enough money.
When a low income child enters a school

system which is essentially dominated by
middle class values, his generally poor mor-
ale and lack of ability to handle abstract con-
cepts do not allow him to function well.

, "A low income child also learns that life is

a continuous series of unsatisfied desires, few
things are ever secure. It is not long before he
realizes that his father is not very successful.

This has become a serious problem in our so-

ciety because one theme of success domi-
nates."

On the other hand, a child from a high in-

continued on next page
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come home is materially secure and his wish-

es, if reasonable, are usually met. He devel-

ops a sense of relative confidence. His father

is a successful man.
Other, much more obvious differences ex-

ist. A father who earns less than $5,000 a year

at two jobs is certainly not able to buy off his

son or daughter with a car or trip to Europe in

an effort to keep him in school.

The school system does little to lessen the

gap between the low and high income stu-

dents. The low income student gets farther

and farther behind. The work becomes harder

and harder and eventually he just gives up in

desperation.

The researchers conclude that today 's class

barriers are not external forces but are built

into the child's mind during the first years of

his life. Society no longer restricts people to a

specific status according to the lot they are
given at birth.

Society tells the truck driver's son he can
become a bank president if he has the ability

and desire. Many such low income students
have this ability but because their parents

were unable to provide an environment where

this ability could develop and flourish they fail

to realize their full potential. This loss is ev-

eryone's loss.

An important part of every human being is

forged in the early part of life in his home
where he learns what the world is all about for

the first time.

It is in the home where parents must trans-

mit to a new generation the skills and "tricks

of the trade" necessary to survive in the sys-

tem. If you are born to successful parents you

are lucky. They can give you a good, sound

awakening to the world. If, however, your
parents are not successful, they ai=e not

equipped to awaken the potential necessary to

get ahead. And so the vicious cycle sets in.

Obviously student aid does assist those low

income students who are able to finish high

school and who want to continue their educa-

tion. However, the researchers found that

students should be made more aware of the

existing student aid.

This is particularly important at the Grade
9 level. It is in Grade 9 where students make
important decisions of whether to enter a pro-

gram leading to higher education or not. The

study reports that only 40 per cent of students

in Grade 9 have "heard" of OSAP.
The researchers also found that the low

income student who does go on to post-sec-

ondary institutions, goes to colleges of applied

arts and technology, and vocational schools in

larger proportions than does the high income

student.

The high income student heads for the uni-

versity. The university is currently dominated

by the middle and upper middle classes.

The report concludes that student aid is not

the solution to getting more low income stu-

dents to post-secondary institutions. Most of

the low income students drop out well before

they are eligible for aid. The home environ-

ment is where the change has to come about.

Low income parents must be alleviated from

the constant stress of financial difficulties.

As a replacement for the existing student

aid the study says "the only effective, and just

as significant, the only equitable aid scheme
would be one which would provide grants to

cover all educational costs and living expen-

ses for any student who lacked the money to

pay for such costs himself.

With this plan the report suggests that a
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tough means test is necessary. Means tests do
not necessarily have to be degrading. The idea

of a means test that is tough yet not embar-
assing is being developed now.

At the conclusion of the study the following

situation still exists. In Ontario, if your father

makes over $10,000 you have better than one
chance in two of successfully making it to

Grade 13.

On the other hand, if your father happens to

make under $5,000 you have only one chance in

four of making it to Grade 13.

Education in Ontario has come a long way
since its beginnings over a century ago. It has
been said by professional educators that the

ongoing educational programs in Ontario are

some of the most progressive to be found
anywhere in the world. The present study
points to the areas where further reform is

necessary. The Hall-Dennis Report points out

others.

The government should be willing to experi-

ment and the report argues that "govern-

ments are formed in order to provide citizens

with services which they as individuals cannot

obtain.'"

Therefore, the study recommends a pilot

study with the following features:

• an area in the province where incomes
are low would be chosen for the study.

t "community-corporations'' should be
established to provide employment to all who
seek it.

• all work of all types should be rewarded
according to a common scale based upon the

number of dependents.

• a co-ordinated attack on the many prob-

lems which accompany income deprivation

should be made. This attack should include co-

operative medical and dental clinics, a Head
Start program, and a comprehensive housing

project.

• all those involved in these supportive
programs should be paid on the same basis

and according to the same scale as those in

the community-corporations. Emphasis

should be placed on direct control of the or-

ganizations by the people in the community.
t the number of families should not be

more than 2,000 in order that sufficient experi-

mental controls and the essence of the project

be maintained.

"Nevertheless," said the researchers, "it

was clear to us that no report could alone hope
to bring such a commitment, that the mere
recommendation of a movement towards
equality was not sufficient. The barriers pre-

sented by unequal income are so great that no

cultural program will be able to have a mean-
ingful effect until they are removed."
The Economic Council of Canada is one of

several bodies now working to expose the

crippling psychological effects of poverty.

Certainly increasing someone's income or

bank balance is not the entire answer. It is a

necessary first step.

A major commitment by not only the gov-

ernment but the population as a whole is es-

sential if real progress is to be made.

4<
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EXPANSION AND
The University of Toronto is ex-

panding and the surrounding com-

munity feels threatened and power-

less.

In 1961 President Claude Bissell

predicted that by 1970 U of T would

have reached the limits of its physical

expansion and enrolment.

We are just approaching 1970 and

the University's downtown campus

has already gone beyond Dr. Bissell's

predictions, both in terms of enrol-

ment and physical expansion.

In a recent Globe and Mail article

Alex Rankin, executive vice-presi-

dent (non-academic i for U of T says

that Bloor Street, Spadina, Avenue

and College street are presently rec-

ognized as the ultimate boundaries.

Inside those boundaries are

hundreds of private residences which

ght be lost if the university reaches

those limits.

The U of T Master Plan of 1976

says, "holding at the above enrolment

124,000) in no way assumes that floor

space and land needs will be held. On

the contrary, space needs of all kinds

will continue to rise. This implies a

need to purchase more land, erect

new buildings and rebuild existing

facilities."

A basic point in university expan-

sion is the right of expropriation vest-

ed in the Board of Governors. The U
of T Act gives the University an

almost unlimited right of expropria-

tion.

"The Board shall have power to,

thout the consent ofthe owner . . .

enter upon, take, use and expropriate

all such real property as the Board

may deem necessary for the purposes

of the University. .," says the Act

revised in 1947.

The Huron-Sussex Resident's Asso-

ciation asked the University if it used

their expropriation powers as a lever

in buying property in the area imme-
diately surrounding. The university

replied "no".

Yet a letter to one resident in the

area, which the university admits is a

standard letter, points out the univer-

sity's need for more land and asks

THE
UNIV

that the owner consider selling his

properly.

One paragraph of the letter says,

"the University of Toronto has under

the law the power to expropriate

lands subject to authorization by a

county court judge, but it is to be

hoped that we can reach an agree-

ment without recourse to such ac-

tion." But the university says it

doesn't use this power as a threat.

The university has also been ac-

cused of bad planning in its expansion

program. The Huron-Sussex Associa-

tion, led by architect Stan Benjamin,

question the university about the na-

ture of the actual staff that make
planning decisions.

The University said that the basic

planning staff consists of 14 engineers

and one architect. Planning consult-

ants are only hired when deemed nec-

essary.

The City of Toronto maintains a

regular Planning Board to advise the

city about its expansion. The Univer-

sity of Toronto Faculty of Architec-

ture has a number of highly skilled

urban planners who teach but are

apparently not used by U of T's Plan-

ning department.

When the Huron-Sussex Association

asked U of T about their policy to-

wards the community, the university

said, "We accept this group as repre-

senting the community, and we would

like to establish and carry on a close

relationship with you."

Alex Rankin later said, "you (the

Association) cannot tell the Board of

Governors how to operate. We are not

prepared to allow you to take part in

the planning of this area.

The contradictions and confusion in

the university's expansion and imple-

mentation are bewildering.

The university buys houses in the

area whenever they come up for sale.

On the north-west boundary there are

university-owned houses sprinkled

within the existing community.

The university also destroys houses

where a new university building is

planned or where houses are in poor

condition.

This policy of destruction has led to

a general problem in the area. In a

letter to Stan Benjamin, a university

representative said "it is not our poli-

cy to demolish isolated residential

properties except where such a

course is dictated by the physical

condition of the properties."

This is true, but sometimes the uni-

versity is responsible for letting the

houses get into this poor condition.

A house on the corner of Washing-

ton Ave. and Spadina, for example,
has been vacant and unheated for.

nearly two years and has naturally

deteriorated.

Coupled with the destruction of

property for university buildings is

the uncertainty of government funds.

This causes delays.

The initial construction of the new
Innis College residence has been ea-

gerly anticipated for nearly three

years and the starting date is still

uncertain.

A number of houses were torn down
in anticipation of the construction of

the residence. The site is now covered
with gravel and used for parking.

Across the street on St. George two
other houses are now being demo-
lished for a future graduate student

residence, but that site will probably

be used in the interim for parking.

Parking is a problem, as it is any-
where in downtown Toronto. But is

the answer to this problem the de-

struction of perfectly good houses to

provide gravel patches?

The houses the university acquires
and doesn't tear down immediately
are either used by the university or
rented out through the Crown Trust
Company. The Huron Sussex Assoeia-

pholo by Jon Craneman Karsemeyer

tion asked the university if it kept

these rented properties up to "stan-

dards of city by-laws as the rest of us

are forced to."

The university said yes.

A letter from the Physical Plant

Department of U of T to the Director

of Housing Standards for the City of

Toronto says:

"We concur that work necessary to

protect health and safety should be

carried out but do suggest that consid-

eration should be given to not requir-

ing work beyond a standard necessary

to provide this protection."

The new Graduate Library, now
under construction on St. George St.,

perhaps best exemplifies all that is

bad in campus expansion. There was
never any thought at all of preserving

any of the housing on this block either

for the university or any other use.

The University claims that it is too

expensive to get some of these houses

up to standard for fire regulations,

but there is 40 million dollars to build

this library, which, until a recent

price-slashing, had such extras as

granite counter tops.

The University of Toronto Hand-
book states "the pace continues to be

brisk ... a monumental research li-

brary for the humanities and social

sciences is under construction."

What or who is the building a monu-
ment to? Who wants monumental
buildings instead of homes and yards

to grow and play in?

"We shall be a university of 22,000

by 1970. It is our intention to stay at

this figure certainly until the end of

the 25 year period we are now begin-

ning.

"Another area of perhaps even
greater certitude is that of physical

expansion; for given our position in

the centre of the city, there are ob-

vious limits beyond which we cannot

go, and by 1970 we shall have reached
these limits."

-address by Dr. Claude Bissell, 1961.
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"They change Spadina into

like University Avenue. The
municipal government, they give

permits for big buildings." The

short fellow in the checked shirt

shrugged his shoulders and went

back under the clothing-draped

awning. Kensington business-

men, whatever their nationality,

all have the same distrust of City

Hall and the coterie of land-hun-

gry builders sheltering in its

shadow.
But in addition they have a

more positive common bond:

their Market, while a livelihood

for them, is also something

unique, a uniqueness not solely

imparted by the cliched "color-

fulness" most often put forward

in its defence.

According to Sam Lumansky,

of the Augusta Fruit Market,
continued an next page
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continued from page nine

'This area is the most humane

property in the whole city . . .

people settle here and find their

way to become new Canadians.

You give them a chance to bal-

ance themselves in a new envi-

ronment.
"

Even though businessmen of-

ten don't speak the language of a

particular ethnic group, "they

have a feeling for them. Immi-

grants feel content when they

walk into a store that is not mod-

ernized like the chains, where

you go your merry way like a-

robot. Even if it's sign language,

you have the time and patience

to get through."

Other businessmen echoed his sentiment in dif-

ferent ways, from Saul Stockhamer's simple ".
. .

there's no discrimination in the Market; every-

body's welcome" to Joe Lottman's enthusiastic

remark that the Market is "unique; it's the only

one in the world I can think of where so many ethnic

groups shop side-by-side
"

Lottman is president of the Kensington Business-

men's Association — whose membership he places

at about 65 of the 200 businesses in the area — and

he is a fighter Like Lumansky, he is one of the old-

time Jewish businessmen who in many ways are

still the backbone of the neighborhood. Despite the

many pressures on the area, he cannot see it relo-

cating or being relocated.

It is a central distribution point for imported

foodstuffs which come "by the boatload", and in

addition "there's a lot of it which is actually Euro-

pean style manufactured right here in the area:

Yugoslavian, Hungarian meats."

'How can you relocate a business like this?" he

says. These aren't just stores, this is an area, some-

thing that's been here 60 years."

For all its venerable 60 years, the bread-and-but-

ter ol today is largely in the hands of newly-arrived

Portuguese who take their place in the ethnically-

layered history of the Market. Fernando Figueire-

do, of Correia and Sousa Importers, estimates that

his company imports $30,000 worth of seafood alone

each month, of which three-quarters is sold within

the few blocks of the Kensington Market. For those

who desire them, his firm provides snails from
Casablanca and octopi to satisfy octopus-favoring

palates.

Although many Portuguese are so newly-estab-

lished they hesitate to talk about the Market, he is

enthusiastic, particularly over the Kensington
Businessmen's Association plan to try and cut off

traffic and make a mall of Augusta Street.

Others have not had such a happy experience.
Albert Decaires. who imports basketry, boots and
Wine-bottle holders for his Madeira House, com-
plains that business for him is slow. The neighbor-

ing Portuguese are not interested, he says, and
Torontonians who come through are looking for

bargains he simply cannot offer.

As we stood amidst merchandise that came from
his father's factory on Madeira tan island off the
Iberian coast), he lamented the government's lack

of positive attitude toward the Market.
Back home municipal authorities would keep

SUCh an area cleaner — he pointed to a heap of oily

boxes in front of a store across the street — and
encourage it to grow. His wife added, "The city
Lisbon has about ten markets like this, only
larger."

Every businessman is conscious of political cal-

lousness toward the market, and they all maintain
that it will either die or survive where it is.

As Saul Stockhamer, owner of West Indian Spe-

cialties, puts it: "The Market could move, but it

wouldn't be as colorful as it is now. This Market

grew by itself, it wasn't planned. That's what

makes it so special."

David Tennebaum, of Joe's Fruit Market ("Joe

isn't here any more") is another long-time busi-

nessman who sees the Market threatened: "We're

fighting continually for survival," he says. "I don't

know why they should want to destroy a market like

this."

•They" are the politicians who have granted

expropriation rights to Toronto Western Hospital

on the west, George Brown College on the east, and

the U of T, which, in Joe Lottman's words, "is grad-

ually sneaking across the street (Spadina)".
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Lottman watched one 1962 official plan simply
find a shelf and moulder. In the Star (April 18, 1968)

he said, 'I see no point in our association (the

KBA) cooperating further until there is a definite

body charged with the responsibility of improving
the area."

To him, as to the others, the Spadina Expressway
is at worst just another threat, at best an unknown
quantity which everybody continues to waffle

about.

His tone is not so polite as in 1968; today he has

the tone of Al Capone's right-hand man: "We com-
ply with all the wishes of City Hall; they are the

tellers, we are the spenders . . . bugged by the po-

lice, bugged by the million inspectors, the boys are

going to get hot under the collar some day. This is

their life."

Lottman's association has plans for making the

Market more competitive with the land-hungry

developers surrounding it. If by some miracle he

can cut off traffic on Augusta St., a mall will be

built, "not changing any of the storefronts; leave

the atmosphere there, but tile the streets, put in the

odd flowerpot."

In addition, there will be a more powerful Busi-

nessmen's Association. At present, the members
"are mainly older ones, but now we're starting to

work with the other groups. The city keeps us split

apart by not helping us. But shortly in the future

we're going to have a powerful association."

Sam Lumansky has a more measured enthusi-

asm: "The older people are more involved in the

political and social way of life; some of the new-

comers are not fully aware, or some people don't

care any more. It's been eight years back and forth.

•Maybe the idea is we should get confused

But out of the exasperation with the city comes a

determination to do it themselves. David Tenne-

baum still admits the city to the workings, but in a

secondary manner: "The plan wouldn't cost atmos-

phere; it would improve the market, if the city

would cooperate with us. But we'll change it our

way. we're in the business, we know what the peo-

ple want. We won't build like the Toronto Dominion

Centre, a hundred floors up."'

Whatever the outcome, it is certain that the busi-

nessmen are fighting not only with predictable self-

interest, but also with a community feeling quiet

alien to the disjointed urban colossus around it.

Joe Lottman summed it up characteristically

when I asked an unfortunate question about the

possibility of the Market being squeezed out:

Squeeze a grapefruit, you get it in the eye.

story by ray conlogue
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St. Christopher House:

temporary relief

or social change?

by naomi ridout

ENSINGTON - colourful and

quaint. For many Torontonians, aware

that a great city must be cosmopolitan,

"the market"' with its colourful old

houses and open stall shops has become

an in-place to love. It gives Toronto an

old-world flavor that is very popular

with suburban tourists on Saturday

mornings.

But just south of Western Hospital,

on Wales Ave., is St. Christopher

House; a settlement house, the sign

that the neighborhood needs help from

outside. "St. Chris", a conglomeration

of buildings that have seen better days,

opened in 1912, when immigrants first

started flooding into the area.

Today, the problems presented by

recent immigrants remain, compound-

ed by those resulting from rapid urbani-

zation. Despite the external signs of

prosperity such as the large cars, and

the fact that many families own or are

buying their own houses, there is

enough real poverty to justify the con-

tinued existence of a "neighborhood
centre." Problems like overcrowding,

heavy mortgage debts, unemployment
and language difficulties create cultur-

al and generation gaps, and educational

handicaps that stem from a non-middle

class, non-Canadian environment.

In addition, the neighborhood as a

whole now feels its existence threat-

ened by the probable growth of George

Brown College. Western Hospital, and

the Spadina Expressway. St. Christo-

pher House is the area's most accessi-

ble servant; what does it do to help?

St. Chris' brochure describes a var-

ied program, which looks impressive if

you can wade through all the propagan-

da. It includes a large nursery school, a

music school ("brings beauty and mel-

ody to the neighborhood and over two

hundred neighbours"), courses in Eng-

lish and nutrition, sewing classes for

adults ("strengthening the family by

increasing mother's skills. Can father

be far behind?"), art groups

("becoming whole, thoughtful, crea-

tive, and caring through the medium of

art"), as well as an extensive general

program for older children and teenag-

ers. Its facilities are also available for

ratepayers and residents meetings.

And so it goes. But underneath the

press releases, does St. Christopher

House actually serve the community?
If the answer to that question is to in-

volve any sort of genuine, permanent
change rather than piecemeal, sympto-
matic relief, the answer is possibly no.

The large nursery school, for exam-

ple, was run, until recently, almost

exclusively on United Appeal grants.

Fees were low, but even then hardly

anybody paid the full amount.

Then, a couple of years ago. when
the money was running out, the City of

Toronto was asked to help with financ-

ing. In came city money, along with

city budget experts and all the red tape

that had previously been avoided. Now
the fees for five half-days are compara-
ble to Holy Blossom Temple and Hill-

crest School!

Of course, few people are really ex-

pected to pay that much — all that any-

one has to do to get his child in on re-

duced fees is submit to a means test.

A means test involves far more than

just stating the income plus the num-
ber of dependents. It means that a

raise of 10 cents an hour or a decision

to rent an extra room to help with the

mortgage must be reported to the au-

thorities, and a new assessment made.
As the former school director com-

mented. "I just could not go to women
who are my friends, and say, 'now Mrs.
X. tell me exactly how much your hus-

band makes, and how he spends it'
!

"

As a result, the nursery school, while
still pretty full, no longer caters to the
poor working man's family. A few peo-
ple do pay the fees, but primarily the

children belong to welfare recipients.

Another means test does not mean too

much to them any more — they're

down as far as they can go, and cannot
afford to care about pride.

The music school and the art classes

are highly organized and apparently
very successful; the kids return year
after year, and when they perform in a

violin ensemble, folk group, or whatev-
er, it is with an enthusiasm not always
visible at expensive private teacher's
recitals. Their success could be due in

part at least, to the fact that they are
independent of the regular social work-
ers. The "music committee" is filled

with musicians and interested laymen,
with a few representatives from the
Board of St. Christopher House.
The house is having a bad time with

the teenagers' programs this year.
When last year's Athletic Director re-

turned to graduate school, he was not
replaced, and the once popular and
successful games program is in a state

of total chaos. Last July, St. Chris also

lost its youth worker, who despite has-
sles with the administration, was
immensely popular with both the
neighborhood people and the volunteers
who worked under him.
The two new workers, both non-pro-

fessionals and not very experienced,

Naomi Ridout has
worked for two years
as a volunteer at St.

Christopher House.

K
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who have the sensitive positions of co-

ordinating the teenage boys and girls

activities, as yet lack skill and confid-

ence, with the result that fewer teens

are now coming to the house.

The teenage program, which should

be one of the most important, consists

of "club groups" and drop-in centres.

The former attempts to get the kids

doing things which both interest them

and widen their horizons. Too often

though, that is not the case.

Outings are curtailed when there is

one child who cannot afford a ticket for

even the planetarium, because the

house does not subsidize tickets. Then

the group is forced to remain in the

house doing arts and crafts with the

few facilities available, or cooking

unambitious things like fudge (there is

a shortage of cooking utensils).

Drop-in centres seem to be part of

the simplistic philosophy that remov-

ing the kids from the sources of temp-

tation is the best way to keep them out

of trouble. There is little attempt to

provide anything concrete, since the

trend is to "unstructured" programs.

The crucial difference between a

program structured from above and

one that is planned by the participants

is often overlooked, with the result that

most evenings consist of a session in

the gym with the basketball, followed

by a half-hearted dance. The staff and
volunteers are nothing but chaperones,

and the drop-in centre is no more than

an easy way out of having to come to

grips with a situation. Nothing "mean-
ingful" is achieved, but the centre's

very existence is supposed to prove
somehow that the worker is earning his

keep. On an activity report it proclaims

for the staff, "Look we're here, we're

trying, what more can we do?"
Administrative red tape is no less

present in St. Christopher House than

anywhere else. For all that it is sup-

posed to be the focal point for the

neighborhood, the house is not open on

weekends! Volunteers cannot meet
their groups on the weekends on out-

side territory.

The reasons given for this by the

program director were that there

would be no (paid) staff on duty, so the

house could not be held responsible for

the children's whereabouts (the "chil-

dren" in question are thirteen and four-

teen years old.) and that if a staff

member is not present, no "report''

can be made.
The group cannot meet Saturday af-

ternoons, because it is supposed to

meet Thursday evenings. It cannot

meet both times, because one group

cannot have more attention than anoth-

At no time did the program director

actually suggest that it might be better

to have the house open on Saturdays
(and closed on one weekday, if it is so

necessary to adhere to a five day week

)

. In another case, permission for a

small group of friends, (about 19-22

years old) to meet on Sunday evenings

was refused several times until an ex-

staff member was obtained to "super-

vise" them.

Instances like these (and there are

lots more) raise an interesting question

— do the staff workers exist for the

people's benefit, or do the people, chil-

dren and adults alike, exist to keep the

staff in self-perpetuating jobs?

There are other questions too, that

should be asked by all the staff in-

volved in such an agency. For example,

do most of the programs even attempt

to achieve anything over a long period

of time? Or are they there merely to

fill in time? The purely negative idea of

simply "keeping kids off the streets"

persists, but there is no real attempt at

achieving anything longer lasting, or

even to find out how each other thinks.

The hostility and resentment that

exist are not open; perhaps when they

were, it was easier for a good worker

to see the problems and try and cope

with them. Now the problems are sub-

tler but more complex, the hostility has

turned in on itself, the resentment is

silent, and there is no true communica-
tion.

Some people get out, by climbing the

accepted steps in the middle-class lad-

der to success. It's surprising, really,

that so many do make it when they are

not told how to find the steps. Never-

theless, this allows people to sit back

and say. with some justification, that it

is possible in free enterprise society for

anybody to make good — if they've got

the guts. They will also say that the

poor always have, and always will ex-

ist. When the time comes, they will of

course, give painlessly "at the office",

safe in the knowledge that their dona-

tion will pay professionals to do the

dirty work out of sight, without ruining

the warm, expansive feeling that is

supposedly the joy of giving. That feel-

ing is merely Lady Bountiful, with both

the lovely lady and the bounty gone,

and is to be replaced by means tests,

reports, and red tape. St. Christopher

House should not be a part of this.

Its place is neither simply to give

symptomatic relief, nor to propogate

middle-class values as the only viable

alternative, but to provide the resi-

dents of Kensington and the surround-

ing area with the desire and ability to

make choices — to know what they

want and demand it from everybody.
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he election in Ward Six
The residents of Ward Six

feel they may be about to lose

their front and back porches.

With the Spadina Express-

way shovelling more and
more traffic into the heart of

the city and the University of

Toronto peering greedily past

its new library, the residents

of Ward Six have reason to

closely examine the candi-

dates who hope to represent

them as aldermen at City

Halt.

Incumbent city council

members Horace Brown,
Michael Grayson and June
Marks have each spent at

least two terms at City Hall.

The challengers, as of Nov-
ember 17, are: Helen Roedde
of the New Democratic Par-
ty, Liberals Don Flowers and
Peter Stollery, and John Con-
forzi of the Civic Action Par-
ty (CIVAC).

Party politics, a supposed
remedy for the traditional

divisiveness of city council is

already facing a crisis. Stol-

lery and Flowers, although
nominally running mates, are

campaigning separately,

each emphasizing himself as
a member of the "Liberal
team".

All the candidates say the
central issue in the campaign
is the survival of the Kensing-
ton area, although their pro-

posed solutions vary greatly.

EXPRESSWAYS

All the candidates except
Grayson oppose the comple-
tion of the Spadina Express-
way.

Mrs. Marks, who supported

the construction halt and
complete review of the plan,

says "We have made a mis-
take which must not be com-
pounded."

Brown agrees: "The Ex-
pressway was not people-
planned," He favours a high-

speed busway along the route
which would completely ex-
clude private transportation.

Mrs. Roedde expresses
concern for the possible ef-

fect multi-lane traffic could
have on the garment indus-
try's parking and delivery
facilities. If the industry were
forced to relocate, large scale-

unemployment could ensue in

the Spadina area.

Grayson, however, argues
that Spadina, like York St..

will undergo a commercial
revival when it becomes a
main thoroughfare. But he
says his main concern is for a
rapid transit system "which
was to have accompanied the
Expressway and seems to

have gone by the board." He
also sees groups like the Ken-
sington Area Residents Asso-

ciation as instrumental in

helping to explain city plans
to residents.

Grayson also favours the

extension of Highway 400

through Ward Four to the

lakefront.

While all the candidates
regard public transportation

as an important issue, the two
women candidates take the

hardest line. Both foresee
eventual free city-wide trans-

portation facilities.

THE UNIVERSITY

Says Grayson: "It is time
the university ceased to act

as a power unto itself."

Most of the other candi-
dates agree.

Mrs. Marks particularly is

worried about the destruction

of the community surround-
ing the university and the loss

of revenue from unassessed,
expropriated lands. She
wants city council to set up a
special committee to deal
with the university's role in

the community.
Flowers takes a harder

line. "I would like the city to

increase pressure on the
province to limit by legisla-

tion the university's powers
of expropriation," he says.

Brown is not so optimistic

about the community's power

by karen coulter

and david price
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to effect change. He sees an

appeal to the university's

"moral equity" as the only

hope of limiting expansion.

But, he says "so far as I am
aware, they don't have any."

Brown and Flowers also

disagree over the closing of

some on-campus streets in

line with university propos-

als.

Flowers says closing St.

George to traffic would help

preserve the campus com-

munity. He also says over-

head walkways could be built

as an interim measure.

Brown thinks the city

shouldn't go along with the

university's proposals. "The
city has been damned good to

the university,
'

' he says.

Grayson proposes that uni-

versity expropriation plans

be submitted to the city for

approval, but he did not in-

dicte any concrete steps he

had taken in this direction

while in office.

comes from conforzi, who
says: "I don't think it is fair

to the rest of Ontario that a

few houses should stand in the

way of what is best for the

public at large.
''

HOUSING AND
URBAN RENEWAL

"I prefer to try to help peo-

ple use their own plans to

renew their own area than to

rip something down and put

something up and take some-

thing away that's grown and

is unique" says Helen Roedde

and most of the candidates

agree.

Conforzi, though, believes

private homes are impracti-

cal, serving only to hold to-

gether neighborhoods that

should assimilate with the

rest of the city.

The candidates generally

feel renewal should be imple-

mented by a joint effort of the

federal, provincial and mu-
nicipal governments, but

Brown says "there is a freeze

on urban renewal at the fed-

eral level and until the funds

are made available, the city

is pretty helpless."

Grayson and Conforzi

spoke out against outright

grants, saying that such a

method invites abuse, though

Grayson suggests that if a

homeowner remained in his

house for a specified time,

the loan could be written off.

Flowers suggests tax-rebates

as an incentive for housing

rehabilitation.

Brown points out the use-

fulness of the Kensington

Urban Renewal Committee,
of which he is a member:
"It's the first committee of

its kind set up in Canada by a

city council where elected

members and citizen mem-
bers are both appointed to the

committee by council.
'

'

Both Marks and Flowers

feel the Kensington Area Res-

idents Association is a good

vehicle for bringing housing

issues to the attention of

Council.

The candidates generally

oppose a high-rise policy in

housing. Stollery, who lives in

an apartment building him-

self, says "High-rise has been

a complete and utter failure

for lower income groups.

Those cold buildings have not

worked. The places are a

wreck before they've even

been built, because of the

coldness of them. These peo-

ple don't know what it is that

they don't like: they just

know they don't like it."

Mrs. Roedde, however says

there shouldn't be one exclu-

sive approach to housing. "It

depends on the group of peo-

ple they're serving and how
well they're planned to meet
the needs of those people."

The way to make apart-

ment buildings effective, she

says, is though including in

their plans facilities for day
care. The tenants of many
low-cost complexes are cou-

ples with young children and

often both parents must work
to stay together.

"It costs the community
more in the long run if fami-

lies break up and their chil-

dren have to be taken into

care," she argues. "Besides,

it's not terribly human. It's

better to do anything you can

to strengthen the family."

And apartment housing, she

suggested, is where many
families get their start.

Brown insists on communi-
ty centers accompanying
housing plans and says, "I've

always wanted to see St.

Christopher House go in the

triangle which I added to Al-

exander Park and be a serv-

ice both to Alexander Park

and to the Kensington Area. I

still hope that we can find the

three-quarters of a million

dollars that's needed to do

this."
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SPADIIMA
EXPRESSWAY

stories by david frank
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Back in 1948 a decision to im-
prove and widen Spadina from
Fleet St. to St. Clair Ave. at a cost
of $3,000,000 was put to the people
in a city-wide referendum.

With 66,000 people voting, the
plan was accepted by a 2,183 vote

majority.

Since then there has been no
public participation in the plan-

ning of highways and express-
ways in the city.

Metro Council makes the deci-

sions. The City of Toronto used to

have half the seats on this coun-

cil ; now it has about one-third.

The Spadina Expressway was
in the works for almost ten years

before Metro Council voted on

and approved the $154,000,000

expressway and transit system
project.

By September, $58,000,000 had

been spent on the road. Then a

committee decided to hold back a

grant until there was public dis-

cussion of detailed plans for the

route below Eglinton Ave.

The withholding of funds was
prompted by charges that the

Expressway was poorly planned,

that its possible effects had not

been considered and that there

was some secrecy involved.

Planners admit they have done
a poor selling job on the Express-

way but say most of the reaction

against it has been emotional.

Critics say the Expressway
was planned purely in technical

and physical terms, without re-

gard to its social or economic ef-

fects.

Detailed plans will be present-

ed to the newly-elected Metro
council in January.

One out of every ten working people in To-

ronto may have to look for new jobs if the

Spadina Expressway is completed as planned.

Sound ridiculous?

Well, there has been only one study done

about what effects the Expressway could have

on the whole district south of Bloor St., and it

warns that the Toronto garment industry

might be forced to move someplace else.

The prediction is based on a fear that the

Expressway will increase land values along

Spadina south of College St.. that rents and
prices will soar, and developers will buy the

district out.

Redevelopment projects — for offices, for

parking lots, for apartment buildings — would

spread out on both sides of Spadina, destroy-

ing the present character of the area.

And that would mean that the 23.000 people

who work in the garment industry, most of

them living nearby, would have to choose

between travelling to a suburban location for

work or giving up their jobs.

But this is all guessing.

The real fact is that city planners have not

seriously tried to find out what effects the

Expressway will have after it has been built

The only study which has been done was
prepared this summer by the Spadina Busi-

nessmen's Association and it says Toronto

can't afford to take the chance of destroying

the garment industry which it calculates is

worth more than one billion dollars to the city.

Critics of the Expressway point to the ex-

ample of New York, where, they say. the hat

industry was destroyed by a poorly planned

expressway.
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THE SPADIMA
EXPRESSWAY

If you have a big city, you

need a lot of big roads going in

and out and around it.

That's the reasoning behind

the Spadina Expressway, a

$136,000,000 six-mile pavement
corridor which will funnel traffic

from North York right down to a

point one block south of Bloor St.

on Spadina Ave.

So far the Expressway has been completed

from north of Wilson Ave. to Lawrence Ave. It

passes right by the Eaton's - Simpson's -

Yorkdale complex which was built on the un-

derstanding the Spadina Expressway would

be there to bring in customers. Work is almost

finished on the section from Lawrence to

Eglinton.

And now a big fight is shaping up over

whether the last section, from St. Clair to

Bloor. should be built.

The controversy is over what the express-

way will do to the Spadina area south of Bloor

St. and generally to the character of the entire

downtown area.

In 1975 — the year the expressway is sched-

uled to reach Bloor St. — it will double the

present amount of rush-hour traffic on Spadi-

na.

The steady tide of traffic it will disgorge

each morning and collect later in the day will

cause what critics predict will be "the most
awful traffic jam in the whole world."

And increased traffic will simply mean
there will be a need for more expressways,

perhaps including an extension of the Spadina

down to the lakefront.

But traffic jams aren't the biggest worry.

The fear is that the Spadina district — the

area of small businesses, Kensington Market,

working class and immigrant homes — will be

destroyed by redevelopment.

With the convenience of the Expressway,
Spadina will become a very attractive area.

Land values will soar.

People who rent their homes and businesses

will be priced out of the area. Real estate

agents are regularly canvassing the neighbor-

hood near the proposed end of the expressway
and making offers. Eventually the price will

be right (after all, it isn't nice to have an ex-

pressway in your backyard) and people will

sell their homes.

With the Expressway, Spadina will proba-

bly become a focus~for high rise apartment
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THE SPADINA EXPRESSWAY SQUEEZE

builders, and for offices, stores and business-

es spilling out of overcrowded downtown.
Also, with the number of cars in the down-

town constantly growing, there will be need

for plenty of parking lots.

And so, Expressway critics say the entire

Spadina area is in for a major facelift, includ-

ing a boulevard down the centre and an end to

diagonal parking. And the fear is not unjusti-

fied when you consider what Metro Roads
Commissioner Sam Cass, whose ideal of a city

is Los Angeles, says:

"We are trying to make Spadina Avenue

look as much like University Ave. as we can."

But, the reasoning still goes, if you have a

big city you need a lot of big roads.

There are almost 700,000 cars in Metro To-

ronto and they need space.

defenders of the expressway plan say Spa-

dina will help relieve congestion on Toronto's

most heavily travelled roads.

And people opposed to it say the express-

way will only create a need for more high-

ways inside the city to handle more traffic —
already on the drawing boards are a Cross-

town Expressway (at about Davenport Rd. ), a

Scarborough Expressway and an extension of

Highway 400 south to the Gardiner (this latter

will destroy some 1500 homes )

.

Frederick G. Gardiner, Metro Toronto's

first chairman, predicts the Spadina Express-

way will eventually have to be linked directly

to the lakefront expressway that bears his

name. (Incidentally, the Spadina Expressway

is officially supposed to be called the William

R. Allen Expressway, after the second Metro

chairman, who served from 1962 until this

year).

This kind of pattern is fine with city plan-

ners and many politicians who are striving to

make the city convenient for car travel.

They say Toronto has one of the most bal-

anced transportation systems on the conti-

nent, giving a maximum of choice as to mode
of travel and time spent.

No matter how many subways you build,

you can't change people, they say.

And so that is why there is probably going to

be a subway line right up the Spadina Ex-

pressway route — if the TTC can find the

money to pay for it, that is.

On Queen St. the streetcars are continually

clogged with people; a Queen St. subway has

been talked about for a long time and it would

be invaluable for Toronto working people.

But it hasn't received much priority.

The only thing that is certain is that the

Spadina Expressway system is being built so

that people can have "freedom of choice"

about how to travel.

People against the expressway are also

worried about cars. They are afraid cars

could destroy the city.

Spending money on expressways solves

nothing, they say, it only attracts more cars,

and we run the risk of turning the city into a

maze of concrete and parking lots.

We also run the risk of increasing pollution

levels, of increasing accident tolls, and of de-

stroying chunks of the city, perhaps including

the neighborhoods and small businesses of

Spadina.
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IS THE EXPRESSWAY

M
MEAIMS OF

TRANSPORTATION

WITHIN THE CITY ? *»

Ross Mackinnon is a pro-

fessor in the University of

Toronto's Center for Ur-

ban and Community
Studies. He was inter-

viewed by Varsity report-

er Henry Mietkiewicz.

Mackinnon-. It depends
on the way the city's people want to live. If

they show a desire for high-density residential

communities, then a subway or bus system is

the most efficient. But if they want their own
backyard, a suburban set-up, then they must
live further Trom the core. In this case, the

automobile serves the purpose.

It could he technologically possible in the

future to move traffic faster in the city with-

out expressways by somehow reducing the

number of cars on the road. But North Ameri-
ca has a love affair with the automobile and
everyone wants his own car unless he lives a

couple of blocks from work.

Varsity: Have expressways ever internally

damaged any other cities?

MacKinnon: Yes, of course. Expressways
tend to go through a path of least resistance.

They gobble up parklands because there is no
human residence there. Then they go to work
on stores, houses and recreational facilities,

In the past few years, Reno has been sepa-

rated by US 40 from its beautiful and torrential

Truckee River; the Jones Falls Expressway has

obliterated Baltimore's civic pride, a park de-

signed in a romantic tradition; and a Boston

expressway has cut away part of the water-

front which has since gradually died of attri-

tion.

— The Reporter Feb. 8, 1 968

Slum area housing goes quickly because the

residents are inarticulate and can be pushed

around easily. Expropriation is accomplished

in the name of urban renewal, and vertical

slums are erected alongside the new express-

way.

Expressways also divide communities and

act as barriers. This makes it very hard for

one area to interact with the other.

PISCATAWAY, N.J. Residents of that town
didn't object when Interstate 287 split their

community in half eight years ago. And they

remained generally calm when a state road cut

the township into quarters a few years later.

But recently they were threatened with a
decision to run Interstate 95 through still anoth-
er part of town. Piscataway citizens are now
strongly objecting to being cut into six parts.

— New York Times Feb. 1 6, 1 969

Varsity: Is there an alternative to cutting

right through a city?

MacKinnon: Yes. In Toronto's case, I think

that the Spadina Expressway could possibly

be rerouted to the west. The trouble is that

everyone likes the benefits of an expressway;

but nobody wants it in their backyard. A big

change in a city always hurts somebody, and

it becomes a matter of morality versus self-

interest.

If an expressway must go through the city,

one could build it below ground level. This

would reduce the noise and keep the commun-
ity together, but the highway would still be a

big ditch.

If anybody wants to buy a $1 .3 million 960-

ft. tunnel that goes nowhere, the city of New
Orleans has one available.

Running under the International Trade Cen-
ter, it was built to link segments of a proposed
interstate expressway. But last week, in a deci-

sion applauded by architects, planners, and
preservationists around the country. Transpor-

tation Secretary John A. Volpe rejected the

planned highway because of the potential

damage to the "historic quality" of the city's

famed Vieux Carre, or French Quarter.

Meanwhile, the city is still trying to figure out
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uses for its tunnel. Local suggestions include

converting it into the world's largest wine cel-

lar, or using it to grow mushrooms.
— Business Week July 1 9, 1 969

Elevated highways on stilts are cheaper to

build, but they tend to be quite ugly.

Instead of building expressways which
cause an influx of people into an already over-

crowded central core, it might be more feasi-

ble to construct five or six sub-cores based at

points of high accessibility.

Varsity: Has a highway or expressway ever

completely destroyed a town?
MacKinnon: Yes. A number of hamlets and

villages have been wiped out, particularly in

the country.

BEDFORD, N.Y. A gargantuan jumble of

blasted rock marking the future roadbed of In-

terstate 87 lies at the bottom of a hill where a

town used to be.

Families who thought they were living in the

country found themselves drawn into the ur-

ban net and battered by the steady din and grit

of heavy construction.

The town's residents fought the proposed

route and lost. As a result, a 200-foot deep cut

has been blasted into the wooded ridge be-

tween two wildlife sanctuaries.

The Bedford Planning Board has managed to

incorporate into the town's plans recommenda-

tions for a house or two and occasional horse

farms along Interstate 87.

— New York Times Nov. 1 8, 1 968

Varsity: Can the average citizen do any-

thing to keep from being bulldozed out of the

way?

MacKinnon: Yes, but it really isn't as sim-

ple as that, because your question implies the

following: either the expressway gets built

the way the planners want, or it doesn't get

built at all. The proper course of action is

more involvement in the decision-making

process. Politicians must be sensitive to pub-

lic opinion and set up panels of experts and

citizens regarding proposed routes.

WASHINGTON, D.C. Expressway builders

who only recently have learned that they can-

not blithely bulldoze people out of the way in

laying concrete ribbon across the cities, now say

they are having to learn an even harder lesson:

how to moke highways work for people and

not against them.

Nearly 350 highway planners who met this

week think they may have the answer to a lo-

cal expressway problem. Istead of smashing a

super-highway through the city, indiscrimina-

tely scattering people and breaking up neigh-

bourhoods, they are attempting to use all the

fallow space available near residential areas.

The roadway itself would then become the fo-

cal point of intricately assembled neighbour-

hoods.

The planners learned that people are not

going to let them dictate what kind of commun-

ity is going to be built; that planning the city is

to be done as much on the street corner and in

the neighbourhood meeting-hall as in the archi-

tects' and bureaucrats' offices.

— New York Times Nov. 1 7, 1 968

MacKinnon: I understand that one of the

problems in Toronto is that no such meetings

have taken place. It would be to the advantage

of both the politicians and the citizens to get

together on this matter in order to keep the

"disbenefits" as low as possible. A lot can be

done regarding exits, interchanges and the

effects of the expressway on the people in the

streets adjacent to it. Because it's not simply

a matter of "build it or don't", the people

should get involved.

WASHINGTON, D.C. A regulation by the

Federal Highway Administration has been pro-

posed to give the public a stronger voice in the

determination of routes, particularly through

cities.

The rules would include requirements for

effective advance publicity on all hearings, an

opportunity for representatives of the public to

testify, full consideration of such factors as so-

cial, economic and environmental effects of

proposed routes, and the publicizing of deci-

sions reached.

The regulation was drafted by Alan S. Boyd,

Secretary of Transportation, in response to

complaints from citizens' organizations that

highways have been routed through communi-

ties without sufficient regard for civic, scenic

and other environmental considerations.

— New York Times Oct. 26, 1 969
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THE DEATH OF FETHERLING IN THE
CELEBRATED 1959 CANADIAN DRUGSTORE

or

STE. GWENDOLYN'S REVENGE

I

i discovered it friday,

a 1959 drugstore hidden rite here
in toronto

1 4get exactly where
but i cried big soda fountain tears unashame

wanderinglimong the tampax & toothbrushes
squeezing yellowed penguin paperbacks

2 see if the! were real

but pushing onward 2 the grill be4 the reaction came

> i

tnacphutos bv Karen Smiley

MAC'S GETS THE AXE-SEE CENTRE



... A SPECIAL OFFER
A SI32.0O ENTERTAINMENT VALUE THAT COSTS YOU ONLY

The "ACTIVITV PASSPORT" Is a book of FREE PASSES, and discount
vilesyou (o enjoy various entertainment and recreational pleasures around
establishment that is represented in the "ACTIVITY PASSPORT" has giv
anlee thai eacli pass will be fully honoured.
Here is an opportunity for you to enjoy A FULL YEARS ENTERTAINMENT
Below is a resume if the tickets that make up your "ACTIVITY PASSPOIt I

ACTIVITY TICKETS
Hockey -Maple Leaf Gardens (jr. A)

\

Skiing — Honey Tot
\

-Uplands Ski Hole z
Discotheque -Mynah Bird i

— Riverboa( ^
— Speak Easy g
— The Onion 4
— The 1 l1.1111.1t>.' Gramophone 1

-Soul City 1

-Picasso Key Club
]

-The Bod Pod 2
Ballroom Dane in c -Club Interlude

\

Theatre-Studio Lab Theatre 1

-Toronto Workshop Productions 2
Golf- Forest Hills Golf Club 1

-Hornby Tower Golf Course
1

Swimming -Central V.M.C.A. 2
Karate -Tsuruoka Karate School 1

Judo — Hatashila *udo Club \

Bowling -Don Mills Bowl, Shea's Bowl
Billiards- Embassy, Don Mills, Broadway 3
Curling — The Terrace 2
Horseback Riding -Circle M Ranch 3
Ice Skating-The'lerrace 2
Sleigh Ride -Central Don Stables 1

Roller Skating -The Terrace 2
Bridge Studio -Kate Buckman's 4
Latin Dancing -Mo Mo's Discotheque [

S2.S0
coupons which in-

TORONTO. Every
en a written guar-

for ONLY $2.50

VALUE
S 3.50

3.50

10.00
8.00

10.00

2.00

6.00

2.00

1.00

3.00
3.50

4.00

8.00
1.50

2.50

6.00

5.00
5.00

.90

4.05
5.00

7.00

4.00
2.00

4.00

18.25

HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE PRESENTS
NOON HOUR CLASSICAL CONCERT

Wednesday, December 3

Music Room, 1-2 p.m.

ESTHER GARTNER;, IV Music

1st 'Cellist, U. of T. Orchestra

Past<"'a, e J_ S. Bach
Sonata for 'Cello & Piano Beethoven
Fantasie Pieces, Op. 73 Schumann

Caroline Godiel, at the piano

Ladies Welcome

Total Value $131.70

There are just 2500 passports available-Certaiifly not enough Tor everyone, so it's advisablethat you hurry and get one Tor yourself NOW!
AVAILABLE AT: ENGINEERING STORES, MILL BUfLDlN-3

I RINDALE SAGE OFFICES, ROOM 155
RADIO VARSITY
SCARBORO STUDENT SOC OFFICES, ROOM S42IA

BJARNASON, COSTELLO
& ASSOCIATES

Toronto Professional Bldq, lIl^'S?.

-

TION
123 Edward Street, CONSULTANTS
Toronto 101, Ontario Telephone 364-0973

THIS WEEK AT SAC
Tuesday, Dec. 2nd: - Education Commission Meeting

1:00 D.m.. SAC Office

- Centennial Film Society - to Discuss upcoming
film - all welcome

5:00 p.m., SAC Office

- Union-Mgmt. meeting - open discussion between
local 12Z2 and SAC.
4:00 p.m., SAC Office

- Cultural Affairs Commission - discussion on
campus pub - also budget allocation

5:30 p.m., SAC Office

- Executive Meeting

6:30 pjn., SAC Office

Wednesday, Dec. 3rd. - SAC General meeting - housing report

7:00 p.m., - SAC lawyers

Alumnae Hall, - Drache report

Vicloria College research groups
- CUG
- Campbell

-AUSC
- Radio Varsity

- Spadina

Thursday, Dec 4lh: - Union of Course Unions

WO p.m., Hart House

Coming again this year on Dec. 19 - All Day
SACCUS - BACCHUS - FRACCUS

COME ONE, COME ALL
ENJOY - ENJOY - A SAC XMAS PARTY

FREE! FREE!

ROCHDALE IS ALIVE!

We aren't leaving. We have good
reasons to stay. Perhaps you have
good reason to come.

The cosf of residence is reasonable:

Single rooms with community

kitchen $70-$73 mo.

Double rooms with community
Kitchen $50-$53 mo.

Double rooms with Kitchen
in unit $60 mo.

Meals $1.00 or $11.00 the week

ROCHDALE COLLEGE
come live with us

341 BLOOR ST. W. 921-3168

BOUTIQUES.

9241874

COLONIAL TAVERN

203 Y0NGE ST.

MILES DAVIS

QUINTET

ALL THIS WEEK
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SAC discovers irrelevance

Mclwain attacks Abols' SAC leadership
By TREVOR SPURR

The Students' Adminis-

trative Council met to justify

its existence Wednesday night

and wound up hearing a

stinging attack on president

Gus Abols from Engineering

Society president Art

Mcllwain.

"This could be a really

important and a really worth-

while meeting", said Art

Moses III UC passionately, as

the meeting opened.

Yet two and one-half hours

later only aimless discussion

had taken place. At this point

the chair recognized Wayne
Hankey I SCSI.

"I've been sitting here doo-

dling and I find I've been

writing a hymn from the Mass

for the Dead. The line reads,

'this is the day in which the age

dissolves in the dust'." he said.

He pointed out there is no
™ debate over ideologies in this

year's council and none of the

people raising new ideas on

campus ever come to SAC
meetings.

SHADES OF CUS
"There is nothing happening

in SAC this year."

"The proposals being made

here tonight are the kind of

thing I heard three years ago

when the Canadian Union of

Students was in the first stage

of dissolution," Hankey said.

He was referring to earlier

discussion on the need for SAC

members to get back in touch

with the grass roots.

"This is the cycle inherent in

elite organizations.

"I think a certain historical

process has happened. That

process is over and SAC is now

irrelevant," he said.

NEW AWARENESS
"A political awareness has

come to this campus. What

former councils hoped would

happen was everyone would

become leftist.

"Well the students have

become aware all right, but

they have not become pinkos,"

Hankey continued.

He cited the number of

student organizations who

stated their various positions

at the discipline crisis in Sep-

tember and concluded SAC no

longer can speak for the stu-

dents.

NO FOLLOWERS

"We can't simply produce a

policy here and have people

follow anymore," he said.

Hankey also used SAC pres-

ident Gus Abols and the rest of

the Executive asan example of

why SAC can have no lead-

ership function.

"These elected people are

not going to reach any sort of

compromise position on an

issue.

"They don't work together

to create a new analysis. They

tolerate each other," he said.

"We are no longer needed

structurally or ideologically.

We are politically insignifi-

cant,'* he concluded.

SAC POWERLESS
SAC President Gus Abols

concurred with Hankey in the

belief power no longer rests in

SAC.
"Students are no longer

apathetic. They're politicized.

"They see SAC as a threat to

what they want," he said.

But Abols also believed the

council does not have power

because its members are split

into two factions.

Art Mcllwain then rose and

laid the blame for SAC's

demise on its president Gus

Abols.

OUT TO LUNCH
"Without effective lead-

ership from the top of the

council there can be no action

from SAC.
"If the president is unwilling

or unable to formulate ideas

SAC can have little power," he

said.

"My personal reaction to

Abol's attitude towards his

council is he is out to lunch,"

he added.

"Will Mr. Mcllwain desist

from his personal attack on

Abols", interjected Hankey.

Mcllwain nevertheless con-

tinued, saying he feared the

CUG report would die because

SAC had lost its leadership

function by default.

ATTACKS ABOLS

"It's not because the prerog-

ative has gone from SAC to

other bodies but because the

SAC president is unable or

unwilling to provide the lead-

ership which is necessary." he

said.

Mcllwain concluded with a

plea for unity.

.

"I see CUG dying. The thing

SAC has worked for during the

last three or four years and it's

all because of petty faction-

alism.

"Please lets stop this fac-

tionalism", he said.

Abols had remained silent

throughout the attack on his

leadership. He sat staring at

the papers on his desk.

"This is the first time the

council has really started to

talk to each other' , he Ihen

said.

In a statement to The

Varsity after the meeting.

Mcllwain retracted his attack.

"First of all. 1 would like to

say I support Mr. Abols and the

direction of his leadership of

SAC.
"I felt that the time had

come foran end to the faction-

alism which has made mean-

ingful actions on SAC's part

impossible.

"There is between Mr. Abols

and myself no fundamental

difference of opinion, but, at

least on my part, a consid-

erable amount of respect."

Abols, who had accompanied

Mcllwain to The Varsity to

make the statement, asked if

the attacks had been aimed at

the entire executive.

"No." replied Mcllwain.

"Well, let's go and get the

last round at the Bull and

Bear." said Abols.

^I^W^nd Bernie Tei.ell.oum follow SAC p,.ceedin9s .wo week, ago a. Abol.

and Mcllwain confer.

LOW ON BREAD FOR

YOUR CHRISTMAS

PRESENTS?

USE YOUR CHARGE -

ACCOUNT AT THE

^ UNIVERSITY

A BOOKROOM
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PAGE FOUR

On dropping 20,000 pink papers in the real world
Twenty thousand copies of Fri-

day's Community Issue of The

Varsity were distributed outside

of the university. Commercial dis-

tributers dropped 13,000 at hous-

es and schools. We would like to

thank the 30 eager people who
stood on cold street-corners to dis-

tribute the other 7,000. Special

commendation goes to Paul Car-

son who gave one to Gordon Sin-

clair.

"Yes, it's us again," he told

Sinclair. Chuckling.

How was the community issue

received?

Someone in Simcoe Hall com-
mented about the colour: "J guess

fhe Varsity is getting ready for

Christmas."

Meanwhile we've received

some reaction from Kensington
itself. Mrs. Dan Martyniuk, whose
husband is the Kensington Area
Residents' Association president,

phoned to say she liked our treat-

ment of Allan Schwam, a long-

time opponent of Mr. Martyniuk.

Apart from that, we're still

waiting for a reaction from the

community. It's a big city, and
you get the impression that the

20,000 copies have been dropped
down a well.

Here's how one distributor felt:

varsity

J»ck McCNnv

GnriMttr*

M.r, Ho»«,

Sot Ri.il*
><*!..>

- i- 113 1111

It's four in the afternoon and
I'm standing in front of Eaton's

at College and Yonge with 300

copies of the Varsity Community
Issue.

Through the cold and monox-
ide I'm learning why the Spadina
Expressway has got this far, and
why it will probably reach Bloor

after the civic election is over
and the candidates have forgot-

ten their promises.

I'm also learning why the uni-

versity can expropriate all of

Kensington and half of Lake
Ontario if a feasibility study
deems it necessary.

The wrong people are taking
the papers from my hand.

It's not that old woman, kids

on their way back from hockey
practice, and construction work-
ers shouldn't know about the

expressway, expropriation and
their effect upon the people of

Kensington.

It's just that these people
aren't in a position to do any-
thing about it. They have no
power. If they did the express-
way might have never got past
the planning stage.

It's the suit-and-tie execu-
tives, the suburban mother with
her children coming out of Ea-
ton's or getting off the subway,
the "silent majority" who have
the power. They are the people

that William Dennison and Allan
Lamport represent.

Few of them are taking my
papers. Most either ignore me
altogether or dismiss me with
frosty stares that say anything
distributed for free must be ei-

ther communist propaganda or
just plain crap.

I wonder whether it's my long
hair and beard that's turning
them off, or is it just that their

lives are so oriented towards
money that they can't accept
someone standing in the cold and
getting nothing in return.

Thinking this to be the case, I

try a new approach yelling
"Find out where your tax dollar

is going!" Immediately three
businessmen grab copies from
my hand saying that it's about
time somebody told them.
One man asked me if we had

anything nice to say about the
establishment for a change. I

told him that, if the establish-
ment was against the Spadina
Expressway and thoughtless
expropriation, then we had
something nice to say about
them.
Unfortunately, the establish-

ment was throwing the commun- #

ity issue into the trash can. They
may be apathetic but at least
they're not litterbugs.

jim struthers

LETTERS
a quill in the hand is worth a bush in the mouth

jeon mocbubbo ditcovered the real reality of
leva and It wai lemblc, barb bok*d bang-up ba-
nana coke, |ohnton dropped pllli all night for a
toothache but ihai'i what they all toy. walkom by
lorn taid carton ai cowan muloched ovor a ttory
and marihal dlllon cited futlett and fotl.it.
•purred on harlmltanit in the hall at poke, canto
thick ond fait and pam kleinburgor knowt the
core on rochdale yay ta>d dove her* it cwptuecwp
at mow camo In tho wlnnlodow. there* noel tail-

ing what'll hoppan lo tlruthon, do-goodar editor
taid mark ai ho got hit holllngworlh. It'l much
coulter ouliide but good to gel back to moo
meggt
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It was my privilege to be featured in

a front page headline in your Novem-
ber 26 issue "Ivey questions student
competence to govern at CUG pro-
gramming meetings." One disadvan-
tage of participation in open meetings
is that one can be too readily labelled

as a bad guy — or a good guy — on the

basis of a brief headline. Some of my
colleagues have congratulated me on
taking a stand against student partici-

pation, and some students have chided
me for my lack of trust of students. I

am equally unhappy with both of these
opinions.

It is probably impossible to counter-
act the effect of a headline by a letter

to the editor, and I usually refrain from
trying to do so, but I felt that this time I

should take pen in hand (quill, of

course I . The headline was accurate but
incomplete in that I did not single out
the student estate. It might more ap-
propriately have read "Ivey questions
staff, student and lay competence to
govern." I would prefer to be labelled

as anti-everybody. rather than simply
anti-student, if I am to be labelled at

all.

It was my understanding that the

purpose of the open meetings of the

Programming Committee was to give

i. 1969

members of the University an oppor-
tunity to discuss the Report with the
Commissioners. I asked what I felt to

be a fundamental question of some
importance, and I believe that the four

Commissioners present also felt that it

was important, because they each re-

sponded to it sensibly and at some
length. My question was summarized
reasonably accurately in the U. of T.
Bulletin as "Would members of the
proposed Governing Council be so busy
educating themselves about their new
responsibilities that the job of running
the University would be left to a bu-
reaucracy?" The Commissioners
themselves have suggested that they
spent a great deal of time educating
one another before reaching the stage
of producing a consensus report — and
members of the Governing Council are
not likely to be able to spend anything
like the amount of time that the Com-
missioners did.

Even though I had been an academic
staff member in the University for

many years before accepting an admin-
istrative post, it seemed to take a year
or so in such a role before I felt knowl-
edgeable enough to contribute usefully
to the deliberations of senior governing
councils. While granting the possibility

that I am a slow learner, or suffer from

an excessive modesty, it is this experi-

ence that led me to initiate a discussion

of this question.

D. G. Ivey,

Principal,

New College

P.S. Perhaps we should write our own
headlines. How about ".'Quill in hand"?

violent protest

Let's try again. I did describe the

glorification of violent demonstrations
per se, and the intense factionalism,
which have marked the left increasing

1

-

ly in the last four years. I did say that

this tendency, a reaction to the non-vi.

olent movement of 1956-1963, had
reached its high-water mark, and it

was time for an assessment. The as-

sessment I attempted was too exten-
sive and too delicate to report in a
short news story, or a short letter to

the editor. It did not conclude that vio-

lent protest would "die out".

Chandler Davis

Department of Mathematics

insulting request

Could we please have more comix?
Thank you.

Maurice Soligofll SMC)
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By HAL WHITE
Hal White is a graduate student and

teaching assistant in the Department
of Philosophy.

A substantial portion of the Asso-
ciation of Teaching Staff believe that
students have no place in decisions on
hiring, firing, promotion, and tenure.
In the second part of this article I will

discuss their arguments. But to lay
the groundwork, I will first look at the
traditional arguments against public
and administrative interference in

these and other areas.

The standard argument for profes-
sional autonomy or ''academic free-

dom" can be found in many places. In
the 1915 Declaration of Principles of

the American Association of Uni-
versity Professors, is'this version:

( 1 ) One of the main social purposes
of the universities is to "advance the

sum of human knowledge."

(2) Academics are engaged in a
disinterested (e.g. free of economic
motives) search for truth.

(3) The public and the adminis-
tration have special interests, often
financial, and their interference
would "react injuriously upon the
efficiency and morale of the insti-

tution."

Therefore any restrictions on aca-
demic freedom are not in the
interests of the public.

When giving this argument, aca-
demics usually mention that with
their rights is a responsibility —
though only a moral one — to the
general public. But they are made
quite uncomfortable by the common
allegation that they are not only

morally responsible, but accountable

to the public, since "He who pays the

piper calls the tune."

Arthur Lovejoy says: "The principle

of academic freedom is. . . a para-

doxical one; it asserts that those who
buy a certain service may not prescribe

the nature of the service to be ren-

dered."

Howard Mumford Jones admits

that common man finds the tradi-

tional argument "unintelligible".

Jones accepts the special relation

between the professor and his

employers.

"I believe the popular mind can be

brought to accept it," he concludes

condescendingly.

Let us now examine the standard

argument. The most obvious thing

that strikes one is that the second and

third premises are false. The second

premise is false because it is no

longer the case that all or almost all

academics are disinterested. The 1915

Declaration spoke of the following

ideals:

"The proper discharge of this

function (seeking and imparting

knowledge) requires. . . that the uni-

versity teacher be exempt from any

pecuniary motive or inducement to

hold, or to express, any conclusion

which is not the genuine and uncolored

product of his own study. Indeed the

proper fulfillment of the work of the

professoriate requires that our univers-

ities shall be so free that no fair-

minded person shall find any excuse

for even o suspicion that the utterances

'academic freedom' protects

interests of faculty only
of university teachers are shaped or

restricted by the judgment. . . of
inexpert and possibly not wholly disin-
terested persons outside their ranks. . .

To the degree that professional
scholars, in the formation and promul-
gation of their opinions are . . .subject

to any motive other than their own
scientific conscience. . . to that degree
the university teaching profession is

corrupted.
. . and society fails to gel

from its scholars. . . the peculiar and
necessary service which it is the office

of the professional scholar to furnish."

At the U of T this past year, pro-

fessors received 1.4 million dollars
from the U.S. Department of Def-
ence, that in August, for instance,
certain professors were to complete a
$161,000 contract, for the Pentagon on
"Very-High-Altitude Missile and
Decoy Gas Dynamics."

Note that the CUG reported: "Dr.
G. DeB. Robinson, Vice President
(Research Administration) stated
that even the existing rules on pro-

cessing research grants were at first

resisted by some faculty members.
'

'

There is even more resistance to

the mild reforms suggested by CUG.
There will be immense resistance to

what I propose now: that professors

make public the amount and sources
of all outside income.
No "fair-minded" person can doubt

that substantial numbers of pro-

fessors sell their services to "not
wholly disinterested persons outside

their ranks".

By the standards of the 1915 Decla-

ration, the profession contains sub-

stantia/ corruption, and the public is

being cheated. And the profession is

not taking speedy steps to remedy that

corruption. The stage is set for public

intervention.

This brings us to the reason why the

third premise is false, why it is false

that public or administrative inter-

ference always hinders the pursuit of

knowledge. Jones gives the basic

argument against this premise,

though he attributes it to "dema-
gogues" and "democrats".
"We do not permit doctors to practice

except when they are licensed by the

state, nor lawyers, nor dentists, nor

clergymen, nor undertakers. We reg-

ulate banks and railroads and
insurance companies and fraternal

orders by law." Here's the general

point:

ft t's both inevitable and desirable

that those whose lives are affected by

the practice of a professional group
regulate that group in certain ways.

This does not mean that inter-

ference is desirable at every point.

The layman, for instance, should

not guide the surgeon's hand, but he

does have the right to be on a jury

decidinga malpractice suit. In gen-

eral, you can justify interference by

recognizing that professional groups,

cliques, and individuals have selfish

interests which may keep the pro-

fession from correcting obvious evils

and inequities.

Certain sorts of interference with a

professional group help rather than

hinder that group in serving its

function disinterestedly.

Frank Underhill was correct when
he said a profession is granted its

autonomy "as a privilege due to the

high quality of the service it per-

forms."

The corollary to this (though it

would make Underhill uncom-
fortable) is that defects in the service

provided by a profession constitute,

prima facie, a basis for public or

administrative intervention.

In such cases the burden of proof is

on the profession to demonstrate that

it can better correct the evil on its

own. Academics, of course try to put

the shoe on the other (i.e. wrong)
foot. They like to argue that they have
an absolute right not to be interfered

with, and have the outsider try to

justify the exception.

We are now in a position to criticize

arguments that students should have
no say in hiring, firing and tenure.

The favorite argument here says that

students have no scholarly compet-
ence, and that their interference

would hinder academic pursuits We
have already given reasons for

thinking that even if students had no

academic competence, it would not

follow that professional pursuits

would be hindered be their "interfer-

ence". But here this anti-lay

argument does not apply For the

student is not, in many cases an
ignorant layman. If he is an advanced
student, he may know more than

certain members of his department in

certain areas.

Thus the opponents of student

power must put their arguments this

way: Students are in general less

competent to judge scholarship than

the faculty, therefore only the faculty

should judge. By looking at the form of

this argument alone, we con tell that it

could never establish Us intended con-

clusion. The fact that one group in

general is more competent gives us

no reason for holding that only indi-

viduals from thai group should judge.

Some students may be more com-
petent than some faculty.

If a certain level of competence is

required of all those in a department

who judge, there is no rational basis

for including all faculty members
without at the same time including

some students, ill i s assumed here

that all faculty members do have a

right to judge, that monarchical and

oligarchical departments are on the

way out.

)

Continued on Page 7
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Dramatic phone call interrupts forum on Americanization of universities

Only Canada allows an "academic common market" charge professors
By TOM WALKOM

A talk Friday on Americani-

zation of Canadian Universi-

ties was dramatically inter-

rupted by a telephone call from

a University of Winnipeg pro-

fessor just fired for "refusing

to teach an American-centred

Canadian political science

course."

Professors James Steele and

Robin Matthews, two Carleton

University English professors,

who several months ago star-

tled the academic world with a

plea to de-Americanize univer-

sity faculties, were speaking in

Convocation Hall.

As chairman Michael
Vaughan (SGSirose to intro-

duce the panel. Matthews
slipped offstage.

"1 guess he's got a phone

call." grinned Vaughan boy-

ishly.

Matthews was not grinning

when he returned.

TOO NICE

"We've been too nice about

the situation." he said,

recounting his phone call from
a Prof. Raymond Rogers at the

University of Winnipeg.

Matthews described Rogers
as "a leading political scientist

in Canada — one who has pub-

lished over 20 articles."

When Rogers last year criti-

cized the number of American
professors at U of W, he was
"muzzled" by the chairman of

his department.

The chairman is an Ameri-
can.

This year, Matthews said,

Rogers attempted to revamp

the first year Canadian politi-

cal science course. The exist-

ing course "centred on U.S.

problems; four out of five texts

were American."

DISCIPLINE THREATENED
Rogers was told by his chair-

man that "disciplinary steps

would be taken" if he did not

teach the course as planned.

Rogers, a Canadian who had

just come from the U.S. was at

the time paying American
income tax. As is the custom,

he served notice on the univer-

sity that he was not liable for

Canadian income tax for a two
year period.

"The university considered

him to have resigned because

of this notice," said Matthews.

"Yet other professors, who
were American citizens and

NATIONALITY OF TEACHING STAFF

(from the Droche Research Report on the Faculty of Arts and Science) This shows the

importation of U.S., British and other professors in the U of T arts and science faculty.

CANADIAN

AMERICAN

BRITISH

54 %

a*

53
firm

who served the same notice,

were not considered to have
resigned."

An American citizen teach-

ing in Canada is granted a two

year tax holiday from both

countries.

ATTACK POLICY

Both Matthews and Steele

criticized the Canadian univer-

sity for choosing Americans
over Canadians.

"The international commun-
ity of scholars is a fairy tale,"

said Steele. "An academic

common market exists in one

country only — Canada.

"

"Every country in the world

except Canada makes it diffi-

cult for foreign scholars to

compete with domestic ones,"

Steele went on.

"When all countries except

Canada discriminate, the

result is discrimination against

Canadian scholars, Canadian

graduates face the toughest

market conditions in the

world."

In 1961, 75 per cent of Cana-

dian university positions were
held by Canadians, while today

the percentage is 50 said

Steele.

MORE OUTSIDERS
Although the number of

Canadians receiving degrees
has increased, the number of
appointments going to foreign-

ers has accelerated to 86 per
cent, he said.

Matthews quoted a letter

from a recent Canadian PhD
graduate, who found the only
possible way to get employ-
ment was by "taking out
American citizenship and get-

ting a job in Canada; taking a,

Berlitz crash course in BBC
English and getting a job in

Britain, or getting a job in an
underdeveloped country.

"

The real problem is not the

plight of the university gradu-
ate said Steele. "We agree that

Canadian academics have no
right to run a closed shop.

'

'

The crux, he said is that

"Canadian particularisms will

not be taken into account by
Americans, and Canadians will

lose control of what is taught,

who teaches and who hires.
'

'

Matthews and Steele recom-
mend government legislation

that requires two-thirds of a
university faculty be Canadian.

Dr. Robert Croach, a Cana-
dian on the staff of a New York
graduate school explained why
Americans come to Canada in

the first place.

"The U.S. has many more
graduates and fewer jobs," he
said.

He cited the Vietnam war,
which motivates students to

stay in school till they are 26
and gain a PhD, as the cause of

the former, and state cutbacks
in educational spending as
reason for the latter.

COUNTRIES IN WHICH PHDs WERE EARNED by 1969 oris and science (acuity (fiom
Commonwealth Universities Yearbook) . This shows the exportation of Canadians for ,

degrees.

CANADA

UNITED STATES

BRITAIN

FRANCE

OTHER

37 7 7. 1

37 7. "J
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Our campuses are "colonial outposts"-Drache
The Americanization of Canadian universi-

ties came under fire last Wednesday from
George Haggar, a former York University
professor, and Dan Drache, author of the con-
troversial Drache Report to CUG.
"Americanization is not simply a fact of

numbers." said Haggar, who calls himself
"the only unemployed PhD in the country."
"The American approach is much more

dangerous than the fact that 'x' numbers of
Americans are teaching here," he said.
Haggar said he has no quarrel "with dis-

tinguished scholars of any political stripe.
"

"But we are not bringing in distinguished
scholars — just the B.A.'s and M.A.'s," he
said. "Last year 1,013 Americans and only 362
Canadian out of a graduating class of to 000
were hired."

Drache called Canadian universities "colo-
nial outposts." which ten years ago were con-
trolled by the British and are now "a prime
channel for protecting American interests."
He quoted figures describing the make-up

of the Arts and Science faculty at U of T.
Canadians make up 54 per cent of the facul-

ty, Americans 18 per cent, British 14 per cent,
and other 14 per cent. Of the Canadians 37 per
cent received their degrees from American
schools. (See graphs.

)

In hiring procedures especially, this Ameri-
can composition has great influence, said
Drache.

Hiring for Canadian universities is done not
through open advertising, but through a gra-
pevine method. Faculty members advise the
department chairman to hire people with
whom they have a personal knowledge or ac-
quaintance.

This leads to an acceleration of American
teachers, said Drache.

"Fifteen per cent of Americans here in pol-
itical science came because they couldn't find
jobs in the U.S." said Haggar. "American
professors coming to Canada gain a two year
tax holiday, too."

One professor was absolved from the U.S.
draft when he came to U of T because his
teaching in Canada was in "the national inter-
est," said Haggar.



photo by Errol Young
About 1 50 candle-beorers inarched from Convocation Hall to City Hall Friday to

mourn the civilian dead in the Biafran war. In Nathan Phillips Square the mourners
were addressed by Dr. Samuel Imiku, Biafran chairman of Rehabilitation Commis-
sion and Stanley Burlce, broadcaster turned orator, who told the chilly crowd "there

.

iso ground-swell in Canada which is being felt in England where people are saying
'This bloody war has gone on long enough.' " Skaters on the City Hall rink were
unconcerned.

academic freedom
Continued from Page 5

Another point that should be raised
here is that competence plays less of

a role than is commonly admitted in

such things as hiring and promotion.
Because of specialization, faculty
members within one department are
often judging a man's performance in

an area they know almost nothing
about. The student, in this case would
be at no special disadvantage if he
knows nothing about the area either.

And he may, of course, have spe-
cialized in that area himself, though
no faculty members in his

department have.

Another popular argument against

student participation is that students

have less at stake (careers, etc.) and
should not judge.

The fallacy of this argument is that

it turns what is usually considered a

disqualifying factor, info a

requirement — namely, interest.

Because academics have profes-

sional and economic interests

involved, they are supposed to be

better judges. We are supposed to

believe that academics do not

blackball and back-stab and

aggrandize themselves when their

interests are at stake. I suggest that

members of departmental cliques or

monoliths may be poorer judges than
many of their students.

The last argument has a stench to

it, though it is often heard: Students
on personnel committees would
introduce political considerations into

academic matters, etc. etc. One is

supposed to consider the absence of

radicals in tenured positions as due to

Providence or the "law of supply and
demand" or similar bullshit.

This argument is evidence of an
almost pathological inability to distin-

guish how the world is from how one
might like it to be. A university in

which political considerations play no
part has never existed.

The faculty's resistance to student

participation is an attempt to

preserve the status quo of scholarship
— in itself a conservative, political

act.

We have a political struggle

between students, who wish to change
the form and content of present schol-

arship, and the faculty, who do not.

UNDERWATER CLUB
INNERSPACE SEMINAR

To-night, Debates Room, 7:30

SURGEON-COMMANDER KIDD
Presenting new research on

Decompression Phenomena
Ladies Welcome

NOON HOUR FILMS
Today and Thursday

East Common Room, 1:10 p.m.

Quiet Social Comments:
ONCE UPON A PRIME TIME

23 SKIDOO and TOYS
Ladies Welcome

JAZZ CONCERT
Tuesday. December 2

THE SURVIVAL JAZZ QUINTET
East Common Room. 12-2 p.m.

Ladies Welcome

CLASSICAL CONCERT
Wednesday. December 3

Music Room. 1-2 p.m.

ESTHER GARTNER. "Cellist

Ladies Welcome

CAMERA CLUB
Wednesday, December 3

Club Rooms, 1: 10 p.m.

SxlO BLACK AND WHITE
Maximum-4 Prints

Judge: MR FRANK ROYAL

STEAK & CHAMPAGNE
AT THE

NEW YEAR'S EVE BALL
Tickets on Sale now
from Hall Porter &

Undergraduate Office.

- SI7/eouple

enter h\Mi; M Alt ATIIOX

At BAZAAR 69

S7.I IHIIrMr Ulllhr.T

FRONT A JAJtVIS

S 100' s in prizes
(PLEASE PRINT)

NAME:—

ADDRESS:

AGE:

MALE

PHONE:, _

FEMALE
I hereby give my conienl for the u.c of any publicity phologrnpht which may
b* tuken during the marathon .

Send nppllc»tlon form to: BAZAAR '69 S.o"*ur.

e 31, 223 Church St- Toronto I Ontario PHONE: J66-4V81

i NOW AVAILABLE

S.C.M.

| CHRISTMAS

I CARDS

Silk screened

Original Designs

Limited Edition.

S.C.M. Office *

Hart House
|

St. Michael's College

Teach-in

on

CUG
Thursday/ December 4

and

Friday, December 5
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INSTITUTE FOR THE

HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

"Historical Relations Between Science and Technology"

by Derek J. de Solla Price, Avolon Professor of the His-

tory of Science. Yale University.

3rd December 1.10 p.m. Room 202 McLennan Laboratory

(New Physics Building)

Sponsored by the Varsity Fund. All members of the Univ-

ersity Community are inviled.

CIA detains Sewell-late for HH debate

CAREERS AT CGE
for

Engineers andScience Majors

Canadian General Eleciric's GRADUATE ENGINEER
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM provides an avenue of

entry into careers in Information Processing, Manufac-

turing, Marketing, Research, Development and Design,

and Employee Relations.

There are continuing opportunities for professional

development . The broad diversification of the Company
and its decentralized organization provide a dynamic

environment for self-development and the opportunity

through your career to move not only across functions,

but also between product businesses.

Company recruiting officers will visit

your campus to conduct interviews on:

0FCEM3ER II, 12. 13

CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC

The guest of honor was

detained by the CIA.

John Sewell. candidate for

alderman in Ward 7, was the

special guest at the 209th Hart

House debate on Thursday

evening. Sewell's previous

engagement with the Regent

Park Community Improve-

ment Association (RPCIAi had

run overtime.

He arrived just in time to

hear Peter Kent's summation

for the ayes on the motion: "In

Toronto, money is worth more

than people and this house

regretsit."

Sewell, a graduate of the

University of Toronto Law
School, was a founding mem-
ber of the Toronto Community
Union Project. He has spent

the past three years as a volun-

teer community organizer in

Trefann Court on a weekly

salary of $50. Last October, the

SAC voted to support his

campaign with a $300 grant to

help defray expenses.

In a brief address following

the debate, Sewell said: "The
campaign is being fought on

the issue of citizen participa-

tion. It is the only way to fight

money and power." He is,

however, pessimistic about the

prospects for change.

With increasing violence in

U.S. cities, Toronto is fast

becoming an ever more popu-

lar convention centre. "The
municipal and provincial gov-

ernments are in league to

encourage this new trade by

building a downtown airport

and eliminating houses from

the city's core, " says Sewell.

He predicts that the aboli-

tion of the Board of Control

will lead to a lot of political

backscratching in the bid for

the four executive positions on

city council. "Any chance of a

maverick being elected will be

scotched," he says.

The debate earlier in the

evening was a lively exchange
of insults and oneupmanship.
Alan Bowker iSGSt and Peter

Kent (I Law), for the ayes,

roundly defeated Gary Segal

(II Law) and Ted Rotenberg
(II Lawi 32 to eight. Bowker
concluded the evening, observ-

ing that perhaps next time Mr.

Speaker should pick his noes

more carefully.

Faculty parity debate continues

Academic Freedom and Scholarship are alive and well and

hiding in the Arts Faculty Council.

The Council decided Wednesday that they would not be hasty

in coming to a decision on the staff-student parity issue.

Prof. W. H. Nelson, who presented the motion to the council,

said, "it is not my purpose to reject student participation in our

affairs or to reject student participation in department affairs

and committees."
Nelson said he did reject staff-student parity in department

government affairs. The issue of parity became a central one

because of student pressures for equality within the community.

But said Nelson, equality is not the same as parity.

Prof. J. M. Rist argued thaUf students were given parity on

hiring and firing committees political commitments might be

introduced.

It might be, said Rist, that a professor's ideology would be

the basis for the student's choice.

Bob Barkwell, SAC vice-president told the Council that the

question of student participation is one of power.

"Student's have the right to make decisions over things that

effect their lives,
'

' said Barkwell.

"If the faculty of the university fail to recognize that stu-

dents have the right to participate in decisions that effect their

lives then students will organize to get that power.
'

'

After two and one half hours of debate the Council adjourned

promising to return and continue at their earliest possible con-

venience.

29 arrested at UCLA for short sit-in

LOS ANGELES (CUP-CPSl
— Twenty-nine UCLA students

have been charged with con-

spiracy and kidnapping after a

sit-in which held an adminis-
trator prisoner for less than

two hours. If convicted they

face possible life sentences.

The students, members of

the SDS and the Asian Radical

Movement, were protesting

the firing of a black cafeteria

worker who allegedly took an

unauthorized coffee break.

Charles Bargaineer, the

worker who was employed as a

busboy, had reportedly been

asked to continue working and

take his break later because of

unusually heavy business

October 6, the first day of

classes.

When he refused, his super-

visor George Leshefka fired

him. Leshefka refused com-
ment on why Bargaineer was

ana* HART HOUSE

NEW YEAR'S EVE BALL
A
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fired, saying SDS has "blown
this thing completely out of

proportion."

The students said racism
was behind the firing. Laura
Ho, Chairman of ARM, said

Bargaineer was fired "because

he spoke out, he fought back
against the exploitation,

repression and racism in food

services".

The students had gone to the

office of Associated Students

executive director Adloph
Brugger the afternoon of

November 19 following a noon

rally.

The food services are part of

the Associated Students. The
students negotiated throughout

the afternoon, with Brugger
offering to rehire the worker
with back pay pending a hear-

ing by a disciplinary board.

Although there have been pro-

tests for over a month, this

was the first mention of a
board to hear the charges.

The students turned down
the offer, demanding Bargai-
neer be rehired without qualifi-

cation. They voted to stay until

the demand was met and barri-

caded the office about 7 p.m.

All agreed that Brugger was
not threatened or hurt in any
way except that he was not

allowed to leave his office.

Twenty-five UCLA campus
police assisted by 20 Los Ange-
les police arrived at 8:15 p.m..

and after issuing two warnings
that students were violating

the law, broke down the barri-

cades and arrested those
inside.



Would World War II have started
if someone had talked to Hitler?

By JIM STRUTHERS
If the right person had talked

to Adolph Hitler, Sirhan Sirhan
and Richard Speck, at the right

time, there would have been no
World War II, and Robert
Kennedy as well as eight Chi-

cago nurses would be alive
today.

This is the firm conviction of

Dr. Charles Mercieca, interna-

tional president of the Interna-

tional Association of Educa-
tors for World Peace, who has
been in Toronto for the past ten

days attempting to establish a

chapter of his organization at

this university.

"If we could have had a
chapter in Los Angeles and
talked to Sirhan about politics

telling him that no matter who
was president the policy of the

U.S. towards the Middle East
would not change he might not

have killed Kennedy," said

Mercieca.

A professor of educational
philosophy and sociology at

Alabama A and M University,

Mercieca formed the associa-

tion over a year ago with the

hope of promoting peace
through just such a personal
approach.

"Every problem we have in

the world today starts in the

mind of one person.

Consequently if we approach a

person who is a potential

destroyer of mankind, we
could avert a world disaster."

he explains.

END VIOLENCE

The aim of the organization

is to establish chapters in

every conceivable city and
university campus throughout

the world with the hope that

eventually every potential

murderer, assassin, and
fanatic would be approached
by a member and logically

convinced that his planned

violence would be detrimental

to himself as well as the rest of

mankind.

Although there are now
chapters in over 30 countries

including the USSR, East
Germany and Czechoslovakia,

the 500-member association

still has a long way to go.

Each local chapter meets
once a month to discuss some
family or community problem.

"Then steps are outlined in

how one can help his brother,

cousin, friend or next-door
neighbour that has fallen or is

about to fall a victim of an
involved problem. This method
of approach will be an initial

step toward the creation of a
global family community that

would eliminate hatred and
abolish evil," states the organ-
ization's newsletter.

Mercieca is not dismayed by
the massive amount of organiz-

ing necessary to achieve that
goal.

UNIVERSAL PLANS

"It Will take four to six

generations before our univer-

sal plans will be felt every-
where." he cheerfully pre-

dicts.

Mercieca's approach of

promoting peace by convincing

potential criminals that their

violent plans are unwise is

unique to say the least. But
then so is the professor. He is

firmly convinced that murder-
ers such as Richard Speck and
Sirhan Sirhan were not insane.

"I believe that in any kind of

murder that takes place, the

individual murderer is per-

fectly sane." Mercieca
explains.

"Richard Speck had some-
thing to gain from his murders
and that was pleasure. He was
a sadist. But you can't call a

sadist insane. He wanted plea-

sure through pain just as the

Mafia wants pleasure through

money."

Mercieca added that had he
been able to talk to Speck
before he committed the

murders, he could have con-

vinced him to change his plans.

NO MISERY

"I would have shown to him
how a person could achieve his

pleasure without incurring

misery to himself or others."

Mercieca's belief in the

rationality of murderers is the

reason for the existence of the

IAEWP.

"We are all potential delin-

quents. We are all potential

assassins. Thus we want chap-

ters in every city so we can

spot individuals who are poten-

tially destructive."

The professor emphatically
discounts the typical psycho-
logical explanation for the

Richard Speck type of murder.
"If a psychiatrist says that

these type of people are
momentarily insane at the
time they commit these mur-
ders then I say that that psy-

chiatrist was momentarily
insane at the time of saying
that."

ADMIRES DE GAULLE

Mercieca's "person to per-

son" approach to peace carries

over into his efforts to expand
lAEWP's membership. He is

an ardent admirer of Charles
de Gaulle's strategy of making
friends and enemies of the
right people. And although they

are few in number, people

Dr. Charles Mercieca

hostile to the organization do
exist.

"We do find some people
trying to do something good for

mankind and when they find

out about our organization it

makes them panic. They do not
say it but it is crystal clear
that they are jealous. These
people, for reasons of envy and
hate try to destroy what we
do." Mercieca said. He did not

say who these enemies were.

For the future the professor

plans to, "just keep on travell-

ing, building new chapters and
strengthening old ones."

If you are interested iri join-

ing the IAEWP Dr. Mercieca
returns to Toronto on Dec. 19.

He'll be glad to talk to you in

person.

McGill Senate vetoes student constitution

MONTREAL (CUP) - The McGill senate

dealt a stunning blow to the autonomy of the

campus student council Wednesday, refusing

to ratify the students' new constitution which

was overwhelmingly adopted in a student ref-

erendum last March.
If the senate had approved the constitution-

al amendments it would have been the last

time the university's highest academic body

would be called on to examine the document

which governs student affairs — and therein

lies the problem.

The new constitution would delete the

clause requiring amendments to be ratified by

the senate: Thursday the senators insisted

then veiu power had 10 stay, and showed why
by using it.

If the senate were to ratify the document,

said vice-principal Stanley Frost. "The stu-

dents' society would then become a complete-

ly autonomous body.

Student Senator Sheely Ungar proposed that

the senate pass those clauses in the constitu-

tion that were acceptable and return only the

disputed clauses.

But student president Julius Gray attacked

the proposed compromise as "a bigger sell-

out than if the whole constitution were re-

turned," and Ungar's motion died for lack of a

seconder.

POOR STUDENTS

Low on bread for Christmas presents ?
Cheer up;

The Textbook Store has gifts you can
afford

Inflatable Zodiac Cushions
Cedar Mounted Prints {looks good,
smells good)

Silk screened, hand finished Linen
Place Mats
Records (the new Donovan)
Books (e.g. The Impacted Lower
Third Molar $1.98)

Starts Wed. November 26 and if

you're really desperate, just say
"Charge it! "

THE
TEXTBOOK
STORE

SAILORS
On Tuesday December 2nd, there will be a meeting at

7:30 p.m. in the Music Room of Hart House. Racing
Films, constitution, spring schedule. Come on out and

see what's happening.

The Two hijacked

Israeli Passengers are

still being held captive

in Syria!

The Ad-hoc

Free the Passenger

Committee

will hold a meeting

Monday, December 1st

1:00 p.m.

Sidney Smith Room 1084
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Give us a chance to let our hair down, too.
Wo'fe not as square as you thinkl Behind our
seemingly sltalghl-laced image, there throb some
prelly way-out projects. And people.
Alcan Is involved in many unexpected areas.
Because we do a lot more than Just produce
aluminum. We and others try to find new uses
for it.

For example, one new use that came lo our atten-
tion was developed m Belgium and refined by a
Montreal artist, Through a process called
Aluchromie, he "paints'" on specially prepared
aluminum panels. The resulting work of art has

a water-colour effect with unusual depth and
peispective, and endless applications in art and
architecture.

And that's just one ol the exciting new develop-
ments in aluminum.
Alcan researchers and scientists are continually
searching for belter ways lo do things wilh
aluminum. And it's not always easy. Often they
have to struggle for years to find ways of making
their ideas come lo life.

So you see, they aren't Ihe only ones who have
to cope with hairy problems.

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF CANADA. LTD ' ALCAN
/III
'ALCA

SINGERS
(especially men):

A few parts are still open for the PLS February pro-

duction of the FLEURY Play of Herod, to be directed by

David Klausner. Auditions will be held in the Edward

Johnson Dldg. Room I 16 Monday (today), 5-7 p.m. Please

bring any prepared item.

CLASSIFIEDS
TYPING Ihesis. essays, noies. charts. Eng- LOVERS OF MUSICKE: an opening in a

Irsh. French, oiher languages Mimeo- rhoioughly modern 3 bedroom apartment
iliaphing electnc typewriters Mary Dale equipped with modem harpsichord clavi-

Scoti <M Davies) 86 Bloor St W Room chord, harp and recorders, subway conven-
225 922 -7624 'em. Call Jim at 762-1441

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today lor free booklet The Day you buy a

diamond' H Proctor and Co. 131 Bloor

St W . Suite 4 16. 921-7702

SALTY DOG Discotheque will lent prem-
ises Monday to Thursday day or evening.

For information call A Curry 964-7060 or

633-2677

EMPEROR JONES reigns at Hart House
Theatre Dec 4, 5, 6 8 30 p.m. Tickets at

Lit. Refectory Theatre S1 50

ESSAYS. Theses, typed professionally on
electnc machine Paper supplied 30e per
page. Close to campus 79 Madison Ave-
nue Phone 922-8564 alter six Ask tot

COUNTER HELP needed 2 to 6 days per

week, noon to 2 00 p.m. Bloor University

Area Pay S3 plus lunch per day Phone
445-0040

FREE XMAS MONEY — Quiel University
Prol will rent modern apt over Xmas vaca-
tion Write Full details to Prof Innes. Saint
MBry's University. Halifax. N S

FAST ACCURATE Home typing -

Linda Flood — 884-6526. Keep thi:

and number for future use.

APT. TO SHARE — Male — Student or
siafl — Mostly furnished — Available
immediately Call Bruce 787-7625

EXECU-SEC SECRETE RIAL SERVICES— Public Stenographers Essay. Theses —
top quality intelligent typing IBM Execu-
tive and Seleclric Typewriters Mrs. Walker
449-7077 Idays) 449-3744 (evenings)

SPEAK YOUR MIND on Anthropology in
Anthropology Oept Newsletter Most
opinions and articles welcome Submit
heforeWed Dec 3rd to Sid Smith 1 037

ROOM & BOARD Males — on campus
350 Huron St Apply at house.

APARTMENT FOR RENT — Rochdale
1 -bedroom sell-contained S140/mo Un-
furnished Bob or Omar 925-7250

SKIIS — FOR SALE — fiberglass.
Kneisslwhite star wilh Simples toepiece
good condition, call 622 -2404

INTERESTED PARTIES would like to
contact Society dedicated to redeeming
the name of King Richard III of England
Call the Graphic Artist — 920-8328

TYPING, ENGLISH, FRENCH, Fast ac-
curate service on IBM Seleclric by experi-
enced typist Iwo blocks from campus, 1 77
St George St 929-5370 Call before 6,

LOST: Blue patierned silk scarf
21 Sentimental value. Please r

Chris Room 3046 Wilson H 3 II 0
244-4512 after7 Reward

3 GIRLS WANTEO 10 jo.n a household at
35 Madison Ave 1 place available imme-
diately. 2 more on Jan 1 Call 921-4970
or drop in at 35 Madison,

DIAMONDS, HUBIES, SAPPHIRES.
emeralds, opals — certified quality in unu-
sual designs Remarkable new merchan-
dising method saves you more money than
you spend. Toronto Jewellery Exchange 2

1

Adelaide W 368-4466

CHEMISTRY TUTORING by OCE Type
'A' Chemistry grad for 1st year A & S, and
Engg Reasonable 72 Walmer or Messaqe
CAPOOR 922-5616

The University College Players' Guild
presents

EMPEROR JONES
by Eugene O'Neill

directed by Mark Manso

Hai l House Theatre
December 4, 5, 6 8:30

|

Admission $1.50

it

.m.

P.i'ju 12 THE VAHSI1Y Monday. Decembe. 1 1969

VARSITY

ADVERTISING

DEADLINES

MON. PAPER -THUR. NOON
WED. PAPER - FRI. NOON
FRI. PAPER -TUES. NOON

COPY SHOULD

BE TYPED

Dfl/VfR to
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BasketBlues off to slow start
By PETER WHITE

It was only an exhibition

game but oh my! — the Bas-
ketball Blues are not soon
likely to forget it!

They were pasted but good
on Friday night, losing 81-56 to

the Scarborough Bo-Peep
Restauranteurs {yes, basket-

ball's their game) a lion of a

team with a pussy of a name,
in a game played out yonder at

Winston Churchill Collegiate.

This defeat was especially

disappointing to those asso-

ciated with the team after last

week's close 73-63 loss to the

YMHA which had been a

somewhat encouraging opener.

However, the Peepers are a

top senior team led by several

past Varsity gunners including

Jim Holowachuk one of the big

Hart House Names of recent

years.

Blues shooting and ball

handling were grim but the

unhappiest weakness was
rebounding where the Blues,

outmuscled and undersized
offered little opposition partic-

ularly on the offensive board.

Other aspects of the game
will probably fall in place, but

if the Blues let their lack of

height get the best of them, it

will be a long season. Coach
McManus has introduced a fast

break offence which should

help.

This game offers little mar-
gin for either team, or individ-

ual praise, but for the record

Toronto fans can expect to see

exciting basketball this season.

This week-end will be a busy

one for the Blues with night

games — at Ryerson Friday

and York Saturday. So give

yourself a break, and join the

growing cast of Varsity Bas-
ketball nuts! A cheaper thrill

you will not find anywhere!

Blues scoring: Hadden 12, Katz
12, Markowsky 8, Braid 8,

Stevens 4, McNaughton 4,

Barker 3, Boston 2, I. Betcher-

man 2, Sickle, M. Betcherman.

Sports

can't

count

SwimBlues impressive at Relays

Varsity swimmers captured six of eight events at the

O.Q.A.A. Invitational Relay meet Saturday evening at Etobicoke
Memorial pool.

The meet, conceived three years ago as low pressure early

season competition, has now developed into a highly competitive

event.

McGill took the first event, the 400 medley relay on a Toron-
to disqualification and Western took the 300 Breaststroke Relay.

Toronto swept the other six, the 400 crescendo, 400 Individu-

al Medley, 300 Back. 200 Free, 400 Breast—Fly and 400 free re-

lays. In addition to the six firsts, Toronto scored two seconds and
four thirds.

The most exciting for spectators was the 300 Back relay.

McGill seeded first spotted Johnston, McGuire and Hawes
against Toronto's Bryon, Twohig and Shaw. A full body length

separated Shaw from Hawes as the last leg started, but Jim
caught Hawes on the third turn and won by three-tenths of a sec-

ond.

The freestyle events proved to be the most important to the

Toronto fans. McGill, traditionally strong in freestyle were chal-

lenged by several new recruits and Blues swept all three frees-

tyle relays with Theo Van Ryn, Doug Macintosh, Mike Guinness,

John Twohig and Jim Adams.

SCHAUM'S
OUTLINE
SERIES

-including-

Theory and Solved Problems

BASIC EQUATIONS of

ENGINEERING SCIENCE
Including 1400 BASIC EQUATIONS

CALCULUS
Including 1175 SOLVED PROBLEMS

COLLEGE ALGEBRA
including 1940 SOLVED PROBLEMS

COLLEGE CHEMISTRY
Includirp 3flS SOLVED PROBLEMS

COLLEGE PHYSICS
in. i >' >> :7; SOLVED PROBLEMS

COMPLEX VARIABLES

DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY
Inctudinc 175 SOLVED PROBLEMS

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Including 560 SOLVED PROBLEMS

DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY

ELECTRIC CIRCUITS
Including ISO SOLVEO

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA
including 2700 SOLVEO PROBi EMS

ENGINEERING MECHANICS
including c SOLVEO PROBLEMS

FEEDBACK &

CONTROL SYSTEMS
Including 680 SOLVED PROBLEMS

FINITE MATHEMATICS
Including 750 SOLVEO PROBLEMS

First Yr. COLLEGE MATHEMATICS
Including 1850 SOLVED PROBLEMS

FLUID DYNAMICS
Including 10O SOLVEO PROBLEMS

FLUID MECHANICS
& HYDRAULICS

including 475 SOLVED PROBLEMS

GENERAL TOPOLOGY
Including 650 SOLVEO PROBLEMS

GENETICS
including 5u0 SOLVEO PROBLEMS

GROUP THEORY
Including 600 SOLVED PROBLEMS

LAGRANGIAN DYNAMICS
including 275 SOLVEO PROBLEMS

LAPLACE TRANSFORMS

MODERN ALGEBRA
Including. 415 SOI VEO PROBLEMS

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Including 775 SOLVED PROGi EMS

PLANE GEOMETRY
Including SiO SOLVED PROBI E.MS

PROBABILITY
g 400 S'

PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY
Including, ioo SOLVEO probl

REINFORCED CONCRETE DESIGN
" Including JOO SOLVEO PROBL

SET THEORY
Including 530 SOLVEO PflOBI

STATISTICS
Including S73 SOLVEO PROBi

STRENGTH OF MATERIALS

g 450 S .EMS

LINEAR ALGEBRA
Including EOO SOLVED PROBLEMS

MACHINE DESIGN
includ.ng J20 SOLVEO PROBLEMS

MATHEMATICAL HANDBOOK
of Formulas and Tables

MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE
including 500 SOLVED PROBLEMS

MATRICES
Including 340 SOL'-EO PROBLEMS

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

TEST ITEMS IN E0LO1I0N

THEORETICAL MECHANICS

TRANSMISSION LINES
including IAS SOLVED PI

TRIGONOMETRY
including MO SOLVED PI

VECTOR ANALYSIS

A & A BOOKS & RECORDS
Alost Complete Selection Of Long Playing Records - Anywhere!

351 YONGE ST. PHONE 364-6271
HOURS 7 A.M. 12 P.M.

SPECIAL EXTENSION
TO ENROLL FOR YOUR

UNIVERSITY

HEALTH AND ACCIDENT PLAN

A M»n WITHOUT INSURANCE-

IS like A SNAIL WITHOUT A SHEJJL

THREE PLANS TO CHOOSE FROM

PLAN I

EXTENDED HEALTH CARE

NO DEDUCTIBLE ON ACCIDENT BENEFITS

PLAN II

OVERSEAS AND AMERICAN STUDENTS

STUDENTS ON STUDENT VISA

PLAN III

NEWLY LANDED IMMIGRANT

INTERIM HOSPITAL COVERAGE

EXTENDICA RE PL US LIFE

LIFE

$10,000 FOR $22.00 A YEAR

USE REGULAR APPLICATION

You need this coverage if you fall under one of the following

categories:

1 . Canadian students who are covered by OHSIP and OHSC
and need extended health care

2. Students in Canada on a student visa and are not covered
byOHSIPorOHSC

3. Students in Ontario from another province who do not

have coverage from that province.

4. Newly landed immigrant students who are required to wait

three months for the provincial plans to become effective.

ADMIN. — JOHN INGLE.
700 BAY ST. 364 4114
BAY AT GERRARO

NOTE: If you have not received your brochure, additional

forms may be obtained of the Registrar's office. Stu-

dent Council Office. Graduate Studies Office,

International Students' Centre the Health Service, or
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HERE AND NOWS.A.C.

NEEDS A

MINUTE-TAKER
FOR S.A.C. GENERAL MEETINGS

(THIS IS A PAID POSITION)

APPLY: S.A.C. OFFICE

BY DEC. 4-5 P.M.

ITS WHERE ITS HAPPENING
Mwt your friends at

PETIT PALAIS COIFFURE
Jr AM the latest Mod Styl«

and Cut* by rf w5 Stylist*

We spaclallu In long hair styling

20% discount Monday through Thursday
with proof of A.T.L. Card

415 Bloor St. W. Corner Spadino - Borders, campus
Open Thursday and Friday Evenings

For appointment phone 922-3923

MONDAY
All Day

Tickeis lot HAIR at 10 par cent dis-

count, (or show Jan 28. 29 and Feb t

tnms II Rooms 1 10.202

Submit nominations lor TUGS executiv

o Rm 5047 Geography dept. SS.

Radio varsity will bo broadcasting live all

this week from Ihe textbook store. Orop

over, watch us do our thing

12.16p.m.

Pollution Probe is showing the film "In

the Balance" First of a series of six TV

programmes fiom the Nature of Things on

pollution. Ramsay Wright Rms 133. 131,

102. 104

1p.m.

John Boiovilos. IV EL&L at Vic, discuss-

es the significance of the Gable in Beowulf

I and II Wymilwood Vie

Educational workshop re: crisis in Israel.

Rm II UC.

Vic VCF has invited Willy Ziegler, a stu-

dent at Emmanuel College to discuss "The

Art of Listening." Wymilwood Music

Film: "Vibrations of Molecules: NMR."

Rm. 159 Chemistry Bldg.

TUESDAY

ALL DAY
Submit nominations fot TUG (Toronto

Geographical Society) executive

Geography Department Offices Room

5047. Sidney Smith.

Camera Club members who want their 4

prints judged on Dec 3, 1 969 should enter

them by lonite to Hall Porter. Hart House.

Tickets lor HAIR at 10 per cent dis-

count. Show dotes: Jan 26, Jan. 29. Feb

1 Orders leash or cheque) accepted now

Innis II, 63 St George St. Room 1 10, 202

12-2 p.m.

Noon Hour Jazi Concert, featuring "The

Survival" Quintet Ladies Welcome

Admission Free Hart House, East Com-

mon Room.

12:15 p.m.

Pollution Probe is showing t* hour Fill

"Urban Crises" — second of a series of s

T V programs ("Naturt

lution entitled "Dangei

Ramsy Wright Building. Harbord Street

entrance Rooms 133, 131. 102. 104,

Concert: Dagmar Kopecky, organ.

School of Music Concert Hall. 273 Bloor

St West. Admission Free.

1 p.m.

Color film ol the earth, as seen from sat-

ellites. A TUGS event Sidney Smith Hall

Room 622
YAVNEH presents Zev Herschtal who

will speak on Parshat Viyehshev. Sidney

Smith Hall Room2129.

4 p.m.

There will be another glorious Psycholo-

gy Student Union meeting. Come one and

all. Innis I.

7 p.m.

Educational workshop ri

186 St. George.

(Things") on pol-

- Man At Work."-

Hoechst is Engineering
And plenty of it. Hoochst has over a full cen-
tury of research and achievement to draw
upon—products and ideas thai have touched
and unproved the quality of people's lives in

every area around the world, in a hundred
countries on six continents.
But big as we aro in this area we're more than
just engineering. We're medicine too, and

chemistry and plastics and dyestuffs. And
marketing. And ideas. Ideas most of all.

Ideas about the future, about people's needs
and wants. About how to meet those needs
and wants. Good ideas, young ideas. Your
ideas maybe.
If you'd like to know more about Canadian
Hoechst, write our Head Office.

CANADIAN HOECHST LIMITED
ION STRtET WEST MONT R fc A ASSOCIATES OF AG WEST GERMANY

F U of T n the family. Advisory

Chemical Institute of Canada technical

meeting. Messrs. J V. Cross and C. E. Sto-

kell of John Labatt Limited on "Production

and Industrial Uses of Enzymes" Faculty

Club.

U of T Homo,
sion group. GSU

8 p.m.

ihile Association dis

— 2 Bancroft

8.30 p.m.

Opening of Anouilh's "Antigone" direct-

ed by Robert Galbraith. New Vic Theatre.

New Academic Bldg.. Victoria College.

Two students from Sir

George Williams will be

speaking to U of T students

about events which have

followed the computer

burning of Sir George Wil-

liams University, today at

J :00 p.m. at Sid Smith. Look

tor posters telling room

number.

Joseph Stroeder lost a

pair of black-rimmed
glasses last week in the St.

George-Bedford Ave. area.

If you found them please
phone Joe at 368-8927.

A CENTURY OF SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENT THROUGH RESEARCH
Payt! 14 Jf-^t VA.RSi,TY, pAonday. Ouce/nbe/ 1. 1969

GETTING ENGAGED?

' .42 Curat Diamond^
' .18 Kt. Gold Setting

,

• Excellent Clarity !

• Excellent Colour

WE ARE DIRECT
DIAMOND DEALERS

Hugh Proctor & Co

13 I BLOOR W.. STE. 4 16

91 1-7702



Interfac finals

SGS wins soccer; Skule takes
rugger

By UNCLE CHARLIE
Grads A won the intramural

soccer title edging Scarbor-
ough 1-0 on the frozen pitch of

Varsity Stadium Thursday
afternoon.

Paced by the stellar play of
smooth and lanky historian
Ted Symons, the -Grads scored
an early goal then hung on
desperately for their win.

GSU president M.B.Q.
Vaughan has not yet announced
the date of a special beer and
beer party to celebrate the
victory, but he is expected to

do so shortly.

Grads A, who finished first

in the first division, reached
the final with a 4-2 win over
Innis College and a 8-0 trounc-
ing of St. Mikes B.

In the first game, outside-

left Russ Hughes led the Grads
with a pair of goals while Jaro
Sodek and Tom Johnson added
singles. Mike D'Arnelles and
Chris Grdsskurth replied for

Innis. .

In the second game, it was
Hughes again — with three
goals, Martin Newbould (the
Grads regular goalie i and Toks
Oshinowo with a pair each.

Scarborough College who
were undefeated in winning the

second division, downed Trin-
ity A 8-0 and Sr. Engineering 2-

0 in their playoff action.

Against Trinity center-for-
ward Tony Galati led the way
with a five goal performance.
Steve Rajtek, Stu Sawyers and
Ewart Taylor added singles.

Against the Engineers Scar-
borough received a first half

goal from Galati and a second
half marker from Taylor.

Last years Arts Cup win-
ners, PhysEd, failed to reach
the playoffs this time.

RUGGER

The Engineering rugger
team captured the intramural
championship and the Nanki-
vell Cup with a 28-0 victory
over St. Mikes in the final week
last Friday.

It was the first title for the

Engineers since play was initi-

ated in 1961.

The Skule rugger seven, who
finished the regular season in a
3-way tie for first place in the
first division, dominated play
in the championship game
from start to finish.

Jim Tibbo was the scoring
star as he counted nine points

on a try and three converts.

Waterpolo team sunk 8-1

The Varsity Waterpolo team ended it's season Friday losing
convincingly to McGill 8-1.

The Blues again started slowly and were down 7-1 at the half.

They couldn't get their attack off the dressing room black board
due to the strong checking of the McGill squad.

The Blues lone goal was scored by Terry Bryon to give To-
ronto a 1-0 lead. From that point on the Blues slowly sank into

oblivion.

Hartly Garfield played well in the nets to prevent an even
higher score.

The Blues picked up in the second half, holding McGill to one
goal, but still were unable to get any sort of attack going.

Varsity coach Kirk Thompson said after the game, "Al-
though we didn't play up to our potential; we were beaten by a
better team."

McGill had a lot of experience and talent on their team,
whereas this is only the first year of Toronto's rebuilding pro-
gram. Only Hackett, Duvall, LeRoy, and Barras are veterans
from last year.

Next year Blues will lose two of their more productive play-
ers, Alex LeRoy and Hartly Garfield. Dave Breech, however,
will be returning after a year of ineligibility. With rookies and the
rest of this year's team, Thompson will be able to give Toronto a
strong contender.

Thompson is to be commended for bringing a team with nine
rookies so far this year, and producing a 6-4 won-lost record for

Toronto.

Oh yes, McGill went on to win the OQAA Championship by
drubbing McMaster 15-7 on Saturday.

VICTORIA COLLEGE DRAMATIC SOCIETY

JEAN ANOUILH'S ANTIGONE

DIRECTED BY ROBERT GAILBRAITH
DEC. 2-6 8;30p.m. NEW VIC THEATRE

NEW ACADEMIC THEATRE
TICKETS IN WYMILWOOD OR AT THE DOOR

Don Kocur, Jim Hamilton and
Dave Stephen added single
trys.

St. Mikes reached the final

with a 5-0 victory over Scarbor-
ough College and a 6-0 triumph
over Engineering II.

Skule ousted defending
champions Trinity A 11-3 in the

other semi-final.

Women curlers

finish fourth

in fun bonspeil

OTTAWA (Special) — Var-
sity's women's curling team
finished fourth in an exhibition

bonspeil hosted by Carleton
University this weekend.
The Varsity gals defeated

McMaster 7-3 and overcame
Carleton II 9-4 but lost to West-
ern 8-7 in an extra-end.

Sir George Williams won the

competition with 39 points,

Western edged Queens 31 to 30,

and Varsity was close behind
with 28 V2 .

Charlotte Sutherland (III

SMC) skipped the Toronto
team, with Lynda Eilbeck (II

POTS) as vice-skip and Susan
Meikle (II New) and Marion
Moore (II Nursing) on the

front end.

Women's Intercolle-

giate Hockey — regular

practice Tuesday a.m;
all players check at

Varsity ad office today
regarding new equip-

ment.

Where are the leaders?
Anyone will tell you that the Leaders are en-

joying the advantages of military training and
university subsidization through the Regular
Officer Training Plan (ROTP).

If you are a full time mate undergraduate
student with a successful academic record you
should know about the opportunities that the

Canadian Armed Forces can offer you as an
ROTP cadet. You will continue your civilian

studies towards a degree at your University.

Enquiries are invited to:

THE CANADIAN FORCES RECRUITING CENTRE
25 ST. CLAIR AVENUE EAST
TORONTO 290, ONTARIO
TELEPHONE 966-G564

The Regular Officer Training Plan
For University Undergraduates.

CAMP STAFF
Manitou-wabing Camp of Fine Arts

Now accepting applications from counsellors, assistants

and Instructors in the following:

Sailing, Water-Skiing
, Swimming , Canoeing and Trip-

ping . Golf , Tennis , Riding
,
Riflery

,
Fencing , Music

(String andwind players), Guitar, Drama, Drawing

and Painting , Graphics ,
Pottery .Sculpture. Some

executive positions open. Section Heads.

Graduate and undergrad. students <

RU. 3-6168 or write 621 Eglinton i

for applications and further informat

ith experience, call

*enue West. Toronto

ENGINEERING
GRADUATES

The Inland Steel Company, Indiana Harbor Works, East Chicago, Indiana in-

vites you to investigate our many career opportunities. Consult the spec-

ific job description in the pocket of our brochure. Our representatives will

be on your campus on

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1969

INLAND STEEL 0011 PAN

V

INDIANA HARBOR WORKS
EAST CHICAGO. INDIANA

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer in the Plans for Progress Program
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Grant Tarfmon (76) and Bob feaver (61) lead determined PhysEd charge at Vic QB John Baird (hidden behind Tadman) as PhysEd defeats perennial Mulock

champs 16-12 last week.

By LYNDON LITTLE

Grant Tadman is the type of fellow you can look

up to.

Actually, it's more a matter of necessity, as he

stands a good notch over six feet, tips the scales a

shade under 300 lbs. and generally makes you feel

as if you're standing in a 10 ft. hole when you speak

to him.

Every time one of the Varsity football coaches

see him. they immediately go into a drool as they

imagine what he would look like in a Blues uniform.

As yet, however, they have not been able to coax

him to come out for the team.

The "Tad", as he is affectionately referred to by

his comrades at the School of Physical and Health

Education, is a very versatile man.
Earlier this fall he set new records in the discus

and shot putt in the intramural track meet. He also

plays defensive end for the PhysEd football team

and last Wednesday he was at his best as he led

them to a 16-12 victory over Vic ending the Vic in-

terfac football dynasty at eleven straight Mulock

Cups.
It was PhysEd s first Mulock; thev were finalists

in 1965.

The second half of the final at Varsity Stadium

opened with Vic holding a slim 5-3 lead.

IMPORTANT INTERCEPTION
On the second play of the half, PhysEd defensive

back Bill Rowland intercepted a John Baird pass at

his own fifty and returned it to the Vic twenty-sev-

en. Five plays later fullback Dave Rae smashed

four yards over left tackle for a major that gave

PhysEd a narrow 9-5 lead.

Just minutes later, Vic was forced to punt deep in

their own end. Punter Peter Wade moved back to

his fifteen to kick but Tadman broke through to

block the punt.

Tadman's defensive linemate "Newf" Feaver

booted the ball into the Vic end zone where Louis

Sialtis fell on it for the decisive touchdown that

gave PhysEd a commanding 16-5 lead.

"Tadman and Newf made great plays", said Sial-

tis, "for Newfs part he could have just fallen on the

ball where it was, but he saw the rest of us coming

so he knocked it into the end zone."

Vic coach Tony Speciale agreed that it was the

turning point of the game.
"We played well," he said, "but that one bad

break killed us."

Tadman's toe was responsible for the 3 points

PhysEd scored in the first half as he booted a 24

vard field goal on the last play of the second quar-

ter.

LATE RALLY BY VIC
Vic rallied in the fourth quarter and for a while it

looked as if they might pull it out.

With less than 9 minutes remaining, Baird hit his

fine end Bruce Monick with a 44 yard pass-and-run

play for a touchdown. Joe Cornacchia's convert
brought Vic to within four points.

After that major the "Scarlet and Gold" turned
over the ball once on a punt and by the time they got

it back again they were deep in their own end with

time quickly running out.

A fine run by halfback Peter Fairgrieve after

catching the short swing pass gave Vic a first down

on the Vic 31 yard line.

Following a short run by fullback Bruce Carroll,

Baird found his speedy flanker Wade behind the

PhysEd secondary with a pass that Wade gathered

in and headed towards the PhysEd goal line.

Defensive half Rowland had to make his second

big play of the game to stop Wade with a diving tac-

kle on the PhysEd twenty-seven. The clock ran out

on Vic and their eleven-year championship streak

three plays later.

A jubilant Rowland described his game saving

tackle this way.

QUOTE OF THE YEAR
"I saw the ball coming to Wade and I said to

myself, "Oh shit! We're just 4 points up so I'd bet-

ter get him'."

Vic's five points in the first half came on a 41

yard field goal by Cornacchia and a safety touch

which was conceded by PhysEd punter Doug
Neave.

The rushing game of both teams was virtually

equal as Vic picked up 139 yards to 137 for PhysEd.
Individually, Carroll netted 102 yards on 26 carried

;

Rae picked up 81 on 19 attempts.

Vic held an edge in the pass attack as Baird hit on

11 of 16 for 172 yards while PhysEd's QB John Os-

borne was good on 7 of the 11 passes he threw for 69

yards, a

Blues score early, clobber Stangs 14-1
By JIM COWAN

The University of Western Ontario
Mustangs were a little late getting to

Varsity Arena for Friday night's hock-
ey game, but by the time they left they
were probably wishing they hadn't
made it at all.

Come to think of it. they didn't.

The Stangs. playing their second
Lame in two nights, were the unwilling
victims ol a 14-1 blasting at the hands
ol the good guvs, the U of T Varsity
Blues

Playing with sis regulars on the side-
lines and two players called up from
the Interfaculty league. Blues took
Command with a goal by Bob McGuinn
.iltci 40 seconds, and needed only one
more, by rookie Mike Cyr at 2 20 to
win.

Alter that goal. Western coach Hon
Watson benched his starting goalie
Dave Duncan and sent in Pat Crandall.
Willi Iriends like Watson, Crandall
dooxn I need any enemies.

Crandall faired slightly better than
1 luncan it look Blues three and a half
minutes to score on him But after
number three, by Paul Laurent, the
daughter began in earnest.

PdUel6 THE VARSITY. Monday Oecemb

Led by John Wright, Bill Buba and
Mike Boland, Blues went to work and
dismantled the Stangs with almost ri-

diculous ease. Wright led the way with
five goals and three assists, Buba
picked up three goals and two assists,

and Boland set some sort of record
with assists on five consecutive goals.
In all. the line had a hand in nine of the
14 Varsity goals,

BUBA STARTS EAR1Y
Buba started the line off at 7:52 of

the first period. With Blues Dave Mc-
Dowall off for charging. Buba took a
pass from Wright and broke into the
clear. He drew Crandall and tucked the
puck in for his first regular season
goal.

His second goal finished off one of
the prettiest passing plays of the night.

Defenseman Bill L'Heureux passed to
Boland at the left of the Western net.
Hoi. mil dipped the puck out to Buba,
who deflected it past Crandall before
he could move.
The whole line combined to complete

Buba's hat trick before the end of the
second period. Wright took a pass from
Boland at centre ice. carried the puck

el I 1969

into the Western end and when the lone

defenseman moved to cover him, pas.

sed out to Buba who was all alone in

front of the net. Bang.

Wright's first two goals came on de-

flections off Western players. On his

third, assisted by (you guessed it) Buba
and Boland. his first shot was stopped
by Crandall, but he was left standing
long enough to score with his second.
Only then did the Mustang defense get
close enough to hit him.

A BOMB AND A GIFT
His fourth goal was a blazing shot

from just inside the blue line which
caught the upper corner of the net.

while his final marker followed a shot
from the point. The puck trickled past
the corner of the net. where Wright
was standing unmolested, and all he
had to do was grab it and steer it back
into the open goal.

Crandall should have got a medal for

bravery, for all the support his defense
gave him. When they weren't being
caught up ice they were standing
around admiring the way Blues for-

wards handled the puck. .

One of the best examples of how not
to play defense was Robbie Ellis's

goal. Ellis had originally carried the
puck out of the Varsity end, then took a
pass back from Mike Cyr. Ellis fanned
on his first shot, but still had time to
swing around and backhand the puck
past Crandall. Where was the defense,
you may well ask. Who knows? .

Blues other goals came from Bryan
Tompson and Rod Brown, called up
from the interfac league. Tompson's
was a beautiful breakaway effort after
he was sprung loose by a pass from
Laurent. John Wright assisted on
Brown's goal.

Grant Cole played a solid game in
Blues net and despite the lopsided
score earned a shutout, but the goose
egg was broken with less than two
minutes remaining when a screen shot
by John Pirie slipped past.

BLUESNOTES: Shots on goal were
35-24 with Blues on top. . . Toronto
picked up 14 minutes in penalties to
Western's 8. . .Dave McDowall was
fingered for four minor penalties, but
nonetheless assisted on two goals.
Cyr, Buba, Ellis and Brown all scored
their first goals as Blues in SIHL play.

.

. Wright said after the game his line
had a bad week in practice.



THE DEATH OF FETHERLING IN THE
CELEBRATED 1959 CANADIAN DRUGSTORE

or

STE. GWENDOLYN'S REVENGE

mphutus bi Karen Smiley.

squee
2 see if the

but p

i discovered it friday,

a 1959 drugstore hidden rite here

in toronto

i 4get exactly where
but i cried big soda fountain tears unasha

wandering among the tampax & toothbrushes
jjng yellowed penguin paperbacks
ey were real

ushing onward 2 the gall be4 the reaction
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came

MAC'S GETS THE AXE'SEE CENTRE



... A SPECIAL OFFER ...

A S I 32.00 ENTERTAINMENT VALUE THA
[fie "ACTIVJTO PASSPORT" is, a iKmk of FREE
\ litis ) ou to enjoy various enlorlainmt'iil and recreate

establishment Itiat is reprt'SonU'tl in the "ACTIVITA
anlce liial each pass will bp fully honoured.

Here is an opportunity tor you to enjoy ,\ Fl'LL YEARS I N 1 FRT.WNMENT for ONLY $2.50

Below is a resume the tickets thai make up your "ACTIVITY PASSPORT".

H AT COSTS YOU ONLY S2.S0

PASSES, and discount coupons which In-

itial pleasures around TORONTO. Every

PASSPORT" lias given a written guar-

\i 1 1 \ 1 1 1. TICKETS VALUE
Hockey —Maple Leaf Gardens (Jr. A) 1 $ 3,50

Skfing-Honey Tot 1 3 50

-Uplands Ski Hole 2 10.00

Discotheque — Mynah Bird 1 8.00
— Ri verboat 10.00
- Speak Easy 2 2.00
— The Onion 4 6.00
— The Ultimate Gramophone 1 2.00
— Soul City 1 1.00

— Picasso Key Club 1

-The Bod Pod 2 3.00

Ballroom Dancine — (Tub Interlude 1 3.50

Theatre -Studio Lab Theatre 1 4.0C

—Toronto Workshop Productions 2 8.00

Golf— Forest Hills dolt Club
-Hornby Tower Golf Course 1 2.50

Swimming -Central Y.M.CA. 2 6.00

Karale-Tsunjoka Karate School 1 5.00

Judo-Hatashita *udo Club I 5.00

Bowling -Don Mills Bowl, Shea's Bowl 3 .90

Billiards— Embassy, Don Mills, Broadway 3 4.05

Curling-The Terrace 2 5.00

Horseback Riding -Circle M Ranch 3 7.00

Ice Skaling-The Terrace 2 4.00

Sleigh Ride-Central Don Stables 1 2.00

Roller Skating -The Terrace 2 4.00

Bridge Studio -Kale Buckmon's 4 18.25

Latin Dancing-Mo Mo's Discotheque 1 2.00

Total Value $131.70

HART HOUSE MUSIC COMMITTEE PRESENTS
NOON HOUR CLASSICAL CONCERT

Wednesday, December 3

Music Room, 1-2 p.m.

ESTHER GARTNER!, IV Music

1st 'Cellist, U. of T. Orchestra

Sonata for Cello & Piano

Fantasie Pieces. Op. 73.

. J. S. Bach

. .Beethoven

. . .Schumann

Caroline Godiel. at the piano

Ladies Welcome-

There are Just 2500 passports available -Certainly not enough for everyone, so it's advisable
Uial you hurry and get one for yourself NOW!
AVAILABLE AT: ENGINEERING STORES, MILL BUILDIN i

ERINDALE SAGE OFFICES. ROOM 155 *

RADIO VARSITY '

SCARBORO STUDENT SOC OFFICES. ROOM S421A

BJARNASON, COSTELLO
& ASSOCIATES

Suite 1208,
Toronto Professional Bldg,

123 Edward Street,

Toronto 101, Ontario Telephone 364-0973

IMMIGRATION
CONSULTANTS

THIS WEEK AT SAC
Tuesday, Dec. 2nd: - Education Commission Meeting

1:00 o.m.. SAC Office

- Centennial Film Society - to Discuss upcoming

film - all welcome

5:00 p.m., SAC Office

- Union-Mgmt. meeting - open discussion between

local 1222 and SAC.

4:00 p.m., SAC Office

- Cultural Affairs Commission - discussion on

campus pub - also budget allocation

5:30 p.m., SAC Office

- Executive Meeting

6:30 pjn., SAC Office

Wednesday, Dec. 3rd. - SAC General meeting - housing report

7:00 p.m., - SAC lawyers

Alumnae Hall, - Drache rePorl

Victoria College S">"P*
- OUli

-Campbell

-AUSC
- Radio Varsity

- Spadina

Thursday, Dec 4th: - Union of Course Unions

1:00 p.m., Hart House

Coming again this year on Dec. 19 - All Day
SACCUS- BACCHUS - FRACCUS

COME ONE, COME ALL
ENJOY - ENJOY - A SAC XMAS PARTY

FREE! FREE!

ROCHDALE IS ALIVE!

We aren't leaving. We have good

reasons to stay. Perhaps you have

good reason to come.

The cost of residence is reasonable:

Single rooms with community

kitchen $70-$73 mo.

Double rooms with community
Kitchen $50-$53 mo.

Double rooms with Kitchen

in unit $60 mo.

Meals $1.00 or $11.00 the week.

ROCHDALE COLLEGE
come live with us

341 BLOOR ST. W. 921-3168
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SAC discovers irrelevance

Mclwain attacks Abols' SAC leadership
By TREVOR SPURR

^ The Students' Adminis-^ trative Council met to justify

its existence Wednesday night

and wound up hearing a

stinging attack on president

Gus Abols from Engineering
Society president Art
Mcllwain.

"This could be a really

important and a really worth-

while meeting", said Art
Moses III UC passionately, as

the meeting opened.

Yet two and one-half hours
later only aimless discussion

had taken place. At this point

the chair recognized Wayne
Hankey (SGS).

"I've been sitting here doo-

dling and I find I've been
writing a hymn from the Mass
for the Dead. The line reads,

'this is the day in which the age
dissolves in the dust'

,

" he said,

j He pointed out there is no
debate over ideologies in this

year's council and none of the

people raising new ideas on
campus ever come to SAC
meetings.

SHADES OF CUS
"There is nothing happening

in SAC this year."

"The proposals being made
here tonight are the kind of

thing I heard three years ago

when the Canadian Union of

Students was in the first stage

of dissolution. " Hankey said.

He was referring to earlier

discussion on the need for SAC

members to get back in touch

with the grass roots.

"This is the cycle inherent in

elite organizations.

"I think a certain historical

process has happened. That
process is over and SAC is now
irrelevant," he said.

NEW AWARENESS
"A political awareness has

come to this campus. What
former councils hoped would
happen was everyone would
become leftist.

"Well the students have
become aware all right, but

they have not become pinkos."

Hankey continued.

He cited the number of

student organizations who
stated their various positions

at the discipline crisis in Sep-

tember and concluded SAC no

longer can speak for the stu-

dents.

NO FOLLOWERS
"We can't simply produce a

policy here and have people

follow anymore," he said.

Hankey also used SAC pres-

ident Gus Abols and the rest of

the Executive as^n example of

why SAC can have no lead-

ership function.

"These elected people are

not going to reach any sort of

compromise position on an

issue.

"They don't work together

to create a new analysis. They
tolerate each other," he said.

"We are no longer needed

structurally or ideologically.

We are politically insignifi-

cant," he concluded.

SAC POWERLESS
SAC President Gus Abols

concurred with Hankey in the

belief power no longer rests in

SAC.
"Students are no longer

apathetic. They 're politicized.

"They see SAC as a threat to

what they want,
'

' he said.

But Abols also believed the

council does not have power
because its members are split

into two factions.

Art Mcllwain then rose and
laid the blame for SAC's
demise on its president Gus
Abols.

OUT TO LUNCH
"Without effective lead-

ership from the top of the

council there can be no action

from SAC.
"If the president is unwilling

or unable to formulate ideas

SAC can have little power," he

said.

"My personal reaction to

Abol's attitude towards his

council is he is out to lunch,"

he added.

"Will Mr. Mcllwain desist

from his personal attack on

Abols", interjected Hankey.
Mcllwain nevertheless con-

tinued, saying he feared the

CUG report would die because

SAC had lost its leadership

function by default.

ATTACKS ABOLS
"It's not because the prerog-

ative has gone from SAC to

other bodies but because the

SAC president is unable or

unwilling to provide the lead-

ership which is necessary," he

said.

Mcllwain concluded with a

plea for unity.

"I see CUG dying. The thing

SAC has worked for during the

last three or four years and it's

all because of petty faction-

alism.

"Please lets stop this fac-

tionalism", he said.

Abols had remained silent

throughout the attack on his

leadership. He sat staring at

the papers on his desk.

"This is the first time the

council has really started to

talk to each other", he then

said.

In a statement to The
Varsity after the meeting,

Mcllwain retracted his attack.

"First of all, I would like to

say I support Mr: Abols and the

direction of his leadership of

SAC.
'I felt that the time had

come foran end to the faction-

alism which has made mean-
ingful actions on SAC's part

impossible.

"There is between Mr. Abols
and myself no fundamental
difference of opinion, but. at

least on my part, a consid-

erable amount of respect."

Abols, who had accompanied
Mcllwain to The Varsity to

make the statement, asked if

the attacks had been aimed at

the entire executive.

"No." replied Mcllwain.
"Well, let s go and get the

last round at the Bull and
Bear." said Abols.

LOW ON BREAD FOR

YOUR CHRISTMAS

PRESENTS?

USE YOUR CHARGE -

ACCOUNT AT THE

UNIVERSITY

BOOKROOM

George Murray and Bernie Teilelboum follow SAC proceedings two weeks ago as Abols
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On dropping 20,000 pink papers in the real world
Twenty thousand copies of Fri-

day's Community Issue of The

Varsity were distributed outside

of the university. Commercial dis-

tributers dropped 13,000 at hous-

es and schools. We would like to

thank the 30 eoger people who
stood on cold street-corners to dis-

tribute the other 7,000. Special

commendation goes to Paul Car-

son who gave one to Gordon Sin-

clair.

"Yes, it's us again," he told

Sinclair, Chuckling.

How was the community issue

received?

Someone in Simcoe Hall com-
mented about the colour: "/ guess

the Varsity is getting ready tor

Christmas."
Meanwhile we've received

some reaction from Kensington

itself. Mrs. Dan Martyniuk, whose
husband is the Kensington Area
Residents' Association president,

phoned to say she liked our treat-

ment of Allan Schwam, a long-

time opponent of Mr. Martyniuk.

Apart from that, we're still

waiting for a reaction from the

community. It's a big city, and
you get the impression that the

20,000 copies hove been dropped
down a well.

Here's how one distributor felt:

varsity

Miry MX An in

It's four in the afternoon and

I'm standing in front of Eaton's

at College and Yonge with 300

copies of the Varsity Community
Issue.

Through the cold and monox-
ide I'm learning why the Spadina

Expressway has got this far, and
why it will probably reach Bloor

after the civic election is over

and the candidates have forgot-

ten their promises.

I'm also learning why the uni-

versity can expropriate all of

Kensington and half of Lake
Ontario if a feasibility study

deems it necessary.

The wrong people are taking

the papers from my hand.

It's not that old woman, kids

on their way back from hockey
practice, and construction work-
ers shouldn't know about the

expressway, expropriation and
their effect upon the people of

Kensington.

It's just that these people
aren't in a position to do any-
thing about it. They have no
power. If they did the express-
way might have never got past
the planning stage.

It's the suit-and-tie execu-
tives, the suburban mother with
her children coming out of Ea-
ton's or getting off the subway,
the "silent majority" who have
the power. They are the people

L
o

that William Dennison and Allan

Lamport represent.

Few of them are taking my
papers. Most either ignore me
altogether or dismiss me with
frosty stares that say anything
distributed for free must be ei-

ther communist propaganda or

just plain crap.

I wonder whether it's my long

hair and beard that's turning
them off, or is it just that their

lives are so oriented towards
money that they can't accept
someone standing in the cold and
getting nothing in return.

Thinking this to be the case, I

try a new approach yelling
"Find out where your tax dollar

is going!" Immediately three
businessmen grab copies from
my hand saying that it's about
time somebody told them.
One man asked me if we had

anything nice to say about the
establishment for a change. I

told him that, if the establish-

ment was against the Spadina
Expressway and thoughtless
expropriation, then we had
something nice to say about
them.

Unfortunately, the establish-
ment was throwing the commun-
ity issue into the trash can. They
may be apathetic but at least

they're not litterbugs.

jim struthers

LETTERS
a quill in the hand is worth a bush in the mouth

(an macbubbo ditcovotod th. i.al reality «l
love and It wai itmbU, barb bokod bang-up ba-
nana coko, {ohnton droppod pllU all night for a
loolhach* but that » what thoy all toy. wolkom by
torn wid cation at cowan mulotk.d ovor a ttory

ond marihol dlllon oiled luttott and fattitt,
tporrod on kotlmltanli in th. hall ai polioc cam*
thick and fail and pom klolnburgor knowi lha
Moro on rochdolo yoy laid dowo horo it cupiu«<up
at mow cam* in Iho wlnniodow. thotot nool loll-

ing who I || hoppon to ttrulhou, do-good* f tdllM,
told mark at ho got hit hollingworth. it i much
toultor outtldo but good to get back to maoi
moggt.
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it was my privilege to be featured in

a front page headline in your Novem-
ber 26 issue "Ivey questions student
competence to govern at CUG pro-

gramming meetings." One disadvan-

tage of participation in open meetings
is that one can be too readily labelled

as a bad guy — or a good guy — on the

basis of a brief headline. Some of my
colleagues have congratulated me on
taking a stand against student partici-

pation, and some students have chided
me for my lack of trust of students. I

am equally unhappy with both of these
opinions.

It is probably impossible to counter-
act the effect of a headline by a letter

to the editor, and I usually refrain from
trying to do so, but 1 felt that this time I

should take pen in hand (quill, of
course )

.
The headline was accurate but

incomplete in that I did not single out
the student estate. It might more ap-
propriately have read "Ivey questions
staff, student and lay competence to
govern." I would prefer to be labelled
as anli-everybody. rather than simply
anti-student, if I am to be labelled at

all.

It was my understanding that the

purpose of the open meetings of the

Programming Committee was to give

members of the University an oppor-
tunity to discuss the Report with the

Commissioners. I asked what I felt to

be a fundamental question of some
importance, and I believe that the four

Commissioners present also felt that it

was important, because they each re-

sponded to it sensibly and at some
length. My question was summarized
reasonably accurately in the U. of T.

Bulletin as "Would members of the
proposed Governing Council be so busy
educating themselves about their new
responsibilities that the job of running
the University would be left to a bu-
reaucracy?" The Commissioners
themselves have suggested that they
spent a great deal of time educating
one another before reaching the stage
of producing a consensus report — and
members of the Governing Council are
not likely to be able to spend anything
like the amount of time that the Com-
missioners did.

Even though I had been an academic
staff member in the University for

many years before accepting an admin-
istrative post, it seemed to take a year
or so in such a role before I felt knowl-

edgeable enough to contribute usefully

to the deliberations of senior governing

councils. While granting the possibility

that 1 am a slow learner, or suffer from

an excessive modesty, it is this experi-

ence that led me to initiate a discussion

of this question.

D. G. Ivey,

Principal,

New College

P.S. Perhaps we should write our own
headlines. How about "Quill in hand ?

violent protest

Let's try again. I did describe the
glorification of violent demonstrations
per se, and the intense factionalism,
which have marked the left increasing-

ly in the last four years. I did say that

this tendency, a reaction to the non-vi.

olent movement of 1956-1963. had
reached its high-water mark, and it

was time for an assessment. The as-
sessment I attempted was too exten-
sive and too delicate to report in a
short news story, or a short letter to

the editor. It did not conclude that vio-

lent protest would "die out".

Chandler Davis

Department of Mathematics

insulting request

Could we please have more comix?
Thank you.

Maurice Soligofll SMC)



'no

b
'academic freedom' protects

interests of faculty only
By HAL WHITE

Hal White is a graduate student and
teaching assistant in the Department
of Philosophy.

A substantial portion of the Asso-
ciation of Teaching Staff believe that

students have no place in decisions on
hiring, firing, promotion, and tenure.

In the second part of this article I will

discuss their arguments. But to lay

the groundwork. I will first look at the

traditional arguments against public

and administrative interference in

these and other areas.

The standard argument for profes-

sional autonomy or "academic free-

dom" can be found in many places. In

the 1915 Declaration of Principles of

the American Association of Uni-

versity Professors, is this version:

(1) One of the main social purposes

of the universities is to "advance the

sum of human knowledge."

(2) Academics are engaged in a

disinterested (e.g. free of economic
motives) search for truth.

(3) The public and the adminis-
tration have special interests, often

financial, and their interference

would "react injuriously upon the

efficiency and morale of the insti-

tution."

Therefore any restrictions on aca-

demic freedom are not in the

interests of the public.

When giving this argument, aca-

demics usually mention that with

their rights is a responsibility —
though only a moral one — to the

general public. But they are made
quite uncomfortable by the common
allegation that they are not only

morally responsible, but accountable

to the public, since "He who pays the

piper calls the tune."

Arthur Lovejoy says: "The principle

of academic freedom is. . . a para-

doxical one; ir asserts that those who
buy a certain service may not prescribe

the nature of the service to be ren-

dered."

Howard Mumford Jones admits
that common man finds the tradi-

tional argument "unintelligible".

Jones accepts the special relation

between the professor and his

employers.

"I believe the popular mind can be

brought to accept it," he concludes
condescendingly.

Let us now examine the standard

argument. The most obvious thing

that strikes one is that the second and

third premises are false. The second

premise is false because it is no

longer the case that all or almost all

academics are disinterested. The 1915

Declaration spoke of the following

ideals:

"The proper discharge of this

function (seeking and imparting

knowledge) requires. . . that the uni-

versity teacher be exempt from any
pecuniary motive or inducement to

hold, or to express, any conclusion

whicb is not the genuine and uncolored

product of his own study. Indeed the

proper fulfillment of the work of the

professoriate requires that our univers-

ities shall be so free that no fair-

minded person shall find any excuse

for even a suspicion that the utterances

of university teachers are shaped or

restricted by the judgment. . . of

inexpert and possibly not wholly disin-

terested persons outside their ranks. . .

To the degree that professional

scholars, in the formation and promul-

gation of their opinions are . . .subject

to any motive other than their own
scientific conscience, . . to that degree

the university teaching profession is

corrupted. . . and society fails to get

from its scholars. . . the peculiar and
necessary service which it is the office

of the professional scholar to furnish."

At the U of T this past year, pro-

fessors received 1.4 million dollars

from the U.S. Department of Def-

ence, that in August, for instance,

certain professors were to complete a

$161,000 contract, for the Pentagon on

"Very-High-Altitude Missile and

Decoy Gas Dynamics."
Note that the CUG reported: "Dr.

G. DeB. Robinson, Vice President

(Research Administration) stated

that even the existing rules on pro-

cessing research grants were at first

resisted by some faculty members.
"

There is even more resistance to

the mild reforms suggested by CUG.
There will be immense resistance to

what I propose now: that professors

make public the amount and sources

of all outside income.

No "fair-minded" person can doubt

that substantial numbers of pro-

fessors sell their services to "not

wholly disinterested persons outside

their ranks".

By the standards of the 1915 Decla-

ration, the profession contains sub-

stantial corruption, and the public is

being cheated. And the profession is

not taking speedy steps to remedy that

corruption. The stage is set for public

intervention.

This brings us to the reason why the

third premise is false, why it is false

that public or administrative inter-

ference always hinders the pursuit of

knowledge. Jones gives the basic

argument against this premise,
though he attributes it to "dema-
gogues" and "democrats".

"We do not permit doctors to practice

except when they are licensed by the

stale, nor lawyers, nor dentists, nor

clergymen, nor undertakers. We reg-

ulate banks and railroads and
insurance companies and fraternal

orders by law." Here's the general

point:

It is both inevitable and desirable

that those whose lives are affected by
the practice of a professional group
regulate that group in certain ways.

This does not mean that inter-

ference is desirable at every point.

The layman, for instance, should

not guide the surgeon's hand, but he

does have the right to be on a jury
decidinga malpractice suit. In gen-

eral, you can justify interference by
recognizing that professional groups,

cliques, and individuals have selfish

interests which may keep the pro-

fession from correcting obvious evils

and inequities.

Certain sorts of interference with a
professional group help rather than
hinder that group in serving its

function disinterestedly.

Frank Underhill was correct when
he said a profession is granted its

autonomy "as a privilege due to the

high quality of the service it per-

forms."

The corollary to this (though it

would make Underhill uncom-
fortable) is that defects in the service

provided by a profession constitute,

prima facie, a basis tor public or

administrative intervention.

In such cases the burden of proof is

on the profession to demonstrate that

it can better correct the evil on its

own. Academics, of course try to put

the shoe on the other (i.e. wrong)
foot. They like to argue that they have

an absolute right not to be interfered

with, and have the outsider try to

justify the exception.

We are now in a position to criticize

arguments that students should have

no say in hiring, firing and tenure.

The favorite argument here says that

students have no scholarly compet-
ence, and that their interference

would hinder academic pursuits. We
have already given reasons for

thinking that even if students had no

academic competence, it would not

follow that professional pursuits

would be hindered be their "interfer-

ence". But here this anti-lay

argument does not apply. For the

student is not, in many cases an
ignorant layman. If he is an advanced

student, he may know more than

certain members of his department in

certain areas.

Thus the opponents of student

power must put their arguments this

way. Students are in general less

competent to judge scholarship than

the faculty, therefore only the faculty

should judge. By looking at the form of

this argument alone, we can tell that it

could never establish its intended con-

clusion. The fact that one group in

general is more competent gives us

no reason for holding that only indi-

viduals from that group should judge.

Some students may be more com-
petent than some faculty.

If a certain level of competence is

required of all those in a department

who judge, there is no rational basis

for including all faculty members
without at the same time including

some students. (It is assumed here

that all faculty members do have a

right to judge, that monarchical and

oligarchical departments are on the

way out. i

Continued on Page 7
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Dramatic phone call interrupts forum on Americanization of universities

Only Canada allows an "academic common market" charge professors

By TOM WALKOM
A talk Friday on Americani-

zation of Canadian Universi-

ties was dramatically inter-

rupted by a telephone call from

a University of Winnipeg pro-

fessor just fired for "refusing

to teach an American-centred

Canadian political science

course.'

'

Professors James Steele and

Robin Matthews, two Carleton

University English professors,

who several months ago star-

tled the academic world with a

plea to de-Americanize univer-

sity faculties, were speaking in

Convocation Hall.

As chairman Michael

Vaughan (SGS)rose to intro-

duce the panel, Matthews

slipped off stage.

'I guess he's got a phone

call," grinned Vaughan boy-

ishly.

Matthews was not grinning

when he returned.

TOO NICE

"We've been too nice about

the situation," he said,

recounting his phone call from

a Prof. Raymond Rogers at the

University of Winnipeg.

Matthews described Rogers

as "a leading political scientist

in Canada — one who has pub-

lished over 20 articles."

When Rogers last year criti-

cized the number of American
professors at U of W, he was
"muzzled" by the chairman of

his department.

The chairman is an Ameri-
can.

This year, Matthews said,

Rogers attempted to revamp

the first year Canadian politi-

cal science course. The exist-

ing course "centred on U.S.

problems; four outof five texts

were American."

DISCIPLINE THREATENED
Rogers was told by his chair-

man that "disciplinary steps

would be taken" if he did not

teach the course as planned.

Rogers, a Canadian who had

just come from the U.S. was at

the time paying American
income tax. As is the custom,

he served notice on the univer-

sity that he was not liable for

Canadian income tax for a two
year period.

"The university considered

him to have resigned because

of this notice," said Matthews.

"Yet other professors, who
were American citizens and

NATIONALITY OF TEACHING STAFF

(from the Drache Research Report on the Faculty of Arts and Science) This shows the

importation of U.S., British and other professors in the U of T arts and science faculty.

CANADIAN

AMERICAN
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who served the same notice,

were not considered to have

resigned."

An American citizen teach-

ing in Canada is granted a two

year tax holiday from both

countries.

ATTACK POLICY

Both Matthews and Steele

criticized the Canadian univer-

sity for choosing Americans

over Canadians.

"The international commun-

ity of scholars is a fairy tale,"

said Steele. "An academic

common market exists in one

country only — Canada."

"Every country in the world

except Canada makes it diffi-

cult for foreign scholars to

compete with domestic ones,"

Steele went on.

"When all countries except

Canada discriminate, the

result is discrimination against

Canadian scholars, Canadian

graduates face the toughest

market conditions in the

world."

In 1961, 75 per cent of Cana-

dian university positions were

held by Canadians, while today

the percentage is 50 said

Steele.

MORE OUTSIDERS
Although the number of

Canadians receiving degrees
has increased, the number of

appointments going to foreign-

ers has accelerated to 86 per
cent, he said.

Matthews quoted a letter

from a recent Canadian PhD
graduate, who found the only

possible way to get employ-
ment was by "taking out

American citizenship and get-

ting a job in Canada; taking a

Berlitz crash course in BBC
English and getting a job in

Britain, or getting a job in an
underdeveloped country."

The real problem is not the

plight of the university gradu-

ate said Steele. "We agree that

Canadian academics have no

right to run a closed shop.
'

'

The crux, he said is that

"Canadian particularisms will

not be taken into account by
Americans, and Canadians will

lose control of what is taught,

who teaches and who hires.

"

Matthews and Steele recom-
mend government legislation

that requires two-thirds of a

university faculty be Canadian.

Dr. Robert Croach, a Cana-
dian on the staff of a New York
graduate school explained why
Americans come to Canada in

the first place.

"The U.S. has many more
graduates and fewer jobs," he

said.

He cited the Vietnam war,
which motivates students to

stay in school till they are 26

and gain a PhD, as the cause of

the former, and state cutbacks
in educational spending as
reason for the latter.

COUNTRIES IN WHICH PHDs WERE EARNED by 1969 arts and science faculty (from
Commonwealth Universities Yearbook) . This shows the exportation of Canadians for
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degrees.
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Our campuses are "colonial outposts"-Drache
The Americanization of Canadian universi-

ties came under fire last Wednesday from
George Haggar, a former York University
professor, and Dan Drache, author of the con-
troversial Drache Report to CUG.

"Americanization is not simply a fact of
numbers," said Haggar, who calls himself
"the only unemployed PhD in the country."
"The American approach is much more

dangerous than the fact that V numbers of
Americans are teaching here," he said.
Haggar said he has no quarrel "with dis-

tinguished scholars of any political stripe."
"But we are not bringing in distinguished

scholars — just the B.A.'s and M.A.'s," he
said. "Last year 1,013 Americans and only 362
Canadian out of a graduating class of 10,000
were hired."

Drache called Canadian universities "colo-
nial outposts," which ten years ago were con-
trolled by the British and are now "a prime
channel for protecting American interests."
He quoted figures describing the make-up

of the Arts and Science faculty at U of T.
Canadians make up 54 per cent of the facul-

ty, Americans 18 per cent, British 14 per cent,
and other 14 per cent. Of the Canadians 3? per
cent received their degrees from American
schools. (See graphs.

)

In hiring procedures especially, this Ameri-
can composition has great influence, said
Drache.

Hiring for Canadian universities is done not
through open advertising, but through a gra-
pevine method. Faculty members advise the
department chairman to hire people with
whom they have a personal knowledge or ac-
quaintance.

This leads to an acceleration of American
teachers, said Drache.

"Fifteen per cent of Americans here in pol-
itical science came because they couldn't find
jobs in the U.S." said Haggar. "American
professors coming to Canada gain a two year
tax holiday, too."

One professor was absolved from the U S
draft when he came to U of T because his
teaching in Canada was in "the national inter-
est," said Haggar.



photo by EttoI Young

About 150 candle-bearers marched from Convocation Hall to City Hall Friday to

mourn the civilian dead in the Biafran war. In Nathan Phillips Square the mourners
were addressed by Dr. Samuel Imiku, Biafran chairman of Rehabilitation Commis-
sion and Stanley Burke, broadcaster turned orator, who told the chilly crowd "there
is a ground-swell in Canada which is being felt in England where people are saying
'This bloody war has gone on long enough.' " Skaters on the City Hall rink were
unconcerned.

academic freedom
Continued from Page 5

Another point that should be raised
here is that competence plays less of

a role than is commonly admitted in

such things as hiring and promotion.
Because of specialization, faculty
members within one department are
often judging a man's performance in

an area they know almost nothing
about. The student, in this case would
be at no special disadvantage if he
knows nothing about the area either.

And he may, of course, have spe-

cialized in that area himself, though
no faculty members in his

department have.

Another popular argument against
student participation is that students

have less at stake (careers, etc. > and
should not judge.

The fallacy of this argument is that

it turns what is usually considered a

disqualifying factor, into " a
requirement — namely, interest.

Because academics have profes-

sional and economic interests

involved, they are supposed to be
better judges. We are supposed to

believe that academics do not

blackball and back-stab and

aggrandize themselves when their

interests are at stake. I suggest that

members of departmental cliques or

monoliths may be poorer judges than

many of their students.

The last argument has a stench to

it, though it is often heard: Students

on personnel committees would
introduce political considerations into

academic matters, etc. etc. One is

supposed to consider the absence of

radicals in tenured positions as due to

Providence or the "law of supply and
demand" or similar bullshit.

This argument is evidence of an
almost pathological inability to distin-

guish how the world is from how one
might like it to be. A university in

which political considerations play no
part has never existed.

The faculty's resistance to student

participation is an attempt to

preserve the status quo of scholarship
— in itself a conservative, political

act.

We have a political struggle

between students, who wish to change
the form and content of present schol-

arship, and the faculty, who do not.

HOUSE SO
UNDERWATER CLUB
INNERSPACE SEMINAR

To-night, Debates Room. 7:30

SURGEON-COMMANDER KIDD
Presenting new research on

Decompression Phenomena
Ladies Welcome

NOON HOUR FILMS
Today and Thursday

East Common Room, 1:10 p.m.

Quiet Social Comments:
ONCE UPON A PRIME TIME

23 SK1DOO and TOYS
Ladies Welcome

JAZZ CONCERT
Tuesday. December 2

THE SURVIVAL JAZZ QUINTET
East Common Room, 12-2 p.m.

Ladies Welcome

CLASSICAL CONCERT
Wednesday, December 3

Music Room, 1-2 p.m.

ESTHER GARTNER, 'Cellist

Ladies Welcome

CAMERA CLUB
Wednesday, December 3

Club Rooms, I: 10 p.m.

8x10 BLACK AND WHITE
Maximum -4 Prints

Judge: MR FRANK ROYAL

STEAK & CHAMPAGNE
AT THE

NEW YEAR'S EVE BALL
Tickets on Sale now
from Hall Porter &

Undergraduate Office.

S 1 7 /couple

enter
Freel DANCE MARATHON

At BAZAAR '69

ST.LAWRENCE MARKET
FRONT A JAftVIS

S1005S in prizes
(PLEASE PRINT)

NAME:

ADDRESS:

AGE:

MALE
I hereby give my consent for th<

be taken during the marathon ,

— PHONE:

FEMALE
iae of any publicity photograph* which may

Send application form to: BAZAAR *69 S,nn«iur«

e 31, 223 Church St., Toronto % Ontario PHONE: J66-4781

NOW AVAILABLE

S.C.M.

CHRISTMAS

CARDS

Silk screened

Original Designs

Limited Edition.

S.C.M. Office

Hart House

St. Michael's College

Teach-in

on

CUG
Thursday, December 4

and

Friday, December 5

STUDENT - FACULTY CENTRE
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INSTITUTE FOR THE

HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

"Historical Relations Between Science 3nd Technology"

by Deiek J . de Solla Price, Avalon Professor of the His-

tory of Science, Yale University

3rd December 1.10 p.m. Room 202 McLennan Laboratory

(New Physics Building)

Sponsoied by the Varsity Fund. All members of the Univ-

ersity Community are invited.

CIA detains Sewell-late for HH debate

CAREERS AT CGE
for

Engineers andScience Majors

Canadian General Electric's GRADUATE ENGINEER
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM provides an avenue of

entry into careers in Information Processing, Manufac-

turing, Marketing, Research, Development and Design,

and Employee Relations.

There are continuing opportunities for professional

development. The broad diversification of the Company
and its decentralized organization provide a dynamic

environment for self-development and the opportunity

through your career to move not only across functions,

but also between product businesses.

Company recruiting officers will visit

your campus to conduct interviews on:

"DFCEM3ER II. 12, 13

CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC

The guest of honor was
detained by the CIA.

John Sewell. candidate for

alderman in Ward 7, was the

special guest at the 209th Hart

House debate on Thursday

evening. Sewell 's previous

engagement with the Regent

Park Community Improve-

ment Association (RPCIA) had

run overtime.

He arrived just in time to

hear Peter Kent's summation
for the ayes on the motion: "In

Toronto, money is worth more

than people and this house

regrets it."

Sewell, a graduate of the

University of Toronto Law
School, was a founding mem-
ber of the Toronto Community
Union Project. He has spent

the past three years as a volun-

teer community organizer in

Trefann Court on a weekly

salary of $50. Last October, the

SAC voted to support his

campaign with a $300 grant to

help defray expenses.

In a brief address following

the debate, Sewell said: "The
campaign is being fought on

the issue of citizen participa-

tion. It is the only way to fight

money and power." He is,

however, pessimistic about the

prospects for change.

With increasing violence in

U.S. cities, Toronto is fast

becoming an ever more popu-

lar convention centre. "The
municipal and provincial gov-

ernments are in league to

encourage this new trade by

building a downtown airport

and eliminating houses from

the city's core," says Sewell.

He predicts that the aboli-

tion of the Board of Control

will lead to a lot of political

backscratching in the bid for

the four executive positions on

city council. "Any chance of a

maverick being elected will be

scotched, "he says.

The debate earlier in the

evening was a lively exchange

of insults and oneupmanship.

Alan Bowker iSGSt and Peter

Kent (I Lawi, for the ayes,

roundly defeated Gary Segal

(II Lawi and Ted Rotenberg

(II Law) 32 to eight. Bowker
concluded the evening, observ-

ing that perhaps next time Mr.

Speaker should pick his noes
more carefully.

Faculty parity debate continues

Academic Freedom and Scholarship are alive and well and

hiding in the Arts Faculty Council.

The Council decided Wednesday that they would not be hasty

in coming to a decision on the staff-student parity issue.

Prof. W. H. Nelson, who presented the motion to the council,

said, "it is not my purpose to reject student participation in our

affairs or to reject student participation in department affairs

and committees."
Nelson said he did reject staff-student parity in department

government affairs. The issue of parity became a central one

because of student pressures for equality within the community.

But said Nelson, equality is not the same as parity.

Prof. J. M. Rist argued that if students were given parity on

hiring and firing committees political commitments might be

introduced.

It might be, said Rist, that a professor's ideology would be

the basis for the student s choice.

Bob Barkwell, SAC vice-president told the Council that the

question of student participation is one of power.

"Student's have the right to make decisions over things that

effect their lives," said Barkwell.

"If the faculty of the university fail to recognize that stu-

dents have the right to participate in decisions that effect their

lives then students will organize to get that power,"
After two and one half hours of debate the Council adjourned

promising to return and continue at their earliest possible con-

venience.

29 arrested at UCLA for short sit-in
LOS ANGELES (CUP-CPS)

— Twenty-nine UCLA students

have been charged with con-

spiracy and kidnapping after a

sit-in which held an adminis-
trator prisoner for less than
two hours. If convicted they

face possible life sentences.

The students, members of

the SDS and the Asian Radical

Movement, were protesting

the firing of a black cafeteria

worker who allegedly took an

unauthorized coffee break.

Charles Bargaineer, the

worker who was employed as a

busboy, had reportedly been
asked to continue working and

take his break later because of

unusually heavy business

October 6, the first day of

classes.

When he refused, his super-

visor George Leshefka fired

him. Leshefka refused com-
ment on why Bargaineer was

nnni nwoe
NEW YEAR'S EVE BALL

HART HOUSE A
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fired, saying SDS has "blown
this thing completely out of

proportion."

The students said racism
was behind the firing. Laura
Ho, Chairman of ARM, said

Bargaineer was fired "because
he spoke out, he fought back
against the exploitation,

repression and racism in food

services".

The students had gone to the

office of Associated Students
executive director Adloph
Brugger the afternoon of

November 19 following a noon
rally.

The food services are part of

the Associated Students. The
students negotiated throughout
the afternoon, with Brugger
offering to rehire the worker
with back pay pending a hear-
ing by a disciplinary board.
Although there have been pro-

tests for over a month, this

was the first mention of a
board to hear the charges.
The students turned down

the offer, demanding Bargai-
neer be rehired without qualifi-

cation. They voted to stay until

the demand was met and barri-
caded the office about 7 p.m.

All agreed that Brugger was
not threatened or hurt in any
way except that he was not
allowed to leave his office.
Twenty-five UCLA campus
police assisted by 20 Los Ange-
les police arrived at 8:15 p.m..
and after issuing two warnings
that students were violating
the law. broke down the barri-
cades and arrested those
inside.



Would World War II have started
if someone had talked to Hitler?

By JIM STRUTHERS
If the right person had talked

to Adolph Hitler, Sirhan Sirhan
and Richard Speck, at the right
time, there would have been no
World War II, and Robert
Kennedy as well as eight Chi-
cago nurses would be alive
today.

This is the firm conviction of
Dr. Charles Mercieca, interna-
tional president of the Interna-

tional Association of Educa-
tors for World Peace, who has
been in Toronto for the past ten
days attempting to establish a
chapter of his organization at
this university.

"If we could have had a
chapter in Los Angeles and
talked to Sirhan about politics

telling him that no matter who
was president the policy of the
U.S. towards the Middle East
would not change he might not
have killed Kennedy," said
Mercieca.

A professor of educational
philosophy and sociology at
Alabama A and M University,
Mercieca formed the associa-
tion over a year ago with the
hope of promoting peace
through just such a personal
approach.

"Every problem we have in

the world today starts in the
mind of one person.
Consequently if we approach a
person who is a potential
destroyer of mankind, we
could avert a world disaster."
he explains.

END VIOLENCE

The aim of the organization

is to establish chapters in

every conceivable city and
university campus throughout
the world with the hope that

eventually every potential

murderer, assassin, and
fanatic would be approached
by a member and logically

convinced that his planned
violence would be detrimental
to himself as well as the rest of

mankind.

Although there are now
chapters in over 30 countries
including the USSR, East
Germany and Czechoslovakia,
the 500-member association
still has a long way to go.

Each local chapter meets
once a month to discuss some
family or community problem.

"Then steps are outlined in

how one can help his brother,

cousin, friend or next-door
neighbour that has fallen or is

about to fail a victim of an
involved problem. This method
of approach will be an initial

step toward the creation of a
global family community that

would eliminate hatred and
abolish evil," states the organ-
ization's newsletter.

Mercieca is not dismayed by
the massive amount of organiz-
ing necessary to achieve that
goal.

UNIVERSAL PLANS

"It will take four to six

generations before our univer-
sal plans will be felt every-
where." he cheerfully pre-
dicts.

Mercieca 's approach of

promoting peace by convincing
potential criminals that their

violent plans are unwise is

unique to say the least. But
then so is the professor. He is

firmly convinced that murder-
ers such as Richard Speck and
Sirhan Sirhan were not insane.

"I believe that in any kind of
murder that takes place, the
individual murderer is per-
fectly sane." Mercieca
explains.

"Richard Speck had some-
thing to gain from his murders
and that was pleasure. He was
a sadist. But you can't call a
sadist insane. He wanted plea-
sure through pain just as the
Mafia wants pleasure through
money."

Mercieca added that had he
been able to talk to Speck
before he committed the
murders, he could have con-
vinced him to change his plans.

tially destructive."

The professor emphatically
discounts the typical psycho-
logical explanation for the
Richard Speck type of murder.

"If a psychiatrist says that
these type of people are
momentarily insane at the
time they commit these mur-
ders then I say that that psy-
chiatrist was momentarily
insane at the time of saying
that."

ADMIRES DE GAULLE

Mercieca's "person to per-
son" approach to peace carries
over into his efforts to expand
IAEWP's membership. He is

an ardent admirer of Charles
de Gaulle's strategy of making
friends and enemies of the
right people. And although they
are few in number, people

Dr. Charles Mercieca

NO MISERY

"I would have shown to him
how a person could achieve his

pleasure without incurring
misery to himself or others.

'

'

Mercieca 's belief in the
rationality of murderers is the
reason for the existence of the
IAEWP.

"We are all potential delin-

quents. We are all potential
assassins. Thus we want chap-
ters in every city so we can
spot individuals who are poten-

hostile to the organization do
exist.

"We do find some people
trying to do something good for
mankind and when they find
out about our organization it

makes them panic. They do not
say it but it is crystal clear
that they are jealous. These
people, for reasons of envy and
hate try to destroy what we
do." Mercieca said. He did not
say who these enemies were.

For the future the professor
plans to, "just keep on travell-
ing, building new chapters and
strengthening old ones."

If you are interested in join-
ing the IAEWP Dr. Mercieca
returns to Toronto on Dec. 19.

He'll be glad to talk to you in
person.

McGill Senate vetoes student constitution
MONTREAL (CUP) — The McGill senate

dealt a stunning blow to the autonomy of the

campus student council Wednesday, refusing

to ratify the students' new constitution which
was overwhelmingly adopted in a student ref-

erendum last March.
If the senate had approved the constitution-

al amendments it would have been the last

time the university's highest academic body
would be called on to examine the document
which governs student affairs — and therein

lies the problem.
The new constitution would delete the

clause requiring amendments to be ratified by
the senate: Thursday the senators insisted

their veio power had to stay, and showed why
by using it.

If the senate were to ratify the document
said vice-principal Stanley Frost, "The stu-
dents' society would then become a complete-
ly autonomous body.

'

'

Student Senator Sheely Ungar proposed that
the senate pass those clauses in the constitu-
tion that were acceptable and return onlv the
disputed clauses.

But student president Julius Gray attacked
the proposed compromise as "a bigger sell-
out than if the whole constitution were re-
turned.'' and Ungar 's motion died for lack of a
seconder.

POOR STUDENTS

Low on bread for Christmas presents ?
Cheer up!

The Textbook Store has gifts you can
afford

Inflatable Zodiac Cushions
Cedar Mounted Prints (looks good,
smells good)

Silk screened, hand finished Linen
Place Mats
Records (the new Donovan)
Books (e.g. The Impacted Lower
Third Molar $1.98)
Starts Wed. November 26 and if

you're really desperate, just say
"Charge it! »

THE
TEXTBOOK
STORE

SAILORS
On Tuesday December 2nd. there will be a meeting at
7:30 p.m. in the Music Room of Hart House. Racing
Films, constitution, spring schedule. Come on out and
see what's happening.

The Two hijacked

Israeli Passengers are

still being held captive

in Syria!

The Ad-hoc

Free the Passenger

Committee

will hold a meeting

Monday, December 1st

1:00 p.m.

Sidney Smith Room 1084
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Give us a chance to let our hair down, too.
We're not as square as you think! Behind our

seemingly straight-laced image, there throb some
pretty way-out projects. And people.

Alcan is involved in many unexpected areas.

Because we do a lot more than just produce
aluminum. We and others try to llnd new uses

for it.

For example, one new use that came to our atten-

tion was developed in Belgium and relined by a

Montreal artist. Through a process called

Aluchromie. he "paints" on specially prepared

aluminum panels. The resulting work ot art has

a water-colour effect with unusual depth and
perspective, and endless applications in art and
architecture.

And that's just one of the exciting new develop-

ments In aluminum.
Alcan researchers and scientists are continually

searching for better ways to do things with

aluminum. And it's not always easy. Often they

have to struggle for years to find ways of making
their rdeas come to life.

So you see, they aren't the only ones who have
to cope with hairy problems.

Jib,

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF CANADA. LTD

SINGERS
(especially men):

A few parts are still open for the PLS February pro-

duction of the FLEURY Play of Herod, to be directed by

David Klausner. Auditions will be held in the Edward

Johnson Dldg. Room I 16 Monday (today), 5-7 p.m. Please

bring any prepared item.

CLASSIFIEDS
TYPING rhests, essays, notes, charls, Eng-

lish. Flench. oihBf languages Mimeo-
graphing elecinc typewriters Mary Dale

Scoti (M Davies) 86 Bloor Si W Room
225, 922-7624

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone

today lor free booklet The Day you buy o

diamond" H Proctor- and Co.. 13t Bloor

St W Suite416. 921 -7702

SALTY DOG Discolheque will rent prem-

ises Monday lo Thursday day or evening.

For mformalion call A Curry 964-7060 or

633-2677

EMPEROR JONES reigns al Hart Hous-

Theatre Dec 4. 5, 6 B 30 p.m. Tickets a

Lit Refectory Theatre SI 50

ESSAYS. Theses, typed professionally on
electric machine Paper supplied 30e per

page Close to campus 79 Madison Ave-
nue Phone 922-8564 after Six Ask tor

COUNTER HELP needed 2 to 5 days per

week, noon to 2 00 pm Bloor University

Area Pay S3 plus lunch per day Phone
445-0040

FREE XMAS MONEY — Quiet University
Prof will rent modern apt over Xmas vaca-
tion Write Full details to Prof Innes. Saint

Mary's University. Halifax. N S

FAST ACCURATE Home typing —
Linda Flood — 8B4-6526 Keep this n

and number for future use

APT, TO SHARE - Male — Student c

staff — Mostly furnished — Availabl
immediately. Call Bruce 787-7625

EXEC U SEC SECRETERIAL SERVICES
— Public Stenographers Essay. Theses —
top quality intelligent typing IBM Execu
live and Seleclric Typewnitprs Mrs. Walker
449-7077 (days) 449-3744 teven.ngsl

LOVERS OF MUSICKE: an opening in a

thoroughly modern 3 bedroom apartment
equipped with modern harpsichord, clavi-

chord, harp and recorders, subway conven-
ient Call Jim at 762-1441

APARTMENT FOR RENT — Rochdale
1 -bedroom self-contained S1407mo Un-
furnished Bob or Omar 925 -7250

SKttS — FOR SALE — fiberglass,

Kneissl white star with Simples loepiece.

good condition, call 622 -2404

INTERESTED PARTIES would like to

contact Society dedicated lo redeeming
the name or King Richard Ml of England
Call the Graphic Artist — 920-8328

TYPING. ENGLISH, FRENCH. Fast ac-

curate service on IBM Selecttic by experi-

enced typrst two blocks from campus. 177
St George St 929-5370 Call before 6.

LOST Blue patterned silk scarf on Nov
21 Sentimental value Please return to
Chris Room 3046 Wilson Hall or phone
244-4512 after 7 Reward

3 GIRLS WANTED lo join a household at

35 Madison Ave 1 place available imme-
diately. 2 more on Jan 1 Call 921-4970
oi drop in at 35 Madison.

SPEAK YOUR MIND on Anthropology >n

Anthropology Dept Newsletter Most
opinions and articles welcome Submit
before Wed Dec 3rd lo Sid Smith 1037

DIAMONOS, RUBIES, SAPPHIRES.
emeralds, opals — certified quality in unu-
sual designs Remarkable new merchan-
dising method saves you more money than
you spend Toronto Jewellery Exchange 2

1

Adelaide W 368-4466

CHEMISTRY TUTORING by OCE Type
A' Chemistry grad for 1st year A & S, and
Engg. Reasonable 72 Walmer or Message
CAPOOR 922-5616

The University College Players' Guild
presents

EMPEROR JONES
by Eugene O'Neill

directed by Mark Manson

Hai l House Theatre
December 4, 5, 6 8:30 p.m.

Admission $1.50
Pone 1? IHt VAHSIIY Monday. Oecembei 1. 1969

VARSITY

ADVERTISING

DEADLINES

MON. PAPER -THUR. NOON
WED. PAPER - FRI. NOON
FRI. PAPER -TUES. NOON

COPY SHOULD

BE TYPED .

DELIVER TO

91 ST. GEORGE



BasketBlues off to slow start ! special extension
TO ENROLL FOR YOUR

UNIVERSITY

HEALTH AND ACCIDENT PLAN

M

By PETER WHITE
It was only an exhibition

game but oh my! — the Bas-

ketball Blues are not soon
likely to forget it!

They were pasted but good
on Friday night, losing 81-56 to

the Scarborough Bo-Peep
Restauranteurs (yes, basket-

ball's their game) a lion of a

team with a pussy of a name,
in a game played out yonder at

Winston Churchill Collegiate.

This defeat was especially

disappointing to those asso-

ciated with the team after last

week's close 73-63 loss to the

YMHA which had been a

somewhat encouraging opener.

However, the Peepers are a
top senior team led by several

past Varsity gunners including

Jim Holowachuk one of the big

Hart House Names of recent
years.

Blues shooting and ball

handling were grim but the

unhappiest weakness was
rebounding where the Blues,

outmuscled and undersized
offered little opposition partic-

ularly on the offensive board.

Other aspects of the game
will probably fall in place, but

if the Blues let their lack of

height get the best of them, it

will be a long season. Coach
McManus has introduced a fast

break offence which should

help.

This game offers little mar-
gin for either team, or individ-

ual praise, but lor the record
Toronto fans can expect to see

exciting basketball this season.

This week-end will be a busy
one for the Blues with night

games — at Ryerson Friday
and York Saturday. So give

yourself a break, and join the

growing cast of Varsity Bas-
ketball nuts! A cheaper thrill

you will not find anywhere!

Blues scoring: Hadden 12, Katz
12, Markowsky 8, Braid 8,

Stevens 4, McNaughton 4,

Barker 3, Boston 2, I. Betcher-

man 2, Sickle, M. Betcherman.

Sports

can't

count

Swim Blues impressive at Relays

Varsity swimmers captured six of eight events at the
O.Q.A.A. Invitational Relay meet Saturday evening at Etobicoke
Memorial pool.

The meet, conceived three years ago as low pressure early
season competition, has now developed into a highly competitive
event.

McGill took the first event, the 400 medley relay on a Toron-
to disqualification and Western took the 300 Breaststroke Relay.

Toronto swept the other six, the 400 crescendo, 400 Individu-

al Medley, 300 Back, 200 Free, 400 Breast—Fly and 400 free re-

lays. In addition to the six firsts, Toronto scored two seconds and
four thirds.

The most exciting for spectators was the 300 Back relay.

McGill seeded first spotted Johnston, McGuire and Hawes
against Toronto's Bryon, Twohig and Shaw. A full body length
separated Shaw from Hawes as the last leg started, but Jim
caught Hawes on the third turn and won by three-tenths of a sec-
ond.

The freestyle events proved to be the most important to the
Toronto fans. McGill, traditionally strong in freestyle were chal-
lenged by several new recruits and Blues swept all three frees-

tyle relays with Theo Van Ryn, Doug Macintosh, Mike Guinness,
John Twohig and Jim Adams.

SCHAUM'S
OUTLINE
SERIES

including-

Theory and Solved Problems
ADVANCE0 CALCULUS

Including 925 SOLVED PROBI

ANALYTIC GEOMETRY .

including KS SOLVEO PROBI

BASIC EQUATIONS of

ENGINEERING SCIENCE
IncludliiK 1400 BASIC CQUAl

CALCULUS
Including 1175 SOLVED PHOBI

COLLEGE ALGEBRA
Including 19«0 SOLVED PROBI

COLLEGE CHEMISTRY
including 1B5 SOLVED PROBI

COLLEGE PHYSICS
including 625 SOLVEO PHOBI

COMPLEX VARIABLES
Including 640 SOLVED PROB!

DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Including 560 SOLVEO PBOOi

DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY

ELECTRIC CIRCUITS
Including 350 SOLVEO f

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
including 160 SOLVEO p

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

FEEDBACK &

CONTROL SYSTEMS
Including 660 SOLVEO PROBLEMS

FINITE MATHEMATICS

Fifst Yr. COLLEGE MATHEMATICS
including 1850 SOLVEO PROBLEMS

FLUID DYNAMICS
Including 100 SOLVED PROBLEMS

FLUID MECHANICS

& HYDRAULICS
including 475 SOLVEO PROBLEMS

GENERAL TOPOLOGY
including 6» SOLVED PROBLEMS

GENETICS
including 5UO SOLVED PROBLEMS

GROUP THEORY
including 600 SOLVEO PROBLEMS

LAGRANGIAN DYNAMICS
including 275 SOLVEO PROBLEMS

LAPLACE TRANSFORMS

LINEAR ALGEBRA
Including 600 SOLVED PROBLEMS

MACHINE DESIGN
includ.ng J20 SOLVED PROBLEMS

MATHEMATICAL HANDBOOK
of Formulas and Tables

MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE
including 50O SOLVEO I'ROBLEVS

MATRICES
Including 340 SOU I

g 200 SOLVED PBO0i.ru

530 SOLVED H. '
-•

MODERN ALGEBRA
Including 425 S01 VEO PROOLEMS

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Including 775 SOI VED PROOLEMS

PLANE GEOMETRY
Including B50 SOLVED PROBI EMS

PROBABILITY
Including 500 SOLVEO PftnatCI-'R

PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY
Including 200 SOLVED PROCILEMS

REINFORCED CONCRETE DESIGN

SET THEORY

STATISTICS
Including 875 SOLVEO PROBi E

STRENGTH OF MATERIALS

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

TEST ITEMS IN EDUCATION

THEORETICAL MECHANICS

TRANSMISSION LINES
Including 165 SOLVEO PRODI I

TRIGONOMETRY
including MO SOLVED PRciBt El

VECTOR ANALYSIS
("eluding 410 SOLVEO PROBLE'

A & A BOOKS & RECORDS
Most Complete Selection Of Long Playing Records - Anywhere!

351 YONGE ST. PHONE 364-6271
HOURS 7 A.M. - 12 P.M.

A MAN WITHOUT INSURANCE •

IS LIKE A SNAIL WITHOUT A SHEU

THREE PLANS TO CHOOSE FROM

PLAN I

EXTENDED HEALTH CARE

NO DEDUCTIBLE ON ACCIDENT BENEFITS

PLAN II

OVERSEAS AND AMERICAN STUDENTS

STUDENTS ON STUOENT VISA

PLAN III

NEWLY LANDED IMMIGRANT

INTERIM HOSPITAL COVERAGE
EXTENDICA RE PL US LIFE

LIFE

$10,000 FOR $22.00 A YEAR

USE REGULAR APPLICATION

You need this coverage if you fall i

categories

idfi one of the following

1. Canadian students who are covered by OHSIP and OHSC
and need extended health care

2. Students in Canada on a student visa and are not covered
byOHSIPorOHSC

3. Students in Ontario from another province who do not
have coverage from that province.

4. Newly landed immigrant students who are required to wait
three months for the provincial plans to become effective.

ADMIN. — JOHN INGLE,
700 BAY ST. 364-4114
BAY AT GERRARD

NOTE; If you have not received your brochure, additional
forms may be obtained of the Registrar's office, Stu-

dent Council Office. Graduate Studies Office.

International Students' Centre the Health Service, or

Faculty Offices
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HERE AND NOWS.A.C.

NEEDS A

MINUTE-TAKER
FOR S.A.C. GENERAL MEETINGS

(THIS IS A PAID POSITION)

APPIY: S.A.C. OFFICE

BY DEC. 4-5 P.M.

ITS WHERE ITS HAPPENING
Meet your friend* at

PETIT PALAIS COIFFURE
^JP j£ All ihs Ut«t Mod Strb*

,n** Cu,» '"y •* otfr J S(yl!*t»

W# lpecletlie In long hair styling

20% discount Monday through Thursday
with proof of A.T.L. Card

415 Bloor St. W. Comer Spadino - Borders, campus
Open Thursday end Friday Evenings

For appointment phone 922-2823

MONDAY
All Day

Ticket* foi HAIR at 10 per ceni dis

count, lor show Jan 28. 29 and Feb 1

Inms II Rooms 1 10.202

Submil nominations (or TUGS executive

lo Rm 5047 Geography dept SS

Radio varsity will be broadcasting live all

ihis week from Ihe textbook store Drop

over, watch us do our thing

12.15 p.m.

Pollution Probe is showing the film "In

the Balance" First of a series of six TV

programmes from the Nature of Things on

pollution Ramsay Wnght Rms 133. 131,

102. 104

1p.m.

John Borovilos. IV EL&L at Vic. discuss-

es the significance of ihe Gable in Beowulf

I and II Wymilwood Vic.

Educational workshop re. ensis in Israel

Rm II UC
Vic VCF has invited Willy Ziegler. a Stu-

dent at Emmanuel College to discuss ' The

Art of Listening." Wymilwood Music

Film: Vibrations of Molecules NMR "

Rm 1 59 Chemistry Bldg.

TUESDAY

ALL DAY
Submit nominations for TUG (Toronto

Geographical Society) executive

Geography Department Offices Room

5047. Sidney Smith.

Camera Club members who want their 4

pnnis judged on Dec 3, 1969 should enter

them by lonite lo Hall Porter. Hon House.

Tickets for HAIR at 10 per cent dis-

count Show dates: Jan. 28. Jan 29. Feb

1 Orders (cash or cheque) accepted now.

Innisll.63 Si George St Room 1 10,202

72-2 p.m.

Noon Hour Jazz Concert, featuring The

Survival" Quintet Ladies Welcome

Admission Free Hart House, East Com-

12:16 p.m.

Pollution Probe is showing '<i hour film

"Urban Crises" — second of a series of six

T V programs ("Nature of Things"! on pol-

lution entitled "Danger — Man At Work "

fiamsy Wright Building Harbord Stre

entrance Rooms 133. 131. 102 104

Concert: Dagmar Kopecky. organ

School of Music Concert Hall. 273 Bloor

Si West. Admission Free.

1 p.m.

Color film of the earth, as seen ftom sat-

ellites A TUGS event Sidney Smith Hall

Room 622
YAVN6H presents Zev Herschtal who

will speak on Parshat Viyehshev. Sidney

Smith Hall Room 2129

4 p.m.

There will be another glorious Psycholo-

gy Student Union meeting. Come one and'

all. Innis I.

Hoechst is Engineering
And plenty ol It. Hoechst has over a full cen-
tury ol research and achievement to draw
upon—products and ideas that have touched
and improved the quality of people's lives in

every area around the world, in a hundred
countries on six continents.
But big as we are in this area we're more than
just engineering. We're medicine too. and

chemistry and plastics and dyestuffs. And
marketing. And ideas. Ideas most of all.

Ideas about the future, about people's needs
and wants. About how to meet those needs
and wants. Good ideas, young ideas. Your
ideas maybe.
If you'd like to know more about Canadian
Hoechst. write our Head Office.

CANADIAN HOECHST LIMITED
JIAN 1AION STRUT WEST MONTREAL ASSOCIATES OF FARBWERKE AG WEST GERMANY

F U of T c

5p.rr

- Communism 205

7 p.m.

Educational workshop re: crisis in Israel.

1B6 St. George.

7.30 p.m.

F U of T seminar on the family. Advisory

Bureau

Chemical Institute of Canada technical

meeting. Messrs J V Cross and C. E. Sto-

kell of John Labatt Limited on "Production

and Industrial Uses of Enzymes." Faculty

Club

8 p.m.

U of T Homophile Association discus-

sion group GSU — 2 Bancroft.

8.30 p.m.

Opening of Anouilh's "Antigone" direct-

ed by Robert Galbraith New Vic Theatre.

New Academic 8ldg.. Victoria College

Two students from Sir

George Williams will be

speaking to U of T students

about events which have
followed the computer

burning at Sir George Wil-

liams University, today at

1:00 p.m. at Sid Smith. Look

for posters telling room
number.

Joseph Stroeder lost a

pair of black-rimmed
glasses last week in the St.

George-Bedford Ave. area.

If you found them please
phone Joe at 368-8927.

A CENTURY OF SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENT THROUGH RESEARCH
Pjge 14 Iht VARSITY Monday. December 1 1969

GETTING ENGAGED?

.42 Carat Diamond^

.18 K.I. Gold Selling
.

Excellent Clarity 3

Excellent Colour

i*"^.ll:I^M

Hugh Proctor & Co

131 BLOOR W, STE. 416
°2 1-7702



InteHac finals

SGS wins soccer; Skule takes
rugger

By UNCLE CHARLIE
Grads A won the intramural

soccer title edging Scarbor-
ough 1-0 on the frozen pitch of

Varsity Stadium Thursday
afternoon-

Paced by the stellar play of

smooth and lanky historian

Ted Symons, the Grads scored
an early goal then hung on
desperately for their win.

GSU president M.B.Q.
Vaughan has not yet announced
the date of a special beer and
beer party to celebrate the

victory, but he is expected to

do so shortly.

Grads A, who finished first

in the first division, reached
the final with a 4-2 win over
Innis College and a 8-0 trounc-

ing of St. Mikes B.

In the first game, outside-
left Russ Hughes led the Grads
with a pair of goals while Jaro
Sodek and Tom Johnson added
singles. Mike D'Arnelles and
Chris Grosskurth replied for

Innis.

In the second game, it was
Hughes again — with three
goals, Martin Newbould (the
Grads regular goalie > and Toks
Oshinowo with a pair each.

Scarborough College who
were undefeated in winning the

second division, downed Trin-
ity A 8-0 and Sr. Engineering 2-

0 in their playoff action.

Against Trinity center-for-
ward Tony Galati led the way
with a five goal performance.
Steve Rajtek, Stu Sawyers and
Ewart Taylor added singles.

Against the Engineers Scar-
borough received a first half
goal from Galati and a second
half marker from Taylor.

Last year's Arts Cup win-
ners, PhysEd, failed to reach
the playoffs this time.

RUGGER

The Engineering rugger
team captured the intramural
championship and the Nanki-
vell Cup with a 28-0 victory
over St. Mikes in the final week
last Friday.

It was the first title for the

Engineers since play was initi-

ated in 1961.

The Skule rugger seven, who
finished the regular season in a
3-way tie for first place in the
first division, dominated play
in the championship game
from start to finish.

Jim Tibbo was the scoring
star as he counted nine points

on a try and three converts,

Waterpolo team sunk 8-7

The Varsity Waterpolo team ended it's season Friday losing

convincingly to McGill 8-1.

The Blues again started slowly and were down 7-1 at the half.

They couldn't get their attack off the dressing room black board
due to the strong checking of the McGill squad.

The Blues lone goal was scored by Terry Bryon to give To-
ronto a 1-0 lead. From that point on the Blues slowly sank into

oblivion.

Hartly Garfield played well in the nets to prevent an even
higher score.

The Blues picked up in the second half, holding McGill to one
goal, but still were unable to get any sort of attack going.

Varsity coach Kirk Thompson said after the game, "Al-
though we didn't play up to our potential; we were beaten by a
better team."

McGill had a lot of experience and talent on their team,
whereas this is only the first year of Toronto's rebuilding pro-
gram. Only Hackett, Duvall. LeRoy, and Barras are veterans
from last year.

Next year Blues will lose two of their more productive play-

ers. Alex LeRoy and Hartly Garfield. Dave Breech, however,
will be returning after a year of ineligibility. With rookies and the
rest of this year's team. Thompson will be able to give Toronto a

strong contender.

Thompson is to be commended for bringing a team with nine
rookies so far this year, and producing a 6-4 won-lost record for

Toronto.

Oh yes, McGill went on to win the OQAA Championship by
drubbing McMaster 15-7 on Saturday.

I VICTORIA COLLEGE DRAMATIC SOCIETY I

JEAN AN0UILH S ANTIGONE

DIRECTED BY ROBERT GAILBRAITH
DEC. 2-6 8:30 p.m. NEW VIC THEATRE

NEW ACADEMIC THEATRE
TICKETS IN WYMILWOOD OR AT THE DOOR

Don Kocur. Jim Hamilton and
Dave Stephen added single

trys.

St. Mikes reached the final

with a 5-0 victory over Scarbor-
ough College and a 6-0 triumph
over Engineering II.

Skule ousted defending
champions Trinity A 11-3 in the

other semi-final.

Women curlers

finish fourth

in fun bonspeil

OTTAWA (Special I
- Var-

sity's women's curling team
finished fourth in an exhibition

bonspeil hosted by Carleton
University this weekend.
The Varsity gals defeated

McMaster 7-3 and overcame
Carleton II 9-4 but lost to West-
ern 8-7 in an extra-end.

Sir George Williams won the

competition with 39 points,

Western edged Queens 31 to 30,

and Varsity was close behind

with 28

V

2 .

Charlotte Sutherland (III

SMC) skipped the Toronto
team, with Lynda Eilbeck (II

POTS) as vice-skip and Susan
Meikle (II New) and Marion
Moore (II Nursing) on the

front end.

Women's Intercolle-

giate Hockey — regular

practice Tuesday a.m;
all players check at

Varsity ad office today
regarding new equip-

ment.

Where are the leaders?
Anyone will tell you that the Leaders are en-

joying the advantages of military training and
university subsidization through the Regular
Officer Training Plan (ROTP).

If you are a full time male undergraduate
student with a successful academic record you
should know about the opportunities that the

Canadian Armed Forces can offer you as an
ROTP cadet. You will continue your civilian

studies towards a degree at your University.

Enquiries are invited to:

THECANADIAN FORCES RECRUITING CENTRE
25 ST. CLAIR AVENUE EAST
TORONTO 290, ONTARIO
TELEPHONE 966-G564

The Regular Officer Training Plan
For University Undergraduates.

CAMP STAFF
Manitou-wabing Camp of Fine Arts

Now accepting applications from counsellors, assistants

and instructors in the following:

Sailing, Water-Skiing
,
Swimming, Canoeing and Trip-

ping , Golf , Tennis, Riding
,
Riflery

,
Fencing, Music

(String and wind players). Guitar, Drama, Drawing

and Painting
, Graphics ,

Pottery .Sculpture. Some
executive positions open. Section Heads.

Graduate arid undergrad. students with experience, call

RU. 3-6 168 or write 821 Eglinton Avenue West, Toronto

for applications and further information.

ENGINEERING
GRADUATES

The Inland Steel Company, Indiana Harbor Works, East Chicago, Indiana in-

vites you to investigate our many career opportunities. Consult the spec-

ific job description in the pocket of our brochure. Our representatives will

be on your campus on

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1969

INLAND STEEL COMPANY
INDIANA HARBOR WORKS

EAST CHICAGO. INDIANA

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer In the Plans for Progress Program
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nt Todmon (76) and Bob Feaver (61) lead deter

By LYNDON LITTLE

Grant Tadman is the type of fellow you can look

up to.

Actually, it's more a matter of necessity, as lie

stands a good notch over six feet, tips the scales a

shade under 300 lbs. and generally makes you feel

as if you're standing in a 10 ft. hole when you speak

to him.

Every time one of the Varsity football coaches

see him. they immediately go into a drool as they

imagine what he would look like in a Blues uniform.

As yet. however, they have not been able to coax

him to come out for the team.

The "Tad", as he is affectionately referred to by

his comrades at the School of Physical and Health

Education, is a very versatile man.

Earlier this fall he set new records in the discus

and shot putt in the intramural track meet. He also

plays defensive end for the PhysEd football team

and last Wednesday he was at his best as he led

them to a 16-12 victory over Vic ending the Vic in-

lerfac football dynasty at eleven straight Mulock

Cup's.

It was PhysEd's first Mulock; they were finalists

in 1905.

The second half of the final at Varsity Stadium

opened with Vic holding a slim 5-3 lead.

IMPORTANT INTERCEPTION

On the second play of the half. PhysEd defensive

back Bill Rowland intercepted a John Baird pass at

his own fifty and returned it to the Vic twenty-sev-

en Five plays later fullback Dave Rae smashed

,i„ed PhySEd charge a. Vic QB J.hn Baird (hidden behind Tadman) a 5 PhysEd defeats perennial Mulock

champs 16-12 last week.

four yards over left tackle for a major that gave

PhysEd a narrow 9-5 lead.

Just minutes later, Vic was forced to punt deep in

their own end. Punter Peter Wade moved back to

his fifteen to kick but Tadman broke through to

block the punt.

Tadman's defensive linemate "Newf" Feaver

booted the ball into the Vic end zone where Louis

Sialtis fell on it for the decisive touchdown that

gave PhysEd a commanding 16-5 lead.

"Tadman and Newf made great plays", said Sial-

tis, "for Newfs part he could have just fallen on the

ball where it was, but he saw the rest of us coming

so he knocked it into the end zone.

"

Vic coach Tony Speciale agreed that it was the

turning point of the game.

"We played well,'' he said, "but that one bad

break killed us."

Tadman's toe was responsible for the 3 points

PhysEd scored in the first half as he booted a 24

yard field goal on the last play of the second quar-

ter.

LATE RALLY BY VIC

Vic rallied in the fourth quarter and for a while it

looked as if they might pull it out.

With less than 9 minutes remaining, Baird hit his

fine end Bruce Monick with a 44 yard pass-and-run

play for a touchdown. Joe Cornacchia's convert

brought Vic to within four points.

After that major the "Scarlet and Gold" turned

over the ball once on a punt and by the time they got

it back again they were deep in their own end with

time quickly running out.

A fine run by halfback Peter Fairgrieve after

catching the short swing pass gave Vic a first down

on the Vic 31 yard line.

Following a short run by fullback Bruce Carroll,

Baird found his speedy flanker Wade behind the

PhysEd secondary with a pass that Wade gathered

in and headed towards the PhysEd goal line.

Defensive half Rowland had to make his second

big play of the game to stop Wade with a diving tac-

kle on the PhysEd twenty-seven. The clock ran out

on Vic and their eleven-year championship streak

three plays later.

A jubilant Rowland described his game saving

tackle this way.

QUOTE OF THE YEAR

"I saw the ball coming to Wade and I said to

myself, "Oh shit! We're just 4 points up so I'd bet-

ter get him'."

Vic's five points in the first half came on a 41

yard field goal by Cornacchia and a safety touch

which was conceded by PhysEd punter Doug
Neave.

The rushing game of both teams was virtually

equal as Vic picked up 139 yards to 137 for PhysEd.

Individually, Carroll netted 102 yards on 26 carried;

Rae picked up 81 on 19 attempts.

Vic held an edge in the pass attack as Baird hit on

11 of 16 for 172 yards while PhysEd's QB John Os-

borne was good on 7 of the 11 passes he threw for 69

yards. j

Blues score early, clobber Stangs 14-1

Pay

By JIM COWAN
The University of Western Ontario

Mustangs were a little late getting to

Varsity Arena for Friday night's hock-

ey game, but by the time they left they

were probably wishing they hadn't

made it at all.

Come to think of it. they didn't.

The Slangs, playing their second

game in two nights, were the unwilling

victims ol a 14-1 blasting at the hands
ol the good guvs, the U of T Varsity
Blues

Flaying with six regulars on the side-

lines and two players called up from
the interfaculty league, Blues took
command with a goal by Bob McGumn
alter 41) seconds, and needed only one
more, by rookie Mike Cyr at 2 20 to

win.

After that goal. Western coach Ron
Watson benched his starting goalie
I i i tiincan and sent in Pat Crandall
With friends like Watson. Crandall
doesn't need any enemies.

("randall laired slightly better than
Duncan 11 took Blues three and a half

minutes to score on him. But after

number three, by Paul Laurent, the
slaughter began in earnest.

Pjyu 16 I HE VARSITY Monday Oecemb

Led by John Wright, Bill Buba and
Mike Boland, Blues went to work and
dismantled the Stangs with almost ri-

diculous ease. Wright led the way with

five goals and three assists, Buba
picked up three goals and two assists,

and Boland set some sort of record
with assists on five consecutive goals.

In all, the line had a hand in nine of the

14 Varsity goals.

BUBA STARTS EARLY
Buba started the line off at 7:52 of

the first period. With Blues Dave Mc-
Dowall off for charging, Buba took a
pass from Wright and broke into the

clear. He drew Crandall and tucked the

puck in for his first regular season
goal.

His second goal finished off one of

the prettiest passing plays of the night.

Defenseman Bill L'Heureux passed to

Boland at the left of the Western net,

Boland flipped the puck out to Buba,
who deflected it past Crandall before
he could move.
The whole line combined to complete

Buba s hat trick before the end of the

second period. Wright took a pass from
Boland at centre ice. carried the puck

969

into the Western end and when the lone

defenseman moved to cover him, pas.

sed out to Buba who was all alone in

front of the net. Bang.

Wright's first two goals came on de-

flections off Western players. On his

third, assisted by (you guessed it) Buba
and Boland, his first shot was stopped

by Crandall, but he was left standing

long enough to score with his second.

Only then did the Mustang defense get

close enough to hit him.

A BOMB AND A GIFT

His fourth goal was a blazing shot

from just inside the blue line which
caught the upper corner of the net.

while his final marker followed a shot

from the point. The puck trickled past

the corner of the net, where Wright
was standing unmolested, and all he

had to do was grab it and steer it back
into the open goal.

Crandall should have got a medal for

bravery, for all the support his defense

gave him. When they weren't being

caught up ice they were standing

around admiring the way Blues for-

wards handled the puck.

One of the best examples of how not

to play defense was Robbie Ellis s

goal. Ellis had originally carried the

puck out of the Varsity end, then took a

pass back from Mike Cyr. Ellis fanned

on his first shot, but still had time to

swing around and backhand the puck
past Crandall. Where was the defense,

you may well ask. Who knows?
.

Blues other goals came from Bryan
Tompson and Rod Brown, called up
from the interfac league. Tompson's
was a beautiful breakaway effort after

he was sprung loose by a pass from
Laurent. John Wright assisted on
Brown's goal.

Grant Cole played a solid game in

Blues net and despite the lopsided
score earned a shutout, but the goose
egg was broken with less than two
minutes remaining when a screen shot
by John Pirie slipped past.

BLUESNOTES: Shots on goal were
35-24 with Blues on top. . . Toronto
picked up 14 minutes in penalties to

Western's 8. . .Dave McDowall was
fingered for four minor penalties, but
nonetheless assisted on two goals. . .

Cyr. Buba. Ellis and Brown all scored
their first goals as Blues in SIHL play.

.

. Wright said after the game his line

had a bad week in practice. .

.
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This wos the scene in Old Physics Building lecture hall Monday when a dozen students bodily ejected members of the New Left Caucus from Prof. T. L. Thorson's
Political Science 1 01 class. The student at right is shouting "I'm paying good money to be here" ot the radicals.

Pol[ Sci 101 students manhandle hecklers
By PETER HALL

The New Left Caucus got a rough
reception from members of a political

science class Monday when a class-

room confrontation backfired.

One member of the radical group
was punched in the stomach, another
had his face scratched and his glasses

broken and three more were bodily

ejected by angry students from Politi-

cal Science 101 at the Old Physics
building.

When the NLC members demanded
Prof. Thomas Thorson, who teaches
the course in political theory, answer

their questions about his lecture, he
appealed to the class for support.

To shouts of "Out, Out, Out" almost
a dozen regular students in the class

got up and, when the NLC still refused

to leave, dragged five of them from the

room to the applause of the rest of the

class.

The incident marked the culmination

of two weeks of conflict between Prof.

Thorson and about 15 members of the

NLC who have been trying to disrupt

his lectures.

Two weeks ago about 20 members of

the NLC, some who were enrolled in

the class, joined Thorson's Monday lec-

Prof. T. L. Thorson: "Are you j

ture and began to read newspapers dur-

ing the lecture.

NEWSPAPERS FORBIDDEN
Prof. Thorson. who earlier in the

year had specifically forbidden stu-

dents to read newspapers in his class

declared he would not continue the lec-

ture unless this stopped.

When the New Left continued to read

and began to shout, "He's feeding you

bullshit", Thorson abruptly left the

room.

Last Wednesday's class again saw a

few members of the NLC present, but

they simply asked a few questions of

Thorson at the end of the lecture.

On Monday things were different.

Students entering the room found about

twenty members of the NLC sitting

across the middle of the room.

Prof. Thorson's voice was tense and
the lecture was punctuated with phras-

es like, "I know you're not going to like

this. . . but

Mitch Kelner (I Trin.), a non-NLC
student, said. "The whole lecture was a

very defensive kind of lecture."

At 12:40, after answering a number
of questions on the lecture. Prof. Thor-

son indicated he wanted to finish.

The members of the NLC demanded
that their questions be answered, say-

ing that with no tutorials this was the

only chance they had.

MID-WEST REPUBLICAN

A number of the NLC members
threw paper airplanes and cried

"Bullshit!'" and ' What does a mid-

west Republication know about Marx-

ism?"
Earlier in the lecture, Thorson, who

sought a Republican nomination for the

U.S. Congress in Indiana in 1962 and

1968, interpreted the Marxist viewpoint

on the politics of industrialization.

"I'm not going to take any more of

this,
'

' Thorson said. '
' Everybody

knows what is going on. There's no

mystery involved in what's going on

here!"
"Are you going to sit still for this?"

he asked, and was greeted with a cho-

rus of "No".
"What are you going to do about it?"

he asked. Most of the class shouted,

"Out, Out. Out."

One student in the middle of the class

yelled, "I'm paying good money to be

here. You'd better shut up."

With that, he and about a dozen other

regular students in the class got up.

When the NLC still refused to leave,

they dragged five of them out of the

room, to the applause of the rest of the

class.

The rest left on their own and the

class ended in confusion.

MAKES CHOICE
Jim Hilton, il Trin ), one of those

who helped throw out the radicals ex-

plained later, "My main purpose is to

learn. I figure Throson has more to say

than the NLC does. You have to make a

choice . I made my choice.
'

'

Mitch Kelner suggested, "The ma-
jority of the class wanted those people

out."

Rob Ryan, (special!, an NLC mem-
ber, defended the disruption. "We were

simply insisting on the right of students

to ask questions in the lecture." he

said.

"By asking questions we wanted to

point out that what Thorson was saying

does not adequately describe historical

events or the way the world works."

After meeting with representatives

of the Political Economy Course Union

today. Thorson agreed to spend part of

Wednesday's class discussing the situa-

tion in that class.

A Political Economy Course Union

meeting will also be held at 1 p.m. to-

day in Room 2102 of Sid Smith to con-

sider the disruption.
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'Are course unions breeding bureaucracy and elitism? 9

By PETER HALL

Mr. Hall, a second-year Arts student

at Trinity College, was recently elected

president of the Political Economy
Course Union.

Elitism! What a word! No student

radical should be without his basic

vocabulary of Imperialism, Bourgeo-

isie, Confrontation, Lackey, and Eli-

tism.

No organization can be considered

functioning these days until it is ac-

cused of being elitist by someone.
Consequently we find course unions

(a few of which are functioning ) being

described as isolated from the rest of

the students and elitist.

And many of them are. The Ger-

man Course Union last year consisted

of half a dozen students who really

represented no one but themselves. It

no longer exists.

The Political Economy Course Un-

ion, last year had on its executive

some of the most anti-elitist people in

this university; yet it too remained
cut-off from the mass of the students.

MASS PHENOMENA

Craig Heron, University College

students' council rep. and the first

chairman of the first course union

(the History Students' Union) sug-

gestes that the majority of course

unions are elitist, although most peo-

ple organizing course unions are anti-

elitist.

Conservative estimates are

that 90 per cent of the students on this

campus have never had contact with

any course union.

To improve communication the

History Students Union tried publish-

ing a newsletter. And SAC is ready to

sponsor a newsletter for all the Social

Sciences and Humanities.

Several unions such as the Political

Economy Course Union are trying to

get a representative in each class

whose main purpose is to encourage
communication among the union and
the students.

BETTER THAN AVERAGE

Nevertheless if a course union

meeting gets one per cent turnout of

its members it is still doing better

than average.

Craig Heron admits that "Commu-
nication is not as good as it should be

partly because of over-involvement
(of Union executives) at the depart-

mental level in their committees."

"That kind of elitism really cuts

student bureaucrats off from their

students. It is as bad as a professional

elite."

To combat this, the Psychology
Students Union prohibits any execu-

tive member of their union from sit-

ting on any departmental committee.
According to Bernie Green, past-

president of the PSU, "Their execu-

tive acts solely as a communications
force", and to coordinate policy for

the union.

Why don't we do it in the road?

171 are busted as women defy Montreal bylaw
By LIZ WILLICK, R.N.

Liz Willick is o former Varsity

staffer and sometime U of T

student.

On Friday evening 171 wom-
en were arrested for taking

direct political action in the

streets of Montreal.

Organized by women of the

CSN (Conseille des Syndicats

Nationaux) under the title

Front Commune des Femmes,
the action probably signalled

one of the most important
events in the history of modern
woman.

It was the first serious chal-

lenge to the new city bylaw
banning demonstrations and
gatherings in public places.

For those of us who were in-

volved, it had a tremendous
personal significance as well.

The action was planned

around a single word — 'Oyez'.

Dare. Dare to think. Dare to

act.

It was an attempt to fight

the forces that could deny the

people of Montreal the right to

voice their opinions collective-

ly in the streets of their city,

but grant it to the tourist-at-

tracting, mindless exuberance

of the Grey Cup.

We arrived at the Monument
Nationale in old Montreal to

find reporters and photogra-

phers clamoring unsuccessful-

ly for admittance. Half a dozen

police cars already cruised the

block.

Riot-equipped police were
gathered in a parking lot

across the street. Groups of

men clustered, waiting and

watching, outside numerous
tavern doors.

REAL FEAR JUSTIFIED

I found a place with a small

group of English-speaking

women. We smiled nervously

at one another and laughed too

often.

Fear — the real fear that

Montrealers now know to be

justified when they dare to

think that the streets belong to

the people — was a tangible

presence.

We did not expect to be al-

lowed to march the several

blocks to City Hall.

There was a brief speech
about the unconstitutionality of

the bylaw., the impending po-

lice state and overt fascism.

My understanding was
sketchy in places, but the mes-
sage was clear. It was time to

make ourselves heard as wom-
en and as human beings with

the right to live in freedom.

The speaker moved to a dis-

cussion of the tactics for a
peaceful demonstration.

We rehearsed the Algerian
women's cry — a weirdly
effective, highly keening "La-
la-la-la-la" followed by a men-
acing low-toned "ooooooooo".
Then we moved out — down

the stairs and into the street —
on the run. The U-shaped red-

banded human chain of the

servioe d'ordre closed round
us. And so did the cops.

CUT OFF

Four paddy wagons cut us

off front and rear. At times it

seemed that the police outnum-
bered the 200 women.

Seated and encircled by

marshalls whose wrists were
securely locked together with

chains, we swung into a chant

of "Liberte! Liberte'!". The
guerilla theatre troupe in the

centre began a take-off on the

Miss Grey Cup pageant — a
slave auction culminating in

the revolt of the slaves.

According to the press, there

were police orders given in

French and English to dis-

perse. I heard neither. The
cops began immediately haul-

ing the service d'ordre into one

of the paddy wagons at the

front.

There was difficulty because

they were all seated and se-

curely fastened together. Po-

lice could not break into the

body of the group in an attempt

to disperse us.

We could hear the roar of

unmuffled motorcycle ex-

hausts, reverberating between

the buildings, frighteningly

near.

I could feel the wave of fear

pass through all of us, drawing
us to our feet. "Assis, Assis"

came the cry, and we dropped
back down onto the pavement.
The intimidation attempt had
failed and was abandoned.

"Solidarite! Solidarite!" A
burly police woman grabbed
me by the shoulder to tell me
to go home while I still could. I

tore myself away, pushing
back into the press, Unking
arms with a Quebecoise sister.

"Solidarite! Solidarite!" Po-

lice were now dragging away
anyone they could get their

hands on. The protection of the

chain was gone. We pressed
together, not feeling the cold.

WONDERING LOOKS

Wondering looks on the faces

of men from the taverns. On
others (comrades, husbands?)

anger, helplessness, clenched

fists deep in pockets.

The police — mostly grim
and hostile; a few bewildered

and unhappy. "Vive la Greve
illegale des policiers!" The
odd, almost involuntary, grin.

With only about 15 women
left outside the wagons, anoth-

er Torontonian and I decided

that having contributed our
bodies and voices, it would
serve little purpose to have two
Toronto addresses in the Mon-
treal police records. We would
leave if that was still possible.

We were turned back twice

before two women cops actual-

ly grabbed us. I think I was
almost glad. But a young po-

liceman told the women to let

us go when he realized that we
did not understand their words.

"They're from Calgary", he

said. Whether he was personal-

ly sympathetic or not, we had
been saved by virtue of the fact

that we were "Anglos" in a

French land.

OTHERS JAILED

One-hundred and seventy-

one women arrested. All but 30

will be charged with violating

the new bylaw; conviction re-

sulting in 60 days and/or $100.

The next day, the Grey Cup
parade unrolled between smil-

ing lines of Montreal's finest.

Hundreds of mini-skirted ma-
jorettes, twirled their batons,

kicked their booted feet, and
smiled on the crowd.

The evening papers trumpet-

ed banner headlines about the

fun and games and "No trou-

ble, no trouble, no trouble".

But as the Molson's float

passed the television cameras,

two of its go-go-dancing young
women unfurled a ten-foot

banner that said "Vive Quebec
Libre! Non a la Repression!"

The banner was immediately
torn down by the parade mar-
shalls. The women were ar-

rested.

low on 'Br.etvd fog.
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PAGE FOUR
We mini bo piepored ot one and the wine time for b

the confrontation of power and the limitation of power.

— Lyndon Boines John:

A test case for discipline
The first two months of the

academfe year were marked by

the ever-present fear of violent

disruption of due process by the

student left.

U of T President Claude Bis-

sell and the majority of liberal

faculty and students preached
the motherhood of "peaceful
dissent" while warning against

the threat of violence resulting

from disruption.

The Campbell Report tried to

accommodate — even disrup-

tion — while trying to maintain

the equilibrium of the universi-

ty-
The discipline crisis left us

with Dr. Bissell moderating his

hard-line policy but appearing
to win a victory over the stu-

dent left as he revelled in the

cheers in Convocation Hall.

After the everyone's "deep
concern" followed by the fan-

fare, of liberal triumph, we
were left with a committee to

implement the Campbell re-

port, a body that's finally get-

ting off the ground.

varsity
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And that committee is left

with an abstract dichotomy
between constructive dissent

and violent disruption — the

dichotomy that the Campbell
Report could not bridge.

Then something concrete

happened.
Violent disruption.

Two weeks ago NLC mem-
bers distributed and read cop-

ies of The Varsity in Professor

Thomas Thorson's Political

Science 101 class.

Prof. Thorson got quite upset

about it: in a class of 350 stu-

dents sitting in the Room 135 of

the Old Physics Building, a few
people reading papers were
enough to disrupt due process

of education.

The tension built up between
the NLC and Thorson until

Monday.
That day a few NLC mem-

bers put up their hands to ask

questions at the end of the

class.

Thorson refused to recognize

the hands and there was some
shouting. Then he told the NLC
to get out of the class.

In the early sixties Thorson
played at being a politician in

the United States — a Republi-

can. His action Monday was
a dramatic demonstration of

the tactics of his illustrious

compatriots — Nixon, Reagan,
Daley.

• Thorson used a familiar
ploy; he labelled the dissidents

as outside agitators. The Mc-
Carthyite cry of "foreign sub-
versives" begins to weaken
when registration in the class is

considered the basis for legiti-

mate political citizenship. The
same cry was raised when non-
members of University College
disrupted orientations in Sep-
tember. The strict divisions
between colleges, courses,
classrooms, and disciplines,
conveniently prevent students
from organizing. Students are
divided into neat bundles, and
communication is kept to a
minimum.

• The chief complaint
against radicals is that violence
is the natural outcome of their
politics. "Our society must

All' Varsity staffers: We're
having an important meeting
Friday at 1 p.m. We're also
looking tor new staff, so if you
have a vague inkling that
you'd like to write for The
Varsity come Friday. And hey,
how about all you people we
haven't seen for weeks?
Come! Come! Come! .

But Soosl HIS PEPRESSioM
CHANGED ro/SSTlggg

AND TH6 MORE HE THOUGHT
ABOUT IT, THE MO(?E H£ B66AN

ToeETEfSfJjr^SE)^

change not through the violent

coercion by a minority, but by

peaceful, democratic transi-

tion. . . blah, blah, blah. . .

"

Thorson looked on in silent

approval as a number of stu-

dents bodily ejected five NLC
members. Result: a broken
pair of glasses and a cut on the

head.
The incident is just a theatri-

cal farce compared to campus
violence in other North Ameri-
can universities.

But it's extremely signifi-

cant.

By condoning violent repres-

sion of dissent, Prof. Thorson
has revealed the true attitude

of most administrators and
faculty:

• Thorson's tactics were
clear. He played upon the polit-

ical resentment the majority
bore against the left to eject
them from the classroom. He
used the notion majoritarian
"democracy" to destroy dis-

sent — the element which
mythically characterizes our
"freedom" in pluralist North
America.
But in Thorson's class, the

violence came from the right.

not the left. The NLC's ques-
tions challenged the political

content of the course, but they
also challenged the security of

obedience. For r.ost students
in that class, the passive pro-

cess of lecture-education, ex-

aminations, and competitive
grading overruled the need to

ask questions.

The New Left Caucus failed

tactically. They alienated most
of the members of the class.

They won no political victories.

They can be censured for bun-
gling an attempt at classroom
organizing.

But clearly Thorson's class
was a legitimate target for dis-

sent. Three hundred and fifty

students sitting in a lecture hall

and listening to one man's view
of the political status quo is not
even a liberal introduction to

political science.

Thorson has negated the
right to organize in the class-
room. His action has received
no rebuke from administration
or faculty, and that's a more
realistic indication of the uni-
versity's policy on discipline
than a speech in Convocation
Hall or a committee's report.

'
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haggar's

George Haggar says he is the only

unemployed PhD in the country
(Varsity. Dec. 1). But I can think of

several women with PhD's who are
unemployed or employed at the level

of graduate assistants. Hiring com-
mittees either prefer male candidates
or are inflexible about the use to

which part-time staff can be put.

Canadians are rightfully concerned
that their universities be staffed by
people who respect the Canadian past
and have a stake in Canada's inde-

pendent future. But getting rid of

Americans hardly solves the prob-
lems if it just delivers the English-
speaking universities back to the
hands of white Anglo-Saxon males of

independent means. Women live in

Canada. So do workers. So do Ukraini-

ans, Indians, Italians, Germans. Hun-
garians. Chinese and so on. When the

government and the universities be-

gin to facilitate the training and hir-

LETTERS
not alone

ing of talented young people in-sub-

stantial numbers from a much broad-
er range of backgrounds, then there
will be a chance to talk of "Canadian
universities."

Natalie Zemon Davis,

Associate Professor of

History

faith restored
As mother of a U of T student and

daughter of an eighty-four year old
lady now living in the Church Home
on Bellevue Avenue, let me congratu-
late you on your Community Issue of
the Varsity. I read it from cover to
cover and it restored my faith in your
paper.

Over the last few years the faith
has all but vanished.

Congratulations and keep up the
good work.

Dale Carnegie would approve too.

Elizabeth Johnston



More letters-
get rid of thorson

-Thorson right or wrong?

On Dec 1, I had the dubious privi-

lege of seeing democracy, or should I

say. the mob in action, lead by that

great champion of free speech, Prof.

Thorson.

For the benefit of those who were

not there. I shall elucidate. Prof.

Thorson was giving his usual boring

review <»f secondary school history to

show the superlative workings of

democracy. Members of the NLC at-

tempted to raise points of disagree-

ment. I question the methods of the

NLC. but not the theory behind them.

As much as I disagree with the NLC
on many points, they and anyone else

should retain the right to question the

support enlightenment

This letter is in regard to the

disruptions by the Left in Polit-

ical Science 101. The majority

of the students don't support

this agitation by those not en-

rolled in the class. The Left

accuses Prof. Thorson of

brainwashing the class. They
seem to think that it takes a

Marxist to teach Marxism.
Any high school student knows
that you look at the facts,

weigh the evidence, and come
up with your own conclusions.

Prof. Thorson is trying to en-

lighten us with ideas and allow-

ing us to make up our own
minds. We support him.

Jim Hilton

Judy Bastedo

gospel according to Thorson. The pro-

fessor did not see the matter in this

light. Paraphrasing the professor,

"mine is the only point of view that is

meaningful". He actually followed

this theme up with (and this is a liter-

al quote) "If you think I'm brainwash-

ing you, you're crazy."

Continuing to ignore the NLC's
questions and like a typical bar-room

bully the professor arbitrarily unified

himself with the class, asking, "Are
we going to sit here and take this?"

The class, as a majority, (turned off

by the NLC because of previous en-

counters, and wanting to finish Thor-

son's classes, get a pass, and be rid of

himl answered, "No."

Thorson's "boys", emboldened by

his attitude and that of the fair dam-
sels looking on, showed their muscu-

lar prowess by ganging up on the NLC
and literally throwing them out.

Meanwhile the girls applauded and

Thorson looked benevolently. Though
some may argue that Thorson's ac-

tions were not a crime of commis-
sion, his certainly is a crime of omis-

sioriTin allowing the class to go to the

stage where physical force was used.

Thorson has denied those precepts he

claims to hold so close (i.e. free

speech, freedom from harassment,
etc.)

If, as the administration claims,

"violence is not to be allowed in the

classroom", then it had better start

backing words with actions and rid

itself of Prof. Thorson.

James Dent (I UC}

new left caucus 'grossly unfair'

For the past two weeks, the Politi-

cal Science 101 class has been disrupt-

ed by the tactics of certain members
of the New Left Caucus. Today their

singularily asinine questions and their

rude, obnoxious manners resulted in

their being forcibly ejected from the

lecture hall by members of the class.

Although forcible ejection is by no

means a good solution to the problem

of class disruption, neither is the sta-

tioning of police in the proximity of

the lecture-hall a good solution, but it

may yet prove to be necessary.

n
i

-

Professor Thorson appeals to his Political Science 101 class during

New Left Caucus 'disruption'.

thorson encouraged violence

The singular disregard for the

rights of the professors and of the

students in the class by the NLC
tends to nullify their doctrine of prot-

ections and propogation of students'

rights in the society of the university

environment.

Their actions have been grossly

unfair to the students in the class who
have only a few more lectures to at-

tend before writing an exam deciding

a sizeable portion of their years'

mark.
A.T. Tassonyi (I Trin)

Professor Thorson's Political Sci-

ence 101 cannot be called the most
democratic on campus. It consists of

two lectures a week. There are no

essays and a final exam is required.

Students have no choice whatsoever
as to having an exam or essays, no

say in the course content. It is diffi-

cult to have any meaningful dialogue

between class and professor when
there are 350 students and no tutorials

to have any discussion.

It seems that the New Left Caucus

decided to pick on Thorson's class,

due to Thorson's reputation as an

American Republican [Nixon-kindt.

So enter the New Left on Monday,
Nov. 23. Thorson lectures for five

minutes, then walks out, due to the

unusual amount of shuffling newspa-

pers. Bedlam breaks out, with hyster-

ical cat-calling on all sides, and no-

thing being accomplished. So the New
Left manages once again to alienate

most of the first year students.

By Wednesday they are back. This

time a shift in tactics. Very quiet, and

ask two or three good questions. Thor-

son plays it cool and manages to avoid

confrontation. No more cracks about

the workers with their two cars and

colour television sets.

Monday, Dec. 1 they are back

again. This time questions increase,

and are definitely aimed to discredit

Thorson. By 12:45 Thorson blows his

cool. Approximate quotes; "I don't

want anymore of these destructive

nitwit questions, are you guys going

to get these clowns out of here or

not." Very sneaky, he manages to sic

students on students. Group of vigi-

lantes, waiting for the word, jumps up

and violently haul the New Left out of

the class. Thorson beams triumphant-

ly in the corner. Total damage in-

cludes one cut forehead and a pair of

broken glasses. Majority of class sits

there stunned.

The New Left had no business being

in that class. We have no need of out-

side agitation. Students seem to be

perfectly happy to sit and listen to

Thorson's spiel. Tie New Left were
originally disruptive It is better to

have a lousy lecture rather than none

at all. On the other hand Thorson had

no right whatsoever to spark his disci-

ples on to violence during the third

lecture. The New Left were only ask-

ing questions, and not bad ones at

that. It was about time that someone
challenged Thorson's ideological

views. Thorson did encourage some of

the students to physically expell the

New Left from the classroom.

He could have just as easily asked

them to hold off their questions until

the end of the lecture. There is no jus-

tification for Thorson's encourage-

ment of violence, and he made no at-

tempt to stop it. The majority of the

class did not like the New Left, but

were sickened by this use of force.

More important are the underlying

causes of the disruption. There ought

to be three classes of Poli. Sci. 101;

instead there is one. We need tutorials

to ask questions, there are none. We
as students should at least have some
choice in the method of our evalua-

tion, and there is absolutely none in

Poli. Sci. 101.

Graeme Hicks (IUC)

Community Issue was an exercise in 'stolid, moralizing prose'
Monday's page four editori-

al, "On dropping 20,000 pink

papers in the real world"
seemed to cry out in loveless

anguish to any sympathetic

soul willing to offer attention.

So here is a critique which —
while hopefully not loveless —
will be of necessity unsym-
pathetic. You said ".

. .we're

still waiting for a reaction. .

."

And you shall wait that way
forever. 'To provoke a re-

sponse from any given matrix

one must initially interject a

stimulus.' The Community
Issue hardly qualified as a

stimulus. Sedative would be

more appropriate. Even that is

too generous.

In one Kensington poultry

shop I observed the manage-
ment meticulously tearing and

crumpling unread Varsities for

— you've guessed it — kitty-

litter for their live roosters.

Unless roosters read, I am
forced to conclude that all

those pages of scintillating

Varsity prose wound up as sog-

gy wodding full of scared-to-

death chicken droppings.

There are two main reasons

for this pungent fate; the con-

tent of the paper and the actual

form of this content.

Content. The Community
Issue took the world very seri-

ously. This aspect of the issue

obviously turned people off.

They don't want your social

conscience. Many people are

tired of bad news; some are

fed-up with all news. I'm not

implying a value-judgment;

I'm just trying to look at what

is happening. If you fail to

communicate with what is

happening, then as journalists

you might as well pack it in.

Look at recent events on

campus, then try to understand

student response to these

events:

Why did less than one-third

of the eligible voters bother

marking up ballots over the

CUS affair^ Why are CUG
meetings folding because no

one bothers showing up? Why
has SAC been reduced to a

floating seminar in irrelevant

rhetoric? Why were the Mora-
torium Day activities ruined

by a handful of anal-retentive

ideologs and largely ignored by

everyone else? I know this

sounds subversive but. . . peo-

ple are fed up with politics.

The Varsity has of late tried

to include more non-political

material in its campus edi-

tions; the recent forays into

satire, cartoons and creative

journalism were most refresh-

ing, and incidentally very

effective politically. But along

comes the Community Issue

and we regress forty decades

back to the politics of bore-

dom. What makes you think

the surrounding community's
reading tastes are different?

But if the content was sti-

fling, the form was a complete

shutdown. Catchy layout, pho-

tos and graphics cannot dis-

guise the inadequacy of a pap-

ers' writing. An enduring Var-

sity irony is that the paper

always looks better than it is.

The Community Issue was
pleasant to look at but oh so

bad. bad. bad to read. If you

don't enjoy doing something,

then don't do it.

The general style level of the

entire issue, with the possibly

exception of Ray Conlogue's

bit. was abysmally dull and

lifeless. This is going to sound

malicious but I'm afraid it is

sadly true. If you had inserted

simple announcements at the

end of each article stating that

the first ten people to phone

the Varsity office would re-

ceive a cash award, I honestly

doubt that you would have re-

ceived more than fifty respon-

ses. Fifty out of thirty-eight

thousand. Think I'm kidding?

Then try it next time. My esti-

mate is based on the hypothe-

sis that substantially less than

one per cent of the Community
Issue articles were read

through from beginning to end.

Not even an intrepid cereal-

box reader could have chopped

through the dry-rot jungles of

all that stolid Varsity moraliz-

ing prose.

Bill Templeman
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POOR STUDENTS

Low on bread for Christmas presents

Cheer up;

The Textbook Store has gifts you can

afford

Inflatable Zodiac Cushions

Cedar Mounted Prints (looks good,

smells good)

Silk screened, hand finished Linen

Place Mats

Records (the new Donovan)

Books (e.g. The Impacted Lower
Third Molar $1.98)

Starts Wed. November 2fi and if

you're really desperate, just say

"Charge it! 1

THE
TEXTBOOK
STORE

DRESSES DRESSES

THE ORFIS BOUT/ (fue

a J \6t)JL

131 &LOOP, W£ST
JTHE COLOHNAOt

DRESSES DRESSES

GENERAL MEETING
Political Economy Course Union

To Elect Members To

Ad Hoc Committee On CUG

WED. 1:00 P.M.
S.S. 2102
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Dining with Jane

Even with doors open. Great Hall is still "lf-ish'

By JANE HOLLINGWORTH
Male chauvinists! Your pan-

ic's showing! Hart House is

opening its massive gates to

second-class citizens.

Half-suspecting a Massey
College-type hoax, this female

walked into Hart House not

once but three times (count

them! ) last week. None of the

forays was what you could

term a mind-blowing experi-

ence.

In fact, male reaction was
less ego-boosting than what

you get from an Engineering

class or a football team's

change room. Generally, you

can get just as good stares on

any downtown corners as you

get from Hart House habi-

tuees.

Some of the comments,
however made the whole effort

worth-while (although nothing

is worth the effort it takes to

down a Hart House milk-

shake).

Comments ranging from "if

you're ever taken to the Upper
Gallery for dinner, get mea-
sured for your wedding gown"
to "if I see any more girls in

here I'm going to take a bunch

of guys into Benson Building",

came from inmates who
proved vocal as well as opi-

nionated.

After my first visit to the

Great Hall, a university dining

room straight out of "If", a

male asked, "Have you seen

the Tuck Shop at 1 o'clock?

We're crawling over each oth-

er."

Naturally I rushed over to

see this inter-faculty sport and
it was all true. For a quiet

male retreat (retreat from
what? ) this scene was anything

but soothing: all the noise,

crowds and cafeteria smell of

a high-school lunch room.

For any girls planning a

Great Hall lunch — and there

have been very few so far —
there is the pleasure of eating

off "Hart House" china.

Everyone should stir their

hart photo by errol young

Post-liberation scene at Hart House Great Hall.

coffee with a genuine silver

"Hart House" spoon at least

once: it makes up for all the

paper-cup swill.

Still, unless you're a girl

with an extraordinary sense of

direction, the male bastion will

remain just that. A favorite

male ploy is to casually men-
tion some room he "always"
likes to relax in, a room you
didn't even know existed.

Finally, take advantage of

the open-door policy but: don't

wait for anyone to push the big

front door for you — lean on it

hard and you'll manage; don't

stand gazing at the sculpture

on the first landing — it's an
obvious tourist move; don't

shyly approach the hall porter

for directions — he already
knows you're lost.

Militant feminism aside, it's

nice to visit but I wouldn't

want to live there.

Firings follow the

SFU strike failure
BURNABY (CUP) -

Twelve teaching assistants

who took part in the recent
strike at Simon Fraser Univer-

Graduating students in:

COMPUTER SCIENCE

MATHEMATICS & PHYSICS
MATHEMATICS

are invited
to discuss a career opportunity in

ELECTRONIC DATA
PROCESSING

during an On-Campus interview

DECEMBER 11 & 12, 1969

I Crown Life Insurance Company
I
120 B loor Street East, Toronto

sity have been dropped by the'

university's political science,
sociology and' anthropology
department.

The 12 were passed over by a
committee — which included
Robert Wyllie, chairman of the

PSA Department, and' two
graduate students — which
was hiring teaching assistants

for the coming term. A PSA
announcement said enrolment
would be cut by two-thirds in

the lower-level PSA courses
and there would be no classes

for the assistants to teach.

But David Adair, one of
those whose contract was not
renewed, charged that all

those who worked during the
strike were re-hired.

The 41-day strike, supported
by 700 PSA faculty and stu-
dents, protested administra-
tive interference in the depart-
ment. SFU President Kenneth
Strand broke the strike by sus-

pending striking teachers and
obtaining a court injunction
prohibiting further protest.



SAC picks a winner -- SeweII in 7
By KAREN COULTER

Aldermanic candidate John Sewell
couldn't quite buck the growing tide of New
Democratic popularity in Ward 7.

Sewell. who had received financial sup-

port from SAC. conducted his campaign
upon the single issue of "giving the people a

voice".

In his near-deserted campaign headquar-
ters, the usually laconic Sewell, paced the

floor in high-heeled cowboy boots, studied

the returns, and predicted that the "good"
pools were still to come.
As the NDP's Karl Jaffary edged up to a

386 vote lead, he made it quite clear that

second place wasn't really good enough.

Every so often, someone wondered aloud
how Margaret Campbell was doing.

Over at Regent Park United Church the

atmosphere was hardly more festive.

There, Sewell's wife. Diana, presided over

a home-made cookies-and-cake reception
and answered some reporter's corny ques-

tions about her faith in her husband, etc.

Students, young lawyers, and urban poor
huddled around the television and made
gloomy predictions about the prospects for

change. The only tie of the evening was
worn by Sewell's father, a corporation law-

yer.

When Sewell arrived shortly after ten

o'clock, the applause was of a cautious,

wish-we could-have-gone-all-the way-for-
you nature.

Climbing onto a chair, Sewell rejoiced:

"We have just knocked Sigsworth (Oscar,

the incumbent) out of municipal politics-

perhaps forever!

"

Reaffirming his distrust of politicians,

he asked his supporters to stay involved
and passed his father's hat to help cover
campaign expenses.

Sewell scans the poll re;

Minutes, correspondence ,etc...
Tonight's merry meeting of

the Students' Administrative
Council commences at 7 p.m.
in the Alumnae Hall of Victoria

College.

You can come and hear your
elected representatives fight

over some of the following top-

ics:

• Danny Drache's Research
Report. CUG has agreed to

publish 150 copies, but will con-

trol distribution.

• The advisability of a SAC-
controlled page in The Varsity.

• A discussion of current

and future events with regard

to the CUG report and its im-

plementation.

• A report from the Services

Commissioner on the operation

of the co-op book store.

• Also: Rites of Spring, lem of SAC lawyers.
Point Blank School, the Toron- • Not to mention old favour-

to Research Group, Praxis, the ites like minutes, correspond-
housing project, and the prob- ence, announcements, etc.

HAMILTON (CUP) - In

an unanimous vote last night,

the McMaster University

student representative as-

sembly threw the university's

student union solidly behind

the legalization of marijuana.

The motion, calling for a

letter to Health and Welfare

Minister John Munroe, pas-

sed with little comment. But

one councillor was mildly

excited about the possibilities

of legalization.

"It would sure liven up

these meetings." he said.

When you need the best help for your literature class.

For papers.

For exams.
For class discussion.

Pick up a book in this new series.

Twentieth Century Interpretations.

"TCIs" give you more help.

More help than any so-called "literary study guide."
Better help.

No canned opinions in a "TCI."

Just great criticism.

The best. Written by the best critics of our time.

Buy a new "TCI."

They cost $1.50.

I

"A & A BOOK STORE"
Yonqe St. Toronto. Ontario

Hours 7 A.M. • 12 P.M.

CLASSICAL CONCERT TODAY
Music Room, 1-2 p.m.

ESTHER GARTNER

CAMERA CLUB TODAY
Club Rooms, 1: 10 p.m.

8 x 10 BLACK AND WHITE
Maximum-4 Prints

Judge MR. FRANK ROYAL

THE CHAPEL
ALL BELIEVERS IN GOD
ARE INVITED TO PRAY IN

THE HART HOUSE CHAPEL
EVERY THURSDAY FROM

8:00 a.m. TO S P.M.

VARSITY TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT
Date: December 13. 1969

Time: t p.m. .

Place: Lower Gym. Han -House

Register: Hall Porter's Desk
Fee: 25<

STEAK & CHAMPAGNE
AT THE

NEW YEAR'S EVE BALL
Tickets SI7 ' couple on Sale Now
Hall Poner and Undergrad. Office

VICTORIA COLLEGE DRAMATIC SOCIETY

JEAN ANOUILH'S ANTIGONE

DIRECTED BY ROBERT GAILBRAITH

DEC. 2-6 8:30 p.m. NEW VIC THEATRE
NEW ACADEMIC THEATRE

TICKETS IN WYMILW00D OR AT THE DOOR

Northern Electric
COMPANY LIMITED

ELECTRICAL -

MECHANICAL -

INDUSTRIAL

ENGINEERS 70 GRADS

Canada's largest manufacturer of telecommuni-

cations equipment will be holding interviews at

University of Toronto

December 11 and 12, 1969

Principal plants, offices and laboratories are in

Montreal, Toronto, London. Belleville, and Ottawa.

For information and an appointment, see your

Placement Office.

364-627)

J
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Letter from Hong Kong
by ycsep

Hong Kong is a crowded city with

four million people in an area of 3 '/i

square miles.

The city is a major port in the Far

East as well as a leading financial

centre. And the skyline from Victoria

Peak is even beautiful.

But then, no one lives in the office

buildings. The area is really a mixed
bag of incredible material goods and
great notural beauty, of British coloni-

alism and Chinese industriousness, of

great wealth and much poverty.

Tourists seldom see the poverty —
the rural areas, the squatter sites, the

crowded reclamation areas and the

fishing villages. But these places exist

even without the beautiful skyline, the

travel folders and the tourists.

And the people, they exist loo — for

awhile. They inevitably hove children

— too many of them. And they all die,

some of old age, but many of TB, gas-

troenteritis and a whole host of other

diseases which are prevalent where
poverty and poor sanitation exist.

Education is marginal and illiteracy

high. Earnings are small and opportun-

ities are limited. It is in these areas

where Project Concern does its work to

provide dental, medical and education-

al facilities. There are four clinics in all,

all under staffed, undersupplied and
overworked.

GOLD TEETH
The old Walled City is the location of

the oldest clinic, established seven

Joseph Blankier graduated from U of 7 last year
and is now The Varsity's Travel Editor. He is on a trip
around the world, mailing us reports from his various
stopping points.

His last letter was from Berkeley a couple of months
ago. Now he's in Hong Kong. This time he enclosedsome snapshots he took with his faithful companion
orownte.

Next stop. Saigon. (And we're not even payina
postage.) r ' *

years ago. One of the streets in the

area is lined with dental clinics special-

izing in replacement rather than repair

(gold & silver teeth are status symbols

among the poor). These "shops" are

run by dentists from mainland China

whose qualifications are not recog-

nized by the Hong Kong Government.
Consequently they operate illegally.

Between two of these dental shops is

a narrow "street-alley" that descends

about 15 feet while the smell ascends

to greet you halfway. The clinic is here,

amidst ragged little children, ratty

looking dogs (man — you wouldn't
believe it!) and crowded, unsanitary

conditions that would make Cabbage-
town look like Bay view and York Mills.

Three other clinics have also been
built, two of which I saw, the Jorden

Valley Clinic and the floating clinic —
Yauh Oi (Brotherly Love). The facilities

vary in size and equipment.

The oldest one was by far the small-

est and most poorly equipped whereas
the floating clinic has a radiological

unit with an X-ray technician and 2

foreign nurses (from Australia when I

visited it).

Most of the doctors, however, are
from mainland China although an oc-

casional foreign doctor is present (ie.

from Australia, New Zealand, Canada
or the U.S.). Volunteer staff remain
two to six months usually.

EDUCATION
There is also a new clinic being pre-

pared in the Wan Shan resettlement
area to serve 1 76,000 people. Al-

though it will be the largest clinic it will

still be considerably understaffed.

However, all the clinics are faced
with the same tasks — educating the

people to take care of themselves, fam-
ily planning and providing curative

and preventative care to people whose
concept of sanitation consists of shit-

ting over the side of a boat.

There are two basic problems which
any medical project faces in the Far

East. The first is sanitation, the second
birth control.

One cannot feel sympathy for people
in these situations without feeling a
certain measure of frustration. Frustra-

tion not merely because you feel peo-

Canadian lab ,chn'
r
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iph blankier

pie should not be living in such condi-
tions (a value judgement) but to a
greater degree because one is faced
with a lack of total understanding of
the situation and its context. It is in a
struggle to try and comprehend the
"whys" the "hows" and their implica-
tions that one faces the greatest dilem-
ma.
Anyone who speaks of such condi-

tions (in the Orient, at least) solely in

terms of a political context surely does
not speak from experience. Such prob-
lems involve at least if not more a cul-

tural and social aspect than a political

one.

But it is important to try to under-
stand the people one is trying to help
and have some concept of the consequ-
ences of such help — not in idealistic

terms but in realistic ones.

To impose change will not necessari-

ly alleviate a problem. It will merely
place it in a different context.

Perhaps some people will accuse me
of creeping cynicism or more likely of

just plain "chickenshit", but when you
have seen poverty, not just in HKG, but

in Japan, Okinawa, Taiwan and the

Philippines and realize that you will

see worse still in S.E. Asia & India, it's

difficult not to become either a victim

of cynicism or at the very least feel in-

tensely frustrated.

LOOK POOR
The people I have seen and of whom

I now speak look poor. You know what
I mean — they look poor! Their clothes

may betray them, but their faces do a
far better job. The little children pre-

sent an especially sad and ironic pic-

ture. Whereas the parents may be illit-

erate, the children are still innocent. It's

sad because they are simply not aware
of their future or lack of one.

I suppose one might even say that

the irony is heightened by the realiza-

tion that there are too many children. It

is not at all an original thought that the

poor tend to be prolific. But the reasons

for this probably vary to some degree

with the society. However, family

planning is of necessity desirable in

poorer areas, the fishing villages par-

ticularly.

Nevertheless Project Concern has

met with mixed reaction in their family

planning work. Although the women
seem to support the idea, the men are

rather opposed. The reason is quite

simple, really. The father does not have
to worry about the extra mouths to

feed, nor the bodies to look after. The

only consequence for him is that he has

extra hands and feet to do the required

work.

This problem is an indication of my
meaning when I soy that problems of

poverty are social as well as cultural,

not simply political or medical.

You who read this may find thot I've

concluded rather abruptly. Well you're

quite right, I have. My intention is to

give you my impressions; not to recom-

mend methods of change.

Certainly, I do have some opinions

but it would hardly be fair to either of

us to include them because 1 )
they are

still in a slate of flux, as they should be

and 2) this column is not a forum for

debate across 1 2,000 miles.

fiTjan Frank J. B. Hooper of Vancouver on duty at the Floating Clinic.
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One Year Before the Mast
Are you interested in sailing the Pacific July 1971 to July 1972, Join us, We're

four students seeking like-minded people for this serious adventure, Women Welcome.

Organizational Meeting

North Sitting Room
Hart House

Dec. 4 - 5:15 P.M.

ANNOUNCING!

ANNUAL CHRISTMAS TREE
WED. DEC. 10, 1969 GREAT HALL, HART HOUSE

GLEE CLUB, CAROL SINGING

POETRY READING

ADMISSION FREE!

We the undersigned demand immediate

action to secure the release of the two

innocent Israeli citizens who are now

unlawfully being detained in Syria

following their forcible removal from a

commercial flight to Tel Aviv

August 29, 1969.

Please sign this and bring if with you.

Buses leave for airport from

Sidney Smifh, 2.00 p.m., December 4th.

CLASSIFIEDS

l>sh French. Other languages. Mimeo
qrautnnn. oleclric typewriters Mary Dalt

Scott IM Davies) 86 Bloor St. W Roon

225.922 7624

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone

today lor' free booklet "The Day you buy a

diamond'' H Proctor and Co
,
131 Bloor

St W,Suno4t6. 921-7702

SALTY DOG Discolheque will rent prem-

ises Monday to Thursday day or evening

For information cad A Curry 964-7060 of

633 2677

APT. TO SHARE — Male — Student or

staff — Mostly furnished — Available

immediately Call Bruce 787-7625.

EMPEROR JONES reigns at Hart House

Theatre Dec 4, 5. 6 8-30 p.m. Trckeis at

Lit Refectory Theatte $1.50.

DIAMOND RINGS from importer, high

quality, low prices Call 368-9474 for a

private appointment Under no obligation

DIAMONDS. RUBIES, sapphires, emer-

alds, opals, certified quality in unusual de-

signs Remarkable new merchandising
method saves you more money than you

spend Toronto Jewellery Exchange 21

Adelaide St. W . 368-4466

TYPIST WITH ELECTRIC MACHINE.
experienced with everything from term

essays to publishers manuscripts for

books 45e per page. 3e each additional

copy Phone 489-2367.

8 00 P M
(SPK) Beverley & Cecil NOTE DEC. 7.

WILL GIRL who wore green maxi and >

ned green biochemistry book while mai
ing in 8iafra War protest Thursday n

please contact Bob at 920-831

8

FLORIDA — MIAMI share driving or -fc

expenses or both, can use our car or yours, w
leaving Fii. Dec 1 9 phone 651-2558

TYPING DONE — for fast efficient s

vice phone 769-6065

3 GIRLS WANTED to join a household at

35 Madison Ave. 1 place available imme-
diately, 2 more on Jan. 1, Call 921-4970
or drop in at 35 Madison

RIDE WANTED to Montreal Friday, De-
cember 1 9 for 2 people Barbara Friedberg.

925-6194 -

EXECU-SEC Secreierial Services Publu
Stenographers Essay. Theses — top quali

ty intelligent typing. IBM Executive anc

Selectric Typewriters Mrs Walker 449
7077 (days) 449-3744

B A. 70 (GENERAL ARTS)? What do I TRANSLATION from Gei

(do with it?" - For -..uguesii

St. Joseph

Fine Arts Students will

Rm 333. 121 accept rush orders Call after 5 p.m. 929-
0565

I G.S.U.
FRIDAY NIGHT

DANCE
December 5 - 9:00 p.m.

* Admission: $ 1 ladies $1.25 gents

Music by

i'UNDERGRADSl
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Interested In Informal

Debating?

Interfacuity Debating

League Starts Soon

CONTACT:

U.C. - Neil Smifh 781-1654

VVycliife - W. Sfeggles 964-9990

Trinity - Tom Curron 928-2518

St. Mikes - Dan lecfci 222-7536

New College - Hersh Gold RU 3-6365

Other Others - Brion Morgan 928-2517



SAC seeks campus centre money
The Students Administrative Council has

again requested Ontario Government help to

finance the long-delayed campus centre.

The request came in a brief presented to the
Committee on University Affairs, which met
a delegation from the University of Toronto
yesterday at Erindale College.

The Committee on University Affairs is an
advisory body to the Provincial Government.
It is composed of various university repre-
sentatives and laymen.
The SAC brief outlined the lack of eating

facilities on the western part of campus and
argued a campus centre would provide a focus
for student activities at the university. It

would contain meeting rooms, office space for

campus organizations, recreational facilities

and cafeterias.

SAC proposed the centre be located near the

corner of Huron and Willcocks Streets, on
land which now includes the Faculty Club. It

suggested facilities for both staff and students
be incorporated under one roof, and pointed
out the Faculty Club itself is "no longer ad-
equate".

Following a plea by GSU President Michael
Vaughan for a new graduate student complex,
CUA member Leslie Frost, former Ontario
Premier, asked whether Hart House couldn't

be expanded and adapted into a student
centre.

SAC president Gus Abols replied that Hart
House itself is now badly over-taxed, and
Prof. L. Lynch pointed out that it was not de-

signed to serve as a student union building.

HERE AND NOW
TODAY
ALL DAY

Tickets for HAIR at a 10 pei cent dis-

count. Show dates; Wed Jan. 28, Thurs

Jan. 29, and Sun. Feb. 1 Orders (cash or

cheque) accepted now at Innis II, 63 St

George St.. Room 110. 202. Today and
everyday.

Exhibition ol drawings by Jeremy Smith

Buttery. Trinity.

Final day to submit nominations for po-

sitions on the TUGS (Toronto University

Geographical Society) Executive. Submit
to TUGS mailbox, Rm. 5047 Sid Smith.

12:15 p.m.

Pollution Probe is showing half-hour film

"Water" — third of a series of six TV pro-

grams ("Nature of Things") on pollution

entitled "Danger — Man at Work." flam-

say Wright — Harbord St, entrance. Rms
133. 131, 102. 104

MPSCU physics film "The Zero Gradient

Synchrotron"; Elementary particle re-

search at the Argonne labs. New Physics.

Rm. 102.

Yavneh presents Simon Pellman who
will speak on the life of Rabbi Shimson
Raphael Hirsch. Sid Smith. Rm. 2129.

Hart House Camera Club. Judging of

members 8x10 prints in club room. Lecture

on advanced printing in the evening Check

bulletin board for more details.

Institute for the History and Philosophy

of Science and Technology presents Derek

J de Solla Price. Avalon Professor of the

History of Science. Yale University, talking

on "Historical Relations Between Science

and Technology " Rm. 202, New Physics

The third of four classical •

ther Gartner, cellist. Ladies Welcome,
Admission free Music Room. Hart House

Nomination Meeting — TUGS execu-

tive Last chance to nominate for all execu-

tive positions. Candidates will speak. Rm.
622 Sid Smith,

General Meeting of the Political Econo-
my Course Union to elect members to ad

hoc committee on CUG, Sid Smith Rm
2102.

4 p.m.

F U of T Third World film and discussion

group — "Malcolm X — a Tour of North

Africa by Malcolm X (Afro-American Pro-

ductions).

6:16 p.m.

Sergei Eisenstein's "Ivan the Terrible"

Part I. Admission 75c All welcome. Also

at 8:30. Rm 2118, Sid Smith.

THURSDAY
12:16p.m.

Pollution Probe is showing half-hour film

"Air" — fourth of a series of six TV pro-

grams ("Nature of Things") on pollution

entitled "Danger — Man at Work." Ram-
say Wright — Harbord Street Entrance

Rms. 133, 130. 102, 104.

12:30 p.m.

Meeting of all students interested in lib-

erating the Trinity Buttery. UC JCR.

1p.m.
If you believe in God you are invited to

use Hart House Chapel anytime Thursdays

to pray for your areas of interest and con-

Information meeting with opportunity to

talk to returned volunteers and learn the

terms of CUSO service CUSO Office In-

ternational Students Centre.

Yavneh presents Rabbi N L. Habinovitch

of Clanton Park Synagogue who will give a

lecture on "Problems of Secular or Reli-

ftfftittit
TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED

Dec. 12 on campusto interview

CHEMICAL, MECHANICAL
and ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING,

HONOURS CHEMISTRY
'70 GRADUATES

We invite prospective graduates to

read our literature in the Placement
Office and attend interviews.

2 p.m.

There will be a meeting to discuss the

changes in 3rd and 4th year of next year's

Ans and Science program All students are

cordially invited to attend. Rm 2135. Sid

Smith

4 p.m.

Regular meeting of the Aryan Affairs

Commission Discussion will include forth-

coming beerhall putsch and opening ol

Han House, Rm, 666. The Grauniad.

8 p.m.

W C. Fields Movie: Six of a Kir

College— Wetmore Hall.

8:30 p.m.

Jean Anouilh's Antigone, directed by

Robert Galbraith. New Vic Theatre, New
Academic Bldg.. Vic.

Meeting of the Hellenic University So-

ciety. ISC Morning Room.

6:16 p.m.

All are invited to meet with the Varsity

Christian Fellowship for supper at 5 15 in

the Meds Building Cafeteria, at 6.30 in

Rm. 2173. Don Freeman will continue

sharing some insites into Christianity

through Ephesians Meds Bldg. Cafeteria

8 p.m.

Trin-UC Classics Club Christmas Ban-

quet. Prof. Bagnani of Trent U. will speak

on "Eating up the Past". Admission $3.25

Students. S4.25 faculty. Scott's Restaur-

ant. 1 1 Bloor St. W.

8:30 p.m.

Jean Anouilh's Antigone, directed by

Robert Galbraith. New Vic Theatre. Vic

New Academic Bldg.

3 one-act plays by Pinter. Strindberg

and J. M. Morton, directed by Norma Lev-

ine and Nigel Spencer Admission free.

Studio Theatre — 4 Glen Morris (between

Huron and Spadina)

Students' Administrative Council

University of Toronto

HIGH SCHOOL

DUTIES
I) Broaden Free University of Toronto
to Include inlroducfory courses on the
university or other courses high school
students may desire.
II) Creating links befween existing hich
school organizations
lil) Act as a resource person when stu-
denfs ask lor In lorma I ion. The pi
musf have the organiiallonal ability
and fhe necessary material available.
Iv) Research Into high school problem:
with some concentration on the prob
lems of transfer from high school Ic

university.
v) Establishing links In communication
belween free schools and potential free
schools.
vl) Organizing some form of i

PaPCr
'jANUARY 70 TO JUNE 70
SALARY SM PER WEEK

PLEASE apply staling qualifications
before December 5 to:

EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
COMMISSIONER

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
STUDENTS'

ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

B08KS
P8R

GfiRI

CAMP STAFF
Manitou-wabing Camp of Fine Arts

Now accepting applications from counsellors, assistants
and instructors in the following:

Sailing, Water-Skiing
. Swimming, Canoeing and Trip-

ping
, Golf, Tennis. Riding , Riflery

, Fencing .Music
(String and wind players), Guitar, Drama. Drawing
and Painting

. Graphics . Pottery .Sculpture. Some
executive positions open. Section Heads.

Graduate and undergrad, students with experience, call

RU. 3-6 168 or write 621 Eglinton Avenue West. Toronto

for applications and further information.

Graduating students in:

MATHEMATICS & PHYSICS

MATHEMATICS

ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

are invited to discuss your future in an

ACTUARIAL CAREER
during an On-Campus interview

DECEMBER 12, 1969

Crown Life Insurance Company
120 Bloor Street East, Toronto 5
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The University College Players' Guild
presents

EMPEROR JONES
by Eugene O'Neill

directed by Mark Manson

Hart House Theatre

December 4, 5, 6 8:30 p.m.

Admission $1.50

Hoechst is Engineering
And plenty of it. Hoechst has over a full cen-
tury of research and achievement to draw
upon—products and ideas that have touched
and improved the quality of people's lives in

every area around the world, in a hundred
countries on six continents.
But big as we are in this area we're more than
just engineering. We're medicine too, and

chemistry and plastics and dyestuffs. And
marketing. And ideas. Ideas most of all.

Ideas about the future, about people's needs
and wants. About how to meet those needs
and wants. Good ideas, young ideas. Your
ideas maybe.
If you'd like to know more about Canadian
Hoechst. write our Head Office.

CANADIAN HOECHST LIMITED
3400 JEAN TALON STREET WEST MONTH E Al . ASSOCIATES OF FARBWERKE AG WEST GERMANY

A CENTURY OF SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENT THROUGH RESEARCH
Page 12 - THE VARSITY Wednesday. December 3. 1969

against

Jesus?

But have you ever been fair

enough to give him a hearing?

Now you can read and study

what he said and inspired

others to write. And no one

will call on you, unless you

ask for it.

Send for your free correspon-

dence course.

to: Bible Studies

Box 644, Station Q,

Toronto 7, Ontario.

please check main interest:

basic Bible study

Christian doctrine

the Christian life

other:

GETTING ENGAGED?

"Star-r.lo"

1 .42 Curat Diamond I

• .18 Kl. Cold Setting J300.00
Excellent Clortly I

• Excellent Colour
]

Alio Available In 1/4, 1/3

and 1/2 Coral Slzea

Hugh Proctor & Co.

What

film © 0
Ifyou don't sec so good, it's

like having a dirty film over
your eyes— or maybe
you've just gol badly
scratched glasses. So get
your eyes tested, ihcn come
choose froni our fantastic
coltcclion oT futuristic
frames. We re Braddock
Optical just round the
corner at 158 St. George.
And as a student, we give
you 20% off.

D

ft

*



| Fencers over Mac 16-11; prep for rematch
Blues delicately carved their

victory in the annals of their
first visiUo the new McMaster
athletic complex.
The sabreurs showed no

mercy or perhaps it was the
Blues Director sweeping to a 7-

3 victory. Hatchinski, unde-
feated. Moskovits and van
Maanen combined for their

best action this year.

The e^eeists toyed with their

opponents but received the

same nonchalance from ex-

Blue Norman Bradwell re-

stricting their victory to 6

bouts to 3.

The foilists struggled
against unusual tactics but the

Wong's, Richard and Oscar,
collected three valuable victo-

ries in their 3-6 defeat.

The rock like performance
of Bradwell accounted for 6 of

the 11 Mac victories in the 16-

11 Varsity victory.

This Saturday in the Main
Gym of Hart House a rematch
gives you the chance to see
both our teams in battle array.

tail

photo by brian r sweet

TAKE THAT, KNAVE! ! !

Varsity foilist Richard Wong

Blues hostimprovedGryphons tonight
Varsity hockey Blues had the Midas touch last Friday when

they really didn't need it, and coach Tom (Goldfinger) Watt is

hoping the same fantastic luck continues tonight when the injury-

riddled team just might need a few breaks.

Last week Blues opened defense of their SIHL crown with a

ridiculously easy 14-1 win over an out-classed and out-lucked
Western Mustangs team that was still suffering from the effects

of a tough game the previous night.

Tonight, Blues will face much sturdier opposition from the

rejuvenated Guelph Gryphons. Game time is 8 pm at Varsity

Arena.

Gryphons are coached by former Varsity defense star Dave
Chambers, a fixture of Toronto's championship team in 1961-62.

Guelph captain is Jim Wilson, who played defense for Var-

sity in 1965-66.

Chambers came to Guelph this year from Saskatchewan and

reportedly persuaded several of his better players from the West
to follow suit.

In any case. Gryphons, once SIHL pastsies, are a tough, hard

checking club quite capable of producing an upset. They've al-

ready scared Waterloo, and should give Blues a solid effort ton- JIM WILSON
ite. Now Captains Guelph

ENGINEERING
GRADUATES

The Inland Steel Company, Indiana Harbor Works, East Chicago, Indiana in-

vites you to investigate our many career opportunities. Consult the spec-

ific job description in the pocket of our brochure. Our representatives will

be on your campus on

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1969

INLAND STEEL COMPANY
INDIANA HARBOR WORKS

EAST CHICAGO, INDIANA

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer in the Plans for Progress Program

SPECIAL EXTENSION
TO ENROLL FOR YOUR

UNIVERSITY

HEALTH AND ACCIDENT PLAN

* MAN WITHOUT INSURANCE

IS LIKE A SNAIL WITHOUT A SHELL

THREE PLANS TO CHOOSE FROM

PLAN I

EXTENDED HEALTH CARE

NO DEDUCTIBLE ON ACCIDENT BENEFITS

PLAN II

OVERSEAS AND AMERICAN STUDENTS

STUDENTS ON STUDENT VISA

PLAN III

NEWLY LANDED IMMIGRANT

INTERIM HOSPITA I COVERA GE

EXTENDICA RE PI US IIFE

LIFE

$10,000 FOR $22,00 A YEAR

USE REGULAR APPLICATION

You need this coverage if you fall under one of the following

categories:

1 . Canadian students who are cowered by OHSIP and OHSC
and need extended health care

2. Students in Canada on a student visa and are not covered

by OHSIPor OHSC
3. Students in Ontario from another province who do not

have coverage from that province.

4. Newly landed immigrant students who are required to wait

three months for the provincial plans to become effective.

ADMIN. — JOHN INGLE,
700 BAY ST 364-4114
BAY AT GERRARD

NOTE: If you have not received your brochure, additional

forms may be obtained of the Registrar's office. Stu-

dent Council Office, Graduate Studies Office,

International Students' Centre the Health Service, or

Faculty Offices
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EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS

Cominco Ltd. invites applications for permanent and

summer employment from graduating students and post

graduates in Geolo gical Engi neerin g and Honours Geo_-

logy; and from Class of 1971 geology students for sum-

mer employment only.

Interviews with Cominco represervatives :

DECEMBER 5, 1969-For Summer Employment Only

D EC EMBER II, 1969-For Permanent Employment Onl y

Further details available from Student Placement Office.

@ Westinghouse

WILL BE ON CAMPUS DECEMBER II. 12. & 13. 1969

TO INTERVIEW 1970 ENGINEERING GRADUATES

A well-defined training program is offered to prepare can-

didates for positions of responsibility in:

DESIGN ANC DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

MANFACTURING ENGINEERING

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
FACTORY ENGINEERING
SERVICE ENGINEERING

FIELD INSTALLATION
TECHNICAL MARKETING AND SALES

These positions will afford opportunity for career devel-
opment to graduates with potential.

Professional salary scale and increases based on perfor-
mance as well as excellent employee fringe benefit plans.

Contact the P lacement Office for detai led information,
brochures and interview appointment.

Si

goafs

» "5

far/on

r.

sweef

Three of Blues 14 goafs in fast weed's win over Western. At fop, Varsity rookies Rob Ellis (7) and
George Nuppola (21) join Mustangs Greg Core (7) and Dick Oudekerk (20) in watching yet another
Blues shot whistle past goalie Pat Ctandall (11). Middle pic shows eight-year veteran Bryan Tompson
(17) slipping the puck (anow) past Ctandall during a supposed Western power play. At bottom,
starting Slangs goalie Dave Duncan sadly watches as Mike Cyr's shot settfes to the bottom of the cage
at 2:20 of the first period. Duncan mutted two of the three shots he faced and was replaced without
further adieu.

St. Michael's College

Teach-in

on

CUG
Thursday, December 4

and
Friday, December 5

STUDENT - FACULTY CENTRE
Page 14 - THE VARSITY. Wednesday. December 3. 1969
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Interfac Roundup

Gellius sells organs to children
by GELLIUS

ELECTRIC ORGANS
One of which I have and

would like to sell for about
$400. It's a Lowrey with two
manuals, pedals, recently

• completely overhauled elec-

tronically by the Company,
cries and wets its bed, and
costs $800 new. Phone me at
922-7787 or come up to 119 Ha-
zelton and take a look.

INTERMEDIATE HOCKEY
SELECTIONS

(edited by Miss Boyd)
Whittaker, Gee, and Mar-

shall were goal-scorers as Vic
X blanked Dents E, 3-0.

Music (Martin. Williams,

Mills, Eady (2) >5; VicVIO.

Intermediate Hockey Selec-

tions (formerly "An Anthology

of Intermediate Hockey") will

recur from time to time and

feature various guest editors.

If you have a favourite lousy

team, why don't you drop us a

line and we'll include it in the

next issue. If I feel like it. The
Varsity cares.

BASKETBALL
Basketball was discovered

by James Naismith (a young
Canadian basketball-discover-

CAREERS
IN

SCIENCE
;
VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS GOVERNMENT OF CANADA

\

BACHELOR GRADUATES (MAJORS AND HONOURS}

ALL SCIENCES
INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS
DATE: DECEMBER 11, 1969

DETAILS AND ADDITIONAL MfORMATION
AVAIlABlt AT YOUR PLACEMENT OffKf

er) in 1890. One day young
Naismith was listening to the

radio when Ella Fitzgerald

came on. "A tisket, a tasket, a

green and yellow basket" she

sang. Naismith was puzzled;

this seemed like the veriest

nonsense. "A tisket" — that

was simple enough; the Bea-

tles had just finished singing

"Tisket To Ride"; and what
could "a tasket" be but a small

task? But Naismith was fasci-

nated by the nonsense-word
"basket"; so (being a rugged
frontier type and all) he decid-

ed to build himself the world's

first basket. Now, it so hap-

pened that the wheel had re-

cently been invented by Nais-

mith's neighbour, Jethro

Wheel. So our Hero (Naismith.

q.v.) took a wheel just hot

from the oven, tacked vertical

boards to it and called it a

"basket". After that, the rest

was easy.

Lloyd Rossman was abduct-

ed by Vic supporters shortly

before game time and the das-

tardly deed bore evil fruit as

Vic (Franklin 12) beat Meds
(Barker 14), 45-39. Rossman is

believed to be held in Damas-
cus.

Business (Wilkie 13) 36;

PHE B (Cheesman 13) 34.

Oleszkowicz hit for 15 as In-

nis beat SMC B, 41-31.

Thomann on the Totem Pole

had 16 in a losing cause (SMC
B's, in fact.)

Law (Harrison 12) 36; Scar

(Greenspan 11 ; cf. "When
Adam delved and Green span/

Who was then the gentleman?

)

28.

Schuk had 14 as SGS
(Siamese Gefultefish Stockpi-

les) beat Erin II, 61-16.

Johnston had 9 for Erin II.

It was Singer and not the

song for Vic as they beat Eng
(Grace 8), 30-23. Singer scored

14.

Two groovy little restaurants

at Bloor and Yonge, and Bloor and Bay

3 new locations opening soon

SPORTS SCHEDU1ES

Dec. 8 th To End Term

IMPORTANT MESSAGE Schedules lor week of January 5th will

ble at the Intramura office

HOCKEY
Mon Dec 8 1 2 30 St M E vs II Elec Murray. Barnhouse

1 30 Tnn D vs Vtc. X Murray. Barnhouse
7.00 Vic. 1 vs St M A Sullivan, Miller

8 15 PHE A vs Law 1 Sullivan. Miller

9 30 Innis 1 vs Knox Boland. Cyr

10 30 Med B vs III Mech Boland. Cyr

Tues Dec 9 1 30 For B vs Law IV Allen Kolin

7.00 Tnn A vs Sr Eng Bullock. Hemphill

8)5 Scar vs Dent A Bullock Hemphill

9 30 Bus 1 vs St M 8 Koutsaris. Ellis

IV Ind A vs III Ind A Koutsans. Ellis

Wed. Dec 1012 30 V vs III Chem Richardson. Seckingion

1 30 IV Civil vs Emman Richardson. Seckingion

5 30 Arch vs New 1 Bullock. Gordon
9.15 Erin vs Med A Bullock. Gordon

\l '!!
St M F vs II Civil Bullock, Gordon

Thur Dec 111 ! 30 Tnn vs Vic III Allen, Dubniak
1.00 For A vs Vic II Dubniak, Barnhouse

' i.15 Campus vs U.C.II Oubniak. Barnhouse
9.30 Vic VII vs Med C Nebata. Berlrand

10.30 Bus II vs III CJvil Nebata. Berlrand

Fri. Dec 12 2 30 PHE A vs TrinA Richardson. Des Roches
1 30 Law 1 Vic.l Richardson. Des Roches

5.00 II Ind VS III Ind B Bullock. Skinner

Mon Dec 1 5 2 30 PHE B vs Jr Eng Richardson. Murray

1 30 U.C.II vs Arch Richardson. Murray

7 00 St M A vs. Sr Eng Hemphill. Sullivan

8 15 Enn Scar Hemphill Sullivan

9 30 Vic VHI vs Med D Skinner. Miller

10 30 Dent B Vic IV Skinner. Miller

Tues Dec 1 6 1 30 UC 1 vs Law II Dubniak. Allen

7 00 StM B vs Dent A Wnght. Gordon
8 15 PharmA New 1 Wright. Gordon
9.30 Campus tnnis 1 Klinck Boland

10 30 Trin.C vs Pharm.B Klmck. Boland

Wed Dec 1712 30 IV Chem Avs St M D Bullock, Des Roches
1.30 IV Mech vs PHE C Bullock. DesRoches

BASKETBALL
Wed Dec 10 5 00 Innis 1 Law 1 Hafner. Schwartz

Erin 1 vs Don Mockford, Gee
8.00 Dent A Trin A Doug Mockford, Hummel

(Full length games — ladies welcome!

Thur Dec 11 1 00 St M A vs Sr Eng Doug Mocklord. Hummel
4 00 Arch. A VS U C II A Sternberg. Boguski

Fn Dec 12 1 00 Bus VS Jr Eng Saltzman, Boguski

6 30 Erin 1 vs Med A Chapnick Tessis

8 00 York vs Scar Tessis. Chapnick

(Full length games — ladies welcome)

Mon Dec 15 1 00 UC 1 vs PHE A Doug Mockford, Schwartz

Tues Dec 16 6 30 Erin II vs PHE 8 Puzens, Saltzman. Gee

7 30 SGS vs Pharm A Puzens. Gee Saluman

8 30 Med B vs Vic II Saltzman. Gee. Puzeris

Wed Oec 17 6 30 Scar vs New 1
Chapnick, L Sternberg

8 00 SI M B Dent A Hummel, A Sternberg

(Full length games — laides welcome)

WATER POLO
Tues Dec 9 7.30 St.M vs PHE Duvall

8 15 Vic vs MedA Duvall

Wed Dec 10 7 30 Law VS Med.B Heyduck

8 15 Tnn vs For Brownndge

9.00 Pharm vs UC Brownndge

Thur Dec 1 1 7.30 vs Eng II Archibald

8 15 Dent vs Arch Archibald

Tues Dec 16 7 30 Engl MedA Petzold

8 15 Vic vs St M Petzold

9 00 Scar Med B Petzold

Wed Oec 1 7 7 30 Uw VS Dent Breech

SQUASH (Schedule resumes Ja 6th

Tues Dec 9 6 20 Vic. 1 vs PHE B

7 00 St M A vs Med A
7.40 Med B VS Innis

8 20 New vs For

Wed Dec 10 7 00 Law B vs Law A
7 40 Tnn A VS Scar

8 20 Eng vs Deni

Thur Dec 1 1 6 20 PHE A vs SGS
7 00 Trin. B vs Wye
7 40 St M B vs Vic. II
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SAC housing project • page 3

Poli Sci 101 doss members move: "From this day forward this class will not tolerate outside agitation or disruption" while Prof. Thorson (right) Gn Phato b> }mnane iUm

9 SAC rejects motion to investigate Thorson disruption...

The Students' Administrative Coun-

cil last night expressed concern that

there is still no viable interim judicial

body.

•THE AD HOC COMMITTEE ON
THE RESTRUCTURING OF Caput
disintegrated during the discipline

crisis two months ago. The ATS and
SAC are presently locked in a quarrel

about the method of selection for the

members of the interim disciplinary

body.

The ATS has been holding out for

appointment by random lot. SAC orig-

inally asked for direct appointment
but last night agreed to a proposal to

appoint 20 candidates and then select

the six student representatives by lot

j» from that group. The ATS will still

appoint its representatives by random
selection.

Council also considered New Left

Caucus challenges to the authority of

Prof. Thomas Thorson. NLC attacks

on Thorson's teaching methods and
course content led to their forcible

eviction from Political Science 101 by

several class members on Monday.

COUNCIL STUDY VETOED
SAC President Gesta Abols sug-

gested the Council conduct a study of

the situation because, he said, the

time would come "when we have to

make a decision on the issue".

But Gerrit Van Geijn (I APSC) said

that "this specific instance is none of

our business except insofar as it is

precedent-setting and has ramifica-

tions for the future judicial system.
'

'

Services Commissioner Chris Szal-

winski expressed reservations about

SAC assuming any judicial role. He
felt that Abols' suggestion was analo-

gous to the administration reversing

or ignoring the work of lower commit-
tees and bodies.

Craig Heron (IV UC), course union

specialist, agreed, "A formally struc-

tured committee imposed from above
by the SAC would squash the little bit

of initiative that's been sparked in the

poli sci course union.
"

The motion for a study was defeat-

ed.

POINT BLANK GRANT
George Martell made a request to

Council for a grant of $800 to Point

Blank in addition to a previous execu-

tive grant of $200.

Point Blank is a small, experimen-

tal free school in Cabbagetown. Fi-

nance Commissioner Bob James in-

troduced Martell and threw his sup-

port behind the request which he said

was in line with the educational phi-

losophy of the SAC.
Martell asked about Point Blank's

method of selecting and teaching chil-

dren, replied that anyone who asked

was accepted and that it was hoped

that the project would be a neighbour-

hood school involving parents as well

as students.

Martell pointed out that Point

Blank is approached by many chil-

dren who have previously dropped out

of the school system "because they'd

like to learn something serious."

"Clearly many are going to have
absolutely no intention of going back

into the regular system," he said.

Should they wish to. preparation to

pass the necessary exams is relative-

ly simple. "It's a six-month job to fit

them into University," he said.

The motion granting the $800 car-

ried.

. . while Poli Sci 101 discusses course
"I think Thorson's lectures are horri-

ble."

With that sentence Professor Thom-
as Thorson's, Political Science 101

class broke into open debate, Wednes-
day, over disruption, Thorson's teach-

ing and the lecture format in general.

"You should be able to challenge the

professors," Bob Kincaid, a regular

member of the class, suggested.

"Thorson has one point of view but

this is still a large class. You can't ask

questions throughout all the lecture,"

said Kincaid.

"You've got to think. He's not going

to give you the answers."

Bob Bossin, a teaching assistant who
attended the lecture, suggested,

"There is a question about a whole sys-

tem of values here." Challenging the

idea that a lecture could be objective,

he said, "No such thing can be true, in

the sense that a guy is standing up

there and laying it on you."

The discussion, which was organized

by the Political Economy Course Union,

was attended by over three hundred
students, many of them not regularly in

the class.

Members of the New Left Caucus
rubbed elbows with A. C. Hallett, Asso-

ciate Dean of the Faculty of Arts and
Science, Jean Smith, Associate Chair-

man of the department and A. C. Krug-

er, Undergraduate Secretary of the

department, as well as many other cu-

3> * Important Varsity ffi

f
staff meeting ... in the 5E

Varsity office today at ffl

1 p.m. . . . don't miss it jt

Jg ... bring a friend ... fjy

jg newcomers come. «£

Please. ft*

rious staff and students.

Discussion was dominated by the

members of the class, however, many
of whom spoke out in favour of having

tutorials and smaller lectures.

Prof. Kruger, expressed a hope that

the students and faculty would negoti-

ate on these matters this year.

Bill Orr, that class' representative to

the PECU, chaired the meeting and
commented afterwards, "I thought the

discussion was good. I was disappoint-

ed that more of the class didn't speak

as to why they threw out the agitators

on Monday .

"

He also released the results of a

written poll taken during the lecture on
the question. In the poll about 35 per

cent of the people who evaluated Thor-

son's lectures felt that they were good

or excellent while another 35 per cent

considered them poor or of little value.

About 90 per cent of those commenting
were opposed to the disruption of the

lectures.
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SAC holds post mortem on housing project debacle
By PAUL CARSON

In the wake of last Friday's

special Varsity Community
Issue, the students council in-

formally discussed the demise
of the SAC housing project in

Kensington after Wednesday's
general meeting.

In April 1968, SAC bought a -

52,000 square foot lot on the

south side of College between
Lippincott and Bellevue with

the intention of building a high-

rise student-operated resi-

dence.

But the building never ma-
terialized and this summer
SAC secretly sold the land to

the Toronto Board of Educa-
tion.

In the interval SAC spent

$25,000 for a feasibility study

and preliminary plans conduct-

ed by U of T architecture pro-

fessor George Robb, and $18.-

000 for another report by soci-

ologist David Hunter, a former

SAC vice-president (1966-671.

These expenses were re-

couped in the re-sale of the site

to the Board.

About 20 SAC members
stayed for the rambling discus-

sion, which was held after the

regular meeting adjourned at

midnight for lack of a quorum.

Focus of the debate was a

personal five-page report on

the housing project prepared

by Tom Johnson, a third-year

architecture student.

INEPT HANDLING BY SAC
Johnson charged SAC's "in-

ept handling of the project has

resulted in enormous loss of

prestige for the Students Ad-

ministrative Council" and sug-

gested "sole responsibility for

the political consequences of

the housing project must ulti-

mately rest with SAC."
Johnson is not a member of

SAC and did not become in-

volved in the SAC housing pro-

ject until after the site was

SAC chooses discipline reps

The Students' Administrative Council has appointed its three

representatives to the committee to implement the Campobell
report on campus discipline.

Wayne Hankey (SGS), Michael Scherk (III UC) and Peter

Beyer (II Innisl were chosen to join five faculty members, one

GSU member and one part time student member appointment on

the committee.
The Campbell report, released during last September's discip-

line crisis calls for major changes in campus disciplinary proce-

dures.

The implementation committee will help interpret the more
ambiguous sections of the report and establish new campus disci-

plinary structures. Meetings will begin this week.

New College men cantmaintain erection

>ld to the Board of Education.

Last year, then SAC presi-

dent Stephen Langdon (IV

Trint outlined SAC's aims as
meeting the need for inexpen-

sive student housing on the

campus and providing a style

of living not available to stu-

dents in regular university res-

idences.

PRIORITIES SHIFT

However, Johnson claimed,

"none of these purposes were
accomplished, and SAC retired

from the fray with a stunning

list of casualties."

SAC got out of the housing

project, Langdon said, because
"for very good reasons it's pol-

itical priorities shifted."

"University residences were
improving and other issues

such as CUG and discipline

became more important.

Brian Levitt, former SAC
housing sirector, called John-
son's report "moralistic hind-

sight" and said current selling

practices in Toronto necessi-

tated some kind of secrecy on

SAC's part.

"How many times does SAC
have to let itself get hit before

it hits back?", Levitt asked,
defending the sale to the Board
of Education without consult-

ing the Kensington Area Rate-

payers Association.

Johnson conceded KARA,
dominated by self-proclaimed

"urban planner" Allan

Schwam, "probably doesn't

represent the views of most
Kensington residents."

A penis was erected on Sun-

day night, and stayed that way
until Tuesday morning.

Two engineers, with the help

of an artsie, spent two hours
building the six-and-a-half foot

giant out of snow. It rose up in

the middle of the New College

quad, under the watchful eyes
of shy girls peeking through
their curtains, and proud guys
standing in their rooms.

A petition was started the

next morning in the women's
residence to demand its re-

moval.
But it got little support, for

many of the girls found it fun-

ny, and according to one
source in the residence, half of

them didn't know what it was.

But the main talk in the resi-

dence was among those who
wanted to know whose it was.

Levitt then reminded him
that SAC would have been fool-

ish to call for open bidding on
the site "since that would just

mean handing the land to an
apartment developer."

The Board of Education is

not allowed to use public mon-
ey in competitive bidding for

land, Levitt pointed out.

EXCELLENT BARGAIN
Langdon added the site was

an excellent bargain when first

purchased.

"It is close to the university,

no demolition was needed, and

the price was reasonable," he
said.

"I would remind you," Lang-
don said to Johnson, "that the

building could have been com-
pleted if we had adopted pure

power tactics with the resi-

dents."
"Are you seriously suggest-

ing," Levitt asked Johnson,
"that SAC throw $70,000 of the

students' money away just so

some Kensington residents can
have one hour of glory at City

Council before Cadillac Con-
struction takes over the land?

That's ludicrous."

Bill St. Louis (III APSC) and
Scott Tiffin, (III APSC) who
engineered its construction,

said they thought of the idea a

few years ago and were happy
it had come off so well.

In fact, it was so anatomical-
ly perfect, a passing doctor
was heard to say that it was
one of the best specimens he
had ever seen.

The artsie who aided the

engineers has not been identi-

fied, although some feel he is a

campus activist.

On Monday afternoon, two
girls walked up to what they

felt was a very impressive bit

of abstract art. and started

patting it, until one of them
realized what it was. They
screamed and ran away.
The erection finally fell

Tuesday morning, when a jani-

tor, acting under administra-

tion orders smashed it to

pieces with a shovel, starting

from the top.

Bill and Scott winced with
every strike. Although it is not

known which administrator
gave the order to cut it down,
students are sure that someone
was merely satisfying a strong

castration complex.
One student, who is a moder-

ate on most issues, denounced
the administration for the sin-

ful way it took the situation

into its own hands. Once again

the administration has rubbed
the students the wrong way.

Abols blames Thorson and NIC
SAC President Gus Abols last night struck out at both sides

in the confrontation between the New Left Caucus and Prof.

Thomas Thorson's Political Science 101 class.

"In my mind, if they (the NLCi wanted to make a legiti-

mate criticism of Prof. Thorson they should have approached
the course union, or called a special meeting of the students

when there weren't any classes," Abols daid.

"It's deplorable that the situation involved actual physical

violence," he said, but predicted that "students will continue

to resort to violence to protect what they see as their rights" if

no standard of discipline is set.

' Thorson's action should certainly be investigated closely,"

said Abols, "because of what seems to be an implicit condon-

ing of the violence."

On Monday, a dozen students in Thorson's course bodily

ejected five NLC members after Thorson asked if the class

would permit continued disruption. The conflict culminated

two weeks of NLC demonstrations against Thorson.

Abols launched a personal investigation into the events after

SAC defeated a motion Wednesday night which would have set

up a formal committee to look into the matter. Only about a

half dozen members voted for the proposal.
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People of Pluralismo - a parable for our time
Once upon a time in the happy land of

Pluralismo there lived a voluptuous

princess by the name of Shirley. But

that's another story. To get back to the

original, the happy people in Pluralis-

mo all had the right to say whatever
they wanted. They could write whatev-

er they wanted and could go wherever

they wanted.

Of course, there were many places

they couldn't go, because they were
dirty and foul-smelling. And there were
many things they didn't care to say

because it would make them less happy

varsity

' Oman 9 1 S» v

in the long run. And there were many
things they couldn't write because oth-

er people who were more important

were writing and nobody would listen

to them.

Nevertheless, everybody in Pluralis-

mo was very happy. If somebody want-

ed to get something done, he would
make himself important and compete
with all the other important people for

the sanction of the government of Plur-

alismo. And everybody was happy.

One day somebody thought: "We
could get things done a lot faster if all

the important people got together and
decided to do the same thing by com-
mon decision. If they are important,

they know what the happy people of

Pluralismo want." So they did just

that.

But then they thought, "Well what if

more and more people want to become
important and start disagreeing with
us?" So they made the important peo-

ple's group very important and the new
important people had a hard time be-

One of the lesser shortcomings of most
radicals is that they never let fact obscure
their clear vision or admit any other posi-
tion may be right and at the same time op-
posed to their stance. Knowing full well
that they are the dissenters from the ma-
jority, they automatically assume that ev-
erybody else is on the other side of the
moral fence.

Your editorial in the Dec. 3 Varsity fell

much in the same trap. Why can't the ma-
jority dissent? Must the majority sit and
listen to "asstnine questions" and put up

"rude and obnoxious mariners' simply

coming very important.

And in this way, the very important

people of Pluralismo made decisions

very fast. Soon they became so good at

it that they didn't have to make deci-

sions at all. And things progressed very

well and the happy people of Pluralis-

mo were very happy.

One day one of the very important
people of the country came up with a
bright idea. "Why don't we kill off all

the children under ten years old?" he
suggested. In that way we will stop all

of them from growing up and becoming
important."

"You can't do that — it wouldn't be
democratic," said one of the younger
very important people.

"You should be the first one to go,"
shot back the older very important per-

son, but he agreed with the younger
very important person, and so the older

very important person decided to go on
a speaking tour of the country to ex-

plain the new plan.

Everywhere crowds listened to him.

They didn't applaud. They didn't boo.

They took notes and were very happy.

The older very important person was
so encouraged that he wired back to all

the very important people to start im-
plementing the plan.

Every crowd listened patiently, took

notes and said nothing, even when the

older very important person asked for

questions.

That was until one day. In the middle
of the very important person's speech,

a young person in the audience stood up
and asked in a very weak voice,

"Why".
The crowd became angry. Another

person stood up and yelled, "How dare
you interrupt. If you don't like it in

Pluralismo, you can go to some other
country."

And before the young person could
say, "But I like living in Plur ",

the crowd at the behest of the very
important person fell upon the young
person and killed him. Then they went
back to listening and taking notes.

'
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because whoever does this is waving the
banner of dissent? And since when are 4i%-

LETTERS-
sent and disruption of classes equivalent?

And as to the 350 students sitting in a
lecture hall listening to one man's view of
the political status quo — be reminded that
lectures are only a miniscule part of any
course, and once outside the class students
are free to read anything they wish — in-

cluding NLC literature and Varsity editori-

als.

You must realize that dissenters and
defenders of the status quo have essentially
the same view of the opposing side, with the
former having the overwhelming advan-
tage of being a minority and being sup-
pressed and, to quote you, blah, blah. blab.

It seems that the silent majority,

which is usually content to allow dissenters

to shoot all the bull they like providing
enough passive and at times active opposi-
tion to give dissent a sense of urging and a
Unge of martyrdom, finally chose to dissent
from the dissenters.

Again the dissent was carried by a
minority of students present but this time
the majority supported them. If the majori-
ty had not supported the action it would
have been classed as honorable dissent.
Now that they did it becomes violent re-
pression.

Where is the logic?

Jomes Karamitanis ( UC II)

Varsity Reporter.



More letters on Thorson and the NLC
C/ass voted to expel agitators

In the past two weeks I have been a witness to the "confronta-

tions" between the New Left Caucus and Professor Thorson.

It was unfortunate that the NLC remained oblivious to the fact

that we, the students of registered in Political Science 101 were
also involved. They infringed on our rights to attend lectures in

this subject for a period of two and one half weeks and the only

noticeable impression that they made on the majority of students

was that they were thickheaded.

The first two bumbling attempts to disrupt our class were ig-

nored as being the actions of an irritating child. On the day of the

third eruption, Professor Thorson left it up to the students regis-

- tered in the class to decide, by rule of majority, whether to allow

them to remain. The decision, made both by a show of hands and

a vocal vote, was overwhelmingly in favour of asking the agita-

tors to leave.

Professor Thorson requested that they do so. Continued out-

breaks of "I've got a question" and "We demand that you answer
us" left Thorson no other alternative but to discontinue classes.

My total pages of notes on that lecture was one line. Oh yes, one

member of the NLC reverted to being an ape, or so it seemed. He
hopped out of his seat and tore off down the hall of the Old Phys-

ics Building, wavy locks flying and arms flapping shouting at the

top of his voice, "Thorson, I want to say something to you".

Last Wednesday was a repeat of Monday's lecture, continual

interruptions and name calling such as "Communist" and
"Marxist". Total number of notes — three lines; it was improv-

ing. After all the mid-term test was only four days away. Who's

worried?

Now we come to Monday. Seats were hard to find that day.

There seemed to be a great many new students. NLC had invad-

ed ! Seated throughout the hall they sat, primed and ready to fire.

During the first twenty minutes of the class nothing out of the

ordinary happened. That is, nothing we were not becoming used

to.

A continuous volume of voices chattering away to each other

and not listening to any part of the lecture. Professor Thorson

was graphically describing the balance of authority and liberty.

Voices clamoured to be heard. Petty questions about the exact

time of change in the balance. Questions on Marx's theory of rev-

olution. Fingers snapping. Then the great oine came from out of

the mouth of a bespectacled NLC. "He is teaching bullshit, the

whole course is bullshit". Why do you sit here and take it?"

Well, we did not sit there and take it. Several of the male stu-

dents with almost total encouragement from the class moved
over to the radicals. The NLC was given a choice. We had on

three previous occasions shown our desire that they either shut

up or get out. Again they were given this choice. Refusing to stop

destroying our lectures, they were bodily ejected.

By this time Professor Thorson had left. My term test was that

night at 8:00. 1 had all of fourteen lines from the past five lectures

to show for attending class. Blow that test

!

The NLC must have planned their publicity very well. On

in which an outrageous comparison is made

Wednesday the Varsity had iront page coverage of their childish

behaviour. Wednesday's class was useless. Walking to the Old

Physics building I heard two male students, (both third year, to

judge from their jackets) saying, "I hope something exciting

happens and we haven't come here for nothing ", The hall was
packed by students obviously holding the same viewpoint. They
had come like the Roman populace to see a slaughter.

Professor Thorson announced that he had agreed to turn over

the last half hour to the Political Economy Course Union for dis-

cussion re our present problem in class.

The problem was how to make the NLC realize that they were
neither wanted nor accepted in our class. A majority vote

seemed to have failed. This is surely an expression of our right as

fee-paying students to attend our classes without having to com-
pete with agitators for the attention of our professor. It seems
the NLC was against our right to have freedom of assembly to

learn. They were so thickheaded that even being removed bodily

from the class failed to make an impression.

But, I thought, perhaps the Course Union will enforce or relay

forcibly the desire of the majority of the students enrolled in Poli

Sci 101 to attend and listen to lectures on that subject.

I should have known better. After listening to ten or eleven dif-

ferent people saying, "But the question here is ..." I realized

that no resolution was going to be set up and voted on by the reg-

istered students in this course. Bob Bossin lectured us on the

advantages we have now and how it wasn't like that when he was
young. He advised us to take action.

We did, but it did not seem to have been understood.

1. We wanted the NLC to stop interrupting~our classes.

2. If they wanted to ask questions, Professor Thorson repeatedly

stated he would be available after class for discussions, but

would they keep their questions until then, as his time was limit-

ed.

3. Not content with disrupting the lecture they forced us to use

physical strength to eject them.

Can't the NLC take a hint? Professor Thorson finishes teaching

this part of the course in two or three weeks.

So far I haven't enough notes in the last three weeks to cover

one third of a page of paper, yet alone write tests.

Jeannie Haslie — (I Vic)

It has been asserted, with

great earnestness and vehem-
ence, that Professor Thorson
has bias. Wow — what a great

a perceptive and profound in-

sight into workings of the

human mind! Of course he has

opinions (call it nasty facist

propaganda if you wish) just as

any intelligent being does who
is not entirely a vegetable. It is

a perfectly obvious point and
applies to any discipline in the

humanities. What the clowns in

the New Left Caucus want is

merely a completely new set of

biases — mainly their own.

For the purposes of getting

anything done at all it is neces-

sary to hear one set of biases at

a time. I have heard Thorson's

and the NLC's and I have cho-

sen to hear the former's until

Christmas, I want to sincerely

apologize for sounding like a

stupid facist but I must admit I

like Thorson's opinions —
that's right, I really do! I can-

not tell a lie!

(b) Another opinion I have
heard a lot is that he is not

"teaching political science'*.

Obviously it depends on what
you mean by the term.
Political science is an infinite

field of study. It contains such

concepts of democracy which
we are learning'now. It also

contains concepts of revolution

which this course was not de-

signed to cover. Some people

feel that they were betrayed
since they didn't learn how to

start a revolution. Any course
which doesn't deal with it is

immediately rotten and deca-
dent. What utter bullshit!

In conclusion, I should like to

make an outrageous compari-

son with the Americans in

Vietnam and the NLC. The
former are killing, looting and

destroying in south-east Asia;

the latter are disrupting class-

es, making silly asses of them-

selves and impinging on the

rights of students chose to

learn. Both do so in the name
of freedom and democracy!

Lome Griffith (I UC)

Pali Sci 101

NLC used personal attacks on Thorson

Some comments and observations on the course of events in

Poli-Sci 101 this week . .

.

... an impassioned plea for equality and democracy was made
Wednesday by a student who flagrantly displayed his abysmal

ignorance of the whole point of the course. He apparently failed

to comprehend the most crucial aspect of the term "democracy"
— that is an arbitrary, relative concept which can be applied both

to totalitarianism and anarchy.

. . . supporters of the New Left Caucus attempted to justify

their actions (which in effect amounted to a personal attack on

Thorson's political affiliations) with cries of "freedom of

speech" and the "rights of education".

... other would-be critics sited the fact that Thorson's lectures

failed to relate to contemporary political issues. May I remind

them that this is a course in political theory, and not an elemen

tary discussion of "current events".

. . . allegations of Thorson's pro-American bias are outright

lies. I can recall a comment by Thorson to the effect that "Amer-
ica is ruled by slobs."

. . . criticism by the New Left Caucus centred around Thor

son's association with the American Republican Party, and was
only incidently related to his teaching methods and views.

So much for this particular incident. However additional dis-

cussion of some general issues, such as the functioning of the sys-

tem, and the educational process, are now crucial.

In any introductory course in Poli-Sci the professor, if he wish-

es to avoid vague generalizations, must structure his analysis

around a certain point of view, presumably his own. Granted all

personal opinions are biased. But this approach is invalid only if

it assumed that students are unintelligent and easily indoctrinat-

ed.

Education is not merely the ability to ask questions Question-

ing, per se, has no intrinsic merit. It is the search for an answer

which is crucial. This search is the responsibility of the student,

not the professor.

A situation in which a professor is reduced to a lecturer, is a

result of flaws in the system, which can, with some effort be re-

solved. It is for this purpose that course unions exist.

Chauvinistic discrimination and petty campus politics have no

place in the classroom. These tactics have reduced what should

be a forum for intelligent discussion into a fi»t-playing, brawling

fracas.

Rita BaiUy, (I SMC)
Poli-Sci 101

Remodc Ming & Alteration*

— A Sfodefrr —

STUDENTS' ELITE

Cleaners & Tailors

054 Spadina Ave.

922-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cords

MEMBER OF INOEPENDANT
CLEANERS ASSOC.

Good old

golden
pule days
Back when Grandma was in

school this old world was quite a

bil younger. So Grannie had fewer

history dates to remember and
fewer authors, pocls, playwrights

and artists to study. Fewer chemi-

cal elements and less advanced

math. All in all, she had it pretty

easy.

But there's one thing she

didn't have to make life in general

more pleasant: Tampax tampons,

So those difficult dajs each month

were really uncomfortable.

She didn't know thai inter-

nally worn Tampax tampons
would come along and keep her-

free of discomfort and irritation.

Never let odor form She had no

idea that this modern de-

velopment would permit hot

to swim any time, bathe any;

lime In fact, grandma just didn't

know what she was missing. But

you do. So now that it's "back-lo-

school time." shouldn't it be "try

Tampax tampons lime." too?

"
TTITi

TtTTT

IADE ONLY BV
AMFAX CORPORATION LTD..

. ONTARI
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NEW YORK PIZZA HOUSE
«20 VONGE STREET CORNER OF ST. JOSEPH - 925-1736

'to tpeclolli* in H-~ York ond N«w Englond »fyl« plx« ond homo-modi

peqhetll. WE MAKE THE BEST PIZZA IN TOWN

STUDENTS FREE DELIVERY IN OUR AREA A HOT PIZZA
RIGHT TO YOUR ROOM
5:00 P.M. - 1:00 A.M. DAILY

Canadians racist imperialist -Douglas

Export'A

REGULAR AND KINGS

By JEAN BUBA
Rosie Douglas Monday ac-

cused Canadians of racism and
imperialism.

Douglas, one of the black

students arrested in the crisis

at Sir George Williams Univer-

sity last February, was speak-

ing to a throng of 20 at Sidney

Smith Hall.

On bail and facing charges of

conspiracy, arson and public

mischief, Douglas said that

while in jail, the 97 students

arrested at the SGWU disturb-

ance were segregated by color.

The average bail for the 52

white students was $1500 The
average bail for the black stu-

dents was $5000 plus their pass-

port, he said.

"People there are beginning

to question is Canada part of

the United States?', where

they never questioned before.''

"They are questioning the

Canadian investments of $90,-

000.000, the all-white execu-

tives of Canadian companies in

the Caribbean and the 75- to 80-

year contracts," said Douglas.

"This may well mark the be-

ginning of a Caribbean Revolu-

tion."

Douglas asked for white stu-

dent support to "help black

people not only to help them-
selves but to help change socie-

ty."

He asked U of T to "send a

delegation to Ottawa and to the

Caribbean to see the effects of

Canadian imperialism.

"You don't seem to be tying

in what's going on here to other

issues. Relations outside your
community will help credibili-

ty in your area." he said. "We
have to relate."

HERE ANDNOVV

Career Opportunities with

MacMillan Bloedel Limited

Canada's largest integrated forest Products Company_
We Invite You To Discuss Opportunities With Us Fo

ENGINEERING (Mechanical)
COMMERCE (Bus. Admin.)
FORESTRY (Harvesting and

Production)

COMMERCE (Bus. Admin.)

FiNGIN EERING (Civil)

ENGINEERING (AErlculturat)

ENGINEERING (Chei

FORESTRY (Harvesting and
Production)

Production Trainees Assignments In Production
Planning, Scheduling, Capital Planning And
Budgeting. Cost Analysis, Special Studies, And
Production Supervision.

Desk Salesmen Assignments To Regional Offices
Provide Experience And Knowledge Of Marketing
And Sales Procedures, Products, And Familiarity
With Regional Customers.

Technical Sales Representatives Responsibilities
In Market And Product Development. Promotion,
And Sales For Building Materials.

Process Engineering Conduct Process And Quality
Studies And Inspections, And Recommend Changes
In Operations, R aw Materi al s. Equipment, Or
Control Procedures As Required To Improve Costs
And Quality,

Engin ng Assistants Responsibilities In

ation And Construction, Setting Layouts
And Related Studies Along With Assignments In
Annual And Long Term Operations Planning,
Equipment Evaluation, Methods Studies And
Special Proiects.

We Will Be Interviewing On Campus December 10th . 12th, And 13th. Please

t Your Student Placement Office For Further Information And Appointments

TODAY
ALL DAY

Drawings by Jeremy Smith on display

Buttery. Trinity.

Tickets for HAIR at 10 per cent discount

lor shows Jen 28. 29 & Feb. 1 Innis II. 63

St George. Rooms 1 10. 202

12:15pm
Pollution Probe is showing film 'Pesti-

cides " Fifth of e series of six TV pro-

grammes on pollution entitled "Danger —
Man at Work."

Meeting of U of T Baha'i club New Col-

lege Rm. 74.

Urgent meeting lor all people who want

to sell advertising lor the UC Follies Pro-

gramme and earn commission See Erie

Swadron Lit Office. JCR University Col-

lego.

Dept. ol Geology Films "Searching

(Mineral Exploration)", "World in a Marsh"

and "Ultimate Structure " Mining 6ldg.

2 pm
John Borovilos (IV EL & L) conducts a

seminar on JRR Tolkein's "Snow While

and the Seven Gables " Wymilwood, Vic.

8 pm
The Varsity Christian Fellowship invites

you to an open house at 1 1 8 Walmer Road

at Bernard. Coffee and conversation.

Revolutionary films "Battleship Po-

temkin" and "Lenin in 1918" McLennan
Bldg Rm. 102

St Michael's College film club presents

the last in the series "The Silence" by Ing-

mar Bergman Carr Hall. 50 St Joseph St

6 30 pm
hs "Antigone" directed by

add a \We bn
bed and what do

ZUMBURGER

Zumburger is fun and the lood's

great.

Come and revel in the way-out

music and unique surroundings.

You'll love the Zumburger, the

Boston Burger or a delicious pastry

In fact everything on the menu.

Come and taste the Zumburger

experience lor yourself. You'll be
glad you did.

Opening Special
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 6TH

Come and meet

MISS TORONTO
Bring a friend

/
buy a

Zumburger, get one FREE

270 Bloor Street West
(Bloor & Si. George Street)
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Robert Galbraith New Academic Bldg Vic

9 pm
Peter Sellers movies marathon present-

ed by New College What's New Pussy-

cat". "Shot in the dark". "Pink Panter,
1

"Casino Royate Rm 1 35 Old Physics. S2

10 pm
Bellybutton coffee-shop and discot-

heque in basement of Wilson Hall. New
College Folk singing and dancing. Stags

50c Drags 75c

SATURDAY
8:30 pm

YAVENEH presents the Noam Singers

rn concert Price $2.00 all proceeds go to

orphans in Israel Vaughan road Collegiate.

10 pm
Bellybutton Coffee shop and Disclot-

heque Folksinging and dancing between

sets Stag 50c Drag 75c Basement Wil-

son Hall. New College

Sunday
3 pm

U of T Concert Band presents its first

concert MacMillan Theatre, Edward John-

son Building Free.

3:45 pm
U of T Chorus and the Hart House Or-

chestra presents a tree concert Scarbor-

ough College

6:30 pm
In Cold Blood, Truman Capote s grisly

movie Wetmore Hall. New College. Ad-
mission SI.00.

8 pm
Take a break Panowie panienki. za

ptaszamy zgrudnia na zabawe zapoznaw-

cza Relieve your essay blues Sunday. Bev-

erly and Cecil

8:30 pm
U ol T Chorus second free chorus of the

day with the Han House Orchestra Great

Hall. Hart House.

9 pm
In Cold Blood movie from Truman Ca-

pote's novel Wetmore Hall. New College.

Admission SI 00

VARSITY BLAZERS
Varsity Tartan

Kilts Ties and Scarves

made to order

RICHARDSON'S
546 Yonge St. 922-3141



ELECTIONEERING

UES?
It ha* been^nduMtrimialv represented, with

* view to injure me in ihe opinion of my Friend*
nnd AdshiwiM-a, the KJuiiUTOKS OF EAKT-
VtOKCEMTEKSIURE. that I went to Kwg.
awhtforrf Workhouse and polled the Pings out of
the Beer Barrel*, to prevent the Pnorfntm havin^
the Beer. I Mdemnly declare thm to be a *rn#»-
<fafo«« F^W, which Mr. WfiBB. another
Guardian <*f Ibe Kfcwrhrid^r t nam v*» bear wit-
ue»«,<«.

J. JBL II. FOLIJV.
nHdtey^July IJM, Mitt.



Live, work and learn

in

Stierut La'am
Program

SHARE YOUR EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND KNOW-HOW

IN A UNIQUE PEOPLE-TO- PEOPLE VENTURE

ONE YEAR SERVICE CORPS IN ISRAEL

THREE TYPES OF PROGRAMS

I. COLLEGE GRADUATE 2- KIBBUTZ 3. TECHNICAL AND
VOCATIONAL
PROGRAM

ALL PROGRAMS INCLUDE A THREE MONTH HEBREW STUDY ULPAN

IN ISRAEL

COST: S595 includes round-trip group

flight from New YorX; room and

board throughout the yeart

Contact:
SHERUT LA'AM

515 Park Avenue
New York. N.Y. 10022

Phone: 7S3-0230'0282

TORONTO:
783-4722

A.O.S.C STUDENT FLIGHTS
(Former CVS Travel Dept.)

ALL JET FLIGHTS 1970 FOR AOSC MEMBERS ONLY
ight

0. DESTINATION AIRLINE DEPARTURE RETURN FARE

1 Toronto London Return Caledonian May 11 Sept. 2 $205.00

2 Toronto London Return BOAC May 12 Sept. 13 $212.00

3 Toronto London Return AIRCANDA May 17 June 19 $193.00

4 Toronto London Return AIR CANADA May 24 Aug. 31 $212.00

5 Toronto London Return BOAC May 27 July 27 $212.00

6 Toronto London Return Caledonian May 27 Sept. 8 $205.00

7 Toronto London Return Caledonian May 29 Aug. 28 $205.00

8 Toronto London Return BOAC May 31 Aug. 25 $212.00

9 Toronto London Return Caledonian June 2 Aug. 27 $205.00

10 Toronto London Return BOAC June 13 Sept. 1 $230.00

11 Toronto London Return Caledonian June 19 Aug. 16 $185.00

12 Toronto London Return BOAC June 24 Sept. 7 $230.00

13 Toronto London Return Caledonian July 5 Aug. 30 $225.00

14 Toronto London Return Caledonian July 30 Aug. 26 $225.00

IS Toronto London Return BOAC Aug. 4 Sept. 2 $212.00

16 Toronto Rome-London Toronto AIR CANADA May 24 June 22 $221.00

17 Toronto Paris-London Toronto AIR FRANCE June 6 July 4 $211.00

18 Halifax London Return AIR CANADA June 4 Aug. 31 $189.00

19 Toronto Tokyo Return AIR CANADA May 27 July 27 $425.00

20 Toronto Tokyo Return AIR CANADA June 5 June 27 $450.00

21 Toronto Tokyo Return AIR CANADA Aug. 14 Sept. 7 $450.00

22 Winnipeg London Return AIR CANADA June? Sept. 5 $232.00

23 Winnipeg London Return AIR CANADA June 11 July 12 $211.00

24 Winnipeg London (oneway) AIR CANADA Sept. 12 $113.00

25 Toronto London (one way) Caledonian May 28 $100.00

26 Toronto London lone wayl AIR CANADA Sept. 9 $104.00
27 Toronto London (one way) AIR CANADA Sept. 22 $104.00
28 Toronto London (one way) AIR CANADA Sept. 25 $104.00
29 Toronto London (one way) Caledonian Oct. 6 $100.00

Fares do not include flight or luggage Insurance

FULL INFORMATION WITH APPLICATION FORM WILL BE AVAILABLE AT YOUR STUDENT COUNCIL ON DECEMBER 12th OR.

WRITE TO:
Association ol Student Councils,

44 St. George Street.

Toronto 5, Ontario. Tel: 921-2611

Also available from AOSC. Student Tours. Eurailpass. Car Rentals. Travel Insurance Charter Flights within Europe. Student hostel Ust, International I. D. cards.
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"Hold everythmgr

I personally find Freudian psycholo-

gy utterly fascinating. Its emphasis on
capturing the meaning of actions we
feel are meaningless finds a soft spot in

my heart. Even if Freud's interpreta-

tion of the actions were wrong, tiie ef-

fect of psychoanalysis is to reveal, all

too clearly to many people, that the

parameters of our rational powers are

determined not by ourselves, but by
external forces.

There are two major methods of

coming to grips with this determinism:
optimistic or pessimistic, radical or

conservative. The pessimist

(conservative) believes man can do
nothing to affect this determinism, or

as Freud himself thought, that this de-

terminism and its resultant consequ-

ences (i.e. repression) are necessary
instruments for the preservation of civ-

ilization. Paul Robinson's book, howev-
0 er. deals with the other variety, the

Freudian optimists. The Freudian Left.

Robinson deals with three major
Freudian optimists; Wilhelm Reich,

Geza Roheim, and Herbert Marcuse.
He analyzes their development into

Freudian radicals and examines their

respective brands of radicalism. At the

same time, he relates to evolution of

the radical tradition to the history of

the psychoanalytic movement as a

whole, and to the general course of

European and American social thought
in the nineteenth and twentieth centu-

ries.

Reich, Roheim, and Marcuse share the

conviction that politics and sexuality are

intimately connected with one another.

Their radicalism consists of regarding

sexual repression as one of the principal

mechanisms of oolitical domination.

Robinson's style is very entertain-

ing, almost engrossing (if it weren't

such a taboo to become emotionally

involved with a book, especially one on

Freudian thought). He writes with a

clarity that is a disappearing art for

most academics.

He points out his methodology quite

blunt Iv and frankly in the Introduction:

"Let me indicate that I have made no
pretense to neutrality in this essay. I con-

sider the Weberian ideal of a wert freien

science misguided and . . . illusory. In

general, I think it advisable for the intel-

lectual historian to approach his subject

with sympathy, although without for-

feiting his critical perspective."

This book makes for fascinating and
absorbing reading. The men and the

ideas examined are interesting in

themselves, but the scope of the book,

showing intellectual thought in its evo-

lution outlining, as well, its subsequent
distortions (aberrations?), give it its

ultimate significance.

The ideas and the arguments are

impressive, and I could not help but

come to a similar conclusion. Robinson

summed it up when he wrote

:

"I cannot be convinced that Freud was
anything less than a revolutionary, the

man who rendered for the twentieth

century services comparable to those

Marx tendered for the nineteenth."

Paul A. Robinson. The Freudian Left.

Harper & Row, $7.50

College Ruined Our Daughter is a liter-

ate, understanding treatment of the

generation gap. It deals with the per-

sonal alienation between parents and
the young people of this generation. In

the author's own words, it is a "plea for

understanding andacceptance by those who
live and love in the two worlds ofthose over

thirty and those under thirty.

"

In the form oi a series of letters in re-

sponse to the letters of parents, Shrader

(portraying a chaplain at Kingston Uni-

versity, USA) expounds on youth's atti-

tudes towards religion, love, sex, and
marriage by trying to explain the actions

of the mythological students to their con-

fused or angry parents.

Shrader certainly believes in the need
tot action. Several times he talks of its

necessity: "Students attend, read. talk,

and inteliectualize, but they newr act in the

world. They feel that by singing, talking,

praying, and appraising that they haw done
something, when in actuality they have
done nothing.

Or even more vehemently and suc-
cinctly: "Faith, it seems to me is not the

acceptance or endorsement of a creed or a
person; faith is to act. Action is not the re-

sult of feft*. ft IS faith."

Shtader quite obviously sympathizes
with youth, and pleads with adults to

try to understand their children's actions.

He argues thai youth are not immotal,
but rather that it is a question of differ-

ent perspectives and perceptions.

"You raise the question of morality.

Larry thinks of it in terms of such matters

as killing; as economic exploitation; as ra-

cial oppression. These are moral issues and
Larry feels deeply about them. However,
Larry feels that love and sex do not become
moral questions unless or until abuse and
exploitation are involved. He feels that

between consenting adults, to\<e and sex are

personal questions and should not be regu-

lated eighter by law or custom.

"

College Ruined Our Daughter, Wesley
Shrader paperback, 156 pp. S2.25 Har-

per & Row
alt chaiton

PINTER /STRINDBERG /MORTON
"A Slight Ache" / "The Stronger" / "Box Cox"

ADMISSION IS FREE
at the Studio- 4 Glen Morris

8:30 p.m. Tues. Dec. 13 -Sat. Dec. 19

« :

G.S.U.
FRIDAY NIGHT

DANCE
December 5 - 9:00 p.m.

Admission: $1 ladies $1.25 gents

Music by

UNDERGRADS

ENGINEERING I

GRADUATES
The Inland Steel Company. Indiana Harbor Works. East Chicago. Indiana in-

vites you to investigate our many career opportunities. Consult the spec-

ific job description in the pocket of our brochure. Our representatives will

be on your campus on

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1969

INLAND STEEL COMPANY
INDIANA HAUOl WOVS

EAST CHICAGO. INDIANA

I

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer in the Plans for Progress Program
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On Monday at 9 p.m. Miles

Davis and his men stormed

the stage at the Colonial Tav-

ern and detonated a chain

reaction of increasingly fu-

rious tonal explosions. The

New Music had arrived.

And we had to accept it,

indeed love it. because this

was Miles, the leading crea-

tor of music in modern jazz,

long recognized by all who

have ears as the man who

stands for all that is great in

jazz.

We had bought his records

faithfully for many years

now. We had followed his

career from the early days

with Charlie Parker, then had

noted his involvement in the

formation of the so-called

"cool" school of jazz. We saw

him scorned or ignored when

he formed his first quintet,

then exulted in his final

triumph as the leading figure

in modern jazz. We approved

miles beyond the frontiers

his creation of new sounds in

small group playing, first

with Coltrane et al
.

, then with

Williams and Hancock. Miles

was our man.
With the arrival of Miles

Smiles (Columbia), we fig-

ured the trumpeter had

reached the ultimate pinnacle

in jazz. Davis and Wayne
Shorter, his current tenor

saxophonist, improvised with

apparently complete freedom

on short abstract themes,

while the fantastic rhythm
section of Williams. Carter,

and Hancock responded

seemingly as one sensitive

individual to every nuance of

the hornmen, creating com-

plex textures. shifting

rhythms and moods — all the

while laying down a solid

beat, endearing themselves

to us old traditionalists.

But Miles In The Sky

(Columbia) signalled another

advance. The forms were
freer still, and the group,

with its electric piano and

suggestions of rock rhythms
was moving toward a new
sound.

But none of this, not even

the latest recording — In a

Silent Way — prepared us

even slightly for the ear-

smashing, mind-bending ex-

plorations in sound which
Davis is creating nightly at

the Colonial.

Davis — a sartorial won-

der, as always — arrives on

stage last, as Chick Corea is

tentatively mulling over

some chords on the electric

piano. Then suddenly, the bell

of the trumpet swallows the

head of the microphone, and

the batteries of speakers (the

group's stuff of course — they

would be left helpless if they

had to depend on the quaint

old "sound systems" of night-

clubs) hurl the trumpeter's

piercing hot sound at us. Jack

DeJohnette's drums and
cymbals roar and crash de-

moniacally. Chick Corea's

fingers go scuttling off in all

directions, seemingly at ran-

dom, like a hundred mad
piano-playing tarantulas.

The tempo — insofar as one
can be discerned — is terrify-

ingly fast, the rhythms wild,

surging, unpredictable. The
group plays uncompromi-
singly loud, except for the

occasional interval when
Davis wants to suggest, only

in the most oblique fashion,

some of the themes he used to

play — Stella by Starlight,

maybe, or Round Midnight.

Even when he dictates a

more tranquil mood, you
know it won't last long. Round
Midnight, for instance, quick-

ly gives way to the unbridled

exhortations of Wayne Short-

er, who shouts, screams, and
moans in the midst of the
boiling caldron of sounds
cooked up by Corea, De-
Johnette, and bassist Dave
Holland.

When the band has fully

delved into the meaning of

one musical thought, they
segue directly into another
theme. Round Midnight gives
way to Footprints, an eerie
minor blues by Shorter. But
no matter what the nature of

the material, the group al-

most invariably pushes the
music to the farthest ima-
ginable frontiers, and some-
times beyond, climaxing in

the most cataclysmic intensi-

ty of sound.

No doubt about it. this the
new music, the sound of to-

day, the sound that flrnette.
Coleman had the temerity to

prophesy ten years ago. the

sound that Albert Ayler and

others of his ilk have been

accused of making, the sound

. that John Cage and Stockhau-

sen and others have been

working on in their electronic

laboratories, and yes — it's

the sound of Miles Davis to-

day in person. It's all there,

all the developments of the

last 50 years in music, all

fused together by a man who
will not stop growing, search-

ing, developing his music.

But is it jazz? Really,

that's a ridiculous question,

yet since I love jazz and

would like it to stick around,

it's a question I can't help

asking. And I don't know the

answer.

When the band occasionally

lapses into playing chord
,

changes — sort of — and

keeping a strict, swinging

time, when DeJohnette re-

strains his thunder, when
Miles or Shorter play a melo-

dy I've heard before — those

are the moments I love. Nor
do I think they are any less

"creative" than the "free"
sounds.

But Miles is great, and one

cannot doubt the strength of

his music, nor can one fail to

admire the seriousness and
passion which he brings to it.

Miles is still our man. If you

want to see where modern
music is and where it is

going, then this is — really,

seriously — your only chance.

Miles Davis plays tonight,

and tomorrow afternoon and

evening at the Colonial.

jack mccaihey

I



A TOPICAL TEMPEST
Toronto Workshop Productions has

i opened its Tenth Anniversary Season
with a production of Shakespeare's
The Tempest. For. a company whose
leanings are towards plays of political

and social relevance, the selection of

The Tempest is most curious and,
indeed, the production itself is too.

Director George Luscombe has
made use of a set that in addition to

being able to move on top of one can
move underneath, yea, in and out. A
synthetic fabric giving the impression
of thin jersey covers the stage and is

also used as a skrim-like backdrop.
Holes are cut at various points in this

cloth allow the actors to make exits

and entrances as if they were coming
right from the ground itself. Artisti-

j
cally it becomes ambigious, giving
assorted impressions ranging from
the lunar surface to the sand dunes of

Typee.

Technically, however, the result is

outstanding. During Ariel's "ditty"
when he is remembering Ferdinand's

"drowned father", those members of

the company who are for that scene
mounds of earth sing too, enriching

Ferdinand's line: "In the air, or in the

earth?" The genius of this set is re-

lied upon greatly in another scene, in

which Alonso, Sebastian and Antonio,

waist-deep as it were, fight off sway-
ing forms made by pressing the mate-
rial tightly to the body. The whole
concept of ground, however, is com-
pletely thrown out when during Pros-

pero's last monologue the cloth turns

into water.

Mr. Luscombe has pared the cast
down considerably by deleting the

minor parts of Adrian and Francisco

> as well as the nymphs and sprites.

The first excision is certainly deft

surgery. Mr. Luscombe's replace-

ment for Shakespeare's very engag-
ing masque, however, does not seem
to accomplish the same thing as the

original group of sprites and goddess-

es. Instead Ferdinand and Miranda
are given as a "vanity" of Prospero's

art a series of shadow plays depict-

ing, as Prospero has asked Ariel, "the

past ten years." Among the sketches

which one can make out at all are a

parade, a circus, and various and
sundry battle formations, I think.

Here Mr. Luscombe has chosen
something counterpoint to the text:

by supplanting a pastoral with an his-

torical, tension where the Bard want-

ed ease. By employing here the same
technique used for the opening tem-
pest scene, Mr. Luscombe is, I think,

I making a comment about the outside

world, the world beyond this island.

The past ten years seems also to

have been on Mr. Luscombe's mind
when he did his casting. Prospero
played by Stephan Bush comes to us

very much as a revolutionary. Beard-

ed, lean and intense he reminds one of

Pasolini's Christ in his Gospel Ac-
cording to St. Matthew. I think this

rendering fits nicely with Prospero as

magician and ex-king, but draws him
as a weak father in his dealing with

his daughter Miranda. Nonetheless,

Mr. Bush by all means carries the

show.

With the assistance of Ray Whe-
lan's Ariel, who is both hairy and
airy, the two work well together giv-

ing the impression of a tightly run is-

land. At the same time, Ariel lightens

the show not only by his singing and
I spriting, but by various stances into

which Mr. Luscombe has put him.

Costumed in the mute yellow color of

the magic carpet, he is sometimes a

rock upon which one character or

another leans. In the love scene be-

tween Ferdinand and Miranda he

becomes the logs which the prince

must bear and is actually carted from
one part of the stage to the other.

Ferdinand (Rick McKenna) and
Miranda (Diane Grant) are a difficult

pair. This is due in part to Shake-
speare's brevity of their roles. In the

TWP rendition Mr. McKenna's read-

ing contains the boyish kingliness

necessary, yet Miss Grant's portrayal

appears more to be an exaggeration
of the naive girl who knows not one of

her sex. Miss Grant accomplishes the

role with a fair amount of credibility,

but is at times a bit too strong, per-

haps in reaction to playing opposite
an entirely male cast.

In Mel Dixon's Caliban we have at

once a very fine character portrayal

and some more of Mr. Luscombe's
past ten years. In short, the part is

tropical and topical. Mel Dixon is

very big and very black, both quali-

ties make him a "most delicate mon-
ster." Through a very clever piece of

staging in which Trinculo straddles

Caliban backwards, Mr. Dixon's size

and color provide a delightful con-

trast as well as an effective technical

feat as the two cavort about the stage.

Caliban's freedom dance takes on
several tones of modernity as Mr.
Dixon leaps and bounds in ritual fash-

ion. The concept of slave is not a to-

ken suggestion nor is it a hit over the

head with a bat. Dixon is imposing
and dynamic. One only regrets that

the poetry is lost, for Mr. Dixon
speaks the part as straight and stark-

ly as he acts it.

Rather than trying to form Caliban

and the two clowns, Stephano and
Trinculo into a trio. Mr. Luscombe
has pitted them against each other.

The effect works both visually and
dramatically, placing a Neopolitan

Laurel and Hardy opposite Mr. Dix-

on's Caliban. Peter Faulkner's Trin-

culo is particularly engaging, espe-

cially in his little two-step as counter-

point to Caliban's majestic freedom
dance. The highlight of this group's

scenes is their last, in which they at-

tempt to kill Prospero The jim-dandy
cloth is stretched to its full height,

and while Trinculo and Stephano run

around inside, Caliban tries desper-

ately to convince them to come out.

The royal ensemble is disappoint-

ing. As Antonio, Jim Bearden plays a

fine blond villain with a gracefully

sinister style, but somehow Calvin
Butler's Sebastian does not meet it. If

Mr. Butler was aiming at a low key to

play up Antonio as the stronger char-

acter, it doesn't work. Mr. Butler and
Jack Boschulte's Alonso seem to have
the same vocal problem: neither can
handle the language. But Francois
Klanfer's Gonzalo comes across as an
enchanting old eccentric, the only re-

lief in the bitching and bantering of

Sebastian and Antonio vs. Alonso.

Michael Craden's score contains

band music, electronic music and
musique concrete. Every use of these

elements is most enticing. It is the

"realistic" music during the shadow
play which gives it any other wordly
quality, in this case the "other" world

being the "real" one. Ariel's songs

are sung at the electronic accompani-

ment rather than with it, creating

something new in between.

The costumes designed by Nancy
Jowsey are bright, using color here

and there with a slight symbolic
twist. A vaguely medieval dating be-

comes explicit in the case of the royal

retinue, who look like they stepped
out of Bergman's Seventh Seal. This

doesn't jive with the modern innuen-

does throughout the play, unless one
is to take it as meaning that man
hasn't really progressed since the

Middle Ages. Such a reading, I be-

lieve, is too forced.

At one point, however, the modern
and the ancient meet, and that is in

the use of plexiglass swords. Shaped
like very simple short-swords, they

are made out of a thick transparent

plastic. Prospero's staff/magic wand
is of the same material. The effect is

very poetic in that they're there and
they're not there.

In all, the TWP people should be
pleased with this Tempest. It is one of

the most effective contra-Stratford

productions done by a professional

company in Toronto for some time. It

continues until late December with

dark Mondays. barty brodie

AN ANTAG-
ONISTIC
ANTIGONE

Having had first hand experience
with Victoria College's room 3, where
Antigone is currently being per
formed, I can appreciate the difficul

ties faced by a director mounting a

production there, and I sympathize
The stage is small and low set, which
restricts effective stage movement
Further, its proximity to the seating

renders more difficult the possibili

ties of a distancing effect between
actors and audience.

Director Bob Galbraith had ob
viously recognized the problems
posed by this stage, but his solution

consisting of levels and ramps — to

some degree defeated its own purpose

by both cramping the actors' move-
ments and intensifying the audience's

awareness of the diminutiveness of

the acting area. While the platforms

should have suggested opportunities

for pictorially representing authority

and control (a device which should

have lent a badly needed crutch to

Creon), such opportunities were over-

looked or neglected.

The matter of distancing the audi

ence is one which specifically con
cerns this play, for Anouilh has delib-

erately used a single actor chorus as a

link between the play and its specta

tors. It is crucial to the play's effec-

tiveness that the actors, excepting the

chorus, convey the impression that

they are very much acting a play, and

one written with the missing-fourth

wall convention very much in mind.

Playing to the audience, as the ac

tors in this production constantly did.

destroys the illusion of intimacy and

privacy inherent in this convention

As a result we were unable to feel or

appreciate those scenes where these

qualities were vital to their success

and effectiveness. Most notable were

the love scene between Antigone and

Haemon and practically the whole
interview between Antigone and

Creon, An unfortunate by-product was
seen in the Chorus who is deliberately

meant to speak to the audience but

who lost much of the power of direct

confrontation because the device had

been wasted on other characters.

The unevenness of acting was point

ed up by the aftereffects of Trick

Brymer's superb caricature of Pri

vate Jonas: the audience was not able

to recover sufficiently to accept or

appreciate the tragic message of the

play. As Creon, Ken McEvoy's con

siderable presence was hampered by

mechanical stage movements — espe-

cially in the totally unconvincing fight

sequences — and lacked the convic-

tion, command and authority of the

character. Carol Peck, though ob-

viously young, proved herself quite

capable. Her enigmatic and ingen

uous approach provided an effective

foil to flashes of emotion which took

us by surprise but were in perfect

keeping with the character. John

Goddard's Chorus was a well thought-

out, controlled performance whose
deliberateness and ease evidenced a

thorough understanding of the text,

its nuances, and its rhythms."*

I am confident that this production

will improve considerably with the

relaxation that repeated performance

brings Trick Brymer is worth the

price of admission by himself.

paut mulholland
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THE TEXT6oo*c ST&R6.

CH&lSTMftS- RECOEP- SALE

records

JefhroToll

. Par Pldfress

Hooper
\fv,

folk-

Leonard Gpfan
Gord Lifffttfoot

Grand /Vi£ Railroad

Blues - Pop - Soundtrack^ - Spoka^

neuJ sotoicripfro-?-* zej-ies

Haijde*)- th.G-cah'ori - ra$- iH--oo - too

Bmhn^s -CM^ktr/Vo&'C- " lo^tOO - sq.ld

Waaler- - S&gfneJ » 3H- 9f - AS. oo &M»**3
dassrcal L-P.' 1 from 96/-

j-[\;A'-fK;'r*u in froac s,.<

:Mi HrVflSttt^llf MAN lllftUClf

easy nidenm

ORfCVAi MOPOV PICTURE SC '£

ALICE'S
RESTAURANT"
ARLO GUTHRIE

5>PeuftL: sale, of Medi'cal books. <rr\ second
floor, hoAdrcds of HfUs from 4?4

THE 7"£K778oo/£. sroefi"

GARRY SHERMAN
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THE WORLD'S FIRST

Masculine

hygiene

deodorant
spray

(If you think you don't need it

you're kidding yourself.)

Boft-core pornography of the wo**k

what next?

HdVATE
06OOORAN'

STRAY

Specifically formulated to be a man's

second deodorant. Controls perspiration

odor in the groin area. Because it's ab-

sorbent and smoothing it soothes irrita-

tion, chafing and scratchiness.

Once you try it, you'll wonder how you

ever were a one deodorant man.

Braggi
Private Deodorant

Spray
Conceived and created by Charles Revson of Revlon.

Men! Do you suffer from
that unhealthy, unsightly,

uncomfortable physical de-

fect called P.O.?

Penis odour, a new bodily

disease has been recently

discovered bv the makers of a

product called BRAGGI, the

world's first masculine hy-

giene deoderant spray, and as

the ad says: "If you think you

don't need it you're fooling

yourself."

This new Revlon creation,

which appeared in Playboy
magazine last month is un-

doubtedly the masculine re-

sponse to the recently-mar-

keted Feminine Deoderant
Spray <FDS>.

As incredible as it may
seem, this product will even-

tually find its way to the

shelves and cupboards of af-

fluent males throughout

North America.
BRAGGI is designed to

control and suppress all "un-

pleasant" natural functions in

the groin area, functions

which most males have prob-

ably never felt concerned
about in their lives.

But just as the advertisers

of the profitable sex industry

have convinced the public

that hair on the female body

is obscene, that the applica-

tion of FDS is a necessary

process for every female in

search of a loyal bedmate,
that perfume, makeup, shav-

ing lotion, and deoderant are

prerequisites for people en-

tering into the company of

others, they will no doubt

assure men — especially

those interested in the "liber-

ated sex life" of Playboy
magazine — that they really

do have smelly crotch rot,

and that girls naturally will

not go to bed with them un-

less they use BRAGGI.
The exploitation of sex for

the purpose of making profit,

in the last decade, has been

primarily geared towards the

ever accessible house-bound

market of women, but ob-

viously the business is so good

that Revlon has decided that

its time to work on the fel-

lows, and where is a better

place to begin than with the

most sensitive and vulnerable
— culturally and physically —
area of a man's body, his gen-

itals.

Perhaps the most destruc-

tive aspect of this industry,

besides its utter wastefulness

of human and economic re-

sources, is the perverse atti-

tudes toward love and sex it

forms in the minds of men
and women.

Because of the powerful

effect of advertising, prod-

ucts such as BRAGGI and

CUPID'S QUIVER really do

become human "needs" after

a period of media indoctrina-

tion. Most men today almost

naturally think of hair on the

legs of women as an ugly

sickening sight, and it is quite

likely that, because of this,

they would be sexually hn.i

rousable even though they

might be attracted to the

"hairy" girl in other ways.
Armpit hair and perspira-

tion have become "hangups"
for both sexes, and the contin-

ual bombardment of the play-

mate of the month image,
that is, the flawless, hairless

body with not a pimple or

wart in sight has caused men
to desire such a perfect sex-

ual object.

It has caused women to

seek artificial body beauti-

fiers in order to attain the

unreachable physical perfec-

tion of Miss Playmate or Miss
America.

It would seem that even the

girls who are sickened by
what they are told to do with

their bodies would submit to

pressure anyway, simply
because they believe that

men won't take them any
other way.

Interestingly enough,

Desmond Morris points out in

The Naked Ape, that "The
female who so assiduously

washes off her own biological

scent then proceeds to re-

place it with commercial
'sexy' perfumes which in

reality are no more than di-

luted forms of the products of

scent glands of other totally

unrelated mamallian spe-

cies." P. 79. Perhaps this

proves that animals are more
intelligent than humans in

i an editorial thai o

n th« Escalibur

this respect, since their at-

traction to each other does
not depend on the suppression

of their natural sexual char-

acteristics.

For us, living in the midst
of the Revlon and Avon
world, it is hard to believe
that before industrialization

men actually could stomach
having sexual intercourse
with a natural undeodorized.
unshaved female.

We wonder if we would
consider Cleopatra as ravish-

ing as Anthony did. if, while

portraying the queen, Eliza-

beth Taylor appeared on the

screen displaying pubic hair

under her arms. We would
even guess that Eve had a

terrible case of B.O. living in

the jungle like that, but Adam
apparently got over it despite

the absence of Ban and FDS.
However Adam and Eve

were uncivilized, and ironi-

cally, in the name of pro-

gress, the thriving, very rich

sex industry has replaced

those natural but 'unattrac-

tive' sexual habits with perv-

erted new concepts, such as
"Necessary second deoder-

ants", in order to solve the

very pressing problem of pen-

is odour.

We simply can't wait till

BRAGGI comes out in fla-

vours. Maybe our sex life will

improve

Low on "Bre/vd
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Are you trying to tell me you don't like

our brand spanking new, panoramic,

air-conditioned campusbank? Gak!

True Chequing Accounts.
True Savings Accounts. Complete banking
services for students and faculty.

Visit your Campusbank £2 Bank of Montreal
Canada's First Bank

University Ave. & College St. Branch. 640 University Ave.

SI George & Bloor Sts. Branch, 262 Bioor Street West.

Bloor & Bay Sts. Branch, 55 Bloor Street West.

Bay & Breadalbane Sts. Branch, 880 Bay Street,

ANNUAL

CHRISTMAS TREE
8:30 P.M.

WED. DEC. 10, 1969

GREAT HALL, HART HOUSE
-GLEE CLUB -POETRY READING

-CAROL SINGING

U.Y.O.B.

(BRING YOUR OWN BLANKET)

(FOR SITTING ON THE FLOOR)

There is

MORE VARIETY

MORE OPPORTUNITY
in Chartered Accountancy today than in

almost any other avenue of endeavour

I£ you are graduating in Engineering and would like

to discuss this statement, members of our firm will be on

your campus on

Saturday, December 13
to answer your questions.

If by chance you are unable to make an appointment

at this particular time, get in touch with us direct by cal-

ling Mr. Warren Labrie, or the partner in charge of our

Toronto Office, at (416) 366-6521.
'

TOUCH E ROSS & CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Halifax • Saint John • Quebec • Montreal • Ottawa • Toronto *

Hamilton • Kitchener • London • Winnipeg •» Regina • Saska-

toon • North Battleford * Calgary • Edmonton • Vancouver •

Victoria • Nassau and Freeport, Bahama Islands

CLASSIFIEDS

DIAMONDS. RUBIES, SAPPHIRES.
emeralds, opals — certified quality in unu-
sual designs. Remarkable new merchan-
dised method saves you more money than
you spend Toronto Jewellery Exchange 21
Adelaide W. 366-4466

TYPING thesis, essays, notes, charts. Eng-
lish. French, other languages. Mimeo-
graphing, electric typewriters. Mary Date
Scott (M. Davies) 86 8toor St. W. Room
225. 922-7624

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today for free booklet "The Day you buy a
diamond" H. Proctor and Co 131 Bloor
St. W.. Suite 41 6. 921 -7702.

, SALTY DOG Discotheque will rent prem-
ises Monday to Thursday day or evening.

For information call A. Curry 964-7060 or

633-2677.

EMPEROR JONES reigns at Hart House
Theatre Dee 4. 5. 6 8:30 p.m. Tickets at
Lit. Refectory Theatre $1 50

3 GIRLS WANTED to join a household at

35 Madison Ave. 1 place available imme-
diately. 2 more on Jan. 1 Call 921-4970
or drop in at 35 Madison

- for fast efficient s

ESSAYS. THESES, typed professionally
on Electric machine. Paper supplied 30c
per page Close to campus. Phone 922-
8564 after six. Ask for Loree.

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY does typ-
ing at home. Experienced in all phases of
typing, including legal and thesis. Please
keep my telephone number handy for fu-

ture use. Call: Mrs. Cecile Buck 221-5126.

RENT HOME — share all expenses. Pref.
Female grad student. Total of 3 people liv-

ing in large home 20 min walk from Cam-
pus Call 536-1870 — 8-9 p.m. all day
Sat. S Sun,

A FEMALE graduate student to share fur-

nished rwo-bedfoom apartment near cam-
pus. Celt 921-9737 on weekdays after 10
p.m. on weekends anytime.

FOR SALE: Stereo record player — brand
new Motorola portable, cost S140. must
sell: S95. Call Paul 929 .0800

ECOLE MONTESSORI Cherche surveil-

lants parlant francais pour son camp d'ete.

Telephone 889-6882.

FURNISHED two bedroom apt. To share
10 min. walk Irom campus. S15 week.
925-7862 329 Palmerston Blvd.

MR. FUNKY PRESENTS: "SUPER SOUL
SPECTACULAR" 4 big bands — "Atlantis"

(10 piece R & B )
— "Omar Williams Trio"— "The Starlighters (6 piece R & B) —

"Brass Webb" 16 piece R & B). Coming
Dec. 12th New College

"IN COLD BLOOD" Sunday Nite at The
Movies 6:30 8i 9:00 p.m. at New College
(Classic & Huron) Si person.

PETER SELLERS movie MARATHON
featuring: 1. "Pink Panther" 2. "What's
New Pussycat?" 3. "A Shot in the Dark" 4/
"Casino Royale" TONITEI 9:00 p.m. Old
Physics 135 $2 head presented by New
College.

'THE BELLY-BUTTON" Coffee house-
Discotheque every Friday & Saturday nite

10:00 p.m. — 1:00 a.m. at New College
(Wilson Hall) Snack Bar IWillcocks St.) live

entertainment! 50c stag 75c drag.

LOST: Ladies U of T ring (small). If found
please contact Pat Sutherland, 399 Huron
St. 923-0674. Small reward

THE CHRISTMAS TREE is comingl
Great Hall. Hart House 8:30 p.m. Wed
Dec. 10.

WANTED — Small apartment to sublet
for Christmas holidays. Please contact
Graeme Hicks 928-3468.

FLORIDA — Miami share driving or ex-
penses or both. Can use our car or yours,
leaving Fri Dec 19 phone 651-2558.

EXECU-SEC SECRETARIAL SER-
VICES. Public Stenographers. Essays thes-
es — top quality intelligent typing. IBM
Executive and Setectric Typewriters. Mrs
Walker 441-7077 (days) .449-3744
(evenings)

TRANSLATION horn German into Eng-
lish or vice-versa Fine Arts Students: will

accept rush orders. Call after 5 p.m. 929-
0565.

>)



our grand ole opry

c & w
at massey hall
An old man in a huge white

cowboy hat, a fellow named
Red who sang praises to all the

truckdrivers of the world, and
Charlie Pride. They all played
at Massey Hall last Friday
night. There were many others

on the show, but these were the

jewels.

Wilf Carter is an old, old,

Nova Scotian who's been sing-

ing country music for nearly
half a century. He rode the
boxcars, made about forty al-

bums and still goes on about
how he's managed to remain a

Canadian. His trademarks are

a huge white hat (he's one of

the good guys) which he flour-

ishes in great, grand, swooping
gestures, and the ability to

yodel like hell. He must be
about seventy, probably older,

but his voice remains-strong
and the audience called him
back again and again. Full of

gentle humour, "You don't

have to buy my records, I've

paid for my VW.", he sang The
Old Rugged Cross. "It's my
right." It was.

Sounding like a young 'Old

Ranger', Red Sovine sings

paeans to the gearjammers on

the road. Actually his songs
are little dramas, with Red
acting all the parts of dead
truckdrivers and poor little

Italians who have lost their

baby daughters. Phantom 309.
l one of his biggest hits is about

a dead truckdriver (he died

averting a collision with a

schoolbus) who still gives peo-

ple a lift and a dime for a cup
of coffee, saying "Tell them
Big Joe sent you." Sovine in-

jects a little melodramatic
romanticism into the most
mundane of lives. Surprisingly,

his overdone dramatics actual-

ly work, and for a moment his

audience really believes the

tale.

Charlie Pride, the target of

the frenzied affection of ma-
trons and secretaries, the

groupies of C&W, is a rare
commodity in country music;
he's a black man. Big, hand-
some, he comes from Sledge,

Mississippi and doesn't like to

remember his cotton picking

days. His sophisticated gentili-

ty won the ladies over. Wheth-
er singing Kershaw or Gibson
or gospel songs, he had the

crowd stomping, clapping, and
clamouring for more. After
three encores, his manager
finally pulled him off the stage.

I think I understand why some
people call Massey Hall the

Grand Ole Opry of the North.

don quintan

J
don't read it,

see it

Of the campus fashionable trium-

vir oj playwrights this year —
Mrozek, Shakespeare and O'Neill

— the latter is featured at the

Hart House Theatre until Satur-

day night.

The sketchy plot of his play.

Emperor Jones, concerns the

flight through a West Indian for-

est of an American Negro, once a

Pullman porter (the modern Un-
cle Tom), then a convict who en-

acted a twisted version of the

"rags-to-riches" take that wasstill

popular with the playwright's

I920's audience. Having become
emperor ofa native kingdom "not

yet self-determined by White

Marines" (O'Neill's notel. his

flight is prompted by a rebellion of
his maltreated subjects.

The play's content raises the ques-

tion of the inherent savagery of the

civilized native, but gives little

meaning to this or any other ques-

tion. This accounts for the slow -

ness of the one-act play's long in-

troductory scene, which features a

wooden throne familiar to regu-

lars of University College's Junior

Common Room. But the stark-

ness of the stage, and the lacklus-

ter content of the play, are soon

alleviated by various aspects of the

production.

The mysticforest is represented by

the striking silhouettes and well-

synchronized movements of six

modern dancers. They are first

cast as trees whose gigantesque

shadows may symbolize Emperor

Jones' magnified fears of the for-

est. The dancers then provide a

refreshing, surrealistic version of
these forest fears, of a gang of
convicts and a boatload ofAfrican

slaves. Jones' devolution is pre-

sented amid the increasingly tense,

incessant beat ofa tom-tom.

Jones' demise from arrogant em-

peror to timorous slave, which is

effected by degrees, is forcefully

portrayed by Phil Ennis. The role

is demanding, because Jones is

always on stage, and carried half

the play's content in a monologue.

A secondary speaking role is that

of a "white trash" trader, played

by Randy Paisley whose unsure

grasp of a Cockney accent con-

trasts with Ennis' pidgin English,

but whose physical posturing

matches Ennis' expressiveness.

Ennis won Best Actor at the

Simpson's Drama Festival com-
petition, where the play. Forest

Hill C.I.'s entry, placed second to

a New Canadian Play. Honoura-

Hillel Major Lecture

IRVING LAYTON

on

"THREE MONTREAL

JEWISH POETS"

Sunday, December 7, 8:30 p.m.

Y.M. Y.W.H.A., 750 Spadina Avenue

EVERYONE WELCOME

ble mention was deservedly given

to Barb Rosenberg's choreogra-

phy. Linda Rotstein's stage man-
aging, and Mark Manson's direc-

tion. The original cast was assem-

bled, and the production resurrect-

ed on two weeks' notice as a UC
Players' Guild production. "But
the procution has changed," says

Manson. one of the few student

directors at the Ontario-wide

competition. "For one thing, the

performers arc more mature. And
transition from scene to scene,

which was marked by blackouts,

is now handled with coloured

strobe lights."

The latter serves to lend a unity

and an aesthetic appeal to a play

which makes pretty deal reading.

but worthwhile watching.
. , ,

agi lukacs

ghetto children
Richard Margolis writes

poems by arranging simple
words into a few short lines —
easy enough to do, but difficult

to do well. Unless a poet can
pour depth and originality into

such a form, the form by its

nature, will expose him.

The poems in this book are

good; sometimes flawed, but
sometimes very fine. They are
an attempt to capture the expe-
rience of childhood in the ghet-

to-world. Simplicity seems an
appropriate vehicle, for each
day consists of a number of

straightforward and predicta-

ble events. Yet for all its pre-

dictability, existence is really

incomprehensible. It is the

stark simplicity of youthful
incomprehension that drives
this fact home. 'My Homecom-
ing' and the title poem, 'Look-
ing For a Place', both derive
their strength from the narra-
tor's inability to understand a
situation he is describing.

At the same time, the city

instills a certain kind of

knowledge. The poet makes
frequent use of this

wisdom/innocence paradox.
Bitter-Sweet', for instance,
seems to me a tremendously
ironic and compact poem:

Most Sundays
I sin for candy.

I keep the dime
my mother gives me
fo drop in the collection.

There's a way to palm the dime
and at the same time

make the box dink.

It's a small sin,

I think.

A slender volume of brief,

easy poems such as this one
has drawbacks. Short squibs

('Too bad about substitute

teachers ; / they don't know our

names' ) suffer from not being

in a heavier setting. You tend

to read the book very quickly
— hardly fair to the poet. And
it is easy to mistake slight

means for slight meaning.

Just the same, Margolis
does well. His accomplish-
ment, I think, is that he revers-

es the usual relationship be-

tween poet and simple form.

Instead of struggling against

the blatancy and hollowness

the form invites, Margolis al-

lows the simplicity to reflect

and intensify the irony implicit

in the gap between the world
and one's perception of it.

Richard Margolis. Looking for

a Place. Lippincott, $4.75

gary ross
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MUSIC

Well, there's finally a

major jazz event in town

for a change. MILES DA-

VIS closes out his week at

the Colonial on Saturday,

and you'll be lucky if you

can get in.

Next Thursday at 2:00.

the Women's Musical Club

of Toronto presents a recit-

al by pianist ANTON
KUERTI at Eaton's Audi-

toreum. Tickets 75c with

ATL card. Tomorrow night

at 8:30. the FESTIVAL
SINGERS are appearing at

St. Anne's Anglican

Church (Dufferin north of

Dundasi. Tonight at 8:15.

the Central Tech Opera

Workshop is presenting

VERDI'S R1GOLETTO
complete. Tickets$l. 00.

DAVID RAE finishes his

two weeks at the River-

boat this weekend;

BRUCE COCKBURN
opens there Tuesday. At

the Onion, it's OWEN
McBRIDE through Sunday

with BILL CORDRAY
opening Wednesday. DOC
WILLIAMS & STOMPING
TOM CONNORS are at the

I Horseshoe Tavern for a

I lengthy stay, and vou can

I catch bolh LITTLE

| CHARLES & THE SIDE-
WINDERS and the FEM-
ALE BEATLES at the Coq

D'Or.

Free

Sat. Dec. 6th. 4:00, organ

recital bv PATRICK
WEDD, St. Pauls Church

(Bloor & Jarvisi.

Sun. Dec. 7th. 3:00, Facul-

ty of Music Concert Band.

Johnson Building.

3:00 U of T Chorus at

Scarborough

1:30. U of T Chorus will

. do Handel's ODE TO ST.

CECILIA'S DAY in the

Great Hall at Hart House.

1:30, Horn recital bv

BARRY TUCKWELL at

the Johnson Building.

Mon. Dec. 8th. 1:00, JO-

SEPH MACEROLLO
(accordian recital) at the

Johnson Building.

Tues. Dec. 9th. 8:30, A
Christmas program of

BRAHMS, BEETHOVEN
SCHUBERT and others by

Contralto and strings at

Goethe House ( 1067

Yongel.

About those drinks over

the holidays . . . CTV's

Our World offers "Point

Zero Eight" — a sobering

study of the dangers of

drinking and driving and

the new breathalizer tests.

Minister of Justice John

Turner is interviewed on

the specifics of the law;

and a film of experiments

on impairment with racing

car drivers, first sober,

then with a few drinks.

Tuesday, December 9. 10:

30. Channel 9.

drm

RADIO

If you think "Solidarity

Forever" is a song about

Lot's wife, then you've got

another think coming. This

week CBC Soundings is

presenting a program

about the Wobblies, the

IWW or the Industrial

Workers of the World and

the fact that it still lives

and kicks on 2422 North

Halsted Street in Chicago

as well as all around the

US and Canada. Thrill to

the strains of "Where the

Fraser River Flows". Sing

along with Joe Hill ditties.

Learn about the labour

movement. It's this

Wednesday, 6:30 on CBL,
740 on your dial. Program
was prepared by our own
Larry Haiven. The Review

goes audio.

If you prefer your enter-

tainment from midnite

until 4 P.M., try The Mata-

dor After Hours Club at the

corner of Dovercourt Rd.

and College St. Country

music is featured and big

names often drop in and
just join the show. Ann
Dunn is your sexy hostess

and she has said she will

offer special rates to uni-

MUSIC

versity students on pre-

sentation of an A.T.L.

card.

JAMBOREE

Every Sunday at 8 P.M.

The Locarno Ballroom at

2714 Danforth Ave. E
(between Main and Victo-

ria Pk. subway stations)

hosts the Boot Country &

Western Jamboree. There

is special emphasis on

developing Canadian C&W
talent and at least once a

month there will be a spe-

cial show with the best in C
&W like Myrna Lorrie and

Julie Lynn. Proceeds of

the show often go to funds

for retarded children. It's

a good cause all round and

for $1.50, it's a bargain.

THEATRE

Two one-act plays open I

Tuesday night December 9

at the Drama Centre's

church on Glenmorris I

street: Strindberg's The

Stronger, directed by

Norma Levine, and Pin-

ter's A Slight Ache, direct-

ed by Nigel Spencer.

They'll be playing through

Saturday night, with cur-

tain at 8:30 and no admis-

sion charge.
i

Tonight and tomorrow

night at 8:30, Anouilh's

Antigone, directed by Bob

Galbraith, is being pre-

sented in the New Vic The-

atre. Same time, same I

nights. Eugene O'Neill's

one-act Emperor Jones is

on in Hart House Theatre

by a high school group
|

under the auspices of Uni-

versity College Players'

Guild. On Tuesday the 9th,

also at 8:30. the Medical I

Society will take over in
|

Hart House with their an-

1 revue, Daffydil,

which will continue I

through Saturday night. I
The show is rumored to I
nclude a medical stu- I
dents' home movie.

Also opening next week I

a Trinity College Dra- I
matic Society production I
of a new play, The Canadi- I

an Lynx, by Jerry O - I

Carroll. The stage of Cart-

1

wright Hall in St. Hilda's I

College will be trans- I

formed into a cottage in I

the Canadian North at 7:30 I

on Monday through I
Wednesday, Friday and I

Saturday evenings. Tickets I

$1 at the door. Tuesday to I

Friday: at 8:30 New Vic I

Theatre "The Conscript I

Fathers" by Dr. David I

Knight. !

Elsewhere . . . Ernie I

Schwartz' Studio Lab I

Company opens Dionyshis I

in 69 — Euripides' Bacchae I

as adapted by Richard I

Schechner — at 8:30 on I

Thursday, 11 December, I

thereby aceing out Hair to I

Toronto's on-stage nudity I

j

premiere. The Anthony I

Newley Revue is at the I

O'Keefe through tomorrow I

night, to be replaced on I

Monday by George M. (as
|

in Cohan, , a musical star-

ring Darryl Hickman (asl

in Dobie Gillis). And still

playing . . . The Price atl

the Royal Alex and The|
Tempest at Toronto Work-

shop Productions.

musk.... peter hatch art.... mike kesterton photography....erral young
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Tarpons win championship
The U of T women's intercollegiate synchronized, diving and

speed team, collectively known as the Tarpons, won top honors in

the WITCA championships at McGill last weekend.
The synchronized gals, under the direction of Mrs. Sheila

Romeiko, led the way to victory Friday night by placing first in

their section.

Beth Smith placed third in the strokes with a total of 71,0 and
Judy Maxwell placed fifth attaining 69 points. The third strokes

competitor, Mamie Churchill, did well in this event, but only two
competitors are allowed to place in the stroke and figure events.

Janis Hughes gained second place in the figures competition

with 74 points. Mary Lou Hawkins came a close third with a sum
. total of 72 points. Sylvia McVicar should have placed fifth with

64.5 points.

Mary Lou Hawkins, performing ""Festivals of Greece ",

drew full attention from the audience but only 356 points from the

judges, to giver her a well deserved second in that event behind

McGill's outstanding Brenda Olsen (384).

"It had better be Tonight" was the thought in the minds of

the U of T competitors as well as the title of the winning duet per-

formed by Mary Lou Hawkins and Janis Hughes.
The diving competition took place on Saturday morning, but

the early hours didn't stop Barb Beatty from placing first with

190.65 points nor Pamela LeMay who was fifth with 172.60 points.

Linda Geale was a close follow-up to these divers, but r.gain

only two competitors could place. The excellent form of these

girls earned Toronto first place in diving.

In the speed events, competition was really tough, but we
hung in there gaining an overall second beating Western, Mac-
Master, McGill and Queen's, but failing to top Guelph's strong

swimmers.

TORONTO RESULTS
200 yard medley relay — Judy Kent, Mable Ann Brown, Francis Flint, Ami Pettai

4tb (2:16.9)

100 free— Merrily Stratten-first-(l:01.3>, Uz Daniel-3rd-< 1:02.9)

50 Back — Randy Croome-2nd-(31.7), BethSmith-10th-(40.0)

100yd. indiv. medley — Liz Daniel-3rd-(l:12.5), Ruth Unger-4th-( 1:14.8)

50 Breast— Maryl Hurley-8th-(42.1), Mable Ann Brown-3rd-l39.3)

100 Fly — Francis Flint-4th-( 1:20.2), Pamela LaMay-7th-(l:40.1

)

100 Breast— Liz Daniel-3rd-(l:23.0), Maryl Hurley-10th-(l:33.6)

50 Fly— Francis Flint-2nd-(34.0), Pamela LeMay-6th-(37.5)

100 Back — Randy Croome-2nd-(l:I0!4). Ruth Unger-5th-(l:14.5)

50 Free— Anu Pettai-3rd-(29.9), Judy Kent-8th-(30.7)

200 Free— Merrily Stratten-2nd-(2 : 10.4
) ,
Randy Croome-4th-(2 : 26.2)

200 Free Relay — Anu Pettai, Judy Kent, Ruth linger, Merrily Straiten — lst-(l:

57.3)

MABEL ANN BROWN

BARB BEATTY

MARYL HURLEY

story and

pictures

by pat smith

CHEVRON STANDARD LIMITED
Calgary, Alberta

offering permanent employment in

PETROLEUM EXPLORATION
will conduct on Campus interviews

on December 1

1

for

POSTGRADUATES - GRADUATES
in

GEOLOGY: Honors Geology

Geological Engineering

GEOPHYSICS: Engineering Science

(Geophysics Option)

Physics and Geology

Geological Engineering

(Geophysics Option)

Honors Mathematics and Physics

Honors Physics

ARRANGEMENTS FOR PERSONAL
INTERVIEWS MAY BE MADE

THROUGH THE UNIVERSITY'S

PLACEMENT OFFICE

581 Spadina Avenue. (Corner Willeoeks)

CAMP STAFF
Manitou-wabing Camp of Fine Arts

Now accepting Applications from counsellors, assistants

and Instructors in the following:

Sailing, Water-Skiing ,
Swimming, Canoeing and Trip-

ping , Golf, Tennis, Riding ,
Riflery ,

Fencing, Music

(String andwind players), Guitar, Drama, Drawing

and Painting , Graphics , Pottery .Sculpture. Some

executive positions open. Section Heads.

Graduate and undergrad, students with experience, call

RU. 3-6168 or write 821 Eglinton Avenue West, Toronto

for applications and further information.

DRY CLEANING

8 LBS. - $3.00
Vi HOUR

Church & Wellesley Self Serv

DRV CLEANER

OPEN EVERY DAY
WEEKNICHTS TILL 9:00 P.M.
Courteous Attendant on Duly

560 CHURCH ST.
924-6010

ANTON KUERTI
pianist

PRESENTED BY
WOMEN'S MUSICAL CLUB
THURSDAY AFTERNOON

DEC. 11th - 2 P.M.

EATON AUDITORIUM

Student Tickets at Door

WITH A.T.L. CARD -75<

For Information Phone 225-03 18

HART HOUSE, OF

COURSE, DAHLING!

STEAK & CHAMPAGNE
3 BANDS

HONKY-TONK
$17/C0UPLE

HALL PORTER & UNDERGRADUATE OFF

THE VARSITY. Friday. December 5. 1969 — Page19



fDRUGS, MYSTICISM, AND COMMUNION
lh«- deepest need of every individual is to know ho is an accepted and valued part

or some community. As John Donne put It in the t6lh Century, "no man is an is-

land, entire of itself." Even on a 30 thousand population campus in a city or 2 mil-

lion, one Often reels he is an Island. Many reel a lemtyine sense of loneliness and

meaninglessness that even hlch academic achievement does nol resolve In the

midst or such uncertainty and pain, there arc those who turn to sex. and to drugs,

with the hope or solving and healing themselves The desire for such healing is so

strong in some it amounts io a mysticism, a search ror the Ultimate Healer.

Fcrsons trapped in circumstances like these often turn to drugs, and to Ihe com-

munity of druc users with the hope that the harsh edges or their problems will be

resolved. On a rar more profound level there are those drug users who become a-

ware of their desire for communion with Divinity. Indeed some drug users speak of

having a "religious" experience, and they sine praises to drugs for providing ihe

short cut to God. The tragedy is that this drug "communion" is a travesty of that

llle-resloring and person-serving communion Christians affirm.

Untold numbers ol Christians have enjoyed the fulfillment of themselves and their

neighbors, through a communion without drugs. The iniator or this communion is our

Creator, the Lord God our Father. He does not rerjuire any spiritual or mystical

virtuosity , or moral perfection as a prerequisite. He has come to us just as we are,

through Another like us only more so . . .whom Christians know as Jesus Christ.

Christians know Christ as Hie bridge to the highest truth, the greatest love,, the

fullest humanity, (he broadest service to God and man, and to the most rewarding

community. Crossing the bridge lime and again has filled many a Christian with a

heady delirium of rejoicing which banishes loneliness, emptiness, and meaning-

lessness, This is why we celebrate Christmas with festivals of music and service.

II is our launching pad from which we orbit to enjoy the mysteries of the universe.

Worship 11 A.M. "The Book of Healing and Hope."

Evening Discussion 7 P.M. Situation Ethics with

Dr Bruce Alton or Trinity College as leader.

jNiVEWity

BJARNASON, COSTELLO
& ASSOCIATES

IMMIGRATION
CONSULTANTS

Telephone 364-0973

Suite 1208,
Toronto Professional Bldg,

123 Edward Street,

Toronto 101, Ontario

d>
CONSOLIDATED - BATHURST LIMITED

BACKGROUND
In 1967 two solid and long-established companies and their subsidiaries joined

forces in a dovetailed operation that represents wider geographical dispersion and
greater product diversification. The integration brought with it a new name: Consoli-

dated-Bathurst Limited. Consolidated Paper Corporation Ltd. had been linked tradi-

tionally with newsprint, Bathurst Paper Ltd. largely with packaging paperboards and
containers made from paperboards.

Consolidated-Bathurst is 93% Canadian owned, with its Head Office in Montreal.

Sales in 1968 were $295 million. The Company harvests 22,000 sq. miles of woodlands
and operates eight mills and some thirty converting plants in Canada. The Company
has manufacturing subsidiaries in the United States and in West Germany. One of Can-
ada's largest producers of newsprint, Consolidated-Bathurst has about half of its total

dollar sales in packaging materials in paper, wood and plastic. It also sells bleached
kraft pulp and has a wood products group of five sawmills.

OPPORTUNITIES
In the structure of the parent Company there are five business or operational

groups: Woodlands. Mill Manufacturing, Newsprint and Pulp. Wood Products and
Packaging. The Company's management philosophy and its organization into function-
al and business groups are intended to provide every opportunity for the advancement
of promising employees, present and future.

Top quality graduates in the faculties or departments of chemical, electrical,
mechanical and civil engineering, chemistry (research — graduate and post-graduate
levels), and mathematics will be offered positions that will allow them to demonstrate
their ability to perform with competence and progress to management responsibility
at an early age.

While on-the-job training will be emphasized, graduates, along with other Compa-
ny employees, will participate in development programs coordinated by the Manpower
Planning and Management Development Department.

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Performance is reviewed annually and salary increases and promotions are based

on individual performance and potential. A complete range of coordinated employee
benefits is comparable with the best available.

Consolidated-Bathurst representatives will visit your campus on Friday, December 12,
1 969, Please see your Placement Officeforfurther details.
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TRINITY COLLEGE LIT PRESENTS
ROMAN POLANSKTS

REPULSION
WITH CATHERINE DENEUVE

8:30 SUNDAY, DECEMBER 7

SEELEY HALL, TRINITY COLLEGE

50<

»>

The Wymilwood Concert

Committee invites you

to come and sing

Christmas Carols
Sunday, Dec. 7—9 p.m.

Wymilwood Music Room

Coffee afterwards

*



Parity will take decisions

out of the dark
By JOHN BENSON

The CUG Programming
Committee sponsored the final

meeting in its present series of
debates on CUG yesterday in

the Hart House Debates Room.

Attendance at the meeting
was typically sparse, as about
30 people showed up to ques-
tion CUG Commissioners Prof.

J. S. Thompson, D'Arcy Martin
and Gary Webster. Martin and
Webster were two of the three

students on the commission.

Staff-student parity at the

department level was again
the main issue. In discussing

student parity on hiring, firing

and tenure, Prof. Thompson
said, "The number of times
that staff and students are
going to have opposite views
about tenure and other issues

are fewer than one might ex-

pect."

Thompson, who is Chairman
of the Department of Anato-
my, said,

r
'I personally would

welcome a situation in which
the chairman of a department
would have a definite clear
input of information of staff

and student opinion about the

competence of a member of

the faculty. Presently, many
chairmen do not have this in-

put and as a consequence have
to make decisions about com-
petence "in the dark"".

Another advantage in having
staff and students decide on
tenure and promotions would

be that ""the faculty member
would be happier knowing
where the chairman's opinion
comes from so that an appeal
would be possible", said Prof.

Thompson.

PARITY BEST PRINCIPLE

Martin said, "Staff-student

parity is the best principle in

terms of human relationships.

If the students were in a minor-
ity they would feel that their

opinions were being bulldozed

over and would become more
defensive.

"This would lead to a tend-

ency to take the discussion out-

side the department. If parity

was instituted, there would be
a general feeling that an agree-

ment had to be reached and
there would be less of a tenden-

cy for students to advocate
extreme positions.

"Once the groups, both staff

and students, have equal repre-

sentation there would be less

group identification. This

breakdown of role identifica-

tion would lead to more co-

operation among the members
of the university," Martin said.

Gary Webster said "The
objection that the student,
because he does not spend as
many years at the university
as does the average faculty
member, should not have as
much say in the running of the
university is not completely
valid. While it is true that the

individual student does not
spend a long time here, the
student body does have a large

stake in the affairs of the uni-

versity."

STUDENT EXPERTISE

"Students should be regard-

ed as a category," he said,

"because student concerns
transcend personalities."

Regarding the question of

student expertise, Webster
said, "there is a tendency for

students to elect representa-
tives who have experience and
knowledge about the universi-

ty."

Prof. Thompson agreed.
"The question of expertise of
students and staff sitting on the
Governing Council and Depart-
ment councils is being over-
worked. The type of expertise
required by members of the
Governing Council is not busi-

ness expertise, but a personal
knowledge of the learning envi-

ronment. The Governing Coun-
cil will be primarily concerned
with the style of life inside the
university."

On December 18th, there
will be a special meeting spe-

cifically for the support staff to

discuss their role in the univer-

sity.

It is likely that classes will

be cancelled sometime early in

the new year to facilitate dis-

cussion of the CUG Report.

Although the CUG Commis-
sioners will not be sponsoring
any more meetings, they will

be available for consultation to

any groups or departments on
campus who wish to discuss
the CUG Report.

Could pollution rights be sold?
By BEV DILLON

Prof. J. H. Dales, economics
professor at U of T, thinks put-

ting a price on air and water,
will solve the problem of pollu-

tion.

Speaking to a class of about
30 students last Friday, the

professor outlined the econom-
ic consequences of over-popu-
lation and pollution.

"Life has a price. Nobody is

going to pay the price to create

an atmosphere like the one
when Columbus was here,"
Prof. Dales said.

The problem of pollution, as

Dales sees it, is that no one
knows how much money it will

cost to remove the waste or

how to pay for it if the cost was
known.

He feels since the quality of

the environment is a "public

good," it follows that "there is

no other way of deciding the

quality of that environment
except collectively, through
the government. Nobody is in-

dividually responsible for pol-

lution."

Dales said George Kerr,

Minister of Energy and Re-
source Management at

Queen's Park, is "infuriating"

when he says that the problem
of pollution is each individual's

responsibility.

"Kerr misunderstands the

problem. Individual's are help-

less. Anything the individual

can do is insignificant."

Dales contended that pricing

systems are the best method to

Naomi
OF LONDON

HAIRSTYLISTSJ

oronio Mr. JOSEPH, of Alexander'

And Also

MISS SMILEY
of London England

She is a whil at

WHAT'S NEW

All students with

A.T.L. CARDS
20% DISCOUNT

use in controlling pollution,

primarily because they adjust

themselves automatically to

changes in the environment,
particularly to population
growth.

"Growth is the cause of pol-

lution," he said. "We cannot

reduce pollution without reduc-

ing the population or the stan-

dard of living because air and
water are fixed commodities.

"

Canada doesn't have the

pressing problem of over-pop-

ulation because land is priced,

Dales explained. When it gets

scarce the price goes up. But
over-population with respect to

air and water is a different

category because they are not

priced.

"If we can't own a thing, we
can't price it. If we can't price
it, then we can't own it. There
is a one-to-one relation be-
tween user rights and the price
system."

To implement the price sys-

tem he suggested that the gov-

ernment decide on a maximum
level of pollution which would
then be divided into portions.

The right to pollute would be
sold as bonds.

POOR STUDENTS

Low on bread for Christmas presents ?

Cheer up;

The Textbook Store has gifts you can
afford

Inflatable Zodiac Cushions
Cedar Mounted Prints (looks good,
smells good)

Silk screened, hand finished Linen
Place Mats
Records (the new Donovan)

Books (e.g. The Impacted Lower
Third Molar $1.98)

Starts Wed. November 26 and if

you're really desperate, just say
"Charge it! 11

THE
TEXTBOOK
STORE

HOUSE SO
CLASSICAL COHCERT
Wednesday. December 10th

Music Room, 1-2 p.m.

RUTH BISHOP
Pianist

Ladles Welcome

VARSITY TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT
Date: DECEMBER 13, 1969

Time: I P.M.

Place: LOWER GYM. HART HOUSE
Fee: 25<- Register at

Hall Porter"* Desk

STEAK & CHAMPAGNE
3 BANDS a HONKEY-TONK

NEW YEAR'S EVE
Tickets: SI7/couple-Ha1l Porter

& Undergraduate Office
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FOR MAYOR CLARKSON
(well, would you believe Prime Minister)

By PAUL CARSON
A funny thing happened to V of T political science

professor Stephen Clarkson on his way to the may-

oralty Monday night.

He lost. Badly.

Clarkson demonstrated for all fellow political

scientists to see that the ingredients of Trudeau-

mania aren't included in the recipe for electing the

mayor of the City of Toronto.

The Clarkson campaign had the slogans, the teen-

ie-boppers, the apparently informal but actually

carefully-scheduled public appearances, the mon-

ey, the best of the usually-potent Metro Liberal

machine, endorsements from the Globe and the

Star, and he got clobbered.

Stephen Clarkson's wife. Adrienne. is attractive,

intelligent, a successful novelist and well-known as

a television hostess.

William Dennison's wife. Dorothy, is polite,

bland, and gets a big thrill out of her paint-by-num-

ber kits, when her husband hangs the resulting

product in his city hall offices.

MILD Bil l & CO.
And William Dennison and his band of good, grey,

polite non-entities outpolled Stephen Clarkson's

Beautiful People and teenie-boppers by more than

two-to-one.

Moral? None, really.

Clarkson's headquarters are at 62 Richmond

(
West, an old law office. Monday night they seemed
more suited to elections for a high school student

council than for a serious campaign for mayor in an
adult world.

The kids were everywhere.

Probably seven or eight freshly scrubbed high

school types for every campaign worker of voting

age.

Most are girls, in two shapes, busty and bustier.

The photographers had a pleasant evening.

JUST CONNECTIONS
"It's really easy, actually," explained Ann

Brown ( II SMC
) , a regular Liberal worker since the

1965 federal election.

it's just a matter of connections. We get a con-
i i i ,ii Bishop Strahan, so the boys at UTS come
down to follow them, which brings in Branksome,
which brings the guys from Ryerson

' '

' see?"
The girls, and their enthusiastic followers, are

busy phoning voters in proven Liberal polls, trying
to get out every possible vote, especially from
apartment complexes and Forest Hill.

"We've got to get the vote out. Do that and we
win," shouts a campaign worker from Ryerson.
As the polling stations close, reports of long line-

ups and 60 per cent turnouts are filtering in. Good
sign. Shouts of joy.

At 8:30. Dennison is running way ahead of Ste-
phen (never Steve, never Clarkson. never "our
candidate" I roughly 5.500 to 2,400.

Bad sign. Sighs.

Clarkson and wife arrive at the campaign rooms
shortly afterwards.

They are greeted warmly, applause, no hyster-
ics, no Trudeaumania There is no elitism or sense
of distance.

TEAM EFFORT
From the way Clarkson and his workers treat

each other, the Liberal campaign, if nothing else,
was a genuine team effort.

The Globe and Mail said of Stephen Clarkson.
"He has the brains. Ihe r:ght kind or conscience, the
money, the style . . . he knows how tu wear a Har-
dy Amies suit without being pushy about it."
The election night packageing is medium grey

with red and white pin stripes. Maybe Hardy
Amies, but it's kinda hard looking at labels when a
suit stays buttoned and the wearer doesn't answer

Light maroon shirt, patterned silk tie. polished
black shoes, sculptured hair. Neat.
-Wife in green. Wife smiles.
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Photogs busy again. So much for the teenie-bop-

pers.

PARTY POLITICS ARE GOOD FOR YOU
Clarkson is dispensing Polisci 100 dribble about

the value of party politics on the municipal level

i "good clean efficient city government" I.

The kids stand by. gazing in mixed admiration

and dreams ("maybe someday, me . . ."), the ear-

nest young reporters are busily paraphrasing each
predictable sentence, the old reporters are making
the odd jot and looking at the girls. Can't blame
them.

I look at clippings pinned to the walls.

Liberal newsletter . . . "now is the Time for all

good Liberals to come to the aid of the City . .
.",

Globe. Star. Chinese paper. Ukrainian, Toike.

Toike?

Toike of Nov. 20 with cute story attacking bum-
blings of Dennison.

SZENDE COMMENTS
Andy Szende talks about Stephen Clarkson as a

politician.

"He's hopeless, absolutely hopeless.

"Look, Clarkson's been at U of T, what, five

years, and he still doesn't understand the political

Clarkson (stylishly-suited forearm and leg at left)

makes his non-concession concession speech Monday
night, photo by paul canon

reality there. He desperately wanted to get an en-
dorsement from The Varsity, but that's not worth
anything in the city. He wanted Varsity coverage,
for what? How many votes is that worth?

"I 1 understands civic problems all right, but as
acaden ; c issues, as an academic exercise. Here he
might stumble into being mayor and he has no con-
ception of how this city is really governed, the peo-
ple, the power alliances, nothing.

"

HURRAH FOR CLARKSON! ! HURRAH FOR
CLARKSON! ! SOMEONE IN THE CROWD IS
SHOUTING HURRAH FOR CLARKSON! ! !

The teenie-boppers are at it again.
CLARKSON, CLARKSON, DY-NA-MITE! !

WE'LL FIGHT FOR HIM WITH ALL OUR
MIGHT! ! YEA CLARKSON! ! !

It's like a bloody high school pep rally. But the
cameramen like it. so the kids run through a few
more. Ugh.

KIDS HAVE SIMPUSTIC VIEW
When the cheering stops, I talk to a few of them.
Sure, they say. campaigning's fun, and we sure

do learn a lot.

They know both sides of every issue, the right,
logical Clarkson/Liberal side and the stupid, old-
fashioned, wrong Campbell/Dehaison side.

And if they happen to forget the official version,

they can run into the wall-safe turned store-room,

grab any one of two-dozen or so policy statements

and refresh their memories.
There is a Stephen Clarkson position on almost

everything from amalgamation to the state of To-

ronto's storm sewers.

The Spadina Expressway. Clarkson doesn't like

it; the North York Liberals love it.

Clarkson describes this as an example of the val-

ue of the party system.

"It shows we can have our differences and talk

about them in a friendly way," he says.

DEFEAT IS CERTAIN
By 9:30 it is apparent that the impossible has

happened. Stephen Clarkson has lost.

The cream of The Toronto Liberal Establishment

from Walter Lockhart Gordon on down are not

going to unseat Bill Dennison and his paint-by-num-

ber mentality.

Barbra Sullivan looks sick.

Introduction: Barbra Sullivan is the wife of for-

mer SAC President Jordan ("There are only four

true careers — priest, teacher, doctor, and politi-

cian — and I'm going to be a politician" ) Sullivan,

but we shall not saddle her with any guilt-by-asso-

ciation.

Barbra does nice things for the Liberal party and

the Liberal party does nice things for her — a re-

search project on "campus and underground news-
papers" for the Senate committee on the Press.

Someone tells her The Varsity is covering the

Clarkson campaign.
Barbra Sullivan smiles.

THE NON-CONCESSION CONCESSION
Stephen Clarkson is going far in politics; he's

already learned how to concede without really con-

ceding.

He mounts a chair, adoring wife and star-struck

girl from Branksome Hall move to his side. The
reporters press close. Speech Time.
"Party politics are here to stay."

"Party government is good government for the

city."

"We proved that the city is a national problem."
"It was a great fight; you all did well."

Of 16 official Liberal candidates, two are elected.

CIVAC, a purely municipal party, elected five;

the NDP elected four.

FEW TEARS ARE SHED
There are no tears, no gloom, no despair. Just

cigarette smoke and many, many coffee cups
strewn about the floor.

An earnest young worker pleads with Clarkson
not to concede anything.

A TV set flashes a picture of victorious Bill Den-
nison accompanied by a youngster of grade-school
age, a nephew perhaps.

"Don't concede; 10.000 votes might appear at any
moment!"

Clarkson keeps a straight face and moves on.

"Who's that twerp," a UTS boy asks sarcastical-

ly, "the representative of the national association
of nursery school kids?"

It has been a night of mechanics and techniques,
not idealism or philosophy.

People start to drift towards an all-night Clark-
son party elsewhere; perhaps there they will drink
something stronger than coffee and say something
more profound than "Party government is good
government".

Nobody is shedding tears for Professor Stephen
Clarkson.

After all, he's only 32.

And next time, a grateful party will give him a
safe federal or provincial seat to run in.

Which may, perhaps, have been his goal all the
time.

Why be mayor when you can be Prime Minister?
And don't forget the kids.



Lose to Gueiph 3-2

must rebound against Warriors
SPECIAL EXTENSION

By COLIN PILMER
The perennial question in

intercollegiate sports, "What's
a Gryphon?", was finally an-

swered Wednesday night at
Varsity Arena as the Gueiph
Gryphons upset the Blues 3-2.

A Gryphon is a collection of

hockey players who win unex-

citing games against over con-

fident opponents.

The game itself was scrappy

and very, very dull (the Cana-

dian Press reporter eventually

turned to reading The Republic

Plato's Republic). Neither

team enjoyed much of an ad-

vantage, although Blues had a

slight edge in the play.

Varsity grabbed a 2-0 lead in

the first period on power-play

goals by Paul Laurent from
close in and a screened slap-

shot from the point by Dave
Field.

Gueiph skated stronger in

the second period and were
rewarded when Bob Fierheller

scored on a three-on-one break.

Blues momentum died some-

what and only the Buba-

Wright-Boland line showed any

real spark.

Gueiph continued to improve

during the third period, and

although they never assumed
control of the play Gryphons
did manage to score twice to

win the game.
With Dave McDowall serv-

ing a cheap hooking penalty.

Ron Sevigny put a soft back-

hander between Field's legs

and into the net at 2 : 32. Varsity

goaltender Adrien Watson was
screened and never saw the

shot.

The winner came at 10:31

when Sevigny blocked a shot at

his own blue-line and broke in

alone on Watson. Adrien made
a sprawling save but Rob Hal-

penny coasted in to net the

rebound.

Biggest problem facing

coach Tom Watt is how to put

together his injury-riddled

team and get them up for to-

night's match, following

Wednesday night's miserable

showing against Gueiph.

Blues' wingers were unable

to finish off their plays and the

defense was often trapped up

ice.

A lot of little things adding

up to one big loss.

The Blues face their stiffest

test of the season tonight as

they travel to Waterloo to meet

theUofW Warriors.

Waterloo, meanwhile, is rid-

ing the crest of an undefeated

season, and with three games
under their belt the Warriors

are showing signs of being the

league powerhouse. In their

first three starts they beat

Gueiph 3-1, Macmaster, 3-2 and

Windsor 8-2.

All this, despite the fact that

they lost the league's leading

scorer, Ron Robinson, who is

now playing Senior A hockey in

Oakville.

Game time is 8 p.m.

Double header faces

BasketBlues after

three exhibition losses

AIR DESIGNS

116 A BLOOR ST. W.
CUT ONLY $3.00
SET FROM $4.00
COCKTAIL RINSE $4.00 PLUS SET

BOOK YOUR XMAS & NEW YEAR'S APPOINTMENT NOW.

CALL PATRICK CR JOSEPH
921-1234 - 921-488 4

KIBBUTZ ALIYA DESK
GET INVOLVED

WITH THE KIBBUTZ
The kibbutz is a unique social experiment in cooperative

living which strives for personal and community self-

realization.

We invite you to experience the kibbutz through the fol-

lowing programs, which are available any time, all year

round.

TEMPORARY WORKER
Living and working

on a kibbutz

One month or more

AGE: 18-35

COST: Transportation

DATES: Year round

KIBBUTZ ULPAN
A six month program

of lh day work and
xh day Hebrew studies

AGE: 18-35

COST: Transportation

DATES: Year round

For information and application for these programs and for

permanent settlement, summer and teenage programs,

contact:

ZVI ZEXER
KIBBUTZ ALIYA DESK
Suite 1301
200 Park Avenue
South
New York,
New York 10003
(212) GR 7-5663

ASA ARNON
Room 312
188 Marlee Avenue
Toronto 19,

Ontario
(416) 783-4722
(evenings: 633-

7225)

By PETER WHITE
Well fans - it's basketball

time of year again! Our lonely

(so sad) Blues operating out of

a credibility gap these past

weeks expose themselves at

last to their adoring public of

frustrated basketballers. di-

senchanted hockey buffs and

bailers and duffers of other

sorts this week-end.

Blues appear on Friday

night at Ryerson and Saturday

night bounce forth against

York on our distant court at

the institution of the same
name. Both games are set for

eight p.m.

After three exhibition losses

the Blues find themselves with

the happy prospect of ap-

proaching reality and expect,

with the addition of a well-

healed Larry Trafford. to final-

ly show their class, So come
and see a classy show; the

password, gang, is Action — as

in run, run, run!

Blues suffered a most self-

satisfying loss Monday which
is the source of this optimism
about the future. The team
displaying heretofore unseen

coherence were breathing

heavy on the asses of the bas-

ketball-fed children of Buffalo

State (those are big boys) and

found themselves behind a tri-

fling four points close to half

time.

That they were finally KO'd
94-59 hardly seemed to matter.

If our half-ripe muscles had

held up — well that s a matter

of future interest.

HARK HARK
More Sports

on
Page 19

Women, even

TO ENROLL FOR YOUR

UNIVERSITY

HEALTH AND ACCIDENT PLAN

. »

i

- 1MM WITHOUT INSURANCE

IS LIKE A SNAIL WITHOUT A SHELL

THREE PLANS TO CHOOSE FROM

PLAN I

EXTENDED HEALTH CARE

NO DEDUCTIBLE ON ACCIDENT BENEFITS

PLAN II

OVERSEAS AND AMERICAN STUDENTS

STUDENTS ON STUDENT VISA

PLAN III

NEWLY LANDED IMMIGRANT

INTERIM HOSPITAL COVERAGE

EXTENDICA RE PL US LIFE

LIFE

$10,000 FOR $22.00 A YEAR

USE REGULAR APPLICATION

You need this coverage if you fall under one of the following

categories:

1 . Canadian students who are covered by OHSIP and OHSC
and need extended health care

2. Students in Canada on a student visa and are not covered

by OHSIP or OHSC
3. Students in Ontario from another province who do not

have coverage from that province.

4. Newly landed immigrant students who are required to wait

three months for the provincial plans to become effective.

ADMIN. — JOHN INGLE.
700 BAY ST. 364-4114
BAY AT GERRARD

NOTE: If you have not received your brochure, additional

forms may be obtained of the Registrar's office. Stu-

dent Council Office. Gfaduate Studies Office.

International Students' Centre the Health Service, or

Faculty Offices.
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SAVE OUR CITY
A horse and buggy and

a haywagon will lead a

parade down the pro-

posed route of the Spadina
Expressway Saturday.

Defeated mayoralty
candidates Margaret
Campbell and Stephen
Clarkson, and Jane Ja-

cobs, author of Death and
Life of the Great American
Cities, will join the march,
which is being organized
by the "Stop Spadina!
Save Our City" committee.

"It's important to keep
the defeated politicians

hearts up," said Commit-
tee chairman Alan Powell,

a U of T Sociology Profes-

sor. Eighty four thousand
people, in voting for

Campbell, Clarkson and
Riddell, voted against the

expressway; only 64,000
voted for Dennison."

A press conference will

be held at 6:30 Saturday
morning at the beginning
of the route, at Everdeen
and Ava, near EgMnton.
Interested individuals are
encouraged to join at St.

Clair to march down Spa-
dina to Queen St.

Here the marchers will

disband, while the buggy
and wagon continue to

tour the city streets.

Marchers should join the
parade at Wells Hill Park
on St. Clair, one block east
of Bathurst, at 1 0 a.m.

Suggested equipment
includes umbrellas, gas
masks, and Victorian cos-
tume to emphasize that
expressways are not pro-
gress but are taking us
back to the days of the
horse and buggy.

"This is not only Toron-
to's problem but the prob-
lem of every Canadian
city. The United States has
already lost the battle",
said Alan Powell.

Kensington Market — an area that will be destroyed as the Expressway moves southward.

Will your house be one of 12,000 to go?
This key indicates how the Expressway will

'eel fhis area once if is completed.
expressway.

This key indicates how the Expressway will

effect this area once it is completed.

1 six-lane expressway
2 proposed tunnel under Casa Loma
3 Already crowded Davenporl and Dupont
will become major exit roads for traffic com-
ing into the city. During the morning rush an
estimated 1.800 cars an hour will have to get
off the expressway at these two streets.

4 Service roads are meant to meet the slow
traffic needs of local residents, but cars una-
ble to get off at Davenporl or Dupont will fill

the service roads with incoming traffic. This
traffic will then filter into The Annex grid of
streets at Bernard and Lowther.
5 Four sunken lanes flanked by two surface
roads.

6 Cars exiting onto Dupont will cause massive
backups forcing traffic onto The Annex grid
streets: St. George, Huron. Madison, Wal-
mer. Kendal, and Brunswu k

7 Noise along the expressway will be deaf-
ening. It will be difficult for people to hear
clearly even in the high rise apartments. 20 or
30 floors up.

The homes on the east side of expressway,
facing Madison will all back up to the express-
way. The Spadina Northbound lane will re-
quire the removal of houses all along this side
of the street. lApprox. 12.000 homes removed
all (he way to 401

)

9 This school serves neighbourhood which in-
cludes large number of homes on far side of
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expressway.

10 Lowther is planned as a major exit and
entrance street for the expressway. It is far

too narrow to handle the traffic it will re-

ceive. Street parking will be banned. The
street will have to be widened — at the ex-

pense of residents' homes.
11 Three thousand cars an hour will be depos-
ited on Bloor St. virtually eliminating Bloor
for normal cross town traffic, Cars attempt-
ing to get off the freeway at this point will

cause massive tie ups.

12 Sussex, with Robert and St. George, will

become major access routes to the express-
way which surfaces at Sussex. The increased
traffic will make Roberts and St. George haz-
ardous for pedestrians and will eliminate on
the street parking on Robert and Sussex.
13 Harbord will now become the only outlet
for cross town traffic unable to use Daven-
port. Dupont or Bloor. It will probably require
widening to serve the increase in traffic it will

receive.

14 Cars exiting at Bernard will pass by the
Jean Sibelius Park. If Kendell is widened the
Park will be the first to go.

15 From this point south the Expressway will
merely take a strip of sidewalk on each side of
the street down to Front Street. The increase
in traffic and the congestion and pollution will
wipe out the small shops and businesses now
situated on Spadina. and virtually eliminate
the garment industry in Toronto.

y f.a

IB-
Ho 6



A mixture of about 50 people dressed in the garb of old Toronto accompanied a hay- They sang Slop Spadina, a tune of their own composition. See TILLY TORONTO on

wagon complete with horses down the proposed route of the Spadina Expressway. page 3.

Faculty, students say Loyola like a police state
MONTREAL (CUP) - A

group of 70 Loyola College stu-

dents clogged the halls in front

of president Patrick Malone's
office Friday to protest admin-
istration hostility toward a

Canadian Association of Uni-

versity Teachers investigating

team scheduled to begin hear-

ings in Montreal today.

And in a statement released

the same day, 35 Loyola facul-

ty — including three depart-

ment chairmen and two past
presidents of the Loyola Facul-

ty Association — condemned
the administration for "grow-
ing police state conditions on
campus".
The antagonism between

administration on the one hand
and students and faculty on the

other at the Jesuit-controlled

campus, is not expected to die

down in the immediate future.

Friday's hour-long demon-
stration in front of Malone's
office — probably the most-

protested area in the country,

with at least nine sit-ins to its

credit in the past three months
- took the side of CAUT in its

battle to secure the right of

binding arbitration in the case

of nuclear physics Prof. S. A.

Santhanam.
Santhanam was dismissed

by the Loyola Board of Trus-

tees at the beginning of the

year. No reason was given for

the action.

The Loyola administration

has steadily resisted CAUT
interference in the dispute and
has declared Santhanam's case

"closed."

The 35 faculty, meanwhile,
have charged that the adminis-

tration has attempted to "sup-

press the basic freedom of an

actively dissenting minority"
on the campus, and listed nine

specific items of repression,

including:

• Open threats of dismissal

against faculty who supported

Loyola students in a three-day

strike Oct. 27 to 29. Loyola stu-

dents approved the strike by a

narrow margin Oct. 14, in an
effort to bring binding arbitra-

tion in the Santhanam affair.

• Administration use of po-

lice to eject former student

council President Marcel Nou-

vet from a senate meeting
Nov. 6. The meeting was called

to ratify an administration dic-

tum prohibiting all demonstra-
tions on the campus related to

the Santhanam affair.

• During a faculty boycott of

their association's elections

Nov. 26, "agents of the regis-

trar" checked individual class-

rooms apparently to record the

names of boycotting profes-

sors.

The election, which was in-

validated due to the boycott,

was re-run Wednesday: five

"radical" faculty — who sup-

port binding CAUT arbitration

in the Santhanam affair — de-

feated a slate of candidates

supporting the administration.

The 35 protesting faculty

also condemned a statement
by vice-president Jack 0 -

Brian, which suggested that a

bombing which shook the Loy-

ola campus Nov. 20 — the day
Quebec's bilingualist Bill 63

passed third reading — was the

"logical result" of dissent over

the Santhanam affair.

According to O'Brian, the

bombing was "in the cards"
for Loyola, "you can't play

those kind of garties for five

months without expecting

this," he said. Malone had stat-

ed Nov. 21 he was sure the San-

thanam case was not connect-

ed to the bombing.

The 35 dissenting faculty

said the administration's ac-

tions were an admission of "its

own intellectual poverty."

"No longer hopeful of win-

ning support on the basis of

rational discussions and com-
munity decision-making, the

administration now openly

employs the sole advantage
still in its hands, coercive pow-

er," they said.

Faculty pick anti- parity Rist to head ATS

Prof. J. M. Rist

Prof. J. M. Rist, co-author of the anti-parity

motion brought to the Arts and Science Facul-

ty Council ten days ago. was elected chairman

of the Association of Teaching Staff Tuesday.

Prof. W. H. Nelson, co-sponsor of the mo-
tion, is also on the ATS executive as chairman

of the University Government Committee.

An amended version of the Rist-Nelson

motion brought up by Prof J. K. Conway and

Prof. P. Brock, comes before the Arts and

Science Council tomorrow. Both Rist and Nel-

son have withdrawn support from this amend-

ed motion since it calls for matters of appoint-

ment and dismissal to be judged "finally" in-

stead of "solely" by members of the academ-

ic staff.

Rist. a Classics Professor, succeeds Prof.

Frederick Winter as chairman of the ATS.

Winter is a member of the CUG Program-
ming Committee, which is now attempting to

implement Cug recommendations.

The Varsity has been commissioned to

gather a series of epic poems commemorat-
ing Rist's election. The first of these follows

below. (All proceeds go to the "Calley in 72"

campaign fund'.
See POEM page 10.



Y.M. Y.W.H.A. OF MONTREAL & NHS
Y COUNTRY CAMP

Stall Openings

Counsellors -Male* female with experience -Work with teens

Unit Heads -College graduate with 3 years counselling ex-

perience.

Specialists - Arts & CraUs - Drama

Model tamp in the Laurenlians. Applications accepted. Inter-

views ix.ssil. Ii- hi lur-mio. Write Mr. Ilekolf.

Director.

*Y' Country Camp.
5500 IVestnury Ave.
Montreal

3t

GiftWim
Still Needed

• SET DESIGNER

- MALE DANCERS

- PRODUCTION STAFE

Monday
Dec. 8

Wetmore

Dining Hall

7:30

ii'iniiro. ^

I MUhIU.
it llur

924187$

BJARNASON, COSTELLO
& ASSOCIATES

Suite 1208,
Toronto Professional Bldg,

123 Edward Street,

Toronto 101, Ontario Telephone 364-0973

IMMIGRATION
CONSULTANTS

r

decenbeR 9 -|3

H&RT house. The^TRe,
tickets ovwLcbLe 6.T hurt House

Be ST SHOV/J Ot-J C&r-ipus * - v&Rsn-y

'off colour. ,
Bjb&LcijFiLTHy

—we L©.uc,He.cS --rhe. writ* its
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*•»
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SAC needs

20 students for

INTERIM DISCIPLINARY
COMMITTEE

to act as CAPUT until Campbell Report

is implemented.

6 of the twenty will be chosen by lot.

Address applications to SAC Judicial

Committee - c/o SAC Office

Deadline - Friday, Dec. 12 - 5:00 P.M.

CLASSICAL CONCERT
Wednesday, December 10th
Music Room, 1 p.m.

RUTH BISHOP, Pianist

Programme:

Sonata in G Mozart

Sonata Op. 110 Beethoven

8 Pieces, Op. 73 Brahms

Ladies Welcome

THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTRE

Invites YOU to

9E BRhVE!
BE DIFFERENT!

in YOUR choice of Holiday Gifts at Sane Prices.

X)SIT

TREASURE VAN

(A Project of World University Service of Canada)

Unique Gifts From 32 Countries of our World.

DECEMBER 1 1 th and 12th 10:00 A.M. - 9:00 P.M.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTRE 33 St. George Street

THIS WEEK AT SAC

Sunday, Dec. 7

Committee to Examine the Structure of SAC
8 p.m. - St. Mike's College Lounge

Tuesday, Dec. 9

University Government Committee

6:30 p.m. - SAC Office

Tuesday, Dec. 9

Education Commission Meeting

1:00 p.m. - SAC Office

Wednesday, 10

Executive Meeting

5:00 p.m. - SAC Office



Despite moral impasse

Exiles urged to uphold US tradition
By HARRIET KIDECK EL

American deserters and
draft-dodgers were urged
Sunday not to "dissociate

: themselves completely from
the United States."

At a teach-in sponsored by

the newly-formed American

I
Deserters Committee, June

\
Callwood, a Toronto journal-

ist. said she was sorry that

|

many American exiles "re-

: ject that society that has
: made you the people you are;

: a home where you were
: brought up to be individuals."

: "Part of what you are is

: Americaanddon't beashamed
: of it." she said.

: Rabbi Abraham Feinberg,
• an American now living in

• Toronto, said that while in

: North Vietnam two years ago

j he told the late Ho Chi Min. "I

: am in Hanoi as an American.
: I love my country and I felt it

: my duty to preserve its soul."

: Despite the "moral im-

: passe and bankruptcy into

: which the U.S. is falling,"

:
Feinberg urged Americans
not to "forget the fine tradi-

tion it (America i stands for".
'• Miss Callwood reminded

the Canadians present they

should be "aware of Ihe con-

tributions Americans are

making to Canada, especially

in the fields of child care and

social work"

Miss Callwood. a vice-

president of the Canadian

Civil Liberties Union has

helped American immigrants

find jobs.

She asked if any Americans
in the audience had difficulty

obtaining jobs because of dis-

crimination on the basis of

nationality.

CHECKED BY RCMP

Though none said they had,

one member of the audience

reported that the RCMP had

checked on him through his

job.

Another member of the

audience said that members
of the Black Panthers, (a mil-

itant black group in the U.S.i

are being stopped from enter-

ing Canada at the border.

"Americans are trying to

annihilate the Panthers ei-

ther through imprisonment or

murder." Feinberg said.

Anne Ross, of the Union of

American Exiles, comment-
ed. ' there are an inordinate

amount of blacks being draft-

ed.
"

Miss Callwood called for

the Canadian government "to

offer political asylum to the

Black Panthers".

"It is a political party and
an example of the political

confrontation now going on in

the U.S." Feinberg stressed.

'Americans — even de-

serters — are supposed to be

allowed into Canada on an
equal basis with other immi-
grants and we should take

advantage of this enlightened

attitude in Canada," he add-

ed.

The other two speakers on
the panel, both American
deserters and founders of the

American Deserters Commit-
tee, said they wanted to "help

Americans relate to Canada
and become useful in the

Canadian community."

"Guys come up from the

U.S.; they're confused and
scared and afraid of what
their government can do to

them." explained Bill Debra.

He and Kelly Frey. work-

ing out of a small apartment

on Eglinton, hope to set up

counselling services to aid

Americans in adapting to

Canada.

YANKEE REFUGEE Vouowm

The ADC also emphasized
their need for money to start

their counselling service Any
contributions can be sent 243

Eglinton Ave. W., Apt. 3, for

further information, call 483-

fillie Toronto despoiled
* Toronto is in danger of be-

coming another Nephelococcy-

gia, a Varsity reporter said

last night.

James Karamitanis, who
covered a march protesting the

Spadina Expressway Saturday,

said the city could go the way
of Aristophanes' city, which
hung between heaven and
earth and was ruled strictly by

The Birds.

photo by Bill Rodgtn

The march, sponsored by the

Stop-Spadina Committee, fol-

lowed the proposed route of the

expressway. The protesters

wore Victorian costumes and
were led by a horse-drawn hay

cart.

A guerilla theatre group, the

Provocative Street Players,

enacted morality skits on the

road, ritually represting the

despoilation of Tillie Toronto

by the mad Baron Edsel von
Expressway.
About 50 marchers were

joined by unsuccessful mayor-
alty candidate Stephen Clark-

son, American author Jane
Jacobs and Alderman-elect
Ying Hope.

Mrs. Jacobs, who wrote
"The Life and Death of Great
American Cities", has called

Toronto "the most hopeful and
healthy city in North Ameri-
can".

Mr. Hope is so deadset
against the Spadina Express-
way he suggests a "play-by-

play" resistance movement,
undoing or obstructing the

work as it progresses.

"A city is neither a plethora

of houses on well-paved streets

nor a group of suburbs connect-

ed by expressways," said Mr.
Karamitanis. "For all its di-

versity and sprawling huge-

ness, it must still maintain a

core or a heart, because if it

decays the city as a whole fal-

ters."

Spadina s fate will be decid-

ed this January when the new
Metro Council decides whether
construction will continue.

low on 'Bk.cM) fofc,
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PAGE FOUR

Rist arrives from nowhere to head the ATS
Professor John Rist is the new

chairman of the Association of

Teaching Staff.

He's the same John Rist who
seconded the motion in the Arts

and Science Faculty Council —
that the Faculty Council bar stu-

dent participation in hiring, fir-

ing, promotion, and tenure of

professors, and that it reject the

concept of parity for "matters of

departmental and faculty gover-

nance".
History Professor John H.

Nelson moved that motion.

Oddly enough, Nelson also

received a key position — chair-

man of the University Govern-
ment Committee, the committee
of the ATS that will deal with the

Commission on University Gov-
ernment's report.

In a telephone interview last

night, I asked Rist what his plat-

form was.
"Oh no, I didn't have a plat-

form. I was nominated," he re-

plied.

I had falsely assumed that

ATS chairmen were elected
democratically. But Rist told

me how a nominating committee
composed of ATS past chairmen
prepares a slate of candidates
for the ATS Council. The coun-
cil, a group of about 20 faculty

representatives, then chooses
the final names from the nomi-
nees.

Last week's general meeting
of the ATS did not vote for their

chairman or their committee
heads. They just heard the final

names read to them.
I asked Rist why he was cho-

sen for the position.

"I have no idea what their

motives were," he replied.

A general meeting of the ATS
is open to all U of T faculty ex-

cept teaching assistants.

Rist defines the ATS as "a
body designed to represent the

widest interests of the faculty."

I asked him if he thought
teaching assistants should be
included in the ATS.

"I have no strong feelings on
teaching assistants," he replied.

Rist was not elected by the
faculty-at-large. He arrived in

his position through a process as
democratic as the Vatican's
selection of the Pope.

But the aberrations of democ-
racy that placed Rist in his posi-

tion are not serious, for the ATS
is quite irrelevant.

What's more significant is

that people like Rist and Nelson
are emerging as leaders of fac-

ulty opinion, while paranoia sets

into the academic guild during
the initial discussions of the
CUG Report.

Rist's view of the university

makes Jerry Farber's analogy
— Student as Nigger — look like

less than an academic exercise.

In his brief to CUG, Rist uses
the traditional argument that
students are incompetent in or-

der to show they have no place
on hiring and firing committees:

"Students, even graduate stu-

dents, have little notion of the
boundaries of their subject and
comparatively little skill, com-
bined with no experience, in de-
termining the quality of research '

done by a competent professor.
Very frequently they are led as-

tray by misleading talk about re-

levance . . . student concepts of

relevance are inevitably tied to

their necessarily limited personal
experience.

. . student power should be
minimal in all committees con-
cerned with the employment of
academic staff. . . the decisions
must be made by the faculty. . .

any alternative system will cor-
rupt academic departments."
At the last Faculty Council

meeting Rist and Nelson raised
the image of student participa
tion corrupting and ultimately

THE SORCERER'S APPRENTICE ?

destroying scholarship — the
present form and content of
scholarship.

Hopefully student parity
would destroy the status quo of
scholarship that builds upon it-

self and stagnates as one depart-
mental chairman appoints his

faculty in his own image.
".

. . the percentage of stu-

dents on curriculum committees
should be low, probably no high-

er than 20%"
Rist relegates student partici-

pation to the role of advise and
consultation. He denies students
have a right to any effective con-
trol over their own education.

"In brief students should ulti-

mately have little say in what is

taught in a university . . . The
purpose of student representa-
tives . . . should be to inform, not
to control. It is true in one sense
that faculty and students are the
university, but the relation be-
tween the two groups should
basically be that of master and
apprentice."

Rist is one of the school that
believes politics plays no part in
academia, that all decisions to
evaluate students and faculty
are based on pure, value-free
competance.

At the Faculty Council meet-
ing he made the standard when-
I-was-a-student reference about
boring professors being good and
stimulating professors being
bad.

Rist is a Classics professor.

Will the student apprentice rebel against the sorcerer Hist? "The r<ilolion belw„n ,he
'

(faculty and students) should basically be that of master and apprentice "
Pa»e4- THE VABSITV., Monday. December 8, ,969,

by Fran Shorn.
VARSITY STAFF MEETING:
Wednesday at I p.m. everyone
interested, old and new, come up
to talk about Christmas.



How BUSINESS negates women's struggle for self-determination

In a recent experiment, Monica, an
honors student, was asked to tell a
story based on one clue: "After first-

term finals. Anne finds herself at the
top of her medical-school school
class". Monica wrote:
"Anne starts proclaiming her sur-

prise and joy. Her fellow classmates
ore so disgusted with her behavior that

they jump on her in a body and beat
her. She is maimed for life."

Another girl given the same clue
wrote this:

"Although Anne is happy with her
success she rears what will happen to

her social lite. The male med. students

don't seem to think very highly of a
female who has beaten them in their

field . . . She will be a proud and suc-

cessful but alas a very lonely doctor."
—Psychology Today, November.

What's with these girls? Are they
deranged? Freaks? They are proba-

bly normal college girls simply exag-
gerating a profound and very real
fear that prevents many women from
trying to compete with men in a
"man's world".

After all, how long will a girl strug-

gle against self-doubt when she is told

by a U of T medical-school adminis-
trator that she will be past her most
fertile years by the time she gets her
M.D.? Can she even pretend to be
competing on equal terms with men
when she goes for an interview for an
articling job (a prerequisite to admis-
sion to the bar) and is asked how long

she intends to practice law? Implicit-

ly, a woman is expected to quit work-
ing after several years to dedicate her
life exclusively to raising children
and keeping a home.
What isimportant about these sto-

ries is that they demonstrate the

strong, unrelenting pressure on a
woman to feel unfeminine if she is

intellectual and ambitious. John
Stuart Mill, observing this, wrote.
"The subjection of women to men
being a universal custom, any depar-
ture from it quite naturally appears
unnatural". Women consistently get
higher test-anxiety scores than do
men. Laboratory achievement-ori-
ented situations demonstrate the

uniquely feminine motive to avoid
success.

SELF-CONFIDENCE UNDERMINED
A woman discovers very early that

many university courses demand cer-

tain skills that she has not sufficiently

developed. The female mind seems
more able to accomodate details than

design. If a woman takes courses that

heavily tax her underdeveloped or-

ganizing, synthesizing, abstracting

and integrating skills, she may con-

clude that the female intellect is truly

inferior to the male's. Even if she

maintains a good grade average, her

self-confidence is undermined be-

cause she has not grasped the totality

of her subject as she believes most
men do. Men seem by nature more
capable of using their knowledge to

understand the world around them.

A woman who is motived to

achieve, then, is handicapped not only

by the fear that her ambition will

make her unfeminine and unmar-
riageable, but also by a lack of cer-

tain basic skills. Knowing that in a

THE ONLY THING SHE'S WEARING IS WHAT

You're looking at it but you can't see it. At 100 to 140 dollars, you shouldn't.

Reid-Meredith, makers of modacrylic fiber wigs. If you know it's a wig, it's not

a Reid-Meredith.

few years he will be fighting for sur-

vival, a man may complain that his

courses do not provide adequate prep-

aration. He may despair when what
the world offers him as work is mean-
ingless to him. But he relates what he

learns to the world beyond the univer-

sity. A woman, on the other hand, is

more concerned with finding the right

man to take care of her. She cannot

easily relate her courses to the world

because she can barely see it. Part of

her feminity is her dependence and
her dependence turns her attention

away from the world to the family.

Little girls are taught very early at

school, just as at home, that certain

modes of behaviour are expected of

them that are not required of boys —
that dependence is not only tolerated

but often encouraged in the, but not in

boys. A primary school teacher
writes, "I have seen many instances

where girls are used as models of

good behaviour in the classroom for

being neat, obedient and quiet. Their

male counterparts are rewarded for

aggressive, ambitious and competi-
tive qualities. Timidity and lack of

initiative in a girl are acceptable
traits, whereas a boy with similar

traits is looked upon as "having a

problem". Thus he receives special

attention and encouragement from
the teacher.

The teacher in her classroom rein-

forces the home-teachings as to the

girls proper social role. Girls are of-

ten asked to help the teacher with the

general clean-up of a classroom,
while boys on the other hand are given

the heavier chores to do.

"Many teachers, I am sure do not

realize that they have accepted differ-

ent standards of behaviour from the

girls and boys in their classrooms.
But teachers unconsciously do this

because of what they have been
taught about the role of the woman in

society.

ROLE OF TENSION-MANAGEMENT
Why have women been socialized

for certain roles and why does society

sanction the limitation of their devel-

opment? Because through these roles

women perform certain essential

economic and social functions for the

maintenance of our social system as

it is.

First of all a woman has certain

responsibilities to the family, and
enormous pressures are put on this

institution. Through the family unit,

people literally "recreate" them-
selves — are fed, clothed, cared for

and comforted in illness. The family

is based on a partnership of husband
and wife. Only one aspect of the part-

nership is their social relations and
few people consider how valuable the

worker-husband's frustrations is to
the exchange economy. Other aspects
of the partnership take more time.

To earn her share of the paycheck,
which takes most of the husband's
time, the woman is responsible for

the care and feeding of her breadwin-
ner and children, providing domestic
labour which is not a part of the ex-
change economy, but which the ex-
change economy presupposes. The
man may be a businessman, a work-
er, a farmer. The women is in the
class of her husband (unless she has
property in her own name or has a

profession in a higher or lower class I

.

Usually she remains in her husband's
class to the extent that she performs
the domestic labour, socializes the
children, manages the tensions of the
family in the manner that her hus-
band's class demands. This is her job;

her "product" is her husband's and
children's well-being. Their lives and
personalities become her "work",
her "contribution" to society, a par-

ticularly alienating experience for

her children ( I've given my whole life

to you — and now look how you treat

me.

)

RESERVE-LABOUR FORCE
Wife and mother are the woman's

primary roles, but very often and in-

creasingly so, a single breadwinner
cannot support a family unit. Some-
times the wife is forced to enter the

labour market untrained and is forced

to take a low-paying job. Here the

full-time homemaker and sometime
worker serves as reserve labour pow-
er in much the same way as Negroes
in the U.S. But since there is already

unemployment in Canada, it is diffi-

cult to see how there will be room for

women to participate fully in the

economy without serious economic
reorganization. (During the war when
the demand for labour went up, the

ethic against women working was
temporarily reversed, only to come
back into full force after the war.

)

For those few women who manage
to obtain satisfactory professions, the

competition and discrimination can

be very debilitating. Women are

forced to become mannish in order to

survive.

The family unit is in crisis because

it is overburdened with economic and

social tensions, and the fetishization

of certain family relations have stunt-

ed the social growth of all its mem-
bers. As a part of this, the female
roles required to maintain the family

are in a state of breakdown. The fami-

ly unit as it now exists presupposes

that women are second class citizens.

The underdevelopment of women is at

the heart of much of the breakdown of

social relations that men experience

as well. If some kind of family unit is

viable, it seems to us it will be under

radically different social conditions

based on the equal development of

men and women as people, in a socie-

ty where the full development of chil-

dren and adults is a priority.

We and other members of U of T's

Women's Liberation Movement have
found that talking about problems like

those raised in this article is a good
way to begin finding solutions to them.

We invite anyone interested in these

issues to come to our meetings every

Monday. Check the Here and Now for

the time and place.

Marylin Cole

Charney Cunningham
Pat Rankintime which a wife spends soothing her
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ENGINEERING
Final Year Students

Today, ths Chartered Accountant ploys one of the

most exciting roles in business management. He tackles

complex and fascinating problems. For the

professionolly-troined man the scope is limitless.

Discuss career opportunities with Clorkson, Gordon
representatives, on compus

DECEMBER 13th
Appointments should be made through the Sludent

Placement Office. If Ihis time is not convenient,
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LOST: Purple ring in gold setting, left in
second floor women's washroom Sid
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924 -0458. 923-0871

FOR SALE Britannica set of groal books
Founder's edition with ten volume reading
guide and bookcase S500 267 -9222.

W. C. FIELDS m the Bank Dick Last
movie in series so it's your last chance to
see the great one Wed Dec 10 at Wet-
moie Hall, New College Sl admission

SUPER SOULspeciacular at New College
FriDec12 Mr Funky presents 4 big bands
in boih Wetmore & Wilson Hall Dining
Halls ChicksSt HawksSl 50 Drags S3

HELP U C FOLLIES and earn commission
selling advertising lor the Follies pro-
gramme Come to Lit Olfice J C R at
1 00 today and see Erie Swadron
PLEASE

LOVERS OF MUSIC KE
: an openmo in a

thoroughly modem 3 bedroom apartment
equipped with modern harpsichord ctavi-
cord. harp and lecorders Subway conven-
ient CallJimat762 144

1

CHKAP - KITCHENER EXPRESS-
WEEKLY. FRI Bus leaves Convocation
Hall 6 30, arrives 8 00 p m SUN Leaves
Kitchener 6 30. arrives B 00 pm Tickols
at SAC olfice For infoimation 691 -3266

RENT HOME, share all emponses Piel
lemale grad sludent Total ol 3 people Irv-
ing in large home 20 mm walk from cam-
pus Call 538 1870 8-9 pm all day Sat tt

LETTERS
community issue— slander and innuendo

Lest you feel even more iso-

lated from the COMMUNITY,
than you already appear to be,

let me make some comments
on the recent Community Issue

of your paper. I am doing so

because I am a member of a

community which is threat-

ened by the University of To-

ropto (the Sussex area, west of

Spadina >, because I am a

member of this University,

and because I have worked
with some of the people about

whom you have written so un-

flatteringly and, may I say so

at once, unfairly. I am refer-

ring to the story about the SAC
housing project.

AH of us who care about the

communities in which we live

are very pleased that some
students at the University are

beginning to be interested in

what we are doing and even
want to join us. I suppose The
Varsity's community issue is

part of this very encouraging
trend. But there are some
things that you have to learn, I

am afraid. One of these things,

I guess, is responsible journal-

ism. The whole community
issue was written in the style

which is so typical of the Uni-

versity as a whole: elitist. The
people to whose homes the is-

sue was brought already know
about the problems; we fought

the Expressway long before
you discovered the issue; we
have been fighting the Univer-

sity for years. What we want
from The Varsity and the

University as a whole (parti-

cularly the town planners, the

engineers, the sociologists and
the economists) is creative
alternatives to the Expressway
and to the expansion of this

University. What we do not

want or need is slander, un-
nuendo and silly, useless grip-

ing (such as the article about
St, Christopher House).

It seems to me that people in

the Kensington perceived the

SAC housing project as elitist

and imperialistic, despite the

best intentions people like Tom
Faulkner and Steve Langdon
may have had. Given the poor

relationship which the Univer-
sity has and always had with
the surrounding communities,
this perception is not really

surprising. Your community
issue, by the way, did little to

improve that relationship,

since you presented only the

SAC version of the story. When
we first heard that the com-
munity issue was being
planned, we suspected that (1)

The Varsity would attempt a
white-wash job on the SAC pro-

ject in Kensington and (2) that

The Varsity just would not

understand the complexity of a
community such as Kensing-
ton.

When we learned that The
Varsity had been granted $2,-

000 by the SAC for the com-
munity issue, our fears only

increased. When I found the

paper on my door step last

A student-housing project?

Friday, all my worst suspi-

cions were confirmed.

It seems that Mr. Johnson
has listened to only one side of

the side - that of the SAC.
Clearly he did not have all the

relevant documents before
him; clearly he does not under-

stand all the questions and
problems before the Kensing-
ton community. As a result,

the story in The Varsity was a
biased and unfair attack on one
group and one person in the

Kensington community. The
attacks against Mr. Schwam
and his associates are totally

unfounded and slanderous, to

say the least. Mr. Johnson ex-

hibited a complete unconcern
for the effect his article might
have on the community. Re-
sponsible journalism and crea-
tive involvement in the com-
munity does not mean innuen-
do and slander.

The SAC might have done
much better to donate its $2,000
to the Meals-on-Wheels pro-
gram which, incidentally, op-
erates out of St. Christopher
House. It would have been
much better for our communi-
ty.

If the community issue of

The Varsity is an indication of

the willingness and ability of

University of Toronto students

to come to grips with the prob-

lems and issues confronting
our communities, then let me
urge them to keep their hands
off and to continue to make
revolution in the University
alone.

Eilert Frerichs,

United Church Chaplain to

the University of Toronto.

c.c. Mr. Alan Schwam
100 Oxford Street,

Toronto, Ont.

I
Draught beer on tap from noon

till after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75c.
Wild atmosphere.

]_and_The_Bear in The Sutton Place Hotel • On wellesley east ouBay

sane

The students who kicked out
members of the NLC from Poli
Sci 101 last Monday exercised
sane judgement. Disruptions of
this kind ought not to be toler-

ated. We're at this university
to learn from instructors who
know more than we do and thus
they should be allowed to in-

struct us without interruptions
from anyone in the class.

David Penny (III New)
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Here's the latest from Course Unionville...
Science students favor trisection of Faculty of Arts and Sciences

The Chemistry Students
Union would like to see the
breakdown of colleges as the
administrative units of the
university.

Dave Boal .( IV Vic
) , an exec-

utive member of the CSU,
says, "The college system is

an artificial division of stu-
dents. Most scientist on cam-
pus regard their respective
colleges as a place to pay their

fees."

The CSU also favours the
division of the Faculty of Arts
and Sciences into three distinct

faculties, Social Sciences,
Natural Sciences and Humani-
ties.

"Under the present sys-

tem," says Boal, "the science
student is always in the minori-
ty."

He cites the absence of a
science representative on the
CUG Committee as proof. He
feels membership in the larger
faculty is detrimental to the
outstanding progress made by
the CSU.
The union has achieved pari-

ty on the Staff-Student Liaison

Committee, which discusses
curriculum, and on the depart-

ment's CUG Implementation
Committee.

But Boal says, "Most deci-
sions are already made in back
rooms by faculty members
before the committees meet.

'

'

The Union is taking an anti-

CUG stand in opposing the col-

lege system and favoring a

policy of "double franchise",
whereby voting and represen-
tation would take place on both
the college and course level.

There is general agreement
on the necessity for regulation
of research grants. The depart-
ment insists on open publica-
tion of all research findings.

"This university is just not
war-oriented," says Boat.

The Psychology Course Un-
ion's main problem is the lack
of popular support.

"Psychology students are
notoriously unpolitical," says
Peter Byer (II INN), publicity

chairman for the Union execu-
tive.

Twelve people showed up at

our formation meeting, with
the result that the executive is

grossly unrepresentative." We
function largely as a communi-
cations and integrative
group", Byer says.

The three students on the

six-man CUG implementation
committee are all from outside

the Union executive. Prof. D.
E. Barlyne, the senior faculty

member on the committee
favours closed meetings and
refuses to discuss CUG with
students, Byers says.

The PSU also faces a unique
problem. Extension students,
offended at being overlooked in

the formation of the CUG
committee, are demanding
representation.

Since no professor is willing

to sit on the committee and

offset the new student mem-
ber. Byers is hoping that the
extension students will settle
for a non-voting membership.
Philosophy students have

made no effort to organize a
union. "All efforts to politicize

them from the outside failed."

says Craig Heron (IV UC),
SAC co-ordinator of the cross-

campus course union move-
ment.

'Engineer can improve his education by acting'

HSU wants history humanized
Discussions between the History Students Union and the His-

tory Department have bogged down over the meaning of parity.
And progress does not seem likely, according to HSU Presi-

dent Gary Lax ( II UC ) , as long as the faculty continues to see the
Union as a "bunch of radicals out to decrease academic free-
dom."

The HSU has been refused seats on the executive committee
which, says Lax, considers parity unacceptable for staff morale.

"Friction has resulted, and a mutual lack of understanding
has caused stereotypes to be invented by both parties,

'

' he said.
Lax believes that reform in this and other issues will come

about only through unprejudiced communication between faculty
'

and students.

The abolition of most final History exams is one example of
success for the Course Union, the first one on campus, since it

involves a clear examination of the facts and a questioning of the
basic beliefs of education.

The HSU also hopes to channel its efforts into the modifica-
tion of courses and the removal of the de-humanizing aspects of
CUG. Lax feels that CUG has "failed to consider the quality of
learning in the classroom by not relating university restructuring
to its own effects."

He hopes to have students gain a more powerful voice in out-
lining courses "in which until now the professor has had too much
latitude and which we just rubber-stamp.

'

'

Because high schools adequately cover the general survey
course in History, the HSU also prefers the removal of courses
which simply deal with a block of past events in favour of tracing

the roots of a present-day problem, with emphasis on labour and
social aspects.

The implementation of the HSU's suggested changes, partic-
ularly in the decision-making process. Lax thinks, will humanize
the student-teacher relationship and make history students part
of a community to which they feel they really belong.

The engineers' role in educa-

tion is to take part in communi-
ty decisions within the Faculty

of Applied Science and Engi-

neering and not in setting up a

separate student caucus.

It opposes the establishment

a course union per se since it is

"predicated on the conflict

theory on administration in the

university," Art Mcllwain,
president of the Engineering
Society says. "The students,

faculty and administration are
separate estates and each par-

ty seeks specified amounts of

power."

The Society is trying to set

up an independent structure

for course evaluation. It has
designed a "feedback loop"
between the students and the

administration which will op-

erate independent of the Socie-

ty.

This "feedback loop" cons-
ists of a series of resourse unit

councils, one for each course,

as well as program and re-

sources co-ordinating commit-
tees, an executive committee
and a faculty council. Students

have representation in all

groups in varying degrees, not

exceeding 40 per cent.

"What the Engineering So-

ciety has done was to consider

the needs of the student and to

design a system around his

needs," said Mcllwain.

"To know what the student

needs, the effects of the pre-

sent courses must be known.
Therefore, the student must
participate in all estates," he

said.

"If the students want a bet-

ter quality in the learning ex-

perience, participation is a

useful first step in that direc-

tion. Given our analysis and
the need, the only conclusion
we can draw is that people will

participate. If not, then they're

not really interested." he said.

Mcllwain feels the engineer-
ing society is at the same stage
that the university is at with
CUG. "We are both trying to

create students who will re-

sponse to their own needs."
Mcllwain explained.

The "feed-back loop" is the

result of survey carried out on
both engineering students and
faculty.

"The applicability of this

system to other faculties is

SAC's job." said Mcllwain.
"Of what use is power for its

own sake with the conflict ap-

proach?" he said. "One essen-

tial thing to realize is that lead-

ership is not a dirty word."

More seminars for Soc. Union
The Sociology Course Union claims to be one of the most

progressive, since it has achieved student parity on all but staff-

ing committees.

But a great number of Sociology students are not interested
in or properly informed about the affairs of the SCU.

One of the newer associations. Sociology students organized
a 15-man ad hoc committee only last January. When most of

those students resigned during the summer and the Department
began pressing for a structure report, the Graduate Sociology

Association helped form an undergraduate union.

Dan Spinner (III Vio, a Sociology Union Member-at-Large.
believes that this new executive is working well since its mem-
bers are interested in their work and are not as alienated from
the student body as those of other unions.

"But it doesn't matter about changes", says Spinner, "un-
less the students we represent realize that there's more to uni-

versity than sitting in a lecture hall.

"We must have more confidence and less passivity if we are
to use the advantages we've been given until now to help democ-
ratize the university".

The SCU is generally satisfied in such areas as final exams,
but feels the lecture-seminar situation is inadequate.

"Because there are no real answers", explains Spinner, "the

study of Sociology must be a two-way exchange of ideas. This

makes it dangerous to have only lectures, seminar groups are

needed".

The Union is also pressing for inter-disciplinary courses
credits. Because of its content, Sociology should be better linked

in some respects to Psychology, Anthropology and Political Sci-

ence.

"Some people complained last year that the sociology union

wasn't doing anything", says Spinner, "and now that it is. there

has been too little student support or interest.

"The course union is the student — it shouldn't have to work
without his help. It isn't a faraway upper body, but connects ad-

ministrative decisions to their effects on students"

|f BtUE AND WHITE SOCIETY'S

CHRISTMAS TREE
8:30 P.M.

WED. DEC. 10, 1969

GREAT HALL, HART HOUSE

FREE ADMISSION

TICKETS AT SAC OFFICE OR AT DOOR
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HERE AND NOW
iDANCE
• 1) ATLANTIS 10 PC.

• 2) STARLIGHTERS 6 PC.

• 3) OMAR WILLIAMS TRIO

4 BANDS
8:30 P.M.

FRIDAY

DEC. 12

• 4) BRASS WEBB 6 PC. NEW COLLEGE

# CHICKS - $1 HAWKS - $1.50 DRAGS - $3

TODAY

ALL DAY
Exhibition of drawings by Jeremy Smith

The Buttery Trinity, until Dec 19

Nominations are open for SAC by-elec

tidn to lake place Dec 16 St Michael's

Student Council Office

Tickets (or "HAIR' at a 10 per cent dis-

couni Show dates are Wed Jan 28.

Thurs Jan 29 and Sun Feb 1 Orders

(cash or cheque) accepted now oi Innis II.

63 St George St . Hms. 110. 202. today

and every day this week

FUofT FORTRAN course, free evening

lectures available, information posted in

PINTER / STRINDBER6
"A Slight Ache" f ' The Stronger"

ADMISSION IS FREE
at the Studio- 4 Glen Morris

8:30 p.m. Tues. Dec. 9 -Sat. Dec. 13

T.C.D.S. PRESENTS
THE CANADIAN LYNX
A PLAY IN TWO ACTS

3Y JERRY O'CARROLL

DEC. 8,9. 10 & II. 12

7:30 P.M.

CARTWRIGHT HALL. ST. HILDA'S COLLEGE,

DEVONSHIRE PLACE
$1 AT DOOR

acd a \We hjn

bod and wha

ZUMBURGER

gg

Zumburger is fun and the lo

great.

Come and revel in the way-out

music and unique surroundings.

You'll love the Zumburger, the
"

Boston Burger or a delicious pastry

In (act everything on the menu.

Come and taste the Zumburger

experience (or yourself. You'll be

glad you did.

NOW
OPEN

270Bloor Street West
(Bloor & St. George Street)

Maggie Bizrell s office. SAC Building

12:1 6 p.m.

Pollution Probe is showing a half-hour

film. "The Silent Crisis ". last of a series of

six TV programs (The Nature of Things) on

pollution entitled "Danger — Man At

Work" Ramsay Wright. Harbord St. en-

trance, Rms 133. 131. 102 and 104

1 p.m.

TUGS presents a lilm by NAWAPA
aboul American use ol Canadian water

Rm 622. Sidney Smith

Vic VCF. a panel of students discusses

reactions to the moratorium march Wymil-

wood Music Room. Victoria College

3 pm.
The Psychology Students' Union is hold-

ing another of its really heavy meetings.

4 p.m.

Womens' Liberation Meeting. Rm
1021. Sidney Smith

Soc Course Union Executive open
meeting, visitors welcome Borden Build-

ing lounge

7:30 p.m.

West Side Story Dancers, production

staff, set designer needed Wetmore Din-

ing Hall.

TUESDAY
1p.m.

Yavneh presents Nathan Wise, who will

speak on Parshat Miketz Rm 2129. Sid-

ney Smith

4 p.m.

Faculty of Arts and Science Council,

special meeting to debate the Nelson-Rist

motion on student parity Convocation

6:30 p.m.

University Committee meeting Anyone
interested in CUG or university reform wel-

come (We need peoplel) SAC office

7 p.m.

Meeting of Blue and White Society, new
members welcome Bickersteth Room.
Hart House.

Bp.m.
U of T Homophile Association, discus-

sion Graduate Students Union, upstairs

lounge

Two one-act plays by Pinter and Stnnd-
berg. directed by Norman Levine end Nigel

Spencer Admission Free. Studio Theatre,

4 Glen Morris

8:30 p.m.

The Conscript Fathers, by David Knight,

directed by Ronald Weihs. Admission free

New Vic Theatre. New Academic Building

Runs to Dec. 12.

Representatives of

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY
OF CANADA, LIMITED

will visit the university to discuss career opportunities
with graduating and post-graduate students in

ENGINEERING mining metallurgical chemical
electrical mechanical civil

CHEMISTRY GEOLOGY and GEOPHYSICS

Interviews will be held on campus

DECEMBER 11, 12 and 13

We invite you to arrange an interview through the Office
of Student Personnel Services

INTERNATIONAL NICKEL
The International Nickel Company of Canada, Limited
Copper Cliff, Ontario, Thompson. Manitoba
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'Is faculty paternalism
hurting course unions?'

By PETER HALL

He was a friendly man with a warm friend-

ly accent, and leaning back from his typewrit-
er he said. "Why yes, I only wish we could get
more students involved in our department.
"We try you know, but not too many of

them seem interested." He reminded me
more of a favorite old uncle than head of a
department.

As he warmed to the subject with the ad-
monishment, "I don't know if you should print

my name", he described how as head of the

department last year he had initiated several
staff-student committees and invited the stu-

dents to participate in decision-making in his

department.

"It was difficult at first to find students
who were interested but finally they were
very helpful in setting up the new curriculum.

"Yes, they voted in the department council
meeting on all the proposals except one which
some professors thought was too controver-

sial and beyond the scope of the students."

And then I realised that this kindly profes-

sor, who was genuinely interested in helping

the students was his students' worst enemy.

MORE HARM
It is hard to admit that professors like this

professor who advocate university reform,
professors who take the initiative to involve
the students in their department, are doing
the students more harm than good.

The first sign and the prerequisite condition
of the student responsibility is the initiative

to organize inthe department. This initiative

must come from the students themselves.
If the faculty has to approach the students

before the students approach the faculty then
any decision-making procedure which as-
sumes that students are ready and able to
really participate in the decisions made in the
department is nonsensical and ludicrous.

There was a time when the primary impe-
tus behind course unions came from the staff.

There was a time when independent student
action was a curiosity-piece.

INDEPENDENT ACTION
Today if that independent action is not a

fact, it is at least the assumption behind all

the proposals for democratic reform of our

governing structures.

The CUG Report says, "It should be made
quite clear that both the faculty and the stu-

dents are included in the term 'members of

the department' .... at the departmental and

faculty levels the students and staff have a

real responsibility to participate.

The minimum that this responsibility de-

mands of the students is enough initiative to

start a course union, or whatever you want to

call it, on their own.
No matter how well meaning the professors

or how apathetic the students any faculty at-

tempt to organize the students subverts the

student's responsibility to participate on their

own initiative.

Student representatives who are on a com-
mittee purely by the grace of the faculty, stu-

dent representatives who have no interested

electorate to represent and no student-orient-

ed intellectual justification to rely on, can

have no ability fo confront the faculty with a

coherent idea for change. They are labouring

in a void.

ONLY AN ECHO
There is no point in giving an uninterested

and apathetic student body a voice in academ-
ic decisions. Such a voice can only be an echo.

When two people show up to an open meet-

ing of second year students taking English at

Trinity to elect two course representatives to

a staff-student committee it is easy to select

those two representatives.

But with a turn-out like that is it worth hav-

ing student representatives at all? Two empty
chairs would more accurately reflect student

opinion.

This phenomenon of student apathy is wide

spread but seems particularly characteristic

of the college subjects — German, English

French, Philosophy, Classics and some more
esoteric desciplines such as Near and Far
Eastern Studies.

The English Department has an elaborate

committee structure which features individu

al college staff-student parity committees and

four standing sub-committees of the Com-
bined Departments of English on which stu-

dents have substantial representation.

VIC ONLY UNION
Unfortunately only Victoria College has s

functioning English Course Union. In the oth-

er colleges, students had to be urged by the
faculty to participate on these committees
The Classics Club and French Clubs tend to

be more social societies than substantive for
urns for student consideration of their discip-
lines and the German Course Union, although
rumoured to exist has never been found.
The students in Near-Eastern Studies have

a monthly tea to discuss matters of mutual
interest and with the small size of the depart
ment most students seem reasonably satis
fied. In Philosophy no real course union is

functioning this year.

As Robert Mills, a member of last year's
union, puts it "This department is so damn
flexible that it is hard to find any complaints
. . it's a sort of Utopia — no government, no
problems."

HAPPY STUDENTS
Perhaps the small size of these depart

ments, the large number of courses offered

and the decentralization of administration in

these departments keeps the students fairly

happy.

Or perhaps it only keeps them unorganized.

This lack of student organization, while

embarrassing to some of the faculty ("Does it

really mean no one cares about my subject" i

is less embarrassing than an active course
union demanding change.

It would be unfair to accuse all the faculty

who are organizing student committees of

trying to co-opt the students but it is a fact of

the administrative life that a few students on

a few committees can come up with some
helpful ideas while, significantly, their moves
for reform can be easily channelled and con-

trolled if necessary.

Daniel Drache in his research report to

CUG, writes, "It is one of the ironies of power
that reform is no less the imperative of those

wishing to maintain their control over an in-

stitution than those who are attempting to

democratize it."

INEVITABLE REFORM
Some sort of reform, superficial or real, in

this university seems inevitable. Unless stu-
dents are concerned enough about the shape of
that reform to organize themselves on their
own to affect the realities of that reform, then
they can have no real voice in the university of
the 70"s. And they will deserve no real voice.

It is not up to the faculty to organize the
students. It is up to the students.
When you have to encourage the students to

get together and to sit on committees, it

seems much more logical from the faculty
point of view to give those committees purely
advisory power.

Indeed it seems absurd to let students who
seem uninterested in the affairs of the depart-
ment make decisions equally with staff whose
career lies in the department. And it is ab-
surd.

HOUSE 50
FOLK CONCERT

East Common Room. I p.m.

Tuesday. December 9ih

SHELLEY POSEN
Ladles Welcome

CLASSICAL CONCERT
Wednesday, December 10th

Music Room, 1-2 p.m.

RUTH BISHOP
Pianist

Ladles Welcome

CAMERA CLUB
Wednesday, December 10th

Club Rooms-S:30 p.m.

ADVANCED PRINTING TECHNIQUES
by MR. W. BROOKS

VARSITY TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT
December 1 3th - I p.m. - Lower Gym
Fee: 25« - Registration - Hall Porter

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
9 p.m. - December Nth -Great Hall

FESTIVAL SINGERS OF CANADA
Conductor: Elmer Iseler

STEAK 8 CHAMPAGNE
3 BANDS a HONKY-TONK

HART HOUSE NEW YEAR'S EVE BALL
Tickets: $ 17 'coup le - Hal I Porter

& Undergraduate Office
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; You'll torn being a Kitten (/it'll J

Deported Panther shot by Chicago police

;
Gle,'8v,

' ft

MACHINE
WASHABLE
PURE
WOOL
An auraciivc English

botany pullover, with

bultonhole-slilch patterned

front, full-fashioned long raglan

sleeves, mock-turtle neckline

with zipper. Conimental band

and culls Glorious new Fall

colours Colour co ordinated to

compliment and perlectly-match

Kitten sweater colours

—

straight-cut pants in hand-

washable superfine pure wool

worsted English botany in the

new "Kitten" plaid. Also as

700. worsted A-lme plaid

skirt.

X * Ul.UI.M j$£il$l U i - xtmiine KI'ITKN.

CHEVRON STANDARD LIMITED
Calgary, Alberta

offering permanent employment in

PETROLEUM EXPLORATION
will conduct on Campus interviews

on December 11

for

POSTGRADUATES - GRADUATES
in

CEOI.OGY : llnnors Geology

Geologiral Engineering

GEOPHYSICS: Engineering Science

(Geophysics Option)

Physics and Geology

Geological Engineering

(Geophysics Option)

Honors Mathematics and Physics

Honors Physics

ARRANGEMENTS FOR PERSONAL
INTERVIEWS MAY BE MADE

THROUGH THE UNIVERSITY'S

PLACEMENT OFFICE
581 Spadina Avenue, (Corner Willcocks)
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CHICAGO (CUPI) - Sas-

katchewan Attorney-General

Darrell Heald doesn't have to

worry any more about Black

Panther William Calvin, who
was deported from Canada fol-

lowing charges by Heald that

the Panther was "stirring up

sedition among Canadian Indi-

ans" during a Canadian visit

two weeks ago.

Calvin was shot and killed by

Illinois State Police Thursday
during a 15-minute gunfight at

his Chicago apartment.

The police were looking for

Fred Hampton, deputy chair-

man of the Illinois Black Pan-

ther Party, and for state chair-

man Bobby Rush, both on

charges of illegal possession of

firearms.

Rush is now in hiding. Also

killed in the incident was 22-

year-old Panther Mark Clark.

Calvin and fellow-Panther

Jeraldine Eldridge were de-

ported from Canada Nov. 21

after Canadian Immigration

Officials declared they were
"imposters," travelling under

false names and credentials.

The two spoke to students at

the University of Alberta and

the Regina campus of the Uni-

versity of Saskatchewan,
where "Chairman Fred"
(Calvin's nickname in the Par-

ty) told students that "the only

difference between Canada
and Chicago is that you're a

further north part of Babylon.
'

'

The two were travelling

under the names of Fred
Hampton and Stephanie Fish-

er. They were deported follow-

ing a closed hearing, after

Heald made his accusations

and after complaints from
Regina City Council that

"there is something wrong
with the Immigration Depart-

ment if these people are let in"

to the country.

The Chicago incident oc-

P/ne shoots

could destroy

insect sex

The possibility of reproduc-

ing the odour of Female Euro-

pean Pine Shoot moths, and
using this scent to destroy the

usual sexual behavior of the

insects kept a Convocation
Hall audience enraptured Sat-

urday night.

Biologist P. J. Pointing was
speaking to the Royal Canadi-

an Institute on What Animals
Do. Illustrating his lecture

with revealing slides, Prof.

Pointing explained that male
moths found their mates by
tracing their scent.

Should several prospective
males be exposed to the scent

with no female to mate with,

their regular heterosexual
behavior could possibly deteri-

orate, and they might exhibit
homosexual tendencies.

Prof. Pointing finished his

talk by calling two dogs from
the audience and demonstrat-
ing how they could be taught to

alter their behavior

curred just hours after US se-

cret service agents in San

Francisco arrested David Hil-

liard, Black Panther Party

Chief of Staff, on a charge of

threatening the life of U.S.

President Richard Nixon in an

anti-war rally speech Nov. 15.

According to Chicago

sources, the Panthers decided

after Hilliard's arrest that

Hampton and Rush were
spokesmen for the Panthers,

and that the Party's National

Headquarters would be moved
to Chicago.

Poem-
ODE TO CHAIRMAN RIST

Sing, O goddess of the wrath of Rist,

Benevolent pedagogue, bespect'led yet fierce.

Who came to the aid of the faculty nation

When threatened by wierdos and leftists and kids,

By parity, Bissell and Etkin and Lynch,

By student involvement in student affairs.

ADDRESS TO THE TROOPS
"Protect our fortress, lest the tower be soiled.

Keep out the Resnicks and Wernicks and Beatniks.

Only we heroes can be apolitical;

Only we gods have unbiased beliefs.

Repulse the filth of the cold outside world

Lest relevance sully our keenly-honed minds,

Lest the faces that launched a thousand degrees

Be forced to consider what everything means."

PAEANS TO THE ASSOCIATION
And thou ATS, in thy widsom and might,

To prepare for the battle thou know must be fought

Have selected for champion, Rist — beloved of Zeus.

For when nations are threatened, then generals arise

To lead forth their people in militant form.

Down Barkwell! Down CUG! Beware Robin Ross!

Though last year supporting the parity cause.

The ATS now will battle its rise —
For such is the whim of the gods.

THE SEIGE OF SIDNEY SMITH HALL
Forward heroes — to the Council of Arts;

Forward brave Rist and thy golden companion,

The Hector of History, Nelson of course,

Who also is high in the fair ATS,

Who holds the Committee of Government helm.

Lest politics tarnish our governing form.

Onward brave heroes to Council on Tuesday;

Strike down revisionists Conway and Brock.

Return sacred "solely" to its place in the sun,

To holy position in parity motion.

Onward brave heroes; leap into the fray,

For soon you'll be joined by the greatest of all,

Descendenl of Heracles, most noble of Greeks,
Hired by your purified, student-purged Council —
Director of Studies — dear Spiro Agnew. wa |L,

I

i



Blues weak on

fundamentals
from page 1 2

the early going.

Aside from the heads-up
play of returning Larry Traf-
ford, whose long one-handers
kept us in the game just when
Blues appeared determined to

get their last rites, the most
newsworthy feature of this win
was the dumb-dumb give and
go's of the timekeepers who
somehow managed to let the

twenty minutes of first half

stop time slip by in a record
shattering eighteen minutes.

And so it was on to York for

the Saturday night Blues.

As in the Ryerson game the

Blues stayed close but were
never really a threat until late

in the game. Coach McManus
started the big boys but was
quick to pull them as York
moved ahead easily.

Coming into the second half

the Blues went into a hustling

half-court press and began to

reverse the 30 per cent shoot-

ing of the first half. But again
they fell back and with nine

minutes to go looked gone,
down by 13 to a very strong
opponent.

Again Blues fought back but

could not squeeze it closer than

four points. The loss of good-
shooting Mike Katz on fouls did

not help the comeback bid.

Coach McManus was most
disturbed by the embarrassing
shooting of his team. As in all

these exhibition games most

players saw considerable ac-
tion but no combinations have
so far really clicked. The clos-

est thing to certainty is the

prescence of a "token" Betch-
erman on the court.

POOR STUDENTS

Low on bread for Christmas presents
Cheer up;

The Textbook Store has gifts you can
afford

Inflatable Zodiac Cushions
Cedar Mounted Prints (looks good,
smells good)

Silk screened, hand finished Linen
Place Mats
Records (the new Donovan)
Books (e.g. The Impacted Lower
Third Molar $1.98)

Starts Wed. November 26 and if

you're really desperate, just say
"Charge it! " •

Larry Trafford grabs a rebound

What does the future hold for

Varsity? Rumour has it that

Mike Eben will join the team
on the Buffalo trip Wednesday.
He should add a lot of much
needed fire-power on the
boards. Next Saturday Blues
jump off with Mohawk College

in Hamilton,

BLUES SCORING
Against Ryerson: Katz 8, Ivan
Betcherman 3, Mike Betcher-
man 2, Markowsky 2, Hadden
20, Trafford 13, Boston 4, Braid
9, Evans I, McNaughton 4,

Barker 3.

Against York: Katz 13, Hadden
13, Trafford 10, Evans 4, Mc-
Naughton 9, Braid 9, Boston 2,

Gord Betcherman 2, Mike
Betcherman 1, Ivan Betcher-
man 2.

THE
TEXTBOOK
STORE

Get

campus
Notebooks

and
Writing
Supplies

at

your

Book
Store

campus
^Stationery Supplies^

SPECIAL EXTENSION
TO ENROLL FOR YOUR

UNIVERSITY

HEALTH AND ACCIDENT PLAN

A MAN WITHOUT INSURANCE
IS LIKE A SNAIL WITHOUT A SHELi

THREE PLANS TO CHOOSE FROM

PLAN I

EXTENDED HEALTH CARE

NO DEDUCTIBLE ON ACCIDENT BENEFITS

PLAN II

OVERSEAS AND AMERICAN STUDENTS

STUDENTS ON STUDENT VISA

PLAN III

NEWLY LANDED IMMIGRANT

INTERIM HOSPITAL COVERAGE
EXTENDICARE PLUS LIFE

LIFE

$10,000 FOR $22.00 A YEAR

USE REGULAR APPLICATION

You need this coverage if you fall under one of the following
categories

;

1 Canadian students who are covered by OHSIP and OHSC
and need extended health care

2. Students in Canada on a student visa and are not covered
by OHSIP or OHSC

3. Students in Ontario from another province who do not
have coverage from that province.

4. Newly landed immigrant students who are required to wait
three months for the provincial plans to become effective.

ADMIN. — JOHN INGLE,
700 BAY ST. 364-41 14
BAY AT GERHARD

NOTE; If you have not received your brochure, additional
forms may be obtained of the Registrar's office. Stu-
dent Council Office. Studies
nternational Students' Centre the Health Service, or

Faculty Offices.
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Arena as nuthouse

Blues refuse to fold,

hold Warriors at 3-3
By LYNDON LITTLE

The Varsity hockey Blues have taken, a big step

towards re-establishing themselves atop the OQAA
shinny picture.

After Wednesday's discouraging 3-2 loss to Guelph

Blues made one of their most difficult road trips of the

year Friday night. They traveled to that insane asy-

lum that passes itself off as a hockey arena at Water-

loo to meet the undefeated Western division leaders

Waterloo Warriors, and brought back a well earned 3-3

draw.

The anti-Toronto psychology so prevalent in rural Ontario

was in abundant evidence. The Waterloo fans, who were doubt-

lessly kept in cages without food all week and released just prior

to the game, were on hand in full force an hour and a half before

the face-off time.

Their attempts at intimidating Blues included the posting of

the Western division standing on the front door of the arena. Also,

the best minds on campus must have spent the week congering up

brilliant slogans to greet the Blues but the best they could come

up with was "F.O.—T O." which they hurled with a lusty, una-

bandoned delight

THE SOCIAL EVENT OF THE YEAR

As the rink announcer informed me with undisguised pride,

"this is the social event of the year at Waterloo".

Despite the setting, the game was a remarkably clean, fast

skating affair.

Varsity started out poorly and spent the first five minutes

defending their end from the swarming Warriors.

Waterloo went one up at the 1:69 mark with Blues' Dave
McDowall off for high sticking. Warrior's fine defenseman Ian

McKegney connected with a screened shot from the point.

Blues began to recover and tied the score on their first good
opportunity of the game. At the five minute mark, center John
Wright won a face-off to the left of Waterloo goal-tender Ian
Scott. He passed to his left-winger, rookie Bill Buba, in front and
Buba beat Scott with a backhand shot that went between the goal-

ie's pads.

Waterloo came back to take the lead once again at 11:31.

Warrior winger Dave Rudge picked up a loose puck in the Toron-

to end and swept behind the Blues's goal. When no Varsity de-

fender covered him, Rudge came right in front and beat Blues'

Grant Cole with a shot from close in.

BRILLIANT GOAL BY LAURENT

A fine individual effort by five year veteran center Paul
Laurent tied it up for the second time just before the first period

ended. Waterloo's Ken Laidlaw tried a centering pass from be-

hind the Varsity goal. The puck came back to the Toronto blue

line untouched where Laurent picked it up and had a clear break
on the Warrior net where he shot from 15 feet out after shifting to

his backhand Scott was beaten cleanly with just six seconds
remaining.

Tom Watt's charges showed their talent in the second stanza

as they controlled play and picked up the only goal. Defenseman
Dave Field scored early in the period on a screened shot from the
point that caught Scott's pads and just trickled over the goal line.

Varsity also showed some fine penalty killing skill as they
defended successfully two consecutive minors at mid-period as
first McDowall and then Bill L'Heureux got the gate.

The two teams played an even, exciting third period as Wat-
erloo's Bob Reade gained the Warriors a tie with a goal at 12:42.

Rcade broke into the Blues' end on his left wing and hit the top
left corner shooting from the face-off circle to the right of Cole.

Waterloo held a 30-22 edge in shots while the Blues picked up
eight minor penalties to five for the Warriors.

BIA'ESNOTES - Warrior coach Bob McKillop was im-
pressed with Blues' rookie netminder Cole who, with his large
size and ability, he claims reminds him of Ken Dryden now with
the National team and late of Cornell . . . Blues' defenseman
L'Heureux played with a cast to protect an injured right wrist. .

.

On Wednesday Blues travel to Hamilton for the first game in an
home and home series with McMaster , , , Mac lost to Western on
Friday 9-8

. .
bring on the adding machine . . . Blues are now 1-1-

1 while Warriors are 3-0-1
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A sliding save by lanky Vaisity goallender Grant Cole and harassment from defenseman Dave Mc-

Dowall combine to thwart a scoring bid by dangerous Warrior forward Ken Laidlaw.

BasketBlues edgeRyerson, lose to York
By PETER WHITE

The Basketball Blues came
through their busy weekend
with all pieces intact; but they

are still faced with the task of

fitting those pieces to the pro-

per spots of their jig-saw puz-

zle.

Both games were reminders

that the confidence needed to

win ball games is folly if not

backed by good basket-sense

and the fundamentals — pass-

ing, shooting, dribbline etc.

Blues squeaked through a so-

so Ryerson team Friday 68-64

with a late ditch stand, and

were frustrated by York on

Saturday 70-65.

These scores are inaccurate

barometer by which to mea-
sure play; in both games Blues

were widely out-everythinged.

That they hung in so close indi-

cates the potential may be

there — but for the meantime
noses will be put to the hard-

court grindstone in an effort to

overcome the sloppy and in-

consistent style which has

emerged as the hallmark fea-

ture of Blues' play.

The Ryerson game was a

truly dull affair for three quar-

ters with Toronto down by 14 at

one stage. Blues playing their

deliberate game failed to put it

anywhere and what impressed

JOHN HADDEN

was not the Ryerson team but

the myopic ineptitude of the

Blues.

However, at the 33-minute-

mark Big Gord Wilson, the

Ryerson center, until then the

dominant figure in the game,
went out on fouls. Blues, capi-

talizing, snapped out of their

lethargy and were led by three

quick Katz jumpers into the

now overall thickening of

things.

A John Hadden basket tied it

at 58-58 with four minutes left

in the game.
To say the Blues never

looked behind would be an
anomaly, but they did hang on
until two Trafford fouls shots

iced the ole ball game with 18

seconds showing on the clock.

For the smattering of Toron-

to patriots in attendance it was
a nice exciting game but for

the team and other critics it

was an indicator that one thing

that will never kill this ball

team is speed — especially in

see BLUES WEAK on page 1

1

Boisterous Waterloo fan bumps intrepid Varsity photog as Blues defenseman Terry Parsons (5)
moves to block slapshot by Waterloo's Ian McKegnev (8) . . -

' 3 * photos byjim cowan
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Faculty Council rejects student participation in hiring and firing

The Arts and Science Facul-
ty Council has rejected the
principle of student participa-

tion in decisions regarding
matters of appointment, ten-

ure or dismissal.

In a meeting yesterday af-

ternoon at Convocation Hall,

the anti-participation motion
passed by a vote of 122-52.

The resolution was one of

three presently before the

council, and reaffirmed the

council's determination that

"its academic staff members
continue to be judged ... by
members of the academic staff

of this University."

The bulk of the debate, how-
ever, took place on the second
resolution that rejects staff-

student parity on governing
bodies of the faculties, depart-

ments or collcgco.

Speaking against the princi-

ple of student parity. Prof. W.

H. Nelson said "parity is whol-

ly wrong in that it sets up me-

chanical principle of political

equality."

He added that "parity is as

mistaken an ideal as the split-

ting of Germany into two
halves, because it institutional-

izes confrontation."

Nelson said "it is better to
attack principles that are fun-

damentally unsound now rath-
er than refrain from doing so
because we should have done
so earlier." He was referring
to the lack of representation
made by the faculty in debat-
ing the CUG proposals.

The debate lasted for more
than two hours. One member
stated that "student parity in

the decision making process
would lead to rumour, accusa-
tion and politicing."

Prof. Dereck Paul of the
Physics Department said that
"the two council meetings
have filled me with distress."

He urged that the "motion
should be defeated not for the
_K.t._.j. «( tha rrmtinn hut hp-
cause it is contrary to the spir-

it of the age we live in. These
motions will close off the possi-

bility of discussion."

Prof. Kenneth McNaught of

the history department said

"the CUG Report sets up the

teaching situation as the most

important element of the uni-

Prof. W. H. Nelson addresses the Faculty Council meeting which passed his resolution rejecting stu-

dent parity for hiring and firing.

versity and ignores the protec-

tion of scholarly excellence."

Answering the arguments

against student parity, Prof.

Dean Allen could go to York U.
Arts and Science Dean Al-

bert Allen is one of three candi-

dates to be nominated to suc-

ceed Murray Ross as president

of York University in July of

next year.

Arts and Science Dean Albert Allen
hi Jan Blanchut

The other two candidates

are John Say well, dean of the

Faculty of Arts and Science at

York and Michael Oliver, vice-

president of McGill Universi-

ty.

A ten-member Committee of

Search for a New President,

made up of members of the

York Senate, Board of Gover-

nors, faculty and students

chose the nominees.

Dean Allen said yesterday

he preferred not to comment
on the news "until something

else happens.

One of the nominees will be

chosen by the York Senate in

early January.

The final choice, however,

rests with the Board of Gover-

nors, which will select a presi-

dent after hearing the Senate's

recommendation.

The Senate is made up of

about 150 administrators,

teachers and alumni represent-

atives and includes ten stu-

dents.

Dr. Ross leaves after ten

years as York's first president.

Morris Wayman, chairman of

the Innis College Council, said

"the council at Innis has adopt-

ed student parity and student

advice has been actively

sought on many issues includ-

ing student housing. There has

never been a split along staff-

student lines in any discus-

sion."

He said he would vote

against the passage of the reso-

lutions opposing student parity

because "Innis Council would

not want any motion passed

that would obstruct the process

of experimentation now going

on in their college."

Prof. W. W.. Sawyer, from

the mathematics department,

said "some of the best scholars

are lousy teachers and giving

the students a say on determin-

ing teaching ability would off-

set the pressure to hire faculty

Strictly on their research abili-

ty."

Prof. K. 0. May. also of the

mathematics department,

supported Sawyer and said "if

the public ever found out that

behind the facade of a teaching

institution the university is

really research-dominated

they would probably clamp
down and reduce the universi-

ty's budget."

He said that "parity is a red-

herring and the students will

inevitably take a strong role in

participating in the decision

This is the resolution passed

by the Faculty Council yester-

day:

Be it resolved:

That the Council of the Fac-

ulty of Arts and Science, while

welcoming student participa-

tion in all University questions,

affirms its determination that

its academic staff members
continue to be judged in mat-

ters of appointment, tenure

and/or dismissal solely by

members of the academic staff

of this University, or where

proper, by professional col-

leagues outside this Universi-

making process."

"The resolutions reflect an

unrealistic feeling of fear

among the faculty." he said.

Gus Abols. SAC President,

agreed and said he detected "a

certain amount of selfishness

in the debate." He said "in-

stead of fearing the motives of

some selfish students, the fac-

ulty should make students par-

ticipants in the community
you're trying to protect."

At the close of the meeting

Ken McEvoy (III Vic >, a

member of the CUG Program-

ming Committee, turned in

his seat to leave and mumbled,

"Up the Revolution — and you

can quote me on that."



" T CD S. PRESENTS

THE CANADIAN LYNX
A PLAY IN TWO ACTS

1Y JERRY O'CARROLL

DEC. 10, 11, 12, 13

7:30 P.M.

:artwright hall. st. Hilda's college,

devonshire place

si at door
tutfim" ti tt utter 4444444*4***44*

CLASSIFIEDS

TYPING ihesis. essays, noies. charts. Eng-

i Bloor Si W Roomgraphing, electrn

Scoti (M Oawies

225.922 7624

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phont

today for free UooklE-r The Day vou buy .

diamond - H Proetoi and Co .
131 Bloo

Si W Suiie416.921 7702

SALTY DOG Discotheque will rent prom-

llM Monday lo Thursday day or evening

FoTinlo.malion call A Curry 964 7060 or

633 2677

LOVERS OF MUSICKE: an opening In a

momughly modem 3 bedroom apartment

equipped w,.h modern harpsichord clav.

OOICL ha-P and recorders Subway conven

, CjllJim ji '62 '441

FAST ACCURATE Home Typing — Keep

ihh name and number lot lulure use —
Mrs Unda Flood - 864 6526 Free p-ck

up and delivary

DIAMOND RINGS horn importer H.g

Quality Low Prices Call 368-9474 lor

private appointment Under no obligation

ROOM a BOARD — Males — on cam-

pus 350 Huion Si Apply at house or call

920 9178

INNER CITY program requires volunteers

lo tutor teenagers in High School subjects

Emphasis is on developing personal rela-

tionships Call 532-3303 between 9 and 5

LOST: Purple Ring in gold setting Left in

Jock or cash Phone Jac.e 924^458 923

HAPPY 18th BIRTHDAY JOHN G -
Irom the lelectory gang

FOR SALE Bntennica sei of great books

- founder's edition, with len volume jad-

ing guide S5 00 and bookcase 267-922,!

ECOLE MONTESSORI Cheiche surve.i-

lants panant francais pour son camp d ele

Telephone899-6882

MR. FUNKY PRESENTS: Super Soul

Spectacular" 4 big bands — Atlantis 110

piece R 8. 81 - Omar Williams Trio -

The Slarlighlers 16 piece R 8t B) — Brass

Webb'' 16 piece ft & 81 Coming Dec 12th

New College

ELVIS PRESLEY movie marathon leatur-

mu 1 Jailhouse flock 2 Follow lha! Dream

3 Flaming Siar 4 Wild in the Country Dec

13, Old Physics Rm 135 — 9 00

RIDE WANTED to Fort William. Sault

Ste Mane lor one person. Want to leave

Toronto Oec 19 or possibly later Will

sharecosis Phone 923-5627 after 5 p

m

Specs
and
Sex:!

Jon"! i

lobcsaidih:U"nicn
rjake passes at girls

who wear glasses"— but

nol jny more 1 F you come
and choose from our fan-

tastic collection of fashion

frames. And as 0 student

you Ret 20% olf. Who arc

v/el Braddock Optical, jusi

round Ihc corner at 15B

St. Georfle.

GAMMER GURTON'S

NEEDLE

St. Michaels College

Brennan Hall

DEC. 10, 11, 12

8:30 P.M.

ADM. 50c

Public Lectures

THE MACHINERY OF

CRIMINAL LAW REFORM
M.L. Friedland

of Faculty of Law, U of T

Wednesday, December 10, 1969

CRIME IN THE WORLD OF 1990
L.T. Wilkins

of School of Criminal Justice

State University of New York at Albany

Wednesday, December 17, 1969 at

NEW MEDICAL SCIENCES

BUILDING, Room 3153

4*44*44*444444**44444444444444444444

THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTRE

Invites YOU to

BE BRAVE!
BE DIFFERENT!

in YOUR choice of Holiday Gifts at Sane Prices.

VISIT
TREASURE VAN

(A Project of World University Service of Canada)

Unique Gifts From 32 Countries of our World.

10:00 A.M. - 9:00 P.M.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTRE 33 St. George Street

DANCE-4BANDS

SVP£fi-SOUl SPCCTACUlAft

6 PIECE _V 8,3

_ OUT OF SOUL CITY

8 3

0

P , FRIDAY
DECEMBER 12
NEW COLLEGE 1

:

1

!• a

UofT 23 r a 5 js

HURON

&

CLASSIC AVE
WETMORE &
WILSON HALLS

I
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UBC admits doing US military research
VANCOUVER (CUPl - The Uni-

versity of British Columbia Monday
publically admitted to doing research
financed and commissioned by the
American military — but declared
the work was "pure science with no
direct military applications."

The revelations may spread to

more Canadian universities — as
many as 12 — who are implicated in

U.S. military research, according to

Hugh Keenleyside, Chancellor of
Notre Dame University in Nelson,
B.C.

Keenleyside made the charges in a
speech Saturday, asking why UBC
and 12 other Canadian universities

were accepting research projects "fi-

nanced by the Pentagon".

Monday, Keenleyside identified

four more of the universities: McGill.

York, the University of Toronto and
the University of Manitoba.

UBC Deputy president William
Armstrong officially admitted that

the university was involved in five

research projects for the U.S. armed
forces, as well as an additional pro-

ject financed by the U.S. National
Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion.

But, he said, Keenleyside "left the

unfortunate impression that UBC is

somehow engaged in war projects for

the U.S. armed forces. This impres-

sion is false.

"The university as an institution

does not engage in research on behalf
of the Pentagon or any other agency.
Research is supported by individual

scientists on the university's faculty

from a wide variety of grants."

The grants from* NASA and the U.S.
military amount to only $129,759 "out
of a total of more than $12,000,000

being received from all sources for

research."

But the amount represents only this

years grants from the military, not
the total amount pumped into UBC
over the years.

Armstrong offered no figures on the

total U.S. military investment in re-

search at UBC.
UBC officials maintained that the

university would not accept any pro-

grams involving secret research — all

findings for research must be publish-
able, they maintained.
Armstrong said all six of the UBC

researchers had approached the U.S.
services with their projects, were
granted funds, and then had the pro-
jects approved by the UBC adminis-
tration.

"I think it's a case of infiltrating
the U.S. Treasury, rather than the
Pentagon infiltrating UBC." Arm-
strong said.

The University of Toronto is pres-

ently involved in at least seven re-

search projects financed by the U.S.
armed forces at a cost of S454.4O0.

There is no secret war research at

UofT.

CBC makes Thorson famous and NLC infamous

photo by Bruce Pendel

A little bit of old Spain came to Erindale last week in the form

of dancers and musicians. Next week an Italian Festival will be fea-

tured.

York appointee is refused visa

A Polish economist, appointed as a visiting professor by

York University this summer, has been refused a visa by the

Canadian Immigration Department.
.

.

A department spokesman said Kazimiers Laski, who left

Poland a year ago after renouncing his Communist Party mem-

bership, was denied the visa because "his presence in Canada

would not be in the national interest."
Vnrll in T„iv

Laski now living in Vienna, was appointed by York in July

and his appointment was approved by the Board of Governors in

&Pt
Us

b

kTturned down offers from universities in Paris and[Is-

rael ^ accept the York appointment He is the second Pole this

year to Shave, then not have, a job at a Canadian university.

Kazimiers Bilanow, a Polish lawyer, was virtually promised

a job lait spring with the University of Ottawa Canadian and

F°teZ^A^KSST^ved a letter from the Center's

secretary Douglas Wallace which spoke of difficulties in eonv.nc-

Lg the Board of Governors to hire someone "from a socialist

^""/Uater letter from Wallace said Bilanow was rejected for

financial reasons.

By PETER HALL
The new campus spectacu-

lar. Political Science 101, re-

turned Monday with a cast of

thousands and was duly record-

ed for posterity by an enter-

prizing CBC film crew.

The crew crept in through a

rear door and managed to look

extremely impartial (if not

completely stupifiedi through-

out the lecture.

Although it lacked the vio-

lence which seems a necessary
prerequisite for greatness in

the modern cinema and which
previous classes demonstrat-
ed, such an outstanding per-

formance as Monday's class

is obviously a top contender
for the Academy Awards this

The Academy Award for the

best dramatic actor must go to

Prof. Thomas Thorson for

blandly ignoring both the hec-

kles of the New Left Campus
and the CBC TV crew filming

the class; and for making his

lecture on revolutions seem
credible even in a mid-western

American accent.

Two of Thorson's more nota-

ble comments were his open-

ing statement, "Remember
the exam is going to be a week

from Wednesday" and his

characterization of Lenin as

"the greatest pamphleteer

writer of them all."

For the Supporting Cast one

can only recommend the dedi-

cated regular students of the

class (about 7 per cent of those

present. I think i who took

notes throughout the lecture.

(That does not include the To-

ronto newspaper reporters who

got the lecture down word for

word i.

An Award for Extra Techni-

cal Effects should go to the

quick-witted student who held

up a "Fuck Off" sign in front

of the CBC camera.

The Academy Award for

Prompt Upstaging belongs to

Ed Reed (I Trim, a regular

member of the class who man-

aged to ask an irrelevent ques-

The Varsity wishes to apolo-

gize to both Prof. J. M. Rist and

the faculty member erroneous-

ly described as him in a photo

on the front page of Monday's

tion about Fabian Socialism
before the NLC had a chance.

Prof. Grasham walked off

with the Award for Appropri-
ateness and Aplomb as he
managed to sleep through most
of Thorson's lecture and then
remarked at the end, "I always
keep my eyes closed."

The Academy Award for the

Best Script By A New Author
was won hands down by the
NLC member who asked a

question which even Thorson
did not understand.

Finally the Best Original

Screenplay Award goes to the

blond cherubic NLC member

with the maniacal laugh who.

when Thorson said "I think

people here are smart enough
to understand what I've just

said" replied "It doesn't take

much!"
With that came the end of

the performance Thorson
stepped back from the micro-

phone, the reporters ran una-

bashedly after any radical-

looking student they could find,

the class milled out into the

streets, and the CBC film crew
quickly shoved their cameras
and microphones into a huge
white Lincoln Continental and
drove off into the sunset.

Low on Iteeyvb frfi

use yooe. CHAR.G-G"

ACCOUNT AT THE
ONiu££_£tT/

B00ICE.00KV
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PAGE FOUR
. But most students at the University of Toronto

just don't give a damn. _ john g | ad|< j

Be it resolved...

The Arts and Science Faculty

Council yesterday voted down
direct student participation on

hiring and firing committees

The meeting only represent-

ed about ten per cent of the full

council, but its decision was
fairly indicitive of faculty opin-

ion in response to the Commis-
sion on University Govern-
ment's Report.

Let's just look at the argu-

ments proposed against student

participation on hiring, firing,

•promotion, and tenure commit-
tees:

. Students are incompetent

.

The argument assumes that

expertise is the sole criterion

for academic appointment . But
teaching ability and relevance,

rather than just excellence, of

scholarship are criteria that

students can judge equally as

well as faculty. The Faculty
Council meeting chose to dis-

card the importance of those
two criteria.

As disciplines become more
and more specialized, students

in a certain field of a discipline

varsity

are often more familiar with

the nature of that field than

professors in other fields in the

discipline.

• Students don't know
what's good tor them.

Faculty often employ a be-

nevolent despotism in assum-
ing they know what kind of an

education meets the needs of

students.

Their assumption is based on

a concept of passive rather

than active learning. Students

are seen as containers which
receive the knowledge passed
down the bucket-brigade of

academia.
. Students will introduce pol-

itical considerations that will

destroy scholarship.

Political considerations,

conscious or unconscious, al-

ready exist. Departmental
chairmen, who now make aca-

demic appointments, usually
select faculty who have similar

views to their own.
. Students will endanger

academic freedom.

Academic freedom is usually

a right reserved for faculty and

sffoutfhavellieYreedom to con-
trol not only their own educa-
tion as individuals, but to have
an overall effect on the nature
of the discipline and the direc-

tion in which it is moving.
Otherwise "scholarship"

stagnates and continues to

serve purposes which students

have not been allowed to ques-
tion.

. Students have sufficient

Most faculty will allow some
proportion of students on cur-
riculum committees and the
like. But creating new courses
is fruitless if there are no facul-

ty qualified to teach in those
fields.

The Faculty Council's resolu-

tion is not surprising. But it's a
narrow-minded and irrational

attempt to preserve academic
freedom — for the faculty.
Now it's time tor students to

begin to break out of their polit-
ical apprenticeship to the facul-
ty, in the hope that one day they
may start to break out of their
academic bondage.

LETTERS-
ad hominem attack on rist just promotes faculty paranoia

I protest against the form and con-
tent of the attacks against Professor
Rist in The Varsity of December 8th. I

doubt the relevance and deny the truth
of the ad hominem insinuations. Par-
ticularly, I object to the association of
Professor Rist with Spiro Agnew and
the suggestion that his opinions can be
explained by his being a classicist.

While I disagree with Professor
Rist's views on the place of students in
the university and with his assertion or
pursuit of the apolitical university. I

discovered as a student of his that he is

both a progressive, socially active citi-

zen, and an excellent and liberal teach-
er. Of all the professors under whom I

worked in the School of Graduate
Studies he was the most open and at-
tentive to the opinions of students and
the most willing to submit his own con-
clusions to their criticism, tn practice
he seemed to regard students as intel-
lectual equals engaged in a common
pursuit. I do not think that this behav-
iour is consistent with his views, as
reported, but we ought to address our-
selves to the refutation and defeat of

dainty academic games

If ATS chairman Prof. J. M. Rist
really believes "political considera-
tions" have not been a factor in the
appointment and promotion of staff at
this university, he is either a naive fool
or he spends his time at faculty meet-
ings deep in blissful sleep.

In the days before student represen-
tation such committees, "political con-
siderations" often dictated the choice
of members to the board of governors;
"political considerations" prevented
Arthur Meighen from becoming Chan-
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mount in the hasty removal of Maurice
Cody in favour of Vincent Massey in
1951; "political considerations" held
up the honorary degree to Barker Fair-
ley for almost fifteen years because
some members of the Board didn't like
his wife's political beliefs.

Of course, these "political consider-
ations" are always excused as some
other factor. Maybe that's why Rist
and company are so afraid of student
representation - they suspect students
might not be willing to play these dain-
ty academic games.

P. H. Carson (6T7)

his position rather than to the ridicule
of his person. This kind of attack in
which The Varsity indulges can only
serve to provide foundation for faculty
paranoia.

Wayne Hankey
(IITrin, Div)

nice letter

Dear Miss Rowan,
I would like to congratulate you and

the other members of the editorial
staff of the special community issue of
The Varsity. You have succeeded in

focusing attention on several key prob-
lems involving the university and the
community. The editorials and feature
articles are very readable, the photos
and layout impressive, and the whole
issue should have considerable social
impact.

While I cannot agree completely
with some of the opinions expressed
about student aid and accessibility
(your objectives seem admirable but I

think some of the conclusions may be
astray from reality i, I did find this edi-
tion of The Varsity the most interesting
f have seen to date and I hope it will
reach all the people who are concerned
with these important social issues.

L. H. B Peebles
Director, Information Branch

Dept. of University Affairs



thorson: 'if you want to play school, you 'II play it my way'

The most noticable thing in the inci-
dent in Professor Thorson 's class was
that people reacted rather than
thought The next most noteworthy
event is that people are now starting
more and more, to actually think
about the past two to three'weeks'
actions. As an enrolled member of the
class, 1 would like to clarify a few
events.

Prof. Thorson first won the class
over by making jokes and telling us
little stories. Then he started to pre-
pare the class for his first little test
which was certainly no joke. The
exam offered no choice whatsoever
and required, within an hour's time
limit, a regurgitation of fact and
mimicking of a political view held by
a rather Republican prof.

One day, a student was reading a
Varsity in Prof. Thorson's class
Thorson told him to put the paper
away and went off into another funny
story about how someone had made
him angry for three weeks. But no one
asked why this fellow was reading a
newspaper.

If his lectures were relevant Prof.
Thorson would find no one reading a
Varsity during them.
When the NLC entered the class

and distributed Varsities, few stu-
dents were aware why. Right after a
farcical election of a student "rep".
Prof. Thorson noticed his lecture was
not appealing to a number of students.
He very neatlv left the m,ii» „P i„

the class, alter saying, "OK, you
want to play school, you'll play it my
way. .

."

He gave the class a good feeling of

participating in democracy by draw-
ing the focus away from why the NLC
and others were reading newspapers.

He shifted the question to "are you
going to put up with this", and left.

Alright, there was reaction; people

wanted the agitators out. But did they

realize they were aroused and incited

by a man who made them think it was
originally their own idea to throw out

the NLC? How could they fail to see

Prof. Thorson still held all the power?

He even said so: "Play my way, kid-

dies."

The next time we were given a lec-

ture about the Philippines - politics
of primitive organization. Head-hunt-
ers on Luzon, yeah, "real bona-fide
head-hunters", and people carrying
guns in the street. We learned that the
Americans in 1905 changed this primi-
tive society.

They bought the Philippines from
Spain after helping to defeat her in a
war. They helped the natives grow
rice. They taught them how to make
good rice for export, and after World
War II they gave the savages their
independence.

I've got several close friends who
are new Canadians, from the Philip-
pines. No head-hunters at all — any-
where. There were — about a hundred
years ago. No guns in the street —
this was outlawed after World War II.

No help needed growing rice either.
How could Americans teach a people
how to grow rice when those people
have been doing it for as long as they
have existed? Prof. Thorson also
evaded or ignored some questions
from the audience.

Monday, Dec. 1, and the details are
fairly clear to most people by now. To
quote Prof. Thorson's final remarks:

"I don't want to hear destructive
silly questions. (He raises his voice to
about three times its normal level. I I

want complete silence for the next ten
minutes.

. these clowns are not in-
terested in learning - thev know it all
already.

. .these are like the old right-
wingers.

. .1 know vou've got minds ofyour own — l m uui m^mlidsimig
you. . .you make up your own mind. .

.the rules must be enforced!"

Prof. Thorson refused to answer
the questions — any of them — by ei-

ther evading them or completely ig-

noring the many raised hands His

lecture was being challenged and he
would not allow it. Yet, without tu-

torials or seminars, how else could

students question it?

The class again played into Prof.

Thorson's hands. But by raising his

voice, he disrupted the class. He
swayed some to violence: about a

dozen class members assaulted the

NLC. By reacting rather than think-

ing, the class once again gave him the

power to rule it any way he wished.

On Monday Dec 8. no one even
questioned how he had arrived at al-

lotting a ten-minute question period
at the end of the lecture. Why only ten
minutes? Why at the end of the lec-

ture? Why did he stall and actually
allow only five minutes of actual
question time?

Of course many "readers" are
becoming "thinkers" and this is good.
They are realizing the NLC did not
come to Poli Sci 101 to waste stu-
dents' money or time. They came to

The students of Political Science
101 tolerated disruption of their lec-
tures for two weeks by an unruly
group of hecklers who were not even
registered in that course, before final-
ly ejecting them.
The members of the New Left Cau-

cus, and all the other little pseudo-
Communist groups on campus take
advantage of a permissive academic
society to force their views on the
majority. They do this by shouting
down whomever they disagree with,
such as Prof. Thorson, and absurdly
crying "free speech" until thev are
given the floor. These "radicals'" are
tolerated because the university nur-

sense. This, however, does not include

the right to disrupt the activities of

others.

In your editorial of December 3.

you say that Prof. Thorson "used a

familiar ploy: he labelled the dissi-

dents as outside agitators", yet on the

front page you admit that only some
of these people were actually regis-

tered in the course. Surely if they had
legitimate grievances against their

lecturer they could have approached

him in his office and avoided these

childish theatrics.

Your second point is that the "chief

complaint against radicals is that vio-

lence is the natural outcome of their

politics". The chief complaint is that

show who held the power. They came
to show how irrelevant and dull the
lectures were and create an atmos-
phere of thinking and questioning.

But on Wednesday, Dec. 17 the
class will finally realize that they
really have no say whatsoever in this
specific course. No choice Just an-
swer the exam and regurgitate The
Logic of Democracy

Lough Venpiecefl Vic)

Political Science 101

these people try to justify their illegal

actions and strong-arm tactics by
saying that they are reforming an evil

society. The serious students of politi-

cal science were finally incited to

physical violence by a persistent bar-
rage of personal abuse on their lectur-

er, paper airplanes, and obscenities
from a few punks.

Your third point is that Prof Thor-
son "played the political resentment
the majority bore against the left to

eject them from the classroom". The
violence did not originally come from
the right! It came originally from the
New Left Caucus, and this is why they
were forcibly removed from the lec-

Prof. Thorson and his sluaenis are

to be commended for one of the first

sane acts in dealing with this sort of

disruption Why is it that the NLC
chooses to disrupt only large events

attended by hundreds of members of

the Faculty of Arts and Science? It is

because they feel they are safe in a

large group where many will tolerate

their behaviour''

I would like to see the results of

their disruption of a class of engineer-

ing students with "pertinent ques-

tions". I can assure them that they

would be better rewarded by my class

for this sort of activity than a broken

pair of glasses and a cut on the head.

Geirie Dickson (III APSC)

illegal and strong-arm tactics

open letter to bissell: residents challenge expansion

Dear Dr. Bissell:

The following statement of

intent was adopted by a gener-

al meeting of the Huron-Sussex

Residents Association on Decem-

ber 4. At that time, the Execu-

five was directed to pass the

statement on to you in on open

letter.

Because of the urgency of this

matter, we ask that you reply

by December 13, 1969.

Yours sincerely,

S. N. Benjamin

Chairman

Executive Committee

STATEMENT OF INTENT OF THE

HURON-SUSSEX RESIDENTS
ASSOCIATION

We, the residents of the

Huron-Sussex neighborhood

exist as a community. We have

come to this area, lived here

and given much to establishing

our lives as members of this

community. We now find our

future as residents of this

community threatened by an

institution which refuses to

heed the interests of our com-

munity.

We have a right to our way

of lives: first, as individuals,

then, as members of our com-

munity, and thirdly, as citizens

of the city of Toronto. Any uni-

lateral action by any party det-

rimental to the survival of our

neighborhood as a community
will be. therefore, actively

opposed and stopped by its

members.
Therefore, we make the fol-

lowing demands:
1 Plans for demolition of the

houses on the proposed site of

ihe University Chiller Plant be

disbanded immediately -

2. Demolition of houses any-
where in our neighborhood
cease immediately.

;i. Willful deterioration of

property in our neighborhood

be stopped immediately.

And further, that any party

whose actions might affect the

goals of this community as

stated above must:

1 Work openly with the mem-
bers of the community.
2. Make all information of in-

tent to demolish or build im-

mediately known and available

to community memoers.
:i Recognize the goals of the

community as stated above in

all planning affecting the

community.
The Huron-Sussex Residents

Association

All VARSITY STAFF: It's the last staff meeting before

Christmas and we want everybody here today at I p.m. in

The Varsity office. We're going to talk about the demystifica-

tion of Santa Claus, a conscious agent of American imperial-

ism. We re also going to talk about the CUP conference, the

last two issues of the term, the PARTY (Christmas not Com-

munist). If you're a staffer, come and bring a friend. If you're

a friend, bring a staffer. New people very welcome.
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POOR STUDENTS

Low on bread for Christmas presents ?

Cheer up;

The Textbook Store has gifts you can

afford

Inflatable Zodiac Cushions

Cedar Mounted Prints (looks good,

smells good)

Silk screened, hand finished Linen

Place Mats

Records (the new Donovan)

Books (e.g. The Impacted Lower
Third Molar $1.98)

Starts Wed. November 2G and if

you're really desperate, just say

"Charge it! "

THE
TEXTBOOK
STORE

Psychology 200

What did you learn

in school today?
By CHAD SLATTERY

"As long as the universities

have no conception of them-

selves other than the supermar-

ket conception, they will have to

resign themselves to the tact

that people will walk in off the

street, buy a box of Wheaties,

and walk out."

— JOHN GARDNER

An attitude exists among the

psychology department faculty

that their purpose is to train

students. They see their role as

one not of guidance, but of cer-

tification — a student who can
demonstrate X level of knowl-

edge becomes eligible for a

grade of Y. If a student has an

aversion to simplistic memori-
zation for grading's sake, he
will find himself doing poorly

in not a few courses.

PSY 200 is one such course.

A statistics course for psychol-

ogy students, it is currently

being taught by A. Martin
Wall. Now a knowledge of sta-

tistics, more so than most arts

and science courses, serves as

a tool. To a math major, or a

CPA, or a statistician, it might
be an end in itself; but to a

psychologist, it is a means.
Once the principles of statisti-

Research

Opportunities

At

Physics

International

Scientists and engineers at PI are conduct-
ing research programs that have already
expanded the frontiers of several scientific

lields. Prominent men of many disciplines
and backgrounds have created a highly
stimulating and productive atmosphere.
The rapid growth in these programs has
created several extremely challenging
new positions. Coupled with this profes-
sional environment are the many physical
and cultural advantages ol the 5an Fran-
cisco Day Area.

Career opportunities exist in the research

areas listed for individuals with BS, MS,
and PhD degrees, with or without ex-
perience.

• Gas Dynamics
High performance shock tubes, hyper-
velocily acceleration, aerodynamics, de-
tonation phenomena, blast wave and
fireball simulation, re-entry phenom-
ena.

• Advanced Pulsed Power Systems
HV pulse generation, pulsed radiation
sources, HV breakdown phenomena,
ultra high current electron beams.

• Stress Wave Propagation

Dynamic response of materials, shock
geophysics, equation of state.

• Theoretical Physics

Radiation transport, stress wave propa-
gation, heat transfer, gas dynamics,
MHD.

• Nuclear Weapons Effects

Vulnerability analysis, transient radia-
tion effects in electronics, blast effects,

hardening.

Electro-Optics

UV, visible and IR measurements,
feels of radiation on optical comp
nents.

ef-

Campus Interviews
Saturday, December 13, 1969
For additional information please contact the Placement Office

Tii
PHYSICS
INTERNATIONAL

If an interview is inconvenient for you at this
lime please send your inquiry to Professional
Employment Office, 2700 Merced Street, San
Leandro, California 94577. We are an equal
opportunity employer. Us citizenship required.

cal reasoning are understood,

it is a comparatively simple
procedure to apply them. Psy-

chologists and researchers

have available to them a wide

range of reference works and
statistical tables with which
they can determine the proper

method to test a hypothesis. To
memorize them would be both

tedious and unnecessary. Gen-

eral degree students will prob-

ably never use them again;

future graduate students,

teachers and researchers will

always have the texts and ta-

bles available. Common to all

would be the near-zero reten-

tion immediately following

completion of the course.

THE "REAL" WORLD?
But PSY 200 is somewhat

removed from what our text

would label the "real*' world.

To be sure. Prof. Wall's course

is well-planned, and delivered

with zest and admirable clari-

ty. In fact, a student who un-

derstands and has available

the hand-out notes he distrib-

utes would be. well prepared to

apply statistical reasoning to

psychological experiments in

that real world.

So why does Prof. Wall re-

fuse to let us use them in his
l—i-o uju„. j— .^Mune us
to memorize the entire se-

quence — the reasoning, the
selection and application of
formulae, the critical exam-
ination of results? Does he be-
lieye that memorization and
subsequent recall is the only
gauge of understanding? A bet-

ter criterion than regurgitation
of memorized procedures
would be the demonstration
that one knows how to apply
those procedures using the
same tools that will be availa-
ble to him outside the artificial

context of PSY 200.

Perhaps Prof. Wall thinks I
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won't learn statistical reason-

ing unless I'm given the "moti-

vation" of having to memorize
it and be tested on it. Does he
still believe knowledge is

something measured in grade
points instead of understand-
ing? Is it now better that a stu-

dent exhibit programmed be-

havior rather than try to edu-

cate himself without exhibiting

simplistic mimicking?

CREDIT SYSTEM BETTER

Because statistics is a tool,

it would be far better to apply a

credit system to it. If a student

can demonstrate, using the

references and tables which
will always be available out-

side a classroom test, that he

can use statistics correctly, he

would receive credit. No A's or

F's or gold stars; no last min-

ute cramming and memorizing
of formulae: no penalties for

failure A student would get as

many tries as he needed to

pass.

Prof. Wall's classroom is a

sheltered, artificial environ-

ment in which he — like any-

professor — can exercise pow-
er over his students pretty

much at will. He tells us to

show up at 7:30 in the evening
tor a lest, and by God we're
there.

We have no say in the run-
ning of the course, or the meth-
od of evaluation. Unless we
conform by memorizing and
feeding back on a series of
three tests, we will be flunked.
That the material is soon for-

gotten, that the non-PSY 200
world has tables and refer-
ences which make memoriza-
tion superfluous — this doesn't
concern Prof. Wall. He did
suggest that I spend "a few
minutes cramming" the for-

mulae before the next test, and
exchanged comments with an
assistant of his on my "unrea-
sonable" attitude after I left. A
real failure to communicate,
and hence this article.

Statistical Wheaties, any-
one?

Lung Ashtray
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tOWaU babies carPet WLM centre

Babies all over the place
Bab.es scooting around on the
floor, toddlers running up the
hall, and bouncing on rocking
horses. Babies laughing, more
crying -that's a day care cen-
ter for you.

This day care center, at 12
Sussex St.. was organized last
summer by the Women's Lib-
eration Movement and opened
in September.

It was originally intended
for local residents. But the
response from the immediate
neighbourhood was disappoint-
ing so that almost all the chil-
dren belong to university em-
ployees.

From the outside, the house
is unremarkable: a tall, grey
old fashioned place that gives
no hint of the enormous activi-
ty within.

The property is owned by the
university and rented to the
day care center. With universi-
ty expansion being what it is,

the address might not be per-
manent.

Inside, the bottom two floors
are given over to children
What were once the living and
dining rooms have been con-
verted to play areas, with the
crawlers in the front of the
house, and the toddlers in the
old dining room.
The doors to the crawlers

room are blocked with gates,
so that none of the slippery lit-

tle fellows can get out. At that
age they're into everything,
but the room is carpeted with
carpet samples sewn into a
crazy quilt rug. and all the toys
are soft and safe.

There are murals on the
walls, and wall-to-wall babies.
All the while I was there, at
least one staff member was in

this room, soothing crying chil-

dren, retrieving toys and paci-
fiers that had somehow slipped

away, and cuddling the chil-

dren.

The toddlers, who can more
or less walk, have the dining
room. Their favourite toys
seem to be the rocking horses
but one little girl seemed very
taken with my clip board, if not
with me. Never trust anyone
over five.

I sat and watched them as I
talked to Aleta Rosensweet
one of the paid staffers who
run the house. The center pro-
vides care for children whose
parents must work, but cannot
afford the fees at a regular
nursery school.

Only two other places in the
city of Toronto will accept chil-
dren under two and thev
charge over $100 a month.

Right now of the 17 children
enrolled at the center. 14 have
at least one parent associated
with the university.

They are the children of sec-
retaries, bookkeepers, mainte-
nance workers and students
For working mothers, finding
cheap, good child care can be a
real problem, and often spells
the difference between break-
ing even or going under finan-
cially.

This group charges thirty
dollars per month for full time
care from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. or $3
a day.

A circular put out by the
Campus-Community Daycare
Center states "We will try to
take care of all the children
who apply to us, but in the case
of great demand, preference
™" ^tu

ar"n
-
to workine wom-

en with low incomes, women
who head families, and others
who need this service most.
"Many mothers have no-

ticed a growing independence,
as the child learns to tolerate

her absence, and depend on
other adults." Aleta said.

When they get a bit more
money, the group plans to turn

one of the upstairs rooms into

another playroom for more
creative activities, such as fin-

ger painting.

WLM daycare centre, 12 Sussex
fees at reaular nursery school.

Now the whole second floor
houses the cribs. Each child
has his own crib with his name

?e
b
fffie

it
-o?'tfap's
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i
v
fe
hfe8fe"

needs cribs, and any donations

would be welcome.
Since there are only two

staff permanently on duty,

volunteers form a very impor-
tant part of the organization.

Some of the volunteers are
from the Women's Liberation

Movement, some are interest-

ed outsiders, and some are the

parents of the children en-

rolled. Five supervisors are
always on duty.

St., provides care for children whose parents work but can't afford
pfk.m by /W Bull

The volunteers aren't paid,
of course, and the center needs
more right away. The duties

dren under two. Men are need-

ed as well as women. If you're

interested, phone Judv Daniel.

924-3990.

Sheila Maxwell, the other
full-time worker, tells the sto-

ry of a girl from a child-study

program, who came to observe
one of the babies for her

course.

She stood at the door of the

room and made notes. When
asked to change a diaper, she

refused because she didn't
know how and was afraid to
try.

supervisor of a nursery school

or day-care center.

The center is financed main-
ly by fees, but at $30 a month,
they need donations badly.

At present, they operate at a
deficit of about $75 per month,
but no one seemed worried
about the future Fees might
have to go up $5 or $10 a month
for those who can afford it, but

for now. people at the day care
center are optimistic.

Representatives of

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY
OF CANADA, LIMITED

will visit the university to discuss career opportunities

with graduating and post-graduate students in

ENGINEERING mining > metallurgical chemical

electrical mechanical civil

CHEMISTRY GEOLOGY and GEOPHYSICS

Interviews will be held on campus

DECEMBER 11, 12 and 13

We invite you to arrange an interview through the Office

of Student Personnel Services

INTERNATIONAL NICKEL
The International Nickel Company ot Canada, Limited

Copper Cliff. Ontario, Thompson, Manitoba
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FORESTS,
MACMILLAIM
BLOEDEL

Hitchina Alona with Mac and
day in July —

AMD...
Drizzle from an overcast sky spit-

tered steadily along the wide, rut-
worn gravel road I had been trying to
thumb a ride for two hours. Four ve-
hicles had passed by ; a road-grader, a
surveyor's station wagon and two
logging ngs - all with NO RIDERS
window stickers and overtime drivers
with steel-point eyes.

To hitchhike west of Port Alberni
you have to be mad. The road is used
only by construction crews and the
logging rigs, with only an occasional
American tourist, obviously lost.

The companies have their no-rider
regulations and obedient employees
while the tourists, with their bumper
stickers - "We re Proud Of The
Member Of Our Family Serving With
The U.S. Army" — are understanda-
bly reluctant to give sustenance to the
enemy.

And so, abandoned migrant in the
land of my birth, I slouched under an

by bill ternpieman

army rain pancho (best U.S. surplus!,
looking like the unfortunate offspring
of a camouflaged anti-aircraft piece
and a hooded Buddhist monk and
waited while the rain turned my pack-
sack into a seventy-pound ball of
clammy sleeping bag and soggy un-
derwcai The pleasures of the open
road There had been nothing since
the last rig went by. forty minutes
ago

I sank into that grave state of exis-
tential despair wherein hitchhikers
start posing themselves in rigid posi-
tions, like catatonic roadside statues.
Being at onemenf with the motion-
less telephone poles, maybe a grovell-
ing sculptor passing by would pick me
up. thinking my petrified form per-
fect for a found abstract. 'Hmmm.
cast in plaster — Dionysus with fossil-
ized highway thumb'
My classical phantasies were inter-

rupted by an orange half-ton pick-up
lurching past in the rain. The driver
waved from the back window then
miraculously slowed to a stop.

I picked up my stoppering sleeping
bag and stumbled up to the cab. Nice
neat black letters on the orange door
panel: "Macmillan Bloedel Limited
- Forest Products". Praise be upon
you, gentlemen. My corporate sav-
iors. Jumping in. I thanked my driver
- a fat-swollen young man, his corre-
sponding figure in the Pooh pantheon
just had to be Heffalump. Noticing his
window sticker, I asked why he had
stopped.

"I don't work for 'em, just do piece
work cutting brush. They can't touch
me."
More talk He said he had come west

six months ago from Nova Scotia.
"Oh yeah, if I worked for 'em

they'd fire me for picking guys up on
the road. But this way they can't do
nothin!

"

Macmillan Bloedel be damned! My
salvation was due to Maritime
cussedness.

We talked on about timber work
and the west. The forests that pressed
close to the road near Port Alberni
had suddenly disappeared. 1 couldn't
help playing the curious tourist
"What's all this? Big fire?"
The mountains on both sides had

been stripped bare. Everywhere was
grey and black char; only new bram-
bles seemed to be growing. The
ground had been scorched right down
to the road.

•'Naw, they cleared this out last
spring."

"All of this? What about the burn-
ing?"

"Well, see, its easier for us to torch
all the scrap as we go along. They say
the burning makes the seedlings come-
up faster."

Heffalump could see that he was
drawing me in. I went on.

Yes, but over the whole hillside' I

thought they had to leave some trees
standing to re-seed the area."

Heffalump belched and lit up a
plastic tip cigar.

"That's only on land that's leased
from the government. This here land
has to go back to the government next
year. Since the lease is up the compa-
ny doesn't have to play by the rules."

1 could see Heffy was enjoying him-
self while baiting my righteous curi-
osity.

"Naw, them guys just come up to
the Port and get loaded with the office
boys then go back to Victoria. They
never come out here. Wouldn't pay

them to mess around. The govern-
ment makes too much money selling
wood the the Japanese for them to be
fussy."

Feeling comfortable in affairs of
the absurd and enjoying Heffalump's
skill, I pressed merrily onward.

"O.K. Why does the government
want the land back?"

Hefy laughed.

"Elections. What's-his-name. he
promised he'd turn all this here into a
provincial park for the tourist busi-
ness."

He had me now and he knew it.

"But no one's going to come to a
park that looks like a bomb site! How
can they let you keep on stripping it?"
"Parks department doesn't take

over til spring. They can't kick us out
before then. So we're whumping 'em
down and haulin' loads around the
clock, while we still got time

"

A huge rig, piled high with freshly
cut timber, bore down towards us,
forcing our truck onto the shoulder. I

gazed at the wasted landscape, imag-
ining elderly Audubon ladies in pais-
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ley outing frocks from Vancouver ar-

riving in their Vauxhalls, complete
with binoculars and tweed-capped
husbands, taking one dismayed look

at the remains of our noble national

heritage, and immediately scurrying

back to the pigeons, pimps and heroin

dealers of Stanley Park.

I started again, my social consci-

ence revived by reverie. "Well, if the

government doesn't care, what about

the people living in the villages within

this 'park'? Don't they know what
you're doing?"

Heffalump smiled a satisfied smile.

Now he knew he could sell me any-

thing.

"Who do you think does most of the

cutting? The local boys. Know what
we're doin'? Hell, they're the ones

that are doin' it. Besides, both vil-

lages are company towns, know what

I mean? If you don't like what Mac'n
Bio are doin', then live somewhere
else." Mac and Bio; such an affec-

tionate abbreviation.

Every few miles we passed a grove

of stumps festooned with NDP and

Socred campaign posters. I was be-

coming depressed with the ride, the

day and Heffalump. But Hefy was
just beginning to hit full stride; there

is nothing Maritimers love more than

stringing a good line.

"Christ no, the townies don't mind.

They're going to make a bundle outa

the park deal. See, the provincial as-

sembly man for this district has a

brother on one of the town councils.

As soon as the provincial man caught

wind of the government takeover, he

told his brother.

Now this brother, using town mon-
ey, worked some deal with Mac 'n Bio
— guess it was easy seeing how he's

head man out here for Mac n Bio —
anyway, he got rights to a lot of com-
pany land, so now the government is

going to have to pay him and the town

off as well as Mac n Bio." Heffalump

beamed. "Really neat! See, nobody

loses."

We were on the western face of the

island now. The brown land rolled

gently down to the flat horizon which

hid the sea. Streams creased the

countryside, flowing down from the

low hills to the coast. The bulldozers

and log hoists couldn't get at the trees

standing near the streams and on the

crests of the hills.

But on the flat lands they could

function very well. Stumps, charred

wood and fire weed stretched ba.ck to

the mountains and down to the sea

coast. The barren spaces were
marked with road-side signs, "Forest

Plantations, 1963 — Macmillan Bloe-

del Limited" The word 'plantation'

seemed cruelly out of place. Every-

where, the country was mottled in

appearance, as if in the advanced

stages of a global scalp disease.

I tried not to think for the rest of

the drive. But my eyes kept moving

across the dead country. We were
approaching an intersection; road

signs stood honour guard, announcing

one of the towns. Their messages
read "Welcome to Peninsula Park.

Your Pacific Woodiand Paradise".

"Help Keep B.C. Green - Only You
Can Prevent Forest Fires".

Words from a speech given by a

hysterical ecologist in Toronto last

winter came back to mind. "We can't

let it go on", he raved. "We've badly

upset the balance already. If the log-

gers don't slow down, in ten years the

damage will be irreversible. The oxy-

gen and soil cycles will fizzle. Our
children might be the last genera-

tion. "Very tiresome speech. Men of

science have only one rhetorical

trick: exaggeration. What the hell,

Hefy probably made up the whole sto-

ry. Still, the country looked pretty

bad.

Bored with my newsreel imagina-

tion. I stared back at Beautiful Brit-

ish Columbia. Heffalump pulled over

to let me out; he was turning off to

stop at a company supply shed. I

opened the door and swung down from

the cab. tossing my pack onto the

gravel shoulder. I waved goodbye
then looked down the silent road that

cut through the bare country. Dusk
was coming on. I sat down, leaning

against the thick stump to wait for

another ride. The stump was easily

five feet across. Just below the saw-

line, there was an election poster —
"On August 28, Vote for Progress,

Vote Social Credit".

lutiful britisb Columbia
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HERE AND NOW

Dear Mother. Same old boring day
at the Campusbank. Nothing ever
happens here.

True Chequing Accounts.
True Savings Accounts. Complete banking
services lor students and (acuity.

Visit your Campusbank
University Ave. & College St. Branch. 640 University Ave.
St. George & Bloor Sts. Branch, 262 Bloor Street West.

Bloor & Bay Sts. Branch, 55 Bloor Street West.
Bay & Breadalbane Sts. Branch, 880 Bay Street.

2fi Bank of Montreal
Canada's First Bank
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time IS RUNNING OUT!

BUY
TICKETSNOW

Hart House
New Years Eve Ball

$17/UoupIe
Hall Porter *y
llndergrad Office ^P*"
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< ENGINEERS ENGINEERS <

NORTHTO ...?
A NATIONAL CONGRESS

QUEBEC CITY

THE CANADIAN NORTH

February 20-22

Apply Now - Engineering Stores

CONGRESS OF CANADIAN ENGINEERING STUDENTS

<

>

>
<
>
<
>
<
>
<3

TODAY
All Day

"Hair" tickets at 10 per cent discount

Show dates Wed Jan 28 Thins Jon 29

and Sun . Feb 1 On sale now al Innis II.

63 St George Si.; Room 1 10. 202 Today

and everyday this week Great lor Christ-

mas gifts.

A reminder that the Hart House Photo

Contest is rn January Consult bulletin

boards for particulars

Drawings by Jeremy Smith Buttery.

Trinity till Dec. 1

9

1 p.m.

Noon-hour classical concert Ruth Bish-

op, pianist Admission free Ladies wel-

come Music Room Hart House

Contemporary Music Group Works by

Stockhausen and student composers Free

Bnng your lunch and enjoy it. Room 078.

Edward Johnson Bldg

SAC Working Group on Housing Re-

formation of U of T tenants union and rela-

tionship to Metro Tenants Association.

SAC Office

Pol Ec Courtfe Union meeting to dis-

cuss Thorson affair and ad hoc committees

on problems facing course union Sid

Smith 2102
U of T Liberal Club Analysis of the Har-

rison Springs Policy Conference Rm.
1083. Sid Smith

Bill Collier (ill C&FJ gives a dramatic

reading or Charles Dickens' "A Christmas

Carol" Wymilwood. Vic.

4 p.m.

F U of T 3rd World film and discussion

group Film on problems on either Zambia
or South Africa ISC. 33 St George

U ol T Young Socialists meeting — dis-

cussion on the Soviet bureaucracy Innis I

4:16 p.m.

Open Meeting Presidential advisory

committee on the future role of Hart

House Bickersteth Room Han House-

7:30 p.m.

"The Canadian Lynx", a play in two acts

by Jerry O'Carroll S1 at door Canwiight

Hall. St Hilda's College. Devonshire Place

7:46 p.m.

Lecture on advanced printing in Club

Rooms Hart House Camera Club.

8 p.m.

W C Fields stars in "The Bank Dick"

I 00/person New College.

General meeting of Ward 5 Metro Ten-

ants Association Open to all interested

Huron Street School. S41 Huron St.

8:30 p.m.

Two one-act plays by Pinter and S«rind-

berg. directed by Norma Levine and Nigel

Spencer Admission free Through Satur-

day. Studio Theatre. 4 Glen Morris

(between Huron and Spadina).

Annual Christmas Tree Presented by
the Blue and White Society. Admission
Free Great Hali. Hart House.

"The Conscript Fathers" by David
Knight, directed by Ronald Weihs New Vic

Theatre New Academic Bldg . Vic. Admis-
sion free Through Friday

THURSDAY
12 noon

Psychology Student Union meeting. All

students invited to attend Innis I

1 p.m.

CUSO Information meeting CUSO Of-

fice. 33 St George Street. Toronto 5.

HSU guest speaker Prof W T Saywell.

Dept of East Asian Studies, talking on

"Chinese Foieign Policy and the Sino-So-

viet Dispute " New College 1016

5:15p.m.

Meet with the VCF in the cafeteria for

supper at 6 15 followed by Don Freeman's

last exposition on Ephesians. Meds Bldg.

Cafeteria

7:45 p.m.

Soiree de Noel du Cercle Francais

Echappei-vous de voire travail pour qu-

elques heures Danse. musique. rafraich-

issements. cadeaux de Noel et meme le

Pere Noel Pendarves Lounge. ISC.

8 p.m.

Catholic Alumni Club Chn
All single graduate students i

come Price. S2/person. Newi

St George

Toionto Waffle Movement
Speaker Mel Welkins Action Coi

and strategy on building a left movement.

All Welcome Queen St United Church,

765 Queen West.

tmas party

d staff wel-

an Club, 89

i the NDP

STAFF! STAFF! STAFF!

Staff meeting, today. The Varsity office at 1 p.m. to discuss

Christmas things. Come out and meet your friends. Ladies wel-
come. Please enter by back door.
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NEW COLLEGE MOTION PICTURE SOCIETY

W.C. FIELDS

The Sink Dick

TONITE! 8.00 P.M.

NEW COLLEGE (WETMORE)

DINING HALL

HURON & CLASSIC AVE.

admission: m.oo



Kensington doesn't hate students"
The Kensington community

does not hate students, says
Tony Vaz, a former Kensington
community worker for the
Portuguese in the area.
Vaz was responding to the

story, '-One Block of Land in

Kensington", which appeared
in The Varsity's Community
Issue two weeks ago.

Vaz said he supported the

basic tenor of the article,

but he corrected three state-
ments in the article:

• The Varsity reported that

"the University of Toronto is

one of bodies most hated and
feared by Kensington" for its

power of expropriation.

"The community does not
hate students," said Vaz. "The
students were mistreated.

Quebec survey says police take

hard line in law enforcement
QUEBEC CITY (CUP) - Quebec police forces in at least

four cities are more hostile towards "beatniks" than criminals,
according to a survey released Wednesday by a provincial in-
quiry into the administration of justice.

Asked on one question to guage their feelings towards "beat-
niks" as either "friendly", "neutral" or "hostile," 24.6 per cent
of five Quebec forces surveyed admitted to hostile feelings.

Asked the same question about criminals, only 23.6 per cent
confessed to hostile feelings.

The survey team, headed by University of Montreal crimi-
nologist Denis Szabo, found 74 per cent of the Rimouski police
force hostile to beatniks. Only in Drummondville did the police
say they were more hostile to crooks than to the bearded set.

Only 8 per cent of the 819 policemen interviewed said they
were "friendly" to beatniks, twice as many as said they were
friendly to criminals.

The term "beatnik" was not defined in the survey question-
naire.

In the Montreal force — the only one polled by age groups —
researchers found younger officers "feel themselves as much
activists as other members of their generation (except that i they
belong to a socio-professional group which forces them to accept
certain rules and habits repugnant to the young generation."

The result, said researchers, "contributes, by a process of

negative identification, to isolate (younger policemen ) and to

harden their attitudes".

A hard line towards law enforcement was found among all

the policemen.

As a group, police feel they should be allowed to arrest
drunks, vagrants or "suspicious looking characters," and that

citizens should be forced to identify themselves when asked to do

so by police.

They also favour "preventative detention" prior to demon-
strations or visits by important politicians.

They didn't have a chance to

talk to the Kensington Area
Residents Association.
Schwam and his small clique
stopped them."
The community fears uni-

versity expansion, Vaz added,
but it does not hate the univer-
sity.

• The Varsity reported that

Tony Vaz was fired from his

job as a community worker
But Vaz said his contract was
not renewed and he had not

expected to stay in the job for

more than a year.

• The Varsity reported that

Margaret Campbell forced the

Kensington Urban Renewal
Committee to include some
Portuguese representatives.
The pressure came from May-
or William Dennison. said Vaz.

"But the Portuguese who
finally became members were
not the ones picked by the

community representatives,"

he added. "They were picked
by Schwam. They were two lit-

tle puppets to say 'Yes sir, no

sir'."

"The people of Kensington
haven't been consulted, and it

will be a long time before they

will be consulted."

SAC is going to research (he

structure of all departments
and faculties in the university,

especially any in which revi-

sion is now going on.

Last night's University

Commission meeting called for

volunteers to carry out the re-

search.

Ken McEvoy (III Vic), com-
mission chairman, noting that

CUG implementation has to

come at the lowest level,"

asked researchers to begin
immediately.

Ryerson suspends prof after pot bust
: By HARRIET KIDECKEt

; Ryerson Polytechnical In-

stitute has suspended an Eng-

I
Ush instructor without pay

: and without stated reason fol-

: lowing his conviction for pos-

j: session of marijuana
:
; Brian Humphries was
: charged in Kingston in mid-

l
September after the RCMP

I: raided his cottage.

While the police testified

i they found "about 200 mari-

juana plants varying in height

: from two to ten feet growing

'I

near the cottage", Hum-
l; phries' lawyer said "the

\ number of plants was around

I 80 and the number of roaches

|j
in the cabin was two."

Humphries was suspended

i Sept. 18. the morning after he

= notified RPI acting president

: Tony Wilkinson of his arrest.

: He was reinstated at the re-

i quest of the English depart-

: ment the following day.

But Humphries was again
: suspended Nov. 27 after being

;
convicted and sentenced to

two years suspended sentence

and three months in jail for

possession and cultivation of

marijuana.

Humphries is now free on
bail but jobless while he
awaits appeal of the cultiva-

tion charge.

A petition protesting the

"arbitrary act" of dismissal
for criminal offence is now
being circulated among RPI
faculty.

It says "We reject the view
that the personal morality of

the teacher can be used as a

basis for dismissal. It is pos-

sible that an individual teach-

er might wish to break a

criminal law as a matter of

conscience."

It rejects "the administra-

tion assumption that a person

who violates any criminal

law, irrespective of its na-

ture, is necessarily immor-
al."

In a petition submitted on

the day of Humphries' second

suspension, the majority of

the English department staff

refused to cover Humphries
classes since "it would be an

endorsement of his suspen-

sion" and "it would be detri-

mental to the students since

Mr. Humphries courses are

specialized and he is far bet-

ter qualified to continue to

teach them than we are to

take over."

"We can only ensure a good
education by hiring and re- •

taining teachers of the cal- •

ibre of Brian Humphries," it
j

said.

While he awaits trial for
\

cultivation. Humphries is liv-

ing on money from donations
\

of faculty members.

A similar suspension could :

occur at U of T even if the :

recommendations of the :

Campbell Commission on
Discipline are implemented.

:

The Campbell Report says
jj

"both jurisdictions (that is,
f:

university and legal) can j:

proceed to try the case under
j

the principle of double juris-

diction."

Though "unlawful action :|

should neither preclude nor :

make mandatory disciplinary S

action by the university", the

necessity of double jurisdic- ':

tion depends on "what did he '•

(the accused! do and what is :

the concern. . . to an academ-
i:

ic institution."

HISTORY STUDENTS' UNION
GUEST SPEAKER

PROF. W.T. SAYWELL

"CHINESE FOREIGN POLICY
AND SINO-SOVIET DISPUTE"

THURS. DEC. 11/NEW 1016/1:00 P.M.

Q ui Q* Q'oMpli HAIR DESIGNS

116 A BLOOR ST. W.
CUT ONLY $3.00
SET FROM $4.00
COCKTAIL RINSE $4.00 PLUS SET

BOOK YOUR XHAS & NEW YEAR'S APPOINTMENT NOW.

CALL PATRICK CR JOSEPH
921-1234 - 921-4884
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HockeyBlues go to Mat, gals joust at Arena

IN THE COLONNADE

Coach Tom (Pass the scal-

pel i Watt and his hardy band of

injured hockey players travel

to Hamilton tonight for the ini-

tial round of a crucial home-
arid-home home series with

McMaster Marauders.

Blues will definitely be with-

out the services of at least four

regular starters, and if win-

gers Mike Peterman and Len
Burman do dress, they will be

at less than full effectiveness

due to assorted hurts and
bruises.

Marauders are going no-

where this season, and dropped

a 9-8 decision last weekend to

Western Mustanges. However,
playing at home. Mac seems

Naomi
OF LONDON

HAIRSTYLISTS

B LOU R ST. EAST by the To

J

no Mr. J OSEPH
r

phe
t

re

j

of Alexonder'
rived and brin

924-9542-3

And Also

MISS SMILEY
of London England

She i* a whiz al

WHAT'S NEW

A.T.L. CARDS
20% DISCOUNT

Hoechst is Medicine
And plenty of it. Hoechst has over a full cen-
tury of pharmaceutical research and achieve-
ment to draw upon — products and ideas that
have touched and improved the quality of
people's lives in every area around the world,
in a hundred countries on six continents.
But big as we are in medicine, we're more
than just medicine. We're chemicals too.

and engineering and plastics and dyestuffs.
And marketing. And ideas. Ideas most of all.

Ideas about the future, about people's needs
and wants. About how to meet those needs
and wants. Good ideas, young ideas. Your
ideas maybe.
If you'd like to know more about Canadian
Hoechst, write our Head Office.

CANADIAN HOECHST LIMITED
3400 JEAN TAiON STREET WEST MO N I H E AL . ASSOCIATES Of FARBWERKE HOECHST AG. WEST GERMANY

A CENTURY OF SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENT THROUGH RESEARCH

able from past performances
to come up with the big game
just when the opposition least

expects it.

As Blues are off to their

slowest start in many seasons
t

.

tonight's encounter plus the

return match Friday at Var-

sity Arena take on added im-
portance.

Not only are the four points

vital in Blues dirve for first

place, but the players need two
solid back-to-back wins to re-

gain some of their confidence.

And two big scoring outbursts

won't hurt the points and scor-

ing outbursts won't hurt the

points and scoring averages
either.

Mac has shifted the game
from the old Dundas refrigera-

tor plant to a newer emporium
called Mountain Arena. It's

probably no palace but com-
pared to other inks in Hamil-
ton, it's actually rather pleas-

ant. And the fans are human.
Meanwhile, the women's

intercollegiate hockey squad
takes over Varsity Arena to-

night with an exhibition game
against the Varsity Grads.

Game time is 7 p.m.. and the

gals should provide an enter-

taining display of close-check-

ing, solid team play, and
< maybe even a few goals.

DRY CLEANING

8 LBS. - $3.00
7z HOUR

Church 8a Wellesley Self Servt

DRY CLEANER

OPEN EVERY DAY
WEEKNIGHTS TILL 9:00 P.M.

560 CHURCH ST-
924-6010

What's all the fuss about
every year again?

Who's the X in XMAS?
Find out from eye-witnesses,

people whose lives were rev-

olutionized by XMAS.
This correspondence course

is free, and no one will call

on you unless you request it.

to: Bible Studies

Box 644, Station Q,
Toronto 7, Ontario.

please check main interest:

basic Bible study

Christian doctrine

the Christian life

other:
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An injury-riddled Varsity club was no
match for MacMaster as the U of T Gymnas-
tics team dropped an exhibition meet 135-100

in Hamilton on Friday night.

With Brian McVey. the number one Toronto
gymnast out of action with a wrist injury,

Blues were forced to give up valuable points

by being short one man in two events. And
without him, they could not match the per-

formance of Mac's Steve Mitruk, a member of

the 1968 Canadian Olympic Team. Mitruk led

the Mac squad by easily taking the all-round

title with firsts on four of the six events.

To add to Toronto's woes, their second
ranked all-round man, Al Forest, severely

hampered by a painful elbow injury, could do

no better than fourth as Mac swept the top

three all-round positions. Al's best individual

performance was a third place tie in the free

exercise.

John Kortright trailed Forest by only 0.6 in

the all-round competition, and took third on

the high bar with a beautifully executed rou-

tine.

Carl Sloane made Toronto's best individual

showing — second place in the free exercise.

Lpary Wicks, competing in his first Intercolle-

giate meet, was third on the pommel horse

followed by Arthur Stein in fourth spot. Phil

Michaelis' sixth place vault added valuable
points.

The coaching of Digby Sale, a former inter

collegiate champion on rings for Toronto, was
particularly evident in the rings event, where
Mac swept the first five positions.

Nevertheless, Toronto Coach Julio Roncon
remains optimistic about the Blues' chances
for the season. Mac rates as one of the strong

est contenders for this year's OQAA title, and
when the effect of injuries is calculated in

Toronto really wasn't that far behind.

POMMELPATTER: This Saturday affords

U of T gymnastics enthusiasts an excellent

opportunity to learn about the sport and to see

entertaining demonstrations of some spectao

ular movements by Toronto team members
At that time, Coach Julio Roncon will conduct

a judge's clinic. Team members will perform

while Roncon explains the movements, point'

ing out the good aspects as well as the mis

takes to watch for. Spectators are most wel

come. Action begins in the Upper Gym of

Hart House at 12 noon. A

ANNUAL

CHRISTMAS TREE
TONIGHT!
8:30 P.M.

GREAT HALL, HART HOUSE
-GLEE CLUB -CAROL SINGING

-POETRY READING

FREE ADMISSION
TICKETS AT SAC OFFICE OR AT DOOR

B.Y.O.B.

(BRING YOUR OWN BLANKET)

(FOR SITTING ON FLOOR)

CLASSICAL CONCERT
Music Boom. 1-2 p.m.

RUTH BISHOP

Pianist

Ladies Welcome

CAMERA CLUB
7:30 cm. -CUjL Rooms

ADVANCED PRINTING TECHNIQUES
By: Mr. W. BROOKS

VARSITY TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT
December 1 3ih - I p.m. -Lower Gym

Fee: 25« - Registration -Hall Porter

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
December 14th

Great Hall 9:00 p.m.

FESTIVAL SINGERS OF CANADA
Conductor: Elmer Iseler

Tickets: Hall Porter

TIME is running out!

Buy Tickets NOW 1

HART HOUSE NEW YEAR'S EVE BALL
$l7/couple-Hall Porter

& Undergraduate Office

YOU are invited!

GRAND OPENING

BLACK HART PUB
Tuck Shop, 4-H pjn-

Thursday, December I Ith

LAST PAPER

NO VARSITY M0N. DEC. 15 LAST ONE WE0. DEC. 11

AD DEADLINE FRI. DEC. 12 AT NOON

SvWWWVWVWWVWVWVWWVWVWWWWAWWWWWWW
The Music Committee of

Hart House Present

FESTIVAL SINGERS
OF CANADA

Conductor: Elmer Iseler

SUNDAY EVENING
CONCERT

December 14th Great Hall - 9 p.m

Tickets - Hall Porter

T.U.G.S.
TORONTO UNIVERSITY
GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY

ELECTIONS
TODAY

SID. SMITH FOYER 9-5

ALL STUDENTS TAKING ONE OR MORE
GEOGRAPHY COURSES ARE ELIGIBLE

TO VOTE

I HE VARSITY. Wednesday. December 10. 1969 -
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ENGINEERING
Final Year Students

Todoy, Hie Cliortered Accountant plays one ol ihe

most exciling roles in business manogemenl. He lockles

complex ond fascinating problems. For Ihe

prolessionolly-lrained man ihe scope is limilless.

Discuss career opporlunilies with Clorlcson, Gordon

represenlalives, on campus

DECEMBER 13th
Appointments should be made through Ihe Student

Plocemenl Office. If this time is not convenient,

please conlacl us directly; 368-2751

Clarkson, Gordon & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Halitoi - Soini John • Quebec Mortlreol Ollowo Toronto

Homillon • Kitchener . tondon . Windjor . Thunder Boy • Winnipeg

Begina • Calgary Edmonlon • Vancouver . Victoria

T

p

U

B

Soccer season in review
By UNCLE CHARLIE

After a disappointing -tart

this season. Varsity Blues

came back to within a point of

clinching first place in the

western division of the OQAA
again. Their 4-1-3 won. lost, tie

record was not good enough to

beat Western, who went on to

the OQAA finals and were

beaten 3-0 by a strong Queen's

squad.

The loss of the cups this year

which Toronto had held for the

five years was particularly

depressing as the Blues had

beaten and tied the Mustangs

in season play. What could

have easily been a winning

season was married by the fact

WORLD PKEM I ERE
DECEMBER 11th

AGE OF AQUARIUS

THE WOODSTOCK
GENERATION FILM

An Electronic Happening

CINEMA 2000
329 Yonpe Streel, Jusl North of Dundas

Tickets on Sale Now
Recommended as

Adult Entertainment

TUCK SHOP
HART HOUSE

DECEMBER 11th

4-11 p.m.

(Guys & Gals Will Be Asked

For Proof of Age & Library Cards)

IHE VARSITY. Wednesday, December 10. 1969

that the Blues tied three of

their first four games; Mac-
Master. Western and Guelph
all scored last minule markers

to tie games at least two of

which Toronto should have eas-

ily won.

Blues' inability to finish oft

their plays around the oppo-

nents' net made for tight low-

scoring games. Injuries to

Miles Sosa and Frank Soppelsa

early in the season coupled

with Blues defensive play led

to sparse scoring opportunities

and lengthy midfield play.

John Gero led the scoring

with ten of Blues' 23 goals.

Trevor Wilson on defense and

Sam Cesario in goal, bolh in

their first season with Varsity.

had particularly good seasons.

Adriaan Verhulst on the half-

line played excellent two-way
ball and was voted the Charles,

Osier tropin as this year's

most valuable player.

Prospects for next year look

bright. Almost all of this year's

team will be returning and
coach Bobby Nicol. with the

help of this season's experi-

ence, has the players and atti-

tude to mold a championship
team.
The Blues — All Stars game

was revived again this year.

Varsity held on to a 3-0 half-

time lead to come out on top 3-

2. Gero for the Blues and Smith

for the All Stars tallied all the

goals.

VARSITY BLUES
Front row (left to right); Vifo Potera, Andy Rode, Sam Cesa-

rio, Jim Kalman, John Cobby (Cap!.), Ormond Mend-.

Back row; Bobby Nicol (coach), Adriaan Verhulst, Ston

Bogutki, Jim Aslaphan, John Gero, Miles Sosa, Alan Chur-

chard, Trevor Wilson. Absent: Frank Soppelsa, Mario Paler-

mo, Peter Mucolov, Ken Cancellara.

INTRAMURAL ALL-STARS
Front" row; 8. Bubrin (Scar), D. Soremon (Scar), M.
DeRasa (New), T. Oshmowo IGtad), G. Kumpala
(Eng). Back row; 0. McAuley (Eng), 8. Hutchison

(Trin), R. Smith (Trin), G. Homalidis, (Eng), S. Soyer

(Scar) J. Sodek (Grad), H. Taylor (Scar), V. Pecollero

(St. Mikes), S. Daniel (Erin).

Squash team leaves on US tour
Varsity Squash Blues leave

today on their semi-annual trip

to the United States. Under
coach Ralph Rimmer, Blues

have fielded a strong team to

take on some of the stiffest

competition they've faced in

several years.

Thursday, Blues play two
matches against sixth-ranked

Williams College and eleventh-

ranked Amherst College.

The following day they trav-

el to West Point to take on
fourth-ranked Army. On Satur-

day they're at Annapolis for

their final match — against

fifth-ranked Navy.

Highlight of the trip will be

the annual grudge match be-

tween Rimmer and Amherst
coach Ed Serues. Rimmer won
their last encounter two years

ago. Last year Serues was

knocked out by a squash ball

while sitting in the gallery and
couldn't make the match.

.

Members of the team in or-

der of seed are: Vic Harding
(Captain), John Stewart, Ash-

ley Perkins, Mike Gardiner
(Captain Emeritus), Mark
Khanne, Mike Zimmerman
(Wardrobe and Social Direc-
tor), Rupert Bramall and Gord
Gibbons.(Head Chauffeur).

Fencers defeat Trent and Mac
Rumor suggests that Toronto will have lo transfer fencers to

the expansion universities to give itself any competition.

The foilists sharpened their weapons on Trent but Mac were
not to be denied giving a hard time. Mike Kerwin 2 wins and the

Wongs one each fought to get a close 4-5 result.

The sabreurs struck heartily about them to any easy 8-1 vic-

tory and Blues lead 12-6. The trio Martin Perod had more difficul-

ty keeping his feel than with the opposition while Andrew (the

Fleche - Benyei and Jan van (but I hit him first Maanen collect-

ed the other victories.

Only Rowland Griffin beat the inexhaustable Norman Brad-
well, the revenge contest going to Griffin easily 5-2. All our other
epeeists dismantled the Mac team except Bradwell to whom they

lost by the odd hit.

Over the usual 27 bout event Blues won easily 19-8.

Gellius Part 2 - with a warning
by GELLIUS

WARNING
This is really going to be a draggy column.

WATER POLO
Oh. Duvall scored 6 and Gibson one as

Dents and Scar, tied, 7-7. Avasalmi
(Avapickle too' 2, Goldsmith 3, and Carr 2

scored for Scar.

Vic (Adams. Karn 2. Coleman. Mcintosh,
Bryon. <}; PHE (Barras. Vaillancourt 2, Dun-
can 2 ' 5.

Knox downed Innis 10-7 on goals by Strung
(past tense of "Strang", to do something unu-
sual -OEDp 2, Brydon2, Molly Codling 3, and

Grunding. Pink had 5 and Milbourne 2 for In-

BASKETBALL
Cuthbert had 17 points as Pharm took Vic

II, 35-25 Markowitz replied "8" for the losers.

Who (vie II, that's who/ then beat SGS I

(Society for the Growth of Societies i 47-32.

Anderson led Vic II with iO, Pincock SGS with

8
-

I

Jr. Eng. (Poppenk 15; Mommenk couldn't

make it 39; Aaaarrgghhhch (Kohn 17 . 34.

Alboini and Petch (Ottawa Valley dialect I

form of "Patch'" i each had 9 and Law downed
'

Trin (Owen 13 ,39-32.

Don't ever say I didn't warn vou.
|



fiplliiKt Partucaiiuo rail

by GELLIUS
INCENTIVES
One of the reason's there is

Interfaculty Sports s so there
will be something to give the T.

A. Reed Trophy for Otherwise
Mr. Reed would be hurt The
trophy is awarded to the col-

lege which amasses the most
points in respect to both partic-

ipation and goodth Standings
follow, pursued by bear.

5892

ASPC 5625
SMC $' H

'

ooi rv W6£
Law 4585

Trin 4360
PHE
Meds 4141

UC 3802

VIC 3698

New 3335

DIVISION II

Forestry 7634

Dents 6403

Innis 5236

Artichoke 4800

Knoxwurst 4635

Erin 4320

Pharm 3794

Wye 3655

Emm 2750

Bear.

BASKETBALL

SMC got 28 points from O'-

Connor to top PHE i Maxwell
and serve 23 .88-69.

UC beat Meds, 71-69. Singer

led the winner's with 23. Bar-

ker had 15 for Meds and Lloyd

Rossman, though held un-

seorth, was credited with 30

assists and i4 steals.

Scar (Baker 20. Don 19 i 74;

Dents (Ravman 14 69.

Thomann had 59 and SMC B
beat New, 59-48. Gilbert paced

Gnus with 12 (The gnu is a
small South African antelope
related to the Intendant Jean
Talon.

WATER POLO
WATER POLO?

FRAGMENTS OF INTER-
MEDIATE HOCKEY edited
and condensed by Reader's
Digest.

The Hazelton Ave. Hashea-
te^s got good goaltending from
Mark Golden and two goals
from Ralph the Ringer to down
the Sussex Ave. Speed-Freaks
4-1 in a game played Saturday
morning at 2:30 in the Dou-
bleRink Arena ( "Double your
profits. Double your fun. .

." .

Ex-king Uldis of Latvia and
Larry Larmond completed
Hasheater scoring. Sussex
(somewhat hampered by shod-

dy goaling of Mark Golden >

was paced by Terry Kaiser and
Arnie Solnicki. A partisan
crowd of 11,496 (paid watched
the game.

Tempers were high, and it

was not until some time after

the game that Varsity Sports

reporter Qwertyuiopus was
able to interview various par-

ticipants. "Puff, gasp" was
Solnicki's only comment,
though he did add "Wheeze,
pant" when pressed for further

amplification. "We won it for

Jeoffrey" yelled a jubilant

Hash-Eater, his features ob-

scured by a flood of Chateau
Fogels wine. Alternate Captain

John Squirrel would not defi-

nitely confirm or deny the
rumour that Hazleton Av.
would attempt to get the next
World Championships. "The
street is long enough", he ad-
mitted, "but we have this side-

walk hassle".

Head Hasheater Uldis II of

Latvia was awarded a Red
Rambler and a lifetime supply
of Oil as the game's most Valu-
able Player. He was visibly

moved.
The contest was best

summed up by a female fan
gazing at Skates Budman's yel-

low sweater, purple scarf, and
bell-bottom hockey pants. "C-
est magnifique. mais ce n'est

pas hockey."

Return match this Friday.
Tickets available at The Var-
sity or make your own.

Gellius

part 2

see page 14

recommended as

adult entertainment

PINTER /
"A Slight Ache" X STRINDBERG

' The Stronger"

ADMISSION IS FREE
at the Stud io-4 Gle i Morris

8:30 p.m. Tues. Dec. 9 - Sat. Dec. 13

ai li

We're in this

stinking business too .

Canada's gas andgerm war

labs — the story of our

most secret war research

Also in the first issue:

Quebec — into the streets;

/re/and; The Ford Deal; the

politics of wheat; Canada's

own United Fruit . . .

THE LAST POST is on independent, radical

Canadian newsmagazine, produced by

journalists across the country to invest,,

gate and document what is obscured, hid-

den ond forgotten by the press.

Available at U ol T bookstore, SCM, Soot

CeMor. Subscriptions 14 to Sox 98, Stof-

ion G, Montreal. Single issue: SO cents. m

ENROLLMENT DATE EXTENDED
TO DECEMBER 31st

TO ENROLL FOR YOUR

UNIVERSITY

HEALTH AND ACCIDENT PLAN

A MAN WITHOUT INSURANCE
IS LIKE A SNAIL WITHOUT A SriEU

THREE PLANS TO CHOOSE FROM

PLAN I

EXTENDED HEALTH CARE

NO DEDUCTIBLE ON ACCIDENT BENEFITS

PLAN II

OVERSEAS AND AMERICAN STUDENTS

STUDENTS ON STUDENT VISA

PLAN III

NEWLY LANDED IMMIGRANT

INTERIM HOSPITAL COVERAGE

EXTENDICARE PL US LIFE

LIFE

$10,000 FOR $22 00 A YEAR

USE REGULAR APPLICATION

You need this coverage if you fall i

categories:

ider one of the following

1 . Canadian students who are covered by OHSIP and OHSC
and need extended health care

2. Students in Canada on a student visa and are not covered

by OHSIPorOHSC
3- Students in Ontario from another province who do not

have coverage from that province.

4. Newly landed immigrant students who are required to wait

three months for the provincial plans to become effective.

AOMIN. — JOHN INGLE.
700 BAY ST. 364 41 14
BAY AT GERRARO

NOTE If you have not received your brochure, additional

forms may be obtained of the Registrar's office. Stu-

dent Council Office. Studies

International Students' Centre the Health Service, or

Faculty Offices

TUC \ . A OCITV UMsrtnocrtaif (loi-ornlwr 1 H 1 QRQ Piinu 1 £



/ never realty expected to find myself

here, but here I am nevertheless. It's

OK to print this if you like, since I'll be
in Singapore by that time anyway. It's

just that I don't want anyone to get

up-tight about my being here — like

my folks for instance.

I'm not really sure what you expect

to hear about this city. It's not that

dangerous, certainly not much more so

than Manila. Apparently it's not the

soldiers or all the weapons that one
has to worry about. It's oil these Viet-

namese kids who will try and sell you

just about anything including their

mother and sister while they try to pick

your pockets.

There is much prostitution

(bordellos), but that is to be expected.

I've found it everywhere. It should be
regarded as a service rather than a
vice. The only drawback of course is the
VD and t sometimes wonder if it's

worth getting screwed for a screw.

Parts of the city are reminiscent of

Paris from an architectural viewpoint
and I think a valid comparison to what
Paris was like during the war might
give some idea of what Saigon is like

now — soldiers, Vietnamese and
American with automatic rifles, patrol

jeeps and other military vehicles cruis-

ing the streets, and scattered "concret-

ed" stations with barbed wire and
sandbags, particularly around police

stations, American establishments

(civilian and military) and some for-

eign missions.

GEARED TO YANKS
The economy of the city seems to be

geared to Americans, soldiers and civil-

ians — at black market prices. You can

change dollars to piastres at 200 per

dollar (bank rate is 118). Prices are

generally very high and you have to

bargain with a passion for almost ever-

ything. It is both very expensive to live

there and not at all a pleasant place.

I actually cannot say for whom I feel

the greater sympathy, the American
G/'s or the Vietnamese. (As far as the

foreign businessmen ore concerned, (

con hardly feel sorry for them. They are

lining their pockets with gold from this

war.)

I am not in any position to discuss

the political situation to any degree
greater than what can be gathered
from the newspapers. Corruption in the

government and poverty in the streets

generally run together, but that's no-

thing new. Anyway, newspaper re-

porting in the West about the war is

fairly accurate despite what Spiro T.

One is aware of the war only by vir-

tue of one's own contact with the vio-

lence of it. What is more ironic is that

often the enemy is a home-made
bomb, or a rocket or an artillery shell or

just a sniper's bullet. The enemy is not

human, you do not see him, or compre-

hend him. He exists by virtue of his ac-

tions — like God I suppose. Perhaps

that is a naive attitude because it fails

to consider the logistic involvement of

war. But even logistics somehow es-

capes reality.

I said earlier that I did not know for

whom I should feel more sorry, the Vi-

etnamese or the Gl's. I spoke to several

soldiers. All seemed to be of the same
mind. All were not happy about being

in Vietnam and were counting the

days until they could return home,
some back to school. Their comments
seem fo be in accord with those from

other servicemen I spoke to in Okinawa
and Taiwan.

I wonder if one feels that he is fight-

ing for one's country or his country's

ideas when he's in a ditch and the

shells are exploding all around or when
one discovers that businessmen are

making a killing off the war or, when
one reads about My Lai or Song My or

that $400,000,000 of the $600,-

000,000 I Vietnamese) allocated tor

South Vietnamese presidential expen-

ses are "unclassified". Well, anyway,
it's worth wondering about. (So much
tor cynicism!

)

KIDS
Before I close, I do have to tell you

about "our street" in fabulous down-
town Saigon. It is called Tu Do St. and
is the main hotel area. As in Taiwanese
cities, hotels here double as bordellos

as do the local bars. Hustling hours are

whenever you want to pay and the

area is tar from bankruptcy.

There are always little kids, orphans

(maybe?) illegitimate (probably), ex-

pert con-men (definitely). If you don't

give them money, they punch or kick

you. It you do give them money, they

hang around, a crowd of them appears

out of nowhere and if you aren't care-

letter from saigon

by joseph blankier

Agnew has to say.

However, it is a little different to

think about the war when you are in

the war zone.

OCCURENCES
One comes to realize that war is nol

a continuous thing. Instead it is a series

of occurences. It is in a sense "peace"
with violence. A bombing or shelling

occurs several miles away, perhaps
only several blocks away; that's the
war. A few people are dead — if's

over. The war is over — until it hap-
pens again.

ful they steal the watch right off your
wrist.

The street has another name also —
"Rocket Alley". When Saigon is rocket-

attacked the Cong inavitably "walk"
their shells down the street (and the
next one over). But that's history; Sai-

gon has been rather quiet for the last

four to five months. Oh, well "there
will always be a tomorrow", as Scar-

lett O'Hara once said.

Well, we're landing in Singapore, so
I'll mail this as soon as / clear customs.
Take care of yourself. Merry Xmas to

everyone — the weather here is great!
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Faculty vetoes student participation

CUG members term faculty decision 'reactionary'
By HENRY M1ETKIEWICZ

The members of the Com-
mission on University Govern-
ment have expressed great

disappointment over the deci-

sion of the Arts and Science
Faculty Council Tuesday to

reject student participation in

appointment, tenure and dis-

missal of professors, a major
recommendation of the CUG
report.

Labelling this decision "a
terrible backward step", D'-

Arcy Martin (OISE) a student

member of CUG, accused the

Council of looking at the uni-

versity in a "narrow and reac-

tionary way."
"It seems to me," said Mar-

tin, "that a group of academics
dedicated to a life of the mind
should be able to demonstrate

more than a self-seeking and
paranoid reaction when pre-

sented with a threat to their

power."

Martin felt that it was un-
realistic of the council to at-

tempt to deny the existence of

students and warned that the
case was not at all closed.

"What we need now," he
continued, "is a coherent and
organized group of students to

take up the battle. If we want
change, we must achieve it on
our own."

FORGET GODS
CUG co-chairman Gary

Webster (SGS) saw the Facul-

ty Council's ruling as ultimate-

ly hampering any co-ordinated,

systematic solution of student-

faculty problems, since it runs
"directly counter to CUG
suggestions."

"It has become quite clear,"

he said, "that students cannot
look for due process or expect

matters of reform to fall from
the laps of the gods.

"Because the established

mechanisms no longer work.

students must forget the pre-
vious channels, take the issue

out of faculty hands, and go
outside the CUG framework."
Adverse effects of the Coun-

cil decision will be felt not only
by students, but by the profes-

sors themselves, according to

Prof. J. E. Hodgetts, a CUG
faculty member, and principal

of Victoria College.

He considers student partici-

pation a kind of catalyst which
encourages faculty input. The
absence of students will there-

fore result in the loss of a
"fresh voice from both sides".

OPPORTUNITIES THREATENED
"In blocking student partici-

pation", continued Hodgetts,
"the Faculty Council may have
jeopardized any opportunities
that CUG heldforit.

"You might even say the
faculty has cut off its nose to

spite its face."

He also added that progress

in discussion CUG implemen-
tation in the second term de-

pends upon student-faculty

discussions which will be quite

difficult to hold in view of the

present isolation of those two
bodies.

Stephen Grant till Vic), a

student CUG member, agreed

that the Council decision would

"polarize and solidify both

sides".

"I thought badly of it", he

said, "because it will probably

increase the cynicism on ev-

eryone's part".

FACULTY REFERENDUM
Prof. Lawrence E. Lynch,

the other co-chairman of CUG.
was concerned about the im-

pression the decision will make
on future discussions and gov-

erning councils.

Because less than 20 per cent

of the faculty was involved in

the ruling, he saw a general
faculty referendum as one of

the only ways to reverse or
modify the Council's decision.

"The ruling has become a
disappointing element in the

general campus picture", said

Lynch, "because it acts as a

setback in the attitudes it ex-

presses."

Dr. James S. Thompson, a

CUG faculty member, voiced
his disapproval, since the deci-

sion was "against the spirit of

CUG."
Ken McEvoy (III Vie>, a

member of the CUG Program
ming Committee, said he was
ignoring the Council decision

as the final word in the issue of

student participation.

"Since Arts and Science is

only one faculty", he said, "we
can still ask for support from
institutes and faculties like

OISE. which already has staff-

student parity
"
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Thorson talks about NLC,

Philippines, imperialism...

Prof. T. L. Thorson is a political scien-

tist whose Poli Sci JOf class was the

scene of several disruptions two weeks

ago. Students in his class and members
of the New Left Caucus have chal-

lenged the assumptions of his lectures

and questioned the value of his teach-

ing. A week ago Wednesday, a poll

revealed 90 per cent of the class would

not tolerate further disturbances. On
Wednesday, Varsity editor Brian John-

son interviewed Prof. Thorson.

Varsity: Why do you think the New
Left Caucus came into your class?

Thorsen: Gee, I don't know exactly.

I can only guess. I can guess a number

of things. The size of the course and

that particular room emboldens peo-

ple, because if you had a class of 40, it

would be a different kind of thing to

operate in.

And the way I do it has an appear-

ance of formlessness. It has kind of an

amorphous or open quality to it. I'm

not the kind of person who gets up and

says, "there are six points today,"

and then really rips through six points

in a one-two- three- four- five- six

way, that does really an authoritari-

an, formal lecture thing which I don't

do at all. That kind of person is proba-

bly more intimidating.

I've always made a practice of say-

ing provocative things.

It's useful to wake people ufy

I don't necessarily mean I take

provocative positions, but I say things

in a way that makes fun of things that

are otherwise thought of as great,

deep, serious, and solemn things.

So consequently the idealogical

types tend to pick up statements and

phrases and things like that and imag-

ine that all kinds of things have been

said when that's really not what's

been said at all.

I've always been that way so

there's nothing new in that respect.

So I might make some wisecrack

about the logistical problems involved

in the Nazi extermination programs.

And — what the hell — there were

Igoistical problems of a very large

order. But if you say that in a certain

way, it can offend somebody's sensi-

tivities, although I don't mean it that

way.
You have to do something . . .

you've got 300 people there . . . and

you'vcgot to do something to keep

them awake. And so I just try to be

myself.

And I don't talk much differently

there than I do in ordinary conversa-

tion.

Continued on page 4 Prof. Thomai Thorson lectures in Poli Sci 1 01



WHOOPIE!
ANNUAL GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING

WILL BE HELD AT THE ISC. 33 ST. GEORGE ST.

ELECTION OF NEW OFFICERS.

NEW YEAR'S EVE

AS IT SHOULD BE!

THE BALL
3 GREAT GROOVY GROUPS

HONKY-TONK PIANIST

MIDNITE STEAK DINNER

CHAMPAGNE BAR

EVERYONE WILL BE THERE!!!

NOWGet your Tickets
'

SI7/COUPLE
Hall Porter & Undergrad. Office.

HURRY!

I Live, work and learn |
4 in %

ISRAEL
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Sherut La'am Program

Share your education, training, and know-how in a unique
people-to-people venture One year service corps in Israel

Three types of programs
1. College Graduate 2. Kibbutz 3. Technical and Vocational

Cost: $595 (U.S. currency) includes
round-trip group flight from New York;
room and board Throughout the year;
excursions and seminars.

All programs include a

three month Hebrew study

Ulpan in Israel

Please send me further information about your programs

NAME AGE

ADDRESS PHONE.

EDUCATIONAL STATUS

SEND COUPON TO SHERUT LA'AM
188 Marlee Avenue Toronto 19, Ont.
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r "I think you should learn not burn" -Hendrix
by MICHAEL KAUFMAN

Up the servants' stairs of the Four
Seasons Motor Hotel, on Wednesday
night, turning right and going down a

brightly-lit hall to room 331, finding

its door partly open. We knocked
hard, but no one came. Looking in, all

we could see was a closet with a

beige, pointed collared shirt, and a

pair of corduroy pants.

I muttered, "Yes, Doug, he wears
clothes just like you and I do." We
knocked a few more times before we
were convinced that he wasn't in his

room. As we started to go down to the

restaurant to see if he was there, a

short, fat, English guy (chap) with

greasy long hair, came out of room
330, and with an authoritative voice

asked,"Are you looking for someone?"

"We wonder if we could speak to

Mr. Hendrix."

"Mr. Hendrix has had a hard day

and is very tired. He did a press con-

ference after the trial, and isn't doing

any private interviews. Now if you

don't get out of here, I'm going to

have you thrown out."

Detecting a note of hostility, we
went down the the lobby and sank into

maroon chairs. We talked to some
reporters who had been sitting in the

lobby for three days. Hendrix's man-
ager had kept putting them off.

The lady selling candy says that she

has talked to him a few times, and

thinks "He's a very nice boy.'' In fact

that's what everyone who talks says.

So as far as Doug and I could specu-

late, we felt he would be glad to talk

to us.

Douglas Perry, my violin playing

friend, had come along with dreams
of getting his big break, or maybe
smoking some dope with Hendrix, or

maybe he would even reward us with

a few groupies who he couldn't get off

his back, or whatever it was they

wouldn't get off of.

We brooded and watched $?>00-a-

dress chicks walk by, clutching onto

CBC reporters, who were easily rec-

ognizable by their long sideburns,

short hair, and double breasted jack

ets. We checked Hendrix's room ev-

ery once in a while, but he was still

out, probably in one of the five rooms
rented out for his manager, agent,

travelling companions, and the Eng-
lish greaser.

At 11:45, the house detective, who
had been watching us for aFOund a

half an hour from behind a copy of

The Telegram, came over and said

softly out of the side of his mouth:
"Are you gentlemen registered

guests of the hotel?"

Although we weren't positive that

he was addressing us, because he kept

looking around at everyone else in the

lobby with quick jerks of his head, and
because he called us gentlemen, we
decided to answer anyway. "No sir,"

I answered, being more quiet and
much more sure of myself than he
had been, "We're just waiting to talk

to a friend of ours, who asked us to

come by at midnight." With an al-

most inaudible okay, he slinked back

into the shadows. Well, about five

minutes later our friend, Jim, finally

came back to his room:

"Uh, Mr. Hendrix, my name is

Michael Kaufman and I wonder . . .

etc."

And with a really gentle and kindly

voice, he quietly said: "Yeh. well like

I'm pretty tired, but I don't mind talk-

ing with you for- a while."

The first thing I thought of saying

was: "One of the things that has been

bothering me a lot lately has been the

seemingly systematic killing of 28

members of the Black Panther Party,

over the past year."

"I really don't know much about
that scene, except what I read in the

papers. What I've read was that they
was gathering weapons. Like that's

the opposite way of going about get-

ting something ... We don't want a

Ku Klux Klan in reverse; you know
what I mean?

I just don't like seeing a lot of

bright young boys getting mixed up in

that, and getting killed . . . You know,
like, I think you should learn, not

burn."

Starting on something else, I said,

"A lot of people are saying that music"

is going back to rock and roll these
days. Is that really a trend?"

"We're not going back to the old

tunes or anything, I just think that

musicians are trying to capture the

vibes and electricity of Ft & R It s

sort of going back to a primitive

state. ... the jungle. There's a lot of

R & R in our new stuff."

We talked about the Paul Mc-
Cartney rumours, and more recently

about the rumours about Hendrix
himself i He hasn't turned into a veg-

etable, by the way.i "You have to

remember that there is life after

death." he said. "There are all kinds

of death: like a change, or moving
away from a bad scene. I don't think

the Beatles thing was for publicity."

And finally it was a gentle "Like

I'm pretty tired. I've been up since

six talking to my lawyers. Listen, if

you want, why not give me a call to-

morrow morning, and maybe you can

come up and speak to me again.

SAC proceeds with disciplinary appointees

By JOHN BENSON
"SAC is selecting delegates

for a committee that may nev-

er meet," Art Moses, chair-

man of the Students' Adminis-

trative Council Judical Com-
mittee, told The Varsity yes-

terday.

The committee is the Inter-

im Disciplinary Committee
proposed by President Bisseil

after last September's discip-

line crisis, but at present SAC
and the Association of Teach-

ing Staff are engaged in a run-

ning battle over the methods
used to select students to sit on

9 the Committee.
SAC had originally planned

to appoint students to the

committee, but Professor F.

E. Winter, chairman of the

ATS, demanded the selection

of representatives by lot, a

proposal of the Campbell Re-

port.

In a meeting Oct. 30 with

President Claude Bisseil. SAC
agreed to compromise with the

ATS and decided that they

would select 20 students of

We're having a party

ked one and a green one

and a yellow one. So if you

are a Varsity staffer in any

capacity or if you're a friend

of the family, come on up to

^he office for all those funny

details. What more can I

iy????????????????-

which six would be chosen by

lot to sit on the committee.

Winter agreed to put this

proposal before a meeting of

the ATS when Bisseil said that

the Board of Governors would

not accept any members on the

committee who had been cho-

sen by lot.

The compromise proposal

was put before a meeting of the

ATS Nov. 12, but the ATS voted

to insist that student delegates

be chosen by lot because they

felt that if the delegates were
appointed it would lead to the

emergence of "political is-

sues."

SAC disagreed and insisted

that delegates would be com-
pletely free of SAC influence

and would only be recalled in

the event of gross incompet-

ence.

Winter met again with SAC
in Bissell's office where he

reaffirmed the ATS insistence

that student delegates be se-

lected by lot.

Moses told The Varsity yes-

terday, "the proposed Com-
mittee is extremely important

because it will be acting as

more than just a jury. It will be

making rules and setting pre-

cedents in matters concerning

campus discipline."

"SAC is presently going

ahead with the compromise
proposal in spite of the fact

that the ATS refuses to sit on a

committee with students who
are not selected by lot," said

Moses.

"It is strange," he said,

"that the ATS is trying to dic-

tate to SAC the methods by
which it should select its dele-

gates. SAC has compromised
its position once and has never

attempted to make any sugges-

tions as to how faculty mem-
bers should be selected."

Applications for students

who wish to sit on the commit-
tee have been open all week
and close today.

SAC (cus) FRAC (cus)

i
BAC (cus)

1

SAC is holding its annual

Christmas Party on Friday

December 19th — all day

long. It's open to every- 1

one!

This gala highlight of the

adical's social season will

feature (can you believe it,

iladies and gentlemen?) —
!Gus Abols as Santa Claus,

ob Barkwell as Rudolf

the Red (knows?), Art

McIIwain as Scrooge and

ast but not least

( Madame, please step i

way from the cage!) —
;Steve Langdon as the Boy
jWonder.

j
/Special — Contest for the

Day:
» ' WAS SANTA CLAUS A

) JCOMMIE?
% i First prize is: a trip

' Cthe Engineering Stores.
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I have the impression that the NLC,
or whoever it is, has a very curious

view of who I am or what I am on the

basis of no real information what-

soever. Between you and me, if they

wanted to dream up a case to make
some kind of imperialist or something

out of me, they haven't even found the

good things yet.

VARSITY: What are the good things?

THORSON: I once was a consultant

to a thing called the United States

Armed Forces Institute, which is an

arm of the Department of Defence.

When Bobby Kennedy was Attorney

General he decided that, as a part of

the foreign officer trainee programs
there ought to be some kind of a pro-

gram whereby these guys could get

acquainted with American institu-

tions.

O.K., so I got taken on as sort of a

writer-consultant for the United

States Armed Forces Institute.

My job was to devise lesson plans

for American military officers to use

when they were working with various

kinds of foreign officer trainees.
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Now if you took that story and put

the right language on it, you could say

it was Department of Defense con-

sultant for the purpose of propagan-

dizing foreign armies.

And in some sense it was that. But

it was a perfectly legitimate, reason-

able thing to do.

When I was an undergraduate, I

once worked for a department of the

Army transliterating and translating

Russian maps that the Germans had

stolen from the Russians and that we
had taken from the Germans.
But I don't know why everybody

thinks that running for Congress is

some extraordinary event.

• Part of the problem is that if you

define the world ideologically, you

begin to think that everyone else

should have one too.

VARSITY: Do you consider yourself to

have an ideology?

THORSON: No.

VARSITY: By that I mean a world

view that contains certain assumptions

about the way the world is and certain

ideas about the way the world should

be.

THORSON: Well, if that's what you

mean by ideology . . . you see, you've

got to remember that I'm an expert

on this question, you know. This is

what I do for a living — talk about the

difference between an idealogy and a

political theory. I'd say I have a polit-

ical theory.

VARSITY: What's the difference

between the two?
THORSON: An ideology is an action-

oriented program in which the main
objective is action and the world view

and so on follows from that, so that

you have to put everything into the

world view. So everyone has a world

view of some sort. The question is

whether it is honest, probing and

questioning, or whether it's rigid and
dogmatic.

VARSITY: Did you allow honest,

probing questioning in your class? Two
weeks ago you let the majority of the

class decide whether or not the NLC
should be thrown out, but in the last

lecture you denied the majority the

right to decide whether or not the mo-
tion to discuss the exam was out of

order.How do you explain that contra-

diction?

THORSON: That distorts the fact.

We never took a vote as to whether. or

not they should be there. It was never
actually put to a motion. In terms of

the strict propriety of the situation,

that kind of thing is not subject to a

vote, because it's not a question of

what the majority of the class wants.

It's a free situation to start with.

They opt for that class. It's a wholly

elective situation. No one had to take

it if they didn't want to. No one had to

come if they didn't want to.

They assert themselves in two
directions. First they take it, which
has nothing to do with me — they just

show up.

Second they decide to come, and I

don't require anyone to come — it has

no effect on your grade. I mean
you've got to take an exam, but I can't

help that. It's not my rule.

VARSITY: Is the exam taken from

the reading or the lectures?

THORSON: A combination of both. I

try to not ask questions which will be

unfair, or not ask things that I literal-

ly have never talked about, although I

might ask a question to test whether

or not people have been reading the

book.

The nature of a classroom is not a

military situation; it's not an armed
camp situation; it's not a political

situation. That is in which some one

talks and somebody else listens, or

where people exchange ideas within

certain boundaries and rules about

which you ought not to need a police-

man.

VARSITY: How should those bounda-

ries and rules be set up?

THORSON: They are all very ob-

vious within the tradition of educa-

tion. There ought to be no require-

ment on me to say what somebody
else wants me to say, whether he's an

administrator, a member of Parlia-

ment, or a student.

VARSITY: But the NLC weren't tell-

ing you to preach what they believe.

They were saying the students in the

class are not able to question the basic

assumptions that you're laying out.

Those assumptions are not absolute

truth, and students should have a right

to question them, a right which isn't

explicitly granted by handing over five

or ten minutes at the end of the class.

THORSON: Yeah. But the reasons
are purely practical ones. Some kinds

of world views jre sufficiently com-
plicated that they take a few months
of one-hour classes to explain. I can't

say what I want to say in the first five

minutes. What you've got to be able to

see is the whole picture as I want to

draw it. If at that point, you want to

disagree with it, O.K.
A world view is not necessarily par-

tison political. It's not objective, but

it's honest. It's not fraudulent. I'm
not getting up there and saying things

I don't believe. I'm not trying to

brainwash anybody in the sense of

propagandizing them. I'm not trying

to build a case that leads people to

take a certain action.

>uldn't i
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VARSITY: Your last lecture was basi-

cally on the conflict between minority

and majority rights. The situation in

the class really best expressed that con-

flict. Wouldn't it have been a good
idea, as someone in the class suggest-

ed, to flip the discussion inwards and
actually look at the situation in the

classroom so that people could under-

stand that conflict?

THORSON: Except for one fact —
that that class was not a political situ-

ation. What you've got in a classroom
is a very peculiar and isolated event

inside a polity.

This course should not be any dif-

ferent than a course in Latin gram-
mar. The fact that the course happens
to be about politics has nothing to do
with the way the course runs. It's not

political; it's civilized. The norms of

behavious are not political norms.

VARSITY: You made a comparison to

Latin grammar. But you admit you're

teaching a point of view, a political

theory which is not an absolute system

like Latin grammar. Shouldn't students

be allowed to question that point of

view?

THORSON: O.K.. but what would
you have me do about that. If we
could have ten courses instead of one,
we could have discussion. But we
don't have that. I've got 300 students
there. And I didn"t make it that way.
That's the way it is.

No one can argue that a student

radical, Marxist point of view is not

being heard in this society. There's
not anyone in that class who does not

understand what the point of view is.

Surely not, unless they're walking
around with their ears stuffed up or

blindfolded. It's on television, it's in

the newspapers, it's in your own pap-

er. I mean . . . it's everywhere!

VARSITY: But it's not in the class-

THORSON: You mean, it's not being

preached from the podium.

VARSITY: Not being preached? It's

not even being discussed.

THORSON: It gets discussed in my
classes in political theory, but this •

course is not a course in political

theory. The point of the course is to

lay general background in terms of

which contemproary issues can be
discussed. This doesn't mean that

some particular, idle issue can be-

brought up.

For instance, the girl talking to me
about male chauvinism and all that

stuff this morning. But they get their

point of view in the papers and on tel-

evision. Everybody knows that line.

But it would be a dereliction of my
duty to spend more than about.20 sec-

onds out of the semester on that ques-
tion, because that's about how impor-
tant it is.

That'll kill the female revolutionar-

ies if I say a thing like that. But I

can't help it. I'm not going to say
you're nice just because you're stand-

ing there.

VARSITY: When the NLC came in,

people in your class started thinking . .

THORSON: . . . Which is all for the

good . .

.

Continued next page



VARSITY:
. . . and don't you think

people in the class wanted to talk
about the situation in their class? The
course started out as an introduction to
political science, but it changed into
something else.

THORSON: I imagine they wanted
to discuss it. But the course marches
on, and certain things have to be done.
It's hard for me to be persuaded that
everything in that course should come
to a halt so we can talk about whether
or not someone's free speech is being
abused.

VARSITY: Did you condone the fad
that several students threw five NLC
members out of the class, and if you
didn't condone it, why didn't you try to

stop it or suggest another form of dis-

cipline?

THORSON: I wouldn't quite use the
word 'condone', but I guess the an-
swer to that is •Yes'. There really
wasn't any other alternative. It didn't
really seem to me that votes were
appropriate. No one wanted to call
the police. We could have called the
police. We could have got an injunc-
tion in the courts. And I know the
judges are not going to hold back
when it comes to a thing of this kind
— disruption of the ordinary business
of the university. Injunctions from
the courts can be gotten for this kind
of thing.

O.K. that's an alternative. But it

gets the university's business out into

the public process, and I'm not sure
that's such a hot thing.

But the issue was not between me
and the NLC; it was between the rest

of the class and the NLC, in that it

was a free situation.

I really don't mind if the NLC, the

Royal Canadian Air Force, or anyone
else, wants to come to that class. But
they've got to allow us to conduct the

class in the normal way. I don't care

who comes. Never have cared, And I

don't care now.

But the class can't go on when peo-

ple shout and scream, make strange

noises, and shuffle their feet.

I mean, you know and I know
when's someone's trying to bust up a

meeting. I've been on both sides of

that in all kinds of places. There's no

mystery about it.

If the NLC infringe upon the rights

of those who want to listen, and those

who came because they want to listen

do something about it, that does not

surprise me. Nor does it shock me.
VARSITY: Did you once work in the

Philippines?

THORSON: That's right.

VARSITY: What was the nature of

your work?
THORSON: I was a visiting profes-

sor at the University of the Philip-

pines sponsored by the Rockefeller

Foundation. The university was start-

ed at the time of the American occu-

pation.

In the 1950 s the Rockefeller and

Ford Foundations did a survey of

Asian universities to find one that

they could develop into a major grad-

uate school for South East Asia.

But Japan of course has its own,

and there's no problem there.

They wanted to find one which was

far enough off the ground. So they

looked in Bangkok, Singapore, and

various places. They got a problem

there as to not making it a Chinese

place. 'Cause they got a lot of conflict

between the Chinese and the South

East Asians. The Chinese have a sep-

arate cultural notion of what it is

they're supposed to be doing. This

doesn't have anything to do with

Communism or the Red Chinese. It

has to do with Chinese culture which
is a different kind of an animal than

that of the other culture.

They settled on the University of

the Philippines long before me.
They sent some of the Filipinos off

to other places such as the United
States and England to improve their

graduate backgrounds in England or

in Spain, or the United States. In the

process they hired some people —
mostly Americans — to come in and
be visiting professors and pick up the

slack while the Filipinos were off get-

ting PhD's in other places.

VARSITY: Did you leave the Philip-

pines because of anti-American dem-
onstrations?

THORSON: That's partly true, but,

it's a very complicated story. It really

is. In fact it's so complicated that, as

a matter of fact, I'm not really sure I

know why.

It was at the time of the elections.

Philippine politics is not ideological

at all. It's a straight two-party system
where there are the "in's" and the

"out's".

The University of the Philippines is

very closely tied to local politics.

When the President of the Philippines

was defeated, there were a lot of peo-

ple in the university who were trying

to get powerful in the university.

Again, it wasn't for ideological rea-

sons, just for prestige and status, plus

the few extra dollars that comes with

being a dean. The "out's" began to

attack the "in's".

One of the ways the "out's" thought

they could get at the "in's" was sug-

gesting that the university was being

dominated by American influence and
money, and that we were all in the

CIA. And over there they really be-

lieve it. It's just not hot air. They
really think that's the case.

Coming from the Philippines, then

coming here — there are certain very

great similarities. The Filippinos

have exactly the same problem with

regard to dominance of American
industry, and soon.

I've lived in three countries outside

of the United States — Britain, Philip-

pines, and here. And in each case the

principle political question is what's

called the "special relationship."

They all use the same word, which
tickles me.
The Filipinos suppose its only the

Philippines and the Americans who
are involved in the special relation-

ship; the Canadians suppose it's only

the Canadians and the Americans;
and the British suppose it's only the

British.

As an American overseas you get

stuck with this everywhere.

VARSITY: "Special relationship" is

kind of a euphemism.
THORSON: Yes. but that's what's

said.

VARSITY: One last question; do you

think that U.S. imperialism exists, and

do you think you're a part of it?

THORSON: Uh . . it depends very

much on what you mean by that If

you mean there's some conscious plot

to take over the world, I think that's .

. . (pause) . . . plainly untrue The
kind of question you're asking is very

similar to "Do you think the interna-

tional Jewish conspiracy exi.

.

VARSITY: No, I'm talking about . . .

THORSON: Now, wait a minute .

VARSITY: But, I'm . .

.

THORSON: Now, wait a minute. If I

THE VARS

was a Jew I'd be part of it, for in-

stance . ,

.

VARSITY: The question I'm asking is

do you think imperialism exists. Do you

think the United States is economically,

politically exploiting other countries for

its own profit against the interests of

the people in those countries, whether

by some conscious conspiracy or by the

natural function of it's economic sys-

tem.

THORSON: Well, I honestly have to

answer that question "I don't know".

I know the arguments on both sides .

.

. I really don't know. You look at this

country and the Philippines, and you

have to ask all kinds all kinds of ques-

tions that are very difficult to answer.

For instance, what would the Filipi-

nos be doing now were it not for

American capital? You know What
would the present Canadian state of

affairs be if it were not for American

capital and know-how? What would be

the state of British industry if Ameri-

can capital had not picked it up in the

past 15 years?

1 don't know the answers to those

questions. I just don't know if it's

helpful or harmful to the people there.

I vacillate on the question.

Sometimes I think it's one way and

sometimes I think another.

I understand perfectly well why it

would annoy somebody. But we'll

know when somebody says, "O.K. We
will now throw out all the American
money, the American institutions, the

American personnel, and the Ameri-

can know-how, and we will do it our-

selves."

Then we'll test that out. But until

that happens I don't know how we'll

test it.
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What's the logging industry doing to our forests?
Friends, share-holders and admir

ers of Macmillan Bloedel and other

logging companies will be pleased to

know The Varsity has not forgotten

them. Lost issue we promised we'd
present both a forester's and an ecolo-

gies view of 'the forest-ecology prob-

lem'.

Surprisingly enough, with the aid

of Smolcey the Forestry Bear, we've
been able to keep our promise. . .See

page six.

Smokey also asked us to remind
you to support your ecosystem and love

your fellow bear by buying a plastic

Christmas tree this year. Don't fret,

your boycott can't hurt anybody — the

plastic trees available at your local

hardware are manufactured by —
you've guessed it — a Japanese sub-

sidiary of good old Macmillan Bloedel.

Ecologists become particularly

impassioned when prophesying the
imminent failure of important eco-
cycles. Of late, the forest industry has
become a favourite target.

Critics claim that present forest
harvesting practices are detrimental
to "the over-all balance of things".

From the forester's view-point,
such statements are. for the most
part, based on ignorance.

The Canadian forest industry — and
professional foresters — want health-

y. vital forests. Naturally, foresters
share the ecologists" concern over
increasing pollution and the growing
conversion of forest lands to other
purposes.

But the claim that logging opera-
tions are harmful to a forest's health
is simply untrue.

First of all, a quality distinction
must be made. There are loggers —
and there are loggers. No one can
deny that forests are being abused by
some companies. Over-cutting with-
out concern for re-seeding or soil ero-

sion is taking place at this moment at
several locations.

However, there are many compa-
nies which are actually improving the
ecological health of their lands.

To examine more closely the ecol-

ogical effect of forest harvesting,
let's look at what happens both before
and after the loggers come into a for-

est.

Nature re-cycles forests on her
own. Leave a forest untouched by
man and sooner or later a lightning
fire will burn it down. Burning clears
off dead wood and humus, allowing
for regeneration. The cycle of species
is started again.

Obviously, fire is an essential part
of a forest's evolution. In fact, wild-
life populations are absolutely de-
pendent upon forest fires for the crea-
tion of open forage country.

Old, overly mature forests simply
do not survive; nature realizes that
such forests are ecologically non-sup-
portive. An old forest produces less
oxygen than a young, growing forest
and contributes far less nutritional
material to the soil.

Fortunately, old forests full of dry
wood are more prone to the fires that
regenerate the entire forest cycle.

Why all this talk of fires? Simply
for this reason: keeping the above
quality distinctions concerning log-

gers in mind. logging operations have
essentially the same effect as fires.

In fact, logging is perhaps even
more ecologically sensible than burn-
ing; in logging, the amount of air pol-
lutants released by the burning of
waste brush is miniscule in compari-
son to the pollution caused by forest
fires.

When the companies take wood out
of a forest, they trigger the same re-

generation as caused by fires. By
removing mature trees, the loggers

influence three main ecological pro-
cesses: (1) the production of atmos-
pheric oxygen; (2) the production of
vegetative wastes for soil nutrition;

(3) water cycle maintenance by the
soil.

The amount of oxygen is dependent
upon the amount of leaf area a forest
has exposed to the atmosphere. Most
forests reach their maximum leaf
area at 25 years of age. After that, the
amount of leaf area — and oxygen
produced — declines.

So when loggers remove mature
trees well beyond 25 years of age,
they are removing inefficient oxygen
producers to make way for younger,
more vigorous trees. The ecologist's
criticism in regard to loggers de-
stroying the atmosphere by removing
leaf-bearing trees is therefore unsup-
portable. Actually, logging improves
oxygen output.

By removing wood from a forest,
loggers influence the soil cycle; here
their effect is almost identical to that
of a fire. The argument is sometimes
made that removal of wood consti-
tutes the destruction of material
which would eventually fall and rot,

thus replenishing the soil.

This is simply untrue; the amount
of soil nutrient emited by a decaying
tree trunk is negligible. Soil is nour-
ished primarily low-level vegetation
and leaf mould; most low-level
growth is choked out by the mature
trees loggers remove. Again, it is evi-

dent that logging merely accelerates
a natural process.

The third process affected by log-

ging — water cycle maintenance by
the soil — is the process most vulner-
able to disturbance by unreasonable
logging practices. However, most
loggers today are aware of the danger
of precipitating soil erosion by over-
cutting.

All of the above analysis is based
upon the assumption that the com-
mercial loggers operate according to
the directions of professional forest-
ers. Unfortunately, the reverse is the
case. The forester in a corporation
works under the assumption that his

employer can ask — and sometimes
demand — a compromising of profes-

sional standards.

There are companies which operate
according to economic criteria alone
Ironically, the most ecologically-con
scious logging firms operating in On-
tario are American; Kimberley-Clark
and Spruce Falls Pulp are two exam-
pies.

At bottom it is the avarice of the
public market which is destroying
Canada's forest lands. The demands
of the share-holder and the consumer
encourage exploitative corporations
to strip a forest for quick profit, ig-

noring their ecological responsibili-
ties.

But the ecologists themselves are
also a threat to the nation's forests.
By closing an area off from natural
evolution (i.e. by preventing forest
fires) in the name of preservation,
ecologists are creating rotting grave-
yards of dead wood. Both greedy log-

ging and short-sighted conservation
can have disastrous ecological conse-
quences.

In the final analysis, Canada's for-

ests must either be managed intelli-

gently or left completely alone.
Economically, we are far too depend-
ent upon the forests to ignore them.
The forests we have left must be

managed on a long-term basis to in-

sure an enduring resurgence of new
timber for commercial and recrea-
tional uses, and more importantly, for
ecological survival.

(This page is printed on wood-pulp
raped from Canada's wilderness
PROTEST VARSITY COMPLICITY.

Comment

Toronto Island become a rich man's playground?
E BERNSTEIN mhIi. iu thnn ...HI. ;..r... i i

By LORNE BERNSTEIN
Mr. Bernstein comments on

one of his recent sociology lec-

tures.

The Toronto waterfront will
become a "high-class play-
ground and this is what we
want it to be" said Frank
Longstatf of the Metropolitan
Toronto Planning Board Tues-
day, i

Longstaff, who is assistant
secretary-treasurer of the
board, was discussing the
Waterfront Development Plan
with students of Sociology 205.
a course in urban sociology.
The present Toronto Island

community should be de-
stroyed to make way for "sec-
ond class citizens." he said and
he later referred to the present
community as "a bunch of
shacks."

Although untrue, this surely
would classify the Islanders as
second or even third class citi-
zens! Is Mr. Longstaff really
interested in public opinion?
Or is he merely selling a
scheme with a presentation
more concerned in winning an
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audience than with informa
tion?

He may be forced to sell a
plan not of his own creation.
But he didn't seem to be wor-
ried about its iniquities and
sold it wholeheartedly. He is

an official of our Metro Plan-
ning Board, talking about a
plan which will affect us.

CITIZENS- WATERFRONT
The principle behind the plan

is to bring the waterfront back
to the citizens of Toronto. But
the plan will benefit only such
"first class" developments as
Campeau's Harbour Square
and the proposed Harbour City.
This topic warrants more than
this sort of flippant attitude
from an official.

The Waterfront Develop-
ment Plan has been accepted
in principle' by all levels of
government. It is a proposal
for the redevelopment of the
shoreline across the Metropoli-
tan Toronto Planning Area.

Involved is a distance of
some 50 miles extending from
Ajax to Clarkson. Within the

harbour area the plan proposes
new port facilities, an airport,
the Campeau scheme (ferry
terminal and luxury apart-
ments) and Harbour City a
high-density residential devel-
opment.
Most of the questions raised

at the seminar relate to land
use. Mr. Longstaff said Har-
bour City would provide the
means for the development of
the port facilities. He regret-
ted there would not be suffi-
cient funds to pay for the pub-
lic parks and open spaces pro-
jected along the 50-mile
stretch.

Harbour City will replace a
public park with a more pri-
vate use. The parkland conse-
quently would be used only by
the high-rise residents and not
by the great bulk of Metro citi-

zenry. The present users of the
park will feel out of place so
close to a "rich man's play-
ground."

PARKING PROBLEMS
Also, once this high-rise

development is started, with
its obvious economic benefits,

what's to stop it spreading over
the rest of the Island? Once
cars are allowed to come to
this area of the Island the prob-
lem of parking arises. To ale-
viate this problem, a vast car
park is proposed, which will
use more parkland.

The City of Toronto gave the
Island to the Parks Depart-
ment on the understanding that
the land would be used as park-
land. Yet Harbour City is to be
situated on Hanlans Airport,
new land fill and part of the
park — including all of Hanlans
Beach.

Mr. Longstaff saw no prob-
lem here.

Unfortunately in a plan of
this type no long or short-term
social or psychological ramifi-
cations are taken into account.

Mr. Longstaff agreed. It is

merely a "physical" plan, he
said.

GREAT CONFUSION
There seems to be great con-

fusion between the various
levels of government.
The federal government is

concerned, since an airport is

planned. The province is con-
cerned — it claims to own part
of the land on the west of the
Island.

Both the Metro Planning
Board and the Harbour Com-
mission have an interest in the
area.

However, there has been no
effective co-operation between
the federal, provincial and
Metro governments. For ex-
ample, no federal government
representative turned up at a
meeting on the airport this
week: they wrote asking for
"more information" about the
make-up of the committee.

Let's hope Harbour City
does not follow the example of
the lakefront Ontario Place
which started construction
before the project had been
adequately publicized.

I am concerned for the fu-

ture of Toronto Island as a
park for the citizens. As things
are going, I also can foresee
Mr. Longstaff's concept of the
area as a rich man's play-
ground, that's not "what we
want it to be".
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Blair Fraser

a journalist

the likes

of which...

Two summers ago I was sitting in a booth in the St. Cathar-

ines Diana Sweets talking to a fellow summer reporter on the

local daily. He was a nice kid, from Ryerson. and he was tell-

ing me how he wanted to make a career in journalism. "I

thinkl have a gift that way," he was saying, "to see both sides

of an issue and present them in an interesting way."

Interesting way. Both sides.

The paper we worked on that summer seemed deliberately

to encourage laxness and complacency among the reporting

staff. It was the only paper in town, there were plenty of ads.

and there was one page of local news to fill. We wrote a lot of

sentimental claptrap (my personal gem: "Retiring tailor to

devote more time to violin, tape recorder." He was the pub-

lisher's tailor) and reported trials, accidents and city council.

There was no encouragement to do any different.

The most ambitious people

on the paper were the photog-

raphers. They kept their police

radios on at all hours and ar-

rived at accidents within min-

utes. Insurance companies pay

high premiums for collision

scene photos.

Essentially then, reporting

was treated in a casual and

non-thinking manner, in line

with predetermined patterns.

Any court story — be it an acci-

dent, rape, assault, a 48th ar-

rest for drunkenness — gets a

comic slant. And it's the re-

porters who put it there. Many
treat the job superficially be-

cause it provides an easy life

and good money.
Others, like my friend from

Ryerson, are so used to react-

ing, always reacting mechani-

cally, to what is called Hard
News (Eg. "Man Bites Dust")

and filling in with inoffensive

sentiment, that they never

think there is anything more
than "both sides" presented in

an "interesting way" to jour-

nalism.

That's the reality of most
newspapers in Canada. Except
in the big cities perhaps, there

is a greyness, a drabness, a

moral lethargy, which infects

everyone and masquerades as

"impartiality" and "objectivi-

ty."

The reporter who breaks out

of this moral lethargy and sets

his own standards is a rarity.

Blair Fraser was one.

During his 24 years with

Maclean's Magazine, until his

death in 1968, Fraser devel-

oped a lucid and personal style

of journalism whose tone is in

effect this: 'You and I are rea-

sonable men trying to sort out

the complexities of life and

politics and here's what I've

dug up.'

A selection of Fraser's best

.

work is contained in the newly

published Blair Fraser Re-

ports, a volume edited by his

two sons.

He was by no means a radi-

cal journalist; the standards

he set himself were intensely

personal, based on his thor-

ough professionalism and on a

set of nationalistic values he

hoped his readers would im-

plicitly share.

The distinguishing hallmark

of his work is its intense Cana-
dianism, a buoyant optimism
(which reached a peak in 1967),

which holds that the problems
we as Canadians have are en-

tirely manageable and that we

should lead the world in resolv-

ing them.

Those problems, he felt,

were twofold — how to achieve

a sense of national cohesion in

a diverse country, and how to

resolve tragic disparities in

levels of economic and social

development. In Canada these

issues were represented by

French Canada and by the Indi-

an and Eskimo population.

Fraser felt Canada could make
a unique contribution by solv-

ing on her "laboratory scale"

these central modern dilem-

mas.
Fraser was never dogmatic.

Above all he was a reporter —
he had to deal in facts. But be-

hind fact lies a value system —
Fraser never attempted to

hide his predispositions; they

were part and parcel of his

credibility.

This comes across strongly

in a tribute he wrote in 1950 fol-

lowing the death of Mackenzie
King. He could write warmly
of the Liberal leader's faith in

"cooperation" and his ability

to hold the country together,

while at the same time record-

ing the fact of King's political

ruthlessness.

He could not neglect the per-

sonal side either, since a deep

respect for individuals was an

integral part of Fraser's ap-

proach. Fraser probably had a

better understanding of King's

psychology — a lonely, senti-

mental man, thinking himself

a radical and trying to follow

public feeling while steering a

middle course — than any of

his contemporaries. Unfortun-

ately the story in which Fraser

tracked down and broke the

news of King's spiritualism is

not included in the present vol-

ume, as it has been published

elsewhere.

Watching the political in-

fighting on his Ottawa stomp-

ing ground, Fraser wrote ex-

tremely shrewd political

commentary, pinpointing for

instance in the early fifties the

weaknesses that were to haunt

Diefenbaker and Pearson when

they headed governments, in

both of them a clumsiness of

organization and an acute dis-

like of being wrong.

But Fraser did his best writ-

ing from the field, when he was
reporting firsthand. His stories

on Quebec — corruption in the

liquor business in Duplessis'

Quebec, the stirrings of the

Liberal Roman Catholic clergy

in Quebec, Lesage avoiding the

"What does Quebec want"
question in Western Canada
(".

. . he didn't quite know
himself, except in general

terms" ) — are all examples of

first-rate journalism.

As early as 1944 he had
placed his finger on the roots of

French Canadian discontent:

"The French Canadian de-

mands equality. Tell him he

has equality now, and he'll

laugh without much mirth — 67

per cent of Quebec's wage
earners got less than $590 a

year in 1942 . . . only 1.8 per

cent of Quebec's workers
earned more than $2,950 . .

."

And it was to Blair Fraser

that Rene Levesque, whom
Fraser dubbed "Separatist

Moderate", could candidly

admit; "If Pierre wins the

next federal election — not this

one (1967), the next one — that

will mean it's all up with our

movement."
Fraser placed a lot of faith

in Trudeau, about whose elec-

tion he intended to write a

book. Fraser characterized

Trudeau, Pelletier and Mar-

chand in 1966 as clearly "mean
of Left" who wanted to steer

the liberal party in that direc-

tion. Fraser had also named
Mitchell Sharp as one of the

leaders of the party's Right

wing. Sharp's endorsement of

Trudeau was instrumental in

securing Trudeau the leader-

ship. Fraser's reaction to this

apparent contradiction would

have helped in assessing his |

journalism.

Apart from his Canadian

coverage, Fraser also brought

back from extensive travels

sophisticated appraisals of

what was happening in India,

Africa, the Middle East, East-

ern Europe and Southeast Asia
— always from his uniquely

Canadian personal viewpoint.

Fraser was the first Western
reporter to visit and travel in

China after the eruption of the

Great Cultural Revolution in

1966 and his account of the hys-

terical quasi-religious confu-

sion of the time is among his

best pieces.

What comes across in all

Fraser's writing is his deep
concern for human values, in-

deed this motivating force is

the major factor in his credi-

bility as a reporter.
-

He managed to combine a

deep moral concern (in partic-

ular his passion for Canada,)
with a keen day to day observa-

tion of social problems and pol-

itics.

Both sides. Interesting way. To
Blair Fraser journalism meant
more than that.

david frank

Blair Fraser Reports. Selections

1944-1968 edited by John and
Graham Fraser Mac mi Man
$8.95
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torn painc.a battle of exorcism

When inundated with his own enthusiasm for a

play, the best a reviewer can do is warn of the flow

of the tide. Let those who venture here in search of

watertight objectivity know the currents of approv-

al which confront them. Theatre Passe Muraille's

Tom Paine has swept this reviewer along into a

flood of praise.

The historical Tom Paine wrote virulently anti-

monarchist and anti-privilege documents such as

Common Sense and The Rights of Man. He was an

exiled Englishman of "low" origins who served the

American Revolution as a propagandist, and did so

rather more thoroughly than some staid Members
of the Continental Congress desired. He was in

France for the Revolution there; and after propa-

gandizing for it as furiously as he had the American

he again found himself unwanted — so much so as

to be in jail and under threat of execution. He re-

turned to New York and died, in the squalor against

which he had fought all his life, in 1809.

Tom Paine was one of the original American out-

side agitators, stirring up the contented colonists

against duly constituted authority. It has achieved

the status of platitude to say that he would now be

allowed into the country. {Messrs. Mitchell Pal-

mer, L.B. Johnson, and John Mitchell can take

credit for the laws, and H. L. Mencken for the plati-

tude.) He also had a touching 18th century faith in

the power of reason to overcome oppression. He

was a man whose spirit must haunt the corporate

mind of the makers of mimeograph machines,

brooding as it does over the graves of unmade prof-

its. Even if he had been a member of a majority —
an occurrence which he deliberately made unlikely

— he wouldn't have been silent.

Paul Foster's play about Paine comes from the

Cafe La Mama, where it was directed by Tom 0'-

Horgan, the New York perpetrator of Hair. Under

Jim Garrard's stunning direction here, Theatre

Passe Muraille's ensemble gives visual and aural

dimension to the raucus degradation in and by

which Tom Paine lived. The play itself is about

"the raw stuff that moved the pen," about the sul-

len drunkard out of whose personal misery came

sulphurous attacks on the conditions which created

misery in his fellow men. The play is neither a set-

piece "portrait of an age" nor an involuted present-

ation of one man's mind, but a discriminating study

of the relation between history and psychology,'

between thoughts and hang-ups. Tom Paine, no less

than the man himself, is not reducible to sociologi-

cal, dialectical, or other schematized terms. Mr.

Garrard's production is - God bless him! - not a

tract, but a true work of art: it preserves the nu-

ances and rough edges of Tom Paine's life, rather

than filing them down in quest for the symmetry of

theory.

One of the guaranteed pitfalls of "social consci-

ence" drama is the tendency among brash writers,

directors, or actors to convert men into symbols,

and speech into oratory. Mr. Foster's enviable dis-

crimination in his selection of incidents prevents
the first disability, and his subtle verbal virtuosity

obviated the second. Mr. Garrard has colluded with

Mike Reynolds (who acts Tom Paine with so much
controlled energy that he might be expelled as an

agitator himself) in a successful attempt to pretend

that the pitfall is not there. It is a privilege to see

such massive understanding of the limits and
strengths of social drama as is here present be-

tween Messrs. Foster, Garrard, and Reynolds.

What brashness there is in Tom Paine is not that of

smug oversimplification in search of easy relev-

ance, but of daring to work thoroughly within a dif-

ficult set of limits.

The other flaw which often cracks social drama
is that with which Ionesco charged Ibsen: writing

plays about problems which are soluble by better

plumbing. The problem here is that of a man who is

at once chronically discontented but who has huge

oppression as a wellspring of part of it. Profiteers

in the American Continental Congress and butchers

in the French Commiteee of Safety exercise

Paine's egalitarianism as much as do kings and
bishops. Neither revolution nor personal degreda-

tion offer Paine contentment, any more than they

do other oppressed souls. The play presents Paine's

dilemma: what do you do when the revolution sells

itself out from under you? This is not a conflict

which can be ended by technology — politically —
nor by drink — personally. And one of the reasons it

is such a "real" problem is that it is so subtle,

hence so excruciating. It poses some hard choices,

but then the hard questions are the only ones worth

asking. The easy ones have been answered already.

Thus neither the production, the play itself, nor

the acting are infected with the germs of their own
annihilation. Of the two crippling disabilities men-

tioned above, the first is skirted — it is a defect of

technique and the mistake just isn't made — and

the second is met and defeated on its own ground,

the level of thought. The impression may have been

left that this is a monolithically serious play in tone

— the audience had it too. But the performance is

rife with scenes, such as the Military-Religious-

Governmental Conspiracy Waltz in Act II. which

accentuate the depth of Paine's persecution pre-

cisely because they are so funny. Another such

scene is one where the diplomacy attendant upon

the American Revolution is staged as a sweaty
wrestling match between the King of France
(played with effete snobbishness by Danny Freed-

man) and George in (in which part Don Steinhouse

reeks corpulent corruption.) The point is not that

there is "comic relief" (that crutch of non-think

literature professors), but that the comedy under-

lines the serious intent of the play. The juxtaposi-

tion of a speech by Paine on "the pomp of royalty"

with the wrestling match is a guage of the chal-

lenges Paine faces. The obstacles would not bulk so

large if they were played straight.

Skillful use of fine-honed timing makes director

Garrard's cast an ensemble in performance as well

as fact. Their precision and energy — and their

omnipresence — graphically demonstrate the fact

that Pine fighting his own battle of exorcism is also

fighting that of the characters who surround him.

Worthy of special note is Ashleigh Moorehouse,

who takes a number of roles with felicitous results.

The ensemble as a whole is so excellent that they

demonstrate, rather than inhibit, the unity of the

play. Their parts are played as they are meant to

be: not as subordinate to Paine's dissolution, but

integral to it.

Miro Kinch's set is a triumph of eclecticism, as

Paine's writings were. The stage is a found-art

tower of industrial cast-offs: a plastic sheet, pipes,

rags, a ladder, bales of hay and a dilapidated Brit-

ish flag. It is a striking composition of dirt, scum,

and space; a cross between a slum porch and a hur-

ricane-jostled privy. It must be hell for the actors

to get around on. yet the energy of its lines resounds

appropriately with that of the play.

The final scene is an inconsienceably effectual

presentation of a stage death. A character speaks

of "swarms of do-good greedies" plucking at

Paine's heart, and that is precisely what is staged.

A long red filament of cloth issues from Paine's

breast pocket, and each member of the cast runs to

a different corner of the set and festoons the stage

with it. Lines, set, actors, and staging all conspire

to produce a triumph of dramatic presentation. Mr.

Garrard and his cast are due loud paeans for doing

the play, and for doing it justice. It is well worth the

trouble of finding the theatre (It Trinity Square. 2

blocks south of Dundas off the west side of Yonge)

in order to witness what goes on there. The produc-

tion continues nightly at 8:30 until 4 January, with

Mondays dark. There is no aesthetic reason for

missing this production; a less elevated reason for

not going must be found. — J- Yeager
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The familiar Leacock: harmless old man

«
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a younger and very different Leacock
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Stephen leacock

Around the world, when literary

people think of Canada, they think of

Stephen Leacock. More than anyone,
he captured the Canadian spirit and
interpreted it to the world. He demon-
strated that Canada could produce
first rate literature — it was our fault

if we weren't listening. From 1910 to

about 1925 he was the best-selling

humourist in the English language.

His lectures were attended by thou-

sands, his syndicated articles read by
millions.

December 30, 1969 will be the hun-

dredth anniversary of this remarka-
ble man's birth. National attention

has so far been confined to a few
small ceremonies and a postage
stamp. At U. of T. only this humble
article stands as tribute to a Varsity

assistant editor, an alumnus ( '91) and
recipient of an honorary degree.

Perhaps this is fitting. When Lea-

cock was at the height of his powers,

we were a bit afraid to admit he was
one of us — at least until we were
absolutely certain the rest of the

world approved. Only in 1922 did his

name appear in the Canadian Who's

Who, along with the businessmen,
soldiers, and politicians who filled its

pages (he had been in the English

Who's Who since 1910). By this time,

he had been a bestselling humorist for

twelve years, had made a triumphal

tour of England, and had received

five honorary degrees. Small wonder

that he wrote most of his work for his

lucrative markets, downplaying spe-

cifically Canadian content.

There was one exception to this

early pattern of neglect. In 1912, Lord

Atholstan commissioned him to write

some stories of Canadian small town

life for the Montreal Star. The result

was Sunshine Sketches of a Little

Town, "the most Canadian book ever

written". The book was immensely

popular in this country, but no further

commissions were forthcoming; so

Leacock returned to his better-paying

markets. Canadians wanted more

Mariposa stories, but they did not

want their faults and foibles analysed,

which Leacock had come dangerously

close to doing.

We accepted the Sketches, but nev-

er fully their author. Orillians resent-

ed being portrayed in Mariposa, and

never fully forgave their illustrious

citizen. His lapses from Canadian

standards of respectability were pun-

ished in a unique way. When they

didn't think him crazy, many Canadi-

ans thought him disgraceful. When

Leacock arrived in Toronto to deliver

an anti-prohibition speech in a condi-

tion which betrayed his opinions on

the subject, the sales of Leacock

books in Toronto dropped nearly to nil

for several years. Indeed, one citi-

zens' committee demanded that Lea-

cock be removed from McGill for

denouncing prohibition, at a time

when the forces of morality had

cowed less courageous men into si-

lence.

We could never quite get over our

puritan prejudice against humour and

humourists; and as a young nation

wanting to be taken seriously we were

unnerved because our most famous
literary figure provoked laughter.

After his most creative years had

passed, the tables turned. Leacock
was, after all a Famous Man, and
sooner or later Canadians worship
their Famous Men. But we did it on

our terms. We made up anthologies of

his works which stressed his non-

sense, and we regarded him as a writ-

er of humorous nothings. We took

from his writings what we wanted,
and left the satire, irony, and social

comment alone. Every Canadian
schoolboy knows the name "Maripo-

sa" as a ship which almost sank, not

as the name of a town wherein the

most fundamental characteristics of

Canadian small town life were sati-

rized.

To reassure us that the figure

which emerged from this selective

reading was the real Leacock, we
created the Leacock Character. We
stressed his kindliness, his human
sympathy, his infectious chuckle, his

twinkling eyes. Everybody's favour-

ite uncle — and, oh yes, an economist,

too, wasn't he?

Leacock co-operated. He played the

stage role to perfection. No more sat-

ire flowed from his pen, only more
and more light articles to satisfy the

greedy desire of the syndicates for

nonsense which offended no one. He
wrote far too much — when he ran out

of new material, he rewrote old sto-

ries. When he ran out of humour alto-

gether he wrote anthologies, third-

rate biographies of Dickens and
Twain, and paid articles for indus-

tries and financial houses. Fleeing

from the imagined poverty of his

youth, he achieved wealth and securi-

ty as our court jester. In his books on

humour, he said that humour should

never wound, should always be kind-

ly. If he had followed his own advice,

his test humour would never have

been written.

Late in his life, when his best years

had passed, and when he was safely

locked into his image, we recognized

him as a great scholar and asked his

advice on history, politics, and eco-

nomics. Eager to be heard, and with a

passionate concern for his country,

Leacock complied. The result was a

series of books best forgotten except

by specialists.

When he died, we honoured him as

only Canadians can honour their

Famous Men. Orillia styled itself the

"Sunshine Town" and wore the name
Mariposa with pride. The Chamber of

Commerce purchased Leacock's

summer home and an acre of land

from the developer who had acquired

it (and who still owns the remainder

of the property), and created the Ste-

phen Leacock Memorial Home.

When our critics found out that

much bad work accompanied Lea-

cock's gems, his reputation went into

decline. We became obsessed with

evaluating and grading him. fitting

him into world literature. Just how
good was he? For years the judgement
"he was not one of the Great Ones,

but he may sit at the Table" was ac-

cepted as the conventional wisdom.
Leacock's biography was written

by an American who understood nei-

ther the background nor significance

of Leacock's writings about Canada.

His thesis for the University of Penn-

sylvania, on which the book was
based, was originally titled "Stephen

Leacock — American Humorist"; an

act of piracy comparable to the re-

cent American offer to share our en-

ergy resources with us.

Recently Canadians have come to

recognize that Leacock's style and

viewpoint could only have originated

in Canada, and that an important part

of his message is for Canadians alone.

Ironically, it was an Englishman, J.

B. Priestley, who pointed this out to

us, but recently scholars like Watters,

Watt, Bissell, and Cameron have

stressed this theme.

The young have discovered that

Leacock's early humour has much to

say to them. Particularly the pas-

sages on Plutoria University in Ar-

cadian Adventures With the Idle Rich

reach across the years to hit us where

we live.

We've repatriated and rejuvenated

Leacock, but we still need to recog-

nize his enormous versatility. There

was another Leacock behind the mask
— an academic, polemicist, orator,

patriot, imperialist, social critic, gut-

fighter — who became increasingly,

but never fully, overshadowed by

Leacock the funny man. If Leacock

had never written a line of humour, he

would have lived in Canadian intellec-

tual history (whenever it is written I

as a rather interesting figure.

This statement is of course absurd,

for Leacock's political and academic

writings achieved their power from

his humorous insight, and his best

humour shows the presence of a keen

student of politics. In 1899, Leacock

gave up his position as modern lan-

guages master at Upper Canada Col-

lege, to study Political economy

at the University of Chicago ( PhD.

1903). He joined the staff of McGill

University and quickly established

himself as an important academic. In

1906 he published Elements of Politi-

cal Science which became the basic

text in 35 American universities and

in schools in India, China, Egypt, and

Britain. Before World War I he pub-

lished several good books on Canadian

history.

A strong nationalist, Leacock saw
Canada's destiny as a great and pow-
erful nation in a more closely knit

empire. "I am an imperialist", he
wrote "because I will not be a coloni-

al ". He advocated immigration
(white only) to settle the west, great-

er manufacturing, better govern-

ment, and direct contributions to the

British navy. In 1908 he was named by
the Rhodes Trust to make a lecture

tour of the Empire, and while he was
away, he was appointed head of the

Department of Economics and Politi-

cal Science, a position he held till his

forced retirement in 1936. It was not

until he was firmly established in this

career that he decided to gather

pieces of humour he had written fif-

teen years before and publish them as

Literary Lapses ( 1910).

Space prevents me from making a

full discussion of Leacock's academic
work. His bibliography features an
astounding number of works on sub-

jects like education, history, politics,

sociology, and economics. Of course,

he had his crotchets — he was a rabid

anti-socialist with little real under-

standing of socialism, and a racialist

reflecting the Social Darwinism of his

generation; he opposed votes for

women, and his conservatism some-

times became reaction. But other

men have been forgiven greater sins,

and Leacock's noble vision of Canada

should be recognized by Canadians.

If you are typical, you have read

only a few Leacock pieces in high

school readers or anthologies. Recti-

fy this immediately. A suggested

reading program is as follows. Start

with Literary Lapses (19101 Non-

sense Novels (1911). Sunshine

Sketches (1912). and Arcadian Ad-

ventures 1 1914). Read the latter two

together if possible. Then be pre-

pared for a few disappointments in

his less ambitious early works: Be-

hind the Beyond (1913), Moonbeams
From the Larger Lunacy (1915),

Further Foolishness (1916), Fren-

zied Fiction (1919). Then, three

more "musts": Essays and Literary

Studies il916). The Unsolved Riddle

of Social Justice < 19201 and My Dis-

covery of England (1922) Then if

you are interested in his political

stuff, try the files of the University

Magazine, and the London National

Review, (see especially "Greater

Canada" 1907). Then read Laugh

With Leacock, to get the best of his

humour of the twenties, and My
Remarkable Uncle (1942) for a good

later Leacock. By all means look at

My Discovery of the West ( 1937 ) . but

don't be thrown by the fact that topi-

cal references are a bit dated. This

will by no means exhaust the list; if

you want to go further, he wrote

more than sixty books!

In spite of the passage of time, the

generation gap and all that nonsense,

you will be surprised to find that our

great humourist still has a great deal

to say to his youthful countrymen. He

has pleased many, and will please

long, in spite of all our efforts to make

him into a harmless buffoon.

ai bowker

...we don't really know him

RCVItWS
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the working class and

the employing class have

nothing in common

'

On Armistice Day, November U,

1919, members of the American Le-

gion crashed through the doors of a

hall in Centralia, Washington. A man
in an army uniform inside told a

friend, "I fought for democracy in

France and I'm going to fight for it

here. The first man that comes in this

hall, why. he's going to get it."

He was a crack shot and emptied

the magazine of his rifle into the on-

coming crowd, dropped it and ran for

the woods. The mob followed close

behind. The man ran for the river but

when he was up to his waist in the

water, he stopped realizing that the

current was too strong for him to con-

tinue. He yelled to the crowd that he

would submit to police arrest but they

came in after him. He shot from the

hip four times, then his gun jammed.

But he slowly and carefully pulled the

trigged and shot the leading man
dead.

Then he threw the gun into the river

and fought the mob with fists When
finally subdued, he snarled, "You
haven't got the guts to hang a man in

the daytime." He was right They

didn't have the guts. So they dragged

him back to town behind a car and

hung him from a telegraph pole (not

by the neck) before throwing him in

jail.

But somehow they got up the guts

that night. The city lights were turned

off and the mob smashed down the

jailhouse door. "Tell the boys I died

for my class." the man said to his

cellmates as he was dragged outside.

He was flung to the floor of a car, cas-

trated, then driven down to a bridge,

where he was hanged and then riddled

with bullets. His body was buried in a

nameless grave.

Sounds like a movie western.

The man was Wesley Everest and

he was a member of the Industrial

Workers of the World. He was a non-

descript lumberjack and he had been

a soldier in World War I. What hap-

pened to him is true and it was a west-

ern — about 50 years too late.

That kind of thing probably

wouldn't happen today. From 1906 to

1919, the Wobblies, or the One Big

Union, as they were called from time

to time, had in their grasp a type of

economic power that was slow com-
ing and fast fading. Just as rashly as

they could go into a town and organize

the working people there and demand
better pay and conditions, so could

they be brutally smashed.

Today, a mature monopoly capital-

istic society doesn't need to rely on

maddened crowds, to fight the power

of worker organization. They have the

AFL-CIO to do it. They have court

injunctions and local policemen. If

Wesley Everest were killed in the lib-

eral year of 1969. there would be a full

investigation. All those found respon-

sible would be duly punished by the

law. The nation would be aghast and

students would march on the Ameri-

can Embassies around the world.

But in 1919. no attempt was made to

bring Everest's killers to justice.

He passes into history as one of the

many martyrs who died trying to or-

ganize the unorganized into one big

union with the dream of taking over

the means of production. Or as the

preamble to their constitution says,

"By organizing industrially, we are

forming the structure of the new so-

ciety within the shell of the old.

Around 1967, some young radicals

"discovered" the Wobblies in an of-

fice at 2422 North Halsted St. on Chi-

cago's near north side. Actually they

had been there for years, quietly

meeting, putting out their paper. The

Industrial Worker, growing old and

remembering the days when the IWW
had been "An Industrial Army".
To those now over 40, the Wobblies

are remembered mainly for the songs

of Joe Hill, another martyr to the

cause and perhaps the most famous
Wobbly. All Union members know
some of his songs. "Pie In the Sky".

"The Rebel Girl". "Scissor Bill", fcf.

Phil Ochs "And I go to the Pete Seeger

concerts; He sure gets me singing those

songs" I The Wobblies were romanti-

cized in novels like James Jones'

From Here to Eternity where an old-

timer tells a young soldier:

"You don't remember the Wobblies.

You were too young. Or else not even

born yet. There has never been anything

like them be/ore or since. They called

themselves materialist-economists but

what they reallv were is a religion. They

were worh-stijjs and bundlebums like you
and me, bur they were welded together by

a vision we don 't possess.

The years have shrouded the IWW
legend with a mist of protective un-

reality. Until very recently the Wob-

blies were either given a small chap-

ter in books on Labour History ("and

so todays union rep takes his place proud-

ly among the distinguished members oj

the community" Isic)) or completely

forgotten.

In 1968, at their Chicago Conven-

tion, the IWW decided to allow stu-

dents to join. They figured that stu-

dents were far from the rich playboys

of the 1920's and that in fact they were

"training without payJor their lije's work.

This hard study is an important part oj

the work of the world, and warrants a

place for these students in the One Big

Union we aim to build/or the entire class

of hired hands."

So there's been an upswing in inter-

est in the IWW in recent years, start-

ing with the use of original Wobbly

direct action tactics in the Freedom
Marches in Mississippi, going through

the campus uprisings and now that

students can join I.U. 620, there have

sprung up chapters in cities all across

the United States and Canada. It sur-

prised a lot of people at the Peterbor-

ough Examiner strike last winter to

see picketers from Waterloo, Ontario

carrying signs reading, "Industrial

Workers of the World, Educational

Workers, Industrial Union 620, Water-

loo, Ontario".

Membership in these student chap-

ters however, is highly seasonal.

When a chapter is first organized

many people obtain cards "as a

laugh" or to be a "house Wobbly", as

they are called by the rank and file

( which now numbers around 1000 )

.

The Wobblies have been used fruit-

fully for all the romantic literature

that can be squeezed out of them and

their songs have been sung in places

Joe Hill would never have dreamed of

entering. The real value of the Wob-
blies appears when one studies their

history in great detail as Melvin Du-

bofsky has done in his new book. We
Shall Be All.

Students have joined the Wobblies

for two reasons: an affirmation of

their generational links to a band of

radicals who, in a more openly ruth-

less age, dared introduce a peculiarly

American brand of Marxism to North

America and an attempt to find out

just how the modern capitalist state

has grown and how the labour move-
ment, the only source of real power
for radical change, has fought for and

Wesley Everest, lynched by

members of the American Le-

gion Armistice Day 1919.

lost that power. Dubofsky's book, a

thorough and incisive documentary is

long overdue.

Other books have been published

about the Wobblies including an ex-

cellent short book by Patrick Ren-

shaw in 1967, a definitive history by

Chicago Wobbly Fred Thompson and

Foner's Fourth Volume of The Histo-

ry of the American Labour Move-
ment, but Dubofsky's book has one

thing that these don't. It's easily read-

able and is dramatic without overly

mystifying or distorting the real

facts.

Especially masterful is the way he

tells the history of the mining union

battles in the West and his biogra-

phies of famous Wobblies. It's histor-

ic journalism at its best, the kind of

history that we seldom see.

Because the IWW now is for all in-

tents and purposes dead, it is very

easy for people to conjure up post

mortems upon it. They do so with the

same romantic detachment that nov-

elists and playwrights use when view-

ing the Wobblies far in the past.

Dubofsky is not innocent, even
though his book is excellent. He ends

the book by striking a note of truth,

that the ultimate tragedy of the IWW
"has been that the brighter they have

helped make life for the masses, the

dimmer has grown the prospect for

revolution in the advanced societies."

But Dubofsky goes on to quote from
A. S. Embree: "The end in view is

well worth fighting for, but in the

struggle itself lies the happiness of

the fighter." One can just imagine all

the happy Wobblies being shot,

lynched, beaten, jailed and otherwise

discouraged. But the Wobblies wer-
en't joyful revolutionaries. The book

itself shows that political infighting

and dfsillusionment more often than

not threatened to destroy the Wob-
blies just as all other radical groups.

It's about time we took a hard look at

why they failed, without romanticism

but with insight into our real history.

larry baiven

We Shall Be All

A History of the IWW
by Melvin Dubofsky

Quadrangle Books $1 5.00 (gasp)
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COMMERCIAL
Iwo wrankling lithesome broads, one

announcer:

Broad A: Cinema 2000 is a mov-

ie thing!

Broad B: No, Cinema 2000 is a

television thing!!

Announcer (cutting in): Now
girls, let's not fight. Cine-

ma 2000 is two, two, two

things in one. It looks like a

movie theatre and costs

like a movie theatre, but

it's a closed circuit televi-

sion theatre . . .

Cinema 2000 is Toronto's newest

thing. It's a video theatre that plans

to show footage that doesn't normally

find its way into television or the

movies.

In the Yonge Street block just north

of Dundas, there are three small thea-

tres- one at street level and two be-

low' each able to seat over a hundred

people. In each long, narrow theatre

are diagonal rows of planetanum type

of chairs in front of five 25" colour

video monitors. There are about four

rows of chairs to a monitor.

All VTR and production equipment

is located in a booth, only a thickness

of slightly tinted glass off Yonge

Street. Pity the poor operator; no

nose-picking, ass-scratching or sleep-

ing lest he should incur the censure

(or applause) of the non-paying

Yonge Street audience, helping him to

watch his monitors. Placing all tech-

nical equipment in the front window

is certainly a far cry from the cus-

tomary exile projectionists usually

face- and it adds but one more inter-

esting attraction to the Yonge Street

circus.

Great news for rich insomniacs!

Cinema 2000 is open twenty-four

hours a day adding one more name to

that finite set of never-close Toronto

landmarks'. Dirty Louis' Coffee Shop,

Reid's Books, Metro Burger, Frank's

Hamburgers, Ford's Drugs, Stark-

man Chemists et al. And if you're

impulsive and impatient besides, Cin-

ema 2000 staggers the showtimes

among the three theatres so that a

complete program begins every hour

on the hour.

One drawback of Cinema 2000 is the

admission price. Three dollars is too

much; it's $1 to $1.50 too much in gen-

eral and for the present feature it's

$4.00 too much. The three dollar price

is usually reserved for skin-shop

magazines and is a bit exorbitant for

Dundas-Yonge, a new theatre still

with Kinks and the minority that vid-

eo theatre appeals to.

I imagine that all these innovations

in scheduling, medium, presentation

and price are supposed to account for

the '2000' look. Watching the first ten

minutes of the feature makes short

work of that.

The Aquarian Age — Part I is billed

as "a video documentary; a multiple

channel information exchange and

energy transmission." Oh wow! It

panned out to be a mish-mash; Wood-

stock A Visit with the Royal Family.

Abbie Hoffman, Washington Peace

Demo, Lennon and Ono — a real true

mish-mash of the past few months of

Americana, all punctuated by light-

showish interludes to ragas and rock.

The film is just plain bad quality ,

glaring, bothersome edits, poor, poor

sound track and boringly long out-of-

focus and badly framed footage,

mostly in black and white. It does lit-

tle to show off the theatres colour

monitors and VTR equipment, boast-

ed to he "the finest presently availa-

ble."

The Woodstock coverage is excep-

tionally poor. The young film-makers

Rudi Stern and John Reilly seemed to

have thought it sufficient to provide

copious feet of any and all performers

at Woodstock, regardless of the quali-

ty of the film. For the greater part of

the Ritchie Havens segment one is

able to distinguish his chin, the neck

of his guitar, the stool upon which he

is sitting and the wires holding the

canopy over his head. Other perform-

ers fare as worse if not worser. There

was absolutely none of the powerful

momentum and rapport of the Monte-

rey Pop film.

The cameraman must have been a

nudie freak. Certainly everybody at

Woodstock didn't go around au natu-

ral. The obcession with buttocks, and

genitals makes the whole festival to

be nothing more than a fetishists'

weekend at a nudist camp and the bad

photography in focusing and framing

makes these segments look like home

nudist movies. — If it's skin you're

after, the shop next door to the thea-

tre has adult art movies' for a quar-

ter.

The entire video tape suffered from

a lack of good judgement, from

choice of cameraman to editing. It

looks like the one hour and forty min-

ute length was too much for Stern and

Reilly to cope with and all they had at

hand was garbage to fill with.

This is not to say that there were

not some redeeming moments. The

interview with Abbie Hoffman re-

garding his conspiracy trial in Chica-

go is most enjoyable. Creating an

animate rapport he says that the con-

spiracy needs money: "$500,000 to

bribe the judge alone! " Even the lim-

ited talents of Stern and Reilly could

not have missed the charisma and

vitality of Hoffman.

The light show punctuations are

only oases of rest and colour before

the next bleary delve into black and

white. As a light show, they are nei-

ther engrossing nor totally environ-

mental. Hell, you're watching a 25"

video screen from a distance of four

to twenty feet. But if you're in the

right position you can see all five

monitors at once, offering a quint-

image effect that is but briefly capti-

vating

It's too bad that Cinema 2000 start-

ed off with a lemon. One of the very

few video theatres in North America

and the only one equipped for colour,

it has a tremendous potential that the

present feature obscures.

Multiple imagery has been dabbled

in by Christopher Chapman and Andy

Warhol in very different ways and the

entire technique has exciting implica-

tions. Here's hoping that Cinema 2000

uses its five screens in a more crea-

tive manner than it is presently.

Certainly young talent should be

encouraged. But it seems that the

young men that made The Aquarian

Age had only the talent of selling Cin-

ema 2000 a bill of goods.

daniel mack



you're all very nice people, really, yeah

l Oct. 13, nigbt: . . . leaving

class with Kirk and Whatshisname.

Girl, wide brown lovely deep eyes, is

walking up St. George with us, or is

she with Whatshisname? At Bioor

invite all up for a beer. "Oh, no, I

wouldn't want to intrude", she says

obviously wanting to intrude.

Voting Prof. Fired for Giving Liquor

to Minors in Midnight Raid on Squalid

Hoclulale Apartment

Beer. Talk. Girl silent. Kirk and

Whn preparing to leave. Something

tells me girl not leaving. (Probably

that she hasn't moved. Brilliant, Bos-

sin, mind like a steel trap.). Kirk ex-

its with lascivious wink.

Teaching Assistant Seduced by Hesi-

tant iH Year Old St. Mikes Virgin,

Fired Anyway. So Sit-in Planned.

Awkward silence, then ".
. . well, I

just sort of want to reach someone. I

mean nobody really talks to one another

here . . . and I just can't seem to care

uhuut the courses, like ii just doesn't mai-

ler m me, I don't know ntavbe I'm dumb,

and it feels, well, sort of lonelv. I don't

know maybe its me. and . .

."

I feel oddly gratified; sure, hurt

too, for her, and for me — what the

hell can I say, "Yup, that's the way it

goes?" or "How about a hobby?" or

"Me too?", but oddly gratified, be-

cause what we radicals have been
saying isn't academic, it's real people

and this place is still doing it to them.

Annually.

Oct. 15, aft.: A lovely vision, rain

blue eyes, comes into the experimen-
tal course room. "I'd really like to

transfer into your course, I really

would . .

." I twirl my moustache,
arch my left eyebrow and think be-

nevolent thoughts.

(If I put a sign on the door saying

Couple Making Love, will it keep peo-

ple out or attract them? will the princi-

pal tear it down?'

"That's no problem." I've already

registered four engineers an astrolo-

ger and his alsatian.

".
. . like, you see I figure its the

last chance I've got to get anything
out of the year."

Oct. 16, evening. A lousy class. No-
one really being very honest, well

maybe a little honest. But people are
saying how they look forward to it,

"the one time at this place anything
real happens" (Was I asleep? What
happened to my real-ometer? ) If this

class stands out, how desperate must
the situation be?

That's the mood. The
thoughts that follow are ways I'm
trying to get at why, how this is hap-
pening. A lot of it stems from a sys-

tem suggested by R. D Laing in Poli-

tics of the Family

3
"A university cannot be first

rate unless intellect, passion for ideas,

long hours of work and devotion to one's

course are socially acceptable to the stu-

dent bodv . . . The impact of the universi-

ty rouses all the powers oj the mind to the

fullest activity and stirs up as much men-

tal conflict as possible." Northrop Frye.

Oh, well.

The impact I remember is depres-

sion; lectures through which one is

barely awake, or to which one doesn't

go at all; areas of work forgotten

immediately after the exam

;

skimmed novels; not reading the

stage directions in a play; courses

chosen not because the material was
new, but because I could get an A;
borrowed arguments, footboted or

not; questions asked that say "recog-

nize how clever I am", questions not

asked for fear of losing term marks or

appearing too far out of place (a little

out of place is necessary for an A);

using words and phrases cautiously,

not to elucidate what we know, but to

cover up what we don't; parlaying

one line from a lecture into an im-
pressive reference to a book we ha-

ven't read; half-hoping someone will

botch a question so we can shine.

Don McCulIoch, at the U of T Advi-

sory Bureau, sees it as the result of

unilateral relationships, with the

prof-parent-authority-master up and
the student-child-inferior-apprentice

down:
The successful end ptoduct of a unilateral

relationship is easy to recogniie because he
is most of us. His conceptions of himself do
not include the possibility of a creative act

or thought — thai is the possibility of the

genius. Knowing means knowing about
things not self, and one acquires it by pa-
tient passive attention to the words and
works of experts who know. The active pro-

cess involves merely comprehending these

words and works and committing them to

memory. He views his own imaginative
inner life with alarm and seeks to suppresss

it or joke about it. If it becomes too urgent,

he commits the ultimate folly and asks o

psychiatrist expert to explain himself to

himself. Since he has fang since abandoned
if he ever knew, dialogue with himself, he
does nol understand it as it applies to a two
person relationship. When he feels disquiet

about the oppressive nature of unilateral

rlationships, he expresses it by pranks
and/or passive resistance ... He becomes
persuaded of his own worthlessness and of

the worfhfessness of his ideas and acts. He
becomes apathetic irt refation to almost
everything except sex, alcohol, drugs and
passive entertainments — these being
some of the few remaining areas in which
he perceives himself as retaining some
measure of personal control and mastery.

In the secret CBC announ-
cers' manual on how to interview so

as to discredit, it says "Question 14:

ask student radicals how many stu-

dents actually agree with them." In

the student rads' pamphlet on how to

deal with snarky CBC interviewers it

says, "14a: say 'not very fucking

many' so they can't use it on the air;

b: quote from Dr. Zhivago, where
Lara says 'But Pasha, the workers
don't want a revolution', and Pasha

says 'Yes they do, they just don't

know it yet.' or, c: lie."

Laing suggests there are two levels

of reality, the public events (things

that we do and talk about) and experi-

ence (the way we feel, how the things

we do are actually felt.

Jack and Jill get married. There

REVIEW 8



nd since you're all such nice people...

by bob bossin

are a hundred wedding guests. The
bridesmaids wear yellow. There is a
rooster made of chopped liver. But
Jack doesn't feel married to Jill until

several months later. Jill never feels

married to Jack. This is not a happy
feeling. One day she says (perhaps in

front of the children) she and Jack
are not married, Jack is not her hus-

band. Therapy is recommended.
Or after the first months of mar-

riage, her closest friends confide,

^hey too felt that way, but wait until

"he has children. She has a child, and
her feelings don't change. She begins

to feel guilty and disavows or repress-

es the feelings, the experience.

Substitute the university for mar-
riage, registration for the wedding,
orientation for the trappings, going to

a counsellor or the Advisory Bureau
for therapy, "when you get to gradu-

ate school" for "when you have chil-

dren".

Actually, the university is, uninten-

tionally, even more repressive. With

marriage there has always been a

sub-literature debunking the ideal

myth, from the classics to situation

comedies. The university myth of

excellence has been much more sa-

cred. You mean maybe it was always like

this? no, ii couldn't have been; ii must be

me, unchallenged . . .

I remember walking up to Hart
House from the library one night in

C;'y freshman year and looking at the

tower and thinking I shouldn't be
here, Martin Luther should, Thomas
Aquinas should, not me. 1 was an A
student, but that was sham, I knew
that, and it was just a matter of time

until I was found out . . . But. I mean,

what's wrong? I don't see any problem . .

. I don 'i know, maybe itsjust me.

Not only can putting forward this

discontent seem an admission of fail-

ure, but it is often difficult to even

find a form for it.

While Laing can categorize Jill's

disease, it is more likely that she can-

not, and just feels "a big hurt" or

(with Simon and Garfunkle) "empty
and aching and I don't know why".
What can she say? How can she put it

that's "good enough," especially in a

University community with its em-
phasis on verbal skills and rhetorical

"ompetition.

The family as a shared fan-

tasy image is usually a container of

some kind in which all members of the

family feel themselves to be, and for

which image all members of the family

may feel each should sacrifice them-

selves. Since thefantasy exists only in so

far as it is "in" everyone who shares

"in" it, anyone who gives it up shatters

the "family" in everyone else. Laing

Again flip this to the school or uni-

versity. If the students shouted 'I'm

not really learning', if the highschool

kids said "Hey! The emperor has no
clothes" . . . but this cannot happen,
because it would destroy the institu-

tion. — or as one hears it from many
faculty members, "The uprisings at

Columbia or Berkley may have
gained some concessions, but in the
process they ruined a great universi-

ty".

Therefore:

. . . there is concerted family resistance

to what is going on and there are compli-

cated strategems to keep everybody in

the dark, and in the dark that they are in

the dark.

It is no longer the "rules" that
seem so dangerous — how we dress,

what we study, when we sleep, who
with, etc .

~ but the rules that make it

so difficult to question the normal
rules, the meta-rules that shape our
ways of thinking, perceiving, acting,

organizing, the very tools we might
have used to free ourselves of the

rules.

6
thing I may, if I have the power, order

you to "do it! ", or ask you, or try and
convince you to do it, but by far the

most effective way is to convince you,

as subtly as possible, that you are the

sort of person who does it, that you
wanted to all along, because, well,

that's the sort of person you are. Then
there has been no rule made, for there

has been no need. We don't have to

tell Johnny not to think filthy

thoughts, for Johnny is a good boy,

and good boys don't think filthy

thoughts.

Rule A: Don't. Rule Al: Rule A does

not exist. Rule A2: Do not discuss the

existence or non-existence of Rules A,

Al, and A2. This type of ruling applies

only to some rules. One can talk about

certain rules (when one can cross the

street). But there are certain rules that

one cannot talk about without break-

ing the rule that one should not talk

about them.

If you obey these rules you will not

know they exist . . . There is no rule

against talking about putting one's

finger into the custard pie, thought

there is a rule against putting one's

finger into the pie.

But, I may say, I have never put my
finger in a number of

(unmentionable) places. What places?

I can't mention them. Why not? I can't

say.

Once this matrix is in place, it is

held there by internal and external

pressures. Internally there is guilt,

repression, rationalization, etc. Ex-

ternally, the pressure to be 'normal',

i.e. accept the normal, prevalent

myths, there is the power of those in

authority, and if pushed far enough,

ultimately, the police. This is rarely

necessary. The work-horse tool is to

simply invalidate the rule breaker's

experience: "you're wet behind the

ears', 'wait until you've been in the

real world', 'you've been duped by the

commies', 'anyway, you guys are out-

side agitators'.

At Victoria College this past month,
the interna) mechanisms failed as the

women petitioned to have their resi-

dence visiting hours changed. So the

external mechanism was used as the

board simply invalidated the girls'

experience. This works so long as the

women accept that the board has
power, and that this power should not

be actively questioned. In the debate
the residents could not question who
sets the agenda, or the effective so-

cial agenda; they could not say, "I

want the hours changed so I can make
love in my room." One does not say

that. One does not want that. They
could not let out the frustrated emo-
tions that were a real part of the expe-

rience. One does not do that in the

university. And to do so would be
proof that one is chldish and needs the

rules.

Accept that change comes slow.

That's not a rule, that's the way it is.

7• John Holt in How Children

Learn notices that before about five

years old, children do things out front,

including making mistakes. This does
not seem to hang them up overly
much. After six, this stops. We grow
increasingly defensive. Competition
in the schools, mainly.

If all the above is unreally intellec-

tual, let me try this.

I went to Vancouver for a confer-

ence at the end of second year. I was
leader of the Lady Godiva Memorial
Band, had run for SAC because I was
upwardly mobile and it seemed the
next step. I won a scholarship, had a
girlfriend and no pimples.
Concurrently, the hippy thing was
just reaching its early flowery zenith.

I was bored and fascinated.

The conference had been unevent-

ful, except for meeting a real hippy

named John. One night we were
watching Nobody Waved Goodbye,
and I began to think screw SAC and
the conference, I would like to go to

4th Street, (Vancouver's Haight-Ash-

bury) for a few days. I'll ask John at

the end of the reel. I didn't. At the end
of the next reel. Well . . I . . didn't

quite get around to it. At the end of

the film. then. At the end of the film

he smiled and left. I sat there. Then I

started to run, not after him or away,
just ran, like a kid held at distance by

a bigger kid. but punching madly re-

gardless. Looking at it in retrospect, I

had discovered, in experience, at a

pre-conceptual level, some meta-
rules.

O
Once we accept that we

are the people we are told we are. we
can be filled up like sugar bowls: ac-

cept planned obsolescence, starva-

tion, Trudeau's $2000 fur coat. Song
My, cutbacks in public housing and
hospitals but not in luxury apartments

or different brands of soap, no control

over our place of work or learning . .

.

But we must also accept the old

tools, particularly tools of learning

and thinking. Certainly we question

them but only certain questions.

Some things are obvious: Learning is

passive attention to the words and swrks

of others (and if the NLC tries to intro-

duce conflict, we do not learn from it, we

throw them outh I will not work unless I

am competing - I would like to cooper-

ate but I must be better, show my most

brilliant mask; theory is separate from
practice, the classroom is \eparate from

the experience of the people in it. the uni-

versity from the Real World', learning is

learning about things not self, feelings are

unwanted intruders from a lower world;

reality comes in separate compartmental-

ized problems according to discipline, as

on the sixth day He divided the humani-

ties from the social science\; morality is

completely relative the NLC's biases

are just as bad as Thorson's; anyway no-

thing is real, it is all language "democ-

racy is an arbitrary relative concept which

can be applied both to totalitarianism and

anarchy" as a recent tetter-to-the-editor

put it. and we don 't have an ideology.

But then I don't need to tell you

that. It's obvious to any intelligent

person, and you are obviously an in-

telligent person.

And anyway it can't be changed

except very slowly. That's not a rule.

It's just the way it is.
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Review Contest No. 4

Kind five examples of dra

matic irony in Bob Bossin's

article pp. H8&9.
Send Answers to 91 St George
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Hoechst is Engineering
And plenty of it. Hoechst has over a full cen-
tury of research and achievement to draw
upon—products and ideas that have touched
and improved the quality of people's lives in

every area around the world, in a hundred
countries on six continents.
But big as we are in this area we're more than
lust engineering. We're medicine loo. and

chemistry and plastics and dyestuffs. And
marketing. And ideas. Ideas most of all.

Ideas about the future, about people's needs
and wants. About how to meet those needs
and wants. Good ideas, young ideas. Your
ideas maybe.
If you'd like to know more about Canadian
Hoechst, write our Head Office.

CANADIAN HOECHST LIMITED
3400 JEAN TALON STHEET WIS1 MONTBEAl . ASSOCIATES Of liniWEAIt HOECHST AC WEST GERMANY

A CENTURY OF SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENT THROUGH RESEARCH

Review io

ane olde play
The anonymous mid-six-

teenth century comedy,
Gammer Gorton's Needle
consists of a kernel of satire

against gullibility sweetened —
to speak loosely — with a thick

icing of anal humour and phal-

lic symbolism The search for a

lost needle is impeded by the

mischievous Diccon who man-
ages to drag a cat. Doctor Rat

and Dame Chat into the action.

The play perhaps works too

well in that it can win laughs

without requiring more than

competence from the actors.

This is not quite fair to the

company of students under the

direction of Martin Fric who
are presenting Gammer this

week i including tonight at 8: 30

1

in Brennan Hall at St. Mike's.

The company is to be com-
mended for tackling a play they

could bring off with successs.

On the other hand, a city so

theatrically impoverished as
Toronto can ill afford the luxu-

ry of such a large number of

pre-Shakespearean plays as are
supplied by the Poculi Ludique
Societas and by independent
companies such as this group. I

suppose we might just as well

look at bad old plays as bad new
ones, but surely it would take a

great cynic to deny that the last

three centuries abound with
works of theatre far worthier of

production that Gammer
Gorton's Needle

—met bradshaw

quite a dill

You agree to cover a campus
review with reluctance: ten to

one it will be abysmally dull

and you know you can't say that

because the cast aren't sup-

posed to be actors, they are

pharmacists.

But Daffydil 70. the meds
show is one exception It's

good Of course it's no Beyond
the Fringe. Second City or

i except for one line) Bedaz-

zled, but it's pleasant. It's fun.

The staging is amazingly
smooth for a school show, ditto

the lights and the set. Some of

the dancers, noteably Steve

Levinson. can dance, and the

choreography (by Levinson)

does not just fill time between
skits.One long life-dream-LSD
dance fantasy is disturbing and

effective. And the singers can
sing and the actors are straight

forward and good natured.

The writing is of course the

central thing and Paul Cald-

well. Geoff Hodgetts, Chuck
King and Russ Schachar have
amassed a number of very fun-

ny bits and bits of bits. There is

still the usual overdose of puns

(although none as awful as the

"'Yum, yum, kippers!" variety

I remember from my Skule

Nile daysi, medical terms all

of which sound dirtier than the

good old anglo-saxon (episiot-

omy, indeed: why don't they

just say fuck when they

mean fuck) and skits that have
everything but an ending. But
there are also some real gems:
a guest lecture on aphrodisiacs,

the Russians' discovery of a

new enzyme that screws
around with the mitocondria
and ultimately achieves a so-

cialistic water balance, and
Russ Scheisskopf's anti-flagel-

lent chip-dip.

While its here, you might

spend a light, enjoyable, but

filthy evening tonight or tomor-

row night at Hart House.

jomes turd



at least it's free

Strindberg's The Stronger and Pinter's
A Slight Ache are probably better heard
or read than seen. The Drama Centre's
justification for putting them on stage this
week m the Glenmorris Street Church
must be. I suppose, that once they were
provocative and today they still challenge
the student actor.

Both plays are setpieces for verbal vir-
tuosity, a quality offset by the Church's
visually clumsy mountings of them. For A
Slight Ache, which was originally a radio
play, the small stage has been chopped up
into levels as a literal representation of
four areas in a house. Most of these levels
are at an inconvenient angle of vision and
none allow the actors more than three
paces in which to operate.
As Edward, a man threatened and ulti-

mately displaced by a wordless and omni-
present lump of a stranger. John Ashing-
ton compensates for his crowded circum-
stances with a sense of conversational
nuances worthy of Pinter and with a
knack for the well-timed, understated
gesture. His finest moments are in the
first scene, when he and his wife (played
with blissfully diminishing theatricality
by Leigha Lee) trap a wasp in the break-
fast marmalade jar. But the tensions fore-
cast in the opening — I could almost hear
a marginal notation of "significant" or
"ironic" in the delivery of some lines —
never appear long enough to establish
themselves, much less interplay, and the
production disintegrated along with the
central character. The show is, however,
certainly worth the going just for author
Pinter's, actor Ashington's, and director
Nigel Spencer's subtle development of the
blah into humor and fear in that opening
scene.

The Stronger, a choice specimen of
Strindbergian misogyny, pits Supermoth-

er Mrs. X against silent, seductive Miss Y
for the dubious prize of Mr. X's love
Since the Pinter play's set crams the
stage throughout this struggle, the direc-
tor should have surrendered to circum-
stances and the script's instructions by
maintaining a static stage picture in
which the actresses react to each other
across a table The blocking assigned to
Mrs. X — much pacing in circles and roll-
ing of eyes at the audience — is so irritat-
ing as to focus attention on Miss Y's
(Norma Levine) simultaneously impas-
sive and expressive face. And in tracing
Mrs. X's monologue from timidity to
triumph, Judith Hilderman generally neg-
lects to establish transitions from mood to
mood, though she comes on strong once
she's jumped to where she's supposed to
go

Neither production consistently man-
ages to pass monologue off as good thea-
tre, but each has some memorable mo-
ments. And besides, they're free.

having hero feel the weight of his yean a
la tired-old-cowpoke John Wayne.

To spice up tasteless sequences, slir in a

tear-jerking soundtrack by warbling has-

been non-singer Glenn Yarbrough.

Be sure to thoroughly confuse the audi-

ence. Advertise in newspaper that stars of

movie took their ttond at the West's bloodi-

est frontier despite (he fad that this is sup-

posed to be light entertainment.

And, of course, no comedy is complete
without The Big Chose Scene at the end.
Milk chas« for all it's worth and climax with

The Big Train Wreck Scene.

The Good Guys and the Bad Guys may
be served in large portions as one way to

induce vomiting for medical purposes. May
also be teamed as the headlining feature in

a double bill with Son of Teenage Beach
Blanket Monster Goes Hawaiian.

henry mietkiewki

—marion o-con

gobbling gourmet

HOW TO PREPARE CINEMATIC POTLUCK
FROM LEFTOVERS.

Today's dish: The Good Guys and the

Bad Guys.

Start with a sparse base of Western com-
edy left over from Support Your loco/ Sher-

iff and Cat Ballou. Mix in vintage Kiddie-

land horseless carriages and turn-of-the-

century local colour from The Wild Bunch
and Bufch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid.

Add liberal amounts of big-name star:

Robert Mitchum will do. Portray him as a
pensioned sheriff who, as a farewell ges-

ture to his town, teams up with a former

arch-enemy in order to catch a gang of

train robbers. Evoke public sympathy by

loud and hard approach to rock came
across impressively.

It seems that the Kinks (along with the
Who, but not like, say, the Animals) have
matured with time They've been around
since the very beginning of the current
wave of rock, but their value has often
been obscured by more obvious and self-
consciously significant music For a long
time peoples' minds have been occupied
with the metaphysical bravado of the
Beatles or just plain mush like Simon and
Garfunkle. Only the recent return to roots
has brought hard rock purists like the
Kinks back into focus.

In concert the Kinks came off not old
and dated, but very professional. They
seemed in complete command of their
music Over the years the guitar work has
improved igot more psychedelic i. but the
foundation in solid rock is as firm as ever
The newest material fit in easily with the
old.

Groups like the Kinks have a natural
sense of continuity They remind people
not to lose themselves and their music in
mind-games Let's hope they're around
for a long time.

r. d. schwartt

no mind games

for kinks
The Kinks from England did two shows

last Saturday night at the Hawk's Nest.
The songs ranged from old rock standards
("Whole Lot of Shakin'l to the Kinks
own material < "Tired Of Waitin"! Their

The Last Post (muckraking)
At last, a new magazine has appeared on

the Canadian newsstands that is neither a pol-
itical party's house organ nor an insult to our
intelligence.

The magazine is called Last Post and it's

available now at the U of T Bookstore, the
SCM Bookroom at Rochdale and the Bookcel-
lar. At 50 cents it's a worthwhile investment
even if you only want to keep it around for
reference purposes.

The main article, an expose of Canada's
part in the ugly chemical and biological war-
fare (CBW) scene, doesn't say much that's
actually new or unknown. But the writer has
tied all the bits and pieces together for us in

one neat package, effectively proving what
some of us suspected all along — that Canada
is far from innocent in this ugly business, that
she is a willing tool of the U.S. and British war
machines.
A lengthy, thoughtful piece on recent events

in Quebec serves to put that province's strug-

gle in perspective, and Patrick MacFadden
has contributed a sometimes-amusing, some-
times-biting piece on Ireland.

Students of past histories of university
boards of governors members may recall a

company called Brazilian Light and Traction,

which seems to have been a training ground
for Canadian supporters of imperialism
abroad. The company was renamed Brazilian

Light and Power and more recently shortened
to Brascan Ltd., but the name change doesn't

mean a thing. In a tight little news brief, we
learn that Canada can play the imperialism-

in-Latin:America game. It's high time some-
body pointed out that Canada is perfectly cap-

able of aping the U.S. in supporting right-wing

military coups in order to make Latin Ameri-
ca safe for foreign enterprise.

In an article on the building of the Great

Slave Railway, Trevor Jones points out that

the building of this modern-day railway was i

every respect similar to the building of the
Canadian Pacific Railway in the 1880's

Though much fuss was made about the roman
ticism of pushing steel rails through the "last

frontier" north to within 400 miles of the Arc-
tic Circle, little has been said about the thou-

sands of Portuguese and Italian immigrants
who were lured to Canada by the department
of citizenship and immigration to work on the

GSLR. These men worked 16 hours a day, sev-

en days a week, clearing maybe $600 a month
for 500 hours' backbreaking labor and living

under conditions not unlike those of the pre-

vious century. Another bit of modern history

you can bet won't make the Grade 12 history

texts!

Last Post is published by an "editorial co-

operative" of young professional journalists

who started the magazine because they found

there were many things they could not write

about in their jobs on their establishment-ori-

ented newspapers. Some of them are afraid to

sign their articles for fear they will lose their

jobs: and they can't'afford to, because as yet,

the magazine is hardly what you might call

self-supporting.

Last Post has the potential to become a

Canadian Ramparts, if it can finance its way
through enough issues to build up a healthy

subscription list. One can only hope that the

traditional Canadian apathy won't allow this

vigorous magazine to fail. Although it's still a

little rough around the edges — a few gram-
matical errors and punctuation mistakes did

manage to slip by the copy readers this time

around — it's worth your while to pick up a

copy. In fact, why not buy a subscription?

The Last Post. P.O. Box 98,

Station G, Montreal, Quebec.
Subscription: $4 a year.
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books and discs for those long lonesome
sin, jack mccaffery, nick schmidt, don quinlan, r.d!

Pauline Reage, The Story of 0, Grove,

\o.9S. Probably the best piece of pornog-

raphy ever written. Positively lurid with-

out being gross- The style is hauntingly

gothic, and every now and then has the

sling of a comment ranging far past the

sexual level into the way women in partic-

ular and people in general are used.

b.b.

EARL HOOKER. Sweet Black Annie. Blue

Thumb 12.

Earl Hooker is a

frail man with TB
who plays one hell of

a fine monster double-neck blues guitar.

After years of having his talent recog-

nized by everybody but the record compa-

nies, he's finally getting a break. This is

his third album in a year, and it's a good

one. Because Hooker underestimates his

abilities as a singer, the album is mostly

instrumentals, but there is enough inven-

tiveness in the playing to avoid the unin-

teresting sameness found on many instru-

mental blues records.

p.h.

tH\ OLD SCHOE \BERG. Complete
Music for Solo Piano, Glenn Gould, pianist.

Columbia MS 7098. Glenn Gould has been
a champion of Schoenberg's music since-

the early 1950 s; thus the present record-
ing is the result of almost 20 years of play-

ing. The actual taping was preceeded by
extensive research in the course of which
Gould travelled to California to talk with
Schoenberg's widow. The results were
worth the effort. The present recording
surpasses in many ways the only other
recording of these piano pieces, by Steuer-

in. Gould has a better understanding
of the coherent elements in atonal music;
de-emphasis of frequent dynamic changes
and subordination of detail shows a con-
ception of Schoenberg's music along
broader lines By emphasizing melodic
sequences Gould provides valid terms of

reference within these pieces. He per-
forms the music with a rhythmic urge and
by presenting frequent quasi-resolutions,

ndows it with a simulated tonality that
gives Schoenberg's twelve-tone writing
more than theoretical sense. This is the

authoritative recording of Schoenberg's
piano music.

'I'-

ll I ) \/: SHORTER. Adam s Apple. Blue
\oie Hs r « Hi.Though less vehement
here than he was last week with his boss
Miles Davis at the Colonial, Shorter is no
less impressive. One of the best of the
young tenor saxophonists around today,
he is also gaining a reputation as a com-
poser, 5 of the 6 tunes on this record, in-

cluding two fine lyrical pieces, are his.

j.mc'c.

RICHARD & MlMt FARISA. Memories.

Vanguard 79263. Richard and Mimi Fari-

na were a couple of the most engaging lat-

ter day folk singers around, and this al-

bum, of previously unissued material,

gathered as a memorial to Richard, am-
ply demonstrates their charm. Lyrics
which show a live poetic imagination,

pleasant voices, and a variety of tasteful

backings combine to make a thoroughly
enjoyable album.

p.h.

TINA & DAVID MELTZER. Poet Song.
Vanguard 65/9. A second Mimi and Ri-

chard these two aren't. The best selec-

tions are the six brief recited poems, but

the nine songs are at best indifferent, and
the orchestral accompaniment is really

dreary. David Meltzer evidently needs
someone else to set his lines to music. It

all sounds like a record co. "product,"
and it lacks the kind of integrity found on
the Farina's album.

p.h.

BLODWYN PIG. Ahead Rings Out. A&M
4211). There have been many attempts to

reconcile jazz and rock, and its by no
means an easy thing to do, but Blodwyn
Pig is quite successful, even though, like

almost all rock groups, they're inconsist-

ent. Some of the songs on the album are
excellent, in particular the slow, quiet
songs, others aren't so outstanding. On
the whole though it's a good album, espe-

cially if you like both jazz and rock.

ALABAMA COUNTRY 1927-31. OJL 14.

For me the high points from this collec-

tion are the two cuts by Jaybird Coleman.
The original 78s are a bit noisy, but
there's little distortion, and his unaccom-
panied singing and harmonica responses
are beautiful. There are other good things
too: the guitar/singing duets of the Two
Poor Boys, the wild duet by Whistlin' Pete
and Daddy Stovepipe, and more great
harp by OUis Martin. Alabama blues can't
be categorized easily, but there's some
fine music on these old records.

P.h.

C. B. MacPherson, THE REAL WORLD
OF DEMOCRACY, CBC, SI:SO. Make up
for a lost term in one easy reading. Mac-
Pherson's book has been translated into
about twenty languages and proves that
democracy isn't just a bunch of people
who have to live together and therefore set
up rules. I'll give a free copy to the mem-
ber of Prof. Thorson's class who said that
the questioner-disrupters should be turfed
out because "democracy is majority rule,

isn't it?"

b.b.

sounds a little tired in places, but general-

ly, the group displays its experience and
provides some excellent arrangements of

standard songs. Nothing spectacular, just

good, disciplined rhythm and blues.

d-9-

THE MOTHERS OF INVENTION. Uncle

Meat. Reprise 2024.The soundtrack for an
unfinished movie of the same name.
Frank Zappa really must be judged as a

composer of classical music — as an ex-

tension of Stravinsky. Only, the mytholo-

gy he draws on is that of contemporary
America (especially California). Drama-
tized in sound are hot rods, hamburger

-stands, air pollution, and fake I.D.'s. The
mostly instrumental album is difficult

and serious listening. Zappa is probably
the only bonafide genius in rock n' roll.

r.d.s.

LIGHTHOUSE. Suite Feeling. RCA Victor

LSP-4241, Lighthouse attempts too much
and ends up being not much more than
extremely cluttered. The main problem is

Skip Prokop's pedestrian song writing.
What good are all those horns, strings,

keyboards and so on if they don't have
anything significant to play? Prokop's
fancy but soulless drumming and weak
vocals in some of the cuts don't help much
either. What a pity it is to find Paul Hof-
fert's magnificent vibes solo towards the

centre of side one wasted on this record
like a pearl sitting in the middle of a heap
of garbage. They should have let him do
the whole album.

Books about Student Power etc.

James Kuncn, THE STRAWBERRY
STATEMENT, Random House, SS.-95 A
very funny book about the Columbia Uni-
versity fracas by one of the radicals,
(although not all that radical). A good gift

for trying to turn mommy and daddy on to

revolution. Politically correct fun for the

whole family.

b. b.

THE ARTISTICS. 754153. These fellows
are getting a little older and some of the
wrinkles are beginning to show. Some of
them still wear processed hair. The music

PINK FLOYD. More. Capitol63l8. This is

a little different from your usual movie
music score. The movie is about two hero-
in addicts who fall in love — with each
other & the dreaded stuff. The music?
Well, it's very quiet & slow & haunting. A
lot of simple sound textures conjure up
vague settings, unspeakable feelings.
There is something sinister that seems to
be built into English guitars (Procol Har-
um, Blind Faith). Pink Floyd has it too. It

all makes a beautiful album that you can
sit and explore for hours.

R. D. Laing, THE POLITICS OF EXPE-
RIENCE, Penguin, S.95; THE POLITICS
OF THE FAMILY, CBC, SI.-50; (with Dav-
id Cooper) THE DIALECTICS OF LIBER-
ATION, Penguin. S.95. If you haven't yet

discovered this brilliant Scottish psychiat-

ric theorist, well . . . wow. "One is ex-
pected to be capable of passion, once mar-
ried, but not to have experienced too much
passion too much before. If this is too diffi-

cult, one has to pretend first not to feel the
passion one really feels, then, to pretend to

passion one does not really feel and to pre-

tend that certain passionate upsurges of
resentment hatred, envy, are unreal, or

don't happen, or are something efse."

b. b.

DONOVAN. Barabajagal. Epic BN 26481.
After much searching Donovan has finally J
settled down to a cool dry sound that suits
him well. The lyrics — innocent, satirical,

and sexy — fit right in with the jazz-like

music. The few lapses into love and mysti-
cism on the album are not for everyone —
but after all, a performer ought to be al-

lowed his religion.

BLIND FAITH. Poiydor 543.035. One of
the finest sounds in all of rock. The influ-

ence of Stevie Wynwood, from the now
defunct Traffic, is strongly felt, adding a
refined acoustic touch to the hard electric
sound of (also defunct) Cream's Clapton
and Baker. Winwood's voice is without
comparison — a one-man choir superim-
posed on intricate guitar work. There's
even some fiddle. Ginger Baker has his
usual drum solo.

r. d. s.

BOiSNY DOBSON, (Nimbus-CBC LSP
4219) can still sing well, but you can hard-
ly tell for the arrangements resurrected
from the Make-Believe Ballroom library )
and brought up to date with the occasional
simulated sitar noise circa 1966. But then
all Canadian records are arranged like
that, and then recorded and mixed all

ready for performance on the Juliette
show. Still, several of Dobson's own songs
were nice, and one wishes her better luck
next time.

b. b.

DON COVAY. The House of Blue Lights.

Atlantic 8237. Don Covay recorded See
Saw and Mercy Mercy, long before Aretha
and the Stones made them standards. This
man has written and performed some of
the best r&b of the recent past, yet he is

still relatively unknown. In this album,
Covay reaches back for his roots in the
blues. Covay has written most of the ma-
terial, and his vocals fit right in the blues
tradition. A good album which will proba-
bly go unnoticed.

d. 3. V
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[ Christmas nights as seen by tony jahn, bob bos
schwartz, peter hatch and doug watters

MISStSSISSIPPi DELTA BLUES. Vol.

I. Arhmtlk- 1041; Vol 2. Arhoulie 1042. If

the blues are moribound in the deep South,
they certainly aren't dead yet, as these
two recently recorded albums amply
demonstrate. The first volume presents a
surprisingly wide variety of traditional
blues styles from the Delta. The music
ranges from straight guitar blues to a
kazoo tub bass band and a fife and drum
band. With the exception of the near leg-

endary Furry Lewis, the singers are ap-
pearing on record for the first time. Vol-

ume 2 is devoted to two guitarist singers,

Joe Callicott and R. L. Burnside. Calli-

cott, who recorded in 1930 and most re-

cently on a Memphis Blues Festival re-

cord, has the the more sophisticated style

of the two with complicated finger pick-

ing, while Burnside uses rhythmic strum-
ming and few chord changes. The two
records in this set are both excellent.

They're not for anyone whose blues taste

runs to Electric Mud, but for those who
care about the older styles, they're highly

recommended.

Ph.

COLLEGIUM AUREUM. CP E. Bach:
Four Hamburg Symphonies. RCA Victrola

VICS 1543. The performances on this re-

cord are excellent. Besides being beauti-

fully transparent, they capture the spirit

of Empjindsamkeit well, and the recorded

sound, except for having a bit too much
echo, is also very good. These early sym-
phonies aren't half bad and any fans of

C.P.E. Bach, or anyone interested in the

origins of the symphony, which, contrary

to popular opinion, did not spring in full

flower from Haydn's head, should be in-

trigued.

THE ROLLING STONES. Let It Bleed.

London NPS-4. A further development of

trends established on their last album.

The music is a mixture of country blues

styles and the Stones own hard rock. Steel

guitar abounds — as well as acoustic gui-

tar, autoharp, mandolin, and fiddle. A
number of people beside the Stones partic-

ipate in the instrumentation and vocals,

including Al Kooper on French horn. Jag-

ger's caustic moralizing is as fine as

ever: "You can't always get what you

want But if you try some time, you just

might find You get what you need."

r. d. s.

ids (W8tk»
vwy togstte*

f i ft

John Holf, How Children Learn; How Chil-

dren Fail; The Underachieving School

/three books) Pitman, $4,511 ea. To put it

simply, disproves the school system. A

must for anyone interested in children or

human development.
^

Lent's Feuer, The Conflict of Generations,
Basic Books. SI4.95 Feuer wrote this
book because he masturbated when he
was little.

b.b.

Robert Jay Lifton, Death in Life, Survivors
of Hiroshima, Vintage. $3.50. How calmly
we have come to take things like Song My.
Lifton's book is not very Christmasy. It

moves far beyond the survivors of the
nuclear blast, to the rest of us survivors.

b.b.

BUCK OH EXS in London. Capitol ST232.
This album was recorded live at the Lon-
don Palladium and catches al! the fun,

excitement and virtuosity of a Buck Ow-
ens performance. The Buckaroos, one of

the most respected bands in any field of

music, never fail to give Buck superb
backing. His music is sheer fun and often

it parodies the country sound. A very good
album with many of Buck's hits included.

AREA CODE6I5. Polydor 543M5. One of

the more important albums of the year,

though it's unlikely that many people will

notice it or buy it. A group of Nashville

studio musicians got together and record-

ed instrumental versions of a number of

rock songs. Country forms and a rock

base are extended through a kind of free

variation to produce almost an analogy to

jazz. After listening to this album it's

hard to listen to anything else that claims

to be in a country vein.

r.d.s.

ANTONIO JANIGRO and I SOLISTI Dl
ZAGREB. Cello Concertos. RCA Camden
VCCS 1433. A good recording of two love-

ly cello concertos by Vivaldi and (in my
opinion) a rather dull one by Boccherini.

Solo cellist Antonio Janigro unfortunately

indulges his romantic proclivities to some
excess. There is a certain romantic pas-

sion in Baroque music, but it can't be ex-

pressed in an overabundance of portamen-

to, rubato, and legato playing. Still, Jani-

gro is too good a musician to let a few

lapses into sentimentality really spoil his

performances. Sound engineering is very

good, which is remarkable since the re-

cord was released on one of RCA's budget

labels, Camden.

ELVIN JONES. The Ultimate. Blue Note

BST 84305. The Jones trio's second album

maintains the high standard set by the

first. Though Joe Farrell's tenor sax.

flute, and piccolo all sound good, and

Jones' drumming is dynamic as always, it

is Jimmy Garrison who emerges as the

heavy man, playing fine bass and contrib-

uting 4 of the 6 compositions.

/. me'e

DVORAK. Quartetin F major "American";

Smetana. Quartet in F minor "From My
Life"; The Juilliard Quartet. Columbia MS
7144. The two beautiful quartets per-

formed on this record are closely asso-

ciated with the works by which these

composers are most remembered: the

New World Symphony of Dvorak and the

Ma Vlast of Smetana. It is beautiful Slavic

music, flawlessly played The Juilliard

quartet has a crystalline clarity of tone

which, faithfully reproduced, constitutes

a most persuasive
1

introduction to the

String Quartet that any musical skeptic

could ask for.

'/

William Schutz, Joy, Grove, $.95. A do-it-

yourself guide to t-group, sensory and
personal awareness, non-verbal commu-
nications. Includes many exercises. Par-

ticularly valuable for overly intellectual,

superverbal, tight-assed people who read

the Review. Do it with someone you would
like to get to know.

b.b.

Joan Baez, Daybreak, Dial, $5.95. Also in

paper. Unlike most other music celebri-

ties, Joan Baez can write. Her journal is

gentle, clear, poetic and very loving.

b.b.

GLENN GOULD. Bach: Keyboard Concer-

tos, Voi.ll. Columbia MS7294. Glenn
Gould is at it again, setting the musical
world on its ear with his quirky but amaz-
ingly together piano playing. This particu-

lar record is the second in a proposed set

of the Bach keyboard concertos and if the

rest of the volumes are as good as this

one. they might be as hi story-ma king as

the Goldberg Variations ere. Every, but

every note is in perfect rhythmic place,

every accent is just right, even individual

notes in the ornaments come across with

the same incandescent clarity that char-

acterizes everything on the record. Al-

ways Gould is in perfect control. Perhaps

better than any other pianist, Glenn Gould
knows what he is doing when he sits down
at a piano keyboard.

ELLA II ASHINGTOX. Sound Stage
15007. For a first album, this is a harbin-

ger of good things to come. A sweeping

voice, sensitive phrasing and depth com-
bine to present the listener with a per-

formance of solid music and an artist

eminently qualified to communicate it

Her voice can cry the lyrics of a song with

an intensity of feeling that can only be
equalled by the great song stylists Emo-
tions are not built into a song, it takes an
artist to inject a piece of music with her

own emotions. Ella Washington takes

over a song and pours voice and soul into

it. The result is great music. Ella will be

around for some time making good vibra-

tions.

DUKE ELLIXGTOX. FLETCHER &
HORACE HENDERSON. The Big

Bands' 1933. Prestige ~f»45. The Henderson

band is the star here, with Coleman
Hawkins playing a very prominent solo

role. The great tenorman is featured on

Talk of the Town. Queer Notions (both jazz

classics ) and / '\r Got to Sing a Torch Song.

Also in the ranks are Henry "Red" Allen

and Dicky Wells.

jmc'r

CANADIAN WRITING FOR CHRIST-
MAS. God Bless House of Anansi, the Tiny
Tim of the Canadian Publishing industry,
All the stuff is good and much of it might
never otherwise be printed Highlights
The "Spiderline" novels; Russell Marois'
The Telephone Pole an exceptionally con-
scious, perceptive, bizarre . well, thing
of a book Mat Cohen's Korsoniloff, a
young U of T philosophy prof amusingly
and disturbingly trapped in his own intel-

lectuality. Fallout by Peter Such, a spare
style account of the rape of the Ontario
North during the uranium boom; John
Sandman's Eating Out, which I haven't
read yet, and A Perde de Temps, which is

in French $1 95 each. Also, not in the Spi-

derline series. Graeme Gibson's first

novel Five Legs, which was widely ac-
claimed by critics last spring.

b.b.

VEIL YOi \G. Everybody know. Reprise
f>349. Very much like the old Buffalo
Springfield, at least what Neil Young used
to do for them: gentle, tasteful hopeless
love songs. The singing's not the greatest

,

the songs themselves, while mostly writ-

ten with a fine hand for image, are some-
times just a little too sensitive and sad.

The album contains the only good electric

violin I have ever heard. Generally fine.

Adelman-Lee, THE UNIVERSITY GAME,
Anansi, $2:50 Written three years ago,

these articles are quite out of date as far

as the "student movement" goes, but still

dead on as far as the university goes,

since the university hasn't really gone
anywhere at all Dr Don McCulloch's lof

the U of T Advisory Bureau i piece bril-

liantly dissects the way people are deper-

sonalized at the university, not by com-
puters and size, but by being kept power-

less and inferior Lee's article moves him
from the traditional classroom to setting

up Rochdale And there is a pointless but

funny piece by Prof Jack Robson, the

first of his Prof Hmnnn series An ideal

book for someone who is feeling uncom-

fortable with the university and does not

know why
b.b.

EAST COAST BLUES I92h-I935. Yazoo

1013. Some of the most superb folk guitar-

ists the States ever produced were the

rag/blues players from Virginia, the Car-

olinas and Georgia. Little or nothing is

known about most of the artists on this

collection. Even the correct full name of

the best known among them. Blind Blake,

has been a matter of contention, but ob-

scure though they may be, their music is

electrifying The fi is, of course, not very

hi, and some of the old 78s used have a

small amount of surface noise, but if you

are interested in hearing an exonerating

early blues style, this is a record to look

for ph.
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THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTRE

Invites YOU to

BE BRAVE!

BE DIFFERENT!

in YOUR choice ol Holiday Gilts or Sane Prices

TREASURE VAN
(A Project of World University Service of Canada)

Unique Gifts From 32 Countries of our World.

DECEMBER 12 TO-DAY 10:00 A.M. - 9:00 P.M.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTRE

33 St. George Street

NEW YORK PIZZA HOUSE
620 VONGE STREET CORNER OF ST. JOSEPH - 925-1736
Mo '(.... col, i,- in New York and Now England ityle plixo ond home-modo

ipaghetti. WE MAKE THE BEST PIZZA IN TOWN
STUDENTS FREE DELIVERY IN OUR AREA & HOT PIZZA

RIGHT TO YOUR ROOM
5:00 P.M. - 1:00 A.M. DAILY

Export'A

REGULAR AND KINGS

NOW at the

GLOBAL VILLAGE

920-8170-17 St. Nicholas-920-8171
Behind Sutton Place

"Copper Mountain" - Dec. 11-27,

Daily- 1:30 & 7:00 Sl.OO/head

"Punch & Judy" - Daily at 4:30 Tues.-Sat.

"PLATFORM" -Fri. Sat. 10-down

Live jamming

"New Years Eve Party $ IS couple

Includes 4 day 24 hr. festival

'Eastern Sunday Service Weekly Starting Dec. 28 M a.m.-12

Films, Sundays at 7. $1.00 by APE

it's a good film

after all
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"How can there be a revolution with-
out general copulation?"

Sweden: the social eutopia. Yet, the So-
cial Democrats, in power for over thirty
years, no longer a party of the Left, now oc-
cupy the Center and are dominated by an
aging coalition of liberals and conservatives.
Organized dissent has succumbed to apathy
and resignation. The labour movement is it-

self big business and remains largely ineffec-
tive in a highly industrial-based economy.
The sexual revolution has suffered from the
same ills as the political state — indifference
and insensitivity.

Director Vilgot Sjoman (491 f My Sister,

My Love) indicates that, indeed, all is not
well in paradise in his already-infamous trea-

tise on social commitment, non-violence and
sex, I Am Curious (Yellow). (Part 1 of the con-

tinuing story of / Am Curious is the Yellow

film. Part 2 is Blue, and the appended colours

in both films are drawn from those of the

Swedish flag.)

Sjoman's film, to understate the

situation, has received a good deal of

international publicity, climaxing in

the 1968 decision of the U.S. Court of

Appeals which dismissed the obsceni-

ty charges levelled against the Grove
Press release.

Although the film has been playing

in Montreal for several months, the

Canadian distributor, Film Canada,
has yet to test the liberality of Mr.

Silverthorne and his sage associates,

the Ontario Board of Censors.

But to repeat Messrs. Hollis Alpert,

Norman Mailer, Rev. Howard Moody
et al — Sjoman's defendents in the

U.S. court battle — I Am Curious

(Yellow) is (1) not a sexploitation

film, (2) is an inoffensive film, (3) is a

film with a definite social responsibil-

ity, (4) is a unique and enormously

complicated film.

Yet, if the Sandrews production is

inventive and profound, the reason

lies elsewhere than Vilgot Sjoman's

technique. Sjoman has refused

(wisely) to rely on the trademarks of

'new cinema' simply to colour his

film in a compellingly contemporary

manner. Although the camera in-

trudes constantly into the life of Lena,

the "I" of the film, Peter Wester's 35

mm. black and white photography is

unflamboyant and subdued. And, in

the best tradition of Ingmar Berg-

man, Sjoman's mentor, each take is

lengthy and generally filmed from a

single one angle camera set-up (eye-

level, of course, in accordance with

the symbolist interpretation of Swed-

ish cinema).

Nevertheless, from an original

150,000 feet of stock, I Am Curious

(Yellow) emerges as an absorbing

dissection of Sweden in the late '60's,

of the Martin Luther King-inspired

non-violent movement, of class struc-

ture and of sexual inequality in the

'permissive society'.

In addition to this multi-conscience

operating throughout I Am Curious

(Yellow), there are no less than three

different vantage points from which
the action of the film unfolds. The
first is the most evident — that of

Lena. Lena is the obvious means by

which Sjoman expresses his political

and social pre-occupations and it is

through her unremittant challenges

that the bulk of the film's social mes-

saging is revealed.

Tape-recorder over her shoulder,

microphone in hand, she sets out to

index the consciousness of a society

— no small task for a dumpy, nine-

teen-year old drama student. She con-

fronts entrenched labour leaders and

right-wing businessmen alike with the

need for the establishment of a class-

less society, interviews King Gustav

on constitutional monarchy and dis-

cusses freedom and force with the

Soviet poet Yevtushenko.

Her room in her father's Stockholm

flat is reminiscent of Travis' room in

Lindsay Anderson's If ... — clut-

tered with an incredible array of

books, pamphlets, newspaper clip-

pings, files, signs and a glass-en-

closed portrait of Franco. For Lena,

these are the images of a hypocritical

democracy, images which reflect her

distaste for and fascination with the

shortcomings of the prevailing order.

Tacked to one wall is a small sign

which reads, "I am free". Hanging on

the opposite wall is a black bag la-

belled "The Social Conscience of

Democracy" and we are invited in an

upbeat voice-over sales pitch to guess

its contents. First prize for the cor-

rect answer — a vacation in Spain.

But a second viewpoint, both inde-

pendent of and yet reliant on the 'ex-

ternal' film is also present — that of

Sjoman at work on the film. Some-

thing of a Godard influence? A sub-

plot perhaps? Not quite, since the

director and the crew are revealed as

not simply recording the action but as

directly influencing the course of the

film.

Sjoman is seen interviewing Olof

Palme, then Minister of Transport

(now Minister of Education! on the

desirability of a classless society.

Later. Sjoman runs the interview for

Lena on the Moviola and then follows

it with a conversation filmed earlier

with Martin Luther King.

This brief incident forms the basis

for Lena's involvement with the phi-

losophy of non-violence. It begins to

be apparent that Sjoman's purpose in

introducing an 'internal' film is to

blur the distinction between the ap-

parent and the real, (the Bergman
influence?)

So, on yet another level. I Am Cu-

rious (Yellow) becomes a curiously

literate film dealing as much with the

abstract nature of reality itself as it

does with the nature of a political sys-

tem. Perhaps Sjoman's point is that

the two are, in reality, the same am-
biguous sort of concept. Whatever the

motivation, the two perspectives op-

erate subtly upon one another.

The final vantage point is the least

obvious but the most important —
that of the camera filming the cam-

era filming the external film, or that

of we. the audience, viewing every-

thing on the screen, (see also para-

graph 5, comment 4: "I Am Curious

(Yellow) is a unique and enormously

complicated film."

)

The sex scenes in I Am Curious

(Yellow) which were to revolutionize

the attitudes of film-makers every-

where to that most exploitable of con-

cepts, are both simulated and unsti-

mulated. Andy Warhol once filmed

Ultra-Violet in the nude for some for-

gotten length of time and succeeded

in proving at least one law of sexuali-

ty — genitals react in inverse propor-

tion to exposure. Ironically, the more

frequently Lena Nyman sheds her

garb, the greater the turn-off factor

involved. (It may just be another in-

stance of Sjoman manipulating our

reactions.

)

In any case, although the much-

contested sex scenes in I Am Curious

(Yellow) are explicit, they are also

burlesques, satires and instances of

extreme brutality Since all custom-

ary foreplay is absent from those

scenes involving Lena and Borje Ahls-

tedt. the prevailing feeling is not one

of titillation but rather one of an im-

passionate analytical probe into a

very vulnerable moment.

Lena's first encounter with Borje, a

salesman in a men's clothing store, is

one of broad comedy as the eager

couple stumble about with their

clothes bunched around their feet.

But by the end of the film. Lena is no

longer the willing actress of farce.

She is raped in three successive

scenes by Borje who has come to re-

veal his true brutal nature. With each

rape, a little more of Lena's non-vio-

lent crusade dies until, by the end of

the film, she dreams of Borje's mur-

der and castration.

Sex is an integral part of I Am Cu-

rious lYellow). Not only is it used to

illustrate the hopelessness of non-vio-

lence but it also provides several

moments of harsh satire during the

film. Perhaps the most blasphemous

are the two scenes in which we see

Lena and Borje first coupling on a

balustrade of the Swedish royal pal-

ace and later among the branches of

Europe's "oldest tree" Symbolism

is, no doubt, rampant but above all

else both scenes serve to make a

mockery of all those trade ads exalt-

ing a studio's latest release as Frank.

Bold. A VEW D!Mk\SIO\ /\

REALISM"
I Am Curious (Yellow), like a film

by Godard or Fellini or Antonioni,

exists on as many levels as you are

willing to attribute to your own sus-<»

ceptibility to film and to director Vil-

got Sjoman's intelligence. But it Is

superbly inventive and perhaps Sjo-

man has directed one of the most

compelling and significantly revolu-

tionary films of the past three years

ion ritchie
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editor....larry haiven

watsUP

associate.... jack mccaffrey films. ...ian ritchie

Here are a few things

|

Ihat will be happening

while we're away.

VLADIMIR ASHKENA-
|
ZY will be the guest pianist

lith the TSO on Dee. 16, 17

I & 19. On the 21st (2:301,

22nd & 23rd (8:001, the

Symphony will be joined by

the TORONTO MEN-
DELSSOHN CHOIR for a

production of THE MES-
SIAH.
BRUCE COCKBURN,

currently at the Riverboat,

ends his stay this Sunday.

He's followed by ERIC
ANDERSON who opens

Tuesday, and on the 30th,

BROWNIE McGHEE &
SONNY TERRY are back

for three weeks. BILL
CORDRAY ends at The

Onion this Sunday. GARY
DAVIS opens there next

Wednesday for five days,

after which the Onion will

be closed for two weeks. I

They open again Jan. 7th

with DOC WATSON.
The Hawks Nest contin-

ues its recently formed
rock policy. This weekend
it's LIFE and CREATION

[ on Fri.. the MRQ on Sat.,

and NUCLEUS Sun. Com-
ing up on future weekends:

SHERMAN & PEABODY,
MOTHER TUCKER'S
GOLDEN EARRING (a

Dutch group), LUCIFER
(New Year's), and ERIC
MERCURY. Check their

phone-tape (364-8666) for

details.

For country & western,

DOC WILLIAMS and
STOMPIN' TOM COLLINS

I play on and on at the

I Horseshoe Tavern.

At 2717 Yonge (just

I south of Lawrence) a cof-

I
feehouse called the COSM-

I 1C HOME has been quietly

I presenting up and coming

] Canadian rock groups for

the past year. They're
open all day every day,

with music starting at 9:00

Friday through Monday
On Sunday, they show si

lent movies as well. To>

morrow night, ICARUS is

playing, and during the

holidays, they'll be having

EDWARD BEAR, NEON
ROSE AND IT'S ALL
MEAT, among others

I Weekend nights there's a

I $1 .50 entrance charge and
I on other nights, when the

I entertainment is informal

I no charge If you'd like

1 more information on who's

I playing when, call 481-1663

p.h

THEATRE

The last U of T student

production of 1969 opens,

courtesy Trinity College

Dramatic Society and
Prospero Productions, on

Tuesday at Central Li-

brary Theatre. Richard
Reoch's fourth play, Songs

for the Coal Forest Chil-

dren, is an ambitious affair

with a large cast. The play

is vintage Reoch, with lots

of colour, music, madness
and lyricism. If you can't

see it, read Richard's

poem on the green and yel-

low Songs poster. Dec. 16

through 20 at 8:30 p.m.

Students $1.50.

At least as far as theatre

is concerned, Christmas is

for kids. Holiday offerings

for them: at Studio Lab
Theatre on Queen Street,

Treasure Island plays on
Saturdays at 1:30 and 3:00

and Sundays at 2:00 before

Christmas, with a four-

play holiday programme
thereafter; Toronto Work-
shop Productions will be
offering The Magic Trum-
pet, a new Canadian chil-

dren's musical by Victor

Davies and Victor Cowle,
of December 21. —

check with the theatre

about their rather compli-

cated performance sched-

ule; another children's

musical, Copper Mountain,

opened yesterday at Global

Village and will continue

through December 27.

weekdays at 7:00, Satur
days at 1:30 and 3:30, Sun

days, Christmas Eve and

Christmas Day off ; the day

after Christmas, the Cana-

dian Puppet Festival opens

a ten-day run of Aladdin at

the Poor Alex ; and there's

always The Nutcracker,

danced by the National

Ballet at the O'Keefe Dec.

26 to Jan. 4.

Compulsive theatre-

goers who hate children

and children's theatre can

console themselves with

Dionysius in '69, which

opened officially yesterday

at Studio Lab and will con-

tinue (Mondays dark) into

January, and with the new
but superb Toronto Dance
Theatre, performing in

Macmillan Theatre of the

Edward Johnson Building

Dec. 17 through 20 at 8:30,

plus a Saturday matinee at

2:00. They may also be

cheered by the thought of

good things to come after

the holidays: Israeli mime
actor Claude Kipnis at

York University for a one-

night stand on Monday.
Jan. 5, and Coghil's Can-

terbury Tales opening a

two-week run at the

O'Keefe on the same eve-

ning. And lest we forget —
though we're not likely to

be permitted to do so —
Hair opens Dec. 29 at the

Royal Alex. _ m o'c

No space for review of

George . M playing at

O'Keefe for a while. Thom-
as O'Connor says it's gen-

erally good fun for the

whole family, especially

for the older generation

very good for that Christ

mas truce with the folks.

Due to that annual phe-

nomenon of distribution —
pre-Christmas lull — the

number of B-Films in the

city has been steadily esca-

lating during the past sev-

eral weeks. But with

Christmas near, can new
releases be far behind?

The various distribution

agencies are preparing

this year's selection of

box-office attractions in

which the Hollywood studi-

os have placed their collec-

tive hopes for financial

success.

Among the more prom-
sing contributions to the

Xmas fare . . . The Ar-

rangement by Elia Kazan,

venerated sage of Ameri-
can theatre and cinema,

with beautiful, beautiful

Faye Dunaway as the 'oih-

union'. John and Mary
by Peter Yates, brilliant

director of Bullitt, starring

Dustin Hoffman and Mia
Farrow (but it may still be

a worthwhile effort). Steve

McQueen, perhaps the

most charismatic figure in

American film, appears in

an adaptation of Faulk-

ner's The Reivers, pro-

duced by McQueen's own
company and likely to

prove one of the year's fin-

est. On Her Majesty's Se-

cret Service. The best of

Fleming's Bond epics in

which our hero is married

unto that most sexy of fe-

lines, Diana Rigg. With
Topaz Alfred Hitchcock,

who has been inactive

since 1966, makes a much-
awaited reappearance
with his adaptation of Leon
Uris' novel of political in-

trigue. And finally the con-

troversial Canadian-made
feature, Explosion —
CFDC-backed, with an

American cast — which
certain Canadian film-

makers have heralded as

an example of the unfair-

ness of the 'Canadian con-

tent clause' in the govern-

ment's film financing cor-

poration.

Also, a new revival thea-

tre. Cinema Lumiere —
formerly Cine Campus
(formerly smut house

anonymous) will be open-

ing shortly with a wide

variety of 'classics* to be

screened — among them,

The Red Desert, Eight and

a Half, Shame and Stolen I

Kisses.

Merry Christmas and
whatever happened to

Arch Obler, Dzeguze?

CTV's Untamed World
presents FISHY LEGROS'
CHRISTMAS * In this

warm and inspiring docu- I

mentary, viewers glimpse I

a way of life different than

that led by most urban

Canadians as they watch

'Fishy' Legros and family

make preparations for

Christmas Day in the coun-

try. Sunday Dec. 21, 4:30-5.

30 ch 9.

The Motown sound
|

comes to CTV on Tuesday,

Dec. 16 8:30-9:30 pm EST I

when the CTV Television

Network presents THE
|

TEMPTATIONS, in a fast-

paced hour of swinging I

music and light-hearted

comedy.

art....mike kesterton photography....errol young
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Should WLMhead for the darkrooms?
,
Say you happen to be born a

boy and have developed a pen-

chant for photography. The
world is at your feet.

As a student of this universi-

ty you are also a member of

Hart House. And for a small
fee the Camera Club is yours to

develop pornographic pictures
— with its five darkrooms, four

and a half enlargers, automat-

ic print dryer free chemicals
and courses in how to win pho-

to contests judged by astigmat-

ic judges.

Say you happen to be born a

girl and photography is your

bag too.

Where can you go to practice

your dark art?

There is no University of

Toronto Camera Club, and
Hart House is of course the

male's answer to the Woman's
Liberation Movement.

I can hear the anguished

cries now : "I knew we
shouldn't have let them into

Great Hall" and "Not the

darkrooms. Is nothing sac-

red'' But the introduction of

women might be just the thing

to put some life into the club.

Novice members get the

impression that the only pur-

pose photography has in this

world is the winning of con-

tests. If you've never won a

contest, well you are just no
photographer.

Perhaps the introduction of

some female spirit might do
something to break down the

academic pretence of the club.

(After all, what is the differ-

ence between a contest and an

examination?)

It's not that girls are more
artistic than boys — I would
strongly dispute the point —
but hopefully the radical

change brought about by these

women might cause the club to

question its aesthetic values.

It seems a shame that the

most economic photographic

vehicle on the campus is closed

to the ones who can afford to

support this expensive hobby
least. Girls earn less than boys

in the summer.
People might say that the

facilities are crowded as it is,

but why are the darkrooms so

empty during the week? Could

the camera club afford to get

rid of some of their archaic

junk and buy something useful

with the dues that girls will

pay?
Maybe the Women's Libera-

tion Movement should think

about occupying the dark-

rooms and forget about the

swimming pool.

— Errol Young

Varsity Christmas Mac's Memorial

if you remember, The Varsity Mac's

Memorial Contest osked For a cutltne

for a picture of Mac's. The only entry,

submitted by David Franltel of Innis

College, read "Sleep tight. The war is

over." For our new Varsity Christmas

Mac's Memorial Contest, the Varsity

wants an explanation of this entry.

gets to meet David Fran-

'a say in running the courses?'
Critics of the educational

system must be careful that

their criticism is reasonable

and purposeful. An article in

Wednesday's Varsity, which
criticized Psychology 200 and

its professor, failed to meet
these criteria.

It was unreasonable because

it probably does not reflect the

majority of student opinion (as

suggested by an informal poll

taken in the class, and by stu-

dent reaction to the article),

yet the author implied he rep-

resented student feeling and

The Varsity failed to call atten-

tion to this fallacious implica-

tion.

Secondly, it was unreasona-

ble because of the many fac-

tual errors it contained: reten-

tion following the course is not

"near zero"; "reasoning, the

selection and application of

formulae, the critical exam-
. ination of results" are not sub-

ject to "simplistic mimick-

ing"; students do have "a say

in the running of the course" —
we are continually encouraged

to discuss any problem with

the professor at any time

(although some obviously ha-

ven't taken full advantage of

this opportunity).

The criticism was purpose-

less. Why did the author write

it? If it was to vent his anger, I

suggest he has succeeded. But

he has also succeeded in alien-

ating himself, damaging a pro-

fessor's reputation, and irre-

parably setting back educa-

tional progress. Good criticism

plans ahead.

Furthermore, the attack

proposed no alternatives. If we
are to change, what shall we
change to? Good criticism con-

siders this question too. It is

likely that little growth will

come from this attack: it is not

a beginning, but a tragic con-

clusion — "a real failure to

communicate", as the author

says. Student—faculty polari-

zation does not lead to pro-

gress; it leads to paralysis.

Clearly there is much need
for change in our university,

and in the world. But the

would-be actors in the drama

of change must be careful to

avoid wasting their energy and

polarizing the other players by

unreasonable, purposeless crit-

icism. Educational improve-

ment awaits the day of im-

proved criticism.

David Stang (GSU)

'hell of a nice guy'

We the undersigned students

of Psychology 200. feel a gross

injustice has been perpetrated

upon Dr. Wall in Mr. Slattery's

article "What Did You Learn

In School Today?" (Varsity

Dec. 11, page 6).

We can state with relative

certainty (alpha equals .05)

that Mr. Slattery's views are

not representative of the class.

On the contrary, Dr. Wall has

spent the term bending over

backwards to give us some
appreciation of statistics.

His lectures have been con-

sistently lucid and stimulating

"and the materal with which he

took the trouble to supply us

obviated the necessity of our

taking lecture notes. As far as

his exams are concerned, no

time limit is placed on us, and

his questions are eminently

MAINE FIELD

HOCKEY CAMP
FALL 1970

Sept. 1 - 7 inclusive

Sign-up immediately as space is limited

Room 102, Benson Building

HnmfliiHiflrfflu

HOUSE 50
VARSITY TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT

Dec. 13th I p.m.. Lower C*m
Fea 25C. Registration Hall Pouei

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
December Uth

Great Hall 9 00 p.m.

FESTIVAL SINGERS OF CANADA
Conductor ^Imer Iseler

Tickets Hall Poner

NEW YEAR S EVE 3 ALL
- CHAMPAGNE
- STEAK
- 3 GROOVY GROUPS
- HONKY-TONK PIANIST
A L L for only SI7 couple

HURRY' BUY NOW 1

Hall Porter and Under-

graduate Office.

FOLK CONCERT
Tuesday. December 16

East Common Room. 1-2 p.m.

DCt! HENORICKS
Ladies Welcome

fair; furthermore, Dr. Wall is

always flexible, informal, and

appreciate of his students'

points of view.

We feel Dr. Wall is a super-

lative teacher and a hell of a

nice guy.

Mr. Slattery's article mis-

represents, exaggeratives, and

distorts the facts. Certainly he

could have taken issue with the

methods of evaluating students

without disparaging Dr. Wall's

character.

In conclusion, it should have

been made explicit by both The

Varsity and the correspondent

that this article represented

only one man's opinions.

S. Hidi, L. Keltz, A. Nissen-

baum, J. Simon, I, Smith, M.

Top, L. Wiley, V. Vamos, E.

Wake (all special students).

LAURENTIAN SKI HOLIDAYS

SIX DAYS SKIING MONT TREMBALNT OR MONT ST. JOVITE.

DEPART SUNDAY DEC. 2 1ST — RETURN SAT. DEC. 27TH

DEPART SUNDAY DEC. 28TH — RETURN SAT. JAN. 3RD

TOTAL PRICE INCLUDING TRANSPORTATION ACCOMO-

DATION AND MEALS S 109.95

SKI TRIPS ALSO DEPART EVERY FRIDAY EVENING

AND RETURN SUNDAY EVENING. S39.95

FOR RESERVATION CALL 364-9118

or

ohuloos

ussies

rent
tug

Short

a4.l.
'lot.
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Blues beat Mac 5-1, play tonight at Arena

MOVIE
MARATHON

(1) FOLLOW THAT DREAM
(2) WILD IN THE COUNTRY
(3) FLAMING STAR

1 SATURDAY
9 P.M.

OLD PHYSICS
- RM. 135

Coach Tom Watt made some
line changes before Wednesday
night's game against the

McMaster Marlins in Hamil-
ton.

Veteran center Paul Laurent
and rookie centerman Robbie
Ellis exchanged lines with El-

lis moving between Bob Mc-
Guinn and Bryan Tompson
while Laurent took Ellis' spot

between rookies Mike Cyr and
George Nuppola.

However, one line Watt cer-

tainly didn't tamper with was
the Bill Buba—John Wright-
Mike Boland unit who have
clicked at such a hot rate that

they have accounted for 12 of

the 24 goals the Blues have

scored in league play this sea-

son.

The trio were in good form
again against Mac as Buba
picked up a pair of goals while
Wright added another plus

three assists to lead Watt's
wounded warriors (four regu-

lars still on the shelf) to- a 5-1

victory.

Sophomore winger Len
Burman and rookie Mike Cyr
scored the other two Varsity
goals while four year veteran
Mac Hickox notched the lone
Marlin tally.

Blues play a return engage-
ment with McMaster at Var-
sity Arena tonight and then
travel to Sudbury on the week-

end for an exhibition tilt with
the Laurentian Voyageurs.
Blues won the first 6-4.

The third and deciding game
of the W.A. Dafoe Cup intra-
mural lacrosse final between
St. Miles and PhysEd will be
played today at 12:30 p.m. at
Hart House. PhysEd took the
first game 9-8 while St. Mikes
took the second 12-7. Women
welcome!

One last reminder. Don't
forget all you gymnastic fans
that Julio Roncon and his Var-
sity gym team will be showing
their talents at a free gym clin-

ic on Saturday at noon in the

Hart House Upper gym.

HERE AND NOW
ERINDALE !!!

(Mississauga Rd.— north of

Dundas)

Italian-style Dinnei-Dance

Sat. Dec. 13 8:00 p.m.

featuring "Gli .

fljigeli D'Oro"

(The Golden Angels)

Admission $1.00

Buses 7:30 at Convocation

Hall & Islington Subway

CLASSIFIEDS

TYPING thesis, essays, notes, cherts. Eng-
lish. French, other languages Mimeo-
graphing oluctric typewriters Many Dele
Scon <M Dovies) 86 Bloor Si W Room
225 922-7624

GETTING ENGAGED7 Send or phone
today '° [ ''oo booklet "The Day you buy a
diamond'' H Proctor and Co. 131 Bloor
St W.Suito416, 921-7702

SALTY DOG Discotheque will rent prem-
ises Monday to Thursday, day or evening
For infoimulion call A Curry 964 7060 or
633-2677

ECOLE MONTESSOFtl Chorcho Survcil

lanls parlont francais pour Son Camp d~ete
Telephone 889 6882

INNER CITY program requires volunteers
to tutor teenagers in high school subjects.
Emphasis is on developing personal rela-

tionships Call 532-3303 between 9 and 5

FOR SALE Britonmca set ot great books
Founder s edition with ten volume reading
guide and bookcase $500 267 -9222

PARK OFF THE STREET ot 165 St
George Street By the month Reasonable
rates Phone Bill 924 5616. 924-2909

LOST — pair ot gold wire rimmed glasses
m Harbord-St George area Call Debbie:
783-2057 Reward.

RIDE WANTED lo Halifax between Dec
19-22. willing to share gas and driving
Phone Anne, 920-5457

FOR RENT — well furnished single and
double room in lawyer's home Fridge
Some TVs, kitchen privileges Girls pre-
ferred Sherboume St Call 923-1 685 after

SITTER WANTED lor 10 year old boy —
occasional evenings — Bloor/Brunswick
distnct Phono — Mrs Ganblo Osys 928
33B3, Evenings 920-9510

DARKROOM EQUIPMENT: Leitt-Veloy
II enlarger Leiti Elmar H 3 5 lens with
timer, trays Serious parties call
861-1619 M..,, Tues.. Thurs evenings
after 6

GARRY HORNE with chatacteiistlc be-
nevolence hereby grants the entire uni-
verse and oil friends the happiest of highs
this holiday season, and forever after

SKI PANTS for sale Spinnenn — ladies
suo 9 10 Short, navy blue — like new
Call 221-4461 after 6

THE IMPACTED lower third molar is in

th« monsgor's office at the Bookstore
Please call again.

Today

All Day

HAIR tickets are 10 per cent discount

Show dates. Jan 26, 29 and Feb 1 Orders

(cash or cheque) accepted now at Innis 1

1

St George St Rms. 110.202

Nominations open for Division 11, So-

cial Science Representative lor GSU GSU

Positions open for interim disciplinary

committee Two will be chosen by lot GSU
Office

Final day For applications to interim dis-

ciplinary committee. SAC needs 20 apoint-

ments from which six will be chosen by lot

Send applications to SAC Judicial Commit-

tee c o. SAC office

Exhibition of drawings by Jeremy Smith

Buttery. Trinity.

12 p.m.

All interested 4th year and M A stu-

dents in Political Economy Members of

the staff will participate in a meeting to

discuss opportunities for graduate study

here and at other universities Sidney

Smith Rm 1087
12.1 6 p.m.

Demonstration against the US war in

Vietnam on the day of the Thud Vietnam

Moratorium Sponsored by the Vietnam

Mobilization Committee At the US Consu-

FREE SKATING at Varsity Arena after
hockey game Fn Dec 12. Compliments
Blue Br White Society

5 WANTED — Experienced organist, pie-
Icrably with singing ability, foi rock group,
part-time Call Vince 247-8548

TYPIST with electric machine, experi-
enced with everything from term essays to
publishers manuscripts for books 45e per
page 3e each additional copy Phone 489-
2367

ELVIS PRESLEY MOVIE MARATHON
featuring: 1 "Follow That Or earn
2 "Wild IN THE COUNTRY ".3 "Flaming
Slar" SATURDAY NITE beginning at 9:00
PM OLD PHYSICS 135

STUDENT JOBS AND TOURS IN
EUROPE Every student guaranteed a
paying |ob in Europe For a complete de-
scription and application form in a 42 page
booklet, send $2 00 to Goid Allan, 25 Tay-
lorwood Dr.. Islington 675.

THE DIRTY DOZEN movie starring Lee
Marvin and Jim Brown See those groat
bunch of warmongers at Wetmore Hall.
New College. Sun Dec 14 at 6 30 pm
and9 00pm Jl admission

BELLY BUTTON coffeehouse discotheque
in the basement of Wilson Hall. New Col-
lege every Friday. Saturday at 10 p m We
have folk singing and dancing between
sets Drop by It's only 50e slog 75| drag

SUPER SOUL SPECTACULAR dance
presented by New College featuring Allan
tic 110 piece R & 8) Brass Wed (6 piece R
6 B) Slaughters 16 piece R & B| and Omar
Williams Trio (stood in loi James Brown).
It's The Dance of the Year — Tonight at 8
30 at Wetmore & Wilson Halls. Classic 4
Willcocks Chicks SI . Hawks SI SO. Drags

Psychology

3-3

Committee

Meeting

Friday Dec. 12/69

12 Noon

Rm. 3050

Sidney Smith Hall

1 p.m.

Jeanne Hastie (1 Vic) will give a lecture

on The All Canadian College Girl Wymil-

wood. Vic

Department of Geology Films Life on

Other Plahdts: Crystals, an Introduction.

Microdeformation of Uranium Mining

Bucping.

Tour through Winery and tasting Jordan

Winery m St. Catherines For transporta-

tion. 928-2391

.

2 p.m.

John Borouilos (IV EL&L) discusses

phallic consciousness in Anne of Green

Gables and the Poetry of G K. Loeb. at

Wymilwood. Vic.

4 p.m.

Wine and Cheese party Victory celebra-

tion for the GSU soccer team GSU build-

ing

7.30 p.m.

The Canadian Lynx, a play in two acts by

Jerry O'Carroll SI at the door St Hilda's

College

Saturday

8p,m,
Semiformal dinner-dance Italian style,

featuring "Gli Angeli D'Oro' (the Golden

Angels). Admission Si Enndale College.

Buses leave Convocation Hall and Islington

Subway at 7 30 p m

I

• GAMMER GURTON'S I

NEEDLE

<St. Michaels College *

• I

Brennan Hall

J

II

I

TONITE

8:30 P.M.

ADM. 50c
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T.C.D.S. PRESENTS
THE CANADIAN LYNX
A PLAY IN TWO ACTS
BY JERRY O'CARROLL
TONITE & TOMORROW

7:30 P.M.

CARTWRIGHT HALL, ST. HILDA'S COLLEGE
DEVONSHIRE PLACE

St AT DOOR

8.30 p.m.

Two one-act plays by Pinter, Strindberg,

directed by Norm Levine and Nigel Spen-
cer Admission Free Studio Theatre. 4
Glen Morris St.

8.16 p.m.

Intermediate Orchestra concert under
the direction of John Montague and Ri-

chard Green. Concert Hall. 273 Bloor St.

West Free.

MONDAY
All Day

Buttery Trinity, Drawing exhibition; Art-

ist Jeremy Smith.

"HAIR" tickets at 10 per cent discount.

Show dates Jan 28. 29. and Feb 1, Innis

II. 63 St. George St Rms 110. 202.

1 p.m.

"Why Man Creates"' a colour film con-

taining views by Saul Bass on the creative

process will be shown by the Media Re-

source Unit of the Faculty of Applied Sci-

ence. Galbraith Building. Rm 248.

Christmas is coming Come and sing

Christmas Carols or just listen in Wymil-

wood Music Room.
TUESDAY

All Day
Hair' tickets at 10 per cent discount

Show dates: Wed. Jan 28, Thurs Jan. 29,

Sun. Fob. 1, On sale at Innis II. 63 St

George St. Rooms 1 10, 202. On sale the

rest of the week.

WEDNESDAY
All Day

Exhibition of Drawings by Jeremy

Smith. Buttery Trinity until Dec 1 9.

1.10p.m.

Institute for the History and Philosophy

of Science and Technology presents "A
Formal Approach to the Philosophy of Sci-

ence" by Bas C. van Fraassen. Associate

Piofessor of Phcosophy. U of T Room 102

McLennan Lab. New Physics Building.

8.30 p.m.

Trinity College Dramatic Society pre-

sents a new play by Richard Reoch.

"Songs (or the Cool Forest Children". Cen-

tral Library Theatre, College and St

George Students $1 .50.

8.30 p.m.

Gammer Gurton s Needle St, Michael s

College. Brennan Hall Admission 50

cents.

THURSDAY
12 noon

Seminar on Educational Research

Speakers Dr. D. S. Abbey. OISE. and Dr. J.

W Greig. COE VM-YWHA main lounge,

Spadina and Bloor

3 p.m.

All writers welcome at Writers Work-
shop. If you'd like to read bring copies of

your work. Writing Lab Innis I. north of

main Library

4.10 p.m.

"Spectra of Diatomic Molecules. Ryd-

berg States and Astrophysical Problems"

Dr. Alex Oouglas. Direcotr, Division of Ap-

plied Physics. National Research Council

Room 102. McLennan Lab

FRIDAY
All Day

Exhibition of Drawings by Jeremy
Smith. Buttery Trinity Last day

8.30 p.m.

Trinity College Dramatic Society pre-

sents a new play by Richard Reoch.

"Songs for the Coal Forest Children"" Cen-
tral Library Theatre. College and St

George Students SI.50
Capricornus. PBA Hall. 1330 Bloor W

Admission SI SO.



Sports
Column
The sports dept. has spent

this term attempting to report

the activities of the U of T Ath-

letic Establishment, adminis-
trators, coaches and players.

The coverage has fallen some-
what below my hopes, but in-

teresting things are in the

works for the new year.

Of all the power group on
this campus, Athletics has
consistently benefited from the

most lenient and uncritical

coverage in The Varsity.

Unfortunately, some members
of the Athletic sub-culture

seem to regard the paper as

another public relations

mouth-piece that should be

confined to polite, bland game
reports and personality pro-

files. Such a situation may
have existed in the past, but

the immunity of the Athletic

dept. is over.

THANKS
Some of the people who were

Varsity Sports this term — Jim
Cowan, writer, photog, copy-

reader, fall-guy and unfortun-

ate successor, Gellius. resi-

dent genius of interfacland

.

Lyndon Little, rookie work-

horse for soccer, football,

hockey and godknowswhat-
else; Peter White, aspiring

obiturary scribe; Colin Pil-

mer, taciturn successor to

fiery phil. Also the various

team writers — Dan McAlister

( rugger), Rowland Griffin

(fencing) Paul Raney (rowing)

Ron Factor (sailing!. Doug,

Kayler (track), Art Stein

(gymnastics), Vic Harding and

the Flux (squash), Dave
Breech (water-polo) . Robin

Campbell (swimming). Also

the daring photogs — don an-

drew, spencer higgins, art

mcilwain. brian sweet, ted

zier-vogel. Add too Dave Burt,

Walt Burgess and Lynn Wolff

. who did stats. And the wonder-

ful women — Pat Smith, Marie

Landmesser, Leslie Johnston.

Nan Flindall. Frances Flint.

Sandy Pett, Judy Wright and

the gals at the WAB
Special thanks to Phyllis

Lea, Lorraine Pridham, Kay
Boyd, Dave Copp. Mr. Mac,
Ted Steadman, the coaches

and players who made it all

possible — and necessary.

The column marks the end of

my five-year career as a Var-

sity writer, editor, apologist

and sometime critic.

Thanks and best wishes to all

who have helped make it fun in

the past, but it isn't fun any

longer.

Which is about all there is to

say.

Farewell. — Paul Carson

The Golden Rule

A CHRISTMAS MESSAGE 5

Well. gang, it's Christmas time again and you know*
what that means, don't you

1

.' Thai's right - CHRISTMAS!
i trademark registered i. a SAC student service I 'nclc Ciel- *!

lius wants you all (yes. you too> to have a Merry Christmas J
,

and a Happy New Year and an Orgiastic Michaelmas and^
!
Beatific Twelfth Night and all those things and many more

j
' t things > besides. Ho ho ho

$

CHRISTMAS CAROL J

I
Christ was born on Christmas Day

[
i Which was a convenient mnemonic i

> When angel-voyeurs in choirs stereophonic
i Watched shepherds in fields as they lay.

And now that Christ has passed away
i Regretted, so they say, by all I

With holly you should deck the hall

And eat turkey Christmas day.

And don't let any Marxist bastard tell you Christmas
bourgeois.

Much love. — Gellius.

Women's athletics go national

Women's intercollegiate athletics are going big league,

effective next season.

National championships will be held for gymnastics,

swimming and volleyball, and a national final in basketball

will be added in 1971-72.

At a meeting hosted by the U of T Women's Athletic

Association last weekend, thirteen representatives of the

four women's intercollegiate conference across Canada
agreed on regulations governing the operation of the new
national playoff system.

With the election of the first president. Miss Marilyn

Russell from the University of British Columbia, the Cana-

dian Women's Intercollegiate Athletic Union iC W.I.A.U.)

began its existence. It is the desire of the C.W.I.A.U. to

immediately initiate formal discussions with the C.I.A.U.

in the hopes that an affiliation of the two groups can be es-

tablished.

The delegates suggested that the sites for the 70-71

championships be in Western. Central and Eastern Canada

to offer national exposure to these competitions. Ideally the

C.W.I.A.U. would also like to run the women's competitions

in conjunction with the men's nationals in the same sports

This move is particularly exciting to the University of

Toronto as our past competitive record indicates possible

representation at these national events. Toronto women's

teams have won their conference swimming championship

for the last two years and volleyball has had an unbeaten

record since the 1966-67 season. Gymnastics, an emerging

sport in the Women's Athletic Association, is also establish-

ing itself as a threat to other conference teams.

It is interesting to note that this decision came at the

same time that Quebec and Ontario universities are taking

a very close look at their existing women's intercollegiate

programmes. Women's athletic personnel have been work-

ing since last Spring to propose a new structure to govern

their intercollegiate events. The results of their delibera-

tions will be finalized and presented for adoption this com-

ing March.

NEXT WEEK AT SAC
Tuesday, December 16 1:00 p.m. Education Commission

at Ihe sac office

6:30 p.m. Executive meeting

al the sac office

Wednesday, Decembei 17. 7:00 Genera! meeting

auditorium in Ihe dental building

agenda: Cug

Campbell

Sac lawyers

Co op grocery store

Cua brief

Friday, December 19: all day

saccus - baccus - Iraccus

a sac xmas party

free! free!

come one - come all

Low n'n l»r

Cheer up;

The TwcUkmiI

iiJToixi

[iiriuutble '/•'

Cctlnr Mount

smells •rwxh

Silk yerienei

I'laee M:ils

lU'oords (ihe

Hooky (e.K.

Third Molar
Slnrls Wed.
you 1 re reall\

"Charge it!
"

THE
TEXTBOOK
STORE

DANCE

at 888 Yonge St (formerly trie Rock Pile)

Saturday Dec 13 - 1969 at 8.00 PM

RCA Recording Group,

LIGHTHOUSE
Tickets available al all Sam the Record Man

Locations $3.00 each. Or at the Door,

Concert Night.

Latest Smash

RCA LP

SUITE FEELING"

(RCA LSP 42411

SPECIAL GUESTS 07
THE SAVE SHOW

EDWARD BEAR
The Bear's

Debut Capitol LP

"Bearings"

(Capitol P SKAO 6328)

- UGHTSHOW BY CATHARSIS -

These line Xmas Gilts available at

CANAOA'S LARGEST AND BEST-KNOWN RECORD STORE

3J7 YONGE STREET OPEN 8:30 A.M. TO MIDNIGHT
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The Politics ofComics
by Stewart saxe

Canadian university press

If you are given to believing that

large-scale plots are being formed to

oppose social change — you might
turn very quickly to the daily newspa-
pers for proof.

Not to the news or editorial pages,
prime candidates though they might
be for such a theory, but to the comic
section.

Almost unanimously, the daily and
coloured weekend comic strips have
found some way to attack student rad-

icals and the hippe sub-culture over
the last year. While often supporting
the war in Vietnam and mirroring the

class distinctions of North America.
And there are some reasons why

it 's not so very funny.

Buz Sawyer, Terry and the Pirates,

Li'l Abner, Apartment 3-G, Smidgens,
Flintstones, Wizard of Id, On Stage
and of course Dick Tracy are a few of

the common strips that have had their

turn, sometimes many turns, attack-
ing the two dissident groups.

While hippies may get constant
barbs thrown at them, Smidgens for

one is always upset that they've
picked his flowers to give away or
that they smell so bad, the reai at-

tacks are saved for the radicals.

And, in fact, those attacks have
been so common that it's hard to put
down to coincidence just because one
believes there's no conscious plot.

Indeed, there is some evidence to

suggest that a plot is closer at hand
than one might think.

In 1966 the United States' leading
comic strip writers were all sum-
moned to a meeting with state depart-
ment officials.

The officials pointed out to them
that they had an important part to

play in formulating US public opinion
on Vietnam. They were then asked to
help support this policy. There was
very little dissent expressed at the
meeting.

But this hardly explains their
united stand on the wider aspects of
the attack against social dissenters.
Actually the explanation is closer to
hand.

The comics are searching for sto-

ries based on the more unusual or
exceptional things that pass by one's
life, for stories based on the bigger
news events of the day. and for sub-
jects it can ridicule.

Comic writers on the average are
of course just that — an average
group of people endowed with a little

more creativity in a particular field.

But when it comes to social con-
sciousness and awareness there's no
reason why they should be any differ-

ent than the kind of people they work
with — and the kind of neighbors their

salaries place them beside — and in-

deed they're not.

Al Capp responded violently on a
recent panel show to the suggestion
that he's changed from the anti-right

political stance he'd shown a few dec-
ades earlier — that he'd gone over.

"When American democracy was
threatened by extremism from the
right — by isolationism and conserva-
tism — I attacked the right; now
America is challenged by extremism
from the left and I'll attack it and
expose it just as vehemently," Capp

entourage of flies and of course smell,
allow Capp to include his attack on
political activism and non-conformist
youth cultures in one great parry of
his pen.

They march anywhere, always
without reason, and are given to the
crudest inconsistencies — Capp's
main point.

Carrying signs labelled "Non-vio-
lence," they will be violent — de-
manding better university education
they have either never been to classes
or are dropouts — calling for distribu-

tion of private property to the people
they keep it all themselves or destroy
it and of course, the means of produc-
ing more goods.

Apartment 3-G has been much
more subtle than Capp — a man who
hardly seems capable of subtlety.

The comic strip about three young
women living in an apartment togeth-
er has just finished a series that in-

volved the girls' friendly next-door
neighbor and confrere — Professor
Papagoras ( Subtle name, eh?

)

WTO "OC CMf KT{ LKfS*

-
NC.-BUT WY 9€XXS> *•
VQTBES mit K if -^mfrrar

kh«p i rubfij

sons for this situation or real c

Said.

How much more representative a
statement could possibly be collected
from a person of Capp's economic and
social position? Radical positions are
attacked not on content but just for
being radical.

Capp wraps his attack on the stu-
dent activists and hippie groups up in

one group — Students Wildly Indig-
nant about Nearly Everything
SWINE for short.

The SWINE, who are always
dressed poorly, and carrying mean-
ingless signs, who have a constant

re are no suggestions that there are real rea-

come acting president of his universi-
ty when the local underground paper
threatened to publish a picture of him
with his arm around one of the 3-G
girls.

The incident was originally harm-
less of course — but you know how
pictures can look.

Papagoras stands firm through this
and further trials though he does lose
his calm just once when he strikes a
student, who had been previously at-
tacking him in a demonstration, and
hospitalizes the fellow.

During the crisis Papagoras' young

Apartiraexit {J-Q

"W. must understand when ,h, authorities ar. driven ,. violent action and know that theyTeallv^glelil"
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assistant, who trusted and respected
the underground journalists at first,

comes to learn that high-sounding
motives often hide very low goals and
sneaky methods. Coming to his senses
he is finally able not only to bring the
editors of the underground magazine
to justice, but also the unscrupulous
political agitator who was really be-
hind the whole thing from the begin-
ning.

The lessons that can be learned
from this one "comic" strip series
are unlimited.

• Good ideals, even when they are
truly believed by most involved, are
no excuse for any kind of extra-legal
action because there are unscrupu-
lous political agitators really man-
oeuvering the scene.

• We must not hesitate to attack
those individuals who preach radical
change ven when it seems to make
sense because there are deeper things
hiding in the shadows.

• We must understand when the
authorities are driven to violent ac-
tion and know that they really regret
it.

• We must realize that younger
people, even faculty, are led astray
but most will return if handled firmly.

• We must overlook occasional
extra-legal action on the part of the
authorities because they are fighting
such dirty underhanded opposition.

• We must remember that radical
actions actually stop the changes the
liberals wanted to make because they
are busy doing battle and must give
no ground.

It tends to all seem fairly unimpor-
tant — hidden away in the back sec-
tions of our newspapers, but it isn't
really so.

These comics will be part of the
overall communication process that
will entrench in people's minds these
views of what the new movements are
all about.

Combined with similar distortions
on the news pages and editorial
pages, the comics will be the method
by which people are turned against
even listening to the activists or the
youth subculture.

It wouldn't take any conscious plot— not so long as this kind of distortion
can happen so thoroughly — automat-
ically.

The comics of course have their
own contradictions. It's inevitable
because they take a liberal stance.
Smidgens is a good example.
Between complaining about the

hippies the strip is constantly com-
menting on the alienation of modern
life —of the common man's feeling of
uselessness.

But no analysis is presented —
there are no suggestions that there
are real reasons for this situation or
real cures.

Like the other sections of the paper,
the comics limit themselves to com-
mentary on the phenomenal aspects
of our life and its problems. They
never seek the roots of those prob-
lems — they never suggest solutions.
For seeking the roots of the prob-

lem is radicalism — better to have
blind faith in the unstudied, mysti-
fied, process of the status quo.



Support staff considers ATS-style union

Aboul 50 representatives of

university clerical and techni-

cal staff are meeting in the

News Physics building today to

discuss the need for a staff

association similar to the Asso-

ciation of Teaching Staff.

A single voice for support

staff was recommended in the

report of the Commission on

University Government and

the meeting will discuss

whether this representation

should be at the level of the

Governing Council or the de-

partments.

Prof. W. D. Reid of the phys-

ics department sent letters to

department heads asking them
to send a representative from
their department. He said that

response has been good and he

hopes for a turnout of about 50.

If the meeting reaches a

consensus, the representatives

will be asked to go back to

their departments, discuss the

proposal for an association

with their co-workers and re-

port back to the next meeting.

If there is staff support, the

representatives will draw up a

constitution and set election
for a board of directors.

Reid said that he felt an as-

sociation would be better than
a trade union since it would be
parallel to the ATS yet 'still

provide the essential function
of a trade union — unity and

strength — in discussing the

rights of the employees with
the university

"

The ATS is voluntary asso-
ciation, without collective bar-

gaining rights. The 1.30 p.m.
meeting is in room 257 of the

New Physics building

SAC organizes Student Tenants' Union

A Students' council working group is setting up a Student
Tenants' Union to provide legal advice and counsel for student
tenants.

The STU would be open to all students who are residential

tenants. Registration will be voluntary

Some students are expected to join in January The majority
will be asked to join next fall during registration.

Tony Usher (III UC) said that some 5.000 students are ex-

pected to join There are approximately 7,00U student tenants.

The STU will be associated with the Metro Tenants' Associa-
tion, in which students will be full-voting members.

The STU, however, will register its own members and pro-

vide its own services wherever possible. Students will also be

asked to join local tenants' association

The STU will make an automatic grant to the MTA and pay a

nominal fee per student. It will be administered by SAC and fi-

nanced jointly by SAC and the GSU.
These proposals have been discussed with the MTA but no

formal agreement has been reached

Santa's sex is questioned at annual Xmas fest

The Blue and White Society

showed its Christmas spirit

Wednesday night by giving out

free candy canes and Eaton's

carol sheets at the annual Blue

and White Christmas Tree.

The Tree, one of the few

remaining Christmas tradi-

tions left at U of T, attracted

about 200 people including

FOUND
Six-monlh-old, healthy,

female kitten. White, black,

brown and friendly. Call Jean,

487-1208.

some of the more radically in-

clined SAC members and one

self-avowed Women's Libera-

tion member who insisted on

referring to Santa Claus as

"she".

The evening began when the

Hart House Glee Club paraded

into the Dickensian surround-

ings of the Great Hall led by

two of their number bearing a

hog's head on a silver platter

complete with an apple in its

mouth. In the true spirit of

Christmas they then dedicated

their carols to the RCMP.

SAC needs

20 students for

INTERIM DISCIPLINARY
COMMITTEE

to act as CAPUT until Campbell Report

is implemented.

6 of the twenty will be chosen by lot.

Address applications to SAC Judici al

Committee - c/o SAC Office

Deadline - Friday. Dec. 12 -5:00 P.M.

FREE SKATING
After This Friday' night's

Hockey Game.
Blues vs McMasrer

Compliments of the

Blue & White Society_

By far the most popular

event of the evening was an

excellent reading of Dylan
Thomas' "A Child's Christmas

in Wales" by the Assistant to

the Warden of Hart House, Mr
Alan Toff.

He was followed by teaching

assistant Bob Bossin who gave

a radical's view of Christmas,

including such old standby 's as

"O Little Massey College

How still we see thee lie

Above thy deep and dreamless

sleep

The rest of the world goes by."

After the customary leading

of the Christmas story from
the Bible, Dean A. D. Allen

asked that members of the

university "think about and

pray for Peace, not for our-

selves but for those areas

where Peace is a stranger, and

for Prosperity, — again not for

ourselves but for those people

for whom Prosperity is also a

stranger."

And thus endeth the 1969

Blue and White Christmas

Tree while ye merrie revellers

strode out of the warm glow of

the Great Hall into the rain and

sleet to wend their sodden way
home to ye olde term tests and

essays. Amen.

The Students' Administra-I

I live Council is sponsoring dis-f

ussions next week on pro
jj

I posals for a co-op grocery to J

| provide some of the services!

I once handled by the late-T

smented Mac's (RIP).

Progress with the planl

^depends on the number of?

I students who would use thel

'co-op store and the number
willing to help set it up. Any-

one interested in participaf-,

|ing should leave his name in
|

I the SAC office.

ENROLLMENT DATE EXTENDED
TO DECEMBER 31st

TO ENROLL FOR YOUR

UNIVERSITY

HEALTH AND ACCIDENT PLAN

A MAN WITHOUT INSUHANCC
IS LIKE A SNAIL WITHOUT A SHELL

THREE PLANS TO CHOOSE FROM

PLAN I

EXTENDED HEALTH CARE

NO DEDUCTIBLE ON ACCIDENT BENEFITS

PLAN II

OVERSEAS AND AMERICAN STUDENTS

STUDENTS ON STUDENT VISA

PLAN III

NEWLY LANDED IMMIGRANT

INTERIM HOSPITAL COVERA GE

EXTENDICA RE PL US LIFE

LIFE

$10,000 FOR $22.00 A YEAR

USE REGULAR APPLICATION

You need this coverage if you fall under one of the following

categories:

T. Canadian students who are covered by OHStP and OHSC
and need extended health care

? StMents in Canada on a student visa and are no; covered

OHSIPor OHSC
„ otudents in Ontario from another province who do not

have coverage from that province.

4 Newly landed immigrant students who are required to wait

three months for the provincial plans to become effective.

ADMIN. — JOHN INGLE,
700 BAY ST 364 41 14

BAY ATGERRARD

NOTE If you have not received your broclure. additional

forms may bo obtained of the Registrar s office. Stu

dent Council Office, Studies

International Students' Centre the Health Service, or

Faculty 0!fic
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Hi there, I'm your friendly

conscious agent of American

Imperialism.

And I'm here to show you a

foreign policy to protect you

and your loved ones.

If covers you and your

family in 3 ways..

1) Planned Perpetual Underdevelopment
If you're in the $40 a year bracket you sure don't want to risk that

paycheck for a revolution! By encouraging and financing safe

and sane military governments AMERICAN EMPIRE ©
provides law and order at a low resource and labour premium.

2) Cultural and Economic Control and Influ-

ence
If you're a country on the move, in the swing of what's happen-

ing and you just don't want to be bothered about all those little

icky budgetary problems like ownership, hand the keys over to

AMERICAN EMPIRE © For only a small drain on your

national resources we'll provide the kind of security and luxuries

you've become accustomed to having.

— or—

if you're in a hurry

and these two are unsatisfactory

-try—

3) Napalm
Our latest development thought up by our researchers, in the

tradition of such past plans as the atomic bomb, germ warfare,

the M-l, and as far back as the Cavalry Charge and the Bowie
Knife. If you're the impatient type and can't wait the 50 or so

years it takes for AE's © other plans to work, then napalm
is what you're looking for. This coverage is the kind that sticks

with you and keeps on yielding effectively even if your home is

destroyed by fire or some other disaster.

So if you think that you're in line for our coverage and even if you don't why not see your con-
scious agent today? He's really not such a special guy. He probably lives next door, plays golf,
or football with his kids. Maybe he's your local cop, or teaches your kids. See him today. He's
real friendly. Or drop into the friendly American Empire © office in your nearest country.

THE

American
Empire©

CANADA LTD.
Wo»hmgton. Ollowo. London. Utbon. Madrid Rome. Bonn. Bern, the Hague. Copenhagen. BruiMtls. Vienna. Oilo. Dublin. Canberra. Saigon. Man-
illa. Bangkok S*oul. Rangoon. Kuola Lumpur. Taipei. New Delhi. Tel, Aviv. Karachi. Johanettburg. Lagoi. Saliibury. Braiilia. Buono* Airoi. Quito,
Ponomo Cty. Umo. Bogota Santiago. Mexico City. Tegucigalpa. San Juon, Guanlonomo. Pant. Vientiane. Caracal, and many many more to terve
>Kyou.
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Strike leaders remain jobless at New College cafeteria
By JIM STRUTHERS

Thirty-eight of the 42 New College
cafeteria workers who lost their jobs
when the college changed catering
firms, have been re-hired by Beaver
Foods, the new catering firm.

The workers, demanding job securi-

ty, had gone on strike when they were
given notice of dismissal in the third

week of December.
The four employees who were not re-

hired were strike leaders, identified by
campus police in interview sessions.

On Dec. 15, the cafeteria workers
were informed that their employers,
Commercial Catering Company, had
lost the contract for both New College

dining rooms, and that they wolild be

unemployed as of Dec. 23. On Dec. 16,

they voted to strike.

The New College kitchen workers
were not unionized, and this fact was
reflected in their working conditions.

Employees worked 14-hour shifts, had
no pension plan, never received a vaca-

tion outside of the seasonal Christmas
and summer layoffs. But up to Dec. 16.

they at least had jobs.

One month earlier, the New College

administration told Commercial Cater-

ing Co. that they would not be renewing

their contract for the food servicing of

both New College diningrooms.

Commercial Caterers had held the

contract for the past five years. Stu-

dent complaints about the quality of

the food and two instances of food poi-

soning in the last three years led to the

administration's decision.

The workers were given only a

week's notice by their employers of the

forthcoming change in management.
The loss of two such large operations

meant that Commercial Caterers

couldn't offer the workers employment
in its other kitchens. Thus, the only

chance for job security was it Beaver
Caterers, the company awarded the

new contract, agreed to re-hire the 42

kitchen workers.

On Dec. 15, a delegation of workers

and students, organized by the Worker-

Student Alliance, marched on Simcoe
Hall to meet with the Director of Ad-

ministrative Services, M. A. Malcolm,

and demanded that the university guar-

antee the reinstatement of the 42 cafe-

teria workers as part of the terms of

the new contract with Beaver Food Co.
Malcolm then said it was within the

university's power to have this condi-

tion stipulated in the agreement, but
asked for a day to consider his answer.
The next day he refused to guarantee

the worker's job security. He promised
that the new company would attempt to

find places for as many workers as
possible, and that job interviews would
begin that afternoon.

Application forms were distributed,

but there were no job interviews that

afternoon.

With only three days remaining in

the term, a strike-committee of the

workers organized a walk-out. From 6

a.m., Dec. 17, the New College dining

rooms were closed.

The next day Malcolm said the stri-

kers would be hired if they agreed to be

interviewed individually.

Dec. 19, the last day of the term, the

workers decided to undergo the inter-

views. The campus police presided
over the procedure. During the course

of the afternoon, 38 of the original 42

cafeteria workers were re-hired.

The four most militant strikers wer-

en't offered jobs with the new compa-
ny. One no longer wishes to work at the

university but the other three, John
Kincaid, Doug Annabelle and Peter
Swiorkowski, are still seeking jobs

from Beaver Food Co. with no success.

They said that, during the inter-

views, the campus police pointed them
out to the new company's officials as

the four leaders of the strike, and that

they are being singled out for their ac-

tions in organizing the strike.

The New College administration dis-

claims any responsibility for the job

security of the cafeteria workers. It

claims the issue was strictly between

the employees and the two companies.

"It seems silly to suggest that Bea-

ver had the obligation to hire any of the

old employees." New College principal

D. G. Ivey told The Varsity last night.

"I'm surprised that they hired as

many as they did."

But Dr. Ivey said that, since the uni-

versity was not the employer, it was
not responsible.

Ivey admits the university could

have insisted on re-hiring of all the

former workers, but he says this would

photo by don andrtw

Two of the striking New College cafeteria workers (left) and two sympathetic
students (right) picket the service entrance of New College during the last days
of the '69 Fall term at U of T.

have contradicted the purpose of rely-

ing on catering companies for food ser-

vice.

"The point of the university's deal-

ing with outside people is that the uni-

versity doesn't have to worry about the

problem of personnel in the food-ser-

vice industry. I think it would have

been very foolish to lay this restriction

down to the new caterer, since it puts

back onto the university the responsi-

bility they avoid by dealing with an

outside caterer." he added.

However, if the wages paid by the

administration to the kitchen workers

The race for the presidency of York University

now has no runners. Albert D. Allen, Dean of Arts

at University of Toronto withdrew last night in pro-

test against the selection procedure used in the

nomination of candidates.

The other two candidates, John Saywell, Arts

Dean at York, and McGill University Vice-Principal

Michael Oliver had resigned earlier in proleit. A
special selection committee nominoted the men,

and the choice of president was lo be solely in the

hands of the board of governors. Allen said he

thought the president should be chosen by all

members of the university.

The York Board of Governors now has exclusive

power lo name a president, although Ihe Senate

on which there are student members may make

of Hart House are any indication, the

plight of the New College Cafeteria

staff would not have been appreciably

different had they been employed by

the university instead of a catering

company.
Ivey said the problems were the

quality of the food, a responsibility of

the caterer, and the way in which it

was served, which depends upon the

personnel.

He feels it would have been unfair to

ask Beaver Food to improve the ser-

vice with essentially the same person-

nel.

Ivey expressed sympathy for the

unionization of workers in the food-ser-

vice industry.

"If this was a blow in the direction of

unionizing these people, I'm all for it. I

don't think that in this particular in-

stance this was the case.
'

' he said.

Meanwhile, three of the cafeteria

workers who want their jobs back face

continued unemployment and the 38

who were re-hired have no guarantee

that the same thing won't happen

again.

There will be a rally at Simcoe Hall

at 12:30 today to support the efforts of

the three unemployed cafeteria work-

ers to regain their jobs.

Students sit in after Loyola fires 27 faculty
MONTREAL (CUP) -

Students at Loyola College

began an indefinite sit-in

Wednesday in front of admin-

istration president Patrick

Malone's office protesting the

administration firing of 27

faculty members.
The administration's sud-

den purge is the most drastic

escalation of administration

interference in academic af-

fairs to date at Loyola.

The students' council voted

Wednesday to support the sit-

in and threatened to ask the

Quebec government to inter-

vene in the latest stage of the

four-month old series of cris-

es which included the unex-

plained firing of nuclear phys-

ics Prof. S. A. Santhanam.

The council unanimously

demanded that within two

weeks the Jesuit administra-

tion of Loyola retract 27 non-

renewal contracts issued in a

su rprise move just before the

Christmas holidays.

The council also voted $50

to provide food and other

supplies to the 70 students sit-

ting-in and authorized the

council executive to grant

further money as needed by

the demonstrators.

The council's action, en-

dorsed by its executive, came
as a surprise at the college as

many of the councillors were

elected an anti-activist plal

forms in a backlash against

the policies of former stu-

dents' council president Mar-
cel Nouvet.

Departmental officials said

they were not consulted in the

firings, although they submit-

ted recommendations to the

administration on contract

renewal. The recommenda-
tions were ignored.

If the administration does
not comply with the council's

demands then the students'

association "will consider

seeking the intervention of

the Quebec government" in

the affair.

The council said "at the

very minimum" the non-re-

newals — actually firings —
must be considered null and

void "until there is evidence

that all customary proce-

dures or their equivalent have

been implemented."

The college's English de-

partment, nearly crippled by

see LOYOLA SIT-IN p. 24



ATTENTION
LAW SCHOOL
APPLICANTS

NEW ADMISSION REQUIREMENT

Low schools a! The University of Western Ontario, the

University of Toronto. Osgoode Hall. York University, ihe

University of Windsor, and Queen's University will re-

quire ell applicants for the year 1970-71 to take the Law
School Admission Test.

The test will be given el most Oniano university campuses

and in ma|or Canadian cities on the following dates in

1970 February 14. 1970. April 11. 1970. May 16, 1970
and July 2*6. 1970. Since many schools commence select-

ing firsl year students in the spring candidates for admis-

sion to next year's classes are advised to take the test no

later than May 1 6 if not in February.

The tesi originates from Educational Testing Services, Prin-

ceton, New Jersey, and is administered thiough-oul the

United States and Canada The Ontario schools have adopt-

ed the tost as a result of the giowing number of applicants

in recent years The purpose of the test is to provide the

schools with addinonal information upon which admissions

decisions can be made
Application foims and further information can be obtained

from the admissions office of any of Ihe above five law

schools oi by writing directly lo Educational Testing Ser-

vices. Princeton 08640. New Jersey. U. S A

Readings for a Drama Centre

Studio production oi Anouilh's

Waltz ol the Toreadors are

being held this Wednesday 2 -5

p.m. in Room 2073. Thursday 1 -

5 p.m in Room 3173. and Friday

1 -5 p.m. in Room 2 1 73. Medical

Sciences Building Those inter-

ested in acting or production

please attend at these times, or

contact Robert Lackenbauer.

923-2198, m the evenings.

RENT A
TAPE RECORDER

BRAND NEW CASSETTES
AS LOW AS 50C DAILY

921-7702

ADVERTISING DEADLINE

Mon Paper-Thurs. Noon

Wed Paper- Fri Noon

Fri Paper - Tues Noon

Tto City'i BUM surviving Cfiurx*

LITTLE

TRINITY

YIDDISH FESTIVAL
FRI, JAN. 9. 8:30 P.M.

ONEG SHABBET at TEMPLE
SINAI. 210 WILSON AVE.
IRVING LAYTON NATHAN
COHEN Prof. RUTH WISSE
McGill University CANTOR SEV-
ERIN WEINGORT

SAT. JAN. 10, 8:1 5 P.M.
FOLKSONG FESTIVAL at LAW-
RENCE PARK COLLEGIATE.
125 CHATSWORTH DRIVE
SHLOMO CARLEBACH Hippy
Folk Singer THE TRAVELLERS
DAVID ELLIN of New York

ADMISSION £2 25
STUDENTS - Advanco Sals SI 00 ai door

St 50

SUN. JAN. 11, 11:00 A.M.
2 WORKSHOPS in JEWISH
FOLKMUSIC YM/YWHA 4588
BATHURST ST BRUNCH
SERVED
Or JERRY GREY of THE TRAV-
ELLERS DAVID ELLIN of N Y

ADMISSION SI 60 SIUOENTSS 75

SUN. JAN. 11, 8:30P.M.
YIDDISH CULTURAL EVENING
at Posluns Auditorium. 3560
BATHURST ST.

DAVID ELLIN RABBI IRWIN
WITTY J KLIGMAN
A0MI5SI0N SI 50 TO ALL EVENTS Si 00

TICKETS: POLLOCKS • HILLEL

HOUSE • NEGEV • HYMAN'S
YORK U Progressive Students (or

Israel • YM/YWHA
OR CALL 363-7190

Sponsored by

^CANADIAN JEWISH CONGRESS
J

The University College Search Committee,

composed of representatives of the Teaching

Staff, Students and Alumni of the College,

and concerned with recommending to the

President nominations for the position

of Pfincipal of University College, invites

suggestions of names of persons, either within

or outside the Uni versity of Toronto, for

consideration by the Committee.

Nominations, with biographical information for

persons who might not be known by members

of the Committee, are required Dy

January 19. 1970. and should be

addressed to the Chairman of the Committee.

Mr. J. H. Sword, Executive Vice-President

(Academic) and Provost.

University of Toronto, Simcoe Hall. Toronto 1 81

.

: THE PRIVATE MAN
* An Original Play By ALLAN STRATTON

Entered in the Dominion Drama Festival

JANUARY 13 - 17, I970 8:30 P.M.

CENTRAL LIBRARY THEATRE
Admission: Tues., Wed., Triors., $1.50

J Fri., Sat., ..„ $2.00

I Students 51. 00

t Tickets: Box Office, or Wymilwood, Vic. J

ROCHDALE COLLEGE

daughters of the

social revolution
would appreciate your presence

in their warm and cozy midst

for their forthcoming second

of many terms.

Applications are being taken

at present (NOW!)

The cost:

Double rooms with community kitchen/$50-53 mo.

Double rooms wilh kitchen in unit/$60 mo.

,
Meals $1.00 or $11.00 the week.

Term prices available.

341 BLOOR ST. W. 921-

come live with us

ROCHDALE COLLEGE
qe2 — THE VARSITY, Friday. January 9. 1970



Bissell calls injunction inappropriate in Thorson disruption

University President Claude

Bissell has denied the adminis-

tration planned to use court

injunctions in December to

deal with disruptions in Prof.

T. L. Thorson's Political Sci-

ence 101 class,

Dr. Bissell's denial came in

reply to a letter from the Stu-

dents Administrative Council

following a Dec. 13 Globe and
Mail story on classroom "dis-

ruptions " at U of T.

The President doubted an
injunction would have been
appropriate in the Thorson
case, and said he felt the Polit-

ical Economy Department
agreed.

Dr. Bissell reaffirmed that

the Campbell Report will

shape future university discip-

line policy.

SAC said the injunction

strategy violates the spirit and
letter of the Campbell Report.

The president also said he
hoped any decisions to use in-

junctions would be made by the

central administration and not

by individual professors or

departments, even though they

have the legal right to do so.

The Globe and Mail story by
Ross Munro said several ad-

ministrators were attending
Prof. Thorson's lectures.

"If and when the class gets

out of control," the story read,

Dec. 17, 1969
Deaf Mr. Abols,

Policy at the University of

Toronto is not established in the

columns of daily newspapers. It

is the responsibility of bodies

constituted for that purpose.

During this period of transi-

tion in disciplinary matters,

however, it is difficult to relate

policy decisions to specific bod-

ies and we must accordingly

draw upon precedent and the

results of authoritative discus-

sions. In particular we must
draw upon the Campbell Re-

port.

In the present case, I wel-

comed the attempt by the stu-

dent course union lo resolve the

problems facing Prof. Thorson's

class, and I hope these efforts

will be successful. I believe that

incidents of this nature are es-

sentially a matter for determi-

nation by the class concerned, or

if that fails, by the teaching

departments and the council of

the faculty of the university con-

cerned.

I( such efforts prove unsuc-

cessful, then there are a number
of options open to the universi-

ty. These include reference of

the problem to the existing uni-

versity disciplinary body, the

Caput.

If such a reference took place,

every effort would be made to

ensure thot the Caput consider-

ation of this matter took place

along with representative stu-

dents of the university.

"Another possibility, as the

Campbell Report suggested in

chapter 7, is the use of a court

injunction by the civil court,

should the circumstances seem
grave enough to the university

to warrant such an action.

"The university cannot, of

course, prevent an individual

professor from using an injunc-

tion procedure, since this is a

right given to him by the laws
of the land. I would deeply re-

gret it, however, if this hap-
pened, since my view is that it is

only the university which should

decide upon such an expedient

as the use of an injunction.

".
. .The decision whether or

not to use an injunction would
depend on the circumstances of

each case. So far I have no infor-

mation which would lead me to

suppose that the use of an in-

junction would be appropriate
in the case to which your ques-

tion refers. I believe this is also

the view of the department and
faculty concerned.

"As you know, we are now in

the middle of discussion con-

cerning the implementation of

the Campbell report. The com-

mittee of academic staff and
students to which I referred in

my statement of Oct. 1 is now
at work on the business of initi-

ating discussion of the Report, of

formulating agreed recommen-
dations, and of generally facili-

tating the implementation of

the Report. It continues to be

true that the Campbell Report,

and the campus deliberation of

that report, will shape universi-

ty policy on discipline in the

University of Toronto.

Yours sincerely,

Claude Bissell

President

"their plan is to rise, declare

the class disrupted, dismiss
the students, and go downtown
and obtain a court injunction

enjoining students from engag-
ing in further disruptions."

If the disruptions occurred
again, "police would be called,

and the students would be ar-

rested for contempt of court."

"The injunction strategy

was arrived at after discus-

sions with administrators up to

and including University Presi-

dent Claude Bissell,*' the arti-

cle added.

The SAC Executive held an

emergency meeting Dec. 14

and asked Dr. Bissell to clarify

his position in light of his

promise that the Campbell
Report would shape future

university discipline policy.

The Campbell Report rec-

ommends negotiations with

persons involved in "non-de-

structive" campus disruptions,

and an examination of the fac-

tors causing disturbances be-

fore any outside force or legal

procedures are employed.

"If a demonstration cannot

be solved by such negotia-

tions," it says, "the use of an

injunction from a regular court

might be considered, or it

might be feasible to hold a ref-

erendum on the issues involved

in the demonstration."

Sntegrate staff - student washrooms ?

SAC's benevolent spirit still pervades

It was give-away night at the Students'

Administrative Council meeting Wednesday
and in a final fling of Christmas Spirit, Santa

SAC handed over $500 to the Stop Spadina Save

Our City Committee, $200 to the American
Deserters Committee, 43 acres of land to the

Outing Club, and the Education Commission
to Craig Heron (IV UC).

Whether the Education Commission w?s
the booby prize of the evening, or not. Heron

seemed pleased to accept Gus Abol's nomina-

tion and he was unanimously elected SAC
Education Commissioner to replace Lee Coul-

ter (III VIC), who resigned last meeting.

A strong representation by sociology pro-

fessor Allan Powell, and SSSOCC leader, net-

ted them $500.

Calling his Spadina committee the "only

committee in the city that has managed to

stay politically clean," Powell stressed the

urgency of the group's efforts.

"We have to mobilize the city by Jan. 26

when the Metro transportation committee

meets." he declared, "This is more than Spa-

dina.

BEGINNING OF END
"Day by day and week by week I am more

amazed and horrified at the stupidity that

seems to have resulted in the possibility that

Spadina is the beginning of the destruction of

the city as we know it and of other North

American cities."

Powell quoted figures compiled by U of T

economist David Nowlan and his wife for a

soon-to-be-published book on the Spadina

Expressway. The statistics indicate that it

will cost $5 per car using the expressway just

to pay the operating costs without reducing

any of the initial capital outlay of $200 million.

Responding to Powell's suggestion that this

is one issue which could heal the rift between
the university and the city, SAC agreed to give

the committee $500 to circulate a petition

seeking support to all staff members.
SAC President Gus Abols also proposed

holding a demonstration sometime around
.Jan. 25 to build up student interest in the Spa-

dina question. ("If we are going to have a

demonstration this year ").

The Outing Club ended up with the jack-pot

of the evening when SAC agreed unanimously

to make a $7,000 offer for 43 acres of land near

Collingwood, adjacent to the hostel which the

Outing Club is building.

SUMMER CAMP
Although SAC will own the land, the Outing

Club will have its use.

Some SAC reps suggested that it might also

be lent to a camp for underprivileged children

in the summer.
SAC also endorsed the Student Tenant's

Association, a newly-formed group which is

trying to organize students renting in Toronto,

supported Radio Varsity's bid for an FM
broadcasting licence and demanded an end to

separate staff-student washrooms.

The SAC letter to Dr. Bissell

expressing concern over Mr.
Munro's article, asked the
President:

• if the plan outlined in the

article represented U of T
administration policy

;

• what the administration
position was regarding the use
of injunctions by individual

professors or departments;

• what Dr. Bissell's position

would be if the Political Econo-
my department or Prof. Thor-
son did seek an injunction;

• if Dr. Bissell's statement
of Oct. 1 on the Campbell re-

port still stood.

Dr. Bissell's reply three

days later repudiated Munro's

account, although the Globe
reporter says he "stands by his

storv" that there was adminis-

tration acquiescence in the

injunction strategy.

Prof. Arthur Kruger. Under-

graduate Secretary of the Pol-

itical Economy Department
sat in Prof. Thorson's classes.

"The injunction strategy

was discussed," he said last

night, "but I don't recall a firm

decision having been made.

"There was no firm decision

on the strategy to be used, or

that mechanically someone
would jump up, dismiss the

class and get an injunction."

he added.
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PAGE FOUR
The tfudem. ...

They want making, matching. The

images of identity, not

problems, not answers. They want probes, not

. They want struggle, not goals. Thv~ ~

J he y want insights, :lassitied do>..

—Marshal McLuhan

who's responsible?
When you examine the statements of

all the parties involved in the recent

strike ol cafeteria workers at New Col-

lege, one word stands out : responsibili-

ty.

Who is responsible for the workers'

job security?

Commercial Caterer's, their former

employer, could not offer the workers

jobs since the loss of such a large oper-

ation as New College is loo great to al-

low them to distribute the workers
among their other operations.

The new company Beaver Food, is

under no obligation 10 hire the old em-
ployees if their contract doesn I stipu-

late it and. indeed, they would have a

good ca>e in arguing that better service

couldn't be provided with the same
staff.

The administration s case is simply

that they are not the workers' employ-

ers and that they should not be held

responsible for their job security.

But the simple truth is that, without

a union, in a capitalist society workers

have no job security

The responsibility falls on the uni-

versity.

The university continues to oppose
the unionization of its employees: or in

the case of its food servicing, it dele-

varsity

Bond ol Diikiox 91 Si Gw»«Si

the festival of the oppressed move* into onorhei

decode of production ad obturdum. . .dove leaches

hanno the difference between while and black
'

while michael lout - at the cold wot is over an sue-

cup tilt there contestotively. . ."it thit kommun-
iim," we oik, at sue perly ploy- the number*
game with c.b. on page 5. . .twot tacnight at til,

and bob vke-bork, hovered over ihe mean produc-

tion, dare had a booker idea (on a dare day you

can tee forever), ttrulhert tlruggtad with louit

who couldn't tee ihe barricade for the Irees, while

heather moored the scary ihip of discontent, cow-

an ratified the monday meet, "thal't o.k.," he

added, ttronded in the tportt office. . .koren kolled

the kopy and knox from the you be tea paulled at

the varsity mett while he sharpened hit pencil in

moo's ears. . .don and tpencor did things in ihe

darkroom. . .lorry plugged pirn, and horriet gave
proof to the piett. . -it's all part of a procets,

george rutMlled with man at cup olt, while i de-

ductively look for god.
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gates the responsibility to outside ca-

terers so it can wash its hands when a

contract expires and "workers are faced

with unemployment.
It's true, of course, that of the 42

cafeteria employees. 38 were eventual-

ly rehired. But for over a week, and at

a time when most people were prepar-

ing for the Christmas season. 42 work-
ers didn't know if they would have
enough money to see them through the

holidays and three of them are still

unemployed.

If it was strictly a maiter between
the new employers. Beaver Food and
the workers as the administration

claims, then why were the campus po-

lice present at the job interviews and
why did they feel it necessary to point

out the four strike leaders to the com-
pany officials'.'

If there is an answer to this question

it must lie in the administration's con-

sistent hostility to any attempts on the

part of campus workers to organize

themselves into a union, a fact which
the Canadian Union of Public Employ-
ees knows only too well.

A unionized food service staff, even
though not employed directly by the

university, would undoubtedly raise the

wages of the workers causing a subse-

quent raise in the caterer's price.

In resisting that kind of price-in-

crease as part of their programmed
"efficiency", the university is directly

responsible for the low-wages paid to

the workers.

As the "spectre" of unionization on

the U of T campus becomes more and
more immanent, it's conceivable that

the administration will contract out

other service operations such as jani-

torial and maintenance work.

That process artificially divides the

real employer (the university) from
the employee by setting up a middle-

,. And did you roluntarily accapl o

m., September nim

i, hoi meal from known Black Pan r hen
leteen hun'ert an' sixty-nine?"

man — the contracting company.
Eaton's employed a similar strategy

when they fired all of their janitorial

workers last year and hired a contract-

ing firm to supply the labour.

The policy of contracting out is just

an institutional way of avoiding the

responsibility the university has to

ensure good job conditions to the peo-

ple who work for it.

Amidst the battles over student pow-

er that have been waged over the past

couple of years, the support staff at the

U of T have been ignored by students

and administration.

LETTERS-
In the past few years, when some

members of the university community

urged that relations among us be more

egalitarian or more brotherly than in

society at large, they were told they

were being Utopian. Well, maybe so.

Maybe there's no need for us to be bet-

ter than the rest of society, but should

we be worse? Should we be indifferent

to the possibility that large numbers of

workers on campus may be paid less

here than for similar work "in the

world"? that they may have less job

security here, and fewer means of de-

fending their economic and human in-

terests?

It has sometimes been argued that it

is justifiable for professors to be paid

less relatively than other professional

people because the academic life is its

own reward. Even if this were true, it

certainly can't be extended to the cam-

pus workers who have only a few weeks

holiday per year, who are not flying off

to exciting conferences in Ottawa or

Paris, who are not released from work

to attend interesting lectures or special

campus events. Cleaning off students*

dirty trays, mopping up after profes-

sors' dirty boots — it's the same dirt

here as anyplace else.

Do we professors want the tax-pay-

1970

ers and voters of Ontario who receive

$1.50 to $3 per hour to support our ef-

forts to raise the salary floor for, say.

an associate professor at the Universi-

ty of Toronto from its present $12,300?

Then, let us not merely agonize about

whether "the plumber (we) pass in the

hall may be making more than (we)

are" (to quote a recent ATS report),

but also concern ourselves with mem-
bers of our community who earn $1.50

per hour.

Do you students claim that you will

be better educated if methods of exam-
ination and grading and your other

'working conditions" at the university

are changed? Then how about using the

same reasoning in regard to the "work-
ing conditions" of the huge staff of

people who serve you here — especially

when you start griping about the lousy

food or service?

I hope that the various segments of

the support staff, whether unionized or

non-unionized, paid salaries or paid by
the hour, will soon inform the rest of

the university community about their

conditions of work and about what
must be done to remedy their griev-

ances.

Natalie Zemon Davis

Associate Professor of History

The Commission on University Gov-

ernment talks about the concept of

community at the U of T. but devotes

little attention to the important third

estate of that community that exists

alongside faculty and students.

In many cases, the support staff

form more of a community with stu-

dents than do the faculty.

Yet they are the most neglected

members of this "academic" commun-
ity. Their service is bought with the

maximum efficiency, even at the ex-

pense of inhuman wages and working
conditions.

Perhaps it's time the university ca-

tered to the workers.

VARSITY STAFF: Impor-

tant meeting Monday 1

p.m. in the Varsity office.

All staff should attend.

NEW STAFF: We need
you. We need you if you
want to work on a newspa-
per as a reporter, a features

writer, a photographer, an
artist, a designer, a typist,

or an office clown. Come to

the Varsity office Monday 1

p.m.
ESPECIALLY: We need

you especially if you have
experience in design, i.e.

laying out the pages of the

paper. You might have no-

ticed that the position De-

sign no longer exists on our

masthead. We need some-
one with experience to fill

that position. And there's a

small salary involved. Come
to the Varsity office 1 p.m.

Monday.



If the function of the university is the advancement of learning,

the presumption must be that those who are farther advanced in learning

should have more say in university policy.

A look at the C U G Numbers Game
by C. B. Macpherson

Professor of Political Science

The strength of the case for a one-tier gov-
erning body for the whole university, as against
any two-tier system — a case which I consider
extremely strong — depends partly on the com-
position of the proposed single Governing Coun-
cil. I shall argue that the composition of the gov-
erning body should be decided on grounds of the
function the university is or should be expected
to perform, rather than on analogies with either

feudal or democratic political societies; and
that, on grounds of aptness to perform that func-

tion, the faculty should have at least parity with

all others together on the governing council.

The reasoning offered by CUG for its recom-
mendation of 20 students, 20 faculty, 20 laymen,
is surprisingly slight, and rather odd. The CUG
case for the inclusion of six ex officio adminis-
trators is well made, and t do not question it. But
why, for the rest, 20-20-20? The Report first plays

down the importance of the whole question of

proportions by speaking of any discussion of it as

"the numbers game", then suggests that the

numbers "in the final analysis" tend to be mere-
ly symbolic because the three groups are unlike-

ly to vote as blocs. I find this unconvincing. Is it

not quite likely that the student and faculty

groups would on some crucial issues vote as

blocs? The Report itself does a good deal to en-

courage them to act as blocs at lower levels, and
the Commission's own deliberations appear to

have been conducted with a steady conscious-

ness of the blocs in its own membership.
Numbers, we may conclude, are important

enough to require more than passing attention.

Yet the only reason offered by CUG for rec-

ommending equal numbers of student, faculty,

and lay members is that numbers have "a psy-

chological value in group interaction through

discussion": if any one of these three "estates"

had "merely nominal" representation its repre-

sentatives would feel inferior and would contrib-

ute less than they should to the discussion: hence

parity of the three estates is to be preferred.

There are three things wrong with this rea-

soning.

One is that it considers nothing between

"merely nominal" numbers and equal numbers.

But suppose a case were made on other grounds

for a proportion of, say, 10-10-20: would either of

the 10s be considered "merely nominal?" If not,

the harmful effect attributed to nominal repre-

sentation does not apply to everything less than

equal representation, and the argument for

equal numbers does not follow.

But if "nominnl" is intended to include any-

thing less than equal representation, then the

proposition on which the argument relies is that

any substantial inferiority of numbers leads to

inferiority of performance. That proposition is

false (which is the second thing wrong with the

argument). It is at least contradicted by one

very relevant piece of evidence, namely, the

behaviour, over the last several years, of the

elected faculty members of- the President's

Council. They have always been substantially

fewer than the administration members — five,

later seven, elected faculty out of well over 20 —
but that has never led them to take an inferior

part in the deliberations of the whole body.

The third and most important thing wrong
about the reasoning is that it treats students,

faculty, and laymen as three "estates" within

the university and leaves it to be assumed that

the three groups have equal contributions to

make to the determination of university policy.

The absurdity of treating the lay representa-

tives, who are by definition from outside the uni-

versity, as an "estate" within the university, is

less objectionable than the assumption that the

three groups have equal contributions to make.
No grounds are offered for this assumption. And
the Commission itself in effect rejects it, at least

in respect of the lay component.

The Commission argues the case for any lay

component at all on quite other grounds, namely,

on grounds of the watchdog function the laymen
are expected to perform on behalf of the outside

community. The argument is that the public,

which pays, is entitled to have some direct re-

presenation on the top university body to ensure

that what has become a very big business should

be soundly managed. Whether lay representa-

tion, partly or wholly appointed by the govern-

ment, is an effective or the most effective way of

ensuring sound management might be disputed.

But at least the Commission is right in basing the

argument for lay members on the ground that

they are outsiders. In any case, if we accept the

need for the council to contain a watchdog, all

that follows is that there should be enough of a

lay element to be a watchdog: no pretence is

needed that they would be expected to contribute

equally with the students or faculty to the deter-

mination of policy. So why 20? Why not nine,

which would be enough to give lay representa-

tion on each of the proposed nine standing com-
mittees of the governing council?

The relative size of the student and faculty

components should similarly be determined by

their relative aptness to perform their part in

the functions the governing council would have.

Apart from the watchdog function, what func-

tions would the council have? Bearing in mind
the very substantial areas of decision-making

which the Commission urges should be devolved

on Department and Faculty councils, the main
function of the University Council would be to set

policy about academic and financial priorities so

as best to promote the university as a centre for

the advancement of learning in the broadest

sense.

I take that to include:

the creation of new knowledge, new critical

understanding, about man, society, and the uni-

verse ;

the continuous development of new genera-

tions of people — students — who will, later,

create more new knowledge and critical under-

standing;

the spreading of knowledge and critical

understanding to as many as possible who desire

it.

I do not think that the advancement of learn-

ing, so understood, can be best promoted by the

faculty alone. The second and third functions

clearly cannot be performed unless there is ac-

tive co-operation of students and faculty in the

teaching and learning process, and this is not

likely to be forthcoming now unless students

know that they have significant representation

on the top body as well as at the other levels. But
it does not follow that they need equal represen-

tation with the faculty on the top body
I do not see how it can be taken for granted

that students are equally competent, with facul-

ty to decide on over-all university policy. The
faculty have, on the average, been at the job of

creating knowledge, and of increasing under-

standing, longer than have the students; the fac-

ulty are the most advanced students, they have

credentials which those less far along need not

and, in the nature of the case, do not (yet) have;

the faculty do know more about knowledge.

I know it is the view of some students that

the very fact that the faculty have been at it

longer is a disqualification, in that the combined
effect of rapid social change and professorial

specialization makes the professors insensitive

or resistant to changes in the kind of knowledge

and understanding the world now needs. That

North American universities on the whole have

exhibited massive insensitivity is not to be de-

nied, though I would assert that this university is

less culpable than the typical United States mul-

tiversity. But it has to be noticed that it is in

each case not the faculty but the university as

presently governed (never by the faculty) that

has shown this insensitivity.

I would not for the moment suggest that giv-

ing all power to the faculty would correct this

disastrous failing. I do not propose that all power
should be given to the faculty. I think it is suffi-

ciently evident that any rectification of the pre-

sent situation requires a combination of faculty

and student power.

But in what proportions? Here surely we
have to weigh the faculty claim of superior ac-

quaintance with the discipline of knowledge

against the student claim of continually self-re-

newing freshness of insight into the problems

that beset humanity. If we could assume that the

students as a whole, and only the students, had

that insight, we might conclude that the balance

was equal. But we cannot make that assumption.

No doubt the most socially-conscious students

have more of this insight than the least socially-

conscious faculty. And in the last two or three

years it has been on the whole the students with

the most advanced social consciousness who
have been elected to the most important posi-

tions (as, for instance, in CUG itself).

But it would be foolish to erect a permanent

system of university government on the assump-

tion that that pattern of election is permanent.

And even on that assumption, it is by no means

clear that student representatives should, in the

interest of the university as a continuing body

devoted to the enhancement of knowledge and of

critical understanding, govern equally with fac-

ulty representatives. On the contrary, if the

function of the university is the advancement of

learning, the presumption must be that those

who are farther advanced in learning should

have more say say in university policy.

Given this, and given that neither the case

made for administration members nor the case

made for lay members on the governing council

requires a substantial number of administrators

or of laymen, it does not seem unreasonable to

suggest that the faculty should have parity with

all the others together.

obnorA
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MacMILLAN:

setting the stage
TIDES OF FORTUNE are memoirs of the formative years of the era

we're still in by a man who helped set the consensus which dominates it.

Harold Macmillan, dubbed "Supermac", was the leading figure of the pro-
gressive conservatism which developed in post-war Britain, taking the Tory
party to the same modern, mildly liberal, highly pragmatic positions which
the Liberals-in Canada, the Democrats in the U.S.A., and the Social Demo-
crats in Germany govern or governed from throughout the sixties.

Tides of Fortune is in the exhaus-

tively comprehensive tradition of pol-

itical autobiographies, yet out of

character for its fresh and straight-

forward style. Volume Three of the

set, this book covers Macmillan's fi-

nal wartime assignments in Italy, his

brief period of office in Churchill's

1945 Cabinet, his opposition role while

Labour held office, then his succes-

sive positions as Minister for Hous-

ing, Defence Minister and Foreign

Secretary in Churchill's and Eden's
Conservative government. Still to

come is the outline of his years as

Prime Minister.

There are three points of focus in

this volume, each of them significiant

and interesting: political develop-

ments inside Britain; the breakdown

of the British Empire; and the pat-

tern of post-war international rela-

tions. Macmillan's book presents val-

uable insights in all three areas, not

least through watching the way his

mind considers and analyses each

subject; for Macmillan was as much
representative of a certain kind of

Britain as he was a pragmatic politi-

cian.

Son of a wealthy publisher, educat-

ed at Eton, Harold Macmillan was of

that British aristocracy which uses

the Conservative party to exercise its

responsibility as natural ruling class

of the British people. The Churchills,

the Edens, the Macmillans saw this

responsibility as a reality; power

could be enjoyed but only because it

was rationalized as taking care of the

nation, seeing that wise decisions

were made on its behalf by the elite

groomed to make them. There was a

surprising element of social commit-

ment and sense of community in men

like these but it was commitment

within a social community "natural-

ly'' established in hierarchical form.

This attitude comes out in Macmil-

lan's description of British politics

after 1945. On the whole, for him, the

period of Labour government turned

out to be reasonably acceptable, be-

cause Attlee, the Labour P.M., was

calm and sensible and kept the

"extremists" in his party under con-

trol. That was the real political divi-

sion in Macmillan's eyes: there were

the moderates of the Labour and Con-

servative parties, men like Gaitskell,

Bevin and Morrison, like Eden, But-

ler and Lord Woolton, and then there

were the extremists in both parties,

on the left, and on the right.

What was important was that the

moderates should keep things in hand,

implement reforms without upsetting

the natural order of things and gener-

ally lower political passion in the

country. Macmillan, of course, op-

posed the widespread nationalization

of industry and transportation under-

taken by Labour and had hard words

for many left-wing budget proposals,

but, in retrospect anyway, he sees the

Labour period as fair and progres-

sive. He couldn't quite help criticizing

the working-class lack of social ease

of men like Morrison and Bevin in

international diplomacy, but then he

does have to have some reason for

implicitly believing in elitist rule.

It was the direction in which he

helped take his own party which was
most significant. Instead of rejecting

the welfare state, he had the Tories

embrace it, giving business a some-

what greater role than Labour would,

but nevertheless accepting economic

planning, social security measures

and opportunities for social mobility.

When the Tories were elected in 1951,

the only industry they "denational-

ized" was steel, and their efforts in,

for example, state provision of hous-

ing were even more active than At-

tlee's government.

In short, Macmillan brought the

Tory party into the liberal-conserva-

tive, conservative-liberal consensus,

and established the dominance of that

political ideology, an ideology so per-

vasive that academics announced it

meant the "end of ideology", an ideol-

ogy so powerful that only recently

have radicals challenged it. The

"moderates", Labour and Tory, ran

the show, so much so that British pol-

itical observers termed "Butskell-

ism" the philosophy of their post-war

nation — after the similiar economic

policies of the two Chancellors of the

Exchequer, Hugh Gaitskell of Labour

and 'Rab' Butler of the Conserva-

tives.

The consensus, though, was much

harder to maintain when it came to

the British Empire. For one thing, the

"extremists'' on each side included a

much larger group; even Churchill,

then Tory leader, expressed the kind

of hard-line policy for retaining India

that Macmillan identified with the

Conservative right wing. Moreover,

for liberalism
many like Macmillan, prepared to

approach independence pragmatical-

ly, had through their upper class fam-

ilies exercised the same kind of "res-

ponsibility" to the colonies as they

had to Britain. Macmillan reports a

journey through India in this volume,

visiting the "loyal" employees of his

family's firm there and implicitly

shows the mental effort involved in

coming to accept the fact that the

"British Raj" would no longer rule;

colonial paternalism is the off-face of

class paternalism, imperialism the

parallel of hierarchy, and freeing the

empire involved a major contradition

in the minds of most Tories.

They could be pragmatic, like

Macmillan, sure that the "winds of

change were blowing," but still speak

fondly of the empire: "Never, in the

long course of history, has an alien

national given so much of its best.

Service in India became a family tra-

dition and affection for India a legacy

from father to son .... By the

achievement of this period of our rule

in India, the British stand justified."

Clearly Macmillan's education had

missed the millions appropriated

from India by the early British "serv-

ants" in that nation, the destruction

of Indian industry that came with the

Empire, and the work of Indian statis-

ticians showing that even in the pre-

sent century's early years Britain

was taking, one way or another, some
10% of India's annual gross income.

If the parts of the book on Empire

are more interesting for what they

say implicitly, it is the explicit re-

porting of international relations

which is useful in other sections. In a

chapter automatically entitled The

Russian Aggression Macmillan, in fact,

asks whether that was the motivating

force behind post-war dispute: "Might

it. . . be that ihe apparent chauvinism of

Soviet policy was a form of insurance, not

of expansion; that security, not imperial-

ism, was their instinctive goal?" He goes

on to claim that "certainly the Russian

government must have known that the

Americans would never launch a pre-

emptive war." yet later in the book

talks of hard-line U.S. foreign policy

positions, especially under Dulles,

that suggest that hawk-like currents

of thought existed in America even

under Truman.
The portrayal of Americans and

their policy in the fifties is devastat-

ing. In mid-1954 Macmillan wrote of

the Americans, who were then refus-

ing co-operation with the British in

establishing a treaty for Indo-China:

"One of the difficulties is the weakness

and amateurishness of the American
administration Eisenhower is a generous

and noble figure. But he is not a strong

character . . . The Republicans have

put up a poor show against McCarthv
Eisenhower has treated the problem as

Charles II treated Tuns Oates -- let the

plague run its course, f But a lot of inno-

cent victims are sacrificed meantime, t"

The immense power and rigid intran-

sigence of John Foster Dulles emerge
throughout.

There is an attitude of patience and

understanding in much of Macmil-

lan's discussions of Dulles and his ac-

tivities, but there is, nevertheless, a

clear implication of British concern

about the dogmatism of the man —
perhaps more of the "moderate-

extremist" dichotomy which Macmil-

lan sees domestically. The Dulles pol-

icy on the Far East and on Europe

comes across as far too tough for the

British. And if these policies seem
unaccountably rigid to a Conservative

cabinet minister, some questions

about the real responsibility for the

Cold War arise. It was, after all, in

this period that the United States first

intervened in Vietnam.

There is more in this autobiogra-

phy, much more, sketches of British.

French, Russian and American politi-

cal figures, the beginnings of the

struggle in the Middle East, the rebel-

lions in Kenya and Malaysia, and of

course, many intricacies of British

politics.

The great value of the book, though,

is still its self-portrayal of a liberal

conservative, or conservative-liberal.

Pierre Trudeau is probably just a

French Catholic Macmillan, and Ri-

chard Nixon a less civilized, less com-

fortable version of the man. Thinking

the same, in situations still caught in

the basic pattern set after World War

II, these contemporary consensus

moderates may well act much as "Su-

permac" did. For those who think

that kind of action inadequate, that

non-egalitarianism unjust, Tides of

Fortune may be a depressing book,

but also a useful one.

Harold Macmillan

Tides of Fortune 1945-55

Macmillan Company 1969

— Steven langdom
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poetry
He invented a rainbow but

lightning struck it

shattered it into the take-lap of

a mountain

so big his mind slowed when he

looked at it

Earle Birney, one of Cana-

da's senior poets, writing of his

own country in a powerful, of-

ten violent, style.

His newest book, Tbe Poems
of Earl Birney, presents a

small selection from the larg-

er, six dollar Selected Poems,
1940-66, to make his work more
cheaply available to "Canadi-

ans under thirty who are the

main, and most perceptive,

readers of poetry," ("Persons

over thirty may buy it too, of

course, provided they've al-

ready made an honest attempt

to acquire the hardback.")

Till we burst at noon to the

flashing and floating round

Of the peaks. Coming down we '

picked in our hats the bright

And sunhot raspberries, eating

them under a mighty

Spruce, while a marten moving

like quicksilver scouted us.

Unfortunate that Birney

cannot always write so vividly,

so beautifully, of the land.

Unfortunate that he felt com-
pelled to include in the selec-

I Uon a poem entitled "Canada:

A CAREER
you'll get life

for it
Your career is a lifetime proposition. And we figure

if you have to work, you should work at something

you'll enjoy.

Improve the odds when choosing a career by

learning more about yourself.

STEP ONE:
Take inventory of your real interests and abilities.

STEP TWO:
Calculate your chances of success.

How? By completing the Biographical Inventory

Blank (BIB) .... a multiple-choice inventory of

auto-biographical questions. There are over 500

items to answer and there is no time limit for

completion. All of the questions in the BIB relate to

your own past experience. The BIB is based on the

psychological fact that people will tend to act in

the future as they have acted in the past. Thus, your

past behavior can be related to that of persons who
have done well in certain fields or occupations.

Your BIB responses will be recorded and assessed

with techniques developed during thirty years of

intensive research, financed mainly by various

government departments. This continuous research

was initiated during WW II with recent applications

by NASA and the Peace Corps.

Now you can benefit from this past research

when you're choosing your career.

Career Assessment Ltd. will find out what your

thing is and where you can do it, too. We'll give

you:

1. A confidential counselling resume of your

results on the BIB.

2. Occupationally-oriented assistance for those

who desire additional job exposure.

The Biographical Inventory Blank will tell you more

about yourself, and the fields in which your interests

will best fit your abilities. Then, your career

decision will be made that much easier.

Make sure your career is your thing .... it's a life

sentence.

Watch this newspaper for lurther details on the

Biographical Inventory Blank.

EERCflREERCAREER CAREER

SmEWTflSSESSKIENT ASSESSMENT

iTEDLOTEDLOTED UNITED
51 PRINCE ARTHUR AVENUE

TORONTO, ONTARIO

1416) 964-7721, 964-7725
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from home, abroad and elsewhere
Case History: 1969 Version"
he feefers tiptoe on his arctic

roof

(ten brittle legs, no two togeth-

er)

baring his royal canadianass

white and helpless in the global

winds.

Is that really Birney's hon-
est view of Canada? If so, then
what of the mountains, the
"marten moving like quicksil-

ver" . . . Surely the two views
are not compatible.

To my mind, "Canada: Case
History: 1969 Version", built

^
around an extended metaphor
of Canada as a grotesque beast

with ten legs, a dyspeptic belly

and falling teeth, and contain-

ing vague political references
to Quebec, is poor in compari-

son to the intense lyricism of

the other Canadian poems. To
my mind, its inclusion can only

be explained in terms of a sel-

lout for the sake of relevancy,

a sellout I wish he hadn't

made.
The poems of Birney's new

book can roughly be divided

into two halves: The Canadian

and the foreign.

Perhaps I am wrong in

seeing a lack of intimacy, and
depth of perception, in the for-

eign poems, and that the fault

really lies in my lack of suffi-

cient acquantance with the
subject matter, but in any
case, the smug "I've been
there, have you?" attitude
implicit in titling poems "Hon-
olulu", "Epidaurus", "A Walk
in Kyoto" . . . turns me right

off. That, and the tourist hang-
up Birney at least has the hon-
esty not to hide — where tour-

ists worship in a regalia of cam-
eras make me wonder if it

would not do him well to avoid
the foreign stuff in favour of

the land he knows best: the

land, that is, and not its poli-

tics.

The Poems of Earl Birney.

McClelland and Stewart, $1 .50.

— tim inkster

Reading Canadian poets is a

risky business because there is

always the fear that they will

be merely parochial or what's

worse, overtly nationalistic. So

it's a relief to find two new
Canadian publications whose
authors are obviously neither

of the above. They are Ralph
Gustafson and R. A. D. Ford,

both of them world-travellers,

whose poetry, culled from
sources as distant as the Yukon
and the Sahara, has the time-

lessness of all good writing.

Gustafson has had four pre-

vious books of poetry published

and while his present volume
Ixion's Wheel stems largely

from his travels in the Medi-
terranean and the Canadian
north, his work never degener-

ates into a travelogue. He is

more concerned with distilling

his own reactions from a maze
of experience so that each
poem is first of all an individu-

al and often complicated re-

sponse rather than mere de-

scription. And although it is

often difficult for a poet to

avoid imposing an over-stated

meaning on his writing. Gus-
tafson never does; the lan-

guage controls and directs

throughout in a concise and
often ironic manner. Nobody is

consistently good, of course,

and on occasion some of his

shorter poems are regrettably

epigrammatic in tone and a

few of the longer excessively

descriptive, but these are mi-

nor considerations and gener-

ally he writes well.

Ford's new book of poetry,

The Solitary City, takes its ti-

tle from one of his own poems
and while not as prolific as

Gustafson, (this is his first

volume since 1956), he also

writes about his journeys.

To say that his themes ex-

amine the isolation of both love

and death sounds mundane, if

not frankly banal, though as a

matter of fact this does char-

acterize the bulk of his work.

But what makes him an excel-

lent poet is his craftsmanship;

he knows the essential value of

words and that's undoubtedly

why the last half of the book,

which is devoted to transla-

tions of Russian, Serbo-Croa-

tian, Portuguese and French
poetry is so successful. In

short it is a kind of internation-

al potpourri of his own work
and a sampling of many oth-

ers', notably Pasternak. Ev-
tushenko and Bandira, and al-

though Ford works on a small-

er scale than Gustafson, this is

no detriment to his poetry for

like any good writer he has

something to say about life.

If you're interested in new
Canadian poetry, read Ford
and Gustafson. They are both

imaginative, often intriguing

and always readable.

IXION'S WHEEL, Ralph Gustaf-

son. McClelland ? Stewart.

S4.95.

THE SOLITARY CITY, R. A. D. Ford.

McClelland & Stewart, $4.95.

phyllis evans
j
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ARTS - COMMERCE
BUSINESS

If you are graduating in an Honour course or

are achieving a post-graduate degree and are

interested in training tor a career in Computing,

Finance, Marketing or Personnel we invite you

to read our literature in your placement office

and meet us when we are on campus.

Graduates begin on carefully planned work

assignments designed to provide breadth of

experience within a large organization which

can lead to a first regular position in any of the

above areas. .
'

....

Ontario Hydro's very rapid expansion will

continue to provide challenging careers utiliz-

ing the best technical facilities available (com-

puters, etc.) and sophisticated management

techniques.

INTERVIEW DATES:
JANUARY 19th & 20th. 1970

If you are unable to make the Interview please contact-

Employment Officer.

Professional and Management Staff.

Ontario Hydro,

620 University Avenue,

Toronto 101, Ontario

VARSITY BLAZERS
Varsity Tartan

Kilcs Ties and Scarves

made to order

RICHARDSON'S
546 Yonge St. 922-3141
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E
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TYPEWRITERS

ADDING
MACHINES

T.V.'S

STEREO TAPE
RECORDERS

STEREO RECORD
PLAYERS

698-2589

DANFORTH
TYPEWRITER

2940 DANFORTH AVE

FREE DELIVERY

CinemaLumiere
NO ONE IS ADMITTED

WHILE THE FILM IS SHOWING

please check the starting times

mon. to fri. : 7:00 & 9:30

Saturday: 7:00, 9:15, 11:30

Sunday: 2, 4:30, 7, 9:30

the prices

sun (2 & 4:30), mon. : $1.00

tues., wed., thurs. : $1.50

fri., sat, sun. (7 & 9:30) $2.00

the films

today, Saturday, Sunday

Resnais' THE WAR IS OVER
(La Guerre est Finie) with Yves Montand

monday, tuesday

Richard Lester's PETULIA
Wednesday, thursday

Albert Finney's

CHARLIE BUBBLES
next friday, Saturday, Sunday

Jean-Luc Godard's WEEKEND
CinemaLumiere 290 College St. 920-9817
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music
jazz is alive etc. in Toronto (well, this weekend anywayJ
With Coleman Hawkins dead

and Ben Websler and Don Byas

living in Europe, Buddy Tate is

one of the few important swing

era tenor men left on the conti-

nent. Though he usually leads

the band at Harlem's Celebrity

Club, Tate occasionally sneaks

into Toronto for a week or two.

This week he is hiding out at

the Cav-A-Bob, a steakhouse

and bar in the Yonge St. Ar-

cade.

With his big tone and distinc-

tive loping swing, Buddy Tate

was the logical successor to

the late Herschel Evans whom
he replaced in the Basie band

of 1940. It was there that he

discovered a musical affinity

with the fine trumpeter Buck

Clayton. The two have often

appeared together in good lit-

tle bands, usually playing at

the Colonial in their regular

visits to Toronto.

Maybe it's the absence of

Clayton, or perhaps the linger-

ing effects of a bout with the

Hong Kong flu, but Tate sound-

ed unusually restrained when
we heard him the other night.

On a couple of tunes he sound-

ed discouragingly desultory,

and only rarely did he play in a

fully involved way. The majes-

tic arch of phrase and the pas-

sionate, commanding sound

were only suggested. This is

unusual, for Tate is generally a

strong and consistent musi-

cian; perhaps it was only an off

night.

Still, the music was enjoya-

ble enough, consisting mostly

of the sort of easy-to-take

jazz that some of our parents

used to dance to (back in the

days before musicians spent

their time heralding apoca-

lypse and condemning society,

on the bandstand even.) In

fact, most of the small number

of the faithful were up dancing

— except for the young lovers

who sat in front of me and

necked defiantly right through

the set. a phenomenon I have

not previously observed while

listening to a swing era jazz.

If Buddy Tate was not par-

ticularly exciting, at least he

was pleasant to hear, an ob-

servation I cannot make about

Eddie Harris. Mounting the

new, more eommodious band-

stand at the recently redecor-

ated Colonial Tavern, Harris

and his hip comrades immedi-

ately tried to hint around that

they would like very much to

follow the directions that Miles

Davis is currently outlining.

Unfortunately, they gave no

evidence of even a particle of

the talent required to do this.

Harris commenced the set

with some rather dreadful

sounds which he made on what

is, I believe, known as a saxel-

la (basically a trumpet-like

instrument which, however,

uses a saxophone mouth-

piece.) Clearly, Harris has not

come anywhere near to mas-
tering the instrument, but he

probably thinks this doesn't

matter, as he is only producing

watered-down "avant-garde"

music anyway.

He also played tenor saxo-

phone in a rather pedestrian

manner. Both horns were

hooked up to amplifiers and

control panels, perhaps to al-

low Harris to sublimate an

unconscious wish to be an avia-

tor. Certainly the electronic

technology did ndt result in

wonderful music, for although

the machines could simulate

the sound of, for instance, a

bass clarinet, they could not

give Harris the ability to play

like, for instance, Eric Dolphy.

But take heart, jazz-crazed

reader! Some fine music may
be in store for us this weekend,

if all goes well at Matt Mul-

doon's. When I spoke to Roland

Wollens the other night, he was
just installing the second toilet

(required by law) in the old

Queen Street machine shop

which is undergoing a meta-

morphosis into "jazz concert

hall, practice studios, and

place of study."

Wollens and the other mem-
bers of the artists' co-opera-

tive of which he is currently

the manager are very ambi-

tious in this worthy undertak-

ing. If the first gig is success-

ful, they plan to expand their

efforts to create, as Wollens

put it, a proper, together at-

mosphere, where musicians

can come together and learn

from one another.

Elvin Jones will be playing

tonight, Saturday and Sunday

nights from 10 til 2. Jones, of

course, is the leading drummer
in the last ten years of jazz.

When he was with the John

Coltrane quartet he created a

new role for the drums in jazz,

which has since been widely

embraced by young musicians.

Jones currently has a trio fea-

turing Joe Farrell, a highly

proficient player of tenor and

soprano saxophones, as well as

flute and piccolo.

Music like that of Jones has

never been heard much in To-

ronto, for no particularly good

reason. Characterized by a

hard-driving modernity which

managers to stay within the

traditions of the jazz main-

stream without becoming
stale, this music is the life-

blood of the New York jazz

scene. Somehow we've missed
out on it. But if, enough music
lovers show up to pay the musi-

cians and the rent, Wollens and
the others at Matt Muldoon's
hope to bring in musicians like

Sonny Rollins, McCoy Tyner,
Cecil Taylor, Mingus, etc.

But of course these ventures

are always risky; the big prob-

lem, no matter how good the

intentions, is money and man-
agement. So you better get

down, to 197 Queen E. and dig

the music while it lasts.

The scene starts at 8 p.m.

each night, with preliminary

sounds by various local jazz-

men. At 10, the excellent Jones

trio takes over. It promises to

be an exciting musical event.

jack mccaftrey

hype art, exhibit no. 1. a witches'coven
The problem with popular music since the advent of

recording, and perhaps even before, is that the demand is so

great that a tremendous amount of monumentally inferior

stuff is turned out and, to some extent, bought. In fact,

there's so much garbage to be peddled, that the industry

routinely uses non-musical methods of selling it, to the ex-

tent that hype is considered the normal course of events in

the business.

Now although I usually consider that most of the new

records at any given time aren't worth having, a few recent

entries of hype-art seem worthy of non-musical note.

First of all, there's a record of minor importance, Cov-

en (' Destroys minds and reaps souls") on Mercury. The

jacket is made into a kind of booklet with four inner pages,

and having eagerly ripped aside the cellophane wrapping

and opened it up. I find a full color double page photographs

of the blond lead singer (female) lying stark naked in a cru-

ciform position on a table. There's a skull placed neatly in

her crotch, a chalice between her breasts, and in each hand

she holds a lit candle.

The effect of this startling image is, unfortunately,

rather spoiled by a group of zanies who cavort behind her

pretending to be a coven. But never mind, I feast my eyes

on her nakedness and consider the various pleasant possibil-

ities suggested by the scene, note that, for a dollar, I can

have my own 2 by 3 foot poster of the photo, and turn the

page looking for more goodies.

There, following a page of "lyrics", is what purports to

be an accurate description of a satanic mass. It begins with

incantations, chants and various Latin mumbo-jumbo, but

finally gets to the entrance of "a scared young girl, who has

been persuaded to join the coven."

The girl has to perform a number of unimportant cere-

monies like breaking a crucifix, denying God, and kissing a

goat's ass, before she finally gets to the significant gesture:

removing her robe and lying on the table, ("some members
of the assemblage, looking ahead to the ceremony where

she must submit to the sexual desires of the coven, are be-

ginning to express their emotion," no doubt the very mo-
ment at which the photograph was taken).

There follows symbolic copulation with the devil, some
most profane behavior towards the host (conveniently sto-

len from a local church), a suitable amount of ceremonial

gabbling, and finally the girl (neophyte) is turned loose to

the coven, and, "later, at the end of the Mass, she will be

submitted to the carnal desires of members who request

her. She will also assist in mass perversions" — wow!

But, shortly afterwards (but before that touching last

orgy) the description ends, as "the High Priest wanders
among the assemblage, touching the genitals of each mem-
ber of the coven with a special Satanic blessing to ensure

the success of the orgy to follow."

Well now, almost feeling that I've been touched by that

Satanic blessing myself with trembling hands and sweating

fingers, I endeavor to extricate the record and place it on

the spindle.

And of course, sadder but wiser, I find that I am going

to have to look elsewhere for gratification of that damn
blessing, because when it comes right down to the music,

it's totally dull — perhaps the least exciting record of the

year. But then, the record was probably only an after-

thought anyway.

p. h.
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glee! glee! glee!
Canterbury Tales, a musical adapt-

ed from Neville Coghill's translation
of Chaucer, should appeal to anyone
who has any liking for any of: Chau-
cer in particular, medievalia in gen-
eral, bawdy battles between the sex-

es, pageantry, the musical format, or
bright colors and sounds in motion.
Since I'd check the box for "Almost
all of the Above,'' it's been a while
since I've had as gleeful an evening of

theatre as I did at the O'Keefe last

night.

Like the original, this Canterbury
Tales operates as a series of playlets

within a
1

play, with five tales about
love in and out of marriage being
sung, danced and acted out by spring-

time pilgrims to Becket's shrine at

Canterbury. The script takes the

poem's long passages of narrative
description of the tales and their tell-

ers and records them in dialogue and
action. The onstage presentation
makes it possible to realize in a ges-

ture or a detail of costuming many of

the living nuances which, thanks to

600 years' worth of changes in the

English language, usually get lost in a
translation or bored to death in a

gloss on the original text.

In dishing up this slice of 14th-cen-

tury lives and loves to a modern audi-

ence, the show pares away a lot of

Chaucer's muscle: the Knight, who in

the poem is a social pillar supporting

"chivalrie, trouthe and honour, free-

dom and curteisie," is summarily be-

littled to a pompous ass of a 19th-cen-

tury colonialist unable to remember
what his wars were about. The spirit-

ual certainties informing the original

fare no better than the secular ones,

and religious faith is reduced to the

silly or sentimentalized to the unpa-

latably sappy a la Sound of Music

But the backbone of Chaucer, his

relish for the relentless observation

of individual men and their interac-

tions, remains intact. And most
members of the cast give multiple
performances worthy of the assorted
characters they present. Particularly

alive are the roles of the Miller and
Pluto as played by Patrick Hines. and
those of the Steward and two cuckold-
ed husbands as played by Ray Wal-
ston, who is no longer My Favorite
Martian but My Favorite Dirty Old
Man.

In an adaptation limited to Chau-
cer's handling of the themes of love,

the crucial character is the five-

times-Wife of Bath, and Constance
Carpenter carries it well, if some-
what desperately. To the younger
roles, Terry Eno (Clerk of Oxford.
Absalon, Chanticleer, and Young
Knight K Walter McGinn (Nicholas,

Alan, and Damian), and Bill Starr

(Friar and Fox) bring a remarkable
amount of energy and ability and an
even more remarkable ability to turn

character types into personalities.

Most remarkable is the fact that Eno
and McGinn manage this differentia-

tion in spite of their physical resembl-

ance and the superficial similarities

of some of their roles. Perhaps they

could instruct Louisa Flaningham,
who, presumably either by director

James Hammerstein's choice or her

own incapacities, merely bats her

eyes at the audience through an indis-

tinguishable and undistinguished suc-

cession of Nubile Young Things.

Miss Flaningham's problem may
be the eminently forgettable quality

of the songs she has to sing, though

this obstacle doesn't seem to have

deterred the rest of the cast. There

are moments — notably, the theme's

blending of drum and trumpet flour-

ishes into an on-the-road rhythm, the

Chanticleer and Pertelote barnyard

dance, and Nicholas' double-en-

tendred crowing about his noble cock

— when the modern and the medieval

mingle successfully. But for the most
part the composers seem to have cho-

sen the worst of both worlds, and

Coghill exhibits far less verbal flair

as a lyricist than as a translator.

Since most of the songs have, in true

musical tradition, very little to do

with pushing the plot along, they must

provide their own excuse for being.

Few do.

The production's mounting pro-

vides diversion while waiting for the

musical numbers to end, for it is as

memorable as the songs aren't. The

set, a pair of revolvable scaffolds

combined with numerous (and evi-

dently hard to manage) flats and
drops, is a thoroughly flexible frame-

work conveying some of the flat but

bright quality of medieval illumina-

tions. The costumes are even more
illuminating for they are striking in

themselves, in the patterns of color

and texture they create, and in their

fidelity to Chaucer's account of the

pilgrims' array.

Canterbury Tales probably

wouldn't claim to be better than the

book, but it's fun and it's alive And
that makes it good enough to send one
back to the source.

manon a'connor

topaz no gem, folks

It is difficult these days not to be on

the defensive when criticizing Alfred

Hitchcock. There are people around

who believe The Birds was a good

movie, and at least one critic who

thinks that Vertigo was "one of the

four or five most profound and beauti-

ful films the cinema has yet given

us." I hardly know whether to take

their arguments seriously. For exam-

ple in several interviews Hitchcock

has stated that he likes using unfamil-

iar faces in his movies to strengthen

the actual situations. This sounds like

a reasonable idea, but I once argued

violently for half an hour with a

friend, trying to point out to him that

perhaps it was alright for Hitchcock

to use anonymous actors, but not if

they couldn't act.

I was referring specifically to The

Birds, in which the worst horror was

not the birds but the acting. My friend

never denied that the acting was

ghastly, but he refused to admit that

it was a bad thing that the acting was

ghastly. As I recall he did not say

Hitchcock meant it to be ghastly, but

that is the next step most commenta-

tors take.

To refresh my memory of certain

pictures, I read parts of a book called

Hitchcock's Films, by Robin Wood. It

was lent to me by one of the students

in the cinema course here — appar-

ently they have to read it. If you want

a kind Of weird, instant paranoia you

should read this book. Wood finds

meaning in something by making it

meaningless, but not letting on that it

is meaningless. He justifies things by

moving onto levels which really

shouldn't be allowed to exist. I wish I

had space to quote extensively from

him, though his remark above, about

Vertigo, may indicate how his mind

works.

Well, there are some good things in

Hitchcock's latest spy movie, Topaz
— the opening few minutes, a few

performances, particularly Michel

Piccoli's, but nothing else. The plot is

curiously weak. When it is over, the

whole story seems to have been in-

tended to move towards the suicide of

a certain French official. But even

the idea of his existence, let alone his

death, becomes important for us only

in the last ten or fifteen minutes of

the film. It is like a crazy reversal of

the idea Hitchcock used in Psycho

where he killed off Janet Leigh near

the beginning of the film. There the

death meant everything to us, here it

means nothing.

There is something strange about

the Americans in this movie. The
Cubans, the French and the Russians

all use guns and get killed, but not the

Americans. They are cool, dehuman-
ized manipulators who perhaps reject

violent methods. It is like a reaction

to the vulgar and self-destructive use

of power in Vietnam — this is the way
the Americans should be controlling

the world, it seems to say. If this is

what Hitchcock is doing it is a pity he

doesn't develop it further in some
direction. However, and something

like this always seems to happen with

Hitchcock, the non-human effect may
be a result of the sterile perform-

ances. There is no depth to the char-

acters of the American spies and offi-

cials. If they are supposed to appear as

sickening, one-dimensional, "I'm

very sorry to bother you" kinds of

people, then their acting, sterile or

not, is perfect. But the point is not

made strongly enough to make me
believe in this, so I think it is unin-

tended and that the acting is just plain

bad.

Aldous Huxley said: "we ail over-

act the part of our favourite charac-

ter in fiction." These actors seem to

be playing not real agents but charac-

ters they have seen in a million T.V.

shows. Modern mass communication

may finally see us overacting charac-

ters in movies who were overacting

characters in other movies who were

overacting characters in still earlier

movies and on and on. Everything

will then stop moving in any direction

and just mill around forever at differ-

ent points in the past. Maybe this ex-

plains why Topaz seems so out-of-

date - with Hitchcock, the process is

already taking place.

William corrufhers
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JOHS LEE HOOKER. That's

II here It's At. Stax 2013. Sim-

ply tin- Truth, Bluesway 6023

The Stax record is largely

old Hooker material. With the

exception of one eight minute

selection recorded recently to

fill out the album, the num-
bers were recorded in 1953

and present the repetitive

sound that Hooker has re-

produced on countless re-

cords. The basic features are

heavy, unaccompanied guitar

playing, stomping feet, and

moody singing. On a couple of

numbers, the brooding vocal

is spine tingling, but I've

heard so much of this Hooker

sound that I find more than a

little of it a bore.

The Bluesway album is a

pleasant surprise. Here John

Lee is teamed with a pick-up

five man band, and the result

is great. Hooker purists may
not care for the record be-

cause his distinctive guitar

playing is pretty well lost

among the harmonica, piano

and other instruments. But

without resorting to attempts

to "modernize" his singing,

he fits into the band setting

beautifully.

BIG MAMA TIIOR\Tt>\, et

al. Bait and Chain. Arhoolie

1039.

Here it is. The original of

that song that Janis Joplin

rode to fame and fortune. And
there is nothing like the origi-

nal. "Ball and Chain" and a

second number by Big Mama
are the reasons to get this

album. The rest, three rather

nice, soul tinged tunes by

Larry Williams and five good

numbers by Lightning Hop-
kins, would make this only an
average record without Big
Mama.
ILBERT KING, Yean Gone
By. Stax 20ISJammed Tone tit-

er. Stax 2020.

Albert King is putting out

albums as if there's no tomor-

row, and I'm not sure it's

going to help his reputation.

He has yet to recreate in a

studio the power of his guitar

on stage, and to my taste,

Live Wire (Stax 2003) is still

his best. Of his most recent

records, Years is Memphis
soul/blues and the best of the

three. The horns are kept

tastefully in the background,

and King's guitar is given

quite a bit of room. The
King's Things are largely

those of another Memphis
man, Elvis Presley: Hound
Dog. Don't Be Cruel, and that

lot. There's even a Big Boy
Crudup song that Elvis did.

now being reinterpreted as an

old Presley song. Trouble is

that although some of the old

tunes are alright, Albert

doesn't really do anything for

them. An occasional nice gui-
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tar solo, but that doesn't an
album make. On Jammed
King is joined by guitarists

Steve Cropper and Pop Sta

pies (father of the Staple

Singers). Each of them takes

one vocal, but for the rest it's

all instrumental. So that the

listener can tell the players

apart and keep score, Crop
per plays shatterbox, Staples

plays echo, and King takes it

straight. Nice in parts, but

they don't really pull it off.

and the album will probably

be of interest only to modern
guitar fanatics.

H. B. A/AO. Alive antl II ell.

Bluesway 6031.

The "live" side is by far

the better of the two. It catch-

es King working for a club

audience and using the most
recent developments of his

increasingly ascetic guitar

style. It's cool, controlled

blues at it's best, and it's as

good as or better than his

great Live at the Regal al-

bum. Side 2, recorded in a

studio and without his regular

band, is not as good in com-
parison, but it's satisfactory,

professional B. B. King.

CURTIS JONES. Now Resi-

dent in Europe. Blue Horizon
7703

Texas has been a good
source of boogie and blues

piano players, and two in par-

ticular. Curtis Jones and
Mercy Dee Walton, have long

been favorites of mine. Mer-
cy Dee is now dead, but Cur-

tis Jones continues to play
regularly in Europe and Afri-

ca, wherever he can get a job

(which isn't in the U.S.). His

piano playing is delicate but
sure, and his singing is re-

laxed. On three tracks he
shows that he's considerably
less talented on guitar, but
they do little to spoil an other-

wise fine album.

p.h.

b. b. king was here
The old Rock Pile, of course,

folded many months ago, and
the new one, which opened last

weekend, may very well be
through as well. The place
hardly had a chance to.get
started, and didn't even have a

name (a tentative one, Club
Foot, was dropped), when the

Masons decided they no longer

wished to rent the hall. It's too

bad, because Toronto can ill

afford to'lose the place.

Anyway, while it lasted, the

new club had one brief moment
of glory: B. B. King's first set

on Saturday night. It was the

best B. B. King I've ever
heard, in person or on records.

He was more relaxed than I've
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ever seen him before, and he
honestly seemed to be enjoying

himself. Even though much of

the set was his standard pro-

gram, songs like Every Day I

Have the Blues and Sweet Little

Angel, I never had the feeling

that he was just running
through a routine, doing what
he had done hundreds of times
before. Between several num- -
bers he dug into some solo jazz

™

guitar and shades of Lonnie
Johnson could be heard creep-

ing into the B. B. King — he
just seemed to be doing what
he wanted and having fun at it.

There were times at the old

Rock Pile when too much of

the audience had come simply
to make the scene rather than

to hear the music, but this was
certainly not the case Saturday

night. The respectably large

crowd at the first show had
definitely come to hear the

music. It was reasonably ex-

pensive, so they had to be there

for that reason, and they gave
every indication that they were
getting their money's worth.
It's just too bad that the second
set Saturday and the one on »»

Sunday were spoiled by small

audiences.

Toronto needs a place the

size of the Masonic Temple to

bring in groups of the sort

which otherwise only appear at

infrequent intervals at Massey
Hall (or. mostly, not at all). If .

you should happen to know of

^some place large enough to

house a club, which is as con-

veniently located as the Ma-
sonic Temple, give me a call or

write and tell me about it, and
I'll pass the information along.

peter hatch
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The
Graduation

of

Rosemary

Conversation overheard in the Refec-

tory:

'"Hey. have van seen thai ureal new
movie John and Marx ami led and .-!/-

'>'(//). if wax reallv iieai!"

This critic has yet to determine
which movie they were talking about,

but one thing is certain — there are an
inordinate number of tun couples get-

ting their kicks on movie screens in

Toronto these days,

John and Mary, who are making it

in the movie of the same name, are

actually Dustin Hoffman and Mia
Farrow. This is very fortunate be-

cause there seems to be an abnormal-
ly large amount of empty space in the

movie without them. Director Peter

Yates, who capitalized on our morbid
fascination with violence in 'Bullitt',

this time attempts to capitalize on our

perverted fascination with sex — and

he gets away with it. Perhaps the only

thing we find out about the lovers

(who remain nameless until the end
of the movie), is that they are
damned proud of their promiscuity.

The funny thing is, that you couldn't

imagine a less promiscuous-looking

couple if you tried than this little girl

and this mumbling clod.

The opening scene shows the couple

making love, and for the voyeurs in

the crowd the movie ends right there.

J. and M. don their clothes and spend

the rest of the film falling in love. The
plot is as sketchy as that. We discover

in the course of it that she is having an

affair with some married politician

and that he is balling this real volup-

tuous chick (you wonder why he is

bothering with a skinny thing like

Mary. ) At the end of the movie they

tell each other their names for the

first time (that's the punchline) and
we presume that they have fallen in

love.

Much to their credit, Dustin and
Mia make 'John and Mary' work. The
pace is fast, the comedy is engaging

and the stars do all the things which

have made them big box-office draw.

John emerges as an interesting mix-

ture of Ratso and the Graduate, while

Mary recites her lines in a strangely

mystical way which reminds me of

Rosemary's baby's mother. At the

end of the movie we have felt abso-

lutely nothing for John and Mary, but

film and

007

. . . and

Ratso
we have loved Dustin and Mia and so

we are happy. Director Yates fails

miserably in his attempts to portray

the gay promiscuous life, but the

movie succeeds in being light, unsub-

stantial and enjoyable. For the real

thing though — run to see 'Boh and
Carol and Ted and Alice. There you 'll

discover two swinging fun couples for

the price of one.

lame feinberg

The
Hula

Hoop

James Bond is alive and well and

living in On Her Majesty's Secret

Service. After an absence of two and

a half years, the indestructable super-

spy has returned to the screen under

the able guidance of Albert H Broc-

coli and Harry Saltzman. the master-

minds of every Bond pic except for

that inexcusable mistake. Casino
Royale.

Since 1964. there has been a totally

uncalled-for abundance of Matt
Helms. Derek Flints and various oth-

er carBOND copies. As a result.

Thunderball and You Only Live

Twice, in order to keep up with the

competition, came out looking like

barely acceptable duplicates of sub-

standard imitations.

Now that Hollywood is churning out

. human interest movies again, the

secret agent market is virtually emp-
ty Thus, not needing gimmicks to

draw crowds. Broccoli and Saltzman

have been able to delete to a large

degree Bond's often-parodied horde of

oversexed broads and his attache

case full of impossible mini-weapons.

In their place. Director Peter Hunt
provides the viewer with undoubtedly

the strongest plot, and the best fights

and chase scenes since Goldtinger.

Many critics have panned On Her
Majesty's Secret Service largely on

the basis of what they feel was poor

acting on the part of Sean Connery's

successor. George Lazenby The lat-

ter, in my opinion, actually has the

misfortune of acting, not only in an

extremely difficult role, but also for a

very hard-to-please audience. Each

and everv Bond fan knows that, no

matter what deviltry SPECTRE
cooks up in its Swiss mountain-top

lab. there is absolutely no possible

way that Agent 007 can fail in Ins mis-

sion This makes it very hard for the

viewer to play along with Lazenby

and undergo the suspense he felt when
he believed Bond to be truly in danger

of dying at the hands of Dr. No or Red

Grant. In addition, it is not easy for

Lazenby to reach an audience which

has been brainwashed since 1962 into

believing that "Sean Connery IS

James Bond!''

Diana Rigg is delicious as Tracy,

the only woman James Bond ever

really loved. It does the heart good to

see her lash out a few well-placed

kicks and karate-chops after a two-

year retirement from TV s spy series

The Avengers.

Producers Broccoli and Saltzman

have already promised Diamonds Are

Forever for the few remaining Bon-

domaniacs. But by the time they hire

James Bond number three (Lazenby

has refused to play the lead again)

and actually shoot the picture. 007

will probably have gone the way of

the hula-hoop.

henry mietkiewia
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The no-holiday holiday.

Come to Britain and it's no holiday. The moment you get off the plane
you're involved.

Not like most vacations, peering in from the outside. In Britain you're
part o( the action. And it's some action ! We've got the discotheques, Carna-
by Street, Kings Road and all the other fast-moving places you've heard
about.

But, what about the things we take for granted: sifting through the Van
Gogh's, Picasso's or Henry Moore's at the Tate Gallery; an afternoon
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miscellania

sonny

& browny

back again
Writing a review of Sonny Terry

and Brownie McGhee is like trying to

write an objective report on the Sec-

ond Coming. The big problem is curb-

ing a personal enthusiasm so that it

does not offend the unconverted.

These two "greats of the blues"
(for once I can agree totally with an
introduction) are playing at the Riv-

erboat until January 18. This is a re-

view of what happened on one night,

but don't expect to hear the same
things if you go. This reviewer has
gone two nights in a row on occasion

and heard two entirely different ses-

sions.

The first set on opening night got

off to a good start with Blues Jumped
a Rabbit. A lot of blues instruction

books refer to Brownie McGhee when
trying to explain some of the basic

blues guitar rhythms. Brownie em-
ploys a very old-fashioned three-fin-

ger picking style which (in spite of the

immense sophistication he brings to

it) remains about the purest, most
straightforward approach around.
Meanwhile, Sonny filled in with the

incredible runs, whoops, and hollers

which only he can do. Brownie fol-

lowed with Stranger Blues and then

turned the solo work over to Sonny
Terry. Sonny usually sticks to em-
ploying a B-flat harp for his numbers,

a device which allows him to sing in F
and still get a chord effect in the in-

strumental breaks. Mis voice is a

rough, country type of voice, and
stands in marked contrast to Brown-
ie's polished city sound. During all the

songs, he was stamping his feet half

to keep in time and half just to con-

tain his enthusiasm.

Then Brownie took over again.

"Key of G," he said. "Got you cov-

ered." said Sonny, and they launched
into a spirited version of Muddy Wa-
ter. Then, they did their classic ar-

rangement of Leadbettei s Rock Is-

land Line. The two voices and two in-

struments blended perfectly in a song
which always deserves better treat-

ment than it gets from most other

performers.

In the second set. Sonny sang
Changed the Lock on her Door and
something called the Hoodenny Blues.

The latter was one of those unbelieva-

ble harp solos with wild "whoops"
interjected at uncanny speed.

For a Tuesday night, the Riverboat
was packed, but there was absolute
quiet during every number. The
crowd knew they were listening to the
best music of its kind. Sonny Terry
has produced great music with the
best of them: Leadbelly, Gary Davis,
Seeger. Houston, and Guthrie. He's
still producing great stuff with one of
the best left, Brownie McGhee at the
Riverboat every night.

atex trench

stompin torn

Tall, in dark cowboy hat, black vest

and beatle boots, he places the square
of wood on the stage flour behind the

microphone. The guitar is lifted,

tuned. His square cut face, smooth
and clean peers from behind the mi-

crophone. A man from Marlboro
country. He screams, the left leg

arches back, and comes crashing to

the square of wood in a hoedown
rhythm. Stompin' Tom is putting it

down, words of folk-heroes like Bud
the Spud,

Bud the Spud
From (he bright red mud.

Rolling down (he highway smiling.

And (he spuds arc big

in the back of Bud's rig

From Prince Edward Island

Perhaps he's Canada's only East-

ern, down-home, cowboy, romantic
humorist. His songs are of Canada, all

of it. Tales of Sudbury Saturday
Nights and bittersweet romances in

Leamington:

P.E.I, potato

Met Leamington tomato.

She was mushy
Ketchup loves potatoes.

They're dancing in the aisles at the

Horseshoe. A middle-aged groupie

rushes the stage and gives him a dol-

lar for a song. Tramp, tramp, beatle

boots on plywood. Stompin' Tom
takes a drink from the ice pitcher

next to him and draws his sleeve

across his face. More songs of Spud
Isle and Cape Breton, "Where men
are men, and the boys are double

breasted." When he goes into a song,

he adopts the speech and mannerisms

of the people sung about whether they

be "bluenosers, spud pickers or her-

ring chokers."

What to make of this man Stompin'
Tom Connors? Here is a Canadian
able to sing and write with the gentle

humour of a man who feels a part of

his land. He is able to spot the hu-

mourous in all areas of Canada. It's

happy fun, not the biting sarcasm
born of frustration. Is Bud the Spud
our answer to Johnny Appleseed and
The Jolly Green Gia.it?

don quintan

happy days

Mix Mark Twain with Walt Disney,
film it. and the result will be some-
thing similar to The Reivers. Strange-
'y enough, it all goes down nicely,

^ake no mistake about it, we're deal-

ing with a fairytale set in the Old
South. On this magical tour we find

young Negro boys and white lads

gamboling naked in cool ponds
amongst green rushes while Mother
Nature looks on benignly. There are
even white men who readily accept
their ancestral Negro paternity and
cleave to them as kin, whores with
the proverbial hearts of gold, and
kindly grandfathers who look just like

Colonel Saunders.

The plot is pretty skimpy, but then

most fairytales are not very pro-

found. Two young bucks, one white
and one black and a mere lad of elev-

en "borrow" a brand new yellow Win-
ton Flyer and drive to Memphis for a

lost weekend. The story is revealed
through the eyes of the young boy who
views the trip as an epic adventure
into the realm of sin and manhood.
After slogging through mud, carous-

ing in brothels, and winning a race

with a horse who runs like hell for a

sardine, Grandfather finally catches

up and the adventure is over. True to

fairytale format, the young lad atones

for his sins and is clutched to his

Grandfather's bosom after being res-

cued from a whipping.

It works. The Reivers is a fine mov-
ie, a family movie which adults can
enjoy without feeling guilty. The roles

are all beautifully underacted, with
no one taking themselves too serious-

ly. The young boy (Mitch Vogeh for-

tunately avoids a wide-eyed, gee whiz

characterization. The film is success-

ful primarily because, however
corny, most of us have shared in the

same wondrous awe of stepping out-

side the realm of propriety to do a lit-

tle honest sinning. Peeking at naked

women, lying to parents and relatives

stealing away from home, delicious

mysteries all. In the end we all came
back to Gramps.

After reels and reels of seamy sex,

profound Swedish philosophy, and
revolution. The Reivers is like a wat-

ermelon on a hot summer day. It's

refreshing but you still have to spit

out the pits.

don quintan

goldie flowers

on cactus
Cactus Flower may well go down in

movie history as the film that first

introduced Goldie Hawn to an adoring
public. For the movie was a triumph
for the pert nymphet, the new
"blonde bombshell" of the 1970's.

Most people recall Goldie from her
appearances on TV — as the girl next
door in Good Morning World, and
more particularly as the cute but
dumb (and boy how dumb! ) blonde
kook on Laugh-in. Her performances
there were, purposely, one-dimen-
sional but in Cactus Flower she shows
a depth and a range that one might
not have expected. Furthermore, she
dominates every scene in which she
appears.

For example, in the opening scene,

Goldie is seen trying to kilt herself by
closing all the windows and turning on
the gas from the oven. She goes
through the motions in an ordinary,
straight way. There doesn't seen to be
any particular cause for humour —
certainly it must have seemed rather

bare in the script But by her mere
presence, the whole scene becomes
comic.

A more remarkable feat is the

scenes she steals from that profes-

sional scene-slealer. Walter Matlhau.
It does seem poetic justice that Mat-

thau. who dominated so many movies

as a "second banana", should be so

upstaged in one of his first major "top

banana" roles.

The cast is singularly excellent. I

was rather surprised, though, at the

remarkable lack of prominence dis-

played by Ingrid Bergman — she

seemed to be simply another support-

ing actress. However, Jack Weston
and Vito Scotti are delightful in their

roles, and Matthau does an otherwise

competent job.

The plot is familiar. Matthau, a

dentist, is having an affair with Gol-

die. a mistress. Matthau is a bache-

lor, but tells her that he's married
with three kids. Goldie is upset about

the situation and tries to kill herself,

so Matthau decides to go ahead and

marry her, so he creates a mythical

divorce, and has his nurse, Ingrid

Bergman, who for all these years has

silently loved him, pose as his wife

The action is totally obvious — we
all know, practically from the start,

what's going to happen. But where
this is ordinarily a weakness, in Cac-

tus Flower, it becomes an asset: We
don't have to fool around with silly

things like plots, and can sit back and

just enjoy the fun.

But all in all, the film belongs to

Goldie. The lady with the red hat and

the feathers in front of me best

summed it up when she whispered to

her companion; "Oh, isn't she pre-

cious?"

Yes madam, she certainly is.

alt chailon
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"Ifeveryone madefilms the way Andy does it would become as empty as the art

world.

— Paul Morrissey, Executive Producer to Andy Warhol

Two or three dozen neon-filled glass

tubes and several pools of fluorescent

light along Yonge Street north of the

Biltmore Theatre, Andy Warhol's

Lonesome Cowboys is being screened

24 hours each day at Cinema 2000 on

non-functional colour television moni-

tors. Perhaps that alone indicates at

least one aspect of the Warholian vi-

sion — everything customary and

acceptable to those within Warhol's

world, yet bizarre and disrupting to

those beyond.

Despite his obvious failure as an

effective film-maker in the tradition-

al cinematic sense, Andy Warhol has

revealed a persistently unique appre-

ciation of the film medium which
cannot be dismissed or condemned as

casually as can the hundred irritating

shortcomings of Lonesome Cowboys.

As one of the most prolific mem-
bers of the established American
'Underground' (which includes An-
ger, Mekas, Emshwiller, Conner and
the Kuchar brothers), Andy Warhol
delights in defying rational percep-
tion and criticism. His 'films' (anti-

films would perhaps be a more appro-

priate description) correspond ap-

proximately to three somewhat arbi-

trary conceptions.

Film as actuality. Empire: a station-

ary portrait of the Empire State

Building, recording the shifts of light

and shadow across its surfaces. Eight

hours. Sleep: a pre-focused record of

time in which a man is revealed

asleep in bed. Eight hours.

Actuality as a process oj change. Chel-

sea Girls: a split fragment in the lives

of several characters within New
York's Chelsea Hotel. Dual projec-

tion.

Change as disruption. Flesh and My
Hustler: two records of the homosex-
ual subculture, the former being a

near-documentary in style and the

latter, a typically Warholian exercize

in basic iconoclasm. And . . , Lone-

some Cowboys: "a cowboy's fantasy

on the range."

Lonesome Cowboys is a random,
camp, satirical demolition of The
Western and is Warhol at his most ir-

ritating, self-indulgent, irreverent

best. If little is gained, nothing is

spared in Lonesome Cowboys. Rendi-
tions of the Catholic Benediction,

Cartwright situation melodrama and
selected permutations of perversion
are combined to form the formless, or

as Viva pontificates in all sincerity —
"That's not what I've been exposed to

in your presence. Your presence has

exposed me."
Enter into the den of Viva and

Nurse (the Don Juan and Sganarelle

of insanity): a band of merciless,

blood lusty outlaws one of whom in-

sists on performing ballet exercises

at the hitching rail. Andy Warhol is

indeed present.

In Lonesome Cowboys, Warhol de-

feats and defies not only every exist-

ing rule of cinema, but also every ex-

isting standard of film criticism. The

photography is disastrous, with frame

lines sketched everywhere but around

the action. The soundtrack is chaotic

with camera bleeps forever punctuat-

ing dialogue. The editing might well

have been improved had Warhol gath-

ered his footage in tangles on the

floor, donned razor-edged skates, and

slashed his film to ribbons as he

waltzed across it.

But Warhol in life, thought and con-

ception, world without end ... is a

masquerade. To condemn Lonesome
Cowboys in terms of its failure to

adhere to the conventional terms of

cinema is to argue that had Hamlet

acted directly on his father's com-
mand, the carnage of the final act

might have been avoided. It is com-

pletely irrelevant to apply past con-

ceptions of cinema to Lonesome Cow-

boys, for Warhol's home movies ei-

ther create their own standards of

participation or, more frequently,

defy participation completely. The
critic in Warhol's world is without a

home.

All this is not to suggest that it is

impossible to appreciate Lonesome
Cowboys as anything but a reflection

of Andy Warhol himself. Cowboys is

an effective mockery of sexploitation

in much the same way as is Vilgot

Sjoman's I Am Curious (Yellow). But

more significantly, it is a mockery of

film itself — the medium which has

passed from the novelty of 1903 and

The Great Train Robbery to become
the harbinger of committment in the

late 60's to be discussed by critics

forever at the mercy of popular cul-

ture.

Lonesome Cowboys, in many ways,

is a return to The Perils of Pauline

when film was genuinely sponta-

neous. But we refuse to attribute

simplicity to Warhol. We demand an

equal measure of profundity and vi-

cariousness in the 70's — those same
demands that we have made of the

Rolling Stones and about which Jag-

ger sings with justified bitterness and

resignation on Let It Bleed.

Perhaps the true mark of Warhol's

talent and originality in Lonesome
Cowboys is that he has ignored us all

completely. As the Nurse whispers to

Viva after she has been raped by the

'outlaws', "It's alright. We've just

made $135."

ion ritchie
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The prevailing quality surrounding

Lonesome Cowboys is Andy Warhol's

characteristic, teasing New York
party-joke obscenity. There are no ti-

tles, no suitably suggestive strains of

theme music. Instead, Warhol's cam-
era pushes into the touching mawk-
ishness of a too-closely observed
human intercourse.

Warhol's use of sex is interesting in

that he forces the viewer to see and

hear more than all his previous con-

ceptions of perversion have permit-
ted. We come to realize that sex in

this film, as performed by Warhol's
smaller-than-Hollywood regulars, has

the force of brutally exposing the

naivety and the blemishes of people

in close communication, beyond the
bounds of convention. On a formalis-

tic level, Warhol is saying that this is

how it is when there aren't any silk

sheets and broadloom — this is what
you really recognize, isn't it? The
comic quality of sexual frenzy, so far

from what is ever intimated in even
the 'new' frank film, is what Warhol
catches. He grasps also the frail,

again gently comic concept of sexual

attraction, often distorted to the deo-

dorant-ad level. Through Viva prima-

rily, Warhol portrays copulation as a
meaningless sort of divine peace.
Loretta Young crucified at last.

Opposing, and mingled with the

lengthy inroads into the cine-sexual

mystique, is Warhol's comic tech-

nique, which often consists of fore-

shortening an obvious joke. He is in-

ferring, perhaps, that since one is

aware of the context and history of
such humour as appears in Westerns,
and of such humour as surrounds the
homosexual milieu, why prolong the
dead air necessary for audience par-
ticipation?

Warhol's comic range exists some-
where between the vaudeville of Will

Rogers and the endless giggles of the
Goon Show and of the Peter
Cooke/Dudley Moore school. It is

based on a series of poses very distant

from the characters who speak (the

Warhol regulars). Then again, per-
haps the reigning influence is the old
Our Gang series. After all, Viva and
the boys are old friends and the pose
is that of a band of gay commancher-
oes accompanying the lone Barbara
Stanwyck-figure — tender but dirty-

mouthed.

Yet, whatever the sources, the
comic scenes all adhere to a pattern
— one liners piled up one after anoth-
er, punctuated by vacant glances,
muttered sotto voce, and seemingly
overheard by the audience. The over-

all effect is that of the spasmodic 'dis-

appearance' of the camera, frequent-

ly followed by a scene such as the at-

tempted gang-rape of Viva, wherein
the performers cavort directly at the

camera, making us aware of its

mediating function and of Warhol's
presence.

Viva and the boys, for all their inti-

mated sophistication, are curiously

'soft-edged' characters. They are, by
nature, closer to the somewhat unde-

veloped cowboy of the films of the

1930's. They possess that embarrass-
ing tendency to reveal the soiled un-

dergarments of their minds in funny,

enstranged voices. But the Mild
Bunch are all very frank and gentle

with each other in the midst of their

gay rough-housing. The oldest tough-

guy brother is forced to break down
when he falls in love with Viva's

dream-boy and has to compete with

his young brother for his attentions.

Viva dies in her euphoric realization

that she has enjoyed the ultimate love

gesture, her nakedness more gro-

tesquely reminiscent of a famished
martyr than of any sex-goddess. Al-

ways the gross and the tender strug-

gle for supremacy in the characters.

The awkward self-awareness of

these cowboys is very different from
the crisp, hard-edged quality of Ratso
Rizzo, Joe Buck and the two Easy
Riders. Warhol never tampers with
the message common to all three sets

of cowboys — that of loneliness and
the still voice of solace. His cowboys
are much slighter in construction, of

course. They are reminiscent of the

mumbling endearing heroes who
cropped up in early Westerns, like a

very young Jimmy Stewart with a
guilty veneer of gay life, fumbling
from the heart, embarrassing himself
and the audience in the process, and

chronically aware of the burden of his

role. By contrast in Midnight Cowboy
and Easy Rider, the cowboys are
twentieth century life-seekers, chas-
ing their fate through the fashionable

slums of fashionable America, while
their fate pursues them in the persons
of the assuredly hostile heartless
world. Warhol's boys are admittedly
falsifying themselves and are slightly

guilty but rather touching in their
admissions.

Where Fonda and Hopper are di-

dactic and pensive. Warhol's cowboys
are gaily venturesome, but fragile

enough to shatter their own assump-
tions with lost illusions, They cannot
justify themselves — they're only

having fun, and as fairly free emo-
tional individuals (not heroes!, they
are less isolated from the viewer as
he sits fidgeting in his seat. The very
shabbiness and rough-cut quality of

Lonesome Cowboys has a sneakingly

attractive breath of naturalness and
less appealing sense of sidewalk gray
coldness, the homosexual, the motor-
cycle youth and the New York hucks-

ters are all falsifying themselves
everyday, while the movies go on fal-

sifying youth. Still the feeble voices
from the television screens at Cinema
2000 are probably the most directly

touching. Of all the new cowboys, the

gay cowboys are the loneliest.

sharon duntield
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After more than a year's absence,

Repertory Cinema has returned to the

city in the form of Cinema Lumiers at

290 College Street. Admission prices

to "a season of notable films from the

sixties" are more than reasonable —
Sunday matinees and Monday $1.00,

Tuesday to Thursday $1.50, Friday to

Saturday $2.00. The series currently

being offered contains a wide selec-

tion of fine revivals. Jan. 9-11: La

Guerre est Finie by Alain Resnais;

Jan. 12, 13; Petulia by Richard Les-

ter; Jan. 14, 15: Charlie Bubbles di-

rected by and starring Albert Finney:

Jan. 16-18: Weekend (!) by Jean-Luc

Godard; Jan. 19-21: Targets by Bog-

donovirh concerning which little in^

THEATRE

Watsup in theatre is:

Canterbury Tales at the

O'Keefe through 17 Janu-
ary and Hair officially

opening Sunday at the

Royal Alexandra for an
indefinite run. (Company
manager Gerry Livengood
asserts that there are tick-

ets available for every per-

formance, current pre-

views included, in spite of

rumours to the contrary.

)

lonesco's Exit the King at

the Global Village and
Shakespeare's Richard III

at Theatre Passe Muraille

pen Tuesday 13 January.
Also on the 13th, the Victo-

ria College Dramatic So-

ciety opens a new student
play, The Private Man, at
Central Library Theatre.
Written by Allan Stratton,

the play "deals with a poli-

tician's struggle to recon-
cile his private code of eth-

ics with his public respon-
sibility" and is an entry in

the Dominion Drama Fes-
tival.

formation appears to be readily avail-

able. All letters gratefully welcomed

on the subject. Any subject!

Elsewhere, several Christmas

commercial releases still linger.

Topaz at Loew's, John and Mary at

the Hollywood North and Bob & Carol

& Ted & Alice at York II. Exalted:

The Reivers — a superbly underact-

ed, carefully directed, beautifully

photographed heirloom. Damned:
(despite Henry) On Her Majesty's

Secret Service, with particular ac-

knowledgements to George Lazenby

for the most leaden performance of

the year.

Nemesis of the Year A ward: to the

Alberta film censor who was recently

apprehended by police in the act of

implementing his oft-discussed liber-

ality in bed with two fourteen-year old

girls.

Review Contest Number 5: Select the

five best films from the past year.

Select the two worst. Deposit answers

in the Review office, 91 St. George St,

First prize for the most judicious

selection: Martin Knelman's tele-

phone number. Second prize: unlimit-

ed perusal of the Varsity's photo file.

The Film Section is still in need of

reviewers. If interested leave your

name and telephone number in the

Review office or call Ian Ritchie at

923-9047.
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In case you don't know
who those five scruffy

looking guys are, it's THE
BAND. What more needs

to be said. If you're into

their thing, and a great

many people are these

days, you'll want to be at

Massey Hall Sat. Jan. 17 to

catch them. As of this writ-

( Wednesday night I

there are still tickets avail-

able for the 7:00 show, so if

you hustle, you may be
able to pick up a couple.

SONNY TERRY and
BROWNIE McGHEE,
back for one of their regu-

lar appearances at the

Riverboat, are heading
into their third week
( review elsewhere )

.

At The Onion this week-
end, one of the all-time

greats of American folk

music: DOC WATSON.
The man is an extraordi-

nary guitarist in the Appa-

lachain country tradition

and is highly recommend-
ed to almost anyone, re-

gardless of musical taste.

Things may be happen-
ing to revive jazz in Toron-
to. Most important is the

opening of a place called

Matt Muldoon's ( 197 Queen
St., E) with ELVIN
JONES (also, on Friday
night, a local jazz group
called Fertility, and on
Saturday a twelve piece
band playing "free jazz").

Admission to Muldoon's is

$3 00. Then at the Global
Village, there are regular
jazz jam sessions on Fri-

day nights and rock and
folk on Saturday. And
some of the regular places

are active too. The Cav-a-
Bob has swing tenor man
BUDDY TATE, playing
with the rhythm section of

the former Saints and Sin-

ners, and at the Colonial

EDDIE HARRIS plays

what our jazz man calls

electric pseudo-jazz.

For rock, besides The
Band, there appears to be

only ERIC MERCUR-
Y/ELECTRIC BLACK-
MAN at the Hawks Nest
Saturday and Sunday
(Friday night now out).

The Cosmic Home, men-
tioned here before Christ-

mas, has had its phone dis-

connected, and as far as I

know no longer exists.

ALMETA SPEAKS con-

tinues at Old Angelos, as
does STOMPIN' TOM
CONNOR at the Horseshoe
Tavern.

The CBC's answer to the

Mariposa festival, called

Rock 1, will be on TV Sun-

day night, with Ian & Syl-

via, Bruce Cockburn, Big

Mama Thornton, The Pen-

tangle, and others.

p.h.

HELLO, FOLKS! Sur-

prised to see us, eh? Pre-

vious editors have been
smart enough not to at-

tempt a Review right after

the Christmas holidays.

But not us. Hope you had a

jolly Christmas — we did.

Got a child's hangman's
kit (once used) and numer-

|

ous bits of books, or books

of bits, whichever be
j

greater to the power of

ten, by that retired redun-

dant, Count Jim "Grip"
(Labour Exchange) Mor-
iarty, better known as

Spike Milligan. Larfed and
larfed we did. If you too

would like a larf, just put

on your kneecaps (make
sure the knees are facing

to the front) and rush to

the Spike Milligan store

and buy books(! ) For too

long now, humour has been
the laughing-stock of the

community . . . but more
of that later.

art....mike kesterton photography....errol young
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Loyola sit-in.

cont'd from p. 1

[he firings, has scheduled a

series of protests that could

lead to a general strike by the

department within three

weeks.

The administration Wed-

nesday shrugged off the resig-

nation of English chairman

A, G. Hooper, who said the

purge — affecting 17 of the 43

English faculty — made his

position "intolerable."

Malone accepted Hooper's

resignation in a press release,

and suggested Hooper should

leave the college entirely.

Faculty within the depart-

menl have already begun

their resistance by withhold-

ing Christmas examination

results from the college's

record office They also in-

tend to advertise in Canadian

and U.S. academic journals

urging academics to avoid

Loyola

A "day of mourning" for

the department is being con-

ducted today classes are

cancelled, and students will

conduct a mock funeral in

front ol the college

If the administration refus-

es to change its position on

the firings, faculty and stu-

dents will hold a strike vote

January 26: other college

departments, including histo-

ry, are expected to follow

suit.

The professors — 10 per

cent of Loyola's teaching fac-

ulty — were suddenly fired

December 15. as students

began concentrating on end-

of-term exams.

Faculty and siuatnts

charge that the professors

are the victims of a political

purge, brought on by their

support of students protesting

against the firing of Santhan-

am. released without cause at

the beginning of the fall uni-

versity term.

Many of the fired profes-

sors openly supported a

three-day student strike in

mid-October, which failed to

achieve its goal of binding

arbitration by the Canadian
Association of University

Teachers in the Santhanam
case.

A CAUT investigation team
eventually began hearings on

the Santhanam affair in early

December; the team re-

ceived no support from the

Loyola administration, which

refused to testify.

HFRE AND NOW
Today

All Day

Tickets lor Han ai a 1 0 per ceni discount

now on sale at Innis It, 63 St Geor,,e St

Rooms 110 202 Show dates available

Wed Jan 28. Thuis Jan 29 and Sun Feb

1 All three peiloi mances are in (lie eve

rung

Members of Han House remember that

ihis year the annual photographic eahibi

non will be held in Jan 1970 and hence

entnes should be submitted by Jan 23.

1970 6 p m at the Hall Poitei So get

busy on making those punts and slides

Entry lorms and rules available dom hall

poner Han House or Cameta Club looms

12 noon

Heai Geoige Tyson editor of Red Spaik

— New Zealand s ievoluiionaiy student

magazine, speak on the Movement in New

Zealand Young Socialists Sid Smith

tni Nonh Sitting

2-4:30 p.m.

UC Players Guild is holding auditions

two maioi productions

8 p.m.

The Vaisity Christian Fellowship v

host an open house at 1 18 Walmer Rc

(at Bernard) Come loi coflee and conv

"The Varsity" Board of Directors is

a student-staff-alumni body representing the

entire University community, and is respon-

sible for the editorial and business manage-

ment of "The Varsity". The Campus Relations

Committee of this Board has been established

to consider complaints related to the editorial

and business management of the paper. All

such complaints should be submitted in

writing to Mr. Paul Bator, Chairman, Campus
Relations Committee, "The Varsity" Board of

Directors, 91 St. George Street, Toronto 5.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS, I969- 1970

Mr. Paul Bator

Mrs. Sue Johnson

Mr. Brian Johnson

Mr. Bruce Lewis

Mr. Paul MacRae

Mr. Ian Montagnes (928-223
1)

Mr.John Morris (928-8629)

Mr. Bob Parkins

Professor 'Ian Samuel (928-4847)

Professor Gary Thaler (828-5284)

(Chairman)

ELECTIONS 70
ART — HOUSE — LIBRARY

DEBATES — LIBRARY COMMITTEES

NOMINATIONS OPEN JANUARY 7

NOMINATIONS CLOSE JANUARY 21

REVOLVER CLUB
Monday & Wednesday

Rifle Range - 7 15 pm
Membership

UnUergiads S2 00
Glads S3 00

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
J.in. 18th

8 30
ORFORD STRING QUARTET
Composilinns tiy Members ol Ihe

Faculty of Music

HART HOUSE
ELECTIONS 70

NOMINATIONS FOR ART, HOUSE,
I

\ DEBATES, tIBRARY & MUSIC COMMITTEES
$

\ OPEN WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 7th >

\ EXERCISE YOUR RIGHT AS A MEMBER OF <

4 HART HOUSE '
I

\ NOMINATIONS CtOSE JANUARY 21st

WWWVV^U^rV^^WV^^AWi^rWVWArtrt^ArtArViA^

Entwtl

UPSTAIRS VENETIAN LOUNGE k

Appearing Nit«ly ALAN MAC

Steele's
\ TAVERN—RESTAURANT
7 EM. S-S180

A [Fully li«

Remodelling & Alterations

— A Specialty —

STUDENTS' ELITE

Cleaners & Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

922-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cords

MEMBER OF INDEPEN DANT
CLEANERS ASSOC.

HART HOUSE
MEN'S SALON

Hours: 8:30 a.m. to 5:45 p.m.

Monday to Friday

4 Chairs

Haircut $
J
75

Haircut Appointment $^ 25

Hairstyling, Razor cuts, Shampoo, head

and face massage, dandruff treatments

and other services too numerous to

m enti on

.

Telephone: 928-2431
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Argo's answer expected soon on Varsity proposal
By LYNDON LITTLE

: Canadian Professional

;
Football is no stranger to

: Varsity Stadium.

: In fact, the pros regard it

; as one of their shrines.

: In 1950, during the Grey
: Cup "Mud Bowl" game, Win-

: nipeg's Buddy Tinsley almost

; drowned near center field

; when he was knocked uncon-

:j scious and fell face down in a

; giant puddle.

Four years later Varsity

:j
was again the scene of one of

: the CFL's greatest moments
i; as Jackie Parker snatched
: victory for his Edmonton
j: Eskimos out of seemingly

;: certain defeat as he picked up

a fumble in the dying minutes

:;of the game and limped on a

;:gimpy knee the length of the

j:
field lor the winning touch-

down.

i; However, after the 1958

i; season it all came to an end

:|as the home town pros, the

Argonauts left Varsity Stad-

ijium for the roomier confines

:".of the new Canadian National

:•: Exhibition.

y. This fall, the sports com-
;:munity in Toronto was as-

tounded at the announcement

>: by the Argo management
>: that, unable to come to satis-

factory agreement with the

vCNE concerning a new con-

tract they were considering

£ returning to Varsity for the

:|:1970 season.

No final agreement has

:-:been reached as yet but here

xis the situation as it stands
:•: today.

UP TO ARGOS
* Lou Hayman. Argo Presi-

dent, acting on behalf of the

•: board of directors has ap-

proached J. P. Loosemore,
financial secretary for the U
of T Athletic Association.

"We've given the Argo
management our terms", Mr.
Loosemore explained earlier

this week, "and the decision

is now up to them."
"The situation is certainly

far from ideal for the Argos,"
he adds, "one large problem
involves a conflict of dates."

fn early November one of

the dates which the Argos
must hold open for a possible

playoff match is reserved for

an SIFL tilt between the

Blues and McMaster. Mr.
Loosemore leaves no doubt
that the OQAA schedule,
which is already finalized,

takes priority and that the

Argos would have to make
other arrangements if they
accept the U of T offer.

Mr. Hayman. in a tele-

phone interview on Wednes-
day, felt that the schedule
problem need not necessarily

prove to be insurmountable.

"The conflict of dates is

certainly one of the disadvan-

tages of the move to Var-
sity," he noted, "but we've
found in the past that when
one team in the league has a

schedule problem that the

other teams are usually will-

ing to make a change."

CRAMPED FACILITIES

Other annoying problems
which Mr. Hayman suggested

the move to Varsity would
involve were the lack of ad-

equate practice and parking

facilities. During the '50's

when the Argos were here

they were able to use the back

campus for their daily scrim-

mages. Now, the heavy

Blues may soon share Varsity Stadium with the Double Blue of the Toronto

schedule of intramural foot-

ball and rugger games pre-

cludes this.

The capacity of Varsity

Stadium (27.000 against 34,-

000 for the CNE) is also a
drawback of serious propor-

tions. Both the Varsity Ath-

letic Directorate and the

Argo management have ruled

out any consideration of en-

larging the stadium through
the addition of a second deck
as much too expensive.

With the Argos already
playing to capacity crowds
for the majority of their

home games the gate receipts

would show a decided drop.

Whether the lower Varsity

rent would offset this will

probably be the deciding fac-

tor in the ultimate decision.

As far as the "ultimate
decision" is concerned, Mr.
Hayman promises that it will

be settled one way or the oth-

er in "a week or two" when
the Argo board of directors

returns from their holidays

down south and have a chance

to meet.

Despite the concerted ne-

gotiations on both sides, there

remains a lingering suspicion

in many minds that the Argos

are not really seriously con-

sidering a move back to their

old home and that rather they

are merely using the threat of

a move to U of T as a ploy to

force the CNE to moderate
their terms.

But, Mr. Loosemore quick-

ly withdraws from any
suggestion that the Argos

might not be sincere in their*:

negotiations.

"You must remember," he:-

adds, as he tips his chair back :|

and pauses to gain emphasis,:;

"that we at Varsity owe a:|

great deal to the Argonaut:':

Football Club. Had it not been £
for their financial help we?:

would not have been able to*
build the West side grand-

:|

stands in 1950 or have been :j

able to afford to add the flood-;!;

lights in '53."

So while all the factors;;:

seem against it. what many:|:

people regarded as next to:;:

impossible may indeed come:-:

to pass and this fall the olds

stands of Varsity Stadium >:

could resound to the clash of
j;

Billy Joe Booth locking elbow :

pads with Bob Hudspeth. :

Blues beaten 10-4 by Loyola for Centennial Trophy
Somewhere, sometime, an

eternal optomist with maso-
chistic tendencies once re-

marked, "behind every dark
cloud there is a silver lining".

Despite all its limitations as

a phrase it just about sums up

the feelings of coach Tom Watt

and the Blues hockey team
towards their trip last weekend
to the Loy.;la Centennial Hock-

ey Tournament in Montreal.

The very large dark cloud

took the form of a 10-4 trounc-

ing at the hands of the Loyola
Warriors in the tournament
final Sunday afternoon plus

several additions to the injury

list.

The silver lining was the

encouraging play of talented

Loyola goalie Rocky Martin sprawls too late to stop Blues Johr

second goal in the tournament final.

Wright from collecting his

center Brian St. John. The
Blues' captain was seeing his

first game action since suffer-

ing knee ligament damage
prior to the season's first

league game.
The Blues departed for Mon-

treal last Friday with their

manpower already depleted.

Veteran center Paul Laurent

was forced to remain behind

due to academic commit-
ments. Defensemen Bill L -

Heureux and Brent Swanick
and forwards Bryan Tompson
and Nick Holmes were all still

out of action with assorted

problems.

CRIMSON CONQUERED
Blues played Harvard

(winners 7-4 over McGill Fri-

day night) in their first game
Saturday evening at the subur-

ban Pointe Clair arena and won
7-5 in what coach Watt de-

scribed as a "heart game". In

that one Blues were forced to

come from behind three times.

The first period was pure
disaster as the Crimson
jumped into a 2-0 lead with the

THE VARSITY,

Blues obviously suffering from

the three week layoff since

their game on Dec. 14th. How-
ever, by the seven-minute

mark of the second Blues had it

tied up on goals by rookie Bill

Buba and Len Burman. Har-

vard again went ahead twice in

the same period but in each

case Blues came back to even

the score, with Terry Peter-

man and Mike Boland connect-

ing.

In the third period Varsity

outscored Harvard 3-1. Boland,

with two more for hist first hat

trick as a Blue, and St. John
picked up the goals.

[f Watt and the team had any

knowledge of what was in store

for them at the Montreal For-

um the following afternoon in

the final against Loyola no one

could have blamed them if they

had failed to show.

To begin with, it was discov-

ered that defenscman Bob
Hamilton had injured his ankle

against Harvard and when he

tested it before the Loyola

see FIRST LOSS poge 27
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Rock n Roll Revival

Coop Dance
(Brennan Hall, S.MC.)

wifh the

Teenage Dance Band
(a 4-piece rock act which revives rock goldies-

hear "Blue Suede Shoes". "At the Hop")

Admission: $1.00 Time: 9-12 pm
Sat. Jan. 10th

- come to roost at the coop -

I FENCERS I

DID YOU MISS OUR FALL FENCING PROGRAMfvic?

COME TO OUR NEW NOVICE L 4SS BEGINNING
JANUARY 12 th AT 5 O'CLOCK.
FENCING ROOM, HART HOUSE - MONO iYS TO
THURSDAYS

DESTRUCTION: SIX PLAYS
STUDIO THEATRE DRAMA CENTRE

.. WHO KNOWS IT AND WHY medley of Three

I. HOTEL Jean C aude, van Itaihe

3. FRAGMENT E .en Gaulschi out of Gogol.

4. MURDRER THE WOMAN'S HOPE - Oscar Kokoshka

J - 17 JANUARY 4 GLEN MORRIS STREET
ADMISSION FREE

ON CAMPUS RESIDENCE

FOR SECOND TERM

Applications for Residence in Devonshire House are invited from

Fust and Second Year men in Professional Faculties or Arts & Sci

ence for a small number of spaces in double rooms

Of particular interest to those wishing to combine academic

endeavour with pat ticipahon in a distinctive self governing

community

Apply to 3 Devonshire Place 928-251 5

GSU
•:• Beer, Wine & Cheese

> Party

Friday, January 9th

| 4:00 p.m.

Admission: $1.00
fv (All over 21 years welcome)
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GRADUATE STUDENTS' UNION

GENERAL
MEETING

Monday, January 26, 1970

12.00 noon
at

G.S.U., 16 Bancroft Avenue

AGENDA
Adoption of Charter of Incorporation

New Constitution Interim Budget

CLASSll ii.DS

-i|'aiihmi| electric lyjiewriiijis Mary Dale
S<:oir fM Davies) 86 Blooi Si W Room
225 922 7624

Si W Suite 416 921 7702

"CHUCK BERRY" with Whiskey Howt
Sunday January 2 5th ai Convocation

Hall - Tickets arc S3 00 Available ai

SAC office lover of Sid Smith or New
College Student Council office

ROOM FOR RENT in duple* shared by
lour other students S50 per monih
Shared lood expenses One block north of

Dupont & Avenue Rd's Call 927 0698

ROOM AND BOARD — qo/cjeous room
at 399 Huron Si for S225 lor the rest ol

term Phone Anne 923 0674

FOR RENT spacious comloriable room
and kncheneue lor graduate stufienl

S25'week Spudirid Bloor .in-a Call Doug.
922 5004

GIRL WANTED io ihare ,i|>=

bedroom Furnished At Si

Lowther Ave Call 925 0584

EUSTUDENT JOBS & TOURS
ROPE Every student guaranteeo a payir

lob in Europe For a complete descriptic

and application form in a 42 page bookl
send S2 00 lo Gord Allan. 25 Taylorwoc
Or

.
Islington 675

A HOME ON CAMPUS Three girls wan
fourth to share a furnished house on Sus

sex Ave Own loom appiommaiely S60 £

month Call 929 0279

WANTED Ont pers

Hoots of house Ow
Hydro Umv Queen <

5672

ACCOMMODATION at Inms College 187
Bcdlord Roadl Two spaces in iriple 100ms
(males) — S50. month 928 2512

OIAL A DAUGHTER ANSWERING
SERVICE- foi swinging chicks wilh hung
up parenls From' pad and roommate lo

take messages S30 monih Call Barb at

964 9455
3 St Call 923 1685

TYPING. Fast efficient. 100 words per
minute Papet supplied only 35c Call
Hope ai 928 8621 9 5pm

FAST ACCURATE home lypmg — Free
pick up and delivery — Keep ihis number
for luiuie use — 884-8526

THESIS Essays Typed on IBM Selecmc
30c per page Your schedules met Please
toll 922 8664 between 6 00-9 00 pm
44 Huntley Close to campus

TYPIST with electric machine, experi-
enced with everything from term essays to
publishers' manuscripts lor books 45c per
page 3c each additional copy Phone 489-
2367

ACCOMMODATION at Innis College
1651 Spadina Ave ) — One vacant Double
100m I male si — one sinQle (female) —
one-half of male double Call 928 2512
Also distinguished on-campus dining for

non-residents

Blues Mike Boland connects on

the third goal of his hat trick

against Horvard in Montreal
last weekend. Boland scored

once in the second and twice in

the third period as Blues

downed the Crimson 7-5 to

advance into the final against
Loyola. Boland was injured ear-

ly in the game against Loyola

but should see limited service

against Mac and Windsor this

weekend.

SUPPORT
SPORTS

Squash Blues

nosed out

by Williams

Varsily Blues suffered a

heartbreaking defeat to Wil-

liams College of the United
Slates in the Canadian Invita-

tional squash tournament at

Western before Christmas.

Blues tied Williams, with 21

out of a possible 25 victories in

the five-man team tourna-

ment. However Blues lost 3-2

to Williams and on that basis

lost the title and the Molson
trophy.

Going into the final matches
of the tournament Williams led

by one point. Blues dropped an
unexpected match to Western
while two of Williams players

were upset by Amherst, their

traditional U.S. rivals. This

left the score tied.

Top Varsity players were
Vic Harding at number 1 and
Mike I Greybeard) Gardiner at

number 5 who won all five of

their matches. John Stewart
and Howie Fluxgold were 4-1

and Ashley Perkins was 3-2.

Team standings were: Wil-

liams 21; Toronto 21; Western
12; Amherst 11; McMaster 6;

McGill 5.

The previous weekend Blues

travelled to the States where
they defeated Amherst and lost

close matches to Williams
Army and Navy.

>>



First Loss
ont'd from page 25

arne he found it was no go.

lefore the afternoon's ordeal

vas over Terry Parsons and

Joland would join him on the

idelines while St. John, John

Wright and Peterman would

11 sustain minor hurts,

v STAYED CLOSE
Surprisingly. Blues stayed

lose to the Warriors for two

nd a half periods.

The first was scoreless but

Loyola took a 5-2 lead in the

second on goals by Mike Lowe,

Alain Tremblay, Chris Hayes,

Ron Riley and Mike Thomas-

sin. Bob McGuinn on a pretty

play with Dave Field and Pe-

terman and then Peterman

with a power play marker re-

plied for Varsity.

Lowe scored early in the

third on a breakaway to give

the Warriors a 6-2 lead but two

goals by Wright brought the

Blues back in the game by mid

period.

Blues looked at this point as

if they might be on their way to

the come-back of the year.

Then — as the saying goes —
the roof fell in".

The Warriors scored three

oals in a space of one minute

nd five seconds and it was all

over except for the inevitable

We're No. 1' chants by the

fans. One more Loyola score

just before the game ended

made it the highest score ever

racked up against a Tom Watt-

coached Varsity squad.

WRIGHT ON ALL STARS
Wright was the only Blue

named to the tournament all-

star team which included one

Harvard player and four from

champion Loyola.

Blues have two important

road games coming up this

weekend which are "must"
games if they hope to keep
pace with the high flying Wat-

erloo Warriors.

They travel to Hamilton to

play their third and last league

game with the McMaster Mar-
lins tonight then move on to

Varsity Blues swing back
into action this weekend, and if

you're willing to travel a bit

you can take your pick of five

different sports.

The hockey Blues head out

on their last major road trip of

the season, taking on the hap-

less (and winlessl McMaster
Marlins in an SIHL Western
Division game tonight in Ham-
ilton. They'll go to London af-

ter the game, and in the morn-
ing carry on to Windsor for a

joust with the Lancers tomor-
row afternoon.

Blues need two wins from
the weekend to stay in conten-

tion for the playoffs.

The basketball Blues will

also be in Windsor tomorrow.
1(1 open their league season
against the perennially strong

Lancer team.
Meanwhile, the wrestling

and swimming teams travel to

Waterloo. The swim meet is a

ln-school affair, with Windsor
coming up to join in the splash.

And rounding out the week-
end, the gymnastic team has a

'entative date to meet York
Saturdav. 1 '

1

- "> '•
1 1

Windsor for their first meeting
with the winless Lancers to-

morrow afternoon.

At the beginning of the week
it appeared as if trainer Howie
Ringham might be packing
more crutches than hockey
sticks for the weekend junket
but now it looks as if the Blues
will at least be able to muster a
quorum.
Defensemen Hamilton and

Parsons will likely be fit to
play. Wingers Tompson and
Boland are in the doubtful cat-

egory but with St. John round-
ing into shape and Laurent

ready to go again the centre
line is once again the class of

the league.

BLUENOTES: It took them
four years but the Loyola team
finally won their own hockey
tournament — Blues took the

Centennial Cup the first three

times. . .Waterloo edged last

year's national finalists the U
of Alberta Bears in an exhibi-

tion game over the holidays. .

,

Winless McMaster leads the

league in one category, they
hold the top three spots in the

penalty parade — Blues" Dave
McDowall is fifth.

SIHL STATS
WESTERN DIVISION

GP w L T F A PTS
Waterloo 6 5 0

!
29 12 11

Toronto 5 3 1 32 9 7

Guelph 4 2 1 14 13 5

Western 5 2 2 22 35 5

Windsor 4 0 3 9 22 1

McMaster 6 0 5 • 18 33 1

Leading Scorers

GP G A PTS PIM
John Wright, Toronto 5 8 8 16 4

Dick Oudekerk, Western 5 3 9 12 2

Bill Buba, Toronto 5 7 5 12 0

Ken Laidlaw. Waterloo 6 4 7 11 12

Bob Jeffrey. Western 5 4 5 9 2

EASTERN DIVISION GP W L F A PTS
Carleton 4 4 0 0 32 S 8

Ottawa 5 4 1 0 20 19 8

Montreal 6 4 2 0 31 20 8

Laval 5 2 3 0 20 23 4

McGill 4 0 4 0 7 20 0

Queen's 4 0 4 0 9 32 0

Leading Scorers

GP G A PTS PIM
Bill Earle, Carleton 4 5 6 11 2

Bert Aube, Ottawa 5 3 8 11 6

Greg Gordon. Carleton 4 3 7 10 6,

John Heslop, Carleton 4 3 7 10 2

Gilles Gagnon. Laval 5 5 5 10 0

CAMP STAFF
Manitou-wabing Camf of F ne Arts

Now accept ng apn' r. at on s l-oni COuns e"o-s

and nst-uctcs n the fo Mo« np.

Sailing. Water-Skiin J.Swi huh g , Canoeing and Trip-

ping . Golf. Tenni s

.

Ridin g. Riflery Fenc ng . Music

(String an J wind players) Gu itar. 3rama . Drawing

and Painting . Graph ics. P otte u 1 pt u r e. Some

executive positions open. Sec ion Heads.

Graduate and undergrad student s with exper

RU. 3-6 168 or write 31
1 E E uc West, Toronto

for npolicntions and further nforn ation.

The Wvmilwood Concert Commi lire

presents

Diane Kl'lyca Soprano

VIImtI kolodzicjc/.ak ... - Piano

Trio - - - - ('larinol. Viola, Piano

Wvmilwood Music Room

(150 Charles Si. W.)

Sunday. Jan. 11 9 p.m.

CONTACT LENSES
MACDONALD - OPTICIANS
2479 A Bloor St.. W.. (at Jane)
TORONTO 9. 769-2603

SPORTS SCHEDULES

WEEK OF JAN. 12th

HOCKEY

Mon Jan 1

2

1 30 IV Elec vs Vic V\W
7 00 Dent A vs Bus 1

a 15 Dev Hse
9 30 IV Ind e vs IV Civil B
10 30 Denl C vs III Erg Sc

Tues Jan 13 1.30 U C III

7 00 PHE A vs Tnn A
8 15 vs New 1

9 30 V-c VI vs IV Ind A
10 30 Wye vs IVChem

Wed Jan 14 12 30 vs For 8
1 30 UCII
7 00 Si Eng vs Vic 1

8 15 Med A vs Scar

9 30 Phaim A vs Arch
10 30 III Ind 6 vs IVChem

Thuts Jan 1 6 12 30 IV Eng Sc vs Tnn C
5 15 III Mech is IV Mech
6 30 St M B
7 45 For A vs Jr Eng
9 00 Med C vs Pharm 6
10 00 St M C vs IV Civil

Fti Jan 16 12 30 SI M A vs PHE A
1 30 III Civ.l vs Tun B

WATER POLO

Tues Jan 13 7 30 vs Med A Duvall

8 15 Tnn vs Pharm Onvali

Wed Jan 14 7 30 Eng.lt vs Knoa 8iownridge
8 16 Med 8 vs Arch Btownridgo
9 00 vs For Bfownr-dge

Thur Jan 15 7 30 Med A vs PHE
8 15 vs Vrc

SQUASH

7 00
7 40
7 00
7 40
6 20
7 00

Scar

Wye

Den)
PHE A

. Med B

. Nev,

BASKETBALL

Mon Jan 12 1 00 Si M C vs PHE C
4 00

Ti.es Jan 13 1 00 Bus vs J- Eng

4 00 vs Emmjn
6 30 SGS vs Charm A
7 30 PHE A vs Erin 1

8 30 For A
Wed Jan 14 1 00 IV Chom vs PHE D

4 00 Vic IV vs Tnn B

6 30 IV Elec vs Oenl B

7 30 Oenl C vs U C in

8 30 II Eng Sc

Thui Jan 15 1 00 Vic V - vs III Eng Sc

4 00 For B vs Arch B

6 30 S( Eng vs Mqd A
7 30 Scat vs Tnn A
8 30 Knoi vs Wy.

Fn Jan 16 1 00 PHE 8 vs J. Eng

4 00 Vie II vs Erin II

6 30 Newt vs Inns 11

8 00 UC 1 vs Vic II

VOLLEYBALL PLAYOFFS

5 00 Eng I

6 00 Oent A
7 OP Eng II

8 00 Sear

INDOOR TRACK.

TUESDAY, JAN. 13, • 5:30 P.M. - 600 YDS.

ALL ENTRIES ARE ACCEPTED AT THE TRACK.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

APPLY TO INTRAMURAL OFFICE - 928-3082
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Graduating from University

this Spring?

Looking for a good job?

Try American Empire.

Like this young man.

When Pierre graduated with his B.A. from Jean de Brebeuf
College in 1940, he was a confused young man like most of

you. He had great ambitions. American Empire persuaded him
to further his education. He received his law degree at Univer-

site de Montreal and was called to the bar in 1943. But Pierre,

like most young men had an interest in why things are the way
they are, so we obliged him. He came down to Harvard where
he received his M.A. in political economy in 1945. But he was
on to even better things: Ecole de Sciences Politiques in Paris

and London School of Economics. We could see he was a

young man with promise.

He was a young man out to change things, clear away the

musty cobwebs. When he joined the Privy Council in 1949 as

an economist and political advisor, we knew we had a real

mover on our hands. When he challenged the conservative and
crusty regime of Maurice Duplessis in Cite Libre, we knew he
was our man.
We like our clients to be happy. Our young men are working

hard at changing conditions. Pierre showed he had the drive,

the intelligence and the charm to do the job so we made him
our chief agent in Canada, the position he now holds.

You want an interesting job, right. A job that will help you plug
into the mainstream of North American life and yet be a master

in your own house. If you want to swing, but want security, try

us. We'll be recruiting on the U of T campus on Februrary 2 and 3.

THE

American
Empire^

CANADA LTD.

THE COMPANY

THAT LETS YOU

DO THINGS

i*hingloiv Ottowa. London. li»bon. Madrid. Rome. Bonn. Born. Tho Hague. Copenhagen. Bruseeli. Vienna. Clo. Dublin. Canberra. Saigon. Man-

. -
an9°°.n "

K°ola lumP° r- Taipei. New Delhi. Tel Aviv. Karachi. Johaneiiburg. Logo*. Salisbury. Braiilia. Buenoi Aire*. Quito.
lamo. Pari.. Vientiane. Caracal, and many, many more to »erve

a Cty. lima. Bogota. Santiago. Mexico Gty. Tegucigalpa. San Juan. Guam
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Quebec Government may intervene in Loyola firings
MONTREAL (CUP) - The

Quebec Government may de-

cide to intervene in the current

crises at Loyola College, but

government officials would

make no definite announce-

ment until they had consulted

with the Loyola administra-

tion.

The possibility of provincial

intervention — through the

government commission of

inquiry — arose Friday from a

private meeting between Yves
Martin, provincial deputy min-

ister of education, and four

Loyola professors.

Following the meeting, Mar-

tin said that Quebec's Depart-

ment of Education considers

"the issue at Loyola a serious

one that deserves our atten-

tion." But Martin will make no

decision until he confers with

Loyola administration presi-

dent Patrick Malone — who
unexpectedly left for Texas
Thursday.

Malone is not expected to

return to Loyola until tomor-

row or Wednesday.

The meeting with Martin

was arranged by the Associa-

tion of Loyola Professors,

formed in the wake of adminis-

tration firings of 27 faculty on

the grounds of "upgrading
academic standards" and in

THE

preparation for an anticipated

decrease in Loyola's enroll-

ment next year.

Loyola students and faculty

charge that the administration
purged the professors because
of their support of student ef-

forts to secure binding arbitra-

tion by the Canadian Associa-
tion of University Teachers in

the case of nuclear physics
professor S. A. Santhanam.
Santhanam was fired without
stated cause by the adminis-
tration at the beginning of the

fall term.

The CAUT is expected to

release a report of its findings

in the Santhanam case some-
time during the week.

Also on Friday approximate-
ly 1,200 Loyola students
watched quietly as the Col-
lege's English Department
which lost 17 faculty members
in the firings, was laid to rest

in the snow in front of the

campus chapel.

Immediately after the cere-

mony the students voted to

continue a sit-in in front of

Malone's office as part of an
effort to prevent the purging of

the 27 faculty. The sit-in began

last Wednesday.
The same evening, protes-

tors trooped from the adminis-

tration building to the Jesuit

residence on the Roman Catho-

toyola students pay last respects to their English Deportment

lie campus, where they burned to the firing decision.

a puppet-sized effigy of admin-
istration vice-president Jack

O'Brian had returned to

Loyola that evening from a
O'Brian, believed to be central communications conference

held in Bermuda, but for-

warned of the demonstration,

he spent the evening in a near-

by motel.
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TARTU: Second experiment

in Communal Living
By KAREN COULTER

"Tartu College is a new 17-

storey residence presently (if

you're picky about grammar
"currently") under construc-

tion at the corners of Madison

and Bloor Street," says the

blurb on the front of the pam-
phlet.

Prospective residents are

promised a new experience in

campus community living. "It

is hoped that Tartu College will

be the RIGHT NOW habitation

within the university commun-
ity. To that end, mature and

interesting people will be se-

lected. The building will be co-

educational and it is left to the

individual whether he desires

to live in a separate or co-edu-

cational suite."

However, anyone concerned

about democracy and com-

munity in multi-unit housing

can only be disappointed in the

Tartu experiment.

Built by the Estonian com-
munity of Toronto as a com-
bined university residence and

cultural centre. Tartu now
boasts three fully occupied

floors. The main floor common
rooms and lounges are still in

the skeletal stage and the ele-

vators are not yet operative.

A typical suite consists of six

single rooms, two complete

washrooms, and a shared

"kitchen-lounge." The bed-

rooms, though completely fur-

nished and carpeted, are rath-

er small (approximately 80

square feet). The advertised

"lounge-living room" consists

of two easy chairs and a wood-

en bench at one end of the

kitchen. Rather uncomfortable

"lounging" for six people!

The broadloomed hallways,

which connect the five units on

each floor, are narrow, dimly-

lit and generally cheerless.

They provide no perspective

for the Estonian art which the

management hopes to intro-

duce once the building is com-

pleted.

Services include a profes-

sional cleaning staff and laun-

dered bed linen. The monthly

rent for single accommodation

is $85. Residents prefering to

do their own cleaning receive a

yearly rebate equivalent to one

month's rent and those signing

a full-year's lease an equal

amount.
Standing kitty-corner to

SeeTARJU p.9



LIGHTFOOT
IS

COMING!
SUN. FEB. 8

CONVOCATION HALL

'The Varsity" Board of Directors is

a student-staff-alumni body representing the

entire University community, and is respon-

sible for the editorial and business manage'-

ment of "The Varsity". The Campus Relations

Committee of this Board has been established

to consider complaints related to the editorial

and business management of the paper. All

such complaints should be submitted in

writing to Mr. Paul Bator, Chairman, Campus
Relations Committee, "The Varsity" Board of

Directors, 91 St. George Street, Toronto 5.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS, I969-I970

Mr. Paul Bator Mr. Ian Montagnes (928-223
1)

Mrs. Sue Johnson Mr.John Morris (928-8629)
Mr. Brian Johnson Mr. Bob Parkins
Mr. Bruce Lewis Professor "Ian Samuel (928-1847)
Mr. Paul MacRae Professor Gary Thaler (828-5284)

(Chairman)

I" THIS WEEK AT SAC

|
Sunday, Jan. 11th

I

I

SAC —^ Erindale — Scarborough to prepare the final brief. At

1 30 pm in the South Sitting Room in Hart House

Monday, Jan. 12th

Communications Commission meeting to discuss business At 5

pm in the SAC office.

i — Education Commission meeting to discuss organization and

business. At 4 pm in the SAC office.

.Tuesday, Jan. 13th

I Judicial Commission meeting to discuss the SAC reply to the
Campbell Report. At noon in the South Sitting Room, Hart House.

L — External Affairs Commission meeting to discuss business At 5

I pm in the SAC office

— Finance Commission meeting to discuss planning At 4 pm in

[ the SAC office.

| Wednesday, Jan. 14th
A meeting in Convocation Hall at 8 pm to discuss the Spadina

[ Expressway.

Thursday, Jan. 15th

Education Commission meeting to discuss course evaluations. At

7:30 pm in Hart House.

Friday, Jan. 16th

University Committee and the Union of Course Unions will be 1

having a joint meeting at 4 pm in the SAC office. ,

DESTRUCTION: SIX PLAYS
STUDIO THEATRE DRAMA CENTRE

1. WHO KNOWS IT AND WHY medley of Three

2. MOTEL -Jean Claude van llallie

1 FRAGMENT - Ellen Gautschi (out of Gogol)

4. MURDRER THE WOMAN'S HOPE - Oscar Kokoshka

13 - 17 JANUARY 4 GLEN MORRIS STREET
ADMISSION FREE

CLASSIFIEDS
TYPING thesis, essays, notes, charts. Eng-
lish. French, other languages Mimeo-
graphing electric typewriters Mary Dale
Scott (M. Davies) 86 Bloor St W. Room
225 922-7624.

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today lor free booklet "The Day you buy a

diamond". H Proctor and Co.. 131 Bloor
St. W., Suite 41 6. 921-7702
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TYPING — Fast, accurate and intelligent

Essays, thesis, manuscripts, reports, feasi-

bility studies, etc. Pick-up and delivery if

desired. Telephone Mrs Walker — 449-
7077 (days) 444-3744 (evenings).

METAL SKIS for sale, excellent condi-
tion, Head Master type. 195 cm. long,
CU8CO step-in harness S60. call Brent
364-6031. 124 Baldwin Ave.

2 BIG BOSS BANDS: Courtesy Mr Fun-
ky 1 Atlantis 10 pc 2 Shroeder 9 pc at

Hustler's Den. University College, east and
west halls Sat. Jan. 1 7 8.30 p.m. SI 25 a

FREE SKATING at Varsity Arena — after

the hockey game, Fri. night. — compli-
ments of the Blue & White Society.

ATTENTION LADIES . . .Mini-stretch
Pantihose now on sale at the Snack Bar.

Innis II, 63 St George St. Si 10 per pair

One size fits all.

FOB RENT two furnished rooms, one with
healed sunroom Ground floor, kitchen fa-

cilities, St. Clair and Spadina Fifteen and
twenty weekly. Phone evenings 922-
0269 Girls only.

G

R

ad STUDENT wishes to share two
bedroom apt. Close to University
$13/weok. 329 Palmerston Blvd. Ken
925-7862 or 928-6028

ROOM QUIET for male student. Single

family home near subway. Board optional.

489-6766 after six.

FAST ACCURATE typist wishes to do
work in her home. IBM electric typewriter.
Experienced in various fields of typing, in-

cluding dictating machines 284-6823

GIRL SEEKS companion's) m or f, for

travel in S/C America starting about April

for 2 to 3 months. Times, places flexible.

Tel 964-1722 (eve I or 469-1131 (day).

Janet Hall

NICELY FURNISHED bed-sitting room
for girl, 2nd floor Share kitchen and bath

with 2 girls. Clean quiet home SI 7 weekly.

90Walmer Rd. 922-2447.

FAST ACCURATE home typing — Free
pick up and delivery — Keep this number
(or future use — 884-6526.

THIRD PERSON wanted to share apt. 18.
68 Charles St. E.(Bloor and Yonge) Own
room all conveniences tor S63 monthly
Please phone 924-2307

ACCOMMODATION at Innis College 187
Bedford Road). Two spaces in triple rooms
(males). S50/month 92B-2512

ACCOMMODATION at Innis College
(661 Spadina Ave.) — one vacant double
room (males) — one single (female) — one
half of male double. Call 928-2512. Also
distinguished on -campus dining for non-
residents.



Members of Worker-Student Alliance picket outside Simcoe Hall

WSA, police, scuffle in lobby

University refuses guarantee

on cafeteria workers' jobs
By GEOFF MEGGS

About 35 members of the

Worker-Student Alliance

pushed their way through 14

campus policemen at Simcoe
Hall Friday, but failed to get

an administration promise to

rehire three former New Col-

lege cafeteria workers.

J. F. Brook, executive as-

sistant to Vice-President A. G.

Rankin told a WSA delegation

he could not and would not

"make any guarantees about
jobs."

The WSA had a petition

signed by over 800 demanding
the hiring of the last three

workers still unemployed as a
result of the change of caterers
at New College in December.
Of the 42 cafeteria workers

who went on strike after losing

their jobs, 38 were rehired and
one doesn't want work at U of

T.

The WSA charges that cam-
pus police sat in on the job in-

terviews of the three others
and identified them to Beaver
Foods as organizers of the

strike. The group picketed
Simcoe Hall for about half an
hour after six were ejected
from the building at 1 p.m.

POLICE PUSHED ASIDE
The group heard a short

speech by WSA-member Bob
Dewart (SGS). They then

pushed through the doors of

Simcoe Hall despite the frantic

efforts of the police to contain

them and throw them out onto
the street.

Over the tumult the voice of

Steve Moore (SGS) could be
heard shouting, "We want to

present a petition to Mr. Mal-
colm. Will you let us in?

Answer the question. Will you
stop fighting and answer the

question?"
M. A. Malcolm is Director of

Administrative Services.

Once inside, the group re-

formed and asked to send a

delegation of three to Mal-
colm, but the police, headed by
security chief Bill Lawson,
refused to discuss the issue
until the WSA handed over a

missing key.

(No one had the key, but a
member of the security force
came to a WSA meeting later

to again demand the key. It

apparently was President
Claude Bissell's key-case con-

taining house and car keys.

)

Finally it was agreed that
three WSA members would be
taken to meet Brook.

POUCE RECORDS
Brook told the delegation

two of the workers were not
rehired "because they have
police records" but added that

"the university does not hire

them, the caterers hire them."
Brook said police may have

been present at the interviews

"because the WSA has caused
a lot of trouble — they sent one
of our police to hospital, and
incidentally, we don't recog-
nize your group on campus.

"

Bill Schabas (II UC) asked
Brook if "it was official uni-

versity policy not to hire peo-

ple with police records.
'

'

"I'm not going to talk about

this because I am not sure that

it happened," said Brook, "The
police were there to prevent
trouble. Your group had
caused trouble." He added that

he felt a police record was a

legitimate reason for not hir-

ing.

"You don't have a case with

the university, you have a case

with Beaver Foods."

SCARE TALK?
"We don't have to do any-

thing," Brook replied, "don't

give me that scare talk."

"We are not going to insist

that Beaver hire them and we
are not going to hire them if

jobs don't exist."

Brook's office later issued a

statement outlining the history

of the strike. The release ad-

mits that Beaver Food "stated

that if any employees could not

be absorbed in the present op-

eration at New College they

would endeavour to give them
employment in other opera-

tions in the area."

"Despite harassment from

the picket line," says the state-

ment, the strikers were inter-

viewed. "A university con-
stable was assaulted by dem-
onstrators outside Simcoe Hall
and required hospital treat-

ment."

The release emphasizes that

"the decision not to re-hire
those three was made by Bea-
ver Food Services, who have
the sole responsibility of staff-

ing the New College Food Ser-

vice."

VARSITY STORY PANNED
Finally, Brook states that

"contrary to the story appear-
ing in Friday's Varsity, the

university police attended the

employment interviews solely

to prevent disruption. They did

not attempt to identify strike

leaders to Beaver Food Ser-

vices."

In an interview Friday after-

noon, Brook told The Varsity
there were never more than
two or three police at the inter-

views, none of whom inter-

fered with or participated in

the interviews.

However, the WSA still ins-

ists police were involved in the

interviews and denies any
knowledge of the injured po-

liceman.

Meanwhile. Beaver Foods
has given the rehired workers
a raise to $1.40 an hour from
the minimum wage of $1.30 and
the WSA reports that the work-
ers have been told they will

lose their jobs if there is any
more "trouble." They have no

union.

Of the three workers. Doug
Annabelle has been out of work
with an accidentally broken
shoulder, but definitely wants
to be rehired; Peter Swior-

kowski is employed in a res-

taurant but will return if of-

fered a better job; and John
Kincaid is dropping newspa-
pers from the back of a truck

and definitely wants to come
back.

The WSA plans to further

circulate its petition and a new
leaflet, to continue picketing

Simcoe Hall and to hold a mass
meeting Friday at 1 p.m. in the

Free Speech Area of Sid Smith.

THE PRIVATE MAN
An Original Play By

ALLAN STRATTON
Entered in the

Dominion Drama Festival

JANUARY 13-17, 1970 8:30 P.M.

CENTRAL LIBRARY THEATRE
Admission: Tues., Wed., Thurs $1.50

Fri., Sat $2.00

Students $100

Tickets: Box Office, or Wymilwood, Vic

ONTARIO SOCIETY FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN

FIVE SUMMER CAMPS
strategically located throughout Ontario

the following personel:

PROGRAM DIRECTORS
WATERFRONT COUNSELLORS

(Red Cross Instructors)

CHAUFFEURS (Moles - 21 years)
SENIOR COUNSELLORS
ARTS & CRAFTS COUNSELLORS
SECRETARIAL ASSISTANTS
REGISTERED NURSES
KITCHEN COUNSELLORS

for further information apply to:

SUPERVISOR OF CAMPS
Ontario Society For Crippled Children

350 Rumsey Road, Box 1700, Postal Station "R"
Toronto 17, Ontario PHONE 425-6220
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PAGE FOUR
y damonitralor ovor lay* down In front of my c

ir h«'ll ovory lay down in front of.

Georos C. Waffqce, 191

Uncovering the hidden violence . .

.

For a moment I was suspended at

the second set of doors into Simcoe

Hall — held momentarily in check by

four policemen attempting to halt the

flow of demonstrators pushing their

way into the building.

About six inches from my face a 30-

year old plainclothesman was telling

me in a level but hurried voice to "go

back out there now. Don't get yourself

hurt. Just relax and go back outside

and it'll be fine. Come on now, please

now, go back on out."

Behind him four or five policemen

chased around the member of the

Worker-Student Alliance who had

pushed their way through, while about

another seven police hesitated on the

fringe like young kids who had just

joined the gang and didn't really want

to fight.

"I'm not struggling," I said, "I just

want to present a petition to this guy."

And an instant later everyone was
through and both sides were staring at

each other puffing and shaking from

the cold and the excitement. It oc-

curred to me than that with a hundred

more on each side it could have been a

real riot. It must have occurred to the

police a long time before it occurred to

me.
After hurried negotiations between

security chief Bill Lawson ("be reason-

able, Steve") and WSA member Steve

Moore ("but, Bill all we want. .
.") it

was agreed that a small delegation

could see a representative of the ad-

ministration.

Forty minutes earlier, I had entered

Simcoe Hall just after six cold demon-

strators had been pushed out onto the

steps. The 30-year old was reporting to

a superior and as he hung up the phone

he said to the man at the Information

Desk "Nossir, not one of them comes
in. They all stay out."

And forty minutes and a short scuffle

later, they were all in. The trivial vio-

lence could not be blamed on anyone.

The university (owner) had forbade

entry to the WSA (trespasser) and at-

tempted to use a little force to make
their decision stick. The students

(employers as members of U of T), had

wanted to speak to the administrator

(their employee) in their own building

and used a little force to make their

decision stick.

The situation goes further. The uni-

versity didn't want the expense and

problems involved in dealing directly

with the food workers. Therefore it

hires Beaver Food to do the job in-

stead. After Beaver Food has taken a

profit the cafeteria workers get $1.40

an hour — 10 cents more than the mini-

mum wage.
The university does not deal with the

workers but controls their situation.

According to members of the Work-

er-Student Alliance and the workers

themselves, University of Toronto po-

lice were involved in the interviews

that resulted in all but the strike organ-

izers being rehired at New College caf-

eteria.

Whether or not this is true (the ad-

ministration has denied it) the fact

remains that the organizers were not

hired and those who did get jobs have

been told they will be fired, if there is

any more "trouble." This, too, is trivi-

al violence. If the university had been

conducting the interviews, it would be

considered real violence.

—geoff meggs

Varsity cartoon by Ted Michener

varsity

CUP t*ux

PTIOIO EdflMI

Cj.oI Coopw 913 8

... in a quiet university

Very little seems to be happening at

the University of Toronto.

The parochial comportment of the

University of Toronto police force

seems absurd in the context of this

multiversity.

Friendly, middle-aged cops acting

out their Quixotic vision of chivalry

before the gates of Simcoe Hall.

Stemming the timid seige of 35 mem-
bers of the Worker Student Alliance. A
little invective, a few apologies.

Meanwhile the pigs are ripping off

the Panthers in the States . .

.

".
. . When Wayne came our of Cen-

tra/ Headqua'ters, he was shouting "All

Power io the People", although he had

been wounded live times by shotgun

pellets in the chesr, feg, and* sfomacfi.

He's in good health and spirits now at

New County Jail . .
."

In comparison the action at the U of

T seems to be a silent-film episode of

cops and robbers.

At Bereley mace is mace, and cops

are pigs . .

.

".
. . The bus stopped at the gates and

two guards with shotguns jumped on.

'Alright you creeps, move your asses our

of here. The last guy out gets his head

Clocked open."

On the surface, there seems to be no

violence at the U of T. The uniformed
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All staff and anyone who
[

would like to do anylhin g for

i fhe paper from writing to ead-

ing come to a staff meeting
today at 9 1 St. George at 1 p.m.

cops act out their role as father-fig-

ures. There's nothing a pat on the head

wouldn't cure. A few U of T plain-

clothesmen walk around with a trench-

coated secrecy about as subtle as Dick

Tracy. At the open meetings of the left

there are always a few lurking around.

One always carries a briefcase. And

there's a walkie-talkie inside. Oscar

for special effects.

But behind this masquarade of con-

frontation politics, there's a university

and a real world.

The scene in front of New College

may seem comic. But there are still

three former cafeteria workers who
are without jobs for political reasons.

As the spectre of non-violence at U of

T threatens the circulation figures of

the daily press, real violence continues

not just at Berkely or at the Panthers

headquarters or in the urban ghettoes

of America, but at the University.

It's latently present — in that this

university continues to perpetuate a

political and economic system that

leaves 25 per cent of the Canadian pop-

ulation below the poverty line.

The U of T is located in Toronto, the

conduit of the American capital that is

responsible for strip mining in British

Columbia, planned underdevelopment

in the Maritimes, and the economic

subjugation of the people in Quebec.

You've heard it all before. But it

doesn't touch you. And besides, there's

academic freedom and democracy. We
live by values.

A university doesn't have to design

napalm to perpetuate violence. Each
dayeconomists, sociologists, political

scientists perpetuate the violence of

inequity and exploitation.

And English professors. Even the

purest confines of the ivory tower per-

petuate violence by their academic
acceptance of the present situation.

And it's not all academic.

It's not just the classrooms and the

textbooks and the research grants.

That one incident of the New College

cafeteria workers illustrates best how
the university directly perpetuates a

system of exploitation in its own oper-

ating policy.

Although'the surface actions appear

to be the politics of the absurd, behind

Monday's skirmish is the university's

hard line policy that prevents its oper-

ating staff from organizing for a decent

wage and a decent standard of working

conditions.

The student reform movement sur-

faced last year, as the new politicians

like Bob Rae and Steven Langdon ex-

see 'violence', page 5



The other side of the expressway debate
By WILLIAM DOLMAN

William Dolman is a graduate
student in urban and regional
planning.

The Metropolitan Toronto
Transportation Plan for the
Spadina Expressway is not a
plan of possible future road-
ways in Metro Toronto. In-

stead it is a comprehensive
analysis of the needs of Metro
Toronto for transportation in

the future, suggesting a combi-
nation of roads and transit sys-

tems to meet -those demands.
The basic factor is the trans-

portation of individuals; how-
ever, truck traffic (which ac-
counts for 45 per cent of all

urban vehicular movement) is

not overlooked.

Although rapid rail transit is

cheaper than on equivalent
expressway; where only a few
people travel in a given direc-

tion in any given hour, it is not

economically possible to pro-

vide public transportation.

Without public transit, all

transportation must be served

by the private auto. Suburban
development (at up to 10,000

persons per square mile) can-

not even support buses travell-

ing with traffic in rush hours
only. At other times such lines

must be heavily subsidized.

Furthermore, for many

years now, 70 per cent of rush

hour trips to the central busi-

ness district of Toronto have
been carried by public transit.

This proportion is greater than

any North American city out-

side of New York and Chicago,

and is not likely to change.
Even the removal of transit

fares would only increase all

transit trips by 11 per cent.

In future most of Toronto's

employment growth will occur
in the suburbs, areas which
cannot be served by public

transportation.

Building the Spadina Ex-
pressway would not necessi-

tate construction of the Cross-

town Expressway. The latter is

necessary as part of the bal-

anced plan to provide access
across the city. The system is a

unit, parts cannot be added or

subtracted at will. Leaving the

Spadina out would be akin to

leaving the main artery out of

the right arm of a man.
The analogy is valid, if only

to demonstrate the importance
of a full road system to the life

of a city as the carrier of goods
to the cells (residential blocks)

Note also that the Spadina,

costing $220 million, is two
travel routes which can be
built cheaper together. Either

alone would cost about $150

million. In addition, the main-
tenance costs on the express-
way would be matched by
maintenance and labour costs
on the transit line.

GREAT DENSITIES

A transit-only system would
mean great densities, not only

at the centre of the city, but

also all along the transit

routes. Rapid transit lines

would have to become apart-

ment-house alleys to house all

the persons working in the

dense downtown area.

This district, also, would
possibly expand to the area
bounded by Bathurst, the CNR
line, the Don, and the Water-
front in order to accommodate
all the businesses which would
have to locate there due to the

lack of transportation services

elsewhere, or possibly dissi-

pate into the surrounding coun-

tryside as have the businesses

of many large cities due to the

ensuing congestion in a transit-

only plan.

Lower Manhattan, the most
auto-congested area in the

world has only one U-shaped
expressway at its edge. Even if

private cars were banned,
roads would be still congested

due to taxis and trucks. These
could not be banned, or the

violence-
cont'd from page 4

plored the council rooms of Simcoe
Hall. There was a bright burst of opti-

mism, and then student movement
passed through the structures of SAC
and went underground.

The world's problems were told to

wait until the publication of the Com-
mission on University Government
Report. And alarmed administration

set up the processes of reform. The
faculty looked by in religious injury.

Now the CUG Report is published,

and the institutional politics of the uni-

versity are paralysed amidst a myriad

of implementation committees and

working groups.

half a column ?

The faculty and the administration

are set in an incestuous deadlock, the

former arguing for scholarship, and the

latter arguing for efficiency.

And the students are bored. And
somewhat ignored by the whole pro-

cess. The words "student power" and

"radical" have become palatable and

thus cliched.

It's hard to see through this quasi-

political fog of orderly process to see

whafs really happening at the univer-

sity. But the administration's attitude

to the cafeteria workers might give us

an indication.

— brian johnson

a bettertorial

(or)

Why exactly is bod news good news for

(or)

THE ON THE LINEAR ABSOLUTE STERILE VISIONARY PARANOIA

"Interpreting interpretations gets a bit re-

moved from reality, and suffers correspond-

Fuller's Famous Further Random Factors for the CIA

ingly as a form of reality to relate to. Despite

the affirmative energy that can be directly

intuited from John and Yokos efforts, phases

of only reading about them in a fucked up

press still gets me into mangling arg-phases

of seeing that John and George are having a

gradual send up, because John regularly gets

some negative comment about George in,

whenever he talks about Beatles. Well maybe
it's true, but very little is final, so even if they

do have a send up. that is not the end. So I

wash the pain press well, and wish them the

best and that way. if they should even end kill-

ing each other and me at least meantime
there will be, at least here, Peace. Peace.

Seeing Johnnyoko on the Magic Lantern

(Channel 9) was very fine. "The best Sunday

afternoon sermon ah seen in mah laff". said

Jon. Peats. In wartever fornm you choose to

washit may it rist wit you. Really. The best is

yet to come. Peace-is part of a number of very

fine things to thinkbe. Peace.
—jon

remaining businesses would
leave.

"Expressways are the sole

cause of the breakdown of ur-

ban life. Expressways strangle

the city." That is a half-lie.

The absence of expressways
strangles the city just as much
by cutting out truck servicing,

and removing economic choice

from the poor living in the

centre of the city as all their

potential jobs move out to the

suburbs.

The transit system serves

the lowest common denomina-

tor — persons who live and
work near the line — neglect-

ing the trucks which service

primarily residential areas,

job locations in the suburbs

(low skill jobs which are de-

sired by low income central-

city residents), and the whole

of the middle class.

It is unreasonable to as-

sume, as Herbert Gans points

out, that the middle class indi-

vidual (even the Mustang-buy-

ing youth of today), will

change his high opinion of the

direct and quiet trip to work,

the privacy of low density

housing, the choice, and the

social and cultural system (not

neighbourhood-oriented i which

expressways allow.

TECH-FIX

Furthermore, to hope that

the technological innovations

which would permit such free-

dom without autos of some
type will show themselves and

be accepted within the next

generation, is to pray for a

tech-fix that is presently only

in the dreams of such idealists

as Buckminster Fuller (a man
who even now is 50 years ahead

of his time — and what do we
do for 50 years).

This tech-fix would take
years to build, and would cost

billions of dollars in congestion
as well as construction and
disruption costs to build in

downtown Toronto alone.

A balance must be made to

promote the change needed, as
wroter Jane Jacobs herself
implies to keep a city dynamic
and growing. This balance of

public transit and expressway
building has been one of Toron-
to's secrets over the years —
the presence of a choice is why
Toronto has "boomed" while
other cities have "busted". To
give in now to a false hysteria

from non-equivalent events in

American cities (whose social

problems do not compare with

any Canadian city except Hali-

fax and Windsor) is to give in

to an environmental determin-
ism that has been proven not

only false, but also naive.

The Spadina Expressway is

controversial, not from its

aspect as a destroyer, but from
its aspect as an instrument of

dynamic growth — a dynamic
growth which does threaten

the Lower Spadina business

area, as it will be uneconomic
mot just too congested) for

these sweatshops to continue
to use this valuable land — a

dynamic growth which is nec-

essary for Toronto to remain a

vital, exciting city — a dynam-
ic growth which must be not

only accommodated, but also

aided against the staticity of

ideas of continuing and inviol-

ate neighbourhoods and land

use patterns which some "ur-

ban experts" would teach to be

the goal of our society.

spadina
expressway

jane jacobs

convocation hall

Wednesday
January 14

8 pm
ADMISSION FREE

sponsored by
St. Hilda's College
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Thee folwiog cytation com eth from a rictae pam phlette pu bliyshed bye

,

this self- same priotte shoppe.

"
Metal-flowers were the first ornaments used in printed

books; they have been divided into old and new, which to be sure

is a division, but such as conveyes nothing or a false idea to the

understanding.

Theformer expressed some meaning and wereformedfrom
real objects, as from weeds and flowers of the field and garden,

leaves, branches, fruits, crosses, banners, alunces and tilting-

spears.

The latter, though mostly now in vogue, are merefigures of
fancy, made up of circular oval and angular turns, contrived to

look light, airy and unmeaning, and to try the genius or patience

of a compositor.
— Dissertation Upon English Typographical Founders and Foundries; by E. St.

Mores, 1778.

East of Queen's Park lies the land

of Saint Michael, where, in a Temple
by a great byway dwells an oracle
known as the court-Marshall. This

oracle propesies that the minion
Communication shall wax great and
burst his iron bonds, metamorphosing
so quickly into new forms that he
shall soon reign supreme, yea, even
over the very Content of his former
masters.

I, a young Undergraduate of the

Court, did therefore set out across the

wintry fens of the Park in search of

this creature's humble beginnings. It

was within the preserving confines of

Massey College that a shop containing

eight antique printing-presses was
discovered. One passes the gate, de-

scends to the cellar (past Secretaries

on either side, the ratchet-releases on
their Remingtons cocked and ready)

and promptly walks into a brick wall.

"Are you looking for something?" a

young woman asks.

"Yes," I replied, in broken reverie,

"I have an appointment with Mr.
Douglas Lochhead." As she leads me
away from the wall and around to a
studded metal door, it should be
known that Mr. Lochhead is in charge
of a unique collection of presses (of

which five are fully operative), dating

back to 1852. They print out folios

from a collection of type so varied in

size and degrees of ornateness that

Mr. Lochhead (Lock-heed) says, with
the pride of one looking to the Old
World, it is better equipped "than
similar print shops in English uni-

versities."

He works with Tom Lytle, a Ro-
chestarian come to the U of T by way

min foUotoetl

matftpre of mi

retftrapne fnnj

Mt\i to feati

of the University of Queensland
(Australia). Both are bound in tough,

ink-stained aprons and, while Tom
rolls out a viscous glob of ink with an
instrument called a brayer, Mr. Loch-

head peers genially through half-

spectacles and explains that "we go
right through . . . the whole history of

printing and the book, and actually go
through every step of printing pam-
phlets and broadsides."

For whom? "We have 51 PhD can-

didates in bibliography this year," —
"(a small number, I thought to my-
self)" — "the biggest group I've ever

had", and his hands moved in a small

Anglo-Saxon gesture that communi-
cated a giantness of enthusiasm.

Sprinting round a stolid black-iron

Albion Press, he points to a graphic of

a 16th-century press, so similar to his

19th century ones that you "can have
the feeling you're going through the

same motions they did in the early

days."

We are standing among beds of type

and minute, orderly blocks of metal-

flowers and other ornaments such as

leaping fish or leering gorgons. Upon
the wall, Renaissance graphics of

presses with fine letters identifying

parts; woodcuts of Western Canadian

circus posters.

Through this "working museum"
Lochhead reaches back to his oft-re-

peated "early" ... "I have a keener

appreciation of the really splendid

work done by the early printers," he

says, with a mildness removed more

than the true several geographii

from the University outside, i

though born about the same tic

his earliest press, runs not ha

smoothly for any addition of cil

application of Allen wrenches. I

It is true, of course, that the ft

er's Shop in the Massey basemen

no thunderous impact on thee

munity, nor the community «
"We're interested in the histoj

printing," definitely smiles Mr.»

head, "not in the latest develops

of using the camera, and so on

though when they want to duplj

some type which is left onlj#J|

form on a wrinkled page, "webi

photoengraver make the engraj

and we actually make the type.'

J

Those of us elsewhere in the ufl

sity most likely have only seeflj

work in the occasional Poculi LuJ

poster, and outside the U of Tj

are only two universities <|

schools of bibliography receive?

rial from the Massey print shop!

once did either man apologize*!

tempt to link printing past aw-j

sent (though, at my prodding. 1

head mentioned the creative A

print on the TV screen "especiafl

Big Ale in the Big Land"). AslJ
a whirl of serifs and ampersa"!

solitary printed sheet on the

board leapt out: "HOHO" its3!|JI

Thereupon I plunged back

the well-wrought gates, d^l
avenue of castles, the KeeOT
Three-in-One on my left, the H<*
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Mitt from tantagpe abolng

ire

bye ray conlogue

the Stag on my right, trying to under-

stand what makes a story. And, rest-

ing in the shadow of the Seven-Foot
Horseman, it came to me that This
Did. For had not Tom Lytle said,

"When we really get going, we can
print 3 or 4 copies a minute" with
pride; was their work not relevant

because it merely contents; were
they not adamant in finding parallels

between past and present only to

amuse me, not abate or unfang me?
Never before in my travels had I

spoken one and a half hours to anyone
on campus and heard no taint of evan-

gelism. Now it had happened.

As I crossed the last peril, the Cir-

cle of Everlasting Speed (erected by a

vindictive Queen), I recalled another

circular phenomenon

:

",
. . the latter, though mostly now

in vogue, are mere figures of fancy,

made up of circular, oval and angular

turns, contrived to look light, airy and

unmeaning, and to try the genius or

patience of a compositor."

What an express way to confusion, I

thought; and who, would wish to be a

compositor ought certainly turn from

such abstractions, could he but find

the exit.

And I truly wondered what my
tweedy oracle should say, upon hear-

ing my kind words for the past. Should

I be made to count the dots on the TV
screen, until my eyes implode, Who
knows-, and who cares; for I know that

somewhere in the changing university

there is a pocket of pastness.
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Centre for the Study of Drama

Bertolt Brecht's

A MAN'S A MAN
directed by Martin Hunter

HART HOUSE THEATRE
Wed. Jan. 21 to Sat. Jan. 24 at 8:30

All Seats $2.00
Students $1.00

Box Office
928-8668

TTinticc.

HERE AND NOW

THE IMPLEMENTATION
AND PROGRAMMING COMMITTEE

FOR THE CAMPBELL REPORT

Pursuant to tjie statement of President Bissell on October 1 st, 1 969, this Commit-

tee has been appointed "to initiate discussion, to formulate recommendations, and

to facilitate implementation" of the Report of the Presidential Advisory Committee

on Disciplinary Procedures (the "Campbell Report").

UNDER ITS MANDATE. THE COMMITTEE INVITES ALL MEMBERS OF THE

UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY. ALUMNI AND OTHER INTERESTED PERSONS. TO

MAKE ORAL AND/OR WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS TO IT ON ANY ASPECT OF

THE CAMPBELL REPORT.

Notification of the intention to make an oral submission should be made to the

Secretary of the Committee no later than February 1 st, 1970 and the submissions

will be scheduled for hearing before the Committee during the month of February.

Written submissions should be forwarded to the Secretary by February 1 5th, 1 970

addressed to:

The Secretary.

The Campbell Implementation and Programming Committee,

Office of the Vice-President and Registrar,

Simcoe Hall,

University of Toronto.

Toronto.

Monday
- All Day

Tickets at a 10 pet cent discount for

"Hair" now on sals at Innis II. 63 St.

George St . Rooms 1 10. 202 Show dales

available: Wed. Jan 28. Thurs Jan 29 and

Sun Feb. 1st. Evening performances. On

sale today, tomorrow and Wednesday only

Noon

Toronto's First Street Theatie Festival at

Crty Hall See eleven fine groups (mime,

dance, noisemakers. Brownshirtsr drama-

tize the peril of the Spadina Expressway

and the glorious people's struggle against

imperalist traffic tyrants Full media cover-

age guaranteed.

12.30 pm
Informational picket line in support of

the 3 New College workers still seeking

campus jobs. In front of Simcoe Hall.

1 pm
Vtc VCF presents a National Film Board

movie in the Audio Visual room of the E J.

Pralt Library.

Films: "Lysome. Structure and Function,

and Radiation Effects in Chemistry" Room

152 Chem. Bldg.
7 pm

j of Latin American Studies

and (he Latin American

ittee, at 21 Sussex. 2nd

loom. Refteshments will be

idents of Latin American

Joint n

Studies Com
floor Commor

7.30 pm
Chemistry Union Council meeting in

mom 204. Lash Miller Bldg. All members

welcome.

8 pm
Christian Perspectives society is meet-

ing to discuss chapter 6 of the Secular City,

in the Debates Ante Room. Hart House.

8.30 pm
"The Private Man", an original drama by

Allan Strafton. Central Library Theatre.

Tickets at box office or in Wymilwood, Vic.

Tuesday

All day

Tickets at a 10 per cent discount for

"Hair" now on sale at Innis II. 63 St.

George St rooms 110. 202. Show dates

available Wed. Jan. 28th. Thurs. Jan.

29th, and Sun. Feb. 1st. Evening perform-

ances. On sale Tuesday and Wednesday

only.

4.00 pm
The Psychology Students' Union is hold-

ing another of their exciting, mind-fucking

meetings at Innis I.

8.00 pm
U of T Homophile Association is having

a discussion on "Homosexuality in Litera-

ture", at the GSU. Bancroft St.

8.16 pm
Amnesty International meeting, at 16

Astley.

Canada can't sell out
WASHINGTON — Canadian

firms owned and controlled by

U. S. companies will not be al-

lowed to sell goods to Red
China if they contain any U.S.

parts, the U.S. commerce de-

RENT A
TAPE RECORDER

BRAND NEW CASSETTES
AS LOW AS 500 DAILY

921-7702

partment has announced.

The announcement dashed

hopes coming from another

department — the U.S. treas-

ury — that "non-strategic"

goods made by American sub-

sidiaries in Canada could be
traded with China.

Such subsidiaries have in the

past been forbidden to trade

with China at all. Now only

goods made entirely in Canada
with Canadian parts will fall

outside the U.S.-imposed ban.

Learn to

READ FASTER . .

.

UNDERSTAND MORE
Enrol now in the 10-week

EFFICIENT READING PROGRAM
ONLY $27 00 - ALL TEXTS INCLUDED CLASSES BEGIN THE WEEK OF JANUARY 19 - VARIOUS DAYS AND TIMES AVAILABLE

REGISTER TODAY
AT THE

S.A.C. OFFICE
(MAIN CAMPUS AND SCARBOROUGH) Sponsored on campus by SAC Services Commission and U of T Library^
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TARTU
Cont'd from page 1

.

each other as they do, Tartu
and Rochdale just seem to in-

vite comparison. Indeed, Tartu

seems haunted by the example
of Rochdale.

Estonian architect Henno
Sillaste, designed both build-

ings. Although reluctant to

comment on the fate of Roch-
dale, he does outline some of

the measures taken to ensure

that Tartu will develop along

vastly different lines. All resi-

dents are required to be en-

rolled in some institute of high-

er learning and graduate stu-

dents are preferred.

"Tartu is a study-oriented,

adult residence, attempting to

fill the gap between Rochdale

and the in-loco-parentis college

residences", he says.

Sillaste still considers his

involvement with Rochdale a

very valuable experience,

while deploring what he calls

"the rocker morality" of the

drug subculture which devel-

oped there.

"Student power is big busi-

ness," says Silaste. He cites

the Scandinavian student

movement as the ideal which
Canadian students should pur-

sue. "I would be very surprised

if a residents' association does

not spontaneously arise in Tar-

tu," he says.

Ervin Maegi, building man-
ager and president of the Es-

tonian fraternal organization

which founded the college is

more outspoken in his criti-

cism of Rochdale.

He attributes its problems to

a lack of financial sophistica-

tion on the part of the organiz-

ers. "They allowed power to

fall into the wrong hands," he

says.

There is no danger of that

happening at Tartu. Selection

of residents is done by a board

of Estonian students and pro-

fessors. Thus far-, no prefer-

ence has been given to students

of Estonian background. Aare
Puhm, president of the Estoni-

an Students Association at U of

T does not forsee such a policy

in the future.

However, it is Tartu's early-

aborted educational program
which best illustrates its deter-

mination to avoid the Rochdale

experience.

Praxis is a social research
institute, founded by Howard
Adelman of York University's

philosophy department and
Abe Rotstein from U of T's pol-

itical economy department. Its

main purpose is to combine
research with social action.

For instance, last summer it

undertook an educational pro-

gram under the direction of

Prof. Chuck Hanly for urban
blacks. As a result the pre-

viously unqualified blacks

were admitted to U of T.

In January 1969, Tartu and
Praxis had what Adelman calls

"an understanding" that Prax-

is would organize the college's

educational program. Gerry
Hunnius, an Estonian and a

Praxis research fellow, was to

have been registrar. However,

in March Tartu denied that

there ever had been such an

understanding. Adelman him-

self is not bitter about the

change of plans, saying, "I can

understand their position. They

were fearful of going the way
of Rochdale. They just didn't

want their building all messed

up."

So far, no alternate plans

have been made for an educa-

tional program.
In the realm of tenant con-

trol, Tartu fails miserably. In

spite of Siilaste's predictions

of spontaneous resident asso-

ciations, the students them-

selves feel that there is nothing

left for them to regulate. All

exigencies are completely

SAC considers six-dollar rebate

to Erindale, Scarboro councils

- The Students' Administra-

tive Council is going to rebate

half of the fees collected from

their students to the Scarbor-

ough and Erindale Student

Councils if the recommenda-
tions of a SAC committee on

the two outlying campuses are

accepted.

It is also expected to set up a

tri-partite committee to nego-

tiate future fees schedules.

SAC has already decided to

return $5750 to Scarborough,

and $3750 to Erindale from this

year's fees.

The relationship between the

new campuses and SAC has

been an issue since last year's

presidential elections. Of the

$22 collected from each stu-

dent this year as student fees,

$12 went to SAC.
For this money, the Scarbor-

ough students got The Varsity,

and Radio Varsity. The Scar-

borough Students Council has

had to organize and finance its

own International Student Un-

covered by the standard apart-

ment-hotel (Tartu's legal mu-
nicipal status) lease which all

residents are obliged to sign.

The landlord retains the

right to inspect any unit at his

own discretion. The clause
whereby a lessee waives bene-

fit of legislation restricting the

landlord's right to sell his prop-

erty for payment of rent was
recently invalidated by the

Ontario Legislature. Nonethe-
less tenants who signed the

lease before November were
legally bound at the time.

Equally odious is regulation

22 of the "affixed rules and
regulations,

'

' whereby the

landlord retains the right to

make further reasonable rules

to ensure the safety and clean-

liness of the premises and "for

the preservation of good order

therein." The landlord is sole

judge of what is reasonable.

The inclusion of such a "peace-
order-and-good-government
clause is an effective method
of limiting the apartment
dweller's control of his envi-

ronment.

Pauline Belanger, {Scar I)

former Rochdale resident, now
lives in a co-educational Tartu

unit. She calls the close rela-

tionship within the suite "a
sort of continuous sensitivity

group. However, the opportuni-

ty to meet kids in other units is

extremely limited," she says.

She sums up the difference

between the two residences,

saying, "At Rochdale, the phi-

losophy became more impor-

tant than the building. At Tar-

tu, there is no real philosop-

hy."

Rather, it seems that there

is a definite negative philoso-

phy — not to become another

Rochdale.

HOUSE 50
ELECTIONS '70

ART — LIBRARY — HOUSE
DEBATES — MUSIC COMMITTEES

NOMINATIONS OPEN UNTIL
JANUARY 21st

REVOLVER CLUB
Monday St Wednesday

Rifle Range — 7 15pm
Membership:

Undergraduates S2 00
Graduates S3 00

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
Januaiv 1 8th — Great Hall

8 30

THE ORFORO STRING QUARTET
Compositions by members of

The Faculty of Music

Tickets Hall Porter

CAMERA CLUB
48th Annual

Photographic Exhibition

Closing Date 6 p m on
Friday. January 23rd

ITS WHERE ITS HAPPENING
Meat your friends i

PETIT PALAIS COIFFURE
^9 "IT Jr Ml *• L"«" Mod StrUf

and Cuts by any of oor 5 Sryflitt

W« speclalls. In long hjlr styling

20% discount Monday through Thundoy
with proof of A.T.L. Card

415 Bloor St. W. Comer Spading.. Border,, campus
Open Thursday and Friday Evenings

for appointment phone 922-2823

ion, course unions, Free Uni-

versity, dances, cultural

events, and co-op housing from

the remaining $10.

The Scarborough Liberation

Front, organized last year as a

joke, soon became a rallying

point for Scarborough separa-

tism, with its omnipresent red

and blue buttons.

Liberate our $12 from the

dead chains of SAC" was its

motto, and it promised thai

"this time the Dragon is going

to slay St. George."

SAC president Gus Abols

says "We recognize that Scar-

borough and Erindale are not

just colleges, but well on the

way to becoming campuses. It

seems like a good idea for us to

handle this problem before it

gets out of hand."

The joint SAC-college com-

mittee was set up after Scar-

borough appeared before the

SAC finance committee this

year $5000 in debt, and asked

for a total of $16,000.

• ST. GEORGE CAMPUS:

B.A.

B.COMM.
Sign-up at Placement Centre, 581 Spadina Ave.,

for interviews commencing January 15th, 1970.

Jvl.B.A.

• SCARBOROUGH CAMPUS INTERVIEW PROGRAMME:

B.A. Sign-up on January 12th to 16th, 1970.

B.SC. Interviews will be held on January 19th

through to January 28th, 1970.

Video tape on interview techniques will be

shown on January 19th, 1970.

ERINDALE CAMPUS:

Check company information forms in library and call

928-2538 for interview, two weeks before the company visit.
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fe5 O'KEEFE CENTRE
FRONT & YONGE 36^633

CUMMING SAT. JAN. 17TH THE ULTRONEOUS

Lady Godiva Memorial Bash
HUSTLING DANCE

FLEATURING 3 (THREE) GREAT ANIMAL BANDS

AND A TRAINED DOG ACT (JOKE, REALLY!)

HART HOUSE
9 00 12:00

STAG OR DOE $1.25

COUPLES (MIXED) WELCOME ($2.50)

BANDS:
GUTBUCKET JUST SOCIETY PENDULUM

THE SUMMER CENTRE THEATRE

ANNOUNCES THE 1970 SEASON
- MAY 26 TO AUGUST IS.

POTENTIAL DIRECTORS, ACTORS, TECHNICIANS,

AND PLAY SUGGESTIONS WANTED.

CONTACT: SHELDON H. CLARK, APT.S602,

77 HOWARD STREET, TORONTO 282, ONTARIO.

SEND A POST CARD SPECIFYING YOUR INTEREST,

NAME, ADDRESS, AND TELEPHONE NUMBER.

>»»>*
*° cy^=>

<~>
y

THETORONTO MENDELSSOHN CHOIR

with The Toronto Symphony

Elmer lseler, conductor

Soprano Clarice Carson

Meno-soprano Joan Maxwell

Contralto Helen Wans

Tenor John McCollum

wiih full choir of 220 voices

Thl* concert sponsored by Goodis. Goldberg. Soren Limited

Ticket Prices:

Floor S6 00 55 00. S4.00 (Students: 55 00. 54.00. S3 00)

Balcony S6 00. S5 00 (Students: S5.00, $4 00}

Gallery S4.00 $2 50 (Students. 53.00. 51 50)

BOX OFFICE OPEN
Page 10 — THE VARSITY. Monday. January 12. 1970

Blues to-caplain Terry Bryon strokes his way to the first place i

a tinieof 2:13:3.

n the 200 yd. individual medley in

Rookie Blues pace swimmers

U of T Swim Blues traveled

to Waterloo Saturday for a

double dual meet with Windsor

and Waterloo. By the end of the

meet, the swimmers had piled

up a score of 85-28 against

Windsor and 77-35 against Wat-

erloo.

The most striking fact was

simply that the meet was not

won by the most experienced

swimmers but by the team's

depth, those who are striving

to prove themselves. They

have already put in three

months of hard work preparing

for the championships and are

now beginning to see some of

the results of their efforts.

Outstanding performances

were put in by freshman Jim

Adams in his 50 and 100 yd.

freestyle victories. He was

joined by other event winners

Bob Watt in the 200 yd. frees-

tyle and Morris Vaillancourt in

the 200 breaststroke

FreestylersJohnTwohig and

Chris Rockingham and back-

stroker Robin Wilson showed

that hard work pays off for

freshmen by finishing second

in their respective events.

Twohig was second in the 50

and 100 free; Rockingham in

the 1000 and 500 free; Wilson in

the 200 back and Gessing in the

200 free.

Veteran Mike Guinness post-

ed a personal best time in the

1000 yd. freestyle and Terry

Bryon won the 200 backstroke.

Probably the best spectator

event was the 200 Individual

Medley. Co-captain Terry

Bryon touched out George Roy

of Waterloo winning by 2 tenths

of a second.

Blues will put the strength of

the team to the test Friday

when the tangle with the Uni-

versity of Michigan. Michigan

finished fourth in the U.S. last

year and are just as powerful

this year. The pressure of such

a meet is sure to produce some

of the season's best times.

Blues move from Ann Arbor on

Friday back to London for a

dual meet with Western on

Saturday afternoon.

Bluettes storm Western

U of T women invaded the

University of Western Ontario

Saturday for a tri-school meet

with Western and Windsor, and

Where are the leaders?
Anyone will tell you that the Leaders are en-

joying the advantages of military training and

university subsidization through the Regular

Officer Training Plan (ROTP).

If you are a full time male undergraduate

student with a successful academic record you

should know about the opportunities that the

Canadian Armed Forces can offer you as an

ROTP cadet. You will continue your civilian

studies towards a degree at your University.

Enquiries are invited to:

THE CANADIAN FORCES RECRUITING CENTRE

25 ST. CLAIR AVENUE EAST
TORONTO 290, ONTARIO

TELEPHONE: 966-6564

The Regular Officer Training Plan

For University Undergraduates.

walked off with top honours in

two of the four featured sports.

Most successful was the

archery squad which captured

the top four spots in its match-

es. Toronto's Sue Young had

the deadliest eye, leading the

field with more than 500 points.

The senior volleyball team,

led by Jenny Karstoff, downed

Western three matches to two.

But the intermediates were

able to scrap up only one win in

five games with the strong

Western squad.

As expected, Western's per-

enially strong basketball

teams proved too much for the

competition, defeating Toron-

to's intermediates 71-31 and

then edging by the seniors 47-

36.

The seniors dropped their

second game of the day 57-45 to

a very fast Windsor team.

Cathy Cullis, who also led the

attack against Western, racked

up 14 points in the game, fol-

lowed by Anne Thompson with

12.

In badminton, Toronto

teams defeated all comers.

The weekend action provid-

ed a good warmup for the vol-

leygall and basketball teams,

who are preparing to face

Guelph here on Wednesday

night.

RENT A
TAPE RECORDER

BRAND NEW CASSETTES

AS LOW AS 50C DAILY

921 - 7702



Four point weekend for Blues
Export'X

REGULAR AND KINGS

1 *

WOMEN'S
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

IflE INTERFACULITY ARCHERY TOURNAMENT
IS THIS TERM. COME AND PRACTICE AT THE
ARCHERY CLUB WEDNESDAYS AT 5 IN THE
ARCHERY RANGE.

pnutu oy lynaon mile

Blues veteran defenseman Bob Hamilton shows his offensive skill as he tests Mac goalie Gafy

Inness in the third period of Friday's game in Hamilton.
BADMINTON

cont'd from page 12

Laurent started things going

at the 1:18 mark as he picked

up Len Burman's rebound and

flipped the puck high over the

left shoulder of Mac goalie

Gary Inness.

Burman got the next one as

he broke in over the blueline on

a partial break and tucked the

puck in the right corner.

Holmes, set up nicely by Laur-

ent, and then defenseman Dave
Field on a fine shot from the

point completed the scoring in

the initial period and gave

Blues a commanding 4-0 lead.

Holmes, who played for the

Barrie Flyers of the OHA sen-

ior League last year, scored

the only goal of the second and

added one in the third for the

hat trick in his first league

game as a member of the

Blues. Laurent assisted on

them all.

SHUTOUT SPOILED

Marlin rookie Russ Stephens

spoiled Watson's shutout bid

with a screened shot from the

point mid-way through the fi-

nal period.

If Friday was "welcome
back Nick Holmes night" then

Saturday-was an "afternoon

matinee featuring Paul Laur-

ent and his amazing feats on

ice." Blues' perennial high

scoring center had been held to

only three goals in league play

2 BANDS
AT HUSTLER'S DEN $1.25

1. ATLANTIS

2. SHROEDEN H011:

SAT. JANUARY nth 8:30 P.M.

UNIVERSITY

COLLEGE

EAST & WEST

HALLS

PSYCHOLOGY STUDENTS' UNION

ANNOUNCES A NEW SERIES

ENTITLED

"HERE & NOW"
About Gestalt Philosophy & Therapy

With: Fritz Perls Of The Esalen Institute

First Showing: Thurs. Jan. 15 8:00 p.m.

Medical Bldg. Auditorium

Admission 50t

(2 Films will be shown)

"You Are You and I Am /, and If By Chance We Find

Each Other, It's Beautiful,

If Not, It Can't Be Helped." -

COME AND FIND EACH OTHER

prior to the weekend. Saturday

he broke out with a four goal

effort against Windsor.

The Lancers opened the

scoring with a power play goal

at the 8:40 mark of the first as

Tom McFadden connected

with Blues' Bob Hamilton sit-

ting out a hooking penalty.

Then Laurent went to work!

Five seconds after Mc-
Fadden had scored Laurent

tied it up on a pretty play set

up by linemates McGuinn and

Holmes then just 25 seconds

later he gave Varsity the lead

as he broke in all alone on Lan-

cer goalie Don Bruner and

flipped the puck into the top

right hand corner. He added

one more in the second and

another in the third.

Sophomore winger Terry

Peterman, taking the place of

injured Mike Boland on the

right win of the John Wright

line, capped a fine weekend

with two goals against Wind-

sor. Wright, John Gordon, up

from the PhysEd interfac

team, and McGuinn added the

other goals for Blues while Bob

McCabe added the second Lan-

cer score.

Blues' rookie Mike Cyr did a

fine job killing penalties in

both games.
Captain Brian St. John play-

ing his first league games of

the season following knee liga-

ment damage failed to score

but skated well.

BLUENOTES: Blues' four

point weekend left them two

points behind Waterloo who

defeated Western 8-2 on Satur-

day in Waterloo. . .Guelph

Gryphons dropped a 5-3 deci-

sion to the Mustangs on Thurs-

day night and are now one

game behind Blues in the loss

column. . .Blues' third line on

the weekend was composed of

St. John between Bryan Tomp-

son and Len Burman on Friday

with Gordon taking Burman's

place on Saturday.

Defenseman Bill L'Heureux

and Brent Swanick remain the

only Blues left on the injury

list.

Try-outs for the Mens* Intercollegiate Badminton Team will

be held on Tuesday, January 20 th at the Orill Hall {rear

| |9 St. George) at 6 :30 P.M. Please sign list in Inter-

collegiate Office. Room 101. Hart House by Jan. 16th.

:

An outrageously funny spoof on Ihe Western film, in the Warhol

tradition. Taylor Mead is the zany of our time . a Zane Gray I

idea, written by Aristophanes and performed by members of De I

Sade's stock company |—San Francisco Film Festival 1968 m
m

Warhol's cowboys have an easier, non-violent masculinity than I

I

the mythical Hollywood types The highly explicit love scenes I

between Viva! and Tom Hompertz follow the convent-bred Super I

star's remarkable seduction of this curiously angelic looking youth

as she recites for him the Catholic Benediction, complete with m

5 chants. Rape never had more willing victims than this pairl

—Los Angeles Times I

I Taylor Mead, who is stoned most of the time, and Vival are mag |

I nificent comedians Lonesome Cowboys is liberally seasoned with

our favorite 4. 8. 10 and 12 -letter words and a cornucopia of nud -

• ity and sexual carrymg-ons It's by far Warhol's best film.

—San Francisco Chronicle I

ANDY WARHOL'S

'lonesome I

COWBOYSj
I

,n
.

Eastmancolor

|

X
|

Restricted to Adults
|

CINEMA 2000

329 Yonge at Dundas

Open 24 hours every day

Continuous Showings

j
362-2788 :
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Holmes nets hat trick

Blues bomb Mac, Windsor as Laurent line clicks

photo by lyndon Utile

Blues swarm around harried Lancer goalie Don Bruner in first period action during their 9-2 win in Windsor Saturday. Closing in on the Windsor net are Blues' John

Wright ( 4) , Bob Hamilton ( 8) and two-goal scorer Terry Peteman ( 1 0)

B-Ball Blues impressive

in loss to Lancers
By PETER WHITE

Contrary to speculation To-
ronto Basketball Blues will not
play dummy to the straight

men of Intercollegiate basket-

ball this season.

In the season's opener at

Windsor Saturday night they
bucked the fates, the drums,
the love and even the rear tire

of Master McNaughton's lim-
ousine before dropping to a

wearied bunch of Lancers 71-

58.

Windsor coach Paul Thomas
was particularly impressed by
a Toronto defence which throt-

tled his high-flying defending
champions, holding them more
than twenty points off their

average. In an encouraging
post-script he pointed out that

no team coached by veteran
mentor John McManus. will be
a patsy This news will be of

interest to many locals. We'll
all know better after next Sat-

urday's crucial game at West-
ern A second consecutive de-

feat in this year's balanced
league eould spell finis.

Victory at Windsor holds an
allure similar to the forbidden

Fruit it is lit he dreamed ol

not hail t at leasl not since 195<J|

But it was a groove of a loss

and a hopeful beginning for the

inexperienced Blues. With
John Hadden the only returner

to the starting line-up they
played the very flashy Lancers
to a standstill in the second
half.

The seeds of defeat lay bur-

ied in the 38 handovers Blues
laid on their opposition. Most
of these were the result of the

intimidating press which col-

lapsed on guards Garth Evans,
Larry Trafford and Mike Katz.

LATERALLY TO WIN
Windsor won their ball game

in the last five minutes of the

first-half. Blues, playing well
and only five points down, suc-

cumbed to the relentless pres-

sure of the Windsor press and
returned to the dressing room
at the half facing a 13 point def-

icit. Only a saint could deliver

visitors to St. Denis Hall from
such a down. Blues are the

good guys but there is not a

saint among them, particularly

of the St. Bob variety.

Throughout the first half the

excellent work of John Hadden
dominated the action. Blocking
shots and pulling in rebounds
at both ends of the court his

work served as a rallying

By LYNDON LITTLE

One of the most promising

line combinations for Tom
Watt and his Varsity Blues

hockey team during the pre-

season exhibition schedule was
the trio of veteran center Paul

Laurent with newcomers Bob
McGuinn on the right side and

Nick Holmes on the left.

However, during the late

November weekend swing to

New York to play matches
with traditional rivals St. Law-
rence and Clarkson, Holmes
injured his shoulder in the

Clarkson game. The line broke

up as Watt was forced to juggle

his personnel to meet a rash of

injuries.

Holmes resumed practice

point. After a so-so exhibition

season John looks ready for a
big year. Chris Wydrynski,
Windsor's all-star forward,
ripped for 17 first-half points.

Blues quickly dropped back
in the second half and with
twelve minutes left trailed by

22. However the rest of the

game belonged to Toronto. Oh
that the video tape machine
could only record those last

twelve minutes.

Running easily at last Toron-
to closed to within nine points

of the Lancers. Coach Mc-
Manus points out that two
quick baskets at this stage

could spell upset. Such was not

the ca"se of course.

during the Christmas break but

did not accompany the team to

Montreal for the Loyola tour-

nament.

Happily though, the three

were re-united once again in

time for Blues' weekend road

trip to McMaster and Windsor

and they responded like long

lost buddies out for a night on

the town.

That line picked up nine of

the 15 goals Blues scored as

they downed the McMaster
Marlins 6-1 Friday night and
the Windsor Lancers 9-2 Satur-

day afternoon to gather an
important four points in their

race to catch the Waterloo
Warriors atop the SIHL West-

ern Division.

Laurent had five goals and

Garth Evans, in his second

season with the Blues, played

with a verve still rare for the

usually inconsistent Blues. His

and Larry Trafford's 13 points

led Varsity. Mike Katz contin-

ues to show flashes of clss but

has yet to put it together for a

whole game. Scoring totals

indicate the forward line does

not hold much scoring punch.

Our forwards were dwarfed by

their opposite numbers on the

Windsor squad and can expect

the same from other teams in

the loop. Toronto will have to

Stats:

Rebounds
Shooting

Errors

three assists, Holmes had
three goals and one assist

while McGuinn, who played
with Cornell last season, con-

tributed a pair of goals and
three assists.

FAST START
Blues were really flying for

the first time since they clob-

bered the Western Mustangs in

their first league game on

November 28.

They started from the open-

ing face off in Hamilton and

never looked back.

In fact, the game was eight

minutes old before the winless

Marlins managed their first

shot on Adrian Watson in the

Toronto goal.

see FOUR POINT, page 11

look to Hadden for more off-

ence.

Next Saturday and Western

looms larger all the time. A
win would be of inestimable

value not only in the standings

but as an agent to bolster team
confidence. Blues learned this

week-end that Windsor will be

had. It will be an interesting

season. See you there.

SCORING: Boston 5, Gord
Betcherman 1, McNaughton 1,

Eben 4. Trafford 13, Hadden
12, Evans 13, Katz 6, Mike
Betcherman, Braid 3.

Pa.ie 12 Mil VARSIIV M ,, v J.muarv 12 1970

Toronto

39

26 per cent 1st

42.3 per cent 2nd
38

Windsor
50

39 percent 1st

35 per cent 2nd
27



Police end six day sit-in, Loyola closed
By BRIAN JOHNSON

Confronted by 100 Montreal riot police, 350 students and 20

faculty peacefully' left Loyola College's administration building

Monday afternoon, and ended tbe non-violent sit-in which they

began six days earlier.

The sit-in was called last week to protest the administra-

tion's refusal, without adequate explanation, to renew the con-

tracts of 27 professors.

Sunday night Loyola's Board of Trustees, under pressure

from faculty and students, invited the Quebec government to set

up a fact-finding committee to investigate the crisis.

It then shut down the university for the week.

POLICE ARRIVE

With administration head,

Patrick Malone S.J. in Texas,

Loyola's Acting President A. J.

Graham, S.J., called in the

Montreal police to end the sit-

in.

Graham and the 100-man

riot squad arrived unan-

nounced.

Protected by visored hel-

mets, and armed with four-foot

billy clubs, the police stood in-

side the entrance of the admin-

istration building, while Gra-

ham ordered the demonstra-

tors to leave the building.

The students asked for fif-

teen minutes to discuss the

matter and to read a statement

to the press, but Graham didn't

reply. He gave them one min-

ute to leave.

They formed a procession of

two's and filed past the ranks

of police. Singing "We Shall

Overcome", they solemnly

carried out the wreaths and

coffin used in last week's mock

burial of the English Depart-

ment which lost 17 professors

in the administration's purge.

UNTOUCHED COMPUTER
After six days in the admin-

istration building, the students

left it undamaged. The col-

lege's computer sat untouched

just a few corridors away from

the lounge where they were

gathered.

The sit-in began last week

with 100 participants, but at

one point Sunday night the

number had swollen to 500.

All day Monday, liberation

seminars were spontaneously

held by faculty and students,

despite the administration's

cancellation of classes.

The Board of Trustees said it

cancelled all "classes, meet-

ings, and scheduled activities

in order to facilitate a freer

and more profitable exchange

of views."

The trustees — all Jesuits —
form the supreme governing

body of the college.

TRESPASSERS
By shutting down the cam-

pus and closing it off to all stu-

dents, they also gained the le-

gal right to call in the police

and accuse the demonstrators

of trespassing.

Although all campus build-

ings were out of bounds to stu-

dents, faculty and administra-

tors were allowed to use their

offices.

Yesterday many professors

continued to hold classes by

moving them to off-campus

locations.

The faculty are furious at

the administration's interfer-

ence in academic affairs.

Many of them have joined with

students in fighting Loyola

President Patrick Malone,

S.J., and the rest of the Jesuit

administration.

"They closed the college,

threw us out, and then wanted

us to have a rational dialogue,"

English Department Vice-

Chairman Stanley Russell told

a mass meeting of students and

faculty yesterday.

500 IN CHURCH
The meeting was sponta-

neously organized by word of

mouth and publicized by broad-

casts of an underground FM
station in Montreal. Five

hundred people squeezed them-

selves into a small church near

the campus. Security guards

would have stopped them from

entering the Loyola audito-

rium.

As organ music played faint-

ly in the background, the

crowd heard a series of speech-

es from faculty and students.

"I want to thank the captain

of the police force," said Mich-

el Flores, one of the student

leaders. "Their arrival meant

the end of the Jesuit adminis-

tration of the college. We sat in

to protest the banishment of

free speech at Loyola.

"We are not crazy radicals,

but people who have decided to

stand up against repression on

this campus. We will continue

to protest until the Board of

Trustee's decision not to rehire

the professors is reversed."

Seventeen of the 27 profes-

sors whose contracts have not

been renewed opposed the

Board's unexplained decision

not to rehire Physics professor

S. A. Santhanam four months

ago.

DANGEROUS MAN
"I am not being allowed on

this campus — I am too dan-

gerous," Santhanam told the

meeting. (In December he

received a letter from the

administration that prohibited

him from the campus.)

'The administration's act of

calling in the police was irra-

tional unreasonable, and irre-

sponsible. The sit-in was very

peaceful and there was no de-

struction. Yesterday's demon-

stration could have ended dif-

ferently, if there had been any

provocation. We all know how

easily the Montreal police are

provoked.

varsity
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"It's time we told the com-

munity and the college that we

will not entrust Loyola to these

individuals in the administra-

tion."

The meeting passed a resolu-

tion of non-confidence in the

administration. The English

faculty made the motion and

organized a mass secret ballot.

Of the 463 students and faculty

present, 453 voted in favour,

six against, and four spoilt

their ballots.

"We want to know who the

six 'concerned students' are

who voted against," one stu-

dent asked. The 'concerned

students' are an information

force of students on the Loyola

administration's payroll. The

Loyola News revealed their

identities and their salaries

last week by obtaining the time

sheets from a source in the

administration.

STOP FIGHTING — ORGANIZE
Dr. Peter Davies. one of the

non-renewed English profes-

sors urged the meeting to stop

fighting about irrelevant is-

sues.

"Those buggers are well

organized," he said. "And a lot

of them do not like us very

much. We must get ourselves

better organized, better led,

and we must stop dissipating

our energy. The only authority

the administration has left is

the power of the police."

When students and faculty

filed out of the church, they

were united with a solidarity

left over from the sit-in. They

are determined to sit-in again

when the college re-opens next

week, il the non-renewal deci-

sion has not been reversed.

Meanwhile the Quebec Gov-

ernment has set up a one-man

fact-finding committee. A reli-

able source indicates that the

most likely candidate is Claude

Ryan, editor of Le Devoir.

And the long-awaited report

on the crisis by the Canadian

Association of University

Teachers will be published

next week.

The Loyola faculty had de-

manded binding CAUT arbitra-

tion, but the administration

refused. When CAUT under-

took the study anyway, it was

barred from the campus and

had to hold its meetings at

McGill University. Loyola

administrators refused to tes-

tify at the hearings.



FESTIVAL OF FRENCH-LANGUAGE TELEVISION TAPES

LE CANADA FRANCAIS D AUJOURD HUI
Victoria and Scarborough Colleges extend a joint invitation to all students end staff to attend a

series of noon-hour showings of video-tapes produced by Scarborough College with the following

guests:

Monday, January 12

RYAN , Claude: Publisher of Le Devoir - "Le Devoir: French Canada's National Conscience?"

LEVESQUE.Rcne: Leader of the Parti Qucbecois - "When the old double bed creaks, it's

better to have separate bedrooms."

Tuesday, January 13

ANGERS, Francois-Albert: President of the Montreal St-Jean-Beptiste Society and president

of the Front du Quebec francais - "Quebec's Language Crisis-"

PEPIN .Jean-Luc: Minister of Trade and Commerce - "Cooperative federalism."

Wednesday, January 14

PELLETIER, Gerard: Secretary of State - "Culture and the Constitution."

BOURASSA, Robert: Candidate for leadership of Quebec Liberal Party - "Problems of

Quebec's Economy."

Thursday, January IS '

DESBIENS, Jean-Paul: Brother Anonymous - "Evolut ion of the Quebec Clergy since

The Impertinences."

CHAPUT-ROLLAND, Mme. Solange: Writer and di

Nationalism."

st - "Sources of French-Canadia

of Cultural Affairs - "Themes of French-Caa
Friday, January 16

TREMBLAY, Jean-Noel: Quebec Mir

Literature.*'

GERIN-LAJOIE, Paul: Former Quebec Minister of Education - "Constitutional Illusions and

Realities."

TIMES: every day from January 12 to 16 between 12 noon and 2 p.m.

PLACE: Victoria College Library, sub-basement, Audio-Visual Room (AVR)

ADMISSION FREE

Learn to

"The Varsity" Board of Directors is

a student-staff-alumni body representing the

entire University community, and is respon-

sible for the editorial and business manage-
ment of 'The Varsity". The Campus Relations

Committee of this Board has been established

to consider complaints related to the editorial

and business management of the paper. All

such complaints should be submitted in

writing to Mr. Paul Bator, Chairman, Campus
Relations Committee, "The Varsity" Board of

Directors, 91 St. George Street, Toronto 5.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS. 1969- 1970

Mr. Paul Bator

Mrs. Sue Johnson

Mr. Brian Johnson

Mr. Bruce Lewis

Mr. Paul MacRae

Mr. Ian Montagnes (928-2231)

Mr.John Morris (928-8629)

Mr. Bob Parkins

Professor "Ian Samuel (928-1847)

Professor Gary Thaler (828-5284)

(Chairman)

READ FASTER

UNDERSTAND MORE
Enrol now in the 10-week

EFFICIENT

READING
PROGRAM

• ONLY $27.00 - ALL TEXTS INCLUDED •

• CLASSES BEGIN THE WEEK OF
JANUARY 19 - VARIOUS DAYS

AND TIMES AVAILABLE

REGISTER TODAY
AT THE

S.A.C. OFFICE
(MAIN CAMPUS AND SCARBOROUGH)
Sponsored on campus by SAC Services

Commission and U of T Library

2 BANDS
AT HUSTLER'S DEN $1.25
1. ATLANTIS

2. SHROEDER

NOTE:
SAT. JANUARY 17th

8:30 P.M.

UNIVERSITY

COLLEGE

EAST & WEST

HALLS

CLASSIFIEDS
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TYPING thesis, essays, noies. charts, Eng-

lish. French, other languages Mimeo-
graphing, electric typewriters Mary Dale
Scott (M. Davies) 86 Bloor St W Room
225 922-7624,

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today lor free booklet "The Day you buy a

diamond" H. Proctor and Co.. 131 Bloor

Si W . Suite 41 6. 92 1-7702

ACCOMMODATION at Innis College

(651 Spadlna Ave.) — one vacant double

room (males) — one single [female) — one
hall of male double Call 928-2512 Also

distinguished on-campus dining for non

ACCOMMODATION at Innis C(

Bedford Road) Two spaces in tri

(males) SSGVmonth. 928-2512.

THIRD PERSON wanted to share apt 18.

6B Charles St E (Bloor and Yonge) Own
room all conveniences for S63 monthly

Please phone 924-2307.

ROOM QUIET tor mele student Single
family home hear subway. Board optional
469-6766 alter tlx,

GIRL SEEKS companion(s) m or f for

travel in S C Amercia starting about April

for 2 to 3 months Times, places flexible

Tel. 964-1722 (eve.) or 469-1131 (day).

Janet Hall.

TWO FOR ONE One barely used tapere-

corder worth S200 for S75 plus a portable
record player for SI 5. Buy the first get the
Other free Call 964-1695.

AUDITIONS: Neil Simon musical "Utile

Me" — actors, singers, dancers, produc-
tion — Sunday Jan 19. 2-5 P.M. Hillel

House 1 86 St. George — call 923-7837 if

unable to attend and make appointment.

2 BIG BOSS BANDS. Courtesy Mr Fun-
ky: Hustler's Den. University College, east
and west halls, Atlantic & Shroeder 10 pc
R St B, 9 pc R & B, 8:30 p.m. Sat. Jan.

PLAY GUITAR and be popular For sale

two electric guitars. Original price S100
and S180 Name your price Call 928-
3900 after 8 p.m. Ask (or Gilbert room 20.

BABYSITTER. 3 30 to 5 30 weekdays,
for two lively boys. S and 1 1 Dishes but no
other housework (Chance to observe a
genuine over-30 household classical mu-
sic, sporty car — the works Plays harpsi-
chord, for God s sakel) Avenue Rd. and
Davenport. 921-9959



Radio Varsity get FM license?
By JIM STRUTHERS

How would you like to wake

up to Radio Varsity every

morning? If The Canadian
Radio-Television Commission

grants University of Toronto

Radio's request for an FM
broadcasting license this

spring, you may be able to do

just that.

At the last SAC meeting the

council endorsed a feasibility

study drawn up by Craig Per-

kins (I LAW) and Patrick

Dymond, Radio Varsity's

managing director and gave

him the go ahead for an appli-

cation to the CRTC. However,

U of T radio will have to over-

come many obstacles before

they can obtain a license.

Their first problem is con-

vincing the CRTC that they can

finance such an operation,

which Dymond estimates

would require a $100,000 capi-

tal expenditure and a $70,000

operating budget for the first

year.

Radio Varsity's current

budget is $22,000 of which $16,-

000 is provided by SAC and

$6,000 by advertising.

Dymond feels that the new
station wouldn't require any
more money from SAC than

they currently receive, but

that the station would have to

look to outside sources for sup-

port.

Canada Council Support?

"We would look to the uni-

versity for some of it as well as

the Varsity Fund, and we could

obtain a Canada Council grant.

Also, the Department of Ex-
tension might want to use our

facilities and thus share some
of the expenses." says Dy-
mond.
The probability that Radio

York will also be applying for a

license is another major prob-

lem since the already crowded
FM band means that only one

university could receive a li-

cense to broadcast.

U of T Radio can also expect
stiff opposition from the six

existing Toronto FM stations
who don't cherish the idea of
more competition, even from a
non-commercial station like U
of T Radio.

However, Dymond is con-
vinced that an imaginative and
unique programming presenta-
tion is the key to winning the

CRTC's approval and he be-
lieves a talk-oriented commun-
ity station is the right ap-
proach.

"Our basic idea would in-

volve letting the Trefan Court
Residents Association come
down to the station and talk

about their problems. This way
is cheaper than producing a

documentary and probably
more effective," he says.

Thus, the majority of the

station's programming would
consist of news, sports, public
affairs and community-orient-
ed material with only 40 per
cent of the air time devoted to

music.
Staff may include faculty

This heavy reliance on dis-

cussion and news reporting for

programming would require a

large support staff of up to 200

people, and Dymond is count-
ing heavily on university pro-

fessors contributing their time
and research to the station.

At present, however, Dy-
mond is busy rounding up as
much university and outside
support for the FM license as
possible since he hopes to have
the station apply to the CRTC
early this spring.

"I think the chances of us
getting a license are excellent

if everything laid out in our
report to SAC comes true and
we work out a solid program-
ming presentation with Uni-
versity backing."

"We have to convince the
CRTC that the organization
isn't going to fall apart in a
year." he added.

If U of T Radio's application

is rejected, the chances are
that it will continue on as be-

fore.

Dymond concludes that, "if

we don't get the FM license,

whatever the particular man-
aging director feels the direc-

tion of Radio Varsity should
be, will determine the nature
of the programming."

photo by Errol Young

Eyeopener threatened with libel
The Eyeopener. Ryerson's

'alternate press' has been
threatened with legal action
and censure as a result of a
light satire they printed about
the chairman of the Ryerson
Board of Governors, William
Kelly.

"

The administration has also

threatened to withhold stu-

dents' fees from the student
union if the Eyeopener contin-

ues to print such material.

The article, "Chairman Bill

on Sodturnmanship", which
appeared in the Jan. 9 issue,

satirized the sod-turning cere-
mony and linked it with politi-

cal advantages gained as a
result of Kelly's participation
in the event.

Eyeopener editor Walter
Dmytreoko received a letter
from Kelly"s lawyers Saturday
threatening the paper with
legal action unless it printed a
retraction and refused to circu-
late the remaining copies. The
left-over papers were -to be
brought to the secretary of the
Board of Governors.

The letter said the article in

question had appeared without

Kelly's knowledge and "was
obviously calculated to dispar-

age and humiliate and to lower

him in the eyes of the public

generally as Chairman of the

Board of Governors, and as an

officer of the Consumer Gas
Company in his own personal

capacity."

Staffers at the Eyeopener
decided not to hand over the

remaining copies but some
form of a retraction will ap-

pear in Thursday's paper, the

editor said.

Student union president Bar-

ry Hales, who Dmytrenko says

is under pressure from Ryer-

son administration, threatened

to censure the editor and

moved a motion for his dis-

missal.

Hales' motion came after

meetings with acting adminis-

tration president Tony Wilkin-

son, and David Crombie, the

director of student services

and a civic alderman.

The administration threat-

Centre for the Study of Drama

Bertolt Brecht's

A MAN'S A MAN
directed by Martin Hunter

HART HOUSE THEATRE
Wed. Jan. 21 to Sat. Jan. 24 at 8:30

M
B

ened the students' union with

suit for any further libel, or

obscenity appearing in the

paper. They also threatened to

contact advertisers and advise

them not to advertise in the

Eyeopener.

Dmytrenko told The Varsity

last night that some advertis-

ers had heeded the administra-

tion's plea and cancelled their

ads.

The Board of Publication,

yesterday dismissed Hales
motion to censure and fire

Dmytrenko. They called the 2^
u

motion bureaucratic and said
'*

the union was over-reacting to

a situation.

All Seats $2.00
Students $1.00

Box Office

928-8668

CLASSICAL CONCERT
Music Roam. Hart House

I p.m. Today

Has
SONATA E OP. 38 .

. BRAHMS I

Pulford, 'cello

Tanguay, piano

SONATA OP. 94..

S3
PROKOFIEFFy

There will be an im-
portant meeting of the
photo staff this evening
at 7 p.m. in the Varsity

office. All present and
prospective staff mem-
bers are urged to at-

tend.

ftS Fujiko ImaJIsht. violin

?}{?' Patrick Lee. piano

Everyone Welcome
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College.

freedom ho* gotten out of hand on this campus

Academic Vice-President at Loyola

Feudal Loyola meets modern police state

"Academic freedom has gotten out

of hand on this campus."

That's Jack O'Brien, the Academic

Vice-President at Loyola College.

Coming from a member of an admin-

istration that has committed one of the

most blatant violations of academic

freedom at a university in recent

memory, his statement is ironic, to say

the least.

In a somewhat tactless political

purge, the Loyola administration an-

nounced just before Christmas it would

not renew the contracts of 27 of their

teaching staff.

The faux pas of most of those faculty

was to question the unexplained firing

of Physics Professor S. A. Santhanam.

Seventeen of them had signed a petition

calling for CAUT arbitration.

Last week a sit-in in front of the

president's office won the sympathy of

nearly all the students and the majority

of the faculty, and the active support of

up to 500 members of the 4,200-member

community at Loyola.

Leaving the political paralysis of the

U of T — the internal confusion of the

left and the static confusion of commit-

tees — my arrival at Loyola College

Monday was like stepping into another

century.

Loyola College has weathered eight

sit-ins over the issue of non-renewal of

teaching contracts. The most recent

one ended Monday with the arrival of

100 of Montreal's hard-core riot cops.

But there isn't a left-wing student

movement at Loyola. Just an academic

community fighting for some vestige of

academic freedom. Their's is not a rad-

ical issue. Essentially the demonstra-

tors were trying to preserve the status

quo that existed at Loyola before the

firings. They are trying to protect the

jobs of faculty members.

But in doing that, by sitting in a

building for six days, and by meeting

nothing but uncompromising feudalism

from the Jesuit administration, a pro-

cess has occurred.

Young, upper-middle class, Catholic

kids (many only 16 and 17 years old)

have become confused about their un-

derstanding of obedience that the tradi-

tional parental image of the adminis-

tration demands.

They took authority for granted, un-

til they were faced with the physical

reality of 100 tough cops ready to bust

them at the word of an acting president

A.J. Graham, S.J.

"Those cops were your mothers,"

English professor Sean Kelly told a

mass meeting of students the day after

the sit-in ended. Kelly is one of the

fired faculty. And he's one of the only

people in the university who could be

considered a leftist.

Currently an issue internal to Loyol-

a, the question of academic freedom

has much greater importance.

As Kelly put it, "something is hap-

pening to these kids. You can't be a lit-

tle bit smart, and you can't be a little

bit pregnant, and you can't be just a lit-

tle bit free. Those students are wanting

more freedom."

"They knew in their guts why they

were there when they saw the cops.

Soon they will start figuring it out in

their heads."

Students are united with faculty in an

attempt to achieve "respectable" aca-

demic standards.

"Now there's an unholy alliance with

the faculty," said Kelly, "and that

won't last forever, because the profes-

sors are the enemy too."

Kelly is laughed off by most of the

university, but he understands the situ-

ation in his own hippie-anarchist way.

"The whole of the west end of Mon-
treal is like Ontario — unreal." Kelly

said. "You've never seen such a bunch

of kids. Before they could flex their

cream of wheat muscles, the cops

came in. They realized that Nazis were
not just something that happens in a

book.

varsity
•Ttm ot Can •(!!>

Editor Brian Johnson

Stall this paper noel sleckley. |im cowan

liz willick. geoff (too tired to be groovy)

maggs. hannah goldhar, errol young, gary

wieland torn walkom. bev dillon. karl

hauenstein. sue reisler, clare booker, mark

tubin. joel lexchm, jim struthers. sue perly.

jon karsemeyer. arlene linker, michael kaut-

man and other important people

"We're fighting the French Revolu-

tion — this is not 1970 — we're fighting

to make a university that wouldn't

have been laughed out of the 19th centu-

ry."

Students are reacting more and

more to the paternal authority of this

medieval university. When Acting

President A. J. Graham told them to

leave, he also said it was for their own
good.

The administration's tactics were

rough — no co-optation here. Four

stages:

• firing 27 professors because they

contradicted an administrative deci-

sion and tested freedom of speech;

• shifting the responsibility to the

Quebec government when the situation

got too tense;

• closing the university for a week to

isolate the militants and legally trans-

form them into trespassers;

• prophesying "trouble" after five

days of non-violence, then bringing in

the police to create it.

The Loyola administration has creat-

ed the crisis. The academic community
has just responded to it. But now the

students and faculty are beginning to

hv Ted Michener

take an active part in questioning the

entire authority of the administration.

The college is run by the Board of

Trustees, a body that contains no stu-

dents, faculty, or lay representation —
just Jesuits.

But the public pays 50 per cent of the

college's operating costs; the students

pay 45 per cent, and private donations

account for 5 per cent.

The administration represents no

one but the Society of Jesus, and it has

been wielding ultimate authority.

The whole issue is an embarrass-
ment to the Quebec Government, who
are currently pretending not to be too

concerned about English universities

anyway. Most of the Montreal press is

on the side of the militants.

Loyola is an anachronism in Quebec.
But paradoxically its upper-middle
class students have received the same
police-state treatment as the Quebe-
cois.

That treatment is forcing Loyola
students to realize that the liberal issue

they've been fighting has something to

do with the politics of the province
beyond Loyola's walls.

brian johnson
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'Expressway would preserve middle class status quo 9

By DAVID ROGERS
(David Rogers is a graduate physics

student)

William Dolman's article support-

ing the Spadina Expressway
(Monday's Varsity) is an extremely
good example of the influence of the
stale thinking of a department head
(Dr. A. J. Dakin, Chairman, Depart-
ment of Urban and Regional Plan-
ning) being passed on to his students.

Dr. Dakin has also attempted a de-
fence of the Spadina Expressway (the

Globe, Dec 27). Like his leader, Wil-

liam Dolman has trotted out a few
"facts" and by virtue of his academic
qualifications, expects us all to fall in

line. However, his facts are incorrect,

his entire argument is based on the

preservation of the "status quo" for

the middle-class, and his arguments
are contradictory. I wish to deal with
these points one at a time although
they are clearly interwoven.

His arguments are contradictory.

Dolman argues that transit-only

systems would become "apartment-
house alleys". This is probably true,

after all we have a perfect example in

Toronto, the north end of the Don Val-

ley Parkway. Surely this argument is

irrelevant to the transit-vs-express-

way question.

Dolman's arguments on trucking

are also contradictory. If Toronto

were to build a complete system of

expressways, and even if trucks could

move faster on the expressways
(which is debatable), then the com-
plete and total congestion of the city

by cars would make it impossible for

trucks to move once they were off the

expressways.

But suppose a good rapid transit

system reduced the total number of

cars in the core of the city (which it

could). A truck which could get from

the 401 to Bloor in 10 min. on the ex-

pressway could do it in 15 min. on

Avenue Rd. The 5 min. lost getting to

Bloor would easily be regained south

of Bloor due to decreased congestion.

Dolman's arguments about the

middle-class wanting to use express-

ways may sound convincing, but is it

true, and is it a very deeply felt de-

sire? Certainly a person in North
York, far from Yonge St. is in favour
of an expressway because car transit

is the only form of useful transporta-

tion available today. But what about
people near good public transit (e.g.

Yonge St up to 401)? In these places,

public transit is more efficient and is

convenient. Therefore, many people,
even those with two or three cars, use
the transit system to get to work.
People will use the most efficient and
convenient means of getting to work.
People in the suburbs are often just
too ihortsighted to realize that there
are good alternatives to expressways.
Dolman's most glaring contradic-

tion comes when he compalins "This
tech-fix" would cost... billions in

congestion as well as construction
and disruption costs to build." If this

is not the perfect description of ex-
pressway construction, nothing is.

His arguments are based on the

preservation of the "status quo" for

the middle class with no regard for

the rest of society.

Dolman's discussion of the middle

class wanting to use their cars is an
obvious example of this point. He also

claims that a lack of expressways will

cause firms to. move to the outskirts

of town and then low-income central

residents could not reach the low skill

jobs.

It is a plain fact that most new in-

dustry is being built on the outskirts

of town, with or without expressways,

while most downtown jobs are white

collar. The poor in general live in the

core of the city whereas the middle

class live in the suburbs. The poor

have no cars or can ill-afford the ones

they have, whereas the middle class

have one, two or three cars per fami-

ly. Now, if we build an expressway,

who benefits? What happens to the

poor? They cannot reach the jobs they

can perform, but they cannot afford

to move. Their part of the city is torn

apart by expressways and in ten

years, the social problems we now

lack (according to Dolman), will be
with us.

It has happened time and time
again in the U.S. Why claim it won't

happen here? Perhaps a rapid transit

system would not prevent social prob-

lems, but at least it would not be so

directly responsible for them. Public

transport is subsidized by everyone,

to serve everyone. Expressways are

subsidized (at $5 per trip) by every-

one, to serve only the driving popula-

tion. And don't kid yourself, well over

one-half the population cannot drive,

those who are too old, too poor, too

young or just unable to drive.

Dolman's facts are frequently

wrong.

Dolman has tacitly assumed
throughout his article that express-

ways can handle the transportation

needs of the city, but he never quotes

any authority for his assumptions. His

assumptions are in fact wrong. This

statement can be verified by studying

the present figures on traffic flow.

Dr. Dakin has gone so far as to point

out that the number of vehicles using

the Don Valley Parkway in 1969 ex-

ceeded the projected use of the Park-

way for 1980. The U of T Department

of Urban and Regional Planning is

using figures which are known to be

wrong by 11 years, yet they do not

grasp the signifigance of this, and

they still base their arguments on

these projections which are known to

be wrong. In any other field this

would surely be academic suicide.

Work, however, has been done
which attempts to accurately fore-

cast the needs of a city in terms of

transportation. Over the last three

years, the American Department of

Housing and Urban Development, in a

typically American move, spent mil-

lions of dollars on 17 full scale con-

tracts to study urban transportation

systems. In particular, the General
Research Corporation of California

did a full scale systems analysis of

several types of transportation sys-

tems in four model cities (one of

them, Boston, is in many ways much
like Toronto). Their results: "The
results of our analysis made clear

that, even with the most optimistic

view of what might be achieved
through improvement of the existing

methods of transportation, such im-

provement could not satisfy the real

needs of our cities in terms of ser-

vice." This was a very detailed study

which took account of many factors,

including the desires of the middle

class for private transportation, the

mobility of the poor in the cities core,

the average speeds and traffic densi-

ties on roads and the total costs. The
remarkable point about this study

was its concern for the quality of liv-

ing in a city for all of its inhabitants.

As for Dolman's "Tech-fix", this is

not as much of a dream as he be-

lieves. The American study also in-

vestigated new types of transporta-
tion, designed to overcome the prob-

lems of cars and the inconvenience of

public transit. The study indicates

that there are systems which are fea-

sible, efficient and convenient. How
long? Not the generation Dolman
claims, but only five years before a

full scale test would be possible. The
cost of the test? $100 million (the cost

of the Spadina-401 interchange). Not
only are these systems possible but

they are imperative if cities are to

survive I think in terms of 50 years).

In short, Dolman's article is com-
pletely out of touch with reality. I

have made no attempt to give all the

arguments against expressways
( Jane Jacobs can do a much better

job), but I feel that the many short-

comings of Dolman's article must be
pointed out.

I also must say a small prayer tliat

students get a voice on hiring com-
mittees so that the Urban and Region-

al Planning Department gets with it.

Either that, or that the Science Coun-

cil provides them with enough money
to do some good studies of our urban

transportation problems. *

"The University is a reactionary employer'

It is our position that the

university is responsible for

the four New College strike

leaders losing their jobs. First

of all, the university hires and

fires catering companies with

little concern for the workers

involved. Secondly, the univer-

sity pays the catering company
which pays the workers. A rise

in wages would raise the cater-

ing company's price and the

university would end up footing

the bill. As a result, the univer-

sity has a direct interest in

keeping wages low. Finally,

the university sent the campus

police into the Beaver Catering

Co. interviews with the New
College workers. The police

fingered the four strike lead-

ers; and as a result, Beaver

Co. didn't hire the four work-

ers. If the matter is just be-

tween the workers and the ca-

tering company, as the univer-

sity administration claims.

why were campus police in the

interviewing room?

There can be no doubt that

the university is a reactionary

employer. There are 4000 cam-

pus workers and only 836 are

unionized. However, both un-

ionized and non-unionized

workers are in bad shape. Uni-

versity kitchen workers re-

ceive $1.30-$1.50 per hour, un-

ionized cleaners receive $2.29

an hour, library workers with

B.A. degrees get only $4,200 a

year, and many typists get less

than $3,500 a year. None have

real job security. More impor-

tantly, the university does not

want these conditions changed.

The Canadian Union of Public

Employees, a campus union,

has referred to the university

as "an anti-union employer of

the worst kind." (Brief toCUG
from CUPE,page8).

Worker-Student Alliance

participated in the strike solely

as a support group for the

strike called by New College

workers. We are also trying to

insure that the strike leaders,

John Kincaid, Doug Annabelle

and Peter Swiorkowski, get

jobs on campus. In general,

worker-student alliance in-

tends to support the struggles

of workers for job security and

better working conditions. In

the long run, we hope to build a

pro-working class student

movement in order to achieve

a fundamental change in the

present social order.

Petitions can be picked up or

signed at our table in Sid Smith

Hall. There will be a picket

line everyday at Simcoe Hall

from 12:30 to 1:30. There will

also be a mass meeting in the

Sid Smith lobby at 1 o'clock on

Friday. Jan 16, for everyone

interested in the campaign for

THREE JOBS NOW.

photo by donandrvw Steering Committee,

WSA members confront university officials last week over re-hiring Worker-Student Alliance,

of New College cafeteria workers.
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Kensington defeats Baron Expressway—saves Tillie

By MICHAEL KAUFMAN
At noon Monday afternoon, a beautiful young

maiden named Tillie Toronto was out strolling in

front of City Hall, when a sinister man, Baron
Edsel Espressway snuck up behind her, carried

her off and tied her to the new expressway. It

looked as though Tillie's demise was near, for a

solid wall of ca rs came creeping toward her frail

body.

In the nick of time Captain Lou Kensington
jumped in front of the cars, stopping them in

their paths, and turned to meet the evil stare of

the Baron. A long and vicious swordfight ensued,

but the mean Baron was no match for our Capt.

Kensington. So once again the good Captain

saved Tillie Toronto from certain death.

With this and other skits, the newly-formed
Provocative Street Players joined singers, and
sign carriers in an hour of guerilla theatre and
singing to protest the construction of the Spadina

Expressway.

A pamphlet handed out by the Stop Spadina,

Save Our City Co-ordinating Committee pointed

out that:

• "'Express' ways break up established neigh-

bourhoods dividing residential areas, converting

homes to concrete and destroying local business-

es and industries.

• "The inadequate exit ramps will slow traffic

on the highway to speeds less than that of the

horse and buggy. The 'Express' way will necessi-

tate the building of the Crosstown expressway
and the inevitable spaghetti junction, bad enough
on the outskirts but prohibitive within the city.

• "A city lacking in park kinds is willing to

convert its land for more parking lots.

• "Toronto needs more public housing; it has
been negligent in creating the necessary cultural

facilities. Despite the lack of social funds Metro
is willing to construct an expressway at a pro-

jected cost of $4.60 per trip."

The theatre troupe's skits, directed by Fred
Thury, also dwelt on the huge pollution and noise

problem created by the onslaught of automo-
biles.

UR

One of them, called Funhouse, features the

mayor dressed up as a carnival barker selling

tickets to motorists. The standard charge is $4.60

for suburban motorists going from their home to

the city hall.

When a motorist from the city asks how much
an inner-city ticket is, the mayor not only de-

mands $4.60 but the person's lungs, then his eyes,

ears, health, and finally his house.

Between skits a folksinging group Ned Jacobs,

Katya Chomiak, and Rick Wentworth, sang
songs that they have written about the express-

way problem. "The Bad Trip" had the greatest

impact on the crowd:
"Well, you've heard about the terrors of LSD

and the dangers of hashish.

But the very worst drug there ever was,

is made of pure concrete.

"And it's a bad trip, it's a bad trip-

That Spadina Expressway,

While the highway boys are playing with their

toys,

photos by Dave Bui!

Condemning it as a threat to pedestrians

and low-cost student housing, the Students'

Administrative Council passed a motion yes-

terday condemning the Spadina Expressway.

The controversial expressway was de-

scribed as a "grave threat to the life of the

community and a flagrant misuse of the citi-

zens' taxes."

SAC has voted $950 of its $250,000 budget to

the Stop Spadina — Save Our City Committee.

In addition, SAC will circulate an anti-ex-

pressway petition to be presented to the Met-

ro Council.

The people are the ones who pay."

The SSSOCCC, led by Alan Powell, and the

eleven actors, who are mainly high school stu-

dents, are optimistic that the expressway will be

stopped in time to save the city.

They cite the example of the Lower Manhattan
Expressway in New York, whose construction

was halted last summer after a report was re-

leased stating that traffic on the expressway
would generate carbon monoxide "sufficient to

cause physical collapse"' and "seriously impair

the health of people living and working in the

neighbourhood." Under the pressure of a num-
ber of civic groups, Mayor Lindsay dropped sup-

port of the expressway.

The SSSOCCC is sponsoring a meeting tonight

at 8:00 p.m. in Convocation Hall. Jane Jacobs,

author of "The Life and Death of Great Ameri-
can Cities", a highly acclaimed book, will be the

featured speaker.

"So gather round all you citizens,

And we'll tell you what it's all about,

For if this plan goes through, not only me and

you
But the whole town's gonna Freak Out!"

Two McGill students suspended on assault charges
MONTREAL (CUP) - Two McGill

students have been arrested on charges

of assault arising from an incident in

front of the McGill student union build-

ing December 7. They also face univer-

sity disciplinary action and have been
temporarily suspended.

The students — Arnold August and
Eric Hoffman — are members of the

Indian Progressive Study Group and
the McGill Student Movement, respec-

tively.

Police have accused the two of at-

tacking Steven Wohl, former chairman
of the McGill Moratorium Committee,
and Frank Costi, manager of the stu-

dent union building.

If convicted, the students face a
maximum penalty of two years' im-
prisonment.

Both the IPSG and the MSM have
been active in a campaign to remove
retired General J. N. Chaudhuri from a

position in McGill's Centre for Devel-
oping Areas Studies.

The students have charged that the

centre is a front for CIA-type research,

intended to develop defences against
liberation struggles in Africa and Asia.

Earlier this year, the McGill admin-
istration warned Devinder Garewal,
editor of the Engineering Students So-

ciety newspaper "The Plumber's Pot",
"not to exceed the rights and limits of
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the protest activity" against Chaudhu-
ri.

At that time, August was summoned
to a "discussion" with several adminis-

tration officials over the anti-Chaudhu-

ri campaign, but refused to attend.

In a press release January 12, August
and Hoffman said the assault charges

were a "frame-up" aimed at suppres-

sion of the anti-Chaudhuri campaign.
The release added that the McGill

student council and the administration

were co-operating with the "ruling

powers" to suppress "progressive
movements."

Student Society president Julius

Grey admitted asking administration

dean of students C.D.M. Sloin to press

charges against the pair because the

alleged assaults constituted "a threat

to the security of persons inside the

union."

At the same time, the Student Socie-

ty executive has barred several organi-

zations from the student union build-

ing, including the. McGill Student

Movement, the Indian Progressive

Study Group, and other organizations

active in the Chaudhuri affair.

The two students face trial January

30. They will also face a disciplinary

hearing by a committee of eight mem-
bers of the McGill Senate.

The hearing procedure forms a part

of a disciplinary code which will under-

go revision within the next few days.



It's a groove to strike
*||» ^ *H ^ *i* *i* *H *H ^i* *t* *t*

By KARL HAUENSTEIN
"I think everything can be
made relevant

but it also matters
what people want to make

* relevant."

Joel Sloman, an American
poet from Cambridge Mass., is

a man who is very concerned
with relevance in society and
its reflection in art.

Born in 1943 in Brooklyn,
New York, Sloman first start-

ed writing poetry in 1960.

Poetry is the purest form of

expression for Sloman, be-

cause it most closely resem-
bles the way in which people
think. People do not usually

think in structured sentences
and paragraphs but rather in

fragments and single words.
Sloman's poetry is sponta-

neous. It expresses his emo-
tions and political views.

He feels that poetry should
not be private, but should be
shared with the community in

which he lives and of which he

is a part.

or even take a building

It is the function of the poet
to work within an integrated
community and not to isolate

himself from it.

"But not to value ourselves

as isolated individuals

but as part of a social system
in which all of our actions
have consequences."

Sloman feels the isolation of

the poet and the individual
from the community is due to

the "American Tradition of

Poetry" which tends to alien-

ate the poet and keep him intel-

lectually aloof and private as
to his work and thoughts.

It is this gap that Sloman
tries to transcend with his po-

etry.

To him, the emotions felt

and expressed by the poet are
also those felt and shared by
others and therefore should not

be kept secret, but should be
shared.

or university

city or nation state

*

*
*
*
*
*
*

*

"All of us are deeply embed-
ded in a system from which we
can't escape alone. We happen

to have

needs

which even help maintain

the system, so

it all seems like a bind."

Thus the concern of Joel

Sloman and his poetry is that

the poet should not be consid-

ered isolated from society but

rather be an integral and func-

tioning part of it.

"My tears are tears of pain at

parting

at the fear that getting to-

gether

is impossible

impossible because of my im-

potence."

Joel Sloman will hold a poet-

ry reading in the Hart House
Music Room on Thursday at 4:

00 p.m., sponsored by the Innis

College Writing Lab.

INSTITUTE

FOR THE HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY

OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

'The Scientific Papers and Optics Research of Lord Rayleigh" by

Dr. John Howard. Editor, American Journal of Applied Optics. 14th

January, 1.10 p.m. Room 202 McLennan Laboratories. Sponsored by

the Varsity Fund. All members of the University Community are invited.

"Problems ol Objectivity in the Social Sciences" by Professor

Richard Rudner, Chairman of the Department ot Philosophy, Wash-

ington University, SI. Louis and Editor of the Journal "Philosophy of

Science". 16th January, 1.10 [J.m. Room 202 McLennan Laboratories.

Sponsored by the Varsity Fund. All members of the University Com-

munity are invited.

DESTRUCTION: SIX PLAYS
STUDIO THEATRE DRAMA CENTRE

1. WHO KNOWS IT AND WHY medley ol tliiee

2. HOTEL - Jean Claude van Itallie

3. FRAGMENT - Ellen Gaulschi (out of Gogol)

4. MURDRER THE WOMAN'S HOPE - Oscar Kokoshka

13- 17 JANUARY 4 GLEN MORRIS STREET

ADMISSION FREE

AUDITIONS!
FOR NEIL SIMON-MUSICAL

"LITTLE Ab-

actors, SINGERS,

DANCERS, PRODUCTION

SUN.

JAN.

HILLEL HOUSE
18 186 ST. GEORGE

2-5 PM

Write... A New Literary

Magazine

Poetry, prose, Toronto writers.

Submit... Innis College Writing

Lab at Innis I

By Mail: Bill Reoch, 135

jYorkvrlle Ave. Apt. 28 Toronlo 185}

Please put address and phone

number on material. Deadline

February 15, Spring edition.

Sig Sam foils itchy fingered filchers
Book-thieving days are over

for ail you itchy fingered filch-

ers.

To get your books, stolen or

not, out of Sigmund Samuel
library, you will have to open

all bags and briefcases for

inspection. Exit control desks

have been installed and check-

ers will begin operation early

next week.

R. A. Blackburn. Chief Li-

brarian, said in a recent inter-

view that books are disappear-

ing from the stacks at an esti-

mated rate of 8000 per year.

Valuable reference books are

missing as well.

The exit control will stem
this flow.

Everyone leaving the library

students, professors, and even

library staff, will have to pass

the clerks manning the count-

ers. There will be an "ex-

press" exit for those carrying

no books or packages.

In addition, each book leav-

ing the stacks will have a new

library symbol stamped on the

check-out slip to frustrate any-

one who might try making his

own "date due" stamp.

Blackburn said that the time

factor in leaving the library

will not be prohibitive. He
pointed out that getting books

out of the stacks involves a

bookkeeping procedure, while

at the check-out counters,

inspection only is required.

Additional staff is being

hired for the procedure.

Asked to make a guess why

so many books were being sto-

len from the stacks. Blackburn

replied, "With larger enrol-

ment, competition for books is

keener."

"Books on undergraduate

reading lists," he added, "dis-

appear about four times as

quickly as others."

spadina

expressway

jane jacobs
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Give us a chance to let our hair down, too.
We're not as square as you thlnkl Behind our

seemingly siralght-laced image, there throb some
pretty way-out projects. And people.

Alcan is involved in many unexpected areas.

Because we do a lot more than Just produce
aluminum. We and others try to find new uses

tor It.

For example, one new use that came to our atten-

tion was developed in Belgium and retined by a
Montreal artist. Through a process called

Atuchromle, he "paints" on specially prepared
aluminum panels. Thb resulting work ol art has

a water-colour effect with unusual depth and
perspective, and endless applications in art and
architecture.

And that's just one of the exciting new develop-

ments In aluminum.
Alcan researchers and scientists are continually

searching for better ways lo do things with

aluminum. And It's not always easy. Often they

have to struggle for years to find ways of making
their Ideas come to life.

So you see, they aren't the only ones who have
to cope with hairy problems.

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD 'ALCAN

McCLURE
at

BLOOR ST. UNITED CHURCH

SUNDAY, JANUARY 18

7:30 PM in the HOT SEAT

11 AM in the PULPIT

Fed up with the high cost

of automobile insurance?

up to 25% discount

to accident-free students

LEVY t GREEN INSURANCE SERVICES
1111 Finch Am. W (Finch CintrtlSuhi 209

T*i*fwna IJI-1IM

CENTRE OF CRIMINOLOGY
Public Lecture

WHAT IS CRIME
AND WHY DO WE FIGHT IT?

Mr. P. Macnaughton-Smith

of Centre of Criminology

Wednesday, January 14, 1970

at ROOM 3153

NEW MEDICAL SCIENCES BUILDING,
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1917

1970
53rd Anniversary

EVENING CLASSES
Commencing week of January 19th, 1970 — 8 p.m.
held at New College 40 Will cox St. (At Spadina)

(note exceptions)

THE NEW CHINA
Commencing Wad. Jon. 21

century of Revolutlc

and foreign policy. Various
speakers.

ELD AT MEDICAL SCIENCES BLDG., U OF T (SOUTH CAMPUS]

'THE UNEXPLAINED
Commencing Mon. Jen. 19--

10 weeks FEE 626.00 + 03.00

By Author. Allan Spraggett
authority In field of
Pers-Psychology Location —

* MENTAL HEALTH IN

THE URBAN SETTING
ins Wed. Jan. 21- 10 weeks FEE 626.00 + 63.00

HELD AT CLARKE INSTITUTE OF PSYCHIATRY, 2B0 COLLEGE ST.

NEW! YOGA Tutor: Mlsa H. Achai
Sfvananda Yoga

Commoncing Mon. Jan. 19 — 10 evenings Vodanta Centre.

3 classes in Public Speaking, French
{Inter Med,} Philosophy,

strial Psychology, and study group or
Pliik'SOahv ut Jiilm Mncmuiray

FOR BROCHURES AND INFORMATION WRITE OR PHONE

WORKERS EDUCATIONAL ASSOC.
Toronto Branch T34 Carlton St. — 924*2275 Toronto 2

FEES (UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED*) SIS.00
STUOENTS FEE, HALF THE PUBLISHED AMOUNT.

PLUS S3.00 MEMBERSH
I P.



CUPE launches UofT campaign
The Canadian Union of Pub-

lic Employees Monday
launched a campaign to union-
ize U of T's 3,500 non-academic
employees.

Headed by full-time organiz-

ers Michael Lewis and Clare
Booker, a volunteer committee
of employees and students is

spearheading the drive.

Lewis, a member of one of

Canada's foremost socialist

families, previously has
worked as an organizer for the

United Steelworkers of Ameri-
ca, while Miss Booker was
formerly an employee of the

Students' Administrative
Council.

Miss Booker described
CUPE's plans for organization.

"Right now we're finding

out what the personal gripes

are. University support staff

receive well under the Metro
Toronto wage average for sim-
ilar jobs; very few receive
overtime pay."
The same jobs are given dif-

ferent titles in the various
parts of the university she
said, resulting in different
wage rates.

Miss Booker also charged
that wage inequalities exist
among the various depart-
ments.

Referring to the role of the
support staff in the university,

Miss Booker said CUPE is

pushing for employee involve-

ment in the governing struc-
ture.

She had no comment howev-
er on the controversial propos-
als brought forward by CUPE
last fall. These included free
tuition for the children of sup-

port staff, along with access to

all university facilities, such as
Hart House and the Faculty
Club.

Miss Booker dismissed the

fledgling U of T Staff Associa-

tion, which is also trying to

organize campus workers as
"farcical — the ultimate co-

option."

"An association is not a un-

ion," she said, "and cannot
take part in collective bargain-

ing. The UTSA would be like

the Association of Teaching
Staff, except with less power."

President Claude Bissell,

though officially a member of

the support staff, is ineligible

to join CUPE.

"This is because he has ac-

cess to confidential decisions,"

said Miss Booker.

HERE AND NOW
TODAY
ALL DAY

"Hair" tickets at 10% discount on sale at

Innis II, Show dates available: Wed, Jan.

28. Thurs. Jan 29; Sun. Feb 1. Today

only. Those who have already purchased

tickets may pick them up in Room 110

Monday. Jan 19. 63 St. George St.

12:30 pm
Informational picket line of support for

New College Cafeteria workers. Simcoe

Hall.

1 pm
Film: "The deformation of continuous

Media". Part of a series on physics of fluids

and continuous media, fim 102. New
Physics.

"Freak out the Buttery" — a university-

wide coalescence to bring Trinity down to

earth. Music, mime, noise makers, brown-

shirtsl Take yout lunch to Trinity. Free gar-

bage disposal.

Action meeting to keep war-company
Honeywell out of U of T. Sponsored by U
of T Committee to End the War in Viet

Nam Pm 10B6. Sid Smith.

U of T Liberal Club, General meeting.

Rm 1087. Sid Smith:

Hart House Camera Club annual auction

of equipment and chemicals left in the

lockers in the past year.

Contemporary Music Group. Works by

Berio. Fodi plus improvisations. Bring your

lunch, fim. 078 Edward Johnson Bldg.

1 pm
Auditions for lunch hour plays for winter

term. UC Player's Guild. South Sitting Rm.

Hart House.

DIAMONDS MAY BE A GIRL'S
BEST FRIEND BUT YOU
PAY THE BILL.

Most people find it very diffi-

cult to detormlno good volue

In thopurchose of a Diomond

Ring. Thore are Guidelines to

go by to help you moke thi

*

important investment. Our free

booklet "The Day You Buy A

Diamond" will help you to

establish these values. Phone,

write or drop in for your copy

without obligation.

Hugh Proctor & Co
DIAMOND DEALER]

131 BLOOR W., STE. 416

Attention Chem. 22 1 ;
tape on spectros-

copy will be shown in Rm 224 today and

Thursday

Film: "The War Game" presented by

Third Wotld Film Discussion Group of FU

of T ISC, 33 St. George.

Sprechen Sie Oeutsch? Kommen Sie

jeden Mitiwoch urn 17 Uhr zum Music
Room inder ISC Wir sollten uns Kennen-

lemenl Every Wednesday

8 pm
June Jacobs speaks about the Spadina

Expressway, Followed by open discussion.

Sponsored by St Hilda's College. Con Hall.

"The Private Man", an original drama by

Allan Stratton Tickets at box office or in

Wymilwood. Vic. Central Library Theatre,

Jan 13-17.

THURSDAY
12 noon

Auditions for lunch hour plays for winter

term UC Player's Guild South Sitting Rm..

Han House.

THURSDAY
12:30 pm

Informational picket to support New

College cafeteria workers. Simcoe Hall.

1 00 pm
T.U.G.S. presents a film by UNESCO:

"Element Three". Rm. 622, Sid Smith.

Varsity Christian Fellowship invites

those who believe in prayer to share con-

cerns. Hart House Chapel.

"Discipleship and Committment . . . to

Jesus Christ" with George Verwer. Rm.

1085. Sid Smith

"Revolt in Quebec"' with Victor Rymond.

leading participant in the October strug-

gles. Sponsored by U of T Young Social-

ists. Rm 1084, Sid Smith

CUSO information meeting. CUSO Of-

fice. 33 St. George,

Why take
•S oil

a pill

fbra
headache?
Maybe you just need glas-

ses. So go gel your eyes

tested, then come and see

us al Brtntdock Optical.

Why?Becauscwegive20%
ofT to slttdcnls. and we've

got the greatest collcetion

of fantastic frames you'll

ever look through We're

just around the corner at

158 St. George. Come and

3 pm
Writer's workshop at Innis I will not

meet today so all may attend Joel Slo-

man's reading at 4 pm Meetings resume

next week.

4 pm
Poetry reading by Joel Sloman

Sponsored by Innis writing lab. Free Hart

House Music Room

6 pm
Discussion: "'Mysticism and Occultism"

(Free U of T Series). Innis I. Hart House

Circle.

5:15 pm
Varsity Christian fellowship meeting

cancelled in lieu of Saturday's sleigh ride,

7 pm
History Students' Union Council Meet-

ing. All history students welcome, fim.

2124. Sid Smith.

7:30 pm
CUSO information meeting on East Afri-

ca ISC 33 St. George.

"Zeroes of Polynomials Over Finite

Fields" with Prof. P. Norton Coffee

Sponsored by MPSCU. Rm. 203. New
Physics.

8 pm
Worker Student Alliance meeting to dis-

cuss further actions of support for New

College cafeteria workers, flm 231. UC

Two films on Gestalt philosophy and

therapy featuring Fritz Perls of the Esalen

Institute Medical Bldg., Auditorium.

CLASSICAL CONCERT
Music Room— I p.m. — Today

Paul Pulford, 'cello

Mlchele Tanquay, piano

Fujtko Imajlshl. violin

Patrick Lee. piano

Ladles Welcome

CAMERA CLUB
Club Rooms — 1:10 p.m.

Today
ANNUAL AUCTION

Auctioneer: Bev Best

Everyone Welcome

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
January I8th-Great Hall

8:30

THE ORFORD STRING QUARTET
Compositions by Members of

The Faculty of Music
Tickets: Hall Porter

CAMERA CLUB
48TH ANNUAL

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION
Closing Date: 6 P.M. on

FRIDAY. JANUARY 20TH

ELECTIONS '70

ART - LIBRARY - HOUSE
DEBATES — MUSIC COMMITTEES
NOMINATIONS OPEN UNTIL
JANUARY 21 st

G.S.U.
FRIDAY NIGHT

DANCE
January 16 - 9:00 p.m.

Admission: $1 ladies $1.25 gents

Music by

'UNDERGRADE

CANADA
You've heard about us. you've read about us The exciting, controversial, unortho-

dox financial complex with world-wide headquarters in Geneva. Switzerland. In

14 years our global organization has grown from nothing to an organization with

more than 10.000 associates. 800,000 clients in over 100 countries, and more

than $2 billion in managed assets

We're young and aggressive. It takes guts, hard work, and creativity to make it

with us. But if you do. you'll make it like you never dreamed possible, .travel,

excitement, money, challenge That's IOS

And you can still do your own thing. No pin striped suits, white shirts, etc. The

whole scene Forget it.

We're looking for management trainees. We will be on campus January 29 for

interviews. Make an appoinlment at the Placement Office
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-1 HAVE YOU TASTED THE V_
ZUMBURGER EXPERIENCE?

BLOOR AND YONGE
BLOOR AND BAY

BLOOR AND ST. GEORGE
YONGE AND GERRARD

EGLINTON AND AVENUE RD.

Frisky Stangs host Blues
•"The Blues are coming tra-

la-la-la"' is the tune Tom Watt

is humming these days as he

prepares his hockey team, for

their next game tomorrow
night in London against the

Western Mustangs.

After a slow and shaky start

due to an unprecedented rash

of injuries. Watt's charges
appear to be coming into their

own as witnessed by their im-

pressive showing against

McMaster and Windsor this

last weekend.

The Mustangs, always tough

in their own rink, have im-
proved steadily since they

were hammered 14-1 by Blues
here at Varsity Nov. 28 in their

first league game. They hand-

ed the Guelph Gryphons a 54
defeat last Thursday.

Blues will have to do without

stalwarts Paul Laurent and
Dave McDowall for this one.

Exams will keep them from
making the trip.

Terry Peterman will take

Laurent's spot at center be-

tween Nick Holmes and Bob
McGuinn while McDowall 's

job will likely fall to rookie

Dick Barnhouse.

€<

What do you
want to do?

Do you want to
better your own
market value?"
"Those were questions London Life

interviewers asked when I expressed interest

in programming," says Allan Conway, a 1969
business administration graduate from
St. Francis Xavier University. "They didn't

talk about specific jobs, but rather how
I could develop myself. As a systems
programmer I soon discovered this is a

company that is not only fast-growing,

but also encourages you to develop an insight

into all areas of its operations. You know
you're treated like somebody — not just

another body doing an isolated task.

And you work with one of the most advanced
systems anywhere. To any graduating student,

I would suggest: 'Come and see for yourself.

See how we operate.'
"

There's a challenge waiting for you too,

at London Life.

For lurther information consult your
placement officer or write to the

Personnel Dept.. Station 160A,

LONDON LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
London, Ontario
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INTERFAC ROUNDUP
Dastardly international hockey plot exposed

by GEUIUS
RETURNED FROM VACATION

Me.
Would you care to amplify

on that statement, sir?

"Here I am back home again

I need a rest

All they ask is where I've

been
Knowing I've been West."

—Tim Hardin

WATER POLO
(Marco Polo's brother)

Dents got goals from Poul-

ter, Duvall (Fr., "of the vail")

,
Turner, Gibson, Balaban and

Spencer to outgrynoch Meds B,

7-1. Grynoch hit for Meds B.

BASKETBALL
Meds (Kent, Kasky 16) 66;

SMCfLaglia 26)64.

Sr. Eng. let George do it (23

points) and Canberra'd PHE
(Penny 18), 80-69.

Dents (Deeney 10) 32; New
Gnus 30. Horenblas got 10 for

the Gnus. (The gnu is a small
South African antelope related
to the Indoeuropean.)

Silver had 15 for Innis and
Ferris was big wheel for Trin
also with 15 and who won huh
well it was Trin, 39-27.

Erin (MacNeil, not war 19)

52; Vic (Franklin 13)48.

INTERNATIONAL HOCKEY
The Canadian Amateur

Hockey Association announced
to-day that the Hazleton Hash-

Eaters of the Metropolitan
Toronto Freaks Hockey
League have been selected to

represent Canada in the com-
ing World Tournament. Inter-

national Olympic Committee
Chairman Avery Brundage
expressed doubts about the

amateur standing of some
Hash-Eater regulars. "De-
fenseman A. Solnicki", he
said, "has no job, yet lives in

luxury. The only possible con-

clusion is that he is being paid

for playing hockey. Forward J.

Filion was once stood a beer at

Grossman's Tavern after scor-

ing a winning goal; the IOC
intends to produce the beer jug

as evidence. Forward Terry
Kayser's father once played in

the NHL and the sins of the

fathers must be visited on the Hash-Eater officials could
children." not be reached for comment.

i
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BADMINTON
Try-outs for the Mens' Intercollegiate Badminton Team will •
be held on Tuesday, January 20 th at the Drill Hall (rear i

I 19 St. George) at 6 :30 P.M. Please sign list in Inter- X
collegiate Office, Room 101, Hart House by Jan. 16th. |

Blues' Len Bur man (15)

makes one last fake before

beating Mac goalie Gary Inness

for Varsity's second goal during

first period action in Hamilton

last Friday. Toronto captain

Brian St. John ( 1 2) trails in after

setting Burman in the clear with

a pass at the blueline. The other

identifiable Mac player, Jim

McMaster (7), was so upset he

completely-lost his head.

SPORTS SCHEDULES
WEEK OF JAN. 19th

BASKETBALL

Mon Jan 19 1 00 Vic. Ill VI III Chem Coles. Eisenstem
400 VI Si M 6 Salizman, Schwartz

Tues Jan 20 12 00 Vic IV PHE D Faust. Fionberg

1:00 III Eng Sc Arch 8 Faust. Fienberg

4.00 Bus SGS Boguski. Seltzman
6.30 Pherm A Med B Ovmarskv. Haller. Cunningha
7 30 For. A St M C Oymarsky Haller. Cunninghe
8 30 Knox vs Dent B Oymarsky Haller, Cunninghs

Wed Jan 21 12 00 Tnn B UC III Hummel, Schwam
1:00 Jf Eng U C II Hummel. Schwartz
4 00 Wye Emman Cass. Dymersky
500 For B II Eng Sc Cass. OymBrsky
6 00 Scar Si M B Schwartz, Gee. L Sternberg
7 00 em A Schwartz Gee L Sternberg
8 00 Dent C IV Chem Schwartz, Gee I Sternberg

Thur Jan 22 1 00 New II PHEC Boguski. Faust
4 00 Vic II PHE 8 Coles. Cunningham
6 30 U C 1 St M A Tessis Don Mocklotd. Doug
7 30 Sr Eng. Enn 1 Tessis. Mockford. Doug
8 30 Arch A Med 8 Tessis. Mocklord. Doug

Fri.Jan. 23 12:00 VJc.V vs New III Haller. Eisenstein

1:00 Inms II IV Elec Heller Eisenstein

4 00 Puzerit . A Sternberg6 30 PHE A Vic 1 Chapnick Saltzman
8:00 Dent A A Sternberg. L Sternberg

'Full length games — Ladies welcome

WATER POLO

Tues Jan 20 7 30 PHE vs Eng 1

815 Scar vs Law Ouvall

Wed Jan 21 8 15 vs Eng 11 Heyduck
9:00 vs Tnn. Heyduck

Thurs Ja .22 1 00 Vic vs PHE Brownndg

7 30 Scar vs Dent Petzold

8:15 Eng 1
vs St M Petzold

9 00 Law vs Arch Archibald

HOCKEY

Mon Jan 19 12 30 IVInd B vs III Ind 8 Seckmgton. Allen

1 30 III Eng Sc vs Vic VII Seckington. Allen

7 00 Sr Eng. vs Lawl Miller. Sullivan

8 15 Camp Co-op vs Phatm A Millet, Sullivan

9 30 U.C.I. v. For A Mebata. Gordon
10 30 Law III vs Dent B Mebata Gordon

Tues Jan 20 1 30 PHE B vs Law II Murray. Bertrand

7 00 Scar. vs Bus 1
DosRochos. Kl.nck

8 15 St M B vs Med A OosRoches. Kllnck

9:30 III Elec. vi Dent 0 Cyr. Ellis

10:30 II Weil vs For C Cyr, Ems
Wed Jan 21 12 30 Geol vs Tnn 0 Barnhouse, Kolin

1 30 III Ind A Bainhouie. Kolin

4 00 Richaidson. Koutsen*
5:00 Law IV l\ Vic V Richardson, Koutsans

Thur. Jan 22 12 30 Sr Eng. vs PHE A Murray Dubniak
7 00 Dent A vs Erin Hemphill. Wright

8 15 UC II vs Kno* Hemphill, Wright

9:30 PHE B vs Dev Hse Freser Embtey
10 30 Oent E vs St M F Frasei Embrey

Fn Jan 23 12 30 Innis 1 vs New 1
Skinner, Bullock

1 30 Law II vs Vic. II Skinner, Bullock

SQUASH

6 20
7 00
7 40
a 20
7 00
7 40
8 20
6:20

7 00
7 40

SGS
Dent

New

For

Med A

Wye
Med B

Law A
St M A

INDOOR TRACK TUESDAY, JANUARY 20th

5:30 P.M. - 2 MILES -

ENTRIES ARE ACCEPTED AT THE TRACK
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When the trumpets had sounded and all

was in readiness on the face of the earth,

Jehovah divided his universe:

Anaconda, Ford Motors,

Coca-Cola Inc., and similar entities:

the most succulent item of all,

The United Fruit Company Incorporated

reserved for itself: the heartland

and coasts of my country,

the delectable waist of Ameri

They rechristened their properties:

the "Banana Republics" —
and over the languishing dead,

the uneasy repose of the heroes

who harried that greatness,

their flags and their freedoms,

they established an opeVa boufie:

they ravished all enterprise,

awarded the laurels like Caesars,

unleashed all the covetous, and contrived

the tyrannical Reign of the Flies

—

Trujillo the fly, and Tacho the fly,

the flies called Carias, Martinez,

Ubico — all of them flies, flies

dank with the blood of their marmalade
vassalage, flies buzzing drunkenly

on the populous middens:

the fly-circus fly and the scholarly

kind, case-hardened in tyranny.

domain of the flies

I The United Fruit Company Incorporated
* unloaded with a booty of coffee and fruits

brimming its cargo boats, gliding

like trays with the spoils

of our drowning dominions.

And all the while, somewhere, in the sugary
hells of our seaports,

smothered by gases, an Indian

fell in the morning:

a body spun off, an anonymous
chattel, some numeral tumbling,

a branch with its death running out of it

in the vat of the carrion, fruit laden and foul.

— pabfo neruda
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,
- " phoiohx Bnan Johnson

Frank Salles from York County Sherriff's Office fells Rako Perisa and his children slopped paying Perisa in 1968 and yesterday the Sherriff's Office evicted him for
that they must leave their apartment. The Workmen's Compensation Board being six months behind in his rent. SEE STORY pg. 6.
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(Interim) disciplinary committee proposed
By MARK WILSON

The Campbell report implementa-
tion committee passed a recommen-
dation Wednesday regarding the

membership of a proposed interim

disciplinary body with strong dissent

from graduate student Wayne Han-
key.

The proposed body would consist of

the presidents of the Graduate Stu-

dents' Union, the Association of

Teaching Staff, and the Association of

Part-time University Degree Stu-

dents, plus the deans of Law and Arts

with the President Claude Bissell as

non-voting chairman.
The committee itself has no power

to implement such a body. Since this

involves the dissolution of the present

Caput the Board of Governors must
give final approval to any such

^hange^^

Of course this body would require

the co-operation of the various con-

stituent groups and so each would also

have to approve it.

The motion stated that it was desir-

able to form an interim body to re-

place the Caput "rather than leave

the situation open to arbitrary deci-

sions by the administration in the

event of a disciplinary emergency."

It stated that the advantages of this

structure were that it is a parity body

and that four of the six members were

elected representatives thus combin-

ing "responsibility with authority."

Hankey the lone dissenter later

commented. "The idea of setting up a

body which in fact or legally will

administrate, prosecute, legislate,

adjudicate, and sentence is gross."

"The people in control want to pro-

duce a judicial body to keep the lid

on." he said. Hankey claimed that

student interests were best served by
keeping pressure on the administra-
tion to speed up reform of the univer-

sity. This interim committee would
remove the pressure.

"Since we won't get a reasonable
set-up until we replace the Board of

Governors," said Hankey. "there is

no point in setting up an interim body
which is sort of political but didn't

look political."

He contended thai since the various

presidents would be consulted in any
disciplinary crisis in any case there

was no point to the new body

"What we've got isn't much" but he

added that Caput was the most mod-
erate body imaginable under the pre-

sent circumstances and it had been

quite lenient in the past.

He also complained about the atti-

tude of some of the faculty members
whose attitude could be sumn.ed up

by "Surely there's nothing on which
we can't compromise."
The motion was proposed by Prof.

Guillet of the Department of Chemis-
try Eight of 10 members of the com-
mittee voted in favour of the motion
with Prof. Schiff, Law abstaining and

Hankey voting against.

Art Moses. SAC Judicial Commis-
sioner said later that the proposed

body's "ex-officio elitist membership
is not palatable," and that any idea of

an interim body should be shelved

until the legislative reforms now in

progress at the university were com-
pleted.

Moses also said that SAC had now
chosen the 20 people from whom 6

would be chosen to sit on SAC's pro-

posed disciplinary body



KNOX CHURCH - SPADINA at HARBORD ST.

Minister: Rev. William Fitch M.A.. B.D.. Ph.D.

WELCOME TO STUDENTS
SUNDAY, JANUARY 78th, 7:00 P.M.

Message: QUESTIONS Of A MSTLtSS AGE

(3) "IS MARRIAGE OUTDArfO?"

ALSO THIS WEEKEND:
Saturday

Sun (In/

7:30 p.m. YOUNG PEOPLES
Recreation in Fellowship Centre

9:45 a.m. BIBLICAL CURRICULUM
11:00 a.m. MORNING WORSHIP
8:15 P.m. YOUNG PEOPLES

ALL WELCOME

Live, work and learn

in

ISRAEL
Sherut la'am Program

Share your education, training, and know-how in a unique

people-to-pcople venture

One year service corps in Israel

Three types of programs

I. College Graduate 2. Kibbutz

3. Technical and Vocational

All programs include a three month Hebrew study Ulpan

in Israel

Cost: $595 (U.S. currency) includes round-trip group

flight from New York, room and board throughout

the year, excursions and seminars.

Please send me further information about your programs:

NAME AGE
ADDRESS PHONE
EDUACTIONAL STATUS

SENO COUPON TO: SHERUT LA'AM
188 Marlec Avenue

Torooto 19, Ontario

Phone: (4 16) 783-4/22

McCLURE
at

BLOOR ST. UNITED CHURCH

SUNDAY, JANUARY 18

7=30 PM in the HOT SEAT

11 AM in the PULPIT

I turn

IH HART
bawds

CONSOLIDATED -BATHURST LIMITED

BACKGROUND

In 1967 Iwo solid and long-established companies and their subsidiaries
joined forces in a dovetailed operation thai represents wider geographical dis-

and greater product diversification. The integration brought with it a new name:
Con sol id aled-Bal hurst Limited. Consolidated Paper Corporation Ltd. had been
linked I raditionally with newsprint, Balhursl Paper Ltd. largely with packaging
paperboards and containers made from paperboards.

Consotidated-Bathurst is 93% Canadian owned, with its Head Office in Mon-
treal. Sales in 1968 were $295 million. The Company harvests 22,000 square
miles of woodlands and operates eight mills and some thirty converting plants in

Canada. The Company has manufacturing subsidiaries in the United States and in

West Germany. One of Canada's largest producers of newsprint, Consolidated-
Balhursl has about half of its total dollar sales in packaging materials in paper,

wood and plastic. It also sells bleached kraft pulp and has a wood products group
of five sawmills.

OPPORTUNITI ES

In the structure of the parent Company there are five business or operational

groups Woodlands, Mill Manufacturing, Newsprint and Pulp, Wood Products and
Packaging. The Company's management philosophy and its organization into

functional and business groups are intended to provide every opportunity for the

advancement of promising employees, present and future.

Top quality graduates in the faculties or departments of commerce and M.B.A.
will be offered positions that will allow them to demonstrate their ability to per-
form wilh competence and progress to management responsibility at an early age.

While on-the-job training will be emphasized, graduates, along with other
Company employees, will participate in development programs coordinated by the

Manpower Planning and Management Development Department.

DEVKI.OPMKNT PROGRAM

Performance is reviewed annually and salary increases and promotions are

based on individual performance and potential. A complete range or coordinated

employee benefits is comparable with the best available.

Gonsolidated-Balhurst representatives will visit your campus on Tuesday,
January 20, 1970 to interview Commerce and M.B.A. graduates. Please see your

Placement office for further details

PagS-2 1HL VARSITY, Fnclay. January 16. 1970



U of T collaborates with oil companies
By KAREN COULTER

The University of Toronto is

in league with the oil compa-

nies and finance corporations

to push useless and expensive

expressways into the heart of

the city
,
urbanologist Jane

Jacobs said Wednesday night.

In an address to about 1400

people at Convocation Hall,

Mrs. Jacobs warned of the

predator and prey" syndrome

which develops in cities over-

burdened with unsuitable

transit systems.

She accused the university of

predatory behaviour in press-

ing for the extension of the

Spadina Expressway to Col-

lege St. at the expense of the

neighboring Kensington mar-

ket. "As far as I know the peo-

ple of Toronto have not decided

that the gas and oil companies

are more important than the

garment industry to the life of

the city."

Mrs. Jacobs is a foremost
expert on urban planning and
the author of two well-known
books, The Life and Death of

Great North American Cities

and Economy of Cities.

The lecture was originally

intended as a debate between
Mrs. Jacobs and a pro-ex-
pressway member of Metro
Council. However, the various

individuals invited, including

Roads Commissioner Sam
Cass, were unable to attend.

BANKRUPT CITY
Mrs. Jacobs challenged the

idea that the subway line,

which is to accompany the

Spadina surface route is desir-

able. "The lirie would run
where people don't take trans-

it" she said. "If you deliber-

ately set out to bankrupt a city.

Varsity bids farewell to Johnson

YANKLETIPESH

TEL AVIV — The Israeli

government announced here

today that twelve North

American college newspaper

editors will be flown to this

country for an all-expense

paid week-long visit.

NOTORIOUS SUPPORTER

Brian Johnson, a notorious

supporter of cafeteria work-
ers and evicted tenants, was

identified as one of the lucky

winners of the free trip.

- "I can't believe it," he
said, "I mean —why me?"
He will receive his one-way

ticket in the mail next week.

INTENSE MURMUR
The response of the Jewish

people to this flurry of excite-

ment has been an intense

murmur.
The murmur has not been

identified.

the Spadina Expressway is

exactly whal you'd build.'

Mrs. Jacobs' positive pro-

posals included dividing the

city into zones within which
there is heavy local traffic and
installing good secondary
transit systems.

Though the car can provide

the required mobility within

heavily- travelled areas, the

pollution factor is fact render-

ing it disfunctional in cities. In

its stead, Mrs. Jacobs suggest-

ed the use of electrically-oper-

ated, "carveyors". compact,
computer-controlled vehicles

which run on rails.

YORK MEDICAL SCHOOL
Carveyors would be exceed-

ingly inexpensive to run and
require a minimum of operat-

ing personnel. She pointed out

that the $150 million saved
would buy a first-class medical
school for York University

Mrs. Jacobs said, "There is

no such thing as a modern
transportation system."

Mrs. Jacobs decried the

general lack of creativity in

transportation planning and
accused Canadians of prefer-

ring to imitate Britain or the

U.S. "But they're using it in

London!", is the ultimate ar-

gument", she said.

In closing. Mrs. Jacobs ex-

horted Canadians to stop being

parasites and contribute some
creative thought to the univer-

sal problem of urban transpor-

tation.

'PTA' meets over Loyola crisis

MONTREAL (CUP) - Ap-

proximately 200 parents of

Loyola students emerged from

a meeting Wednesday at Mc-
Gill University sympathetic

with faculty and student dissi-

dents, but slightly confused

over the issues involved in the

current crisis at Loyola Col-

lege.

The two-hour session, spon-

sored by the Loyola and McGill

English Departments, was de-

signed to mobilize public opin-

ion against the Loyola adminis-

tration's firing of 27 faculty

just prior to Christmas.

The parents set up a com-
mittee to continue looking into

the Loyola affair, and were
urged by college faculty to

write letters to the college

administration and the Quebec
government expressing con-

cern over the crisis.

. Both administration presi-

dent Patrick Malone and aca-

demic vice-president Jack
O'Brien refused to attend the

meeting.

HILLEL
i Sunday, January 18, 8.30 p.m.,

i Hillel House

Prof. G. Nicholson

i Dept. of Philosophy,

U of T
on

j

"Philosophy

and Revolution'

Meanwhile, sources at Loy-

ola said yesterday that a Cana-

dian Association of University

Teachers report into the dis-

missal of nuclear physicist S.

A. Santhanam is expected to

reach both the college adminis-

tration and the fired professor

today.

The report will not be re-

vealed to the public until next

week.

The Santhanam case lies at

the base of most of the conflict

which has kept the Loyola

campus simmering since Sep-

tember.
Santhanam was dismissed

without stated cause by the all-

Jesuit Board of Trustees at

Loyola: students and faculty

charge that the recent admin-

istration firings were aimed at

purging professors who sup-

ported student efforts to gain

binding arbitration by the

CAUT in his case.

i BlUf & whiti soam I

I

j
IS ALIVE & WELL

|

I AT U of T

I

the
English
section

Cast of faoosands and
atvne odd [

hope.j Lost - romance.,

UenqenoL - pas&'Qn,

arecd - pants,
- groans,

need - s/qns -
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PAGE FOUR

A case in point . . .

Don't be taken in

when they pat you paternally on

the

shoulder and say

that there's no inequality worth

speaking of

and no more reason

for fighting

Because it you believe them

they will be completely in charge

in their marble homes and gran-

ite banks
from which they rob the people of

the world
under the pretense of bringing

them culture

The story behind the story on

the centre of today's Varsity —
Anatomy of an Eviction — re-

veals more than just a bad sher-

riff and a disabled workman
playing off each other as pawns
in a human interest feature.

Eviction is an ugly and de-

pressing hardship that no family

should have to face. But the case

of Rako Perisa reaches deeper
than the conflict and humiliation

Perisa suffered in his apartment
yesterday. The outcome of his

case can be explained by the way
he was treated by the Work-
men's Compensation Board ever

since he suffered his injury in

1961.

One doctor claimed that Per-

isa now has no disability; but

Perisa still finds considerable
difficulty walking. His disability

is painfully obvious to anyone
who has met him. Perisa says
that he received only superficial

examinations by doctors, and
that some of them were more
concerned with establishing him
as mentally disturbed. That's
clinical rhetoric that is much
easier to present to the Work-
man's Compensation Board,
since mental disability is not so

easily quantifiable in terms of

dollars and cents.

The Board gave him a contin-

ual run-around even when he
was legally entitled to his pay-

ments. He received one in the

form of a loan and found many of

his doctors' bills unpaid.

Perisa ran into legal barriers

before the Board's tribunal.

First neither the chairman of

the Board, Bruce Leg, nor the

vice-chairman heard his cases.

They were always handled by
pro-tem people.

At his first hearing he lost his

case although he had one of the

best lawyers in the city defend-

ing him. When he appealed the

decision and his case was re-

examined, he won — that time
without a lawyer.

He never understood his own
legal position.

"I am a new Canadian," he

says, "and I don't understand all

the laws."

Of course, the old dictum tells

us that's no excuse, but one get's

the impression that bodies like

the WCB actually play upon the

ignorance of the people they are

set up to serve.

After Perisa made his first

two appeals, he was told he

could not appeaL again. But he

managed to obtain a third ap-

peal.

After that fruitless attempt to

recover compensation, he is now
told that he may not make anoth-

er appeal, that his case is closed,

and there is no higher court.

He has received a total of $3,-

000 for an injury incurred on the

job which has left him perma-
nently disabled and without
work or income.
Yesterday he was kicked out

of his apartment by the York
County Sherriff's office. His
wife and children are in the City
Emergency Shelter at Dundas
and Bathurst, and he's probably
staying at Seaton House or a

friend's house.

Meanwhile his case has never
received a fair inquiry, but he is

not alone in our "just society".

",
, .the decisions of the board

shall be upon the real merits and
justice of the case, and it is not
bound to follow strict legal prac-

tice. .

."

—Ontario Workmen's Compen-
sation Act.

The Ontario Government's
Workmen's Compensation
Board is a "totalitarian" institu-

tion which will have to go
through "tremendous changes"
in the very near futurre.

That's what members of the
Just Society, an association of

Toronto poor, say.

John Neveu in particular, a 42-

year-old who receives a small
pension from the Board, is head-
ing up a campaign to revolution-

ize the compensation system.
Cases like the one which result-

ed in Rako Perisa's eviction, are
not untypical, he says.

"A person is a tool in produc-
tion. When he becomes unpro-
ductive he is cast away. Com-
pensation is treated as a privi-

lege, not a right."

Changes he thinks are needed:
o The compensation board

should include elected compen-
sated workers. Presently the

board consists of three cabinet
appointees.

• Decisions should be made
more "realistic", based on spe-

cific circumstances rather than
charts and schedules.

• The Board should issue full

explanations of its decisions, and
appeals to the courts should be
permitted.

• Employers should be liable

for negligence in accidents.

Neveu hopes to launch a prov-
ince-wide campaign for changes
in the compensation legislation.

With union support, he says, this

could culminate in an Ontario-
wide day-long general strike.

Several doctors feel that their

medical evidence is misused by
the Board, that their reports are
"twisted," he notes.

Neveu has repeatedly chal-
lenged Board officials to debate
with him, but they have repeat-
edly refused.

".
. .the action or decision of the

Board . . .shall be final and con-

clusive and shall not be open to

question or review in any
court. .

."

—Ontario Workmen's
Compensation Act
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Ignoring man, expressway will destroy city

By the time you receive this

letter, Jane Jacobs will have

made it quite clear

(Convocation Hall, Wednes-
day, 8:00 p.m.) why the Spadi-

expressway must be

stopped. However, William

Dolman's article (Monday,

page 5) requires some reply.

Mr. Dolman's basic unstated

assumption is that Toronto's

future development will result

in haphazard, low-density,

suburban growth and that in-

dustrial and commercial firms

will shift from the city core to

the outskirts of the city. Since

public transportation cannot

efficiently service this type of

development, expressways
will be necessary to provide

suburbanites with access to the

downtown core (God knows
why they would want to come
downtown after the working

and shopping districts have

relocated) and to provide the

downtown poor with access to

their "potential jobs" in the

suburbs (apparently Mr. Dol-

man's downtown "poor" all

have access to automobiles).

The tragedy is that Mr.

Dolman is perfectly correct. If

we permit this type of develop-

ment to continue unhindered,

and if we assign high priority

to the provision of access be-

tween what will increasingly

become downtown ghettoes

and suburban fortresses, then

expressways will be essential.

Indeed, the very provision of

expressways accelerates the

development process which

makes them necessary.

To stop the Spadina express-

way would be to slow down the

fragmentation process which

is dragging this city down the

same trail that American
cities have followed (and no,

Mr. Dolman, the "social prob-

lems" of U.S. cities are not

solely the result of race )

.

Besides his implicit assump-
tion, Mr. Dolman uses two oth-

er arguments to justify the

expressway — it is economic,

and it is part of a balanced
transportation network.

As for the economic argu-

ment, I admit that I am unable

to follow Mr. Dolman's logic.

On the one hand he states that

"rapid rail trnasit is cheaper"

but then goes on to say that "it

is not economically possible to

provide." Later he states that

both the expressway and a rap-

id transit line could be built for

the same cost, and that their

maintenance costs would be

similar.

But since a subway could be

expected to carry 40,000 pas-

sengers per hour and an ex-

pressway 8,000 ( 4,000 cars at 2

people per car), the per pas-

senger maintenance costs on

the subway are only 20% those

on the expressway. In fact, as

critics of the expressway have

repeatedly shown using figures

supplied by the Metro Roads
Department, the cost of a trip

on the expressway will be

about $5.00 per car!

And all of this takes into

account only the financial

costs, and not the social costs

which would be much more
devastating from the express-

way than from a subway.

As for the claim that the

expressway is part of a bal-

anced transportation plan, one

can raise the question of

whether we can afford both an

expressway and a rapid transit

network. Even if we can, let us

bear in mind the transporta-

tion planners' proud boast that

when they have finished build-

ing roads, no point in the city

will be more than 3
/i of a mile

from an expressway. Is this

balance?

One final comment on Mr.

Dolman's suggestion that the

expressway will result in dy-

namic growth along Spadina

Avenue. It may well be true

that land used by the Spadina

garment industry and by Ken-

sington Market is being used

uneconomically, that it would
be more economic (read "prof-

itable") to turn this land over

to the developers who are ea

gerly waiting to pounce. Bu
this area has more than an "e

conomic" value to the city

For one thing, it acts as a re-

ceiving area for immigrants —
rents are low (relatively) and

the Market adds a touch of the

old world that eases the adjust-

ment process.

But this cannot be evaluated

economically, and so the plan-

ners do not evaluate it at all.

This reveals a callousness typi-

cal of the worst in North Amer-
ican planning — if the jobs and

communities are destroyed,

what the hell, they were uneco-

nomic in any case.

The expressway is more
than a road. It represents a

frame of mind, a type of devel-

opment which will destroy this

city if we permit it to continue.

If we can stop the expressway,

there is still a chance that we
can transform Toronto into the

sort of community where Ca-

nadians can live a decent and

meaningful existence. If we
can't stop it,. . .well, we've all

been to New York.

David S. Kelly (
SGS)

I find the article by Wm.
Dolman (Jan 12 — the other

side of the expressway debate)

an extremely frustrating one.

There are some rather obvious

inconsistencies in the content

and logic of his discussion For

example, at present there are

no plans to continue with the

originally proposed subway
line up Spadina, so that it is not

a question of two routes for the

price of one. The Crosstown
Expressway is not necessary

he states, but the Spadina is

because it is a part of an over-

all expressway plan (of which,

curiously, so is the Crosstown!)

However, even if these

points are to be forgiven, the

priorities which Mr. Dolmar
holds are the source of my
frustration. Mr. Dolman
makes a reasonably strong

argument for the economic

benefits of expressways. The
people who most benefit are,

he points out, "the middle-

class individual, the Mustang-

buying youth of today." The
middle class will retain its

preference for private trans-

portation. We must have a

"booming" economy and a vi-

tal exciting place to live". That

is the point Mr. Dolman, while

you and Mayor Dennison ca-

vort with the convention boys

and the business community,

the quality of life for that "low-

est common denominator" —
is abominable.

In the name of a "dynamic

city" you would replace what-

ever meaningful relationships

people in the inner city have

managed (however precarious-

ly) to maintain, with groovy

buildings and an ever expand-

ing economy. The damned

trouble, Mr. Dolmar, is that

we worry so much about urban

economics, out tax base, our

industrial development
(served by your trucks, etc.)

that we forget about the peo-

ple.

I do not assume that the typi-

cal middle class car owner will

suddenly shift his attitudes, I

pray that he will.

For you see, Mr. Dolmar, as

long as ones priorities are

physical comfort, expanding

economy and the like, so long

will our society continue to be

one of hypocrites. The pattern

and network of relationships

amongst those of the inner

city, however intangible they

are, are their only hope of find-

ing something a little more
meaningful in life than a colour

TV. The quality of life is mea
sured not by the number of

trucks that pass a certain cor

ner, or by the so-called eco-

nomic choices of the lower

classes.

But it is the intangible need

of man to experience himself

and others in a meaningful

way.

The support of the archaic

concept of the expressway and

the labelling of "idealist"

those who would challenge the

dominance of the automobile

("what do we do for 50 years?

— We die slowly inside, Mr.

Dolman i are sad commentary

on those who claim to be sensi-

tive to man's needs. Urban and

regional planning, Mr Dol-

man, should be far more than

traffic volumes, tax bases and

an acceptance of status quo

ideas.

Dan Spinner

Sociology (III)
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anatomy of a
story and pictures

by brian johnson

Frank Saltes serves Perisa with an eviction notice.
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Ftako Perisa fell 45 feet from a struc-

tural steel construction site in 1961 and

broke nearly every bone in his body
Workmen's Compensation stopped

sending him cheques in 1968.

Yesterday an officer of the York
County Sherriff's office evicted him.

his wife, and his three children from
his Scarborough apartment. Mrs. Per-

isa and the children were sent to an

emergency shelter, and Mr. Perisa was
forced to find separate accommodation
for the night.

The high-rise on Danforlh Road, just

above Eglinton Avenue, is a stark

white building stuck in the middle of a

subdivision. I arrived at Mr. Perisa's

tenth floor apartment at 10 a.m. yester-

day, just half an hour before the sher--

riff arrived.

I was just a stranger from some stu-

dent newspaper, but he was very

friendly. He told me his story while the

three children, Tommy, 13, Ivan, 12.

and Linda, 10. sat quietly as if they'd

heard it many times before.

Perisa said he was working on a Cen-

tral Bridge construction site at Birch-

mount and Lawrence in 1961 when he

had his accident.

'"'I suffered a fractured skull," he

said, "and a fractured wrist, fractured

elbow, fractured pelvis, broken fin*

gers, and an injured spine."

Perisa paid three protracted visits to

the hospital and received full compen-

sation for them.

NINE UNPAID BILLS

But in 1967 he received only one

month's compensation. For years after

the accident he was constantly in and

out of doctors offices, but one year nine

doctor's bills were not paid by Work-
men's Compensation .-

"I had to pay one doctor out of my
own pocket," Perisa told me.
He received his last payment July 30.

1968.

"But it wasn't a full payment." he

said. "It was some kind of supplement

fund. When 1 took the cheque to the

bank, the clerk looked at it and told me
it was a loan, not a gi ant.

"I didn't want to cash the cheque,

but I didn't have any money and I was
hungry. So I was forced to cash it."

Al ter that last payment. Perisa went

on-welfare, first at $288 a month and

later at $166 a month. But as soon as his

wife got a job, his welfare was can-

celled. Her job as a cashier al Inn on

the Park pays $60 a week.

"The Workmen's Compensation
Board has not acted legally." he said.

"If you try to get a lawyer, they will

try to prevent you from getting one. It

vou do get one. they will try to buy him

off." I

<

Perisa said he tried hard to get jobs

TWO EVICTION NOTICES
In one year I tried for 14 different

jobs, but didn't get one. Dr. Butler ac-

cused me of being mentally disturbed

instead of physically disabled, jusl

because I tried to do that.

He also entered the Wellesley Legion

School to be trained as a real-estate

broker but failed the exams.
"I couldn't spell correctly in Eng

lish, and I had to memorize every-

thing." he said.

Perisa is a new Canadian. In 1952 he

arrived in Canada from Croatia. Yugo-

slavia.

Yesterday — in 1970 — his two evic-

tion notices lay on the table in front ol

us. Each one was stamped with a

bright red seal and issued from the

Sherriff'of York County. The docu-

ments had ordered Perisa to leave b 1

^

Tuesday. He was six months behind ii.

his rent.

"I don't know when they will come,

he said. "Perhaps in a week, a day, a

few hours, a few minutes.
"

We talked about the Workmen s

Compensation Board and welfare and

wondered where he and his family

would go.

A few minutes later, there was a

knock on the door. Two men walked in

EVICTION
'I'm from the York County Sher-

riff's office. I have instructions to evid

you from the premises immediately 1

can take your wife and children to an

emergency shelter, if you want."

Sherriff's officer Frank Saltes was
delivering the eviction notice. Officer

Fred Ward accompanied him.

"You are not going to take my wit
]

and children anywhere." Perisa an-

swered. "You aren't going to force me
to sign anything."

All I'm going to do is ask you to

give me permission to find shelter for

your family, " said Saltes,

' You put us out on the streets.
'

"No. I'll go beyond the law and assist

you and your family."

"I won't sign anything."

ASK FOR SHELTER
All you have to do is ask me to take

your wife and kids down to the shelt-

er."

I had been frantically taking pictures

since the officers had walked in the

door.

Saltes looked at me suspiciously and

asked me where I was from. When I
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God Bless

All The

Folks

In
o

Muskogee
We don't smofce morijuana in Muskogee.

And we don r fake our trips on LSD.

And we don't burn our draft cards down on Main

Street.

But we like living right and being tree.

Out in the vast, flat heartland of America, out in

Oklahoma just southeast of Broken Arrow and

Cherokee County, and west of Okmulgee and Se-

quoyah Counties, there is a small town of approxi-

mately 40,000 souls called Muskogee. The land

about it is level as far as the eye can see, land of

wheat with the horizon only broken by the phallic

shadow of the huge oil derricks that spring erect to

the sky.

Oklahoma was Indian land, guaranteed by Con-

gressional treaty; it was "ceded" to the white man
in 1866. The land was fertile, the dirt farmer made
his claim, settled and worked like a bastard. Crude,

rough, sunburnt bodies bent to open the land and

make it give food. They made it work for them; the

wheat grew. Then someone discovered oil, you

know, black gold, Texas tea, and the Clampetts

moved to Beverly Hills.

Oil and wheat reside in an uneasy juxtaposition

the farmer and the magnate. Muskogee sits in

the physical and emotional heartland of America.

Woody Guthrie, genetic father to Arlo and inspira-

tional father to Robert Zimmerman, made the Oak-

ies his heroes. In a land wracked by the Depression,

gangsterism, and the Dust Bowl, Woody, from out

there, sang songs of hope, faith. Songs like THIS
LAND IS YOUR LAND and PASTURES OF PLEN-
TY. Songs of courage, the ability to face and endure

the aberrations of nature and society. America,
when in the throes of crisis, traditionally turns to

the land, emphasizes the simple virtues, seeks the

lost path. In the Depression, Guthrie and Jimmy
Rodgers "The Singing Brakeman" were the spokes-

men. Now it's Dylan. Cash. Arlo, Merle and a host

of others. And the medium is country music.

Vietnam, racism, the pace of life, impossibility

of the cities, revolution of the young provoked the

reaction, the return to the way. The Country Ren-

aissance was born.

We don't made a party out of loving

But we like holding hands and pitching woo
We don't let our hair grow long and shaggy

Like the hippies out in San Francisco do

And I'm proud to be an okie from Musfcogee.

Country music is relevant again, sustained by

millions of forgotten people, a subculture which is

the true underground; it was always there, just

waiting to be called stage centre. Whether they be

okies or bluenosers. herringchokers or Appalachian

hillbillies, their music survived, their heroes, like

Merle Haggard or Hank Snow prospered, their leg

ends. Jim Reeves, Hank Williams, grew.

A steady underground stream, but occasionally

seeping to the surface when faults (physical and
moral) cracked the shell of American confidence

and shattered the American Dream. Country music
is the slave, the agent of reconstruction that will fit

the pieces together again. The Johnny Cash of 1970

is no different from the Johnny Cash of 1954 (when

he first wrote and recorded FOLSOM PRISON
BLUES), except that now he is needed. Our heroes,

our cultural pathfinders, have turned back from the

apocalyptic vision engendered by our society and

musically expressed through rock. Dylan went into

the mountains and tasted a little COUNTRY PIE,

The Band are UP ON CRIPPLE CREEK, even the

Beatles are trying to GET BACK.
Rock had the power, the intensity, the fervour to

shatter the myths, to rip off the fabric of hypocrisy,

to expose the festering sores and cancers. As slayer

of dragons, rock succeeded but there was nothing

left, only a shambles. As Poco says, it's now time

for PICKIN' UP THE PIECES.
Rock, the vehicle of revolution, is giving way to

the strains of country music. After the mad, frenet-

c oscillations since the arrival of the BEATLES
and STONES, the gross aberrations of people like

the MC5, DOORS {they let it all hang out), NICE
(they plunge knives into their amps and instru-

ments) and the CRAZY WORLD OF ARTHUR
BROWN (a pyromaniac) it's cooling down. Country

music is the vehicle for the expression of the beauty

of the land, peace, the past, courage, and suste-

nance. We just don't want to blow our minds any-

more. One half of CROSBY, STILLS, NASH &
YOUNG's act is done with unamplified instru-

ments. It's time for PEACE IN THE VALLEY and
THE GREEN, GREEN GRASS OF HOME, and
returning to the fold. So we'll cut our hair, pick up

the acoustic guitar, set up communes, jump on the

cycle and ride out to find the country. We just

might find it in Oshkosh, Glace Bay, Salinas, Cobo

conk or Muskogee.
A place where even squares can have a ball

We still wave ol' glory down at the court house <

And white lightning's still the biggest thrill of all.

The rock revolution carried the seeds of its own
demise. Shaken with the memories of a near and

feverishly violent past, country music expresses

the yearning to get back to our roots. Country mu-

sic, if 'nothing else, is essentially root music. Root

ed in the soil, history, the souls of millions of for-

gotten men. Men who are gearjammers driving the

lonely miles of pavement, crisscrossing the land,

men who are chopping timber in the forests of New
Brunswick or B.C. men working the mines, working

the land, fishing the oceans. Men working, really

working. Working with their bodies; no time to

think.

Muskogee sits amidst the grain and the oil, the

new Mecca. Waiting for the people, the average
people, kinfolk all. There's been a few changes of

course, Hank Williams is gone, killed by booze,

drugs and cars, Red Foley and Jim Reeves are

gone, Tex Ritter's going into politics, Nat Stuckey

is pickin' Monkee tunes; but most of the boys are

still here. Johnny, Buck, Sonny James and a few

new people are coming up the road: Joni, Buffy,

Bob, Arlo. Everything is gonna be just fine. Peace

and quiet, grass smelling fine, trees green and

swaying in the wind.

Promises of a bucolic future, pleasant rustica-

tion on the range where the deer and the antelope

play. Nothing more to worry about than your wife

and who is going to win the pennant. Where the only

change is that of the seasons giving way to each

other in the eternal cycle. Where life goes on at a

steady even pace. The quest for security and we
just might pay the price.

300,000 peace-toying, flower carrying young people

were completely ruled by a handful of Hells Angels

who bullied, bruised, and kicked the shit out of them.

The Hells Angels were the security at a free festival

featuring the Rolling Stones. Somebody had to be the

security dnd at one truckload of beer. Hells Angels

come pretty cheap. 300,000 people just sat there and

took it. Unquestioning acceptance of the authority oj

Hells Angels to rule festivals. With the drift to the

country ethic and its expression through country music

and the traditional themes of withdrawal and isolation

(Big Pink, Alice's church, communes), with Nixon

finding thatfabled constituency, the Middle Americans

the quest for security is over. The result — the Alta-

mont Massacre.

Country tunes are brimful of things like security,

faith, endurance. There are songs of lost love, infi-

delity, deaths in the family, hard times and such

but nary a trace of things like anguish. Even when
things are tough, you know you'll see them through,

God willing, and every last country show has at

least one hymn. The Bible Belt is chockful of things

like country music, Ku Klux Klan, Lester Maddox
and George Wallace.

The country ethic is Janus like, mountain man
Jim Bridger, freedom figtyer Davy Crockett are

part of the same tradition as Wallace and Maddox.

Uncomfortable bedfellows but bedfellows neverthe-

less, beside the solid virtues, strong hearts and
simple taste, there is a rock hard core of resistance

to change and any semblance of toleration.

When was the last time you saw an anti-war

demonstration in the South or West? Oh, there are

demonstrations like the one in Mississippi where
white kids are being forced to go to school with

black kids.

leather boots are still in style

If a man needs footwear

Beads and roman sandals won't be seen

Football's still the roughest thing on campus
And the kids here still respect the college dean.

Muskogee still sits there out in Oklahoma, sur-

rounded by the wheatfields and the derricks. The
country music and ethic are still there giving suste-

nance to the overwracked bodies and minds. The
country culture of log cabins, sewing bees, home-

made apple pies and jugs of sweet cider, has a sin-

gular allure.

It's a long way to Muskogee, atid many won't

make the trek.

don quintan

REVIEW 2



on plays, politics and popular mythology

A wounded man sits on the sofa, a huge rod blob of blood soaking through
lus stomach onto bis shirt lie is Uney, an aging revolutionary who lias just led
a rally to the steps of the legislature The police guards, in accordance wilh a
new law have opened fire into the unarmed crowd. Hundreds are injured, in

eluding Loney The scene is straight from IJattleship PoUmkin.
"There was a man who was clu tilling lus eyes . and t hey were bleeding •

and he was crying out help, help' godamn pigs 1 goddamn has
lards' ." lie groans and whimpers to his old friend Huberts, the moderate
leader of the Senate

Koherts' son. who has joined the rebels sits with his head between his
knees. "Kascists! they killed. women and children we didn't know
they would really do it

"

Roberts looks on in dismay and reproach You can almost hear him tsk

taking Loney gasps, pulls himself to his feet and lunges towards his old friend,

confronting Roberts with the fact thai as leader of the Senate he is powerless
to stop the dictatorship, "What are you going to do," he shrieks, 'What arc you
going to do?" The ultimate moment of truth arrives

Roberts lurns and with all the aplomb of Tiny Tim facing Atlila the Hun
says (in all seriousness) "I'm going to raise one of Ihe biggest slinks you've
ever seen."

Private hygiene aside, that emo-
tion packed scene from Allan Stral-

fon's new drama A Private Man just

about sums up its effectiveness

It's a political play, and as such, is

commendable in this day of brouhaha
Nevertheless a political play is a frag

lie animal which all too often takes as

its starling point a popular mythology
and gives very little recognition to Un-

real forces behind politics

A Private Man rises above even
this. It avoids the latter completely

It is a play written in a vacuum,
thought out in a vacuum, and per-

formed in a vacuum Kven the fine

points of its purely parliamentary
content are so shoddy that credulity is

destroyed.

Nevertheless, the play does have its

feet firmly embedded in the eemem
of a very real mythology. It reminds

one of an unsophisticated version of a

-novel by Hugh MacLennan. The mod-

erate, beset alike by long-haired

extremists and foul-faced fascists,

gropes lo maintain his sanity in the

onslaught of political havoc. And in

your heart you know he's right. Hut

then feel embedded in cement tend to

he thrown overboard at the strangest

limes.

Arnold .labes. dictator of Nostivak

pushes his police bill through parlia-

ment even though progressive Tom
Roberts has recently "won control of

the senate. In protest against the un-

constitutionality of .labes' move Lo-

ney (funny name for a radical) and

Roberts' son organize a march. Rob-

erts is helpless.

After the massacre, the police raid

honey's house and take the wounded

man away for execution In the scuf-

fle. Roberts the came to help Loney)

assaults a police officer While Rob-

erts is in court the next day. .labes'

flunkeys push through yet another

bill. Hut Roherts arrives just in time

10 call, in an impassioned speech, for

.labes' impeachment. So .labes dis-

solves parliament. So much for that.

Hut then .labes is assassinated

Roberts, as senate leader becomes

president Things are starting lo get

back to normal when we find out who

the assassin is right Roberts' son

1 1 guessed back at the beginning)

Only Ihe president can slay the death

sentence Cm a man of principle act

un love" ( an a loving man obey prin

Slay limed ncxl week to tins

station

Perhaps if the play bad been per-

formed wilh even the minimum skill.

Ihe intrigue alone would he the saving

grace. Alas, our hope is not kindled,

much less realized So we are left to

contemplate the content.

As the play progressed, this review-
er became increasingly compelled In

jump up, and like a latter day Jimmy
Durante, yell, "Stop da music; stop

da music!"

Because something had not been

explained Why were the people re-

volting? Hecausc there was a dicta

for'' Well, then, why was there a die

Lulor? To say that this is central to

the understanding ol the whole play is

an under.statement of the grandest
order

Did the dictator issue his laws lor

no reason'' Apparently he had rea
sons Roberts wants reforms, What
reforms'' All that is mentioned is an

obscure housing inn. ii:wrvluni\ wtuif*

housing bi/h i Certainly this is no
cause for revolution or dictatorship

Roberts' sou helps occ upy a univer-

sity building ((/ink one university

huiltfhifi ticcufricttj lie did it lo protest

oppressive laws Why were Ihe laws
brought in? Hecausc the people re

volted? Why did the people revolt''

Rccausc of the laws Anil so on and so

forth ad infinitum

Dictators then, (all from the sky

They spring up like weeds They are
an ahberalion in our just political sys-

lem. Trick Hrymer as .labes rem
forces this image with bis incon-

gruously long hair fluitg hair tin a fas-

vixtt*), his chain smoking, ill-fitting

clothes, trucking up and down the

stage, looking for all the world like an
evil Professor Krwin Corey.

The radicals are infants still at (he

oral stage, confused, blmdinglv lion

'si and sincere tint doomed to failure

because they don't wear neat suits

and vests

Hut then Stratton is no different

than most of us in lus (airy talc view
of fascism. Hitler, then, arose not
because the German boui geoisie, suf-

fering after World War I, foresaw
economic security and imperialist
growth but because moderate men.
men of good sense were duped Hitler

was an evil magician and if we don't

watch it. his kind might arise today

To interpret Stratton further than Ibis

is lo be presumptuous hecausc the

play doesn't give us enough substance
to see what he's really 'trying to say
It just hints

Hut Ihe play has more hints Some
of the lines speak them clearly "We
forget the purpose of the laws." says
Robarls twh<> is plural by Stew Mark
son n\ iiraighi from an mi m < ampui
tinigazinv about "Accountants tan fie

Snellen Too'-') "Laws preserve the

liberty of the common man . . but
well intended legislation can turn

monster, rising up against the people
I protects."

Indeed monsters are rampant
throughout lioncy's wife, obviously a
caricature of Ihc NDP Ladles Auxilia

ry. eludes him about running out lo

join marches. 'Why can't you just be

a private man'' . At first I agreed
with your fighting fur causes, but nuw
this dedication lias turned into a n

stcr."

We are told that well intcntioncd
men and well-intentioned laws can

are given

you did wha
id I respcf

turn into monsters and
living proof Hut Hubert

"I want you to know tha

you thought was right

you for it."

"Thanks Dad,' he answers. "Thai
means a lot to me Obviously these

two positions can mean only one
thing There is another force behind

men and laws that turns them Into

monsters Hut Stratton never even

alludes lo this

Had the play been meant as satire

on Roherts it almost might have

worked Hut there are enough hints to

show lhat Robarls is considered a

tragic character. He cannot reconcile

lus private emotions to Ins public

image
Hut tragedy must have some uni-

versal truth in it This works only if

the particular is credible enough and

has enough real truth to make it um
versa My effective Unfortunately

Stratton. through inconsistency in his

own polities not to mention complete

disregard of the economic motives for

political actions, has failed even to

construct a meaningful tragedy

Unfortunately, it seems, the lack ol

understanding and insight that

plagues "A Private Man " is nol Only

confined to the lack of sophistication

uf a student author hut is indicative ol

something much more widespread
among intellectuals m North Ameri-

ca If A Private Man is any indication,

we may all become the figures in a

mock tragedy staged and directed by

men whose only answer to their seem-

ing puwcrlessness is to further ah

shad it

tatty haivnn
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ehaplin the

tramp: from

bungling

innocence

to disguised

malevolence

If asked to list the outstand-

ing characteristics of the cine-

ma in the past few years, the

average moviegoer would
probably name the easing of

taboos on sex, the increase of

violence, the accent on youth
or the underground film. How-
ever, there is an important and
increasingly popular aspect of

the contemporary cinema that

many people overlook: the re-

vival.

The revival is not simply the

re-release of box-office hits

such as Gone With The Wind or

Ben-Hur, but a presentation of

films of the past that portrays

specific actors, directors, gen-

res or eras. It helps the mod-
ern viewer to travel back in

time in order to discover the

roots of the cinema.

Until recently, silent films

or early talkies have been con-

fined to novelty movie houses

or to late late shows. But after

the rise of the "camp" move-
ment in art, serious film buffs

began to take a closer look at

their blown-up posters of W. C.

Fields and Humphrey Bogart,

and wonder why Hollywood
still makes such a fuss over the

stars of the 20's, 30's and 40's.

The interest in those motion
pictures grew, and now it is not

unusual for a local television

station to arrange a prime-
time film festival, or for a

large theatre to devote a

month to a series of old but

superior movies. •

One of the most successful

actors to be "revived" is Char-

lie Chaplin, who appeared until

last week in Modern Times
(1936) and who is currently

starring in the North American
release of The Circus (1928). A
jack-of-all-trades, Chaplin also

produced, directed and com-
posed the music for his films in

order to ensure the proper por-

trayal of the Little Tramp.

The plots of many Chaplin
movies tend to be very uncom-
plicated and basically the

same. Simply put, the Tramp
attempts to find his place in

society, but, through some
misunderstanding or mishap,
fails to settle down and termi-

nate his "nomadic" way of

life. There is nothing original

in Chaplin's statement that it

is hard to adjust to society. The
real message comes in watch-

ing the Tramp trying to im-
prove his lot, undaunted by his

own incompetence or lack of

experience. After the laughing

has died down, the audience

feels a very close bond with the

Tramp and admires him for

the determination, confidence

and sincerity of his competi-
tive spirit. Failure is not de-

struction, but a chance to start

again.

It has been suggested that

the unpopularity of the Little

Tramp after the mid-30's arose

through no fault of Chaplin's,

but because of the changing
relationship between man and
society. The philosophy of the

earlier comedies centered
around the maxim "live and let

live", to which the Tramp ad-

hered religiously. This caused
the conflict with society to be
purely accidental and devoid of

true viciousness on anyone's
part. With the rise of fascism
in Germany and the spread of

world-wide depression, the

innocent conflict developed to

such a degree that the Tramp,
although a comic figure, "be-

came a malevolent force out to

eliminate the overgrown in-

dustrial enemy that was bent
on destroying him. Such
changes in a well-established

character alienated the audi-

ence and caused the Tramp to

"die".

This opinion is well illustrat-

ed by the two Chaplin films
that have been presented in

Toronto. In The Circus the

Tramp becomes a prop man in

a sideshow in an attempt to

escape from the police who
have mistaken him for a pick-

pocket. He falls in love with
Merna Kennedy, an acrobat,
becomes the star of the show,
and persuades the wicked
rnanager to stop antagonizing

CONGRATULATIONS!
you and 68,000 others
graduate this spring

got a job?
It is becoming common knowledge that this year there
will be many more graduates than jobs. We are aware
of the situalion and we re taking steps to solve it.

During workshops held recently by the Human Studies
Foundalion and Career Assessment Ltd.. leading em-
ployers discussed Canada's human resources problem.
Their lindings are important to you:

11) Employers agreed that there are more and more
applicants each year for fewer and fewer jobs ....
and the ratio is growing.

(2) Turnover ot newly-hired grads is increasing annu-
ally, making students a bad risk for expensive train-
ing. This is due to Ihe fact that grads often do not
like their first job. smce at the time they were hired,
they were unsure of Iheir real interests and abilities.

The workshops were conducted by several eminent
psychologists, including Dr. Edwin Henry and Or. Will-
iam Owens. The former has been Chief Psychologist of
the U.S. Armed Services, and Director of Selection.
Peace Corps. The latter is President of Ihe Division of
Industrial Psychology, American Psychological Asso-
ciation.

Drs Henry and Owens, along with Mr. James Hickling.
one ot Canada s loremost industrial psychologist have
accepted positions with the Foundation to help students
find the right job. The first time.

The Foundation can do this if you complete a Biograph-
ical Inventory Blank— BIB . . . a multiple choice inven-
tory of auto-biographical questions relating lo your own
past experience. Once you have completed the BIB, and
returned it to the Human Studies Foundation, you will
be sent an individual, personal counselling report based

upon your responses. The compilation of this report
involves advanced computer analyses based on thirty
years ot research.

The BIB could also provide you with professionally
selected job opportunities. This is done without charge
to you by Career Assessment Ltd. Our staff of psycholo-
gists will be recommending lists of people who complete
Ihe BIB to various Canadian employers. The recom-
mendations are made only after caretul matching of
job specifications to BIB profiles have been completed
by the psychologists.

BIB will be available in your campus bookstore, aiong
with explanatory material, as of January 21st. Your fee of
$5.00 is remitted to the Foundation lo help finance further
research. If you wish job assistance as well as a
counselling report, your BIB must be postmarked no
later than Jan 29th. For more information about BIB.
contact your Department of Psychology.
If you cannot get BIB Uom your bookstore, write the
Human Studies Foundation, 50 Prince Arthur Avenue,
Toronto 180, Ontario, enclosing S5.00.

r fil U nt ERCfiREER CAREER
m tfTflSSESSKlEM ASSESSMENT
rEOUHJTEOUniTH LJMJTED

SI PRINCE ARTHUR AVENUE

TORONTO. ONTARIO
964-7721. 964-7725
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the circus employees. In the
course of the story, Chaplin
walks a tightrope with mon-
keys on his head, inadvertantly
locks himself in a lion's cage,
and disrupts a rehearsal of the
circus clowns.

But Modern Times, for all
its honest-to-goodness belly-
laughs, is basically pessimistic
and quite sinister. In the open-
ing sequence, the Tramp is

shown working as a human link
on a conveyor belt. His sole
function in life is to tighten two
nuts on every part that goes by.

Wherever he walks, the Tramp
is glared at by the boss from a
wall-sized Big Brother-type
television screen. Finally, the
overworked man suffers a
nervous breakdown and nearly
demolishes the factory in re-

taliation. (Yes, this AS the plot

of a comedy.) The audience
roars in laughter not at mere
pratfalls or sight-gags, but at
Chaplin's imprisonment after
he is mistaken for the leader of

a rioting labour union. At one
point in the movie, the Tramp
symbolically falls into a mon-
strous machine where he lies

imprisoned by massive gears
and huge fly-wheels.

Chaplin's comments were
becoming too complex for au-
diences in the 30's and 40's. His
films, which depicted a violent

struggle between man and so-

ciety, reduced the human being

from a position of bungling,
good-natured innocence to that
of disguised malevolence.

Since the completion of
Modern Times nearly 35 years
ago, Chaplin's prophecies have
come true. We have upon us
today the threats of automa-
tion, total conformity, and the
invasion of privacy that the
Tramp viewed as so dangerous
to his existence. To many peo-
ple, Modern Times holds more
attraction than The Circus
because the truth of the former
is much more relevant to to-

day's society than is the naive-
te of the latter. Nevertheless,
both types of Chaplin films
continue to thrive in current
revivals, one as a criticism of

what is, and the other as a wish
for the innocence that can be.

In all Chaplin's movies, sim-
ple or not, there remains the
motto that the little man of

1930 and 1970 has always lived

by: Persevere! "You have to

believe in yourself, that's the se-

cret", he once told one of his

sons. "Even when I was in the

orphanage . when I was roaming
the streets trying tofind enough to

eat to keep alive, even then I

thought of myself as the greatest

actor in the world. I had to feel

that exuberance that conies from
utter confidence in yourself. With-

out it you go down to defeat".

henry mietkiewicz
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NEXT WEEK!
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EFFICIENT

READING
PROGRAM

o ONLY $27.00 - ALL TEXTS INCLUDED
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investing in natural-look makeup

and no-bra

bras

It Hair were really the

iconoclastic experience it

has been cracked up to

be, hard-liners from
every camp would be

congregating in front of

the Royal Alex to defend

their respective idols.

The Sisters for a Decent So-

ciety should be down in front of

the Royal Alex every night to

distribute chastity belts, soap

and water, and black serge

maxirobes for the protection of

theatregoers who are about to

encounter a lot of four-letter

words ("shit," "love." "flag")

and some elaborate and bla-

tantly phallic bits of staging

and business. Meanwhile,

matching these moralists

stomp for stomp, there should

be a parallel protest line of

Fuckers for Freedom, de-

manding that a show which

celebrates sensuality and sex-

ual liberation should drop its

self-conscious coyness and

should be performed entirely

in the innocent nudity which
characterizes the strip at the

end of the first act.

On the other side of King

Street there should be a regi-

ment of Descendants of Amer-
ican Rightists flashing Ameri-

caloveilorleaveit badges and

carrying pictures of Commun-
ist fiends roasting (South)

Vietnamese children as count-

ers to the ridicule which the

show in general directs at

American mythology and to

the unsettling exposure of dirty

little wars in songs like "3-5-0-

0 Scuttling in the opposite

direction would be the New
Kelt Chaos mobilizing against

the manifest mindlessness of

the Tube's teenybopper heroes

and heroines and insisting that

songs uboul the letting the sun

shine are counter-productive

Strategics lor a confrontation

with condescending Liberal

conviction. And if room could

be found on the sidewalk,

tncre'd be some Mapleleaf
Mobih/ers. whose gripe would
be thai local lalenl and ticket-

money is being thrown away on

a show which is not only an

REVHW6

American import but also can-

not be understood unless one

has spent years of immersion

in American kitsch. They

might add that the show has

been an international success

with only minor concessions to

local tastes (e.g., the Toronto

production includes posters

like "/ Am Madly in Love with

Canadian Bacon" and "Robert

Goulei is an S x 10 Glossy"}

proves, not the show's univer-

sal appeal, but the universal

infection from the American
Empire.

And down the middle of King

Street — placed thus so as to

distinguish themselves from

both political and ethical

commitments — would come
the theatrical ideologues. The
formalists could find much to

protest in this production of

Hair — inept acting and ob-

vious inexperience on the part

of the cast (most notable

among the exceptions to this

verdict being Tobi Lark, a

Dionne who, in spite of an in-

jured leg, created a circle of

charm and competence wher-

ever she appeared), the reduc-

tion of choreography to much
flailing of arms and jumping

punctuated by group gropes,

and the occasional lack of pre-

cision in the energetic execu-

tion of even this choreography

and in the delivery of lines.

These protesters might dip

their banners occasionally,

being happily stunned by the

variety and precision of the

lighting effects, surprised by

the high caliber of the singing,

and respectful of the ingenuity

exhibited in bits of staging

which render mediocre mus-

cial numbers into dramatic
marvels. But however: the

formalists' verdict on the exe-

cution of the show balanced

out, they would have to con-

demn the very conception of

Hair. Their grounds for such a

judgment would be the claim

that you can't pretend that

fragmented parts add up to a

viable dramatic whole, and

consequently, a plot line which

establishes nothing more than

a conglomeration of occasions

on which kids can jump in and

out of costumes and carica-

tures proves only that either

the kids or their scriptwriters

are incapable of sustaining a

single significant role. (Final

phrase is lifted from Herbert

Blau.)

The theatrical purists on the

other side of the yellow line

should be equally upset by the

world-wide Hair cult. They
would claim that, if Hair is

trying to breakdown bounda-

ries between theatre and life

by putting "bei-ing" rather

than "act-ing" on stage — and

this distinction is emphasized

by co-authors Ragni and Rado
then the $250,000-plus stag-

ing, the mammoth auditions,

the publicity campaign, even

the use of a specifically theatr-

ical building, all add up to a

self-contradiction if not a con-

scious cop-out. Rather like a

girl investing in natural-look

make-up and no-bra bras.

These protesters would make
their point, not by passing out

pamphlets, but by creating an

impromptu happening out of

the materials at hand. And
they would not charge oncom-

ing traffic $15 a head for the

privilege and pleasure of par-

ticipating in the event.

But I sure didn't see any

protesters near the Royal Alex

on opening night. Everyone in

my line of vision — MacKenzie
Porter included — seemed to

having a rollicking good time,

and all left with faces suffused

by a warm glow of glee and

good will. And I suspect that

many of those people whose
principles would logically prod

them to protest on any of the

previously-discussed grounds

are busy picking up tickets, not

pickets.

Nobody is likely to protest

Hair because it is so much fun

and such safe fun. Happy and

harmless. The multilateral

character of its mockery guar-

antees that any insults to your

pet principle or practice will

be quickly balanced by a jibe

thrown at the opposition. As
for the things which it serious-

ly celebrates — love, life,

human relations, and peace —
these are so loosely and enthu-

siastically set forth that I can't

imagine anyone so sour as not

to subscribe to them. Neither

the scoffing nor the celebra-

tion, in fact, makes any serious

threats or demands on any-

thing or anybody — except

perhaps the health of the per-

forming company. Safely dis-

tanced, the little old lady from
the Annex can react with a line

which, in the irony of self-de-

fense the show attributes to

her: "Look Agnes, how cute!

"

Agnes and the little old lady

will not be alone in finding the

show appealing. Its entertain-

ment potential is enormous,

and the realization of this in

the Toronto production match-

es expectations, particularly in

Act II. But don't expect a revo-

lution: the only observable one

is that the little old lady has

bought an Indian print mini-

dress, or maybe even flared

silk trousers, to wear with her

tennis shoes. The success of

Hair in New York, Paris, Lon-

don, Munich, San Francisco,

Chicago, now Toronto, and

next month Sydney, does not

signal the inauguration of an

Age of Aquarius. It merely in-

dicates that the Age's trap-

pings are being produced,

somewhat pasteurized, for

popular consumption. And who
bothers to protest a new fad —
especially one that's obviously

so remarkably marketable?
- manon o connor



hype art: john and yoko on record, and..

The most recent offerings by
the Lennon-Ono axis have add-

ed a new dimension to hypeart
in the record world. There
have been at most a handful of

performers in the history of

popular music who have had
the following that John Lennon
has, but apart from his contri-

bution as a Beatle, the adora-

tion hardly seems justified.

I'm a bit suspicious of Len-

non and the high powered pro-

moter's world that he comes
out of. I suppose it's still possi-

ble that he will do something
courageous and meaningful to

help the world get along, but a

peace trip to Toronto which
conveniently turns into a nego-

tiating session for a "peace"
music festival doesn't bode
well for the future.

But even if it should turn out

that Lennon's dedication to

peace isn't as deep as it might

be, his reputation can always
fall back on his work as a Bea-

tle and on his own records, one
of which is the recent Wedding
Album.
The album arrived in a large

box from Capitol like a late

Christmas present. The box

could have held six records

while in fact it only has one,

but the record is the least of it.

Here's what we get:

• two by three foot glossy

sheet with six candid photos of

the two on each side.

• second glossy sheet, one

by three feet, with, two car-

toon versions of the wedding

saga drawn by the principals.

t postcard of the two lying

in bed holding tulips (imagine

the excitement if John had

been holding a lily).

on
Any old footage of John and

Yoko. does NOT a program
make.

Last Sunday afternoon on

Channel 9, CFRB's Jim Flem-

ing hosted John & Yoko ... a

Visit for Peace, a half hour

saga of the Lennon's Christ-

mas visit to Toronto to arrange

for a grand peace festival at

Mosport in July.

The program heralded itself

as "an attempt to bridge the

generation gap". Even that

cliche was too exciting an in-

troduction for the half-hour

that followed. It was a disap-

pointingly linear experience —
no more than a piecing togeth-

er of three or four canisters of

film. The approach was chron-

ological: warm welcome;

press conference; private in-

terview; skidooing sequence;

final wave bye-bye from the

Rapido.

The show began with music
- All We Are Saying Is Give

Peace a Chance — and Jim

Fleming condescendingly urg-

ing all oyer-30 Torontonians to

• strip of 4 photos of the
same as taken in a coin photo
booth.

• 17 page book of press clip-

pings.

• plastic bag containing a
photograph of what looks to be
a piece of wedding cake on a

doily.

• a copy of the wedding li-

cense.

All that for only about $10.00.

And as if that wasn't enough,
there's also a record, the al-

bum for which opens up to re-

veal the happy couple in their

cozy retreat, completely sur-

rounded by reporters.

Well, I can honestly say that

the record was a complete sur-

prise. The first sound to come
out was something which
sounded like a thick stew slow-

ly bubbling in a large cauldron.

This soon fades out and the fol-

lowing dialogue takes place:

John: Yoko
Yoko: John
John: Yoko

Yoko: John
John: Yoko
Yoko: John
John: Yoko
Yoko: John
John: Yoko
Yoko: John
John: Yoko
Yoko: John!

John: Yoko
Yoko: John!

!

John: Yoko! !

!

So it goes, pleading, threat-

ening, seducing, laughing,

crying, passionate, and in any
other modes they can think up.

It's an old joke, traditionally

played between one John and
one Marsha, but the particular

genius of these two soon be-

comes apparent when you real-

ize that it's going to go on for

the whole side of the record.

Besides, there's a new wrinkle

to the game — the dolorous

bubbling is back, and, after a

while, it becomes clear that

the sound is monstrously am-

plified heartbeats, one coming
from each speaker, as are the

voices.

Certainly this record is food

for thought. Lying there with

the Johns and Yokos wafting

across your body, you might
like to decide whether John
Yokos better than Yoko Johns.

Myself, I prefer Yoko's Johns.

They have more humor to

them and provide the really

good moments. Of course, near

the beginning of the record,

you might wonder how long it's

going to go on, and once you've

figured that out. you may want
to begin it again to see if there

are more Johns or Yokos. It

starts and ends with John say-

ing Yoko, but that doesn't

prove much since at several

places they come out in batch-

es. On my copy, the counting is

complicated by the fact that

there are three grooves which

repeat. You can also open the

jacket and view the touching

scene: John and Yoko in their

watch and listen and maybe

then they'd begin to under-

stand what this peace move-

ment is all about. Unfortunate-

ly, director-producer Ed Ri-

chardson didn't seem to know

himself.

It was all very wonderful —
John and Yoko Lennon honor-

ing Toronto with a special

Christmas visit; putting up

their pithy posters and smiling

and saying how groovy Canada

is because she talks to China.

Then saying it again and again

at the behest of interviewers

and reporters.

The interviews themselves

were not profound bul they

were worth listening to. John

spoke clearly and straightfor-

wardly, which made his state-

ments believable and raised

them a bit above the banal.

(After all, who hasn't heard

this peace bullshit before?).

Yoko appeared to be intelligent

but played the subordinate-to-

husband role, providing only

supportive comments. John
explained that this is so be-

cause he is the Famous Person

and therefore the one to whom
interviewers direct their ques-

tions and attention.

One suspects that John and
Yoko have privately agreed on

their respective roles. After

all, the Beatleness of John
plays an essential part in the

Lennons' peace campaign. As
John explained, they are ex-

ploiting his fame, his access to

mass communication, and the

attention he receives from the

public to sell their product —
PEACE.

"Advertising is where it's

at", John believes. And so, tak-

ing the cue from the type of

advertising spawned by capi-

talism, he is out to bombard
the public with the idea of

Peace. The effect, hopefully,

will be a weakening of the gen-

eral apathetic but firm accept-

ance of war as an inevitable

fact of life, and concomitantly,

a strengthening of the idea that

peace a possible.

WAR IS OVER IF YOU
WANT IT. The Lennons

1

Christmas message puts the

onus of war where it belongs —
on the individual. The words
are tremendously powerful and

leave any reader squirming in

discomfort. Peace is possible,

yes, even in our technological-

ly complex society. You don't

believe it? Then you're respon-

sible for war,

humble dwelling surrounded
by the adoring throng. A new
Nativity, is it not?

If you should feel yourself

running out of pertinent

thoughts as the Johns and Yo-

kos drift by. you can always
turn to the wedding license and

marvel at the good fortune of

C. J. Wheeler, who just hap-

pened to be the Marriage Re-

gistrar in Gibralter on March
20th, 1969 and who took from J.

and Y 2s 6d for his services.

More important though is the

pressing question, can the son

of a common seaman (retired)

find happiness with the daugh-

ter of a banker ( retired )

.

Finally, if all else fails, you

might ask yourself if it's true

that Ono is the name of a

common English contracep-

tive.

As all things must, side one

at length comes to an end, and

one wonders what can possibly

be waiting on side two. So now.

having turned it over and

flipped the lever to start the

machine, we sit back and — oh

hell, I can't go on with it. If you

want to know what's on the

other side, buy it, but keep in

mind that strictly on artistic

merit, this record would never

have been made, and only the

name of John Lennon has

brought it into being It's not

even good as a record docu-

mentary, but if you're desper-

ate for a souvenir of the big

event, it's all you've got. It

would have been a nice gesture

if they had given it away, or,

better yet. if they had given it

to anyone who contributed

$2.00 to a Biafra aid fund.

p. jh.

tv
The producer of this show

had an excellent opportunity to

boost the advertising cam-
paign for peace. But he failed

miserably because he seemed

to be more taken with the per-

sonalities than with the prod-

uct. The theme might as well

have been: "Even famous peo-

ple like to Skidoo".

Instead of devoting the en-

tire half hour to .John and

Yoko's faces and voices and

jokes and gestures, why not

have selected the most potent

portions of the interview and

overlaid the rest with film and

stills of other less famous, less

beautiful peaceniks; focusing

not on the queen bees but on

the drones of the movement.

Producer Richardson and

interviewer Fleming couldn't

quite decide whether Lennon's

PEACE or Lennon's FAME
should be the focus of the pro-

gram. The result: they never

made it across that generation

gap. The program didn't make
it either. ffcw#so macfc
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Outside of Libreville, Gabon, where
many Biafran leaders are now in ex-

ile, there is a children's camp. The
Gabonese call it Kilometre Onze, to

mark its distance from their capital

city, but its real name is Le Village

des Enfants Biafrais. The neat white

dormitories scatter themselves about

beneath the huge old trees of the be-

ginnings of the equatorial rain forest,

and each building hasaname: Enugu,
Umuahia, Aba, Port Harcourt, Ower-
ri. each named after a Biafran town
or city.

I visited the camp in September,
when Biafra was still alive, and saw
some fifteen hundred children, just a

small fraction of the millions of child

refugees thrown up by the vicious war
the Nigerian government now' has
ended — after beginning their need-

less attempt to crush the Eastern por-

tion of their supposed nation some 32

months ago.

On the whole, they were happy chil-

dren then, playing games, going to

school, being kept active by their

Biafran and German supervisors so
they would forget their experiences
and lost families. Almost all had re-

gained their weight and ran excited-
ly up to shake your hand, saying
"Bonjour. monsieur", until they were
told you spoke English, then solemnly
asking "How are you?".

Now their towns seem gone for
good, and the Biafran flag they salut-

ed each day in school, finally put
down.

What happened to the Federation of

Nigeria? What brought on Biafra?

Why did the Nigerian Government
spend over a billion dollars, extin-

guish several million lives, to prevent
Biafran independence? How did it all

happen, where does responsibility

lie?

In the middle of 1969, former
B.B.C. reporter Frederick Forsyth
wrote a book, The Story of Biafra, in

which he attempted to convey the

answers to these questions, and there-

by encourage the support which might
have let Biafra live. His book now
stands as an epitaph for the nation he
tried to save. It gives us answers and
they are depressing answers indeed.

You have to go back some way into

the history of Nigeria to find the be-

ginnings of the civil war, back in fact

to the traditional African societies
which dominated in the three major
regions of the future nation. In the

North, was the Hausa-Fulani area,
where a Muslim elite ruled a hierar-

chical and very conservative society;

in the West was the Yoruba area
where "constitutional monarchies"
were the pattern; and in the East was
the Ibo area where decentralized
democracies existed.

It took British Imperialism, com-
peting with French and German Im-
perialism, to pull these three diverse
societies into one political unit, Ni-
geria. That political unit never be-
came a society of its own; the splits

continued even during the fight for

independence from Britain, Vvhen the

North sought first to stop independ-
ence, then pushed for a separate
Northern nation and finally settled for

a federal constitution which left each
region intact and very powerful. The
pattern of political parties reflected

these divisions, with three regional
parties developing.

Post-independence politics in Ni-

geria came to be dominated by two
characteristics, first, the consolida-

tion of regional political parties, and,

second, the gradual growth of power
of the Northern Region over the Fed-
eration as a whole. In the mid-60's the

second trend became most important
as the North used the army to put
down any dissent in its own region,

and established a sympathetic gov-
ernment in the West by declaring an
emergency there, and, in effect, put-

ting the Yorubas under trusteeship.

Northern leaders used electoral
fraud and anti-Ibo racism to win mas-
sive majorities federally and in the

West. Riots broke out, and. as For-
syth puts it, "the mighty Federation
of Nigeria was crumbling into ruin."

A series of army coups followed.

The first was defeated but in its after-

math. Chief of Staff Aguiyi-Ironsi was
named head of government by the

cabinet. It was at this point that Colo-

nel Ojukwu was named Military Gov-
ernor of the Eastern Region. Shortly

after Ironsi's takeover, organized
riots in the North opposed unification

of the country and murdered some
three thousand Easterners there.

Finally Northern army officers

launched a coup and took over the

government. Soldiers of Eastern ori-

gin were systematically killed across

Nigeria.

In September, 1966, more massa-
cres of Ibos in the North were carried

out. It is estimated that 30,000 were
killed at that time. Close to a million

more Ibos fled to an eastern home-
land many had never seen before, but

would fear ever to leave again. Colin

Legum, the reporter for The Observer
and an experienced African expert,

described the tragedy of that fall:

While the Hausas in each town and
village in the North know what hap-

pened in their own localities, only th

Ibos know the whole terrible story fron.

the 600,000 or so refugees who have

fled to the safety of the Eastern Region

— hacked, slashed, mangled, stripped

naked, and robbed of all their posses-

sions; the orphans, the widows, the

traumatized. A woman, mute and
dazed, arrived back in her village after

travelling for five days with only a

bowl in'her lap. It held the head of her

child, severed before her eyes.

Another woman stepped off a refu-

gee lorry, her face battered. By her side

was her little boy, one of whose eyes

had been gouged out, and her little

girl, who had severe scalp wounds.
"What," she kept repeating, "has

happened to my baby?" tt had been

tied to her back before she was

knocked to the ground. Men, women
and children arrived with arms and

legs broken, hands hacked off, mouthy
split open. Pregnant women were cui

open and the unborn children killed

There is not the least doubt that the

Hausas of the North decided to rid their

region forever of the Ibos.

Legum, Africa Report, November,
1966.

After three such massacres, there

was tremendous pressure in the East

for a breakaway from Nigeria. Only

Ojukwu, the man now accused of

starting the war, stood against seces-

sion and maintained attempts to work

out an operational agreement with

the coup leaders in the North and

West. Such an agreement was finally

established in January. 1967, at a

meeting in Aburi, Ghana. A week lat-

er the Federal Army leaders effec
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tively renounced the agreement;
from then on it was a matter of time
until Biafra's inevitable declaration

of independence on May 30. 1967.

The confused fighting of the civil

war began as Nigeria rejected Biaf-

ran independence. They felt sure of

f^st success in putting the revolt

down, and, besides, they had the pow-

er of the British government behind

them. Forsyth outlines at length the

lies and the manipulations of that

government in pretending neutrality,

yet providing military advisors and
millions of dollars of modern arms
and ammunition.

Why did the British government
play this death-dealing game? What
was it about Biafra that made the

same Northern leaders who had per-

mitted the slaughter of Ibos in the

North now fight to prevent those Ibos

leaving the federation? Apologists

spoke of the need to maintain a Nige-

rian unity that had never existed,

seemingly for its own sake, they

spoke of the dangers of a rise of trib-

alism in Africa should Biafra succeed

in separating, although racial differ-

entiation had already been estab-

lished by the North as grounds for

killing people.

The fact was, however, that Biafra

had oil, the greater percentage of all

the oil in Nigeria. One of the few Afri-

can leaders who has rejected a contin-

ued dependent relation on his coun-

try's former colonizer is Julius Ny-

erere of Tanzania. That country broke

its ties with Britain over Rhodesia,

lost British aid at that time, and was

free to speak. Significantly, Tanzania

was the first nation to officially rec-

ognize Biafran independence. In Sep-

tember, 1969, Nyerere flew to Addis

Ababa to the Organization for African

Unity meeting to fight for a cease-

fire:

Biafra had vital oil resources; the

former colonial power (Britain) was
vitally interested in this vast amount of

oil; her interests were threatened in

the conflict; (the really vital matter

was the threat, not whether the threat

came from the centre or the periphery;

this is only important in deciding who
is going to be ally and who enemy);

but in this case, due to relations be-

tween the British and the Ibos, the

by steve langdon

— threat came from the secessionists.

^rVhen war broke out between Biafra

and the Centre, Britain, like Belgium

(in the Congo), was on the same side

as the Foreign Companies — in this

case the Oil Companies . . . .

From Britain's point of view, what is

vital is her oil interests; as she decides

on her own policy, this is what the war
is about. The Biafrans are fighting a

most unequal war, and if they go on

fighting, God alone knows what their

end will be.

Julius Nyerere, OAU Memorandum,
Sept., 1969.

The war itself became an even

more brutal and vicious fact when
Biafra was cut off from the sea and

makeshift airlifts were all that could

supply her people with food in their

diminishing, refugee-crowded area.

The Federal Government began to
use starvation as a weapon of war.
and the apologists condemned Colonel
Ojukwu for not surrendering his
starving country. Again it is proper to
refer to Nyerere's response to this;
his position was. after all, that of a
disinterested neutral.

We are told that Ojukwu should end
the terrible sufferings of his people by
surrender. We are told he should rea-

son thus: "The Nigerians are stronger
than we are and they have stronger
friends than we could ever hope to get.

If we go on resisting, a combination of

bombing, starvation and the inevitable

epidemics, would exterminate us."
Perhaps he should add, kindly: "Even if

the Nigerians never intended to exter-

minate us." . . . the Biafrans surren-

der and all is well.

Historically and logically, however,
surrender on such terms as these —
with the alternative being extermina-

tion — is for the purpose of creating

empires. Surrender to an implacable
enemy on his own terms, with the only

condition being that you should not be

killed, cannot lead to any kind of

friendship, or even toleration. If it is a

battalion which surrenders, the soldiers

become prisoners-of-war; if it is a Peo-

ple, they become a colony, or an occu-

pied territory, or something like that

If we do not learn to criticize injustice

within our continent, we will soon be

tolerating fascism in Africa, as long as

it is practised by African Governments

against African Peoples. Consider what
our reaction would have been if the

30,000 Ibos had been massacred by

whites in Rhodesia or South Africa.

One can imagine the outcry from Afri-

ca. Yet these people are still dead; the

colour of those who killed them is irrel-

evant. We must ask Nigeria to stop

more killing now, and to deal with the

problem by argument, not death.

Nyerere, OAU Memo

The O.A.O. meeting meeting was
unsuccessful. I talked to a discour-

aged President Nyerere in Tanzania

after his return. He stated at that

time that the Federal Nigerian leader

Gowon, with whom he had met for a

lengthy discussion, had been con-

vinced of the need for a ceasefire and

agreed to call for one. Then hard-lin-

ers in the Nigerian government and

leaders of other African states fearful

of Biafra-style separatism in their

nations combined to persuade Gowon

against any such move.

The war went on and, with it, the

starvation of Biafra.
• * * • •

All is fair in war and starvation is

one of the weapons of war. I don't see

why we should feed our enemies fat,

only to fight us harder.

Chief Awolowo, Federal Nigerian Fi-

nance Commissioner.

I remember the hot sun in Libre-

ville as I asked a Biafran doctor about

the condition of the seemingly healthy

children I saw at the camp there.

"It takes about six months of feed-

ing to bring them back to the fairly

normal condition they're now in. But

that's all on the surface; there's so

little we know about starvation and

protein deficiency in children. Now

we're beginning to find out. I'm

afraid.''

He went bleakly on: "Something
like thirty percent of the children

here are now suffering from T.B.

Their resistance is so minimal after

what they went through that they

can't fight it. We think there's brain

damage too that came with the lack of

proper food. And now we're even hav-

ing small children get heart-attacks.

As I say the recovery's just on the

surface."

"What about the prospects of a

ceasefire?" I asked him. He an-

swered in a very grim voice.

"There doesn't seem to be any
chance of it. The war's just going to

go on." His was the same kind of dis-

couragement I'd seen in the other

Biafrans I'd talked to in Libreville,

aides at the Biafran Embassy there,

workers and teachers at the chil-

dren's camp. I should have known at

that point that Biafra would not be
able to stand up to yet another mas-
sively-armed federal offensive.

"At least there's one thing," the

doctor told me, "as I look around here

I can see fifteen hundred children who
are alive and wouldn't be without our

efforts."

And then there was Canada. Our
population could think of thousands of

children too who would have died

without our aid; Canairelief became
one of the most important of the

scotch-tape and prayer-flying ser-

vices which saved Biafran lives. Pub-

lic opinion rose in mid-1968, but

seemed to dissipate in the following

months as the Canadian government,

seemingly fearful of giving Quebec
separatism any support by analogy,

refused to act to help Biafra in any
significant way.

We who will vote next election

should faithfully remember Pierre

Trudeau and his comparison of Biaf-

ran relief to sending food to the Nazis

at Stalingrad. And we should remem-
ber Mitchell Sharp and the Liberal

government for their support of Brit-

ish policy in Nigeria, and their cyni-

cal last minute gesture of "bumani-

tarianism".

Like the rest of the white world,

Canada's government watched mil-

lions of black men die and did virtual-

ly nothing about it, Rocky Jones, the

Halifax black leader, has called this

racism, and I think he's right.
* • * * •

Now Biafra is finished. What can

Nigeria do with its millions of starved

"citizens", especially after fighting

them for 3 years? What will those

people do? The answer is not in For-

syth's book, nor anywhere else. Per-

haps the Nigerians will follow the

example of British Imperialism tha,t

supported them, and establish a sys-

tem of indirect rule. Perhaps the hun-

gry Biafran population wilt accept
this in return for food. But, somehow,
it seems unlikely that such a situation

could ever work over the long run.

There is too much bitterness, too

much fear, too much hatred.

Guerilla warfare may go on; it may
be extended into other parts of Niger-

ia where discontent has been held in

check only by the hysteria of fighting

a war. In their bitterness, many Biaf-

rans in exile and friends of Biafra

may hope for such a trend. Yet that

too could only continue to bring mis-

ery to the lives of people in that coun-

try. The legacy of this civil war will

be a viciousness that will last for gen-

erations; it has left a tragic hatred

that will destroy the potentials of

Nigeria for many years. The whole
episode has been a serious blow to

Africa's attempts to build a decent

society on that continent.

Many people are now. in unthinking

style, blaming the Biafran leaders,

especially Colonel Ojukwu. who is

pictured as fleeing the country with

private riches. Such conceptions re-

flect only ignorance, of the wealth

Ojukwu's father left for him in Switz-

erland, to which he could have fled at

any time, and, of course, of the ori-

gins of Biafra. Biafra had no choice

but to secede. Responsibility must lie

with the Federal Nigerians, and the

British, for making such secession

necessary, and then for violently

fighting it for 32 months; blame must
fall on the countries of Africa and the

world which did not intervene to stop

the bloodshed.

At the Children's village in Libre-

ville, I remember three children I

saw in the hospital who had just ar-

rived the night before from Biafra.

Two were tiny skeletons, skin

blotched from potein deficiency, sit-

ting huddled and crying, eyes staring

vacantly ahead.

The third was lying in a special

room, unconscious, lying fetus-like

and breathing with rasping difficulty.

There was nothing to him but skin and
bone.

I later learned he died that night.

It was Dylan Thomas, in a poem
about a child killed in a fire-raid on

London, who wrote, "After the first

death, there is no other
"

Frederick Forsyth, The Story of Biafra.
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I
The Mark of Z
ma

*h iu -l r ? P 0Ver'hrew vestigates the case for the govern- forces the audience to become totally
the existing Greek government and men t, Jean-Louis Trintignant per- involved in the film. This is quite a
seized power. Today, a Fascist dicta- forms superbly. The government as- feat considering that, for two thirds
torstup

i

rules. Slgns Trintignant to investigate the of the film, he concentrates on the
Unable to speak out at home and murder of the doctor, hoping that he investigation of an assassination in

harassed by the government, many will sweep it under the carpet. The which there is hardly any mystery asGreeks have fled from their home- attorney is a loyal citizen but he is to whom the killers were
land and have become political exiles also an honest man and when he dis- The audience is quite aware that
in the West. A new film, Z, directed covers that the murder was planned the government was behind the assas-
by a young Greek exile, Costas-Gra- by the government and the army he sination. He nevertheless follows the
vas, (who previously directed a very decides that justice must be served, investigation until its conclusion and
fine detective film. The Sleeping-Car Trintignant shows us the struggle that holds the audience's interest as he
Murders), speaks out against the tyr- goes on in a man who has believed in shows us the various attempts used to
anny of this dictatorship. _ his government and has served it thwart the attorney's investigation.
The film, based on an actual event, well, only to discover that it is, in The attorney's investigation reaches

the assassination of the leftist Grego- fact, corrupt. He is an honest man and its end and all the guilty parties in the
rios Lambrakis in 1963, sets out to he decides that they must pay for army and the government are arrest-
show us the overthrow of democrat- their crimes. He courageously resists ed. Through all these events, Costas-
ic government. Unable, for obvious all pressures by his superiors to stop Gravas has forced the audience to
reasons, to make the film in his native the investigation. become involved with his character.
Greece, Costas-Gravas shot the film The crew is for the most part He has won our sympathies to the side
in Algeria. French and its most prominent mem- of the doctor and his followers. We
The film was made for the most ber is the fine cameraman who so of- have seen the corruption of the Greek

part with French actors and a French ten works for Godard, Raoul Coutard. government and fully sympathize
crew. Costas-Gravas has chosen some His camerawork is highly effective in with those whome they have victim-
of the finest actors in Europe for his maintaining the brisk pace of the ized.

film. The cast includes Yves Mon- film. He brilliantly captures the In Z, Costas-Gravas has made pow-
tand, Jean-Louis Trintignant (A Man moods of a mob that angrily listens to erful statement. He has shown us the
and A Woman), Jacques Perrin, the Lambrakis making a speech for corruption of a right-wing govern-
fine Italian actor Renato Salvatori, peace. As the camera surveys the ment that professes to allow free
and Irene Papas, another Greek exile faces in the crowd, showing us their speech but, in fact, assassinates all

who is one of the most beautiful and anger, we hear the calm voice of the opposition leaders in order to prevent
talented actresses working today in doctor who speaks of peace. As the them from protesting. He uses melo-
any part of the world. speech nears its climax, their anger drama to drive home his point. Fol-

In the role of the doctor reaches its' highest level. The tension lowing the investigation, the full

(Lambrakis) who is assassinated for is unbelievable. humbling of the guilty is revealed,
his political beliefs, Montand is so Coutard's moving camera is most The scene then cuts to a newscast in

convincing that his presence haunts effective in the film's many chase which the reporter tells us that all

the viewer for the whole film al- scenes. In one scene, one of the doc- those who testified against the gov-

though he is assassinated when the tor's aides, who is about to testify ernment, and the prosecutor, have

.
picture is only one-third finished. Also against the government is chased by a mysteriously died and that all the i

very impressive in a brief role is Miss man in a car who attempts to run him guilty men have since been freed, The
Papas. She plays the wife of the doc- down- as he walks along the sidewalk, present government has restored

i

tor who comes to his bedside as he is The aide avoids the car and the cam- them to their previous positions in

dying. In one <=cene in her husband's era follows him as he frantically tries life. The corruption has not been root-

hotel room, ;hi wanders around the to escape. He runs from side to side ed out. The Fascists still rule,

room and looks at the belongings he but the car still follows him into a At the end of the film Costas-Gra-

had brought with bin. on his fatal garden and even down stairs. The vas gives us a list of things banned by I

journey. As she touches the objects scene is, in a way, reminiscent of the the current government in Greece,

she remembers their married life. In scene in Hitchcock's North by North- They include: The Beatles, long hair,

this one scene. Mis Papas is absolute- west in which Cary Grant is chased free assembly, political opposition, I

ly brilliant. across an open field by a man in an and the Greek letter Z which means

Costas-Gravas uses his actors airplane. Not since Hitchcock has a "he still lives"

effectively and as we become in- director so effectively filmed a chase

volved with them, we become more sequence,

and more sympathetic to the cause Costas-Gravas has made an ex-

that they represent. traordinarily exciting thriller.

In perhaps the lead role in the film. Through his use of his camera, his the future.

th%U)f the district attorney who in- pacing of the film and his actors, he

Director. Costas-Gravas, has made
|

his statement in Z. The air surround-

ing the Lambrakis affair has not I

cleared and we must now be aware of

peter toftman

Up

Thine

At one point during Putney Swop* / was
experiencing something like a bad acid trip
and was tared by the appearance on screen of
a calming presence, a public relations man, I

think, for Swope's Black advertising agency.
Truth and Soul. Putney Swope is the kind of
movie you must allow to take you in com-
pletely. If you try to get on ton of what is

happening while you are watching it, all is

lost. However, although I may be wrong, I

think that an American will become involved

Pi the film more easily than a Canadian be-
cause the whole race question is likely to
evoke more immediate responses from him.
Because comedy moves on instinctive levels it

is difficult to transpose it from one country
to another and to have it work as well, tl is

not possible to keep up with the complex
changes taking place in every aspect of
race relations in the United States unless you
are living those changes. Think of how far
behind we must remain compared to a New
Yorker, particularly ifhe is Black, no matter
how much we try, vicariously, to stay ahead.

But the humour in thefilm is too rich to be
spoiled by any lack ofexperience on that lev-

el alone. Robert Downey, who directed
Chafed Elbows, travels into a surreal world
— it is almost too perfect that it should be an
advertising agency — that works, in the

words of one of the characters, by means of
"a phrase here, an innuendo there . . . .

"

Putney Swope, the Mead of the agency half-

heartedly tries to \tay on top of things, but

finally realizes that to keep any one thing

under control, he must take on the whole of
reality. So he is contemptuous of those

Blacks working for him who move and com-
municate according to vibrations, who re-

ceive signals from "the drum." It becomes
obvious to him that there is nothing to move
to, there is no bottom to the chaos, faith in

the "vibrations" is just as pathetic as the

man Putney meets who has invented a word
and uses it any way he wishes and thinks he

has found some kind offoot-hold, some base

from which he can work, except he goes over

it and over it and can 7 move awayfrom it.

Even enemies, often the easiest foot-hold,

become amorphous and all-inclusive. A
group ofpeople demonstrating against the

tastetessncss ofSwope's ads are in the pay of

the President of the Vnited States who is a

midget controlled by the head ofan automo-

bile company who wants his advertising done

by Swope and whom Swope himself has just

had removed from his building. Where do
you begin?

The humour in the film moves in unknown

directions, taking about three steps where

just one is expected. An ad opens with a bum
tying asleep in a mess of garbage and then

this gorgeous chick comes dancing up in a

gold minidress and says: "You can't eat an

air-conditioner." Yet the ads are easier to

take than the rest of the movie. The credits

slide onto the screen at the beginning like

words ofdoom. The camera moves about like

the camera in a documentary, always intent

on what people are saying — and what arc

these people saying?

!\ot everyjoke succeeds. Because Downey
sets up no real limits, he must depend almost

wholly on instinct but when things come nat-

urally in Putney Swope, it is like moving into

another dimension.

william carfothers
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elvin dazzles, cannonball just rolls on

His records with John Col-

trane and his own trio have

revealed Elvin Jones as a vital

and explosive drummer, per-

haps the most creative force in

percussion of the last ten

years. Under his leadership,

the drums emerged from their

role as time-keeping accompa-

nist and moved up front to take

their place with saxophone and

piano, etc. as a fully musical

instrument.

However, the image of Jones

that we had from recordings

and from various stories was
one-sided. Recordings, of

course, always distort the role

of the drums, which are vastly

under-recorded. Consequently,

one always assumes that a

drummer is much louder than

he sounds on records. Further,

it was always alleged of Jones

that he was an overbearing

force in any group, unrelent-

ingly loud and dominating. One
Toronto drummer I knew was
always practising to increase

his volume, so he could play

"loud, like Elvin and all the

New York cats." And there

were many other drummers,
supposedly under Elvin's influ-

ence, who played at an ear-

shattering level most of the

time.

But last weekend, Elvin let

us know the truth. He has a

surprisingly fine sense of dy-

namics; his musicianship is

complete. He always plays at

the level of volume and of

rhythmic complexity that the

music demands.
On one tune, taken at a re-

laxed walking tempo, Jones
played a very quiet and simple

pattern on the ride cymbal,
punctuated every couple of

bars by a violent rim-shot.

Throughout the theme state-

ment he maintained this pat-

tern, and when Joe Farrell

began improvising on soprano

sax, the drummer continued to

play in an effectively under-

stated way. Only as the devel-

opment of the piece called for

increasing complexity did

Jones begin to create the poly-

rhythmic (in the correct sense

of the word) undercurrents for

which he has become famous.

At points, Elvin drummed
with fury, threatening to com-
pletely over-shadow Farrell

and bassist Wilbur Little. Yet

he could easily and logically

subside very quickly; and not

once did he fail to respond to

the needs of the music as a

whole.

Besides the excellent dy-

namics (which so many other-

wise fine drummers lack),

Jones has a conception of the

kind of music that a drummer-
led, pianoless trio should play,

and he has found the players

who share his idea.

Wilbur Little is another one

of those remarkably fine bass-

ists who have sprung up
(seemingly out of nowhere) in

the last ten years or so. He
played a couple of solos that

showed a good sense of overall

development, as well as a big,

attractive tone and the

strength which is necessary in

this kind of music.

Joe Farrell is virtuoso on

four instruments, though he

makes his most powerful state-

ments on tenor saxophone. He
is, however, inclined to noodle

about a good deal and fool

around with repeated arpeg-
giated figures.

Of course, music made by a

trio of this sort places great

demands on the players, each
of whom needs technical mas-
tery, keen ears, and a powerful

musical mind. In the first two

departments, the trio is safe;

in the third, I feel that occa-

sionally Farrell, though a fine

reedman, has difficulty in con-

sistently developing a piece of

music in tow. However, per-

haps only a Sonny Rollins is

really up to a task like this.

But one does not want to

quibble, for the music — basic,

hard-driving, swinging modern
jazz — was highly satisfying.

One hopes that Matt Muldoon's

will survive and continue to

give us the chance to hear

more music of this sort. Cun-

ningly decorated to suggest a

warehouse setting, Muldoon's
has a kind of enjoyable atmos-

phere, and acoustics that any
actual nightclub might envy.

(One thing the management
has yet to learn: don't go
around blabbing to newspaper
reporters how much you're

paying the musicians. It's not

professional, or cool either.)

Toronto's jazz spasm contin-

ues this week, with Cannonball

Adderly at the Colonial. Hailed

more than a decade ago as the

new Bird, Adderly made his

name with the great Miles

Davis sextet (John Coltrane,

Bill Evans, etc.) and then went
on to almost instant fame and

fortune. Over the years, with

his increasing immersion in

funk and, more lately, pop,

Adderly's style has become
less Parker inspired and more
earthy.

But something is lacking.

Even in his tenure with Davis,

lomcti admission:

all men even artsies 1-OOj

women 751 I
this friday at the drill hall 16 JAN
iemR\tt& THE JUST SOCIETY

Cannonball and brother nal
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Adderly sounded a bit too pret-

ty, too decorative; he didn't

have the tough inner core like

Miles and Coltrane. And these

days, at the height of success,

the stout alto saxophonist

seems to be without the gutsy

passion that his music de-

mands. He's all surface, and he

gets by on this, rather than

involve himself creatively with

the music.

Still, he has a good band. His

brother Nat, who has learned

much from Miles, got things

off to a good start with his cor-

net solo on If I Were A Bell set-

ting a hard-swinging boppish

pace. And the rhythm section

was excellent, indeed the main
attraction as far as I was con-

cerned. Bassist Walter Booker

is one of the best arguments I

know for retaining the stan-

dard acoustic bass in jazz

bands; his fine tone would be

lost if he were to switch to

what is sometimes known as

electric plank. The way he in-

teracted with Joe Zawinul and
drummer Roy McCurdy was
exciting; and you could see

that the three of them enjoyed

their musical co-operation.

Pianist Zawinul, a native of

Vienna was a pleasant sur-

prise. Of course he has been
with the Adderlys for 9 years,

but has not, I think, become
as widely known as he de-

serves. A fine player on ordi-

nary piano, he has also very
successfully adapted to the

electric piano. In a single set,

he is able to provide a great

variety of sounds, from unac-

companied piano solos (a med-
ley of Ellington's Come Sunday
and Sophisticated Lady showed
his excellent touch and exqui-

site tone) to funky electric

licks to hard-driving trio ex-

cursions on either instrument.
Cannonball's band is a solid,

hardworking unit, which puts

on a fairly good show. Indeed,

Adderly goes out of his way to

provide variety. In two sets,

we heard a churchy thing writ-

ten by Zawinul, a gritty, hu-

morous blues sung by brother

Nat, a piano solo, the usual

funk a trio feature, a duo
(cleverly entitled "DUO") by
Cannon and his drummer, the

inevitable Mercy, Mercy, and
some straight bop-based jazz.

Unfortunately, all these lit-

tle bits seemed rather a cop-

out; I would rather hear a. lot

more group playing on real

jazz lines, instead of all this

"versatility." It would also be
nice if the leader could curb his

tendency to preach at us.

Though he is verbally dexter-

ous enough, Cannonball's ser-

mons are rather less interest-

ing than good jazz music.

But I guess the clever chat-

ter and all the various bits of

music are for "the people",
with whom Adderly is alleged

to be vastly popular. If it were
not for these attractions and
the fortunate series of funky
hits like Sack o' Woe, Work-
song, Jive Samba, and the

aforementioned Mercy, the

Adderly band would be just a

good — but still fairly ordi-

nary, after all — modern jazz
group. Certainly the excite-

ment and musical intensity

that Miles brought to the Colo-
nial are absent (and so are the
crowds), though the price
remains the same.

jack mtcaffrey



it uork>. folks

the King splits

"You're going to die at the end of the
show!" Queen Marguerite Jlutiy informs
King Berenger in Exit the King, currently at

the Global Village. Fortunately, this produc-
tion of the 1962 Eugene lonesco allegory
avoids the inevitablefate ofits hero.

"One hour, forty-jive minutes," the mem-
bers of the King's court intone in a ritual

countdown to death. And, as the man who
has livedfour hundred or more years collaps-

ingty grasps thefragments ofpossibilities for
mankind, he recognizes his (and our) frac-
tional accomplishments andfumbling mas-
querade oflove.

Everything could be wrong with the Vil-

lage show: the nuked dance hall non-set, cel-

lar atmosphere, echo-laden acoustics, and
lighting that is amateurish at best. But the
show works, simply and beautifully.

I'rime reasons for its success are Craig
Stephens as Berenger and Elizabeth Swerd-
low as his cold, stalking Queen. His blend
of Everyman and Oedipus is a tentative as-

sertion of everything and nothing, as lonesco
envisioned it, while she is hard, precise and
perfect.

Les Shugar, Adrienne Horswill and Keith
Tyler-Smith are all excellent in support.

Director David Martin's use of onstage per-

cussion for punctuation adds to the stunning

-significance ofthe evening.

Ihomas d. o'connor

ii married couple

one more time
After three months, A Married Couple

needs little additional praise. Since its pre-

miere last November, Allan King's film has

met with virtually unqualified respect and
admiration. But since A Married Couple is

such a fine piece of film-making, perhaps
yet another review may be excused,

A Married Couple is a portrait, as most

film-goers in Toronto must now know, of

Billy ond Antoinette Edwards and their

marriage. It is a film about a 'real' mar-
riage, but it is neither a conventional cine-

ma verite excursion in the Leacock/

Pennebaker tradition nor a strictly

impartial and impassive probe. It is a sym-

pathetic, open-eyes-and-ears film minus
'he uncomfortable sensation of voyeurism

so often prevalent in personalized docu-

mentaries.

The trust which the Edwards hove ob-

viously placed in King has been so faithfully

'espected that although we move directly

into their home in the opening zoom-shot,

we never for a moment feel that we are not

welcome to be there.

Without question Silly, Antoinette, son

Bogart and Merton the dog are aware of

'he camera's presence for, soy, 50% of the

time. But then A Married Couple ne-~< po-

ses as a candid-camera glimpse of '» ility.

In fact, as King himself hos stoted, it was
never intended to be viewed simply as a

documentary. If King's film corresponds to

any antecedent, it is perhaps closest to an
Edward Albee comedy.

Format aside (and that is surely the least

important but most criticized aspect of the

film), A Married Couple asks nothing of the

Edwards but to be as direct about their

feelings for each other as possible. It asks

nothing of us but to try to understand.

Marriage undergoes a genuine shock test

in A Married Couple and by the end of the

film Billy and Antoinette sit on their living-

room chesterfield, separated by several

feet, silent and disturbingly alone. Nothing

in this marriage has been resolved and the

impression that remains with us as Zal

Yavonsky's music plays over the silence is

that nothing ever will.

King and associate director-cameraman

Richard Leiterman do not supply us with a

pocket guide brimming with pre-fabricoted

answers to the problems of this married

couple. That soil of presumption is best

ignored. Similarly, it is never suggested

that the Edwards represent anyone but

themselves. Yet, their misunderstanding

and, at times, their intolerance of each oth-

er reach out across the theatre and strike us

all — they must.

A Married Couple is a sobering experi-

ence, but it is also a very sympathetic film.

If this marriage is affected by all too-famil-

iar flows, then we all must share in it to

;ome degree, for Allan King has made of A
Married Couple a brilliant, disturbing and
sincerely moving film.

ian tilchie

daganawida

not in demand
Land o/ the silver birch.

Home of the heaver.

Where still the mighty moose
Wanders at will ....
Dagonawida is the Indian god of peace.

"Daganawida", a new play by Carol Bolt is

about the struggle for peace, about those

who would have it and about those who
would prevent it. The play involves the con-

frontation between the Indians and the

French settlers in seventeenth century

Quebec, but there are obvious modern
overtones. The French governor is portrayed

as a paunchy, insensitive bureaucrat. The
Indians appear as a combination of idealis-

tic peace-worshippers and angry militants

(who are black by the way), who wish to

fight fire with fire. Among the French we
find a spirited trader named Lajeunesse
who would rather run off to live with the

Indians than enlist in the French militia. The
play attempts to evoke the quest for peace
through parables, images, chants and
mystical dances.

Unfortunately, there is not very much of

a demand these days — even in Canada —
for plays about Canadian Indians confront-

ing French governors. Much as I wanted to

get involved in the message of the ploy, I

found the subject matter to be ever so re-

mote, and if I may utter such a blasphemy
about a genuine piece of Canadiana —
boring. The whole play belongs in a display

case in the national archives — costumes,

chonts, fire-water, tom-toms and oil. The

first native dance was a quaint curiosity,

the second was already disturbingly famil-

iar ond by the second act I was cringing

every time they started bonging on the

drums. Some of the lines were movingly
evocative, and even poetic at times. (As a

matter of fact I hove a suspicion, uncon-

firmed as yet, thol the ploy may actually be

written in some kind of verse.) However
there is no recognizable movement to the

play, only repeated references to burnt

crops and villages, witch doctors and tor-

tured missionaries, and those never-ending

drums.

Even before I walked into the theatre, I

was trying to figure out why the Tornto

Workshop would want to have anything to

do with "Daganawida". Director George
Luscambe's fertile mind has again produced

an extremely smooth and artistically pleas-

ing production. A strong cast Is given the

opportunity to display supple dance move-

ments and to sing mystical chants.

The script, however, gives them little

chance to oct. Diane Grant excels in the role

of the pregnant wench Marie-Neige and
Ray Whelon, as always, bring a special tal-

ent to Therrien the missionary. One cannot

help feeling, however, that the entire cast

and crew have put much more skill and tal-

ent into the production than the play ever

deserved. For all their efforts, "Daganawi-

da" comes out sounding like a pretty hol-

low tom-tom.

/o/ne fienbetg
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One ol our brothers in Radio Varsity has

suggested that we mix up the records reviewed
each week, so thai there's alwavs a rock review
for him to readthe claims that's all anyone
would want lo read anyway). Not having strong
feelings on the matter, we'll give it a try for a
while, so here's the first one.

Tilt. BEATLES. Very Together. Polydor
242.008

This is the release of a tape of the Beatles
performing in Hamburg in 1961 — before they
made it big Except (or John Lennon singing
Ami' She Sweet, all the vocals are by Tony Sher-
idan (who does a perfect Presley imitation)
The songs are rock standards from the time,
for the most part, like Ruby Han\ The music is

extremely light 1 thus the title 1 and very good.
The Beatles set exacting standards for them-
selves in copying American rock Engineering
on the tape is excellent The album is well
worth buying

r. d. sthwattt

C ///CA CORL i. W //. Sine. II? Salty.

Solid State IStm.
Appearing a few weeks ago with Miles Davis.

Corea did many strange and wonderful things

on the electric piano; here he playsa real piano
in a more "conventional " manner But he is no
less brilliant His ideas and his virtuousity are

stunning, and the support he gets from drum-
mer Roy Haynes is equally good Absolutely
not to be missed

,( f SDINB. t mon and Join I . Mercu-
ry-hi 214.

The album says, "They wrote, produced,
arranged, played

. and sang everything on
this 'total environment' production . . they
are absolutely like no one else

1

1

The first state-

ment tells who to blame; the second is a lie. I

have never heard such an anonymous album
The lyrics are unbelievable 'sometimes I'm
up sometimes I'm down/1just don't know/where
Tin bound " The photos show two willowy lads

laughing, singing & holding hands.
doug wallrn.

MELAME. Bom to Be. Ruddah W24\
Featuring a style which is very like that at

Laura Nyro. this singer can't help but please

Her guitar work is excellent, her lyrics beauti-

ful, and her voice unique, though one could find

it aggravating Momma Momma is one of the

most soulful songs heard for a long lime.

1. dubinsky

TUT. MUCH. ) Vew Light. Rt I Isp 4206.

Five clean-cut California fellows making
vocal group music designed for late morning,
easy listening, radioprograms, super markets
and high rise lobbies Smooth jnd insipid, with
organ and strings Henry Mancini liked it t ill

\f It./C 1 I \ TER.\S. SHAME, SUA ME Poly-

dor 242.004. More of the same sort of drivel,

only these guys are English and aren't so clean-

cut. Guitars, piano and brass are added to the
ubiquitous strings to get a more "with it"

sound, and, to be fair, they are better than The
Match

p. h.

Iltl YOUNGBLOODS. Elephant Mountain.

HI I hp 4150.

Very sophisticated music. Styles are mixed
freely from country, )&zi, ana rock, and the

music is very clean and precise in execution

The fiddle on some o( the songs lends an eerie

note This lesser known San Francisco group is

doing impressive work these days.
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'our culture on its lower and popular levels, has plumbed abysses of

vulgarity and falsehood unknown in the discoverable past; not in

Rome, not in the far east or anywhere else has daily life undergone

such rapid and radical change as it has in the west in the past centu-

ry and a half

clement greenberg the plight of culture, from art and culture.

to day we have the blessing' of van-

guard culture high ait supported by a

small community possessing taste and a

supetior historical awareness but if you

want to say we have' you can only go as

lar as mirvish's culture emporium with

any safety, since as soon as you reach say

etobicoke the statement is somewhat less

true in fact it isn't true at all

for the society we live in has no indi

genous taste it finds no need for ait and

none for culture' i hate to speak of spar-
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rows in tinsel cages but accept gm, ge, a

little s pan ish - morocco -mediterranean

-

modern, a subscription to the michelan-

gelo book club — and you have accepted

a hie the only good thing that can be said

lot it is that as lies go it is at least a living

one it is the equivalent ol spending three

dollar bills and sending grandma to be

gassed on her seventieth birthday so

goes the cultural legacy of the industrial

revolution

'the specialization of creative tasks

(separates) the autonomous and the

functional arts even further from each

other than they had ever been in the

bygone culture of the crafts.'—hans

ekstein. bauhaus catalogue.

we cannot allow ourselves to express
,

our society generally and genuinely be-

cause there is no society we live in a non -

culture where each unit is so separated

from the next and all functions so dispar-

ate that the psychology of civilization has

been deadened the desperation felt to-

day in the serious arts could not have

occurred to the bauhauslers of 1919
their genius was to see our present situa-

tion and offer a solution in the form of an

artistic unity as gropius wrote in the bau-

haus manifesto, 'together let us con-

ceive and create the new building of

the future, which will embrace archi-

tecture and sculpture and painting in

one unity .... like the crystal symbol of

a new faith'

it is pointless and foolish of us to look

to the artist as the one live fish in a stag-

nant pond who can still evoke some dis-

tant sensation in pavlov's dog. if we can-

not create or appreciate then we must

accept that fact, we must discontinue a

pointless exercise and declare art for what

it is a precious sensibility given to a few.

and further, we must admit that what we
presently have is not 'culture' and that

genuine culture will not appear until we
stop trying to invent it with formulae

about 'vanguard audiences', 'historical

awareness', or a set of obsolescent prob-

lems from material usage to aesthetic

empiricism a la greenberg.

the wonderful thing about the bauhaus

is that it clarifies for us so many of our

present concerns, it is a reminder of

man's last genuine creation of art the old



art of the brave new world
definition of art doesn't fit anymore be-
cause art doesn't fit anymore the bau-
haus show reveals old thoughts in new
forms it gives us the surface of the pre-

sent with none of its realities it tells us

what is truly new to-day

II

having seen saarinen's twa terminal at

kennedy airport and the white pedestal

chair, the bauhaus idea of functionalism

appears antique the little teapots with

half-circle handles look rather quaint

amidst the curvilinear egg cups but these

objects are the most demonstrative of

what the difference is aesthetically and
socially between 1919 and 1 970

it is of course only partly true that the

bauhaus could not feel the fear that exists

to-day not only for art but sensibility in

general, the little half-circle on a patheti-

cally tiny glass teapot was as much a re-

action against the classical maidens up-

holding lampshades as the earthworks of

michael heizer are against the currently

facile productions of 'vanguard' art.

there is a delightful naivete and opti-

mism mixed with the bauhaus phenome-

non that makes it foreign to us. they de-

manded that all the arts unite and create

from a common ground, something that

we could never do to-day — strangely

enough because of them, through the

migration of bauhauslers to the usa after

hitler took political control, the bauhaus

idea of functionalism developed to its pre-

sent degree of sophistication.

it of course became the international

style and still characterizes popular con-

ceptions of the brave new world, but in-

creasingly there is the realization that the

bauhaus ideal of 'functionalism' was ac-

cepted only superficially, simply as style,

people find themselves willing to sit in

barcelona chairs beneath Victorian roofs

functionalism' was the lubricant the bau-

haus proposed and since it has had such

effect on our lives re-reading THEIR defi-

nition would seem a good idea.

Ill

'functionalism' to men like waiter gro-

pius and mies van der rohe meant far

more than the grim utilitarianism we have

to-day. instead of thoughts like 'adorn-

ment' that could have conceivably led to a

plastic nymph on every jar of ok cleanser

gropius assembled a faculty that taught

sullivan's dictum: form follows function, a

thing should express itself, being beautiful

by itself without the aid of 'gracious

adornments', le corbusier said 'the art of

building lives in a telephone as much as in

the parthenon'.

design became all-important, it was
the application of reason to nature, taking

the three basic forms, the cube, the cone,

and the sphere he ended with designs for

entire cities, buildings as different as a

cathedral and the united nations in new
york,

but where people accept the plastic

drinking cup and the molded egg carton

from the bauhaus they do not accept the

philosophy behind it. the simplicity and
logic that created those forms is consist-

ently ignored in preference of pretentious

objects in every case where the buyer

exercises control of the product When
People look to-day at the nightmares like

s ' james town or cadillac homes mutter-

ing under their breath 'damn that waiter

yopius' they entirely miss the point.

'functionalism was the creative prin-

ciple with which the bauhaus became

independent and started on its own
path, fitness to purpose a requirement
of state reason in plato's 'republic', it is

intended to thwart the tendency to-

wards opulence, towards arbitrariness,

this requirement was then more or less

advocated in all classical periods'

—ludwig grote, bauhaus catalogue.

in the bauhaus view a thing would ex-

press itself, all that the developments
mentioned here can express is the collec-

tive stupidity of the construction industry

gropius intended functionalism to be a

much higher thing than mere use 'in or-

der to create something that functions

properly — a container, a chair, a house
— its essence must be explored for it

should serve its purpose to PERFEC-
TION, i.e. it should fulfil its function

practically and should be durable, inex-

pensive, and 'beautiful', elsewhere he

more clearly makes beauty his end result,

'only absolute harmony in the technical

function to purpose, as well as in the

proportion of forms can result in beau-

ty.' he demanded a 'spiritual life over

and above the value of its usefulness.'

looking back on the bauhaus it seems

clear that the treatment they gave to art

was necessary for their time, just as a

new one is now necessary for ours but

the point at which we cannot dismiss the

bauhaus is in the idea of Functionalism

we live with that philosophy and have

made it a part of our daily life every per

son who works in the toronto dominion
centre is part of that way of life granted,

the building is a past classic and the idea

must literally be re formed but adding
cement decoration or any other gracious

adornments' hardly solves the problem

buying a dinky sculpture with left-over

money is no solution either because we
are the most basic form in this situation

and that is where all the trouble lies

—nail marshal/

the bauhaus: 50 years the art gallery of
Ontario until february first.
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Well, as most of you

probably know, THE
BAND wasn't at Massey

Hall last Sunday, as we
reported in this col-

umn. What a way to start

off a new decade. But,

wearing sackcloth and

covered with ashes, we*re

back to announce that THE
BAND will, truly, be at

Massey Hall tomorrow

night for two shows at 7:00

and 9:30.

ANDRES SEGOVIA is

playing at Massey Hall

tonight, but you'll need to

have a ticket already, as

we're told it's sold out.

Soprano ELLY AMEL1NG
will present a program of

Purcell, Mozart. Schu-

mann. Debussy and Wolf —
2;00 Thursday at Eaton

Auditorium.

Jazz continues to live

quite well in Toronto this

week. CANNONBALL
ADDERLY is at the Colo-

nial tonight and tomorrow

(but beware the $2.00 per

set cover charge). He'll be

followed there next week
by HOWLING WOLF for

two weeks, and then THE
LONIUS MONK is said to

be coming. OSCAR PE-

TERSON, the venerable

note-maker, is playing in

the Hook and Ladder

Room of the Beverly Hills

Motor Hotel, if you can

make it there. BUDDY
TATE continues at the

Cav-a-Bob.

If you haven't yet been

to hear DOC WATSON
he'll be at The Onion

through Sunday, followed

by JERRY JEFF WALK-
ER, who opens there next

Wednesday. BROWNIE
McGHEE and SONNY
TERRY are still on at The
Riverboat.

Free this week
Sun. 3:00 An organ cho-

al concert of Renaissance

music under the direction

of Charles Walker at the

St. Paul's R. C. Church (83

Power St. at Queen)

3:45: Canadian Concerts

Orchestra. Walter Dabiak
conducting. Scarborough
College.

H;30 ORFORD STRING
QUARTET. Compositions
by members of the Faculty

of Music. Hart House
(tickets from the hall por

ter).

Mon. 1:00. A lunch time

concert by various Faculty

of Music ensembles. Con-

cert Hall, the Ed. Johnson

Building.

8:15. Piano Recital by stu-

dent JONATHAN HAN-
SEN. Concert Hall, the Ed.

Johnson Building.

p. h.

. . her boobs were like

two nice ripe juicy cantal-

oupes crowned with little

brown berries ....
Sounds nice? There's more
where that came from on

CBC Radio's SOUND-
INGS, Wednesday night,

Jan. 21 at 6:30. The Re-

view's own Dan Mack pre-

pared a documentary on

pornography, called In The
Eye of the Beholder. He
spoke with various 'ex-

perts' in the field, from
authors to the chief of the

morality squad. The pro-

gram points up the hope-

less ambiguities in the law

and indicts the white mid-

dle-class establishment as

the major users or pornog-

raphy.

THEATRE

The Centre for the Study

of Drama will present Ber-

tolt Brecht's A Man's A
Man in Hart House Thea-

tre at 8:30 on January 21

through 24. Tickets are $1

for students, $2 otherwise.

Directed by Martin

Hunter (who directed

Brecht's Caucasian Chalk

Circle on campus last

summer), A Man's A Man
has never been done in

Toronto before. More
remarkable is the fact that

this is the first student

production by the Drama
Centre in Hart House for

two years. Students are

responsible for all aspects

of the production, includ-

ing music which was com-

posed for occasion by Clif-

ford Ford, a student at the

Farnltv nf Music. Even if

you don't like Brecht, go

see A Man's A Man to en-

courage student recovery

of Hart House Theatre.

Elsewhere: Barry Bro-

die directs Synge's Riders

to the Sea at 9:00 tonight

and at 9:00 and midnight

tomorrow night in the St.

Michael's College Student

Centre. Admission free.

Fiddler on the Roof opens

for a week at the O'Keefe

on Monday. University

Alumnae presents Mind of

Souls: The Making of a

Poet at 8:30 Sunday eve-

nings only through 1 Feb-

ruary in the Coachouse
Theatre. And Dionysius '69

is still going on over the

weekends at Studio Lab on

Queen Street.

— mo'c

The destruction of De-
j

struction: Six Plays ap-

pears mainly aimed at the

audience, as if the audi-

ence, the collectivity of all

those who ever held ring-

side seats is really in for it.

This is madness, chaos and

destruction for real, folks.

You don't have to partici-

pate; you just have to
j

watch.

One play is a soap opera I

gone berserk. Another
|

reminds you of those ta-

bleaux your fifth grade I

class used to put on in front I

of the whole school, only

here with murky sexual

import, primal mother-

father rape and that sort of

thing. A third shows an

orgy of befoulment in a

motel room by two huge

papier-mache freaks. See

em all at the Glen Morris
|

church. 8:30 p.m.. through

Sunday.

music... peter hatch art....mike kesterton photography....errbl young
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n eviction

lidn't answer, he told Perisa that it

Ml his business if he wanted me there.

I Then he looked at the cat that Linda

/a s holding.

The animals will have to go too. but

hey won't be able to go to the shelter.

Jo animals allowed in the shelter. Do

ou have any other animals? Any other

orm of life will have to go.
"

We have a goldfish,'' said one of the

ids.

There was a fat orange goldfish sit-

ing lifelessly in a typical looking gold-

ish bowl beside the couch.

GOLDFISH TOO
"You must find a place for it too."

aid Saltes. "Can't leave it here.''

| The officers waited impatiently

Expecting something to happen — a

sudden rush to leave the apartment.

I "My wife is at work," Perisa said,

ri ll phone her. We can't leave until

phe comes."

I^altes agreed to wait. He had done

rrtW of the talking, waving the eviction

notice in his hand. Ward just stood by

lilently. playing the role of the tradi-

tional deputy. Hands folded behind his

pack. Saltes walked over to the window
ind looked down on the mass of subur-

pan roofs, just past a snow-covered
jlayground.

Take off your coats, gentlemen.

aid Perisa. He was in no particular

lurry to leave. "Sit down, make your-

elves al home."
Yes . . thank you," Saltes replied.

'You know we have no personal ven-

ctta against you. nor do you have any
xe to grind against us."

"I know. I come from a communist
ountrv and I don't expect the golden

ife."

NEW SPECTATOR
M few minutes later there was anoth-

Hcnock on the door. A Telegram re-

prter walked in like an uninvited guest
i riving late at a cocktail party Perisa

[elcomed him — another spectator for

ie festival of injustice.

His wife had not" vet arrived. Every-
ne waited, seated patiently, while the

llicers paced near !he window.
Another knock on Ihe door.

( FTO television arrived in the form
1 a suave finely-tailored commenta-
>r ami a bearded Australian camera-
man. There followed interviews a

feat deal of shuttling around, and
Dme family portraits.
When the CFTO man asked Perisa

!

ny he didn't apply for Ontario Hous
g Corporation accommodation afti r

°anng he would be evicted. Perisa
ePhed. 'I don't accept charity."

Another knock on the door. This time
it was an official Horn the province s

Department of Social and Family Serv-
ices, Gerald Marks.

Before he had much of a chance to

talk to Perisa. Marks was being inter-

viewed by CFTO. He^was asked what
provisions could be made to house the

family.

REJECTED HOUSING
'We wouldn't leave them in the

street. He was offered Ontario I lousing

but turned it down.
He said the wife and children would

go to the shelter and Perisa would ei-

ther go to Sutton House, a shelter for

men. or to a friend's house.

Marks then got Perisa to fill out an
application for Ontario Housing. The
process was similar to signing a death

warrant before the mourners have had
time to arrange a funeral.

Another knock on the door.

This time it was Mrs. Perisa. When
she opened the door she was faced by a

group of strangers at the other end of

the room, and one black whirring tele-

vision camera She stood there for a

moment without moving Shaking, she

walked over to her husband.
"1 am evicling you and your faimlv

Irom these premises. You must leave

immediately Saltes had pulled out his

notice again

"But I have to phone my mother
She was crying CFTO hlming even
second of it,

HELP YOUR MOTHER
She k it lor ihe kitchen

Son. why don't you go and help your
mother." Saltes told one of the chil-

dren. Put on your shoes and help her

pack."

She phoned her mother But her

mother was very sick, and if the family

stayed there the children might get

sick.

She and the children would have to

go to the shelter.

The children occasionally smiled al

me as they got ready The event was
somewhat of an adventure for them -

moving so suddenly with all the report-

ers watching
Saltes was asking the cameraman all

kinds ol questions about Ihe weight ol

the camera He lifted it up himself and

estimated its wcighi al 45 pounds.

Perisa stubbornly remained on the

couch, when Salles asked him to get

ready.

EXIT FILMING

"I've only got to put on my shoes and
coal." he said He finally got up and
stuffed some clothing into a small bag

Slowly they all pul their coats on.

The CFTO cameraman filmed then

exit from Ihe room, filmed them enter-

ing the elevator, leaving the elevator

entering ihe Sherriff's car. driving

away.

A social worker once had advised
Mrs Perisa t"> separate from her hus-

band for her own financial well-being

I didn t have any film left to take a

picture of the officers driving Ihe wife

and kids to Ihe shelter and the husband
to some other place



Quebec radical calls B and B 'a farce'
The Quebec government,

universities, and the Report on

Bilingualism and Bicultural-

ism came under attack here

yesterday from Victor Ray-

mond, a young Quebecois.

Raymond, who is travelling

across English Canada to

" counter distortions about the

Quebec national struggle,*'

spoke at Sid Smith under the

sponsorship of the U of T
Young Socialists.

'Bilingualism is a farce — a

cover for the gradual assimila-

tion of the Quebecois," he said.

Raymond called this assimi-

lation an historical pattern,

which could be traced from

Lord Durham's famous report

of the 1830's (which advocated

union of Quebec with Ontario)

through Confederation to the

present.

He quoted George Brown, a

Father of Confederation, as

writing in a confidential letter

to his wife "At last — the end

of French-Canadianism."

POOR EDUCATION
Raymond also charged that

educational facilities for

French-speaking students in

Montreal were inadequate.

Only one out of the four uni-

versities in Montreal is

French-speaking. Last year,

said Raymond, this single in-

stitution (the University of

Montreal) turned away 12,000

applicants.

McGill University received

special criticism.

"McGill's library has the

best French language collec-

tion of French history and lit-

erature, and it is not open to

the French-speaking public."

A former French Studies

program offered by McGill,

treated Quebecois "like vulgar

natives, going happily to work
every day followed by their

parish priests."

SCHOOL INTEGRATION

Raymond, and La ligue des

jeunes socialistes are pressing

for unilingualism in Quebec
through the gradual integra-

tion of public schools.

"But this does not mean the

English people of Quebec will

lose their rights," he added.

"The French Canadian is nota-

bly magnanimous."

The Quebec government's

Bill 63 which guarantees mi-

nority language rights was
"obviously enacted under pres-

sure from English capitalists,"

he ^^id.

HERE AND NOW
FRIDAY
ALL DAY

Applications accepted now until Jan 22

for Victoria College Orientation Chairman

lor 1 970 VCU office. Wymilwood

Quebec Carnival Ski Trip. Feb 6-9

539 00 Four days with transportation and

accommodation John Kenrick. 923-0160

or 922-0906

Enter the 48th Annual Exhibition of Pho-

tographs Closing date: Jan. 23 Hart

House Camera Club

Encounter Group experiences ol 12 two-

hour sessions The fee for all 12 sessions is

540 Contact Don Weill, 922 9045
Sponsored by Claremont Experiment

11 a.m.

Deux Nations/ Myth lealite. Seminar on

Quebec, movies and fiench lunch. Interna

lionol students centre

1p.m.

Deux Nations Introduction of resource

people liom Universite de Montreal Mixed

media presentation and discussions.

UC Player's Guild is holding auditions for

lunch hour plays for winter term. North sit-

ting room. Hart House.

7.30 p.m.

A film "Hiroshima mon amour" by Alain

Resnais Party afterwards in the Buttery

Rm 241 Gerald Larkm Sldg.

9 p.m.

Eng Hustling Dance. Drill Hall.

SATURDAY
10a.m.

Colloquium on French Cannrfa Thr.

QUEBEC
MYTH/REALITE

French Canadian Culture Trinity College

Buttery.

3.30 p.m.

Deux Nations. Seminar and workshops

on Quebec politics, resource people from

Montreal ISC

6 p.m.

For a horse drawn sleigh ride, skating,

food and fun meet the Varsity Christian

Fellowship group in from of Hart House.

Thecosi isS2 each

7 p.m.

Deux Nations. Party of all parties, to end

French weekend. ISC.

Casino night.

182 St George

SUNDAY
2 p.m.

Auditions for dirty Neil Simon musical

"Little Mb." Actors, singers, dancer, pro-

duction staff needed Hillel House. 186 St

George

4.30 p.m.

Lakeshore figure skating club presents.

"Parade of Champions" featuring Olympic

and world team members Tickets Adults

$2. children SI - Lakeshore Lions Arena.

New Toronto.

7.15 p.m.

Development of Spirituals and Jazz from

the time of the early American slaves. Lu-

theran Chapel, 610 Spadina Ave

Presente par un groupe d'etudiants

gradues de L'universite de Montreal

Les sujets suilvents seront abordes.

- LA POLITIQUE; BILLS 62,63

CYC, PARTITE OUEBECIOS

- LA CULTURE; LITTERATURE,

EDUCATION, MUSIOUE, ECT.

OU: AU CENTRE INTERNATIONAL

DES ETUDIANTS, 33 ST. GEORGE

ADDRESSEZ VOUS AU BUREAU

CUSO SITUIS A I.S.C.

AGENDA

VENDREDI, 16 JAN. :

11:00 A.M. - 1:00 P.M.

1:00 - 1:30

1:30 - 2:30

2:30 - 5:00

7:00 - 11:00

FILMS
INTRODUCTION AU PROGRAMME
IMPRESSIONS AUDIO VISUELLE

DISCUSSION (ECONOMIOUE,
EDUCATION, ect.) DISCUSSION

(SUR VOS QUESTIONS)

SAMEDI 17 FEV.:

1:00 P.M. - 5:00P.M. DISCUSSIONS
(POLITIOUES)

8:00 P.M. - 1:00 A.M. DANSE
(BISTRO, ect.)?

NOTE:
The Sessions Will Be Conducted In

English And French

There is

MORE VARIETY
and

MORE OPPORTUNITY
in Chartered Accountancy today than in

almost any other avenue of endeavour

If you ate graduating in Arts or Science and would

like to discuss this statement, members of our firm will

be on Scarborough campus on

JANUARY 22
to answer your questions.

If by chance you are unable to make an appointment

at this particular time, get in touch with us direct by cal-

ling Mr. Warren Labrie, or the partner in charge of our

Toronto Office, at (416) 366-6521.

TOUCHE ROSS & CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Halifax • Saint John • Quebec • Montreal • Otlawa • Toronto »

Hamilton • Kitchener • London • Winnipeg t Regina • Saska-

toon • North Battleford • Calgary • Edmonton • Vancouver •

Victoria • Nassau and Freeport. Bahama Islands

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

INSTITUTE

FOR THE HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY

OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

"Problems of Objectivity in the Social Sciences" by Professor

II Richard Rudner, Chairman of the Department ol Philosophy, Wasti-

ng,
inglon University, St. Louis and Editor of the Journal "Philosophy ol

•£ Science". 16th January, 1.10 rj.m. Room 202 McLennan Laboratories.

* Sponsored by the Varsity Fund. All members ot the University Com-

munity are invited.

*

I—
COLLOQUIUM

on

French Canada, Saturday, January 17 in the

Trinity College Buttery.

10:00 A.M. THE FRENCH CANADIAN CU1TURE

2:00 P.M. THE CURRENT SITUATION IN QUEBEC

7:00 P.M. Hiroshima mon amour, a film by Alain

Resnais. Room 241, Gerald Larkm building.

(Also showing on Friday. Jan. 16, at 7:30 with

a French club party afterward). Admission 504.

Centre for the Study of Drama

Bertolt Brecht's

A MAN'S A MAN
directed by Mortin Hunter

HART HOUSE THEATRE
Wed. Jan. 21 to Sat. Jan. 24 at 8:30

All Seats $2.00
Students $1.00

Box Office
928-8668
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Executive refuses to endorse protest
By LAURA KELLY

Several student war resist-

ers encountered heavy resist-

ance themselves at Wednes-
day's students' council execu-
tive meeting, when they at-

tempted to garner support for

a placement center demonstra-
tion against Honeywell Corp.

campus recruitment next
week.

The SAC executive was
asked by the Committee to End
the War in Vietnam to an-
nounce SAC support of the

planned demonstrations, to

declare the Placement Center
Advisory Committee irrele-

vant due to its unequal student-

faculty composition and to

withdraw the two remaining
students from the committee.

Last fall the Placement
Bureau Advisory Committee,
made up of five students, five

faculty, two administrative
personnel, and one alumnus,
approved the presence of the

Honeywell Corp. on campus in

late January.

Of the five students, three

By DAVE BROUGHTON
From lime to time the Varsity

will publish chess matches, prob-
lems and other sundry goodies for
all you chess huffs. Here is the

first article in a short series of in-

ternational matches.

Earlier this year, a match for
the World Chess Championship
was held in Moscow between two
Russian grandmasters, former
World Champion Tigran Pefro-

sian. and the challenger. Boris

Spassky. The match consisted of
23 games spread over two months.
An examination of any of the

games gives us some insight into

(he intense nature of the struggle.

The match was basically a bat-

tle of styles — Petrosian with his

subtle almost defensive style con-

trasted sharply with Spassky's

classical attacking style. This is

shown especially well in Game 19.

when Spassky deeks Petrosian out

of hisjockey shorts with a brilliant

attack.

have left the committee, and
SAC has made no new appoint-
ments.

Zane Boyd and Joe Young
speaking for the anti-war
committee, reminded the ex-
ecutive of the 1967 SAC policy
against the campus recruit-
ment by corporations involved
in the manufacture of war
materials. They insisted that
SAC uphold the policy by re-
calling the student members of
the Advisory Committee who
acted against the policy by
approving the Honeywell re-
cruitment.

Gus Abols, SAC President,
voiced the strongly negative
executive reaction, saying:
"We can t withdraw students
from a committee for incom-
petence because they made
their own decision."

"Also, we haven't yet ap-
pointed new people, so we
can't declare the committee
irrelevant."

Bob James, SAC Finance
Commissioner, objected to

GAMBIT
(After having secured his

king, Spassky sacs a pawn to

open lines for his pieces on
Petrosian'sking)

15. . . . N*P

(The pawn must be accept-
ed, otherwise 16. P-N5 is crush-
ing)

16. Q-N2 N-B3

17. R-Nl B-Q2

18. P-B5 K-Rl

(P*P or QR-B1 were better,

but after many long weeks fa-

tigue was beginning to tell on

Petrosian)

19. QR-B1 Q-Ql

20. P*P P*P
21. P-K5!

WHITE— B. SPASSKY

BLACK—T. PETROSIAN

1. P-K4 P-QB4
2. N-KB3 P-Q3
3. P-Q4 p.p
4. N'P N-KB3
5. N-QB3 P-QR3
6- B-KN5 QN-Q2

(This is an extremely sharp,

complicated variation— an in-

dication that both players are

trying hard for the win

)

7, B-QB4 Q-R4
8. Q-Q2 P-R3
9. B'N N«B
10. 0-0-0 P-K3
11-KR-K1 B-K2

(White has quite an advan-
'age — a big lead in develope-

ment plus a ready-made at-

tack)

12. P-B4 <M>

13. B-N3 R-Kl
14. K-Nl B-Bl
15. P-N4!

SAC approval of the type of

protest that the Committee to

End the War in Vietnam was
planning.

James agreed that the uni-

versity was linked to business
and war iwfnrMts hut said

"Let's be worried about how to

get that issue down to 25,000

students."

The majority of the execu-

tive felt that an isolated dem-
onstration against one corpora-

tion would only alienate the

mass of job-seeking students.

The executive closed the is-

sue by voting that in light of
renewed interest, the Place-
ment Bureau Advisory Com-
mittee should reopen the dis-

cussion of the Honeywell Corp.
recruitment.

Unless the university admin-
istration excludes Honeywell
from campus the Committee to

End the War in Vietnam plans

a demonstration Jan. 21, and
an action at the placement
bureau Jan. 22.

(Sacrificing another pawn
for a quick win)21. . . . p*p
22. N-K4! N-R4

(N*N is bad because of

23. R*B check and 24.Q*P
MATE)
23. Q-N6 P*N

(If 23. ... N-B5, then 24.R*N

P*R, 25.N-KB3 and 26.N-N5

mates in a few moves

)

24. N-N5 BLACK RESIGNS

(It's mate after 24 P*N,

25.Q*NCH K-Nl
26. Q-B7 CH K-Rl and R-B3-

R3)
A terrific game in true

World Champion style.

Varsity Staff Training Program
Tomorrow Varsity Office 1 p.m.

VICTORIA .

COLLEGE J
PUBLIC LECTURES 1970

at 4.30 p.m., Lecture Hall, Room 3,

Academic Building, Victoria College

The Yorkshire Cycles: Variations on

a Theme
Professor Alexandra Johnston

Department of English

Victoria College

Great Dane of Destiny: Soren Kierkegaard

Today
Professor D. V. Wade
Department of Religious Studies

Victoria College

The Religious Thought of the Italian

Humanists and the Reformers: Anticipation

or Autonomy?
Professor C. Trinkaus
Department of History

Sarah Law

Members of the Staff

cordially invited

Jan. 20

Jan. 27

Feb.

rence Colic

Students and the Public are

Admission Free

SUNOAY EVENING CONCERT
January 18th - Great Hall

6:30

THE ORFORD STRING QUARTET
Compositions by Members of

The Faculty of Music
Tickets. Hall Porter

RECORD ROOM INSTRUCTION
Tuesdays— LOO p.m.

RECORD ROOM "B"

CAMERA CLUB
48TH ANNUAL

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION
. Closing date: 6 p.m.

F RIO AY
, JANUARY 20

ELECTIONS 70

ART -LIBRARY - HOUSE
DEBATES — MUSIC COMMITTEES

NOMINATIONS OPEN UNTIL
JANUARY 21 st

MEN!

NOMINATIONS WEEK
IN HART HOUSE
ART, MUSIC, LIBRARY.

DEBATES & HOUSE COMMITTEES!

Get your nomination form

today

JANUARY 28 - ELECTIONS
-

JANUARY 28

Fid up with thi high cast

of automobile insurance?

up to 35% discount

to accident-free students

LEVY 1 GREEN INSURANCE SERVICES
1111 Finch Avt. W (Finch dntr.lSurti 209

Til«>m lll-IIH

SUNDAY EVENING
CONCERT

January 18th - Great Hall

8:30

THE ORFORD STRING
QUARTET

Compositions by Members of

The Fatuity of Music

Tiftefs: Hall Porter
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Blues beat Stangs 4-1,

tie Waterloo for first
LONDON. ONT. (staff) -

Varsity Blues survived a disas-

terous first period and, aided

by tremendous goalkeeping

from Adrian Watson, beat Uni-

versity of Western Ontario

Mustangs 4-1 in SIHL action

here last night.

The win moved Blues into a

first place tie with University

of Waterloo Warriors but gave

Waterloo one game in hand.

The game provided a warm-
up for Blues encounter with the

Guelph Gryphons tonight at

Varsity Arena. Guelph is the

only team to beat Blues this

season in league play.

Watson stopped 16 shots in

the first period alone and with-

MIKE BOUND
one goal, one assist

J
Y
%

Deportment of Geology Films

g± The Department has a weekly lunch hour film shows

£ every Friday from 1-2 p.m. in room 128 Mining Buildinj

170 College Street.

X fndoy, Jan. 16 We Will Screen

Seaets of the Underwater World

Flying at the Bottom of the Sea and

Geology of Yellowstone Park

For further titles watch the Here and Now column.

out his fine effort the score

could easily have been 5-0. In-

stead, Blues came out of the

period with a 1-0 lead on a goal

by Terry Parsons at 7:53.

Varsity finally remembered
who they were, and in the sec-

ond period took over the game.

Mike Boland. who missed last

weekend's games with a hip

injury, scored at 13:48, with

assists going to Len Burman
and Dave Field.

SECOND ASSIST FOR FIELD

Field collected his second

assist of the night against his

old teammates at the 18:20

mark, as captain Brian St.

John scored to make it 3-0.

Watson's shutout was
spoiled early in the third peri-

od when Stang s Brian Domelle

slipped one past the sophomore

goaltender. But Len Burman
got that one back in short or-

der, scoring from Boland and

St. John at 3:02 to finish the

scoring.

Blues looked terrible in the

first period, getting only eight

shots on Western goalie Dave
Duncan. But they made up for

it in the second and third, end-

ing the game with a 39-33 edge

in shots on goal.

The game saw the return of

defenceman Bill L'Heureux,

out of action since Dec. 5 with

THE IMPLEMENTATION
AND PROGRAMMING COMMITTEE

FOR THE CAMPBELL REPORT

Pursuant to the statement of President Bissell on October 1 st, 1 969, this Commit-

tee has been appointed "to' initiate discussion, to formulate recommendations, and

to facilitate implementation" of the Report of the Presidential Advisory Committee

on Disciplinary Procedures (the "Campbell Report").

UNDER ITS MANDATE. THE COMMITTEE INVITES ALL MEMBERS OF THE
UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY. ALUMNI AND OTHER INTERESTED PERSONS. TO
MAKE ORAL AND/OR WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS TO IT ON ANY ASPECT OF

THE CAMPBELL REPORT.

Notification of the intention to make an oral submission should be made to the

Secretary of the Committee no later than February 1 st. 1 970 and the submissions

will be scheduled for hearing before the Committee during the month of February

Written submissions should be forwarded to the Secretary by February 1 5th. 1 970

addressed to: ,

The Secretary,

The Campbell Implementation and Programming Committee,

Office of the Vice-President and Registrar,

Simcoe Hall, University of Toronto,

Toronto.

Telephone 928 2182
928-8794

P.tgc26 THE VARSITY. Friday, January 16, 1970

ADRIAN WATSON
slopped 1 6 shots in first period

a cracked bone in his wrist.

The cast was replaced recent-

ly, and now he is able to grip a

stick again. From his perform-

ance last night, his return will

be a definite boost to Blues

rear guard.

AVENGE LOSS

Tonight, Blues will be out to

avenge their Dec. 3, 3-2 loss to

the Gryphons. But they wilt

have their work cut out for

them, for Guelph knows it can

not afford to lose any of its

remaining games if it hopes to

make the Western Division

playoffs. Guelph is currently

holding down third place, and a

loss tonight would virtually

eliminate them from conten-

tion.

Game time is 8 p.m.

BLUENOTES: Latest stats

from the O-QAA publicity of-

fice shows John Wright and

Paul Laurent one-two in the

scoring race for the Western
Division of the SIHL with 19

and 17 points respectively. . .

Bill Buba, Wright's linemate,

is in fourth place with 14

points, one point behind Water-

loo's Ken Laidlaw. . .the stats

do not include the results of

last night's games. . .in other

Western Division play this

IMMIGRATION
PROBLEMS?

Perhaps you should talk to us...

BIARNASON, COSTELLO
& ASSOCIATES
IMMIGRATION
CONSULTANTS

Suite 1208,

Toronto Professional Bldg.

123 Edward St. at University Ave.

364-0973

weekend, Lancers host the

Waterloo Warriors. . .Warriors

play in Bowling Green Friday,

so there is an outside chance
Windsor might take the league

leaders. . .only other league

action is between Western
Mustangs and McMaster Mar-
lins tonight. . .that picture of

Len Burman's goal in Wednes-

day's Varsity was taken by

Blues' forward Mike Boland,

who missed last week's games
while recovering from a

bruised hip bone. . .Paul Laur-

ent unexpectedly made the trip

last night, which is perhaps an

indication of how important it

is for Blues to win all their

remaining games. . .tickets for

Blues game with Cornell go on

sale Monday. . .this is Varsity

fans' first chance to see the

Big Red team, and one which

no one should miss. .

.

MR. JOSEPH A. FRIEDMAN

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Jewish Community Camas

6655 Cote des Neiges. Room 760
Montreal 249. P.Q.

Will be conducting interviews

foi Summer Camp Staff Pos-

itions on Wednesday, Feb-

ruary 4, 1970 stalling at 9:00

A.M. at the Sludent Placement

Service olfice, Universily ol

Toronto. Contact office for

application and appointment.

Openings for Specialists,

Section Heads, Counsellors

and Nurse.



Wilkie, Philpot: Interfac sports doped out

By GELUUS

BASKET CASE

Barker scored 26 ("I did it

for Lloyd Rossman" he said

later) to lead Meds over Sr.

Eng. (Grace 12). 49-29.

Kennedy's 13 was tops as

IsGS (Siamese Gooseberry

Sherbet! azerbaijaned Pharm,

31-12.

Business beat Jr. Eng., 39-

30. Wilkie (a quantity of dope

from Wilmington, Delaware)

had 19 for Bus, Cherniak and

Poppenk 6 each for the losers.

WATER POLO EVERYWHERE
AND NOT A DROP TO DRINK
Trin 5, Pharm 2. Of which

Gerry had 4 and Philpot 1.

Philpot, as it happens, is a
quantity of dope from Philadel-
phia, Pennsylvania (cf. "wilk-
ie" supra.) Monaghan (Latin,
'the lone Ghan" — a famous
Kurdish folk hero, noted for his
silver bullets and Indian sidek-
ick Toronto.) had Pharm's
goals.

Knox (Strung, Warde, Bry-
don 3, Gunding 3) 8; Eng II

( Archibald 3, Moody ) 4.

CONTEST
In response to popular de-

mand ("I demand you run a

contest" — R. John Popular I

we are running a contest. Un-

fortunately, inspiration does

not come easy today, so you'll

have to wait a few minutes un-

til I can think of something.

Okay.

If Anna and the King of

Siam, are all A's B?
Send all answers to "Con-

test". Varsity Sports. The deci-

sion of the Judges thinks,

therefore it is.

Library Exit Control

Bluettes triumph

By FRANCES FLINT

A rather odd situation arose in Wednesday

night's senior girls basketball game ... no one

could score!

Both the University of Guelph and the Varsity

Bluettes seemed to be held back by an invisible

shield over the baskets. Although the Bluettes

did eventually break the spell and win 35-14, the

harrassed coach, Miss Hills, hoped the situation

would never arise again.

Pat Leduchowski and Ann Thompson were the

first players to get aggressive and scored eight

and six points respectively. After realizing there

was a hole in the basket the whole team started

to move and easily overcame the Gryphons.

In intermediate basketball action the Bluettes

defeated a game St. Joseph's High School team

29-23.

And in volleyball, Toronto's intermediate

team clobbered the senior Guelph team, taking

four of the five games played with scores of 15-3,

15-5, 15-5, 14-16 and 15-0.

Blues splash, grapple Stangs

Varsity Blues swimmers
face what could be their tough-

est competition of the season

tonight as they travel to Ann
Arbour for a dual meet with

the University of Michigan.

The Michigan team came
fourth in the NCAA champion-

ships last year and this is the

first time Blues have met

them. The team expects to post

some of its best times of the

season, spurred on by the

American opposition.

On Saturday, with hardly

time to dry out, the team re-

turns to London for a meet

with Western. The Mustangs
are showing considerable

strength this year, as wit-

nessed by their 64-48 defeat of

Wayne State last weekend. It

was the first time in four years

the Stangs had defeated an

American college.

Joining the swimmers in

Western will be Blues wres-

tling unit.

In other weekend action the

Varsity gymnasts travel to

York University for a meet

with York and McMaster Sat-

urday. The Toronto skiing

team will take part in the

Cross Country championships

at Horseshoe Valley on Satur-

day and in a jumping competi-

tion at Chickopee Club. Kitche-

ner. Sunday.

DESTRUCTION: SIX PLAYS
STUDIO THEATRE DRAMA CENTRE

1. WHO KNOWS IT AND WHY medley of Three

2. MOTEL - Jean Claude van Itallie

3. FRAGMENT - Ellen Gautschi (out of Gogol)

4. MURDRER THE WOMAN'S HOPE - Oscar Kokoshka

13 - 17 JANUARY 4 GLEN MORRIS STREET

ADMISSION FREE

To reduce the loss of boohs from the University Library, the

evil control system has been redesigned late this autumn. New
[nspei lion desks have been installed al the exits to the old and

new »int;s of the Library, and will be in operation beginning as

< arl> as possible in the winter term. They will be staffed when-

ever the Library is open. A system of Uiis sort has been under

consideration for some time, lias been advocated by many mem-

bers oi the teaching staff, and was urged this spring by the

Sludents' Administrative Council. All library staft and usets

(except those using only Uie Wallace Room which has its own

control system) will be required to pass through these exit-

control points. All persons will be expected to present their

books, briefcases, bags and parcels for inspection as they leave

the Library. There will be an "express" desk tor persons leav-

ing the building empty-handed. Your co-operation is requested to

ensure smooth operation of this procedure and thereby to help in

the preservation ot Uie library collection.

SLEIGH RIDE and SKATING

SAT. JAN. 17

REFRESHMENTS!

SKITS! FUN!

AT CEDAR GLEN!

HORSE DRAWN!!

I P.M.MEET AT 6:

FRONT OF
HART HOUSE

COST
S2 PER PERSON

PHONE: 884-4773

FOR TICKETS

f CHRISTIAN FEU X3WSIIIP

VARSITY ARENA

SPECIAL ATTRACTION

CORNELL vs VARSITY

Saturday, Jan. 24 at 8.00 p. m

Return match in home and home series. Cornell won a

nigged contest last February on their home ice and the

Blues are out for revenge.

IMPORTANT NOTICE' In view of the substantial cost

involved in bringing Cornell to Toronto this game is NOT

included in the season ticket book. Tickets at SI. 00

(half regular price) will be on sale to students presenting

A T.L. cards at the Athletic Office ticket wicket com-

mencing Monday. Jan. 19. Box Office hours 9:00 A.M. to

5:15 P.M.

Reserved seat fiotets $2.00

CLASSIFIEDS

GIRL SEEKS campanionfsl m of (. lor

navel in S C America starting about Apiii

(Of 2 to 3 months Times, places flexible

Tel 964-1722 levelJanei Hall

TYPING thesis, essays, notes charts, Eng

hsh, French, other languages Mimeograph

ing electric typewriters Mary Dale Scott

|M Oavies) 86 Blooi St W Room 225

922 7624

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone

today lor Iree booklet The Oav you a

diamond H PiOCtor and Co. 131 Bloor

St W Suite 416. 921 7702

TYPING — F

Essays thesis

accuralo and intelligent

muscupls reports, leasi-

oll. Pick-up end delivery if

dosi'Od Telephone Mrs Walker - 449

7077 Idaysl 444-3744 (evenings)

THESIS. Essays Typed on IBM Selcctnc

30c per page Your schedules met Please

call 922 B564 between 6 00 9 00 pm
44 Huntley Close to campus

ROOM QUIET to- male student Single

family home near subway Board optional

489 6766 art ei six

RADIO VAHSITYS Annual Record Sale

Mon Jan 19 91 Si George Si 12 30 3

30 PM Singles 5c Albums 25t DON T

FORGETi

BAREFOOT COFFEE House featuring

Rafli Cavoukian. who performed 'ecenily

w,th Joni M.lchell fu a Sal 10 30 I 30

Wymilwood Vic 75t peison SI 25 couple

Refreshment*

2 BIG BOSS BANDS Courtesy Mr Fun

ky 1 Atlantis 10 pc Ft&B. 2 Shroedei 9

pc R&B at Hustler s Den University Col

lege East and West Halls Sal Jan 1 7th

8 30 1 OO $1 25 a head

ACCOMMODATION AVAILABLE Con

tret locaiion. bnghi fully furnished room*,

singles & doubles Ideal for students ot

young working people Alter six coniaci

Gerry 922-4173

TYPING. EXPERIENCED on Theses, e»

says eic Student s tale Call afier 6 ot

weekends RO 3 30B0

FREE SKATING at Varsity Aiena aller (he

hockey game tonight Compliments ot Iho

Blue & White Society

WINTER WEEKEND - Jan 23 26 at

Elim Lodge IPoterboroughl — Ihomo —
Revelation of Christianity 10 Modem

Man' Call Eileen from Knox Young People

242 9355 (or more information

TYPIST u a .1...
i

rate typing ai

_. ._tes (electric

Ruth 922 1264

PARK OFF THE itroot at 165 St Geoigt

St Reasonable rates by the month Phone

Bill 924 5616o. 924 2909

FEO UP with residence' Try our house —
good food, comfortable rooms, friendly

atmosphere Room and board

SlOOOO'mo Apply 350 Huron St

AUDITIONS: Neil Simon musical Little

me" actors linger* dancers proiluclion

- Sunday Jan 18 2 5 CM HHIel House

186 St George Cell 923 7837 if unable

to ottend & make appointment
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Everybody Makes Mistakes!

So did this man
IT'S ONLY HUMAN! And when you do, it's

nice to know that somebody big is there to

make sure it doesn't get out of hand.

A TRUE STORY

In 1954 Mr Diem of South Vietnam decided to take out

a foreign policy with American Empire. Many of his neigh-

bours who had moved north started to come back and make

trouble for him. Instead of making them feel at home, he

bolted his doors and moved inside with his brothers and his

sister-in-law "If we open the window," she told him, not

only sunlight but manv bad things will fly in." He began o

get sick sending people to concentration camps, brutally

killing them, supressing free speech. Of course the people

didn't like this, so they became angry. The insurrection

began to gather force by 1958. In 1960, the roof caved in. Our

then President Kennedy, believing in helping people to help

themselves, suggested to Diem that he institute real and

sweeping reform. We did not interfere however, realizing

that work was the best therapy. But things became worse.

In 1963. after taking out a life-insurance foreign policy.

Diem and his brother Nhu were killed and American Em-

pire took over his estate, assuring Mrs. Nhu that his affairs

would be handled with loving care. Mrs. Nhu was also well

taken care of by us. At present, American Empire is mak-

ing sure that things are as Mr. Diem would have wished

them. Remember, your interests are our interests.
WE TAKE CARE OF YOU

THE

American
Empire©

CANADA LTD.

Washington. Ollowo. London. Usbon. Modrid. Rome. Bonn. Bern, The Hague, Copenhagen, Brunei*. Vienna, Oslo. Dublin. Canberra. Saigon. Man-

illa. B
.

' Seoul. Rangoon. Kuala Lumpur Taipei. New Delhi. Tel Aviv. Karachi, Johanessburg. Ingot. Salisbury. Brazilia. Buenot Aires. Quito

Panama Cily Lima. Bogota Santiago. Me.ico City. Tegucigalpa. Son Juan. Guantanamo, Paris. Vientiane, Caracas, and many, many more lo serve

yiyou.
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Faculty demands 22 per cent salary increase

By SUSAN REISLER

The Association of Teaching Staff at

the U of T is demanding a 22 per cent

salary increase this year.

The ATS is also proposing a system

of arbitration if the administration and

the faculty are unable to agree.

The University administration op-

poses both proposals. Prof. Don Fors-

ter, U of T Vice-Provost and Chairman

of the Budget Committee last night

called the ATS proposal "completely

unrealistic".

Prof. Wayne Sumner, Chairman of

the ATS Salary Committee said the 22

pi i ci'iil increase is "a compound of

a number of things."

A seven per cent increase is neces-

sary just to keep up with the cost of liv-

ing after taxes, he said.

Merit increases and an estimate of

what is required to maintain a share of

increased productivity are also includ-

ed in the 22 per cent figure.

ANOTHER CAP

The committee is trying to "close

the gap between university teachers

and those in other professions." Prof.

Sumner said.

"We do think we're entitled to a

raise that puts us ahead of high school

teachers."

The ATS accepted the Salary Com-

mittee's proposal Dec. 2. The faculty

didn't vote on the increase, just on the

bargaining procedures.

Those present at the meeting voted

50 to 4 in favor of establishing a binding

arbitration board if the administration

and faculty couldn't agree. The board

would have three members, one chosen

by the ATS, one by the administration

and a third person chosen by the other

two members.
The ATS has sent out a mail referen-

dum to all its members on this subject

"The returns are running 20 to 1 in fa-

vor of arbitration," Prof. Sumner said.

The Salary Committee inserted the

binding provision "to rule out the possi-

rility of strikes," he said.

HALF-WAY HOUSE

"It's sort of a half-way house be-

tween the old system where the pater-

nal university government ruled, and

hard-nosed university collective bar-

gaining."

President Claude Bissell. said he

was "not in favor of the procedure the

ATS has suggested."

"It leads to implications of denying

the possibility of self-government,' he

said.

Forster objected to the use of "an

outside arbitrator". That's handing

over to a third party outside the univer-

sity a decision which gives him power
over the whole university budget. You
can't separate this issue from the rest

of the budget."

Besides, he said, There are already

three academic staff on the Budget and
they would be negotiating for them-
selves".

PROFOUND CHANGE
"ATS traditionally has not acted as a

collective bargaining unit. This new
procedure suggests a pretty profound

change.
'

ATS is a voluntary association, with

no collective bargaining rights under

the Labour Relations Act.

Administration officials also feel the

university can t possibly meet the sala-

[ ry demand.
"In our present budget position."

said A. G. Rankin, Vice-President

(non-academic) "22 per cent is utterly

impossible."

He explained the faculty increase

amounts to 510 million. The university

will only be receiving an increase in

revenue of $7 to $8 million this year.

BALANCE REQUIRED

"There has to be a balance," Rankin

said. Buildings have to be maintained

and the support staff must be paid.

"At present almost 70 per cent of the

total university budget is salaries," he

said. "Maintenance gets what's left

over".

For this reason many buildings still

don't have the proper heating and light

ing that thev require, he added.

The Salary Committee doesn't feel

'the increase will bring belt-tightening.

The university budget is now open to

ATS scrutiny. There is "enough was-

tage and fat that could be pared off

without impairing the operation of the

university," Prof. Sumner said,

"There will not be a cut in the num-

ber of faculty," he said. "And we have

pledged to hold the line on student-fac-

ulty ratio."

"There are areas where the universi-

ty has more money than it thinks it

has," Prof. Sumner said. "The univer-

sity consistently underestimates its

income. This is the area we are most

interested in".

Rankin admitted that "the last two

years the university budgeted for a def-

icit that didn't materialize because

enrollment increased more than ex-

pected and some academic depart-

ments didn't spend all their budget."

Prof. Forster says that a 22 per cent

increase would force cutbacks.

The amount of budgetary rutting

required for that great a salary in-

photo kv Dvn Andrr*

Dr. Claude Bissell, Pres. of U of T is foeed with new salary demands from the laeulty

and he doesn't know where the money will come from.

crease would create obvious difficul-

ties," he said.

"You can slow down the rate of hir-

ing new professors to zero, if you need

to."

But the greatest areas of flexibility

are physical plant and maintenance

There's still not enough money for these

areas, .lust look at the buildings.

"You can also cut down on library

expenditures on new books. But this

would be a great set-back for the li-

brary program.

"A 22 per cent increase is unrealistic

in terms of the current economic cli-

mate and the budgetary situation."

Prof Forster said

Danny's coming to Toronto

MONTREAL ICUPI - Daniel

i Cohn-Bendit. a leader in the May
i 1968 student worker uprising in

I France, arrived in Montreal Friday

i; for an indefinite stay in Canada

i Cohn-Bendit. known as Danny the

Red' for his political views and

bright red hair, was admitted to

? Canada after only a 15-minute inter-

5 view with immigration officials.

}. He has been denied access to

I: France since the May uprising —

during a 1-hour stopover on his:-

Frankfurt-to-Montreal flight. 5

French officials did not allow him to
j

even step off the plane.

Cohn-Bendit was met at the air- |:

port by former McGill University 5

lecturer and active separatist Stan-::|

ley Gray. '%

He is scheduled to come to Toron-
£

to on Wednesday to record a pro-

gram for the CTV Network's Face- :j:

to-face' series.
g
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EXPO '70

Juty 29-August 19, 1970

$1,299.00 all inclusive from
(Vancouver)

Write: Dave B. Dueck
University of Winnipeg.

Winnipeg 2. Manitoba

FREE COFFEE

STUDENTS FOR ISRAEL HAS DECLARED THIS

COMING TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY,

FREE COFFEE DAYS'

DROP IN FOR CONVERSATION AND INFORMATION,

BETWEEN 1-2 P.M. UNIVERSITY COLLEGE; ROOM 12

THAT'S TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

STUDENTS FOR ISRAEL 'FREE COFFEE DAYS'

URGENT
Applications now being accepted for

THREE REMAINING SAC POSITIONS

TO

PLACEMENT SERVICE

Deadline:

Tuesday, January 20th, at 5 pm

Send to:

Services Commission, c/o SAC office

THIS WEEK AT SAC
Monday, Jan. 19th

Tuesday, Jan. 20th

— judicial Commission meeting to

discuss SAC's replyto the Camp-
bell Report- 12 to 2 p.m. -South
Sitting Room Hart House

— a meeting in the SAC office for

those interested in organizing a

student tenant union. I PM
— Cultural Affairs Commission

meeting, 5:30 PM in the SAC
Office.

— Meeting of the SAC Executive to

discuss discipline-in the SAC
office at I PM.

Wednesday, Jan. 21st— a meeting of the Residence Work-

ing Group at I PM in the SAC
office.

— SAC General Meeting at Erin-

dale College-time 7:30 PM.
Buses leave Convocation Hall

at 6:45 PM

Friday, Jan. 23rd
— The Union of Course Unions

meeting in Hart House at I PM.

Fed up with the high cost

of automobile insurance?

up to 35% discount

to accident-free students

LEVY ft GREEN INSURANCE SERVICES
1111 Finch Ave. W (Finch Centre) Suite 209

lll-IIH

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING

RECEIVED FOR:

1. Full Time Director Radio Varsity

2. EDITOR, SUMMER VARSITY

3. EDITOR, RANDOM MAGAZINE

4. EDITOR, S.A.C. Student

Handbook
Apply It writing to:

Communications Commissioner

S.A.C. Office

by JANUARY 26, 1970 5:00 pm
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TO STUDENTS IN THE

FACULTY OF APPLIED SCIENCE

AND ENGINEERING WHO
DO NOT WANT

TO WRITE

EXAMS ON PASSOVER

Call 923-7837

and leave your name

The Hillel Foundation



Implementing CUG -

concensus or chaos?

By JIM COWAN

A 160-member committee
will be set up this Spring to

discuss the report of the Com-
mission on University Govern-

ment and draft recommenda-
tions to be presented to the

provincial government.

The new body, to be called

the University Wide Commit-
tee, will consist of 40 students,

40 faculty, 40 administration

representatives and 40 dele-

gates drawn from outside the

university.

Petition pleads

The plan for the committee
was made public at Friday's
CUG Programming Commit-
tee meeting at Hart House.

The new group is to meet at
the end of May to discuss the
CUG proposals. If no consen-
sus is reached, the committee
will meet again in September.

The administration group on
the committee would include
representatives from both

academic and non-academic
branches, support staff, and
heads of colleges and faculties,

while the outside group would
cover the Board of Governors,

alumni, professional associa-
tions and secondary schools.

for three workers
Thirteen hundred people

have signed a petition demand-
ing that the administration find

campus jobs for three former

New College cafeteria work-

ers.

The petition was presented

Friday to J. F. Brook, execu-

tive assistant to Vice President

A. G. Rankin.

Beaver Foods had refused to

rehire the three after a strike

in December. The difficulty

arose when the University

dropped its contract with

Commercial caterers in favour

of Beaver Foods, without as-

surance of job security for the

New College workers.

After a rally Friday in sup-

port of the three workers,

about thirty people moved to

Simcoe Hall to present the pe-

tition. They were met by
locked doors and an eight-man

U of T police guard at the side

door.

A delegation of three was
allowed to present the petition

to Brooks. In exchange, he
gave them a letter from Bea-
ver Foods unit manager, Horst
Stuewer to T. G. Lawson, of

the U of T Safety and Security

Department.

It said that, "No U of T po-

lice officer approached me at

any time to inform me of any
action or words involving the

four persons in question ... I

do not wish to state, at this

time, why I did not decide to

re-hire the four persons in

question."

The workers have claimed
that U of T police pointed them
out to job interviewers as

strike leaders.

Worker Student Alliance

member Tony Leah (UC II)

said that several of the men
who were rehired by Beaver
have since left their positions.

He said, "they are being

forced out by Beaver, who is

hiring students part-time to

reduce costs" and increasing

the work-load.

President Claude Bissell

was unavailable for comment,
but he is reportedly pleased
with both the size and struc-
ture of the committee.

If the 160 delegates can
hammer out a workable com-
promise, it is believed the

President will forward it di-

rectly to the provincial govern-

ment, which will ultimately
pass a new U of T Act to alter

the governing structure.

Much of the discussion at

Friday's Programming Com-
mittee meeting centred on the

question of what would be con-

sidered a consensus on the

University Wide Committee.

While the matter was left

open, it was agreed that any
significant dissent by any
group, and in particular from
the students or faculty, would

prevent the committee from
achieving its goal of speaking

as the voice of the university.

A letter outlining the propos-

als will be sent to all members
of the university tomorrow,
and elections to the committee
should take place on March 26

or 27.

The Programming Commit-
tee also agreed to hold a full-

scale debate on the CUG Re-
port, probably on Jan. 29.

Questionnaires will be sent to

faculty and students in mid-

February in an attempt to dis-

cover the university communi-
ty's feeling towards the top

governing structure.

If the committee's program
is carried out on time, a draft

fill to replace the current U of

T act could be ready by next

November.

Those who have been work-

ing on CUG feel the provincial

government would pass vir-

tually intact any measure
which had the clear support of

the whole university.

ONTARIO GRADUATE
FELLOWSHIPS

1970-1971

Application forms may be obtained from:

SCH001 Of GRADIMTf SWDIIS,

63 Sr. GfORGf STRffT, TORONTO 5,

THlltO HOOK, ROOM 307

Applications must be filed with the School by

February lf> . 1970. Applications received after this

date will not be considered.U 1 1 rm

discover the

uncouer tke

UAOergrooAc]:-.;

at kh&

THE TEXTBOOK
STORE

SMC Music Guild presents

AN EVENING OF THE

GUITAR
folk classical

featuring

Eduoard Brun

Sasil Harrus

blues

Louis Natale

Tim Gauntley

JANUARY 22 8:30 P.M.

SMC Student Centre FREE

PLS Presents

THE S0M0HYHG Of

EVERYMAN
Directed By

Fr. Oenesius Jones O.F.M.

NEW VIC THEATRE

JAN. 19 to 24 8:00 PM

ADMISSION fm
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An unrealistic demand
The U of T's Association of Teaching

Staff has demanded a 22 per cent salary

increase for all academic staff, but

their chances of getting it are almost

negligible.

There are two aspects of the facul-

ty's proposal which the U of T adminis-

tration will find untenable:

(1 ) The amount of the increase — it

could not be covered without drastic

cuts in other areas of budgetary alloca-

tions;

(2) The ATS proposal of binding ar-

bitration to settle unsuccessful negotia-

tions between faculty and administra-

tion.

On the first point, the amount the

ATS is asking for is unjustified for a

number of reasons:

• yes, the cost of living has spiralled

with inflation, but it has not spiralled to

the extent of 22 per cent

;

• such an excessive salary increase

for the academic side of the universi-

ty's employees would virtually negate

any possibility of improved wages for

the non-academic staff, who are gross-

ly underpaid;

• the overall increase would not in-

clude any kind of levelling-off of sala-

ries amongst the academic hierarchy
— a 22 per cent raise for lecturers is

justified, but not the same raise for full

professors.

On the second point; the ATS propos-

al for arbitration seems to be a move to

transform the ATS from a loosly struc-

tured association of faculty into a un-

ion. The ATS has no collective bargain-

ing rights under the Labour Relations
Act. But each year it gets bolder in its

salary demands.
That kind of transformation sounds

fine. But it is devoid of any of the con-
tent that would create a real union. The
faculty have arbitrarily asked for a
large increase without examining their

own role as labour in the university,
without considering the relations they
hold with other employees and with
students. They produce. They produce
manpower in the form of educated stu-

dents, and technological change in the
form of research. They passively ac-
cept a given role in the university.

The new boldness of faculty, and the

tinges of unionism bear a striking re-

semblance to the development of stu-

dent unionism.

In Canada, and particularly at the U
of T, the past few years have seen the

rise and fall of a student power move-
ment in the student councils. That
movement often operated through top-

level negotiation and sought strictly

student demands. Most student coun-

cilors never questioned their political

situation in the university as it related

to the university's position in society.

They never seemed to face the con-

tradiction of an underpaid janitor

cleaning up the coffee cups after a Stu-

dents Administrative Council meeting

where an elite had pontificated on the

oppression of students.

The faculty are now employing a

similar narrow and selfish view of

their own situation.

Although ATS Salaries Committee
Chairman Wayne Sumner admits that

he supports the efforts of the non-aca-

demic staff to get higher wages, he
doesn't seem to realize that the ATS's
22 per cent demand will directly block

those efforts. The support staff are
even more poorly organized than the

academic staff. And if the faculty won
their demands, the administration
wouki have to resist non-academic
wage increases even more stubbornly

than it has been doing.

The issue has just flared up. It will

become a major issue at the U of T
campus this year, although students

may not be involved — only affected.

Out of the first sign of the conflict four

points emerge:

• the faculty are acting mostly in

their own interests;

• their demand is unreasonable in

light of the tight money situation at the

U of T — they should and probably will

receive a raise, but not 22 per cent;

• the faculty are replacing the stu-

dents as the new thorn in the side of the

U of T administration — a development
that is also occurring in their obstinate

opposition to the basic principles of the

CUG Report, a document which the
administration realizes is essential to

the stability of the university;

• most of the conflict arising be-

tween faculty and administration over
this salary dispute points directly to

the tight money situation and the whole
question of university financing.

Editor Brian Johnson

Review Editor Lorry Haiven
Sports Editor Jim Cowan, 923- 4053
Advertising ManagerCarol Cooper, 923-

8171

Editorial Offices 9 1 St. George, 2nd floor

Editorial Phones 923-8471
Advertising Offices 91 St. George, 1st floor

the folks dot made dis paper: jon (editors
..„..

. who smoke make ashes of themselves) kar-
'* semeyer and suecup and reisler and errol

young and harrrold eckstein and the photog
who isn't errol but mark robin and hairless

.. louis erlichmann and and liz — news all by
mow m«v herself — willick and james cowan and now

.
an(l then manny ond dare and others need-

<..-.,. si ed and wanted who weren't.

Who's going to feel the pinch

The last two points are related

:

The U of T's largely conservative

faculty are reacting to the creation of a

modern university that is well integrat-

ed with government spending priorities

and the economy of this province. Fac-

ulty are placed in an educational sys-

tem that understands students in terms
of income-units.

Formula financing is the method of

allocating provincial taxes to higher

education in Ontario. It's a system that

grants money to a university propor-

tional to its s tudent enrolment.

The government establishes a basic

income unit — an amount to be granted

the university for each student en-

rolled. But the income units for stu-

dents in different fields such as engi-

neering, arts, medicine, etc. are given

a multiplier. The multiplier for a given

field depends on the cost of producing a

student in the given field. But it's likely

that it also depends on the economic
demand for students in a given field.

A university's government grant is

determined roughly by multiplying the

basic income unit that's been estab-

lished for the year by both the multi-

plier and the enrolment in each field.

Or something like that.

But anyway, formula financing al-

lows the government to control the

economic function of a university.

The U of T's financial situation is

now tight because it's undergraduate
enrolment is not increasing very rapid-

ly. But its graduate enrolment is rising.

In a telephone interview last night, U
of T President Claude Bissell said he
would like to see formula financing
change to allow an increase in the size

of the basic income unit and a "heavy
weighting of graduate degrees, which
would benefit us here, since we have a

large number of graduates.

"

Bissell's hope directly relates to the

University of Ontario plan, whereby
the St. George campus would become
an Ontario graduate school and the

other 13 universities and the communi-
ty colleges would serve as mass under-
graduate schools, each relegated to a

rung in the hierarchy of academic ex-

cellence.

U of T faculty and administration
will not have control of salary negotia-

tions over the ATS demands.
The weight of province-wide, eco-

nomic control of educational priorities

is the determining factor.
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The SAC Family
or "The children are leaving home - what can we do?"

The Students' Administra-

tive Council does not serve the

students of this University — it

serves the Established Order.

The administration needs a

centralized organization to

deal with to legitimize its deci-

sions, whether or not that or-

ganization truly represents the

student body.

Like the administration,

SAC and its executive are a

myth to most students on this

campus — something they

identify with only in a very dis-

tant and abstract way.

In the past few years, this

university has seen the rise of

its second parent — SAC —
competent only in perpetuating

its own committees. All this

year's council did was decide

who should receive grants and

how much. It spent the entire

summer in a struggle for pow-

er by two opposing groups —
neither questionning the need

or the basis of that power —
mother and father fighting for

custody over the children.

The SAC has been capable of

establishing inter-elite com-

munications with the adminis-

tration, as if relations with the

student body were of second-

ary importance. Would the

student body ever consciously

agree to assume a secondary

role for the sake of aimlessly

expanding bureaucracies.

The SAC has adopted a truly

paternal methodology of deal-

ing with issues. It sees its legit-

imacy and existence in its con-

stitution, in its illusions of con-

trol over the student body. It

could not accommodate any

democratic decision made by a

mass-meeting over the discip-

line crisis, for it saw itself "le-

gally, in loco parentis" as the

only responsible (representa-

tive) body that could lay down

decisions about students' lives.

We can envisage a situation

where the students are man-

ning the barricades, with the

SAC close behind, screaming

"but listen to us. We're still

your leaders".

SAC's legalistic attitude

manifested itself quite clearly

in the discipline crisis when U

of T Vice-President and Regis-

trar Robin Ross (negotiating

for the administration) refused

to talk with the steering com-

mittee of the coalition, which

had been formed. He was only

willing to talk with the "legal
1 '

representative of the student

family - the President of the

SAC.

The SAC is part of a never

ending spiral that expands with

every attempt made to narrow

it towards its own centre — the

student body. But "Optimis-

tic" that these structural

changes will eventually de-

stroy student apathy, SAC con-

tinues to build more commit-
tees and spend more energies

in implementing relatively

meaningless solutions. SAC's

continual growth into massive

bureaucracies is accompanied

by a synonymous growth in its

abstraction from the student

body (along with that paternal

desire to unify the disintegrat-

ing family unit).

Any attempts by SAC to

evolve into an alternate struc-

ture will fail, unless the basis

of the organization is ques-

tionned and understood — un-

less SAC breaks itself out of

that spiral. The perpetual ex-

istence of the family cannot be

a pre-requisite for dealing with

the real needs of the student

body.

In building a real student

movement, organizations must

develop and grow without

these pre-requisites if they are

to be successful in dealing with

"anything."

SAC builds a structure and

then attempts to find and built

its base of support. It contin-

ues to build mini-structures

such as course unions which

suffer from the same deficien-

cy of support. This half-assed,

backward approach can contin-

ue like the spiral, ad infinitum.

It's not a question of "stu-

dent apathy ". The children

don't need a psychiatrist to

straighten them out.

"Student apathy" is an ac-

curate gauge, not of mental ill-

ness, but rather of a negative

vote by those students concern-

ing their real control over and

need of that organization.

The students are disatisfied

with existing structures. They

are searching for viable alter-

natives to the present top-down

elites. The anti-CUS vote was

an anti-authoritarian vote. The

students were tired of a dis-

tant, abstract organization lay-

ing down a line on them. Both

SAC and CUS were trying to

deal with their "alienation"

from the students within the

framework of their own struc-

tures and never analysing

those structures in any real

way. .

This is not an isolated phe-

nomenon. Just look at the

number of active participants

involved in organizations simi-

lar to SAC (eg. course unions,

student councils, and even

CUGI
Only two months ago the

Glendon Student Council dis-

solved itself when it found that

the students were not interest-

ed in its activities.

L'Universite de Montreal

disbanded its central organiza-

tion and now deals through the

independent departmental

ones. In general this growth of

overall dissatisfaction with

student councils' inabilities to

fulfill students' needs and with

their trends towards overbu-

reaueratization is being con-

cretely manifested in the nega-

tion of these existing struc-

tures. Structures that don't

provide real control, democra-

cy, and self-determination.

This will become a reality in

our family too.

The contradiction between

the student body and the SAC is

real — and it becomes more

blatant every year. In the past

few years the relatively strong

leadership within the organiza-

tion has obscured these contra-

dictions. But this year we have

no strong leadership, and they

have surfaced at their face

value. The question at hand is

not to find a sterner parent

that will put the SAC back on

its feet again.

It's not surprising that the

council members themselves

now find it difficult to treat

SAC without some underlying

tones of contempt for its irre-

levance.

I am determined to build a

real student movement based

on achieving real control over

one's history, that means real

control in decision-making,

and the elimination of massive

bureaucracies — contrary to

the present trends of centraliz-

ing decision-making into the

hands of small groups of exper-

tise; that means the develop-

ment of real human relation-

ships among people; that kind

of real control is essential for a

real socialist revolution, which

is the negation of the existing

conditions of imperialism in

our universities and our socie-

ty-

I am forced to resign as Ser-

vices Commissioner on the

Executive and' as a council

member on the SAC.

All power to the children,

people, workers. .

.

Dare to struggle, dare to

win!

Chris Siolwiniki { III APSC-Civil,

No.672014936)

NOTICE
All groups or clubs on Campml

submissions are now being accepted to the FINANCE

COMMISSION, requesting money for the next term.

Please deliver to the Executive Assistant of the SAC,

in the SAC office, before January 30th.
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HART HOUSE
ORCHESTRA
BOYD NEEL, Conductor

8:30 p.m. - January 25

Great Hall Hart House

ACIS and GALATEA
HANDEL

Students: SI.50

Others; S3.00

XEROX
COPIES

5c each - 1st copy of an original

4c each - 2nd thru 10th copies of the

same original

2c each - 11th and more copies of the

same original

While-U-Wait or Overnight

College Copy Shop
76 Charles St., West
Phone 923-8115

the oris and letters committee of the

faculty of medicine presents:

AN EVENING WITH

BRUNO GERUSSI
Alumni Lounge

Medical Sciences Building

Tuesday, Jan. 20

7:30 p.m. Refreshments served

Centre for the Stud]/ of Drama

Bertolt Brecht's

A MAN'S A MAN
directed by Martin Hunter

HART HOUSE THEATRE
Wed. Jan. 21 to Sat. Jan. 24 at 8:30

All Seats $2 00
Students $1.00

Bissell to get samples of Honeywell's bombs
... - n = . _ , riica I lie. iccnp ;il thp C

At 11:45 this morning, Presi

dent Bissell will be presented

with several samples of anti-

personnel fragmentation

bombs produced by the Hone-

ywell Corp.

A delegation from the Com-

mittee to End the War in Viet-

nam (CEWV) will use the

bomb specimens to emphasize

their demand that the Hone-

ywell Corp. be refused permis-

sion to recruit on campus Jan.

22, 23 and 27.

The Advisory Committee on

the Placement Service, decid-

ed last September not to bar

corporations involved with war

materials from the campus.

Three of the five student

members resigned in the fall,

and have not yet been re-

placed.

If Dr. Bissell refuses to ban

Honeywell, the CEWV will

raise the issue at the commit-

tee meeting Tuesday and will

also organize a demonstration

Wednesday at Simcoe Hall.

"We are not accusing those

who have to work for such

companies, said Zane Boyd (1

VIC) of the CEWV. "Rather,

we ask them to join us in mak-
ing this university active

against the war in Vietnam
rather than complicit in it."

HERE AND NOW
TODAY
ALL DAY

Tickets tor "Hair' have now arrived for

all Those who have purchased them. Innts

11,63 Si. George St., Rm. 110

Nominations being accepied for the po-

sition of New College SAC Rep, and 1st

vice-president New College Students

Council office.

Applications now being accepied for the

remaining Three SAC positions to The

Placement Centre,

12:30 p.m.

I Record Sale — Radio Varsity

5c. Albums 25c Kitchen. 91 Si

gist. Prof Florestan Femandes, on "The

meaning of Military Diciaiotship in present

day Latin America '. Sid Smilh Rm. 1085.

All welcome-

The Psychology Students Union invites

one and all to iheir weekly display of de-

mented psychology students. Everything is-

free (except love) Innis 1

7:30 p.m.

An evening with Bruno Gerussi Re-

freshments served. Medical Sciences

building, Alumni Lounge.

Chrislian Science Organization weekly

Annul

Singles -

George

1 p.n

Box Office
928-8668

.:.^v.y.v.v.v.'i
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meeting for the sharing of inspiration and

experience in healing through prayer. Rm.

200 Larkin Building. Trinity

7:30 p.m.

U of T Women's Liberation planning

meeting. Sid Smith Lounge. All women

Welcome.
8 p.m.

U of T Homophile Association a tape

recording of Dr. Franklin Kameny. U.S.

Homophile leader "Under Attack". Every-

one Welcome, GSU building, 16 Bancroft

Street, upstairs.

Vic VCF ptesents "A Chairy Tale" by the

National Film Board. Everyone is welcome.

Come and bring your lunch Birge-Carnegie

Library. Rm. 5,

2 p.m.

Radio Varsity presents The L.R.D Under-

water show live from the Canary Islands.

Enjoy gteat sounds until 5 p.m. Featuring

the Creedence Clearwater Revival,

4 p.m.

All students taking at least one course in

the Department of Political Economy are

cordially inuited to attend an open meeting

of the Departmental Council in the Senate

Chamber of Simcoe Hall.

6 p.m.

Nominations for the position of New
College SAC Rep. close.

8 p.m.

The ptoduction of "The Somonyng ol

Everyman", ptesented by PLS and directed -

by Fr Genesius Jones. OFM Admission

Free, New Vic Theatre.

TUESDAY
1 p.m.

SAC Executive meeting to discuss Inter-

im Disciplinary Committee, SAC office

4 p.m.

Placement Centre Committee meeting

to discuss the Honeywell issue. Interna-

tional Students Centre. 33 St Geotge St.

Lecture by the famed Brazilian sociolo-

— SKI —
ROUGE VAL1EY

DAY OR NIGHT
LOCATED IN SCARBORO

282-1771 .

RENT A
TAPE RECORDER

BRAND NEW CASSETTES
AS LOW AS 5QC DAILY

92I-TT02

NOON HOUR CONCERT

MUSIC ROOM HART HOUSE
1 P.M. JANUARY 21st

CAROLYN GOHEIL, PIANIST

PROGRAMME:
Sonata, F. flat Op. 27, No. I

Beethoven

Jeux d'Eat, •
Ravel

Sonata G. Op. 22 Schumann

Everyone Welcome

Export'X

REGULAR AND KINGS

J

CLASSIFIEDS
FAST ACCURATE home typing — Mn
Linda Flood — 884-6526. Keep this nam
and number for future use.

GIRL SEEKS companion(s) m or f. for

Travel in S/C America starting about April

for 2 to 3 months, Times, places flexible.

Tel, 964-1722 (eve ) Janet Hall.

TYPING thesis, essays, notes, chans. Eng-

lish. French, other languages. Mimeo-
graphing, electric typewriters. Mary Dale

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today for free booklet "The Day you buy a

diamond". H. Proctor and Co.. 131 Bloor

St. W.,Suite416. 921-7702

RADIO VARSITY'S Annual Record sale

today. 91 St. Geotge St. (kitchen) 12:30 -

3.30 P.M. Singles 5e. Albums 25e.

THE U OF T Film Society requires experi-

enced projectionist each Wednesday until

the end of March. For more Information

leave your name, address and telephone at

SAC office.

EXPERIENCED TYPIST will type Theses,

essays, notes etc. Lives near university and

near subway. Call 534-3027 anytime.

GUITAR PLAYER (male or female) want-

ed by serious male pop-balled singer to

team for professional career of stage work.

921-5640.

URGENT — Female volunteer needed to

work with juvenile girls 2 evenings/wk.

Must have outgoing personality, ability to

cope with anti-social behavior. Mrs. Bums
461-1168.

ACCOMMODATION Available. Central

location bright fully furnished rooms, sin-

gles & doubles ideal (or students or young
working people After B contact Gerry

922-4173

PARK off the street atlBS St. George St.

Reasonable rates by the month. Phone Bill

924-5616or 924-2909.

FED UP with residence? Try our house —
good food, comfortable rooms, friendly

atmosphere. Room and board
$100 00/mo Apply 350 Huron St.



Gymnasts open season at York
By ART STEIN

During the past several sea-

sons, preparations by the U of

T Gymnastics Team for the
OQAA Championships have
been severely hampered by
two factors — lack of competi-
tion prior to the Champion-
ships, and lack of practice
time..

This season, the first prob-

lem has at last been remedied.
On Saturday, Blues participat-

ed in the first of a series of

weekly exhibition competi-
tions. They visited York for an
exhibition tri-meet with
MacMaster and the host Yeo-
men.
Unfortunately Blues, still

without Brian McVey who
looked on in the capacity of

judge, were able to muster
only 105.5 points compared to

winning York's 127.8 and Mac's
115.9.

Of Mac's points, 52.3 were
accounted for by Olympic
gymnast Steve Mitruk who
swept every single event with a
dazzling performance to easily
win the individual all-round
competition by a whopping 8

points. All the remaining gy-
mansts were bunched well
back — including Toronto's
John Kortright and Al Forest
who placed a close fifth and
sixth respectively.

John was dogged by bad luck
when the strap of his hand grip

snapped in the middle of a
beautiful high bar routine.

Sapped of his strength, he had
to repeat it but still managed
fourth place. Coupled with a
second place finish in the par-

allel bars, it capped off one of

his strongest recent perform-
ances.

Meanwhile newcomer Gary
Wicks continued to improve as
he took fourth on the pommel

horse. But Toronto's biggest

surprise came from Phil Mi-
chaelis who had shown up at

the previous evening's practice

claimed he could not compete
because of a neck injury. A bit

of the right medication and a

girlfriend's nimble massaging
fingers must have worked
magic. Phil did two flawless
front flips in a row en route to

fourth place in free excercise,

then vaulted to second position

on the horse, 0,4 behind the

leader.

While a healthy Brian Mc-
Vey would likely have allowed
Blues to challenge for first

spot in this particular meet,
there is little doubt that lack of

practice is seriously hamper-
ing the gymnasts' perform-
ances. A bit of questioning re-

vealed that both Mac and York
have four or five two-hour
practice sessions each week.
Toronto has two!

Swimmers lose to Michigan, swamp Stangs
It was a big weekend for the

swim team. Our swimmers
have been looking for stiffer

competition but the University

of Michigan proved to be better

than a match on Friday eve-

ning.

Michigan's fourth place fin-

ish in the U.S. last year and six

world-ranked swimmers are
only a small indication of the

depth and power of their team.

The outcome of the meet was
obvious but the results encour-

aging.

The race of the evening

turned out to be the 200 yd.

backstroke. Varsity's Jim
Shaw was matched against

Michigan's Greg Goshorn and
Bill Kennedy. After seven

lengths, the race was still un-

decided, but a last length

sprint by Jim gave him the vic-

tory.

Mike Guinness was the only

other individual winner for

Toronto. He managed to elude

two Michigan swimmers in the

200 yd. freestyle.

Jim Shaw, Ross Ballantyne,

Bob Heatley, and Theo Van
Ryn combined to give Toronto

a third win in the 400 Medley
Relay, four one hundredths of a

second faster than the Michi-

gan team.

The final score was 84 to 29

in favor of Michigan.

Blues traveled to Western on
Saturday for a second dual
meet. The results were much
more favorable; Toronto 72,

Western 40.

Event winners for Toronto
were Mike Guinness 200 and
500 Free; Jim Shaw 200 I.M.

and, 200 Fly; Terry Bryon 1000

Free; Don Carr 200 Back; and

Theo Van Ryn in the 50 Free.
Toronto won both the Medley
and Free Relays.

Blues will be at home for the
next two weeks. They swim
against Queens Saturday Jan.
24 at 2 pm and McGill Saturday
Jan. 31 at 8 p.m. They are both
traditional rivals and will pro-

vide good competition. Come
out and support your team.

Women's Athletic Association

MEN ... Do You Dance Well? If not sign up for Co-

educational Ballroom Dance Class Tuesdays 4-5 p.m. in the

Benson Building. A few vacancies for this term! ! !

!

EUROPE 1970?
SALE . RENTAL
PURCHASE

REPURCHASE OF
USED

VOLKSWAGEN
COMBI-CAMPERS

r
- c • >

lH$ -
"

THE BEST COMBINATION OF
ECONOMY AND CONVEN-
IENCE, THESE VANS CAN BE
CUSTOM-FITTED FOR VOUR
PARTICULAR TRAVEL RE-
QUIREMENTS AND WILL BE
WAITING FOR VOU, LICENSED
TAX-FREE AND INSURED. ON
YOUR ARRIVAL IN EUROPE.
OTHER VYY MODELS ALSO A -

SOLNICKI - CORD & BHEGMAN PRESENTS:

BYRDS
Jeegarden & van winkle

maurey hayden

Sunv Feb. 1st, 8 p.m. - 1 show only

IK MAS5EY HALL

I Tickets: $5 - $4 - $3
• SAM THE RECORD MAN
• MASSEY HALL BOX OFFICE

THE BYRDS

BALLAD

EASY °RIDER

ICohitnUta

KStno]

— SKI —
ROUGE VALLEY

DAY OR NIGHT
LOCATED IN SCABBOHO

282-1771 .

RENT A
TAPE RECORDER

BRAND NEW CASSETTES

AS LOW AS 50« DAILY

921-7702

M.A.S.S. PRESENTS DR. DAVID TURNER
TO SPEAK ON

AEROSPACE MEDICINE

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 21 8:00 P.M.

AUDITORIUM, MEDICAL SCIENCES BUILDING.

HimniHinifflu

HOUSE 50
RECORD ROOM INSTRUCTION

Tuesdays — 1:00 p.m.

RECORD ROOM "B"

NOON HOUR CONCERT
Wednesday, January 21st

Music Room, 1:00 p.m.

CAROLYN GOHEIL
Pianist

Everyone Welcome

CAMERA CLUB
48TH ANNUAL

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION

Closing date: 6 P.M.

FRIDAY. JANUARY 23RD

ELECTIONS '70

ART - LIBRARY - HOUS E

DEBATES - MUSIC COMMITTEES

NOMINATIONS OPEN UNTIL

JANUARY 21 st

ART GALLERY
HAROLD TOWN ENIGMAS

Presented until

JANUARY 23RD

VARSITY ARENA

SPECIAL ATTRACTION

CORNELL vs VARSITY

Saturday, Jan. 24 at 8:00p.m

Return match in home and home series. Cornell won a

rugged contest last February on their home ice and the

Blues are out for revenge.

IMPORTANT NOTICE! In view of the substantial cost

involved in bringing Cornell to Toronto this game is NOT
included in the season ticket book. Tickets at SI. 00

(half regular price) will be on sale to students presenting

A.T.L. cards at the Athletic Office ticket wicket com-

mencing Monday, Jan. 19. Box Office hours 9:00 A.M. to

5:15 P.M.

Reserved seat tickets $2.00

Would you like lo meet ....

Tom Wolfe
Kandy Kolored Tangerine Flake Streamline Baby

The Electric Cool-Aid Acid Test
Monday, January 19, 5 p.m.

Jesse Jackson
Economic Director, Southern Christian Leadership

Conference; Operation Breadbasket, Chicago
Tuesday, January 20, 5 p.m.

Daniel Cohn-Bendit
France, The Student Revolt

Wednesday, January 21, 2:30 p.m.

Saul Alinsky
School for Radicals, Chicago

Thursday, January 22, 6:30 p.m.

These people will all be guests on the Doug Leiterman

television production "Face to Face to Face". You are

invited to meet and question them as part of a partici-

pating audience in the CFTO-TV studios in Agincourt.

Bus transportation will leave from University College

one and one-half hours before the times shown above.

Admission is free, groups are welcome. For reservations

(capacity is limited), telephone

Donald Block 920-9686
THE VARSITY. Monday. January 1 9. 1 970 — Page



Windsor beats Waterloo

Blues trample Gryphons, grab first
By JIM COWAN

Varsity Blues went for a skate Friday night,

fattened their points totals and, incidentally,

showed Guelph Gryphons what happens to teams
with the bad manners to beat the champs.

Final score was 12-1, with Peter Turner get-

ting Guelph's only goal directly from a faceoff at

10:23 of the first period.

After that, Blues had it pretty much their

own way and on the rare occasions that Gryphon
shooters slipped through Blues tight defense, they
found rookie Grant Cole barring the way.

"I think we played a great game," coach
Tom Watt said afterwards. "I don't think we can
get any better than that.

'

'

Guelph goalie Duffy Lewis sprawls loo late to prevent Nick Holmes (9) from scoring the
last goal of Blues 12-1 victory Friday night. Paul Laurent (8), who fed Holmes a perfect
pass, circles behind net.

Lewis looks dejectedly at puck which Dave Field (not shown) blast-
ed past him in the second period. Blues Nick Holmes signifies the
obvious.

photos bv doitandrew

Blues sharpshooters had a
field day, running up their big-

gest total since they dumped
Western 14-1 last Nov. 28. Cap-
tain Brian St. John, John
Wright and Bill Buba each
scored a pair of goals, with
other markers coming from
Terry Peterman, Paul Laur-
ent, Len Burman, Dave Field,
Bryan Tompson and Nick
Holmes.

Peterman was Blues top
performer, scoring the winning
goal at 12: 18 of the first period,
on a perfectly-executed pass-
ing play from Bob Hamilton
and Terry Parsons. He went on
to collect four assists, and in a
game dominated by offence
turned in a strong defensive
effort.

It was a game of picture

goals as Blues passing was as
sharp as it's been all season..

Mike Boland got the first of

two assists on Blues' third

goal, when he carried the puck .

the entire length of the ice be-

fore laying it back on St. John's

stick.

Laurent did all the work on

Holmes' goal, stealing the

puck at his own blueline and
beating Guelph's defense. He
made a perfect pass to Holmes
and the rookie had at least

three-quarters of the net to hit.

"I could see where the puck
was going even before he pas-

sed it to me," Holmes said lat-

er.

Eleven penalties were called

in the first period, including a

10 minute misconduct to

Guelph's Ron Pearpoint. But

the teams ( or maybe it was
the referee) settled down and
only nine more infractions
were called in the rest of the

game.

BLUENOTES: Wright had a
pair of assists to go with his

two goals, putting him well out
in front in the Western Division
scoring race . . . Wright and
linemates Buba and Peterman
came out of a three game mini-
slump in great style, picking
up five goals and eight assists

Friday . . . shots on goal were
38-21, advantage Blues .

.

Don't forget, the
Big Red of Cornell are coming
next Saturday, and tickets go
on sale today at the Hart House
ticket office. .

.

Dempster, Stangs, end B-ball Blues' dreams
By PETER WHITE

Varsity basketballers made
their lone Western appearance
Saturday night in what from
the Toronto standpoint can
only be considered a non-game.
This game was considered
crucial by Blues yet if you
placed any confidence in the
logic of superstitious forecast-
ing it was lost before it was
begun.

A strange feeling pervaded
these proceedings. First there
was the unsettling influence of
a snowstorm which threatened
the highway traveller. Inside
was the plushness of the Alum-
ni Hall, theatre-cum-basket-
ball court, which until recently
refused to host sporting events
on the putrid reasoning that the
odour of sweating bodies might
linger until the next cultural
event.

Then to be reckoned with
was the inital appearance of
Bruce Dempster against his

former tea,m-mates, a bad sign
with the revenge motive you
know. And then there was the
grotesque nonchalance of the
fans who failed to respond to

the drubbing their boys were
laying on the Christians.

Such was the surrealistic

atmosphere Saturday night at
the Western home court that it

would not have been surprising

to hear the calm tones of Rod
Serling informing the crowd
that Blues had unknowingly
entered the Twilight Zone,
From the beginning Blues

were out of it. Down by five
points in the first three min-
utes they never recovered. For
this fan and the smattering of
Toronto supporters the dull-
ness of the action was matched
only by the embarrassing in-

competence of their team.
Blues at this stage of their ex-
istence have become all too
familiar with the wrong side of
an insurmountable deficit and

that nauseous feeling in the pit

of your stomach associated
with losing may have now
reached the proportion of sec-
ond nature. Another game
like Saturday's and the team's

The old Bruce Dempster

only trophy may be a set of ten

new ulcers.

TEAM TIGHT

Blues came into this game
tight and just never loosened
up. Western playing its steady
game with unflashy compet-
ence found they could move
through the various Toronto
defences like a knife through
butter. With their consistent
middle range shooting and
strong offensive rebounding
the Mustangs seemed likely to

push their point total past 100.

Most dangerous cutter of all

was Bruce Dempster, whose
fluid style and leadership must
have reminded Coach John
McManus of better days. In

accumulating 31 points Bruce
played up to his allstar status

and his performance is likely

to burn Toronto rubber, which
lost him, all season long.

By the end of the game the

Western fans had begun the
number one chant routine and
if Western is number one you
just have to wonder what the
hell Toronto is. In this season's
league of balanced clubs To-
ronto is beginning to look like

the losing exceptions to the
rule. Our season record now
stands at 2-5.

Saturday's performance was
a dismal follow up to last
week's encouraging perform-
ance at Windsor. The team
now faces the prospect of put-
ting together a season with
several problems not the least
of which may just be a lack of
go in a go-gettum league. As
they say on television, at this

time of year the second season
has just begun. Blues new sea-
son starts on Wednesday night,

the home opener against Wat-
erloo to be played at York.
The score? 98-69. The

spectre of Bruce Dempster
lives on in the Twilight Zone.
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Loyola backs down, agrees to negotiate
MONTREAL (CUP-LIZ) — The

administration at Loyola College last

night suspended letters of non-renewal
of contract to 27 faculty members.
An administration statement grant-

ed right of appeal to the dismissed fac-

ulty which "suspends the effect" of the
letters — de facto firings — issued
December 15.

More important to the Loyola facul-

ty, the administration agreed to re-

negotiate the membership of the col-

lege's Committee on Appointments,
Rank and Tenure, the body which
would hear the appeals. Currently,

CART is made up of Administrative
Vice President Jack O'Brien and five

administration appointees.

"The nature and constitution of such
a reconstituted body of appeal is now
the subject of discussion before the

Meyer Commission {the provincial
government's one-man inquiry into the

current Loyola crisis)," the statement
said.

The faculty had felt that the move to

fire the professors amounted to a purge
of anti-administration elements on the

Loyola staff. Withdrawal of the letters

of non-renewal of contract has been the

single issue in most of the protests at

the college since students and faculty

returned to the campus after Christ-

mas.
It was the only demand made by 400

protestors who sat-in in front of admin-
istration president Patrick Malone's
office until ousted by riot police Janu-

ary 12.

27 PLUS 1 FIRINGS

The sit-in had been sparked by the
firing of the 27 professors, following a
fall term of almost constant upheaval
after the still unexplained firing of nu-

clear physicist S. A. Santhanam. The
administration reacted by closing down
the university for a one week period
and barring students from the campus.

This placed the 400 protesters in the

position of trespassing on university
property and the police were called in

to clear the building.

When students returned to classes
Monday they were met by an adminis-
tration announcement that civil injunc-

tions would be served on faculty and
students who took part in sit-ins or
"other disruptive activities".

The continued clamp down on dissent

at the Roman Catholic campus fol-

lowed the release by administration
President Malone of new, restrictive

closing hours, and the posting of securi-

ty guards near various campus build-

ings.

According to Malone, "recent
events" at Loyola indicated current
rules governing behaviour at the col-

lege were "inadequate".

"The administration of the College
has the responsibility ... to make and
enforce such rules and regulations as

may be necessary or desirable to in-

sure the proper functioning of the phys-

ical facilities used by the College

community," Malone said.

see Loyola p. 9 A swastika flutters over a Loyola building during the student strike.

Two groups want right to represent support staff

By TOM WALKOM
A battle is shaping up between the

Canadian Union of Public Employees
and the University of Toronto Staff

Association for the right to represent

university support staff.

Clare Booker, CUPE organizer and

former SAC office worker, threw

down the gauntlet Thursday by re-

signing her position on the UTSA
Steering Committee.
Her reasons for quitting the com-

mittee have centred on the bargaining

issue. Under Ontario law, the associa-

tion can't possibly be a legal bargain-

ing unit since it contains management
personnel.

"I think we are wrong to consider

the university a benevolent employ-

er," she stated in an open letter. "As
shown at the library, the university

fought the wishes of the employees to

organize for over two years."

CUPE finally won the right to rep-

resent 350 library assistants last June

following two years of negotiations.

HARSH WORDS
C. H. Fanning, manager of the Uni-

versity Bookstores, and a member of

the UTSA steering committee, had
some harsh words for Miss Booker.

"I don't like Clare Booker. She's a

bourgeois chick who's never known
any dirt or poverty in her life.

"I come from poverty and dirt, and

I think that Clare Booker and people

like the Worker-Student Alliance are

just do-gooders who don't know where
it's at.

Miss Booker is not a member of the

WSA.
The object of this controversy, the

support staff, consists of approxi-

mately 5300 university employees,

including librarians, secretaries and

research technicians. At present,

about a thousand are unionized.

CUG RECOMMENDS VOICE
The support staff first came into

the public light during hearings held

by the Committee on University Gov-

ernment. Following the lead of sever-

al of its briefs, CUG recommended
that support staff be given a voice on

U of T's governing council.

One of these was the controversial

CUPE brief which recommended,
among other things, free university

education for the children of support

staff.

Last week, CUPE kicked off a drive

to organize the reamining non-union-

ized support staff

.

The UTSA was conceived last De-

cember at a general meeting of the

support staff which set up a steering

committee. Mrs. Gwen Russell, a

hygiene technician, is chairman.

According to Mrs. Russell, about

250 of the 4100 people affected attend-

ed this intitial meeting. The consen-

sus, she said, favoured an association

over a union.

ASSOCIATION OR UNION
"Personally. I prefer an associa-

tion to a union.'' said Mrs. Russell,

"but the reasons at this point I prefer

not to give."

All members of the steering com-
mittee emphasized that they were
"not anti-union."

Fanning explained his view a bit

more fully than Mrs. Russell.

"Unions might fragment the whole
thing. There are two estates already
— students and faculty. What they

want is four estates — students, facul-

ty, management and labour. One
thing this university doesn't need is

fragmentation.

"It would be nice if everybody
could get together — dig?"

CUPE looks at the support staff in

class terms, and concentrates on
matters such as wage inequalities and
overtime.

"Wages aren't really an issue,"

countered Fanning. "I don't meet
that many people that are upset about

what they're paid. Some are probably

underpaid, but they're happy enough.

They dig their jobs."



MR. BENSON'S WHITE PAPER
SERIOUSLY AFFECTS YOUR FUTURE

The successful student of today will be more adversely affected than any

other group of Canadians. You can do something about it if you act NOW.

If the Government White Paper on tax reform becomes law, you will pay about 50% more
income tax than you would in the United States. The small businessman will be struggling

just to survive under a 50% tax burden. A young doctor, lawyer, dentist or accountant will
-

face great obstacles in starting his own practice.

Are you content to sit back and let these things happen? If not, read the frightening facts in

this article and make your views known to your Member of Parliament:

The Government White Paper is an ominous document. As it moves rapidly towards legis-

lation, only public protest and outcry from concerned Canadians can stop it.

This article is presented by such a group of alarmed Canadians. They come from many walks

of life. They are opposed, not from o personal point of view {many of them would pay less tax

under the White Paper), but because of what it holds for Canada and all Canadians.

No Canadian can honestly quarrel with the White Paper's efforts to lower the tax burden
for people at the low end of the income scale. Or with a tax at a reduced rate on realized

capital gains. Or with enforcing laws to eliminate tax avoidance schemes and expense

account abuses.

But the White Paper is a complete tax reform that will kill incentive to work and save,

increase the brain drain to the more attractive tax climate in the United States, lead to the

withdrawal of capital from Canada and slow down the development of our natural re-

sources.

For the young Canadians who are planning careers in Canada, some White Paper propos-

als will raise disturbing questions

:

Will you be able to resist the attractive tax climate in the United
States?

Mr. Benson says, "Canada needs the full effort of those with outstanding ability." Yet his

White Paper seems to offer more incentive for emigration than effort.

The table below is a comparison of personal income taxes in Canada and the United States

that has been prepared by an international firm of chartered accountants.

CANADA State of

Personal White Ohio Average
Gross Paper Homeowners Dollar %

Income Tax Tax Difference difference

$ 8000 $ 1044 $ 527 517 49.52%
$10000 1658 839 819 49.39

$12000 2327 1186 1141 49.03

$15000 3370 1660 1710 50.74
$20000 5262 2620 2642 50.20
$25000 7434 3608 3826 51.46
40000 14711 7723 6988 47.50
50000 19631 11030 8601 43.81

In releasing "White Paper Highlights" the Government gave out a deceptive U.S.-Canada tax com-
parison that has been analysed by this accountancy firm. The government had compared the most
highly taxed state against the lowest taxed province. — had not included special U.S. home owners'
deductions — had included high pension (Social Security) levies in the U.S., and many other things
to give the appearance that U.S. taxes are not approximately half the Canadian. The Canadian gov-
ernment told the public the U.S. taxes are lower by only

Gross income

S 8.000 (7.22)% instead of 49.52%
12,000 6.95 instead of 49.03

15,000 10.73 instead of 50.79
25,000 14.87 instead of 51.46
50,000 6.84 instead of 43.81

For further confirmation of fact write Colin Brown, Box 272, London, Ontario.

If you move to the United States, your income tax will be lower by about 50%. Even though
the United States has been financing an incredibly expensive war in Vietnam and has sent
billions of dollars to the moon.
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The White Paper promises

k f
it a bigger problem. Our tax system should be competitive - particularly with

the United States - if we are to keep our talent at home

Will you be able
to go into business for yourself?

Canada has always prided itself on being a land of oppor-
tunity for men with ideas and enthusiasm. The small busi-

nessmen have had tremendous incentives. And they, in

turn, have blossomed into many of our large companies
today. They have contributed a great deal to the country's
prosperity.

The White Paper will change all that.

The White Paper will make it difficult for the small busi-

ness man to survive, and doubly difficult for him to expand
and grow. It may weU discourage bright young people with
ideas from setUng out on their own.
Example: Right now the small businessman is entitled to a
low tax rate of 23% on the first £35,000 of taxable income.
This gives him the all-important cash to put back into his
business. This cash is what keeps him afloat, and later
helps him to grow.
Under the White Paper, he will pay a flat 50% on all taxable
income. He will have to put out additional thousands of dol-

lars in cash for taxes. Money he sorely needs just to survive
in the early years.

If you're in law or medicine,
will you ever be able

to set up your own practice?

The first two years are the toughest for any professional
man on his own. The experts say that you should be able to
carry yourself for at least one year without cash income
from your practice. That's why, under the present tai sys-
tem, you pay tax on a cash basis — on what money comes
in. Under the White Paper, you will pay on an accrue! basis— on accounts receivable and time billed.

It makes little difference to the Government in amount of
money collected over a period of years. But it presents a
high hurdle for the young doctor, lawyer, denUst, accoun-
tant or veterinarian starting out on his own.
Example: Under our present tax system a young lawyer
(married, no children) has' just finished his first year in
practice. He has billed his clients for $40,000 and collected
$30,000 cash. After paying $20,000 for office expenses his
tax would be 1500 - leaving him with $9,500 as net income
Under the White Paper, he will be taxed $18,000 that year
on the $40,000 he has billed even though he may have col-
lected only $30,000 from his clients. Assume his office ex-
penses come to approximately $20,000; then he would be in
debt by $8,000 and received no salary. What can he do but
join a large firm?

What Canada might be like

after a few years
of White Paper taxation

• There will be a slow but sure decline in the number of
small businesses.

• There will be a sharp decline in risk-taking by Canadians,
a The brain drain of talented young Canadians to other

countries will grow. They will go where there are greater
incenUves for hard work and bright ideas,

a Foreign investment in Canada will slow down because of
the unfriendly tax climate,

a There will be a withdrawal of capital from Canada as
people with modest wealth leave this country to reUre
elsewhere because of our Estate Tax and Capital Gains
Tax systems.

a The cost of money will rise as capital is removed from
Canada and the remaining capital is diverted from debt
to equity situaUons.

a The new tax structure will prevent tie build-up of private
capital in the hands of individuals. Ultimately aU eco-
nomic power and capital will be transferred to an all-
powerful Government, (per Geo. Orwell's 1984)

What are you going to do?
Here are some ideas.

(1) White a letter to your Member of Parliament telling
him what you like and don't like about the White Paper.
Send a copy of your letter to Finance Minister Benson.

(2) Fill in a coupon below. Put it in an envelope and mail it

to Box 4430 Ottawa. If you put your name and address
on the envelope, it will go directly and unopened to
your MP

(3) Encourage your parents or friends to write to their
Members of Parliament and to send in coupons.

WHEN THE WHITE PAPER BECOMES LEG-
ISLATION,

YOUR MP WIU BE VOTING ON YOUR
BEHALF.

LET HIM KNOW WHAT YOU THINK.

My Member of Parliament
P.O. Box 4430
Ottawa, Ontario.

I am strongly opposed to a number of proposals in
the White Paper. As my elected representaUve 1

urge you to work toward shelving the White Paper
lor further study.

Name
Address "!!"!!!!!"!!"!!!"!""

(Please print your name and address
on the envelope as well.

)

My Member of Parliament
P.O. Box 4430

Ottawa, Ontario

I am strongly opposed to a number of proposals in
the White Paper. As my elected representaUve, I

urge you to work toward shelving the White Paper
for further study,

Name
Address

™
(Please print your name and address

on the envelope as well.

)

My Member of Parliament
P.O. Box 4430
Ottawa, Ontario.

I am strongly opposed to a number of proposals in
the White Paper. As my elected representative, I

urge you to work toward shelving the White Paper
for further study.

Name
Address

( Please print your name and address

'

on the envelope as well.

)
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Jokes about his infantry days

Bissell 'receives' bomb capsule
D.. I A I ID A l/EII V Ll_By LAURA KELLY

Nine U of T students lost
round two in the campus pro-
test game Monday at noon
when President Claude Bissell

Refused their demand to ex-
clude Honeywell Corp. from
the placement center.

The first round was run
through last Wednesday when
the Committee to End the War
in Vietnam (CEWVI was re-
fused SAC support for a demon-
stration against war-material
supplier Honeywell when it

comes to campus tomorrow.
On Monday, the small stu-

dent group was cordially ush-
ered into the presidential suite
of offices and greeted by a
brisk Dr. Bissell.

The students grimly present-
ed Dr. Bissell with a Hone-
ywell-produced compact metal
capsule, army green, which
normally contains 250 pellets
that scatter out when the ex-
plosive detonates. About 200
capsules are included in one
bomb.

Dr. Bissell tossed the cap-
sule into the air and joked
about his day in the infantry.

Zane Boyd (I VIC) said, "We
feel that as President of the
University of Toronto you have

the power to prevent this com-
pany from coming on camp-
us."

"If you took a stand on this
war, you would raise the issue
on all Canadian campuses,"
said EllieKirzner (IV UC).

President Bissell answered
"I think that there are two pos-
sible alternatives. The Tho-
reau point of view: Don't pay
taxes; or put pressure on the
government. I can't do any-
thing."

The students condemned the

university's connection to the
Vietnam war through corpora-
tions such as Honeywell and
through war research conduct-
ed by faculty members.

Dr. Bissell answered: "I
think corporations should be
allowed on campus. You ban
all of them or you allow all of
them. You can't discrimin-
ate."

The round ended quickly as
Dr. Bissell thanked the pro-
testing group for their moral
advice and left for a meeting.

This is the anti-personnal fragmentation bomb Honeywell manu-
factures

Honeywell stays despite CEWV effort
It was three strikes and out

for the CEWV as they failed

yesterday in their bid to raise

the question of Honeywell
campus recruiting at the meet-
ing of the Advisory Committee
on the Placement Service.

Faced with a general lack of

support, the CEWV has decid-

ed against holding planned
demonstrations against the
Honeywell recruiters.

At the meeting, the Advisory
Committee decided to post-

pone debate on the issue until

the three vacant student posi-

tions on the body have been
filled.

Until that time, it re-af-

firmed its former position on

recruiting by "war-complicit"
companies.

The committee decided in

September of 1968 to allow all

companies free access to

Placement Centre Facilities.

Zane Boyd (I VIC), spokes-
man for the CEWV, protested
against the nature of the Advi-

sory Committee meeting be-

cause "the issue has not been
raised among the students.

1 '

He said the body was "total-

ly irrelevant because the two
students on the Advisory
Committee are not bound to

vote along SAC policy lines."

Boyd said he wanted to de-

bate the issue before the

Committee "to publicize the

issue and expose the Commit-
tee."

The Advisory Committee
felt that since it had debated
similar issues before, princi-

pally during the 'Dow crisis', it

would serve no purpose to de-

bate the issue again, as most of

the members had not changed
their minds.

The CEWV protested that by
refusing to debate the issue,

the members of the Advisory
Committee were complicit in

the war.

To exphasize their point, one
member of the CEWV shouted
"Sieg Heil" as the members of

the Advisory Committee
raised their hands to vote the

'no-debate' motion.

ONTARIO GRADUATE
FELLOWSHIPS

1970-1971

Application forms may be obtained from:

SCHOOL Of 6RADUAU SlUDItS,

63 ST. GfORGf STRffT, TORONTO 5,

THIRD HO0R, ROOM 307

Applications must be filed with the School by

February IA. 1970. Applications received after this

date will not be considered.

what tWe well-

read -Turtle, is

thlnlcirvj

.

CLASSES START

NEXT WEEK!
Enrol NOW in the 10-week

EFFICIENT

READING
PROGRAM

• ONLY $27.00 - AIL TEXTS INCLUDED
• CLASSES BEGIN THE WEEK OF

JANUARY 26- VARIOUS DAYS
AND TIMES AVAILABLE

REGISTER TODAY
AT THE

S.A.C. OFFICE
I

(MAIN CAMPUS AND SCARBOROUGH)
Sponsored on campus by SAC Services

Commission and U of T Library
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Dow-new and improved
P.L. Peep: I read a newspaper

story that Prof. N.D. Peep had
argued thai the main problem

facing Canada was .American

imperialism.

V.I. Brewster: So?

P.L.P.: But Prof. Peep is not a

Marxist.

V.I.B. Obviously. So?

P.L.P. But how can he under-

stand imperialism it he's not a

Marxist?

V.I.B. Because it really exists.

P.L.P. Oh I see. I'd never

thought of it that way.
It's recruiting time again, and

the Dow Chemical is back in a

new disguise — Honeywell Inc.

Napalm was getting to be a bit

hackneyed after the years of

anti-Dow demonstrations, so

Honeywell has produced a new,
improved device that could give

Dow some stiff competition at

Placement Services across the

country — the fragmentation
bomb. Again healthy competi-
tion and free enterprise has pro-

duced new ideas for better liv-

ing.

"The main fragmentation
bomb is the cluster bomb unit

(CBU), which consists of a "moth-
er bomb" filled with 640 small
baseball-size secondary bombs
called 'guavas.' These guavas are

released from the mother bomb
half a mile above ground and
dispersed over an area ten foot-

ball fields in length. They may be
set to explode in the air, on im-
pact, or after laying (sic) on the

ground for some time. When they
do explode, each one sends about
250 steel pellets flying in all

directions with great force. Ac-
cording to Frank Harvey (Flying

Magazine/66) 'The CBUs kill

or maim any living thing in the
open or inside a hut along an ex-
tended path a couple of hundred
feet wide.' The pellets do no
harm to concrete, brick buildings
or weapons but they tear into
flesh, spiralling forward and rip-

ping insides. Their erratic course
makes removal extremely diffi-

cult. — Committee to End the War
in Vietnam leaflet

The Committee to End the

War in Vietnam is a front group

for the Young Socialists

(Trotskyists). They planned to

organize demonstrations in front

of the U of T Placement Service,

where Honeywell will be recruit-

ing students for future employ-

ment.
The Trotskyists' slogan is

"End Canadian Complicity" — a

slogan that brings back memo-
ries of the Dow demonstration at

the U of T Placement Service in

1967, and the annual anti-war

marches organized by the

CEWV.
But Canadian complicity in

the Vietnam war is really a mis-

leading slogan to describe the

relevance of Honeywell's pres-

ence on campus January 22, 23,

and 27.

The point is not that Canadi-
ans are morally complicit in the

Vietnam war, that they should
feel a great surge of guilt, refuse

jobs with war-mongers, and
cleanse their bodies.

The point is that Canadians
have no choice in a decision to

work for Honeywell — or one of

the hundreds of other Hone-
ywells in this country. Canada is

"complicit" in the American
war effort because we have no
control of our own economy.
That economy extends into the
university — the placement ser-

vices, the research grants, the
textbooks, the professors — and
determines the nature of our
education and the kinds of em-
ployment we derive from it.

Honeywell's presence on
campus is not a function of Can-
ada's moral complicity, but of
Canada's structural relationship
to the economy of the United
States. Honeywell is a Canadian
subsidiary of a U.S. Corporation,
and the University of Toronto
serves as a branch-plant of the
U.S. economy in supplying
hundreds of corporations like
Honeywell with research and
manpower.
Ths issue is one of imperial-

ism rather than complicity.

Editor Brian Johnson
Review Editor Lorry Haiven
Sport* Editor Jim Cowan, 923- 4053
Advertising ManagerCarol Cooper, 923-
817)

Editorial Offices 91 St. George, 2nd floor

Editorial Phones 923-8471
Advertising Offices 91 St. George, 1st floor
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K. BEV 100. LAURA IYN0ON LITTLE ends the
hells, no wieght, I did mean "L's". . . Lii is frown-
ing fingers pounding, the moon is full the dogs
or. sounding Golliut is unknown to me Sue
remembered just after three if it all means
nought to these you should come sometime and
see AHene Tinkler did not yet show Brian soys
Moonday it will grow although the weed makes
many slow Erroll gave me key to go. .

.
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Yes, son, you'll

And it's not just* a distant

question that lives only in ledg-

ers and on floors of stock-ex-

changes and on Vietnamese bat-

tlefields.

It affects U of T students.

It affects engineers, who can't

be blamed for seeking jobs with

be fine for the job.

corporations like Dow and Hone-
ywell, for they have no other
choice but to work for an Ameri-
can corporation which serves
the needs of the U.S. military
economy.

Imperialism doesn't stop thirty

feet away.

An unholy alliance
"We all have a common thing

— we re not students or teach-
ers." — C. H. Fanning, manager
of the U of T Bookstore.
Mr. Fanning is talking about

the U of T support staff - that

nebulous quasi-body of left-overs

from the university academic
pie.

As they used to tell you in pub-
lic school, when the janitor was
being pensioned-off with an imi-

tation leather wallet after 55
years of broom-handling, "We
can do without teachers and
without students, but not without
a good stationery engineer."

But the point is that at U of T,
the support staff aren't all jani-

tors. They are secretaries, and
window washers and the guy
who stamps your library books,
and Claude Bissell and Charlie
Fanning. Bissell is the president
of the university; Fanning is the
manager of the Bookstore.

Fanning says the support staff

have a "common thing" ; but the
tie is a negative one. Support
staff are united only in what
they're not — they're not stu-
dents or teachers.

Using this same logic, Black
Panthers and Ku Klux Klansmen
have a common thing, since they
neither are Israeli.

The support staff is not a coh-
erent body. At the least it con-
sists of two bodies: those who
give orders and those who obey
— management and labour.

A dual body of this nature
cannot be represented by a sin-

gle agent. As Fanning says, "It

would be nice if everybody could

get together about it."

But everybody can t — the

situation precludes it. Manage-
ment must act in one direction,

labour in another.
It is in their own interests that

university workers be represent-
ed by an agent exclusive to

themselves — Why an not asso-

ciation rather than a union?
To many support staff, the

former, modelled on the Asso-
ciation of Teaching Staff, seems
the more attractive alternative.

Unions mean big fat men in

sweaty undershirts drinking
"the big ale;"' an association
seems much more professional.

Fine. But what good can an
association do? The ATS has
some muscle because professors
are hard to replace. If the ATS
threatens strike during exam-
marking period, as they did last

year, the administration is wor-
ried.

If the U of T Staff Association
threatens stike, the administra-
tion merely fires them and hires
Office Overload. For an associa-
tion is not protected under the
Labour Relations Act, and sten-
ographers are easy to replace.
The CUPE move to organize

support staff seems better than
that of a pseudo-professional
UTSA. —torn waikom



Why 22 per cent?
"We prepare ourselves for a professional career,

but we don't get a professional salary"

Monday's Varsity featured both a

news story and an editorial on the

salary demands which are being

pressed this year by the Association

of the Teaching Staff. The news story

reported various administration fig-

ures as clucking that these demands
are "completely unrealistic" and "ut-

terly impossible". The editorial de-

nounced the proposed 22 per cent sala-

ry increase and questioned the proce-

dure which the ATS has recommend-
ed for salary negotiation.

We don't really expect a good reac-

tion from the administration on these

issues; after all, they sit on the other

side of the bargaining table. An un-

sympathetic reception by the student

body is another matter entirely. At
least we would like students to have

all the relevant facts in front of them
before they make up their minds on

this issue. Since many of these facts

have not yet been featured on the

pages of the Varsity, this brief ac-

count will have to suffice.

First the question of why we think

we should receive an increase of 22

per cent. Isn't this figure exorbitant,

especially in this age of supposed

price and wage restraints? It is of

course more than is required merely

to keep pace with the cost of living:

that would require about 7 per cent.

So only the excess over 7 per cent rep-

resents any kind of gain at all. What
kind of gain? Part of it is to keep pace

with the expansion of the entire econ-

omy (the counterpart of the produc-

tivity factor which labour unions

employ), and part of it is to provide

"progress through the ranks", that is,

to ensure that the average faculty

member rises a little year by year in

the overall salary scale at the univer-

sity.

This brings us to about 14 per cent.

It is interesting to note that the

Committee of Presidents of the Uni-

versities of Ontario, a body not known

for radicalism in any form, supports

the faculty proposals to this point: the

CPUO has recommended an average

increase of 13.4 per cent. In terms of

need, then, this 13-14 per cent range is

relatively uncontroversial.

TREATED UNFAIRLY

It is the difference between 14 and

22 per cent which arouses doubt in

some minds. This additional 8 per

cent has a quite different purpose: to

adjust university salaries with re-

spect to the salaries of other profes-

sions. Comparisons with non-teaching

professions are pretty well-known by

now. In 1967 the average salary of

university faculty in Canada was

about $12,000, as compared with $27,-

000 for doctors and $22,000 for lawyers

and self-employed engineers and ar-

chitects. Year by year these gaps

widen further. This is not just a mat-

ter of economic interest for us, or an

argument that, as similarly qualified

personnel, we are being treated un-

fairly. The university must compete

with these professions for its person-

nel. If the rewards lie outside the uni-

versity then that is where the talent

will go.

Comparisons with other teaching
groups reveal a different kind of dis-

parity. The ATS has compared car-

eers in the universities, the Colleges

of Applied Arts and Technology
(CAAT's), and secondary schools.

These studies show that for at least 12

years after an undergraduate degree
the university teacher is paid less

than his CAAT or secondary school
counterpart.

And it can take up to 20 years for

him to achieve parity in cumulative
earnings. The years of preparation in

graduate school are, of course, the

main reason for this anomalous situa-

tion. By the time a university teacher

has devoted those 4-7 years to getting

his Ph.D., his friends who chose other

teaching fields are making more than

he is and continue to do so for a con-

siderable time.

Financially speaking, graduate
education as a preparation for teach-

ing is a bad investment. As this be-

comes better known, the university

will find it increasingly hard to com-
pete with cognate teaching profes-

sions.

NOT JUST GREED
Thus we are caught in the middle.

We prepare ourselves for a profes-

sional career, but we don't get a pro-

fessional salary. And those who do

not, or cannot, so prepare themselves

come out making more than we do.

We want this situation altered for our

own good, but we also see it as a

threat to the quality of university

education.

If the university cannot compete in

the market, even in the education

market, then it will be unable to at-

tract the kind of personnel it needs.

There is thus more at stake in this 22

per cent than whether the greed of

some particular self-interested group

will be satisfied. The quality of the

university is also in the balance, and

students should have some interest in

the direction in which that balance

falls.

There is, of course, the issue of re-

straint. On this matter our position is

simple. Other similarly situated

groups (labour unions, professional

organizations, teachers' federations)

have shown thus far no interest in re-

straint. If we act alone we fall that

much further behind. I needn't re-

mind you that secondary school

teachers are seeking 35 per cent.

But perhaps the question which

bothers — and ought to bother — stu-

dents most is: can the university af-

ford to meet this demand? What will

the effect of meeting it be on other

budgetary items, e.g. support staff

salaries, library acquisitions? What

will the effect be on the staff-student

ratio?

The ATS is well aware that the uni-

versity's income is largely deter-

mined by the size of the provincial

grant. In making our case for a sub-

stantial increase, we are talking di-

rectly to this university but also indi-

rectly to the provincial government.
A rethinking of the system of formula

financing may be the only long-range

solution.

WE ARE REASONABLE MEN
But the Minister of University Af-

fairs has taken the position that this

university could afford substantial

salary increases with the funds it is

now given if it were to manage itself

more efficiently. We have long sus-

pected that this is true, but have not

in the past had the information neces-

sary to confirm these suspicions.

Now we have access to these data,

and are in a position to evaluate the

university's budgeting procedures.

We believe that this university can go

a very long way indeed toward meet-
ing our request without sacrificing

any of the priorities mentioned above.

We are reasonable men with a

strong interest in maintaining the

quality of this institution. Thus we
will not press demands in the certain

knowledge that if adopted they would
cut into library acquisitions or worsen
the staff-student ratio. As for support

staff, the problem here has been that

they are not themselves effectively

organized. The sooner they do organ-

ize (preferably with an outside union )

the better.

When they do so (especially if they

wield a strike threat), the competi-

tion for salary money will intensify.

So it should. Perhaps the day will be

seen when faculty and support staff

present joint salary demands. For the

current year, the ATS accepts that it

must bear in mind the depressed con-

dition of (non-union) support staff

wages.

WHY DIM VIEW?
The Varsity seemed to take a dim

view even of the negotiation proce-

dure which the ATS has recommend-
ed, though I am not sure why. This

procedure is designed to give the ATS

an effective voice in determining sal-

ary levels without resort to strike. We
favour binding arbitration in the
event that negotiations between the
ATS and the administration break
down. The decision of an arbitration

board, then, would have to be accept-

ed by the ATS, whether favourable to

our case or not. This procedure rules

out strike action in which students
always threaten to be among the los-

ers.

In the long run the new role the ATS
will play in negotiating faculty sala-

ries will yield another benefit. This
university is at present run by a small

group of administrators who make
the real decisions on matters like the

budget. For too long they have had
matters their own way. Increased
faculty scrutiny of the budget will

force them to open the budget-making
process more, to increase their own
efficiency at collecting and comput-
ing data, and to justify the budgetary

priorities in which they have hitherto

had a free hand. This in turn is but a

step toward the real goal: control of

the budget by faculty and students.

The Varsity accuses us of taking a

narrow view. Its own position that our

demands adversely affect the position

of students and support staff is the

narrow one. This university cannot be

what it should be without a radical

readjustment of salaries and without

greater participation by faculty and

students in the activity of budgeting.

The new student-administration al-

liance is based on a short-range and

distorted picture of the situation.

Faculty and students are united in the

desire for a university with high aca-

demic standards. What binds us to-

gether is vastly more important than

what divides us. And this should be

made clear both to the administration

of this university and to the govern-

ment of this province.

L. W. Sumner Chairman

ATS Salary Committee

ATS Salaries Committee Chairman L. W. Sumner asks for faculty pay raise.
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NEW COLLEGE IS NOW U1H

New College presents . . .

CHUCK

BERRY
WITH

"WHISKEY HOWL"
AT

CONVOCATION HALL

SUNDAY NITE!

2 BIG SHOWS: 7:30 & 10:00 P.M.

ADVANCE TICKETS ON SALE NOW!

at: U. of T. SAC office ONLY $3
Foyer of SID SMITH

-LETTERS-

SMC Music Guild presents

AN EVENING OF THE

GUITAR
folk classical

featuring

Eduoard Brun

3asil Harms

blues

Louis Natale

Tim Gauntley

JANUARY 22 8:30 P.M.

SMC Student Centre FREE

II. OIL HOMOPHILE ASSOCIATION

THE HOMOSEXUAL DILEMMA

'

WHAT EVERY HETEROSEXUAL

SHOULD KNOW-
A PUBLIC LECTURE BY

DR. FRANKLIN KAMENY
PRESIDEH1 01 WASHINGTON MATTACHINE SOCIETY

B P.M.- THURSDAY. JANUARY 22

,

CODY HAIL. SCHOOL fl( NURSING,

50 ST. BE0R6E STREET.

ADMISSION TREE

bissell: expressway could turn city into 'polluted wasteland'

Dear Mr. Johnson,

I would like to make a few

comments about the Spadina

Expressway.

The Expressway is presuma-

bly based on the assumption

that it is a good thing to enable

as many people as possible to

proceed by private car into the

centre of the city. Even grant-

ed this dubious assumption, I

have seen little evidence to

show that the Spadina Express-

way will be successful. It can

provide a link with Highway

401 and the Gardiner Express-

way, (and with the non-exis-

tent cross-town expressway),

and thus give a means of es-

caping rapidly from the city;

but I do not see how it can dis-

gorge its traffic in densely

built-up areas without causing

congestion. In the likely and

calamitous event that the Ex-

pressway ends at Sussex or

Harbord, we have discussed

with City and Metro planners

and engineers the plan for

moving traffic eastward. They

have obviously given no consid-

ered thought to this question,

but everything they say im-

plies a cheerful acquiescence

in the dismemberment of the

campus.

But there is another assump-

tion that I find more accepta-

ble, namely that it is not a good

idea to move people as quickly

and easily as possible by car

into the heart of the city; that,

indeed, society should strive to'

control the motor car, not to

make it and private transpor-

tation the summum bonum of

existence. The Lord Chief Jus-

tice of England observed re-

cently that "the motor car is

as much the instrument of law-

lessness as the jemmy". It

can, if uncontrolled, turn the

centre of the city into a pollut-

ed wasteland, beside which T.

S. Eliot's nightmare is a gentle

Victorian landscape. Robert
Lowell's epitaph for Boston

may well become the epitaph

for all cities:

"Everywhere,

giant finned cars nose forward

like fish;

a savage servility

slides by on grease."

Yours sincerely,

Claude Bissell

U of T President

photo by Errol Young

U of T President Claude Bissell and SAC President Gus Abols collab-

orate on the "Stop Spadina" desk in the Sidney Smith foyer.

old white men should unburden themselves
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Monday's editorial was basi-

cally a restatement of the false

idea that professors are the

enemy students face, the cause

of their problems.

The idea that the professors

by their wage demand are rob-

bing students and support staff

is the same line governments

take to try to keep wages down
while profits soar — the idea

that the proper share of the pie

due wage earners is rather

limited, so each group should

not go for too much.
The idea that the professors

should not follow their own
'selfish' interest is the old

white man's burden view of

working for social change: one

works only for 'other people'.

In actual fact social change is

brought about by everyone
pushing for the interests of all

groups, starting with their

own.

The idea that students or

professors should be mainly
interested in a philosophy of

their link to society to the ex-

clusion of concrete issues and

actions — in this case wages —
is really peculiar. Left politics

does not reduce to an exercise

in abstract social analysis. It

requires little profound analy-

sis, given the history of the

majority — people who depend

on wages for a living — to

know that constant salary

demands are necessary to keep
up with the rising cost of living

(which you underestimate)
and job qualifications.

The ATS has indeed been a

reactionary group. But now its

members show a sign of at last

recognizing that they have a

common opponent with the

students and the support staff:

the administration, represent-

ing the source of money — the

Ontario Government.

. Brian Mossop

U of T Communist Club

varsity has imperialist biases

Allow me to join my com-
rades in a protest against the

relentless right-wing imperial-

ist biases of your newspaper —
signified most clearly in recent

advertisements of The Ameri-
can Empire, Canada Ltd. My
comrades and I, struggling as

we do for the Soviet Interna-

tional, Czechoslovakia Ltd.,

and therefore representing the

poverty-stricken, toiling mas-
ses, cannot afford full-spread

ads, even in The Varsity. How-

ever, in the name of Socialist

Truth we demand that you re- -

veal the secret powers and

faceless people behind this

imperialist front. Otherwise,

world-wide demonstrations of

a non-violent nature will be

organized to destroy the of-

fices of this notorious Capital-

ist corporation, as soon as they

can be located.

Comrade Egerton,

SGS, History

Up against the wall, 0M
Dr. O. M. Solandt, U of T Chancellor, should be removed

from his position as Chairman of the Science Council of Cana-

da, Grace Mclnnes, spokesman for the New Democratic Party

said yesterday.

She charged there was a "conflict of interests" between

his position as chairman of the government body and his posi-

tion on the Board of Directors of the Electric Reduction Com-
pany (Erco).

Erco is Canada's largest producer of phosphates, a major
ingredient in the manufacture of detergents. One of the Sci-

ence Council's projects is to stop pollution of Canada's water

resources from phosphates.
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WSA holds TGH informational picket
By RONNIE NEVIN

Ronnie Nevin is a graduate stu-

dent in Sociology at the U of T,

and a member of the Worker-
Student Alliance

This Monday and Tuesday,
over twenty members of Work-
er-Student Alliance maintained
an informational picket line

outside Toronto General Hospi-

tal. The picket was formed by
WSA since hospital workers
have been denied the right to

strike since 1965. WSA distrib-

uted over eight thousand leaf-

lets, linking working condi-

tions, patient care and the pov-

erty wages within the hospital.

The leaflet, written with in-

formation supplied by TGH
workers, showed the public

(who uses the hospital) the

attempts of the administration

to set the patients against the

workers in order to maintain
poor wages and inadequate

care.

Any action by organized and
united workers is presented to

the public by the administra-

tion as an attack on the safety

and health of the patients. Con-

sistently workers have proven

the opposite to be true. In part

the leaflet states:

"TGH workers have demon-
strated through their record of

hard work that they take pride

in their work and that they

understand clearly how their

work relates to patient care —
whether it be a clean room, a

well-cooked meal, or the many
patient services performed by

orderlies and ward aides.

"Therefore, with the advent

of staff cuts many workers —
feeling a strong obligation to

patients — worked themselves

literally into the ground to pro-

vide the same level of service

they had previously been pro-

viding."

The workers feel so strongly

about the quality of service

that the leaflet goes on to point

out, ".
. .a grievance filed by 37

women working in the surgical

supply area protested a 13 per

cent cut in staff and a corre-

sponding increase in work
load.

ADVERSE EFFECT

It charged a sharp downturn

in the ability of workers to

complete supply orders for

operating floors and patient

areas. It concluded: 'these

supply shortages cannot but

affect patient care adversel-
y."'

The 13 per cent cut in staff,

and resulting supply shortages,

are no accident. Toronto Gen-

eral, Ontario's largest hospi-

tal, considered a 13 per cent

budget increase necessary for

1969. The Ontario Hospital

Services Commission allowed

only an 8Y2 per cent increase.

This cut meant that $1,-

500,000 had to be saved some-

where; that saving came at the

expense of workers and pa-

tients. The staff was cut back

r.G.u.
Workers &

Patients

Hospital
budget
cuts i

14 per cent from 1150 in July,

1968 to 990 in December 1969.

Wages remain at the starva-

tion level for workers at TGH.
(from $300 a month for general

female help, to $542 a month
for electricians). TGH work-
ers, organized into Service

Employee's Union, Local 204,

are demanding a minimum of

$100 per week, against $73 per

week offered by the hospital

administration.

40 per cent TURNOVER
The budget cuts, staff reduc-

tions and poverty wages have

resulted in a 40 per cent turno-

ver of hospital staff, with its

inevitable bad effect on patient

care.

The U of T and TGH are sim-

ilar in many ways. For exam-
ple, the struggle of unionized

workers at TGH to fight poor

conditions and wages is like

the struggle of the non-union

workers at New College who
fought for their jobs.

In doing so both groups of

workers run up against the

same bosses. Both TGH and U
of T share the dubious services

of Henry Borden, William V.

Ash and Ian Davidson on their

governing boards, and both the

U of T Board of Governors and

the TGH Board of Trustees

contain representatives of

every major bank, trust com-

pany and insurance group in

Canada.

The connection appears in

more than the names of men or

companies: policies are re-

markably similar:

t U of T contracts out food

services, as at New College, to

save operating expenses and

avoid direct responsibility for

working conditions; TGH is

contracting out its laundry

service to a minimum wage

company, eliminating the jobs

of thirty workers.

• U of T has stalled the

unionization of library workers

for two years: TGH is also

anti-union — hospital policy

denies workers the right to

strike and employs compulsory
arbitration.

WHO DO THEY SERVE
Working people pay for the

universities and hospitals with

their taxes, and keep them
operating with their labour.

However, neither institution

serves their interests. Hospi-

tals give the public — mostly

working people — poor service

because of staff cuts and pov-

erty wages. Admission to uni-

versity is weighted against

working class youth and uni-

versities teach ideas and con-

duct research directly opposed

to the interests of working
people.

Hospitals try to divide work-

ers and patients to maintain
their power to keep wages low

and care inadequate. Universi-

ties attempt to divide workers

and students to maintain their

position of power in service of

the government and the corpo-

rations.

Worker-Student Alliance and

the workers at TGH have rec-

ognized that to break the pow-

er of the bosses it is necessary

to organize and unite. The WSA
picket at TGH was a step to-

wards that unity. And the

workers have shown they will

not sit idly by while the Ontario

government plays havoc with

the well-being of hospital pa-

tients and workers alike.

WRIT ... A New Literary

Magazine

Poetry, prose, Toronto writers.

Submit... Innis College Writing

Lab at Innis I

By Mail: Bill Reocb, 135

jYorkville Ave. Apt. 28 Toronto 185$

Please put address and phone

number on material. Deadline

February 15, Spring edition.

—
' HAVE YOU TASTED THE V_
ZUMBURGER EXPERIENCE?

BLOOR AND YONGE
BLOOR AND BAY

BLOOR AND ST. GEORGE
YONGE AND GERRARD

EGLINTON AND AVENUE RD. J
—

'

fat up with the high cast

of automobile insurance?

up to 35% discount

to accident-free students

LEVY I GREEN INSURANCE SERVICES
1111 Finch An. W. (Finch CanlitlSuili 209

TiliMm W-1IH

G ENTLEM EN!
DON'T LOSE
HART!

Would you tike to see

WOMEN & BEER IN HART HOUSE?

NOMINATE MEN OF
YOUR CHOICE!

NOW
Forms - Rotunda, Hart House

Nominations Close Today

VOTE JANUARY 28th VOTE

1970 CHARTER FLIGHT

July 7 Toronto/London (Eng.)

August 23 London (Eng. (/Toronto

via

ISO seater Deluxe Boeing 707 jet

A few seats are available for members and their immed-

iate families at $245.00 each.

ALSO

INDIA - Toronto/Bombay /Toronto for only S6I2.00 per

person. Using the above flight to London (Eng.)

with direct onward connection.

JAPAN - New York/Tokyo/New York - leave July 25, re-

turn August 25 (31 days) for only S550.00 each.

Reserve NOW - avoid DISAPPOINTMENT later.

Write or call the Experiment Travel Department for full

details.

411 dotes shown are CONFIRMED.
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DANCE
DRILL HALL

AFTER HOCKEY GAME

AGAINST CORNELL -

SAT. JAN. 24th

10:00 - 12:00 P.M.

XEROX
COPIES

QUALITY
GUARANTEED

•

FREE COLLATING

5c each - 1st copy of an

original

4c each 2nd thru 10th copies

ot the same original

2c each • 11th and more copies

ot the same original

White-U-Wait or Overnight

COLLEGE
COPY
SHOP

76 CHARLES ST. W.

COURSE EVALUATIONS!

ALL GROUPS WHO INTEND TO EVALUATE COURSES THIS YEAR ARE

URGED TO ATTEND A MEETING TO DISCUSS TECHNIQUES OF

EVALUATION. THIS WILL BE AN OPPORTUNITY TO EXCHANGE

EXPERIENCES WITH OTHER GROUPS AND HOPEFULLY TO IMPROVE

THE PROCESS OF EVALUATION. NUMEROUS QUESTIONNAIRES WILL

BE AVAILABLE AND WILL BE ANALYSED FOR USEFULNESS AND

EFFECTIVENESS.

THURSDAY JANUARY 22, 7:30 p.m.

BKKIRSTEJH ROOM, HART HOUSE

.

EDUCATION COMMISSION.

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING

RECEIVED FOR:

1. Full Time Director Radio Varsity

2. EDITOR, SUMMER VARSITY

3. EDITOR, RANDOM MAGAZINE

4. EDITOR, S.A.C. Studeat

Handbook
Apply ii writiig to:

Communications Commissioner

S.A.C. Office

by JANUARY 26, 1970 5:00 pm

RENT A
TAPE RECORDER

BRAND NEW CASSETTES

AS LOW AS 50C DAILY

821 - 7702

DRY CLEANING

8 LBS. - $3.00
y2 HOUR

Church & Wellesley Self Serve

DRV CLEANER

OPEN EVERY DAY
WEEKNIGHTS TILL 9:00 P.M.

Courteous Attendant on Duty

560 CHURCH ST.
924-6010

being a
watery-eyed

student

1

Might make people think

you're sorrowing for the
whole world—it's probably
just your eyes. Go get them
tested, then come and see

us at Braddock Optical.
We've got the greatest selec-

tion of frames you'll ever

look through. And as a

student you get 20% off.

Our nearest branch—just
around the corner at 158
St. George. Come and see!

for the Study of

A MAN'S A MAN
HART HOUSE THEATRE

TONIGHT AND ALL THIS \

All Seats $2.00
$1.00

K AT

Box Office

CLASSIFIEDS
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final plans of university -

wide committee released
By MARK WILSON

The final form of the planned University-

Wide Committee (UWC) to draft the new U
of T Act was released Tuesday by the CUG
Programming Committee in a Hart House
meeting.

It will be publicized in an open letter to the

university community this week.

The body will consist of 40 representatives

from each of the main estates of the Univer-

sity, students, faculty, administration, and
vested interests (the Board of Governors,

Alumni, SAC and other bodies).

Final implementation of the plan depends

on the Programming Committee's judge-

ment of the reaction of the community to the

proposal.

This reaction will be assessed by a ques-

tionnaire to be published in early March, and

by the reaction of the various representative

bodies on campus.
Prof. M. L. Friedland, Committee Chair-

man said "the committee is not seeking rati-

fication from any group, but it recognizes

that the failure of any group to participate

would render the UWC meaningless."

The wording of the letter, however, im-

plies the need for ratification.

Prof. J. M. Rist, President of the ATS,
said that unless the ATS Council was given
the right to approve any proposals "we
would have no choice but to withdraw from
the committee."
The actual responsibility for drafting the

new Act would rest with "a Steering Com-
mittee made up of 2 members from each of

the first three groups. . . (students, faculty,

and administrators and support staff)".

The letter states that "some safeguard
should be provided to ensure that a decision
was not made which either the students or

faculty opposed."

Thus a proposal passed by a majority of

the UWC but opposed by a majority of either

of these 2 groups would not go forward as
'

' the voice of the university"

.

Elections to the UW C will take place after

the results of the questionnaire are published

"about the second week in March", and the

committee will meet in late May. If unable
to reach a consensus, it would meet again in

the fall.

The Programming Committee is sponsor-

ing a debate on the top governing structure

of the university on Wednesday. January 28

from 1-3 in the Debates Room of Hart House.

Loyola talks

cont'd from p. 1

Dean of Students, Roderick

Shearer said Malone could

empower college lawyers to

obtain a temporary injunction

from the Chief Justice of the

Quebec Superior Court to oust

protestors from college prop-

erty.

Ignoring the injunction

would result in charges of con-

tempt of court. Contempt
charges would not result in a

criminal record, Shearer said,

and penalties would be "mini-

mal".
The injunction threat and the

stringent closing hours are an

attempt to thwart further pro-

test action. But the suspension

of the letters of non-renewal

yesterday may have defused

the main element in the institu-

tion's current crisis.

CONSERVATIVES OUSTED

Also on Monday, the Loyola

College Faculty Association

ousted its conservative execu-

tive.

Faculty members had sup-

ported student agitation for

binding CAUT arbitration in

the Santhanam affair as well

as the demands over the recent

firings.

The four-man executive was

defeated by a 108 to 28 vote in a
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Administration president, Patrick Malone watches demonstrating

students from his office window. photo byJim MacDonald Loyola News

non-confidence motion for-

warded after the executive

disregarded requests to place

the firings on a faculty associa-

tion agenda.

Faculty association mem-
bers said they had circulated

two petitions asking the execu-

tive to discuss the 27 recent fir-

ings — believed to be a purge

of Santhanam supporters

among the faculty — but dis-

covered the issue was not list-

ed on the agenda of their Mon-

day meetings.

The Association elected J.

R. Hanrahan, chairman of the

Department of Business Ad-

ministration as interim presi-

dent for a two week period,

pending election of new offi-

cers.

Brian Mulrooney. legal

counsel for the dismissed pro-

fessors, will recommend that

faculty agree with the revised

appeal process and begin their

appeal. No appeal dates will be

set until the nature of the new
appeal board is decided.

Loyola observers say the

appeals and suspensions of the

letters will satisfy most of the

protestors.

FOLK CONCERT TODAY
East Common Room - I p.m.

ART GRANT
Guitarist

"FOLK MUSIC OF THE LATE SO's"

Ladies Welcome

NOON HOUR CONCERT
Today -Music Room- 1:00 p.m.

CAROLYN GOHEIL
Pianist

Everyone Welcome

CAMERA CLUB
4BTH ANNUAL

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION
Closing Date: 6 P.M.

FRIDAY , JANUARY 23rd

ART GALLERY
HAROLD TOWN ENIGMAS

Presented until

JANUARY 23RD

GENTLEMEN 1

DON'T LOSE HART!
Nominate men of YOUR choice.

Forms - Rotunda, Hart House

Nominations close today

VOTE JANUARY 28 VOTE

PLS Presents

THE S0M0NYNG OF

EVERYMAN
Directed By

Fr. Genesius Jones O.F.M.

NEW VIC THEATRE

JAN. 19 to 24 8-00 PM

ADHISSIOH FREE

Loyola demonstrators march in support of dismissed faculty.
photo by Kttly Loyola News

PSYCHOLOGY STUDENTS' UNION

ANNOUNCES A NEW SERIES

ENTITLED

"HERE & NOW"
About Gestalt Philosophy & Therapy

With: Fritz Perls Of The Esalen Institute

First Showing: Thurs. Jan. 22 8:00 p.m.

Medical Bldg. Auditorium

Admission 25c

(3 Films will be shown)

'You Are Vou and I Am /, and II By Chance We Find

Each Other, It's Beautiful,

II Nat, It Can't Be Helped." -

COME AND FIND EACH OTHER
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Sir George trials finally begin
MONTREAL (CUP) — The

trial of the first ten defendants

in connection with last Febru-

ary's destruction of the Sir

George Williams University

computer got off to a slow

start Monday with only eight of

twelve jurors selected before

the court adjourned.

The defendants have pleaded

not guilty to five charges of

conspiracy and mischief lev-

elled against them in connec-

tion with the incident.

All ten defendants of the to-

tal 79 charged, who are now on

trial are black citizens of Trini-

dad and Tobago. More than

half of the 82 prospective ju-

rors were questioned during

the day: all were male, white,

and over 35 years of age.

No jurors admitted to race

prejudice but many said re-

ports of the incident, read in

local papers had influenced

their attitude towards the ac-

cused.

Presiding Judge Kenneth C.

MacKay overruled a defence

challenge which argued white

jurors might be affected by

"latent and unconscious preju-

dices which regrettably exist

in white people in regard to

black people."

The judge said the argument

"embodied an assumption not

acceptable in this court".

The computer-burning inci-

dent and the subsequent arrest

of the defendants occurred af-

ter Montreal riot police were

called into the occupied com-
puter centre, where students

were demanding an investiga-

tion into charges of racism.

Since the incident Feb. 11.

1969, court action has been

slow. The accused had to wait

until April 12 for preliminary

hearings for 76 of them. Eight

others did not face preliminary

hearings until March 5.

The defendants claim the

original cause of the protest;

alleged racism at SGWU, has

been buried under the sensa-

tionalism aroused by the com-

puter burning. The University

has so far ignored black stu-

dents' demands for continued

investigation into the racism

charges.

Talk over your future

with the Bell employment

reps when they visit your

campus on

Feb. 4 & 5

GRADS-TO-BE-IIM: (CLASS OF 71)

SCIENCE-
ARTS-
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
For Summer Employment

Ask at vour Placement Office

for informative booklets and

arrange for an interview now!

Bell Canada

The Students Administrative Council meets this evening

at Erindale College (yes, marathon time is here again) at 7:

15. Buses leave for Erindale at 6:45 from Convocation Hall.

The Library, Varsity, and the Women's Athletic Program

are on the agendo.

The twenty SAC nominees for the proposed Interim Disci-

plinary Committee, a body which would hold judicial authori-

ty until the implementation of the Campbell Report, will be

presented to the council for approval.

The SAC plan to choose the six student members by lot

from the twenty nominees is expected to face severe opposi-

tion from the Association of Teaching Staff. The ATS has

called for selection of the student members entirely by lot.

HERE AND NOW
TODAY
ALL DAY

Sign up for lours of the Medical Building

and various hospitals Student Affairs Of-

fice. Medical Bldg.

Three mote days to enier prints and

slides in the 48th annual Exhibition of Pho-

tographs Hart House Camera Club

Sign up for a slide show on the Clarke I

Showing will be Friday, 10 30 to noon in

ihe Clarke I auditorium. Rm 4004, Sid

Smith.

12 noon

Psychology students — tired of a screw-

you system? Come and find out how the

staff-student committee isn't doing a damn
ihing. Rm. 1085. Sid Smith.

1 p.m.

Tim Reid, MPP. speaks at the U of T Lib-

eral Club on "The Province and the Univer-

sity '' Rm 1087. Sid Smith.

Classical concert with Carolyn Goheil,

pianist. Music Room. Hart House

Folk concert with Art Grani. Folk music

of the late 50's. East Common Room. Hart

Guitar and song for your lunch hour.

Ram Cavoukian in the JCR. UC.

Noon hour debate "This House Deplores

its Own Existence ". Hart House Debates

Room.

4 p.m.

Meeting of Latin American Studies stu-

dents interested in spending 3rd year in

Colombia Rhodes Room, Trinity.

FALN 109 (the guerilla movement in

Venezuela). F U of T Third World Film -

Discussion group. ISC.

First in 3 series of staff-student seminars

on "The Developing United States: Re-

sponse to urbanization and industrializat-

ion. 1865-1914". This lecture will deal

with "Women Reformers and Male Cul-

ture." American Studies Committee. Rm.

2053. Wilson Hall.

7:30 p.m.

Encounter groups for students and other

adults. Opportunities to feel freer to be

yourself. Sponsored by the Claremont Ex-

periment Third floor lounge. Rochdale Col-

lege (to end of term).

8:00 p.m.

Dr David Turner speaks on "Aerospace

Medicine" Sponsored by Medical Arts and

Sciences Society Auditorium. Medical

HART HOUSE
BOYD NEEL,

ORCHESTRA
Conductor

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO CONCERT CHOIR

LLOYD BRADSHAW , Choirmaster

AOS & GALATEA HANDEL

Galantea

Acts

Polyphemus

Damon

Janis Orenstein

Garnet Brooks

John Dodington

Glynn Evans

8:30 p.m.

SUNDAY. JANUARY 25

GREAT HALL HART HOUSE

Tickets at the doi
Students: $1.50

Others: S3.00

ONE — a celebration of unity Bread,

songs, dancing. Upper Brennan Hall. SMC

8:16 p.m.

Dr. H. A. Regier speaks on "The Ethics

ol Pollution." 167 Church St., Rm, 107.

THURSDAY
1 p.m.

i We t AfricInformation meeting <

CUSO office. ISC

T U G S, presents a film about China,

City of Cathay."

Varsity Christian Fellowship invites the

use of the Hart House Chapel for prayer

anytime today.

"Brechfs Caucasian Chalk Circle: Open

Drama and Open History" Brecht and

Marxism by Oarko Suvin of McGill Univer-

sity. C3rtwnghl Hall. St. Hilda s College.

3 p.m.

Writers Workshop in Writers Lab. Innis

II. North of Main Library. Bring copies of

your own work. Discussions about a new

magazine

4 p.m.

Important meeting of the Latin Ameri-

can Studies Course Union All students of

LAS urged to attend. Particular welcome

to students in First year Sid Smith. Room
621.

6:16 p.m.

"The Christian and Sexuality". A discus-

sion held by Varsity Christian Fellowship

Dinner served before discussion Med Sci-

ence Cafeteria.

7:30 p.m.

Education Commission meeting. Discus-

sion of techniques of course evaluation

Bickersteih Room. Hart House.

Information on teaching overseas with

CUSO ISC.

Monthly meeting of Pollution Probe

Room 110, Ramsey Wright Building.

Bp.m.

Worker-Student Alliance general meet-

ing. Discussion of SDS, New College Cafe-

teria workers, Toronto General Hospital. All

welcome. UC Room 231.

Three films on Gestalt Therapy present-

ed by the Psychology Students Union

Medical Science Building Auditorium.

Public lecture "The Homosexual Dilem-

ma: What Every Heterosexual Should

Know" by Dr Franklin Kameny. President

of Washington Mattachine Society Spon-

sored by the U of T Homophile Society

Cody Hall. School of Nursing
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GETTING ENGAGED?

FORGET ABOUT LOVE WHEN
YOU BUY A DIAMOND RING

Love is Fine but buying a

Diamond is business and repre-

:ents a major investment. To
help you make this investment

ed on facts, we offer a free

iklet "The Day you Buy a

mortd" tells you what to ask
for and what to expect when you

:e this important investmei

WE ARE DIRECT
DIAMOND DEALERS

Hugh Proctor & Co.
DIAMOND DEALERS

131 BLOOR W.. STE. 416

921-7702
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aW COuld be Interfac Sports last contest
By GELLIUS

WATER POLO
Three horses drowned as Vic

(Mcintosh. Karn, Coleman)
beat Eng, 4-3. Gessing had all

of Eng's goals for all the good
it did.

There was a Milbourne
around For's neck, scoring 4

goals and helping Pirk! (who
also had 4) lead Innis over
them (i.e. For), 8-7. Good had
2, Galloway and Hautamaki
("a high maki"; cf. "basa-
maki", "chico maki", etc.)

one each for the losers.

BASKETBALL
SMC (Mooney 18) 101; PHE

(Chapman 19) 61.

Singer had 22 and Pasht 21 as
UCgoobermaned Vic
(Tonisson 14), 85-66.

Oleszkowicz (the long form
of "leszkowicz"; cf. "oleomar-
garine" for "margarine", "ol'
man river" for "man river",
etc.) had 24 and the whole of
which he is a part (vide "Aris-
totle's Categories" under "0-
leszkowicz"), Innis 70 to beat
New, 70-51. Gilbert had 14 for
Gnus. (The Gnu is a small
South African antelope related
to the Imperialordero-
fthedaughtersooftheempire.

)

PHE (Eizenas i2) 37- Erin
(Shaw 21) 33.

Neidhard had 20 and Trin
kreplached Scar, 61-28. What's-
behind-the-Greenspan replied
"11" for Scar

Vic 11 (Jarvis 16) 84; Erin 11

14.

CONTEST
Well, there was a contest

last week and there were no
(0) entries and Contest judges
were seriously considering
declaring the World at an end
however there is going to be
one last chance.

This week's contest is

"Moose Jaw, Sask." If we get
no answers, which are to be
sent to "Contest", Varsity
Sports, it will be our sad and

Will Lancers help Blues again?
which we can not answer. But
this particular piece of bun-
gling may well cost Waterloo
first place permanently.

GAME IN HAND
The U of W team made up

the one game deficit last night
when they played at Guelph,
but Blues pick it up tonight
when they face Windsor in

Varsity Arena. Game time is 8

p.m.

The two teams last met in

Windsor Jan. 10 for (what
else? ) an afternoon game.
Blues had played in McMaster
the night before, winning 6-1,

and beat Lancers 9-2.

Western Division statistics

after last weekend's games
(but not including last night's)

showed Toronto's John Wright
and Paul Laurent standing one-
two in the scoring race. Wright
has 23 points and Laurent 21,

and that gives a good idea of
how evenly Varsity scoring has
been spread this season.
Wright's winger, rookie Bill

Buba, is tied for third at 17

points with Ken Laidlaw of

Waterloo.

Blues also have the top goal-

tending duo in Adrian Watson
and Grant Cole, who have a
combined average of 1.55 goals
per game. Fans sometimes
tend to forget the importance
of the goalkeepers when a
team is so offensively power-
ful, but Watson and Cole are
big reasons for Blues success
this year.

By JIM COWAN
Windsor Lancers, with a

helping hand from the sched-
ule-makers, beat the unbeata-

bles Saturday afternoon as
they downed the previously
undefeated Waterloo Warriors
4-3 in Windsor.

The loss pushed Blues into a
two-point lead over Waterloo
in the SIHL Western Division
standings. Warriors have
played one less game than
Varsity.

It was a weary bunch of

Warriors that trekked into the

border city for Saturday's
joust. They played Friday
night in Bowling Green, Ken-
tucky, and managed only a 2-2

draw with Bowling Green Uni-
versity. Then they had to make
it back in time for a 1 p.m.
game with Windsor.

Despite the travelling, Wat-
erloo took a 3-1 lead and held it

going into the last five minutes
of the game. Then they ran out

of gas, and Windsor pumped in

three fast goals to knock Wat-
erloo out of first place.

Now, why, you may well ask,

would any team agree to play

back-to-back games like that?

Part of the reason lies in the

fact that Windsor can only get

ice time for its home games on
Saturday afternoon. Typically,

visiting teams end up playing
Friday night and Saturday af-

ternoon, while Windsor con-

veniently arranges to play its

away games in mid-week.
Why Waterloo set up an exhi-

bition game for Friday night in

Bowling Green is another ques-

tion, and one, unfortunately,
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VARSITY ARENA

SPECIAL ATTRACTION

CORNELL vs VARSITY

Saturday, lan. 24 of 8:00p.m.

Return match in home and home series. Cornell won a

rugged contest last February on their home ice and the

Blues are out for revenge.

IMPORTANT NOTICE! In view of the substantial cost

involved in bringing Cornell to Toronto this game is NOT
included in the season ticket book. Tickets at $1.00

(half regular price) will be on sale to students presenting

A.T.L. cards at the Athletic Office ticket wicket com-

mencing Monday, Jan. 19. Box Office hours 9:00 A.M. to

5:15 P.M.

Reserved seat tickets $2.00

RENT A
TAPE RECORDER

3RAND NEW CASSETTES
AS LOW AS 59C DAILY

921-7702

solemn duty to announce that,

pace T.S. Eliot, the world has
ended not with a whimper but
with Moose Jaw.

SPORTS SCHEDULES
WEEK OF JAN. 26TH

Mon Jan 26 12 30 St M C vs III Civil

1 30 Vic.V vs St M 0
7.00 Trin A vs Vic 1

815 St M A vs Law 1

Knox vs Arch
10.30 Med C vs Dent. C

Tues Jan. 27 1,30 Trin, B vs Emman
5 16 Wye vs Law IV

630 Med B vs Vic IV

Dev Hse vs Jr Eno
900 New 1 vs Campus Co

10 00 Vic. VII vs Pharm.

B

Wed Jan 28 8 00 IVEng.Scvs III Eng.Sc
12 30 Vic II vs U.C.I

1 30 law III vs PHE C
4.00 Pharm. A vs Innis 1

700 Med A vs Erin

8 15 Dent A vs Scar
9.30 IVIndA vs IVChem. B

10 30 Geol vs Dent E

Thur.Jan 29 12 30 St.M F vs Vic.X
7,00 Sr Eng vs Trin A
815 For. A vs Law II

930 St M B vs Bus
10 30 III Ind B vs IV Civil B

Fri Jan 30 12 30 St.M A vs VTc 1

1.30 Law t vs PHE A
5.00 St M E vs Med D

Wright, Barnhouse
Wright. Barnhouse
Hemphill. Cyr

Hamphill.Cyr

Gordon. Wright
Gordon. Wright

Allen. Westlake
Richardson, Barnhouse
Richardson, Barnhouse
Richardson. Barnhouse
Embrey. Koutsarts

Embrey. Koutsaris

Oubniak, Barnhouse
Bertrand. Seckington
Bertrand, Seckington
Richardson, Miller

Richardson. Miller

Richardson. Miller

Nebata. Skinner

Nebata. Skinner

Kohn. Allen

Sullivan. Billings

Sullivan. Billings

Eraser, Klinck

Fraser, Klinck

Oesroches. Murray
Desroches, Murray
Bullock, Piercell

Tues.Jan, 27 6 20 St M A vs Vic. 1

7.00 Med 8 vs New
7.40 Eng vs Trin B

Wed. Jan. 28 7,00 Law vs SGS
740 Innis vs Well
620 Wye vs Oent

Thur Jan 29 6_20 PHE A vs Law B
7.00 Med A vs Scar

BASKETBALL

Mon. Jan 26 100 PHE B vs U.C II Schwartz. Hummel

Tues.Jan. 27 1,00 St M B vs Trin A A Stemberg.Doug Mocktdfd

5.00 New 1 vs Law 1 TessisA Sternberg

6.00 Erin. II vs Pharm A Gee.L Sternberg. Hather

7,00 U.C. 1 vs Erin 1 Gee.L Sternberg. Harrier

6,00 Scar vs Innis 1 Gee.L Sternberg.Hafner

Wed Jan 28 1 00 5GS vs Jr Eng A Sternberg, Puzens
4.00 New II vs Trin 8 Trafford.Fienberg

630 PHE A vs Med A Chapmck.Tessis. Saltzman
7.30 St M A vs Vic 1 Chapnick, Tessis. Saltzman

8,30 Pharm A vs Vic II Chapmck. Tessis. Saltzman

Thur. Jan. 29 t 00 PHE C vs IllChem Blinick.Faust

400 For. A vs St.M C Blinick.Traffdrd

630 Erin II vs Arch A Schwartz.Hummel.Dymarski

7,30 Scar vs Law) Schwartz.Hummel.Oymarski

630 Med B vs Bus Schwartz.Hummel.Dymarski

Fn Jan 30 1 00 St.M 8 vs Innis 1 A Sternberg, Saltzman
5 00 St.M A vs Erin. 1

6.30 U.C.I vs Med A Mockford.Mockford
8 00 Sr Eng vs Vic. 1 Mockford.Mockfard

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

TICKETS FOR

LIGHTFOOT CONCERT
ON SALE AT
SAC OFFICE

*

*
#
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
#

ADDED ATTRACTION FOR FRIDAY EVENING — EXHIBITION
BOXING BOUTS IN THE BOXING ROOM — Ladies welcome

WATER POLO

Tues Jan 27 7 30 Eng. II vs uc Duvall

8 15 Innis vs Pharm Duval!

Wed Jan 28 7 30 Med B vs Law Petzold

8.15 Foreslry vs Knox Petzold

Thur Jan 29 730 VlC vs Eng. 1 Breech
8 15 PHE vs St M Archibald

INDOOR TRACK - Tues Jan 27 5 30 - 88C yds

Enter at the Track

fVvvwwwvA^wvVWVws^fWVvWMWr^^
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McGuinn looks forward to greeting old 'friends'

By LYNDON LITTLE

When the Big Red of Cornell

skate out against Blues Satur-

day night in their first-ever

appearance on this campus,

Varsity Arena will doubtlessly

strike them as just another

hostile ice rink.

However, one sight that will

make them feel instantly at

home will be the familiar coun-

tenance of Blues personable

Bob McGuinn, who was one of

them last year.

A newcomer to Blues this

year. Bob is a Toronto native

who spent four seasons on a

hockey scholarship at the Itha-

Bob McGuinn

ca-based Ivy League Universi-

ty after graduating from Rich-

view Collegiate in 1965.

After completing his busi-

ness management course at

Cornell last spring Bob decided

to enroll in the U of T MBA
programme and lend Blues his

talents.

Come Saturday night he will

be renewing acquaintances

with his old buddies.

Tom Watt and his Blues be-

came painfully introduced to

McGuinn two years ago when

Varsity and the Big Red met
for first time at the Nichols

School Hockey Tournament at

Buffalo.

BEAT BLUES

"The Guinner" as he is now

affectionately referred to by

his Varsity teammates scored

the only goal of the game as

the Blues went down to a 1-0

overtime defeat. In an exhibi-

tion game last season Blues

again lost 7-20.

Last year at Cornell he

played part of the year on a

line with Brian MeCutcheon

and Kevin Pettit who are cur-

rently two of the Big Red's top

performers.

This season with Blues

McGuinn has been used on sev-

eral different line combina-

tions before apparently set-

tling down on the right wing

with Paul Laurent at center

and Nick Holmes on left.

With half-a-season now un-

der his belt in the SIHL Mc-
,

Guinn compares the two colle-

giate hockey loops favourably.

"The league here is quite a

bit the same", he says, "there

are good teams and bad teams

in both. But, I feel the balance

here is perhaps a little better.

In the Eastern League some

teams (like Cornell) go after

the top Canadian kids and oth-

ers go along almost completely

with American boys."

NOT SOFT

Because the American rules

permit less bodily contact and

stress wide open passing,

McGuinn has come in for some

ribbing from his new teamates

about the "toughness" of the

brand of hockey he has been

playing for the last four years.

This he strenuously argues is

an egregious misconception.

"It's definitely no candy-ass

hockey", he protests, "and

besides, the net and the puck

are the same and the game is

still to put the one in the othe-

r."

And how does he feel about

the upcoming clash with his old

teamates?

"I won't have any trouble

getting ' myself up for the

match, but it's definitely a dif-

ferent type of emotional prepa-

ration than for any of the

games played against SIHL
rivals. There will be less of the

feelings of anger or meanness,

because a lot of those guys are

my close friends, and more of

the feelings of pride and the

desire to show my best against

them."

Blocs' captain Brian St. John scored twice last Friday against Guelph, and Varsity

photograph., Don Andrew go. both goals on film. Above, St. John turns behind the ne, as

goalie Duffy Lewis searches for the elusive disc. Mike Boland ( 1 4) who set up St. John

after a rush from his own blueline, wheels behind the net. Below Terry Peterman ,arses

hTs arms in a victory salute after passing back to St. John (not shown) for Blues' fourth

goal. Lewis looks back at the puck, hidden by the goalpost.

B-Ball Blues face their Waterloo
By PETER WHITE

"We were scraping before

but now the real scratching has

begun."

In alluding to the difficulties

his crew faces, coach John

McManus may have only begun

the surface scratching of his

most imminent problem: win

number one. With the Waterloo

Warriors in town for tonight's

home opener things on the bas-

ketfront are not coming togeth-

To compound the effects of

that moribund happening at

Western Saturday night, Mc-
Manus now faces the task of

making the machinery to fire

smoothly less two first string-

ers with a third on the hobble.

Larry Trafford is no longer

with the Blues and Ross Mc-
Naughton is expected to miss a

couple of weeks with a groin

pull. Angus Braid who had an-

ticipated a return to the famil-

iar country of the back court

tonight twisted an ankle in last

night's prep. The severity of

this injury is not known.

Waterloo comes into this

game a two time loser and like

Toronto is desperate for victo-

ry. Blues can be expected to

come out running and free
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wheeling so there is just no

way a repeat of Saturday is in

the offing. However Waterloo

is a classy outfit led by the fine

shooting of Jean Lanniste who
carries better than a twenty-

five point average.

Once again this season Blues

play out of the neutrality of

their home court at York. De-

pending upon fan response to

tonight's game an arrange-

ment for bussing from down-

town may be initiated for fu-

ture home action.

Look to a fine trip tonight.

The losers will likely find

themselves on a milk train

excursion to Nowhere (to be

found some sixty-five miles

southwest of here). Game time

is 8:15 at York's Tait-Mc-

Kenzie gym complex. NO

ADMISSION CHARGE!!!
FREE THROWS: Garth Evans

leads Blues scoring after two

games with a fifteen point av-

erage. Guelph's second league

victory ever last Wednesday

broke Windsor's home win

streak at an even fifty. West-

ern remains league leader af-

ter Mac was upset at home

Saturday by Windsor, 86-78.

John McManus predicts it will

take only five victories to

make the play-offs. His favour-

ite (not the sentimental one)

remains Windsor.

Interfac hockey race

BULLETIN
WATERLOO
GUELPH

(See earlier story, page II.)

Ross MocNaughton

By COLIN PILMER

The interfaculty hockey

season is two-thirds over,

I

but all divisions still feature

i close races for the playoff

' positions.

: Vic has climbed to the top

i of Division I on the strength

I of two victories since

: Christmas. They downed

: PHE 2-1 and also edged sec-

i; ond place Sr. Engineering 3-

: 2. Allen tallied for Vic in

:': both games.

i In other games PHE tied

i Trin 3-3 and Riddells three

j goals led SMC to a 9-1 romp

over Trin.

:•: Meds and SMC "B" con-

;$ tinue to be the patsies in

S Division II, having won only

S one game each. Meds have

S lost their last three games
•:• by shutouts, 4-0 to Scarbor-

:! ough, 3-0 to Dents, and 2-0 to

I; School of Business.

;'•: SMC "B" was bombed

twice, 9-0 by Erindale and 9-

1 by Scarborough.

The other four teams in

Division II meanwhile con-

tinued their close battle for

the three playoff spots.

Dents have returned to their

championship form, regis-

tering two wins recently to

move into first place.

Scarborough and Business

remained one point back.

Business dropped two

games, 3-0 to Dents and 3-1

to Erindale, but evened

their record with wins over

Meds (2-0) and Scarborough

(3-2). Scarborough took two

games, from Meds and SMC
"B" before bowing to Busi-

ness.

Erindale is two points out

of second place but has a

game in hand on Business

and Scarborough and is very

much in the race for a play-

off berth.
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Loyola backs down, agrees to negotiate
MONTREAL (CUP-LIZ) - The

administration at Loyola College last

night suspended letters of non-renewal

of contract to 27 faculty members.
An administration statement grant-

ed right of appeal to the dismissed fac-

ulty which "suspends the effect" of the

letters — de facto firings — issued

December 15.

More important to the Loyola facul-

ty, the administration agreed to re-

negotiate the membership of the col-

lege's Committee on Appointments,

Rank and Tenure, the body which

would hear the appeals. Currently,

CART is made up of Administrative

Vice President Jack O'Brien and five

administration appointees.

"The nature and constitution of such

a reconstituted body of appeal is now

the subject of discussion before the

Meyer Commission (the provincial

government's one-man inquiry into the

current Loyola crisis)," the statement

said.

The faculty had felt that the move to

fire the professors amounted to a purge

of anti-administration elements on the

Loyola staff. Withdrawal of the letters

of non-renewal of contract has been the

single issue in most of the protests at

the college since students and faculty

returned to the campus after Christ-

mas.
It was the only demand made by 400

protestors who sat-in in front of admin-

istration president Patrick Malone's

office until ousted by riot police Janu-

ary 12.

27 PLUS 1 FIRINGS

The sit-in had been sparked by the i

firing of the 27 professors, following a

fall term of almost constant upheaval

after the still unexplained firing of nu-

clear physicist S. A. Santhanam. The
administration reacted by closing down
the university for a one week period

and barring students from the campus.

This placed the 400 protesters in the

position of trespassing on university

property and the police were called in

to clear the building.

When students returned to classes

Monday they were met by an adminis-

tration announcement that civil injunc-

tions would be served on faculty and

students who took part in sit-ins or

"other disruptive activities".

The continued clamp down on dissent

at the Roman Catholic campus fol-

lowed the release by administration

President Malone of new, restrictive

closing hours, and the posting of securi-

ty guards near various campus build-

ings.

According to Malone, "recent

events" at Loyola indicated current

rules governing behaviour at the col-

lege were "inadequate".

"The administration of the College

has the responsibility ... to make and

enforce such rules and regulations as

may be necessary or desirable to in-

sure the proper functioning of the phys-

ical facilities used by the College

community," Malone said.

see Loyola p. 9 A swastika flutters over a Loyola building during the student strike.

Two groups want right to represent support staff

By TOM WALKOM
A battle is shaping up between the

Canadian Union of Public Employees

and the University of Toronto Staff

Association for the right to represent

university support staff.

Clare Booker, CUPE organizer and

former SAC office worker, threw

down the gauntlet Thursday by re-

signing her position on the UTSA
Steering Committee.

Her reasons for quitting the com-

mittee have centred on the bargaining

issue. Under Ontario law, the associa-

tion can't possibly be a legal bargain-

ing unit since it contains management

personnel.

"I think we are wrong to consider

the university a benevolent employ-

er," she stated in an open letter. "As

shown at the library, the university

fought the wishes of the employees to

organize for over two years."

CUPE finally won the right to rep-

resent 350 library assistants last June

following two years of negotiations.

HARSH WORDS
C. H. Fanning, manager of the Uni-

versity Bookstores, and a member of

the UTSA steering committee, had

some harsh words for Miss Booker.

"I don't like Clare Booker. She's a

bourgeois chick who's never known

any dirt or poverty in her life.

"I come from poverty and dirt, and

I think that Clare Booker and people

like the Worker-Student Alliance are

just do-gooders who don't know where

it's at.

Miss Booker is not a member of the

WSA.
The object of this controversy, the

support staff, consists of approxi-

mately 5300 university employees,

including librarians, secretaries and

research technicians. At present,

about a thousand are unionized.

CUG RECOMMENDS VOICE

The support staff first came into

the public light during hearings held

by the Committee on University Gov-

ernment. Following the lead of sever-

al of its briefs, CUG recommended
that support staff be given a voice on

U of T's governing council.

One of these was the controversial

CUPE brief which recommended,

among other things, free university

education for the children of support

staff.

Last week, CUPE kicked off a drive

to organize the reamining non-union-

ized support staff.

The UTSA was conceived last De-

cember at a general meeting of the

support staff which set up a steering

committee. Mrs. Gwen Russell, a

hygiene technician, is chairman.

According to Mrs. Russell, about

250 of the 4100 people affected attend-

ed this intitial meeting. The consen-

sus, she said, favoured an association

over a union.

ASSOCIATION OR UNION
"Personally. I prefer an associa-

tion to a union," said Mrs. Russell.

"but the reasons at this point I prefer

not to give."

All members of the steering com-

mittee emphasized that they were

"not anti-union."

Fanning explained his view a bit

more fully than Mrs. Russell.

"Unions might fragment the whole

thing. There are two estates already

— students and faculty. What they

want is four estates — students, facul-

ty, management and labour. One

thing this university doesn't need is

fragmentation.

"It would be nice if everybody

could get together — dig?"

CUPE looks at the support staff in

class terms, and concentrates on

matters such as wage inequalities and

overtime.

"Wages aren't really an issue,"

countered Fanning. "I don't meet

that many people that are upset about

what they're paid. Some are probably

underpaid, but they're happy enough.

They dig their jobs."



MR. BENSON'S WHITE PAPER
SERIOUSLY AFFECTS YOUR FUTURE

The successful student of today will be more adversely

other group of Canadians. You can do something about

If the Government White Paper on tax reform becomes law, you will pay about 50% more

income tax than you would in the United States. The small businessman will be struggling

just to survive under a 50% tax burden. A young doctor, lawyer, dentist or accountant will

face great obstacles in starting his own practice.

Are you content to sit back and let these things happen? If not, read the frightening facts in

this article and make your views known to your Member of Parliament:

The Government White Paper is an ominous document. As it moves rapidly towards legis-

lation, only public protest and outcry from concerned Canadians can stop it.

Thi, article i. presented by .uch a 9roup of alarmed Canadians. They come «'°^"» «olks

of life. They are opposed, not from a personal point of v.ew (many of them would pay less tax

under the White Paper), but because of what it holds for Canada and all Canadians.

No Canadian can honestly quarrel with the White Paper's efforts to lower the tax burden

for people at the low end of the income scale. Or with a tax at a reduced rate on realized

capital gains. Or with enforcing laws to eliminate tax avoidance schemes and expense

account abuses.

But the White Paper is a complete tax reform that will kill incentive to work and save,

increase the brain drain to the more attractive tax cUmate in the United States, lead to the

withdrawal of capital from Canada and slow down the development of our natural re-

sources.

For the young Canadians who are planning careers in Canada, some White Paper propos-

als will raise disturbing questions

:

Will you be able to resist the attractive tax climate in the United

States?

Mr. Benson says, "Canada needs the full effort of those with outstanding ability." Yet his

White Paper seems to offer more incentive for emigration than effort.

The table below is a comparison of personal income taxes in Canada and the United States

that has been prepared by an international firm of chartered accountants.

CANADA State of

Personal White Ohio Average

Gross Paper Homeowners Dollar %
Income Tax Tax Difference difference

$ 8000 $ 1044 $ 527 517 49.52%

J10000 1658 839 819 49.39

$12000 2327 1186 1141 49.03

$15000 3370 1660 1710 50.74

$20000 5262 2620 2642 50.20

$25000 7434 3608 3826 51.46

40000 14711 7723 6988 47.50

50000 19631 11030 8601 43.81

In releasing "White Paper Highlights" the Government gave out a deceptive U.S.-Canada tax com-
parison that has been analysed by this accountancy firm. The government had compared the most
highly taxed state against the lowest taxed province. — had not included special U.S. home owners'

deductions — had included high pension (Social Security) levies in the U.S., and many other things

to give the appearance that U.S. taxes are not approximately half the Canadian. The Canadian gov-

ernment told the public the U.S. taxes are lower by only

Gross income

$ 8,000 (7.22)%

12,000 6.95

15,000 10.73

25,000 14.87

50,000 6.84

instead of 49.52%

instead of 49.03

instead of 50.79

instead of 51.46

instead of 43.81

For further confirmation of fact write Colin Brown, Box 272, London, Ontario.

If you move to the United States, your income tax will be lower by about 50%. Even though
the United States has been financing an incredibly expensive war in Vietnam and has sent

billions of dollars to the moon.

The brain drain has been a problem in Canada for many years. The White Paper promises
to make it a bigger problem. Our tax system should be competitive — particularly with
the United States — if we are to keep our talent at home.

affected than any
it if you act NOW.

Will you be able

to go into business for yourself?

Canada has always prided itself on being a land of oppor-

tunity for men with ideas and enthusiasm. The small busi-

nessmen have had tremendous incentives. And they, in

turn, have blossomed into many of our large companies

today. They have contributed a great deal to the country's

prosperity.

The White Paper will change all that.

The White Paper will make it difficult for the small busi-

ness man to survive, and doubly difficult for him to expand

and grow. It may well discourage bright young people with

ideas from setting out on their own.

Example: Right now the small businessman is entitled to a

low tax rate of 23% on the first $35,000 of taxable income.

This gives him the all-important cash to put back into his

business. This cash is what keeps him afloat, and later

helps him to grow.
Under the White Paper, he will pay a flat 50% on all taxable

income. He will have to put out additional thousands of dol-

lars in cash for taxes. Honey he sorely needs just to survive

in the early years.

If you're in law or medicine,

will you ever be able

to set up your own practice?

The first two years are the toughest for any professional

man on his own. The experts say that you should be able to

carry yourself for at least one year without cash income
from your practice That's why, under the present tax sys-

tem, you pay tax on a cash basis — on what money comes
in. Under the White Paper, you will pay on an accrue! basis

— on accounts receivable and time billed.

It makes little difference to the Government in amount of

money collected over a period of years. But it presents a

high hurdle for the young doctor, lawyer, dentist, accoun-

tant or veterinarian starting out on his own.
Example: Under our present tax system a young lawyer
(married, no children) has just finished his first year in

practice. He has billed his clients for $40,000 and collected

$30,000 cash. After paying $20,000 for office expenses, his

tax would be $500 — leaving him with $9,500 as net income.
Under the White Paper, he wiU be taxed $18,000 that year
on the $40,000 he has billed even though he may have col-

lected only $30,000 from his clients. Assume his office ex-

penses come to approximately $20,000; then he would be in

debt by $6,000 and received no salary. What can he do but
join a large firm?

What Canada might be like

after a few years

of White Paper taxation

• There will be a slow but sure decline in the number of

small businesses.

• There will be a sharp decline in risk-taking by Canadians.

• The brain drain of talented young Canadians to other
countries will grow. They will go where there are greater
incentives for hard work and bright ideas.

• Foreign investment in Canada will slow down because of

the unfriendly tax climate.

• There will be a withdrawal of capital from Canada as

people with modest wealth leave this country to retire

elsewhere because of our Estate Tax and Capital Gains
Tax systems.

• The cost of money will rise as capital is removed from
Canada and the remaining capital is diverted from debt

to equity situations.

• The new tax structure will prevent the build-up of private

capital in the hands of individuals. Ultimately all eco-
nomic power and capital will be transferred to an all-

powerful Government, (per Geo. Orwell's 1384)

What are you going to do?
Here are some ideas.

(1) White a letter to your Member of Parliament telling

him what you like and don't like about the White Paper.

Send a copy of your letter to Finance Minister Benson.

(2) Fill in a coupon below. Put it in an envelope and mail it

to Box 4430 Ottawa. If you put your name and address

on the envelope, it will go directly and unopened to

your MP.
(3) Encourage your parents or friends to write to their

Members of Parliament and to send in coupons.

WHEN THE WHITE PAPER BECOMES LEG-

ISLATION,

YOUR MP WILL BE VOTING ON YOUR
BEHALF.

LET HIM KNOW WHAT YOU THINK.

My Member of Parliament
P.O. Box 4430
Ottawa, Ontario

1 am strongly opposed to a number of proposals in

the White Paper. As my elected representative, I

urge you to work toward shelving the White Paper
for further study.

Name t

Address
( Please print your name and address

on the envelope as well. I

My Member of Parliament
P.O. Box 4430

Ottawa, Ontario

I am strongly opposed to a number of proposals in

the White Paper. As my elected representative, I

urge you to work toward shelving the White Paper
for further study.

Name
Address

( Please print your name and
on the envelope as well,

)

My Member of Parliament
P.O. Box 4430

Ottawa, Ontario.

I am strongly opposed to a number of proposals in

the White Paper. As my elected representative, I

urge you to work toward shelving the White Paper
for further study.

Name
Address

( Please print your name and address
on the envelope as well.

)
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Jokes about his infantry days ^
Bissell 'receives' bomb capsule '

By LAURA KELLY
Nine U of T students lost

round two in the campus pro-
test game Monday at noon
when President Claude Bissell

refused their demand to ex-
clude Honeywell Corp. from
the placement center.

The first round was run
through last Wednesday when
the Committee to End the War
in Vietnam (CEWV) was re-
fused SAC support for a demon-
stration against war-material
supplier Honeywell when it

comes to campus tomorrow.
On Monday, the small stu-

dent group was cordially ush-
ered into the presidential suite

of offices and greeted by a
brisk Dr. Bissell.

The students grimly present-
ed Dr. Bissell with a Hone-
ywell-produced compact metal
capsule, army green, which
normally contains 250 pellets
that scatter out when the ex-
plosive detonates. About 200
capsules are included in one
bomb.
Dr. Bissell tossed the cap-

sule into the air and joked
about his day in the infantry.

Zane Boyd (I VfC) said, "We
feel that as President of the
University of Toronto you have

the power to prevent this com-
pany from coming on camp-
us."

"If you took a stand on this

war, you would raise the issue
on all Canadian campuses,"
said Ellie Kirzner (IV UC).

President Bissell answered
"I think that there are two pos-
sible alternatives. The Tho-
reau point of view: Don't pay
taxes; or put pressure on the
government. I can't do any-
thing."

The students condemned the

university's connection to the
Vietnam war through corpora-
tions such as Honeywell and
through war research conduct-
ed by faculty members.

Dr. Bissell answered: "I
think corporations should be
allowed on campus. You ban
all of them or you allow all of
them. You can't discrimin-
ate."

The round ended quickly as
Dr. Bissell thanked the pro-
testing group for their moral
advice and left for a meeting.

This is the anti-personnal fragmentation bomb Honeywell manu-
factures

Honeywell stays despite CEWV effort
It was three strikes and out

for the CEWV as they failed

yesterday in their bid to raise

the question of Honeywell
campus recruiting at the meet-
ing of the Advisory Committee
on the Placement Service.

Faced with a general lack of

support, the CEWV has decid-

ed against holding planned
demonstrations against the

Honeywell recruiters.

At the meeting, the Advisory

Committee decided to post-

pone debate on the issue until

the three vacant student posi-

tions on the body have been
filled.

Until that time, it re-af-

firmed its former position on

recruiting by "war-complicit"

companies.

The committee decided in

September of 1968 to allow all

companies free access to

Placement Centre Facilities.

Zane Boyd (I VIC), spokes-

man for the CEWV, protested

against the nature of the Advi-

sory Committee meeting be-

cause "the issue has not been

raised among the students."

He said the body was "total-

ly irrelevant because the two
students on the Advisory
Committee are not bound to

vote along SAC policy lines."

Boyd said he wanted to de-

bate the issue before the

Committee "to publicize the

issue and expose the Commit-
tee."

The Advisory Committee
fett that since it had debated
similar issues before, princi-

pally during the 'Dow crisis", it

would serve no purpose to de-

bate the issue again, as most of

the members had not changed
their minds.

The CEWV protested that by
refusing to debate the issue,

the members of the Advisory
Committee were complicit in

the war.

To exphasize their point, one
member of the CEWV shouted

"Sieg Heil" as the members of

the Advisory Committee
raised their hands to vote the

"no-debate' motion.

ONTARIO GRADUATE
FELLOWSHIPS

1970-1971

Application forms may be obtained from:

SCHOOL Of GRADUATE STUDIIS,

63 ST. GfORGf STRUT, TORONTO 5,

THIRD T100R, ROOM 307

Applications must be filed with the School by

February 16. 1970. Applications received after this

date will not be considered.

what the well-

reao -Turtle, is

CLASSES START

NEXT WEEK!
Enrol NOW in the 10-week

EFFICIENT

READING
PROGRAM

• ONLY $27.00 - ALL TEXTS INCLUDED
• CLASSES BEGIN THE WEEK OF

JANUARY 26- VARIOUS DAYS
AND TIMES AVAILABLE

REGISTER TODAY
AT THE

S.A.C. OFFICE
(MAIN CAMPUS AND SCARBOROUGH)
Sponsored on campus by SAC Services

Commission and U of T Library
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Dow-new and improved
P.L. Peep: I read a newspaper

story that Prof. N.D. Peep had
argued that the main problem

facing Canada was American
imperialism.

V.I. Brewster: So?

P.L.P.: But Prof. Peep is not a

Marxist.

V.I.B. Obviously. So?

P.L.P. But how con he under-

stand imperialism it he's not a

Marxist?

V.I.B. Because it really exists.

P.L.P. Oh I see. I'd never

thought of it that way.
It's recruiting time again, and

the Dow Chemical is back in a

new disguise — Honeywell Inc.

Napalm was getting to be a bit

hackneyed after the years of

anti-Dow demonstrations, so

Honeywell has produced a new,
improved device that could give

Dow some stiff competition at

Placement Services across the

country — the fragmentation
bomb. Again healthy competi-
tion and free enterprise has pro-

duced new ideas for better liv-

ing.

"The main fragmentation
bomb is the cluster bomb unit

{ CBU), which consists of a "moth-
er bomb" filled with 640 small

baseball-size secondary bombs
called 'guavas.' These guavas are

released from the mother bomb
half a mile above ground and
dispersed over an area ten foot-

ball fields in length. They may be
set to explode in the air, on im-
pact, or after laying (sic) on the

ground for some time. When they

do explode, each one sends about
250 steel pellets flying in all

directions with great force. Ac-
cording to Frank Harvey (Flying

Magazine/66) The CBUs kill

or maim any living thing in the
open or inside a hut along an ex-

tended path a couple of hundred
feet wide.' The pellets do no
harm to concrete, brick buildings

or weapons but they tear into

flesh, spiralling forward and rip-

ping insides. Their erratic course
makes removal extremely diffi-

cult. — Committee to End the War
in Vietnam leaflet

The Committee to End the

War in Vietnam is a front group

for the Young Socialists

(Trotskyists). They planned to

organize demonstrations in front

of the U of T Placement Service,

where Honeywell will be recruit-

ing students for future employ-
ment.
The Trotskyists' slogan is

"End Canadian Complicity" — a
slogan that brings back memo-
ries of the Dow demonstration at

the U of T Placement Service in

1967, and the annual anti-war
marches organized by the

CEWV.
But Canadian complicity in

the Vietnam war is really a mis-

leading slogan to describe the

relevance of Honeywell's pres-

ence on campus January 22, 23,

and 27.

The point is not that Canadi-

ans are morally complicit in the

Vietnam war, that they should
feel a great surge of guilt, refuse

jobs with war-mongers, and
cleanse their bodies.

The point is that Canadians
have no choice in a decision to

work for Honeywell — or one of

the hundreds of other Hone-
ywells in this country. Canada is

"complicit" in the American
war effort because we have no
control of our own economy.
That economy extends into the

university — the placement ser-

vices, the research grants, the

textbooks, the professors — and
determines the nature of our
education and the kinds of em-
ployment we derive from it.

Honeywell's presence on
campus is not a function of Can-
ada's moral complicity, but of

Canada's structural relationship

to the economy of the United
States. Honeywell is a Canadian
subsidiary of a U.S. Corporation,
and the University of Toronto
serves as a branch-plant of the
U.S. economy in supplying
hundreds of corporations like
Honeywell with research and
manpower.
Ths issue is one of imperial-

ism rather than complicity.
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LARRY, LOUIS, UZ AN SUE, JOHN B JIM C. JON
K. BEV TOO. LAURA LYNDON UTILE ends the
hell,, no wieght, | did moon "L's". . . lit is frown-
ing ringers pounding, the moon is full the dogs
ore sounding Gelllus is unknown to me Sue
remembered just after three if it all means
naught to theee you should come sometime and
see Ariene Tinkler did not yet show Brian soys
Moonoay it will grow although the weed makes
many slew Enoll gave me key to go. .

.

Yes, son, you'll

And it's not just a distant

question that lives only in ledg-

ers and on floors of stock-ex-

changes and on Vietnamese bat-

tlefields.

It affects U of T students.

It affects engineers, who can't

be blamed for seeking jobs with

be fine for the job.

corporations like Dow and Hone-

ywell, for they have no other

choice but to work for an Ameri-
can corporation which serves

the needs of the U.S. military

economy.
Imperialism doesn't stop thirty

feet away.

An unholy alliance
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"We all have a common thing
— we're not students or teach-
ers." — C. H. Fanning, manager
of the U of T Bookstore.

Mr. Fanning is talking about
the U of T support staff — that

nebulous quasi-body of left-overs

from the university academic
pie.

As they used to tell you in pub-

lic school, when the janitor was
being pensioned-off with an imi-

tation leather wallet after 55

years of broom-handling, "We
can do without teachers and
without students, but not without

a good stationery engineer."

But the point is that at U of T.

the support staff aren't all jani-

tors. They are secretaries, and
window washers and the guy
who stamps your library books,

and Claude Bissell and Charlie
Fanning. Bissell is the president
of the university; Fanning is the

manager of the Bookstore.

Fanning says the support staff

have a "common thing"; but'the

tie is a negative one. Support
staff are united only in what
they're not — they're not stu-

dents or teachers.

Using this same logic, Black
Panthers and Ku Klux Klansmen
have a common thing, since they

neither are Israeli.

The support staff is not a coh-

erent body. At the least it con-

sists of two bodies: those who
give orders and those who obey
— management and labour.

A dual body of this nature
cannot be represented by a sin-

gle agent. As Fanning says, "It

would be nice if everybody could

get together about it.
'

'

But everybody can't — the

situation precludes it. Manage-
ment must act in one direction,

labour in another.

It is in their own interests that

university workers be represent-

ed by an agent exclusive to

themselves — Why an not asso-

ciation rather than a union?
To many support staff, the

former, modelled on the Asso-
ciation of Teaching Staff, seems
the more attractive alternative.

Unions mean big fat men in

sweaty undershirts drinking
"the big ale;" an association
seems much more professional.

Fine. But what good can an
association do? The ATS has
some muscle because professors"

are hard to replace. If the ATS
threatens strike during exam-
marking period, as they did last

year, the administration is wor-
ried.

If the U of T Staff Association
threatens stike, the administra-
tion merely fires them and hires

Office Overload. For an associa-

tion is not protected under the

Labour Relations Act, and sten-

ographers are easy to replace.
The CUPE move to organize

support staff seems better than
that of a pseudo-professional
UTSA. — torn walltom



Why 22 per cent?
We prepare ourselves for a professional career.

but we don't get a professional salary"
Monday's Varsity featured both a

news story and an editorial on the
salary demands which are being
pressed this year by the Association
of the Teaching Staff. The news story
reported various administration fig-

ures as clucking that these demands
are "completely unrealistic" and "ut-
terly impossible". The editorial de-
nounced the proposed 22 per cent sala-

ry increase and questioned the proce-
dure which the ATS has recommend-
ed for salary negotiation.

We don't really expect a good reac-
tion from the administration on these
issues; after all, they sit on the other
side of the bargaining table. An un-
sympathetic reception by the student
body is another matter entirely. At
least we would like students to have
all the relevant facts in front of them
before they make up their minds on
this issue. Since many of these facts

have not yet been featured on the

pages of the Varsity, this brief ac-

count will have to suffice.

First the question of why we think

we should receive an increase of 22

per cent. Isn't this figure exorbitant,

especially in this age of supposed
price and wage restraints? It is of
course more than is required merely
to keep pace with the cost of living:

that would require about 7 per cent.

So only the excess over 7 per cent rep-

resents any kind of gain at all. What
kind of gain? Part of it is to keep pace
with the expansion of the entire econ-

omy (the counterpart of the produc-
tivity factor which labour unions

employ), and part of it is to provide

"progress through the ranks", that is,

to ensure that the average faculty

member rises a little year by year in

the overall salary scale at the univer-

sity.

This brings us to about 14 per cent.

It is interesting to note that the

Committee of Presidents of the Uni-

versities of Ontario, a body not known
for radicalism in any form, supports

the faculty proposals to this point: the

CPUO has recommended an average

increase of 13.4 per cent. In terms of

need, then, this 13-14 per cent range is

relatively uncontroversial.

TREATED UNFAIRLY
It is the difference between 14 and

22 per cent which arouses doubt in

some minds. This additional 8 per

cent has a quite different purpose: to

adjust university salaries with re-

spect to the salaries of other profes-

sions. Comparisons with non-teaching

professions are pretty well-known by

now. In 1967 the average salary of

university faculty in Canada was
about $12,000, as compared with $27,-

000 for doctors and $22,000 for lawyers

and self-employed engineers and ar-

chitects. Year by year these gaps

widen further. This is not just a mat-

ter of economic interest for us, or an

argument that, as similarly qualified

personnel, we are being treated un-

fairly. The university must compete

with these professions for its person-

nel. If the rewards He outside the uni-

versity then that is where the talent
will go.

Comparisons with other teaching
groups reveal a different kind of dis-

parity. The ATS has compared car-
eers in the universities, the Colleges
of Applied Arts and Technology
(CAAT's), and secondary schools.
These studies show that for at least 12

years after an undergraduate degree
the university teacher is paid less
than his CAAT or secondary school
counterpart.

And it can take up to 20 years for

him to achieve parity in cumulative
earnings. The years of preparation in

graduate school are, of course, the
main reason for this anomalous situa-

tion. By the time a university teacher
has devoted those 4-7 years to getting

his Ph.D., his friends who chose other
teaching fields are making more than
he is and continue to do so for a con-
siderable time.

Financially speaking, graduate
education as a preparation for teach-

ing is a bad investment. As this be-

comes better known, the university
will find it increasingly hard to com-
pete with cognate teaching profes-
sions.

NOT JUST GREED
Thus we are caught in the middle.

We prepare ourselves for a profes-

sional career, but we don't get a pro-

fessional salary. And those who do
not, or cannot, so prepare themselves
come out making more than we do.

We want this situation altered for our

own good, but we also see it as a
threat to the quality of university

education.

If the university cannot compete in

the market, even in the education
market, then it will be unable to at-

tract the kind of personnel it needs.

There is thus more at stake in this 22

per cent than whether the greed of

some particular self-interested group
will be satisfied. The quality of the

university is also in the balance, and
students should have some interest in

the direction in which that balance
falls.

There is, of course, the issue of re-

straint. On this matter our position is

simple. Other similarly situated

groups (labour unions, professional

organizations, teachers' federations)

have shown thus far no interest in re-

straint. If we act alone we fall that

much further behind. I needn't re-

mind you that secondary school

teachers are seeking 35 per cent.

But perhaps the question which
bothers — and ought to bother — stu-

dents most is: can the university af-

ford to meet this demand? What will

the effect of meeting it be on other
budgetary items, e.g. support staff

salaries, library acquisitions? What
will the effect be on the staff-student

ratio?

The ATS is well aware that the uni- J

versity's income is largely deter- £
mined by the size of the provincial ~\

grant. In making our case for a sub- s
stantial increase, we are talking di- -£

rectly to this university but also indi-

rectly to the provincial government.
A rethinking of the system of formula
financing may be the only long-range
solution.

WE ARE REASONABLE MEN
But the Minister of University Af-

fairs has taken the position that this

university could afford substantial
salary increases with the funds it is

now given if it were to manage itself

more efficiently. We have long sus-

pected that this is true, but have not
in the past had the information neces-
sary to confirm these suspicions.

Now we have access to these data,

and are in a position to evaluate the
university's budgeting procedures.
We believe that this university can go
a very long way indeed toward meet-
ing our request without sacrificing
any of the priorities mentioned above.
We are reasonable men with a

strong interest in maintaining the
quality of this institution. Thus we
will not press demands in the certain
knowledge that if adopted they would
cut into library acquisitions or worsen
the staff-student ratio. As for support
staff, the problem here has been that

they are not themselves effectively
organized. The sooner they do organ-
ize (preferably with an outside union)
the better.

When they do so (especially if they
wield a strike threat), the competi-
tion for salary money will intensify.

So it should. Perhaps the day will be
seen when faculty and support staff
present joint salary demands. For the
current year, the ATS accepts that it

must bear in mind the depressed con-
dition of (non-union) support staff

wages.

WHY DIM VIEW?
The Varsity seemed to take a dim

view even of the negotiation proce-
dure which the ATS has recommend-
ed, though I am not sure why. This
procedure is designed to give the ATS

an effective voice in determining sal

ary levels without resort to strike. We
favour binding arbitration in the
event that negotiations between the
ATS and the administration break
down. The decision of an arbitration
board, then, would have to be accept-
ed by the ATS. whether favourable to

our case or not. This procedure rules
out strike action in which students
always threaten to be among the los

ers.

In the long run the new role the ATS
will play in negotiating faculty sala
ries will yield another benefit. This
university is at present run by a small
group of administrators who make
the real decisions on matters like the
budget. For too long they have had
matters their own way. Increased
faculty scrutiny of the budget will
force them to open the budget-making
process more, to increase their own
efficiency at collecting and comput
ing data, and to justify the budgetary
priorities in which they have hitherto
had a free hand. This in turn is but a

step toward the real goal: control of

the budget by faculty and students.
The Varsity accuses us of taking a

narrow view. Its own position that our
demands adversely affect the position
of students and support staff is the
narrow one. This university cannot be
what it should be without a radical
readjustment of salaries and without
greater participation by faculty and
students in the activity of budgeting.
The new student-administration al-

liance is based on a short-range and
distorted picture of the situation.

Faculty and students are united in the
desire for a university with high aca-
demic standards. What binds us to-

gether is vastly more important than

what divides us. And this should be
made clear both to the administration
of this university and to the govern-

ment of this province.

L. W. Sumner Chairman
ATS Salary Committee

ATS Salaries Committee Chairman L. W. Sumner asks for faculty pay raise.
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NEW COLLEGE IS NOW #111

New College presents . . .

CHUCK

BERRY
WITH

"WHISKEY HOWL"
AT

CONVOCATION HALL

SUNDAY NITE!

2 BIG SHOWS: 7:30 & 10:00 P.M.

ADVANCE TICKETS ON SALE NOW!

at: U. of T. SAC office ONLY $3
Foyer of SID SMITH

LETTERS-

SMC Music Guild presents

AN EVENING OF THE

GUITAR
jan folk classical blues

featuring

Eduoard Brun

3asii Harrus

Louis Natale

Tim Gauntley

JANUARY 22 8:30 P.M.

SMC Student Centre FREE

U.DtT. HOMOPHIU ASSOCIATION

THE HOMOSEXUAL DILEMMA

WHAT EVERY HETEROSEXUAL

SHOULD KNOW-
A PUBLIC LECTURE BY

DR. FRANKLIN KAMENY
PRISIDENT 01 WASHINGTON MATTACHINE SOCIETY

8 P.M.- THUHSDAY, JANUARY 22

,

CODY HALL.SCHDOl 01 NURSING,

SO SI. GIORBf STREET.

ADMISSIONS

bisselh expressway could turn city into 'polluted wasteland'

Dear Mr. Johnson,

I would like to make a few

comments about the Spadina

Expressway.

The Expressway is presuma-

bly based on the assumption

that it is a good thing to enable

as many people as possible to

proceed by private car into the

centre of the city. Even grant-

ed this dubious assumption, I

have seen little evidence to

show that the Spadina Express-

way will be successful. It can

provide a link with Highway
401 and the Gardiner Express-

way, (and with the non-exis-

tent cross-town expressway),

and thus give a means of es-

caping rapidly from the city;

but I do not see how it can dis-

gorge its traffic in densely

built-up areas without causing

congestion. In the likely and

calamitous event that the Ex-

pressway ends at Sussex or

Harbord, we have discussed

with City and Metro planners

and engineers the plan for

moving traffic eastward. They

have obviously given no consid-

ered thought to this question,

but everything they say im-

plies a cheerful acquiescence

in the dismemberment of the

campus.

But there is another assump-

tion that I find more accepta-

ble, namely that it is not a good

idea to move people as quickly

and easily as possible by car

into the heart of the city; that,

indeed, society should strive to

control the motor car, not to

make it and private transpor-

tation the summum bonum of

existence. The Lord Chief Jus-

tice of England observed re-

cently that "the motor car is

as much the instrument of law-

lessness as the jemmy". It

can, if uncontrolled, turn the

centre of the city into a pollut-

ed wasteland, beside which T.

S. Eliot's nightmare is a gentle

Victorian landscape. Robert

Lowell's epitaph for Boston

may well become the epitaph

for all cities:

"Everywhere,

giant finned cars nose forward

like fish;

a savage servility

slides by on grease."

Yours sincerely,

Claude Bissell

U of T President

phoio by Errol Young

lj of T President Claude Bissell and SAC President Gus Abols collab-

orate on the "Stop Spadina" desk in the Sidney Smith foyer.

old white men should unburden themselves
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Monday's editorial was basi-

cally a restatement of the false

idea that professors are the

enemy students face, the cause

of their problems.

The idea that the professors

by their wage demand are rob-

bing students and support staff

is the same line governments
take fo try to keep wages down
while profits soar — the idea

that the proper share of the pie

due wage earners is rather

limited, so each group should

not go for too much.
The idea that the professors

should not follow their own
'selfish' interest is the old

white man's burden view of

working for social change: one

works only for 'other people'.

In actual fact social change is

brought about by everyone

pushing for the interests of all

groups, starting with their

own.

The idea that students or

professors should be mainly
interested in a philosophy of

their link to society to the ex-

clusion of concrete issues and

actions — in this case wages —
is really peculiar. Left politics

does not reduce to an exercise

in abstract social analysis. It

requires little profound analy-

sis, given the history of the

majority — people who depend

on wages for a living — to

know that constant salary

demands are necessary to keep

up with the rising cost of living

( which you underestimate)

and job qualifications.

The ATS has indeed been a

reactionary group. But now its

members show a sign of at last

recognizing that they have a

common opponent with the

students and the support staff:

the administration, represent-

ing the source of money — the

Ontario Government.

Brian Mossop

U of T Communist Club

varsity has imperialist biases

Allow me to join my com-
rades in a protest against the

relentless right-wing imperial-

ist biases of your newspaper —
signified most clearly in recent

advertisements of The Ameri-

can Empire, Canada Ltd. My
comrades and I, struggling as

we do for the Soviet Interna-

tional, Czechoslovakia Ltd.,

and therefore representing the

poverty-stricken, toiling mas-

ses, cannot afford full-spread

ads, even in The Varsity. How-

ever, in the name of Socialist

Truth we demand that you re-

veal the secret powers and
faceless people behind this

imperialist front. Otherwise,

world-wide demonstrations of

a non-violent nature will be

organized to destroy the of-

fices of this notorious Capital-

ist corporation, as soon as they

can be located.

Comrade Egerton,

SGS, History

Up against the wall, 0M
Dr. O. M. Solandt, U of T Chancellor, should be removed

from his position as Chairman of the Science Council of Cana-

da, Grace Mclnnes, spokesman for the New Democratic Party

said yesterday.

She charged there was a "conflict of interests" between

his position as chairman of the government body and his posi-

tion on the Board of Directors of the Electric Reduction Com-
pany (Erco).

Erco is Canada's largest producer of phosphates, a major

ingredient in the manufacture of detergents. One of the Sci-

ence Council's projects is to stop pollution of Canada's water

resources from phosphates.
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WSA holds TGH informational picket
By RONNIE NEVIN

Ronnie Nevin is a graduate stu-

dent in Sociology at the U of T,

and a member of the Worker-
Student Alliance

This Monday and Tuesday,
over twenty members of Work-
er-Student Alliance maintained
an informational picket line

outside Toronto General Hospi-

tal. The picket was formed by
WSA since hospital workers
have been denied the right to

strike since 1965. WSA distrib-

uted over eight thousand leaf-

lets, linking working condi-

tions, patient care and the pov-

erty wages within the hospital.

The leaflet, written with in-

formation supplied by TGH
workers, showed the public

(who uses the hospital) the

attempts of the administration

to set the patients against the

workers in order to maintain
poor wages and inadequate

care.

Any action by organized and
united workers is presented to

the public by the administra-

tion as an attack on the safety

and health of the patients. Con-

sistently workers have proven

the opposite to be true. In part

the leaflet states:

"TGH workers have demon-
strated through their record of

hard work that they take pride

in their work and that they

understand clearly how their

work relates to patient care —
whether it be a clean room, a

well-cooked meal, or the many
patient services performed by

orderlies and ward aides.

"Therefore, with the advent

of staff cuts many workers —
feeling a strong obligation to

patients — worked themselves

literally into the ground to pro-

vide the same level of service

they had previously been pro-

viding."

The workers feel so strongly

about the quality of service

that the leaflet goes on to point

out, ".
. .a grievance filed by 37

women working in the surgical

supply area protested a 13 per

cent cut in staff and a corre-

sponding increase in work
load.

ADVERSE EFFECT

It charged a sharp downturn

in the ability of workers to

complete supply orders for

operating floors and patient

areas. It concluded: 'these

supply shortages cannot but

affect patient care adversel-
y.'"

The 13 per cent cut in staff,

and resulting supply shortages,

are no accident. Toronto Gen-

eral, Ontario's largest hospi-

tal, considered a 13 per cent

budget increase necessary for

1969. The Ontario Hospital

Services Commission allowed

only an 8V2 per cent increase.

This cut meant that $1,-

500,000 had to be saved some-

where; that saving came at the

expense of workers and pa-

tients. The staff was cut back

14 per cent from 1150 in July,

1968 to 990 in December 1969.

Wages remain at the starva-

tion level for workers at TGH.
(from $300 a month for general

female help, to $542 a month
for electricians). TGH work-
ers, organized into Service

Employee's Union, Local 204,

are demanding a minimum of

$100 per week, against $73 per

week offered by the hospital

administration.

40 per cent TURNOVER
The budget cuts, staff reduc-

tions and poverty wages have

resulted in a 40 per cent turno-

ver of hospital staff, with its

inevitable bad effect on patient

care.

The U of T and TGH are sim-

ilar in many ways. For exam-
ple, the struggle of unionized

workers at TGH to fight poor

conditions and wages is like

the struggle of the non-union

workers at New College who
fought for their jobs.

In doing so both groups of

workers run up against the

same bosses. Both TGH and U
of T share the dubious services

of Henry Borden, William V.

Ash and Ian Davidson on their

governing boards, and both the

U of T Board of Governors and

the TGH Board of Trustees

contain representatives of

every major bank, trust com-

pany and insurance group in

Canada.

The connection appears in

more than the names of men or

companies; policies are re-

markably similar:

• U of T contracts out food

services, as at New College, to

save operating expenses and

avoid direct responsibility for

working conditions; TGH is

contracting out its laundry

service to a minimum wage
company, eliminating the jobs

of thirty workers.

• U of T has stalled the

unionization of library workers

for two years: TGH is also

anti-union — hospital policy

denies workers the right to

strike and employs compulsory
arbitration.

WHO DO THEY SERVE
Working people pay for the

universities and hospitals with

their taxes, and keep them
operating with their labour.

However, neither institution

serves their interests. Hospi-

tals give the public — mostly
working people — poor service

because of staff cuts and pov-

erty wages. Admission to uni-

versity is weighted against

working class youth and uni-

versities teach ideas and con-

duct research directly opposed

to the interests of working
people.

Hospitals try to divide work-

ers and patients to maintain
their power to keep wages low

and care inadequate. Universi-

ties attempt to divide workers
and students to maintain their

position of power in service of

the government and the corpo-

rations.

Worker-Student Alliance and

the workers at TGH have rec-

ognized that to break the pow-
er of the bosses it is necessary

to organize and unite. The WSA
picket at TGH was a step to-

wards that unity. And the

workers have shown they will

not sit idly by while the Ontario

government plays havoc with

the well-being of hospital pa-

tients and workers alike:

, . A New Literary

Magazine

Poetry, prose, Toronto writers.

Submit ... Innis College Writing

Lab at Innis I

By Mail: Bill Reoch, 135

[Yorkville Ave. Apt. 28 Toronto 185?

Please put address and phone

number on material. Deadline

Februaiy 15, Spring edition.

—
' HAVE YOU TASTED THE \_
ZUMBURGER EXPERIENCE?

BLOOR AND YONGE
BLOOR AND BAY

BLOOR AND ST. GEORGE
YONGE AND GERRARD

EGLINTON AND AVENUE RD. J
—

'

Fad up willi the high cost

of automobile insurance?

up to 35% discount

to accident-free students

LEVY & GREEN INSURANCE SERVICES
1111 Finch *»•. W. (Finch C.ntn) Surti 209

T^ta IJI-1IM

G ENTLEM EN
DON'T LOSE
HART!

Would you like to see

WOMEN & BEER IN HART HOUSE?

NOMINATE MEN OF
YOUR CHOICE!

NOW
Forms - Rotunda, Hart House

Nominations Close Today

VOTE JANUARY 28th VOTE

I

1970 CHARTER FLIGHT

July 7 Toronto/London (Eng.)

August 23 London (Eng. (/Toronto

via
ISO seater Deluxe Boeing 707 jet

A few seats are available for members and their immed-

iate families at $245.00 each.

ALSO

INDIA -Toronto/Bombay /Toronto for only $612.00 per

person. Using the above flight to London (Eng.)

with direct onward connection.

JAPAN -New York/Tokyo/New York - leave July 25, re-

turn August 25 {31 days) for only S550.00 each.

Reserve NOW - avoid DISAPPOINTMENT later.

Write or call the Experiment Travel Department for full

details.

All dates shown ore CONFIRMED.
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DANCE
DRILL HALL

AFTER HOCKEY GAME

AGAINST CORNELL -

SAT. JAN. 24th

10:00 - 12:00 P.M.

XEROX
COPIES

QUALITY
GUARANTEED

FREE COLLATING

5c each - 1st copy of an

original

4c each • 2nd thru 10th copies

of the same original

2c each • 1 1th and more copies

of the same original

While-U-Wait or Overnight

COLLEGE
COPY
SHOP

76 CHARLES ST. W.

COURSE EVALUATIONS!

ALL GROUPS WHO INTEND TO EVALUATE COURSES THIS YEAR ARE

URGED TO ATTEND A MEETING TO DISCUSS TECHNIQUES OF

EVALUATION. THIS WILL BE AN OPPORTUNITY TO EXCHANGE

EXPERIENCES WITH OTHER GROUPS AND HOPEFULLY TO IMPROVE

THE PROCESS OF EVALUATION. NUMEROUS QUESTIONNAIRES WILL

BE AVAILABLE AND WILL BE ANALYSED FOR USEFULNESS AND

EFFECTIVENESS.

THURSDAY JANUARY 22, 7:30 p.m.

BICKERSffTH ROOM, HART HOUSE.

EDUCATION COMMISSION.

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING

RECEIVED FOR:

1. Full Time Director Radio Varsity

2. EDITOR, SUMMER VARSITY

3. EDITOR, RANDOM MAGAZINE

4. EDITOR, S.A.C. Student

Handbook
Apply ii writing to:

Communications Commissioner

S.A.C. Office

by JANUARY 26, 1970 5:00 pm

RENT A
TAPE RECORDER

BRAND NEW CASSETTES

AS LOW AS 500 DAILY
921 - 7702

DRY CLEANING

8 LBS. - $3.00
Vi HOUR

;hurch &s Wellesley Self Serve

DRY CLEANER

OPEN EVERY DAY
WEEKNIGHTS TILL 9:00 P.M.

Courteous Attendant on Duty

560 CHURCH ST.
924-6010

Stop
beinga

watery-eyed

student'
Might make people think

you're sorrowing for the
whole world—it's probably
just your eyes. Go get them
tested, then come and see

us at Braddock Optical.
We've got the greatest selec-

tion of frames you'll ever
look through. And as a

student you get 20% off.

Our nearest branch—just
around the corner at 158
St. George. Come and see!

Centre for the Study of Drama

Bertolt Brecht'f

A MAN'S A MAN
directed by Martin Hunter

HART HOUSE THEATRE
TONIGHT AND ALL THIS WEEK AT 8:30

All Seats $2.00
Students $1.00

Box Office S
928-8668

CLASSIFIEDS

GIRL SEEKS companion(s). m or f. for

travel in S/C America starting about April

for 2 to 3 months. Times, places flexible

Tel. 964-1 722 (eve.) Janet Halt.

Sh "CHUCK BERRY and "WHISKEY
HOWL" — Sunday Nile at Convocation
Hall — Two big performances at 7:30 and
10:00 P.M. — Be early if you want seats
— Tickets $3.0O/person.

TYPING thesis, essays, notes, chads. Eng-
lish. French, other languages. Mimeo-
graphing, electric typewriters. Mary Dale
Scott (M. Davies) 86 Bloor St. W. Room
225 922-7624

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today for free booklet "The Day you buy a

diamond" H. Pioctor and Co., 131 Bloor

St W , Suite 416. 921 -7702,

FED UP with residence? Try our house —
good food, comfortable rooms, friendly
atmosphere Room and board
SlOOOO/mo Apply 350 Huron St,

TYPIST willing to do t

minimal rates, (electri

Ruth. 922-1264

"ALL SYSTEMS SAY GO" Carnival
Quebec $39.50 — Trailways bus hotel 8t

carnival. Jan. 30 — Feb. 1 Phone 239-
6569 or 278-1 69S wine women song
book now space limited. 8.Y O B.

WINE ft CHEESE: Valentine's Dance.
Sat Feb. 14. Hart House 8 30-12:00 fea-

turing "The Atlantis" Tickets in Rm. 2005.
Sid Smith. 53.00 a couple.

CAR POOL: Lawrence-Bathurst area We
need one or two mote people to drive once

a week. 9-4 or 9-5 call Leah at 489-7703
or leave a message.

URGENT — Female volunteer needed to

work with juvenile girls 2 evenings/wk.
Must have outgoing personality, ability to

cope with anti-soctal behavior. Mrs, Bums
461-1 168.
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final plans of university -

wide committee released
By MARK WILSON

The final form of the planned University-
Wide Committee <UWC) to draft the new U
of T Act was released Tuesday by the CUG
Programming Committee in a Hart House
meeting.

It will be publicized in an open letter to the

university community this week.
The body will consist of 40 representatives

from each of the main estates of the Univer-
sity, students, faculty, administration, and
vested interests (the Board of Governors,
Alumni, SAC and other bodies)

.

Final implementation of the plan depends
on the Programming Committee's judge-
ment of the reaction of the community to the

proposal.

This reaction will be assessed by a ques-

tionnaire to be published in early March, and
by the reaction of the various representative

bodies on campus.
Prof. M. L. Friedland, Committee Chair-

man said "the committee is not seeking rati-

fication from any group, but it recognizes
that the failure of any group to participate

would render the UWC meaningless."

The wording of the letter, however, im-
plies the need for ratification.

Prof. J. M. Rist, President of the ATS,
said that unless the ATS Council was given
the right to approve any proposals "we
would have no choice but to withdraw from
the committee."
The actual responsibility for drafting the

new Act would rest with "a Steering Com-
mittee made up of 2 members from each of

the first three groups. . . (students, faculty,

and administrators and support staff)".

The letter states that "some safeguard
should be provided to ensure that a decision
was not made which either the students or
faculty opposed."

Thus a proposal passed by a majority of
the UWC but opposed by a majority of either
of these 2 groups would not go forward as
"the voice of the university".

Elections to the UWC will take place after

the results of the questionnaire are published
"about the second week in March", and the
committee will meet in late May. If unable
to reach a consensus, it would meet again in

the fall.

The Programming Committee is sponsor-
ing a debate on the top governing structure
of the university on Wednesday, January 28
from 1-3 in the Debates Room of Hart House.

Loyola talks

cont'd from p. 1

Dean of Students, Roderick
Shearer said Malone could
empower college lawyers to

obtain a temporary injunction

from the Chief Justice of the

Quebec Superior Court to oust

protestors from college prop-

erty.

Ignoring the injunction

would result in charges of con-

tempt of court. Contempt
charges would not result in a

criminal record, Shearer said,

and penalties would be "mini-

mal".
The injunction threat and the

stringent closing hours are an

attempt to thwart further pro-

test action. But the suspension

of the letters of non-renewal
yesterday may have defused

the main element in the institu-

tion's current crisis.

CONSERVATIVES OUSTED

Also on Monday, the Loyola

College Faculty Association

ousted its conservative execu-

tive.

Faculty members had sup-

ported student agitation for

binding CAUT arbitration in

the Santhanam affair as well

as the demands over the recent

firings.

The four-man executive was

defeated by a 108 to 28 vote in a

I
Administration president, Patrick Malone watches demonstrating

students from his office window. photo by Jim MacDonald Loyola News

non-confidence motion for-

warded after the executive
disregarded requests to place

the firings on a faculty associa-

tion agenda.

Faculty association mem-
bers said they had circulated

two petitions asking the execu-

tive to discuss the 27 recent fir-

ings — believed to be a purge

of Santhanam supporters

among the faculty — but dis-

covered the issue was not list-

ed on the agenda of their Mon-
day meetings.

The Association elected J.

R. Hanrahan, chairman of the

Department of Business Ad-

ministration as interim presi-

dent for a two week period,

pending election of new offi-

cers.

Brian Mulrooney, legal

counsel for the dismissed pro-

fessors, will recommend that

faculty agree with the revised

appeal process and begin their

appeal. No appeal dates will be

set until the nature of the new
appeal board is decided.

Loyola observers say the

appeals and suspensions of the

letters will satisfy most of the

protestors.

Loyola demonstrators march in support of dismissed faculty.
photo by Kelly Loyola News

HOUSE 50
FOLK CONCERT TODAY
East Common Room - I p.m.

ART GRANT
Guitarist

"FOLK MUSIC OF THE LATE 50's"
Ladies Welcome

NOON HOUR CONCERT
Today -Music Room - 1:00 p.m.

CAROLYN GOHEIL
Pianist

Everyone Welcome

CAMERA CLUB
48TH ANNUAL

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION
Closing Date: 6 P.M.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 23rd

ART GALLERY
HAROLD TOWN ENIGMAS

Presented until

JANUARY 23RD

GENTLEMEN'
OON'T LOSE HART!
Nominate men of YOUR choice.

Forms -Rotunda. Han House
Nominations close today

VOTE JANUARY 28 VOTE

PIS Presents

THE SOMOHVHG Of

EVERYMAN
Directed By

Fr. Oenesius Jones O.F.M.

NEW VIC THEATRE

JAN. 19 to 24 8:00 PM

ADMISSION FR£f

PSYCHOLOGY STUDENTS' UNION

ANNOUNCES A NEW SERIES

ENTITLED

"HERE & NOW"
About Gestalt Philosophy & Therapy

With: Fritz Perls Of The Esalen Institute

First Showing: Thurs. Jan. 22 8:00 p.m.

Medical Bldg. Auditorium

Admission 25c

(3 Films will be shown)

"You Are You and I Am I, and If By Chance We Find

Each Other, It's Beautiful,

If Not, It Can't Be Helped."-

COME AND FIND EACH OTHER
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Sir George trials finally begin
MONTREAL (CUP) - The

trial of the first ten defendants

in connection with last Febru-

ary's destruction of the Sir

George Williams University

computer got off to a slow
start Monday with only eight of

twelve jurors selected before

the court adjourned.

The defendants have pleaded

not guilty to five charges of

conspiracy and mischief lev-

elled against them in connec-

tion with the incident.

All ten defendants of the to-

tal 79 charged, who are now on

trial are black citizens of Trini-

dad and Tobago. More than

half of the 82 prospective ju-

rors were questioned during

the day: all were male, white,

and over 35 years of age.

No jurors admitted to race

prejudice but many said re-

ports of the incident, read in

local papers had influenced

their attitude towards the ac-

cused.

Presiding Judge Kenneth C.

MacKay overruled a defence

challenge which argued white

jurors might be affected by
"latent and unconscious preju-

dices which regrettably exist

in white people in regard to

black people."

The judge said the argument
"embodied an assumption not

acceptable in this court".

The computer-burning inci-

dent and the subsequent arrest

of the defendants occurred af-

ter Montreal riot police were

called into the occupied com-
puter centre, where students
were demanding an investiga-

tion into charges of racism.

Since the incident Feb. 11,

1969, court action has been
slow. The accused had to wait

until April 12 for preliminary
hearings for 76 of them. Eight

others did not face preliminary

hearings until March 5.

The defendants claim the

original cause of the protest;

alleged racism at SGWU, has

been buried under the sensa-

tionalism aroused by the com-
puter burning. The University

has so far ignored black stu-

dents' demands for continued

investigation into the racism
charges.

Talk over your future

with the Bell employment
reps when they visit your

campus on

Feb. 4 & 5

GRADS-TO-BE-IN: (CLASS OF 71)

SCIENCE-
ARTS-
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
For Summer Employment

Ask at your Placement Office

for informative booklets and

arrange for an interview now I

Bell Canada

The Students Administrative Council meets this evening

at Erindale College (yes, marathon time is here again) at 7:

15. Buses leave for Erindale at 6:45 from Convocation Hall.

The Library, Varsity, and the Women's Athletic Program

are on the agenda.
The twenty SAC nominees for the proposed Interim Disci-

plinary Committee, a body which would hold judicial authori-

ty until the implementation of the Campbell Report, will be
presented to the council for approval.

The SAC plan to choose the six student members by lot

from the twenty nominees is expected to face severe opposi-

tion from the Association of Teaching Staff. The ATS has
called for selection of the student members entirely by lot.

HERE AND NOW
TOOAY
ALL DAY

Sign up for (ours of the Medical Building

and various hospitals. -Student Affairs Of-

fice. Medical Bldg

Three more days to enter prints and

slides in the 48(h annual Exhibition ol Pho-

tographs. Hart House Camera Club.

Sign up for a slide show on the Clarke I,

Showing will be Friday, 10:30 to noon in

the Clarke I auditi

Smith.

12n
Psychology students — tired of a screw-

you system? Come and find out how the

staff -studenl committee isn't doing a damn
thing Rm. 1085. Sid Smith

1 p.m.

Tim Reid, MPP. speaks al the U of T Lib-

eral Club on 'The Province and the Univer-

sity .

• Rm. 1087. Sid Smith.

Classical concert with Carolyn Goheil,

pianist Music Room. Hart House.

Folk concert with Art Grant. Folk music

of the lale 50 s East Common Room. Hart

House.

Guitar and song lor your lunch hour.

Raffi Cavoukian in the JCR, UC.

Noon hour debate "This House Deplores

its Own Existence". Hart House Debates

Room.

4 p.m.

Meeting of Latin American Studies stu-

dents interested in spending 3rd year in

Colombia. Rhodes Room. Trinity.

FALN 109 (the guerilla movement in

Venezuela) F U of T Third World Film -

Discussion group. ISC

First in a series of staff-student seminars

on "The Developing United States: Re-

sponse to urbanization and industrializat-

ion, 1865-1914", This lecture will deal

with "Women Reformers and Male Cul-

ture.*' American Studies Committee. Rm.

2053. Wilson Hall.

7:30 p.m.

Encounter groups for students and other

adults. Opportunities to feel freer to be

yourself. Sponsored by the Claremont Ex-

periment. Third floor lounge, Rochdale Col-

lege (to end of term)

8:00 p.m.

Dr. David Turner speaks on "Aerospace

Medicine". Sponsored by Medical Arts and
Sciences Society Auditorium. Medical

HART HOUSE
BOYD NEEL,

ORCHESTRA
Conductor

with the

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO CONCERT CHOIR

LLOYD BRADSHAW, Choirmaster

AGS & GALATEA HANDEL

Galantea

Acis

Polyphemi.

Damon

Janis Orenstein

Garnet Brooks

John Dodington

Glynn Evans

8:30 p.m.

SUNDAY, JANUARY 25

GREAT HALL HART HOUSE

Tickets at the dooi
Students: SI. 50

Others: S3.00
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ONE —
songs, dam

InForn

4004. Sid

celebration of unity Bread,

ig. Upper Brennan Hall. SMC

8:15 p.m.

Regier speaks on "The Ethics

"167 Church St., Rm, 107

THURSDAY
1 p.m.

leting on West Africa.

CUSO office. ISC.

T U G S presents a film about China.

"City of Cathay,"

Varsity Christian Fellowship invites the

use of the Hart House Chapel for prayer

anytime today.

"Brecht's Caucasian Chalk Circle: Open

Drama and Open History" Brecht and

Marxism by Darko Suvin of McGill Univer-

sity. Cartwright Hall. St. Hilda's College.

3 p.m.

Writers Workshop in Writers Lab. Innis

II. North of Main Library. Bring copies of

your own work. Discussions about a new
magazine.

4 p.m.

Important meeting of the Latin Ameri-

can Studies Course Union All students of

LAS urged to attend. Particular welcome
to students in First year. Sid Smith. Room
621.

5:15 p.m.

"The Christian and Sexuality". A discus-

sion held by Varsity Christian Fellowship.

Dinner served before discussion. Med Sci-

ence Cafeteria.

7:30 p.m.

Education Commission meeting. Discus-

sion of techniques of course evaluation

Bickersteth Room. Hart House.

Information on teaching overseas with

CUSO. ISC.

Monthly meeting of Pollution Probe

Room 1 1 0. Ramsey Wright Building

8 p.m.

Worker -Student Alliance general meet-
ing. Discussion of SDS. New College Cafe-

teria workers, Toronto General Hospital. All

welcome UC Room 231

Three films on Gestalt Therapy present-

ed by the Psychology Students Union
Medical Science Building Auditorium.

Public lecture "The Homosexual Dilem-

ma: What Every Heterosexual Should
Know" by Dr, Franklin Kameny. President

ot Washington Mattachine Society. Spon-
sored by the U of T Homophile Society

Cody Hall. School of Nursing

GETTING ENGAGED?

FORGET ABOUT LOVE WHEN
YOU BUY A DIAMOND RING

Love is Fine but buying a

Diamond is business and repre-

sents a major investment. To
help you make this investment

ed on facts, we offer a free

booklet "The Day you Buy
mond" tells you what to ask

for and what to expect when you
ake this important investment.

WE ARE DIRECT
DIAMOND DEALERS

Hugh Proctor & Co

Ol BLOOR W„ STE. 4I6
92I-7702



Moose Jaw could be Interfac Sports last contest
By GELLIU5

WATER POLO
Three horses drowned as Vic

(Mcintosh, Karn, Coleman)
beat Eng. 4-3. Gessing had all

of Eng's goals for all the good
it did.

There was a Milbourne
around For^s neck, scoring 4

goals and helping Pirk! (who
also had 4) lead Innis over

them (i.e. For), 8-7. Good had

2, Galloway and Hautamaki
("a high maki"; cf. "basa-
maki", "chico maki", etc.)

one each for the losers.

BASKETBALL
SMC (Mooney 18) 101; PHE

(Chapman 19) 61.

Singer had 22 and Pasht 21 as

UC goobermaned Vic
(Tonisson 14), 85-66.

Oleszkowicz (the long form
of "leszkowicz"; cf, "oleomar-
garine" for "margarine", "ol'

man river" for "man river",
etc.) had 24 and the whole of
which he is a part (vide "Aris-
totle's Categories" under "O-
leszkowicz"), Innis 70 to beat
New, 70-51. Gilbert had 14 for

Gnus. (The Gnu is a small
South African antelope related
to the Imperialordero-
fthedaughtersooftheempire.

)

PHE (Eizenas i2) 37; Erin
(Shaw 21)33.

Neidhard had 20 and Trin
kreplached Scar, 61-28. What's-

behind-the-Greenspan replied
"11" for Scar

Vic 11 Uarvis 16) 84; Erin 11

14.

CONTEST
Well, there was a contest

last week and there were no

(0) entries and Contest judges
were seriously considering

declaring the World at an end
however there is going to be

one last chance.

This week's contest is

"Moose Jaw, Sask." If we get

no answers, which are to be
sent to "Contest", Varsity
Sports, it will be our sad and

Will Lancers help Blues again?
By JIM COWAN

Windsor Lancers, with a

helping hand from the sched-

ule-makers, beat the unbeata-

ble* Saturday afternoon as

they downed the previously

undefeated Waterloo Warriors

4-3 in Windsor.

The loss pushed Blues into a

two-point lead over Waterloo

in the SIHL Western Division

standings. Warriors have
played one less game than

Varsity.

It was a weary bunch of

Warriors that trekked into the

border city for Saturday's

joust. They played Friday

night in Bowling Green, Ken-
tucky, and managed only a 2-2

draw with Bowling Green Uni-

versity. Then they had to make
it back in time for a 1 p.m.

game with Windsor.

Despite the travelling, Wat-

erloo took a 3-1 lead and held it

going into the last five minutes

of the game. Then they ran out

of gas, and Windsor pumped in

three fast goals to knock Wat-

erloo out of first place.

Now, why, you may well ask,

would any team agree to play

back-to-back games like that?

Part of the reason lies in the

fact that Windsor can only get.

ice time for its home games on

Saturday afternoon. Typically,

visiting teams end up playing

Friday night and Saturday af-

ternoon, while Windsor con-

veniently arranges to play its

away games in mid-week.

Why Waterloo set up an exhi-

bition game for Friday night in

Bowling Green is another ques-

tion, and one, unfortunately.

which we can not answer. But
this particular piece of bun-
gling may well cost Waterloo
first place permanently.

GAME IN HAND

The U of W team made up
the one game deficit last night

when they played at Guelph,

but Blues pick it up tonight

when they face Windsor in

Varsity Arena. Game time is 8

p.m.

The two teams last met in

Windsor Jan. 10 for (what
else?) an afternoon game.
Blues had played in McMaster
the night before, winning 6-1,

and beat Lancers 9-2.

Western Division statistics

after last weekend's games
(but not including last Tiight's)

showed Toronto's John Wright

and Paul Laurent standing one-

two in the scoring race. Wright

has 23 points and Laurent 21,

and that-gives a good idea of

how evenly Varsity scoring has

been spread this season.

Wright's winger, rookie Bill

Buba, is tied for third at 17

points with Ken Laidlaw of

Waterloo.

Blues also have the top goal-

tending duo in Adrian Watson

and Grant Cole, who have a

combined average of 1.55 goals

per game. Fans sometimes
tend to forget the importance

of the goalkeepers when a

team is so offensively power-

ful, but Watson and Cole are

big reasons for Blues success

this year.

VARSITY ARENA

SPECIAL ATTRACTION

CORNELL vs VARSITY

Saturday, Jan. 24 at 8:00p.m.

Return match in home and home series. Cornell won a

rugged contest last February on their home ice and the

Blues are out for revenge.

IMPORTANT NOTICE! In view of the substantial cost

involved in bringing Cornell to Toronto this game is NOT
included in the season ticket book. Tickets at $1.00

(half regular price) will be on sale to students presenting

A.T.L. cards at the Athletic Office ticket wicket com-

mencing Monday, Jan. 19. Box Office hours 9:00 A.M. to

5:15 P.M.

Reserved seat tickets $2.00

*****************************************

TICKETS FOR

LIGHTFOOT CONCERT
ON SALE AT

SAC OFFICE
**************************^^

solemn duty to announce that,

pace T.S. Eliot, the world has

ended not with a whimper but

with Moose Jaw.

RENT A
TAPE RECORDER

SRANQ NEW CASSETTES
AS LOW AS59C DAILY

921-7702

SPORTS SCHEDULES
WEEK OF JAN. 26TH

HOCKEY
Mon Jan 26 12.30

1 30
7.00

8.15

9.30
1030

Tues Jan 27 1 30
5.16

6.30
7.45

9.00
10.00

Wed Jan 28 8 00
12.30

1.30
4.00

7.00

8.15
9.30
10.30

St.M. C
Vic. V
Trin . A
St.M. A
Knox
Med C

vs III Civil

vs St M D
vs Vic. I

vs Law I

vs Arch
vs Dent. C

Trin. B vs Emman
Wye vs Law IV

Med. B vs Vic. IV

Dev Hse vs Jr Eng

New I vs Campus Co-op
Vic. VII vs Pharm B

IVEngScvs III Eng Sc
Vic. II vs U C. I

Law III vs PHE C
Pharm A vs Innis I

Med A vs Erin

Dent A vs Scar

IVIndA vs IV Cham. B
Geol vs Dent. E

Wright, Barnhouse

Wright. Barnhouse
Hemphill. Cyr
Hemphill. Cyr

Gordon. Wright

Gordon. Wright

Allen. Westlake
Richardson, Barnhouse

Richardson. Barnhouse

Richardson, Barnhouse
Embrey. Koutsaris

Embrey. Koutsaris

Dubniak. Barnhouse
Bertrand. Seckinglon
Bert rand, Seckinglon

Richardson. Miller

Richardson. Miller

Richardson. Miller

Nebata. Skinner

Nebata, Skinner

Thur Jan 29 12 30 St.M. F vs Vic.X Kolin. Allen

7.00 Sr. Eng vs Trin A Sullivan. Billings

8 15 For A vs Law II Sullivan. Billings

930 St.M B vs Bus Fraser. Klinck

10 30 III Ind B vs IV Civil B Eraser. Klinck

Fri Jan. 30 2.30 St.M. A v. Vic 1 Desroches. Murray
1.30 Law 1 vs PHE. A Oesroches, Murray
500 St.M. E VS Med D Bullock, Piercell

SQUASH

Tues. Jan. 27 6.20 St.M A VS Vic. 1

7.00 Med B vs New
7.40 Eng vs Trin. B

Wed. Jan. 28 7.00 Law vs SGS
740 Innis vs Vic II

8.20 Wye vs Dent

Thur. Jan 29 6.20 PHE A vs Law B

7.00 Med A Scar

BASKETBALL

Mon Jan 26 1 00 PHE B vs U.CII Schwartz. Hummel

Tues Jan 27 1.00 St.M. B vs Trin. A A Sternberg Doug Mockford

5.00 Newl vs Law 1
TessisA Sternberg

600 Erin. II vs Pharm A Gee.L Sternberg, Hafner

7.00 UC 1 vs Erin 1 Gee.L Sternberg.Hafner

800 Scar vs Innis 1 Gee.L Sternberg. Hafner

Wed. Jan 28 1.00 SGS vs Jr Eng A Sternberg. Puiens

4 00 New II vs Trin. B Trafford.Fienberg

630 PHE A vs Med A Chapnickjessis .Saltzman

7,30 SI M A vs Vic.l Chapnick, Tessis. Saltzman

8 30 Pharm A vs Vic. II Chapnick,Tessis.S3ltzman

Thur. Jan. 29 1 00 PHE. C III Chem Blinick.Faust

400 For A vs St.M C Blinick.Trafford

630 Erin II VS Arch. A Schwartz. Hummel. Dymarski

7 30 Scar vs Law I Schwartz, Hummel. Dymarski

8.30 Med B vs Bus Schwartz.Hummel.Dymarski

Fri Jen. 30 1.00 St M 8 vs Innis 1 A Sternberg.Saltzman

5 00 St M A vs Erin. 1

6 30 U C.I vs Med A Mockford.Mockford

800 SrEng vs Vic 1 Mockford,Mockford

ADDED ATTRACTION FOR FRIDAY EVENING — EXHIBITION

BOXING BOUTS IN THE BOXING ROOM — Ladies welcome.

WATER POLO

Tues Jan 27 7 30 Eng. II vs UC. Duvall

8 15 Innis Pharm Duvall

Wed Jan 28 7.30 Med B vs Law Petzold

8 15 Forestry vs Knox Peuold

Thur Jan 29 7.30 Vic V5 Eng. 1 Breech

8 15 PHE VS St.M Archibald

INDOOR TRACK— Tues Jan 27 - 5 30 - 88C yds

Enter at the Track
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McGuinn looks forward to greeting old 'friends'
By LYNDON LITTLE

When the Big Red of Cornell

skate out against Blues Satur-

day night in their first-ever

appearance on this campus,
Varsity Arena will doubtlessly

strike them as just another

hostile ice rink.

However, one sight that will

make them feel instantly at

home will be the familiar coun-

tenance of Blues personable

Bob McGuinn, who was one of

them last year.

A newcomer to Blues this

year, Bob is a Toronto native

who spent four seasons on a

hockey scholarship at the Itha-

Bob McGuinn

ca-based Ivy League Universi-

ty after graduating from Rich-

view Collegiate in 1965.

After completing his busi-

ness management course at

Cornell last spring Bob decided

to enroll in the U of T MBA
programme and lend Blues his

talents.

Come Saturday night he will

be renewing acquaintances

with his old buddies.

Tom Watt and his Blues be-

came painfully introduced to

McGuinn two years ago when
Varsity and the Big Red met
for first time at the Nichols

School Hockey Tournament at

Buffalo.

BEAT BLUES

"The Guinner" as he is now
affectionately referred to by

his Varsity teammates scored

the only goal of the game as

the Blues went down to a 1-0

overtime defeat. In an exhibi-

tion game last season Blues

again lost 7-20.

Last year at Cornell he

played part of the year on a

line with Brian McCutcheon
and Kevin Pettit who are cur-

rently two of the Big Red's top

performers.

This season with Blues
McGuinn has been used on sev-

eral different line combina-
tions before apparently set-

tling down on the right wing
with Paul Laurent at center

and Nick Holmes on left.

With half-a-season now un-

der his belt in the SIHL Mc-

Guinn compares the two colle-

giate hockey loops favourably.

"The league here is quite a

bit the same", he says, "there

are good teams and bad teams

in both. But, I feel the balance

here is perhaps a little better.

In the Eastern League some
teams (like Cornell) go after

the top Canadian kids and oth-

ers go along almost completely

with American boys."

NOT SOFT
Because the American rules

permit less bodily contact and

stress wide open passing,

McGuinn has come in for some
ribbing from his new teamates

about the "toughness" of the

brand of hockey he has been

playing for the last four years.

This he strenuously argues is

an egregious misconception.

"It's definitely no candy-ass

hockey", he protests, "and
besides, the net and the puck

are the same and the game is

still to put the one in the othe-

r."

And how does he feel about

the upcoming clash with his old

teamates?

"I won't have any trouble

getting ' myself up for the

match, but it's definitely a dif-

ferent type of emotional prepa-

ration than for any of the

games played against SIHL
rivals. There will be less of the

feelings of anger or meanness,

because a lot of those guys are

my close friends, and more of

the feelings of pride and the

desire to show my best against

them."

BULLETIN
WATERLOO
GUELPH

(See earlier story, page 11.)

Blues' captain Brian St. John scored twice last Friday against Guelph, and Varsity

photographer Don Andrew got both goals on film. Above, St. John turns behind the net as

goalie Duffy Lewis searches for the elusive disc. Mike Boland (14), who set up St. John

after a rush from his own blueline, wheels behind the net. Below, Terry Peterman raises

his arms in a victory salute after passing back to St. John (not shown) for Blues' fourth

goal. Lewis looks back at the puck, hidden by the goalpost. photos by don andrew

B-Ball Blues face their Waterloo
By PETER WHITE

"We were scraping before

but now the real scratching has

begun."

In alluding to the difficulties

his crew faces, coach John
McManus may have only begun
the surface scratching of his

most imminent problem: win
number one. With the Waterloo
Warriors in town for tonight's

home opener things on the bas-

ketfront are not coming togeth-

er.

To compound the effects of

that moribund happening at

Western Saturday night, Mc-
Manus now faces the task of

making the machinery to fire

smoothly less two first string-

ers with a third on the hobble.

Larry Trafford is no longer

with the Blues and Ross Mc-
Naughton is expected to miss a

couple of weeks with a groin

pull. Angus Braid who had an-

ticipated a return to the famil-

iar country of the back court
tonight twisted an ankle in last

night's prep. The severity of

this injury is not known.

Waterloo comes into this

game a two time loser and like

Toronto is desperate for victo-

ry. Blues can be expected to

come out running and free

wheeling so there is just no

way a repeat of Saturday is in

the offing. However Waterloo

is a classy outfit led by the fine

shooting of Jean Lanniste who
carries better than a twenty-

five point average.

Once again this season Blues

play out of the neutrality of

their home court at York. De-
pending upon fan response to

tonight's game an arrange-
ment for bussing from down-
town may be initiated for fu-

ture home action.

Look to a fine trip tonight.

The losers will likely find

themselves on a milk train

excursion to Nowhere (to be
found some sixty-five miles
southwest of here). Game time
is 8:15 at York's Tait-Mc-
Kenzie gym complex. NO

ADMISSION CHARGE! !

!

FREE THROWS: Garth Evans

leads Blues scoring after two
games with a fifteen point av-

erage. Guelph's second league

victory ever last Wednesday
broke Windsor's home win
streak at an even fifty. West-

ern remains league leader af-

ter Mac was upset at home
Saturday by Windsor, 86-78.

John McManus predicts it will

take only five victories to

make the play-offs. His favour-

ite (not the sentimental one)

remains Windsor.

Interfac hockey race
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By COLIN PILMER

The interfaculty hockey
season is two-thirds over,

but all divisions still feature

close races for the playoff

positions.

Vic has climbed to the top

of Division I on the strength

of two victories since

Christmas. They downed
PHE 2-1 and also edged sec-

ond place Sr. Engineering 3-

2. Allen tallied for Vic in

both games.
In other games PHE tied

Trin 3-3 and Riddell's three

j

goals led SMC to a 9-1 romp

|

over Trin.

Meds and SMC "B" con-

i tinue to be the patsies in

: Division II, having won only

: one game each. Meds have

; lost their last three games
by shutouts, 4-0 to Scarbor-

: ough, 3-0 to Dents, and 2-0 to

School of Business.

SMC "B" was bombed

twice, 9-0 by Erindale and 9-

1 by Scarborough.

The other four teams in $
Division II meanwhile con-

tinued their close battle for '$

the three playoff spots.

Dents have returned to their

championship form, regis-

tering two wins recently to

move into first place.

Scarborough and Business

remained one point back.

Business dropped two ^
games, 3-0 to Dents and 3-1

to Erindale, but evened ::«

their record with wins over >*:

Meds (2-0) and Scarborough $
(3-2). Scarborough took two I:*:

games, from Meds and SMC §:

"B" before bowing to Busi-

ness.

Erindale is two points out $
of second place but has a >:•:

game in hand on Business $
and Scarborough and is very

much in the race for a play-

off berth.
:|
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There's nothing negative about

running away to save my life
By LAURA KELLY

"But you can't just turn your back on
all your responsibilities and run away
from them," Major Danby insisted. "It's

such a negative move. It's escapist."

Yossarian laughed with buoyant scorn

and shook his head. "I'm not running
away from my responsibilities, I'm run-

ning lo them. There's nothing negative
about running away to save my lite. You
know who the escapists are, don't you,

Danby? Not me and Orr."

-Calch-22

Draft dodgers and deserters are
coming to Canada from the United
States in larger numbers every month.
Life outside their native land is becom-
ing an increasingly popular alternative

to submission to the psychological
steamroller of the American military
or prison system.

The choice is not easy, but as each
new or potential recruit becomes
aware of the absurdity of the Vietnam
war and military life, the attractions of

Canada grow.

A family, a woman, the common
concept of honor, or the long-nurtured

American nationalism can prevent a

boy from refusing to serve in Vietnam.
The majority of American males, espe-

cially the poor, the blacks, or the less-

er-educated, answer and serve Uncle
Sam.
The minority that become fugitives

can no longer believe that any purpose
would be served by the sacrifice of

their lives and ideas to what they feel

to be an indefensible cause.

A young ex-marine from the Bronx
said at the Union of American Exiles

office on St. George: "In the Marines
they love people without brains. I real-

ized that they were taking my mind. I

couldn't let that happen.
'

'

MILITARY SERVICE DEGRADING
Nearly every deserter one meets can

give accounts of the degradation of mil-

itary service. Beatings, stints in the

stockade, constant pressure to main-

tain "conduct and efficiency marks,"
and the demoralization of being called

"slime" by the commanding officer,

contribute to the frustration and doubt

of one headed for the Vietnamese jun-

gle.

Most soldiers don't know how possi-

ble it is to desert. They are told that the

Canadian government will not harbor

anyone avoiding their military duty.

Deserters told of one boy who spent

five weeks hiding in Toronto parks be-

fore realizing the RCMP wouldn't ar-

rest him.

"It's only now getting around that

Canada is safe,

'

1 they said.

After dodgers or deserters make
their individual decision and cross the

Canadian border, there still remain

weeks or perhaps months of emotional
tension. Guilt, regret, or loneliness is

difficult to evade when one steps out of
a secure life pattern.

Unlike the military deserters, who
had usually entered the armed services
after high school, draft dodgers are
usually middle-class college students,
who sometimes only stayed in school to

maintain a student deferment.
The dodgers' condemnation of the

Vietnam war stems from political and
philosophical idealism, rather than
from distasteful experiences in the mil-
itary.

AID FOR EXILES

To accommodate the different needs
and interests of dodgers and deserters,

Toronto has both the Union of Ameri-

can Exiles (UAE) and the American
Deserters Committee (ADC). Both
help with housing, obtaining landed

immigrancy, and introducing the new-

comer to other deserters and dodgers

in Toronto.

The UAE, the dodger group, also

encourages political activity in Cana-

da. Ernie Fusco, an ex-chairman of the

Union said: "People who come up have
to be made aware of the political action

they've taken. We don't want to take

potential radicals and turn them into

nice, career people. We want to pro-

mote a radical change in society."

Fusco emphasized that the political

role of the dodger or deserter must not

be as Americans, but as individuals

within Canadian groups. "Canadians
already know how to be led. All they

have to do is figure out how to lead
themselves."

Politically, a dodger tends to be
more active and informed than a de-
serter. Many dodgers were either ac-
tive in the American civil rights and
peace movements, or affiliated with
various socialist groups in the United
States.

The majority of deserters resist any
political pressures and more often ex-
press a desire only to settle down and
start a normal life again. The ADC
claims no political affiliation and de-
votes its resources to helping incoming
deserters get established in housing
and jobs.

see page 3

So what's wrong with draught-dodgers?



Centre for the Study of Drama

1
Bertolt Brecht's

(A MAN'S A MAN
!| directed by Martin Hunter

HART HOUSE THEATRE
;l TONITE & TOMORROW AT 8:30

RIVER BOAT
|;H YorkviUe Ave. !Ki6-:

Jan. 27»h
thru

Feb. 1st

John Lee

Hooker

All Seats $2.00
Students $1.00

Box Office
928-8668

eiuf & mm socifrr

IS ALIVE & WELL

AT U of T

SAILORS

On the 28th January there will be

an IMPORTANT MEETING of the

Sailing Club in Rm. 241 ot the

Gerald Larkin Academic Bldg.

(east side of Devonshire Place)

Films and discussion. Extremely

important. All sailors and those

who look the introductory sailing

course welcome.

OSAP
FINAL DATE FOR RECEIPT OF APPLICATIONS

FOR THE 1969/70 ONTARIO STUDENT AWARDS

PROGRAM IS JANUARY 31st. (NOTE: CURRENT
APPLICATIONS MAY BE CONSIDERED FOR
"HALF-YEAR" ASSESSMENT ONLY.)

SKULEMEN

THE

AT HOME

7T0 IS

FRIDAY FEB. 6

ATTENTION

-

ANY CLUBS OR
PROSPECTIVE

ORGANIZATIONS

All those interested in projects for next

year which will require financial support

should present a budget to the

Executive Assistant of the SAC by

Jan. 31st.

"socFal" sciences" newspaper

EDITOR WANTED FOR FIRST,

EXPERIMENTAL ISSUE.

SUBMIT APPLICATIONS TO

EDUCATION COMMISSION.

SAC OFFICE BY NOON

ON TUESDAY JANUARY 27.

KIBBUTZ ALIYA DESK

GET INVOLVED WITH THE KIBBUTZ

The kibbutz is a unique soci al experiment in cooperative living

which strives for personal and community self-realization.

We invite you to experience the kibbutz through the following

programs, which are available any time, all year round.

KIBBUTZ ULPAN TEMPORARY WORKER

A six month program Living and working

of xh day work and on a kibbutz

!/i day Hebrew studies One month or more

AGE: 18-35 AGE: 18-35

COST: Transportation COST: Transportation

DATES: Year round. DATES: Year round

For information and application for these programs and for per-

manent settlement, summer and teenage programs, contact:

ZVI ZEXER 3 n d ASA ARNON
KIBBUTZ ALIYA DESK Room 3 12

Suite 1301 188 Marlee Avenue
200 Park Avenue South Toronto 19, Ontario

New York, New York 10003 (416) 783-4722

(212) GR 7-5663 (evenings: 633-7225)

**iwh« FRONT & YONGE STS.
O'KEEFE CENTRE 363-6633

SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT
EVENINGS

$2.50 M0N
*
JAN- 26 T0

THURS. J AN. 29

DAVID ATKINSON
IN

MAN OF LAMANCHA
BEST MUSICAL - ALL AWARDS

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE BOX OFFICE AFTER
7 P.M. ON DAY OF PERFORMANCE FOR ANY

AVAILABLE SEAT.
STUDENTS MUST PRESENT STUDENT IDENTIFICATION

CARDS WHEN PURCHASING TICKETS.

XEROX
COPIES

5c each • 1st copy of an original

4c each - 2nd thru 10th copies of the

same original

2c each • 11th and more copies of the

same original
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While-U-Wait or Overnight

College Copy Shop
76 Charles St.. West
Phone 923-8115



Danny answers in style

If anything was made clear

Wednesday in the taping of CFTO's
"Face to Face to Face" it is that

Daniel Cohn-Bendit will not lead the

revolution in Quebec.

Cohn-Bendit, called Danny the Red

by his friends, was a leading figure in

the May demonstrations 2 years ago

in France. He was deported to Ger-

many for his part and is forbidden to

ever re-enter France.

Cohn-Bendit said he believed that

something will happen in Quebec be-

cause of the "exploitation" of the

people there.

But any action to remedy the situa-

tion will have nothing to do with Dan-

ny.

"Nothing that happens in the world

is the work of one person, it is the ac-

tion of the masses. Revolution occurs

when those people ruling the system

can no longer give the oppressed

mass any reason for their actions,"

he explained.

The function of the individual in the

revolution is to "mobilize support and

world opinion."

"Violence," he said, "is produced

by the system. If the bourgeoisie uses

violence to suppress us, we will de-

fend ourselves and if need be, respond

with violence.
"

Danny had little to say about Pierre

Elliott Trudeau. "I can't go to ski in

France, so I can't meet him." he told

co-host Patrick Watson.

The rather drawn-out performance

was lightened by the appearance of

the Edmund Burke Society.

Bearing signs reading "France
didn't want him, we don't want him
either", and "Red agitator go home",

they attempted to disrupt the discus-

sion for the benefit of prime time tele-

vision.

photo by Henry Jablonskl

Relaxing after 3 hour taping session, Cohn-Bendit meets the press

Oldest teenager - self-styled genius?
The psychedelic world is not

dying; it is merely less publi-

cized by the media. Woodstock

and the growing movement to

legalize marijuana are proof.

That was the word from

Tom Wolfe, author of The

Electric Kool- Aid Acid Test

and other books about the pop

world. Wolfe was being inter-

viewed for the CTV show Face

to Face To Face.

The "mad" journalist be-

lieves in exhaustive research

into his subjects, but he said

that the writer should not get

"totally involved," or effec-

tiveness is lost.

Non-fiction on a wide scale

is the new frontier in writing,

according to Wolfe. A self-

admitted genius, he claimed to

be the "most imitated writer

of the sixties.

"The media shapes not only

the viewer," he said, "but the

viewed as well after he sees his

projected image. Cinema will

never .replace the written

word, for it cannot project "in-

ner dialogue".

For Wolfe, the most impor-

tant social phenomenon of the

Sixties was the widespread

realization that with increas-

ing affluence, people can play

roles all their lives.

Wolfe, called the world's

oldest teenager, intends to as-

sume the role ot an old man
when he reaches forty — he

hates middle age.

He also said that one cannot

be free unless social norms are

totally ignored. "An eccen-

tric," he explained, "is some-

one who carries old marbles in

multi-layered shopping bags."

apologia
The Varsity apologizes to both Classics Professor V.

Sumner and Philosophy Professor Wayne Sumner. For

Wednesday's page-five article on the faculty's recent demand

for a salary increase. We ran a picture of Sumner the classi-

cist instead of Sumner the philosopher.

Why go to jail?
cont'd from page 1

The ease with which dodgers and

deserters adapt to Canadian life varies

with each person. For many, the Cana-

dian personality is in sharp contrast

with that of the American. The aloof,

vaguely British, Torontonian has often

frozen out the more aggressive Ameri-

can. But for some, adaptation means
nothing more than losing a Southern

drawl.

A draft dodger from Pennsylvania,

now a printer and trade union organiz-

er in Toronto commented; "I found

work within a few days. No one bothers

me and I have a circle of friends. My
employer knows I'm an exile and he

figures its my own business."

The lack of harrassment from Cana-

dian police is a pleasant surprise for

most of the American exiles. Accus-

tomed to being under suspicion for any-

thing from their appearance to being

out at night, they appreciate the re-

spect accorded to the individual citizen

in Toronto.

In most instances the U.S. armed

forces apply pressure on the deserter

directly or through their families to

return to the service. In several in-

stances the FBI working with the

RCMP has been able to keep track of

deserters in Canada. The investiga-

tions or pressure, however, rarely af-

fect an exile's assimilation into Canadi-

an life, since neighbors or employers

don't seem to resent their background.

The greatest barriers to quick ad-

justment is the slow process of getting

papers and a job, and the dearth of

funds. The first months of the dodger's

life in Canada can mean the gradual

squaring of the eyes, a product of con-

tinual television viewing.

NEW FREEDOM
The future of deserters and dodgers

seems no more nebulous than that of

any youth. The new found freedom is

exhilarating and they frequently ex-

press a desire to travel, continue their

education, or get into some kind of so-

cial work.

The more politically active exiles

indicated that they would welcome a

chance to return to the U.S. and at-

tempt to change the government and
life style of Americans. But they reject

the possibility of remaining in the U.S.

to serve a jail term for evasion of the

draft.

Tom Needham, a draft dodger now
living in Toronto explained: "Why go to

jail. You're beaten when you come out.

It's romanticizing the way things are.

Joan Baez saying 'Come on, boys, you

should go to jail' really gets me."
By dodging the draft or deserting the

armed forces, the exile has taken irre-

traceable steps to assert that his life is

not a series of choices made by the

government. Each exile has accepted
full responsibility for his life by taking

it into his own hands.

One deserter from New York con-

cluded: "There's nothing I can do ex-

cept not be part of the war.
'

'
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Assistant Manager/

^ Underwriter

EVER CONSIDER
VIETNAM?

Sure it's the Sot spot in the world today, but

it's also an opportunity for you to begin an

intriguing career with one of the largest In-

ternational Insurance Groups—American In-

ternational Underwriters Corporation.

After suitable orientation in New York and

Hong Kong, you'll be assigned to Saigon as

our Assistant Manager using your proven

talent as an insurance underwriter to help

manage the commercial property, casualty,

marine and reinsurance for our domestic and

foreign clients. The executive we"Ve looking

for is a recent college graduate with 4-5

years' commercial underwriting experience

and is familiar with the marine* insurance

field, A good working knowledge of French

with a desire to master the language is es-

sential.

To match the responsibility that goes with

this position, we offer a rewarding salary

E!us
various overseas allotments and group

enefits. There's more we could say, but

we'd rather save it for the interview you

should be making by calling (collect) Mr.

Eugene T. Famula, Assistant Personnel Di-

rector, (212) 344-9200, Ext. 748, or by send-

ing him your resume in confidence.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

UNDERWRITERS CORPORATION

102 Maiden Lane
New York, N.Y. 10005

LETTERS
Are you impotent? Try mass-mobilization!

Your Wednesday editorial attacking the

Committee to End the War in Vietnam

campaign against permitting Honeywell to

use campus facilities can only be interpret-

ed by those opposed to the war as a state-

ment of opposition to the anti-war move-

ment, or at least against it in this country.

It can only be interpreted as support of the

administration and its continued complici-

ty-

Crying into the wilderness that Canadi-

ans are mere pawns of imperialism impo-

tent to voice opposition accomplishes no-

thing. The logic of your position should ei-

ther lead us to look for some saviour from

outside or in the final analysis it would lead

us to shoot ourselves because we can do

nothing about this situation.

The CEWV does not agree with this fatal-

istic approach. We are confident that mas-
ses of people can affect the course of histo-

ry. The Vietnamese have recognized the

contribution which the international anti-

war movement, of which we are a part, is

playing in helping their struggle.

You present yourselves as .anti-imperial-

ists. Our campaign is designed to fight a

specific manifestation of imperialism, the

complicity of the university with a war
manufacturer. You do not pose any alterna-

tive. You just cry about your impotence.

The imperialists and their accomplices

can well afford your kind of radicalism

because it only leads to acquiescence to the

system.

It is precisely by confronting Bissell and

the Advisory Committee to the Placement

Service that we are showing the students

that complicity with imperialism occurs

right here on this campus. Our campaign

has just begun against campus complicity.

Your campaign against imperialism has
never started because it consists only of

mournful words about how we are getting

screwed and can do nothing about it.

Zone Boyd,

Commiitee to End the War
in Vietnam.

division within the ranks

Editor Brian Johnson
Review Editor Larry Haiven
Sports Editor Jim Cowan, 923- 4053
Advertising ManagerCarol Cooper, 923-
6171
Editorial Offices 91 St. George, 2nd floor

Editorial Phones 923-8471
Advertising Offices 91 St. George, 1st floor

•rrol had almost two edits at on* boot as touis
chopped sincar* art nonsense from the copy that
werup slaved over while joel ran pop and mi-
chael pondered and the telex fucked up and Mi
cursed cup and geoff colled abol* consistent, lyn-
don and peter and pete with cowan? janaric jimj-
ane tompetor karllaura and more made almost
old time chaos with (ohnson screaming ediledl-
ledil and honourable absent mention le miclue-
bridt.
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It seems that the support staff situation

at the university is about to be plunged into

a morass of conflicting opinions and argu-

ments. This is a shame, since it would be

nice if we could all work together, to quote

Mr. Fanning. However, as your editorial

writer says, management and labour move
in different directions.

Unfortunately, the situation will proba-

bly not even be as clear as that. To judge

from the general meeting of support staff,

many non-management people are going to

balk at the idea of joining a union. Nor will

matters be helped by some of the rash
comments of the organizers for CUPE. And
groups like the WSA, despite the justice of

many of their actions, have only succeeded

in alienating some of the people they want
to organize, as was obvious at the support

staff meeting. It is a pity that some of the

radical student groups on campus can't

exercise more cool. To chant Marxist slo-

gans, or their equivalents, at the support

staff is only to totally misread the whole
situation. And revolutionaries who misin-

terpret situations end up being failures, as

any reading of revolutionary literature will

show.

On the other hand, it is naive of Mr. Fan-
ning to say that wages are not an issue.

Obviously they are, and they should be.

There may be other advantages to working
for the university (the usual argument to

justify civil service sslaries), but certainly

many sections of the support staff are
grossly underpaid. Any organization, be it

union or assocation, that is established to

better wages and working conditions should
be welcomed.
There is one other problem that is about

to become evident in the support staff situa-

tion and this concerns the CUG. Those
members who desire to become unionized
will not have a voice in the governing of the
university (the assocation/union problem).
What is happening, alas, is a further divi-

sion within the ranks. Such a dichotomy is

beginning to make a mockery of the general
phrase "support staff".

Paul Jacket,

Manager,
Erindale College Bookstore



ABOLS: "I have no intention of becoming the

leader of the 'real socialist revolution

'

By GUS ABOLS
Gesta (Gus) Abols is the President of

the Students Administrative Council
and an observer of campus politics.

In his article in Monday's Varsity,
former SAC Services Commissioner
Chris Szalwinski emotionally criti-

cized SAC and its role on campus. The
cartoon accompanying the article
implied that I oppose the real inter-

ests of the student body. Both charges
are irresponsible and require an an-
swer.

Mr. Szalwinski complains that SAC
"serves the Established Order" not
the "Interests of the Students." He
makes no effort to point out what he
means by "Serving the Established
Order" or what the real student inter-

ests are and what difference, if any,

there is between the two. His charge
is substantiated — if this is substanti-

ation — by complaining about the SAC
policy of participating through stu-

dent appointments on committees
that deal with matters that affect

students on this campus. He adds that

SAC is "irrelevant" and "perpetu-
ates" committees.

His complaint is absurd. Responsi-

ble participation in such committees
serves the interests of the students. I

always assume that people elected by
the students themselves tend to rep-

resent the interests of the electorate.

Whatever the faults of the electoral

system, no one has yet conceived a

viable, acceptable alternative that

has fewer shortcomings and is still

representative to the same degree of

the electorate.

STRUGGLE
He complains that SAC spent the

entire summer in "a struggle for

power" An especially active partici-

pant in this struggle as a representa-

tive of the pseudo-revolutionary left,

not once did he express misgivings or

concern about the struggle when his

side appeared to be winning.

Only now, when the ideology of his

group has been rejected by the stu-

dent body generally, does he complain

about the time wasted in the "strug-

gle." He is apparently still not con-

cerned that the voters of this campus
helped to create the situation that

brought about this "power struggle"

by electing a split ticket last March;

he is not concerned that from the very

first secret meeting of the left on the

Council (and other secret meetings in

which he played a significant role)

efforts were made to curtail any legit-

imate opposition from members of

the Council who did not share "Left-

ist" political views.

INTER-ELITE COMMUNICATIONS
He complains that SAC has disre-

garded relations with the student

body in order to establish "inter-elite

communications" with the adminis-

tration. What "inter-elite communi-
cations" means is unclear to me. If

his complaint is that SAC talks to the

administration and that I try to work

with them to solve problems of mu-

tual concern, I can't understand what

could be wrong with this.

How can student representatives

express their concern and their views

of student interests unless they talk

with the administration, or anyone
else dealing with the problems affect-

ing students? This is not a disregard

of relations with students, but an ex-

ercise of our responsibilities to'the

students that elected us.

He complains that SAC cannot ac-

commodate "any democratic deci-

sions made by mass meetings over
thcdiscipline issue." If I remember
correctly the discipline issue was de-

cided by a mass meeting. That he did

not like the result (being a member of

the New Left Caucus at the time) is

another thing. If the left were really

honest, they would tell the students
what they admit in private — that

most mass meetings are a tactical

device used to usurp power from the

elected student bodies, bodies over
which the student has at least some
degree of control.

Personally, I support most meet-
ings that inform students and truly

enable them to participate in decision

making, but I cannot support such
meetings when they make a sham of

the word "democracy." It was the

left on campus that persuaded the

students to resort to mass meetings
during the discipline crisis.

Thus, when he now complains about
the absence of "democracy", he real-

ly laments that the students refused

to support the left coalition of the

time, and thus thwarted plans for an
occupation of Simcoe Hall.

NO CONTROL WITH SAC
He also complains that SAC is not

the vehicle to build a mass movement
that could bring about "real control"

essentially for a real socialist revolu-

tion: I don't know what he means by
"real." In any case, I have no inten-

tion of becoming the leader of the

"real socialist revolution."

I was not elected for that purpose.

The vast majority of students on
this campus do not want "the real

socialist revolution.
'

'

He also states that the anti-CUS

vote was a vote against "top-down
authority." The implication from the

rest of his article is that he alone (in

some cases) is anti-authoritarian.

This analysis may be true, but, for the

record, he voted to keep U of T stu-

dents in CUS. Furthermore, he states

that there is a parallel between SAC
and CUS. He does not explain how
such a parallel exists. In so far as the

students directly elect their repre-

sentatives to SAC and can recall them
at any time should they become total-

ly unrepresentative, I fee! that there

is significant difference between SAC
and the now defunct CUS.

I can see no legitimate reason why
we should follow Glendon's example
and dissolve the student council. That

would leave a political vacuum,
where any political group could claim

(as most already do) that only they

represent the students.

CONTROL BY VIOLENCE
In such situations the majority of

the students would have no control

whatsoever over political groups.

Should the majority feel that such
groups do not represent them, they

would have to resort to violence to

control them.

The Thorson incident is a case in

point.

J

Chris Szalwinski, the object of Abols' rebuttal, writes notes at one of last Fall's

SAC meetings. He resigned from SAC Wednesday.

He complains that SAC does not
provide for "real control, democracy,
and self-determination." If he feels

it's true, he should present a positive

alternative to representative govern-

ment. If, as he implies "real democ-
racy" is "a real student movement"
then the corollary is that neither you
nor I would have a voice in "real

democracy" unless we shared the

aims and tactics of the "real student

movement." By definition, it would
be undemocratic to hold aims contra-

dictory to the "real" movement and
"real peoples workers democracy."

This, in my mind, is the vilest most
totalitarian aspect of current leftist

attitudes — democracy and participa-

tion for the true believers; political

ostracism and outright condemnation
for all others.

As Elridge Cleaver stated in his

succinct totalitarian fashion, and the

left on campus often states with zeal,

"If you are not part of the solution

you are part of the problem.

"

ABOLS AS PROBLEM

Beyond doubt, since I am not part

of their solution, I am part of the

problem. The left on campus often

states this with zeal.

He envisages a situation where the

students are manning the barricades,

with SAC close behind screaming,
"But listen, we are still your leaders:'

First of all, I don't know of anything

on this campus that warrants SAC
leading students to the barricades.

Secondly, I wouldn't pretend to be

leader of students that went to the

barricades when there is no justifia-

ble reason, and while there are still

opportunities for reasonable debate.

He complains that during the dis-

cipline crisis, the administration re-

fused to deal with anyone but the "le-

gal" representatives of the student

body - the SAC President. He felt

that The Coalition "should have been

consulted and listened to."

The Coalition was made up almost
exclusively of left wing groups on this

campus ( NLC. Young Socialists.

TSM, CPL, etc) who had assumed the

role of student spokesmen.
This coalition had not been elected

nor selected by the students at large

to represent them. The fact that some
members of the coalition were elect-

ed representatives did not legitimize

the body.

CONTEMPT AND PATERNALISM
I can only say that the administra-

tion acted in good faith by not under-

mining the elected student bodies dur-

ing a crisis situation. It is contemp-

tuous and paternalistic for the mem-
bers of the left to assume that only

they truly understand the political

climate on this campus: that only

they can accurately determine what

is in the best interests of the students

(the socialist revolution) ; that only

they can see clearly; that the majori-

ty of the students are too brainwashed

and ignorant to really know what they

themselves v. am..

This view of course is also contra-

dictory to their rhetoric that people

are capable of making decisions that

may affect their lives.

There is no more important group

on this campus than the students. But,

I would include all of the students. As

much as some people feel that a "real

socialist revolution" is necessary, I

do not believe that this is the view of

the majority of the students. I cannot

agree with the implicit suggestions

that I and members of SAC stop par-

ticipating in the problems of the uni-

versity community — changes that

we believe are positive and construc-

tive, rather than destructive changes.

The fact that we do participate and

try to bring about reforms peacefully

and reasonably is not in my mind an

abuse or rejection of the student body

and its interests, as I understand

them; rather, it is an exercise of the

responsibility I feel we have towards

the students.
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"Susan said

that Jane said

thai you s.iid

thai I should iry Tnmpax tampons.

"Why should I?

"Yes, 1 know they're worn

internally, bui I'd never thought

of the "no show' idea. Why,

that means I could wear

anything 1 own without worrying.

Even a bathing suit.

"You say 1 can actually go

swimming, loo? And thai story

about not washing your hair

is just an old wives' tale, huh?

"A doctor developed them? Well,

he ought to know. Getting rid

of those bulky pads sure sounds

good to me. I'm going to

try Tampax tampons next time.

"Thanks a lot, Ann, for telling

it like it is."

Carleton students vote to dissolve council
OTTAWA (CUP) - The

remnants of Carleton Univer-

sity's Student Council decided

to remain in business

Wednesday, despite a student

mandate to dissolve itself.

During a two-day referen-

dum January 19 and 20, stu-

dents voted 744 to 457 to abol-

ish the council and replace it

with two new bodies: one con-

trolling services, and one tak-

ing charge of "political"

functions of student govern-

ment.

But the referendum turn-

out only amounted to 19 per

cent of the full-time student

population of Carleton — less

than the one-third of Carle-

ton's 6,200 students necessary

to make the decision binding.

The proposal to split the

duties of the council — con-

signing service functions to a

five-man board of directors,

and political functions to a

"Grand Council" composed
of student representatives to

the university's decision-

making bodies — was origi-

nally forwarded by members
of the Student Council execu-

tive January 6.

At the same time they

made the proposal, seven

members of the eight-man
executive resigned.

Wednesday, the remains of

the council rejected a propos-
al by former Student Council

President Lorenz Schmidt
asking that the council dis-

solve itself anyway, even
though members were not
bound by the referendum re-

sults.

"A valid political comment
to draw out of the referendum
is that a majority of the peo-

ple who bothered think

changes are necessary,"
Schmidt said. "I think this

council should recognize that

fact — and act accordingly."

The councillors voted 7-1 to

defeat the motion.

"You want us to dissolve

ourselves so your dream child

will come through," Arts
Representative Dave Egan
told Schmidt. "But right now
we don't have enough partici-

pation. Let's wait until we get
people at Carleton who will

make this sort of change pos-

sible."

The council appointed
Brian Hamilton, former Fi-

nance Commissioner, as in-

terim president of the group:
five other executive positions

left vacant by the January 6

resignations will not be filled

until new council elections

take place February 16.

Booksac folds -- students get bookstore parity
The Students Administrative

Council voted Wednesday night

to close its bookstore.

The SAC Bookstore was a

financial failure, although it

served the purpose of forcing

student parity on the commit-
tee which sets policy for the U
of T Textbook Store and the

Bookroom.
Chris Szalwinski, (1IIAPSC)

, former Services Commission-

er, recommended closing the

SAC enterprise in a commis-
sion report. The action is effec-

tive today.

SAC also reiterated its pre-

vious position on the proposed

structure of the Interim Disci-

plinary Committee by approv-

ing the 20 SAC-appointed stu-

dents, six of whom will be cho-

sen by lot as the final appoint-

ees.

The plan to set up a Univer-

sity Wide Committee to imple-

ment the CUG Report was giv-

en "tentative and critical"

support by SAC, which also

supports open balloting.

The committee will consist

of 40 students {27undergrads, 9

grads, and 4 part-time), 40 fac-

ulty, 40 administrators (20

academic, 5 non-academic and

15 support staff) and 40 others

(including 20 from the Board of

Governors and 20 alumni ).

Geritt Van Geijn (II APSC)
was appointed Acting Services

Commissioner to replace Szal-

winski who has left the council,

and Peter Gold (II Dent) was
elected to replace Mike Simon
as External Affairs Commis-
sioner.

Simon called his commission
a "Santa Claus" and expressed
total dissatisfaction with the

petty politics of SAC.

The council also voted to

open presidential nominations

February 2, close them Febru-

ary 10, and hold the election

March 3.

Rod Hurd (III Scar) and
Eric Miglin (II APSC) are

expected to announce their

candidacy as a ticket for presi-

dent and vice-president, as are

Wayne Richardson (IV APSC)
and Ken McEvoy ( III VIC )

.

University gets bomb scare
The MacLennan Labs, the Galbraith Build-

ing, and the Old Physics Building were evacu-

ated yesterday afternoon after a bomb threat

was telephoned to the Metro Police.

Around 2:10 p.m. a deep male voice phoned

both the Bell Telephone and the Metropolitan

Toronto Police to warn that a bomb would go

off in the MacLennan Physical Laboratories

at 3:00 o'clock.

The university, which has a regular system
for dealing with such threats, immediately
evacuated and searched the buildings.

"We found nothing of any significance,"

Mr. J. W. Westhead of the Department of

Physical Plant said.

When asked who might have phoned in the

threat, Mr. Westhead admitted, "We have no
idea at all. It came rieht out of the blue."

SAC maintains its original discipline proposal
Despite firm ATS opposi-

tion, the Students' Administra-

tive Council reiterated its posi-

tion on the Interim Discipline

Committee Wednesday night.

It ratified the selection of 20

students from which six will be

chosen by lot to sit on the

committee.

SAC had originally planned

to appoint students to the

committee which would be
both a legislative and judicial

body, but the ATS objected.

At the last general ATS

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.
(CUP) - Students at Brock
University may decide to boy-

cott all administration and
faculty committees because
they serve the "few major in-

dustrialists in whose interests

the system functions."

The action is one ot several

recommended in a report of

the Brock Student Council's

Academic . Affairs Commis-
sion. The entire report will be
voted on Monday in a special

referendum.

meeting, members voted to

insist that SAC members to the

discipline committee be cho-
sen by lot from the entire stu-

dent body to avoid political

bias.

The present SAC position is a

compromise suggested by U of

T President Claude Bissell,

though the ATS has remained
opposed.

A four-man SAC committee
including President Gus Abols,

interviewed 39 applicants and
unanimously selected 20.

Abols, however, opposed
Wednesday's ratification, say-

ing he preferred the Campbell
Implementation Committee's
propsal. This calls for a com-
mittee composed of SAC, GSU,
APUDS and ATS presidents as
well as the Dean of Arts and
the Dean of Law, with Pres.

Bissell as non-voting chair-

man.
Prof. J. M. Rist, ATS chair-

man, refused to comment last

night on SAC's action, but said

"the matter will come up be-

fore ATS council next Wednes-
day".

The proposed interim discip-

line committee would consist

of 10 faculty and 10 students, (6

SAC, 3 GSU and one part-time
student).

The hard-line ATS position
has caused some SAC mem-
bers to question the whole In-

terim Disciplinary Committer
set-up.

"Why should we be running
around trying to help them set
up a discipline body to put us in

our place." said Wayne Han-
key (SGS) co-chairman of
SAC's University Committee
and member of the Campbell
Implementation Committee.

"The implications of estab-
lishing a legitimate discipli-

nary body are so great we
should not go into it unless
we're sure its satisfactory. The
trouble is what's satisfactory

to us is not satisfactory to the

ATS, Judicial Chairman Art

Moses told the Varsity .

In a letter to SAC in Decem-
ber Dr. Bissell said that failing

the establishment of a new dis-

ciplinary body before the

Campbell Report is imple-
mented, the Caput would con-

sult with "representative stu-

dents of the university" in any
disciplinary emergency.

Paper swears, gets smashed
LA CROSSE, Wise. iCPS-LNS) — Control of the student newspaper of

the Wisconsin State University at La Crosse is being given to the

university's mass communications department beginning next semester
because of the university president's displeasure with the paper's con-

lent. The newspaper, the Racquet, had come under considerable fire on
several occasions from the town's commercial newspaper. The man who
has been hired by the administration to supervise the Racquet next

semester Is city editor of that paper, the La Crosse Tribune. He intends to

hold both positions. The president of the university, Sammuel Gates,

focused his attack on the use of "objectionable" words. Most observers
feel that the suppression of the paper was at least somewhat politically

motivated.

SARRIE, ONTARIO
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reference and training manual for law enforcement agencies on main-
taining civil order with minimum force by using personnel, chemicals,
and special equipment effectively. . .organizing patrols, techniques for
containment, dealing with barricade, sniper and other situations —
employing non-lethal chemical agents and devices, smoke, decontami-
nation — equipping individuals for protection and control, batons, ways
with sound, special vehicles, new developments. A complete revision
and up-dating of his earlier CROWD AND RIOT CONTROL by

Col. Rex Applegate

Riot

Control-

Material and

Techniques

See center



GRADUATE STUDENTS' UNION

GENERAL
MEETING

Monday, January 26, 1970

12:00 noon

at

G.S.U., 16 Bancroft Avenue

AGENDA
Adoption of Charter of Incorporation

New Constitution Interim Budget

/ob/c of G.S.U. Of/ice

'AVICTORIA
COLLEGE
PUBLIC LECTURES 1970

at 4.30 p.m., Lecture Hall, Room 3,

Academic Building, Victoria College

Jan. 27 Great Dane of Destiny: Soren Kierkegaard
Today

Professor D. V. Wade
Department of Religious Studies
Victoria College

Feb. 3 The Religious Thought of the Italian

Humanists and the Reformers: Anticipation
or Autonomy?

Professor C. Trinkaus
Department of History
Sarah Lawrence College

Members of the Staff, Students, and the Public are

cordially invited Admission Free

Where it should beat!

HEW POLICY;

Slam 5.30

To 6.30-
Student* 11.

Adulh $L75

EVFS. Ail S*«,h $2JO

open 5-sliows 5:30, 7:35, 9:50

Sal. & Sun. open 1:30 conl. 2:00

REVIEW 2

If

you work
for the

University,

we'd like

to work
for you.

920-9951
Call us.

Employees from all over the university— clerical, technical

and cafeteria— are coming to the Canadian Union of

Public Employees to help them improve their wages
and working conditions.

CUPE could work for you.

CUPE will be allowed to bargain for you only after a

majority have joined.

If you believe that your wages and working conditions are
not what you and your family need and deserve there is

only one way to make things better.

Join CUPE.

The CanadianUnion of
Public Employees

HVx Spadina Road, Toronto



modern folk wisdom

the band
In thejaded world of rock music the Band

K a rare example of purity and uncontpro-
misedjoy. Their music is built on a country
base, with only thoughtful and subtle traces
of rock eclecticism (classical organ, jazz,
etc.) Having played together for ail often
years, as a back-up band first for Ronnie
Hawkins and then for Dylan, their presenta-
tion is extremely tight, almost formal. But
within these constraints The Band demon-
strate an endless capacity for variation and
free play. The listener is instantly caught up
in this tension and can V help but feel good as
it is released into the music.

Last Saturday night to two packed houses
at Massey Hall the Band put in a Toronto
homecoming appearance. An instant rapport
was established with the audience as the
group went through familiar numbers, occa-
sionally improvising and adding to the ar-
rangements.

In several ways the music of The Band is a
reconciliation of opposiles. The simplicity of
a past when children learned about the world
sitting on their grandfather's knee is super-
imposed on the complicated symbols of the
present. Folk wisdom and ugrariunism are
quoted into the context of rock and to an
audience completely removedfrom the old
way of life. Some of their recent songs use
pictures of the American Civil War to talk
about families and brothers at war with one
another. And lurking under the guise of ref-
erences to old-timefundamentalist religion is

a sense of cosmic mystery that would warm
the heart ofany Hindu.

It means something thatfour out offive of
The Band are Canadian (the fifth isfrom the

American rural South). One can stiltfeel his-

tory in Canada and understand that one's
parents were somewhere rather than no-
where. And it is always amazing (to an
American tike myself) when Canadian audi-
ences applaud at The Band's references to

Canada in their songs. This doesn 't mean
that the scene up here is any better than in

America, only that Canadians still identify

with their geography. It's not like that for
Americans anymore, though it once was.

r. d. schwariz

rock at ryerson

As far as the music was concerned, at

least, Ryerson's Winter Carnival was a

definite success. Their Friday night

dance-concert featured two fairly good
local groups, and one excellent one. In

Ryerson's Great Hall, after a reasonably

functional jazz band, a group called Soma
played. Their sound seems to be pretty

much a Canadian attempt to emulate
Blood, Sweat, and Tears, with a dash of

Santana thrown in for good luck. They're

a big group (nine men), consisting of a

basic rock band, with added saxophones,

organ, and a conga drummer. The result

is a mixture of semi-acid rock and jazz,

which they can't quite seem to blend, with

the singer looking, acting and sounding

like a copy of David Clayton-Thomas. The

various influences in the band tend to pull

it apart instead of adding together into a

total unified sound. But the group has a

happy, exuberant style, so it's possible

that some people might dig Soma, al-

though I didn't exactly get off on it.

In the gym upstairs the Robert E. Lee

Brigade was playing at the same time. I

was only able to hear the last couple of

numbers of their set, but judging from

those two they seem to be one of the best

heavy rock groups around Toronto, doing

some unusual things quite successfully.

They were followed by Teegarden and

Van WiDkle. David Teegarden plays

drums and Van Winkle plays organ, pro-

viding an excellent rock bass with his foot

pedals, which is by no means an easy

thing to do, and they both sing. Two man
groups are rather uncommon in the world
of rock music, but when the musicians are
as good as Teegarden and Van Winkle the
effect is tasteful and exciting. Every
number played in their set, and they were
all good songs, was done with as much
finesse as t have ever heard from any
rock group. Go to hear them, if possible,
when they play at Massey Hall on Feb.
1st.

nkholas schmidt

the howling wolf
Howling Wolf is one ol a handful of older

blues musicians who have been thrust into

international prominence by the blues
boom of the late 60s. Having spin! all of

his early life in Mississippi, he had the great

good fortune to have learned to play guitar

from the legendary Charlie Patton and
harmonica from another blues legend,

Sonny Boy Williamson (Rice Miller). He was
never much of a guitar player, and he now
seldom plays guitar in public, but his har-

monica playing, along with that of Sonny
Soy Williamson and Little Walter, has had
tremendous effect on the development of

modern blues.

Because of his recent popularity, Howling
Wolf can afford to carry his own band on
tour with him, but unfortunately, at least in

the early part of this week, it hardly ap-

peared to be an advantage. Guitarist Hu-
bert Sumlin, who has been the mainstay of

the Wall band for many years, did all that

was to be expected at him, but the rhythm
section of piano, bass and drums just

couldn't seem to get it together. The lack of

cohesion was most painfully obvious in the

band's warm-up numbers before Wolf
appeared on stage, and the fault lay pri-

marily with the drummer, whose technique

was rudimentary at best and who seemed
to be having difficulty maintaining the

tempo, as well as following the occasional-

ly difficult rhythms of the pianist.

Howling Wolf's arrival didn't entirely pull

the band together, but occasional gestures

to the drummer, and the strong rhythmical

drive of Wolf's singing and harmonica play-

ing brought sufficient improvement so that

the band played adequately on several

numbers. One hopes that at least some of

the problem was first night untamiliarily

among members of the band and that by

the time this appears they will have tight-

ened it up.

As tor Howling Wolf himself, he was in

fine form, better than his previous Toronto

appearance at the Rock Pile. A pre-Christ-

mas heart attack has slowed down his

stage movements to some extent, but it

appears to have done nothing to his strong

voice. He alternates between beaming
benevolently from the stage and glaring

threateningly at the audience while he

sings in his low, stormy voice. His repetoire

is strictly blues — he doesn i throw in blue-

sy pop tunes to pander to what might be
the taste of his audience. He is truly one of
the blues greats and deserves to be heard.

peter hatch

orford quartet
The average concert-goer would con-

template the pleasures of modern Canadi-
an music with about as much anticipation

as a visit to the dentist. And when the pro-

gramme offers an exclusive diet of Cana-
dian chamber music, only the adventur-
ous and the addicted would venture forth

Well, Sunday's concert of Canadian cham-
ber works at Hart House by the Oxford
String Quartet didn't hurt at all. In fact it

was an extremely enjoyable evening.

This was due, to a great extent, to the

performers; the Orford Quartet has im-
proved tremendously both in intonation
and in balance since their last Toronto
performance. Modern music is their ele-

ment and they are able to communicate
their enthusiasm to the audience through
the 20th century musical idiom more than
through music of any other period. Al-

though by the end of the demanding eve-

ning the quartet's dynamic range lost

some of its initial magnitude, their .play-

ing was always secure and persuasive.

The programme consisted of string

quartets by Faculty of Music composers
Samuel Dolin, Oskar Morawetz and John
Weinzweig. In addition first violinist An-
drew Dawes, assisted by pianist Katerina
Vournasos, performed Morawetz's Two
Preludes for Violin and Piano. The first

work. Dolin's Portrait for String Quartet
was an ambiguous, rather unpleasant ex-

perience. Perhaps our ears are untrained

for such esoteric carryings-on; the work
was rather homogenous, composed of a

series of grating unresolved dissonances.

If music does not resolve, at least dynami-
cally or rhythmically if not harmonically,
it must inevitably grow boring. Itdid.

The two works by Morawetz were defi-

nitely easier listening. Morawetz not only
introduced and developed recognizable
themes but masterfully built climaxes
from his intricately textured music. His
melodic subjects provided a welcome
place to hang our conventionally-trained

ears. The violin preludes called for con-
siderable virtuosity on the part of Mr
Dawes, and his efforts were repaid by
some beautifully exciting music.

Weinzweig's Quartet No. 2 developed
around rhythm themes which anchored
the piece's melodic improvisations. At
times the composer called for effects that

seemed extraneous to the musical con-
tent. One particular sordino section

seemed especially contrived. However
the total impression of the evening was
one of pleasant surprises and musical sat-

isfaction. Both in their choices and inter-

pretation the Orford Quartet is becoming
professional in the best sense of the word.

tony jahn

e n
olum

BEE GEES. Rare. Precious & Beautiful
Polydor 242.001 J.

This three LP album, selling for the price

of one, is a complete disappointment. It's a
collection of left-over material from the car-

eer of the Bee Gees. Many of the songs are
poorly engineered. At their best, the Bee
Gees have a sound like the Hollies or early
Beatles, at their worst (most of this set)

they're insipid. The mod-soprano voice it a
dying art form.

r. d. schwarfi

THE BOSTON SYMPHONY CHAM-
BER PLA YERS with RICHARD GOODE.
piano. RCA LSC6189.
(3 record set of chamber nvrks by Schubert.
Brahms, Poulenc. Webern. Martina and
DAI).

A wide selection of compositions ranging
from the romantic to the atonal is bound to

expose certain weaknesses in almost any
chamber group. The ad hoc ensembles
heard on these records often confuse vocif-

erousness with empathy and the results are
disappointing. Technical perfection suffices

in Dahl's Duettino Concertante (1966) for

flute and percussion, and the Concerto Op.
24 by Webern and Mortinu's Nonet actual-
ly benefit from the crisp, rhythmical, note-
perfect treatment given them. Poulene's
Sextet tor Piano and Woodwinds cannot be
classified with other "modern" works inso-

far as, like most of Poulenc, it is somewhat
anachronistic. In the present recording, it

suffers from a dryness of interpretation.

On the debit side, Brahms' Piano Trio in

B, Op. 8, and especially Schubert's Trout
Quintet sound harsh and shallow. Tempi
are ridiculously fast in the Schubert, and
the hundreds of nuances which constitute

the soul of his work are boorishly indicated
by general increases and decreases in vol-

ume throughout the ensemble. Again in

the Brahms trio, Goode, painstakingly
aware of every note, misses the mood and
the rhythmic qualities of the music.

While the romantic pretensions of this set

are at times farcical, the modern works are
convincingly performed and make worth-
while listening.

tonyjahn

LUTHER ALLISON. Love Me Mama.
Delmark 625.

Luther Allison has been making some-
thing of a name for himself as an up-com-
ing Chicago guitarist and singer. This, his

first album, while adequate, doesn't really

place him among the blues greats. He has a

pleasant, soulful voice, but it doesn't gener-

ate excitement by itself, and the band
doesn't give him much help. Allison's guitar

is in the modern school of Albert and B. B.

King, but without the dramatic qualities

they have when they're good. The rest of

his group is subdued and seems to be hold-

ing back. Certainly Allison and his band
don't show here the kind of excitement

they are said to have in person.

ph.

JOHNNY CASH. At San Quentin. Colum-
bia CS 9827.

Problems, problems. This album suffers

from uneven production and trouble with
Cash's voice. On many tracks, Johnny's
normally rough, ragged voice sounds too
much like a strep throat. The album is a
poor follow-up to the superb folsom Prison

LP. Cash sounds too tired and overworked
to have made this album successful. There
is also the nagging thought that this con-

cern for prisoners is developing into a bit of

a gimmick.

don quintan

SCREAMIN' JAY HAH KINS. I Put a

Spell on You. Epic 26457.

A voice from the past — Screamin' Jay

Hawkins was sort of the Arthur Brown of

his day. This reissue of an old LP (formerly

tilled At Home With . . . . ) isn't apt to set

the stage for a Screamin' Jay comeback.
Most of the material is take-offs of old stan-

dards with big band arrangements (I Love

Paris. 01' Man River, and the like). The
humor, where it exists, is heavy handed,

and some of the songs are perilously close

to the originals and equally uninteresting.

p. ft.

THE MASTERS OF DECEIT. Vanguard

6522,

Where this album isn't bad, it's either

dull or too disorganized to have any ef-

fect. The group's attempts to sound like The

Mothers of Invention aren't insane enough

to be successful (who could, or would want
to imitate the Mothers anyway?). The

name of the group is appropriate. There are

just enough good sounds on the record to

deceive you into thinking its worth listening

to. Don' i let them fool you.

nick schmidl
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good cast can't hide simplistic moralising
Several local ideological cabals

will have fun divvying up the point

of Brecht's A Man's A Man, play-

ing through Saturday in Hart
House Theatre. Brecht is particu-

larly susceptible to allegorizing by
his audience — why not? he does it

himself — and this play, given the

politics of the present decade, is

more open than most to it.

Some will choose to think that

the hero. Galy Gay the Indian

peasant who turns Army gunner,
stands for "the liberal finding his

natural alliance with militarism
"

Others may be pleased to sneer
that he represents "the corruption

of the individual, as under com-
munism." Middle-roaders might
find it convenient to take refuge in

history and conclude that he dem-
onstrates the corruption of the

native by the imperial experience.

Explanations as facile as those
are disturbingly possible. Yet the

excellence of Martin Hunter's
direction, and the tightly-knit per-

formance turned in by the cast,

make one want to respect the play
as somewhat more than ideologi-

cal schematizing.

One touchstone for evaluating a

production is the level of perform-
ance obtained from the minor
characters. Nothing enervates a
production, no matter how good
the leads, like bumbling support-
ing players. Here true support,
(and not detraction. ) is given by
Mrs. Gay (Deborah Greene) as
the helpmeet who keeps the hovel
neat, and Wang (John Browne! as
a Chinese theological capitalist:

Billy Graham with a Charlie Chan
accent. When minor characters
are given as much gusto as these

are, one is assured that every
dram of meaning is being extorted
from the entire play.

However that meaning is still

elusive, even if all that is there is

revealed, A parcel of whores led

by the Widow Begbick (who re-

ceives proper brassily domestic
interpretation from Maureen

Fox,) indicate that something is

being said about sexual exploita-

tion. This impression is reinforced

by the fact that the whores exploit

the drives of Sgt. Bloody Five

(James Bradford) — whose stiff-

ness is not only in his back and his

upper lip — for the benefit of the

soldiers. Yet surely it must be

something other than that exploi-

tation does bad things to people?

Or again, Michael Fletcher's

shuffling Galy Gay agonizingly

becomes transformed into Jip the

Gunner, destroyer of citadels. Mr.
Fletcher puts the necessary obse-

quiousness into the peasant Gay,
and the requisite brashness into

Jip. the neophyte who outsharks

his tutors. His strong depiction of

both parts of Gay's character ex-

pose what can be taken as a weak-
ness in the play itself, rather than

an accusation of overacting. The
thesis of the play, stated many
times, is that one man is as good
as another. The entire business of

Army identity cards and the

Gay Jip metamorphosis point to

the interchangeability of men ; and
this is a threatening doctrine.

(And when the transformation is

so complete and swift as it is in

this play, grounds of verisimili-

tude are readily at hand whereon
to fight it.)

The issues of the play, then, are
as distinctly defined by the play-

ers as they may be. yet the im-
pression lingers that the artben-
ders of ideology may have called

this one correctly. Choreographer
Alison Stein and Designer Tom
Doherty have successfully collud-

ed to keep the action going against
a pleasing backdrop, and Clifford

Ford's original score for this pro-

duction abets them. But all the
whitening available to director,
cast, and staff can't make this

play any more than a sepulchure
of simplistic moralizing.

Aside from first rate acting,
there is some consolation in the

fact that A Man's A Man marks
the return to student theatre at
Hart House. For the past two
years (barring rentals to groups
such as St. Mike's Mickities) the
productions in Hart House have all

been professional. The present
effort, plus Measure for Measure
next week, will be used to gauge
both student competence and stu-

dent interest in drama at Hart
House. If A Man's A Man is indica-

tive of the quality of production
one can expect, student drama
should again become a permanent
part of the Hart House scene.

a good college literary magazine.
Reading Acta with an eye to

reviewing it, you necessarily look
closer than you would just glanc-
ing through in a cafeteria, and I

realized that to give an honest
opinion I would have to be really
down on the magazine, something
I didn't want to do in print because
as a college magazine editor my-
self, I appreciate only too well the
problems Mr. Ayre faces. Acta
from Victoria College is the best
UofT college literary effort
around, and my hat is off to John
Ayre and staff for the job they

have done. But . . .

The editorial:

Art is structure imposed on a screen oj
emotion. In the course of the inspira-

tion, the artist attempts to incise an
iron pattern on an indefinite emotion-
al space The inspiration comes like a
bird and is gone leaving a taste of
strawberry jeathers on the lip of the

mind and in order to preserve that

taste, the artist creates.

For God's sake, an essay with a
beginning like that is pretentious
and overdone to the point of ab-
surdity already, but when the ar-

gument is for a subjective rather
than objective approach to art, I

am totally at a loss as to how to
express how much shit I think it is.

Flip the pages to find out what
makes the issue an impressive
forty-eight pages long, and discov-
er a long essay on Marvel Comics,
and ten pages of quotes from past
issues of Acta. The essay isn't bad,
just disappointing that such an
obviously cute, avant-garde, camp
piece should have to be used to fill

so much space. One long space-
filler is one thing, however, and

ten pages of snippets from Acta's
back pages in the same issue is

another. Occasionally cute, some-
times nostalgic, mostly just oh so
groovey that Acta is 94 years old
and can do something like that.

Mr. Ayre's poetry can be read
either of two ways — quickly, to

enjoy the sounds of the word com-
binations, or thoroughly, to try to
piece together the original idea
that spawned all the metaphors.
Either way, it's better than most
college poetry, but not as good as
the self-confident understatement

of Ian Young. At the other ex-

treme, there is page 36, reserved
for college poets not good enough
to rate a whole page to them-
selves, but included to get a few
more names on the table of con-
tents (the editor trying to fight eli-

tism, a worthy, but perhaps futile,

exercise). In particular, Mark
Czarnecki's Vision (note weighty
title) and his use of "poetic"
words like transfigures, hallowed.
Seer — words all loaded with
meaning and importance, and
none of it under control.

CLASSIFIED

TYPING — Fast, accurate and intelligent
Essays, thesis, mainiscnpls. reports, feasi-
bility studies, e|c Pick-up and delivery if

desired. Toltfijlionc Mrs Walker — 449-
7077 (days) 444 3744 (evenings)

TYPING thesis, essays, notes, charts. Eng-
lish. French, other languages. Mimeo
graphing, electric typewriters Mary Date
Scott (M Daviesl 86 Bloor St. W Room
225. 922 7624

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
loday lor free booklet "The Day you buy a
diamond" H Proctor and Co . 131 Bloor
St W

, Suite 4)6. 921 7702

LARGE FURNISHED basement room
weshfoom. Single couple in co-op house
bnaied cooking, maintenance large com-mon lacilniei S65 month single Uptown
some rides to university 781-3485

EXPERT TYPING service electnc ma-
chine. Term papers, reports, manuscripts,
theses, etc. Wide experience, last service
reasonable rales Irene Kenyon, 224 St
George Si Apt 404. Phone 923-401

1

GUITAR — 12-slrrng Espana electric gui-
tar in good condition Beautiful sound
Bought 2 years ago for S280 Musi sell for
$140 Call David 483-7897

TRAVELLING IN EUHOPE? The best
combination ol economy and convenience
is a Volkswagen Combi-Camper fitted to
your travel requirements For information
call Stevo 633-31 17

TYPIST willing to do accurals typing ai

K«M2-'r264
U '-C,,,e ,VP™" 10" C»"
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DRIVING lo Vancouver this weekend
Need someone to share driving, expenses
Call Doug924-2922
BABYSITTER. Yonge-Eglinton 1-J4 yr
boy. Mon.-Fn. 12 00noon-6 00 P.M 487-
8538 (after 6 00 P M I

ESSAYS. THESES, typed professionally
on electric machine Paper supplied 30e
per page Close to campus Phone 922-
B564 alter six Ask for Loree.

ROOM FOR RENT, close to campus and
subway $1 1000/month 8edding furni-
ture, and laundry service provided Com-
munal television and phone, Phone 923-

BACHELOR FURNISHED Modern apart-
ment building Spadina and Bloor (opposite
university) immediate occupancy 5130
Evenings 925 9617

FOR RENT: Quiet qrad student to rent 1

or 2 furnished rooms on Palmeiston near
Harbord Rent $55 or S65 mo Call 534-
8137.

FREE room & bkfst in return light duties
8-10 a.m. Yonge & St Clair Near Avenue
Rd bus 488-8645 -

MARKING SPACES AVAILABLE
S10 00 monthly basis only University of
Toronto. Credit Union Ltd, 199 College
Street. Tel 926-3220

STUDENT APARTMENT. Easy walking
distance of University of Toronto Newly
renovated with all new appliances
SI 10 00 a month Available immediately
Call after 6 P.M.. 925-5419

STOP Spadina Save Our City Coordinating
Committee needs volunteers to distribute
pamphlets and collect signatures on peti-
tions. Please drop in at 373 Huron St.
(Ward 6 - east of Yonge — call Peter Stol-
lery — 922-4400)

WANTED male student to share lovely flat

hear subway 766-0618 mornings late
evening.

SEE CHUCK BERRY and Whiskey Howl
— Sunday Nite at Convocation Hall —
Two big shows 7 30 & 10:00 P.M. — Be
earlyl —Tickets S3 00/person

"ALL SYSTEMS SAY GO" Carnaval
Quebec $34.50 — Trailways Bus hotel &
carnival Jan 30 — Feb. 1 Phone 239-
6569 or 278-1698 wine women song
book now space limited B Y 0 B



dionysian dilemna
Ernie Schwartz — director, actor

^
- was lying naked, bloodied, faking
death (count to a hundred and you're
alive again) when I, with fake offense
at Darcy McHale's deeply felt jibes at
me — member of the audience — left

the Studio Lab Theatre and made my
way to the foyer to chat with the Dion-
ysiac chorus over a can of bubbling
cola. It was the kids what done it, No
huge butch Agave and her Theban
matrons thundering down some Gre-
cian steps with Pentheus' gory head
held aloft, no naked revellers either.

Ernie Pentheus is smeared and
squashed "to death" by a throng of
youths in red and black bathing suits.

To give them their due, it is also the
kids (from the audience this time)
who try to save Pentheus — and in a

t more general sense it is the kids, if

anyone, who save the show.

At its base I find Richard Schech-
ner's Dionysus '69 a sorry and some-
what pretentious piece — a feeble
U.S. attempt at Grotowski's Poor
Theatre gone wrong. Euripides' text
is an obvious one for updating in an
age in which the attempt to drop out,

love, and live communally has been
perverted into violent hatred by the
stubborn, inhuman forces of conserv-
atism. In fact The Bacchae has had
remarkable popularity throughout the
Sixties in productions that have
ranged from the straight to the crazy.

The aim of Dionysus '69 is "not mere-
ly to adapts The Bacchae but "to
transform it into a direct experi-

• ence'.'The validity of such a claim can
of course only be assessed from the

results of the theatrical experience,
not from the outline or script.

. Dionysus '69 works least when its

* updating is most obvious. Sometimes
this may have been due to what ap-

peared to be a pale Canadian adapta-

tion of intense U.S. emotions: Pen-
theus is compared to "one of those
men who bug your telephones." hard-
ly a stunning simile while Daley's
thugs are still alive. Sometimes it is

due to cheap theatrical tricks, which
may be in the script but which seem
to be inherited from Studio Lab's chil-

dren's shows: Pentheus asks, "Are
you Dionysus who comes from Asia?''

Dionysus replies, "No, man, I'm
Darcy McHale and I come from Dun-
das and Pape (or wherever)." This
corresponds to the deliberate break-
ing down of the illusion which forms a
controlled tension at the moment of

Pentheus' death/"death". But ex-
changes like the above cheapen the
effect at the gain of a few laughs from
the high school audience wide-eyed at
the event.

The updating is at its most embar-
rassing during those long dialogues or
monologues when the Schechner rela-

tionship between the myth and to-

day's reality is drawn. These are
embarrassing not because their prosi-

ness hits home with earthy acuity, but
because paradoxically the absolute
lack of poetry in these sections makes
them stick out as false rhetoric and
bombast within the sensitivity of Eu-
ripides' situation. Darcy Dionysus'
final speech of admonition to Pen-
theus, chorus and audience is, to say
the very least, a puny anticlimax af-

ter the exciting orgy of Pentheus'
death. Either the intellectual and
emotional confusion that the non-ver-

bal power of the finale brought to the

audience, or the stunningly cool econ-

omy of Euripides' text would have
made the point with more impact and
clarity than all Darcy's rhetorical
jargon.

This comment holds for many other
sections of the script: Schwartz would

do well to have more faith in his com-
pany and his audience. For what the

Studio Lab does add to the play is vi-

gour, imagination (some, not all of
the time), and, wherever the script
allows, beautiful, plain, old-fashioned
sincerity. Despite the play, that is.

this Dionysus '69 is pleasing most of

all for its unpretentiousness. Occa-
sionally this is difficult to distinguish

from banality or kids' show involve-

ment of the "London Bridge Is Fall-

ing Down" variety. But the tech-
niques did work for a majority of the
audience on the night I was there. The
13-to-16-year-olds strove desperately

to convert Pentheus to The Truth, and
there were laughter and bright eyes

all night. When he wasn't pontificat-

ing or cracking funnies, Darcy Mc-
Hale was disarmingly appealing not

as Dionysus perhaps, but enough to be

good old Darcy McHale, man. Ernie

Schwartz posed and sulked too much
for my liking, but his exchanges with

McHale were movingly controlled

and his timing during the conversion

scene did much to build the increasing

tension. The difficulty the chorus had

was to impart their enthusiasm to the

audience, among which they sat with-

out in turn acquiring some of its apa-

thy or shyness. The results were
therefore often blurred.

Dionysus '69 calls for, depends on,

and got audience participation But is

this where the real bugbear lies? The
audience's task of converting Pen-
theus when the rest of the cast leave
the stage is impossible. Schwartz
makes quite sure of this. Once his vio-

lent embraces have been refused by a

girl or two, nothing will bring him
around except the total support of the

crowd. Despite the attempts of many
members, this is in turn impossible
because it would mean that he has
total power — and who wants to sup-

port a "tin Hitler'* like Ernie? The
real paradox is reached in the final

murder scene. Pacifist at heart

though you may be, you can't stop the

violence without at the same time
supporting Pentheus. The terms are
absolute now: kill Nixon, Daley, Ag-

new, or vote for them, fight for them.
This is the harshness of the Dionysian

alternative. War is over is you want it

— and can act to stop it. I guess it's a

pity that we've lost the choice of drop-

ping out of the violent/violent axis

completely. According to Darcy, even

Regent's Park depends for its salva-

tion on the kind of revolution that he

demonstrated without very much
impact at 53 Queen East.

— richard murphet

is hard to find
Poetry is often an attempt to

capture the weightiest of subject-

matter, but what all too few col-

lege poets realize is that the way
to do it is not by using weighty
words. The object is control, and
that is achieved only by distilling

one's writing to the utterly sim-
plistic, and building back up from
there.

Most interesting in the new Acta

is the introduction of reprints of

professional artworks at the ex-

pense of original college artwork

— a trend which might well be

carried over to the next issue's

prose and poetry as well.

Thus ends my (sort of) review,

but while on the subject of college

magazines 1 cannot resist the

temptation to explain a little of

why they are generally so bad. I

don't know the specifics of the

problems John Ayre faces at Vic,

but I do know of the troubles with

UC's Gargoyle Magazine.

UC has an annual literary com-

petition (a good thing in its own
right) which offers substantial

monetary prizes to winners, and

thus receives (understandably)

many submissions. The contest

also has a rule, however, which

prohibits accepting pieces already

published elsewhere. Consequent- he she has done that is any good to

ly, when I try to solicit copy from the contest. The rule was made to

UC people, lam often faced with a prevent favoritism (submissions

reply to the effect that the person are anonymous) at judging, but is

has already submitted everything the possibility of favoritism more

important than having the good

writers and poets read by their

peers in the college? As the con-

test is not over, until late April,

what the matter boils down to is

that the UC Administration is pay-

ing several hundred dollars each

year to prevent the college from

having a half-decent literary rag

tim inkstet

PLS Presents

THE SOMONYNG Of

EVERYMAN
Directed By

Fr. Genesius Jones O.F.M.

NEW VIC THEATRE

JAN. 19 to 24 8=00 PM

ADMISSION ffiff
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BEFORE AND AFTER COMMAND FROM DOG HANDLER
These before- and- a fter pictures strikingly illustrate what the troublemaker in the crowd or a rioter

sees when he is confronted by the dog-handler team One word of command has turned the

passive, seemingly uninterested German Shepherd police dog (left) into a potent physical and

psychological weapon (right)

The handler by letting out the leash to its lull extent, can slowly advance on the crowd. During

this period the dog is snarling, snapping, growling or barking He will be moving on his leash in

an action perimeter of about 20 feet controlled from the center by the handler Persons con-

fronting this spectacle will normally "melt away." In such a situation, and depending on the lo-

cal ordinances regarding use of police dogs, any person who is bitten is guilty of a misdemeanor

and automatically is under arrest.

The dog is a police weapon, and like a firearm he can be employed in such manuevers so as to

bring discredit on the police department. Used properly, however, they are invaluable for crowd

control, mob dispersal, and patrol and security duties during and after civil disturbances. Those

departments with dog-handler teems available should consider them as valuable additions to the

rioi weaponry and tactical field end plan their use in civil distrubances, accordingly.

A PRESS- EXAGGERATED CONFRONTATION
This photograph was widely used by the news media It shows National Guardsmen in the pro-

cess of removing illegal sit-down/lie-down demonstrators during a racial disturbance in 1964
in Cambridge. Maryland Present in the picture are 1 3 demonstrators, 29 helmeted Guardsmen,

9 cameramen, and 20 bystanders

The demonstrators were finally dispersed by tear gas. but only after much news publicity had

been created Although the incident itself involved little actual violence, authorities were criti-

cized in some news dispatches for use of excessive force, etc

Police should prevent or avoid such situations The troops with their rifles and fixed bayonets

in reality could not use such weapons on the passive, unarmed demonstrators. Good police

techniques, using obscuring smoke. Shok batons, the Mace and other suitable weapons, could

have quickly removed the demonstrators without injury, or undue slanted news coverage.

(.17) Mosl police activities are those carried out under rather close public scrutiny.

Consequently, the operation a I -see uriiy aspects of civil disturbances are too often ne-

glected or minimized in overall planning. Riot preparation, planning, training and

equipping for violent civil disturbances is best done without publicity. Availability of

the news media lo this phase of law enforcement can be a two-edged sword, although

it is always desirable for any police agency to have good public and press cooperation

and appreciation of its capabilities. But, if the riot potential is great and if subversive,

extremist and militant minority groups are present, good police riot-preparedness

security musl be practiced.

Fig. 1 "Shows the mob advancing toward its objective

It is faced with only a few policemen, who will attempt ^
lo block off the path.

Fig. 2. Shows how the police have deployed into two

lines to-oppose the mob, and have advanced to meet <\

before it enters the intersection At contact, selected

mob members in front engage police units in combat,

permitting the rest of the mob to surge out around the

flanks into the intersection and continue toward the

Fig. 3. Shows that the police meeting the mob have

formed into the classic phalanx or wedge formation for

mutual protection. Again the formation has advanced to

meet the mob before it breaks into the inters

Fig. 4. Shows the police phalanx being engaged by

selected hard-core mob members and the beginning of

an envelopment action. This action will result in the

police unit being surrounded while the mob moves on

to its target.

COMMUNIST MOB TACTICS

HANDLING SPECIAL PROBLEMS

( 1 ) Police should do everything possible to interfere with and break up the chant-

ing, rhythm-beat, slogan-shouting form of crowd incitation used by professional agi-

tators and organizers. These are forms of self-induced mass hypnotism directly re-

lated lo primitive war dances and chants, and they are a basic means of inciting large

masses of people who, thus losing their individuality, become subject to commands of

the mob leaders and catalyze into a mob mass. The effect achieved is like that of a

cattle stampede, where the herd blindly follows its leaders. Hitler and Mussolini were

both expert practitioners of this technique.

This tactic is one to which the most sophisticated as well as the least literate mob

member will succumb. Cheering sections at football games, the use of bagpipes and

drum beats in battle, hand-clapping, and whistling are all examples of this play of

psychological emotional build-up.

Leaders of such incitations and any mob members using bull horns or other means

to build up the rhythm {drums, cymbals, etc.) should be extracted quickly from the

mob, if feasible. The police use of super sound systems, sound trucks blaring music,

or variable-pitch electronic sirens is recommended for breaking up this kind of crowd

and mob self-incitation. Noise-bombs, firecrackers, and aerial noisemakers dis-

charged over the heads of a crowd are also useful counter-measures.

(9) r.utal ordinances granting i

should be completely reviewed and u

prehension of professional agitators

legal power should !« on the botiks e

crs to authorities during riots

sary, to facilitate temporary ap-

lists, and militant leaders. The
ihling police to confiscate fircirms, fire-bombs.

.ind other weapons found on persons and in vehicles during periods of a tegallv-de-

i larcd civil disorder.

THE SHORT POLICE BATON
Use ol this baton in tactical formations is not recommended, unless it is necessitated by the use

of protective shields, etc.

Police armed with the one-handed baton have 8 tendency to break ranks and engage in indi-

vidual combat with rioters This results in baton use as a clubbing instrument. Bnd a loss of unit

discipline end strength Rioter baton casualties are also the natural focus of press and TV atten-

tion leading almost inevitably to "police brutality" charges.
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1
Fig 9 This is the military type envelopment technique
The ceniral mob column meets and surrounds the police

units (rom the front end at the same time the iwo
columns on the parallel streets flank the police lines

guarding the center

Fig 10 This

police formaii

column breaks into three segments, one moving
right, the other to the left, in order to Hank the pol:

lines.

her technique to meet the same
fig 9 In this case the single mob

or

Fig. 11. In case of police roadblock, the mob column
splits into four groups that enables a coordinated attack

on the police elements from all sides

Fig. 1 2 A plan to protect a public square where a meet-

ing or demonstration is being organized 'Action units"

are stationed at all points of entrance to the action area

These action units will divert the police, delay police

entrance into the square, and protect and permit the

crowd to build up to where it can be incited to mob

COMMUNIST MOB TACTICS (Continued)

A POLICE TACTICAL SQUAD
This 15-man tactical-riot squad is armed with 26" Shok batons and skJe-erms. The squad also

has a shotgun, and tear-gas capability- The squad leader (with bull horn) has available a com-

plete range of force end options. Note that the men are wearing protective general-duty helmets

and heavy, dark-plastic eye protection.

ORGANIZING EFFECTIVE FORCES AND PATROLS

RIOT POLICEMAN WITH 37mm GAS GUN ANO VEST WITH MUNITIONS
Two obscuring- smoke, two continuous- discharge gas. and two instantaneous-blast grenades are

carried in the pouches on the back Three long-range and three short-range blast shells are car-

ried in the frontal pockets

The gas mask can bo carried by the individual or with reserve gas munitions in canvas bags

by extra men assigned to accompany the formation into action.

Normally, the gas officer will operate from within the bston'Wielding formation On orders from

the commander he can advance to the line to fire a short-range blast shell or throw blast gren-

ades, or he can launch long-range shells into the mob area from any location in the formation

Ideally, each squad should have one gas officer assigned as an integral pert of the formation,

more than one may be indicated Others can be held in the reserve to meet the demands of larger

riot situations Generally, the smaller the size of the riot unit, the greater the need for gas-

officer specialists to be assigned or available to make up for lack of numbers

The above comments with respect to the 37mm gun and proiectiles apply equally well to the

unit equipped with shotgun launchers and either burning or multi-purpose grenades for achiev-

ing the same tactical purpose

Property rights are the oldest of all human rights, antedating even

other civil rights, and they must be upheld if a stable society and public support of taw

and order is to be rnaintained.

(2) Known outside agitators should be kept under surveillance. Within the

bounds of law, police should maintain an "automatic pick-up" list for use at the start

of any civil-disturbance operation Police intelligence files, augmented by information

provided by Federal agencies, should always be kept current on information concern-

ing out-of-town extremists.

(3} Permissive looting, condoned to decrease violence, is not a successful tactic.

Looting escalation and police morale arc affected- Shoot -on -sight policies against

looters, however, are not usable against women and children Non-burning, non-

fragmenting tear-gas grenades are I he best means employed to discourage this class of

rioter activity. Firearms should only be used when the tooting is accompanied by

arson or when the act of looting presents a most acute security hazard.

By training, temperament, and prolession, the police ofTtcer is individualistic fie

operates alone or, usually, with another officer during most of his law enforcement

career, consequently, he has difficulty adjusting to team-work operations such as riot

control formations, tactics and maneuver, without specialized training. This training

must be undertaken at regular intervals and practiced consistently to enable success-

ful mob-control tactics in the streets. Such training also results in good morale and

aggressive, confident police performance.

nm
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B t W Society Presents

TICKETS
FOR THE GORDON LIGHTFOOT
CONCERT-FEBRUARY 8-7 P.M.

AVAILABLE AT SAC OFFICE
$3.50 EACH

t

B & W Society Presents

DANCE
SAT., JAN. 24, 10 TILL 12

AT THE DRILL HALL
\ AFTER THE HOCKEY GAME VS.

|
CORNELL COMPLIMENTS OF.

LJJjj w™TAjP.9fIT,

t
f COMMUNITY MEETING ON
X THE FUTURE ROLE OF HART HOUSE

X
?
J
y
y

£
y OPEN TO All STUDENTS, STAFF & GRADUATES

y
5*

y

y
y
y

ty
y

I

COME & SPEAK YOUR PEACE

Presidential Advisory Committee on the

Future Role of Hart House

7:30 p.m.
Debates Room

Wednesday, January 28th ,

Y <

^<• *i* i*< ><-*>-»5»<»<*- <»-»;»*i»*5^»>•>< -»!• <• •»>-

U.C. FOLLIES
(MOTHERBALL)

"A Revolutionary New Musical"

Directed by
Steve Witkin

HART HOUSE THEATRE
FEB. 5, 6, 7

TICKETS $2.

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING

RECEIVED FOR:

1. Full Time Director Radio Varsity

2. EDITOR, SUMMER VARSITY

3. EDITOR, RANDOM MAGAZINE

4. EDITOR, S.A.C. Student

Handbook
Apply in writing to:

Communications Commissioner

S.A.C. Office

by JANUARY 26, 1970 5:00 pm

KNOX CHURCH - SPADINA AT HARBORD ST.
Minister: Rev. William Fitch M.A., B.D.. Ph. 0.

SUNDAY, JANUARY 25th

1 1:00 a.m. MORNING WORSHIP
MESSAGE

: FACING LIFE WITH STEADY EYES
(4) "THE CHRISTIAN FACES PRESSURE"

7:00 p.m. EVENING WORSHIP
MESSAGE: QUESTIONS OF A RESTLESS AGE

(4)
'HASN'T SCIENCE EXPLODED
THE BIBLICAL MYTH OF CREATION'

Remodelling & Alterations

— A S»K]alt> —

STUDENTS' ELITE
Cleaners & Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.
922-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cords

MEMBER OF IN DEP EN DAN T
CLEANERS ASSOC.

Sizzling STEAKS
Served in burgundy Wine

ond succulent ROAST BEEF
Entertainment niloly in the

Upstairs Venetian Lounge & Bar
Appearing Nitely NEIL JACKSON

Steele's
TAVERN - RESTAURANT

, EM. 8-5180 349 YONGE ST._
(Fully licensed)

RABBI EUGENE
B. B0R0WITZ
Professor of Education and

Jewish Religious Thought

\
New York School of Hebrew Union College-

Jewish Institute of Religion

will speak on

REVIEW 8

THE PROBLEM OF
JEWISH ETHICS'

Sunday, January 25, 8:30 p.m.

Young Men's Young Women's

Hebrew Association

750 Spadina Avenue

llillel Foundation



'moroned'?
Marooned is the story of the fungoid

growth of Spiro Agnew/John Wayne-
ism as it gropes outward into space.
Remember those old war movies
wherein Ace Silverwings, USAF,
vowed to bomb Baden Baden in a gut-

less monoplane presumably held to-

gether by paperclips and bubblegum?
Good old Hollywood seems to have

decided that Stanley Kubrick's sortie

into spatial pseudo-philosophy was
essentially unclean and un-American.
Fine. Regrettably, Marooned is not
set far enough into the future to be
magical, or even engrossing in a sci-

entific manner. As a visual trip, it

rivals only the Union Station-Eglin-

ton subway run. If you can accept
Gregory Peck as the Captain Ahab of

NASA and David Janssen as the
Jimmy Cagney-Silverwings pilot, and
also stomach lines like, "Go on home,
girls; when the boys are offflying, your
place is at home with the kids", this is

your movie, not mine. The movie it-

self is scarcely visible through the

flag-waving.

Marooned seems incredibly clumsi-

ly made, with plastic planets, wooly
clouds and a script which sustains a

level of literacy that makes the ver-

bal portions of 2001 sound like pure
poetry. Technically it is an unimpres-
sive film. Since people enjoy sci-fi

movies for the sensational visual ef-

fects, Marooned seems to have failed

on all counts. Ironman I and the other

space vehicles look suspiciously like

Mattel's latest triumphs, and even
this pendant globe appears cheap and
two-dimensional. While Kubrick's
film may not have been intellectually

sound, it was technically amazing and
as such, has become the standard by
which one tends to judge space mov-
ies. Marooned is offensive largely
because it is such a step backwards.
There are no lovely visual images of

spaceships doing the Vienna waltz,
nor is there any real grounds for be-
lieving that the astronauts are stuck
out in the aether rather than in the
Paramount washrooms, spacewise,
there are three token sun-rises, that's

all. This is obviously no film for A.

C.Clarke or Isaac Asimov buffs. Buck
Rogers, CaptainAmerica fans, may-
be.

I have neglected to mention what is

simultaneously the most iasteless and
the most astounding feature about
this movie. The three spacemen have
lived in a space station for five

months and have degenerated to such
a paranoic level, that Captain Ahab-
Peck orders them to return. Several
neat shots are included of the wonder-
ful American communications sys-

tems — two computers and twenty
thousand television sets. Got that, you
Russkies? Alas, it doesn't all end
right there.

The retro-roch ^ts on the returning

Ironman I cop right out. (Hence the

title— America pollutes outerspace).

At this point all hell breaks loose,

and approximately thirty minutes of

drivel wholly unrelated to anything
pass before our boys decide to send up
General Bubblegum and his paper-
clips. The three astronauts are dying,

either of boredom or oxygen starva-

tion — in this consists the best acting

in the movie. A-letter-to-three-wives,

anyone?

At the crucial moment (after about

three hundred semi-crucial mo-
ments), a Russian Vostok spaceship
drifts up to Ironman I. looking evil,

gray and somewhat like a late-model

cannister Hoover (on its side read:
"Always first", ha, ha, in Russian).
You can tell the creep inside is a Rus-

sky because he wears RED MITTS !

!

I was actually praying fervently that

the inevitable indiscretion wouldn't
happen. My prayers went unan-
swered, since Marooned intimates
that our CCCP-man does nothing but
fumble about in a sinister fashion
(even after travelling 3000 miles out
of his way, for godsake), until Captain
Bubblegum arrives, and pushes him
brusquely aside.

So much for Marooned. The only
logical step to come in this new series

of Startrek/2001 offspring would
seem to be a Doctor Strangelove
treatment of the whole affair. I only
hope that Peter Sellers and George C.

Scott don't get air-sick.

sharon dunfield

film about bad and good guys up and dies

In all those Westerns and Hum-
phrey Bogart movies of the forties

and fifties, when Americans still be-

lieved their society was somehow
very real and legitimate, it was ac-

cepted, at least as part of the game,
that the lonely, anti-social hero should

at the end conform to the society with

which he had in fact been flirting all

along.

By the sixties, when the popular

mind began to feel that maybe there

was something wrong, an Ayn Rand
figure like Hud could reject society

right to the finish and still remain
immensely popular with movie audi-

ences. But at that time there still

seemed to be a society real enough to

be rejected and the hero, as a sort of

corollary, appeared even more real.

Now that America seems to be break-

ing apart into narrow, desperate

groups mostly fighting each other, it

becomes increasingly difficult to put

one's finger on what is holding every-

thing together. And the latest movie

heroes, as members of groups as in

Bonnie and Clyde and The Wild

Bunch, or alone as in Pretty Poison,

or in pairs as in Easy Rider and Butch

Cassidy and the Sundance Kid are

trying to survive in the face of a socie-

ty which most often can only be hint-

ed at; and when they are inevitably

defeated, it is by members of other

groups, usually the police or the

army, rather than society itself (only

Pretty Poison coming really close to

making an amorphous and elusive

society the actual destroyer )

.

The director of Hud, Martin Ritt.

has made a new movie, The Molly
Maguires, which sets out to continue

this theme, or at any rate, appears to.

The Molly Maguires was an illegal

organization of I^'-h miners in

Pennsylvania in the 18j0s and 70s who
tried to achieve better working condi-

tions by blowing up mines and mur-
dering mine officials. An Irish-born

detective, James McParlan, in the

pay of the mine owners, infiltrated

the Mollies in 1873 and testified

against them in a series of trials in

1876 and 1877. He was strikingly suc-

cessful, for the violence ceased and

the society disbanded.

Ritt says the movie is intended to

be a fairly realistic interpretation of

what actually happened, though it, in

fact, spends more time examining the

character of McParlan than inter-

preting events. Unfortunately, in the

course of this examination, Mc-
Parlan's character becomes so incon-

sistent that the events generated by

him lose their reality. Ritt presents

this traitor (Richard Harris) as an

extraordinarily sensitive man part of

the time, as if we are supposed to love

the whole person. But it should have

been enough for us to admire Mc-
Parlan's clever duplicity and his

nerveless cool, without being made to

feel a lot of false pity for him, for

some kind of identification to take

place.

The methods by which his sensitivi-

ty is shown to us are so obviously and
irritatingly just machinery clanking
away on the surface of the picture

that one is forced to believe that Ritt

decided his audiences simply
wouldn't be able to stomach an out

and out bastard (Ritt must be the

most misguidedly patronizing direc-

tor around). At one point McParlan
even starts philosophizing to a robin. I

defy anyone to find me a man who
will talk to birds and then betray his

friends to the police, unless that man
is insane. But if McParlan is mad.
then it is a very sick kind of madness
different from that of say. Tony Per-

kins in Pretty Poison, where his mad-
ness was more an extreme kind of

sanity in relation to a very sick socie-

ty. If McParlan is mad then it is the

madness of society, but even that

doesn't work, for society doesn't talk

to robins, it kills them, by polluting

the air.

By contrast to McParlan. one
would expect the Mollies to be a fairly

justifiable organization, at least to

those like myself, who under certain

conditions accept violence as a valid

alternative (with Ritt, one is always
forced, in self-defence, to be aware of

where one stands). As their leader,

Sean Connery gives the Mollies some
strength of purpose, but Ritt messes
it up badly. Presumably to strengthen

the case for the Mollies by juxtaposi-

tion, the village priest is presented as

a wishy-washy liberal full of pious

nonsense and the mine police as un-

bearably savage oppressors. But as if

in order to placate the very liberals

and law-and-order people he has just

stereotyped, Ritt proceeds to weaken
the case for the Mollies by portraying

them as almost unjustifiably brutal as

the police. We are certainly told some
of the miners' troubles and can as-

sume the rest, but we are never made
to really feel the poverty and dreari-

ness of their lives or the dangerous
and unhealthy conditions under which
they work, at least not enough to jus-

tify murder. Ritt might be saying that

murder is never excusable, but if so,

he doesn't give the other side a fair

hearing.

In fact nobody in this movie is

allowed a fair hearing. The priest and
the police are stereotypes, the Mollies

are brutes, and Ritt's attitude to-

wards McParlan is embarrassingly
patronizing. It might all have been
good fun if the high-handed ease with

which Ritt interferes with the devel-

opment of his characters were not so

apparent. Ritt must be a liberal be-

cause his priest is so perfect a maso-
chistic projection of the liberal point

of view.

At one point in the movie, the

priest, sitting at the bedside of a

dying man. is so engrossed in talking

to someone else that the man dies

without his knowing it (though the

blame is later placed on the dead man
for going without making a sound).

Like his priest, Ritt is so busy and
meddlesome, that his movie just up
and dies behind his back.

william carruthers
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NEW EMPHASIS 1970 - Graduate Students' Union

Departmental Graduate Student Organisations - Constitution

The GSU has devoted over 20% of its budget and hired an Organizer to help
develop graduate student departmental organizations. Strong organizations
would result in direct participation in affairs that affect them continuously and
directly.
Every graduate student organization receives $2 per member allotment

upon presentation of a constitution and interim budget. In addition special
departmental grants fund exists for special conferences, speakers, and pub-
lishing material.
To date only 15 graduate student organizations have requested and received

allotments. This is disappointing since there are 56 departments and over 30
are organized. Graduate students should check to see if their representatives
have requested these funds. ' Departments with no graduate student organization
in them,and there are 21 in this situation, should contact the GSU.
A questionnaire was sent to every graduate student organization in November.

To date only 60% have been returned. We request that your departmental or-
ganization return the forms as soon as possible.

A Constitutional Committee established by the Executive has proposed a
totally new governmental structure for the GSU. The major reason for change
is that the divisional representative system has proven to be inadequate. Two
divisional representatives cannot reflect the divergent interests of 1,500 stu-
dents In different departments.
The most Important proposed changes are:

1. The establishment of a General Council with elected repres-
entatives from every department, institute, and school In the SGS

2. The General Council would be the policy-making body of the Union
3. A President and Vice-President elected by all the Union members

4. The establishment of an Executive Committee consisting of the
President, Vice-President, and up to eight other members app-
ointed by the President from the General Council departmental
representatives

5. All members of the Executive Committee are subject to General
Council recall

6. The Executive Committee would be responsible for carrying out
the day-to-day functions of the Union.

Copies of the proposed constitution are available at the GSU office and it is
on the agenda of Monday's General Meeting.

Proposed Building Renovation

The dire need for major renovation of
the GSU building has been continuously
emphasized by the students who use our
very limited facilities. Structural repairs
and maintenance were not made by the
University due to expectations that the
Graduate Complex would be built in the
near future. Unfortunately nothing has
materialized.

The 'existing conditions are intolerable.
The building is a fire hazard. The plumb-
ing is rusted out, and paint is peeling off
the walls. We feel that the University can
no longer delay allocating funds to make
the building sanitary and safe for habita-
tion.

Our plans call for the inclusion of kitchen
dining room, and bar facilities whose
costs we would share with the University.
These latter costs total approximately
$15,000. Hopefully we would have com-
pleted renovations by June.

Thesis Sub.

All Ph.D. students who have passed their
oral examination will receive up to $100
for thesis expenses. A statement of
expenses with official receipts and app-
roval of the graduate department chairman
or secretary must be submitted to Miss
Cordon s office at the SGS. Expenses
include typing, binding, a"nd publication
fee (micro-filming).

GSU Telephone Numbers

F.XF.C ASSISTANT
PRESIDENT
nm.ANIZER

92R-2391

928-6233

Taxation

A campaign is being organized by the
Graduate Students' Union to present the
Minister of Finance, The Honourable
Edgar Benson, with a petition and brief
arguing against the proposal to tax schol-
arships, fellowships, and other grants.
This proposal would result in an average
loss of income exceeding 10% and in some
cases, for married students with Canada
Council Fellowships, could amount to
more than 25% or a loss of $100 a month.
Students interested in working on the
GSU Tax Review Board should leave their
names with the Executive Assistant in the
GSU.

Grad. Complex

The Graduate Complex, consisting of
single graduate student residences,
service facilities can be traced back to
1963. Plans were made and approved by
the Board of Governors in 1966 which
promised to house 1,380 graduate stu-
dents by the fall of 1970. Again nothing
has materialized. To date we have acc-
ommodations for slightly over 300 while
the existing need is in excess of 1,800.
One reason for the delay is the lack of

capital. Another reason was the wil-
lingness of graduate students to be good
citizens and wait their turn patiently.
The result was declining project prior-
ity. Lesson: the administration will
only respond when massive graduate stu-
dent dissatisfaction actually surfaces.
We ask those who are not satisfied with

the existing service and residential fac-
ilities provided (?) for graduate students
to write to CSU, President Bissell, Mr
Rankin, & Dean SIrluck outlining your
opinions. '

(PD. ADVERTISEMENT)

—GENERAL MEETING—
GSU - MONDAY, J AN 26 - 12 NOON

1st— repeal of old constitution

2nd~in corporation
3rd—building programme
4 th -bylaw
5th—interim budget

WEEKLY PROGRAMME
Monday

- 7:30 pm GSU Badminton
at Drill Hall - equipment available

- 7:30 pm Executive Meeting - GSU

Tuesday

- 5 pm GSU Curling - $1.50 evening at The Terrace

Wednesday

• GSU Movie Nite - 6: 15 & 8:00 pm
watch Varsity and Bulletin 3oards for

attraction - $.75

- 7:30 pm GSU Badminton

Friday

- 11:00 am GSU Ice Hockey - $.50
at Varsity Arena

- 9 pm - DANCES at GSU
Bar and Band
Jan 23. Feb 13 & 27. March 13

- 4 pm BEER, WINE & CHEESE PARTY
$1 admission - everything included:

Jan 23, Feb. 6 & 20, March 6 & 20

Association of Student Councis-Flight Program

The Graduate Students' Union has joined this service
organization. The AOSC has a complete 1970 Student
Flight Program at very low rates open to all GSU
members, their parents, spouse, and children. Full
information available from the GSU office.

GSU Literature Available

The Waterloo Report , Cyril Byrne, Ken MacKinnon and
Robin Mathews, A case study on the process of Ameri-
canization of Canadian universities and its Implications
for the employment situation of Canadian graduates.
25 cents.

Women in Canadian Universities, Marion B. Smith,
Pauline Jewett, Helen McCraeT~Madeleine Gobell. A
study of discrimination against academic women. 25
cents,

French and German Word Checklists . 50 cents.

Graduate Student Morale at the U of T , Michael B.
Vaughan. On request.

The Year of Organizing - Progress Report , Marjalee-
na Repo. On request.

Snack Bar 12 -2

Homemade
High Quality - Inexpensive

GSU BLDG. 2nd Floor

Rf VIEW 10



a weekend reprise
Jean-Luc Godard completed Week-

end in December, 1967 after a typical-
ly brief production period of four
months. It was Godard's fifteenth
feature-length film and his fourth
adventure with Eastman colour. The
crew which worked with Godard on
Weekend all carried familiar names
— Raoul Coutard (Director of photog-
raphy), Agnes Guillemot (Editor),
Rene Levert (Sound), Antoine Duha-
mel (Music). The premiere was held
in Paris on December 29, 1967 and
caused a minor sensation — some-
thing which Godard had not achieved
since his first feature, A Bout de Souf-
fle, in 1959 and had not repeated until

Les Carabiniers in 1963.

In the winter of 1967, Weekend was
hailed as everything from a "cata-
clysmic nightmare" to a "seismic
vision" by North American critics
and succeeded in reinforcing the de-
termined coterie of Godard enthusi-
asts. Not that Jean-Luc Godard had
ever lacked acceptance. He had sim-
ply never actively sought cinematic
renown. Godard's reputation as a di-

alectician had preceded the bleak
lessons which he splashed across the
screen so vividly in Weekend. Pierrot
le Fou, Masculin Feminin, Made in

U.S.A., Deux ou Trois Choses que je
sais d' elle, La Chinoise and his con-
tribution to Loin de Viet-Nam — all

elicited similar responses from Go-
dard, not only to content and concern,
but also to the concepts of image,
sound and montage in the cinema.

In an early article written in 1950,

Godard had commented, "Beauty and
truth have two poles: documentary and
fiction. You can start with either one. My
starting point is documentary to which I

try to give the truth offiction- " In a later

commentary, Godard expressed the
same concept in more concrete terms
— "The cinema is not only a reproducing

apparatus; the cinema is not an art which
films life; the cinema both gives to life and
takes from it. and I try to render this con-
cept in my films. Literature and an both
exist as artfrom the very start; the cinema
doesn't."

On viewing Weekend in retrospect,

this specific quality of Godard's ap-
proach to film is, perhaps, the most
striking. As Roland comments bitter-

ly to an Emily Bronte born both with-
in and without her age in the film,

"We're not in a novel. We're in real life.

A movie is real life," (which, of course,
it is not). Or, as the dialogue runs
between a society matron and a Ro-
land stranded beside a country road

:

Matron

:

real life?"

Roland:
'

Matron:

(oris he?)

'Are you in a movie or

A movie."
' You 're a damned liar.

'

As in what Richard Roud terms '

the
analogical incident" of Masculin Femi-
nin in which a man is murdered for no
apparently logical reason, or as in the
cocktail-party sequence in Pierrot le

Fou, in which Ferdinand is confronted
with a series of characters all

mouthing the absurd slogans of mass
advertising, Godard brilliantly coun-
terpoints reality with fiction and fan-
cy in Weekend.

Certainly this tendency to examine
the echoes initiated by realism is not
a new one in the history of cinema.
Alain Resnais had performed a simi-
lar role in his direction of Hiroshima
Mon Amour in 1959 and Vertov Dziga
was toying with' the concept as early
as 1928 in The Man With a Movie
Camera. But Jean-Luc Godard in

Weekend was the first to apply a
strictly theoretical and artistic con-
cept to a film that so vividly summa-
rized everything that was grotesque
and evil in the 60's.

That oft-quoted subtitle in Weekend
— "A film found on the scrap heap" —
has a more than incidental relevance
in introducing us to Godard's vision of
the past decade. Haskell Wexler owes
Jean-Luc Godard a tremendous debt
of gratitude for supplying him with a
reservoir of images which he hurled
at us so viciously in 1969, for Medium
Cool, when run beside Weekend as a
sort of mental split-screen process,
seems to block-in in red, white and
blue (or is it only red?) those inci-

dents which Godard had predicted
two and three years earlier in Made in

U.S.A., La Chinoise and Weekend.
"Freedom means violence", Godard

theorized in Weekend, but it required
Abbie Hoffman to open our eyes. "The
fight forfreedom will end in the death of
freedom", but it required My Lai to

illustrate that so gruesomely. "We're
all brothers . . . Marx said so", but
Godard insists, in showing scene after

scene of blood-soaked corpses lying

ignored by the wayside, that compas-
sion and humanism have long since
vanished in our age.

For Jean-Luc Godard, greed, ste-

rile materialism and blind selfishness

are the order of a weekend spent
roaming bewildered and directionless

through the countryside of France,
dotted, not with postcard scenes of

rustic eighteenth century villages, but

with twisted metal car wrecks, col-

umns of oily black smoke from gaso-

line fires, shattered skulls and blood.

It is a terrifying vision of senseless

destruction and every bit as bleak as
Dante's Inferno.

Not since Made in U.S.A. when one

of the characters posing as Robert
MacNamara stated that he thorough-

ly enjoyed his position of power, had

Godard been so angry, so pointed, so
comic and so brilliantly observant as
he was in Weekend. Where his earlier

films often lacked a hard, central
focus

;
forcing our attention to wander

to a single scene, a movement, a
phrase; in Weekend Godard found a
single image which seemed to contain
everything characteristic of his
theme and of his vision — a car
wreck.

Weekend is so cluttered with shat-
tered glass and mangled bodies, fre-

quently as hideously beautiful as the
wreckage in Losey's Accident, that
there is scarcely room enough for
Roland (Jean Yanne) and Corrine
(Mireille Dare) to navigate. Their
journey along paved highways and
dirt roads is a twisted one, both in

real and figurative terms, and when
they are ultimately captured by a
band of guerilla fighters engaged in

that ever-present crusade against the
bourgeoisie, we discover that even
the forest which conceals their band
is stained with blood and debris.
There is simply no escape from the
junkyard wasteland of modern-day
life — no escape except that offered in

that beautiful little scene in which the
camera traces perfect continuous
circles around a barnyard while a
pianist, who wanders from town to

town in a yellow truck, performs a
Mozart concerto. But even the perfect
halting simplicity of Mozart is forgot-

ten as Godard slams us into yet anoth-
er scene of ugly thought and action
and wreckage.

Of Waiting for Godot, Hugh Kenner
observed that Beckett's characters,

are forever doomed to "rehearse
their grasp of detail". That is exactly

the situation in which Godard has

placed Roland and Corrine in Week-
end — that is as much as they can
ever expect from life. They never
question. They never escape. They
are the victims, the willing victims,

of their age and we feel that, had they

not encountered the guerilla band,

they too would have eventually lain

dead beside some road leading no-

where, forgotten and ignored, as the

traffic bumped by.

Although Godard is, if anything,

unpredictable, from all accounts his

vision, so sharp in Weekend, is equal-

ly penetrating in his two latest releas-

es — Sympathy for the Devil (orig-

inally One Plus One, featuring the

perpetrators of the Altamont disas-

ter) and Le Gai Savoir (originally in-

tended as a tele-film and based loose-

ly on 1'Emile by Rousseau )

.

"To me ", said Jean-Luc Godard,

"stylk is just the outside of content, and
content the inside of style, like the outside

and the inside of the human body — both

go together, they can 7 be separated.

Weekend is undoubtedly Godard's
clearest and most effective illustra-

tion of that dictum but it is also an
example of what cinema, in general,

can be — unique, perceptive, subtle,

experimental and dazzling.

ion ritchie
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watsUP
THEATRE

Maybe it's the time of

I year, but there's much
theatrical meditating

about death going on all

over campus this week:

Pnculi Ludique Societas'

Somonyng of Everyman
at Vic through tomorrow
night; Measure for Mea-

sure opening at Hart House

on Wednesday; and at St.

Mike's next weekend (the

30th & 31st). Pinter's The

Dumbwaiter and de Gheld-

erode's Three Actors &

|
Their Story.

This production of

I Everyman is directed by

scholar-actor Father Ge-

nesius Jones and its mes-

sage is not likely to move

|
anyone who does not have

working knowledge of

I medieval morality plays.

Christian theology of the

I Middle Ages, and Roman

|
Catholic liturgy.

Poculi Ludique Societas

I tradition — including some

of Father Jones' own show-

I stealing performances —
I has been to demonstrate

the viability and contem-

I porary appeal of centuries-

I old plays by means of

I much pageantry, a lot of

I stage business, and the

I development of memora-
I ble onstage characters out

I of the faintest hint of such

I in the original scripts. But

I this production, restricted

I by the dimensions of the

I stage in the New Vic Thea-

I tre and by the abstract

I functions of Everyman's
I dramatis personae, opts

I for a study in symbolism at

I the expense of theatrical!

I ty. Pageantry is limited to

I the inspired costumes and
I to static stage pictures of

I the Trinity or of Everyman
I receiving redemption from
I the Eternal High Priest:

I stage business for the most
I part consists in shuffling

I actors from point X to

I point Y so that character X
I can make the symbolic
I switchover to doubling as

I character Y; and most of

I the opportunities for char

I acterization are ignored —
I when Good Deeds, for

I example, announces from
I her bed of pain that she
I will need medical attention

I before she can accompany
I Everyman on his no-return

I trip, nothing but her
I (strongly-spoken) words
I suggests that she's not per-

I fectly fit.

I With a better cast to en

I liven its iconographic and

iturgical emphasis, this

production might have

worked. The moments
when it does work are pro-

vided by a few individual

performances — John

Moynes as Fellowship and

Beauty, Richard Green as

Goods, John Cartwright as

Kindred, and occasionally

Beth Whitcombe as Knowl-

edge. But the bulk of the

acting is either siodgy or

shrill, and the audience

can relate to this Somon-

yng of Everyman merely

as an exercise in the impli-

cations of an old text, not

as a theatrical experience

of hearing the bell toll.

Measure for Measure,

directed by Stephen Katz,

opens Wednesday the 28th

n Hart House. The show
will play at 8:30 nightly

through Saturday the 30th,

plus a matinee-cum-ques-
tion-period at 2:00 on Sat-

urday. Admission is free,

and seating is on a first

come, first served basis.

To guarantee that you will

be able to get in on the

evening of your choice,

phone the Hart House box

office and have free tickets

reserved for pick-up by 30

minutes before curtain

time.

Measure is likely to be
one of — if not the — most
important productions on

campus this year. Like A
Man's A Man (which con-

tinues in Hart House thea

tre through tomorrow eve-

ning), it offers some hope

that Hart House theatre

may be restored to stu

dents.

To stage this enormous
and unorthodox produc
tion, director Katz (UC)
and producer Anne Mac
Kenzie (Vic) have recruit

ed an all-campus company
that includes much of the

best student talent availa-

ble. In addition to the novel

interpretation it offers of

the play, this production is

innovative because its fin-

ancial backing is as inter-

collegiate as its cast and

crew. The largest mea-

sures of support have come
from the Trinity College

Drama Society, the UC
Players Guild, the Gradu-

ate Centre for the Study of

Drama, and the alumni

Varsity Fund — plus as-

sistance from SAC and the

drama societies of St.

Michael's and Victoria. As

a joint venture, this Mea-
sure sets a precedent to

encourage continued cross-

campus co-operation in

undergraduate theatre.

Like most pop music,

much of what was pro-

duced in the late 50's and

early 60's was ephemeral
stuff which has deservedly

fallen into oblivion. Only a

few performers have man-

aged to transcend the me-
diocrity which surrounded

them and have kept their

music alive. CHUCK
BERRY who appears at

Convocation Hall, Sunday

at 7:30 & 10:00 is probably

the best of these very few.

His performances last

year in Toronto (notably at

the Rock Pile) were met
with tremendous enthusi-

asm, and it is hardly nos-

talgia for old songs which

is carrying him along. He
plays with tremendous

enthusiasm which he

communicates both to the

audience and to whatever

local band is giving him
backing. He should do very

well with Whiskey Howl on

Sunday. Tic. ets are $3.00

and can be ha \ at A & A or

at the door.

Jazz continuts to come
to Toronto, this w ?ek in the

person of BUDD / RICH
who brings his band into

the Imperial Room of the

Royal York Hotel starting

Monday. HOWLING
WOLF is at the Colonial

and continues there anoth

er week.

Sunday at 8:30, the

HART HOUSE ORCHES
TRAand the U of T CHOIR
join forces under the direc-

tion of Boyd Neel in a pro-

duction of Handel's Acis

and Galatea. Tickets at the

door, $1.50 for students.

The TORONTO SYMPHO

NY programme at Massey

Hall Tues. and Wed. nights

includes works by Barber,

Schubert and Stravinsky.

The U of T CONCERT
BAND will present a free

concert at the Johnson

Building tomorrow at 3:00,

and Monday at 1:00

LOUIS-PHILIPPE PEL-
LETIER will give a piano

recital, also at the Johnson

Building and again free.

EDWARD BEAR is the

rock attraction at the

Hawks Nest Sat. & Sun.

nights. The Riverboat has

JESSE WINCHESTER
through Sunday: JOHN
LEE HOOKER opens

Tuesday. JERRY JEFF
WALKER is the performer

at The Onion, opening

Wednesday. A week from
Sunday, THE BYRDS are

in town for a concert at

Massey Hall along with

TEEGARDEN and VAN-
WINKLE.
On the country side, top

& W star FERLIN
HUSKY is at the Horse-

shoe Tavern this weekend,

followed by BOBBY
WRIGHT, son of Kitty

Wells, who opens next

week. MYRNA LORRIE
ends her stand at the Edi-

son Hotel this weekend.

Newly instituted at The
Onion is a Monday night

folk jam session. Anyone
who wants to play is wel-

come and should get to the

club by 8:30 to sign up. If

you just want to hear
what's going on, admission

is 75c and performers be-

gin about 9.00.

p. h.

Le Fauche, at 169 Ave
nue Rd., sometimes offers

some good after-hours

-jazz sounds. By a happy

chance, Sonny Greenwich
spent last weekend at the

little basement club

Greenwich, who has been

working out his unique gui

tar style for the past ten

years around Toronto and

Montreal, was recently

hired by Miles Davis.

While waiting around to

see if the U.S. immigration

people will deign to admit I

a Canadian jazz musician I

into their midst. Green-

1

wich once again gave proof I

of his originality, lyricism, I

and intense commitment I

to his music. We hope he I

will reach the attention of I

a much wider audience in I

the near future. We wish
him good fortune — nobody
could deserve it more.

/. mcc. I

An interesting program I

at Cinema Lumiere for the
|

next two weeks. Jan. 22-25,

Secret Ceremony by Los-

ey; Jan. 24 (11:30 P.M.
only), Rossi'sMore Than a I

Miracle; and beginning I

Jan. 26 for an indefinite
|

run, a new Japanese film,

Man Without a Map by I

Hiroshi Teshigahara (the I

director of Woman in the I

Dunes) will premiere in

Toronto.

A number of new releas-

es also opening either to-

day or next week in the]

city: Z by Costa-Gravas; I

The Molly Maguires by I

Martin Ritt; Marooned, a I

sci-fi epic bv John Sturges; I

Nicol Williamson's Ham- I

let; They Do Shoot Horses, I

Don't They?; and a re-re- I

lease of Fantasia, Walt I

Disney's brilliant 1940 I

animated "voyage of dis- I

covery in the realms of I

colour, sound and motion" I

to the music of Stravinsky, I

Schubert, Bach, Ponchielli I

and Beethoven. !

Received an extract I

from a press release dated I

Dec. 15. 1969 from the Syn- I

dicat General du Cinema I

et de la Television, a union I

representing 419 members I

of the NFB. Last Dec. 16, I

members of the staff of the I

National Film Board ap-

1

peared in Ottawa to pro-

1

test the layoffs that had I

been forced upon the NFB 1

as a result of the govern-

merit s austerity program. I

By next summer it is esti-

1

mated that more than 150 I

employees of the Board
|

will be dismissed as a di-

rect result of the govern-

ment's economy drive. As I

union president, John I

Howe, states the real issue 1

involved is not so much the I

layoffs themselves, but I

"the preservation of the I

National Film Board as a
|

unique Canadian institu-

tion where films are made I

of a kind that aren't made I

anywhere else in the
j

world."

art.... mike kesterton photography....errol young
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LETTERS
what resourses do you consume?

Your.article in Varsity, Jan-
uary 19th, "'An Unrealistic
Demand" contains a number
of mistaken impressions about
the formula financing scheme
in Ontario. The scheme is not

one which leads to control of

the "economic function of a

university'* whatever that

might be. Your correspondent

should consider the following

points.

(a) The formula scheme is

used to calculate the total op-

erating grant to a university

and to distribute available

funds between universities.

Each program is given a num-
ber which approximately re-

flects the relative costs of edu-

cating a student in that pro-

gram.
For example, Ist-year Gen-

eral Arts and General Science
receive a number, or weight,
one; Masters Commerce a

weight of 2 and Ph.D., other

than first year, a weight of 6.

The provincial government
looks at its budget and decides

how much it can allocate to

higher education and selects a

value for the Basic Income
Unit. Currently this is $1530 for

the 1969-70 academic year.

To calculate the grant to a

university we sum the weights

given to each student in each
program and multiply the Bas-

ic Income Unit by this.

Suppose, in terms of our
example, our university has
only four students, a lst-year

General Arts student, a first

year General Science student,

a Masters Commerce student

and a 3rd Year Ph.D. student.

Referring to the weights above
we sum them and arrive at a
figure of 10. Multiply our Basic
Income Unit by 10, equals
$15300, and we have the operat-
ing grant given to this universi-
ty.

(b) There is no element of
control in the formula system;
the distribution of the $15,300 is

the prerogative of the universi-

ty. If it wishes to spend part of

the $9,180 which the sole Ph.D.
student brings them on the
education of the Arts student,
that is entirely the university's

decision.

(e) Your article drew atten-
tion to the proliferation of
graduate programs in the Uni-
versity of Toronto. That is not
altogether surprising in view
of the high weights given to

graduate programs in the for-

mula scheme.

Ask yourself — what re-

sources does a 3rd year Ph.D.
student in French consume?
Written examinations probably
finished a year ago, he has no
office space, attends few lec-

tures and chats with his super-

visor for 10 minutes every
week.

For providing this education

the university receives six

times as much as a 1st year
Engineering student who re-

quires staff, space and equip-

ment in abundance.

Furthermore the university is

under no obligation to rid

themselves of their idle

French Ph.D. student.

If he takes six years to write

his thesis all the better; as

time goes on the resources he

uses will probably diminish

anyway. Any rational universi-

ty would expand graduate
coursesofthis type at the maxi-
mum rate to subsidize expendi-

ture elsewhere.

In view of this. President
Bissell's remark that he would
prefer a heavy weighting of

graduate degrees would seem
to be superfluous. Higher
weights to graduate programs
would certainly benefit the

university as a whole — wheth-
er it would improve the quality

of graduate education is doubt-

ful.

(d) The problem with the

formula financing scheme may
be too little control rather than

too much. A tax-payer can
roughly gauge the return on his

taxes when they result in big-

ger and better expressways,
more efficient road sweeping
etc. ; but how does he estimate

the return to higher education?

Does the Ontario govern-
ment have no obligation to the

taxpayers to see that the mon-
ey is not wasted on unneces-
sary expansion of graduate
programs or any other pro-

gram? Perhaps not, but the

question should bother those

provincial government admin-
istrators who decided to spend

$248,013,000 dollars in operat-

ing grants to Ontario's univers-

ities.

W. G. Thurston.

Research Assistant,

institute for the Quantitative

Analysis of Social and Economic

Policy.

faculty support new college workers

The following is the text of an
open letter to the faculty:

Dear Colleague,

Many non-academic workers at

the University of Toronto are ex-

ploited: they are very poorly paid

and have no job security. We feel

that the academic staff of the Uni-

versity should support demands by

non-academic staff for decent
working conditions. In particular,

we feel that the cafeteria workers
at New College deserve support.

We feel that the university has

an obligation to the public to be a

decent employer, both of people

directly employed by the Universi-

ty and of people employed at the

university under long-term con-

tracts. As members of the aca-

demic staff we must support

struggles by non-academic staff

for better working conditions, bet-

ter pay, job security and union

recognition.

If the militant strikers who
were not re-hired at New College

return to fight for their jobs, we
shall support them. Whether or

not these workers return we shall

make it clear to the university and

to the public that we disapprove of

the way the university treated the

New College workers. We shall be
ready to give more powerful and

more timely support to future

struggles by non-academic em-
ployees at the U of T.

We are in the process of form-

ing an ad-hoc faculty committee
for this purpose. We envision a

committee containing individuals

with many different political be-

liefs. The underlying principle of

the committee would simply be

that people have a right to decent

working conditions.

All interested faculty members
are invited to come to the founding

meeting of this committee on Fri-

day January 23 at 3:10 p.m. in

room 2102 of Sidney Smith Hall.

Please inform those of your col-

leagues whom you think may be

interested.

Bernd Baldus (Sociology), E. P.

Botta (Mathematics), H. K. Botta

{Mathematics), Henry Copperstoek

(Sociology), F. Cunningham
(Philosophy), Chandler Davis

(Mathematics), R. B. DeSousa

(Philosophy), Gory Geddes (U. C.

English), D. Goldstick (Philosophy),

Larry Hoffman (History), T. D. Kem-

per (Sociology), J- Kornberg

(History), J. Lemon (Geography),

G. Nicholson (Philosophy), James

Prentice (Physics), Elliot Rose

(History), Peter Rosenthal

(Mathematics), J. Simmons

(Geography), Wayne Sumner

(Philosophy), K. N. Walker

(Sociology), Melville H. Watkins
(Pol. Economy), B. Wellman
(Sociology), F. F. Wilson

(Philosophy).

Imperialism
Wednesday's editorial attempt-

ed to ease the pain of an American
owned Canada with the mere men-
tion of the word -'imperialism." It

has always been easier to fault the

faceless vulture to the south than

to look closer to home. Perhaps
you could convince the compla-
cent that they are blameless.

What should be made clear to

Canadians is that they willingly

sold and do sell their nation for

their personal material interests.

The decision to accept more mon-
ey from the "Americans" hardly

requires thought for those who
have "no choice." When people

pay homage exclusively to the

almighty dollar (U.S. or Canadi-

an), when people cannot imagine

lowering their material standard

of living to raise their moral stan-

dard, it is difficult to point the

accusing finger outward.

Imperialism doesn't begin thir-

ty feet away.
Stephen Kogiti (SGS) Physics

I all men even artstes 7 5 I
| women -50B
^FRIDAY, JAN. 23

the drill hall'

So what's wrong with draft-dodgers?

The Metro Police are currently investigat-

ing the threat.

GRADUATE SCHOOL

IN

1970?

If you are eligible for an

ONTARIO

GRADUATE
FELLOWSHIP

(and are planning to apply)

the

FINAL DEADLINE

IS

FEBRUARY 16th!
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Calls for government intervention

The U of T Birth Control Information Centre has moved

to the Advisory Bureau offices 631 Spadina above the Roy-

al Bank. II will be operating Tuesday nights, Wednesday

nights, and Thursdoy nights 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Anyone male

or female interested in discussing birth control and related

subjects is invited to drop by.

Board will veto CUG—Reid

By TOM WALKOM

"Direct government inter-

vention" is the only answer to

NOTICE
The CUG Programming Committee anounces a Public Meeting

on the TOP GOVERNING S1RVC1URE in the Debates Room,

Hart House on Wednesday, January 28th, 1970, from

1:00 - 3:00 P.M.

Guest panelists are:

Professor J.H.G. Crispo - Centre for Industrial Relations

Professor C.M.T. Hanly - Department of Philosophy & Ethics

Mr. Ken Mcfvoy - University Government Commissioner - S.A.C.

Mr. Bob James - Finance Commissioner - SAC

All members of the University community are invited to attend

and take part in the discussion.

U of T's need to reform, Liber-

al MPP Tim Reid said yester-

day.

Reid, the opposition's educa-

tion critic, was speaking to the

U of T Liberal Club.

"I don't think U of Twill ever

be able to reform itself inter-

nally," said Reid, referring to

attempts to implement the

Commission on University-

Government report.

"CUG," he said, "will be

vetoed by the Board of Gover-

nors — "that last vestige of

corporate control."

Reid also criticized the con-

trol of private endowments
over a university's course of

action.

"Who gave the right to

wealthy individuals to discrim-

inate against women on cam-
pus by building Massey College

and Hart House?"
"Vincent Massey had some-

thing in common with Black
Power Leader Stokely Carmi-

chael," he said.

Carmichael has remarked
that the only place for women
in his association is under-

neath.

Reid's plan for government
intervention in Ontario uni-

versities would include what
he calls "bribery."

The government would set

up a .general format for a

course it thinks in the public

interest. It would then "call for

tenders" in the various provin-

cial universities, granting

money to the one best quali-

fied.

Reid was asked if direct

government intervention

might lead to over react ion a la

Ronald Reagan.
"In Ontario where there

haven't been and probably

won't be any physical demon-
strations, there is not much
chance of this," he replied.

"At least Reagan controls

his universities openly," he
added.

Reformism is marketable

NEW YORK (CUPI) — The New York Times of January 11

carried an advertisement claiming "Now you can escape air pol-

lution in your home of office." And it will only cost $99.50 — re-

duced from $184.50

Selectronair, a portable answer to environmental devasta-

tion is offered by Whitaker's of Hartsdale, N.Y., "Westchester's

complete drug and surgical store."

No longer, claim the merchants, need you cope with "the

polluted air you are forced to breathe at your home or office."

Selectronair just plugs into the wall and uses less current than a

lOOw bulb.

The device complements recent increases in sale of gas

masks for street wear, although no announcement has been made
about plans to colour-coordinate the two devices.

No information is available about the amount of pollution

produced by the Selectronair factory.

It's the
Coke.

Trade Mark Reg

HERE AND NOW
TODAY

10:30a.m.

Tickets on sale for "A Sleep of Prison-

ers" by Christopher Fry, at Wymilwood
(Vic). 75 cents each. Playing Wed. Jan 28.

8 30 p.m. Old Vic Chapel.

1 p.m.

New College Drama Guild is holding

audiiions for an original play. Room 2002.

New College Wilson Hall

Department of Geology Films will show
"Geology of Yellowstone Park". "Waste
Disposal by Hydraulic Fracturing" and

The Fifth Fuel" Rm. 128. Mining Bldg

U of T Baha'i club will discuss mysticism

in religious experience. Bring your ideas.

North Sitting Room. Hart House

8 p.m.

Open house sponsored by the Varsity

Christian Fellowship at 118 Walmer at

Bernard Coffee and c

shows. Wymilwood, Vic.

SATURDAY
8 p.m.

"Inner Frontiers" — An exploration of

man's creative potential. Lecture and dis-

cussion by L Francis Edmunds. Principal,

Emerson College England. Medical Sci-

ences Building Auditorium

East Asian Studies 224 presents an

evening of Japanese theatre. Japanese

drama, comedy, mime. FREE. Japanese tea

will be served International Student

Centre

SUNDAY
2 p.m.

"Stop Spadina Save Our City'' general

meeting for supporters. Convocation Hall.

SUNDAY
3:30 p.m.

Showing of Cuban Film "Manuela" —
about the Cuban revolution. 280 Oueen St.

W

Bom Coca-Cola and Cokt a Identify only the product of Coca-Cola Ltd
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B;30 p.m.

Hillel Lecture series Rabbi Eugene B.

Borowitz will speak on "The Problem of

Jewish Ethics". YM-YWHA. 750 Spadina.

9 p.m.

Engineering Hustling Dance featuring

The Jusl Society Drill Hall All welcome.

10:30 p.m.

Barefoot Coffee House presents Scott

Walker New material for his radio and T V

6 p.m.

West Indian Supper Tickets 75 cents in

advance from reception desk. 8 p.m.

Checkerboard — a program of reading of

short stories, poems and folk songs ISC,

33 St. George.

7:16 p.m.

"Christian community as fulfillment of

humanity". Speaker: Prof. Bill Kelly Uni-

versity Lutheren Chapel. 610 Spadina Ave.



If you build a better detergent...

World beats path to door of U of T prof

By HEATHER MOORE

Phil Jones, the U of T
professor who claims to

have discovered a non-
phosphate detergent,
doesn't look much like a

crusader.
He looks, in fact, rather

like a businessman ap-

proaching middle age;
stocky and sandy haired,

calmly puffing at his pipe

in his cluttered office.

So far there have been sev-

enteen or eighteen serious of-

fers for his compound, includ-

ing the Big Three of the soap

industry — Colgate Palmolive,

Lever Brothers, and Proctor

and Gamble, as well as from
smaller manufacturers and
private investors.

Their interest seems to have

been sparked by proposed U.S.

legislation to ban the sale of

phosphate based detergents by

July 1, 1970, because of pollu-

tion considerations.

A spokesman for Colgate,

when interviewed by phone,

first stated that there was no

such thing as a non-phosphate

detergent.

He then admitted that soap

companies had combined re-

search staff to try to produce
such a compound, and that his

firm had been in touch with
Prof. Jones about the possibili-

ty of purchasing his product —
after suitable testing, of

course.

Prof. Jones explained how
he got interested in pollution

control. "It's because I'm a

civil engineer, I suppose. Civil

engineers have traditionally

been responsible for control of

the environment. We've done a

pretty damn bad job of it up to

now," he admitted. "But you
can only do what your society

allows you to."

Phil Jones, an associate pro-

fessor of microbiology, also

works with the Great Lakes
Institute.

He explained that "one of

the main pollution problems in

the great Lakes is the tremen-
dous growth of blue-green al-

gae. This algae is nourished by
the same elements that we
humans need — nitrogen,

oxygen, carbon, hydrogen, and

phosphate. Now, you can't

eliminate the first four, but

you sure as hell can eliminate

phosphate. It comes mainly
from detergents."

Elimination of the algae's

phosphate nutrients would cut

down the proliferation of the

algae and its consumption of

the other elements.

"I started working on a non-

phosphate detergent after it

became obvious that the soap

manufacturers weren't going

to do the job until forced to by

legislation," he continued. "I

realized that it was up to some-
one like me."
Jones has formed a partner-

ship with a graduate student, a

chemical engineer, and an

accountant to take out patents

on the new compound.

The group is going to give

the University a slice of the

profits. Jones hopes it can go to

the environmental sciences

and engineering programs.

He said, "the program is

harassed for lack of funds like

every thing else around here.

We might even get something
like the Banting and Best Insti-

tute going."

The August '69 issue of the

Lake Erie Review says that

"nutritional over-enrichment
is the single greatest problem
in Lake Erie today."

Phosphate is not only an in-

gredient in detergent, it is a

very effective fertilizer.

Studies of the Great Lakes
show that all phosphates are

consumed during the summer
by algal growth. This means
that the algae grows to the lim-

it of its phosphorous supply,

then is forced to stop. Limit

the supply of phosphate and
you can start controlling algae

pollution.

Since 47 Vz per cent of all

phosphates in the Great Lakes
come from detergents, this

new compound could limit 47Vz

per cent of the algal growth.

Why didn't the soap manu-
facturers do something ear-

lier? "It's a highly competitive

field, and their chemists
couldn't manufacture a cheap-

VARSITY BLAZERS
Varsity Tartan

Kilts Ties and Scarves

made to order

RICHARDSON'S
546 Yonge St. 922-3141

er, more effective substitute, I

suppose.

"My philosophy was differ-

ent than theirs." First crack,

my detergent was more expen-
sive and didn't do as good a job

as the commercial product. It

would have been rejected by
any manufacturer, and quite

rightly so. But we improved on
it. and now we feel that we
have a detergent that will do
the job as well as any of theirs.

"It has been tested by a

number of women in their

homes, and we've manufac-
tured five hundred pounds of

the stuff, just to prove it can be
done on a commercial scale.

"Of course, we're still test-

ing the detergent on a broad
ecological basis. I wouldn't

want it to be said that I had
solved one problem and creat-

ed another. So far all the tests

have been positive."

Professor Jones is now
working on a way to remove
phosphates from sewage.
"Right now I have a few ideas

that might be useful.
'

'

HOUSE 50
CAMERA CLUB
46TH ANNUAL

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION
Closing Date:

TODAY - 6 P.M.

ART GALLERY
Presents

HAROLD TOWN ENSIGMA5
Closes today

ELECTION DATE
IN

HART HOUSE

JANUARY 28th

VOTE

HART HOUSE ORCHESTRA
BOYD NEEL. Conduct-

with the

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO CONCERT CHOIR

LLOYD BRADSHAW, Choirmaster

AGS & GALATEA HANDEL

Polyphei

Damon

Janis Orenstci

Garnet Brooks

John Oodingtoi

Glynn Evans

8:30 p.m.

SUNDAY. JANUARY 25

GREAT HALL HART HOUSE

Tickets at the do>
Students: SI. SO

Others: $3.00
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Big Red, Blues promise colorful battle
By LYNDON LITTLE

Cornell coach Ned Harkness
must be happy that the people
who run American college

hockey have not as yet decided
to take a page out of the Cana-
dian Pro Football book and
place a limit on the number of

foreigners playing the univer-
sity shinny game.

If Canadians were suddenly
eliminated from his "Big Red"
team, which is currently the

only undefeated team in Yan-
kee college hockey, he would
find himself decidedly short of

talent.

As a matter of fact, one
spare goalie and one fourth-

line forward would be all he
would have left to work with!

Of the eighteen Canucks on
the Cornell team that will be
here to meet Blues tomorrow
night, nine hail from Metro

Cornell coach Ned Harkness and tri-caplains (from left to right) John Hughes, Diclt Bertrand and Dan
lodboa.

Toronto.

John Hughes from Birch-
mount Park and Brian Mc-
Cutcheon an Alderwood Colle-

giate grad play on the top Cor-
nell line which has picked up a
total of 29 goals so far this sea-
son. Kevin Pettit from Hamil-
ton is the other member of
their number one trio.

Gord Lowe from Royal York
Secondary Collegiate, Steve
Giulani from Weston, Larry
Fullan from St. Michael's
High, Dave Westner from Ald-
erwood, Doug Stewart and
Mark Davis from Don Mills
Collegiate and Brian Copper
from Bathurst Heights, their
regular goalie, are the other
Toronto area boys on the Big
Red.

Harkness is himself a Cana-
dian.

A native of Ottawa, after
coming out of the Air Force
following World War II he
spent 18 years at Rensselaer
Polytech Institute at Troy,
New York, first as a lacrosse

and then a hockey coach. Seven

f
"Certainly you make good money

but is that enough? 11

"Most students are looking for more than money after they
graduate," says Ron Wing, a 1968 graduate B.A. in economics
from the University of Saskatchewan at Regina.
"Sure, a lot of them want to make a bundle fast, but there's
a lot more to getting started on the right career. You've
got to have the training and confidence to do your job well
Yet nobody wants to sit around some office for four or five years
getting so-called 'experience' before he's allowed into sales
That's why I was attracted to London Life. This company made
sure my training was effective, and within three months I was
ready to start out on my own. It's satisfying too, being involved
in one of the most dynamic industries in North America."

There's a challenge waiting for you too, at London Life.

For further information consult your placement officer
or write to the Personnel Dept., Station 160A,

LONDON LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
London, Ontario

years ago he accepted the chal-
lenge of rebuilding the Cornell
hockey fortunes.

Since then, you might say, he
has had modest success: 146
wins, 27 losses and two ties is

his record at the Ithaca cam-
pus.

The Big Red were National
champs in '67 while last season
they were runners-up to Den-
ver University.

Blues will be the third OQAA
team that has had a crack at»

Cornell this season. The West-
ern Mustangs dropped a 8-2

decision and the Guelph Gry-
phons were handed a 4-1 de-
feat. Both games were played
on Cornell's home ice.

As of now, the possibility of
a sellout crowd for tomorrow
night's game looks promising.

All the two-buck reserve
seats have been claimed —
which includes 160 which were
sent down to Cornell. Only 2300
of the 3500 $1 general admis-
sion tickets remain to be sold.

See you all tomorrow at 8

bells!

IMMIGRATION
PROBLEMS?

Perhaps you should talk to us...

BJARNASON, COSTELLO
& ASSOCIATES
IMMIGRATION
CONSULTANTS

Suite 1208,

Toronto Professional Bldg.

123 Edward St. at University Ave.

364-0973

E
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TYPEWRITERS

ADDING
MACHINES

STEREO TAPE
RECORDERS

STEREO RECORD
PLAYERS

698-2589

DANFORTH ,
TYPEWRITER

2940 DANFORTH AVE

FREE DELIVERY



Is this a dagger I see before me?

By GEL LI US
HAPPYTH

Well, my goodness. I really

am delighted. We received not

one, not two, not four and
tHree-fifths but THREE an-
swers to the latest Contest.
(• Moose Jaw, Sask.") One of

these (from Mambly Whimsey
III ABC) does, it is true, an-
swer the previous contest. ("If

Anna and the King of Siam, do
all A'sB?")!

"A's inclusive will always B
(But what does a B when it

A's?

Whatever do A's when they

B?
Does a B, when it A's C what

itB's?

Do A's when they B, C?")
If Mr. (or whatever) Whim-

sey will send the Sports Office

a stamped self-addressed enve-

lope, we will send him (or

whatever) Moose Jaw, Sask.,

by return mail. Please include

5 cents for handling charges.

Of the other two replies, one
is from a previous winner, Don
Short. Mr. Short's correct

answer to the query "Is this a

dagger I see before me" won

No, it's Gellius and In'fac sports
him the UC II Hockey team, a
prize which, as he complains
with some justice, was not
really functional. (The last
game they won was played on
the ice bridge between Asia
and North America. See The
Varsity for Dec. 8. 26765983
B.C.) This time, Mr. Short has
been awarded T. S. Eliot, who
plays a very functional Left
Wing.

The Grand Prize winner is

David Frank. ("Frank is the
key" - B. Dylan). "Moose
Jaw's ask many pertinent
questions", he remainds us,
and he further (use non solu-
m.

.
.sed etiam in translation)

gives an example: "Sperly
Smeared By Saccandidates".
(The saccandidate is a quasi-
mythical beastie occasionally
reported in the B.C. brush. It is

no relation to Ogo-Pogo, the
capital of Manitoba.). Mr.
Frank has been awarded a
Morocco-bound copy of Joyce
Gary's famous novel, "The
Moose's Jaw",

BASKETBALL
Meanwhile, there were all

these SPORTS things going on,

Girls at Varsity tonight
Varsity hockeyettes open their exhibition schedule to-

night against a highly-rated squad from McMaster. Game
time is 7 pm at the Arena.

Aiming for a substantial improvement over last year's
disappointing fifth place finish, the Varsity gals play a five
game exhibition schedule before the championship tourna-
ment in mid-February.

The improved Toronto attack is led by the line of rookie
Terry Midghall (I SMC) between wingers Diane Gilmour
(II POTS) and Vikki Mitchell (III Vic).

Bluettes most effective checking line appears to be the
fast-skating trio of Anna Radecki (II SMC) at center with
Dianne Longbottom (IV SPS) and Bonnie Sproul (II PHE)
on the wings.

Judy Angus (III Pharm), Barb Spence (II PHE) and
Linda Browning ( III Trin ) form the gals' third line.

The steady play of two experienced veterans and some
promising rookies features a strong Varsity defence.

Captain Cheryl Bishop (III Vic) teams with Nancy
Missouri (I PHE) and Bluettes best rushing defenceman
Brioney Cayley (II Trin) is paired with newcomer Sandy
Pett(IIVic).

Goaltending chores are shared by two agile Physed-
ders, Alice Shank and Paula Vine.

VARSITY ARENA

SPECIAL ATTRACTION

CORNELL vs VARSITY

Saturday, Jan. 24 at 8:00p.m.

Return match in home and home series. Cornell won a

rugged contest last February on their home ice and the

Blues are out for revenge.

IMPORTANT NOTICE! In view of the substantial cost

involved in bringing Cornell to Toronto this game is NOT
included in the season ticket book. Tickets at $1.00

(half regular price) will be on sale to students presenting

A.T.L. cards at the Athletic Office ticket wicket com-

mencing Monday, Jan. 19. Box Office hours 9:00 A.M. to

5:15 P.M.

STUDENT TICKETS $100 ON SALE AT GATE.

would you believe it.

Dents (Deeney 13) 40; Law
(Harrison 13) 37.

Jr. Eng got 15 from Poppenk
to casamendez UC II, 53-31.

Bacher and Mazeurek (Chopin
wrote Mazeureks as well as
waltzes) each had 8 for UC II.

Bus 31 ; SGS 17.

WATER POLO
The amazing School of Hard

Knox, led by Ham Strung, Bry-
don, Grunding (4), Wade (2),

Jones, and Chan (2) ghibbe-
lined For (Galloway 2, Hauta-
maki2),H-4.
Eng II (Karlovskis 2, Archi-

bald 4, Ractor 3, Solman, Pro-
chazkas) 13; Pharm 0.

V. Gessing scored 5 (five!-

editorial comment) and A.
Gessing one and Eng took Phe
(Duncan, Ballantyne, stout
Guinness, Petzold), 6-5.

Scar 5, Law 5.

INSIDE TRACK
600 yards

1. Bill Franklin SMC 1:15.4

(record)

2. M. Duncan Pharm 1 : 16.0

3. M. Minden Meds 1 : 19.0

2 miles

1. H. BilofOCE 10:26

2. M. Lauzon For 10:28.2

3. M. Minden Meds (note allit-

eration) 10:3.8

G. S. U.

BEER WINE AND
CHEESE PARTY
FRIDAY, JAN. 23, 1970

4:00 p.m.

Admission: $1

The Campusbank closes in

5 minutes and this idiot's got to
prove himself!

True Chequing Accounts.
True Savings Accounts. Complete banking
services for students and faculty.

Visit your Campusbank fifi Bank of Montreal
Canada's First Bank

University Ave. & College St. Branch, 640 University Ave.

St. George & Bloor Sts. Branch. 262 Bloor Street West.

Bloor & Bay Sts. Branch, 55 Bloor Street West.

Bay & Breadalbane Sis. Branch, 680 Bay Street.
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Bruner's armor pierced, Blues impale Lancers
By JIM COWAN

It's not often a goalie allows

seven goals in a game and still

is picked as one of its stars.

But Wednesday night Wind-

sor Lancers' Don Bruner was

awarded the game's third star

as his team went down to a 7-1

defeat at the hands of the Var-

sity Blues. What Bruner really

deserved was a medal for

bravery above and beyond the

call of duty.

BILL L'HEUREUX
out for season

Bruner, who was picked as

the Western Division's all-star

goalie last season, was fired on

oftener than a Song My peas-

ant. And for half of the game,

he kept the score respectable.

The final tally flattered Lan-

cers, who for the most part

played as if they would rather

be somewhere, anywhere,

else. The shots on goal were an

incredible 66-15 in favour of

Blues, and that statistic indi-

cated both the Lancer netmin-

der's tremendous performance

and the frustrating night

Blues' marksmen spent trying

to beat him.

But one man can hold out

only so long, and Blues eventu-

ally found the range. Lancers,

remembering their 4-3 upset

win over Waterloo last Satur-

day, made a pretence of trying,

but they couldn't stay with the

high-flying Varsity squad.

LAURENT NETS TWO
Paul Laurent opened and

closed Blues scoring, with his

first coming at 15:53 of the

first period. After taking a

pass from John Wright, he

blasted a hard shot from 30

feet in front of the Windsor net.

Bruner partially blocked the

puck, but it slipped past. Lan-

cers were shorthanded at the

time.

Laurent's second came at

17:05 of the third when he

latched on to a Bryan Tompson
rebound and put it past Bruner.

In the last two minutes he had

excellent chances to get his hat

trick, but one shot whistled

over the net and a second went

inches past the post,

Blues also picked up goals

from Bob McGuinn, Terry

Peterman, Bill Buba, Len

Burman and Nick Holmes.

For Wright, it was a most

frustrating evening. The tone

was set early in the first period

when he broke in on the Wind-

sor goal, and fired a blistering

shot which beat Bruner cleanly

and then with deadly accuracy

hit the post. Buba, cruising in,

was so surprised to see the

puck come out he fanned on his

shot and Bruner covered up.

Minutes later, with Windsor

a man short, Wright deked two

Lancers and unloaded another

drive which Bruner blocked.

The Windsor netminder did it

again during a series of shots

in which he stole goals in quick

succession from Wright, Dave
Field, Brian St. John, Burman
and Mike Boland. And his final

save of the period was on (who

else?) John Wright.

ALL STOPPED
Wright was by no means

alone. It seemed as if every

Blues' player on the ice was
stopped at least once, and

many more good chances were
blown by skipping pucks, errat-

ic shooting, and plain old bad

luck.

It was McGuinn's goal at 13:

50 of the second period which

finally broke the spell. Laurent

picked up the puck near his

own blueline, sped down right

wing and, with the Lancer de-

fenceman backing up, swept
the puck over to McGuinn.
Bruner moved with the pass,

and a straight shot would un-

doubtedly have been blocked,

but the Blues' forward had just

enough room to draw the puck

back and reach around the

goalie to put it away.

Tha^t seemed to be the turn-

ing point. Two minutes later,

Wright chipped a pass out to

Peterman, standing unhin-

dered on Lancers' doorstep,

and he lifted it into the twine.

One minute after that, Buba,

off balance near the boards,

threw a long shot which Wright

stabbed at but missed. Bruner
seemed to move to cover the

deflection, while the puck slid

along the ice to nestle in the far

corner of the net.

Blues got an eighth goal, a

beautiful team effort that was

called back by referee Zip

Thompson. Dave Field, who
played a good all-round game

THE BIG RED
(see page 22)

Seven different Blues teams will be in action this week-
end, providing enough variety for even the pickiest of fans.

For the fencing team, Saturday marks the last regular

match at home. The team will be competing against Roch-

ester Institute of Technology and the Royal Military Col-

lege in the traditional Lake Triangular Meet. The main
event starts at 11 a.m. in the Fencing Salle and the Upper
Gym, Hart House.

The swimming Blues play host to Queens University in

Hart House at 2 p.m. Saturday, as the team continues to

prepare for the OQAA Championships at McMaster Feb. 20

and 21.

Three Varsity teams take to the road, as the wrestling

team visits Guelph, the gymnastics squad travels to West-

ern and the skiing enthusiasts join in the Carleton Invita-

tional Meet. (Editor's note: if someone from the ski and
wrestling teams would let us know how you make out, we'd
be happy to pass it on to the rest of the campus.)
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and collected one assist on

Peterman's goal, fired a hard

drive from the left point which

John Gordon knocked down
and deflected in front of the

net. Tompson batted the puck

in, but the referee ruled the

Varsity player was standing in

the crease at the time and dis-

allowed the goal.

EVASIVE SHUTOUT
It looked as though Adrian

Watson, who was just another

spectator for most of the

game, might be on his way to

his first shutout. But a defen-

sive lapse by Blues left Wind-

sor's Bill Wright alone in front

of the net with a loose puck and

with Watson down Wright lift-

ed the disc high into the top of

the net.

BLUENOTES. . . bad piece of

news for coach Tom
Watt. . .the medics say de-

fenseman Bill L'Heureux is

definitely finished for the sea-

son. . .Watson stopped one shot

with his teeth in Wednesday's
warm-up, but was saved from
serious injury by his

mask. . .

Guard Garth Evans (44) stretches for a lay-up

erloo. Other identifiable Blue is Bill .Boston (53)

By PETER WHITE

Get this (it's a tear jerker) — it's sixteen

minutes of the second half and the old ball

game is hanging out there for the grabbing at

74 apiece — Varsity loses tip in their back-

court — two points lost from scratch — Ev-

ans loose on the right side — drops a nifty

eighteen-footer and that aging game is —
What's this — No — Yes? — Oy Vey! — Had-

den called for procrastination in the lane —
no basket — no contest —
And so it goes, as it has all season for the

Basketball Blues — not well. Varsity drops

another (bet you can't say it just once) —
final score — Toronto 78 — Waterloo 88 big

ones. Everyone has the (seeing is believing)

blues. The war (playoff battle) looks to be

over — though no one wants it, what will be

seems to be — inevitable.

To be fair, this was easily the most excit-

ing contest Varsity has found themselves in

all year — hopes of victory not being

smashed in the awakening minutes of the

game. Had the steam not stemmed in the

dying (as in roll over and) minutes victory

number one might be history at last. You
cannot help but now ponder the irascible —
no victories at all. Perish the thought.

It continues to be and isn't and haven't

season — isn't it adoring Varsity specs — all

three hundred or so of you opening nighters.

Saturday afternoon Blues continue attempts

to prevent a wasn't season against Guelph, a

97-69 loser to McMaster Wednesday night.

Game time is 2 p.m. at York.

Wednesday night's flacker will be remem-
bered as the night Blues almost cut it — but

finally couldn't — in their most positive ef-

fort to date. Playing a box and one (it's

clean) on Waterloo's Jean Lanniste, Blues

held Waterloo and Lanniste (one basket) at

photo by peter kirby

shot during Wednesday's game with Wat-

bay through the first half.

With the Warriors shooting a paltry 29 per

cent, due in part to the intimidating presence

of Hadden and Boston, Blues scrapped to-

gether some nice breaks and combined with

good foul shooting on fouls drawn inside left

at the half with a very credible 45-45 tie.

The second half followed the pattern of the

first — Blues would fall back and then come

on strong. Coming on was fine until Waterloo

destroyed the pattern and the Blues as de-

scribed above.

As in past games Blues proved to be par-

ticularly vulnerable to a full-court press and

there can be no doubt (though there are no

statistics) that their thirty-seven turn overs

per game average was richly maintained.

Lack of quickness may have a lot to do with

this. Toronto rebounding was strong on the

defensive board — thank goodness — Blues

were outshot by a startling 110 to 73.

One might speculate that it was only Wat-

erloo's inept shooting which kept the score

respectable yet Blues never looked that

outplayed. No doubt that the Toronto defense

had much to do with Waterloo's cold hand

from the floor. What continues to plague are

the ball-handling jitters which will show up

among any inexperienced squad.

Individually John Hadden stood out as a

tower of strength both on offence (21 points)

and on the defence. His value to this team is

becoming inestimable. Bill Boston the six-

five former Monarch Park coach is coming

on strong at the forward position. Moving
well inside he picked up a cool 15.

Waterloo's fine guard combination of

Lanniste and Kieswetter hit for 18 and 16

points respectively.

BLUES SCORING: Barker 4, Katz 9, Braid

10, Evans U, Eben 2, Boston 15, Hadden 21,

Annis4, Markowsky, Betcherman2.
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Law society will hold binding SAC referendum

By LAURA KELLY

The Students' Law Society voted to

hold a referendum Feb. 3 on the contin-

ued membership of the Faculty of Law
in the Students Administrative Council.

More than an opinion poll, the refer-

endum will bind the SLS to a position on

SAC membership.

Bob Vernon (III Law), initiated the

motion for the referendum at the SLS
meeting Thursday. With a bare quorum
at the meeting, the motion was passed

7.-1-

Vernon, who had been planning the

referendum since December, is strong-

ly against the Faculty of Law remain-

ing in SAC. He is currently a Law rep-

resentative on the SAC.

"SAC provides no benefits for law

students. I think it would be difficult

for SAC to do anything for the Law
School," Vernon said.

Vernon also criticized many actions

that SAC has taken this year such as

granting funds to speakers from Sir

George Williams, to the Union of

American Exiles and the California

Grape boycott, and the hiring of a high

school organizer.

"I don't see what that had to do with

students as students," Vernon said.

Don Ferguson (III Law), president
of the SLS, who cast the only vote
against holding a referendum, called

membership in SAC "vital."

Ferguson said that if law students
were properly informed of the benefits

of SAC membership, the faculty would
vote yes to continued SAC member-
ship.

The Placement service, SAC press,

sponsored activities, and the student

lobby in the Campbell Report and the

CUG Report implementation were
among the contributions of SAC.

Ferguson indicated that there was
still irritation with some SAC policy,

but called the issues "negotiable."
'

' Withdrawal from SAC is no solution

to the problems," he said.

Peter Gilchrist (II Law), a presiden-

tial candidate in the upcoming SLS el-

ections, also objected to the Law school

dropping out of SAC.

"The Law school can't afford to opt

out of the rest of the student body.

Leaving SAC would be the first step in

becoming a trade school," he said.
Bob Vernon SAC representative from U
vote for a referendum.

f T law school advised students to

U of O referendum rejects bilingualism
OTTAWA (CUP) - Social

science students at the Univer-

sity of Ottawa turned thumbs
down on bilingualism Thurs-
day, and gave moral support to

a Student Council bid for prior-

ity French-language instruc-

tion in their faculty.

Only 13 per cent of the U of 0
students favored the retention

of current bilingual instruction

in an unofficial referendum
called by the Social Sciences

Student Council after U of O
administrators rejected de-

mands for more French and
less English-language instruc-

tion.

The unofficial referendum
asked students to choose be-

tween bilingualism, French-

only instruction, and two other

systems which would give the

French language priority in the

faculty.

Although none of the options

received a clear majority, 34

per cent of the 350 social sci-

ence students voted for French

unilingualism, while 51 per

cent favored either of the two

systems for priority French.

Although less than 15 per

cent of the students in the U of

O faculty are Anglophones,

many of the courses in the /ac-

uity are in English, and a few

professors cannot teach in

French.

French-speaking students

said after the vote that results

are not anti-English, but an
attempt to correct abnormal
situations where English

courses are out of all propor-

tion to the number of Anglo-

phones in the faculty.

In one department, they

said, all but two of the 25 cours-

es are offered in English only.

The Student Council will call

a general assembly of the So-

cial Sciences Faculty to decide

on the next course of action.

Many Anglophone students

in the faculty, however, said

they would leave the faculty if

a unilingual policy is accepted

by the U of A administration.

"They're only cutting their

own throats," said one student.

"Where will they go after

graduation with nothing but

French in their education?"

Most were confident the Stu-

dent Council demands would

not be accepted by the U of O
senate.

The University of Ottawa's

purported bilingualism has

come under attack from other

sources: December 8, 1969, U
of 0 Student Council President

Allan Rock said the two-lan-

guages policy at the 4,500 stu-

dent campus was a "failure,"

and agreed with charges in a

Quebec newspaper that the pol-

icy is a "disguised road to as-

similation."

The article in the province-

wide weekly, Quebec-Presse.
said the University's two-lan-

guage policy hides the process

of assimilation of French-

speaking students, and called

on the education department to

establish a Hull branch of the

Universite de Quebec to serve

French people in Western

Quebec.

Jury selected for Sir George trial

MONTREAL (CUP) -
Lawyers for the first 10 de-

fendants on trial over the Sir

George Williams University

computer-burning acceded to

the final two jurors Thursday.

Acceptance of jurors elev-

en and twelve followed the

appearance of more than 210

prospective jurors, and an

unusual press gang tactic by

the court.

When the first 160 pros-

pects yielded only 10 jurors

acceptable, trial judge Ken-

neth MacKay Wednesday sent

police out to round up 100 eng-

lish-speaking prospective

jurors from the Montreal

streets.

Before the final concession

by the defence. MacKay said

another 100 could be made

available, if defence lawyers

were discussing "numbers."

"We're just concerned with

making the right decision,"

said one of the defence law-

yers.

The defence used most of

the 120 peremptory chal-

lenges — disallowing pro-

spective jurors outright with-

out questioning — in choosing

the jury, and questioned all

other prospects closely about

prejudice arising from rac-

ism and sensationalist press

coverage of the SGWU inci-

dent.

Although no prospective

jurors admitted to racial

prejudice, many said sensa-

tionalized reports they read

of the incident last February

against the defendants.

Judge MacKay disallowed
defence challenges that

whites might be affected by

"latent and unconscious prej-

udices . . . with regard to

black people."

All 10 defendants are black

citizens of Trinidad and Toba-

go-

The remainder of the 89

defendants charged with var-

ious counts of conspiracy in

the Sir George case will have

trial dates set March 2.

The defendants insist that

the original cause for the pro-

test — alleged racism at Sir

George — has been buried

under the sensationalism

aroused by the computer-

burning.



HISTORY STUDENTS UNION

SPECIAL SEMINAR

Prof. W. Berman, Dept. of Hist, will give

a "reading of his paper: "J. P. Warburg:

An Establishment Radical Challenges

Trumans German Policy", followed by a

critical discussion of the Cold War & The

German Unification Question 1944-52.

Tues. Jan. 27, Debates Room Hart House

4-6 n.m.

Faculty of Pharmacy

OPEN HOUSE
Saturday, January 3 1/70

11 A.M. - 6 P.M.

All Pharmaceutic Laboratories

in Operation.

REFRESHMENTS

EVERYONE WELCOME

NOTICE
The CUG Programming Committee anounces a Public Meeting

on the TOP GOVERNING STRUCTURE in the Debates Room,

Hart House on Wednesday, January 28th, 1970, from

1:00 - 3:00 P.M.

Guest panelists are:

Professor J.N.G. Crispo - Centre for Industrial Relations

Professor C.M.T. Hanly - Department of Philosophy & Ethics

Mr. Ken Mcfvoy - University Government Commissioner - S.A.C.

Mr. Bob James - Finance Commissioner - S.A.C.

All members of the University community are invited to attend

and take part in the discussion.

XEROX
COPIES

QUALITY
GUARANTEED

/..j.' -.

FREE COLLATING

5c each • 1st copy of an

original

4c each - 2nd thru 10th copies

ot the same original

2c each - 1 1th and more copies

of the same original

While-U-Wait or Overnight

COLLEGE
COPY
SHOP

76 CHARLES ST. W.

_ TELEPHONE _
923-8115

Come and hear Dr. Kenneth Watt
of the University of California ask:

Can Mankind Survive?
Time:

Tuesday, January 27 at 8:00 p.m.

Place:

Room 135, Sanford Fleming Building

(the Old Physics Building)

University of Toronto.

Subject:

The Ecological Crisis: Can Mankind Survive?

Speaker:

Dr. Kenneth Watt, University of California

(one ofNorth America's most outstanding ecologists).

Cost:

Nothing.

Bring a fellow human.

For further information

(like if you have no idea where

the building is) telephone

Pollution Probe at 928-6155.

Do it. While there's still time.
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Adam Clayton Powell

Believes in violence to protect blacks
By JEAN BUBBA

In the next American Civil
War, the Blacks will be the
catalytic force, says the Rev-
erend Adam Clayton Powell.
"By 1972 there will be 100,-

000,000 people of diverse ethnic
groups who will say we've got
to stand together to save our-

selves.*'

When the outbreak comes,
Powell admitted that he "will
be carrying a gun."
"Black is not your colour.

It's the way of your thought.
I'm not a Negro, I'm a Black."
he said Friday in a taped inter-

view on CFTO's "Face-to-
Face-to-Face.

'

'

Soul might well be a deter-

mining factor in Powell's suc-

cessful political life. He holds a
congressional record for put-
ting through 60 laws in the
United States without one de-

feat. Tactically speaking, how-
ever, he attributes his success

to directing the thrust of his

legal approach to poor people
in general and not just Blacks.

WHAT IS RIGHT . . .

"I intend to always fight for

the principle of equality before

the law. Rightness is a princi-

ple of the law. What is right is

within the law — Federal

law," he said.

When questioned about the

charges of misuse of public

funds which were recently

dropped, Powell replied, "I

just brough my bag and I have
to fill it with tricks. I'm not

going to be a martyr for other

congressmen's corruption."

He is confident that the peo-

ple of Harlem are behind him,

citing a steady increase in his

electoral returns as proof. "I

am a candidate. When I die

they are going to prop me up

and run me. No one will vote

against a dead man,
'

' he said.

—
- "I disagree with total non-

violence. I'm against war. I've

always been a pacifist. I'm in

favour of violence when I have
to protect my black brothers

and sisters," he said.

m N

TRYING TO CATCH UP

He sees the majority of

Blacks as trying to catch up
with US affluence. "I want

black people to be what they
want to be. I want black people
to do anything they can do as
long as it isn't illegal. I want
black people to live as abun-
dantly as they can live. We
blacks are going to live a fine

life regardless if we can pay
for it."

Watson suggested that al-

lowing black people to buy
Cadiallacs when there wasn't
enough food for the family was
distorting their values. Powell
said, "They love their Cadil-

lacs. What do you want to give

them — a mule and cart?"

More seriously, however, he
said, "I wish it was possible to

organize the little money in the

black community to more con-

structive use."

photo by Mark Rubin

Adam Clayton Powell is

congressman number 13 and
stands ninth in the Democratic
Party. "All I need is eight
democrats to die and I'll be
third in line for the presiden-
cy." But, he confesses he's too
lazy at 62 to run for the White
House. What he wants to do is

disturb people.

"Anyone who gets disturbed
and mad has started to think.

No one in this country thinks

anymore," he said.

Hopefully, Powell will get

Canada mad. "The more that

Canada becomes Canada and
less an American colony, the

better it is for the U.S.," he
said. "When Canada achieves
its national manhood, when it

can do what it feels like with-

out the Canadian ambassador
in the U.S. asking if it's OK to

do it, then it will make the U.S.

grow up and get rid of its pa-

ternalistic attitude."

HERE AND NOW
TODAY
Noon

Tickets on sale fof "A Sleep for

Prisoners", by Christopher Fry 75

cents. Playing Wed Jan 28 8: 30 p m ,

Old Vic Chapel Wymilwood (Vic).

1 p.m.

Women's Liberation Movement,

speaker: Genile Jolly from Simon

Fraser University. Rm 1083, Sid.

Smith.

4 p.m.

A meeting of sociology course un-

ion reps who missed last week's gen-

eral meeting. Attend this meeting if

you want the new constitution for the

sociology dept. to come into effect

Borden Bldg Rm 229

8 p.m.

Meeting of Christian Perspective

Club Dr. J H. Olthuis will speak on

the role of the Church in today's socie-

ty

Tuesday

Noon

Tickets on sale for "A Sleep of Pris-

oners", by Christopher Fry 7 5 cents

Playing Wed Jan 28. 8 30 p.m. in Old

Vic Chapel Wymilwood (Vicl

2 p.m.

SAC Services Commission meets in

Ihe SAC office

4 p.m.

The Psychology Student's Union

has been barred from meeting at Innis

I We are taking up refuge at Inms II.

Come and join our oppressed group of

revolutionary psychology students.

Political Economy Course Union

meeting. Course evaluation. CUG
Committee report. Spadina Sid

Smith 1083

5 p.m.

French conversation lessons will be

held for all would-be bilingualists Al!

are welcome. ISC. 33 St George.

Ukrainian Students Club

Discussion and debate on "student

involvement in 'KPYTI' " Debates
Room, Hart House

7:30 p.m.

Chemistry Union Council meeting.

All members of the Union welcome
Anyone interested in helping with

chemistry course evaluations please

come Rm 2041 Lash Miller

"Minimal Computing Machines

"

The Computer Science Club presents

a talk by Prof K C Smith, dept of

Elect Eng All welcome
Refreshments Rm 202. New Physics

8 p.m.

U of T Homophile Association

Discussion of Dr Kameny's lecture

Upstairs lounge. GSU 1 6 Bancroft

CLASSICAL CONCERT
Wednesday. January 28

Music Room- I P.M.

Three Nocturnes for Piano Trio Ernest 6/ocrS

Faculty of Music Trio

Kathy Root, Piano

Fujico Imajtshi, Violin

Paul Pulford, 'Cello

Piano Quartet in C minor, Op, 60 Brahms

Margot Burton, Violist

& Faculty of Music Trio

EVERYONE WELCOME

SOLNICkt - 0OftD 4 BREGMA* PRESENTS:

BYEDS
+- w/A -+•

Jeegarden & van winkle

maurey hayden

Sun., Feb. 1st, 8 p.m.-1 show only

MAS3EY HALL

I Tickets: $5 - S4 - $3
• SAM THE RECORO MAN
MASSEV HALL BOX OFFICE

THE BYROS

BALLAD

EASY RIDER
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PAGE FOUR
A. A violent order is diwrdci; and

B. A greot disorder i* on order. Theie

Two things or« ens.
— Wallace Sleveni

Article six of the T.T.C. regulations, which you will see posted to your right, specifi-

cally states that discounts for U of T students and other revolutionaries shall not be

allowed or permitted under any circumstances, barring an act of God, Parliament or

Dennison.

TTC - Expensive travel if you're over 18
It is time someone brought to

light the prejudiced and discrim-

inatory fare-setting practices of

the Toronto Transit Commis-
sion.

Children and anyone else un-

der 56 inches in height are the

main beneficiaries of the Com-
mission's grudging generosity. A
single fare costs them 8.3 cents.

Children should enjoy these

halcyon days while they can,

because the next time they will

get a cheap ride (at 12.5 cents) is

at the age of 65. It's a long time
to wait.

In the meantimes the years of

25 cent fares may be temporari-
ly staved off by student fares —

a 14 cent ride if you're under 18.

In other words, high school stu-

dents, who normally don't have
to commute and whose educa-
tion is free anyway, still manage
to scrape a saving from the pen-

urious TTC plate.

Compare this situation to that

of the average commuting uni-

versity student, who often must
cross a zone to reach his post-

secondary education. Going to

school will cost this man at least

40 cents a day for a two-zone
return trip.

If this student were to walk to

school every day, he could easily

save half his tuition fees in the

course of the year. These are

Editor Brian Johnson
Review Editor Larry Haiven
Sports Editor Jim Cowan, 923- 4053
Advertising ManagerCarol Cooper, 923-
8171

Editorial Offices 91 St. George, 2nd floor

Editorial Phones 923-8741
Advertising Offices 91 St. George, 1st floor

noel pitied off or what with the copy fucking
(lied loos* loos* loos* and getting tight light
tight l*oving suocuphonnohtlc.ro pistad off or
what with gooff in testacy ov«r He so there ma-
cro* and [on's cosmic halo golfing brighter and
cowan gloating ov*r almost was ftont page
sports while bo* r*r*t*wrot* and eh wow here's
mos*t who** pic mork didn't no and *rrol lot*
couldn't find and karl ploytd city for a while
cous* lohnsen flopped off to Israel with a bunch
of yonks goddomlt.
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fees which he, unlike the high
school student, must pay from
his own pocket.

Of course being an adult under
the TTC definition has its advan-
tages. For one thing you don't

have to carry an identification

card to verify your age. The TTC
cards for pensioners even carry
a photograph to foil clever 64

year-olds.

These figures are difficult to

understand, when it seems ob-

vious that those who travel with
the greatest frequency, the adult

commuters, are the heaviest
taxed. It is these commuters
who have left their cars at home
or don't have any cars to bring.

It is time the burden of public

transportation was placed on
those who ignore it instead of

those, who through no fault of

their own, are required to freeze

at bus stops in winter and suffo-

cate in subways in summer.
The people who can afford

$4.76 per one-way rush hour trip

on the Spadina Expressway are
the ones who should pay for

mass transit.

Instead, the less fortunate
members of the community, in-

cluding the ones without income,
are required to support the sys-

tem.

Unfortunately, a commuter
strike would not cripple the TTC
no matter how much it did to the

attendance at the University of

Toronto. Raising all the fares to

a flat 25 cents is not an adequate

end to discrimination either.

What the TTC needs is more
money so it can buy more buses

and add new routes. Then each

commuter should stop a motor-

ist and collect a fare from him.

If the commuter is a student he

should collect two fares to cover

his tuition. After all, if he stays

in school he won't need a ajob

and will continue to commute.
Above all, the TTC should stop

trying to decide who is good
enough to travel at low rates.

Some people grow up before

they're 56 inches and some (yes,

a few) want to go to weekday
movie matinees before they re-

tire.

LETTERS
"I have no intention of becoming

the leader of the 'real socialist revolu-
tion.' " — Gus Abols.

"I was not elected the king's first

minister to preside over the dissolu
tion of the British Empire." — Win
ston Churchill.

Tim Walsh, SGS.

u
"
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'No -struggle", or non-criticism is an essentially passive
form that avoids explicit struggle choosing instead to inter-
nalise It is a form that looks to what it sees as good and
passes over the rest. If it can endure the cynical ridicule of
the predatory critic it may be the mark of visionary integri-
ty But far more often it marks a naive and tragic hopeful-
ness that tends to hint of Orwellian visions of terror.

'Predatory criticism" is a form very hard to deal with
because it is mechanical and explcit. making use of real
events and factual information It simply finds fault and
then announces it. It tends to be presumptuous and vain
creating the impression that the critic stands above it all

To disagree with such criticism merely gets you identified
with what is wrong resulting in further confusion and often
personal hostilities.

A conscious form would tend to appear invisible to any
who have a rigid, categorical, or dogmatic view of what is

in fact the "ultimate mystery" of "reality" A science that
"sets in order the facts of experience" can be the most vi-

tal critical form for the very reason that it does not sepa-
rate "good" from "bad" experience but lather generates a
unified reflection of what actually happens It remains for

individuals to accept or reject reality and deal with it on its

own. or their own, terms. THEY ARE ONE
A conscious critical form would not divide reality into

what it likes and what it dislikes, it would generate an or-

ganic integrity that is "all things to all people", but most

is an issue that goes far beyond the isolated structure

being used as an example here The same question is an
on going, present-and-slightly-maniacal problem with the

police, i.e who will "serve and protect" and enforce the

laws that the police break? In subtler ways it manifests

throughout all social experience in any area where people

occupy positions that in any way have authority or power
over others. Finally it becomes realistically cosmic, in that

it is a function of language (including paralanguage. etc

)

and that it can and obviously is used in a way that tends to

support structures and conventions that already exist, or

questions and attacks them — which is part of the same
process in that it still has that already existing structure-

event as its focal point or. it can be used to create,

invent, or point out "alternatives" (Education?) This latter

process tends to effect a restructuring of experience itself

in that it generates completely new sets of perspectives

and circumstances,

It is our experience that there is no satisfactory and
enduring solution to any of these problems without such a

formation" because once a person has found or accepted
a "position" and become "identified" with a "role" he
tends automatically

. to become a p3rt of the structure that

has created his particular role, and thus he affirms and
accepts it and cannot seek an alternative without suggest-
ing doubt about his function which would have the effect

of draining him of the necessary energy to "efficiently" fill

as Larry Haiven concluded in a recent review." to their

seeming powerlessness (by) further abstracting It."

Another illustration is the cynical reaction of someone
who himself describes his position as "set", who when
told of an energy cell invented by Richard Keefer. a 17
year old Torontonian. responded " yeaahh. but won't that
mflatethesugarprices?" (the cell could be operated on sug-
ar as well as a number of other things) In fact it turned out
that he already knew about the discovery and had seen
more of it via tetevison than 1 had. But he Was so preoccu-
pied with finding Fault (hat he was blinded to. the real sig-

nificance of the discovery He "knew" but could not see
There is also a pervasive problem of hostility toward any

idea that we did not think of ourselves This problem is

compounded if someone is not established with wealth or

power, or in this case is under 21 and does not even have
a high school diploma, and further, showing little interest

in money or power. He wants to do something good And
that, for some reason, is not believable! It implicates us all

so we conveniently ignore and dismiss it reavealing the
effect of pride and vanity to have for many, at least as
much influence as reason or even mortal necessity
those with vested interests to keep things as they are
Homes, cars, food clothes, services, transportation and
communications can all be radically and dramatically im-
proved in quality while being reduced in price, but inertia is

so massive that specific innovations are suppressed aulo-

STORY AND PHOTO BY JON CRANEMAN KARSE MEYER

emphatically of service to those who intuit a need to un-

derstand as much as the need to apply their abilities to the

process. You, I. we become whatever form our assump-

tions, follow. If you like the appearnce of things as they are

you will like oblivion ever better. Utopia, Oblivion, or the

stagnant regressive present? All forms are within us as

potential and we generally vary automatically from one to

the other, dependent exclusively on what and who we
identify with.

Struggles for improvements will remain on the same

level of cyclic changes that only revolve around the real

issues unless we adjust the private fantasies of ambition

(right) and the public fantasies of ambition (left) to the

continuing and immediate human realities and needs (as

well as greeds) Struggle within as well as struggle with-

out

For example, should editors see themselves as having

special duties? or, special privileges? When someone

wants to do something differently than the way an editor

feels it should be, what should be the criteria to decide? Is

there value in doing something differently precisely be-

cause it alternates from what is popular with an editor? or

should an editor be free to suppress work for reasons other

than space? Beyond that there is the aching question of "if

there really must be editors (also an open issue) who will

"edit" the editors?!"

It should be pointed out here, and emphasized, that this

his particular role,

It should be noted that exhaustion, doubt and inefficien-

cy are very much a contemporary experience as roles and
identities are restructured (as McLuhan points out with a

thousand others) There are some ultimate questions being

asked and the existing and often rapidly polarized dogmas
are not an answer, but rather an aspect of the problem.

- *^\v~ i
"

.

- ^ M^osfi^m

I find the experience slightly incredible to be told that

"well . . sometimes you just have to accept things as they

a76 ..." and again, "you're just meddling," when an effort

is made to initiate discussion on obvious mistakes made
by people I consider as basically human and friendly There

is something unreal about hearing someone you know
personally, tell you the stereotype line that all kinds of en-

trenched bastards have used to ignore, dismiss and other-

wise generally repress struggles against injustice Most

also suffer from the illusion that it is only things "out

there", that is anything except what they personally do,

that is the cause of regression in general.

If the habit of accounting and setting in order the fact of

our experiences privately and with (hose we know is not

developed, when it comes to actually confronting a major

issue (public or private) we will have no real integrity to

work with and will react automatically and mechanically.

matically by individuals and established group structures

beginning with government and ending at your personal

door (you may loose your job and your identity!)

The sugar prices might inflate, they may also drop, but it

involves far more than that "point", yet that is the "point"

at which most people quit thinking we may eventually

have to support some displaced garage attendants. bu( it

wouldn't happen overnight, some would get other work,

besides which the energy cell operates on gasoline as

well! But more important it would simplify and increase

the value of the cars we use while simultaneously reducing

their cost, noise and waste and eliminating their exhaust

Governments corporations, Shell. General Motors, will

change If you want it, but not without struggle and

conscious help Think.

FULLER " First we must reorient our eons-long

nervous-reflex conditioning It is not strange that we are so

negative-minded regarding man's potential behaviour on
earth He has, up to this century a 1 in 1 00 chance of eco-

nomic success It is logical that we think of unemployment
as a negative, rather than realizing it is signaling (hat so-

ciety now has the ability to free people from the necessity

of demonstrating their right (o live by gaining and holding

employment "

(Utopia or Oblivion, cir 1969)
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"About
by John Read, Hugh McKenzie, Ron

Hibbert and Stephen Brown
(reprinted from the UWO Goielre)

The Varsity, last Wednesday, ran an

advertisement on page 2 paid for by a

Mr. Colin Brown. Mr. Brown wanted to

enlighten people about the reforms in

Mr. Benson's White Paper on Taxation.

The above students at the University

of Western Ontario replied to that ad

claiming it was misleading and con-

tained errors.

According to "a group of alarmed

Canadians," the proposed tax reforms

will "kill incentive to work and save

(and) increase the brain drain to the

more attractive tax climate in the

United States." The "group" would

have us believe that a change in mar-

ginal tax rates on the order of 2.5 per

cent, as a maximum, will kill incen-

tives. It is hard to believe that such a

small increase would at all affect the

desire to work. The maximum amount

lost by any Canadian taxpayer comes

at a gross income of $12,000 — where a

single taxpayer loses $313 a year, or

$6.02 a week.

As for the "brain drain" to the U.S.:

the figures cited in support of the case

are totally irrelevant to an evaluation

of the White Paper. We must examine,

not the tax gap between Canadians and

Americans, but rather the difference

that the White Paper makes in Canadi-

an incomes — because the gap existed

before the White Paper. As mentioned

above, the largest after-tax income

loss of any Canadian is $6.02 per week

;

again we find it difficult to believe that

such a small income differential would

materially affect decisions to emi-

grate. In this, we concur with the Cart-

er Commission, which stated, "We are

sceptical that tax factors have been a

major factor in emigration"; also with

the White Paper, which feels that ".
.

changes in conditions in the U.S. seem
to have made that country less attrac-

tive to Canadians considering emigra-

tion. .
." (White Paper, p.91)

If, in fact, the "group" objects to the

tax differential then rather than blam-
ing the tax paper as a cuasual agent, it

should criticize this departure from the

Carter Commission proposals (which
recommended a change in the rate

structure to bring Canadian taxes more
in line with American ones). The White
Paper's "crime" lies, not in creating

the tax gap, but in failing to lessen it.

Our objections to the advertisement
are compounded by the data used —
least of all because no source is given
for any of the numbers. Our principal

objection is to the hypocrisy involved.

The ad criticizes the Government for

giving a deceptive Canadian — U.S. tax

comparison, by comparing the highest

tax state to the lowest tax province,

and including U.S. Social Security
payments. We must include the latter,

because they pay for benefits which are
included in Canadian income taxes.

Then the ad. compares the state of

Ohio tax with the White Paper tax —
and, in doing so, itself gives a deceptive
comparison.

We augment the data presented in

the ad with data from the Canadian
Press — cited in the London Free Press
on November 8, 1969:

ad

Income Ad Data CP. Data
Ohio Tax New York

10,000 839 Tax

20,000 2,620 2,625

6,894

(the New York figures include Federal

and State Income taxes, and Social

Security payments: the ad neglected to

name the components of the Ohio tax.

)

This reveals a somewhat startling

discrepancy, considering that the only

difference between the two State fig-

ures should be State taxes. The table

gives the impression that State taxes

are considerably higher then Federal

taxes, when actual State income tax

revenues amount to some 10 per cent of

Federal income tax revenues. Using

the CP. data, we find that, at least up

to an income level of $20,000, single

people and married couples with no

children pay less tax than their New
York counterparts. On the other hand,

a couple with two dependent children

pays $800 more tax in Canada, at the

$20,000 level.

We note that the above comparison

was done, not to support in any way the

contents of the ad, but rather to demon-

strate the statistically meaningless

comparison of one state with one prov-

ince; they give us no national mean-
ings. It has a side effect of showing that

the advertisement is apparently wrong.

We would also point out that all com-
parisons of tax data are meaningless

without a consideration of the disposal

of the tax dollar; it is implicitly as-

sumed in such comparisons that no

benefit is accrued from tax expendi-

tures. Using Ohio as an example —
and, incidentally, Ohio has the lowest

education tax of any State in the U.S. —
a consideration of the tax expenditure

sector reveals that low education taxes

have resulted in "a statewide financial

crisis for the schools" which has

caused "freezing the size of the faculty

and eliminating such "frills" as art and
Russian." (see Time Magazine, Jan.

12, 1970, p. 65, "Ohio's Financial Cri-

sis"). In the same article, Stayner
Brighton, executive secretary of the

Ohio Education Association said, "The
real problem in Ohio is that we tax at

the lowest level of any state. We think

Ohioans should know that if taxed at

the national average, we would provide

$600 million a year more for schools.
'

'

We turn now to the section on small

business, and the contention that the

White Paper will stifle "men with

ideas and enthusiasm." The purpose of

the lower tax rate (23 per cent) on the

first $35,000 of net profits was to pro-

vide an incentive for the establishment

of small enterprises. However, this has

become one of our most-used tax

dodges — which the ad is supposedly

against (see ad, 1.14) (For example: an

entrepreneur who runs his business not

as a corporation, pays a tax of $11,861

or his $35,000 profits: the one who in-

corporates pays $8,050. In addition, the

corporate entrepreneur can, if he

makes over $35,000 profit, take some as

salary, at lower tax rates. At the 23 per

cent level, he is taxed on roughly $10,-

000; thus, he can in fact pay 23 per cent

tax on $45,000 income, while his unin-

corporated counterpart pays over 40

per cent).

We do have other investment incen-

tives, such as depreciation allowances,

which aid the budding capitalist. In

addition, under the White Paper the

entrepeneur has the option of not incor-

porating himself; treating his profits

as personal income; and averting risk

by using the income averaging provi-

sions of the Paper.

If, finally, it is felt that the intrinsic

value of small business is so great that

an extra incentive is desirable — to the

detriment of the concept of equity in

taxation — then surely some method
less discriminatory than a general tax

inequity (i.e. a loophole) should be

employed. This could be in the form of

accelerated depreciation, or a property

tax 'holiday' during the formative

years.
' Let us proceed to the next section of

the advertisement which, as far as we
can determine, is a perfect example of

"How To Lie With Statistics", (D. Huff

and I. Geis, Norton, 1954). To show

this, we will re-work the data. -

In the example, we have a lawyer

whose year billings were $40,000, of

which $30,000 was collected, and expen-

ses were $20,000. We assume he is mar-
ried, with no children.

Present #
System (a)

$30,000 Taxable Incoi

20,000 less Expenses

2,100 less Standard

7,900 Tax base

1,919 Tax
5,981 Income

less: Income:

5,981 net income

This demonstratt

sions of the White F

not receipts, are ta:

eral implications,

income differentiat

$17,500 as the ad sta

next year, under (

received (althougt

income — and w(

again. Therefore.

Paper proposal^ tb

worse off only iWi*

er also the lawyer's

the "high hurdle"

new system — since

are entirely at the I

Finally, it must be

one of the section;

which Mr. Benson

will table revisions.

"What can he d

firm"? Any lawyer

$40,000 of billings I

practice has little

firm."

The final section

gem. On the questio

must assume that

proposal reducing

Gains tax — since tl

fy otherwise. Given

would be deductibl

tax purposes, tM
would reduce the i

asset, and thus incr
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last week ..."

P White
Paper (b)

B $40,000

20,000

'eductions 2,900

17,100

5,997

11,103

)t received 10,000

1,103

one of the provi-

per: that billings,

'd. There are sev-

lote that the net
i is $4,878 — not

d: also that in the

). the $10,000 not

taxed) would be
Id not be taxed
mder the White
^wyer would be
™st year. Consid-
bility to leap over
' taxes under the
he dates of billing

fryer's discretion,

loted that this is

of the Paper for
as stated that he

but join a large
vho can generate
his first year of
teed of a "large

f the ad is a real
of risk taking, we
he White Paper
'is is the Capital
ad doesn't speci-
tat capital losses
from income for
toital Gains tax
uness of a given
se the investment

in risky ventures. Also, the Gains tax
will not change the average rate of re-
turn on any asset, and if the risk in-
volves something other than Capital
Gains, the White Paper will not affect
it.

Will foreign investment be slowed
down by the new proposals? The major
effect of the White Paper in this area
would be to reduce the advantages to

people operating in tax — haven coun-
tries — in other words, one of the fa-

vorite "tax avoidance schemes" of the
rich would be reduced in effectiveness.
Major investing countries — if their
money were deemed necessary for
Canada — could be joined to Canada by
tax treaties: they would retain some or
all of the present advantageous sys-
tem.

An interesting point: Why mention
the Estate tax in the ad? The White
Paper doesn't propose any changes in

this area: Major revisions were effect-

ed last spring. Further, why would the

Gains tax cause people "with modest
wealth" to leave the country — espe-

cially when the proposed tax is the

same as that of the logical receiver

country, the U.S.? They tax 25 per cent

on realized total gains; the White Pap-
er would tax 50 per cent of 50 per cent

of capital gains, for an effective rate of

25 per cent. The only problem here is

the proposed accrual taxation of stock

gains — but Mr, Benson has stated that

he will revise this.

The point that the cost of money will

rise as capital leaves the country rests

on the somewhat dubious assumption
that the capital will in fact, leave. This

is a case of building shaky walls on

shakier foundations.

Per George Orwell's "1984", govern-

ment control of assets can only be ex-

panded at the same rate as tax reve-

nues. Under the White Paper, total tax

revenues will rise by 1.5 per cent,

which is a somewhat marginal change.

This figure has been widely criticized

as grossly underestimating tax revenue

increases. Even if it is one tenth of the

true one, a rise in gross tax revenues of

15 per cent is hardly Orwellian. And
once again, we know nothing about the

disposition of these taxes.

The "group" stated that they sup-

ported the objectives of the White Pap-

er — making the Canadian tax system

more equitable. In the above paper, we

have shown the group's objectives to be

not only misleading in themselves, but

also inconsistent with these overall

goals. It is typical of objections to the

White Paper coming from interest

groups that they disguise their self in-

terests in the furor of pious concern for

the country as a whole.

For further confirmation of fact, do

not write Colin Brown — look it up

yourself.

IS

you work
for the

University,

we'd like

to work
for you.

920-9951
Call us.

Employees from all over the university — clerical, technical

and cafeteria — are coming to the Canadian Union of

Public Employees to help them improve their wages
and working conditions.

CUPE could work for you.

CUPE will be allowed to bargain for you only after a

majority have joined.

If you believe that your wages and working conditions are

not what you and your family need and deserve there is

only one way to make things better.

Join CUPE.

The CanadianUnion of
Public Employees

ll x
/z Spadina Road, Toronto
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THE

AT HOME
FEBRUARY SIXTH

GORD LIGHTFOOT
IN CONCERT

SUN. FEB. 8th, 7 P.M.

AT
CONVOCATION HALL

TICKETS: 3.50 (AT THE S.A.C. OFFICE)

PRESENTED BY THE BLUE &WHITE SOCIETY

POLITICAL ECONOMY COURSE UNION
MEETING

TUES. JAN. 27, 4 P.M. SS 1083

AGENDA COURSE EVALUATIONS

• PRELIMINARY REPORT
OF THE CUG COMMITTEE

• SPADINA

EVERY WEDNESDAY TO END
OF TERM 7:30 p.m.

ROCHDALE
2nd FLOOR LOUNGE

ENCOUNTER GROUPS FOR
Students and Other Adults

Sponsored by-

CLAREMONT EXPERIMENT
CALL IMEOI ATELY
922-9045 or 247-M70

SMALL FEE PER SESSION

MEMO: TO ALL SAC FEESPAYING STUDENTS

RE: SAC PRESIDENCY ELECTIONS FOR 70-71 SESSION
Nominations for the SAC President and Vice-President open on

Monday. February 2nd, 1970. at 9 a.m. and close on Tuesday, February

10th, 1970, at 5 p.m.

The election will be held on Tuesday, March 3rd, 1970. Advance

polls will be held on February 27th, in faculties where there is a clash

in timing.

Election rules are available from the Elections committee at the SAC Office.

Nomination forms will be available at the SAC office on the day nominations open.

Any SAC-Fees paying student is eligible to be a candidate for the SAC Presidency.

Signed: Ceta Ramkhatawansingh, Co-chairman

SAC Elections Committee

X

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY FEB. 5, 6,

7

HART HOUSE THEATRE

UX. FOLLIES

THE LIBRARY COMMITTEE OF HART HOUSE

PRESENTS

FRANCIS SPARSHOTT
Reading his own poetry

DISCUSSION AND COFFEE TO FOLLOW

ALL WELCOME

8:00 p.m.

Thursday, January 29

HART HOUSE LIBRARY

ITS WHERE ITS HAPPENING
Meet your friends st

PETIT PALAIS COIFFURE

TICKETS $2 IN J.C.R. REFECTORY OR HART HOUSE
..................
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\Q -* JF All the LltHl Mod Style*
"^^/^ and Culi by any of our 5 Styllspi

W« specialize In long hair styling _

20% discount Monday through Thursday
with proof of A.T.L. Card

415 Bloor St. W. Comer Spadina - Borders, campus
Open Thursday and Friday Evenings

For appointment phone 922-3823 -

DLUC AMU WmiC

inc dluc amu wnuc

DLUC AMU WmiC 3UUCIT

IMC DLUC AMU WHIIC 3UUCI

T

CLASSIFIED
RENT A Tape-recorder Bond new Cas-

sette. As low as 50c daily 921-7702

•ALL SYSTEMS SAY GO" Carnival

Quebec S39 50 — Trailways bus holel 8c

carnival. Jan. 30 — Feb. 1 Phone 239-
6569 Of 278-1698 wine women song
book now space limited. B V.O.B

TYPING thesis, essays, notes, charts. Eng-

lish. French, other languages Mimeo-
graphing, electric typewriters Mary Dale
Scott iM. Davies) 86 Bloor St W. Room
225 922-7624.

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today lor Iree booklef'The Day you buy a

diamond' H Proctor and Ci . 131 Bloor

St. W.. Suite416. 921-7702.

FOR RENT: quiet grad student to rent 1 or

2 furnished rooms on Palmerston near

Harbord Rent S55 or S65 mo Call 534-

8137.

69 CORVETTE COUPE, Brand new Le-

Mans Blue, 350-350 HP, PS. PB. 4 way.
AM/FM. etc List S7775. special 1 only
S6363, call Howie now. 630-5656 or

633-5942

STUDENT APARTMENT. Easy walking
distance of University of Toronto newly
renovated with all new appliances

S1 10 00 a month. Available immediately

Call after 6 PM. 925-5419

WANTED — male student to share lovely

llet near subway. 766-061 8 mornings, late

evening

STOP SPADINA SAVE OUR CITY
Committee needs coordinating Volunteers

to distribute panphlets and collect signa-

tures on petitions Please drop in at 373
Huron St. (Ward 6 — east of Yonge — call

Peter Stpllery — 922-4400.)

ESSAYS AND THESIS TYPED at home
— reasonable Telephone 755-9306 or

449-6329 after 6 PM.

FAST ACCURATE HOME TYPING —
keep Ihis name and number lor lulure use
— Mrs Linda Flood — 884-6526. FREE
PICK UP AND DELIVERY.

ROPE. BURN, PILLAGE, Drive the 7th
Annual Engineering Society Novice Car
Rally. Saturday, February 7. Entries at En-

gineering Stores or call Delta Tau Delta.

923-7072

STENOGRAPHER will type reports or

thesis. Fast and accurate. Pickup and deliv-

ery. Call Miss Bolton 239-7111 or 233-

66BO.

LARGE, CLEAN. ATTIC FOR RENT.
Share large kitchen and bathroom with 3
groovy people under 25 Phone 922-7859
or 925-6486 Rent reasonable,

MALE GRADUATE STUDENT in Drama
Centre needs one person to share"two
bdim furnished apt, 10 min. from campus,
565 mo each, call 964-7852

REWARD — NO QUESTIONS ASKED
— for information leading to the return of a

¥* -length BLAGK LEATHER COAT
which was stolen at the UC dance Satur-

day. JAN. 1 7 Phone 638-4531^

FOR SALE: Almost new 195 cm. Ton!
Sailor FIBERGLASS SKIIS complete
with cubco step-in bindings S1 50 and 2 yr.

guarantee. WET SUIT — 3/16 nylon
lined complete with hood fits 5'8" man.
S30 Phone 486-6779 anytime after 6
P,M,

ACCOMMODATION: male, maid ser-

vice, cook, colour T V recreation facilities

parking. 22 Madison. 923-0808.

LARGE SINGLE ROOM. Shared kitchen

and dining rooms. Pool table. Stereo com-
ponent system. Qualifications — graduate
student working on another degree St

George Graduate Residence 321 Bloor St.

W 928-4885

EXPERT TYPING Service Electric Ma-
chine Term papers, reports, manuscripts,
theses etc Wide experience, fast service

Reasonable rates Irene Kenyon. 224 St.

George St Apt 404. Phone 923-401

1



oau Tirm in discipline dispute
Art Moses is a third year arts

student in UC. He is chairman of
the SAC Judicial Committee.

by Art Moses
The SAC general meeting

last Wednesday stuck to SAC's
original position, and appoint-
ed 20 students from which 6
would be drawn by lot for a
proposed interim university
disciplinary committee.
The SAC proposal was re-

jected by the ATS when first

suggested last fall, and most
Council reps doubted that ATS
reaction following the appoint-
ments would be different.

The conflict arose during
discussions in President Bis-
sell's office in the fall between
representatives of SAC, GSU,
Part Time Students Associa-
tion and the ATS. Consensus
was reached on the composi-
tion of an interim staff-student

discipline committee pending
implementation of the Camp-
bell Report. The committee
would consist of 10 faculty and
10 students (6 SAC, 3 GSU, and
1 part time.)

The breakdown occurred
over how the members of that

committee should be chosen.
SAC felt they should be di-

rectly appointed by the rele-

vant organizations, since the
body would make rules as well
as adjudicate them, and any
disciplinary action it took
would be, in effect, a precedent
affecting the future of the uni-

versity.

ATS PROPOSAL STANDS

The ATS position was that

members must be drawn by lot

from the entire student and
faculty bodies to avoid political

bias.

There is now no legitimate

rule-making body in this uni-

versity. And there won't be
such a legislative body to guide

any judiciary until action is

taken on a new governing coun-

cil to replace the Board of

Governors.

Given the necessity for the

interim tlisciplinary body to be

legislative and political as well

as judicial, the ATS position

was clearly unacceptable.

SAC, however, did proceed
along the lines of a compro-
mise suggested in the fall

meetings by Pres. Bissell. The
SAC Judicial Committee which

included SAC Pres. Gus Abols

unanimously selected 20 stu-

dents earlier this month from
39 applicants. That selection

was ratified by council

Wednesday.

ALTERNATIVES INADEQUATE

Representatives realized

they were, in effect, opposing

the several alternative sugges-

tions recently discussed by the

Campbell Programming and
Implementation Committee.
(One such proposal suggest-

ed the interim committee con-

RENT A
TAPE RECORDER

BRAND NEW CASSETTES

AS LOW AS 50<t DAILY

921-7702

sist of the SAC, GSU, APUDS,
ATS presidents along with the

Deans of Arts and Law. Claude

Bissell would be non-voting

chairman. It would place tre-

mendous power in the hands of

six already powerful individu-

als.)

It was clear SAC's action

Wednesday might prevent any
new disciplinary body being

established before action is

taken on a new governing coun-

cil and on the Campbell Report
recommendations.

JUSTIFIED BY IMPLICATIONS

But the implications of such

a body at this time justify that

decision

:

• Any new disciplinary body

with legislative-judicial pow-

ers, with the appearance of

more "representativeness"

than the present Caput, would

significantly lessen the pres-

sure on the university com-

munity to establish a new gov-

erning council to replace the

Board of Governors.

• It would also remove some

of the impetus for general leg-

islative reforms in depart-

ments and faculties.

• By reforming its top disci-

plinary structure, the universi-

ty would be removing the

immediate necessity for im-

plementing the Campbell re-

port recommendations, calling

for mediation of disputes in

classrooms and departments

by structures set up for that

purpose.

• By establishing a central-

ized judicial-political body

before major reforms at the

departmental level, we would

be undermining the spirit of

both CUG and Campbell re-

ports which argue that power

must be decentralized and dis-

persed throughout the universi-

ty.

• The existence of this "in-

terim" disciplinary body be-

fore the Campbell recommen-
dations are implemented
would lift the constraints pres-

ently on members of the uni-

versity community to settle

disputes through mediation at

the lower levels.

COULD HINDER REFORM
Setting up a more legitimate

disciplinary body at this time
poses serious difficulties for

prospects of reform at this

university.

As SAC members felt

Wednesday, an interim disci-

plinary committee is some-
thing that students should not

help set up unless they are
convinced it is really satisfac-

tory. Given that SAC had al-

ready compromised its origi-

nal position, the Council was
justified in reiterating its

stand.

SAC is not opposing estab-

lishment of a legitimate disci-

plinary body in the university.

It is saying, given the absence

of legislative reform, top level

disciplinary changes will have
to conform very closely to its

own proposal.

_

For the same reason, the

ATS is saying roughly the same
thing about their stand. Hope-

fully out of this apparent dead-

lock will emerge new steps

toward general reform in uni-

versity decision-making, along

with quick implementation of

the Campbell report.

HOUSE 50
BRIDGE CLUB

A.C.B.L. Sanctioned Games
EVERY TUESDAY-6:45 P.M.

East Common Room

RECORD ROOM INSTRUCTION
EVERY TUESDAY - I P.M.

RECORD ROOM B

FILM MAKING
ATTENTION all students 8. Staff

Interested in organizing FILM
MAKING AT U. OF T. There will be

a General Meeting- 4:00 P.M.
WEDNESDAY

. JANUARY 28th
SOUTH SITTING ROOM

Further lnfo:-David Peebles
362-057 I

P.A.C.O.F.R.O.H.H.
COMMUNITY MEETING-7'30 P.M.

WEDNESDAY. JANUARY 28

DEBATES ROOM
COME & SPEAK YOUR PEACE

Everyone Welcome

YOU GOTTA HAVE HART
Prove you know where your

Hart Is. V O T E on

JANUARY 28

THE LIBRARY COMMITTEE PRESENTS
FRANCIS SPARSHOTT
Reading his own poetry

Thursday, January 29th

Everyone Welcome

NEW YORK PIZZA HOUSE
620 YONGE STREET CORNER OF ST. JOSEPH - 925-1736
Wo specialize in New York and New England sryle pica and homo-made

spaghetti. WE MAKE THE BEST PIZZA IN TOWN
STUDENTS FREE DELIVERY IN OUR AREA & HOT PIZZA

RIGHT TO Y DU R ROOM
5:00 P.M. - 1:00 A.M. DAILY

HART HOUSE ELECTION

1970

ATTENTION MEN

YOU GOTTA HAVE HART IF YOU WANT TO

MAINTAIN SUCH WORTHY INSTITUTIONS

AS THE BLACK HART PUB.

PROVE YOU KNOW WHERE YOUR HART

IS & VOTE WEDNESDAY JANUARY 28 IN

HART HOUSE FOR MEMBERS OF THE

HOUSE, ART, LIBRARY, DEBATES & MUSIC

COMMITTEES.

A full list of Candidates will

appear in Wednesday's Varsity.
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GRADUATE STUDENTS' UNION

GENERAL
MEETING

Monday, January 26, 1970

12:00 noon

at

G.S.U., 16 Bancroft Avenue

AGENDA
Adoption of Charter of Incorporation

New Constitution Interim Budget

Copies Available at C.S.U. Office

RENT A
TAPE RECORDER

BRAND NEW CASSETTES

AS LOW AS 500 DAILY
921 - 7703 .

Cornell hangs on

SAILORS

On the 28 January at 7.30

P.M. there will be on IMPOR-
TANT MEETING of the Sailing

Club in Rm. 241 of the Gerald

Larkin Academic Bldg. (east

side of Devonshire Place) Films

and discussion. Extremely im-

portant. All sailors and those

who look the introductory sail-

ing course welcome.

continued from page 12

hold on and protect their lead than

it was for Blues to mount an effec-

tive offense.

Despite the loss, it was Blues

best showing of the year as they

harrassed the much-vaunted Cor-

nell attack and held it to its lowest

points production of the year The

key lay in the relentless forecheck-

ing and excellent effort turned in

by the blueline corps, led by Mc-

Dowall and Field

BLUENOTES . . .Saturday's

game drew the best crowd of

the year, with attendance of

4,378. . .three stars were Dave
McDowafl, Cornell's Gord Lowe
and Brian Cropper. . .final shots

on goal were even. 33-33.

.there were 11 penalties, six to

Blues and five to Cornell. .

.Blues next game is against the

Gryphons in Guelph Tuesday. .

next home contest is a score-

settler with Loyola next Friday. .

WT
LEADERSHIP
in Business

in Government

in Public Service

For students of all majors

WHARTON GRADUATE
Management education for creative leadership

Patrick G. Caviness, Assistant Director of Admissions

will be on campus Thursday, January 29.

Contact your Placement Office for an Appointment

Gerry Barker pots a shot for two during Saturday's loss to Guelph.

phoio by peter kirby

COMING WEDNESDAY COMING WEDNESDAY

Girls Hockey! Fencing!! Wrestling!!!

AND MUCH MORE

STUDENTS FOR ISRAEL
commences a vital seminar program starting Sun. 25 January.

We encourage all those interested in making this a successful

program by their participation to attend a general enrollment

& discussion session Wed. 28, Jan. 1 P.M.

Room 12 U.C.
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Judges fail to show at Western gym meet
Saturday morning found

University of Toronto Gymnas-

tics Blues motoring to London,

Ontario for an informal exhibi-

tion meet with Western and

Waterloo. And informal was

how* it turned out, for it seems

that the judges had neglected

to show up.

So here were four coaches,

representative of all three

teams, holding a conference

after each free exercise rou-

tine to decide upon its merits.

Toronto coach Julio Roncon,

who has been a qualified Inter-

national judge, was presiding.

Following the routine of Toron-

to's Phil Michaelis, he asked

the other three if they had no-

ticed anything particularly dif-

ficult in it. "No," suggested

one, "but I thought that the two

front flips in a row was a bit

repetitious."

Gymnastics experts will

know that two front flips in a

row is a very difficult move-
ment to execute and is rated at

the C (most difficult) level.

But the meet's atmosphere
was quite congenial, and when

coach Roncon had finished ex-

plaining the feat of Phil's front

flips to the other coaches, they
agreed to award 7.3 points,

good for second spot just 0.1

behind teammate Al Forest.
Fortunately, it was a good

afternoon for a friendly, infor-

mal sort of competition from
Toronto's standpoint. When
John Kortright could not make
the trip, the Blues found them-
selves with only one of their

potential three top all-round

competitors. Furthermore,
they were short in a number of

routines. In gymnastics, the

scores of the top three routines

for a team on each event count

towards that team's total

score. Having less than three

on any event in a sport where
tenths of a point are precious is

usually equivalent to losing the

meet before it begins. Toronto
had only two competitors on

rings and high bar. It is not

surprising that they ended up
dropping the meet to the home
side. (Waterloo, with its two-

man team halved by an injury

during the warm-up, did not

get a team score.)

Individually, AI Forest had a

fine day, combining thirds on

rings, parallel bars, and high

bar with a second in vaulting

and a first in free exercise to

finish third in the standings.

Gary Wicks competed all-

round for the first time, and

was a commendable fourth. On
single events, he placed fourth

in rings and parallel bars, and

third on pommel horse. Arthur

Stein trailed him in fourth spot

on the latter event. Phil Mi-

chaelis, who had passed the

warm-up trying to sew the split

in his gymnastics slippers be-

cause his girlfriend's nimble

fingers had been left at home,

added a fourth place vault to

his second place free exercise

routine.

The meet was very valuable

as the Toronto gymnasts per-

formed before the largest,

most enthusiastic crowd they

have yet seen. It also gave

them a badly needed third

workout for the week. This

department's continuing poll

still shows the Blues far out in

front in the race for the title of

most underpractised team in

the league.

ll
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Swimmers drown Queens'
For Blues, it was six for six,

as they defeated Queens at

Hart House on Saturday after-

noon.

The 67-24 score is in no way
indicative of the Toronto

strength or Queens weakness.
Half a dozen Toronto swim-
mers were given the weekend

off to allow others to experi-

ment with a third event. The
swimmers came through and

the meet was a success.

As the OQAA Championships
draw near, swimmers take

every opportunity to try new
approaches to their race.

Freestylers John Twohig and

Terry Bryon certainly took

advantage by turning in sea-

sons best times in the 200 and

500 freestyle events respec-

tively.

Other event winners for

Toronto were Adam Gesing
(1000 Free), Jim Shaw (200

Fly), Don Carr (200 Back) and

Morris Vaillancourt (200

Breast). Toronto also won both

Medley and Free relays. For
Queens, Rob Herman won the

200I.M. and 100 Free.

Each week, dual meet re-

sults, from across the country

are tabulated and are printed

out in the form of the top 15

swimmers in each event.

Toronto swimmers are high on
the list in almost every event.

As of Thursday Jan. 22, Toron-
to was first in the following

events: 200 Back (Jim Shaw),

200 Fly (Jim Shaw), 50 Free

(Theo Van Ryn), 200 Free

(Mike Guinness), 500 Free

(Mike Guinness), 1000 Free

(Mike Guinness), and 200 I.M.

(Jim Shaw). In the other

events: Barry Bowerman 200

Breast (Third) and Doug Mac-

intosh 100 Free (Third). For
those who are interested, com-

i Skiiers sweep tourney
|

3 A consistent Alpine team and a strong Nordic team :

>•: joined forces to defeat Queen's University by a narrow :

margin in Ottawa this weekend and win the Carleton :

Invitational Ski meet for the first time.

8 The meet, in which eight teams competed, also marked

the first victory for a Varsity ski team in intercollegiate
I

competition since 1957.

8 Bill Beck is the coach of the current team.

:¥ In the Alpine events, Varsity placed second in the Slalom

to Queen's and fourth in the Giant-Slalom to finish second

8 overall.

•i-: The Nordic skiers won the Jumping event convincingly,

|S but were edged by Queen's in the to km. Cross-Country

j:-: race.

£ Curtis Eastmure was the strong-man in the Alpine events

j:j
placing 7th in the combined. Robin Philpot finished 9th and

S Peter Boyd was nth.

:|: In the Nordic events, Per Furst placed second in the

S Cross-Country and Jumping to win the individual Norid Ti-

S tie. Varsity made it a clean sweep of the Jumping event as

f: Jukka Heikurinen came second and Rein Brand was third.

•:i Other team members who competed at Ottawa were

i? Brian McMillan and Bob Colquhoun in the Alpine and Bill

•:! Glover and Keijo Laine in the Noridc.

•f To provide some lighter moments, Colquhoun brought
:

i along his bagpipes and kept the team entertained with

j:| his many lively renditions.
_

TUCK SHOP
HART HOUSE

JANUARY 29th

4- ?

(Guys & Gals Will Be Asked

For Proof of Age & Library Cards)

plete copies of the top 15 are

available in Hart House.

For Blues, Saturday Jan. 31

is the big swimming weekend.

Toronto will host Oswego State

in a dual meet at 2 p.m. and
McGill at 8 p.m. McGill fin-

ished second behind Toronto by
six points at last years Nation-

al Championships and are

strong again this year.

Ant;

9241974

We are "Direct" Diamond
Dealers handling both loose
and mounted diamonds. Our
booklet tells you what to look

for and what to expect when
you invest in a diamond. You
can purchase from us on a

"Direct" basi s.

H. PROCTOR & Co.

131 BLOOR ST. W. SUITE 416

THIS WEEK AT SAC
Monday , Jan. 26 Judicial Committee meeting, South

Sitting room in Hart House, to dis-

cuss SAC's final reply to the Camp-
bell report. 12-2 p.m.

Co-op grocery store mtg. in the SAC
office-7:30 p.m.

Tuesday. Jan. 27 Services Commission meeting in the

SAC office -2 p.m.

Wednesday, Jan. 28 Education Commission meeting in

the SAC office. To discuss budgets

and education consultants. - 10 a.m.

Regular SAC executive meeting in

the SAC office at 6 p.m.

Thursday, Jan. 29 Communications Commission meet-

ing. Interviewing applicants for Man-

aging Director of Radio Varsity,

Random Editor, Student Handbook

editor. Summer Varsity Editor. SAC
office, 5 p.m.

SAC priorities meeting SAC office

at 5 p.m.

COMMUNITY MEETING ON THE FUTURE OF HART HOUSE

COME & SPEAK YOURPE^CE
OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS, STAFF & GRADUATES

DEBATES ROOM 7 p.m. - WED. JAN. 28th

Presidential Advi.ery Committee on the Future Role of Hart House



Cornell edges Blues 2-1 in thriller

Here are ihi

Above, Grant

(4) attempts t

Terry Pet<

e two most unpleasant moments for Blues in their 2-1 loss to Cornell Saturday night.

Cole slumps to the ice after a backhand shot by Kevin Petit, (7) scored, as John Wright

heck. Below, Dick Bertrand ( 19) signals his third period tie-breaker as Bill Buba (11)

and Terry Parsons (5) arrive too late.
photos by don andrew

The corridor outside the Cor-

nell dressing room was jammed
with fans fighting their way out

of Varsity Arena and old ac-

quaintances pushing through

the mob to congratulate Big Red
coach Ned Harkness.

Inside the small, cramped
suite allotted to visitors the

team from Ithica, N.Y., all but

two of them Canadians, stripped

off their sweaty armor and took

long swigs from green soft drink

bottles, secure in the knowledge

that their unbeaten season had
been extended to 13 games.

"That's the best team we've

played," Harkness was saying.

"It's a tremendously coached
club.

"

Across the arena, the Varsity

Blues relatively plush quarters

were silent. The players show-
ered and dressed quickly, quiet-

ly, and slipped out one by one.

When most had left, assistant

captain John Wright was still

sitting in his complete uniform,

staring at his skates.

"I still think we're a better

team than they are." he said

quietly. "But whose going to

believe that now?"

By JIM COWAN

A goal early in the third period

proved to be the winner Saturday

night as Cornell University's Big

Red hockey team fought off a de-

termined Varsity Blues squad and

bung on for a 2-1 victory.

The exhibition game was the

third time the two teams have

met. and the U S team emerged

with an unblemished record. It

was undoubtedly the best game
Varsity fans have seen this year

Blues took off from the opening

faceoff. checking the Cornell for-

wards in their own end and stand-

ing up at the blueline to repeatedly

break up Big Red rushes Varsity's

stiff checking and the Canadian

style of play which allows greater

bodily contact seemed to throw

the visitors off balance, and Blues

outshot them 1 5-6 in that period

But it was Cornell that opened

the scoring at 13:58. With Garth

Ryan off for elbowing. Blues pow-

er play was pressing around goalie

Brian Cropper Then a pass from

behind the net went wide and was
snatched off by Gordon Lowe,

who carried into Blues end before

throwing a pass over to Kevin Pe-

tit, who scored,

But Blues stormed back and at

17:30 Paul Laurent completed a

good passing play from Nick

Holmes and Dave fvlcDowall by

blasting a low shot past Cropper

Blues generally held the edge in

the first two periods and Cropper

played great goal to keep the

score tied The second period in

particular was a netminders dual,

as Cropper made spectacular

saves on Dave Field, Laurent and

a half dozen other Blues, while at

the other end rookie Grant Cole

cooly picked one shot off Dick

8ertrand's stick and blocked a

pointblank drive by Dan Lodboa

Blues were outshot 17-10 on the

period, as both teams failed to

score.

Perhaps the turning point came
in the closing minutes of the sec-

ond period when Blues, one man
up after a penalty to Cornell's Pe-

tit, were unable to muster an

effective power play, and the two

minutes passed with the Big Red

team getting more good chances

than did Blues.

At any rate, Bertrand's goal at

1
: 1 5 of the third settled the mat-

ter, for with both teams growing

tired, it was easier for Cornell to

See CORNELL, page 10

B-Ball squad succumbs to Guelph
By PETER WHITE

Another chapter in the continuing story of

lost Varsity basketball respectability was
written Saturday afternoon as Toronto's lone-

some Blues were first chewed up and then spit

back out by the Gryphons' of Guelph 90-54.

For the crowd (a so-called cast of 51 who
witnessed the opening tip) there was little to

do but dig in on the old textbooks, now a stan-

dard procedure for the "regulars" during ex-

travaganzas of the sort witnessed Saturday.

To those frustrated basketball buffs who feel

cheated this season may I advise that New II

will provide you with thrills equal to any you

may have missed Saturday.

How, you ask, can a team, from this school

yet, lose by 36 points to an opponent which last

season won but one game and were them-
selves bombed on Wednesday night. Shooting

stats tell part of the woesome tale. Blues hit a

paltry 21.9 per cent for the game, including a

second half run of 17,5 per cent. Many of those

lost bombs were thrown up from ridiculous

angles which even a St. Bob could not be ex-

pected to make.
Things were so bad in fact that it was not

until Angus Braid made a lay-up at the four-

teen minute mark that Blues made two from
the floor in the second half, making the score

at that stage 54-29.

Guelph. on the other hand, hit an outstand-

ing 50.9 per cent. Many of their points were
made on clear shots to the hoop as Varsity
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defenders, scattered in various disarray,

struggled to catch the faster Gryphons.

Saturday's game confirmed what has been

suspected for a long time. This year's Blues

not only lack speed but border on flatfooted-

ness. Guelph, with a one-and-three record

coming into the game, proved to be a well-

drilled team which runs adeptly and executes

with an enthusiasm and efficiency which
could certainly inspire jealousy from Varsity

bailers. Guelph's performance here is just an

example of the mounting hopelessness of the

Varsity basketball situation at all levels of

jurisdiction.

Players are quick to admit that they prefer

playing on the road where a crowd of several

thousand can be expected and for whom they

can "get up." The only enthusiasm generated

Saturday was the bell ringing of some little

kid who in his blessed innocence remained
oblivious to the murder being perpetrated

down the court.

Blues this season just don't have it. The
reasons lie much deeper than a mere lack of

talent. There seems little that Coach John
McManus and his players can do about the

dilemma in which they find themselves envl-

oped. The athletic department should wake up
to the fact that if you let what will be —be—
you'll wind up in the ash can — a place only

slightly more depressing than the York gymn
Saturday afternoon.

Blues' John Hodden {behind Guelph player) stretches for the ball as

Mike Betcherman (43) of Blues looks on.
photo bypeter kirby
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CLM charges GSU with political discrimination
By LIZ WILUCK

The Graduate Students'

Union Senior Executive took a
trouncing at the General Meet-
ing Monday afternoon at 16

Bancroft St.

A 25-minute agenda debate
and continuous procedural
squabbles over the regular
business of the GSU preceded
the main point of contention —
charges by the Canadian Liber-

ation Movement of political

discrimination in the use of

GSU facilities.

A motion of censure against
Phillip Wults, GSU employee
and non-elected voting mem-
ber of the executive was pro-
posed by Gail Dexter, (SGS), a
CLM member.
Miss Dexter charged that

Wults had taken it on his own
authority as employee to bar
the CLM from use of GSU fa-

cilities. She said that two CLM
members had begun to run off

a leaflet on Friday night. They
were evicted from the build-

ing.

Michael Vaughan GSU presi-

-dent said that the two people
had refused to identify them-
selves, and that when the cam-
pus police were called in, the

affair was settled amicably
and the two left.

NO RESERVATION
Mr. Wults objected to the

charges on the ground that the

CLM had made no reservation
for the facilities. He also did
not consider the group a gradu-
ate organization. After the
meeting. Miss Dexter ex-

plained that there are 17 gradu-
ate CLM members, two-thirds

of the organization.
Miss Dexter, he said, had

phoned before her arrival. He
denied the CLM the use of the

gestetner "in my capacity as
watchman."
He then received a call from

Mrs. Marjaleena Repo, organ-
izer for the GSU. He hung up
when she became "rather abu-
sive".

Michael Vaughan, GSU President

Miss Barbara Smith, execu-
tive assistant to the Graduate
Students' Union yesterday re-

signed her position.

She said that events over the

past weekend involving denial

of facilities to the Canadian
Liberation Movement, and
subsequent charges of political

discrimination, had been diffi-

cult.

Yesterday, GSU President

Michael Vaughan accused her

"on information from 'a relia-

ble source' of phoning people"

to pack the general meeting on

Monday. "I hadn't been," said

Miss Smith.

She also cited "general dis-

satisfaction with some mem-
bers of the executive".

Miss Smith has been work-
ing for the GSU for two years,

and many members feel that

she virtually runs the office.

Although she was under con-

tract for her first year, this

year's executive did not renew
it. Both she and organizer Mar-
jaleena Repo are paid by the

month.

"I knew Repo would open
the door for them, so I re-

moved the machine." Mrs.
Repo arrived with Miss Dexter

and two other CLM members,
and found the Gestetner miss-

ing.

Wults went on to say that

Mrs. Repo then entered his of-

fice and grabbed a book and
"the notes of an essay I had
been working on for six weeks"
and walked out with them. He
went back to the office and re-

trieved the items from the
president's desk. Then, he
said, Mrs. Repo "with that fine

handbag of hers, hit me on this

side of my face."

OOORBASHER?

He also said that one of the

men "a tall, bearded fellow"
said "you're going to give me
the machine or I'll bash in

every door in the building."

At this point, Wults left the

building and returned with two
campus policemen. A phone-
call to GSU treasurer Eddie
Wein gave post facto authori-
zation to the action. Police
took down the names of those
involved, and everyone left.

Mr. Steve Moore (SGS).
charged that there- were no
previous policy rules which
could exclude the CLM — "ex-
cept the rules in your head".

Mr. Vaughan suggested that

the matter be tabled pending
executive investigation. Some-
one near the back called out
"Whitewash".

From the back row, Wults
mumbled "This meeting is a
sham anyway — you people are
pigs."

QUORUM CALL

A quorum call indicated
about 30 members present. 25
voting members — out of a
possible 6.310 — represent a
quorum.

As the chairman coughed
and hesitated over the reading
of the motion, Wults walked
out followed by secretary
Charles Zabrowski and two
others. One stopped in the
doorway to call to Vaughan.
"Mike, Mike — get out here —
there won't be a quorum."
Mike obliged, and Treasurer,
Ed. Wein called for a quorum
count.

Immediately, several people
were on their feet yelling "Get
back here Vaughan. What are
you being paid for?"

Vaughan then hovered in the

doorway as a second quorum
count was taken. Exactly 25

voting members were present.

Zabrowski stormed back in

shouting, "I'd like to see
everyone's ATL card." It was
pointed out that all cards had
been checked at the door be-
fore he arrived.

Members by now were heat-
edly demanding that the chair-
man call for a vote. The motion
of censure passed overwhelm-
ingly. The meeting was ad-
journed, leaving half the agen-
da untouched.

EXEC DEFEATED
A motion was also passed,

reversing a previous executive
decision that all charges for
GSU facilities be dropped ex-
cept for clean-up and break-
age. Another granted any grad-
uate student the right to use
the gestetner facilities with
payment for paper and ink.

Members defeated an agen-
da change for approval of the
president's report and ap-
proved a grant of $1,000 to the
Community Co-op Day Care
Centre, which the executive
had previously defeated.

Vaughan later said that "the
meeting seemed to be fairly

well packed". Miss Dexter
replied, "If the conservative
voice doesn't have a great
enough interest, then that is a
problem. If a wrong has been
committed, then naturally
progressive people will turn
out to fight for their rights."

Challenged on his condoning
of the quorum-breaking tactic

(also used by the conservative
element of the SAC), Vaughan
fairly shouted at the reporter,

"Look at that meeting. That
wasn't participatory democra-
cy, lady. Do you want a mass
meeting to determine cases of

personal discipline? I can't

accept that."

"I'm not going to stay and
participate in a discipline deci-

sion made by 30 people.

"I'm calling a general meet-
ing three weeks from today"
he announced.

Students to strike over residence rules
FREDERICTON (CUP) - Students

at St. Thomas University here have
told their administration to abolish

curfews and visiting regulations for

residence students, or face a student

strike by Feb. 1.

The student ultimatum was unani-

mously passed at a Jan. 19 general

meeting by one-third of St. Thomas' 900

students; the move followed a year of

negotiation with the Roman Catholic

administration over residence rules.

Students are demanding that admin-

istration president Donald Duffie set

up a student-faculty-administration

committee to work out details of a new
policy no later than the beginning of the

next academic year.

If the administration refuses, stu-

dents will call a general strike Feb. 1.

Plans for further action have not been

worked out.

A brief outlining suggestions for a

new residence policy was presented by

the St. Thomas student council to the

executive of the board of governors last

December. The executive refused to

vote on the issue, stating that open

rooms were "an internal matter;" the

final decision resting with Duffie.

St, Thomas is the third Roman Cath-

olic university in the Maritimes where
administrators have come into conflict

with students over residence regula-

tions.

Students at St. Francis Xavier Uni-

versity at Antigonish, N.S., unilaterally

opened their residences October 22,

1969; students at St. Mary's University

at Halifax incurred administration

wrath when they attempted the same
action in November.

The St. Mary's administration in-

voked new, harsher penalties for vio-

lating residence regulations, and post-

ed security guards at residence doors.



SUMMER EMPLOYMENT FOR STUDENTS
JOB • To market essential teaching aids

EARNINGS • Averaged over $4,000 for our students last summer

STUDtNTS • Are trained in sales and marketing psychology

• Are willing to work long hours

• Are willing to travel throughout Ontario

• Have a reliable car

CONTACT • STUDENT PLACEMENT OFFICE at 581 Spadina

FOR INTERVIEWS ON MONDAY , FEBRUARY 9, 1970

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1970 WEDNESDAY,

FEBRUARY 11, 1970

Educational Division - Grolier Limited

HART HOUSE THEATRE THURS.. F H I ., SAT., FEB. 5,6,7, TICKETS $2.00 IN HEFECT0RY AND HART HOUSE

FSLIlES
"A REVOLUTIONARY NEW MUSICAL" PRODUCED BY LORNE DIRENFELD DIRECTED 8Y STEVE WITHIN

PSYCHOLOGY STUDENTS' UNION

ANNOUNCES A NEW SERIES

ENTITLED

"HERE & NOW"
About Gestalt Philosophy & Therapy

With: Fritz Perls Of The Esalen Institute

First Showing: Thurs. Jan. 29 8:00 p.m.

Medical Bldg. Auditorium

Admission 25c

(3 Films will be shown)

"You Are You and I Am I, and If By Chance We Find

Each Other, It's Beautiful,

If Not, It Can't Be Helped."-

COME AND FIND EACH OTHER

Community Meeting TODAY
on the Future of

HART HOUSE

HOUSE 50
I

COME & SPEAK YOUR PEAtE

Open to All Students, Staff & Graduates

7:30 p.m. — Debates Room

EVERYONE WELCOME

STUDENTS FOR ISRAEL
commences a vital seminar program
starting Sun. 25 January. We
encourage all those interested in

making this a successful program by
their participation to attend a general

enrollment & discussion session

Wed. 28, Jan. 1 P.M. Room 12 U.C.
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Pageants objectify women"
By BEV DILLON

Waterloo University had
better look out because Simon
Fraser's delegate to the Miss
Canadian University pageant
is a protest candidate, Janiel
Jolly, also a staunch member
of the Women's Liberation
Movement in Vancouver.

Although she has been re-
jected as a candidate, Miss Jol-
ly is going anyway with as
many supporters as she can
find to create as much disturb-
ance as she can in the interests
of women's liberation.

Speaking to an audience of
about 30 (one-third of whom
were men), Miss Jolly outlined
her reasons for both feeling so
strongly about women's op-
pression and for choosing the
pageant as the stage to publi-

cize her cause.

"Women all over the country
are coming together against
the oppression that beauty con-
tests represent, she said. "We
understand the pressures on
women that make them want
to be more desirable sexual
commodities. But beauty con-
tests are a degrading embar-
rassing experience, and the

tears cried at the end are tears

of sheer frustration."

Commenting on the fact that
achievement figures for wom-
en drop drastically in high
school she said "It really
amazes me that women learn
so late that they're supposed to

be stupid."

Women are not the happy,
contented lot that this society

makes them out to be, accord-
ing to Miss Jolly. She says
' 'Ninety per cent of all sleeping

pills and barbituates are sold

to women." The problem as
she sees it is that "women
want to define themselves in

terms of the men they asso-

ciate with. They don't have a
sense of identity of their own."

Capitalism is the root of this

evil, says Miss Jolly. Women
are encouraged through adver-
tising to accept a superficial

image of themselves. Women
(and men) are encouraged to

believe that beauty is a very
physical thing and that the

more make-up she wears, the

more beautiful she is.

As far as Miss Jolly is con-

cerned, this idea of beauty is

propagated by profit-seeking

make-up companies who can
make a lot of money off vain
women. "Women are being
economically used," she ex-
claimed. "More than two mil-
lion tubes of make-up are sold
each week."

Miss Jolly's plan is to go to

the pageant and talk to the con-

testants "in the spirit of friend-

ship and solidarity, not compe-
tition." She wants to convince
them that what they are doing
is degrading and that they are
being treated as objects. Hope-
fully she can persuade them to

withdraw from the contest in

support of the cause.

Miss Jolly is not alone in her
mission — she has an escort.

Nick De Carlo, an engineering

graduate from the U of T. is

going along to talk to the "plas-

tic men" in the dorms who are
escorting the other contest-

ants, to try and persuade them
to join the cause as well.

In any event Miss Jolly is

going to the pageant to create a
disturbance. She hopes to have
the support of the press and
she will not wear a bathing
suit.

Kameny:What makes a homosexual?
By MARK WILSON

"Most men are girl watch-
ers, some are boy watchers,
some are both, some neither.

It's just society that makes a

miserable fuss about it all".

Thus spoke Dr. Franklin
Kameny, founder of the Wash-
ington Mattachine Society and
spokesman for the homosex-
uals of America in a lecture
here Thursday. He proceeded
to demolish many pet theories

and superstitions about homo-
sexuality.

He first attacked the new
high priests, the psychiatrists,

"the so-called experts on hom-
osexuality." He contended that

the psychiatrist never sees

"the average untroubled homo-
sexual" and that any conclu-

sions drawn about homosex-
uals in general were based on a

small unrepresentative sample

of the homosexual population.

He then stated that both het-

erosexuality and homosexuali-

ty were the result of many.sub-

tle factors occurring early in

life and that "until we know
what makes a heterosexual, we
won't know what makes a

homosexual."

Dr. Kameny himself was
unconcerned about the causes
of homosexuality saying "I

don't give a damn why I like

men, I just go out and enjoy
them."

Dr. Kameny compared the

repression of the homosexual
to the discrimination against
the Negro and stated that "the

only two major countries with

laws against homosexuality

are those two vanguards of en-

lightenment the US and Rus-
sia".

Commenting on the new mil-
itancy of the homosexuals he
said that "like any oppressed
group we've developed our mil-
itant wing" who recently have
integrated heterosexual
dances at Columbia, picketed
employers who discriminate
against homosexuals, occupied
the mayor's office in San Fran-
cisco and rioted in New York.

He said that the June 28
Greenwich Village riots "are
going to replace the Fourth of

July in the homosexual calen-
dar".

Dr. Kameny was questioned
several times about the "natu-
ralness" of homosexuality. In

reply he stated that "every act

you do from getting up in the

morning to going to bed at

night, from eating your food
cooked, to clothing your body
in wool and man-made fibres is

unnatural."

When asked about the prom-
iscuity of homosexual relation-

ships Dr. Kameny said that a

different tradition had grown
up in the homosexual world
and that "homosexuals often
start with a sexual relationship

which develops into a loving

relationship, but with hetero-

sexuals it's vice versa."

He also stated that hetero-
sexual relationships have
many safe guards built in by
society, such as marriage,
which the homosexual lacks.

He said that the "gay effem-
inate homosexual" is a small
minority group, mostly young
homosexuals who had not yet
freed themselves from the

stereotype imposed by society.

FBI.narcs unaffected by pay cut

Washington (CUP LNS) — US justice department em-
ployees will not be affected by the recent 10 per cent reduc-
tion in American government employees overseas.

The department argued successfully that foreign-based
FBI and narcotics agents were essential for "adequate cov-
erage of major cases such as the identification, apprehen-
sion and extradition of the assassin of Martin Luther King.

"

They also contended foreign contacts by representatives
of the Black Panther Party "pose a serious threat to our
government and demand immediate attention."

The decision of the justice department means foreign
FBI agents will join Peace Corps volunteers on the unre-
stricted list. The Peace Corps will work in the dwindling
number of countries that will still accept them.

XEROX
COPIES

5c each - 1st copy of an original

4c each - 2nd thru 10th copies of the

same original

2c each - 11th and more copies of the

same original

While-U-Wait or Overnight

College Copy Shop
76 Charles St., West
Phone 923-8115

CENTRE OF CRIMINOLOGY
Public Lecture

FACTS, FIGURES, PERCEPTIONS

AND MYTHS -

WAYS OF DESCRIBING AND
UNDERSTANDING CRIME

Dr. J. W. Mohr of Osgoode Hall Law School

Wednesday, January 28, 1970 at 7:30 p.m.

NEW MEDICAL SCIENCES BUILDING, Room 3153
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CONGRATULATIONS!
you and 68,000 others
graduate this spring

got a job?
by D. B. Scott

D. B. Scott is editor of The Gazette at the Uni-

versity of Western Ontario. Scott did a quick

investigation into the latest enterprise of Ma-

thew Hudson knowing from previous experi-

ence that most of Hudson's ventures are not in

the student's interests.

When it comes to looking for a job, especial-

ly when faced with the grosser, cattle-auction

aspects of job interviews, most of the students

who'll graduate this Spring would welcome

someone paying their way to that "good job

with more pay".

And it was inevitable that some entrepre-

neur would see the endless commercial possi-

bilities of taking the worry out of being hired.

The entrepreneur in this case is Matthew
Hudson, a wheeler-dealer lawyer not unfamil-

iar with making a buck out of the student

market.

And his scheme to take advantage of those

commercial possibilities is Career Assess-

ment Ltd., a computerized job placement ser-

vice with a difference.

The difference is the setup, of the Company
and of the customer (read product).

Quite simply, Career Assessment Ltd.

combines the collation abilities of computer

technology with the results of behavioural

studies to come up with a new way of match-

ing job Hunters with employers.

"It will compare," a press release from the

company says, "what the students have to

offer with the employee characteristics

sought by various companies in hiring staff."

For the student taking advantage of the

company's service all that's required is five

dollars and an hour or so of his time.

He picks up a Biographical Inventory Blank

and fills in the required information. The
Blank and its instructions, according to pro-

motional literature, will be available in most
college bookstores, or by sending a cheque or

money order to the company's Toronto head-

quarters.

The information provided on the BIB is

stored and sorted by computer facilities of the

Multiple Access General Computer Corpora-

tion, located in Don Mills, Ontario.

The interpreted result of the questionaire is

sent to students in the form of a "personal

counselling report." Career Assessment says

this report should tell the student which areas

of work he is best suited for.

The principle behind the BIB works this

way according to a CA producer: "The rea-

sonable and basic assumption behind the work

in the field of "biodata" is that people will

most often behave in the future as they have

behaved in the past. It treats the person as an

individual, based on his unique life history

antecedents but is related to the social milieu

in which he exists".

The fee paid by students goes, not to Career

Assessments Ltd. but to the Human Studies

Foundation, "a non-profit, Canadian institu-

tion being set up to further research into

human resources, their allocation and use."

If all the money for the BIB's goes to the

Human Studies Foundation, where does the

profit of Career Assessment come in?

From the employers.

For getting a selection service performed

by CA, employers pay a minimum fee of ?500

to get several suitable candidates to fill two

job vacancies, plus 5 per cent of the first

year's salary of the persons hired.

If an additional employee is needed he can

be provided for $300 plus 5 per cent.

By the end of the first year of operation, CA
expects to have data on about 5,000 students to

fit the requirements of companies during the

first trial period.

The data is extensive, running to 550 multi-

ple-choice items on the BIB relating to every

aspect of an applicant's past life. That data,

combined with the "empirical keys" devel-

oped by the Foundation, using past research

results, forms the backbone of Career Assess-

ment's product.

Career Assessment's president, Matt Hud-
son, is a long-time student of the art of student

marketing, although not a very successful
one.

While at Queen's University in law, he was
involvedinan organization called Mr.Campus.
It sold national and local advertising for desk
blotters to be distributed on campus and for

some time raised charter overseas flights.

Contrary to quite a few federal laws, Mr-

Campus sold flights to Europe and Jamaica
even though they were declared uncharter-

worthy by the Canadian government. To get

around this, they continued to solicit passen-

gers, but routed them through other charter

gTOups, also an illegal arrangement.

He was also involved in an abortive attempt

to set up a national advertising scheme. Ac-

cording to Hudson, he was approached by a

number of university newspapers to pilot the

scheme, but pulled out when he encountered

stiff opposition, notably from Canadian Uni-

versity Press and its president, Stewart Saxe.

Saxe said Hudson had too little know-how,

too few backers and was starting too late for

the scheme to be viable.

The set up and sales techniques in Career

Assessment and associated companies is far

more sophisticated, than in his previous ven-

tures.

Career Assessment has nine members on

its board of directors. Hudson is president,

James Hinckling (listed as "one of Canada's

foremost industrial psychologists") is vice-

president and Mr. George Elliot (a Toronto

lawyer) is secretary treasurer.

Multiple Access General Computer Corpo-

ration's vice-presidents of finance and mar-
keting respectively, Harold Andrews and C. J.

Kurtz, are directors as are the two psycholo-

gists in charge of the Human Studies Founda-

tion, Dr. Edwin R. Henry and Dr. William

Owens.
The staff psychologists are both from the

U.S. Dr. Henry is described as semi-retired,

formerly chairman of the Department of Psy-

chology of New York University, Director of

Social Science Research for Standard Oil of

New Jersey and Director of Selection of the

Peace Corps.

Dr. Owens, presently at the University of

Georgia as a Professor and Director of "Psy-
chometric Laboratory", is said in promotion
literature, to be President of the Division of

Industrial Psychology of the American Psy-

chological Association.

None of the other "eminent psychologists"

described by Hudson as working under
Messrs. Owens and Henry are named.
Hudson said the other two directors haven't

yet been named, but said they would be repre-

sentatives of two groups of shareholders.

When asked if there were any large sharehold-

Editor Brian Johnson
Review Editor lorry Haiven
Sports Editor Jim Cowan, 923- 405 3
Advertising ManagerCarol Cooper, 923-
8171

Editorial Offices 91 St. George, 2nd floor

Editorial Phones 923-8741
Advertising Offices 91 St. George, 1 st floor

Start for tonight: nool siccUoy, torn walcom, korl

h., geoH meggi, lix willick, dare booker, b»v dillort,

jim cowan, honry m., dovld frank, errol young and
tup«ritar tuacup and apotoglo lo forgotten soul:
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ers he refused to say but did say "I can tell

you this, the company is 98 per cent Canadian-

owned."
He said both the corporation (Career As-

sessment) and the Human Studies Foundation

started at the same time (1969) but legally,

the Corporation began first.

"In terms of concept, they came together,"

he said.

"The concept is really one of research —
there's going to have to be an awful lot of re-

search done if this placement idea is to get

better. But a research foundation doesn't

happen to pay its own way so we're going to

have to get donations from corporations and

the government.
'

'

Hudson refused to name any trustees of the

foundation, saying that they were just at the

stage of asking people if they would consider

joining the organization.

But in promotional literature sent to books-

tores, the sales pitch was made in the name of

the foundation.

From the letter: "The trustees of the Foun-

dation have decided to make use of on-campus

bookstores as distribution points for the Bio-

graphical Inventory Blank."

But the Western bookstore manager D. R.

Mason told the Foundation not to bother send-

ing the unwanted and unordered BIB's and

denied use of the bookstore name in any Car-

eer Assessment advertising. The letter sent

by the organization took cooperation by books-

tore authorities as a foregone.conclusion, to

the point of giving instructions on how to re-

mit money when the BIB's arrived.

The technique used to get people to sign up

for the scheme and to handle the BIB's for

sale is typically high pressured. The student is

told in an ad that he has less than one week to

purchase, complete and mail the form if he or

she doesn't want to miss out.

Similarly, the bookstore is told time is of

the essence for students to benefit.

Hudson said CA would be providing some

funds for the Foundation because the $5 BIB

fee wouldn't cover even the processing of the

form. But initially, he said, the Foundation

hoped to get government grants to support the

research.

The question of storage of statistical minu-

tiae and the possible abuse that could be made

of this information was "a. very important

ethical question" according to Hudson.

The Foundation will only use the informa-

tion for research with permission, he said.

Permission, however, consists of signing a

consent form contained in the initial BIB. If

the consent form is signed, putting the data in

a pool for channeling to prospective employ-
ers under the screening process, it also gives

permission for use in the Foundation's re-

search. So far the areas of research have only

been defined as "human resources and their

application".

An applicant can withdraw his data, accord-

ing to Hudson, at any time with a letter to the

Foundation.

Career Assessment Limited and the Human
Studies Foundation leave a lot of questions

unanswered.

Hudson and his firm are financially stable

and Career Assessments is a registered cor-

poration. The method of collecting the data

and the setting up of the non-profit corpora-

tion is legal.

But no safeguards are made for the possible

abuse of privileged information. And Matthew
Hudson is not a man to instill a lot of confi-

dence in the prospective applicant. Caveat
emptore still prevails.

One thing you have to say for Hudson
though. For a psychologist, he's a good capi-

talist. raprinUd from th*UWOGo»il*

A CAREER
youll get lifey

for it

...while atUofT
Charles Fanning, U of T Bookstores manag

er has assured The Varsity that U of T Books

tores will not carry the Biographical Invento

ry Blanks (BIB).

"It seems to me its some sort of strange

whiteslave market," he said.

The ads that appear saying you can pick up

a blank at your bookstore are misleading al-

though the organization is still trying to con-

vince Fanning he should carry the BIB's.

Fanning said he would advise students to

stay away from the forms.
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UBC votes on voluntary union
G.S.U.

Mm

FRIDAY NIGHT j

DANCE
JAN. 30TH -9:00 p.m.

Admission: $ 1 ladies $ 1 .25 gents

Music by

'UNDERGRADSV

CLASSIFIED

TYPING thesis, essays, noies. chads. Eng-
lish. French, other languages Mimeo-
graphing, eleciric typewriters Mary Dale
Scott (M Davresl 86 Bloor St W Room
225 922 7624

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today for free booklet The Day you buy a
diamond" H Proctor and Co . 131 Bloor

St W.. Suite 41 6, 921-7702

"ALL SYSTEMS SAY GO" Carnival
Quebec S39 50 — Trailways bus hotel &
carnival Jan 30 — Feb 1 Phone 239-
6569 or 276-1698 wine women song
book now space limited 8 Y O B

EXPERT TYPING service electric ma-
chine Term papers, reports, manuscripts,
theses etc Wide experience. Fast service,

reasonable rates Irene Kenyon. 224 St
George St Apt 404, Phone 923-401 1

.

RENT A Taperecorder. Brand new Cas-
sette As low as 50c daily 92 1 -7702

DIAMOND RINGS horn importer, high

quality, low prices Call 368 9474 (or a

private appointment, under no obligation.

VERRY INTERESTING. The 7th anal En-
gineers Car Rally is Saturday Feb 7th In-

formation at Engineering Stores or Delta
Tau Delta. 28 Madison. 923-7072

TEACHERS WANTED Want to do some-
thing important with your life? See a chal-

lenge to one person in a thousand in our ad
elsewhere in this paper headed "8 hearty

men wanted".

EVER FASTED? Care to join us? We re

fasting this weekend to listen to some of

the unheard voices of the underdeveloped

world For information phone Rob. 928-
3460

GOODBYE COLUMBUS — movie to-

night at 615 p.m & 815 p.m. Room
21 18 Sid Smith bldg Admission 75c All

welcome over 1B.

SEX — Sure you have a girlfriend, but how
good are you at hustling? Jan 30 — Drill

Hall

STENOGRAPHER Will type reports or
thesis Fast and accurate, Pick up and de-
livery Call Miss Bolton 239-71 1 1 or 233-
6680

FOR SALE: Almost new 195 CM Toni
Sailor Fiberglais Sklis complete with
Cubco step-in bindings SI 50 and 2 yr
guarantee Wet Suit 3/16" nylon lined
complete with hood Tits 5'B" man S30.
Phone 486-6779 any time after 6 p.m.

ACCOMMODATION: male, maid ser-

vice, cook, colour T V recreation facilities,

parking. 22 Madison. 923-0808

VANCOUVER (CUP) -
Students at the University of

British Columbia will decide

on voluntary membership in

the Alma: Mater (student) So-

ciety in a referendum Febru-
ary 4.

The vote was called for after

a petition carrying 591 signa-

tures was presented to the stu-

dent council Monday night.

Only 500 signators are need-

ed under the AMS constitution

to make a referendum neces-

sary.

The referendum will ask

students to vote "yes" or "no"
on the question: "Are you in

favour of the membership in

and- paying of fees to the Alma
Mater Society being made vol-

untary?''

In order to pass, the referen-

dum will need a "yes" -vote by

a two-thirds majority and a

minimum turnout of 20 per

cent of UBC's 19,695 under-

graduate and 2,687 graduate
AMS members.

LAST VOTE IN '18

The petition was presented

to the council by arts student

John Charington, a former

TODAY
ALL DAY

Nominations for Div. I (Humanities)

Representative for Graduate Students Un-

ion GSU office

12 noon
MPSCU presents the film — "Magnetic

Domains and Hysteresis.'" Recommended

as family entertainment. New Physics 102.

Tickets on sale for Christopher Fry's "A

Sleep of Prisoners" — 75c, Buy them at

Wy milwood,

president of the UBC Social

Credit Club.

"We haven't had a vote on

membership in the AMS for

over 50 years," he said. The
last similar vote was in 1918.

'Instead of the Board of

Governors pushing through

compulsory membership in the

AMS annually," Charington

asked the council, "why don't

you let the students decide for

once?"
Council President Fraser

Hodge said the intent of the

referendum would spell the

death of the union.

"The principle of people

working together in a student

union was the idea of the found-

ing of this body," Hodge said.

NO MORE FEES

"If the AMS was made vol-

untary, nobody would bother to

give the $24 (the current AMS
fee) at the beginning of the

year."

The council voted 15 to 1 to

go on record as opposing the

voluntary union.

The UBC vote will be the

fourth on voluntary unionism

at a Canadian university in this

1 p.m.

Music to add to your lunch hour. UC
Junior Common Room.

Contemporary Music Group — works by

Berio, Ford, Martinu and Pentland Edward

Johnson Bldg 078.

Women's Liberation speaker Colleen

Levis just back from a cross-country mara-

thon tour sponsored by the U of T Young
Socialists. Sydney Smith 1084.

EIC presents the film "A Matcher of Atti-

tudes" — a modern approach to big city air

pollution. Mechanical Bldg. 102.

Murder in the 19th Century: readings by

members of the English Dept. New College

1016.

Student Committee to investigate the

political economy dept. First meeting will

discuss where to begin the investigation.

Sid Smith 5th floor lounge.

2 p.m.

UC Players Guild holding open auditions

for "Sergeant Musgrave's Dance" by John

Aiden. Directed by Hilary McLaughlin.

Junior Common Room of Sir Daniel Wilson

Residence.
4 p.m.

FU of T Third World Discussion Group
— "The UN in a Revolutionary World "

International Student Centre. 33 St.

George

4:30 p.m.

Auditions for Alfred Jarry's "Ubu Cocu".

Music Room. Wymilwood.

6 p.m.

Conversation Groups in Spanish and
German lor all who are interested Interna-

tional Student Centre, 33 St. George.

7:30 p.m.

Encounter groups for students and other

adults, sponsored by the Claremont Experi-

ment. Call (immediately) 922-9045 or

247-2470 A slight fee will be charged to

cover handling costs. Rochdale second
floor lounge.

Spanish Club presents three big events:

1 (Carmen Cereceda. Chilean muralist and

former assistant to Diego Rivera; 2)Co-

lumbian Folklore dances: 3, Refreshments,

guitar, singing and dancing. Admission

25c International Student Center. 33 St.

George.
8 p.m.

Do you understand Catholicism? If not

join a 15 week lectute/seminar program in

Catholic indoctrination, Its free. Catholic

Information Centre, Bloor and Bathurst.

830 p.m.

"Measure for Measure", written by

Shakespeare, directed by Sydney Katz.

Tickets FREE at Han House Theatre Son

Office Has Hart House Theatre returned to

the students? (The play is at Hart House

Theatre.)

The Pilgrim Players present "A Sleep of

Prisoners" by Christopher Fry Tickets 75c

at door Old Vic Chapel 12nd floor).

academic year.

Similar referenda were de-

feated at the University of

Calgary (October 27) and at

Memorial University (October

29-30).

Students at the University of

Guelph voted November 13 to

retain a voluntary union. The
Guelph vote was followed by

an administration announce-
ment that the university would
no longer collect union fees if

less than 50 per cent of regis-

tering students in January opt-

ed not to join.

By DAVID NADER
The price of a curbside cup

of coffee on St. George jumped
25 per cent this week.

Caterers are now selling hot

coffee, in eight-ounce paper
cups at a charge of 15 cents a
cup. Previously coffee was sold

in six-ounce cups at 10 cents

each.

Financial analysts say the

change represents a "hidden
price increase" of 25 per cent.

Coffee is a mildly addictive

brew native to Yuban, Ont.

THURSDAY
ALL OAY

The VCF wants YOU to pray today Han
House Chapel.

Michael Vaughan wants nominations for

Div I (Humanities) Representative for the

new improved Graduates Students' Union.

GSU Office.

11 p.m.

Auditions for "Ubu Cocu" by Alfred Jer-

ry. Music Room Wymilwood.

12:30 p.m,

Thursday Lunch at the Movies — two

films this week. Free. International Student

Center. 33 St. George
1p.m.

General Meeting of the History Stu

dents' Union. New College 1016.

UC Players Guild holds open auditions

for "Sergeant Musgrave's Dance." Junior

Common Room, Sir Daniel Wilson Resi-

dence.

Information meeting on West Africa

CUSO office, 33 St George.

3 p.m.

Writers' Workshop. II you are going to

share your operes, bring copies. All wel-

come. Writing Lab. Innis I,

4 p.m.

Dr. D W. Strangwsy speaks his mind on

"Recent Research in Lunar Samples." New
Physics Bldg. Room 102,

"The Soviet Style of War." — a lecture

by Prof. Michael Cherniavsky of New York

Slate Sydney Smith 21 1 6.

Film: "General Line" by Eisenstein.

(silent 1929). UC 105.

6 p.m,

"SEX identity and the Cybernetic Factor

in the Reincarnation Process," — the FU of

T series on mysticism and occultism. Innis

Does the recorder grab you? Free les-

sons at all levels, International Student

Centre. 33 St. George.

In 15 minutes, the VCF will start to eat

supper in the Medical Bldg. Cafeteria.

Around sixish. IVCF director Wilber Suther-

land will lead the continuing debate on

"Christian and Sexuality." in Rm. 2173.

Come and be counted,

7:30 p.m.

U of T Flying Club open meeting. Sub-

ject: Air Search and Rescue; also sign up

for thB Sat Jan 31 breakfast flight. East

Common Room Hart House.

Information Meeting on S.E Asia and

India. International Student Centre. 33 St.

George.
8 p.m.

Final showing of 3 Gestalt Therapy

films. Guest Speaker Dr. H. Friedman.

Medical Sciences Bldg. Auditorium.

6 30 p.m.

Shakespeare's "Measure for Measure",

directed by Sydney Katz Hart House Thea-

ter. FREE

BLUE AND Y/HIU SOCIETY

PRESEHTS

GORDON LIGHTFOOT
|

IN CONCERT

SUN. FEB. 8 7 P.M.

AT CONVOCATION HALL

TICKETS ON SALE AT SAC OFFICE

$3.50 EACH.

I U of T
Iro&td 'fowea/

f POLISH STUDENTS CLUB
| "ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING"

\ FRI. JAN. 30 7»0 p.m.

I INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS CENTRE
| ! DON'T BE POLES-APART !
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comment

GSU

For Michael:

It isn't nice to block the door-
way,

It isn't nice to go to jail.

There are nicer ways to do it

But the nice ways always fail

It isn't nice, it isn't nice,

But if that's freedom's price

We don't mind.

sung by Judy Collins

By LIZ W I LUCK
How is it that this mythical crea-

ture called representative democracy
continues to persist in the minds and
hearts of people at this university?

If you've attended an SAC meeting
all year, you understood the "If this is

reported the way it happened, we'll
all look like idiots" article.

And from a recent look at the other
major student representative body on
this campus, the Graduate Students'

Union, it seems SAC's not alone. The
GSU is no better and it's rapidly get-

ting worse.

Union President Michael Vaughan
is famous amongst radical student
politicians on this campus for his abil-

ity to waffle for his "co-optability"

potential.

HORSE AND BUGGY GSU
Craig McKie, elected social sci-

ences rep to the GSU says "it's ob-

vious that general meetings are be-

yond the intellectual capabilities of

the executive. They don't understand

that there are important political

things going on in the world. They'd

prefer to provide horse and buggy
services for horse and buggy stu-

dents. Vaughan and Zabrowski (the

abrasive GSU secretary) can control

the executive meetings but not a gen-

eral meeting."

One executive priority is the reno-

vation of the old GSU building to in-

clude dining lounge and bar facilities.

Costs would be in the area of $95,000

with about $75,000 coming from the

university. Given administrative

priorities and their now legendary

stall techniques over the Campus
Centre question, one wonders in what

sort of euphoric haze the executive is

operating.

It is true that graduate enrolment

has increased over the last few years

to over 6,000 students, and the build-

ing certainly could stand renovation.

But $95,000? And a bar?

Marjaleena Repo, employed by the

union as GSU organizer, "states in

her report, that the six senior execu-

tives, with the help of a chairman of

their choice, are in a position to im-

pose their wishes on the rest of the

executive to the great detriment of
the general membership."
Although Vaughan emphatically

calls the organizers report "a pack of

lies", the charges appear to have
some foundation.

democratic

CENTRAL COMMITTEE
What McKie terms the "central

committee" generally votes as a

block and by and large does control

executive policy. It consists of Presi-

dent Vaughan; Vice-President, Den-
nis Kennedy; secretary Charles Za-

browski; treasurer, Ed Wein; Past
President, John Winter; and appoint-

ed chairman of the house committee,
Phillip Wults.

The executive's proposed bylaws
for the GSU were distributed Monday
at the general meeting, without prior

circulation (as required by the consti-

tution) and placed on the agenda.
Fortunately the item didn't come up.

Bylaw 15 states that "the President

shall appoint the Treasurer, Secretar-

y, and other voting representatives of

the Executive committee (to a total

of eight) from the departmental rep-

resentatives of the General Council.

Only the President and Vice-Presi-

dent would then be elected to their

key posts by the membership at large.

Bylaws 49 and 51 then provide that

impeachment or censuring of the

president would force the rest of the

executive to resign as well. Which is a

logical step if the executive is more
representative of the president's pol-

itical views than those of grad stu-

dents at large.

CONSOUDATION OF POWER
But it also means that the bureau-

cratic hassle of a complete executive

changeover would constitute a pretty

strong deterrent to such action being

initiated.

How can that possibly provide

greater "representivity" or in-

creased control by student of their

organization?

There are other questions to be
raised about the efficiency and moti-

vation of present executive members.
Speaking about the present treasur-

er, McKie says "Wein is only interest-

ed in making money. He doesn't like

anything approved that spends it. He
has money invested in General Mo-
tors 90-day notes."

Executive Assistant, Barbara
Smith and Organizer Repo disagree
with Wein's contention that the GSU
has suffered a $700 loss on misuse of

facilities, namely the Gestetner. Both
are office workers who supervise the

use of such facilities during the day.

They deny that they have had any dif-

ficulty with people using the Gestet-
ner and say that in his report Wein
ignored stock-piled supplies and ac-

counts receivable but not yet paid.

POLITICAL DISCRIMINATION?
Another odd spot is the position of

Phil Wults, censured by the general
meeting Monday for making an indi-

vidual and unauthorized decision.

Wults had barred the Canadian Liber-

ation Movement from use of the Ges-
tetner.

The general feeling of the meeting
was summed up by Neil Keller, "The
whole building belongs to the gradu-
ate students. They should all be al-

lowed to use it."

or

Wults was defeated in an election

last year for drama rep. He was ap-
pointed to the executive by Vaughan
because he was involved with the St.

George Dragon and had ideas for a
music program.
Barbara Smith commented that

"He really wanted to be on the execu-
tive and this was how he got on. He
works Saturdays as night watchman
and caretaker for the building. He
gets $82 a month and is quite well paid
because he doesn't really have to do
anything."

McKie's word for it is "patrona-
ge."

what Mrs. Repo calls a "very legalis-

tic and inflexible senior executive"
also received a rap over the knuckles
when members moved from the floor

that departmental organizations be
granted half their allotted per capita
funds on application, by the recom-
mendation of the Departmental Rela-
tions Committee and the organizer.
This means that only half the funds
would be dependent on executive ap-
proval of the legalistic adequacy of

constitutions and budgets.

The thirty to fifty people at that

meeting may not be a very adequate
slice of the 6,000 graduate students at
the U of T. But all of them, for vary-
ing reasons, were committed to fight-

ing for control of their organization.

They were not prepared to passively

accept the rulings of the bureaucratic
elite.

PARTICIPATORY DEMOCRACY
It may not look like much on the

surface, but at least thirty people
making decisions bear more resembl-
ance to participatory democracy than
six.

On Monday night, a meeting of the

executive committee passed a motion
that "any group, except course unions

or college clubs with a purely gradu-
ate student membership, wishing to

use the Gestetner machine must have
recorded permission in each and
every instance. This permission must
be from the President, the Executive
Assistant or the weekend supervisory

personnel only and shall remain sub-

ject to the convenience of the execu-

tive committee."

autocratic?

POLITICAL MONOLITH
If Monday's meeting was any indi-

cation, the political monolith of the

executive is not particularly repre-

sentative.

A $1,000 grant was given to the Day
Care Centre over a previous refusal

by the executive. An executive ruling

on charges for using the facilities was
overturned. Permission to use the

Gestetner was granted to any grad
student over executive opposition.

The bureaucratic tendencies of

Once again, the executive has
stepped in to place their bureaucratic

riders on the wishes of the general

meeting. And once again, they will

make the decisions about who uses

what and when.
Michael Vaughan's plans for the

GSU are based on "a concept of cabi-

net government to get a working
committee that will work together

and not fight among themselves. It

would allow for decisive action.
'

'

Oh well, representative democra-
cy, anyone?
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HELD OYER

BY POPULAR DEMAND!
NOMINATIONS FOR HART HOUSE COMMITTEES

REMAIN OPEN UNTIL JANUARY 30th

HART HOUSE ELECTIONS -

FEBRUARY 4TH

The no-holiday holiday.

Come to Britain and it's no holiday. The moment you get off the plane
you're involved.

Not like most vacations, peering in from the outside. In Britain you're
part of the action. And it's some action! We've got the discotheques, Carna-
by Street, Kings Road and all the other fast-moving places you've heard
about,

But, what about the things we take for granted: sifting through the Van
Gogh's, Picasso's or Henry Moore's at the Tate Gallery; an afternoon
watching the world's top drivers hauling their big, blasting, Formula 1

machines over the toughest circuits in Europe. Seeing a Shakespearean
play, the way it should be seen -at Stratford-on-Avonwith British actors; or

perhaps, passing a sunny day at Lordswatching the natives play their native

game of cricket?

You can mix in, find out what we're all about - why Trafalgar Square
isn't as square as you might think and a boat down the Thames means a

roaring party, not a sedate sightseeing expedition. In Britain, it's all go. So
why not go?

You could make it for as little as $175, that's for9 days, hotel and two
big meals a day. And, if you belong to a club or any organised group, you
could cut the total price way down with a charter flight. Clip the coupon and
find out what's going.

Come and take part in Britain -this year!
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Great!
ENGLAND SCOTLAND WALES NORTHERN IFJELAND

Free 28-page book: 'Young Britain.' All you need
to knowabout Britain. See your Travel Agent,
or send to British Travel Association, PO Box 320,
Terminal A, Toronto, Ontario.

Name

City

MR. JOSEPH A. FRIEDMAN

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Jewish Community Camps

66S5 Cote dcs Neiges, Room 260
Montreal 249. P.Q.

Will be conducting Interviews

for Summer Camp Staff Pos-

itions on Wednesday, Feb-

ruary 4, 1970 starting at 9:00

A.M. at the Student Placement

Service office, University of

Toronto. Contact office for

application and appointment.

Openings for Specialists,

Section Heads, Counsellors

and Nurse.

RENT A
TAPE RECORDER

BRAND NEW CASSETTES

AS LOW AS 500 DAILY
921 - 7702

— SKI —
ROUGE VALLEY

DAY OR NIGHT
IOCAIED IN SCARBORO

282-1771 .

8 hearty men wanted to lead

expansion of renowned boys'

school

You may have read about St. John's

in WEEKEND, or seen CBC's pen-

etrating documentary on this

unique Winnipeg school, where
encouragement to think comes
first; where students (and teach-

ers) learn to snowshoe up to 50

miles or paddle canoes up to 16

hours a day, retracing routes of the

early explorers; where building

men of character is the motivating

challenge of a hearty staff.

Now a second St. John's has been

established in Edmonton, and oth-

ers will be opened across Canada to

meet continent-wide applications

for admission. To do this we need

men of immense vision and cour-

age. They should have at least one

year of university, and be prepared

to complete their degrees under

Company direction; they should be

prepared to work up to 80 hours a

week, sometimes more, for a sala-

ry of $1 a day plus food, clothing,

shelter and necessities for them-
selves and their families; they

should like people, be able to think

logically, use the English language

effectively, laugh easily. They need

not be Anglicans, but should be

prepared to examine the Christian

faith and reach honest conclusions.

Interviews Jan. 27-Feb. 9. Write:

Company of the Cross, c/o Angli-

can Church of Canada, 600 Jarvis

Street. Toronto 5.



Present economic and political policies will destroy us
By KARL HAUENSTEIN

Unless steps are undertaken
immediately, mankind will be
all but obliterated in 15 years.

These ominous words were
spoken by Dr. Kenneth Watts,
Professor of ecology at the

University of California as he
addressed a standing-room
only crowd in the Old Physics
building last night.

Dr. Watts has done consider-

able research lately on the

problems facing the survival of

mankind.
According to Dr. Watts, the

most pressing problem facing
humanity is the rate of growth
of population with respect to

time.

As the rate of population

increase grows, man's ability

to grow food remains almost
constant, upsetting the equilib-

rium of the system.

LITTLE OIL LEFT

Another factor which re-

mains constant is the amount
of fuel available to man.

Dr. Watts predicts that the

earth's supply of crude oil, a

commodity on which all eco-

nomic activity is based, will

shortly be used up.

Thus man will be left with-

out any supply of fuel, since the

theory that nuclear fuel will

sustain man's activities is a
myth; as actual nuclear fuels

are sufficient to last twenty
years at the most.
The problem of land distri-

bution is one which stems from
the population rate increase.

As the population in a pre-

dominately food-producing
area rises, the area tends to

become urbanized and food
production is shifted to another
area.

CITIES ON FARMLAND
Thus the absurd situation

arises that the large cities are
located on the land most suita-

ble for agriculture and agricul-

ture is carried on in generally
less fertile areas.

This shift in location in food

production also affects the
necessary fuel consumption,
since it follows that food must
be shipped a greater distance
to where it is needed and thus
more fuel is consumed.

Watts sees the problems of

pollution and resource exploi-

tation as a direct effect of the

economic and political think-

ing which dominates policy

making.

He cited historical examples
where the impending depletion

of a resource has had the affect

in every case that men have

been only more wanton in their

senseless waste of that com-
modity.

"There is nothing in econom-
ic theory that gives anyone any
reason to save anything.

'

'

MOON BEFORE POLLUTION
The government's position

on pollution is similar. People
are more willing to spend mil-

lions of dollars on a venture to

the moon, whose success is

doubtful than to finance an
inquiry into the effect of air

pollution on the gradual chill-

ing of our planet.

"The government is more
willing to spend money to ruin
the atmosphere rather than
clean it up."

Any effective efforts to fore-

stall the doom of the human
race must be preceded by a
drastic change in the system.

"In our free enterprise capi-

talist system, the main con-
cern is capital. More con-
cern for long ranging benefits

must take priority over con-
cern for short-term capital
gains."

To illustrate this problem
Dr. Watts gave the example of

the expressway dilemma.
"Anyone who tells you that

you solve the traffic volume
problem by building express-
ways doesn't know what he is

talking about."

"A rapid transit system can
move 80 people in the same
space that 2.6 people can be
moved on a freeway."

Dr. Watts ended his lecture

with a plea that people should
become more involved in poli-

tics. "If we leave the problems
facing man to be solved by the
institutions, there is a better
than average chance that they
will never get solved."

Legislation to demand strict Arctic pollution controls

If the Canadian government

has its way, American oil tank-

ers using the Northwest Pas-

sage are going to have to carry

very heavy insurance to clean

up the pollution that would be

caused by an oil disaster.

Speaking Thursday in a pan-

el discussion at the Faculty of

Law, Alan Beesley from the

Canadian Department of Ex-

ternal Affairs said that the

government will be consistent

on two principles: "encourage-

ment of Arctic navigation with

Photographers! We're trying

to establish a Varsity photog-

raphers' workshop. The idea is

for photographers to get to-

gether now and then to dis-

cuss work that's gone into the

paper and how to improve on

it. It's a chance for people to

learn and to help put some life

into Varsity photo-journalism.

Drop by the Varsity office this

evening at 7 if you're interest-

ed.

preservation of the "environ-
mental and ecological" bal-

ance."

Since the breakdown of pol-

lution in the Arctic takes a

much longer time than it does

anywhere else, the possibility

of a serious oil disaster is pos-

ing some very real problems.

Donat Pharand, professor of

International Law at the Uni-

ST CATHARINES (CUP) -
Student representatives will no

longer sit on university com-
mittees, the Brock University

Student Council decided Mon-

day night; since such participa-

tion cannot change the funda-

mental function of the univer-

sity in this society.

The Council accepted the

report of its Academic Affairs

Commission which urged with-

drawal on the grounds that

versity of Ottawa, claimed

that "The coastal state ought

to be able to regulate passage
of foreign ships to regulate pol-

lution."

The general consensus of

opinion was that Canada has

sovereignty over the land in

the Arctic but whether or not

that sovereignty extends to the

waters as well is another ques-

student representation benefit-

ed the "few major industrial-

ists in whose interests the sys-

tem functions."

The resolution passed 7/5/2.

A motion to submit the ques-

tion to a referendum failed.

Patrick Beard, student union

president, resigned immedi-
ately, saying he could not in

good faith remain president

since the resolution violated

his principles. Internal vice-

tion.

This immediately poses

the problem of whether ice

is land or water. As one mem-
ber of the audience said, since

ice flows in a circular direction

around the North pole, it could

be Russian ice one year and
Canadian ice the next.

Dale Gibson, professor of

Law at the University of Mani-

president Dan Bigger is now
acting president.

The report says: "Any fun-

damental change within the

system cannot be brought

about without the support of

the working class and only ex-

tra-parliamentary base-build-

ing can win support for such

action."

The council motion pledges

the union to challenge depart-

ments to allow students to

toba said "If there is no inter-

national law to protect us then

we are obliged to establish na-

tional law to protect our-

selves."

Cecil J. Olmstead Vice-

President of Texaco Inc. count-

ered that if Canada is going to

start drawing base lines then

can the U.S. do. the same along

it's Pacific coast.

engage in studies benefiting

the people of the Niagara Pen-

insula, to challenge course

content and to form interdisci-

plinary caucuses to relate

course material to social con-

ditions, to run education pro-

grams expanding on the analy-

sis in the report, to work in the

high schools, to publish regular

community issues of the school

paper and to support campus
workers.

Brock students withdraw from all university committees
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Print technology strikes again!

Here's how U of T's $42 milfi

January 1969

photo by Urn koehler

by henry mietkiewicz

A high, blue wooden fence has enclosed the

Harbord-Huron-Sussex-St. George block for

almost a year now. Behind it are a few hills of

snow-covered gravel, massive slabs of iron

and concrete, and a forest of steel rods that

point up to four slowly revolving cranes.

There is the steady din of growling machinery
and diesel trucks, and the constant scurrying

to and fro of heavily-clad construction work-

men.
This block-size hive of activity is the site of

what will be the largest university library in

the world, U of T's new Humantities and So-

ial Sciences Research Library and School of

Library Science.

Since 1892 the present central library build-

ng has been enlarged twice, but collections

nd departments have nevertheless been
forced to overflow into other buildings across

ampus. University administrators expect the

new complex will finally concentrate and co-

ordinate campus library resources.

Even before the opening of the Sigmund
Samuel wing in 1954, the Library Committee
predicted that annex would be overcrowded in

another ten years, and recommended further

construction for the mid-60's. It submitted the
first planning report in 1961, and handed over
the last revision to the design consultants in

June, 1965.

The 1966 Spinks Commission Report on
graaduate studies in Ontario provided an add-
ed push by suggesting the research collections

of each library in Ontario be made available

to all other universities. This meant expan-
sion was vital to provide a bibliographic cen-
ter for visiting scholars.

Construction of the $42 million building

began in 1969, is on schedule, and with two
exceptions is due to be completed in the fall of

1972. The School of Library Science is expect-

ed to be finished early in 1971, while the audi-

torium in the Main Library will be delayed
indefinitely through lack of funds.

Open 24 hours a day. the new library is in-

tended mainly for research in the humanities

and social sciences by U of T graduate stu-

dents. Chief Librarian Dr. Robert H. Black-

burn points out that while the building is often

mistakenly called the "Graduate Library",
its facilities will continue the current practice

of serving undergraduates, graduates and
staff.

Undergraduates will have the usual borrow-
ing privileges in the library, but, unlike gradu-
ate students and staff, will not be admitted
into the stacks.

To get the actual planning under way, the

University turned to the experienced New
York firm of Warner, Burns, Toan and Lunde
for the overall schematic design of the build-

ing. Since 1961 this company has worked on 18

major library projects including the Olin Li-

brary at Cornell University in Ithaca, N.Y.,
the John D. Rockefeller Jr. Library at Brown
University, Providence R.I., and the U.S.
Department of Agriculture's National Agri-
cultural Library.

Acting as consultants on library design,
Warner, Burns, Toan and Lunde assisted the
principal architects. Mathers and Haldenby,
who prepared all the working drawings and
who are now supervising construction.
Mathers and Haldenby have been responsible
for the National Library in Ottawa, the Prov-

ince of Ontario Treasury Building on Queen's
Park East, and the Toronto head office build-

ing for Imperial Oil Ltd.

A committee of architects and university
officials also visited a number of university
libraries in the United States in preparation
for construction. "We were trying to get ideas
from other people's mistakes", explains
Blackburn, "and find out what should be
avoided. If you pay attention to what's wrong
with a certain building, you can end up using
only its better aspects somewhere else".

The central section of the library will con-
sist of 14 floors and two levels of basement,
and include:

• five floors of controlled-access stack,
shelving about 2,000,000 volumes.

• within the stack, 974 lockable carrels, 917
open carrels, two teaching rooms, and 18
graduate study rooms with accomodation for

395 readers and 50,000 books.

• below grade, two levels of compact stor-

age stacks with a total capacity of 2,100,000
volumes and microtext units.

• a microfilm reading room, with shelving
for 100,000 reels and 60 readers

• a government document service with
shelving for 250,000 volumes for 44 readers.

• 200 locked carrels and 400 study places in
which visitors from other Ontario universities
will be given priority over Toronto readers.

• on the entrance level, an exhibition area,
an auditorium seating 450, a cafeteria seating
200, and a free checking service for 4,000
coats.

'

• for the U of T library system: central
administrative offices and technical service
departments.

The Rare Book Wing will consist of eight
levels connected above and below grade to the
Main Library and include:

• three full floors of c

and four galleries withls

volumes.

• one level devoted to

chives with shelving in a. <

000 volumes.

• an exhibition and view

that visitors can enter t|i(

street and see from a soui

into the Rare Book readini

levels of galleries rising ?b

U of T's postgraduate

Science, the largest ink
new building to dive.^tf I

continue to serve as thej p

Ontario's librarians. In its i

be made up of approximat

staff and 400 students, ^il

seven levels, and include:

• lecture rooms, semina

ries, faculty offices for 60

and a staff and student loun
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• two library levels with shelving for 60,000
volumes, including 5,000 volumes of reference
material, 5,000 of bibliography, and 5,000 of
bound periodicals.

As it stands, the Humanities Library is not
expected to grow beyond its projected floor
area size of 1,015,070 square feet. Expansion
can occur only to a very small degree below
grade, and if overcrowding again takes place,

another library building will have to be built.

When construction is finished there will be
a mass transfer of books from all points on
campus to the new library. In much the same
way, many of the currently employed librari-

ans will be "migrating" to their new head-
quarters. "Some new personnel will probably
have to be hired", states Dr. Blackburn, "but
not very many, as we are presently over-
staffed. Some departments already have all

the people they will ever need". As a result,

the University has decided not to make provi-

sions for additional parking on campus to go
with the new building.

The library planners are especially proud of

a new searching-checkout system which they

are certain will move the books out at a much
greater speed. A student's callslip is inserted

into a pneumatic tube near the circulation

desk and instantly zips up to one of the five

major stack floors. At the same time, the li-

brarian at the circulation desk rings a bell to

let the page on the appropriate floor know a

callslip is on its way. When the book is locat-
ed, the page places it on a special conveyor
tray which takes the volume back to the stu-
dent at the main desk downstairs.

Should the student "forget" to check out his
book and attempt to take it out of the building,
he will be stopped at the exterior doors by an
electronic device which sounds in the pres-
ence of any unstamped library article.
The new building will be a refuge in more

ways than one. Unlike the Sigmund Samuel
Library whose employees were forced to re-
turn home when inside temperatures climbed
past 90 degrees last summer, the Humanities
Library will be completely air-conditioned.
Particular attention will be paid to the Rare
Book Wing where special heat, light and hu-
midity controls will be rigidly enforced.

It is also hoped that the library will become
a pleasant and relaxing study area. Noise is to
be kept at a minimum in the central reading
rooms by ample use of sound-absorbing car-
pets. In addition, 70 per cent of the main-floor
walls will be made of tinted glass to avoid the
blank windowless sterility of Sidney Smith
Hall.

Even the shape of the building is a result of
much detailed planning. "The triangular
module, used in the library complex, was cho-
sen as being the best solution for three basic
planning problems", explains architect An-
drew S. Mathers.

"Firstly, due to the need to accomodate 1,-

000 small offices or study carrels on the peri-
meter of the bookstack floors, a higher than

normal ratio of wall perimeter to floor area
was required. As a triangle produces about 16
per cent more perimeter than a square for a
similar enclosed area, the triangular module
satisfied the first requirement.

"Secondly, due to the immense size of the
project, requiring a whole city block, the
backside of a conventionally designed building
would have become too overwhelming, thds
creating second-class land adjacent to that
side of the building. A triangular structure,
however, tends to give equal emphasis to each
of its sides, thereby minimizing the relative
importance of a front or back elevation.

"Thirdly, due to the height and size of the
building in relation to its neighbours, it was
desirable to reduce the visible mass of the
building as much as possible. The triangl
accomplishes this admirably, even in perspec-
tive. Often only one side of the triangle can be
seen at a time whereas two sides of a square
or rectangle are usually visible when seen in

perspective".

There will be a plaza around the perimeter
of the entire complex, broken into small areas
and delineated by short flights of steps which
are required by the difference of six feet in

elevation between Harbord and Sussex. The
grounds in general will consist of a combina-
tion of grass, trees, broad steps, ramps and
ramped sidewalks.

And that's what can be expected from the
Humanities and Social Sciences Research
Library. Do you still think there's nothing ex
citing going on behind that blue fence?

9
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From France

Today's vision of the left
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tonlre la btulalile de la police el I'orreslation de plusieurs de leuc camarades.

mat 1968 lesvoici.

By PHILIP RESNICK

PARIS, FRANCE — The wave of student

revolts that has swept Europe, North Ameri-

ca and Japan in recent years shows signs of

subsiding.

Where there were tens of thousands in the

streets of Paris and Berlin not so long ago,

order reigns. International reaction, whether

it bears the name of Nixon, Pompidou, or

Brezhnev is, for the time being, firmly in con-

trol. Many who were militants or becoming so

only yesterday have lost enthusiasm, dropped

out, or gone to sulk in their respective sectari-

an tents.

Here and there a few revolts still flicker,

some militants succeed momentarily in forg-

ing ties with striking workers, a rally or dem-

onstration brings several hundred or 1,000

faithful together for a few hours. But no ma-

jor breakthroughs take place; the revolution-

ary left seems to have lost the initiative; it is

as though a new political ice age had descend-

ed and covered everything.

Or so it would seem at first sight. And so it

has seemed in the past when a revolutionary

upsurge has been stopped short, forcing those

who felt a new world to be within their reach

to eat instead the bitter fruit of prison, exile,

or repression.

One can recall 1848 and the subsequent

triumph of European reaction; or 1871 after

the smashing of the Paris Commune and the

decimation of the working class militants; or

Russia after the defeat of the revolution of

1905.

The sense of let-down in a post-revolution-

ary situation is as great as the expectations

which preceded. Only the most committed,

the hardiest, continue to work on in the knowl-

edge that history has not ended nor the contra-

dictions of capitalism disappeared; that

somewhere in the future, perhaps sooner than

expected, a new revolutionary situation will

arise.

This is the stage a good deal of the student

and revolutionary left is now at international-

ly. For as the novel of student-initiated revolt

wears off ; as the bourgeoisie, its mass-media,

its police and its courts, at first prone to be

somewhat tolerant towards its wayward
youth, come to see in extra-parliamentary

opposition a direct threat to its interest; as

the left itself becomes aware that there are

brick walls of power and domination in bour-

geois society that will not crumble from one

blow, a new phase begins.

Many, whose radical consciousness lasted

only for an hour, disappear from the scene,

but others, who were perhaps only left liber-

als (to use the Canadian vernacular) when
they first revolted, are forced to recognize the

bourgeois university or the branch plant econ-

omy as part of a system which will take years

and quite probably decades to overthrow.

They* begin to acquire a revolutionary (as

opposed to radical) consciousness. They begin

to see the need for concrete analysis of their

political, economic and social situation, and

for the ongoing struggles to transform it. And

they recognize the need to put down roots

among various sectors of advanced capitalist

society — blue and white-collar workers, pro-

fessionals and the poor - in order to attack

the contradictions and the blights of capital-

ism. Blights exist in economic production and

distribution of course; but also in the cultural

educational, and sexual spheres; in the power-

lessness people experience within almost all

social institutions, and so on. In short, by a

quite Hegelian cunning of reason, the periods

when revolution appears at least probable can

become a period of revolutionary maturing

and consolidation.

That process, it seems to me, is now taking

place on a general scale in Western societies.

The revolutionary mole is busily boring under-

ground, abandoning for the moment dreams

of imminent upheaval, but laying the ground-

work from which it can emerge again to at-

tack the bourgeois world. To be sure, intelli-

gent mole that he is, he tries to learn from

past experience and has no intention of re-

peating past mistakes or simply copy-catting

what revolutionary moles in other contexts

have devised. Rather, through all the ideologi-

cal banter and low-level activities which he

now undertakes, he is slowly groping forward

towards a new understanding of the conditions

under which we live in an advanced capitalist

society, and under which a revolutionary cri-

sis can take place. This is where the proble-

matic of revolution is situated today.

The immediate past has certain lessons for

us. Thus, as the Days of May in France made

clear, the attack on capitalism today takes

place not only in the traditional industrial sec-

tors, such as aviation and atomic energy, and

among highly skilled and professional work-

ers as well as the older proletariat.

Demands for workers' control in industry

and qualitative change in relations of produc-

tion are as important as an underlying theme

of revolt as strictly quantitative demands for

higher wages or reductions in the hours of

work. Rejection of the manipulation by adver-

tising, the mass media, and the parliamentary

and state machine itself are another side of

the demand for cultural liberation and direct

control from below by the whole population

over their society's direction.
*

The wave of wildcat strikes which contin-

ues in Europe today, in smaller countries such

as Belgium or Sweden, as well as in Germany,

Italy, or England, is proof of a fundamental

discontent with trade union bureaucracies,

and through them, the complex capitalist sys-

tem into which they are integrated.

The contradictions of technocracy and bur-

eaucratization, far from disappearing will

continue to develop hand in glove with ad-

vanced capitalism itself, laying the basis for

future revolts. Similarly, in North America,

imperialist exploitation of large parts of the

world will continue to reap its harvest in

forms not too different from the war in Viet-

nam, while in Canada, the multi-national cor-

poration and the objective integration of the

Canadian bourgeoisie with the American rul-

ing class may provoke an anti-imperialist and

anti-capitalist consciousness, not only in

Quebec, but in English Canada as .well.

An earlier past also has lessons for us. The

whole history of repression by the bourgeoisie

of socialist and working-class movements has

tremenedous importance in teaching us what

we must expect and prepare against. The
wholesale abandonment of revolutionary

objectives by social democratic parties (and

one must now include Western Communist
Parties under the same rubric), is testament

to the co-optative andintegrative capacities of
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...and for the future?

advanced capitalism, and of the need to foster

an unmitigatingly extra-system, extra-parlia-

merttary persective in the revolutionary left

that emerges.

The degeneration of the Russian Revolution
into a super-centralized bureaucratically-run

system in which elementary democratic and
socialist freedoms are absent, makes it neces-

sary for us today to affirm a libertarian Marx-
ism, not only against Stalinism, but against
Leninism itself.

**

For a revolutionary movement which does
not incarnate the rich values of participation

and control from the base, ie of social democ-
racy, integral elements of the socialist move-
ment from its earliest beginnings, will not

take root in advanced capitalist societies and
will deserve to fail.

It is the future, however, which is our most
immediate concern, and here there are no
simple guidelines. Our experience, particular-

ly in a country such as Canada, is rudimentary

in the extreme, and far more low-key struggle

and base-building will be necessary before a

mass revolutionary movement can emerge.

Nonetheless, that future will become possi-

ble insofar as we speak to the contradictions

on our own situation, of which our direct inte-

gration into the American imperialist system
is without question the most critical. From
the perspective of Europe, a truth which was
only partly clear to me before I left Canada
now appears certain, namely, that there can

be no revolutionary politics in Canada until

national politics first comes unstuck; until

there is a sense of a country worth fighting for

against the Canadian bourgeoisie and its

American allies.

A very similar process occurred in Quebec
ten years ago, and though nationalism does
not ipso facto lead to socialism, as anyone
even passingly familiar with the situation in

Quebec knows, in our context it remains the

sine qua non without which revolutionary
struggle cannot develop. That we can attack

the American colossus with greater impunity
and strike a responsive chord in broad sectors

of opinion is one of the few advantages we
have over American radicals, and we would
be fools and branch-plant radicals of the worst
order to ignore it-

But anti-imperialism is not enough, and
indeed would make no sense, unless it were at

the same time linked to struggle against our

own bourgeoisie. For France does have much
more of a national bourgeoisie than we do, one

that has been as repressive of the left as any in

the world, because it s interests lie in contin-

ued domination.

So that the themes of workers' control and
socialism from below, of a revolutionary cul-

ture and educational system, of non-alienating

forms of social relationships that emerged in

May 1968, were a response to deeply felt

collective needs that are stifled in bourgeois

France, but equally in bourgeois Canada.

If some become revolutionary socialists

today, therefore, it is because we believe that

various forms of repression with which we are
familiar are part and parcel of bourgeois so-

ciety, that a different kind of society is both
possible and necessary, which will be prefi-

gured in the struggles and kind of movement
we build.

There is therefore a profoundly Utopian
content to the socialism for which the revolu-

tionary left is prepared to fight, a belief in

possibility that human nature can change
through a revolutionary process in which peo-

ple themselves shape and take control of their

lives. At the same time, however, there is

consciousness of the need to keep one's feet on
the ground, recognizing the immense prob-
lems which any social transformation will

pose, elaborating in greater detail than has
been done in the recent past, the practical
basis on which a socialist society may func-

tion. In this way. the revolutionary left may
yet succeed in avoiding the pitfalls of earlier

socialist experiments, without condemning
itself to irrelevant day-dreaming.

The revolutionary mole, now boring under-

ground, may succeed in pulling the twin tradi-

tions of libertananism and Marxism together,

spontaneity with discipline, imagination with

reason, uniting in itself the labor of the nega-

tive and positive. Then the quietus which
seems to have set in among radical groups
everywhere can become something different,

the rich and immensely important period
where the seeds of a future revolutionary so-

ciety are nurtured.

* On (he importance of th« strikes in

advanced sectors, tee for example Alain

Touraine, Le Mouvement de Mai ou le

Ccmmunisme Ulopique, 1968, one of

the most intelligent accounts of the Days

of May. On the theme of direct democ-
racy in the student revolt, see P. Vidal-

Naquet, ed., Journal de la Commune
Eludtante, 1969, now in the process of

being translated into English.

" On the grandeur and decline of the

Russian Revolution, Victor Serge's Mem-
oirs of a Revolutionary and the anarchist

Voline's The Unknown Revolution are

particularly impressive. On Libertarian

Marxism, there has recently been pub-

lished in Paris a collection of essays by

Daniel Guerin, Pour un Marxisme Liber-

ia..-, -. which is a provoking analysis of

the revolutionary tradition of socialism

from below from the French Revolution

to today.

phoio by mark mbin

. and in Canada students demonstrate against the War in Vietnam, peacefully.
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Occupation fails

Waterloo faculty keep their club
WATERLOO (CUP) - After

a two-day student occupation,

faculty at the University of

Waterloo appear to have suc-

cessfully defended their ad-

ministration-financed club

against an attempt to turn it

into a community centre.

Approximately 40 students

took over the newly-opened

building last Friday and Satur-

day to demand it be turned

over to the community which

paid for it.

The building was construct-

ed on land donated by the uni-

versity and financed with a

$100,000 administration grant

and additional grants for oper-

ation costs.

Faculty club members plan

to pay off the building's mort-

gage from club dues.

The student action followed

publication of a special com-

munity edition of the Chevron,

Waterloo's student newspaper,

which invited the public to the

opening of a "community
centre." The issue gave no in-

dication of the Waterloo ad-

ministration's plans for the

building.

Campus police turned away
residents of the Kitchener and

Waterloo communities who
came to view the building, but

allowed occupying students to

set up a temporary day care
center, show films, and serve

refreshments.

The students finally left the

building to the faculty Satur-

day evening, but announced
plans for creation of another

campus day centre and the

beginning of a program to fo-

cus campus attention on com-
munity needs.

MEMO: TO ALL SAC FEESPAYING STUDENTS

RE: SAC PRESIDENCY ELECTIONS FOR 70-71 SESSION

Nominations for the SAC President and Vice-President open on

Monday, February 2nd, 1970, at 9 a.m. and close on Tuesday, February

10th, 1970, at S p.m.

The election will be held on Tuesday, March 3rd, 1970. Advance

polls will be held on February 27th, in faculties where there is a clash

in timing.

Election rules are available from the Elections committee at the SAC Office

Nomination forms will be available at the SAC office on the day nominations open.

Any SAC-Fees paying student is eligible f« be a candidate for the SAC Presidency.

Signed: Ceta Ramkhalawansingh, Co-chairman

SAC Elections Committee

NOTICE

L

The CU6 Programming Committee anounies a Public Meeting

on the TOP GOVERNING STRUCTURE in the Debates Room,

Hart House on Wednesday, January 28th, 1970, from

1:00 • 3:00 P.M.

Guest panelists are:

Professor J.H.G. Crispo - Centre for Industrial Relations

Professor C.M.T. Hanly - Department of Philosophy & Ethics

Mr. Ken McEvoy - University Government Commissioner - S.A.C.

Mr. Bob James - Finance Commissioner - S.A.C.

All members of the University community are invited to attend

and take part in the discussion.

-J HAVE YOU TASTED THE V_
ZUMBURGER EXPERIENCE?

BLOOR AND YONGE
BLOOR AND BAY

BLOOR AND ST. GEORGE
YONGE AND GERRARD

EGLINTON AND AVENUE RD.

B

L

A
C
K

H

A
R

IT

P

IB

TUCK SHOP
HART HOUSE

JANUARY 29th

4- ?

(Guys & Gals Will Be Asked I

For Proof of Age & Library Cards) X^
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THE DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
AND

THE CENTRE FOR RUSSIAN AND
EAST EUROPEAN STUDIES

in co-operation with

The School of Graduate Studies

presents a Public Lecture

TOPIC; THE SOVIET STYLE OF WAR

SPEAKER: MICHAEL CHERNIAVSKY
Professor of History, State University
of New York at Albany

Professor Cherniavsky is a distinguished

student of Russian medieval history and
also writes and lectures in the field of
modem Russian social and military history.

He is the author of Tsar and People:
Studies in Russian Myths and
Prologue to Revolution as well as
numerous articles.

DATE: THURSDAY, JANUARY 29

TIME: 4:00 p.m.

PLACE: ROOM 2118, SIDNEY SMITH HALL



HfliLte LETTERS
The anacronism still stands
The campus Women's Liber-

ation Group has presented its

case to the Presidential Advi-

sory Committee for discontinu-

ing the discrimination against

women traditional to Hart
House. The Committee sug-

gested that we make our views
known to the Board of Stew-

ards.

We are aware of the fact

that steps are being taken to

"integrate" Hart House by
making available facilities for

women, and also that full "in-

tegration" is anticipated for

the future, at least by some

{ planners. What we are protest-

ing is the manner in which the

changes are being brought
about and the inadequacy of

steps to date.

For example, where it is

apparently profitable, as is the

case with certain eating facili-

ties, women are admitted at

specific times. The 2:00 time
limit in the Arbor Room
(women are not needed during

the rush so selective discrimi-

nation is practical) we consid-

er an insult.

Why not first come, first

served, like any other restaur-

ant?

The fact that it has not oc-

curred to you (or has it and
been rejected for other rea-

sons?) to make available

lounges, record and phono-
graph facilities, photography
equipment and darkroom is an
indication of what we consider
the exclusionary attitudes of

Hart House. Comparable facil-

ities are not available else-

where on campus for women.
It is the opinion of many that

the existence of Hart House
(that is, excellent facilities for

men) has precluded the devel-

opment of an adequate co-edu-

cational student union at the U
of T, leaving it behind other

Canadian universities.

Although it can be argued
that this has never been the

intention of Hart House, this is

not a question of intentions.

Having a nineteenth-century
mens' club at the heart of

campus life has imposed an

alienating form of social life on
both men and women in two
ways: first by its replacing co-

educational student unionism,

and secondly by systematically

reinforcing the attitude of

many that women are inferior

and obstrusive in the academy
and in recreational activities.

This is not just a slight

against women; it imposes
debilitating social relations on
men as well.

You are probably aware of

the fact that the mens' club
tradition of Hart House is con-

sidered out of date by many
Canadian students, not to say
ridiculous and certainly descri-

minatory.

Especially pending the con-

struction of adequate student
union facilities, Hart House is

in no position to enforce sepa-
ration or even "separate but
equal" facilities.

The latter has been upset
even in Mississippi concerning
another question of equality.

Women's Liberation

U of T Campus Group

Psych Dept as (HTm Centipede
For those of you on this

campus wondering exactly

what the fate of the CUG Re-
port is to be, the proceedings of

the Staff-Student Committee
which was set up to consider
the possibilities of restructur-

ing the Psychology Depart-
ment may unfortunately be
prophetic of things to come.

Organized last November,
the Committee has incessantly

bogged itself down in picayune

matters. Indeed, it reminds
one of the centipede who con-

centrated so much upon the

action of its legs that it found

itself unable to walk.

One would have assumed that,

from the recommendations of

the CUG Report, all meetings

would have been made open to

anyone interested enough to

attend. This, however, was not

the case, for an incredibly

picky discussion dragged on

for two and one half sessions

on the very question of whether

or not meetings should be

open, or whether those meet-
ings which were to discuss

matters of concern to students

(sic) should be the only ones
open.

Consider Dr. Berlyne's (one

of the committee members)
arguments, presented in the

second meeting, against open-

ness. Motivated, no doubt, by
visions of students armed with

hand grenades eager to physi-

cally dissolve the Committee,
he opposed openness on the

grounds that the presence of

non-members would convert

rational discussion into an-

archical free-for-alls.

The decision finally taken

was such that non-members
would be allowed to speak at

designated times only, that is:

(1) following discussion of an

issue by members
(2) at the end of a meeting, in

the event that the discussion
concerning an issue has not

been completed.

A non-member may present

a brief, providing he has noti-

fied the committee of his inten-

tion to do so at least one week
in advance. As an example of

the degree of ludicrousness

which the committee has at-

tained, one half hour was spent

debating whether or not Mrs.
Joyce Denyer, president of

APUDS (Association of Part-

time Undergraduate Degree
Students), could speak. The
argument over her right to

speak focused on various in-

terpretations of the above deci-

sion. The whole thing reminds

one of a group of mouldy Su-

preme Court judges discussing

the finer points of the B.N. A.

Act.

But this is not all. The
Committee had been set up
originally with three appointed

staff members, and three

elected students, (one gradu-

ate student, and two under-

graduates) Unfortunately, the

Extension Students felt that

they could not be subsumed
with undergraduates, and re-

quested representation after

the elections had been held. In

view of the fact that they had

requested separate representa-

tion on such a body in a letter

to the Departmental Chairman

in August, their request seems

quite acceptable. This letter,

however, was lost and to wors-

en matters the Psychology

Student's Union did not contact

the Extension Students during

Elections. This "problem"

managed to paralyze the

Committee even further. Solu-

tions ranged from more or less

discounting their existence, to

the perhaps even more ridicu-

lous final decision that they

may elect a representative

who can:

• have priority when discus-

sion is open to non-members.
• present a brief if the Com-
mittee has been served one
week's notice.

o attend any in camera meet-
ings.

• speak providing no member
•bjects.

• not vote.

Needless to say the Exten-
sion Students were disgusted

with the whole affair, especial-

ly the fact that they could
speak only if a Committee
member did not object.

And so, what is the net result

of two months of meetings?
Substantially nothing. The
Committee has found itself

continually split due to the

widely varying sensibilities of

the members. Morale has fall-

en so low on occasion that

some have suggested that it

disband. Little wonder with all

the petty hair-splitting that has

resulted in almost total para-

lysis. Meanwhile the student

body rots under a totally unac-

ceptable system, and the con-

ditions of that system have not

formed any part so far of the

Committee's discussions.

As far as its aspirations to

communicate with the student

body go it has failed. How can
students even attend meetings
when they continually change
the room, and don't announce
it until just prior to a meeting?
For all intents and purposes
the meetings remain closed. If

this is indicative of the way in

which the CUG Report is going

to be handled, then it will nev-

er be implemented.

Psychology Student's Union

HOUSE 50
CLASSICAL CONCERT

Today-Music Room- I p.m.

MARGOT BURON. Violinist

Faculty of Music Trio

KATHY ROOT. P.amst

FUJICO IMAJISHI. Violinist

PAUL PULFORD. "Cellist

Everyone Welcome

FILM MAKING
ATTENTION ALL Students & Staff

interested in organizing "Film
Making at U. of T." There is

a General Meeting - 4:00 p.m.

TODAY m the SOUTH SITTING ROOM
Further Infoi-David Peebles

362-057 I

P.A.C.O.F.R.O.H.'r!.

COMMUNITY ME ETING - 7:30 >.m.

TODAY
DEBATES ROOM

COME & SPEAK YOUR PEACE
Everyone Welcome

YOU GOTTA HAVE HART
"OT E

FEBRUARY 4TH

The Library Committee Present!

FRANCIS SPARSHOTT
Reading His Own Poetry

Library -8 p.m.

Thursday, January 29th

Everyone Welcome

BLACK HART PUB
Thursday, January 29th

TUCK SHOP - HART HOUSE

Hillel Lecture Series

1969-70

ELIE
WIESEL

Distinguished Author
and Lecturer

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 1,

8:30 p.m.

CONVOCATION HALL
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THE FUTURE BUILDER

What is it? What will it do for you? How does it work?

BIB stands for Biographical Inventory Blank, a multiple-choice

inventory of auto-biographical questions relating to your own past

experience. The BIB is about you and your career. It consists of a

question booklet conlaining 520 questions about your past, and an

answer booklet. The answer booklet contains two pages which re-

semble an expanded application form, and three pages of item op-

tions for the 520 questions. It is the result of research which began
thirty years ago, when psychologists for the U.S. Armed Services

found that a BIB was the single best predictor ol individual behaviour

and occupational success. Recent applications have included in-

tensive work by NASA and the Peace Corps.

BIB means three very important things to you.

PERSONAL COUNSELLING REPORT

By compleling it and permitting the results to be used in a Canadian
research program, you will obtain a personal, confidential counsel-

ling report, which will be compiled by the Human Studies Founda-
tion and mailed directly to you. This report will compare your occu-

pational interests with those of persons who have succeeded in the

following fields: * Human Sciences (eg. psychologist) • Hard
Sciences (eg. chemist) • Physical Activity (eg. law enforcement
oflicer) • Social Welfare (eg. social worker) • Artistic-Literary

(eg. music teacher) • Business Detail (eg. banker) • Sales (eg.

real estate broker) • Verbal (eg. lawyer). Depending on your own
results you may also receive separate advice on your probabilities

of success in Ihe following areas: • Agricultural & Outdoor • Tech-
nical Sales * Scientific Research • Scientific Creativity • Gen-
eral Engineering • Sales Engineering • Research Engineering

• Management Effectiveness • Management Level • Specializa-

tion Level • Occupational Level.

This service costs you $5.00 which is remitted to the Human Studies

Foundation and used to help pay for research.

CAREER SELECTION

Provided free of charge to you by Career Assessment Limited. Stafl

psychologists will attempt to match your profiles on the BIB with

ihe actual success requirement of various work situations (jobs).

Whenever this occurs, they will send your name to that employer.
He receives only the information which you place on pages 2 & 3

ol the answer booklet. No person except yourself receives informa-

tion as to your BIB results. The employer will likely contact you in

order to try and interest you in the position. Any decision regarding

hiring is made by you and the employer. This service means that your
BIB acts as an interview on paper, an interview in depth which por-

trays your invidualily and allows Career Assessment's professional

staff to suggest career opportunities. Careers which are likely to

provide you with long term success and satisfaction.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

This is similar to Career Selection, but is for students planning to

return to school in the Fall. It allows you and an employer, matched
as to BIB profiles and job requirements, to have a summer to look
each other over with an eye to a permanent position after graduation.

For the first time you will be able to receive an impartial appraisal
of your real interests and opportunities for success. It will be based
on a detailed knowledge of you, as outlined by your responses on the

BIB. The research psychologists will take stock of you according to

techniques validated extensively in industry and government.

It is important to understand the realities of a job before you take it.

The decision is too important to gamble. You no longer need to rely

completely on company interviewers to lind out what jobs are really

like. Career Assessment's professional staff will provide experienced

insight so that you will not waste your time in an unsuitable job.

The right career will mean happiness. Happiness could be a better

position, quicker advancement, interesting associates, etc. The right

career depends on the right decision. BIB can help you make the

right decision by screening job opportunities to find those that are

suitable for you, and by providing you with candid information about

your possibilities of success in certain occupational areas.

This is how BIB works.

BIB is available at SCM book store — 333 Bloor Street West

BIB includes a question booklet, answer booklet, instructions on
how to fill out the answer booklet, and a large return envelope.

BIB should be completed in a quiet, relaxed atmosphere, and should

be given the attention you would accord any important matter

There is no time limit lor completion.

Once you have completed BIB, place the answer booklet in the return

envelope and mail it to the Human Studies Foundation

If you wish to have the assistance of Career Assessment Ltd. during

the period of Feb. 10lh- March 1st, then your BIB must be post-

marked no later than Jan. 29th. BIB's received later will not be eli-

gible for job assistance until March 1st. Your counselling report will

be mailed to you within 2 weeks of receipt of your BIB.

THE NUTS AND BOLTS OF BIB

1. Upon receipt, your BIB is sequentially identified to provide a fail-

safe cross reference.

2. Pages 2 and 3 (expanded application form) are microfilmed and
made into microfiche cards, providing instant identification and re-

production, as well as complete security.

3. Some of the information on pages 2 and 3 is entered into a data

bank.

4. Your item responses on pages 4, 5 and 6 are recorded by optical

scanner and transposed into profiles through the use of advanced
computer analyses.

5 Your BIB profiles are then merged with the information in the
data bank, producing a detailed picture of the individual that is you.
Over 550 pieces of information are combined into a meaningful por-

trait.

6. This portrait is then used to compile your personal report which is

mailed to you directly.

7. If you have requested job assistance, then the psychologists of

Career Assessment will match your portrait with work situations.

Whenever success is highly indicated, your name and the information
on pages 2 and 3 only, are sent to the employer. It is then up to the

employer to contact you^ to see if you are interested in the position
in question.

8. Except for ihe information on pages 2 and 3 (which you would
ordinarily give on an application form) all information is completely
confidential.-

Any individual assessment or prediction made on the basis of BIB
responses may be partially or wholly invalid. It is nontheless true that
the large majority of evaluations are substantially correct.

If you cannot get BIB from your bookstore, write the
Human Studies Foundation, 50 Prince Arthur Avenue,
Toronto 180, Ontario, enclosing $5.00.

EBCflfliEEHCflREEBCftHEERCaBEEBCflBiEEHCaflEERCflKEB CflBEEB
lEW rflSSEEEMEWflSEESSIflEMT HSEEESfflEM flSSESSfflEWT ASSESSMENT
iTEDUiTNTE [} LlftiT ETJLi HTIiTEI LiKUTEDUulJTEI iilMEDJi^TEI UNITED

51 PRINCE ARTHUR AVENUE
TORONTO ONTARIO

(416) 964-7721. 964-7725
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Financial difficulties hamper new athletic complex
// is readily apparent to alt who

use the Hart House athletic facilities

that the University of Toronto is

badly in need of a new men 's athletic

building. In this, the first of a series

of Varsity Sports articles, Peter
Adamson describes some of the his-

tory of the situat® and outlines

what is now being done. Mr. Adam-
son is Vice-President of the Athletic

Directorate and co-chairman of the

Coordinating Committee in charge

of the building project.

, By PETER ADAMSON

Will the University of Toronto
ever get a new men's athletic

building?

From a hopeful beginning in

1962 with the presentation of the

First User's Committee Report,

the prospects have waned in face

of financing problems and of ob-

taining a site. The University has

finally settled on the south-east

corner of Spadina and Harbord,
next to the Benson Building, as the

site for the new building. It has

assured the Athletic Association

that this site will be held in reserve

until such time as construction can

commence.

Up until 1968, the major prob-

lem appeared to be one of finding

a suitable site. This having been

accomplished, a feasability study

was carried out by the architects.

Interfac B-ball

New I upsets Law

But what of our funds? In 1964
there was $6 million in the Na-
tional Fund, of which $4 million
was supposedly allocated for the

proposed Men's Athletic Building.

Due to a misunderstanding be-
tween the University and the

Province, different book-keeping
practices carried out by the Uni-
versity between 1964-68 necessi-

tated $4 million being paid out of
the National Fund to the Province
in 1968. And so our funds for an
athletic building have dissipated to

$600,000. This sum has been set

aside and will be reserved to con-
tract the final architects' plans
when that stage is arrived at.

MAI
FINANCIAL SETBACK

The Province has also imposed
a considerable financial setback by
drastically cutting its university

grants for capital expenditures.
The University can expect no new
monies whatsoever until 1975,
and even then it is unlikely that aid

would be granted for an athletic

building. AH of the funds which
have been allocated to the Univer-

By COLIN PILMER

A tight man-to-man defense
and good rebounding helped
New I upset league-leading
Law 36-31 in interfac basket-
ball last night.

New jumped into a 10-1 lead

and never looked back. Numer-
ous, turnovers repeatedly
stalled the Law attack while
New showed good ball control

throughout.

Kirby (12) and Gilbert (9)

led New scorers; Alboini led

Law in scoring (13) and spit-

ting into the stands (5).

Earlier in the day Trin lost a

chance to move into a first

place tie with Law when SMC
B edged them 28-26. St. Mike's
used a collapsing zone defense
to control the taller Trinity
team but still needed Tim
Wolfe's two free throws with 23

seconds to win their third of

the year.

With four games to go only
Law and Innis seem sure of

playoff berths in Division II.

Oleszkowicz's 43 points in

two games led Innis to 69-61

and 70-51 wins over Dents and
New.

In Division I the playoff pic-

ture is clearer. UC, SMC, Meds
and Sr. Eng. seem likely to

meet in the post-season action,

although Erindale could knock
off the Engineers if they con-

tinue their recent momentum.
UC continues to set the pace

on top of the division. Since
Jan. 1 they have downed St.

Mike's 83-80 and Vic 85-66 led

by the 82 points scored by
Pasht and Singer in the two
games.
SMC dropped two close

games to Vic and Meds (66-44)

before unloading on PHE 101-

61 while Meds won two, beat-

ing Sr. Eng. 49-29 and St. Mikes.

Business remained on top of

Division III with a 5-0 record.

They are led by former inter-

collegiate star Glen Wilkie,
whose 20 points a game could
be better used by the hapless
Blues.

Everybody
. interested in

basketball should drop down to

Hart House Friday night.

There are three first division,

full length games at 5, 6:30 and
8 p.m. plus exhibition boxing
matches. It's all free and la-

dies are exceedingly welcome.
Come and be entertained in the

quaint surroundings of our own
model athletic complex.

STANDINGS
Division I (four to playoffs)

won lost points

UCI 6 1 12

SMC A 5 3 10

Meds A 4 2 8

Sr. Eng. 3 3 6

PHE A 2 6 4

Vic I 2 4 4
Erin I 2 5 4

Division It (fom to playoffs)

Law I 5 2 10

Innis 5 3 10

Dents A 4 3 Jf,
Trin A 4 4 8

New I 4 4 8

SMCB 3 5 6

Scar A 2 5 4

sity for the next five years will be
absorbed by the humanities li-

brary and extension of service fa-
cilities (eg. steam tunnels). So the
"top priority" billing which the

proposed complex has touted for
the last few years is of no real con-
sequence, since no new capital
expenditures are possible.

Discussions have been held with
Mr. Beaubien, the Chairman of
the Canada Fitness Council, con-
cerning the possibility of incorpo-
rating the proposed building into

the National Fitness Programme
in return for federal assistance.
However, on their small budget,
($5 million), it is not anticipated

that any funds from this source
will be forthcoming.

Our only alternative, therefore,

is to raise the funds from private

sources; this will amount to $8
million for the athletic facilities

alone, not including the office
tower to house the School of
Physical and Health Education
and Health Services.

FUND RAISING

If any success is to be had in

raising funds, the various interest-

ed parties had to be integrated in

their efforts. Thus, a "Co-Ordi-
nating Committee" has been set

up to take positive action for a
new building. On this Committee
are representatives from the Ath-
letic Directorate, Advisory Board,
T-Holders Association. School of
Physical and Health Education,
and Board of Governors. We are

presently determining the best

method to raise funds (eg. large

donations from individuals or
companies, a general telephone
campaign of T-Holders, specifica-

tion of donations to the Varsity

Fund to be applied to a men's ath-

letic building, etc.).

Then it will be necessary to get
the support of the Board of Gover-
nors for our proposals before a

publicity campaign is begun. This
will be aimed at informing the

concerned people of the urgent
need for new facilities, and inspir-

ing them to help our cause. Only
when definite sources of funds are

available can the final architects'

plans then be drawn up.

With regards to this, numerous
individuals are exploring such

RENT A
TAPE RECORDER

BRAND NEW CASSETTE?
AS LOW AS 500 DAILY

921-7702

areas as the specifications of the

pool, track, and soon that would
be required for international com-
petition, sources of funding, the
athletic facilities and their financ-

ing at other universities, and pub-
licity for athletics — all in the
hope that these steps will improve
the possibility of the University of
Toronto realizing the new athletic

facilities which it so urgently re-

quires and deserves.

SAILORS

On the 28 January at 7.30
P.M. there will be an IMPOR-
TANT MEETING of the Sailing
Club in Rm. 241 of the Gerald
Larkin Academic Bldg. (east
side of Devonshire Place) Rims
ond discussion. Extremely im-
portant. AM sailors ond those
who took the introductory sail-

ing course welcome.

Export'X

REGULAR AND KINGS

CORO 4 BREGMAN PRESENTS:

BVEDS
Jeegarden ho van winkle

maurey fiayden

Sun., Feb. 1st, 8 p.m. -1 show only

MASSEY HALL

Tickets: $5 $4 $3

THE BVROS

BALLAD

EASY "RIDER

\*************************************************************i i

HISTORY STUDENTS UNION

GENERAL MEETING

TOPICS: GRADUATE &
UNDERGRADUATE
CO-OPERATION

• COURSE REQUIREMENTS 1970-71

THURS. JAN 29/70 1016 NEW :00 p.m.

Division III (four to playoffs)

Bus 5 0 10

Vic II 3 0 6

SGS 3 1 6

Jr. Eng. 2 1 4

PHE B 2 1 4

MedB 1 2 2

PharmA 1 2 2

UCII 1 3 2

Erin II 0 3 0

Arch A 0 4 0

THE ENGINEERING SOCIETY PROUDLY ANNOUNCES:

THE AT HOME 7T0
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 6

AT THE SEAWAY TOWERS MOTOR HOTEL

FEATURING TWO GREAT BANDS,

ADEQUATE LIBATIONS AND THE LGMB

ADMISSION $4.00
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Blues' rally overcomes stubborn Gryphons
By LYNDON LITTLE

GUELPH - Varsity Blues

came back from a shaky first

period last night to defeat the

Guelph Gryphons 5-2 in a SIHL
Western Division game here

last night.

Guelph took a 2-0 lead in the

first as they outplayed and out-

skated a surprised Varsity

team. Gryphon defenseman
Ron Pierpoint opened the scor-

ing at 7:33 as he connected

with a low shot that seemed to

catch Blues' Goalie Adrian

Watson by surprise.

The second Guelph marker
came with only 29 seconds left

in the period. Guelph forward

Peter Turner was left unat-

tended in front of Watson and

he flipped a quick shot high

into the net.

It looked for a while as if

Guelph was out to repeat its

early season upset of Blues,

but the between-periods rest

must have been what the team

needed as they came out flying

and picked up three unan-

swered goals. Grant Cole re-

placed Watson in the nets and

handled 10 shots flawlessly.

Nick Holmes scored the first

Blues' goal on a hard shot from

the blueline at 2:54 that went

through goalie Duffy Lewis's

Guelph beats BlueSkates 10-1

GUELPH (special) — The Varsity Silver BlueSkates

dropped their second game in a row as they were beaten 10-

1 by the Guelph Gryphonettes in an exhibition women's in-

tercollegiate hockey game here last night.

The Varsity squad allowed seven breakaways in the first

period alone, and Guelph converted four of the opportuni-

ties into goals as they took a 6-0 lead. The BlueSkates were

outscored 2-1 in the second and 2-0 in the third.

Toronto's lone goal came off the stick of Vikki Mitchell.

Guelph, last year's champions, had played nine games
before last night's encounter and their rough, fast-skating

brand of hockey was too much for the Varsity team, who
have played only three games in their exhibition schedule.

The loss followed a 5-2 defeat by McMaster last Friday

night at Varsity Arena. Diane Gilmour scored both Toronto

goals in that game.
In other action last night, the Varsity Btuettes basketball

team was upset 33-30 by Guelph after fighting to a 13-13

draw at half-time. Top scorers for Toronto were Karen
Empey (9) and Joanne Petzel (7).

legs. Paul Laurent tied it up at

9:53 when he flipped a rebound

into the uncovered side of the

net after Len Burman had hit

the post.

Laurent and Burman com-
bined again before the end of

the period as Laurent skated

the length of the ice and passed

from behind the net to Bur-
man, who put the puck behind

Lewis.

Blues continued their fine

play in the third, taking the

game to the Gryphons and
coming up with two insurance

markers. John Wright scored

Blues' fourth goal at 9 : 30 of the

period as he picked up a pass

from Dave Field at his own
blueline and beat two Guelph
players to score from close in.

Laurent capped a great indi-

vidual game as he added Var-

sity's final goal at 14:32. Just

seconds after Cole robbed two
Guelph players from point

blank range, Laurent skated

through the entire Guelph
team to beat Lewis cleanly.

BLUENOTES: Blues have

always had trouble warming
up to the refrigerator Guelph
uses for its games. . .shots on

goal were 38-34 in favor of

Blues. . .Cole's best stop of the

night came when he stopped

Ron Fierheller from point-

blank range in the second peri-

od. . .coach Tom Watt's move
of Len Burman to right wing on

the Laurent line paid immedi-

ate benefits as the pair com-
bined for two goals, each as-

sisting on the other's marker.

SWIMMING
University of Toronto

vs.

McGill University

at

Hart House
Saturday, Jan. 31,1 970 8:00

p.m.

Paul Laurent two goals, one assist.

Gymnastic champ'ship here Sat.

U of T will play host for

the Women's Intercollegiate

Gymnastic Championships
for Ontario and Quebec Sat-

urday as eight universities

compete for top honors and
the right to send a team to

the Canadian championships
at the University of Alberta.

Action gets underway at

the Benson Building about
9:30a.m.

Toronto's senior team
consists of Marty Kemeny,
Connie Lindenburger and
Ruth McMullen, all of whom
compete in floor, beam,
vault and bar events.

The junior team is made
up of Sue Christilau (all

round), Sue Young (bars

and vault), Barb Glennie

(floor and beam), Jane Ste-

vens (floor and beam), Or-

nella Marussi (vault) and
Jo-Anne Anderson (bars).

The Varsity girls have
Marty Kemeny pauses while been slowly improving and
practicing a routine on the this year should prove one of

beam. the team's most exciting.

The College Dramatic Societies and the Drama Centre

with assistance from the Varsity Fund and SAC
present

Shakespeare's

MEASURE FOR MEASURE

DRY CLEANING

8 LBS. - $3.00
% HOUR

Church 8t Wellesley Self Serve

DRY CLEANER

OPEN EVERY DAY
WEEKNIGHTS TILL 9:00 P.M.
Courteous Attendant on Duty

S60 CHURCH ST..

924-6010

Wed. Jan. 28
through Sat. Jon. 31

at 8:30 p.m.

Sat. Jan. 31 matinee

at 2:00 p.m.

directed by Stephen Katz

ADMISSION FREE

Get tickets now
at Theatre Box Office,

928-8668.

LHART HOUSE THEATRE
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ROUGE VALLEY

DAY OR NIGHT
LOCATED IN SCARBORO

282-1771 .

S WRIT ... A New Literary
|

I Magazine

ft Poetry, prose, Toronto writers.
]

I Submit ...Innis College Writing I

! Lab at Innis I ]
I By Mail: Bill Reocb, 135 I
jYorkyille Aye. Apt. 28 Toronto 185?

1 Please put address and phone
J

I
number on material. Deadline

j
I February 15, Spring edition. I



Wrestlers show improvement
(158 lb ), Dave Simms (1581b.)
and Ernie Friedrich (177 lb.).

Shand pinned two competi-
tors in whirlwind fashion be-
fore meeting Dave Kestal.
former NCAA champion. Kes-
tal won by wrenching Shand
into the air and slamming him
to the mat with a head and arm
lock. Shand was still in conten-
tion until he wrestled to a draw
in a hard-fought match with
Stitt (Hamilton).

John Davis wrestled six
times to win a fourth place po-
sition in the 158 lb. division,
sporting tape on a weak wrist
and around a sprained digit.

Davis used incredible balance
and CO-Ordination tn over-

PHE 1 fops in WIH league
By JUDY WRIGHT

As January draws to a close,

so does the schedule of Wom-
en's Interfac Hockey games.
Despite the early morning

game hours, the season has
seen much enthusiasm and

The Varsity wrestling team
needed a chance to compete
with and observe experienced
wrestlers, and last weekend
they received it.

The 1970 Guelph Open Wres-
tling tournament hosted over
150 wrestlers of all shapes and
sizes in a 12-hour test of skill_

and endurance. The meet was
conducted under International

rules using the "bad points"
system, whereby it is possible

for one person to wrestle as
many as six times before a
winner is determined.

The lacklustre perform-
ances of previous meets with
Waterloo-Windsor and Western
(which we lost) seem to have
disappeared. Inspired by the
presence of several NCAA
champions and otherwise qual-

ity competition, the Varsity
team displayed team spirit and
an individual willingness to

compete with desire.

Notable efforts came from
Ken Shand (118 lb.), Al Mc-
Adam (142 lb.), John Davis

| Fencers foiled by Rlf
8 Toronto struggled against their individual blues, drop- :

ping a close, exciting contest to Rochester Institute of I

¥: Technology 12 to 15 bouts last Saturday in the Fencing
g Salle.

The Varsity foilists put up their best team effort taking f

g: a 5 bouts to 4 victory. Richard Wong dominated the indi-
\

vidual standings winning all his bouts. The sabreurs were >

technically better than Rochester but under stress buc- i

:£ kled to a 3 bouts to 6 loss. Martin Peros with all the Blues !

sabre wins outclassed all the sabreurs present. i;

i;:; Toronto's epeeists took the first three bouts easily, :

relaxed and impaled themselves on their opponents
\

8 points. Only Helmut Microys could take two wins in the

:* 4-to-5 loss. •:

After the great competition with RIT, the RMC were :i

£1 no match for either team ; U of T 25 RMC 2, RIT 14 RMC i

I;
0. Without a full 9 man team RMC added insult to injury i

by taking their strongest fencers to an Ottawa Meet. |:

¥: The 1970 Novice Foil Champion is Tony de Bakker. His ;

g skill was tested by Mark Taylor, 2nd, Andre Kahle, 3rd,
|:

jx John Boquist and Jim Heifitz, 4th and Roy Martin, 6th.

! U. OFT. I

: FLYING CLUB !

ICOMING EVENTS

whelm two competitors. The
remaining four matches were
battled the full six minutes,
giving John a stimulating in-

troduction to competitive
wrestling after a three-year
lay-off.

Our brothers from Michigan
State wrestling club and Uni-
versity of Buffalo showed the

greatest team depth. They take

home with them eight out of

ten possible trophies.

U of T has the nucleus for a

team, but we need extra bodies
in all weight classes. Its a con-

tagious sport and we welcome
anyone who wants to come out
and get in shape.

1. ) Open Meeting: Topic: Air Search & Rescue

Thurs. Jan. 29, 1970 7:30 P.M.

East Common Room, Hart House

For Pilots, Nonpilots, Men, Women.

2.) Breakfast Flight, Sat. Jan. 31

Sign up at Thurs. Meeting.

Room for many passengers, so

come on out!

even a little hockey skill.

Whether the wide-awake fans
who usually showed up came to

cheer novices or to get their

early morning smile is a mat-
ter of opinion.

PHE I has managed to come
out on top of League I by de-

feating Vic I (7-2), SMC I (3-0),

PHE II (2-0), with a final game
against Pharmacy to be played
this week. SMC I is in second
place through victories over
Vic I (5-0), and Pharmacy (3-0)

In League II, Erindale has
taken the lead in victories over
Meds (8-11), POT (6-0) and
PHE III by default, while Vic
II is in second place, having
tied Erindale (1-1).

League III is led by St. Hil-

da's who were victorious in

games against PHE V (4-0),

Innis (4-0), SMC II (1-0). The
quarter-playoff in this league
sees the appearance of Scar-
borough who meet St. Hilda's

on Mon. Feb. 9 at 4 p.m. for the

playoff spot. Other quarter
final games: in League I, PHE
I vs SMC I on Thurs., Feb. 5 at

9 a.m. and Erindale vs VIC II

in League II on Mon., Feb. 2 at

8a.m.

f

EVERY WEDNESDAY TO END *

OF TERM 7:30 p.m.
|

ROCHDALE
2nd FLOOR LOUNGE I

EIIC0UNTER GROUPS FOR
j

Students and OUiei Adults
"

Sponsored by
|

CLAREM0NT EXPERIMENT !

CALL .MEDIATELY 1

922-9045 or 247-2470
|

SMALL FEE PER SESSION

j

We "Direct"
Dealers handling both loose
and mounted' diamonds. Our
booklet tellsyou what tolook
for and what to expect when
you invest in a diamond1

. You
can purchase from us on a

"Direct" basis.

H. PROCTOR & Co.

Diamond and Gem Dsalers

131 BLOOR ST. W. SUITE 416

SPORTS SCHEDULES
WFFK OF FFR OnAvvct_rv ur pcd. zno

HOCKEY

on Feb 2 12 30 Trrn. 0 vs II Civil Kolin, Seckington
1 30 Law IV

vs s( m'a"
A Kolin, Seckington

7.00

Bus 1°
Hemphill. Desroches

8 15 vs Med A Hemphill. Desroches
9 30 LLC II vs Pharm A Kouisans. Embrey
10.30 Vic. Ill vs IV Civil Kouisans. Embrey

Tues Feb 3 1 30 Vic. 1 vs Lawl Murray. Oubniak
7 OO Tnn A vs PHE A Sullivan. Miller
8 15 Campus Co opvs Knox Sullivan. Miller
9.30 Si MC vs Bus II Cyr. Ellis

10 30 IV Eng Sc vs Dent C Cyr
. Ellis

Wed Feb 4 800 Dent B vs III Mech Dubmak. Benrand
12 30 III Elec vs Med 0 Allen. Billings

1 30 vs Arch
400 S< Eng vs Waterloo (E*h) Bullock. Hemphill

Thur Feb.

5

12.30 PHE B vs For A Wright, Barnhouse
1.30 Vic VI vs U C. Ill Wright. Barnhouse
7 00 Oent A vs Si M 8 Richardson. Skinner
8 15 Law 11 vs Jt Eng Richardson. Skinner
9 30 LLC 1 vs Oev Hse Klinck. Cyr

10.30 III Chem vs For B Klinck. Cyr

Fr. Feb 6 12 30 Trin.C vs Med C Wright, Gordon
1 30 Music Wright, Gordon
5 00 Bullock. Stunner

SQUASH

Tues. Feb.

3

620 Eng vs For

7 00 V.C II

7 40 Dent vs Med B

Wed Feb.4 7 00 vs* Med A
7 40 vs Law A

Thur Feb 5 620 Law B vs Vic 1

7 00 SGS vs St M A
7.40 Tnn B

INDOOR TRACK Tues Feb 3 5 30 - 1000 YDS AND Relay
(2x1.1x2.1x3)

BASKETBALL

Mon Feb 2 1 00 Arch A vs Vic II Schwartz. Puzeris
4 00 Hafner.L Sternberg

Tues Feb.3 1 00 New III vs III Eng Sc Boguski, Faust
4 00 PHE C vs St M C Fienberg. Eisenstein

630 Jr Eng vs Med 8 Cass. Dymfltski.Cunningham
7.30 II Eng Sc vs Arch B Cass. Oymarski.Cunningham
830 Law B vs For A Cass. Oymarski.Cunningham

Wed Feb.4 12 00 PHE. A vs U.C.I Tessis.Gee

1 00 Sf Eng vs St M A Gee.Tessis

4 00 UCII vs SGS Tessis Saltzman

6 30 Med A vs Vic. 1 Schwartz,BlimckA Sternberg
7 30 Oent A vs Scar Schwartz, Blinick.A Sternberg

8.30 Innis II vs Knot Schwartz 8linick,A Sternberg

Thui Feb.5 1 00 IV Elec vs Emmen Tofford.Cunningham
4 00 Law B vs St M C Fienberg. Eisenstein

630 Pharm A vs PHE 8 Hummel, Boguskj,Faust

7 30 PHE D vs Dent C Hummel,Boguski,Faust
8 30 Oent 8 vs Wye Hummel. Boguski.Faust

Fn Feb 6 12 00 vs St M B Doug, Mockford.Gee
1 00 IV Chem vs Vic.lll Eisenstein. Fienberg
400 Bus vs Erin II Boguski.Cunningham
6 30 Lawl vs TrinA Hafner.L Sternberg

8 00 Sr Eng vs UC.I Saltzman Doug Mockford

(Ladies we Icoo te a! 6 30 & 8 00 games I

WATER POLO

Tues Feb 3 7 30 Oent vs Law Brown ridge

815 Brownridge
9.00 vs Pharm Brown ridge

Thur Feb 5 7 30 Scar vs Med B Archibald

8 15 vs U.C. Archibald
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Who are the majority,

who are thepoor?

When we talk of Quebecers, we talk of

all Quebecers, of all origins, of bofh offi-

cial languages, of every religion, of any

continent. When we talk of Quebecers,

we mean all Quebecers. Some of you, I

now, are getting uneasy about the situ-

ation here, and some of you are begin-

ning to realize that you are a minority,

you are listening to those who tell you

you are a minority, and some of you are

thinking of leaving. Let me fell you that

there is no escape from feeling a minori-

ty. Canada is a minority as an industrial

nation in the world. We are a minority

among the rich nations. When you look

t the vast majority of nations in this

torld, who are the majority, who are

poor? And, in Canada, as French Cana-

dians are a minority, and English Cana-

dians are a minority in Quebec and I as a

French Canadian, I am a minority in rid-

ing of Mount Royal; you know, feeling

that you are in a minority is something

i the mind, it's not something real. And
I've often said this to French Canadians:

you are a minority if you feel you are a

minority but we don't feel a minority in

Ottawa and nobody pushes us around in

Ottawa, and don't let anyone push you

around in Quebec. You have your roots

here no matter how few years you may

What did he say? He said, "Equality." Aye? "Equality"

have come, some of you. But you have

participated in the life of this province

and you helped to make it a province

which is interesting culturally, and you

have helped to create its wealth and
your place is here and it some people are

thinking of leaving, I tell them: don't

drop ouf, drop in, don't drop out, com-

pete, don't exit, excel!. This is what I tell

French Canadians when I speak to mi-

norities in other provinces and this is

what you should be telling yourselves:

that the small groups, the obligations of

being a minority also create privileges,

and it you think of the role, for instance,

that the Scots as a minority played in the

role of the history of England, you can

I

see what a minority does, you can see

,vZeM&&fZ1 t' vlrfi^V how a minority can succeed, and I don't

have to tell these things, you know
them. And you know that this Canada
and this party which is meeting here

tonight sees all men as equals and we
don't think of people as majority and
minority. We think of people as Canadi-

ans, as having full rights in this country.

And we won't let anyone destroy them.

P. E. Trudeau
Queen Elizabeth Hotel

October 19, 1969
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"Instead of building the Spadina Expressway, we could offer
each of the 7,000 potential users at least $2,700 a year tax-free-
forever. If they accepted our offer, we all would be better off; and
since we have reckoned that the expressway would save the aver-
age driver less than a quarter of an hour a day, it is hard to envis-

age any of them turning us down."
— David and Nadine Nowlan,

THE BAD TRIP, p. 19 SEE PAGE 2

Do university libraries threaten Canadian publishing?
By DAVID FRANK

The buying habits of Canadian uni-

versity libraries are threatening the

future of the Canadian publishing in-

dustry.

This is a fear that Canadian pub-

lishers have been voicing increasingly

since last September, when discus-

sions between publishers and librari-

ans made it clear that, to quote the

publishing trade magazine: ".
. .

about 95 per cent of all purchases of

university and college libraries in

Canada are made outside the country,

with only five per cent for university

libraries spent in Canada."

The university library market is

worth $20 million a year, more than 10

per cent of Canada's book market.
Four years ago libraries were spend-

ing only $8 million.

This rapid increase in spending
accounts for most of the concern pub-

lishers are demonstrating. As one

publishing executive put it: "We
didn't realize such a great big chunk
of the market was going out of the

country," and another adds: "To put

it in historical perspective, universi-

ty libraries were not really worth

very much."

For the most part the Canadian

publishing industry is a supply opera-

tion — they are warehousing and

marketing agents for American and

British publishers.

The average Canadian publisher

carries over 10,000 titles, only a hand-

ful of them actually Canadian books.

"There is no lack of availability of

books," a top Ryerson Press execu-

tive said last fall, "There are more
English language titles available in

Toronto than in any other city in the

world/'

This agency representation system

is the cornerstone of Canadian pub-

lishing. Only with money earned from
these sales can publishers underwrite

the cost of original Canadian books

which rarely recoup their costs on the

small Canadian market.
' 'Canadian publishers trying to pub-

lish Canadian books," says one pub-

lishing executive, "find it difficult if

not impossible without carrying this

mixed line. They need these Ameri-

can and British books to assist or sub-

sidize — and I hate like hell to use

that word — in publishing Canadian

books."

Canadian university libraries have

imperilled this tradition set-up by

"buying around" Canadian represent-

atives and going direct to foreign

markets to buy books, say the publish-

ers. Orders are placed in New York

and London with "jobbers", outfits

which will assemble a single ship-

ment from a number of sources.

This procedure replaces the confu-

sion and tedium of ordering small

numbers of books from multitudinous

individual publishers with centrally-

ordered bulk shipments. From
abroad.

This is the system employed by the

Universi ty of Toronto.

Associate librarian David Esplin

from U of T's Book Selection Office

puts it like this:

"It's a matter of simple economics.

If you buy 100 books from 100 differ-

ent sources, you get 100 different ship-

ments and invoices to process. It is

much cheaper and quicker to place

orders direct to London."
Chief Librarian Robert Blackburn

adds:

"It's tempting to think that because
publishers are in Toronto they can
supply quick service. This is not al-

ways the case."

U of T library administrators point

to other factors to explain their buy-

ing habits.

"Most of the things we buy cannot

be purchased through Canadian pub-

lishers," says Esplin, "Many can't be
bought through any bookseller."

This includes out-of-print books,

and collectors' items, as well as more
than $255,000 worth of periodical sub-

scriptions annually. Blackburn says

about 30 per cent of library purchases

are non-Roman alphabet publications.

"Canadian publishers' booklists are

"selective", says Esplin, "They do

not appear to carry a complete
stock."

When publishers talk about not get-

ting 95 per cent of university library

business, he says, the question is

"What percentage are books they can

supply?"

"We do buy quite extensively from

local services." he adds, "We use

Canadian agents providing they can
give service."

Two of the most important services

the library receives, explains Black-

burn, are delivery of books on publi-

cation and automatic receipt of books

on approval in specified fields. Cana-

dian pub lishers do not give this kind of

service.

U of T was unable to supply figures

indicating sources of purchases and to

what extent buying which might go
through Canadian agents was direct-

ed out of the country.

Esplin: "The figures are not kept

that way."
Blackburn: "Could you hazard a

guess?"
Esplin. "Very very small. I would

guess someplace under one per cent

of our purchases.'

U of T also made no reply to a sur-

vey on sources of library acquisitions

conducted by the Book Publishers

Council of Canada.

Among the 14 universities answer-

ing the query, Brock University said

80 per cent of their purchases of in-

print books was through foreign job-

bers, Queen's University said 65 per

cent. Sir George Williams University

said 90 per cent, University of Victo-

ria 84 per cent and University of Sas-

katchewan (Regina) 78 per cent.

In contrast to this pattern, two uni-

versities said more than half their

buying was from publishers and job-

bers in Canada. The University of

Manitoba said 62 per cent, and the

University of New Brunswick said

"striving towards 100 per cent."

Jobbers in Canada supplied a ser-

vice individual publishers could not,

Continued next page



books and libraries
Continued from p. 1

gathering consolidated orders for li-

brary purchasers. Jobbers in Canada

replying to a similar survey said with

one exception that they did not "buy

around" and most supplied more than

90 per cent of their books from Cana-

dian sources.

A similar alternative to foreign

jobbers is offered by the Publishers'

Academic Library Service, a co-op-

erative organization of 14 Canadian

publisher-agents formed in 1966 pri-

marily to compete with British book-

sellers who were supplying Canadian

university libraries.

The advantages of a central order-

ing system for the total of 279 publish-

ing houses represented by PALS gave

the co-operative a 1968 sales record of

$184,000. Up to September, 1969 sales

were $248,000.

"We have considerable evidence

that we are getting only some of the

business," reported PALS manager
Patrick Meany in last fall, "Never-

theless the increase in 1969, without

any doubt, in the greatest part, repre-

sents business that previously was

going out of the coun try.

Meany said the object of PALS was
to "keep business in Canada" and in

this sense the organization had been

a pioneer, a trailbreaker."

"Our main limiting factor," he not-

ed, "is lack of comprehensiveness. In

order to achieve maximum success,

we would have to be able to handle

orders for the in-print books of all

Canadian, British and American pub-

Ushers."

Although at least 11 university li-

braries do use PALS, this lack com-

prehensiveness is the main reason U
of T doesn't. Says Esplin: "PALS is

directed towards small and medium
size libraries. It has not proved ac-

ceptable to larger libraries
. '

'

Commenting on the U of T guess of

"less than one per cent" as the effect

of "buying around" policies, Miss

Barbara Byam, a Mcgraw-Hill execu-

tive who conducted the Book Publish-

ers of Canada survey, said "other

university librarians have placed it

somewhat higher than that."

"Objectively I don't see that the

university libraries are wrong in the

way they look at it. For sheer eco-

nomic reasons they are better off.

Instead of 52 orders they can place

one."

Nevertheless she hopes that

through PALS, Canadian jobbers and

standing order plans, Canadian pub-

lishers can improve their share of the

market.

She estimates perhaps half of the

business going out of the country was
for materials not available in Canada.

Other publishers also recognize

that the libraries, with tales of slow-

ness and inefficiency, have some val-

id complaints against Canadian pub-

lishers.

"In the past many publishers ha-

ven't given good service," says
Mitchell Woolrich, a Collier-Macmil-

lan executive, but he adds that now
there is a "new breed" of publishers.

"We are prepared to try and do

something, absolutely anything we
can, to meet complaints."

Woolrich, as chairman of an eight-

man Librarian-Publishers' Commit-
tee set up last fall, has been working
for closer co-operation between the

two. The committee was to deal pri-

marily with problems of service,

working towards .standardization of

cataloguing and processing proce-

dures.

"Our ability to serve university li-

braries is only as good as they allow

us. In other words, if a library is

spending $1 million and we only get

five cents of that business, our ability

will never be very good."
He recognizes that libraries have

many needs requirements which
could not be supplied by Canadian
publishers. "But there is $20 million

involved — if we even had 12 or 10 or

eight million. .
."

"The percentage of buying we
could supply depends on the particu-

lar library," he sais, "if it's an Amer-
ican book or a British book, we can

generally supply 80 to 90 per cent of a"

library's needs," he says.

"Certainly we're interested in get-

ting more of the U of T library busi-

ness," he adds.

In December Woolrich told a meet-

ing of library personnel in Toronto:

"We are constantly attempting to

upgrade our operations to meet your

needs. Nevertheless the question still

remains unanswered. Will we, as pub-

lishers regain the business that we
are losing and which rightfully be-

longs in Canada?"
In view of mounting grants to li-

braries from public funds, he says,

when orders are placed with foreign

jobbers, the question raised is "Why
do we use Canadian tax money to

develop the economy of another coun-

try?"

"The development of Canadian
books written by Canadian authors is

only possible if we have a strong and
healthy industry."

At U of T, where book spending last

year totalled $1,753,920, the librari-

ans' answer is summed up by Black-

burn:

"We have a responsibility to act in

our own best interests. Our primary

obligation is to Canadian education.

In 1968 there were 3,006 new books,

published in Ca nada.
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is just out of the colonial period in measurement of book publishing,

me position the country was in politically in the 1 850 v

Campbell Hughes,

former General Manager
Ryerson Press,

What are the real costs of the Spadina Expressway?
How much would you pay not to have

increased traffic on your streets? Or

not to have the noise and dirt an ex-

pressway will bring? Or not to add to

your intake of carbon monoxide? Or
not to have more cars and more park-

ing lots in downtown Toronto? Or just

plain not to have an expressway
through your neighborhood?

Are these side effects of the con-

struction of the Spadina Expressway
compensated for by its benefits?

Surprisingly this question has not

even been considered by the Metro
Council, say David and Nadine Nowlan,

authors of THE BAD TRIP, The Untold
Story of the Spadina Expressway.

They report that no study has ever

been made on whether this $210 million

expressway supplies the best use of the

taxpayers' transportation dollar.

The expressway will provide a con-

venient "corridor" route for about 9,-

000 people to come into downtown To-

ronto. Every morning 160,000 people

commute to the downtown core. Of
these slightly less than half arrive by
car. The Spadina would be servicing an

elite 10 per cent of the commuter popu-

lation.

We are left, the Nowlans explain,

with weighing the money we are spend-

ing against the actual rush hour time
saved by some 7,000 ears on an average
4.5 mile trip.

According to the 1964 Metropolitan

Toronto Transportation Plan, in 1980,

the average speed of cars on an ex-

pressway will be 34.1 miles per hour.

On a transit oriented system the speed
on arterial roads would be 19.6 miles
per hour. The saving is five minutes
and 53 seconds.

With a projected expenditure of $210

million, at an interest rate of eight per

cent and an amortization period of 20

years, the cost comes to $20 million per

annum. 7,000 cars, taking two rush hour

Editor Brian Johnson
Review Editor tarry Haivan
Sports Editor Jim Cowan, 923- 4053
Advertising ManagerCarol Cooper, 923-
8171
Editoriol Offices 91 St. George, 2nd floor

Editorial Phones 923-8741
Advertising Offices 91 St. George, 1st floor

— m. dove frank, cheers, hurrah, ce petit an-
nonce est ecril pour les yevx de cupport qui a fait

un grand effort dans la bonne direction, more
cheers, sue-de-cup. An now the speaking mirror

hums Don whistwlesas Spencer helps, Mark
leaves and Err ol stays to distappear. Bear coal

Gellius is really Golden and upstairs Tim gives

birth to a smoky electronic beer mandala as Spi-

der, Doug H, an Bill T. an George O on Barry HH.
an Penny and Doug are absent. I see and gain

not one but two bumina bushes. I'm ion and am
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trips a day, for 300 days a year, would

therefore each have to pay $4.76 per

trip. Or $9.52 a day.

And because of maintenance and
replacement costs after these 20 years,

this cost will continue forever.

It's a staggering figure and one

which Metro Council never bothered to

calculate. In doing so the Nowlans
make it clear that it is not the North

York drivers, who will be paying $9.52

each day forever for the expressway,

but it will be the downtown, who will

pay the loss of its properties, business-

es and the vitality of a diverse com-
munity and all the incalculable costs

mentioned above.

What THE BAD TRIP says is that

city planners have been behaving as

traffic engineers and have been irre-

sponsible from the beginning. In the

1964 Transportation Report all the fig-

ures showed that a transit-oriented

system would cost less and supply a

faster trip downtown and would result

in less road congestion. Nevertheless

the council decided on a "balanced"
system.

We are also asked to consider the

fact that even though the Roads and
Traffic Committee officially shelved

the Spadina Expressway as a low prior-

ity in 1956, by the next year Metro
Chairman Fredrick Gardiner had
pushed through authorization of land

acquisition south of St. Clair Avenue
and plans to continue the roadway
through the Spadina escarpment under

Casa Loma. And also how Gardiner

snuck through bit by bit approval of

lands destined to become the upper end

of the expressway.

We are also told that the pressure for

completion of this northern section of

the expressway came from the main

interests in the York dale Shopping Pla-

za, the T. Eaton Co. and the Robert
Simpson Co., who warned the land de-

velopers, Webb and Knapp, that the

Yorkdale contract could be cancelled if

there were inadequate road facilities

into the shopping complex.

And that by remarkable coincidence,

Webb and Knap were linked with a flur-

ry of pro-expressway letters which hit

the newspapers in late February 1962,

shortly before an important March
meeting of Metro Council.

In bringing the facts about the Spadi-

na Expressway, (many of them new
and startling) to the public attention,

the Nowlans have done a remarkable
job of research.

But probably the most important

thing about THE BAD TRIP is that it is

not really a book in the traditional defi-

nition. It is not merely an academic
analysis of urban problems, published

after the fact.

It is a political pamphlet, a presenta-

tion of the facts with an admitted bias,

and it is part of a growing- citizen's

movement to halt construction of the

Spadina Expressway.
Obviously Torontonians are con-

cerned about the problem, for the book

has gone into a second printing of 6,000

copies and is already considered a best-

seller. It presents the facts. As the

Nowlans say:
".

. . We recognize that a rational

and reasonable person could decide in

favour of the Spadina proposal. He'd be

mistaken of course." — susan perly

THE BAD TRIP

The Untold Story of the Spadina

Expressway new press/House of Anansi

Toronto 1970
$1.25



• Vaughan fires GSU organizer - may be impeached

By LIZ WILLICK
Graduate Students' Union

president Michael Vaughan
yesterday unilaterally fired

GSU organizer Marjaleena
Repo and now his job is on the
line as students gather a peti-

tion to impeach him.

Yesterday's executive meet-
ing began 35 minutes late with
the arrival of President Mi-
chael Vaughan. Vaughan ques-
tioned the presence of non-
graduate students, and secre-
tary, Charles Zabrowski
promptly began a scrutiny of
ATL cards in the small, crowd-
ed room.

A move to oust non-elected
chairman, Roger Harrington,
on the grounds that the presi-

dent was derelict in his duty in

not assuming the chair him-
self, failed for lack of execu-

tive support. Gerry Neave
(SGS), on continuing to ex-

press his opposition, was ex-

pelled from the meeting.

Mr. Vaughan read a pre-

pared statement charging GSU
organizer Marjaleena Repo
with printing "lies" in her re-

port. "She has made state-

ments which are untrue and
damaging to the graduate stu-

dents of this university."

He concluded by firing Miss
Repo, "effective immediate-
ly." He stated that as senior
executive officer, he holds sole

authority over hiring and fir-

ing.

NO DISCUSSION
There could be no discussion

or debate on the matter he
said, since the firing was now a

fact. The executive might,
however, take a vote of confi-
dence in him.

Larry Hoffman, elected GSU
rep, began the circulation of a
petition calling for the impea-
cehment of Michael Vaughan.
It was subsequently signed by
18 of the 30 members present.

The petition must be signed by
10 per cent of the membership
of the GSU.

Eventually a motion of con-
fidence in the president passed
6-3-2.

The three executive mem-
bers in opposition to the motion
left with the major part of the

audience. Remaining execu-
tive members then passed a
motion mitigating the structur-

al riders they had placed on a
General Meeting decision to

allow any graduate student to

use Gestetner facilities.

The present motion allows
for use of facilities on a first-

come, first-served basis, and
emphasizes that political con-
siderations shall not enter into

the decisions a bout such usage.

4 CHARGES
About 20 people re-assem-

bled in another room to discuss

calling a general meeting to re-

instate Miss Repo. and to deal

with the impeachment peti-

tion.

They plan to circulate copies

of the petition to all depart-

ments. It will charge Vaughan
with four major counts of der-

eliction of duty, and will call

for a general meeting on Feb-
ruary 25.

Shortly after the meeting.
Miss Repo was given a letter

signed by Michael Vaughan
which informed her that "you
are hereby dismissed as an
employee of the Graduate Stu-

dents
1

Union effective immedi-
ately. In lieu of notice, you will

receive one month's salary
which will be sent to your
home address.

"I request that all keys of the

GSU be returned to the Execu-
tive Assistant immediately."

LOCKS CHANGED
By four o'clock yesterday

afternoon, the locks on the
doors of the GSU building had
been changed.

Miss Repo says that she
plans to return to work as
usual because the firing is "un-
constituional and illegal.'' She
plans to "sue them for person-

al damages, because there is

,
no just cause for dismissal.

"

Hoffman also contends that

the action was unconstitu-
tional, but that it is not an iso-

lated incident. He feels the

executive, and Vaughan in par-

ticular, have been regularly

ignoring the wishes of the gen-

eral membership.
' 'The president has been say-

ing 'fuck you' to the graduate
students at the U of T," said

Hoffman, "It's time for the

graduate students at the U of T
to say 'fuck you' to the presi-

dent."

Students investigate Poli-Ec dept.
"Who is Stefan Dupre?

How was he chosen as new
head of The Poli.Ec.Dept?

"These are just some of the

questions that a team of stu-

dents will be asking as they
investigate the structure of

the Department. The Investi-

gation Committee meets in

the Fifth Floor Lounge in Sid.

Smith every day at lunch

time to plan the afternoon's

enquiries.

The announcement of

Dupre's appointment met
with the almost universal dis-

approval of the students who
went to last Tuesday's Politi-

,

cal Economy Course Union
meeting.

"Before we act we must
investigate," said Graduate
student Charles Manson,
"The Committee is open to

all students who want to find

out what's going on in this

Department. It is time to turn

objective neutral social sci-

ence onto the Department it-

self. We have no particular

point of view. This is just a

piece of scholarship. We will

publish our findings in the

Varsity, and in the Staff Bul-

letin if they want to publish
them and people can do what
they want with the informa-
tion."

So far, the Committee has
been checking out the compo-
sition of the secret commit-
tee appointed by Dean Allen

which made the selection.

They are also following up on
the involvement of Dupre in

the Simon Fraser affair.

Pres. Strand of SFU appoint-

ed Dupre as his own repre-

sentative on the arbitration

board established to 'look

into' the case of the 12 profes-

sors fired by the university

for supporting the democra-
tisation of the PSA Depart-

ment.
Another line of investiga-

tion the Committee intend to

follow up is the part that the

Urban Studies Department
has played in the planning for

the Spadina Expressway.
Dupre was Chairman of Ur-

ban Studies until his latest

appointment, and has been a

public supporter of the Ex-

pressway.

The investigations are ex-

pected to take another week.

when action meetings will be
called. Grievances in the

department are piling up.

There is a growing feeling

that the department ought to

be restructured to give junior
faculty as well as students
control over their conditions
of work and study. And many
students are dissatisfied with
the content of the courses and
the nature of Departmental
research. A manifesto —
which amounted to a virtual

declaration of rebllion — was
circulated privately at the
end of last term and got fifty

signatures.

At the same time, the fac-

ulty of the Department have
been vigorously opposed to

even the minor reforms in

structure proposed by the

Department of University
Government.

"When politics enters Pol-

itical Economy, there will be
an explosion", said Manson.
Meanwhile, the Investigation

Committee meets each after-

noon in Sid Smith " We'rejust
casing out the joint," said

Manson."

Marjaleena Repo will ignore her firing because it was illegal.
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University demolishes 10 houses for plant

There's a fire, people sit-

ting around talkingabout

the ski runs, somebody

laughing about a fall she

had. But you aren't part

of it. Why? Because

you're having one of

those "difficult" days.

Tampax tampons could

change all that. Tampax

tampons can give you the

total freedom and com-

fort you want to really

enjoy yourself. Because

with Tampax tampons

you don't need things

like bulky belts and pads

that cause chafing. You

can wear those clinging

ski clothes without a

worry. Because Tampax

tamponsareworn intern-

ally, you can be as active

as you like. And feel com-

pletely secure.

Join in the fun. Let

Tampax tampons change

your life. You don't have

to be "frozen out" any

weekend,

The University is demolish-

ing 10 more houses along Spa-

dina and Sussex Avenues de-

spite strong protests from
nearby residents and opposi-

tion from the SAC ex ecutive.

The homes are falling to

make way for the university's

proposed chiller plant. The
buildings are all good quality

dwellings which formerly

housed many students. Some
students had remained there as

late as December.
Also included in the con-

demned block is a variety store

still operated by Jack Diman-
stein. Mr. Dimanstein has run

the business there 15 years and

is determined to remain until

the building is demolished. He
claims the university has a

moral obligation to pay him for

his store fixtures and good

will, since he is losing his busi-

ness because of U of T expan-

sion. He needs capital to pur-

chase another store.

The chiller plant is designed

to service air conditioning

units in every building the uni-

versity plans for the Huron
Sussex area. Long range pro-

posals see the campus expand-

ing into the entire area bor-

dered by Spadina , Huron,

Bloor and Harbord.

Demolition of the homes
began early this week. Two
houses had been partially

wrecked by yesterday after-

noon. SAC has called a meeting

for 1 :00 p.m. today in Sid Smith

Room 1074, to discuss possible

student help for the Huron-

Sussex Residents association.

Stan Benjamin, President of

the Huron-Sussex Residents
Association charged the uni-

versity has never offered a sat-

isfactory rationale for building

the chiller plant on the Spadi-

na-Sussex site.

Benjamin, a professor in the

U of T architecture faculty,

pointed out there are several
vacant lots in the area possibly

suitable for the plant but the

university had never consid-

ered these alternatives ad-

equately .

"When we ask why the resi-

dents were't consulted about
the site the university always

replies 'well, we told you the

chiller plant was going to go

up,'" Benjamin said.

One of the sites suggested by

the residents i s the land next to

the Royal Bank, where Volume
One used to stand, The Univer-

sity demolished that building

in the fall for parking spaces.

According to K. S. Gregory,

administrative assistant to

Vice President (non academic)

Alex Rankin, the chiller plant

must be built immediately to

service the library science

wing of the new research li-

brary, schedule for completion

next fall.

He said university planners

had rejected the site next to

the bank, since it did not pro-

vide a central location in what
will be called the North West
campus area. He said it was
too far from the College of

Education where major addi-

tions are planned in a year and

a half.

Bulletin
A student legal aid centre

may be set up on campus next

fall, according to Sid Valo of

the Student Legal Aid Society.

The society, some of whose
members work in Saint Chris-

topher House in the Kensington

area, tentatively received $600

'from the SAC executive on

Wednesday night for a study.

The executive also proposed

that the petition against the

Spadina Expressway be sent to

all SAC representatives for

distribution, particularly in

classes.

It also voted $75 to each side

of the Law referendum on SAC.

Physics department stu-

dents and faculty have en-

dorsed the Campbell Commit-
tee Discipline Report and
urged implementation as

soon as possible.

The department's commit-
tee on the CUG and Campbell
Reports agreed unanimously
that the report "satisfies the

desires of members of the

university community to be
judged by their peers."

The committee also urged
that the rights of non-aca-
demic employees of the uni-

versity be opened up to dis-

TAMPAX TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY BY
CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD.,

University College
Public lectures 1969-70

Feb. 5 Roles, Honesty and Truth in Henry James

PETER DYSON, Department of English

Feb. 12 Some Critical Procedures: A Reappraisal ol

Catullus KENNETH QUINN, Department of Classics

Feb. 26 The Literary Malpractice of Herman Hesse

COLIN BUTLER, Department of German

Mar. 5 The Use of Computers in Humanistic Research

P. R. DUCRETET, Department of French

THURSDAYS at 4:10 p.m.

West Hall, University College

Errol Young

Mr. Dimanstein talks with one of the workers who will soon demo-
lish his home a nd store.

Benjamin, however, alleges

the university's plans for the

area are extremely indefinite

due to the shortage of provin-

cial government funds. Re-
ports have it that all capital

funds for the university have
been terminated for six years.

He claims when funds be-

come available, all the plans

may have changed. He says to

argue in terms of the universi-

ty's present plans is totally

unreliable.

The area residents feel de-

molishing the 10 houses will

leave a serious gap in their

community and will deprive

the city of badly needed hous-

ing stock. Benjamin says it

would be appalling if other

vacant sites for the chiller

plant are available.

Mr. Gregory said the univer-

sity had no moral obligation to

pay Mr. Dimanstein for his

business. The university

bought his bui lding years ago
but made no allowance for the

business. He claims the $36,000

paid was adequate compensa-
tion.

Wednesday's SAC executive

meeting urged the university

to halt demolition work until

all alternative sites had been
discussed fully with the resi-

dents.

Today's meeting will discuss

the situation and consider pos-

sible action. One suggestion is

for an informa tional picket line

around the demolition site.

University officials have been

invited to the meeting.

La jeunesse est de notre cote

MONTREAL (CUP) - C'est

dans la confusion la plus totale

que s'est termine'e mercredi

1'expose de Raymond Lemieux
devant quelques deux cents

e'tudiants r^unis au centre

universitaire de McGill.

Ce n'est qu'apres une heure

de discours r&ativement paisi-

ble qu'^clata une melee ver-

ba le.

Plusieurs locuteurs impro-

vises s'emparerent a tour de

rSle du microphone. On remar-

quait parmi ces derniers des

activistes "Maoistes" d'apres

Reggie Chartrand, de la force

constabulaire de Montreal.

Le discours de Lemieux etait

bien pese* et all ait droit au but.

"Le fascism e au Quebec est

1'imposition d'une langue par

une minority sur une major-
ity," disait-il, "etcommeles
noirs aux etats-unis s'-

identifient par la couleur de

leur peau nous nous reconnais-

sons par notre langue."

II profita de l'occasion pour

mettre en relief la question de

1'unilinguisme: "Le Quebec
bilingue a toujours 30 percent

de plus de chomage que 1'-

Ontario unilingue," de'clarait-

il-

"Ainsi, c'est le comble de
l'absurde de voir un canadien
francais ne gagner que 60 per-

cent du salaire d'un canadien
anglais d'e'gale competence."

"Notre organisme met 1'-

accent sur la langue d'-

6ducation plfitot que sur la

langue de travail," ajoutait-il.

"Nous croyons qu'il est essen-

tiel d'apporter des remedes a

ce niveau."

II poursuivait les raisons de

son optimisme quant au succes

e'ventuel d'une liberation Ra-

tionale qui'il considere possi-

ble sur une pe'riode a long

terme: "Nos adversaires se

battent pour le passe, nous

nous battons pour l'avenir car

nous avons la jeunesse de notre

cote'."
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KNOX CHURCH - SPADINA AT HARBORD

SATURDAY: 7:30 p.m. - YOUNG PEOPLES

SUNDAY: 11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
Rev. Yoane Akudri of Congo

7:00 p.m. EVENING WORSHIP
Rev. William Fitch

"Why Vietnam If God Is Good?"

8:15 p.m. YOUNG PEOPLES.
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bear stinks

The performance by Edwaid
Bear and his group at the Hawk's
Neil last weekend confirmed a

pattern of miserable Canadian

rock music. It seems a myth has

grown up with the record compa-

nies that Canada and particularly

Toronto is going to be the latest

New Jerusalem of the rock world.

With the evidence of The Paupers

from a couple of years ago, the

Kensington Market, and of course

The Band, company scouts are

grdbbing anything off the street

with long hair and guitar and
calling it a new Canadian discov-

ery. The result to date is the point-

less dribble of Mother Tucker's

Yellow Duck, the Churls, and
Edward Bear.

Of these Bear is easily the

worst. His music is perfectly suited

for high school dances in small

towns — background sounds for

getting drunk and picking up

girls. It's certainly not dope music.

The organist has an impressive

looking rewired machine on

which he can play four chords.

The drummer and lead singer

shakes his head, stamps his feet,

and closes his eyes in a fit of ado-

lescent bliss. Bear, the guitarist,

has a repertoire of about five ear-

ly Clapton runs. Set to another

tune, the lyrics of the songs might

work for a Bank of Commerce TV

ad.

The only thing amazing about

the group is that they actually

have a record out. Promoters must

still be completely ignorant to

good and bad. They think in terms

of trends — race, creed, and na-

tional origin. It doesn't occur to

them that there's nothing inter-

esting, important, or even enjoya-

ble in the sound of a group like

Bear's. Everything is a fourth-

hand copy of the mediocre music

of four years ago.

Something actually was hap-

pening in San Francisco in 1966
besides the Jefferson Airplane. So

when record companies grabbed
long-hairs off the street they hit

on some good musicians. But to

pretend the same thing will hap-

pen in Toronto is just somebody's

fantasy.

If there are any good groups

coming up in Toronto they've

probably taken themselves and
their amps to Samoa to be discov-

ered there as the new Polynesian

sound.

r. d schworti

our hamlet
The ads call Nicot Williamson 's

Hamlet a "Hamlet for our rime",

and that it is: light, controlled.

nauntingiy ctausrropnooic, aisiuro-

" Tngly human. Tony Richardson's

direction bears scant resemblance

to that of most Shakespeare film-

makers, being to them roughly

what Faces was to most American

cineastes. In keeping with the inti-

mate, almost intrusive quality of

the production, the camera moves

in for unusually close shots of all

the players, so much so that their

looming faces often overpower the

sparse sets, leaving only a brick

wall here, a torch or candelabra

there.

Williamson plays Hamlet as an

impotent phrase-maker, a child

revealed in the dazzling illumina-

tion of his father's spirit, with pink

skin, helpless blue eyes, and stubby

infant hands, able only to cry,

"Horrible! Horrible!" His sole

weapon is a rushing torrent of

words which spews from him in a

clipped, nasal voice, quickly

enough, he hopes to shut out the

sounds of the royal court's corrup-

tion. He avoids any real confronta-

tion except when inspired by the

Players; then be becomes an exu-

berant little boy again, tearing

around the stage and creating hav-

oc. Similarity, the scenes of frus-

trated remorse at his poor showing

next to another's passion, are

beautifully underplayed, with a

hollow nervous energy. In short,

he's the shallow, theatrical Hamlet

who hates to be upstaged by any-

one, even Laertes at his sister's

grave, but who knows inside that he

hasn't the stuff to play even his own

life well. The Hamlet we were al-

ways afraid was the real one.

The rest of the cast is almost

equally flawless. Richardson has

chosen to play up the fallible, hu-

man side of all the protagonists:

Claudius is an opportunist pretty-

boy, Polonius a harmless old foot.

Ophelia, like her father, is very

nearly absolved of guilt by the pro-

duction; she is just a gentle soul,

too weak to resist the manipulation

of her elders. The only major cast-

ing fta w is Gertrude, Shaek-

spear'es loving, intuitive earth-

mother, who is misplayed as usual

as a painted witch, just a regal title

spire passionate anguish in Hamlet

is unfathomable. Aside from this

complaint, the production is su-

perb: terse, direct, and immediate.

jean newman

waiting for

chuck
Sometimes it turns out not to

be worth the time reviewing a

show, which is very much the

way I felt when Chuck Berry

finally made his appearance at

Convocation Hall last Sunday
over two hours late. The problem

was that the producers didn't

have the necessary $3000 in cash

to pay him with before he went
on, and Chuck Berry doesn't go

on before he's paid, and he

doesn't take checks. It was only

after long negotiation that they

finally all got in a car and drove

downtown to pick up the receipts

from ticket sales at A & A.

In the interim, those of us

waiting in the hall had the oppor-

tunity to hear a long set by Whis-

key Howl and an even longer one

by Berry's three man back-up

group. Everytime I've heard

Whiskey Howl, they've sounded

a little better, and they are now,

without doubt, Toronto's best

indigenous blues band. Not that

they're going to start nudging

Muddy Waters or B. B. King, but

their sound is together, they've

listened closely to their blues

records, and they make bands

like McKenna Mendelson and
Mary Lou Hoerner look as bad as

they really were. The only prob-

lem with Whiskey Howl is a lack

of inventiveness or originality. It

may be unfair to expect them to

do anything more than copy well,

but their sound doesn't have
enough of its own life to keep you

interested past a couple of num-
bers.

I presume that Chuck Berry's

three man band were picked up

locally. It's usually the way he

operates. But whoever they

were, they had the showmanship
of good professionals. Mostly
with good natured buffoonery,

and to a lesser extent with their

music, they managed to keep the

audience happy while they pas-

sed the time waiting for Chuck.

They ran into a desperate lack of

material long before it was final-

ly star time, but they certainly

deserved the audience's gener-

ous support.

Oh yes, and then there was
Chuck Berry. As it turned out, in

one way his late arrival on stage

Theatre Mickities
presents

THE DUMB WAITER
by Harold Pinter

Tonight - 9:00 PM & Midnight St. Mike's Student Centre

Sunday - 8:00 PM (Upper Brennan Hall)

NO SHOWS SATURDAY Admission: FREE

people showed up for the ten o'-

clock show that they would have
felt rather lonely in the hall if the

early crowd had seen their show
and left. As it was, the two
crowds were merged into one,

and there was a full house for the

double set which Chuck Berry
finally put on. That is, I assume
he put it on, because I didn't stay

around until the end to find out.

After all that waiting, I just

didn't find him interesting this

time out. I'm familiar with a
great many of his songs, and I've

seen him before when he really

knocked me out, but too much he

just seemed to be going through

his paces. He was one of the pop
geniuses of the late fifties and
early sixties, and the crowd on
Sunday certainly seemed to be
enjoying it as he ran through,

Nadine, Johnny B. Goode. Monkey
Business, and the lot, so maybe
it's just a case of over familiari-

ty breeding disinterest. Or, can

it be I've finally outgrown the

50's?

peter hatch

bluegrass

6(71 Monroe, the most legendary

figure in country music, will be
making one of his very rare Toron-

to appearances this coming Thurs-

day at the First Unitarian Church

(St. Clair and Avenue lid. I.

Monroe's music occupies a

unique position, straddling as it

does the folk and country fields.

Squeezed out of the limelight on

the country format radio stations

and the big Opry road tours ( "it's

too authentic, not commercial
enough" ), bluegrass is underex-

posed and overshadowed even at

a time when the overall country

music industry is experiencing an
unprecedented boom. In the vast

spectrum of the folk scene, blue-

grass also runs the risk of being

elbowed into a relatively obscure

corner by some of the 'big guns'

that dominate the field.

And yet bluegrass tenaciously

hangs in there, its nithe small but

secure. Each successive summer
an increasing number of Blue-

gross Festivals throughout the

U.S. attests to the gradual but

steady growth of interest in this

hillbilly art form. Almost all these

festivals headline Bill Monroe,

who is universally acknowledged

as the King of Bluegrass and
looked up to as the undisputed

leader in this field. Monroe named
his pioneering band the Blue

Grass Boys fin honour of his home
state of Kentucky), and from the

name of the group has come the

designation 'bluegrass' for the

style in general.

recording debut in 1936 an a

been a featured performer on

Nashville's Grand Ore Opry since

1939. His overpowering virtuosity

on the mandolin has reeved (his

noble instrument from obscurity,

but he arrived at his choice of in-

strument by the process at elimi-

nation: One of Bill's older brothers

had already taken up the fiddle,

another was a budding guitarist,

and — this being before the real

revival of interest in the banjo —
that didn't leave much to choose

except the mandolinl

Musically, Monroe's material

and mood range from the rollick-

ing, romping yodels of Mule Skin-

ner Blues to the haunting eerie-

ness ot Walls of Time. From the

pounding wild abandon of Molly

and Tenbrooks and John Henry to

the low-down lonesomeness of his

many blues-influenced numbers.

Ofd gospel hymns, raucous instru-

mentats, they're all there.

There is a gulf of some dimen-

sion between rural and urban
musical sensibilities. However, it

is possible for the musical honesty

of a man like Monroe to bridge

this gulf. More and more, pop
groups like Poco and The Byrds

are revealing a deep indebted-

ness to Monroe's music and are

turning on others to the sounds
they've been digging on their

own (in some cases, for quite a
while).

But bluegrass hardly needs rock

recognition to justify its greatness.

It's an electrifying sound such as

you will seldom hear on the radio,

and in the hands ot a superb mu-
sician like Bill Monroe, its infec-

tious drive will appeal to almost

any musical taste.

Tickets are $2.50 and can be

obtained from the Toronto Folk-

lore Centre (284 Avenue Rd., Tel.

920-6268) or at Sam's.

doug benson

sort of ok
Boyd Neel's Sunday evening

concerts at Hart House are culti-

vated- affairs. The orchestra

brims with sophistication, and so

does the audience. Probably nei-

ther is aware of how phony they

are.

Last Sunday I heard a per-

formance of Handel's Acts and

Galatea which was quite compe-

tent, but not very exciting.

Among the four soloists. I think

soprano Janis Orenstein

f Galatea i did the best job, fol-

lowed by tenor Garnet Brooks as

Acts. Albert Greer, stepping in

on short notice for tenor Glynn

Evans as Damon, performed

quite well on the whole, and sang

one of the airs f

'

' Would you gain

the tender creature?") extremely

well.

The quality of the University

of Toronto Concert Choir's per-

formance ranged from fair to .

good, and the Boyd Neel orches-

tra carried off its part with pro-

fessional vigour.

On the whole. I thought it was

as good a way to spend a Sunday
evening as any. The atmosphere

is rather nauseating!}1 affected,

but if you detach yourself and
close your eyes, I think you'll

find the music pleasgnt.
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an
illuminating

measure
measures

up

Few of Shakespeare's plays

are more deserving of a fresh

approach than is Measure for

Measure. Even the profession-

al literati deem it to be a puz-

zling work and it has been the

object of a remarkable amount
of unintelligent criticism. One
source of difficulty lies in the

ingenious but unpleasant plot.

Scholars have usually tried to

meet this difficulty by talking

as if Measure for Measure
were exclusively a play of

ideas and have found in it alle-

gories of Christian theology
and Aristotelian ethics. The
natural step of treating charac-
ters as primary and making
plot and ideas depend on them
is seldom taken.

It is in this context that Ste-

phen Katz's interpretation of

the play being performed this

week, including tonight and
twice tomorrow, at Hart
House) lays serious claim to

our attention. It is not a ques-

tion of adding gimmicks to one
of Shakespeare's works simply

for the sake of individuating a

particular production. In this

new Measure there are gim-
micks aplenty — notably in-

cluding an afghan hound and a

wheel chair — but there is also

sufficient understanding of the

people involved to make the

play work.

The chief historical arche-

type of the play has been iden-

tified as that of "the corrupt

magistrate". The Duke of Vi-

enna's deputy, Angelo (Harry
Lane), promises Isabella

(Mary Bellows) that he will

spare the life of her con-

demned brother Claudio

(Graham Whitehead) if she

will sleep with him. In fact,

however, the abuse of power
pervaded the play not as a

moral theme but as a social

fact. Most of the people we find

in this reading of the play are

desperately weak, and thus

willing to use whatever hold

they can over others. Angelo is

presented as not falsely mod-
est but genuinely unfit for the

office which the Duke entrusts

to him. He uses the letter of

the law to hide his inadequa-

cies, The Duke (Paul Mulhol-

land) delights in the exercise

of power and the sadistic con-

trol which he is able to exert as

he prowls around the city dis-

guised as a monk. Any hint of

opposition is sufficient to drive

him to the brink of hysteria. In

pleading for her brother to

Angelo, Isabella discovers first

her rhetorical power and then,

realizing Angelo's frailty, her

sexual power, which almost

immediately backfires.

In short, they are all playing

games with each other, games
which assume differing de-

grees of seriousness and self-

deception in each case. In the

current production of the play,

two foils to these central char-

acters emerge. The Fantastic

Lucio (David Klausner) moves
from game to game without

being taken in by any of them:

it is he who prompts Isabella

and he alone who sees through

the Duke's foolish disguise.

Possibly it is for this reason

that it Is also he alone who
cannot be pardoned.

The second contrast is pro-

vided by Isabella's brother

Claudio. who has good claim to

be the one sane man in the

company. After the Duke has
engineered his grand finale,

has claimed Isabella for him-
self and has mismatched Ange-

lo to Mariana (Laura Acker),

an extravagant Vienneese
lady, the life-loving Claudio

remains to express his mute
disgust at the senseless suffer-

ing caused by these little

games.
Of course this is not a tradi-

tional interpretation of the

play. It is not merely in empha-
sizing the manifest neuroses of

the characters that this Mea-
sure claims to be unique. By
making the Duke a kind of

dramatist Katz manages to

undercut parts of the dialogue.

Friar Thomas' speeches, for

example, are treated as if they

were in fact written by the

Duke from whom the friar re-

ceives prompting on occasion.

Three players in whiteface

have been added to bring out

the pathos of the comedy.

Notwithstanding, I do not

believe that the director had

Procrustean designs on Shake-

speare. For one thing the un-

pleasantness really is there in

the play and he has had the

courage not to explain it away

or ignore it. There are good

grounds for believing the work

has been illuminated rather

than distorted: despite the

creative use of subtext the ac-

tual words have been left al-

most untouched, and anom-

alies have not been convenient-

ly deleted.

One avowed aim of the cur-

rent Measure for Measore is to

achieve emotional impact. The

ability to create such an effect

was evident even from the

dress rehearsal I attended

Tuesday night. If since then the

potential has been realized

then Stephen Katz, producer

Anne Mackenzie, and their

company have found a work-

able solution to one of the so-

called "problem plays" of

Shakespeare.
— met bradshaw
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believe it or not, the st lawrence centre opens

Toronto's Centennial Pro-

ject opens this Monday night 97

years ahead of schedule.

The St. Lawrence Centre for

the Arts, that much-maligned,

almost forgotten piece of polit-

ical sports equipment has fi-

nally been built-seven years

after it was conceived and af-

ter so many monetary hassles

than even Alan Lamport is too

tired to talk about it any more.

At Front and Scott streets,

directly east of the O'Keefe

Centre, a stark, frugal con-

crete building houses an 830-

seat theatre and a 483-seat

concert hall called "The Town
Hall".

Aside from the existence of

a new theatre, far more inter-

esting is the concept behind the

smaller, more intimate Town
Hall. This Monday night it will

house a Teach-in on the Spadi-

na Expressway. This will be

the first of what Program
Director Bruce Lawson hopes

will be a series of events that

involve the community.

Already the Town Hall is

booked almost to June with

events that bear out his idea of

community involvement. Be-

sides the Spadina Teach-in, in

February there will be a Star

Forum on Edgar Benson's

White Paper on tax reform, a

pollution forum, Canadian

Mime Theatre, Toronto Dance
Theatre and a special variety

show put on by the residents of

the Jarvis-Parliament area of

Downtown Toronto, hosted by

Hugh Garner and featuring

Alderman John Sewell. Not to

mention others.

According to the people at

the Centre, the Town Hall will

become a "communication
centre for the city, the natural

arena for the city's residents to

discuss issues and exchange

views. Special efforts are

being made to make every

group feel welcome to use the

Centre's facilities. There will

be no exclusiveness in the pro-

gram philosophy, no weighting

of programs in favour of issues

of interest to any one section of

society.

"Although the Centre is

available on some occasions to

groups able to afford the rent-

al, it will sometimes be used

by people with nothing more to

offer than a good idea, promis-

ing talent, or a desire to dis-

cuss an important issue. Free

admission to many public af-

fairs events will make access

equally available to every per-

son in Toronto."

And Lawson says, "If you

need a producer, we'll produce

it for you. If you need technical

advice, we'll give it to you. And
if you need money, we'll help

you go out and get a sponsor.

We're here to help anyone who
wants to use the facilities and

can show us that what they

have in mind is of interest to

the community. As far as I'm

concerned, I can't think of any-

thing I wouldn' t alio w.

"

The program of the Town
Hall is presided over by a

board of governors that in-

cludes people from every sec-

tor of Toronto life, business,

labour, community action

groups. Even Gus Abols, presi-

dent of SAC, is a member. Fi-

nal artistic judgement lies

with Lawson and the Centre's

General Director, Mavor
Moore. Both of them stressed

that the Centre will only suc-

ceed with the interest of differ-

ent groups in Toronto. Since

the only financial concern of

the Town Hall is to break even,

success will not be measured
in terms of money but of the

interest and use the Hall re-

ceives from the community.
Right now, the idea is very

free, very open and very excit-

ing.

And then there's the theatre

which opens on March 3 with a

production of The Knacker's
ABC by Boris Vian. There fol-

lows a repertory season until

May 24. The other three plays

are Man Incorporated, a multi-

media comedy by Jacques
Languirand; Striker Schnei-

derman, a comedy about the

1919 Winnipeg General Strike

by Canadian playwright Jack

Gray; and a new translation of

Goethe's Faust by U of T
German professor Barker
Fairley.

The theatre, which is just

receiving its finishing touches

is one of the best in Canada.
The basic proscenium stage

can vary in width from 32 to 82

ft. because the stage walls

move on special tracks. It can

vary in height from 16 ft to the

top of the tower which is 85 ft.

There are five light banks out

front with one of the most ad-

vanced dimmer systems in

North America. There are 200

dimmer switches and the

memory banks hold 256 cues at

the time. Seventy pieces of

scenery can be hung from the

flies and the elevator thrust

stage is divided into four parts

so that it can be converted to

almost any shape. The seating

plan around the thrust stage is

Whatcanyoubuy
(or get) forunder
28cayear?

Adecade of
Canadianhistory

$2.75

adaptable and no seat in the

hall is more than 58 ft. from
the stage.

Perhaps the most remarka-

ble thing about the centre is

the fact that it was" built at

exactly the price approved by

City Council way back when.

At $5,400,000, not a brick seems
to have been wasted, and
though complete and versatile,

the centre has not spent an ex-

tra penny on frills. It has also

promised Metro Council that it

will break even.

The austerity shows in the

lobbies with the bare concrete

and periscope-like natural

lighting, but rather than look-

ing stark , the centre has a very

down-to-earth appearance, and

the seats, sightlines, leg room,

acoustics, equipment and po-

tential for further additions to

equipment are all surprisingly

good.

Perhaps the Centre should

be more thankful than not for

its small budget. The lack of

frills has made the planners

build the auditoriums with very

specific purposes in mind and a

real concern to fulfill those

pu rposes. Ri ght now, the

Centre looks like so much raw
material that could, if used
well, do a great deal for the

Toronto performing arts. We'll

see.

larry haiven

PAPERBACK

University of Toronto

A series of five public lectures on

THE GREAT DECADE 1850-1859

by DR. W. E. SWINTON

Feb. 2 Life in England.-Mayhew and mayhem

Feb. 9 The Great Exhibition of 1851

Feb. IR Science and Invention produce a new age (and

Charles Dickens produces Hard Times), 1854

Feb. 23 Medical Science: The new look for doctors and

nurses, 1858

March 2 The Biological Revolution, 1859, Charles Darwin

and others

MONDAYS at 5 p.m.

Room 2117, Sidney Smith Hall

Sponsored by the Varsity Fund

NEW YORK PIZZA HOUSE
620 YONGE STREET CORNER OF ST. JOSEPH — 925-1736

We make the best PIZZA and home-made SPAGHETTI
STUDENTS FREE DELIVERY IN OUR AREA ON ORDERS
OVER $2.00— RIGHT TO YOUR ROOM (und.r »2.oo chot,. 25«>

DELIVERY HOURS 5 P.M. to 1 A.M. DAILY

The Wymilwood Concert

Committee presents

The two
outstanding political

biographies of our time
by Peter C. Newman

John Henderson . . . piano

Lynn Heuer ..... cello

Gundega Melli • . . piano

Dianne Hoar mezzo-soprano

Wendy Tafts soprano

Sunday, February 1 9 p.m.

Wymilwood Music Room (150 Charles St. FT.) /

Admission free
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radio drama in vacuum
CBC radio should be praised if no-

thing else, its recognition of radio's
potential for entertainment a bit

more varied than the cacophonous
hustlings of disc jockeys, or late night

"voice your opinion" shows. Its pro-

gramming is neither slick nor pack-

aged to fit the needs of a mass audi-

ence. This is especially true for shows
not scheduled on prime time. One
Sunday morning, for example, CBC
commentators discussed the bizarre
aphrodisaic side-effects of a new drug

for the cure of Parkinson's disease, a

malady which afflicts the very aged.

Another CBC program presented an
interview with the chef at Rochdale.

(Certainly a feature of limited ap-

peal.)

But this charming oblivion to the

demands of the masses is not so

charming when an audience (even a

small elite one) is ignored altogether..

Producers of CBC's radio drama
seem often guilty of this.

CBC forgets that its audience is TV-
oriented. It still plays to the old fami-

ly circle huddled around the little

black box. It frequently presents

drama geared to the visual, and bet-

ter produced on television. Thus, the

last two plays aired on CBC's Theater

10:30 were sea sagas. Great care was
given to roaring sea sound effects,

and fog horns in the distance. And the

cast maintained about fourteen varia-

tions of the British accent, so that one

character could be distinguished from

another.

But the fact remains that the plays

were using radio in a way that

seemed to deny the invention of tele-

vision. If an audience wants a sea
saga, it can probably tune in an old

movie rerun of Moby Dick. Why both-

er with the visually inadequate Cap-
tain Horatio Horoblower?
CBC also seldom takes into consid-

eration the peculiar weaknesses and
strengths of a radio audience.One only

half-listens to radio. Drama, if it's

going to have any impact, has to grip

the listener and force his attention.

But once this initial participation is

secured, the radio listener is suscepti-

ble to much deeper involvement. For
radio drama is drama in a vacuum. It

is the shadowy emanation of the hu-

man voice speaking to the solitary

human listener. It is an intensely per-

sonal experience. Plays presented on

radio should exploit this potential for

intimacy with the audience. Suspense
drama is adaptable to radio, because
it plays to the vulnerability of the soli-

tary listener.

Theater of the Absurd also seems
suitable. For this kind of drama, al-

ready stark in its setting and staging,

would achieve heightened surrealism

if the characters and setting were not

visible. CBC has aired some plays of

this kind, and their effect on the lis-

tener was tremendous. One can only

hope for more and more experimenta-

tion and innovation in this area.

Scheduling of plays also seems in-

considerate of an audience. Theater

O'KEEFE CENTRE
SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT
STAND-BY TICKETS $2.00

EVENINGS MON.-THURS.

FEB. 2-5 & FEB. 9-12

RAY MILLAND
IN THE HILARIOUS NEWSPAPER COMEDY

THE FRONT PAGE
3Y BEN HECHT & CHARLES MacARTHUR

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE BOX OFFICE
AFTER 7 P.M. ON DAY OF PERFORMANCE

FOR ANY AVAILABLE SEAT.

CLASSIFIED

ESSAYS, THESES, typed professionally

on electric machine. Paper supplied 30c
per page. Close to campus. Phone 922*
8564 after six. Ask for Lores

TRAVELLING IN EUROPE? The best

combination of economy and convenience

is e Volkswagen Combi-Camper fitted to

your travel requirements. For information

call Steve 633-3117

STENOGRAPHER will type reports or

thesis. Fast and accurate. Pickup and deliv-

ery. Call Miss 8olIon 239-711 1 or 233-

EXPERT TYPING service electric ma-
chine. Term papers, reports, manuscripts,

theses, etc. Wide experience, last service,

reasonable rates. Irene Kenyon. 224 St.

George St. Apt 404, Phone 923-401

1

TYPING — Fast, accurate and intelligent.

Essays, thesis, manuseripis. reports, feasi-

bility studies, etc. Pick-up and delivery if

desired. Telephone Mrs. Walker — 449-
7077 (days) 444-3744 (eveningsl.

FOR SALE: Almost new 195 cm Toni

Sailor FIBERGLASS SKIIS complete
with cubco step-in bindings $1 50 and 2 yr.

guarantee WET SUIT — 3/16" nylon

lined complete with hood fits 5'8' man.

$30 Phone 486-6779 anytime after 6

P.M.

EXPERIENCED (6 years) -in -Typing -for-

students" typist now doing typing at mini-

mal rates, phone 922-1264 after 12 noon.

VICTORIA COLLEGE Graduation Din-

ner. February 26. 1970 (Thursday), at the

Seaway Towers Motor Hotel. Guest speak-
er: Mr Lester B. Pearson. Tickets S3 00
available in V.C.U. Office IWymilwood)

BABYSITTER for lively five-year-old girl

occasional mornings, frequent evenings,

fifteen minutes from Campus. SI 00 hour-

ly. Please write Christine Newman. 122

Famhem Ave.

BAREFOOT COFFEE HOUSE presents

BLITZ CHEEK Wymilwood Vic Fn & Sat

Jan 30 & 3t 10 30 pm — 130 am
Refreshments.

TO SUBLET: New cozy apt Partly fur-

nished flloor-Spadina. Phone: 964-042)
$146. Excellent view of city.

FOUND — Girl's white fur hot Thursday

afternoon. January 22 - in UC. The Book-

room or Cody Hall Call 782-8192 or 782
9449

LARGE FURNISHED basement room,

washroom. Single, couple in M-op hwM
r.u i ^wtbinn, maintenance, large com-

165 month single. Uptown.
- TBI .tan*.

does CBC radio ignore this man

10:30 fragments one play into five

one-half hour segments. A play is not

like a continuing serial; its impact is

dissipated by performance extended

over five days. And what listener can

maintain this kind of prolonged inter-

est?

Choice of plays and scheduling of-

ten frustrates the audience. This is all

the more lamentable because CBC
radio drama does have potential.

Presentation of all plays is extremely

competent. Acting is always quite

professional, and actors maintain

their dignity even when appearing in

plays like "Storm Below."("Storm
Below" concerns the misfortunes beset-

ting a Canadian ship bound for Vancou-

ver towards the end of World War I.

Troubles on board include the Captain's

marital difficulties, the anti-semitism of

the admiral's nephew, and the bizarre

death of a young crew man who fellfrom
the crow's nest. I They seem masters of

dialect, and their voices often possess

richness and resonance.

All technical aspects of the play are

also well-managed. Sound effects too,

are accurate without being overdone.

Thus, CBC has all the resources to

produce excellent radio drama. One
can only hope that in the future, that

CBC will take more seriously the

demands of its listeners, and will

start to utilize all of its potential.

cecefia viggo

Madam I'd like to give you your money
but the Campusbank architect made a

slight error in wicket design.

True Chequing Accounts.
True Savings Accounts. Complete bankiri

services for students and faculty.

fifi

Shared cooki

mon facilities

Visit your Campusbank Bank of Montreal
Canada's First Bank

University Ave. & College St. Branch, 640 University Ave.

St. George & Bloor Sts. Branch, 262 Bloor Street West.

Bloor & Bay Sts. Branch, 55 Bloor Street West.

Bay & Breadalbane Sts. Branch. 880 Bay Street.

mon facilities *t>» mon... »»'«;°.

some rides to university 781-3485
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SUMMER EMPLOYMENT FOR STUDENTS
JOB • To market essential teaching aids

• Averaged over $4,000 for our students last summer

• Are trained in sales and marketing psychology

• Are willing to work long hours

t Are willing to travel throughout Ontario

• Have a reliable car

• STUDENT PLACEMENT OFFICE at 581 Spadina

FOR INTERVIEWS ON MONDAY , FEBRUARY 9, 1970

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1970 WEDNESDAY,

FEBRUARY 11, 1970

Educational Division - Grolier Limited

EARNINGS

STUDENTS

CONTACT

ued r l cut ot Loadbelly 'i

n 1935. The

HUSTLE
TO THE MUSIC OF
THE PAPER CASTLE

TODAY
THE DRILL HALL -

119 ST. GEORGE ST.9-12:30|

FEATURING -

CONTINUOUS MUSIC

-

GUYS 1.00 GIRLS 75<

OTHERS FREE

RIVE3RBOA1
134 YQBtCVILLE AVE. 920; 3558

JOHN LEE HOOKER

NEXT WEEK

McKENDREE SPRING

FEB. 3 - FEB. 8

EXPERIENCED TRIPPER

FOR SUMMER CAMP

FOR EMOTIONALLY

DISTURBED ADOLESCENTS

FOR FURTHER

INFORMATION TELEPHONE

MR. ANDERSON

924-1164

Hillel Lecture Series

ELIE WIESEL
DistinguishedAuthor

and Lecturer

SUNDAY,
FEBRUARYh

8:30 p.nu

CONVOCATION HALL

c
olu

c
nm

THE PLASTIC ONO BAND. Live

Peace in Toronto 1969. Apple 3362.

A lot of people on th* local scene are

no deubt going to want this record to

remind them of good time* at the To-

ronto rock festival, but it hoi little ell*

to recommend it. One song. Cold Tur-

key, with Yoko screeching like a ma-

chin* gun in the background, ii rather

nice, but th* rest or* dull — a Carl

Parkins imitation of Blue Suede Shoes,

a weak rendition of Money (a poor

song at best, Yer Blues, which has only

a littlo Clapton guitar going for it, and

so on. Sid* two is given over to two

interminably long screeches by Yoko,

sitting in her bag. Not something you

want to play more than one*. Just in

case you don't feel you're getting your

money's worth, a 13 month calendar

is enclosed with the record, chock full

of photos, and poems, and whatnot.

The Lennons hav* promised periodic

record releasers to document their life

as it gees along. The Wedding Album

was the first, this the second, and on*

wonders if a third is really necessary.

p.h.

early commercial *

radio tape has its inieresiing mo-

ments, but Leadbelly's high voice and

fine 12-strlng guitar style are ot their

best in the commercial sides. I find

Guthrie's narrative cloying and would

far pref*r to hear mare of Leadbelly

himself talking, but the music is

what's really Important, and this is a

good collection by a largely ignored

southern folk musician.

p. h.

GEORGE HAMILTON IV. Canadian

Pacific. RCA 4164.

George Hamilton uses impeccabla

taste In his selection of album materi-

al. Canadian Pacific f*atur*s all Ca-

nadian material from Ughtfoot, Coh-

en, Tyson, Joni, and others. Hamilton's

voice often seems innocuous in its

treatment of a sang, a little detached,

as if he wasn't sure what th* song

was about. Generally though, his re-

straint, wh*n combined with th* ex-

cellenl instrumentation, only serves to

let the music live on its own merits. It

grows on you with each listening.

don quintan

EDWARD BEAR. Bearings. Capitol

SKAO 6328.

On* of th* reasons this album

sounds so tinny is th* really bad sound

•ngin*«rlng on it, but much of th*

Homo must r*st on Edward Bear itself.

In any case, the record m*rcil*ssly

exposes th* lhr*«-man Toronto

group's faults: Larry Evoy's nasal vole*

and th* absolutely ama!*ur status of

his drumming, th* schmallxy quality

to some of their songs, and mostly

their general inability to create a full,

interesting sound.

nick schmidt

MOTHER TUCKERS YELLOW
DUCK. Home Grown Stuff. Capitol

6304.

The first album by a country orient-

ed group out of Vancouver. Not bad,

not good — sort of vaguely pleasant.

The lyrics are extremely sentimental

and most of the instrumentation Is

fairly standard. From the looks of

them, they're quite young, so perhaps

belter music can be expected in the

future.

i. d. schwarfz

LEADBELLY. Early Leadbelly. Bio-

graph 12013.

leadbelly was the jaix buffs blues

singer in th* 40's and 50's, and he still

has a number of records on the mar-

ket, though his songster approach to

the blues has fallen out of favor with

today's blues audience. This new al-

bum is one of his most interesting.

Sid* one is a recording of a proposed

1 940 radio show, with Woody Guthrl*

narrating and asking questions while

Leadbelly shows the range of his sing-

ing. Side two is made up of previously

CREEDANCE CLEA R WA TER
REVIVAL. Green River. Fantasy 8393

Wild, as usual. Raunchy vocals, par-

ticularly an Commotion and Sinister

Purpose. Th* Creedance Clearwater

sound is intact: a tight, hard beat

which holds in some really weird lead

guitar. But this is their third album,

and, to me, they're beginning to suffer

from having such a well defined

sound. It's getting a little difficult to

1*11 th* songs apart. Still exciting

though.
doug waiters

CHUCK BERRY. Concerto in B.

Goode. Mercury 61223

Definitely a below average Berry LP.

Some of the Berry charm comes across

in It's Too Dark in Here, but most of

the numbers drag badly, with heavy

handed "modern" effects. The title

number, an instrumental which takes

up all of one side, is monumentally

tedious.

p.h.

House- Art - Music - Library - Debates - House

LAST CHANCE!

NOMINATIONS

CLOSE

TODAY

Committees
House - Art - Music - Library - Debates -House
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a suspect

prologue

The current tendency for an in-

creasing number of film-makers and
distributors to direct their products at

the "youth market" has resulted, at

time, in a by-no-means-equal mixture
of relevance, experimentation, trite-

ness, and outright exploitation. Quite
suddenly there has been a prolifera-

tion of films of social commitment,
films of social realism and films of
social commentary. Yet, surely the
apparent self-indulgence which ac-
companies so many additions to this

new (?) cinema does not cam-
ouflage what is more often than not
simply unimaginative cinema.

The case in point is a new release
from the National Film Board enti-

tled Prologue and directed by Robin
Spry (previously assistant director to

Don Owen on High Steel and The Er-
nie Game and director of Flowers on
a One Way Street). Prologue is yet
another concerned film dealing with
youth and change. But Spry offers lit-

tle more than a conglomeration of
images, witnessed without any partic-

ular sense of revelation, which speak
to us (mumble and shout would, per-

haps, be more to the point), by juxta-

posing Lincoln Park with a commune
in rural Quebec, of the alternate ways
or realizing social change.

Not surprisingly, Spry's central
characters — Jesse, the editor of an
underground newspaper in Montreal,

and Karen, his girlfriend — are the

spokesmen for the ideologies of Hoff-

man and Thoreau respectively As a
result, the bulk of Prologue's 90-min-

ute running time is devoted to cross-

cutting between the commune and
Chicago in the summer of 1968, sup-

posedly to enable Spry to explore the

consequences these two ideologies

hold for both the individual charac-
ters and society as a whole — see also

any of a dozen "social" films of the

past year.

Admittedly there are several in-

stances of perceptive film-making
evident in Prologue — notably, a

scene in which the camera pans from
a jet airliner in flight to a wide-angle
of a group of Chicago combattants
clustered about Allen Ginsberg on a

beach while the waves of Lake Michi-

gan break with a soft rush on the

shoreline. But apart from a few iso-

lated scenes, some effective black
and white photography by Douglas
Kiefer and token appearances by Jean
Genet, William Burroughs and Phil

What is this man doing to himself? For

answers see R2.

Ochs, there is little to recommend
Prologue as anything other than a
duplication of a theme which is rapid-
ly becoming tinged with the suspicion
of exploitation.

To add to the general confusion of
Spry's foray into the land of youth
(few can find their way without a
map, Robin), the NFB press kit ex-
claims that Prologue is "a film on the
whole unsettled world scene". There
is nothing quite so admirable as a film
with a touch of ambition.

ion ritcbie

detective into

husband into ,

Nathaniel Hawthorne once wrote a story

called Wakefield about the effects of self-

imposed isolation on a man whofor a "joke"

walked out of his house one day and didn 't

return for twenty years. It ends with these

words "Amid the seeming confusion of our

mysterious world, individuals are so nicely

adjusted to a system, and systems to one an-

other and to a whole, that, by stepping aside

for a moment, a man exposes himself to a

fearful risk of losing his place forever. Like

Wakefield, he may become, as it were, the

Outcast ofthe Universe.

"

The Man Without A Map (Moetsukita

Chizue)/f a Japanese film about a man
(Shintaro Katsu) who "steps aside" and can-

not return. When the picture begins, he has

left his wife, become an amzingly obtuse det-

ective, and is looking for another woman's
missing husband. He is already an outcast

and what He sees out there in the underworld
is not very pleasant. Soon he wants to get

away friim it, but not by returning to what he
has escaped already — he is so afraid of that,

that to avoid it he pretends to his wife that he

actually enjoys being a detective. Instead, he
takes on the identity of the missing husband,

wears his raincoat, tries to become a cab-
driver and gets beatenfor his troubles, as the

lost man did, and makes love to the man's
wife. Finally, like him, he disappears.

It is a good story but needs some delicate

handling, which it does not get here. We do
not know enough about the character of the

missing husband to see or understand the

subtle changes which should be taking place

in the detective as he assumes the man's
identity. Smalt things countfor more in such

cases than beatings andfuckings, and should

count for more to the detective as well, for
the metamorphosis to be complete. But so

much time is spent in creating an atmosphere

offalseness and mystery (which was more
successfully done in The Big Sleep, to which

this picture bears some resemblance) that we
never get to see the small things.

We are never exactly sure ofhow the hus-

band disappeared in the first place. I do not

mean the mechanics of his disappearance,
but the metaphysics. Assuming, that since

our detective is not murdered, the missing
man was not murdered either, then for the

identification to be total, the hero must dis-

appear at the endfor roughly the same rea-

sons as the husband. But our only hint con-

cerning the husband is that he has perhaps
spread himself out so much (apparently he

can do just about anything) that he has some-
how disintegrated mentally. This is not at all

the way in which our detective disappears at

the end. Much of the picture is taken up in

developing the change in identity only to have

its logical outcome put aside in favour of a

more dramatic leave-taking, remarkably like

that in Hawthorne's Wakefield.

The movie is long and sometimes tedious,

though sustained by some of the acting, espe-

cially Katsu's. It borrows from Godard and
from American detective movies but lacks his

wit and their rhythm. I reckon nobody should

try to do what Godard is doing. His is such a
personal achievement that its only genuine

offspring, at this point, is going to be an ex-

act copy. And this movie has too little Go-
dard-American vitality to be an exact copy.

w'dliam <air others

confusing

kabuki

The audience at the Onion,
Ryerson's coffee house, sat spell-

bound last Tuesday night as a
small acting troupe, to date name-
less, pantomimed an adaptation of
a Japanese kubuki play, Gappo't
Circle. Gappo was a great warrior
until his enemies plotted against
him and he fell. In return for pro-
tection, he marries his daughter,
young Tamati to a powerful old
man. Tamati falls in love with her
husband's stepson and poisons her
lover purposely to keep his ene-
mies away from him. Then her
father stabs her because she has
humiliated him. Dying from her
wound, she takes the blood from
her liver and cures her poisoned
lover.

A narration of this plot at the

beginning confused the audience.
They could not identify with the
sociological strictures of Japanese
customs, nor understand the signi-

ficance of kubuki movements.
Without the narration, the audi-

ence would have felt free to be
absorbed by in the emotionality
which the sequences of movement
projected.

Traditional, stark white Japa-
nese facial make-up. jet black,

garlanded hair styles and Japa-
nese kimonos, displayed in glaring

yellow lighting raised the heavy
emotional tone to a level of dra-

matic suspension which hovered
over the audience for minutes af-

ter the performance had ended,

The acting of the story should

likewise have been done with

complete ritualistic formality. As
it was. there was more fluidity

than the requisite rigidity. There
were shades of realism and west-

ern naturalism in movements and
fascial expressions which should

have been puppet-like. However,
the performers managed to blend

their westernization s into a coher-

ence which softened the Japanese

harshness and staccato. What
emerged from this Western assim-

ilation of the Cast was not an ad-

aptation, as was originally intend-

ed, but a uniquely original style

which delighted the audience.

The troupe, directed by Richard

Mulhallen and choreographed by
Vera Davies, will be performing
Gappo's Circle again at the Global

Village, this Friday and Saturday

night at 12 p.m. They will also be

at St. Michaels College in the near

future and at the St. Lawrence
Centre for the Arts when it opens.

o/ex me/<er
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the designer of the thingamajigs tor 2001
Every category of motion picture

invariably contains one Classic Ex-

ample, according to which other mov-

ies of that type are evaluated. And in

the case of science-fiction, that film

is unquestionably 2001—A Space Od-

yssey.

For nearly three years Torontoni-

ans have been watching Stanley Ku-

brick's documentary-fantasy with

great interest, closely scrutinizing

the conceivable realities of space

travel in light of man's actual moon

landing. Many people claim that the

plot of 2001 is obscure or undefinable,

but they nevertheless keep returning

to watch the gliding space ships, HAL
the computer, and the climactic

' 'light show' ' on Jupiter's moon.

Working closely with Kubrick on

this s-f epic was Wally Gentleman,

the Director in charge of Special Ef-

fects.

Altogether, the cost of special ef-

fects alone for 2001 totalled more than

$11 million. "You see," explained

Gentleman, "the whole film was basi-

cally effects; there was very little that

wasn't. For example, even the scenes

with the actors involved sets that had

to be elevated or constructed to simu-

late motion."

The biggest problem, he felt, in

making a movie this size was the

cross-indexing of the multiple number

of shots and techniques that were

needed to keep track of what was
going on. Each technique involved

possibly five to ten different opera-

tions.

As head of the special effects de-

partment, Gentleman helped trans-

form the plot from fantasy to reality,

but at no time did he actually aid in its

construction or creation. "I think the

only assistance I could offer here was

when Kubrick would come bustling

into the office to try out his ideas. He
was rewriting the script as he went
along in production, and would come
in brimming with enthusiasm for a line

of thought that he had.

"One of these was the thing where
he asked, 'What do you say to Bow-
man coming back as a baby?' I was
just flabbergasted, and I answered,
'What do you want to do on that score?'

And he said, 'Well, it could be con-

strued as the Christ-child coming back.'

All I could do was laugh and say, 'It's

your film, Stanley' ".

At this point we began to discuss in

detail some of the special effects in

2001, andhow a number of the movie's

illusions were achieved. "Some of our

space ships were 60 feet long", said

Gentleman, referring to the models
constructed in the studio. "What you

always do in special effects is, as often

as possible, build as big as the econom-

ics or the space situation will allow.

And the bigger you build, the less inti-

mate detail you have to put into the

shots and the more realism you can

get. Whenever you shoot a model, you

deal in a variety of sizes, usually using

three different scales to suit the situa-

tion.

"Sometimes we arranged the shoot-

ing of a space ship by using cut-out

photographs. If you take a photo of a

model and stick it on a piece of glass,

then with an airbrush and very clever

photofinishing you can make the pic-

ture's two-dimensional aspect look

exactly like a three-dimensional sub-

ject."

Gentleman also explained a compli-

cated photographic technique that he

pioneered and used to shoot the film's

opening "Dawn of Man" sequence.

The camera is pointed towards a

by henry mietkiewicz
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screen which has the power to ampli-

fy and reflect any light that reaches

it. A one-way mirror is placed on a 45

degree angle between the camera and
the screen, so that the screen is visi-

ble from* the cameraman's position,

but not vice-versa. A projector then

throws a still picture onto the mirror,

which, in turn, reflects that scene
onto the screen. The latter, with its

special properties, increases the bril-

liance of the picture, so that the ca-

merman sees, through the one-way
mirror, a picture 400 times brighter

than the one shown by the projector.

In this way, because of the brightness

of the projected image, the director

can remain inside the studio and, us-

ing the screen for background, avoid

the costly process of filming on loca-

tion. Thus, the apes in 2001 were not

out on the plains, but acted in front of

a screen that reflected light at true

daytime intensity.

"When simulating weightlessness",

stated Gentleman, discassing another

special effects phenomenon, "you

suspend a person from a cable, put a

harness under his clothes, and then put

the camera directly underneath- him.

Therefore, you cannot see the cable

supporting the body, and the actor is

free to wave his arms and legs and
spin around in space. You can also pan
and track to a limited extent, depend-

ing on how far to the side you get be-

fore seeing the cable. This occurs, for

instance, when Bowman is shot back

into the "Discovery". The airlock, as a

set, is put above the head of the cam-

era, and KeiV Dullea is dropped down
into the set on a cable".

In discussing the descent to Jupi-

ter's moon, Gentleman made a num-
ber of observations that help clarify

that particular episode. "Many people

have been quite confused about the

purpose of many of the actions that

happened in the film, and I think that

this confusion is more than partly due

to "last-minute" changes in the script.

The artifact that was found on the

moon was going to be a tetrahedron

instead of a slab. When you got to Ju-

piter, you would have seen in the ear-

lier treatment not just a slot in the sur-

face, but a tetrahedron. And you

would hove associated this with the

fact that the artifact on the Earth's

moon must have had its origin in a

place of this shape.

"And then something else which

was not brought out in the film was
that when the probe was sent down
into the slot on Jupiter's moon, it

would be radioing back information on

the precise diameter of the moon. And
it would keep on doing this in excess of

the known diameter of that moon. This

would be an indication that what
you'd really got there was not a hole in

the surface, but a space warp, the exit

out to another dimension. And this

wasn't brought out in the film at all.

"The space warp idea was to be

supported in another way that was
also eventually scrapped. Bowman's
ride through the vortex was originally

going to be a fantastic trip through ex-

tra-terrestrial villages and cities,

through subterranean caves with mys-

terious people going by, and 101 other

fantastical things. But this was not

done for two reasons: the first is

that such creatures would be very ex-

pensive to make. In addition, Kubrick
had come to the conclusion that to

show these beings would have brought
the film down into the category of

normal space fiction. Indeed, we did
experiment with a figure made of

light, and with some elongated figures

of gigantic size, but this was finally

wiped out."

But because the probe's journey,
explained or not, is still the impres-
sive focal point of the movie, I asked
Gentleman to clarify the techniques
used in the psychedelic colour se-

quence. "The light formations", he
said, "were done by an optical mecha-
nism which relies for its effect on the
fact that you are taking a still picture

when the camera is actually in motion.
The shutter is open far a long period, a
flash is made to secure the original

sharp object, and then the zoom is

whipped back, putting a blur trace on
the film. It was an animation effected

through the vertical and sideways
manipulation of back-lighted colour

papers, combined with a camera that

was moving forward progressively, its

shutter open to receive a blurred im-

age.

"I am actually kind of unhappy with

the way that was done," he contin-

ued. "I think the technique itself works
exceedingly well, but the shots were
held up to such a length of time that

they became recognizable as a phe-

nomenon attained with special effects.

"In such cases it is essential that you

make your point and then get the im-

age off the screen fast, before it be-

comes seen for what it really is. You
should never notice the best special

effects, or that they're of an unusual

variety. I feet that if I've done a very

good job, nobody can tell exactly what
I've had lo invent".

I asked Gentleman whether he

worked very closely with Arthur C.

Clarke and Stanley Kubrick. "Oh, yes",

he answered, "absolutely. I can only

say that Kubrick is a terrific film-maker

and has a tremendous enthusiasm and

love not only for motion pictures, but

also for still photography. He has a

most open and receptive mind which,

like a sponge, soaks up detail. As a

warm personality and as an intelli-

gent, thinking man he is just terrific.

"However, he did not turn out to be

as big a man as I thought at first, since

he claimed as his own creation the de-

sign for the special effects for the

whole film. And I think that that was

quite wrong. It's true that he directed

the activities of a group of specialists,

but he didn't do the effects by himself.

I think credit should have been laid to a

team, and not a person."

On the general topic of science-fic-

tion, Gentleman observed that a film

that Kubrick abhors is one of the few

s-f films he (Gentleman) enjoys. That

was The Mystery of Planet X.

"Science-fiction is not really my great

interest in life", he continued, "and I

recall only films like Dr. Cyclops where

you get lots of miniaturized people

running around grants. I like special

effects of the whimsical variety, such

as those excellent ones in Disney's

Darby O Gill and the Little People
' \
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Cellist JACQUELINE
I DU PRE and pianist DAN-
1 1EL BARENBOIM will be

I appearing at Massey Hall

[next Thursday at 8:30.

I Though still in their twen-

I ties, they are held in high

I critical regard throughout

the world, and their Toron-

to concert should be excel-

I lent. The program will

I consist of three Beethoven

I sonatas. Also on Thursday,

I the equally renowned
I BEAUX-ARTS TRIO will

I present a concert at Eaton
I Auditorium at 2:00. Tick-

| ets for students are 75c.

Jazz continues to live in

[Toronto. BUDDY RICH is

| still on at the Royal York
I Hotel, but the weekend

[
$5.50 cover charge makes
it a bit steep. THELONIUS

| MONK opens at the Coloni-

[al on Monday, following

HOWLING WOLF who

| closes there this weekend

I
after two weeks.

The legendary mandolin

I player from Tennessee,

BILL MONROE, will be in

town on Thursday for two
concerts (7 & 9) at the

First Unitarian Church
(St. Clair & Avenue Rd.).

Tickets from Sam's or the

Toronto Folklore Centre

are $2.25 in advance; $2.50

I at the door. If you like

I bluegrass music, you
might be interested in the

jam sessions held every
second Sunday by the To-
ronto Area Bluegrass
Committee. Call 766-2948

I
for details.

THE BYRDS, the Byrds,

I the Byrds. If you want to

see the flock, they'll be in

town Sunday for one show
(8:00) at Massey Hall.

Other rock features the

Canadian sounds of THE
COLLECTORS and NEON
ROSE, both of who will be
appearing at the Hawks
Nest tomorrow and Sun-

I
day.

JOHN LEE HOOKER is

I once again in town, this

time at the Riverboat
where he'll be playing
through Sunday. LENNY

I BREAU opens there on
Tuesday for a week. Breau
will also give a free con-

cert at Hart House this

Tues. Feb. 3. Trombonist
Russ Little will be fea-

tured.

JERRY JEFF WALKER
I will be found at The Onion
this weekend. For next

week they're undecided as
of this writing.

p.h

I am rather mystified as

to the motivations behind

Tim Inkster's vituperative

review of Acta in Fri-

day's Varsity Review.
One of his major criti-

cisms, the use of "non-lit-

erary" material, requires

an answer that will per-

haps clarify th.e nature of

campus literary maga-
zines in general and per-

haps the attitude of Tim
Inkster himself in his ca-

pacity as editor of Random
and Gargoyle Magazine.

THEATRE

All the tickets for Ste-

phen Katz' Measure for

Measure had been given

away by opening day. If

you're looking for free the-

atre on campus this week-
end, Theatre Mickities of-

fers Pinter's The Dumb-
waiter, directed by Tom
O'Connor, at 9:00 and mid-
night tonight and Sunday
night and no Saturday per-

formance.

Elsewhere this weekend
. . . . Exit the King has

extended its run at the

Global Village through to-

night; Man of La Mancha
is at the O'Keefe through
tomorrow night

;
Spring

Tbaw is in lower-priced

previews at the Playhouse

through Valentine's Day
weekend; and the Acade-
my of Theatre Arts opened
G.B. Shaw's Mrs." War-
ren's Profession last night

at their theatre, 23 Gren-
ville Street, to play Thurs-

days, Fridays and Satur-

days through 21 Feb.

Opening next week
. ... on campus, Peter
Brigg directs a production

of Jean Anouilh's The Cav-
ern at the Drama Centre's

studio lab theatre on Glen-

morris Street. A preview is

scheduled for Monday,
with the regular run Tues-

day the 3rd through Satur-

day the 7th. Curtain is at 8:

30 and it's usually wise to

arrive early, as there is no
admission charge. 50c will

get you into To the Hollow,

an original drama by Gra-
ham Jackson, at 8:00 pm
Wednesday through Satur-

day this week at the New
Vic Theatre. And down at

the O'Keefe, Ray Milland
in Front Page begins a

two-week run as of Monday
the 2nd.

review
staff

takes
a

walk
Over the past three

years Acta has been under

severe and justifiable at-

tack at Victoria College for

not being relevant to the

majority of the students.

In the past it has published

material of interest only to

a very small minority of

E.L.& L. students. The in-

trusion of what he calls

"campy material", the

article on Marvel comics
and the excerpts taken

from the past 94 years of

Acta Victoriana, through

their student fees.

The excerpts from Acta
Victoriana are not exactly

The Film Subcommittee
of Hart House is present-

ing an Underground Film
Festival on Feb. 11 and 12

in the Debates Room.
Admission is free. Includ-

ed in the program . . .

From the Drain (David
Cronenberg), Happy Birth-

day, Lenny (Lenny Lipton)

Solipse (Bob Fothergill),

Black Power (Leonard
Henny), Portrait of Lydia

(John St rail on i and
Eclipse of the Sun Virgin.

Hopefully by next Sep-

tember there will be a

permanent U of T Film
Board established on cam-
pus with production facili-

ties located in Hart House.
Although still in the plan-

ning stage, the Board will

be the most ambitious film

undertaking yet attempted

at U of T and, if all goes
well, will have an impres-

sive array of professional

16 mm. equipment which
will be made available to

campus film-makers.
However, before a budget
can be finalized the organ-

izers would gratefully ap-

preciate any information

concerning film projects

either planned or under-
way. Contact David Pee-
bles, Warden's Office,

Hart House.

As part of an English

course in Literature and

camp. They consist of the

genuine reactions of the

students of the time to

such events as the depres-

sion, the publication of

Faulkner's Absolom !

Absolom!, Hitler and the

war, the takeover of the

Social Credit in B.C. If

there were a few humorous
excerpts then I apologize

to our grey, half-assed crit-

ic.

Secondly, the whole
point of Ron Weihs' article

on Marvel comics (if Mr.
Inkster would care to read
it) was that Marvel comic
books provide a whole uni-

the Film offered by Prof.

Morgan at U.C. a number
of early Russian, Ameri-
can, French and German
films dating from as early

as 1903 are screened on
various dates in Room 105,

U.C. at 4 P.M. On Feb. 11,

Prof. Morgan will be
screening Rene Clair's Le
Million (France, 1931).

Anyone interested is wel-

come to attend.

On Feb. 2 at 8 P.M. the

Toronto Film Society is

screening Alexander Pe-
trovic's I Even Met Happy
Gypsies, a beautiful Yu-
goslavian film made in

1967, at the Century Thea-
tre (Danforth and Broad-
view) as part of the TFS
Main Series. On Feb. 9 at

8:15 P.M., as a continua-
tion of the TFS Silent Se-

ries, Monsieur Beaucaire
(U.S., 1924) starring Ru-
dolph Valentino will be
shown at the St. Lawrence
Centre Town Hall.

Unfortunately, all

screenings in both the

Main and Silent Series are
open only to members of

the TFS, but Ron Anger
has told us that the sub-

scription list is still open.

The membership fee for

the TFS Main Series is $12

per person or $22 for a cou-

ple. The fee for the Silent

Series is $7, however only

verse of didactic morality
that does not come within
the confines of the voyeu-
ristic camp ethos.

If I have corrupted the
virgin purity and snobbery
of the true believers of the
little magazine set, then I

do so in the name of a
broader audience. The
arrogance of most college
literary editors in denying
a broader range of materi-
al for their magazines is

appalling. Acta has done
much this year to alter the

picture. jahn Ayre
Editor

Acta Vicoriana

one other film is to be in-

cluded in this series

Master of the House I

(Denmark, 1925) on April I

13. Cheques should be
made payable to the To-
ronto Film Society and

|

mailed to Douglas S. Wat-
son, 128 Glen Rd., Toronto I

287. Forthcoming features
[

in the Main Series include I

Fists in the Pocket (March I

2), The End of August at I

the Hotel Ozone (March I

23), Father (April 20) and I

The Switchboard Operator I

(May 4).

Hiroshi Teshigahara's I

The Man Without a Map!
continues through the!
weekend at Cinema .Lu-J

miere. Cinema Lumiere is I

also planning to featurel
Resnais' Je t'Aime, Je t'-l

Aime sometime in Febru-|
ary. Watch for it.

Elsewhere in the city I

. . . Medium Cool at I

Cinecity (the management I

of which, incidentally, is I

planning to revive the Fri- r

day and Saturday late-

1

night showings of classics
|

and experimental films),

They Sboot Horses, Don't I

They? (which is a powerful I

film although Michael Sar-

1

azin is not) at the newly I

renovated Uptown multi-[

theatre.

music... peter hatch art....mike kesterton photography... .errol young
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CUG panelists focus on unicameralism
By JIM COWAN

The second round of the
Great Commission on Univer-
sity Government Debate
opened with a whisper Wednes-
day as fewer than 70 people
turned up at Hart House for the
afternoon discussion of pro-

posed reforms to U of Ts top

governing structure.

The past few months have
been spent in discussions of the

general principles behind the

CUG Report and now interest

is being focused on specific

aspects of the document.

The four panel members —
Prof. J. H. G. Crispo of the

Centre for Industrial Rela-
tions, Prof. Charles Hanly of

the Department of Philosophy,

Ken McEvoy, SAC University
Government Commissioner
and Bob James, SAC Finance
Commissioner — all agreed
that change to the top govern-

ing structure was necessary.

And all but Crispo supported

the CUG recommendation of a

single-tier system composed of

faculty, student and lay repre-

sentatives.

SMALL LAY BOARD
"The CUG commissioners

concentrated on the case for

unicameralism and made the

case as best they could against

multicameralism," said Cris-

po.

He said a small lay board of

trustees should replace the

present Board of Governors, so

that the university could de-
fend itself to government and
the public. "We suffer from a
credibility gap the likes of
which Nixon has never had to
worry about," he said. "We
need a buffer group."
Along with the trustees, he

said, there should be an aca-
demic council with a majority
of faculty members. In be-
tween the two should be an
executive committee for the
effective meshing of academic
and financial matters.

"If we don't save our-
selves," he warned, "someone
else will save us and I'd hate to

have to fall back on a Conserv-
ative government. If we don't
come up with a body with a lay
voice we won't be listened to,

and that's what I fear the
most."

McEvoy, stressing that he
was speaking as an individual
and not as a SAC representa-
tive, agreed the university was
in danger of reform from out-
side if it did not take action it-

self.

FRIGHTFULLY NAIVE
But in arguing for unicamer-

alism, he said "Anyone who
believes you can separate aca-
demic and financial matters is

frightfully naive."

The top governing structure

should be composed of equal
representation of faculty and
students, he said. Administra-
tors should be allowed voting

membership only if support
staff were similarly recog-
nized.

He agreed that 'ay represen-
tation may be valid, saying
"We all recognize the value of
co-opting troublesome ele-

ments onto decision-making
bodies."

Hanly also favors a unica-
meral system.

"It seems to me that laymen
have an important contribution

to make and that contribution

can be made most effectively

through a unicameral sys-

tem," he said.

POL1TICIZATION
He pointed out that the On-

tario Government has already
set up a unicameral system
dominated by academics in the

form of its Committee on Uni-
versity Affairs, and he suggest-
ed that any unicameral system
adopted at U of T should pro-
vide for a simple majority of
faculty.

James said the current dis-

cussions are an extension of

"the politicization of the uni-

versity" which started in

1859."

"We must eventually talk

about education," he said,
"

( Reform) talks about giving
me, an ordinary student, some
control over the education sys-

tem I've been put into.

"We all understand there
are reforms which must be

HERE AND NOW
TODAY
ALL DAY

Nominations (or Div I (Humanities) rep-

resentative for Graduate Students' Union
open until 5 p.m.

11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Auditions for "Ubu Cocu" by Alfred Jar-

ry. Junior Common Room, U C.

11.10a.m.
Dr K Shivanand3n of the Laboialory of

the Space Science Division. Washington
Naval Research Laboratory speaks on "In-

frared Rocket Astronomy". Rm, 137. Mc-
Lennan Labs

12 noon
Why I find Physics so groovy" by Or. R

K. Logan. Free Goodies. Rm. 202, New
Physics

1 p.m.

An open discussion of the relationship of

His Holiness 'The Christ' to Baha u'llah —
the return of Christ to our troubled world,

Bickersteth Room Printed as worded
Department of Geology Films, "Above

the Timberline." "Time and Terrain". "Mu-
sic and the Computer." Rm. 128 Mining

Bldg.

Meeting to discuss opposition to demo-
lition of 10 houses at Spadina and Sussex

Tor a university chiller plant Will include

SAC and Huron-Sussex reps Sid. Smith

rm. 1074.

Investigation Committee meets to inves-

tigate structure of Poli Ec Oept Sid Smith

fifth floor common room.

4 p.m.

Young Socialists meeting to discuss

SAC elections, brief to Campbell Commit-

4.10 p.m.

Dr David E. Hogg. Natl. Radio Astrono-

my Observatory. Charlottesville, Virg..

speaks on "Brightness Distributions in

Radio Sources" flm. 202. McLennan

Labs.

7 p.m.

U of T Polish Students' Club organiza-

tional meeting, election ol interim execu-

i.ISC

Bp.n

Canadian Intercollegiate Bridge Champi-

onships hosted by Hart House Bridge Club.

Hart House.

VCF sponsors an open house at 1 18

Walmerat Bernard

8.30 p.m.

Michele Morgan and Pierre Blanchar in

"Symphonie Pastorale". English precis

KNOX COLLEGE
CHAPEL SERVICE

Feb. 1 - 11:00 A.M.

Rev. Prof. Charles Hay:

"The Price of Revival"

Music by the College Choir

All Are Welcome!

provided, flm. 3 New Academic Bldg Vic

Shakespeare's Measure for Measure is

all sold (or given) out.

9 p.m.

rill Hall Hustling Dance featuring the

Paper Castle. Guys $ 1 . girls 75

SATURDAY
10 a.m.

U of T Flying Club Breakfast Club leaves

island Airport

12 noon and 7 p.m.

Canadian Intercollegiate Bridge Champs
hosted by Hart House Bridge Club at Han

SUNDAY
12 noon

Canadian Intercollegiate Bridge Champs
hosted by Hart House Bridge Club at Hart

8.30 p.m.

Orford String Quartet will play selections

from Beethoven. Profkofieff and Mendels-
sohn in the Edward Johnson Bldg Concert

Hall.

IMMIGRATION
PROBLEMS?

perhaps you should talk to us..

BJARNASON, COSTELLO
& ASSOCIATES

IMMIGRATION

CONSULTANTS

Suite 1208,

Toionlo Professional Bldg.

123 Edward St. at University Ave.

made, not just in structure but
in content," he said. "Why
aren't these changes being
made?"
The four speakers agreed

that alumni and support staff

groups had a role to play, but
no concensus was reached on
just what that role was or
where it should be practiced.

BEAUX ARTS TRIO

Presented by

WOMEN'S MUSICAL CLUB
THURSDAY AFTERNOON

FEB. 5-2 P.M.

EATON AUDITORIUM
Student Tickets At Door

With A.T.L. Card 751

For Information Phone

225-0318

BRIDGE CLUB
CANADIAN INTERCOLLEGIATE BRIDGE

CHAMPIONSHIP - Tonight - 7:30

Open Pairs - All Welcome
Entry Fee. SI 50 person

Saturday & Sunday I 2 noon

Pa lr & Teams of four events

Spectators Welcome

DEBATES ROOM - Refreshments

CAMERA CLUB
East Common Room. I p.m.

Tuesday, February 3 &
Thursday, February 5

SHOWING OF EXHIBITION ACCEPTED SLIDES
Everyone Welcome

JAZZ CONCERT
Tuesday, February 3rd

17- 2 p.m.

LENNY BREAU
Jazz Guitarist

(Quintet)

Everyone Welcome

HART HOUSE ELECTIONS 70

NOMINATIONS CLOSE TODAY'
ELECTION DAY - FEBRUARY -1th

VOTE

VICTORIA
COLLEGE
PUBLIC LECTURES 1970

at 4.30 p.m., Lecture Hall, Room 3,

Academic Building, Victoria College

Feb. 3 The Religious Thought of the Italian

Humanists and the Reformers: Anticipation

or Autonomy?
Professor C. Trinkaus
Department of History
Sarah Lawrence College

Members of the Staff. Students, and the Public are

cordially invited Admission Free

repertory/new Canadian plays

mulli-media/World Premieres rock & Bach/pro & con

364-0973
Front and Scott Sireets.Toronto 1 366-1656 see daily press lor details
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BLUE AND WHITE SOCIETY

PRESENTS

GORDON LIGHTFOOT

SUN. FEB. 8 7 P.M.

CONVOCATION HALL

TICKETS $3.50 EACH.

ON SALE AT SAC OFFICE

;:.;:r::r. i

G.S.U.
FRIDAY NIGHT

DANCE
JAN. 30TH -9:00 p.m.

Admission: $1 ladies $1.25 gents

Music by

UNDERGRADE
HART HOUSE THEATRE THURS., FRI., SAT., FEB. 5.6.7, TICKETS S2.00 IN REFECTORY AND HART HOUSE

F LUES
"A REVOLUTIONARY NEW MUSICAL'' PRODUCED BY LORNE DIRENFELO DIRECTED BY STEVE VYITKIN

XEROX 5c each - 1st copy of an

original COLLEGE
COPIES 4c each - 2nd thru 10th copies COPY

QUALITY
of the same original SHOP

GUARANTEED 2c each • Uth and more copies

of the same original
76 CHARLES ST. W.

' ' » TELEPHONE _

FREE COLLATING While-U-Wait or Overnight 923-81 15

THE STUDENTS AND FRIENDS OF INDIA ASSOCIATION

presents

AN EVENING OF INDIAN MUSIC & DANCE
TO CELEBRATE REPUBLIC DAY 7:30 P.M. SATURDAY, JANUARY 31st. 1970

at the

ONTARIO COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AUDITORIUM

. . . ti nft (Huron & Bloor Sis.)

Admission SI .00

MEMO: TO ALL SAC FEESPAYING STUDENTS
RE: SAC PRESIDENCY ELECTIONS FOR 70-71 SESSION

Nominations for the SAC President and Vice-President open on
Monday. February 2nd. 1970. at 9 a.m. and close on Tuesday, February

10th, 1970. at 5 p.m.

The election will be held on Tuesday, March 3rd, 1970. Advance
polls will be held on February 27th, in faculties where there is a clash
in timing.

Election rules are available from the Elections committee at the SAC Office.

Nomination forms will be available at the SAC office on the day nominations open.

Any SAC-Fees paying student is eligible t« be a candidate for the SAC Presidency.

Signed: Ceta Ramkhalawansingh, Co-chairman

SAC Elections Committee

VIC & ST. MIKE'S
PRESENT A

COOP DANCE
HISTORY OF ROCK & ROLL

FEATURING

THE ROCK REVIVAL an 8 PIECE A ACT

WITH THAT FUNKY R&B SOUND

BRENNAN HALL ST. MIKE'S

JAN. 31/70 9-12

!
IN

II

TYPEWRITERS

ADDING
MACHINES

T.V.'S

STEREO TAPE
RECORDERS

STEREO RECORD
PLAYERS

5 698-2589

DANFORTH
TYPEWRITER

2940 DANFORTH AVE

FREE DELIVERY
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ELECTIONS
One fromRepresentative

SGS
Division I-Humanities

Nominations close TODAY
at 5 p.m.

Forms and information

at GSU Building



RUBBER

GAME

jomm

J f

.1 rH I
S?T "/ <,,

'"icu"i« B'^= encountered in then 10-4 loss to lovofa over
the Chrrs mas holidays. Above, Gronl Co/e must be snorp lo slop a quick sho» from Worriers'
John Hurler, f2lj as feommole Bruce Wickhom (20) wails for a possible rebound. Below
Blues Bob McGuinn I 'W moves in lo c/ear o ioose puck from in fronl of Ihe goo/, len Burm on
f!5l, Dave Field (3) and Terry Parsons 15) ore Ihe olher defenders. Blues defeated Ihe War-
riors 7-4 in a pre-season exhibition gome lo set Ihe slage for tonight's rubber match

ANNOUNCING
THE OPENING OF

THE FREE INSTITUTE
OF JEWISH STUDIES
WEEKLY SEMINARS
STARTING FEB. 2

ROOM 2129 SID SMITH
AT 1 P.M.

FEATURING:

Monday: CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN JEWISH LAW
DR. RABBI N. L. RABINOWITZ

Wednesday: MAIMONIDES: ADVANCED LEVEL

ABE FEINTUCH

Friday: SOCIAL LEGISLATION IN JUDAISM

RABBI I. WITTY

ALL INTERESTED IN ATTENDING
SEMINARS OR FORMING SEMINARS

ON DIFFERENT TOPICS PLEASE CONTACT
923-7837

Gellius announces

:

World to continue!
ByGELLIUS

GRANDFATHERS
Mine is now 85.

BASKETBALL
48-Dw'gl,t Eizenas had 13 to pace PHE over Meds (Kent 13).

Pharm (Morgan Organ 11) 36; Erinll25

,.
J
o-
E"g

;

< Po PPenk 13) beal SGS (Swiss Growers of Shit ) 44-
38. Pincock had 18 for the losers.

Innis had Oleszkowitz and thus 18 points and more too even
(would you believe 45 in all) to beat Scar. Dow demonstrated
his skill with 12; Gordon too.

Erin (Shaw 13); Vic (Pasht 16) 40.

New beat Law. 36-31. Kirby had 12 for gnus. (The gnu is a
small south African antelope related to the Iamtheeggman )

Ouchterlony (inventor of a U.S. dance craze "Do the
Pony Like Bony Ouchterlony - "Land Of A Thousand
Dances. ) had 13 for the losers.

Vic II (Atkinson 12) 37; Pharm (Cuthbert 8) 27
SMC (O'Connor 23) 47; Vic (rhymes with "ick") (Mills 9)

29 VOLLEYBALL
(someone who talks a lot is said to be "volleyball")

Eng over Scar.

Dents over Pharm.
Frodo over bids.

Eng II over UC.
UC over For B. (For B is no relation to George For B Eng-

lish Music Hall star. )

'

INSIDE TRACK
880 yards

1. Bill Franklin SMC 1579
2. Matt Duncan Pharm 1:505
3. Mark Minden Meds 2:0L6

Franklin's time breaks his own record; credit is due Duncan
for pushing him. water POLO

Everybody on the Knox team except Strung scored as Knox
ragnarokked Trin, 17-3. Strung could not be reached for com-
ment.

Law (Freeman 3, Pashby, slaght, Dove) 6; Meds B (Dr. Gil-
lespie, 2, Thompson 2) 4.

Eng II 4, UC 1. Prochazka (I never met anyone who was
anti-chazka) and Koslowski each had 2 for Eng II; Hayduck
replied for UC. A full text will be printed in Monday's paper.

Innis (Pirk 8. Milbourne 6, Shaw 5, Land. ) 20; Pharm (Cook
21 2

- WATCH THIS SPACE
We are proud and a little humbled to announce that an an-

nouncement of paramount, nay, transcendant importance to

you, your children and your children's children will appear in

this column Wednesday. Meanwhile the world will go on as
usual until further notice.

CHEAP SKATE
FREE SKATING AFTER HOCKEY

GAME TONIGHT AT VARSITY

COMPLIMENTS OF!

BLUE AND WHITE SOCIETY

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

Women's Intercollegiate Badminton - Intercollegiate Bad-
minton finals will be held Friday, Feb. 6th, 9:30 a.m. to

4:30 p.m. and Saturday Feb. 7th, 9:30 to 1:00 p.m. in the

Sports Gym, Benson Building. We need linesmen for the

tournament. Anyone interested, please leave name at

Front Office, Benson Building. All spectators welcome.

Women's Intercollegiate Gymnastics Competition - Sat.

Jan. 31, 1970-9:30 a.m.-l p.m. Benson Building. Come
and support U of T. -Top Competitors in Ontario. Ad-
mission Free.
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Blues vs Loyola: who is really number one?

By JIM COWAN
According to the Canadian

Intercollegiate Athletic Union,

tonight's game between Var-

sity Blues and the Loyola of

Montreal Warriors will be a

contest between the two top

university hockey teams in

Canada.

CIAU rankings released yes-

terday placed Blues and War-

riors one-two in the country.

The weekly poll results from

balloting by sportswriters and

sportscasters across the coun-

try.

And there, as they say, is the

rub. The majority of balloters

have never seen most of the

teams they are ranking. All

they have to go on in are the

weekly scoring summaries

sent out by the CIAU.
There is no basis for inter-

league comparison (say be-

tween western and eastern

clubs, or between central and

Maritime teams) and there is

no way of qualitatively differ-

entiating the scores from any

one league. And we all know
how much more there is to a

game than just the final score.

For instance, in terms of the

Loyola-Blues conflict, the bal-

loters should logically have

picked the Montreal team over

Varsity. Both are on top of

their respective leagues.

Blues, however, have lost one

game (to Cornell) since the

two teams last clashed on Jan.

4 while Loyola continues unde-

feated.

And, for the clincher, in the

two games the teams have

played this season, Loyola has

the big edge after the 10-4

trouncing Toronto took in the

Loyola Tournament.

RANKINGS IRREIEVANTS

But the rankings themselves

are not only highly suspect,

they are in this instance highly

irrelevant. It's the spectre of

that 10-4 loss Blues must over-

come, and until they do that

they can't very well claim to

be number one in anyone's

rankings.

Tonight's game should pro-

vide the same calibre of action

as was seen against Cornell

last Saturday. Loyola is taking

the game seriously enough to

have arrived in town last night,

and requested and got ice time

for today. Anyone who wants a

sneak preview could drop

around to the rink at 10 a.m..

that is if coach Dave Draper

lets anyone in.

The other big news in Blues-

land this week was the Canadi-

an Amateur Hockey Associa-

tion ruling that no Canadian

university hockey team could

take part in the university

tournament slated for Finland

in April.

Blues, of course, would be a

good bet if you were putting

money on who would go.

POLITICAL INFIGHTING
The CAHA ruling, of course,

is part and parcel of the politi-

cal infighting between that

body and the International Ice

Hockey Federation over the

Did Loyola learn anything from their

recent brush with Montreal police?

use of professionals on "ama-
teur" teams.

It seems that the Interna-

tional Federation of Student

Unions requires IIHF sanction

for its tournament, and the

CAHA is Canada's voice on the

IIHF.

So although the CAHA does

not actually control the CIAU,

they can foil any attempt to

send a team to the internation-

al student games by simply
withholding their sanction.

Blues' coach Tom Watt says

that while he agrees with the

CAHA ruling on the Olympic
level, he thinks the present

move is wrong because "it's an

entirely different level of com-

petition."

He says Blues would defi-

nitely have gone if they were

CIAU champions again this

year.

Arrangements were already

underway, and there was a

verbal committment from the

Federal Government's Fitness

Council to finance the air trav-

el, he said.

BallBlues face tough test in Mac
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By PETER WHITE
Varsity Blue bailers reveal

themselves for the. fifth time

this season as they travel to

McMaster tonight. It must be

hoped that Blues do not, unlike

Putney's huckster friend, get

charged with ten counts of in-

decent exposure.

Tuesday night Blues vindi-

cated themselves of sorts with

what coach McManus deems
their best effort to date, in yet

another loss, this time 79-75 to

the YMHA. As far as prepara-

tion for tonight's game goes

this exercise was probably the

best medicine for a very sick

patient and should return Blues

to-a frame of mind in which

they can play the best ball pos-

sible.

Like Mac the Y is a fast-

breaking ciub, so Blues should

know just about what to expect

from Mac's big threats Mazza,

Dignan, Noble and newcomer
Joey Martino.

Mac currently shares the

number three spot in the six

team loop with a two-two re-

cord. Last Saturday they

dropped a heart-breaker to

league-leading Western Mus-
tangs 76-69. In the just released

CIAU top ten rankings, nation-

ally, Mac holds down the num-

ber ten position. Certainly

would be nice for Blues to blow

them the hell out of there!

To date Mac has been

plagued by inconsistency of all

sorts, and like the Blues prob-

lems with turnovers have

proved to be their greatest

nemesis. Mac boasts the finest

defensive record in the league.

Blues have the worst offensive

record. Can't win 'em all.

Mac's offensive leader contin-

ues to be Paul Mazza whose

19.25 points per game average

ranks him second to Water-

loo 's Jaan Laaniste.

FREE THROWS: Larry Ttaf-

ford returns to the Blues line-

up tonight. Amid that flounder-

ing last Saturday a new light

shone for the Blues: in his best

game to date Angus Braid hit

for 14 points.

LEAGUE STANDINGS: (as of

January 24)

GP W L PTS
WESTERN 5 5 0 10

WATERLOO 5 3 2 6

McMASTER 4 2 2 4

WINDSOR 5 2 3 4

GUELPH 5 2 3 4

TORONTO 4 0 4 0

Biggest basketball story of

the week was New II's crush-

ing, gushing, gnashing victory

over Trinity II, 32-8. Wednes-

day afternoon. Not including

unused tickets New II again

this week outdrew Varsity.

New II management is now
negotiating with CTV for tele-

vision rights to next season's

home games. Income from this

venture is expected to be in-

vested in securing new glass

backboards for the Gnumen to

practice on in their Hart House

Home.

Saturday at 8 p.m. at Hart House you should be able to witness what Blues swim

coach Robin Campbell describes "ihe best meet of the year" as his powerful team

tangles with the McGill Rcdmcn swimmers. McGill should be the squad that pro-

tides the Blues with their stifles! competition in the OQAA championships in Feb-

ruary.

The Gymnastics and the Fencing teams must travel uutol town lor their competi-

tion this weekend. They both journey to the Royal Military College in Kingston lor

a joint meet on Saturday.

The Women's Infer collegiate Gym championship for Ontario and Quebec will be

held at the Benson Bldg. all day Saturday commencing al 9J0 a-m.



The vacant lot on the corner of

St. George and Russell is not a
spectacular-looking site, in ap-
pearance it is just another chunk
of land.

But, this lot, the site of the

proposed University of Toronto
campus centre has been the fo-

cus of more than its share of

misunderstanding and mudsling-
ing.

The campus centre began as a

result of a student effort to ob-

tain a much-needed student un-

ion building for the St. George
campus. Today, almost five

years after the Students' Admin-
istrative Council hired an archi-

tect to design the building, the

lot sits vacant.
Students and Simcoe Hall offi-

cials worked together to plan the

campus centre. Today both sides

feel frustrated and misunder-
stood.

Perhaps if it had been another
academic or administrative
building, tempers would have
been less strained. But, it wasn't
just another building. It was the

campus centre, initiated by stu-

dents on the Students' Adminis-
trative Council.

As one architect comments,
"I'd say at the time that the

building had a symbolic content

for the students, as something
that was theirs."

This was a first-time experi-

ence for students. They decided

they wanted a campus centre,

they commissioned an architect,

arranged for financial grants

from the U of T and the Minister

of Education and managed to
obtain two bank bids as funding
arrangements for the remaining
capital.

The students felt they had en-
gineered a tremendous feat and
sat back to wait for the appear-
ance of the centre. To date, the
building has not even reached
the hole in the ground stage of
construction and there is little

indication that it will in the near
future.

The students blame the city
and the provincial government.
However, most of their anger is

aimed at the administration and
the Board of Governors.

The reasons why the building
was stillborn on the architect's
drawing board are complex. No

one person or group can legiti-

mately be blamed. Rather than
illustrating a clear-cut case of

the "bad guys" (Board of Gover-
nors) squashing the "good guys"
(the students), the campus
centre runaround illustrates the

problems the university has
become burdened with in the
last few years.

Unfortunately, the campus
centre became the whipping
boy. This only intensified the
university's problems by wors-
ening relations between students
and the administration.
The campus centre story is

the story of how the U of T could
not get a building built.

See page 2 tor Pail One ot THE CAM-
PUS CENTRE FILE

The Campus Centre File



The Financial Fiasco
August 1967: Joe Merber and Gerry McMaster poured themselves a glass

of champagne and in a fit of celebration raised their arms and wielded their glass-

es against the wall.

They were jubilant. McMaster, chairman of the Campus Centre Commit-
tee and Merber, SAC Finance Commissioner, together with Tom Faulkner, SAC
President had spent months battling for a campus centre for the University of

Toronto.

August 3, 1967 was their day. They received a lucrative financial bid from
the Bank of Montreal. This completed the financial negotiations. On paper, the

students had all the money necessary to finance the campus centre. Nothing could

go wrong. At that moment says McMaster, "The campus centre was so close we
could taste it".

Today, two and a half years and many bitter words later there is no money
available for the centre.

When the students originally decided

to build a student centre William Dav-
is, Minister of Education agreed to

provide 50 per cent of the four million

dollar capital cost if the students them-
selves raised money.

The university agreed to supply at

least $250,000. Thus the students had to

obtain $1,750,000. The students' council

invited every chartered banking insti-

tution in Canada for tenders and in

August 1967 received bids from the

Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce
and the Bank of Montreal.

The Bank of Commerce offered a fif-

ty year prepaid lease of $760,000 for

3,500 square feet of space. They also

by mary
kate rowan

offered a long term loan to finance the

remaining funds and agreed to wait

five years for the first repayment.
The Bank of Montreal offered a fifty

year prepaid lease of $1,837,500 for 8,-

500 square feet of space.

However, the Bank of Montreal, un :

like the Bank of Commerce insisted

upon exclusive banking privileges on
the St. George campus.

This meant that during the time of

their fifty year lease and subject to any
renewal of the lease, the Bank of Mon-
treal would not allow any other bank,

trust company or deposit gathering

agency to establish a branch on the St,

George campus.
The students wanted to accept the

Bank of Montreal's offer and sent the

bank's letter of intent to the Board of

Governors for final approval.

At that point the bubble began to

burst.

Neither the Board nor the adminis-

tration were as enthusiastic about the

Bank of Montreal's offer as the stu-

dents. Their lack of enthusiasm hinged
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on the Bank of Montreal's demand for

exclusive banking privileges on the St.

George campus.
When the administration termed the

Bank of Montreal offer unsuitable and

asked students to reopen bids, students

charged the Board of Governors with

playing politics and acting in bad faith.

In a letter to this reporter, Tom
Faulkner, former SAC president says:

'The delay, the efforts to duck pre-

vious commitments, and the final stall-

ing of the Campus Centre by the Board

of Governors assume a sinister tinge in

the light of the following facts. If two
plus two equals innuendo, here it is:

"There were in 1 967 more C/BC Direc-

tors represented on the U of 7 Board
than there were B of M Directors. Among
fhem was Chairman Henry Borden.

"The CIBC has always been the bank-

er for the University of Toronto.

"It was hinted to us by the Office of

the President that the Board was drag-

ging its feet on the centre proposals be-

cause it was displeased with the SAC's

attitude on reform in the university, (e.g.

radical change in the Board itself.)"

Faulkner's letter continues: "I dis-

like innuendo, but the circumstantial

evidence is such that I have grave
doubts as to the Board's good faith in

the affair of the campus centre.

"Just to bring out all the dirty laundry

out in the open, let me say that my fath-

er is a B of M employee. You can make of

the situation what you will. In my opin-

ion the University unnecessarily lost a
fine building, the students unfairly lost a
good deal of money, and the B of M was
treated in a rather shabby fashion."

Other students involved echo Faulk-

ner's sentiments.

Joe Merber, former SAC finance

commissioner agrees with Faulkner
that the administration was leery of

"student power".
"The feeling that came through," he

says, "was that they were afraid of

that much control in the hands of stu-

dents.

"I think the administration got very

nervous," he continues. "We were
building up an equity and could have
used it as a loan basis.

"We were infringing on them. The
Board of Governors gave the impres-
sion that they should be the ones to

build a campus centre if it was re-

quired."

However, Faulkner, Merber and
McMaster do not doubt that Simcoe
Hall officials were enthusiastic about
the building.

Gerry McMaster, former campus
centre chairman says, "The people we
dealt with at the administrative level

felt it was worthwhile."

But, McMaster adds, "I really wish
I'd had a chance to explain it to the

Board of Governors myself, but we
never got there.

"I guess you get bitter after a

while," he shrugs.

The students are bitter and feel be-

trayed. They feel that the Board of

Governors deliberately stalemated the

campus centre.

This feeling filtered to the archi-

tect's office. As one architect said cyn-

ically "The Board of Governors never

really stop anything. They just fail to

put it ahead."

Officials in Simcoe Hall strongly

deny that the Board deliberately

stalled the centre.

One Simcoe Hall official comments:
"I think the students tend to overem-

phasize the influence of the Board in

these matters.

"The Board was prepared to support

the building but they were worried
about exclusivity, which they should

have been worried about. It's their

function to be trustees. They also wor-

ried that the offer was not as good as it

should be."

Alex Rankin, Executive Vice-Presi-

dent (Non Academic) argues that while

certain individuals on the Board may
not have been as enthusiastic about the

project as others, the Board had very

good reasons to scrutinize the B of M
offer.

Aside from asking for twice as much
space as the Bank of Commerce, the

Bank of Montreal wanted exclusive

banking privileges on the St. George
campus.

In the past says Rankin "there has
never been any resolution of the Board
to grant exclusive privileges to anyone.

"The Board," he adds, "should not

tie the whole St. George campus down
for 50 years."

Prof. Don Forster, U of T Vice-

Provost, says that while the Bank of

Montreal offer was better in the short

run, in the long run the Bank of Com-
merce offer was superior.

"They (B of M) were getting cheap

space with an exclusive franchise,

Forster comments. There was some
criticism of the offer in that it was not

good enough in respect to the conces-

sions they were getting".

But, he says that the Bank of Mon-

treal offer was better from the stu-

dents' point of view because it gave

them more money.
"The Board," he adds, "was worried

primarily about the exclusivity prob-

lem."
To further complicate the campus

centre debate the rules of the universi-

ty finance game suddenly changed in

March 1968.

The provincial government an-

nounced they would grant 95 per cent of

the capital non-commercial costs of

non-academic buildings (such as the

campus centre). Previously the gov-

ernment had been willing to allocate

only 50 per cent.

With the debate over exclusivity and

the change in finance rules, Rankin
suggested that the university try to get

95 per cent of the money from the pro-

vincial government. Rankin says the

Board agreed to supply the remaining

capital.

"Following the March '68 new policy

I saw a chance to build the building

without a nickel from commercial in-

terests," he explains.

With this in mind he suggested that

bids be re-opened to the two banks on a

pure annual rental basis.

That way he reasoned, the university

could use the bank money as rent to

help with operating costs instead of

burying the bank money in capital ex-

pense. To Rankin, this seemed a more
sensible solution.

When he asked the students to re-

open their bids they refused.

In his letter Faulkner comments,
"We replied rather loudly "No". The
agreement had been that these were
the final bids and the B of M would just

as likely reduce their's if given the

chance."

Rankin sympathizes with the stu-

dent's feelings. "When the students

were turned down on the exclusivity

issue," he says, "I think they felt be-

trayed and cheated. They felt that dirty

big bad business had its hand in there."

"Dirty big bad business did not have

its hand in there," he says, "but it's

pretty hard to convince the students."

Rankin denies that there was any
conspiracy among the Board members.
"Believe me, 26 people don't scheme to

default something."
Forster notes that to date the univer-

sity has spent $211,000 clearing the site

and paying the architects' fees.

"I don't think," says Rankin "that

the governors undertake that kind of

work just to be negative about it."

But he adds, "The Board is a good

whipping boy."

Somewhere in the campus centre

debate effective communication broke

down and the two sides stopped listen-

ing to each other. Events happened

quickly and people lost perspective.

Perhaps a full-time SAC campus
centre co-ordinator would have helped.

Perhaps a meeting with all the gover-

nors and all the students could have

cleared the air.

Perhaps not. As Forster comments,

"One almost gets the impression the

program was fated from the begin-

ning."

Now, the prospect of money for the

campus centre looks even more re-

mote. Last February, the provincial

government informed the U of T that

they would have no new space entitle-

ment until 1975. Therefore, at the pre-

sent time there is no money available

for any building other than the new li-

brary at St. George and Hoskin.

Rankin says there may be some
chance of the province granting funds

to replace old buildings. "Whether
some of that can go to Innis College or

the campus centre I don't know," he

says. At present Innis College is on the

list of priorities before the campus
centre.

The prospect for a campus centre on

this campus looks very dim. "Even if

all the money was there today," says

Rankin. "We would still have the city

to contend with."

As indicated by Rankin, the financial

problems were just one thorn plaguing

the campus centre. Just as destructive

to the proposed centre as the financial

fiasco was the "get tough" attitude of

the city towards the university.

Watch for Part Two of this series

which will probe how city-university re-

lations affected the campus centre.



Student gets $25 ticket for jaywalking in crowd.
Jon Galama (IV SMC) walked across St. George St.

Thursday morning, along with "millions of people," and was
promply stopped by a cop who handed him a $25 ticket for
"disobeying a walk signal."

Surrounded on all sides by other students, John crossed
against a red light at Willcocks St. Although there was no
traffic on the street at the time, Jon says the policeman "just
picked me out of the bunch."

A spokesman for the Central Traffic division of Metro
Police said last night, "We are not cracking down on students
in particular," but when a walk signal is disobeyed "we
charge everyone" who is in violation of the law.

He pointed out that you "don't have to cross at intersec-

tions, you can legally cross anywhere as long as you don't in-

terfere with traffic."

The fine seems quite high considering that if Jon had ;§[
crossed a few steps away from the intersection, he couldn't s

have been charged with disobeying a crossing signal.

However, the police spokesman said, "a pedestrian on -3!

any street who just steps off the curb can be charged with fail- |
ing to yield to traffic. " jj

Jon, a foreign student from Holland, plans to take the
^

matter to court rather than pay the $25 fine.
Jaywalking on St. George has always been a way of life for students, heading for Sid Smith from the

main campus. Now, it seems, Metro Police are cracking down on the custom.

1300-name petition fails to reinstate New workers
care who is right or wrong."

Bissell said he did not have

the power to influence deci-

sions in the manner the WSA
believed.

PETTY AUTOCRAT?
"You look at me like a petty

autocrat who can just make
decisions all by himself. I don't

have that authority", he said.

"If you wish, I will make an

appointment for you with Mr.

Malcolm, the Director of Ad-
ministrative Services, rguar-
antee you will see him within a

week," he said.

The WSA reluctantly accept-

ed the invitation and shuffled

out of Bissell's office.

"It certainly was an unex-
pected pleasure to see all of

you, I must say", said the

President as he bade them fa-

rewell.

Members of the Worker-Student Alliance visit President Claude Bissell in his office and present a

petition calling for the rehiring of three New College workers.

By TREVOR SPURR
Twelve members of the

Worker Student Alliance invad-

ed President Claude Bissell's

office Friday morning, but

failed to regain the lost jobs of

three New College cafeteria

workers.

The WSA demanded an an-

swer to a 1300-name petition

presented on January 16 to J.

F. Brook, Executive Assistant

to Vice-President A. G. Ran-

kin. The petition requested the

administration find jobs for the

three workers who were not re-

hired by Beaver Foods, the

new catering firm at New Col-

lege.

Bissell. who was out when
they just entered, was angered

at the way the WSA had barged

into his office. He said he had

never seen the petition.

"Besides you don't make
decisions on the basis of peti-

tions." he said. "You think I

should respond to every peti-

tion I get?" he said.

"The people who signed it

might feel they deserve an
answer", countered Ronnie
Nevin (SGS) of the WSA.

NO RESPONSIBILITY

Bissell denied administra-

tion responsibility to find jobs

for the three workers.

"The new employer has the

right to determine who he will

hire. We can't compel him to

hire anyone", he said.

"I don't find jobs for people

on campus. I can't guarantee
employment to people", he

added.

WSA member, Tony Leah (II

UC), said, "By your actions

you have shown you act for

business interests on this cam-

pus. You supported Honeywell

and you support such things as

the Institute for Industrial

Relations."

The WSA maintains the U of

T Police pointed out the three

workers as the ringleaders in a

strike of 42 cafeteria workers,

fired by the old catering firm,

Commercial Catering Compa-
ny.

38 REHIRED
The new firm rehired 38 of

the workers. One of the re-

maining four does not wish to

return.

Bissell denied this version of

the story.

"It is not my opinion that

these people should be taken

back, because the catering

firm does not want them and

they were considered inappro-

priate for the job," he said.

"If there were an additional

20,000 names on that petition it

would need more considera-

tion," he added.

A WSA member replied.

"You sit there backing certain

interests and you don't even THE VARSITY. February 2. 1970 — Page 3



PAGE FOUR
"whot'd K» soy?"

the man who wot hard of hearing

Please, no fooling around
Nominations for SAC Presi-

dent and Vice-President open
tomorrow. Let's hope that the
candidates have some respect
for the students who are going to

be voting for them.
Very few students take the

time and care to examine the

campaign platforms of the can-

didates. That makes it very easy
for candidates to get away with
the most ridiculous statements
about pragmatism and Trudeau-
like opportunism. Because few
students know what SAC is ac-
tually doing, candidates often
offer as part of their platform,

things that SAC has already im-
plemented. One running team
last year promised to institute a

regular column in the Varsity
telling students what was going

on and where. By coincidence,
for the last many years, there
has been a column in the Varsity
called Here and Now in which
students and groups submit free

the time and place of events.
This is only one example of how
ridiculous campaign promises
can get.

This year, there is no dearth
of issues. No candidate for the
SAC presidency can ignore
them. The issue of the campus
centre is one that must be taken
up with vigour. The question of

parity with academic staff on
hiring and firing and other
committees will die, much to the

delight of the staff die-hards if

strong leadership is not taken by
SAC.

Apparently many students
believe that SAC can be an effec-

tive organ when the council and
the president are at odds politi-

cally. Apparently this is not so.

The president doesn't have to be
a devout Marxist, or even left-

liberal but he must know what
issues must be fought and where
the interests of the student body
lie. Generally candidates ha-
ven't a clue about either.

As Don McCulloch says on the
opposite page, the only way that

the CUG report will be effective

is if the students and the staff

who weren't instrumental in the

writing of the report are forced
to go through the process that
the CUG commissioners went
through.

This can only be achieved if

the full-time members of SAC

live up to the responsibility of
their paid office, especially the
president.

Let's not have any candidates
this year who run on the politics

of opportunism. It's an insult.

LETTERS
According to a statement made by

C. H. Fanning, a member of the UTSA
steering committee and manager of

the University Bookstores, "wages
aren't really an issue" with the U. of

T. support staff. This bold statement,

reported in the January 21st edition of

the Varsity, has caused a great num-
ber of people to wonder exactly what
is the "real issue".

If people are "happy enough" be-

cause "they dig their jobs" and really

don't feel that they are underpaid,
then why this battle between UTSA
and CUPE in organizing or unionizing

the support staff?

Is it just a question of representa-

tion at CUG?
In reality, the majority of people

probably don't care who represents
them at CUG so long as the represent-

atives will not just play the role of

honorary emissaries of "happy" al-

though "underpaid" people, but will

fight for the real issues that concern
them.

It seems to me that the real issues

are:

1. ) To have our salaries adjusted to

the present standard of living and sal-

aries paid for the same or similar
services in the private sector indus-

tries or public libraries.

2. ) To be treated by this institution,

not as second-class citizens, but rath-

er as a group that fulfils an essential

role in the university.

At a time when inflation is in full

swing and the purchasing power of

our hard-earned dollar is less and less

every day, a statement such as Mr.
Fanning's arouses everyone's anger.
The majority of library assistants
have not received a raise since July
1968. The remainder of the support
staff of the University no doubt re-

ceived only a mere "cost of living"

raise in July 1969. Some may "dig
their jobs" but they also have to feed,

clothe, and house themselves and
their families.

Incidentally, the language used by

Mr. Fanning in attacking Clare Book-
er shows that he indeed came "from
poverty and dirty" but his attitude

towards the real problems of the

majority of the support staff shows

that his sympathies do not lie with his

origins.

Margret McCrea
Library Assistant

U. of T. Library

some more of everything

Editor Brian Johnson
Review Editor lorry Haiven
Sports Editor Jim Cowan, 923- 4053
Advertising ManagerCarol Cooper, 923-
8171

Editorial Offices 91 St. George, 2nd floor

Editorial Phones 923-8741
Advertising Offices 91 St. George, 1st floor

. . .and our three stars for this evening: david
frank, lorry haiven, and a draw between lii wil-

lick and louis erlichman. . .trevot spurred on to

greater things and koren coulter and cela-sac
dropped by. Cowan and errol were here too. jon

craneman showed us city hall today and mark
ubin did it clearly, michael kaufman mystically

so sieve gutfreund we will trytontin i

suecupdoddled v.

to the big lights to mak
missing, pauvres garcom

up o

with russell came
what they were
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D/Editor: As an effort to generate a

conscious extension that also provides

a possible beginning for what Korzyb-
ski called "Neuro-Semantic Relaxa-
tion" I submit the following chart and
bibliography.

1) Indexes 1

2) Dates \ Working Devices
3) Etc. (etcetera)

)

4) Quotes 1 _ , .

5) Hyphens }
Safety Devices

The above is from the sanity-gen-
erating linguistic science of Alfred
Korzybsky as expressed in his "Sci-
ence and Sanity". Although it is 15
dollars, I would dare say it is an emi-
nently modest price for an experience
of sustained sanity. It is over 700
pages but depending on how you re-

late to it, it is truly infinite.

Other sanity-generating devices,
assuming the will, are any of the
books by Fuller beginning with Nine
Chains to The Moon and ending with
his just-published-paperback Utopia
or Oblivion. There is All and Every-
thing (or) Beelzebub's Tales to His
Grands© a prohibitive 1238 pages at an
equally prohibitive 18 dollars, and
Meetings With Remarkable Men at
about half that price — both by Gurd-
jieff. There is also the much cheaper
notes of Gurdjieff's lectures, in Ous-
pensky's epic account Search for the

Miraculous.

Teaching as a Subversive Activity

by Postman and Wiengartner can also

be a very immediate source of light

on the darkness we call "school". 3ut
as ever, these are reserved for those

who actually dare to look. We have
begun and we would end here with H.
Poincare and A. N. Whitehead respec-

tively, "To know how to criticize is

good, to know how to create is better".

"... almost any idea which jogs

you out of your current abstractions

may be better than nothing."

your - not - necessarily - friendly - but -

definitely interested horrified -

amased - and hopeful "craneman"
"—jon



I am suggesting that the report cannot be effective because

people cannot change by vicarious means ... I would suggest

that what we ordinarily think of as the main business of the

University be treated as a side-line activity for the year

—We All Have To Go Through CUG
by Don McCulloch

Director, U of T Advisory Bureau
Forms of political democracy are arriving

on Canadian university campuses more than a
century after their central appearance in the
country as a whole. Unfortunately, they arrive at
a time when, throughout the western world, pub-
lic confidence in our public institutions is at a
very low ebb. There is widespread evidence that
large numbers of people greet the democratic
rhetoric of political leaders with a mixture of
cynicism and disbelief, that public willingness to

participate in political life is almost non-exis-
tent. So, it may very well be that the University
is adopting the right forms at the wrong time.

I doubt whether replication of familiar polit-

ical forms within the University, which the
C.U.G. proposes, will ensure significant partici-

pation in the governing process or an increase in

trust and acceptance of the decisions made by
"democratically" constituted governing bodies.

Certainly the attempts at democratization on
U.S. campuses have not resulted in the hoped for

peace. A legacy of distrust, cynicism and apathy
virtually ensures that genuine change will not be
accepted as such. Thus, students who accept po-

sitions on newly democratized governing bodies

are seen, at best, as co-opted, wishy-washy liber-

als and, at worst, as student niggers And the

changes instituted by administration are seen as

the acts of frightened men motivated by desires

to cling to power. And, paradoxically though
understandably, the result is an escalation of

demands to the point where the ultimate and
necessary use of force to simply preserve any
kind of peace is viewed as proof that the changes

were not genuine in the first place.

I find this a frightening prospect, and even if

only a remote possibility, one that we neglect to

consider at our peril. Quite apart from the needs

of the University, society has an urgent need to

discover new forms of governing appropriate to

the times and to the present temper of people. So

that if the University community can conceptu-

lize and realize effective new governing forms,

this could be a major contribution to human af-

fairs.

I believe that the experiences the members

of the C.U.G. had together were more impor-

tant than the report they produced. Ask any one

of them about this, and I think you will come to

the same conclusion. They began their task in

that state of cheery distrust that is characteris-

tic of all well raised human beings who ever find

themselves in the role of negotiator. Ad observer

to the Paris peace talks would likely see the

same obfuscating forms of politeness and affa-

bility displayed by the U.S. and North Vietnam-

ese delegates. C.U.G. also made changes in the

arrangement of the tables around whicn its

members customarily sat. For more than six

long months they struggled, not simply to under-

stand the views that they and others held about
governing, about community, about a university,

but they struggled towards an understanding of
each other. They did not end up in agreement
about proposals. They did not end up with rela-

tionships of high trust and mutual respect. But
they did move in these directions to a very con-

siderable extent. They learned much, felt much
and most, I believe, would count the experience
as among the most important in their lives, re-

gardless of what is done to or with their report.

I take the report seriously, not because I

like compromise documents, which it is, but
because I know something of the experiences it

grew out of. It demonstrates that a group of

human beings of differing age and experience,

some called students, some professors, some
administrators, given time and opportunity,

have come to the view that they are most com-
fortable, most open, most able to learn and func-

tion together when power is not a major issue

between them. I suspect that the majority of

people in the University, given the same time
and opportunity and experiences together, would
come to a very similar view. But the C.U.G. asks

us to accept their position on faith and try to

experience their experiences (of which they do
not speak) vicariously. This is an impossible
request. No one need be surprised at the charac-
ter and direction of events since the release of

the report. There are extreme limits on the de-

gree to which people are changed in their atti-

tudes and behaviour by vicarious experience.

What has been happening since the C.U.G.
report reached our hands? The report stresses

the building of a community of trusting, sharing,

learning, seeking people. It suggests forms of

governing that would end autocratic power and
distribute decision making both by decentraliz-

ing and by extending the franchise. The re-

sponse? The President (on the eve of the report's

release) does not publicly dissociate himself
from a hard line Committee of Presidents' Re-
port. Professors reject student parity and look

like they are seeking to inherit the power man-
tle. Support staff are outraged at their virtual

exclusion from the proposed governing struc-

tures and speak of exerting their power through

a strong staff association or union. Professors

demand a 22c pay increase and ask for an outside

arbitrator. The vast majority of the University

community maintain monumental indifference

to the report, as well as to these events.

I am not surprised, but I am concerned. I do
believe that few things are more important than

finding effective means of governing and of

building community. I think the events here have
meanings far beyond their importance to the

University of Toronto. If the University could

succeed, it would provide a model for other

communities, non-university as well as universi-

ty. And if it be agreed that one of the by-prod-

ucts, even if not the aims of education, is to as-

sist in the creation of responsible citizens, then a

university is uniquely placed to undertake the

task of self-consciously developing community
and the appropriate forms of governance.

I am suggesting that the C.U.G. report is

more the result of a group of people experiencing

together than anything else. I am suggesting that

the report cannot be effective because people

cannot change by vicarious means. I am suggest-

ing that we regard their experience as a pilot

study which gives us some idea of what we all

might agree to had we been commissioners. I

would propose that we all go through that experi-

ence, and that we take an academic year to do it.

I would suggest that we come together in many
groupings, as we do now, but to work on concep-

tualizing possibilities for living and working to-

gether, including division of labour and responsi-

bility, on examining the teaching learning pro-

cess, on discovering and uncovering our various

views of the aims of this community. I would
suggest that we periodically test out in action the

concepts we develop. I would suggest that what

we ordinarily think of as the main business of the

University, research and the transmission of the

subject matter of the disciplines, be treated as a

side-line activity for the year. I believe that little

of substance would be lost, and that much would

be learned of great and lasting value. We might

even succeed in producing genuine community
and appropriate forms for governing.
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MEMO: TO ALL SAC FEESPAYING STUDENTS

RE: SAC PRESIDENCY ELECTIONS FOR 70-71 SESSION
Nominations for the SAC President and Vice-President open on

Monday, February 2nd, 1970, at 9 a.m. and close on Tuesday, February

f 0th. 1970, at 5 p.m.

The election will be held on Tuesday, March 3rd, 1970. Advance

polls will be held on February 27th, in faculties where there is a clash

in timing.

Election rules are available from the Elections committee at the SAC Office..

Nomination forms will be available at the SAC office on the day nominations open.

Any SAC-Fees paying student is eligible t* be a candidate for the SAC Presidency.

Signed: Ceta Ramkhalawansingh, Co-chairman

SAC Elections Committee

for those who really want to know

NOW ... a comprehensive collection of texts

documenting how people, throughout the ages and

all over the world, have asserted and claimed-

the birthright of MAN
New from UNESCO!

Now available!

International Publications,

Queen's Printer for Canada, Ottawa, Ontario.

The Deparfmenf of History

in co-operation with

The School of Graduate Studies

presents a Public Lecture

Topic: The Transformation in American Culture,

1848-1860

Speafcer; John Higham, Professor of History, Univer-

sity of Michigan

Professor Higham is a distinguished student

of American intellectual history. He is the

author of Strangers in the Land and History

as well as such influential articles as

Beyond Consensus and The Cult of American
Consensus

Date: February 2, 1970

Time: 3:00 p.m.

Place: Room 2135, Sidney Smith Hall

FIRST YEAR GETTING YOU DOWN?

Bring any complaints or suggestions regarding First

Year Political Economy course content, professors,

lectures, tutorials, marking etc. to Rm. 2005 SS. , or

send it via U . of T. mai I any time!

P.E.C.U.

'WHAT WE ARE DOING - SAC
What's It All About? What They Did? Education Commission Finance Commission:

The SAC has realized that it has
been delinquent in reporting its

actions to the electors. In an at-

tempt to compensate for this, a
weekly column will be published,
to give a brief idea of how SAC is

functioning. Hopefully, these ac-

counts will be as objective as possi-

ble. Because the columns will be
written by individual council
members, some criticism may be
levied as to their generality. How-
ever, it is hoped that they may
prove useful.

Who Does What?

Defining the division of responsi-
bilities (or who gets the blame) in

SAC is not easy. The General Coun-
cil is usually thought of as the head
body, but in truth few initiating

steps are taken here. It often
serves only as a rubber stamp for

the decisions made in the smaller
Commissions. Thus, a few people
make most of the policy. In this
way. SAC resembles any large
group.

Why?

Most of SAC's decisions can be ex-
plained (in theory) by their relev-

ance to a defining group of priori-

ties, of which education heads the
list. This, however, is sufficiently

ambiguous to cover a large range.

The Executive Commission wields
the axe. That is, most of SAC's pol-

icy seems to come from there.
Lately, much discussion has
centred on the question of discip-

line. It is hard to convey the emo-
tions of a group in a sentence.

Another function which the Execu-
tive Commission and Council has
adopted seems to be that of the
conscience of the students. By this,

it is meant that they seem to en-

dorse a great number of groups
who come looking for support. A
few recent ones have been

:

Stop Spadina Save the City Commit-
tee

CIA (Community Involvement and
Action!

American Deserters Group
Toronto Research Group
Praxis Research Group
Spadina Expressway demonstration
Group
McGill Moratorium Commettee
New College Food Service Workers
Point Blank School

University Committee

To summarize the efforts of this

group in a paragraph is grossly
unfair. A tremendous amount of
work has gone into the study and
planning for the adoption of the
report of the Commission on Uni-
versity Government.

The parent of the course unions.
Recent work included the hiring of

a High School Organizer.

External Affairs Commis-
sion

Santa SAC. If you have a group,
any group, see the External Affairs

Commission for a handout. This is

the group that in 45 minutes, can
give $1750 to eleven different
groups. The spectrum of groups
supported is as large as the Univer-
sity. They range from the African
Music Club to the Womens' Libera-

tion Movement, touching off be-

tween at the Computer Science
Club, the Young Socialists, Ukrani-
an Students, Pan Hellenic Libera-
tion Movement, and the Radical
Health Organization.

Services Commission:

They sponsored the F.U. of T, SAC
Bookstore, remedial reading pro-

gram, and the SAC Information
Bureau.

Communications Commis-
sion:

To the Communications Commis-
sion fell the task of trying to coor-
dinate Radio Varsity (which is

looking for an F.M. Licence), Ran-
dom, the Student Handbook, and
the Blotter.

The impossible task of trying to
make ends meet befalls this group.
Perhaps it is justified, as it also
sets the list of priorities for what
comes first.

Apologies:

It is realized that no matter how
objective one attempts to be, bias-

es creep in. To those groups that
feel slighted, or misportrayed, I

can only say that honestly, that
was how you appeared in your
minutes. With those who feel the
conscience of SAC was neglected, I

also sympathize. If you feel slight-

ed, why don't you give your im-
pression.

Bill Palmer
Engineering SAC Rep.
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Beauty queen leads protest against "beef auction"
WATERLOO (CUP)

More than 200 singing picke-
ters joined a disqualified

candidate in a Women's Lib-

eration protest at the final

session of the Miss Canadian
University Pageant at Water-
loo Lutheran University here
Friday.

They were successful in

getting one of the 34 candi-
dates for the queen title to

join them in a walkout.

Mid-way through the final

judging rites, Janiel Jolley of

Simon Fraser University,

with more than 100 support-

ers in the auditorium singing

"Solidarity Forever," walked
onto the stage and demanded
two minutes to publicly ad-
dress the candidates.

Pageant officials had ear-

lier granted Jolley — disqual-

ified before the contest began
for threatening a protest —
two minutes time at each
pageant function.

Over protests and interrupt-

ions from Master of Ceremo-
nies Bill Walker, she de-
nounced the "plastic woman
image" and dehumanizing
nature of beauty contests.

"You should hear the
comments some of the men
are making," Jolley replied
to Walker's protest that the
pageant was not a beauty con-
test.

The 25-year-old activist

said she entered the contest
to use the pageant as a forum
for the views of the Women's
Liberation Movement.
Then she appealed to her

sisters on the stage to join her
in the protest and was sup-
ported by York University
candidate Judy D'Arcy. The
two left the stage and the au-

ditorium with their supporters
and joined the 100 picketers
who remained outside.

The picketers — men and
women from Universities of

Waterloo, Waterloo Luther-
an, Guelph, and Toronto —
sang and carried pickets
reading: "Women are not

Commodities," "Welcome to

the Beef Auction," and
"Women's Liberation is

Human Liberation," before
and during the ceremonies.

At a meeting following the
walkout, D'Arcy told the
group of her experiences with
the pageant.

"Photographers kept
trying to make all 34 of us
pose sitting in a circle with
our legs in the middle around
pageant organizer Peter
Sharpe," she said, adding
that "the escorts had bets on
us."

Asked if the pageant was
really a beauty contest, D'-

Arcy said each candidate had
only a 10-minute and a 5-min-

ute interview with the judges.

She said that she was disap-

pointed at not being allowed

to speak, as she felt at least

two other candidates would
have joined the walkout.

Meanwhile, back in the
auditorium, Ane Sapieja, "a
19-year-old blonde" from
Guelph was given a year's use
of a car, a fur coat, a one-
week trip to Mexico and other
gifts after being chosen win-
ner.

Panther slaying "justifiable homocide"

CHICAGO (CUP) - A spe-

cial coroner's jury here ruled

Wednesday that the murder of

two Black Panthers by Chicago
policemen December 4, 1969,

was "justifiable homicide."

The six-man jury was com-
posed of three whites and three
blacks. They said the ruling in

the death of 21-year-old Illinois

Black Panther Chairman Fred
Hampton was "based solely

and exclusively on the ev-

idence presented to this inquis-

ition."

The only witnesses in the 12-

day hearing were Chicago po-

licemen and state experts.

Jury Foreman James Hicks

said jurors could not take into

consideration charges made by
the seven Panthers who sur-

vived the predawn raid by four-

teen policemen armed with
pistols, rifles and submachine
guns.

The Panthers refused to tes-

tify because they face criminal

charges of attempted murder

other casings matched another
seized shotgun. But. investiga-

tors found no evidence that ei-

ther shotgun was fired during
the raid.

Hicks said the question of

who fired the first shot was
unimportant in reaching the

unanimous conclusion.

However, evidence heard
and aggravated assault in Tuesday indicated that police
connection with the raid. They investigators have found no
have charged that police en- slugs or pellets fired from any
tered Hampton's apartment of the 17 weapons police say
shooting and murdered Hamp- they seized in the raid. The
ton and 22-year-old Mark
Clark.

The policemen, all assigned

slugs recovered from the walls

of the apartment and the bod-

ies of the murdered Panthers
to the State Attorney's office only match police weapons.
said that a 10-minute gun battle

Clark and Hampton are only
was touched off by a shotgun , „ , „„ „

*
n D1 . D„„J

. ., °, two of more than 30 Black Pan-
blast fired from inside the

SURVIVAL
BOSTON (CUPI) — Stu-

dents and police clashed Thurs-

day in front of Northeastern

University's Alumni Hall in a

protest against the appearance

of S. I. Hayakawa, President of

San Francisco State College

and Guru of the law and order

set on North American cam-

puses.

Approximately 200 demon-

strators, carrying Viet Cong

and anarchist flags, tried to

gain admission to Hayakawa^
speech at the campus, but

were beaten back by police.

About 30 persons were ar-

rested on charges of assault

and disorderly conduct.

Hayakawa, recently voted

the second most popular man
in California behind actor-

turned-governor Ronald Re-

agan, spoke on "Can American

Colleges Survive the 20th Cen-

tury?"

He advised his audience,
_

many of whom heckled and

jeered during his speech, that

American youth should be

press-ganged into national ser-

vice in such areas as hospitals,

mental institutions or the

Peace Corps.

"This is your crusade and

you should be getting in-

volved," he said.

apartment. The only support

ing evidence for the claim was

thers murdered in police and
FBI raids against their head-

«,,,«. quarters and homes in the last
blood matching Clark s found ^ yeafs MQre^ a dQzen
on one shotgun.

others, including the top lead-

An empty shell casing found ership of the party, await trials

in the apartment matched test throughout the U.S., on bail of

firings on that gun, and two up to $50,000 each.

New student union

may be formed

GETTING ENGAGED?

ONE PRICE
DIAMOND SALE.

Once a year close out of loose

(unset) Diamonds. All goods brand
new. Various sizes and shapes as

FE3PMARY 2nd to 6th

These Goods are unset. During salt

you may purchase any Gold setting ir

our inventory lor $25.1)0

• SO CARATS ROUND CUT
- COMMERCIAL
WHITI-TOLOUR H65 » C00 00

• S3 CARAT PEAR SHAPE
- TiU'OlMM WHITE
COLOUR

• « CARATS MAHOUISE
CUT - GOOD WRITE
COLOUR «

HtOOO JS0O 00

Hugh Proctor ft Co.

131 BLOOR ST. W.

Ptione 921-7702

SASKATOON (CUP) - Five

major western universities

have voted not to attend a

meeting at McGill University

early in February to discuss

forming a new national student

union.

At a meeting here January

17 and 18, the five universities

decided instead to concentrate

on forming strong provincial

unions, and working together

on problems of "mutual con-

cern" such as unemployment.

Represented in Saskatoon

were the Universities of Brit-

ish Columbia, Alberta, Manito-

ba and Saskatchewan (Regina

and Saskatoon campuses).

Delegates from the Provincial

Hart rWse

(Slecttous

Student Associations of Mani-
toba, Saskatchewan and Alber-

1

ta also attended.

The universities agreed not

to attend the Montreal meeting

because the forces at work to

destroy the Canadian Union of

Students were still present,
[

and they felt no viable stu-

dents' association could

emerge.
Instead, the universities will

meet in Calgary February 6-8

to discuss student unemploy-
ment, and again late in March
to talk about unemployment,

,

accessibility to post-secondary i

education, pollution research

and student participation cn

university governnlent.
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Law votes on SAC tomorrow jf
The outcome of tomorrow's

Faculty of Law referendum
vote remains in doubt. The
students will vote on continued

membership in the Students'

Administrative Council, and
the results will be binding on

the Student Law Society.

Dan Ferguson, President of

the Law Society, said, "When
the issue came up most stu-

dents would have voted to pull

out. Since then they have
thought about it and will proba-

bly vote to stay in."

He said the issue was "over-

simplified. Students want a

realistic solution, but they

should stay in the SAC and find

a solution there."

Ruth Mesber (I Law), a

member of the Law Society

Executive, said that it was
"difficult to say which way the

referendum would go." She

felt that it would be "political-

ly unwise to withdraw from the

SAC at this time.
"

"It's looking excellent in

favour of withdrawal," said

Bob Vernon (III Law), the SAC
Rep who spearheaded the drive

to pull out. Vernon said he

hoped "that the students at the

law school would see fit to

withdraw from the SAC and

restructure student govern-

ment."
John Snippen, another Law

Society executive member,
thought it would be a toss up.

He favoured withdrawal, not

M

2 BANDS
1. ATLANTIS

2. ARNOLD
NEW COLLEGE

FRI. X
FEB. 6th

*

RENT A
TAPE RECORDER

BRAND NEW CASSETTE?
AS LOW AS 500 DAILY

921-7702

OPTICIAN

CONTACT -

^ LENSES $115.00 tu

* GLASSES all Styles
°

20% Student Discount |?„

4 P 6 - 8 8 8 f>

tTimirc.
™

I fattortfM.

92H974

CLASSIFIED
"ALL SYSTEMS SAY GO" Carnival
Quebec S39 50 — Toilways bus hotel &
carnival. Feb 6-8 Phone 239 8569 or
2781698 wine women song book now
space limited B YOB

TYPING thesis, essays, notes, charts. Eng-
lish. French, other languages. Mimeo-
graphing, electric typewriters Mary Dale
Scott IM. Davies) 86 Bloor St W Room
225.922-7624

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today lor free booklet "The Day you buy a
diamond" H Pioctot and Co.. 131 Bloot
St W , Suite 41 6. 921-7702

EXPERT TYPING Service EleclHC Ma-
chine. Term papers, reports, manuscripts,
theses, etc Wide experience, last service
Reasonable tales Irene Kenyon. 224 St

GeoigeSt Apt 404. Phone 923-401

1

ESSAYS AND THESIS TYPED at home— reasonable Telephone: 755-9306 or
449-6329 after 6 P M

LOST — pair glasses men s square black
hornrim. Biaddock Optical case Phone
425-7434 oi 691-3576

POEMS etc — Now creative work —
sought by "Little Magazine being pub-
lished in U.S. Send manuscripts to Eleanor
Berry. 60 Albany, Tor 179 by Feb. 26.

EXPERIENCED TYPIST with IBM elec-
tric will type at home. Reasonable rales
923-9 5 59
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FLUTE for sale — very good condition
Call 928-2775 after 5 and ask for Room
220.

PIONEERS — Two guys looking for two
chicks to homestead in Northern Alberta
summer '70 to? Mike 783-6512 or Lome
782-1357

SKI-EASTERN TOWNSHIPS — (study
week! — $65 includes room, meals, tow
ticket transportation, five days — urgently
need car, driver at greatly reduced cost
Phone Ken 488-4883 after 6 P.M.

JEAN ANOUILHS Dernier Cri — The
Cavern — Studio Theatre, 4 Glen Morris,
Feb 3-7. 8:30 p.m. Admission fra* — In

colour and biiggvision. Arrive early.

SINGLE room lot rent in house $90 00
per month for room and board, including
bedding, furniture, laundry service, TV, and
phone. Phone evenings — 923-07 1 9.

ANOY WARHOL'S The Chelsea Girls" a

Convocation Hall Thursday Feb 26 8 prr
Tickets S 1 .00 now on sale at SAC office

YES VIRGINIAI There is an engineering
car rally! Sat Feb. 7 entry forms at Eng
Stores or call Delta Tau Delta 923-7072

ROOM — quiet for male student Single
family home near subway. Board optional
489-6766 after 6.

TRAVELLING to Latin America. Europe.
Africa — for sale — land-rover camper, 4-
whoel drive, front -mounted electric winch,
auxiliary gas tanks, sleeps four and other-
wise fully equipped — 284-5077

because it did not do anything

for Law, but because it does
not seem to accomplish very
much.

"I personally want Law to

stay in any campus-wide or-

ganization for the time being",

said Larry Levine, another
executive member. He felt

that Law should stay in the

SAC.

TO
THE

HOLLOW
An original play by Graham Jackson

Vic Theatre -New Academic Building

Admission: 504 at the door

TheCavern

feb 3-7

Studio

Theatre

a Glen Morris st
8: 30 PM

admission free

HART HOUSE THEATRE THURS.. FRI., SAT., FEB. 5.6,7, TICKETS $2.QO IN REFECTORY AND HART HOUSE

II c

"A REVOLUTIONARY NEW MUSICAL" PRODUCED BY LORNE DlflEPJF E L D DIHECTED BY STEVE WITKIN

STUDENTS FOR ISRAEL

SEMINAR PROGRAM
Commences

WEEKLY ON THURSDAYS
7:00 p.m. 186 St. George

'Modern Jewish History'

WEEKLY ON MONDAYS
1 p.m. Rm. 12 University College

'Philosophy of Israel'

WEEKLY ON SUNDAYS
10:00 a.m. 186 St. George

'Zionist Ideologies'



Vaughan defends firing

Last August Miss Repo was
employed to facilitate depart-
mental organization and write
reports for the Graduate Stu-
dents' Union Executive. She
was fired last Thursday since
her performance and behav-
iour did not warrent our earlier

expectations. The report,
which she secretly prepared
and distributed without Execu-
tive authority, was one in a
series of unsatisfactory ac-
tions. Unfortunately the Var-
sity's reporting has over-
stressed this issue and has
printed her allegations without
substantiation.

The elected Executive was
extremely tolerant of Miss
Repo's idiosyncracies. Miss
Repo completed one graduate
course at the U of T before

dropping out. She preaches the

familiar Marcusian idea of

false consciousness, that is, we
students do not really know
what we want. Her reports
were so highly charged with
jargon, platitudes and high-
minded cliches as to make
them impractical as a rational
base for change within the uni-
versity community. The arti-
cle printed in last Friday's
Varsity is a prime example of
her delusions.

Miss Repo has used the
Graduate Students Union for
her own political purposes. She
prepared and printed the Tre-
fann Court Residents Associa-
tion Bulletin at the GSU. She
privately let groups use GSU
facilities with no authorization
of the Executive. Her actions
have become increasingly er-
ratic and uncooperative. She
has not fulfilled the terms of
her employment at the GSU.

Recently she struck a member
of the Executive who ques-
tioned whether the group Miss
Repo had allowed into the back
office was a graduate student
group. This group, the Canadi-
an Liberation Movement, was
typing, printing and collating a
newsletter in English and Ital-

ian for the Canadian Concrete
Forming Workers Union.

Mrs. Repo's performance
and behaviour, including her
assault and her theft of GSU
property, have shown that she
was doing a disservice to the
Graduate Students Union. Ob-
viously no organization can
tolerate any employee that
works single-mindedly against
its better interests. I terminat-
ed her employment and was
supported by the Executive.

Michael B. Vaughan

Loyola board takes firing to court

MONTREAL (CUP) - In a

surprise announcement Thurs-

day, the administration of

Loyola College here declared it

would take the case of dis-

missed physicist S. A. Santhan-

am to court, to obtain legal

justification for firing him last

term.

The move comes as the ad-

ministration's response to a

report issued by the Canadian
Association of University
Teachers investigation team
into the Santhanam affair. It is

seen by observors at Loyola as

an attempt to foil CAUT at-

tempts to act as binding arbi-

ter in Santhanam'scase.

Observors also felt the ad-

ministration would win the

case, which will go to court

February 16.

Santhanam signed a state-

ment in December, 1967, stat-

ing his intention to resign from
the Loyola faculty in 1969, but

was later given a contract for

the 1969-70 year which "su-

perceded all other verbal

agreements."
But the Loyola Board of

Trustees fired him anyway,
and has refused to pay his sala-

ry for this year.

The CAUT report, product of

an investigation which began
December 6 without the co-

operation of the Loyola admin-

istration, was delivered secret-

ly to both Santhanam and the

administration January 16, for

comments by both parties.

In a 60-page rebuttal, the

administration reportedly re-

jected the recommendations of

the report, which called for

binding arbitration in the case.

In a meeting January 24, the

CAUT Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee accepted
the investigation report and
authorized the CAUT executive

to find out if the Loyola admin-
istration would accept binding

arbitration.

Loyola President, Patrick
Malone had until Friday to re-

ply.

Presumably, failure to re-

spond would have brought a

blacklisting of Loyola by the

CAUT, a procedure in which
members of the faculty pres-

sure group — which includes

most Canadian academics —
would be warned away from
seeking employment at Loy-

ola.

Last fall, the Santhanam
case touched off a series of in-

cidents which have kept the

Loyola campus in a state of

near-crisis all year. The situa-

tion cooled off recently when
the administration agreed to

reconsider the firing of 28 fac-

ulty members.

Many of the professors had
supported student actions in

opposition to the administra-
tion over the Santhanam af-

fair.

The Loyola action undercuts
the credibility of the CAUT,
which claims it acts to pres-
erve the interests of Canadian
faculty in disputes with univer-
sity administrations.

CAUT officials were una-
vailable for comment over the

action.

Petition starts

Seventy students in the Fac-
ulty of Architecture. Urban
and Regional Planning and
Landscape Architecture have
signed a petition expressing
"dissatisfaction with the pre-

sent plans for the Spadina Ex-
pressway,"
The petition also recom-

mends stopping expressway
construction "pending further

examination of alternatives.

There are approximately 260

students in the Faculty.

A. J. Dakin, chairman of ohe
Faculty, came out in support of

the Expressway in an article

published in the Globe and
Mail last December 27.

HOUSE 50
BRIDGE CLUB

A.C.B.L. Sanctioned Games
Every Tuesday, 6:45 p.m.

East Common Room

RECORD ROOM INSTRUCTION
Every Tuesday, I p.m.

RECORD ROOM B

CAMERA CLUB
Tuesday. February 3rd

Art Gallery - I p.m.

Thursday, February 5th

East Common Room, I p.m.

SHOWING OF EXHIBITION ACCE°TED SLIDES
Everyone Welcome

JAZZ CONCERT
Tuesday. February 3rd

East Common Room, 12-2 p.m.

TERRY CLARKE • LENNY BREAU QUARTET
few ring

RUSS LITTLE
Everyone Welcome

CLASSICAL CONCERT
Music Room. I p.m.

Wednesday, February 4th

Everyone Welcome

HART HOUSE ELECTIONS
WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 4th

VOTE

FILM-MAKERS
A brief on film-making at U. of T.

is now being prepared. Anyone in-

volved in a campus filmgroup, is

asked to contact: David Peebles

362-0571 or David Roienberg at

221-3693 (or leave message in

Warden's Office.)

IN THE LIFE OF EVERY WOMAN
THERE IS A MOMENT OF WEAKNESS...
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BLUE AND WHITE SOCIETY I

PRESENTS
j

GORDON LIGHTFOOT

!

IN CONCERT

SUN. FEB. 8 7 P.M. I

CONVOCATION HALL I

TICKETS - $3.50 EACH.

ON SALE AT SAC OFFICE
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SwimBlues beat Oswego States, McGill

JAZZ
CONCERT

Tuesday,
February 3rd

East Common Room,
Hart House
12-2 p.m.

TERRY
CLARKE

-

LENNY
BREAU
QUARTET

featuring

RUSS LITTLE
Everyone Welcome

DOUBLE VICTORY FOR SWIM
BLUES

The University of Toronto

Swim Team defeated Oswego
State on Saturday at 2 p.m. and

bounced back the same to take

on McGill Redmen in an 8 o'-

clock thriller.

The afternoon provided

Blues with better than ad-

equate competition when you

consider that seven top swim-

mers were resting for the eve-

ning meet. Adam Gesing, John

Twohig, and Peter Richardson

won the 1000,200, and 100 yd.

free-style events respectively.

In addition, Bob Heatley and

Ross Ballantyne put in excel-

lent times in off events. Hea-

tley won the 200 IM and Ballan-

tyne the 200 Back. The meet
ended 66-31; Blues seventh win

in eight starts.

Then came McGill.

Some observers suggested,

before the meet, that this

might be a preview of the

championships, others predict-

ed that the meet would go

down to the last relay. By the

end of the meet, the fans were
not disappointed. It was a cliff

hanger until the completion of

the final event.

BLUES IN HOLE
Before the meet started.

Blues went deep in the hole by

the results of the diving events.

The diving, run off in the Ben-

son Building at 4 p.m. left To-

ronto on the short end of the 16-

2 score. In a close meet a dif-

ference of 14 points is almost

impossible to overcome.

For each event, strategy

scoring and swimming were all

crucial. The first two events

were more or less routine.

Toronto took the Medley Relay
and McGill took first and sec-

ond in the 1000 free. Score after

4 events was Toronto 10, Mc-
Gill 23.

GUINNESS SHARP
Mike Guinness then showed

his explosive power in the 200

Free by pulling away from
OQAA champions Dave John-

son and Ron Nesbitt. Mike's

victory posted new pool and
team records. Theo Van Ryn
and Jim Adams followed 1-2 in

the 50 Free and Jim Shaw add-

ed another pool record in the

200 IM. The score at the end of

the first half was Toronto 29,

McGill 32.

The second half followed

exactly the same pattern.

Zajchowski of McGill won the

200 Fly. Jim Adams won the

100 free and Barry Bowerman
won the 200 Breast. Jim Shaw
broke the pool record for the

200 Back and Mike Guinness
set new pool and team records

in the 500 Free. With 4 impres-

sive victories in the second
half, Toronto was still not able

to put down McGill. The score

with one event remaining was

THE ENGINEERING SOCIETY PROUDLY ANNOUNCES:

THE at HOME 7T0
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 6

AT THE SEAWAY TOWERS MOTOR HOTEL

FEATURING TWO GREAT BANDS,

ADEQUATE LIBATIONS AND THE LGMB

ADMISSION $4.00

ANNOUNCING
THE OPENING OF

THE FREE INSTITUTE
OF JEWISH STUDIES
WEEKLY SEMINARS
STARTING FEB. 2

ROOM 2129 SID SMITH
AT 1 P.M.

FEATURING:

Monday: CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN JEWISH LAW
DR. RABBI N. L. RABIN0WITZ

Wednesday: MAIM0NIDES: ADVANCED LEVEL

ABE FEINTUCH

Friday: SOCIAL LEGISLATION IN JUDAISM
RABBI I. WITTY

ALL INTERESTED IN ATTENDING
SEMINARS OR FORMING SEMINARS

ON DIFFERENT TOPICS PLEASE CONTACT
923-7837

Toronto 55, McGill 51. The fi-

nal event, which is scored 7-0,

was therefore the deciding
event.

CLOSE FINISH
Both relay teams were even-

ly matched, but the Toronto
quartet of Doug Macintosh
John Twohig, Jim Adams, and
Theo Van Ryn got a lead on
Twohig's second leg and never
looked back. Their winning
time on the relay set a new
pool record and settled the

score 62-51 in favor of Toronto.

Blues will be away this

weekend at MacMaster Friday
night and at the Open Ontario

Championships Saturday and
Sunday. Last home meet will

be against Guelph on Wed.
Feb. 11 at Hart House 7:30

p.m.

Peace descends on campus

A World Council of Peace
delegation including German
Pastor Martin Niemoller,

former Indian defence minis-

ter Krishna Menon, plus a

spokesman for North Viet-

nam, will visit the U of T
campus this Thursday.

They will address a public

meeting at Convocation Hall

at 1 p.m. Following that,

Menon will visit the Interna-

tional Student Centre and
Niemoller, a leader of church

opposition to Hitler, will at-

tend a reception at Hart

House. Thursday night they

will speak at the College of

Education auditorium.

Members of the eight-man

delegation, who are visiting

Canada to campaign for

peace and against the war in

Vietnam, are guests of the

Canadian Peace Congress.

They attended a meeting to

discuss strategy for opposi-

tion to the Vietnam War this

weekend at St. Jerome, Que.

HERE AND NOW
TODAV

12:1 5ji.m.

Dr. Aaron Segal, editor o( Africa Re-

port, will speak on A New Policy towards

Southern Africa". What action should our

government take against racial oppres-

sion? New College. Rm 1 01

6

1 p.m.

Free Institute of Jewish Studies pre

senis Rabbi Or N. L. Rabinowitz in his

seminar on "Contemporary Problems in

Judaism" Sid Smith. Rm. 2129
VCF Film "Charlie Churchman — Wake

Up". Rm. 5. Birge Carnegie. Victoria Col-

lege.

The Investigation Committee to investi-

gate the Political Economy Dept. meets in

the 5th floor lounge. Sid Smith

1:10 p.m.

Films: 1) Introduction to Reaction Kinet-

ics. 2) Catalysis. Rm 1 59. Chemistry Bldg.

3 p.m.

Professor John Hi gharri will lecture:

"Transformation in American Culture

1848-1860" Sid Smith Rm 2135.

TUESDAY
12 noon

Folk Concert. Free Admission. Innis 11.

63 St. George. Reading Room.
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The Lenny Breau-Terry Clarke Quartet,

featuring Russ Little, present a noon-hour

jazz concert. Free to all U of T members.

Hart House. East Common Room.

3 p.m.

Women's Liberation — Action and Re-

search proposals for this term to be dis-

cussed. All women welcome. Sid Smith

2nd Floor lounge.

7 p.m.

Meeting of the Blue and White SociBty

Bickersteth Room. Han House

7:30

Christian Science Organization: "Read-

ings and discussion on applied metaphys- -*

ics Rm. 200. Larkin Bldg., Trinity College.

8 p.m.

U of T Homophile Association. Business

meeting. Upstairs Lounge. GSU bldg.

8:15 p.m.

Meeting of Amnesty International. 1 6

Astley Ave.

B:30 p.m.

Play by Jean Anouilh — The Cavern.

Admission Free. Come Early. Studio Thea-

tre. 4 Glen Morris.



Hoopsters impressive but McMaster triumphs 73-67
By PETER WHITE

Toronto basketball Blues

fashioned their finest effort

this season Friday night at

McMaster in a 73-67 loss. Walk-

ing into the furor of a packed
McMaster house after suffer-

ing through the apathy of a two
game home stand could not but

help the Toronto cause. How-
ever in the final analysis it was
the new found pride displayed

by the Varsity cagers which
kept them in contention to the

final seconds of this most ex-

citing game.
Key to the Varsity cause was

the Herculian effort put out by
veteran centre John Hadden
who's performance moved
Mac fans to rave platitudes.

Many noted his improvement
from last year. What they
failed to realize was that not
only is Hadden an improved
player but his performance
depends upon a strategy de-

signed to wrest from him his

potential. Blues increasingly

find themselves filtering the

ball into Hadden in the low post

where they are not only as-

sured of a shot but also a possi-

ble offensive rebound.

Friday night Hadden worked
that low post to the tune of 22

points. More importantly his 25

rebounds added a measure of

security to an offense prone to

turning over the ball. Hadden
can be expected to continue as
Blues chief offensive threat
and if he continues the season

in the style he displayed Fri-
day there should certainly be
all-star consideration for him.

TRAFFORD A LEADER
Larry Trafford in his return

to the Toronto line-up dis-
played a fine head and showed
he is capable of giving Blues
direction and leadership on the
floor. His sharp passes and
excellent ball control were key
factors in keeping Blues alive
whereas in past games turno-
vers and other lapses in crucial
spots spelled rout.

It was also a big game for
guard Mike Katz. For the first

time this season he seemed
loose and his 11 points, mostly
on the long jumpers for which
he is known, spurred the To-
ronto second half comeback
which just failed to produce a
first victory.

It was McMaster's game
until the ten minute mark of

the second half. However
Blues gave indication early
that this game was not to fol-

low the usual exasperating pat-

tern. Down 7-2 in the opening
moments they fought back to

tie the score. It was the first

time this Varsity squad has
recovered from anything, let

alone a deficit. What caused it

COMING SOON
FENCING
GYMNASTICS
TRACK
and
GELUUS!!!

one cannot definitely say but
throughout the first half,

though they trailed 38-26 at its

conclusion, Blues were hus-
tling all over the damned court
and matching the pace set by
the speedy Macmen. Had they
not missed so many shots on
the rim Blues conceivably
could have held the lead at half

time.

The first ten minutes of the

second half were fought even-
ly, and it was during this time
that Blues began to look for

Hadden under the offensive
bucket. His efforts were the

equalizing factor at this stage
of the game.

COMEBACK HOPES
At the 10:20 mark of the half

Blues were down 5945 and you
could imagine just about any-
thing happening (past history
being the gore it is) but a To-
ronto victory in the making.
But glad tidings: eight straight

Varsity points, all on inside

shots, brought the score to 59-

53 with eight minutes left.

Time enough to steal the game
and the crown jewels.

In the closing minutes To-

First fight of season
cont'd from page 1

2

FIRST FIGHT
The loosely-called game saw

more highsticking, elbowing,
slashing and holding than any
game this season, although
only 18 penalties were handed
out. But something had to give,

and eight minutes into the sec-

ond period Varsity fans wit-

nessed their first real fight of

the season.

It started from a pileup

around the Loyola net, with
everyone getting their sticks

up. The two main attractions

were Paul Laurent paired with

John Hutton, and Bryan Tomp-
son matched against Carriere.

Eventually it narrowed
down to Tompson and Car-

riere, who started off with a

cudgeling exhibition but soon

dropped their gloves and set-

tled down to some serious slug-

ging. The first round was de-

clared a draw, but the second
round saw Carriere deck
Tompson as they wrestled
along the boards. Both players
received two minutes for mi-
nor penalties for highsticking,

majors for fighting and game
misconducts.

BLUENOTES : Coach Tom
Watt was critical of the lines-

men for not breaking up the

fights sooner . . . "When 1 see
one of my players being beat-

en," he said, "that's when I'm

tempted to send the team over
the boards" . . . one reason
there have been so few fights

this year is that fighting now
carries the threat of a game
misconduct, which in turn

ronto flirted with victory. With
a minute left they were down
by four at 69-65. However a
McMaster freeze drew an in-

tentional foul from Toronto at
47 seconds and that was that.
Final: Toronto 67 - McMaster
73.

Disappointing - yes. Blues
certainly had played well
enough to win. Things may at
last be coming together, too
late to regain respectability
through some measure of con-
sistency. Next game is at home
against Windsor on Saturday
afternoon.

means a report to league head-
quarters . . . that doesn't ap-
ply to interleague exhibition
games . . . shots on goal were
37-32 advantage Loyola, one of

the few times this year Biues
have been outshot . . , three
stars as picked by the myopic
penalty box crew were Donnel-
ly of Loyola and St. John and
Parsons of Toronto . . . next
home game is an important
match with Waterloo on
Wednesday . . . Waterloo, in-

cidently, was beaten for the
second time Friday night by
Windsor, 6-4 .. . the defeat,

barring unforeseen calamity,
means Waterloo must win both
their games with Toronto to

have a hope of taking first

place in the Western Division
OQAA hockey race

.

DETAILS DISCUSSED AT THE REVITALIZED

BLUE & WHITE OPEN MEETING

7:00 p.m. Tues. Feb. 3 Hart House South Sitting Room
FREE REFRESHMENTS
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Both teams score late as Blues-Loyola battle to draw
By JIM COWAN

Varsity Blues fans would

have been just as happy if the

third period of Friday night's

hockey game against Loyola

Warriors had lasted only 19

minutes.

Warriors, with six attackers

on the ice, scored with 15 sec-

onds left in the game after a

shot by John Donnelly was de-

flected past Blues' goalie

Grant Cole to tie the game at 3-

3.

Loyola fans no doubt regard-

ed it as merely justice for an

earlier disputed goal by Toron-

to.

Theoretically so-called

"cheap" goals even out over

time. Friday, they equalized in

just 50 seconds.

With less than two minutes

remaining, Blues' centre John

Wright started down right

wing. As he crossed the Loyola

blueline defenseman Pat Mc-
Cool lined him up, with the

expressed intention of intro-

ducing him to the fans in the

fifth row seats. Trouble was,

Wright slipped through, and

McCool went heavily into the

boards, re-injuring some tend-

er knee ligaments.

GOAL DISPUTED

While the Loyola supporters

yelled for a whistle, Wright

swept around the net and poked

the puck into a maze of play-

ers, and lo and behold, the red

light went on. The time : 18 : 55.

Then the fun started.

Loyola claimed play should

have stopped when their player

was injured and lying on the

ice. The rule is that play can

only be stopped if the injured

player's team gets possession

of the puck.

The visitors also argued that

Toront's Bill Buba was in the

crease and/or that Buba had

pushed goalie Rocky Martin
and the puck over the line.

It was to no avail. Referee

Zip Thompson waved them
away and indicated he was no

longer interested in discussing

the matter.

Loyola, still seething,

stormed into the Varsity end.

Brian St. John tried to flip the

puck high out of his zone, but it

hit Donnelly on the shoulder

and stayed in. Donnelly passed

to teammate Danny O'Conner,

took O'Conners return pass and

blasted a low shot at Blues'

net.

Cole said after the game he

had the original shot covered,

but that it was deflected over

his pad at the last moment by a

stick in front of the net. The

time: 19:45.

ST. JOHN OPENS
Blues opened the scoring

while short handed at 19:50 of -8

the first period when Larry
-|

Carriere, behind his own net, J
tried to clear the puck around ^

the boards. The disc hit a gate

edge and deflected out to St.

John, who was all alone in

front of the goalie. Martin

sprawled, and the Blues' cap-

tain whipped the puck past him

and into the net.

Loyola tied the game up at 6:

09 of the second on a goal by

McCool, assisted by Alain

Tremblay, and went ahead at

9: 18 of the period when Donnel-

ly fired a rising shot past Cole

from 30 feet out.

Blues came back to tie the

match at 13:45 when Mike Bo-

land cut in on Martin from
right wing and shot along the

ice. The puck eluded the goal-

ie, then hit the far post and

went in. Nick Holmes and St.

John assisted on the play.

Although the game meant
nothing to the two teams in

terms of standings, it was any-

thing but an "exhibition"

game. The teams are ranked

one-two by the CIAU and Fri-

day night each was out to prove

they were number one.

see FIGHT, page 1

1

Unfortunately for Blues there weren't more situations like these in Friday's 3-3 tie with Loyola. Above,

John Wright (4) scores Blues' third goal as he tucks puck behind Martin. Bill Buba (11) is the Toronto

player being shoved into the crease by John Donnelly (7). Below, Mike Boland (14) completes his

scoring thrust as he signals second period marker.

photo by alan van geijn

Loyola players avoid strike participation
By LYNDON UTTLE

Athletes (both profession-

al and amateur) are by rep-

utation notoriously apoliti-

cal.

Whether they might be an
Arthur Ash, trying to play a

tennis tournament in South
Africa, or a National hockey
team, hoping to represent
its country in international

competition, basically ,they

just wish the politicians

would leave them alone and
let them do their own thing.

However, the other side

of the coin is that athletes

are often accused of using

their commitment to sports

as an excuse for their fail-

ure to involve themselves in

the great issues of the day.

In many cases though, the

young athletes of today feel

themselves as representa-

tives of a past culture. Often

they feel themselves more
akin to the present adult

generation who respect the

hard work and sacrifice that

a dedicated hockey or foot-

ball player must endure.
They find themselves with
little empathy for their fel-

low students -who turn to

militant politics as an outlet

for their energies and frus-

trations rather than to the

hockey rink or the football

field.

INOFFENSIVE

We've all witnesses at

least once too often the stan-

dard interview with the

well-mannered local sports

celebrity who, when asked
to give his views on a cur-

rent contentious issue,

usually mumbles something

to the effect that he

"doesn't want to offend

anybody or any particular

group and that he just hopes

that all sides can reach a

harmonious settlement".

Because then, of this rep-

utation that athletes have
acquired for non-participa-

tion in politicial questions it

would be interesting to find

out how, if at all, the recent

disturbances at Loyola Col-

lege in Montreal effected

their fine hockey team and
whether or not any of the

players actually became
personally involved.

The question was put to

the Loyola coach Dave
Draper as he leaned on the

boards of Varsity Arena
Friday morning and
watched his team sprint

through an hour long wor-

kout in preparation for their

clash that evening with Var-

sity Blues.

"It definitely did have a

deleterious affect on our

squad," he began.

ARENA CLOSED

"When they closed the

school for the one week they

also shut down our arena
(the Wigwam) — which was
certainly a shock to us. We
then had to find outside

practise ice and were lucky

to get some at Pointe Clair

and McGill."
During the time they

were locked out of their

home the Warriors had to

play one previously sched-

uled exhibition game
against McGill and one

league game against RMC.
"On top of this," he add-

ed, "the guys had to worry
about their academic future

as it might be affected by
any decisions that could be
reached about the future of

Loyola."

But when it came down to

the gut question of whether
any of his team had actually

taken part in any of the

demonstrations or sit-in, the

stero-type of the apathetic
athlete held true.

"No," he answered em-
phatically, "I'm sure that

being intelligent men that

they are probably capable of

discussing the issues of the

situation like anyone else,

but, as college hockey play-

ers they've got too much
else to do to get personally

involved."
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Heavy turnout votes to keep Law in SAC
By SUSAN REISLER

Law students at U of T voted

192 to 123 yesterday to remain

in the Students' Administrative

Council.

Over 75 per cent of the law

students turned up to vote on

the SAC referendum, next

year's SAC representative and

the new Law Society Council.

First year students voted

heavily in favor of SAC with a

more moderate "yes" vote

coming from second and third

years.

Dan Ferguson (III Law), the

outgoing Law Society presi-

dent, said he was quite delight-

ed with the results.

"I think it's a hopeful indica-

tion that law students are drop-

ping their conservative image
and taking a realistic approach

to issues," he said.

UNHAPPY WITH SAC
"Most students are unhappy

with SAC the way it is but they

showed realism in not aban-
doning the council without hav-

ing an alternative."

Steve Traviss (I Law) said

that he was pleased law re-

mained jn the SAC.
"I think that law students

should work with the rest of

the campus and take an inter
est in the Commission on Uni-
versity Government," he said.

Bob Vernon (III Law),
whose SAC term ended yester-
day with the election of next
year's SAC representative
Craig Perkins (I Law), moved
the motion in the Law Society
meeting to hold the SAC mem-
bership referendum. He cam-
paigned for withdrawal from
SAC.

REGRETTABLE
Vernon said the students

were "barraged by propagan-
da from Ferguson". He found
the whole thing "fairly regrett-

able".

His attitude toward SAC
came partially from having to

sit through "hours and hours of

useless meetings that ended
nowhere," he said.

"I just hope that all the peo-
ple who expressed their con-
cern for SAC will come out and
do something next year," Ver-
non added.

Peter Gilchrist (II Law), the
new Law Society president,
said that he was pleased that
students were offered a choice
when voting for the new Socie-

ty members.

Gus Abols, Steve Traviss (left) and Bob Vernon (right) are among these law students scrutinizinc
ballots.

The students voted 200 to 80

in favor of Gilchrist, whose
"activist" campaign defeated
Julius Melnitzer (II Law) and
brought into the Law Society
his entire activist slate.

ACTIVE LAW SOCIETY
"I think it is an indication

that students want an active
Law Society," Gilchrist said.

Gilchrist's platform stated

that the new Society would
continue with SAC but investi-

gate remaining with reduced
fees.

They are also in favor of

CUG implementation, and they
'

are pushing towards a parity

situation on their faculty coun-

cil by asking for 15 student
members. Parity would be 27.

The new Law Society will

also propose curriculum
changes that would bring the

law school closer to the rest of

the academic community.

The other newly-elected

members of the Law Society

are Steve Clarke (II Law)
Vice-president, Ian Roland (I

Law) second vice-president

and James Beamish (1 Law),
second year representative.

Protest candidate explores the ugly process of a beauty pageant
By KAREN COULTER

Judy Darcy was a queen for a week
and hated every minute of it.

As York University's official repre-

sentative in Waterloo Lutheran's
Winter Carnival Queen Pageant. Judy
curled her hair "for the first time in a

year" and set off for a week of royal

wining and dining as the guest of the

carnival committee.
"The pageant was presented to us

(the candidates) as an opportunity to

meet students from all over Canada.
The beauty queen angle was really

played down," said Miss Darcy.

The emphasis was on finding the

right personality to represent the

spirit of the carnival. At Friday

Judy Darcy, a disgusted entry in o beauty pageant.

night's final judging, MC Bill Walker
summed up the criteria, ".

. . poise,

charm and all those qualities that
make up a complete human being.

"

A member of the Women's Libera-
tion Movement, Miss Darcy believes
that women cannot achieve full hu-
man potential within the present
framework of society. With the sup-

port of the WLM, Judy entered the
contest as an avowed protest candi-
date. "Although I wasn't sure at first

exactly what role to play", she said.

THEIR VERY OWN ESCORTS
During the four days of festivities

the candidates were billeted in wom-
en's residences on campus and shep-
herded about to various social func-
tions in "official" carnival cars.
Every "queen" was provided with her
very own official escort for the dura-
tion of the pageant.

"I was really upset by the degrada-
tion suffered by both the candidates
and the other girls in residence," said
Miss Darcy. She cited the subservi-
ence with which their hostesses at-

tended to their needs. "It far exceed-
ed the realm of hospitality, " she said.

"At one of the parties we attended.
I heard another girl say to her friend,

"Let's get out of here. We can't com-
pete with all those beautiful girls."

"Even the candidates themselves
were intimidated by the roles they
were expected to play. Most girls

changed their outfit three or four
times a day I found myself wearing
eye make-up and setting my hair. It

was a real shock. I thought I was
strong enough to resist the pressure,

but I even became self-conscious be
cause I was heavier than most of the

others".

Miss Darcy found an afternoon
curling engagement particularly of-

fensive "While many of the girls

played the helpless female role, pho>

tographers from the local papers
caught them in various cute or un-

gainly poses."

SEX REACTION
At a press conference at the Skyline

Motel, photographers would say
things like "Sex" and then photo-

graph the girls' reaction.

Each of the candidates was given
two personal interviews with the pan-

el of judges. Lois Smith, Prima Balle-

rina of the National Ballet and CBC's
Bruno Gerussi were among them.

"Since I was an avowed protest

candidate, they asked me fairly politi-

cal questions. Gerussi especially

seemed pleased that I was interested

in politics and commented on how dif-

ferent I was from the other candi-

dates," said Judy.

Most of the candidates were
pleased and flattered at the opportun-

ity to represent their respective

See page 3



VOTE
HART HOUSE ELECTIONS

MUSIC COMMITTEE
(8 Candidates to be elected)

AMELIO ORLANDO CESCON
JOHN HARGREAVES HAYLEY
JACOB PHILLIP JOSEPH KHAIAT
RICHARD ALEXANDER MacLACHLAN
MICHAEL PHILLIP PARKER
WILLIAM HADYN FRANCIS PRICE
FREDERICK ANTHONY ROWLINSON
JAMES REGINALD SAYERS
MARK JAN ANTONI WILSON

III SMC
IIITrin.

II Apse.

III Trin.

Ill Vic.

Ill Innis

I Meds.
Ill New

III Apse.

HOUSE COMMITTEE
(10 Candidates to be elected)

PAUL DOUGLAS GORNALL I U.C.
WILLIAM BRENDON LARKIN IV Arch.

ALEXANDER WILLIAMS LIND IIITrin.

BRIAN ARTHUR EVERETT McFARLANE II Pre-Med
ANDRE MARK OWEN I Dents.
JOHN ROBERT SCARROW II Meds.
GARY LAWRENCE SEGAL II Law
DONALD EDWARD SHORT IV New
THOMAS EDWARD STOBIE II SMC
FRANCESCO STURINO III SMC
RICHARD BROWN YOUNG I Apse.

DEBATES COMMITTEE
(8 Candidates to be elected)

CHARLES WILLIAM COOTE
BRUCE ROBERT MILLER
HERMAN JAN SIEGEL
HARVEY SCHIPPER
NICOLAS FARIS ZABANEH

I New
III U.C.

Ill U.C.

II Meds.
I U.C.

ART COMMITTEE
(8 Candidates to be elected)

ROBIN. CHARLES, HUNGERFORD BELL I Trin.

DONALD BROMMET II Scarb.

ROBERT GARTH ELEY III Arch.

THOMAS HERBERT GORNALL IV Vic.

JAMES BARTON CROOKSHANK GOUGH II Trin.

ISRAEL MARTIN GREENGARTEN III U.C.
MARK JOEL HUNDERT III Apse.
CHARLES STEPHEN LEE HUTCHINGS II Innis

WILLIAM NEIL MARSHALL - I Trin.

JAMES BEATTY RAMSAY III Vic.

BRYAN WILLIAM TISDALL III Vic.

LIBRARY COMMITTEE
(8 Candidates to be elected)

PHILIP LANIER CURSON II Trin.

WILLIAM BRUCE DENDY III U.C.
WILLIAM JESSE FONG I SGS
DAVID JOHN KANE III Innis

RAYMOND GEORGE KEARNS II SMC
HOWARD ALLAN LIPTON I Vic.

LEONARD ALEXANDER MAKEREWICH II Meds.
CHANDRA BOSE SOOKDEOSINGH II Vic.

JOHN DOUGLAS WILSON I Trin.

TODAY
10 A.M. - 6 P.M.
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Pageant protest
schools in the pageant. U of T's Blue
and White candidate. Sheila Willson
< MI Vic i said, "It was a really tre-

mendous chance to meet a lot of peo-
ple. I think the girls offered a bit of

charm and grace to the event. The
contest itself was really secondary."'
Miss Willson maintained that per-

sonality, rather than appearance, was
the overriding standard of selection.

While admitting that she would have
been surprised at a candidate who
was 40 pounds overweight, she added
"I tend to think .that there's some-
thing mentally wrong with a- girl

who's 40 pounds overweight. There's
a sort of slackness in her personalit-
y-"

NERVOUS AND DISTRESSED
Almost all of the candidates were

nervous and distressed at the pros-
pect of walking down the "T"-forma-

I

tion stage into the audience. "I man-
aged to get out of it during rehearsals
by hiding behind the girl in front of

me," said Judy.

The disqualification of Janiel Jolly,

Simon Fraser's entrant and fellow

Women's Liberationist, cast a shadow
over the entire pageant. Though Mrs.
Jolly did not make an appearance un-

til the final evening of the contest,

several of the candidates expressed
curiosity and a desire to meet her.

"Almost as though they expected her
to have two heads," laughed Miss
Darcy.

Although Mrs. Jolly declared her
intention to enter the pageant as a
protest candidate early in November,
she was not disqualified by the offi-

cials until two weeks before the carni-

val, ostensibly because she was mar-
ried.

Miss Darcy, was, however, allowed

to stand as York's representative
"The entry form did not enquire
about our marital status. Perhaps it

took them that long to find out that

Janiel was married." ventured Miss
Darcy. "Beauty pageant organizers
usually prefer their queens intact."

There were no other married women
in the contest.

Miss Darcy says that the commit-
tee admitted privately that it feared

scenes and adverse publicity which
might alienate sponsors. The Ford
Motor Co. and local furriers and cos-

meticians had donated the prizes.

This year for the first time, the Fri-

day night finale was not telecast live.

Immediately preceding the final

judging on Friday night, Mrs. Jolly

was scheduled to speak for two min-
utes. When she first approached the

mike, MC Walker attempted to con-

fine her remarks to a question-and-
answer session.

APPEAL FOR SUPPORT
When the audience baited her on

her marital state and her American
citizenship, lalthough one of the can-
didates was also American i, Mrs. Jol-

ly turned to the candidates behind her
on the stage and appealed for support.

Miss Darcy stepped forward and
attempted to speak on Mrs. Jolly's
behalf. She reports that Walker than
became quite flustered and said,

"Look, Darcy . . . Miss Darcy . .

."

"I was extremely upset and on the
verge of tears at that point," said
Judy "so I withdrew from the contest
and left with Janiel and my friends in

the audience. It must have really

galled that MC to have to announce
my name as one of the semi-final
ists."
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Bill Lawson versus city -round two
Bill Lawson, the smiling

owner of the Andrews Catering

truck that squats perenially in

front of Sidney Smith Hall, got

a letter the other day that may
mean that he will lose his vend-

ing license and his livelihood.

The letter gave notice that

he is required to appear before

the Metro Licensing Commis-
sion to discuss the renewal of

his license.

Bill has been ticketed sever-

al times under City By-law 141-

67 which states that he is not

allowed to park his truck for

more than ten minutes at one

parking meter. A second by-

law provides that he is only

allowed to park his truck for 30

minutes on any one block, after

which he must move to another

block.

Bill ran into the same prob-

lem last year. After an article

in the Varsity, 430 U of T stu-

dents and professors signed a

petition demanding the repeal

or suspension of by-laws limit-

ing the parking of catering

trucks and/or special provi-

sions for the parking of the

trucks on University property.

The petition has so far been

unsuccessful.

An attempt by George Ma-
jic, a law student and Lawson's

legal advisor last year, to have

Violence inevitable in South Africa
By JIM KARAMITANIS

A prominent American jour-

nalist called on Canadian stu-

dents Monday to support the

South African nationalist

movement.
Aaron Segal, editor of Africa

Report, a magazine on third-

world affairs, was speaking to

some forty students at New
College.

"What goes on in South Afri-

ca" he said, "is the most fla-

grant example of man's inhu-

manity to man in the world."

Segal said he was convinced

the conflicts plaguing South

Africa "are going to be re-

solved by violence."

He urged students to provide

the freedom-fighters with:

• books and vocational train-

ing facilities, especially for the

refugees.

• transistor radios and watch-

es so that guerrillas can co-

ordinate their movements, and
tennis shoes, "not boots be-

cause they leave tracks."

• publishing and communica-
tion facilities to counteract the

propaganda spread by the gov-

ernments.

• medical supplies, especially

antibiotics wnicn are difficult

to obtain. "The nationalists

can get the arms they need

from the socialist countries."

Financially, he said, Canada

is involved "up to her navel" in

South Africa. "I think Canada

can get out if there is a suffi-

cient mobilization of opinion,"

he said.

He urged students to pres-

sure the Canadian government
to refuse to participate in any
sports activities in which the

Republic of South Africa is

involved.

He also suggested the impo-

sition of a "moral tax on im-

moral profits" on the extra

profits Canadian companies
make by exploiting cheap Afri-

can labour. The money thus

collected could go to United
Nations committees on Africa.

Segal said that Portugal is

using NATO equipment to fight

colonial wars in Angola. He
suggests that Canada should

move to exclude Portugal from
NATO and that our military

attaches in Lisbon "get off

their rear ends" and make
sure no NATO equipment is

shipped to Africa.

the University allow trucks to

be parked on University prop-

erty, was also unsuccessful.

"None of the other drivers

have come close to losing their

licenses," he told the Varsity

yesterday. He spoke of police-

men who waited inside Sid

Smith and then rushed out to

serve him a summons after he

had overstayed the 10-minute

limit.

Bill doesn't know why he is

the one being picked on, and he

is not sure who, if anyone, is

making the complaints to the

police. He thinks it may b

some of the restaurant owner
around the campus or mayb
the big caterers in the univers

ty who dislike competition.

Anyway, Bill is not too woi

ried about that now. He's mor
concerned about the fact tha

he has to appear in City Corr

mittee Room 2, at 2:15 tomoi

row and face the possibility c

losing his license and his job.

This, because he wants t

park outside Sidney Smith an

sell sandwiches and coffee to I

of T students.



This is not, repeat not, an editorial
"Foo/s rush in . .

."

I write in reply to that fanciful

letter from the Women's Liber-

ation U of T Campus Group',
regarding Hart House.
What the women do not real-

ize is that Hart House is far too

small to accomodate both men
and women. That should be ob-

vious to all. The traditions and
atmosphere of the institution

would be ruined forever. Just

imagine the petty gossip that

could be heard in the Common
Rooms and the library!

The fact is, my dear ladies,

that the men of the University

want a place to themselves, and

do not want Hart House open to

the 'general woman', especially

the type that possesses the au-

dacity to write such letters to

the public press!!! You girls

belong to the militant suffra-

gettes, or the Temperance
League. (Remember, Miss
Pankhurst was killed under the

King's horse at the Derby of

1914).

As soon as we give you the

Arbor Room, you want the run of

the Record Room, the Music
Room, and the Library, not to

mention the Great Hall, which is

already too loud with the cheap
soprano tone.

The only run of the house
you'll get is the run from Sol-

dier's Tower right around and
into the traffic of Queen's Park.

If you think that Hart House

Damn Hart House

as an institution is out of date,

just canvas the men who use it

daily. The fact of the matter is,

that not only do the men resent

you women pushing your way in,

but as I think the majority of the

female students also resent you.

It seems quite apparent that

you women are not ever going to

be satisfied. You've got the vote,

you've got equal pay with men in

the professions, you've got your

babies . . . what more do you
want???

I suggest that if you want to be

treated as ladies, start acting

like them; you can't expect any
respect from us if you continue

to act like common nuisances.

Your mistake lies in the fact

that you obviously choose some-
one like Judy LaMarsh for your
leader. Come back when you
learn a little psychology about
dealing with men. Even your let-

ter which I am forced to reply to

isn't too cleverly worded.
If you feel jealous, start your

own club. Maybe then you will

be 'Liberated', but then we will

be liberated from you.

The heading on your letter

said that 'the Anacronism Still

Stands'.

I hope that when you girls

read this, you will be sitting

down; can't have any anachron-

isms standing, you know!
Edward Moroney ARCO, ARCCO

II — Faculty of Music,

P.S. Let them pay $12 a year.
"You've got your babies . . . what more do you want?"

Letter: Let's occupy the Benson Building
If the university sends you a letter

telling you to pay a $50 fine for failing

to complete their compulsory physical

education program, Ignore it.

First year women at the University

of Toronto (St. George Campus) still

have to take a compulsory physical

education requirement.

If a student fails to complete the

program, the Chief Accountant's Office

is notified; the Fees Dept. puts the stu-

dent on the Arrears list; the arrears

list is sent to respective colleges and

faculties; the student is not allowed to

write her exams if her name appears

on the list.

First year men do not have a phys.

ed. requirement because Hart House
does not have enough facilities, neither

do men and women on the Scarborough

and Erindale Campuses also because of

a lack of facilities.

The St. George Campus women are

being discriminated against. Failure to

complete the program makes them in-

eligible to write their exams and ulti-

mately to get their degrees. If they do

get their transcript, it says "failing to

meet physical education requirem-

Editor Brian Johnson
Review Editor Larry Haiven

Sports Editor Jim Cowan, 923- 4053
Advertising ManagerCarol Cooper, 923-
8171

Editorial Offices 91 St. George, 2nd floor

Editorial Phones 923-8741
Advertising Offices 91 St. George, 1st floor

It woi architecture night in Canada as Lix was
certified, Kaufman bugged out and Janie Hol-
lingworth was lost off the coait of the law socie-

ty. Maybelan flakked for the divert, but Jim was
shot down by heavy anti-aircraft fire. Lyndon
ond Canon hung on to sports. John fought
bravely for the oppressed and downtrodden. Joel

|usl fought with the archers. Dave, mary kate
and errol were gone early, but Gary's duly never
ends. Brian reminisced about warm xionitt

beaches as the financial types haggled below.

ent."

If a student is rich she can afford to

pay the $50 fine.

The compulsory aspect of the pro-

gram is not the only discriminatory
thing. A woman must know how to

swim. Failing to pass the swim test

obligates a student to take swimming
for one hour a week for a year.

If she fails the test, that renders her

eligible for all the other penalties.

Last year a petition, circulated by
Irene Bowman, then in her first year,

was signed by about 200 first year girls.

Even though most of them liked the

program, they rejected the compulsory
aspect of it.

The Students' Administrative Coun-
cil passed motions, held discussions
with the Dept. of Athletics and Phys.
Ed. (Women) and even struck a com-
mittee to prepare a report.

The petition was filed away in Sim-

coe Hall and forgotten; questionnaires

were circulated; the report was com-
pleted. That was the last of it. Nothing

was done.

At present about 63 per cent of the

Benson Building is used by students in

the compulsory programme, while only

18 per cent is used by students in the

four year programme in the School of

Physical and Health Education.

Despite meetings between commit-
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tees and SAC members, the Dept. of

Athletics claimed that nothing formal
was ever presented to either them or

the Board of Governors — compulsory
physical education is a Board ruling.

At its last meeting, the SAC passed a

motion demanding that the $50 fine and

all academic penalty be abolished

immediately, and if a student complet-

ed the programme it should be record-

ed on her transcript.

The motion does not call for the

immediate abolition of the compulsory
aspect by request of the Dept. of Ath-

letics. Once again the SAC has allied

itself with estates other than the stu-

dent body.

There is a one month time limit in

the motion so that changes could go

into effect this academic year. A sit-in

in the Benson Building should be rather

interesting. They have all sorts of facil-

ities with which students could amuse
themselves.

If you have not been to your physical

education class recently and you get a

letter telling you to pay a $50 fine throw

it in the garbage. If you keep getting

more send the letters to the Committee
on Compulsory Phys. Ed. c o SAC of-

fice.

Ceta Ramkhalawansingh

New College SAC rep



The report that sparked the GSU controversy .

By MARJALEENA REPO

The following is a slightly condensed
text of the organizer's report submitted
to the General Meeting of the Gradu-
ate Students' Union on January 26.

Miss Repo was hired as a student
organizer for the GSU at the beginning
of the term. She was tired last week by
President Michael Vaughan.

Three motions, suggested by Miss
Repo as solutions to the bureaucratic
problems she describes, were adopted
by the General Meeting.

The document has become a central
issue in the current GSU controversy.

Mother, may I go out to swim?
Yes, my darling daughter.
Hang your clothes on a tree,

But don't go near the water.

—Children's song.

The above just about sums up my
five months' experience as an organ-
izer for the GSU. To paraphrase:
"Yes, organize, but don't go near the
students, and for God's sake, don't let

them near this building: they might
get the crazy idea that they have
some rights on these premises."

In the GSU Newsletter, I report on
the departmental organizations in

existence and their concerns. This
report indicates that much work
remains to be done to activate those

departments where organizations do
not presently exist — this work being
of the utmost importance if the pro-

posed new constitution is to be made
meaningful.

There have been considerable ob-

stacles to my work as an organizer.

At the root of the problem is the

collective attitude of the senior exec-

utive — President Vaughan, Vice-
President Kennedy, Secretary Za-

browski, and Treasurer Wein with
past-president Winter and appointed
member Wults voting in the same
block. They, in words and deeds, op-

pose graduate student involvement in

GSU affairs, although they occasion-
ally pay lip service to student involve-

ment and organizing.

The exact opposite is true about the
divisional representatives, presently
seven of them, who as a rule are in

sympathy with student efforts to get
organized. It is indicative that
amongst the senior executive none
are involved in departmental organiz-
ing, whereas amongst the divisional
reps, five are in direct contact with
the organizations in their depart-
ments, and the rest are generally
sympathetic to students.

The six senior executives, with the
help of a chairman of their choice, are
in a position to impose their wishes on
the rest of the executive to the great
detriment of the general member-
ship.

NO STUDENT CONTROL
These wishes as a rule have to do

with the bureaucratization of the GSU
to the extent that graduate students
have no control over their union.

Consider the fact that departmental
organizations are required Ig deliver

constitutions and budgets before they
can get their per capita funds for
their own activities and programs.
Although this is purely a formality
and should be used as such, the senior

members have held onto these rules

beyond any reason. Departmental
organizations which have considera-
ble difficulties in calling general
meetings have been sent back penni-

less for the ridiculous reason that one
item is missing from their constitu-

tion.

Others have come to request an
advance of their own funds while they

are working on a constitution and
have been subjected to a third degree
interview, and then denied their re-

quest.

Meanwhile the existence and func-

tioning of these organizations is veri-

fied both by the divisional representa-

tives and by myself, but this informa-

tion does not carry any weight in the

eyes of the very legalistic and inflexi-

ble senior executive.

This absurd practice which has the

result of discouraging and putting

down the departmental organizations,

should be abolished by the general
membership.

MORE BUREAUCRACY
Bureaucratization manifests itself

in another way. Although the GSU
building is given to the graduate stu-

dents by the University, without any
charge, the senior members of the

executive have pushed through a poli-

cy of charging student groups right

and left for their use of house facili-

ties.

A cumbersome procedure of requir-

ing returnable deposits is set up for

groups consisting of a minimum of 50

per cent graduate students. Handing
these deposits back and forth involves

time and effort on the part of both
students and staff and some groups
have experienced considerable diffi-

culty in collecting the set amounts
each time they want to have a meet-
ing or use the gym.

Other groups with less than 50 per
cent graduate student membership
are being charged a non-returnable
fee for using the facilities.

The fees go to the GSU which has a

yearly budget of $60,000 and which
does not pay a penny for these prem-
ises to the University

!

All attempts to get the executive to

drop these bureaucratic rules which
are financially totally meaningless,
have failed in the past due to the re-

sistance from the senior members.
Thus it is up to the general meeting to

set up rules that would serve the in-

terests of the students on this cam-
pus.

Currently, the building is underused
rather than overused.

GESTETNER CRISIS

Another problem, which has recent-

ly reached crisis dimension has to do
with the use of our Gestetner facili-

ties. Our practice has been to allow

individual graduate students, depart-
mental organizations and campus
based groups to use the facilities as
long as they pay for their supplies. We
might have had two or three groups
per day using the Gestetner
(sometimes none), and those of us
who work around the building have
not encountered any problems.

These facilities have been available
during the weekend as well, as the
GSU has paid supervisors then. An-
other practice has been for people to

call in if they have a large amount of

work to do, so they wouldn't interfere

with our own work in progress.

Recently one of our weekend super-
visors, Philip Wults, who is also the

chairman of our house committee (he
is an appointed member of the execu-
tive with full voting privileges), has
taken it upon himself to decide which
groups can use the Gestetner and de-

cided to exclude the Canadian Libera-
tion Movement, first by not letting

them into the workroom, then by lock-

ing away the Gestetner and finally by
calling in the campus police. This all

on his own authority with no ruling

from the executive, and purely be-

cause of his own personal likes and
dislikes. (CLM has a membership
consisting largely of graduate stu-

dents. )

I also understand that elaborate
rules are being set up by members of

the senior executive and Mr. Wults to

prevent the free use of our Gestetner.

The purpose is to restrict particularly

those groups that advocate things not

agreed upon by these members of the

executive, but it will affect all groups,

currently using the facilities since
none of them are strictly departmen-
tal and most of them are political in

the broadest sense. All future groups

would of course be excluded by defini-

tion.

In conclusion, student participation

like charity begins at home. Certainly

GSU should not set itself up as the

major obstacle to students'efforts to

organize around a variety of issues.

. . . and charges of a 'defamatory nature'

The statement by Graduate
Student Union President Mi-

chael Vaughan published in

Monday's Varsity, contains a

remarkable assortment of

statements regarding my per-

son, some of them curious,

others humorous, yet others

patently false and slanderous

in effect. I will take issue with

some of the more concrete

statements and accusations:

1) My report to the general

membership of the GSU was
necessitated by the extreme
conditions prevailing in the

GSU. The report is self-ex-

planatory, as it essentially

describes existing practices

and policies of the GSU execu-

tive. It should be noted that the

General Meeting on January 26

changed these policies in the

direction recommended in my
report. Furthermore, the re-

port was not prepared secret-

ly; that is, I did not hide the

fact that I held these opinions.

And I needed no authority to

distribute it. At the October
General Meeting I had distrib-

uted a report without specific

authorization.

2) I am accused of having

used the GSU for my own polit-

ical purposes. Specifically this

refers to preparing and print-

ing a bulletin for the Trefann

Court Residents' Association.

The accusation is absurdly

false. As an organizer I carried

with me samples of newsletter

and bulletin headings of var-

ious kinds to show graduate

students how to put out effec-

tive newsletters.

The heading for the Trefann

Bulletin was one of these sam-

ples; I demonstrated to some
students early in October how

to make an electric stencil

with it — unfortunately our

machine destroyed both the

sample and the stencil — re-

sulting in a financial loss of 30

cents to the GSU.

Obviously Mr. Vaughan lo-

cated the sample in a wastepa-

per basket and kept it as a

piece of "evidence" for future

uses.

3) I am accused of having

privately allowed groups to use

GSU facilities. No such thing

ever took place. The GSU had a

general policy of allowing var-

ious groups to use its facilities,

particularly its mimeograph-
ing facilities, as long as these

groups paid their way. My "of-

fense" was to insist that no

groups be deprived of this right

merely because they might
advocate something which dis-

pleased one or two members of

the senior executive.

This policy of free and unre-

stricted use was upheld unani-

mously by the general mem
bership. And the same meeting
censured the member of the

executive who took it upon
himself to obstruct one partic-

ular group.

4) I am accused of an un-

specified theft, a statement
which I take to be of defamato-

ry nature. It appears to refer

to an incident last Friday, the

day after I was illegally fired,

when I walked out of the GSU
building with my three-ring

binder containing personal

notes regarding my work and
other things of interest to me.
In the presence of several wit-

nesses. Michael Vaughan had
previously inspected the things

I was collecting and denied me
access to my own written re-

ports and other records of my

work, and then insisted on "in

specting" my personal notes. I

naturally refused this prepos-

terous demand and — between
phone-calls to and from law
yers — walked out of the prem
ises. Vaughan followed me to

the street, forcibly attempting

to take the binder away from

me, but with a little help from
my friends I kept it — and this

then is "theft".

For the record, the GSU has

in its files numerous specific

reports submitted by me to the

executive; it has lists of aF
departmental organizations in

existence and of contact people

in various departments. I have

distributed these lists and re

ports generously to the execu

tive members and have never

withheld any information from

them.
Marjaleena Repo
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY
All Day

Tickets SI 00 For Andy Warhol's "The

Chelsea Girls at Convocation Hall. Feb 26

ai 8 p m are on sale now at the SAC office

Slop Spadma — Save Our .City needs

observers for meetings of various metro

and city committees Contact SSSOCCC at

964 8162 or Dave Gray at 920-3609

1 p.m.

U ol T Liberal Club guest speaker Mel-

ville Watkms speaking on Foreign Invest-

ment in Canada Rm 1087 Sid Smith

Preview of the Music from Moiherball

Ihe UC Follies by Bill Skolmk Musical

Director UCJCFt

The Engineering Institute of Canada

(EIC) presents two films Movies from

Computers ' and "Visions of Reality'

Mechanical Bldg . flm 102

Election of Camera Club committee, as

well as other committees Also criticism of

rejected prints hung in Ihe Club Room

Hait House Camera Club

Meeting of Ihe Strand siaff in the Slrand

office to discuss issues for remainder of the

year

Free Institute of Jewish Studies pre-

ents Abe Femtuch. who will lead a semi-

nar on Ma.momdes Rm 2 129. S.d Smith

4 p.m.

Professor Charles Tnnkaus of Sarah

Lawrence College "The Dignity of Man in

the Italian Renaissance from Petrarch to

Pico " Massey College Upper Library

F U. of T 3rd World discussion group

"The Threatening Sky'' (North Vietnam!

ISC- 33 St George

6 p.m.

Spanish conversation

and German conversation

l Morning Room
c Room

ISC

7 p.m.

Lile Drawing 'The Ca>

cents

7:30 p.m.

Encounter groups (or students and other

adults — sponsored by Claremont Experi-

ment 2nd Floor Lounge Small free ses-

sion Call immediately 922-9045 or 247-

2470.

Come lo Ihe second studio night o( Ihe

year and see at ihe same time the accept-

ed prints of the 48th Annual Exhibition of

Photographs Hart House Camera Club

8 p.m.

MASS presents a panel discussion on

general practice — present and future

Alumni Common Room. Med Sci Bldg.

Linguistics Club Staff-Student party —
Guest speaker Prof P Salus on "Problems

in LiteraryTtanslation" Hart House Music

Room
"Understanding Catholicism ", a 15-

week course in Catholic doctrine for Tiue

Believers, skeptics, or just interested. It's

free Registration starts 7 45 Everyone

welcome Catholic Information Centre.

Bloor and Bathurst

To the Hollow", an original drama by

Graham Jackson. 50c at the door New Vic

Theatre. New Academic Bldg.. Vic Also

Thursday
8:30 p.m.

Play by Jean Anouilh — The Cavern

Admission free Come early Studio

Theatre. 4 Glen Morris

"Rap Room" See the movie "Bob and

Carol and Ted and Alice" Then come and

join in a wide-open discussion with other

interesting and stimulating "rap-roomers"

Free goodies. Newman Club. 89 St.

George St

THURSDAY
12 noon

Films' "Bonjour Toronto'' "Down

Ihrough the Years" Cumberland Hall. ISC

Elliot Rose speaks on Witchcraft Rm.

A101 . UC.

Folk concert Free admission Innis II. 63

Si George

36
ART GALLERY OF ONTARIO

317 Dundas St. W., Toronto TEL. 36 3-3485

IMAGES - A MULT I MEDIA EVENT

PRODUCED BY THE STAFF AND STUOENTS

OF SHERIDAN COLLEGE

8:30 P.M. TONIGHT FEBRUARY 4th

Toronto Area Bluegrass Committee

Presents

Bill Monroe and the Bluegrass Boys

Thurs. Feb. 5 - 2 shows 7 P.M. & 9 P.M.

First Unitarian Church

175 St. Clair Ave. W. (Corner of Avenue Rd.)

Tickets on Sale at Sam the Record Man

$2.25 Advance $2.50 at Door

Kids 12 and under .50

HILLEL PRESENTS

THE NEIL SIMON MUSICAL

LITTLE ME
HART HOUSE THEATRE

WED. FEB. 18 8:30

THURS. FEB. 19 B:30

SAT . FEB. 21 6 30

SAT. FEB. 21 9:30

ALL SEATS 52.00

TICKETS NOW ON SALE AT

VIC CAFETERIA

S1G SAM MAIN FOYER
SID SMITH FOYER

NcW COLLEGE CAFETERIA

i of the Drama Centre

V C F invites those who believe in pray-

er to use Hart House chapel any time today

to share their concerns.

V K Krishna Menon on "World Peace m
the Seventies Sponsored by Friends and

Students of India Association Pendarves

4:10 p.m.

Prof E W Vogt "Beyond the Nuclear

Shell Model " Rm 102, New Physics

5:16 p.m.

Join VCF lor supper Discussion at 6

pm on "Person to Person" in Rm 2173

Med Sci Cafeteria

7:30 p.m.

SAC Educalion Commission to discuss

union of course unions, union newspapers

and budget Course unions should attend.

Bickersteth flm . Hart House.

Meeling of those interested in helping

with U of T participation in the "Miles lor

Millions'" ISC.

8 p.m.

Prof. Blissett on the fulure of academic

english to G.E.A. Rhodes Rm.. Trinity.

Worker Student Alliance discussion on

liberation and WSA strategy.

8:30

Harpist Nicanor Zableta. Faculty of Mu-

sic Special Events Series Concert Hall.

Edward Johnson Bldg

—f HAVE YOU TASTED THE \_
ZUMBURGER EXPERIENCE?

RENT A
TAPE RECORDER
(As low as 50$ daily)

Brand new cassetes

Complete With:
* Recording microphone
* Internal Speakers
* Tape
* Battery and plug in option

Especially useful for taping

lectures and essays. Used ex-

tensively for projects, theses

and in language training.

Can be rented by month-week
or weekend.

921-7702

(five minutes walk from the

campus)

BLOOR AND YONGE
BLOOR AND BAY

BLOOR AND ST. GEORGE
YONGE AND GERRARD

EGLINTON AND AVENUE RD.

WANTED!
CAMPUS TOUR GUIDES

Apply in writing stating qualifications particularly

activity in campus affairs, knowledge of languages,
to:

-1

ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT

SIMCOE HALL

BEFORE: JJ*™.
II

j P.m.

OR CALL 923-7837 FOR RESERVATIONS

STUDENTS FOR ISRAEL

SEMINAR PROGRAM
Commences

WEEKLY ON THURSDAYS
7:00 p.m. 186 St. George

'Modern Jewish History'

WEEKLY ON MONDAYS
1 p.m. Rm. 12 University College

'Philosophy of Israel9

WEEKLY ON SUNDAYS
10:00 a.m. 186 St. George

'Zionist Ideologies'
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6rchitecture plans new look for Hart House Farm
The campus centre on St. George

may be stymied, but there may soon
be a U of T student centre in the coun-
try.

The place?

Good, gray old Hart House Farm in

the Caledon Hills.

After two years of research and
planning, seven members of the facul-
ty of Architecture have completed the
design for extensive expansion and
renovation of the Farm.
One member of the group, Graham

George (IV Arch), says that the
changes will "decrease the geograph-
ic and departmental breakdown of the

farm." He hopes it will fill "a need
for intimacy, for a place for intensive
work, rest, and change."

LONGSTANDING COMPLAINTS
The renovations follow long stand-

ing complaints about the lack of ac-

commodation, and poor heating, and
the general physical deterioration of

the property.

Alan Brown (IV Arch), another
member of the group, says the pro-

ject is "in direct line with some of the

CUG proposals suggesting student

involvement in university business.

Not only would renovations be

planned by architectural students, but

construction would be carried out by
student work groups as a practical

application of their learning."

The plans grew out of a six-week
design project in a second-year archi-

tecture course.

The well-wooded farm is situated

on the Niagara Escarpment and in-

cludes in its facilities an outdoor
sauna, two clear quarry ponds and
limestone caves. It is run by the Hart
House Farm Committee and is avail-

able to all members of the university
at a nominal cost.

The renovation plan has been bro-
ken into four phases. The first two
phases would include renovations of
the main house, relocation of an exist-

ing dormitory building, Bryce Hall,

over a new basement, which would
provide both insulation and more
room, and repairs of the old, stone
shed.

UNIQUE BRIDGE
The third phase would be the con-

struction of a unique bridge that
would serve not only to link the pre-

sent main building, Ignatieff House,
and Bryce Hall on its new site, but
also to provide extra sleeping facili-

ties, much like a Pullman coach.

The first four phases will cost ap-

proximately $40,000-$50,000. The orig-

inal farm of 150 Acres was bought in

1949 for $8,500, and was first renovat-

ed for student use at a further cost of

$6,500.

The shifting of Bryce Hall will also

provide more privacy for Eric Ander-
son, the resident farmer.

Total projected sleeping accommo-
dation is about 120, compared with the

present 45. The farm would be able to

accommodate simultaneously the

needs of more campus groups than at

present, as well as assuring greater

privacy for visitors who want to stay

at the farm but keep apart from the

other guests. At present, around 2000

people use the farm every year.

Even though all renovations could

be done in one summer, each phase is

designed so that it is a complete pro-

ject in itself.

FAVOURABLE RESPONSE
The response of the Hart House

Farm Committee to the plans has
been generally favourable.

Carmen Guild, Assistant Warden of

Hart House, calls them "very crea-

tive. It's a bargain. We get a great

deal of building for very little money.
The enthusiasm and interest of the

architecture students on the commit-
tee has been splendid.

"

Luigi Carcasole (I APSC), a stu-

dent member of the Farm Committee
feels that some parts of the plan, like

the bridge, are "unnecessary." He
said he was "skeptical" about the low
costs quoted.

He agrees, though, that most of the

renovations are necessary. "If it

were done, a lot more people would
frequent the farm."
The Architecture group is asking

SAC for financial support at tonight's

general meeting. They also intend to

approach the Graduate Students Un-
ion and the Board of Governors.

Drawings of the design proposals
are on display at the Faculty of Archi-

tecture building at Huron and College

Streets for those interested.
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The City and the

With the campus centre fiasco, when things got bad, they could only get worse. They did.

Just at the time when everyone concerned with the centre was arguing over methods of

financing and coming to no satisfactory conclusions, the city decided to "get tough" with the uni-

versity and enforce zoning bylaws regarding setback from the street.

These bylaws had never been strictly enforced before but the campus centre in its ill-fated

way changed all that.

When architect John Andrews designed the building he did so under the impression that St.

George Street would be closed to traffic.

He based his building design on a universi-

ty master plan (which he had helped to pro-

duce) that recommended closing St. George.

The building had a setback of zero to seven

inches and plans included a ground-level walk-

through mall for the centre.

City bylaws require a setback of 20 feet. If

these bylaws are violated, the city can refuse

to issue a building permit.

Andrews assumed that if St. George were
not closed, the university would have no trou-

ble with the zoning bylaws. This was not an
invalid assumption.

"In the past," explains Frank Hastie, U of

T Director of Physical Plant, "we've been
able to go to City Hall and get whatever con-

cessions we needed."

As one university official explains, since

the university owns all the land in the area, it

has no one to hurt but itself by waiving by-

laws.

The university did not experience serious

problems until it began building on major
roads like St. George. Even today, Hastie
says, the U of T would probably have little

problem with a setback violation on a less

important street.

The bylaw stringency affected both the

campus centre and the new library (St.

George and Harbord). Because only a tiny

portion of the new library violated the bylaws,
the architects made the necessary adjust-

ments and the city issued a building permit.

However, the campus centre as designed
extended to the sidewalk.

According to Tom Faulkner, former SAC
president, the students were prepared to have
the centre redesigned. Hastie says if the

centre were redesigned it would be too tall

and thin for the Russell and St. George Street

lot.

Because the campus centre was a student

An old drawing of the Campus Centre. When it was scheduled for completion in 1969 the cost was to

be $4,000,000. Now the price is up to $5,000,000.

initiated project, students and architects

worked together before they consulted univer-

sity officials.

Hastie feels some of the problems might
have been foreseen if students had consulted

the physical plant department earlier.

"I think right now under the same situa-

tion," he says, "there would be a closer rela-

tionship between the students and administra-

tion than there was then.
' 'It would have been helpful if we had gotten

in earlier," he adds. "I was a little surprised

when I found there was a zero setback."
Hastie says that although the university

never had serious bylaw problems before,

they had also never asked for permission to

build a building with zero setback.

The Toronto Central Library further com
*

plicated the site problem.
To get access to the centre, the university

had to get a five to six foot strip from the cen-

tral library. The library objected to the close-

ness of the campus centre to their children s

library.

Although the library never issued a formal

complaint, the university expected them to

oppose and defeat the university's bid for a

building permit.

With both the Toronto Central Library and

the city in opposition, the chances of obtaining

a building permit were practically nil. The

university never applied.

THE SECOND COMPLICATION
CLOSING ST. GEORGE

At this time, to add complication to compli-

cation, the city and the university began to

debate the future of St. George and other uni-

versity streets. If the university could solve?,

the traffic problem on St. George, they coulo *

probably persuade the city to issue a building

permit for the centre.

Not only does the city very definitely not

want city streets closed, it does not want

buildings on well trafficked streets extending

to the sidewalk.

The university, on the other hand, accord-

ing to U of T president Claude Bissell's Exec-

utive Assistant Don Forster, is not willing to

accept a solution that keeps St. George and

other university streets open.

In an attempt to solve the traffic problem

(the problem of keeping traffic away from

The Campus Centre Fj
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niversity

pedestrians) the university hired a consulting
firm, Damas and Smith, to propose alterna-
tive to the university street system.
Their $127,000 study says that closure of St.

George and other streets involves diverting
traffic around the university via Queen's Park
by building overpasses at University Avenue
and College Street and at Avenue Road and
Bloor Street to handle the increased traffic.

The overpasses would cost $6.7 million.

Alternatives not involving street closure
range from a $1.1 million raised pedestrian
walkway, crossing back and forth across St.

George and connecting all the principal build-

ings, to a $9.2 million scheme to partially de-

press the university's streets, cover them
jver and landscape the raised area,
v The city and university have been unable to

reach any agreement. At present, the provin-

cial government is reviewing the Damas and
Smith proposals; While the future of St.

George remains undecided the campus centre

cannot be built on the corner of St. George and

Russell.

"I don't think the location is all that holy,''

says Hastie. "My own answer to the campus
centre problem is to move the site.

"If the money were available," he says,

"the best site would be across the street from
New College. " (on Willcocks Street)

.

But the city again enters the picture. The
fate of both a campus centre and university

streets hinges on the future of the Spadina

Expressway. At the moment, expressway
construction has been temporarily postponed.

"Until Metro Council has given approval to

the final form of the expressway," comments
one city official, "it would be a waste of time

Jo decide on the streets within the univer-

sity."

University officials fear that if the express-

way extends to Bloor, university streets

would be used as feeder routes. This would
enormously increase traffic density.

In 1966 President Bissell wrote to J. Doug-
las Crashley, chairman of the City Planning

Board

:

"St. George St. effectively cuts our campus
in two. We have not been able to get any pre-

cise detail about the Spadina Expressway if

and when it goes south of College St. The fu-

ture of the Harbord-Hoskin east-west route is

murky. When our new Research Library goes

f »

t

Last year U of T sponsored a traffic survey on campus streets including St. George. The study recom-

mended solutions to the problem of high pedestrian flow.

up at the corner of St. George and Harbord the

nature of the adjacent traffic pattern will be

crucial.

"I find it inconceivable that the university

should be sacrificed to the imperious demands
of the motor car."

Aside from destroying any university plans

to close the streets to traffic, the expressway

also affects the campus centre. The university

cannot discuss moving the site until they know
the final form of the expressway.

"The university cannot design next to an
unknown," says Hastie. iThe Willcocks street

site borders on Spadina Avenue.)

Hastie feels that if the university had the

money it could solve the site problems.

There seems to be little hope the university

or government can finance the centre. The
campus centre is still high on the list of priori-

ties, but Forster comments, "The university

can set priorities to its heart s content. The
campus centre is on the list of priorities right

after Innis College. We don't have enough
money to build Innis."

Gerry McMaster, former campus centre

chairman says the centre does not have to be

a dead issue.

"There are 30.000 people at this university

and with that kind of weight and need there

must be a way to build it.

"

"If students really feel they want social fa-

cilities," says one architect, "there is enough
money floating around in the under 25 genera-

tion that they can do something about it."

Perhaps.

But the obvious question is how. The cam-
pus centre, however badly needed, is now a

five million dollar project.

V
le by mary kate rowan
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HOW ARE YOU BEING

TAUGHT ?
ARE THESE THE ASSUMPTIONS ON WHICH YOUR CLASSROOM AND

EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES ARE BASED?

Admittance- to the university course, is too often taken as

r graduate school is best the end of learning a subject —
ised upon the ability to pass once a student has written an

laminations, exam, he can forget about it.

xamination-passing -ability

nphasises rote learning rath-
- than mental originality of

lought and scientific curiosi-

r, traits which in the long run

re much more valuable. Thus
lose who are selected are

lose who can focus on the

nown, and who can handle
saminations, rather than

lose whose qualities would
ive them promise as "inde-

endent discoverers of knowl-

jge."

Evaluation is education;
ducation is evaluation.

Valuation is based on the fal-

icious assumption that stu-

ents learn by being threat-

ned. Most faculty would deny
lat they hold to this assump-
ion, but their behaviour shows

II too clearly that this is the

perational principle by which

bey work. The examination,

s it marks the end of the

What is presented in the lec-

ture is what the student learns.

This is exemplified by curricu-

lum committees trying to de-

cide what topics will be "cov-

ered" in a given course.

Many students do not feel that

they are learning anything at

all. Huge amounts of material

are thrown at them and they
are expected to regurgitate

most of it on a test. They may
gain some isolated facts about

the subject, but none of them
can be integrated in any coher-

ent way.
The assumption that learning

is equivalent to hearing a lec-

ture is closely tied in with the

preceeding assumption that

education is evaluation.

MrTbe student cannot be trust-

ed to pursue his own learning.

The faculty attitude is one of

mistrustful guidance. Work

must be assigned; the comple-
tion of this work must be su-

pervised; students must be
continually guided and then

evaluated.

The general attitude in higher

education today is one example
of students vs faculty, rather
than of students with faculty.

^"Weeding Out" or grading
by the Bell curve is the best

way of preserving standards.

A very high drop-out or failure

rate is often seen as evidence
that a department is maintain-
ing "high standards". It is not

realized that that "failure" is a

reflection on the institution,

instead of solely the student.

Often the process weeds out
the most unique and creative
who quickly become disen-

chanted with the stability of

the program. The arbitrariness

of the "Bell curve", which dic-

tates that a given percentage
must not be allowed to contin-

ue in their course, has nothing

in common with modern edu-
cational concepts.

Students are manipulateable
objects, not persons, and infe-

rior to faculty in all respects.

Certainly in a number of de-

partments the relationship
between students and faculty is

remote and impersonal. The
current ultra-behaviouristic
philosophy which underlies

today's education tends to see

all individuals simply as ma-
chines, managed by reward
and punishment. Hence stu-

dents are dealt with on this

same basis. Since students do
not like to be treated as ob-

jects, the net effect is low
morale. Students tend to treat

each other in the same fashion.

In some departments where
there is a very heavy stress on
evaluation, student A will not

give help to student B because
any improvement in B's show-
ing will automatically put A
lower 'on the curve'. This
seems to be a vicious sort of

attitude for members of an
academic community. There is

another factor in this remote-
ness of faculty-student rela-

tionship. It is that it is almost

impossible to be close to a stu-

dent if one's primary relation-

ship to him is that of judge and
evaluator.

^Creative scientists and art-

ists develop from passive

learners.

The educational system does
not encourage criticism or
creativity — it gives out lists of

facts, and the best marks in the

examinations go to those who
can repeat them on paper. Of-

ten students will try to write
they feel what the teacher is

looking for, instead of develop-

ing an independent approach.
The results of cannot be posi-

tive if, there is a tendency of

teachers to sweeping devalua-
tions of "wild" or

'

' silly"

ideas, or even if students fear

this attitude, or if there is a
restriction on curiosity.

A knowledgeable person is not
merely one who has an accu-
mulation of facts, but one who
can use facts in conjunction
with imagination to create.

"Students like black people have immense unused power. They could theoretically, insist on participating in their own
education. They could make academic freedom bilateral. They could teach their teachers to thrive on love and admira-
tion rather than on fear and respect, and to lay down their weapons. Students could discover community. And they could
learn to dance by dancing on the IBM cards. They could make colouring books out of the catalogues and they could put
the grading system in a museum.

They could raze one set of walls and let life come blowing into the classroom. They could turn the classroom into a

"field of action" as Peter Marin describes it. And they could study for the best of all possible reasons — their own re-

sources.

They could. They have the power. But only in a very few places, like Berkeley, have they evenbegun to think about us-

ing it. For students as for black people, the hardest battle is not with Mr. Charlie. It's with what Mr. Charlie has done to

your mind." — Jerry Farber, Student as Nigger

If you want to get more information, or if you are interested in helping work on implementation of CUG recommenda-
tions phone the SAC University Commission 923-6221, or drop into the SAC office.

Do Faculty really need separate washrooms?

UNIVERSITY GOVERNMENT REFORM: THINK ABOUT ITI
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An exodus movement begins at Loyola
MONTREAL (CUP) - A

total of 125 Loyola College
students have applied for
transfer to McGill University
next year, a move believed to

reflect students' fears over
the future of education at the
Roman Catholic institution.

The Loyola applications
amount to approximately 10

per cent of McGill's normal
quota of transfer applicants,
and it is considered unlikely
that the students will be suc-
cessful in gaining entrance to

the larger anglophone institu-

tion.

Most of the transfer appli-

cations come from the Loyola
English Department, where
the college administration
has fired 17 of 43 profs in a
purge of anti-administration
faculty.

Loyola currently faces the
probability of censure by the
Canadian Association of Uni-
versity Teachers: the CAUT
move would amount to an
academic blacklist of the col-

lege, warning CAUT mem-
bers — approximately 80 per
cent of the country's academ-
ics — to stay away from the
institution.

The McGill Admissions
Committee January 28 decid-
ed to maintain current en-
trance standards for transfer
students. Loyola's lower
first-year entrance require-
ments will probably bar
many of the refugees from
entrance to McGill.

The Admissions Commit-
tee decision was made over
the protests of student mem-
bers of the committee.

Loyola's Jesuit Residence, home of Loyola's Jesuit administration
whith has aroused the militant opposition of students and faculty
over the last few months. Loyola Newspholo

No protest allowed

against Hayakawa

Blurbs
The Students Administrative

Council is having another sev-

en-hour meeting tonight in the

Bast Hall of University College

at 7 p.m.

On the agenda are the SAC
Reply to the Campbell report,

the CampusCentre report, the

SAC brief on the future of Hart

House, CUG, the SAC-Scarbor-

ough-Erindale brief, the Com-
mittee to restructure SAC and
the proposals for renovating
the Hart House Farm.

The Investigation Commit- p.m. and plan to question him
tee to investigate the Political about a secret committee be-

Cconomy Department meets at lieved to have hired Stephan
1 p.m. in the Fifth Floor lounge Dupre. All interested poli ec

of Sid Smith. They have an students are welcome,
interview with Dean Allen at 2

Bill Lawson goes before the the assistance of any interest-

Metro Licensing Commission ed Law students who might
this afternoon at 2:15 in want to help him out, or any
Committee Room 2, City Hall other students on campus
to find out whether or not his who feel Bill provides a valu-

vending license will be re- able service,
newed. Bill would appreciate

There will be a meeting of the LOST — prescription sun-

photo workshop this evening glasses, black rim. Call Brian

at 7 p.m. in the Varsity office. 62 I 6785.

What
dirty

film??
Ifyou don'l sec so good, it's

like having a dirty film over
your eyes — or maybe
you've just got badly
scratched glasses. So get
your eyes tested, then come
choose from' our fantastic
collection of futuristic
frames. We're Braifdock
Optical just round the
corner ai 158 St. George.
And as a student, wc give

VARSITY STAFFERS:

Come to a meeting Friday

1 p.m. at the Varsity of-

fice.

BOSTON (CUPI) -Students
and police clashed Thursday in

front of Northeastern Univer-
sity's alumni hall in a protest

against the appearance of S. I.

Hayakawa, president of San
Francisco State College and
guru of the law and order set

on North American campuses.
Approximately 200 demon-

strators, carrying Viet Cong
and anarchist flags, tried to

gain admission to Hayakawa's
speech at the campus, but

were beaten back by police.

About 30 persons were ar-

rested on charges of assault

and disorderly conduct.

Hayakawa, recently voted
the second most-popular man
in California behind actor-

turned-governor Ronald Re-
agan, spoke on "Can American
Colleges Survive the 20th Cen-
tury?"

He advised his audience,
many of whom heckled and
jeered during his speech, that

American youth should be
press ganged into national ser-

vice in such areas as hospitals,

mental institutions or the

Peace Corps.

"This is your crusade and
you should be getting in-

volved,'' he said.

i 20". ..if.

WRIT ... A New Literary

Magazine

Poelry, prose, Toronto writers.

Submit ... Innis College Writing

Lab at Innis I

By Mail: Bill Reoch, 135

Jvorkville Ave. Apt. 28 Toronto 185
j

Please put address and phone

number on material. Deadline

February 15, Spring edition.

LOS ANGELES (CUPI) -
Three black students were
jailed and 16 others placed on

probation for one to 25 years
last Wednesday for their part

in an administration building

takeover at San Fernando
State College in November,
1968.

The sentencing marked a

turning point in the history of

student protest in the United

States: the first time that the

state has successfully pursued

felony charges against student

demonstrators.

The sentences spring from a

meeting November 4, 1968,

between members of the Val-

ley State Black Student Union

and acting administration

president Paul Blomgren. The

students demanded that the

college football coach be fired

for kicking a black football

player during a game.
Administration officials tes-

tified they were held against

their will and that the "kidnap-

pings" were pre-planned.

Superior court judge Mark
Brandler refused parole for

three of the students — Archie

Chatman Jr., 22; Eddie Dan-

cer, 21; and Robert Lewis. 22

— after hearing evidence that,

after the convictions, they re-

turned to their campus and

took part in a meeting criticiz-

ing the trial.

Prosecutor Vincent Bugliosi

said outside the courtroom: "I

believe the sentences will have

a crippling effect on campus
militancy, if not throughout the

U.S., at least in California

state colleges, which have
been a hotbed.

"

ACADEMY of THEATRE ARTS presents

MRS. WARREN'S PROFESSION
by BERNAR0 SHAW

THURSDAYS - FRIDAYS - SATURDAYS
JANUARY 29th - FEBRUARY 21 8:30 P.M. at

23 GRENVILLE STREET THE WARD PRICE BUILDING
one block north of college west of yonge

TICKETS 2.50 STUDENTS 1.50 telephone 964-96 16

Blacks get heavy sentence

GETTING ENCAGED?

ONE PRICE
DIAMOND SALE.

Once a year close out of loose

(unset) Diamonds. All goods brand
new. Various sizes and shapes as
listed.

FE3ZUARY 2nd to 6th

These Goods me unset. During u|
you ma) purchase any Gold sorting i

nur imcnlon for S25.1MI

• 50 CARATS ROUND CUT
- COMMERCIAL
WHITE COLOL'R M6S 00 1300 00

« CARATS MAROU1SK
CUT - GOOD WHITE
COLOUR H7100 W»00

Hugh Proctor & Co.

131 BLOORST. W.

Diamond Dealers Suite 416,

'The Colonnade" Toronto

Phone 921-7702

HEART SHAPE
DIAMOND RINGS

(2 ONLY) spiral
1 -.40 CARATS »°°°°
1 .42 CARATS RETAIL

$450.00

' 18 KT. WHITE GOLD
SETTING
SOLITAIRE STYLE

' GUARANTEED & INSURED

WE ARE "DIRECT
DIAMOND DEALERS

Hugh Proctor & Co.

DIAMOND DEALERS
31 BLOOR W.. STE. 4I(

921-7702
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SUMMER EMPLOYMENT FOR STUDENTS
JOB • To market essential teaching aids

EARNINGS • Areraged over $4,000 for our students last summer

STUDENTS • Are trained in sales and marketing psychology

• Are willing to work long hours

e Are willing to travel throughout Ontario

e Have a reliable car

CONTACT • STUDENT PLACEMENT OFFICE at 581 Spadina

FOR INTERVIEWS ON MONDAY , FEBRUARY 9, 1970

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1970 WEDNESDAY,

FEBRUARY 11, 1970

Educational Division - Grolier Limited

IVI .A.S.S.
PRESENTS AN INFORMED AND

INFORMAL PANEL DISCUSSION ON

MEDICALGENERAL PRACTICE
PANELISTS DR. BETTE STEPHENSEN - CHAIR-

HAN CMA COMMITTEE ON GENERAL
PRACTICE.
DR. GOLDTHORPE DEPT. OF HYCIENE

ALUMNI COMMON ROOM - MEDICAL SCIENCES BLDG.
8 00 P.M. WED. FEB. 4

TO THE HOLLOW
An original drama written and directed by
Graham Jackson

BLUE AND WHITE SOCIETY

PRESENTS

FEB. 4-7 8:00 P.M.

New Vic Theatre, New Academic Building, Vic.

504 at the door.

GORDON LIGHTFOOT

SUN. FEB. 8 7 P.M.

CONVOCATION HALL

TICKETS $3.50 EACH.

ON SALE AT SAC OFFICE

2 BANDS
ATLANTIS AND ARNOLD

NEW COLLEGE (Wetmore Hall)

8.30 FRI. FEB. 6th
GALS $1.25
GUYS $1.50

A DELEGATION OF THE WORLD COUNCIL OF PEACE
including:

TRAN CONG TUONG, member of parliament, Dem. Republic of Vietnam, and member of Paris delegation

HA HUI TAME, committee for the Solidarity with the American People

XUAN OAHN, member of Paris delegation

KRISHNA MENON. former Indian minister of Defence, and Representative to the United Nations

ROMESH CHANDRA . General Secretary of the World Council of Peace

MARTIN NIEMOLLER, Federal German Republic

MR. RATSIREFEHERA. City Councillor, Tannarive, Madagascar

will be visiting Toronto, Thursday, February 5.

Part of the delegation, including some of the Vietnamese representatives and Pastor Niemoller,

will address the U of T community

THURSDAY, 1.00 P.M. CONVOCATION HALL

The entire delegation will be present at a public meeting

THURSDAY, 8.00 P.M. O.C.E. AUDITORIUM (Bloor and Spadina)
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Gymnasts third in RMC Invitational
The Tlnivprcitu -»c t> , „ 1

Journeying Saturday to Kingston for th«
nual Royal Military CoHege ^ ™tiona Tour"

For the third time this year, Blues foundthemselves in a meet dominated by Steve Miruk, a Canadian National Team member M -

truk swept the all-round competition and fournd.v.dual events to lead MacMaster to the"r

Hartmut
C

Fin'r
Sh

h

Wi
,

th the retu™ <° heal '»Hartmut Fink, who placed third all-round Macmay well have the strongest team in the OQAA
Close behind Mac was York University, led

MHrnt'"!
a" inclividual star of the calibre of

Mitruk, Kinsman or Fink, Toronto relied on
strong showings from all team members in
their specialties. With an average of twentv-
four competitors on each event, Toronto man-
aged to place two men in the top half of the
standings in all but two pieces of apparatus.

FOREST NOT GREEN

Al Forest was the leading all-round man for
Toronto as he accumulated 38.6 points to tie for

seventh place. However, the ranking is mis-

, !T?L I
aithough almost five points sepa-

rated thlrd and [ourth place on<
_

F

' Zr It r"
e

;,
a
'?
ed Forest [rom seventh to

lourtn. Gary Wicks continued to develop his all-
round ability and finished eleventh
On individual events, Forest collected theteam s only ribbon when his vault scored 0 1

less han the winning ones. He also put together
excellent routines on the rings and high bar and
ook sixth in each case. John Kortright was
seventh on parallel bars and only 0.4 out of first
place in vaulting.

Although the three individual stars of themeet mentioned above dominated the side
horse event (in which coach Roncon rates Mi-
truk as best in Canada), it was Toronto's Gary
Wicks who finished fourth behind them. Not far
behind him was Arthur Stein in sixth spot. And
on the floor, Carl Sloane stood briefly on one
hand to place eighth.

It appears that the series of exhibition meets
has been highly successful. In addition to pro-
viding much needed competition experience
and he equivalent of extra practice time the
meets have forced some members of coach
Koncon's corps of specialists to diversify As

™« . ™ beg,ns final Preparations for theOWAA Championships, which will be held in
Ottawa February 21, Roncon hopes the trend to
diversification will continue.-- — UUUII.auui] win continue.

Fencers take it all at Kingston meet
in/iiTin 1

->1 niAn U n n ir/~* ...... ..Fencing Blues won the RMC
Invitational Meet last week-
end, and Toronto now has a
team to defend its champion
status.

Kingston sponsored this new
meet for all Ontario-Quebec
Universities. Seven teams took
part but Blues won each team
and every individual champi-
onship.

The mixture of styles from
East and West Section faltered
against the drive of the Toron-
to fencers; Brock, Waterloo
(including a Blues reserve)
and York collapsed, but RMC,
Queens and Carleton brought
out some delicate and exciting

foil fighting.

Epee. the unpredicatable.
saw Blues fighting for their
lives at 4 all against Queens.
Ron Keith bailed the team out
with a 5 to 3 victory over .Allen
Christain, to stop his winning
streak. Carleton chased Var-
sity Blues all the way but in an
exciting climax were dis-
missed 8 bouts to 1; Griffin
confirming his top place de-
feating DaleGalbraith5zip.
Where are all the trophies?

After taking the first four,
Blues adopted a guest status.
RMC followed in second in

epee and sabre to retain their
own trophies.

FOIL EP. SAB.

BROCK 8.1

CARLETON 7:2 8:1

WATERLOO 9:0 9 0

QUEENS 7:2 5:4 9 0

RMC 8:1 5:3 7-2

YORK 8:1 7:2 9:0

Foil Individual 1st Richard
Wong, 2nd Oscar Wong, 3rd
Michael Kerwin

Epee Individual 1st Rowland
Griffin, 3rd Helmut Microys
6th Ron Keith

Sabre Individual 1st Vladimir
Hatchinski, 2nd Martin Peros,
3rd David Brown.

ORTSPORTSHORTSPORTSHORTSPORTSH
GIRL GYMNASTS SECOND
Seven classy gymnastic

teams converged on the
Benson Building last week-
end for the WITCAA cham-
pionships, and when the
chalk cleared perennial
winners York U were just
that again.

The powerful Yorkettes
amassed 152.85 points to
edge Varsity (149.65); West-
ern was a distant third at
132.65.

Toronto's junior team had
a great day as Sue Cristelau '

(I PHE) took the all-round
junior title with firsts on the
bars, beams and vaulting
plus a second to teammate
Barb Glennie on the floor
exercises.

Jane Stevens scored well
on the beam routines and
Sue Young rounded out Var-
sity's scoring with a second
and third in the bars and
vaulting.

Toronto's seniors had the
misfortune to run up against
York's Barb Thompson, who
took first place in all four
events. Our gals garnered
Points from Marty Kenny,
second in the floor exercis-

es, Connie Lindenburger, a

close third on the beams,
and a solid effort from Ruth
McMullen.

BRIDGE CHAMPS

A University of Toronto
team won the Canadian In-

tercollegiate Bridge Cham-
pionships last weekend, de-

feating entries from McGill,
Waterloo and five other uni-

versities.

The tournament was held

at Hart House and hosted by
the HH Bridge Club. More
than 100 players were en-

tered.

Varsity's team was led by
Michael Schoenborn, Peter
Fono, Linda Waldman and
Andy Altay. The quartet

won the tournament's team-
of-four event.

BLOODY BLUESKATES

Bloodied but unbowed the

gallant Silver BlueSkates

travel to York tomorrow
night for an exhibition hock-

ey tilt with the Yeofemmes
at seven chimes.

Pressed into action at

Tuesday's practice, Blue-
Skates manager Judy Bell
donned the pads and made a
scintillating stop on a blaz-

ing slapshot. . .with her
right eyebrow.

Replete in her new en-
semble of flesh coloured-
bandages, the plucky man-
ager-goalie will play Thurs-
day and dance at a formal
Saturday.

And who said women's
hockey is a tame sport?

It was a McGill Weekend
with a difference as the U of
T women's curling team
spent an enjoyable few
hours January 30 and 31

winning the WITCAA cham-
pionship.

The gals, skipped by
Charlotte Sutherland (III

SMC), compiled 59Vz points
in round-robin competition
to easily defeat five other
schools.

Other members of the
victorious Varsity rink are
Lynda Eilbeck (II POTSl,
Nancy Manning (COEl.
Judy Thrasher (III POTS)
and manager Mary Baird
i II POTS).

CLASSICAL CONCERT
Today - Music Room. I p.m .

WILLIAM J. EGNATOFF. FLUTE
WILLIAM BRUNEAU. PIANO

Everyone Welcome

HART HOUSE ELECTIONS
VOTE - TODAY - VOTE

CAMERA CLUB
Thursday, February 5th

Fast Common Room. I p.m
SHOWING OF EXHIBITION ACCEPTED SLIDES

Everyone Welcome

FILM-MAKERS
A Brief on Film-Making at U. of T.
's now being prepared. Anyone in-
volved in a campus filmgroup is asked
to contact: David Peebles. 362-057 1

or Da-,d Roienberg. 221-3693, (or
leave messages in Warden's Office)

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
February 8th

Great Hall. 8:30
CLASSICAL INDIAN MUSIC

Tickets: Hall Porter

The Music Committee

Hart House
invites you to a

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
on

February 8th

in the

Great Hall at 8:30

CLASSICAL INDIAN MUSIC
Tickets: Hall Porter

XEROX
COPIES

5c each - 1st copy of an original

4c each - 2nd thru 10th copies of the
same original

2c each - 11th and more copies of the

same original

While-U Wait or Overnight

College Copy Shop
76 Charles St., West
Phone 923-8115

J
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CLASSIFIED

DIAMOND RINGS from importer, high

quality, low pr.ces Call 368-9474 (or a

private appointment, under no obligation.

RENT A Taperecotder Brand new Cas
seite As low as 50c daily 921-7702.

TYPING thesis, essays, notes, charts. Eng-

lish. French, other languages Mimeo-
graphing electric typewriters Mary Dale

Scott IM Davies). 85 Bloor St W Room
225 922-7624

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone

today lor free booklet The Day You Buy a

Diamond H Procloi and Co 131 Bloor

St W Suite416, 921-7702

WANTED 4th female to share 2 bedroom

apt Bloor & Avenue Rd $62 50 per

month Call 92 1 -9442 evenings.

SEX. VIOLENCE. MONEY. The 7th An-

nual Engmeenng Society Car Rally is Sat-

urday Feb 7th Information at Engineenng

Stores or Delta Tau Delta. 28 Madison.

923-7072

WINE Si CHEESE: Valentines Dance,

Sat.. Feb 14. Hart House, 8 30-12 Fea-

turing "The Atlantis" Tickets S3 per cou-

ple from Hall Porter or Sid Smith foyer

FOUND — one pair of prescription sung-

lasses — Sid Smith first door women's
washroom Call at Varsity

1

office. 1 st floor

GETTING MARRIED? Then you need a

beautiful diamond ring 79 points List

$600 Best offer No dealers please Call

537 -62 1 0 — late evenings

EXPERIENCED typist with IBM electric

will type at home Reasonable rates 923-

9559

CONTACT LENSES $115 Glasses all

styles 20% student discount. B M. Kali

Optician. Yonge St N of Eglinton 486-

DUE TO popular demand: Education Plus

or How to Fill the Gaps in Your Ufa — with

effective prayer or spiritual knowledge

Sunday 8 p.m Wymilwood Music Room.

DOES RELIGION Get You Down? We'll

give you a push to the top Sunday 8 p.m

Wymilwood Music Room. Christian Sci-

ence Organwation.

ADMISSION FREE! — To Jean

Anouilh's cri dernier — THE CAVERN —
Studio Theatre. 4 Glen Morris, tonight,

tomorrow, Friday and Saturday 8 30 p.m.

Involve Oneself) Arnve Early.

ANDY WARHOL'S the Chelsea Girls at

Convocation Hall. Thursday. Feb 26 8 p.m
Tickets $1 00 Now on sale at SAC office.

"EXPERIENCED-IB yearsl-in-Typing-for-

students' typist now doing typing at mini-

mal rates. Phone 922-1264 after 12 noon

ROOM — quiet for male student Single

family home near subway Board optional.

489-6766 after 6.

TYPING — last, accurate reasonable
rates Never missed a deadline yetl Phone
anytime — 465-3141.

Interfac Roundup
A gelding is to horsery as a capon is to turkery as a ? ? ? is to popery

TRAVELLING to Latin America. Europe.

Afhca — for sale Land-Rover camper. 4-

wheel drive, front-mounted electric winch,

auxiliary gas tanks, sleeps four and other-

wise fully equipped. 284-5077.

By GELLIUS

MACHINE POLITICS

It was announced today by

Reputable Sources (II UC) that

Benjamin McNally (III New)
and Mark Golden {IV UC) will

indeed be candidates for the

positions of SAC President and

Vice-President, thus ending

weeks of tense anticipation and

frantic maneuvering of a kind

unseen since the death of Alex-

ander the Great (cf. The Var-

sity, 19 March, 323 B.C.). Three

Mack Trucks and a Red Ram-
bler have been hired to trans-

port the thousands of nominat-

ing signatures to the SAC of-

fice. Gus Abols, The Mad Axe-

man, Benjamin McNally, and

Many More (I Vic) were relia-

bly reported to have signed.

McNally (vide supra) indi-

cated that he would run on his

record, "Lady Is Love" by The

Humble Sponge. The difficul-

ties inherent in speaking and

keeping his balance at 45 rpm
proved insurmountable, howev-

er, and McNally's further re-

marks were off the record.

Golden intimated that he had

no comment at this time but

was expecting some from Eu-

rope and could front it for about

a dollar a tab.

McNally assured reporter

Qwertyuiopus that rumours he

would abolish Victoria College

were "ludicrous and vicious

exaggerations'" (copyright B.

McNally, 1970). "We will care-

fully disassemble it stone by

stone and ship it back to Cob-

ourg.", he explained. The land

thus reclaimed would then be

added to Queen's Park

(presently rented to the Ontar-

io Government for a dollar

every year) and a three-

hundred yard long equestrian

statue of Edward VII would be

HART HOUSE THEATRE THURS.. FBI., SAT., FEB. 5,6,7, TICKETS $2.00 IN REFECTORY AND HART HOUSE

F#LUE5
"A REVOLUTIONARY NEW MUSICAL" PRODUCED BY LORNE DIRENFELO DIRECTED BY STEVE WITHIN

MEETING OF

SAC WORKING GROUP
ON

THE SPADINA EXPRESSWAY
THURS. FEB. Sth AT 8 P.M.

IN THE
SAC OFFICE

ALL WELCOME

erected. The statue — added

Golden — will be hollow and

will be so constructed as to play

the school song ("Velut Arbor

Aevo". no relation to 'Velut

Arbor, Mich.") if the horse's

cock is pulled.

WATER POLO STANDINGS
GROUP I (3 to playoffs)

1. VIC 3-1

2. ENG 2-2

3. PHE 0-3

Well, that seems to settle

that, doesn't it?

GROUP II (3 to p.o.)

1. LAW 2-0-2

2. DENTS 1-0-3

3. SCAR lrO-3

4. MEDSB 0-4

GROUP III (3 to p.o.)

1. KNOX 5-0

2. FOR 3-2

3. ENG 3-2

4. INNIS 2-2

5. TRIN 2-2

6. UC 1-4

7. PHARM 0-4

VOLLEYBALL

Eng II over Dents

Deutschland Over Alice

BASKETBALL

Alboini (Johnny Winter is

an alboini) scored 15 as Law
beatlnnis (Hersh 10), 41-39.

MedsB27; Business 22.

Vic II, led by 19 points by

Howrath ("All mimsy were
the borogroves And the

Howrath outgabe" — Lewis
Carroll, "Jabberwocky")
defeated Archie Andrews
(McQuire 13), 53-31.

Sibbald hit for 31 as Erin

outgabed SMC, 95-84. Moony
and Laglia had 21 each for

SMC.
Law (Ouchterlony 16) 55;

Scar (Dow 12) 35.

Innis (Oleszkowicz 10)

beat SMC B, 44-34. John Dol-

linger robbed two banks,

killed 6 people, and scored 8

points for SMC B.

Sr. Eng (Grieve 18) 66;

Vic (Horner 15)62.

Pasht had 32 and Singer 27

however what boots it in-

deed (rhetorical question)

for Kent had 37 (wow.) and

Meds beatUC, 75-74.

"Lead, Kindree Light" —
Kindree scored 11 and Arch

beat Erin 11, 46-13.

COMING SOON
An exclusive interview

with SAC Presidential can-

didate Benjamin McNally
and VP hopeful Mark Gold-

SIHL STATS
WESTERN DIVISION

GP W L T F A PTS

Toronto 11 9 1 1 75 17 19

Waterloo 11 8 2 1 59 31 17

Guelph 11 4 5 2 42 48 10

Western 11 3 6 2 39 68 8

Windsor 10 3 5 2 31 52 8

McMaster 10 0 8 2 25 55 2

EASTERN DIVISION

Carleton 10 6 3 1 60 29 13

Montreal 10 6 3 1 48 39 13

Ottawa 8 6 2 • 0 37 29 12

Laval 11 6 5 U 41 36 12

McGill 12 3 6 3 41 49 9

Queen's 11 9 1 24 69 3

SKI QUEBEC
in reading week

Feb. 14-18
TRANSPORTATION BY

TRAILWAYS BUS $j57
MT.STE.ANNE

ACCOMMODATION
MEALS 4 DAYS SKIING

AT

CALL: JOHN 267-4166
TOM 920-5968

BERND 922-5563
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See BEV BOYES at the Benson Building, 6:30 p.m. Tuesday.
Also the Cochrane Cup!!!

One of the less glorious incidents in Friday's hockey game
against Loyola occurred just before the eight minute mark of the sec-

ond period. Top, Blues' Paul Laurent tries to poke the puck under

Loyola goalie Rocky Martin as Warriors' Ron Riley cruises in, but

Bryan Tompson (17) and Larry Carriere (2) have already started to

square off. Immediately above, Tompson heads for Carriere

(background) as Laurent and Dave McDowall take on John Hut ton

(21) and linesman Pat Murray restrains Martin. Below, Tompson
and Carriere struggle in round two and (bottom) the two wrestle on

the ice as Murray and linesman Fred Haughton try to pry them
apart. Referee Zip Thompson looks on. Both players were given

game misconducts. Tonight, Blues face their third stiff test in a row
as the Waterloo Warriors come to town. Only difference is, this one's

for real; Waterloo still could take first place by beating Toronto

twice. Game time is B p.m.

SPORTS SCHEDULES

WEEK OF FEB. 9th

Man. Feb 9 12,30 III Mech vs Vic. IV Murray. Allen
1 30 PHE A vs Vic. 1 Murray, Allen
7 00 Med A vs Dent A Richardson, Hemphill
B.15 New 1 vs Arch Richardson. Hemphill
930 III Ind A vs Vic VI Billings. Cyr
10.30 IV Elec vs Dent D Billings. Cyr

Tues Feb 10 130 Vic. lit vs Emman Bertrand. Titus
7.00 U.C. II vs Campus Miller. Skinner

Co-op

8 15 Knox vs Innis 1 Miller. Skinner

930 Vic. II vs Jr Eng Cyr. Boland
1030 Law III vs IV Mech Cyr. Boland

Wed- Feb 1 1 8.00 Geo! vs For. C Dubniak. Bamhouse
12 30 II Civil vs Vic. X Kolin. Seckington

1.30 Trin B vs Bus II Kolin, Seckington

4 00 PHE B vs U.C. 1 Richardson. Desroches
7.00 Law 1 vs Sr Eng. Richardson. Desroches
8.15 Erin vs Bus 1 Richardson. Desroches

9.30 Wye vs For B Gordon. Titus

10.30 III Chem vs St.M D Gordon. Titus

Thur. Feb. 12 12.30 St.M. A vs Trin A Bamhouse. Wright

1.30 Vic. VIII vs III Elec Bamhouse. Wright

7.00 St.M. 8 vs Scar Hemphill. Sullivan

8 15 Dev.Hse vs Law II Hemphill, Sullivan

930 IV Ind A vs U.C. Ill Nebata. Klinck

10.30 IV Che vs III Ind B Nebata, Klinck

WATER POLO (End of regular schedule)

Tues. Feb 10 7 30 PHE vs Eng 1 Duvall

8.15 U.C. vs Innis Archibald

9.00 Dent vs Med 6 Archibald
Wed Feb 1 1 4 45 Eng. II vs Trin Heyduck

530 Pharm vs For Heyduck
Thur. Feb 12 830 Law vs Scar Breech

SQUASH (End of regular schedule)

Tues. Feb. 10 6.20 Med, A vs PHE A
7.00 Law A vs Trin A
7.40 St.M. A vs Scar

Wed. Feb. 1 1 7.00 Vic 1 vs SGS
7.40 New vs Dent

8.20 Law B vs PHE A
Thur. Feb. 12 6.20 Innis vs Eng

7.00 Med. B vs Vic. II

IMPORTANT NOTE — Water Polo and Squash playoff schedules

start Feb 24th

BASKETBALL
Mon. Feb 9 1.00 Trin 8 vs IV Chem R Stern be rg.Trafford

4 00 St. M B vs Law 1 Schwarts, Fienberg

Tues Feb 10 12 00 Vic. Itl vs PHE D Faust. Puzeris

1 00 For A vs PHE C Faust. Puzens

4 00 Trin A vs Innis 1
Hummel. Boguski

630 Knox vs IV Elec Tra fford.Dymars ki,Hummel
7,30 Emman vs Dent B Traf/ord.Dymars ki.Hummel
8.30 Med 8 vs U.C II

Trafford.Dyma rski.Hummel
Wed. Feb 1

1

1.00 St.M. C vs Law B Coles, Eisenstein

4 00 PHE 8 vs SGS Saltzman, Schwartz

5 00 Erin. II vs Jr.Eng. Saltzman, Schwartz

600 New 1 vs Scar Hafner, L Stemberg.Chapnick

7,00 Pharm A vs Arch.A Harrier. L. Sternberg. Chapnick

800 Dent C New II
Hafner. L Stemberg.Chapnick

Thur. Feb. 12 1.00 Arch B vs New III Blinick. Boguski

400 Wye vs Inn.sll Blinick. Boguski

6 30 Trin A vs Dent A Tessis.Gee

8 00 Sr.Eng vs Vic 1
Tessis. Gee

Fri Feb 13 1 00 III Eng Scvs For B Fienberg.Cunningham

400 U C II vs Erin.ll Cass. Boguski

630 Med.A vs Erin 1
Mockford, Mockford

800 Vic II vs Bus Mockford. Mockford

• Ladies welcome

INTERFACULTY SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIPS
Thur Feb. 12 7 00 p.m. NEW SET-UP. NEW EVENTS

Ladies welcome — Details at Intramural office, HarT House
Swim meet followed by Water Polo game (see schedule)

INDOOR TRACK — Tues Feb 10th at 5:30 p.m. — 440 YDS
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Here we are again!

You've heard a lot about our foreign policies . .

.

How about a good domestic policy?

A limited free offer exclusivelyfor our North American customers

You may have reservations about dealing with a large, imperson-

al company. We know how you feel. Well sure the buffalo are

gone! But it's no use crying over spilt blood. After all, the times

they are a'changing and American Empire is the company that

changes with the times. We know that in a modern world it's

hard to keep the old customs, hard to raise the kids to respect

THE

American
Empire©

CANADA LTD

Page 16 — THE VARSITY. February 4. 1 970

them. Thai's why AE's domestic policy No. HOW-3387 is what

you need. We'll subsidize yoo in retaining your culture and hav-

ing some land you can call your own. Your land is our land, and

it's in good hands with American Empire. How well we know the

value of human dignity.

This offer subject lo change without notice at the discretion of the management.

we sympathize

with the aspirations

of your people
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VARSITY STAFF: (here's o
meeting today at 7 p.m. New
staff we/come. Everyone —
COME!

Flatulent trumpet • R5

This is how they appointed our Poli. Ec. chairman
By A. S. BARKER

An investigation committee

of students has started to piece

together the semi-secret pro-

cess which made Stefan Dupre

the new chairman of the Politi-

cal Economy Department.

The Political Economy
Course Union greeted Dupre's

appointment with dismay and

set up the committee at last

week's meeting to find out how
it happened.

For ten days the committee
toured the department "inves-

tigating" faculty and adminis-

trators who had been involved

in the appointment.

"We have discovered the

objective limits of scientific

investigation in the universi-

ty," a committee spokesman
said last night. "Namely the

secrecy which surrounds the
entire decision-making pro-

cess. Even professors don't
know what's going on. And no
one seems to think of even con-

sulting students."

Thomas Easterbrook, Chair-

man of the Poli. Ec. Depart-
ment, announced his resigna-

tion to the Dean of Arts and
Science in late May or early

June, the committee discov-

ered.

"BENEVOLENT DESPOT"
Arts and Science Dean Al-

bert Allen described Easter-

brook's chairmanship to the

committee as a "benevolent

despotism".

Albert Allen, Dean of Arts and Science.

"Easterbrook used to play
with his cards very close to his

chest," commented Political

Science Professor C. B. Mac-
pherson.

Jean Smith, former Asso-

ciate-Chairman of the depart-

ment, described Easterbrook's
regime as "Ulbrichtian", a
reference to the Premier of

East Germany.
After Easterbrook's resigna-

tion, the normal processes for

choosing a chairman — as out-

lined in the Haist Committee
Report went into operation.

The Haist Committee
was formed several years ago
to formalize bureaucratic
rules for making appointments
and promotions in the universi-

ty at the departmental level.

Dean Allen then chose a

committee to appoint the new
chairman.

Most of the faculty first

heard about Easterbrook's res-

ignation when they received a

circular from the Dean's office

announcing the composition of

the appointment committee
and asking faculty for sugges-

tions for a new chairman.

MEMBERS MET SECRETLY

The Committee met in cam-
era and kept no minutes.

Its members were:

• Dean Allen (Arts and Sci-

ence )

,

• Assistant Dean G, A. Watson

(Arts and Science),

• Dean Ernest Sirluck (SGS),

t Prof. D. F. Forster <U of T
Vice-Provost, Claude Bissell's

Executive Assistant, and pro-

fessor in Poli. Ec),
• Prof. C. B. Macpherson (a

senior member of the Poli Ec.

Department who declared he

was not a candidate for the

chairmanship).

• Dean J. M. Ham
(Engineering),

• Prof. D. P. Kerr (Chairman

of Geology),

• Prof. J. E. Hodgetts
( Principal of Victoria College

and professor in Poli. Ec.
• Prof. J. E. Smyth
( Commerce and Finance )

,

• Prof. R. Robinson I Poli.

Ec.) later replaced by Prof.

H. A. J. Green (Poli. Ec. i.

Dean Allen told the investi-

gating committee that he de-

liberately packed the appoint-

ment committee with adminis-

trators because the Political

Economy Department was the

largest and most important

i
department in the Faculty of

Arts and Science.

The Dean's committee re-

duced the list of nominees and

suggestions by the faculty

down to a final list of six to

eight names, all members of U
of T's own Political Economy
Department.

DUPRE NOT FIRST CHOICE
The committee first offered

the job to Prof. A. E. Safarian,

a "continentalist" economist,

and then to Prof. H. C. East-

man, a mathematical econo-

mist and an Associate Dean of

the Graduate School.

Both men declined the offer.

In late November the position

was offered to Stefan Dupre.
who accepted it in January.

Members of the Dean's
Committee would not discuss

with the investigation commit-
tee the concrete reasons for

their choice. They said it was
necessary to protect the rights

of the individuals involved.

Dean Allen and Prof Mac-
pherson both said no "politi-

cal" considerations conscious-

ly entered the selection pro-

cess.

Dupre has publicly come out

against the proposals of the

Commission on University

Government. He said the pro-

posals, if implemented, would

take too much power away
from the President.

Harvard-educated Dupre is

an urban planning expert, a

member of the centre for Ur-

ban and Regional Planning,

and head of the Institute for

Urban Studies.

Despite bis involvement in

urban planning, he has never

taken a public stance on the

Spadina Expressway
"I don't think I've got the

expertise to." he told The Var-

sity last night.

When asked why he took the

job as chairman. Dupre re-

plied. "If you come right down

to it, I suppose I wound up tak-

ing the job because a number

of my colleagues spoke quite

strongly about me doing it. and

also it was one of these situa-

tions where in the last analysis

there was a need for someone

with administrative experi-

ence."
The investigating committee

will make a full analysis of the

structure of the department

and its political significance

for Monday's Varsity. They
will present their findings to a

full meeting of the Course Un-

ion early next week.

Krishna Menon nearly fights at ISC
Khrishna Menon, the wry, former

defence minister for India, was goad-

ed into a near fight at a question and

answer session at the International

Student Centre yesterday afternoon.

Early in the discussion, Desh Chad-

ha (SGS) called Menon a traitor to the

Indian people because he wasn't con-

tributing to the real Indian revolution.

Menon and Chadna both rose to

fight, but several people subdued the

aged minister and the youthful dissen-

ter, Chadna was hustled out of the

room shouting: "Long live the Indian

revolution."

Later. Menon commented on var-

ious aspects of the present Indian and

world situation.

• Population problem: "India has

never been able to disseminate its

population. If you were to tell Canadi-

ans that we'd provide this very ex-

portable commodity, as soon as we

could send the people over, Canadians

would send them right back."

• Socialist change: "Slow? Of course

it's slow. But it depends upon the po-

tency of the people's will."

• World power: "To challenge the

major powers. India would need one

and a half times their power. Nobody

in the world, not even India, can be

trusted with that much power.

"

• Middle East: "The situation in the

Middle East is more fraught with

danger of world war than the situa-

tion in Vietnam. But just as the U.S.

will never subdue the Vietnamese

people, the long war in Israel will

exhaust itself."

• Nuclear war: "There is no such

thing as a limited nuclear war. Nucle-

ar weapons cannot win a war. All you

can do is destroy another country and

therefore destroy yourself. There is

no answer to nuclear war except to

end it."

• China: "We won't accept the occu-

pation of our territory. We have stat-

ed what our frontiers are, but the

Chinese continue to occupy our land.''

• Czechoslovakia: "The Czechosla-

vakian people can take care of them-

selves. This urge to protect Czech civ-

ilization is a new-found fervour. If the

U.S. is worried about protecting cul-

ture, they can pull out all over the

world.

• Press: (to a questioner who said his

own information was gathered from

newspaper reportsi "If you only know

what you read in the papers you are

misinformed."

After the questions eased off. Men-

on stood and slowly worked his way

through the crowd towards the exit,

commentin' on the fragmented con-

sciousness o what he felt was another

"typical university audience."

photo bvgerrv nrllanJ

Krishna Menon, former Indian

Minister of Defence.



MARX BROS!!!
- Movies at St. Mikes -

"MONKEY BUSINESS"

?
wS "COCONUTS"

9 P.M. CARR HALL

•
S04 SMC STUDENTS ^

7S1 OTHERS ^
SAT. FEB. 7th •

Charcoal- Broiled
Sizzling STEAKS

Served in burgundy Wine
nd succulent ROACT BEEF
Entertainment niloly in the

stairs Venetian Lounge & Bar
Appearing Nitely LARRY DOUGLAS

Steele's
TAVERN - RESTAURANT

EM. 8-5180 349 YONGE ST.'

COMING!
SON OF

HELLUP
WINE, WOMEN & SONG

8.30 P.M. U.N.F. HALL
FRIDAY, FEB. 13

HART HOUSE THEATRE THURS., FRI., SAT, FEB. 5,6,7, TICKETS $2.00 IN REFECTORY AND HART HOUSE

TICKETS AVAILABLE
AT DOOR

II c

Hillel Presents

DONALD SCHWARTZ
Dept. of Political Science

University of Toronto

Sunday ,
February 8th

8.30 p.m.

on

"SOVIET JEWRY &
SOVIET POLICY FOR

SOCIAL MOBILIZATION"

jBlxror j&trwi
OLCOR AT RU«ON

FtLUES
"A REVOLUTIONARY NEW MUSICAL" PRODUCED BV LORNE DIREPJF EL D DIRECTED BY STEVE WITKIN

rIf*M1CHAEL'I COUEGeTlFuUB*presSuT
~

last in the Series of Ingmar Bergman films

PERSONA
DAY: February 6, 1970

TIME: 8 and 10 p.m.

PLACE: Carr Hall,

50 St. Joseph Street

PRICE: $1 at the door

DISCUSSION: after the first

showing

SPECIAL ATTENTION: those who
would like to see some more 'alrights

newsery reals', please join us in the

discussion - We need your help badly in

running this film club!!!

:ery Care During Sei

Tt» City* Oldnt surviving Church

LITTLE

TRINITY
ANGLICAN •

EVANGELICAL
MlNISTIRt
Rov. Hkrrv

ASSOCIATE
Pnrf. TTMmu

Harpvr
•JServieti 11 a.m.

ft 7 p.m.

r
j
0 The U.C. PLAYERS' GUILD

presents

THE SEA GULL

by

Anton Chekhov

Feb. 25 - Mar. 7

+
' Wednesday - Saturday

1 8:30 P.M.

\ at The University College Theatre

|
79 St. George St.

directed by Hilary McLaughlin

L j

VARSITY BLAZERS
Varsity Tartan

Kilts Ties and Scarves

made to order

RICHARDSON'S
54S Yonge St. 922-3141

KNOX CHURCH - YOUNG PEOPLES SOCIETY

SUNDAY , FEBRUARY 8th. 815 p.m.

DR. STANLEY" BROWNE OBE. FRCT, FRCS, DTM

'LEPROSY - PUZZLES, PARADOXES, PROBLEMS"

ALSO THIS WEEKEND -

SATURDAY: FROM 7:30 p.m. SOCIAL EVENING

SUNDAY: I I :O0 a.m. MORNING WORSHIP

7:00 p.m. EVENING WORSHIP

Message of Dr. Fitch:

"Aren't Psychology & Psychiatry more

Revelant than the Gospel?"

COMING - "THE RESTLESS ONES"
"The film that tells the world the truth"

FEB. 12, 13. 14 - 8:00 P.M.

All Welcome - Spadina at Harbord
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SAC will support Campbell Report
By TREVOR SPURR

The Students Administrative
Council voted at a general
meeting Wednesday evening to

accept a report which would
give SAC's "critical support"
to the Campbell Report on Dis-
cipline.

The SAC report termed the
Campbell findings a "wat-
ershed in the field of campus
discipline", although it

stressed the necessity for re-

form of university government
that must be made in conjunc-
tion with the Campbell recom-
mendations.

The major recommenda-
tions that the two reports
agree upon include:

• Operational agreement
should be reached between in-

structor and students on class-

room and course procedure.

• That disruptive demonstra-
tions can be justified, recogniz-

ing a difference between de-

structive, disruptive demon-
strations and non-violent ob-

structive disruptions.

• A decision to use force

against disrupters be arrived
at by a democratically consti-

tuted body of faculty and stu-

dents.

• That it be as difficult to ex-

pel a student as it is to fire a
tenured faculty member,
t That the "in loco parentis"
philosophy be ended in resi-

dences.

• That faculty members be
eligible for library fines.

Reservations were ex-
pressed jn the SAC report
about Campbell's recommen-
dation on double jurisdiction

and double jeopardy which said

"unlawful action should nei-

ther preclude nor make man-
datory disciplinary action by
the university." .

The SAC report said action
by both civil courts and univer-

sity tribunals was only justifia-

ble if "the criminal offence
severely interfered with the

university's academic func-

tion."

The SAC meeting also dis-

cussed the structure of disci-

plinary tribunals. It was sug-

gested a member of the univer-

sity be judged by a tribunal in

which his peers (faculty or
students) would be in the ma-
jority.

"It preserves the idea of two
classes struggling with each
other and helps create a per-

manent estate system which I

don't like", said Ken McEvoy,

University Government Com-
missioner.

The SAC also accepted the

recommendations of the report

on the relationship between
SAC, Scarborough and Erin-

dale Colleges.

The report would create two
new Executive positions, one
for each campus, give a 50 per
cent rebate of SAC fees to

these colleges, and create a tri-

partite committee to re-nego-
tiate the rebate every year.

Several organizations and
individuals received financial

assistance from SAC at its bi-

weekly give-away.

Included in these grants
were $220 to send U of T stu-

dents to a McGill conference to

discuss the creation of a new
national student organization,

$800 to CUSO, $200 to finance a

U of T speaking engagement
for Stanley Gray.

They also said they would
ask for $2000 from next year's

budget for the renovation of

Hart House farm when the new
budget was presented.

Council also agreed to pay
all fees and fines incurred by
Jon Galama (IV SMC) in fight

to beat a jaywalking violation

he received last Thursday.

The campus centre has been resurected — at least temporarily.

The Students' Administrative Council Wednesday night accepted a report written by Wayne
Richardson (IV ASPC) (centre) that recommends a campus centre referendum.

The referendum, to be held on the same day as the SAC Presidential elections, will ask stu-

dents if they feel SAC should continue plans for a campus centre.

It will also ask if they are willing to support a combination of a student levy (approximately

13 dollars a year per student over a 20-year period) and a fund-raising drive to finance the centre.

If students indicate they want a centre but are unwilling to support a student levy, SAC will

try to find alternate means of financing, says Richardson.

Richardson also recommends thai SAC hire a full-time campus centre co-ordinator.

Plans for a campus centre began five years ago but bogged down due to site and financial

^wblems^^
^^^^

Bill Lawson wins battle over vendor's licence

Bill Lawson won the fight to

keep his vendor's license yes-

terday by the skin of his ever-

smiling teeth.

He appeared before the Met-

ropolitan Licensing Commis-
sion Thursday afternoon and

had his license renewed for one

year on probation.

This means that if Bill re-

ceives any more tickets in the

next year and the traffic de-

partment brings them to the

attention of the Licensing

Commission, then Bill will

have his license suspended.

The end result of the whole

process is that Bill is in much
the same position as he was
before it began.

He will continue to serve

students from his truck on St.

George St., and if the police

want to, they will still ticket

him under a 1931 bylaw which
was designed for fruit and veg-

etable trucks.

And the game will continue

until either the bylaw is

changed or Bill Lawson loses

his vendor's license.

EDITOR
THE VARSITY

The Varsity Board or Directors invites applications from mem-
bers or the University community for the position of Editor-in-
Chief of "The Varsity" for the 1970-11 academic session.
The Editor will be responsible for the editorial policy and op-
eration of the paper. As the job carries considerable authority
applicants should submit detailed proposals for Ihe manage-
ment of the paper. These may include proposed changes in the
current rorniat or editorial policy, and names of prospective
staff. Approximately $1,000 per month is available for stall
including a salary of S50-S100 a week for the Editor, de-
pending on distribution of the work load.

Applicants will be interviewed boUi by the current Varsity
staff, and the Board or Directors, with Ihe Board making the
final decision.

Address written applications to:

Mr. Gary R. Thaler,
Chairman,
Varsity Board or Directors,
c/o Erindale Colleee.
University of Toronto.

Closing date lor submission is !i;00 p.m.

Wednesday. February 18

Further inrormation may be obtained tram the Chairman or
other members of the Board.

Varsity Board of Directors. 1969-70

Mr. Gary Thaler (Erindale College, 828-5284)

Mr. Paul Bator (III SMC)

Mrs. Sue Johnson (IV A.P.S.C.)

Mr. Brian Johnson (Varsity Editor)

Mr. Bruce Lewis (I Law)

Mr. Paul MacRae (Canadian University Press)

Mr. Ian Montagnes (U. of T. Press. 928*2231)

Mr. John Morris (Policy Analysis Institute. 928-9292)

Mr. Bob Parkins (Canadian Press)

Mr. Frank Matheson (Dept. of Political Economy. 928-8631)

Mr. Crai* Perkins ([ Law)
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PAGE FOUR

.and there were no political considerations."

Making of a Chairman : Autonomy for whom?
In the process that led to the appoint-

ment of a new Chairman of the Politi-

cal Economy Department, we see the

meaning, presumably, of university

"autonomy".

The Government did not intervene.

Big Business did not intervene. Junior

faculty did not intervene. Students did

not intervene — in fact, the front-page

story in today's Varsity is probably the

first that most of them had heard about

the resignation of the old Chairman six

months ago.

Those who chose Stephan Dupre as

the new Political Economy Chairman
deny that any "politics" entered their

decision. It should have: the Chairman
has control over the department's
budget and a big say in new appoint-
ments and the granting of tenure; more
than any other figure, he determines
the evolving anatomy of the depart-

ment.

Although the decision to appoint
Dupre may not have been a conscious

political decision, the effects of that

decision are directly political: he be-

comes the most powerful man in the

department. He controls the quality

and direction of the department's re-

search and teaching by deciding the

quality and direction of expertise in his

appointments.

Many students, particularly Political

Science graduates, have been alarmed
at the pattern of recent appointments
to the department — especially the in-

flux of right-wing Americans such as
Lakoff, Will, Thorson, and Berns.

Berns resigned from Cornell, as he was
enraged by the administration's lenien-

cy there with militant black students.

Now he is teaching American govern-

ment in the U of T's Political Science

Department. .

Aware of the resentment against the

influx of American personnel, Dean
Allen's selection committee consisted

entirely of Canadians and was careful

to choose a Canadian chairman. But
the complete functional integration of

this university with the American

Editor Brian Johnson
Review Editor lorry Haiven
Sports Editor Jim Cowan, 923- 4053
Advertising ManagerCarol Cooper, 923-

817)
Editorial Offices 91 St. George, 2nd floor

Editorial Phones 923-8741
Advertising Offices 91 St. George, Istfloor

early and late — a johnson werniek coup with
frommly vaughn help, louil worked well with
trevar and laura saeert. torn was pressed and jon

freaked by the peace cum cong. bev and hanna
dictatorially told me to but they got ll done, and
then there wa* an angry cowan with his room
full of nameless sport siei. errol and gary and don
and spencer all were here, too bad they left so

early, jim and mary kale make this almost com-
plete except for all-purpose me. lix It was a lousy

tape, bibl suecup.

Empire is not going to be combatted by
"ethnic" appointments.

To run the largest and most latently

explosive department in Arts and Sci-

ence, the committee of administrators

chose an administrator — a technocrat

in urban planning. They chose a Har-

vard-educated Canadian who is not in

the least concerned by the strangle-

hold that American business and gov-

ernment has over our country. They
chose a man whose stated position on

even the mild reformism of the Com-
mission on University Government's
Report is conservative. He has vocally

denounced even liberal student power
demands.
Dupre is President Strand's repre-

sentative on a hearing committee to

arbitrate the cases of six of the 12 pro-

fessors who were purged from the Pol-

itical Science, Sociology, and Anthro-

pology Department at Simon Fraser
University. That might give us some
indication of the position he is likely to

take on the parallel structures proposal

already made by the Political Econo.-

my Course Union.

Allen's committee did not have to

make overt and conscious political

considerations in order to make a polit-

ical decision. Their final candidate was
discovered through a process of natural

selection: Dupre suited the pre-formed

structures and administrative needs of

the department.

"Apolitical" structures.

And it's not just coincidence that the

''apolitical" politics that the same end-

of-ideology politics that are being

taught in the department. It's a brand

of politics where value-free, techno-

cratic administrators operate a deci-

sion-making machine within a given

structure that pre-determines the polit-

ical result.

In this case, the structure is the rules

of the Haist Report.

By accepting Dupre's appointment,
students will just re-create those struc-

tures. Political Economy students

should act through their course union,

which meets Monday, and challenge

the process which appointed Dupre.

LETTERS
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I wish to correct a rather serious misquo-
tation which appeared in the feature article

on the new Research Library in your issue

of last Wednesday, January 28. The article

quotes me as saying that the new building

will not require many additions to the li-

brary staff "because we are presently over-

staffed". These last five words are simply
not true, and I could not have said them. If

they were to become true, at some future

date, we should of course be obliged imme-
diately to begin laying off staff.

What I did say, apparently without being

fully understood by the reporter, was that

most of the people who will work in the new

building are already on staff. They include

the large technical services and systems
departments now housed in a four-storey

building on Bedford Road, the entire de-

partment of rare books and special collec-

tions now located on Charles Street East,

plus most of the staff now jammed into the

central library building.

Apart from this one misquotation, and a

few incorrect statements about technical

points which he did not check with me, your

reporter did a very commendable job.

Robert H. Blackburn,

Chief Librarian.
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The pictures above come "South Africa Quiz", a book put out by the South African government. It shows a bustling country, straining at the seams with wealth. It

with the other. None will be placated by artificial formulas that dilute their nationality. It shows a healthy country in which there is food, work, and health care for all

it's a nice place to live but

Last summer I travelled to Johannesburg, South Afri-

ca, visiting the National Union of South African Students on
behalf of the Canadian Union of Students. It was a visit that

injected hard anger into the concern that I shared with
many about South Africa's racial policies. It was also a visit

that was very depressing and is hard to write about.
• * • • *

ARRIVAL: AFTER A CLEAR, SUNNY FLIGHT
FROM KAMPALA, UGANDA, across Portuguese Mozam-
bique and Rhodesia. It begins when you land. The men who
manually push the exit stairs to the plane are black, those

driving the baggage trucks white, those loading baggage
black, immigration officers white, porters black.

"Are you staying long?" "No, just a tourist on a trip,"

my tense voice answers. O.K., passports stamped, get my
luggage. "Anything to declare?" "No." I'd left any left-

wing literature that was banned here in Tanzania.
Big sign as I go to change

some money in the air ter- tion in the war for "freedom
minal lounge: "This lounge is and democracy", the sign

for whites only." Same with says. On the north side of the

washrooms, signs I haven't

seen since Mississippi in the

early sixties. Over in the far

corner is a tiny little room:
"Waiting Lounge: Non-
Whites." But then I suppose
that's only fair; blacks don't

have the money or freedom of

movement to fly much any-
way.

On into Johannesburg, an
incredibly rich city of 600,-

000, stark with the spread of

new thrusting buildings rising

against the slag heaps of the

gold mines in the background.
There are fair-sized bunga-
lows all along the highway
from the airport, each look-

ing prosperous, well-kept;

they're working class homes
and in each backyard is what
we first thought might be
large dog-houses; they wer-
en't, they were black serv-

ants' homes.
Downtown Jo-burg, Sunday

afternoon, and my wife and I

are walking, staring at the

endless rich and specialized

stores, making Toronto shop-

ping look poverty-stricken.

They're all closed, of course,

South Africa being a very re-

ligious country, and chatter-

ing whites are coming out of

church. We pass the city hall

with its plaque commemorat-
ing South Africa's participa-

city hall is another sign:

"Non-white entrance Only";

on the south is another:

"White entrance Only." The
same on the post-office and
other public buildings. The
buses too are segregated.

There are black Africans
on the streets, in looking at

the rich stores too, until the

curfew sends all but servants

back to the African location,

Soweto, where they must
live. The Africans don't look

at you as they pass, their eyes

look down. We'd been in Tan-
zania where equality is auto-

matic, where eyes meet natu-

rally, and it hit us very hard.

You wanted to shout "God,
I'm sorry!", but you couldn't

because you, after all, were
white.

Escape, get away from it,

at least for a minute before it

all pushes in and smothers
you, There's a park, a foun-

tain, some trees, thank the

Lord, some benches to relax

on for a moment. There were
signs on the benches: "Euro-
pean Only" and "Coloured."

"The hardest thing is that

people who grow up here just

take it for granted. They
don't even react to the signs

anymore. Apartheid is just

the natural way of life."

Horst Kleinschmidt was re-

sponding to my depression

about the overt racism every-

where around me. He's Vice-

President of the National

Union of South African Stu-

dents, the group I had come
to visit and speak to. NUSAS
represents English-speaking

white university students by
and large, although some Af-

ricans and Indians are in-

volved in the union too, and as

an organization it provides

about the only legal opposi-

tion to Apartheid in South
Africa.

"Take me. I come from
South-West Africa, a rural

area, and until I was 21 I

hadn't even met an African

on other than a master-serv-

ant level. The government
succeeds with Apartheid be-

cause of this ability to keep
blacks and whites separate,

so that we never find out

they're just humans like us. It

wasn't until University that I

met Africans on a basis that

made me reject Apartheid.,

That's what NUSAS did and
that's what it keeps doing by
setting up non-racial situa-

tions where people really feel

how stupid the government
policy is."

Kleinschmidt had become
an activist and was now deep
in NUSAS work, building

white opposition wherever he

could, even among white Af-

rikaans students, and organ-
izing with non-white students

in touch-and-go scrapes with

the immensely powerful and
competent South African se-

curity forces.

"They tried to bribe me
once to be a spy, and I re-

fused; since then their har-

assment's been even greater.

I'm pretty sure I won't get a

job as a teacher when I grad-

uate, especially since I'm
going to work full-time for a

year for the union."

"Why do you keep at it?"

Silence, then a younger girl,

Jeanette Curtis, the Regional

NUSAS Director gave me her

answer: "You have to do it,

you have to stay politically

active, apartheid permeates
everything. It's a question of

morality."

It's a question of morality

that takes a big toll on student

politicans. NUSAS leaders

have been deported, had their

citizenship revoked, been
refused passports, and been
named as "Communists" and

"banned", a kind of limited

arrest — all of course, with-

out trial. It wasn't a game,
even if there was a lot of ex-

citement and a certain ro-

manticism in the opposition

of some of them.*

"We've changed our strate-

gy," Kleinschmidt told me.

"We used to just react to big

issues the government gave
us, like expelling a university

professor, or refusing a

speaker entry to the country.

Now we've started planning
campaigns and demonstra-
tions on the whole basic ques-

tion, and, even more impor-
tant, we've started organiz-

ing, more in an undercover
way, among non-whites at

their separate colleges.

"We're still doing a lot of

social welfare stuff, too. We
give Africans loans and schol-

arships for their education,

we're doing virtually illegal

prison education work, and
we're trying to fight the mal-
nutrition that thousands of

Africans in this country suf-

fer from. We try to encourage
non-racial contact too,

through things like regional
reading rooms.

"But it's really hard, we've
got a skeleton staff, next to no
money, and we're always fac-

ing government pressures
against us. We have to hire

lawyers to give us detailed

advice so as not to go out of

existence for a pittance. If it

weren't for overseas money
that's donated to us, it would
be impossible, and the gov-

ernment is always finding

ways to block that getting to

us."

He told me the secret chan-

nels they have from Canada
and the U.S.A. but those have
got to be kept secret.

Downtown Jo-burg again,

buying toothpaste or some-
thing.

"Where are you from?"
"Canada." '.'You visiting

long?" "No, just a few days."
"Hope you enjoy the visit.

How did you fly down? '

'

"Oh, we came in by
BOAC."
"You came over Rhodesia

then, that's where I'm from,

Salisbury. Bloody BOAC,
they'd fly you over Rhodesia,

but they won't land there

anymore. Those British,

bunch of bloody liberal hypo-

crits."

I smiled tightly and said

good-bye, because, like most
whites in South Africa, he
was a friendly, open person,

and smashing him wouldn't

have done much good; be-

sides he was probably right

about British hypocrisy.

NUSAS took us all around
Johannesburg, the plush,

treed upper-class areas, the

massive, modern as tomor-

row Afrikaans university, its

facilities, we were told, sig-

nificantly underused, Witwa-

tersrand, the English univer-

sity, also huge, but crowded,

where thousands of students

marched last spring for the

academic freedom to admit

students of all colours and to

hire professors without gov-

ernment interference. We
also saw the Indian area

where life-giving shops are

being boarded up as the gov-

ernment forces these non-

whites into rural areas,

where presumably storekee-

pers can sell their goods to

each other.

And we saw the Johannes-

burg Teachers' College for

Indian students, a small, drab

Review 2



defends apartheid with the usual arguments — History has shown that all nations lend to be exclusive. One is not readily blended
r|nd gteat opportunity to prosper. A country that nature has blessed. Looks like a great place to live, doesn't it?

ou wouldn't want to visit there

building which offers the only

post-secondary education for

Asians in the city.

The head of the student
council at the Indian college

sat across from me, pretty

nervous, even though he knew
the NUSAS people and
worked with them. All the

frustration of the grim life of

a non-white was coming out.

"They're starving us,

that's what they're doing,

moving Indians out to the new
towns; we can't make a living

there. The government talks

about separate development
but there's a lot more sepa-

rateness than development."

He was 19, would be able to

teach only Indians and was
under continual police har-

assment for his political ac-

tivity. In Canadian political

terms, those politics might
have been right-wing Liberal.

"The education in my
school is very poor, they don't

really try to have us learn

anything, that would be too

dangerous. And when you try

to do anything at all about the

school, they give you a very

hard time. I'm sure they're

going to fail me or take away
my grant."

*****
"Are you Afrikaans?"

"Yes," said the Dutch-

speaking white student as he

sat down beside me in a uni-

versity cafeteria that might

have been anywhere in the

world.

"Horst tells me you sup-

port the government's poli-

cies."

"Of course. I'm working in

the Nationalist party because

I think what it is doing is right

in South Africa. You have to

accept human nature. Hu-

mans are naturally preju-

diced; and we accept that

prejudice and make it a prin-

ciple of our government.

That's the best way to run a

country. Look at the United

States, they did away with

segregation and now they've

got all those riots."

"You really think of your-

self as that different from an
African?"

"Sure. They come from a

different background than
me. I could never live beside
an African, we're just two
different kinds of people.

'

'

"You don't think you have
to fight that prejudice and
that difference?"

"No, you make sure Afri-

cans are equal, but they still

have to be separate."

"And you think the govern-

ment is doing that, trying to

give Africans equal condi-

tions and so forth in the coun-

try?"

"Sure, don't you?"
I told him I wasn't con-

vinced, in a nice way, too

nice, but then he was a very

friendly open guy. And I had

to get to a meeting where I

was speaking about Tanzania

and the black equality and
socialism we had seen there.

It was very hard to talk about

those things in South' Africa.
*****

Visitors to South Africa

don't see Soweto, the African

community of 500,000 people

ten miles from the Johannes-

burg it serves. Partly be-

cause it's not on the maps,
partly because its illegal for a

white to go there.

We visited it on the pretext

of driving home a black for-

mer student of one of the five

African universities in the

country. He had been ex-

pelled as one of 21 supposed

leaders of a spontaneous sit-

in by 300 of the 400 students at

the place objecting to govern-

ment harassment and direc-

tion of their lives.

"All African universities in

South Africa are just glorified

high schools. There's just no

future for us here. I want to

get out of the country and get

north, work in one of the inde-

pendent countries there. This

place is never going to

change."

by steve

langdon
talked to him about the

sit-in and he spoke bitterly

about the white authorities of

thf school who wouldn't even
have a discussion with stu-

dents with complaints. He
wds also angry about the use
of police spies among the stu-

dents. Kleinschmidt, in fact,

suggested that as high as 40%
of African university students

are forced to give police in-

formation on their class-

mates if they wish to remain
in school.

"The African universities

are so ridden with fear its

impossible to believe," said

the NUSAS man, and the Afri-

can student ageeed: "They
can get you anytime they

want and simply take you
away. The come in the middle
of the night and pick some-
body up, and you never hear

from him again. You don't

know what they've done with

him — put him in detention,

shot him or just transported

him to the rural areas." With
power like that against him,

and little hesitation in its use,

the non-white South African
is a scared and careful man,
keeping as much in line as

possible.

We drove through Soweto,
dirt roads, and crammed to-

gether thousands of drab tool-

shed size houses, with an av-

erage of nine people to each.

Periodically the place erupts
into violence and murders —
against other Africans, usual-

ly on Saturday night. We vis-

ited the only high school for

the whole area.

"We had to turn away 300

of 700 people who applied for

first year last year," the Afri-

can principal told us in the

storage room that overcrowd
ing forced him to use for an
office. "And even as it is,

we've got 70 students to one
teacher in the early years."
We visited some class

rooms and there the student:

were stuffed into second-hand
desks in small classrooms
trying to get the knowledge
that the principal knew would
give them little future in that

society anyway. The students

looked at us in a kind of tense

fear that suggested the only

whites who came here usually

were Afrikaans inspectors.

We drove on through Sowe-

to, past labour barracks the

government is starting to use

to avoid having wifes and
children come with their hus>

bands to work in Jo-burg's

mines and industries. We
passed a high wall with

barbed wire topping separat-

ing Soweto from adjacent
white housing. Then we
turned into the hospital for

blacks, where conditions, we
were told, were incredibly

bad. As it turned out we
couldn't verify that, though
we tried to get a tour from
the white female administra-

tor of the place. Her eyes

almost fell out when we
walked into her office, five

young whites and an African.

"What are you doing here?

What do you want? You can't

be in here!"

"Well, I'm a Canadian, and
I thought I'd like to see the

hospital before going back
home with my impressions of

South Africa."

"It's out of the question,

impossible, you need a pass,

and it's only good on Thurs-
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day, and you have to have a

guide accompany you. Now
you'll have to leave, at
once

! '

'

We left. We dropped the
student off and we returned to

the huge hotels, the expensive
homes, the spacious universi-

ties of the other South Africa.

Kleinschmidt looked at me,
and said, "You remember
you asked me why I kept
doing what I'm doing? After
Soweto, you know."

In South Africa there is no
single way of life. The popula-
tion comprises many different

peoples whose divergent cus-

toms and traditions lend a
highly diversified lustre to

every day life. At one extreme
is the white nation, main repo-

sitory of western civilization.

South Africa in fact, S.A. Dept.

of Information.

A white person means a
person who — (a) in appear-
ance obviously is a white per-

son and who is not generally

accepted as a coloured person;

or (b) is generally accepted as
a white person and is not in

appearance obviously not a
white person ....
1962 Amendment to Popula-
tion Registration Act.

One of the Africans we met
in Soweto put it very well. "It

has to change. This is our
country and we're going, to

run it; we have to. These peo-

ple are human beings not

animals and we're not going
to accept being second-class
citizens here. We're not going
to be put down forever.

'

'

The question is will it

change, and, if so, how?
Most NUSAS people were

pessimistic; they felt forty

years might be the shortest
period you could expect. The
reason is simple: there are
three very powerful factors

working for the government.
Whites are coming increas-

ingly to support the hard-line

Nationalist party. Blacks are
under tremendous repression

and faced with very powerful
military force if they move to

guerilla warfare. Finally, and
the key to both the first two,
the South African economy is

booming and very rich.

Organizations like NUSAS
may have some impact on
white opinion, but that is

doubtful. In fact, the govern-

ment is able to use NUSAS as

a whipping boy, playing on
fears of U.S. style student
riots in conjunction with
blacks, to keep much of its

support solid. The NUSAS
role is more likely to be in the

fields they've recently moved
into of helping and working
with non-white students.

Their usefulness here de-

pends on financial help from
outside South Africa.

There are underground
African movements, the most

-significant of which is the
African National Congress,
the ANC in mid November
proved it still exists in the
country by organizing sur-

prise pamphlet drops and
hidden radio speakers to an-

nounce, "The time has come,
this Government of slavery,

this government of oppres-
sion, this Apartheid monster
must be removed from power
and crushed by the people.

"

The ANC is also active in

guerilla fighting in Rhodesia
with the liberation movement
there and sees its strategy as
freeing Rhodesia and Mozam-
bique first, then closing in on
South Africa. The country is

poor guerilla territory,

though, much like southern
Ontario, and the army is very
well-equipped and trained.

Internal war seems unlikely

to succeed without major
external aid, and here South
Africa is already using her
wealth slowly to buy off inde-

pendent African govern-
ments, such as that in Mala-
wi.

And so we come back to the

South African economy with
its massive American invest-

ment, its high profits and its

growing dominance all across
the African continent. It is a
capitalist industrial nation of

the very first order.

Yet it is a vulnerable econ-

omy because it relies so heav-
ily on international trade and
the investment of American
and British capital — and of

Canadian capital for that

matter. Exports make up a
quarter of the GNP and near-

ly a third of capital goods
supplied each year are im-
ported. Gold is a particularly

important export and oil a
particularly important im-
port. In short, international
action against South Africa
could be effective.

Is it likely to come? Indica-

tions are not encouraging.
Just recently the Internation-

al Monetary Fund and the
United States acted to pro-
vide a guaranteed market for

the South African gold which *

new international financial
arrangements seemed to

have eliminated. The British

cannot afford to act because
of the harm likely to come to

their precarious balance of

payments. There has been no
significant international
move yet against South Afri-

ca, and it seems that western
interests are making so much
money there that such moves
are unlikely.

What of Canada and Cana-

dians? I talked to students in

Tanzania when I was there

and they were extremely crit-

ical of Canada. One student
leader summed things up by
saying "We still have to think

of Canada as the enemy when
you're in a NATO alliance

with Portugal and when

you're not moving against
South Africa." The NATO al-

liance helps Portugal defend
Mozambique. And far from
being negative about South
Africa, this country still pro
vides them with Common
wealth preferences in trad'

ing, in spite of their expulsion

from that organization a dec
ade ago.

Canadians have two things

they can do. They can force
their government to act. And
they can act as individuals.

The first category should in-

clude economic boycotts
against South Africa and pol-

itical and military help for

African liberation move
ments. Canadian advisors in

Tanzania, for example, seem
to have been relieved of their

military duties by Tanzania
because they refused to help

train guerillas to fight in

Mozambique, Rhodesia and
South Africa. The Chinese are

now doing the training

which may be preferable
since their credentials for the

job are a little more obvious
— but is not very indicative of

Canadian support for African

liberty.

As individuals we can do

two things, as well as pres-

suring the government.
Church groups, those opposed

to any kind of war, even of

liberation, can contribute

money to organizations like

NUSAS helping Africans have

a somewhat better life inside

South Africa. Others can pro-

vide aid to organizations like

the A.N.C. They have fund-

raising branches in Canada
and need the money badly.

But we must act, and act

quickly. In a major speech

last fall at the University of

Toronto the President of Tan-

zania, Julius Nyerere, per-

haps the most respected lead-

er on that continent, made the

point emphatically. As he put

it, the basic question we are

answering is "Will Canada at

least understand that free

dom means as much to us in

Africa as it does to any other

people?"
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RUDOLF SERK1N, piano,
ADOLF BUSCH, violin

HERMAN BUSCH, cello. Bee-
thoven "Ghost" Trio; Brahms
Trio in C. Maj., op. 87. Colum-
bia Odyssey 32 16 0361.
For sheer musicality, this

reissue of a 1951 taping of the
Brahms trio in C major sur-
passes most present-day at-
tempts, including the much
lauded Istomin-Stern-Rose col-

laboration. Great dynamic
depth and healthy tempi pre-
sent a jovial, robust Brahms.
The Beethoven seems a trifle

fast, but Serkin and friends are
very convincing. Their sensi-
tive interpretation sets the
standard for piano trios 20
years later.

lonyjohn

CREAM. Best of Cream. Poly-

dor 543.069. JIMI HENDRIX.
Smash Hits. Reprise 2025.
ROLLING STONES. Through
the Past, Darkly. London NPS 3

If you were a Cream fan,

chances are you'll already
have recordings of most of the

songs on Best of Cream, which
is a selection of cuts from their

previous albums. It's a fine

and representative collection

though, and, true to the title, it

has pretty much the best of

what the Cream did.

Like the Cream album,
Smash Hits is a collection of

songs available on old Hendrix
albums, but it's not as good a

record as the Cream's. While I

think that Hendrix is the

world's best rock guitarist, I

don't think he put out a really

great album until Electric
Ladyland, and consequently
even on an album which is sup-
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posed to be a selection of ear-
lier hits, there are a lot of sub-
standard songs.

The Stones are that rarity,
the rock group whose musi-
cianship isn't as good as their
material. I have always felt
that the Rolling Stones were
inore-uifdrisma than the great
musicians they were supposed
to be. Nevertheless, there is

some excellent music on this

collection of past material,
although, as with the Hendrix
album, there is some throwa-
way material among what is

supposed to be only big hits.

nick Schmidt

JANIS JOPLIN. Kozmic Blues.

Columbia 9913.

Janis Joplin, in spite of what
people have said, isn't a blues
singer. She doesn't have the

voice, approach, material
(usually), or backing of the

blues. But what she has assimi-

lated and made very much her

own is the best of Detroit/

Memphis/Chicago soul. She
successfully avoids either

simply copying an already well

established black musical
form or watering it down for a

white audience. She has a pow-
erful enough voice to handle
the music and sufficient indi-

viduality in her voice to create

her own sound. Songs good,

band good — choice white soul.

ph.

DON ELLIS. Shock Treatment.

Columbia 9668; Autumn. Co-
lumbia 9721.

Don Ellis used to be an ob-

scure avant-garde musician
who played with George Rus-
sell and had his own Hindustani

Jazz Sextet. Now, with his

electrified quarter tone trum-
pet, his extremely loud big

band, with its many percus-
sionists and amplifiers, and his

compositions in odd meters, he
has hit the big time. In person,

once, this stuff might be excit-

ing, but on record I find it soon
becomes boring — a sort of up
to date Stan Kenton/Woody
Herman approach. If you must

join the rush to buy one of the
records, try the second, which
features Ellis' flatulent trum-
pet on a super noisy Indian
Lady.

\. mc'c

THE VELVET UNDER-
GROUND. MCM 4617.

1 This group started off as
P'prt of Andy Warhol's show but
njave since moved off in their

O'Jvn direction. It's a definitely
N^ew York sound (Pearls Be-
ft ire Swine have the same out-

oU-tune guitars). The music
g^bes from self-consciously soft
tc| loud and sinister (wi'.h a bit

o«J steel guitar). Lou Reed does
sojme of the better rock lyrics
atjound — often sadistic, often
f'Hppant, sometimes strangely
tetnder, even holy.

i. d. Schwartz
CtHAMPION JACK DUPREE.
Mck & Mickey in Heavy Blues.
Si re 97010.

A nice, if unexceptional,
ad dition to Jack Dupree's
ml any albums. The Mickey in
th £ title is Mickey Baker who,
In the mid-50's, was the pyro-
te' ;hnic guitarist with the phe-
no menally successful Mickey
an d Sylvia act. The two get
to, jether with a couple of good

iglish musicians on rhythm
an d produce some pleasant
bl les, though definitely on the
l|j ht side in spite of the album
tit le. Good natured fooling,
f»ie barrel-house piano, and
°f :-color lyrics set the tone for
th a record.

ph.

"I E & TINA TURNER. In Per-
so n. Minit 24018.

An incredibly "live" album
— the engineering is excellent.

Tl e torrid sorcery of Tina
Tl rner spins right off the re-

co -d. Sounding like she gargles
with kerosene, this beautiful
w< iman brings the whole album
to a musical and sexual cathar-
sis. With cauterizing vocals,
th ; vibrations of Tina scream
gi >e il to me when you come
ho me.

don quintan

a gloomy cavern

Jean Anouilh'sThe Cavern is

to me a best-beloved play. Just
before curtain at the current
production of it in the Drama
Centre's studio lab theatre on
Glenmorris Street, I acknowl-
edged this favoritism to direc-
tor Peter Brigg He was not
cheered by the information,
opining that nobody ever ap-
proves a production of a pet
play.

In this case he was right.

The play endears itself to me
as a stylized examination of

what constitutes reality, on
and off stage. Anouilh sets up
and manipulates three kinds of

characters whose ostensible
reality index is the degree to

which they are part of the
play's plot: an Author who is

stymied by his own play, the
characters which he has creat-
ed into human beings, and a
cardboard cut-out of a police
inspector who brings the peo-
ple in the audience into the
lives of the people in the au-
thor's mind by investigating a
murder. The victim is Marie-
Jeanne, cook and below-stairs
queen in a wealthy turn-of-this-

century French household. And
by the end of the inmates of
this household have gotten out
of control, assuming such di-

mensions that the inspector's
plot-pushing question of "Who
killed the cook?" is as irrele-

vant, irreverent and unreal to

the audience as it is to the Au-
thor.

Or at least that's what
should happen: this time it

doesn't. By cramming The
Cavern full of comments from
Author and Inspector about the
calibre of his play as play.

Anouilh gambled on the per-

ennial and universal availabili-

ty of a cast whose competence
and conviction can invert his

deliberately self-conscious

theatricalism. Very few actors

in this production are up to the
effort: Nigel Spencer as the
Inspector and Doris Cowan as
Adele come closest among the
leads, with some support pro-
vided by Robert Lackenbauer's
Baron Jules ( the dead-on com-
ic timing of which made me
regret the smallness of the
part) and John Pepper's Semi-
narist. The thirteen other per-
formances range from the
barely adequate though poorly
paced to the abysmal — the
greatest deficiencies coming
through in sloppy diction, un-
certainty about the delivery of
lines and gestures, and general
failure to develop and vary a
role beyond its simplest possi-
ble outlines. It is the last of
these lacks which aborts both
credibility and charm in Bie
Cartwright's performance as
the complex earth-mother-
cum-aristocrat-Marie-Jean,
and when the character of the
Cook goes, so does the Cavern.

More's the pity because the
technical staging of the show is

not only up to scratch but be-

yond it: Merle Niemi's set,

remaining faithful to the
script's instructions and tone,
seems to triple the available
acting area, and John Hendrix'
lighting effects provide some
of the subtlest drama in the
production. But this show rests
with the cast, and Mr. Brigg
might have been wise to have
had them meditate on the Pir-

andello quote he put in the pro-
gramme: "A play doesn't ere
ate people, people create a
play. So first of all one must
have people . With them and
through them the idea of the
play will be born, its shape and
destiny enclosed in this first."

Without people emerging from
the on-stage parts, I couldn't
discern life, much less shape
and destiny.

— morion o'connor
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Bertrand Russell was one of™
my heroes, in part because I

though the immoral old man
was also immortal. He was 97
— a little deaf, but otherwise
still lucid and active. That's a

goal to aim for.
After the first part of his autobiog-

raphy came out a few years ago, I put
a picture of him on my wall, with his

Words beside it: -'Three passions, sim-

ple hut over-whetmingty strong^ have

governed my life: the longing for love,

the search for knowledge and unbeara-

ble pity for the suffering ofmankind. " I

like that. I was young then. Still am.
Russell's first three wives (and a

few other love affairs) failed to meet
that need for love. He divorced his

first wife after 27 years, and the next
two after about 16 years each (he
gave his third wife a child when he
was 65: that's another goal — not the

child, but the activity). His longing
was fully satisfied only after he was
80, with his fourth wife. (I've been
lucky, so far.)

This old man once said that in his

search for knowledge he had acquired
a little, but not much. He, with all his

learning, thought he knew little: what
then do I know? What knowledge
should I gain, how, and what do I do
with what little I shall master? Rus-
sell wanted to answer those questions
too. His search led him to logic and
mathematics, psychology and episte-

mology, moral philosophy, philosophy
of education, politics, economics, his-

tory, culture, religion and science. He
wrote short stories and a lengthy au-
tobiography as well. (I'd better get
moving.

)

He also had a great sense of hu-

mour.

Russell influenced one of the many
formative stages of my life, with his

intense honesty and his thoroughly
rational, skeptical approach to every
problem of existence. I am not going
to analyze or summarize his thought;
I just want to note some of those
which have caught my attention at
some time, to be accepted, modified,
or rejected, but always grappled
with. I don't want to sensationalize,
either: Russell wrote so many books,
and changed his mind often enough,
that any position could be taken from
his work. If I sometimes make him
out to be embryonic New Left, it is

only because some of his ideas have
driven me there; others make me
stop for a bit, though.

"Man is a rational animal — so at
least I have been told. Throughout a long

life, I have looked diligentlyfor evidence

in favour of this statement, hut so far I

have not had the good fortune to come
across if. " Russell spent his life trying
to show people that rationality was a
highly desirable condition : he insisted

on the rational conquest of fear, the
rejection of myths, the close exam-
ination of beliefs and assumptions.
"Matty a man will have the courage to

die gallantly, hut will not have the cour-
age to say, or even to think, that the
cause for which he is asked to die is an
unworthy one.

"

Russell's ethical ideas were always
getting him into trouble. Most people
seemed to associate him with sexual

i .1

immorality. He wrote, for example,
that the ideal to be aimed at in sexual
life was not lifelong monogamy en-
forced by legal or social penalties.
"The ideal to he aimed at is that all sex-
ual intercourse should spring from the
free impulse of both parties, based upon
mutual inclination and nothing else

. . The cramping of love by institu-

tions is one of the major evils of the
world.

"

Sex should be a source of joy in the
world, not a condition of repression:

"If art is to revive after the world has

been Americanized, it will he necessary

that America should change, that its

moralists should become less moral and
its immoralists less immoral, that both
should recognize the higher values in-

volved in sex, and the possibility thatjoy
may be of more value than a bank ac-

count." That was 1929: the American
grasp has extended, and joy is still in

last place.

But sex was only one ethical con-
cern. He was also a pacifist; he saw
no use for war, and campaigned for

nuclear disarmament in his later

REVIEW 6
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er's wisdom, and on the other, a ruth-

lessness in the struggle for worldly

success and contempt for opposing

groups. Russell suggests that educa-

tion could be different if people

thought it as important to keep alive

children's minds as to secure victory

in war. "Capitalists, militarists, and
ecclesiastics cooperate in education be-

cause all depend for their power upon

the prevalence of emotionalism and the

rarity ofcriticaljudgement.
"

Education spends too much time

preserving the past, and not enough

trying to create the future. This is

also one of Russell's complaints about

politics. He was a liberal; his creed

one of live-and-let-live, toleration and

freedom consonant with public order,

moderation in political programmes.

For the liberal, what ideas are held is

not as important as how those ideas

are held: they are held tentatively,

matically, and with the aware-
at new evidence can at any
erturn those ideas. With these
e and empirical qualities, lib-

is the counterpart of the sci-

lutlook.

?mpirical, liberal view is for

closer to truth than any oth-

s also important on ethical

!. "Dogma demands authority,

Han intelligent thought, as the

^opinion; it requires persecution

cs and hostility to unbelievers; it

ts disciples that they should \n-

'ural kindliness in favour of a
ic hatred. Since argument is not

ed as a means of arriving at

herents of rival dogmas have no
xcept was by means of which to

'ecision.
"

impressed by Russell's insis-

i values of liberty, scientific

i, and mutual forbearance,

ve a certain sympathy for his

But there is a real dilemma

:

;m is now bankrupt; it can
00 many evils and injustices

Russell may be right; but so

rx, Mao, Cleaver, and Abbie
i. A radical restructuring of

s values and institutions is

y, now. How do we do that?

10 that? Is it possible to avoid

aize the dogmatism, persecu-

ustice and destruction that

very real risks in any social

Cultural revolution may be
ways safer and more pro-

1 its effects, but is it fast

Can we wait for the political

>ns to change in response to

al conditions, new values, or

jve to tear those institutions

w? Something must be done;

>ell argues pretty persuasive-

11 is not unaware of the need

e change. He knows that the

ower is strong, and can lead,

tyranny, at least to obstruc-

change. "And fear — deep,

conscious fear — is still the

l motive- in very many lives."

ggressive impulses are diffi-

leal with, but the solution is

hibit them, but rather to redi-

rect them into creative directions.

"We shall not create a good world by

trying to make men timid and tame, hut

by encouraging them to he hold and ad-

venturous and fearless except in inflict-

ing injuries upon their fellow men. Our
present predicament is due to the fact

that we have learned to understand and

control lo a terrifying extent the forces

of nature outside us, but not those that

are embodied in ourselves. " Jung and

Laing, among others, have been lead-

ing me to a greater awareness of

those internal forces and how they

work.

Religion is unworthy of free men,

and Russell is fearless and ruthless in

condemning it. He is often unfair in

attacking religions through lashing

out at their more stupid adherents,

yet his general point is valid. Religion

has served often to fetter men, to

humiliate them, to deny their intellig-

ence and their culture, to inflict se-

vere tortures on other men for their

beliefs — all this is true (though less

so of Eastern religions I. It is true too

that most religious beliefs are held
unthinkingly, to give solace and com-
fort. A few years ago, reading Rus-
sell's remark that "There is something
feeble and a Utile contemptible about a
man who cannot face the perils of life

without the help of comfortable myths",
I thought, "Yeah! True! Not me, boy!"
Now, I wonder more — about the

functions of myths in the past in var-

ious cultures, their functions now, and
their possible functions. Can myths
have valid purposes? What myths?
Should we think about creating new
kinds of myths? Myths can be danger-
ous, but perhaps they can also add a

beauty to living. . . .

Russell wants to stimulate thought,

and he succeeds He places great val-

ue upon thinking: it is that which his

politics, educational theory, all his

philosophy glorify. He saw that the

joy of mental adventure common to

children is killed during education
Why?
"Men fear thought as they fear no-

thing else on earth — more than ruin,

more even than death. Thought is sub-

versive and revolutionary, destructive

and terrible; thought is merciless lo pri-

vilege, established institutions, and com-
fortable habits; thought is anarchic and
lawless, indifferent to authority, careless

of the well-tried wisdom of the ages."
Oh wow! Up thought! Up the revolu-

tion!

"Fear of thought holds men back —
fear lest their cherished beliefs should

prove delusions, fear test the institutions

by which they live should prove harmful,

fear lest they themselves should prove

less worthy of respect than they have

supposed themselves to be."

I haven't touched on Russell's more
technical philosophical works, for

these are less easily dealt with in this

format, but they are part of the quest

for knowledge as well.

Russell acted too, and that is to be

admired. Any man. who. at 90. gets

arrested for disturbing the peace
while leading a rally for nuclear dis-

armament gets my love. He was
jailed for opposing British participa-

tion in World War I; he founded an
experimental school in 1927; he was
dismissed from an American college

as an alien, an atheist, and advocate

of sexual immorality; he championed
women's rights, civil liberties, trial

marriage. He set up a War Crimes
Tribunal in 1967 to try U.S. leaders for

their conduct of the Vietnam War;
last December he asked U Thant to

support an international commission

to investigate the alleged massacres

in Vietnam by American troops. And
now that he's dead, he refuses to have

any flowers at his cremation.

He was keenly honest, and always

open to learning and changing his

views, in order to approach truth

more closely — a true radical. He's

one of the men I want to be like when
I grow up.

by

Ian

McKay
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HILLEL PRESENTS

THE NEIL SIMON

LITTLE ME
MUSICAL

WITH ALLAN PRICE DIRECTED BY ALAN GORDON

HART HOUSE THEATRE

WED. FEB. 18 8:30

THURS. FEB. 19 8:30
SAT. FEB. 21 6:30

SAT. FEB. 21 9:30

By permission of the drama centre

OR CALL 923-7837 FOR RESERVATIONS

ALL SEATS $2.00
TICKETS NOW ON SALE AT:

U.C. CAFETERIA
NEW COLLEGE CAFETERIA

SID SMITH FOYER
SIG SAMUEL LIB FOYER

Review Contest No. 5

Is anybody out there alive? Or are you all too busy?
Send answers (if you can muster the energy) to Review

Contest No. 5 care of the Editor 91 St. George St. Toronto 5
Ontario. Canada, The World, Our Solar System, the Universe

'

It's the rise and shine of the seventies

For She
High flared heel, platform
sole. in shiny vintage pat-
ent- Black, Red. N avy.
White. Golden Tan, &
Black kid. By Brayco

,

only $16.99

For He
France. Black
t (Ton) Kid, only

S23.9S

126 BLOOR STREET

TEL: 921-1779

fifjOt JJtJOppEg
Open Th U ,,doy ond Frldoy nites. C.O.D. arder, accepted. Credit and Charqo- cards ha.- "De.ian and Ward TRADE MARKS IN CANADA al The Village, Shae Shappei Lid."

l444444444944444444444444444444444<
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CLASSIFIED

BARE FOOT COFFEE HOUSE presents
PAUL KENTNER Ffi. Feb 6, Jamie Gray
and Alex French Sal Feb. 7 10.30 pm-t 30
am Wymilvvood Vic 75c person SI.25
couple refreshments.

LAST CHANCEI Hurry enter now! {or
tomorrow at 9 00 am) car rally entry forms
at Engineering Stores or call: Delta Tau
Delta 923-7072

PARK OFF the street at 165 St. George

Vi, £!.,.
ItlV110nlh reasonab(e rates. Phone

Bill 924-5616. — 924-2909

HUSTLING, PARTY after Friday's hockey
game Starts 10 00-10 30 165 St
George St.

SIDECAR MOTOR CYCLE. 350. single
700 miles, made in the USSR Just the
thing for the lover of the weird Call 964-
0356 late at nlte.

WELL FURNISHED ROOMS 4 singles
and 3 doubles. Rents related to student
budgets. Girls preferred. Phone 923 -1685
after 5 p.m. or weekends.

FILMAKERS: We're planning student film
centre, anyone involved in campus film-
group — planned, active, or defunct
please contact OAVID PEEBLES 362-
0571 or Warden's Office, Hart House.

WANTED 4th female to share 2 bedroom
apt. Bloor and Avenue Rd. S62.50/month
Call 921 -9442 evenings

WINE & CHEESE: Valentines Dance. Sat
Feb, 14 Hart House 8 30-12 Featuring
the "Atlentis" Tickets S3 couple from Hall
Porter or Sid Smith Foyer,

GETTING MARRIED? Then you nead a
beautiful diamond ring 79 points list S600
Best offer No dealers please. Call 537-
6210. Late evenings

ESSAYS. THESES, TYPED professionally
on electric mechine Paper supplied 30c
per page Close to campus phone 922-
8564 after six. Ask for Loree.

SUBLET. Church -Wellesley one-bedroom,
balcony, parking some furniture S149
monthly 924-6714.



send front page back to the press

When I was very, very young
(15 or 16), a theatre pro rela-

tive explained to me what a
"star part" was all about: Fif-

teen minutes or so of plot-set-

ting dialogue, a sudden pause,
follow-spot to up-centre stage,

enter Star, a snappy one-liner,

and bang: thundrous ovation

from the house. Watch enough
right-wing theatre and you can
stage that bit in your sleep.

Unfortunately, Ben Hecht
and Charles MacArthur's The
Front Page, currently in a two
week run at O'Keefe Centre,

contains no such "star part",
despite Director Harold J.

Kennedy's efforts to create one
for Ray Milland in this road
company.

This sort of misconception of

parts is only typical of a disap-

pointingly lethargic production

of the 1928 portrait of old-time

newsmen that produced many
a nostalgic dollar in last year's

Broadway revival.

O'Keefe touring companies
are rarely endowed with the

advance publicity of a T.V.
special four days before open-

ing. But this company could do

without comparison to the re-

vival Broadway cast the CBC
showed last week, for every
scene and character pales sick-

eningly.

The show itself, if a bit bit-

ter, can be funny as hell; Rob-
ert Ryan and George Grizzard

proved that in the televised

version. But it requires tight

timing and visible energy from
every cast member, and in

both respects, the current
company apparently doesn't

give a damn. But then most
road companies don't.

Milland, as the sharp-

tongued, crusty editor, doesn't

even enter till the end of Act

Two, and by then even a virtuo-

so display of comic genius

(which he ain't) couldn't save

the show. With the exception of

U of T alumnus Colin Hamil-

ton, a company that disgraces

their Equity cards yawns,

mumbles and miscues through

some great lines.

Their leader in this atrocity

was De Veren Bookwalter,

"01 cF THE CHIEF"
|

IS

COMING

FEBRUARY 24th

HfP.T HOUSiZ DEBATE

RIVEMB©AT
13d YORK VILL E AVE. 920-3558

FEB. 3 - FEB. 8

LENNY BREAU
NEXT WEEK

JOHN
HAMMOND
FEB. 10 - FEB. \S

whose sing-song Hildy Johnson
was a bad imitation of Robert
Preston's Music Man at best,
and unprintable (even in the
Varsity) at worst. And Milland
is no better; his non-talent for

walking over punch lines

makes one suspect he is still

trying to sleep off The Lost
Weekend.
The capital sin. however,

was to come from Brooks Mor-
ton as the Sherrif, who, aside
from obviously missing at
least two lines cues, did That
Which Is Not Done by upstag-
ing The Star late in Act Three.
Milland didn't like it, and took
no pains to hide the fact. The
misepisode did at least provide
one of the night's few big
laughs.

One heaven-sent exception
to the whole mess was Hamil-
ton, who alone among the cyni-

cal newsmen seems to know
what one-liner humour is and
how it's done.

When I worked in the press
office of a U.S. resident, re-

gional theatre, one of our fa-

vourite PR themes was the
cold commercialism of New
York theatre, where, we
claimed, theatre as a craft was
really dead. This Front Page
makes me wonder how much
of that was just factional PR
hype.

thomas cl. o'connor

salesman

Four men selling washable, gilt-

edged, forty-nine-ninety-five bibles to

lower-middle-class Roman Catholic

families. Salesman by the Maysles

brothers is a film that deserves a dif-

ferent name, for it does not tell about

salesmen in general, but about a spe-

cific kind of salesman selling a specif-

MANUFACTURERS
CLEARANCE
LEATHER COATS

REG. TO 145 - 35.00

SUEDE BY THE FOOT - 60t

SKIN & BONES
STUDENT DISCOUNT

670 YONGE ST.

2 SOUTH OF BLOOR

ic kind of bible to a specific kind of

person — so many specifics that any
generalization would be bound to

seem false.

But the movie must be specific like

this because it is cinema verite. To
remain interesting, cinema verite

usually deals with extremes of one
kind or another and the particular

extreme chosen often keeps the point

of view of the movie limited to the

subject of the movie. In other words,

where cinema verite is concerned, it

is sometimes not fair to take the ex-

treme and apply it to the ordinary, for

the technique does not open us up to

complexities, especially of character,

in an artistic sense, but only in a real-

life sense. That is. because the people

in a cinema verite film are what they

are, they are not meant to be repre-

sentative.

Salesman deals with inarticulate

nobodies whose primary interest for

us lies not in what they are. but in

what they do. These four salesmen
and their customers are too inarticu-

late, too insensitive to nuances and

subtleties to be able to interest us in

what they are — for that you need

actors and a director. Although we
are taken some of the way into their

characters, for the editor can isolate

certain gestures and expressions, our

ultimate interest comes from the sit-

uations in which we find them.

Everything is kept on a level of

prattling, jocular pretense to cover up

the fact that the salesman's life de-

pends on whether he can sell the bi-

ble; and so things get farther and far-

ther away from reality until one

salesman can openly offer to another,

in front of the customers, to have a go

at selling them the product: "Lei me
try, Jim." And it's quite safe to say

something like that because by this

time everyone is so far into the game,

and paradoxically so aware that it is a

game, that nothing so simple as that

can stop it. But precisely because

everyone feels called upon to ac-

knowledge that it is a game, the sell-

ing becomes a dreary waste of time

with nobody having any fun.

This interplay creates the rhythm
to which the film moves. It is of an

America where business is a funda-

mentalist religion, and where, for

these particular members of the

faithful, religion is a business. That
sounds ponderous, but it makes for a

lot of interesting and very funny epi-

sodes.

The rise of cinema verite tech-

niques may have something to do with

the increasing complexity of Ameri-

can life Perhaps it is more realistic

nowadays to state specifics, to deal

with little groups and remain inside

them, rather than to impose some
kind of inevitably spurious unity on

America. (If you keep away from the

whole, you might find something good
in the particular,

)

Salesman shows a lot of dreary and
depressing things, and maybe it is

going too far to call it optimistic. But
in spite of the debts and the pretence

and all the other shit surrounding

them, much of which they have creat-

ed themselves, the people in the mov-
ie are so strikingly just human beings

surviving as best they can in a rotten

world, that the final feeling the pic-

ture communicates is a positive one.

and that's pretty encouraging these

days.
william carruihen

midas touch
Lenny Breau, fresh from an ap-

pearance at Hart House, opened this

week at the Riverboat His late start

plus a thoroughly miserable day had
me in a miserable mood before Breau
even came on. His Liberace-like voice

(I've talked like I have a cold for

twelve years' I and nonsensical banter

further set me off.

However, once Breau picked up his

acoustic and began to peel off Spanish

Jazz all the troubles of my day ended.

He played the flamenco oriented tune

in great style peeling off 64th notes

with apparent ease, keeping always in

control, interweaving melody line

with improvisation, always intense

and self-assured. By the time he had

finished the song. I was ready to

leave, feeling there was nothing else

he could display.

I was sadly mistaken, for the other

songs of the set displayed not only

•great standard technique but unique

new styltngs applied to every form of

music from Jerry Reed's bluesy "The

Claw' to Merle Travis' 'Cannonball

Rag', a country tune. Producing

everything from 5-finger picking on

body and neck simultaneiously to the

use of a microphone for effect, Breau

had still not exhausted his 'touch'.

He picked up an electrified twelve

string and created effects the nature

of which I have never before seen or

heard displayed on a guitar.

Anyone interested in hearing some

great guitar music can hear this sadly

unacclaimed artist at the Riverboat

this weekend.
i.d.
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LIVE BAND
FLOOR SHOWS * DANCING

THE APARTMENT
372BNOAH,"-E YONGE

FRI.SAT.SUN.

8prA:*-4:30AfA
B&.OW fifKRAHP 368-0410

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today lor free booklet "The Day you buy a
diamond". H. Proctor and Co . 131 Bloor
St. W Suite 41 6.92 1-7702.

TRAVELLING to Latin America, Europe.

Africa — for sale — land-rover camper, 4-

wheel drive, front -mounted electric winch,

auxiliary 03s tanks, sleeps four and other-

wise fully equipped — 284-5077

TYPING thesis, essays, notes, charts. Eng-
lish, French, other languages. Mimeo-
graphing, electric typewriters Mary Dale
Scott (M. Davres) 86 Bloor St W Room
225 922-7624

ANDY WARHOL'S The Chelsea Girls' el

Convocation Hall Thursday Feb 26 8 pm
Tickets S 1 00 now on sale at SAC office

EXPERT TYPING Service Electric Ma-

chine. Term papers, reports, manuscripts,

theses, etc. Wide experience, fast service

Reasonable rates Irene Kenyon. 224 St

George St Apt 404. Phone 923-401

1

e 922-l264after 12 n

TYPING — Fast accurate and intelligent

Essays, thesis, manuscnpts. reports, feasi-

bility studies, etc Pick up and delivery if

dosired Telephone Mrs Walker — 449
7077 (days) 44 3744 (evenings

EXPERIENCED TYPIST with IBM elec

trie will type at home Reasonable rates

923-9559

ROOM — quiet for male student Single

family home near subway Board option-

al, 489-6766 after 6

DIAMOND RINGS from importer high

quality, low prices Call 368-9474 for a

private appointment, under no obligation

FREE SKATING After hockey game to

night at Varsity Compliments of Blue and
White Society

DUE TO POPULAR DEMAND: Educa-
lion plus or How to Fill the Gaps in Your

Life — with effective prayer or spiritual self

knowledge Sunday 8 p m Wymilwood
Music Room

EDUCATION PLUS? Learn what courses

don't teach Spiritual sell-knowledge Sun-

day 6 pm. Wymilwood Music Room

FREE ADMI6SION1 — THE CAVERN
— Jean Anouilh "s latest tour de lorce Stu-

dio theatre. 4 Glen Morris. Tonight and
Tomorrow night 8:30 p m Arnve earry

VICTORIA COLLEGE Graduation dinnor

February 26. 1970 (Thursday! at the Sea-

way Towers Motor Hotel, Guest Spoakor

Mr Lester B Pearson Tickets S3 00 availa-

ble in V C U Office IWymilwood)

'62 CAOILLAC Turquoise Deville hardtop
fully power equipped Certified Private

"wned $700 and worth il Days 921
7702 Evenings 447-4617

AVAILABLEI Fast accurate typing for

lowest rates 26e per page Close to univer-

sity - 79 Madison Ave Carol 924-6052

CAMPUS CO-OP: loom and board avail

able. Spadma -Wilcox. Approximately

S280 to May 15 Contact Garth 926
9445/923-0197. 682 Spodina Garages

available $10 monthly

TYPING. Fast efficient 100 wp m paper

supplied only 35t Coll Hope at 449-8366

9-5 p.m.

WANTED Scuba-tank and Bac-Pec also

girls bicycle. Call Bryan 239-0528

FLAT AVAILABLE, first floor University

Ave and Queen, share bath. S85 a month
plus one-quarter house Hydro Call Larry

Tabick 364-5672

REVIEWS
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just get undressed
Nate Brynning Gilchrist Yvonne

Sandra Stephen Bonnie Fitz Cheryl

Anne the Pregnant. Trixy Constance

Pauls Florine Michael Eye-Jay Dixie

Iris Vivien Ping Pong Tex Rancid

Victor Crudhead. . .

Garber: "I didn 't say a thing. Did I

get any mail today
'"

Carlvle: "Shut up."

The scenes — the Cafe Monaco,

Rue de Rivoli, Cafe Buci — are unim-

portant, just as irrelevant as the fact

that most of the tales are set in Paris,

except that the incidents did take

place in the Quarter, and probably

couldn't have anywhere else in the

world. The characters too, for the

most part, are not memorable — they

enter:

"I'm Boot." said Bool, locking

his smile.

"Just get undressed." she said

and pulled the beehive swearer

over her head.

They play out their roles in a tale or

two, and leave.

It is not the characters, or the

scenes, but the air of performance,
the myth, that is all. A group, Garber
included, toured the valley of the

Loire:

Our noses dripped needles oj
crystal: our breath was stale. The
rain had soaked us to the skin, so

that we shivered as ijpalsied. No
one said a word.

A bum trip, all around. But, nearing

Paris on the return journey:

Garber: "Listen." I said, "I

liked this trip, it was good."

Cheryl: "It's like a dream. I

won't everforget it. " she said.

The characters too, measure their

stature in terms of myth. The failures

— like Bobby E Lee, who achieved
instant fame as manager of E Bone's
drug dispensary when the boss left on
his annual purchasing trip to North
Africa, and just as quickly lost it,

abandoned to fevered hallucinations

in a hotel room at the Pension Toledo,

Barcelona. The minions — like Dixie

Glukicz, infatuated with the nasal

sense of words so that "Neem (short)

was a judgement short and curt,

while Neeemmm (long) expressed a

mild and simple joy." And the heroes
— Emmanuel the Spanish: "I have
especial powers from the smoke of

the hemp ... It gives to me a great
sexual profoundness." Renowned as
well as high priest to the god pinball

machine: "These machines are not
Gottliebs of Chicago, . . . they are
Rogers of Philadelphia. That is not
the true machine " And like every
true myth, a sense of the unreal — he
wasn't Spanish at all, but a Canadian
who took the trouble to translate
everything he thought into Spanish
and then literally back into English
before speaking. Why? "It takes up
his time." Heroes, and super-heroes
— Vangrin. the famous writer, who
committed suicide by drowning in a
pile of manure.

With permanence, however, comes
also transience — Whip Egan, of the
generation prior to Garber's. who
choose to abstain from women and

REVIEW JO

speech in a vain attempt at mytholog-

izing himself, and returned a year

later, unrecognized at first, to utter

the result of a year's silence: "Let.

Every. One. Know. You. Saw. Me.

Tell. Them. I'm. Making. It. Circu-

late. My. Name."
Larry Garber

Tales From The Quarter

Peter Martin Associates

tim inkster

hmmm good book!

Year of the Quiet Sun by Ian Young
is Anansi's latest little volume of new
Canadian poetry. I worry at calling it

brilliant. Some of the poems are sen-

timental, or dangerously near it, and

occasional bits of metaphysics have

the claustrophobic smell of ACTA
VICTORIANA. But brilliance is the

effect of a surprising number of im-

ages, lines and whole poems.
Young's is a conservative poetry,

delicate, spare and descriptive. It

makes grammatical sense, often tells

a story. The madness of simply being

around these days is there (although I

wonder to what degree this is accept-

able to Young's own intention) but it

is not out front in the wild juxtaposi-

tion and frenetic rhythms that are

characteristic of most young 1960's

poetry; instead it is contained, more
powerful for being pent up by careful-

ly polished words and sentences:

The sound of a cricket

or the calls of birds were shrill

lesions in the quiet air

around me, sweltering and still.

The leaves hung from the trees

dangling on thin stems.

. . . The sound of dry breath clings

to me.
/ hear the sun's core burn.

Have I been too long in cities

that I have such tear

of the landscape?

The extraordinary thing with
Young is how he subdues so many of

his tools — rhythm, sound — to a sim-

ple but important service role to the

words, and then often just the mean-
ing of the words. The brilliance hits

less technically: the stuff again and
again cuts deeply and accurately into

the senses:

In a Chinese window
of a store on Yonge Street,

I saw a row of green jade

elephants. .

.

so polished, and green, and smooth
if seemed as it they'd loomed
from some sleeping forest

under the sea,

and only yesterday had wandered
ashore

to find themselves

in a world of gigantic cushion-

covers,

and enormous bamboo fans.

Young reminds that occasional bits

of beauty — sanity? — are around.

The reviewer had almost forgotten.

Ian Young, Year of The Quiet Sun,

Anansi, $1 .95.

hob bossin

wowee! sex!
Here's a special Review quiz for

cinema buffs. From the following in-

formation identify the movie in ques-

tion.

Some time ago, this black-and-

white film raised a great many eye-

brows when high government officials

labelled it a "racy, sex orgy stag pic-

ture", and suggested it never be

shown to the public. The movie ap-

peared destined to remain unseen by

North American audiences, but a

board of censors finally decided to

release it in the "Restricted-to

Adults" category. Since that time,

hordes of people have been eagerly

flocking to see this highly-publicized

flick. What is it called?

If you guessed I Am Curious

(Yellow) you are close and get part

marks. The correct answer is Room
for a Stranger which was shot right

here in Toronto in 1965.

Room for a Stranger made national

headlines when Ralph Cowan, then

Liberal MP for York-Humber,
charged in the House of Commons
that a pornographic film was going to

be shown in the local theaters. Al-

though he admitted never seeing the

movie, Cowan based his remarks on a

number of stills published in a Toron-

to magazine, Cine World. The raciest

of these pictures showed a fully-

clothed man embracing a woman who
was nude from the waist up, and
whose back was turned to the cam-
era. Pretty hot stuff, all right!

The MP was also annoyed that

Room for a Stranger had been shot

using some CBC sets without authori-

zation, and that a number of CBC
staff members were involved in the

production. As it turned out. Cowan's
accusations were disregarded, and
the Metro police gave the movie its

seal of approval.

Now, four and a half years later,

the movie is out, and critics every-
where can finally tell their readers
that Room for a Stranger is possibly

the worst Canadian feature film ever

made. Shot in a mere 16 days for the

staggeringly small sum of $50,000, it

deals with a professional blackmailer
who demands payment in sex rather

than in cash. The boredom produced
is so powerful, that the film's scant 80

minutes seem as in need of an inter-

mission as a four-hour Hollywood
blockbuster.

It does not appear that any part of

Room for a Stranger was snipped
away and left on the cutting-room
floor. But the finished version is so
sexually unoffending, unstimulating
and uninteresting, that it is really

quite difficult to understand what all

the Parliamentary noise was about.
There is as much bare flesh as in a

woman's bath-oil commercial, and as
much raw sex as in a Doublemint ad.

Since. 1965, Canada has moved up
somewhat on the-international scale.

It will unfortunately be quite a while

before this country starts producing
more films like Warrendale and A
Married Couple instead of trash like

Valerie and Room for a Stranger.

henry mietkiewicz

byrds of past

paradise
The Byrds must have seemed like

an anachronism to the Toronto audi-

ence that heard them last Sunday
night at Massey Hall. It is impossible

to separate The Byrds' music from
the intricate pattern of rock history

that they were once leading figures

in. Jim McGuinn, the only remaining
member of the original group, has
kept the sound and image of The
Byrds intact. Hearing them now is

like going in a time machine back to

the Los Angeles of 1965. The Byrds
are the last representatives of the old

hip scene — sounds for affluent white

teenagers cruising unconcerned about

politics down Sunset Blvd. in sports

cars stoned on acid. Visions of the

future in those days pictured hidden

armies of smiling hippies flowing

across the stage of history telling

people to cool it.

The Byrds in their time were one of

the most creative forces in rock. They
were the first group to adapt Dylan to

rock n' roll, and in doing so invented a
sound that was both loud and electric

and harmonious like a choir at the

same time. They were the first group
to go into country and the first group
to use electronics for music. They
invented the acid style of guitar —
and used it in their music without
abandoning melody.

It is fitting for a group whose clos-

est contact with the American black

man was driving past him on the free-

way going to the beach that they
made the jump across the ocean to

India without a detour through the
ghetto. Later groups have used what
The Byrds created but have had to

pay their dues to the musical and so-

cial forces of the age. The Byrds were
there first and so could afford to be
innocent. And of all the rock groups
only The Byrds spoke lovingly of tech-

nology. They eulogized airplanes and
space satellites, telephones and elec-

tricity. The modern world was to be
dug on.

McGuinn has kept it just like it was.
At Massey Hall The Byrds sang all

the old songs — Tambourine Man.
Eight Miles High. My Back Pages.

McGuinn still talks to audiences with
the careful heavy hip accent of the
L.A. teenager. The group he's gath-
ered around him gives forth the same
pure sound. The second guitarist is

one of the best in the business, the
bass player superb. Everything is just

right for an idle dream of by-gone
days.

r. d. schwarfi

a drag in drag
In both of Graham Jackson's plays per-

formed on this campus, he seems to have
a fascination with the female character.

Both "The Sisters of Mercy" (last year)
and "To the Hollow" (Playing this week
at Room 3, Vic New Academic Building)

are peopled with many women and hardly
any men. "The Sisters of Mercy" exam-
ined the relations of a brother to his five

sisters and was an interesting probe into

the character of the six people. "To the
Hollow" is a play about five lesbians, and,
at the risk of sounding coy, is just one col-

losal drag.

Jackson's women look like he thought
them up after looking through Cosmopoli-
tan magazine and the bickering and put-

ting down are almost a direct transplant
from a trite male homosexual play. Even
Jackson's scintillating gift for verbal
jousting and good performances by Karen
Borczac and Judy Young failed to elicit

any reaction but, "What the Hell is this all

about?" |,h.



The Dance of Destiny

The 1930's — a collage of despera-

tion, resignation, eternal optimism
and irrational faith.

The 30's — rocking-chair mara-
thons, roller-skating marathons, flag-

pole sitting marathons, pie-eating

marathons, dance marathons.

The dance marathon in particular.

The fox trot, the camel walk, the Ips-

witch, the dipsy-doodle, the Lindy

Hop, the Lambeth Walk. Dozens en-

ter. Hundreds watch, transfixed by

the blind, relentless, unquestioning

faith of the contestants and by the

utter absurdity of it all.

Most enter for the prize money
(deductions made by the organizers

for various expenses will amount to

hundreds of dollars, but of this the

contestants can know nothing). Some
enter with the near-hysterical hope
that fame and discovery await.

"Yowza, yowza, yowza . . . Welcome
to the Dance of Destiny." Some enter

when everything to do has been done.

A few enter when something must be

done with an empty life. Some by de-

sign. Some by accident.

Yet for twenty, forty, eighty, one

hundred hours they dance while rea-

sons slide slowly into oblivion. Most
collapse from muscle fatigue and

heat prostration after four or five

weeks, but a few continue despite the

stench of sweat and the glare of lights

and the muted moaning and droning

of the dance bands which persist in

playing the same insipid, mindless

numbers day after day after day.

"Struggling, battling to win and isn't

that the American way." Occasional-

ly someone is driven made. Occasion-

ally someone dies. But most survive.

Sydney Pollack's adaptation of

Horace McCoy's They Shoot Horses,
Don't They? is a grim, ugly, horrify-

ingly bleak and brilliant film. It is a
film which is better not remembered
vividly, yet it is impossible to blur it

in memory, for They Shoot Horses,
Don't They? is as vivid and terrifying

as a child's nightmare. There is no-

thing in Pollack's film to shield us

from the sheer horror of the dance
marathon and from the vacuum in

which McCoy's characters exist. Ex-
istence is all they achieve in life and
we come to feel increasingly uncom-
fortable with the menacing close-ups

of the contestants with which Pollack

punctuates the crushing routine —
faces unable to mask the sullen semi-

conscious fatigue which compels
them to speak without, thought and
which ultimately erases all words and

defies all description. Yet, as haunt-

ing as are these bursts of unflinching

insight, the scenes which disturb the

most, perhaps, are those in which the

dance-hall audience looms beyond the

floor in tiers of arena bleachers, their

laughter and cheers of encourage-
ment only fortifying their anonymity.

Yet, in They Shoot Horses, Don't

They? the marathon audience is not

simply a background wall of nameless

faces. Generally the screen is the

barrier at which our awareness of a

film halts, but Pollack forces us to

recognize ourselves beyond the

screen, on the opposite side of the

dance-hall, in another place and in

another time. The expectations, how-

ever, of both audiences remain con-

stant. During 'The Derby', a savage en-

durance race designed to decimate
the competition, Pollack's jostling

hand-held camera momentarily freez-

es the blank, expressionless sense of

terror in the contestants' eyes, and,

just as the audience in the bleachers

cheers and screams in an incredible

orgy of release, so too we cannot avoid

being swept along in a flood of adren-

alin. In our minds we scream encour-

agement to Gloria. Robert, Alice,

Ruby, James and the Sailor, for they

cannot be disqualified. They are act-

ing against all rational motives, all

reasonable thought — sustained only

by a ludicrous, un-nameable impulse

to survive the marathon and to win.

They are, in short, human — pathetic,

small and blinded by their faith in

themselves. When they lose that

faith, they lose everything and they

are destroyed.

Alice, the English showgirl

(Susannah York), deserted by her

partner, stands beneath a cold show-

er, fully clothed, during a fifteen

minute rest period and stares out

from the center of her catatonic

disbelief at nothing. Gloria (Jane

Fonda), the burnt-out Midwesterner,

the ideal of American womanhood,
but twisted, exploited and now forgot-

ten, leaves the marathon — abandons

her final attempt to find some sort of

reason for life. "Now,''
1

she whispers

calmly to Robert, her partner

(Michael Sarrazinl, and the bullet

from her .38 revolver crashes through

her skull and burst her brain. "Why'd
you do it, kid?" asks a bewildered

cop. "She asked me to," replies Rob-

ert. "They shoot horses, don't they?"

If there is a single flaw in They
Shoot Horses, Don't They? — alr

though, in retrospect, it seems slight

— it lies in the intermittant jump-cuts

to a stylized court room where Robert

is condemned to death for the "mur-

der" of Gloria. The fatalism which

hangs above the dance floor, the sense

of entrapment which locks Horace

McCoy's characters together in the

marathon, is evident enough and bet-

ter left unspoken and in the mind
where it is sensed the strongest.

In the final analysis, what remains

to be acclaimed? That They Sboot

Horses, Don't They? adheres to the

existentialist formula? That it is pro-

foundly concerned with desperation

and faith? That in its own way it is as

horrific and sympathetic a film as

Bergman's Persona? That Pollock

offers no straight and easy path to

human fulfillment and happiness?

Certainly all this is true, but there is

more to They Shoot Horses, Don't

They? than metaphysics and if this

review has dwelt at such length with

the phenomenum of the 30's dance

marathon it is only an attempt to dis-

pel much of the bitter taste which

McCoy's novel left with so many crit-

ics on its publication in 1935. Above all

else, Pollack's film is an involving

experience — as involving as Bullitt

or The Wild Bunch or Z (if that has

not yet become too blasphemous a

description). Nevertheless, Sydney

Pollack has directed an incredibly

effective and disturbing film which is

unquestionably the finest American

release to appear this year, ion rifchie
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watsUP
MUSIC

This week an Irish

Studies seminar has
brought an offbeat bit of

theatre to campus along

with the usual learned lec-

tures and panels. Smock
Alley, or The Fortunes of

an Eighteenth Century,

being performed through
Tuesday night by an Irish

company at Central Li-

brary Theatre, bills itself

as an historical musical
entertainment devised
from "ballads, songs, quo-

tations from contemporary

j

journals, and extracts

from eighteenth-century

plays." The presentation
aims to recreate the story

of Dublin's Theatre Royal,

better known to contempo-
raries of Goldsmith and
Sheridan by its street ad-

dress — a dubious distinc-

tion since Smock Alley was
"no unfit name for a place

where such great oppor-
tunities are given for the

making of lewd bargains."

(That was an English-

I man's verdict.) Lewd bar-

gainers, incorrigible Irish-

men, eighteenth-century
addicts, and theatre lovers

can get tickets for $1.50 if

students and $2.50 if not.

Even more unusual is

the one-night-stand, only-

Toronto-performance of

|

mime expert Marcel Mar-
I
ceau at York University on
Monday night.

On this campus, UC Fol-

lies' Motberball opened
last night at Hart House
Theatre, while The Cavern
and To the Hollow continue
at the Glenmorris street

church-theatre and the
New Vic Theatre respec-
tively. All three are play-
ing through tomorrow
(Saturday, 7th February)

I night.

The Department of Ital-

ian at Erindale College

will be screening a series

of film society favourites

during February and
March — Fellini's Variety

Lights (Feb. 4), Open City

by Rossellini (Feb. 18) and
Antonioni's L'Aventura
(March 4). All begin at 3

P.M. and admission is

free.

If you missed Masculin-

Feminin at the U of T Film
Society, it will be revived

once again by Cinema
Lumiere where it will con-

tinue through until Sunday.

Beginning Monday, Res-
nais' most recent feature

(1968), Je t'Aime, Je t'-

Aime, (his first colour fea-

ture-length film incidental-

ly! will re-open at Cinema
Lumiere following its

premiere last summer at

Cinecity.

On Feb. 11 and 12 ... an
Underground Film Festi-

val in the Debates Room of

Hart House. Admission is

free. To be included in the

Festival . . . From the

Drain (David Cronenbergi,

Solipse (Bob Fothergill)
— two Canadians, both of

whom, much to their cred-

it, have achieved some
degree of recognition in

this country — Portrait of

Lydia (John Straiton) and
Eclipse of the Sun Virgin.

Aiso on Feb. 11, Prof.

Morgan of the U.C. Eng-
lish Dept. will be screening

Rene Clair's Le Million at

4 P.M. in U.C, Room 105.

Anyone interested is wel-

come to attend.

Opening today — Abra-
ham Polonsky's Tell Them
Willie Boy Is Here at the

Hyland. Polonsky, inciden-

tally, was blacklisted for

twenty years by Hollywood
for his alleged Communist
sympathies which were
supposedly revealed by the

House on Un-American
Activities in the 40's. Also

opening today, Fantasia at

the Capitol.

Elsewhere . . . Russ
Meyer's tribute to the glo-

ries of British Columbia,
Vixen (at Cinema 2000).

Room for a Stranger re-

turns, four and a half years
later and despite Ralph
Cowan, to the Nortown.
Salesman on the 13th at

Cinecity.

Tonight at 7:00 and 9:00

P.M. the Cinematheque at

559 Avenue Rd. at St. Clair

will be screening The Con-
quest, a 1937 Greta Garbo
film featuring Charles
Boyer in the opposite role.

As Kennith Tynan said,

"Men see in Greta Garbo
sober what they see in oth-

er women when drunk."
Memberships to the Cine-

matheque are $2.25.

Tonight at Massey Hall,

the Toronto Symphony
under ALAIN LOMBARD,
guest conductor is per-

forming Stravinsky's Pe-

trouchka with TERESA
STRATAS, soprano. Con-
cert begins at 8:25 p.m.

The FACULTY OF
MUSIC MADRIGAL SING-
ERS are featured Monday,
Feb. 9 at 1:00 p.m. in the

Concert Hall of the Ed-
ward Johnson Building.

It's free, but worthwhile.

Finally, Sunday, Feb. 8

at 8:30 p.m. in the Great
Hall of Hart House, there

will be a performance of

CLASSICAL INDIAN
MUSIC. Free tickets are
available from the Hall

Porter.

'-/•

GORDON LIGHTFOOT
s being brought to the

campus by the Blue &
White Society and will be
at Convocation Hall this

Sunday at 7 : 00. Tickets are

$3.50 from the SAC office.

THELONIUS MONK
who, for some reason or

other, didn't make it to

begin his stay at the Colo-

nial this week should have
arrived by the time this

comes out. He'll be in town
next week as well. SONNY
GREENWICH is playing

at Le Fauche through Sun-

day along with TERRY
CLARKE and DON
THOMPSON.
ALEX FRENCH, who as

written some reviews for

us, will be on the other side

tomorrow night. He'll be
playing traditional Ameri-
can music on guitar, banjo,

autoharp and harmonica at

Victoria College's Bare-
foot Coffee House in Wy-
milwood. BLITZ CREEK
will also be appearing.
Entertainment begins at

10:30.

LENNY BREAU is back
at the Riverboat this week.
He'll be followed next
week by JOHN HAM-
MOND. The Onion has
ROGER LAW, formerly of

Mother Tucker's Yellow
Duck, over the weekend.
MICHAEL COONEY
opens there on Wednesday.
Ronnie Hawkins' band,

THE HAWKS, go it alone
at the Hawks Nest. Satur-

day night only.

Apologies from the edi-

tor for screwing up the

Edward Bear review last

week. We knew that Danny

Marks is the lead guitarist,

but it didn't come out that |

way.

Finally, the great blues
|

harmonica player HOWL-
ING WOLF suffered a I

heart attack while playing
in town last week. He's
going to be in hospital here
for at least a couple of

weeks and would probably
appreciate hearing from
people. It doesn't have to

be anything elaborate, just
a card will do. Send it to

Howling Wolf (Chester
Burnett), Room 701,

Wellesley Hospital, 160

Wellesley St. E.
j

p.h.

RADIO

CBC radio's Anthology is

presenting a six-week se-

ries Poems for Voices for

the next six Saturday eve-
nings there will be heard
the specially commis-
sioned works of these well
known Canadian poets: A.

1

W. Purdy, Margaret At-
wood, Phyllis Gotlieb,
John Newlove, Tom Mar-
shall, and Alden Knowlan. I

CBL Dial 740, Saturdays
10:03 p.m.

If you're tired of crum-
my cafeteria meals around
campus, try the specials at

Meat and Potatoes, on
Huron just north of Har-
board. It's the kind of
place that you can sit com-
fortably, watch all the
strange people, and groove
on the various art displays.

Friday nights there are
jam sessions for anyone
interested, and if these
prove successful, there
will be music sessions all

weekend nights until 2 a.m.

music... peter hatch art.... mike kesterton photography.. ..errol young
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Judge revokes Dellinger's bail
nmrinn .i-midt, ....CHICAGO ICUPI) - Disor-

der broke out during the Chica-
go "conspiracy 8" trial
Wednesday, as presiding Judge
Julius J. Hoffman revoked bail
for defendant David T. Dellin-
ger and consigned him to jail

for the remainder of the trial.

Hoffman ordered bail re-
voked after Dellinger stood up
in court and shouted that a
government witness' testimo-
ny was "ah absolute lie" and
added, "Oh, bull shit."

Dellinger's remark followed
testimony by James D. Rior-
dan, a deputy chief of the Chi-
cago Police department.
On the evening of August 28,

1968 - in the middle of the
Democratic party convention
— Riordan said he heard an
unidentified speaker tell dem-
onstrators in Chicago's Grant
Park to go into downtown Chi-

cago and "disrupt" stores,
theatres and streets.

Shortly afterward, Riordan
said, he saw Dellinger, a lead-
er of the Mobilization Commit-
tee to end the War in Vietnam,
marching off in the direction of
downtown Chicago with a
crowd of demonstrators carry-
ing flags.

Hoffman's action in silenc-
ing Dellinger provoked a melee
in the court room as fellow
defendant Abbie Hoffman, a
member of the Youth Interna-
tional Party, was attacked by
court bailiffs as he rose to
shout at Hoffman.
"You're a disgrace to the

Jews, you runt," he said. "You
would have done better with
Hitler." Both Hoffmans are
Jewish.

It was the second time dur-
ing the four-month trial of the

'conspiracy" that Judge Hoff-
man has used imprisonment as
a means to silence the defend-
ants. They are charged with
crossing state lines to incite a
riot during the democratic par-
ty convention!

The first occurred when
Hoffman sentenced denfendant
Bobby Seale, National Chair-
man of tht Jlack Panther Par-
ty, to four years in jail for con-
tempt of court and ordered a
separate trial date for him.

Earlier, Hoffman had or-
dered Seale bound to a chair
and gagged in the courtroom to

prevent him from speaking.

Wednesday, Hoffman also
sentenced a spectator, Michael
Mirsky to two days in jail for
contempt of court for standing
up and shouting, "That's right.

What a circus" immediately
after Dellinger's exclamation.

Watkins terms his report moderate
By JIM KARAMITANIS

Melville Watkins yesterday
called the Watkins Report on
foreign ownership of Canadian
business "incredibly moder-
ate"

Watkins, a U of T Economics
professor, was addressing the
U of T Liberal Club Wednesday
at Sidney Smith Hall.

He said that the report,

which was commissioned by
the Pearson government, "was
written under the supervision

of a sub-committee of the Cabi-

net" and the eight economists
who wrote it assumed that it

would represent government
policy.

"Only in Canada can such a
report be called radical," he
said. Since the government had
"no serious interest in Canadi-
an nationalism," he went on, it

"disowned" the report, saying
that it only represented the
views of the authors. The re-

port cost $300,000 to produce.

"The business class of this

country do not give a damn
about the survival of this coun-

try," he said. "We would be

naive in the extreme to assume
that a Canadian businessman
working for an American com-
pany is free to say whatever he

wishes about Canadian inde-

pendence."

Watkins said that American
imperialism abroad and unrest
at home, has put Canadian na-
tionalism back on the political

agenda.

"This time we must do
something about it," he said,
"and not let it fritter away as
before."

He suggested that the use of
state power and nationaliza-
tion is our only weapon against
Americanization.

"There is no point in replac-
ing American capitalism-with

Canadian capitalism," he add-
ed.

For Canada, "the pursuit of
independence and the pursuit
of socialism are one and the
same" he said.

Asked about the cost of
compensating companies after
nationalization he suggested
that "the best solution is not
compensate them". He then
added that "you don't pay
cash, you issue them bonds, fif-

ty year bonds."

Survey shows majority

of faculty are Canadian

MIKE
KESTERTON'S
COLUMN

Mr. Kesterton is

on holiday

A survey initiated by Presi-

dent Claude Bissell on January
12 to determine the citizenship

of faculty members, has found
the majority to be Canadians.

With 95% of all faculty re-

sponding to the survey, 67.5%
stated they had Canadian citi-

zenship. American citizens

comprised 15% of the faculty,

10.4% were from the United
Kingdom, and 7.1% were from
other countries.

Dr. Bissell said these statis-

tics did not include staff mem-
bers who have been in Canada
for many years but have never

taken out citizenship papers,

but are "Canadian" in almost

every other respect.

The data also does not indi-

cate many persons who have
not been in Canada long enough
to qualify for citizenship a pe-
riod of five years in most cas-
es.

In an earlier survey by grad-

uate student Danny Drache for

the Commission on University

Government concerning the

Faculty of Arts and Science,

Drache expressed fear of too

much foreign influence in the

faculty.

This earlier survey found

Canadian citizens comprise
54% of this faculty. Drache
stated not one of the 19 univer-

sity departments was 100%
Canadian, only one more than

75% Canadian, and only three

of the 19 were more than 60%
Canadian.

2 BANDS
ATLANTIS AND ARNOLD

NEW COLLEGE (Wefmore Hall)

8.30 FRI FEB. 6thGALS $1.25GUYS $1.50

nnmflBOEiRrfflU

HOUSE 50
SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT

February 8th
Great Hall _ 8:30

CLASSICAL INDIAN MUSIC
Tickets: Hall Porter

FOLK CONCERT
Tuesday. February

1 0th
East Common Room, 1-2 p.m

JOHN COULTER
"Guitarist

Everyone Welcome

DIEF THE CHIEF"
Is coming

HART HOUSE DEBATE
February 74

FILM-MAKERS
A brief on Film-making at U. of T.
is now being prepared. Anyone in-
volved in a campus filmgroup is asked
to contact: David Peebles, 362-0571

'

or David Rotenberg, 221-3693, (or
leave message in Warden's Office).

r'
The Music Committee

of

Hart House

invites you to a

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
on

February 8th

in the

Great Hall at 8:30

CLASSICAL INDIAN MUSIC
Tickets: Hall Porter

J

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE THEATRE
(formerly Women's Union Theatre)

79 St. George Street

will be available for student productions commenc-
ing Sept. 15, 1970

This newly-renovated, well-equipped theatre will be

available at little or no cost to all campus drama

groups.

Booking applications wil

March 15-31.

be accepted between

For further information and
details write

University College Theatre

79 St. George Street

or call

Stephen Marrineau - 928-4077
463-6256

Hilary McLaughlin - 921-6356

Earl Rosen - 487-8519

THE VARSITY. February 6. 1 970 — Page 1 7
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The Toronto Anti-Draft Pro-

gram is experiencing a serious

and worsening shortage of

temporary housing for U.S.

draft resistors.

The shortage follows a re-

cent influx of American desert-

ers in recent days. A hundred

to 150 exiles approach the Anti-

Draft program for assistance

every week.

"Often he arrives as a fugi-

tive with little money or

clothes,'' a TADP spokesman
said, "He wants and needs a

job, but in order to get one he

needs many personal papers

which have to be mailed from
his home.
"So it can take a month or

two before he receives his pap-

ers which will allow him to get

landed immigrant status and a

job." he said.

Anyone who is willing to

provide free accommodation
for a night or longer is asked to

call the Housing department at

481-0241.

The Huron Sussex Residents Asso-

ciation wants student support for its

opposition to the demolishing of 10

houses along Spadina and Sussex Ave-
nues by the university.

Interested students are asked to at-

tend a meeting Monday in Sid Smith,

Room 1074, where plans for an infor-

mational picket line around the demoli-
tion site will be discussed.

The SAC voted support at a meeting

Wednesday night.

The 10 houses are coming down to

make way for a chiller plant to service
air conditioning units in the new iihrarv

and other planned university buildings.

The residents charge there are va-
cant lots nearby which the university
has not fully considered. Thev feel los-

ing the houses will irreperably damage
the neighborhood's aesthetics and de-

stroy valuable housing.

SAC also voted to purchase a Varsity

ad, urging students to patronize the

store on the Spadina-Sussex corner
scheduled for demolition. The universi-

ty has refused to pay proprietor Jack
Dimanstein, forced to vacate by uni-

versity plans, for his stock, fixtures on
good will.

: A WEEKEND OF FEU.OWSHIP AND EXPLORATION
.i,!.n ,f.lv..-Ji, it^jn Mihind I5lh. 1910

SATURDAY. FEBRUARY I4TH. 1970

PRESIDENT AVRAI

Subject: '-ThcJc*i«h Rev

vl HARMAN
ionofihe "Dili Ccnigry"

Lecture by C
•'JchiJi Radically

COLLEGE YOUTH SPEAK OUT
L NOVAK EdilOJ Ropon* Mjpuine ABIE PESSES. Pad Prc.idcni Hiliel

SI 1 <ri I F-STI IN. HunJti. Um.,-i--!iv H ..ur.n Sh.ik-,m. (k.-nm

MAJOR PI Bl l( LECTI Rt \T9:15P.M-
BY DEAN HAROLD WE1SBERG

' Black -Je-iJi Conlronijiion In Impact on Je-i* Survmil" The Public i

SUNIMVHBRL AM If TH, 1970

OflOa.m Public Leciunt - PKLSIM NT U R \ HAM HARM AN
SuSkv-i "SOVIET JFW RY TODAY \N D TOMORROW

1:00 p.m.- 2:45 p.m.

i The Mjkmg ol j Je« iJi Cannier Culiurc" - Cnlleje Studcnl Panel -

lourEpUein Sluilom Lj ppi n

mil! V-*mbli — 4rlKI — 5:15p.m.
\VH AHAM H ARM \N ricport- <o Toionlo "l.rjel'

HOUSE SO

JAZZ, DUKE

& SYMPHONY

ON

VALENTINE'S DAY

BOXOFF1CE ,

OPEN NOW
Mon-Fri — II a.m. 10 S 30

ONE PERFORMANCE ONLY

DUKE ELLINGTON
AND .HIS ORCHESTRA

WITH

THE TORONTO SYMPHONY
SAT.. FIB. Htti — 8 30 P.M.

.ssrr hall si. so, s*. II,

FINLAND

ENGINEERING - ARCHITECTURE

An exchange of a student between
University of Toronto and the Technical

University of Finland in Helsinki is being
arranged. Any one interested in a year
of academic and work experience in

Finland may obtain details and
application forms from the Warden's
Office, Hart House. The exchange will

provide transportation and living costs.

DEADLINE - February 14, 1970.

HERE AND NOW
TODAY

All day

Reserve your place in the Innis College

ski weekend Only S26 lor 2 days at Hid-

den Valley — tickets, lessons, meals. Rm
1 10. 63 St. George St

Stop Spadina needs observers Tor Metro

and city committee meetings Contact

964-8162 or 920*3609.

9 a.m.

Tickets for Andy Warhol's the "Chelsea

Girls" are on sale today at the SAC office

for February 26Ih.

1 p.m.

Social legislation in Judaism a seminar

by Rabbi Witty. Rm 2129 Sidney Smith

Geology Film An approach to the pre-

diction of earthquakes Rm. 128. Mining

Bldg.

Find out about Abha'i — a way of life

Bickersteih room. Han House.

3 p.m.

Vaisily Chrislian Fellowship open house

at 118 Walmer road

RCMP display on Youih and Shoplifting

Come and browse around Rm 666. The

Grauniad

To the Hollow an original play by Gra-

ham Jackson Vic Theatre. New Academic

Bldg

Meeting of the Slunted-Worker Alliance,

chaired by Branislaw Chrtieu. Rm. 999.

The Grauniad.
8;10 p.m.

Pers i t.ir by I

Carr Hall, 50 Si Joseph Sheet

8:30 p.m.

The Cavern a play by Jean Anouilh

Admission Free Come Early Studio Thea-

tre. 4 Glen Morris

U C Follies at Han House Theatre, tick-

els available at Ihe door

Dead people: what do they want?" A
former CYC worker reports on his field

work with a growing, silent majority Rm

Remodelling & Alterations

— A Specialty —

STUDENTS' ELITE
Cleaners & Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

922-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of AT.L. cords

MEMBER OF INDEPENDANT
CLEAN ERS ASSOC.
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AUDITIONS

ANOUILH'S
"ANTIGONE"

Alan Gordon - Director

Saturdays- Feb. 7 and 14

2 to 5 p.m.

Eisendrath Auditorium

Holy Blossom Temple

Bathurst St. at Ava Road

666. The Grauniad

10:30 p.m.

Barefoot Coffee House presents Alex

French and Jamie Gray Wymilwood. Vic-

toria College 75r per person

SATURDAY
9 a.m.

Seventh Annual Engineering Rally meet

in front of Convocation Hall First car off at

10 a.m.

8 p.m.

To the Hollow: an original play by Gra-

ham Jackson. New Academic Bldg.. Victo-

ria College. SOc at the door.

B:30 p.m.

The Cavern: a play by Jean Anouilh

Studio Theatre 4 Glen Morris Admission

free, come early.

U.C Follies at Hart House theatre Tick-

ets available at the door.

10:30 p.m.

Barefoot Coffee House presents Alex

French and Jamie Gray Wymilwood, Vic-

toria College. 75c per person,

SUNDAY
8 p.m.

Self-education beyond the classroom —
a lecture presented by the Christian Sci-

ence Organization. Music room. Wymil-

wood. Victoria College.

8:15 p.m.

"Leprosy — puzzles, paradoxes, prob-

lems ' Dr Stanley Browne Knox Young
Peoples All Welcome Knox Church.

Export'A

REGULAR AND KINGS

C8C CONCERT presents
MART A HIDY, violinist

8 p.m. Feb. 7

STAR FORUM presents
EDGAR BENSON ond ihe

8 p.m. Feb. lfl

P P

NEIGHBOURHOOD YOUTH
CORPS O'gomzohon Roily
8 p.m., Feb. 12

come enjoy your own place

|
WANTED!

I CAMPUS TOUR GUIDES

|
Apply in writing stating qualifications particularly

\ activity in campus affairs, knowledge of languages,
\ to:

I ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT

\ SIMCOE HALL

BEFORE: fig*.
"

j



Complete foneveryoccagioix
i ii i

FFRl REIITHLS
TAILORED TO FIT LIKE YOUR VERY OWN

Main Store
556 Yonge at Wellesley, 920-2727

Oral freeman Associated Stores
listed in the Yellow Pages under "Formal"

Students
Buy or Rent at 10% off regular prices

MTSIF/IC ROUNDUP

Eng takes Victoria Staff Cup, risks trench mouth
BY GELLIUS

VOLLEYBALL FINALS
Somebody actually phoned

us and asked for these results.
Fearing that our phones are
tapped, we answered, some-
what evasively, that The Great
Potato Is Immanent Truth.
Now. however, the Story Can
Be Told. Eng beat Scar 8-15,
15-3, 15-1, 17-15 to win the Vic-
toria Staff Cup for the 17th
year in succession.

("Succession" is the name of
the Volleyball Gym in Hart
House. I The last winning Eng
team died, regretted by all, of
a severe case of Trench Mouth
contacted by drinking cham-
pagne from the Victoria Staff
Cup.

HOCKEY STANDINGS -

GROUP I (4 to p.o. I

1. Sr. Eng. 9-2-2 20

2. Vic 9-3-0 18

3. SMC 5-5-3 13

4. PHE 5-5-2 12

GROUP II (3 to p.o. 1

1 Dents 7-2-3 17

2. Bus 8-3-2 16
for some obscure reason

3 Erin 6-3-3 15

GROUP III (3 to p.o.)

1. PHE B 7-0-2

2. UC 6-2-1

Dev House 4-4-2

GROUP IV (2top.o.l

1. Innis

New
7-1-1

6-0-2

Sr. Eng got goals from Pen-
der (2), Currie, who was hot,

and Deluce (Latin, "concern-
ing the light") to beat Water-
loo 4-1 in exhibition play.

INSIDE TRACK
1000 yards

1. N. Cummings Pharm 2:22.5

2. P. Glynn SMC 2:34.7

3. A. Snow Eng 2:41.2

relay

1. SGS (Quibbell. Moore,
Tucker. Tong) 2:18.4

2. Meds 2:19.5

3. Pharm 2:23.6

RETRACTION
It was reported in Wednes-

day's paper that SAC Presiden-
tial and VP candidates Benja-
min McNally Mark Golden
suggested a statue of Edward
VII be constructed so that
(final clause; use the subjunc-
tive) "the school song would be
played if the horse's cock were
pulled." This column is satis-

fied that Mr. Golden's remark
was misquoted and is sincerely
sorry for any ambarrassment
the mistake may have caused
him. Mr. McNally. or the
horse. What Mr. Golden said
was, "The school song should
be played if the horse's rooster
is pulled."

U of M, Laval may bolt OQAA
The Ontario- Quebec Ath-

letic Association may be the
next victim of rampant Quebec
nationalism.

The Athletic Director of the

University of Montreal, Gerald
Simond, announced last week-
end that his school and Laval
University will begin talks

with other Quebec Universities

not associated with the OQAA
with a view to the possible es-

tablishment of an exclusive

Quebec Athletic Conference.
Laval and U of M have been

long-time members of the
OQAA
The motive force behind this

decision appears to have come
from a government sponsored
advisory committee on sports
known as Quebec Sports Con-
federation. This group has as
its goal unity in all levels of
sports in that province.

Mr. Simond announced that

Olympic divers here Tuesday!
University of Toronto types will get a chance to watch

Olympic-class divers in action next Tuesday at the Benson
Building.

Such outstanding performers as Beverly Boyes, who
placed fourth in the last Olympic Games, Nancy Robertson,
and an up-and-coming twelve-year-old named Cindy Shatto

|

will demonstrate their skill in a special exhibition following 1

the Cochrane Cup, awarded annually to the top undergradu-

ate woman diver at U of T.

John Eisel and George Houvenin will also be diving,

and Canadian Olympic Diving Coach Don Webb will be call-

ing the action.

The show gets underway at 6:30 Tuesday.

ACADEMY of THEATRE ARTS presents

MRS. WARREN'S PROFESSION
by BERNARD SHAW

THURSDAYS - FRIDAYS - SATURDAYS
-JANUARY 29th - FEBRUARY 2 I 8:30 P.M. at

23 GRENVILLE STREET THE WARD-PRICE BUILDING

one block north of college west of yonge
TICKETS 2.50 STUDENTS 1.50 telephone 964-96 16

a meeting of the OQAA admin-
istrative council held here in

Toronto Jan. 14-15 has given
him permission to begin in pre-

liminary talks.

Administration headaches
and fan confusion resulting

from partial participation in

the OQAA and partial partici-

pation in other provincial con-
ferences was given as the rea-

son for the proposed change.

However, any changes would
not be possible until the 1972

term as both universities are
committed to the OQAA for the

next year. —utile

Bluenotes
from page 20

except for the one he missed in

Windsor. . .PAUL LAURENT
and BRIAN ST. JOHN played
their usually fine games de-

spite bouts with the flu bug.

.McMASTER MARLINS
scored their first win of the

season Wednesday night as
they downed the WINDSOR
LANCERS 7-2 in Hamilton. . .

The LOYOLA WARRIORS
gained a 12-3 victory over the

UNIVERSITY OF MON-
TREAL CARABINS in an exhi-

bition match. . .Blues' next
home game is this evening
against the Mustangs.

CAMP WAHANOWIN
ON LAKE COUCHICHING

A specialized camp lor boys and girls 6 to 12

REQUIRES

HEAD SWIMMING INSTRUCTOR

AGE 22 OR OVER

FULLY QUALIFIED RED CROSS INSTRUCTOR, ETC.,
CALL 783-6168 OR WRITE 821 EGLINTON AVE. W.,

TORONTO 349, ONT.

UC PLAYERS GUILD

GENERAL MEETING

MONDAY FEB. 9

2:30 P.M.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
THEATRE

79 ST. GEORGE ST.

to discuss Spring Productions

ALL WELCOME

SEAWAY TOWERS
ORCHESTRAiHAM i

DANCE BAND
FEB. 6 TH 3TIL1>

$4.00
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Blues,Warriors draw as bad odor lingers
By LYNDON LITTLE

Bear Bryant, the ageless

coach of the Alabama football

team once remarked that "a

lie game is like kissing your

sister".

For Blues hockey fans ac-

customed to seeing their team
win almost every home game,

the 5-5 tie with the Waterloo

Warriors Wednesday evening

was especially unpalatable as

it followed last Friday's draw
with Loyola and the Jan. 24th

loss to Cornell.

The clash with Bob Mc-
Killop's Warriors was sup-

posed to have been the "big

showdown" where the upstart

shinny group from Waterloo

were to get their just due. A
win for Blues would have al-

most clinched first place in the

Western Division of the OQAA.
Now, it appears it will all go

down to the final league game
of the season when the two
teams meet in that insane asy-

lum better known as Waterloo

Memorial Arena.

Thus, instead of whistling

"How the West was won",
coach Tom Watt is humming,
"Oh give me a home where the

defensemen DON'T roam".
The game itself must have

been a poor example of text-

book hockey but it "was" ex-

citing.

Blues drew first blood mid-

way though the opening stanza

as Len Burman converted

Dave McDowall's blue-line

shot with a deflection at the

edge of the goal-crease to the

right of Waterloo netminder

Jim Weber.

The Warriors then set a pat-

tern that they were to follow in

the third period by responding

to the Blues' marker in rapid

fashion. Roger Kropf scored a

goal just 22 seconds later that

looked for all the world like a

carbon-copy of the Blues' ef-

fort.

Varsity again took the lead

in the last minute of the period

as right-winger Terry Peter-

man potted the rebound of Ter-

ry Parson's shot from the point

which had caromed off the goal

post.

WATSON SHARP
Adrian Watson in the Blues'

net had to be especially sharp

in that period as he handled 14

shots with most of them com-

ing from close in. His favorite

victim was right-winger Ken
Laidlaw, whom he beat three

times.

As has happened many times

this year, Blues played their

best hockey in the second peri-

od. They held an edge in play

and in shots and picked up the

only goal. Paul Laurent got

Blues' third marker as he
poked in Bob McGuinn's re-

bound with only two seconds
remaining.

Any comparison between the

odor of the mysterious liquid

poured on the players benches

between the second and third

periods and Blues' play in the

last stanza is purely coinciden-

tal.

Warriors notched the game
at 3-3 with two quick goals in

the first three minutes.

Waterloo's fine defenseman
Ian McKegney got the first one

at the 1:10 mark as Watson
was left like that poor unfor-

tunate chap who had his last

can of under-arm deodorant
stolen, in other words — "de-

fenseless"! McKegney flipped

a quick shot high into the net.

Kropf got his second goal a

mm -

photo by atan van geijn

John Wright, behind the Warriors' net, registers amazement as he realizes his centering pass has
been deflected past goalie Jim Weber for Blues' last goal Wednesday night. Blues' Bill Buba, for

whom the pass was intended, cuts away while Terry Peterman follows up. Waterloo players Dave
Rudge, { 1 0) and two other Waterloo players arrive just in time to apologize to Weber.

Hectic weekend for Varsity teams

minute and a half later.

BLUES BOUNCE BACK
Blues came right back to go

up 4-3. Captain Brian St. John

combined with McGuinn who
had mesmerized the Warriors

with his skillful stick-handling

before passing to St. John for a

clear shot at the goal.

Cam Crosby, a recent addi-

tion to the Warriors and a for-

mer teammate of Blues' John

Wright with the Marlies,

brought his team even once

again as his hard, low shot

caught the far corner of the

net. Wright then put Blues

ahead for the last time as his

centering pass deflected in off

a Waterloo player.

The last goal of the game
came off the stick of Warrior

defenseman Savo Vujbvic who
played the game with a face-

It's another busy weekend in

both men's and women's ath-

letics at U of T.

Top attraction will undoubt-

edly be tonight's OQAA West-
ern Division hockey game at

Varsity Arena between the

University of Western Ontario
Mustangs and the good guys,

the Varsity Blues. It's the third

meeting of the two teams, with

Blues taking both previous
meets by decisive 14-1 and 4-1

scores.

Game time, as usual, is 8

p.m.

Varsity swimming and wres-
tling teams travel to Mc-
Master to do battle tonight.

Both teams will be taking part

in tn-meets with Western and
the Macmen.
Paye 20 THE VARSITY. Febtuai

No less than four OQAA
sports start their champion-
ship playdowns this weekend.
The association's Nordic Ski

Championships will be held at

the Ottawa Ski Club on Satur-

day, while the Western Divi-

sion championships for Bad-
minton (at Waterloo), curling

(at Guelpht and fencing (at

McMaster) all start today and
continue on tomorrow.
One of the less well known of

the Varsity squads, the boxing
Blues, take on the Royal Mili-

tary College Saturday at 8 p.m.
in Hart House. Last year To-
ronto took a home-and-home
series with RMC 10 bouts to 9

and this year Varsity coach
Tony Canzano predicts an even
closer battle, if that's possible.

Tomorrow's 12-bout card will

y 6. 1970

be rounded out with matches
against Centennial College and
Ryerson.

On the distaff side, two
WITCA and two WIAU meets
take place this weekend. The
intermediate volleyball and
basketball Bluebelles and the

women's ski team travel to

McGill for their matches,
while indoor archery takes

place at Western and badmin-
ton holds forth at U of T (that's

here )

.

One final note to partici-

pants: if you don't now have a

team writer and would like the

rest of the campus to know how
you did, give Varsity sports

editor Jim Cowan a call at 923-

4053 before 7:30 p.m. on Sun-

day.

guard to protect a nose broken

in their last game with the

Western Mustangs.

Bryan Tompson and John
Gordon did an effective job of

killing penalties as none of the

Waterloo goals came on a pow-

er play. Gordon also took a

turn on defense whenever one

of Blues' rearguards was pen-

alized.

One of the most gauling as-

pects of the game was that

Blues' supporters were often

out-cheered by a hard-core of

Warrior fans who can raise

more decibles per person than

a crowd at the Boston Gardens.

BLUENOTES - Hard-
working winger LEN BUR-
MAN is on a six-game scoring

streak. He has scored in every

league game since Christmas

see BLUENOTES, page 19

B-Ball Blues

McManusmen face Lancers
By PETER WHITE

Basketball Blues take their sixth waltz of the year Sat-

urday afternoon at York in another OAQQ league game, this

one against the somewhat disappointing Windsor Lancers.

This game begins the second round of action against

league squads, and Windsor is not one of the teams which

will be licking their lips in anticipation of some fine Toronto

vittals. Blues stayed with the Lancers in their home opener

back on Jan. 10, finally losing 71-58 after playing Lancers

even up in the second half.

Windsor is led by Chris Wydrzynski who after five

games is averaging 18 points and 11.3 rebounds per game.
Wydrzynski has a great move to the basket and plays ioJhe

reckless style popular south of the border (not just a coinci-

dence). He is worth coming to see.

Other big names in the Windsor line up include Tino

Lenti and Guy Delaire, who average 13.7 and 12.3 points per

game respectively. Delaire is the aging speed horse (Blues

had many a chance to observe the shining rear portion of his

cranium ) who broke up the first game from the hanging end

of many Windsor fast-breaks. You can't miss him : he's the

little guy with the gold-rimmed glasses who looks like a

Swiss watch-maker.
Toronto certainly cannot consider the game crucial.

Play-off hopes remain only in the nether of dreamland and

anticipation of next year. However, with a lot less pressure

and with the evidence of improved play off last week's
game at Mac Blues can be expected to perform as well as

they are likely to at any time. Windsor, though tied for sec-

ond place, cannot afford a loss to Toronto at this stage of

the season. The game shapes up as a good one: Blues in

their relaxed role as spoilers versus the clinging defending

champs.
Game time is 2 p.m. at York's Tait-McKenzie Gym.
By the bye: Teams all over the league have experi-

enced an incredible spectator boom as caliber of league

play improves markedly. Toronto's home court operation

remains the only bush set-up. There must be more than 51

people interested in seeing good ball on a Saturday after-

noon!

Standings

GP W L F
WESTERN
MCMASTER
WATERLOO
WINDSOR
GUELPH
TORONTO

0 496 432

2 404 381

3 490 485

3 467 453

4 441 453

5 326 420

SCORING

A PTS
12

6

FG FT PTS AVG
.Jaan Laaniste (Waterloo) 60 37-52 157 26.2

Bruce Dempster (Western) 45 26-34 116 19.3

Chris Wydrzynski (Windsor) 47 14-25 108 18.0

DaveMcGuffin (Western) 43 20-34 106 17.7

Tom Kieswetter (Waterloo) 41 18-27 100 16.7



The "whiter than white" high phosphate detergent will soon pollute the
Great Lakes into a greener than green swamps warned o U of T Pollution Probe
report released today.

Phosphates, coming not only from detergents but also from human waste,
industrial effluents, and agricultural runoff, pour into the lakes and overfertilize

algae and waterweeds that ruin the water life.

The overgrowths of algae and waterweeds use up the oxygen supply of the

fish, clog filtration equipment, wash up on the beaches, and construct channels

and shorelines.

To save the Grate Lakes the report urged that consumers cut back on the use
of high phosphate detergents and that before 1972 the government ban these

detergents.

The Pollution Probe report was optimistic about the consumer's interest in

preventing pollution.

"We believe that there are a great number of concerned housewives who
want to do their part to fight pollution but the basic information has until now
been lacking," the report said.

To aid the housewife in identifying high phosphate and therefore pollution-

potent detergents, the U of T research group analyzed the phosphate content of

many of the best known detergents and soaps.

Cheer, Oxydol, and Tide XK all Proctor and Gamble products, are high on the

list of heavy duty laundry detergents with 43.5-44.5 per cent phosphate content.

All, Finish, and Calgonite are automatic dishwater compounds with approxi-
' mately the same percentage of phosphate.

Calgon and Amway water softeners were found to have 73-75 per cent

phosphate content.

Wisk, Lux, Ivory Snow, Zero, Ajax, Downy, and Mr. Clean were among the

products with the lowest phosphate content.

The press release contended that a safe phosphate replacement will be in-

tensely researched only if consumers demand a non-polluting product, since so far

the detergent industry has only designed a public relations campaign to ride out

the storm over phosphates.

The demand for non-pollutants can be expressed through the market and by

public pressure for anti-pollution legislation on MPs, MPPs, the Prime Minister,

and the cabinet ministers in charge of pollution control.

No new national council yet-
MONTREAL (CUP) — Delegates

from 18 university student councils

ended four days of meetings here
Sunday agreeing on little more than

the necessity for holding regular

meetings.

The conference of student councils,

called by McGill Student Society

Vice-president Martin Shapiro to dis-

cuss the possibility of forming a new
national union to fill the gap left by

the demise of the Canadian Union of

Students, was boycotted by student

councils from British Columbia, Al-

berta, Saskatchewan and Quebec.

By a 7 to 5 vote, those councils

which did attend voted to accept in

principle the formation of a national

union, but could not agree on the polit-

ical direction of the proposed body.

A minority of delegates, led by the

University of Western Ontario, insist-

ed that such a union should be politi-

cally activist, but most of the dele-

gates said they desired a "less ac-

tive" organization than the former
Canadian Union of Students.

Other delegates said it was "too

soon" after the dissolution of CUS to

establish a new national union.

Both CUS and Quebec's Union Gen-

erate des Etudiants de Quebec dis-

solved last fall, as political differ-

ences provoked member universities

into dropping out or withholding

membership fees.

Western was also the only universi-

ty which disagreed with a compro-

mise proposal calling for regular

meetings of the councils to discuss

specific problems such as education,

or pollution.

Some delegates to the conference
— and some who did not attend —
charged the meeting was not national

in its scope, and hinted at duplicity on

the part of organizers.

In an open letter published prior to

the meeting, University of Calgary

student council president Pat Patti-

son said that U of C had reversed a

decision to attend, and obliquely

charged that Martin Shapiro had mi-

sled Calgary concerning the confer-

ence.

According to Pattison, Shapiro indi-

cated over, the telephone that U of C
had agreed through council vice-pres-

ident Bob Ferrier to co-sponsor the

national meeting: Ferrier denied

making any such commitment.
Although Shapiro did not respond

specifically to the Calgary charges,

he defended the conference, stating

that Quebec universities were not in

attendance because two of them -

l'Universite de Montreal and- 1

Universite de Laval — did not have

student councils.

A third French-language institu-

tion, l'Universite de Sherbrooke, did

not participate in the weekend meet-

ing, but has agreed to take part in fu-

ture meetings.

Shapiro said he was "basically sat-

isfied" with the outcome of the con-

ference, but agreed that regular

meetings would be more productive

than a national organization "in the

absence of a consensus.

"

The next meeting of the councils

will be held during the fall at the Uni-

versity of Winnipeg, with the Univer-

sity of Ottawa assisting in the organi-

zation. J



COLLEGE
COPY
SHOP

76 CHARLES ST. W.

_ TELEPHONE -
923-8115

ITS WHERE ITS HAPPENING
Meet your friends at

PETIT PALAIS COIFFURE
TbB -* JF All the LaUst Mod Styl.

.

»nd Cult by any of our 5 5tylt»t»

W* speclallie in tons hair styling

20% discount Monday through Thursday
with proof of A.T.L. Card

415 Bloor St. W. Comer Spadino.- Borders, campus
Open Thursday and Friday Eveninq» _

For appointment phone 922-2823

XEROX
COPIES
QUALITY

GUARANTEED
,

.
-

.

'
^

FREE COLLATING

5c each - 1st ojpyol an

original

4c each 2nd thru lOlli copies

ol Ihe same original

2c each 11 Hi and more copies

ol the same original

WhileU-Wait or Overnight

This student discount card means you get

SPECIAL 10%
STUDENT
DISCOUNTS
on all rentals and allpurchases.

It also means Syd Silver's quality • fit • dependability • service

If you did not receive a student discount card clip it

from this ad and use it as a regular card. For those

big important occasions remember Syd Silver,

Canada's leading name in formal wear

and inquire about the special student rates!

Syd^fSilver Formals Ltd.
•/ / 500 Yonqe Street {just above College) - 923-4611

MANUFACTURERS
CLEARANCE
LEATHER COATS

REG. TO 145 - 35.00

SUEDE BY THE FOOT - 60*

SKIN & BONES
STUDENT DISCOUNT

670 YONGE ST.

2 SOUTH OF BLOOR

RENT A
TAPE RECORDER
(As low as 50$ daily)

Brand new cassetes

Complete With:
* Recording microphone
* Interna! Speakers
* Tape
* Battery and plug in option

especially useful for taping

lectures and essays. Used ex-

tensively for projects, theses

and in language training.

Can be rented by month-week
or weekend.

921-7702

(five minutes walk from the

cam pus)

H>
WHAT'S NEW ON SAC

Here's a rundown of things happening around SAC these days.
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SPADINA EXPRESSWAY:
"Stop Spadina" Buttons, Pos-

ters and (ironically) Bumper
Stickers are now available in the

SAC Office. SAC is preparing a
'

brief to Metro Council opposing

continuation of the Expressway
below Lawrence. There's also

an action group set up to contin-

ue the campus anti-Expressway

campaign. For info call Larry

Colle 532-3724 or the SAC Office.

CAMPUS CENTRE: At last

week's Council meeting SAC
endorsed Wayne Richardson's

campus centre brief calling for

the $5 million student and facul-

ty centre to be financed by a

combination of student levy and

private donations. Students will

vote in a referendum March 3,

whether they favour SAC pursu-

ing the Campus Centre Project

and are willing to increase SAC
fees about $15 per year to fi-

nance it.

• ST. GEORGE ST. JAYWALK-
ER: SAC voted to pay the $25

fine for Jon Galama (III SMC)
who last week was nailed for

jaywaiking'in front of Sid Smith.

This is in line with SAC's repeat-

ed efforts to pressure city bu-

reaucrats to close St. George
and other busy cross-campus
streets.

• LEGAL AID SERVICE: The
jaywalker was referred to the

Student Legal Aid Service oper-

ated by U of T Law Students.

SAC also voted $600 to those stu-

dents for a summer feasibility

study on a full time legal aid

service for students on campus
next year.

• CAMPBELL REPORT: SAC
offered "critical support" to the

Campbell Report on campus
discipline. In its response SAC
endorsed Campbell's call that

"operational agreement" be
reached between professors and
students on approach and proce-

dures involved in all U of T
courses. It also supported

Campbell's view that disruptive

demonstrations can be justified

and causes of such exam ob-

structive acts should be exam-
ined and negotiated rather than

those disruptions being re-

pressed.

1 UNIVERSITY EXPANSION:
SAC urged the University to halt

demolition of 10 houses on Spa-

dina and Sussex Avenues until

the alternatives have been dis-

cussed with the residents. The
houses are going to make way
for a chiller plant. The Huron-

Sussex Residents Association is

struggling for a role in planning

the future of their community
and SAC is supporting the resi-

dents in that fight.

* SCARBOROUGH-ERINDALE

:

56% of SAC fees paid by Scar-

borough-Erindale students will

be rebated to those Colleges

next year, recognizing the prob-

lems posed by the remoteness of

the satellite colleges to the main

campus and the difficulty of

their students using the St.

George Campus services.

There's more to report but no

space left. For more info call the

SAC office at 923-6221 or just drop

in. We've been doing a lot of stuff

lately but SAC's pretty irrelevant

unless students in general a) know
what we're doing b) give us ideas

and help form policy. It's every-

body's union. Solidarity will make
us strong.

Art Moses — UC SAC Rep.

THIS WEEK AT SAC

Monday, Feb 9th

Communications Commission
meeting, 5 PM, SAC office U of T
Expansion Working Group, 5 PM,
SAC office

Tuesday, Feb 10th

-Services Commission meeting,

2:30 PM, SAC office, to discuss

summer projects and co-op gro-

cery store

-Nominations close for SAC Presi-

dency, 5 PM
-External Affairs Commission
meeting, 5:15 PM, SAC office to

discuss the budget and where the

hell we are and should be going.

Wednesday, Feb 11th

4:15 PM, SAC presentation to the

President's Advisory Committee
on the future of Hart House, the

Bickersteth Room.
-Executive meeting, 6 PM, in the

SAC office.
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Norman Strax

Canadian Government wants to deport fired UN B prof.
FREDERICTON (CUP) -

Norman Strax, the former
University of New Brunswick
physics professor whose sus-

pension and dismissal from
UNB last year kept his campus
in an uproar for months, is

currently awaiting deportation

procedings by the federal gov-

ernment.

The deportation proceed-

ings, initiated by the federal

Department of Immigration,
were unexpectedly delayed

last Thursday when bad weath-

er prevented the arrival in

Fredericton of special inquiry

officer for the immigration
department D. M. Parent.

The move to deport the be-

leaguered physics professor

first came Nov. 5, when Strax

emerged from a 14-day stay in

Fredericton city jail, for ob-

struction of a police officer.

Strax, witnessing a down-

town arrest for drunkenness,

said he felt the arresting offi-

cer was being "unduly rough"

in his treatment of the offend-

er. Strax began taking pictures

as the man was herded off to

the police station, and was ar-

rested.

Without prior warning, Strax

was greeted by police and a

warrant from the immigration

department upon his release

from jail.

Strax has been an embar-
rassment to various sectors of

New Brunswick society since

his dismissal last year from
UNB for supporting a student

protest over library privileges.

The UNB Board of Gover-
nors obtained a court order

barring Strax from the campus
when students began a sit-in

protesting his suspension:

Strax ignored the injunction

and was jailed for contempt of

court.

The dismissal attempt drew
an official censure from the

Canadian Association of Uni-

versity Teachers for undue
board interference in academ-

ic affairs, but the CAUT more
did not prevent the board from

firing Strax.

The Censure — only the sec-

ond official blacklisting of a

university in the history of

CAUT, was lifted this summer.
Unemployed since his dis-

missal from UNB, bankrupted

by lengthy and expensive court

battles, and suffering from ill-

health, Strax has since spent

his time as a community or-

ganizer for the radical "strug-

gle for a democratic society.

Strax's deportation is osten-

sibly being sought for his ar-

rest on the obstruction charge,

but Strax believes the move is

simply designed to rid Freder-

icton of his presence.

"The offense is too trivial

for deportation, but the deci-

sion will be made on a political

basis," he said.

Strax will attempt to fight

both the deportation move and

the original conviction for ob-

struction, because his deporta-

tion "would set a very bad pre-

cedent, particularly for draft

dodgers."
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Laymen to be members of Loyola B.ofG
MONTREAL (CUP) - Loy-

ola College announced last

Tuesday that they would allow

laymen to sit on the newly-cre-

ated Board of Trustees.

Previously only Jesuits sat

on the now-defunct Board of

Governors.
Loyola President P. G. Ma-

lone S.J. said the names of the

newly appointed lay members
would be announced this week.

They are to be drawn from

the old Board of Governors,

the professions, labor, indus-

try, alumni and other sections

of the general community.

Malone did not rule out the

possibility of students and fac-

ulty sitting on the Board even-

tually, though he said such ac-

tion "would have to wait until

the findings of the Commission
on University Government
were studied."

This commission, estab-

lished last fall to investigate

the entire administrative

structure at Loyola, has not

been set up yet.

Mankind may be the first

species "to bring about its

& own destruction" Prof. Don-

£ aid Chant told the Trinity Col-

lege Convocation Saturday.

At a seminar entitled "The

:|: Upright, Uptight Biped",

:|: Chant said pollution, over-

% population and starvation

:|: threaten the future of the

£ human race.

£ Prof. Philip Smith disa-

The reconstitution of the

Board was described as "a
major innovation for Loyola,

allowing community-wide par-

ticipation in the policy and de-

cision-making process.
'

'

Malone said all the new ap-

pointees would be "full, legal

members" of the Board.

greed with Chant, saying non- y.

materialism and non-confor- S
mism were a return "in full

circle to primitive society" in
;j:

which people lived "quite

well." :;i

Chant proposed Canada set -:|

itself up as a "demonstra-

tion" to the world of how ov- >>

erpopulation and pollution

could be limited. :$

Dr. Norman Strai, fired UNB professor

If he manages to stay in New er oppressed groups in their

Brunswick, Strax said he hopes struggle against "capitalistic

to work with Acadians and oth- society."

There will be a meeting of the photo $
workshop this Tuesday evening at 7.-30

p.m. in the Varsity office. Anyone inter- if:

ested in photography and the Varsity is

invited to attend.

Haggar may be hired
WATERLOO (CUP) - Con-

troversial political scientist

George Haggar may find em-

ployment for the next few

months — as a visiting profes-

sor at the University of Water-

loo.

Haggar began salary nego-

tiations Thursday with the

Waterloo administration, after

receiving tentative — and

somewhat grudging — approv-

al for his appointment to the

university's experimental inte-

grated studies program, an

inter-disciplinary academic

experiment at Waterloo.

The Lebanese-born political

scientist is still waiting word

from the Ontario Human
Rights Commission concerning

protests he lodged last Septem-

ber against five Ontario uni-

versities, charging they dis-

criminated against him on the

grounds of political beliefs.

Haggar charged that Water-

loo Lutheran University, Lake-

head University, York Univer-

sity; Seneca College of Applied

Arts and Technology, and

King's College (an affiliate of

the University of Western On-

tario) all refused him employ-

ment because of his pro-Arab,

pro-socialist beliefs.

The commission promised to

report on his case by last Octo-

ber; so far no response has

been forthcoming.

Waterloo students originally

recommended that Haggar be

hired full-time by the universi-

ty, but their proposal was re-

jected. Last December, the

integrated studies department

recommended Haggar be tak-

en on as a visiting professor

beginning in January.

The Waterloo administration

did not consider the student

brief until January 30 — then

suggested Haggar should only

teach one or two days per

week.

'$. The University Commission and the Union of Course

Si Unions will be holding a joint meeting with the Faculty

55 Council of Arts and Sciences to discuss the motion "the

55 council, while recognizing that students have legitimate

55 role in decision-making rejects the concept of staff-student

55 parity as applicable to the governing body of faculties,

departments or colleges." Tuesday 4.10 p.m. in Convocation

5, Hall
5: A reception will be held afterwards (students only) in

55 the SAC office.
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PAGE FOUR
The Cretin that devoured Cleveland

The Cretins: masters of the 'apolitical' universe

Cretinism (brrtinizm). 1801. ff. prec.

r -ISM. ] The condition of n cretin ; n combin.r-

lion of deformity (usually with goitre|.™d idiocy,

endemic 111 c..Tt.-in/\lpine v.illeysand elsewlicrc.

So Crc'tinize v. to reduce to c.

"All university teachers, with-

out exception, are cretins."

The above is one of the more
forthright statements of the

Situationists' pamphlet, 'Ten

Days that Shook the Universi-

ty'. It was one of the hypothes-

es that the Investigation Com-
mittee checked out in its inves-

tigatory tour of Political Econ-
omy last week.
There was some confirma-

tion:

• Dean Allen unilaterally

forbad students of the Stop
Spadina Committee from using

the Arts and Science Gestetner

to run off their leaflets. He said

the university was "politically

neutral" and should remain so.

Senior faculty, evidently
quite pleased with their politi-

cal sensitivity, did their bit for

Canada by choosing a new Pol-

itical Economy chairman —
Stefan Dupre.

"We chose a Canadian."
As if they really think an eth-

nic nationalism will end the
political and economic control
of the country by the American
Empire.

• C. B. Macpherson, who is

undoubtedly Canada's most
highly-reputed political theor-
ist, says he is a Marxist.
But he passionately believes

that the university is a socially

neutral institution. He also has
publicly denounced the strike of

the PSA faculty in Simon Fras-
er on the grounds that the facul-

ty are professionals and should
not behave like a labour union.

What became obvious in the
course of the investigations is

that the most powerful mem-
bers of the department of Polit-

ical Economy do not under-
stand politics.

The investigating committee

rooted out the process that led

to the appointment of Dupre as
the new Departmental chair-
man. The results were predict-

able:

• the appointment commit-
tee consisted mainly of admin-
istrators;

• the faculty had no say in

appointing their own chair-
man;

• there are, on the average,
only one or two faculty meet-
ings every year;

• the students were not even
consulted on Dupre's appoint-
ment;
The process of hiring and fir-

'

ing and of granting tenure in

the department is haphazard,
silent, undemocratic, and di-

sasterous to students.

But there is a system behind
the apparent non-system: Sen-
ior faculty (Macpherson,
Eayrs, Skilling, Neufeld, Pratt,
etc.) in each section of the de-
partment have a virtual veto
over all appointments in their
section.

The new chairman, Dupre, is

no champion of democracy:
• he will do nothing to re-

verse the tide of Americaniza-
tion: as a continentalist Har-
vard-Canadian, he represents
it;

• he is opposed to the student
demands for a democratized
department;

• he is Simon Fraser Presi-
dent Kenneth Strand's repre-
sentative on an CAUT arbitra-
tion panel (The panel was set
up to judge the cases of the 12
progressive faculty members
who led a faculty and student
strike after the university au-
thorities, under government
pressure, dismembered the
radical PSA department.

)

;

• he is opposed to a limita-
tion of the U of T President's
power

:

"Prof. Dupre said he was con-
cerned about the general treat-

ment given to the presidency in

bo "... .... .. i- . ...... Com.
Ou, million, Comm.no* Vfllilr

I.,.-. -,i Si GkhooSi

Editor Brian Johnson
Review Editor lorry Haiven
Sports Editor Jim Cowan, 923- 405 3
Advertising ManagerCarol Cooper, 923-

8171
Editorial Offices 91 St. George, 2nd floor

Editorial Phones 923-8741
Advertising Offices 91 St. George, 1st floor

The wherewirhal of laura and eric and dare

9 through the night to geoff brian and
michael. Art in earlier to eeto for the goodies but
they were only lemon and not jelly, pool jlm and
lyndon politics and sports don't mix. but noel
supernummeiaried and many others whom we
shouldn't mention perhaps, but great things are
in the wind more to tome later, and suecup says
she doesn't wont to be forgotten — from Web.
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both the CUG report and the
Campbell committee report on
disciplinary procedures. As he
read the reports, he said the ref-

erences to the presidency had
aroused him "like a fire bell in

the night". The reports would
strip the President of the right to

appoint, promote, and dismiss,

yet there were sound historical

reasons for making this the re-

sponsibility of an individual,

who should be the President."

—U of T Bulletin

Taking the given as given,
the politics of the department
are conservative: politics be-
comes transformed into admin-
istration.

The kind of politics that pre-
vails in the department has two
elements: cliques and careers.
Managerial politics is not

surprising when one considers
what the department really is:

a vast technical operation to
co-ordinate various govern-
mental, military, educational,
and corporate projects, and to

train students in these tasks.

The closed departmental
structure is weakening, as new
research centres have silently
sprouted up around Political
Economy.
As autonomous or semi-au-

tonomous institutions, they are
freer to bind the intellectual
skills of the university to corpo-
rate and government needs.
For instance, the Canadian

Institute for International Af-
fairs provided policy advice
and research for the External
Aid Office. The Institute's
head, John Holmes, was a key
decision-maker during the peri-
od when Canada was formulat-

ing its policy vis-a-vis the Viet-

nam War. Canada had been
covertly involved (via the ICC
and Defence production) from
the beginning.

The Industrial Relations
Centre has done valuable work
for government and corpora-
tions by devising strategies to

ease labour "unrest". The In-

stitute's head, John Crispo, was
one of the main authors of the

Woods Report. (The Woods
Report recommends legislative

limits to collective bargaining
and envisages the integration
of the labour unions with the
planning mechanisms of the
state.

)

The Russian Studies Depart-
ment is headed by Griffiths and
Skilling. They are Cold War
Liberals who are now helping
to forge Canadian-Russian un-
derstanding: Canada is playing
a key international role in de-

veloping an alliance between
the American and Russian
Empires.
No section of the department

is studying the colonial status
of Canada, let alone the general
structure of the American
Empire.
Only a cretin would assert

that our Political Economy
department is neutral — but
it's the official rhetoric. Just a
bunch of scholars doing their

thing in the pursuit of truth. .

.

—brian johnson

The Political Economy Course Union
will meet Tuesday at 2 p.m. in Sidney
Smith, Rm. 1089.



even bigots should be accurate in their slanders

Assuming the fatuous tirade from
Edward Moroney (II Music) was intended

to be taken as serious argument and de-

fence of the Hart House traditions, a few
opposing comments are required.

1) Moroney claims "the men of the
University want a place to themselves. .

." I suggest the real men of this or any
other university want to be with their

women. If Moroney prefers to seek refuge
in an institution catering to males only,

that's his hang-up. And as for the "petty
gossip" which he predicts would fill the

common rooms if women were admitted,

what does he think is going on under the

existing regime, scholarly debates on
DNA, world politics or the latest trend in

phenomenology? Come off it, Moroney!
Where are your ears? If anything, the lev-

el of conversation will improve; it can
hardly sink any lower.

2) Moroney says "the men" resent
women "pushing their way in". How does
he know what "the men" do or do not re-

sent? "The men" have never been polled,

questioned or even allowed to vote on
whether they want women admitted. If he

personally doesn't want women and re-

sents their presence, let him say that on
its own merits without employing the

mythical authority of "the men".
3) "You've got equal pay with the men

in the professions. . . what more do you

want?" Well, if after 15 years of supposed

education in our school system you can't

answer that by now, there's little chance

of me convincing you. And by the way,

your statement notwithstanding, women
don't have anything close to "equal pay
with men in the professions", at least not

the respectable professions anyway.

And if the price these "common nuis-

ances", as you term them, must pay to

earn your "respect" is to give up the

struggle to be treated with true equality in

the university, they are frankly far better

off struggling without your "respect" —
whatever it may be worth.

4) "If you feel jealous, start your own
club." Like "the men" started Hart

House, I suppose. If Vincent Massey
hadn't handed it to them, "the men"
would still be arguing about the amount of

foam rubber in the library couches. I find

your remarks even more interesting when

one considers that the Hart House elec-

tions were postponed this year because

not enough "men" cared about the House

to bother running at the initial deadline.

They couldn't even get enough for accla-

mations until the deadlines were extend-

ed.

5) As for your snide reference to the

gallant suffragette killed (or martyred, to
be more realistic) by the King's horse in
the Derby, it was a Miss Emily Davison,
not one of the Pankhurst clan, and it was
1913, not 1914 as you claimed. Even bigots
have the responsibility to be accurate in

their slanders.

6) "The traditions and atmosphere of
the institution would be ruined forever" if

Reply to Edward Moroney:

Militance is not my bag, nor do I belong

to the New Feminists, the Women's Lib-

eration Front, nor a Temperance Society,

but I am a woman, very much offended by
your arrogant and patronizing letter.

Though I am not entirely in sympathy
with the Women's Liberation Front's tac-

tics and ideals — I do find feminine exclu-

sion from Hart House unfair. Women
don't want to monopolize all the chairs

and couches in your common rooms nor

spoil your brand of petty gossip with
theirs. The point is simply that Hart
House provides certain very desirable

As an active member of Hart House and
a former member of the Board of Stew-

ards (1967-68, 1968-69), I would like to re-

ply to Mr. Edward Moroney's letter to the

Varsity.

Unlike Mr. Moroney I do not resent the

presence of women in Hart House, nor am
I convinced that he represents a majority

of the members. In the time that I have
been associated with the House, I have not

seen a single instance where the presence

of women has or would have harmed the

Hart House community. Indeed I have
seen plenty of evidence to show that such

a community can no longer exist without

women being a part of it on the same basis

as men. ,

Mr. Moroney does not appear to under-

stand the difference between tradition

and stagnation. Hart House has a fine tra-

dition of excellence in the arts, debate,

and many other areas, but if this tradition

is to survive the House must adapt to the

times. The exclusive men's club atmos-
phere is a remnant of the tribal custom of

women were admitted. Western society
didn't crumble when women got the vote,

now did it?

Re-reading the Founders' Prayer, I find

the "traditions" of Hart House include
such items as "true education", "good
fellowship", plus "clarity of mind and
depth of understanding". As an habitue of

Hart House, you and your "men" are pre-

facilities for a small elite — of men!
If these were made available to women

(I'm a dreamer), certainly not every girl

on campus would rush to use them. But
don't you think that those who would
might have something to contribute?
Women don't want to steal Hart House
from you, just share it.

You are right in saying women now
have the vote, babies, and (sometimes)
equal opportunity and pay in the profes-

sions. But what we don't have and what
we really want is equal value and equal
recognition in the eyes of men. The tone of

your letter makes the lack of this value

separating the men's quarters from the

women's quarters, and a change is long

overdue.

Regarding Mr. Moroney's comments on

It seems inappropriate that The Var-
sity, which is supposed to concert itself

with campus goings-on, devoted only two
paragraphs to an original play, To The
Hollow, by Graham Jackson, staged at
Victoria College (compared to an entire

page on the latest Hollywood movie which
students can read about in the daily pap-

ers).

Even the two short paragraphs could
hardly be called a 'review'. A writer
whose reaction to a play about homosex-
uals is to drag out a tired old pun about
'drag' and scream 'What the Hell is this

all about?' is obviously incapable of deal-

ing with the subject.

sumably the products of its hallowed "tra-
ditions and atmosphere".

"Clarity of mind", "depth of under-
standing" and an irrational, almost hys-
terical fear of women. This is "true edu-
cation"? It would seem, Mr. Moroney,
that both you and Hart House are in des-

perate need of some long-overdue Libera-
ti0n

" Paul Carson (6T7)

very clear.

You call us "common nuisances",
make reference to our "cheap soprano
tone" and ask us to behave like ladies.

You convey the impression that acting

like a lady requires submission to you —
the male (please correct me if I'm wrong)
— something like "Speak only when spo-

ken to." Hardly equality — no matter how
much we're paid.

I find it hard to believe that anyone
could be so one-sided and blind. But if you

really are, I hope for your sake someone
invents a time machine and transports

you to another century.

Darin Domnick (II Vic)

the Women's Liberation Movement, may
I remind him that history justified the

suffragettes.

lanB. Turnar(SGS)

It's also interesting that your review of

my book, Year of the Quiet Sun, on the

same page neglects even to mention the

(homosexual) love poems which your re-

viewer Bob Bossin told me he particularly

liked.

A reticence to say anything good about
homosexuality in print, whether it is your
reviewers' or The Varsity's, seems unjus-

tifiably timid (or narrow-minded).

Homosexuality can no longer be dis-

missed by bad jokes or a tacit conspiracy
of silence. Perhaps The Varsity and its

reviewers will be fairer and more sensible

in the future.

Ian Young

women don't want to steal hart house

difference between tradition and stagnation

timid and narrowminded

Spadina: a good idea (if it won't harm U of T)

The University of Toronto

is helping to build the Spadina

Expressway, despite Claude

Bissell's public statements

against it.

In a letter to the SAC the U
of T Board of Governors indi-

cated its major interest dur-

ing discussions with the city

has been over the location of

exits once the expressway is

built, not with the effects the

artery would have on the rest

of the Toronto community
and on the city's future.

And the University's own
expansion plans assume the

existence of the Expressway.

The university's actions in

tearing houses down along

Spadina avenue coincide with

this assumption.

The controversial proposed

chiller plant on Spadina and

Sussex has caused ten good-

quality homes be demolished,

despite the existence of va-

cant land elsewhere. The
Spadina-Sussex site was cho-

sen as appropriate to the

eventual U of T plans to con-

struct a virtual brick wall

along Spadina from Bloor to

Harbord — to serve as a buff-

er against the Spadina Ex-

pressway.

The university's plan calls

for a series of parking ga-

rages with windowless high-

rise academic or office build-

ings on top, stretching along

Spadina Ave from Bloor to

Harbord, The bleak features

of the chiller plant are de-

signed to coincide with that

wall.

The university's callously

treated the Huron Sussex res-

idents' Association in refus-

ing to discuss alternative

sites for the chiller plant with

them other than informing

them of the site as a fait ac-

compli. The university's plan-

ners and Board of Governors

have shown cynical disregard

toward the welfare of the city

in their attitude to the Spadi-

na Expressway.

That attitude is simply ' we

care not if you build the Ex-
pressway with its well known
social and economic implica-

tions so long as it doesn't hurt

our own little satrapy, the

university.' The university's

sole concern is whether the

Expressway traffic will be

fed through campus streets

such as Harbord, Hoskin and

St. George. That's as far as

its social consciousness goes.

There seems to be no worry
whether the Expressway
might destroy the Annex,
Huron-Sussex, or Kensington

communities. After all the

university is in the process of

busting up a community on its

own. And breaking it up while

assuming the success of pro-

expressway voices across the

city.

Perhaps a better case for

reforming the governing

structures of the university

couldn't be made. Both Board

of Governors and U of T plan-

ners are still wedded to tradi-

tional concepts of planning.

They are devoted to what

they narrowly see as being in

the interests of the universi-

ty. Efficiency is paramount.

Concern for the welfare of

people and consideration of

neighborhood aesthetices is

secondary, if it is dealt with

at all.

—art mows
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By TREVOR JONES

PINE POINT, Northwest Territories

There were many stories written

about the building of the Great Slave

Lake Railway in the early sixties,

about the drive to reach this "last

frontier" in the Canadian Northland.

Typical of the romantic indulgence

required of journalists on such occa-

sions was this story which appeared

in 1964 in The Ottawa Citizen

:

"The country along the south shore

of the Great Slave Lake is as still as

death, as it has been for centuries

past. It is as if the thick snow in the

spruce trees has muffled all the

sound.

"Suddenly the stillness is shattered

by a sharp, piercing blast from a disel

locomotive.

"Then it really hits home — the.

realization that steel has penetrated

the last frontier; that they've built a

railway from southern Canada to

within 400 miles of the Arctic Circle."

But nowhere in the moody epics in

any newspaper file in Canada will

anyone find the story of R. F. Welch,

one of Canadian National Railways

favorite construction contractors.

And nowhere is there the story of the

humdreds of immigrants who built

the Great Slave line and the condi-

tions they labored under. Nor did

anyone question how they got there.

The Great Slave Lake Railway,

extending 378 miles through muskeg,

bush and farm land from northern

Alberta to the edge of the Great Slave

Lake in the Northwest Territories,

was built at the cost of $86 million in

federal funds between 1961 and 1967.

Ever since the days of the CPR's

Kicking Horse Pass line, in the 1880 s

hewn out of the Rocky Mountains by a

mass labor force of Chinese and Irish

immigrants, the Canadian railway

industry has learned the value of

immigrant labor. Ignorant of the lan-

guage, of their rights, strangers to

labor union traditions, immigrants

make the most docile manual labor

force available.

The Great Slave Lake Railway is a

good example for several reasons.

For one, it is one of the most recent

railways built in Canada. For anoth-

er, it brings us in touch with Ralph F.

Welch, a friend of the railway indus-

try and of Ottawa for many years.

And it brings us to the Department of

Citizenship and Immigration, as it

was then known, and their splendid

co-operation, as it was then known,

and their splendid co-operation with

men like Welch, and with the railway

industry as a whole.

Finally, the story of the Great
Slave line is pertinent because it has

not ended.

The history of the Great Slave Lake
Railway is one of the most blatant

examples of Ottawa's accommoda-
tion of the interests of private profit

that one can find.

The GSLR had been promised to the

Peace River settlers by the Liberals

for almost thirty years, to transport

their products to the markets in the

south But when it was finally built,

the settlers' interests were quite sec-

ondary

The impending construction of the

GSLR was announced by the Liberal

Government, in the person of North-

ern Affairs Minister Jean Lesage, in

1954, and its construction was carried

out under the conservative govern-

ment — much hailed as testimony to

John Diefenbaker's "vision of the

north".

Diefenbaker's "vision of the north"

coincided remarkably with the "vi-

sion" of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way. The GSLR was built, in Diefen-

baker's own words, "primarily to

bring out the rich lead-zinc deposits in

the Pine Point area" on the Great

Slave Lake — one of the richest de-

posits in the world.

Some 90 per cent of the lead-zinc

deposits in the Pine Point region be-

longs to the Pine Point Mines compa-

ny, which is owned 78.2 per cent by

Consolidated Mining and Smelting

(COMINCO), in turn owned by Cana-

dian Pacific Investments — the hold-

ing company of the Canadian Pacific

Railway.

A few Liberals, in opposition, asked

loudly in the House why the Conserva-

tive government was "selling out to

CPR", by using CNR to build a rail-

way for the private company's con-

venience and profit. But perhaps

they, who conceived the project in

1954, knew the answer to that best.

In 1955, the Toronto Star reported:

".
. . a federal proposal for a three-

way sharing of costs between CPR,
Smelters, and the federal government

had been turned down by the CPR and

the big mining company which has a

99-year lease on the area.

"

The president of Pine Point, W. G.

Jewett, had the unmitigated cheek in

1960 to complain that the govern-

ment's delay in implementing its poli-

cy to build the railroad was causing

Pine Point "great concern", and that

if government didn't hustle, "alter-

nate forms of transport" would have

to be developed.

Though CPR had to repay the Fed-

eral Government some of the money
over a 10-year period through freight

costs on the millions of tons of ore it

carried out to its smelters in Trail,

B.C., it still received a convenient

loan of $86 million, which it was not

about to shell out of its own pocket.

It was, in the words of a Depart-

ment of Indian Affairs and Northern

Development report, "a splendid

example of co-operation between
government and private enterprise.

'

'

This spirit of co-operation was car-

ried through into the construction

phase of the railroad.

In those years, the CNR was vir-

tually the private domain of its presi-

dent, Donald Gordon, a man greatly

respected by the government for get-

ting things done. Donald Gordon had
that simple formula for building rail-

roads that kept everything neatly
within the budget — kill the unions,

and make sure you have the cheapest
supply of labor possible.

This is why in the case of the GSLR,
as in the case of dozens of other rail-

way contracts in the previous thirty

years, the CNR turned to the R. F.

Welch (B.C. ) Company, with its head-

quarters in Vancouver.
Ralph Welch has enjoyed virtual

obscurity and lucrative CNR con-

tracts for over 30 years. As a "man-
power and construction contractor",

Parti

These foreigners make 'great slaves'l

Welch's specialty has been "extra

gangs", the large construction and
maintenance crews that build and
repair this country's thousands of

miles of track. Welch provided Gor-

don with what he wanted: a cheap,

fast job, done without publicity and

without combersome frills like un-

ions.

Mr. Welch didn't have to worry

about unions raising his costs because

Donald Gordon was personally fend-

ing them off. Gordon engaged for

years in a bitter fight with the Broth-'

erhood of Maintenance of Way to pre-

vent its bid to unionize extra gangs.

But when, in 1956, Gordon had to give

in and extra gang labor was finally

given certification under the Brother-

hood, the CNR insisted on retaining

Welch as a manpower agent on main

lines, and also as a construction agent

on pioneer lines like the GSLR.

In 1965, the Federal Government
brought in the Federal Labor Stan-

dards Code (regulating federal em-
ployees) establishing a 40-hour work

week. Railways were allowed to ap-

ply for deferments from this standard

for their operating employees and

extra gangs. But the only private rail-

way construction contractor given the

deferement under the umbrella of

railway operations was R. F. Welch.

This left Welch free to provide the

cheap labor the railway wanted. But

Welch didn't restrict himself to dip-

ping into any cheap labor pool he

could cull in Canada (Canadians tend-

ed to walk off his jobs when they real-

ized what they had to do )

.

Through arrangements with the

Department of Citizenship and Immi-

gration, and the Department of La-

bor, Welch agents used to travel to

Portugal and Italy to recruit manual

labor from the unemployment rolls of

Lisbon and Rome, and from the sur-

rounding rural areas. Through these

arrangements with the Ottawa au-

thorities, he brought them over by the

hundreds to work on his extra gangs.

When it came to the construction of

the GSLR, however, Welch no longer

sent agents to Western Europe to re-

cruit labor. His particular "arrange-

ment" (his word) ended in 1957, ap-

parently because the Immigration

authorities took it upon themselves to

keep up the supply of immigrants, and

he no longer had to do active recruit-

ing. He now only needed to phone up

any government manpower office,

say how many men he needed, and

soon a trainload of Portuguese and

Italians and other immigrants was on

its way to his construction sites.

Technically the Great Slave con

struction phase should have ended in

July of 1967, when the Board of Trans-

port Commissioners authorized

commercial traffic on the line. But

Ottawa extended the "construction

phase" from December 1967 to March

1970. What is now being done on the

railway is heavy maintenance, not

construction, but the convenient ex

tension means that the line is not re

garded as an operational railway, and

unions like the Brotherhood of Main-

tenance of Way cannot move in since

they are restricted to the operational

lines.

The GSLR gangs today do exactly

the same work as the unionized men
on the operational lines — they lay

new steel build up the track bed with

ballast and raise the rails where they

sag. But they work for Mr. Welch.

Not much has changed on the Great

Slave Lake Railway since the early

construction days. The immigrant

farm laborers and unemployed whom
Welch formerly recruited abroad now

are obtained in Montreal, Toronto,

Edmonton and Vancouver. Welch

gangs still work on the tracks from 90

to 120 hours a week. They even man-

age to clear $600 a month — if they

work 500 hours.

Reprinted from The Last Post.

The next two pdrti of this story will

appear in the Wednesday's and
day's Varsity.
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Frontier College: two jobs in one

Pulling spikes on northern railway repair gang.

By HENRY MIETKIEWICZ

Two years ago, Steve Grant
(III Vic) decided to break
from an established routine
and get a really challenging

summer job. He applied to

Frontier College, and wound
up tutoring immigrants and
shovelling gravel 10 hours a

day for CNR in Saskatche-
wan.

Grant is typical of the 80-

odd Frontier College labour-

er-teachers who are stationed

during a four-month summer
period every year in fish

plants, logging camps, rail-

way gangs and mines
throughout Canada. In ex-

change for the guaranteed
income of a back-breaking,

but well-paying job, a student

must use his spare time to

conduct classes, seminars
and recreational pro-

grammes for the workmen.
Since 1899, Frontier Col-

lege has sent more than 4000

teachers (among them the

noted baby specialist, Dr.

Benjamin Spock) into back-

woods bunkhouses to teach

over 500,000 immigrants and
illiterate Canadians.

The college is chartered by

an Act of Parliament
(Frontier College Act, 1922)

to promote "an adult and
community education ser-

vice" in outlaying parts of

Canada.

Frontier College was con-

ceived and initiated by the

Rev. Alfred Fitzgerald, a

Nova Scotia missionary, who
preached in Ontario logging

camps. Observing the air of

depression in these areas, he

concluded that much could be

done to raise the morale of

the men by offering them free

and voluntary classes in self-

education and guidance.

NO SPECIAL TREATMENT
Fitzgerald arranged for

financial support of his pro-

ject and had magazines and

books of various languages

delivered to the camps. In-

structors, teachers and uni-

versity students were also

sent to help the labourers in

their spare time.

In 1901, one such instructor

grew tired of waiting for the

men to finish their work, and

joined them on the job. The
workers' respect for him
immediately increased, and

many more began turning up

for the classes.

Since that time, Frontier

College has operated on the

principle that an instructor

who works alongside his stu-

dents, without special treat-

ment or preference, will

more easily be able to under-

stand the needs of a man he

wishes to help

In order to ensure a desired

amount of independence in its

teachers, Frontier College

sends only one representative

to each work camp. However,
loneliness can be an unwant-
ed side-effect of this proce-

dure. "During my whole
summer out there", says

Grant, "I didn't see another
Frontier College instructor,

except for a supervisor who
came around once. And it got

pretty lonely for a while.

NO HOME COMFORTS
"But you learn to make

friends. I knew a fine 60-year-

old Portuguese man who was
very kind to me. The biggest

thing to oversome was that I

was supposedly a college or

university smart-ass punk.

But most of the guys, if they

had nothing to do with the

classes, weren't very nasty to

me".
Before his departure from

Toronto, every labourer-

teacher is made to realize

that his work will be extreme-

ly demanding, and his living

quarters far from comforta-

ble. Grant lived in a small

bunk car with seven Portu-

guese men in their 30's and
40's. His washbasin was a

tank of cold water, and he

showered under a bucket of

hot water that hung from a

nail.

"We had no electricity on

the gang", remembers
Grant. "The only way I could

show films was that CAN got

me a generator that you put

gas in and wound up like a

lawnmower. One guy some-

times used to use my genera-

tor to shave with".

"Because these conditions

are so taxing", explains Bill

Harwood, Frontier College's

associate programme co-or-

dinator, "we have a dropout

rate of about 3-5 per cent each

summer.
"We had a fellow who

came out last year from a big

city, and he had never done

any hard work in his life.

When he got up to a camp in

the Yukon, he just freaked

out. Two days and he was
back. He was a very athletic

little doo-daw, and he could

do five-mile runs and things.

But this was different.

NO WOMEN
"You can never predict

how a person's going to react

to this kind of environment,

so we emphasize from the

very beginning that this is

hard work. A lot of people

just don't realize the extent of

social, physical and emotion-

al pressure in one of those

camps.
'

'

Despite these problems,

more than 2000 eager appli-

cants try for the 80 available

positions as teachers. And if

any of these are women, they

are promptly refused. "We
have four married women
working in husband-wife

teams", states Harwood,
"but it's just too expensive

for Frontier College to go any

farther than that.

It would be an unbelievable

increase in expenses to try to

take women into the program
and send them where we do

the men".
An "increase in expenses"

is the reason for a great many
of Frontier College's unat-

tained goals. In 1969 Ontario

cut its grant from $10,000 to

$5,000, so that the largest sin-

gle grant came from the Gov-

ernment of Quebec. Harwood
says the cutback is due to

Ontario's austerity program.

"Frontier College is a very

small, very old grant, and
Ontario has given us $10,000 a

year for 15 or 20 years. I sup-

pose that's where they go

first: to the old-time grants."

LOW COST OPERATION
He contends that this re-

duction in funds is quite un-

fair, especially in light of the

government's generous sup-

port of the Company of Young
Canadians.

On a yearly budget of about

$130,000, Frontier College

manages to run its small of-

fice and maintain a field staff

of 100 persons; its annual cost

per volunteer is thus about
$1300. The CYC, which is the

only other national service

organization of this type,

spends a yearly average of

$13,000 per volunteer.

For those who make it into

Frontier College, there is the

promise of an unforgettable

summer. "The student has a

good opportunity to learn

about people and about him-

self," says Grant.

"A lot of radicals are really

down on Frontier College
because they say it's the

upward mobility trip: give a

guy a little incentive and all

he wants to do is climb higher

in the system without know-
ing anything about it.

"But I feel that through
Frontier College you can help

instill in people a sense of

pride in Canada. It's a really

good experience teaching and
living this type of life for a

while.

"The whole thing depends
on how seriously you take the

responsibility of what you're

doing. A lot of guys go out

there and let Frontier College

down by just not doing any-

thing. Others go out with a
sort of Christ complex that

they're the great saviours of

the working man. I think that

the mean, where you play a
lot of things by ear and aren't

hung up in your own self-im-

portance, is probably the best

thing about the Frontier Col-

lege situation."

Frontier College will be
recruiting at the University
of Toronto this Wednesday,
February 11, from 2.30 to 4:30

in the Hart House Music
Room.

If you go. keep in mind
what Bill Harwood told me.
"A placement officer from
one of the universities called

me up the other day and
wanted me to describe the job

to him. After I had started, he
interrupted and asked, 'What
do you offer people?' And I

said. 'We don't offer any-
thing. We ask a hell of a lot!

'"
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HERE AND NOW
TODAY

Faculty of Music Madrigal singers will

be replaced by Montreal's Conservatoire

do Musique Woodwind Quintet for the

Monday luncheon series

12 to 2 p.m.

Tickets on sale in UC cafeteria. New Col-

lege foyer. Sid Smilh (oyer. St Mike s cafe-

teria lor hilatious Neil Simon musical Little

Me presented by Hillel at Hart House thea-

tre Feb 18. 19 and 21 at 6 30 and 9 30

All seats $2
1 p.m.

Chemistry department films on the Poet-

ry ol Polymers and Physical Chemistry ol

Polymers, Rm 1 59. Lash Miller.

Waffle group meeting in Sid Smith

1087 to hear Jim Laxet on "Quebec: In or

oui of Canada?"

7:30 p.m.

U of T Women's Liberation meets in Sid

Smith second floor lounge to discuss birth

control and abortion

6 p.m.

Christian Perspectives Club meets to

continue discussion of Cox's Secular City

in Hart House Bickersteth Rm

TUESDAY
12 to 2 p.m.

Tickets for Little Me still on sale as yes-

terday in UC cafeteria. New College and

Sid Smith foyers and Si Mike's cafeteria

1 2 noon

Free folk concert in Innis II Heading Rm ,

63 St George,

4 p.m.

Join psychology student's union in their

weekly hour of meditation, self-contem-

Amnesty International has a

project to provide clothes for

South African prisoners. These

prisoners are now allowed

clothes out of their govern-

ment rations and they have no

money to buy them. Specially

needed are pants, but any-

thing will be accepted. Please

leave any donations in the

Varsity Review Office, 91 St.

George St.

Ji

The Film Sub-Committee of the

Hart House Library Committee

Presents

UNDERGROUND FILMS

Wednesday. February I Ith

Thursday, February 12th

8 p.m. - Debates Room

Hart House-
Admission FREE
Tickets: Undergrad Office

Everyone Welcome

DIEFENBAKER

THE "CHIEF -

IS

COMING

"THIS HOUSE HAS LOST CONFIDENCE
IN THE PRESENT FEDERAL GOVERNMENT"

HART HOUSE DEBATE
FEBRUARY 24th

UC PLAYERS GUILD

GENERAL MEETING

MONDAY FEB. 9

2:30 P.M.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
THEATRE

79 ST. GEORGE ST.

to discuss Spring Productions

ALL WELCOME

plation and other forms of personal non-

communication at Innis II.

6.45 p.m.

Duplicate bridge game open to men and

women in Hart House Easl Common Bm.

7.30 p.m.

John Robert Colombo reads the found

poems of John Strachan from his book

John Toronto, Trinty College JCR.

8 p.m.

U of T Homophile Association discus-

sion group "Homosexuality and Discrimi-

nation ," All welcome. GSU upstairs lounge

on Bancroft St.

We are "Direct" Diamond
Dealers handling both loose

and mounted" diamonds. Our
booklet tells you what to look

for and what to expect when
you invest in a diamono". You
can purchase from us on a

"Direct'' basis.

H. PROCTOR & Co.

Diamond and Gem Dealers

131 8LOOR ST, W. SUITE 4)6

i FINLAND
HOI
ENGINEERING - ARCHITECTURE

An exchange of a student between
University of Toronto and the Technical

University of Finland in Helsinki is being

arranged. Any one interested in a year

of academic and work experience in

Finland may obtain details and
application forms from the Warden's

Office, Hart House. The exchange will

provide transportation and living costs.

DEADLINE - February 14, 1970.

\
TheU.C. PLAYERS' GUILD

j

presents

THE SEA GULL

by

Anton Chekhov

Feb. 25 - Mar. 7

Wednesday - Saturday

8:30 P.M.

i

t

t at The University College Theatre

2 79 St. George St.

\ directed by Hilary McLauglil

CLASSIFIED
LOST — Silver watch between Varsity

Arena and Loretto College St Mike's
Reward Mary Ellen Gray 923-087 1 .

924-
0450.

TYPING thesis, essays, notes, charts, Eng-
lish. French, other languages. Mimeo-
graphing, electric typewriters Mary Dale
Scott <M. Davies). 85 Bloor St. W Room
225. 922-7624.

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today for free booklet "The Day You Buy a

Diamond ". H. Proctor and Co.. 131 Bloor

St. W.. Suite4l6 921-7702

WINE & CHEESE: Valentine s Dai

Sat , Feb. 14. Han House. B:30-12 I

luring The Atlantis" Tickets S3 per <

pie from Hall Porter or Sid Smith foyer.

ROOM FOR RENT. Large furnished room,
very near campus and subway, $13 per
week. 691 Spadina Avenue. Coma.

ESTOI — tants Sakala majas. Earl Tanav

28; reede 20 reeb. kail 8 30. looma orkes-

tet 'Windmill", odav barr: deamid SI.00,

harrad $1 .50; koik teretulnudl

RIDE WANTED to Washington. D C or to

city within reasonable travelling distance,

eg,. New York City. Around Feb 12th or

13th. Share expenses. Call 481-1639.

AMERICAN TEACHER on sabbatical

desires furnished apt or home for family of

5 for rent mid June 1 970 thru July 1 97 1

.

Write George Edwards. 23)7 Strethmoor.

Louisville. Ky. 40205.
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GETTING MARRIED? Then you need a

beautiful diamond ring 79 points List

S600 Best offer No dealers please Call

537 -6210 — late evenings

ANDY WARHOL'S the Chelsea Girls at

Convocation Hall. Thursday. Feb 26 8 p.m.

Tickets SI 00 Now on sale at SAC office

TRAVELLING to Latin America, Europe.
Africa — for sale Land-Rover camper. 4-

wheel drive, front-mounted electric winch,
auxiliary gas tanks, sleeps four and other-

wise fully equipped 284-5077.

VICTORIA COLLEGE Graduation Dinner.

February 26. 1970 (Thursday), at the Sea-
way Towers Motor Hotel Guest speaker

Mr. Lester B Pearson Tickets S3 00 avail-

able in VC.U Office (Wymilwoodt

WANTED software systems programmer
trainee York University Computer Services
635-2317

STUDENT JOBS AND TOURS IN
EUROPE Every student guaranteed a pay-

ing job in Europe. For a complete descrip-

tion and application form in a 42-page
booklet send S2 00 to Gord Allan. 25 Tay-

lorwood Dr.. Islington, Ont.

FAST ACCURATE home lypififl —
Linda Flood — 884-6526 Keep this n

and number for future use.

BACHELOR APARTMENT in new reno-

vatea building. Easy walking distance to U
of T New appliances, modern bathroom.

S1 10 920-B867 aftBr 6:00 p.m

WELL furnished rooms 4 singles and 3

doubles. Rents related to student budgets-

Girls preferred Phone 923-1685 after 5

p.m. or weekends.

'62 CADILLAC Turquoise De ville Hardtop.

Fully power equipped. Certified. Privately

owned. S700 and worth it. Days 921-

7702 Evenings 447-4517.

CAMPUS Co-op: Room and Board availa-

ble Spadina-Wilcox. Approximately S280
to May 15 Contact Garth. 925-9445 or

923-0197, 582 Spadina garage available

S10 monthly

TYPING: fast efficient 100 WPM. paper
supplied only 35c Call Hope at 449-8365
9-5 p.m.

FILMAKERS: We're planning student film

centre, anyone involved in campus film —
group — planned, active or defunct —
please contact David Pebbles 362-0571 or

Wardens Office Hart House



Maintains: an exploration

"It should be expected that

this widening of horizons can
only be attained, after all, with

difficulty, because it requires an
alteration of habitual reactions

from one', two-, and three val-

_ ued to infinity -valued new
' semanfic-ref/exes, usually not

easy to achieve. But there is lit-

tle doubt that the future de-

pends on it, and so we shall not

be able to escape it indefinite-

-A. Korsybski

By JON KARSEMEYER
The more closely the struc-

tures of established group be-

haviour are examined, the

more obvious it becomes that

it is not a response-of-ability-

to-necessity. It is much more
like a uniformly unconscious

and sinister submission to the

dictates of con-vention, cata-

gorical assumption, dogmatic
fashion, ritual, tradition and
generally patholigical pavlovi-

an-animal-and/or machine re-

flex-habits.

^ ". . .and that to be guided in

^ conduct and thought by blind

adherence to tenets of tradition

is. . .bravely to 'stick out the

neckl'
"

-R. B. Fuller. "Nine Chains"

There can be little question

than about the "bravery" of

the. Abols-Vaughan-Bissel-

Dennison-Robarts-Trudeau-
Nixon-System, nor of their

equally "brave" police, armies

and multi-trillion dollar recip-

rocal destruction toys, all to-

gether with the rationale that

these are needed to keep their

"holy" methods and attitudes

properly "defended". It's all

clear. . .the established meth-
ods have served them well.

Nor can there be a question

about the bravery of the left.

£ Established methods have
treated us mindlessly, me-
chanically and parasitically.

Abols makes a claim not to

understand what Chris Szal-

winski means when he says

"Inter-Elite communica-
tions". Abols: "He (Christ

complains that SAC has disre-

garded the student body in or-

der to establish 'Inter-elite

communications'. What 'inter-

elite communications' means
is unclear to me."
He continues bravely, "If

(. . .?. . .) his complaint is that

SAC talks to the administra-

tion and that I try to work with

them, (etc. etc. ). I can't under-

stand (again. ..?...) what
could be wrong with this."

"Hurrah!. . .Eureka!'"

^ All and Everything -G. Gurd-

jieff

Gus! I've found it! It's right

there, in your own article! !

!

And not surprisingly. . .it's

surprisingly simple!!

!

COMPLAINTS
When you complain, "He

complains (hmmmm) that

during the discipline crisis, the

administration refused to deal

with anyone but the "legal"
representatives of the student

body-the SAC president. He
felt that The Coalition 'Should

have been consulted and lis-

tened to'."

Bissell divided, "legal"

from "Coalition", and you

were conquered. Now then.

Once again.

In the sentence before that

you state, with zeal, that,

"First of all, I don't know of

anything on this campus that

warrants SAC leading the stu-

dents to the barricades."

(emphasis mine) You seem to

mean that as an answer to

Chris' vision of the students

manning the barricades with

Sac behind screaming, "but lis-

ten, we are still your leaders."

There is a serious but simple,

error in your understanding of

what Chris and Fuller and the

Left and all the critical cirses

and all the emerging emergen-

cies are saying. They are say-

ing the "legal" and established

methods are "brave" but NOT
GOOD ENOUGH FOR THE
CONTINUING EVOLUTION
OR EVEN SURVIVAL OF
THE SPECIES! ! !

!

SAC in it's present role, that

is symbolised by your attitude

and behaviour towards the

Coalition specifically and to-

wards students generally, is

much too "brave" to be human
and what we need from the

Nixon-Bissel-Vaughans is less

"bravery" and more humani-

ty. Less "legal" and more re-

presention. Less "legitimacy"

and more reality.

''From the back row, W'ults

mumbled 'This meeting is a sham

anyway — you people are

pigs.'
"

AT THE BARRICADES

The students are at the bar-

ricades, if you understand the

intellectual and spiritual situa-

tion. Just to be a student auto-

matically gains the suspicion

of "established interests", and

rightly so! SAC is behind (the

other side)! SAC is "estab-

lished" and "legal" and inso-

far as you submit to the de-

mands for "legality" and ig-

nore the less "established
1

' but

far more creative request for

consultation from the Coalition

with the petty explanation that

they are "not a legitimi-

zed. . .body," SAC fails. You
fail, I fail, Administration

fails, students fail, society

fails, the police come, the bar-

ricades become physical, we
all lose.

To go on excusing and ra-

tionalizing your habitual pos-

ture by pointing to the obvious

faults of the left, will just ex-

tend the whole process of deal-

ing with words and ignoring

the facts. You and administra-

tions "right" and "left" are
making a mistake whenever
you become more concerned
with words like "legal" and
"inter-elite" and "legitimize"

while ignoring the human
experience. We need help! We
don't need and can't afford

your predatory habits and
mechanical rituals. USE
YOUR HYDRO! NOT YOUR
HABIT! NOT LEFT NOT
RIGHT!!!! LIGHT!!!!

Finally, if you understand, it

has been a great event and pos-

sibly this kind of suffering of

fools (often including our-

selves) is exactly the irritation

that was needed all along to

awake us to the spirit and the

truth.

If you don't understand, for-

give me.
"Father.

"Yes son?"

"I want to killyou.

"

-Jim Morniton-Doors
"Think of what you're saying

—you can get it wrong and Mill

you think that it's all right.
"

-A. Korsybski,

Science and Sanity

"There is a tidal wave ofa new

organizing capability that is

about to inundate you, but you

don't see it coming because it is

invisible. That is why I talk to

you about this wave's accelera-

tion. I am a student of whut ac-

celeration is and what the great

changes are, and I simply say to

you that what will happen in the

next ten years is going to he

much more surprising than what

happened in the last hundred. . .

"

-R. B. Fuller.

Wow! and I can remember
actually being afraid that it

would always be like this (high

school) and that NOTHING
II OULD HEALL Y HA PI'ENH

HmmnggfiDifflD

HOUSE 50
JAZZ CONCERT

Tuesday, February 10th

East Common Room, 12-2 p.m.

GINNY GRANT, Vocal & Piano

30N THOMPSON. Bass

TERRY CLARKE, Drums

STEVE KENNEDY. Saxaphone

DOUG RYLIE. Organ

Everyone Welcome

CLASSICAL CONCERT
Wednesday, February I Ith

Music Room- I p.m.

PATRICK LI

Pianist

Everyone Welcome

UNDERGROUND FILMS
Wednesday. February I Ith

Thursday. February 12th

8 p.m. - Debates Room

Everyone Welcome

FOLK CONCERT
Thursday, February 12th

East Common Room. 1-2 p.m.

JOHN COULTER
Guitarist

Everyone Welcome

BLACK HART PUB
Thursday. February 12th

HART HOUSE TUCK SHOP
4:30-Midnlght

Stag It or Drag It

"DIEF THE CHIEF"
i s coming

HART HOUSE DEBATE
February 24th

CAMERA CLUB
Camera Club Rooms, 12-2 p.m.

"REALISM IN PHOTOGRAPHY"
Exhibition by

Frank Royal

until February 2Sth

Everyone Welcome

CLASSICAL CONCERT
Wednesday, February 11th

I p.m.. Musk Room - Hart House

PATRICK LI

Pianist

SONATA. OP. 109

Vivace, ma non troopo

Prestissimo

Andante molto contabile ed esoressivo

SONATA OP. 35

Grave- Doopie mo v I men to

Scherzo

Ma/che Funibrc

Cresto

Everyone Welcome

BEETHOVEN

CHOPIN
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Wrestlers improve at Mac meet
Last Friday, wrestling coach

Jack Edgar took his team (and

their trusty mascot Hobbs) to

a tri-meet at McMaster. Some
comedian at Mac also invited

Western, thus ensuring keen

competition in every weight

class.

Despite the fact that we
placed second to Western in

the meet, our wrestlers had

their individual moments of

glory. Ken White (134 lb) dis-

played unusual aggressiveness

to pin Zajacz of Mac (I think

Ken's moustache got pulled

and that's what did it! ). Al

McAdam (1421b) battled to a 7-

5 decision over F. Stewart

CONVOCATION HALL

AGENDA
Building Program

Charter for Incorportation

By-laws

WANTED!
CAMPUS TOUR GUIDES

Apply in writing stating qualifications particularly

activity in campus affairs, knowledge of languages,

to:

ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT

SIMCOE HALL

WED. FEB. 1

1

5 P.M.

(Mac).

Jon Davis (158 lb) and Bill

Allison (167 lb) seem to be the

most consistently successful

wrestlers on the team. Davis

defeated J. Rabel (8-2) and 0.

Sorenson (pin), both from

Western. After pinning Elson

from Mac, Allison faced Norm
Corrin. Corrin won a similar

match last year, but Allison

changed his strategy this year

and came out on top 9-2. Both

men are fierce competitors

and will meet again in the

OQAA championships.

Ernie Friedrich (177 lb) and

Pepe Korgemagi (hvwt) man-

aged to defeat their Mac com-

petitors, but both lost to West-

ern. After his loss to Bird of

Western, Korgemagi admitted

that excess adipose tissue may
have contributed to his down-

fall.

This Wednesday at 7 p.m., U
of T plays host to the Universi-

ty of Guelph. You are all invit-

ed to the wrestling room at

Hart House to see Pepe at-

tempt to pin Ed Mallard, Cana-

dian representative in Mexico

at 190 lbs. Dave Hagen and Bill

Anderson (team neophytes)

are both looking for their first

win and your verbal support is

needed to administer the coup

de grace.

Uslie OBri.n, thown abov. halfway through a tev.iM layout off

th. on. m.tre board, will b. compoting in the Cochran. Cup cham-

pionship, (to chooi. th. b«.t und.rgrad f.mal. div.r at U of T)

Tomorrow, 6:30, In th. B.nion Building. A special add.d attraction

will b. an exhibition by Olympic-class divers featuring Beverly

Boy.s.

GRADUATE STUDENTS' UNION

GENERAL MEETING

1:00 p.m.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24th

BlueSkates frozen out at York
Varsity's women's inter-col-

legiate hockey squad, the Sil-

ver BlueSkates, were faced

with opposition from both the

York Yeofemmes and the ref-

erees at an exhibition tilt

Thursday at the York refriger-

ator plant.

The BlueSkates managed to

battle the myopic officials to a

draw but in the process lost to

the York gals 3-1.

The York team used blatant

body-checking and assorted

other illegalities right from the

opening whistle but the two

York referees somehow man-

aged to ignore all but the most

glaring violations.

The game almost reached

the state of pure farce when a

York defence player repeated-

ly punched Varsity winger

Diane Gilmour in the back as

the Toronto player broke into

the clear, and no penalty was

called. The next time it hap-

pened, Diane retaliated and

was duly penalized.

York scored first on a fluke

bounce late in the opening peri-

od, but Varsity goaltender Al-

ice Shank turned in an

excellent game to keep Toron-

to close while the forwards

adjusted to the unique York

rules.

Gilmour and Terry Midghall

combined to tie the score at 1-1

on the first rush of the third

period The BlueSkates had

several more excellent scoring

chances but York rallied for

Applications are now being accepted

BOOKSTORE
Does it affect you?

2 positions are open on Bookstore committee to Feb. 13th

THE Policy making body for U of T Bookstores

Apply to Services Commission, SAC Building

two goals late in the game to

ensure the win.

It was a disappointing loss

for the BlueSkates, as with

competent officiating and

more polish around the opposi-

tion net, they could have easily

taken the game.

Varsity's final exhibition

outing is Wednesday in Hamil-

ton against Mac; the first

round of the intercollegiate

tournament starts Friday

morning at Varsity Arena.

VolieyBelles do it again.'

The Varsity Intermediate VolieyBelles made a clean

sweep of the WITCA tournament in Montreal last weekend,

defeating McGill, Western and Queen's in nine straight

games.
The Intermediate Basketball team had slightly poorer

luck, coming third behind teams from Queen's, who took

the championship, and Western.

WOMEN'S
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
COCHRANE CUP COMPETITION - Tues. Feb. 10th 6:30

p.m. Benson Building. Open to all undergraduate women.

5 dives: forward, back, inward, in layout or pike-2 op-

tions.

Afterwards, an exhibition in diving by international

divers

Beverly Boyes - Canadian Champion on 3 metre

Nancy Robertson George Houvenin

Cindy Shatto John Eisel

ALL SPECTATORS WELCOME

Page 10 — THE VARSITY, February 9. 1970
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photos bv don andre*
Bryan Tompson ( 1 7) cuts away after one of Blues' many near misses in their Friday night
victory. Tompson, who scored earlier is checked closely by Western's Dick Oudekerk who
notched his team's only goal late in the game, ten Burman (15) circles net to chase puck.

Defense stressed
from page 1

2

Oudekirk to work free in front

of Cole, and the Mustang
marksman fired a hard shot

through the goalie's pads.

BLUENOTES. . .attendance

at Varsity games has not been

great this season, and Friday

was one of the worst, with only

2,326 fans showing up. .

perhaps that's not too surpris-

ing, considering the near-sel-

lout for Waterloo. . .it was a

quiet same all round, with ref-

eree Moe Shank handing out
only 16 minutes in penalties. .

only real excitement was in

the second period when Mike
Boland and Rod LeFebyre both
dropped their sticks and start-

ed swinging. . .it cooled out
quickly when Shank reminded
them they could be thrown out
for fighting, and both received
minor penalties for highstick-
ing and roughing. . final shots

on goal were, for Varsity, 48,

for Western, 36, no matter
what the p. a. announcer said. .

Bryan lompson, who always
turns in a strong checking
game, has turned into a rela-

tively prolific scorer this sea-

son. . .so far this year, in

league play and from an admit-
tedly unofficial count, he's
quadrupled his goal production
over last season. . .last year he
got one (1) goal. . .Blues have
two more regular season
games, against Windsor at

home next Friday and in Wat-
erloo a week later. . .late

score, Waterloo 4, McMaster 2.

Nordic team wins title
Varsity's Nordic ski team won the OQAA champion-

ship this weekend at Ottawa's Camp Fortune, the first title

for Toronto since 1957.

Varsity skiers took top points in both the cross-country
and jumping sections to produce a comfortable margin with
1106.1 points compared to 1066 for second-place Montreal

Queens, Carleton, Laval, McGill and Ottawa finished in
that order for the remaining positions.

In the gruelling 12-kilometer cross-country event Var-
sity's Per Furst (SCSI finished third, Jukka Heikurinen
(Forestry) captured fifth spot, and Rein Brand (SPSl, Bill
Glover ( Forestry l and Keijo Laine ( Vic I sewed up four-
teenth thru sixteenth.

Glover set a personal record for the course by not
breaking so much as one ski. (Score. Meets 4, Broken Skies
3)

In the jumping, Furst took second behind Clark of Car-
leton, Heikurinen left his vaulting pole back home and came
sixth, Brand grabbed thirteenth, while Glover and Laine
provided the spectators with some much-needed comic re-

lief.

Furst and Heikurinen finished one-two in the individual
combined scores; Brand was fourth, Glover eighth, and
Laine close on his heels in ninth.

The Alpine championships go next weekend also in Ot-
tawa and Varsity now has a chance for a rare double title.

Boxers defeat RMC"
The U of T boxing team took five of eight bouts to de-

feat Royal Military College in a dual meet Saturday in Hart
House.

Veteran Bob Maton and novice Ron Marion, both of St.

Mikes, were particularly effective in winning their match-
es, as were Toronto's two lightest competitors Pat Goodwin
( 120 lb. ) and Pat Glynn ( 142 lb.

)

Kit Simpson produced the fifth win for Varsity, while
Mark Hebner and Paul Fletcher showed great promise in

their narrow losses.

Most controversial bout of the evening saw the sup-
posed knockdown of two-year Varsity veteran John Byrnes
by RMC's heavyweight Alain Whissell Referee Harry Dav-
is insisted on doing the count but Varsity ringsiders thought
Byrnes lost his balance without being actually hit.

In other matches, Varsity's Sam Corvo and Kevin Ca-
vanagh defeated Paul Lalla and John Trussler of Centennial
College.

j
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I Blues' anemic shooting leads to sixth loss

Two of the better Blues in Varsity's 79-63 loss to Windsor lancers

SatUfday were confer John Hodden (55) and guard Mike Katz {33}

shown getting away jump shots desp-'e harrassment from the

speedy Lancers.

By PETER WHITE
The Toronto Varsity basketball season con-

tinued to wend its inglorious way toward a

blessed conclusion of the blood-letting Satur-

day afternoon at York as Blues knuckled un-

der again, to Windsor this time, 79-63.

The most difficult thing to comprehend
about this latest effort was that Blues did not

play badly (for them} — playing well they just

can't seem to cut it. On an off day we all know

what can unfortunately happen — as did the

Mets and the N.Y. Titans at one time or anoth-

er.

In any case it's now six down the drain and

four more to go. Blue's season comes to a

sudden halt with the final home game of the

year the Thursday of reading week, against

the Western juggernaut. Between then and

now Blues play three other quickies. The first

of these is Wednesday night at home to the

McMaster Marauders.

ODIOUS STATS
Shooting stats again tell the odious story of

drowned hopes, and point out that of all the

weaknesses which by this time appear to be

inherently bred into this squad, shooting is

both the most pathetic and the most injurious.

Blues' put up 12 shots more than the Lancers

yet made 11 less. That represents a difference

of 22 points and the margin of defeat. Wind-

sor's 53.9 per cent shooting was outstanding

and a remarkable achievement, particularly

on the 'stiff* York hoops. In contrast Toronto

hit 30.2 per cent, a losing average in any

league. Rebounds and turn-overs were sub-

stantially even.

In all likelihood Toronto lost those extra 12

shots between the 15 and 9-minute marks of

the second half during which Blues failed to

count a single point. Windsor jumped on Var-

sity at that time increasing its lead from 49-40

to 62-40. Considering that both teams played

flat out until the curtain finally rang down you

would have to conclude it was during this

stretch that the game was lost. At that Blues

still managed to play Windsor even in the sec-

ond half.

It is ironic that Blues in their opener played

Windsor to a standstill in the second half. As
in all their games Toronto cannot maintain a

consistent pace. Brilliant (well! ! ) at times

they flounder into ineptness and are victim-

ized for their lapses. Case in point: down by 16

at the half Saturday they came out flying and
within minutes had closed to within seven
points. And then came that stretch which put

them in the old pine box.

And so it's back to the drawing board for

coach McManus. He might well keep in mind
the observation of Windsor coach Paul Thom-
as who pointed out that with the biggest man
in the league and several fine guards Toronto
should consider something other than a two-

guard offence.

ED. NOTE: OH, NO!
The game was a fast one with both teams

giving it the old college try (my), as both

coaches made extensive use of their benches
(would that I could but I can't call it a Varsity

strength). This seemed to please the partisan

crowd of Windsor fans, replete with cheer-

leaders and drum, who were transported to

the scene in three Greyhound Motor buses.

For the Toronto regulars it was yet another
chance to hash over their "I told you so's"

about you know who and to contemplate the

real nitty gritty of Toronto basketball current-

'

ly being played out in the InterFac League.

John Hadden contributed a second consecu-

tive good effort in hooping 21 points. Mike
Katz was good for ten points, and though play-

ing better with each outing should with his

excellent shot be able to add more punch to

the Toronto offence. Larry Trafford brings a

measure of maturity to the floor without

which (as was evidenced during his absense)

Blues might be in for even worse rides.

Windsor's Tino Lenti in a substitute role led

Windsor with 21 points. Delaire balled them
all over too. What a guy — hustle, hustle!

!

So now it's McMaster next on the agenda.
Mac is desperate. Despite the multi-talents

they possess, collectively they have been a

frustrated four-time loser. They should be a

mean opponent. A loss would put them just

about out of the playoff picture in a year in

which they had anticipated participating in

the Canadian finals on their home court. For
the Varsity interest the guessing game contin-

ues. The players do not lack the desire to end

it with their first victory. Will they?

GAME TIME 8: 15 at York.

Blues' Scoring: Hadden 21, Katz 10, Braid 8,

Boston 8, Trafford 7, McNaughton 3, Mar-
kowsky 3, Barker L, Evans. Annis.

Blues follow game plan, corralStangs
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By JIM COWAN

To all those fans who stayed

away in droves from Varsity

Arena Friday night: you didn't

miss a thing.

Varsity Blues put together a

tight defensive game and a

clear-cut passing attack to

produce a 7-1 victory over the

hapless University of Western
Ontario Mustangs. They also

produced one of the dullest

games of the year.

Not that it wasn't good hock-

ey. After watching the same
Blues' futile defensive efforts

in last Wednesday's 5-5 tie with
Waterloo, it was reassuring to

see the Varsity squad still

knows the meaning of the word
"check".

From the opening faceoff.

Blues corralled the 'Stangs in

their own end, hobbled them at

centre ice, and when necessary
lassoed them as they crossed
the Toronto blueline. On the
rare occasions when a maver-
ick slipped through, goalie

Grant Cole was there to slam

the gates

A FEW POINTS
Oh, yes, Blues also picked up

a few points.

Led by Terry Peterman (two

goals) and John Wright (one

goal, which turned out to be the

winner, and two assists) Blues

peppered Western's Brian
Simmons with 48 shots. Blues'

other goals came from Mike
Boland. Bryan Tompson, Nick
Holmes and Bill Buba, who
also assisted on both of Peter-

man's goals.

The game was pretty well

settled by three fast goals in

the first half of the opening
period. Boland opened the

scoring at 4: 18 when he cruised

around the Stang's net and
fired the puck in off Simmons.
Wright scored less than a min-

ute later on a power play when
he blasted a long shot from
outside the blueline. The puck
dropped and Simmons gloved it

close to the ice, but the force of

the shot turned his glove

enough for the puck to drop out

and roll across the goal line.

FORECHECKING PAYS OFF
Blues'- tight forechecking

paid off again at 6:54 when
Tompson took a pass from Len
Burman in the corner and
made no mistake about putting

the puck behind Simmons.
There was good reason for

the tight defensive play of

Blues Friday. Coach Tom
Watt, disturbed because the

team gave up the lead four

times last Wednesday, took the

unusual step of stopping Thurs-

day's practice to lecture both

defense and forwards on some
hockey's fundamentals. After

the practice, he said "I don't

care how many goals we get, I

don't want them (Western) to

get any."

His gentle prodding obvious-

ly had its intended effect, as
Blues put together what may
have been their finest defen-

sive effort of the season. But in

the end, with only 1:12 left in

the game, they allowed Dick

see DEFENSE, page 1
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Peanut shells, bad tempers enliven faculty meeting
Peanut shells and shoving

brought fraying tempers to the
surface at the Faculty of Arts
and Science Council meeting
yesterday in Convocation Hall.

Following an hour-long de-

bate which had seen the faculty

reject staff-student parity, and
a surprise move by the Politi-

cal Economy Course Union,
students present began to walk
out.

As Prof. D. J. Dooley rose to

speak, Rick Szalwinski (Erin
I) made a face. Dooley re-

sponded by pushing Szalwinski

down the stairs.

Meanwhile Prof. A. Abouch-
er had grabbed the micro-
phone, demanding that Szal-

winski apologize for throwing
his peanut shells on the floor.

Szalwinski says he will not

press assault charges.

"All professors are paranoid
schizophrenics," said Szalwin-

ski, "and are not responsible

for their actions. It would be a

crime to press charges. After

all, imperialism does it to

everyone."

The Council meeting had
begun peacefully with an at-

tempt to amend the hard-line

Rist-Nelson motion against
parity in faculty, department
and college governing bodies.

At this point Peter Hall
(Trin II), president of the Pol-

itical Economy Course Union
was recognized by the chair.

Hall read out a motion which
had been passed by the Course
Union minutes before. The
motion declared the appoint-
ment of Stefan Dupre as chair-

man of the Political Economy
Department "null and void
because students were not con-

sulted."

"This rubbish is out of or-

der," ejaculated an angry staff

member.
Hall continued, demanding

that parallel structures of staff

and students be set up, each
having the veto power over the

other.

No replies were made to

Hall's statement, and debate
continued on the parity motion.

Defending his motion, co-

sponsor Prof. W. H. Nelson
said any amendment would
"obscure and blur" the mean-
ing.

"Students mean by parity
something quite different from
equality of numbers," he said.

He described parity as an at-

photo by Bill Rodgers

Professor W. H. Nelson watches

his anti-parity motion being

debated at yesterday's Faculty

Council meeting.

tempt to split the university

into staff and student estates.

One student shouted "We
don't want parity, we want one

man, one vote."

Another amendment was
moved to reject parity only

when it "is meant to express in

institutional form the confron-

tation of estates within the

university."

Nelson attacked this too.

"The worst thing is confronta-

tion, but 1 am also against

equality of numbers," he said.

As faculty members rose to

defeat the amendment, a

comment floated down from
the student peanut gallery.

"These are the complete reac-

tionaries. The others are kind

of sort of liberal reactionar-

A third amendment, moved
by Prof. M. Wayman of Innis

College, removed colleges

from, the scope of the anti-par-

ity censure.

Prof. J. M. Rist, long a lead-

er in the faculty fight against

parity, attacked the Wayman
amendment.

"New College and Innis are

different from the others," he

said. "If colleges were merely
residences or meeting places

for faculty and students, this

amendment would have a rea-

sonable merit."

Wayman angrily shot back
that Innis and New Colleges
were more than mere resi-

dences.

Prof. Ralph Campbell, au-

thor of the Campbell Report on

Discipline, supported all three

amendments.

"Any exclusions we can
make in its coverage are desir-

able, "he said.

All three amendments were
defeated by substantial mar-
gins. The original Rist-Nelson

motion rejecting "the concept

of staff-student parity as appl-

icable to the governing bodies

of faculties, departments and
colleges,

'

' was passed 75 to 27.

Nine people, including

two student representatives on

the Council abstained.

Students declare Dupre appointment 'null and void'
By LIZ WILLICK

The Political Economy
Course Union, in a meeting
yesterday in Sid Smith, made
two decisions that are likely to

bring them into head-on colli-

sion with the faculty of that

department.

Of about 50 people at the

meeting, only three voted in

opposition to the motion that

the Poli Ec Course Union "de-

clare the appointment of Ste-

phan Dupre null and void be-

cause students weren't con-

sulted."

They also made a commit-
ment to fight for the concept of

parallel structures within the

department passed at a pre-

vious meeting.

The students met to discuss

the findings of the Committee
to Investigate the Political

Economy Department, and to

hear their recommendations.
A spokesman for the Com-

mittee pointed out that hiring

and firing arrangements are

very informal. There is no

permanent committee and the

"final decision rests with the

chairman" who has veto pow-
er.

The Committee recomended
that the Union state the posi-

tion of chairman of the depart-

ment is still open on the

grounds that:

t The faculty at large was
not consulted.

• students were not consult-

ed at all.

• Dupre is a continentalist

who is not senstive to the.ques-

tion of Canadian nationalism.

• Dupre was Simon Fraser
administration president Ken-
neth Strand's representative to

the CAUT investigation of last

year's SFU crisis which culmi-

nated in the smashing of the

democratic structures of the

PSA department.

Consensus of the meeting
was that the move would pro-

vide the initial impetus for

mobilization of students for a

struggle over the question of

hiring and firing.

Faculty response to the

question of parallel structures

is expected to be negative, as
the system provides for mutual
veto between faculty and stu-

dents on all questions of im-
portance, including hiring and
firing.

One grad student comment-
ed, "I think the sleeping ma-
jority will be on our side — on
the other hand, they may sleep

for some time yet."

"If we play by the rules of

the game as set up by the facul-

ty and administration, we're

screwed from the start be-

cause they're loaded against

us," said Rob Ryan (Special).

"The rules the course union

should play by are those of

democracy and participation."

Course Union President Pe-

ter Hall raised the questions

before the meeting of the Coun-

cil of the Faculty of Arts and
Sciences yesterday.

He also plans to draft a let-

ter to the faculty of the depart-

ment requesting a reply to the

questions of parallel structures

and selection of the depart-

mental chairman.

A meeting has been called

for the Wednesday after read-

ing week to consider the facul-

ty response.

and the race is on
The race for official political

power on campus formally
began last night when nomina-
tions for the presidency and
vice-presidency of SAC closed.

Among those who declared
their candidacy, in the March
3rd election, are four tickets

and one independent nominee.

The presidential nominees
are Wayne Richardson
(IVAPSC), Ron Hurd (III

Scar), Joan Campana (I UC),

F. J. Benjamin McNally (III

New ) , and Bernard Tei tel-

baumUII UC).

For the office of Vice-Presi-

dent Kenneth McEvoy (III

Vic), Eric Miglin (II APSC),
Ken Wolfson (II New), and
Mark Golden (IV UC) are all

candidates.

Richardson and McEvoy are

running as a team for the SAC
slots. Both are members of

SAC, and McEvoy has an exec-

utive position as University

Commissioner.

Hurd, president of the Scar-

borough student council, has

paired up with Eric Miglin,

who is a SAC member, for the

contest.

Miss Campana and Wolfson
make up a third ticket.

Mark Golden, running with

McNally, is a Varsity staffer,

writing Interfac sports under
the byline Gellius.

Teitelbaum, who ran by
himself in last year's presiden-

tial campaign and dropped out

before the race ended, is again

running independently.

A forum for the presidential

candidates will be held at 1

p,m. in Convocation Hall on

Wednesday, Feb. 25, and an
advance poll for faculties with

conflicting schedules is to be

conducted on Friday, Feb. 27.

A final report to the Senate on the enrolment at the

University of Toronto shows the total student population in

the academic year 1969-70, to be several thousand more

people than in the cities of Brantford, Peterborough, and

Kingston.

This winter there are 26,344 full-time and 8.229 part-

time students enrolled in credit courses, and 22,000 men and

women in non-credit courses. Of the full-time students 1,832

are at Scarborough College and 900 at Erindale.

When combined with the 11,035 students enrolled in the

1969 summer session the grand total at the university is

67,608.



BLUE AND WHITE SOCIETY OFFER

NEW DESIGN

U of T BUTTONS
ON SALE AT SAC OFFICE 25* EACH

ANNOUNCING!

HELLUP II

MUSIC & BAR & FOOD

FRIDAY, FEB. 13

8.30 P.M. U.N.F. HALL

BLOW-IN!
<§> DRILL HALL DANCE

I 75 CENTS 9:OOP.M. X

Applications are now being accepted

BOOKSTORE
Does it affect you?

2 positions are open on Bookstore committee to Feb. 13th

THE Policy making body for U of T Bookstores

\
Apply to Services Commission, SAC Building
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ftlfflSm^^ FINLAND
house so ;

ENGINEERING - ARCHITECTURE

An exchange of a student between
University of Toronto and the Technical

University of Finland in Helsinki is being

arranged. Any one interested in a year

of academic and work experience in

Finland may obtain details and
application forms from the Warden's

Office, Hart House. The exchange will

provide transportation and living costs.

DEADLINE - February 14, 1970.
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Ask about studeni nm and i
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UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

ENGLISH LANGUAGE SUMMER

not English.

4 week programme

July 6 - July 31 1970.

6 week programme -

July 6 - August 14, 1970

ORAL FRENCH SUMMER
SCHOOL - SAINT PIERRE

Improve your spoken French r

enjoy u holiday in e native

French setting.

Beginners, Intermediate and

Advanced Levels

4 weeks -

July or August, 1970

For information write:

Division of University Extension

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
84 Queen's Paik, Toronto 181, Ontaiio.
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Tartu dwellers protest conditions
By KAREN COULTER

'Tartu College's newly-re-
vised lease is an attempt to

deceive the uninformed tan-
ant", says Ron Mclnnes, law-
yer for the Metro Tenants'
association.

Students, charging that inad-

equate garbage collection, in-

operable elevators and the

constant dust and noise of con-

struction were destroying the

'quiet enjoyment" of their

home guaranteed under sec-

tion 6a of the agreement, ap-

pealed to the Metro Tenants'
Assoc. for help in setting up
their own residents' associa-

tion.

According to a recent act of

the provincial legislature,

many of the provisions of the

Tartu lease are null and void.

Most students are unaware
that many clauses in a stan-

dard lease form are now not

binding.

One graduate student in an
all-girl unit staged her own
'rent strike" to protest the

inconveniences she had suf-

fered as a result of the man-
agement's misrepresentation

of the facilities. Having been
involved in a recent car acci-

dent she was anxious that ele-

vators and hot water be imme-
diately available.

She therefore withheld her

rent, claiming that her debt

was completely covered by her

safety deposit and the $25 she

had paid to "reserve" her

room in the all-but-empty col-

lege.

KEY MONEY
Mclnnes points out that the

practice of demanding "key
money" or a deposit upon re-

servation originated during the

war. While rent control prohib-

ited the landlord from raising

his rents, he was able to rake

in a little extra profit. And al-

though this is still strictly le-

ga', the demand for a safety

deposit holds no legal force as

of Jan. 1st.

On Feb. 3, the student was
served with the above notice of

eviction and given approxi-

mately 15 hours to vacate.

Such action on the part of the

college administrators is defi-

nitely illegal.

Provincial law forbids the

eviction of tenants in winter or

with less than 24 hours notice.

As of Jan. 1st, a landlord may
regain access to a premises

only upon receipt of a court

order.

This provision also limits a

landlord's right to inspect a

unit to times of emergency, or

when he has reason to suspect

abandonment of the premises,

or in order to display the unit

to a prospective tenant, once

notice had been given.

Many Tartu residents com-
plained that the caretaker of-

ten enetered their suite with-

out knocking. One girl was par-

ticularly distressed at his insis-

tence upon frequently checking

the cleanliness of her room.

Tartu has long been plagued
by its rather nebulous legal

definition. According to city

by-law, it is neither fish nor
fowl, neither hotel nor apart-
ment building. Students taking

up residence early in Decem-
ber were required to sign stan-

dard apartment lease form.
They were assured that this

was a mere technicality, a
stop-gap measure until Tartu's
own forms arrived from the
printer.

LEGAL CASTRATION
The new leases arrived —

with no significant changes.

All the old, and now legally-

castrated clauses still appear
on the forms. The management
still threatens to sell the ten-

ant's personal effects to cover

unpaid rent, and still requires

the tenant to waive rights

guaranteed him under future

legislation.

"We are sorry to see such an
attitude on the part of people
who have expressed some al-

truistic motives for establish-

ing their residence," said Mc-
lnnes, on behalf of the MTA.
A social worker on the fifth

floor was seriously inconveni-

enced by the lack of a phone
during her first month of resi-

dence. Last week she ap-

proached general manager E.

Maegi for a copy of the lease

she had signed last November
26th.

She was assured that a copy
would be available if she could

come back in an hour. When
she returned, however, Maegi
presented her with a copy of

the new lease form and re-

quested her to sign it. The new
form was also dated Nov. 16,

1969. Uncertain about the legal

implications of this, the girl

refused.

Mclnnes points out that the

ante-dating of the contract is,

strictly speaking, legal. "How-
ever," he says, "the problem

arises when such a lease is

challenged in court. The tenant

would have difficulty proving

that it had, in fact been signed

since Jan. 1st and was there-

fore subject to the provisions

of the new Landlord Tenant

Act."
UNFINISHED BUILDING

Apart from the questionable

terms of their lease, the resi-

dents of Tartu College have

several other grievances.

Many grievances are born of

the problem of living in an un-

finished building. And although

Tartu has been plagued with a

rash of strikes throughout its

construction, the students are

determined not to pick up the

tab for these misfortunes.

At a general bitch-in on the

fourth floor, residents com-
plained about the lack of incin-

erators for garbage disposal.

At present, refuse is deposited

in an unfinished room in the

fifth unit on each floor.

The residents of the fifth

unit are understandably unhap-

py with the arrangement. In

addition to the obvious draw-

backs of having 30 people de-

posit their garbage in your
apartment, there is the necess

ity of leaving their door un

locked at all times.

Because of the unfinished

condition of the building, ten-

ants must pick up their mail at

the post office. One student

was upset, upon discovering

that the superintendent had
opened a telegram which she

had received for her birthday.

"Well, I had to find out who it

was for," came the explana-

tion, "and, by the way, Miss
happy birthday."

In spite of protestations to

the contrary, Tartu seems to

be developing along the lines of

a typical "in loco parentis'

type residence. Students enter

tain guests within their own
unit had dragged out a sleeping

bag to provide extra seating in

the lounge.

BLUE BULB
They were promptly asked

to remove it because it

"doesn't look nice". Similarly,

another unit was requested to

remove a blue light-bulb from

the light fixture provided, even

though they had been careful

not to overload the circuit.

Most of the students inter

viewed preferred to remain
anonymous, rather than risk

further altercations with the

administration so late in the

year. Some, however, have

taken definite steps to seek a

solution to the situation.

Under the leadership of

Penny Manchester (IV Vic)

tenants presented a petition to

Maegi, demanding a rebate of

$15 on their February rent. The
previous month Tartu had vol

untarily returned an equal

amount to cover the inconveni-

ences and lack of facilities

Only after the threat of a ten

ant association was posed, did

the college accede to the resi

dents demands.

As Andrea Rosnick (SGS),

says, "It's a much larger ques

tion than simply one of rent. It

involves the right of an adult

who also happens to be a stu

dent to live like a mature hu

man being."

Stanley Gray, a member of the Front du

Liberation Populaire will be speaking at

Convocation Hall, Friday at 12:30 p.m.

Gray was fired as a Political Science lec-

turer at McGill University last spring for

his involvement in left activities there. He

played an active role in the big McGill fran-

cais demonstration last March.

Gray is one of the few members of the

FLP whose native tongue is English.

3ooWrooN\

EDITOR
THE VARSITY

The Varsity Board of Directors invites applications from mem-
bers of the University community for Hie position of Editor-in-

Chief of "The Varsity" for the 1970-71 academic session.

The Editor will be responsible for the editorial policy and op-

eration oT the paper. As the jab carries considerable authority,

applicants should submit detailed proposals for the manage-
ment of the paper. These may include proposed changes in the

current format or editorial policy, and names of prospective

staff. Approximately SI, 000 per month is avaUable for slaff,

including a salary of S50-$100 a week for the Editor, de-

pending on distribution of the work toad.

Applicants will be interviewed both by the current Varsity

staff; and the Board of Directors, with the Board making the

final decision.

Address written applications to:

Mr. Gary R. Thaler.
Chairman.
Varsity Board of Directors,
c/o Erindale College.

University of Toronto.

Closing date for submission is 3:00 p.m.

Wednesday, February 18

Further information may be obtained from the Chairman or

other members of the Board.

Varsity Board of Directors, 1969-70

Mr. Gary Thaler (Erindale College, 828-3284)

Mr. Paul Bator (111 SMC)

Mrs. Sue Johnson (IV A.P.S.C.)

Mr. Brian Johnson (Varsity Editor)

Mr. Bruce Lewis (I Law)

Mr. Paul MacRae (Canadian University Press)

Mr. Ian Montagnes (U. of T. Press, 928-2231)

Mr. John Morris (Policy Analysis Institute, 928-9292)

Mr. .Bob Parkins (Canadian Press)

Mr. Frank Matheson (Dept. of Political Economy, 928-8631)

Mr. Craig pe-kins (I Law)
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PAGE FOUR __
Yesterday the faculty cut their own throats
The incident at yesterday's Faculty

Council meeting where a professor
pushed a student down the stairs of
Convocation Hall most graphically il-

lustrates the irrational paranoia that

was the main current throughout the
meeting.

By voting down the principle of staff-

student parity in all teaching areas of
the university, the faculty have cut
their own throats.

They have isolated themselves from
both students and administration.

Faculty saw parity — staff-student
equality in decision-making — as a
mechanism of "institutionalized con-
frontation".

History Professor W.H. Nelson told

the meeting:

"/ think the principle of parity — or

parallel structures of students and facul-

ty thinly bound together, not by consult-

ation, but by institutionalized confronta-
tion — is 0 bad one."

But the principle of parity is one of

staff and students co-operating on
committees from positions of equal
power.

It's ironic that the faculty should
fear such "institutionalized confronta-
tion". One of the administration's main
motives in supporting the Commission
on University Government's report
was to institutionalize confrontation so
that it could be controlled and neutral-
ized.

In other words, the administration
would be made willing to confront stu-
dents over a conference table than over
a barricade, especially when the confer-
ence table is structured to prevent that
barricade from being built.

The administration's other motive in
CUG was to prove that the university
can govern itself. As the faculty reject
the principle of parity, which is the
foundation of CUG, the administration
fears the arrival of the government
technocrats such as Doug Wright and
William Stewart, who are waiting on
the sidelines to produce order out of
chaos.

Meanwhile in another part of town (in a seemingly desert-
ed warehouse} a psycho-paranoid was declared null and
void while eating peanuts. .

.

Varsity cartoon by Ted Michener

dents, since they would operate fromBy voting down parity, the Faculty an indepent political base. The Politi
>unc/( nos only heightened the two nal Rnnn^mv fn,,™ iini™ ,i„„„j.

• ~J -— - - - - " J f u+vny
Council has only heightened the two
Ihteats it fears most:

(1) open confrontation between fac-
ulty and students;

(2) government interference in the
scholarly workings of the "ivory tow-
er";

The reasons are straightforward

:

(1) Now that the faculty have effec-
tively isolated themselves from stu-
dents by denying students political
rights, students will make their de-
mands from no spirit of trust or co-
operation. The faculty has made that
impossible. Now students are not hop-
ing for parity: they are demanding
parallel structures — separate bodies
of faculty and students with mutual
vetoes. Parallel structures set up a far
more hostile situation of "institution-
alised confrontation" than parity. And
it's a situation where it's much more
difficult to control or neutralize stu-
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cal Economy Course Union has already
demanded parallel structures.
And now that faculty have invalidat-

ed students at U of T, they can hardly
expect trust and support on such mat-
ters as their demand for a pay in-
crease.

(2) The faculty have effectively
squashed the CUG Report, or at least
bogged it down so deep that it will nev-
er be salvaged. Again it's ironic that
they have marked a significant stage in
the historical transformation of the
university from their beloved ivory
tower to a government-controlled insti-
tution.

As the faculty adamantly refuses to
co-opt students, they heighten President
Bissell's fears that university won't be
able to govern itself.

And when the government steps into
the fray with such schemes as the Edu-
cational Opportunity Bank, faculty will

find their courses judged in terms of
market value rather than academic
excellence.

The faculty may rejoice in their new-
found autonomy from administrators
and students. They have pushed both
groups out of their affairs in the same

way Professor D. J. Dooley pushed the
student down the stairs of Convocation
Hall.

Their action against the rest of the
university community may prove to be
as rash as Professor Dooley's.
And their autonomy will be shortlived.-

e6<"" Brian Johnson
Review Editor u, tty Haiven
Sports Editor Jim Cowan, 923- 4053
Advertising ManagerCarol Cooper, 923-

8171
Ed.toriol Offices 91 St. George, 2nd floor
Editorial Phones 923-8741
Advertising Offices 91 St. George, 1st floor

where to begin, soy in the bock with bill
rodgers, mark rubin ond errol, then to ort moses
peter boll, ondy ond richard, ond koren covlter
then maybe there „o, „„.| „„d

|
im and pou |

and lyndon little, oh ond louro ond clore ond
honna were here loo. ond there were more
In ond geoH ond torn wolkom ond american
empire larry and gellius too. the review was
downstairs, two brians appeared all at once but
we discovered the hoas and the spy left, so to all
i missed like mary baitedo. -30-



Faculty assume more confrontations will occur
By PETER HALL

Pefer Hall, a second-year Trinity

student, is President of the Polit-

ical Economy Course Union.

"I am against staff-student
parity decision-making bodies
because I am against staff-stu-

dent confrontation."

What an incredible state-

ment! Yet it was made time
and time again at the Faculty
Council Meeting, yesterday
afternoon.

Almost everyone there was
against staff-student parity,
whether or not it was in paral-

lel structures, for no one want-
ed to 'institutionalize confron-
tation.'

But no one mentioned the

real assumptions behind that

argument. To argue that as
soon as students are given par-

ity with staff on any commit-
tee they will battle for a hard-
line stand, totally against any-
thing the faculty are for is to

assume that faculty and stu-

dents have nothing in common.
Indeed it is to assume that

their interests are diametrical-

ly opposed. In this light the

stand against parity can only

be considered as a tacit accept-

ance of a major faculty-stu-

dent schism.

The premise is that each has

no interest in the other's or

their common welfare on
which they can agree. To veto

parity purely because it 'insti-

tutionalizes confrontation' is to

postulate that confrontation
and its assumptions a priori.

These assumptions go hand
in hand with the one other
major argument against parity
— that students are not respon-
sible enough or worthy enough
to make rational decisions
along with professors. Implicit

in this argument is a strong
belief in the 'guild' system
whereby a professor teaches
and a student absorbs learning
— and each stays in his place.

For the student this means
that the faculty make all the

important decisions about this

university and his life, consult-

ing him only when they so

wish, for presumably minor
matters.

Such an argument is entirely

consistent with the view that

students and faculty cannot
make major decisions together

on a rational basis — that each
estate's place in the guild pre-

cludes any common interest or

competency.
This is what it's all about. To

argue that students should be
consulted but that they should

not have a formal voice in

making decisions is to argue
from a contradiction. If it is

good to consult students about

decisions which affect their

lives, presumably, they are
competent to consider and ad-

vise on those decisions.

And when we speak of a

voice, we necessarily speak of

partly. For without it students'

roles are still purely consulta-

tive. No one can pretend that

sixteen students on the Faculty

Council of four hundred profes-

sors can play anything but a

consultative role.

Giving students less than

parity does not prevent 'insti-

tutionalized confrontation'. It

only ensures that the staff al-

ways win. The last thing parity

will do is begin 'institutional-

ized confrontation' at the Uni-

versity of Toronto. Is that not

just what we presently have?
The most difficult thing Course
Union moderates have to fight

is the feeling that the present

system condemns students to

confrontation.

And in many ways it does. A
purely consultative position

implies an inferior position at

least with respect to the parts

of this university which bear

most directly on the students'

lives here. He is not expected

to participate responsibly in

the decisions which are made
around him. If anything he is

listened to most attentively

only when he confronts.
' As a result he either con-

fronts as a minority or retires

into a rationalized apathy as

most students do. This is not

because they do not care. It is

because they are not expected

to care — not in any meaning-
ful way.

Yet the university, led for

the moment by the ATS. is re-

fusing to consider a reasonable

outlet for student concern —
i.e. parity on decision-making

bodies; and, at the same time,

is feeding this confrontation

spirit by defending a status quo
which tacitly assumes that

students have nothing in com-
mon with staff and are incom-

petent to make decisions about

their lives at this university.

In a sense, this university is

facing a challenge for change.

It can fundamentally accept

the status quo; it can bury its

assumptions about confronta-

tive estates and the feudal

guild under a series of plati-

tudes and hope that most stu-

dents will remain apathetic as

they are expected to. Or it can

accept the challenge and give

students a meaningful parity
voice in decision-making here.

In this way it can recognize
that students live and work
here too and are also justifia-

bly concerned ahout this uni-

versity.

It can offer students the
opportunity to participate in a

valuable way in the life of this

university. In other words by
offering to work together with
students on a rational basis at

more than a token level the

staff can encourage responsi-

bility and conciliation instead
of apathy and confrontation.

Parity is not a dirty word.
Neither is interaction. Are we
going to deal with our govern-
ing structures on the same ba-

sis as staff and student wash-
rooms? Or are we going to be
frank with each other? When
we talk about confrontation let

us recognize just where it orig-

inates — not from parity — we
don't have that yet — but from
the institutional perpetuation
of a system which encourages
an outmoded conception of

staff and students as two coli-

tudes. unable to work together

and having no common inter-

ests. That is where the con-

frontation begins. Parity could

be where it ends.

Health Service Director warns students about pill

There has been much discussion

recently in the news media concern-

ing the potential hazards associated

with the use of the Contraceptive Pill.

There is also a need to clarify on
Campus the policy and practice of the

University Health Service in provid-

ing Contraceptive prescriptions.

There may be certain hazards in a

person's medical condition and back-

ground which may, indeed, produce
serious complications in a small per-

centage of persons taking the Pill.

For example, in susceptable women
taking the Pill it may lead, in a small

number of cases, to serious blood-

clotting in various parts of the body.

It may lead to the rapid growth in

previously small unimportant can-

cers and, similarly, to the rapid

growth and increase in size of pre-

existing fibroids, occasionally to a

degree where it may threaten the

eventual ability of the patient to com-
plete a normal wanted pregnancy.

For these reasons, it is still consid-
I ered necessary on strictly medical

grounds that before beginning the Pill

a woman should subject herself to

adequate medical history and exam-
ination. The examination should be
repeated three to six months later,

and then at yearly intervals after

that.

Any reduction of this would be con-

sidered less than ideal by current

medical standards.

The University Health Service has
for some years freely given advice
concerning contraceptive measures
to any student so requesting. During

recent years the policy has been
broadened to encompass actual con-

traceptive prescription on request,

providing that the patient agrees to

the medical criteria described above.

The occasional student who, from her

medical history and examination, is

considered to be a higher risk than the

great majority of normal young
women, may be refused prescription

of the Pill. In this instance she will

receive advice and, if she wishes, a

prescription for an alternative me-
chanical method, i.e. the Diaphram.

Similarly, some women find them-

selves unable to continue the Pill due

to unimportant but upsetting minor
complications i.e. persistant nausea,

gain in weight due to the retention of

fluids, worrying break-through bleed-

ing, etc. For these people, the sensi-

ble and conscientious use of the me-

chanican devices also provides an

adequate substitute.

One final hazard in the use of the

Pill, and the resulting more wide-

spread indiscriminate sexual contact,

is a rapid and steady increase in ve-

nereal disease. In Canada, from a

practical viewpoint, venereal disease

is only contracted through sexual in-

tercourse or other sexual contact.

One of the most useful aids in the

avoidance of venereal infection is still

the use. by the male, of a prophylactic

Condom or "Safe."

As a minimum effort in avoiding

venereal infection, men should wear a

condom even and in spite of their ex-

tramarital partner's statement that

they are on the Pill.

Similarly, women, if they wish to

reduce their chances of venereal

infection, should also insist that their

male extramarital partners use a

condom.
G. E. Wodehouse, M.D.

Director

U of T Health Service
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HILLEL PRESENTS

NEIL SIMON'S musical

LITTLE ME
With Allan Price

HART HOUSE THEATRE

Box Office 928-8668

Now Open
or

Coll Hillel 923-7837

Directed By Alan Gordon

ALL SEATS $2

Wed Feb 18 8:30

ThursFeb 19 8:30

Sal Feb 21 6:30

Sal Feb 21 9:30

Moroney strikes back

The

EDMUND BURKE
SOCIETY

proudly presents a lecture:

CAMPUS UNDER COMMUNISM

A first hand study of universities in communist countries

by Dr. D. Lazarevitch -

Serbian scientist, Scholar & Chetnik leader

Time; 1:00 p.m.; Sydney Smith 2102, Today, Feb.

Edmund Burke Society, P.O. Box 544, Scarboro. On

til

Til

The Film Sub-Committee of the

Hart House Library Committee
Presents

UNDERGROUND FILMS

Wednesday, February I Ith

Thursday, February 12th

8 p.m. - Debates Room
Hart House-
Admission FREE
Tickets: Undergrad Office

Everyone Welcome

"ro those, now on a greater

shore and in a greater light . .

"

The controversy arising
from my letter to you regard-

ing the Women's Liberation
Group is indeed worthy of

comment. But obviously my
intentions were obscured by
excessive subtlety, and con-
strued as something very dif-

ferent from what was intended.

The points remain as fol-

lows: I have a firm respect for

the Traditions and aims of

those who founded Hart House.

But, it has long been my con-

tention that Tradition is out of

fashion in this generation.

Anyone who has the courage of

his or her convictions is consid-

ered 'odd' or 'queer'!

I, for one, am not afraid of

either the female sex, or the

Women's Liberation Group or

even Mr. Carson, who has seen

fit to be able to Pontificate on

my character. Such wisdom!
Such depth!

It seems to me that what
was most irate was that I

deemed to refer to the female

sex as "Women". If females

are called anything less than

the word 'Lady', it gets their

Dander up!

It is the. Militant Women I

am against!

Mr. Carson does not think

much of Hart House, anyway.

Incidentally, women have long

been welcome art Art Exhibi-

tions and Concerts. Also, read

the Massey Will. See what that

says!

I have great respect for

women who have won their

rights, even Miss Pankhurst.
No one admires Militants, ex-

cept, maybe Carson. Yes, he's

Liberated. "Many are called,

few chosen."

To Miss Domnick, I repent.

She is not a Militant. Sure my
letter was arrogant and pa-

tronizing. It was supposed to

be, but to the Militants, not to

Miss Domnick.
Mr. Turner also has written

fair points, but as regards the

term "Stagnation", I am not

entirely in agreement When I

think of stagnation, I recall to

mind the old phrase, "A skunk

smells its own stink first."

Perhaps he's right.

Edward Moroney

HERE AND NOW
TODAY
All Day

Innis College ski weekend at Hidden

Valley from Feb. 13-15. Tickets on sale all

day at Innis College. Room 110 $26 in-

cludes free lessons, tow tickets, meals and

"Mame" will be presented by the Victo-

ria College Music Club at the HBrt House

Theatre Feb. 10-14. Tickets (or Wednes-
day are $1.75. $2.25 on Thursday. Friday,

and Saturday.

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Andy Warhols's "The Chelsea Girls" at

Convocation Hall on February 26. Tickets

are now on sale lor $1 00 at the SAC Of-

fice.
Noon

The U of T Young Socialists will discuss

"Zionism and the Arab Revolution" in the

Debates Room. Hart House.

12-2 p.m.

The Neil Simon musical "Little Me" will

be at the Hart House Theatre Feb 18. 19.

and 21. Tickets $2 00 on sale at the Refec-

tory, New College, the Coop and the Hart

House Box Office.

Andy Warhol's The Chelsea Girls" at

Convocation Hell on February 26. Tickets

on sale in the foyer of Sidney Smith Hall.

12:30-2:30

A Tribute to Benrand Russell sponsored

by the Faculty Committee on Vietnam will

be held in room 104 University College.

The film "The life and times of Bertrand

Russell" will be shown.

1 p.m.

The Edmund Burke Society presents a

lecture by Dr. D. Luzarevitch on "Campus
under Communism". Sidney Smith 2102.

All people who speak Hebrew are invit-

ed to the Chug Ivii. Bring your lunch to

Room 1067. Sidney Smith Hall.

The Contemporary Music Group will

meet in Room 078, the Edward Johnson

SAC URGES STUDENTS AND !

i FACULTY TO PATRONIZE

SPADINA VARIETY STORE
East Corner Spadina and Sussex

Proprietor. Mr. Morris Dimanstein, has been forced to vacate by University expan-

sion plans but university officials refuse to compensate him'for stock, fixtures •:

and good will. Homes around the store are being demolished and Mr. Dimanstein \

|; has about two weeks to sell out.

Students and faculty are asked to help ease this situation their own administra-

:• tion has created.
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Building to discuss the works of Berio and

Charpantier. Bring your lunch. Free.

A classical concert by pianist Patrick Li

will be held in the Music Room. Hart

House. Ladies Welcome.
The Free Institute of Jewish Studies

present Abe Feintech who will give a semi-

nar on Meimonides in room 2129. Sidney

Smith Hall.

"Steel Spans the Chesapeake" and

"Hazard" will be shown at the EIC in the

Mechanical Building, room 102.

1:10 p.m.

A talk by Mr. Frank Royal sponsored by

the Hart House Camera Club has been

postponed until February 18. 1970. There

will be a slide show instead.

The Varsity Fund is sponsoring "The

Telescopes of William Herschel" by Dr. H.

C. King. Curator. McLaughlin Planetarium

in Room 102 McLennan Laboratory.

4 p.m.

Rene Clair's "Le Million" (1931) will be

shown in Room 1 05. U.C. Admission free.

The F U of T 3rd World film -discussion

group will show "Gendhi-His Life and

Works". International Student Centre.

6 p.m.

The ISC will hold Spanish discussion in

the Morning Room and German Conversa-

tion in the Music Room.

6 p.m.

Jean Luc Godard's "Bande a part" will

be shown at 6: 15 and 8:15 in room 2118
S\C Smith Admission 75c.

7:30 p.m.

The U of T Sailing Club Executive Elec-

tions will be held in room 241 of the Ger-

ald Lerkin Building. It's your club, so come
out and vote.

The Toronto Student Movement, unit of

the Canadian Student Movement invites

you to participate in e discussion on: "The

Promotion of Fascism in the Social Sci-

ences" at the International Student Centre

8 p.m.

Underground films will be shown in the

Debates Room. Hart House.

First of a Lenten Series of the function of

religion in individual lives and society pre-

sented by Larry Martin. Lutheran Universi-

ty Chaplain. The series will be held at 610
Spadina Ave.

A memorial service for Bertrand Russell

will be held in the Music Room of Hart

House. For further information contact

Miriam May at 928-2505 or 922-7480
Hear Jean Vanier speak on "The Call to

Poverty and the Myth of Wealth" at Bren-

nan Assembly Hall. St. Michael's College.

Then come to the "Rap Room" at the

Newman Club. 89 St George St. and share

your opinions, questions etc. Free goodies

10 p.m.

L'ordre de Ste Bethe de la Sac investi-

ture of officers will be held in the Palm

Grove Room.

3 p.m.

The first ol weekly Seminar-rap sessions

will be held in the fifth door faculty lounge

in Sid Smith. This week R. D. Laing will

discuss the Problems ol Consciousness

THURSDAY
All Dwf

Reserve your place (or a fun weekend at

Hidden Valley Feb. 13-15. Free lessons

tow tickets, meals and board for only S26.

12-2 p.m.

Tickets $1 for Andy Warhol's "The Chel-

sea Girls" at Convocation Hall Feb. 26. are

on sale in the foyer of Sid Smith or all day

at the SAC office.

Tickets on sale for Neil Simon musical

"Little Me" at Hart House Theatre Feb 18-

19 and Sat. 21. All seats $2. Stars Allan

Price. Directed by Allan Gordon. U. C.

New College entrance. St. Mich. Cafeteria.

Hart House Box Office

1 p.m.

CUSO information meeting CUSO of-

fice. Hart House.

V.C.F. invites members and all others

interested to share concerns through pray-

er in Hart House Chapel.

Violinist Patrick Lee Music Room. Hart

House. Admission free.

3 p.m.

Writers workshop. All welcome. If you'd

like to read bring copies. Innis I North of

Main Library

4 p.m.

Poli Ec Course Union Action-Organizing

meeting. Arbor Room, Hart House.

Meeting io discuss Vic's Orientation.

Music Room. Wymilwood.

6 p.m.

All would-be recorder players invited to

come and join the rapidly increasing num-

bers at the ISC.

The F. U of T. discussion on "Occultism

— The Link uniting religious truth wjth sci-

entific truth" will be held in Innis I.

6:16 p.m.

The Varsity Christian Fellowship will

meet in the Medical Science Cafeteria lor

supper. A discussion on "Contemporery

Missions'' will follow at 6:00 in room

2173.

7 p.m.

Students for Israel will hojd an educa-

tional workshop session at 186 St. George

St.

7:30 and 9. 30 p.m.

University College presents "Bob Dy-

lan's Don't look Back" in Room 106 U.C.

Admission 50c

7:30 p.m.

The amateur Radio Club will meet in the

Music Room at Hart House. There will be a

guest speaker and film. Meeting open to

all.

"Return to Canada: The Beginning of

Relevance in Development or the End?" A
panel of CUSO volunteers will debate the

varying interpretations of their role in de-

velopment at the International Student

8 p.m.

The Worker-Student Allience will meet

in Room 23 1 ,
University College to discuss

Women's Liberation.

A film "The Restless Ones" will be

shown at Knox Church.

A discussion on "A Christian Perspective

on Engineering" with Prof. B. Bokhout will

be held in the South Sitting Room of Hart

House. Visitors welcome.

There will be a meeting of the NDP in

the South Sitting Room. Hart House.

8:30 p.m.

A Calypso Dance will be held by the

Catholic Alumni Club at 89 St George St.



"Swans? We can make swans." Andre Goosens sat down and in five minutes using

his thirty years experience in the trade formed one out of a glass tube. I felt like an

impressed layman.

The University has three glass-blowers

who make most of the complicated glass

equipment for the chemistry department.

Here chief glassblower John French is

forming a flask on his lathe. If takes 15

years to train the kind of all-round artisan

needed for this work. It takes only four

years to get a B.A.

"Swans" by Andre Goosens
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LETTERS
We sympathize with the problems of your people

Dear Sir,

May I enter into the fray

regarding Edward Moloney's
letter on Hart House. Much as
I disagree with Mx. Moroney's
tone, I think that there is much
to be said for having the House
remain as a preserve for men.
To begin with, the Founder's
Prayer refers only to men and
Vincent Massey, to whom we
owe the House in the first place
was quite explicit, in his grant,

about the exclusion of women.
Thus tradition and respect for

the Founder are evidently in

favour of the status quo, not to

mention the fact that giving
membership to women" is of
very dubious legality. More
importantly to some, perhaps,
Vincent Massey, and probably
most of those closely associat-

ed with the House throughout
its history, have not been sim-
ply misogynists: they have
seen distinct virtues in having
men coming together and
doing things themselves; and
as long as fraternities and
men's {and women's) social
clubs flourish, this view 'of

Hart House can scarcely be
considered perverse and isolat-

ed.

Excluding women does not

necessarily detract from their

self-respect; it merely ac-

knowledges that persons of one
sex have things in common
that they may not, perhaps
cannot, share with members of

the other, and it tries to make
the best of diversity. The sexes

seem to have little trouble

mixing outside the House and,

far from being a reason for

integrating them inside, I think

that it is a reason for preserv-

ing the traditional character of

Hart House. Anyone familiar -

with the usual student unions
at other universities can testi-

fy to the almost unique refine-

ment and charm of the House
as it is, and see how much
would be lost in any drastic

transformation.

At the same time, one can
sympathize with the compara-
tive lack of facilities for wom-
en, and if the existing female
gathering-places remain insuf-

ficient, I agree that the House

CENTRE OF CRIMINOLOGY
Public Lecture

SOME DEVELOPMENTS IN THE STUDY OF SUICIDE;

Dr. J.L. Wilkins

of

Centre of Criminology

Wednesday, February 11, 1970

at 7:30 p.m.

NEW MEDICAL SCIENCES BUILDING, Room 3153

UC PLAYERS GUILD

GENERAL MEETING

MONDAY FEB. 9

2:30 P.M.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

THEATRE

79 ST. GEORGE ST.

to discuss Spring Productions

ALL WELCOME

food-services, for instance,

should be open to them. But
this does not necessarily entail

the complete undermining of

the principle of male member-
ship, and 1 do not think that it

should be allowed to do so if

people still care for the distinc-

tive and distinguished contri-

bution that the House has been
making to the University and
to Canadian culture generally.

At any rate, most will proba-

bly agree that the athletics

wing should be reserved for

men even if the record-rooms,

the library, the common-
rooms and so on, admitted
women, and much of the cur-

rent controversy will be super-

fluous if the new, integrated

student union is ever built. In

the meantime, however, this

does not mean that the House
should be completely and prob-

ably permanently changed
merely for stop-gap purposes.

I know that this conserva-
tive, though not yet reactionar-

y, view of Hart House is incon-

clusive and unsatisfactory, but

most of the arguments for

opening the flood-gates or

whatever strike me as wrong-
headed. Doubtless, the femin-
ists and the levellers will win
in the end, but they are wrong
to claim that 'history justified

the suffragettes' as it will
them. History justifies nothing
except to those on intellectual

LSD: if it says anything about
, the suffragettes, it is that they
brought in a huge new bloc of

voters committed to God, King
and Family.

W. J, Fong{SGS)

Domtar is paid to pollute
ONTARI-ARI-ARI-0 (CUP)

— Domtar Limited, a chemical
company recently fined $1,000

for pollution of Lake Superior

by dumping effluents into

steams and rivers, has been
awarded a $484,000 "forgivea-

ble loan" by the Ontario Devel-

opment Corporation.

The ODC awards the loans

periodically in amounts of

more than $50,000 to deserving

large industries, as part of a

campaign to encourage private

enterprise and foreign invest-

ment in the province.

Companies are not required
to repay the loans if they can
prove they made no profit from
the money.

The loan to Domtar will go
toward the construction of an-

other chemical plant at Corn-
wall, Ontario.

Domtar is affiliated through
its directors with the Argus
Corporation, Standard Broad-
casting, Massey-Ferguson and

subsidiaries, Avco Corpora-
tion, Hollinger Mines, Canada
Cement, Wabasso Towels, W.I.
Molasses Co., Prudential Life
Insurance, Sun Life Assurance,
United Aircraft. Hawker-
Siddely, Dominion Stores,
Simpson's Sears, Claude Neon,
Gillette, Noranda Mines, Cana-
da Permanent Trust, the Cana-
dian Imperial Bank of Com-
merce, Royal Bank of Canada,
Bank of Montreal, Toronto
Dominion Bank and other
firms.

Com -Com will study Varsity Board
The Varsity Board — a body

which oversees The Varsity
operations — has another
month of guaranteed exist-

ence.

The SAC Communications
Commission appointed an in-

vestigating committee Monday
to study possible structures of

a revised Varsity Board and
requested that a report be
made to the commission by
March 9.

The commission had already

unanimously rejected the pre-

sent Varsity Board constitu-

tion which sets up an 11-man
structure. Only three of the 11

are appointed by SAC.

The investigating commit-
tee. Board member Craig Per-
kins {I Law), Jim Cowan (IV

Vic), The Varsity sports edi-

tor, and SAC president Gus
Abols, was also directed to

examine the possibility of ob-

taining financial support for

the paper from the administra-
tion, support staff, the faculty,

and the Graduate Student Un-

Communications Commis-
sioner, Jon Levin (III UC),
commented on his objections
to the present Varsity Board:
"Of 11 members, five are self-

appointed. The constitution is

self-amending, and the termi-
nation of any member can be
made by a simple majority of

the Board.

"The Varsity should be serv-

ing the university community,
therefore the whole communi-
ty should be involved in it,"

said Levin.

v
GSU GENERAL MEETING

of

COURSE UNION REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, Feb. 12th 7:30 p.m.

to discuss proposed GSU

Constitutional changes

GSU Upper Lounge
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Levin also said that the pap-
er could be either an under-
graduate paper or a university

community paper. An under-
grad paper would be totally

SAC controlled, and a com-
munity paper would have mini-

mal SAC control.

"The Varsity should be serv-

ing the university community,
therefore the whole communi-
ty should be involved in it,"

said Levin.

Varsity Editor Brian John-
son was not invited to the
Communications Commission
meeting, although he is a vot-

ing member of the Commis-
sion.

"The Communications
Commission has no right to

legislate the future of the Var-
sity," he said last night. "We
are responsible to The -Varsity

Board and to the SAC general
assembly only."

Johnson disagreed with the

concept of a community news-
paper.

"Students have a right to a

student newspaper that repre-

sents student interests. Setting
up a community newspaper for

faculty and administration also
is a move on the part of a few
right-wing SAC bureaucrats
against the interests of stu-

dents as a separate political
entity on campus."
The investigating committee

will consider any briefs from
students, faculty or adminis-
tration on possible Varsity
Board structures. Briefs
should be submitted to the
Committee through the SAC
OFFICE.



Probe figures get good reaction
Pollution Probe has been

flooded with requests for its

percentage charts of the phos-
phate content in major laundry
detergents in the last two days.

About 500 letters a day have
come in from concerned house-
wives and PP's Tony Barrett
expects a large volume of mail
for the rest of the week. It

takes out-of-town mail three
. days to arrive.

The requests started coming
fast and heavy since Pollution
Probe released the figures
over the weekend. Several
members had analysed the
detergents in the University of
Toronto laboratories using a
standard textbook method.

Barrett, one of PP's four co-
ordinators, said last night the
letters show housewives really
want to do something about the
pollution they cause.

"Most of the comments have
been something like: 'Look we
do care. For once tell me what

these ate the figures.

I can do. If I'm a polluter, tell

me how to stop', " Barrett said
last night.

He figures the response
argues against the federal gov-
ernment's view that we can't
expect the individual house-
wife to show much concern.

"I don't think this will be a
major swing in the market,"
Barrett said, "but it's nice to

see we can activate some peo-
ple."

Phosphates are additives
that loosen the dirt from the
clothing fibre and then suspend
it in the water. The water can
then be rinsed out leaving the
clothes clean.

But when the water is

flushed through the sewage
system, the phosphates over-
fertilize the algae and water-
weeds in the lakes. These in

turn use up the oxygen supply
of fish, clog filtration systems
and do other things to ruin
water life of the Great Lakes.

Product % Phosphate

"Phosphates are a luxury
item." Barrett said. "It saves
elbow grease.

"But my point is, we did
without them for 2,000 years
Then in 1948 they were sudden-
ly introduced. We're just going
to have to do without them un-
til we can find a substitute.

"

Barrett thinks the federal
government will have to out-
law them in the new Canada
Waters Act. "The detergent
companies have to be forced.
This goddamn capitalist sys-
tem being what it is, there's no
way you can expect them to get
rid of them themselves.
"They won't do it one by one

because they'll just get clob-
bered by their competition.
The way human nature is, they
won't act themselves, but if

you force them all at once,
then they will."

The Pollution Probe analy-
ses of phosphate content are
reprinted below.

Manufacturer

Heavy Duty Laundry Detergents

Amway Trizyme

Bio-Ad
Peri

Cheer

Oxydol

Tide XK
Drive

All

ABC
Sunlight

Amway SA8
Fab

Arctic Power
A|o«2
Omo
Dui
Bold

Surf

Breeze

Amaze
Besttine B-7.

Explore

Maleo Laundry Detergent

Will

Tend Moskintvott (Swedish)

Laundry Soaps

Instant Fels

Lux less than

Maple Leaf Soap Ffakes less than

Ivory Snow less than

Automatic Dishwasher Compounds
All

Finish

Colgonite

Cascade
Amway Automatic Dishwasher Compound
Swish
Light Duty Compounds
{laundry and other uses)

Dreft

Zero

Explore Liquid less than

Bestline Liquid Concentrate less than

Nutri-Clean OLC' less than

Liquid Dish Detergents

All liquid dish detergents tested were less than 1.0% phosphate.

Miscellaneous

( mea su red as P04}

52.5% Amway Carp.

Colgate Palmolive
47.0% wp-RO t_nemicals
44.5% Proctor & Gamble
44.5% Proctor & Gamble
43.5% Proctor & Gamble
41.5% Lever Brothers

39.0% Lever Brothers
37.5% Colgate Palmolive
37.0% Lever Brothers

36.5% Amway Corp.
36.5% Colgate Palmolive
36.5% Colgate Palmolive
36.0% Colgate Palmolive
35.0% Lever Brothers

35.0% Proctor & Gamble
32.5% Proctor & Gamble
32.5% Lever Brothers

32.0% Lever Brothers

27.0% Lever Brothers

27.0% Bestline Pro. Inc.

26.0% Witco Chemical Co.

25.0% Maleo Products Inc.

10.5% Lever Brothers

8.0% AB Helios

9.0% Purex Corp.

1.0% Lever Brothers

1.0% Canada Packers

1.0% Proctor & Gamble

45.0% Lever Brothers

43.0% Economics Labs.

42.0% Calgon

36.5% Proctor & Gamble
34.0% Amway Corp.

29.0% Curley Corp.

34.0% Proctor & Gamble
7.5% Boyle Midway
1.0% Witco Chemical Co.

1.0% Bestline Products Inc

1.0% Con-Stan Industries

Calgon (water conditioner) 75.5%

Amway Water Softener 73.5%

Solved se 23.0%

Snowy Bleach 22.5%

Spic and Span 21.0%

Mr. Clean 6.5%

Ajax All-Purpose 6.5%

Arm and Hammer Sal Soda 1.0%

Fleecy less than 1.0%

Javex Bleach less than 1.0%

Whistle less than 1.0%

Jet Spray less than 1.0%
1.0%

Lestoil less than

Downy less than 1.0%
1.0%Dutch Bleach less than

Lawsons Borax less than 1.0%

Pinesol less than 1.0%

Calgon

Amway Corp.

Russel Chemical Co.

Harold Schofer Ltd.

Proctor & Gamble
Proctor & Gamble
Colgate Palmolive

Church & Dwrght
Bristol Myers
Bristol Myers
Bristol Myers
Economics Labs.

Noxemo
Proctor & Gamble
Purex Corp.

Bristol Myers
Cyanamid

Complete forevery'occasion

h;HJiMil

F0RD1DL
FFR REflTHLS
TAILORED TO FIT LIKE YOUR VERY OWI\

Main Store
556 Yonge at Wellesley, 920-2727

Or at Freeman Associated Stores
listed in the Yellow Pages under -formal"

Students
Buy or Rent at 10% off regular prices

Beth Tzedec College Age Group

1700 Bathurst Street

Toronto 349, Ontario
invites you

to EXPERIENCE A WEEKEND OF
FELLOWSHIP AND EXPLORATION

Saturday and Sunday. February (4th and 15th

beginning at 1:00 p.m.

CONSIDER Jewish Radicalism;

Black-Jewish Confrontation;

The New Left; The Jewish Revolution

of the Twentieth Century

PARTICIPANTS:

President Avraham Harman of the Hebrew University, Jerus
Dean Harold Weisberg, Brandeis University; Abie Pesses.
Bill Novak, Seymour Epstein, Shalom Lappi.n, Gene Colman
and others.

For detailed information phone 787-038 J

—t HAVE YOU TASTED THE V_
ZUMBURGER EXPERIENCE?

BLOOR AND YONGE
BLOOR AND BAY

BLOOR AND ST. GEORGE
YONGE AND GERRARD

EGLINTON AND AVENUE RD.
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Yet another letter yet

Bad tactics for bourgeois revolution
I don't believe that many of

the staff members present at

the Faculty of Arts and Science

Council meeting realized how
tactically foolish their recom-
mendation against student par-

ity on governing councils real-

ly was.

The motion has no legal

force — it was simply an exer-

cise in rhetoric.

Since most faculty members
are already firmly opposed to

student parity — especially in

areas affecting their "profes-

sional status", ie. job security

and mobility — the motion
probably stiffened the resolve

of absent colleagues only min-

utely.

But by passing this motion,
they once again raised the is-

sue of student power in the

university at a time when it

had virtually died as a subject

of controversy.

Without gaining more than a

piece of paper in a resolution

book, they have antagonized all

kinds of highly co-optable
course union people.

After a few more such dem-
onstrations of unthinking con-

BLUE MONDAY
Monday February 23,1970
ot Mo»ey Hall. 8:30 p.m.

with

BOBBY I BLAND
BUDDYGUYandhis
Chicago Blues Band

WHISKEYHOWL
and

OTIS SPANN

Tries S600 $550 U 50 $3 50
tollSam iheRoadman sfcres

madords MaueyHall twolice
Vciaa Si foonio

We are '•Direct" Diamond
Dealers handling both loose
and mounted diamonds. Our
booklet tellsyou what tolook
for and what to expect when
you invest in a diamond. You
can purchase from us on a
"Direct" basis.

H. PROCTOR & Co.

Diomond and Gem Dealers

131 F3LOOR ST. W. SUITE 416

MANUFACTURERS
CLEARANCE
LEATHER COATS

REG. TO$145- $35.00

SUEDE BY THE FOOT - 60$

SKIN & BONES
STUDENT DISCOUNT

670 YONGE ST.

2 SOUTH OF BLOOR

servatism, "Student leaders"
will realise that playing the

"numbers game" for commit-
tee seats is meaningless, as

long as students remain defer-

ential to faculty, and junior

faculty remain deferential to

their seniors, and no faculty

member wants to lose his job,

even if he could find another.

Students will realize that

they should support the exten-

sion of faculty control of the

university's government only

to the extent that such expan-

sion is at the expense of admin-
istration, Board, and govern-

ment.

And they will also realize

that they must aim to under-
mine and eventually overthrow
the institutionalized power that

faculty members hold over
students.

Manny Gordon
HI UC, Poli Sci

P.S. While I'm discussing tac-

tics, I should congratulate the

faculty member who had the

presence of mind to demand
that Rick Szalwinski. who had
just been pushed down the

stairs, apologize for littering

the floor with peanut shells.

That man has the makings of a

Kerensky.

ACADEMY of THEATRE ARTS presents

MRS. WARREN'S PROFESSION
by BERNARD SHAW

THURSDAYS - FRIDAYS - SATURDAYS
JANUARY 29th - FEBRUARY 21 8:30 P.M. at

23 GRENVILLE STREET THE WARD-PRICE BUILDING
one block north of college west of yonge

TICKETS 2.50 STUDENTS 1.50 telephone 964-96 16

XEROX
COPIES

5c each - 1st copy of an original

4c each - 2nd thru 10th copies of the

same original

2c each - 11th and more copies of the

same original

While-U-Wait or Overnight

College Copy Shop
76 Charles St., West
Phone 923-8115

KNOX PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Spadina and Harbord

Tburs, Fri, Sat, February 12 to 14
8 p.m.

Admission $1.00 — Students 50 cents
Tickets at the Door — Advance tickets

921-8993

Announcing: T-Groups
(sensitivity training)

Weekends - February 20th and February 27th

Sponsored by F.U. of T. and The Advisory Bureau
for students, staff and faculty.

Application forms at Advisory Bureau, I

63 1 Spadina Avenue,

(at Harbord, above Royal Bank)
Cost is $8.00 inclusive

This student discount card means you get

SPECIAL 10%
STUDENT
DISCOUNTS
on all rentals and allpurchases

It also means Syd Silver's quality . fit • dependability • service

If you did not receive a student discount card clip it

from this ad and use it as a regular card. For those
big important occasions remember Syd Silver,

Canada's leading name in formal wear
and inquire about the special student rates!

Syd^fSilver Formals Ltd.
/ 500 Yonge Street (just abovs College) - 923-4611
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Waterloo goalie Jim Weber raises his arm too late to stop captain Brian St. John ( 12) from scoring

Blues' fourth goal in their 5-5 draw with the Warriors last Wednesday. Bob McGuinn ( 1 6) watches

action after setting up St. John with a pass.

Crowded facilities cramp clubs
from page 1 5

practise but is at least 12 feet

too narrow to host a champion-

ship meet.

The official seating capacity

of 500 for the pool gallery is

also highly suspect.

But, the biggest problem
facing the swim team is lack of

diving facilities.

A small diving team does

exist but it is restricted to only

two hours of practise time a

week borrowed from the Ben-

son Building. As a consequ-

ence, the divers do not com-
pete with the rest of the team

in intercollegiate competition

and thus the swimmers begin

the swimming section of every

meet down a dozen or so points

by default.

The gymnastics team,

coached by Julio Roncon, used

to be too embarrassed with

their equipment to host a gym
meet. Now they have the pro-

per gear but not enough time

or space to deploy it properly.

. All these inadequacies of the

U of T athletic facilities be-

come more striking when they

are placed against a back-

ground of multi-million dollar

athletic expansion in other

Ontario universities.

NEW FACILITIES

Toronto and Western remain
the only major schools who
have not built new athletic and
physical education plants in

the last decade.

At Guelph, where they are in

the process of polishing off a

new football stadium financed

entirely independent of special

Department of University Af-

fairs grants, they have a new
gymnasium (capacity 1300)

and a new pool.

The cost was just slightly

over one million dollars.

McMaster has a new athletic

complex valued at three mil-

lion which houses two gymna-
sia, a pool (50 meters, seating

capacity 1000), four squash

courts, class rooms and of-

fices.

At Waterloo, York, Windsor,

Ottawa, and Queen's the story

is the same.

The people at Queen's ap-

pear to have pulled the biggest

coup of all.

Their new building which
will be completed soon, cost

approximately six millions

(remember, Maple Leaf Gar-
dens was constructed for only

three millions).

So, while no one in Varsity"

athletic hierarchy appears to

be suggesting that the pro-

posed new Men's Athletic

Building should have been con-

structed ahead of the new re-

search library, they are cau-

tiously hoping that when the

Board of Governors meet to re-

establish their spending priori-

ties the athletic directorate

will all be able to chant in uni-

son, "We're number one ".

DIVING
Leslie O'Brien captured the

Cochrane Cup emblematic of

women's intramural diving

last night with a 118 point total

in a well attended meet at the

Benson Building.

Barb Beatty was runner with

99.2 points, Lynda Gaele was
third with 82.4 while Mary
Jean Nicolson was fourth.

B-ball team goes against Mac tonight

The Blues basketball season

continues to wend its way to

conclusion tonight as the

hoopsters take on McMaster in

York University's Tait-Mc-

Kenzie Gym. Game time is

8:15 p.m.

McMaster seems to be play-

ing the role of spoiler as they

knocked off the previously

undefeated Western Mustangs

last weekend to the tune of 93-

72. Maybe they'll "spoil" Blues

perfect season tonight and let

the McManusmen earn their

first victory.

In an earlier season game,

Mac downed Blues 73-67 in

Hamilton.

On Monday, it was an-

nounced that Blues ace centre

John Haddon has been selected The team will play in the

to play on the 12-man Canadian world championships in Yugo-

National Basketball team, slavia next May.

TRIBUTE TO BERTRAND RUSSELL
TODAY U.C. 104

12:30 - 2:30

SPEAKERS (12 30)

Carman Guild

Ken May

S.P. Rosenbaum

David Savan

John Slater

FILM (2:00):

(Asst. Warden, Hart House)

(Mathmatics)

(English)

(Philosophy)

(Philosophy)

•The Life and Times of Bertrand Russell"

Sponsored by

The Faculty Committee on Vietnam

HOUSE 50
CLASSICAL CONCERT

Music Room — 1pm— Today
PATRICK LI. Pianist

Everyone Welcome.

FILM MAKING
ATTENTION all students & staff

interested in organizing FILM
MAKING AT U OFT There >s a

General Meeting TOOAV at 5 p m
in the DEBATES ANTE ROOM Further

inlo David Peebles. 362 057

1

UNDERGROUND FILMS
Wednesday. February 11 th

Thursday. February T 2th

6 p.m. — Debates 3oom
Admission FREE

Tickeis Undeigrad Office

Everyone Welcome

FOLK CONCERT
Thursday. February 12th

East Common Room. 1 -2 p m
JOHN COULTER

Everyone Welcome

BLACK HART PUB
Thursday. February 12th

Tuck Shop, 4 30 — Midnight

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
Thursday. February 12th

Music Room — 7 30 p m
OPEN MEETING with guest speaker

and film All inierested in Ham
Radio are welcome

"DIEF THE CHIEF"

HART HOUSE DEBATE
FEBRUARY 24th

CAMERA CLUB
Camera Club Rooms, 12 2pm

"REALISM IN PHOTOGRAPHY"
Exhibition by

FRANK ROYAL
until February 25th
Everyone Welcome

LIBRARY COMMITTEE
Presents

GRANT MONRO. NFS
WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 26TH

FACULTY OF DENTISTRY

OPEN HOUSE

SUNDAY FEB. 15, 1970

1:00 - 5:00 P.M.

ADMISSION FREE REFRESHMENTS
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tU.olT.Sponsored by the Student Christian Movemen

'SPOTLIGHT

ON BOLIVIA'

Two Public Lectures presented by:

JOSEPH SALLOS, P. Eng.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1970

AUDITORIUM MEDICAL SCIENCES BUILDING

AT 4:00 P.M.

AND CONVOCATION HALL AT 7:30 P.M.

FREE PARKING

The $2.00 ADMISSION will be

used toward the cost of construction of a

hospital boat in Bolivia.

Tickets on sale at the S.C.M. office

Hart House. 10 AM - 3 PM daily until Friday, Feb. 13th

and after 3 PM, Sunday, Feb. 15th

Fencers win in west,meet McGill Saturday

CONCERT
•Mb

ZOOM!!!

FREE

$1.00

(in the tradition of Alice Kooper and
the Mothers - wild, ridiculous, gross)

SMC STUDENTS BRENNAN HALL
Thurs., Feb. 12

OTHERS 8 p.m.

CLASSIFIED
RENT A Taperecotder Brand new Cas-
sette. As low as 50c daily. 92 1 -7702.

TYPING the:

lish. French
giaphing. ele

Scott (M Dawies). 65 81

225 922-7624

essays, notes, charts. Eng-
ther languages. Mimeo-

typewriters. Mary Dale
St. W. Room

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today for tree booklet "The Day You Buy a

Diamond". H Proctor and Co . 131 Bloor

St W„ Suite 41 6. 921-7702

TYPING — Fast accurate and intelligent.
Essays, thesis, manuscripts, reports, feasi-
bility studies, etc. Pick-up and delivery if

desired. Telephone Mis Walker — 449-
7077 (days) 449-3744 (evenings).

WINE ft CHEESE: Valentines Dance, Sat
Feb. 14 Han House 8.30-12 Featuring the
"Atlantis" Tickets S3 couple from Hall Por-
ter or Sid Smith Foyer.

CONTACT LENSES SI 15 Glasses all

styles. 20% student diacount. B.M, Kail
Optician. Yonge St N of Eglinton 486-

VICTORIA COLLEGE Graduation Dinner
February 26. 1970 (Thursday), at the Sea-
way Towers Motor Hotel. Guest speaker:
Mr. Lester B. Pearson Tickets $3.00 avail-

able in V.C.U. Office (Wymilwood).

ANDY WARHOL'S the Chelsea Girls at

Convocation Hall. Thursday. Feb. 26 8 p.m.
Tickets $1.00. Now on saleai SAC office.

WELL FURNISHED ROOMS 4 singles
and 3 doubles Rents related to student
budgets Girls preferred Phone 923-1685
after 5 p.m. or weekends.

ESTOI — tents Sakala mejes. Earl tanav
28. reede 20 veeb., kell 8:30: loome
orkester "Windmill", odav baar. dsamid
$1 .00. harrad $1 .50; koik teretulnudl

Once again the U of T fencers have walked
off with the Western Division OQAA title.

The team is now preparing for Saturday's

meet against the Eastern Division winners
from McGill. That battle will take place in the

Hart House main gym.
In McMaster last week, the largest number

of fencers seen in the sectionals complement-
ed the excellent organization of the Mac staff

and fencers. The Mac team chased Toronto all

the way in the team event while Windsor and
Waterloo were completely outclassed.

The foilists, overcome after their individual

efforts, faced a fresh Mac team and dropped a

7-to-2 result, but creamed Waterloo 9-0 and
Windsor 6-3.

The sabreurs steadily improved as the meet
went on, taking Waterloo 6-3, Windsor 7-2 and
Mac 8-1, and the epeeists passively demoral-

ized Waterloo 7-2, Windsor 9-0 and McMaster
7-2. It was a fine team effort from rookies
Oscar Wong, Ron Keith, David Brown and
Mike Kerwin and stalwarts Mladen Peros,
Helmut Microys, Richard Wong, Rowland
Griffin and Vladimir Hachinski.

The individual championships were domi-
nated by the undefeated Peros (first sabre)
and Microys (first epee). With excellent style

and clarity of movement both dissected the
opposition. The Blues surprise, Oscar Wong,
bounded through a barrage to take third place

in the foil from Bruno Ciccotelli (Windsor).

Richard Wong took first place in the foil com-
petition from Norm Bradwell. The third sabre
place only narrowly evaded Hachinski.

Griffin and Irv Snitman wound up the day
convincingly taking second and third in the
epee.

ORTSPORTSHORTSPORTSHORTSPORTSH
CURLING

Varsity curlers skipped by
George Carr missed a play-off

berth at the OQAA Western
Division Bonspiel held at

Guelph last Friday and Satur-

day. A heart-breaking 4-3 loss

to Guelph in the last game kept

them from a tie for second
place.

The team of Carr, Bob
Quinn, Dave Richardson, and
Jim Stewart had a shaky start

against Western on unfamiliar

arena ice, and conceded after

eight ends with the score 12-4.

They produced steady curling

after this, but lost to Waterloo
9-7 when Carr*s last rock drift-

ed just too far back in the

house to win the game.

BADMINTON CHAMPS

A University of Toronto
men's badminton team has
swept the Ontario champion-
ships for the sport, with the

best record every turned in by
a Varsity squad.

The team won 29 of 30

matches in the championship
tournament, played last week-
end at the University of Water-
loo. McMaster placed second
and Guelph third in the seven-
team round robin contest.

The Varsity team was made
up of Taylor Echlin (first sin-

gles), Pat Geale (second sin-

singles), Bill Kinsey (fourth

singles) and Rich McCallum.
Echlin took the Ontario Sin-

gles Championship, then
teamed with Bill Kinsey to

take the doubles title as well.

The same team returns to

Waterloo next weekend for the

Ontario-Quebec badminton
gles), John Patterson (third championships.

InterFac sports plus . .

.

GODARD S FILM OF "BANDEAPART"— Tonight in Room 21 18 of Sidney Smith
Bldg. at 6:15 p.m. & 8:15 p.m. 75c ALL
WELCOME.

"AFTER SIX" or "Po Siostej". new con-
cept of socializing "po polsku" is present-
ing its Valentine — SERCE Z MIODEM —
Feb. 15. 8:00 p.m John Werynski & The
Classics. Beverly & Cecil.

MAME — presented by Victoria Music
Club Fab. 10-14 at Han House Theetre.
Tickets: $1.75 — Tubs. & Wed. Si $2.25— Thurs Fri & Sat.

COUPLE Seeking ride to Montreal any
time after Saturday February 14. Share :

costs end driving. Call anytime 920-9426.
j

FURNISHED apt to share. $45 mo.
(includes phone, utilities), 1 minute from

I

subway, washer end dryer. Call Ruth at :

928-3224 (days) or 534-6403 (evenings). •

NEED SKI BOOTS for reading week? I

Man's size 1 0 W and woman's size 7 Vi i

lace boots Owners bought clip-ons. $15 ;

per pair. Ring 483-3668
I

ESSAY DEAD-LINE PANIC? Papers
proof-read, set-up, typed. French or Latin
quotes no problem Cell Mary. Days 927-
3971, nights 252-4730

MALE CAMP counsellors needed for
Jewish co-Bd summer camp located near
Eagle River, Wl Must have ono year of
collag*. If interested write Milwaukee
Jswish Community Centre, 1400 N. Pros-
pect Ave.. Milwaukee. Wl. 53202.

DIAMOND RINGS from importer, high
quality. Low prices. Call 368-9474 for a
private appointment, under no obligation.

SAILORS: elections for next year's execu-
tive will be held to-night in the Gerald Lar-
kin Bldg. (East side of Devonshire Place) at
7 30 p.m room 241. It s your team so
come out and vote for your executive.

L'ORDRE DE STE. BERTHE DE LA
SAC. Investiture of officers tonight
Wednesday Feb. 11th — 10 p.m. Palm-
grove Room.

By GELLIUS

MACHINE POLITICS

SAC Presidential and VP
candidates Benjamin McNally
and Mark Golden have re-

ceived the following telegrams

of support.

"I am on your side" - God,

Heaven 00678.

"Rest assured that we are

prepared to eliminate any op-

position" - Guy Beaulieu, Boss,

The Guy Beaulieu Gang,
Guelph.

"Can deliver up to 10,000

votes in exchange for Victoria

College" - Rocco Heavy, Capo

' '

|

FESTIVAL SINGERS OF EANflBfl

SECOND SERIES CONCERT

HART HOUSE — THE GREAT HALL

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1970 - 8:30 p.m.

Adults: $3.50 Students: $2 00

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT S.A.C. OFFICE OR

120 ALEXANDRA BOULEVARD, Telephone: 483-3388

rrrmmnWmmnWnWmtrmmM
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INSTITUTE FOR THE
HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY

j

I OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY:
"The Telescopes of William Herschel" by Henry C. King, Ph.D., •
Curator, McLaughlin Planetarium. 12tn February, 1. 10 p.m., •

Room 102, McLennan Laboratory (New Physics). Sponsored by j
the Varsity Fund. All members of the University Community •
are invited. £

••••••••••••••••••••a

Mafioso, Toronto.

"Rape, pillage, destroy" -

Alaric the Goth, President,

SAC of Rome.

HOCKEY
Clelland scored twice and

Cooligan once as UC blanked
Devonshire House, 3-0.

Jr. Eng. beat Law II, 4-3, on

goals by Larkin (2), Jarvis,

and Georgias (no relation to

Plato's dialogue of the same
name.) Garrett had two and
Glover one for Law II.

Erin (Robb 2, Ryan, Winters

2) 5; Scar (Thomson, Howson,
Libey) 3.

Dents (Sullivan 2, Pollard,

Kautsa'ris) 4; SMC B (Scott,

McLean) 2.

WATER POLO
Scar got goals from Gold-

smith (3), Mulligan, Pierce,

and Carr (2) to beat Meds B
(Dr. Gillespie, Dr. Csorba -

you remember him on "Ben
CASEY", don't you?), 7-2.

BASKETBALL
Ouchterlony and Alboini (a

small country on the Adriatic
Sea, noted for smallness and
Adriaticth) each had 10 as Law
took SMC B (Wolfe the Daunt-
less Hero 11), 33-24.

Meds (Kasky 22) 85 - the
same age as my grandfather, if

you recall; Vic (Fergusonll)
51.

Business, Highway 51; Erin
11,5.

Pasht scored 17 as UC kara-
georgeviched Sr. Eng, 66-59.

Amazing Grace had 18 for Sr.

Eng.

New 46, SMC B 35.

PHE B (Parkinson 14) 31;
Pharm (Cuthbert 13) 22.

INTERFACULTY SPORTS NIGHT
Yes.

This will be on Thursday
(Feb. 12) and will feature
Swimming Championships,
Water Polo, Basketball, and
Miss Boyd doing the dance of

the seven Veils. "Bring your
girl friends to see all the ac-

tion".



Athletic teams in Hart House squeeze
It is readily apparent to all

who use the Hart House athletic

facilities that the University of
Toronto is badly in need ofa new
men's athletic building. In this,

the second article in a series,

some of the chronic problems
facing U of T athletic teams are

examined.
By LYNDON LITTLE

A squash team that is per-
petually "on the road", a bas-

ketball team that practises in a
mini-gym and plays its games
in a maxi-gym, a swimming
team that starts every meet it

enters 14 points in the hole;

these are only three of the
anomalies facing athletic

groups at Varsity due to the

antiquated facilities at ancient

Hart House.

While the governing body of

the University debates on the

priorities of its available funds

the situation gets more acute
every month.

Two athletic teams at U of T
(the football and hockey) ad-

mittedly go first class.

Ron Murphy's football squad
has the benefit of the finest

stadium in Canada, adequate
practise time and, an impor-
tant factor often overlooked, a
good training meal.

Tom Watt's hockey Blues
enjoy the luxury of their own
ice arena—a luxury few other
teams in the OQAA can boast.
Add to that two hours of prac-
tise time weekdays and once
again a training meal and you
have one of the reasons for
their marked success.

Unfortunately, football and

MAI
hockey are only two of a myri-
ad of sports that must be ac-

commodated at a large univer-

sity such as Toronto.

A DIFFERENT TUNE
When we get down to the

teams that are dependent on

Hart House for their athletic

shelter the tune of our story

changes quickly.

All athletic problems at Hart

House have a common denomi-

nator — inadequate space!

For- John McManus, the

quiet-spoken, long suffering

basketball coach at Varsity,

the initial problem is convinc-

The U of T women's archery

team captured the WIAU Indoor

Archery Championship in grand

style at Western last weekend.

Under the excellent coaching

of Mrs. Carol Ann Letheren, the

team established new records

which will be hard to beat. Led

by captain Linda Campbell (IV

PHE) (above) the team shot

rounds of 2,271 and 2,297,

breaking the previous single

and double records of 2,283 and

4,537.

Linda's individual perform-

ance was dazzling as she

topped the previous single mark

of 598 with a second round

score of 628 (648 is perfect).

Combined with her first round

score of 610 she broke her own

double round record of 1,180.

Other Toronto scores were:

Kathy Warburton (II PHE), 1 ,-

136; Kit Koehler (III PHE), 1,-

121; and Sue Young (II PHE),

1,073.

McMaster placed second with

a total team score of 4,308.

ing a young high school player

that he could really enjoy bas-

ketball at U of T.

The intercollegiate Blues
practise in the shoe-box better

known as the Hart House lower

gym and play their "home"
games in the spacious Tait-

MacKenzie complex at York.

Hart House lower gym is 22

feet too short, 10 feet too nar-

row and has wooden back-
boards.

After practising in the

smaller gym a team tends to

run out of gas in the late stages

when forced to play on the

larger court. Switching from
the wooden backboards to the

glass ones used in most new
buildings requires a shooting

adjustment as the glass gives a

different rebound angle.

NO HOME GAMES
Coaches of all sports are

continually grumbling that the

schedule makers have done
them a bad turn, that they are

forced to play too many
"away" games. But, ponder
for a moment the situation fac-

ing the Varsity squash team
who have not had a "home"
game in 17 years!

The three squash courts that

were built with the original

building in 1913 are far smaller

than regulation size require-

ments.

As a consequence the inter-

collegiate squash team that

has operated at Varsity since

1953 has never and will never

be able to play a match on their

home ground. Add to that the

fact that the team is allowed

only two hours a week of prac1

Use time for a 15 man squad

and it must be considered a

minor miracle that Ralph
Rimmer and his group are sol-

id contenders for the OQAA
championship to be contested

later this month at McGill.

NARROW POOL
The Varsity Swim Blues

coached by personable Robin

Campbell also have their prob-

lems.

The Hart House pool at 25

yds. in length is adequate for

See CROWDED - page 13

SAILORS
Elections for next year's Executive will be he

in the Gerald Larkin Building (east side Devon

7:30 p.m., Room 241. It's your team, come out

for your executive,

CAMP WAHANOWIN
ON LAKE COUCHICHING

A specialized camp for boys and girls 6 to 12

REQUIRES

HEAD SWIMMING INSTRUCTOR

AGE 22 OR OVER

FULLY QUALIFIED RED CROSS INSTRUCTOR, ETC.,

CALL 783-6168 OR WRITE 821 EGLINTON AVE. W..

TORONTO 349, ONT.

SCHEDULES FOR WEEKS

OF FEB. 16 & 23

STUOY WEEK Due to (he limned facilities for team sports it will be impossible 10

pent) schedules during this period and teams will be expected to fulfil schedule obliga

tions Teams not meeting these obligations will be required to default the game in ques

HOCKEY (Balance of league schedule, playoffs start -

Interfaculty Feb 23. Intermediate Mar 2

Mon, Feb. 16 12 30 IV Chem. A vs III Chem Barnhouse. Bullock

1.30 Arch vs U.C. II Barnhouse. Bullock

2 45 Vic. II vs For. A Richardson. Sullivan

4,00 Erin vs St. M. B Richardson. Sullivan

7.00 Bus. 1 vs Dent. A Hemphill, Desroches
8 15 Innis 1 vs Campus Co-op Hemphill. Desroches

9.30 Med B vs IV Mech Hemphill. Desroches

Tues Feb 17 1230 111 Civil vs IV Civil Skinner. Allen

1.30 Trin A vs Law 1 Skinner. Allen

7.00 Scar vs Med. A Bullock. Klinck

8 15 Bullock. Klinck

9,30 PHE. C vs ent. B Bullock. Klinck

Wed. Feb 18 12 30 Vic.1 vs Sr. Eng Murray, Richardson

1 30 PHE A vs St. M. A Murray, Richardson

2.45 Law II vs U.C. 1 Embrey. Dubniak
4.00 IV Eng Sc vs Pharm. B Embrey. Dubniak

7.00 Dent. E. vs Trin D Dubniak. Skinner

8 15 Vic VII vs ent. C Dubniak. Skinner

9,30 Med C vs III Eng Sc Dubniak. Skinner

Thur, Feb 19 12 30 Jr. Eng PHE B Allen. Ellis

1.30 IV Civil B VS IV Ind. B Allen, Ellis

3 00 Vic.V For. B Allen. Ellis

Fri Feb 20 12,30 III Ind A vs Music Kolin, Fraser

1.30 St M F For C Kolin. Fraser

Mon. Feb 23 12 30 Vic. Ill vs HI Civil Barnhouse. Wright

1.30 Vic.X vs Geol Barnhouse, Wright,

4.00 Vic. IV vs Law III Dubniak, Bertrand

9.30 111 Mech vs PHE C Klinck. Cyr

10.30 St. M. D vs Wye Klinck. Cyr

Tues. Feb 24 1.30 Emman vs St. M C Nebata, Embrey
9.30 ill Chem vs Law IV Sullivan. Koutsaris

10,30 Innis 11 vs IV Ind. A Sullivan. Koutsaris

Wed Feb 25 9 15 St M. E Dent. D Miller. Billings

10 15 II Civil vs Dent E Miller. Billings

Thur Feb 26 9 15 Med. D vs IV Elec Nebata, Skinner

10.15 Trin C III Eng. Sc Nebata, Skinner

Fri. Feb 27 12 30 III Ind B vs IV Ind B Bertrand. Titus

1 .30 IV Civil 8 vs IV Chem B Bertrand. Titus

INDOOR TRACK— Tues Feb 24, 5 30 p.m. — 300 Yds and Relay (4 x

Entries accepted at the Track.

BASKETBALL (Balance of league schedules, playoffs start Feb, 26)

Note — All games during Study Week are full length and ladies are welcome

Tues Feb. 1

7

6 30 SGS vs Med B Hummel. Puzeris

8 00 Dent A St. M. B Hummel. Puzeris

Wed Feb 18 11.30 PHE A vs Sr Eng Saltzman. Schwartz

1.00 Vic. I vs Erin. I Saltzman, Schwartz

3.30 Bus vs Pharm A Hafner. L Sternberg

6 00 St. M A vs Med A Gee. Tessis

7.30 New I vs Dent A Gee. Tessis

Mon Feb. 23 1,00 Vic./ vs U C I Gee. Saltzman

4,00 Vic. Ill vs Trin. B Fienberg, Faust

5 00 Law B vs For. A Fienberg, Faust

Tues Feb. 24 1 00 Innis I vs New I Tessis. A Sternberg

4.00 Emman vs Knox Boguski, A. Sternberg

5.00 Trin A vs Scar Boguski, A, Sternberg

6.00 Erin. I PHE. A Chapnick. Tessis, Puzeris

7,00 Med A vs Sr Eng Chapnick, Tessis. Puzeris

8 00 Law I vs Dent A Chapnick. Tessis. Puzeris

Wed Feb 25 1.00 PHE. D vs New II Boguski. Eisenstein

4.00 Law B PHE, C Faust. Cunningham
5,00 IV Elec vs Wye Faust. Cunningham
6.00 Dent. 8 vs Innis II Blinick. Fienberg. Trafford

7,00 For. A vs St. M. C Blinick, Fienberg. Trafford

a oo IV Chem vs Dent, C Blinick. Fienberg. Trafford

Thur, Feb 26 1 00 II Eng. Sc vs III Eng Sc Eisenstein, Trafford

4.00 New III vs For. B. Faust, Trafford

SWIMMING — INTERFACULTY CHAMPIONSHIPS —
Thur. Feb 12. 7.00 p.m. ENTRIES CLOSE

TODAY AT INTRAMURAL OFFICE.
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You'll never get anything done that way.

And what' II it do about pollution or inflation \

You may pick off ten, fifteen, twenty people,

but you'll never get rid of all the bogey men. You
know that. The police will come and take you away.
You'll spend the rest of your life in prison or be
hanged. Besides, what's the use? There'll always be
people around to make things rough for you.

So what do you do? How about doing what peo-

ple have always done when they've been angry at

something? Organize. Yes, get together with people

who feel the same way you do. Talk to them, con-

vince them that in unity there is strength. Get out.

Hold meetings. Invite speakers. Get petitions going.

Pretty soon you'll find you're not alone. You'll find

that all kinds of people will be interested, people you
didn't think would ever join you. Then you'll start to

get things done. Because you'll have power.

And when you start to gain power, it's nice to

know that American Empire is there right along
with you. Yes, when you feel your muscles bulging

you could probably use one of our AE 21973365

grants. It won't pay for everything, of course, but it

sure will come in handy for office equipment or oth-

er things of bureaucratic necessity. We can even
advise you on how to best handle it. In the past we've
helped such organizations as the National Student

Organization, Encounter magazine, and the Council

for Cultural Freedom.
So if you think you need our help, or even if you

don't (who knows?), why not get in touch with us?
We're everywhere and we're more than eager to

help. Who knows, we may even help pay for broken
windows

!

THE

American
Empire©

GIVE

USA

TRY

CANADA LTD.

jjgr -*AsK=S

Washington. Ottawa. London. Lisbon. Madrid. Rome Bonn. Bern. The Hague. Copenhagen. Brussels. Vienna. Olio. Dublin. Canberra. Saigon. Man-

illa. Bangkok. Seoul. Rangoon. Kuata Lumpur. Taipei Now Delhi. Tel Aviv. Karachi. Johannesburg. Lagov Salisbury. Bralilia. Buenos Aires. Quito.

Panama Gty. Umo. Bogota. Santiago. Mexico City. Tegucigalpa. San Juan. Guanlonamo. Paris. Vientiane Caracas, ond many, many more to serve

ysyou.
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Lakehead escalates class boycott over Nightman firing

THUNDER BAY (CUP) -

Lakehead University students

extended a departmental class

boycott to cover virtually the

entire university yesterday, as

their administration refused to

reconsider the firing of sociolo-

gy Professor Victor Wight-

man.
At the same time, holes be-

gan to appear in Administra-

tion President William Tam-
blyn's story that the firing was
prompted by financial and
academic, rather than political

considerations.

Wightman's contract was
not renewed at the recommen-
dation of Sociology and Anthro-

pology Chairman Cecil French,

who claimed he had the sup-

port of department faculty in

the action.

Investigation proved that

faculty had not been consulted

in the decision, and that a ma-
jority would favor Wightman's

retention at the university.

Wightman, a PhD candidate,

reportedly has better academ-

ic credentials than French, and
is undoubtedly better qualified

than Tamblyn, at least aca-

demically.

LOCAL INTERESTS

Tamblyn is the possessor of

an honorary doctorate, a bach-

elor of arts degree, has a sub-

stantial interest in the Tam-
' blyn's drug chain, and is owner
of a local steel mill.

The university-wide boycott

was inaugurated Wednesday
evening by the Lakehead Stu-

dents Council, who voted 14-3

for the escalation at a mass
meeting attended by approxi-

mately 400 students.

The council action bypassed

an earlier recommendation
that students extend their boy-

cott, which began in the Sociol-

ogy and Anthropology Depart-

ment Tuesday, to the arts fac-

ulty only.

Approximately 50 per cent of

Lakehead's 2,500 students

stayed away from classes

Thursday, as pickets sprang up

at the university entrance to

inform students of the move.
The council action followed

a meeting late Wednesday af-

ternoon, called by administra-

tion president Tamblyn.

IGNORES PROTESTS

At the meeting, Tamblyn
declared he could see "no rea-

son" to alter the administra-

tion's decision to fire Wight-
man, despite student protests.

At the same time, Tamblyn
read a statement signed by
seven of 10 sociology and an-

thropology professors, "re-

gretting that the university has

not found it possible" to re-hire

Wightman, but agreeing with

the administration's conten-

tion that the decision was
prompted by budget considera-

tions within the university.

But several of the signators

of the faculty statement were
reported to have declared that

they signed the document un-

der direct pressure from the

university administration.

And at a noon meeting
Thursday, faculty of business
instructor Ron Taylor indicat-

ed that the Wightman firing

may have been the result of

outside, corporate pressures
on the university.

Taylor declared that Royal
Canadian Mounted Police
checks have been instigated by
the administration on faculty

members of the university.

PROOF OF INVESTIGATION
Although the administration

has denied the charges, Taylor

has declared he will produce
evidence of the claim, includ-

ing the name of the campus
security officer who expedited

the checks.

At the same time, Taylor
asked about the existence of a

letter "written by a pulp and
paper company on the north

shore of Lake Superior, which
complained to the university

about Professor Wightman's
treatment of the subject of

company towns."

One of the company's direc-

tors. Taylor said, also sat on
the Board of Governors at

Lakehead.

"If such a letter existed,

there is a strong possibility

that Professor Wightman's
dismissal was for political rea-

sons," he said.

In an interview, Taylor said

he hoped to produce and pub-
lish the letter by today.

Meanwhile, at least 500

Lakehead students have signed

a petition which calls for a to-

tal re-structuring of hiring, fir-

ing, promotion and tenure pro-

cedures at the university, in-

cresed student representation

on such committees, and the

re-instatement of Wightman
and two other dismissed pro-

fessors until new procedures

are initiated.

The students are also de-

manding full access to "all

relevant information such as
budgets, graduate programs
and other administrative and
academic matters which affect

decisions "on hiring and fir-

ing."

Administration and ATS divided over arbitration
By SUSAN REISLER

Members of the President's

Advisory Council and the Asso-

§ ciation of Teaching Staff coun-

£cil have failed toj-each any

£ agreement over the ATS de-

li: mand for binding arbitration to

£ settle their yearly salary de-

li:
mand.

S The two groups met Wednes-
:: day, and after a two-hour dis-

iji cussion, President Bissell said

xall he could do was take the

x proposal to the Board of Gov-

pernors which has the final say

•xin this matter.

Prof. Wayne Sumner, a

?: member of the Salaries Com-
v'imittee said he was not too opti-

jx'mistic about the Board's deci-

.vsion. If the answer is negative

ivthe ATS will have to meet

|; again to decide on what their

:£ tactics should be.

The meeting was clearly div-

ided between the administra-

tion and faculty administra-

*: tors, and the teaching staff.

;§ President Bissell said this

§ disagreement had very wide
:•: implications for the university.

:•; "What we decide is relevant

:: to the structure of the whole

x university and the whole uni-

£ versity system," he said,

x' "What we are talking about

j: is the shape and nature of the

whole university," he said.

In a letter to Prof. J. M.

Rist, ATS Chairman, Bissell

said, "If we concede the possi-

bility of an outside body mak-
ing decisions on salaries, we
are, in effect surrendering our

right to govern the universit-

y"
"The ATS proposals imply

that we abandon our attempt to

work out a form of government

based Upon internal responsi-

bility and accept the concept of

the university as a corpora-

tion," the letter continues.

The fact that this issue is one

of many that might turn the

university over to the govern-

ment did not play a role of

major importance in the ATS
argument.

Prof. Sumner said arbitra-

tion is the right solution.

"We're not quite mere em-
ployees, of the university," he

said, "the way the support

staff are.

"If out and out trade union-

ism is right for them, and I

think it is, then I don't think it

is right for us."

Arbitration is the mid-way

point, he said.

Mr. A. G. Rankin, Executive

Vice-president (non-academic)

in charge of the university fi-

nances explained that full-time

academic staff had received

salary increases.

"Let me assure you that

your non-academic staff sala-

ries didn't go up and this is

having repercussions today,"

he said.

The university is not getting

enough money from the gov-

ernment to keep up with the

necessary salary increases it

must make.

The formula through which

the university gets its govern-

ment grant does not recognize

many of the research institutes

in the university and the uni-

versity must finance them on

its own, Rankin said.

We must get some overhead

support for our $20 million of

academic research, he said. "§

Bissell said most people be- 5
lieved the faculty are not well

enough paid, but it is the meth-

od of negotiating that is the

main bone of contention.

"Arbitration is not most
effective on an institutional

plane," he said.

"It will split the institution

and leave us wide open for

government takeover."

Before the meeting ended

Prof. Wayne Sumner

Pres. Bissell, Prof. Don Fors- interests' if arbitration were:!

ter. Chairman of the Budget accepted.

Committee, and Prof. W. H. As academics they could not §

Rapson all said they would sit on the other side of the table S

have to resign from the Budget to bargain with fellow faculty :•;

Committee due to a 'conflict of members. x



SAMPSON

JDKNNY CRAWFORD -JEAN [NGSTROM

ilAHAM JAVfS F CttlJER - RMffl CARMICHAEL - DO RDSS

KNOX PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Spadina and Harbord

FBI, SAT. SUN. FEB. 11-15

8 p.m.

Admission $1.00 — Students 50 cents

Tickets at the Door — Advance tickets

921-8993

CANADIAN - CARIBBEAN
SYMPOSIUM sponsored by CUSO

Friday, February 13, 8:00 p.m. Can- Hall, Si. Michael's College

Key Note address - "Canada's Hole in the Caribbean". Followed by discussion-

Saturday, February 14, 1:00 p.m. International Students Centre,
.™^^^~

33 St. George Street

Panel discussions on-

CANADA'S IMPERIALISM IN THE WEST INDIES

REBLICAN GOVERNMENT IN GUYANA
CANADIAN - CARIBBEAN RELATIONS IN CANADA

Speakers and panelists include members of the Canadian Government, the

Caribbean and Guyana Governments and faculty members from across Canada.

Participants in the seminar are invited for a West Indian supper, bar and

dance following the seminar.

SMITH COLLEGE
EXCHANGE PROGRAMME

Girls registered in the Second Year of a four-year pro-

gramme in any of the Colleges, may apply through their

College Registrar to spend their Third Year at Smith

College, Northampton, Massachusetts.

Applications must be received by February 28th, 1970.

Interested students may obtain information about Smith

College from Professor Joan E. Grusec, Department of

Psychology, Sidney Smith Hall, who is Acting Chairman

of the Special Comrriittee on Smith College Exchange.

>^**J«-*J*J* *j*** ^-J* ^-•v* *J* *5*^^J* ^
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| DRILL HALL DANCE

| 75 CENTS tonite - feb. 13 9:00 P.M.

BLOW-OUT!

FACULTY OF DENTISTRY

OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY FEB. 15, 1970

1:00 - 5:00 P.M.

ADMISSION FREE

Education Centre,

155 College Street



The Lady Godlva Memorial Band marched
down St. George Street at 2 p.m. yesterday
blocking traffic all the way up to Bloor St. much
to the chagrin of Sam Cass, Metro Roads Com-
missioner.

Thousands of their fans lined the street and
showed their appreciation in a spontaneous
round of apathy.

When asked why the band was parading an

siory andphoto by Erml Young

engineer replied, "I don't know. I just heard the

nice music and followed the people."

As the L.G.M.B. passed through the solemn

halls of Knox College one seminarian was
heard to remark, "what music? I don't hear any

music."

A co-ed (Vic.l) on her way from a tutorial in

Old Physics 135 said, as the band stumbled by,

"Wow! Why can't we have a parade every day.

University is fun!"

CAUT delays censure of Loyola
MONTREAL (CUP) — The

executive committee of the

Canadian Association of Uni-
versity Teachers voted Febru-
ary 7 to make one more at-

tempt at "proper resolution"

of the conflict between physics

professor S. A. Santhanam and
the administration of Loyola
College.

At a special meeting, the

CAUT executive created "a
small committee to determine

the feasibility of any fruitful

negotiations with Loyola Col-

lege for a proper resolution of

the dispute."

If the move fails — in other

words, if the Loyola adminis-

tration refuses to accept bind-

ing arbitration in its seven-

month contract dispute with

Santhanam — the committee

was authorized "to determine

a date for a special meeting of

CAUT's council to deal with

the recommendation. . .for the

censure of the president and

board of trustees of Loyola col-

lege."

The censure, officially rec-

ommended as the alternative

to binding arbitration in the

Santhanam case, is the biggest

weapon — perhaps the only one
— in the CAUT arsenal.

It amounts to an official

blacklisting of Loyola by the

12,000-member CAUT, which

claims to represent the inter-

ests of 80 per cent of faculty in

Canadian universities.

The threat of the censure has

been hanging over Loyola for

several weeks now, since a

special investigating team
from CAUT held hearings at

Loyola last December over the

Santhanam case. The issue has

kept the Roman Catholic cam-

pus in an uproar since the be-

ginning of the fall term.

Santhanam was not rehired

this year by the Loyola board,

who gave no reason for the

dismissal. The board intends to

test the legality of their action

in Quebec courts Monday.

LOVERS' SECRETS
or the Art of WOOING, WINNING and WEDDING

With 24 Pages of Rapturous Love Letters
Showing how maidens become happy wives, and bachelors become happy

husbands In a brief space of time and by easy methods. Also containing
complete directions for declaring Intentions, accepting vows, and retaining

affections, both before and after marriage. A treatise
of the Etiquette of Marriage; describing the Invita-
tions, the dresses, the ceremony and the proper be-
havior of both Bride and Bridegroom, whether In
Public or behind the Nuptial Curtain. It tells plainly
how to begin courting. The way to get over bash-
fulness. The way to "sit up." The way to And the
soft spot In a sweetheart's breast. The way to write
a love letter. The way to easily win a girl's consent.
The way to pop the question to her. The way "to
do up things" before and after an engagement. The
way to receive and the way to decline an offer. The
way to "give the mltlen" gently. The way to make
yourself agreeable during an engagement. The way
Bridesmaids and Groomsmen should dress and per-
form their duties. The way you should act and the
things you should do at a wedding and at wedding re-
ceptions. The furniture, decorations and behavior In
the Bridal Chamber. The way to make Wife and

Husband "real happy." This Is just the book that has long been wanted.
It speaks In plain, honest words, revealing knowledge that everybody ought
to know upon subjects of as vital import to all as the very air we breathe.

Neither 'those already married, nor those contemplating the tying of the

.-onnublal knot can afford to be without a knowledge of the many mysterious
,ti"

U
"ihat are so truthfully and vividly explained In this work. In addition,

there are 24 pages of I lie most rapturous love letters, written by an English-

woman to her lover that alone are worth the price of the book.

No. I1SS. LOVERS* SKCHETS. Price I'ont|tald to toy Adrtrcun. .
.25c

EDITOR
THE VARSITY

The Varsity Board of Directors invites applications from mem-
bers of the University community for the position of Editor-in-

Chief of "The Varsity" for the 1970-71 academic session.

The Editor will be responsible for the editorial policy and op-

eration or the paper. As the job carries considerable authority,

applicants should submit detailed proposals for the manage-
ment of the paper. These may include proposed changes in the

current format or editorial policy, and names of prospective

staff. Approximately $1,000 per month is avaUable for staff,

including a salary of $50-$ 100 a week for the Editor, de-

pending on distribution of the work load.

Applicants will be interviewed both by Uic current Varsity

staff, and the Board of Directors, with the Board making the

final decision.

Address written applications to:

Mr. Gary R. Thaler,.

Chairman,
Varsity Board of Directors
c/o Erindale College.

University of Toronto.

Closing date for submission is 5:00 p.m.

Wednesday, February 18

Further information may be obtained from the Chairman or

other members or the Board.

Varsity Board of Directors, 1969-70

Mr. Gary Thaler (Erindale College, 828-5284)

Mr. Paul Bator (III SMC)

Mrs. Sue Johnson (IV A.P.S.C.)

Mr. Brian Johnson (Varsity Editor)

Mr. Bruce Lewis ([ Law)

Mr. Paul MacRae (Canadian University Press)

Mr. Ian Monlagnes (U. of T. Press, 928-2231)

Mr. John Morris (Policy Analysis Institute, 928-9292)

Mr. Bob Parkins (Canadian Press)

Mr. Frank Matheson (Dept. of Political Economy, 928-8631)

Mr. Craig pp-kins (| Law)
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PAGE FOUR
"I though) a cretin was a kind of American crouton."

— overheard between two secretaries in the Political

Economy Deportment.

A bit of history .

As the faculty of this universi-

ty continue to bury the Report of

the Commission on University
Government, their contradicto-
ry position becomes evident
when we place it in an historical

perspective:

"An additional motion stated
that a condition of The Associa-
tion of the Teaching Staff involve-
ment in the new committee was
a commitment by the Board to

submit the committee's report to

the provincial government 'with-

out change and without delay.'
"

— CUG Report, page 4

The "additional motion" was
a resolution passed by the ATS
on October 3, 1968. The "com-
mittee" referred to was the pro-
posed Commission on University
Government.
When the faculty joined the

CUG bandwagon in 1968, they
were full of enthusiasm: here
was a commission that would
neatly bundle up the problem of
student power and bury it along
with the annoyances of hula
hoops and bobby sox.

It seems the ATS expected
quite a different CUG Report in
Oct. 1968 than the one they find

themselves stuck with now.
In fact, they must have been

so sure that CUG would
strengthen their stranglehold on
'academic excellence', that they
wanted the Board of Governors
to submit the report to the pro-
vincial government "without
change and without delay".
Now the situation is radically

different. For example, last Fall
faculty members objected to
any immediate actions to set up
a university-wide committee to
implement CUG, and opposed
student attempts to declare a
moratorium on classes in Janu-
ary so that students and faculty
could discuss the report.

Those objections were raised
at a CUG Programming Com-
mittee Meeting, where ATS
Chairman J. M. Rist said the
decision on CUG was so impor-
tant that it wouldn't matter if it

took ten years to make it.

That attitude doesn't exactly
reflect the spirit of submitting
the report "without change or
delay".

At the same ATS meeting in

October, 1968, the ATS approved
the Students Administrative
Council's proposal for the struc-

ture of CUG: a committee con-
sisting of an equal number of

students and faculty. They ac-
cepted the basic SAC proposal
and turned down the proposal
made by the Board of Gover-
nors.

The Board proposed voting
representation from four es-

tates: the Board, the students,
the faculty, and the administra-
tion.

At the October ATS meeting
SAC rep Bob Rae defeated Pres-
ident Bissell in debate and con-
vinced the ATS that there were
two estates in the university —
students and faculty.

By accepting the principle of
two estates, that ATS meeting
de facto adopted the principle of

parity — perhaps without realiz-

ing it.

CUG was basically a parity
committee. It was a group
where faculty and students
learned to co-operate, and to

compromise themselves. They
thought their structure worked.
It's hardly surprising the basic
principle of the CUG Report is

parity.

Now, by rejecting parity, the
faculty have turned their backs
on the principles and guidelines
they established last year. They
have substituted those principles
for paranoia.

— brian johnson

Editor fi rian Johnson
Review Editor tarry Haiven
Sports Editor Jim Cowan, 923- 4053
Advertising ManagerCarol Cooper, 923-

8171
Editorial Offices 91 St. George, 2nd floor

Editorial Phones 923-6741
Advertising Offices 91 St. George, 1st floor

Nobody said Noel, speaking for himself while
the erstwhile Vaughan sweated and and
grinned "ho mi?"- Electronic Inkster Tim
should have been the preef rooder twonite butt
manipulating bureaucracy claimed my acqisi-
tiye presence. Jeff as Geoff and as Sue walks in
withings to show him. crumby trucking on the
brain and roof preeders car off into the nite af-

ter the big lie. lay-out was clarely very good
and has anybody here seen kelly (steckley) as
johnson adraached himself to the problem
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Varsity cartoon

Playboy to ghostwriter: "Inflation - . . hmm . . . tell the people they are
spending too much money . . . but tell them nicely."



Drache challenges Bissell's word on U.S. profs
By DANIEL DRACHE

Mr. Drache was a research associate for

the Commission on University Govern-
ment last year.

My survey of the nationality of the
teaching staff in Arts and Science so
greatly upset Claude Bissell that he
found it necessary to conduct his own
study of the problem for the entire
university. A brief story in The Var-
sity (Feb. 6) said his investigation
revealed that sixty-seven per cent of

the teaching staff are Canadian citi-

zens.

Worried by the decline in the num-
bers of Canadian faculty, Bissell went
out of his way to show the situation
was really better than it is because
"these statistics do not take into ac-
count members of the staff who came
to the University from the United
States and the United Kingdom many
years ago" and who "are 'Canadian'
in almost every respect, but have not

officially changed their citizenship."

He offers a further qualification
apologizing for the "many persons
from abroad (who) have not yet been
in Canada long enough to be eligible

for Canadian citizenship.

Bissell's attempt to doctor the facts

requires comment.
The grave consequence of the

Americanization of this and other

universities cannot be hidden from
the students and the Canadian people

by producing figures that serve to

confuse.

DEPARTMENTAL BREAKDOWN
In his statement, Bissell did not

give the breakdown of his statistics by

department or by faculty. If he had,

his findings for Arts and Science
would have confirmed my own — that

American citizens have penetrated
what John Porter refers to as the ide-

ological system of the university.

In my report to CUG I proved

:

"Not one of nineteen university de-

partments is 100% Canadian.
Canadians are in a minority of 8 of the

19 university departments, and in an-

other 8 Canadians have a majority of

less than 10%."

In 1969 Canadians comprised only

54% of the Faculty. This means that

for every three Canadians there is one
American.
The high concentration of Ameri-

cans in the ideological social sci-

ences, humanities, and OISE, coupled
with the recent changes in the curric-

ulum — more liberal orthodoxy —
integrate the university of Toronto
into the American imperial Harvard-
Chicago-Berkley system.

UNEQUAL PENETRATION
Bissell does not want to make all

his findings public and confront the

problem of Americanization where it

really exists. He delibarately tried to

create the impression that Toronto is

a strongly Canadian institution in

terms of faculty and, by implication,

course content. He used one fact to

advantage — the Americanization of

the university has not penetrated all

of its divisions equally.

As member of CUG, Bissell re-

ceived this information in the form of

two research reports — my own, and

David Shtern's. Shtern reported on
the nationality of teaching staff in the

professional faculties, institutes, and
centres. The Shtern Report (see ap-

pendix four) showed that in the Facul-

ties of Medicine, Dentistry, Pharma-
cy, Applied Science, to name several.

Canadians are in a substantive major-
ity — over eighty per cent in most
cases.

Bissell is kidding no one if he thinks

he can use the solidly Canadian facul-

ties to cover up the takeover that is

occuring in the strategically impor-
tant faculty of Arts and Science.

Frequently it is said that a branch-
plant economy creates a branch-plant

university. American capitalists con-

trol the staple resources of this coun-

try. Takeover of the ideological insti-

tutions follow.

AMERICAN SOFTSELL
From the American perspective, it

is imperative that the university —
like the trade union movement — not

become political centres of opposition

to American imperialism. But it is

not enough that the trade union move-
ment, the media, and the university

be neutralized.

They are too important to the func-

tioning of American imperalism to be

pushed to the sidelines. Political-cul-

tural institutions like the university

are pressed into service to softsell

American style "internationalism" to

Canadaians.

In carrying out his semi-secret sur-

vey, Bissell hoped to placate those

concerned with the Americanization

of the University. But he himself has
said:

, . . what was a natural and
healthy influx has now become a ma-
jor invasion."

The situation at the University of
Toronto in the Faculty of Arts and
Science conforms to the national pat-

tern uncovered by Matthews and
Steele:

"In the past seven years the propor-
tion of Canadian university teachers in

arts and science faculties appears to

have diminished by about 26%, from
75% to 49%..."

BISSELL DEFENDS AMERICANS
By comparison in the United

States, foreign university teachers
comprise 3% of the total academic
community.

The nationality of the teaching staff

is a measure of what is happening to

this and other Canadian universities.

Who is hired and what is taught deter-

mine whether or not the university

will serve the majority of the Canadi-
an people or American interests.

Bissell defends the large number of

transient American academics en-

gaged in intellectual pacification of

Canadian students and excuses Brit-

ish academics who keep their jaded
imperial citizenship 'just in case'. He
represents the class of Americanized
Canadians. He has chosen his side;

students, faculty, and the Canadian
people will chose theirs.

Vaughan: fighting to overcome a shameful situation

The Varsity has made it

apparent that it has no inten-

tion of providing balanced cov-

erage of Graduate Students'

Union events and policies. This

is clear in the recent conven-

ient omissions of factual infor-

mation and misrepresentation

in Varsity reporting, as well as

the supression of letters, for

example those from Paul

Grayson and Denis Kennedy. It

is shameful that the elected

representatives of the gradu-

ate students have to buy pages

_ of Varsity space to inform
9 their constituents about impor-

tant new policies. The GSU
Newsletter and magazine will

hopefully overcome these ob-

stacles.

The recent attempts to dis-

credit the elected representa-

tives of the Graduate Students'

Union are clearly political. It

has been stated that we have

worked "in words and deed"

against graduate student in-

volvement. This is ludicrous

since any casual glance at the

policies we initiated will show

that we have adopted a pro-

gram that is both responsible

and relevant. The building ren-

. ovation and extension of office

facilities. The hiring of an

Organizer to coordinate GSU

f efforts in developing strong
* graduate student associations.

Graduate student housing and

the Student Tenants' Union.

The return of over 20% of our

budget to course unions. A new
constitution abolishing one that

is totally outdated — getting

rid of the 25 person quorum
General Meeting rule. Formu-
lating policy and lobbying for

changes in the OHSIP pro-

gram, teaching assistant medi-

cal and accident insurance
coverage university subsidiza-

tion, against the tax proposal

to tax fellowships, and so forth.

Representation and the pre-

sentation of reports in behalf of

graduate students covering
every aspect of University life.

And so the list continues.

MISREPRESENTATION
These policies, which are of

extreme relevance, have been

totally ignored by those criti-

cising the elected representa-

tives. Tactics of personal con-

frontation and misrepresenta-

tion have been relied upon.

This is unfortunate because the

Executive Committee has at-

tempted to leave politics be-

hind and concentrate on pro-

viding new policies and ser-

vices. It is quite evident that

politics is not the art of the

possible. Rather it consists of

choosing between the disaster-

ous and the unpalatable. Unfor-

tunately, when confronted with

a clearly political situation.

the elected representatives

were forced to choose the un-

palatable.

It is not my intention to be-

come involved with certain

allegations made against my
person which I believe to be
false. Rather I would like to

point out several facts that

would refute charges levelled

against the GSU.

CONCRETE FORMERS
1. It has been suggested that

the senior officers have im-

posed rules to discriminate

against those groups we do not

agree with. This is false. It is

conceded, even by Mrs. Repo,

that all our facilities have been

used with uninterrupted free-

dom by every group wishing to

do so except on one occasion.

In this particular case the

House Chairman questioned

whether the CLM was a cam-
pus organization, since they

were using the GSU to publish

an Italian-English Newsletter

for the Canadian Concrete
Forming Workers Union. In

addition there was no reserva-

tion of facilities, which is nor-

mal procedure. In this instance

the CLM should have ap-

proached the Executive Com-
mittee for direction. It should

be emphasized that the GSU
has never politically discrimi-

nated and has reaffirmed that

policy of total nondiscrimina-

tion. The CLM has frequently

used GSU facilities since the

above incident.

TELEGRAMS
The Executive Committee

has carried on an intensive

educational program. We invit-

ed the Sir George Williams
University students to this

campus to present their case.

We organized the Matthews-
Steele discussion on de-

Canadianization. We sent tele-

grams to the US Senate regard-

ing the ABM proposals and to

President Strand regarding the

arbitrary faculty firing. We
printed and distributed the

Waterloo Report and the Re-

port on Women in Canadian
Universities. Further reports,

the CUG Questionnaire, and so

forth indicate that our actions

have been both responsive and

responsible.

2. The claim that we subject-

ed course unions to "third de-

gree" interrogation are mean-
ingless. Regular grants were
approved automatically to all

course union requests which
were accompanied by a consti-

tution and budget as stipulated

by the General Meeting, New,
flexible rules were drafted and
moved by the Vice-President

and accepted at the recent

General Meeting. Naturally

THE VARSITY. Fi

the Graduate Students' Union
does not dole out money to

anyone who staggers in off the

street.

VIGOUR
3. The senior executive is

accused of imposing Roger
Harrington as Chairman of

Executive Meetings. This is

untrue. The position was wide-

ly advertised even in the Var-

sity, and only Mr. Harrington

applied. He was unanimously
accepted after a trial period

during which his impartiality

and efficiency was demon-
strated.

4. As to imposing excessive

charges one should note that no

graduate student groups have
ever been charged for GSU
facilities. Moreover, all re-

quests for a waiver of charges

to non-graduate student groups

have been granted.

I certainly hope that this will

clear up some of the miscon-

ceptions about GSU policies.

The executive feels that the

interests of graduate students

are at stake and we will re-

spond vigorously.

The General Meeting on

February 24 at Convocation

Hall at 1 p.m. will decide the

direction of policies of the

Graduate Students' Union.

Michael B. Vaughan President.

Graduate Students' Union
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By TREVOR JONES
In March of 1955, CNR president Donald

Gordon appeared before the House of Com-
mons Sessional Committee on railways and
shipping and answered some questions about
the railroad's dealings with Welch (the meet-
ing was closed to the press).

Welch had started business as a contractor

of rock and quarry gangs. The preponderance
of immigrants on these gangs was earlier ex-

plained and defended by CNR officials (in a
letter to a union) in terms of their having "a
natural aptitude" for this rough and danger-
ous work. By 1950 Welch had expanded into

recruiting and boarding laborers for seasonal
extra gangs. Manual laborers on these gangs
were non-unionized, while the foreman and
the machine operators were paid at union
rates settled between the CNR and the Broth-
erhood of Maintenance of Way.

It was not until 1951 that the Brotherhood
was awarded certification as bargaining
agent for extra gang laborers. Because the
CNR was bitterly opposed to unionization of
their seasonal labor forces, it took two years
of negotiations before a wage agreement was
reached. Union officials, intimidated by CN's
threat to contract all maintenance construc-
tion work to Welch, compromised their 40-

hour standard week for extra gang laborers

and managed to obtain the lowest rate in the

railway industry for their men.
The union demanded the end of Welch con-

tracts and, outwardly, the CNR went along.

Donald Gordon told the Sessional Committee
that "all the Welch contracts are being termi
nated."

Contrary to what Gordon said, however, the

CNR simply filed new contracts with Welch
that allowed him to recruit immigrant-labor-
ers and replace regular CN foremen and ma-
chine operators with non-unionized retired CN
and CP employees. Until union officials

threatened further parliamentary action Gor-
don refused to discuss the Welch contracts. In
February of 1956, however, the CNR returned
extra gangs to union control but demanded
that Welch be retained as a boarding and re-

cruiting agent, and continued to use Welch
manpower and construction services on pi-

oneer lines.

Welch's contracts were protected by the
CNR so that this public-owned corporation
could get by all labor requirements and keep
its supply of cheap, sullen labor, When it

looked like troubled legislators were all too
ready to investigate the contracts, Welch was
defended by none other than the CNR Presi-

dent himself.

The advantages of the Welch-CNR con-

tracts were clearly outlined by Donald Gor-
don when he testified before the Sessional

Committee in 1955.

He explained that Welch had saved the

Canadian public considerable sums of money
(a concern the government didn't seem to

have when it paid for aline to service a CPR
industry) and he praised the "Welch inter-

ests" who employed "their special facilities

to secure quickly the fluid casual labor re-

quired for extra gangs". Welch's "recruit-
ment of labor in the form of immigrants,"
said Mr. Gordon, "is done on a basis that the

railway could not tackle at all." — (Minutes
and proceedings and evidence, sessional
committee on railways and shipping, House of

Commons, Tuesday March 29, 1955.)

When questioned about CN's interest in

Welch's labor policies, Gordon replied: "what
their understanding with labor is in that situa-

tion is none of our concern" (why did he fight

five years to preserve it, then?) and went on
to priase Welch's wage rates: "The rates of

pay by the R.F. Welch people have been quite
comparable with the railway rates."

When Welch was building the Kitimat spur
line in that period, they were indeed compara-
ble: 90 cents an hour. However they weren't
particularly comparable to the Kitimat con-
struction rates for manual labor: $1.58 an
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"At this point", a Federal labor man apolo-
gized, "decent food and decent living quarters
depend on the charitable good heart of the
employer." Federal legislation on housing
and food for federal employees consists of
standards and recommendations — not en-
forceable regulations.

There is, however, a healthy file of com-
plaints against R. F. Welch in the Federal
Labor Bureau in Edmonton. From time to

time Portuguese and Metis lodge accusations
concerning poor food, late pay cheques, slave
wage rates, or inhuman treatment of men.
There is also mention of an Edmonton drunk
who appealed for an "immediate investiga-
tion of the business ethics of one R.F. Welch"
as officers of the law liberated him from the

corner of Jasper and 107th.

The men who registered these complaints
— Portuguese, Metis and tramps — represent

the most unorganized and least articulate

body of workers in Canada. This may explain

why Welch prefers them for his gangs and it

may also explain the Edmonton official's fail-

ure to forward the complaints to Ottawa or to

investigate the situation on the ARR and the

GSLR for himself. As a result of this inaction

and the absence of legislation or jurisdiction,

the inspection of the GSLR camps is delegat-

ed to CN officials — at their convenience.

"We're not too damn damn proud of our

mobile units", said Dr. C. Mather, chief CNR
medical officer in Edmonton, who went on to

explain his view of the housing problem : "The
men who work on these construction and ex-

tra gangs are usually immigrants and itiner-

ants. They have little concern for personal

hygiene, much less property or belongings. It

probably doesn't matter what they're given to

live in — they'd still leave it a mess.
'

'

In order to cut costs, over the last few years

the CNR has replaced section gangs (which do

repair work on the main line) with large extra

gangs, which have wage rates that average 50

cents an hour less than section gangs. These

extra gangs, consiting largely of immigrants

or Canadian transients, have received little

union support because they eliminate work for

Canadian section men.

When the unions do finally move into the

GSLR, after it's declared operational, the

railway will be maintained by section gangs.

The Portugese and others who built and main-

tained the line for the last eight years will

have no claim to seniority, and will probably

lose their jobs to Canadians the unions will

bring in at the higher section gang rates.

Welch's immigrant gang labor receives

$1.65 an hour, 35 to 95 cents less than unionized

men doing the same jobs on the continental

gangs. Their overtime rates start after 60

hours, whereas unionized gangs get overtime

after 40 hours. The wage difference must also

take into account the fact that extra gang la-

borers on the main lines — thanks to the ef-

forts of the unions — themselves earn the

lowest wage rates in the industry. The unions

make sure of this, because extra gangs are

used by the CNR to reduce regular labor

forces. Thus the CNR divides the labor force,

and gets its way.
The men who work on the GSLR must work

long hours if they are to earn reasonable mon-

ey. Considering that 10 working hours a day

clears $9 (after taxes and board are deducted)

the five to eight hours overtime can hardly

be considered ' 'optional". Frills like pensions

job security or grievance rights, are, of

course, unheard of on the GSLR.

hour. The men working for Welch were also

paying $2.50 a day for "room and board" — in

other words almost three hours' work a day.

What Gordon was saying was that Welch's
rates were as depressed as the CNR had suc-

ceeded in maintaining everywhere else on the

railway.

Officials of the United Steelworkers of

America in Kitimat visited the "horrible god-

damn boxcars" that housed Welch's men and
offered to organize them. Almost none of the

Italians spoke English and they professed

complete ignorance of their rights as landed

immigrants and workers. They feared that

any action would cost them their jobs.

Donald Gordon also mentioned the "special

services which the Welch people render to

immigrants". These immigrants came to pub-

lic attention in 1953 when the Globe and Mail

ran a story reporting complaints about the

CNR extension line to Lynn Lake, Manitoba.

Once again the manpower and construction

contractor for the 600-man operation was R.F.

Welch.

The story has German immigrants com-
plaining to authorities in Las Pas, Manitoba

that they were being forced to work up to 15

hours a day, seven days a week, and that they

were being paid $300 to $400 a month for 450

hours of work. They also charged that Welch

was squeezing 10 men into bunkhouses 8 by 12

feet and extorting $2.40 a day for "an almost

exclusive diet of macaroni."

Archie Moffat, Welch's general manager in

Port Arthur, claimed that "90 per cent of the

men sleep in single bunks" and that overtime

after 10 hours was not compulsory. He ex-

plained that because of the isolation the men
preferred to work as much as possible. He did

admit, however, that the men were obliged to

work for 12 months as stipulated by their

immigration work contract, and that if they

broke this contract they had to repay Welch

the cost of their one-way passage to Canada.

$500.

The story (the only one to be found any-

where on Welch incidentally), quotes civic

authorities in Las Pas complaining the Lynn

Lake Line was "being built under conditions

bordering on slave labor." CNR spokesmen

came to Welch's defense stating that a recent

official inspection of the line had found the

conditions to be "extremely good", and criti-

cisms were "unwarranted." Ottawa authori-

ties promised an investigation into the com-

plaints. There was no investigation, and the

press coverage ends.

Provincial and federal attitudes towards

immigrant railway workers, as well as exist-

ing legilsation concerning railway construc-

tion have also provided Welch with few obsta-

cles.

"If you look at the overcrowded, dirty liv-

ing quarters of these immigrants in the cities

it is not hard to visualize the problems they

present in railway camps," explained an offi-

cial of Immigration Research in Edmonton.

These illuminating comments were made
recently in the Alberta capital shortly after

Provincial Health and Welfare officials dis-

claimed responsibility for conditions on the

GSLR. As a Federal operation, it lies outside

their jurisdiction.

For years the CNR has fought tooth and nail

to keep its supply of immigrant labor. It has

fought the unions, divided the labor force and

obtained deferments from legilsation to en-

sure that these conditions remained constant.

R.F. Welch is himself only a product of that

policy, a man who has thrived in the vaccuum
of labor rights and legislative control that

Ottawa so carefully created. Welch is a crea-

tion of Ottawa.

The real question is how this policy was
permitted to exist, and in fact carefully main-
tained. When this question is asked, one invar-

iably comes to the Department of Manpower
and Immigration.

But there the answers stop. Officials plead

knowledge of no special "arrangements" for

contractors like Welch.

Then how did Welch operate his overseas
recruitment until 1957? And after 1957, how
was this convenient supply of labor main-
tained by the manpower offices? How did

these men arrive to take their place in the

labor pool for the Welchs to dip into, if they

were not imported on a regular basis by the

immigration authorities to maintain the pool?

When I went to Ottawa to pose these ques-

tions, the answers were not forthcoming.

Immigration files are confidential and pro-

tected from release to the public for 35 years,

under regulations affecting government docu-

ments.

A New Democratic Party MP posed the

questions for me to the Minister of Manpower
and Immigration, Allan MacEachen, and re-

ceived a confidential letter in reply from him
stating that preliminary reports from internal

investigations suggested "there may well be

some irregularities or illegalities involved" in

the importation of Portugese and Italian la-

borers for work on the railways.

And there the matter rests, on the level of a

few polite inquiries and a wall of blank faces.

The history of Canadian importation of cheap

labor will probably remain unwritten, stashed

in the unaccessible archives of the Immigra-

tion authorites.

Perhaps the most acute comment on the

whole matter was made by Mr. McLean,
Welch s labor recruitment supervisor in

Edmonton, when he reacted with wounded
dignity to questions posed to him about GSLR
working conditions and labor importation.

"Really," he pleaded, "we don't deal in

chattel. We deal in human beings."

So, apparently, does our government.

Wholesale.
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LETTERS
'Mr. Moroney, how would you define a lady?'

Mr. Moroney, I reply to your

letter to The Varsity of Feb. 4.

Several replies have already

been published, refuting your

arguments. I find it interesting

that while you claim that the

majority of men do not want
women admitted to Hart

House, two of the three an-

swers to your letter which

were published in The Varsity

of Feb. 9 were from men. I

think that should give you an

idea of male opinion on cam-
pus.

You claim that Hart House
is badly overcrowded even

without the women of the uni-

versity. Admittedly the athlet-

ic facilities are inadequate.

But why would the women
want to use the Hart House
athletic facilities when the

Benson Building is better

equipped? Is the Hart House
music room overcrowded? The
library? The Camera Club?

The dining halls?

You claim that if women
want to be treated like ladies,

they should start acting like

ladies. How, Mr. Moroney,

would you define a lady?

Someone who keeps out of any

profession or career, or better

yet out of any public place? No,

ladies should not smoke ciga-

rettes or drink alcoholic bever-

ages in public. It is not becom-
ing. You seem to have the mis-

taken idea that a woman can-

not be a feminist and feminine

.at the same time.

Another point. You say to

the Women's Liberation Front

"Even your letter which I am
forced to reply to (sic) isn't too

cleverly worded.' Clever word-

ing, Mr. Moroney . . . ?

As an ex-music student, Mr.

Moroney, I think I can diag-

nose your problem. You've
been standing in line for the

practice rooms in the Edward
Johnson Building for too long.

Two years of that would make
anyone a little paranoid. Or are

you just displaying a basic dis-

like for women?
Please, Mr. Moroney. Let us

have no more of these petty

diatribes.

Kenneth G. Beattie { Scar)

please don't forget pacofrohh

*

*
*
*

*

*

*
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In view of the recent corre-

spondence in your pages con-

cerning the relation of women
to Hart House, it is perhaps

useful to recall to your readers

the existence of the Presiden-

tial Advisory Committee on

the Future Role of Hart House
(PACOFROHH).
This committee, appointed

by the President on the advice

of the Students' Administra-

tive Council and the Board of

Stewards of Hart House, con-

sists of five students, three

faculty members, a represent-

ative of the Board of Gover-
nors, a representative of the

alumni and the Warden of Hart

House. It will be making its

recommendations to the Presi-

dent in the spring of this year.

PACOFROHH's terms of

reference are to examine
every aspect of Hart House's

relation to the University

community. Thus, of course,

the question of women's mem-
bership is a very important
topic among the many matters
which the committee is study-

ing. Several university groups,

among them the Women's Lib-

eration Movement, have ex-

pressed their views on the as-

sociation of women to Hart
House in their submissions to

the committee.
Although PACOFROHH has

amply advertised its existence

by posters, notices in the Var-

sity and the Staff Bulletin, and
letters to campus organiza-

tions, and has on occasion been

mentioned in Varsity news ar-

ticles, it still has not evoked
any widespread campus atten-

tion. My concern in writing

now is that your readers be

informed that the current de-

bate on the role of women in

Hart House is not taking place

in a void, but in the context of

formal university study of this

very important matter.

E. M. Bridge

Chairman of PACOFROHH

prof, dupre, it's nothing personal

SAC Advertising Manager
The Students Administrative Council welcomes applications

for the position of SAC Advertising Manager, a full-time, paid

position. The Advertising Manager's job is to sell advertisements
for:

• The Varsity,

• The Summer Varsity,

• Radio Varsity,

• The SAC Handbook,
• and other SAC publications.

Candidates for the position are expected to have experi-

ence in the field of advertising.

Address applications to the Students Administrative Coun-

_ .cit University of Toronto. ^^^^

I would like to clarify one
point concerning the meeting
of the Political Economy
Course Union reported in

Wednesday's Varsity. It is pos-

sible to infer from that article

that the PECU is opposed to

Prof. Dupre on personal

grounds. This is completely
wrong. Although some senti-

ment against Prof. Dupre him-

self Was expressed at that

meeting, many students made
it quite clear that this was not

their feeling and our resolution

declaring the chairmanship
still open was based primarily

on the principle that students

should be consulted on such an

important appointment.

While I think it would be

unfair to suggest that a majori-

ty of students would oppose

Prof. Dupre at this time, there

is certainly unanimous agree-

ment in the course union that

the appointing procedure used

was totally incompatible with

any feeling of mutual trust,

openness, or cooperation

which, I would hope, could

characterize staff-student re-

lations at this university.

The PECU is very serious in

its determination to press for

more student involvement in

decision-making in our depart-

ment.

Peter Holt

Chairman,

Political Economy Course Union
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happy

valentine's day

I TOLD MY PARENTS ABOUT MEET-
ING YOU AT THE AIRPORT, RICK.



lookit

these

muscles

To pose the question: seven novels

and one collection of essays later,

what is Mordecai Richler?

The fact thai I am a Canadian
Jewish writer may seem so ob-

vious as to be unworthy of com-

ment, but fifteen years ago,

when I first began to publish, it

troubled me enormously, (from

the foreword to Hunting Tigers

Under Glass)

A Jewish writer, he is — of his sev-

en novels published to date (of which I

have read four), at least three deal

specifically with Montreal's St. Ur-

ban Street Jewish community-

It is that same Jewishness, howev-

er, that makes me doubt Richler's

claim to being a Canadian writer.

Listen to the picture of the street

with its "endless repetition of pre-

cious peeling balconies and waste lots

marking the occasional gap here and

there" and corresponding resort area

of Prevost where "plump, middle-

aged ladies, their flesh boiled pink,

spread out blankets and squat in their

bras and bloomers, playing poker,

smoking and sipping Cokes". The air

is too dense, the flesh too close, to be

at all in tune with the greater part of

Canada, the land, and the transit of its

youth on highways and rail.

I am not trying to be anti-Semetic,

nor am I belittling the significance of

St. Urbain as a sub-culture, but what
must be realized (as Richler himself

admits) is that the area is more relat-

ed to "ghetto streets in New York and
Chicago", than to, say, the Lac St.

Jean setting for Louis Hemon's Maria
Chapdelaine.

Granted, the social fabric of He-
mon's Peribonka is often just as tight

as that of Richler's St. Urbain St.. but

whereas Richler's characters live in

an environment in which "each street

between the Main and Park Avenue
represents subtle differences in in-

come", Hemon's act out their parts

against the everpresent back-drop of

the forest.

Not only are Richler's characters

either trapped (the fathers who say:

*I work like this so it'll be better for

the kids.') or trying desperately hard

to get out ("He couldn't help thinking

about his mother and how she had
looked at him when he said he was
going. He went over his reasons

again. It was stifling at home
. . . Melech ... his father always
apologizing. . ."), but the writer

himself seems unable to break from
the street, its culture and its themes.

Some might wonder why Richler

should be expected to make such a

break, and the answer is simple: he's

getting repetitious, both figuratively

and literally — the long description of

the street is lifted almost verbatim
from Duddy Kravitz, and the whole
chapter five of The Street appeared in

Duddy Kravitz.

On the one hand, in reviewing Ro-

loff Beny's book, Richler says To
Everything There Is A Season, like all

picture books I've seen on Canada, as

well as many an old calendar, man-
ages to contain all the cliches, albeit

'poetically seen," But what of the

anacronism of the "rising" lower
middle class Jew? If not cliche al-

ready, he soon will be after not too

many more of Richler's novels, and
the next is apparently entitled St.

Urbain's Horsemen.

To be fair, Richler does not always
write of St. Urbain. The Incompara-

ble Atuk (out of print and utterly una-

vailable in Canada), I am told, is an

excellent book about quite another

subject (although what I was not
told).

,f
Of the books I did manage to get a

hold of Cocksure, of course, is differ-

ent. I also happen to think- it stinks,

but let me explain.

Mortimer Griffin, set up as an ar-

chetype of the British establishment,

is an all too worthy target for come-
dy. All too worthy that is because
even television has already done it,

most notably with the Avengers se-

ries, and as we all know, anything tel-

evision does must necessarily be
stale. Richler redeems himself by
adding a new twist and making Morti-

mer (in his relations with Agnes
Ryerson and Hy Rosen) believeable,

human, but then he takes Mortimer's
non-Jewishness to extremes and fur- 4
ther assures himself that no-one
(should a British-establishment type

read his book) will be offended by
damping the whole thing in surreal-

ism — with the Star-Maker and his

frozen stars, culminating in the Star-

Maker's proud assertion: '"Since

God, the first self-contained creator,

Mortimer, I am now able to reprod-

uce myself. I will have a son.
'

"

Cocksure is neither fantasy, nor

comedy with the painful reality that

makes it sting, but merely a liberal

wish-washy piece of crap with the

naughty words included for the rich

liberal wishy-washy over twenty set

to titter at.

The Apprenticeship of Duddy Krav-
itz, is something else again. I think

it's the best Richler has done yet, and

excellent by anyone's standards.

Duddy is obsessed with the maxim his

Zeyda gave him that "a man without 4
land is nobody". Duddy is hard to like,

but the reader can sympathize with

the intense effort he puts into making
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the money to buy his land, and can to

some extent forgive his trespasses
against his friends ( especially
Yvette) as the blind mistakes of a
youth who has suffered too little to

fully appreciate the implications of
what he does and does not do. It is his

tragedy that he fails to understand
why his grandfather refuses to accept
his gift of a farm on the land he even-
tually acquires, and his tragedy pro-
jected into the future that he becomes
exstatic over a waiter's offer of credit

on the basis of his property.

Son of A Smaller Hero, "a scathing
novel of sexual rebellion and social
protest" (what's so scathing about a
Jewish boy having a goy mistress),
was written in 1955 and is definitely

dated for the type of avant-garde pro-

test work it is. Society's sensibilities

have matured fifteen years, we are no
longer shocked by it, its back is bro-

ken, and is worthwhile only in the

light of its leading up to Duddy Krav-
itz.

The Street, a short collection of bits

and pieces, was published after Cock-
sure, when Richler was supposedly
working on a long novel to be called

St. Urbain's Horsemen (still not out)

and looks very much like a hasty job

put together for some ulterior motive
like money or keeping his name in

print. As such, I consider it a literary

snow-job on the book-buying public,

and all the more so since we have al-

ready seen chapter five in Duddy
Kravitz.

Hunting Tigers Under Glass, Rich-

ler's collection of essays, is as often

dull as it is infuriatingly egotistic:
".

. . there are a number of books,

most of them embarrasingly booster-

ish, about Canadian writing." Per-

haps this review, in its own small

way, will help to remedy that fault.
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missing the

point

turn exhorting the old woys as ffie best

College Revues are notoriously uncertain.

At best, they are speedily-paced, subtle

and brimming with caustic satire. At worst,

they are dull, clique-ish affairs, seemingly

designed to dull an audience's sensibilities

and to test their patience. This year's Uni-

versity College Follies, Motherball, directed

by Steve Witkin and produced by Lome Di-

tentield, unfortunately, fell squarely into

the second category.

Musicals are undoubtedly the most diffi-

cult type of theatre to stage successfully

and when the production is billed, as was

Motherbalt, as a "Revolutionary new musi-

cal," these difficulties are multiplied to

staggering proportions. There is nothing in

the code of stagecraft which compe/s a

director to mount a musical (or a college

revue) as a mindless extravaganza, but the

production becomes a precarious one when

it employs second-hand, third-hand and

fourth-hand cliches as the basis of its hu-

mour and intent.

In the case of Motherball those cliches

concerned the activities of a Lett Wing

group intent on spreading the words and

deeds of revolution throughout a suspi-

ciously familiar university campus. Granted

the point was to satirize, but surely not at

the expense of our intelligence. The atti-

tude of Witkin and Direntieid seemed to be

established at the very outset of Motherball

when a member of the Lett Wing group,

dressed in a red beret (Black Panther style,

circa I970J, battle fatigues and armed

with a title, wandered through the audi-

ence and onto the apron of the Hart House

stage Affer the prescribed dramatic pause

and with all the subtlety of a pile-driver,

our combattant then commenced to bar-

rangue us all tor underestimating the sin-

cerity and determination of ffie young
Marxists, Maoists and Trots which were to

be displayed to us that evening. Not an in-

sipid evening of revue humour for the par-

ents and friends of the cast: this was to be

a musical of conf/onfafion. But if satire was

the point, it tailed dismally and we were

left to ponder exactly what purpose that

slap in the face served, in view of the ban-

ality of the production.

Nevertheless, all criticisms of intent

aside, Bill Skotnick's music was perhaps the

only redeeming grace extended to us in

Motherball, mingling eocfcfai/-oar jazz with

sophisticated rock in perfectly digestible

proportions. Considering the cost's experi-

ence in such matters, the renditions of Sfcol-

nick's songs were hardly to be severely

condemned, but was it really that neces-

sary to place Miss Shiner in such a conspicu-

ously uncomfortable situation as a down-

stoge solo?

Much of the production in general might

also hove been improved had Hilary Mc-

laughlin not designed quite so ponderous

and forboding a set and had spent less time

in designing her lighting around tight, sin-

gly spot-lit areos.

All in all Motherball, if nothing else per-

haps, lends some credence to the old die-

REVIEW 4

slow and bland
It is always frustrating to hear someone

else expound in a totally unconvincing

manner ideas with which you fervently

agree. It is even more frustrating if that

person does not bother to state the facts

when the facts are eminently convincing

as they stand.

Abraham Polonsky's taking-off point in

Tell Them Willie Boy Is Here is certainly

reasonable enough — that white man has

done a hell of a lot of bad things to red

man — and one would think there was

enough material available to work with.

But Polonsky doesn't use it.

For instance, his 1909 California Paiute

reservation contains rather too many fat

and healthy-looking Indians. Fact is, by

the beginning of the twentieth century,

because of the duplicity of the U.S. gov-

ernment and the land-hungry fervor of

western pioneers, the Indians had been

pushed into tiny reserves on poor land

which nobody wanted and were a pretty

starved and diseased lot. As if to prove the

inherent strength of his stand against the

white race, Polonsky presents the Indi-

ans' plight as being somewhat less alarm-

ing than it really was.

Rather than concentrate on the actual

physical conditions of the Indians, Polon-

sky concentrates on what people have to

say. He is interested in words and .sym-

bols and ideological poses, and the actions

that go on behind all these must be suita-

bly slow and bland, so as not to detract

from what he is saying. This might be al-

right if Polonsky had something interest-

ing to say, but not when all he can produce

are choice lines like: "One way or anoth-

er, you die at the end."

The whites in the movie are all bas-

tards, weaklings or fools. Susan Clark

plays an Indian agent. Now, many Indian

agents were good people who fought

against impossible odds (the U.S. govern-

ment, territorial governments and the

U.S. Army) trying their damndest to get a

fair deal for the Indians. But this agent is

a patronizing, sexually repressed bitch

who loses our sympathy not for erring in

trying to do good for the Indians, but for

being the kind of person she is.

Polonsky isn't really concerned with

the condition of the Indians at all. His real

concern is with the clear-through rotten-

ness of the white race, or at least of

Americans. But one only has to compare

the movie with the facts to see that yes,

the Indians were treated in a sickening

manner, but no, not all white Americans

are totally depraved. The comparison is

necessary because the movie is propagan-

da and to test the validity of propaganda

one must look to the facts.

The final thesis of the movie is that

white man is so congenitally depraved

that he putrifies anything he touches.

However, the next easiest thing these

days to offering a facile and spurious hope

is offering no hope at all. Polonsky doesn't

give life a chance, he is so busy condemn-

ing it.

The things he says and the symbols he

shows mean little in the context of the

movie, for they are unrelated to the few

bits of real life which occur there. In-

stead, Polonsky depends on us to provide

a sort of Pavlovian response to his ideo-

logical stimuli, based on our personal

knowledge about present-day race rela-

tions.

william carruthers

zest doesn't

save mame
Vic's famed spirit and enthusiasm

pulled the Broadway musical Mame
through a strenuous three hour run at

Tuesday's opening night. A tremen-

dous effort went into yet another

mediocre Victoria production, It's the

story of a young boy being brought up

by his wild Auntie Mame in New
York's swinging circles from 1928 on;

it is based on a book successfully

adapted for stage and screen.

Vic's version, just fails to catch the

spirit of the thing. It is kept alive by

its own lumbering momentum and the

loudly competent orchestra, which

frequently drowns out the spoken

lines.

The songs, often out of tune and tin-

selly are announced by abrubt move-

ment into groupings reminiscent of

troops dressing their ranks on the

parade ground. A basic problem is the

simple inability of most individual

voices to cope with the music. The

overall effect of the singing is not

enhanced by the Broadway lyrics of

Jerry Herman, which sometimes

become unabashedly dull, as in "It's

Today", sung three times.

The acting vacillated from the flat

to the exaggerated, in general heavy

and clumsy. Its effect is reinforced

physically by the blocking which

seems to create invisible barriers on

the stage, and whenever large num-

ber are present, it looks like the shep-

herd's line-up at the Christmas pag-

eant of a Woman's Auxiliary.

Robert Galbraith has created sim-

ple and imaginative sets to represent

the bare essentials of most scenes.

Unfortunately this imagination is

lacking in his choreography — al-

though it surpasses the Mickey Mouse

Fan Club choreography of last week's

UC Follies — but its execution is

more noteworthy for vigour than for

coordination. In general, Galbraith

seems to have under-directed, and not

pulled the production tightly enough

together.

Mrs. Mary Harris, as Mame Dennis

does a passably competent job,

though her voice lacks the colour for

some of the songs, and her acting

occasionally stikes a false note. Mary
Robertson puts venom into the role of

the supreme bitch, Vera Charles, but

for her too, singing is a handicap. One

constant note of quality is maintained

by Cathy Fallis who effectively han-

dles all aspects of her role as Agnes

Gooch, the naive, repressed govern-

ess.

If you think you would appreciate a

happy, vigorous and tasteless assault

on Mame, then see it at Hart House

tinight and tomorrow night.

1
1 HULK

quiet book
A WOULD TURNED TURTLE

by John Cornish

Clarke, Irwin — $4.50

A World Turned Turtle hits you

very hard at the end, but not until

then. Up to that point, the story has

been a combination of London sight-

seeing and mild characterisation,

both centering around a not-too-

bright, none-too-imaginative Estoni-

an Canadian serving as a military po-

liceman in Britain as the Second

World War dribbles away.

Enn Koort knew he wasn't very

smart, that.s why he was a good po-

liceman : and he wasn't very emotion-

al, that's why, for example, he hardly

knew his brother when he too was
posted to London. But that way your

world was safe, secure, predictable.

Even his girlfriend was predictable,

the old-maid daughter of an Estonian

publisher in London.

Perhaps it is his bored parting from

that girl that previews the book's

conclusion; Koort begins to go with

the actress daughter of his landlord, a

step well beyond his usual world. Yet

he can't make it there, as officers

with more dash and more wit leave

him waiting in her dressing room.

Then more and more, his world be-

gins to collapse into itself. His safe

past comes back to him, no longer

safe, with his brother's posting over-

seas and with the sudden appearance

as a refugee in England of his former

Estonian math teacher, seemingly as

harmless an eccentric as one could

find.

Tentative emotions come to Koort

through his meetings with both these

figures; he promises to try to keep

the latter from eventual return to the

Stalinist government in Estonia; and

he begins to build a relationship with

his brother. Such building reaches

maturity, though, only to be smashed

by his brother's vicious murder in an

off-duty movie visit. Koort is thrown

back onto his unthought commitment

to Aadu Tief, intellectual refugee,

former figure of derision to the

schoolboys he taught.

At war's end Tief is to be trans-

ferred from his English aliens' camp
to a Soviet ship for return to Estonia;

he fears death as a potential national-

ist there. Koort is a guard on the train

taking him to the dockside, and es-

cape by the two is inevitable. The

secure world is left behind, the police-

man is outside the law and a more
dreary than desperate attempt at

concealment is necessary. It is, of

course, hopeless from the start, but

Koort finds himself enjoying his tur-

tle world as he turns thief and under-

cover strategist. The emotional at-

tachment of Koort to Tief, the open-

ing of real human feeling in the

younger man, of intellectual excite-

ment, is only hinted at by Cornish, but

you've felt it by the time the conclu-

sion slams it down at you.

Tief is caught and turned over to

the Soviet Embassy, and Koort's tur-

tle world dies.' He's lost anything that

let him leave his safe security, and

now that former world is cut off too.

In an aimlessness that seems some-

how right he finally seeks out that old-

maid girlfriend, searching for some
feeling, perhaps even more than some

help. He's discovered, encircled, and

in a final total tragedy, which shocks

you into seeing the bitter develop-

ment he's gone through, jumps de-

spairingly to his death.

Cornish has written a book that re-

lies on early slowness and sense of the

commonplace to heighten the full de-

struction of Koort. That approach

unfortunately leaves you dragging

through much of what he has written.

There is perhaps too much aimless

wandering in the final sections of the

novel too; Koort's frame of mind

could have been suggested with much
more economy. Nevertheless, it is a

work that catches the process of a

man's opening up to other men, and

the poignancy of a rushing world's

unconcern with such feelings. The

world didn't turn turtle, it always was

that way; the unfeeling, unthinking

Koort just never noticed; and the re-

vived Koort found it too much to take.

s.l.



galactic virtues

and groovy plots

Even When It Repeats on You
It's Still Good

The meat and potatoes of

my television viewing is the

daily repeat series Star Trek
(Ch. 9, 5-6 p.m. ). I was reluc-

tant to admit it to anyone un-

til I noticed that all sorts of

people were talking about
Star Trek. I began to realize

that Star Trek, far from being
my personal addiction, was at

worst, a collective mania and
at best, part of the viewing
habits of the intelligentsia.

Space . . . the final frontier

. ^ . These are the voyages of

the Starship Enterprise. It's

five year mission: fo explore

strange new worlds; to seek

out new life and new civiliza-

tions; to boldly go where no

man has gone before.

Captain James T. Kirk, the

promising young master of

the USS Enterprise, is played

and overplayed by William

Shatner. He is a combination

of an all-star collegiate quar-

terback and the president of

the sodality, strength, concu-

piescence, but overwhelming

goodness.

Leonard Nimoy, as Mr.

Spock, the half-human, half-

Vulcan first officer, is the

real cherry of the program.

With his pointed ears, raised

eyebrows, slightly cocked

head and impeccable logic, he

is able to solve some of the

knottiest problems in the uni-

verse. Nimoy's stature and

talent give Spock a charisma

that makes him endearing in

spite of his aloof manner.

Star Trek ended two suc-

cessful seasons as Nimoy left

to replace Martin Landau in

Mission Impossible. It was a

bad deal all round; Nimoy is

Spock.

DeForest Kelley, as Dr.

Leonard McCoy, completes

the trinity of main characters

on the Enterprise. His per-

formance usually falls just to

the good side of mediocre.

The plots of Star Trek

compensate for any charac-

ter defects. They are believa-

bly exciting, sustaining ad-

venture and tradition. Yes,

tradition.

Omnes galaxias est divisus

in Ires paries.

In our galaxy there's the

Clingon Empire, the Romu-
lan Empire and the United

Federation of Planets. The

USS Enterprise (United

Space Ship) is from the Star

Fleet of the United Federa-

tion of Planets. Not only is it

a troubleshooter, guarding
against Romulan or Clingon
sneak attacks, but it has rou-

tine Star Fleet assignments,
such as picking up dilithium

crystals that drive the mat-
ter-anti-matter warp engines
of the Star Fleet. Warp drive
is a major advancement over
nuclear power, but not as effi-

cient as ion propulsion. You
see, the Federation hasn't yet

mastered sophisticated ion

propulsion — but I digress.

Star Trek is set in about the

22nd century, and there are
frequent references to the

nuclear holocausts and eugen-
ics wars of the Earth's late

twentieth century. Through
various devices and acci-

dents, travel in time (E :

mc 2
) often takes Kirk and

Spock back, back, back to the

days of yesteryear for some
tastefully executed twists on

anachronism.

Even in these days after

Stanley Kubrick's 2001: A
Space Odyssey, the sets,

props and effects of Star Trek

are delightfully real. NASA
could well learn a lesson

here. For example, the trans-

porter is a device that atom-

ises and reassembles people

and things at fixed coordi-

nates. This makes unneces-

sary any intricate bulky land-

ing vehicles.

Star Trek is in the great

television tradition of Captain

Midnight, The Twilight Zone,

The Outer Limits and other

less nostalgic and note-wor-

thy bits of tv memorabilia.

It's interesting that The Twi-

light Zone is also on every

night on Channel 11, just after

Star Trek. There is really no

comparison. Star Trek is rn

every way superior; and

that's a difficult thing to ad-

mit for some one who wanted

to be Rod Serling when he

grew up.

Star Trek offers lessons in

galactic virtue. The essences

of justice, charity and demo-

cratic patriotism are applied

liberally across the galaxy;

from the halls of Thorax to

the shores of Rigiel 12.

Star Trek is the fulfillment

of the pristine American

Dream; the flowering of "'lib-

erty and justice for all". It's

a show demonstrating that

there is such a thing as work-

ing practical idealism. It's a

series with hope and imagina-

tion — a rare and enduring

combination anywhere.

darnel mack

ARE
YOU
READY
FOR

PROLOGUE...?

STARTS FEB. 20

AT THE

CORONET THEATRE
YONGE & GERRARD

JEUONCA*
Monday February 23.1970
ol Massey Moil. 8 30 p.m.

with

BOBBY 3 BLAND
BUDDYGUYandhis
Chicago Blues Band

WHISKEYHOWL
and

OTIS SPANN
Sound by FailTval Productions

Td£HsS6CO$530 1-1501350
otollSam ihe (fecordmon slaes

mo! oider MasseyHoll bondlice

VicKta Si Toronto

Live, work and learn

in

ISRAEL
Sheruf La'am Program

Share your education, training, and know-how in a unique

people-to-people venture

One year service corps in Israel

Three types of programs

1. College Graduate 2. Kibbutz

3. Technical and Vocational

All programs include a three month Hebrew study Ulpan

in Israel

Cost: $595 (U.S. currency) includes round-trip group

flight from New York; room and board throughout

the year; excursions and seminars.

Please send me further information about your programs:

NAME AGE
ADDRESS PHON E

EDUACTIONAL STATUS

SEND COUPON TO. SHERUT LA'AM
188 Marlee Avenue

Toronto 19, Ontario

Phone: (416) 783-4722

XEROX 5c each 1st copy ot an

original COLLEGE
COPIES 4c each • 2nd thru 10th copies COPY

QUALITY.

a( the same original SHOP
-GUARANTEED

,

2c each 1 1 th and more copies

ot the same original
76 CHARLES ST. W.

_ TELEPHONE _i

FREE COLLATING While-U-Wait or Overnight 923-8115

THE MOST HIGHLY ACCLAIMED FILM OF THE YEAR!

••One of the most important
films ever made. It must

be seen ,99
-Hol'tt Aip«rt Salu'Cti Rt*'t*

ft An extraordinary film no
one dares miss.**

**Ten times more
fascinating than the big

budget hokum turned out

by HoIlywood39

••Funny. Truthful.**
-K*rMwnC«rro". 0»i'r Ntw»

•t Far and away the

most important film

of the year ! A brutally

honest masterpiece.*?

£ 1969 VENICE FILM FESTIVAL £
OFFICIAL U S. ENTRY

m Eloquent and genuinely funny.

No other land could have
imaginably produced this

picture.99
-P«nHop« Gillian ii- vo'itr <

''Greater insight into America
than all the Broadway shows
I've seen this season.99

-Hjro/d C'urmin. fh» N#liOn

••Funny, touching,

compassionate, an
extraordinary portrait

of a human being.99
- Jonn O Co"(. Will St'—t /Our

ADULT
iNIIRIAINM(N1

"animcjnada
| presentation

SALBSAIAN
weekdays: open 5:30

showing al 6:00, 8:00, 10:00

Sat. & Sun. open 1:30

showing al 2:00, 4:00, 6:00, 8:00, 10:00

STUDENTS S 1.00 lo 6:30

STARTING

THE?.'

REVIEW 5
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— GOES BEYOND
HE HEADLINES

CORONET THEATRE
YONGE & GERRARO

FEB. 13 & 23

NOW APPEARING

PROLOGUE...
directed by Robin Spry

with
John Robb. Elaine Malus

Gary Rader

and lealufing Abbie Hoffman

a by Tom Dal

monk and sonny
It's a weird group that

Monk has down at the Coloni-

al. Arriving four days late,

the enigmatic pianist brought

with him one fine bassist res-

urrected from the fifties, and

two musicians generally as-

sociated with the "new mu-
sic."

The bassist is Wilbur Ware,

for whom Monk has always
had a special preference. I

was vaguely under the im-

pression that Ware was dead;

and in fact, there were appar-

ently several reports of his

death published. There were
also stories that he was suf-

fering from some incurable

disease. Whatever the rea-

son, he has not been in ev-

idence for almost ten years.

It's so good to hear him

UNISEX SALE
SHIRTS
JUST ARRIVED
500 ONLY

Famous brand names, finest qualify, long

sleeves, body fitted voiles and see-thrus. 3-

button cuffs, long collar, latest spring

shades. Available in plains, dots, stripes,

paisleys, florals, laces.

Reg. 570.00 - J/2.00 Value

3.75 EA.

JUST ARRIVED
Perma-Press dress shirts, long sleeves

in 15 new shades. Body fitted. Plains

and stripes.

REG. 8.50 - 6.25 2 for 12.00

REG. 9.50 - 7.25 2 for 14.00

REG. 10.50 - 8.25 2 for 16.00

SWEATERS
(Men's & ladies')

500 ONLY. Just Arrived
FAMOUS BRAND NAMES

In 12 new colors for spring, sleeveless, belted V-necks, sleeveless long

tunic sweoters. Italian styled ribbed body sweater, also assorted body fit-

ted crew, V., U., Turtlenecks, S-M-L.

Reg. S 15.00 - $20.00 Value 6.75
LIMIT 2 PER CUSTOMER

PANTS
MEN'S AND LADIES'

French cut by Mane. Bell and (lore bottoms Available in

wide assortment of shades and fabrici including wide
whale corduroy, wood, tweeds, blends, herringbones,
stripes, etc.

Reg. fo $24.95 10 75
2 for $21.00

FOR
THOSE
WHO
LOOK
FOR

QUALITY

AND
STYLE

eIUot's

THIS SALE STARTS
FRIDAY FEB. 13

6:30 P.M. SHARP

122 YORKVILLE AVE.

MON., TUES., WED SAT.,11 A.M. TO 6:30 P.M.

NO PHONE OR MAIl OflOERS PLEASE

THURS., FRI., 11 A.M. 9 P.M.

once more. His style has a

directness and simplicity that

makes him unique on the

scene today. With his supple

beat, great swing, and sensi-

tive feeling for Monk's
rhythms, Ware is able to give

Monk the solid support his

music demands but has not

often enough received of late.

Completing the rhythm
section is Beaver Harris, who
has often played with Archie

Shepp and others on the New
York "avant garde" scene.

Surprisingly enough, he sticks

to quite conventional, even

unusually simple, accompani-

ment, and in fact swings per-

fectly.

Excusing the absence of his

perennial saxophonist Charlie

Rouse, Monk claims that

Rouse is now studying to be
an actor. Not a likely story.

The replacement is Pat Pat-

rick, who has been associat-

ed with Sun Ra (he of the so-

lar arkestra.) With his paro-

dies of bepop lines and his

reed squeaks and other

"new" sounds, Patrick seems
a very incongruent element in

the group.

Monk himself remains very

much the same as ever. A
superbly individual pianist,

he has created a style of by
now classic simplicity and
purity. Not that there is any-

thing easy about what he

does. The tricky rhythms and
dissonances are by now fa-

miliar, and can even be imi-

tated to some extent. But in

the creation of genuine musi-

cal ideas, Monk has few
equals.

He was particularly inven-

tive last Saturday night, spin-

ning out little hard edged
lines, one gem after another,

all connected coherently: His

new group seems to have giv-

en him new life. Or maybe he
just feels he has to work har-

der to pull the whole thing

together. At any rate, his

music is still fresh, and he's

playing rather more of it than

on his previous visits.

After hearing Monk, we
wandered up to Le Fauche on

Avenue Rd. where Sonny
Greenwich has been giving

some fine recitals lately. The
set we heard last Saturday
was absolutely superb. I espe-

cially enjoyed the two medi-
um-tempo ballads in which
the guitarist's intense lyrical

feeling emerged.
Besides the long, complex

lines of the leader, the group

also features Don Thomp-
son's fluent, thick-textured

piano work. Both Thompson
and bassist Rick Homme (a

19-year-old Torontonian

)

make excellent contributions

to the music. So would drum-
mer Terry Clarke, if he could

just restrain himself. Though
his ideas fit in very well with

Greenwich's modern concep-

tion of music, he does seem
rather messy and too frantic.

But on the whole, this band
is playing some of the best

music I've heard anywhere
for a long time. Let's hope
jazz lovers make it to hear
Sonny Greenwich while they

,have the chance. Greenwich
will be featured at a Toronto

jazz festival to be held Sun-

day, Feb 22, at the St. Law-
rence Centre. Produced by

the owner of Le Fauche, the

festival will present Lennie
Breau, Russ Little, and oth-

ers. Dig it now, because all

this jazz activity seems just

too good to last.

/. mcc.

TORONTO

HILLEL
Proudly Presenting

Feature Film

'THE SONG AND THE SILENCE' 1
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Sunday, February 15, 8:30 p.m.
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Members Free
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stormy monday blues-

oti spann

this will be the first time he
has played anywhere in Cana-
da. Like B. B. King only a
short while ago, his many
years of touring out of his
home base Houston. Texas,
had all been in the black
communities of the States.
Last Saturday, in Detroit, I

was one of maybe a hundred
white faces in an audience of

25,000 who had come to the
Olympia Arena (home of the
Red Wings) to hear "The Big
Show of 70," Dee Dee War-
wick was there, as were The
Magic-Tones, Lee Hayes,
Betty Lavette, The Detroit
Emeralds and others, but the
two acts that really got that
huge crowd responding were
Toronto's own Parliam-
ents/Funkadelics group and
Rnhhv Bland.

A week from Monday, on
the 23rd, Texas soul meets
Chicago blues at Massey Hall

when Bobby Bland will share

a bill with Buddy Guy and
Otis Spann in the first of what
one hopes will be a successful

series of Blue Monday con-

certs.

Buddy Guy has appeared
several times in Toronto in

the past couple of years and
most blues fans are familiar

with his strong, modern gui-

tar style. Otis Spann's piano

playing was a mainstay in the

Muddy Waters band for a

great many years, and it was
only very recently that he left

to play on his own. This will

be his first appearance in

Toronto since he left the

band.

For Bobby Bland though,

The Parliaments and Funk-
adelics were appreciated for

being flashy and dirty and
very tight. Bobby Bland made
it because he had soul. On one
number, a girl in front of me
shouted out "that's it, that's

the one. Sing that song, Bob-
by," and that's pretty much
how the whole audience was
reacting to the man. When he
sang the well known Stormy
Monday Blues, a ripple of ex-

pectation went through the

crowd as he got to his knees
singing the line "and on Sun-

day I go to church and I get

down on my knees and I begin

to pray," and when he got to

"God have mercy," a roar
went up to greet the familiar

line.

The Toronto audience ten

days from now won't be re-

bobby bland

buddy guy

sponding the same way to

familiar tunes because Bobby
Bland is a new sound here.

It's virtually impossible to

get his Duke albums without

sending to Texas for them.
Some of his songs, notably

Good Time Charlie and Turn on

Your Love Light have already

gained some reputation by
being sung by others, and it's

good to have the chance to

hear the man himself sing

them, backed by his band
which includes tenors, trum-

pets and a trombone.

It looks like it ought to be

some night. Lonnie Johnson,
still suffering the effects of

being hit by a car, says that

he's going to sing a number,
and it's even possible that B.

B. King will show up to join

the proceedings. But whatev-

er the combination of per-

formers, it should be a great

show.

p. h.

Sibling STEAKS ',

Served in burgundy Wine
;

and (occolent ROA0T BEEF •

Upstair* Venetian Lounge & Bar ;

^ppcaring Nitelyr TOM KELLY
Steele's

TAVERN - RESTAURANT
J

EM 8-5180 349 YONGE ST.'

margaret laurence part two
It makes you sort of smug

when a hunch proves to be
true, even if it's a pessimistic

one. When I talked to Margaret
Laurence back in September, I

told her that I didn't think

she'd find very many women
coming to see the Writer-In-

Residence.

Now, with her term drawing

to a close Mrs. Laurence, one

of the best-known Canadian
novelists, says it is, in fact, one

of the most obvious things

about her stay here.

At first she worried about
whether enough people would
come. But she didn't worry
long. People responded very
well and now she complains
that there almost isn't enough
time. But still very few wom-
en.

It's very hard to put your
finger on the cause. Obviously
it's a result of the societal op-

pression of women but the na-

ture of that oppression here

becomes obscure when you

consider as Mrs. Laurence
says, "more than half of the

really good novelists in Britain

are women."
But then perhaps the fact

that women have begun to dis-

cover the power in political

organizing here and at other

Canadian universities is the

main reason. Organizing

around alienation is usually

more effective than writing

poems about same even though

the former may be more aes-

thetically pleasing in the short

run.

What about the people who
did consult Margaret Laur-

ence? "There was hardly any-

body writing novels. Most stu-

dents just don't have the time.

But there are a few good short

story writers and very many
good poets. Some of the poets

are going to be very good.

"

"Very few of them are ready

to submit their work to profes-

sional publications but a few

are and I've given them advice

on whom to contact.

"

She's obtained some very

clear impressions about cam-

pus writers despite limita-

tions. "Most of the work is

pretty personal. Very little of

it is of a social nature. But I

don't think that's necessarily

bad. I think the best work is

based in a personal sense and
reflects the social implications

on the individual."

I hastened to add that the

best personal writing comes
when a person comes to a full

realization of his own tradi-

tion. Most young writers (and

a few old ones) are so involved

in trying to overcome their

backgrounds that they com-
pletely ignore it in their writ-

ing or are very false about it.

Margaret Laurence fully

agreed. "A writer has to forge

his own mythology. He has to

say 'these are my roots' and he

must come to term with them.

So many write as if the past

doesn't exist and they don't

realize that in a few years their

grandfather will be more real

than they themselves."

What form do most of the

works take? "Some of the

forms are very weird, very

unorthodox. And that's a good

thing most of the time because

it makes you question yourself

about what are cliches. Some
of them have a real freshness.

Some of them don't."

"The two writers I think

have the most influence on the

writers I've seen have been
William Burroughs in the

realm of drugs and Tolkien in

the realm of legend and myth.
Many students write about
myths but most of them, unfor-

tunately are not very deriva-

tive. And. of course most of the

poets are influenced by Leon-

ard Cohen. I don't have any-

thing against Cohen. I think

he's marvellous, but I do get

the impression too many peo-

ple are copying him.
'

'

Next year Margaret Laur-

ence intends to go back to Eng-

land and work on a new novel,

the details of which she re-

fused politely to divulge. "I'm
very superstitious that way,

"

Next year's writer in resi-

dence is just in the process of

being looked for and Mr. Dick-

inson, assistant to the Presi-

dent says that student sugges-
(

tions are welcomed (oh boy!).

If you have any ideas, send
them in to the Office Of the
President before the end of
next week or go see him about
it. Invite him to lunch. Bribe
him. Or something like that.

but nobody

noticed
And oren'r you happyl You tan

wear the briefest skirts, the

slimmest slacks, anything you

wont, anytime you want, without

ever worrying about noticeable

bulges or the possibility of odor

forming, You use Tampox tampons.

Worn internally, they eliminate

lbs bother of belts, pins ond pads.

And most Important, Tampax

tampons do away with the dis-

comfort of chafing and rubbing.

You feel secure and perfectly

comfortable every day of the month.

Tampox tampons, available In

three absorbency-siies: Regular,

Super ond Junior. Neat. Con-

venient. Completely disposable.

Try Tampox tampons and see

how great il Is when nobody

notices. Not even you.

( TAMPONS ARE MAOE ONLY B i

AN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD..
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the
f

ould sod 'emigrates

Imported for the occasion of an

Irish studies seminar on campus last

weekend. Smock Alley, or The For-

tunes of an Eighteenth-Century Thea-

tre is being unexpectedly held over at

Central Library Theatre until 17 Feb-

ruary, After seeing a sold-out per-

formance of the show, the news of its

extension leaves me pleased and sur-

prised, but slightly more pleased than

surprised.

Surprise derives from the box of-

fice success so far of an historical

musical entertainment which pastes

snippets of information and sentiment

into a collage evoking Ireland's "cen-

tury of elegance ... an era of gaiety

and social ease." A frame is supplied

by the 150-year history of Dublin's

Theatre Royal. And who, I would have

asked before seeing the show, wants

to look at a recreation of "the feel of a

small capital and of a leisured class

that makes slander a vocation"?

Eighteenth-century scholars, maybe,
and professional Irishmen, and of

course theatre historians. Not much
of a market.

But Smock Alley reaches out from
this limited range of interest by vir-

tue of its thorough-going and good-

tempered professionalism, which is

likewise the source of the pleasure it

provides. Some of the professionalism

is to be found in the material out of

which it is constructed. Maureen
Charlton's narration manages to

bring impressionistic order to dispar-

ate direct quotes from the best theatr-

ical pros of the English-speaking

world of the time — everything from
a Lord and Lady Teazle bitching

scene in Sheridan's School for Scandal

to an operetta reeking with clumsy
pastoral allusions to a pun that should

have Congreve squirming for shame
in his grave ("The more whores the

pity.")

What perpetuates the scripted pro-

fessionalism is the multi-role per-

formances of the four-man cast: Bill

Golding, Liam O'Callaghan, Louise
Studley and Ita Darcy. Somewhere
along the line of a performer's career
there may come a point at which he is

so sure of his on-stage self, his role(s),

the rest of the company and his audi-

ence that he will have gauged the ide-

al combination of all four within min-
utes after curtain and can spend the

rest of the show playing them off to

their mutual advantage. Such is Mr.
Golding. an actor capable of upstag-
ing anyone with shameless delight

simply by changing the line of his jaw

or spine.

Switching unpredictably from well-

rehearsed stylizations to apparent

impromptu, he reaps and reflects the

most obvious relish of his double jeop-

ardy as actor and character. But the

rest of the company certainly func-

tion as far more than his foils: Mr.

O'Callaghan deftly switches from

narrator to a variety of underling (so

established by his accents) roles:

Miss Darcy, with her enticingly une-

ven smile, seems to have been creat-

ed to play ingenues; and Miss Stu-

dley's timing of the character of nerv-

ous actress matched the pitch of her

singing.

What redeems their polish from
slickness is the rapport they quickly

establish with the audience. It is not a

matter of trying or even pretending to

tear down boundaries between thea-

tre and life: the stage remains a stage

and the audience remains literally in

the dark. It is more like the atmos-

phere prevailing at a good party, a

recognition that cast and audience

are together in the same place and
time, creating there a little enchanted

circle unthreatened by tangents from

the world outside the theatre.

If this be other-worldliness, Smock
Alley's Company makes the very

most of it, — in spite of their confes-

sion that "we were scared to death to

come to Toronto, bringing a show out

of its location." Golden worlds such

as the one Smock Alley laughs into

existence — and then embellishes

with tawny and rosy velvet and emi-

nently civilized props like wineglass-

es filled with genuine (I checked)

Mommesin — really have no location

but a stage.

— morion o'connor

not a fan letter

While John Lennon has always en-

thralled me as a songwriter, his excur-

sions into PR for marriage and peace

have left me, so far, disenchanted. But it

gratifies my sense of symmetry to report

that he is now responsible, with the help

of adaptors Adrienne Kennedy and Vic-

tor Spinefti, for one of the most charm-

ing plays to come along in quite a while.

His musical achievements now have

some company in excellence.

Adaptedfrom Lennon's two books. In

His Own W rite (the play) thrives under

Martin Kindt's ebullient direction at

Theatre Passe Muraille. The theatre

company has been having financial diffi-

culties recently — it actually closed

down for a month, and was resuscitated

fur this production because some of the

company were able to work without pay
for a while

The present play is no exception to

the company's usual outstanding regard

for both the integrity and the possibili-

ties ofa dramatic work. M hen I say it is

charming, I do not mean that it is easily

dismissable as gauzy, though cheerful,

entertainment only. As adapted. In His

Own Write is a devastating/y accurate

evocation of childhood's end. Hill Cosby
works in much the same manner; the

humor oj the (e/Ung is integral to the

experiences — maternal conflicts, sex-

ual awakening, rejection of religion and

offather's business — yet the events

themselves are, taken cold, fearful. The

comedy of the play is as central to the

story of the hero Me's gradual desertion

as, God help me, pain is to childbirth.

And the company, led by Ashle'tgh

Moorehouse as the physical and verbal

contortionist Me. are more than merely

competent: their energy and precision

are positively inspiring. The production

uses verbal clarity — no mean trick with

a word-magician like Lennon — and
physical agility with enviable interac-

tion.

Paul McCartney remarked in his in-

troduction to the book version, "None of
it has to make sense and ij it seems fun-

ny then that's enough." Thanks to

shape-givers Kennedy, Spinetti, and
Kinch — and lifebreathers Moorehouse,

Savage, and Steinhouse — the play ver-

sion both does make sense and is, not

merely seems, funny; which is even bet-

ter than before.

Also on the bill is a well-executed

nonentity called Sweet Eros. (I do not

mention the author's name in order to

spare the honor ofhisfamily.) Studies of
madness are disgustingly difficult to

keep from looking contrived and preten-

tiously "meaningful. " Though Gordon
May and Margaret Keith strive valiant-

ly to make you forget this difficulty, the

author is there to sabotage them every

time. The rape of normality by insanity

as a metaphor has seen better days, if

indeed there ever were any. The play
tells you more about the playwright's

hangups than about either character or

about the state of the world. This play

comesfirst on the bill, and it is a good
beginning: light looks all the brighterfor %
the presence of shadows, and In His
Own Write justly benefits from the jux-

taposition. The sensible madness of the

Lennon play is supercompensation for
the diversionary pointlessness of Sweet

Eros, Hut were there two such excellent

plays on, the same program, I wouldn't

be writing a review but afan letter.

— J. Yeager

honky-tonk
woman

The country people invaded Massey
Hall last Saturday and as usual a good
time was had by all. Carl Smith who *
runs the Country Music Hall show on ^
CTV got the program off to a very
shaky start. Known for his high silver

hair and seal-like manner of holding

his guitar, this man has had some
very big hits and deservedly so. But in

the last few years, he's grown fat and
lazy. Few country artists would even
dream of putting on such a poor show
as he did. He displayed no enthusiasm
and was extremely tasteless in sing-

ing about how the girl he loved went-
off with Johnny Cash (June Carter,
now married to CASH, was once his

wife).

Faron Young, "The Singing Sher-
iff" and his excellent band, The Depu-
ties really started things moving.
Faron Young has been at the top for

years and keeps working. A real coun-

try gentleman, with grace and a mel-
low voice. His imitations of Hank
Snow and Hank Williams were very
convincing and full of gentle humour. 0
At the end of his show he sang a paean
to Canada and left leaving a warm
happy feeling.

The night I let you
Hang my wings upon your horns

And turn my halo

Into thorns.

Pure honky tonk and sparkling.

Lorretta Lynn, sweet, plaintive,

stomping C&W. My, my, it goes down
just fine. Lorretta wailed sad and
happy songs of the woes and merits of

the fair sex in their continuing battle

with the horny beasts. Little sister

Peggy Sue sang a few tunes and near-

ly upstaged elder sister. The audience
helped select the music, the Insta-

matics flashed, the Carolina whine
was sweet. A nice time with the Coun-
try People.

don quinlan

we get letters

Larry Haiven should be congratu-

lated on his remarkably terse, abso-

lutely meaningless, unenlightening
blurb, A Drag in Drag in last Friday's
Review, on one of the few original

student dramas presented on this

campus, namely, Graham Jackson's
To the Hollow. If anything is a drag it

would have to be Larry Haiven's in-

sensitive, limited view. Triteness and
coyness seldom substitute well
enough for honest, thinking criticism.

But the less said about the 'review'

the better, as L. H. himself seems to

think.

The Varsity's primary abuse of

student funds and student readership

lies in the apparent Varsity Review

policy of ignoring and discouraging
campus student theatre. The greener
pastures of big-time 'art' movies and
professional Toronto theatre seem
more attractive to the energies of the

Review staff. The Varsity Review
would greatly profit by leaving face-

tious word games to those who are
paid for it. Perhaps the Varsity could

reconsider its review policy and delv-

ing deep into its cognizance, somehow
bring to light its primary concern —
theatre, music and art at U of T.

Dorothy M. MacKinnon (Vic II)

In answer to both your letter and that

of Ian Young which appeared in Mon-
day's Varsity, may I say that you are
right in criticizing my review of To

The Hollow. It was rather hastily

done and exhibits a great deal of neg-

lect on my part. None of my reactions

to the play have changed. I don't

think it is a very good play. Neverthe-

less, I feel I must explain the circum-
stances behind the fact that some
campus productions, noteably Ri-

chard Murphet's production of De-
struction and the above have received

such hasty and necessarily patchwork
reviews.

Because of press deadlines, we try

to save a little room for events hap-

pening Wednesday nights. That usual-

ly turns out to be on the backpage. But
we must give priority to material that

comes in earlier. Usually plays start-

ing Wednesday nights end on the

weekend and it is too late the next
week to review them (this week's re-

view of UC Follies is an exception).

Sometimes it would seem better
not to run a review at all rather than a
short, unfavourable one, but that's a
very hard thing to decide. The review
of To The Hollow I must admit, was
totally unsatisfactory. We tried to get

a dress rehearsal on Tuesday night

but it had been held Monday.
As for your charge of the Review

not covering campus events ad-

equately, I think that if you drop your
outrage for a minute and actually look

at some back issues you'll find you're

wrong. larry haiven
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Michael Snow's New York Eye and Ear
Whether it's the haystacks

of Monet or the squares of
Albers, the tradition of aes-
thetic research has never
been overwhelmingly popular
in Canada but it is part of the
reason that the work of Mi-
chael Snow stands out as it

does.

Sinee the fifties Snow con-
centrated on several interests

throogh the use of one motif
— the walking woman. Put in

reflective nickel on a street

corner, flat-surfaced wood
construction in a gallery, or
used multiply as a support for

a brilliant series of positive-

negative relationships, the

walking woman has been
ambulating amongst us for a
long time. Possibly too long.

So to remedy that familiar

myopia and to put Snow's
work into some kind of

perspective, Dennis Young,
Curator of Contemporary Art
at the Art Gallery of Ontario,

has assembled 148 paintings,

sculpture, collage and 8

films. The exhibit opens to

the public tomorrow and may
be seen through March 22.

The exercise is characteristic

of the new use of the re-

trospective — in that, instead

of defining an artist's style, it

shows what he has done and
what future possibilities ex-

ist. However by calling the

retrospective a "Survey" no
further debasement of the

term takes place, at least by
the AGO.

This "Survey", then, gives

Toronto audiences a chance
to see the variety of Michael

Snow's concerns, how far he

went beyond them in the six-

ties, and the results of his

previous work in sculpture

(like Aluminum and Lead of

1968.

)

In an interview with him
earlier this week he said that

he felt Aluminum and Lead
was an important piece to

him, but not much more. With

ihe advantage of objectivity,

Dennis Young suggested that

the broader question involved

was "Which is more impor-

tant — the image or the mate-

rial?" In Aluminum and Lead
both questions are skirted;

material usage versus literal

idea. This conundrum charac-

terized his last show at the

Isaacs Gallery where litera-

ture and theatricality too of-

ten precluded success.

But Snow is both diverse

and prolific, being quite capa-

ble of taking that idea and

making a success of it in less

ambitious pieces, namely the

Portrait of 1967 (aluminum
bars and clamps forming a

square between two closely-

placed walls, a kind of "emp-

ty" frame). It is this kind of

sophistication (which is not

the same thing as quality)

that presently separates

Snow from his Canadian
counterparts — if they exist.

Seeing a Michael Snow is a
distinctively different kind of
viewing from what has come
to be the "usual" in Toronto
galleries. He reflects the high
level of appreciation that
New York can give an artist

and the strength that centre
demands. He said he went
there because "being in con-
tact would make me better at

what I do." But while he still

feels this influence, he
doesn't consider that the ar-

tistic climate of New York
has had a great effect on him.
Snow's attitude is that his

interior development isn't

particularly indebted to any-
one. During our conversation

the only figure whose influ-

ence he admitted was that of

John Cage — and that was in

the sense of a reaction to him.
Typical of artists who can

paint still lifes during revolu-

tions. Snow talked about the

social problems in the U.S.:

"No question that there's a cri-

sis". But in his view the activ-

ity of art remains essential to

the human condition. In art,

he says, "The idealism is

there already . . _ we supply

the refinements . . . why
we're here, etc. . .

."

What I find so odd about
this viewpoint and the argu-

ment in general is that the

work it applies to does not

deal with either spiritual es-

sentials or refinements on the

naked ape. Recent art is in-

creasingly self-contained and
self-referential. The criti-

cism could be extended to all

abstract art in that it has
concerned itself with its own
materials and inner necessi-

ties rather than the great so-

cial questions of the moment.
But the art of this past decade
has been, especially in the

minor movements, light-

weight stuff. Does one really

find satisfying spiritual val-

ues in the art of Oldenburg,
Warhol, Morris, or Judd — or

Snow? Are we seeing yet an-

other twist in the Emfinsa-
mer Stil?

Snow's answer is that "I
try to make experiences that

are powerful. My films have
been shown all over the

world. I know they have
changed lives. I know that."

He used his wife Joyce Wei-

land's film Rat Life and Diet

as an example of the kind of

comment that fits his view.

He believes that it is a film

that will last, that people will

continue to find it interesting

for its construction, colour,

organization; in short its art.

The fact that it is an acidic
vision of American life is

agreeably incidental.

(Both Rat Life and Diet and
Wavelength will be shown at

Cinema — Lumiere, on Feb.

25).

There are a variety of in-

terests in Snow's own films.

The purely plastic treatment

of the medium in much the

same way a painter uses

paint becomes very impor
tant for him. He finds no
threat at all of a literal idea
taking over, and remains
unharried by the myth of
ephemera that still clings to

the celluloid artist. Doing, the
activity itself, is much of
Snow's art. Whether it lasts

until the year three thousand
or not is beside the point.

But this idea of process
while general to his work
takes on specific concerns
his films, namely sound and
movement in relation to pure-

ly visual information. Music
organizes time through sound
and film by colour and move
ment. What Snow wants to

achieve is the fusion of these
elements, which is the sui

cess of Wavelength. The
soundtrack is a glissando
going from 50 cycles per sec
ond to 1500 over the course of

40 minutes. The treatment is

highly individual, and as P.

Adams Sitney notes in his a
tide in the exhibition book, it

relates to Andy Warhol's
Sleep (showing a man sleep-

ing for several hours).

But where content in the

Warhol film is important it is

less so in Snow's. His treat

ment is the thing — and that

is considerably more plastic.

As Snow said, "It's just a

bunch of coloured lights'

Eight of Snow's films will be
shown on four Thursday eve-

nings at the Art Gallery of

Ontario. They are extremely
important for anyone inter-

ested in the new uses of the

medium and two will be
shown for the first time. A
Z, New York Eye and Ear
Control, Standard Time, and
Dripping Water will be shown
Feb. 19 and March 12, Back
and Forth, and One Second in

Montreal on March 5 and 19.

Dennis Young has assem-
bled this exhibit with the idea

of presenting Snow "not as a

single-minded artist follow-

ing one path. It's much more
inclusive, to give a broad

view. ... He has always
been interested ... in the

question of the philosophic

status of the work he's doing.

In the early fifties he was
raising these questions al-

though not consistently

. the woman emerged
through different materials

and style."

He noted Snow's interest in

the work of Paul Klee and its

similar literary content relat-

ing his ideas of the fifties and

early sixties to those of Du-

champ. Although Michael

Snow likes the work of Cham-
bers, Curnoe, and the "Rabi-

novae" Dennis Young consid-

ers him entirely exterior to

Canadian Art in that he has

always recognized New York

as the centre of ferment.
— Neil Marshall
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watsUP

THEATRE

Celebrate Valentine's

I Day tomorrow at 8:30 at

the Global Village with

I Layton, Penelope, Hawk-
I ins, an evening of poetry

I and song by these authors.

The theatre is at 17 St.

Nicholas Street (between

Bay and Yonge, near

Wellesley), and $3 tickets

can be reserved by phoning

|
920-8170.

Then, if you're not off

I skiing or writing essays,

celebrate Reading Week
with Zorba, which opens at

two-week run at the O'-

Keefe on Monday the 16th.

Or go to the annual revue

Spring Thaw, which offi-

cially opens at the Play-

|
house on the same evening.

Nearer campus, there's

Smock Alley at Central

Library through 21 Febru-

ary, and the Victoria Mu-
sic Club production of

Marae at Hart House Thea-

tre through tomorrow eve-

ning.

And down at Theatre

Passe Muraille (11 Trinity

Square, just west of Yonge
below Dundas), John Len-

non's In His Own Write

continues indefinitely at 8:

30 Tuesdays through Satur-

days. For the sake of an

abulliently depressing

evening (if that sounds
absurd, you should see the

show) and for the support

of one of Toronto's most
inspired theatrical outfits,

don't miss it.

RADIO

W(h)ither radio??????

What's happening to the

Canadian taxpayers two

dollars that go to CBC Ra-

dio? And what's happening

to CBC Radio? Your Two
Bucks Worth is a new pro-

gram that will try to an-

swer some of these ques-

tions. Sundays, beginning

February 15 at 2:03 pm on

CBL, 740.

drm

TELEVISION

FOUND: one missing

link. Answers to the name
man/ape. CTV is present-

ing a Special, The Man
Hunters. It is a study of the

information now available

and a look at the constant

search for evidence that

will reveal the biological

origins of man. Channel 9,

Monday, February 16, 7:30

pm.
drm

MISC.

MUSIC

ROSTROPOVICH, with

the exception of Casals the

world's most famous cell-

ist, will play two concerts

with the Toronto Sympho-
ny next Tuesday and
Wednesday. Lawrence
Foster will be the guest

conductor in a programme
which will include Moz-
art's G minor Symphony,
No. 40 and Haydn's Cello

Concerto in C.

DUKE ELLINGTON also

plays with the TSO, tomor-

row night at 8:30. For oth-

er jazz, THELONIOUS
MONK is still at the Colo-

nial through tomorrow, fol-

lowed by WILD BILL
DAVISON and the JAZZ
GIANTS who open there

Monday. BRIAN
BROWNE plays regularly

at Castle George, and the

SONNY GREENWICH
quartet is again at Le
Fauche (169 Avenue Rd.

)

Sets generally begin after

midnight, Thurs.-Sun.

For folk music, MICHAEL
COONEY is playing at the

Onion through Sunday.
JOHN HAMMOND is at

the Riverboat, and TIM
HARDIN will be there next

week — he opens on Mon-
day which is usually the

dark night at the River-

boat.

BLUE MONDAY is the ti-

tle of a blues concert com-
ing to Massey Hall on the

]

23rd, a week from Monday.
Featured artists will be I

BUDDY GUY, BOBBY
]

BLAND and OTIS SPANN.
GEORGE KENT is the C&

[

W attraction at the Horse-

shoe Tavern this week,
next week it's BOBBY

[

BARE. On Sat., the 21st,

PORTER WAGONNER,
DOLLY PARTON and I

DAVID HOUSTON are

bringing a country show
into Massey Hall. Looking

ahead somewhat, BUCK
|

OWENS is coming to Ma-
ple Leaf Gardens on March I

1st, bringing with him
some of the regulars from
the Hee Haw TV show.

JOHNNY WINTER re-

turns to Massey Hall Sun-

day night with his blues I

sound. ZOOM, a rock group
from Windsor is at the

Hawks Next Saturday i

night only. Next Saturday
it'll be the FROST.
The Toronto Jazz Festival 1

will occupy the St. Law-
rence Centre on Sunday,

Feb. 22. Sonny Greenwich i

and his excellent quartet
|

will play, along with trom-

bonist Russ Little, guitar-

ist Lennie Breau, legend-

ary organist Smitty, and
|

other local jazzmen.

Received from Bob
I Humber the program at

Cinema Lumiere for Feb-

ruary until mid-March . . .

Resnais' Je t'Aime, Je t'-

Aime (until Sunday); Sid-

ney Lumet's Bye Bye
Braverman, with George
Segal (Feb. 16 only); Les

Demoiselles de Rochefort

I

by Jacques Demy (Feb. 17

|

& 18); Jeu de Massacre by

j

Alain Jessua (Feb. 19-22);

Juliet of the Spirits (Feb.

|

23 & 24); Michael Snow's

Wavelength and Joyce
I Wieland's brilliant Rat

Life and Diet in North

America (Feb. 25-28, with

three showings of Wave-
length on Sat., Feb. 28 at 7,

9:15 & 11:30); March 1,

m; Samuel Fuller's Shock

Corridor, March 2; Per-

sona, March 3; Hour of the

Wolf, March 5 & 6; Shame,
March 7 & 8; and on March
9-15, Jean-Paul Rappe-
neau's A Matter of Resist-

ance.

At the Cinematheque
this evening at 7:15 and 9:

30, Klindike Annie with

Mae West, directed by
Raoul Walsh. Incidentally,

memberships to the Cine-

matheque are not, as men-
tioned last week, $2.25.

They are only .50 with an

admission fee of $1.25.

Beginning Feb. 13,

Cinecity will be reviving

their experimental cinema
series after hours on Fri-
days and Saturdays and
are including a "Festival

of Science Fiction Films"
from the 50's and the 60's

on Friday evenings. Titles

include — Forbidden Plan-

et, Invasion of the Body
Snatcbers, The Time Ma-
chine, War of the Worlds,

Planet of the Apes, and
Journey to the Center of

the Earth.

Thursday, Feb. 26, Andy

Warhol's Chelsea Girls

will be shown at Convoca-

tion Hall by (wait now) the

P.C. Club. Tickets are

$1.00 and may be pur-

chased until Friday, Feb.

20 at the SAC office or at

the P C. booth in the foyer

of Sidney Smith.

Also "on Feb. 26, the

Dept. of Sociology at Erin-

dale College will be
screening Sundays and
Cybello in Room 245, Erin-

dale. If you can manage it,

you might consider a trip

to Erindale to catch this

film. Without a doubt, Sun-

days and Cybelle is one of

the most beautiful (and

uncliched) films ever
made in France.

Opening day or in the

near future . .,. Jenny,
More ("

. . . of sex, drugs

and beauty" as we have
been informed), . . . Tell

Them Willie Boy Is Here
or They Shoot Horses,
Don't They.

Thanks to Robert Stacey
for pointing out that, con-

trary to last week's Film
Watsup, Je t'Aime, Je t'-

Aime was not Alain Res-
nais' first colour feature.

That 'honour' fell to

Muriel. it

u-
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FEMALE LIBERATION

MARJALEENA REPO
COMMUNITY ORGANIZER

JOURNALIST

COFFEE AND DISCUSSION

AFTER CONCLUSION OF SERVICE

SUNDAY . FEB. 15th I I a.m.

FIRST UNITARIAN CONG.
175 St. Clair Ave. West at Avenue Rd.

Dupre's appointment void ; PECU

THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE

By TREVOR SPURR
The Political Economy

Course Union yesterday pre-

sented a letter to department
chairman W. T. Easterbrook

seeking a specific forum to

deal with the continuing crisis

over the appointment of Stefan

Dupre' as chairman to replace

Easterbrook.

The letter cites the growing

concern among students over

the absence of any student par-

ticipation in the selection of

Dupre, and asks negotiations

be started for "student repre-

sentation in decision-making in

the department, particularly

as it concerns those decisions

affecting faculty appoint-

ments."

The PECU, at a general as-

sembly meeting on Feb. 10,

adopted a motion declaring

Dupre's appointment "null and

void because students were not

at all consulted".

The letter also said, "it is

almost inconceivable that the

department and faculty should

CLASSIFIED

COUPLE SEEKING nde to Montreal any-

time after Saturday February 14 Share

costs and driving Call anytime 920-9426

TYPING thesis essays, notes, charts. Eng-

lish. French, other languages Mimeo-
graphing, electric typewriters Mary Dale
Scott IM. Davies). 85 Bloor St W Room
225 922-7624

MALE CAMP COUNSELLORS needed
tor Jewish Co-ed summer camp located

near Eagle River Wl Must have ONE YEAR
OF COLLEGE If interested write Milwau-

kee Jewish Community Centre. 1400 N.

Prospect Ave .
Milwaukee Wl 53202.

RENT A Taperecorder. Brand new Cas-
sette. As low as 50e daily. 921 -7702.

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today lor free booklet "The Day You Buy a

Diamond' H Proctor and Co . 131 Bloor

St.W. Suite416, 921 7702

TYPING — Fast accurate and intelligent,

Essays. Ihesis. manuscripts, reports, feasi-

bility studies, eic. Pick-up and delivery if

desired Telephone Mrs Walker — 449-
7077 (days) 444-3744 (evenings)

ANDY WARHOL'S The Chelsea Girls '

8

Convocation Hall Thursday Feb 26 8 p.rr

Tickeis SI .00 now on sale at SAC office

AVAILABLEI Fast accurate typing for

lowest rates 25c per page Close to univer-

sity — 79 Madison Ave . Carol 924 8052

WANTED software systems programmer
trainee, York University Computer Services

635 2317

ESSAYS. THESES. TYPED professionally

on electric machine Paper supplied 30c
per page Close to campus phone 922-
8564 after six Ask lor Loree

WINE & CHEESE: Valentines Dance. Sat
Feb 14 Hart House 8 30-12 leeiunng the
Atlantis' Tickets S3 couple at door

ESTOI tants Sakala maias. Earl lanav
78 ieede 20 veeb kell 8 30. looma
urkester Windmill' odav baar. daamid
SI 00 hairar)S150 kuik leietulnudl

so completely disregard the

principles of trust openness,

and mutual interest which

underlie even the most con-

servative proposals for univer-

sity reform".

The PECU has requested a

reply to the letter by Feb. 25,

the date of the next general

meeting of the union when fur-

ther strategy will be debated.

"Possible future moves
could include a strike by the

students or a sit-in", said Pe-

ter Hall, president of the union.

He added "right now the

buck seems to have been pas-

sed all the way up to Bissell".

Hall along with Fred Von
Dreger, Chairman of the Grad-

uate Association of Students in

Political Science, and Gary
Webster (SGS). went to see

Professor Dupre' in his office,

yesterday afternoon.

"Dupr^ said he doesn't have

anything to say about his selec-

tion since he was not responsi-

ble for his own appointment",

said Von Dreger last night.

"By inference, however, he

was not in favour of students

helping in the selection of the

Chairman," he added.

Dupre also said he would not

put his position concerning

student participation in deci-

sion-making down on paper for

anyone, nor would he presently

consider speaking to students

at an open meeting.

A meeting of all graduate

students in the Political Econo-

my department is to be held on

Feb. 23 in which the "null and

void" resolution of the PECU
will be discussed and voted on.

"The present reaction I'm

getting from fellow students

tends to be in line with what
the course union passed", said

Von Dreger.

Although he could not specu-

late as to the nature of any
grad strategy he added, "if the

motion is a serious one then the

action could be a serious one".

"There is no doubt the situa-

tion is critical", he said.

HERE AND NOW
FRIDAY
ALL DAY

All organizations of a cultural nature de-

siring funds from the SAC for next year call

Bryan Tanney. SAC Cultural Affairs Com-

missioner at 366-8211 Local 2477 Do

not leave a message

9a.m.-5 p.m.

Tickets SI for Andy Warhol's The Chel-

sea Girls" at Convocation Hall Feb. 26 are

on sale now at the SAC office.

Tickets for "Mame" presented by the

Victoria Music Club at Hart House theatre

Feb. 10-1 4 on sale for $2.25.

10a.m.
Nomination forms available for U.C. Lit

Executive positions: President, vice-presi-

dent. Treasurer. Athletic Director, Literary

Director

11 1.111.-2 p.m.

Tickets on sale for hilarious Neil Sii

musical "Little Me" al Hart House Theatre

Wed. Feb. 18. Thurs. Feb 19. 8:30 p.m..

Sat. Feb 21 at 6:30 and 9:30. All seats

S2 St, Mich Cafeteria. UC cafeteria. Hart

House Box Office

12p.rn.-2 p.m.

Tickets $1 for Andy Warhol's "Chelsea

Girls" at Convocation Hall Feb. 26. are on

sale now in the Foyer of Sid Smith.

12 noon
Bring your lunch and listen to folksingers

Chuck Stephens and Paul Wilson. ISC. 33
St. George St.

1p.m.

Department of Geology films. Milling

and Smelting the Sudbury Nickel Ores.

Mining Building. Rm. 128.

Free Institute of Jewish Studies present

Rabbi l-Wltty Director of Jewish Board of

Education who will give a seminar on So

ial Legislation in Judai;

MAME presented by Victoria Music Club
Feb. 10-14 at Hart House Theatre Tickets
$1 75 Tubs. & Wed $2.25- Thurs. Fri. &

-SERCE Z MIODEM. Po szostej's Valen-
tine toyou. Featuring John Werynski & THE
CLASSICS Feb. 15. 8:00 PM. Beverly &
Cecil. Come and Throbl

RIDE WANTED: From Morningster Dr..
and Airport Rd. (Rexdale) In the morning to
U of T and back at night Phone 531-

MUSKRAT COAT lor sale Good condi-
tion Approx ladies size 12. $25. or best
offer Phone Pat 922-95B2

SKIS — UR17 s. 207. bindings, excellent
cond'n cost S195 sell $80. Buckled Boots
fiberglass-leather, cost S150 sell S40 size

10-11 Gary 233-8021

FREE SKATING After hockey game to-

night at Varsity compliments of Blue and
While Society which brought you Gord
Lightfoot Luv. Derek. Mike and the gang

BACHELOR APARTMENT in new reno-
vated building, easy walking distance to U
of T New appliances, modern bathroom
S110 920-8667 or 921 7815 after 6 00

WANTED psychology essay Roughly four
to Five thousand words. Money is no ob
iect Call 233-6459 between 4 p.m and 8
p m Friday 1 3/70 and Canadian literature.
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UNIVERSITY COLLEGE THEATRE:

(formerly Women's Union Theatre)
j

79 St. George Street

will be available for student productions commenc-
;

ing Sept. 15, 1970

This newly-renovated, well-equipped theatre will be

available at little or no cost to all campus drama

groups.

Booking applications will be accepted between

March 15-31.

For further information and
details write

University College Theatre

79 St. George Street

or call

Stephen Martineau - 928-4077
463-6256

Hilary McLaughlin - 921-6356

Earl Rosen - 487-8519

2 p.m.

Film "Shoot the Piano Player". Erindale

Rm 292
7 p.m.

International Society for Krishna Con-

sciousness: Group chanting of Hare Krish-

na followed by a discussion of Krishna

conscious philosophy 40 Beverley St.

8 p.m.

Here's an invitation to V.C.F.'s open

house at 1 18 Walmer Rd. at Bernard,

Movie: King Kong run by CIASP, New

Medical Building Auditorium. Admission

75c in advance. $1 at the door.

Film: "The Restless Ones". Knox

Church.

8:30 p.m.

The Italian Club of U of T presents a one

act play by Luigi Pirandello, "la Giara".

Upper Brennan St. Michaels. Tickets at the

door 75c.

Hellup Dance: Wine, women and song

to be held at U.N.F. Hell. 297 College St. at

Spectina ,

10:30 p.m.
Varsity Arena Free Skating after the

hockey game Compliments of the Blue
and While Society.

SATURDAY
Bp.m.

The Restless ones is showing again at

Knox Church., Harbord and Spadina.

B:30 p.m.

St. Valentine's dance with wine and

cheese at Hart House with Atlantis. Tickets

53 at the door.

SUNDAY
10a.m.

Students for Israel educational work-

shop session. 1 86 Si George St.

3:30 p.m.

International Society for Krishna Con-

sciousness love feast with vegetarian prep-

arations, 40 Beverley St.

7 p.m.

Restless Ones is showing one more time

at Knox Church, Herbord and Spadina.

MONDAY
1 p.m.

Students for Israel educational work-
shop session in Rm, 12, U.C, with Abre.

TUESDAY
7 p.m.

Students for Israel educational work-
shop session at 186 St. George with Ab-

dul.

Bp.n
Film and lecture on Transcendental

meditation as taught by Meharishi Mahesh
Yogi. Debates Rm. Hart House.

WEDNESDAY
4 p.m.

F U of T film discussion groupwith Med-

ina Boe, the National Liberation From in

Portuguese Guinea. ISC. 33 St. George.

8:30 p.m.
( )

"Can Ethics be Taught without Religious

Faith?" panel discussion at Hart House

sponsored by Toronto Humanist Associa-

tion.



What did you learn in school today?

By PETER BEYER

• Much of the present educa
tion appears to be operational

ly based on the assumption,
You can't trust the student'.

Acting on this assumption, the

teacher must supply motiva-
tion, information, organization

of material, and must use
examinations ... at every turn

to coerce the student into the
desired activites.

The {student-centered) ap-

proach ... is based on the as-

sumption diametrically op-

posed, that 'You can trust the

student" You can trust him to

desire to learn in every way
which will maintain or enhance
himself , you can trust him to

make use of resources which
will serve this end; you can
trust him to evaluate himself

in ways which will make for

self-progress; you can trust

him to grow, provided the

atmosphere for growth is

available to him.''

-Carl Rogers

There is a course in this uni-

versity, offered by Innis Col-

lege which embodies the above
mentioned "student-centered
approach". It is known as CIN
193. Although it may not be the

only course run along student-

centered lines, it is, to my
knowledge, the only one which
leaves the educational experi-

ence almost entirely under the

control of the individual stu-

dent.

In relating some of my
experiences with this course
over the last few months, I

cannot seriously speak for

anyone but myself. When edu-

cation is made largely an indi-

vidual matter, it is difficult to

generalize. No doubt, some of

the other students in the course
are are disappointed and feel

that the whole thing has been a

waste of time and that it did

not get them anywhere.

However, I am convinced that

there are at least equally as

many who have shared my
more positive experiences.

At the beginning of the se-

mester, I entered the course
not knowing what to expect.
The calendar had been vague
enough and general enough to

make me feel that it was worth
a try. The first couple of meet-
ings can be described by the
word anarchy. Many students,
including myself, were sur-
prised to learn that course con-
tent, evaluation, classroom
structure, teaching method, in

short everything was almost
entirely up to us, the students.

This very fact and the first two
or three rather chaotic meet-
ings were enough to scare off a
number of students. For many
the prospect of having to con-
trol their own educational
experience was too much for

them to handle.

After about a month, those
of us who remained in the

course managed to settle down
a tiny bit and vaguely decide
what it was that we wanted to

do. We divided ourselves up
into what turned out to be
about four main groups. Each
group met where and when it

wanted. Some students did not

even join a group. Some still

haven't.

The general topic of the
group which I •joined' was
education. The first few meet-
ings of this group were just as
confusing as the plenary ses-

sions had been at the beginning

of the year. I had trouble decid-

ing exactly what it was that I

wanted to do in this course,

However this problem solved

itself for the most part as I

became used to the idea of de-

ciding such things for myself.

Gradually I began to realize

that something was happening.

I found myself doing more
work than for most of my other

courses and not only enjoying

it more but also learning more
relative to the effort I was put-

ting into it. The removal of the

threat of teacher evaluation

made everything so much sim-

pler. I learned what I wanted

to learn, when I wanted to

learn it, and at my own pace. It

was and is the first time in my
life when a part of my formal

THE WYMILWOOD CONCERT
COMMITTEE

PRESENTS A PROGRAM OF MUSIC

BY BACH. BRAHMS AND VIVALDI

PERFORMED BY FACULTY AND STUDENTS

OF VICTORIA COLLEGE

WYMILWOOD MUSIC ROOM
SUNDAY. FEB. 22 9:00 P.M.

ADMISSION FREE

education was tailor-made to

suit my needs and interests.

My other, more traditional

courses began to piss me off

even more than they had be-

fore. But, you may ask your-

self what the difference was
between this and just going out

on your own and learning such

things outside the formal sys-

tem. I think the most funda-
mental difference is the 'class-

es'. The meetings, as I men-
tioned before were at first con-

fusing and lacked direction.

They still lack direction in that

there is no such thing as a set

curriculum. But for me much
of the confusion has gone out of

them. Throughout the year I

had the feeling that we were
making steady progress in

these areas. Even though the

meetings were at times dis-

couraging, I was learning

something at almost each one.

even if it was only the fact that

we had as yet not solved some
basic problems. It-wasn't until

late January that we really

began to 'get somewhere' and
then it wasn't planned, it just

happened. Undoubtedly, one of

the hardest things to learn in

such a free environment is how
to communicate in a group
with minimal structure.

This was by no means the

only problem which we faced
and are facing, A guy who has
had the desire to learn knocked
out of him for fourteen years,

will usually find such a

changed environment difficult

to adjust to. I have found it

mildly difficult to ignore the

traditional teacher-student

relationship. I have also

experienced difficulty in moti-

vating myself to work.

This is the first year for CIN
193. It has been in a very exper-

imental stage. Many difficul-

ties in adjusting to a student-

centered environment must
yet be overcome. It must be

made potentially meaningful
to a greater number of stu-

dents. The course has shown,
to me at least, that the student-

centered method works — bet-

ter, much better in fact, than

the system to which I am being

subjected now. The main prob-

lem is to convince members of

that system (teachers and stu-

dents alike) that this is so.

Most of the articles which
appear in this column are to

say the least, critical of the

present educational system.

And well they should be. For
the most part, what you and I

are going through right now is

to put it mildly, shitty. Here at

least is the beginning of an al-

ternative happening right un-

der our noses. I can only hope

that it continues to happen and

expand!

— Peter Beyer

Complete foreveryoccagioii

FFR REOTHLS
TAILORED TO FIT LIKE YOUR VERY OWN

Main Store
556 Yonge at Wellesley , 920-2727

Or at Freeman Associated Stores
listed in the Yellow Pages under "Formal"

Students
Buy or Rent at 10% off regular prices

JOHNNY
WINTER

- with-

LUKE & THE APOSTLES
Sun., Feb. 15th, 7.30 & 10 p.m.

^" MASSEY HALL
Tickets -

$3.50 - $4.50 - $5.50

• SAM THE RECORD MAN
(All 4 location))

• MASSEY HALL SOX OFFICE

SECOND
WINTER

THE QUEBEC

REVOLUTION

STANLEY GRAY

Organizer— Operation McGill

Member— Front de Liberation

Populaire

FRIDAY, FEB. 13

CONVOCATION HALL

12 P.M.
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what's it all about, charlie

?
The composition of a new top governing structure of

the university will have a direct influence on all students of

the university, as it will have a profound effect on the style

and content of education at the university.

There is a questionnaire being mailed to all students

next week. It will ask for opinions on a future top govern-

ing structure for the university, and on the structure of a

University-Wide Committee which was proposed by the

C.U.G. Programming Committee, a body with three facul-

ty and three students. The proposed structure of the UWC
(an outline is included with the questionnaire) is a compro-
mise between original faculty and student proposals.

The Commission on the Government of the University

of Toronto (C.U.G.) was a nine-man body including four

faculty members, four students, and President Bissell.

This is what they say about some of the issues involved in

their report:

• FREEDOM must prevail within the university as it

goes about its own life and work. Just as it must ward off

outside domination, whether of government, business,

or any social group, so too, must defend itself against

domination by any internal group, whether it be faculty,

students, or administration.

• ACADEMIC FREEDOM requires dialogue, com-
promise and a respect for persons. Along with it must go
freedom of association.

If the university is to proclaim itself a place of freedom,
it must make it perfectly clear for all to see that free-

dom does flourish within its walls.

• Enjoyment of academic freedom must be an experi-

ence open to all members of the academic community.
Freedom in teaching and research, long recognized in

the traditional view to be the perogative of the faculty

member, must go hand in hand with the student's free-

dom in every aspect of his learning. Neither freedom is

autonomous. The teacher's freedom must guarantee
him the right to teach as his experience and knowledge
suggest, and he must enjoy that freedom. But he must
weigh alternatives that others — including students —
propose. The student's freedom must assure him of the
right to learn not only by choosing what he wants to

learn, but also by having a say in how he learns it — how
not only in the sense of a process of taking formal lec-

tures, having seminars, and tutorials, etc., but also in

the sense of the method used to determine what he is to

learn. He must learn to accomodate his freedom to his

teacher's freedom and the rights of other students.
Here, freedom is best acknowledged by providing genu-
ine alternatives, it is a process that involves mutual
respect and adjustment.

• The future of the university as a community is

based, on mutual trust and respect, not on the absolute
power of any one estate in the university. Power, author-
ity and responsibility must be shared between the cen-
tral structure and departments; between faculty and
students; between deans, chairmen and their councils;
between academics and general support staff. Those
who argue for the domination of any one estate over the
rest threaten the survival of the university.

The 'numbers game,' as the Commission has learned

in its discussions of the proportions of membership to be
recommended for the various groups on the Governing
Council, can be played ad infinitum, ad nauseam. It be-

comes meaningful only if one assumes that each estate

votes as a monolithic bloc. Anyone who has attended a

meeting of members of the academic community — be

they teaching staff or students — will know how unlikely it

is for such unanimity to develop! In the final analysis,

numbers tend to be symbolic ; in this instance, the prospect

of the academic representatives on the Governing Council

being able — if they unite their full membership — to make
the final over-riding decision, is surely symbolic of the ulti-

mate objective of self-government in the name of academ-
ic autonomy. Numbers also have a psychological value in

group interaction through discussion. For this reason we
have accepted parity in the representation of students and
teaching staff — and for lay members as well! Any one of

the estates, if given merely nominal representation, is

likely to contribute less, to be more diffident in discussion,

and to regard the body they serve as much less credible

than if all are on roughly equal terms. In any event, under

the proposed arrangement, no one estate (even assuming
it thought and voted alike) is in a position to dominate the

policy-making forum.

• If the university is to be controlled by its academic
components, power should be shared. The strongest ar-

guments for parity between faculty and students are
based both on the student commitment to and interest in

the learning process, as well as on very important politi-

cal and psychological realities: unless students feel se-

cure in their influence and are given considerable influ-

ence, participation becomes merely token. The recom-
mendations for departments call for joint student-facul-

ty negotiations to determine the actual makeup of coun-
cils and committees, because this is considered to be the
fairest approach. A solution cannot be imposed by either
students or faculty upon one another. If people are to

live together, then, they must be able to agree on the
basis for that relationship.

Where negotiations are not feasible, at a faculty
level and above, parity is provided for student and facul-

ty representation AS A RIGHT, with additional partici-

pation by -academic senior administrators, lay people,
and alumni. The recommendations at these levels pro-

vide for flexible student representation, from none at all

to parity with elected faculty, depending upon the wishes
of the students involved.

• Both the constituent elements (students and facul-

ty) of the academic community should be represented —
and should be given equal representation.

Before answering the questionnaire, we would urge
you to read the report of the C.U.G. Commission. Copies
are available in the Registrar's Office in Simcoe Hall, or
at the S.A.C. office. If you wish further information, phone
923-6221 or drop into the SAC office and ask to have your
name added to the University Committee mailing list.

CUG IS A COMPROMISE

UNIVERSITY GOVERNMENT REFORM - THINK ABOUT IT
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Another spectator halts trial

NEW YORK (CUPI) -
Shouted protests by specta-
tors and defendants at the
pre-trial sessions in the case
of 13 Black Panthers charged
with conspiracy brought the
proceedings to a halt Wednes-
day for the sixth time since
the trial began February 2.

Judge John M. Murtagh
cleared the court only min-
utes after the session began,
and only allowed the session
to reconvene an hour later
after warning spectators they
faced summary judgment on
contempt of court charges if

another outbreak occurred.
The outbreak occurred af-

igh warned specta-
o respond in any way
he defendants —
with conspiring to

Jartment stores and
blic places — were
nto the courtroom.

they urged the spectators to
join them.

"Right on. let me hear it,"
cried one. "Don't let him in-

timidate you," shouted anoth-
er. The spectators broke into
a tumult of shouted Panther
slogans.

Spectators remained silent
when the Panthers were
brought into the courtroom
the second time, after Mur-
tagh's threat and plea for an
"orderly trial."

Contempt of court punish-
ment — for up to 30 days in

jail and a $250 fine — can be
meted out instantly. Two
women spectators have al-

ready been cited with con-
tempt in the trial for joining

defendants in shouted pro-

tests against the proceedings.
One was released after apolo-

gizing: Murtagh gave the

other one, Maryann Weiss-
man, 30 days in jail.

*" h"t one of the 13 Pan-

!

April 2, 1969. Afeni Shakur
one of two women defend
ants, was released after a
group of clergymen raised
$100,000 for her bail.

As pre-trial debates contin
ued Wednesday, Micahel
Tabor returned to the stand to
testify about his arrest by 5
policemen who allegedly
found guns in his apartment
during a pre-dawn raid.

Replying to questions about
his criminal record, Tabor
said he had become a heroin
addict by the age of 13.

Heroin helped "my nose
not to smell the urine-soaked
hallways," he said. "I didn't
feel the garbage underfoot. I

didn't hear the sound of police
sirens tearing through the
black jungle."

At the age of 20, Tabor
said, he became convinced
only "a radical over-all
change in the social system"
would free black people from
any kind of addiction - dope
or alcohol — and joined the
Black Panther Party.

IMMIGRATION
PROBLEMS?

Perhaps you should talk to u

BJARNASON, COSTELLO
& ASSOCIATES

IMMIGRATION CONSULTANTS

Suite 1208,

Tomnto Professional Bldg.

123 Edwaid St. at University Ave.

364-0973

ELLY A MELING

SOPRANO
PRESENTED BY

WOMEN'S MUSICAL CLUB

THURSDAY AFTERNOON
FEB. 22 - 2 P.M.

EATON AUDITORIUM

STUDENT TICKETS AT DOOR
WITH A.T.L. CARD - 75«

FOR INFORMATION
PHONE 225-0318

RIVE MBOAT
134 YORKVILLE AVE. 920-355

JOHN HAMMOND
FEB. 10 - FEB. 15

TIM HARDIN

FEB. 16 -FEB. 22

(7 days only)

GRADUATE SCHOOL

IN

1970?

If you are eligible for an

ONTARIO

GRADUATE
FELLOWSHIP

(and are planning to apply)

the

FINAL DEADLINE

is

FEBRUARY 16th!

Sponsored by the Student Christian Movement U. of T.

'SPOTLIGHT

ON BOLIVIA'

Two Public Lectures presented by:

JOSEPH SALL05, P. Eng.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1970

AUDITORIUM MEDICAL SCIENCES BUILDING

AT 4:00 P.M.

AND CONVOCATION HALL AT 7:30 P.M.

FREE PARKING

The $2.00 ADMISSION will be

used toward the cost of construction of a

hospital boot in Bolivia.

Tickets on sale at the S.C.M. office

Hart House. 10 AM - 3 PM daily until Friday, Feb. 13th

and after 3 PM. Sunday, Feb. 15thWWW
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B-ball Blues close season against Waterloo, Guelph, Western
By PETER WHITE

Wednesday night Blues

proved they can play basket-

ball — and how!

!

Within the next week they

will attempt to complete their

schedule in the fashion of the

Mac game. Though it is cer-

tainly going out on a shaky

limb, it is not unnatural to pre-

dict that if nothing else, the

sheer frustration of lost fruits

of victory could sustain Blues

through to at least one

triumph.

Saturday Blues travel to

Waterloo and an encounter

with the inimitable Mr. Laan-

iste and his one man shoot-up

parade. Laaniste leads the

league in scoring. So far only

Toronto has dealth with him
reasonably well holding him to

18, largely because of a box

and one defence which was for

the most part "in his jock

strap".

In that first Waterloo game
Blues played well before bow-

ing out in the final minutes 88-

78. Laaniste receives support

from other places as well, in-

cluding his running mate at

guard Tom Kieswetter, who is

only slightly less proficient

from the field. In a recent

game, Waterloo scared West-

ern into a 106 point perform-

ance before losing Saturday's

game should be much more a

defensive struggle.

The Toronto season then

comes to an end with a flurry

with a game at Guelph
Wednesday night and a home
game against Western the fol-

lowing evening. Since Guelph

decimated Blues here (shan't

even try to recall that one) the

Gryphons have met with only

mediocre success. If Toronto

could be considered to have a

mark all season this Guelph
game would have to be it.

Western had an equally easy

ride with the Blues in first

game, winning that one 98-69 in

the wake of Bruce Dempster's

31 point effort. The only team

to crease the Western record

was the game Mac team To-

ronto has lost two games to by

a total of nine points. Western

is assured of first place al-

ready. Game time, as usual, 8:

15 p.m. at York, Thursday Feb.

19.

The Mac game was recorded

hv rhnnnpi ii anH will he re-

Good Grief! Three women's sports stories!

POINTED!

Two accurate aces from

PhysEd, Paula Vine and

Anne Chalmers, won the

Silver Arrow in the A divi-

sion of the WAA archery

tourney completed this

week.

Determined opposition

was provided by a St. Mike's

duo of Shelley Saunders and

Lin Davies.

In the archery B division,

two Vic freshies, Jane Dean

and Anne Sherwood, took

top honors, challenged

closely by Denise Teskey

and Marion Lindo of St.

Mikes.

BLUESKATES LOSE THIRD

Injuries, exams and a

well-drilled McMaster team

sent the Silver BlueSkates to

their third exhibition loss

Wednesday night 7-1 in

Hamilton.

Playing without four reg-

ulars, the BlueSkates gave

up two power-play goals in

the first period, but rallied

to narrow the score to 2-1 on

Dianne Longbottom's first

intercollegiate goal.

Then Mac's greater

experience and precision

passing took over and they

notched five unanswered

goals.

The BlueSkates play de-

fending champion Universi-

ty of Guelph today at 9 a.m.

in the first round of the

women's intercollegiate

tournament at Varsity Are-

na.

The Toronto gals then

play Western at 12:30; West-

ern and Guelph meet Satur-

day morning.

INTERFAC FINAL

A gallant, fast-skating

and law-abiding group of

talented women hockey
players wearing the maroon
and white of Scarborough

College were three brief

seconds away from the in-

terfac hockey upset of the

season yesterday morning
when it happened.

The underdog Scarbor-

ough gals had just broken a

2-2 tie as diminutive Kathy

Copeland slid a slow roller

which the PHE goalie

gracefully waved at.

But with their goalie on

the bench for an extra at-

tacker, PHE stormed to the

offensive and Lorna Tanner
managed to deflect a crazily

bounding puck into the Scar-

borough net with three sec-

onds remaining in regula-

tion time.

PHE then scored a disput-

ed overtime goal to win the

championship, as Liz Daniel

swept the puck home.
Betty Sherk had two goals

for Scarborough, while Sally

Manning and Lorna Tanner

had the other PHE markers.

photo by spencer higgins.

The winning team of Jim Pigott (driver) and Maurice Stevens set out.

broadcast Saturday afternoon
at 2:00 p.m. Hear the golden
strains of loveable Ivor Wynn
and see the hell of a fine ball

game — in colour.

The race for second spot

continues to build. Currently

Mac; Waterloo, and Windsor
all stand at 5-3. Anything could

happen — biggest screw job of

all would be a Toronto victory

against Waterloo Saturday
night. It would make the rest of

the pussyfootin' seem worth-

while,

OQAA fencing finals here Sat.

There are dual championships and double championships,

and then there is the OQAA fencing championship to be decided

Saturday in the main gym of you gotta have hart house.

The fencing Blues take on McGill in a repeat of last year's

controversy which saw Varsity win the fencing but only tie in the

backroom political brawl which followed t*.'

winner can probably claim both the 1968-69/
tors not J

bad for one afternoon's work.
' Varsity foilists will be the Wongs (Rid

Michael Kerwin; in the epee, Rowland Grl

and Irv Snitman; in the sabre, Mladen Pe|
ski and David Brown.

The individual titles will be decided af

battle begins at 2 nm

-»w s

I

when t

charged
bomb dej

other pu
brought ii

The five trophies available in the February
7th Engineering Car Rally were hotly contend-

ed for by 66 cars. The early morning traffic jam
at Convocation Hall indicated the huge success

whichisbecoming a trademark of this rally.The

first team trophy was won by Delta Tau Delta

Fraternity. The Delts also captured the Inter-

fraternity Council trophy from Phi Kappa Pi.

First place and the Engineering Society tro-

phy was won by Jim Pigott (IV Industrial) and
Maurice Stevens (Grad-Civil).
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The second overall trophy went to Brian

McLean (Grad-Civil) and Bryan Keeler (IV C&
F). Third place and Electrical Club trophy

went to Steve Carrick (IV Electrical) and

Diana Omylanowski (IV New). The fourth

place trophy was taken by Henrik Jacobsen (III

Electrical) and Reli Ortner (II SMC).
The organizers, Dave Pigott and Brian Walk-

er, wish to express their thanks to all those who
entered this challenging event. Thanks is also

due to the marshalls. and BP Rally Drivers

Club for their sponsorship.



Guelph invasion defeats wrestlers
Remember the one about the

home front being sacred terri-

tory, to be defended at all

costs?

Well, the University of
Guelph must have decided to
extend its personal stomping
grounds to Toronto, as they
clobbered U of T wrestlers at
Hart House Wednesday.

All but two of the ten match-
es were close, and the crowd
seemed pleased with the ac-

tion. But Guelph wrestlers
have this wierd quirk of nature
about them. They like to pin
people. Four of our wrestlers
got pinned and one lost by deci-

sion.

Bright lights for this week go
to Peep (not Pepe) Korgemagi
(hvwt), Bill Allison (167 lbs),

Dave Simms (158 lb), and Ken
Shand (1181b). Peep really was
in top form. Saunders of

Guelph looked like . . . well . . .

to coin a popular phrase 'He's

an animal'. Korgemagi com-
bined Korgemagian stubbor-

ness with about six effective
headlocks to win 6-3.

Bill Allison and P. Symons
(Guelph) are both OQAA
champs from last year (in dif-

ferent weight divisions^. I

imagine they're both nice
guys, too, but put them both on
the same mat at the same time
and the key phrase is "This
mat just ain't big enough for

the both of us." As it turned out

it was, and they drew 1-1.

Dave Simms defeated D.

Oldershaw 2-0. Simms claims

his long hair gives him

strength. Last year he had to

wrestle this hairy guy from

Ottawa — he said to himself

aach, a piece of cake' — Dave

got wiped and he's had long

hair ever since.

Squidgers off to Ithaca
U of T's finest tiddlywinks players will travel to Ithaca,

New York, this week-end to compete in the annual, invita-
tional Tiddlywinks Championship hosted by Cornell.
Among the other schools competing are Harvard Cor-

nell, and MIT.
There will be a total of 11 teams from seven schools.
The Toronto team is sponsored by the Engineering Socie-

ty which donated $75 towards travelling expenses.
The "squidgers" on the Toronto squad are Byron Alexan-

drof (IV APSC), Barry Corbin (IV UC), Lindsey Horenblos
(III New), Paul Milgram (IV APSC), Morris Cohen (IV
APSC), Mel Solomon (IV APSC).
"We've got a real hope of winning this year since most of

our players have been competing for four years", said Cap-
tain Alexandrof.

What's this? Politics in Interfac Sports?
By GELLIUS

WATER POIO
Dents slipped by Meds B 7-6,

on goals by Balaban (2), White
(2), Revill, Duvall and Spen-
cer. Thompson had 3, Chatter-

son 2 and the Grynoch Who
Stole Christmas one for Meds
B.

Innis got S from Pirk and
two from Broughton and
bribed the goal judge for the

other to top UC (Heyduck 2-

you remember that song, don't

you — "Hey duck, where you
goin' with that gun in your
hand"; Chernick), 8-3.

Eng. II scoreres Factor (2),

Cragg (2), Archibald and
someone illegible paced a 7-2

win over Trin (Gerry, Lund),
Eng. II will forfeit the two
points for using an illegible

player.

PHE (Vaillancourt 5, Bar-
ras, Petzold) 7; Eng (A. Gess-
ing, Widdol Gessing 2, Mil-

gram — the Milgram Fathers
arrived at Mymouth Rock in

1620 — Baker) 5.

antelope related to the Iwoji-

ma.)
Balaban (20 points) and the

40 Thieves helped Jr. Eng.
kathmandu Erin II, 62-6.

SKIP THIS PARAGRAPH
To-day at 12:30 Varsity Girls

Hockey Team vs. Western at
Varsity Arena.

INSIDE TRACK
440 yards

1. B. Fianklin SMC 52.7

2. M. Duncan Pharm 53.7

3. M. Minden Meds 54.0

Franklin has now won the

440 , 600 and 880, with Duncan
and Minden trailing each time.

CONTEST
This week's contest is to se-

lect a slogan for the Benjamin
McNally-Mark Golden SAC
Presidential Campaign. The
slogan should be short and
memorable, like "54-40 Or
Fight!" or "119 Hazelton

Ave." or "Down Zeus! Up
Uranos!" The winner will be-

come SAC Education Commis-
sioner.

ACADEMY" of THEATRE ARTS presents

MRS. WARREN'S PROFESSION
by BERNARD SHAW

THURSDAYS - FRIDAYS - SATURDAYS
IANUARY 29th - FEBRUARY 2 I 8:30 P.M. at

23 GRENVILLE STREET THE WARD PRICE BUILDING
one block north of college west of yonge

TICKETS 2.50 STUDENTS 1.50 telephone 964-96 16

H
.. HART

HOUSE 50
CAMERA CLUB

Camera Club Room. 12 2 p.m.

REALISM IN PHOTOGRAPHY"
Exhibition by

FRANK ROYAL
until February 25lh

* Welc

HART HOUSE DEBATE
February 24 Debates Room 8 p.m.

H on or_ary Vi 51 tor

THE RT. HON. JOHN G. OIEFENBAKER

THIS HOUSE HAS LOST CONFIDENCE
IN THE PRESENT FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Everyone Welcome

The Library Committee

Presents

GRANT MONRO. N.F.B.

(Montreal

)

Wednesday, February 25th

BLACK HART PUB
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26th

HART HOUSE TUCK SHOP

430 - M:30

Everyone Welcome

INTER-FACULTY

FENCING TOURNAMENT
Will take place on Feb. 25th at S p.m. - Fencing Room.

Any person wishing to enter must sign-up on the list in

the Fencing Salle not later than Mon. Feb. 23rd.

1

HOCKEY
Erin (Winters) 1; Business

0.

Vic II (Orr 2, Gornall, South-

ward) 4; Jr. Eng. (Forester 2,

Sullivan 3).

Jean Beliveau is the best

hockey player in the World.
In his own Wright had 4,

Stoman 3 and Okihiro, Holmes,
T. Wright, Walker, and Suther-
land one each as Innis finnoug-

ncked Knox, 12-0.

Sr. Eng. (Wilson, Warren) 2;

LawO.

BASKETBALL
Arch beat Pharm 37-21.

Kohn had 16 for Arch, Organ
(speaking of whom I have one
for sale; just leave a note in

The Varsity office) 11 for

Pharm.
Fine's 11 points led New

Gnus over Scar, 51-30. (The
Gnu is a small South African



B-ball Blues ' best effort not enough, lose 82-79

By JIM COWAN
For a few sweet moments

Wednesday night, it looked as

if John McManus's basketball

Blues might just doit.

With only 4:25 left in the

game, guard Mike Katz broke

away and potted his layup to

put Varsity out in front of the

McMaster Marauders. 67-66. It

was his tenth point of the

game, and the last he got be-

fore fouling out with 2:14 re-

maining.

But it was not to be. Al-

though Blues held the lead once

again before the end. Mac
stormed back to snatch an 82-

79 victory.

It was undoubtedly the best

effort Blues have put together

all season, as they shot a most

respectable 41 per cent in the

first half, then came back to

improve on it. shooting 51.4 per

cent in the second.

Combine those stats with

Mac's game percentage of

41.4. and add in the fact that

Blues fired six more field goals

in the second half than did

Mac. and you start to wonder

what this team has to do to win

a game.

It looked like it would be the

same old story for Blues even

before they hit the court. Here

they were, playing on their

home ground, and there were

the cheerleaders and fans and

band . . .
McMaster's cheer-

leaders and fans and band. And

scattered lonesomely through

the grey and maroon, the occa-

sional Blue and White.

The pattern carried over

into the opening minutes of

play, as the well-drilled Mac

squad moved the ball easily

around the court. Blues took

three minutes to score their

first point, on a free throw

Ross McNaughton, and demon-

strated an alarming tendency

to throw the ball out of bound;'.,

to Mac players, or just about

anywhere but where it was

supposed to go.

But as the first ten minutes

ended, it started to dawn on the

few Varsity fans that some-

thing unusual was happening.

Here it was, the second period,

and their team was still close!

Not only that, but even occa-

sional taking the lead. And

the half ended with Blues just

six points down, 44-38.

Then came the second half.

With 14:14 left, the score was

50-50. With 9:51 to go, 59-59.

And so on, right down to the

wire, with Blues winning the

half 41-38, but losing the game.

They lost it. with a not-so-

gentle assist from the refer-

ees, on the foul line. True,

Blues seemed to get shafted on

more than one call, but they

must still face the fact that, in

the second half, they made
only three points on free

throws, while Mac sank 11.

FREE THROWS: John

Haddon had an especially

rough game, scrapping the in-

side of his wrist on a basket

support early in the game, then

near the end catching an elbow

in the left eye. . . he said after

the game he wasn't sure of his

status with Canada's National

Team ... it seems they're sup-

posed to report to camp around

the first of May for the tourna-

ment starting May. but he

won't be finished exams until

May 13 . • • former Toronto star

Bruce Dempster, now playing

for Western, is in the same

boat, not finishing exams until

May 15 . . . top scorer foi Mac

was Jim Noble with 22 points .

.

BLUES SCORING: John

Haddon, 19; Ross Mc-

Naughton, 19; Larry Trafford,

17; Mike Katz, 10; Bill Boston,

8; Angus Braid, 4; Bob Annis,

2:
'

Windsor vs Blues at Varsity tonight

Above, Mike Kotz (33) pots a breakaway I

shocked McMaster band to give Blues a short-lived

game. Below, Macmen Paul Mazza (33) and Art

aive Blues' Larry Trafford close coverage.

Tom Watt's Bloor Street Blueshirts contin-

ue their battle for first place in the OQAA
Western Division when they meet the surpris-

ing Windsor Lancers tonight at Varsity Arena.

Blues are currently one game ahead of Bob

McKillop's Waterloo Warriors with each team

having a pair, of games remaining. Waterloo

meets the Guelph Gryphons tonight, then

clash with Blues in the season's finale on their

home ice a week later.

The Lancers, in their second OQAA season,

looked like permanent doormats this year as

they were winless up to the Christmas break.

However sinp*> tt*-1" ""voh Cpc Eaves, in his

ayup before a

lead late in the

Thornton (55)

photos by peter kirby

Two of their wins have come at the expense

of Waterloo for the Warriors only two losses!

Ironically, if it weren't for those victories

Blues wouldn't be in the battle for first place.

The biggest roadblock Blues will have to

overcome tonight will be Lancer goalie Don

Bruner.

Bruner, last year's western division all-star

netminder, was almost personally responsible

for holding off Blues when the two teams last

met on Jan. 21 here at Varsity. Although Blues

finally prevailed 7-1, Bruner kicked out 65

Toronto shots. He is reported to have blocked

55 Waterloo pucks in the second Lancer victo-

ry over the Warriors.

Friday, Feb. 13 and Satur-

day, Feb. 14: WIAU hockey,

Toronto at Guelph; WIAU
basketball at McMaster;
WITCA fencing at McGill;

OQAA wrestling champion-

ships at Western; OQAA
swimming championships

at McMaster;
Saturday, Feb. 21: OQAA

gymnastics finals in Otta-

wa;
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The Varsity kicks it all off with a primer in Canadian history.
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THE RACE IS ON!

A whole slew of people hove taken to the

presidential elections. The race promises

merit, spectacular spills and thrills. Take a

' field for this year's SAC
high drama and die-

peek inside today's pap-

er for profiles of some of the candidates. More coverage will follow

Wednesday. (Bill) Charlton Heston is not running this year.

The starting gun has sounded
in the race for chief student
bureaucrat at U of T, and elec-

tion machines have started to

roll.

On next Tuesday, March 3.

interested students will cast

their votes for the president
and vice-president of the SAC.

Running are four tickets and
one independent nominee.

Presidential nominees are
Wayne Richardson (IV APSC),
Rod Hurd (HIS car), Joan
Campana (I UC), F. J. Benja-
min McNally (III New), and
Bernard Teitelbaum ( III UC).

For the office of vice-presi-

dent are Kenneth McEvoy (III

Vic), Eric Miglin (II APSC),
Ken Wolfson (II New), and
Mark Golden (IV UC).
Check inside for an exciting

look at the power-hungry. In-

terviewed in today's paper are

the SAC-experienced Richard-

son-McEvoy team: Scarbor-
ough president Hurd and his

running mate, SAC rep Miglin;

and "if-at-first" Teitelbaum,
the independent candidate.

The other tickets are Cam-
pana with Wolfson and Mc-
Nally with Golden. Watch
Wednesday's paper for their

profiles.

An advance poll for faculties

with conflicting schedules is to

be conducted on Friday. Feb.

27.

Gems of student power wis-

dom and drops of political oil

will be liberally sprinkled on

all and sundry at a forum for

the presidential candidates

Wednesday at 1 p.m. in Convo-

cation Hall. Other meetings
will be held in various places

all week. -

Think about it. Should you be

there? Or is anyone even lis-

tening.

inside
Architecture students unveil plans for

aUofT face-lift pages 9,10,11

One man's life story takes another turn

as U of T wrecks more buildings

pages 12-13

Texaco gets grumpy about campus
press page 8



WHAT'S HAPPENING

IN

POLITICAL ECONOMY P
That's an excellent question.

Are a bunch of radicals raising shit about nothing, again?

Just who runs the Department of Political Economy, anyway?

THE FACTS
The Chairman of the Department runs the Department.

He has absolute authority and final responsibility for every de-

cision that is made in the Department. He can delegate as

much authority as he wants — or as little as he wants. At the

present time Prof. W. C. Easterbrook is the Chairman of the

Department. The Associate Chairman is Prof. Jean Smith.

Prof. Art Kruger and E. P. Neufeld are the Undergraduate and
Graduate Secretaries of the Department. These four men, to-

gether with a few senior professors they trust make every poli-

cy decision made in the Department. If they want to consult

other professors or students, they do. If they don't — they
don't.

THE CHAIRMAN
The Chairman of the Department of Political Economy

normally holds office for ten years. Prof. Stefan Dupre has just

been appointed the new Chairman of the Department. The
members of the committee which chose him were: Dean Al-

len, J. M. Hamm, D. P. Kerr, J. E. Hodgetts, J. E. Smyth, E. Sir-

luck. H. A. Green. D. F. Forster, G. A. Watson, C. B. Macpher-
son Only three of these people are in the Department of Politi-

cal Economy. None of them is a student. At no time were stu-

dents asked to give any suggestions or opinions to the com-
mittee. Dean Allen, himself, admits that the committee was
anxious to avoid informing students of the proceedings. What
happened to the principles of openness, trust, and mutual par-
ticipation of which the CUG Report spoke? Prof. Dupre says he
has nothing to do with it. He didn't choose himself. The De-
partment says they had nothing to do with it. It was the
Dean's committee. The Dean says he simply followed the regu-
lations.

THE REPORT AND
THE UNION

Four months ago, today, the Commission on University

Government presented its report, a blueprint for reform on this

campus It stressed community in the university and the rights

of the individuals in that community. It declared that students

were "full members of their Department"; that the Chairman
should be responsible to the faculty and the students; that de-

cisions in the Department were to be made by all members of

the Department, together.

The Political Economy Course Union is dedicated to these
principles. We believe that everyone in this university has the
right to participate in the decisions which shape his life here.

But the Department is run as it is run. To date, students
have no representation on any committee in the Department.
Indeed there are no committees in the Department. What can
we do?

YOU MAY FIND THIS HARD
TO BELIEVE

WE DO
If you take a course in Political Science, Economics or

Commerce at this university and care about what is happening
to you, come to the meeting, Wednesday, 2.00 pm Rm. 1016
New College.

UNIVERSITY GOVERNMENT REPORT - THINK ABOUT IT

{advertisement

)



The Telephone
AsAn
Instrument
Of Terror
Bell telephone will provide

the weapons for a "guerrilla"
action on the American consu-
late this week.

Reprisal Against Repression
(RAR), an ad hoc committee
tf U of T students, last night
invited people to start a mas-
sive phone campaign to tie up
the lines of the U.S. consulate
in Toronto and effectively dis-

rupt its operation.

The phone-in is planned "to
protest the repression taking
place in the United States,''

committee spokesman said
last night. ' Particularly the
kangeroo court that Judge Ju-
lius Hoffman used to convict
the Chicago Five."
The phone-in action follows a

250-man, demonstration Satur-

day that left the consulate
splattered with red paint.

"It's a disgrace that the con-

sulate has been allowed to sit

there unscathed while it repre-

sents the official presence in

Canada of a repressive and
fascist country," the spokes-
man added.

The committee asks all con-
cerned students and faculty to

participate in the phone-in.
"The phone number of the

U.S. Consulate General is 366-

3553," the spokesman informed
the Varsity last night. "And
the number for visa informa-
tion is 366-3554.

"The point is to tie up the
switchboard for one week —
Monday to Friday — and dis-

rupt normal business activities

by tying up the phones from 9

a.m. to 5 p.m. each day.
The committee suggested

people phone the consulate and
ask questions about U.S. histo-

ry, culture, and politics — a

service the consulate regularly

provides.

The committee spokesman
added: "They can just do their

own thing, or they can try ask-

ing some of these questions

:

1) Why did the police riot in

Chicago in 1968?

2) Why did Mayor Daley
order them to riot?

3) Why did Attorney-Gener-

al Mitchell order the prosecu-

tion of the Chicago Eight?

4) Why did Judge Julius

Hoffman deny Bobby Seale's

constitutional right to defend
himself?

5) Why is the F.B.I, at-

tempting to smash the Black
Panther Party?

6) Why is exercising free-

dom of speech a crime in the

United States?

7) Why is the Canadian-
American border being defol-

iated?

8) Why are there American
troops in 64 countries?

9) How much American cap-

ital is in Canada?
10) Why did the U.S. invade

South Vietnam?
11) Why does the constitu-

tion of the Democratic Repub-

lic of North Vietnam begin

with a quote from Thomas Jef-

ferson?

12) Why are American
planes bombing Laos?

13) Why was George Wash-
ington a childhood hero of Mao-
Tse-Tung?

14) Why are concentration
camps being refurbished in the

United States?

15) Why did American nu-
clear bombers fly practice ses-

sions over Saskatchewan?

Demonstrators protest Chicago Five verdict

About 250 demonstrators
left red paint splattered on

tthe American seal and the

£ front door of the American
£ consulate Saturday afternoon

£ after protesting the verdict

| given Bobby Seale and the

:|; Chicago Five.

:•: Sherry Campbell, a worker

•J
for the Toronto Research

* Project, was arrested for

•: public mischief,

i The demonstrators gath-

: ered spontaneously in front of

the consulate at about 5 o'-

clock as afternoon papers
came out with the news that

five of the Chicago prisoners

had been declared guilty of

contempt of court and of

crossing state lines with in-

tent to incite riot.

They carried signs reading

"Free all political prison-

ers," and chanted a quotation

from Abbie Hoffman: "In
order to love we have to sur-

vive and in order to survive

we have to love."

The demonstration culmi- •

nated in the thorwing of eggs
\

filled with red paint against
j

the consulate. One window i

was also broken.

About a dozen policemen ;

and another dozen plain- i

clothesmen were present. f

The demonstration was
prompted by the "Black, Red

J:

and White," an association of '<

American exiles.

16) Use your imagination!

"

The committee suggested
that callers could also ask
questions about how to obtain

an American visa by calling

the visa line (366-3554).

"And if you're at a pay-

phone," the committee spokes-
man added, "just phone, let it

ring, hang up, get back your
dime, and phone again.

"

"We are just asking people
to use their constitutional right

of peaceful protest," he said.

February 27th

is the last day

to use your

University

Bookstores

charge account

THE VARSITY. Monday. February 23. 1970 — Page 3



The GSU affair: echoes of Judge Hoffman
You might wonder what all this fuss

over Michael Vaughan and Marjaleena

Repo is about.

During the past month the pages of

this newspaper have been heavily laden

with verbal assaults from both sides of

this conflict within the Graduate Stu-

dents Union. And the whole thing might
seem just a game of fighting words,
phrases combatting phrases.

But one concrete fact still remains:
Marjaleena Repo is without a job;

she was fired as Graduate Student Un-
ion Organizer precisely because she did

her job too well; GSU President Mi-
chael Vaughan fired her on no other

grounds than his own political para-

noia.

Last summer the GSU placed a large

advertisment in the summer Varsity
asking for a full-time "outside agita-

tor". Needless to say, the tone of the ad
was frivolous. Vaughan got what he
asked for. Miss Repo is one of the best

organizers this campus has seen. In fif-

ty departments of SGS, she was able to

initiate some kind of organization. And
she was responsible for many of the

GSU programs that Vaughan claims
under the aegis of his own leadership.

Miss Repo's case is clear: she was
fired on flimsy evidence — a ruling that

makes Judge Julius Hoffman's charade

look like a fine expression of justice.

But even so, why is this case rele-

vant to students at this university?

Why has this conflict developed into an

"issue"?

• Marjaleena Repo has two children to

support and needs that job;

• she was fired for political reasons

that had no bearing on the performance
of her job;

• the" politics surrounding her firing

form a glaring example of the oppor-

tunistic style of student councils.

The last point is important. The GSU
Executive is an elite of student bureau-

crats that is far removed from the stu-

dents who finance their affairs.

varsity
"Break rule,"

TORONTO^
— R. 0. Loing Th* Virttity, * mimo*. or tUn«a»n

m
Bond oIOiikIoi*. 81 Si GwgoSt

Editor Brian Johnson

Review Editor Larry Haiven

Sports Editor Jim Cowan, 923- 4053
Advertising MonagerCarol Cooper, 923-

8171
Editorial Offices . 91 St. George, 2nd floor

Editorial Phones 923-8741

Adverti ting Offices 91 St. Georae, 1st floor

trover helped

by letting the arch types do the werlt. lyndi

peter, [im and pool (also robin) disported In the

rar, while dave and suecup went to press, li

flew in late. Icaren provided many services, err

provided many sandwiches, laura, karl and mai

were impartial, objective and mostly doll, dare

laid out what mark didn't Hove, lorry worked
lilh drache and ray left his stuff early, brion

was for radical, anti-fascist action, but louis

wasn't ceta was ubiquitous and an was in<

prehensible, as usual.
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Under Michael Vaughan's direction,

the GSU executive bought three full-

page advertisments for today's Varsity

— with the money of U of T graduate

students.

The advertisments pass off as policy

and information statements by the

GSU, but, in fact, they are part of Mi-

chael Vaughan's personal political

campaign to ensure the perpetuation of

Michael Vaughan as GSU President

after tomorrow's general meeting.

Through legal fees and advertis-

ments, he has indirectly carried on his

fight for personal survival with stu-

dents' money.
Vaughan realizes he made a tactical

error in firing Miss Repo: it could cost

him his job tomorrow. In the past few

weeks he has desperately tried to pass

the buck to every conceivable scape-

goat.

The most popular scapegoat is al-

ways The Varsity. He claims he has

been censored by The Varsity. When he

makes specific charges, they will be

rebutted specifically.

One of Vaughan's complaints relates

to a full-page comment article he hand-

ed me at 8 p.m. on the production night

before publication. The article arrived

three hours after deadline. It was logis-

tically impossible to print it. Our refus-

al to print it is called repression and

censorship.

Vaughan is grasping at straws.

His most recent tactic — always the

last trick in the game of council oppor-

tunism — is a red-baiting campaign.

He's labelling the group supporting

Marjaleena Repo as a left-wing plot to

take over the GSU. I don't know of a

left wing group that would want to take

over the GSU.

The conspiracy obsessions of Judge
Hoffman are alive and well in the GSU
office.

The impeachment of Michael Vaugh-

an tomorrow seems to be in order.

—brion johnson

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCE-
MENT FOR ALL VARSITY STAF-

FERS:

By the end of this week you

will have made your choice tor

the Editor of next year's Varsity.

The candidates for the job will

be present at a special meeting

of the Varsity staff WEDNESDAY
at 1 p.m. in the Varsity office.

All Varsity staff are. asked to

come to the meeting and inter-

view the candidates.

Their position papers will be
posted on the Varsity bulletin

board starting Monday.
The staff ELECTION for Editor

will take place FRIDAY of this

week at I p.m. in the Varsity

office. All Varsity and Review
staffers who have worked on at

least eight issues of the Varsity

or three issues 0/ the Review are

eligible to vote.

VARSITY PHOTOGS:
Varsity pho-

tographers are asked to

come out from behind

their lenses to attend a

photo workshop — TUES-

DAY 7 p.m. in the Varsity

office.



Vaughan asked for an agitator — he got one
Last September the Graduate Stu-

dents' Union Executive hired Marja-
leena Repo (from 30 candidates for

the job) to work as a fulltime organiz-
er for the GSU. She was to concen-
trate on encouraging existing depart-
mental organizations and on activat-
ing the general mass of uninvolved
students. She was hired by a vote of

the executive because the GSU consti-

tution specifically states that the
president can "hire and discipline

union employees with the approval of

the executive."

On Jan. 29 Marjaleena was fired on
the individual initiative of president
Michael Vaughan. No discussion was
held and no vote was taken. Instead.

Vaughan demanded a vote of confi-

dence in his over-all performance,
and received it from 6 out of 11 mem-
bers present.

FALSE ACCUSATIONS

At that time, Vaughan gave only

one reason for the firing: that Marja-
leena had circulated an Organizer's

Report at the Jan. 26 General Meet-

ing. This report to the graduate stu-

dents was critical of executive atti-

tudes and listed some specific policies

and practices which she felt were det-

rimental to the graduate students and

seriously handicapped her work as an

organizer.

The general meeting voted in favor

of the three suggestions made in her

report (that departmental organiza-

tions get advances without presenting

constitutions, that any university

group can use GSU facilities without

charge and that any graduate student

can use the gestetner facilities.

This show of confidence in their

organizer evidently angered the presi-

dent and his friends on the executive.

But instead of calling another gen-

eral meeting to discuss matters of

policy (something which the constitu-

tion allows) and instead of bringing

up his grievances against Marjaleena

at that very meeting, Vaughan at-

tempted to walk out of the meeting

and later "fired" Marjaleena. Why?
Considering the fact that her hiring

was ratified at a general meeting,

why has he not put this matter on the

agenda of the Feb. 24 meeting? Why
did he not give Marjaleena specific

reasons for her "firing" in writing?

Since the "firing," Vaughan and his

friends have desperately tried to jus-

tify their actions. Vaughan told the

daily papers that he fired her to

"block a takeover of the GSU by left

wing groups" — an accusation he
never made in the presence of stu-

dents, knowing full well it wouldn't

hold water. The following justifica-

tions have since been offered:

• "Her performance and behavior

didn't warrant our earlier expecta-

tions"

• "She preaches the Marcusian idea

of false consciousness, that is, we
students do not really know what we
want."
t "She used the GSU for her own pol-

itical purposes. She prepared and
printed the Trefann Court Residents'

Association Bulletin at the GSU. She
privately let groups use GSU facili-

ties with no authorization of the Exec-
utive."

Also Marjaleena has been accused

of theft and criminal charges have
been laid against her by Vaughan (a

hearing is to be held in the Old city

hall, courtroom 34, Mar. 6 at 2 p.m.

)

Members of the executive have
asked for a list of items which Marja-
leena is supposed to have stolen. They
have not received any information,

neither has Marjaleena or her law-

yers. Nor has the executive asked her

to return anything. This criminal
charge makes it completely impossi-

ble for her to find any work at the

present time.

SETTING THE RECORD STRAIGHT

We believe that the accusations

against Marjaleena are false, that she

was unjustly fired and that the firing

was unconstitutional.

Marjaleena's work record has been

excellent. Just about everything the

„ GSU executive has to show for its

year in office has in fact been accom-
plished due to her efforts:

• She. suggested and organized the

Mathews-Steele meeting in the fall

• She suggested and reprinted the

two reports the GSU has made availa-

ble to members: The Waterloo Re-

port and Women in Canadian Univers-

ities

• She suggested and deivsed a ques-

tionnaire to departmental organiza-

tions so that for the first time the

GSU has some relevant information

about what is going on in the depart-

ments.

• She began work on the employment
situation for graduates

• She began work on the employment
situation for graduates

• She prepared the GSU newsletter

(which includes a lengthy organizer's

report). This Newsletter was ready in

January but, strangely enough it was
just mailed last week.
• There are 56 departments in SGS.
She contacted people in 50 of them

Thirty are organized, half for the first

time, and the others have been well-

assisted by Marjaleena.

If the GSU is to be a democratic
organization which can fight for the

interests of graduate students, we
need more "organizing", not less.

And Marjaleena is the right person to

do the job, as her work record shows.

phoio by Mark Rubin

Marjaleena Repo, GSU organii-

er fired by Michael Vaughan.

• There is no basis to the charges of

theft. These are vindictive and dam-
aging lies

• Marjaleena never put out a news-

letter for Trefann or any other group

• She did not privately let groups use

the GSU facilities. These groups had

the right to use GSU facilities (as

confirmed at the Jan. meeting) de-

spite objections from some members
of the executive.

WHO PAYS?

In order to protect herself from the

malicious accusation made by Vaugh-

an Marjaleena has had to retain a

lawyer at her own expense. On the

other hand, Vaughan's own personal

lawyer happens also to be the lawyer
retained by the GSU. (At a recent
executive meeting a motion to drop
these charges was defeated 7 to 6).

Depending on whether the executive
votes to pay the GSU lawyer's legal

fee.

This seems likely for two reasons:

1) the executive voted to press
charges;

2) a previous executive meeting
approved paying for a $100 ad Vaugh-
an wished to place in the Varsity "de-
fending" his position.

Fortunately the Varsity refused to

print this ad because, according to

legal advice, it contained state-

ments which might be construed
as slanderous.

GSU— A BAD EMPLOYER
MORE MORE MORE

Marjaleena was unfairly treated

as an employee of the GSU. She was
promised a contract until the end of

the term for which she was hired —
this contract never materialized de-

spite frequent requests on her part.

She did not receive any regular em-
ployee benefits, until January when
she was finally put on the University

payroll, although she requested this

at every executive meeting last fall.

Unemployment insurance, pension

plans and particularly medical and
hospitalization benefits were thus lost

to her for up to eight months.

A general meeting has been called

for Tues. Feb. 24, Convocation Hall at

1 p.m. We urge all graduate students

to attend this meeting to deal with the

following demands:
1. That Marjaleena Repo be re-in-

stated to her position as Organizer;

and that the agreement which was to

cover 40 weeks starting Sept. 1, 1969

be honoured.

2. That all criminal charges

against her be dropped; and that a

public announcement be made to the

effect that there was no basis to the

charges; and that all other damaging
statements be publicly retracted; and

that she be financially compensated
for the legal costs incurred because of

this suit.

Cyril Byrne, President Graduate Eng-

lish Association

Neil Keller, President Physics Gradu-

ate Students Association

Barry Mitchell, Chairman Graduate

History Society, GSU Executive member
{for the Committee to Retain Marja-

leena Repo)

GSU lost in "smokescreen of unproven allegations'
The Executive Committee

has been subjected to blatant

misrepresentation of the

facts regarding its dismissal

of Mrs. Repo. The crudest

misstatement of the facts is

probably that written by "the

Committee to Retain Marja-

leena Repo". The majority of

its members were present at

the Executive meeting which

approved her firing which

makes their inaccuracies the

more inexcusable.

The Committee to Retain

Mrs. Repo states that no dis-

cussion was held and no vote

was taken by the Executive

Committee on her dismissal.

The facts are that the discus-

sion was lengthy and most of

Mrs. Repo's Committee, who

so strangely deny its exist-

ence, took part in it. The ex-

organizer also defended her

actions at this meeting before

a vote was taken. The Execu-

tive Committee concluded the

meeting by voting on a mo-
tion of confidence in the Pres-

ident's action which eight

members supported, three

opposed, and from which two

abstained. It was evident to

the Executive Committee

that Mrs. Repo had not ful-

filled the terms of her em-
ployment. A statement ex-

plaining the reasons for the

Executive Committee's dis-

satisfaction with Mrs. Repo
has been mailed to every

graduate student in our re-

cent newsletter.

The Committee to Retain

Mrs. Repo continue their

unsubstantiated charges

against the President by ac-

cusing him of laying a mali-

cious charge of theft against

Mrs. Repo. In fact, the

charge was laid upon the in-

struction of the GSU solicitor

and is now in the hands of the

Crown. Furthermore, the

Crown will issue a summons
for a charge of theft only

when there is substantial

supporting evidence. At-

tempts are beind made to

justly resolve this matter

before the preliminary hear-

ing. Despite claims to the

contrary, Mrs. Repo's solici-

tor has been given specific

information as to the number
of GSU documents allegedly

stolen.

It is claimed that just about

everything the GSU Execu-

tive has accomplished this

year was due to the efforts of

Mrs. Repo. This is so patently

ridiculous that it hardly war-

rants a reply. Needless to

say, the building-program,

constitution, incorporation,

CUG questionnaire, the social

program, educational pro-

gram and so forth, are some

of the items developed by the

Executive Committee exclu-

sive of Mrs. Repo's efforts.

It is hoped that graduate

students will see through the

smokescreen of unproven al-

legations and support their

elected representatives at the

General Meeting on Feb. 24 at

1:00 p.m. in Convocation

Hall.

Michael B. Vaughan, President

Denis Kennedy, Vice-President
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LETTERS
staff association won't push for support staff's rights

In the Varsity issue of Jan-

uary 21st, an article appeared

about two organizations that

wanted the right to represent

the Support Staff.

This week, a brochure has

been distributed among the

staff of various Departments

stating the aims of the Uni-

versity of Toronto Staff Asso-

ciation.

Having spent some years

on the campus as a staff

member of this University, I

have seen both the Canadian

Union of Public Employees
and this so-called "Staff As-

sociation in action."

Under the head of "Aims
and Benefits" the UTSA bro-

chure uses verbs like repre-

senting, acting, improving,

obtaining and providing. For

an outsider this conjures up

the idea of a dynamic organi-

zation that really wants to do

something on behalf of the

staff.

According to Mr. Fanning,

a member of the UTSA Steer-

ing Committee, wages are not

that important as an issue at

the University. He agreed

that CUPE concentrates on

such things as wage inequali-

ties, buy why bother — most
people are happy enough —
Varsity, January 21, 1970.

But in point six of the rec-

ommendations of the bro-

chure, the Association prom-
ises to provide financial and
advisory services for future

members. A jolly good advice

then of this Mr. Fanning.

Regarding the representa-

tion of the University Staff in

the governing of the Universi-

ty of Toronto community the

following can be mentioned:

Mr. R. A. K. Richards,
architect, member of the

Planning Division of Univer-

sity of Toronto and the UTSA
Steering Committee states

that in the CUG report staff

members are treated like

second class citizens — Var-

sity November 26, 1969.

In this he is perfectly right,

but the same Mr. Richards

proposes to weigh votes in

future voting procedures of

the Association. Representa-

tives with a larger salary and
more service years will be
accorded a privileged posi-

tion.

The Staff Association in-

vites the staff to attend a

general meeting in the Convo-

cation Hall, on Thursday.
March 5, 12:30 p.m. In order

to keep things under control

Prof. Reid of the Physics
Department suggested bring-

ing in the Police.

Moreover, as Mr. Reid
says it is not their intention to

be involved in elaborate dis-

cussions: the purpose of the

meeting is just to sign up
people. Of course, difficult

questions will be asked but

that is the policy of annoying

opposition group.

According to Prof. Reid, to

be a step ahead of the audi-

ence, the Steering Committee
themselves should ask the

questions — Meeting Steering

Committee Feb. 12, 1970.

Apparently Mr. Reid does not

believe in participatory de-

mocracy.
Regarding improvements

to be made within the univer-

sity community, Miss Carol

Belford suggested being

friendly towards the Adminis-

tration. "Why should we be

acting in a hostile environ-

ment?" she asked.

I can agree with Miss Bel-

ford's suggestion, but this

advice also infers that the

Association should not push

too hard.

I have given the opinions of

several members of the Staff-

Association; not to put the

various persons in an unfa-

vorable light.

But it shows clearly the

spirit of the Steering Commit-
tee UTSA.
CUPE is negotiating for a

contract on behalf of mem-
bers of the Library. Herewith

is shown which organization

is really acting on behalf of

the Staff.

As for UTSA : a lot of paper

has gone out but nothing has

demonstrated the goodness of

the latter.

Sancho Panzo

what about wages and job security?

Members of the support
staff of this University have
received a communication
from an administration se-

lected Steering Committee of

a proposed University of To-

ronto Staff Association.

After years of indifference

to the welfare of its employ-
ees, the University is now
attempting to thrust upon
them what appears to be an
administration-fostered asso-

ciation. In the information

sheet distributed, the aims of

this staff association are set

out in meaningless jargon.

They do not say they will

work for fair wages and fair

working conditions. Surely
"To provide medical, finan-

cial and advisory services for

you who join" does not in

reality say anything! They do
not suggest that a fair system

of promotion be implement-

ed. Instead, they are going to

help "To obtain for you who
join all the educational bene-

fits available within the

community"; "To provide
social and recreational facili-

ties for you who join"; "To
act, at your request, upon all

matters affecting your inter-

ests".

It's too late for this kind of

paternalism. Support staff,

just as faculty and students of

this University have had
enough of it. Surely the sup-

port staff can find a better
means of banding together to

demand job security, fair

wages and working conditions

than through an administra-
tion-initiated association.

Mary Dustin

A Support Staffer.

CENTRAL ONTARIO REGION OF THE DOMINION

DRAMA FESTIVAL
Monday
Feb. 23

IS MILES OF BROKEN GLASS
an original play by Tom Hendry

THE CENTRAL PLAYERS
Martin Kinch, Director

Tuesday
Feb. 24

THE KILLING OF SISTER GEORGE
Frank Marcus

SCARBOROUGH PLAYERS
John Caldwell. Director

Wednesday
Feb. 25

I KNOCK AT THE DOOR
Paul Shyre

YORK CENTENNIAL THEATRE
Donald Ford, Director

Thursday

Feb. 26

THE GALLERY
a new play by Harvy Markowitz

THE AVENAL PLAYERS
Peter McConnell, Director

Friday

Feb. 27

TRIPLE IMAGE
Olwen Wymark

THE COMPANY OF PILGRIMS
William Granger, Director

HART HOUSE THEATRE
Tickets $3.00 & $2.00 Curtain 8:30

Tickets will be sold to Students for half price at the door on the

evenings of performance.
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ARE
YOU
READY
FOR

PROLOGUE...?
NOW APPEARING
at the

CORONET THEATRE

Yonge and Gerrard

The Varsity Board of Directors invites appli-

cations from members of the University community;

undergraduates, graduate students, faculty, alumni,

and staff, for a position on the Board. The appoint-

ment is for a three-year term, and the position car-

ries no salary. The eleven-member Board is res-

ponsible for the editorial and business management,

and financial policy of "The Varsity".

Written applications, including experience rel-

evant to the work of the Board, should be sent to the

Chairman, from whom further information may be

obtained.

Mr. Gary R. Thaler (828-5284)

Chairman, Varsity Board of Directors,

Erindale College,

University of Toronto

Closing Date lor Applications:—

Friday, March 6, 5:00 p.m.

SENSITIVITY TRAINING

Second Installment

WORLD'S ONLY

FREE T-GROUPS

All welcome to an organizational meeting.

Thursday, Feb. 26, 4:15 p.m.

Music Room, 186 St. George

Hillel Foundation
1

i

GUYS n GALS
WANTED

The services of 8 Co 12 aggressive guys or

girls are required by a new company to rep-

resent them in a special promotion in the

restaurant and entertainment field.

Outgoing personality a must!

Participants should easily earn $20.00 —
in a partime day.

Let's discuss it. For appointment Wednesday,

evening, February 25-Miss Willis-

924-9777



U of S goes CPUO one better
By ART MOSES

Publication of hard-line dis-

cipline regulations at the Uni-
versity of Saskatchewan has
plunged both U of S campuses
into a crisis which may climax
this week.

At Saskatoon the same staff

student-administration com-
mittee which was reported to
have agreed to the regulations
unanimously last Monday, vot-

ed 4-3 to shelve its report.

The Committee suggested
instead a new parity commit-
tee to consider the whole dis-

cipline question in detail, simi-
lar to the Campbell Committee
at U of T.

The move followed denials
from all the students and one
faculty member on the com-
mittee, chaired by Law Dean
Rodger Carter, that they had
acquiesed in the new discipline

regulations last spring, as re-

ported in the administration's

newspaper.

The Saskatoon Faculty
Council will still debate them
Feb. 26.

At the smaller Regina cam-
pus, over 400 students voted at

a general meeting Tuesday
against "any attempt by ad-

ministration or faculty to set

up disciplinary rules that could
be used to interfere with the

rights of students to fundamen-
tally change the university and
politically organize for that

end."

DEAN CARTER
The disciplinary code was

actually written at Saskatoon
by Dean Carter. It is perhaps
the most hard-line ever seen in

North America.
Its publication, Jan. 28, after

receiving Saskatoon Faculty

Council executive approval,

took the campus by surprise.

Political activity there has

been minimal. The local Stu-

dents for a Democratic Uni-

versity chapter has been isolat-

ed and quiet.

Besides recommending
closed judicial hearings and
prohibiting any conduct
"whether on or off campus
which may bring the universi-

ty, any of its officers, employ-
ees or students into public dis-

repute," the Carter regula-
tions provide for ex parte
(without a defense) suspension
of students merely suspected
of breaching the code.

They also allow any faculty

member "who has reasonable
grounds to believe" a student
has committed a breach of dis-

cipline, to eject that student
from a classroom, seminar,
lab or university building.

JUSTIFIED OR NOT
Failure to obey such an or-

der, whether justified or not, is

ipso facto a breach of discip-

line.

The proposed Saskatchewan
regulations also bar any con-

duct "which may reasonably

be expected to create a dis-

turbance.", a clause far more
strict than its equivalent in the

working paper issued by the

Committee of Presidents of

Universities of Ontario. That
paper sparked discipline crises

across the province last Sep-

tember.

In Saskatoon, Students'

Council President Rob Garden,

a member of the Carter Com-
mittee, completely dissociated

himself from the regulations.

The Committee, established

by the U of S Senate to "revise

current discipline regula-

tions", met from February to

May last year.

It kept its "report" secret

pending Regina reaction, said

the Saskatoon Dean of Stu-

dents. Regina administrators

deny ever hearing of it before

January.

FACULTY DISSOCIATION
Also denying concurrence

with the code was faculty
committee member Doris
Dyck, who was out of the coun-
try when Carter finalized his

recommendations.
Carter strongly disagreed

with his committee's action,

which essentially rejected its

own recommendations.
As chairman, he had no vote

at Monday's meeting, original-

ly intended to hear briefs from
students and faculty. He was
supported by the Dean of Stu-

dents and 2 faculty members.
Despite the Carter commit-

tee's official position, Saska-
toon students are taking no
chances and are organizing
opposition to the disciplinary

regulations. They hope to have
widespread student and faculty

support for their stand before
the faculty council meets in

general session Thursday.
Many moderate professors

have expressed revulsion at

the Carter code, including the

Dean of Engineering. Student
leaders across the largely a-

political campus are solid in

their opposition to it.

At Regina the scene is strik-

ingly different. A new campus
principal took office there last

in January. He is considered
far more liberal than his pred-

ecessor.

OH, HORROR
The Regina campus, long

struggling for autonomy from
Saskatoon, greeted the Carter
proposals with horror.

An already existing staff-

student disciplinary commit-
tee rejected the Carter report,

but then drafted amendments,
using the Saskatoon code as a
basis.

When Regina students heard
of the widespread opposition at

Saskatoon, they reversed
direction and took a strong
stand against any administra-
tive disciplinary power.

See ''U of S" page 24

Matthews attacks Canada Council
OTTAWA (CUP) -Carleton

university professor Robin
Matthews has opened a new
front in the campaign against

de-Canadianized universities

and scholarship by disclosing

that 61 per cent of Canada
Council research grants in

1968-69 were awarded to "non-

Canadians."

In a forum here February 15

the English professor said he

had three times asked the Can-

ada Council to release the

breakdown figures of Canadian

recipients of the grants, but

that the requests had gone

unanswered.

Matthews said private dis-

cussions with council person-

nel revealed the 61 per cent

figure.

The accuracy of the figure,

based on the definition of the

'non-Canadian" phrase, has

heen questioned by a Canada

Council spokesman. However,

both parties agree that "non-

Canadians" in this case, means
persons who received their

first degree outside of the

country.

Matthews said a council re-

ply to his first request stated

there was no method of deter-

mining proportions of Canadi-

ans to non-Canadians on the

grants list. He said he was not

satisfied with the answers and

sent a further inquiry.

Matthews said the letter

went unanswered for five

months, but meanwhile an in-

dependent study of York Uni-

versity in Toronto revealed

that 68 per cent of council re-

search grant recipients were
non-Canadians in 1968-69.

Disclosure of the York Uni-

versity figures brought a reply

from the council that 63 per

cent, not 68 per cent of council

research grants at York were

to non-Canadians. Matthews

said.

Matthews said he had made

a further request one month
ago for a breakdown of the

Canadian recipients and a re-

quest for the names of the aca-

demic panels who made the

selections.

He said he had received no

answer to his request and sug-

gested the council had "gone
into hiding because they are
afraid to make public the abso-

lute disaster of granting now
going on in Canada.

"

Canada Council assistant

director Frank Milligan said

last Sunday night he doubted
the accuracy of the relation-

ship between the "first univer-

sity degree" and citizenship.

He said such non-Canadian
academics could easily be-

come citizens in the time they

spent in Canada.

Matthews has been cam-
paigning for the Canadianiza-
tion of Canadian universities

since the fall of 1968.

HOUSE 50
BRIDGE CLUB

A.C-B.L. Sanctioned Games
Every Tuesday. 6:45 p.m.

East Common Room

RECORD ROOM INSTRUCTION
Every Tuesday. I p.m.

Record Room B

JAZZ CONCERT
Tuesday. February 24

East Common Room, 12-2 p.m.

SALOME BEY-RON RULY
THE UPLAND WINDMILL

Ladies Welcome

HART HOUSE DEBATE
February 24 - Debates Room -8 p.m.

Honorary Vi sitor

THE RT. HON. JOHN G. D1EFENBAKER
Topic

THE HOUSE HAS LOST CONFIDENCE
IN THE PRESENT FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Everyone Welcome

CAMERA CLUB
Camera Club Rooms. 1:10 p.m.

Wednesday. February 25

COMMENTARY ON THE CIRCULATING
EXHIBITION by FRANK ROYAL

LIBRARY COMMITTEE
Presents

GRANT MONRO. N.F.B. (Montreal)

Wednesday. February 25

East Common Room. 8 p.m.

Ladies Welcome

CLASSICAL CONCERT
Music Room. I p.m.

Wednesday. February 2S

VIVIAN MINDEN. Flute

DEBORAH FARBER. Piano

Ladies Welcome

POETRY READING
I p.m. — Music Room

Thursday, February 26

THE WASTELAND by T.S. Ehot

will be read by ALAN TOFF
Ladies Welcome

BLACK HART PUB
Thursday. February 26

Tuck Shop. 4:30- 11:30

ART GALLERY
until February 28

GROUP SHOW-Warren Bowman

Martin Kastner. John Greer.

Jim Tiley and Andrew Till

Ladies Welcome.

I'niversih of Toronto

ORGAN RECITAL

DR. CHARLES PEAKER
l'niversit> Organist

TODAY
Convocation Mall 5:05 |>.m.
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Loyola takes Santhanam case to court

MONTREAL (CUP) - The
administration of Loyola Col-

lege ran into little opposition

last Monday as it petitioned for

a declaratory judgement in the

case of dismissed nuclear phy-

sicist S. A. Santhanam.

At the end of a day-long

hearing in the Quebec superior

court, administration lawyer

T. P. Slatter, petitioned judge

Leon Lalande for an outright

judgment in the contract dis-

pute between Santhanam and
the college, after Santhanam
and the college, after Santhan-

am's lawyer agreed that the

professor had no legal claim to

be rehired after July 31, 1969.

Neither Santhanam nor the

Canadian Association of Uni-

versity Teachers, the national

faculty pressure group which
has backed him in his seven-

month contract dispute at Loy-

ola, are arguing that the ad-

ministration was legally bound

to hire the professor.

Both maintain, however,

that the college was bound by a

"moral" obligation in Santhan-

am's case, and the legal deci-

sion which will result from
Monday's court case is not

expected to prevent further

conflict between CAUT and the

Loyola administration.

Santhanam's firing from
Loyola at the beginning of the

fall term provided the fuel for

one of the most extended con-

flicts in the history of Canadian

universities, as students and

faculty first protested the fir-

ing, and then escalated their

actions when the Loyola ad-

ministration attempted to

purge 27 anti-administration

faculty last December.

THE HISTORY GRADUATE
PROGRAMME — SIR GEORGE

WILLIAMS UNIVERSITY
The History Department of

Sir George Williams Univer-
sity offers Graduate instr-

uction leading to the M.A. and
Ph.D. degrees in European,
Canadian, American, and
Asian and African History.
Next year two distinguished
professors of European His-
tory, George Rude and Lionel
Rothkrug, will join the depar-
tmental staff.

Applications for the Grad-
uate Programme are now be-
ing accepted. A limited num-
ber of Teaching Assistant-
ships are also being offered.

For further information, write
to The Director of Graduate
Studies, Department o( His-
tory, Sir George Williams Un-
iverslly, Montreal 107,
Canada.

Santhanam signed a state-

ment in December, 1967, stat-

ing his intention to resign in

1969, but was later given a con-

tract for the 1969-70 year which
stated it "superceded all other

verbal agreements."
But the physicist was not

rehired by the college, and a
recommendation by the Loyola

senate that his case be re

opened was rejected in June,
1969 by the college's all-Jesuit

board of trustees. No reasons
were given for the dismissal.

CAUT has not yet announced
whether or not the organiza-

tion will go ahead with an offi-

cial censure of the college for

ducking its "moral obliga-

tions" in the Santhanam case.

On February 7, the executive

committee of CAUT mandated

a special committee to make
one final attempt at securing

binding CAUT arbitration in

the Loyola case.

If the move failed, the com-
mittee was authorized "to de-

termine a date for a special

meeting of CAUT's council to

deal with the recommendation
... for the censure of the

president and board of trustees

of Loyola College."

The censure would amount
to an official blacklisting of

Loyola by the 12,000-member
CAUT, which claims to repre-

sent the interests of 80 per cent

of faculty in Canadian universi-

ties.

THE LIBRARY COMMITTEE OF
HART HOUSE
PRESENTS

GRANT MONRO
N.F.B. Montreal

FILMS & DISCUSSION

Wednesday, February 25

East Common Room, 8 p.m.

Ladies Welcome

Texaco boycotts rabble raisers

LOS ANGELES (CUP-CPS)
— Texaco, Inc., one of the

world's largest oil companies,

has decided to stop advertising

in university newspapers
which "engage in rabble rous-

ing and attempt to foster an-

archy."

The announcement was
made recently by W. V. Linn,

Texaco's advertising and sales

promotion manager for the

United States, who said action

has already been taken against

several U.S. college papers,

after Texaco reviewed their

content.

Linn would disclose the

name of only one paper, the

New University at the Irvine

campus of the University of

California. He said Texaco had
received complaints about an
issue of the New University

which contained a story on the

arrest of a local bookstore

owner, arrested for allegedly

publishing an underground
newspaper which urged read-

ers to shoplift.

The paper also carried an ad

for Texaco.

In a letter to a person who
complained about Texaco ad-

vertising in the paper, Linn

stated Texaco had assumed
"that the publication main-
tained a good moral policy in

its editorial and news report-

ing activities. Naturally, we
are quite shocked to find that

such is not the ease."

Texaco's action is not a vio-

lation of free speech, Linn

said. "If we don't like what's in

there, we don!t have to adver-

tise with papers like that," he

said.

CLASSICAL CONCERT
Music Room, Hart House, I p.m.

Wednesday, February 25

VIVIAN MINDEN, Flute

DEBORAH FARBER, Piano

SONATA #5 in E minor (Flute & Piano) BACH
Adagio ma non tanto

Allegro

Andante

Allegro

SONATA in A minor Op. Posth. 143 (Piano) SCHUBERT
Allegro giusto

Andante

Allegro vivace

SONATA for Flute & Piano

Allegro malinconico

Cantilena

Presto giocoso

Ladies Welcome

POULENC

IfodfordW
j

*J IU«r

%±

HART HOUSE DEBATE
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24

8 P.M. IN THE DEBATES ROOM
HART HOUSE

Honorary Visitor

THE RT. HON.

JOHN 6. DIEFENBAKER
Topic

THIS HOUsThAS LOST

CONFIDENCE IN THE

PRESENT

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Everyone Welcome
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AND THE
Architecture students unveil new plans for university
Brian Carter, Nic Hill and Gavin Lloyd-

Jones are graduate students in the

School of Architecture at U of T. As part

of the Graduate Design Studio program

they are drawing up a plan of action

for the development of the St. George

Campus. Here they present some of

their ideas.

Question: What's a university doing

in a big city anyway? Dean Sirluck:

Well, the university did not invade To-

ronto — Toronto has engulfed the uni-

versity.

Although the fence which once
bounded the University of Toronto
and the gates which marked its en-

trances have long since been taken
down, it is clear that the St. George
campus is still seen by many as a uni-

versity apart from the city.

The city offers a diversity of activi-

ties — eating places, cinemas, dia-

mond merchants, strip clubs and shirt

makers. On Saturday night whether it

be on Yonge St., the Uptown cinemas
or skating at City Hall, the city is a

place for the exchange of ideas and
personal encounters.

Cities and universities share com-
mon roots. Yet the University in To-
ronto strains to ignore the city. But
the city is more than something to

engulf the university. It is also where
the people are; the action is in

itself a vast learning environment.

In ignoring the city, the university

intentionally avoids any 'conversa-

tion' with other parts of its environ-

ment. It is still a "members only"
club, policing its narrow entrances.

The university's buildings are scat-

tered across its land holdings, isolat-

ed pavilions which have a nostalgia

for their once remote, rural setting.

And in an effort to preserve these
faded glories, the university scandal-

ously under-uses its land holdings

while at the same time it gobbles up

more land.

If the university were to develop its

existing land holdings in accordance
with city planning law it could in-

crease the total university floor space
to date by 50 per cent — or enough
space to accommodate a total of 50,-

000 students. There is no need to take
more land for the Chiller Plant, Innis

College or the Ontario College of

Education.

In spite of statements to the contra-

ry by the Director of Physical Plant

F. Hastie the U of T does not develop

its land holdings to the maximum
permissable coverage, but rather

continues to buy land, demolish hous-

ing, and justify such actions by claim-

ing they are necessary for expansion.

Present university planning tries to

keep the campus apart from the city,

as if to say the educational process

must be introverted and physically

isolated from its environment.

The street is the interface between
the university and the city — it is

common ground which serves as a
part of a metropolitan scale system.
To change one part, as the University
has attempted with its plan to close

St. George St., is to affect the entire

city-wide network.

The streets running through the

university are places to fight traffic,

dodge the stop light and head off into

another building. In the city the street

is a message-giver, a meeting place
and an outdoor public room. When the

university fled the medieval monas-
tries in the 12th century it took to the

streets, rented its teaching spaces
and owned a sidewalk.

The basis of much of our study has

been to investigate ways of bringing

the city and the university together
and to try to establish a climate
where dialogue between the two can
take place. -

We have found that the university

does not need more land and it per-

haps does not even need new buildings

as long as it is grossly under-using the

ones it already owns.

In an effort to make the university a
part of, and not apart from, the city,

we have exploited the potential of the

street as one of many alternatives to

present expansion plans.

SCENE ON BLOOR
On Bloor St. the university jolts up

against the city. It is a conservative
and aloof resident making no effort to

disclose what it is. The underside of a
rarely used stadium and two sober
buildings display the university's dis-

interest in the crowds of promenaders
wandering around this part of the
city.

The university's landholdings here

are some of the most valuable and
most underused real estate in Toron-

to.
"

We propose to continue to develop
the prestigious office and residential

facilities that are a part of the street

one block east and to exploit the de-

velopment as a new educational
scene.

The university should begin to exert
its presence along Bloor St. in much
the same way as the Royal Ontario
Museum has moved its Ming china
out onto Avenue Rd.

The university would also provide a

large open green meadow off the

street in the area between Philoso-

pher's Walk and Devonshire Place —
a space for picnics and summer thea-

tre, ice skating, music festivals and
gatherings. A place for the city and
the university — to sit in the sun and
think aloud; to be alone, or with oth-

ers.

ON FREEWAYS AND BILLBOARDS

University Avenue, which bounds
the eastern sector of the campus, is a
major vehicular route in the city
carrying an average of 60,000 cars
daily. Yet to these passing motorists
the campus is insignificant and unin-

viting — presenting an iron fence and
the backs of Hart House, Wycliffe
College and the Library.

The university should take advan-
tage of the opportunity presented by
University Ave. to inform the larger

community of its activities and hap-
penings. It must learn the importance
of highway frontage for advertising.

The introduction of electrographic
billboards along University Avenue is

an appropriate way of making this

contact. In size the billboards could
resemble those on the 401 and would
extend along the length of the road-

way — almost % of a mile.

Through the use of electronic and
cinematographic projection the Ave-
nue would present an ever-changing
newsboard. Where information, such
as moon-landings and national elec-

tion , require continuous viewing,
automobile drive-in and sound hook-
up systems could be provided.

Accordingly there would be the

necessity for large tarmacced park-
ing areas off University ave., which
would resemble a suburban shopping
centre car park with back-up facili-

ties — gas stations, washrooms, mo-
bile cafeteria and ice cream bars.
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THE STREET IS A STUDENT CENTRE
St. George St. between Harbord and

Willcocks is the most heavily used
pedestrian section of the campus. The
east side is lined with residences and
along the west side is a loose assem-
bly of the university's major academ-
ic buildings. The street is featureless

and, after 5 o'clock is desolate and
windswept.

Yet St. George St. has everything

going for it to become the university's

student centre. Just as Kensington
Market where the fruit stands and
shops are open to pedestrians, simi-

larly St. George St. could be a series

tf spaces accommodating social facil-

ities, political clubs, eating places
and commercial activities located

immediately on the sidewalk, accessi-

ble to students and public alike.

By its very nature the student-

centre street would be very different

from the "members only" centre pro-

jected for the corner of Russell and
St. George. In appearance it will re-

semble any well-used pedestrian area

in the city — Chinatown or Yorkviile
— with the usual ticky-tacky para-

phenalia of billboards, posters, lights

and vending machines.

The student centre would, like any
street, be constantly changing, ac-

commodating new requirements, and
housing additional activities in spaces

which have become obsolete. This
would necessitate a building technolo-

gy which could be assembled and
dismantled easily and quickly — a

Meccano set of lightweight compo-
ents inflatable structures and mobile

trailers providing cheap, quick enclo-

sure — a far cry from the monolithic

tomb at Scarborough College.
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This man is losing his store

He was in Auschwitz for only a couple of

months. He got married in the refugee camps
after the war.

Now he has magazine racks of SICK, ACE,

KNIGHT, CLIMAX —Z a dusty haphazard dis-

play window.
And he seems to be a happy man.

So they will try again.

They feel it is just another variety store.

But the 'just-another-variety-store' does not

exist — if there are people who look closely at

the parts of the city that they touch and need.

But those who touch to infect are rarely those

who look.

"The agent was from Crown Trust, not the

University. . .the University did not even
know there was a store here! " said the white-

haired man behind the counter.

Morris Dimanstein speaks quite easily to

you. as to any other customer. He is five feet

and not very many inches tall; white-haired

and with thoughts and emotions flickering

across his features. Occasionally during the

two hours we talked he would dart around
from behind the counter and march purpose-

fully up to me to state with succinctness what
merited it; then he was behind the counter

again.

At first he was silent. A young man in

by ray conlogue
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shades and overcoat was moving intermit-

tently toward the door, Spadina Avenue roar-

ing distantly behind him through the store-

front, Sussex Avenue to his right. A milk jug

under one arm and a loaf of bread under the

other.

Auschwitz is far from the parental home at

Frankfurt-am-Mainz, but Morris Dimanstein

was much younger than, and stronger. Two
months in the death camp must have left him

most of his strength. .

.

"I think the Residents' Association is a

vested interest," said the fellow in sunglass-

es, ".
. .they're making a killing, making a lot

of money off students. Their houses are paid

off." To his left, that is, proceeding north on

Spadina Avenue, were ten gutted houses, Nos.

677 to 689. He had rented three houses to stu-

dents, but two of them — 685 and 689 — were
presently pits of raw brick and broken founda-

tion. Could I use his name? No, he still rented

691. Then the University owns the houses?

Yes.

. . .most of his strength, because they took

him back "to Germany, I was working in a fac-

tory for airplanes in 1945. . .the Obershaffirer

— I not know how you say this, maybe, 'Gener-

al' — he came from the factory to Auschw-

itz. .

."

"You can be a good landlord or a bad land-

lord," said the fellow, "I charged $15 for a

room and a kitchen; it's $20-$25 elsewhere.
1

' Now, if they're going to tear down a house

for no good reason, I won't take it lying down.

But I got three months' notice, and I moved
my tenants into another house."

His last house was standing because it's a

duplex with 693, which Simcoe Hall has not

yet purchased; until then, 691 is safe. Could I

use his name? "Yes." He is Bill Jackson, a

chemical engineering graduate who wants lit-

tle to do with the Huron-Sussex Residents'

Association. . ."people have been rattling the

University too much" when it had no choice in

the matter of expansion.

Besides, "I didn't want to be too much be-

hind them (the Residents' Association) be-

cause of the shakiness of my tenure."

. .the soldiers worked in the factory before,

now they were gone to the front, you under-

stand?. . .The war is nearly over. . .so they

brought these strong young people from Ausch-

witz. .

."

A man's uprooting brings memories, fears

and philosophy, especially to a Jewish store-

keeper who has been fifteen years watching
the door open and close. Now that door has
ragged cardboard and a scrawl:

STORE FIXTURES

FOR SALE
BARGAINS!

"I sold the store five years ago to the Uni-
versity, I sold it for $36,000." Was that a good
price?

".
. .they took us to Germany to work in the

factory . . .afterward the American planes came
and put fire bombs- you understand? bombs?



(and the whole neighborhood is going too)

— they put tire bombs on the factory. . .they
took us away from this place. . .this is hard tor

me to explain; little by little you will under-
stand. . .they take us to the gas chamber. . .

A good price? "Hard to say. . .1 no want to
blame myself. Nobody forced me to sign
it. .in everything is something, you look
back, it could have been better. What my wife
said to me, 'I told you not to sell.' You feel

sorry for yourself." His thoughts come in sep-
arate gentle parcels, each one shifting as he
gropes for words. Often he backtracks and
tries once more, "you understand?" tumbles
out uncertainly again and again.

. . .fo the gas chamber, like the old people,
they no need us any more. . . give me 16 milk,

two orange (to the just-arrived dairyman)
. . .every day we walk ten miles to another city

where they gas the people, but then the Gener-
al. . .the Obershaftirer. . .has to go to the
front. . .Mister Arthur? (to a trembling very old

man). . .Mister Arthur? What, no newspaper
today? Yes? Okay. .

."

"There is two kinds of people," said this

milk philosopher, looking clearly at me over
the counter, "one kind, you hear someone yell

"Help! Help" you jump in to help him, the

other kind. .
." the ancient rococo cash regis-

ter rings a sale, but the dirty tin numbers with

curved tops no longer fly up.

"Now you come to the conclusion. . . he
(referring to Jackson) just goes in temporari-

ly. But me, the agent came and said, sell it

now or later they take you to court, you get

less."

"I talk to them, this" — to the University,

asking $2000 for his stock, "so they said they

will start at the top." Of the ten houses? Yes,

Simcoe Hall has time and money, but it hurts

less to spend time— "I will see the last houses

torn down, then I will go." With no compensa-

tion for unsold stock. I ask if that is fair. .

.

. .we would smell, we would feel how the

situation is. . .the war will soon be over. . .1 feel

like I can't walk any more, so we escape. .
."

The tale of the night in the farmhouse, the

strafings by Russian aircraft, the impromptu

burial details along the road; but mostly the

farmouse — "At 3 in the morning the Ober-

shaftirer calls us out, we walk out while the

soldiers watch us. But me, with my friend, we
hide — you know how, for cows, the floor is

lower — we hide on fhe floor" he says with

glee, "and we hear all the soldiers leave. .
."

No compensation for stock? Is that fair?

"They know already is not fair. . .they

bought this like just a piece of land. .

" Intent-

ly for some seconds he is quiet. "There is two
classes of people. . .one is quiet, the other
wants his right. . .1 know what is my
right. . they are stronger, they are different

class, different people. . .1 cannot fight

them. .
." But amongst these echoes of anoth-

er country, another time comes the determi-
nation of the man in front of me: "I would
make them take me to court, send a bailiff,

take months. . .but I won't. .
." Perhaps the

true echo is of the strength this graying man
once had; perhaps the echo of "different

class, different people" is no echo at all. . ."I

am too old to fight, I am too nervous. .

."

"...we hear the soldiers leave, we wait,
then we go out to a — how you say, of straw, a
pile —?" "A haystack?" "Yes, yes, a haystack,
where there is a hole, you know, for air under
the side, you understand?" Yes, I understand.
"Well, we crawl in" he says exultantly, "we
stay there for a whole day, then we go to the

farmhouse; ah! you must understand how we
look. . .we are not nice, we have Auschwitz
clothes on us, and beard, and hair! Very long,

except," he makes the gesture of shears run-

ning down the center of his head, "so fhey
know we are prisoners. .

."

".
. .1 am too nervous. . .from a concentra-

tion camp, now I go to fight again?" You were
in a concentration camp? "Yes, yes. . .From a
few years I have to live, for a few dollars,

even if I win, the whole aggravation is not

worth it.

".
. .and a lawyer. . .they have better law-

yers."

".
. .we walk not normal, too, like this," and

he shuffles, leaning forward as he does it,

". . .so they know, the farmers, who we
are. . .But they feed us, and we rest, and they

give us old clothes." "The transformation is

complete, except "/ only weight about 60
pounds. .

."

".
. .the agent was from Crown Trust, not

the University. . .the University did not even
know there was a store here! He came in here

to the store. . .1 don't know to who to talk. . .he

was representing the University. .

."

He offered you $36,000?

"Not so fast," with some vexation and
pride, spreading the flat of his hand before
me. "Not so fast. . .thirty-two, thirty-four

thirty-six. .

."

. .but we go away, and some French peo-
ple find us, and help us to travel away. . .and
so I come to Toronto. . .1 work for New York Furs

for ten years. . .Yes, I am a furrier. . .but I want
my own place, so in 1 955 I buy this store. .

."

Finally the tales converge, and it is all said.

He obtained finally thirty-six thousand dollars
for this property which he was assured would
be torn down soon. That was in 1965. Mr. Di-
manstein accepted a month-by-month rental
until the wreckers should come. That monthly
rental has continued for five years and now,
according to Stan Benjamin, the planner who
is also president of the Residents' Associa-
tion, the property on which Mr. Dimanstein's
store rests is likely worth $65,000 to $70,000.

I find myself looking idly about the store, at
the dusty unkempt merchandise and at the
six-seven-five worked into the little colored
glass panels that run across the top of the
front window. These casual bursts of stained
glass are the ornament of a bygone architec-

ture and now, as with everything else in a
Toronto February, they have lost much of

their glory.

As I prepared to leave, I recall the detail of

the concentration camp. Mr. Dimanstein would
be glad to tell me about it, he says. . . "but it is

only one per cent from the life story, there is so

much to say. .
."

Going out, I study the display window, pick-

ing out posters in degrees of storefront oblivi-

on: from Sweet Caporal's "Poker Hands" to

Player's "so good they're guarant-

eed". . .Now! Peter Jackson offers $10,000

and Belvedere "Instant Cash Certificates."

They lurch at musty angles. The climate was
poor.

"What I received for this store is not-

hing. . .rents are high, it is hard. But to be sor-

ry is nothing. I have to go out, I have to go

out. .

." His voice fades now. there is the noise

of demolition. You can go and look There are
only one-and-a-half houses left between the

corwbar and the little variety store on the

corner of Sussex and Spadina.

And the wreckers wreck quickly.

nd
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The Varsity presents..

A First Lesson In Canadian History (or

In the beginning there Was American capital. . .

^

J. A. Hobson
1858-1940

Although Hobson was a liberal British economist and free trade advocate, his famous study Imperialism was a
major influence on Lenin's political theories. He came to Canada in 1906 to "make a special inquiry into the effects of the
tariff on political relations between Canada, Great Britain and the United States." Even at the turn of the century, he
could see the growing dominance of American capital in the Canadian economy.

". . .if Canada is really destined to quick development it will be achieved by a large influx of American

capital and labour, inventive and organizing energy. What is already happening makes this manifest

".
. . .Indeed it is one of the frequent boast of the Canadian protectionist that his tariff sucks in Ameri-

can capital, forcing the great Trusts to set up inside Canada, with Canadian labour, instead of exporting goods

from their American mills, though in the next breath the same protectionist, in his capacity of British Imperial-

ist, expresses his regret that British capital will not come into Canadian 'industrials'. A large proportion of the

big manufacturers and railroad men are American born and the training and business ideas they bring are im-

ported from the States."

". . . . This widespread reckless alienation of lands, mines, forests, and water powers has virtually handed over

the control of the future of Canada to a group ofeconomic potentates similar to those who today rule the destinies of

the great American Republic.

The same tringle of capitalists forces is seen — railroads, financial companies, industrial trusts — and

the greatest of these is the railroads. It requires little study of the map of Canada to perceive that the railroad is

there a more potent ruler than in any other country of the world. The whole of Canada today is a thin tricket of

population and of industry along a long-drawn-out railroad.The CPR is by far the greatest institution in the coun-

try. It is rightly known as 'the government on wheels'. . . .Its investors had the courage and the faith to stake

their money on the future of the country at a time when the Government quailed before the risk and the ex-

pense. For this lack of courage and of faith the people of Canada will pay a heavy price — the price of their eco-

nomic liberty."" Canada Today (1906)

.it was only a matter of time before the British century came to an end. The new age dawned.

AM .R. Lower
1897-

Tnis noted Canadian historian and nationalist recalls the event of the birth of the new colonialism and also the

leading midwife's story of how it all happened.

"One nice old lady asked me whether, in the event of a German victory, 'the British empire would be moved to

Canada'. No madam, I replied, it would be moved to the United States. She seemed rather surprised at the answer, but,

in the light of the last twenty years, is that not pretty much what has happened?"

".
. .our Winnipeg Institute of International Affairs was addressed by a leading civil servant, one L. B. Pearson.

He talked on 'War and Canadian-American Relations' which he himself at the time was helping to keep smooth. I have

forgotten most of what he said, except one statement. Talking about our position in Washington, he made it clear that we

were able to maintain special relationships with both the British and the Americans because of our ambivalent nature,

which made us British with the British and American with the Americans: as he put it, 'we can work both sides of the

street.' I have always understood that this phrase referred to ladies who made their living on the streets in not the most

honorable ways. / asked Mr. Pearson ifhe did not think we, Canada, were in much the same position as these ladies. The meet-

ing did not seem to like the comparison too well. " MY First Seventy-Five Years ( 1 967)

The meeting may not have liked Lower's comparison but reality has a way of defying audiences. It also

starts to bother people . . . like . . .

Harold Innis

1894-1952

The man after whom Innis College is named was the first Canadian to be appointed chairman of the University of

Toronto Political Economy Department and later became Dean of Graduate studies here. Internationally famous for his

painstakingly detailed studies of Canadian capitalism, this liberal political economist turned in later life to developing

theories of communications and studying the cultural effects of American domination of the Canadian economy. In all

this he leaves an insight into the many different ways that "Canadian history is on the point of being reversed from na-

tion back into colony".

"... It is both a source of constant frustration to attempt to be a Canadian. Both Great Britain and the United

States encourage us in assuming the false position that we are a great power and in urging that we have great national

and imperial possibilities. From both groups we are increasingly subjected to pressure and in turn to bureaucratic tend-

encies dictated by external forces . . . We seem destined to occupy in North America the place of Czechoslovakia as a show

window in relation to Russia in Europe, first as to the British Empire and second as to the American Empire."
The Church in Canada (1947)

"Rigidities, in some relationships between Canada and the United States have accentuated concentration on flexi-

bilities in others . . . Capital movements have been encouraged in every possible way. American firms not only have

responded to encouragement but have been quick to see the implications of differences in price levels or of instability in

American policy and have set up branch plants to take advantage not only of the Canadian market but also of the diverse

markets provided by imperial and other agreements. The automobile and the agricultural implement industries will

serve as illustrations. The aluminum industry on the SagUenay was a result not only of the search for investment in hy-

dro-electric power development by the Duke interests but also of the search for a means by which the Aluminum Compa-
ny of America would participate effectively in a world cartel. American industry has recognized the importance of main-

taining a position in other countries to offset the effects of disturbances in the U.S."

Recent Developments in the Canadian Economy (1941

)

"In the Anglo-Saxon world we have a new mobilization of force in the United States with new perils and all the

resources of culture and language of the English-speaking peoples, including those of the United States, will be necessary

to resist it. In the crudest terms, military strategy dominated by public opinion would be disastrous.

"... Canadians can scarcely understand the attitude of hostility of Europeans towards Americans because of

the overwhelming influence upon them of American propoganda. Americans are the best propagandists because they are the

best advertisers. Whatever hope of continued autonomy Canada may have in the future must depend on her success in

withstanding American influence and the pressure of the United States and Russia. But there is little evidence that she is

capable of these herculean efforts and much that she will continue to be regarded as an instrument of the United States." _

Great Britain, Canada and United States ( 1 948)

"The development of advertising and mass propaganda masquerading as education compel the consent of the

governed. Legal institutions like religious institutions tend to be weakened as bulwarks of liberty. The overwhelming

amount and complexity of legislation inspired by bureaucracies weakens the influence of the courts by adding to their

burdens and stressing the spread of administrative law. The social sciences reflect the demands ofindustrialism and caoital-

\ ism. Political Cconomy in The Modern State ( 1 944)

Faced with all these threats, how did the Canadian intellectual academics react? The most outspoken crit-

ic against the latter was . .
.

Frank Underbill

A Canadian historian who taught at Victoria College, and a founder of the CCF, Underbill edited The Canadian

Forum when it was a radical periodical. In the cold war atmosphere and economic boom of the 50's, he gave up his radi-

calism and became an apologist for Pearson.

This is what you did
"the University of Excel
The Idea of the University),

ics have always manage*
some of them.

on the political economist:

"No doubt the Communist historian of the next c

to focus their attention upon their federaj political insti

merely another variation in the escape technique adopted

on the economist:

"Our economists have played the humble self-ir
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See Imperialism, Know Imperialism but never study Imperialism)

n't learn in school today in

lence" (cf. Claude Bissell,
Despite this, a few academ-

I to study reality. Here are

With only token resistance from labour, students and intellectuals, in the early 60 s the Canadian govern-
ment finally had a free hand in selling the resources of the Canadian people to the Americans. An early voice of
protest was that of . . .

;ntury will point to this curious eagerness of political scientists

;utions instead of upon their capitalist economic Institutions as

by timid intellectuals in a revolutionary period."

iposed role of minor technicians, never questioning the major

nselves, never venturing any opinion about the general planning

about with their little statistical measuring instruments, doing

s putting new brake linings into the financial mechanism, happy

aDics of Canadian capitalism."

t. Not for them the greasy grimy jobs of testing and repairing in

f
bo^ in tbe sales-office in front, helping to sell the system to

and national autonomy.

"

The Conception of a National Interest < 1935)

George Grant
Philosopher, social critic and educator, he was the first since the fifties to reintroduce nationalism to a pacified

Canadian public. His book Lament for a Nation in 1965 created a controversy. It was an indictment of the sellout. But in

true colonial style, his pessimism undermined much of what he had to say.
".

. . after 1940 it was not in the interests of the economically powerful to be nationalists. Most of them made
more money by being the representatives of American capitalism and setting up the branch plants. No class in Canada
more welcomed the American managers than the established wealthy of Montreal and Toronto, who had once seen them-
selves the pillars of Canada. Nor should this be surprising. Capitalism is, after all, a way of life based on the principle
that the most important activity is profit-making. That activity led the wealthy in the direction of continentalism. They
lost nothing essential to the principle of their lives in losing their country. It is this very fact that has made capitalism
the great solvent of all traditions in the modern era. When everything is made relative to profit-making, all traditions of

virtue are dissolved, including that aspect of virtue known as love of country. This is why liberalism is the perfect ideology
tor capitalism, tt demolishes those taboos that restrain expansion. Even the finest talk about internationalism opens markets
lor the powerful."

"The economic self-seekers had never been the ones to care about Canada as a nation."
lament (or A Nation (1965)

But the ever-increasing domination of the Canadian economy did not alarm the Ottawa establishment;
they welcomed and threw their political lot in with it. On occasion they documented this takeover with bureau-
cratic indifference. One of them was . •

J.J. Deutsch

A prominent economist and former head of the Economic Council of Canada he is now principal of Queen's Uni-

versity. He bad a privileged view of everything that went on in Ottawa during the Pearson years.

"Geographical proximity, the desire of security in the circumstances of the cold war, and the absence of impedi-

ments to foreign enterprise and foreign investment all gave Canada a decided advantage, in the eyes of the United States

interest over alternative foreign sources. . . - When shortly after the War, new discoveries indicated that the prairie

provinces contained large pools of oil and gas, the huge United States international companies with their world-wide

experience, know-how and ready access to capital moved in on a large scale. This was facilitated by the fact that a num-

ber of these companies were already established in Canada and also, by the fact that if Canadian production of oil and gas

expanded sufficiently, outlets would have to be found in the United States in any case. The discovery in Canada of

•immese resources of uranium coincided with the search by the U.S. of adequate and assured supplies of this strategic

material for the atomic energy program."

"The Canadian frontier became The North American Frontier."

Recertf American Influence in Canada

. . .and what the Canadian intellectuals didn't want to hear, a hard-nosed American cold warrior could

and did analyse for them.

Hugh G. J. Aitken

Aitken is one of the few American academics who specializes in the study of Canada. Most noteably, he has co-

authored Canadian Economic History with Tom Easterbrook, Canadian head of U of T's Political Economy Department.

He describes to American audiences tbe benefits of exploiting the land to the North.

United States private foreign investment has tended to concentrate in those areas of the world that offer a rela-

tively high degree of security, principally Canada, Western Europe, and certain parts of Latin America. . . . Long-run

commitments of capital, of the type that resource development requires, are impossible without assurance that property rights

shall be inviolate. This is the basic prerequisite; anything short of this is merely tinkering with the problem. . .

.

"The unexploited but potentially rich resources of the world exist today, by and large, in areas that have been

outside or on the margin of the spread of industrial, urban civilization. These are, to speak in general terms, the areas we

call "underdeveloped." They are also the areas most affected at present by poverty, by the virus of anticolonialism, by

suspicion of western capitalism, and by thd deep-seated desire to become masters of their own political and economic

destinies. Development of the natural resources of such countries by foreign corporations, particularly when the raw

materials produced are destined for use outside the country of origin, is a delicate enterprise. .

.

"At present, however, Canada occupies a distinctive position as a fieiu ior American resource investment, for it

offers at one and the same time all the advantages of a highly developed commercial society and all the attractions of a

resource frontier whose potentialities have so far barely been tapped. The positive virtues of the developed and the undevel-

oped are there present in a single economy. A vigorous society, highly commercialized in its outlook, enjoying stable gov-

ernment under a well established political and legal system. . . it can claim the second highest standard of living in the

world and a climate for investment that, despite an embryonic nationalism, leaves little to be desired". Add to these

considerations similarity of language and culture, geographical proximity, a closely integrated continental transport

system, and commitment to joint defense, and the rationale for American investment in Canada becomes clear."

American Capital and Canadian Resources (1961

)

Late in the 60's a few liberals stopped, looked around and asked, "My God, What's Happening To the

Country?" One of these was Walter Gordon.

He went on a campaign to buy Canada back from the Americans. But the Americans weren't selling. And

even if they did, the question remained "Who are they going to sell it back to?" Gordon suggested the present

Canadian branch-plant managers. But it's too late for that. Even Trudeau laughs at the idea. What then are the

political implications of the new nationalism?

"Bourgeois nationalism is a spent force in Canada. The Canadian people are indifferent to it and the bourgeoisie

themselves have no faith in it. What remains powerful and alive in the national consciousness is the force of sentimental

nationalism. It expresses tbe discontent and the general anxiety of the Canadian people with their future of living in an

advanced capitalist and advanced colonial state

"Sentimental nationalism is not a revolutionary force because it does not isolate and crystallize the economic

contradictions of capitalism. But it does create the conditions out of which will evolve a revolutionary nationalism -

namely anti-imperialism, which provides the only alternative to the policies of the Canadian bourgeoisie. An anti-impe-

riaHst struggle is the only way to break through the tight circle of Canadian history. Anti-impenalism, anti-capitalism

and Canadian independence are an inseparable unity."™
The Canadian Bourgoisie and Its National Consctousness" ( 1970) by D. Dtacne.

"An independence movement based on substituting Canadian capitalists for American capitalists, or on public policy to

makeforeign corporations behave as if they were Canadian corporations, cannot be our final objective.

"Capitalism must be replaced by socialism, by national planning of investment and by the public ownership of

the means of production in the interests of tbe Canadian people as a whole. Canadian nationalism is a relevant force on

which to build to tbe extent that it is anti-imperialist. On the road to socialism, such aspirations for independence must

be taken into account. For to pursue independence seriously is to make visible the necessity of socialism in Canada.

Wofkins Manifesto ( 1969}

For more on the new nationalism see Wednesday's Varsity.
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Teitelbaum sees SAC as apolitical
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THE TEXTBOOK
STORE

The Centre for the Study of the Drama

The Waltz of the Toreadors

by

JEAN ANOUILH

at the Studio Theatre 4 Glenmorris Street

February 25th. 26th. 27th. 28th 1970

at 8:30 p.m.

Admission Free

ATTENTION

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE GRADUATING CLASS

NOMINATIONS NOW OPEN FOR THE U. OF T. MOSS

SCHOLARSHIP (BEST ALL ROUND MAN OR WOMAN)

NOMINATION FORMS IN THE LIT' OFFICE.

NOMINATIONS CLOSE

FRIDAY. FEB. 27. ELECTIONS MARCH 3rd

By MARY BASTEDQ
Bernie Teitelbaum has had

his campaign posters up for

two weeks. "Teitelbaum is

SAC President," they read.

(And in small print — "elect.

Please confirm with your

vote.")

"If the election were tomor-

row I'd win because I'm the

only name everybody knows."

Teitelbaum said in an inter-

view last night. "I'm the only

one who has had signs up since

before reading week."

"The person who wins this

election will be the one with

the best advertising. That's

how uninvolved the students

are," he said.

Teitelbaum, a third-year

commerce and finance stu-

dent, is the only one of the SAC

Presidential candidates who

has run for the job before. Last

year he was in the race but

dropped out before the elec-

tion.

"Last year I ran because I

was thoroughly disgusted with

everything. I thought, What in

the world are these pinkos

doing to us?'"

He dropped out because he

felt Gus Abols and he had the

same ideals and he didn't want

to split the vote.

Now he's running again for

those same ideals. •

"The big problem with SAC

is that it's political," he said.

His main concern is working

for the students' interests. "I

think you can separate the stu-

dent interests from the politi-

cal arena. You can lift student

interests off the political spec-

trum when they don't deal with

the administration or the

community."
"In SAC now," he said,

• people don't give a damn
about the student interests.

They're only interested in scor-

ing political points."

Teitelbaum is not a past SAC

member but he feels during the

past year he has been one de

facto because he has attended

most of the meetings. During

mmimmmmmmimmiiiimmmmmiimmiimmmmmiiiimiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

"JERUSALEM"
Colour film of highlights from Bible history

fealun'ne; BILLY GRAHAM

Wednesday, Feb. 25. 7:45 p.m.

SUNDAY: 11:00 a.m. Morning Worship

6:00 p.m. Evening Worship

8:15 p.m. Young People

ON WEEKEND

ALL WELCOME

KNOX CHURCH -Harbord at Spadina
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the fall term he went to about

half of the executive meetings

and all of the SAC meetings

except those at Scarborough

and Erindale.

He is very critical of the in-

ternal system of SAC "which

involves no one but its own
members." He would like to

involve more students in SAC
programs and activities.

"I'm not trying to drag peo-

ple i'lto involvement but they

will want to get involved," he

sa' . "I think every student

would want to be involved in at

least one facet of SAC'S activi-

ties.

"If I am elected president

next year, there will be at least

15,000 undergraduates going to

vote in the next election.
"

Teitelbaum is eager to see

the campus centre built and

would like to work to get it

funded from outside sources,

an approach he feels has been

rejected by past SAC presi-

dents.

"People will say they don't

want a Wallace McCutcheon

memorial gymnasium but

that's the way you do it — get

money from outside."

He does not want to see the

CUG report implemented as it

now stands.

"I don't believe in a unica-

meral system. You can't have

160 people reaching a consen-

sus." Lay people should com-
pose the largest proportion of

any top governing structure

because any group within the

university has low credibility

in the community, and with the

government's austerity pro-

gram, lay people are very

important for outside fundi-

ng"
Teitelbaum is also the only

candidate running without a

vice-presidential running-

mate.

"What do you need a running

mate for?" he asked. "Once

you are elected it doesn't mat-

ter whether two people agree

with each other. You need a

united SAC."

His slogan — "A house divid-

ed cannot stand."

Erindale College has can-

celled all normal activities on

Wednesday February 25th so

that students, faculty and sup-

port staff could discuss univer-

sity government and educa-

tion.

The symposium is being

sponsored by the Erindale Col-

lege council.

The meeting will act as an

idea generator with the stu-

dents and faculty talking about

a direction for the college.

Classes will again be can-

celled next Thursday, March

5th to continue planning for the

future of Erindale College.

SAC PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES

FORUM
WEDNESDAY 1 p.m.

CONVOCATION HALL



Hurd sees SAC as seeker of solutions
By LAURA KELLY

Rod Hurd and Eric Miglin
look and talk like men who
could make the quarter of a

million-dollar SAC business
run smoothly. Genial, with

cleanly-cut beards, they are

candidates for the Student
Administrative Council presi-

dency and vice-presidency.

"We have a company with

"a quarter million dollars and
it doesn't seem like it's work-
ing that hard for students."
said Hurd.

Hurd is a third year psychol-

ogy student and the president
of the Scarborough student
council. Eric Miglin is a sec-

ond year Engineering student
and a SAC member.
The two candidates deplored

SAC's lack of financial respon-

sibility and inconsistent allot-

hent of funds.

SAC has stated priorities,

but it doesn't adhere to them,"
said Hurd.

"It's the easiest thing in the

world to give away money, but

SAC should offer real suppor-
tive assistance and commit-
ment." added Miglin.

Hurd and Miglin talked

about a SAC that would listen

to student feedback, and then

organize or promote groups
that allow for student involve-

ment.

Hurd enthusiastically de-

scribed an action group that

would mobilize students for

one day community action ac-

tivities involving no long range

commitment.

"Students are busy people,

they have essays to write and

other commitments. 1 suppose

this is treating the symptoms
and not the cause. But the

cause has to be treated higher

up on a government level,''

said Hurd.

Hurd and Miglin want a SAC
that is relevant to the normal

student's educational career at

UofT.

"I'm not so sure SAC should

be committing financial re-

sources to world movements,"
said Hurd.

"SAC has attempted too

much to politicize students,"

added Miglin.

Hurd and Miglin are more
interested in setting up loan

bureaus, or planning commit-
tees that would give students a

say about new residences.

"The New Left is good as a

catalyst to get the ball rolling

but when that period is over

you have to get people in there

that can do the work and or-

oanize," said Miglin.

"SAC is doing a lot of good
things, CUG. Campbell, but it

can't seem to keep more than

one good project going at a

time," said Hurd.

With SAC as co-ordinator,

and students as volunteers and
consultants. Hurd foresees a

well-balanced, give and take,

tight university community.
"If everybody puts their

heads together, we'll come up

with solutions." said Hurd.

M*residential

Hopefuls

Richardson to unify university community
By KARL HAUENSTEIN

The spirit of Marshall Mc-
Luhan is alive and well in the

persons of Wayne Richardson

and Ken McEvoy, for SAC
president and vice-president on

a joint ticket.

Richardson (IV APSC) and

McEvoy (III VIC) see the most

significant problem involved in

"making SAC work" as being

the lack of communication
between it and the rest of the

university.

Actively involved in such

groups as the CUG Implemen-
tation Committee and the Stop

Spadina Committee, they are

very concerned about the fu-

ture of SAC and the university.

"The situation which devel-

oped this year in SAC was that

the members were drawing up

sides on different issues, re-

sulting in political in-fighting

and a break down of effective

communication."
To remedy this situation

Richardson and McEvoy feel

that the university should be

made into a more unified

community, rather than the

commuter university'" it is

now where people attend class-

es but do not really become
involved in its affairs.

SAC should encourage and

initiate programs in which the

students are forced to become
involved in the affairs of the

university and be able to relate

what they learn in the class-

room to the outside community

and vice versa.

To do this, SAC should take

the funds given it by the stu-

dents and, rather than invest it

in off-campus groups, as it has

frequently done in the past, use

it to finance educational mea-

sures which will involve the

students and inform them and

the community.

Such programs, says Mc-

Evoy, would be in the form of

television productions and

grants to different film groups

to work on topics which relate

to the university but also in-

volve the community.

The three main newspapers

in the city should be ap-

proached, says Richardson,

with the idea of running a uni-

versity column on a regular

basis. All students would be

free to contribute to this col-

umn to inform other students

and the outside community of

the functions of the university.

Thus the community would

be educated as to how its prob-

lems are interrelated with

those of the university and
there would be an increased

sense of unity between the stu-

dents, the university and the

community.

To make this community
possible, Richardson and
McEvoy maintain that a

change in the university struc-

ture is necessary, both at the

higher and lower levels.

They support the university-

wide committee, proposed by

the CUG Programming Com-
mittee, to be representative of

all the present decision-mak-

ing bodies. It will allow a two-

way flow of dialogue, starting

in the classroom with students

and instructors communicat-
ing to establish a situation in

which both sides learn.

Dialogue would then move
all the way up the structure.

The first step would then be

taken in making the university

a true community in wtiich its

members can relate the work-

ings of the community to the

world outside.

To further promote com-
munity spirit. Richardson and

McEvoy feel that research is

desirable to discover whether
there should be preferential

admission and financial assist-

ance offered to students from

economically and culturally Their platform rests on the

deprived areas of Toronto, who need to get students involved

would not otherwise be given ina unified university. They

the chance to attend universi- hope to make the SAC the uni-

ty- fying force.
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UNHAPPY ABOUT THE SYSTEM?
Interested in a real challenge? Then teaching is the job

for you! The profession needs bright young people who are
willing to dedicate themselves to improving education in

Ontario. Here is the answer for people who are really
concerned and want to do something constructive about our
educational system.

Education is as stimulating, challenging and progressive
as its teachers make it. If you don't like the way it is, get in

there and change it!

Exciting things are already happening throughout the
system from kindergarten to Grade 13. Did you know, for
example, that:

1. there are schools in operation now in which the children
determine their own program in collaboration with their
teachers?
2. children as young as 6 or 7 years old are learning how to do
research, and are carrying out their own?
3. children are creating and living history and drama rather
than reading about it?

4. children are visiting places like the City Hall in order to

learn about today, or places like Pioneer Village in order to

learn about yesterday?
5. there are schools in which children are not confined to a
particular 4-walled classroom, 30-35 classmates, and one
teacher, but are free to move about in a large open area in

which they work with a team of teachers, different ones at
different times of the day; and a few or many classmates
depending upon the activity in progress?

But this is not the situation everywhere in Ontario
schools. It is not even the situation everywhere in Metro
Toronto, Why? Because more people like you — young,
interested, ambitious and hard-working are needed!

Did you know that as a teacher you are paid according to
your education and receive, the same salary and benefits no
matter whether you teach 5-year-olds or 18-year-olds? Did
you know that the opportunities for advancement for bright
young people are good?

If you would like to know more about teaching
particularly at the Public School and Junior High School
(Senior School) level, come to the meeting Wednesday,
February 25 at 4 p.m. in the Sidney Smith Building, Rm. 1083
and find out more. The challenge is out — are you up to it?

TEACHING: THE CHALLENGING CAREER
Find out more about it, especially at the Public School

and Junior High School Level

at the MEETING
Wednesday, February 25 4 p.m.

Room 1083 Sidney Smith Building

F.W.T.A.O. & O.P.S.M.T.F. & University Placement Service
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Important G.S.U.meeting

Tuesday's general meeting
of the Graduate Students' Un-
ion promises to be a long and
bitter one.

Among many items on the
agenda is a motion to rehire
Miss Marjaleena Repo, fired
from her position as organizer
for "failing to comply with the
termsofhercontract."
Michael Vaughan, GSU

President, says Miss Repo
stopped attending meetings
and submitting the required
weekly reports last December.
Three members of the exec-

utive council, Neil Keller, Lar-
ry Hoffman and Craig McKay
voted against the motion to

dismiss Miss Repo.
Even with the council thus

divided against itself, neither
side expects a flare-up.

Although she anticipates a
"very calm and reasonable
meeting". Miss Repo says, "I
think that there might be some
motion to censure Mr. Vaugh-
an for his conduct."

Vaughan, however, does not

expect the walk-outs which
characterized previous GSU

FOUND. A blue address
book, Memoranda No. 1.

Owner ehould call Mr.
Simms. 699-4074.

meetings. "We must get
through the constitutional by-
laws.' With the elections just
ahead of us, this is definitely
the most pressing issue before
us," says Vaughan.

Also on the agenda, are a
motion of incorporation and
the building and renovation
proposals which would provide
the proposed Graduate Student
Centre with a bar.

b% maximum
raise for ATS
The University Budget

Committee is not giving any
ground on the Association of
Teaching Staff demand for a 22
per cent salary increase.

At a meeting Wednesday
night, the Budget Committee
informed the ATS salaries
committee that it could fore-
see a maximum increase of

only six per cent.

Philosophy Prof. Wayne
Sumner a member of the sala-

ries committee said last night.

"The offer is completely unac-

ceptable to us.

"The ball is in our court now
and it's up to us to show them
that more money is in fact

available," he said.

Negotiations are scheduled
to resume Friday.

Winegard to answer students
GUELPH (CUP) - Univer-

sity of Guelph administration
president W. C. Winegard Fri-

day stalled for time in the face

of student demands for an open
hearing with student participa-

tion in the case of dismissed
sociology professor Donald
Grady.

Winegard had been given
until noon Friday to respond to

student proposals for a com-
mittee to review the case of

Grady — dismissed without
stated reason by the Guelph
administration after receiving

a recommendation for tenure
from a sociology department
committee.
As the deadline expired,

Winegard declared that he was
"unable to respond" to the stu-

dent demands in the stated
time, but promised to give an
answer by noon today .

The student demands arose
as. a counter-proposal to ad-

ministration suggestions for a

review committee in Grady's
case, grudgingly issued nearly

a month after students

launched a protest against the

unorthodox firing.

Winegard had suggested a

review committee consisting
of three tenured faculty: one
chosen by Grady, one named
by the administration, and a

chairman named by the other

two nominees.
Hearings under Winegard's

proposed committee would be

"informal and private" and its

decision would be "binding on
both sides."

At a mass meeting last

Wednesday, about 700 students

heard a counter-proposal sug-

gesting student parity on the

Sociology department's tenure

and promotions committee,
administrative disclosure of

all reasons for refusal to

accede to departmental rec-

ommendations for promotion,

and the right to an open hear-

ing in all cases where depart-

mental decisions were re-

versed.

In addition, the students

approved a review committee

format that Grady agreed to:

two tenured and two non-ten-

ured faculty with one of each

category chosen by the admin-

istration and by Grady; two

students selected from the so-

ciology department, and a

chairman elected and agreed

upon by the other committee
members.

About 190 students presented

their proposal to Winegard

personally Wednesday.

Grady, dropped from the

faculty in January, was a lead-

er in a fight for student partici-

pation in the Guelph sociology

department on a one-man, one-

vote basis.

Senior faculty crushed the

move last November after the

department voted to support

an October strike by campus

workers.

You Can

make SAC work
SAC is a sick organization. Wayne Richardson and

Ken McEvoy are running for president and vice pres. of
SAC because they want to work with you and other stu-
dents in the university to make it healthy again.

They know what is wrong with SAC... that it doesn't
communicate with its constituents enough, that it makes
irresponsible political commitments it has no right mak-
ing, and that it is torn by internal factionalism.

They know these things because they have had to

fight them as they sought to do something constructive
on SAC... Richardson with the Campus Center, briefs

on Hart House, and the Spadina Expressway, and McEvoy
as chairman of the SAC University Committee in its

dealings with CUG.
Wayne Richardson and Ken McEvoy are convinced

that they can overcome the problems lacing SAC ... by
building communications links between SAC and in-

dividual students, by avoiding political entanglements
which have nothing to do with the University, and by
listening to ideas, no matter where they come from.

Wayne Richardson and Ken McEvoy are both deeply

committed to the concept of community in the university

as set forth in the CUG report. They have proven the

depth of that committment in their years on SAC.
They want very much to transform SAC into the

kind of vital, relevant organization that can act as a

powerful agent for developing that concept into reality.

They need your vote to do it.

elect

RICHARDSON • McEVOY
president vice-pres

"Mr. K.H. Lougheed and Mr. W.R. Winslade, rep-

resenting the Sault St. Marie Board of Education,

will be at the student placement office on Fri-

day, February 27, 1970 from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00p.m.
to discuss secondary school teaching in Sauit

Ste. Marie with prospective graduates. We are

especially interested in Honors Mathematics,

and Science students.

Arrangements for interviews may be made through

the placement service office."

We are "Direct" Diamond
Dealers handling both loose
and mounted diamonds. Our
booklet tellsyou what tolook
for and what to expect when
you invest in a diamond. You
can purchase from us on a

"Direct" basts.

H. PROCTOR & Co.

Diamond and Gem Deolari

131 BLOCK ST. W. SUITE 416

ffigt»
Draught beer on tap from noon

tilt after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75c.

Wild atmosphere.

The Bull and The Bear in The Sutton Place Hotel On Wellesley east of Bay
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GSU Amended Proposed By-Laws as Ap-
IPREAMBLE

The By-laws enacted herein are those of the Graduate Students' Union, University of

Toronto, as chartered by the Province of Ontario, (date)

(documentation)

.

E GENERAL COUNCIL
A. Function and Procedure

[
(1) The General Council shall be the supreme policy-making body of

the Union except when a general meeting is sitting.

|
(2) The General Council shall normally meet at least once every two

weeks during regular academic session and at least once a month

during the summer session.

|
(3) Notification of Regular General Council Meetings and Special

Meetings must include the following

:

i. notification to each member of the General Council

ii. notification in Varsity and/or GSU publication if published

prior to the meeting

[
(4) Special General Council meetings shall be called no sooner than

three days following the initiative of the Executive Committee,

or the written request of one-third of the General Council, as

submitted to the Chairman or President.

B. Membership

I (5) All departments, institutes, or other Schools, hereinafter called

Departments of the School of Graduate Studies shall have sepa-

rate representation on the General Council according to the fol-

lowing formula:

1-100 graduate students - 1 elected representative

101 - 200 graduate students - 2 elected representatives

201 & up graduate students - 3 elected representatives

|
(6) All departments may decide by a two-thirds vote of its members

to affiliate for electoral purposes with another department with-

in its division. The number of graduate students in the affiliating

department shall be added to the other department's total to de-

termine the number of representatives the combined electoral

constituency shall have. Affiliate departments shall have full

rights of candidacy and voting in elections to the General Coun-

cil. The affiliation shall be terminated by a majority vote to dis-

affiliate in either department.

| (7) The President and Vice President shall be full voting members of

the General Council.

ZffEXECUTIVECOMMITTEE
A. Function and Procedure

(8) The Executive Committee shall supervise the day to day func-

tioning, of the Union and shall ensure the implementation of the

policies of the General Council.

I (9) The Executive Committee shall be responsible for the hiring, fir-

ing and discipline of Union employees.

|
(10) The Executive Committee shall not make any financial loans

without authorization of the General Council.

I 111) The Executive Committee shall normally meet once a week.

I (12) Notification of regular Executive Committee meetings and1 spe-

cial meetings shall require notification to each member of the

Executive Committee.
I (13) Emergency Executive Committee meetings shall.be called upon

request of half the membership of the Executive Committee or

the President and two other members and shall be held within

two days of such a request.

IB. Membership , *
.

*

I (14) The voting members of the Executive Committee shall be:

The President

The yice-President ,
The Treasurer

The Secretary

and not more than six other members of the General Council.

I (IS) The President shall appoint the Treasurer, Secretary and two
other voting representatives of the Executive Committee from
the departmental representatives of the General Council. The
remaining four voting representatives of the Executive Com-
mittee shall be elected from the departmental representatives

by the General Council.

1 116) The General Council shall recall their four appointments by
simple majority vote and Presidential appointments by a two-

thirds vote of the Membership. At least two weeks notice must
be \<\\yw during the regular year, and at least four weeks during
the summer, before this motion can be acted on .

23. 197'

C. Duties

(17) The President shall:

i. serve as official representative and spokesman of the Union on all occasions.

ii. be primarily responsible for carrying out Union policies

iii. act on all matters consistent with the programme of activities approved by the General Council

iv. be a voting member of every Union committee

(18) The Vice-President shall:

i. assist the President in the execution of his duties

ii. serve as the official representative of the Union where more than one representative is re-

quired.

iii. in the absence of the President, perform all duties pertaining to that office

iv. be a voting member of every Union committee

(19) The Treasurer shall:

i. sign all cheques drawn by or for the account of the Union and all cheques shall also be counter-

signed by one other officer of the Executive Committee
ii. keep records of the monetary transactions of the Union

iii. be responsible for the policy of administration of all funds accruing to the Union

iv. submit an annual report to the General Council and to independent auditors accompanied by

receipts

v. submit an interim report to the General Council by the second week of January.

vi. be bonded

vii. have an external auditing firm audit the GSU books and control procedures every month.

(20) The Secretary shall:

i. keep records of all Executive Committee and General Council meetings

ii. distribute minutes and all other records to all members of the General Council and to any mem-
ber of the Union upon request

iii. keep role of attendance of all Executive Committee meetings

iv. be responsible for notifying all Executive Committee officers of future meetings.

WRULES OF ORDER
- EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
AND GENERAL COUNCIL

(21) All meetings shall follow as the rules of their procedure Robert's Rules of Order Revised, except in

such circumstances (i) where it shall have adopted its own rules by support of half of the General

Council membership (ii) where it is inconsistent with the by-laws and charter.

(22) All meetings shall be open to the public unless a majority of those present wish to move in camera
(23) There shall be no proxy voting allowed at any meetings

(24) For General Council meetings the quorum shall be half the membership
(25) For Executive Committee meetings the quorum shall be the President or Vice-President and three

members of the Executive Committee
(26) A permanent chairman shall be appointed to the General Council. The permanent chairman shall

have no vote.

(27) Absence from three consecutive meetings without acceptable reason shall constitute resignation.

SELECTIONS
A. Election Committee

(28) The Election Committee shall be established by the General Council to supervise the election of the

President and Vice-President

(29) The Election Committee shall be chaired by a member of the General Council who is not a member
of the Executive Committee.

B. Election Regulations - General

(30) The nominations for the positions of President and Vice-President shall be written and submitted to

the Election Committee. Each candidate shall have at least two supporting signatories. Candidates

and signatories shall includeATL numbers and they must be members of the Union.

(31) The candidates shall be allowed to run for office with a group or party affiliation which shall be in-

cluded on the ballot by the candidate's name
(32) The nominations must be open for at least one week.

(33) All campaign and election rules not elaborated in the By-laws shall be determined by the Election

Committee with the approval of the General Council and shall be made available to all candidates

and electoral officers.

(34) The elections shall be by secret ballot.

(35) All ballots and nomination, forms must be retained by the Election Committee for a period of two
weeks following the election and shall be available to the candidates or their representatives upon
written request. During this period the Election Committee shall receive and act upon any request

for a recount or written allegation of election misconduct. All findings shall be available upon re-

quest to Union members.
(36) The candidate with the largest number of votes shall be deemed the winning candidate.

(37) The elections for the positions of President and Vice-President, shall occur simultaneously on an
annual basis.

(38) The regular term of office shall be May 1 to April 30

(39) The Election Committee shall make election results known no later than two days following the elec-

tion.

(40) An election shall be held within three weeks of the vacancy of office by the President or Vice-Presi-

dent.

(41) The elections for departmental representatives supervised by the Election Committee shall follow,

where possible, the regulations enumerated for the President and Vice-President.
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D. General Council

(43) Elections to the General Council shall be managed by the Course
Unions unless they request the Election Commiteee of the Grad-
uate Students' Union to supervise it. Also in the case of consti-
tuencies where there is no established departmental organiza-
tion the Election Committee shall hold the Election.

(44) Elections managed by the Course Unions shall be held on an
annual basis at whatever date is convenient to them although
elections simultaneous with the Presidential election are pre-
ferred. These elections shall take place at either a general
meeting of the membership of the Course Union or by a secret
ballot open to all their members.

(45) If no candidate is nominated for election to the General Council
on the advertized date for election, the Course Union executive
may appoint a representative. Before the appointment of a rep-

resentative the vacancy must be advertized for a week in the
departmental newsletter or bulletin board.

(46) Each member of the Union shall be allowed to cast one ballot for

the President and one for the Vice-President.

(47) To be eligible to vote members must show ATL identification

cards.

IKEX OFFICIO OFFICERS

(54) The Past President and Vice-President shall be full voting
members of the General Council.

(55) The Past President and Vice-President shall be removed by a
two-thirds vote of the General Council.

XBY-LAWSAND CHARTER

(56) Copies of the By-laws and the Charter shall be available to any
member of the Union on request.

WRECALL JLGENERAL MEETING
(48) The departmental representative shall be recalled by his depart-

mental constituency or by a petition of two-fifths of his consti-

tuency as defined by the most recent SGS census. Elections
shall occur within three weeks of recall. No more than 50% of

recall petitioners may again petition the recall of the same indi-

vidual if reinstated within a period of six weeks.

(49) The President shall be recalled by a two-thirds vote of the Gen-
eral Council providing two weeks notice has been given. This

removal shall automatically necessitate an election of all mem-
bers of the General Council which shall occur within three

weeks of recall provided that the former incumbent decides to

run again.

(50) The Vice-President, the Treasurer or the Secretary shall be

recalled by a two-thirds vote of the General Council, providing

that at least two weeks notice has been given. The President

may not reappoint to office a senior officer recalled by the Gen-

eral Council, except with its previous permission.

MLCENSURE
(51) The President, if censured by a simple majority vote of the

General Council shall have the option within three days of the

motion of censure of resigning and calling an election of all

members of the General Council which shall occur within three

weeks of his resignation, provided that the former incumbent

decides to run again. m

HMAMENDMENTS OF
BY-LAWSAND CHARTER

(52) Motions to affiliate or disaffiliate the Unionjvith any other bod-

ies and amendments to the By-laws or Charter require two

weeks notice to the General Council and shall only be voted on

between October 15 and March 15. They require a two-thirds

vote of the General Council and shall take etfect six weeks after

passage by the General' Council unless a referendum has been

requested.

(53) A referendum shall be held if it is requested by at least one quar-

ter, of the General Council or by at least two hundred Union

members listing their ATL number submitted withm six weeks

of passage by the General Council.. The referendum shal be held

within three weeks of the submission of the vabd petition and

only between October 15th and March 15th.

A. Function and Procedure

(57) The General Meeting shall be the supreme policy-making body of the Union.

(58) A General Meeting shall be held within three weeks of receipt of a petition to the Chairman or Presi-

dent with a number of signatories and accompanying ATL numbers at least equalling the quorum
requirements for the General Meeting.

(59) Notification of General Meetings shall require two weeks notice of all Union members by a newslet-

ter stating the agenda or by both:

i. notification sent to all graduate student departmental organizations or to graduate departments
I

and posters on Union notice boards

ii. at least two advertisements in the Varsity on separate days stating the agenda

B. Rules of Order

(60) All meetings shall follow as the rules of their procedure Robert's Rules of Order Revised, ex-

cept in such circumstances (i ) where it shall have adopted its own rules by support of half the Gener-

al Meeting (ii) where it is inconsistent with the by-laws and charier

(61) All meetings shall be open to the public

(62) There shall be no proxy voting allowed

(63) The quorum shall be twice the size of the membership of the General Council

C Recall

(64) The General Meeting shall fire the President and senior members ol the Executive Committee by a

two-thirds vote and other members of the Executive Committee by A simple majority vote, accord-

ing to the same procedures as established for the General Council. ,

D. Amendments

(65) Motions to affiliate or disaffiliate the Union with any other bodies and amendments to the By-laws or

Charter require two weeks notice before the General Meeting and shall be voted oh between Oct.

I5th and March 15th. They require a two-thirds vote of the General Meetings and shall tafe effect six

weeks after passage by the General Meeting unless a referendum has been requested.

(66) A referendum shall be held if 'it is requested by at least one-quarter of the members attending the
j

General Meeting or by at least two hundred Union members listing their ATL numbe* submitted I

within six weeks of passage by the General Meeting. The referendum shall be held within three I

weeks of the submission of the valid petition and only between October 15 and March 15.
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THE FAILURE 0F

LIBERALISM?
Tuesday, Feu. 24th

Sidney Smith Bldg.

Rm. 1967

1:00 p.m.

Friday, Feb. 27th

Music Room, Hart House

U. of T. Campus,

8:00 p.m.

A STUDENT'S VIEW OF LIBERALISM

Steve Langdon, Past-Pres., Students Administrative Council, U. of T.

John Varley, Canadian Student Liberals, Pres.Jaanus Proos, Edmund Burke Society

LIBERALISM DEFINED

Martin O'Connell, MP, Scarborough-East

Prof. Stephen Clarkson, Policy Chairman, Liberal Party of Ontario

Prof. Jack Granatstein, York University.

LIBERALISM and SOCIETY

A member of "The Just Society"

Murray Cotteri 1
1

, United Steelworkers of America
Rev. A.D. Brown, Vice-Chai rman, Board of Community Services, Anglican Diocese of Toronto
Prof. R. Garneau, Glendon College, York University

Lunch Break

Discussion Groups

THE FUTURE of the LIBERAL PARTY

Senator Richard Stanbury - President, National Liberal Federation
The Hon. Donald S. MacDonald, MP-President of the Privy Council
James Trotter MPP

FORUM - Sponsored by the U. of T. Liberal Club

All SESSIONS FRff.'.'.'

Saturday, Feb. 28th

Music Room, Hart House

10:00 a.m. -12:00

12:00-1:00 p.m.

1:00-2:30

2:30-4:00

SACSTUFF
DISCIPLINE

SAC has finally formulated a reply to the Campbell report. Copies
are available in the SAC Office.

Two weeks ago the University of Saskatchewan came out with an

incredible discipline code, which is even more blatantly repressive than

the CPUO document. Both Regina and Saskatoon campuses are ready to

explode. The administration there has control of their telex so students
there cannot communicate with the rest of Canada.

UNIVERSITY GOVERNMENT
The University Commission is conducting an educational campaign

on governance in the university.

Ken McEvoy has been spending his budget on ads and reprints and
mailings. Ask to be put on the mailing list.

If you received a questionaire about CUG in the mail, and you do
not know anything about that report, information about that document is

available in the SAC office.

Staff-student parity and uni-carneral system of government is SAC
policy. (CUG also recommends it).

Hort House
At the last SAC meeting, the council accepted as policy Wayne

Richardson's brief on the Future Role ot Hart House. We recommend that

the house be open to all members of the university and that they assume
full duties and responsibilities of the House (like paying the $25 mem-
bershipfee.)

Compulsory Physical Education
This requirement has been in existance too long. At present only

first year women are required to take it. Last year a petition was pre-
sented but nothing occurred.

This year SAC began work again on it.

The Dept. of Athletics (Women) has been extremely co-operative and
they will recommend to the Board of Governors that the S50 fine and
academic penalty lor failing to complete the requirement, be abolished

If it is not then we are going to need YOUR help.
I»4»»»444*44—44444444944444*94499444994944444499944444444444444.

SAC REPORTS
Over the last two years, SAC has written a large number of reports,

all of which are being used thisyear and are continually being referred to.

Some of those reports are:-

SAC brief to CUG
SAC policy statement on Discipline

SAC Reply to the Campbell Report

SAC Report on Research in the University

SAC report on the Spadina Expressway

SAC brief on the Future Role of Hart House
SAC Report on the Camous Centre

SAC brief to the Committee on University Affairs

etc. etc.

The following reprints are also available

Student Centred Teaching. Carl Rogers

Academic Government and Academic Citizenship in a Time of

ReyoJl by Christian Bay

etc. etc.

THIS WEEK AT SAC
is the campaign for the SAC Presidency

Monday 23 12 noon Candidates will be at Erindale College.

Tuesday 24 12 noon Presidential Candidates will be at the Faculty

of Engineering.

12 noon -Vice-Presidential candidates will be at the Faculty
of Dentistry.

1 p.m. Candidates will be at the Cody Hall auditorium to meet
POTS, Nursing, Forestry, Pharmacy, Phys. Ed. etc. etc.

4:15 SAC working group on Food Pollution, to discuss
food services on campus, the problem of food additives.

4:45 University Commission will discuss next year's budget,
the Teach-in on Americanization, and the situation in the
Political Ecomomy Dept.

Wednesday 25 1p.m. Candidates will be at Convocation Hall.

6 p.m. SAC executive meeting, SAC office.

7 p.m. SAC General meeting. Brennan Hall, SMC.
Thursday 26 12 noon. Candidates will be at Scarborough College.

Friday 27. Advance Poll for the SAC Presidential Elections for the
Faculties of Engineering and Dentistry, and the College of
Education.

Monday, March 2nd 5:30 Cultural Affairs Commission. SAC Office,

Page 22 — THE VARSITV, Monday. February 23. 1 970
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GENERAL MEETING

GSU
TO DETERMINE FUTURE OF GSU

- INCORPORATION

- BYLAWS

- BUILDING RENOVATION PROGRAM

CONVOCATION HALL 1 PM

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24

GSU REPORTS
GSU CUG QUESTIONNAIRE
The Graduate Students' Union has developed a ques-

tionnaire covering several key aspects in the CUG Re-

port. Several questions dealing with the "Americaniza-

tion problem" and employment are included. This ques-

tionnaire was included in the package sent to graduate

students by the CUG Programming Committee We ask

all graduate students to return both questionnaires as

soon as possible so that we may determine Ihe appropri-

ate graduate student policies.

PROPOSAL TO TAX FELLOWSHIPS, SCHOL-
ARSHIPS AND BURSARIES
The Graduate Students' Union Tax Committee has pre-

pared a brief arguing against the White Paper proposals

to tax fellowships, scholarships and bursaries A present-

ation will be made to the House of Commons Tax Com-

mittee by the Graduate Students' Union Copies of the

brief are available from the GSU Executive Office

CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGE
The proposed by-laws which were submitted to the Jan

uary 26 General Meeting have been amended and en-

dorsed by a meeting of Executive Committee members

and representatives of graduate student departmental

associations. These proposed amendments are available

from the GSU Executive Office and will be submitted to

the General Meeting tomorrow.

DISMISSAL OF GSU ORGANIZER
On Thursday. January 29. 1970 at a meeting of the Ex-

ecutive Committee Michael Vaughan. President of the

Graduate Students' Union, dismissed with reason Marja-

leena Repo promising her an additional months salary in

lieu of notice. A motion of confidence by the Executive

Committee "in the President's action" was then pro-

posed This was in accordance with the Constitution VII.

1. vii.

The President shall be responsible, subject to

Executive approval, for hiring and disciplining

Union employees

Mrs Repo was (hen given the opportunity to speak

against the dismissal as were other graduate students in

attendance The Executive Committee then proceeded to

approve the dismissal. Only three of thirteen executive

members voted against the motion: Larry Hoffman.

Craig McKie and Neil Keller It is indeed unfortunate that

Varsity reporting totally distorted these facts Back
ground explaining the dismissal is included in the News-
letter sent to all graduate student members

ACCIDENT INSURANCE COVERAGE
In response to GSU requests for University-paid acci-

dent insurance coverage of teaching assistants, re-

searchers and demonstrators the administration has ear-

ned out a survey of graduate student employee risk Af-

ter this risk assessment the planned insurance coverage

would hopefully be available by next term

RENOVATION OF THE GRADUATE STUDENTS'
UNION
CAF has approved the major renovations program devel-

oped by the Graduate Students' Union This includes the

necessary fire and sanitation expenditures At this stage

it seems that installation of a full-time bar is imminent

We have already received approval for our liquor license

and it seems extremely likely that our incorporation pro-

posal will be approved

(advertisement)
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THE FAILURE 0F

LIBERALISM?
Tuesday, Feb. 24th

Sidney Smith Bldg.

Rm. 1987

1:00 p.m.

Friday, Feb. 21th

Music Room, Hart House
- U. of T. Campus,

8:00 p.m.

A STUDENT'S VIEW OF LIBERALISM

Steve Langdon, Past-Pres., Students Administrative Council, U. of T.

John Varley, Canadian Student Liberals, Pres.Jaanus Proos, Edmund Burke Society

LIBERALISM DEFINED

Martin O'Connell, MP, Scarborough-East

Prof. Stephen Clarkson, Policy Chairman, Liberal Party of Ontario

Prof. Jack Granatstein, York University.

LIBERALISM and SOCIETY

A member of "The Just Society"

Murray Cotteri 1
1 . United Steelwork ers of America

Rev. A.D. Brown, Vice-Chairman, Board of Community Services, Anglican Diocese of Toronto
Prof. R. Garneau, Glendon College, York University

Lunch Break

Discussion Groups

THE FUTURE of the LIBERAL PARTY

Senator Richard Stanbury -President, National Liberal Federation

The Hon. Donald S. MacDonald, MP-President of the Privy Council

James Trotter MPP

FORUM - Sponsored by the U. of T. Liberal Club

ALL SESSIONS FREEH!

Saturday, Feb. 28th

Music Room, Hart House

10:00 a.m. -12:00

12:00-1:00 p.m.

1:00-2:30

2:30-4:00

SACSTUFF
DISCIPLINE

SAC has finally formulated a reply to the Campbell report. Copies

are available in the SAC Office.

Two weeks ago the University of Saskatchewan came out with an

incredible discipline code, which is even more blatantly repressive than

the CPUO document. Both Regina and Saskatoon campuses are ready to

explode. The administration there has control of their telex so students

there cannot communicate with the rest of Canada.

UNIVERSITY GOVERNMENT
The University Commission is conducting an educational campaign

on governance in the university.

Ken McEvoy has been spending his budget on ads and reprints and

mailings. Ask to be put on the mailing list.

If you received a questional about CUG in the mail, and you do

not know anything about that report, information about that document is

available in the SAC office.

Staff-student parity and uni-cameral system of government is SAC
policy. (CUG also recommends it).

Hart House
At the last SAC meeting, the council accepted as policy Wayne

Richardson's brief on the Future Role of Hart House. We recommend that

the house be open to all members of the university and that they assume

full duties and responsibilities of the House (like paying the $25 mem-

bership fee.)

Compulsory Physical Education

This requirement has been in existance too long. At present only

first year women are required to take it. Last year a petition was pre-

sented but nothing occurred.

This year SAC began work again on it.

The Dept. of Athletics (Women) has been extremely co-operative and

they will recommend to the Board of Governors that the S50 fine and

academic penalty for failing to complete the requirement, be abolished.

If it is not then we are going to need YOUR help.

SAC REPORTS
Over the last two years, SAC has written a large number of reports,

all of which are being used thisyear and are continually being referred to.

Some of those reports are :-

SAC brief to CUG
SAC policy statement on Discipline

SAC Reply to the Campbell Report

SAC Report on Research in the University

SAC report on the Spadina Expressway

SAC brief on the Future Role of Hart House

SAC Report on the Camous Centre

SAC brief to the Committee on University Affairs

etc. etc.

The following reprints are also available

Student Centred Teaching. Carl Rogers

Academic Government and Academic Citizenship in a Time of

Revolt by Christian Bay

etc. etc.

THIS WEEK AT SAC
is the campaign for the SAC Presidency

Monday 23 12 noon Candidates will be at Erindale College.

Tuesday 24 12 noon Presidential Candidates will be at the Faculty

of Engineering.

12 noon -Vice-Presidential candidates will be at the Faculty

of Dentistry.

1 p.m. Candidates will be at the Cody Hall auditorium to meet

POTS, Nursing, Forestry, Pharmacy, Phys. Ed. etc. etc.

4:15 SAC working group on Food Pollution, to discuss

food services on campus, the problem of food additives.

4:45 University Commission will discuss next year's budget,

the Teach-in on Americanization, and the situation in the

Political Ecomomy Dept.

Wednesday 25 1 p.m. Candidates will be at Convocation Hall.

6 p.m. SAC executive meeting, SAC office.

7 p.m. SAC General meeting. Brennan Hall, SMC.

Thursday 26 12 noon. Candidates will be at Scarborough College.

Friday 27. Advance Poll for the SAC Presidential Elections for the

Faculties of Engineering and Dentistry, and the College of

Education.

Monday, March 2nd 5:30 Cultural Affairs Commission. SAC Office.
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GENERAL MEETING

GSU
TO DETERMINE FUTURE OF GSU

- INCORPORATION

- BYLAWS

- BUILDING RENOVATION PROGRAM

CONVOCATION HALL 1 PM

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24

GSU REPORTS
GSU CUG QUESTIONNAIRE
The Graduate Students' Union has developed a ques-

tionnaire covering several key aspects in the CUG Re-

port Several questions dealing with the "Americaniza-

tion problem" and employment are included. This ques-

tionnaire was included in the package sent to graduate

students by the CUG Programming Committee We ask

all graduate students to return both questionnaires as

soon as possible so that we may determine the appropri-

ate graduate student policies.

PROPOSAL TO TAX FELLOWSHIPS, SCHOL-
ARSHIPS AND BURSARIES
The Graduate Students' Union Tax Committee has pre-

pared a brief arguing against the White Paper proposals

to tax fellowships, scholarships and bursaries A present-

ation will be made to the House of Commons Tax Com-

mittee by the Graduate Students' Union Copies of the

brief are available from the GSU Executive Office.

CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGE
The proposed by-laws which were submitted to the Jan-

uary 26 General Meeting have been amended and en-

dorsed by a meeting of Executive Committee members

and representatives of graduate student departmental

associations. These proposed amendments are available

from the GSU Executive Office and will be submitted to

the General Meeting tomorrow.

DISMISSAL OF GSU ORGANIZER
On Thursday. January 29. 1970 at a meeting of the Ex-

ecutive Committee Michael Vaughan. President of the

Graduate Students' Union, dismissed with reason Marja-

leena Repo promising her an additional months salary in

lieu of notice. A motion of confidence by the Executive

Committee "in the President's action" was then pro-

posed. This was in accordance with the Constitution VII.

I.vii.

The President shall be responsible, subject to

Executive approval, tor hiring and disciplining

Union employees

Mrs Repo was then given the opportunity to speak

against the dismissal as were other graduate students in

attendance The Executive Committee then proceeded to

approve the dismissal Only three of thirteen executive

members voted against the motion: Larry Hoffman.

Craig McKie and Neil Keller It is indeed unfortunate that

Varsity reporting totally distorted these facts Back-
ground explaining the dismissal is included in the News-
letter sent to all graduate student members

ACCIDENT INSURANCE COVERAGE
In response to GSU requests for University -paid acci-

dent insurance coverage of teaching assistants, re-

searchers and demonstrators the administration has car-

ried out a survey of graduate student employee risk Af-

ter this risk assessment the planned insurance coverage

would hopefully be available by next term

RENOVATION OF THE GRADUATE STUDENTS
UNION
CAF has approved the major renovations program devel-

oped by the Graduate Students' Union. This includes the

necessary fire and sanitation expenditures At this stage

it seems that installation of a full-time bar is imminent

We have already received approval for our liquor license

and it seems extremely likely that our incorporation pro-

posal will be approved.

(advertisement)
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Uof S

cont'd from page 7

The Regina Students Union

voted unanimously Monday
night to oppose any rules

applying to students to which

the rest of society wasn't sub-

jected.

A mass meeting of 400 stu-

dents unanimously approved

this stand and took an even

stronger position proposed by

members of the SDU in subse-

quent ammendments. It op-

posed any administrative disci-

plinary powers whatsoever

while students are not involved

in making decisions governing

the university.

FESTERING SORE?
The Regina campus, with a

long history of radical political

action, has been a festering

sore in the side of provincial

premier Ross Thatcher, con-

sidered by many to be the real

source behind the Carter regu-

lations.

UNIVERSITY

RESIDENCES

The SAC Working Group on Residences is

preparing SAC proposals and policies on

residence government and residence life.

Anyone wishing to make a submission should

contact Tony Usher at the SAC Office

(923-6221) by February 27th.

ROTARY FOUNDATION FELLOWSHIPS

OUTSTANDING STUDENTS ARE INVITED

TO APPLY FOR AN EDUCATIONAL A-

WARD-A YEAR OF STUDY IN ANOTHER
COUNTRY.

ACADEMIC YEAR 1971-72

Contact Rotary Club of Toronto for Appli-

cation. Forms. Final Date For Receiving

Applications Mar. 16, 1970

CLASSIFIED
TYPING thesis, essays, notes, charts. Eng-
lish, French, other languages. Mimeo-
graphing, electric typewriters Mary Dale
Scott IM Davies). 86 Bloor St. W Room
225 922 7624

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today lor free booklet "The Day You Buy a

Diamond". H Proctor and Co 131 Bloor
St W..Suite416. 921-7702.

MALE CAMP COUNSELLORS needed
tor Jewish Co-ed summer camp located
near Eagle River Wl. Must have ONE YEAR
OF COLLEGE. If interested write Milwau-
kee Jewish Community Centre. 1400 N
Prospect Ave.. Milwaukee Wl 53202.

FAST ACCURATE home typing — Mrs*
Linda Flood — 884-6526 Keep this name
and number (or future use.

ANDY WARHOL'S "The Chelsea Girls" at
Convocation Hall Thursday Feb. 26 8 p.m.
Tickets $ 1 00 now on sale at SAC office.

RENT A Taperecorder. Brand new Cas-
sette As low as 50c daily 921-7702

OAVISVILLE BAYVIEW Ares Girl to
share small house with young mother.
Own room and tun of house. No restric-

tions Call 487-2702 or 489-8949 after 5

WANTED male student to share lovely
apartment neat subway 766-0618 Morn-
ing, late Evening.

Last year's attempt to cen-

sor the student newspaper the

Carillon, by crushing the Stu-

dent Union, failed amid solid

student opposition. This year's

discipline position seems to

command the same kind of

support.

A mass meeting of over 1500

in the only cafeteria on the 4000

student Regina campus, saw
students vote for a province-
wide Carillon issue to publicize

the discipline question and to

send busloads of students to

Saskatoon for the Thursday

faculty council meeting.

That meeting will be closed

to all but 120 students with pas-

ses, but there are bound to be

more demanding entry.

About 200 students Tuesday
marched on the principal's of-

fice in Regina to demand a

public statement on the Carter

code.

Principal John Archer, just

learning the ropes of his new
job, expressed opposition and
hoped suitable amendment
could be made.

His reaction to the students

essentially "no discipline"
stand was unclear. Faced with
widespread student support for

that position, along with Arch-

er's hostility to Saskatoon
domination, Regina students
may achieve significant gains
toward a more democratic
university.

They may be jeopardized by
Ross Thatcher's opposition to
student radicals, and by the
Saskatoon administration's
seeming determination to
clamp down the lid before
"trouble" occurs.

Charles St. Residence on verge of rent strike

By ERIC MILLS

If residents' complaints are

not dealt with, the Married
Students' Residence on

Charles St. may be the site of a

second rent strike against the

Ontario Housing Corporation.

The Tenants' Association,

formed last September, has

attempted to solve problems
through a policy committee
with resident and OHC mem-
bers.

Negotiations have brought

little success.

Earlier this year, a small

number of students complain-

ing about noise withheld their

rent and got results.

The noise was caused by an

$8000 pump which eventually

was replaced by a $1500 pump.
Residents complain design

faults abound. Corners are not

square, floors are uneven, the

laundry room floor is covered
with water from overflowing
washing machines and drains.

The heating in many apart-

ments is inadequate (and with-

out individual controls), espe-

cially on the corners of the

buildings.

One resident, Sandra Bruno,

said at a meeting of the Policy

Committee last Tuesday that

the average temperature in the

nursery room is 55 degrees.

Dan Spinner (III VIC) gave a
similar figure for the recrea-
tion room.
Another complaint is that

OHC stalls even when agreeing
to correct something. A set of

playground equipment ordered
last September still has not
arrived. OHC refuses to give
the name of the dealer with
whom the order was placed.
Residents find this typical of

OHC co-operation.

"It's got to the point where
we don't believe OHC" said
Dan Spinner. "They ignore
people as long as it is political-

ly expedient".

HERE AND NOW
Monday
All Day

, now open through Friday.

Feb. 27 at UC candidate for U of T Moss

scholarship. Nomination forms in UC Lit

office.

Nominations open through Wed. Feb.

25 for UC Lit executive positions of Presi-

dent, Vice-President. Treasurer, Athletic

Director. Literary Director. Forms available

at UC Lit office.

Tickets for Andy Warhol's film "The

Chelsea Girls" at Convocation Hall this

Thursday. $1 at the SAC office. None will

be sold at the door.

1 :00 p.m.

Dave Ward talks on 'Tripping out with

Christ." Wymilwood Copper Room. Every-

one is welcome.

4:00 p.m.

A general meeting of graduate associa-

tion of students in Political Economy New
College Room 1017.

A public lecture by Professor Michel

Grenon of the Dept. of History, U. of Mon-

treal on "French Canada in the Age of the

Democratic Revolution." Rm. 2135. Sid

Smith.

5:30 p.m.

Count Emesto Rubin de Cervm on "the

Last Two Generations of Italian Compos-
ers". Concert Hall of Edward Johnson
8ldg. Sponsored by the Consulate General

of Italy and the Faculty of Music

8 p.m.

Meeting of Christian Perspective Club to

» Cox's "The Secular City" North

Silting Room, Hart House.

WANTED: Girl to share modern apart-
ment with Off student Bloor and St

George March-May. No (Base. Phone 924-
3544 evenings.

EXPERIENCED TYPIST to type essays,
theses, notes etc. Electric typewriter. Near
University and subway. Call 534-3027 any
time.

YOUTH PROGRAMME needs volunteers

to tutor public and high school math. Em-
phasis is on developing personal relation-

ships. Phone 532-3303 between 9 & 5

GRAD STUOENTS l& OTHERS) —
LANGUAGE EXAM HASSLES? Quali-
fied, experienced tutor available in Latin,

French, Classical Greek. Reasonable rates.

Crash review courses a specialty. Contact:
Tom Ezzy 44 Beverley St. 364-1531.

COUPLE looking for commune to live in

during summer around Toronto— Hemilton-
— Kitchener area If you have any informa-
tion please write Roy Caidey, S3 103 Vil-

lage 1. University of Waterloo. Waterloo.
Thanks peace.

DISTRIBUTORSHIPS available for less
than $30 00 Run your own business part-
time or full time. Men and Women wel-
come and training provided For interview
phone Peter Ellis 249-4894.

fill

8:30 p m
Alliance Francaise presents a recital of

French songs by Norman Rollings, bari-

tone, accompanied by the noted pianist.

David Garvey. at the Heliconian Club. 35
Hazelton Avenue.

TUESDAY
ALL DAY

Tickets SI.00 for Andy Warhols film

"The Chelsea Girls " at Convocation Hall

this Thursday are available at the SAC of-

fice. None will be sold at the door.

12 noon
Free Folk Concert. Reading Room. Innis

II. All welcome.

Jazz — The Upland Windmill. East

Common Rm.. Hart House. Everyone wel-

4 p.m.

The Psychology Students Union is hold-

ing a very important meeting Every non-

rat-oriented psychology student is wel-

come. Innis I,

7 p.m.

Meeting of Blue and White Society.

Bickersteth Room. Hart House. New
Members welcome.

8 p.m.

Hart House Debate with Dief the Chief.

"This House has lost Confidence in the

Present Federal Government. Ladies wel-

come. Debates Room,

U of T Homophile Association Meeting

in the upstairs lounge of the Graduate Stu-

dents Union Building. 1 6 Bancroft. All wel-

come.

8:30 p.m.

"The Waltz of the Toreadors", a play by

Jean Anouilh, Glenmorris Theatre. 4 Glen-

morris St. Admission Free

RENT A
TAPE RECORDER

BRAND HEW CASSETTE!

AS LOW AS 50C DAILY
921 - 7702
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Swim Blues take title ten
The University of Toronto

won their tenth consecutive

OQAA Swimming Champion-
ships on the weekend at Mc-
Master University.

The two closest victims,

McGill and Western were
about 100 points off the pace

this year finishing with 379%
and 247 points respectively to

Toronto's 475. Western has

been the only team since 1956

to defeat Toronto and that feat

was accomplished in 1960.

Friday's events went very

poorly for Blues. Several bad
breaks in the heats, three up-

sets and one disqualification

left Toronto with only a six

point lead going into Satur-

day's events.

Saturday was a different

story. Toronto swimmers were
bound and determined that

McGill were not going to short

change them on bad breaks.

Bob Heatley and Jim Shaw
started off the evening by fin-

ishing 1-2 in the 100 Fly. For
Heatley, a new OQAA record.

Jim Adams and John Twohig
followed with a 1-2 victory in

the 100 Free and Ross Ballan-

tyne and Barry Bowerman fol-

lowed them with a 1-2 in the 100

phoios by n.j. thterry

Ross Ballantyne (leading) and Barry Bowerman stroke their way to

a 1 -2 finish in the 1 00 yd. breast stroke race.

Breast. For Ballantyne the

second OQAA record of the

evening.

Jim Shaw followed in

excellent style by defeating his

McGill rival John Hawes in the

100 Back with John Twohig
third. Shaw also broke the

OQAA record making it three

for the evening.

With the four fastest sprint-

Front to back, Jim Shaw, Ross Ballantyne, Bob Heatley and Theo

Van Ryn, members of the 400 yd. medley relay. All were individual

winners in their own events as well.

ers on one team, one would
think it would be difficult to

lose the Medley Relay. The
quartet of Shaw, Ballantyne,

Heatley and Van Ryn therefore

decided to go after bigger

stakes. — the Canadian Re-

cord. They were about 2 sec-

onds short on the attempt but

they won the race and set a

new OQAA record (the fourth).

The last event, the 800 Free

Relay, turned out to be the

most exciting.

Mike Guinness put in a

strong last leg to thwart off a

last length attempt by McGill.

The Toronto team won by 1

second — the fifth OQAA re-

cord of the day.

The supurb showing on Sat-

urday enabled the Blues to

qualify ten swimmers for the

CIAU Championships next

weekend in Montreal. McGill

qualified seven, Western four,

McMaster one Guelph one,

Montreal one. and Laval one.

Toronto will be represented by

Bob Heatley (co-captain) Ter-

ry Bryon (co-Captain), Jim
Shaw, Ross Ballantyne, Barry

Bowerman, Mike Guinness,

Doug Macintosh, Jim Adams,

John Twohig, and Theo Van
Ryn.

Yet another sports round up...

FENCING
Imry Henniey's Varsity Fencing team contrib-

uted their share to a very successful Varsity

sports weekend as they captured the OQAA fenc-

ing championship at Hart House with a victory

over the Eastern champs McGill.

In winning, the Varsity squad also became the

first team to capture all five of the trophies up

for competition.

Blues took the team cup with a 16-11 margin.

They had a 6-3 edge in the foil, a 6-3 margin in the

saber but were edged 4-3 in the epee.

The four individual trophies all fell to Toronto

stabbers. Richard Wong was the foil winner,

Helmut Microys captured the epee while Peros

Maiden was a double winner taking both the sa-

ber and the special sportsmanship trophy.

SQUASH
Varsity Blues won the York University Invita-

tional squash tournament Saturday in prepara-

tion for the intercollegiate finals in Montreal this

weekend.
Blues' "A" team consisting of John Stewart,

Howie Fluxgold, Ashley Perkins, Mike Gardiner

and Mike Zimmerman went through the tourna-

ment without a loss.

Varsity's "B" team of Mark Khanna, Rudy
Willert, Rupert Bramall, Tom Thayer and Dave

Cook took second place in the tournament fol-

lowed by York and McMaster.

Each member of the "A" team received a

plaque to indicate he won his seed while a team

trophy was also awarded.

Blues travel to Montreal Thursday for the in-

tercollegiate final at McGill Friday. Saturday

and Sunday.

BADMINTON
The U of T badminton team captured all three

competitions during the OQAA championships

held Feb. Hat Waterloo.

Taylor Echlin of Scarborough College won the

singles, then teamed with Bill Kinsey to cop the

doubles crown.

Echlin and Kinsey plus John Patterson, Pat

Geale and Rich McCallum joined forces to clob-

ber Laval 6-0 for Varsity's fifth consecutive

team title and the Jemmett Trophy.

The rare singles-doubles-team sweep engi-

neered by the Toronto squad was the first for

Varsity since 1954-55.

Hillel Presents

DANCE

featuring

EDWARD
BEAR

SUNDAY, MARCH 1st

9:00 P.M.

SOUTH "Y" 8L00R & SPADINA

Hillel Members - 50c

Non-Members - $1.25

THE U.C. PLAYERS GUILD

PRESENTS

THE SEAGULL
|

BY

ANTON CHEKHOV
]

WEDNESDAY TO SATURDAY

FEBRUARY 25 MARCH 7

8:30 p.m.

THE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE THEATRE
\

79 ST. GEORGE

DIRECTED BY

Hilary Mclaughlin
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as season sputters to close

photos by peter ktrby

Blues' Lorry Trafford (35) cuts around a lanky Mustang defender as

he heads for paydirt in last Thursday's game against Western at

York. Below, Garth Evans (44) moves to guard Bruce Dempster

(33), the former Varsity star now playing with Western. It was
Blues' last game of the season.

ISports Staff!
Robin Campbell, Paul Carson. Nan Flindal), Frances

Flint, Gelliua, Rowland Griffin, Leslie Johnston, Peter Kir-
by, Marie Landmesser, Lyndon Little, Dan McAlister,
Sandy Pett. Colin Pilmer, Paul Rainey, Pat Smith, Peter
White.

You are eligible to vote for The Editor of The Varsity
1970-71. Meeting to interview editorial candidates as 1 p.m.
Wednesday Feb. 25; voting will be Friday Feb. 27 also at 1

p.m. Come!
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By PETER WHITE
It was with mixed feelings that the Varsity

basketball season ended last Thursday night at

York.

Varsity lost another — fans and players were

by that stage more than used to defeat. But it

was the nature of the defeat, 78-68 to league

champs Western Mustangs, that left the small

Toronto contingent with an outlet for the emo-
tional energy that has been building by all in-

volved on the basketball scene this season. Var-

sity had arrived as a basketball team but of

course, as with everything associated with Blues

this season, it was too little and too late.

For those who have lost contact with Blues

progress it will come as a surprise to learn that

Varsity was by this last game a veritable threat.

Evidence of a resurgence, or what they call jell-

ing, appeared several weeks ago as Blues played

Windsor, eventually the third-place team, to a

standstill in the second half of a game won by

Windsor 79-63.

A few nights later Blues played what till that

time was their finest game in a three point loss

to Mac. Mac is now heading into the OQAA play-

downs, after finishing second.

BLUES FIRST VICTORY
On Valentine's Day Blues travelled to Water-

loo and came up with their only love-in of the

season, downing an over-confident Waterloo
bunch, 86-81. Not only did Blues win but they

came back from a 15 point half time deficit and
in so doing buried Waterloo and its playoff hopes.

The game has been unanimously dubbed the

"upset of the season." Varsity fans could be
excused if they interpreted "upset" to refer to

the fact that Toronto actually won something
this year. They could not realize Toronto was
playing up to its potential, which apparently was
quite beyond the scope of its imagination and
happily close to that of the other excellent teams
in the league.

Last Wednesday Blues ran afoul of Garney
Henley's Guelph Gryphons losing 105-84. The
next night they lost to Western. However,
throughout these closing games of the season
Blues played with verve and in taking the game
to their opposition were competitive and credi-

ble. By season's end Coach McManus was down
to suing virtually just six players and these last

"osses, all marked by collapse late in second
half, could easily have been victories with a cou-

ple of more dependable men on the bench. The
loss of Mike Katz, out with an eye injury suffered

in a collision early in the Waterloo game, was a

severe blow.

EVANS STARS
The Waterloo game was Garth Evan's baby.

Coming off the bench to replace the injured
Katz, Evans erupted from a disturbing mid-sea-
son slump with a 26 point effort that led the
Blues past the Warriors. Impressive in defensive
roles were John Hadden on the boards and Larry
Trafford who held Jaan Laaniste, until then
league leading scorer, to a trifling eight points.

In missing the game this reporter may have
blessed Blues since this was the one game pas-
sed up and Blues only victory. Coach McManus,
who waxed enthusiastic following his big win,
would probably have been happy to see this abs-
enteeism continue. Anything to help a dying
cause.

Off the Waterloo game Toronto might have
expected to run rampant over the hapless Gry-
phons whose fortunes since their early season
drubbing of Toronto were not unlike those of
Blues — they were without victory. The first half

was a dog fight with Blues on top 41-40. Victory
number two seemed inevitable as Blues, playing

with confidence under the fine floor leadership of

Larry Trafford, forced the play.

GRYPHONS RALLY TO WIN
However, Guelph opened the second half with

a tenacious press and steadily ran Blues into the

ground. Toronto made a game of it until the 10

minute mark but a combination of some uncon-

scious Guelph shooting and a tirint Toronto de-

fence turned into a 21 point loss.

This game was marred by the worst referee-
ing Blues experienced all season. John Hadden
was hit with his usual technical foul. Mid-way
through the second half the Guelph bench picked
up a couple in protest over the many cheap fouls
and travelling calls. Trafford was lost to Blues at
the 7:51 mark on fouls and that was that for To-
ronto.

HADDEN ILL

It was learned after the game that John Had-
den was ill, most certainly a factor in the Toron-
to downfall. Evans had another brilliant night
leading all scorers with 22 points. Billy Boston
put together his most productive effort with 18

points, many earned on offensive tips. Trafford
made 17, many on his gorgeous long shots, before
leaving the game.
The next night it was Western at home in the

York gym. Blues played a superb first half

again, leaving the court with a 38-31 lead. Traf-
ford spent a good part of the night in a victorious

head-on-head battle with the former Toronto ace
and Western work-horse Bruce Dempster. Blues
unfortunately lost several lay ups on travelling

calls. But the rest of their game was sharp : in

shooting 47 per cent, pulling down 25 rebs
(Hadden 11) and cutting down on turn overs, in

contrast to the sloppy play of Western, Toronto
looked to be the real league chamDS.

STANGS REBOUND TO WIN
Two quick Toronto baskets opened the second

half. From that zenith Western steadily pilfered

through the courageous Blues. For the best part

of the half the teams traded baskets. However,
Toronto was visibly tiring, particularly Hadden
who was still feeling the effects of his illness of

the night before.

Eventually Western pulled out a hard earned
victory, 78-68. Evidence of the desire of the Var-
sity squad was a Hadden 23 foot jumper which
earlier had tied the score. The defeat was inevi-

table but it was one of Blues best efforts and a
seemingly fitting way to end the season.

HADDEN POTS POTTER
Hadden finished the game with 21 points and

his Trojan-like effort showed why he was chosen
to the Canadian National team. At half time Dalt

White fittingly presented him with this season's

Potter Trophy, as Blues' most valuable player.

"That was the hardest we had to work all sea-

son" said Western coach Jerry Gonser following

his team's victory. Like everyone else present he
was particularly impressed by Garth Evans.
Evans 13 second-half points kept Blues in it in

the close going of the second half.

Final record was 1-9 and of course was accom-
panied by a last place finish, the worst in Varsity

history.

POST SCRIPTS ON A LOSING SEASON: The
Western game was a nostalgic conclusion to an
unfortunate addition to the Varsity athletic re-

cord. Though the foibles of the past certainly
were not forgotten, it seems they would better

rest as active reminders of what can happen
when the train of defeat and failure hurtles along
unawares. In the end there was hope.

Blues finally reached respectability and con-
sistency. The cream took a long time rising but
Coach McManus by season's end had several good
ones and a couple of potential all-stars. John
Hadden was in the final stages of the season in-

comparable. A great asset, it is a shame his abil-

ities were not tapped till it was too late to re-

cover the season. Trafford, Evans, Boston,
McNaughton and Katz did eventually play well
and individually were at times actually super.
Angus Braid, though wasted much of the season
at forward, finally found a home as swingman.

Potentially all will be back again next season.
I guess that is a happy prospect in spite of the 1-9

record they produced. As has been hinted before
things cannot remain static. This season's per-

formance was both unnecessary and embarrass-
ing. There must be another way.



BlueSkates shut out McGill, Queens, in WIAA tournament
The Silver Blue Skates

notched two consecutive shut-

outs en route to a fourth place
finish in the WIAU hockey
championships held last week-
end in Guelph.

Alice Shank, who has played
outstanding goal all season,
climaxed her career with a
hard-earned 2-0 whitewash
over McGill.

Rookie Paula Vine stopped
Queens 5-0 to gain a shutout in

her first intercollegiate game.

Leading tournament scorers

for the Blue Skates were Terry
Midghall and Diane Gilmour
with three goals and assorted
assists each. Gilmour also es-

tablished a record with 44 min-

utes in penalties during the

season.

Other Varsity goals came
from center Anna Radecki and
defenseman Sandy Pett.

University of Guelph re-

tained their championship,

narrowly edging McMaster
and Western. Mac could have
forced a tie but were held to a
rough 2-2 draw by Western in

the final game of the schedule.
In earlier games, the Blue

Skates lost 3-0 to Mac, gave
Guelph a scare before bowing
4-1, and matched a crude West-
ern squad check for check but
dropped a 4-0 score.

York, Ryerson and Loyola
are expected to join the WIAU
in time for the 1970-71 season,
and league coaches have rec-
ommended a round-robin
schedule plus a play-off tourna-
ment for the nine-team group.
As Varsity will lose only four

or perhaps five players
through graduation, and with
the possibility of several tal-

ented gals coming to the team
from the interfac leagues, the
Blue Skates should be ready to

challenge for the title next sea-
son.

SILVER BLUESKATES 1969-70 pictured'bashfulJudy bell

Front row (I. to r.) Sandy Petl, Linda Browning, Barb Spence, Terry Midghall, Dianne Long-
bottom, Anna Radecki. Middle row: Diane Gilmour, Judy Angus, coaches Paul Carson and
Carol Cooper. Back row: Brioney Cayley's forehead, Nancy Missouri, Cheryl Bishop, Vikki
Mitchell, Alice Shank, Paula Vine, Bonnie Sprout.

Sports roundup no. one: track, b-ball all stars, sailing
Two Varsity trackmen took

national titles in the Canadian
University Indoor Track
Championships, held in Winni-

peg February 14 and 15.

The Varsity contingent of

Bill Franklin, Alan Tucker.

Dave Quibell and Matt Duncan
took a close second in the 400-

metre relay, while Franklin

ran away from the field to cap-

ture the 600-metre event in a

new meet and Manitoba record

of 1:13.6. Quibell outsprinted

his rivals to win a hard-fought

300-metre race in 36.2.

The relay saw personal best

times by Tucker and Duncan
and featured a 49.7 leg by an-

chorman Franklin. Though
Varsity easily won their heat in today.

an excellent 3:25.7, they lost

out by five-tenths of a second
to McMaster in the final.

For the first time ever an
allstar basketball team will be

chosen for Divisions I and II of

the interfaculty basketball

league.

All players, coaches, and
referees are eligible to vote

and ballots may be picked up at

the Hart House intramural of-

fice. Those voting for the first

division pick two players for

each position, while those vot-

ing for the second division

chose one for each spot.

The deadline for voting is

Unfortunately, the allstars

will not see action as a unit,

since no competition is availa-

ble.

The meeting of the U of T
Sailing Club, held February 11

at Trinity, promised dramatic

changes in this season's sailing

program.
Stephen Dinsmore, illus-

trious commodore who gave
birth to the UTSC as it exists

today, resigned from the posi-

tion he has held for three years
to make way for the fresh up-

start Charlie Megan. The rest

of the executive consists of

Madeleine Mclaughlin, Wendy
Thompson, John Moody
(darling of the Engineering
water-polo team), and Barb
Ovens inothin' says lovens like

something from the Ovens )

.

Due to the Sailing Club's ac-

tive participation in the Mid-
western Collegiate Sailing

Association, the racing sched-

ule has been greatly expanded.

Toronto's expert sailors will

hoist their mains'ls against

such fierce adversaries as

Notre Dame, Ohio State,

Southern Illinois and Wayne
State (in Detroit).

L

U of T FLYING CLUB
Coming Events

1. OPEN MEETING Thurs. Feb. 26 7:30 p.m. Debates Rm. Hart House,

fiessers. W. Rosenbaur & 0. Boesch of Air Sailing Club will speak on soaring.

2. BREAKFAST FLIGHT Sat. Feb. 28 Sign up at meeting

O.-Q.A.A.
HOCKEY PLAYOFFS

VARSITY ARENA
Friday & Saturday

evenings, Feb. 27 & 28

SEMI-FINALS

Friday. Feb. 27

Game I 6:30 p.m. Toronto vs Montreal

Game 2 9:00 p.m. Waterloo vs Ottawa

FINALS - SATURDAY. FEB. 28

8:00 P.M. Winners of Games I and 2

All seats reserved. Students SI.00

non-students $2.00

TICKETS ON SALE AT ATHLETIC OFFICE.

HART HOUSE. FOR BOTH DATES

9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

ATHLETIC DIRECTORATE ELECTIONS FOR 1970-71

MONDAY, MARCH 2, 1970

This is the thud year thai a revised method of electing the five student representatives 10 the University of

Toronto Athletic Directorate, wilt be followed To be eligible for nomination a student must be in the second or

higher year, but not in his final year at the University There will be one ballot only unde< which 1 28 members of

the electoral body {composition available in the Athletic Office) will vote for one candidate from each of three

groups as follows:

Group "A" Basketball. Football. Hockey

Group "B" Sports other than those specified in Group "A"

Group "C" Collage and Faculty Athletic Associations

The votes will be tallied under group headings and the elected representatives to the Athletic Directorate

decalarecf as follows:

The two nominees polling the highest number of votes in Group "A"

The two nommms poflinf the highest number of votes in Group "B"

The nominees polling tha highest number of votes in Group "C"

(The second representative in this group is appointed by the Intramural Sports Committee — see next

paragraph.

In addition to the five students elected as set out above, there is one student appointment from the Stu-

dents' Administrative Council and one student appointed by the Intramural Sports Committee to make a total of

• even student representatives upon ihe Athletic Direclorate.

The basic aims of the Athletic Association are sot out formally iin Article 1 of its constitution reading a

object shall be the

eation for its. members
'The Association shall be called the University of Toronto Athletic Associa!

encouragement of athletic sport, the promotion of physical education, the provisit

and the maintenance of the highest standard of amateur sport"

The Athletic Directorate, as the controlling body for athletics at this University, meets twice a month during

the academic year and deals with a wide range of athletic matters upon which decisions are required A good

deal of this business is considered in committee, all committees having student representation

Students elected to the Athletic Directorate are eipected to attend the formal meetings unless there is good

reason for absence also Ihey are expected to take their share of the committee work A student member may

quite properly bring any mailer before the Directorate which his constituents wish lo have discussed

The composition of the Directorate includes students, laculty. and graduate representatives who work to-

gether in what has always been a most satisfactory manner

This year, each nominee Tor election to the Directorate is expected to submit a written policy statement

which he is entitled to send to all members of his elecloral body This is Ihe recommendation of the student

committee which revised Ihe method of election of student representatives

J P LOOSEMORE. Secretary

University of Toronto Athletic Association.
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Waterloo goalie Jim Weber looks behind him just in time to watch puck fired by Blues' captain Brian St. John enter net. The goal came in the second period of Blues'

9-6 victory over the Warriors Friday night and gave Varsity a 5-1 lead. photo by don andrew

By LYNDON LITTLE

The fans at rickety, ram-
shackle, Waterloo Memorial
Arena were suddenly strangely

silent.

The fellow in the engineering

hardhat who had been inces-

santly beating the big U of

Waterloo bass drum decided to

call it quits, the students on the

west side hauled down their

hand-lettered "FO-TO" ban-
ners, and the chap in the yel-

low jacket who had been mak-
ing obscene gestures to Varsity

players all evening put his fin-

ger back in his pocket.

Blues had just scored four

goals in a space of two minutes
and 38 seconds mid-way
through the final period Friday
night to put the game out of

reach and wrap up the western
division title of the OQAA
hockey league.

The hard-earned 9-6 victory

over the Warriors gave Blues a
final record of 12 wins, one loss

and two ties, to finish four
points ahead of Waterloo, who
could gave taken the top spot

with a win over Blues.

It was Blues' first victory
over the Warriors this season;
both previous games ended in

draws.
PLAYOFFS SET

Blues, by virtue of their first

place finish will now meet the
U of Montreal Carabins in the
first semi-final playoff game
this Friday night at Varsity.

Waterloo will meet the Gee-
Gees in the second match.
For a while, in the wild,

frantic game at Waterloo Fri-

day it looked as if Blues would
once again be victim of the
plague that had struck them in
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previous big games this year —
their inability to hold a lead!

With less than a minute
remaining in the second period

Blues carried a seemingly
"comfortable" 5-1 cushion.

Then, before you could say
"Ken Laidlaw". the talented

Warrior sniper had scored
twice to cut Blues' margin to

only two goals.

CROSBY ASSISTS
Laidlaw's muscular line-

mate Cam Crosby set up both
scores. He dug the puck out of

the corner and fed it to Laid-
law in front for the first one,
then broke in all alone on
Grant Cole, guarding Blues'
goal.

Cole made the initial save on
Crosby but Laidlaw picked up
the rebound to score with only
four seconds left.

Bob McKillop's. Warriors
continued to fly as the third

period began. At the 2:38 mark
Waterloo's Dennis Farwell
connected to bring them to

within one goal.

Blues looked hard-pressed at

this stage, but at mid-period,
with Waterloo still carrying
the attack, Blues' defensemen
Dave Field scored the first of

the four quick Varsity goals to

turn the tide.

John Wright broke up centre

ice with Field on his left. He
passed the puck to Field just as

his teammate was hitting the
Waterloo blueline.

FIELD SCORES
Field swung around the

Warrior defense and headed
behind the goal. Then, when
nobody met him at the other
side he came right in front and
with all the super-cool that
characterizes his play he
stopped, took a look, and cas-
ually flipped the puck into the

top left-hand corner of the

Waterloo goal passed a star-

tled Jim Weber.

"Bookie (Mike Boland) had
taken a man out of the play so

there was no one to check me
in front," Field explained lat-

er.

That marker appeared to

take the steam out of the War-
riors. Blues' rookie Mike Cyr,

who has been replacing the

injured Bob McGuinn on the

rightwing of the Laurent line,

notched two more only 12 sec-

onds apart. Bill Buba then
completed Blues' scoring with
his twelfth goal of the season
only seconds later.

Wright and Bryan Tompson
connected in the first period
while Wright again, Brian St.

John and Nick Holmes added
second period markers.

BLUES OUTSHOT
Blues were outshot in every

Weber waves his arm in futile attempt to stop Nick Holmes' blast from just inside the
Waterloo blueline. As of last report Weber has stilt not seen the puck.
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period with the final margin
being 52-34. The difference was
that Blues made the most of

their opportunities while War-
riors squandered many good
chances with poor shooting.

Whenever they were on target

Cole came up with key saves.

Cole robbed Laidlaw twice in

the second period. The first

one came on a point-blank shot

from in front and the second
was a hard shot from the point

that Blues' goalie just got a

stick on as it was heading for

the top right-hand corner of the

net.

Prettiest goal of the night

was Holmes' second period
marker. The Blues' rookie
winger stole the puck at center

ice, broke in on left wing and
handcuffed Weber with a siz-

zling shot from about 50 feet.

Blues and Waterloo set the

stage for the last game thriller

when they both came up with

victories on February 13. The
Warriors handed Guelph a 5-3

defeat at Waterloo while Blues

disposed of the Windsor Lan-
cers 9-4 at Varsity.

While Blues fired 64 shots in

all at Bruner it was still only 3-

2 for Varsity late in the second.
Then, three quick goals, two by
Wright and one by Terry Peter-
man broke it open.

Wright had five goals in all

against the Lancers, his second
five goal performance of the
season. Wright spent so much
time that night circling the net
with his arms raised he looked
like he was road testing an
underarm deoderant.

Dave McDowall (his first of

the year), St. John and John
Gordon picked up the other
Varsity goals.



Repo rehired, Vaughan loses support
By JANE HOLLINGWORTH

The Graduate Students Un-
ion general meeting yesterday
voted to "strongly recom-
mend" re-hiring Marjaleena
Repo as GSU organizer, before

denying GSU President Mi-
chael Vaughan (SGS) a vote of

confidence.

The meeting, held in Convo-
cation Hall, also voted to drop

the criminal charges that

Vaughan brought against

Repo, in the name of the GSU,
for allegedly stealing a number
of unidentified files. The GSU
will pay all Repo's legal costs

and voted to publicly announce
that it does not support the

charges.

Vaughan stated he would
"activate the wishes of the

GSU" by re-hiring Repo and
"do everything in my power"
to withdraw the criminal

charges.

In the first few minutes of

the meeting, GSU members
had agreed in a vote that under

the old GSU constitution "this

meeting can't order Mr.
Vaughan to do anything."

After Repo was "strongly

recommended for re-hiring" to

complete her 40-week contract

by a vote of 166 to 77 the meet-
ing had to ask Vaughan if he
would support the decision.

As meeting chairman Roger
Harrington said, "technically
speaking, nothing would hap-

pen" even if the meeting voted

non-confidence in Vaughan.

WILLINGNESS TO WORK
John Byrne (SGS) president

of the student union of the Eng-
lish faculty, made the original

motion to reinstate Mrs. Repo.
He was supported by other

course union presidents who
cited her "willingness" to

work long hours helping them
organize.

A member from the Engi-

neering Faculty said, "An ex-

ecutive not overly concerned
with its image would rehire

Mrs. Repo."
He added that while Vaugh-

an called her "past employ-
ment record" poor. Repo was
"chosen from 30 people last

summer; therefore, this exec-

utive must have made a mis-

take somewhere."
Gail Dexter, (SGS) a history

graduate student, said the

whole issue was "simply a

question of how you deal with

people."

While Vaughan had pointed
to Repo's "inability to get
along with the executive" as
one of the reasons for firing

her, debate yesterday centred
mostly around the quality of

Repo's work as an organizer,

with grad students generally.

WE NEED AN ORGANIZER

John Winter, past-president

of the GSU said, "We need an
organizer. It's far too easy to

criticize by saying that work is

not being done, but there's no
one around to do it."

Winter said the present ex-

ecutive had acted foolishly in

"hiring a woman organizer
without checking her qualifica-

tions."

But Winter supported re-hir-

ing Repo till the end of the ses-

sion since "she has tried,

though, in my opinion, not pro-

duced as much as I would have
liked if I were in control.

"

Repo was asked by the chair-

man to speak and she said,

"It's the criminal charges
against me that bother me
most. I'd like to see some kind

of justice done."

After the vote, the meeting
broke into loud applause and

They were all there at the meeting

(middle right) and all their fans.

photo by Jon Kanemeyer

Hali (top right) Michael

several members including

Barbara Smith GSU executive

assistant raised victory signs.

Most of the students left, so

that the vote of confidence in

Vaughan was only defeated by

a vote of 44-41.

A motion to remove the

chairman, Roger Harrington

when members objected that

he was impeding procedures

through lack of knowledge of

Robert's Rules was also de-

feated earlier in the meeting.

Gagnon pledges himself to liberation of Quebecois
Charles Gagnon and Pierre Vallieres were ar-

rested on Sept. 27, 1966 in New York as they protest-

ed in front of the United Nations against the holding

of political prisoners by the Quebec government.

The two were detained in the Manhattan House

of Detention for Men until Jan. 13, 1967 when they

were extradited to Canada.

Gagnon and Vallieres went to trial on Mar. 8 of

that year, charged with the death of Therese Morin,

a secretary in the La Grenade Shoe Factory. Work-

ers there were on strike when an FLQ bomb was

planted in the building where Miss Morin was a sec-

retary.

Gagnon was acquitted of homicide, but was held

on a minor charge, conspiring to.commit theft. No

trial was set.

During the next year he was tried for other

charges and on Wed. Feb. 18, Charles Gagnon was

finally freed after three years, four months and 25

days of imprisonment. .

Pierre Vallieres is still in jail without bail.

The following is a translation of an interview

Gagnon gave QUCBIC PRESSE on the first day of his

freedom.

"The first day isn't easy. You have to get used to

your freedom. This morning, when I woke, I opened

the curtains of my room and looked outside: the sun

was shining on the street ... and people were pass-

ing by. It took me a good two minutes to understand

that I myself could also dress and go out into the

street ... or go into a bar, or anywhere, if I felt like

it. It was a real shock. Really, I still have the impres-

that it is Vallieres is no more guilty than I am of these crimes

of which he is accused. I myself will not feel truly

free until he too is freed. And besides, I'm an opti

mist and I believe that his freedom will not be held

up now."
—translated by sue reisler

sion that it is just a temporary dream
all going to end at any minute.

"The funniest thing is that the "outside" world

is not divided into long corridors like it is in the pris-

ons where I lived for 3 Vz years. I continually have the

impression that some guard or other is going to come
looking for me and return me to my cell.

"What will I do with my liberty? I said it yester-

day as I left the Parthenais, as I said it at the end of

my last trial, last Dec. 10 — I will employ all of my
energies and myself to fight for the liberation of all

Quebecois.

"How? Yes, that's another question. For the

moment I would really like to rest for a few days and

get used to my new life and talk seriously with my
lawyers, and with some comrades who have contin-

ued the fight outside the prison. It will only be after

this that I will be able to unveil my precise plans, and

I certainly intend to make them public.

"Have things changed in Quebec in the last 3Vz

years and what should we do? These are all subjects

which I plan to speak about in a few days. Our inten-

tion, the Committee for the Liberation of Vallieres

and myself, is to hold a press conference (scheduled

for today) at which I will speak of my future, of my
joining the struggle, of the role that I intend to play

(if of course the comrades wish to accept me) and of

the projects which we envisage. At this point I really

prefer to keep silent.

"What I can tell you is that the battle has just Charles Gagnon, held for 3 Vi year* as a political pris-

begun, and for the moment it is necessary to lead a 0ner by the Quebec Government, was finally freed this

large offensive for the liberation of Pierre Vallieres. week.



SAC PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES

FORUM

Joan Campana 1 UC Wayne Richardson IV APSC

Ken Wolfson II New Kenneth B. McEvoy III Vic

F.J. McNally III New Rod Hurd III Scar

Mark Golden IV UC Eric Miglin II APSC

Bernard Teitelbaum III UC

1 P.M.

WEDNESDAY 25th FEBRUARY

CONVOCATION HALL

FEB.27 FRI. 8.00-1 2.00 !

CONVOCATION HALL
SOCIAL SCIENCE
AND IDEOLOGY

MODERATOR:
PROF. KEMPER SOCIOLOGY

FEB.28 SAT.
10.30-1.00

PETER WARRIAN
FORMER CUS PRESIDENT

PROF. NATALIE DAVIS HISTORY

THE SOCIAL SCIENTIST
AND

SOCIAL ACTION
DAVID DEPOE SOCIOLOGY.
PROF. McFEAT ANTHROPOLOGY
PROF. LEMMON GEOGRAPHY

3:00-6:00 DISCUSSION GROUPS
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Soc chairman chosen by faculty
Professor Perry Giffen has

been appointed the new Chair-
man of the Department of Soci-
ology at the University of To-
ronto.

Prof. Giffen who has been
acting chairman since last fall

was chosen by Dean Allen of
the Faculty of Arts and Science
on the recommendation of a
nine-member committee cho-
sen for the purpose.

Its members included Pro-
fessors Currie, Hall and Bell
from the department but no
students. The graduate stu-

dents, however, met by them-
selves to consider a new chair-

man and eventually requested

representation on the hiring

committee.

Dean Allen refused this, but

allowed them to present a

brief. This they did, recom-
mending Prof. Bob James as
their first choice and Giffen as

their second.

Janice Newson, President of

the Sociology Graduate Stu-

dents Association described
Giffen as the "best man at the

moment" and indicated that he
had strong support among the

faculty.

A faculty committee over-

whelmingly recommended
Prof. Giffen for the job to Dean
Allen.

Professor Giffen is a spe-

cialist in deviants and criminal

behaviour. Although not well

known in his field he is very
active in such organizations as

the Centre of Criminology.

Miss Newson described him
as a "good teacher" who has
excellent rapport with the stu-

dents.

Prof. Giffen took his B.A.

and M.A. at Toronto and did

graduate work at Columbia.
The chairmanship was va-

cated by Prof. S. D. Clark last

fall after bitter faculty infight-

ing in the department, which
saw the departure of Professor

John Porter.

Lakehead drops plans to fire Wightman
THUNDER BAY (CUP) -

The administration at Lake-
head University has backed
down in its attempts to fire

sociology Professor Victor

Wightman.
In a letter received by

Wightman Monday, adminis-
tration President William
Tamblyn told the popular pro-

fessor that "it has been decid-

ed not to insist upon the termi-

nation of your contract under
the terms of the notice given

by my letter of January 29,

1970".

At that time, Wightman was
told that "budgetary consider-

ations" had made his dismissal

from Lakehead necessary.

Wightman was reportedly

fired on the recommendation
of department head Cecil

French, who declared that his

decision was backed by a ma-
jority of faculty in the depart-

ment.

Subsequent investigation

indicated faculty had not been

consulted in the dismissal.

Wightman had supported a
counter-bookstore set up in

Thunder Bay to fight the high

prices in the administration's
bookstore — a move the Lake-
head administration regarded
as an affront.

Wightman was also heavily

involved in a two-day Novem-
ber Moratorium against the

Vietnam war.

According to the administra-

tion, the rescinding of Wight-

man's notice of firing came as

a result of a technicality:

Tamblyn 's letter of January 29

did not reach the sociology pro-

fessor until February 2 — two
days after regulations declare

such letters can be recieved

during the academic year.

Wightman's firing had
prompted large-scale protests

at the Lakehead campus, cli-

maxed with a two-day univer-

sity-wide boycott of classes

February 12 and 13, in which 50

per cent of Lakehead's 2,500

students were reported to par-

ticipate.

In addition to a review of

Wightman's firing, the stu-

dents were demanding a total

restructuring of hiring, firing,

promotion and tenure proce-

dures at Lakehead, increased

representation of students on
hiring and firing committees,
and full access to "all relevant

information such as budgets,

graduate programs and other

administrative and academic
matters which affect deci-

sions" on hiring, firing and
promotion.

The administration's deci-

sion to forestall Wightman's
firing may effectively short-

circuit the demands, though
students are still requesting

that a review board be set up to

investigate them.

FOUND: I LIGHTMETER
AND LEATHER CASE, ON
ST. GEORGE. CALL 923-0683.

Uof S drops proposed discipline code

SASKATOON (CUP) - The
faculty council executive of the

two-campus University of Sas-

katchewan Senate decided

Monday to drop a proposed

discipline code incorporating

some of the strictest measures
ever suggested for Canadian
universities.

In a closed meeting, the ex-

ecutive agreed that the Carter

Committee Report on Student

Discipline should be dropped in

favor of a dual review of stu-

dent discipline at the U of S.

The executive decision is

expected to be ratified at a

meeting of the academic sen-

ate tomorrow.

In its place, the senate is

expected to set up a committee

including "adequate" student

and faculty representation for

both the Saskatoon and Regina

campuses of the university.

At the same time, a parity

student-faculty committee is

expected to be set up to exam-

ine current disciplinary regula-

tions at the U of S' Saskatoon

campus, pending a decision by

the senate committee.

The reasons given for the

executive decision were the

refusal by both the Saskatoon
student council and the admin-

istration at the U of S Regina

campus to endorse the report.

The Saskatoon student coun-

cil objected to the lack of stu-

dent parity on the Carter

Committee, composed of six

faculty and administrators and

three students; the Regina
administration declared it was
not consulted at all in the pro-

cess of formulating the report,

which would have been binding

on both campuses.

The report, released Janu-

ary 29 drew a storm of protest

from students at both Sas-

katchewan campuses for its

harsh stance on student discip-

line.

The report forbids any stu-

dent action which "creates or

which may reasonably be ex-

pected to create" disturbances

of any kind, binds students to

university discipline even for

off-campus activity, forbids

the use of public address sys-

tems on university property

without authorization, and
gives the faculty the right to

demand identification from
students at any time.

In addition, the report rec-

ommended granting wide pow-

ers for summary suspension of

students suspected of having

infringed university regula-

tions, and declared that hear-

ings of alleged infractions

would be closed.

At a meeting February 17 at

the Regina campus, more than

1,000 students termed the re-

port "an insufferable infringe-

ment" of student rights and
Regina campus autonomy and

demanded the report be with-

drawn.

The students also said the

Regina Student Union would
not support any discipline re-

port which did not apply to the

whole academic community.
The Regina students forbade

their student council to pre-

pare a counter-proposal to the

Carter Report, declaring that

"such an act of compromise
would still allow students to be

repressed."

February 27th

is the last day

to use your

University

Bookstores

charge account

Week-end Specials
Toronto's [owestRentol Rotes we poy the gas

All current models

unc:IT
Rent-a-car

1

1

150 King St. W.

(Lobby Lord Simcoe Ho tall

Phone 366-2571

——w———

—

——

—

———

—
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G.S.U.
FRIDAY NIGHT

DANCE
FEB. 27th - 9:00 p.m.

Admission: $1 ladies $1.25 gents

BAR-BAND
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Review of the Press : Is this the opposition?

All that concrete can't be wrong: the Library is rising

Our usual policy is to ignore the

various and sundry sheets of propa-

ganda that the university's Depart-

ment of Information disseminates.

The U of T Bulletin, which changed

its name this year from the Staff Bul-

letin, is a fairly innocuous weekly rag

that goes to all faculty. This year,

when it changed its name, it tried to

become more of a newspaper, with

real reporters. But basically it con-

sists of unedited and unbroken col-

umns of official information and
comment

However, there's another publica-

tion called the U of T News, a newspa-

per sent to all alumni of the universi-

ty. And it's hard to ignore the latest

issue without comment, for it's as

arrogant and unabashed a piece of

sophisticated propaganda as you're

ever likely to see on the U of T cam-
pus.

The theme of the issue is university

expansion, or perhaps a better term is

growth. "Growth" seems to embody
the emotions of corporate leaders and

the like better than the cliched con-

cepts of "profit'' or "progress" or

"expansion".

The issue is specifically dedicated
to the expansion of the Graduate
School and the building of the Human-
ities and Social Sciences Research
Library, the $42 million edifice "pri-
marily for the use of teachers and
graduate students". Or perhaps we
should call it the Graduate Library,
Or perhaps the Claude T. Bissell
Memorial Library.

The building is a monument sym-
bolic of a major redesign of the U of T
— converting the St. George Campus
into a graduate school. The building is

part of a vast graduate complex
planned for the north-west corner of

campus. The whole concept is part of

a University of Ontario plan that

would centralize nearly all Ontario

graduate work at the St. George cam-
pus. Undergraduates would be

farmed out to suburban colleges

(which are being expanded!, other
universities, and community colleges
— all arranged in a set hierarchy of

academic excellence'.

The U of T News has nothing but
glossy and rather unsubtle rhetoric

for the scheme.

The lead sentence for the front-

page news -story reads

:

"The 1970's will be another decade

of change and achievement for the

University of Toronto."

Some of the headlines are classics:

"LIBRARY ON PERFECT SITE FOR
THOSE IT WILL SERVE"

Ironic. It certainly won't serve the

undergraduates of this university,

who will be forced to stay with the

limited facilities of the Sigmund
Samuel Library.

Here are some of the other hope-

and-progress headlines:

"PRINCIPAL SAYS 5000 NOT SCAR-
BOROUGH'S LIMIT";

"AN INCREASE TO 12,000 IS FORE-

CAST";

"IN THE U OF T MATRIX, YORK
UNIVERSITY WAS GIVEN LIFE'";

"EARTH AND MOON COMPETE FOR
ATTENTION AT ERINDALE";

"HANDSOME TEACHING, RE-

SEARCH BUILDINGS AND OFFICE LINK

RISING IN FIRST PHASE";

It's beginning to look like expansion

of the National Hockey League. Is

Claude Bissell the Clarence Campbell

of education?

He's certainly vying to make the U
of T the Harvard of the North. And
it's happening in the north-west cor-

ner of campus, where the Huron-Sus-

sex Residents Association is frustrat-

ed and powerless in its attempts to

stop the destruction of their homes.

As the wrecking crews set to work,

the U ot T News offers this moral
reminder:

"ALL THAT CONCRETE CAN'T BE
WRONG: THE LIBRARY IS RISING"

As they proclaim the transcenden-

tal properties of physical growth, at

least they could be a little less reli-

gious in their fervour.
—brian /ohnson

VARSITY STAFF: Elections for

next year's editor are this week.

All Varsity and Review staff

should attend a meeting at 1

p.m. today in the Varsity office

to interview the candidates for

the job

And those who have worked
on eight issues of the Varsity or

three of the Review are eligible

to vote in the staff election Fri-

day at I p.m. in the Varsity of-

fice.

ATTEND'.

Editor Brian Johnson

Review Editor Lorry Haiven

Sports Editor Jim Cowan, 923- 4053
Advertising MonagerCarol Cooper, 923-

8171
Editorial Offices 91 St. George, 2nd floor

Editorial Phones 923-8741
Advertising Offices 91 St. George, 1st floor

facile johmon finger i manipulated madly
whyl banged up Jon glowed and tuecup rota a

book and jane took vaughan down for a tko. er-

rol voted for a photo fokeover and hoivendra-

chedexter were wiped out by impertpliim. bav

fought kartemeyer complexity, moo fadad away
to lha pran and dare jutt fadad away lika lh«

iportsiei and lii fought off tho creeping ipectre

of mi again, again, mary with dif under her

pencil cam* late, tote and ceto viiiled and tim

laid uofl topi beat up an old lady.
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LETTERS
open letter: 'colorful rhetoric and hackneyed cliches'

I hereby resign my position
as Chairman of the Graduate
Student's Association in Politi-

cal Science.

Faced with apathy and hos-
tility, all my efforts 'in that of-

fice to organize meaningful
and effective change in depart-
mental decision-making in the
interests of graduate students
have now come to an end.
The recent meeting held on

Monday, February 23, clearly
indicated that the lack of con-

cern on the part of graduate
students for the affairs of their

own department has made the

continuation of reasonable pol-

icies impossible. With few not-

able exceptions, most of the

individuals who did attend the

latter meeting and who are
willing to be active in the af-

fairs of the department are

people in whom I personally
have no confidence. In my
view, they do not have a real

concern for procedures that
are reasonable both in discus-

sion and action.

If colourful rhetoric and
hackneyed cliches are to be
accepted as the apotheosis of
political wisdom, then we can
safely leave further action in

the very capable hands of the

self-declared apostles of "true
consciousness". As for me,
this is where I get off!

Judging by the lack of at-

tendance and interest, the
majority of students have no
conception of the issues at
stake: they act like appren-
tices and deserve to have a
well-meaning, paternal struc-

ture to direct them until they
learn to think and behave like

self-aware, mature individu-

als. It appears that the existing

procedures of decision-making
and appointments are perfect-

ly suitable and worthy of the

calibre of the graduate student

body.

My very best wishes to Pro-

fessor Stefan Dupre in his new
post as Chairman of the De-
partment. A man with his pro-

fessional and administrative
qualifications is precisely what
the Department needs.

The only constructive
changes in the Department
over the past two years have
been the work of a handful of

concerned and reasonable stu-

dents and faculty who have
spent much time and effort

with little thanks. They have
worked in the face of apathy on
the part of the large majority;

hostility and abuse by the "en-

lightened" activists on the

left; and at the cost of severe

suspicion and distrust from
many members of the faculty.

Since most of the faculty are

as intransigent in their deter-

mination to preserve archaic

structures as the radicals are

in promoting direct conflict,

there appears to be no room
for constructive reformers in

the Department of Political

Economy in this University.

A violent confrontation

seems to be the only remaining

possibility and I, for one, can-

not condone and do not wish to

share in that event. My best

wishes go to both parties: they

are deserving of one another!

The trust and openness nec-

essary to the university com-
munity and the participation of

students in joint decision-mak-
ing with faculty members
which the Commission on Uni-
versity Government emphasiz-
es, is nowhere in evidence in

this Department.
Were the tax-paying public

aware that it is in fact subsidiz-

ing this deplorable fiasco, it

would soon withdraw the funds
it provides for both students
and faculty.

I can only hope that the un-

dergraduates will be both more
responsible and more active in

pursuing the reforms neces-
sary at both the departmental
and university levels.

Fred von Oreger,

Ph.D. srudent, Pol. Science,

Chairman,
Graduate Association

of Students in Pol. Science

open letter to bissell: ashamed to take visitors to U of T
Open Letter:

President Bissell,

This year again I, as an alumnus,
am being asked to subscribe to the

"Varsity Fund'.'. I cannot bring my-
self to do so, although I recognize the

need.

Here is why: I have watched the

campus grow with great interest. At
first, say after 1950, I watched with

pride and anticipation. Then as the

West campus began to take shape, my
pride turned to alarm. It is now regis-

tering disgust.

I refer to the architecture (?) of the

new buildings: which at best could

only be described as unworthy. While

New College and Sidney Smith might

be the least bad, they rise to exem-
plary grace and charm compared to

the Benson Building, and various Sci-

ence structures west of St. George St.

I am ashamed to take out-of-town

visitors on a tour of "my" university

any more — unless to give them
laughs: but that is really too painful.

Surely a President of your stature

and accomplishments can put more
pressure on your architects. Surely

you have a Faculty (School?) of Ar-

chitecture, whose advice might have
prevented such a disaster. Surely the

University has more influence at City

Hall, than to continue to retain all the

old street patterns. Surely you can
afford to hire a landscape architect!

For another ten or twenty years, I

fear, I will continue angered. One way
to show my feelings is to donate not

one cent to what now "appears" to be

a retrograde institution. In my heart,

of course, I know it is not; and contin-

ue to be proud of Varsity for accom-
plishments other than its selection of

out from under/

"Through self assertion in independ-

ence and liberty, the man acquires his

social value and concurrently his pres-

tige as male: the ambitious man aims

at wealth, celebrity and women in one

and the same enterprise; one of the

stereotypes which stimulate his effort

is that of the powerful and famous

man whom women adore. But for the

young woman, on the contrary, there is

a contradiction between her status as a

^ real human being and her vocation as a

female. . .a conflict breaks out be-

tween her original claim to be subject,

active, free and, on the other hand, the

social pressure to accept herself as pas-

sive object."

— The Second Sex, Simone de Beauvoir

For women in Women's Liberation

as well as for women in the society as

a whole we feel that Simone de Beau-

voir has expressed something that has

to be seriously analyzed. Not only has

she expressed some of our worst frus-

trations but revealed one basic schi-

zophrenia that all women experience.

In the past few months the U of T

Women's Liberation Group has begun

to discuss the conditions that define

for women who and what they must

be.

Last week we were invited to come

and talk with women in the St. Mike's

& dorms about Women's Liberation. We
discussed the various roles of women

in society — the woman as sexual

object, worker, and wife and mother

within the nuclear family.

Women present also talked about

control over their own bodies through

contraceptives and abortion.

We would like to see this discussion

extended to include more women: it

will only be through understanding

why and how women are oppressed

that we will be able to join together to

overcome it. If any women are inter-

ested please call 532-6609.

In addition to talking with women
we have exerted pressure on the Uni-

versity Health Service, asking them

to supply more information on birth

control and to prescribe the pill upon

request, (this of course depends upon

the medical history of the woman
involved). The Health Service by

their policy statement in the Feb. 11

issue of the VARSITY has agreed to

do this.

We hope also to have a rotating lit-

erature table set up soon to make
available articles on Women's Libera-

tion and our own original material as

well.

We are presently doing research

into where women are located in the

University and where they will be

going after graduation.

Women are uniting and beginning to

act. The Edward Maroney*s on cam-

pus have good reason for hysteria —
our struggle has just begun!

architects.

Incidentally, Sir, I was present at a

presentation your officials made to

residents of the Huron-Sussex Resi-

dents Association before Christmas.
They did it well, I thought, except for

the gentleman who bored us by read-

ing list after list of the distinguished

men who have formed your various
planning committees etc.

I was astonished to learn that you
actually have a Committee on Esthet-

ics. How underworked they clearly

are Hal Walldey, 4T9, 6T3, M.A.

oops! our misleading impression!
I would like to correct a misleading

impression in a story on the activities

of the University's Budget Committee
which appeared in the Varsity on
Monday, particularly the headline.

The Salary Committee of the Asso-

ciation of the Teaching Staff and the

Budget Committee did meet on
Wednesday, February 18, but the

Budget Committee made no offer' to

the Salary Committee.
What we did do was present to Pro-

fessor Sumner and his colleagues a

number of suggested alternatives by
which funds for salary increases

could be generated.

Each of these involves some trans-

fer of resources within the budget and
the committee was anxious to receive

the Salary Committee's views about

the balance of advantage. Discussions

with the Salary Committee are sched-

uled to resume next Friday.

0. F. Forsler,

Vice-Provost and Executive Assistant

lo the President.

SOFT-CORE PORNOGRAPHY
OF THE WEEK

Lewin
wishes a word with you.

"To tell it all. I will tell you

what a guest once said to me
only half in joke: 'Lewin,' he

said, 'when the kippers and

eggs and the hot biscuits and

the enormous bowl of tree-

ripened fruils and the pot of

steaming Blue Mountain

coffee ate served to me each

morning as I sit in my robe on

my terrace, watching the

hotel sloop come around on

those unbelievable blue-green

Caribbean waters, I am so

totally overwhelmed by the

sheer luxury and beauty

of it all, that I feel like an

insignificant millronalre.'

"Would that not be a lovely

way lo feel, mon?"

Montego Beach
One ol the five very diHeienl hotels

Of Monlego Bay, Jamaica.

i.Sl East 42nd St'<
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GASPS demand consultation

By JIM STRUTHERS

The Graduate Association of

Students in Political Science

denounced the lack of student

consultation in the appoint-

ment of the department's new
chairman, J. S. Dupre, and

endorsed the principle of "par-

allel structures" in the deci-

sion-making of the department

at a meeting Monday.

But the association's chair-

man, Fred von Dreger, re-

signed yesterday, citing the

apathy of the other graduate

students in the department
towards meaningful change in

the department's structure as

the reason for his decision.

At the Monday meeting,

GASPS adopted the following

resolution by a margin of 32 to

2:

"The graduate students of

Political Science in the depart-

ment of Political Economy
declare the appointment of

Professor Stefan Dupre as

chairman of the Department of

Political Economy unaccepta-

ble on the grounds that stu-

dents did not participate ac-

tively in that decision."

The meeting was divided

over effectiveness of the mo-
tion.

"I can't see this motion as

an exercise in anything but fu-

tility. It doesn't mean any-

thing," commented one stu-

dent.

But David Milne (SGS) felt

differently.

"The first step we have to

take is to make our insistence

known on the right of consulta-

tion for appointment and ten-

ure decisions. Lets take a

stand now on whether students

have a right to be consulted."

Milne pointed out that stu-

dents had to get power in the

department before there could

be any meaningful discussion

on its ideology and politics.

"The guts of the motion is

the third resolution, proposing

parallel structure. We've got

to fight for some form of de-

mocratization of the depart-

ment." said Andy Wernick
(SGS)

As the number of students

dwindled the association pas-

sed its final motion by a vote of

23 to 6. The motion reads:

"Whereas it is necessary

and desirable that students

become involved with and par-

ticipate in major decision-

making procedures such as

curriculum and course content

and including the appointment,

promotion and tenure of facul-

ty personnel in the department

of Political Economy, there-

fore be it resolved that a Gen-

eral Assembly consisting of all

students in Political Science be

empowered to affirm or reject

all decisions in that depart-

ment.

A supplementary motion
added that: "such committees

as are needed in the depart-

ment either as standing or ad

hoc committees be created and
be composed of equal numbers
of staff and students."

A committee of five gradu-

ate students in the department
consisting of Andy Wernick
(SGS), Gary Webster (SGS).
David Milne (SGS), Phyllis

Clark, (SGS), and Fred Von
Dreger (SGS) will take the two
motions to the department
chairman on Monday, March 2.

The motions will also be tak-

en to today's meeting of the

undergraduate political econo-

my course union. Discussion

there will centre on the possi-

bilities for action to emphasize
demands for parallel struc-

tures and revision of the ap-

pointment procedures which
made Prof. Dupre chairman of

the department without full

student and faculty consulta-

tion.

The United States Consulate in Toronto changed its tele-

phone number yesterday, according to usually reliable sources.

Close observers claim the change may be related to the tele-

phone harrassment campaign started this week by the Reprisal

Against Repression Committee, a campus group protesting

Judge Julius Hoffman's verdict over the 'Chicago Five'.

"The new number is 366-3554," said Directory Assistance

in a telephone interview last night. "And the other number is

362-7513," she added.

The U.S. Consulate General was unavailable for comment
last night, but a tape recorder answered the phone.

It said the Consulate line would not be open to the morning.

"But for emergency calls only you may call 368-3775. May I

repeat, this number is for emergency calls only," she added.

THE COMMISSION ON POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION

invites communication from all individuals and groups who feel ihey

have a contribution to make to the work of the Commission.

The Commission is concerned with the following issues:

• learning and teaching • aims and objectives

• functions and viability of institutions # decision-making

• costs and benefits, to individuals and to society

0 alternatives for the future

This announcement may be of interest to those who would like to:

• indicate intention to submit a brief

• make available to the Commission ihe results of previous work

• develop discussion papers for presentation to the Commission

• initiate studies in their field of competence

9 quote on specific research studies for the Commission

A schedule for public hearings will be made known at a later date.

The Commission is anxious at this time to identify any individuals

or groups who are interested in undertaking sponsored research.

The Terms of Reference' of the Commission and 'Guidelines for

Submitting Research Proposals' are available upon request from

:

THE SECRETARY/ COMMISSION ON POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION IN ONTARIO/

SUITE Z03/SOS UNIVERSITY AVENUE /TORONTO 2/ONTARIO*

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE THEATRE

(formerly Women's Union Theatre)

79 St. George Street

will be available for student productions commenc-

ing Sept. 15. 1970

This newly-renovated, well-equipped theatre will be

available at little or no cost to all campus drama

groups.

Booking applications will be accepted between

March 15-31.

For further information and
details write

University College Theatre

79 St. George Street

or call

Stephen Martineau - 928-4077
463-6256

Hilary McLaughlin - 921-6356

Earl Rosen - 487-8519

ATTENTION

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE GRADUATING CLASS

NOMINATIONS NOW OPEN FOR THE U. OF T. MOSS

SCHOLARSHIP (BEST ALL ROUND MAN OR WOMAN)

NOMINATION FORMS IN THE 'LIT' OFFICE.

NOMINATIONS CLOSE

FRIDAY. FEB. 27. ELECTIONS MARCH 3rd

f99*4»****f*4**ff*********ff^ff******f*l
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THE FAILURE OF
LIBERALISM?

Friday, Feb. 21th

Music Room, Hart House
U. of T. Campus,

8:00 p.m.

Saturday, Feb. 28th

Music Room, Hart House
10:00 a.m. - 12:00

12:00 — 1:00 p.m.

1:00-2:30

2:30-4:00

LIBERALISM DEFINED
Martin 0'Connell, MP, Scarboroush-East

Prof. Stephen Clarkson, Policy Chairman, Liberal Party of Ontario

Prof. Jack Granalstein , York University.

LIBERALISM ond SOCIETY
A member of "The Just Society"

Murray Cotter! 1 1
p

United Steelworkers of America

Rev. A.D. Brown, Vice-Chairman, Board of.Community Services,

Anglican Diocese of Toronto

Prof. R. Garneau, Glendon College, York University

Lunch Break

Discussion Groups

THE FUTURE of the LIBERAL PARTY
Senator Richard Stanbury -President, National Liberal Federation

The Hon. Donald S. MacDonald, MP- President of the Privy Council

lames Trotter MPP

FORUM - Sponsored by the

U of T Liberal Club

ALL SESSIONS FREE!!!



Gesta launches maiden

Parliament ain't show-biz—Diet
By MARY BASTEDO

The Chief was there and Ol-

ive, too, and people packed the

aisles and lined the walls and
opened the windows because it

was so hot.

Last night the 210th Hart
House debate tackled the ques-

tion "This house has lost confi-

dence in the present federal

government."
On the Ayes side there were

the Toried, in the white shirts,

who called Mr. Trudeau the

walrus and Mr. Sharp the car-

penter.

"We have come up from the

oyster bed only to be de-

voured," said Ted Rotenberg
(II Law), and there were radi-

cals, in the blue jeans, who
said the choice between the

liberals and the Conservatives

was the choice between Twee-
dle-Dum and Tweedle-Dee.

The Nayes answered that

Rotenberg was the Queen of

Spades who was simply shout-

ing "Off with their heads!

"

MAIDEN GESTA
SAC President Gesta Abols

launched his maiden speech in

Hart House in defense of the

federal government with a

much appreciated joke.

"I'm going to talk about the

affair with Barbra Streisand

and what it means to this coun-

try," he said. "It's a matter of

national pride. It's about time

Canadians were on top of

Americans."
"Mr. Trudeau proves him-

self to be a traditionalist and

not a liberal in keeping up a

long-standing tradition among
Canadian officials — of going

out with "singers" of one type

or another," he said grinning

at the member from Prince

Albert.

The Rt. Hon. John Diefen-

baker enjoyed the spectacle

immensely — "the arguments,

the counter-arguments and the

irrelevancies," he said.

As he stood up to speak at

the end of the two-hour debate,

in the room hung with pictures

of Arthur Meighn and William

Lyon Mackenzie King and Les-

ter Pearson, he said "the op-

portunity to speak here tonight

touches me deeply."

Responding to a speaker

from the Nays who compared

Need we explain?

the atmosphere of the debates
room to a scene from "Hello,

Dolly!" he insisted "Parlia-
ment isn't show biz.

COMPUTER PARLIAMENT
"But listening, I couldn't

help but recall Trudeau's atti-

tude in Parliament today.

"I'm concerned about Par-

liament," he said.

"I always wanted to be in

Parliament. I've known all the

Prime Ministers from Laurier

to Trudeau. Parliament is the

embodiment of the heart of

freedom.

"You can't make a comput-
er out of it. You've got to have
argument, you've got to hear
both sides. But you can't do

that today.

"The present government is

controlling, stifling and under-

mining the essence of our

democracy in the House of

Commons and in Parliament."

The Chief was in great form,

warming up to his audience,

catching people's eyes and
evoking tremendous applause.

"I haven't been critical of

Trudeau," he said. "I've been

in his position and I know all

the fires that burn around

those who occupy positions of

power.

"But I'm getting concerned

about my country.

"Trudeau has plans that this

country will be placed in a po-

sition where the Presidential

system will take over and the

Prime Minister will be head of

state.

"If the people of Canada

want that they should have the

right to vote for it and not have

it done surreptitiously, under

the table, as it is today."

LOVED NATO
Outraged, he exclaimed,

"The Prime Minister could do

anything under the sun under
the new rules — why he could

put through an amendment
whereby the Queen could be
abolished, or he could socialize

our country! (They tried that

in Saskatchewan and saw the

greatest export of people into

other parts of Canada.)"

On NATO he said, "I loved

that institution."

Diefenbaker was perhaps his

most critical on the white pap-

er on taxation.

"It's an infringement of the

state on the people. It will

bring about major tax increase

masquerading as reform. It

will make impossible initiative

in the middle income class. It

will place small businesses in

jeopardy, and small businesses

are the backbone of Canada.

"It will put an end to Canadi-

an development of our re-

sources. It will mean higher

taxes in Canada, which will

mean emigration from Canada
of our young talent. It has
caused people in Canada fears

which will take a long time to

eradicate."

Diefenbaker received a

standing ovation as he conclud-

ed his speech. As people filed

out the "Aye" and the "No"
exits the vote was counted —
241 for the Ayes. 196 for the

Noes. Hart House had no confi-

dence in the present federal

government, at least when
swayed by the rhetoric of the

old Chief.

An official photograph of the

event was taken and the pic-

ture will go up on the wall.

Social work profession runs out of steam

"Social work is a crusade

that has turned into a profes-

sion that has run out of

steam." Leonard Shifrin,

Director of the National Coun-

cil of Welfare told a conference

of Canadian Social Work stu-

dents in Winnipeg last week-

end.

Shifrin noted the increasing

questioning by social workers

of the "legitimacy of social

animation."

He said his organization is

trying to undercut the "pater-

nalism of the haves to the

have-nots" by encouraging cit-

izen participation at all levels.

He called on social workers

to "annihilate their hang-ups

over their professional status"

and "catch up with those they

are supposed to lead."

Bernard Shiffman, Deputy

Administrator of the Human
Resources Administration in

New York City told the social

work students that social work-

ers must "advance from their

predominantly introspective

and guilt-ridden stance with

respect to social problems."

Blaming the "lack of public

commitment" for the preval-

ence of social ills, he said we
are "confronted in our society

with an unhappy, alienated

people unwilling to demand
change.

"Services," he concluded,

must be designed for all, not

merely for the poor in our so-

ciety. Services designed for the

poor are generally poor ser-

vices."

CAMERA CLUB
Camera Club Rooms. Irl0p.ii>.

COMMENTARY ON THE CIRCULATING
EXHIBITION by FRANK ROYAL

CLASSICAL CONCERT
Music Room, I P-m.

VIVIAN MIN DEN, Flute

DEBORAH FARBER, Piano

Ladies Welcome

LIBRARY COMMITTEE
Presents

GRANT MONRO, N.F.B. (Montreal)

East Common Room, 8 p.m.

Ladies Welcome

POETRY READING
> p.m., Music Room

Thursday. February 26

THE WASTELANDS T.S. Eliot

will be read by ALAN TOFF
Ladies Welcome

BLACK HART PUB
Thursday. February 26

Tuck Shop. 4:30- 11:30

SING ALONG WITH ART GRANT

ART GALLERY
until February 28

GROUP SHOW —Warren Bowman

Martin Kastner. John Greer.

J im Tiley and Andrew T'li

Ladies Welcome

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
8:30 -March I. 1970

Great Hall -Hart House

THE HART HOUSE GLEE CLUB
Tickets: Hal I Porter

^BIlllllllllllLlllllllllllllltllllllllLlllllllltlllllllllllltllltlllltlllltllltFlf lllllllllllllllllLlillltMIII llltl J«

| *S/^ ART GALLERY OF ONTARIO
|

| C/W 317 Dundas St W , Toronto TEL. 363-3485 1

| S U R V E Y OF A SURVEY
= Thursday, February 26, 8:30 p.m.

| Panel discussion with Michael Snow; Robert Pulford, Editor, |
= Saturday Night; Don Owen, Director, The Ernie Game; Elizabeth Kilbourn, =

| art critic and Pierre Theberge, Assistant Curator, The National Gallery |
= of Canada. =

E Admission: 75C with ATL card Ontario Collage or Art E

Sii iiiiiiiiin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iniiffl

THE LIBRARY COMMITTEE OF

HART HOUSE
PRESENTS

GRANT MUNRO
N.F.B. Montreal

FILMS & DISCUSSION

Wednesday, February 25

East Cummttn Room. S p.f,
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Students for Israel protest sale of jets to Libya
By HENRY MIETKIEWICZ

A long, black coffin and six

solemn pallbearers led a pro-

cession of 500 people in a dem-
onstration in front of the
French consulate yesterday
afternoon.

Under the direction of the

Students for Israel organiza-

tions at U of T and York, the

demonstration protested

France's sale of 100 Mirage

jets to Libya.
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France has an official arms
embargo on the Middle East.

The march coincided with
the official visit of French
President Georges Pompidou
to the United States and his

meeting with President Nixon.

One of the leaders, Abie
Pesses (SGS) said that the cof-

fin was to show that France's

actions "will only increase the

danger of the situation and
result in a great many deaths."

About 400 students, carrying

placards and sporting blue and
white arm-bands, were met at

the consulate by a group of

older persons, including sever-

al Toronto Rabbis.

While the demonstration

continued outside, a five-man

delegation headed by York
student Mark Clarfield and

Ross Culiner (II Innis) at-

tempted to present French
consul Miss M. Campana with

a petition and a number of

questions regarding France's

influence on the Middle East.

After threatening to have the

police evict everyone from her

office, Miss Campana later

consented to see four of the

representatives. She would not

come downstairs and personal-

ly address the demonstrators.

In their prepared statement,
Clarfield and Culiner accused
France of wanting to "play the

dentist in the Middle East,
trying to pull out Israel's teeth

and supplying the Arabs with

newer and sharper ones".

The consul said that the sale

of jets to Libya was done pri-

marily to protect the oil of that

country from outside powers.

When she added that there
were not even enough pilots

trained for war, the Jewish
students asked what would
happen in five years when the

pilots were ready to fight.

Campana answered that she
hoped there would be peace by
then.



Campana: democratize university for socialist change
By LAURA KELLY

If they win the contest for SAC
leadership, Joan Campana UUC)
and Ken Wolfson (II New) aim to

ead students in forming a demo-
cratic university that will be a basis

for socialist change in Canada.
Miss Campana has spent one year

at the University of British Colum-
bia, and two intervening years trav-

elling in the U.S. and Mexico.

"I'm only in first year but I think

I've seen quite a number of universi-

ties, and I know a lot about how they

work," Miss Campana said.

Ken Wolfson is a long-time mem-
ber of the Young Socialists, an ac-

tive anti-Vietnam campaigner who
has completed a three-year journal-

ism course at Ryerspn.

Campana and Wolfson are not

content to run a campaign dealing

with localized campus issues, but

focus instead on wider social issues.

"I think we're trying to cut

through the preconceptions of the

student's view of the university's

role by bringing in world issues,"

said Miss Campana.

"Of all people, students are the

most responsive to critical analysis.

But there is a lack of leadership and
that's why students are apathetic.

We'd like to be the leaders." she

added.

But the socialist ticket has run

into a lot of resistance because of its

socialism.

"A lot of kids have come up to me
and said: 'You know, if you didn't

have socialism on your ticket you

might even win because your pro-

gram is really good.' This is another

preconception we have to break

through," said Miss Campana.

But the Campana-Wolfson team is

not disclaiming their political ties in

spite of the initial student response.

"We have a program. That is not

to say we want to dictate to the stu-

dent. But we do have a much more
realistic basis on which to tackle the

problems than the other piecemeal

candidates," explained Miss Cam-
pana.

The socialist platform includes

demands for a completely demo-

cratic university with no control by

big business, a strong SAC policy

against the war in Vietnam, finan-

cial support that would draw stu-

dents to the university from all

classes, and a special university
department for the study of women
in society.

"The U of T receives almost one
million dollars for war research
from the U.S. We have to get rid of

this control. We have to start de-

mocratization at the bottom and
take it all the way to the top^" she

said.

Campana and Wolfson want the

university to be in the hands of stu-

dents, faculty, and support staff, not

the administration.

"What is the administration?
They should keep the computer run-

ning and make sure the boilers are

going," said Wolfson.

"The U of T has to break from the

tremendous control of the provincial

government. The government should

give financial support to the univer-

sity and not be involved in any other

way," said Miss Campana.
"Where other students may make

promises, we're going to get in there

and question. We're going to make
the university a rallying point for

demands that are very reasonable."

said Miss Campana.

"But the students themselves are
going to be involved," said Wolfson.

Campana and Wolfson also have
strong objections to the Campbell
Report's definition of campus dis-

ruption because of its vagueness,
and the suggested structure for uni-

versity courts.

"We feel that members of the dis-

ciplinary committees should be

elected on programs and be recalla-

ble," said Wolfson.

"The key is that we're running on

a program. We just learned to be
organized and competent because
we believe in what we're doing,"

said Miss Campana.

McNally; issues of student government are irrelevant

By TREVOR SPURR
Benjamin McNally and Mark

Golden believe the issues of student

government are largely irrelevant

to any campaign for SAC president

and Vice-president.

"When the other candidates talk

about CUG and Campbell reports

most of the students don't know
what they 're talking about.

"So there is really no difference

between the other candidates except

the images they project," McNally

says.

McNally has had no experience in

student government but believes

students will vote for him because

the image he projects is more inter-

esting than those of the other candi-

dates.

He hasn't thought about CUG and

says the Campbell report is of little

concern to him. The campus center

"isn't really necessary" although he

wouldn't mind seeing a bar on cam-

pus.

"All those things are an issue only

because the Varsity says they are. A
SAC present can't do anything to

change things.

"People have to learn if you want

something done they'll have to get

together and do it themselves", he

says.

In running for president, McNally

hopes to explain to students that it

makes no sense having a president

like Gus Abols.

"What's the sense in such a presi-

dent if people don't even know who

he is." McNally said.

His running mate, Mark Golden,

also sees little value in examining

issues in the campaign.

"Existence is a shifting thing.

You can't take an issue and just say

you're going to solve it."

"What is important is emotions,"

he says.

Golden believes SAC should be a

medium to make people realize they

are all part of the same thing and all

working for the same goals.

"SAC should be used as the cohe-

sive force which holds the university

together just as the Lady Godiva

Memorial Band has been for the

Engineers", he says.

Golden believes the university

could be a good place to be. but for

many people it isn't at the present

time.

"The first stage in the process to

change this is to get people to care

by getting SAC to lead the students

as a central force." he says.

Candidates talk to Dents
By JEAN BUBBA

As the various campaign machines

swung into operation this week, the

working of SAC took first place in pol-

icy discussions.

The first campus forum of presi-

d'enial candidates took place on Tues-

day at-the" Faculty of Dentistry.

Joan Campana, running on the

Young Socialist slate, said that each

faculty and college "should decide

themselves what is relevant in their

relations with SAC."

Wayne Richardson (IV APSC) said

SAC was becoming relevant by sup-

portingcourse and faculty unions.

PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION

Citing the Faculty of Applied Sci-

ence and Engineering as an example,

he said, "The development of a phi-

losophy of education in engineering

led to our involvement in education,

which resulted in a restructuring of

the faculty council. Money is availa-

ble for similar projects from SAC by

working through your SAC rep.

"

Rod Hurd (III SCAR) emphasized

the need for SAC to be more aggres-

sive in its role in education and in

maintaining its relevance to the uni-

versity. "SAC should go to the individ-

ual disciplines and faculties and ask

them what they need, " he said.

. "It took Scarborough two years to

get money from SAC for course union

work, though the voting procedure, in

the end, only took two minutes," said

Hurd.

Eric Miglin (II ASPC), Hurd's vice-

presidential running-mate, said "the

financial and fiscal responsibility of

SAC must be taken much more seri-

ously."

At the beginning of the year, Mig-

lin, an SAC rep himself, said a group

of law students formed the African

Music Club. SAC agreed to finance

them before it realized the organiza-

tion was merely a prank.

NO INVESTIGATION. .

.

"It is examples such as this which

show that SAC does not investigate its

financial requests properly," said

Miglin.

Later at another forum at Cody

Hall, the political atmosphere was

Candidates meef their constituents in Cody Hall

heightened by the smell of oranges,

courtesy of Vice-Presidential candi-

date Mark Golden who said, "SAC
should be a cohesive, emotional force

like the LGMB. There is no such thing

as an issue. It's not worth taking seri-

ously.

"

Ken McEvoy Richardson's running-

mate, staunchly defended the imple-

mentation of the CUG report as an

issue. "If there were meaningful dia-

logues in the classroom, then the uni-

versity would be a broadening experi-

ence."

Hurd said that "top priority must

THE VARSITY

go to local education if SAC is to be

responsible to the students. At all

costs it must avoid downward politici-

zation. As it now stands, SAC not only

tells us to think, it tells us what to

think."

Bernie Teitelbaum (III UC) said

that "SAC must seek involvement in

the problems of individual colleges

and faculties. The issue is not one of

communication but involvement."

According to Joan Campana, the

priority issue is "to find out the issues

in society which create problems in

the university."
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THE CASE FOR A NEW
CANADi

N

There is a new nationalism evident in Canada.
The teach-in here March 6 and 7 on the Ameri-
canization of Canada is one manifestation of it —
with similar teach-ins taking place spontaneous-
ly in colleges and high schools across Canada.
And a book on this theme, Close the 49th Parallel
etc. edited by Ian Lumsden of Atkinson College,
is due from the University of Toronto Press on
March 15.

Canadian nationalism is not noted historically
for its pervasiveness and militancy. Indeed, it is

sometimes argued that the absence of national-
ism is the hallmark of Canadian nationalism. If

this is read as a statement of fact — rather than
goodness — it contains a good deal of truth. For
there has been and still is a persistent anti-na-
tionalism evident in Canada consistent with our
status within succeeding empires. But this na-
tionalism of anti-nationalism is too self-evident-
ly in the interest of the prevalent imperialism to
be seen as other than a manifestation of colonial
status and the colonial mind.
For Canadians on the left, the current upsurge

in nationalism is a healthy development. The
Americanization of this country, with its conse-
quences for economic independence and national
survival,, serves no interest in Canada or the
United States that anyone on the left would wish
to serve. For Canada to disappear by absorption
into the United States would not be a global cata-
strophe, but it would clearly be a step in that
direction.

Nor are the sources of the new nationalism
difficult to find. At its simplest level, it is an
understandable reaction to the sickness of the

present American society. To be a Canadian is to
be a North American and Canadian nationalism
is typically reactive. To some, this means that
Canadian nationalism can be put down as anti-
Americanism, but to so label it and leave the
matter there is to miss the point profoundly. For
the reaction within Canada is matched by — in-
deed, follows — the reaction within the United
States, to the War in Vietnam in particular and
American imperialism in general. What is called
unAmerican within is called anti-American with-
out, and is itself only another manifestation of
Americanization.

It follows that the left in Canada should, like
the left in the UnitedStates.see its politics as the
politics of anti-imperialism. At the center of the
empire, such a commitment takes specific
forms: the burning of draft cards, Vietnam mor-
atoriums. Weatherman and Black Panthers. At
the periphery of empire, the politics of anti-im-
perialism properly takes the form of national-
ism, of the struggle for independence, of national
liberation movements.
To put the matter differently, a serious Cana-

dian nationalism is necessarily a nationalism,
not of anti-nationalism nor of anti-Americanism[
but of anti-imperialism. And hence, as Jim Lax-
er has argued so brilliantly in Canadian Dimen-
sion: "Continental integration has become so per-
vasive that those who value an independent Canada
and those who reject the values ofcorporate capital-
ism are coming to share a common agenda. Canadi-
an nationalists are starting to realize that only large
scale government intervention in the economy can
Kin back control of this countryfor Canadians. So-
cialists are increasingly aware that we cannot build
a better society here ifCanada does not possess sov-
ereign power. " It follows, in the words of the Waf-
fle Manifesto: "to pursue independence seriously is
to make visible the necessity of socialism in Cana-

TRY THESE ON FOR SALES!
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VTIONALISM r
by Mel Watkins

At a deeper level, the sources of the new na-
Bnalism are to be found in the evolution of the
American economy into one dominated by giant
corporations. At home, American capitalism
began to move decisively to the monopoly stage
almost a century ago. What began as national
corporations quickly became multi-national cor-
porations. Just as they steamrollered over local
and regional interests within, now they push
aside national interests without. A former U.S.
Assistant Secretary of State for Economic Af-
fairs described the multi-national corporation as
'seeing the world as its oyster". Marx and En-
*els said it better before it had really happened:
"The need of a constantly expanding marketfor its

iroducts chases the bourgeoisie over the whole sur-
face of the globe. It must nestle everywhere, settle
everywhere, establish connexions everywhere". To
vrite about this phenomenon, as many liberals
lo, in terms of the harmonies and tensions be-
ween the multi-national corporation and the
lation-state is, if you think about it for a mo-
nent, breathtaking. It puts IBM and Japan,
General Electric and France, Kellogg's and
jjtnada on an equal footing. And if you read the
abstance of what writers who think that way
irrite, the companies matter more than the coun-
ries.

The arrogance implicit in this approach is

ccasionally made very explicit as when George
tall hails the multi-national corporation as "a
modern concept designed to meet the require-
lents of a modern age" and dismisses the na-
ion-state as "a very old-fashioned idea and bad-

/ adapted to serve the needs of our present
omplex world". You don't have to be a socialist

5 find such talk insulting, but you do have to be a
ocialist if you find it sounds all-too-true and
rant to do something about it.

As the Vatican Council has put it, economic
nd social development "has to be kept under the
antrol of mankind." "It must not be left to the
)le judgment of a few men or groups possessing

Under the Hern gaxe of Sir. Robert Borden Ihete liberal MPi rejoice in their n
ing out the country, they're still laughing their way lo the bank,

v flag. After lin more yean of »ell-

excessive economic power" or "of certain espe-
cially powerful nations." The issue is not plan-
ning per se, but by whom and for whom. Stephen
Hymer of Yale University makes the basic
point: the multinational corporation coordinates
one industry across many countries; socialism
points to the advantage of coordinating many
industries within one country.

Now if there is a new nationalism in Canada,
there are also increasingly powerful regional-
isms — not only Quebec separatism, where there
is a linguistic and cultural base for national aspi-

rations, but now mutterings of secession in the
West. The paradox is more apparent than real,

for it is in the nature of imperialism to divide

and conquer, and in the nature of the beast for

the periphery to experience, in Kari Levitt's fine

turn of phrase, "economic dependency and polit-

ical disintegration". It is no accident that Amer-
icanization and balkanization go together, that

newly elected Premiers find it at least as impor-
tant to touch base in New York as in Ottawa. A
Shreyer can talk tougher to the Ottawa mandar-
ins than he can to the New York capitalists —
and it is the latter, incidentally, who are the ulti-

mate constraint on the possibility of socialism in

one province or one anything.

Regionalism and nationalism go together as

the two sides of the (American) coin. But so do
independence and socialism, and once either net-

tle is grasped at the federal level, so too must the
other. The farmers of the West are understanda-
bly critical of an Eastern capitalism that ex-
ploits them behind tariff walls, or by collusion

among giant firms as in the farm machinery
industry. But to live in the East is to know that

Eastern capitalists are mostly engaged in the

second-order activity of managing branch plants

for American-based corporations. The solution is

not to separate but to socialize. Quebec's aspira-

tions are, of course, another matter, though
greater independence for Quebec and not for the

other provinces could mean a binational Canada
based on an anti-imperialist alliance of English

Canada and Quebec.

There have been nationalist upsurges in Cana-
da in the past, as recently as that which swept
Diefenbaker to power in the late fifties. But they

have typically dissipated themselves in mindless
anti-Americanism or in sentimental gestures.

What has not been tried is a nationalism of the

left. That is what the seventies could be about,

though hardly without a struggle.

adian companies have slipped under foreign control in the 20
-eral government released its controversial Watkins report on

Canadian industry. A small fraction show up in news report. A
ront-page headlines. But the majority go unnoticed — Canodi-

aretgn owned the next.

t figures show outsiders control at least 60 per cent of our man-
Accumulated direct foreign investment in Canada is conserva-

25 billion — $20 Billion of it from the U.S. Four years ago the

llion and $12.9 billion.

ates, foreign capital is now invested in about 13,000 Canadian

3 of those are foreign-controlled — 7,000 American.

more than half the total assets of our 400 largest corporations.

' report, control 97 per cent of our automobile industry, 97 per

cent of chemicals and 77 per cent of electrical apparatus.

I smelting industry is 59 per cent foreign controlled; the petrole-

ldustry 74 per cent."

Toronto Daily Star Oct. 17, 1969

50% of total Canadian merchandise imports from the U.S. are

es by their parent U.S. companies. In the economists language

of American investment in Canada is very high."

Political Economy of Canadian Independence by C. W. Gonick

"Where will Canada get the funds to finance her development if the U.S. capital in-
flow is cut off? Indeed, it is a major contention of the continentalists that Canada despar-
ately needs foreign investment. This contention is utter nonsense. American multinational
corporations malce no net contribution to investment in Canada. Indeed, just the reverse is

the case. The outflow from Canada of profits from subsidiaries more than offsets the in-
flow of investment funds from the parent organization.

Between 1960 and 1965 there was a capital outflow of investment funds from the
parent organization to the Canadian affiliates of just over 2 billion dollars; in the same
period, the affiliates sent 3 billion dollars to the parent organizations in the form of divi-

dends. When we add to this outflow from Canada the small equity investment by Canadi-
ans in the U.S. economy, it is clear that so far as direct investment and profits from direct
investment is concerned, Canada is a net exporter of funds to the U.S., not a net importer.

If that is the case, what is the source of the large increases of U.S. investment in Can-
ada? (Indeed, the increase of U.S. assets in equity capital has been very large. It has risen

about five-fold between 1950 and 1966.)

By far the largest proportion of U.S. direct investment in Canada is financed by the
subsidiaries themselves out of profits earned in Canada and depreciation and depletion
allowances set aside out of revenues earned in Canada.

In other words, most U.S. direct investment in Canada is financed with Canadian
savings, that is, with savings generated from income produced in Canada.

. . . The point to be stressed, and it cannot be given enough emphasis, is that there is

no shortage of savings in Canada; the problem for Canadian financial independence is

that a large proportion of Canadian savings, the surplus generated from Canadian pro-

duction, is owned and controlled by American subsidiaries and branch plants. It is with
these savings earned in Canada that American corporations spread their control over a
wider and wider range of economic activity."

The Political Economy of Canadian Independence.

by C. W. Gonick
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HERE AND NOWDANSE et SPECTACLE

Friday, Feb. 27 at 9 p.m.

'LeGroup^T^ibec

Glendon College

Corner Bayview and Lawrence

ADM. $1.25

WEDNESDAY
ALL DAY

Cardboard prints by Michael Seary. Til

March 7. Trinity Buttery.

Nominations tor Lit Exec, close at 5:00

p.m. Nominations for Yeaf Reps open lo-

day

Tickets for Andy Warhol's "The Chelsea

Girls" available at the SAC office. Showing
Thursday at Con Hall. No tickets at the

door.

Information on Vietnam demonstration

and transportation 10 Ottawa for Feb. 28
Call SCM. 923-9727.

Tickets for March 1 Peace Benefit at

Con Hall S2 50 at Rochdale Rm. 1411.

Rabbi Feinberg. Lighthouse and more good
things.

1 2 noon
Hillel presents discussions and ques-

tions about Israel Rm. 2108 Sid Smith.

1 p.m.

Talk by Frank Royal in the Camera Club

Rooms. Hart House.

Film, "Your Obedient Servant" on the

processes of manufacturing computers,

presented by the E.I.C. Rm. 102. Mech.
Bldg.

Free Institute of Jewish Studies will hold

a seminar on Maimonides with Abe Fein-

tuch. Rm.2129 Sid Smith.

Classical Concert. Vivian Minden, flute

and Deborah Farber, piano. Ladies wel-

come. Music Room. Hart House.

All those who speak Hebrew are invited

to the Chug Ivri. Bring your lunch. Rm.
1067 Sid Smith.

2 p.m.

General meeting of the Political Econo-

my Course Union to discuss reform in 'the

department, and possible action to further

same. Rm. 1016 New College.

Victoria Women's Association, student

program — diarVta and music clubs. 150
Charles St. W.

4 p.m.

Free film show — Lumiere Melies. and
the Great Director (Griffith) Rm 105 UC.

F U of T 3rd World Film — discussion

group. "Brazil - the Gathering Millions"

plus "Travelogue on Brazil" by Brascan
Ltd Cumberland Hall, ISC.

Young Socialist meeting to discuss sup-

port for the socialist ticket in SAC elections

and the April 18 march on Ottawa. Innis I.

6:16 p.m.

Cannes award film "IF". Also at 8:15.

Admission. 75c. Rm. 2 1 1 8 Sid Smith.

8 p.m.

"Guilt and the Unconscious: Where Re-

ligion and Psychology Meet". Third of a

series of lenten discussions at University

Lutheran Student Centre, 610 Spadina
Ave (opposite New College)

Joint meeting of Trinity. Vic. and UC
Classics Clubs Illustrated lecture on "Ci-

cerc and the Late Roman Republic" The
Music Room, Wymilwood

Films and discussion with special guest

Grant Monro of the NFB. Montreal. Ladies

welcome. East Common Room, Hart

8:16 p.m.

St Paul's Riding Citizen's Forum. "Pov-

'Group 80'. Air Canada's
$187 -way to Europe

and back

Jfl

Or, M *K )r

if-

This amazinrily low new group af-

finity return (are is yours when you
organize and fly with at least 79
other members of a bonafide asso-
ciation or organization, the main
aim of which is not travel, and of

which you have been a member
for at least six months.

You go and return as a group on
regularly scheduled flights. And
you can stay as long as a year.

Air Canada affinity 'Group 80'

Economy Class fares apply from
major cities in Canada to dozens
of exciting European cities. Start

your 1970 holiday planning now.
Air Canada can clear up any ques-
tions you may have about organ-
izing your group. But do it now
and make your arrangements very
soon to get the benefit of the low-
est affinity 'Group 80' fares of the
year.

From
(TORONTO)
10

In olleci from

Now to Mar. 31 Apr. 1 - May 31

Nov. 1 - Mar. 31/71 Aug. 10 - Oct. 31 June 1 — Aug. 9

London
Paris

$187 $211

$193 $216
$258
$268

Ask about affinity 'Gr
Fares subject lo Govern

sup 25' and 'Group 40' fares as well. For all the deta
menl approval.

s, call Air Canada.

Go Group 80' AIR CANADA®

erty — '70s?" with Dr. Wilson A. Head
Hall, Holy Rosary Church. St. Clair at

Tweeds muir.

8:30 p.m.

"Mandragola". comedy by Niccolo Ma-

chiavBlli. Presented by the Victoria College

Dramatic Society. Also Thursday. Colon-

nade Theatre. $1 .00 at the door.

"The SeaGull" presented by the UC
Players' Guild. Admission free. Ticket info,

923-6256. University College Theatre.

THURSDAY
11 a.m.

Soc 312 and 331. Prof. Hill will speak
on "Negros in Toronto". Rm. 2135 Sid

12 noon
Discussion, information and questions

on Israel Rm 2106, Sid Smith.

12:30 p.m.

Lunch Time Movies ISC. 33 St. George
Al Berthiaume. the magician Rm. A101

UC 1p.m .

"The Arrow of Time" by Mario Bunge.

Professor of Philosophy Rm, 102 New

Strand staff meeting to discuss details

for final paper Strand office.

"Law as a Career?". Discussion by Dean

Gerald Le Dain and Prof. Harry Arthurs of

Osgoode. Debates room Hart House.

VCF invites all concerned people to their

"day to pray" in Hart House chapel any

lime.

TUGS meeting to organize canoe trip in

early May. All geography staff and stu-

dents invited. Rm. 62 1 . Sid Smith.

1 :30 p.nv

Organ Recital by Dagmar Kopecky. Vic-

toria College Chapel.
2 -6 p.m.

"The Sociologist as Advocacy Planner

with Gordon Fellman, and "Criteria for

Judging the Quality of the Urban Environ-

ment with Hans Blumenfeld Rm. 2158.
Medical Sci. Bldg.

3 p.m.

Writing Lab. Innis I. A
copies. 5 p.m.

Recorder Lessons. ISC.

Mysticism and occulti

celled for this week only.

5:15 p.m.

Bible study group to start with supper.

VCF Med Sci cafeteria Rm 21 73

7:30 p.m.

Science and Society: The Communica-

tion Problem. Physics Bldg Rm 203

8 p.m.

"Chelsea Girls" Tickets in advance at

SAC office Con Hall

8:30 p.m.

"Barefoot in the Park" by Neil Simon
Also Friday and Saturday. Scarborough

College Tickets 1 00 Call 284-3160.

Can't

you see
what's

happening ?
If you can't, you need glas-

ses, fast. Why peer out at a

dim world? Go get your
eyes tested, then come and
sec us ai Braddock Optical.

We've got thegrcalcsiselec-

lion offashion frames you'll

ever look through. And as

a student you get 20% off.

We've got 1 1 branches, the

nearest is jusi round the

corner al 158 St. George.
Come and see.

welcome. Bring

seminar can-
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Sponsored by NDP club and Waffle movement

U of T hosts americanization teach-in
A major teach-in will be held

at U of T on March 6 and 7 on
the Americanization of Cana-
da.

The teach-in is sponsored by
the U of T NDP Club and the
Waffle Movement, left wing
group of the NDP.
The two high priests of Cana-

dian nationalism, Walter Gor-
don and U of T economics pro-
fessor Melville Watkins will
lead off the debate at 8:00 p.m.
on Friday March 6.

On Saturday morning a pan-

el on the Americanization of

Canadian universities and a
debate on Organized Labour
and fndependence are sched-
uled.

In the afternoon there will be
a confrontation between Waf-
fler James Laxer and Parti
Quebecois candidate Bernard
Landry.

The sessions will close with

a panel on Canadian Foreign
Policy featuring M. P. Andrew
Brewin, Danny Drache and C.

W. Gonick, the editor of Cana-
dian Dimension and a Manito-

ba MLA.
On Sunday the Wafflers are

inviting those interested to

participate in discussions
growing out of the previous
days' events.

Admission, covering all ses-
sions is $2.75 general, and $1.25
for students and unemployed.
Tickets are available from
"The Canada Teach-In", Box
397, Agincourt, Ont.

SAC general meeting
If you'd like to see what

you'll be electing those people
to do in a couple of weeks,
come to the next thrilling epi-

sode of SAC GENERAL
MEETING, tonight at 7 p.m.
in Brennan Hall.

There, in the creaking
bowels of St. Mikes, sit trans-
fixed as the drama unfolds
before your very eyes — the
excitement of haggles over
the Adoption of the Agenda,
the suspense of correspond-
ence, the cutthroat chills of

the Question Period, the cli-

mactic excitement of an-
nouncements.
Then, (if there's time)

cheer the Report of the
Committee to Examine the
Structure of the Students'
Administrative Council
(CESSAC), weep at the set-
ting of unprincipled priorities

for 1970, hiss the discussion of
the Varsity Board, develop a
cosmic understanding of
everything through Constitu-
tional Amendments.

Advance SAC voting polls for the presidential and vice-
presidential election 1970-71:

• Thursday — College of Education
• Friday — Engineering buildings.

Woodrow Wilson scholarships for 34U of T grads
U of T has placed first

among 800 Canadian and
American universities and col-

leges in the number of students
who have received Woodrow
Wilson Fellowship designa-
tions.

34 V of T graduating stu-
dents in Arts and Science were
selected this year.

Their names will be sent to

graduate schools in both coun-
tries with a recommendation
that they be offered fellow-
ships for graduate study. The
foundation has limited funds to

provide its own fellowships.

In all 1,163 designates were
chosen from 12,000 nominees.

Following U of T in the num-
ber of designates was the Uni-
versity of Michigan with 26.

Harvard and the City Universi-
ty of New York tied for third

place with 25 each.

McGill University took sec-
ond place in Canada with 21

Designates, followed by Carle-
ton University with 9 and York
University with 8.

The U of T designates are
Alexander D. Bain (IV Trin),
Mary E. Bartlet (IV Trin),
Florence M. Bartoshesky (III

SMC), Elizabeth M. Black (IV
Trin), Alan C. Bowen (IV Trin)

Melville Bradshaw (IV UC),

Robert D. Cairns (IV Vic),

Mrs. Beverley A. Cavanagh
(IVMus), Edward J. Champlin
(IV Trin), Jan Don D. Cioe (IV

UC), Howard M. Davidson (IV

Trin), Louis Erlichman (IV

Vic), Joel S. Feldman (IV UC).
John Fodi (III Mus), Frantisek

W. Galan (IV SMC), Helen E.

Ganiatsos (III Mus), Ian R.

Graham (IV UC), Mrs. Karen
A. Hampel (IV Vic), Russell

G. Hann (IV UC), Gregory S.

Kealey (IV SMC), John Kor-

mendy (IV UC), Brian LeConte

(IV Trin), Thomas E. Mathien
(IV SMC), Hugh D. Miller (IV
UC), Douglas A. Moggach (IV
SMC), John J. O'Connor (IV
SMC), Marion Frances O'-

Connor (IV SMC), Mary L.

Pratt (IV Vic), Benjamin Ru-
sak (IV UC). Robert E. Sinke-

wicz, (IV SMC), Veronica
Strong-Boag (IV Trin). Thom-
as M. Vari (IV UC), Dorothy
E. Westney (IV Vic), and Mrs.

MaryG. Wills (IV UC).
There were also 27 U of T

honourary mentions.

Moss Award up for grabs again
The Alumni Association's

getting its annual search under

way this week for graduating
students "who will find on the

banks of the Isis, the Cam and
the Charles, in the cafes of

Paris, values that make them
more perceptive and therefore

better men."

This was how 1934 Moss
Scholar J. K. Thomas outlined

the criteria for awarding the

John H. Moss Memorial Fund
Scholarship, which this year

will be an award of ?1,000 to

the best "all-round man or

woman in the 1970 final year."

Stuaenu> ui their graduating

year may nominate their class-

mates for this award until

March 5.

By April 15, a committee
consisting of Claude Bissell,

University of Toronto Alumni
Association President Morris

Gross and three other UTAA
members will choose the win-

ner from a group made up of

eight semi-finalists, one from
each college.

So if you wish to frequent the

banks of the Isis, contact your

undergraduate student council

to determine how nominations

are made.

2 days on/y . . . Hurry . .

Associated furriers

of Ontario

Public Sale
Of more than 200

UNCLAIMED
and

TRADE-IN

FUR COATS
Friday Feb. 27th Saturday Feb. 28th

457 ADELAIDE STREET W.

Ontario's leading Furriers have collected all their trade-

ins and unclaimed Fur Coats under one roof. Each has
beer, carefully Fur cleaned by leading cleaners in Tor-
onto ... Hollander, Scientific, and Expert Fur Cleaners.
Some of Toronto's Finest Fur establishments are rep-

resented. This Sale is for 2 days only.

Full Length Coats for $5, SI0, $15, etc.

First come, first served. Hurry:

Hours: Friday 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Sat. 10 to 5

JOB ENGINEER
required by
The Board

of Education
for the City of

Toronto
A graduate engineer is required to assist the

Mechanical Design Engineer with the design,

specification and supervision of school con-

struction. The successful candidate will

perform in the plumbing, healing, ventilating

and air conditioning fields.

Salary range 58,527. to S 10,883. per annum.

Letters of application should be addressed

lo: Mr. H.M. C;iirns, Labour Relations Office,

155 College Street, Toronto 2-B, Ontario.

CLASSIFIED
WANTED: Girl to share modem apart-

ment with O.C.E. student. Bloor and St

George March-May. No lease. Phone 924-
3544 evenings.

YOUTH PROGRAMME needs volunteers
to tutor public and high school math Em-
phasis is on developing personal relation-
ships. Phone 532-3303 between 9 8i 5

WANTED male student to share lovely

apartment near subway 766-0618 Morn-
ing, late Evening.

TYPING thesis, essays, notes, charts. Eng-

lish, French, other languages Mimeo-
graphing, electric typewriters. Mary Dale

Scott IM Daviesl. 86 Bloor St W Room
225.922-7624.

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today for free booklet The Day You Buy a

Diamond". H Proctor and Co . 131 Bloor

St W. Suite 4 16, 921-7702

MALE CAMP COUNSELLORS needed

(ot Jewish Co-ed summer camp located

near Eagle River W1 Must have ONE

YEAR OF COLLEGE If ii

Milwaukee Jewish Community Centre,
1400 N Prospect Ave , Milwaukee W1
53202

COUPLE looking for commune to live in

during summer around Toronto— Hamilton—
— Kitchener area If you have any informa-
tion please write Roy Cardey. S3-103 VH-
lage 1. University of Waterloo, Waterloo.
Thanks peace

ANDY WARHOL'S The Chelsea Girls " a

Convocation Hall Thursday Feb 26 8 p it

Tickets $1 00 now on sale at SAC office

RENT A Taperecorder. Brand new Cas-
sette As low as 60* daily 921-7702

TYPING Eipenenced accurate typist will

do papers, thesis, etc at home Has own
IBM electric typewriter 488-3579 — Mrs
J 8 Attwood

UNIVERSITY students part time evenings

5-9 Saiuiday 9;30-4 Telephone canvass-

ing for leading Canadian newspaper Mr
Wilson — Phone 368 7851 Local 238

AFRICAN SAFARI Professor or student
needed to tour across Africa in jeep Leav-
ing appro*. August Trip to be sponsored
Crossing Sahara Contact Pete Hill 924-
0538.
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RIDE WANTED: Irom Motmngstar Dr

and Aifporl Rd (Maltonl in the morning to

U of T and back. Phone Abe: 531 8136



. . . Give Peace A Chance . . >

— WITH —

LIGHTHOUSE
— AND —

Luke & The Apostles
— PLUS —

MotherTucker'sYellowDuck
Guest Speaker: RABBI FEIN BERG
M.C. RAINER SCHWARZ — CHUM-FM

Sunday, Mar. 1st 8 p.m.

CONVOCATION HALL
U of T Campus

TICKETS $2.50
Available from Rochdale ColIege-341 Bloor St. West (in the

lobby! or Room 1411, and at Sam the Record Man (Downtown
Location) Tor information call 920-31 10. For final details see

press or tune in to CHUM FM.

THE ELECTRIC CIRCUS-4 p.m. till 7 p.m.

-ENVIRONMENTAL PEACE C0MMUN10N-

TO ALL STUDENTS
All SAC-fees paying students (all undergrads)

are eligible to vote in the SAC Presidential elections.

Graduate and special students who paid

a SAC fee must show their receipts before voting.

The Varsity Board of Directors invites appli-

cations from members of the University community;

undergraduates, graduate students, faculty, alumni,

and staff, for a position on the Board. The appoint-

ment is for a three-year term, and the position car-

ries no salary. The eleven-member Board is res-

ponsible for the editorial and business management,

and financial policy of "The Varsity".

Written applications, including experience rel-

evant to the work of the Board, should be sent to the

Chairman, from whom further information may be

obtained.

Mr. Gary R. Thaler (828-5284)

Chairman, Varsity Board of Directors,

Erindale College,

University of Toronto

Closing Date tor Appli cations:

-

Friday, March 6, 5:00 p.m.

ADVANCE POLL
SAC Presidential Election

Engineering and C0E on Friday March 27th

Regular Advance Poll - Monday March 2nd

(SAC Office)

INSTITUTE FOR THE
HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY

OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
AND THE

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES

"The Arrow of Time" by Mario Bunge, Professor of

Philosophy, McGill University. 26th February 1:10 p.m.

Room 102 McLennan Laboratory (New Physics Building).

Sponsored by the Varsity Fund. All members of the Univ-
ersity Community are invited.

KIBBUTZ ALIYA DESK

GET INVOLVED WITH THE KIBBUTZ
The kibbutz is a unique social experiment in cooperative livit

which strives for personal and community self-realizatioi

We invite you lo experience the kibbutz through the followin

programs, which are available any time, all year round.

KIBBUTZ ULPAN
A six month program
of % day work and
W day Hebrew studies

AGE: 18-35

COST: Transportation

DATES: Year round.

TEMPORARY WORKER
Living and working
on a kibbutz

AGE: 18-3

COST: Trar

DATES: Yeai

For information and application for these programs and for per-

manent settlement, summer and teenage programs, contact:

ZVI ZEXER a

KIBBUTZ ALIYA DESK
Suite 1301

200 Park Avenue South

New York. New York 10003

(212) GR 7-5663

ASA ARNON
Room 3 1

2

188 Marlee Avenue
Toronto 19, Ontario
(416) 783-4722
(evenings: 633-7225)
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THE U.C. PLAYERS GUILD
PRESENTS

THE SEAGULL
BY

ANTON CHEKHOV
WEDNESDAY TO SATURDAY
FEBRUARY 25 MARCH 7

8.30 P.M.
THE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE THEATRE
79 ST. GEORGE

DIRECTED BY

HILARY MCLAUGHLIN
ADMISSION FREE



Students consider Poli Ec boycott
The Political Economy De

partment may end up with a

boycott or sit-in if its upper
echelon fails to act on student
demands over the selection of

Stefan Dupre as chairman of
the Political Economy Depart-
ment.

The Graduate Association of

Students of Political Science is

meeting today to discuss the
motion passed by the Political

Economy Course Union that
declared the selection of Dupre
null and void because students
were not consulted.

Fred Von Dreger (SGS),
chairman of the Graduate As-
sociation, said last night.

"Most of the students I have
talked to seem to agree that
the appointment of the chair-
man, following the recommen-
dations of the CUG report,
shouldn't have been done with-
out a certain amount of student
participation."

If the motion of the Course
Union is adopted, he said
"there will be a discussion of
the steps students are pre-
pared to take if the department
does not meet our requests."
Would they agree to a boycott

of classes, pickets, demonstra-
tion, These questions will be
decided at the meeting.

The meeting, to be held at 4

p.m. in Room 1017 of New Col-
lege, will also discuss the in-

ternal organization of the Asso-
ciation and parallel student-
faculty bodies in departmental
decision making.

The results of the graduate
meeting will be presented to
the general course union meet-
ing Wednesday.

Vic maintenance workers

Referendum to vote on joining union

The Music Committee of

Hart House

Presents

THE HART HOUSE GLEE CLUB
Conducted by Walter H. Barnes

in the linal

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT

8:30 in the Great Hall, Hart House
March I, 1970

Tickets: Hall Porter

Innis College students will

go to the polls Friday to ap-
prove their college's new
constitution.

The proposed changes,
which received administra-
tive approval last Monday,
require a 2/3 majority on the
part of the student body.

The new College Council
will consist of 38 members, 19

of whom will be students. It

will be the sole governing
body of the College.

The Innis College Student
Society will be pared down to

8 executive members from a

former membership of 14 and
will deal with all strictly-stu-

dent issues.

Ted Montgomery, presi-

dent of I.C.S.S., said, "The
problems of the old constitu-

tion was basically one of

manpower. Students were
being offered positions of real

power on council commit-
tees, like building and
awards, and it was becoming
increasingly difficult to find

people to sit on I.C.S.S. com-
mittees."

The new constitution was
drawn up by a committee of

volunteers — four students
and four faculty members.
Montgomery emphasized that

throughout the year of nego-

tiations, sides "were never
taken along staff-student

lines.

Victoria College mainte-
nance workers will decide next
Wednesday March 4 whether
or not they will join a union.
The vote, to be administered

by the Ontario Labour Rela-
tions Board, could certify the
Service Employees Union as
the bargaining agent for ap-
proximately 100 caretaking,
cafeteria and residence em-
ployees at the college.

A simple majority for mem-
bership is required to guaran-
tee certification.

The union has been seeking
certification since the Spring
of 1969. Charges and counter-
charges have brought the mat-
ter to OLRB inquiries several
times.

The union has claimed the
55% support required for certi-

fication, but the college
charged that one signature had
been illegally obtained and that

coercion had been used by the

union.

The college has also support-

ed the formation of a competi-

tive staff association without

bargaining rights.

Because of these complica-
tions, the union has agreed to

the vote.

"We don't want to delay any
further," Norm Harper, secre-
tary-treasurer of local 204 of
the union said yesterday.

"I think we're going to win
it, though", he added.

Students demand gov't,stand
A huge demonstration de-

manding that the Canadian
government take an official

stand against American in-

volvement in Viet Nam will

take place in Ottawa this Sat-

urday.

The March, sponsored by the

Students' Society of McGill,

has the support of a dozen Ca-

nadian universities and a num-
ber of high schools as well as

the various anti-war organiza-

tions.

10-20,000 people from across

the country are expected to

participate in the march at 1:

30 in the afternoon from the

Centennial Center to Parlia-

ment Hill,

NDP leader T. C. Douglas,
Laurier Lapierre, Dalton
Camp and Claire Culhane, of

the Voice of Women in Quebec,
are expected to address the

demonstrators.

If there is sufficient interest,

the Student Christian Move-
ment of U of T will arrange for

bus transportation. Those in-

terested should call SCM at

923-9727.

XEROX
COPIES

5c each - 1st copy of an original

4c each - 2nd thru 10th copies of the

same original

2c each - 11th and more copies of the

same original

While -U Wait or Overnight

College Copy Shop
76 Charles St., West

Phone 923-8115

GETTING ENGAGED?

FORGET ABOUT LOVE WHEN
YOU BUY A DIAMOND RING

Love is Fine but buying a

Diamond is business and repre-

sents a major investment. To
help you make this investment

sed on facts, we offer a free

oklet "The Day you Bi

imond" tells you what to

and what to expect when
ake this i -tant i

WE ARE DIRECT
DIAMOND DEALERS

Hugh Proctor & Co.
DIAMOND DEALERS

I3I BLOOR w
. STE. 4I6

921-7702

CENTRE OF CRIMINOLOGY
Public Lecture

HUMAN AND LEGAL VALUES IN CORRECTIONS

Professor John Hogarth

of

Osgoode Hall Law School

February 25, 1970

at 7:30 p.m.

NEW MEDICAL SCIENCES BUILDING, Room 3135

1ACHTUNG!
THE STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL

will be holding their 12th GENERAL MEETING

on Wednesday, February 25th, at 7:00 p.m.

Assembly Hall, St. Michael's College.

EVERYONE WELCOME

Hill el Presents

DANCE

featuring

EDWARD
BEAR

SUNDAY, MARCH 1st

9:00 P.M.

SOUTH "Y" BLOOR & SPADINA

Hillel Members - 50(

Non-Members - $1.25
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LAW AS A CAREER?
- a discussion of what lawyers do

and the process of legal education

in Ontario.
HEAR

Dean GERALD LE DAIN and
Professor HARRY ARTHURS
of Osgoode Hall Law School

1:00 P.M.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26th

DEBATES ROOM, HART HOUSE

RADIO VARSITY GROWS

If you subscribe to Rogers Cable T.V., you

can receive Radio Varsity at home by hook-

ing the cable to your FM radio. Listen at

97.1 tic on your FM dial. Listen Friday

Nights to dark and all day Saturday.

RADIO VARSITY GROWS

nt***flift*******************
i

University College

Public Lecture Series

The Literary Malpractice of Hermann Hesse

COLIN BUTLER
Department of German

Thursday, Feb. 26 at 4: 10 p.m.

West Hall, U. C.

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES
COUNCIL ELECTIONS

Call for Nominations for Student Membership
Four Graduate Students are to be elected, one from each Division, elected by the Students i t his

Division, for a term of one year. Members are eligible fo re-election twice.

The Nominees must be students who intend to be full-t me graduate students in the 1 970-7

1

ses-

sion.

The nomination papers require the signatures of two students enrolled in the School of Grac uate

Studies in the same Division as the nominee, and the s gnature of the nominee, signifying his will-

tngness to stand.

A biographical statement of not more than 75 words, approved by the nominee should be included.

Nomination papers must be received in the School of Graduate Studies not later than 5 p.m.

Wednesday . March 4th, 1970.

Present members are as follows:

DIVISION 1 P. A Brigg (Drama)
DIVISION II M. D. Holden (Educational Theory)
DIVISION III E. Wein (Chemical Engineering)
DIVISION IV G. M. Brosky (Physiology)

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES — DIVISIONAL STRUCTURE
Division 1 The Humanities Division III The Physical Sciences

Classical Studies Aerospace Studies

Comparative Liieiature Applied Statistics

Drama Architecture

East Asian Studies Astronomy
English Bio-Medical Electronics

French Language and Literature Chemical Engineering

Germanic Languages and Literature Chemistry

History Civil Engineering

History of Art Computer Science

Hisiory end Philosophy o' Science and Technology Electrical Engineering

Islamic Studies Environmental Sciences and
Italian and Hispanic Languages Engineering

and Literatures Geology

Linguistic Studies Industrial Engineering

Medieval Studies Mathematics

Music Mechanical Engineering

Near Eastern Studies Metallurgy and Materials Science

Philosophy" Physics

Slavic Languages and Literatures

Division 11 The Social Sciences Division IV The Ufe Sciences
Anthropology Anatomy
Business Administration Siochemstry
Criminology Botany
Culture and Technology Dentistry

Educational Theory Food Sciences
Geography Forestry

Industrial Relations Great Lakes
International Studies Hygiene
Law Medical Biophysics

Library Science Medical Science
Politicol Economy Pathological Chemistry
Quantitative Analysis of Social Pathology
and Economic Policy Pharmacology
Russian and East European Studies Pharmacy
Social and Health Services Physiology

Social Work Psychiatry
Sociology Psychology
Urban and Community Studies Surgery
Urban and Regional Planning Zoology

The Centre for the Study of the Drama

The Waltz of the Toreadors

by

JEAN ANOU1LH

at the Studio Theatre 4 Glenmorris Street

February 25th, 26th, 27th, 28th 1970

at 8:30 p.m.

Admission Free

RENT A
TAPE RECORDER

BRAND HEW CASSETTES

AS LOW AS50C DAILY
921 - 7702

POETRY READING
I p.m., Music Room

Hart House

T.S. Eliot

"THE WASTELAND"
read by

ALAN TOFF

Ladies Welcome

THE HISTORY GRADUATE
PROGRAMME- SIR GEORGE

WILLIAMS UNIVERSITY
The History Department of

Sir Georga Williams Univer-
sity offers Graduate instr-

uction leading to the M.A. and
Ph.D. degrees in European,
Canadian, American, and
Asian and African History.
Next year two distinguished
professors of European His-
tory, George Rude and Lionel
Rothkrug, will join the depar-
tmental staff.

Applications for the Grad-
uate Programme are now be-
ing accepted. A limited num-
ber of Teaching Assistant-
ships are also being offered.

For further information, write
to The Director of Graduate
Studies, Department of His-
tory, Sir George Williams Un-
iversity, Montreal 107,
Canada.

UC 'LIT' ELECTIONS
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EXECUTIVE:
PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT
TREASURER
LITERARY DIRECTOR
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR

NOMINATIONS CLOSE: 5:00 P.M.
WEDNESDAY FEB. 25
ELECTION: TUESDAY MARCH 3

REPRESENTATIVES:
6 SECOND YEAR
6 THIRD YEAR
3 FOURTH YEAR

NOMINATIONS CLOSE: FRIDAY MARCH 6
ELECTION: THURSDAY MARCH 12

Information & Nomination Forms in U X . Lit Office



U of T gymnast John Kori right performs on the parallel bars. Despite his best efforts. Blues
could place only fifth in the OOAA Championships in Ottawa last weekend.

Good showing by gymnasts in OQAA final

This year's OQAA Gymnas-
tics Championship Meet, held

in Ottawa February 21, was the

largest ever with competing
teams representing ten uni-

versities.

It also featured, amongst the

more than 40 individual com-
petitors on each event, two
members of Canada's National

Team, each with international

experience. When it was over,

these two had swept almost
every medal in leading their

teams to the two top spots well

ahead of the remaining eight

entrants.

Steve Mitruk of MacMaster
and Barry Brooker of the Uni-

versity of Ottawa spent the

evening competing between
themselves. Mitruk won out,

taking four gold medals and
one silver on individual events

as well as the all-round title.

Brooker had one gold and three

silvers and the two shared a

sixth gold. But Mitruk's

MacMaster teammates
showed greater depth and beat

out Brooker's Ottawa squad by

a whopping 10 points.

Trailing in third place, 11

points out of second was last

year's champion Universite de

Montreal team. The rest of the

pack was another ten points

behind them.

For the Toronto Gymnastics
Blues, it was a frustrating eve-

ning as they saw Western slip

by them into fourth place by a

scant four-tenths of a point —
about the value of a single

missed movement.
Facing competition without

the aid of an outstanding indi-

vidual star for the first time in

many, many years, Blues re-

quired a real team effort. And
it was just that — few truly

outstanding performances but

lots of good, solid gymnastics.

In the individual all-round

point totals, for example, John

Kortright picked up 32.65, Al

Forest had 31.55, and Gary
Wicks managed 30.75 in his

first championship competi-

tion.

However, Toronto was not

without its share of noteworthy

individual efforts. John Kor-
tright's 8.85 valut put him only

0.05 away from the silver med-
al and only 0.1 from the gold.

You can't come much closer.

Kortright was also an excellent

fifth on the high bar, while Al
Forest took ninth on the same
event. And with 42 or so com-
petitors on each event, the thir-

teenth placing of Gary Wicks
on the parallel bars is also

worthy of mention. Finally,

without the extra points picked
up by specialists Phil Michae-
lis, Carl Sloane and Arthur
Stein, the team could not have
even reached fifth place.

For half the team, this was
probably their last OQAA
meet. It is hoped that next

year, response to the team will

be somewhat more enthusias-

tic than it has been in the past.

The squad will continue to

practice regularly for another

month and gymnasts are en-

couraged to join in in the upper
gym at Hart House Tuesdays
and Fridays from 5:30 to 7:30

p.m.

Squash team to challenge McGill for title

Varsity Blues head for Mon-
treal tomorrow to try to end
the stranglehold McGill has
had on the intercollegiate

squash title for the past three

years.

During that time Blues felt

they should have won at least

two of the tournaments but last

minute injuries weakened the

team, resulting in close losses

to the powerful McGill squad.

Despite the presence of Pe-

ter Martin, one of Canada's top

ranked players, McGill's five-

man team is not as strong as in

past years. Blues have already

defeated them once 5-0 al-

though Martin did not play.

Blues stiffest competition

should come from Western

which has a well-balanced

team with strength at all five

positions. Other teams in the

tournament which runs from

Friday to Sunday at McGill are

Guelph, Waterloo and Mc-
Master.

Varsity coach Ralph Rim-
mer has chosen the following

five, listed in order of rank, to

make the trip: Vic Harding,

captain and member of the

Ontario team which played in

the U.S. Nationals last week-
end, John Stewart, winner of

the Toronto and District "C"
tournament this year. Howie
Fluxgold, winner of the T and

D "B" last week. Mike Gardi-

ner, former T and D "C"
champion and Ashley Perkins,

a ranking provincial junior.

r
L

U of T FLYING CLUB
Coming Events

I OPEN MEETING Thurs. Feb. 26 7:30 p.m. Debates Rm, Hare House.
'

Messers. W. Rosenbaur & O. Boesch of Air Sailing Club will speak on soaring

2. BREAKFAST FLIGHT Sat. Feb. 28 Sign up at meeting

NATIONWIDE PEACE

WEEKEND IN OTTAWA
TO

PROTEST CANADIAN COMPLICITY

IN VIETNAM

FEBRUARY 27 - 28

PEACE-IN AND RALLY

Speakers:

Jerry Winchester,

Bruce Murdoch.

Bruce Cockburn.

rock band

Speakers:

Laurier Lapierre,

Claire Culhane,

Dalion Camp,

Tommy Douglas

MAKE PEACE HAPPEN

For transportation and lodging, contact:

Eilert Frerichs, Student Christian Movement,

Hart House, 923-9727, Toronto.

END COMPLICITY NOW

SENSITIVITY TRAINING

Second Installment

WORLD'S ONLY

FREE T-GR0UPS

All welcome to an organizational meeting.

Thursday, Feb. 26, 4:15 p.m.

Music Room, 186 St. George

Hillel Foundation
1 +**++*++44+**++*+++++++++0+*++++*+*+*+*+»»*****+******+*<
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ATHLETIC DIRECTORATE ELECTIONS FOR 1970-71

MONDAY, MARCH 2, 1970

This is the third year that a revised method ol electing the five student representatives to the University ol

Toronto Athletic Directorate, will be followed To be eligible lor nomination a student must be in the second or

higher year, but not in his final year at the University. There will be one ballot only under which 1 28 members of

the electoral body (composition available in the Athletic Office) will vote for one candidate from each of three

groups as follows:

Group "A" Basketball, Football. Hockey

Group "B" Sports other than those specified in Group "A"
Group "C" College and Faculty Athletic Associations

The votes will be tallied under group headings and the elected representatives to the Athletic Directorate

decalared as follows.

The two nominees polling the highest number of votes in Group "A"
The two nominees polling the highest number of votes in Group "B"

The nominees polling the highest number of votes in Group "C"
(The second representative in this group is appointed by the Intramural Sports Committee — see next

paragraph.

In addition to the five students elected as set out above, there is one student appointment from the Stu-

dents' Administrative Council and one student appointed by the Intramural Sports Committee to make a total of

seven student representatives upon the Athletic Directorate.

The basic aims of the Athletic Association are set out formally in Article 1 of its constitution reading as fol-

lows;

The Association shall be called the University of Toronto Athletic Association, and its object shall be the

encouragement of athletic sport, (he promotion of physical education, the provision of recreation for its members

and the maintenance of the highest standard of amateur sport".

The Athletic Directorate, as the controlling body for athletics at this University, meets twice a month during

the academic year and deals with a wide range of athletic matters upon which decisions are required. A good

deal of this business is considered in committee, all committees having student representation.

Students elected to the Athletic Directorate are expected to attend the formal meetings unless there is good

reason for absence, also they are expected to take their share of the committee work A student member may
quite properly bring any matter belore the Directorate which his constituents wish to have discussed.

The composition of the Directorate includes students, faculty, and graduate representatives who work to-

gether in what has always been a most satisfactory manner.

This year, each nominee for electron to the Directorate is expected to submit a written policy statement

which he is entitled to send to all members of his electoral body This is the recommendation of the student

committee which revised the method of election of student representatives.

J. P. LOOS EM ORE Secretary

University of Toronto Athletic Association.

You Can

make SAC work

SAC is sick. If it is to recover, the first thing it

must do is to establish two way communication between
SAC and you, the students in the university.

Wayne Richardson believes that the SAC president is

the person to build this communications link. He is run-

ning for president because he wants to spend most of his
'

time and energy in the coming year doing just that.

He wants to experiment with the mass media as a

means of giving you, the student, a chance to be in-

volved in SAC again. He wants to try to make better use

of the Varsity to inform you about what is going on, and

to find out what you are thinking.

He wants to make SAC your organization again. He
knows it is far from that now.

It's easy to say what's wrong, though. It takes some-
thing more to make SAC work again.

It takes a president like Wayne Richardson and a vice

president like Ken McEvoy... people with some ideas

about how it shouldn't be doing them.

Wayne Richardson and Ken McEvoy have a deep and

proven committment to the concept of community in the

university articulated by the CUG report. They are

convinced that SAC has the potential to play an active

role in the development of such a university.

They need your support to make it work so that it can

.

elect

RICHARDSON • McEVOY
president vice-pres

Toronto wrestlers fifth

Waterloo and Western
proved that hard practises and
physical fitness produce win-

ning teams as they came first

and second in the OQAA wres-

tling championships. Toronto
placed fifth, defeating only

MacMaster and U of Windsor.

Ken White placed second in

th*1 I2fi lh weight class, pin-

ning 3 out of 4 competitors. Bill

Allison (167 lb) placed second
to P. Symon of Guelph. It was a
frustrating match to watch as

Allison lost 1-0.

Well, there are only 361%
days left until the next OQAA
meet. This year was a real

down — we can only go up.

Cameron wins interfac curling

University of Toronto cur-

lers finished the regular season
Sunday at the Terrace Club
with Jack Cameron leading his

rink to the Interfaculty Cham-
pionship.

Cameron, along with Harvey
Pasternak, Wayne Freeman,
and Bob Kesnik notched their

tenth win of the season, down-
ing Bill Malouin 9-2, to finish

on top of the ten-team league.

Play-offs for the Dean Max-
well Trophy for the Club
Championship start next Sun-
day, with eight teams entering

the single knock-out competi-
tion. Joining Cameron will be
Alan Bromstein, Dan Omura

and Art Moses from the Recre-
ational League and George
Carr, Terry Lalande, Larry
Westbrook, and John Francis
from the Intercollegiate

Group.

Recreational League
(Final Standings)

Pts. Place
Jack Cameron 33 I

Alan Bromstein 31 2
Dan Omura 29 3

Art Moses 26 4

Doug Parker* 26 4
Keith Geddes* 24 6

Bill Malouin 23 7

Steve Hodder* 22 8

Mark Goodman 21 9

Gary Klassen 19 10
(• — Mixed Team)

Wlllllllllllllllllllllllll J1U11IUU lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

FESTIVAL SINGERS OF EANflBfl

THIRD SERIES CONCERT

HART HOUSE — THE GREAT HALL

SATURDAY, MARCH 14. 1970 - 8:30 p.m.

Adults: $3,50 Studerils: $2 00

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT S.A.C. OFFICE

Telephone: 48I-9742

IIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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Personable Attractive Students

Required as Part-Time Waiters and Waitresses

2 Evenings a Week

Must be 21 years ol Age

lor

Peppio's Pizzo Pub Festival

Coming March 2nd

Located at Dupont & Davenport

25 Varieties ol Pizza, Draught Beer by the Jug,

Dancing & Fun & Free Parking -

To Arrange Interview, Phone

924-2131 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.



pnoio by den andrtw
Even three goalies couldn't help Waterloo last Friday night in Warrior's 9-6 loss to Varsity,
although they did manage to keep the puck out on this drive. Other teams in the league
had even poorer luck, and Blues ended up with the two leading scorers in the OOAA
Western Division.

Blues top OQAA scoring
The following are the official scoring statis-

tics for the Toronto Varsity Blues hockey team,
as compiled by the OQAA league statistician!

John Wright and Paul Laurent also finished 1-2

in the OQAA Western Division scoring race,
while rookie Bill Buba came third.

John Wright
Paul Laurent

Bill Buba
Terry Peterman
Dave Field

Mike Boland

Len Burman
Bob McGuinn

G A PTS PtM
21 19 40 8

14 18 32 10

12 15 27 12

9 10 19 12

4 12 16 14

3 13 16 22

7 5 12 11

3 9 12 4

Bob Hamilton
Nick Holmes
Brian St. John
Bryan Thompson
Dave McDowall
Terry Parsons

Mike Cyr
Robbie Ellis

John Gordon
George Nuppola
Rob Brown
Bill L'Heureux

10 12 30

3 11 10

4 10 8

4 10 14

9 10 42

6 7 12

2 6 4

2 3 0

2 3 9

3 3 0

1 2 2

1 2 6

Goaltenders
Grant Cole 480 min. 19 goals 2.00 g/g
Adrian Watson 420 min. 14 goals 2.37

]

We love you anyway, sqiddgers
Twelve days ago, the U of T

tiddleywinks team left unher-
alded for the land down under
— -Ithaca, New York — to

make what was to be its last

bid for the North American
Championship.

Paul Milgram (IV APSC),
Barry Corbin (IV UC), Lindsay
Horenblas (HI UC), Morris
Cohen (IV APSC), Bryon Alex-

androff (IV APSC) and Mel
Solomon (IV APSC), after sur-

viving a nasty border incident

and a series of bizarre circum-
stances which nearly caused
the team to default all its

matches, put up a creditable
showing, placing third in their

division with 85 Vz points, only 8

points out of second.
Their opponents were among

the best in North America:
Cornell, MIT, Carleton and
Somerville (who took home all

the winks).

It was a nostalgic experi-

ence for all the U of T players,

who had been together for

three years and had competed
twice before for the trophy.

l*'ive members will be lost

through graduation and the

future of the team is cloudy

indeed. Paul Milgram broke

down and sobbed convulsively

as he finished his last match,

while his partner futilely at-

tempted to comfort him and at

the same time hold back the

flow from his own eyes.

Ten days ago, the U of T tid-

dleywinks team returned un-

heralded from the land down
under — Ithaca, New York —
after making what was to be
its last bid for the North Amer-
ican Championship.

Volleybelles take WIAU crown
Varsity's talented group of

Volleybelles romped to the

WIAU championship played

February 13-14 at Queen's.

Toronto took the title with

unexpected ease, winning all

fifteen games without losing a

single set.

The Volleybelles defeated

Queens, McMaster, Western,

Guelph and McGill, all by the

monotonously regular scores

of three games to zero.

Since the intermediate vol-

leyball team also swept past

its opposition during the sea-

son, Varsity appears to be

firmly established as the

school to beat in women's vol-

leyball.

Unfortunately, the same can

not be said of the basketball

team. Taking a cue, perhaps,

from their male counterparts,

the basketbelles tied for fourth

and last spot in the WIAU
championships.

The first round was played

at McGill on February 13-14,

with the Varsity team losing

40-20 to Queens and 47-31 to

McGill.

In Part Two at McMaster
last weekend, they lost 30-27 to

Guelph and 40-31 to Western

before finally beating Mc-

Master 46-33. Queens. Western

and McGill finished in that

order, with the other three

teams tied for fourth.

-J HAVE YOU TASTED THE^V_
ZUMBURGER EXPERIENCE?

8LOOR AND YONGE
BLOOR AND BAY

BLOOR AND ST. GEORGE
YONGE AND GERRARD

EGLINTON AND AVENUE RD

THE VICTORIA COLLEGE
DRAMATIC SOCIETY

presents

MANDRAGOLA
A tomeily by Niccolo Machiavelli

Wed. Kelt. 25 lo Sal. Feb. 2K
Colonnade Theatre H:.'50 p.m.

$ 1 .00 al the door

For reservations phone 929-0839

O.-Q.A.A.
HOCKEYPLAYOFFS

VARSITY ARENA
Friday & Saturday

evenings. Feb. 27 * 28

SEMI-FINALS

Friday. Feb. 27

Game 1 6:30 p.m. Toronto vs Montreal

Game 2 9:00 p.m. Waterloo vs Ottawa

FINALS - SATURDAY. FEB. 28

9:00 P.M. Winners of Games I and 2

All seats reserved. Students < 1 .00

non-students $2.00

TICKETS ON SALE AT ATHLETIC OFFICE,

HART HOUSE, FOR BOTH DATES

9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
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Who said politics makes strange bedfellows?

We don't think so

. . . and neither does our competition
The modern marriage has its ups and downs, sure. But it also

requires co-operation and friendly co-existence to make it work. The
modern woman has a need, nay a right to self-fulfillment. Besides,

the competition is healthy.

That doesn't mean we don't have our little scraps. Sure we do.

Life wouldn't be complete without them. And just because we're
the most important couple in the world doesn't mean we can al-

ways hide our little tiffs. Especially early on. She got a little angry
over Vietnam. It's only natural. We got a little angry over Cuba and

THE

we put our foot down. Sometimes a man has to do what a man has
to do.

But our marriage has matured. Now we see to it that things

never get out of hand because each of us knows his/her sphere of

interests. We've consolidated our positions. And we cater to each
other's whims. We didn't make a fuss when she grabbed Czechoslo-
vakia, did we? And the little disagreements make for a sort of crea-
tive tension, don't you think?

American Empire and Soviet Empire, partners in the making of

the modern world.

American
Empire©

CANADA LTD.

BY THE WAY

WE'RE

STILL

NUMBER

ONE

Woihingion Ottawa. London Lisbon Madrid. Rome. Bonn. torn. The Hague. Copenhagen. Brussels. Vienna. Oslo. Dublin. Canberra. Saigon. Man-
illa. Bangkok. Seoul. Rangoon. Kuala Lumpur Taipei. New Delhi. Tel Aviv. Karachi. Johanessburg. Lagos. Salisbury. Broiilia. Buenos Aires. Quito.
Panama Gly. Lima. Bogota. Santiago. Mexico City. Tegucigalpa. San Juan. Guantanama. Pari*. Vientiane. Caracas, and many, many more to serve
V<you.
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Varsity liberated!!!

SAC accepts Varsity Board constitution
By TREVOR SPURR

The Varsity's independence

from the Students' Administra-

tive Council was re-affirmed

Wednesday night as SAC voted

to accept the constitution of

the Varsity Board of Directors.

Recognition of the Board

As explained by the Board's
chairman Gary Thaler, an as-
sistant science professor at
Erindale. one of its main pur-
poses is to free the Varsity
from any political control.

"The editor is not free from
all control, but with the Board

puts an end to attempts to re- he must defend the paper on
turn control of the paper to the journalistic rather than on pol-

SAC Communications Com- itical grounds", he said.

mission. Until the establish-

ment of the Board two years

ago the paper was accountable

to Comcom.

Before the constitution was
presented to SAC. it had been
studied by a Communications
Commission Committee estab-

lished to investigate the pur-

poses of the Board and an ap-

propriate structure for it.

One of the Committee's pro-

posals was to establish a

"community-supported news-
paper'' which would be con-

trolled and financed by the

administration, faculty, under-

graduate and graduate stu-

dents.

Both the administration and
the faculty expressed little

enthusiasm for such a propos-

al.

A letter from Academic
Vice-president J. H. Sword,
said, "The history of under-

graduate journalism is marked
with controversy, but through

it all is a theme of criticism,

usually serious in nature and
forceful in comment.
"The kind of newspaper that

I would anticipate resulting

from your proposal would inev-

itably be watered down and
less colourful and I would sus-

pect be of little interest to the

undergraduate student body. .

he said.

The Board as outlined in the

approved constitution there-

fore rejects the concept of the

"community supported pape-

r." It is rather to act as a buff-

er for the paper against politi-

cal fluctuations within SAC.
The U-member Board in-

cludes members selected bv
SAC, the faculty, and the Var-

sity itself.

An important constitutional

amendment also accepted con-

cerned the firing of Varsity

editors only by majority vote

of both Varsity staff and Var-

sity Board.

In pushing for acceptance of

the constitution. Board Chair-

man Thaler said it embodied
"simplicity and lack of politi-

cal overtone".

SAC also ratified a contract

which will involve the Varsity

in the Canadian University

Press national ad co-op.

The ad co-op will sell nation-

al advertising through Camer-
on Consultants of London, Ont.

and will provide a substantial

increase in revenue for the
member papers.

It is the best method for stu-

dent papers to solicit national

advertising, explained Stewart
Saxe, CUP President.

"National advertisers for-

merly have not wanted to deal

with us but if we have only one
agent and one billing they have
said they would be interested",

said Saxe.

Some members of SAC ex-

pressed reservations about the

contract because the agent's
commission is 20 per cent.

Admitting this was a large
percentage, Saxe explained "it
was the only way any agency
would accept the risk and the
contract."

Saxe said the lost revenue
would be more than made up
by the increased number of ads
that would be bought.

"There would be more ads
than there are now — perhaps
a 300 per cent increase", he

added.

Poli Ec Course Union sets Tuesday as deadline
By ALF CHAITON

The first organized mass boycott of

classes in recent memory at U of T

may take place next Tuesday.

The Political Economy Course Un-

ion, in a general meeting Wednesday

of about 70 class representatives and

other poli-ec students set next Tues-

day as a deadline for a departmental

reply to a motion passed earlier in the

meeting.

That motion, moved by Gary Webs-

ter (SGS), co-chairman of the Com-

mission on University Government,

stated that a parity committee should

be set up immediately to discuss the

future structure of the department.

Included was a demand that the

appointment of the department chair-

man be reconsidered. Prof. J. S.

Dupre had been appointed chairman
without any student consultation or

knowledge, and the course union had

earlier declared the appointment

"null and void" in their eyes for that

reason.

Former SAC president Steve Lang-

don (IV Trin), who proposed the boy-

cott said, "Most students have a gut

feeling that the appointment was
messy and badly-handled, but believe

they can't do anything about it. When
we refused to accept the appoint-

ment, we made a political decision. If

we drop it now, it'll reinforce those

views."

"The main problem in this depart-

ment," Langdon continued, "is that

the faculty doesn't believe that stu-

dents are serious. When it comes
right down to it. they feel we're not

going to do anything about it.

"

A small group of students disa-

greed. Mike Mazurek (I UC) said,

"We shouldn't be concerned with how
a chairman is chosen, but with who is

chosen."

Phyllis Clarke (SGS). however,
said that the trouble in the depart-
ment was its "undemocratic nature",

and that the main priority was to de-

cide the place of students within the

decision-making apparatus of the

department.

there also be an arts festival on the

third floor of Sidney Smith, where

Andy Wernick (SGS) suggested that

most poli-ec offices are located.

This festival would include "sing-

ing, dancing, gabbing, poetry reading,

etc." It would begin Tuesday morning
at 10 a.m., along with the boycott, if a

positive reply had not been received

from the department.

"This could be the cultural event of

the year at the Uof T," he added.

The two proposals were adopted
with only 7 opposed and a five-man

steering committee was set up. The
members are Langdon, Webster,
Wernick, Peter Hall (II Trin), chair-

man of the course union, and Fred von

Dreger (SGS), recently resigned

chairman of the graduate political

science union.

The following is an open let-

ter to fellow students in political

economy from the elected

members of the co-ordinating

committee. The committee was

set up by the course union meet-

ing Wednesday to direct activi-

ties with regard to a possible

boycott of the department.

"You can'f always get what

you want;

But if you try some time

You just might find

You get what you need."

—Jogger and Richards

Students in the Department

of Political Economy have

been trying to get changes in

the structure of the Depart-

ment that would give us some

say in the decisions that are

made. We have participated in

an endless stream of commit-

tees to persuade the faculty

that real changes should be

made.
A year ago, the undergradu-

ate Curriculum Committee and

the Political Science Graduate

Programme Reform Commit-

tee raised the question of stu-

dent participation in all deci-

sion-making. The faculty told

us to wait for the CUG report.

The CUG report came out in

October, and the Course Union

immediately set up a commit-

tee of students to formulate a

student position. So far the

faculty have repeatedly de-

layed, and have never met
themselves to discuss CUG.
The Political Economy

Course Union and the Graduate

Association of Students in Pol-

itical Science in general meet-

ings have repreatedly called

for student participation in

decision-making in the depart-

ment. This is the end of Febru-

ary. Time is running out this

year.

An Open Meeting of the Pol-

itical Economy Course Union

on Wednesday. February 25,

decided that words and resolu-

tions were bringing no results:

the time had come for action in

which all students could partic-

ipate. It was time for students

to express their concern on this

vital issue.

After passing resolutions,

the Course Union presented the

following list of demands to the

Chairman of the Department
with copies sent to Dean Allen

and President Bissell:

• That the procedures outlined

ih Recommendation 57 of the

Report of the Commission on

University Government be
implemented in order to res-

tructure the Department of

Political Economy, "The nego-

tiating committee to be made
up of equal numbers of staff

and students from the depart-

ment. That negotiations be

based on the parallel struc

tures model, i.e. any agree

ment must be approved — sep-

arately and by majority vote

by the staff and the members
of the students' union or club

before it can take effect."

• That the Committee negoti

ate a restructuring of the Polit-

ical Economy Department and

that it report back to the stu-

dents and faculty in separate

meetings to be held by the sec

ond week of October, 1970.

• That because of the proce-

dure used to appoint Professor

J. Stefan Dupre as the new
Departmental Chairman, this

see "letter" page 3
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Presidential forum - The sacred and the profane
By LAURA KELLY

g The serious and satirical candi-
dates for top SAC positions gathered

£ Wednesday in Convocation Hall to
x; present their views on campus issues

£ to about 150 students.

;: Rather than debate, each candidate
£: was allotted four minutes for his pol-

ls itical pitch, and a question period fol-

£: lowed.

g Only a flashback to Easy Rider
% briefly disrupted the proceedings,

$ when . vice-presidential candidate

g Mark Golden, who is on a ticket with
:£ Benjamin McNally, roared into the

g hall on the back of a motorcycle.

:| As Golden climbed the speaker's
ft platform, he tossed oranges, his cam-
;:•: paign trademark, to waving enthusi-
$ asts.

£ "I'm not here to talk about issues

because I think issues are illusions.

I'm here to talk about events," said
Golden.

"It doesn't matter that the univer-

sity is supporting the Vietnam war, it

matters that it's falling apart. SAC
should make itself an emotionally
cohesive force," Golden said. .

Although it was a hard act to fol-

low, the remaining candidates contin-

ued.

Combining their two four minute
time slots, Wayne Richardson (IV
APSC) and Ken McEvoy (III Vic) al-

ternated at the mike in presenting
their platform.

"Many people feel CUG is irrele-

vant. I don't. Structural reform does
make a difference in this university. I

want to be elected to help continue
this reform," said McEvoy.
McEvoy headed the SAC University

Commission this year, working close-

ly with administration and faculty in

an attempt to implement the CUG
report.

Richardson, SAC member and
chairman of the SAC campus centre

committee, defined the SAC presiden-

cy, a full-time job, as an office of

communications "to bring an overall

analysis of the university to the dif-

ferent segments on campus."
Richardson amd McEvoy want a

full-time campus centre coordinator,

television programs and comment
sections in Toronto daily papers about

university affairs, a regular full page
Varsity ad about SAC, and they urged

student participation in community
groups like Pollution Probe.

Rod Hurd (II SCAR) and Eric Mig-

lin (III APSC), who form an opposing

ticket, emphasized the students' role

as planners in the university.

"SAC could pressure the govern- ^
ment to renovate older buildings like £
University College," said Hurd, presi- :•:

dent of the Scarborough student coun- £
cil.

"SAC collects a sum that is well in £
excess of a quarter million dollars. £
That's an awful lot of money," said
Miglin.anSACrep. g
"SAC tends to be too political. It

forgets the social aspect of campus," 3
said Miglin. %

Richardson would place himself in S
no political category, and Miss Cam- %
pana and Wolfson reaffirmed their :•:

socialist outlook. :

"I only want to show that all this is S
ridiculous," offered McNally. -j:

Bernie Teitelbaum, an independent $
presidential candidate answered, "Ig
want to be Secretary-General of the#
United Nations."

Two more resign from U of T Staff Association
By PETER HALL

Two more members of the

Steering Committee for the

proposed University of Toronto
Staff Association have re-

signed this week from the

Committee.
Bill Welborn, a worker at the

Sigmund Samuel Library, and
Susan Meredith, on the staff of

the Victoria Library, quit at a

Committee meeting on Tues-
day.

Welborn, expressing dissat-

isfaction with the Committee's
approach to the administration

said, "I think they are a little

naive. They think that by being

friendly they can get things

done; but it has been proven
that you don't get things done
that way.
"You have to bang the table

to get action."

He criticized the Steering

Committee for not having an
"effective policy". "They
don't know what they are
doing," he said.

Mrs. Gwen Russell, the

chairman of the Steering

Committee, indicated that the

Committee was anxious to

ensure agreement on the new
constitution they will be pro-

posing to a general meeting of

university support staff March
5.

"Everyone will have to

stand up and be counted at the
meeting next Thursday," she
said.

Welborn and Meredith do not

expect to attend the meeting
but both indicated they are
strongly opposed to the pro-

posed constitution.

ASU in on chairman selection

The Anthropology Depart-
ment is on the verge of select-

ing a new chairman, though
student participation was not

invited until quite recently.

At this point, Professor D.

R. Hughes seems to be the

most likely choice.

Chris Haussmann, President

of the ASU said, "We've met
with candidates, of course, and
we put in our own recommen-

dations to the dean.

"We didn't know what was
happening until fairly late in

the procedures. If we had, we
might have submitted our own
candidate."

Haussmann said, "I'm in the

process of drawing up a letter

of support for the political

Economy course union. . .If

we're not satisfied with our
department's position, we
might carry this further.

"

The PECU declared the ap-
pointment of Stephan Dupre as
department chairman "null
and void because students
were not consulted."

They are preparing for a
boycott of classes next week if

the faculty is not prepared to

set up a parity committee to
examine the structure of the
department and appointment
procedures.

"letter" from page 1

appointment be subject to

scrutiny, review, and agree-
ment through this negotiating

committee.
o That a satisfactory reply to

the above points reach the

Course Union by Monday after-

noon, March 2, 1970, if the boy-
cott scheduled for Tuesday is

to be avoided.

The meeting elected us, as a
co-ordinating committee to

make preparations for the
boycott and associated activi-

ties that will be organized if a
satisfactory reply is not re-
ceived.

A general meeting to discuss
the boycott will be held on
Monday at 1 p.m. in Sidney
Smith.

Put Polities into Poli Ed
Peter Hall, Chairman
Fred von Dreger

Steven Langdon
Gary Webster
Andy Werniclc

U of T enters Urban Car Competition
A navel low-pollution car is

being designed at U of T's

Faculty of Applied Science and
Engineering. The car is to

compete with vehicles from
American universities in a
race from Boston's M.I.T. to

the California Institute of

Technology at Pasadena, Cali-

fornia.

The event officially known
as the 1970 Urban Car Competi-

tion, is scheduled for late Au-
gust. It is to take nine days and
plans are being made to in-

clude Toronto as the first stop.

Driving for U of T will be

Mechanical Engineering stu-

dent Douglas Venn (SGS), who
will also direct overall design

and construction.

The car will be designed to

run on propane gas at high

combustion efficiency. The

engine can be used either to

drive the wheels or to charge a

number of standard lead-acid

batteries. Subsequently, where
zero pollution is the aim, one

or both generators can operate

as propulsion motors, powered
by the batteries.

The project is funded by
several companies involved in

the field and by two funds es-

tablished by former professors

in the Faculty,

YOU ARE INVITED TO

THE KNOX COLLEGE CHAPEL SERVICE

59 ST. GEORGE ST.

Sunday, March 1 at 11:00 a.m.

Subject: 'The Coming of God"

Rev. Prof. Robert Lennox

TODAY
is the last day
to use your

student charge
account for the

1969/1970
season.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
BOOKSTORES
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After - dinner politics

The real world arrived at the

Saint Mike's Graduation Ban-
quet last night, in the form of

the college's own radical

group. The class of 70 did not

suspect that there would be lit-

tle traditional decorum.

Dan Mack, as toastmaster,

somewhat abashed, asked for a

toast to the Oueen. Table

three, row three failed to rise

with the rest. Those present

became aware that a quorum of

radicals, prominent among
whom were Greg Kealey and
Tom Mathieu was present. The
group was dressed in denim,
shirts, scarves and bandanas
which distinguished them from
those dressed more traditional-

ly; they kept their coats with

them.

Florence Bartoshevsky ap-

peared at the head table, some-
what as a surprise, to point out

that no women had been includ-

ed in the list of speakers. In a

brief but emotional speech she

presented the opinion that the

well-heeled dinner, and the

people present at it were feed-

ing "out of the stomachs of 95

per cent of the human race," by
virtue of being graduates.

Mr. Mack had earlier re-

ferred to the fact that three of

the group (Greg Kealey, Tom
Mathien and Florence) were
recipients of Woodrow Wilson
Scholarships with the implica-

tion that he doubted their sin-

cerity as radicals, wishing
them "many happy years of

confrontation and co-option."

After Miss Bartoshevsky's
speech he confined himself to

neutral remarks and asked
Father Kelly, the President of

St. Michael's, to speak as

scheduled.

Father Kelly wondered how
he could follow Miss Bartosh-

eveky's "act".

branch-planting in the intellectual colonial garden —see r 12

"It's no act." she cried out.

His speech dwelt on the ne-

cessity for understanding of

diverse viewpoints and was
received quietly by most and
with intermittent heckling

from Table three.

A series of toasts from any-

one on the floor wishing to

make one followed. Dave Dav-
ies, a member of the Hart
House Debating Club, tried to

speak of University as an
experience that aught to be dis-

concerting. It set the tone for a

number of such toasts, which
cut into the main speaker's

time. A table of eight had sue-

varsity
Ir-f.niJ." TORONTO^
— ». D. Laing tt.« wwy i
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Sports Editor Jim Cowan, 923- 4053
Advertising ManagerCarol Cooper, 923-
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Editorial Phones 923-8741

Advertising Offices 91 St. George, 1st floor

Brian is in Israel as evcra bawdy nose, but it

may bee in the spirits. Israel is seeking. Andy

Whorehold and hix movies suck plastic. Laura

Erro) Karen Sue Suecup Sue Periy Sue Johnson ell

pertue and come unto Ui an Jim K. Pete Miackle

David Gelialfi Vermouth Daniel Louis Melton was

a present presence claiming an illusion, and Louis

come to explore and thus discover I had ignored,

but not bored the nudear hollocast didn't come

yet (or even again) and in the east it looks like

rain. Will Ron Hall come back again?
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cessfully converted staidness
into a mass examination of

conscience. The crowd seemed
to yawn whenever words of

"good people I have met" came
from a speaker. They harkened
to WLF members speaking of

the "shitty future" awaiting
women, and to Terry Mack,
who reminded them that de-
spite the "shiftiness" there
was still a less "pessimistic"
view of woman's role.

Table three became more
insistently loud, reaching a

crescendo of scorn when Her-

bert Richardson, the main
speaker, tried to talk, incon-

gruously but with sincerity,

about a spiritual force working
in those who spoke.

"Get metaphysical, Herb,
explain it all to us," yelled

Kealey, later echoed by Ma-
thien, who objected to Rev.
Richardson's "working it all

into his speech. . .it's shit," he

screamed, almost incoherent,

"just — BULLSHIT!

"

Richardson tried to quieten

the uproar by saying he was
"not philosophizing, just enter-

taining." Table three, en
masse, grabbed coats and exit-

ed. There was applause from
the mass of red-faced and dis-

concerted graduates, who then

heard Mr. Richardson to the

end.

Dan Mack, in concluding,

twice mentioned the "docility"

of the crowd, from whom not a

heckle or a peep was heard af-

ter the Group's exit.

Those who had objected to

the shortage of wine with which
to do the numerous toasts

shortly afterward were satis-

fied by the copious supply at

the party in Sigma Chi Fratern-

ity.

No-one from table three,

row three, attended the party.

ray conlogue

VARSITY STAFF: Attend staff

election for next year's editor of

The Varsity.

Election will take place at the

Varsity office at 1 p.m. TODAY.
You are eligible to vote if you

have worked on 8 issues of The

Varsity or 3 issues of The Re-

view.

At this meeting we will a/so

discuss Monday's editorial policy

on the SAC presidential elec-

tions.

Come.



staff association or union - not really a battle

I have, until now, avoided
becoming embroiled in the so-

called "battle for representa-
tion of the support staff", be-
cause, as far as I am con-
cerned, no battle has ever ex-
isted. Members of the staff

who wish to join a union are, as
far as l am aware, perfectly at
liberty to do so. Many of our
tradesmen cannot work at
their chosen trades without a
union ticket. C.U.P.E. has
opened its doors to the rest of

us and all are welcome. Those
members of staff who do not
wish to join a union will have
an alternative, the U.T.S.A., it

is as simple as that.

I feel compelled however, to

reply to the two letters appear-
ing in the February 23 edition

of the Varsity. Mr. Panza is

doing very well if he has been
around the university for a

number of years and seen the

Staff Association in action. I

wish he would tell me more
about it, as to my knowledge,
no such association presently

exists? Any action he has seen

has been from a steering

committee, formed two
months ago, to set up proposed

guidelines for the formation of

an association. Surely, the-

place for Mr. Panza to air his

views was at these meetings,
not. in the Varsity; all the

meetings were open, and we
were most anxious to hear all

points of view. The statements

he attributes to members of

the steering committee were
all personal opinions, thrown
to the meeting for discussion,

with just as many voices in

direct opposition, by members
who strongly opposed those

views and said so. Did he?

Unfortunately, he chooses to

hide behind a pseudonym, so

only he can answer that ques-

tion.

The function of the steering

committee was to seek a cross

section of opinion and present

a necessarily broad outline of

aims and objectives to inter-

ested staff for general approv-

al. The details will be dealt

with piece by piece by the

Board of Representatives and

the elected officers of the pro-

posed association, at later

meetings when people have

had a chance to discuss

amongst themselves what they

want the association to do for

them. We are not the associa-

tion, we are just staff mem-
bers interested enough to at-

tempt to do something about

the difficulties we all face. 1

was rather amused to read that

I was selected for this job by

the "administration", as Mary
Dustin seems to think. Rest

assured, if that were the case.

I would not be prepared to

spend my lunch hours at work
and many hours of my time at

home working on this project.

Furthermore I think it is inevi-

table that, in pursuing the in-

terests of the staff, conflict

with the "administration"

may well occur.

I quote one of my own state-

ments made at a meeting be-

fore I became the chairman of

the steering committee, to in-

dicate to Mary Dustin, that I

am fully aware of many of the

problems and would also like

to see something doen about
them. "A U. of T. wide staff

organization will result in di-

rect contact with administra-

tive bodies to ensure that the

problems of job security, in-

creased salary scales, consist-

ent job classification and de-

fence against arbitrary dis-

missal will be resolved. It will

give staff a chance to air griev-

ances and ideas and be an in-

centive to make a job at the

university a career rather than

stop-gap employment, as it is

for many at present.
'

'

Gwen Russell

Chairman, Steering Committee,

University of Toronto Staff Asso-

ciation (Proposed)

Barkwell : Election shows SAC is part of students' oppression

By BOB BARKWELL
Bob Barkwell, a third-year U or T

Medical student, is the Vice-President

of the Students Administrative Council.

—The most effective and enduring

form of warfare against liberation is

the implanting of material and intellec-

tual needs that perpetuate obsolete

forms of the struggle for existence.

— Herbert Ma reuse, One Dimensional

Man

And once again friends, we plunge

into the hurly-burly of an SAC elec-

tion. All around us the colourful elec-

tion posters, announce meetings at

which the candidates have at one an-

other, hammer and tongs. Charges

and counter-charges, issue against

issue, political view against political

view, give the voter the opportunity to

choose the alternative that most near-

ly approximates his own view. I

mean, that's how democracy works,

right?

So let's look at the choices we've

got. On the one hand, we have the

Richardson-McEvoy team, offering

"a strong, relevant, and representa-

tive" SAC, an end to "frustrating and

unproductive . . . petty factionalism",

and "irresponsible political commit-

ments". And (honest to God) commu-

nication. On the same hand, we have

the Hurd-Miglan team offering an

SAC "representative of the stu-

dents", which offers "free and open

discussion of all sides of issues", "re-

maining relevant to students in a con-

crete way", and (honest to God)

communication.

The only contest so far has been in

terms of competence. Richardson and

McEvoy play hard on their experi-

ence with SAC, their knowledge of the

University, and their acquaintance

with administrators. Hurd and Miglan

are desperately trying to prove that

they know just as much. (Hurd talk-

ing about the engineering details of

the U. of T. smokestack to show how
much he knows about the St. George

Campus.

)

The problem with all of this is that

it doesn't relate much to the concerns

of the average student on campus.
Abstract talk about the CUG Report

is pretty meaningless if you know,

from experience and deep in your

guts, that you have no power, that in

fact you are interchangeable with any

other student as far as most profes-

sors and all of the administration are

concerned, that as far as Simcoe Hall

knows, you do not exist except as

65B040390. And so far in this cam-
paign, no one has tried to make those

links, never mind the equally impor-

tant links between the self-determi-

nation of students and the self-deter-

mination of Canada.

SAC AS LGMB
One team, McNally-Golden, has at

least seen the existential absurdity of

talking only about structures without

talking about content, of talking about

issues to people who don't believe in

politics. The problem is that they

have substituted another mystifica-

tion (albeit one that's more fun) for

the myth that elections have much
relevance to the lives of people. On
the thesis that the LGMB provided a

focus for the unity of engineers, they

want to turn SAC into a $250,000

LGMB. ("New, improved. Now big-

ger and better than ever!"). The

point they miss is that the unity of

engineers is based on a number of

factors, some healthy, some not; and

that the LGMB was the symbol and

not the cause of that unity.

The Young Socialist campaign is a

strange mixture of innocent naivete,

solid analysis, and crass opportun-

ism. They do begin to make the

connections between what happens in

your course and how corporations

affect the university. They begin to

lay out the relationship between the

position of women in society and the

channelling of women into specific

courses at the university.

Unfortunately, by trying to per-

suade students that these things are

going to be changed via the medium
of the SAC, they make themselves

unbelievable.

Bernie Teitelbaum is a joke.

KEEP THE BABY, FAITH

Well, there you have it, ladies and
gentlement; step right up, pay your

money and take you choice.

Do you think we've turned apathet-

ic?

Apathy is such a bad word. I'd hate

to think it's apathy we suffer from.

Let's just call it faith.

— Jules Feiffer, The Explainers

The problem with student council

elections, as with other elections in

liberal democratic institutions, is that

they function to depoliticize people.

That is, by casting a ballot once a

year you discharge your political re-

sponsibility (The choice is yours).

Cast your vote March 3.). All other

forms of activity are de-legitimized,

and you are forced to suffer the re-

sults of that election until the next

time. (People get the government
they deserve.)

The fact that you are faced with a

choice between Tweedle-dum and
Tweedle-dee doesn't enter into it.

That particular thesis has been

accepted for some time around the

SAC. It formed the basis of passing

impeachment and referendum proce-

dures so that people could more di-

rectly affect the SAC; it lay at the

root of the SAC Brief to the CUG. It

has been conventional wisdom for

some time at SAC that the self-deter-

mination of students is not going to-

come about without the creation of

structures that allow people to influ-

ence their own lives, at the same time

as attitudes which encourage people

to do that are also being developed.

The present election campaign fails

miserably if it is judged in terms of

trying to build those attitudes. Not

only are none of the serious candi-

dates explaining what their basic pol-

itical attitudes are, (which is dishon-

est and irresponsible), none of them

are talking about what the function of

the SAC is in working towards the

self-determination of students, what

the function of the university is or

should be and what the students' role

should be in determining that.

SUFFER THE GRINDINGS

As long as candidates for SAC con-

tinue to see their role as one of hold-

ing and wielding power, and therefore

see the role of elections merely as a

means to that end, the process of the

student elite talking to the adminis-

trative elite (and usually being

screwed) while the great majority of

students silently suffer the grindings

of the mill will continue to go on. Only

when the SAC takes communication

as meaning more than TV programs

and leaflets, and begins to address

itself to the problem of persuading

students that all action is political,

and that together in their apathy they

are as effective in maintaining the

status quo as they would be together

in their militance in changing it, will

SAC itself cease to be part of the

structure of the oppression of stu-

dents.

Students' Councils are the invisible

occupation of the campus by the ad-

ministration.

—anon, sign on a wall.
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Queens moves to purge radicals r™
KINGSTON (CUP-SUE) -

A special senate committee at

Queens University yesterday

recommended to the Senate

that Chuck Edwards, a gradu-

ate student in Chemical Engi-

neering withdraw from the

university.

Edwards had charged that

his doctoral supervisor, Henry

Becket, told him to either

cease his political activity or

leave the department.

Edwards is a member of

Kingston's Free Socialist

Movement,
The investigation committee

of the Senate consisted of five

men: one representative from

the Alma Mater Society, one

from the FSM, and three other

administration reps.

The report they drew up was

only signed by four of the

members. Terry O'Hara, the

FSM rep was not aware of its

existence.

Val Traversy, the AMS rep

saw the report and at first re-

fused to sign it. But after a

secret six-hour meeting with

the three administration repre-

sentatives, he signed.

Originally the committee

planned to hold open delibera-

tions, but some of the mem-
bers changed their minds.

On Feb. 18 they attempted to

hold their meeting in camera,

but O'Hara brought along other

members of the FSM with him

to open it up.

That meeting was dissolved.

The three administration

representatives then decided

to let the chairman write the

report himself.

The report that exonerates

Becket from the complaints

made against him by Edwards

and recommends that Ed-

wards withdraw from the uni-

versity.

When the open senate meet-

ing heard the report yesterday,

only 35 students were allowed

to be present, and they had to

have tickets to get in.

Only six members of the

FSM, who were presenting a

collective defense, had tickets.

Edwards was not invited to the

meeting. He had no ticket and

he was not admitted.

R. H. Clark, head of the En-

gineering Department, re-

ceived a special invitation and

a ticket from principal J. J.

Deutsch.

During the senate meeting

O'Hara had intended to present

a special paper that proposed

that all the secretaries in the

Law faculty who were forced

to work overtime on this report

be unionized and given a bonus.

When the report came up on

the agenda, O'Hara demanded

that Edwards be present.

Deutsch ruled him out of order

and when he refused to be si-

lent, Deutsch ordered the stu-

dent police to drag him out of

the room.

As other FSM members who
were outside the senate cham-

bers tried to push O'Hara back

into the room they were sur-

rounded by more student po-

lice, many of whom were not

wearing their identification

armbands.
The students were eventual-

ly removed and the report was

read. It will be referred to oth-

er departments.

One of those is the Faculty of

Graduate Studies which is ex-

pected to ask Edwards to vol-

untarily withdraw.

Following the reading of the

report, J. H. Brown, Dean of

Engineering proposed a motion

that Edwards and the two oth-

ers who originally raised the

issue be suspended from the

university for a year and also

that every member of the FSM
who declares himself such and

any one who publicly chose to

allign himself with the FSM
also be suspended for a year.

The motion failed because

Brown had not given the senate

a week's notice of intention to

make a motion.

After the meeting Edwards
said, "It's just so ludicrous

"

can't comment."
"On every single incident

where there was a conflict in

testimony between the depart-

ment of Engineering and us,

the committee took the depart-

ment's side."

He called Traversy's deci-

sion to sign the report, "brain-

washing".
"Traversy can't explain

anything that's in the recom-

mendations," Edwards said.

"He still believes pressure

was brought to bear by the

department — but he signed

the report."

"The whole thing is blatant

repression. Terry (O'Hara)

was thrown out of the senate

simply for speaking out of

turn," he said.

Another senate meeting is

planned for Tuesday and the

FSM said they are planning

militant action to protest the

way the case was handled.

Edwards said he doesn't

plan to voluntarily resign. The
only other legal method they

have for removing him would

be along academic lines and
"they will have a hard time

doing that," Edwards said.

THE FAILURE OF
LIBERALISM?

Friday, Feb. 21th

Music Room, Hart House
U. ot T. Campus,

8:00 p.m.

Saturday, Feb. 28th

Music Room, Hart House
10:00 a.m. - 12:00

12:00- 1:00 p.m.

1:00-2:30

2:30-4:00

LIBERALISM DEFINED
Martin 0'Connell, MP, Scarbotoueh-East

Piof. Stephen Claikson, Policy Chairman, Liberal Party of Ontario

Prof. Jack Granatstein , York University.

John Roberts MP
Dr. Fred Vaughan, University of Guelpti

LIBERALISM and SOCIETY
A member of "The Just Society"

Murray Cotterill, United Steelworkers of America

Rev. A.D. Brown, Vice-Chairman, Board of Community Services,

Anglican Diocese of Toronto

Prof. R. Garneau, Glendon College, York University

Lunch Break

Discussion Groups

THE FUTURE of the LIBERAL PARTY
Senator Richard Stanbury-Presidenl, National Liberal Federation

The Hon. Donald S. MacDonald, MP - President of the Privy Council

James Trotter MPP

FORUM - Sponsored by the

U of T Liberal Club

ALL SESSIONS FREE!!!

The History Students Union

needs people to

HELP WITH COURSE
EVALUATION

Volunteers, Tutorial Representatives

and All Interested Meet

WED. MAR. 4 SS 1021 1 P.M.

Barber Shop and Men's Hair Stylists

Colonnade Promenade
Charles Promenade

131 BLOOR WEST corner ol

Yonge and Charles

Specialized in Razor Cut

Special Student Prices

HOW — TWO STORES TO SERVE YOU BETTER

The Varsity Board of Directors invites appli-

cations from members of the University community;

undergraduates, graduate students, faculty, alumni,

and staff, for a position on the Board. The appoint-

ment is for a three-year term, and the position car-

ries no salary. The eleven-member Board is" res-

ponsible for the editorial and business management,

and financial policy of "The Varsity".

Written applications, including experience rel-

evant to the work of the Board, should be sent to the

Chairman, from whom further information may be

obtained.

Mr. Gary R. Thaler (828-5284)

Chairman, Varsity Board of Directors,

Erindale College,

University of Toronto

Closing Date for Applications:-

Friday, March 6, 5:00 p.m.

CLASSIFIED
TYPING thesis, essays.

r

, charts. Eng-
iguages. Mimeo-

graphing, electric typewriters. Mary Dale

Scott (M, Daviesi. 86 Bloor St. W. Room
225 922-7624

BAREFOOT COFFEE HOUSE Last

weekend this term Fti. Feb. 27 Debbie
Milsom Sat Feb 28 Jim Betts 10:30 pm
— 1:30 pm WYMILWOOO. VIC RE-

FRESHMENTS 75c person $1 25 couple

BLOOR neat Subway and shopping very

clean rooms for one or two persons share

kitchen (stove, fridge) 342 Runnymede Rd.

636-5865

POST GAME PARTY Sat Feb. 28. Live

band 350 Huron St. Guys — 75c Girls —
25c

HAPPY BIRTHDAY John Butcher

TYPING — fast and accurate. Miss Marta

Howard Phone483-7147 25e per page.

TYPING — Fast accurate and intelligent YOU CAN receive (in some areas) Radio

Essays, thesis, manuscripts, reports, feasi- Varsity at home by hooking the cable TV

bilrty studies, etc. Pick-up and delivery if ou ,| et to your FM radio. Listen at 97.1 Fn-

desired. Telephone Mrs. Walker — 449- day nights to dawn and all day Saturday.

7077 (days) 449-3744 (evenings) Radio Varsity grows

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today for free booklet "The Day You Buy a

Diamond" H. Proctor and Co., 131 Bloor

St W . Suite 41 6. 921-7702

MALE CAMP COUNSELLORS needed
for Jewish Co-ed summer cemp located

near Eagle River Wl. Must have ONE YEAR
OF COLLEGE. If interested write Milwau-

kee Jewish Community Centre, 1400 N.

Prospect Ave.. Milwaukee Wl 53202.
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RENT A Taperecorder, Brand new Cas-

sette As low as 50e daily 921-7702.

YOUTH PROGRAMME needs volunteers

to tutor public and high school math. Em-

phasis is on developing personal relation-

ships Phone 532-3303 between 9 & 5

WHERE can I buy peacock feathers? c

Andree 924-0233

RIDE WANTED : From Morningstar Dr..

and Airport Rd (Matton) in Ihe morning to

U.olT. and back. Phone Abe 53 1
-8 1 36

ESSAYS. Theses, typed professionally on

electric machine. Paper supplied 30e per

page Close to campus phone 922-Sbb*

after six. Ask for Lorei

EXPERIENCED manual,
theses, etc M. Snyder, 362-6031. Ext. -

T G H Nurses Residence



One Can 't HelpButAdmire

who came to Canada for freedom
from the land of Eternal Youth
To escape fascist oaths of allegiance
and unnecessary criminal wars
and violent disgusting racism
and a pretence at political parties
and even a pretence at democracy
giving up their dear friends and their dear country
and their dear mothers and fathers
who they didn't particularly like anyhow
and who one imagines standing a long time at win-
dows

weeping silently at what has become for them
an alien unpeopled distance '

'

while their children have come to a land
where men and women can be themselves
and speak freely and fairly about communism
and the terrible imperializing of South America
as well as China and the Chinese people even
without talking about the yellow peril for instance

and they do all that now
openly and liberally

as well as fighting in Canada against racism
and against anti-semitism

and petty nationalisms like Canadianism
especially

and vivisection

which they do a lot about
seeing people and talking to people
as reasonably as they can
because everything that lives is Holy
and the only things the Liberal American couple hate

are ignorance and dogmatism
and people who show themselves genuinely unwilling

to be liberal

as the Liberal American couple is liberal

and they only eat vegetables of course

and he refuses to wear leather or fur

or any garment made from animals

and so he goes about with plastex shoes
and raytex belts

and soltex gloves

and meltexjackets
andplutex underwear
and many other kinds ofinvented chemical fibres

that have come to us as the happy by-products

of big U. S. research

into swamp-resistant army jackets

and flak-proof air force vests

and rot-proofnavy stockings

and fool-proofparachutes

that can help save American boys out there

on the Front Lines of the Great Fight for Freedom

and they have been in Canada twenty years now
but they don 't have Canadian citizenship

and they haven't voted for twenty years

because they are honest-to-God anarchists

who don't believe in any social order

that allows one man power over another man
only person to person relationships for them

love

and the fruits of love

the LiberalAmerican Coup!
since everything that lives is Holy
and needs to grow naturally
as the sunflower from its small seed
explodes
with passion and mystical blazing golden glory
in the sun

and their hero as you might expect is William Blake
who lived and wrote to the ages
about the unimpeachable divinity ofbeing human
and about the rightness of loving oneself absolutely
who is also every other man
even Christ

and who lived remember in poverty
and in dignity

and in enraged honesty
and yes in great artistry to the very day
of his sweet imperturbable going forth

and as a matter of fact

the Liberal Anarchist American Couple teach that
regularly

and they writeimportant articles about it

and about Blake's real meaning
his real liberal American meaning
and they give definitive papers to learned societies
and they both have quite high rank now
and sit an committees
to decide what other truly liberal people
and anarchists

will get grants and prizes and special awards
andjobs in Canadian universities even

but they still help organize anti-war marches
although they're important and powerful now
which they first check through with city hall

and the RCMP
because after alt they aren't Canadian citizens

though they've done a good deal for Canada
with their strong liberalizing

influence

and in fact they expect daily to be offered something
very very good
very suited to their special abilities

in some Department of Humanities Research
or something else very experimental
and on -going
and liberal

and progressive
ifnot nearby then somewhere farther away
in a liberal section of the USA
maybe
because jobs that good are pretty scarce
and a person has to go where he can get a chance to

expand
and really do important work
for multi-national human progress
and besides a person can't just leave his parents
old and weeping
and without hope
somewhere
before a/most unremembered windows
staring out into alien unpeopled distances

.
can he? by Robin Matthews



know your university

SOCIOLOGY
If Sociology be the study of socie-

ty, it is an odd thing to find that in

this discipline at the University of

Toronto there is shockingly little

studied about Canadian Society.

In all of the undergraduate
courses (about 38) there are four

which deal specifically with some
aspects of Canadian Society. There
are, to be sure, several others

which pay lip-service to Cana-
dian issues, but studying the

French/ English problem in Canada
in terms of American problems of

race and ethnic relations is totally

unsatisfactory in understanding

the situation in Canada.

In the graduate department, of a

possible 19 courses, one deals spe-

cifically with Canadian Society.

Two others deal with Canada in a

cursory way, using Canadian and
American data as interchangeable

and paying no heed to differences

of history and culture. At least five

courses treat the problems of the

United States with little or no men-
tion of Canada.
Why is it that so much emphasis

is placed on the society of the

United States and not on Canada?
Part of the answer lies in the train-

ing and citizenship of the profes-

sors.

In 1960, 4 of the 6 sociologists had
received their final degrees in the

United States. By 1965-6, 16 out of

20 staff members were "finished"

in the United States; in 1967-8, 21

out of 28; in 1968-9, 25 out of 32; and
in 1969-70, 30 out of 39. (These fig-

ures include all full-time staff in

the Department, including those on
leave-of-absence, but excluding
visiting professors.)

In 1968-9, there were 15 Cana-
dian professors, and 13 American.
This year there are 15 Canadian
and 18 American full-time staff,

excluding visiting professors, plus

a handfull of others.

A department which has more
Americans than Canadians cannot
help but teach more American-ori-

ented or related courses than Cana-
dian. It is the Canadian student
who suffers when the study of Ca-
nadian Society remains ignored,
denegrated, or merely touched
upon.

These articles were
written by students in

the respective depart-
ments at University of

Toronto.

PHYSICS
The "Americanization" of

the university affects our
whole perspective on Canadian
politics in the most fundamen-
tal way. Perhaps this example
from a political science text-

book which has been in use for

24 years will illustrate the colo-

nial mentality engendered in

our universities.

The existence of numerous
state and provincial govern-

ments in the United States

and Canada gives to govern-

ment, as a whole, a different

character from that of Brit-

ain, and raises a number of

special types of political prob-

lems from which British poli-

tics is free.

That is the final sentence in

the chapter on Federalism in

Corry and Hodgett's Demo-
cratic Government and Poli-

tics still used as one of the
texts for the introductory
course in Canadian political

science. The entire book is ded-

icated to the theme of under-

standing Canadian politics by
explaining British and, more
particularly, American prac-

tices. Conventional wisdom is

so strong on this question that

most people are likely to feel

that this is only natural. But,

do the texts used for courses on

American and British govern-

ment give equal space to the

Canadian example?

It is not, however, merely a

question of emphasis; it is a
question of the whole perspec-

tive on Canadian politics. Two
issues here are fundamental,
that of the creative potential of

Canadian politics and that of

the validity of comparing these

three units as equivalents. To
begin with, all the originality

of the Canadian political

experience is submerged in the

American-British pattern

;

there is no feeling that Canadi-

an politics has been, is, or
could be different from the
United States or Britain. And
secondly, sentences such as,

"The broad patterns of govern-
ment functions in Britain,

United States and Canada are
strikingly similar . .

." give
the false impression that Cana-
da, like the United States and
Britain, is a self-determining
entity.

What this means is that the

major question facing Canada
today — her relationship to the
United States — is not realisti-

cally discussed in Canadian
political science. This assump-
tion that our politics will basi-

cally follow that of the U.S.
means that Canadian political

science has virtually taken a
position on American control
over Canada. This can be seen
from the fact that there is little

discussion of the continued
viability of Canada. If Canada
is only 20 per cent independent,

as Trudeau has said, surely
this must affect the study of

regionalism, federal-provin-

cial relations, and all the other

traditional aspects of Canadian
political science. Yet these
subjects tend to be discussed
without reference to American
domination. This lack of dis-

cussion is particularly true of

the academic community —
outside it there is a fairly clear
understanding that this is the

central issue for Canada today.

Instead of leading the discus-

sion, as could be expected, the

academics seem to be far be-

hind other groups in this socie-

ty.

Canada has been in a unique
position to analyze the move-
ment from British Imperial-
ism to American Imperialism.

That Canada is rarely dis-

cussed in this perspective

strongly condemns the kind
of political science taught at
UofT.

While in arts departments such as political

science, history etc., there are or should be de-

tectable differences between the Canadian and
American approaches; this is not the case in the
physical sciences where Russians and Ameri-
cans carry out essentially the same type of re-

search and the international viewpoint is consid-

ered valid.

However, the tight employment situation in

Canada for physics graduates has recently made
the discussion of a quota system more accepta-
ble. Two problems must be considered in the
immediate future: that the Phd. programme has
always been seen as a period for developing aca-
demic excellence and not as job training; and
Canada has always produced more Phds than
can find jobs here which is why 50 per cent have
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POLITICAL SCIENCE
traditionally gone to the '-States. Therefore much
of the present employment problem can be
traced to the tight employment situation in the
U.S.A.

To understand how American academic
imperialism adversely affects the development
of Canadian science, we must investigate the
nature of international scientific research to see
where Canada fits into the scheme. Two facts
are immediately perceptible: many research
projects conducted in Canadian universities re-

quire enormous amounts of money; the resulting

type of graduate training is applicable only to the

largest of international (i.e. American) corpora-
tions. Two such projects at U of T are the Aeros-
pace Institute and the Experimental High Ener-

gy Physics Group. In both cases there are no

Canadian industries to take advantage of the
research knowledge obtained in the Phd pro-

grammes.
Canada, as well as a large number of other

countries, cannot support the size of industry
required to do big money research. Maybe, in-

stead of trying to buttress the American branch
plants to imitate the parent companies, the uni-

versities should specialize in research that will

result in graduates who can fill useful jobs in

Canadian society.

Knowledge in the physical sciences may be
"international" but the spheres in which Canadi-
an universities decide to do research today are
definitely determined by "think big" American
corporations.
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from the departments
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Year Total Cdn. Non- U.S.
(fall) Cdn.
1939 16 14 2 0
1954 23 20 3 0
1959 34 28 6 4
1961 33 28 5 4
1962 42 29 13 8
1963 51 37 14 8
1965 64 42 22 10
1968 79 52 27 14

U.K. Other

Cdn.

87.5

86.9

82.4

88.2

69.0

72.5

65.6

65.8

%Cdn
+ lect

87.5

82.9

78.3

76.7

66.6

68.3

71.4

N.A

The figures show Canadians increased only 2.6 times since 1954 while
non-Canadians increased 9 times. Though there was a doubling of above-lec-
turer staff between 1939 and 1959 (or 1961 ), Canadian percentage was stable
But when the staff had again doubled in the short time between 1961 and
1965, the Canadian percentage dropped 22.6 points. The drop could have been
anticipated in the high percentage of non-Canadian lecturers evident in the
1959 and 1961 figures.

The sources normally supplying Canadian staff supplied only 14 of 31

1965*
5 1%> °f professors above tne rank of lecturer between 1961 and

Between 1965 and 1968 Canadians supplied 10 of the 15 (or 66 6%) and
the total for 1961-68 was 24 of the 46 new professors (or 52.2%).

How does the present Canadian percentage at Toronto compare with
other Canadian English departments? Here is another table; it supplies
percentages above the rank of lecturer only. The first set of figures covers
the top 20 English schools — in terms of staff numbers; the second covers
the other 26 schools ; the third is a total.

Year Total above CDN. Non- U.S. U.K. Other %
1968 lecturer CDN. CDN.
Top 20 660 320 340 203 106 29 48.5
Other 26 177 100 77 46 20 11 56.5
Total 837 420 417 249 128 40 50.2

Source: Commonwealth Universities Yearbook, 1969, some calendars,
and E. G. Mardon s Guide to English Studies (Univ. of Lethbridge, 1968).

The "top 20" figures make Toronto look good - too good for her own
figure (65.8%) is still 15 to 20 percentage points below her standard of the
1950 s. However it is still worth pointing out that Canadians are a mere
46.1% minority in the other 19 departments, and that though Toronto's fig-
ure is nearly 20 points higher than this average, the total for the top 20 is still
only 48.5%.

The top 20 departments are important not so much because they influ-
ence more students but because they make the majority of hirings and they
influence the trends in the whole system. If these schools cannot supply one
another with competent staff it is obvious they have little confidence in their
own work. It seems we are expected to believe that so badly trained are
Canadian graduate students in English that non-Canadians have to be re-
cruited to produce more inadequately-trained Canadians!

Toronto's is the only English department which has persistently indi-
cated a belief in its own training. But, while it hires plenty of its own gradu-
ates, it fails to hire Phds from other Canadian universities. Thus English
graduates gravitate toward Toronto, fearing that doctoral work at universi-
ties such as U.B.C., Alberta or Western would leave them jobless Further
if Toronto were to hire more Phds from these universities it would enhance
their prestige and more students would consider them as viable alternatives
to graduate study at Toronto or in the United States.

As for the influence of non-Canadians on programmes and course con-
tent, Toronto is equally affected as other Canadian universities. Most Brit-
ish professors wholeheartedly support the maintenance of an Honours pro-
gramme; though some Canadians perhaps under U.S. influence dislike this
programme, I believe the majority still promote it.

From both a cultural and commercial viewpoint Canadian textbook and
publishing interests (and the economic base for Canadian literaturel are not
served by the present high ratio of non-Canadians.

Finally, Canadian academic English interests are often submerged due
to surface conflicts between British and American styles of professional-
ism. If a Canadian professionalism were given a chance to develop (and
Toronto would be the place to look for it), it doubtless would have much to

offer as a positive contribution to the re-enlivening of English studies. For
example, the peculiar problems Canadian English has in a bilingual and
multi-cultural country: — Canada has lagged, not led, in teaching English as
a foreign language. Toronto has no interdisciplinary programme in Canadi-
an literature, especially on the graduate level, which might produce a much
needed number of English Canadians competent in both languages of our
literature and capable of helping to lessen the cultural gap between French
and English Canada.

The history department has-

refused to give President Bis-

sel statistics on the nationality

of teaching staff because
members of the department
generally felt that statistics

are a perilous numbers game
and that they wanted to insure

that the "Americanization"
discussion take place on a suit-

ably scholarly level. Because
of this refusal, the history de-

partment has assumed the re-

sponsibility to investigate the

effects of American imperial-

ism on the department. To this

end, a committee has been set

up to present an initial brief to

the department as a whole.

But, there are serious obsta-

cles in the way of a profound

discussion of the issue within

the department. First of all.

two of the three-member
committee are non-Canadian.
No Canadian historians were
included or volunteered for

this committee. The very
composition of the department

HISTORY
makes open discussion diffi-

cult: according to the CUG
Research Report there are 26

Canadians, 20 Americans, 11

British and 2 others. The large
"international" component
among graduate students
makes this an embarrassing
topic — especially since Cana-
dian graduates are well aware
that their difficulty in getting

jobs is related to the fact that

the job market here is being
flooded with American appli-

cants since the U.S.A. has
over-produced history Phds.

While this mood of tension
suppresses discussion, the very
training and preoccupations of

Canadian historians makes it

almost impossible for them to

see the reality of imperialism.

Because many of them re-

ceived their graduate training

in the "best" schools of Britain

and the U.S.. they feel that

imperialism was somehow
benevolent to Canada. Their
political view of history, which

emphasizes the constitutional

aspect of independence, makes
them blind to the American
takeover of the Canadian econ-

omy, the Canadian culture and
the Canadian university sys-

tem.

American professors in the

department, believing in the

university of their liberal val-

ues, find it impossible to be-
lieve that THEY could be a
problem to their Canadian stu-

dents and colleagues. There-
fore, they interpret any opposi-

tion as personal resentment, or

fascism or communism. Their

very liberalism makes it im-
possible for them to under-
stand the democratic, anti-

imperialist implications of the

"Americanization" debate.

Since the department seems
incapable of sustaining a seri-

ous investigation into its own
Americanization, the impetus
will have to come from stu-

dents.
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a look at the other universities
Victoria, B.C.

University of Victoria has approxi-

mately 44% Canadians on staff, 27%
U.S., the rest, other. But ".

. .look at

the social sciences — economics, pol-

itical science, sociology, anthropolo-

gy, and psychology, the human behav-

ioural areas. They are 41.5 per cent

American and 39 per cent Canadian.
'

'

Halifax, N.S.:

"A study of the Nova Scotia Sum-
mer School for Teachers reveals that

in 1969 of a full-time faculty of 154,

only 63 were Canadian, 3 were from
the United Kingdom, and 91 were
from the U.S.A."

Waterloo, Ont:

"At the University of Waterloo, the

Academic vice-president, the Dean of

Arts, the two assistant deans of arts,

the deputy dean of arts, eight chair-

men of eight Departments studied

and close to half of the full professors

in the eight departments were U.S.

citizens."

Toronto, Canada:

"Faculty with American citizen-

ship constitute the largest group of

academics at York University. Fifty-

one per cent of professors in the

Humanities are American, forty-five

per cent of those teaching in Social

Science are American nationals.

"In the political science depart-
ment only 34 per cent of faculty are
Canadian. In sociology, Canadian pro-

fessors constitute 10 per cent of the
department. In the same depart-
ments, Americans are 52 per cent and
46 per cent of the staff respectively."
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Vancouver, B.C.

:

"Sociology 369 is a course in mass
society and protest movements. Its

proposed reading list was exclusively
American, with not a word about
Quebec's protest movement against
its unique problem as a mass society.

"The professor Ron Silvers, was
born and educated in the U.S. and has
been in Canada six years, although he
is still an American citizen.

"I never really planned on being a

Canadian citizen when I came to Can-
ada," he explains.

"And I've never had any reason to

become a Canadian citizen. The only

thing I regret is that I can't vote.

"When I worked out a course out-
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from the hinterlands
line for Sociology 369, 1 didn't think of
giving Canadian problems special
consideration, not because that's not
my interest, but I just didn't conceive
the issue along national lines.

"The material I looked at was ex-
clusively American: I guess there
was a kind of built-in selectivity."

Ottawa

"There is reason for belfeving that
between 1963 and 1965 roughly 58% of
new appointments went to non-Cana-
dians; between 1965 and 1967, this fig-

ure appears to have risen to 72%; in

1968, it may have been as high as"

Windsor, Ont.

:

"This year, the faculty is 24%
American, 22% other Non-Canadian
mostly Commonwealth), and 54%
Canadian, all by first degrees. But
second degrees again jump to 47%
American, 26% Other, and 27% Cana-

eian. Third degrees again jump to
57% American, 3% Other and 39%
Canadian. And of course, a Ph.D is

more important than a B.A. in terms
of knowledge and methodology in his
field.

Overall, these percentages look
relatively harmless. The point is,

Americans are heavily concentrated
in some departments and other
groups in some departments. There is

no dispersion at all: non-Canadians
range from 50% to 100% in these de-
partments."

Burnaby, B.C.:

"At Simon Fraser University, only
three of 24 persons who teach history
are Canadian, only five of 16 who
teach geography, ten of 35 who teach
economics and four of 23 instructors
in political science and anthropology
are Canadian teachers."

Edmonton, Alberta:

'An internal analysis of faculty at
the University of Alberta, (by country

of birth) shows Canadians in 1961-2 at
60.8%. In 1968-69 Canadians are
47.2%.

In the department of political sci-

ence Canadians constitute 31% of the
faculty, in sociology 21%, in psycholo-

gy 17%."

Vancouver, B.C.:

"At U.B.C. a rough survey of the
history, psychology, anthropology and
sociology, political science, English
and economics departments show
that foreign professors outnumber
Canadians 134-102. Of the 132 foreign

professors, 82 are American.
Figures issued by the information

office at U.B.C. reveal that for those
professors known. 55.2 per cent are
foreigners and only 44.8 per cent are
Canadians.

Americans make up 25.3 per cent of
the total: professors from the Com-
monwealth make up 19.0 per cent of

the total."

The above reports were com-
piled from the following sources:
Mathews and Steele, ed., The
Snuggle for Canadian Universi-
ties, William House, Robert Mc-
Crae, Robert Reynolds, The Uni-
versity of Windosr, A Special
Study, Dr. Walter Young, Head,
Political Science Department,
UBC, Cyril Byrne, Ken Mac-
Kinnon, Robin Mathews, The
University of Windsor, A Special
Study, Peter Ladner, "The Great
Yankee Debate," The Ubyssey,
November 25, 1969, Excalibur
Jan. 8, 1970, Henry Rucker, "Re-
port on American Personnel
Employed on the Staff, 1969,
Nova Scotia Summer School,
September 27, 1969).
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please sir, I'd like to study some-
University of Toronto has been called the "Har-

vard of Canada", one of Canada's leading educa-
tional institutions. The student in search of Canadi-
an studies programs would surely come here to find

them. But he would be sorely disappointed; not only

are Canadian studies subordinated, they are out-

right neglected.

POLI SCI BAD
The U. of T. political science

department is among the guilt-

iest. In the mid-fifties, only one

course related to Canada, an
introduction examining "the

structural side of government

combined with a study of the

nature and functioning of gov-

ernment in Canada" was avail-

able to general students. The
general program offered only

two other courses — one theo-

retical and one dealing with

the United States and Britain.

Of the other nine honour

courses, only three related to.

Canadian studies. And aside

from the introduction course,

Canadian content was put off

until fourth year. "Local Gov-

ernment" took an administra-

tion-biased look at "the devel-

opment of municipal govern-

ment in the United Kingdom
and the United States" with

"an intensive treatment . . .of

Canada"; "Public Administra-

tion", with the same orienta-

tion, examined "the problems

of control of administration in

a democratic society" in Great

Britain, the United States and

special emphasis on Canada.
Both these courses are ob-

viously geared toward govern-

ment positions; they ignore

any labour or regional dispari-

ty conditions in Canada.

Despite the beefing up of

poli-sci to fifteen courses by

1962, no new Canadian content

courses were added. One new
course, "Governments in the

United States and Europe",
was an early indication of the

swing toward a U.S. orienta-

tion.

In the fifties, most of the in-

fluence on studies was British

— British courses, British

texts, British department
heads. By the early sixties,

Americanization had crept into

Canadian courses. Where
American professors were not

hired, Canadians with an
American education (read,

orientation) were. American
influence on Canadian thinking

has continually increased,

shifting the emphasis from
British studies to American.
Somewhere along the way,
Canada was omitted.

Even when the poli-sci de-

partment expanded to twenty-
three courses in 1965, only one
new Canadian course was add-

ed, "The Canadian Political

System". This was a fourth
year course — although the

greatest number of students
graduate after third year.

However, that same year, a

new second year course on

"The' Government of the

United States" was added. The
remaining bulk of courses
were either theoretical or con-

cerned with the blossoming
interest in underdeveloped na-

tions. Attention was devoted

everywhere but toward Cana-
da.

This year the expansion of

the poli-sci department still

has not meant intensification

of Canadian studies. The de-

partment has managed to cov-

er other neglected areas —
communism, politics of the far

east and underdeveloped na-

tions. But it added only two
new Canadian courses — a

third year course with a limit-

ed enrolment; and a first year
"Introduction to Canadian Pol-

itics".

The administration courses

remain despite the void in la-

bour studies. There are still no

courses on Quebec, a major
issue on the Canadian political

scene. Nor is there any investi-

gation of regional disparity, a

significant topic when Cana-

da's West, too, has discussed

separation.

HISTORY NO BETTER
Canadian history fared no

better than Canadian poli-sci,

despite the fact that the de-

partment was reputed to be

Canada's leading history de-

partment under such brilliant

men as J. M. S. Careless and
Donald Creighton, in the fif-

ties. The general student in

1954 had only one chance to

study Canadian history — and
then he shared the course with

a study of United States histo-

ry. This course, which was not

available until third year, was
no more than an elaboration of

grade thirteen history.

Honours students could not

get their first taste of Canadi-

an history until third year,

where a course on history of

the United States was also of-

fered. In their final year they

could take such courses as:

"External Relations of Canada
since 1867," usually geared
toward relations with the U.S.;

"The Liberal Tradition in Can-
ada", which barely touches on

French Canada ;

'

' Develop-
ment of the Community of

Ontario to Confederation", a

study of English Canada only;

"The Age of Sir John Mac-
Donald", perhaps the only tru-

ly Canadian course but dealing

only with early Canada. Cana-

dian content was limited and
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slanted toward English Cana-
da. The departmental stress

was British; the Canadian
image was colonial.

The new courses added by
1962 only reinforced this im-
age: "British North America
— a regional and social ap-

proach 1815-1867"; "Conquest
of the Canadian North"; and
"Canada and the Second World
War". The new course on the

"Evolution of French Canadi-
an Nationalism since 1848"

was accompanied by the addi-

tion of two courses on the U.S.

:

"Evolution of American Na-
tionalism 1790-1870" and "The
American-Progressive Tradi-

tion in the Twentieth Centu-
ry". These last two American
courses saw no necessity to

relate the U.S. to other powers,

as the Canadian courses did

Canada.

The American influence was
infiltrating "Canada's leading

History department". The ra-

tio of Canadian to American
courses was five to two in 1954

and one to one (six courses
each ) by 1965.

Where one course on the

"Canadian Religious Tradi-

tion", not quite a pressing top-

ic, was added to the fourth

year choices in 1965, two
American courses, "The
American Revolution" and
"Urban Democracy in the

U.S." were added. The course

dealing with the "Canadian
Party System" disappeared,

while numerous Canadian-
American relations courses

arose; many of these are

taught by American profes-

sors. . .?

The previously third year
"History of the United States"

became a second year course,

while Canadian history re-

mained in third year — an indi-

cation of priorities in the histo-

ry department. The student

was now guaranteed the oppor-

tunity of studying both — with

the U.S. first, of course.

Although this year, the study
of Canadian and American his-

tory seems to be equally im-
portant (twelve Canadian to

eleven American courses) a

cursory glance at the course
titles clearly indicates that one
country receives more depth
than the other. In second year
"Introduction to Canadian His-

tory" is available; so are
courses in the "History of the

United States" and "Major
Themes in American History".

Despite the slight addition of

Canadian regional studies

there are only two such cours-
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thine about Canada

U.ofT.
Department

1965-56 Calendar 1969-70 Calendar

No. of courses

offered

No. of Canadian
courses

No. of courses

offered

No. of Canadian
courses

Economics
English

French
History

Political

31

38

31

25

5

2

1/2

5

39

37

44

78

2

1

2

13

Science

Sociology
12

12

2

2

52

36

3

1

es — "The Canadian West"
and "Quebec and Lower Cana-

da" — and these are not availa-

ble until third and fourth year,

respectively.

In the crucial area of labour,

there is a course on "American
Labour History"; there are no

courses dealing with Canadian

labour.

ENGLISH WORSE
Canadian interests are most

completely alienated in the

English department where in

q 1954 the only Canadian litera-

ture course was a one hour

fourth year option for religious

knowledge.

Even the course entitled

"Canadian and American Lit-

erature" was described by a

list of American novelists and

poets with the final appendage,

"readings in Canadian poet-

ry". It later became a first

year "American Literature",

only, course.

Over the past fifteen years

courses on "The Novel",

"Modern Drama" and "Mod-
ern Poetry" listed British and

American writers. There were

no Canadians.

The one exception, a course

^ called the "Modern Novel",

offered a selection of British

and American novels and "a
Canadian novel".

By 1966, one full Canadian
literature course appeared —
in fourth year only, with Eng-

lish Canadian writers only.

Today nothing has changed.

The proliferation of American
literature persists conveying

the ideals of the American
dream to Canadian minds.

"Forms of Twentieth Centu-

ry" offers no alternative ei-

ther; this first year course

consists of British and Ameri-

can authors only — as if Leon-

ard Cohen, Mordecai Richler,

and Robert Service did not ex-

ist.

This year's "Modern Dra-

ma" course recommends read-

ing of English, American,

French, Italian and German
authors. No Canadians listed.

The one fourth year "Cana-

dian Literature" course still

remains deficient of French

Canadian authors. And the

French department, concen-

trating on Parisienne French

for studying the classics, of-

fers a single third year course

in "French Canadian Litera-

ture".

AND WHAT'S MORE
The American trend does not

end with these three depart-

ments — it is prevalent in soci-

ology and economics as well.

And every arts student takes at

least one course in one of these

areas.

But more often than not, the

student takes a program com-
bining a number of courses

from these departments. He is

not only exposed to Americani-

zation of his ideas but com-
pletely immersed in it. The
courses of political science,

history and English are the

practical studies for future

Canadian teachers, politicians

and administrators — with an

American orientation.

....Come to think of it, for

the student in search of Cana-

dian studies programs, the

best place to go is Harvard, the

only place in the world with an
Institute for Canadian Studies.

by

harriet

kideckel

. KO'.V.inO 8ATEMAN .

& JOHN UREN

P/Oionr

undoubtedly

the most
tiisastraus reviews

ever given any stage
show in Toronto!!!!

- however -

„„.„„ _ Lynn Gotdon, CKE

V

»P3ING I MAW '70 UTILIZFS ITC
music w,™ such komh'charmH51 . LOOKING ONLY
rtUUfcH. P'tarGoMatd.Tcly

j

...although I havo tried with
might and main to find
something to say in the show's
favor, I am speechless."

Nolhan Cohen, S/ar

"...The Nude Scene in SPRING
I HAW Would MaKe Hair Stand on
End XonGiHin.Piagam

Best Spring Thaw Ever"
A/dm. Wm. K./ooi/m

NOW PLAYING
Tues. thru Thurs. 8:30 p.m.
Fri. 9 p.m. Sat. 6:15 & 9:45 p.m.
Sun. 2:30 & 8 p.m.

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
ON SUNDAYS S2.00
Please show I.D. Card

PLAYHOUSE THEATRE

481-3378

16Q0Sa;iiiewAvcniitt 4SI-3378
SOX OFFICE OPEN DAILY
inassociotion with CHFI

JOB ENGINEER
required by
The Board

of Education
for the City of

Toronto
Agraduate engineer is required to assist the

Mechanical Design Engineer with the design,

specification and supervision of sehool con-

struction. The successful candidate will

perform in the plumbing, healing, ventilating

and air conditioning fields.

Salary range $8,527. to $10,883. per annum.

Letters of application should be addressed
to: Mr. H.M. Cairns, Labour Relations Office,'

155 College Street, Toronto 2-B, Ontario.
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my country

THE CONTRADICTIONS ARISE

Two articles appeared in the

Toronto Star this month one
day after the other:

1st article: Feb. 18, 1970: OTTA-
WA — "The Frito Bandido out-scored

Sir John A. Macdonald more than two

to one in a recognition quiz among
Grade 5 children at Overland Drive Pub-

lic School in Don Mills, the Senate

Mass Media Committee heard today.

. . .all but two of 59 students recognized

"The Frito Bandido" as a character in a

cartoon commercialfor corn chips."

2nd article: Feb. 1970: CHICAGO
— "Bowing to pressure and publicity,

Frito- Lay has disarmed its Frito Bandi-

do and banished him forever to the nev-

er-never land of advertising. Friio-Lay,

a subsidiary of Pepsi-Cola, said it was

discontinuing use of the cartoon charac-

ter to promote Fritos "because of the

company's desire to avoid a continuing

difference of opinion with certain lead-

ers of Mexican-American organizat-

ion.
"

What's going on here? Why should

Canadian children be deprived of the

Frito Bandito just because Pepsi-Cola

Ltd., a multinational corporation, is

actine in a racist manner towards one

domestic, oppressed minority? Give a

Canadian child the Frito Bandito in

grade five and he'll want Pepsi-Cola

or Coke (It's the real thing!) by ado-

lescence. By the time he grows up,

he'll want the real thing — full inte-

gration into the American Empire.
What else is there? Who the hell is Sir

John A. Macdonald anyway?
Daude Bissell is one of the mem-

bers of the Pepsi generation.

"The obvious role of the university in

Canadian-American relations, as the

crowning achievement of any national

system of education, is to clarify and to

deepen the understanding of each coun-

tryfor the other." Claude Bissell from

"The University and

Canadian-American Relations"
from The Idea of a University.

"There is some cause for concern

about the number of American teachers

in Canadian universities. . what was a

natural and healthy influx has now be-

come a major invasion.

"

Claude Bissell,

quoted in the Montreal

Gazette

ASPECTS OF COLONIAL MENTALITY

The colonial mentality is "the real

thing" in Canada. It turns you on —
and off at will. Claude Bissell is the

president of the University of Toron-

to, the largest university in Canada.
The largest university in Canada gets

the cream of Canadian academia. If

Bissell says there is an invasion, what
does the president of Beaver Groin
Sask. Junior College say? Well, prob-

ably nothing. He's probably American
himself or received his education

there.

Why do some people recognize

Imperialism and others not? Because

it really exists. If it is in your inter-

ests to ignore it, then you ignore it. If

you are an American, even a liberal

American, perhaps even a radical

American in Canada, you ignore it. If

you are a member of the Canadian
business elite, vou ignore it. If you are

a student interested in "pure scholar-

ship" you ignore it. (Until you try to

find a job.)

But if you're president of the larg-

est university in the country, you can

afford to see a bit of it, though not

very much. One of the aspects of the

colonial mentality is the colonial wor-

ship of the imperial power especially

by heads of cultural and educational

institutions. Because of their position

of power, they must pay lip service to

a very weak form of nationalism, but

it is not in their interests to see this

nationalism through.

How do we know so much about the

colonial mentality? Well, we've all

read the Algerian psychiatrist Franz

Fanon and his scathing condemnation

of African colonialism. We're all for

African liberation from their white

colonial masters aren't we? It's such

a simple thing to see because of the

races involved. One of the aspects of

the colonial mentality that Fanon
mentions, however, is the fact that

the colony refuses to see its own colo-

nialism.

We see colonialism in Africa but

not in Canada. But some Canadians
cannot ignore imperialism because it

ruins their lives.

Quebec is one place where Ameri-

can Imperialism is being felt and has

been felt for a long time. This is be-

cause the racism inherent in this

imperialism manifests itself perhaps

before any other feature. We are all

surprised that Vallieres calls French
Canadians "Les negres blancs de
l'Amerique." The rest of Canadians
know little or nothing about Quebec.

Why is that?

Why is it that farmers in the west

are organizing?

Why is it that Canadians can do

nothing to stop inflation?

It is in the interests of those who
profit from our colonialism that we
know nothing about these things.

What then is Canadian national-

ism? The impulse to nationalism is a

feature of all colonial countries. The
impulse to nationalism arises from
personal interests, it is true. But even

if those interests are limited, the

impulse is inevitably directed to-

wards the control of our own lives.

The impulse to nationalism leads on

to a one-way street. The end is total

independence and a control of our.

destinies. But there are many diver-

sions. Where self-interest beckons, so

strayeth he with that interest. It is a

feature of colonialism that so few go

to the end because it is not in their

immediate interest to go to the end.

In the past there have been many
nationalist movements. Why have

they failed? Because the leaders

started down the road and then got off

as soon as their interests were
achieved.

It has also been a fact of Canadian
history that every new sort of this

bourgeois nationalism has bred a

higher degree of colonial subjugation

which has in turn bred a new national-

ism. These nationalisms have been
dissipated because they have failed to

really lock horns with the imperial

power.

Fanon says: "The objective of na-

tionalist parties asfrom a certain period

is, we have seen, strictly national. They

mobilize the people with slogans ofinde-

pendence, andfor the rest leave it to fu-

ture events. . .they are completely igno-

rant of the economy of their own coun-

try. This economy has always developed

outside the limits of their knowledge.

They have nothing more than an approx-

imate, bookish acquaintance with the

actual and potential resources of their

country's soil and mineral deposits; and
they can only speak of these resources

on a general and abstract plane.

"

In order to understand the limita-

tions of petty nationalisms we must
first have. .

.

A SHORT LESSON IN ECONOMICS
The American economy, the richest

in the world, thrives on the fact that

America is an imperialist power.
Every American businessman cati

tell you that. An Imperialist power
gains its power by extracting capital

from all the places in the world it can

get its hands on. The American Em-
pire is a military-industrial complex.
Canada is the most stable of Ameri-

can colonies. We have "unlimited"
resources, a friendly government ( a

dying breed in the world), a highly

developed communications and trans-

portation system (we did it on our

own) , and a high degree of consumer
mentality eager for surplus goods

from a surplus economy.
Most of our heavy industry and re-

sources are owned by the U.S. And
most of what we sell is sold to the

U.S. Why can't we sell to other coun-
tries? Because we don't own our econ-

omy so we don't have a say.

Canadian subsidiaries of American
companies have primary responsibili-

ty to buy from their parent companies
even though it might be cheaper and
often is cheaper to buy from Canadian

or other foreign suppliers. But the

subsidiary is devoted to the maximi-
zation of profit of the parent firm
even though the subsidiary loses

money.
How is this? Most big U.S. firms

must produce above a certain "break
even" level because of large overhead
costs of production. Profit only comes
about after this level is reached and
then increases rapidly, especially

around the 100% productivity rate.$
Exports consist of what cannot be
absorbed by the US domestic market
at prevailing prices. These same ex-

ports also are very often the crucial

yielders of the highest profit.

But everybody, of course, knows
this. What they perhaps don't know
are some more facts about the Cana-
dian economy. Like the fact that

American multinational corporations

make no net contribution to invest-

ment in Canada. In fact, Canada is a

net exporter of capital to the U.S.

Between 1960 and 1965, American
parent organizations invested $2 bil-

lion in Canadian affiliates. In the

same period, the affiliates sent back

$3 billion in dividends. Add to this the

outflow of capital by Canadian com-
panies investing in the United States.

Why then do we hear so much about

U.S. capital investments in Canada.
Well, of the $14 billion gross "Ameri-
can" investment from 1960-65, only®
that $2 billion came directly from the

States. The other $12 billion came
from profits earned in Canada, depre-

ciation and depletion allowance and
borrowings from the Canadian money
market.

In other words most U.S. direct

investment in Canada is financed with

Canadian savings ie. with savings

generated from income produced in

Canada.
The Canadian income is now large

enough to support not only all current

U.S. investments, but also Canadian

private investment as well as the net

export of profits to the U.S. parent

companies.

Not only that, but an efficient Cana-

dian-built program of "roads to re-

sources" provides American compa-

nies with roads, railways and otner*y
means of access to Canadian re-*

sources and consumers. In other

words, by now the Americans have

conveniently set up a self-perpetuat-
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ing system that reaps them profits

without having to invest another cent.

And the Canadian branch-plant man-
agers are helping them do it.

We are, then an essential part of

military-industrial complex and we
have no say in the matter. Not only

has the Canadian bourgeoisie given up

economic control but they have also

forfeited any political control that

they once may have had. This is a typ-

fal manifestation of colonial pessi-

mism. American prosperity engen-

dered by colonial expansion results in

Canadian middle-class prosperity.

And so it is in their interests that the

Americans expand colonially. Wonder

now why Trudeau says nothing about

Vietnam or Canadian manufacturers

(they're not Canadian) making war
materials?

This is not to say that at certain

times such as the turn of the century

and the 1950's the Americans have not

initiated several large scale capital

projects. But they did this not out of

any generosity, but because they

needed Canadian resources. These

projects soon began to more than pay

off for them.

These savings in turn allow the

Americans to spread even more con-

trol in a continuing vicious but profit-

able circle. And it's not a new thing.

Most large-sclae U.S. -based compa-

res have been solidly established

here since the 1920's. Since then they

have been slowly (then more quickly)

absorbing Canadian-owned interests

or squeezing them out of the market.

IN THE THICK OF IT

Bourgeois nationalism has always,

in time, turned around and helped the

American Empire. Sir John A. Mac-

donald united the provinces against

the threat to the south, then garnered

investment for a nation-wide rail-

road. That nation-wide railroad, once

built to unite Canada against a mili-

tary force to the south soon turned

into a pipeline vomiting resources

through the great Lakes into an eco-

nomic force to the south.

And now, the different regions of

the country have been effectively

split, and divorced from each other

until now'each of these regions drains
1 "most directly from north to south.

'

' When you find yourself in the thick

of it, help yourself to a bit of what is all

around you."

The Beatles, "Martha My Love".

Walter Gordon must have listened

to the Beatles. In the early 60's he

took a look around him at the conti-

nental pie and decided that it was

time the Canadian branch-plant man-

agers helped themselves to a bit of it.

But when you talk nationalism out of

one corner of your mouth and profits

out of another, your interests are

clear and don't lead very far down

that road. In fact, even if Walter Gor-

don and Eric Kierans had won out,

their brand of reformism would have

facilitated, not hindered the complete

continentalization of our economy.

But the continentalist boys in Otta-

r 'a weren't taking any chances. They

crushed Gordon. Why? Because they

knew that the impulse to nationalism

started by Gordon could prove to be

dangerous. The business and govern-

ment community are scared of the

fact that nationalist impulse can start

to force Canadians to take stock of

themselves. That's why Trudeau, in

his inimitable "style" shrugs at na-

tionalism as being dead.

It is a particularly salient feature

of colonialism that the power of diver-

gent interest groups are dissipated

when these interests are played off

against each bther on the road of na-

tionalism. At the NDP convention in

Winnipeg, the Waffle group was
crushed because of this, especially by

the American-based unions betraying

Canadian workers. And we know
where the interests of American-
based unions lie. They branded the

Watkins manifesto as "anti-Ameri-

can" when it spoke of American Im-

perialism. The leaders of the NDP
ignore American imperialism be-

cause it is in their interests to do so.

Our colonialism hides our history

and our present from us. It is perpetu-

ated not only in the media and public

education, but in the centres that

teach these. The university is one of

the keys to the objective study of our

economic and cultural situation. But

it is also the place where the colonial

mind can best be generated. That is,

because the university has become
the modern centre .of technological

innovation, it is in the interest of the

imperial power to be in control of it.

The universities are in the grip of

those whose interest it is to maintain

Canada's existence as a satellite

state. Their money and grants and fel-

lowships come from a system that

tolerates their harmless search for

"the university of excellence."

Because of our colonial mentality,

we don't see the utter ridiculousness

of the fact that we don't have one

course in Canadian Labour History.

We might even be tempted to assume

that there exists no Canadian working

class. We might be tempted to as-

sume that no portion of Canadian so-

ciety feels the direct effects of Impe-

rialism. We might be tempted to be-

lieve that we don't even exist. If we

are taken in by the first fallacy, we

might as well be taken in by all the

restof them.
THE UNIVERSITY OF EXCELLENCE

The early Canadian bourgeoisie

was not quick to establish higher edu-

cation on a large scale because it re-

alized that it would be a threat to its

power. For a long time, as John Por-

ter points out in "The Vertical Mosa-

ic" the University of Toronto was the

only "university of excellence" and it

trained only the leaders of govern-

ment, church, business and educa-

tion. But later the governments, in

response to the increasing needs of a

technology-oriented society and in

response to the demands of American

Empire, started instituting higher

education on a mass scale. But the

Canadian bourgeoisie was not being

Rockefellerish. They weren't going to

supply the funds to build a distinctive-

ly Canadian higher education system-

for the "masses" even if they had the

funds. So we imported the skilled

academic labour mostly from the

south. But with them they brought their

interests. And the effects are just being

felt.

In December 1968, a faculty meet-

ing of the Carleton University Aca-

demic Staff Association, Robin Mat-

thews and James Steele, two Carleton

professors started a controversy that

was soon to rock all the Canadian uni-

versities. They produced figures they

had compiled on their own showing an

alarming rise in the number of non-

Canadian, specifically American aca-

demics flooding into the arts and sci-

ence faculties of Canadian universi-

ties. To say the reaction was violent is

to understate the case somewhat.

Time magazine reported one Carleton

professor as saying, "I hope we can

club these people to death when it

comes up at the meeting."

The Carleton staff and then most

Canadian academics over-reacted

with abject horror. As Matthews and

Steele write: "Our motions were

called immoral, illiberal, racist. neo-

Nazi, proto-fascist, chauvinistic, anti-

American, protectionist, restriction-

ist and intellectually obscene."

Their motions consisted of a call

for a restriction of the number of

permanent academic position to non-

Canadian citizens, active advertising

for qualified Canadian academics,

limiting administrators to Canadian

citizens and the launching of a cam-

paign to investigate the problem in

other universities.

What their opponents almost uni-

formly refused to talk about, in their

hysteria, were the real facts that

brought about these requests. The

recruiting system, being a crude

sort of academic grapevine mostly

spread by word of mouth. The in-

creasing influx of American profes-

sors and graduate students. The lack

of professors to supervise graduate

students in Canadian studies which

contributed to the lack of good Cana-

dian teachers. The lack of texts writ-

ten by Canadians, not to mention the

lack of good texts about Canadian

subjects. The lack of Canadian

studies. The proliferation of texts and

classes and professors schooled or

reared in the American traditions of

sociology, political science, history

and other highly ideological subjects.

The pervasiveness of American liber-

al ideology into even Canadian ques-

tions. All these questions were and

are being conveniently ignored by

Canadian universities. It's no wonder

why.
"... / can think of no better way of

quickening national life or of strength-

ening our voice on the international

scene than by the development of a few

institutions of higher teaming ofunequi-

vocal excellence."

Claude Bissell "The Great University"

from The Idea of the University

Calling for "excellence" is another

way of obscuring the issues. It is in

fact the manifesto of pro-imperialist

politics.

One professor (from University of

Chicago) puts it this way:

"Is calculus British because it was

developed by Newton?. . .If a Brazilian,

German and Ceylonese economist each

computed the Canadian gross national

product and came up with different to-

tals, the variations in their estimates

would derive not from their ethnic back-

grounds, but from the different technical

features of their analysis."

What he conveniently forgets is

that if an American were computing

the Canadian GNP, he might have dif-

ferent reasons in doing so than the

other academics. And, in fact, he has.

The university is the chief obscurer of

the Canadian FACT and it does its job

well.

The campaign around the universi-

ties grows. Many of those involved

don't realize that it is a political

struggle. It is a struggle that inevita-

bly raises political consciousness. It

demands that the universities serve

the interests of the economic and cul-

tural independence of Canada.

The struggle does not call for more

Canadian academics like Marshall

McLuhan who are sophisticated ideo-

logical apologists for the American

Empire, its consumer technology and

sophisticated mind control. The colo-

nial mentality accepts unquestioning-

ly the sayings of those of its number

acclaimed in the intellectual world

market. The struggle calls for dealing

with problems, not mystifying them.

The struggle is to clear the road of

nationalism of all the dead bodies who

have fallen and decayed on the way.

As Fanonsays:

"In an underdeveloped country an

authentic national middle class ought to

consider as its bounden duty to betray

the callingfate has marked outfor it and

to put itself to school with the people: in

other words to put at the people 's dispos-

al the intellectual and technical capital

that it has snatched when going through

the universities."

The "people" are those who work

in the factories, mines, offices and

any other Canadian institutions that

provide wealth for the American

Empire Their interests are the only

interests that lead all the way down

the road of nationalism to Independ-

ence. ...

The struggle for independence will

not only reveal itself as an anti-impe-

rialist struggle but will force those in

the struggle to realize that independ-

ence can't be won in the context of the

present market system.

That's one of the things your friend-

ly conscious agent of American Im-

perilaism won't tell you.



why a quota system?

Once we've discovered that

the increasingly low proportion

of Canadians on staff in our

universities and the increas-

ingly high proportion of Ameri-
cans is no accident . . . that

our cultural institutions in

general and our universities in

particular are fast becoming
colonial appendages of the

American system . . . that in

fact the "Americanization"
problem is U.S. imperialism
. . . WHAT DO WE DO?
What we do depends on how

serious we consider the prob-

lem to be. And, the problem is

seen in all its seriousness when
we understand the extent to

which the "Americanized"
university oppresses the mass
of Canadian people.

The university, in training

people who hold positions of

authority in the community,
shapes the national conscious-

ness. It trains the managers
and technocrats, and also the

teachers, writers, broadcast-

ers, lawyers — the Canadian
intelligentsia. These people
leave our universities knowing
more about "caste and class in

a southern town" than about
the plight of our native peo-

ples, more about "alienated
American youth" than about
the Canadian working class.

As more and more American
professors join "sensitive"
departments such as political

science, history or sociology,

there is an ever greater tend-

ency to ignore Canadian issues

simply because these teachers
know little or nothing about
Canada.

As for the propogation of

American orthodoxy, it is cer-

tainly true that American pro-

fessors are supported by colo-

nial-minded Canadians who
hope that this polished liberal-

ism will somehow rub off on
them. But there can be no
question but that the propoga-
tion of these ideas is facilitated

by the importation of hundreds
of U.S. academics who are
exposed to no other modes of

thought in the great imperial
centres of learning.

For example: students are
commonly taught that the mul-
ti-national corporation (an
academic euphemism for U.S.

monopolies) have benefited
Canada by providing 'badly
needed capital'. In fact, the
Canadian people have paid
dearly for the presence of

branch plants which send their

profits south of the border.
Students learn almost nothing
about the trade union move-
ment. But, if perchance a few
are exposed to labour history,

they are not taught how the big

U.S. "International" unions
are a primary force suppress-
ing the class consciousness and
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political development of the

Canadian working class. They
are not taught how these unde-

mocratic unions annually steal

millions of dollars from Cana-

dian workers.

The list is a long one. Stu-

dents must of course demand
new courses that deal with

problems relevant to Canada.
They must demand too teach-

ers qualified by experience and
outlook to teach these courses

(clearly it's ridiculous to study

labour from the boss' view-

point just as it's ridiculous to

study phenomenology from the

viewpoint of an analytic philos-

opher). But we must also ask

ourselves if Americans are

qualified to teach courses rele-

vant to Canada.

When a quota system is men-

by Gail Dexter

tioned people tend to write off

as so much "petty chauvin-
ism". This is most peculiar
considering that all European
countries have quota systems
(permitting about 2 per cent
foreign professors) and that

the U.S., through its hiring

practices and immigration
laws, has an effective quota ol

2.5 per cent on permanent for

eign teaching staff. It is onh
Canada which insists on havinj

free trade* in the academi
market place, And the result i

that our universities are dom
nated by citizens of the world'

greatest imperialist power!
Recently some sophisticate

rationalizations have been o

fered (usually by universil

administrators) to obscure th
issue.

The most common, th;

Canada is too "underdeve
oped" to staff its own univers
ties, has been disproved fc

Mathews and Steele in Th
Struggle for Canadian Univer.

ities. A second cliche whic
suggests that American profe:

sors bring to Canadian univer:

ities "higher academic stai

dards", can be dismissed if w
understand that "standards
(academic or otherwise) ar

by no means universal — the

are socially determined. Si

the "high standards" of a Haj

vard or a Wisconsin graduat
are precisely the standards (

the American education sy:

tern. Surely it is for the Canad
an people to decide the stai

dards of the universities the
pay for.

But, there is another clich

that sticks to the ideologic-

left rather like chewing gun
This cliche asserts that Can;
dian radicals should welcom
American radical professors -

and after all, among radicals

what difference does citizen

ship make. It's certainly a
good thing that Canada has
welcomed American radicals

who are disenchanted with life

in the Empire. But, let's not

kid ourselves, most of the

American professors who
come here are not that — Pro-

fessor Thorson is the rule rath-

er than the exception. As for

the real American radicals:

surely the best way for them to

act on their political beliefs is

to support Canadians (and

people around the world, in-

cluding the U.S.A.) in the

struggle against the takeover
of the universities and support-

ing the quota demand.

The implementation of a

quota system that would per-

mit 85 per cent of our teaching

staff to be Canadian and insure

mat the remaining 15 per cent

of foreign professors be domi-
nated by no one country would
be a major step in the reform
of our universities. It would

3KKT *ffRE HEftOiNG FOR
HJiU»e....THe REAL

insure at least that Canadian
issues be considered, that Ca-
nadian students have jobs in

universities paid for by the

Canadian people and that our

universities become bulwarks
against imperialism instead

of viaducts for imperialist

ideology.

The quota system does not

solve all the problems of the

university. It does not solve the

problem of working class ac-

cessibility. It does not auto-

matically democratize the uni-

versity. It is a progressive

demand.
But, because of the ingrained

colonialism of university ad-

ministrators, and because of

the toughness of U.S. imperial-

ism, it is a progressive demand
we will have to fight hard to

win.

In fact, students will not be

able to win this struggle on

their own. After all, most of us

are from petit bourgeois back-

grounds. A further liability is

our years of "education"
which have taught us to think

in terms of the individual, to

abhor organizing and to ignore

the reality of U.S. domination.
Workers, on the other hand,
cannot ignore that reality

which is imposed on them
everyday in the factories and
in the trade unions. The Cana-
dian working people who built

this country and pay for our J
education are more conscious
than we realize of the "Ameri-
canized" university which
spreads its influence far be-

yond the confines of the cam-
pus into the very fabric of the

Canadian community.
The demand for a quota sys-

tem — a demand that directly

confronts the Canadian reality

— will unite workers with stu-

dents in a crucial struggle.

Gail Dexter is a member of
the Canadian Liberation
Movement



Upsloirs Venetior, Lounge & Bor
Appooring Nilely- ANDY NICHOLS

Steele's
TAVERN - RESTAURANT

!
EM- 8-5180 349 YONGE ST.

t (Fully licensed) I

Remodelling & Alterations

— A Specialty —

STUDENTS' ELITE
Cleaners & Tailors

654 Spadina Ave.

922-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cards

MEMBER OF INDEPENDANT
CLEANERS ASSOC.

VARSITY BLAZERS
Varsity Tartan

Kilts Ties and Scarves

made to order

RICHARDSON'S
546 Yonge St. 922-3141

ST. LAWRENCE
CENTRE FOR THE ARTS
From dnd Scoll Srreels

TONIGHT : 8:30pm
STRIKER SCHNEI DERMAN
$5.00, $4.00, $3.00
Students $1. at door
(SAT. EVE. ALSO)
SUNDAY : 8:30pm
THE KNACKER'S ABC
$4.50, $3.50, $2.50
Students $1. at door
(TUES. & WED. ALSO)
THUR. MAR. 5: 8:30
MAN INC.

$4.50, $3.50, $2.50
Students $1. at door

SAT. 6, SUN. Hpm
BLACK SHOWCASE
52.50 ft S3. 50

SUN. : 2pm
CHILDREN'S CONCERT
with OSCAR BRAND
$1.00 f. $1.50
TUES . : 8pm
EXCHANGE QUEBEC
public affairs-free
WED. : 8pm
YEST0DAY
unusual poetry-$1.00

You Can

MAKE SAC WORK
Wayne Richardson and Ken McEvoy are run-

ning lor President and Vice President of SAC
because they are deeply concerned about the

lack of true community at the University of

Toronto.

They see evidence of this lack of community

almost every day as they attend classes.. . they

see it in class-room structures that mitigate a-

gainst real learning. They see it in the comments
of aleinated students and in profs who get

turned off because their students are turned off.

Richardson and McEvoy are convinced that

something can be done about these situations.

They think that CUG provided a definition of a ivi VMP RU'I1<
structure which would go a long way towards "A lilt KH.HAKIIMIn
breaking down many of the arbitrary divisions which are working against real

learning in the classroom today. They are convinced that the concept of commu-
nity articulated by that report is perhaps the best way of developing really rele-

vant education at this university.

Richardson and McEvoy are determined to transform SAC into the kind of strong

and united student organization that can work effectively for the development of

such a university community.

Wayne Richardson and Ken McEvoy realize perhaps better than anyone else

running in this election the problems that are preventing SAC from being such an

organization now.

They know that it makes irresponsible political commitments that tend to

divide rather than unite the campus.
They know that it was torn by internal fact-

ionalism this year. They know that it doesn't

communicate enough with the student body.

And they aredetermined todo something torem-

edy the problems. . .by avoiding irresponsible

political commitments, by listening to ideas

wherever they come from, and most of all by

building communications links between SAC and

the student body.

Wayne Richardson and Ken McEvoy want to

transform SAC into the kind of student organi-

zation that will be able to build the spirit of

trust and co-operation among all members of the

university that must exist if true community in

the university is ever to exist here.

They need your vote to do it.KEN MrEVOY

RICHARDSON •McEVOY
president vice pres

N

THE PINK PANTHER

I69A Avenue Rd.

OPENING SPECIALS

Flared Blue Jeans S7.95

Flared Fashion Cords S9.95

(while they last)

Wide Selection of Unisex Pants
Accessories

.

Neil Simon's

COME BLOW YOUR HORN
Presented by

THE RED UMBRELLA PLAYERS
8:30 P.M. March 5th. 6th, 7th

Central Library Theatre

College and St. George Sts.

Studenl Prices: si. 50 —all seals-all performances. Tickets avail-

able al the box ollice belore each performance or phone orders may

be taken by calling Gene Maddox or Pat Field at 362-5671, exl. 380.

Proceeds go to the Canadian Cancer Society.

1X827"
Ml R828
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Matthews answers his critics 7

First, find out what's going

on before answering fact, ir-

refutable fact, with worn out

slogans which become more
threadbare and meaningless

each time they are mouthed.

Secondly, look in your heart.

What do you see? Stars and

Stripes? It's a common colo-

nial condition as well as an

incurable imperial disease. It

spawns, unfortunately, most
of the arguments against

Canadianization.

We have insisted that Cana-

dians receive justice and fair

opportunity in their own coun-

try, that guests be treated

justly, that all changes be

from now on, not retroactive.

But our critics constantly

accuse us of wanting to "get

rid of all foreigners", even

though we have recommend-
ed a larger, continuing alien

participation by far than is

the law in other countries in

the world. But our critics

want to smear us because

they want to fight reasonable

Canadian desires for control

of the universities, access to

Canadian material, opportun-

ities for jobs. Don't discuss

our public proposals. Discuss

something else, make it fas-

cist, anti-semitic, etc. etc.

and then say that is what the

Montreal Committee recom-

mends.

Push for internationalism.

It's a word that easily dis-

guises imperialism. Scholar-

ship, we all know, is interna-

tional Every country, an-

swering its own character,

customs, styles of learning,

looks at the problems that

confront the home society

and all mankind. Out of the

local, necessary character

come special insight and
unique solutions. Moreover,
by addressing peculiar prob-

lems countries develop ways
of looking at world problems.

That is internationalism. But

our critics really want impe-

rialism. Though almost every

country in the world fosters

its home scholars, brings

them to excellence in order to

provide for order and continu-

ity — even in change — our
critics sneer at the idea.

Internationalism for them
is U.S. "value-free" (read
'pentagon-approved') study.

Internationalism for them is

studying British and U.S. lit-

erature, not Canadian. Inter-

nationalism for them is the

U.S. city. Who else has them?

Internationalism for them is

science research that moves
in the U.S. Grants orbit. For

that reason they prefer alien

scholars who won't rock the

gravy boat. (Why are 12 of the

13 Ph.D. students in Sociology

at York non-Canadian?

)

They tell us something

else. From Newfoundland

to Vancouver Island the

U.S. imperialist scholars

(especially), branch-planting

in the intellectual colonial

garden, tell us to fight U.S.

militarism, U.S. economic
takeover, but they tell us not

to fear U.S. citizens who are

conditioned in the American
Dream, the frontier theory,

Manifest Destiny, oaths of

allegiance to the U.S. flag,

and other liberal U.S. ideas of

"internationalism". They are

the teachers who have come
to liberate our youth. They

ask us to ignore the fact that

they are outrageously igno-

rant of Canada and Canadi-

ans. They ask us to ignore the

fact that they themselves

probably got their jobs on the

Robin Matthews — to find out

who he is, see R8 & 9

colonial grape-vine, perhaps

instead of qualified Canadi-

ans, certainly (in a majority

of cases) where qualified

Canadians should have been

available if the Canadian uni-

versities had been doing their

job for Canada.

But even if we are willing

to blink at all those things

(and who is?), we cannot

blink the fact that economic
colonialism means cultural

colonialism. The instrumen-

tality of culture in our day is

technological. Technology is

what much of economic take-

over is about. And so a coun-

try (the U.S.A.) taking over

our economy is automatically

taking over our culture: film,

periodicals, television, text

book and conventional pub-
lishing, teaching aids, and the

system of producing techno-

crats (called the higher edu-

cational system). There can
be no denying that the U.S.
citizen in Canada today,

teaching in a Canadian uni-

versity, is a part of the gener-

al U.S. expansion and take-

over of Canada for U.S. uses.

The only thing the individual

U.S. citizen who wants a dif-

ferent role can do is to sup-

port Canadianization with
passion and militance. To be
neutral is to be for the status

quo: U.S. domination of Can-
ada. The U.S. citizen who
does not want to belong to the

imperials should not push
U.S. texts. Graduate Record
Exams, U.S. pre-law exams.
He should push against them.

Mackenzie King and Truman
better not.

- to find out who they are, ask your history prof. On second thought,

Our critics should stop talk-

ing about the scholarly com-
munity as an open, mobile
market. It isn't. At best ideas

are mobile. (Do even the

ideas from most U.S. re-

search move in an open mo-
bile market?) Most countries

in the world: France, Britain,

the U.S.A., West Germany,
the emerging nations, etc.

etc. restrict alien scholars

severely or block them al-

most entirely. Canada alone
discriminates against her

own people in favour of al-

iens. This year, now, the rule

across Canada is that Depart-
ments offering any jobs at all

have hundreds of applicants,

Canadian applicants often

competing ten to one for

places in their own university

system before hiring commit-
tees who refuse to consider
being Canadian a meaningful
qualification.

But a scholar who doesn't

know Canada isn't qualified

Excellence doesn't happen in

a classroom in terms of

"teaching material", or

"course content". Learning
has to do with the people

taught, the community they

come from, the questions

they must have answered in

ways that are meaningful to

them. Only people trying to

erase or take over the com
munity deny the relevance of

the community. Guess who it

is in Canada who makes that

claim all the time?

The latest cry of the critics

is that we are fighting on the

level of personalities with

gutter tactics. The answer is

that the struggle for Canadian

universities is the struggle

for Canada. We are fighting

for Canadian survival. We
have exhausted "the chan
nels" in more than a year of

stalling by the C.A.U.T.:

A.U.C.C.: the Ontario Com
mittee of Presidents, the

Canada Council, etc. etc.

They have done everything

they could to fight us and con-

tinue the colonization of Can-

ada.

When we fight Pierre Tru
deau, William Davis, Claude
Bissell, Davidson Dunton
Peter Dwyer, Frank Milli

gan, Al Berland. Jack Say-

well, Ernest Sirluck, Ramsay
Cook, Gene Smith, etc. etc.

we are not fighting personali-

ties, but symbols. They are

symbols of what is called The
American Empire, Canada
Ltd. Wanta join? They have

REVIEW 12
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WILHELM KEMPFF. Schubert;
Sonata in B fiat Major. Deutsche
Grammophon 139 323. ARTUR
RUBINSTEIN. Schubert; Sonata in
Bjlat Major. RCA LSC3I22.
The Schubert B flat Sonata is an

immense work. Yet it is filled with
a wealth of melodies and little

Schubertian niceties, and needs to
he treated with love rather than
respect. The Kempff version
emphasizes magnitude of concep-
tion. This aloofness is further
emphasized by the DGG taping
which is distant and blends the
sound, often to the detriment of
musical detail. The Rubinstein
version is very closely taped in the
American tradition, and while the
serenity of the music is some-
times disturbed by this more per-
cussive articulation, it seems to be
the more satisfactory approach.
Rubinstein's playing, while never
note perfect, is pheoominal in

dynamic conception and aptly vig-

orous execution,tanyjahn

SLEEPY JOHN ESTES. Electric

Sleep. Delmark 619
In a dozen years of recording,

beginning in 1929, John Estes es-

tablished himself as one of the

greats of the early country blues.

He then dropped out of sight, but

was refound in the early 60's and
recorded the first of several al-

bums as he began a new career.

On this most recent LP, he plays

with the backing of a typical Chi-

cago band, and, at first thought, it

seemed like an unlikely combina-
tion, but in fact it succeeds re-

markably well. Estes' high,

scratchy voice may take some
getting used to by those not famil-

iar with it, but the totla effect —
an album of good Chicago blues —
is excellent, due in no small mea-
sure to a fine group, highlighted by

Sunnyland Slim's great piano.p.h.

THE FROST. Frost Music. Van-

guard 6520.

Left me cold. A mixture of folk

rock, acid rock, and various other

well-worn styles, it's one of the

most unoriginal LPs I've heard in

a long time. There's one nice cut,

A Long Way Down from Mobile,

and a few other good moments,
hut nothing that hasn't been done
better by someone else many
times before.

nick schmidt.

EARLY BLUEGRASS. RCA LPV
569.

From Wiley Morris' opening

mandolin run on Salty Dog Blues to

the last notes of the Bluegrass
Boys' quartet, this is a fine selec-

tion of early southern stringband

music. These bands produced
some of the most vital music of

any of the Ainerican folk tradi-

tions. The sound of these old re-

cordings is excellent, and the mu-
sic is thoroughly entertaining. A
good companion to an earlier vol-

ume in the TCA vintage series.

Early Rural String Bands.

P .h.

KALEIDOSCOPE. Epic 26467

A group which evolved out of the

old folk scene in Los Angeles. Not

really rock, but a mixture of exot-

ic styles and rhythms played on

violin, banjo and oud. This is their

most mature album to date.

They've followed through into

very complicated instrumental

work, whereas their earlier music

was caught in the limits of short
songs with lyrics. David Lindley's
banjo picking is some of the best
there is. r.d. schwartz
LETS GO RIDING. Origin OJL-
18

A superb volume of goodtime
music in the blues tradition which
will enliven any collection, though
it might be a bit out of place if acid
rock is your only thing. The em-
phasis is on dazzling rag guitar
playing by the likes of Pink Ander-
son, Blind Blake, and Ellis Wil-
liams, in several places with the
aid of violin, kazoo or washboard.
The sound on these 78s, recorded
between 1924 and 1936, varies, but
is generally reasonably good If
you want to try a cut at the record
store, listen to Willie Walker's
South Carolina Rag. p.h.

DIANA ROSS and the SU-
PREMES with the TEMPTA-
TIONS. Together. Motown 692.
STEVIE WONDER. My Cherie
Amour. Tamla/ Motown 296.

All of these artists exhibited
considerable talent in their early
careers. The talent is still there,
but when one is in the Motown sta-
ble, it tends to be smothered in

Copacabana-like material and
arrangements. You'd never be-
lieve songs like Baby Love and My
Girl came from these people. With
a little success behind them, it's

now The Shadow oj Your Smile and
Sing a Simple Song The Tempta-
tions-Supremes album is particu-
larly flat. Stevie Wonder still

manages to present some good
vocal and harp work, but the ma-
terial and arrangements stifle any
real excitement, don qvinlan
ACADEM Y OF SAINT MAR TIN-
IN-THE-FIELDS, Neville Mariner,
cnnd. Handel: 12 Concerti Grossi,

Op. 6. London 2309.

Despite sound musicianship and
some very fine playing, especially

in the vigorously executed fugues,

this 3 record set doesn't sound
quite right. There's a distinctly

tinny sound to much of the music.
One possible reason for this is that

the bass isn't strong or clear
enough and is overshadowed by
the violin parts, which is fatal in

bass dominated Baroque music.
Another, more important, reason

is the use of a fast and persistent

string vibrato which gives every-

thing a slightly nervous quaver.
But if you like a lot of vibrato, you

might find this an excellent set of

records, nick Schmidt

A NEW SOUND FROM THE
JAPANESE BACH SCENE. RCA
VICS 1548.

A recording of some of Bach's

more popular pieces played on

Japanese instruments with added

electric bass, electric guitar and

drums, it has more influences than

a hydra has heads. The Japanese

instruments are unmercifully

strained in accommodating the

Western pitch system, and the

jazz touches only confuse the issue

even more. J. S. would most defi-

nitely not approve, but it's alright

as a novelty, I suppose.

more
Would you willingly go to the

movies to see a travelogue? It's

highly doubtful. And in trying to

figure out why not, you would

probably come across the reasons

for the failure of More as a serious

film on the dangers of drug addic-

tion.

Travelogues, with very few

exceptions, are notorious for their

nauseating optimism and their

sticky-sweet superficiality. Every

country in the world appears to

contain miles and miles of unpol-
luted, unviolated countryside; a
wizened old farmer who barely
survives, but loves his simpie ex-
istence; and a famous artist
spreading good will and friendship
around the globe. But where are
the slums? Is racial discrimina-
tion absent? What caused the
riots? Unfortunately, travelogues
are content to stay at the surface,
and rarely do they try to discuss a
subject beyond the scope of tour-
ism.

This is Dreciselv the nitfall into
which More tumbles. A German
student and his American girl-

friend run off to Spain, shack up
together and begin taking drugs.
The boy becomes an addict, and
thus falls prey to the girl who has
already killed two others.
One ought to feel concerned, but

at no time in the movie is there
any audience identification with
the actors. The latter merely go
from drug to drug, popping pills
and plunging needles in an endless
stream of psychedelic monotony.
Because characterization is so
subordinated to the plot, no one
truly cares what happens. Nor is

there any real attempt to deter-
mine the physical and emotional
problems that led to addiction. As
a result, More produces no more
audience involvement than watch-
ing a laboratory film of two rats
being injected with lethal doses of
heroin.

A few people may enjoy drool-
ing at young people getting hope-
lessly hooked. They may not care
about the unexplained implica-
tions of addiction. They may even
get their kicks out of the uneroti-
cally boring sex scenes. But then,
some people like travelogues.

m
mandragola

lacks bawdy
One does not usually associate

the name of Machiavelli with hi-

larious stage comedy. Now. Man-
dragola, presently being staged at

the Colonnade Theatre by The Vic-

toria College Dramatic Society, is

not exactly the most riotous, most
gut-splitting play of the year. But

at its best, it is a mindless and
pleasantly amusing entertain-

ment.

Although Mandragola is indeed

a comic piece, much of the bitter-

ness and cynicism which are Ma-
chiavelli's trademarks come
through in the play. The plot is the

same as that of every Italian

farce; the young romantic
schemes to cuckold the foppish old

lawyer with the help of a corrupt

parasite and a hypocritical friar

. . . and he succeeds. The end of

the play is ever so slightly disturb-

ing in a characteristic Machia-
vellian way. All the schemers suc-

ceed in getting everything they

want: the youth Callemaco gets

the wife of the old fool Nicia. Ligu-

rio, the parasite, gets the run of

both households, and the Friar

extracts money from everyone.

There is no justice, no punish-

ment, and Nicia remains alone on

stage at the end. hopelessly duped

and wonderfully cuckolded.

With such a predictable plot, a

production of Mandragola can only

be as successful as the stage busi-

ness and verve which can be in-

jected by director and cast. Direc-

tor Don Remple's production is

often imaginative, but working on
the confines of a tiny stage the
cast simply fails to deliver the
gusto needed. The play also lacks
much of the slapstick and sexual
innuendo which 1 had anticipated.
Several attempts at vigorous ac-
tion were stifled by the cramped
quarters and three clowns who
were presumably there to enliven
the proceedings were stilted, dull

and to my mind better left out.

But even with the few difficul-

ties experienced by the cast, the
play is never dull. The plot moves
easily and rapidly (it isn't a long
play to begin with), and several of
the caricatures are skilfully

drawn out. Bruce Salvatore as the
faithful servant, Siro, seemed
most at ease with the slapstick
required by the play. But it was
Bruce Evoy as the Friar who real-

ly carried the play through its

rockier moments. His humour and
ease of movement gave much ap-
preciated polish to the production.

Doris Cown as the chaste wife is

beautiful and not much else. Per-
sonally. I preferred Ellen Levine
in an all too brief appearance as a
flirtatious widow. The real high-
lights of the play are the magnifi-
cent period costumes which col-

ourfully disguise the fact that
there is no set. All in all, the play
is insubstantial, but a pleasant
evening's entertainment.
Oh yes, the title, Mandragola

refers to a secret fertility potion

which, to my knowledge, has yet
to be bottled and put on the mar-
ket.

lorne fienberg

LIVE BAND
FLOOR SHOWS + DANCING

THE APARTKENT
3?2»noah»ip YONGE

FRI.SAT. SUN.
ap/A-~H:30An

BEIOW CE^RARO 368-O4I0

long
story

It began more than 30 years ago
when a doctor developed the first

commercial tampon. The first

hygienic internol sanitary protec-

tion, Tampax tampons. Since that

time, Tampax Incorporated has

devoted all its research and lech-

nology to making that tampon the

best, safest and easiest to use. We
don't moke sanitary napkins or

facial tissues, just Tampax tampons.

The best possible tampons.

Today, millions ol women in 1 18

countries around the world trust

Tompax tampons. They rely on
their comfort and convenience. No
other brand can make a similor

claim.

Fads, fashions ond fancies come
and go. Scores of other tampons
have se-5n the light of day and
faded. Tampax tampons are hero

and now. And still just beginning o
long story of comfort and freedom

for modern women throughout the

world.

apologia

Several bylines were
left off articles in the

Review before reading
week. The article on

Mordecai Richler was
by Tim Inkster. The ar-

ticle on Margaret Laur-

ence was by Larry Haiv-

en. The review of Mame
was by Michael Scherk.

TAMPAX TAMPONS ABE MADE Of

CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD.,

BARBIE. ONTARIO
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arts festival

next year

A number of students on the U of T cam-
pus are organizing a nationwide University

Arts Festival to be held on the University

campus next February, There is only one

stipulation for entry — the work has to be
an original — and a good one — created by a

student.

Remaissance '70 is a :total arts' concept
— original entries will be accepted in all

fields of writing, painting, live theatre,

films, music, and dance. Renaissance '70 is

a 'showcase' — luminaries from all the

aforementioned arts will be invited to see

and take part in the festival, so that many
doors will be opened for aspiring university

talents.

Entries will be judged in the preliminary

stages by a combined adjudication board of

the university and the local cultural com-
munity.

Plans for festival week include the open-

ing of the festival with a multi-media show
at Convocation Hall. The show will be pro-

duced by the person who conceives of the

best original idea for such a show. During
the week, there will be art and sculpture

exhibits, concerts, poetry readings, mov-
ies, and plays put on throughout the campus
(and in some cases, off-campus: Cine-city

and The St. Lawrence Centre) with the co-

operation and facilities of the various col-

leges and faculties. Informal discussion of

the exhibits will be encouraged by such
things as coffee houses, after-theatre cof-

fee sessions, etc. The festival will close

with a dinner at Ed's Warehouse, where
members of the community and the artists

and producers will come together.

If the festival is a success, it will be put

on an annual basis, different universities

across the country acting as hosts.

There will be pre-festival activities lead-

ing up to festival week. Various colleges

across the campus will be given an oppor-

tunity to display their original artistic en-

tries in a co-ordinated way.
More staff is needed however, so anyone

who wishes to organize, advertise, publi-

cize, print a magazine, or head the music,
art or dancing sections will be welcomed
with open arms.

For information about the festival call:

Alexandra Mercer Stephen Rosen
Executive Producer, Nationa Co-ordinator
922-7980 782-5091

or write: Miss Ruth Upsprich, Executive
Secretary, 118 Atlas Avenue, Toronto.

undisciplined

winter

As a display of virtuoso guitar technique
Johnny Winter's Feb. 15 concert at Massey
Hall was outstanding. Winter's dexterity is

amazing, and his ability to produce light-

ning-fast and smooth runs, and other as-
sorted pyrotechnics didn't flag throughout
the whole performance. From the stand-
point of the music itself though, the set
wasn't quite as exciting. Often Winter gets
so carried away with getting his fingers
around his guitar that he neglects both the
quality of his singing and the necessity of-

shaping his improvisations into clear and
coherent phrases, with the result that the
total musical effect suffers. Winter also
seems to forget sometimes that playing in a

band involves give and take between the
musicians, and often his back-up men wer-
en't allowed to contribute all they probably
could have toward a complete musical tex-

ture because Winter was too wrapped up in

his lead solos. Too much showing off goes
against the spirit of simplicity and honesty
inherent in the blues,

Despite shortcomings however, no one
can deny that Winter has a spectacular fa-

cility on his instrument which is matched
by few other guitarists around today, and
even if for that alone, his concert was
something to hear.

nithohs sehmidl

blue monday

blues

fast-moving

waltz

Among the final words of Anouilh's Waltz
of the Toreadors are these: "One must
never understand anyone, or one will die."

The two and three quarter hours preceding
are nonetheless a singleminded delving,

alternately witty and cruel, into that under-

standing. Enough of a challenge; the added
one of length is unnecessary. That, with the

intermittent passages of philosophy both
pomDous (the General) and anesthetic (the

Doctor) are a problem that even the Drama
Centre's very capable cast cannot always
surmount.

Nonetheless, Anouilh's strengths — and
they are considerable — get a good airing.

Keith Mills, as General Saint-Pe, misses no
nuance of bluster, cajoling, whimpering or

oily self-satisfaction. More sparing use of

the red-faced explosion, however, would
have made his very long part more palata-

ble. Balanced against this military tankard
are Gaston, very chaste, somewhat horny
and excellently played by John Winter;
Madame Saint-Pe (Gillian Gillilano), the

bed-ridden paragon of shrill virtue who
does not let immobility detract from stage
presence; and Mile. Sainte-Euverte, well
and intensely played by Anne Szamosi, but
too sexily breathless to convince us either

that she waited faithfully for seventeen
years, or that she finally falls in love with a
eunuch like Gaston.

Randolph Dellago has created an effec-

tive Doctor Bonfant; his serene manipula-
tion of the General, however could be bal-

anced with some concern for the man he
has cuckolded. It would help on believabili-

ty.

Believability per se, however, is not

Anouilh's prime aspiration. We are asked to

accept a stage-world of characters who
"utter enormities" and find themselves
empty ; a series of people whose complexity
begins and ends with sex drives in conflict

with sham respectability. In this context,

credibility is exchanged for high humour,
brilliant irony — and carte blanche for the

cast to be funny. This they have done well;

any weakness arises from over-indulgence.

Lea Usin's set (antelope horns courtesy

ROM) is visually attractive and well con-

structed, but awkward in the one major set

change — an object lesson to proscenium-
builders in the Glen Morris Church, where
there is potential for much more.

All in all, the show is thoroughly enter-

taining. Anouilh could have written less on
a General's bitchy soul and the cast could

have come up with more varied interpreta-

tions; but generally the two agents seem to

work together for an evening of non-stop

satire and well-developed humor.
roy canlogue

Last week's evening of blues at Massey
Hall, entitled Blue Monday, while it had
some superb moments, was not all that it

might have been.

The show was to have featured Buddy
Guy, Bobby "Blue" Bland, and Otis Spann,
with a possible performance by Lonnie
Johnson, and with B. B. King promising
in the middle of last week to put in an ap-
pearance.

If all had gone as planned, it could well
have been the best blues show Toronto has
ever seen, but unfortunately Otis Spann
entered Chicago's Cook County Hospital a
day or so before the show with perforated

ulcers, and B. B. King never made it. That
left the showtime, which went on nearly V/z

hours, to be divided about equally between
Budy Guy and Bobby Bland, with the help of

Whiskey Howl who had the job of warming
things up at the start.

Buddy Guy did just about what was ex-

pected of him — he clowned. He's a fine

guitarist; I've seen enough of him to be-

lieve with many others that he's one of the

greatest, but he relies too much on his

growing talents as a humorist and juggler,

and he doesn't spend enough time improv-
ing his musicianship, either as a solo artist

or as a bandleader. Both he and the band
can be good, but they seems to be lacking a
controlling hand to make sure that the qual-

ity is always there.

By contrast, Bobby Bland's band is all

control. But while Buddy Guy can to a large

extent make up for any faults with his wit,

sponteneity and inventiveness, the Bobby
Bland Review has little to save it from
what I find a rather banal sound.

I don't love most soul music, so it may
simply be a case of not being with the music
on my part. However, even as big band soul

it seemed to me to miss the mark. I know
Bobby Bland has better material than he
presented Monday night. I just wish he had
used some of it.

But while the show might have turned out

to be a discouraging beginning to what one
hopes will be a continuing series, it was
saved by the brief performance of two men
— the incredible Lonnie Johnson and Buddy
Guy in his role as accompanist. When
Lonnie Johnson walked slowly on stage,
cane in hand, the standing ovation was in

recognition of Toronto's resident blues
great and for the pluck of a man of 81 who is

coming back from spending months in hos-

pital after being hit by a car and having a
stroke. When he had finished his two num-
bers and was helped offstage, the even
more enthusiastic standing ovation was for

the superbly moving beauty of his singing I

and for the incredible sensitivity of Buddy
Guy who accompanied him sitting at his

feet. All his career, Lonnie Johnson has had
a startling and beautiful voice, and with
two songs, that voice made the first Blue
Mondav his show.

pefer hatch

layton o'ershines

I allowed for the bleachers and the at-

mosphere of poverty at the Global Village.

But I could not excuse the poor presentation

of the first part of the Valentine's Day pro-

gram Layton Penelope Hawkins. Poet-

singer William Hawkins and poetess Pene-
lope sought dramatic effects, but they were
let down by their supporting technicians.

Their half of the program was lit from
above, with the results that Hawkins often

stepped out of the light and that an other-

wise attractive Penelope had terrifying

shadows cast across her face.

Hawkins offered simple love songs not of

themselves more poetic than any half-de-

cent folk song. Three-chord progressions

were lifted intact, with melodies, from Tim
Hardin. Good baritone voice, thin in upper

range. Enjoyable for me, he made others

restless: like Penelope, his seeming disdain

for the audience — in the poems and in their

presentation — kept him from being engag-
ing. But there was a saving warmth and
humour.
Penelope read in a monotone learned

from the aged Robert Frost. One poem was
chanted in plainsong, another projected on
a screen. No clapping by request (to sustain

the "mood"). Often hyper-abstruse like her
poems, the illustrative slides were poorly

chosen and seldom synchronized with the

reading.

Enter Layton. From the back a young
girl cried, "He looks like a teddy bear."
Also like a rabbi. He lit up to see the audi-

ence. Absolute command of the podium.
Similar sure-footedness in his reading.

People were so caught up in the intense dar-

ing of this hyper-erotic poetry that they let

him pass between two ravishing poems
without clapping. Astounding. Physical
love totally exploited — no action, no sensa-

tion omitted. Love of life and love per-

meates the atmosphere. Beautiful poems,
readily-seized and richly laboured. A strik-

ing poem about waning love (strangely

enough). And incestuous poem. Total
poems.
The master made it worthwhile. It was

encouraging to see Layton (for the first

time in my experience) drop his persona,

unabashedly affirming life, forgetting to

see how much shit he can disturb, acknowl-
edging the presence of 'Lazarus in the pin-

striped suit', speaking hopeful words to

awe-struck young poets after the reading,

coming on as a magnificent human being.

m. w. macma
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'damned' is slow
Luchino Visconti's The

Damned is a symbolic treat-
ment of the rise of Nazism in

Germany in 1933 and 1934 and
it must be one of the most iron-

ically miscalculated pictures I

have ever seen. I guess just
about everything's wrong with
it. To begin with, the actors'
voices are dubbed, or at least
some of them are. You hear
the same voices you have
heard in all the dubbed, sec-
ond-rate French and Italian
movies you've ever seen and
you get the same feeling of a
group of people standing
around a microphone in a room
somewhere reading the script,

but never just right.

As if aware that the dubbing
is going to spoil the meaning of
the lines, Visconti tries instead

to divert our attention to the
visual aspects of the film.

Since even the music is lousy,

which is interesting consider-
ing Visconti wanted his film to

be called Gotterdammerung
(from the last opera of Wag-
ner's Nibelungen Ring). Pre-
sumably his movie, like an
opera, was to be everything:
theatre, spectacle, colour,

great drama,, music. But
watching it is like watching an
opera with no singing.

Even without the dubbing

one wonders if the lines would
come right. They are so melod-
ramatic they should be sung,
not spoken. But Visconti goes
even farther by actually work-
ing against what his actors are
saying. At least three scenes
begin with shots of someone
talking to someone else off
camera, and since what the on-
camera person is saying ap-
pears to be of importance, we
wonder who the listener is, and
it seems important to know
this because alliances are con-
tinually changing in this mov-
ie. Who is plotting with whom
this time? But in each case, we
are kept in suspense too long.

Right from the beginning,
you know who the good people
are, and the bad and the.weak
and the strong. The bad look
like vampires and the weak put
up their meek little struggles.
The events in the movie are
supposed to symbolize Hitler's
rise to power, but they have no
real depth to themselves, so
they give no depth to what they
are symbolizing.

One result is that some irony

rises from the very slow pac-

ing of the movie. In scenes
with groups of people the cam-
era pans slowly over every
anonymous face in the room. A
homosexual-transvestite party

which Hitler's Brownshirts
have the night before they are
murdered by his Blackshirts
goes on so long I was glad when
the S.S. boys drove up for the

slaughter. The scenes move
slowly apparently because
Visconti wants us to think. But

there is never much to think

about. The irony is that by
keeping it slow we realize this.

Take out all the transvestism
and incest and the green faces

and white make-up and speed
up the rhythm and you have a
fast melodrama like Z. Or
leave that in and remove the

politics and you have a nice,

sick comedy.

Even all those beautiful col-

ours don't take much close
study. Everything is reddy-
brown, like dried blood, and
the result is nice to look at. But
Visconti gets carried away,
particularly with Ingrid Thu-
lin's face. She plays the
wicked, power-hungry mother
of the movie her face is green.

(But of course what else could
it be? — after all, she makes
her son dress up in drag and
drives her lover (Dirk Bo-
garde) to two murders.) But
then sonny boy, Martin
(Helmut Berger) rebels and
screws mother ("I'll destroy
you.)") which completely

zonxs ner and from then on her
face is pure, pasty white, big
black eyes and ruby-red lips.

Well that's pretty cheap of

Visconti, and awfully dumb. In

1970 we are surrounded by col-

ours that our response to col-

our, per se, is going to be pret-

ty minimal. Maybe back in

1300 bright red would knock
you over just by being bright
red, but not nowadays. Okay,
so maybe Visconti is saying

Nazism was like a second-rate

horror movie, but if he should

have speeded the movie up and
made it into a comedy of hor-

rors instead of asking us to

take it all so seriously.

An aristocratic industrial-

ist's family represents Ger-
many, or the government of

Germany in 1933. Like people
who think it enough of an ac-

complishment just to recog-

nize the existence of a symbol

without trying to discover the
new meanings created by it,

Visconti seems to think it

enough that he simply present
the family to us as being meta-
phorical and that's all he needs
to do. The degeneracy of the
family is supposed to stand for

the political corruption of
Germany. Visconti makes this

very clear. None of the
transvestism or incest offered
to us carried a message or a
moral. One can say the family .

stands for this, and the degen-
eracy stands for that and that

is precisely what is wrong. But
not only do Visconti's meta-
phors not lead us anywhere,
they have no existence of their

own. In trying to be so visual,

Visconti destroys the very
meaning of his images and
symbols, and that's the biggest
irony of them all.

witliam carruthers

brilliant beethoven

kuerti & fenevyes

Criteria for a "good" concert,

based on attendance by Toronto's

musically wise audiences:

1) Concert mum be at Massey
Hall

2) . Tickets must be expensive
(over $5.00)

3) Artist musr be visitor from
Europe, preferably with a gim-
mick.

Of the two offerings commemo-
rating this Beethoven year so far,

one, the DuPre-Barenboim con-

cert, scored high on this list and
was rewarded with a full house of

our local cognoscenti. The other,

the first two of a series of three

concerts by pianist Anton Kuerti
and violinist Lorand Penyves per-

forming the complete set of Bee-
thoven's Violin Sonatas, was re-

ceived by a small audience filling

barely three quarters of the recit-

al hall of the Edward Johnson
Building. The first two concerts by

' Kuerti and Fenyves took place on

Sundays, the 15th and 22nd of Feb-
ruary, and the last of the series

will be played this coming Sunday,

the 1st of March.
The irony of the situation comes

with the realization that the Fe-

nyves-Kuerti collaboration is in

many ways the superior chamber
ensemble. They are artists of

great integrity and maturity, and
their playing shows a complete
grasp of Beethovenian architec-

ture. Mr. Fenyves' playing is so

translucent that one is only mar-
ginally conscious of his presence.

Rather, one is struck by the imme-

diacy of Beethoven's genius, prool

of the validity of Fenyves' inter-

pretation. His playing is reminis-

cent of Jacques Thibaud and other

great chamber players of the past

both in clarity of conception and
fidelity of presentation.

Anton Kuerti is a pianist who is

a musician, For many pianists

today the terms are mutually ex-

clusive; Bela Bartok called the

piano a machine. Mr. Kuerti how-

ever seems to be so imbued with

the essence of Beethoven's music

that he further elevates these Son-

atas towards an ideal which only

he and Mr. Fenyves share. Techni-

cally he has no obstacles, and his

virtuosity serves only to more
firmly delineate Beethoven's

ideas.

In tempi and phrasing and all

the tiny nuances of the music, the

ideas of both coincide perfectly, to

the greater glory of Beethoven.

The Torontonian disease of in-

cessantly bemoaning our dearth of

culture, coupled with a blatant

disregard of our sizeable re-

sources, was again manifest these

two Sundays past. Those who truly

love music should catch the last of

this exciting series (including the

Kreutzer Sonata) this coming

Sunday at 8:30 PM at the Edward

Johnson Building. Tickets may be

purchased for $2.00 (students) at

the Box office before the concert.

It's a worthwhile musical experi-

ence.
tonyjahn

worthwhile seagull
The new $250,000 theatre Womens' Union

Building was opened Wednesday night with

the U.C. Players' Guild's production of

Anton Chekov's play The Seagull which will

be performed there until March 7. The audi-

torium itself has a few minor defects: the

absence of a door renders access to the

storage space under the stage impossible,

the house lights are controlled by an on-off

switch (which doesn't happen to be in the

lighting booth) rather than a rheostat con-

sequently it is purely a matter of chance
whether the end of intermission catches
you in your seat or not.

There were also technical difficulties in

the staging which might be charitably as-

cribed to the unfamiliarity of the crew with

their (limited) resources. The worst prob-

lem was with the sound, specifically with a

deafening piano and an inaudible gunshot.

The choice of play to christen the new
house is courageous and commendable. The
extraordinary subtlety of Chekov, as com-
pared for example with Strindberg, makes
him a real challenge for relatively inexperi-

enced actors. I cannot agree, however, that

this is a valid reason for ignoring him.

Ralph Vaughan Williams' observation

about music applies equally to drama: "If a

thing is worth doing it is worth doing bad-

ly". Great works can withstand imperfect

performances better than the exaggerated

reverence that breeds neglect.

By this I do not mean to imply that the

current production is an incompetent one.

Under the direction of Hilary McLaughlin it

provides not only a clear reading of one of

Chekov's finest texts but a rendering which
is often dramatically effective.

Chekov's main concern in this work is the

psychology of the artist. He shows behind

the reputations of actress and novelist two
weak, bored people passing much of their

time in the country among equally bored

and weak, but untalented people. While in-

dividually dull, eight or ten such people on

stage at once fidgeting awkwardly exert a

paradoxical fascination. With such charac-

ters there is perhaps a danger of being
caught by the fallacy of imitative form:
that is, a danger of playing ordinary people
in too ordinary a fashion. One of the ways of

avoiding the tedium the characters are
prey to is the alternation of tempo in suc-
ceeding scenes and acts.

The first act of the Players' Guild's Sea-

gull is extremely low key, so much so that

the family doctor's claim that everybody is

hysterical becomes ludicrously inappro-

priate. The second act is more emotionally

demanding. Margaret Reid as Madame
Treplev, the actress, copes admirably with

the two major scenes in which she must
retain her hold over the novelist Trigorin

(Stephen Ticktin) and make peace with her

son (Rob Powell) who also has artistic

ambitions.

Young Treplev is in love with Nina
(Arlene Perly, to be replaced in the second
week by Virginia Roncetti). The two young
people get what they want; he becomes a

published author and she an actress. But
the hope that they could avoid the fate of

their elders proves vain. Nina is corrupted

by the banal evil of Trigorin. She can no

longer bear to think about the seagull which
was the image of her purity and freedom
and Trigorin has even managed to forget it

entirely. In the climax of the final act Con-

stants, Treplev and Nina are brought to-

gether after a two year separation while

the other generation laughs over supper in

the next room. Arlene Perly is extremely

convincing in this painful and difficult

scene.

At one point Konstantin says that to be an

artist requires a lot of patience. Similarly

Chekov's plays at the best of times require

a certain amount of patience and as pres-

ently performed the pace of the Seagull,

with two lengthy intermissions, requires

rather more than can reasonably be expect-

ed. Nevertheless, as far as I am concerned,

the requisite patience is not unrewarded.

me/ bradshaw
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watsUP
MUSIC

The final recital in the

outstanding series of Bee-

J
thoven sonatas by ANTON
KUERTI and LORAND
FENYVES will be given
Sunday at 8:30 in the Ed-
ward Johnson. Student
tickets are $2.00 at the box
office. The guest artist

with the TSO next Tuesday
and Wednesday is pianist

GEZA ANDA who will be
performing a programme
of Glinka, Mozart and Wil-

lan. The CHAMBER
PLAYERS OF TORONTO,
directed by Victor Martin,

will present their second

[
concert of the season Sat-

I urday night at 8:30 in the

Concert Hall of the Ed-
ward Johnson Building.

Guest artist will be cellist

TSUYOSHI TSUTSUMI.
Student tickets $2.00; call

488-3818 for information.

Pianist MURRAY PERA-
HIA will be playing under
the auspices of the Wom-
an's Musical Society
Thursday, March 5th at 2:

00 in Eaton's Auditorium.
Student tickets are 75c.

The extraordinary
PARLIAMENTS FUNKAD
ELICS R & B group are the

attraction at the Hawks
Nest Saturday night. On
Sunday, BUCK OWENS
and his country and west-

ern show comes to the

Gardens. JIMMY DICK-
ENS is the current attrac-

tion at the Horseshoe Tav-
ern; on Monday, DOTTIE
WEST and the HEAR-
TACHES open there.

MIKE SEEGER opens
Tuesday at the Riverboat.

WILD BILL DAVIDSON
and the JAZZ GIANTS
plays through the weekend
at the Colonial, followed by
EARL HINES, who opens
Monday for a couple of

weeks. Guitarist LENNY
BREAU is playing at

Georges.

FREE THIS WEEK
Today: Student recitals

at the Edward Johnson
Building at 1:15, 5:15 and
8:15 bv sineers FAYE-
LIZE KING, BILL GRA-
HAM and MARY-LOU
FALLIS

Sat., Feb. 28: The
DROLC STRING QUAR-
TER, 8:30 at Goethe House
(1067 Yonge). For info or

tickets call 924-3327.

Sun., Mar. 1: U OF T
CHORUS with organist

CHARLES WALKER in a

concert of Back, Buxte-
hude, Mendelssohn and
Beethoven. 3:30, St. Paul's

Church (83 Power, at

Queen).

HART HOUSE GLEE
CLUB presents a concert
in the Great Hall at 8:30.

Tickets from the Hall por-

ter.

Mon., Mar. 2: Two stu-

dent recitals in the Ed-
ward Johnson Building.

GEORGE LLOYD (french

horn) at 1:15 and PETER
MADGETT (double-bass)

at 8: 15.

Tues., Mar. 3: Violin and
piano recital by HELEN
and RALPH ELSAESSER
in the Noon Hour series.

12:15 at the School of Mu-
sic Concert Hall.

This special issue of the
Review was prepared
with the help of mem-
bers of the Canadian
liberation Movement.

TELEVISION

Anyone who bussed out

to CFTO last month to

watch the tapings will

probably be interested in

the forthcomings edited

products. This week on
CTV's Face to Face to

Face, revolutionary Daniel

Cohn-Bendit, alias Danny
the Red. Tuesday, March
3, 10:30-11 pm. Channel
Nine

danny the yank

THEATRE

music... peter hatch

Good things on and near

campus these days: Che-

kov's The Seagull, directed

by Hilary McLaughlin,
marks the re-opening of

the University College

Theatre (formerly Wom-
en's Union), with perform-

ances at 8:30 pm through
Saturday, 7th March; a
Victoria College produc-
tion of Machiavelli's Man-
dragola, directed by Jim
Morrison, continues at the

Colonnade through tomor-
row evening, with curtain
at 8:30 and tickets $1; and
at the Drama Centre's stu-

dio theatre on Glenmorris
street, Anouilh's Waltz of

the Toreadors, directed by
Robert Lackenbauer, plays
through tomorrow night.

No admission charge, so
arrive well in advance of

the 8:30 curtain time.

Elsewhere: the musical
Zorba continues at the
O'Keefe through tomorrow
night, while Global Village

art.... mike kesterton

is offering a ballet called
Transmission on Thurs-
days, Fridays and Satur-
days through 14th March.
Billed as "a contemporary
dance-drama, "Transmis-
sion" is the work of Eliza-

beth Swerdlow, who was
responsible for Blues S.A.

Weekend nights at the

Global Village also include

10:30 pm to 6:00 am jam
sessions and, this Saturday
only, a one-act play called

Children of the Night. $2.50

advance, $3.00 at the door

gets you in for the evening.

Box office phone is 928-

8170.

American headlines
become Toronto theatre as
of next Tuesday, March 3,

when Toronto Workshop
Productions' opens Chica-

go '70, a play based on the

just-concluded trial of the

"Chicago Eight" for their

activities before and dur-
ing the last Democratic
convention. The script of

the play is derived from
day-by-day transcripts of

the trial sent to TWP by
the Chicago Conspiracy :

office, and, to quote the 1

TWP press release, "with
this material the company
has been working on a Con-
spiracy of its own". In 1968

the whole world was
watching what the official

report of the Walker
Commission later called a

"police riot" in Chicago;
given TWP's record of

high-calibre craftsman-
ship, it will probably be
worth watching to see
what they create out of

Chicago's equally ugly aft-

ermath. Americanization,

perhaps, but about rights,

revolution and reaction of I

international significance. I

I stand corrected and
apologetic for the implica-

tion, in a two-weeks-ago
story on the reopening of

UC's Women's Union The-
atre, that Hart House The-
atre has been unavailable
to student productions

since the two-years-ago
establishment of a semi-
professional season. Brian

Parker, Director of the

graduate Drama Centre,

has reminded me — and I I

pass the word on to college
|

drama groups looking for a

good, if expensive, theatre
— that "the theatre is still

a rental house, still mainly
used for student produc-
tions, and, since the Dra- i

ma Centre took it over,

there has been absolutely
|

no change of rental policy

and no raising of rental

rates." The productions of

the professional faculties

(like Dentantics and Daf-
fydil) and those of the oc-

casional college group
(like next'week's Ride-a-

Cock-Horse by SMC's The-
atre Mickities) have con-
tinued in the theatre along
with the semi-pro sched- I

ule. And while there are no I

longer the Hart House- I

sponsored productions I

wide open to student in-
]

volvement four times a I

year, the Drama Centre I

encourages undergraduate I

theatre — quite tangibly so I

this year by producing A I

Man's A Man, helping the I

undergraduate Measure I

for Measure, and giving a I

grant to the productions of I

Pinter and Beckett next I

month in Women's Union I

Theatre.
|— mo't

photography.... errol young
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Review of the press

The last Post is an editorial
co-operative that formed last
year for the purpose of creat-
ing an alternate press.

It is an independent, critical
magazine trying to uncover
some of the. facts that have
been buried or hidden by the
commercial media.
"The geography of the

moon is more familiar to us
than the roots of inflation, the
crisis on the priaries, or the
forces interplaying in
Quebec," said Anne Boody,
one of the members of the co-
operative.

"For this we can thank an
irresponsible, irrelevant na-
tional press that has mystified
social and economic problems,
fragmented the national con-
sciousness, and characterized
itself more by its omissions
than its inclusions," said an-
other member of the co-op.

The first issue was well re-

ceived across the country. The
Varsity feels that the second
also rates an honorable
mention.

By SUSAN REISLER

Volume two of the Last Post appeared on
the stands last week. It deserves our atten-

tion.

The main story, about Canada's own bas-
tion of family control, Eaton's, is of interest

to all Canadians.

Toe long has this family empire been able

to grow without notice by the press, except
when the company decided they wanted pub-

licity.

The Last Post story is written anonymously
because the author works for one of the com-
mercial papers that believes Eaton's deserves

special non-attention. He would lose his job

for writing an expose of Eaton's.

This control of the news for or by a major
advertiser is not unusual. Ron Haggart, a Tel-

egram columnist can write about anything he

chooses, except the T. Eaton Company.
The Telegram knew Haggart had been

doing research into the family holdings when
he was hired and could blow open their 'fami-

ly' image. Everything Haggart has written

about the Eatons has been suppressed.

But Haggart was not the only journalist who
discovered that writing the truth about the

Eatons was trespassing on private property.

The Last Post story "The Company'' re-

veals that other newspapers have exercised

the same restraint (control?).

To this day, the Story says, a story on Eaton's

that deals with anything more than some trivia

about the Santa Claus parade must be passed

through the highest editors of any of the Eng-

lish papers in Montreal, Toronto, or Winnipeg.

Assignments to cover Eaton events are general-

ly assigned by the publisher or managing edi-

tor, with the addendum, "Must go".

And then copy about Eaton's is sacred ma-

terial. A reporter for the Montreal Gazette

went to the 1967 Santa Claus parade in Mon-

treal and wrote up a humorous story after-

wards. The story ran for the first edition of

the paper but the reporter was informed that

he was not allowed to write about anything

_that wasn't assigned to him. Three weeks lat-

er he was fired. Eaton's had been angered by

the story.

The Last Post story for the first time takes

a good long look at what this family has be-

come and the means they have employed to

build up an empire that is worth $400,000,000.

The story reminds us of all that Lady Eaton

said and did — Italy now happiest land says

Lady Eaton returning, praises Mussolini's rule

was the headline in the Toronto Daily Star

Oct. 19, 1927.

In the past, Lady Eaton has said, I may be

called antiquated for some of my ideas.

I do not see that women have gained much
by the vote — it has merely complicated the

problem, because the vote is not restricted to

intelligent women. I think the vote is rather a

nuisance myself.

The story also tells about attempts to union-

ize the company that are being squashed to

this day. Eaton's wants to be known as one big

happy family. Those who work there used to

be known as associates.

The story explains the Eatons' political

power. Eaton's is given preferential treat-

ment by all governments from municipal to

federal.

The family is powerful enough to hold onto

critical development land against all pres-

sures, public and private, until it suits their

own purposes to develop it. It is a feat that can

be duplicated by few other corporations in

Canada.

The story of Eaton exploitation is an on-

going one. Last Christmas the Toronto compa-

ny fired 200 maintenance employees and gave

the cleaning contract to a company in which

they had a financial interest- The average
wage for those workers who were forced to

switch to the contracting company dropped by
up to 28 per cent.

All Toronto papers killed stories about the

firing. Eaton's had squelched one more possi-

ble attempt at unionizing their big family.

Also in this edition of the Last Post is a de-

tailed study of Canada's complicity in the

arms race. Canada's chief arms salesman, D.

H. Gilchrist , of the Department of Industry,

comes under attack.

The rest of the magazine is filled with in-

formative material about the way things oper-

ate in our country, like The United Appeal and
who it really serves, or some of the problems
that Benson's White Paper on Tax Reform
poses, or Patrick MacFadden's review of the

Davey Commission.
This month's issue is much brighter than

last month's, although a little sloppy on the

editing side. By the next issue they should
come close to putting out a well-composed,
well-edited magazine as well as one with
readable content.

The Last Post is available at the University

Bookstore.
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TODAY
All Day

Lighthouse Sun March 1. 8 p.m. Con-

vocation Hall Tickets at Sam's and Roch-

dale. Rm 141 1 S2.50

Tickets lof teach-in on The Americani-

zation of Canada " at SAC office SI 25

students and unemployed. $2 75 all oth-

ers Convocation Hall March 6 and 7.

Noon
MPSCU presents Dr 0. Strangway talk-

ing on the lunar samples Moondust or

Green Cheese New Physics room 202. re*

fieshments

Film and Discussion on the Galapagos

Islands. International Student Centre. 33
St George 1 p.m.

Free Institute of Jewish Studies pre-

sents a seminar in social legislation, led by

Rabbi I, Witty. Director of Jewish Board of

Education. Rm 2 1 25. Sid Smith

"Baha'u'llah and The New Ere". Bicker

steth Room, Han House.

Department of Geology Films. Geologi-

cal Flight over (he French Alps. Rye on the

Rocks, and How I Ate a Pint of Quartz and

Lived Rm. 128, Mining Building

4 p.m.
"Political Aspects of Economic Develop-

ment in Latin America". Music Room, Hart

HERE AND NOW
ially the 166 grads who voted for her re-

t BY08. Hoffman's House. 127
Robert St. 9:30 p.m.

4:30 p.m.

Trin-UC Classics Club presents slides

and talk by Prof. M Gough on "Some
Newly - Discovered Middle Byzantine

Paintings in Southern Asia Minor "Rm.
340. Gerald Lar kin Bldg. Trinity College

By popular demand Or Branislaw

Chrtieu returns to discuss "Eros. Thanatos.

and the End of Imperialism " Rm 666. The

Grauniad. -
7 p.m.

The Hellenic Univ Soc. presents a lec-

ture (with slides! by Prof. 8. C Barmann on

Ml Alhos - Land Without Women " ISC.

8 p.m.

"The Failure of Liberalism ", see ad.

elsewhere

W C. Fields and Baby Leroy in It's a Gift

rjnd Mae West. Cery Grant in I'm No Angel.

New Academic Bldg.. Victoria College. Rm.

3
Varsity Chnsttan Fellowship sponsors an

open house at 1 1 8 Walmer at Bernard.

"The Social Scientist as Schizophrenic".

Convocation Hall, until 1 1 Sponsored by

Course Unions.

8:30 p.m.

The Victoria College Drama Society pre-

sents Mandragola, a comedy by Niccolo

Machiavelli. Colonnade Theatre. Admission

SI.

Klatch Coffee House, with folk-singer

Adrian Spring. The Basement. ISC. 50c

10:30 p.m.

Barefoot Coffee House presents Debbi
Milsom. Wymilwood. Vic, until 1:30. 75«
per person. S 1.2 5 per couple.

SATURDAY
All DAY

Hart House Music Room. The Failure of

Liberalism?" Forum continues see ad in

this paper Call Doug Mann. 928-3901

9:30 a.m.

"Political aspects of Economic Develop-

ment in Latin America". International

Studies Program seminar with Latin Amer-

ican university people Music Room. Hart

H°use
10:30 ..m.

Mndical Sciences Auditorium, Social

Scientist and Social Action Discussion
Groups 3 00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

7 p.m.

VCF Sports Nile Admission 50e Col-

lege of Education Gym
9 p.m.

Party. Concluding item of "The Failure of

Liberalism?" No charge GSU. 16 Bancroft.

Marjaleena Repo Victory Party for those

who know, love and supported her, espe-

KLATCH Coffee House with folksinger

Adrian Spring The Basement, ISC.

Mandragola. a comedy by Niccolo Ma-
chiavelli. Victoria College Dramatic Socie-

ty Admission, SI . Colonnade Theatre

SUNDAY
10a.m.

CRISIS in Israel. Educational Workshop.
186 St. George

Corpuscle chasers back on campus
Stretch your veins and flex

your corpuscles, "cause U of

T's hemmorhaegic race for the

Red Cross is on again.

If you don't know what that

means, go to the Galbraith

Building this Monday or Tues-

day (but not both) and see if

the nurses and the stretchers

can clue you in.

The goal this time is 2,900

pints but unless more people

overcome their hemmophobia
than last time, the bleed-in

could prove a trickle.

Chief organizer Hans Vier-

gever (III Dents.) said "The

chances of reaching our goal The f,rst dnve of the year

are quite good, but faculties was only a moderate success,

like Medicine and Music will
Wlth Dentistry winning the

have to make a better showing trophy for highest per capita

than last time. " contribution hands down.

Students protest French embargo
MONTREAL (CUP) — Montreal students Wednesday cele-

brated the first official visit to North America by French Presi-

dent Georges Pompidou, by presenting a 1,500-name protest peti-

tion to French consulate officials here.

The petition, presented by a group entitled the Committee
for Social Justice, criticized a selective French arms embargo
against Israel and the sale of French jets to Libya. They attacked
French complicity in jeopardizing peace in the Middle East.

The petition was signed by Montreal students and university
faculty members, primarily from anglophone McGill and Sir
George Williams Universities.

It's the real thing.
Coke. >;

Trade Marli Reg.

Both Coca-Cola and Coke ore registered trade marks which identity only iflo product of Coca-Cola Ltd

m O'KEEFE CENTRE
I
"

l

"
I FRONT & YONGE 363-6633
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THE SOUNDS
OF THE SEVENTHS

MARCH 10 4 11

TWO PERFORMANCES

JOHN
MAYALL
EW DIRECTION IN BLUES MUS<m OUSTER BENNETT

ARGENT
FEATURING ROD ARGENT
FORMERLY OF THE ZOMBIE)
EVES. 1:10 fS.OS H.M fJ.OO fl.JS

MARCH 12 I 13

TWO PERFORMANCES

MIREILLE

MATHIEU
FRfiMCF't LEADINft C HANTE IICC

Fv*( cm n.w n.nn (j.pfl ,j_5,

0

TWO PERFORMANCES

BOBBY
SHERMAN

BOX OFFICE OPEN llam-9pm
MON.TO SAT.



Visit of St.

Paul's students

Today we went to visit the
Varsity. We met some very
nice people. Don took us into
the dark room and took our
picture. Sue showed us the Tel-

ex machine. Louis said that we
could write an article for the
paper. Liz showed us the edi-
tor's office. Clare showed us
how the paper is set up.

We thought that it was a
sharp place. We liked the sign
that said, "If you want to find

out what the rules are break
them."

ainaBii,....!! jm* .;

Joanna GaWMrall; 11 T/«r» 01*

Peggiin lneoffl. i*S 1» j«m «1<I. ' -

MART KD)HALD 10 nk '

MUX HCOOMLD .... .1$ Tears ol*.

judi doixs , . lo nn- TKaas old d

1 Dt*«on is In jr«d« 5.
ggyl«.ln in gm gr*4» f

PBGOX DlSBER 13 IN G»LDE 5;

JDOI DOTLB 13 IS ORAJB fir.

JO*- SOI CATHEHALL 13 XS 0*4BR 5.
AMU FLEHEW IS IS QUADS 5 ,

'
v
"

H*SS VDOUD 19 IB 6ft>DE J .

TO0R3 tSSU

P8G0I OIWSHI

ORlflS 9

HOUSE 50
ART GALLERY

until February 28th

GROUP SHOW - Warren Bowman
Martin Kastner. John Greer,

Jim Tiley and Andrew Till

Ladies Welcome

The Hart House Music Commlttet

Invites you to the final

SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
with the

HART HOUSE GLEE CLUB
Walter H. Barnes, Conductor

March I, 1970

8:30 - Great Hall

Tickets: Hall Porter

POETRY REAOING
I p.m. — Music Room

Thursday, March 5th

Selections from poetry of

George Johnson 8. Margaret Atwood

Read by

PROF. J. M ACPHERSON
Victoria University

Ladies Welcome

HISTORY STUDENTS UNION

ADVISORY BUREAU

REACTIVATED

- ADVICE FOR STUDENTS FOR
EARLY REGISTRATION IN HISTORY
COURSES

MON. - FRI. BEGINNING MAR. 2

12-2 p.m. ROOM 2124 SSH

GREAT GREAT VALUE
AT THE

Steak" Burger;

RESTAURANT - TAVERN

84 BLOOR ST.W.

240 BLOOR ST. W.

772 YONGE ST.

• Dining Room Atmosphere

• L LB O Licence

• Fast, Fast Service

© Major Credit Cards

50( OFF

To you and every member of your

party if you present this ad
Spud Burger Special $2.39

You Pay Only $1.89
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Hillel Presents

FILMS ON
ISRAEL

Friday, Feb. 27

12 p.m.

Room 1069 Sidney Smith

All Welcome

E

N
T
A
L

S

TYPEWRITERS

ADDING
MACHINES

STEREO TAPE
RECORDERS

STEREO RECORD
PLAYERS

698-2589

DANFORTH
TYPEWRITER

2940 DANFORTH AVE

FREE DELIVERY

INTERFAC

CENTENNIAL
BEAUTY SALON
TINTING - BLEACHING -

PERMANENTS
SCALP

& HAIR TREATMENTS

CUTS S2.00
STYLE $2.50

STYLED BY VICKY 921-8624

78 HARBORD ST. TORONTO

THE RtVERBOAT AND MARTIN
ON ROT IN ASSOCIATION WITH
CHUM-FM PRESENT

RICHIE
HAVENS

WITH SPECIAL GUEST

TOM RUSH
IN CONCERT

FRI. MAR. 13
ONE PERFORMANCE-8:30 p.m

MASSEY HALL
TICKETS: $5.50. 4.50. 3.50

AVAILABLE AT SAM THE
RECORD MAN, YONGE ST.,

BOX OFFICE OPENS MAR. 6

from page 27

PLAYOFFS
Buddy Boulden, McCallum

and Houston scored as Dev
House squeegied Pharm
(Snider, Walker) in overtime,
3-2.

Little's 2 and one from Clel-

land ("Look out Clelland!" —
The Band; cf. Houston above)
was amply enough sufficient to

let UC beat Erin (Kirby, Joy)
3-2.

Bus (Brown, Baker, Amer,
Murphy, Healey 3- short for

Healey 3000 ) 7; Innis (Wright)

1.

PHE A beat PHE B 6-1 on
goals by Embrey, Brown (2),

Ellis, Morrow, Duncan. Skin-

ner replied for PHE B.

Sr. Eng. (Reeves; the

"Reeves" are districts of Par-

is; e.g. "reeve droite", "reeve
gauche") Warren, Pitt, (also

known as Lord Chatham) 3;

Dev House 0.

SMC edged UC 6-5. Merlocco
the Magician, Pagnutti ("Tutti

Pagnutti" - Little Richard) 3,

and Riddell hit for SMC; Clel-

land, Little, Cooligan, Nabeta,

and Stones were UC scorers.

BASKETBALL FINAL STANDINGS

GROUP I (4 to playoffs.)

ADVANCE POLL
SAC PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

ENGINEERS AND THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION - TODAY

FACULTY OF DENTRISTY

REGULAR ADVANCE POLL - MONDAY MARCH 2nd

TO ALL STUDENTS
All SAC-fees paying students (all undergrads)

are eligible to vote in the SAC Presidential elections.

Graduate and special students who have paid

a SAC fee must show their receipts before voting.

1. UC 9-3 18

MEDS 9-3 18

2. SMC 7-5 14

3. VIC 5-7 12

ENG 5-7 12

GROUP II (4 Rode By)
1. LAW 9-3 18

2. INNIS 8-4 16

3. NEW 7-5 14

4. TRIN 6-6 12

DENTS 6-6 12

GROUP III (4 to playoffs.)

1. VIC II 8-1 16

2. BUS 7-2 04

3. PHE B 7-2 14

4. SGS 6-3 12

5 Jr. Eng. 6-3 12

INSIDE TRACK
300 yards

1. B Franklin again SMC 34.0

2. M. Duncan PHARM 34.1

3. D.Quibbell SGS 34.2

Relay (4x1)

1. SGS (Quibbell, Tucker,
Tong, Peros)

2. SCAR
3. PHARM

SQUASH PLAYOFFS!
Dents over Meds B
New over Innis

One Flew Over The Tuckoo's
Nest

Law B over New
Meds A over Innis

SMC over Dents
Gellius underpaid

Law over Meds B.

WATER POLO PLAYOFFS
Knox (Brydon 2, Codling,

Grunding - "codling and grund-
ing between male and female
students is not allowed" - Vic-

toria College; Wade 3, Strung

3) utterly aquavited Scar
(Goldsmith 2, Pirce, Milligan
— as in "Milligan, Dick Whit-
tington, first Lord Mayor of

London", Aavasalmi), 10-5.

Dents (Duvall 2, Turner,
Whyte 4, Balaban) 8; PHE
(Barras 2, Patterson, Petzold
— I love to watch TV hockey
games eating beer and petzold)

4.

Vic (Karn, Macintosh 2,

Coleman 3, Rockingham, Hea-
tley) 8; Eng 11 (Archibald 3,

Kazlovskis) 4.

HOORAY
Miss Boyd took time out

from writing her MP a nasty

letter about the White Paper
on Taxation ("I think paper
should be purple" — B. Mc-
Nally) to tell our reporter,

Qertyuiopus, that Intercolle-

giate Tennis star Paul Kent
had won the Sidney Earle
Smith Trophy ("This stone was
laid by Mrs. Sidney Earle
Smith" — inscription of doubt-

ful veracity) for leadership,

sportsmanship, and perform-
ance in Intermural Athletics.

GOODTH
dope, oranges, cats, mon-

treal canadiens, music,
friends, beer, laughing, love,

kurt vonnegut, mom.

J
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SHORTSHOTS
from page 28

The Gee-Gees have three all-stars in their lineup. Goalie

Jacques Audy and defensemen Paul Cadieux were chosen on

this year's first team while centre Bob Aube was selected to

the second team.

The Ottawa team however comes into the playoffs off a

two game losing streak. They lost to Montreal and to Laval

last weekend.

SHORT SHOTS — In other playoff action around the coun-

try, out west the U of Calgary Dinosaurs, who finished first in

the western intercollegiate loop, begin a best of three playoff

final with the perennial western champs the U of Alberta

Bears. The Calgary squad won a semi-final series over the

University of British Thunderbirds in straight games while the

Bears reached the final by dumping the Manitoba Bisons in

like manner. . .The York Yeomen who were undefeated in the

OIAA group are the best bet to represent that league at Char-

lottetown. . .Meanwhile, in the Ottawa-St. Lawrence league.

Blues old rivals in the Loyola Warriors and the Sir George Wil-

liams Georgians participated in a wild second period brawl in

a game last Wednesday. Over one hundred and thirty minutes

of penalties were handed out. As an aftermath, both Loyola

and Sir George have been put on a probation period lasting un-

til the spring of 1971 by league president Maj. W.C. (Danny)

McLeod of the Royal Military College.



Hadden only Varsity B-ball all-star
There's this guy, you know, whose wizardry

w ith a basketball is out of sight and has re-

mained that way for the past five years. Yes-

terday official recognition of the talents of this

stranger arrived with his election as the BEST
centre in the wide-world of OQAA basketball.

Today those sporting guys at The Varsity salute

him. This is to let you know John Hadden that

there are some in this soulless basketball insti-

tution who do appreciate you.

Talking about basketball here, you come to

realize the shame of it when a veteran of the

abuse like John speaks of the added difficulty of

playing well over five seasons without the fan

support which inspires a player and makes one
glad to be playing in blue and white uniform. In

thinking about alternatives to playing ball at U
of T next season John adds "there's nothing

here to encourage a player to keep playing.

UP AND DOWN, IN AND OUT!
John's career has had its downs. Injuries

have often frustrated him particularly in his

second season when a bad ankle kept him inac-

tive for most of the year. It was a game which

he sat out that season which he remembers
most vividly. In that one Blues outboxed nation-

al champion Windsor Lancer^ at Hart House
117-115. Bruce Dempster, whom John rates as

his finest playmate, broke up that one with the

winning two pointer in the closing seconds of

double-overtime. Those were the days!

!

Statistically this was another typically well-

rounded Hadden year. He led the league in re-

bounding with 137 and finished eighth in scoring

with his highest average ever, 15.9 points per

game. What the stats cannot reveal is the domi-

nance over a game which John exerts. It's too

bad there isn't an award for intimidation and

blocked shots — this is probably the reason

opposing players and coaches elected him
number one this season. Anyone who has seen

John hammer them back at opposing centres

and forwards will appreciate this prowess in

this sticky part of the game.

LOVE EM
His coach, John McManus is completely un-

relenting in his praise of John's contribution to

the team. "He's played well consistently,

worked hard, attended practice faithfully, and

played when sick. He's an A student, the best

centre in the league, and was this season's cap-

tain. He's given us five years of his life."

John's Varsity career was capped these past

few weeks with several well deserved honours.

First he was named to the Canadian National

Team which is headed to the world basketball

championships in May, which he will unfortun-

ately have to forsake in deference to Law ex-

ams.
At half time of the Blues final game he was

presented the Potter Trophy awarded to the

Blues player voted most valuable by the mem-
bers of the team. And yesterday there was his

selection as first team league all-star, the only

photo hy peter kirbv

Blues' JOHN HADDEN

Varsity bailer to attract such interest. Folks,

there's been a great one in your midst.

John was particularly disappointed with this

season's 1-9 record. "It wasn't that we were so

bad, it's just that everyone else was so good —
the big gym is really telling now."

It was a combination of inexperience and
inadequate facilities and sponsorship which
reduced this Blues squad to what often resem-

bled a second-class travelling circus. John feels

this team had the capacity to finish third in past

seasons. He is, however, optimistic about the

talent on which the future of Varsity basketball

rides.

BYE, BYE JOHN
And what is John inclined to do in the near

future? This summer he's getting married and

then plans to spend next year either teaching or

studying law at UBC. Will he ever be back to

claim his last year of eligibility here? Unlikely

folks; it's too bad you never dug big John lead-

ing Varsity out on the hardwood — stuff 'em

forever John! !

!

Galssluti
The Senior Womens'

Basketball team, alias

the Bluettes, Basket-

belles, etc., have finally

chosen a name. They
shall hence forth be
known as the "BLOOM-
ERS".
The womens' Intercol-

legiate Ski Team over-

came their inexperience

to finish a very respecta-

ble fourth in a meet last

weekend held at the Avila

Ski Club in Quebec. Elev-

en other universities

competed.

One last plug for the

distaff side. The Wom-
ens' Intercollegiate Fenc-

ing Team (the Fen-
cettes?) will try to staf

their way to the WITCA
championships this week-
end at McGill.

Everyone has

His Price!

Thats our "Direct" piiec (or c

i carol dlomond of good eoloui
and cu . and VS1. cfonty. This
includes letting, tax and insur-

mum S45o!oo!
C
*f out*prlc*""*

and hove o look "for "your jelf!

WE ARE "DIRECT"
OIAMONO DEALERS

Hugh Proctor & Co.

131 BLOOR W., STE. 416
921-7702

RIVERBOAT
114 YDRKVILLE AVE 920-3558

NEXT

MIKE SEEGER

MAR. 3 - MAR. 8

2 WEEKS OPEN TO BE

ANNOUNCED

SPORTS NITE
SAT. F^.B. 28

COLLEGE %J 7:00 PJfl.

OF Cost

EDUCATION /|\ of

GYM 50'

ALL
WELCOME

VAHSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

LOIS SMITH
School of

Dance

SUMMER
SCHOOL19 7 0

July 6 — August 1

Toronto 1, Canada

ADVANCED ELEMENTARY
JUNIOR

Ballet, Pointe, Variations, Mime,

Character, Modern, Jazz

FACULTY
Lois Smith

Yves Cousineau, Earl Kraul,

Lawrence Adams,

Patricia Upcraft

Registrations now accepted

INQUIRIES:

Lois Smith School of Dance

81A Front St. E. Toronto 1

363-9945 Ontario

More Machine Politics from Gellius
by GELLIUS

MACHINE POLITICS
SAC Presidential candidate

Benjamin McNally, absent
from Toronto for some time
(he had been staying at a mon-
astery in Tibet, playing pool
and getting laid twice a day)
made his first campaign ap-

pearance Wednesday at Convo-
cation Hall. His remarks drew
a standing ovation, which, Mr.
McNally said, reminded him of

his grandfather's standing ova-
tion. "It was too tall for the

shelf, so it stood 90 years on the

floor." Mr. McNally's running
fate, Mark Golden, arrived
somewhat later disguised as a

Hell's Buffalo, and hurled or-

anges Into the vast, cheering

throng. Mr. McNally and Mr.

Golden are the Anti-Scurvy

candidates.

Mr. McNally apologized for

not wearing a button to identify

himself. "I have a tattoo on my
ass," he explained, "but it says

'Rosy'." Mr. Golden promised

to avail himself of ail the po-

tential mythic modes of SAC;

he suggested a good start could

be made by assassinating the

SAC President on the Ides of

March.

All other candidates blew

dead bears.

HOCKEY
FINAL STANDINGS

GROUP I (4 to playoffs.)

1. Sr. Eng. 10 2 2 24

2. Vic

3. SMC
4. PHE

4 0 20

5 3 15

7 2 12

GROUP II (3 to playoffs.)

1. Dents 9 2 4 22

2. Erin 8 3 3 19

3. Bus 8 4 3 17

(because they committed a no-

no)

GROUP III (3 to playoffs.)

1. PHE B 8 1 2 18

2. UC 8 3 1 17

3. Dev House 5 5 2 12

GROUP IV (2 to playoffs.)

1. Innis 9 1 1 19

2. Arch 6 4 1 13

3 Pharm 6 4 1 13

(see INTERFAC on page 26)

IO.-Q.A.A.
HOCKEYPLAYOFFS

VARSITY ARENA
Friday & Saturday

evenings, Feb. 27 & 28

SEMI-FINALS

Friday, Feb. 27

Game 1 6:30 p.m. Toronto vs Montreal

Game 2 9:00 p.m. Waterloo vs Ottawa

FINALS - SATURDAY. FEB. 28

3:00 P.M. Winners of Games I and 2

All seats reserved. Students 51.00

non-students S2.00

TICKETS ON SALE AT ATHLETIC OFFICE,

HART HOUSE, FOR BOTH DATES

9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
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Last home appearance for three Varsity stars

By LYNDON LITTLE

Tonight, and (hopefully) tomorrow night will be

the last chance for Toronto hockey fans to have the

pleasure of watching the shinny skill of Paul Laur-

ent, Bob Hamilton and Bryan Tompson, three veter-

an mainstays of the Blues.

The OQAA playoffs which commence at Varsity

Arena at 6:30 p.m. feature Blues against eastern

division runners-up University of Montreal Cara-

bins in the first game followed at 9:30 by the Water-

loo Warriors matched up against the eastern

champs the Ottawa U. Gee-Gees. (you can see both

games for the price of one)

The winners of tonights games meet in the final

tomorrow evening. The winner of that game goes to

Charlottetown PEI as the OQAA representative in

the national finals next weekend.

LAURENT FIVE-YEAR VETERAN
The Paul Laurent story is familiar to almost every col-

lege hockey fan.

Varsity hockey buffs were excited when Paul opted for

Blues in the fall of 1965 after he had led the Toronto Marlies of

the OHA junior A in scoring the year before.

That shocked the Marlie management as he still had a

year of junior eligility remaining.

Since then, the diminutive, slick-skating center has

thrilled college hockey fans not only at Varsity but every-

where he has performed.

Always a top marksmen, Paul won the SIHL scoring title

in his second year with Blues and this term he was runner-up

to teammate John Wright.

Defensive star Hamilton was a pleasant surprise for

Blues this year. "The Champ", had been away in Europe last

year and was not counted on in this year's plans, but, he re-

turned and enrolled in OCE.
A former Hamilton Red Wing junior, Bob's experience

has been a vital ingredient in Blues' rearguard core this sea-

son.

For Bryan (Topper) Tompson, a graduating dent student,

this season marked the eighth year he has worn Blues uniform

with distinction. Topper's career at Varsity spans three coach-

es, Jack Kennedy, Joe Kane and now Tom Watt.

To Paul, Bob and Bryan on behalf of all Varsity hockey

everywhere all we can say is "thanks for the memories."

WATT HAS SURPLUS OF TALENT ON WINGS
Meanwhile, coach Watt faces the problem of selecting his

starting lineup for the weekend tilts.

The main difficulty is on the wing position. Here, the re-

turn to health of Bob McGuinn and the return of leftwinger Len
Burman following a one game suspension has created a vexing

problem.

McGuinn, the Cornell grad, injured his ankle in the first

period of Blues' Feb. 6 game against Western and missed the

last two league encounters. Rookie Mike Cyr has been replac-

ing him on the rightwing of the Laurent line and has done a

creditable job picking up a pair of goals in the big win over

Waterloo last Friday.

BURMAN RETURNS AFTER FIGHTING SUSPENSION
Burman, who has been one of the most consistent Blues

all year, was involved in a major scrap with one of the Wind-
sor Lancers in the last five minutes of Blues' last home game
Feb. 13. In accordance with the league rules he was suspended
for the Waterloo match.

Only seventeen players can dress. With Watt's decision to

go with five defensemen following the re-activation of Bill

L'Heureux two forwards will have to sit out the weekend ac-

tion.

Rookie Grant Cole, the Erindale College freshmen, who
had the league's lowest goals against average this year will

start in the nets.

Blues' opponents this evening, the Carabins, are coached
by Andre Hureault. The U of M squad finished in second place

with a final record of nine wins, four losses and three ties

which is just about the same as they did last year when they

came third. Their captain is Andre Larouche, one of their bet-

ter defensemen and an eastern division second team all-star

this year.

The Ottawa Gee-Gees, coached by George Hansen, have
made a spectacular improvement over last year. Then they

finished dead last in the OQAA east with only one victory to

show for their efforts. This term they posted a 10-4-2 record to

finish on top.

(see SHORT SHOTS on page 26)
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i Hamilton, two veteran Blues playing their final games before Varsity fans this

t in a fraternal pose following one of Blues' victories over McMaster earlier this

Paul Laurent and Bob i

weekend, are caught in a fraternal pose following '<

year. The photog. on this occasion was Varsity rightwinger Mike Boland.

Six Blues on SIHL 'dream teams'
Varsity Blues capped a very

successful league campaign by
walking off with six of the

twelve western division all-

star positions announced yes-

terday by the OQAA publicity

department.

The Waterloo Warriors, run-

ners-up to Blues for league
honors, were next highest with

three selections.

John Wright at center and
rookie Bill Buba at one of the

forward positions were chosen
for the first team.
Rookie Grant Cole in goal,

Dave Field on defense, Paul
Laurent at center and captain

Brian St. John at forward
made the second team.

Blues had five all-stars

selections last year.

Laurent was the only Varsity

repeater.

Don Bruner from the Wind-
sor Lancers in goal, Ian Mc-
Kegney of the Warriors and the

Western Mustangs Dick Oud-
ekerk on defense, and Ken
Laidlaw from Waterloo at the

other forward position rounded
out the first team.
On the second team, the

Guelph Gryphon's captain and
former Blue Jim Wilson joins

Field on defense. Dave Rudge
of the Warriors was the other

second team forward.

Several anomalies appear in

the selections.

Mustangs Oudekerk was
chosen at defense for the sec-

ond year in a row even though

he was switched to the forward

line this season. Blues' St. John

and Waterloo's Rudge were
selected for wing positions

while both skate from center

ice.

Blues defensemen Dave
McDowall, a standout all sea-

son, was a glaring ommission.

Bryan Tompson



THE GAME:

Waterloo goalie Ian Scott kicks out one of 34 Varsity shots aimed his way in Saturday night's OQAA
final, but his heroics weren't enough to prevent the Varsity Blues from winning the game and the

Queen's Cup. The final score was 7-4. Blues defenseman Dave Field moves in looking for a rebound,

while Waterloo's Greg Sephton ( ) B) arrives to help out.

Blues and Warriors made it to the Saturday final after winning their semi-final matches Friday

night. Toronto walloped the University of Montreal Caribins 1 1-0, while Waterloo downed a game

University of Ottawa team 7-3. The complete story of the Friday night action appears on page 19 of

today's Varsity, and the saga of Saturday's scintallaling spectacular is on page 20.

THE RACE: pages 6 and 7
Five teams vie for the SAC Presidency tomorrow. Their

platforms are on pages six and seven.

THE FIGHT: page 14

The pot is boiling over in the Political Economy Depart-

ment and students and faculty will meet today.

THE WAR: pages 10 and 11

Varsity Editor Brian Johnson writes the first in a series

of articles about his recent trip to Israel.

THE END: page 3
Imperialism ended Friday. For more details on this

exciting event see page 3.

L

Pholo by tkm Andrew or Spencer Higgins I We don I know which!



JEWS
Is the Jewish presence on campus going to continue? $

•it-: f4

H H

f|
There is no apparent student leadership for the coming |

jiB
|^

I year in any of the Jewish Organizations.
|

I
If you supported i"

1. Israel

2. Solidarity with Russian Jews

3. Judaic Studies

4. No Exams on Passover

Realize that there will be no one to initiate them next year.

If this possibility bothers you
Be at Room 2108, Sidney Smith

Wed. March 4th, 12:00-2:00

SACSTUFF
Hart House farm architectural students have presented

extensive plans to the S.A.C. for renovations to H.H.F.
They plan to do all the work themselves. After much
debate, the S.A.C. decided to allocate $200 of next
year's money/budget to help the students complete
their plans.

Erindale & Scarborough appreciate being more involved in

the S.A.C. election this year. Turn-out at the polls

should be interesting!

Communications Commission: Comm. Comm. has recom-
mended abolishing Random and the student blotter.

Paul Carson and Gus Abols will edit next year's hand-
book ; Jim Cowan is editor of the summer Varsity. Pat
Dymond has been named as Managing Director of

Radio Varsity.

The Varsity board has a constitution! ! After a three-
hour debate, the S.A.C. ratified the amended constitu-

tion, with changes in the actual membership pending.

Dont' forget: Campus centre referendum included with
election. Express your opinion with your vote.

Finance Commission: Budget time is here again (tum-de-
dum ) . The commission hopes to have coerced budgets

out of all other commissions soon, and is asking for a

budget session on March 18th. The SAC priorities pa-

per, written by members of this commission, will be

debated at the next SAC meeting and will be used as

the general guideline for SAC operations next year.

Education and University Government: There is still a lot

of work going on at the course union level. As well as
working to implement a top governing structure and
trying to make some sense out of the CUG question-
naire, these two commissions are now working closely
with the Political Economy Course Union on their ef-

forts to begin talks within that department on the im-
plementation of structural reforms.

Judicial Commission : The Campbell Report and its imple-
mentation committee are the main concerns of this

commission at the moment. The SAC response to

Campbell, adopted at the February 4 general meeting,
was presented and discussed last Monday at the Im-
plementation Committee meeting. A good time was
had by all.

CESSAC. REPORT SHOULD BE PRESENTED AT THE
NEXT MEETING.

THIS WEEK AT SAC
Monday, March 2

5.30 P.M. Cultural Affairs

Commission meeting, SAC of-

fice

Tuesday, MARCH 3

9-3:30 P.M. VOTE!
S.A.C. elections.

Counting ballots in West
Hall.U.C.

5 P.M. External Affairs Com-
mission meeting in S.A.C. of-

fice.

Wednesday, March 4:

Executive meeting at six, phone
SAC office to discover the re-

sponse to the penetrating ques-

tion of the week: will there be a

special S.A.C. meeting this

week??

Thursday, March 5:

7:30 P.M. Education Committee
meeting in S.A.C. office.
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Failure of Liberalism draws 16 people
Sixteen people came to Hart-

House Saturday to decide

whether liberalism has failed.

Among the 16 were four re-

porters, three speakers and
five organizers from the U of T
Liberal Club, which has been
sponsoring the two-day confer-

ence entitled "The Failure of

Liberalism?"

John Mooney, a representa-

tive from the Just Society, a

local social action group, was
unable to appear on the panel

as scheduled. A spokesman for

the Just Society said that Moo-
ney, who has been fired from
the organization, is wanted by

the police for misuse of funds.

Prof. Raymond Garneau of

) Glendon College blasted Eng-
lish Canada for its failure to

understand Quebec. He was
the only speaker to receive

applause.

The question continually

posed to Quebecois — "What
does Quebec want?" — shows
this lack of understanding, he

said.

"We do not merely want to

survive, but live; we want to

create our own human values.

If you stay between your moth-
er's legs you don't become a

man."
He described the Quebecois

as being alienated from an
economy controlled by English

and American companies.
They disguise this control

behind a bilingualism they

don't really believe in, he said.
'

' In our province we can't work
in our own language."

"This is imperialism pure

and simple."

He dismissed bilingualism

as a cure for federalism. Eng-

lish Canada supports bilingual-

ism he said, since "it costs lit-

tle and doesn't change much."
"If Canda really wanted bil-

ingualism, why do English

provinces give immigrants the

chance of learning only one

language?" In Ontario you

have every opportunity to

learn French but refuse be-

cause of the effort."

Garneau was asked if sepa-

ratism could be economically

feasible.

"I don't know/' he shrugged,

"I'm not an economist; I'm
just telling you my feelings."

Murray Cotterill, public re-

lations officer for the United
Steelworkers of America, crit-

icized Liberals for failing to

understand the collective bar-
gaining process.

"Instead of getting people to

help one another, Liberals
have regulated," he said.

Cotterill envisioned prob-
lems like inflation being solved

by management and labour

getting together, without the

interference of "the ruling

elite and the properly educated
people like the Economic
Council of Canada who tell

people what's good for them."
"I see democracy as a num-

ber of strong pressure groups
making sure no one group
gains control," he said.

Rev. A. D. Brown spoke of

morality and liberalism.

"I am disturbed at the prag-

matism," he said. "So many
decisions that are moral are
made on an amoral basis."

"How does man become a

Jesus-man?"

Latin America underdeveloped due to imperialism
By JOHN BENSON

Four specialists in the poli-

tics of Latin American eco-

nomic growth all agreed Fri-

day that Latin American coun-

tries were being kept in a state

* of perpetual underdevelop-

ment by economic imperial-

ism.

The seminar, sponsored

jointly by the International

Studies Programme, The Latin

American Studies Committee

and the International Relations

Committee of the University of

Toronto, met Friday in Hart

House to discuss political as-

pects of economic develop-

ment in Latin America.

The four panel members all

had harsh words for economic

policies of the United States

and several European coun-

tries. Professor Floristan Fer-

nandes, Latin American in

Residence at U of T said

"when interests of private

companies in Latin America

w come in conflict with the na-

tional interest of the country in

which they operate, it is the

private companies which pre-

vail."

He said, "The interests of

the countries are only consid-

ered when they coincide with

outside interests and the inter-

ests of the middle and upper

classes." Professor Fernandes

stated that "external control of

a nations economy means
permanent export of capital."

"In 1965," he said, "the

United States invested 3.5 bil-

lion dollars in foreign coun-

tries, and only six to eight per

cent of that was invested in

Latin America. However, that

six to eight per cent provided

25 per cent of the return on for-

eign investments to the U.S."

"This means that the Latin

American countries are organ-

ized to be permanently under-

developed," he said.

Professor James Petras,

Pennsylvania State University,

said "the predicted revolution-

ary socialist peespective has

not been realized in Latin

America. Mant stated goals

such as agrarian reform have

not been reached, and the

American dominated Alliance

for Progress is now virtually

defunct."

Prof. Petras predicted more
violent confrontations with the

US as nationalism becomes a

more potent force in Latin

America. He pointed to the

new elite nationalism in Peru

which is putting pressure on

the US in its drive to achieve

more independence from the

US. faster economic growth
and a better income distribu-

tion.

Prof. Petras gave evidence

for his prediction that there

would be more violence in Lat-

in America when he said "a

close reading of the Rockefel-

ler Report calls for more po-

lice and military aid to Latin

American countries."

Professor Carlos Diaz Ale-

jandro of Yale University gave

a friendly warning to universi-

ty radicals. He cautioned

against applying "fashionable

new left politics on the Latin

American countries which

have totally different histori-

cal situations."

IMPERIALISM DIES

Nixon surrenders, gives up gig

TRUDEAU FLEES

American Imperialism in

Canada ceased Friday. Shortly

after 2 o'clock p.m., American
President Richard Nixon an-

nounced that American parent

firms had been ordered to sur-

render full control to the Cana-

dian people.

At a special news conference

he told reporters that the move
had come about in response to

a special issue of the Varsity,

the University of Toronto un-

dergraduate newspaper that

appeared Friday morning.

"They made all the right

connections, he said, "So we
knew the gig was up."

Around the world popular

uprisings have flared up leav-

ing US investors shaking. At

the end of Friday s trading, the

New York Stock Exchange
reported "a very alarming"
downward trend.

Canadian Prime Minister

Pierre Trudeau fled late Fri-

day to Argentina with singer-

actress Barbara Streisand. An
aide to the prime-minister

quotes Mr. Trudeau as saying,

as he boarded the plane, "Well
surely now you wouldn't expect
me to stay around after the

shit hit the fan do you? I know
when I'm licked."

Business leaders all over the

country have also fled. Many
have committed suicide in

their private offices.

Members of the Varsity staff

expressed surprise at the fact

that no mass movement or pol-

itical struggle was needed to

initiate the pullout.

In an exclusive interview

Saturday Varsity editor Brian

Johnson expressed skepticism

at the fantastic success of this

one-shot effort. "Something's
fishy. It just can't happen that

fast. It's too Hegelian. Sure we
made all the connections but

you just can't convince people

by writing it all down."
U of T President Claude Bis-

sell is reported to have fled to

the United States where he has

been offered a teaching job at

Harvard University.

i
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PAGE FOUR

A sad campaign
The Varsity stafi did not reach

a collective decision to support
any candidate in the SAC Presi-

dential election. But here Laura
Kelly, a Varsity reporter who
covered most of the debates and
forums, writes here analysis:

The race for the SAC presi-

dency and vice-presidency is

ending with tomorrow's elec-

tion while most students have
barely noticed that it has be-
gun.

The situation is not incom-
prehensible since this year's
student council has not affected
the atmosphere of U of T, nor
the life of the average student,

except to make him twelve dol-

lars poorer. Why should one
wade through the flood of bor-
ing campaign speeches if the
victor will never be heard from
again?

Is SAC then irrelevant? A
poor man with $250,000 but no
spark or power? Unfortunately
this is a bad year to reach that

conclusion.

The CUG and Campbell Re-
ports beg for student participa-
tion. The Spadina Expressway
threatens the campus. And in a
wider sphere, students across
Canada and at U of T are anx-
ious to take a hand in the ad-
ministration in different uni-
versity departments but lack a
cohesive student union.

But the conclusion on SAC's
irrelevance has been reached
because most of us can't re-
member or imagine what a rel-

evant student council can do. It

can assist the education of the
student through both lectures
and entertainment; it can pro-
vide channels for student action
in areas of concern outside the
five regular courses; and it can
relate the student as a group to

the society outside by collectiv-

izing its financial power and
then allocating the funds to ac-
tion groups.
What is the possibility of the

candidates fulfilling these func-
tions?

Rod Hurd and Eric Miglin

seem to be the least likely of
the prospects to involve the
students in the university.

Hurd was the last president
of COPOUT, a committee of

the student council presidents
at the U of T. The committee
would have been an excellent
opportunity to develop some
link between the students in

each college.

Hurd convened the last meet-
ing in September. It is now a
defunct organization.

Hurd and Miglin are firmly
in favor of the implementation
of the CUG report. Yet Miglin,
speaking for Hurd and himself,
said that SAC should not sup-
port the Political Economy
Course Union's proposed boy-
cott. The boycott will be called
only if the department does not
consent to a parity committee
to investigate departmental
appointments.

Parity is a basic element of

CUG.
Hurd and Miglin spoke re-

peatedly against politicization

of the student, often attempting
to scare moderate students into

voting for a "safe" candidate.
At the Faculty of Law, Mig-

lin said that the present SAC
gave $150 to the Black Pan-
thers. The $150 was given to an
Afro-American organization
which would like to get a Black
Panther for a speaking engage-
ment.

If Hurd and Miglin are "apol-
itical" how will they decide on
priorities for their quarter of a
million dollar budget. Will it go
to the Red Cross?
Joan Campana and Ken Wolf-

son, the socialist candidates,
have a thorough consciousness
of potential student involve-
ment in governing the universi-
ty and in social action beyond
the campus.

Miss Campana has focused
on the role of women in the uni-

versity as an area of interest
and study for the student.
Her goals, however, along

with Wolfson's fondness for
rhetoric ("We will drag this

Editor Brian Johnson
Review Editor Larry Haiven
Sports Editor Jim Cowan, 923- 4053
Advertising MonagerCorol Cooper, 923-

8171
Editorial Offices 91 St. George, 2nd floor

Editorial Phones 923-8741
Advertising Offices 91 St. George, 1st floor

sacandidalet everywhere but no mcnolden
appeared for dope, cats, beer, oranges, laura bel-
ly anlysed sacpeople, jim bood drove agin, sports
as usual, varsity defeats imperialism peter ben-
son, john hall torn booker and sue cup and bris-

rael and one good fonecall.

VIeU... somuch for
Crime in the streets. ..."

university, kicking and scream-
ing, into the 1970's") over-
whelm the student who is not
sure if SAC can even get him a
cut-rate flight to Europe, let

alone a Utopian society.

Benjamin McNally and Mark
Golden were brilliant comics in

an already farcical campaign.
But students need more than
oranges in the. face of the ATS
hard line.

Bernie Teitelbaum is an in-

teresting personality whom I

don't believe is qualified to run
SAC.
Wayne Richardson and Ken

McEvoy at least go beyond the
Hurd-Miglin view of SAC as a
small business smoothing out
the details of campus planning.
Richardson is emphatic

about communication from
SAC to the student. He has
brought about the inclusion of a

referendum question about the
campus centre on tomorrow's
ballot. But beyond fringe bene-
fits to the students, Richardson
presented few ideas about mo-
tivating the student to question
the process and content of the
university.

Richardson and McEvoy
devoted much time to discus-
sion of the impact of the CUG
report's restructuring on the
individual student in a class-
room. Although their policy on
the student's role and power
within the university js vague,
their concern for the quality of
education is genuine.
Why Richardson and Mc-

Evoy remained so heartily neu-
tral is a question for their cam-
paign manager to answer. But
even as neutrals, their creden-
tials and sincerity make them
the most logical choice.— lauro kelly

LETTERS
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We are very much concerned that the

current SAC election campaign has been

so off base.

That the campaign has failed to discuss

the real issues is evident. But the some-
what justified disinterest of most students

may well have a very dangerous consequ-

ence.

Students who have put effort into CUG
implementation, the course unions, the

disciplinary process reforms, and all the

other essential aspects of assuring the

development of community here, fear the

possibility of losing what has been won so

far.

Partly because of the content of this

campaign, many students otherwise sup-

porting reform in this university, do not

see the leadership of SAC affecting that

process at all. They are wrong.
As long as the power to negotiate many

of these gains still lies in the hands of a

campus-wide council, any weakness or

hesitancy on the part of the SAC execu-
tive, could jeopardize the gains already
made. For these reasons we urge
people to shake off their cynicism and act
to preserve the progress that has been
made.

Vote for candidates who have proven
experience in these matters.

We feel compelled to support Wayne
Richardson (IV APSC) and Ken McEvoy
(III Vic) in this election.

Steve Grant, Student member CUG,
Gary Webster, Student member CUG; Rick

MocDowell, Student member Campbell
Committee; Bob Spencer, President Maths
and Physics Course Union; Ted Richards,

Vice pres. Maths and Physics course Union;

John Repka, Moth Coordinator Maths and
Physics Union; John Spencer, Secretary,

'

Maths and Physics Course Union; Norman
Rodgers Executive Maths and Physics

Course Union; Gary Lax, Chairman, History

Students Union; Peter Hall, Chairman, Pol-

itical economy Course union; Bernie Green,

President, Psychology Course Union; Dan
Spinner, executive Sociology Course Union;

lee Coulter, former Vic SAC
rep; Dave Brown, Chairman, Vic Mini-CUG;
John Sparks, Vice-President, VCUC; Ernie

Hobbs, Student member, Vic Mini-CUG;
Darlene Lawson, VCUC; Karen-Lynne Hen-
derson, VCUC; Marion Mowat, Chairman
Nursing Staff-Student Liaison Committee;
Paul Reinhardt, Co-Chairman, Stop Spadi-

na, Save Our City Coordinating committee.

And 20 SAC Reps.

Anyone interested in applying
for thejob of editor ofnext year's

Varsity Review please contact
this year's editor Larry Haiven or )

leave a note in his mailbox on the

secondfloor at 91 St. George St.



LETTERS
Barkwell writes about boring contradictions and false ironies

Mr. Barkwell is totally cor-
rect in his analysis of the dem-
ocratic processes on campus;
once a candidate is elected, the
electorate is "stuck" with him,
unless it has the initiative to
impeach him. Between elec-
tions, the student body may
indeed suffer if the 'wrong"
candidate is elected. Yes, Mr.
Vice-President, we have suf-
fered.

Despite Mr. Barkwell's des-

perate attempts at political

rhetoric, his own disillusion-

ment with his position on Coun-
cil is only too clear. Aside from
the obvious cynicism, pettiness

and sour grapes evident in

Barkwell's article, I wish to

examine the statements he al-

leges to be his own.

Quoting, presumably from
the Toike Oike, Mr. Barkwell
alludes to a Richardson-Mc-
Evoy statement to end "irre-
sponsible political commit-
ments" within S.A.C. I wonder
if this statement is reconcila-

ble when complemented by a
letter sent to all SAC Reps,

written by Ken McEvoy, which
began "dear compatriot" and
was decorated with a clenched
fist. I might confidently ques-
tion the 'competence' of an
election team which would
print such matter in direct
opposition to its campaign
claims. Another point on
'competence' consists of a
simple reminder to Mr. Bark-
well that he relied on his own
SAC experience in a campaign
not so long ago.

Mr. Barkwell further com-
plains that the candidates have
ignored the problem of student
self-determination and the
self-determination of Canada.
In the next column, he suggests
that the Young Socialists are
attempting the very connec-
tions he has just asked for, but
that they are "unbelievable"
because they believe that SAC
is the place to try to rectify
whatever the situation mis-
management may be. If Mr.
Barkwell is so anxious to have
candidates claiming to realize

this "problem", yet does not

think that SAC is the place to

institute such talks, why is he a

member of the Council??

Reflections of the last elec-

tion campaign bring to mind
the same "charges and count-

er-charges" Mr. Barkwell
hails in this campaign, al-

though that previous campaign
experienced far more flagrant

abuses. Some people have not

altered much since being can-

didates last year. One would
suppose that a prospective doc-

tor would have more common
sense than to slander any can-

didates: no matter what his

"professional" diagnosis may
be.

Mr. Barkwell's most sustan-
tial error, however, lies in his

premise that students want
power. Some students may be
interested in the administra-
tion of the university and may
wish to be involved. However,
most students seem to want to

abstain. An action is N0T
political. The Students AD-
MINISTRATIVE Council
should concern itself as its

name suggests; political ends
are secondary and arise only

from administrative business.

The self-determination of stu-
dents is a marvellous idea; let

each student determine him-
self.

If SAC is an agent of student
oppression {whatever that is),

then Mr. Barkwell, Vice-Pres-
ident, is part of that agent.
Does he wish to lift the

"yoke"? No; he wishes only to

criticize the rationalizing at-

tempts of others to realize the

student position and try to help

whatever it has gotten into. If

he truly wants to change a situ-

ation he does not like, why does

Barkwell not offer his con-
structive criticisms? Or. has
he realized that he does have
certain "power", but does not

want to use it, to work within

the system? Is this the disillu-

sionment we hear in his arti-

cle?? If he really wants stu-

dent self-determinism, why
does he attack Ken McEvoy's
hard work to get students in-

terested in CUG implementa-
tion, calling it "abstract
talk"? If Barkwell has con-
tempt for SAC and such venom
for elections and campaigns,
why did he bother to run?

Barkwell's article is so full

of boring contradictions and
false ironies that I find it truly

incredible that the Varsity
actually printed it. Surely
more creditable, newsworthy
items can be found to enlighten

the student body??
Sue Crowe, Erindole SAC rep.

Teitlebaum—

you will eat your words

Laura Kelly's summary of

my contribution to the Convo-
cation Hall forum (Friday's
Varsity) is not an insult to me,
out to those 25 people who are
working 60-hour weeks to carry
my campaign to victory. The
absurdities of your paper will

become more than evident af-

ter my election victory. As for

Mr. Barkwell's allegations in

his letter to the Varsity, he will

have a chance to prove them in

court.

Disrespectfully yours,

Bernie Tei telbaum ( C& F III)

CUG substitutes one structure for another, but it's not the answer

Dear CUG PROGRAMMING
COMMITTEE:

I received some question-

naires in the mail from you
which you wished me to fill

out. Although filling it out

would have been a simple
matter I found myself resent-

ing the deprivation of individ-

ual identity which the ques-

tionnaire and no doubt the

'PROPOSED UNIVERSITY-
WIDE COMMITTEE' repre-

sented, You don't seem to

realize that the majority of

students wish to make full use

of the institution for the ac-

quisition of knowledge and
find you and your kind both on

the side of the faculty and the

student body irritating.

This doesn't mean 'apathy'

on our part, just a basic dif-

ference in attitude from that

of a minority of young up-

tights.

If I didn't at this point think

that you were infringing upon

my right to my individuality,

I would have ignored you, and

to this point I have not seen

any wrong in the existence in

the university body of individ-

uals who were defining their

personalities and philoso-

phies by their behaviour. It is

when your individualism be-

gins to infringe upon the indi-

vidualism of others that I find

it necessary to define to you

my position and hopefully to

define to yourselves your po-

sition with respect to me.

I would begin by defining to

you the nature of our environ-

ment. My definition is basi-

cally the same as one that

was proposed by a U of T pro-

fessor many years ago and

has widely been discussed

throughout the world. Should

we wish to define a problem

with respect to the running of

the university, we would de-

fine it by the simple proposal:

that an organizational struc-

ture within the university of a

previous time makes it im-

possible for the university to

adjust in all ways to all

changes in attitude and be-

haviour taking place. And
changes must nevertheless

take place for any individual

wishes to resonate with his

environment.

But what is being proposed

is simply a substitution of one

type of administrative struc-

ture with another, on the pre-

text that if the new adminis-

trative structure contained

more 'student representation'

then these 'student represent-

atives' could act as interpret-

ers of change of attitudes,

principles, etc. to the actual

administrators of the univer-

sity. You will simply substi-

tute one type of policy-deter-

mining hierarchy with anoth-

er which will of course substi-

tute one type of problem for

another type of problem,

whose existence may not

become apparent until the

next generation of university

students steps in to repeat the

act.

Since any difficulty we may
consider does not lie in ad-

ministration's capability but

in the overall capability for

the university to respond to

change, the solution lies only

in those aspects of your pro-

posals that will serve to make
the university more plastic.

It appears to me that the

most advantageous situation

would be one in which the

professors have greatest

freedom. This doesn't repre-

sent any great change from
older times, except that if we
also allow students to have
the freedom to chose who
they want to be lectured by,

or precisely how and where
they would like to situate

themselves within a knowl-

edge-acquiring situation, then

control of optimum condi-

tions would be dictated by

straightforward unhypocriti-'

cal behaviour of all.

Professors salaries would
be divided into two parts, the

part which the student will

have no concern about and
which is governed by all non-

lecturing functions, and a

part which varies proportion-

ately with his teaching suc-

cess (which will certainly not

always reflect his capability,

but more usually his ability to

be 'plastic'.)

Since every student pays a

large sum for his education, it

is certain he will look after

his welfare.

Such a system would place

all people in the best positions

by natural laws. It would take

care of personality varia-

tions, and among the individ-

ual students this would mean
that different students would

gravitate toward their pre-

ferred method of securing

knowledge. And this would
create the optimum quality of

educational atmosphere.

Instead of 'decision-making
bodies' on either side, all de-

cision-making should be abol-
ished. Individual professors
and students will make their

own decisions guided by their

interpretation of the world
around them.
These ideas mean that the

professor would have the role
of passing on knowledge of
what is happening in his par-
ticular field and of providing
the student with the relevant
groundwork for understand-
ing this knowledge should be

sense that his students desire

it.

If response and class at-

tendance dwindles, he knows
that he was wrong. Hence the

professors themselves are
educated and don't remain in

the dark as the old system
requires (and this is where
the main reason for the lack

of 'plasticity' lies)

Administration will be in

the hands of statisticians con-

stantly analysing student dis-

tribution and providing those

students, who require more
specific directions with the

information and freedom
they want. The student body
may have to take on the duty
of consulting daily or weekly
changes on timetable which
could be projected on airport-

type TV screens located in

the relevant faculties.

Examinations will be abol-

ished and replaced with an
extensive evaluation by men

and women in their respec
tive fields, of undergraduates
on an individual basis at the

end of the course. None of the

evaluators would be an em
ployee of U of T. Ail other
examinations and tests will be
voluntary for those concerned
people who may wish to eval-

uate themselves as they go
on.

Some of this is very idealis-

tic and even futuristic, how-
ever most is merely an exten-

sion of changes that have al-

ready taken place. The basic

idea is:

• the abolition of politics

or decision-making bodies

pretending to serve my inter-

ests, (there should be no poli-

tics of any type whatsoever in

an educational institution, for

it is an irritation to the pri-

mary function and to individ-

ual belief; and no single body

can proport to serve the inter-

ests of a very diverse assort-

ment — greater than any re-

cent period of history — of

individuals)

• the institution of all tech-

niques and policies (namely
anti-techniques, anti-poli-

cies) to secure and maintain

a high degree of plasticity.

This sets down my inter-

ests in the manner in which I

wish to secure knowledge,

and hopefully states my es-

teem for the principle of con-

servation of individual free-

dom.
A. Paobo (I ASCP)
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The Varsity presents:

CAMPANA M WOLFSON K
Vietnam, pollution, Americanization

of the university, the Spadina express-

way, the oppression of women, the

treatment of campus workers — great

social problems concern us at U. of T.

yet we find ourselves without leader-

ship from SAC.

SAC can become the catalyzing

agent for student action if it develops a

program and'wins student support for

that program. We run on a clear pro-

gram so that there is no doubt in your

minds as to what our views are or what

we plan to do. With an active student

body which supports our program SAC
will become a meaningful force which

can speak and ACT.
We pose a strategy for the student

movement of creating a university ac-

tive in the struggle for socialism, a

university which fights big business

interests which are behind the rape of

Vietnam, pollution and many other so-

cial problems, a university which aids

the workers and the oppressed minori-

ties in rediscovering their history and

in developing their struggles.

The university cannot democratize

by maintaining the present Board of

Governors stacked with big business-

men or the Governing Council proposed

in the CUG report. Twenty-six of the 66

proposed members are representatives

of big business interests. Such a block

will control the Governing Council. We
propose that students, faculty and sup-

port staff sit on the Governing Council.

We support the demand for student-

faculty parity on hiring and firing

committees. We stand 100 per cent be-

hind the Political Economy Course

Union which has declared Professor

Dupre's appointment as department
head null and void.

The university has shown itself to be

an anti-union, anti-worker employer.

The university and SAC must give full

support to the unionization of campus
workers and in particular to the pre-

sent drive by CUPE.

The Campbell report on discipline

proposes that the university President

should have the power to call the cops
on campus. In our view the police and
courts are instruments of the rulers of

Canada — the very people responsible

for the poverty, pollution, exploitation

and wars we see around us. Discipline

should be administered by the mem-
bers of the university itself without
recourse under any circumstances to

the police and courts.

Working class youth are largely ex-

cluded from university for monetary
reasons. Tuition fees, residence fees

and all other fees must be abolished,

free textbooks supplied. All students

over 16 should receive a living wage.
Financial development of education

should be accomplished through taxing

the rich, starting with a capital gains

tax and elimination of defence expendi-

ture.

The poisoning of our environment

through pollution and its destruction

through monstrosities like the Spadina
Expressway point out the whole un-

planned, profit-oriented nature of capi-

talist society. SAC must actively lead

campaigns against the big business
which are threatening the extinction of

the human race. Industry must stop
pollution or be nationalized, under
workers' control. Free rapid transit

should replace cars and freeways. In

the'final analysis these problems will

only be solved by a planned socialist

society instituting social ownership of

the means of production.

The Americanization of the universi-

ty in terms of staff and courses is a

cause of grave concern. The American-
izers of this university are the big busi-

nessmen who sit on the Board of Gover-
nors. To stop this we must take the

power out of their hands and put it into

the hands of the students, faculty and
support staff.

Joan Compana and Ken Wolfson

What the candidates say

The nine candidates for top jobs at the Students' Ad-

ministrative Council will see their ambitions realized or

dashed Tuesday as we all head for the ballot boxes to elect a

president and vice president. Each of the teams was offered

enough free space in The Varsity for an article of roughly

500 words. The Varsity was unable to reach the McNally-

Golden ticket, so we have run one half of the only picture

available from the candidates. It works out to about 500

words worth of picture.

HURD rx| MIGUN IX
The Hurd. Miglm team will work to

build a responsive and relevant Stu-

dents' Administrative Council. Issues

dealing with the students' local educa-

tional experience will be of the highest

priority We believe that students must

play an active role in the classroom

situation and have an active voice in

determining their university environ-

ment We support the principles ex-

pounded in the CUG Report and will

work for their implementation We feel

that the SAC should increase its com-

mitment of both human and financial

resources to the concept of student in-

volvement in the decision making pro-

cesses at the Faculty, school and De-

partmental levels ll is in this urea that

the most immediate changes might be

realized.

While we firmly believe that all stu-

dents, indeed all people, should not ig-

nore the conflicts and struggles which

are taking place in our society and in

the world, we feel that the SAC role in

this regard must be to provide forums

to illustrate these problems as fairly as

possible. The SAC as a group should not

adopt a "while man's burden policy

by giving small sums of money to every

idealistic and/or social organization

that comes forward, but rather the

members of the SAC together with any

other members of the university com-
munity should commit themselves and

work for these causes as concerned
individuals not as spokesmen for the

entire student population.

The real foothold in the attempt to

build a broad base of student support

for meaningful exchange in this univer-

sity and in this society is honest and
responsible dialogue between individu-

al minds and not the petty theatrics of

unrepresentative pronouncements and
manufactured confrontations.

We feel that perhaps one of the most
crucial problems facing the SAC today

is its emergence as a large unwieldy
bureaucracy. It seems unable to keep
more than one program progressing at

any given point in time. We promise a

well co-ordinated approach to all SAC
programs — an approach that will yield

concrete results and not simply apolo-

getic history papers leg. Campus
Centre Brief and Spadina Brief i

It'is important to gain student in-

volvement in the planning and financial

processes in the University and in the

Government if many of the projects

such as the Campus Centre or Men's
Athletic Centre are to be realized. We
would work to create a powerful and
cohesive student/ administration/ fac-

ulty lobby to pressure the government
on such issues as the lack of capital

grants to renovate existing facilities at

the U of T. More co-operation between
the estates of the university would also

lend more weight to such things as Stop

Spadina promotion or Pollution Probe.

In the areas of services. Cultural

Affairs and Community Action, we be-

lieve that SAC should undertake the

role of initiator. The ultimate aim is to

build self-contained and self-perpetu-

ating service institutions. The SAC
should commit sufficient resources to

inaugurate programmes such as the

Varsity Downtown Education Project

with a view to discovering other

sources of financing to take on the bur-

den of continuing the programme
thereby enabling the SAC to use its

monies, energies and influence in be-

ginning necessary programmes else-

where.

The Blue and White could be devel-

oped into a limited company paying

dividends to program organizers and
with this added impetus, it could oper-

ate at a profit. Capital accumulated
could then be used to compliment SAC
grants to other cultural programmes
such as U of T choirs, debates, and cul-

tural exchanges.

We would also work for the autono-

my of residences from the Simcoe Hall

Budgetry umbrella and would push for

resident determination of their own
style.

The Hurd and Miglin team have
many other ideas about how the SAC
can work and work well. But it must be

remembered that if anything that the

SAC undertakes is to enjoy broad stu-

dent support, then it must have a rec-

ognized responsiveness to student

needs.

Surely if the SAC is to have any cred-

ibility whatsoever, it must become
more relevant to the particular prob-

lems of the various and far-flung seg-

ments of the university community and

this implies dialogue-LISTENING as

well as talking.

Rod Hurd

SAC Presidential Candidate

Eric Miglin

SAC Vice-presidential Candidate
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RICHARDSON M McEVOY IE!
The classroom is not education.

Education is working together and
being together, drinking downtown,
learning about pollution, the Spadina
Expressway. At the university, exist-

ence is falsely separated into "formal

education" and "life" and the two are

not related.

"Community in the University" im-

plies trust, co-operation, and communi-
cation among all members of the uni-

versity. This doesn't happen now.

If you get to know and understand

& other people — students, professors,

support staff — at all in the three years

you're here, it is more likely outside

the class than inside. There are bar-

riers set up within the class between

the professor and his students: struc-

ture becomes alienating. There are

barriers built up between the formal

education you receive and the very real

problems of pollution, urbanization,

and transportation that exist in the real

world: content becomes alienating.

Pollution Probe should not have to

exist as an extra-curricular activity.

The Spadina Expressway poses prob-

lems in economics, politics, sociology,

ecology, engineering, and architecture.

These are seldom discussed in the

classrooms of this university.

People learn best in an informal and

co-operative setting: more real learn-

ing goes on outside our classrooms than

inside. People learn best what is rele-

vant to them.

We feel that it is important that edu-

cation enable people to be creative and

critical. The problems facing society

can only be dealt with if people can in-

telligently evaluate other's opinions,

and work co-operatively toward the

solution of problems.

This is not happening now.

The degree you receive won't assist

you in coping with the major problems

that have to be faced. You learn how to

pass exams, but beating the system is

not positive learning.

We feel that the content and struc-

ture of the classroom must be changed.

If "formal education" is to mean any-

thing, it must relate to both individuals

and society. This can be done if stu-

dents and faculty participate actively

in their education.

CUG can help do this. Its implemen-

tation may not result in an ideal educa-

tional situation but it sets up a process

of change within the university to allow

it to become less alienating in both

structure and content.

The SAC can help to make education

more meaningful. We will do this

through financial support of the course

unions and through working to imple-

ment a new university government.

Reform is not being stopped by the

administration but by the uncompro-

mising positions of some faculty mem-
bers. To compromise further on CUG
(a compromise itself) is to act irre-

sponsibly.

In order for any SAC work to suc-

ceed, there must be two-way communi-
cation between the SAC and the stu-

dents. We will actively ensure that the

students are made aware of and in-

volved in the policies evolved by the

SAC by maintaining direct contact with

all parts of the university and by imag-

inative use of the media.
We would like the SAC to produce

several television programmes, pro-

vide more funds for campus film

groups and attempt to obtain a section

of university comment in the three

major daily newspapers. These would

provide discussion and dialogue be-

tween students and the community.
We want to continue with Radio Var-

sity's F M. application. We will pro-

vide full page Varsity information ad-

vertisements, not just with SAC news
but with details of major policies and

reports that are to be discussed at the

SAC. Thus students can have a say in

policy formulation before decisions are

made. •

We will work for a more relevant

education and a less alienating univer-

sity experience. We need your support

now and in the coming year if we are to

affect this transformation.

WAYNE RICHARDSON and
KENNETH McEVOY

TEITELBAUM Lx
In this election, the candidates have

0 made so many speeches, they are be-

ginning to sound alike. All of them are

intelligent people who can generate

good programs and services for the

students of the university. All of them

would be foolish not to benefit from the

ideas of the others. But that does not

make a good SAC President.

All the candidates recognize that

SAC is alienated from the students.

That does not make a good SAC Presi-

dent.

All but one of the candidates feel that

communications is the chief problem

of SAC. THAT IS WRONG! The other

candidate wants to involve you in the

decisions, policies, programs and ser-

vices that SAC creates. THAT IS

RIGHT!
Can't all the candidates do this? No!

All of the other candidates are caught

• up in the political spectrum. All of the

other candidates are part of, or wish to

be part of, the internalization of SAC,

and want to perpetuate that internali-

zation. You are not alienated because

you want to be, but because you are

forced to be. You don't vote not be-

cause you don't want to, but because

you have nothing at stake in this elec-

tion, or so they would have you believe.

The people who are the candidates to

beat are not so because of your free

choice, but because they are foisted

upon you. It is the SAC status quo, the

Varsity, and the college newspapers

which dictate to you whom to vote for.

You have no choice in the matter.

The only way for your voice to be

heard at all is at the polls on March 3.

The only way to stop the private ambi-

tions of SAC members is to elect a

president who effectively represents

the student interest. We've been fight-

ing a long time for a voice in the deci-

sion making process of the University.

It is about time we had a voice in the

decision making process of SAC.

Next year SAC will be making deci-

sions that will affect the future of your

university life. Make those decisions

yours. Vote Bernie Teitelbaum. Thai

makes a good SAC President.

TEITELBAUM FOR UNITY
THROUGH INVOLVEMENT

• increase substantially the number of

non-SAC members on SAC commis-
sions;

• more efficient and student oriented

budgetary allocations.

• college, faculty and school open

houses for more inter-student contact:

• increase Blue and White budget to

$10,000;

• increase Cultural Affairs budget by

$5,000 to meet with needs of cross-

country drama festival:

• decentralization of SAC decision

making;

• allocation of funds and facilities lo

colleges and faculties for their own

programmes,
• Campus Centre financed from out-

side the University;

• student loan and residence cost lobby

with the Ontario government

.

• rapid implementation of CUG and

Campbell Reports;

• greater assistance lo campus clubs

and course unions:

t rejuvenation ol Hart House farm;

• a campus pub;

• a new men's athletic building;

This is your chance not only to make

sure that'sAC works for you. but for

you to have the influence lo make it do

so Ask the people that know Bernie

Teitelbaum. They will tell you VOTE
BERNIE TEITELBAUM DO YOUR-
SELF A FAVOUR YOU'VE EARNED
IT.
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US moves to integrated energy market
By JIM LAXER

Canadians should feel immensely honoured that

their country has been singled out for having a spe-

cial energy grid with the United Slates.

Some will cynically say that this is simply because

we are their neighbour and because we happen to

have an immense supply of just the resources needed

by the Americans. However President Nixon con-

founded the doubters when he said, in a recent state-

ment "that a unique degree of security can be afford-

ed by moving toward an integrated North American
energy market".
The fact is that the Americans trust us, They feel a

bond with us. George Ball put it well when he told the

Commons External Affairs and National Defence
Committee on Jan. 15 that:

"It is the genius of the Anglo-Saxon people, from

which both of our nations have inherited some of our

ideas and our habits of operation, that they were
capable of evolving enduring institutions almost

without realizing it."

And in this hoary Anglo-Saxon fashion we are on

the way to forming just such a new North American
institution. An integrated energy and resource grid

for North America would set priorities for where and

how the resources of the continent would be allocat-

ed. (It happens coincidentally that most of the "con-

tinental" resources that would be involved in the

scheme are located on the Canadian side of the unde-

fended border.

)

One unforeseen benefit of the plan is that it would

reduce still further the role of the federal govern-

ment of Canada. Resource integration would mean
that Ottawa would preside over even less of a nation-

al economy. This would permit a stepped-up transfer

of responsibility to the provinces, thus allowing the

Prime Minister to continue working toward his for-

mula of Ten Canadian Statelettes in an Integrated

North America. Anything but Two Nations!

The present energy plan sought by the Americans
is bold, simple and imaginative. It would work in the

following way: in return for complete access to the

North-West passage, the right to build an oil pipeline

across Canada from Alaska to the rest of the U.S.,

and freer exchange of natural gas and hydro power,

the United States would allow American oil compa-
nies in Alberta to ship as much oil to the U.S. as they
like. Absurdly enough. American oilmen in Alberta
now have to face a quota on how much oil they can
send home, even though the profits from their efforts

are securely within the family. The new energy grid
would overcome the second class citizenship now
keenly felt by American oilmen in Calgary. And let's

not forget that these newcomers have added richly to

the cultural mosaic of western Canada.
This whole subject was eloquently discussed at the

recent meeting of the Ontario Liberal Party in Otta-
wa by Robert J. Orange. M.P. who is Parliamentary
Secretary to the Hon. J. J. Greene. He warned us
against those simpletons who tend to regard United
States corporate investment in Canada and the mar-
keting of Canadian resources in the United States as
related issues.

In his address, Orange revealed a flair for classi-

cal economics when he stated:

"The availability of markets is related to the law
of supply and demand, to the method of negotiation

of price, to the give-and-take of competitive bargain-
ing upon which our entire system is based. This is

healthy, useful for Canada, and less than sinister, I

would suggest."

It is difficult to disagree with Orange that a conti-

nental energy grid would have little effect on the lev-

el of U.S. ownership of the Canadian petroleum in-

dustry. The point is the Americans already own the
bulk of the Canadian oil industry, thus revealing the

ignorance of those who confuse the question of the

ownership of resources and the availability of mar-
kets.

As one can see from the pedigree of his economic
thought. Orange (and there are many like him on the

Liberal side of the House) is the sort of man who
takes the long view on important questions. With this

kind of government in office, we can rest assured
that full study has been given to previous arrange-
ments in our history whereby we invited the Ameri-
cans to apply their initiative to our resources. It is

reassuring to recall that the Liberal Party was for

Commercial Union with the U.S. as long ago as the

1880s. In other words, there is nothing sudden or

impulsive in our moving in the direction of a conti-

nental resource policy.

In fact, the only thing wrong with the present plan

is that it doesn't go far enough, There is one element
of inequity not dealt with in the scheme as it now
stands. Granted the U.S. should get the bulk of the

"continental" resources — they are the larger coun-

try — it is a little unfair that Canadian taxpayers
have to foot the bill for opening up remote resources
areas. The fact is that Canadian tax money puts in

the airfields, rail lines, roads, weather stations or

provides icebreakers, to use a currently controver-

sial case. It must be conceded that to a great extent

Canadian taxpayers install the services and Ameri-
can companies get the benefits.

The solution to this problem seems to He most in-

telligently in some fort of lend-lease arrangement
with the United States. In return for free access to

our recources, let's require the Americans to put in

the services. This way the benefits of foreign owner-
ship would be apparent to even the most cynical
mind. The Americans would be developing our coun-
try both by using its resources and by opening up its

remote areas to settlement.

Let us suppose, for example, we were to lease out
an area of northern Ontario from Lake Nipigon to

North Bay to the Americans, The federal govern,ent
could then require them to man our weather stations

in Thunder Bay. James Bay and Pickle Lake Re-
gions. North Bay, Cobalt. Cochrane and Moosonee
and Karlton.

There are many possibilities. The one I like best
will only be possible after the federal government's
mild reluctance to sell Canadian water to the U.S.

has been overcome. I'd like to see us lease out the

entire province of Alberta to the Americans and then
they could re-route western Canadian water down a

70-mile wide trench between Banff and Calgary.

Such a lend-lease plan would realize the vision set
out by our Prime Minister in 1964 at the beginning of
his long journey. In a statement entitled "An Appeal
for Reason in Politics ", he intoned:

"We choose the free flow of economic and cultural
life. We reject the idea of a "national state' as obso-
lete".
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vvc
„ By HOWARD UPTON

BOSTON, February 19, 1970 - Thousands of peo-

ple rallied today at City Hall Plaza to protest the

verdict in the trial of the Chicago Seven.

The e were expensive-looking cameras every-

where and FBI agents who looked like FBI agent

drifted through the crowd taking photos, and the

protesters in turn, kept taking pictures of the agents.

Bnthnarties said little to one another.

The f ve men convicted of crossing state lines with

"C^wmbe in the street, tomorrow, warned

^ffi^l^Si bite and the food stinks^

which 1 never made.

APATHY IMMORAL

nothing in Chicago. I m going i
^ o[

radicalized more young peopte; > ,,

ToCg: !Te
r—'^^bS Panther

Party, and an original

separated from the other even* « ^
sentenced him to four years for ^ntemp ^ park

As the crowd B3'^/^^ sound truck told

Streets in Boston, speake s us,„g a ^ ^ (o

them how to avoid trouble ano^
tclephone

cope with it. The crowd was g ve
>

* nee(M

"rwTr.r— :'asX Amer,canCiv,.U
ber-

ties Union. ,„iiect bail money, and a

white face masks.

A,exJoyce^r
3=^eg

e,uden,

was one of the o^^^'c^mon 'We're plan-

one throwing rocks, surround these peop
have^S^ifW—

a gr0uP of 75 women, headed towards , ^

liceatl5to20,C«0 peoP
^
, A

J Qn

pig wearing judic al robes w
Amen .

Stlte, while theM^*™fw„ recited, "But

can Declaration of "^f^™ rpations, pursu-

SUS* thetnS. evinces a design to

"^T,Utt~StXowo^h
^£^10 pr'ovlS: new guards for their f,

lure security.

REVOLUTION NOW

^ crowd .-n began to move out along^

rm^th^rowfby'^^ir billy sticks at

the demonstrators
legs.

Then through the slree's
d when

POLICE CHASE ,

T„e po.,ce fell back for three or four^minutes .and

SSis CharlSeo^ton streets, about

statement charging The policy
^ to djs .

tacked the demonstrators as we

perse in the Park Street Area^ n out .

The brutality of the P°»« ""L dubbed while

standing as many demonstrators were ^ „

they were already <>n the ground. a
^

Hsintu^Tngnly'-w-rnot be intimidated, and we

will not be defeated

Why is this man smiling-

„ he's sprooti"9? Yes. He s looking fo.wo.d ...«s»" rcelul
co-operalion and a big piec
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israel We are from Palestine,

PART I

story and pictures

by brian johnson

The Israeli Government Ministry of Tourism

sent Varsity Editor Brian Johnson and 1 2 Amer-

ican college newspaper editors on a one week,

all-expense-paid trip '*> Israel last month.

The following is the first in a series of articles

on Israel that will appear in the Varsity during

the next two weeks.

Qalqiliya is a small Arab town in what used

to be Jordan. In the "occupied territories",

just on the "other" side of the former Israeli

border, it has been one fo the heaviest centres

of Arab resistance since the Six Day War. a

stronghold of the El Fatah.

The Israeli military government has de-

stroyed 120 homes of suspected terrorists in

this small town, and the people's mood is bit-

ter.

When we drove into Qaiqiliya's narrow

main street in our Hertz Cortina, it was dark.

There were no other cars on the street. Arabs

were congregated on corners and in open-air

stalls where they puffed on water-pipes and

drank Turkish coffee.

We stopped the car by a group of Arabs on

the sidewalk.

"We are journalists from the United States

and Canada," we told them. "We want to
,

speak to people here about the 'conditions'."

There were four of us — Rob from Colum-

bia, Peter from Wisconsin, an Israeli girl

from Tel Aviv University, and myself. It was

our only free evening on the one-week tour of

Israel, so we had decided to rent a car and

find out what the other side had to say. For

her own safety, the Israeli girl posed as a

Canadian journalist. Fortunately she spoke

English well.

An Arab boy led us into a small bookstore,'

where we sat down, surrounded by basket-

balls, pens, Arabic books, newspapers, cam-

eras, microscopes, letter paper, and plastic

soccer balls. We conducted our interview

across the counter with the shopkeeper and

two Arabs on either side of him — they spoke

English.

"We want to know what your life is like

here," Rob asked. "How-have conditions

changed since the Six Day War?"
"We will not answer political questions."

the shopkeeper replied. "We will be thrown in

prison if we do."

At first they were reluctant and suspicious.

But they soon opened up.

"Life is not good now," the shopkeeper

said. "You can't speak what you want." The
other Arabs nodded in approval.

"During the Six Day War, the Jews stole

books from this store," he added. "And they

robbed other stores. In the textbooks in the

schools, they changed the word Palestine to

Israel. They tried to change the thinking of the

Arabs, but that is very hard."

"We are not free to go where we want. We
cannot go back to our homeland. If I go back

to my farm, they will put me in prison."

Arabs in the occupied territories must take

out papers from the military government if

they want to travel anywhere. The shopkeeper

showed us a small green document, a travel

permit.

It's easy to get." he said. Anyone can get

it. But you must have a good reason.' 'As we
talked, the inevitable question came up; we
asked them for the solution to the problem.'

They stared at us. They were as curious about

us as we were about them.

"Why does America send napalm weapons

to bomb us, burn us?" the shopkeeper count-

ered.

We told them we didn't know America sent

napalm. It was hard to tell them we weren't

complicit in that. The New Left doesn't mean
much in Qalqiliya.

"We have a land here in Israel," said the

shopkeeper. "We are dismissed from it,

moved out for no reason. If the Jews return

our land and return refugees to their land — if

they return them to their homes — there

would be no war, there would be peace. They

must return us our freedom. There must be

freedom for all people to say what they want.

"They do not treat Arabs on the West Bank

like Arabs in Jerusalem. Arabs in Jerusalem

can speak. If anyone on West Bank want to

speak . . . cannot. Five men in Nablus (a

town on the West Bank) wanted to start a

newspaper; the government stopped them.

"If they speak about what is here in the

West Bank, they will be in prison."

I asked if there were many people in prison.

"Yes, I have many friends in prison.
'

Back on the formal tour, two days later, we
were in the bus — driving through the occupied

territories on the way to Jerusalem. Nablus is a

town on the West Bank that has been the

centre of the most violent Arab resistance. As

we passed through Nablus at about thirty miles

an hour, a sight flashed by the window that

looked like a scene from Battle of Algiers.

About 400 hundred Arabs were massed in

front of the main gates of a large stone building

surrounded by concrete walls. They were shout-

ing and pressing against the gate.

"They are Arabs waiting to see relatives in-

side the prison," our guide explained. He said

they were all political prisoners.

"How has your freedom been restricted

since 1967 in terms of . .

." Peter didn't finish

his question.

"Our freedom was lost in 1948.' said the

young Arab on the shopkeeper's right.

By then about 20 people were crowded into

the small bookstore. Faces of Arab children

pressed against the window. The fact that we

were celebrities in this small town told us we

were in the Third World.

A man brought us a tray of Turkish coffee.

It was poured into tiny cups from a small
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\ Jews are not from Palestine
"

brass ladle. It was rich — almost like syrup -
and very good.

There was none of the defensive hostility

we were first treated to. They had accepted us

into their "home" and now offered the tradi-

tional Arab hospitality that guaranteed our

safety.

I asked about the recent "incidents" that

put Qalqiliya on the pages of the New York

Times a few months ago.

"Many houses have been blown up." the

young Arab replied. "One month ago five

houses were blown up. The Israelis come, and

Pthey think terrorists have been harboured in

some house, they evacuate them and blow it

up. A month ago five houses were blown up.

Sometimes the Jews use a bulldozer - a big

machine to destroy our houses. Not always

bombs. The government does not provide

monev for new houses."

He "then asked me what I though about Mr,

Dayan burning the El Aqsa Mosque in Jerusa-

lem.

I said I didn't think Mr Dayan did it.

'Who do you think did it?"

I didn't know.

When we were in Jerusalem three days later,

our guide said an Australian arsonist did if

When we visited the mosque, two armed and

smiling Israeli soldiers were guarding it

Mr. Dayan did it. And Mr Dayan is de-

stroying Qalqiliva. Everyone in the shop

agreed, and the interview broke down into a

[lurry of crosstalk in Arabic and English.

The room suddenly became silent when a

Kan walked in escorted by two boys. He was

the local teacher, an elderly man. dressed in a

grey suit. He had been brought especially to

talk to us. and he commanded a great deal of

respect from the people there.

Before he spoke, another Arab walked in

and took advantage of the silence He was

dressed in the traditional Arab robes and

headdress. He glared at us and the teacher

We arc from Palestine The Jews are not

from Palestine
"

Everyone laughed except him. He walked

out. and attention shifted obediently to the

schoolteacher.

Why arc you here?' he asked us. "Why
have you not come for iiO months?"
We lold him we didn't have the opportunity

to come before The room was respectfully

hushed as he began his speech

;

We arc asking for peace We want to live.

Hut the problem is that some people want our

problem to be solulcd and peace spread over

our country As a population .we can't do any-

thing Why'' The problems are the leaders and

(heir policy Every leader belongs to a big

country Some to U S some to Russia, some
to France When they accept our minds, the

problem can be solved

'The Palestinians want to restore back

their town They arc in camps -- cold, hungry,

in huts, tents H you ask them where (hey are

from they say. I am from Lod from Haifa

from Tel Aviv If you ask him what he wants,

he says. I want to go back to my town, my
home You can see them - they are weak,

hungry, without any building They get no help

except h orn the U.N."

We asked him il he thought the situation

would continue

I can t decide that, he replied " You
know you from America. America supplies

weapons In Israel Some supply Arabs What

this do to us? Hum. destroy towns, bring kill-

ing We hat war Why kill you? Wh) not sitting

and eating and drinking'' Why they hope al-

ways - the Jews - the way of war'.'

You hear about refugees? Refugees want

their rights, want to get their land hack Why
not peace' 1 Why not'.'

Josi .is he siiid that the muezzin wailed (he

evening prayer from the minaret of the

mosque
"We arc not afraid We only give our opin-

ions." said the shopkeeper

"We arc pleased -- pleased to see you."

concluded the teacher Hut carl solute the

problem? <'an I solute the problem 7
"

The teacher left and the meeting ended.

Hob bought a newspaper before we left, and

the shopkeeper quoted him a price in Arabic

money Hob said he had no Arabic money

Will you take American money '" Rob

asked

The shopkeeper hesitated before saying

yes.
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ISC Symposium

The Individual/Society's Pav,

-an interdisciplinary overview of man as a 'manipulatee*

in society.—

—guest speaker-

Dr. James Shapiro of tb? Harvard Medical School, plus

3 other speakers from various departments in U. of T.

-an all-day event on Sat. Mar. 7 starting at 10:00 a.m.

through to 6:30 p.m. Lunch & refreshments will be

served and informal workshop sessions will be held

with alcoholic beverages.

Pick up advance tickets at ISC

. 33 St. George by Thurs. Mar. 5

Admission 50<

University of Toronto

ORGAN RECITAL
by

Janet AAocFarlane

TODAY
Convocation Hall 5.05 p.m.

THE U.C. PLAYERS GUILD

PRESENTS

THE SEAGULL

BY

ANTON CHEKHOV

WEDNESDAY TO SATURDAY

MARCH 4 MARCH 7

8:30 p.m.

THE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE THEATRE

79 ST. GEORGE

DIRECTED BY

Hilary Mclaughlin

admission free

age 12 — THE VAK5M y. wonoay. ivtarcn l. 1U/0

VOTE FOR A SAC COMMITTED TO:

WOMEN'S LIBERATION

The whole educational system including the university discriminates

against women. U. of T. must become actively involved in changing this situation.

A Department of Women's Studies should be set up to research the history of

women, to investigate wage and job discrimination, and to study such immediate

and crucial problems as the effects of the birth control pill. Women should run

this department entirely drawing upon women from all faculties. It should hold

teach-ins, seminars and give credit courses.

The university should provide free birth control devices, and free abortions

for those who request it. There should be a comprehensive day care program fi-

nanced by the university and controlled by the parents.

All discrimination in hiring and firing, advancement and job classification

of women must end. End the streaming of women into courses which lead to

worthless BAs and stiffling low-paying jobs-There should be preferential admis-

sions of women into courses where they are underrepresented. There should be a

quota of 50% women in the graduate studies department to ensure that women
can overcome the discrimination against them in earlier years.

ACTION AGAINST THE VIETNAM WAR

The university is complicit in the war in Vietnam. The administration re-

fused to cancel classes for the Nov. 14 Moratorium. The administration allows

companies such as Honeywell, makers of fragmentation bombs used in Vietnam,

to use campus facilities and accepts almost $1 million in war research. The uni-

versity must sever all connections with the war makers and become active in the

fight against the Vietnam war. SAC must lead in the struggle against campus

complicity and in building the spring offensive against the war, culminating the

Apr. 18 March on Ottawa, rather than dragging its feet - refusing to rupport the

Honeywell protest and giving only token support to the Moratorium.

VOTE SOCIALIST

ELECT Joan
CAMPAtNA
President

Ken
WOLFSON
Vice-President

For further information phone: 363-9618

THEATRE MICKITIES
presents

RIDE A COCK - HORSE

An Original Musical

by BARRY BRODIE

Directed by Thomas O'Connor

Tickets available at SMC Coop in

daytime Sr at Hart House Box office

on performance nights.

Call 923-8893

WED -SAT HART HOUSE THEATRE

830 P.M.
s
1.00



Low Law turnout for election forum
By LAURA KELLY

The SAC campaign trail
wound through the Faculty of
Law Friday where the presi-
dential and vice-presidential
candidates spoke to a small but
lively assembly of about 30
students.

Speaking in the dignified
Moot Courtroom, most of the
candidates expressed a nega-
tive attitude towards the pre-
sent SAC, but held out promis-
es of an improved student
council-

Wayne Richardson (IV
APSC) and Ken McEvoy (III

Vic) presented their platform,
urging a focus on the imple-
mentation of the CUG report,
especially in the face of ATS
opposition, as a method to
improve the learning process
at the U of T.

' 'Some people think CUG is a
radical document . I don't; I

think that parity is a necessi-
ty," said McEvoy.
"We'd like to tie everything

together with communica-
tion," said Richardson.

DAILY COLUMNS
He proposed television pro-

grams, Varsity ads, and infor-

mational columns in Toronto's

daily newspapers to relate SAC
activities to the student body.
Benjamin McNally, a presi-

dential candidate, spoofed the
election procedure.

"I had a really great speech,
but the dog ate it," he dead-
panned.

"The referendum at the
Faculty of Law a few weeks
ago voted overwhelmingly to

stay in SAC. Now where is

everyone?" McNally asked,
glancing around the empty
hall.

"They heard about your
dog," an observer called back.

McNally ended his speech, and
withdrew into a corner.

PIECEMEAL PROGRAMS
Joan Campana (I UC) and

Ken Wolfson (II New), the so-

cialist candidates spoke next.

"Every year we see a pa-
rade of SAC candidates.
Bright, innovative, young men,
but with piecemeal pro-
grams," said Miss Campana.
"We must connect campus

issues with the great social
issues beyond the campus, and
make the university a dynamic
base for socialist change,"
said Miss Campana.
"The one essential part of

my campaign is Women's Lib-
eration, because the whole
educational system perpetu-
ates the myth of women's infe-
riority."

A tired, bitter-sounding Ber-
nie Teitelbaum, made his short
presentation.

WORK FOR STUDENTS

"I was up until 4 a.m. last
night, putting up posters that
had been ripped down. I've
been going on three hours sleep
a night," Teitelbaum said.

"I'm in this campaign to

fight the internalized elitism of

SAC. Yesterday, I was asked
Why don't you drop out of the
race since even if you are
elected no one will work for

you?' I answered: 'Son, you
don't have to work for me, you
have to work for the stu-

dents,'" said Teitelbaum.

Eric Miglin (II APSC) pre-

sented his absent running
mate's. Rod Hurd (III Scar),
platform.

"Students are over-politi-

cized. SAC forces its opinion on

the students. SAC should be

getting involved at local lev-

els," said Miglin.

"At the last SAC meeting,

they gave $150 to the Black
Panthers." said Miglin.

One law student asked the

candidates whether the poor

turnout at the assembly didn't

indicate the uselessness of SAC
for the Faculty of Law.

"It's the over-all alienation,
of which SAC is just a part. The
problem is in the leaning pro-
cess," said Richardson.

WOULDN'T VOTE

"If I weren't running myself
I wouldn't vote either," said
McNally.
When the candidates were

questioned about their position
on the Political Economy
Course Union's proposed stu-

dent boycott, all but Miglin
supported the decision.

"I feel SAC should support
course unions financially, but I

don't think SAC should support
this action. This has to do with
my philosophy of not politiciz-

ing the student," said Miglin.

In search of

red corpuscles

Blood will flow once again at
U of T over the next two weeks
as students turn out in hordes
and herds to contribute some
of their corpuscles to the Red
Cross.

Some 2900 students are ex-
pected to suffer the pricks and
arrows of outraged nurses and
technicians or turn them back
if they have too much booze in

their blood.

Taking the blame for the

drive is Hans Viegever (III

Dents) who has thrown out
challenges to anemic faculties

like Medicine and Music to

beat the record of the faculty

of dentistry for per capita con-

tributions.

The Faculty of Dentistry has
won the Anemia Trophy for

most contributions for the past

three years.

So if you are not afraid of

nurses or their pricks come
and get laid on one of the

stretchers in the Galbraith
building today or tomorrow.

HOUSE 50
LIVE JAZZ CONCERT

East Common Room, 12-2 p.m.

Tuesday, March 3rd

HENRY QUESTA & JAZZ ORCHESTRA
Ladies Welcome

CLASSICAL CONCERT
Music Room —

I p.m.

Wednesday, March 4th

with

DEBORAH JEANS, Soprano

Accompanied by JOHN COVEART
Ladies Welcome

POETRY READING
I p.m. — Music Room

Thursday, March 5th

Selections of poetry by

JAMES REANEY & MARGARET ATWOOD
read by

PROF. J. MACPHERSON
Victoria University

Ladies Welcome

LIBRARY EVENING
Library - 8 p.m.

Thursday, March 5th

ALF K. EBSEN
Typographer & Designer

"BOOK CULTURE"
Slides & Discussion

Ladies Welcome

BLACK HART PUB
Thursday, March 5th

Tuck Shop. 4:30 - 11:30 p.m.

Everyone Welcome

piiiNliiiiiiiiiiiniiiii ii i iii iiiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiyj

| Victoria College

| Dramatic Society |
| presents

= UBU COCU-A very strange comedy by Alfred Jarry =
= New Vic Theatre, New Academic Uldg.

Wed., Thurs., and Fri., March 4-6 1:00 p.m.

HERE AND NOW
TODAY
All Day

Americanization of Canada teach-in tick-

ets on sale at SAC office or Sydney Smith

foyer.

Cardboard prints by Michael Seary until

March 7 Trinity Buttery

Nominations open for GSU President.

Vice President and for graduate depart-

mental constituencies. Nominations close

March 13

Noon
History Student's Union advisory bureau

re-activated: advice for early registration in

history courses '70-71

1 p.m.

Students for Israel educational work-

shop with Abie re: Crisis in Israel Room

12 UC.

Free Institute of Jewish Studies will hold

a seminar on contemporary problems in

Judaism under Rabbi Dr W L. Rabinowitz.

of Clanton Park Synagogue floom 2129

Sid Smith

1,10 p.m.

Chemistry department lilms "Consider

Science.' and "Introduction to high vacu-

um' Rm 159 Lash Miller

The Transformation in American Culture,

184B-1860- Professor John Higham. Rm

2135, Sid Smith,

Students for Israel educational work-

shop session re: Crisis in Israel 186 St

George

7.30 p.m.

West Side Story rehearsal New College

Second in a four-pan senes of lectures

in modern physics for first-year students

and anyone else interested S Kogits will

speak on The Uncertainty Principle" Col-

ree and donuts courtesy of MPSCU. Rm

137, New Physics Bldg

TUESDAY
ALL DAY

Americanization of Canada Teach-in

tickets on sale at SAC office or Sydney

Smith foyer

12,15 p.m.

Royal Conservatory of Music Noon-hour

concert with Helen Elsaesser. Violin and

Ralph Elsaesser. piano School of Music

Concert Hall.

"Canadian Nationalism and Independ-

ence" Part I: "Politics" with guest speaker

Prof A Rotstein Hart House Debates

Room

3 p.m.

n and coffee v

cy The High Commtssione

33 St. George St.

4p.rt

ith His Excellen

for India at ISC,

"Helium Abundances of Population I

and II 8 Stars." Professor Stephen E

Strom, Department of Earth and Space

Science, State University of New York

David Ounlap Observatory, Richmond Hill

Tea at 3 : 40

7.30 p.m

"To preach Christ Resurrected and As-

cended" — Theme of informal meeting of

Christian Science Organization Rm 200
Larkin Bldg

Chemistry Union Meeting Room 204

Lash Miller BuiltJmy

8 p.m.

U of T Homophile Association meeting

end discussion group GSU — 16 Bancroft

St — upstairs lounge

Christian I Ching meeting Rochdale

Second floor lounge

Admission Free

E -Prince Hykasa, brother of the Emperor, termed the show 5
E "very philosophical", adding: "I understood one third =
E very well; I feel I will be able to understand another =
= one third if I sleep on it. But the last one third pro- E
= bably will forever remain a closed book to me,"
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SCARBOROUGH COLLEGE
DRAMA CLUB

presents

"BAREFOOT
IN THE PARK"

by NEIL SIMON

THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

MARCH 5, 6. 7

$1:00 8:30 P.M.
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Administration replies to PECU today

8% vote in referendum

JOB ENGINEER
required by
The Board

of Education
for the City of

Toronto
A graduate engineer is required to assist the

Mechanical Design Engineer with the design,

specification and supervision of school con-

struction. The successful candidate will

perform in the plumbing, heating, ventilating

and air conditioning fields.

Salary range S8.527, to 510,883. per annum.

Letters of application should be addressed

to: Mr. H.M. Cairns, Labour Relations Office,'

155 College Street, Toronto 2-B, Ontario.

The Steering Committee of

the Political Economy Course

Union is meeting this morning
with Prof. W. C. Easterbrook,

the outgoing chairman of the

department, to discuss a reply

to the course union demands
for a negotiating committee to

discuss restructuring in the

department.

A spokesman for the course

union said that several mem-
bers of the Steering Committee
had already spoken to Prof.

Easterbrook and were "opti-

mistic about the success of the

negotiations."

An emergency General

Meeting is being held this af-

ternoon at 1 p.m. in Room 1083

of Sid Smith to decide whether

the boycott of classes is on or

off.

At that time the course union

hopes to have some sort of fac-

ulty reply.

Prof. Easterbrook has indi-

cated privately that he is will-

ing to set up a negotiating

committee but would like some
faculty support. This may re-

quire time to call a faculty

meeting.

The boycott coordinating

committee however is anxious

Less than eight per cent of

the students at Innis College

turned out Friday to vote in a

referendum to give the college

a new constitution.

The new constitution gave
parity to students on the Col-

lege Council and all of the

not to dissipate the militanc}
that is rapidly building up in

the student body.

"The reaction I am getting
from the normally moderate
students is simply amazing."
commented one member of the
Steering Committee, "I think
students must be impatient to

get something done on CUG.
this year.'"

Council committees.

Students voted 49 for the

constitution and one against.

About 650 students were eligi-

ble to vote.

The existing College Council

had already approved the con-

stitution.

FAST ACCURATE HOME TYPING —
keep this name and number lor Future use
— Mis Linda Flood — 884-6526 FREE
PICK UP AND DELIVERY

TYPING thesis, essays, notes. Chans. Eng-
lish. French, other languages Mimeo-
graphing, electnc typewriters Mary Dale
Scott (M Davies). 85 Bloor Si W Room
225 922-7624

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today for free booklet "The Day You Buy a

Diamond'
1

H Proclor and Co . 131 Bloor

St W.Suite416 921-7702

TYPING — Fasl aecuiate and intelligent

Essays, thesis, manuscripts, reports,, (east

bility studies, etc Pick-up and delivery i(

desired Telephone Mis Walker — 449
7077 (days) 444-3744 (evenings!

BENT A Taperecorder Brand new Cas
sette As low as 50c daily 921-7702

BLOOR. near subway and shopping. 8
very clean rooms (or one or two persons
Share kitchen (stove, fridge) 342 Run-
nymede Rd 636-5865

TUTOR WANTED: Graduate student in-

cognitive psychology familial with con
cepts ofChomsky, Piagel and computei
approaches Remuneration high. Call
924-7269

CAIRNS-ANTIQUES - HGWY 27 IN
THORNTON 6 MILES SOUTH OF
BARRIE — early Canadian lurmlure pine
cherry maple butternut. Wrought- Iron.
Earthenware, etc. Open week-ends.

SUBLET: May Sept Brand new (ully fur

mshed 2 bedroom apartment (a pan o(
which can be sublet) Located near subway
and university at 100 Spadina Road
Phone 925 7071 after 6 00 P M

SKI BOOTS FOR SALE. Large stan-
dards sue 7 equivalent to 8 men's shoe
size Last year's model, like new condition
Call Drummond White 928-3875

HURD ON THE THIRD. HURD ON THE
THIRD. HURD ON THE THIRD. HURD
ON THE THIRD. HURD ON THE
THIRD. HURD ON THE THIRD.

APARTMENT — S/C 1 bedi loi couple
with baby S75 p m m exchange lor baby-
sitting four year old 3 PM • 1 2 PM week-
days 698-4331 days

EXPERIENCED m all phases of typing
Will type you' work tor you Please call

221-5126 Mrs C Buck Keep my number
I'" future reference

LOST near main campus Wed Feb 1

1

lady's wrist watch, brown leathei strap,

gold case, back engraved Reward Call A
Wargon. 923-0365

WEST SIDE STORY — Coming March
19-21 Buy your tickets early Presented by
NEW COLLEGE DRAMA GUILD Tickets

SI 50 Thurs $2 00 Fri & Sat

GOING TO EUROPE: If you have an
AOSC Ihghl from 24 - Aug 31 oi M3y
1 ) Sept 2 or any similar dales and are

willing to enchange it for May 12 Sept 13
call Ned 923-0487

STUDENT JOBS AND TOURS IN
EUROPE, Every student guaranteed a

paying |0b in Europe For a complete de-

scription and application form in a 42 page
booklet send S2 00 to Gord Allan 25 Tay-

lorwood Or . Islington 675

CATALYST magazine needs distribution

manager and sales table volunteers Phone
Ian Young. 694 8752

CLASSICAL CONCERT
Music Room. II :i i-l House - 1 p.m.

Wedncscfay, March 4th

PROGRAMME
Caro volto pal 1 i detto Matteis

Caldo sangue A. Scarlatti

Chi vuole innamorarsi A. Scarlatti

Op. 103 Zigeunerlieder Brahms

Le Temps des Li las Chausson

Serenade llalienne Chausson

Le Colibri Chausson

Donde Li eta (Act 1 1 1 La Boheme) Puccini

from "Night of Frost in May" Charles Ives

Maple Leaves Charles Ives

In Summer Fields Charles Ives

Ladies Welcome

( LASSII 1KD
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Article quotes open meeting

Innocuous" story leads to seizure of 200 Innis
ibout 200 copies of the Innis Herald .™t. ,„...About 200 copies of the Innis Herald

were taken out of circulation Friday
as an act of censure on one story
about the Innis College Council.
Ron Pushchak, editor of the Her-

ald, laid the charge of censure last
night.

The Council meeting that was re-
ported discussed the possibility of
using the School of Graduate Studies
building next door to Innis I as part of
the College.

Printing some of the remarks from
that part of the meeting caused the

controversy, said Pushchak.
Pushchak said that Innis Registrar

David King told him that some of the
quotes might jeopardize some peo-
ple's careers.

Prof. P. Silcox was quoted by the
Herald as saying that "most Grad
students could tell you where to put
the School of Graduate Studies and it

wouldn't be up St. George St." Other
members of the Council were quoted
as saying "push Sirluck up the
street."

King refused to comment last night

papers
on the censure action.

Ted Montgomery, Innis College
Student Council President said that he
picked up the papers so that the
members of the Council quoted could

know that their comments were re-

ported "before the Graduate School
people saw that (story)."

The Council has a number of stu-

dent members, one of which is the

student council president.

The Council meetings are tradition-

ally open, said Montgomery, but have
never been reported before.

"People are used to making person-
al remarks" in the meetings said
Montgomery.
Pushchak said that he will circulate

the rest of the papers. "I'll have them
all over campus tomorrow." he said
last night.

Pushchak said that he thought the
article was innocuous and couldn't
understand why the Herald was being
censured.

Energy possible substitute for walls & roofs
By JIM KARIMITANIS

Energy used as a substitute
for walls and a roof in creating
enclosures with no visible
structure at all, according to

two Toronto researchers.

Bernard Etkin, professor of

engineering science at U of T's
Institute for Aerospace studies
and Peter L. Goering, a Toron-
to architect and a 1955 gradu-
ate from U of T's (then) School
of Architecture have co-aut-
hored a paper called "Air-cur-

tain Walls and Roofs — Dy-
namic Structures."

Details of the new approach
were presented to an interna-

tional conference on Architec-

tural Aerodynamics, convened
in London, England by the

Royal Society.

Research had been initiated

at the Institute for Aerospace
Studies by Goering's proposal

that energy might be substitut-
ed for mass in large architec-
tural systems. Experiments
that have been conducted at
the Institute have already

demonstrated on a laboratory
scale that air can be used to

provide both walls and roof.

As for future possibilities of
the experiments Prof. Etkin
said "We have here, I think,

fairly clearly shown that we
have only scratched the sur-

face of the scientific and engi-

neering problems related to

air-curtain enclosures."

Etkin and Goering told the

conference that the major
problems with air curtain roofs

would be wind and rain. But
whereas the former is critical-

ly dependant on details of

geometry the latter is suscepti-

ble to some generalized analy-

sis. Early theoretical and ex-

perimental works dealt with
the use of horizontal jets.

Very recently the team tried

an entirely new approach. "It

occurred to us that annular
jets, directed upwards, might
have useful properties as a jet

curtain, in view of the known
tendency of jets to coalesce,"
they say in their paper. Thus a
ring of upward pointing jets

might be set up around a stad-

ium and they would converge
to form a single "solid" jet.

Raindrops falling onto the sys-

tem would be shattered and
dispersed.

Prof. Etkin warned that
their are many obstacles which
seem insurmountable at the
moment but advised that is not
the time to be concerned with
apparent limitations "but to

let the imagination run free."

Tuesday ballot to decide fate of Campus Centre
The flurry of platitudes in the SAC Tne student- fee for the project would viously available have dried up. To-

presidential election has detracted hopefully be supplemented by private morrow's referendum is the result of a

from yet another vote slated to appear donations if approved at the polls Tues- report by SAC presidential hopeful

on the same ballot tomorrow. day.

A campus centre referendum will The five million dollar campus
ask whether U of T students would sup- centre was conceived three years ago,

port a $15 levy to raise funds for the but ran ,nto rocky ground when the

much belated project Board of Governors refused to grant a

Students now pay $12 each year for campus monopoly to the Bank of Mon-

SAC fees, one of the lowest student un- treal whlcn offered significant finan-

ion levies in the country. The campus clal suPP°rt for the centre,

centre levy would be additional. S,nce ,hen government funds pre-

Wayne Richardson (IV APSC) calling

for the combination student levy and
private financing.

SAC president Gesta (Gus) Abols
originally proposed the student levy

and referendum himself at an SAC
meeting January 21, but voted against

the proposal when Richardson present-

ed his complete report two weeks later.

'

Plans see the campus centre provid-

ing cafeteria services for the west side

of the campus, along with offices for

student and faculty groups, recreation-

al facilities and common rooms.

There will be two questions on to-

morrow's ballot. The first asks if the

SAC should continue with its campus
centre plans. The second concerns the

student levy.

The Department of History

in co-operation with

The School of Graduate Studies

presents a Public Lecture

Topic: The Transformation in American Culture,

1848-1860

Speaker: John Higham, Professor of History, University

of Michigan

Professor Higham is a distinguished student of

American intel I ictual history. He is the author

of Strangers in the Land and History as well as

such influential articles as Beyond Consensus

and The Cult of American Consensus

Date: 2 March, 1970

Tirr 3:00 p.m.

Place: Room 2135, Sidney Smith Hall

PLEASE /"BOUNCE TO YOUR CLASSES

RENT A
TAPE RECORDER

BRAND NEW CASSETTES

AS LOW AS 500 DAILY
921 - 7702

BOUTIQUES,

2200
fonge St

9241974

JAPAN-EXPO 70
1. Leaves June Sth

2. Leaves August 14th

return June 27th

return Sept. 7th

$800.00

$815.00

Price includes return Flight Toronto/Tokyo and

student tour of Japan for entire period.

Cost of Flight alone is $450.00 return.

For Full Information please contact:

ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT COUNCILS,
44 ST. GEORGE STREET,
TORONTO 181, Ont.

921-7611

Also 26 student flights to Europe:
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UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE
THEATRE

79 St. George Street

OPEN HOUSE
TODAY 3 — 5

Anyone interested in using the Univer-

sity College Theatre next year is invit-

ed to inspect the facilities and discuss

booking arrangements this afternoon.

BOOKINGS
Booking applications for the period

September 1/70-November 15/70 and

for certain weeks from December
1/70-March 31/71 will be accepted

from March 15-March 31/70.

WANTED -

THEATRE ADMINISTRATOR
A part-time position is available for a

student for 1970-71. The Theatre Ad-
ministrator will be responsible for the

day-to-day operations of the Theatre.

WANTED -

TECHNICAL ADVISOR
A full-time position is available comm-
encing September 1/70 for a Technical

Advisor for the Theatre. The Advisor

will be responsible for maintaining all

equipment in the Theatre and assisting

all drama groups using the Theatre.

To apply for bookings or either position, write
University College Theatre 79 St. George Street.

For further information, come to the Theatre
this afternoon or call

Stephen Martineau — 928-4077

463-6256

Hilary McLaughlin — 921-6356

Earl Rosen - 487-8519

XEROX
COPIES
QUALITY

GUARANTEED

FREE COLLATING

5c each - 1st copy ot an

original

4c each • 2nd llirvi 10th copies
ot the same original

2c each 1 1 In and morr; copies

of the same original

While-U-Wait or Overnight

COLLEGE
COPY
SHOP

76 CHARLES ST. W.
_ TELEPHONE -

923-8115.

ELECTION DAY
Tuesday March 3rd.

Polling booths will be stationed all over

the campus.

Ballots will be counted in West Hall of

University College, from 5 pm.

ADVANCE POLL
SAC Presidential Elections

SAC Office
AND

THE FACULTY OF DENTISTRY
9 am - 5 pm

THE STUDENTS AND FRIENDS OF INDIA ASSOCIATION

INVITE YOU TO HAVE A Dialogue WITH

HIS EXCELLENCY

THE HIGHC0MMISSI0NER FOR INDIA

AT I.S.C., 33 St. George St.

ON March 3rd, Tuesday, 3 PM FREE COFFEE

HART HOUSE GLEE CLUB]
(the University male chorus)

A UDITIONS
MUSIC ROOM, HART HOUSE
MARCH 9 & 12

4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

SINGING TOURS OF CANADA
UNIVERSITY CONCERTS



Simcoe Hall exonerated
Mr. E. A. Prichard, the Su-

perintendent of the Physical
Plant on the St. George Cam-
pus, emphatically denied last
night that the stink on the main
field was coming from Simcoe
Hall.

"We were wondering if it

were coming from the Medical
Science Building," he said.

"I wouldn't be surprised by
that at all," commented Chris
Ibey, a first year Meds stu-
dent, "We do all sorts of weird
things inside that building. I'm
amazed no one noticed it ear-
lier."

The small which has been
particularly acrid in the last
few weeks seems to hover over
the main field in front of Uni-
versity College, and across
from Simcoe Hall.

Its source remains a mys-
tery. "We certainly haven't
fertilized the field this year,"

he continued.

"And I don't think it is com-
ing from the main smokes-
tack."

A spokesman for Pollution
Probe noted that it could not be
from the main smokestack
since the wind blew the smoke
away from that field over to-
wards the astronomical tele-
scope on the MacLennan Labs.
Prichard declared that the

authorities were looking into
the stink and expected to come
up with results shortly. For the
moment the source of the
smell hanging over that part of
the university remains un-
known.

"Bullshit, plain bullshit,"
exclaimed leading campus rad-
ical Bob James when asked to
comment. James linked the
smell ideologically to the
threat of American Imperial-
ism in the university.

Point Isn't a point isn't a rose
THE POINT ISN'T THE

POINT, IT'S THE PROCESS!

!

What's the point?

We are trained to look obses-
sively and automatically for
"the point" (c.f. "the facts
ma'm, just the facts.), the
objectional effect of this being
that we are simultaneously
being trained to ignore the
process.

It's not working. In fact it is

killing us.

Physically. Mentally, Spirit-

ually. "Take a day! And walk
around! Watch the Nazis! Run
your town! Then go home! And
check yourself! You think that

it's always someone else!"
(from "plastic people" by
Zappa, M.O.I.)

We must change within the

next few years (preferably
months) the basic structures
through which we administer
our social environment. At
present the administrative
structures are inadvertently

spastic-elitist-repressive and
utterly ritualistic in both struc-

ture and behaviour. Above all,

they are traditionally incapa-
ble of responding in a meaning-
ful or creative way to the hu-

man situation.

The first thing to emphasis
and repeat is, that we are talk-

ing about structures not peo-
ple. The aim being to free and
preserve peope, ALL people,
and destructure, restructure
(or smash, if you like) the re-

pressive, exploitive, and gen-
erally mindless traditional

power structures and to in-

volve all kinds of people of all

ages at an ever-increasing rate

of ever-decreasing frustration

to all majorities and minori-
ties. Everyone is the "elected

representative" of a minority
of at least one.

Impossible? Impracticle?
Am I ignoring the law of social

Darwinism, and the economics
of Malthus? ("Survival of the

fittest" and "There isn't

enough for all," respectively.)
No, I just started to understand
Bucky Fuller. (Utopia, by
doing more with less via syner-

gy and dymaxion automation

and environmental design rev-
olution. Or, Oblivion, by con-
tinuing our somnabulistic con-
ventions as they are.) The ef-

fect then, of the present train-

ing structure pompously called
"Education" is to make you
ignore the process and above
all to accept things as they are.
Secondary effects are hardly
better. They are to train you
to:

1. Sit; the training of bu-

reaucrates, rather than doing.

2. Endure the numbing ten-

sion of, and thus become cal-

loused to, square buildings and
square rooms. Squares and
cubes do not occure in nature
and as structures have no in-

tegrity. They collapse without

lateral support. Hexagons are
only one of many alternatives

that are far more natural and
efficient.

3. Listen. What more can I

say? "Listen or get out!"

4. Memorise trivia, labels,

and facts.

5. Specialise; arrange facts.

6. Accept authority. Rather

than generate insight.

7. Ignore your own thoughts,

(see above)

8. Ignore the thoughts of fel-

low students, (see 6.)

9. Ignore those without au-

thority, power, or influence

(i.e. anyone who isn't setting

the exam.

)

It is worth stressing that all

this is secondary to the funda-

mental purpose of this train-

ing, being to train you to ac-

cept this method and structure

without question, i.e. "trouble-

makers, meddlers, agitators

etc." don't pass, "get ahead",

sit on committees (!!!), etc

etc. ad nauseam.

You might say things kinda

fucked up. "Teaching as a Sub-

versive Activity" by Postman

and Weingartner is right on,

and reading their stuff can be

better than not. Then a bit of

Laing (Politics of the Family)

and Fuller, (Utopia or Oblivi-

on) and you may never be the

same again, thank God ! !

!

—jon karsemeyer

OTHERS TALK WE ACT

* Others tall: of community
involvement

• Others talk of experi-
menting in mass
communication

* Others talk of making
CUG (Commission on
University Government)
work.

Others talk of Student
Housing and a Campus
Centre.

• Rod HURD is a member of the
Social Planning Council for
Metro Toronto

• Rod HURD has produced news
and special affairs TV pro-
grams at Scarborough. Eric
MIGLIN is a member of the
Toike editorial staff

• Rod HURD and Eric MIGLIN
are members of the 'mini
CUGs' in their respective
schools. Rod HURD is a mem-
ber of the Allen Committee to

restructure the Faculty Council
of Arts and Science.

Rod HURD was a delegate to

the Provincial Committee on
University Affairs.

Rod HURD has arranged for

independent student budgetary
and managerial control of Stu-

dentHousing. He has also
planned the Student Services in

Phase II at Scarborough.

MARCH THIRD

ELECT

HURD-MIGLIN

MODE THAN JUST WORDS
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Injuries hamper Warriors

happy group of Varsity Blues gather oround the Queen's Cup held by captain Brian St. John follow-

g their 7-4 victory over Waterloo. The cup must feel right at home by now as this is the thirty-second

me that the scene has been repeated since 1 903.

cont'd from page 20

their semi-Final victory over
Ottawa. As Watt said. ' Crosby

is so big and strong is usually

takes two players to clear him
from in front of our goal

"

Also. Laidlaw had his effec-

tiveness reduced when he

twisted an ankle in the second

period.

Wright was cut for a few
stitches when he was uncere-

moniously wrestled to the ice

by a Warrior defenseman in

the middle period.

PENALTIES RAMPANT
Varsity players were nabbed

for 11 minor penalties to only

four for the Warriors.

Grant Cole in the Blues' goal

stopped 32 Warrior shots while

Blues fired 34 at Scott.-

Wright and St. John emerged
as Blues leading scorers in the

You Can

MAKE SAC WORK
Wayne Richardson and Ken McEvoy are run-

ning lor President and Vice President of SAC
because they aie deenly concerned about the

lack of true community at the University of

Toronto.

They see evidence of this lack of community

almost every day as they attend classes... they

see it in class-room structures that mitigate a-

gainst real learning. They see it in the comments

of aleinated students and in orofs who get

turned off because their students are turned ofl.

Richardson and McEvoy are convinced that

something can be done about these situations.

They think that CUG provided a definition of a •• i \\r |>u i| t|{|K(k\
structure which would go a long way towards ' liH.II.AHI'Ml.i

breaking down many of the aibitrary divisions which are working against real

learning in the classroom today. They are convinced that the concept of commu-

nity articulated by that reoort is perhaps the best way of developing really rele-

vant education at this university.

Richardson and McEvoy are determined to transform SAC into the kind of strong

and united student organization that can work effectively 'or the development of

such a university community.

Wayne Richardson and Ken 'JlcEvoy realize perhaps beltei than anyone else

running in this election the problems that are preventing SAC from being such an

organization now.

They know that it makes irresponsible political commitments that tend to

divide rather than unite the camnus.
They know that it was torn by internal fact-

ionalism this year. They know that it doesn't

communicate enough with the student body.

And they are determined to do something to rem-

edy the problems. .. by avoiding irresponsible

political commitments, by listening to ideas

wherever they come from, and most of all by

building communication links between SAC and

the student body.

Wayne Richardson and Ken McEvoy want to

transform SAC into the kind of student organi-

zation that will be able to build the spirit of

trust and co-operation among all menibers-ol the

university that must evolve if true community in

the university is ever to exist here.

They need your vote to do it.KKN MrKVOi

RICHARDSON • McEVOY
president vice pres

two weekend games. Wright
had four goals and three as-

sists while St. John had three

goals and four assists. Buba
was next as he put in two goals

in each game and added two
assists.

Varsity winger Mike Boland

was the hard-luck player of the

playoffs. "Bookie'" hit more
posts and missed more close

chances than most players do

in a season.

Perhaps one of the Waterloo

fans, a pleasant looking girl

with long blond hair, summed
it up best as she talked quietly

to her boy friend after the

game.
"I just get so discouraged,"

she said. "After tonight I real-

ly begin to wonder if we'll ever

beat Blues. You know, its sort

of a vicious circle. We need
confidence to beat them -

"I just get so discouraged,"

she said. "After tonight I real-

ly begin to wonder if we'll ever

beat Blues. You know, its sort

of a vicious circle. We need
confidence to beat them and

yet we can't get that confi-

dence until we beat them! And
besides, they're just so big. .

.

so smooth ... so strong. . so

KVKRYTHING!"
And that just about says it

all.

York Yeoman also

make PEI playoffs

As of latest report, four of

the five representatives to the

Charlottetown CIAU hockey
championships have been de-

cided.

Down east, the St. Mary's
Huskies, who finished first in

the Atlantic Intercollegiate

AA, defeated the St. Francis

Xavier X-Men 6-5 in their play-

off final.

There will be two Toronto
universities represented at

PEI. The York Yeomen decid-

ed that when they downed the

Laurentian Voyageurs 8-2 Sat-

urday night to take the Ontario

Intercollegiate AA title.

Out west, it will be the per-

ennial western champs the U
of Alberta Bears once again.

The Bears downed the U of

Calgary Dinasaurs 3-2 and 3-1

to take the best of three final in

straight games. '

The Ottawa-St. Lawrence
AA is the only league still to be

decided. It will be the Loyola

Warriors and (he Sir George
Williams Georgians in that

final.
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We are "Direct" Diamond
Dealers handling both loose

and mourned diamonds. Our
booklet tellsj-ou what tolook
(or and what to enpect when
you invest m a diamond. You

purcha
ect" b;

froi us on

H. PROCTOR & Co.

Diomond and Gem Oeolos

131 BLOOR ST. W. SUITE 416



Blues bludgeon Carabins U-0 to ivin OQAA semifinal
By JIM COWAN

The U of T Blues and Water-

loo Warriors sot the stage for

Saturday's OQAA hockey final

Friday night as they won their

respective, if not rcspectihle.

games against teams from the

universities of Montreal and
Ottawa.

Blues had little trouble

downing the U of M Carabins

U-0 in the first game of the

evening, but Waterloo ran into

some stiff opposition from the

Ottawa Gee-Gee's before win-

ning 7-3 in the nightcap.

It was a tough game in more
than one way for the Warriors;

they lost star forward Cam
Crosby in the first minute of

play when he collided with an
Ottawa player at his own blue-

line. The injury was diagnosed

as a broken leg. and he was
taken to hospital for X-rays.

(They don't shoot hockey play-

ers, do they?)

A few minutes later another

collision cost Waterloo a goal,

as allstar defenseman Ian

McKegney and teammate Savo
Vujovic nailed each other at

centre ice. As the two tried to

get untangled. Bob Aube. Otta-

wa's leading scorer this sea-

son, picked up the loose puck
and skated in to beat goalie Ian

Scott.

It took Warriors all of three

minutes to even the score. At

8:36 Rick Bacon took a pass
from Peter Paleczney and beat

Gee-Gee's Jaques Audy with a

hard shot on the goalies' glove

side. Waterloo took the lead at

16:25 when Roger Kropf beat

Audy for Warriors second goal.

DISASTER STRIKES

Ottawa's Bob Fawcett tied

the score at the 1:20 mark of

the second, but that was it for

Gee-Gee's in what turned out

to be a disastrous period At 5:

27 Greg Sephton gave Warriors

the lead again, and at 13:36

Dave Rudge scored the win-

ning goal. Audy was caught out

of his net, dived back in time to

make the first save but

couldn't prevent Rudge from

putting his second shot into the
net.

The 2-1 edge Waterloo held
in goals in the second period
was in no way indicative of the
way the two teams played.
Ottawa seemed to completely
fall apart after Sephton s goal,
and they didn't manage to get
regrouped until very near the
end of the period. Ottawa lost

the game in the middle stanza,
and only Audy's great work
kept the score respective.

Gee-Gee's carried the rally

into the third period and drew
within one goal when Gaetan
Secours scored at 3 : 54. But two
goals by Ken Laidlaw finally

put the game out of reach, and
Rick Maloney added another at

13:47 just to makesure
Ottawa finished in first

place this season after a last-

place finish in the OQAA east-
ern division in 1968-69. Netmin-
der Audy showed why he was
chosen for the first allstar
team in the east this year and
the Ottawa defense turned in a

creditable showing for most of

the game. Up front, however,
the only line which posed any
real threat was that of Bob and
Bert Aube and Bob Arnott.

Warriors, with a somewhat
better balance of talent, had to

go all out to win. and took the

game by making better use of

their chances around the net.

FIRST SHUTOUT
It was an infinately more

entertaining contest than Blues

romp over the hapless Cara-
bins; the only real question in

that one was whether or not

goalie Grant Cole could hang
on to his first shutout of the

season. Some good goal tend-

ing and at least one friendly

goal post insured that he did.

Blues won the game at 1:42

of the first period as Bill Buba
scored his first of two goals,

taking a pass from John Wright

and putting the puck under a

sliding Luc St. Jean. Mike Bo-

land started the play with a

clearing pass to Wright.

Then Terry Peterman went

These three goals in the second period Friday night removed any doubt about who would win the
first semi-final tilt. Above, Blues ten Burman (15) and Terry Peterman (10) signal Brian St. John's
marker as goalie tut St. Jean looks over his shoulder for the puck. Carabin's Carol Beltemorre (11),
Robert Denis (4) and Cregoire Dodier (16) ore the unwilling observors. Below, Dave Field
(foreground) circles away after scoring Blues' sixth goal while Nick Holmes (left) and Bob McGuinn
salute. St. Jean looks disgusted and Andre Larouche blocks out Paul Laurent, just a little late. Bottom
left, John Wright disengages himself from Pierre Paiment's stick after scoring Varsity's seventh goal.
Bob McGuinn ( 16) confirms what everyone already knew as Jaques Dube ( 1 8) and Bellemare move
in to comfort St. Jean.

to work on a hat trick that even
the purists couldn't fault, scor-
ing back-to-back-to-back goals
at 7:11. 12:29 and 16:57 The
first was unassisted; Brian St

John helped out on the other
two.

Peterman and his captain
again combined at 6:43 of the
second as St. John picked up
his first goal of Ihe night to put
Blues ahead 5-0. Len Burman
also assisted on the goal. St.

John scored again at 9:30 of the
third period, assisted by 'who
else ') Terry Peterman.

Blues other three-goal scor-
er was John Wright, who
scored one in the second and
two in Ihe third His last mar-
ker at 12:42 was an excellent
example of teamwork on the

Boland-Wright-Buba line

phiinahy fpaifrrhlgfiia

Boland fired Ihe puck into

the corner then raced in to

throw a pass out to Buba.
standing 30 feet in front of

Carabins' replacement goalie
Bertrand Trudel. Buba's shot
was knocked down, but Wright
pounced on the loose puck and
lifted a shot past the Montreal
nelminder.

BLUENOTES: Only one
penalty was called in the Mon-
treal-Toronto game. Varsity's

Bob Hamilton was fingered for

roughing in (he second period.

.

shots on goal were either 58-15,

62-15 or 62-20. depending on

who was doing the addi-

ng suffice it to say that Blues

badly outshot Carabins. . .

shots in the second game were
relatively cose. 36-29 with the

edge to Waterloo. .

.
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Next stop: PEI

Varsity wins Queen's Cup - - - again!
By LYNDON LITTLE

As the final seconds ticked away in Saturday night's

OQAA hockey final the scoreclock at Varsity Arena read,

"Visitors 7- Home4"!
Now wait a minute! Don't get all upset — Blues did win.

Because the playoffs are supposed to be on neutral ground

Blues opposition in the final, the Waterloo Warriors, were des-

ignated as the "home team". Blues, wearing their white away
uniforms, won a thrilling "road victory" before a packed

house to walk off with their fifth straight Queen's Cup.

It was also Varsity's thirty-second OQAA championship

since competition was inaugurated in 1903.

It was Blues second consecu- back just a minute later to put

tive clutch victory over the

Warriors in the last two weeks.

After being held to two ties in

their first games, Blues came
up with a key 9-6 win Feb. 20 to

clinch first place and now the

triumph in the playoff final.

"DOWN EAST" NEXT
Blues now pack their bags

for Charlottetown, PEI for the

national finals this weekend.
They are scheduled to depart

Wednesday.
Saturday's game lends itself

to an easy analysis. Blues
jumped into an early four goal

lead, Waterloo had to play

catch-up hockey and couldn't

quite make it.

Rookie rightwinger Nick
Holmes opened the scoring

after only 50 seconds of play.

Paul Laurent, closing out his

illustrious Varsity career,

swept into the Waterloo end,

pulled the Warrior defense

over to the left side then pas-

sed to Holmes who was un-

guarded in front of the Water-
loo net.

Another of Blues' fine first

year players, Bill Buba, came

Blues two ahead. Buba stole

the puck at center ice, broke in

on his left wing and beat Ian

Scott in the Warrior goal with a

quick shot from a sharp angle.

WRIGHT PROLIFIC

Goals by John Wright, his

fourth of the weekend and his

eleventh in his last four games,

and Len Burman gave Blues

their four goal cushion by the

15 mark of the first period.

The Warriors then did what

they have been doing all season

in their matches with Blues.

They came right back when it

looked like they were out of the

game.
Before the first period was

over, two quick goals, one by

Bob Reade and the other by
defenseman Savo Vujovic and

Waterloo was right back in the

game.
If there was any turning

point it came in the first few
minutes of the second.

Blues Dave Field had taken

a penalty at the 19:15 mark of

the first and then Mike Boland
was fingered for a tripping vio-

lation just as the period ended.

Leftwinger Len Brumon circles behind Waterloo net after jabbing in Varsity's third goal in Blues' 7-4

Queen's Cup victory over the Warriors Saturday night at Varsity Arena. Captain Brian St. John, who
set up the score with a perfect pass, watches the action from the corner.

Blues were forced to play two
men short for the first minute
and 15 seconds of the middle
stanza.

At one point in that frantic 75

seconds, Warriors most dan-

gerous marksmen, Ken Laid-

law, was set up right in front of

Blues' goal with half the net to

shoot at. All the Waterloo fans

rose to cheer what looked like

a sure goal but the puck some-
how went over the Varsity net.

After the Warriors failed to

capitalize on their two -man

advantage the momentum
swung back to Blues.

THE ST. JOHN SHIFT

Just a few minutes later,

Brian St. John took a pass at

centre ice from defenseman
Bob Hamilton. The Varsity

captain put a beaufiful shift on
the Warriors' defense and
broke in all alone on Scott.

St. John's hard shot from
about 30 feet found its way
through Scott's legs.

' 'That's what being a captain

is all about " coach Tom Watt
said later, "leadership and a

big goal."

Buba's second goal of the

game and one by Bob McGuinn
completed the Varsity scoring.

Dave Rudge and Rick Maloney
picked up the other Waterloo
goals.

Warriors undoubtedly
missed the services of Cam
Crosby, their muscular lef-

twinger who broke his leg in

see INJURIES, page 18

Swim Blues splash tofifth straight national title

Two Canadian and nine

CIAU records fell as the

University of Toronto Swim
Team captured their fifth

consecutive national title in

Montreal last weekend.
The most powerful team

ever assembled in Toronto

took an early lead on Friday

evening and came back to

double the margin on Satur-

day. The final score left

Toronto well ahead of the

University of Alberta 370-

239. McGill finished a close

third with 229 points.

Theo Van Ryn started the

action by successfully de-

lending his title in the 50

Freestyle (for the fourth

time). This year the 50 was
a tribute to a retiring Cham-
pion. Two winning relay legs

and a third place finish in

the 100 free made the meet a

total success for Theo.

Jim Shaw, who had a poor

meet last weekend, followed

the example of the "old vet-

eran" in the 200 Backstroke
by defeating his rival John
Hawes (McGill) and by set-

ting a Canadian Record in

the process. Terry Bryon

came through with second

place finishes in the 200

Free.

The highlight of Friday

evening was the. 400 Free
Relay. The only competition

in this race across the coun-

try is between Toronto and
McGill. McGill swimmers
were anxious to win, but had

to settle for second place as

they forced the quartet of

John Twohig, Doug Mac-
intosh Jim Adams, and Theo
Van Ryn under the Canadian
record.

Toronto continued the

domination by making a

clean sweep of the sprint

events on Saturday after-

noon. Bob Heatley broke the

CIAU record in the 100 Fly.

Jim Adams won the 100

Free by a judges decision.

Jim Shaw set a new record

in the 100 Back and Ross
Ballantyne and Barry Bow-
erman made a 1-2 finish in

the 100 Breast.

The Medley Relay of Jim
Shaw, Ross Ballantyne, Bob
Heatley and Theo Van Ryn

was an obvious success win-

ning by over a pool length

The most important out-

come of the meet was the

selection of the team to rep-

resent Canada at the World

Student Games in Italy this

summer. If Canada sends a

team, eight Toronto swim-
mers will be considered.

Theo Van Ryn, Jim Adams,
Mike Guinness, Terry

Bryon, Bob Heatley, Jim
Shaw, Ross Ballantyne, and
Barry Bowerman are among
the sixteen Canadian Col-

lege swimmers who will be

considered.

Theo Van Ryan splashes to a record breaking finish at the end of the 400-yard free style relay in Mon-
treal last weekend. The Varsity squad trimmed a full second off the Canadian record, finishing in just

3: 1 7.8 second. a
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Hurd 2612

Richardson 2319

McNally 475

Teitelbaum 395

Campana 265
FOR ON THE SPOT (SORT OF) REPORTS ON THE
CANDIDATES LAST NIGHT, SEE PAGE 6

photo by Errol Young

Hurd nudges Richardson by 293 votes
By DAVID FRANK

SAC vice-president Bob Barkweli played the piano in Universi-

ty College's West Hall last night.

Radio Varsity's Pat Dymond fooled around with the piano.

Mark Golden, who was running for SAC vice-president, a/so

took his turn at the piano while the election returns trickled in last

night.

And when it was all over Scarborough College's Rod Hurd was
the new SAC president.

And his running-mate, Eric Miglin, had clinched the vice-presi-

dential spot.

Barkweli sat down at the piano as the final totals were posted
and played Solidarity Forever. The crowd joined in.

Hurd piled up a total of 2612

votes, keeping his chief oppo-

nent, Wayne Richardson (IV

APSC) at a safe 200 to 300 vote

distance most of the evening-

He defeated Richardson by a

293-vote margin.

Trailing far behind were
Benjamin McNally (III UC)
with 475 votes, Bernard Teitel-

baum (III UC) with 395 votes,

and Joan Campana (I UC) with

265 votes.

The overwhelming push for

Hurd's victory came from the

two suburban campuses.

Scarborough, where he is

student council president gave

him 974 votes, while casting 46

votes for Teitelbaum, 39 votes

for Richardson, 24 for Miss

Campana and 11 for McNally.

The- Erindale campus gave

Hurd 182 votes out of the 270

Cast.

On the main campus Hurd
led by small margins at five

polls and garnered 124 votes in

Dentistry against Richardson's

51.

The Richardson-McEvoy
team led at the remaining 15

polling stations, and on the

main campus alone held a 700-

vote margin over Hurd.

But despite significant ma-
jorities in Engineering and

most of the arts colleges, Ri-

chardson was unable to build

up enough of a lead to cushion

the impact of the Scarborough

votes.

In the vice-presidential race

it looked for a long time as if

another split ticket was in the

making for 1970-71.

SAC president Gus Abols,

who has had a running battle

with his vice-president since

last year's election, was saying

that he really couldn't see too

much difference between Hurd
and Victoria College's Ken
McEvoy and thought they

would be able to get along.

But at the last minute Miglin

managed to pull ahead of

McEvoy on the strength of the

results from his home engi-

neering faculty and prevented

the possibility of another split

ticket. Miglin tallied 2588

votes, while McEvoy received

2447.

The other two vice-presi-

dential candidates lagged be-

hind with 634 votes for Mc-

Nally's mate, Mark Golden (IV

UC). and 266 votes for Ken
Wolfson (I New), running with

Miss Campana on a Socialist

ticket.

Teitelbaum got less than 50

votes at each poll, including

Scarborough where he placed

second to Hurd.

McNally and Golden did best

at University College, where

they were second to Richard-

son and McEvoy.

The socialist ticket did best

at Scarborough where Wolfson

was able to poll 63 votes.

Spiro Agnew got one write-

in vote.

photo by Ceta Ramktk3la*vnstngh

Successful SAC presidential candidate Ron Hurd (left) fields questions with vice-presidential running

mate Eric Miglin at an election forum lost week. Hurd beat out runner-up Wayne Richardson, while

Miglin only pulled ahead of Richardson's running mate Ken McEvoy during the final minutes of bal-

lot-counting at University College last night.

Richardson Hurd McNally Teitelbaum Campana

Innis 56 24 10 13 4

Trinity 144 83 37 6 18

St. Mike's 109 80 13 13 11

New 122 134 43 41 12

UC 197 76 136 41 37
Victoria 303 150 36 11 24

Sid Smith 146 50 24 22 17

Dents 51 124 4 16 6

Phys Ed 42 33 1 4 3

Arch 68 15 15 8 11

law 57 49 12 20 10

Food Sci 10 11 1 2

POTS 15 16 1

Wycrtffe 2 11 1 1 2

Music 68 12 2 5 2

COE 22 25 10 7 7

Library Sci 6 1 1

New Physics 130 73 23 21 12

Meds 56 55 20 15 8

Pharmacy 28 12 1 5 1

Engineering 413 301 20 23 18

Erindale 30 182 12 23 23

Scarborough 39 974 11 46 24



Do you live in someone else's plate?

JOIN THE STUDENT TENANTS' UNION!

Free to all student tenants, undergraduate or graduate

Includes membership in Metro Tenants' Association

For information on what the STU is and

what it can do for you, come see us at

REGISTER NOW!

Information and registration at:

Sidney Smith Hall (Wed. to Fri. 12-2)

Galbraith Bldg. (Wed. to Fri. 12-2)

SAC Offices (Until Mar. 20 9-5)

GSU Offices (Until Mar. 20 9-5)

History Students' Union General Meeting

Date: Thursday, March 5/70

Time: I p.m.

Place: Rm. 1016 New College

Topics: I. New Organizational Structure

2. Elections

BRUCE KIDD
Speaks on

'The Americanization Of Canadian Sport''

SID SMITH RM. 2102
TODAY
1:00 P.M.

Sponsored by
CANADIAN LIBERATION MOVEMENT

Getting Engaged?

WHEN YOU BUY A

DIAMOND RING
There are a lot of answers you
need to establish "Good Value"
In a diamond ring. To assist you.
to recognize colour, cut and cla-
rity and a number of other factors
governing quality wo offer a FREE

i drop In for your

WE ARE DIRECT
DIAMOND DEALERS

HUGH PROCTOR & CO.
Diamonds — Gems

131 BLOOR W. 921-7702
STE. 416

ISC Symposium

The Individual/Society' s Pawn

—an interdisciplinary overview of man as a 'manipulatee'

in society.—

-guest speaker-

Dr. James Shapiro of th? Harvard Medical School, plus

3 other speakers from various departments in U. of T.

—an all-day event on Sat. Mar. 7 starting at 10:00 a.m.

through to 6:30 p.m. Lunch & refreshments will be

served and informal workshop sessions will be held

with alcoholic beverages.

Pick up advance tickets at ISC

- 33 St. George by Thurs. Mar. 5

Admission 50<

* * * *
* * * *
* * *

Sponsored by UofT NDPCIubS Toronto Waffle Movement in the ndp 481-2057

TEACH-IN

THE AMERICANIZATION OFCANADA

CONVOCATION HAU/UofT

6 MARCH 8Pm/7MARCH 9.30-5^0

FICEOR SYDNEY SMITH FOYER
Tickets from Canada Teach-in Box 397 Agincourt Admission $ 2.75 Students Unemployed S1 .25
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Parity committee set up, Poli Ec postpones boycott
By LAURA KELLY

The Political Economy Course Un-
ion meeting Monday accepted depart-
ment chairman W. T. Easterbrooks
and associate chairman. J. E. Smith's
personal commitment to gather sup-
port for a parity investigating com-
mittee, and thereby withdrew the
threat of mass boycott of classes.

A student coordinating committee,
previously appointed by the course
union, earlier in the day presented the

department chairmen with the de-
mand for "an appropriate negotiation

structure as suggested by CUG."
"What Easterbrook and Smith

agreed to was a meeting on March 19,

by which time they hope to amass
faculty support for a parity negotia-

tion committee." said Peter Hall, the

course union president.

The demand for a CUG-like struc-

ture was sparked by the appointment
of the new department chairman.
Stephan Dupre, which was made
without any consultation of students.

Agreement to the non-boycott was
made only after full discussion of the

alternatives.

"Do we want to get into a fairly

militant fight now. at the end of Feb-
ruary, or set up a situation for a fight

in October?" asked Andy Werniek. a
member of the coordinating commit-
tee.

A few students were worried about
accepting a negotiating committee

which would examine the structure of

the department, while Dupre's ap-

pointment would slip into legitimacy.

"Dupre is an insult to the students

because of his stand on student partic-

ipation." said Werniek.

"The negotiating committee is

going to be able to consider Dupre's

appointment, and if they decide it is

wrong then legally there is no way
they can force him to resign, but pol-

itically they will force his resigna-

tion," said Steve Langdon, also a

member of the coordinating commit-
tee.

"The best idea is to get as many
people as possible to the faculty meet-

ing on March 19, and be sure that the

parity negotiating committee does
come through. Otherwise, we'll
scream bad faith,'' said Langdon.
The meeting also voted to direct the

course union steering committee to
inform Dupre that until the meeting
of the negotiating committee, his
appointment would be considered
temporary.

"We should keep the issue alive by
going to Dupre or Dean Allen and pro-
testing the appointment.'' said Peter
Hall.

The course union will choose its

negotiating committee representa-
tives, who are to report back to the
students, at a general meeting Fri-

day.

Campus Centre

ok'd in referendum
U of T students voted in yesterday's referendum

overwhelmingly in favour of having a campus centre

and a lot less enthusiastically in favour of paying for it

out of their own pockets.

The first question on the ballot, asking whether
SAC should continue plans for a campus centre, got

4803 yes answers and 981 noes.

The second question, which proposed a levy of

$15 a year per student for the next 20 years to pay
for a centre, got a yes from 3419 students and noes
from 2360 students.

Varsity Fund mounts campaign
Between now and the middle

of April, 75,000 alumni of this

fine institution are going to be

telephoned by Varsity Fund
volunteers asking for dona-

tions.

W. E. Lewis is chairman of

the telethon that claims to be

the largest of its type in the

civilized world. There are two
larger ones in the United

States.

According to Tom Daly, as-

sistant director of the Depart-

ment of Development, 25 per

cent of graduates donate to

the fund. There are 110,000 reg-

istered members of the Alumni
Association.

Last year donations totalled

$500,000 an average of $15 a

contributor. The fund gives

grants to everything from the

Centre of Criminology to Pollu-

tion Probe. Scholarships and
grants are also given to stu-

dents with financial needs.

People who graduated as far

back as 1918 will be up against

the wall as 4,000 volunteers

man the telephones for the

month long campaign, which
promises to be as exciting as

the recent one for SAC. One of

the volunteers commented that

she hoped that the outcome
would be better than the other
campaign.

There is even some discus-
sion that in the near future the

fund will start approaching
undergraduates for contribu-

tions. Watch out gang.

Varsity Fund volunteers will man telephones for campaign

University Cf Tcpcntc

Staff Association

U.T.S.A.
*

general meeting
*

GCNVCGATICN HALL
thups. march S,1?7D.

call: gwenrussell 928 6071

bill reid 9282963

reqist ration $1.00

12:30 RM.
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PAGE FOUR
"Fuck! And you eon quote me on thai"—An Mtllwain after last night'* election results were announced.

Hurd: "It's easy once you know how, Eric'

It's not how you play the game, it's whether . .

.

Apparently there was an el

ection yesterday. At least one
quarter of U of T students
thought so, because they voted,
and the majority voted for Rod
Hurd and Eric Miglin as SAC's
new President and Vice Presi-
dent.

The campaign and the elec-
tion happened without causing
much of a ripple on the apoliti-
cal surface of the U of T mill-
pond. The issues remained
submerged throughout. The
most 'progressive' candidates
were Wayne Richardson and
Ken McEvoy, but their cam-
paign suffered from the same
political indecisiveness as John
Oldham's unsuccessful fling
last year. Oldham's defeat last

year could be explained away
as a backlash against the radi-
calism of the Langdon year.
But Richardson and McEvoy

did not bill themselves as radi
cals, and they did not bring out
the issues.

Instead they produced a sim-
ilar slate of rhetoric to that of
the Hurd-Miglin team. They
chose Engineering Society
President Art Mcllwain as
their campaign manager, and
he produced a raft of Madison-
Avenue styled publicity that
played upon the usual cliches of

'communication' and 'relev-
ance'.

While the Richardson-Mc-
Evoy team agonized over
whether to talk about issues or
to sell themselves as a pluralis-
tic package, the Hurd-Miglin
team were playing the games
of electoral manipulation,
which assured their victory.
The politics of opportunism
were the rules of the election,
because nothing else was al-

Brian Johnson
Review Editor Larry Haiven
Sports Editor Jim Cowan, 923- 4053
Advertising ManagerCarol Cooper, 923-

8171
Editorial Offices 91 St. George, 2nd floor
Editorial Phones 923-6741
Advertising Offices 91 St. George, 1st floor

well the varsity held together even if sac
didn't, whew, whata night, and here in our cub-
by hole from top to bottom we have davedilor
frank with the winners and on to trevor spurr
and errol with the pics, back to lorn and bernie
walkom on lop of radio varsity, mel's in here too.
loura busied in, out and back, and karen was
around and bev dillon and honno and gory and
jirn and lyndon on lo pei. there's more. . . noel
lopped his way through while geoff sot around.
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lowed to get in the way.
The Hurd-Miglin strategy

was quite clear. They were not
responsible for the major tactic— SAC President Gus Abols'
chose Hurd for the role of heir
apparent. SAC Communica-
tions Commissioner Jon Levin
considered running, but Abols
would not give him support.
Abols realized that Levin was
just a bit too right-wing and did
not have the base to carry the
election. Hurd, on the other
hand, presented a more re-
spectable image and had the
important base at Scarborough.
The landslide of votes at

Scarborough proved the tactic
paid off.

The next important step was
to select Miglin as Hurd's run-
ning mate. By choosing Miglin— an engineer — the campaign-
managers split the engineering
vote, which was Richardson's
base.

The politics of the actual
campaign were dead easy:
• sherry parties, the modern-
day version of bread and cir-
cuses;

• painting Richardson-McEvoy
slightly pink, but not with the
tactless brutality employed by
Bernie Teitelbaum;
• marking the opposition as the
"established" candidates and
announcing time-for-a-change.
The red-baiting was totally

unprincipled. For example,
Hurd visited classrooms and
told student SAC gave $150 to

the Black Panthers at last
week's meeting. He used the
action as a direct indictment of
Richardson and McEvoy. The
words "Black Panthers" were
enough of a scare.

In fact, the money was not
just a direct contribution to the
Panthers. It was a grant to an
Afro-American group who
wanted to stage a rally at U of
T and invite Panthers as speak-
ers. Considering the ignorance
on this campus about the Pan-
thers, who are presently being
exterminated by U.S. cops, the
grant will serve a useful educa-
tional function, a function that
North America's news media
are not performing. .

Associating Richardson and
McEvoy with Black Panthers is
a McCarthyite tactic reserved
for the dirtiest political cam-
paigns, where it is opportune to
play upon people's ignorance.
When Hurd and Miglin billed

the Richardson-McEvoy team
as more-of-the-same, they
were not quite correct, consid-
ering that Hurd and Miglin are
almost direct appointees of Gus
Abols, this year's SAC Presi-
dent.

However, the result is not
very important, even in the
context of SAC. The most cru-
cial election for SAC is that of
the general members and the
executive. That election will
determine the politics of the
council.



LETTERS
we're just doing it for your own good, boy

The article in The Varsity of March
2, reporting the seizure of copies of

the Innis Herald by the Registrar of

Innis College on February 27, is inac-

curate in conveying the impression
that the so-called act of censure is

still in force. What happened was this.

A copy of the latest edition of the

Herald was handed to Mr. King by one
of the secretaries at approximately
11:00 a.m. on Friday, shortly after
copies had been delivered to the Innis

College II building by the editor. On
reading the Herald's report of the Col-

lege Council meeting of February 11,

Mr. King concluded certain members
of Council had been quoted accurately

but out of context. Not being con-

vinced that the editor was aware of

this and of the possible implications

for the persons involved, he arranged

in what he believed to be the editor's

interest to have the copies placed in

his office until he could discuss the

matter with Mr. Pushchak. At 1:00

p.m. Mr. Pushchak came to Mr.
King's office where the latter raised

his questions. The interview conclud-

ed with Mr. King stating clearly and

unequivocally that the question of

whether the copies should or should

not be distributed was now up to Mr.

Pushchak. The fact that Mr. King
made this statement on Friday after-

noon was not reported in The Varsity

story.

May I add that, had I been in Mr.

King's position, I would have done
exactly as he did. I would have felt an

obligation to a member of the college

to be sure that he was aware of the

full implications of what he was doing
and, assured that he was, I would then
have recognized his right as the editor
of the College newspaper to print
what he saw fit to print.

Robin S. Harris

Principal

french dept rescues quebecois

new college workers forbidden to loiter

NOTICE
EMPLOYEES OF BEAVER FOOD

SERVICE ARE REQUESTED TO
LEAVE THE BUILDING AS SOON
AS THE SHIFT IS OVER. DO NOT
LOITER IN THE SNACK BARS OR
LADIES REST ROOMS, NOR RE-
TURN AT A LATER TIME.
EMPLOYEES ARE NOT ENTI-

TLED TO ATTEND ANY DANCES,
OR, SIMILAR FUNCTIONS IN NEW
COLLEGE.
VISIT TO THE PREMISES ON

DAYS OFF SHOULD BE OMLY FOR
BUSINESS PURPOSES PERTAIN-
ING TO THE OFFICE.

Beaver Food Service Assc. Ltd.

This notice is posted in the kitchen

and workers' washroom at New Col-

lege. The signature is that of the Bea-

ver Food Service manager. Students

who have found that workers are un-

friendly may not realize that New
College supervisors instruct workers

not to talk to students. As this notice

shows, workers are also forbidden to

come into further contact with stu-

dents. Supervisors are usually hover-

ing in the background — try talking to

the workers at the U.C. Refectory

when the supervisor is watching.

The university is private property

— owned by the Board of Governors

— which is why employees can be

accused of trespassing. But this is a

regulation that the university and not

Beaver has the power to enforce. The

university enforces it only when it

serves its interests. The administra-
tion does not prevent the manager
from "loitering" on university prem-
ises. In fact, businessmen used New
College for a banquet last Wednesday.

It is important for the catering
company and the university to keep
workers and students apart. If stu-

dents became friendly to workers and
found out what it is like to work on
campus, they might support workers
should they try to improve their work
conditions. Students might find work-
ers becoming sympathetic to issues

concerning students.

Worker-Student Alliance

arab propaganda

Your piece of bullshit concerning

the Middle East in Monday's Varsity

is typical Arab propaganda — and

nothing more.

Pity the poor, peaceloving Arabs.

No, they never throw bombs into Isra-

eli supermarkets or blow up civil air-

craft or mine roads. And never did

they threaten to drive Israel into the

sea. And no, the Jews are not from

Palestine according to you — we're

from the land of Oz.

Seriously, Varsity, stick to your

very fine exposes of American domi-

nation of Canada, the university is-

sues, and internal Canadian affairs —
and keep your fucking noses out of the

Middle East. The Mideast war is sole-

ly up to us (Jews) and the Arabs to

solve — without any outside advice.

Rick Kardonne

May I be allowed the courtesy of

your columns to correct a few false

impressions which may have been left

by a sentence on page Review 7 of The
Varsity for Feb. 27th. It reads: "The
French department, concentrating on

Parisienne French for studying the

classics, offers a single third-year

course in "French-Canadian Litera-

ture"."

Firstly, if by the "classics" is

meant the literature of the classical

age, I should inform you that it is

henceforth possible to graduate in

French without studying this period

at all.

Secondly, despite the charms of the

Parisienne, her French is placed on

the same level in the classroom as

that of the educated Parisien or Tour-

angeau or Quebecois.

Lastly, the calendar clearly states

that a course similar to the third-year

course you mention is offered in the

second year of the New Programme
and that part of FRE 142 is also devot-

ed to French-Canadian literature.

Next year the French dept. will be
offering, besides FRE 142, three oth-

er courses — FRE 330 which covers
the major works of French-Canadian
literature up to the present day; FRE
433 Roman et societe quebecoise 1918-

1965; and FRE 434 Prosateurs cana-

diens-francais contemporaios. It is

thus possible for a student to study
French-Canadian literature in each of

his four years. You may also be glad

to know that another course will be
offered if there is sufficient demand,
and that, with its usual senstitivity to

students' preferences, the French
dept. is presently taking positive

steps to assess that demand accurate-

ly-

You and your readers will doubtless

be relieved to discover that the

French dept. is endeavouring to res-

cue the study of French-Canadian lit-

erature from its traditional neglect.

D. W. Smith,

Dept. of French.

americans 'n stuff

I have seldom seen such a wildly

inaccurate article as Harriet Kideck-

el's about the number of Canadian

courses in political science. May I

suggest that a reporter (and a news-

paper) might at least get the facts

straight?

The number of courses in political

science incorporating Canadian sub-

ject matter and available this year

amounts to 12 out of 41 offered, not 3

out of 52 as your story indicates.

If we had any more Canadian cours-

es, we would probably be accused of

being Canadian chauvinist pigs.

Paul Fox,

Professor of Political Science.

The New Brunswick establishment

has succeeded in expelling the Ameri-

can Professor Norman Strax. The
British Columbia establishment ap-

pears to have suppressed the attempt

to put a social science department at

Simon Fraser in the service of the

people: some of the professors fired

there were American too, and quite

likely some will now leave Canada.

All the way from Ottawa I can hear

the cheers of Robin Matthews. But to

Danny Drache, Mel Watkins, and

anyone else who really wants to liber-

ate Canada, let me suggest this: The

task has enough in common with that

of liberating the US that you would
find Strax and the Simon Fraser pro-

fessors better allies than the Mat-

thews-style protectionists.

Chandler Davis

A coincidental (?) case of double corruption

The following two letters

were sent to Cliff Jenkins,

Chief Returning Officer of SAC.

The first letter that follows

was written by a member of

the Hurd Miglin campaign.

The one after it was written

later by a supporter of the

Mcllwain McEvoy team (^d.)

Dear Mr. Jenkins:

I am writing to you as Chief

Returning Officer for the 1970

SAC Presidential election.

Several matters have come

to my attention in regard to

the election campaign run on

behalf of Wayne Richardson

and Ken McEvoy, which I

feel should be investigated in

the light of the SAC Election

Rules and the possible dis-

qualification of any candi-

dates who contravene them.

As regards rules 10 and 7,

pamphlets on the Campus
Center, containing favourable

mention of Mr. Richardson,

and signs placed up in the

Engineering Buildings, stat-

ing "An Engineer is Running

for SAC President," have

both been widely distributed

today. Election Day, and are,

I contend, clear contraven-

tions of the above mentioned

rules.

Not only do the pamphlets

and signs constitute cam-

paigning on Election Day, in

my opinion, but the money
spent . on producing them,

when included with the rest of

the campaign expenditures,

should place Richardson and

McEvoy well-above the $300

limit allowable.

I trust that the above mat-

ters will receive your careful

and impartial consideration.

Yours very truly,

John Crossingham

Dear Mr. Jenkins,

I am writing to you as Chief

Returning Officer for the 1970

SAC Presidential election.

An abhorrent and disgust-

ing matter has come to my
attention in regard to the

specious election campaign
run by Messrs. Rod Hurd and

Eric Miglin. which I feel

should be investigated in light

of the SAC Election Rules and

the possible disqualification

of any candidates who con-

travene them.

As regards rules 10 and 7, a

sheet urging students to vote

for the aforementioned Hurd,

under the signature of the

Scarborough College Stu-

dents' Society, dated today,

has been widely circulated

today, and is, I contend, clear

contraventions not only of the

SAC Election Rules, but of

every known form of civilized

behaviour.

Not only do the pamphlets

constitute campaigning on

Election Day, in my humble

opinion, but the money spent

on producing them, when in-

cluded with the rest of the

campaign expenditures,

should, in my considered

opinion, place said Hurd and

Miglin way above the $300

limit allowable.

I trust that the above mat-

ters will receive your careful

and impartial consideration.

Struggle,

Tony Usher
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There

they

were

:

Mc NALLY

-

GOLDEN
phoios byErroi Young

Eric Miglin stands alone waiting
for the results last night.

HURD- MIGLIN
I

By LAURA KELLY
Among the nervous pacers and quiet watchers in the jum-

bled crowd at UC's West Hall last night. Eric Miglin seemed the
least relaxed and talkative.

"No predictions. I'm just nervous like anyone else would
be," said the vice-presidential candidate.

Rod Hurd. running lor president with Miglin, was spending
|

the evening at Scarborough College.
The election was tight, and Miglin wasn't leading His facul-

ty, Engineering, had yet to report.
When the Scarborough returns showed overwhelming sup-

port for Hurd, the Richardson supporters fell into making eulo-
gies on the New Left, but Miglin still didn't brighten The Engi-
neering returns remained to be counted.

The long, tiring wait between the Scarborough report and the
Engineering return ended as the student politicians amassed be-
fore the blackboard.

The numbers from Engineering didn't give Richardson his
desperately needed landslide, but the vote did reward Eric Mig-

1 lin with a new position on SAC.
"Congratulations," said Gus Abols, the out-going SAC presi-

|
dent.

Quickly the radiant Miglin was surrounded by supporters
cheering "We did it.

"

Later, Jon Levin, speaking for the celebrating Hurd and Mig-
lin, said: "We'd like to thank all the students who voted for us
and we'd like to thank SAC."

"We
'
1
1
send you a statement on Thursday

,

" he added

.

RICHARDSON -McEVOY

TEITELBAUNI
""]

By TREVOR SPURR
While presidential candidate Benjamin

McNally could find great satisfaction out of

the one vote he received from Food Sciences,
Wayne Richardson and Ken McEvoy found lit-

tle solace in their defeat last night.

"It was a nice dream while it lasted," said
McEvoy as the returns were counted.
Richardson alternated between expressing

amazement at the way the votes were going
and pessimism about the final result.

"It's incredible. I thought the people would
read what we had to say and see the differ-

ence," he said.

The "left-wing" members of SAC were
always around the two candidates offering
encouragement and predicting the future of
SAC if Richardson and McEvoy were to lose.

"There's going to be a lot of good people on
this campus who won't bother to run for next
year's SAC if Hurd gets elected," said Bob
James, this year's Financial Commissioner.
Even before the votes from Scarborough

College were counted Richardson expressed
his fear they would decide the election and
would "break our backs." Hurd, his main
opponent, is a member of that college.

"When we were out there if Hurd had said
he was going to shoot them and I offered them
each a million dollars they still would have
clapped and voted for Hurd," he said.
But more than personal disappointment

was revealed as he talked to his friends last
night.

"There's going to be no communication on
SAC next year. Colleges are going to get more
dissatisfied and they're going to pull out," he
said.

"I hope Hurd and Miglin do a lot of work
this summer so they are prepared for next
year. Otherwise I'm really worried for this
campus", he added.

Richardson declined to wish the winners
luck in the next year.
"How can I wish the winners luck when

they're going to compromise on everything
including CUG and the Campbell Report.

"I can't wish them luck in destroying every-
thing SAC has worked so hard to win in the
last few years,

'

' he said.

Richardson did wish to thank all those who
had supported McEvoy and himself and said
the broad support he received on the St.
George campus was significant.

By TOM WALKOM
Bernie Teitelbaum, the man with

the confident campaign, conceded his
defeat in the SAC presidential cam-
paign early last night.

"It was the pink sheet," that killed
me, said Teitelbaum, who was not
referring to The Varsity. The pink
sheet was a Teitelbaum campaign
poster reading "Varsity supports pin-
koes."

"The poster wasn't intended for
student consumption;" he said, "it
was just to be put across the street
from the Varsity office and in the
Engineering building."

Teitelbaum authorized the pink
posters in angry response to what he
considered unfair coverage by The
Varsity.

"They tried to kill me and did a
good job; they made me into a reac-
tionary. But when people talk to me
they see me as the moderate liberal
that I am."

THREE-WAY COALITION
He sees himself as the victim of

powerful campus forces SAC
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members, The Varsity and the col-
lege newspapers.
One of his favourite stories tells of

the opposition his workers ran into
froma night watchman as they were
pasting up posters.

"This watchman was telling them
to get out, and kicking them — and Mo
— he's been a street fighter since he
was six, and Neil takes karate — they
could have killed him if they wanted
to."

"Then a little later," we came back
and (Wayne) Richardson and (Ken)
McEvoy and Ceta (Ramkhalawan-
singh Chairman of the SAC Elections
Committee) were putting up posters
with the night watchman and U of T
police there."

"But I'm not bitter," he said, refer-
ring to The Varsity-SAC-police-jani-
tor coalition. "I've shown those guys
that 400 people believe what I say."

BUYS PIPE

Teitelbaum is an enigma. Image-
conscious, he claims elections can be
won by advertising alone. "Just look
pretty — that's what I bought a pipe
for."

Yet he is a political puritan, con-
cerned with waging a fair campaign
and angry at what he considers dirty
tactics of others.

"I keep a file on everybody; I've
got enough to hang everybody, but I

didn't use it since I didn't want to con-
fuse people. I think the others appre-
ciated that I was clean.

'

'

Teitelbaum, who withdrew from
the SAC race last year to throw his
support behind Gus Abols had bitter
words for Abols last night.

"Miglin was supposed to be my
running mate until Gus co-opted him
for Hurd," he said "If Eric and I had
run, we would have won."

DEATHLY KISS
"I'm the type of guy people think

they can play with. I was supposed to
be Gus' man after Hurd told him he
was the kiss of death — I was sup-
posed to do Gus' little mudslinging
but I refused to. I played both sides of
the fence; I told Hurd what Richard-
son was planning and Richardson
what Hurd was planning."
Teitelbaum responded to jibes from

those in the counting room with what
he calls his famous one-liners. A sup-
porter figured that he had polled

three votes for every dollar spent, and
after all they were ahead of the
Young Socialists.

The winner was announced at about
10:30. I asked Bernie if he was going
to stand behind Hurd.
"He's the people's choice said Tei-

telbaum stepping off the chair he had
been standing on, "I guess I have to."

Bernard Teitelbaum and pipe

I



several species ofsmall furry electronic hybrids gathered together

in a cave and conspiring against conventions while grooving with a pict

should be the title it says here

"Interstellar Overdrive. .

consuming continents. . .Pink

Floyd, even the United States

army can't stop them. . ."Well

I. . .at the time I was very at-

tentively unravelling a meticu-

lously arranged perception of

time and space and naturally

any tonal suggestion of a situ-

ation that was already mani-

festing apocalyptics like con-

suming continents would have

a somewhat arresting effect. .

.to say the least. So I listened.

Needless to, say it was
"some 'nother music". "Piper

At the Gates of Dawn" is the

title of their first album. It is an

entirety modest description.

They are. Myra Mysterious

speaks in warm memories of

an open air concert they did

down in the you-nited states,

during which there was what

turned out to be a magnificent

lightning storm with the natu-

ral percussion. Completely

soaked they played not so

much right through it as right

along with it! That's the kind

of music they do. Their second

album "Saucerful of Secrets"

has an epic earthquake divid-

ing the first and second parts.

On his way to Afganistan,

Tom was in England and

caught one of their concerts.

They arranged about a dozen

speaker banks around the

audience instead of the usual

only-on-the-stage. The effect

was that they were able to

create a very explicit experi-

ence of movement that could

be recognized by the entire

audience.

Combined with their vividly

innovative musical construc-

tions is a very literal literary

awareness. Meticulously con-

PINK FLOYD
UMMAGUMMA

trolled and orchestrated light-

ning, rain, storm and equally

sunlight, open meadows with

a slight stirring breeze. .

.

"Careful With That Axe,

Eugene" is a very gradual

whispering event that changes

abruptly and drastically to the

mortal screams of someone

clearly not long for the life we
know and love. There is more.

And there is "More", although

Ooug did the review of it be-

fore Christmas. "More" is

quite. It has some very reveal-

ing studies in textural changes

in, for example, the abrupt

change from the seething,

throbbing assault of "The Nile

Song", to the serene quiet and

verbal cycle of the "Crying

Song". Forget the movie but

the record is right on.

UMMAGUMMA's front cover

photo is not what it seems at

first glance, or second or third

or fourth, yes, and sixth and

twelfth and on unto final reali-

zation and tentative accept-

ance. There is also something

written on the vase that is

really only on the floor. Um-
magumma: Live and studio.

"Space music by far-out earth-

lings, 'i Ummagumma: "The

whole house was packaged

for air-delivery anywhere on

earth. It could be erected on

site in one day ,and weighed

only 1 per cent of traditional

construction.

"This was in 1927, the

same year that Le Corbusier,

Mies van der Rohe and Walter

Gropius were building the

Wiessenhoff Siedlung in Stutt-

gart. Modern architecture

emerging in its new orthodox

uniform. . .{could this be one

of the reasons we are a fascist

society? We have adopted the

architectural forms that devel-

oped in the setting from which

fascism emerged.) They were

talking about machines for liv-

ing in and the great new in-

dustrialization. But the dy-

maxion house really was a

machine for living in. It was
and still is an indictment of

modern architecture's techni-

cal obsolescence.

"It was followed by his ex-

perimental dymaxion car and

a brilliant new projection of a

world map."

Mere beginnings. Buckmins-

ter Fuller and Pink Floyd.

Ummagumma. They're really

far more epic than I can tell of.

Thank you Doug. (Yes, Larry, I

am playing with the structures

that are so comfortably famil-

iar to you.)

—jon karsemeyer

Sir George prosecution sums up

MONTREAL (CUP) - The

prosecution in the Sir George

Williams affair summed up its

arguments in the six-and-a-

half-week old trial of ten Trini-

dad and Tobago students here

Tuesday again attempting to

link the defendants to a con-

spiracy in the computer-burn-

ing incident February 11, 1969.

Each of the defendants faces

five counts of conspiracy aris-

ing from the incident which

exploded after Montreal riot

police charged student-held

sections of the SGWU adminis-

tration building.

Special prosecutor Fred

Kaufman told jurors that all

they would have to prove is

that the defendants "pursued

by their acts the same object

'

to bring in verdicts which

could send the ten students to

jail for life.

To make its case, Kaufman

said, the Crown did not have to

prove that "two or more par-

ties came together and

agreed."

Kaufman tried to suggest

that the setting up of a security

committee in areas occupied

by Sir George students last

February constituted "an

agreement to keep people out

who had every legal right to

enter."

Defence lawyers represent-

ing the first group of 87 stu-

dents charged in connection

with the Sir George incident,

are expected to commence
their final pleas Wednesday.

After completion of defence

arguments, presiding Judge

Kenneth Mackay will instruct

the 11-man jury on deliberation

procedures.

The jury must reach sepa-

rate verdicts on each of the

five counts for each of the ac-

cused.

Tickets for the Americanization of Canada Teach-in, lo be

held March 6 and 7, are now on sale in Ihe SAC Office^

Speakers will include Waller Gordon, Former Minister of

Finance Mel Watkins, co-author of the "Waffle Manifesto", Rob-

in Mathews, author of "The Struggle for Canadian Univers.ties

Tilke'rwill also be sold in the Sydney Smith foyer. Admis-

sion: $2.75 (general) and $1 .25 (students and unemployed).

The Red White and Black requests donations of French pri-

mers for Iheir free French classes. Please drop them off at 44 St.

Seorge or call 925-2615. THE VARSITY. Wednesday. March 4. 1970— Pag



israel Jericho's mayor talks about
w
th

PART TWO
story and photos

by brian johnson

The Israeli Government's Ministry of

Tourism recently sent Varsity Editor

Brian Johnson and 12 U.S. college
newspaper editors on an all-expense-
paid trip to Israel. The following is the

second in a series of articles about the
trip.

There are one million Arabs in the
occupied territories and another million

in Israel. Together Arabs constitute

nearly one half the population under
Israeli rule. But these Palestinian Arabs
are second class citizens. They are in

poverty and have no political freedom.
Most Israelis ignore the needs of these
people, since they do not constitute as
great a security threat as the surround-

ing Arab states — particularly Nasser's
Egypt-

"The Palestinian question is of no
significance to Israel," an Israeli gov-
ernment economist told me. "We can
deal with it with both hands tied be-
hind our back."

Furthermore, most Israelis refuse to
admit the presence of a Palestinian na-
tional entity:

"We had a war with the Arab states
and we will negotiate with any of
these countries individually or togeth-
er," the Israeli Minister of Tourism, Mr.
Kol, told us. "Why should we have to
start negotiating with a third party? If

the Palestinians on the West Bank do
not support Hussein, we can't change

Paye 8
"Which way to Jericho?" asks Brian.
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that. There is no room for a third Pales-
tinian state."

While denying the existence of two
million Arabs, Kol adds:
"We are prepared to negotiate with

the Arab nations. All they have to do is

recognize our existence."
The Israeli military government rules

the occupied territories with help of
Arab mayors in the towns. Most are
puppets of the military.

After our official tour ended, four of us i

stayed an extra day in Jerusalem with three
of the other college editors. That evening we
rented a car and visited Jericho, a town well
inside the occupied zone — right on the pre-
sent Israel-Jordan border.

We drove down from Jerusalem, down
through hills of the Judean Desert. It was
dusk and the landscape was barren and grey.
As we drove into Jericho we passed several
army jeeps and trucks of soldiers in full com-
bat fatigues, complete with helmets and guns.
We passed a truck with a Howitzer mounted
on the back.

We tried to get to the Allenby Bridge which
crosses the Jordan River but were stopped by
four Israeli soldiers. They said they weren't
allowed to speak with anyone and were afraid
of getting caught by the captain. But they told
us there had been a lot of fighting there.

"Toujours la guerre, toujours la guerre,"
said one of them, a young Morrocan Jew.
We went back to the town and tried the

same tactic we used in Qalqiliya. But the peo- i

pie on the streets and in the cafes would not
*

talk. They told us to speak to the mayor.
The mayor sat playing cards in the lobby of

Jericho's main hotel, which he owned. He was
a big, fat man who didn't speak English, and
he wore a purple fez cap and a moustache and
a dark grey suit, and he smoked a tall, brass
water-pipe. He looked like a hanger-on the day
after a Shriner convention in the lobby of a
sordid Miami Beach Hotel.

The walls were painted in a faded pastel
pink, and the floor was covered with Persian
rugs. A framed photograph of the mayor hung
on the wall just a few feet above his head, just
beside the water-color of the Jericho skyline.

The four of us sat down at the card table
and interviewed Saleh Abdo, the mayor. A
friend of his translated for us, as we asked
about the "conditions" in Jericho, and how
they had changed after the Six Day War.

"Before the war in 1967 we used to have
more than 60,000 Palestinian refugees living ft

in Jericho in three camps," the mayor said.

"After the war 95 per cent of these refugees
left to Jordan."

Jericho lived off agriculture and tourism
before the war, he added, but "after the war
there were no people left to work on agricul-
ture. There wasn't enough labour. But agri-
culture becomes better and better because of
the Israeli government's efforts."

Jericho had agriculture and tourism. Now
only agriculture.

"Tourism is finished," the mayor said.
"Before tourists would stay here — we have
five or six hotels. But now the Egged bus line

brings tourists to see but not even to stop and
have a cup of coffee. They take them back to
Jerusalem in the buses. So the people doesn't
get any profit from this. There are no tourists
in this hotel. It has 120 empty rooms."

The night before, in Jerusalem, we had
heard Israeli Minister of Tourism offer (his ex- )
cose:

"When the tourists go to the West Bank they
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do not want to sleep there. In the night, there is

nothing to do there. There was little tourism
there in the Jordanian rule. 1 wanted fo develop

more tourism in Jericho because (here's a won-
derful climate fhere and because of fhe Chris-

tian pilgrimmages. But tourists don't like to stay

there, and they didn't during the Jordanian
period."

Mayor Abdo said he favoured the establish-

ment of two Palestinian states as a solution to

the Arab-Israeli War; the people in Qalqiliya

wanted one.

Mayor Abdo said the Arabs on the West
Bank had the "same life as Israelis" and en-

joyed freedom of speech; the people in Qalqil-

iya said their life-style was determined by
poverty and political repression.

We pointed out the discrepancy to the May-
or.

•

' Did you speak to the Mayor of Qalqiliya or

the people?" he asked us.

"The people," we replied.

"Oh well. The mayor knows everything,

not the people. The people know nothing. .You

should have visited the mayor in Qalqiliya,

the mayor in Hebron, the mayor in Nablus . .

.

Did you visit the mayor of Hebron? He's a

good man, he's a strong man — you should vis-

ithim."

"The mayor of Hebron said fo fhe ferrorisfs:

Those who wonf fhe Arabs fo disappear from

our houses and cifies should support terrori-

sm'." — Minisfer Kol.

We asked if the El Fatah was strong in Jer-

icho.

"We don't know them here," he replied.

"Nothing has happened since the war. This is

the best town on the Western Bank."
"He is running this place with an iron

hand," added the translator. "He's a good

man. They trust him here, and even the Jor-

dan government trusts him. The mayor is a

good friend with the Prime Minister of Jor-

dan."

We were puzzled as to why Jericho was so

quiet compared to the other towns in the occu-

pied territories — until the Mayor explained

that four-fifths of the population fled to Jor-

dan in 1967.

Jericho has not seen the people revolt be-

cause there are hardly any people in Jericho.

"And the people who stayed here prefer to

settle peacefully," the mayor added.

He told us that all the employees of his ho-

tel had fled to Jordan. The bar and the recep-

tion desk looked conspicuously empty. With

the pink walls, the marble-plated pillars, the

rugs, the water-pipes, and the Arab costumes,

the lobby looked like a phony movie set from

Casablanca. — and served as the mayor's

council chamber.

"The mayor — he's ruling all this town —
everything," claimed the translator. "And
when he's in bad need of money for Jericho

and asks the military government for it, the

government gives it right away."
When we asked if the mayor was elected,

the group laughed and explained the joke sev-

eral times in Arabic.

"From the time of the war, no elections,"

said the translator. "Mr. Abdo is really the

deputy mayor. The mayor fled to Jordan after

the war.

"Mr. Abdo is a rich man," he added. "He
owns the Pasca Bus Company; he owns lands

— big landowner — many cinemas, also many
properties in Jerusalem and Tel Aviv. That's

why he's fighting hard for his living. He keeps

his hotel open just for survival. He doesn't

like to see his hotel closed."

We left Mayor Abdo to resume his card

game, but not before he had invited the four of

us to spend the night at his hotel for no charge.

We too had to go back to Jerusalem.

As we left the hotel, we stopped to talk to a

few Arabs in a cafe. We told them some of the

things the mayor told us and asked them if

they were true.

they all looked at us for quite a few sec-

onds. Their eyes told us they wanted to speak

out, but they were afraid.

"Whatever the mayor said was right," one

of them answered.
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THE BEGINNING OF TOMORROW...

A sports car you can get into

without breaking your budget

You are invited to test-drive these great

new Firebirds (rom March 5th at

HOGAN PONTIAC BUICK
348 Danforth Avenue,

461-3561

just east of the Don Valley Parkway.

Mac's all-new Firebird
NEW-EVEN FOR PONTIAC

FESTIVAL SINGERS BF EANflBfl

THIRD SERIES CONCERT

HART HOUSE — THE GREAT HALL

SATURDAY, MARCH 14. 1970 - 8.30 p.m.

Adulls: $3.50 Students: $2 00

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT S.A.C. OFFICE

Telephone: 48I-9742

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

University College

Public Lecture Series

The Use of Computers in Humanistic Research

P.R. DUCRETET
Department of French

Thursday, Anarch 5, at 4:10 p.m.

West Hall, University College

| »

CLASSIFIED
TYPING ihesis, essays, notes, charts, Eng-

lish. Fiench. oiher languages Mimeo-
graphing, electric typewriters. Mary Dale

Scolt (M. Davies). S5 Bloor St W Room
225.922-7624

GETTING ENGAGED? Send oi phone
today lor Iree booklet ' The Day You Buy a

Diamond'. H Proctor and Co.. 131 Bloor

St W..Suite416, 921-7702

TYPING — Fast accurate and intelligent.

Essays, thesis, manuscripts, reports, feasi-

bility studies, etc.. Pick-up and delivery if

desited Telephone Mrs. Walker — 449-

7077 (days) 444-3744 (evenings)

WEST SIDE STORY — Coming Maich
19-21

, Buy your tickets early Presented by
NEW COLLEGE DRAMA GUILO Tickets -

$1.50 Thurs $2 00 Fri & Sat

LOST near main campus Wed Feb 1 1

:

lady's wrist watch, brown leather strap,

gold case, back engraved Reward Call A.

Wargon. 923-0365

BLOOR. near subway and shopping, U

very clean rooms fobone or two persons.

Share kitchen (stove, fridge) 342 Run-
nymede Rd. 636-5865.

NIGHT WATCHMAN. HANDYMAN.
Summer day camp. Start June 29th Some
work preparing site May and June Ru-3-
4951 or write camp Robin Hood. 3014A
Bathurst St. Toronto 1 9, Ont

WHO'S AFRAID OF VIRGINIA WOOLF
— movie tonight with Burton & Taylor
Room 2118 Sidney Smith at 6.15 p.m.
and 8 15 p,m Admission 75c restricted.

FOR QUICK SALE: 1963 Pontiac

S200 00 m good condition call 782-
0343 between 5 30 and 6.30 p.m.

FURNISHED room for rem. bed. desk,
wardrobe, university students as loom-
mates, 126 Brunswick. S35 month. 964-
7260 (after 10 30 p.m.) 5 minutes from
Sid Smith
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THE U.C. PLAYERS GUILD

PRESENTS

THE SEAGULL
BY

ANTON CHEKHOV
WEDNESDAY TO SATURDAY

MARCH 4 MARCH 7

8.30 P.M.

THE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE THEATRE
79 ST. GEORGE

DIRECTED BY

HILARY M'LAUGHLIN
ADMISSION FREE



Vic holds half an election for SAC
While the senior SAC execu-

tive battle was raging in Uni-

versity College, another elec-

tion (half an election really)

was being waged at Victoria
College.

Only five of the 10 executive
positions were contested in

yesterday's Victoria Universi-

ty Student's Administrative
Council elections. The other

five positions, including the

Presidency and the Vice Presi-

dency were filled by acclama-
tion.

The Vic Council was recent-

ly reconstituted to amalga-
mate the student councils of

Victorial and Emmanuel Col-

leges.

Tim Young is Vic's new
President with Paul Hurly as

the Vice President. The other

acclamations in the VUSAC
were Ernie Hobbs in the Uni-
versity Government post.

Tammy Shack in Communica-
tions and John Ostrander in the

Productions Chairman posi-

tion.

In the election itslef the
important Finance Commis-
sioner portfolio will be filled by
John Sparks, who won easily

over Brian Kessler.

Glenda Stark outpaced Kelly
Marr for the, Internal Affairs
job, while Liz Beale squeaked
past Jack Basey for the Social

Activities slot.

A close three-way race saw
Janice Fischer and Barb Sta-

ples elected as members-at-
Iarge over Karen Eubank.

About 540 Vic people turned

out for the election out of a

possible 2500. Strand Editor
Jim Cowan said last night,

"doesn't sound like many peo-

ple, buta 20 per cent turn out at

Vic is pretty good."

A mere 422 pints of blood hove been contributed after two
days at U of T's bleed-in for the Red Cross.

Engineers lead the race with 297 pints while Music has con-

tributed precisely one pint.

Chief organizer Hans Viergever (III Denis) said, "all facul-

ties have been disappointing but Vic should pull us back. The
Red Cross is counting on us for this blood and blood comes only

from people — this time we are the people."

The goal for this year is 2900 pints, representing slightly

more than ten per cent of the students.

Today there is a clinic in Margaret Addison Hall, 140
Charles St. Thursday it's at New College and Friday at the Facul-

ty of Dentistry. In the past Dents have been the most eager con-

tributors winning the Anemia Trophy three times in a row.

HERE AND NOW
TODAY

SOMETIME
The Waffle (Watkins) Manifesto move-

ment is sponsoring a demonstration

against Trudeau's energy and water re-

sources policy. All those worried about

American Imperialism in Canada are wel-

come. Front Door Royal York Hotel (

Front St.)

The U.C. Player's Guild presents The
Seagull at the University College Theatre.

79 St. George St. Admission free. Ticket

info 923-6256.

11:16 a.m.

Act of consecration of Man. Hart House

Chapel. General invitation to a service of

the Christian Community sponsored by the

Student Anlhroposophic Forum.

NOON
History Students Union advisory bureau

reactivated: advice for early registration in

history courses '70-7 1

.

Meeting re: programmes for next year

on Concern lor Soviet Jewry. Israel. Judaic

Studies and No Exams on Passover. Rm

2106 Sid Smith.

1 p.m.

Victoria College Dramatic Society pre-

sents Ubu Cocu by Alfred Jarry. New Vic

Theatre. New Academic Bldg.

History students union course evalua-

tion committee meeting Volunteers, tu-

torial representatives and interested peo-

ple Rm. 2124. Sid Smith.

All those who speak Hebrew are invited

to the Chug Ivri. Rm. 1 067 Sid Smith.

U of T Liberal Club general meeting.

Nominations for next year's executive

open Sid Smith 1087

Bruce Kidd speaks on The Americaniza-

tion of Canadian Sport Sid Smith Rm
2102.

The EIC presents two films. "Nuclear

ship Savanah." and "Green to Glory
"

Mechanical Bldg. Rm 102

"Canadian Nationalism and Independ-

ence" Part II "Culture" With Prof Frank

Pears Hart House Debates Room.

6 p.m.

Spanish and German Conversation. ISC,

33 St. George St.

Recorder lessons. ISC. 33 St. George St.

6:16 p.m.

"Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf" with

Burton and Taylor Sid Smith Rm 2118.

75 cents.

6:30 p.m.

The staff-student committee of Universi-

ty College is sponsoring a reception and

dinner A limited number of tickets are still

available at the Principal's office.

1p.n

7 p.m.

Birth Control Drop-in Centre olfers

friendly advice, freewheeling discussion on

birth control and related topics 63 1 Spedi-

ru above Royal Bank.

7:30 p.m.

Cast remember West Side Story re-

hearsal. New College.

Ukrainian Student Club: election meet-

ing in Debates Room Hart House.

Discussion on "A Company Town in

Guyana " sponsored by the West Indian

Students Association ISC. 33 St. George

Remember VCF's day to pray — any

me today at Han House Chapel.

HSU general meeting on the constitu-

tion and elections Rm 1016 New College.

3 p.m.

- The Dept. of History presents a panel

discussion with Gabriel Kolko Canada end

Amencan Empire Rm 2 1 1 8 Sid Smith

Writers' Workshop Bnng copies. Writ-

ing Lab Innis I,

6 p.m.

"Psychic and Occult Forces in the Uni-

verse," FU of T seminars on mysticism and

occultism. Innis College 1

6:16 p.m.

Varsity Christian Fellowship's annual

general meeting starts in Vic Wymilwood

Music room with supper.

8 p.m.

Spiritual Astronauts: Where the power

is (Man's search for himself) University

Lutheran Chapel. 610 Spadina Ave.

Christian I Ching meeting. 76 Scollard

[Yorkville and Bay).

6:16 p.m.

"Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf with

Burton and Taylor Sid Smith Rm. 2118.

75 cents

8:30 p.m.

The Threshold Exposure Players pre-

sents N. F Simpson's "A Resounding Tin-

kle" and Harold Pinter's "The Room" at the

Poor Alex Tickets $2

THURSDAY
NOON

Folk concert Innis College II 63 St.

George St. reading room.

6 p.m.

Hillel Buffet Supper SI 186 St. George

St. No reservations needed

7 p.m.

Students for Israel educational work-

shop session re: crisis in Isreel 186 St

George

7:30 p.m.

San Francisco Mime Troupe and An Ear-

ly Clue to a New Direction Admission 50

cents. Rm 106 UC Repeated at 9 30.

8 p.m.

Elvira Madigan. sponsored by CIASP

(Student Mexico Programmes) will be

shown at New Mods Theatre Admission

SI. Advance 75 cents at SMC coop. SS
foyer. ISC

Art action by the free schools Art auc-

tion and sales will be held in (he town hall

of the St Lawrence Centre for the Arts

Preview 6 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

The Threshold Exposure Pleyers pre-

sents N F Simpson's "A Resounding Tin-

kle" and Harold Pinter s "The Room" at the

Poor Alex. Tickels S2

Ml QRffiD

50
CLASSICAL CONCERT

TO-DAY
Music Room - I p.m.

with

DEBORAH JEANS, Soprano

Accompanied by JOHN COVEART
Ladies Welcome

POETRY READING
- Mus Roo,

Thursday, March 5th

Selections of poetry by

James Reaney & Margaret Atwo
read by

PROF. J. MACPHERSON
Victori a University

Ladies Welcome

LIBRARY EVENING
Library - 8 p.m.

Thursday, March 5th

ALF K. EBSEN
Typographer & Designer

"BOOK CULTURE"
i,

Slides & Discussion

Ladies Welcome

BLACK HART PUB
Thursday, March 5ih

Tuck Shop, 4:30- 1 1:30 p.m.

Everyone Welcome

Week-end Specials
Toronto's lowestllentol Rates we pay the gas

All current models

HOST
Rent-a-car

ISO King St. W.

(Lobby Lord Simcoe Hotel)

Phone 366-2571

HART HOUSE ORCHESTRA
Conductor. Boyil ISeel

SUNDAY, MARCH 8

8:30 p.m.

GREAT HALL. HART HOVSE

VARIATIONS ON A THEME
OF TCHAIKOWSKY ARENSKY

FUGUE FROM
"LES VENDREOIS" LIADOV

PRELUDE & SCHERZO, OP. I I SHOSTAKOVICH

TWO ENTRACTES FROM HAMLET.
OP. 67 TCHAIKOVSKY

CONCERT NO. I FOR
PIANO & ORCHESTRA SHOSTAKOVICH

j

Soloist: John McKay

Tickets at the door: Students: SI.50

Others: S3.00
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Court backs Loyola administration
MONTREAL (CUP) —

Superior Court Judge Leon
Lalande surprised no one Mon-

day as he gave legal backing to

the administration of Loyola

College in its 7-month-old con-

tract battle with nuclear physi-

cist S. A. Santhanam.

In a declaratory judgement,

Lalande said Santhanam had
"no contractual right" to re-

main at Loyola following his

dismissal from the Physics

Department July 31, 1969.

The odds are good, however,

that Lalande's judgment will

not put an end to the conflict

which has pitted the adminis-

tration against Santhanam, the

Canadian Association of Uni-

versity Teachers, and a large

number of students and faculty

during the past academic year.

CAUT has not yet announced
whether the organization will

go ahead with an official cen-

sure — amounting to a blackl-

ist by its 12,000 members,
about 80 per cent of faculty at

Canadian universities — for

ducking its "moral obliga-

tions" in the Santhanam case.

On February 7 CAUT's exec-

utive committee mandated a

special committee to make one

final attempt at securing bind-

RENT A
TAPE RECORDER

BRAND NEW CASSTTES

AS LOW AS 500 DAILY
921-7702

POOR ALEX toniteT*

MARCH 4, 5, 6, 7

8:30

N.F. SIMPSON
'A RESOUNDING TINKLE'

HAROLD PINTER
"THE ROOM"

STUDENTS $1.50

RES. 920-8370

Whytake
oil

a pill

fora
headache?
Maybe you jus! need glas-

ses. So go gel your eyes
icsled, then come and see
us ai Braddock Optical.
Wliy?Bccause\vcgive 20",,

ofT io students, and we've'
got ihe greatest collection
of fantastic frames you'll
ever look through. We're
just around the corner at

158 St. George. Come and

POETRY READING
1 p.m.

Music Room -Hart House

Thursday, March 5th

Selections from the poetry of

JAMES REAN EY

and

MARGARET ATW00D
read by

PROF.
J. VI.VCPHERSON

Victoria University

Ladies Welcome

ing arbitration in the Santhan-

am case.

The move failed, and the

committee was authorized "to

determine a date for a special

meeting of CAUT to deal with

the recommendation for the

centure of the president and
board of trustees of Loyola col-

lege."

LIBRARY EVENING
Hart House Library — 8 p.m.

Thursday, March 5th

ALE K. EBSEN
Typographer & Designer

• BOOK CULTURE"
Slides & Discussion

Ladies Welcome

"Canada and the American Empire"

A panel discussion sponsored by the Department of
History and the School of Graduate Studies.

PLACE: Room 21 18. Sidney Smith Hall

TIME: 3 p.m. March 5

PANEL:

Prof. Gabriel Kolko
Dept. of History, New York State University
(Buffalo)

Prof. Cy Gonick, M.L.A.
Dept. of Economics, University of Manitoba

Prof. Joseph Starobin
Dept. of Political Science, Glendon College

Prof. D. F. Forster
Vice-Provost, University of Toronto

'Group 80'. Air Canada's
$187 -way to Europe

and back

This amazingly low new group af-

finity return fare is yours when you
organize and fly with at least 79
other members of a bonafide asso-
ciation or organization, the main
aim of which is not travel, and of

which you have been a member
for at least six months.

You go and return as a group on
regularly scheduled flights. And
you can stay as long as a year.

Air Canada affinity 'Group 80'

Economy Class fares apply from
major cities in Canada to dozens
of exciting European cities. Start

your 1970 holiday planning now.
Air Canada can clear up any ques-
tions you may have about organ-
izing your group. But do it now
and make your arrangements very
soon to get the benefit of the low-
est affinity 'Group 80' fares of the
year.

From In effect from

(TORONTO) Now to Mar. 31 Apr. 1 — May 31
to Nov. 1 - Mar. 31/71 Aug. 10- Oct. 31 June 1 — Aug. 9

London $187 $211 $258
Paris $193 $216 $268
Ask about affinity 'Group 25' and 'Group 40' fares as well. For all the deta s, call Air Canada.
Fares subject to Govornment approval.
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SQUASH

Varsity Blues scored an un-
precedented demolition of all

opposition over the weekend to

capture the intercollegiate

squash tournament at McGill
University.

Blues chalked up a perfect
25-0 record in the six team
tournament, the first time in

the 20 years of intercollegiate

squash competition that a
team had gone undefeated.

All five members of the
team had perfect records while
Vic Harding at number 1 and
Ashley Perkins at number 5

didn't even lose a game. Hard-
ing captured the individual ti-

tle, the first time a Varsity
player has done so since 1961

and only the second time ever

that the award has come to

Toronto.

Blues ended a four-year

winning streak by McGill and
at the same time a four-year

drought which saw them lose

the tournament several times
by a single point, usually due to

loss of key players through in-

juries.

The three other members of

the team which coach Ralph
Rimmer rated as one of his

strongest ever were John Stew-

art, Howie Fluxgold and Mike
Gardiner.

McGill and Western tied for

second 8 points behind Blues
followed by McMaster, Water-

loo and Guelph.

WOMEN'S SKIING
Uplands Ski Hole was the

site of the Women's Interfacul-

ty Ski Meet on February 24.

Pots proved to be the out-
standing snow bunnies by tak-
ing the team title; PHE came
second and Scarborough placed
third.

Mary Ann Quinn (III PHE)
skiied her way to the individual

intermediate title, while Suz-
anne Adams (III POTS)
walked away with the begin-
ners prize.

BOXING
KINGSTON - (special) The

Royal Military College defeat-
ed Varsity boxers six bouts to

two here on February 21 to win
the second of two home-and-
home matches and take the
series nine to seven.

Varsity won the first series
of matches 5-3 on February 7 in

Hart House.
In Saturday's bouts only St.

Mike's Bob Maton and Vic's
Des Glynn emerged as winners
against a determined RMC
squad coached by Les Mason, a
former Olympic competitor in

the sport.

Glynn defeated Larry Travis
while Maton handily defeated
Gerry O'Neill.

In an opening three-rounder.

Varsity's Mike D'Ornellas de-

feated David Pollock of Peter-

boro. Other members of the
Varsity team, coached by Tony
Canzano, are Pat Goodwin,
Ron Marion, Mike Allemano,
Pat Glynn, Paul Fletcher and
Kit Simpson.

'

TRACK
A dozen U of T trackmen

competed last Saturday at the

annual Eastern Michigan Uni-
versity Indoor Track Meet and
most recorded personal best
times on the fast, 220 yard
track.

Varsity winners were Mark
Minden, who took the 1,000
yard event in a strong 2:14.5
and Bill Franklin, who won the
600 yard race in 1:11.1.

Miler Norm Cummings ran a

great 4:12.7 for third in that
event, while Doug Kayler
notched a 4:29.8 for a sixth in

his section.

Peter Pimm and Mike Mill-

er both took sixth position in

their races, Pimm with 14:41.0

in the three mile and Miller
with a 2:00.1 in the 880. Aris
Birze was in good form as well,

running 52.2 from blocks in the
440, then adding a fast 50.5 leg
in the mile relay.

Sprinter Dave Quibell re-

corded a 32.2 in the 300 yard
event, ahead of Alan Tucker's
33.0 seconds, while lone Toron-
to field entrant Brian Penny
Made 5 feet 10 inches in the
high jump.

FENCING

U of T's women fencers

placed second last weekend in

the WITCA championships

held in Montreal.

The Varsity contingent was
headed up by Lilit Zekulin, who
placed second in the individual

championships. Other team
members are Sharon Takasak-

i, Sarah Parsons and Barb
Milne. The team is coached by

Ken Wood.

U.C. FILM SOCIETY

SAN FRANCISCO MIME TROUPE

+

AN EARLY CLUE TO A NEW DIRECTION

(1st PRIZE, 1967 ANN ARBOR FILM FESTIVAL)

THURS. MARCH 5

7:30 & 9:30
Admission: 50(

U.C. RM. 106

VARSITY ADVERTISING

ONLY 6 PAPERS LEFT

FR1. - MAR. 6 WED. - MAR. 18

WED. - MAR. 1 1 WED. - MAR. 25

FRI. -MAR. 13 MON. - MAR. 30

DEADLINE 3 DAYS AT NOON SHARP

91 ST. GEORGE ST.

Draught beer on tap from noon
till after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75c.

Wild atmosphere.

Bull and The Bear in The Sutton Place Hotel -On Wellesley east of Bay

BimHVii5w«K«H33ii

JEWS
Is the Jewish presence on campus going to continue?

There is no apparent student leadership for the coming

year in any of the Jewish Organizations.

If you supported

1. Israel

2. Solidarity with Russian Jews

3. Judaic Studies

4. No Exams on Passover

I Realize that there will be no one to initiate them next year.

If this possibility bothers you
Be at Room 2108, Sidney Smith

Wed. March 4th, 12:00-2:00

|
E
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IS

you work
for the

University,

we'd like

to work
for you.

920-9951
Call us.

Employees from all over the university — clerical, technical

and cafeteria — are coming to the Canadian Union of

Public Employees to help them improve their wages
and working conditions.

CUPE could work for you.

CUPE will be allowed to bargain for you only after a

majority have joined.

If you believe that your wages and working conditions are

not what you and your family need and deserve there is

only one way to make things better.

Join CUPE.

The CanadianUnion of
Public Employees

HVz Spadina Road, Toronto

This is the end of machine

politics in interfac sports
By GELLIUS

MACHINE POLITICS

SAC Presidential candidate
-Benjamin McNally rose early,

checked for crabs, paid the girl

and then, after a hearty break-

fast of Aunt Jemima's Pan-
cakes and gin, went off to vote

at Knox College. His running
mate, Mark Golden, attended
early morning services at the

synagogue of his choice (Knox
College), as is his invariable

practise, and fortified by the

contact with his Maker cast his

ballot, marked with a firm
"X" (it means "he is alive" in

Greek). He then slipped into

the mists whence he came,
headed, so they say, for the

Vale of Avalon where Arthur
yet sleeps his sleep.

HOCKEY PLAYOFFS
PHE beat Dents 7-6 in their

total-point series, winning 3-2

(PHE; Brown, Nuppola,
Duncan Dents: Sullivan, Skel-

ton) after a 4-4 tie. Sullivan had
all Dents goals in the tie game;
Ellis scored three and Nuppola
(a kind of dome; Nonvocation
Hall has a nuppola) the other

for PHE.
Sr. Eng (Cullen, Pitts) 2;

SMC (Morrison, Riddell) 2.

Adams had 3, Sharpe and the

speedy Benny one each as Vic
edged Bus (Baker, Black,

Healey2),5-4.

BASKETBALL PLAYOFFS
Vic, led by Short (18), Erew

(18) and Tonisson (17; "which
twin has the tonisson?") kefuf-|

fled Vic II, 93-64. Magna Kart-

na had 17 for Vic II.

New 88, PHE B 71. Horen-
blas had 25 for Gnus. (The gnu
is a small South African ante-

lope related to the Inverness-
shire.) Babcock was tops for

PHE B with 18.

Trin {Farris 25) 78; Jr. Eng
(Callahan 17, Cherniak 11) 53.

Silver and Herling and Wilk-

ie and Heustis, Texas all had
either 23 or 20 points and Innis

topped Business, 81-61.

SQUASH PLAYOFFS!
Meds over Law B
Law over SMC

COMING SOON
Interfaculty Bridge. Thrill to

bids of 3-no kings! Gasp in awe
as the King, Queen, Jack, and
ten of trump are finessed! Sus-

pend disbelief as declarer

counts 19 trump! Featuring
South-he talked slow and didn't

like spades; North-"walk soft-

ly and carry a short club";

East-he thought Gerber 4-clubs

was a breakfast food; and
West. . .well, we can't reveal

the surprise ending. Watch for

it! In your neighbourhood In-

terfaculty Roundup!

Even sports gets letters
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At this time of year our
thoughts turn to things Olympi-
an, especially to who will rep-

resent Canada in the various
events at the next Olympic
Games. Let me, therefore,

make a nomination that will

gladden the hearts of all sup-

porters of the Varsity Blues
hockey team: Mr. Paul Laur-

ent, for one half of the men's
doubles ornamental dancing
team, skating division. Last
Friday at Waterloo Arena, Mr.
Laurent demonstrated out-

standing skill in the partial and
complete embrace, having
embraced one Waterloo player

or another eight times at the
end of the arena at which I was
sitting, so that no doubt his to-

tal for the game ran to twenty
or so, though none of these lov-

ing gestures was seen by any
official or — sad to relate —
appreciated by the partners
concerned. They felt, nasty

chaps that they are, that Mr.
Laurent (poor, misunderstood
little lad) should have been
penalized. They said he was
holding. Holding, indeed, when
all he wanted was to dance!

We Waterloons await with

interest the next game, which
will, of course, be held on neu-

tral ice — Toronto's — and
with neutral officials — Toron-

to's — in charge. One wonders
what would happen if Toronto

were required to participate in

a play-off on somebody else's

ice, Ottawa's, for example. No
doubt such rank discrimination

would upset the delicate na-

tures of Toronto's players, who

accept as their God-given right

the privilege of having Toronto

referees officiate at all Toron-

to games, despite the fact that

all other teams in the OQAA
must take the officials the

league provides. But, of

course, Toronto is different;

it's Toronto, so there, and it

doesn't, and shouldn't be ex-

pected to, accept those silly

rules that the others must ad-

here to.

Isn't it regrettable that peo-

ple still use the term "Hog
Town" when referring to our
fair Queen City. I wonder why?
I also wonder what the Toronto
referees and linesmen will

think if the opposing team
gives sly knees in the groin,

cross checks (from the rear,

yet) and other gentle taps to

the fair-haired boys from old

T.O. Everybody knows that
this is a Toronto privilege, and
that one must not belt a Blue
for hitting him over the head
with a stick, as your fine hero
Gordon hit one Ken Laidlaw,
having failed to knock said
Laidlaw over with a cros-
scheck from behind a second or
so earlier. It was really nasty
of Laidlaw not to fall over
when struck without warning
in this way, especially when
the puck was twenty yards
away. What had he to lose?
And to think that he would at-

tempt to strike poor Gord-
on. , .Rotten sports, these Wat-
erloons.

Cheer up! All the world

see IRATE, page 15
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Varsily photog Dan Andrew caught Blues' captain Brian St. John in the act of scaring the winning
goal in Saturday's OQAA final against Waterloo Warriors. Above, St. John dekes between startled
defensemen Peter Paleczney (2) and Savo Vulovic. Below, goalie Ian Scott looks back in anguish at
the puck bouncing around in his net.

Varsity Blues held their last practice of the
season in Varsity Arena last night, and right
about now the team is winging its collective
way eastward in search of their fourth nation-
al hockey title in five years.

Blues, the University of Alberta Golden
Bears, the York University Yeomen, the Loy-
ola Warriors and the St. Mary's University
Huskies will converge on Charlottetown, PEI,
for the CIAU playoffs, which start tomorrow.
Loyola filled the last playoff spot Sunday

night when they defeated Sherbrooke 2-1 to
win the Ottawa-St. Lawrence conference title.

Playoff action gets under way at 6 p.m.
Thursday with York facing off against St.

Mary's. Then at 9 p.m. the good guys, the
Varsity Blues, take on the Golden Bears from
Alberta.

On Friday, the two Thursday losers play
off, while the winner of the York-St. Mary's
game plays Loyola. The winner of the Toron-

to-Alberta game gets a day off.

"It will be no picnic," coach Tom Watt said
after last night's practice, "but if we can get
past that first game we should be all right."

On Saturday, the winner of the Blues game
takes on whichever other team is unbeaten,
while the two teams with 1-1 records go to it

for the consolation spot. It's all a little confus-
ing, but a simple computer program will
make everything clear. Let us know.

If Blues can pull it off it will be their second
national title in a row. They've been the
OQAA representatives every year since Watt
took over the team. Last year they defeated
Sir George Williams, in 1967 they beat Lauren-
tian of Sudbury 16-2 in Edmonton, and in 1966

they bumped off Alberta 8-1 in Sudbury. Only
in 1968 did they lose the title, when they
dropped a 1-0 decision to Loyola in the semi-
finals. Alberta proceeded to beat Loyola 5-4.

pnotasby ion amtrrw

Irate Warrior fan is . . . wrong!
cont'd from page 14

knows that Toronto's own dear

officials will spring to the de-

fense of their fellow townsmen

next weekend, and that un-

sportsmanlike conduct such as

that displayed by Waterloo will

be given the treatment it de-

serves.

See you at the game, fellow

unselfish sportsman.

Eric W Makepeace

P.S : Would you believe that

some evil tongues around Wat-
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erloo are claiming that the

reason Toronto beat Windsor

twice by a wide margin and
Windsor beat Waterloo twice

was that Bruner — who cannot

play every game — was tend-

ing goal against Waterloo

twice and a far inferior goal

tender was playing twice

against Toronto? It just goes to

show you how far jealousy will

go, even though, in this case,

the story happens to be true.

E. W. M.

1970 — Page 15

We at the Varsity sports

department are pleased to see

that at least one Waterloo fan

appreciates our Blues.

By the way, the final OQAA
stats show that Mr. Laurent

found enough time when he

wasn't clutching and grabbing

to score 14 goals and 18 assists

(two points more than the top

warrior

)

Also for the record, the illus-

trious Lancer, Mr. Bruner put

in exactly 180 minutes of ice

time against Blues this year.

—
' HAVE YOU TASTED THE V_
ZUMBURGER EXPERIENCE?

BLOOR AND YONGE
BLOOR AND BAY

BLOOR AND ST. GEORGE
YONGE AND GERRARD

EGUNTON AND AVENUE RD.

Export'A

ELVIRA
MAftlGAN

MJNCtltACK

8 t>M. NEW ME DS THE AT ft E.

Tickets-. \\ 75 AT iX 0*

ON jALt/\T- \ic
SMC COOP

II AM 7. r.-v JHbiiw



SAD
SACK

It's your uniformyou remember,
notwhatyou had togo through1o get it.

pictures by New YorK limes

You fell likeo (omb being led to Ihe allot.

You didn'l even know who you were
anymoie,

Then, there came one moment thai mode
il oil wotlhwhile. And you knew who you
wore again.

You were Bobo Ruth, Gary Cooper, and

ol yourself in every window you passed.

Il wos the day you gol your dnl dresi

Wo make fobrics for people who jMI

wear uniforms every day.

Unilornumodewilh our fabrics ore Ihe

very eosiesl lo core lor ond ihey lost two
in all wropped inlo one. You looked lo Ihree limes longer than uniforms mode

oul of colion.

Best ol oil, they're olwaysa step ahead in

lojhion. They make you look greal and
lee! great on Iho job.

Klopman makes more Docon" polyester/

long slople combed corlon labiics foi

uniforms Ihononyolher compony.

Maybe ir's because wo understand who I

il can leellikolo wear one. .

klopman]
i L

Don't just look for fabric. Look for Klopman.
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Liberation struggles

in southern Africa

Sirluck to become president at Manitoba
By DAVID FRANK

Prof. Ernest Sirluck has
accepted the post of president

of Winnipeg's University of

Manitoba and will resign his

twin posts as U of T's graduate
vice-president and dean of

graduate studies.

The decision was announced
Tuesday by the University of

Manitoba; it was not an-

nounced here. Prof. Sirluck's

resignation takes effect July 1.

After eight years as a U of T
administrator and 15 years as

an English professor at the

university of Chicago, he is

returning to his alma mater.
Sirluck "was chosen for the

job by a 14-man selection

committee from among about

200 proposed names. The Mani-
toba student council officially

withdrew its two members
from the committee because it

was meeting in secret. The
council also wanted a campus-
wide plebiscite to finalize the

choice.

Sirluck feels the method of

selection was an "extremely
good one" and that the Manito-

ba campus, from his contact

with it, was content with his

appointment.

He called the student deci-

sion, w.hich was made the week
he visited Winnipeg to be inter-

viewed, ' 'a rather sad thing.
'

'

After eight years as a U of T
administrator Sirluck is going

back to the campus which
awarded him his B.A. 30 years

ago.

The University of Manitoba

has mushroomed in that time
from a campus of about 3,500

to a campus of 14,000 Sirluck
notes.

"I go there with no set of pol-

icies," says Sirluck, "I take
with me my intellectual and
academic biases and tastes."
He expects to spend a lot of
time "watching and listening."

Mostly Sirluck goes to Mani-
toba with a great wealth of

administrative experience
learned at U of T.

U of T president Claude Bis-

sell last night called Sirluck

"one of the very top academic
administrators on this conti-

nent."

In 1962 Bissell brought Sir-

luck from the University of

Chicago to become a professor

of English and Associate Dean
of Graduate studies.

Two years later he became
Dean.

His appointment coincided
with the great push to expand
graduate studies on the main
campus.
That year, 1964, there were

about 2,200 graduate students

at U of T, including both full

and part-time students.

This year, the graduate en-

rollment has topped 6300 stu-

dents. This represents a 24 per

cent rate of growth for the

graduate sector, up from 11

per cent in 1968-69. Meanwhile
undergraduate enrollment on

the St. George campus was
increased by three students

over last year.

In recognition of the growing

significance of U of T's gradu-

ate complex, Sirluck was ele-

vated to a new post of graduate

vice-president in January of

last year.

While recalling that U of T
has traditionally been "the
nucleus and anchor of graduate

work in the humanities and
social sciences in English-

speaking Canada," Sirluck

adds that in recent years grad-

uate studies have moved
"from the periphery to a part

of the centre of the universit-

y."

Graduate studies, he now
feels, are secure, "no longer in

the experimental stage" and
have reached a level of "self-

sustaining intellectual and
structural stability."

There is room for expansion

in the social sciences and life

sciences, he suggests, but he

does not foresee a need for "in-

definite increases."

Sirluck sees graduate

studies as being essential for

any major university, for "riv-

eting the discipline."

He rejects out of hand the

idea that teaching and re-

search are incompatible func-

tions within a university. Grad-

uate studies are meant to pro-

vide homegrown teachers for

post-secondary education, he

says.

Sirluck exudes formality and

seriousness, a manner which

reflects his basically conserva-

tive approach to the university.

Sometimes a harsher manner
breaks through.

During last fall's discipline

crisis he could be seen standing

in the aisle at Convocation

Hall, muttering hoarsely under

his breath as President Bissell

attempted at the microphone

to defend his stand that Caput
remained the official discipli-

nary body on campus.

S*« page 3

CUG bogged down

Tim Reid sees Queen's Park as CUG arbitrator
The debate over the Commission on

University Government's Report may
move to the Ontario Legislature with

Liberal MPP Tim Reid's introduction

Wednesday of an Act to amend the U
of T Act.

"Serious reform of the top-level

governing structure of the University

of Toronto is urgent," Reid toid the

Legislature as he read his proposed

amendment. Reid, MPP for Scarbor-

ough East, is the Liberal University

Affairs spokesman.

"In my opinion the basic structural

reform proposals spelled out in last

summer's Report of CUG are bogged

down in hopeless discussion," he add-

ed. "There will never be agreement

from within the U of T among the

Board of Governors, the teachers, the

students and the administration on

the kind of surgery needed at the

top.
'

'

Reid's amendment is based on the

CUG proposals and would incorporate

into the U of T Act the model of a top,

one-tier Governing Council composed

of student, faculty, administration,

and lay representatives.

U of T President Claude Bissell

disagreed strongly with Reid's analy-

sis of the CUG debate on campus.

"I don't think they're bogged down

in hopeless discussion," Bissell told

The Varsity in a telephone interview

yesterday.

He called the present stalemate the

result of an "understandable tension"

which need not be permanent.

"I think the results of the CUG
questionnaire will help," he said. The

administration sent a questionnaire to

all U of T students asking their opin-

ions about university reform.

"I think it's naive to think we are

going to have peaceful consensus,"

Bissell added. "There's a gradual

movement to basic agreement on

some sorts of issues, but we never

will have total agreement."

The faculty have been a thorn in the

administration's side this year, as

they set up the barricades against

CUG and parity, and have threatened

the university's budgetary security

with a 22 per cent wage-demand.

"The faculty's assertion of power

was healthy," said Bissell. "They
have been watching the students for

two years and it was time for them to

assert themselves. It's a necessary

balance."

But he added that the 'hardening of

segmented lines" in the university

would be disastrous.

"As the hierarchical structures

break down in the university," he

said, "a new sense of nationalistic

identity is emerging in each group

within the university."

Tim Reid said the Legislature's

Standing Committee could serve as

an arbitrator in the "dispute which

has split U of T."
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THE PINK PANTHER

I69A Avenue Rd.

OPENING SPECIALS

Flared Blue Jeans S7.95

Flared Fashion Cords $9.95

( while they lost)

Wide Selection of Unisex Pants

Accessories

CLASSIFIED

Tha Clly'i O\0nt Surviving. Church

LITTLE

TRINITY

4M King It 1. nt«r PwlHwnl

ESSAYS, Theses. Tvped professionally on
electric machine. Paper supplied 30e per

page Close 10 campus phone 922-6564
after six Ask for Loree.

CAIRNS-ANTIQUES — HGWY. 27 IN

THOHNTON — 6 MILES SOUTH OF
BARBIE early Canadian furniture pine-

cherry -maple-butternut. Wrought-lron.
Earthenware, etc. Open week-ends.

TYPING thesis, essays, notes, charts. Eng-

lish. Fiench, other languages. Mimeo-
graphing, electric typewriters. Mary Dale

Scott (M Davies). 85 Bloor St W Room
225 922-7624.

GETTING ENGAGED? Sand or phone

today tor dee booklet "The Day You Buy a

Diamond" H Proctor and Co . 131 Bloor

St W. Suite416. 921-7702

TYPING — Fast accurate and intelligent.

Essays, thesis, manuscripts, reports, feasi-

bility studios, etc Pick-up and delivery if

desired Telephone Mrs. Walker — 449-

7077 (days) 444-3744 (overlings).

RENT A Tapeiecorder Brand new Cas-

sette As low as 50c daily. 92 1 -7702

LOST near main campus Wed Feb 1 1

lady's wrist watch, brown leather strap,

gold case, back engraved. Reward. Call A.

Wargon. 923-0365

WEST SIDE STORY —Coming March
19-21 Buy your tickets early Presented by

NEW COLLEGE DRAMA GUILD TicketMB-Live
— SI 50 Thurs. S2.00 Fri & Sat. -Call Jea.

NIGHT WATCHMAN, handyman sum-
mer d3y camp. Start June 29th. Some
work preparing site May & June RU 3-

4951 or write Camp Robin Hood. 30I4A
Bathurst St Toronto 19

OPEN PARTIES — Fit March 6 8. Sat

March 7 — live band — Sigma Chi 3S0
Huron St Guys — SI 00 Girls — S 50

FOURTH PERSON share furnished apart-

ment Private room 50 per month Christie

and Bloor 536-0969 after 9 pm and
weekend or David 923-6641 Extension

215 before 4.

WANTED. 2 or 3 girls to share modern 2-

bedroom apt. with 1 girl, furnished, Wal-

mer Rd Apr. 1 to Sept. 30 S52.50/mos.
each Phone 922-4231

BOLTON FOLK Benefit — Sat March 7.

Upper Brennan Hall, St. Mikes Coop. 8 30
p m. Featuring Jim Belts. Broad & Narrow,

Debbie Milson, Raffi. Trilogy. & Scott

Walker. Tickets SI per person at the door

Proceeds go to Camp Bolton's Fire Relief

Fund. Sponsored by the Victoria College

BACHELOR APARTMENT, Markham
and College, kitchen and bathroom, imme-
diate occupancy. S110 monthly Newly
renovated, panelled and quiet. Private en-

trance. Call 921 -B285

GOING TO LONDON. ENGLAND -Sept
18 or Oct 2

-Second year arts

Needs a roommate (Fern I

/ork in London
924-0163

Everyone has

His Price!

IHUGH PROCTOR'S IS 5 3001

Thots our "Direct" price for <.

V} carat diomcnd of good colour
end cut and VSI, clarity. This
includes selling, tox ond Insur-

mo" S45o!o0.
e

?f our' price co-
incides with your price drop in

and have a look for yourself.

WE ARE "DIRECT-
DIAMOND DEALERS

Hugh Proctor & Co.

DIAMOND DEALERS

131 BLOOR W.. STE. 416
921-7702

I S Colloquium
* * *

International Student Centre -33 St. George

The Individual/Society's Pawn

SAT. MARCH 7 10:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.

-an interdisciplinary overview of man a "manipulatee"

in society

— coffee & pastries will be served in the morning then

lunch at mid-day

- small group workshops & pub in late afternoon

GUEST SPEAKER: Dr. James Shapiro, Harvard Medical

School. Dr. Shapiro, whose work was instrumental in

isolating DNA, is concerned about social implications

of recent scientific discoveries.

RESERVATIONS LIMITED TO 150 PERSONS.

ADMISSION 50c
Tickets must be obtained at ISC reception desk.

/WWWW*AA/WMWWVWWWVWVWW%(rVWWVWW*AAf(VWWWWWW^

THE NEW FRATERNAL JEWISH ASSOCIATION
PRESENTS THE

ANNUAL JACOB KLEIN MEMORIAL LECTURE

'THE JEWISH NEW LEFT -

IDEALISTIC ELITE OR LUNATIC
FRINGE?"

Dr Gershon WINER
DEAN OF JEWISH TEACHERS SEMINARY AND PEO-

PLE'S UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

TUESDAY, MARCH 10 «op.m.

ASSEMBLY HALL 12 viewmount ave.

ADMISSION FREE EVERYONE INVITED
AA/VWWWWWWVWWWWVWWWWWWWWVWWVVWWWWWVIAAAAAAAAAA

GRADUATE STUDENTS' UNION
ELECTIONS

NOMINATIONS OPEN TILL MARCH 13

Positions open:
President and Vice President and Graduate Departmental Reps.

Ballots available in GSU office

Graduate Departmental Representatives

formula

1-100 graduate students - 1 elected representative

101 - 200 graduate students - 2 elected representatives

201 & up graduate students - 3 elected representatives

(All departments may decide by a two-thirds vote of its members to affiliate for electoral purposes with another

department within its division. The number of graduate students in the affiliating department shall be added to the

other departments's total to determine the number or representatives the combined electoral constituency shall have.)

ELECTION DAY MARCH 20, 1970
16 Bancroft Ave., (928-2391 and 928-6233)
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Sirluck moves on
continued from page 1

He likes to put his attitude
towards the university on a
business-like basis:

'The university does not
support itself. It cannot set its

own goals. It is brought into
being for specific goals. Its
structure derives from these
purposes. Our business is aca-
demic, education."

A university president, says
Sirluck, is "an academic lead-
er." He must offer "guidance
in the fulfilling of the universi-
ty's essential commitments."

His attitude towards the
Commission on University
Government report is unenthu-
siastic.

"No university can work sa-

tisfactorily without the assent
of its members," he says. "To
ensure assent. . .one has to
agree with it," he adds, calling

CUG "an absolutely essential
enterprise."

"Universities are academic
institutions," but the modern

trend is for "other characteris-

tics" which may destroy the

fundamentals of the university

to intrude.

He rejects the idea of the
university as a "general pur-
pose institution" and suggests
that other forms of post-sec-
ondary education be expanded
to relieve universities of the
responsibility for general edu-
cation.

The analogy which com-
pares the university Jo a gener-
al community is "fruitful but
misleading," he says. A uni-
versity community does not
support itself, and is entrusted
with specific goals, he argues.

"I don't accept parity as a
structure," he says, although
he agrees a large student say is

essential in disciplinary, resi-

dence, and library matters.
He points to the student par-

ticipation initiated in his
school in the last two years.

"There students have a sub-
stantial presence without it

becoming an issue which would
frighten people."

In the school's governing
graduate council, student rep-

resentatives have four voting
seats in a council of 37. Sirluck

expects students will get a
"substantially increased voice,

but not parity" in the near fu-

ture.

"I am not frightened by
words like tokenism," he says.

"There has been nothing to

recover from, no blood to mop
up."

"With one or two exceptions
the student view has prevailed
on the council," he says.

One of those exceptions was
a student proposal to relax the
rule against allowing full-time

graduate students to accept
employment anywhere for
more than ten hours a week. In

January 1969 Sirluck convinced
the council the rule was needed
to enforce "full concentration"
and protect the "investment"
governments and private do-

nors had made in graduate
studies.

In June 1969 Sirluck charged
a group of "some 40 selected

The following b a breakdown of vice-presidential voting :

Innis

McEvoy Miglin Golden Wolfson
67 25 12 4

Trinity 151 81 41 13
St. Mike's 110 82 24 10
New 113 135 75 16
UC 228 78 145 27
Sid Smith 157 46 33 17

18Victoria 362 123 27
Dents 56 130 11 2
Phys Ed 41 37 4
Arch 76 14 14 1

1

Law 65 55 14 7
Food Sci 9 14 1

POTS 11 19
Wycliffe 3 11 2 1

Music 75 11 1 1

COE 30 24 12 6
Library Sci 6 1 1

New Physics 128 80 25 15
Meds 53 66 31 3
Pharmacy 28 14 3 2
Engineering 194 539 32 2
Erindale 45 177 23 22
Scarborough 220 693 57 63

And the Maoists never showed up
Uneasy policemen at the

Royal York Hotel guarded
Prime Minister Pierre Tru-

deau from a demonstration
that fizzled.

I arrived at the hotel 15 min-

utes before Trudeau, to find

the area swarming with stiff-

backed, steely-eyed men in

blue uniforms and stiff-backed,

steely-eyed men in sports jack-

ets.

One of the latter stuck his

turtle-necked head over my
shoulder as I was jotting down
notes.

I asked him who he was.

"Oh, I'm an undercover po-

liceman," he replied.

"Mounty or Metro?" I

asked.

"What's the difference," he

said, as he hurried across the

street to see if a group of

commuters entering Union
Station were wearing Maoist
buttons.

Some Waffles (supporters of

the Mei Watkins wing of the

NDP) were huddled away from
the doors handing out leaflets.

The turtleneck man, still

looking for Maoists, sidled up
to them and took a look at their

buttons.

"It's all right," he reported

to a policeman with a walkie-

talkie, "they're the (Stop)

Spadina people."

Motorcycles rumbled; po-

licemen held back other police-

men from blocking the main
doors, and a dapper grey-suit-

ed figure, later identified as

the Prime Minister smiled his

way into the hotel.

Five minutes later organiz-

ers of the Young Socialist

demonstration arrived with

placards protesting the Viet-

nam war.

Waffle organizers soon fol-

lowed with their own placards,

protesting the sale of Canadian

water to the U.S.

One girl picketed with a
large German shepherd, but a
policeman made her tie it to a
tree.

Initially there were more
police than demonstrators, but
by 5:30 the numbers were al-

most even.

There were no Maoists pre-

sent.

Union rejected
Maintenance, outdoors and

cafeteria workers voted
Wednesday to reject Local 204

of the Services Employees
Union as their official bargain-

ing agent.

The employees turned down
the union by a vote of 61-38.

There were 109 workers eligi-

ble to vote in the referendum,
which climaxed more than a

year of union efforts to obtain

certification. The local repre-

sents about 700 other U of T
employees.

extremists" and "persons
experienced in foreign univer-

sity riots" had plotted to make
U of T their target that aca-
demic year.

He analyzed for the listening

audience of graduating stu-

dents and parents how U of T
had avoided the "real and om-
nipresent" dangers of "stu-
dent militantism" over the
previous months.

This speech was vigorously
attacked by student Bob Rae,
then a member of the Commis-
sion on University Govern-
ment, who said Sirluck had
"jeopardized the entire trend
toward reform" through en-
gaging in "a McCarthyite char-
acter assassination" of stu-

dents involved in student poli-

tics.

He said the attack was a "vi-

cious, insulting and completely
inaccurate attack on the stu-

dent movement as a whole.
'

'

"You can't discuss menus
with cannibals,

'

' Rae added.

CUG forced Bissell to state

formally that Sirluck's speech
did not reflect administration
policy.

Sirluck's decision to leave U
of T took some Simcoe Hall of-

ficials by surprise. As a re-

spected kingpin in the adminis-
trative elite which runs the
university and a close friend of
President Bissell. he had been
rumored as a likely successor
to Bissell.

Even now he does not deny
this.

"President Bissell is still in

office," he says, "I can't con-
trol what people say.

"

Choosing Prof. Sirluck's
successor will be conducted in

the "approved manner," says
President Bissell. This could
mean through the mechanism
of the CUG report, or it could
mean the traditional method of
a five-man committee with
representatives from each di-

vision of graduate studies, plus
the university president.

Miglin 2588 McEvoy 2477

Golden 634 Wolfson 266
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PA6E FOUR

israel
PART 2 1/2

An unscheduled section in the series

I feel compelled to reply to

the barrage of letters criticiz-

ing the two articles on Israel

that I wrote for Monday's and

Wednesday's Varsity. This is

not an editorial, for the letters

are not just an attack on The
Varsity, but an assault upon my
personal integrity as a journal-

ist.

The response implies, direct-

ly or indirectly, that I am a

liar, an anti-semite, and a fas-

cist.

The letters are based on a

number of assumptions appar-

ently drawn from the articles:

• that I've presented only

one side of the picture;

• that the stories formed a

political polemic or analysis

rather than a description of an
experience;

• that a criticism of Israeli

policy in the occupied territo-

ries constitutes support for the

surrounding Arab states;

• that anti-Zionism is anti-

Semitism;
I'll try to show what I was

doing by dealing with these
assumptions one by one

:

(1) The two articles consti-

tuted a "one-sided" picture in

that they were about one aspect
of the Middle East conflict —
how it affects the Arabs in the
occupied territory of the West
Bank. The stories related that

aspect through a narrow range
of experience — a few inter-

views with Arabs in Qalqilliya

and the Mayor of Jericho, inter-

spersed with some contradicto-
ry statements from Israeli offi-

cials.

The articles were originally
designed as one feature, but
were broken down to two be-
cause they were too long. The
effect of two articles about the

same thing was enough to

evoke charges of one-sided

" Arab propaganda "

.

But more than two stories

were planned. I deliberately

placed those two at the begin-

ning of the series, because they

presented a "side" of the Mid-

dle East situation which has

been virtually ignored in the'

commercial press.

A third section was planned

for next Wednesday's paper. In

that section I was going to

write about Israel itself, a fair-

ly factual and concrete view of

students and youth in particu-

lar. The experience on the West
Bank was one of the few occa-

sions we came into a personal,

almost emotional, contact with

people. We were away from the

structures of the tour and were
not so pressed for time.

(2) The articles were not

intended to be analysis of either

the Middle East conflict or the

situation on the West Bank.
They were descriptions of how
the war affected people we met
there. But I related as accur-

ately as possible what the

objective nature of those
experiences was; I was not

trying to define the objective

problem of the Middle East cri-

sis, propose cure-all solutions,

or deliver the "correct line".

The articles were political

pieces written about a political

situation, but they were not

polemics. They stated no edi-

torial policy, no manifesto of

rights and wrongs.
Eight days in Israel forms no

basis for writing an analysis of

the Middle East. Despite How-
ard English, I was not writing a

"New Left analysis". Nor was
I on a fact-finding mission.

But I did report impressions

based on accurate quotations.

Michael Engelberg's letter

implies that I'm a liar, when he

doubts the verity of my "Israeli

government economist". But
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he really exists,. Michael. I

talked to him at a party in Jeru-

salem on January 31, the last

night of the formal tour. I re-

peat what he said:

"The Palestinean question is

of no significance to Israel. We
can deal with it with both hands
tied behind our back."

(3) Most of the letter-writ-

ers far too easily concluded
from my stories that I support-

ed the Nasser regime and the

Arab states. I never stated nor
implied that.

To equate support for the

Palestinian Arabs on the West
Bank with support for the Arab
states surrounding Israel is to

submit to the illogic of Nasser's

pan-Arab dream. Most of the

refugees want nothing to do
with either Egypt or Jordan.
Their oppression before 1967

under Hussein's regime was no
better, and perhaps worse, than

their present condition.

Pointing to the existence of a

Palestinian national entity,

independent of Jordan and
Egypt, in fact, invalidates the

claims of the legitimate Arab
states, rather than backs them.
Many Israelis consider the

problem of the Arabs in the

occupied territories a second-
ary priority. The main threat is

from Nasser, they say. Yes, the

main military threat is from
Nasser, but the question of Is-

rael must be posed in greater
terms than those of brute mili-

tary strategy.

By recognizing the existence

and rights of the Palestinians,

and by negotiating with them,
Israel would cut considerable
ground out from under Nas-
ser's imperialist notion of pan-

Arab expansion.

(4) I was freer then to dis-

cuss and criticize Israeli policy

with Israelis than I am now
with supporters of Israel at U
of T. Israelis are not monolithic

in their support for the present

military policy in the occupied
territories. Most do not see a

criticism of that strategy as
fascistic. Many are aware of

the oppression of the Arabs in

the occupied territories and
oppose it.

And to take an anti-Zionist

stand in Israel is not to take an
anti-Semitic stand. Zionism, a

religious form of nationalism,

is rapidly fading in Israel.

I met Anne and Benjamin
Shalit at a party. They are a

couple who took their case to

the Supreme Court and won the
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"I always consider editorial comment
to be justified ... as long as it's. . .

tasteful."

right to register their children

as Jewish, although Anne was
not Jewish. They admitted
their struggle was not just a

personal fight, but part of a
broader political attempt to

separate Church and State.

The basis of the problem in

the Middle East is political, but

the war takes the form of racial

conflict. The stories tried to

deal with a political situation

on a micro and personal level.

One of the most frightening
developments in the war is rac-

ism on both sides. But if politi-

cal criticism is continually
translated into racism, there
will be no understanding of sol-

utions.

—brian johnson



israel
Varsity features

draw angry response

insult to Johnson's credentials as journalist and editor

Brian Johnson's two most recent
exposes of the Israeli-Arab situation
are an insult to any credentials he
might have as a journalist and an edi-

tor. After writing, sometimes elo-
quently, of the faults of the commer-
cial press, Johnson has fallen into the
same trap; covering up an absence of

facts with colour, subtle commentary
through the words of other people,
and just a dash of innuendo.

At no point in his previous two arti-

cles, has Johnson quoted the feelings

of the pioneer who came to Israel af-

ter the second world war, created a
nation out of a desert, and then found
that the downtrodden Arabs were
ready to sacrifice the little they had
to destroy him and what he had
worked for.

At no point, has Johnson spoken of

the exhortations of President Nasser,
to set about creating a sea of blood in

the Middle East, presumably from
the bodies of dead Jews.
Johnson has deliberately ignored

the activities of the El Fatah; their

words and actions, and their senseless

slaughter, not only of the so-called

'Jewish oppressors,' but innocent
tourists with the audacity to travel in

Jewish territory, or on Jewish air-

lines, or attempt to understand what
Zionism means to the Jewish people.

That is something of which Johnson
shows no conception; the founding
after thousands of years, of a Jewish
purpose, a Jewish identity, a Jewish
liberation in the land of Israel.

As a matter of fact, he shrugs off

the primary barrier to peace in the

Middle East, the unwillingness of the

Arab leaders to recognize the nation

which they are urging their people to

destroy.

Johnson, of course, mentions this,

but only in juxtaposition to a com-
ment that the Israel Minister of Tour-

ism refuses to recognize the two mil-

lion Arabs living under Jewish rule.

What is most distasteful though, is

the continuous insinuation that be-

cause Israel buys arms from the

United States, she too, is an imperial-

ist nation. The false universalism of

this analysis ignores the fact that the

United States also supplies arms to

Arab nations, that many of the same
Arab nations, are suppliers_of oil to

the United States, and in terms of

no sympathy with naive political idealism

Brian Johnson's second piece of

Arab propaganda is irritating, repeti-

tious and deeply disturbing. The fact

that the editor has not one single word
to say about Israel, its people and its

achievements indicates his pre-de-

termination to present an entirely

one-sided point of view, (sadly, at the

expense of the Israeli Government).
Why should the Israelis negotiate

with the Israeli Arabs when Egypt
and other Arab nations have stubborn-

ly and insistently refused even the

right of existence of Israel in the past

22 years. Does the editor really think

that war is a game of "fair play"? He
knows, as everyone else, that it is kill

or be killed. Who provoked the 1967

war, the Arabs or the Israelis? (Not

to mention the previous two). Fur-

thermore, what would have the West-

ern nations done if Nasser's plan to

"run the Jews into the sea" succeed-

ed?
Probably exactly the same as they

did 30 years ago, or only a few months

ago in the case of Biafra: absolutely

nothing. Offer sighs and apologies.

That is why the Israelis — having

been taught a bitter lesson in history

— learned that they must take their

fate into their own hands. No one else

will.

It is without question that the Arab

refugees present a great problem ; but

is President Nasser really interested

in finding a solution to this question?

Haven't the Israelis offered to meet

anywhere, anytime to negotiate with

the Arab leaders?

As a Hungarian, who left after 1956,

I have no more tolerance or patience

for people with naive political ideal-

ism. May I propose that the Editor

apply to the Soviet Ministry of Tour-

ism for an all-expense paid trip to

Czechoslovakia? I'd love to hear his

report on that (that is, if he makes it

back).

Nicholas Deutsch (SGS)

up to Israelis and arabs

In response to Rick Kardonne's let-

ter in The Varsity of March 4th, I

should like to remind him that it is

only fair that we read "Arab propa-

ganda" as well as "Israeli propagan-

da" (I am presuming that Mr. Kar-

donne recognizes the freedom of

speech).

If, indeed, the Varsity, as a student

organization, is not to be allowed a

voice in issues external to the Univer-

sity, and to Canada, neither has the

University of Toronto Jewish organi-

zation the right to protest, on campus,

the sale of French planes to Libya.

Yes, Mr. Kardonne, the -.Middle

East War is an affair external to the

University, and to Canada, and should

be left up to the Israelis and Arabs.

—Martha Anders UUC

domestic politics, that many of the

Arab governments are the most reac-

tionary in the world.

If carried to its logical conclusion,

the New left analysis of the Israeli-

United States association would mean
that those who buy anything from an

increasingly anti-semitic Black Pan-

ther Party, are themselves anti-sem-

ites.

But we must remember that Brian

Johnson and the New Left are not

anti-semitic. they're just anti-zionist.

Howard English

Students for Israel.

war not fought with mustangs and marshmallows

Wednesday's instalment of "War in

the Middle East" or "A Day in the

Life of the Victims of the Great Zion-

ist-American Conspiracy of Imperi-

alistic and Warmongering Aggres-
sors" makes for interesting reading

indeed.

Yes, Mr. Journalist Johnson, we've

heard it said before that war is hell,

and your articles from the Middle
East certainly show that. We had
heard that the Israelis were butchers,

but seeing the photograph of barbed
wire in your article was enough to

make even a hard-hearted soul sick.

Never did we dream that there was
barbed wire over there! It must real-

ly be a brutal war. The serious nature

of the situation is emphasized by your

poignant observations of the land-

scape.

We in Canada are fortunate indeed

to have you tell us that on the way to

Jericho, one sees "army jeeps and
trucks of soldiers in full combat fa-

tigues, complete with helmets and
guns and a truck with a Howitzer
mounted on back." Never, in our

wildest moments of insanity, did we
dream that the ceasefire lines were
manned by jeeps, soldiers, trucks,

and guns. We thought that the Zionist

Imperialist puppets were using those

greatest of all American imperialistic

tools — Ford Mustangs, empty Coke
bottles, and Kraft miniature marsh-
mallows.

We re expecially horrified at the

attitude of the Jewish Fascist Expan-

sionist Pigs depicted in one para-

graph. You write, " The Palestinian

question is of no significance to Is-

rael,' an Israeli government econo-

mist told me. 'We can deal with it

with both hands tied behind our

back.' "
I wonder who the "Israeli

government economist" was. He
reminds me of "a high official of an

Arab government embassy in Otta-

wa" who "recently told me" that

"the Israeli question is of no signifi-

cance to the Palestinians. We can

deal with it with both hands tied be-

hind our back."

The ultimate indicator of the raw,

militaristic fascism of the Israeli

stooges is the fact that four of the

American and Canadian newspaper

editors rented a car in Jerusalem

(from imperialistic Hertz or Avis, no

doubt? ) and drove all around the West
Bank area to see things for them-
selves. It sure is lucky for the Israelis

that they haven't finished butchering
all the Arabs yet! (the ones that
didn't "flee to freedom" in a Jordani-
an refugee camp) Otherwise, there
would have been no one for Brian
Johnson to interview! (Except, of

course, for the "Israeli government
economist.")

Michael Engelberg III NEW

nasser and third retch

Three cheers for Mr. Kardonne and

his brilliant and probing analysis of

Monday's Arab bullshit in your illus-

trious journal! Always aiming to

improve, the Varsity's Wednesday
edition once again delivered another

heaping helping of Arab bullshit, and I

might add, in rather "liberal" doses.

Perhaps the Varsity is honored with

the presence of the "good" Rev. Al

Forrest on its editorial board? (Some

of my best friends are anti-semites).

May I humbly suggest that the edi-

tors and staff of the Varsity take a

permanent trip to Cairo? I am sure

that Fuhrer Nasser and the remaining

scum of the Third Reich will be happy

to see you all — in their downtown
Cairo bunker, of course.

Barry Goldenberg

BLURBS

There will be no Varsity pub-

lished Monday. The next issue

will be published Wednesday
March II.

A teach-in on Americaniza-

tion, organized by the Waffle

group of the NDP, will start to-

night at 8 p.m. Obtain tickets

from the SAC office or the Sidney

Smith foyer. Admission for stu-

dents $1.25.

David Alexander Frank was

elected new editor of The Var-

sity last Friday to succeed

Brian Johnson. The staff's ex-

ercise of mass democracy was

approved by the Varsity board

Monday.

Frank defeated editorial

candidates Mark Golden. Dan

Melton and John Winter to win

the position.

The new editor has been with

The Varsity for three years as

reporter. City Editor, Fea-

tures Editor, lay-out man and

heavy at large. He has also

been employed by the St. Ca-

tharine's Standard and the

Toronto Star as a news report-

er:

"David Frank is neither

Karl Marx nor Jon Levin, but

he'll make a good editor,"

commented Johnson.

Frank has grandiose plans

for The Varsity. "The Varsity

is a newspaper," he said. "I

plan to make it into a break-

THE VARSI

fastfood - Kellogg's Copy
Flakes. I'm also going to get a

new bulletin board."

Frank takes over his duties

from Summer Varsity Editor

Jim Cowan in September.
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UNIVERSITY
EXPANSION

I think that I shall never see

Another university

That wrecks our homes as much as

thee.

Your average is ten a week
A floorboard wouldn't live to creak

And water-pipes won't live to leak.

Ben Knight, age 10

and Piers Knight, ace 9

Prof. D. J. Knight of Victoria College sits be-

hind a desk in the spacious Old Vic building,

erected when hallways could be as wide as bas-

ketball courts and the University of Toronto was
about as compressed as a Texas ranchhouse.

That's all changed now, and Knight is one of

the faculty unfortunate enough to have settled

his family within gulping distance of U of T ex-

pansion. What was, five years ago, to be a warm
family home comfortably near the university

has now received the black hand on the develo-

per's map, and his employer has shown itself to

be somewhat ravenously fond of land. Knight's

Sussex Ave. home is to be razed within the next
several years as the University burgeons north

to Bloor St.

He describes Sussex as a "controlled PhD
slum, a beautiful, casual neighborhood." Sur-
rounded by U of T-owned houses, and first to

admit that "there's a lot of junk up there," he
nonetheless subscribes to the theory that old

houses provide the kind of housing students need.
Instead of residences in loco parentis, with "no
nails in the walls" regulations, he favors the old

houses where a freer life style prevails, and
where organizations like Campus Co-Op keep
things reasonably neat.

As further evidence, he cites empty residence
rooms (with a housing shortage current) as
proof of student detestation for high-rise dorms.

This area is all coming down. What once used to be an expensive residential area will become part of a new
university face.

Prof. Knight is well-known as a conservative

in the English Department, and the first to voci-

ferate for the faculty's status as a professional

guild. Turtlenecks and love beads do not go with

this image, but they are as much a part of his

deportment as his colorful conversational style.

'The university is a very bad neighbor. Their

workmen come drunk to work and the university

has been guilty of leaving buildings empty for an
unconscionably long time."

He tells of Simcoe Hall's efforts to purchase
No. 5 Sussex when the owner, a divorcee with

three children, adamantly refused. At the height

of dispute with her, the wrecking crews came to

take down No. 7, which the university owned.
"I've seen the bulldozer bash the blade into the

side of the house. If that isn't terror tactics I don't

know what is. . , Then they left it vacant for seven
months after she moved out."

Professor Stan Benjamin, who has struck
many sparks in conflict with the U of T. would
agree with Knight's description of "bland auto-

matic virtue radiating from the university men"
when they confront residents.

Benjamin does not express himself as color-

fully as that, but he is as angry. President of the

Huron-Sussex Residents' Association, he recites

a list of cases in which the University has acted
without consulting the people involved. "Their

photo by spencer higgint

concept of flexibility is, it you can't take down 10

houses here, you take down 10 houses somewhere
else."

As I sat in the vague white livingroom of his

Washington Ave. home (shortly to be part of

OCE), I recalled that he was an architect. In

hopes of eliciting some praise for the beauty of

19th-century housing, I asked what he thought of

the construction of the neighborhood. Fiddling

with a mass of sheets and folders, he brusquely

replied: "/ like old houses, or I wouldn't be living

in one."

Benjamin is too busy with his private Arma-
geddon to be concerned with esthetics. The Uni-
versity has informed him that his contract as a

professor will not be renewed. He will not easily

be recommended. Although hesitant to connect
this with his anti-expansion activities, Benjamin
makes the point that in seeking work elsewhere
he leaves a power vacuum in the neighborhood.
And one hard to fill. As a professional planner

himself, he could refute Simcoe Hall with jargon
including phrases like "two-point coverage",
which means roughly that the U of T has land it

ain't even used yet. In the mounting pile of mate-
rial on my lap was a copy of the U of T Master
Plan (Supp. No. l„Dec. 68) which does not agree
with Professor Benjamin's contention about
unused land.

V
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There is a war on in Southern Af-

rica, a war to decide whether it will

be ruled by the majority of the peo-

ple living there or by a small minor-

ity. Canada is in effect helping the

minority.

The war, with its economic rami-

fications and its implications for

nternational politics, displays all

e complexity, but

see R4&5



theatrical politics

Abbie Hoffman has remarked

that "politics is theatre and
magic." Toronto Workshop Pro-

ductions has taken this gnomic

utterance, plus others of varying

intelligibility occurring in the

20,000 pages of transcripts

from the Chicago conspiracy

trial, and is fashioning theatre

from the magic politics practiced

by the defendants, attorneys,

judge, and media.

They call the result Chicago

'70. and the production opens

Tuesday the 10th at 12 Alexan-

der St. with a benefit perform-

ance for the defendants. Direc-

tor George Luscombe and his

cast have used the trial proceed-

ings as the basis for collective

improvisations which, when
given final form, will constitute

the play.

Politics, when viewed as gov-

erning itself and not as the

stratagems sometimes neces-

sary for such governing, has a

moral dimension. And the trial

is so full of politics, on both lev-

els and from all sides, that any
distillation of the event into art

is bound to omit points of cur-

rent moment. In A Man jor All

Seasons, Robert Bolt could af-

ford to leave out Thomas
More's controversy with William

Tyndale over the Bible; the issue

current in 1532 had little dra-

matic punch by 1961. But Chi-

cago '70 does not possess such

artistic leeway. The issues

which surround the trial are so

much with us that they are rap-

idly becoming cliches — they
are entering the conventional

wisdom, that fertile though
smelly compost heap in which
the seeds of change must germi-

nate. These issues may not well

fit into drama — which is after

all more concerned with individ-

uals than with systems — but

they do fit very much into our

lives.

Thus the play is going to be
up against major artistic diffi-

culties, the chief of which will'

be finding the line between re-

levance and timelessness. How-
ever, the magnitude of the diffi-

culties makes the courage in-

ST. LAWRENCE
CENTRE FOR THE ARTS

Front dnd Scon Street*

'taiiifr
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it's your place

volved in the attempt to solve

them all the more laudable. It

appeared from the play's pre-

view that there might be more

to praise, indeed, than mere
courage for trying.

Courage, as the example of

Bobby Seale shows, isn't the

touchstone. In the case of a play

about the trial, fidelity to the

subleties of repression is the

touchstone, and Toronto Work-
shop Productions may have it

safely in its collective blue-jean

pocket. I hope so, anyway: we
need justice done to, as well as

within, the courtroom.

/. yeoger

catalyst
Catalyst seemed always to be

the campus literary magazine that

never had a home or a solid base

of support. It was never associat-

ed with a college and was always
dependent on various university

organizations for sporadic grants

to keep it going.

This year, editor Ian Young has

transformed Catalyst into a politi-

cal periodical of commentary,
reviews and poetry. There seems
to be a healthy disavowal of the

local literati for the greater har-

vest of a potentially national audi-

ence. While the general bias of the

articles follows the objectivist-

libertarian point of view, only one

of the articles on "industrial total-

itarianism" by Ian Darwin be-

comes choked in predictable right-

wing rhetoric. The publication

otherwise stands rather refresh-

ingly beside the plethora of left-

wing journals on the newsstands.

Besides Darwin's article, the

general tenor of the magazine is

much less strident and serious. Of

particular interest to me was a

review of William Buckley's The
Jeweler's Eye by Ian Young. Less

well known to general public than

the schisms and infighting on the

left are those on the right between
the mystic conservatives of the
"our country do-or-die" stamp
(the Edmund Burke boys) and the

objectivist-libertarians who ex-

pound a doctrine of extreme indi-

vidualism and the truncation of
the powers of the central govern-
ment. So, in his review, Ian
Young, a representative of the
local libertarians, takes an amus-
ing, satyric glance at the unques-
tioned Monarch of the American
Right, William F. Buckley Jr.

Included in the issue is a rather

long though informative analysis

of Utopias, past and present, by
George Woodcock who explores

the illusory search for societal

perfection.

On the aesthetic side and more
in line with the old Catalyst are
the poems by various new writers

and a photograph by Norman Eld-

er. The poems strike me as

competent but not completely pro-

fessional. There are some
excellent lines such as Ldzislaw
Kurlowicz's "/ am skin Jilted with

stone, thai labours jor beauty," but
few fully integrated poems. I was
particularly impressed with the

two poems of John Steffler that

are somewhat rough stylistically

but which succeed in creating a

desired mood. . .

and conies a day you sit

without light by the high window

andJine shadows no longer

Jillyour dish

Faced with the probability of

extinction as a literary magazine
or the possibility of innovation, the

e.ditor has taken the second
course. I admire his courage:
Young is publishing material both

of a creative and commentary
nature that would never make the

glossy pages of the anaesthetic

establishment magazines. He has

further provided a constructive

alternative to the various left-
,

wing periodicals like the Canadian

Forum. For the right, it provides a

breath of fresh air and for the left,

material for a few giggles and

some insights into what the other

side is thinking and doing.

Hillel Presents

the movie

The Producers
starring Zero Mostel

Sunday, March 8

8:30 p.m.

186 St. George St.

Hillel Members Free

Non-Members 50t
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a human school for our children
The First Street School in

New York, which is the subject
of George Dennison's book The
Lives qf Children was an experi-
ment in a "personalized, decen-
tralized school system. There
were four teachers working
with twenty-three children, all

of whom had come from the
regular New York public
schools. Each child had experi-
enced failure as a result of the
prejudice and insensitivity

which is almost a byword for

that system. The children were
a mixture of Puerto Rican,
Black,and White whose parents
sent them to the school out of

despair because they (the chil-

dren) weren't learning, had
been expelled, or refused to

attend regular school. As the
children for the first time be-

gan to enjoy school and started

to learn, the original parental

distrust changed to support.

The role played by parents
was central to the First Street

experiment:
All parents had all teachers'

phone numbers, and they

called frequently to ask ques-
tions, give information, make
complaints and suggestions.

The parents got to know one
another. The social exchange
itself was inspiriting, but soon

there was much more, for they

had many needs in common
and found that they could help

one another. They swapped
clothing, took care of one an-

other's children, chipped in

and hired an older child to es-

cort the young ones to school.

Some banded together and de-

vised strategies for confront-

ing the Department of Welfare

(they have continued — now in

stronger and more political

forms).

As the kids became happier,
so did the parents. Not all the
changes took communal
forms. Some were romantic.
One mother blossomed sudden-
ly into an off-Broadway ac-
tress. Two found new bus-
bands. Was this an effect of the
school? Who knows? A woman
looks prettier when she isn't

frantic with worry and de-
pressed by the feeling of isola-

tion. I claim it for the school.

All these parental changes had
further effects on the children.

To Dennison, learning is a
function of growth, therefore if

learning is to take place, the

child must be given permission
and encouragement to grow
and change. The first step for

the school staff therefore was
to develop a personal rapport
with each child based on trust

and mutual respect. At this

point some of the most impor-
tant learning had begun. There
was a change in the children,

not just in their ability to learn

or pay attention, but in their

ability to communicate with

and experience others. The
process of helping a child see

that he can be original and
creative is an exciting one and
Dennison conveys this excite-

ment. He also talks about the

frustration:

Spanking Stanley made me
realize that I couldn't handle
him. Not that the spanking was
wrong. It was exactly right

(and could not be repeated).

He is terribly alienated from
the child in himself, and is con-

sequently driven by the child's

fears. I treated him as a child

by spanking him. I bad set up

relations with the part of him-

self he had rejected. And I bad

let him know that I could cope
with the behavior he was una-
ble to handle himself. But just

that is the rub, for though in

principle I can cope with it, inf

fact I cannot. I've been over
this road before, and I know
that if I wereto take him under
my wing, protect bim from
himself, and assume the re-

sponsibility for the impulses he
cannot handle, we could bring
him around. But tbe truth is

that I cannot do this, I haven't
the patience anymore, or the

commitment, or — most im-
portant — the love. This be-
came clear to me when I

spanked him, for I saw how
correct it was — not correct in

itself, and definitely not cor-

rect as punishment (which it

wasn't; it was force and an-
ger), but correct as the first

step in a long chain of close

responsibility, amounting in

the end to a functional parallel

of love. I could not sustain that

chain. Nor was First Street a
school for disturbed children.
And so the spanking was
wrong, which is tantamount to

saying that we must get rid of

Stanley.

Even so, the question of

Stanley is not settled quite so

simply. One feels the struggle
— as indeed it must have been
a struggle — to weigh the

damage to the other children,

the possibility of getting some-
one who could devote full-time

attention to Stanley. But final-

ly Stanley had to go. I think of

all the children like Stanley —
who will have to go — into re-

form schools, penitentiaries,

mental hospitals etc. until the

system is changed. Changed so

that children like Stanley are

reached before they become so

destructive, and so defensive
that there is almost no one who
has the energy, time, and love
to commit full time to save
such a child.

The book goes on to quote
Paul Goodman's suggestions
as to how a decentralized mod-
el such as The First Street

School could be carried

through into the regular school

system at approximately the

same or less cost financially,

and at much less cost in terms
of human lives.

'For ages six to eleven, I

propose a system of tiny

schools, radically decentral-

ized. By tiny school I mean
twenty-eight children with four

teachers (one grown up to sev-

en children) and each tiny

school to be largely adminis-

tered by its own staff and par-

ents, with considerable say,

also, for the children, as in

Sum rm-r hill. The four teachers

are: A teacher regularly li-

censed and salaried, since tbe

present average class size is

twenty-eight, these are availa-

ble. A graduate from the senior

class of a New York college

perhaps just embarking on
graduate study. Salary: $2,000.

There is no lack of candidates

to do something interesting

anduseful in a free setting. A
literate housewife and mother,

who can also prepare lunch.

Salary; $4,000. No lack of can-

didates. A literate, willing, and

intelligent high school gradu-

ate. Salary; $2,000. No lack of

candidates.

For setting, the tiny school

would occupy two, three, or

four rooms in existing school

buildings, church basements,
settlement houses otherwise

empty during school hours.

rooms set aside in housing pro-

jects, storefronts. The setting
is especially indifferent since a
major part of activity occurs
outside the school place. The
setting should be able to be
transformed into a clubhouse,
decorated and equipped ac-
cording to the group's own de-

cision.

The Authentic Child by Alan
de Witt Button also deals with
children and how they learn. It

should have been an essay. As
a book it is over long and repet-

itious. The message, however
is an important one:

If we are to be authentic
persons we must abandon, cast

aside, transcend our need to be
told what to do and how to do
it To unearth our true feel-

ings takes time, insight and
honesty. To act upon them
takes courage and patience.
But the result is a different

beauty, — authenticity, a full

and warming pride in oneself
and one's child.'

Both DeWitt and Dennison
talk about the need for honesty
and mutual respect when deal-

ing with children. However,
Dennison seems less of a mor-
alist in doing so than does
DeWitt.

It is possible to forgive De-

Witt for the length of his book
when one considers that what
he says is so much in need of

saying. The Lives of Children,

however, should be prerequis-

ite reading for anyone interest-

ed in schools or children.

The Lives of Children, George
Dennison, Random House,

$8.50

The Authentic Child, Alan de-
Witt Button, Random House,

$7.50 , ... .

pnyths bossett
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there's a war going on over there

| none of the

neatness, of a higher mathematical
problem. The basic issue, however,

is as simple as it is stark.

There is a war on in southern Africa, a war to

decide whether it will be ruled by the majority of

the people living there or by a small minority. Can-

ada is in effect helping the minority.

The war, with its economic ramifications and

its implications for international politics, displays

all the complexity, but none of the neatness, of a

higher mathematical problem. The basic issue,

however, is as simple as it is stark.

Southern Africa, an area more than one-half

the size of China, includes a population of roughly

four and a half million whites and about 36 million

non whites, the vast majority of them black. Its

eight countries are ruled — either officially or in

practice — by whites and their rule is harsh.

The whites occupy the best land, are relatively

wealthy, well-fed and well-educated. The blacks

are poor, relatively — in many cases shockingly —
ill-fed and ill-housed, and what education they re-

ceive amounts by and large to the training required

for menial tasks.

President Julius Nyerere of Tanzania summed
up the view of Africans who oppose the status quo in

the southern part of the continent when he spoke

last fall at the University of Toronto.

"The common objective of the African peo-

ple,'" he said, "is self-determination for the peoples

of southern Africa . . . and an end to the official

propropagation and practice of racialism in our

continent. That is all.

"We are not anti-white terrorists wishing to

impose a reverse racialism; we wish to uphold

human equality and to give human dignity and non-

racialism a chance to grow in our lands."

To many southern African whites, the issue is

equally simple. Consciously or otherwise, they

know that black rule would spell the end of their

high standards of living, indeed of their whole way
of life, and they are afraid.

Already black liberation forces conduct regu-

lar campaigns in large parts of the Portuguese col-

onies of Mozambique and Angola and FRELIMO,
the insurgent organization in Mozambique, claims

effective control of the two northernmost provinces

of that country.

In Rhodesia, two organizations, the Zimbabwe
African National Union (ZANU) and the Zimbabwe
African Peoples' Union (ZAPU) are conducting
sabotage, recruiting followers, and — when they

are forced to — fighting, sometimes with telling

effect. ZAPU and ZANU are assisted by the African

National Congress (ANC) of South Africa, which,

within its own borders, confines itself mainly to

reconnoitring future bases and arms caches.

In South-West Africa, a U.N. trusteeship terri-

tory which the Republic of South Africa has taken
as its own, the Peoples' Organization (SWAPO),
with the help of the ANC, engages in hit and run
raids.

GUERILLA WARFARE
Altogether in southern Africa, the Economist

of Britain, reported last year, some 26,000 guerillas

are arrayed against government forces totalling

nearly 250,000 men and well equipped with aircraft,

ships and weapons.

Southern African whites are afraid, not prima-
rily of the guerillas facing their forces, but rather

of the sheer proximity of overwhelming numbers of

potential enemies. They respond with increasing
repression, with unceasing efforts to build up their

economies, and with attempts to hold and increase

outside support.

So far, and for the forseeable future, there is

no question that the whites are, overall, getting the

best of the conflict. They will probably be able to

hold on to most of what they have as long as they
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continue to enjoy the support — tacit or open — of

North America and Western Europe.

The support that southern African whites need

— and receive — from the Atlantic community
comes in two forms: 1) foreign trade and invest-

ment, which provides the economic basis for the

maintenance of the white-dominated regimes, and

2) military assistance, much of which is provided

by members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza-

tion. Canada is directly involved in the first catego-

ry of support and, as a member of NATO, it is at

least concerned with the second.

TRADE AND INVESTMENT
Some aspects of Canadian involvement in for-

eign trade and investment present a clear picture,

while others, perhaps more important ones, remain

shrouded. Trade in commodities is a straightfor-

ward item. A glance at Dominion Bureau of Statis-

tics figures shows that Canada does a brisk trade

with South Africa, Portugal and Angola and a small
amount of business with Mozambique. Here is a

brief rundown:
South Africa: Canada imported $39.3 million

worth of South African commodities in 1968, includ-

ing $16.4 million worth of sugar. It exported some
$68.3 million worth to that country, including more
than $2 million worth of aircraft and more than $22

million worth of motor vehicles.

(Since the DBS does not count gold — a major
South African export — as a commodity, there is

probably a great deaf missing from the figure for

imports from South Africa.

)

Portugal: Angola's and Mozambique's colonial

master sold us $12.3 million worth of goods in 1968

and bought $6.3 million worth.



story by Christopher Leo

Angola: Canada imported $7.7 million in goods
- most of it was coffee — from Angola and export-
ed $376,637 worth in 1968.

Mozambique: Canada bought $579,422 worth of
tea from Mozambique in 1968 and not much else.
We sold $1.8 million worth of goods.

That is the clear part of the picture. Among the
murky parts, an outstanding one concerns Rhode-w sia. Since the white government of that country uni-
laterally declared its independence of Britain in
1965 in order to avoid giving the vote to black citi-
zens, it has been the object of a boycott and em-
bargo recommended by the United Nations.

The DBS figures would have us believe that
Canada does almost no business with Rhodesia. It is

widely accepted, however, that Rhodesia circum-
vents the boycott by routing its trade through other
countries, especially South Africa. The figures,
therefore, do not reveal the extent to which Canadi-
an goods are bought by Rhodesians and Rhodesian
goods by Canadians.

Another area that remains murky is that of
foreign investment. A scattering of information is

available from various sources. For example, the
Rand Daily Mail of South Africa carried an article

in 1967 about a speech by the chairman of Alcan
Aluminium of South Africa to a group called the
Canadian-South African Businessmen's Associa-
tion.

The Alcan chairman reported that his company
planned to double Canadian investment in South
African aluminium by 1972. Alcan, the Daily Mail

• noted, supplies 75 per cent of South Africa's alumin-
ium ingot requirements.

RAPID EXPANSION
The African National Congress says the ninth

largest farm machinery plant in the world belongs

to Massey Ferguson of South Africa. "This typifies

the rapid expansion of this company in South Africa

and its steady acquisition of other companies," the

ANC publication Sechaba says.

"However," Sechaba adds, "while the Canadi-

an Massey-Ferguson provides technical advice and

research, it has severed its formal ties with the

South African company so as not to endanger its

other international investments. Another Massey-

Ferguson plant . . . exists in Southern Rhodesia."

The ANC says that the International Nickel Compa-
ny of Canada is also active in South Africa.

It is not only private Canadian investment that

is active in South Africa. According to the Toronto

Star, Polymer Corporation, Canada's publicly

owned synthetic rubber producer, owns a 20 per

£ cent interest in the Synthetic Rubber Company of

South Africa.

It would be possible to go on dropping gems of

information, but all of them combined would not

begin to add up to a clear and comprehensive pic-

ture of Canadian-southern African investment ac-

tivities. In the absence of a prodigious research ef-

fort, it would not be possible to estimate the extent

of those investments, nor — more important — to

judge whether they form a pattern that would yield

politically possible means of striking an economic

blow at the southern African regimes. But it is rea-

sonable to assume that the Canadian government

has all this information at its fingertips.

Our government, however, vacillates. On the

one hand — presumably its left hand — it officially

deplores the southern African systems of white

domination. On the other hand — possibly the gov-

ernment's right hand — the Department of Indus-

try, Trade and Commerce, in a slick-paper publica-

tion entitled Foreign Trade, offers businessmen

detailed information on investment opportunities in

Q southern Africa.

An economic remnant of the 1950s adds another

On March 2 1 st, 1 960 a large group of Africans were demonstrating peacefully at Sharpevifle in South Afri-

ca against the repressive ' pass laws" which required Africans to carry identification at all times. The police

opened fire into the crowd, killing 67 persons and wounding 186. Seventy-five percent were shot in the

back.

aspect to the Canadian government s encourage-
ment of trade with the Republic of South Africa.

Although South Africa withdrew from the Common-
wealth in 1961, Canada continues to extend Com-
monwealth trade preferences to it. The Toronto
Star commented editorially last week:

"It is not only hypocritical but absurd that

South African goods should be entering Canada at

an advantage over the products of many countries

with whom we have no quarrel whatever. And it's

nothing short of disgraceful that a company owned
by the Canadian public should be in a position to

profit from the economic injustice which South Af-

rica imposes on its black people.
'

'

NATO
The North Atlantic Treaty Organization, of

which both Canada and Portugal are members, has

played a major role in contributing to Portugal's

domination of Angola and Mozambique.
Portugal has been supplied, through NATO,

with large numbers of aircraft, heavy weapons for

its army, and ships. In addition, according to the

London Observer, seven NATO installations on

Portuguese soil were built with minimal contribu-

tions from Portugal and some £750,000 has been

spent on local scholarships and scientific research,

with a contribution of no more than £55,000 by Por-

tugal.

All of this contributes, not only to the Portu-

guese economy, but also — and often directly — to

its war effort in Angola and Mozambique. Air-

planes, bombs, heavy weapons, and ships supplied

through the North Atlantic pact are used in those

colonies.

NATO lends additional support to Portugal by

accepting its minimal contribution to European
defense, a contribution that has been steadily de-

creasing as the fighting in Africa has grown heav-

ier.

United States relations with Portugal, after

undergoing a brief chill in the early days of the

Kennedy administration, appear to have been

warming steadily ever since. Arms supplied

through NATO are not supposed to be used in Africa

and, although the U.S. has taken note of Portuguese

violations of this rule, it has made no move to stop

them.

France, for its part, makes no secret of its sta-

tus as a supplier of weapons to white southern Afri-

ca and West Germany, despite repealed official

denials, has been a major supplier of aircraft that

Portugal uses in Africa.

Singlehandedly, Canada can neither change the

course of NATO nor undermine the white regimes

of southern Africa. But we have an advantage over

the United States, France and West Germany: we
are not tied, by diplomatic and political strings, to

open support of white rule in southern Africa.

It is possible for the Canadian government to

state where it stands and to follow its words with

action, thereby, at the very least, helping to focus

more attention on an all-but-forgotten war and on

the thriving European colonialism and white domi-

nation in Africa that has brought that war about.

Canada can also indicate, more strongly, its

support for Zambia and Tanzania, both of which, by

opposing the regimes on their southern borders,

face border incursions and sabotage in reprisal.

An embassy in Zambia would show Canada's

concern for the fate of that nation, which is boxed in

on three sides from outlets to the sea and which

remains partially dependent economically upon the

regimes it opposes.

As for Tanzania. Canada last year allowed a

five-year aid programme for the training of Tanza-

nia army personnel to lapse, apparently because

Tanzania's desire to establish defenses against air

incursions from Mozambique conflicted with a

Canadian desire to stay out of trouble with Portu-

gal. The aid programme could be renewed.

The war in southern Africa is likely to continue

for a long time. The liberation organisations are not

winning now, but they are on the move, and the

white regimes have not succeeded in stopping

them.

If we believe what we say when we condemn

white minority rule, we should, if anything, assist

those who are determined to end it. Certainly we
should not be throwing economic obstacles in their

path.
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r
a war of liberation on many fronts

This article is drawn largely from interviews with, and

the writings of the late Eduardo Mondlane. It is believed the

Portuguese Secret Police were responsible for his assassina-

tion on February 3rd, 1969. As President of the Mozambique

Freedom Movement, FRELIMO, he provided a dynamic lead-

ership to unite Mozambicans in their struggle against the Por-

tuguese, and start driving them out of their colony. Mozam-
bique is a kingpin to white supremacy in Southern Africa.

Should FRELIMO be successful, South Africa and Rhodesia

will be cut off from vital ports, with long borders facilitating

the activities of freedom movements in their countries.

FRELIMO's history is typical of the movements engaged

in tbe struggle for self-determination in Southern Africa.

Although Portugal conquered parts of Mozambique as

early as the seventeenth century, uniform domination was not

established until 1898, when the last Mozambican kings were

defeated and banished. (The Berlin Conference of 1885 which

assigned control of various parts of Africa to the European

nations, gave Mozambique to Portugal.) Local rebellions oc-

curred as late as 1917, but such isolated resistance was easily

crushed.

The first stage of the move-

ment which produced FRELI-
MO was the people's awaken-

ing understanding of the uni-

form nature of Portuguese
domination. They became
aware that Portugal was ex-

ploiting their natural and eco-

nomic resources. Moreover,
they themselves were exploit-

ed as a source of currency, as

Portugal began to transport

forced labour to South Africa

and Rhodesia.

At present, the South Afri-

can government has contracts

with Lisbon to supply eight to

ten thousand workers a year

for not less than eighteeen

months. In a recent South Afri-

can mining disaster two thirds

of the victims were from Moz-
ambique. The wives of the ab-

sent men are not compensat-
ed; in fact, they may be forced

to work on the roads without

pay as part of what the govern-

ment calls the "self-help

scheme". Henreque Galva, a

Portuguese Inspector General,

described the forced labour

situation in 1947:

... in some ways the situa-

Eduardo Mondlane

tion is worse than simple slav-

ery. Under slavery, after all, the

native is bought as an animal is

bought; his owner prefers him
to remain fit. Yet here the na-

tive is not bought; he is hired by
the state, although he is called

a free man. And his employer
cares little if he sickens or dies,

because if he sickens or dies his

employer will simply ask for

another.

Although' education does not

flourish here (the UN figures

estimate illiteracy at 95% of

the population), literary pro-

test has continued since the

twenties. Although this type of

protest is difficult to sustain

under a fascist regime, it

helped create awareness of

resentment on a national, rath-

er than a tribal, level.

Students began to organize,

forming UNAMO (Nationalist

Union of Mozambique) in 1949.

Then the urban Africans
formed two organizations, un-

fortunately divided by race
into a black group and a mulat-
to group. But both expressed

the same sentiment: resist-

ance against Portuguese rule.

The example of other libera-

tion movements in Africa cre-

ated hope in Mozambique, and
non-political organizations

became involved in discussions

about liberation.

In the next stage, when inde-

pendent states first developed

in Africa, Mozambican nation-

alists left the country to organ-

ize. UDINAMO was organized

in Rhodesia in the early six-

ties; another group, MANU,
developed in Tanzania and

Kenya. In 1962, the various na-

tionalist groups joined togeth-

er to form FRELIMO.
FRELIMO drew Up a pro-

gram involving four stages: to

form political groups, to organ-

ize a military program, to

launch a world-wide diplomat-

ic attack on Portugal and to

educate the people.

The first process, political

organization, began in the

country, since most of Mozam-
bique is rural. FRELIMO
linked itself to existing farm-

ers' co-operatives and econom-

ic organizations, influencing

them to engage in political ac-

tion. In the towns, such work is

more difficult, because of the

LEARNINGFROM THE EXPERTS
Id a 1967 interview with a West German journalist, General

Hermes de Araujo Ollveira, the Portuguese commander in Ango-

la, was quoted as saying:

"It is clear that at present the Americans are determined to

retain the Portuguese provinces In Africa as a peace zone. Due to

this change In America's African policy, Portugal received impor-

tant moral support also because Portugal has tbe military situa-

tion under control. The Portuguese general staff has developed a

system of modern guerilla warfare which is considered also by

Americans, French and British military critics to be perfect and

which bas brought about a complete change in military strategy.

We do not only take advantage of French experiences in Indo

China and North Africa, but also of methods used by the German
Abwebr against French and Russian resistance movements." —
Portugal and NATO

strength of PIDE (Inter-

national Police for State De-

fence). Organization in the

towns is still clandestine.

As the second stage, FRELI-
MO realizes that war is inevi-

table and necessary, since it is

unlikely that a Fascist, coun-

try, denying it's own people

freedom will willingly grant

such freedom to a colony. In-

deed, when the Portuguese

government invited the discus-

sion in Mueda after some
peaceful protests in northern

Mozambique, the army sur-

rounded, and massacred sever-

al hundreds of the co-operative

Mozambicans.

Protesters in Angola and
Guinea-Bissau have received

similar treatment. Therefore,

FRELIMO has contacted coun-

tries that could help to give

military training, such as Al-

geria and Tanzania.

In spite of FRELIMO's be-

lief that military action is nec-

essary, they also try to influ-

ence world opinion against

Portugal. They have offices in

Dar es Salaam, Cairo, Algiers,

New York, and student repre-

sentatives in many-other coun-

tries. They make use of the

Trusteeship Council discus-
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sions at the U.N., and of other

international conferences to

isolate Portugal.

The fourth program is edu-

cation. FRELIMO has twenty
thousand students in bush
schools, and has sent one
hundred and fifty abroad to

universities. (When FRELIMO
was established in 1962 there

were scarcely fifteen Mozam-
bican Africans at that educa-

tional level.) They have estab-

lished a secondary school at

Dar es Salaam. This program

is to provide FRELIMO with

cadres with some education to

support the new structures

which it is developing.

Many obstacles hinder the

fulfillment of FRELIMO's
aims. Although tribalism was
not a problem during the ex-

citement of the early stages of

the preparation, both tribalism

and regionalism are a potential

threat to unity. The Portu-

guese naturally hope to divide

the nationalist forces with this

weapon. The racial problem,

however, has been solved with-

in FRELIMO. Mulattoes and

blacks may hold any position in

the organization. In principal

there is no discrimination

against whites but they are not

allowed to work as members of

the Central Committee. This is

necessary as a security mea-
sure in a country where the

European settlers are over-

whelmingly racist and anti-

nationalist.

The most serious problem
comes from outside the coun-

try, however, in the form of

NATO aid to Portugal. Be-

cause of NATO's help, Portu-

gal possesses extremly sophis-

ticated weapons, although offi-

cially only France "allows"
these to be used in the colonies.

Some of the weapons were
made in Canada.

Despite these obstacles,

FRELIMO has had substantial

success in it's military strug-

gle. It controls all of the prov-

ince of the province of Cabo
Delgado, except the towns, and

over two-thirds of the province

of Niassa. The towns in these

provinces are thus isolated,

and the Portuguese can only

reach them by air. The Rovu-

ma river is also in Frelimo's

hands. It is possible to cross

into Mozambique from friendly
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neighbourhood countries with-
out hiding.

There are other areas of in-

tense struggle, partly guerrilla

action and partly regular ac-
tion with heavier equipment.
In these areas most of the pop-
ulation is with FRELIMO, sus-

taining the fighters militarily
and economically.

In a third type of area, only

guerrilla action is possible, and
the fighters must hide con-
stantly. In these areas the
guerrillas work clandestinely,

p mining roads and ambushing
the Portuguese in an attempt
to push further south.

All militants involved in the

struggle undergo at least three

months of political training,

and there is a massive pro-

gramme of such political train-

ing in the rural areas. This is

essential to prepare the people
for the length of the war with

Portugal, once their initial

enthusiasm begins to wane.
Many factors create discour-

agement: Portugal's growing
arsenal, the danger of help

from Rhodesia and South Afri-

ca, the continued support of

N.A.T.O. and the increasing

economic involvement of the

Western Powers in the Portu-

guese colonies.

On the other hand however.

£ the European troops are at a

serious disadvantage in guer-

rilla combat, especially in the

isolated areas where they can-

not easily obtain supplies.

FRELIMO hopes to improve
and increase its production of

homemade explosives, and to

adapt Vietnamese and Cuban
guerrilla techniques to her own

struggle. The Portuguese are

using all the techniques devel-

oped by the U.S. in Viet Nam,
including napalm bombs.

Hopefully, like the U.S. forces

the Portuguese will fail.

FRELIMO is also trying to

create a new Mozambique
through programs other than

the military and educational. It

has organized a health service,

0 with centres ranging from
^ simple first aid posts to small

clinics. Although drugs, equip-

ment and personnel are inade-

quate, the bulk of the popula-

tion is better served than it

was under the Portuguese.

NATO CARRIES

THE CAN
(A leader of tbe Mozambique

Insurgents) claims that FRELI-

MO could take Mozambique In

three or four years if the West

withheld all aid to Portugal.

Since 1959 Lisbon has received

nearly $400 million of American

aid under NATO ....
American diplomats in Africa

see little merit in "carrying the

can" for Portugal. As one of

them pots It: "Portugal makes a

very good thing out of member-

ship of NATO, and gives peanuts

in return." — Tbe Economist, 10

May 1989.

Local campaigns for vaccina-
tion against typhoid, tetanus

and tuberculosis have been
carried out, as well as a mass
campaign against smallpox.
Health education programs in

the schools and army are help-

ing to spread a basic knowl-
edge of hygiene. In these pro-

grams, FRELIMO fights

against a desperate lack of

qualified personnel and sup-

plies.

The struggle has also pro-

duced two rather paradoxical
results. On one hand, native

culture (e.g. music, art, and
crafts) has re-emerged from
the despised and neglected sta-

tus forced on it by the Portu-

guese. On the other hand, new
influences are freeing Mozam-
bique from the cultural isola-

tion forced on it by Portugal.

Thus the militants who have
been abroad spread knowledge
of other cultures, from the

U.S.A. to the People's Repub-

lic of China. New themes are

being introduced into the tradi-

tional cultural forms. Perhaps

one of the best symbols of

FRELIMO's attempt to build a

modern nation out of Mozam-
bique's own culture is the ap-

pearance of the guerilla fighter

as a subject among the more
traditional figures of the Ma-
konde sculptors. The combina-

tion of the re-emergence of the

suppressed culture and the lib-

erating contact with the out-

side world may be the key to

creating a nationalism tran- resist the technological advan-

scending regional and tribal tages of the Portuguese coloni-

division, and strong enough, to alists.

SUE ANNE KELMAN is a fourth year English student at U of T.

Members of the Women's Militia and the Women's Detachment

with captured Portuguese weapons.

WAR IN PORTUGUESE ANGOLA
The eight year liberation struggle in Angola has

been in response to long colonial oppression by

Portugal. Consider the dismal heritage of five cen-

turies of Portuguese exploitation: 9 doctors per

million people; an infant mortality rate of 60 per

cent; life expectancy of 28 years; 96 per cent illit-

eracy; endemic malaria, leprosy, scurvy; and

near-slavery thinly disguised as 'contract labour',

with all the profits flowing to the privileged white

settler elite and the Portuguese oligarchy, backed

by growing American and South African financial

interests. (The list of grievances could easily be

extended: sceptics are referred to recent issues of

the U.N. Statistical Yearbook.)

By the beginning of the sixties, the despair of the

Angolan people had reached new depths, bringing

about a popular uprising. Typical of the Portuguese

reaction was the eyewitness account by United

Church minister Sid Gilchrist concerning ". . .the

bodies of helpless Africans, remote from the site of

the revolution. . ., buried by the hundreds in the

ground by bulldozers, and thrown into the Cuanza

River until it stank so that chains were placed

across it to catch the rotting corpses. .
." (Angola

Awake, Ryerson Press, 1968, pp. 53-4) Such atroci-

ties are the natural consequence of the attitude of

Portuguese military authorities that is exemplified

by the remarks of Army Minister Mario Silva:

"We are going to fight savages. We are going to

fight wild beasts who are not Portuguese because

they obey orders from international communism."

(Ehnmark, Angola and Mozambique, p. 1 9)

In the past eight years, the Movimento Popular

de Libertacao de Angola (MPLA), the vanguard of

the Angolan revolution has steadily widened the

revolution's military fronts. The MPLA is now

fighting in 9 of Angola's 15 districts. Though MPLA

troop figures are (understandably not publicized,

the movement's success can be guaged by the in-

creasing burden on metropolitan Portugal: in 1962

Lisbon's total defense budget (including expendi-

tures on domesuc repression and for NATO) was

S200.000.000; by 1967 Lisbon was spending $175,-

000,000 exclusively on defense of its African pos-

sessions ; and by 1968 Portugal was spending 40 per

cent of its total budget on defense.

During this period, not withstanding its U.N.

rhetoric to the contrary, United States policy has

been to step up military aid to Lisbon's fascist re-

gime __ SUCh aid is now upwards of $400,000,000

annually. Revealing was U.S. Admiral R. E. Lib-

by's 1967 statement in a Brazilian newspaper that it

is in the interest of America to support Portuguese

policy in Africa and that Lisbon's colonial wars are

comparable to the American intervention in Viet

Nam. (loc. ciW^imilarly. Melvin Laird, appointed

by President Nixon as U.S. Secretary of Defense,

has long been a public supporter of Portuguese

rule. For example in a 1966 Congressional speech,

glowingly citing an article entitled "Red Menace in

Africa" and emphasizing that ".
. .we must define

America's interests" not only in southeast Asia but

". . .in other equally important parts of the world

where conflicts are erupting. . .", Laird paid trib-

ute to ".
. .the importance of Portugal to American

foreign policy with regard to both the Atlantic

community and Africa." (Congressional Record, 22

Oct. 1966) With Laird now in the Pentagon and

with extensive new Gulf Oil Company investments

in Angola, one may safely'assume 'bipartisan' con-

tinuity in U.S. Angolan policy.

South African noliticans have also been quick to

grasp the strategic implications of the Angolan

revolution, for clearly, in the words of pro-aparth-

eid United Party boss Sir de Villiers Graaf: "While

Angola is controlled by Portugal, it offers South

Africa a completely safe border and a buffer

state." (U.N. A/AC. 28 March 1968) Moreover, the

Vorster government realizes that with its substan-

tial petroleum resources. "Angola could save the

Republic of South Africa if the Afro-Asian bloc

succeeds in cutting off South Africa's vital oil sup-

plies." (Johannesburg Sfar, I Aug. 1964)

Sibling STEAKS
Served in burgundy Wine

and succulent ROAST BEEF
Entertainment nltely in the

Upstairs Venetian Lounge & Bar

Appearing Nitely- ANDY NICHOLS

Steele s
TAVERN - RESTAURANT

EM. 8-5180 349 YONGE ST.'

eminine

J^stique

It's your birthright. You

can be laughing and gay or

quiet and mysterious, and you

never have to explain why.

You can wear a maxi over a

mini, and put flowers in your

hair. You can change every

day, in a hundred different

ways. Even when you have

your period.

With Tampax tampons

there's no need to change ever

changeable you. Tampax tam-

pons are worn inter- RUjjJj

nally. You're freed ^ffifi

from bulky belts, pads CJS]
and pins. And there's no tell-

tale bulge, so no one can ever

know.

It's fun being a girl. With

Tampax tampons you can be

all-girl every day of the month.
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Y interview with a freedom fighter
£ I

wrote to my bishop, and said that I come back to Dar es Sala

Tony Boustcha was born around
1938 (according to the missionaries'

estimates) in a Mozambican village.

Largely through chance, he was able to

attend school, first near his own village

and later at a Jesuit boarding school

fifty miles away.
In J 962 he joined the Mozambique

Freedom Movement (FREUMO) under-

went three months military training

and then spent three years in the liber-

ated regions of Mozambique. He is

presently a graduate student in Devel-

opment Planning at U of T, and plans

to return to work with FREUMO after

his courses are finished.

Interviewer: Tony, can you remember
your early experiences with the Por-

tuguese?

Tony: My first reaction started when
I was home from missionary school.

The police came to my village early

in the morning and I was the first to

see them. I rushed into the house and

told my brother to hide. The police

came to ask for my brother, because

they needed him. Of course, I knew,
because I had seen many lorries pass-

ing, many police coming into the vil-

lage to arrest people for forced labour

in the plantations and in the mines in

South Africa. So I said I didn't know
where my brother was.

The police insisted. They said, if

you refuse to tell us where he is, you
are the one who is going to go for

forced labour. I was about 11 or 12.

They took me to the village chief, who
threatened that he would beat me and
that he was going to send me to the

Portuguese authorities. I told them
that I really didn't know where my
brother was. Then they asked for my
identification. Now one thing is true

in Mozambique, that the missionaries

are very much respected, both by the

African people and the Portuguese. So
once they saw that I was a student,

they released me and let me go home.
Another time I remember the po-

lice came early in the morning and
took all the women. My mother said

she would be back at night and went
with the other women. They went to

clean the roads all day. The women
are supposed to carry their food with
them, and they are not paid one pen-

ny. This is called the "self-help

scheme". I could not understand this,

that they could take a woman away
from her family and home, and not
even pay her for her work.
Another experience: I went one

time with my brother to the market-
ing place to sell cattle. We did this

when we needed money to buy things

or to pay taxes. To my surprise, the
Portuguese determined the price for

you. You had no bargaining power at

all. They would offer 500 or 600 escu-
dos; an escudo is worth 3 cents, so you
can figure out that this was not very
much money.

I also discovered that each family
had to produce a certain amount of

cotton each year. This was a scheme
when the Portuguese had started
manufacturing and they didn't have
enough cotton. The Portuguese au-
thority determined how much land
could be used for food and how much
must be used for cotton. And if you
didn't produce enough cotton, you are
going to be arrested or beaten. Be-
cause they had to spend almost all

their time growing cotton, my family
had to buy food almost every year.

What were your experiences at the

missionary school?

We spent more time working in the

fields than learning how to read or

write. What do they teach? They
teach us exactly the same things that

children learn in Lisbon. You start by
learning how to read and write in Por-

tuguese; we are not allowed to learn

about our own language at all. Sec-
ondly, they teach us mathematics and
history — but the whole history is

Portuguese history. Absolutely no-

thing about Africa and Mozambique,
except that the Portuguese discov-
ered Mozambique in 1498. In geogra-
phy, all we learn about is Portugal.

What did you do after graduation
from this school?

After I finished school the priests

asked me for various reasons if I

would like to be a priest. I didn't know
a black person could be a priest. I said

sure, I would love to. But after 12

years in the seminary, I was asked to

quit as a politically-minded person.

The Portuguese came to this conclu-

sion for three reasons.

First, an old man's children had not

taken care of his cattle, which had
wandered into the Jesuits' gardens.
The old man came to claim his cattle,

offering to pay for the damage they

had done. But the Jesuits said to for-

get about it, and kept his cattle. This
man came to me, and as I said the

missionaries are respected, and at

this point I had a cassock. I was very
angry, and let him take back his cat-

tle, saying that I would take the re-

sponsibility. So the father superior

wrote to my bishop, and said that I

was a rascist because I protected my
own people against the priests.

That was one incident. Another
time, when I was in the hospital, I

didn't stand up in front of a Portu-

guese governor. I didn't know who he

was. So he reported to my bishop that

because I was a seminarian, I thought

I was better than the Portuguese au-

thorities.

The last incident was when I was in

Malawi. I wrote to friends that I was
impressed by Dr. Banda, who was
organizing his people to demand self-

determination. After the Portuguese
censors opened* my letters, the au-

thorities asked my bishop to make me
quit the seminary.

I had difficulty getting a job be-

cause of my bad reputation as a politi-

cally minded person. So I became a

teacher at a school in Tete. I opened a

night school, free of charge, for the

African people. When the government
found out, I was taken for interroga-

tion by the authorities. They tried to

get me to change to a government
school job, but I refused. Then they
offered to ask me to become an assimi-

lado (an educated African who co-

operates with the Portuguese in re-

turn for improved legal status and
other privileges. From this they
concluded that I was truly a political-

ly-minded person, and I began to have
real problems.

Next they sent two soldiers to spy
on me at the night school, to see if I

was talking against the Portuguese.
But they didn't find out anything.
When I found out I was on a list of

people to be arrested I went to Beria
and got in touch with the nationalists

there. This was 1961. I decided to

work with them. I went to Malawi and
then to Tanzania where I joined
UDANAMO, the Democratic Nation-

alist Movement of Mozambique.
In a refugee camp in Dar es Sa-

laam, I met with the nationalist lead-

ers, but there were many disagree-
ments among them. I decided to go to

the U.S. as a student. There I talked

with Dr. Eduardo Mondiane, and ex-

plained to him about the situation. He
went back in 1962 to organize the na-

tionalists into a front. When I finished

my B.A. Dr. Mondiane asked me to

come back to Dar es Salaam, which
did with all my heart, I have been
working with FREUMO since then.

Why did you come to Canada?
We had no one in Canada, and we

were very excited that for the first

time a Western country had voted
against Portugal in the U.N. We
thought maybe Canada could help us

somehow. So I came here instead of

to the U.S. or Eastern Europe.

What sort of work did you do with
FRELIMO?

I taught math at the Mozambique
Institute, then worked in the financial

department. Then I was with Radio
Tanzania's External Services broad-
casting back to Mozambique. Finally

I went to work in the semi-liberated

areas — that was my first real experi-

ence.

I saw people being bombed with
napalm. In an area like that, if you
have any education you are like a
father — everyone came to me, I had
to take care of everything. Mostly I

was setting up a farmers co-operative

for agriculture reconstruction. But
almost every day I had to take sick

and injured people, people who had
been bombed, to our centres to be
taken to hospitals in Tanzania. This
was my most bitter experience, be-

cause every day I saw many planes
bombing people, many women and
children killed. It was my most excit-

ing time and my most bitter.

It is very easy to sit at a desk and
be a revolutionary, but when you see
the reality, it becomes serious, I saw
that revolution is very difficult. But I

became more determined to carry on

the struggle. It is very difficult when
the education is so bad, to explain a
co-op to the 96% of the people who are

illiterate. It's not easy to communi-
cate so they can understand you. But
the people are very willing to listen.

One thing they want: no matter how
educated you are, they want you to

identify yourself with them. That was
a very good experience for me. I was
very happy to get a lot of co-operation

from them, and things became a little

easier for me. I was very happy that

even young people were willing to

fight and there will be growing fight-

ing for their freedom.

Somora Mochel, chief comi
province near proposed site of Cabora Bassa dam

ander of FRELIMO'S military forces (right) with women and children of village in Tete
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La dam to seal in white
I supremacy

7
The Cabora Bassa hydro- stabilize a "highly sensitive

electric dam would be a huge area of Southern Africa vulnerengineering undertaking, re- able to attacks by rebel gueri -

fd It will e?/,
6
'\r

S SitUa '- las " the Mozambique enclave

UDtn4nnnT
al Pr0dUCe Spreadi"B westwards betweenup to 4,000 megawatts at peak Rhodesia, Zambia and Mala-capacity, very similar to the

capacity of the huge Labrador
undertaking at Churchill Falls
It dwarfs the Aswan Dam in
Egypt by a factor of two and
makes Niagara dim by com-
parison.

It will cost up to half a bil-
lion dollars which puts it in the
financial league with the St.
Lawrence Seaway.
But Cabora Bassa is much

more than an engineering pro-
ject. On the part of Portugal it

is a last gasp effort to maintain
control of their Mozambique
colony. The high cost of main-
taining 40,000 troops and other
extensive security measures
has meant that the colony ac-
tually costs the home country
money (unlike Angola which
returns a net profit to the Por-
tuguese dictatorship).

The huge dam will provide a
reservoir for the irrigation of
3.7 million acres of adjacent
land and the development will
open up a total of 85,000 square
miles of bush into which the
Portuguese hope to attract one
million whites and by so doing,
entrench white supremacy for-

ever.

As a South African newspa-
per proudly proclaimed, Ca-
bora Bassa "will also greatly

Therein lies part of the South
African interest, but the same
article indicates another ma-
jor impact that the colonial
Portuguese and their South
African soul-mates are hoping
for. "Politically. Cabora Bassa
will create still closer ties

between Mozambique, South
Africa and Rhodesia."
That article provides a clear

reminder of the real meaning
of the Southern Africa entente.
It shows how South Africa is

attempting not only to push her
defense perimeter beyond her
own borders, but also to reap
immense financial gain from
her own form of economic neo-
colonialism.

It is a South African led con-
sortium, Zambese Conscorcio
Hidro-Electrico or ZAMCO,
which has won the contract for
the first three stages of the
project. Its principal partici-

pant is Anglo-American Corpo-
ration (which also has exten-
sive holdings in Rhodesia
Zambia and Canada.) E.T.S.
Brown, executive director of
Anglo American said after the

contract award was announced
that "75 per centpf the content
for the construction of the dam
would be "South African."

Two parallel transmission
lines will take the bulk of the
power generated at Cabora
Bassa some 800 miles to South
Africa and the towers to sup-
port those lines will absorb
65,000 tons of South African
steel.

But it is not only the power
that South Africa is eyeing.
The Portuguese have calculat-
ed that the project will open up
iron deposits capable of pro-
ducing a million tons of ore a
year, and deposits of titanium,
manganese, nickel, copper,
flurospar. chrome and asbes-
tos.

But in all the glowing re-
ports about the project, nobody
mentions the 24,000 Mozambi-
quans who will be forced off
the land to be flooded.

The back-up of water behind
the dam will make the Zam-
besi navigable for a total of 500
miles from Rhodesia to the
Indian Ocean for barges up to

1.000 tons. This could have the
beneficial effect of cheaper
transportation for Zambia
Malawi and Rhodesia if the
project were being undertaken
by a free and Independent
Mozambique. Instead it is

more likely to open Malawi
and Zambia to an even more
ominous threat — South Afri-
can penetration.

By the same token, the pub-
licity blurbs boast that Cabora
Bassa will provide thecheap-
est power in the world." Chea-
pest for whom?
The third member of the

Southern Africa entente is

Producing 4000 megawatts of power, the dam will supply
South Africa and is aimed al bringing a million more while set-
tlers lo the newly-irrigated strategic area.

Rhodesia which intends not by Barclay's Bank DCO which
only to get cheap power, but
also to profit handsomely by
selling cement, foodstuffs, and
clothing etc. for the dam and
the workers building it.

But the dam couldn't be built

if it were not for the support
that the Southern African en-

tente gets from outside. Much
of the money will be supplied

An artist's impression of the proposed Cabora Bassa dam in Mozambique. Half a billion dollars to entrench white minority rule.

;s- a subsidiary of Barclay's
Bank in England. In addition

numerous German and French
companies are involved in the

consortium.

The huge Swedish electrical

company. ASEA. was also in

the consortium at the begin-
ning but was forced to with-
draw by sustained public pres-
sure in Sweden, based on the
liklihood that the project will

contravene the mandatory
economic sanctions against
Rhodesia adopted by the UN
Security Council.

And therein lies the hope.
Frelimo has already vowed to

disrupt the construction within

Mozambique and the scrub
terrain, the many bridges
which will have to be con-
structed and the necessity of
bargeing much of the equip-
ment will be fruitful ground for

Frelimo action.

Sweden showed, it is possible
to prevent the outside help
which the project needs from
reaching there. The ASEA par-

ticipation was absolutely nec-
essary to the project because
they were the experts in high

voltage Direct Current power
transmission.

English Electric company,
which also has access to high

tension transmission, then
tried to pick up the part of the

contract dropped by ASEA and
public pressure in Britain

forced English Electric out.

The project has now been de-

layed by the search for a new
partner with this speecialized

knowhow.
Canada is one of the few '

countries in the world which is

building similar high tension

lines and Canada is one of the

obvious places for the ZAMCO
consortium to turn for exper-
tise. It is up to us to ensure that

they don't get it. REV |EW 9



a casebook on the southern african str

"Now is the time to start thinking about your entry into the South African market. Write to the Canadian Government

Trade Commissioner . . . Johannesburg. Send him your catalogue and give him an idea of your prices. He would be only too

pleased to assist you in introducing your product to South African buyers."

Foreign Trade August 1 969

INTERNATIONAL CONSPIRACY?
Conspiracy views of history carry with them the danger

of obscuring the basic economic driving force which moti-

vates most actions. It is not, therefore, necessary to postu-

late the existence of wicked cabals of South African, Rhode-

sian and Portuguese racists plotting with the captains of

European and North American industry to impede the pro-

gress of the peoples of Southern Africa towards freedom.

They are simply acting out the roles in which they find

themselves. The fact that behind the Cabora Bassa project

is an interlocking network of free-world capital represents a

normal, rather than an exceptional, state of affairs. It is just

that in the case of Cabora Bassa it is a little easier than

normal to lay these links bare.

It is therefore understandable that FRELIMO is dedi-

cated to the destruction of the Cabora Bassa project, which,

they say, is "aimed at the further oppression of the people of

Mozambique and of Southern Africa as a whole ... it is

another device being used by capitalism, racism and coloni-

alism in Southern Africa." FRELIMO is committed to har-

rass and destroy the dam at every stage of its construction:

already it has blown up bridges on supply routes in the area

round the dam and a lorry carrying supplies to the dam site.

It is important for the struggle to free Southern Africa that

FRELIMO does destroy the dam — and that we help them.

from "Anti-Apartheid News", February 1970

South Africa is unique in the capitalist and imperialist

systems of the world. It combines the most special and
backward forms of colonialism, for the bulk of the African

population, and the most advanced forms of capitalism,

imperialism, neo-colonialism and fascism.

The economic and mineral wealth of South Africa is to

say the least, fabulous. It accounts for 75 % of the gold mined
in the capitalist world, it has valuable minerals like copper,

iron ore, coal, manganese, diamonds, chromium, nickel,

thorium, vandaium, lithium, uranium and numerous others.

It is a treasure house and jewel for foreign capital and in-

vestment.

The estimated foreign investment in South Africa is

approximately £ 3,000 million of which Britain accounts for

about 60% and U.S. 13%. Through the ruthless exploitation

of African labour the rates of profits in South Africa are

higher than anywhere in the world, The British monopolists

are guaranteed 12.5 % profit as against 8.5 % in the rest of the

world, the U.S. 20.6 %as against 10.4% Japan, West Ger-

many and other western countries have made South Africa

the hunting ground for super-profits.

South African companies like the Anglo-American
Company and many others have all got interlocking inter-

ests and directorships with British and U.S. companies.

Economically therefore, the South African racists who cling

to Apartheid are an integral and key part of the exploitation

by the imperialists on an international scale. The merger of

White S. A. capital with international finance has been a spe-

cific feature of S.A. penetration in the economies in many
countries in Africa and elsewhere.

from "Sechaba", February 1970

GOLDEN N
The rate of hangings in South Africa is higher

i

B. van D. Neikerk, senior lecturer in law at the Univ
June 1965, 281 death sentences were imposed and 194

for about 47 per cent of the world's legal executions. -

I can tell you that on the published figures (for

any country with a similar per capita income, but is

and is on a par with what we commonly call the under
The sufferers from malnutrition and its effect;

Prof. John Reid University et Natal {quoted in Africa Co

Trudeau said he was "not very proud" of the

ominously, it appeared to be its inconsistency that b

trading or stop condemning," The Globe and Mail quo
March 3, 1970.

It is, however, not only the skin of the white

white. The white stands on a much higher plane of ci

live, learn and work that we shall not sink to the cult

ernment of our country remain in the hands of the wh
From a South African Race Studies textbook for high scr.

'How is it that Portugal, an underdeveloped c

modern weapons against us as jets like the Fiat 91 an

Portugal is a country that doesn't even manufacture <

Amilear Cabral, leader et P.A.I.G.C., freedom moven
Africa.

When FRELIMO started its military offensive in 1!

more than 10,000, and the number is growing.

GREAT NEWS!

South Africa's children are

being indoctrinated in the ways
of the Special Branch from a

very early age. The monthly chil-

dren's magazine Patrys which is

circulated by the police and
schools on behalf of Voortrekker

Press, a political publishing

group of the Nationalist Party,

has taken up the building of a

Detectives Club, and the inculca-

tion of police attitudes in the

minds of white, especially Afri-

kaaner youth. A recent issue of

Patrys contained a photo series

"the building in the woods"
which has as its villain a savage,

loin-clothed African who is

preoccupied with plunging his

spear into whites so as to add to

his collection of skulls. The her-

oes of the strip are three vir-

tuous and brave Afrikaaner chil-

dren. A story "Gurfad on the

Border", contains a character's

comments: "I don't know much
about animals, but I do know the

Bantu. I know him as a supersti-

tious scoundrel."

The Detective Club run by the

magazine is flourishing to such

an extent that the entry forms
warn that "Patrys detectives

must understand that they are

only the eyes and ears of the Po-

lice,. . ." and only have the right

of arrest "in an emergency."
The magazine gives an ad-

dress for General-Major Joubert

at Headquarters, South African

Police, Pretoria. It also gives the

following message. "Will all

Patrys Detectives in Pretoria

North who are aged over 15

years please write their name,
address and date of birth on a

stout card and hand it in at the

Charge Office at Pretoria North
Police Station." Membership is

however open to children from
the age of 12. Gang-badges are
advertised in which a man is

shown caught in the sights of a

hunting rifle. Another carries the

motto "Revenge is Sweet". In

these pages, headlines scream

"Detectives, gangs, terrorists —
fighter and Communist-haters!
Here is great news!!" It then

offers membership of yet anoth-

er organisation the CVC which is

linked to various police stations.

On another page, the editor's

comment on a member's letter:

"I am glad you told me that one

can shoot more accurately at a

tin when one thinks of it as a

Communist." Patrys is of course

also distributed in Rhodesia.

Sechaba Magazine February 1970
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PROJECT MOZAMBIQUE

GGETS
in any country in the world. According to Dr.

ty of the Witwatersrand, between July 1963 to

i
executed. Thus the Republic alone accounted

tica Contemporary Record, p. 305,

Inutrition) South Africa is not only worse than

-se than many countries considerably poorer,

eloped countries. . .

i the Africans.

nporary Record, p. 302).

^ernment's present policy, although, perhaps

red him particularly. "We should either stop

him as saying

th African that differs from that of the non-

lation and is more developed. Whites must so

level of the nonwhites. Only thus can the gov-

,ry and the poorest in Europe can muster such

e Sabres, and bombers like the B26 and P2V, if

Iren's toy airplanes"

controlling 70% of Portuguese Guine in West

there were 250 trained men. Today there are

It is proudly proclaimed by the Por-

tuguese that they have been in Mozam-
bique for more than 400 years, bringing

'civilization' to a primitive and savage
people. Their achievements however
tell a different tale:

• between 95 and 98 per cent of the Af-

rican population are illiterate;

• 94 per cent (according to official

Portuguese statistics) depend basical-

ly on subsistance agriculture for their

livelihood;

• by 1965 the Portuguese had produced
less than 10 African university gradu-
ates;

• Mozambique has one of the highest

infant mortality rates in Africa, and
Africans have a life expectancy of less

than 30 years;

• tropical diseases are endemic and
there are periodic epidemics of small-
pox, typhoid, yellow fever etc.;

• the Portuguese have provided hardly
any health services whatsoever in the

rural areas, and most Mozambiques
never see a doctor or a medical clinic.

Nevertheless Portugal clings tightly

to Mozambique, outlawing any politi-

cal activity and brutally suppressing
any opposition or protest. On 16th June
1960 more than 500 Africans were killed

in Mueda for protesting against poor

wages and political suppression.

As in the rest of Southern Africa, the

people of Mozambique have been left

no alternative but to fight for their

emancipation. In the words of Presi-

dent Julius Nyerere of Tanzania, "the

demand for freedom has been rejected

in principle. The door to progress is

shut, bolted and barred."

Project Mozambique was formed
recently in the belief (as expressed by

President Nyerere) that: "we cannot

call for freedom in Southern Africa,

and at the same time deny all assist-

ance to those who are fighting for it,

when we know, as well as they do, that

every other means of achieving free-

dom has been excluded by those in

power".
Project Mozambique has set as its

priority sending aid to those regions of

Mozambique from which the Portu-

guese have been expelled. At present

approximately 15 per cent of the popu-

lation live in these areas, covering

about one fifth of Mozambique.
FRELIMO, the Mozambique free-

dom movement, faces an awesome
Portuguese military machine with an

estimated 40,000-60,000 troops in Moz-
ambique. Its task is that of freeing the

rest of the country from Portuguese

domination, as well as defending and
providing for the liberated areas. With

the active support and participation of

the mass of the population, FRELIMO
is already serving the people far more
effectively, under war conditions and

constant bombing, than the Portuguese

ever did.

Since 1967 more than 120 schools

have been established with 20,000 pup-

ils. Hundreds of students have been
sent to universities and technical

schools abroad. Agricultural recon-

struction and cooperative schemes
have been established, and the liberat-

ed regions are producing considerably

more food than when they were under

the Portuguese. Despite a critical lack

of medical supplies and personnel, var-

ious types of health centres have been
established throughout the countryside

providing much improved facilities,

and vaccination for a large percentage

of the population.

Supplies remain a very serious prob-

lem however. Peasant farmers badly
need simple agricultural tools. Most
school-children are without even note-

books, pencils or pens. Very few people

have shoes, or more than a few rags of

clothing. Bicycles would greatly im-
prove the transportation of people and

goods. Medical supplies and equipment
are in desperately short supply. Funds
are needed for the schools and insti-

tutes which train teachers, technicians

and medics.

Project Mozambique is trying to fill

some of these needs. High school stu-

dents are collecting school equipment,

and investigating the possibility of

sending bicycles. A Fund-raising and
Publicity Committee is working with

other groups and organisations to raise

money and materials for specific pro-

jects. A Research Committee has been

collecting information, carrying out

research, and publishing material on
Mozambique in particular and the

whole Southern African situation in

general.

Only with the support and donations

of lots of Canadians can Project Moz-

ambique give effective help to the peo-

ple of Southern Africa, in their struggle

for freedom. Their address is: 156 Dor-

set Road, Scarborough. Phone no. 535-

3851.

By BRYAN HADDON
i Ian Smith's Unilateral Decla-
of Independence (U.D.I.) for
iia in 1965, there has been a fair

of international interest in the
and a half-hearted attempt at

ng economic sanctions. It is

ant to realise however, that both
and Rhodesia's new republic
(adopted on March 1st.) are but
iteps in the long process of en-
>ng whites (4 per cent of the
ion) as rulers of the country,
iesia became a self-governing
°f Britian in 1923. The Land
ionment Act (1931) divided the

'JJto white and black areas —
w.tes all the urban areas and 98

4 of the most fertile land.
'

ation is completely segregated,

children receive compulsory

RHODESIA ( don't throw stones in a glass house!)
Smith's regime, but it is known that

fighting has taken place in many areas

in the West and North of the country.

education until they are 16. Only 60 per

cent of African children get any educa-

tion at all, and most can spend less

than four years at school.

In the sphere of politics, whites have

been even more forceful in maintain-

ing their dominance. Voting "qualifi-

cations" kept all but a handful of Afri-

cans off the Voters' Roll, and Smith's

new constitution ensures permanent

white control of the parliament.

To stop African political activity,

some of the most repressive legislation

in the world has been passed since 1958.

The Law and Order Act:

• gives police almost unlimited pow-

ers of arrest and holding without trial

;

• has outlawed all African political

parties;

• imposes up to 20 years imprisonment

"for throwing, or possessing a stone."

Meetings, strikes, boycotts and pick-

ets are illegal. All African political

leaders not in exile or underground

have been imprisoned or detained with-

out trial.

The only real difference that U.D.I,

has made, is that previously Britain

was theoretically able to change the

situation in her colony: now it Is pat-

ently obvious to Africans that she can-

not and/or will not change it.

Thus the only alternative Africans

have to increasing and ruthless oppres-

sion, is using violence to end it. They

have made the choice.

Since 1965 Zimbabwe (the African

for Rhodesia) freedom fighters have

been training in guerrilla warfare tac-

tics and entering the country.

Reports of these engagements have

naturally been minimized by Ian

A typical engagement occurred on

January 15/16, 1970, when eight South

African and five Rhodesian soldiers

were reported killed, in a raid on Victo-

ria Falls Airport.

The freedom movements have been

concentrating however on building up

their support in the rural areas, and

supplying these people with arms.

They are prepared for a long and bitter

struggle. But in a country with four and

a half million Africans and two
hundred thousand whites, they believe

that eventually they will triumph.

Bryan Hoddon is o 3rd generation

white Rhodesian studying Political Sci-

ence at U of 7.

Other Orgoniialiont in Canada
supporting th* struggle for self-

determination in Southern Africa:

ANTI-APARTHEID MOVEMENT OF
CANADA,
Bex 1)5, Station E,

Toronto, On I.

AFRICAN RELIEF SERVICES COM-
MITTEE
Bo. y
Port Moody,
British Columbia,

AFRICAN NATIONAL CONGRESS
(of South Africa),

P.O. Box 123, Station E,

Toronto, Ont.
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% getting it on
THEATRE COMPANIES SPEND

MUCH TIME coming into being in

Toronto, but they usually manage to

live and die with significant rapidity.

Consequently, there is always a new
company opening — new fodder for

the daily paper critics to churn into

neat little slaughterhouse articles,

new opportunities for what must be

called (for want of a better word) the

Toronto Theatre Audience.

With a genesis in the Central Li-

brary, Hart House, the Poor Alec, or

even Mirvish's Warehouse Beautiful

(splendiferous Royal Alexandra),

with* underpaid staff and often over-

paid foreign luminaries (who in hell

set Clifford Williams' salary? ), var-

ious companies have begun growling

and ended grunting to pathetic finish-

es in unfinished, unsuccessful sea-

sons.

What kills them? Why do so many
ostensibly Good Ideas cave in of their

own weight? Although simple an-

swers should ideally be avoided, they

nigh well are impossible in dealing

with Toronto theatre. There are real-

ly three established forces working

for the failure of any theatre company
in this city.

CAN NATHAN COHEN FIND LOVE
AND HAPPINESS WITH ANY NEW

THEATRE COMPANY?
Probably. If it's staffed in large by

the APA-Phoenix Players, directed

by Gielgud or Olivier, and offers a

season which includes Ghelderode,

Shakespeare, and at the most one non-

established contemporary play.

And Cohen is the best we've got in

daily journalistic criticism. Jim
MacPherson walks a clever middle
line of non-commitment, while Her-

bert Whittaker is a likable man who
wants very much to be objective

while giving a new company the bene-

fit of the doubt, right to the end of the

season.

Moreover, Cohen's responses to the

plays he reviews are almost always
acute, despite the limitations of his

medium. Journalistic drama criti-

cism is seeing a production, then

going to an office and instantly put-

ting one's impressions on paper for

publication on the morrow. And when
you have two or three professional

productions in a week to cover {yes

cover; you're still a newspaper re-

porter), the words and phrases be-

come more difficult to find.

Because you have to be clever. You
have to write interestingly as well as

intelligently. The art of writing a re-

view is very difficult to separate from
the art of responding as acutely as

possible to a production. Many people

will read your material with no view
whatsoever to attending a perform-
ance of the play in question. They
read it because of the clever kill you
come up with in three or four words.
And unfortunately, it's easier to write

destructively than in praise. The well-

turned dagger has much greater ap-

peal to the reader than the best, most
carefully articulated praise. You
have to entertain as well as discuss

the merits of others' entertainments.

xv\vv\.Vv-.,,,.;\ .
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That in mind, can one accuse the

critics of destroying theatre compa-
nies with consistent adverse criticism

(or simple hatchet jobs, as is usually

the case)? While positive criticism

can help only slightly in encouraging

the people who will go to anything

that is presented on a stage, consist-

ently negative criticism is probably
ineffectual in deterring them from
going anyway. Those of us who see

whatever possible simply do not trust

the critics sufficiently to stay away
from slammed plays. Moreover,
there simply isn't a great deal of

choice in an evening's theatrical en-

tertainment, although admittedly

there is much more going on here
today than back in the days before

Theatre Toronto (let dead dogs lie )

.

by Bill Rockett

But consistently negative criticisir

will do nothing to encourage or devel-

op a new theatre audience. And we
have yet to see what effect a Nathan
Cohen possessed of the same acute

sensitivities but controlling the

tongue-lash might accomplish. In the

meanst, let's look at the material we
have to work with — that is, the peo-

ple of this city who represent our po-

tential audience pool.

A PISGAH VIEW OF TRAWNA:
FUTZ WITHOUT THE LOVE

Yeah. They call it Hogtown, don't

they? Didn't they. But the New City

Hall, you say. And the excitement of

Centennial and Expo. And new atti-

tudes, new blood.

Well. Toronto is the city whose
mayor arrives three minutes before

the final curtain of its Arts Centre's

grand opening night because he was
attending a Rate Payers' Meeting.

And Mavor Moore and Bill Dennison

both assert that because this city is a

biggy, and the bestest in Anglo Cana-

da, it should be taking the lead in ex-

pression of English-language culture

and arts.

The ironic thing about all this is

that it's inestimably true. If any city

in Canada has the means or potential

to sustain such activity, it's Toronto.

CBC has located its English Radio
and TV Drama central clearing hous-

es here. There are a great many tal-

ented technicians, performers, and
writers in this one city (most of them
out of work, or teaching high school in

Etobicoke). But where are the audi-

ences?

Nowhere. Unless you count the

pubs, the television rooms in apart-

ments and homes, and the cinemas.

Oh, they make it to Hair, that incredi-

ble commercialisation of what was a

commercial production to begin with.

But Hair is hip and can derive its au-

diences from Don Mills and places of

such ilk (nobody in the core of the city

can afford those bloody prices).

Much effort has been made to es-

tablish the existence of a theatre tra-

dition in Toronto (see the Globe and
Mail Magazine of a few weeks ago).

But all such efforts succeed in prov-

ing is that a great many stage per-

formances have been done. Generally

of three kinds: the touring road show,

which continues down to our own day
in what goes on in the O'Keefe Barn;
the little theatre groups, where every-

one participates and thinks it's a gas,

but the audiences of which are drawn
primarily from friends and relatives;

and, finally, the semi-professional

groups, so active over the last ten

years and more or less thriving today.

I suggest it is to these last we must »
turn. Three years ago in Random, I

9
praised companies like Montor Pro-

ductions for doing good plays well,

and tsk-tsked that they suffered from
a lack of sufficient facilities. I wanted
the money put up to build three or

four theatres, small but well

equipped, in a central area. On a

strip. Near shops, boutiques, and gal-

leries. Yorkville, say. Or Gerrard,
even. To" create a central area of ac-

tivity. To provide at reasonable rents

the facilities for groups like Passe
Murraille and TWP, who have appeal

for what is today the true potential

audience in this city.

And you know by now whom I

mean. Leave the Barn for the road-

show-cum-Beverly Hillbillies Watch-
ers. The Royal Alexandra once it

dumps Hair can revert to good trav-

elling higher-priced repertory compa- 4
nies, if they can still be had (British
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National Theatre Company tours,

etcetera). But we need the small the-

atres for the people who are making
Paramount dump the accumulation of

fifty years of Pretty Superstar Candy-
coated Filmfactory material. We
need the small theatres for the new
audience under thirty who made Easy
Rider the biggest financial success of

the last four years. And are leaving

Hello, Dolly out in the cold. Seventy-

five per cent of the new film audience

is in that age bracket. The theatre can

get them. The theatre in Toronto ab-

solutely needs them.

But they're ripping out Yorkville.

And they've put all their cultural

eggs in the one basket of The Saint

Lawrence Centre for the Arts.

THE OWL AND THE PUSSYCAT
Cold, but not slick. The building has

neither the grace nor the opulence of,

say, the Lincoln Centre in New York.

But definitely better located than,

say, the Garden State Centre for the

Performing Arts in New Jersey,

dumped as it is in the middle of the

Turnpike (read Expressway and iden-

tify) and its attendant cow pastures.

Wise old Mavor Moore, the bedrock

of Toronto theatrical Establishment,

has got what he's wanted for a long

time. He wants the town hall to turn

into a genuine community centre, and

the debate on the Spadina Express-

way has borne him out on this as a

possibility, even if it's difficult to

imagine Torontonians up against the

wall again.

But he wants the Theatre policy to

be 'one of having a Canadian company
doing primarily Canadian plays, not

on the grounds of chauvinism but be-

cause there's not much point talking

about a Canadian civilisation if we
don't produce.'

Right. So we have our arts centre, a

little prematurely as far as I'm con-

cerned (I would have opted for those

other theatres first, to be followed by

an Arts Centre in ten years time, say)

. And Moore has selected a schedule
of world premiers (remember Thea-
tre Toronto's first season?).

Who, needs the plush of the Lincoln
Centre and its New York State Thea-
tre if what's going on inside is getting

to the right people? If the program is

varied and responds in some way to

the bulk new audience as well?

Programming a theatre season is a

tricky business. Theatre Toronto blew
it the first time around by offering

only one play with any wide appeal,

namely Hochhuth's Soldiers. We
knew who Hochhuth was. We knew
The Deputy, and we knew pretty

much what to expect from the new
play. But this was not true of The
Drummer Boy, or Festival of Carols.

The Feiffer offering, an interesting,

well-produced play, had a few strikes

against it in that its reputation of hav-

ing bombed in New York preceded it

here.

Remember Leon Major's first Hart
House season for the Drama Centre.

Aiming for a university audience, he

did two plays which drew small hous-

es and all involved were somewhat
surprised. They failed to see that you
can't build a theatre season on aca-
demic curiosity. One such play is

enough; you need something that will

draw a fifty per cent-plus house, so

you can afford to do other things.

Major and Moore, surely aware of

this, have attempted a diverse sea-

son. MAN Inc. is essentially a revue,

offering music, dance, and the incre-

dibly workable Living Screen, Striker

Schneiderman is a period drama of

traditional design. Knacker's ABC, a

comedy by Boris Vian, is black but

slapstick, following the theory that

comedy always appeals, if in differ-

ent ways to different people. Finally,

Faust (which has yet to open) is an

extravaganza of many scenes and

some 150 characters — the operatic

Leon Major, Tboot re Dimeter of the Sr. Law-
rence Centre for the Performing Arts. A pus-

sycat?

proportions Major always directs.

On the surface, a well-balanced
season. Something for everybody. The
comedy and MAN Inc. should appeal

to the new audience, while the other

two productions should draw the tra-

ditionalists. The Welcome Wagon Set

and members of the TSO Women's
Guild will support them all (at least

they'll buy season tickets). Finally,

Moore's got an essentially Canadian
season. A Quebec revue, a Canadian
translation of Faust, a Canadian-

written play on the Winnipeg general

strike.

It's a sensible season, and almost
the sort an Arts Centre should be put-

ting on. I say almost. Because absent

from the season is any reliance upon
the already-proven. Moore and Ma-
jor, have given us a season of plays

out of place in part. At least two of

these shows belong in those small

theatres we don't have. Half of the

time given to experiment could and
should be given in a state-supported

Arts Centre to established plays by
men like Brecht, Fischer and Albee.

We'll have the Shaw Festival and
Stratford in, but those are separate
entities, different seasons. The bal-

ance of an Arts Centre home-grown
program differs from that desirable

in any other venture.

What has happened is that Toronto
is trying to make its Art Centre do for

the whole shot. And failing. Major and
Moore are trying to kill all the birds

with several tons of poured concrete.

Poured concrete is cheap in construc-

tion, and our dated City Councils of

the past few years have seen fit to

concur with them. Economy is a

marvellous thing.

Except when it negates what you
should be trying to do.

But there is no sense in bewailing

the construction of the Arts Centre
now. We'll just have to keep pressing

for those other theatres, although our

chances of getting them now are con-

siderably diminished. We have to get

what we can from the existing pro-

gram in the meantime. And that

means careful, meaningful criticism

of what has been done this year. What
is good and what is simply bad.

The season is committed. And there

are good things to say about what has

been done and what is promised. Next

week, I'll talk about each of the plays

currently in repertory, and add a few

remarks on the working text of Faust.

Suffice it to say for the present that

we've blown it. But neither irrevoca-

bly, nor in an overly disastrous way.

A successful salvage operation for

next year is at least possible. The
quality of acting, design and produc-

tion on the Centre's stage at present

proves that good theatre in Toronto is

possible.

What we need is a wider approach

to it all.

trawna gets its arts centre - wow!
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THE U.C. PLAYERS GUILD

Canada needs new political economy

PRESENTS

THE SEAGULL

BY

ANTON CHEKHOV

TONITE AND

TOMORROW AT

8:30 p.m.

THE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE THEATRE

79 ST. GEORGE

DIRECTED BY

Hilary Mclaughlin

admission free

Business and Government in

Canada by K. J. Rea and J. O.

McLeod Methuen Publications

397 pp. $4.95 (paper)

"We are in serious danger of

ending up with political poli-

cies that make no sense eco-

nomically and economic poli-

cies that make no sense polit-

ically. This is why we end the

volume with a plea for re-

thinking old assumptions and
developing a new and more
sophisticated political econo-

my."

With a plea for "rethinking

old assumptions," two Univer-.

sity of Toronto professors, K.

J. Rea and J. T. McLeod, intro-

duce their recently published

anthology of readings, Busi-

ness and Government in Cana-

da. The authors suggest that

social scientists in Canada are

in urgent need of a new politi-

cal economy which will more
adequately cope with the cur-
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500
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rent social and economic reali-

ties of Canadian society.

In the concluding essay,

however, Professor Melville

Watkins takes a hard look at

the reality of power in a

branch-plant economy and
seems to suggest that a new
theoria is not enough, that

what is required in addition is

a new political praxis.

As a volume of essays, the

book is worth reading both

because of the variety of mate-

rial covered and because of its

declared purpose of "rethink-

ing old assumptions." There

are some widely divergent

styles and levels of writing

represented. For example,

between essays by Friedrich

Von Hayek and Milton Fried-

man is a contribution by the

Canadian Chamber of Com-
merce. Although critics of Von
Hayek and Friedman might
not appreciate the ideological

position which the two. Chicago

economists share with the

Chamber of Commerce, it is

quite useful to read both types

of writing, if only to discover

that whereas Friedman and

Von Hayek use the principle of

the free market to criticize our

current economic system, the

Chamber of Commerce people

appear to think that free enter-

prise exists in Canada, and

must be defended against the

encroachments of State power.

This illuminates an underlying

assumption of the book, name-

ly, the authors' contention that

at the level of both academic
social science and popular ide-

ology, we don't know what kind

of politico-economic system

we have.

In their preface, the authors

argue that Capitalism is an

intellectual construct, an "ar-

tificial order invented to ex-

plain the emerging industrial

society of the nineteenth centu-

ry." From this premise they

are critical of the two underly-

ing assumptions of bourgeois

economic thinking, arguing

that: 1) it is foolish to maintain

that society is naturally organ-

ized on the basis of private

property and competetive

markets; and 2) it" is impossi-

ble to make the realities of the

market conform to the theory

of the competitive market.

At this point, this reader is

with them, feeling that such a

straightforward rejection of

the competitive market model
will lead to a more realistic,

radical analysis of Capitalism

in Canada. Unfortunately, the

authors' recognition of the in-

adequacies of the bourgeois

explanation of Capitalism is a

double edged sword, and ex-

cept for their inclusion of the

Watkins piece, they are con-

tent to demonstrate the limits

of the liberal explanation,

without embarking on the de-

velopment of a radical alterna-

tive for Canada. In sections

two and three of the book we
are exposed to a series of read-

ings which amply reveal the

mystifications and limitations

of public policy in Canada, but

it is only in Watkins' essay that

the beginnings of alternative

perspective is provided.

Section Four. "Toward a

New Political Economy," be-

gins with the second selection

in the volume by Karl Polanyi,

whose writing seems to pro-

vide the main underpinnings

for the authors' conception of

their project. Polanyi's writing

is extremely suggestive, and is

worth giving more time than

we can here for it stands as

criticism of both bourgeois and
Marxist categories. However,
useful as Polanyi's work is, it

is really only a reformulation

of the problem, and it is left to

Mel Watkins to relate the prob-

lem to the Canadian context

and provide us with an alterna-

tive approach.

Watkins' essay, "Economics
and Mystification," is about

power, and it is written as a

critique of both bourgeois eco-

nomic theory and the social

role of the economist in a
branch plant economy:

"Economists have a hang-up

about power. They have
power, or appear to have it.

But they use it to support the

system — the onrushing sta-

tus quo — and might not

appear to be powerful if they

didn't. Above all, they don't,

as intellectuals, understand

power. Economic theory, the

kind of theory that econo-

mists use, just doesn't come
to grips with it."

In his essay Watkins uses

specific policy "documents such

as the Carter Commission's

Report and the Fifth Annual
Review of the Economic Coun-

cil of Canada to illustrate the

limitations of approaches to

economic problems which ig-

nore the social realities of

power in the Capitalist, branch

plant economy. He underlines

the futility of trying to solve

the problems of poverty

through superficial tax re-

forms and other proposals

which fail to come to terms

with the structural problems of

the capitalist economic system

and the special problems relat-

ing to foreign ownership.

By redirecting our attention

to the realities of power in

Canadian society, the realities

of advanced capitalism and
American Imperialism, Wat-

kins goes beyond the original

thesis of the book to suggest

not simply the development of

a new political economy, but

also the development of a new
political praxis.

Essentially, what Watkins is

saying is that the economist,

qua economist, in Canada is

trapped, he is a tool of the

branch plant economy he is

asked to serve, and he cannot

leave behind the assumptions

of that system and expect to

maintain any power as a poli-

cy-maker. It is only when he

leaves the academic realm and

joins others in politically con-

fronting the present power
holders, that solutions to our

current political and economic

problems will be found.

paul reinhardt



ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINEE

"BEST FOREIGN FILM"
bad acta

The February edition of Acta Vic-

toriana would have been acclaimed
in the Fifties. But its pubtication in

1970 is a classic example of the

failure of campus publications to

make themselves relevant to their

audiences. By their narrow choice of

content and negligent, almost non-

existent exploitation of their form,

the Acta staff has published a
magazine that will hardly be given

a glance by the readers.

Literary magazines serve the in-

terests of those on campus who
wish Jo read the work their contem-

poraries, those who have work of

sufficient quality to be pubtished in

a semi-professional magazine and
those who are interested in the pro-

cess of magazine publication.

Only three of the nine contribu-

tors to Acta are not staff members.
Of these, K. R. Maddock has sub-

mitted an incomprehensible book
review suitably entitled Theatre as
Hieroglyph which refers to the book
in question once in 1 ,000 words. On
the other hand Ian Young and Fred

Weihs have both submitted inter-

esting pieces which suffer from the

contemptuous design they are giv-

Young's descriptive essay The

Red Room is especially pleasant for

its economic sfyfe and uncomplicat-

ed sentences. Contrast Young's

writing with this from Acta editor

John Ayte:

"My mind was beginning to regis-

ter sharper images and Ifelt the dull

tinnery of Mexico City parties slow-

ly dissolve into the atmosphere of
Vera Cruz. I was even beginning to

see the trip down to the Yucatan as

essentially redemptive. I was chain-

ing a whole load of boredom on the

invisible carrier ofdreams, dreams

of escape into the Mayan jungles

where temples rose strangely from
the green thumbs of the tropic hills.

"

Weihs has prepared a poorly ed-

ited but intriguing essay entitled

Life ia a Mountain Road on white

spirituals which tries to let this

unique music speak for itself. Un-

fortunately he, like Young, is ig-

nored graphically. While no at-

tempt is made to give Young's

piece visual appeal the failure to

exploit the graphic opportunities of

musical notation and spiritual song

lyrics is even more obvious.

The staff contributions, naturally

enough, receive more graphic at-

tention, bul none of the design

support Random, Gargoyle and
even the Trinity Review have given

their literary work. Amazingly the

transcript of Graham Jackson's play

To the Hollow which has already

been produced, is not even supple-

mented by pictures of the perform-

ance.

Editor Ayre leads off his maga-

zine with a short story of his own
that is quoted above. He concludes

with an interview with Northrop

Ftye that stands alone without pho-

tographs or any kind of visually

appealing design. Frye says some
rather intriguing things about reli-

gion and literature, but they are

buried in the morass of tiny, blue

type Ayre has chosen for the entire

52 pages.

As usual in publications such as
this, the poems are a surprise bo-

nus. Larry Frolick's The Polar Rose
with its accompanying drawing by
Michele McGibbon is one of rhe lit-

erary and graphic high-points. Wil-

liam Norton has had the misfortune

of having his poem run into Ayre's

story, but Bob Read's collection en-

titled The Bean Bag Toss is accorded

its own section.

Despite these unhappy glimmers

of talent, Acta is a loss tor all three

groups it should serve. It does not

represent any cross section of skilled

writers on campus, and those it

does publish suffer from Ada's
shoddy, negligent presentation.

Finally, if you wish to learn how not

to put out a magazine, turn to Acta.

Any "literary" publication that

persists in publishing full pages on
the history of Victoria College, a
table of contents and staff credits is

not worth picking from its card-

board box.

geoff meggs
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Present

undoubtedly

the most
disastrous reviews

ever given any stage
show in Toronto!!!!

-however-

"SPRING THAW '70 IS A NEW BAG
LIVES UP TO ITS TITLE"

London Free Press (CP)
"I LIKED IT! I LIKED IT!"

Lynn Gordon, CKEY
"SPRING THAW 70 UTILIZES ITS
MUSIC WITH SUCH ROUGH CHASM
THAT IT LEAVES HAIR IN
CONTRAST, LOOKING ONLY
ROUGH." Peter Goddard.Tcly I

". . . although I toe tried with

might 2nd main to find

something to say in the show's

favor, I am speechless."
Nathan Cohen, Star

"...The Nude Scone in SPRING
THAW Would Make Hair Stand on
End" Hon Gunn, Piageon

"Best Spring Thaw Ever"
Aldm. Vim. Ki/boum

NOW PLAYING
Tues. thru Thurs. 8:30 p.m.

Fri. 9 p.m. Sat. 6:15 & 9:45 p.m.

Sun. 2:30 & 8 p.m.

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
ON SUNDAYS $2.00

Please show I.D. Card

PLAYHOUSE THEATRE

481-3378

1605 Sa>'view Avenue 4SI-3378
BOX OFFICE OPEN DAILY
in association with CHFI

'.ONE OF TrIE MOST DEAUTiFlll

fillMS Of TrIE YEAR
' - Pans-Match

York University

Prof. G. Harjan Dept. Of Russian Literature

Student S Faculty group led by Ptol. Harjan departs

19th May, 3 weeks, visiting Vienna, Kiev, Yalta,

Moscow, Leningrad, Helsinki, Copenhagen.

$749.00 incl. full particulars. Miss A.M. Pontson-

(416) 366-4371. P.Lawson Travel Service, 697 Bay

St., Toronto, 2, Ont.

THE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
LITERARY AND ATHLETIC SOCIETY

invites

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
STUDENTS

GRADUATING YEARS
to the

graduation
banquet

To be held on Mareh 17, 1970
Tickets (and further details) may be

obtained in the Principal's Office

of University College until March 13.
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phallic

equestrienne

Ride a Cock-Hone is not a musi-

cal but rother "a play with music",

as its author Barry Brodie terms it.

Even mor« accurately it is two plays

— a light comic treatment of the

Lady Godiva story alternating with

the remarkably un-comie story of

the production of such a play —

separated by songs.

The songs are the least successful

part. I am not unaware that nurs-

ery rhymes are really political sat-

ires. Yet their relevance to either

plot is really insufficient to justify

the extent of their use. While some
of the arrangements are interest-

ing, the music generally lacks varie-

ty and distinction.

A play about a play is a danger-

ous device and the chief merit of

Brodie's handling is that he keeps

his two plots independent for the

most part. This Kunstlerdrama is at

times an embarrassingly spiteful

attack on Hair focussing as it does

around Lady Godiva's nude scene.

Nevertheless the dramatic develop-

ment of this section is powerful and

effective. Tom Collins as a tempera-

mental novice actor turns in a fine

performance: he is really the only

one from whom the cliche-ridden

dialogue sounds completely con-

vincing.

As far as the actual Godiva story

is concerned, Brodie's ambitions ore

more modest but his success is more

complete. Lady Godiva (Gayle Gib-

son) disguises herself and becomes
the speech-writer for the revolu-

tionary leader Tom (Rich Dollinger).

Meanwhile Tom's girlfriend Jenifer

(Jody Alesandro) "negotiates"
with Godiva's husband Leofric

(Michael Mocina) to drop his new
tax law so that she can get Tom to

occupy himself with more impor-
tant things, like sex. When she tells

him of her deal with Leofric he
agrees, with a magnificent gesture.

RIVER BOAT
34 YORKVILLE AVE 920-C

NEXT

MIKE SEEGER

MAR. 3 - MAR. 8

"Fight decadence with decadence."

"My," remarks Jenny, "your life-

style has improved." The intrigue is

satisfying although predictable and

the dialogue, heavily faced with hip

jargon, is highly polished.

It is the final integration of the

two plots which is the least happy

port of each. The intrusion of the

serious mood of the one upon the

light-heartedness of the other, even

though objectively justified by the

blinding of Tom on seeing Godiva,

is passing.

Ride a Cock-Horse is being per-

formed tonight and tomorrow at

Hart House by Theatre Mickities

under the direction of Thomas O'-

Connor. Curtain time is 8:30 and it

will cost you $1 .00 to get in.

— me/ bradshaw

2 WEEKS OPEN TO BE

ANNOUNCED

POOR ALEX - TONITE!

MARCH 4, 5, 6, 7

8:30

N.F. SIMPSON
"A RESOUNDING TINKLE"

HAROLD PINTER
"THE ROOM"

STUDENTS SI.SO

RES. 920-8370
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kudos to ubu

The question Ubu Cocu poses with

spaslic poignancy, the Jurious, unan-

swerable question, is simply: What is

an Ubu? Just another piece oj detritus

dropped into the Jamed Parisian sew-

ers by the bloated imperialism ojJin

de siecle western European capital-

ism? Or is it our own lost conscience,

remnant of spiritual yearnings finally

and irrevocably choked off at some

moment between the Opium and the

Boer Wars? One thing, and one thing

only, we can be sure of: Alfred Jarry,

last of the French neo-romantic play-

wrights {or first of the proto-Brech-

tians?) can not, or will not, answer it.

It lies squarely in our lap. and it is

much to the credit of the Victoria Col-

lege Dramatic Society that they have

attempted to pick it up and run with it

— to confront our common dilemma
in the space of a rainy afternoon half

hour lunch break in the somber at-

mosphere of the New Vic Theatre.

Sprightly is the word that springs to

mind to characterize Mami Jackson 's

direction of this bubbly farce, this ov-

erflow of excremental. anatomical,

and geometrical obsessions, this subtle

blow-torch ofa one-acter.

Kudos, also, are due to the actors,

who perform wonders in penetrating

the central enigma of the play, shak-

ing, wiggling, strutting, spitting,

sprawling and declaiming their way
across the stage like a march of schiz-

ophrenic cockroaches. (Klausner as

Pa Ubu is very good, really: and the

cast as a whole make it all look decep-

tively easy). One is left with only one,

small hope at play's end, that Geza

Kovacs will eventually be sprungfrom
the Don Jail.

— p. marchand

THE RIVERBOAT AND MARTIN
ONROT IN ASSOCIATION WITH
CHUM-FM PRESENT

RICHIE
HAVENS

WITH SPECIAL GUEST

TOM RUSH
IN CONCERT

FRI. MAR. 13
ONE PERFORMANCE - 8:30 p.m

MASSEY HALL
TICKETS: SS.50, 4. SO. 3.SO

AVAILABLE AT SAM THE
RECORD MAN, YONGE ST.,

BOX OFFICE OPEN TODAY

d
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SIMON AND GARFUNKLE.
Bridge Over Troubled Waters. Co-

lumbia KCS 9914

Bridge goes back to S and G's

roots in rock and roll, and it is ex-

plored with great taste, irony and

sense of the absurd. There is no
feeling, line or riff on the album
that is not underscored by the

slight edge of its opposite, e.g.

having the rock rhythm section

just slightly too enthusiastic, add-

ing (quite intentionally) a whole
feeling of doubt. The images are

spare and delicately absurd, and
the enigmatic absurdity of the lyr-

ics bumps up against the absolute-

ly unsubtle simplicity of the rock

or folk tunes. The result is — well

— dialectical. Brilliant.

bob bossin

HUMBLE PIE. As Safe As Yester-

day Is. Immediate 101.

Most of this album is either

pretty dull or unoriginal. You can

hear fragments of harmony,
rhythm, and general stylistic

characteristics stolen from Led
Zeppelin, Steppenwolf, Mandala,
and a multitude of other rock
groups practically all the way
through the record. Humble Pie

aren't bad musicians, and there

are a few good moments when the

group has got nolo oi gooa materi-

al. Unfortunately there aren't

nearly enough of these to save the

album.

nieholas schmidt

LIGHTNING HOPKINS. Light-

nin'! Poppy 60.002.

A great many of the records

Lightning Hopkins has made, both

singles and albums, in the 25 years

he has been recording, have been

poorly produced. This two volume
set is a notable exception. The
sound on these recently recorded

numbeVs is excellent, and Light-

ning is in fine form. He's one of

the great originals of the blues,

known for his improvising abili-

ties. His guitar playing doesn't

depend on dazzling technique for

its effectiveness, and his voice is

unassuming, but in spite of this,

his blues ability is universally re-

cognised. These two LPs contain

some of the very best Hopkins I've

heard.

p.h.

MUSIC IN PRAGUE. Vanhal:

Viola Concerto; Benda: Harpsi-

chord Concerto. Turnabout 34305.

,
That the mid-18th century Bohe-

mian composers Vanhal and Ben-

da are not nearly as famous as

their approximate contemporaries

Haydn and Mozart, does not mean
that they didn't write some very

beautiful music, such as the two
fine concerti on this record. Al-

though neither the performances
nor the sound quality have quite

the professional slickness of re-

cordings by some of the larger

labels, this disc more than makes
up for it in having an extra amount
of feeling for the music.

nieholas schmidt

DUKE PEARSON. The Phantom.

Blue Note BST 84293.

Pianist-composer Pearson is a

rather erratic leader, but general-

ly his work with small groups is

distinctive — which is certainly

not true of his big band stuff. This

record, his best since Sweet Honey
Bee, has some very nice tunes in a

wistful, mysterioso vein. Played

by a group featuring Bobby Hutch-

erson's vibes, Jerry Dodgion's

flute, and various percussionists,

the music, while not terribly com-
pelling, has a pleasant, lilting feel-

ing.

f. mcc.

GERALD WILSON. Eternal Equi-

nox. World Pacific Jazz 201 60.

Unlike many able big band ar-

rangers, Gerald Wilson has a

unique conception of this kind of

music. Consequently, even when
played by anonymous studio men,
his music is readily indentifiable.

Besides his excellent composi-
tions, this record also features a
flock of well known soloists — in-

cluding Harold Land, Groove
Holmes and Bobby Hutcherson —
who supplement the studio crowd.

8th Summer Session

GRINDSTONE ISLAND

ine oniy arawoacK is an incredi-

bly funereal "vocal" by some bas-

so profundo whose name I have
the charity to omit.

/. mcc.

THE ISLEY BROTHERS. The
Brothers: Isley, T-Neck 3002.

The Isiey's have been around for

a long time (remember the origi-

nal Twist and Shout?, and they have
seen a lot of changes. Their new
bag is supercool soul, with funky

brass sections and Temptation-
like vocals. They're in complete
control of their product, and it's

well done. The Blacker the Berry

. . . the Sweeter the Juice alone is

worth the cost of the album.

don quintan

MYRTH. RCA lsp42I0.

A new group in the brass band

bag of Blood, Sweat and Tears.

Horns and saxophones abound.

These are good musicians and the

music sounds tight, but it's all bas-

ically uninspired. The songs and
arrangements are mediocre, as is

the singing. The album is also

loaded down with useless sound

effects — birds singing, the roar of

an automobile, and long, dull pas-

sages of electronic distortion.

r. d schwartz

BIG MAMA THORNTON.
Stronger Then Dirt. Mercury 61225.

The Way It Is. Mercury 61249.

Stronger, the first LP Big

Mama has made since moving to

Mercury from the Arhoolie label

is a decidedly inferior sampling of

her work. A large band, with am-
ple portions of organ and brass, is

hardly sympathetic backing and

songs like Funky Broadway and a

mediocre thing, Let's Go Get

Stoned, don't help much. The Way
It Is, with a decent blues band be-

hind her, is considerably better.

Recorded live in a small Los Ange-

les club, it shows off some of Big

Mama's stage enthusiasm. She

sings a better selection of blues

numbers on this one, but even so

it's only a fairly good album, not

yet quite up to some of the work

she did for Arhoolie.

p.h.

TAMMY WYNETTE. Tammy's
Greatest Hits. Epic 26486.

The acknowledged Queen of

country music, wife of George
Jones and author of several hits,

puts all her pearls in one album,

and it shines. Stand By Your Man is

probably the best female vocal in

the entire history of country mu
sic. Maudlin lyrics of songs like D-

I-V-O-R-C-E and / Don't Wanna
Play House become very sensitive

and evocative in this singer's

hands. Also included is Tammy's
and David Houston's My Elusive

Dreams, a haunting country-folk

song

don quintan

) THE QUAKER PEACE CENTRE IN R1DEAU LAKE
k "In the 60's Grindstone was one [ the primary catalysis ol Peace

L analysis and Peace action — the nursery and animator of many ol the

r changes that came out of the struggles of that decade — the seedbed of

f the New Left in Canada — "

f
COLLOQUIUM ON CANADIAN INDEPENDENCE

k Is valid independence still a possibility? If so. how can it be

[, achieved? Continuation nl '69 conference August 24-30 Tuition |10

PEACE RESEARCH SUMMER SCHOOL
Three weeks covering all aspects ol Peace Research findings de-

signed primarily for University students (graduate and undergraduate I

k Ol special interest to those in Political Science, Sociology, Psychology

i and History June 26th - Julv 17 Tuition *100.

THE PEACE TESTIMONY
An examination of the Quaker and Judeo-Christlan pacifist posi-

tion and witness. Is it pertinent and demonstrable now and, if so, how?
July 19-26 Tuition (10.

NEW BEARINGS ON NON VIOLENCE
A re-assessment of the relationship of non violent action and radical

social change. The Blh successive seminar. Tuition (10.

Daily Rates - ft. Students 4.50, Couples 12. Accomodation limited.

Barty rtRiitraliiin advisable.

For information on these and other programs write.-

John Pocock-Canadian Friends Service Committee Tel: 920-5113

60 Lowlher Ave. Toronto, 5, Ont.



maestro michelangeli
"The pedals are like my lungs.

Three notes with the right pedal
work can become another world."

Last Thursday night (Feb. 26) at

Massey Hall, pianist Arturo Bene-

detti Michelangeli, labouring over

a rather asthmatic Steinway
grand, was hard pressed to match
his words with music. With ersatz-

blond mane swept straight back

and black silk kerchief parked on

top of the piano, aristocratic Mich-

elangeli's main assets seemed to

be astute publicity and the infre-

quency of his appearances. At
Thursday's recital, the Maestro
began by casting before his audi-

ence pearls by Beethoven: the

Sonatas No. 3 in C major, Op. 2

and No. 32 in C minor, Op. 111. The

second half of the programme
consisted of three "encore" —
type selections by Chopin, the

Scherzo No. 2 in B flat, Ballade

•No. 1 in G minor, and the Polon-

aise Brillante, Op. 22.

We are told Michelangeli 's main
preoccupation is with his music

school in Italy, and the first move-

ment of Beethoven's C major Son-

ata indeed smacked of a musty
schoolmaster-like approach. His

measured tempi and frequent re-

course to the "una corda" pedal

accentuated the already lugub-

rious sounds emanating from the

ANTONION I s
piano. While the third and fourth

movements did accumulate mo-
mentum and provided some ex-

citement, the predominant im-
pression was one of comfort and
relaxation before all else.

Such an elegant, casual draw-
ing-room attitude is deadly in the

case of the Sonata Op. 111. This
work, the last sonata of the then
deaf Beethoven, is elemental mu-
sic, the union of volcanic thunder
and celestial crystalline serenity.

In approximating the opposite
forces towards a comforable me-
dium, Michelangeli caused the
music to suffer. From the first

two notes, taken with two hands
instead of the usual one, to the dif-

ficult trill of the last variation
taken with the 3rd and 4th fingers

instead of the more demanding
(and appropriate) 4th and 5th,

comfort and safety was the motto.

To some the music is a Beethov-

enian "death and transfigurat-

ion"; yet, whatever it signifies, it

is not "nice" music, and should
hot be played "nicely". The feel-

ing was that Michelangeli, refus-

ing to go to Beethoven, rather

brought Beethoven to himself. The
goods were damaged in transit.

The Chopin pieces were more
favoured by (or favourable to)

Michelangeli's temperament.

They were note-perfect, as was
everything else, but here Miche-

langeli's penchant for details

brought to light many beautiful

lines usually buried within Cho-

pin's thick textures. Solo parts in

the treble were played in a suita-

bly singing fashion but, in spite of

a quick consultation with the tuner

during intermission, the piano

adamantly swallowed the more
visceral aspects of all three

pieces. Of the two existing ver-

sions of the Polonaise, the orches-

trally accompanied one better

suits the huge dimensions of the

work, but Michelangeli compen-
sated with remarkably saturated
orchestral sounds.

Achnowledging the ensuing

thunderous applause with a barely

perceptible nod, Michelangeli dis-

cretely patted his beaded brow
(black silk kerchief) and strutted

off stage, only to be called back by

enthusiastic fans. Will the Mae-
stro deign to honour us with an

encore? Ah, but no. Pleading a

strained wrist with a movement of

understated elegance, he disap-

peared back stage. Perhaps for

another ten years?

tony jahn

up against the vinyl wall, mother
R. G. Sewell and the Committee are taking up

arms against the "monogamy of art" in an exhibi-

tion of vinyl paintings to run all of next week at the

Adams and Yves Gallery, 602 Markham Street.

Under the title of "Brant, the Beginnings of the

Breakdown ofMonogamy with Art", the exhibition is

designed to eliminate the exploitation of the artist

and his art by capitalist society. The Committee

contends that art is exploited as a commodity,

which as property, has a value generally alienated

from its purpose: the fame of the artist, the age of

the painting, the school etc. They see this exploita-

tion as the result of capitalist pressures which

force the artist to sell his painting, encouraging a

monogamous, incestuous relationship between the

owner and the painting.

Who, after all, owns the painting? The artist

who signs his name to it, or the owner who buys it?

The Committee feels that the artist has a private

relationship with his art object like husbands have

with their wives, and like parents have with their

children. Only the artist is credited with the real

knowledge of his product, it belongs to him exclu-

sively by virtue of the one act of conception and he

must retain all responsibility for it even after the

act is finished.

In our society, the artist is isolated from peo-

ple by the same emotional pattern of relationships

which isolates and alienates everybody else. He is

made a special person by his art and it is this pos-

sessive pattern of relationships that is fundamental

to our whole social system.

The Committee and the artist, Richard Sewell,

has decided to do a bit of guerrilla theatre on gal-

lery owners, critics, people who like to look at art,

people who buy art, people who feel intimidated by

art and people who never look at art. Sewell is de-

termined to thrust upon the reluctant art public not

only his vinyl paintings but his responsibility for

them as well.

So it's up against the vinyl wall on March 8

through March 22 at the Adams and Yves Gallery,

24 hours a day.

john benson

fun andgames in Korea
No Mash hat nothing to do with

hash. We do got a glimpse of mari-

juana on the foot ball field, but that

Is briefly, in passing, through the

good clean fun of this beautifully

hilarious and endearing war come-

dy. The scene is a surgeon's station

in Viet Nam. The characters: bright,

zany, efficient doctors and nurses.

Mash makes it obvious that comedy

has passed the catharsis stage. Idi-

otic antics placed beyond the

fringes of reality and exaggerated

to the point of lunacy, all for the

sake of that hysterical, escapistic

belly laugh that relieves the tension

built up at the office, is not for

Mash company. They prefer to

build an aura of credibility around

themselves which says that one

day you too can plant a microphone

under a vibrating bed and transmit

the message of "love" to the oper-

ating room and throughout the

camp.

It is made clear from the begin-

ning that these guys are just too

educated and too bright to take the

army regulation and "fight for your

country" crap. They take the free-

dom to "operate" any way they

choose, and they are bright enough

to get away with it. Since they are,

inspite of it all, good doctors they

maintain the audience's sympathy

and faith in them throughout.

The dialogue in the film is paced

at a rapid tempo and there is a

great deal of it. It is more in the

style of television than film, which

usually employs less dialogue and

depends on visual effects.

But Mash goes all out on both

audio and visual effects. Zany jokes

and actions are set against moun-

tains of bloody corpses in the oper-

ating room, into which, on top of it

all, the camp loud speaker contin-

ues to blare. The camp loudspeaker

is a character in itself, continually

blaring in a slightly "off" tone and

spoofing the idiocy of the formal

kind of normality it is supposed to

symbolize.

Every action, every device, and

every setting in the film is strictly

unified to produce the overall at-

mosphere of intelligent hilarity and

heightened reality, aware of itself

and therefore free to laugh at itself,

and make use of ordinary reality to

do so.

Imagine an ordinary golf game
— on top of a muddy, war —
wracked peak — with monstrous

ravines on both sides. With settings

like that, who needs slapstick?

Throw into this some bizarre dia-

logue with a pilot who lands to in-

terrupt the golf gome and who is

being terribly "proper" and we
have a funny, but not "unreal"

scene on our hands.

The film uses melodrama of the

1920's variety to caricature the ac-

tions of the "villains" — the order-

regulation style-bound nurse and

her lover. And we agree with the

film — that they are "unreal" and

should be separated from the flow

of the film.

Let's get back to reality: the only

thing you can really say about a

good film is: "Go see ill"

alex mercer

SKiiiE

.1ft* -A.

Cont. daily

from 2 P.M.

"ANTONIONI

AT HIS

CREATIVE BEST!
Haunting,

meaningful,

dynamically

contemporary -
about the powder

keg that is the

United States,

seen warped by

moral decay

and false values."

STARTING MARCH 6th

VARSITY ADVERTISING

ONLY 5 PAPERS LEFT

WED
FRI.

MAR. II

-MAR. 13

WED. - MAR. 18

WED. - MAR. 25

MON. - MAR. 30

DEADLINE 3 DAYS AT NOON SHARP

91 ST. GEORGE ST.

Have you ever been asked .

HOW LONG CAN YOU LAST?

find out!

Enter the NICKELODEON
DANCE MARATHONS

start each Tuesday at noon, try to keep it up (the danc-

ing, that is) 'til I a.m.

No entry fee. ..all meals supplied to contestants...

partners available.

WEEKLY PRIZES: Borg Pile Rugs, Dr. Scholl's sandals.

Dinner for two at the Friar's, or the Mississippi Belle,

or the Hook and Ladder Club or the Town Tavern. Every-

one who finishes qualifies for the Grand Final Marathon.

(Grand Prizel
VALUE $1400

Synchronex Super 8 Sound On Film and Projector Outfit

for each partner.

ENTER EARLY - 364-4296 from 9 to 5 or at the Friar's

noon Tuesday.

fLl^._jU. FRIAR'S TAVERN S DIKING LOUNGE

rtar>" 283 Yonge St. 367-6693
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the blues come slidin' ,
mama, just like

IN THE PAST FEW YEARS, modern, electric blues have gone from being

an ethnic popular music to becoming an international popular music, played

both by musicians who grew up in the blues culture and by those who heard and

liked the music and imitate it for their own purposes. The result has been that

a great many blues records of various sorts have appeared on the market, and

there's hardly a major record company that doesn't handle blues of some kind.

But while this flood of modern blues recording has been going on, there has

also been a parallel increase in interest in the older blues forms, and several

smaller labels have appeared which reissue blues 78s made from the twenties

to the forties.

One of the interesting things about

the blues is that virtually the entire

history of the music is available on

records. Many record companies in

the twenties and thirties found it prof-

itable to record huge numbers of

country musicians on what were then

known as race recordings for sale

exclusively to black communities. It

is quite probable that only the first

generation of musicians playing a

recognizable blues style was left off

records, but their musical forms were
most certainly preserved by their

immediate followers who were re-

corded. What follows is a look at some
of the early blues styles and at the

recordings on which they can be

heard.

MISSISSIPPI & THE DELTA
The bluesmen of Mississippi, and in

particular those of the cotton farming

delta country in the northwest section

of the state between the Yazoo and
Mississippi rivers, have attracted

most of the attention of those who
began searching out dusty 78s by the

older musicians. Perhaps it's because
there's a kind of primeval sound in

the vocal styles of singers like Son
House and Skip James and Booker
White which seems to characterize
much of the singing in the area.

For the most part, the accompani-
ment was only the singer's guitar,

though occasionally another musician
would help out on second guitar or

violin. The guitar styles often have a

roughness about them, with a heavy,

sometimes percussive bass, but there

developed as well the extraordinary

sound (it appears elsewhere as well)

of a knife or bottleneck or other hard

object being run over the strings by.

the fretting hand. The sounds pro-

duced by this method varied from the

robust, often train-like effects of

Booker White to the plaintive and
beautiful playing of little known art-

ists like Bobby Grant and Hambone
Willie Newbern.

Also in the rural areas of Mississip-

pi, there were singers who played in a

lighter style and sang songs in a

songster and minstrel show tradition.

John Hurt is by far the best known of

these musicians, but Papa Harvey
Hull and Joe Calicott and others have
been preserved on record playing this

sort of music.

There are five important collec-

tions of early Mississippi blues, two
on Yazoo (Mississippi Blues, Yazoo
1001 and Mississippi Moaners, Yazoo
1009) and three on Origin Jazz Library

(Mississippi Blues, vols. 1, 2 & 3, OJL
5, 11 & 17). Any one of these presents

a good sampling of the music. The
two Yazoo issues give quite an even
mixture of the various Mississippi

styles. OJL 17 (Mississippi Blues, 3:

The Transition) is of particular inter-

est to later blues fans, including as it

does both Robert Johnson's often used

Sweet Home Chicago and Hambone
Willie Newbern's Roll and Tumble

by PETER HATCH
photographs by F. Ramsey Jr.,

from

his book, Been Here and Gone

Blues (much of this artist's fine slide

fuitar style can still be heard in Mud-
s' Water's playing).

Charlie Patton, a legendary figure

in the early Mississippi blues, both for

the quality of his records and for the

influence he had on many later

greats, is considered by many to have

a sound which is the quintessence of

the delta blues. His voice ranges from
high and plaintive to low and rough
and his songs tend to be either person-

al blues or spirited dance numbers.
On many tunes he is accompanied by

the violin of Henry Sims. Samples of

his work can be heard on OJL 11,

Yazoo 1001 and Yazoo 1009. A fuller

selection of his music, including folk

songs and spirituals is available on
two volumes. OJL 1 and OJL 7. Yazoo
has also recently come out with a two
volume Patton set, but I've not yet

heard it. However, for anyone unfa-

miliar with Mississippi blues styles,

Patton might well be a hard place to

start listening. His diction is extreme-

ly difficult and many of his records
were poorly recorded.

Skip James sings in a very high

voice, often falsetto. Many of his

songs are poetic compositions of

great depth, and he accompanies
himself with virtuoso guitar playing.

His Hard Time Killing Floor Blues is

on OJL 5 and his Cherry Ball Blues is

on both OJL 17 and Yazoo 1009. Spe-

cial Rider Blues, which he felt was his

deepest number, is on Yazoo 1001.

After his rediscovery in the early 60's

he made three fine albums (Melodeon
7321, Vanguard 79219 & 79273) on
which he remade many of his old

songs and revealed an even greater
diversity of guitar styles than on his

early records. Yazoo has recently

released a full album of his early

numbers (Yazoo 1021), but, again, I

haven't heard it.

Son House' style of slide or bottle-

neck guitar playing is rougher than

some of the virtuoso techniques dis-

played by lesser known artists who
cut in some cases only one record, but

it was highly influential. He alter-

nates biting slide passages with

strummed chorded sections and sings

in a rough voice. Numbers by him can

be heard on almost all the collections

already mentioned. Another of the

blues rediscoveries, he also made
quite a good record in 1965 (Columbia

9217).

Another bottleneck player, Robert

Johnson, to my taste, shares the hon-

or with Skip James of being the most
compelling of the major delta artists.

Many of his songs deal with devils,

hellhounds, and the like, and on al-

most all his songs, there is a haunted

quality to both his singing and play-

ing. He never had the chance to be-

come a rediscovered great, having

died under mysterious circumstances

before he was 21, perhaps poisoned.

He can be heard on Yazoo 1001 and

OJL 17, but recommended is the

excellently produced album from
Columbia (CL 1654) which has finally,

after many years, been released here

recently.

John Hurt is an artist completely

unlike those mentioned already. He
plays a complicated finger picking

guitar style more like the rag-time

style of the East Coast musicians

than like Mississippi blues. His voice

is soft, gentle and very moving, and,

unlike the music of some of the delta

artists, his playing and singing can be

appreciated without any trouble at

all. Two of his early tunes can be

heard on OJL 11 and one each on OJL
17 and Yazoo 1009. John Hurt was one

of the many rediscovered early greats

and he recommenced recording in

1963, after almost a 35 year lapse,

almost as if no time had passed. His

first LP (Piedmont 13157) is still his

best, but later albums on Vanguard
(9220, 9248) and the Canadian Rebel

label ( 1068) are all excellent.

This hardly begins to cover the

many fine Mississippi bluesmen, but

it's all that space will allow. Some of

the others worth hearing are Big Joe

Williams (Delmark 602 and Arhoolie

1002 are good ones), Fred McDowell
(Arhoolie 1021, Milestone 93003),

Booker White (Takoma 1001, Arhoolie

1019 & 1020), and a fine 2 volume set

recently recorded in Mississippi by
Arhoolie (1041 & 1042).

JACKSON AND MEMPHIS
Jackson, Miss., south of the Delta
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showers of rain
and Memphis, Tenn., just north of it,

were two important centers of early
urban blues development. Both Jack-
son and Memphis drew constantly on
Delta musicians, but city conditions,
particularly the concentration in one
or two centres of a large number of

musicians, brought about changes in

blues styles.

In Jackson, many of the manner-
isms of Delta singing tended to be-
come smoothed out and the guitarist

developed a more melodic and flow-

ing picking style. In addition, small
blues groups were more and more in

evidence, using piano, mandolin, and
even clarinet. Bottleneck guitar was
used little but the clearly phrased gui-

tar playing of musicians like Charlie

McCoy and Tommy Johnson was
much in evidence. Only one album
devoted to the Jackson area has been
issued (Yazoo 1007) but Jackson art-

ists are to be found on many of the

Mississippi collections.

Tommy Johnson was the most im-
portant figure in Jackson; great

numbers of bluesmen eagerly learned

his guitar style. His Big Road Blues

was recently recorded by Roosevelt
Holts, and his Canned Heat is a more
than familiar title. For such a popular

artist, he recorded very little — only

six records. Three of his songs are on

the Yazoo album and two others, in-

cluding Canned Heat, are on a Histor-

ical collection called Masters of the

Blues.

Blues styles in Memphis paralled,

to some extent, those in Jackson. Gui-

tar players who could play clear, rap-

id lines were obviously popular. Some
of the techniques in Memphis were
particularly swift. A somewhat
strained, nasal vocal style seems to

be largely peculiar to a number of

Memphis singers, most particularly

Gus Cannon.

Two good collections of Memphis
blues are on Yazoo 1002 and 1008; the

second is particularly fine. Origin has

also recently released a Memphis
album (OJL21).
Memphis was also an important

center for the development of the

raucus groups of jug bands. Jugs were

used in these bands by blowing across

the top to produce a bass sound, and

almost anything else that made a

sound could be used, including saw,

kazoos and washboards. The sound is

fast and exhilarating. Three good
collections of the music are OJL 4 &
19 and Blues Classics 2.

THE COAST STATES
There were great guitarists in

every area of the early blues, but for

sheer dazzling technique, it's hard to

match some of the musicians from
Georgia, the Carolinas and the other
coast states. The various possibilities

of ragtime guitar were fully explored
and the technical facility of the best

musicians is truly breathtaking.
Georgia Blues (Yazoo 1012) is a
collection of blues largely at a moder-
ate speed, though a couple of numbers
each by Kokomo Arnold and Blind
Blake are included. Conspicuously
absent is Willie McTell, one of the

greatest Georgia artists. Yazoo's
East Coast States album (1013) is all

fast guitar (or faster ) and as a collec-

tion of this music it hardly has a rival,

though Origin's Let's Go Riding, a

collection of raggy pieces (and there-

fore largely east coast artists, ) is also

a good one. Yazoo has recently come
out with another, called Guitar Wiz-

ards (Yazoo 1016).

All the major east coast artists

have had LPs devoted to them. Blind

Blake, who relies almost entirely on

speed, a smooth style and impeccable

timing has an excellent LP on Bio-

graph (12003). Willie McTell, who
adapted ragtime stylings to a twelve

string guitar — and made himself the

best twelve string guitarist ever —
has a collection of early numbers on

Yazoo 1005 and an LP of good materi-

al from the early 50's on Biograph

12008. Blind Boy Fuller, dean of the

Carolina ragtime musicians, who of-

ten plays with harmonica and wash-

board accompaniment, is on Blues

Classics 11. Kokomo Arnold, another

of the Georgia guitarists, applied rag-

time tempos to slide guitar playing

and created a scintillating style. He
shares an album with pianist Peetie

Wheatstraw on Blues Classics 4. One

of the major guitarists of the Caroline

school, though he didn't record much
in the early years, is Gary Davis. His

Prestige 7725 album is a programme

of beautiful rag instrumentals.

THE CLASSIC BLUES
Mention should be made of the sing-

ers who developed a blues style which

went with the music being created by
the jazzmen of the time. Foremost of

all was Ma Rainey who began singing

in minstrel shows to the accompani-
ment of jazz musicians when she was
a young girl. She had a voice of tre-

mendous character and power, and
her blues approach pretty much es-

tablished the sound of what is called

the classic blues. She was, unfortun-

ately, poorly recorded, but even so

the beauty of her performances
comes across. Two excellent collec-

tions of her music are on Biograph
12001 & 12011. Two complementary
collections on Milestone (2001 & 2008)

are also good. Ma Rainey's only rival.

Bessie Smith, is not readily available

at the moment. A very good four vol-

ume set of her music is being deleted

by Columbia in order to make way for

an even larger series.

There are a number of interesting

collections of lesser known classic

blues singers. Trumpet Blues

(Historical 27) features a variety of

singers who were accompanied by
notable trumpet players, including

King Oliver and Tommy Ladnier. An
equally interesting album is Histori-

cal's Hot Pianos iHLP 29) which re-

veals the many points of contact be-

tween "blues" pianists like Cow Cow
Davenport and Montana Taylor and
the "jazz" piano playing of Jelly Roll

Morton and Fats Waller.

A word about sound. With only a

few exceptions, these reissue collec-

tions are made up by remastering

tapes of issued 78 rpm records, and
only very seldom have the original

master pressings been available for

the purpose. The sound is, of course,

never high fidelity; in most cases
there is some record noise audible,

and in some cases it is a considerable

amount. Paramount, which recorded

some of the greatest blues artists,

seems to have held them in contempt
except as money makers and used
inferior techniques in recording them
so that the sound is even worse than it

might have been. In general, until you

have an idea what 78 reissues sound
like, it might be a good idea to listen

to the records before buying them.
Many of the collections mentioned
have one or two noisy selections,

though in general the remastering has

been done well, and in any case the

quality of the performances usually

overcome defects in recording tech-

niques.

If you'd like to know more about the

available records, here's where you
can get catalogues (free except for

the Arhoolie Blues Classic catalogue

which costs 25c):

• Yazoo Records, 390 E. 8th St., New
York, N.Y. 10009

• Historical Records. Box 4204, Ber-

gen Sta., Jersey City. N.J.

• Arhoolie & Blues Classics Records,

Box 9195, Berkeley, Calif. 94719.

• Origin Jazz Librarv, Box 863.

Berkeley, Calif. 94701.

t Biograph Records, 1601 E. 21st St .

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11210.



associate. ...jack mccaffrey films.... ian ritchie

watsUP
This special issue of the Review was prepared
with the help of the research group of Project

Mozambique. Many thanks to Bryan Haddon.

At Cinema Lumiere this evening . . . Bergman's
Hour of the Wolf. March 7 & 8, Shame and March 9-15,

Jean Paul Rappeneau's A Matter of Resistance.

Also this evening at the Cinematheque, Frank Ca-

pra's State of the Union. March 13, Captain Blood with

Errol Flynn, Olivia de Haviland and Basil Rathbone.

Opening soon . . . Mash, a promising black comedy
set during the Korean War . . . Coming Apart which

has also received a number of positive reviews in the

U.S.

On March 12 at 8:30 p.m., the Art Gallery of Ontario

will be screening four films by Michael Snow — A-Z,

New York Eye and Ear Control, Standard Time and

Dripping Water. On March 19, the Gallery will con-

clude its survey of Snow's filmology with an 8:30

showing of One Second in Montreal and Back and

Forth.

Last week. Snow's 40-minute magical adventure
with sensation, Wavelength, was shown at Cinema
Lumiere. Wavelength deserves some sort of commen-
tary, not because it is likely to exert a profound influ-

ence, on 'avant garde' cinema in quite the same way
as, say, Ed Emshwiller's Relativity, but because
Wavelength is, in its own anarchic way, an unsettling

film which succeeds against virtually every law of

filmmaking.

The setting is a large, barren room. A row of high

casement windows forms one wall through which
Snow occasionally focuses on an anonymous city

street below.

A woman enters accompanied by two workmen
carrying a large chest of drawers. They discuss its

placement in the room and leave hurriedly.

The camera throughout remains absolutely immo-
bile. Consecutive rolls of film (alternating in expo-
sure, tinting and methods of printing) are exposed to

the different moods created by the play of light and
colour across the setting.

A girl enters, dials a telephone number, speaks

fearfully of the death of an unidentified man, and dis-

appears abrubtly out of frame.

The soundtrack, as Neil Marshall noted in his fea-

ture — "Michael Snow's New York Eye and Ear",

;

consists of a clear, sustained wave of sound alternat-

ing from 1500 cycles per second throughout the bulk of

the film's running-time.

Slowly and almost inperceptibly, the camera has
been zooming from the introductory extreme wide-
angle of the room to a picture pinned to one wall — a
detailed portrait of powerful rolling ocean waves, but
frozen as if in a photograph.

The effect Snow creates is startling — simple fasci-

nation mixed with perplexity and controlled complete-
ly by the undeniable reality of the setting. Yet, it is

this reality, surviving for forty minutes on the screen,

which shadows Wavelength with a complex feeling

impossible to fully describe.

The film traces a perfect cycle which, although un-

stated, is unmistakably present — a sort of finality, a

complete peace as if the final image of the ocean
waves somehow summarized everything we had wit-

nessed before.

Here time is completely under control, yet Snow
captures the shifting mood of the room as if he was
filming by means of a rhythmic time exposure. Wave-
length manipulates sensation as if the film itself was
generating waves in the mind. It is a film which trav-

els straight through the senses and which is under-
stood somewhere behind the eyes. Everything about
Wavelength implies immediate feeling and an almost
alien serenity for Michael Snow always remains the

magician conjuring the spell of the film.

MUSIC

Renowned player of the

guitar and lute, JULIAN
BREAM, is here for a con-

cert Sunday night — Mas-
sey Hall at 8:30. Also on
Sunday, at 4:00 the TO-
RONTO REPERTORY
ORCHESTRA will be per-

forming works by John
Weinzweig, Brian Cherney
and Srul Gluck at the To-

ronto Workshop theater (12

Alexander St.). Again on
Sunday, at 8:30, Boyd Neel
conducts the HART
HOUSE ORCHESTRA in a

programme of Shostakov-
ich, Arensky and Tchai-

kovsky (Hart House Great
Hall). If you're hard up for

other things to do this

weekend, ARTHUR
FIELDER leads the TSO
in a pops concert tonight at

8:00 at Maple Leaf Gar-
dens. Next Tuesday and
Wednesday, the TSO will

be back under Karel An-
cerl with flautist Jean-
Pierre Rampal the guest
artist (Massey Hall, 8:30).

Versatile folk musician
MIKE SEEGER is at the

Riverboat through Sunday.

LEN CHANDLER opens
there on Tuesday. EARL
H1NES continues to play at

the Colonial. PAUL GER-
EMIAH is at the Onion.
The rock attraction at the

Hawks Nest tomorrow
night is MAGIC CIRCUS.
DOTTIE WEST finishes at

the Horseshoe Tavern this

weekend, with J. DAVID
SLOAN coming next week.
Next Friday RICHIE

HAVENS and TOM RUSH
team up for a concert at

Massey Hall.

THEATRE

This afternoon at 1:15,

Ubu Cocu, directed by
Marni Jackson, will be
playing at the New Vic
Theatre. No admission
charge. Tonight and to-

morrow night in Hart
House Theatre at 8:30, St.

Mike's Theatre Mickities
offers Rice a Cock Horse,

an original musical about
Lady Godiva, written and
produced by Barry Brodie
and directed by Tom O'-

Connor.

Near campus, the Global

Village's Transmission
will be playing tonight and
tomorrow night at 8:30.

Same evenings, same
times, over at the Poor
Alex, something called

Threshold Explosion Play-

ers are presenting Simp-
son's Resounding Tinkle,

directed by Duane How-
ard, and Pinter's The
Room, directed by Mau-
reen Jennings.

Further away, Toronto
Workshop Productions
Chicago '70 is now in pre-

views. The proceeds from
next Tuesday's official

opening will go to the Chi-

cago Conspiracy office to

help defray the Chicago
Eight's legal expenses.
Same night Sounds of the

Seventies, three separate
variety shows, begin at the

O'Keefe: John Mayall on
Tuesday and Wednesday,
chanteuse Mireille Ma-
thieu on Thursday and Fri-

day, and Bobby Sherman
(sounds of the '70's!?) on
Saturday.

THEATRE

Global Village is putting
]

us on — us and the way we I

state ourselves on stages.
But the send-up gets lost]

somewhere in Transmis-
sion, a new dance-drama

|

choreographed by Eliza-

beth Swerdlow.
Even the posters for the I

show are a tease :

1 'SEE ! ! ! I

THE AGONIZING AFTER
DEATH OF A SPEED
FREAK . . . SEE! ! THE
YOUNG MAN RAPE A
MANIQUIN AND ASSIST
IN THE BIRTH OF HER
CHILD . . . SEE! ! THE
NUDE DANCER ESCAPE

|

THE SUPERPEOPLE!!"
All these you get and more, I

much of it repeated often I

enough to fake a substitute

for dramatic continuity I

and construction. But all

that Transmission gets
across is a current of bore-

dom alternating with
snickers. Repetition ad

|

nauseam of extreme banal-

ity and/or grotesquerie I

can be a scary theatrical
|

statement of the absurdi-
ties of existence, but when I

it's clumsily done, it pro-

1

vokes no more in the audi-

ence than curses at Samuel
J

Beckett and his successors
(

for starting what their imi-

tators couldn't finish.

The clumsiness of this I

production as a whole is all

the more obvious from the

skill shown in the execu-
tion of some of its parts:

much of the staging shows
at least ingenuity in ex-

ploiting limited resources;

there are shining moments
of ritual and rhythm in the

choreography and less fre-

quent ones in its execu-
tion; and Jonathan Welsh
as the speed freak almost
redeemed the evening with
his disintegration from
Beautiful to Nil. But, like

the evening, he was an
awfully long time a-going.

Transmission continues

on weekend nights at the
Global Village, 17 St. Ni-
cholas St. They're experi- I

menting with all available

"arts" over there, and if

you find this show as much
of a fizzle as I did, chalk it

up to the following para-
phrase from the show:
"She is in the immediate
process of creating her
own character. Later, I

when she is secure in the I

part, she may be able to I

break consciousness." I

Theatrical identity crises I

are at least signs of life.

music... peter hatch art.... mike kesterton photography.. ..errol young
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• • at the rate of 10 houses a week

by ray conlogue

Although "enrolment will be held at some 24,-

000 students," said the mute pamphlet, "space
needs of all kinds will continue to rise."

Without questioning the apparent contradic-

tion in that, I read the Issue of the U of T Bulletin

which stated that expansion was necessary as
part of the graduate program ordered by the

Provincial Government. To Benjamin, this is

excuse-making.

"They don't have to accept the role the provin-

cial government set down. They can decide their

own capacities."

In addition, if they accept government orders,

then the Master Plan is false in assuming enrol-

ment can be held down. "At any time in the fu-

ture, the provincial government could say, We
need more post-grad facilities, another faculty,

etc."

They are "empire-builders," he added scorn-

fully.

Claude Bissell, apparently on guard for that

kind of rhetoric, wrote a letter to Benjamin.

Picking it frorn the lap-pile, I caught these

words

:

"This is not a question of an inhuman corpora-

tion suppressing the rights of individuals for the

sake of imperialistic expansion. It is a question of

accommodation between two sets of rights —
those of the individual and those of the public."

Bissell's sarcastic use of leftist jargon is dou-

bly amusing to Benjamin, who maintains that

the U of T is indeed an inhuman corporation.

"Last May they said they would institute a

scheme to work with the residents. The first

(and only) meeting took place in December.*'

That meeting, Dec. 18, will be remembered by

the residents as the one that Bissell, despite as-

surances to the contrary, did not show up for.

Benjamin says he gave a speech "in which I

roasted Bissell," and then settled back with the

rest of the residents to hear the U of T represent-

atives justify themselves.

"Their point was that they had planners, world-

renowned. I said that this display was disgusting.

They had simply come and presented a body of

inarticulate information to a lay community. . . It's

a very paternalistic operation."

In Benjamin's pile of letters was one he had

written to Bissell on Dec. 8, saying that the U of

T ' 'does not have a permanent staff of competent

planners." Those responsible for expansion are

hired on a temporary basis. This patchwork

technique helps explain "the quality of physical

environment offered by the west campus."

As an architect, he has nothing but contempt

for the cheek-and-jowl construction along Huron

and St. George south of Harbord. It indicates a

lack of regard for students that parallels the lack

of regard for local residents.

Meanwhile, in the earlier-mentioned issue of

The Bulletin ("all that concrete can't be
wrong" ), the University blandly assures readers
that Huron-Sussex residents were given "a com-
pletely frank account which left out none of the
whys or wherefores."

But in their own minutes from the meeting of

Dec. 18, the residents conclude that "The Uni-
versity is not prepared to listen to any planners
other than their own", and asks a series of six

practical questions, such as,

Why is it necessary to build the College of Edu-

cation on Washington Ave.? Could it not come
south just to the backyard lines and be a taller

structure?"

Such questions are never answered. Another
example:
"Why can't the University work with other plan-

ners and the ratepayers?"

A question not yet answered, and unlikely to

be.

Meanwhile, life in the neighborhood continues

in us.ual fashion. More houses come down, more
residents move out. Wreckage becomes a way of

life.

"Do you know what the first word was that I

heard my five-year-old read?" asked Professor

Knight. '"Teperman." The very first word."

These houses have almost all been levelled by the university expansion program. photo by errol young
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XEROX
COPIES

5c each - 1st copy of an original

4c each - 2nd thru 10th copies of the

same original

2c each • 11th and more copies of the

same original

While-U-Wait or Overnight

College Copy Shop
76 Charles St., West
Phone 923-8115

Volks pronounced dead after life of service

Lucky-non-lucky Friday Feb. 13th. Near the

twenty-fifth anniversary of the bombing of

Dresden. (The military boys still insist it was
normal and even necessary.) I was only obey-

ing orders. .

.

Today the green Volks, after a long and

heroic life of service, was pronounced dead of

a dropped rod. The death came suddenly dur-

ing a brief but increasingly troubled illness.

A close friend felt it was particularly trag-

ic, since the death would probably go unnot-

iced. He felt that if a factual record of the life

and trials of the departed had been kept, it

would have served as a revealing document

described as a "Super-non-Mythological-

Epic." He said it would have been of great

value in giving a meaningful perspective to

the experience of material and societal struc-

tures during these difficult and changing
times.

The nearest relative, although grieved,

counts the departed's life as one in which
there was gain, and the experiences shared
had generated greater understanding and
light.

It is expected that the departed spirit will

re-incarnate in a more highly evolved form —
possibly an electric or even electro-magnetic

vehicle — after a short regenerative stay

where the dimensions meet. .

.

jon karsemeyer

HERE AND NOW
TODAY
All Day

Michael Seary exhibition — the lasl day

Trinity Buttery.

U of T Bahai meeting. The topic is what-

ever you want to find out about. We won't

even have any structure.

T-Str_r _

Bone Vintage

Red Vintage,

Tan Vintage, Navy
Blue Vintage and

Black Vintage.

Only $16.99

Crepe Soul Tie
Bone Leather, Tan
Leather, White Leather

and Navy Leather.

Only $14.99

Also Vintage Patent

All Colors

Only $16.99

3. Crepe Soul Monk Strap

Bone Leather, Tan Leather and

Navy Leather.

Only $14.99

Also Vintage Patent

All Colors

$16.99

s&oes!
4. Instep Straps

Tan Vintage, Navy Vintage and

Black Vintage.

Only $16.99

5. Loafer

Bone Vintage, Tan Vintage and Black Vintage

Only $16.99

Open Thursday and Friday Nites-C.O.D. orders accepted -Credit and Chargex Cards honored

262 YONGE STREET 126 BLOOR STREET

12 noon

History Students' Union Advisory Bu-

reau re-activated. Advice for early registra-

tion in history courses '70-'71 HSU of-

fice.

1 p.m.

Victoria College Dramatic Society pre-

sents Ubu Cocu, by Alfred Jarry New Vic

Theatre. New Academic Bldg .
Victoria

College. Free)

Political Economy Course Union (that's

the one all the fuss is about) is holding a

general meeting for all students taking one

course or more in Political Economy, to

elect a negotiating committee. Sidney

Smith 1071.

Dept. of Geology Films: High Tempera-

ture Research and Microcalometric Meth-

ods. Mining Bldg. 128

2 p.m.

Chemistry Club's Physical Chemistry

Symposium. Of value to higher years only

(sorry all you low years) Lash Miller 204.

8 p.m.

The Hunchback of Notre Dame will be at

the New Meds Theatre (on film), presented

by CIASP (Student Mexico Programmes).

Si at the door.

Auditions for Theatre Passe Muraille's

next production "The Hanging of William

O'Donnell " Due to financial situation, no

pay for actors. Rochdale 2nd floor lounge

VCF open house 1 18 Walmer Rd.

8:30 p.m.

The Threshold Exposure Players present r
N F Simpson's "A Resounding Tinkle" and
Harold Pinter's "The Room". Poor Alex.

$2.00

SATURDAY
All Day

Eclipse of the sun under the auspices of

God and the U of T Department of Infor-

mation who warn you to watch burning

your eyes out. Even sunglasses and

smoked glass aren't enough, the safest

way is to watch it on TV.

2:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.

The Threshold Exposure Players present

N. F. Simpson's "A Resounding Tinkle"

and Harold Pinter's "The Room.'' Poor

Alex. $2

8 p.m.

Kookie Likin' Always Talking Coffee

Hole featuring folk singers Chuck Stevens

of Toronto and Beth Howell {no relation to

Whiskey) of New York City The Cave.

Cumberland House. 33 St. George St.

SUNDAY
3 p.m.

Christian I Ching 76 Scollard, Yorkville

and Bay.-

8:30 p.m.

KLATCH with Chuck Stephens and Beth

Howell. The Cave. 33 St. George St.

THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE

STUDENT TENANTS' UNION
Registration continues

Today: Sidney Smith Hall

Galbraith Bldg.

12 noon • 2 pm

Until March 20: SAC office

GSU office

9 am - 5 pm
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Right on ! Do it now !

By JON KARSEMEYER

"/ am inclined to think that our integrated or-
ganic capability is much more powerful ffion
any of us tend to accredit . . . flow much we
can apprehend in just the flash of an eye. In

one ten-thousandth of a second a strobe light
can get a beautifully detailed photograph. I am
quite certain that humans can enter a room and
tell instantly what the real situation is. But they
usually don't trust their own high capabilities

so they spend hours trying to find out whether
their first flash impression was right or wrong.
As I travel around the world today, I see that
the eyes of youth see that the world could be
made to work for all of humanity. And I see
that they will settle for nothing less. And I see
that they are impatient. And I see above all

that they can and will make it so."

Gurdjieff, Cayce, Korzybski, Buckminster
Fuller (quoted above from his new book
"Utopia or Oblivion") and you and I all agree
in that we all agree we are capable of generat-

ing an almost unimaginably better human
environment ... we know it won't be easy
but more important we know it is not impossi-

ble.

The fact that we generally don't trust our intu-

itions is a major obstacle that gives strength

to all the fatal and obsolete conventional hab-

its of behaviour.

We have found a very powerful device for

examining your intuitions about the real situa-

tion, and the system or structure with which

you experience your unique reality. Do it.

"These questions, with variations, may be
used as the basis to examine any system (e.g.

the home, the government, mathematics, his-

torical description, war, marriage, astrophys-

ics, the school, the city, etc. ).

"What are the purposes of the system?

"What roles are people assigned?

"What rules must be followed?

"What rights and restrictions are given and
imposed?

"What are some of its critical underlying

assumptions?

' 'What are its key words?

"To what extent do the problems of the sys-

tem require decisions? Choices? Solutions?

"To what extent is the system changing?

4

This photo is an example illustrating that by
observation of any given "set" we can come to

see things in a different light. Literally and or

figuratively we can acquire an experience of
the changes that occur during process — which
we are generally unaware of. .

.

photo byjon

"What are the mechanisms for change within

the system?

"To what extent is the language of the system
obsolete?

"What are the critical nonverbal symbols of

the system?

"To what extent are these changing?

"What is the actual effect of the system on
people?

"To what extent is this different from the os-

tensible purpose of the system?

"Are there alternatives to the system?

"Can we do without it?

"How is the system related to other systems
of knowing and behaving?

"The purpose of all this we need hardly say is

to make students more open systems. People

make themselves, or are made, "closed" sys-

tems for many reasons, most frequently be-

cause they are unaware of the extent to which
they are "languaging" systems, and being
unaware lock themselves into predetermined
decisions by limiting their language re-

sources."

—from "Teaching as a Subversive Activity" By

Postman & Weingarlner.

CENTENNIAL
BEAUTY SALON
TINTING - BLEACHING -

PERMANENTS
SCALP

& HAIR TREATMENTS

CUTS $2.00
STYLE S2.5Q

STYLED BY VICKY 921-8624

78 HARBORD ST. TORONTO

LIVE JAZZ CONCERT
Tuesday, March 10th

East Common Room, 12-2 p.m.

SONNY GREENWICH JAZZ QUARTET
Everyone Welcome

BLACK HART PUB
Thursday. March 1 2th

Tuck Shop, 4:30-1 1:30 p.m.

Everyone Welcome

GLEE CLUB AUDITIONS
COME & BE HEARD'

In the .

MUSIC ROOM
MARCH 9th & 12th

4-6 P.M.

ATTENTION'
Get your tickets NOW

for the BIGGEST
LIVE JAZZ SESSION

of the YEAR
ANDREW CYRILLE

featuring

CHARLIE HADEN
EDDIE GALES
SAM RIVERS

FRIDAY, MARCH 13th

6:30 p.m. GREAT HALL
Tickets - FREE - Hall Port*

R
E

N
T
A
L

S

TYPEWRITERS
j

ADDING
MACHINES |

T.V.'S

STEREO TAPE *

RECORDERS
|

STEREO RECORD I

PLAYERS
|

698-2589

DANFORTH I

TYPEWRITER I

2940 DANFORTH AVE
j

FREE DELIVERY
J

IMMIGRATION
PROBLEMS?

Perhaps you should talk to us

BIARNAS0N, C0STELL0
& ASSOCIATES

IMMIGRATION CONSULTANTS

Suite 1208,

Toronto Professional Bldg.

123 Edward St. at University Ave.

364-0973

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

An inter-disciplinary search for solutions to

Canadian public problems.

Direct entry to better-than-average graduates

from an Honours course in a Social Science

or History, a course in Law, or a four-year

course in Business Administration.

QUEEN'SWrite:

Director,

School of Public Administration, UNIVERSITY
Queen's University, "

~

Kingston. Ontario flf KiltQStOn OnmlO
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LETTERS
mooney denies firing and mis-use of funds

This is in reference to your March
2, 1970 issue, in which an article ap-

peared headed "FAILURE OF LIB-
ERALISM DRAWS 16 PEOPLE." It

is not the failure of liberalism with

which I am concerned (it's been fail-

ing for years), but rather the few sen-

tences in the third paragraph which
refer to me.

Specifically, the paragraph reports

that I was "fired" by the Just Society

Movement, and that I am wanted by

the police for mis-use of funds. The
first item is untrue, and the second

requires clarification.

Item one: on the 29th of January
1970, I quit, left, terminated my asso-

ciation with the Just Society Move-
ment. {It was not until February 12,

1970, that the co-ordinating commit-
tee of J.S.M. issued a statement
which said, in effect, that I was
"fired".) The decision to leave was
certainly not a sudden impulse,

though the actual, physical leaving

was not announced by me.
My reasons for leaving the Just

Society Movement were varied, but

two are sufficien t to mention here;

• the continuing lack of desire, on the

part of most members of the co-ordi-

nating committee to make a real ef-

fort to begin organizing the poor, re-

sulting in a sour inertia which certain-

ly affected the movement, along with

my desire to continue.

• the extreme difficulty of attempt-
ing to exist without any income, what-

soever. And this is where I must clari-

fy item two.

The report in the Varsity infers that

the police are looking for me because
I mis-used funds of the Just Society

Movement. That is not true. The po-

lice are looking for me because
signed, blank cheques were cashed —
after they had been made out in my
name — against the account of

"STOP SPADINA SAVE OUR CITY
COMMITTEE".
The "COMMITTEE" lost no mon-

ey, because the cheques were not

cashed — initially — at their bank,

but at another. Therefore, the bank
"lost" money. As the bank is an insti-

tution upholding the present exploi-

tive economic system, I submit that

they are fair game.
During the time I was with the Just

Society Movement, I did use funds for

other than Just Society business.

However, I made it known to all con-

cerned, and often voiced the opinion

that I was justified in doing so in or-

der to eat, drink or meet what I felt

were pretty basic needs, especially in

view of the fact that it was a policy to

expend funds for baby-sitting and gas

allowance.

There is the matter of a fairly

large, long-distance telephone call

which is my responsibility, and per-

haps I will be able to pay it.

If I am guilty of anything, I suppose
it is doing, openly, what so much of

society does in a more "socially ac-

ceptable manner."
JOHN C. MOONEY

not at harvard - institute for Canadian studies lost

I was interested in Harriet Kideck-

el's article on the state of Canadian
Studies at the University of Toronto

which appeared in your issue of Feb-

ruary 27th. The article concludes with

the reflection that the best place to

pursue such studies is at the Institute

for Canadian Studies at Harvard.
Harvard does not have such an insti-

tute. On the basis of money raised by

a group of Canadian and American
businessmen it established a profes-

sorship in Canadian Studies. I was the

first incumbent of the professorship,

and I was asked to give a general

course in Canadian Studies to under-

graduates and an advanced course in

my discipline. I gather that the same
pattern has been followed in each of

the two subsequent years. As far as I

know. Harvard has no intention of

expanding this annual professorship

into an institute. An institute would
require at least one additional full-

time appointment and a number of

cross-appointments from related dis-

ciplines. Unfortunately there are very

few disciplines at Harvard that could

provide such cross-appointments.

Possibly the only one is Economics,
which has always had a lively Canadi-

an emphasis. But in History and Eng-
lish you will search in vain for any
Canadian material.

Early in the article Miss Kideckel

seems to suggest that Leonard Cohen,

Mordecai Richler, and Robert Ser-

vice would be important authors to

study in a Canadian course. I presume
that the criteria here are "relevance"
and "Canadianism". Even in these
terms I have some difficulty in recog-
nizing the claims of the three writers.

Leonard Cohen is a sort of interna-

tional minstrel. Mordecai Richler is a
talented novelist who lives in England
and regularly reviles his Canadian
home in advanced British periodicals.

Robert Service was a remittance man
without the remittance who soaked
himself in minor romantic literature,

and then exploited the northern mys-
tique in endless jingles.

Claude Bissell,

U of T President

293 votes equais a positive mandate

The heat of anger and disappoint-

ment rampant in the editorial offices

of the Varsity following the positive

mandate proffered the Rod Hurd —
Eric Miglin ticket in Tuesday's SAC
election is to be viewed as unfortun-

ate for two reasons and necessarily to

be deplored.

The obvious one is the insulting

condescension on your part towards
those involved students who elected

Hurd-Miglin. If your office takes ex-

ception to that election, then it is pub-

licly disdaining the level of discern-

ment in those who voted Hurd-Miglin.

In effect the Varsity is calling those

students political incompetents. Per-

haps the future SAC elections should

be left totally to the discretion of the

Varsity editorial staff since they have
decided the rest of us are not fit to

competently exercise our franchise.

The "sour-grapes" attitude of both
the March 4 editorial, plus the three-

year old comments of thwarted
Wayne Richardson, have provided the

students of the University of Toronto
with undoubtedly the most blatant

example of journalistic puerility, and
childish non-grace ever offered.

Since the Varsity has on its own ini-

tiative taken a stand opposite to that

of the majority of involved students,

then by choice it has ceased to repre-

sent the views of that majority and
therefore must change its editorial

policy back to the centre, or cease to

be the official press representative of

the students of the University of To-

ronto.

The ridiculous attitude of Richard-
son, coupled with the subliminal jour-

nalism, is a definite statement that

indeed the majority of concerned stu-

dents, those that voted Hurd-Miglin,

made the correct and only sane
choice.

Martyn Weir

Editorial Staff, Balcony Square,

Vice President, Scarborough

College Student Council

Pink Paper offers token voice to administration
OTTAWA (CUP) - In an

effort to head off possible un-

rest among campus adminis-
trators, the student council at

the University of Ottawa
Wednesday offered to grant

their administration a voice in

student union affairs — but
only a token one.

In a "pink paper" on student
government at the self-styled

"bilingual" university, coun-
cillors proposed that adminis-

trators be given representation

on the four commissions han-
dling student affairs on the
campus.

Campus authorities, says the

paper, "have shown them-
selves worthy of this responsi-

ble role" — but councillors

gave the statement a hollow
ring by further declaring they

could not "justify parity repre-

sentation for the administra-
tors."

Although student council
executive members swear
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their proposals are serious, the

"pink paper" bears a strong
resemblance to administration

announcements earlier in the

academic year, which offered

students four seats on the 40-

person U of O academic sen-

ate.

At that time, student council

members complained that the

administration offer did not

give students enough voting
power on the decision-making
body.

So far, the U of O adminis-

tration has neither accepted
the council offer nor put for-

ward counter-proposals of ei-

ther the negotiable or non-ne-

gotiable variety.

Vogel tops McGill poll for new principal

MONTREAL (CUP) -
McGill students want Arts and
Science Vice-Dean Robert
Vogel to succeed retiring Prin-

cipal H. Rocke Robertson next

year, a campus-wide poll

showed Wednesday.
If a similar poll held last

year is any indication, they

won't get their choice.

Vogel topped eight other

candidates in the poll, conduct-

ed by the McGill Student Coun-
cil, including three McGill
vice-principals, two deans and
two department chairmen.

Vogel is seen as sympathetic
with student demands for open-
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ness and relevant discussion at

the senate and board levels of

university government.
Last February the McGill

administration ignored a stu-

dent poll in choosing a succes-

sor for Arts and Science Dean
H. D. Woods. Poll winner was
English Department Chairman
Donald Theall, and Woods
stood a distant fourth in the

standings. Physics Professor
E. J. Stanbury was awarded
the deanship.

Results of the latest poll will

go to the university commit-
tee, which will choose the new
principal. Students have
charged that they are under-

represented on the committee.

The committee has equal rep-

resentation from five groups —

Board of Governors, senate,

faculty, graduates and stu-

dents.

Blood still flowing
About 847 pints of blood have been contributed to the

Red Cross by an equal number of students, usually reliable

sources disclosed yesterday.

The drive which will last two weeks is aiming for 2,900

pints. /

Today's clinic will be at the faculty of Dentistry, reput-

ed to be the fastest bleeders in town. Monday Loretto Col-

lege will host the bleed-in and Tuesday Trinity College.

So far there have been no unpleasant incidents and one
student who tried it on a nurse said he found it quite pleas-

ant.



Interfac sports is apolitical - again !

By GELLIUS!

HOCKEY SEMI-FINALS

SMC eliminated Sr Eng, 7-6,

after their first game ended in

a 2-2 tie. McMann, Noble,

McCarthy, and Riddell (2)

were SMC scorers; Reeves,

Currie (2), and Warren hit for

Sr Eng. SMC will now meet the

winner of PHE-VIC in the fi-

nals.

WATERPOLO SEMI-FINALS

Speaking of Vic;

Vic robertregulyed Dents 15-

0 on goals by Karn (4), Cole-

man, Bryon (3), Macintosh (3)

and Adams (5).

Knox (Gunding 3; that

means to stand up in a canoe

and rock back and forth; Wade

2; that's what you have to do if

you can't gundle very well;

Strung) 6; Eng (Milgram-a

large dose of-acid"-OED; Ges-

ing3) 4.

BASKETBALL PLAYOFFS

Barker had 18 points as

Meds beat New Gnus, 76-67.

Saltzman had 19 for New. (A

gnu is a small south African

antelope related to the ihuru.

)

UC (Pasht 26, M. Betcher-

man 21, Sternberg 20) 102; Trin

(Bowen 26) 67.

Laglia had 36 and Mooney 22
to lead SMC over Innis (Hersh,
Oleszkowicz 20), 82-73.

mile INSIDE TRACK

1. W. Franklin SMC 4:33.5

2. M. Minden Meds 4:38.0

3. D. Kayler Meds 4:40.0

SQUASH PLAYOFFS!
Law B over Dents
New over SMC

SONG FOR SPRING
"I started out just like any one
With my hands in my pockets
and my eyes on the sun.

Then I met you, and what do
you know?
I was taking you out to the pic-

ture show."

by Fogels and The Spirit

of Uldis Rock n' Roll.

wrestle with your problems
Exam-time tensions? Assignments overdue? Over-

worked and underplayed? The U of T wrestling team has
devised a scheme whereby all your tensions and frustra-
tions can be relieved in just nine, short minutes.

We give to you the Metro Toronto Wrestling Champion-
ships, sponsored by the U of T Athletic Association. Abso-
lutely everyone (m.) who is a resident of Metro Toronto is

eligible to compete in this match as long as they fill out the
required entry form (to be found in the wrestling room) by 5

p.m. today.

The meet commences at 12:30 this Saturday and will be
held in the main gymnasium at Hart House. Spectators will

see excellent wrestling as top competitors from all the high
schools, YMCA's and wrestling clubs in metro will be out to

take the trophy away from us.

U of T won last year, and coach Jack Edgar encourages
anyone who wants to wrestle to sign up and help us defend
the trophy.

photo by spencer higgins

It has been pointed out to us thai we haven't run any pictures of the OQAA semifinal game between

Waterloo and Ottawa and since this is the first anniversary (1 week) we thought we'd oblige. Here

we have Ottawa goalie Jacques Audy kicking out a Waterloo shot. From left to right are Claude Alain

(12) of Ottawa, Dennis Farwell (14) of Waterloo, Peter Paleczney (2) of Waterloo, Audy and Michel

St. Jacques (4) also of Ottawa. Also, to be fair, we have included two unidentifiable players, one

from each team. Note particularly the expression on the spectators' faces. Also note that Waterloo

won, 7-3.

Board asked to supportMAB
cont'd from page 32

that no funds will be allocated
for it from capital grants re-

ceived by the University, and
the monies will have to come
from a specific grant for such
facilities from the provincial
government or be raised pri-

vately.

REQUEST TO BOARD
With these factors in mind,

we asked the Board members
present to report to the full

Board on our meeting, and ask

for their assistance as follows:

(1) We would like the

Board's enthusiastic individual

and corporate support for new
men's athletic facilities for the

University of Toronto.

(2) We would like the

Board's advice concerning the

best methods of obtaining

funds, and their help in execut-

ing these plans.

(3) We would ask the Board

to approach the Metro Chair-

man concerning the proposed

sports complex at the CNE, to

determine if the University

might also be considered as a

site for such facilities, or

might be eligible for municipal

assistance in building integrat-

ed facilities.

(4) We would ask the Board

for the names of parties inter-

ested in such a project so that

they may be approached for

contributions.

(5) We would ask the Board

to agree to construct the men's

athletic facilities if it received

support from the above groups.

MUST WAIT
These proposals were for-

mally presented by the Board

members present at our meet-

ing to the meeting of the full

Board held last week. We are

optimistic that our proposals

received favourable considera-

tion, and are hopeful that more

positive steps can be taken in

the near future. However, until

the Board reports to us on the

direction of its actions, it is

very difficult to assess the suc-

cess with which the project

may meet.

The University of Toronto

being the only major universi-

ty in Ontario, other than the

University of Western Ontario,

that has not embarked upon

expansion of athletic facilities

in the last 10 years, we feel

assured that the members of

the board are anxious to assist

us in the most productive

means possible. Therein lies

the probability of a new MAB
for the students, staff and

graduates of the University.

THE BEGINNING OF TOMORROW...

A sports car you can get Into

without breaking your budget

You ore invited to test-drive these great

new Firebirds from March 5th at

H0GAN P0NTIAC 6UICK
348 Danforth Avenue,

461-3561

just east of the Don Valley Parkway.

Ponliac's all-new Firebird
mew even eon poktuc

Hart House Music Committee

presents, in concert, from New York

Andrew Cyrille

avart-garde jazz, featuring

Sam Rivers

Eddie Gales

Charlie Haden
Friday

March (3

Great Hall

8:30 P.M.

Tickets free at Hall Porter's desk.

HART HOUSE ORCHESTRA I

Conductor: Boyd Neel

SUNDAY, MARCH 8

8:30 p.m.

GREAT HALL. HART HOUSE

VARIATIONS ON A THEME
OF TCHA1KOWSKY ARENSKY

FUGUE FROM
"LES VENDREDIS" LIADOV

PRELUDE & SCHERZO. OP. II SHOSTAKOVICH

TWO ENTRACTES FROM HAMLET,
OP. 67 TCHAIKOVSKY

CONCERT NO. I FOR
PIANO & ORCHESTRA SHOSTAKOVICH

]

Soloist: John McKay

Tickets at the door: Students: SI. SO

Others: S3.00
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York loses to St. Marys

Blues beat Bears 6-0, advance to CIAU finals
By LYNDON LITTLE

CHARLOTTETOWN, PEI -
The Toronto Varsity Blues fol-

lowed the strategy that has

worked best for them all sea-

son to defeat the University of

Alberta Golden Bears 6-0 last

night and advance into the

CIAU hockey finals to be

played here Saturday night.

Blues, as they have done so

many times this year, got off

to a fast start then used superi-

or skating to take them the rest

of the way. The Varsity de-

photos courtesy the gateway

GRANT COLE

fense, backed by superb goal-

tending from rookie Grant
Cole, played one of its finest

games last night as Terry Par-

sons, Bob Hamilton, Dave
McDowell, Bill L'Heureux and

Dave Field stood up at the

Varsity blueline against the

Bears attackers and checked

with authority.

Cole stopped 30 shots in re-

cording his second shutout in

playoff competition this year.

He was in the nets last Friday

when Blues downed the Uni-

versity of Montreal Carabins
11-0 in an OQAA semifinal

match.

The Bears were the winners

of the Western Canadian Inter-

collegiate Athletic Association

hockey league.

The Tom Watt-coached Var-

sity team, winners of the

OQAA championship, scored

two goals in each period as

they made the most of their

opportunities.

Blues Dave McDowell
opened the scoring with less

than three minutes played in

the first period on a bizarre

goal. The puck hit the boards
behind the Alberta net, re-

bounded out and went in off the

leg of startled Bears' goalie

Bob Wolfe.

Captain Brian St. John's

marker less than two minutes

later gave Blues a quick two-

goal lead.

Paul Laurent and Len Bur-

man scored in the second while

Terry Peterman and Nick

Holmes notched third period

counters.

Laurent, who had one of his

greatest skating games, set up

both first period scores with

superb playmaking.

Blues' opponents in the final

Saturday will be decided to-

night when the Atlantic Inter-

collegiate champs, the St.

Mary's Huskies, meet Blues'

old nemisis, the Loyola War-
riors.

The St. Mary's team from

Halifax defeated the York
Yeomen 4-1 in the first game
last night to advance against

the Warriors. York will play a

consolation game against Al-

berta tonight, and the winner

of that one will play the losers

of the St. Mary's-Loyola game
Saturday.

BLUENOTES: Who says •

intuition doesn't pay

off. . .Paul Laurent used a new
stick in Blues' last practice

here Tuesday, and made a

point of telling trainer Howie
Ringham to pack that cue for

the trip. . .Blues' left in a

heavy rain on Wednesday
morning, on a charter flight

shared by York. . .Laurent's

comment after landing in PEI
and seeing the Charlottetown

airport: "I've heard of region-

al disparities, but this is ridicu-

lous". . .a sellout crowd of

about 2,300 was on hand for last

night's opening games.

Blues and Bears are no strangers to each other in playoff action. Last year the two teams

met in semi-final action, with the same result as this year. Above, Steve Monteith scores

one of his three goals in Blues' 3-2 win, while below, last year's edition of the Bears

experiences frustration trying to score after catching Blues out of position. That's Blues'

defenseman Bill L'Heureux and goalie Adrian Watson; Bears' representatives are Jack

Gibson ( 14) and Gerry Hornby (12), both of whom are this year's club as well.

BofG considers proposals

Date Halterman stops a close in drive by two of last year's Blues. Since there is no Varsity

next Monday, the full report and pictures of this year's playoffs will appear in next

Wednesday's paper.
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The following is one of a se-

ries of articles- concerning the

new Men's Athletic Building at

U of 1. Peter Adamson is co-

chairman of the co-ordinating

committee for the Men's Athlet-

ic Building.

By PETER ADAMSON
In a previous article, an out-

line of the past efforts of var-

ious parties in obtaining new
men's athletic facilities for the

University was outlined.

Since then, the "Co-ordinat-

ing Committee" has met with

Mr. O. D. Vaughan, the Chair-

man of the Board of Gover-
nors, and five other Board
members. At that time, the

various problems of the situa-

tion were posed and certain

proposals for their solution

were presented.

We pointed out that the Uni-

versity of Toronto has not ex-

panded its athletic facilities,

except for added seats to Var-

sity Stadium, since 1927. It was

also noted that the Athletic

Association has never received

MAB
any provincial monies, and

other than loans, has received

only $5000 from the University

for capital expenditures. In

spite of this, the "priority" for

the Men's Athletic Building

will not be considered with

respect to capital expenditures

for academic and other univer-

sity buildings, but will be con-

sidered separately. This means

See BOARD, page 31
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The Conspiracy# at Convocation Hall,

1 p.m.

Student Power gets the can
It happened quietly, without

violence, sit-ins or demonstra-

a tions.

Evolution towards the ideal

of a true community of schol-

ars took another peaceful step

forward.

There was hardly a whimper
of protest, because, as all con-

cerned knew, The Time Had
Come.

In a single magnanimous
gesture U of T's prestigious

Presidential Advisory Com-
mittee on Accommodations
and Services decided last

month to end the distinction

between student and faculty

urinals.

A Simcoe Hall press release

hailed the historic step in the

following terms:

"We trust this move will

inagurate an era of true stu-

dent and faculty co-operation

in line with the spirit of the

« report of the Commission on
University Government."
"We sympathize with stu-

dent aspirations; this move
symbolizes our sympathy.

'

'

ON WITH THE JOB
Following the committee

meeting one senior administra-

tor told reporters: "We're. all

human. We're all in this to-

gether. Why should silly old-

fashioned rules make it diffi-

cult for us to get on with the
job?"

President Claude Bissel's

executive assistant, Don Fors-
ter, has promised that all

"staff" signs will be removed
as soon as possible.

Response to the news of the
decision has been enthusiastic,
among both students and facul-

ty.

One professor, generally
regarded as a conservative in

political matters, warmly wel-
comed the ending of what he
called "the single greatest
barrier to student-faculty un-
derstanding."

GROOVY
"There's no stopping us

now," he added. "Everything
is going to be all right.

'

'

Most students felt the aboli-

tion of staff washrooms would

save students considerable

time and trouble in locating

separate facilities.

One radical student was ec-

static about the change. "Now
we can end the mystification of

the real nature of faculty. Stu-

dents have been taught since

kindergarten that their teach-

ers 'do it different'. Now we
will see."

Student politicians claimed
the "liberation" of the wash-
rooms as a great gain for the

ideal of student power. They
claimed the major credit for

forcing the administration to

wipe out what they called "the
single most discriminatory
bureaucratic rule against enti-

tling students to full member-
ship in the university commun-
ity."

One Students Administrative

Council executive member
claimed that on January 7 the

council had issued an ultima-

tum to the administration
threatening to mount a cam-
paign for integrating the wash-
rooms unless Simcoe Hall gave

POLITICAL ORGASM?

Education commissioner
Craig Heron (IV UC) called the

administration move "SAC's
greatest political victory of the

year."

He attributed the triumph to

the "policy of constipation"

which SAC has followed since

early last summer.
The same January SAC

meeting, however, declined to

- DOWN WITH »s

EVERYTHINC

push for a similar demand to

end the use of separate staff

elevators.

"One man, one can, is

enough for now," university

commissioner Ken McEvoy
told the council, "We should

press for limited victories now
and not try to achieve a total

photo by gay nviland

revolution at once.

"

The only people who feel left

out are the university support

staff.

"We feel cheated," grum-
bled one cleaner at Sid Smith,

"Not that we'd ever want to

get in there with them . We just

feel left out."

Day - care centre seeks support following eviction notice

By HEATHER JON MARONEY
• Workers at the Campus
Community Day Care Centre
fear that the U of T adminis-

tration is moving to kick them
out of its premises at 12 Sus-

sex.

The house is the property of

the University, but is adminis-

tered by Crown Trust.

"After a year of operation,

just as we are getting on our

feet, we feel we may be turfed

out. The possibility is too much
to contemplate," said Lorenne

Smith, an Assistant Professor

of Philosophy, in charge of

negotiations with the Adminis-

tration.

In early October she re-

ceived a letter from the Office

of the Executive Vice Presi-

dent (Academic) which guar-

anteed occupancy at Sussex St.

to the end of December and

assured help in finding new
premises.

A. G. Rankin, non-academic

Vice President assured the

centre it could count on the

Sussex Avenue house until the

end of May.

SIMCOE HALL UNENTHUSED
Early in February Mrs.

Smith requested a meeting
with the administration and

Crown Trust. She was in-

formed that the matter had

been transferred to K. S. Gre-

gory, Administrative Assistant

to Rankin.

"On Friday, February 27, we
received a letter from Crown
Trust saying 'pay $300.00 in

back rent or else' " said John

Foster (SGS) Treasurer of the

Centre. "This despite the fact

that we had no lease and were

still negotiating with the uni-

versity. They did not say 'Or

else what'.

On Monday, Gregory told

Mrs. Smith that the Centre

should consider itself on a

month to month lease.

"He would make no commit-

ment about length of lease or

other space, except that there

was no other place around,"

Foster said at a meeting of 45

parents and workers Monday
night.

"Gregory said the university

had a commitment to provide

'family housing' for the com-
munity. The situation would
'clarify' in three to four weeks.

In any case we were to consid-

er ourselves on a term to term

arrangement."

"Which means they're going

to kick us out at the end of

term when we can't get any
support from the university

community, when students and

faculty are gone," said Sarah

Spinks, one of the organizers of

the centre.

INNIS NO EXCUSE
Crown Trust originally told

the Centre the building would ,

be demolished in December to

build Innis College. Due to 9
budgetary cutbacks, construe- I

see Doy Care Centre page 3 |
photo by iptnctr kiggins



The Parents' Association of the Institute of Child Study

invites you to hear

Professor Philip Jackson
Department of Education, University of Chicago

Professor Lawrence Kohlberg
Department of Education and Social Psychology,

Harvard University

on

Important Issues in the

Education of the Young Child
Moderator of the discussion: Professor David Bakan

Department of Psychology, York University

Friday 13 March 1970 8 pm
Education Centre, 6th floor, 155 College Street

Financed by the Blatz Memorial Foundation

Centre for the Study of Drama

Lecture in Drama
Chairman, Department of Drama
and Theatre Arts

University of Birmingham, England

ON ELIZABETHAN THEATRE AND OUR OWN

EJOHN RUSSELL BROWN

= HART HOUSE THEATRE Wednesday, March 1 1 at 4:30

Members of the University and the Public are cordially invited. Admission Free

HART HOUSE
GLEE CLUB AUDITIONS

«y.«:w.>:o>. ::•>:.:•-.-•>::•:::•:•:•:•»:•:•:•::•:.-.-.:•••-

Open House
I March 12, 9 to 11:30 a.m.

I at

| The Institute of Child Study

;l§ 45 Walmer Rd. -
I block West of Spadina, ^
1 blocks North of Bloor.

1 All students welcome!!

(THURSDAY, MARCH 12th!
4-6 P.M.

•MUSIC ROOM
! HART HOUSE
! COME & BE HEARD!//

si I

LAST CHANCE!'
LAST CHANCE!!

j GRADUATE STUDENTS' UNION
ELECTIONS

NOMINATIONS OPEN TILL MARCH 13

[ Positions open:
President and Vice President and Graduate Departmental Reps.

Ballots available in GSU office

Graduate Departmental Representatives

formula

1 - 100 graduate students - 1 elected representative

101 - 200 graduate students - 2 elected representatives

201 & up graduate students - 3 elected representatives

(All departments may decide by a two-thirds vote of its members to affiliate for electoral purposes with another

department within its division. The number of graduate students in the affiliating department shall be added to the

other departments's total to determine the number or representatives the combined electoral constituency shall have.)

ELECTION DAY MARCH 20, 1970

| 16 Bancroft Ave., (928-2391 and 928-6233)I
Page 2 — THE VARSITY. Wednesday. Maich 11.1 970



Expressway to push on into the campus
A new plan for the Spadina

Expressway has grave impli-
cations for the University of

Toronto.

Originally designed to end at

Sussex Avenue, the express-
way will push through to Will-

cocks St. Most of the traffic

going on or off the expressway
north of College will use St.

George St., University Ave., or

Harbord St.

To accommodate this traffic

Harbord St. will become a

major artery with 8,000 cars
per hour using it at peak times.

Property on the east side of

Spadina Avenue presently

owned by the university, and
designed as a part of the west-

ward campus expansion will be

expropriated for the express-

way.

A report issued yesterday by
the Metro Traffic Department

Day-care centre-
cont'd from page 1

"University planning is

usually five or six years in

advance, ' said Glen Davis,

one of the volunteer workers,

"so a three to four week delay

is just to cover 14s so that we
can't act back."

"What other reason could

they have?" asked Davis,

"They're sneaky bastards."

The meeting agreed on four

demands to be sent in a letter

to Gregory:

• That the centre be guaran-

teed space at Sussex until Sep-

tember 30.

• That the university pro-

vide a larger safer location on

a year's lease to September
1971,

• That the rent be free,

• That the University under-

take repairs to the buildings.

They requested a reply by

said "positive benefits will

accrue to the Kensington Mar-
ket and the garment district"

on Spadina Ave. due to relief of

existing congestion.

Three thousand cars per
hour will use Spadina Ave. and
87 of the 251 parking spaces
will be lost as a result of the

elimination of angle parking.

U of T president Claude Bis-

sell last night called for a
"strong response from the uni-

versity community.
'

'

"We're not just sitting

ducks. All of these matters
must be discussed with the

university," he said.

The Graduate Student Union
is attempting to initiate such
discussion.

The GSU executive Monday
night called for a mass meet-
ing within two weeks open to

all members of the university

to discuss the question. They
will request the physical plant

to prepare a brief outlining the

effects on the university of the

expressway.

GSU president Michael
Vaughan said he has already
received indications of support

and co-operation from the

administration and the SAC.
ATS and support staff have yet

to be approached.

Vaughan said that a massive
response to the meeting could

lead to a presentation or a

demonstration on behalf of the

entire university community.

The Metro Transportation
Committee will hold public
hearings on the report next
month. Interested parties
wishing to speak must provide
15 copies of their brief by noon,

April 1.

noon Wednesday March 18.

UNIVERSITY IRRESPONSIBLE
"It's the responsibility of

any employer to provide day
care. How else can people

come to their jobs?" said

Cathy Bergman, one of the

mothers.

"What are we going to do if

there's no day care centre? It's

not that we want this or watn
that, but that we need it." said

Sonia Bronsvelt.

This desperation led many
parents — though their jobs

were on the line — to call for

militant action, and to take the

initiative in negotiations with

the University.

One woman said she would

do anything up to risking her

job. Another parent said that

he could sit in "only half a day.

I don't think they will give me

time off to demonstrate.'

The meeting agreed to seek
support from SAC and the stu-

dent body. SAC and the GSU
have given financial support to

the centre already.

SUPPORT NEEDED
On Wednesday 60 students in

the school of social work
signed a draft of the brief.

Anyone who wishes can sign

a letter of support at the

centre.

The parents have called a

meeting Wednesday March 18

at 7:30 p.m. to discuss the uni-

versity's response.

"There is no choice. If we
cannot be guaranteed suitable

space, we ll have to act, and
ask the students and faculty to

act with us," said another par-

ent and support-staff member

'

ofUofT.

HISTORY STUDENTS' UNION

GUEST SPEAKER
PROF. D. MORTON: ERINDALE
"AN INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO
HISTORY: AN EXPLANATION OF THE
UNIVERSITY I EXPERIMENT AT ERINDALE"

WED. MAR. I I 1:00 p.m. 1086 SSH

RENT A
TAPE RECORDER

BRAND NEW CASSETTES

AS LOW AS 500 DAILY
921-1702

HISTORY STUDENT UNION

ELECTIONS

Posfions!

1. President 3. Secretary

2. Vice-President 4. Treasurer

1. Nominations: Forms are available in Rm. 2074

History Office. Nominations close Friday,

March 20/70 at 5:00 p.m.

2. Election Meeting: Tues. March 24, 1970

1 p.m. Rm. 1016 New College

3. Election: March 25, 1970

DRUG
ABUSE

SEMINAR
THURSDAY, MARCH 12

12:00

HART HOUSE
DEBATES ROOM

Sponsored by

THE UNDERGRADUATE

PHARMACEUTICAL

SOCIETY

Doom 'n gloom belied in west
From our Vancouver Bureau

Pollution will not result in the end of mankind.

That was the premise followed by the Popular Student

Front (alias the Vancouver Student Movement I at a teach-in

sponsored by the Academic Activities (alias the VSM) two
weeks ago at Vancouver's University of British Columbia.

The VSM argued that the world is scientific and that over-

population and pollution will not overwhelm it as "doom theo-

ries" state.

Ecologist P. M. Leiber said: "The doom theories are lies

by the very fact that they assume the growth rate will remain

constant. Some natural process will take over which will cause

us to drop our birth rate.
"

He went on to give the example of the lemmings in the

Arctic which commit suicide when the population is too great,

Geography prof. K. S. Sandhu, said the world population is

outstripping the food supply, and geology prof. W. R. Danner

said: "There will be major famine in 35 to 40 years because

the world will be able to produce enough food but the farmers

will not produce it."

Sandhu. Leiber and Danner said the doom theories are

inaccurate because they project to the infinite.

The AAC maintained the theories are lies because they

"divert attention from the real problems caused by their ex-

ploitation."

DANSE et SPECTACLE

le Groupe du Quebec'

9 musiciens, 1 chanteuse

Glendon College

Corner Bayview and Lawrence

MARCH 13th at 9 p.m.

ADM. $1.25
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PAGE FOUR

Anyone who hates kids and dogs can't be all bad
During this period in U of T's

history, when the administra-
tion is demolishing houses in

the Huron-Sussex block and
evicting tenants, it's hardly
surprising that the mandarins
of Simcoe Hall are finding the
Day Care Centre unnecessary.

After all, our university is

dedicated to the perpetuation of

scholarship, not the survival of

people.

The Campus Community Co-
operative Day Care Centre is

an invaluable service to par-
ents of over 25 children. The
parents are members of the

university — from support staff

to faculty to students.

The administration has never
been famous for fully consult-

ing the members of the sur-

rounding community, when it

has decided to evict them. But
you would think that even the

administration would be more
tactful in dealing with the citi-

zenry of its own "community ".

Some of our best graduate stu-

dents and faculty have chil-

dren.

Up until now the administra-
tion accepted the existence of

the day care centre. But when
it shifted the responsibility to

the office of the (non-academ-
ic) vice-president, K. S. Grego-
ry, an administrative assistant

reversed the policy of co-oper-
ation. Consistent with its schi-

zophrenia, Simcoe Hall has let

its policy-makers coat the Day
Care Centre with sugar and
spice, while its property man-
agers enforce rules unknown
and inaccessible to the people
they affect.

Two new policies have sud-
denly appeared:

• a crocodile-tear concern
with providing "members of

the surrounding cammunity"
with "family" housing;

• the removal of guarantees
to the Day Care Centre of ac-
comodation until at least May
31 in its present location, and
the evaporation of promises for

help in finding a new location if

necessary.

The administration has kept
the Day Care Centre workers in

constant confusion. Amid the

piles of non-policy statements
issued from Simcoe Hall, there
is the concrete reality of par-
ents who need day care for
their children.

If this university really

served people, day care centres

would be a first priority.

'

Parents on this campus des-

perately need inexpensive day-
care facilities because the U of

T pays notoriously poor wages
to support staff, especially to

women.

Without day-care, women
students with children have
severely limited time for their

studies. The single day-care
centre, set up by the initiative

of the Women's Liberation
Movement, is not sufficient.

It's the responsibility of the
employer to provide day-care
for its employees.

The present U of T Day Care
Centre is vital — for there just

aren't any others available.

This centre is unique in that

parents of the children collec-

tively decide policies that af-

fect their children and can be
present to help carry them out.

By supporting the demands
of the day-care centre for ad-
equate free space, members of

this university can show the
administration that it cannot
continue to treat people as pol-

itical pawns.

I am writing this letter, because, as

a Jew, I feel it is necessary to disasso-

ciate myself from the fascist political

stance on Israel (namely Zionism)
taken by some otherwise progressive

Jewish students. Let me state my po-

sition in a number of points:

• Israel is not a socialist society, it

is state-capitalist. The Union bu-

reaucracy may have a great deal of

power in Israel — but the workers
don't.

• The Palestinian population in the

state of Israel are a minority who are

politically oppressed and economical-

ly super-exploited.

• The 'religious' foundation of the

State of Israel is racist. It is the rac-

ism of an historically oppressed peo-

ple, but it is still racist.

• The Israeli Government has
scant regard for Arab lives and prop-

erty. Because the struggle of the Pa-
lestinians for their homeland is be-

coming a people's war, it is not sur-

prising that Israel is obliged to make
war against the Palestinian people.

(There is an analogy with Vietnam.

)

• Israel was the aggressor in the

June War: it fought for and won the

territories she is now occupying.

• The progressive forces in the

Middle East are presently represent-

ed by the Arab guerilla movements:
not by the national bourgeoisies of the

Arab countries, nor by the official

labour movement of Israel.

• Anti-semitism in this century has
been at least in part a racist distorted

form of anti-capitalist feeling. Those
Jews who are racists, fascists or capi-

talists cannot shelter forever behind
the charge of anti-semitism levelled

against opponents of Zionism and
Imperialism.

• My political views do not have to

be derived from genetics — nor from
cultural background. I am from a

nouveau riche bourgeois family: that

does not give me any natural solidari-

ty with the class I came from.

On the contrary, my parents are

ultimately class enemies. By putting

family solidarity, religious solidarity,

national solidarity etc. always in the

forefront as a set of overriding loyal-

ties, there can never be class struggle

— therefore there could never be a

socialist movement or society.

• The Progressives for Israel is a

monstrous cop-out for its members:
you can't be "progressive" and "for

Israel". It is a stance which prevents

family problems and identity crises,

but it does not much help the peo-

ple of the Middle East.
• Although I support popular move-

ments in the Middle East to smash
the State of Israel as it is currently

constituted, I do not, of course, sup-

port any kind of race war waged
against Jews as such in the Middle
East or elsewhere, and I oppose the

cultural nationalism in the Arab
movements that is being assiduously

supported and encouraged by nation-

alist governments (e.g. Egypts) in

order to divert their people from rev-

olution at home.
• Finally, those who stand on the

sidelines of popular struggles and call

for peace and love are reactionary:

they want the people to disarm.

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE.

Andy Wernick(SGS)

varsity
"Breofc rules"

TOfiOMTD^

1680 »nd li pubtishud by lbs Siu-

! Admlnliirailvi council or ihi

artlrv of Toronto Pimttd by Wst>

St. CkiosSi

Editor Brian Johnson
Review Editor Larry Haiven

Sports Editor Jim Cowan, 923. 4053
Advertising ManogerCarol Cooper, 923-

8171
Editorial Offices 9 1 St. George, 2nd floor

Editorial Phones 923-6741
Advertising Offices 91 St. George, 1st floor

migod il's a rush job on evaporation row and
we're lucky there's a paper, quick thanx to sue-

cup, heather jon, louis erlichman, torn walkom,
dare booker, bev dillon. Hi willick, dove (new
editor) frank, alf choiton, gary wieland, jim

cowan, sue-proofreader-perly, koren coulter, art

mose*, andy wernick, chewy looie, and all those

who wrote about lionltm and antl-iionlsm no-

matrerwhotyour polilicalbelieft becauseyau're
enlilledto yaurawnopinionanywaqlilhanx to all

of you who have made this Impoiiible.
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israel: LETTERS

Johnson caught at own game
Having read the first two install-

ments in your series on Israel I feel a
few remarks are in order. I find it rath-
er interesting that in your Mar. 4th edi-
torial you accuse Mr. Hurd and Mr.
Miglin of using McCarthyite tactics in

smearing their opponents in the SAC
elections, then you go and do exactly
the same thing in your article on Israel.

Your series supposedly deals with
Israel, yet it contains very little re-

0 garding Israel, Instead it is a one-sided
propaganda attack on Israel which
lacks accuracy and fairness. You ap-

proached the topic with a closed mind
and your trip to Israel served only as a

means of searching for evidence to

support your predetermined position.

Let me make several comments
regarding the two articles I have al-

ready read. You say you visited the

Arab town of Qalqiliya (Kalkilya). At
no time do you point out that the Jorda-

nian army used this town as a base for

their long-range artillery.

The Jordanians pounded Israeli tar-

gets from this spot during the Six Day
War and the Israelis replied with an

intensive artillery barrage that demo-
lished most of the town. After the war
the Israeli government appealed to the

citizens of the town to return and began
rebuilding the town. Are you certain

that the demolished houses you saw
were a result of Israeli retalliation for

a terrorist action or could they have been

the remains of the damage incurred in

the last war?

If you had done your homework you
would also have discovered that Kalki-

lya has not been an El Fatah strong-
hold. In fact, the town has been rather

passive. The real centres of Arab re-

sistance have concentrated in the He-
bron area.

As to the 120 houses you claim the

Israeli military authorities have de-

stroyed in Kalkiya, allow me to enlight-

en you. According to a statement made
by Defence Minister Moshe Dyan in the

Israeli Knesset (Parliament) on Dec.

16, 1969, the Israeli military authorities

have demolished or sealed off a total of

516 buildings since the Six Day War. Of
these, 265 have been on the West Bank
and most were located in Hebron, Na-

blus, and the surrounding areas.

You also describe Jericho's mayor
as being a lacky of the Israeli authori-

ties and you place a great deal of em-
phasis on the lack of elections in the

occupied territories. May I remind you
that the local Arab authorities were not

elected under Jordanian rule. They
were appointed by Amman.

Israel has chosen to maintain the

status quo for the time being. Israel

has not appointed new men nor has she

called elections. Instead, Israel has
allowed the former officials to retain

their positions and has allowed these

people to continue administering the

territories.

Only when there has been armed re-

sistance has Israel punished the Arabs,

Johnson speaks the truth

The difference between an honest

man and a "crook" is that the first

expresses exactly what he sees and

feels, or in other words, he reflects the

truth as it appears to his ability of as-

similation, whilst the second does not.

The reason behind writing this letter

is the series behind your experience

with the Arabs in the occupied land of

Palestine.

I would like first to congratulate you

for your honesty in saying what you

saw and heard, because the people be-

hind your invitation to visit that land

were hoping to brain-wash you, as they
*

do in all the information media, and to

^ utilize you as a spokesman to support

the Zionist atrocities committed by the

government of Israel.

Secondly, I would like to point out

that in this country either you speak

"correctly", meaning that you are pro-

Zionist, or else anything you say is

"bullshit" according to Mr. Rick Kar-

donne. What you published was vehe-

mently attacked simply because you
spoke the truth, and this is something

that has no room in the Zionist-con-

trolled mass media in Toronto, and
anywhere else in the Western World for

that matter.

Maybe the Varsity should quit speak-

ing about the Middle East and leave the

floor for the Zionist papers such as

"Masada" and "Other Stand" to pre-

sent the truth to the people!

I hope you'll remain "honest" in

your future articles because I am sure

that many Canadians have long been

waiting for somebody to present the

"actual truth".

Ibrahim Mouaket.

and only by destroying their homes.
There has been no case of an Arab ter-

rorist being executed. What other oc-

cupying power in the history of warfare
can make that claim?

At the beginning of your second arti-

cle you claim: "there are one million

Arabs in the occupied territories and
another million in Israel". This is a

sterling example of your inaccuracies.

While it is true that there are a million

Arabs in the occupied territories, there

are only some 300.000 Arabs within Is-

rael.

As to the fact that most Israelis ig-

nore the needs of the Palestinian Ar-

abs. I do not believe this is quite true.

The Palestinians in the occupied terri-

tories remain Jordanian citizens and
therefore are treated differently from
Israeli citizens. Despite this, these

people are allowed to enter Israel and
may carry on trade and commerce
with Israel.

These Palestinians are also allowed
to travel back and forth across the Jor-

dan River and may export their pro-
duce to Jordan. Without this trade, the
Palestinians would be impoverished.
Instead, their standard of living has
risen since the beginning of the Israeli

occupation. Israel has also sent in agri-

cultural experts to teach the Arab
farmers modern farming techniques
and Israel has sent them modern equip-
ment to increase the agricultural pro-
duction in the area.

Conditions in the occupied territories

may not be ideal — neither are condi-

tions within Israel. But Israel has
treated the Arabs in these areas as well
as, if not better than, the Jordanian and
Egyptian governments had before the

Six Day War. If you wish to criticize

Israel, I wish you would take the trou-

ble to find out what you are talking

about. It is very easy to write a slanted

article It is more difficult to ferret out

the truth. Perhaps you should enrol in a

good school of journalism and learn a
little about your trade.

Larry Andkewicz ( I Osgaode)

Johnson a courageous Journalist

The barrage of letters of personal

insults to Mr. Brian Johnson by some
Zionists, which appeared in last Fri-

day's Varsity, as a result of the two
reports which Mr. Johnson published in

previous issues, is a typical Zionist

manoeuvre aiming to undermine his

efforts for presenting an honest picture

of the plight of the Palestinians in the

occupied West Bank of Jordan.

Zionists use every method of deceit

to brain-wash people in the Western
world about Palestine (Howard Eng-
lish, of the Students for Israel, tells us

that "the Zionists went to Palestine as

pioneers, created a nation out of a de-

sert" and made this bloom! ! ! !)

When the world discovered that Pal-

estine had a people — contrary to Mrs.

Golda Meir's claim that "the Palestini-

ans do not exist" — Zionists claimed

they were bringing prosperity and pro-

gress. They assured the world that "a

Jewish State was never a part of the

Zionist programme". When the people

of Palestine resisted the Zionist inva-

sion, the Zionists started justifying

their illegal immigration on the

grounds of "historic rights" and false

interpretation of the Old Testament.

They claimed "God is repatriating His

Chosen People to their Promised

Land".

In 1948 and thereafter. Zionists mis-

represented their war of aggression

against Palestine and its people as a

"war of liberation" and a "war of inde-

pendence". Zionists call their looting

and robbery of Arab homes and lands

"reclamation". Now that they feel that

the Arabs of Palestine are determined

to liberate their homeland, Zionists are

frantic and want the Western Powers

to supply them with all types of modern
weapons to deter the Arabs from mak-

ing any move toward liberating their

lands from the Zionisl octopus.

Brian Johnson is a courageous jour-

nalist. For. to criticize Israel, because

of its inhumane policy towards the Pa-

lestinians, has been labelled as Taboo
by the Toronto daily papers, and for

Brian Johnson to have stood up, telling

everyone what he had witnessed, in the

occupied West Bank, in a society in

which much of the key positions and
nerve centres, on campus and else-

where, are Zionist-controlled —
(remember the Haggar affair?! —

deserves admiration and support from
every man and woman seeking the

truth.

M. Adrian Mughrabi.

Johnson an inaccurate reporter

Brian Johnson's article on Israel in

the Wednesday Varsity is so full of in-

accuracies and untruths that it clearly

shows his vicious anti-Israeli bias.

There are not two million Arabs un-

der Israeli rule but only one million

(including those in pre-war Israel.)

The three hundred and fifty thousand

Arabs in pre-war Israel have an aver-

age per capita income of two thousand,

four hundred and fifty dollars com-

pared with the Jewish income of two

thousand five hundred and ninety. They

have complete freedom of speech and

have representation in parliament pro-

portionate to their numbers.

In the occupied territories where

poverty is widespread, (as it was under

the Jordanian and Egyptian rule) the

Israeli military occupation has begun

several schemes to improve condi-

tions. Israel has made available a low

interest long term loan programme to

all the inhabitants enabling women for

example to buy sewing machines. It

has provided unemployed men with

jobs in construction, road building and

agriculture and at pay very nearly the

equal of the Israeli worker. Most of my
information is first hand as I personal-

ly travelled and lived in post war Israel

for five months and made several Arab

friends.

I was in Jericho several times, it is

not "the best town on the West Bank"

but one of the worst. Jericho is at a

spot where the Jordan River is quite

shallow and sabateurs very frequently

cross here and consequently it has al-

ways been a very dangerous area. Sev-

eral times it was shelled by the Jorda-

nian army (Arabs shelling Arabs!).

One of these occasions was one day last

July when I, together with some other

foreign medical students working in

Jerusalem had planned a tour of the

area. We had to cancel our visit.

Now do you know why tourists don't

stay in Jericho. As for elections, there

never were any under King Hussein's

rule. All mayors were appointed and

for the most part still retain their

posts. However the Israeli government

is now in the process of taking a census

and organizing elections.

I hope in the future Mr. Johnson is

more accurate in his reporting.

Joseph Greenboum (III Meds)
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student arab movement supports Johnson's articles

A few weeks ago, the coloni-

al expansionist government of

Israel invited some university

editors to spend a week in Is-

rael so that in appreciation for

their free holiday, they would

sell their souls by praising the

occupying, fascist Israeli

army.

Unfortunately for the Israeli

propaganda planners, Brian

Johnson would not be bribed by

a free tour. He rented his own
car to tour occupied Palestine

and investigate for himself.

Mr. Johnson came back and
wrote two honest articles

about the suffering of the Pa-

lestinian people under the Isra-

eli occupation.

We, the Palestinian people in

the University of Toronto, did

not hasten to write praising

Mr. Johnson, for Mr. Johnson

wrote the truth. He is to be

thanked for his braveness in

writing the truth in a universi-

ty full of innocent Jews mis-

lead by the forces of Zionism.

In a week, letters started to

appear in the Varsity, attack-

ing Johnson's honesty, and

some Jewish critics termed

the articles Arab propaganda.

But let me ask you Mr. Crit-

ic, was it the Arabs who invited

Johnson to Israel? Certainly

not? Then it was the Israeli

intention for Johnson to write

Israeli propaganda.

The critic goes on to say,

"This war is a war between the

Arabs and the Jews." The war
in the Middle East is between
the Israeli occupiers and the

Palestinian liberators. We
cannot deny that some Arab
states entered the war in self-

defence against the Israeli

agression in 1948, 1956 and 1967.

And we can't deny that Nasser

tried to use the Palestinian

question to establish an em-
pire; but the Arab states were
forced into the war by Israeli

agression on their land.

An Israeli economist says

that Israel with its hands tied

behind its back can beat the

Palestinians. Do the Israeli

mothers think the same? Has it

not occurred to the economist

that to deal withthe Palestini-

ans in 1967 and 1969, required

the lives of Israeli youth. Does

this economist bury them with

his hands tied behind his back?

Only Al Fatah can now speak

for the Palestinians. This was
proved in the incidents in Leba-

non and Jordan. The trick of

the lateEshkol and the present

Israeli Premier Golda Meir to

propose to sit with Arab lead-

ers at a negotiation table is

known to all.

Premier Meir knows that if

peace is to be achieved in the

Middle-East it must be be-

tween the Israelis and the Pa-

lestinian government in exile
— mainly Al Fatah. Nassar,
Hussein or any other Arab
leader are not in any position

to negotiate with Israel, be-

cause the war is with the Pa-

lestinians. If Premier Meir
really and honestly wants
peace, then she should negoti-

ate with Al Fatah — the Pales-

tinian people.

Johnson was clear in show-

ing us how the Israeli occu-

piers deny the Palestinians

heir rights, treating them as

second class citizens.

I was there 11 months ago
and when I left, nine of my
personal friends were in jail

for political reasons — resist-

ance to occupation. These were
students of Ber-zeit College,

the highest student institution

in Palestine. They were jailed

for six months, put on probation

for two years and fined I.L.

1000 ($300), because they

peacefully demonstrated in

January 1969 in front of Israeli

military headquarters at

Ramallah, 11 miles north of

Jerusalem.

Wahib Karam, a student

leader was deported to Am-
man; two other fled the coun-

try (one resides in Toronto).

Our mayors and governors

in Palestine were deported and

Israeli appointees instituted.

Mayor Aljabari of Hebron was

the only exception and he

turned into a "General Pet-

ain."

Yes the suffering of the Pa-

lestinians in Israeli occupied

territories is great; but the Al-

Fatah knows that to be able to

negotiate on equal terms one

must be equally powerful and

that is why Al-Fatah will carry

the struggle for liberation until

the last Palestinian drop of

blood is drained or until the

Palestinians achieve victory.

Israel is living now on outside

help, U.S. Jews, U.S. Govern-

ments, U.S. Industries, and

West German payments for

Nazi treatment. What will

happen when all the outside

money stops flowing? ! ?

Israel is a transplanted

heart in the heart of the Arab

world, and till now no trans-

plant ever succeeded for the

body rejected it. The Palestini-

ans will eventually reject the

Israeli occupying forces and

the Zionist powers and then all

Palestinians of the Christian,

Jewish, or Moslem faiths will

live in harmony in a free Pales-

tine.

Nicolas Zabaneh

U of T Student Arab Movement.

Johnson has guts

I was truly amazed at read-

ing your article entitled, "Is-

rael: We are from Palestine,

the Jews are not from Pales-
tine."

To tell you the truth I never
thought you (or anybody else in

that respect) would have the
guts to print such an article

(with such a title) in a com-
munity where Jews are pre-

dominating (UC, New, Innis

and many others).

I hope that students of this

university will form new opin-

ions at reading your article. I

want them to compare what
you saw and heard people say
about Israel's blowing up Arab
houses and throwing Arabs in

prison, to what we read in crap
like Mazda or Other Stand

(God knows how much bullshit

is printed in those papers).

I hope that Canadians will

realize at last, the tragedy that

has been going on for 22 years,

of two million Arabs living in

Israel or as refugees in Jordan.

It is about time everybody
realizes the hypocricy of lead-

ers, all leaders, and tries to do

something about two million

people thrown out of their land

and homes.
I would really like to see the

Red Indians in 500 years from
now throwing out of their land

Canadians and Americans on
the basis that North America
was the Red Indians' land

some hundreds of years ago.

R. Richardson (Erin)

critics hit below the beit

To imply that Johnson (or

anyone exposing Israel's ex-

pansionism and nazism) is an

anti-semite, is a base way to

fight him. Whenever a journal-

ist expresses criticism tothe

oppressive and discriminatory

policies of Israel, he is labelled

an anti-semite

I am a Canadian Jew, and
frankly I am sick and tired of

all this. I love my fellow Jews
— including those in Israel —
but I despise Israel as a nation.

Does this make me an anti-

semite?

B. G. Gould

by Harold Pinter
,20,22.2

Endgame & Act Without Words I

by Samuel Beckett
directed by John Astington on March 13, 15, 18, 19,21, 25,27,29

at The University College Theatre (79 St. George)

Tickets available from March 8 at U.C. cafeteria, Theatre (bookings in advance, tel: 928-6307)

Evenings at 8:30 Admission: $1.50

Matinees (Saturday & Sunday) at 2:30 Students: $1.00
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U of A admin takes red pencil to The Gateway

EDMONTON (CUP) - The
administration at the Universi-

ty of Alberta Thursday took its

censor's pencil to the campus
student newspaper. The Gate-
way, to force removal of two
"objectionable" photographs.

The action has escalated the

conflict between the adminis-

tration (which prints The Gate-

way) and the staff of the paper,

who have charged the adminis-

tration with interference in

The Gateway's right to print

what it chooses.

The pictures shows posters

publicizing an election and
formal which depicted nude
men and women. Captions

were: "Opportunity 103" and
"Opportunity 102."

Administration printing ser-

vices co-ordinator Ross Grant,

who oversees the paper's pro-

duction, demanded, removal of

the photos, declaring "I have
never been sued, and 1 don't

intend to start now."

Grant was backed up by
administration vice-president

Gordon Tyndall.

In protest. Gateway editors

replaced the entire front page
of the paper, with a small note

inviting students to Gateway
offices, to read the page one

news.

Editors also urged students

to attend an open meeting

tomorrow where the editors

will confront Tyndall and
Grant over the censorship.

It's the second time the ad-

ministration has censored the

Gateway, arguing that the

paper's contents would "de-

mean" the university in the

eyes of the general public.

In November, the adminis-

tration refused to print an anti-

vietnam war cartoon which

appeared in several other stu-

dent newspapers.

The cartoon depicted a cou-

ple engaged in sexual inter-

course, the male labelled

"U.S." and the female "Viet-

nam." The caption read: "Re-

luctant to pull out."

After the November incident

the U of A student council

asked the university's General

Faculty Council to establish an

appeal board composed of stu-

dents, faculty and administra-

tion with the power to over-

ride decisions made by the

university's printing services

concerning Gateway content.

The GFC refused to consider

the matter, and the case is now
before an appeal committee of

the university board of gover-

nors.

West Indies tensely awaits conspiracy verdict

MONTREAL (CUP) - The

judge in the "computer con-

spiracy trial" here has decided

that conspiracy involves more

than one person even if they

don't have to talk to one anoth-

er.

And in the West Indies, a

tense quiet prevailed as dem-

onstrators, who had taken to

the streets by the tens of thou-

sands over the past two weeks,

awaited the verdicts in the

trial.

Judge Kenneth MacKay
made his decision Monday

concurring with a motion by

attorneys representing the 10

West Indian defendants in the

current trial: that the defend-

ants be considered as a group

on each of five separate con-

spiracy charges.

MacKay then instructed the

11-man, all white jury to return

a decision on the first charge

— conspiracy to destroy com-

puters in the Sir George Wil-

liams University Computer

Center on February 11. 1969 —
considering the 10 defendants

as a'unit.

Originally MacKay had in-

tended that jurors return 50

separate verdicts — one for

each defendant on each

charge. Earlier, he did not ob-

ject when special prosecutor

Fred Kaufman told jurors the

crown need not prove that

"two or more parties came
together and agreed," in order

to prove a conspiracy existed.

Later, the jury will consider

the other charges: conspiracy

to interfere with lawful use of

the computer centre: conspira-

cy to commit arson; conspira-

cy to interfere with lawful use

of the faculty lounge and con-

spiracy to destroy cafeteria

furniture.

The 10 black natives of Trini-

dad and Tobago are the first of

87 adults charged in connection

with the 1969 incident.

Fire broke out in the SGWU
computer centre after the

Montreal riot squad charged a

student sit-in at the building.

The students were protesting

the university's faulty handling

of charges of racism levelled

at a SGWU professor.

Canadian racism and impe-

rialism have been the focus of

protests in the West Indies

since February when demon-

strators stormed a Royal Bank

of Canada building at Port of

Spain.

Since then, street parades of

up to 10.000 persons have dem-

onstrated against the trial of

the West Indians at Montreal,

accompanied by predictions

that a guilt verdicy in the trial

would spark intensified pro-

tests.

- At Port of Spain Monday.

Geddes Granger, a spokesman

for the National Joint Action

Committee, told reporters:

"we can give no guarantee to

Canadians here if our boys are

found guilty and sent to jail."

At Georgetown, Guyana, the

Progressive Youth Organiza-

tion sent a telegram to Canadi-

an Prime Minister Pierre Tru-

deau, warning of possible re-

taliation for guilty verdicts.

Monday the tension had

spread to Montreal where the

city police riot squad was post-

ed outside the courtroom in

anticipation of a protest. In-

side, blacks among the 80 spec-

tators raised their fists in a

salute to the defendants as the

jury filed out.

HART HOUSE EVENING DEBATE

CANADIAN UNIVERSITY POLICY MUST

REFLECT THE AIMS OF CANADIAN

NATIONALISM"

Honorary Visitor

PROF. A.P. THORNTON

8:00 p.m. Tuesday, March 17th

Debates Room - Hart House

Everyone Welcome

HOUSE 50
CLASSICAL CONCERT

TODAY
Music Room, I p.m.

RUTH BISHOP, Pianist

Everyone Welcome

The Library Committee

and Graduate English Association

Present

AN EVENING WITH

HUGH MacLENNAN
author of

RETURN OF THE SPHINX
Thursday, March 17th

Library - 8 p.m.

Everyone Welcome

GLEE CLUB AUDITIONS
Music Room, 4-6 p.m.

Thursday, March 12th

COME & BE HEARD
LAST CHANCE 1

BLACK HART PUB
Thursday, March 12th

Tuck Shop. 4:30-1 1:30 p.m.

POETRY READING
Thursday, March 12th

1 p.m. - Music Room

D. Stephen Williams

reading his own works

Ladies Welcome

LIVE JAZZ
with

ANDREW CYRILLE
CHARLIE H ADEN
EDDIE GALES
SAM RIVERS

Friday, March 1 3th

8:30 p.m. - Great Hall

Tickets - FREE - Hall Porter

ART COMMITTEE PRESENTS
AFRICAN TRIBAL ART
from the Collection of

Sam 8. Ayal a Zacks

In the Art Gallery

until March 28th

York University

Prof. G. Harjan Dept. Of Russian Literature

Student & Faculty group led by Prof. Harjan departs

19th May, 3 weeks, visiting Vienna, Kiev, Yalta,

Moscow, Leningrad, Helsinki, Copenhagen.

$749.00 incl. full particulars, Miss A.M. Pontson-

(416) 366-4371. P.Lawson Travel Service, 697 Bay

St., Toronto, 2, Ont.

& the hart house
%^library committee
TJand graduate

ENGLISH ASSOCIATION]
PRESENT AN EVENING WITH

|

HUGH MacLENNAN
Distinguished Canadian author

RETURN OF THE SPHINX

Thursday, March 12th

Library. Hart House, 8 P.m.

Everyone Welcome
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ISC TRAVEL GRANTS
FOR FULL-TIME UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

STUDENTS FROM OVERSEAS
FOR SUMMER 1970 TRAVEL IN CANADA ONLY

APPLICATION FORMS AVAILABLE AT

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTRE
33 St. George St.

22 of 29 professors reinstated after arbitration

INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY AND
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

"The Significance of Hard Bodies in the History

of Science" by Dr. Wilson L. Scott, Professorial

Lecturer at American University, Washington,

D.C. 13th March 1. 10 p.m. Room 202, McLennan

Laboratory (New Physics) Sponsored by the

Varsity Fund. All members of the University

Community are invited.

CLASSIFIED
BACHELOR APARTMENT. Markhem
and College, kitchen and bathroom, imme-
diate occupancy. S1 10 monthly Newly
renovated, panelled and quiet, Private en-

trance Call 921-6285

FOURTH PERSON share furnished apart-

ment. Pnvate room 50 per month Christie

and Bloor 536-0969 after 9 p.m. and
weekend or David 923-6641 Extension
215 before 4.

TYPING — Fast accurate and intelligent.

Essays, thesis, manuscripts, reports, feasi-

bility studies, etc. Pick-up and delivery il

desired Telephone Mrs Walker — 449-
7077 (days! 444-3744 (evenings).

TYPING thesis, essays, notes, charts. Eng-
lish. French, other- languages Mimeo-
graphing, electric typewriters. Mary Dale
Stott 1M Oavies). 86 Bloor St. W Room
225 922 7624

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today lor free booklet "The Day You Buy a

Diamond". H. Proctor and Co.. 131 Bloor

St. W..Suite416. 921-7702

WANTED. 2 or 3 girls to share modem 2-

bedroom apt. with 1 girl, furnished Wal-
mer Rd. Apr 1 to Sept 30 $52 50/mos
each Phone922-4231

RENT A TAPE recorder as low as 50c dai-

ly includes mike-batteries-tape-lole case.

"No deposit required by U of T. students"

Hodges and Company, Colonnade Building

Room 416. 9217702

SUMMER JOBS Agents to take orders

for Magnetic Removable Signs No sales

ability req Product sells on sight. Good
appearance, reliability, willing to work,
male or female. Remuneration on commis-
sion Call 621 -1241.

1966 HONDA 305 Super Hawk lor sale,

in mint condition, helmet and extras in-

cluded Price only $400.00 Phone Alec at

653-0995 or 964-1444.

ROOM AND BOARD — $180 until end
of term. Good location and good room.
Campus co-op residence inc. phone 964-
1961 397 Huron St.

ROYALS. PILOTS. EXPOS. PADRES
SABL fan noticing lack of spirit for ap-

proaching season Bet not one of you
sportsmen can still hit a crummy home-

LOST in Sid Smith Mon. March 2 brown
leather pocketbook Reward. Call 924-
2207

EXCROGENERATING! Any member of

the university community and even us en-

gineers can meet at the engineering stores

at 1:00 Wednesday to plan next year's

Toike Oike

TYPING professionally done theses papers

reports correspondence IBM electric mod-
erate rates downtown location near sub-
way call Sandra Hollis 481-8935.

PROFESSIONAL copyreader wilt edit

essays, theses, manuscripts at reasonable

rates For information call 694 -8105

MONTREAL (CUP) — Per-

ry Meyer, one-man arbitration

committee in the cases of 29

Loyola College faculty fired by

their administration last De-

cember, surprised the Loyola

campus Tuesday by reversing

the administration's decision

in the cases of 22 of the profes-

sors.

At the same time, Meyer
took pains to soften the blow

for the Loyola administration,

declaring the original action in

firing the professors did not

constitute the "political

purge" charged by students

and faculty at the college.

Students at Loyola termed
Meyer's decision "a great vic-

tory" in their year-long strug-

gle with the all-Jesuit adminis-

tration at Loyola. Administra-

tors, although reportedly thun-

derstruck at the long-awaited

arbitration report, made no

comment on the decision.

Meyer, a law professor at

McGill University, was ap-

pointed a special investigator

into disturbances at Loyola

January 12, after students and
faculty had launched a full-

scale protest against their

administration for the firings

and for refusing to consider

binding arbitration in the case

of nuclear physicist S. A. San-

thanam, dismissed without

stated reason at the beginning

of the fall term.

A high proportion of the

NEEDED A SMALL house or apartment
to tent tor the summer months (May-Sept
or so) for small family Write Therese Os-
borne. Box 1531, Harpur College. Bing-
hemton.N.Y 13901.

FREE LODGING: beautiful Haliburton
farmhouse for non -smoking couple, nature
lovers. May to September, exchange for

company and garden help Ample time for

studying. Phone444-3904

dismissed faculty had been
heavily involved in criticism of

the Loyola administration for

its action in firing Santhanam,
and some had supported a

three-day class boycott by stu-

dents protesting the adminis-
tration's no-negotiation atti-

tude over the Santhanam fir-

ing.

On January 20, the Loyola
administration agreed to sus-

pend letters of non-renewal of

contract sent to the dismissed

faculty, and granted right of

appeal of the decision to the 27

and to two other faculty dis-

missed at the same time.

Meyer was appointed a one-

man appeals board for the cas-

es, and the administration

agreed that his decision would

be binding on all parties.

Tuesday, Meyer declared

that 22 of the faculty should be

granted one-year "non-ter-

minal" contracts — containing

a renewal option. Five of the

remaining professors were
dismissed from Loyola, two

others withdrew their appeals

before Meyer reached a deci-

sion.

In his 89-page report, Meyer
also suggested sweeping

changes in the governing struc-

ture of Loyola — although the

suggestions will not be binding

on the college.

Chief among the suggestions

was a large-scale cutback in

the power of the Roman Catho-

lic Society of Jesus over aca-

demic affairs at the college:

arguing that "serious consider-

ation" should be given to the

selection of a lay president and
academic vice-president for

Loyola.

Current administration pres-

ident Patrick Malone and act-

ing academic vice-president

Jack O'Brien are both mem-
bers of the Jesuit order. Both
have served as objects of stu-

dent and faculty discontent at

the college.

Meyer also suggested that

members of the Loyola Board
of Trustees {currently all Jesu-

its) should not be allowed to

hold "senior academic posi-

tions," currently held by at

least three trustees:

Meyer suggested that such a

conflict of interest would have

to be resolved by resignation

from the Board. He also sug-

gested the appointment of a

college ombudsman to handle

disputes at the college.

At the same time, Meyer
warned that financial and ad-

ministrative considerations

might force cutbacks in Loyola

staff next year.

The Loyola English Depart-

ment, which regained 16 of 17

faculty fired by the adminis-

tration, could expect "serious

cutbacks" next year, Meyer
said. He also predicted cut-

backs in departments "that

weren't affected this year."

CUS travel bureau is alive and well

EXPERIENCED typist desires work at

home 35c per copy Has done all phases
of typing imaginable. Keep my number for

future reference Fast and accurate. 221-
5126.

ATTRACTIVE room in private home board
optional, for male or female student. Near
bus and subway Phone 489 -6766 after 6.

FURNISHED 2-bedroom apt. to sublet
May-Sept Charles St. 5 min from campus.
160/month. Contact Bergman 923-8010
evenings,

TO SIR WITH LOVE movie with Sidney

Poitior tonight in Room 21 1B Sidney
Smith Bldg. at 6; 15 p.m and 8:15 p.m. All

welcome. 75c.

In the market for a sporty

new Masserati? The Associa-

tion of Student Councils just

might be able to get it for you
cheap.

Unaffected by the demise of

the parent organization, the

CUS Travel Bureau has
changed its name and is not

only continuing, but expanding
operations in its old familiar

haunts at 44 St. George — just

upstairs from the Association

of American Exiles.

Executive Director, Robert
Simond outlined some of the

new services of the AOSC.
"We can now offer the stu-

dent lower rates on most for-

eign-made cars and car insur-

ance," says Simond. "In addi-

tion, we are beginning to look

into the best life insurance pol-

icies for students, which we
plan to endorse to our mem-
bers."

Needless to say, the AOSC is

encountering a great deal of

static from the various profit-

making dealers in the city.

"Many companies offer a

good-sized kickback to the

dealer, most of which we are

able to return to the student,"

explains Simond.

In fact, even the old, famil-

iar, CUS flight is a better deal

than most students realize.

Although many organizations

promise lower rates, Simond
points out that this is often the

result of failure to fulfill the

numerous federal regulations

governing charter flights.

Some travel clubs have been

known to wait until they have a

flight 75 per cent booked to

reserve an aircraft. Needless
to say, this often results in

cancelled flights and disap-

pointed passengers.

"Since such practices usual-

ly result in the organization's

loss of franchise, I think the

AOSC has a clear mandate to

expose such practices and pro-

tect the interests of the stu-

dent."

All AOSC profits — from
flights, car sales and insurance
— are used to pay its small,

skeleton staff of 4. Simond
himself is on straight salary

and receives no commission.
At the end of the year all resi-

dual monies are returned to

the member student councils,

in proportion to the percentage

of business received from that

campus.

This summer the AOSC is

offering a total of 30 overseas

flights, 2 to Tokyo. As a mem-
ber of the International Stu-

dent Travel Conference, the

AOSC is able to offer its mem-
bers sizable reductions on

Asian and inter-European

flights.

For example, an Indian stu-

dent studying in Canada was
able to go home to Bombay for

a total cost of $505. Regular

tourist fare on BOAC is $1200.

ITC rate from Amsterdam
to Moscow is $29.

"When I started in this busi-

ness 4 years ago, I thought stu-

dents preferred non-jet flights,

says Simond. "However, today

I find there is no market for

them. After all, it's only the

more affluent student who can

afford a summer in Europe."

TYPING: experienced typist, thesis, es-

says, notes, etc At home. Call 461-5939.
Linda Archer

NEW COLLEGE Drama Guild presents:
WEST SIDE STORY March 19-21 , 8 30
p.m. in Hart House Theatre. Buy your tick-

ets now. SI 50 Thursday $2.00 Friday &
Saturday
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There will be comfortable stretch-

ers and willing nurses in the Junior

Common Room today and the Medi-

cal Arts building Thursday and Fri-

day.

The nurses have already begun to

needle the campus and will allow

any student willing to contribute

blood to be on the Red Cross couch-

es. About 1579 students of both sexes

have been laid so far.

Only 120 bled yesterday at Trini-

ty's bleed-in and many more are

expected to join the fun and reach
the desired 2900 pints point.

The Faculty of Dentistry bled like

mad last Friday as more than 80 per

cent of the students turned up. Only
about 10 per cent of the students of

other faculties and colleges contrib-

ute on the average.



Imperialism — just a few feel away from Arabs in the Old city of Jerusalem.

2,000 years ago the zealots dealt with different Romans
My loyal followers, long ago we resolved to serve neither the Romans nor anyone

else but only God who alone is the true and righteous Lord of men: now the time has

come that bids us prove our determination by our deeds. At such a time we must no

dissrace ourselves; hitherto we have never submitted to slavery, even when it brought

no danser with it' we must not choose slavery now, and with it penalties that will mean

the end of everything if we fall alive into the hands of the Romans. For we were the

first of all to revolt, and shall be the last to break oft the struggle. And I think it is God

who has given us this privilege; that we can die nobly and as free men, unlike others

who were unexpectedly defeated. In our case it is evident that day-break will end our

Resistance Zt w - are free to choose an honourable death with our loved ones. Th.s our

enemies cannot prevent, however earnestly they may pray to take us alive; nor can we

defeat toem ji battle
unabused our children without knowledge of slavery: after

that, let us do each other an ungrudging kindness, preserving our freedom as a glorious

Wind
r
n

ome
h

'

e

While our hands are free and can hold a sword, let them do a noble service!

Let us Seurnslaved by our enemies, and leave this world as free men in company

with our wives and children. _from E|
,Alor,

s 0rotion a , Masada
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Tents of on Israeli army camp on the road to Masada.

The Israeli government recently sent Varsity

Editor Brian Johnson and 12 American college

newspaper editors on an all-expense-paid trip

to Israel. The following is the third and last in

this series of articles, which have sparked con-

siderable controversy in the Letters-to-the-Edi-

tor columns of The Varsity (see page five)

.

". . .Our kibbutz is surrounded by Israeli sol-

diers. It's been fairly quiet here, but yesterday

we had two soldiers hurt. One of them was

killed. We hear machine-gun fire about a mile

away just about every night. And occasionally

the Jordanians shell the kibbutz. Our last injury

here was two years ago when a tractor ran

over a mine planted in one of our fields. He was

killed unfortunately."

In Jerusalem a Scotsman was telling me
about the war and how it had affected his four

months' experience on a border-kibbutz. A
qualified computer technician with job-offers

in Tel Aviv, he preferred to milk cows near

the Jordanian border. His experience is a typi-

cal story that can be told by anyone from a

number of other kibbutzim within hearing-

range of the gunfire that marks the formality

of the war.

But even away from the fighting, behind

every major aspect of Israeli enterprise —
from education to tourism — there is the war.

Throughout Israel, the visual symbols of

war make a striking first impression. Soldiers

With sub-machine guns slung over their backs

are a common sight. But the novelty of seeing

a nation-in-arms soon wears off, more deep-

rooted is the militarism of the attitudes and

life-styles that are geared to the production of

security.

The universities plug right into that produc-

tion. When we visited the three major univers-

ities — the University of Tel Aviv, the Tech-

nion in Haifa, and the Hebrew University in

Jerusalem — we saw familiar structures that

related directly to the proverbial military-

industrial complex. Just like in North Ameri-

story and photos

by brian johnson

part three of a series
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ca. Education designed to produce highly spe-

cialized labour and research.

But the attitudes of Israeli students are rad-

ically different. They know why they are at

university and they don't question their role.

No long hair. No beards. No politics. No

student sub-culture.

"Our situation does not allow us to be very

humanistic, because of the threat we face,"'

explained a student at the Technion, the engi-

neering school that is Israel's M.I.T.

"We are forced to judge things realistical-

ly," he added. "A friend in my course died

just today. I thought of humanistic things and

that, but I can't. I would like to follow emo-

tions of humanistic things and international

politics and flowers, but I can't."

Israeli students are serious. Most spend

a term in the army after high school, unless

they are deferred to the "academic reserve"

so that they can serve in the army after their

university education. Many are married by

the time they reach university.

I asked a University of Tel Aviv student if

he liked school.

"I regard school as a jumping stage to some-

thing else," he said. "I come here because I

have my plans and my program. It's not a ques-

tion of liking school."

At the Technion, "political activity" is for-

bidden by the Council of Students.

"We would have underground feuds and

conflicts, and the voting wouldn't be clean,'' a

student-councillor told me. "So we forbade

politics."

"We don't have any riots here," another stu-

dent explained. "We are not like the French

students; we are not amateurs. We have been

in the army and we are soldiers. Most of the

faculty are officers and sergeants. So if we have

a riot, it will be a good one."

Education is part of the sophisticated side

of Israel's development. Foreign affairs is not

just a question for abstract discussion. From

1968 to 1962 the Technion ran a program of in-

viting students from Zambia. Thailand, and

Cypress — "developing countries" — to study

agricultural engineering. Also 'Developing

Countries' is a major course in the University

of Tel Aviv's Social Sciences. Yet Israel itself

is a "developing country."

"The student here is better integrated into

society," an American professor at the He-

brew University told us. "He is not alienated.

Our youth feel they are important in the socie-

ty. Students here don't have time to sit around

and form a subculture."

Students, like most other Israelis, are well

integrated. They found it hard to understand

the American student's resistance to the draft

and to his education, since 'national purpose'

is one of the primary motives in their lives.

Some students talk vaguely about student

power, but they see student power as a device

to make university run more smoothly, not to

restructure the function of education.

"We have student delegates on the Board

here," a Hebrew University student told hie.

"If we have good reasons for not wanting

courses or exams, we make demands. Of

course we have to fight, but it's a fair fight.

In Israel, students and administration are

on the same side of the barricade.

Disruption only results from isolated acts

of Arab terrorism.

When we entered the student union building

at the Technion, a security guard checked our

bags at the door — looking for bombs. Last

year Arab students left a bomb in the cafeter-

ia of the Hebrew University and 22 people

were injured.

"We learn that they don't care about places

where people study and learn, so now we don't

take any chances," our guide explained.

In the Technion, we sat with a few hundred

students in the cafeteria. They went about

their business of eating in a room designed

like a factory. A conveyor belt lined one wall,

and students formed a long queue along anoth-

er. Many wore black ski jackets, and there

were very few women. They carried English

and American textbooks. English is a prere-

quisite for university education, since most of

the texts and reference books are in English.

American technology and manpower is

clearly written across the face of Israel: sen-

ior professors with Mid-West accents, univer-

sity construction financed with private Amer-

ican capital, over 100 discoteques in Tel Aviv.

Coke signs in Hebrew and Arabic contrast

sharply with the ancient architecture in Jeru-

salem; television aerials rise from the roof-

tops of the ochre rows of stucco houses in Tel

Aviv.

The most powerful American presence is

tourism. Israel's Ministry of tourism provides

the country's second largest source of reve-

nue. And it is probably one of the most politi-

cal ministries of tourism in the world.

As a group of North American college news-



nationalism and war are a way of life

paper editors, we felt very defensive against
the propaganda we expected to receive in re-

turn for a free tour of the country. But there
was very little overt political propaganda.
The present Middle-East conflict was de-
emphasized as we were heavily bombarded by
the history of Masada, the beauty of Eilat, the
architecture of Jerusalem.

But tourism is a subtle and effective meth-
od of propaganda. Israel is a beautiful coun-
try, and it's easy to leap from that impression
to conclude that Israel is playing a just role in

the Middle East.

The history and archeology is a dramatic
statement for Israel; it is difficult to separate
the historical oppression symbolized in the
ancient ruins from Israel's present process in

making history.

After a two-hour tour of Masada — Herod's
rock fortress on the Dead Sea — our guide led

us to the northern tip of the mountain, where,
2,000 years ago, El'Azar had invoked the re-

maining 960 Zealots to commit suicide in face

of the Roman seige. Our guide asked one of us

to read his oration;

"My loyal followers, long ago we resolved to

serve neither the Romans nor anyone else but

only God, who alone is the true and righteous

Lord of men: now the time has come that bids

us prove our determination by our deeds. . .Let

our wives die unabused, our children without

knowledge of slavery: after that, let us do each

other an ungrudging kindness, preserving our

freedom as a glorious winding-sheet. . .Come
while our hands are free and can hold a sword,

let them do a noble service! Let us die unen-

slaved by our enemies, and leave this world as

free men in company with our wives and chil-

dren."

For 13 college editors who imagined them-

selves as the'participatory audience to an an-

cient play of mass-suicide, the oration was
moving.

But the renegade spirit of Masada is dying

in Israel. Youth culture characterized by a

pragmatic and expedient nationalism is re-

placing Zionism. Israel s economy demands
that the country's history be sold as a com-

modity to tourists — a product with heavy pol-

itical packaging.

Tourism is part of the infrastructure of

American investment that is being built, as

Tourism Minister Kol reveals behind his

altruism:

"I was once asked a question at an American

press conference: 'Why do you want our mon-

ey?' I answered, M am giving out loans to

American investors to build American hotels for

American tourists.' This satisfied them."

As student editors, we couldn't understand

why Israel was selling tourism to us. Students

are not great importers of revenue. They

usually find accommodation at a kibbutz, or

at One of the 14 camping sites, or 22 youth hos-

tels; the Hilton is prohibitive.

Minister Kol conveniently provided the

answer

:

"Zionism began with students," he said.

"We invited you here to build bridges between

the youth of Israel and the youth of North

America."

Youth is an important element in Israel's

political development, and the kibbutz is a

centre for that process.

Until I visited the Kibbutz Ein Hash-ofet

near Haifa. I thought kibbutzim were just ag-

ricultural communes where people lived off

the land in pastoral bliss.

The appearance of Ein Hash-ofet - with

the communal dining hall, the pedestrian

walkways running through the rows of small

houses - reminded me of a summer camp.

But the image is deceiving.

We listened to a leader of the kibbutz, an

American who helped found it over 20 years

ago.

"A kibbutz economy is highly technological.
We employ the most modern machines in ag-
riculture, and most of them are American. We
have an annual budget of six to seven million
Israeli pounds ($2 million)."

Aside from producing just about every con-
ceivable agricultural crop, the kibbutz oper-
ates two trucking industries and a screw fac-

tory.

The internal organization of labour is so-
cialist. There is no private property, and little

management hierarchy; 150 members of the
400-member kibbutz manned committees in

elected positions.

But the kibbutz plugs neatly into a state
capitalist economy. The camps provide a very
cheap supply of labour, and the socialist poli-

tics do not extend beyond the structure of the
kibbutz.

The leader from Ein Hash-ofet explained
that the major criterion for setting up an in-

dustry in a kibbutz was a market. They were
considering manufacturing starters for flu-

orescent lights to stop them flickering, he
said.

The kibbutzim are products of three leftist

movements around the turn of the century.
They were considered a revolutionary pro-

ject. But now they are well integrated into the

economy and are established as mini-utopias.

"We have solved most of our problems,''
one of Ein Hash-ofet's founders told me.
"There are nn more problem* "

The biggest problem in kibbutzim "is with
marijuana," said a leader of one of the kib-
butz movements in Tel Aviv.
"On a kibbutz, you don't need it," he added.

'In Israel, life is very harsh, and we don't
need escapes. We don't need substitutes, be-
cause there isn't the same boredom. In Israel
the mention of drugs is very frightening. We
could have a very rational discussion about
hashish, but the parents of a 14-year-old don't
want to have rational discussions. A boy from
Montreal came to a kibbutz and gave two 14-

year-olds opium as an experiment.
'

'

In Israel there is no escape. No alternative
to nationalism. Things never get boring when
there's a war going on.

As we drive from the kibbutz down through
occupied Palestine to Jerusalem, we picked
up an Israeli soldier, a Moroccan Jew. He
wore battle fatigues and carried a sub-ma-
chine gun. We talked in French about politics

and the occupied territories.

"Every people has a nation,'' he said. "You
are a Canadian — you hove Canada. The Jews
have Israel. I have been stationed in the Golan
Heights for two years and was in the Sinai dur-

ing the war." He was very proud. He pointed to

the place in Sinai on a map.
What about the EI Fatah. I asked.

"lis sont betes!"

What support do they have?

"They have the support of the population,"

he said. "From this high (he gestures) to this

high."

The Arab market in the old city of Jerusalem.
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Teach-in waffles with no Watkins
By ALF CHAITON

In many ways, Friday's Teach-in on

the Americanization of Canada was a

disappointment.

Melville Watkins, leader of the

Waffle group who organized the

teach-in, and perhaps the leading

Canadian economic nationalist, was
unable to attend due to illness, and
Walter Gordon, from whom Watkins
inherited his position, lacked the fire

he once had.

The tone was set right at the begin-

ning with a half-hour of Canadian folk

Waller Gordon addresses teach-in at Convocation Hall last Friday on the

Americanization of Canada. photo by don andrew

Waffle takes up where

songs, which few people bothered or

cared to listen to.

June Callwood, who acted as mod-

erator, got the first spontaneous burst

of applause when she said, "As long

as the educational process is brutal

and dehumanising, I don't care

whether the content is Canadian or

American. We're killing the minds of

80% of our kids."

Gordon said that it was still not too

late to regain control of the country.

He defended the actions of previous

Canadian governments by saying they

have "hesitated perhaps because the

majority of Canadians had not been

concerned, and would not have been

in favour of government action at the

time."

He argued that it was necessary for

the government to make a definitive

statement on economic policy, and

then to offer incentives for Canadian

entrepreneurs. The unexpected ab-

sence of any mention of his proposed

Canadian Development Corporation

was noticeable.

Cy Gonick, a professor at the Uni-

versity of Manitoba, as well as a NDP

varsity

M.L.A. and leading Waffler, argued
that Gordon and the Watkins Report
had failed because they addressed the

wrong people, the business elite and
the government.

"Canadian industry is totally inte-

grated into the American economy.
There is a virtual identity between
the Canadian business elite and the

American business elite. They want
to be free so that they can sell out

when the price is right,
'

' he said.

Amid continuous applause, he con-

tinued. "We oppose the American
system because it is a system of cor-

porate capitalism: we oppose the

American domination of Canada be-

cause we want to build a democratic,

socialist Canada."
Gonick and Gordon got into a name-

calling session with Gordon criticis-

ing the Schreyer government in Mani-

toba, and Gonick denunciating the

role of the Liberal Party in allowing
American domination to occur.

Gonick got in the last licks as he
said, "The Trudeau government
forms the executive of The American
Empire (Canada Ltd.)."

left off

Chartrand attacks international unions
By SUSAN REISLER

Labor organizers from various

segments of Canada's labor unions

spoke out against international unions

last Saturday at the Waffle Teach-in

in Convocation Hall.

The three speakers who advocated

the liberation in various forms of

Canadian unions from their American

affiliates were Michel Chartrand,

President of the Montreal Council of

the Confederation of National Trade

Unions (CNTU), Grace Hartman,
National Secretary-Treasurer, Cana-

dian Union of Public Employees
(CUPE) and Kent Rowley, Secretary-

Treasurer, Canadian Council of Un-
ions.

The only dissenting voice came
from Chris Trower, the International

Representative of the United Steel

Workers of America who saw the in-

dependence of the Canadian labor

movement as something quite differ-

ent from the independence of Canada.

Unions work in the opposite direc-

tion from big business, said Trower.

They are not interested in making
money.
"Trade unions have a common pur-

pose that cuts across all national and
international boundaries," he said.

MARX CO-OPTED
Trower quoted Karl Marx as saying

"Workers of the world unite" to prove

that the unions should remain interna-

tional.

The audience didn't accept his rea-

soning and hissed in return.

Chartrand was the most radical of

the three independentistes.

"We want to run our own show in

Quebec," he said. Quebec labor has

its own problems that the Canadian
Labor Congress hasn't got time to

work on.

The CNTU involves itself in politics

and the CLC doesn't bother about

provincial politics, Chartrand said.

CALL FOR SOCIALISM
Chartrand said he was interested in

labor sticking with politics to work
for a good socialist government.

"We are bargaining on the industri-

al front," he said, "but we have to go

further than bargaining.

"There is an ideology in Canadian

unions — 'share the cake'. But that

doesn't protect people."

Chartrand said Quebec unions plan

to fight on two fronts: in the plant

they are fighting against capitalism,

but they are also fighting for people

outside the plant.

"The labor unions should be the

vanguard of the working class," Char-

trand said.

But they are not the working class.

Labor unions represent only part of

the working class.

REVOLUTIONARIES UNITE!

He said, "We will work together

with all revolutionary protestors for

the destruction of capitalism that has

no consideration for the people.

"Capitalism is asocial, anational,

apatriote, and amoral.

"We are living in a country of eco-

nomic dictatorship. Capitalism is

Fascism."
Chartrand said universities should

be run by the students and the profes-

sors and they should have the guts to

join a labor union.

"And if they don't have the guts,

they should be kicked out of the uni-

versity and not allowed to teach our

children."

CHARTRAND TAKES CAKE
The other speakers were no match

for the fiery speech that Chartrand

gave.

Grace Hartman, said that Canadian

businessmen have been doing nothing

to liberate Canada.

"True independence won't be

achieved without the whole support of

labor," she said.

"Canada is unique in that most of

the workers belong to unions based in

the U.S.", Hartman pointed out.

There are many differences be-

tween the Canadian union and the

parent union in the States.

AFL-CIO LEADERSHIP FASCIST?
The AFL-CIO supports big business

and the war in Vietnam. Its leaders

are usually to the right of the Ameri-
can president.

In Canada the CLC at least supports

the NDP and is opposed to the Viet-

nam war.

She found labor relationships be-

tween Canada and the United States

parallel to colonial power relation-

ships.

America first pours money into

them, divides the organizations so

they can't assert authority, puts pup-

pet Canadians in positions of

strength, makes the Canadian trade
unions feel inferior and eventually

reaps huge profits from Canada, the

colony.

All Canadian labor organizations

should be autonomous from their

American counter-parts, she said.

BOURGEOIS PRESS DISTORTION
Kent Rowley brought out statistics

that Toronto newspapers had refused

to print and which he claimed proved
how American unions were exploiting

Canadian unions.

According to the Corporation and
Labor Returns Act unions are re-

quired to report their total income
and expenditures to the government.
He cited yearly income from Cana-

dians to the American unions from
1962 to 1967. The total was $166,-

322,000, as opposed to $98,253,000

which was spent in this country.

And that, as Rowley pointed out, is

a net profit by the American parent

organizations of $68,069,000. "Even
General Motors wouldn't sniff at

that,".

The American organizations don't

reflect the attitudes of the rank and
file workers, Rowley said; they re-

flect the policy of the U.S. State De-
partment or the Pentagon.
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Michel Chartrand, President of The Montreal Council of the CNTU —
"We want to run our own show". photo by Quartier Latin



Co-op day care centre protests eviction by U of T
The following is the b/ief presented to

the administration by parents, staff and
volunteer workers of the campus Com-
munity Cooperative Day Care Centre.

It calls for a reply by noon March 18.
For more background see the Centre
story on page 1

.

We, the parents, staff, and volunteer
workers of the Campus Community Co-
operative Day Care Centre, protest the
administration's recent statement that

the university cannot guarantee the
centre continued occupancy at its pre-

sent location, nor provide it with larger

and more suitable accommodation,
We were quite clearly given to un-

derstand that the only reason we might
be moved from 12 Sussex would be that

the house was slated for demolition and
that, in that event, we would be moved
to other accommodation.
As a consequence of the uncertainty

surrounding the continued existence of

our present premises, we have been
unable to comply with the safety,

health, and fire regulations which must
be met in order for the centre to be
granted a licence under the existing

provisions of the Day Nurseries Act.

The Day Nurseries Branch of the On-
tario Department of Family Services
has been extremely co-operative and
understanding throughout the whole of

our negotiations with them, but it is

quite clear that these regulations en-

suring the health and safety of the chil-

dren in our care must be met as quickly

as possible. The present situation is

intolerable.

There is an unquestionable need for

the services we provide, which cannot

be met by other existing institutions.

There are very few Day Care centres

within the area of which the university

is a large and integral part. None of

these accept children under two and all

(only two in the area) have long wait-
ing lists.

TORONTO DAY CARE INADEQUATE
Throughout the whole of Metropoli-

tan Toronto there are almost no
centres which provide care for children
under two, and those which do are pro-
hibitively expensive for all but those in
the upper 10 per cent of the earning
population.

The parents who have children in our
centre do not fall within this bracket.
They are made up of graduate stu-
dents, other students, support staff and
faculty members of the University of
Toronto, and residents of the surround-
ing community.

It is in these income and social
groups that day care for children is

essential. It is in low-income families
that women must work, whether or not
they wish to, and in professional groups
that women insist on the right to work,
whether or not they have children. That
anyone should be forced to withdraw
from the work-force because she can-
not find accommodation for small chil-
dren is social stupidity to say the least,

particularly when it means that a fami-
ly must fall below the poverty line, or
an individual "waste" the training for

which society has already borne a
heavy financial load.

The university must acknowledge its

responsibility to provide child care
services for its employees and for

those students on whom the university

community depends. If the administra-

tion does not at least contribute to the

support of organizations such as ours

which do provide these services, many
persons within the university commun-
ity will be severely handicapped.

Our experience over the past year
has shown that there is a need for many
more such centres. Knowledge of our

centre has spread almost entirely by
word of mouth, but we have from the

outset had to turn people away because
we simply could not care for more chil-

dren.

GRAVEST CONCERN
Thus, the thought that this centre

should be forced to cease operation due
to reluctance of the administration to

provide even minimal assistance is a
matter of the gravest concern not only

to those of us who have expended much
time and effort, but to all those who are
associated with, or affected by, the
university.

Indeed, what is clearly indicated is

the need to expand our facilities, with

no increase in cost to the participants.

The centre must be operated at a cost

within the range of those who most
need the care. Our experience has

shown very clearly that with a cost per

child about $30 per month, this cannot

be accomplished.

Other groups and individuals within
the university community have sup-

ported the centre in various ways. Out
of the donations from SAC. the GSU.
and private individuals ($500. $1,000,

and $300 respectively >, and the massive
contributions of labour from individu-

als both in and outside the university,

male and female, we have succeeded in

achieving day care which is inexpen-

sive and co-operative. Parents and oth-

er members of the centre are collec-

tively responsible for the socialization

of children.

It is ironic, indeed paradoxical, to be
told by the administration that its

commitment to "providing family
housing for the surrounding communi-
ty" necessitates turning out the 22 ba-

bies we have in our care to obtain a
private dwelling for one family.

The centre serves the needs of 20

families. Since a very large number of

our parents are employed full-time

throughout the year, the need for the

centre is not seasonal. It is mandatory
that our needs be met not only from
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Films on Israel

fFriday, March 13

1 12-2 p.m. Room 2125 Sid Smithl
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Information on Israel

Travel to Israel

Study in Israel

Aliyah to Israel

Wed. Thur. & Fri.

Booths in Sid Smith & U.C.

September through May, but for the

whole of the year.

It is a matter of the utmost import-
ance to have continued accommodation
assured before the end of March.

THE ULTIMATUM
We request that you respond to this

brief by 12 noon Wednesday, March 18.

We apologize for the fact that the time
is rather short, but since the full extent
of our uncertainty of our situation has
only just come to light, and the uncer-
tainty of our position after the 31st of
March is only too clear, we cannot de-

lay beyond this date.

Our specific demands are as follows:

• That the Campus Community Co-
operative Day Care Centre be immedi-
ately confirmed, by lease, in its pre-

sent occupancy of 12 Sussex Avenue,
the terminal date of such lease not to

be earlier than September 30th. 1970.

• That the university undertake to

find larger and more suitable accom-
modation after 30th September 1970 in

order that we may expand our facili-

ties. We would, of course, be happy to

be moved to such accommodation prior

to 30th September. 1970, provided that

the terminal date of the lease on said

property be not earlier than 30th Sep-

tember, 1971.

• That the rental on 12 Sussex Ave-

ue or other premises be free (or

"nominal" only in the sense that the

fee should be sufficient to consititule a

leasehold).

t That the university should under-

take the responsibility of making the

necessary renovations to said property

or properties in order for the centre to

comply with the building, health, and

fire regulations. In order for this to be

feasible, of course, it is important that

the centre be located as soon as possi-

ble in those premises most likely to be

its "permanent" home (up to at least

September 30th, 1971).

1970-71 HILLEL ELECTIONS

FOR

1. President

2. Vice-President

Any Jewish Student is eligible to run for office or vote.

Nominations to be in Hillel office by Thursday, March 12

Elections — Monday, March 16.

The elected executive will appoint three members-at-large

to assist them in organizing independent standing committees

on concern for Soviet Jewry, Judaic Studies, etc.

After setting up these committees the President and

Vice-President will remain as a co-ordinating committee

for the rest of the year.

For information call

923-7837
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Benson proposes tax on student grants
KINGSTON (CUP) - Fed-

eral finance minister Edgar
Benson said Saturday (March
7) that he expects to rake in an
extra $4 million from students

under his new tax proposals.

Student fellowships, scholar-

ships, bursaries and research
grants, tax-exempt under cur-

rent legislation, would be

taxed under proposals in Ben-

son's white paper on tax re-

form which was tabled in the

Commons last fall.

Benson was speaking at a

symposium on the tax paper
held at Queen's university.

Benson justified the tax in-

creases by arguing that some
students who get scholarships,

bursaries and grants also have
"substantial" outside income
and should pay taxes on their

total incomes "like all Canadi-

ans."

The finance minister also

rejected a suggestion that stu-

dents be allowed to deduct in-

terest on student-aid loans. It

was too hard to determine
whether the money was really

borrowed to finance education
or to invest in the stock mar-
ket, he said.

Benson said certain "reason-

able expenses — such as tui-

tion, books, reasonable travel

expenses, and if it's necessary
to hire an assistant to do re-

search work" — would remain
tax deductible expenses for

students.

Nancy Rubin and Tasha
Dellinger, wife and daughter

of two of the Chicago Seven

who were recently convicted

in the Chicago conspiracy

trials, will be speaking in

Convocation Hall tomorrow

At*

I toffortf ftf-

at tlnr

9241874'

Stop
being a

W9tery-eyecl

student!
Might make people think
you're sorrowing for the
whole world— it's probably
just your eyes. Go get them
tested, then come and sec

us al Braddock Optical.
We've got the greatest selec-

tion of frames you'll ever
look Ihrough. And as a

student you get 20% off.

Our nearest branch—just
around the corner al 158
St. George. Gome and s

GETTING ENGAGED?

FORGET ABOUT LOVE WHEN
VOU BUY A DIAMOND RING

Love is Fine but buying a

Diamond is business and repre-

sents a major investment. To
help you make this investment
based on facts, we offer a free

booklet "The Day you Buy
Diamond" tells you what to ask
for and what to expect when you

" e this important investm

WE ARE DIRECT
DIAMOND DEALERS

Hugh Proctor & Co
OlAMOND DEALERS

131 B LOO R W., STE. 416
921-7702

at 1:00.

Jerry Rubin, a leader of the

Yippie party was at Convoca-

tion Hall this time last year.

David Dellinger has been ac-

tive in pacifist groups since

before the second world war.

Last night the two attended

the premiere of Chicago 70, a

play of the trials of the seven.

LOST:
A gold timex electric watch

with a brown strap. On St.

George west side, between
Harbord and Bloor Monday
evening, 10:40. If found, call

920-8548. or return it to SAC
office.

ole' John Barley gold nicohne and the tempt-

ations of Eve all right let's hear it if it's so

good.

heh, heh, heh

JAZZ
Andrew Cyril le

Eddie Gales

Friday, March 13

man!

Sam Rivers

Charlie Haden

Great Hall, 8:30 p.m.

Tickets free at Hall Porter's desk.

The no-holiday holiday.

Come lo Britain and it's no holiday. The moment you get off the plane
you're involved.

Not like most vacations, peering in from the outside. In Britain you're
part of the action. And it's some action ! We've got the discotheques, Carna-
by Street, Kings Road and all the other fast-moving places you've heard
about.

But, what absut the things we take for granted: sifting through the Van
Gogh's, Picasso's or Henry Moore's at the Tate Gallery; an afternoon
watching the world's top drivers hauling their big, blasting, Formula 1

machines over the toughest circuits in Europe. Seeing a Shakespearean
play, the way it should be seen -at Stratford-on-Avonwith British actors; or

perhaps, passing a sunnyday at Lordswatchingthe natives play their native

game of cricket?

You can mix in. find out what we're all about - why Trafalgar Square
isn't as square as you might think and a boat down the Thames means a

roaring party, not a sedate sightseeing expedition. In Britain, it's ail go. So
why not go?

You could make it for as little as $175, that's for 9 days, hotel and two
big meals a day. And, if you belong to a club or any organised group, you
could cut the total price way down with a charter flight. Clip the coupon and
find out what's going.

Come and take part in Britain - this year!

Great! Britain
ENGLAND SCOTLAND WALES NORTHERN IRELAND

Free 28-page book: 'Young Britain.' All you need
to know about Britain. See your Travel Agent,
or send to British Travel Association, PO Box 320,
Terminal A, Toronto, Ontario.

Name

TV 49
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Some pig judge in Chicago has discovered that we
hold his fascist court in contempt..

.

. no shit

photofrom The Chevron and other
The Chicago 7 and their lawyers after the trial. They are all very much alive

Don't pee in the streets
Two friends of mine were just arrested for the

high political crime of pissing in the street. One was
put into a mental hospital. "Underage" kids caught
on the streets are hauled straight to juvenile court.
And when all else fails, they establish a curfew, a

Nazi law designed to prevent us from getting togeth-

By JERRY RUBIN
The revolution satisfies deep human needs denied

by American society. That's why it's so dangerous.
The biggest social problem in the country today is

loneliness.

"What are you doing tonight?"
"I don't know, Marty, what are you doing tonight?'

Loneliness is not an individual problem — it's the
collective problem of millions of Americans, grow-
ing out of the alienating environment we live in. We
work in one part of town with people who are not our
friends, and we sleep in another part of town and
don't know our neighbours. We waste much of our
life dying in mobile concentration camps called free-
ways or commuter trains.

Where in the city can we go to make friends?
Where can we leap out of our individual prisons and
enjoy each other? The city is full of walls, locked
doors, signs saying "Don't."

If someone you don't know says hello, you get up-

tight: "What's he want?" It's taboo to talk to strang-

ers. Everybody's hustling. The streets are paved
with terror, the city a prison for the soul.

The car, a box, transports lonely people from the

box where they sleep to the box where they work,
and then back to the box where they sleep. Ameri-
cans relate to each other as drivers of other cars;

the only good driver is the one who takes another
road. People killed on freeways are casualties of a

war every bit as f—d up as Vietnam.
The streets are for business, not people. You can't

sit in a restaurant without buying food; you can't

read magazines in a store — you gotta buy, buy, buy
— move on. What if you're in the middle of the city

and suddenly you have to take a shit?

We are liberating the city, turning the streets into

our living rooms. We live, work, eat, play and sleep

together with our friends on the streets.

Power is our ability to stand on a street corner and

do nothing. We are creating youth ghettos in every

city, luring into the streets everyone who is bored at

home, school or work. And everyone is looking for

"something to do."

For us empty pockets means liberation — from

draft cards, registration papers — we are close to

our naked bodies.

The hippie becomes the first mass alternative to

the American urban prison. Liberated neighbor-

hoods are a great threat to capitalist city life. So the

forces of Death — the business community, cops and

politicians — conspire to wipe us out. An entire bat-

tery of laws — genocidal laws against the young —
makes social life in the streets a crime. If you don't

hand a cop documentary proof of who you are, you

can be arrested. To the state empty pockets means

vagrancy.

Watching the world from a street corner is loiter-

ing. Hitchhiking is a crime. It's against the law to

panhandle, to rap to a crowd in the streets, to stop

traffic. Playing a harmonica in the streets is illegal

in Venice, California.

These laws are designed to strike fear in the youth
community. Although they exist on the books every-
where, they are enforced only in the ghetto. Cops
patrol the hippie areas the way they patrol black
communities, the way American soldiers patrol
Vietnam villages. Everyone is a likely enemy.

But the main strategy for destroying the free spir-

it is business. "Psychedelic" stores try to steal the
culture by selling fake artifacts to an emotion-
starved Outside world. Camera-toting American
tourists come through in buses and on foot, snapping
pictures, laughing, squealing, pointing at us.

The streets turn into a hustle, a business section.

We never know whom to trust. Burn artists and un-

cover cops flood the place making it unsafe to buy or
sell dope on the street.

We become an island in a capitalistic sea, at-

tacked and infiltrated from inside and outside The
death culture tries to destroy our life force and res-

tructure the youth ghetto in its own image. We lack

space in our own community — to breathe, conspire,

celebrate, grow.

It is a war for land. Our survival depends on our

ability to drive out the psychedelic exploiters, the

invading pigs and the politicians, and create youth
communities where dropouts from middle-class

America can live.

Our goal is to create fires, blackouts, subway stop-

pages, strikes and snowstorms because only in crisis

does liberation come to a city. People meet their

neighbors for the first time while watching their

apartment buildings burn down. When the subway
rumbles along, everyone acts as if no one else is

aboard. As soon as there's a breakdown, people start

talking to strangers. During snowstorms New York
is a playground, an amusement park.

Crisis brings liberation to a city.

The revolution declares all land titles null and
void. We are urban and rural liberators, seizing land

for the people. No more "I own it!" People who be-

lieve they can own natural resources, industries or

land are really candidates for mental institutions.

We will bring war to the suburbs. The middle-class

creates suburbs as sanctuaries from the fire of the

city. Children raised in the suburbs are treated as

mentally and physically retarded. If we are not safe

in our communities, why should corporate execu-

tives be safe in theirs?

We'll get our own tourist buses, steal cameras and

ride through the suburbs squealing, laughing, snap-

ping and pointing fingers.

We will take the revolution to Scarsdale.

In a revolution there are no sanctuaries.

— Liberation News Service

Frarc°e
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CLASSICAL CONCERT
TODAY

Music Room, I p.m.

RUTH BISHOP,
PIANIST

Programme

Partita No. 4 in D . . . J.S. Bach

Carnaval, Op. 9 . . . Schumann
Everyone Welcome
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HERE AND NOW
Today

1p.m.

Professor Lyn Tiainor speaks on "The

Plighi ot Canadian Scientists", Sid Smith.

Room 2102
Classical Concert with Ruth Bishop, pi-

anist Music Room. Hart House.

Election of U. of T. Liberal Club Execu-

tive for next year.

Nancy Rubin and Tasha Dellinger speak-

ing. Readings from trial manuscripts by

Toronto Workshop. Open to Public. Spon-

sored by SAC. Red. White and Black. To-

ronto Workshop Theatre Con Hall.

Free Institute of Jewish Studies pre-

sents Abe Feinluch who will give a seminar

on Maimonides Sid Smith 2129.

Contemporary Music Group Works by

Beckwith. Pauk and Cage. Edward John-

son Bldg Rm. 078 Bring your Lunch.

History Students Union Guest speaker.

Professor 0 Morton. "The interdisciplinary

Approach To History."

8 p.m.

Christian — I Ching: Teaching of Sun
Myong Moon 76 Scollard Ave
(Yorkville/Bny).

U. of T. Winemaking Guild will hold a

wine-tasting at 79 St. George St.

Guest Eilen Frerichs on "Doing the

Worst Thing in the 8est Possible Times."

Fifth of a series of Lenten Discussions.

University Luterhan Center. 610 Spadina

(opposite New College).

A representative from Tel Aviv Universi-

ty will discuss the University System in Is-

rael and scholarship arrangements for any-

one interested in learning there. Vanier

College (York) Rm.256.
"The Life and Times of Bert rand Rus-

sell" Film and Panel. 60 Lowther Ave.

Friend's House.

Thursday

9 a.m.

Open House at the Institute of Child

Studies 45 Walmer Rd. One block west ol

Spadina, 2 blocks north of Bloor. All stu-

dents welcome. 9:00 - 1 1 :30.

12 noon
Folk Concert. Free. Innis College II. 63

St George Reading Room.

1 p.m.

CUSO information meeting CUSO of-

fice. 33 St. George.

Poetry Reading. D. Stephen Williams,

reading his own poetry Everyone Wel-

come. Music Room. Hart House.

SUMMER SCHOOL

AT TRENT

OFFERS YOU...

small group teaching

30 courses in 14

subject areas

an unmatched summer setting

Trent University's campus
on the Otonabee River at

Peterborough offers summer

school students an unusually

attractive combination of

small-group teaching in a

vacationland setting.

Tutorials and seminars are

used to complement lectures

and to provide for individual

participation in the

teaching-learning experience.

Applications must be received

by 1 May, 1970.

For information, please write

Director of Part-Time Studies

Trent University,

Peterborough, Ontario.

/JAtrent
~ 5?u n i v e r s i t y

Department of East Asian Studies is

sponsoring a lecture and seminar by Dr.

Dana Kalvodova Associate Professor,

Charles University. Prague on "Some Artis-

tic Devices of the Ming Drama (Chi'uan-

Ch'i) in China" Dept of East Asian Studies.

280 Huron St. Seminar at 3 p.m.

3 p.m.

Professor Daniel Aaron. "The American

Writer and the Ciry: Dreiser and others."

New College, Rm. 2053.

MPCSU Last general meeting this year,

will discuss successes and failures of this

year's union and open nominations for next

year's executive NP. 103. Refreshments.

4 p.m.

Hart House Glee Club auditions. Come
and be heard. Music Rm. Hart House 4:00

- 6:00
4:30 p.m.

Come to the Black Hart Pub. Hart House

Tuck Shop. 4:30 - 1 1:30 p.m. Everyone

(2 1 and over) Welcome.
6 p.m.

The final meeting of the Hellenic Society

will beheld at the ISC

Telepathy and Contact With The Dead

FU of T Series on Mysticism & Occultism.

Innis College 1

.

5:15 p.m.

U.C.F. meets for supper in Meds Science

cafeteria Bible study follows in Rm. 2173.

7:30 p.m.

CUSO philosophy discussion operating

philosophy & criticism & future. ISC 33 St.

George

N. Z. Alcock A physicist in the Social

Sciences New Physics. Room 203 Spon-

sored by the Canadian Concerned Scien-

,isu 8 p.m.

Film Classic. Roshomon, presented by

CIASP (Student Mexico Programmes) at

New Meds Theatre. Admission SI.

Meeting of Sociology Students studying

homosecuality at 218 Beverley St. Spon-
sored by U of T Homphile Association.

"An evening with Hugh MacLennan".
Library. Han House. Everyone Welcome.

8:30 p.m.

The Dwarfs A Night Out" directed by
j

Jeremy Cole. Admission SI. 50. Students

SI. Tickets at theatre and University Col-

lege cafeteria- Advanced reservations 928-

6307 79 St. George.

9 p.m.

Caveau De France - Canada - On y

danse. on y jaze 40 Rue Scollard entre

Yonge et Bay. Tous les jeudi soirs a 21

heures. Francophone ou non venez partici-

per a une soiree a la Francaise. 50c.

Friday

2 p.m.

Dr. Jerome Ch en Leeds University on

"The Long March and the Rise ol Mao"

Rm. 21 17 Sid Smith
8:30 p.m.

The Modern Drama Group presents:

The Dwarfs — A Night Out" by Harold

Pinter directed by Jeremy Hole. March 12.

14. 20. 22. 26, 28.
1 Endgame — An Act

Without Words" by Samuel Beckett direct-

ed by John Astington. March 13. 15. 18,

19. 21. 25. 27. 29 at University College

Theatre Matinees (Sat. & Sun. 2:30) Tick-

etsat U C Cafeteria Theatre 928-6307 E

glendon college presents

Sophocles'
oedipus the king

burton auditorium york university

march 14, 15 adults S3. 00

at 6:00, 9:00 students $1.50 635-2370

' ' ' 1
|

FESTIVAL SINGERS OF GAN-flDfl

THIRD SERIES CONCERT

HART HOUSE — THE GREAT HALL

SATURDAY, MARCH 14, 1970 - 8:30 pin.

Adulls: $3.50 Studciils: $2 00

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT S.A.C. OFFICE

Telephone: 48I-5742

lll l lllllllllllllll l llllllllllllllll ll lll l llllllll l llllllllllllllllllll l llllllllllllll l llllll l llllllllll

'Group 80'. Air Canada's
$187 -way to Europe

and back

This amazinnly low new group af-

finity return fare is yours when you
organize and fly with at least 79
other members of a bonafide asso-
ciation or organization, the main
aim of which is not travel, and of

which you have been a member
for at least six months.

You go and return as a group on
regularly scheduled flights. And
you can stay as long as a year.

Air Canada affinity 'Group 80'

Economy Class fares apply from
major cities in Canada to dozens
of exciting European cities. Start

your 1970 holiday planning now.
Air Canada can clear up any ques-
tions you may have about organ-
izing your group. But do it now
and make your arrangements very
soon to get the benefit of the low-
est affinity 'Group 80' fares of the
year.

From
(TORONTO)
to

In effect trom

Now to Mar. 31

Nov. 1 - Mar. 31/71
Apr. 1 — May 31

Aug. 10 - Oct. 31 June 1 — Aug. 9

London $187 $211 $258
Paris $193 $216 $268
Ask about aflinity 'Group 25' and "Group 40' fares as
Fares subject to Government approval.

well. For all the detail s, call Air Canada.

Go Group 80' AIR CANADA®
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teach-in socialism only a slogan

This last week-end's teach-in

on the Americanization of

Canada gives rise to some dis-

turbing thoughts. The extent of

American control, of course, is

one of these. But there are oth-

ers.

There was much talk of so-

cialism at the teach-in. The
necessity for this is increasing-

ly obvious, for it is surely only
with social priorities and not

with a society organized to

ensure private profit that Can-
ada can achieve genuine inde-

pendence from the American
empire.

And yet the socialism of Sat-

urday's meeting was little

more than a slogan; there was
little precision among the

speakers, and there was little

analysis either of the social

forces working towards such

an end or of the political strat-

egy necessary to obtain it.

There was also much talk of

nationalism at the teach-in.

Here there was even more dif-

ficulty.

What is to be the content of

the New Canadian National-

ism? What form is nationalism

likely to take in a modern in-

dustrialized state?

These questions were hardly
asked. Instead, it seemed to

me, most enthusiasts were
seduced by the hate-filled and

condescending rhetoric of Rob-
in Matthews. It is surely not
enough to cast off a colonial
mentality; the problem is to
replace it with a mentality
which is more humane, and
more creative. And here the
speakers provided little inspi-
ration.

Nationalism and socialism:
a potent and potentially dan-
gerous mixture, most of us are
aware. Or are we? What is one
to make of the constant voca-
tion and celebration of some-
thing called "The Canadian
Fact"? And what are we to
make of the reviewer in the
Varsity who considered that
Mordecai Richler's choice of
subject matter (Jews in Mon-

treal ) was not sufficiently ' 'Ca-

nadian"?

"A world must be over-
turned," Rosa Luxemburg
once said, "but every tear that

flows and might have been
staunched is an accusation."

Revolutionaries too have
responsibilities.

How little of this spirit,

which has sutained the social-

ist movement in its darkest
days, and which has always
given it a moral superiority
over the strongest adversaries,
how little of this was evident
among the budding theoreti-
cians of the New Nationalism.

Michael R. Marrus
Department of History

varsity reaches a higher plane

Your position exposes you to

much criticism, especially
when you turn Reporter as well
as Editor. It is not possible to

keep the balance under condi-

tions of war and man is in a
state of warfare all the time.

For your encouragement I

would like you to know how
much I appreciated the last

issue of the Varsity with all the

detailed information about the

political situation in Africa.

This is so different from the

usual squabbles of student fac-

tions and the bad language
which disfigures your paper
from time to time.

The perennial issues in so-,

ciety are justice and freedom
and by drawing our attention to

the problems in Africa, you
and your co-workers have lift-

ed the Varsity to a higher

plane.

(Prof.) J.Jocz,

Dept. of Systematic Theology,

Wycliffe College.

Unamerican activities committee rides again

WASHINGTON (CPS-CUP)
— The U.S. senate internal

security sub-committee
(formerly the subcommittee
on un-american activities) has

launched a new investigation

against several U.S. radical

groups.

The investigation, under the

chairmanship of Mississippi

senator James 0. Eastland,

involves at least four groups

:

• Liberation News Service,

a news distribution agency
which sends a packet of arti-

cles, photos and drawings
twice a week to 500 subscribers

in the U.S. and abroad;

• the New York regional of-

fice of the Students for a Dem-
ocratic Society, now an inde-

pendent collective. The office

has been used as a meeting
center and for printing and

propaganda work for radicals

in the area;

Cambridge Iron and Steel,

Inc., a corporation operated by

radicals for the distribution of

money donated by a wealthy

benefactor.

A spokesman for Cambridge
Iron and Steel described the

organization as a "fluke" —
that is, not an ordinary funding

arrangement for radical move-

ments — and said the name
was a joke. The corporation

disbursed nearly $25,000 to

about a dozen groups, including

LNS and the SDS New York

regional office.

• the Institute for Policy

Studies, an academic "think-

tank" located in Washington,
D.C. IPS* fellows and visiting

researchers include radical

academics and activists. Its

director, Marcus Raskin, was
a co-defendant with Dr. Benja-

min Spock on charges of en-

couraging draft resistance.

The Eastland subcommittee

has so far obtained the bank
record of IPS {which offered

no resistance) and of Cam-
bridge Iron and Steel (whose

bank, Cambridge Trust, did not

notify the corporation.

)

LNS and SDS have success-

fully obtained court restrain-

ing orders to prevent the

sequestering of their records.

Continuing legal action by

the two groups will seek to en-

join the subcommittee from

continuing its investigation. So

far, a federal judge has post-

poned making a decision.

The Eastland committee,

re-named in the backlash

against red-baiting in the U.S.

in the 1950's, made headlines a

year ago when it called youth

international party non-leaders

and anti-war activists before

its members.
Jerry Rubin showed up

wearing war paint and carry-

ing a toy sub-machine gun.

Senator Eastland, chairman

of the committee, is a resident

of Sunflower County, Missis-

sippi, where he owns 5,800

acres of land, worth about $4

million. Eastland also owns

stock in the state's two largest

and most politically influential

banks.

Eastland family holdings in

Mississippi bring in about
$158,000 per year in federal

subsidies for land left idle: his

annual income is reputed to be
in the neighbourhood of $250,-

000.

Most children in Sunflower
County grow up in families

with total incomes under $1,000

per year. Most blacks in the

county don't vote, although

they make up 68 per cent of the

county's population.

According to the New York
Times, Eastland has bottled up

more than 122 civil rights bills

in senate committees during

his political career.

After performances in

Europe and at Ottawa's

National Arts centre

Now for the first time in

Toronto-

Judy Jarvis
in

Solo Contemporary Dance

Concert

at

Hart House
Theatre

on

Saturday, March 14, 1970

8:30 p.m.

Tickets at Theatre Box office

Telephone -928-8668

Students -$2.50, $2.00

One performance Only.

—i HAVE YOU TASTED THEV
ZUMBURGER EXPERIENCE?

BLOOR AND YONGE
BLOOR AND BAY

BLOOR AND ST. GEORGE
YONGE AND GERRARD

EGLINTON AND AVENUE RD.

Border Incidents

If you know of, or have been involved in any

kind of difficulty -crossing INTO Canada
from the United States, would you please

contact Bob Bossin at 921-0501 or 928-8572.

even if the incident was quite minor. Please

leave name and number if I am out. Thanks.

Boh.

CAREER

OPPORTUNITIES

FOR 1970

GRADUATES
Enlargement of our objectives lor career

associations this Spring has Increased

our need for graduates in commerce and
finance, business administration or honour
economics, seeking PERMANENT oppor-

tunities in the field of:

SECURITY

INVESTMENTS:
analysis, evaluation, trading and porlfolio

management.

For full details, please contact:

Mr. W. M. Osfrom

Assistant Personnel Officer

Telephone: 368-7432, Local 557

or wrile—

The Canada Life

Assurance Company
330 University Avenue

Toronlo 100. Ontario
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Close the 49th parallel etc

The Americanization of Canada

Edited by Tan Lumsden

Nineteen timely and controversial essays on

American penetration into all aspects of

(Canadian life - our unions and universities,

arts and economy, science, sports,

communications and politics.

$3.75 paper. $10.00 cloth

at your bookseller

University of Toronto Press

DRUG
ABUSE

SEMINAR
THURSDAY, MARCH 12

12:00

HART HOUSE
DEBATES ROOM

Sponsored by

THE UNDERGRADUATE

PHARMACEUTICAL

SOCIETY

Vic, St. Mikes in

interfac hockey final

Give us a chance to let our hair down, too.
We're not as square as you tiiinkl Behind our a water-colour effect with unusual depth and

seemingly straight-laced Image, there throb some perspective, and endless applications in art and

pretty way-out projects. And people. architecture.

Alcan is Involved In many unexpected areas. And that's Just one o! the exciting new develop-

Because we do a lot more than just produce ments In aluminum.

aluminum. We and others try to find new uses Alcan researchers and scientists are continually

(or It. searching for better ways to do things with

For example, one new use that came to our atten- aluminum. And it's not always easy. Often they

Hon was developed in Belgium and refined by a have to struggle for years to find ways of making

Montreal artist. Through a process called their ideas come to life.

Aluchromle, he "paints" on specially prepared So you see, they aren't the only ones who have

aluminum panels. The resulting work of art has to cope with hairy problems.

A third period comeback last

night, earned PhysEd a 6-6 tie

i the second game of the in-

tramural hockey semi-finals

against Victoria College.

But Vic took the two game,
total point series 12-8 by virtue

of their first game 6-2 victory

last week.
The Vic team now advances

to the final for the Jennings
Cup, emblematic of the inter-

fac championship, against St.

Mikes, winners of the other

semi-final over Engineering.

St. Mikes and the Engineers

played a thrilling series that

saw the first game end in a 2-2

draw. The St. Mikes crew ad-

vanced to the final with a 5-4

overtime victory in the second

game.
Varsity Blues taxi-squad-

ders Robbie Ellis and Dick
Barnhouse led the John
Wright-coached PhysEd team
against Vic with a pair of goals
each. Steve Buron and Gord
Nelson added singles.

Paul Squires paced Vic with
two goals while single markers
went to John Iceton, Bob Por-
ter, Warren Brownlee and
Doug Berry.

Vic coach Dave McDowall
and the team's self-confessed

"spiritual advisor" Mike Bo-
land were optimistic of their

chances against SMC in the

final.

"Our strength is our over-all

balance," said McDowall last

night. "We*ve got a good skat-

ing team that has played to-

gether all year."

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF CANADA. LTD 'ALCAN'ALCAN •
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"Aw, shucks, it wos nothing". Blues Captain Brian St. John accepts

the University Cup from Gordon Bennett, Minister of Education for

PEL

Awards
cont'd from page 20

most valuable player

award, but rather is given to

'the member of the senior

hockey team who in the

opinion of his teammates is

most deserving."

Widely acknowledged as

one of the smoothest skaters

and playmakers in the

league, he has been named
to the OQAA Allstar team in

every one of his five years.

The classy Blues centre

has been active in other

areas as well. During both

his two years at Victoria

Boxing News
Bob Maton (II SMC) was

elected captain of the Varsity

boxing team for 1970-71 at a

team meeting following the

recent RMC-Varsity competi-

tion.

Maton was also received the

Massey Foundation Trophy as

the most worthy member of

this year's squad. He has won
his weight title (150 lbs) for

two consecutive years.

Coach Tony Canzano picked

Ron Marion (II SMC) as the

most improved boxer on the

team, and Ron received the

Zierler Trophy. As a novice

boxer Marion put up a good

showing against RMC oppo-

nents in two bouts.

College and his three years

in Law he has been active in

intramural hockey, and this

year coached the Law "A"
team.
Laurent graduates this

spring, and will be articling

with Alan Eagleson's law

firm. He says he has no

plans to pursue a pro hockey

career.

Van Ryn's record in his

six years as a Varsity swim-
mer is equally impressive.

Like Laurent, he and his

team have won the OQAA
and CIAU championships
for each year he has been on

the team. He has held no

fewer than 10 CIAU records

and two Canadian records.

Basically a freestyle swim-
mer, he holds records for

the 50 and 100-yard events,

and swam on record-break-

ing 400-yard freestyle and
medley relay teams.

In 1967, he was voted Ca-

nadian Intercollegiate

Swimmer of the Year. The
same year, he participated

in the Tokyo Universiade for

Uof Tand Canada.

In interfaculty athletics,

Van Ryn has coached and
managed the Meds swim-
ming and waterpolo teams.

He is the current president

of the Medical Athletic As-

sociation.



Blues win CIAU hockey title forsecondstraightyear
cont'd from page 20

ger Terry Peterman uncovered

in front of the Huskies' net and

hit him with a perfect pass.

Peterman had goalie Chuck

Goddard at his mercy, and he

took his time beating him with

a backhand to the glove side of

the southpaw netminder.

Goddard, who spent five'

years with Peterborough of the

OHA Junior A, was one of the

St. Mary's players with experi-

ence in the tough Eastern

league and it was his goaltend-

ing that had made the differ-

,
ence in the Huskies 4-0 shutout

of Loyala Friday night.

Huskies came within a silly

millimeter of tieing the game
early in the second.

St. Mary's Carl Boswick let

a hard shot go that eluded

Grant Cole, guarding Blues'

I net. Cole, who is an avid snook-

er player, turned around just in

I time to witness one of the ni-

i cest bank shots he will ever

I see.

The puck hit one post, went

straight along the goaline, hit

the other post and then came
out harmlessly into the crease

area.

PETERMAN AGAIN
Blues went ahead 2-0 as they

scored the only goal of the peri-

I od. It was Peterman again

i with a quick wrist shot from

I about 20 feet in front. St. John

and leftwinger Lenny Burman
drew assists.

It was about this point that

the Huskies appeared to real-

j
ize that their chances of win-

ning would be greatly in-

[ creased if Peterman was

I somehow removed from the

I scene.

There followed three consec-

utive St. Mary's penalties with

I Peterman the object of atten-

I tion on each occasion. First

I came a cross check into the

I boards, then a trip and finally

I an elbow that was delivered

I with all the force that a charge

I the width of the ice can create.

The last of these penalties,

the elbowing minor to Huskies'
captain Brian O'Bryne, which
carried over into the third

proved more of a curse than a

blessing to Blues.

Blues failed to score with the

advantage and when O'Bryne
stepped onto the ice he was fed

a breakaway pass by team-
mate John Murray. O'Bryne
scored to narrow the gap to one
goal.

The score appeared to put
new life into the Halifax team
as they began to carry play to

Blues.

SCORE TIED

With less than five minutes
remaining they tied the game
when the rightwinger on their

top line, Gerry Cameron,
swept a loss puck into Blues'

goal.

That set the stage for Laur-

ent's last second heroics.

"You have to give the St.

Mary's team credit," said

Watt after the game.-"They
played three games in three

days and gave us all we could

handle.
'

'

For Laurent, the high-scor-

ing, veteran center, who was
playing the final game as a

Blue, it was a storybook ending

to a storybook career.

In the cluttered cubby-hole

that was somehow mistaken by

tournament officials for a

dressing room, Laurent was
the first to admit that it was a

team victory.

CHEERS
One by one, all the Blues

who had given so much to

reach the championship re-

ceived the accolades of their

teammates.
The first cheers went to Pe-

terman, who led Blues in tour-

nament scoring with three

goals and two assists. The

former Princeton star in his

second year with Blues was

one of the sine qua non's of the

team this year as he filled in at

Grant Cole kicks out a Huskies' shot as Brian St. John (12), len Burman (15) and Dave Field move in

to offer support.

all three forward positions at

various times and was a suc-

cess at each one.

The next cheer was for the

remainder of the forwards who
checked well and scored big

goals when needed.

A round for the defensive

core of Field, McDowall, Ham-
ilton, Parsons and Bill L'-

Heureux who met the Huskies

with authority all evening.

And last but certairtly not

least, a loud salute to the big,

quiet guy in the corner, Grant

Cole. Cole, the rookie netmin-

der from St. Michael's College,

went out and did the job in both

games with the cool proficien-

cy that belied the magnitude of

his contribution.

And thus, by Sunday morn-

ing Blues were masters of all

they surveyed.

BLUESNOTES. . . Blues and

Huskies monopolized the tour-

nament all-star selections.

Blues took all three forward

positions with Brian St. John at

center, Terry Peterman on the

right side and Nick Holmes on

the left. . . Huskies' Chock
Goddard was the all-star goal-

tender and the tournament's

Most Valuable Player while his

teammates Brian O'Bryne and

John Murray were selected on

the defense. . . the Alberta

team, who were one of the dis-

appointments of the tourna-

ment as they were trounced 6-0

by Blues and 11-3 by York,

hired a local high school band

to provide them with supp-

ort. . . the perfect squelch of

the week was left to one of the

rink rats at the Charlottetown

Forum and came at the ex-

pense of the westerne-

rs. . .during the drubbing Al-

berta was taking at the hands

of York, the Bears coach Brian

MacDonald scolded the young

boy for disturbing his team by

shooting a tin can with a bro-

ken hockey stick in the arena

corridor. . ."The way your

team is playing," the boy re-

plied, "you'd better put me out

on the ice." . . .four loyal Blues

fans. Jack Shiaman, Mark
Mandlsohn, Ron Sluser and

Sam Zylbergold drove all the

way to PEI (22 hours straight

through ) to lend their support.

W.A.A. CURATOR ELECTIONS

To Be Held: Wednesday March I Ith

Thursday March 12th

VOTING IN W.A.A. OFFICE BENSON BUILDINC

and other polls across campus

(as posted)

CANDIDATES

Wrestlers close season withgoodshowing

in Metro Championships

Well, aside from the fact

that U of T placed second to

Scarboroagh Wrestling Club,

the Metro Wrestling champion-

ships can be termed a huge

success. High schools and
clubs provided 64 entries com-
peting in 120 bouts.

U of T fared well, placing in

every weight division entered.

Unfortunately quality lost out

to quantity. . .the masses of

unknown wrestling potential

remain so until another season.

Ken White was our only rep-

resentative in the lower weight

divisions. He placed second to

R. Phillion at 125.5 lbs. Bill Al-

lison and Paul Beswick placed

first and third respectively, at

163 lbs. Beswick wrestled sev-

en times to earn his position

and deserves credit for the

fastest pin of the afternoon - phies in the heavyweight divi-

21 seconds sion.

Gregg Rokosh and Ernie The trophies were donated

Friedrich battled to first and by the Inn on the Park through

second at 180.5 lbs. Anderson Morris Sobel, Athletic D.rec-

nearly had a third, but pinned

himself with a complicated

double-elbow roll — so much

for that move! Peep lost to

Ylo, but the Korgemagi's still

tor (also a former coach at U

of T). Thanks go to Jack Edgar

who created the team and the

U of T Athletic Association

who gave us their many forms

took home the first two tro- of support. »

1
Students with Office Experience

REGISTER NOW
for Summer Employment

BASKETBALL Kim Avery PHE 1 1

Rosalie Harkes PHE 1 1

CURLING Mary Baird POT II

Carol Braithwaite POT 1

Catherine McMillan TRII> 1

Debbie Watson VIC 1

ICE HOCKEY Vikki Mitchell VIC II

Paula Vine PHE 1 1

TENNIS Naide Bruno PHE II

Josie Cal iendo PHE III

VOLLEYBALL Lynette Bibby PHE III

Anne Chellew PHE 1

1

Geri Rodman PHE 1 1

Roksolana Wankewycz PHE 1 1

1 1EXTRAMURAL Frances Flint PHE
Joan McClymont PHE III

CURATORS BY ACCLAMATION
ARCHERY Kathy Warburton PHE 1

1

BADMINTON Lynne Garvie PHARM. II

DANCE Sue Smee PHE 1 1

FIELD HOCKEY Judi Bowness PHE 1 1

GOLF Lynne Shearon PHE II

1

1

GYMNASTICS Sue Young PHE

SWIMMING Valerie Maniscole PHE 1 1

TABLE TENNIS Karen Zarudny PHE 1

1

For Appointment Call:

Don Mills — 797 Don Mills Road

Central — 250 Bloor East.

Rexdale — 1001 Albion Road

Office Services (Toronto) Ltd.

429-3600

923-9801

742-6520

Canadian Office Services ( I
oronw t_to.

CURATOR POSITIONS YET TO BE FILLED:

BOWLING, FENCING, FIGURE SKATING,

SKIING AND PUBLICITY.

Anyone taking part In W.A.A. activity at the Intercollejlate,

..iterfaculiy or Club level as Coach,

|
istrator is el
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Back row: E. Armstrong, trainer; N. I. Holmes; B. W. Swanick; T. G. Parsons; B. G.Tompson, G. J. Nuppola, L. H. Burman, R. W. Ellis, J. M. Cyr
Centre row: H. Ringham, trainer; M. A. Boland, R. C. McGuinn, D. R. McDowall; D. S. Field, J. A. Gordon, W. Buba, W. J. L'Heureux, M. M. Killoran, Manager; T. Watt,

Coach.

Front row: G. D. Cole, T. W. Peterman, J. G. Wright, B. A. St. John, Captain; R. J. Hamilton, P. R. Laurent, A. J. Watson.

By LYNDON LITTLE

Paul Laurent doesn't usually carry his hockey stick with
him on a jet airplane.

While the remainder of Blues' equipment rested in the
luggage compartment as the team winged its way home from
Charlottetown on a bright, clear Sunday afternoon, Paul's
stick travelled first class with the rest of the team.

That stick, with its chipped heel and raggedy tape, was a
very special weapon. With it, Laurent scored the winning goal
with only 14 seconds of regulation playing time remaining the
night before.

The 3-2 victory gave Blues close checking team. In their

and their coach Tom Watt their

fourth national collegiate

championship in the last five

years.

The goal came in the tourna-

ment final against the St.

Mary's Huskies from Halifax
in what ranked in the minds of
the hockey men who took in the
four day event as one of the
most exciting college hockey
games of all time.

For sheer drama the game
was hard to beat.

On one hand were St. Mary's
University, the popular favour-
ite of all the Maritimes. The
Huskies were bolstered by
many of their own fans who
made the trip from Halifax to

the Island when it was learned
that their team had made it to

the final with wins over York
and Loyola.

Huskies, coached by Bob
Boucher, were a talented.

lineup were four players with
experience in the US semi-pro
Eastern league.

On the other side were
Blues, the defending champs.

ROUGH ROAD
For Blues the road to Char-

lottetown had been far from
smooth and at times they ap-
peared permanently detoured.

A rash of injuries culminated
in the low point of the season
when they limped home from
Montreal early in January af-

ter suffering a humiliating 10-4

defeat at the hands of the Loy-
ola Warriors in the final of the

Loyola Centennial tournament.

Now Blues had to face the

team which had themselves
handed the warriors a convinc-

ing 4-0 defeat.

With a capacity crowd of

2,700 on hand, and another 400

or so hanging from the rafters.

Blues ran into trouble early in

the game.
Defensemen Dave Mc-

Dowall and Bob Hamilton
picked up back-to-back penal-

ties and Blues were forced to

play two men short for 61 sec-

onds.

Only superb defensive work
by Blues' remaining two reg-

ular defensemen, Dave Field
and Terry Parsons, the check-
ing of captain Brian St. John
and a couple of lucky bounces
of the puck, prevented St.

Marv's from scoring.

From that point Blues set-

tled down and picked up the

first goal with only seconds

remaining in the first period.

St. John found his rightwin-

see BLUES, page 19

Laurent, VanRyn co-winnersofBiggs
Water, frozen and liquid,

was a major factor in the

success of the two top male
athletes at U of T this year.

Hockey veteran Paul
Laurent and swimming star

Theo Van Ryn last night

were named co-winners of

the George M. Biggs Tro-
phy, awarded annually to

"the undergraduate who has
contributed most to Univer-

sity Athletics from the

standpoint of leadership,

sportsmanship and perform-

ance".

Laurent has the distinc-

tion of having been on OQAA
champion teams in every
one of his five years with

Blues. He has also played on

four CIAU national champi-
onship teams.

His individual record has

been just as outstanding. In

1966-67, his second season

with Blues, he led the OQAA
scoring race, and has a car-

eer total of almost 100 goals.

This season he was second
only to teammate John
Wright in the OQAA West-
ern Division scoring.

This year Laurent re-

ceived the Dr. Bill Dafoe
Trophy for the second year

in a row. This trophy is not a

see AWARDS, page 1 8

PAUL LAURENT THEO VAN RYN
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Everything you say
we are,

we are

And we're very

proud of ourselves"

- - Jefferson Airplane

The "Conspiracy 8" — dangerous
men and proud of it . . .

"Sure we're in contempt of the Ameri-
can legal system. Why shouldn't we be?
They're not our laws. We didn't make
them."

Tasha Bird, daughter of Dave Dellin-

ger, one of the Chicago conspiracy trial

defendants teamed up with Nancy Rub-
in, travelling companion of Yippie non-

leader Jerry Rubin.

Nancy pointed out: "Rennie Davis told

Thomas foran, one of the prosecutors, 'If

I ever get out of jail, I'm going to move
next door to you, Thomas Foran, and
turn your kids on' " — pretty dangerous
all right.

About 900 students were on hand
Wednesday in Convocation Hall to

check out the reality behind the media
myths.

"The whole trial pointed out the huge
gap in the way of life of the people.

"Hoffman gave Bobby six months for

saying oullshit' in court. It was an 'ob-

scenity'. Hoffman was the only obsceni-

ty in that courtroom.

"We are solar systems apart. I think it

is going to be more interesting in jail

than out because all my friends are

there.

'7ou know when you are in jail you ore

at least close to the people. A lot closer

than Nixon is in the WJiite House. t

"I don't -imow much about Latin, but

they say the toot of conspiracy is brea-

thing together. That's what We were
trying to do. They tried to divide people fc

up, bat we won't have anything to do

with 1^9!' \ \
Echoes of itabfri Jast year

"They said Chicago wasjtart of a con-

spiracy Well, how do yotfJhink we got

there Youth Fore They-knew we were

shirts and ties just to please the judge.

What does it mean — the decorum of

the court?

"What do laws mean to us. Not a

thing to me. They're just machine laws,

power laws. They preserve the status

quo.

"We're life; we're human; we are not

programmed like computers. All that

happened in the courtroom was sponta-

neous.

"The Constitution means a lot in the

U.S.? . . . It means nothing. Yau know
what Hoffman said to Kunstler? Mr.

Kunstler, there have been quite a lot of

references to the Constitution during this

trial. One would think the Constitution

had just been written yesterday — we
are well aware of what's in the Consti-

tution.'

"I think the constitution was written

so long ago they have all forgotten it."

Tasha talked about the Movement
too — and violence — and Canada

:

"The government thought they could

take people out of the movement to slow

it down. But they were wrong. There

was just the opposite reaction.

&"W9\ know Motor's wrong in the

United States We can all tell. We are all

leaders. We don't }utf need seve&people

to tell us what it's all about. ^
'jome jWop/e say there's violence in

-^fhe movement. Well, you compare that

violence to the kind that sees men dying,

murdered in Vietnam. Compare that to

"the powers, of Nixon^md^j^Uh^lT t

"We're all people, thdtts vJhat th

revolution is about — people. ,

'Tou con do anything you *^nf

just do it."

Tasha talked about that too:

'The defendants went into the trial as

they were- They weren't going to wear

violent. f ,
*

^ "What is the v/t^rMI in l&rhing-a^

\fe0r1Jc in $anta Batbafo. Man, TBoCs all

porfW the American system.

"I don't know much about Canada. I

may have been here when I was two —
but I'd try to kick the Americans out oT

nada because the Conadions don't

id the violent and Amerilpn govem-

nf to run theirs

, Applause. Why not? Sounded like

Mel Watkins and Wsfler Gordon Quite

safe toaptflaud.' _ • \Cs
And from MffUW students, $34<T

was collected for the^'Cerapiracy'yie-

fenced * *T VTj

•i Car.



r UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

ERINDALE COLLEGE
3359 MiSSISSAUGA ROAD N.

SUMMER EVENING

DEGREE COURSES

MAY 19 - AUGUST 14

COURSES TO BE OFFERED:

ECONOMICS 100

ENGLISH 240
FRENCH 120

HISTORY 200

PHILOSOPHY 100
POLITICAL SCIENCE 100

PSYCHOLOGY 100

PSYCHOLOGY 2 IS

RELIGIOUS STUDIES 230
SOCIOLOGY 104
SOCIOLOGY 202

CLASSES WILL BE HELD TWO NIGHTS A WEEK
7 - »:30 P.M.

NEW STUDENTS MUST APPLY FOR ADMISSION BEFORE
APRIL 1st

RETURNING STUDENTS MUST REGISTER BY MAY 1st.

FORMS MAY B£ OBTAINED AT THE COLLEGE OF FROM
THE ADMISSIONS OFFICE. UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

928-2190.

FOR INFORMATION CALL 828-5231.

prelude to the National Rochdale Week

Rochdale College presents

direct from European tour

THE NIHILIST SPASM BAND
in concert

Sat. 8.30 p.m. March 14
second floor lounge Rochdale College 341 Bloor St. W.

Tickets: $2.00 Rochdale members

$2.50 general admission

available at Rochdale rental office and at door.

Toronto

HILLEL

Proudly

Presents

HILLEL PROUDLY PRESENTS

LECTURE
BY

THEODORE BIKEL

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 18th

1.00 P.M.

U.C. ROOM 106

RENT A
TAPE RECORDER

BRAND NEW CASSETTES

AS LOW AS 500 DAILY
921-7702

A«i«*
CLASSIFIED

IN CONCERT

SUNDAY, MARCH 15

8:30 p.m.

KING COLE ROOM
THE PARK PLAZA
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GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today for free booklet "The Day You Buy'

a

Diamond". H. Proctor and Co 131 Bloor
St W., Suite 41 6, 921-7702.

TYPING — Fast accurate and intelligent.

Essays, thesis, manuscripts, reports, feasi-
bility studies, etc. Pick-up and delivery if

desired. Telephone Mrs. Walker — 449-
7077 (days) 444-3744 (evenings).

WEST SIDE STORY — Coming March
1 9-2 1

. Buy your tickets early. Presented by
NEW COLLEGE DRAMA GUILD. Tickets— SI 50 Thurs. $2 00 Fri. & Sat.

CAIRNS-ANTIQUES — HGWY. 27 IN
THORNTON — 6 MILES SOUTH OF
BARRIE Early Canadian furniture pine-
cherry -maple -butternut; Wrought -Iron.
Earthenware, etc. Open week-ends.

TYPING thesis, essays, notes, charts. Eng-
lish. French, other languages. Mimeo-
graphing, electric lypewriters. Mary Dale
Stort [M Davies), 86 Bloor St. W Room
225 922-7624

ESSAYS. Theses, typed professionally on
electric machine Paper supplied 30c par
page. Close to campus phone 922-8664
after six. Ask for Loree.

RENT A TAPE recorder as low as 50c dai-
ly includes mike-batteries-tape-tote case.
"No deposit required by U. of T. students"
Hodges and Company, Colonnade Building
Room 41 6. 921-7702.

3 ROOM APT — reasonable gas and hy-
dro not included. See it at 620 Yonge St
Ask for Peter.

U of T. Campus unfurnished apt. 2 bed-
rooms Immediate occupancy married stu-
dent with children preferred. Phone 964-
1961 9am—5 pm,

4TH GIRL wanted to share large two-
bedroom apt on St George St
$45 month. Call 929-5041 after 5

FURNITURE for sale — teakwood oval
dining table, four chairs; queen size bed.
double dresser, mirror, chesterfield, chair,

coffee table, floor lamp, small refrigerator,

stove, television. Call 533-3132 evenings.

WANTED: someone to write Canadian
political science essay. Willing to pay up to
15 dollars. Phone 233-6459 any night
between 4 pm and 8 pm

3 ENGLISH secretaries require 4th girl to
share 6 room apartment — Annette and
Evelyn ($52 per month) Please ring 767-
8582 after 6 30 pm

BACHELOR apartment near campus
$1 10.00 per month. All electric appliances
included Days 368-51 18 after 7 pm 491-
8512.

RIDE WANTED to and or from U of T.
Bathurst & Lawrence area 9 a.m. - 5 p m
Call Mara-Lin 763-8126

SUMMER SUBLET: May 15 — Aug. 31.
Large 7 VS. 3 bedroom, furnished apart-
ment. Downtown Montreal $175 per
month. Write; Apt. No. 24, 456 Pine Ave.
West. Montreal 1 30 (Quebec).

BORDER INCIDENTS If you know of or
have been involved in any kind of difficulty
crossing into Canada from the United
States, would you please contact Bob Bos-
sin at 92 1 -0501 or 928-8572. even if the
incident was quite minor. Please leave
name and number.

FOR SALE 66 Cortina G.T.; BRG Immac-
ulate: radials. block healer, fully equipped.
Must sell $1550. Phone Bill; after 5:00
p.m. 694-1434.

FREE LODGING: Beautiful Haliburton
farmhouse for non-smoking couple, nature
lovers. May to September, exchange for

company and garden help. Ample time for

studying Phone 444-3904

TRAINED LIBRARIAN will do research
in the humanities or social sciences 10
hours per week 487-0902



Hydro plant to be concrete

skyline south of University
By RAY CONLOGUE

Forty houses will be demolished and a mil-
lion-kilowatt power plant will be built south of
the university, Ontario Hydro officials told
residents at a University Settlement House
meeting Wednesday night.
The officials explained Hydro's future

plans, in particular the gigantic plant to be
constructed in the block bounded by Beverley
Baldwin, Cecil and Henry Sts. The smaller
substation (167,000 kilowatts) presently being
constructed on Huron St. was also discussed
The residents' attitude was hostile as W G

Robbins, Senior Planning Engineer, explained
that "We do not buy property in the area to
upset it or cause any commotion intentional-

- ly."

He explained that five or six other sites had
been considered but were either too far re-
moved or else unobtainable (as in the case of
the Bay and Gerrard site now given to hospi-
tal expansion).

He said that the buildings of the Beverley
St. station will not detract from the neighbor-
hood. "We think they will look attractive and
be an asset."

A CONCRETE BLOCK
According to present plans, the station will

be 300 feet long by 172 feet wide, and 45 to 55
feet high, in its initial stage. Expansion by
1986 may raise the height to 120 feet.

It will be completely windowless, extending
almost the entire length of the block.
Asked if such an edifice would not be quite

ugly, Mr. P. Sinnott, Senior Project Engineer
replied, "That's a matter of opinion.

"

Mr, A. R. Clink. Station Project Engineer
said it would be a "precast design of concrete
slabs, the general modern trend," landscaped
"with grass and trees so that it presents a
pleasing appearance.

"

Audience reaction ranged from sarcasm to
anger. When Robbins said the small staff of
fifty presented no disturbance to the neighbor-
hood, one woman called out: "How can you
pretend this is the same as a neighborhood?
You wake up in the morning and look at a big
concrete block. How can you pretend it's the
same?"

PEOPLE POWERLESS
Asked if the site was final, of ir something

might be done to change it, Sinnott said, "If
you want to make your voice known, you may
do so. " He did not say where or to whom.
The plant's potential million kilowatts (by

1986) is more than the entire city is using
presently. Its construction is necessary to

ease the strain on overburdened lines from
Kipling Ave. and Scarborough which present-

This is the building which will go up about
1976, minus the roof section done in block. That
will be added later, about 1986, if technologi-
cal advances are incorporated. The small black
section houses the transformers which will step
down power from 230,000 volts.

ly supply most of the downtown.
Robbins said it was essential for the power

security in the neighborhood, saying "We
don't want a power flickering when you all
turn your stoves on between 5 and 7 p.m."
He also mentioned that the massive capaci-

ty will supply institutions such as hospitals
downtown, and will take care of power needs
in future downtown development.
When asked if Hydro was aware of inten-

tions to depopulate the downtown, he and the
other officials said they were not qualified to
discuss the matter.

This is what those transformers will look like if

the advances are not incorporated. Based on

present engineering, they will be 120 feet in

height. Hydro officials were anxious not to have

this sketch printed, inasmuch as the building

will almost certainly not be as large as this

sketch presents it.

BUT — MAYBE
Although construction was originally slated

to start by January 1, 1977 it has been deferred
for two to five years. Because of rapid devel-
opments in technology, the building may not
resemble at all the present plans when finally
constructed.

Robbins said, "We have told you the worst
Now, the higher part of the building may nev-
er be built. In France and Switzerland new
equipment is being developed" which may
minimize the size."

Because of present plans, however, the en-
tire block is still necessary. Thirty-four of the
forty houses have been obtained by "negotia-
tion". Expropriation will be used if necessary
for the other six.

Members of the audience mentioned nu-
merous under-used parking lots as alterna-
tives. Robbins said that corporate parking lots
could not be expropriated because they were
an integral part of company operations, which
would be upset if employees' parking space
were removed.
"You're upsetting forty houses," one wom-

an called out.

HEARD THIS ONE BEFORE?
Despite the size of the area to be served

(Bathurst to Church. Bloor to Front) the less
densely populated waterfront area was out of
the question for construction. For economic
reasons, the plant must be located centrally in
the area to be served.

And the U of T could not even provide land
for the much smaller Huron substation which
will service it. much less the larger one.
When the question period was over, Sinnott

noted that by the time construction starts,
around 1976, technological advances may have
made it unnecessary to use all the land for
construction.

"Then people can say to us, 'This is stupid.
Why did you buy all that land?'

"

HOUSE 50
TO-NIGHT

ANDREW CYRILLE
EDDIE GALES

CHARLIE HADEN
SAM RIVERS

IN CONCERT AT HART HOUSE
Great Hall - 8:30 p.m.

Tickets - FREE - Hall Porter

CLASSICAL CONCERT
Monday. March 16th

Music Room - I p.m.

LIONA BOYD
Classical Concert

Everyone Welcome

JAZZ CONCERT
Tuesday. March 17th

East Common Room, 12-2 p.m.

MIKE LEWIS JAZZ SEXTET
Everyone Welcome

DEBATE
Tuesday, March 1 7th

Debates Room - a p.m.

Hon. Vis.

PROF. A. P. THORNTON
Topic

"CANADIAN UNIVERSITY POLICY MUST
REFLECT THE AIMS OF CANADIAN NATIONALISM"

Everyone Welcome

CLASSICAL CONCERT
Wednesday, March 13th

Music Room. I p.m.

JOHN HANSEN. Pianist

Everyone Welcome

ART COMMITTEE PRESENTS
AFRICAN TRIBAL ART
from the collection of

Sam & Ayala Zacks

until March 28th

ENGINEERING AND ENGINEERING
« PHYSICS GRADUATES AT ALL
* DEGREE LEVELS FOR
/ DEVELOPMENT OF MECHANICAL

COMPONENTS FOR NUCLEAR
POWER REACTOR SYSTEMS

required by

CHALK RIVER NUCLEAR LABORATORIES

Studies involve improvement of existing components,
analysis of systems for reliability and maintainability,
investigations into vibrations of complex hydraulic-
mechanical systems, stress analysis, behavior of bear-
ings, seals and machine elements in reactor system
environments.

Please forward resumes to:

EMPLOYMENT SUPERVISOR

ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA LIMITED

CHALK RIVER, ONTARIO
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PAGE FOUR
"Not just a class revolution, but a rev-

olution with class."

—Stewart Saxe

A house divided against itself

"The division of labour, which

we saw as one of the chief forces

of history up 'till now, manifests

itself also in the ruling class as

the division of mental and mate-

rial labour, so that inside this

class one part appears as the

thinkers of the class (its active,

conceptive ideologists, who
make the perfecting of the illu-

sion about itself their chief

source of livelihood), while the

others' attitude to these ideas

and illusions is more passive and
receptive, because they are in

reality the active members of

this class and have less time to

make up illusions and ideas

about themselves. Within this

class this cleavage can even
develop into a certain opposition

and hostility between the two
parts. .

." — Karl Marx, The
German Ideology.

The U of T administration,

the U of T faculty, the Metro
Board of Control, and the Pro-

vincial government, all basical-

ly represent the same interest

group — the ruling class. But it

seems that we've reached such

a high stage of cultural degen-

eracy that even the good ol' rul-

ing class is disintegrating

through internal collisions of

various power-seeking interest

groups.

(1) The Spadina Expressway
Throughout the year, the

Varsity has been hammering
away at two issues which affect

the community around the U of

T — the Spadina Expressway,
and the ruthless expansion of

the university. They were pre-

sented as two unrelated issues.

Last week we learned that

the Expressway was planned to

extend to Willcocks Street —
right into the heart of our aca-

demic homeland. Suddenly the

two issues are in conflict. The
Spadina Expressway will limit

university expansion into the

residential area west of St.

George Street.

People now have the choice
of being evicted for a graduate

complex or for a strip of con-
crete.

It's a great choice. Which
they don't really have the pow-
er to make anyway.

It's a strange conflict: build-

ings fighting roads.

It looks like violent struggle

in the streets, but there aren't

any people on the streets and
all the windows are closed. Just
one structure of concrete ver-

sus another.

Yes, people enter into the

decision somewhere. The peo-

ple on the Board of Governors

will fight for the Expressway if

it doesn't infringe upon cam-
pus. The people in Simcoe Hall

will make some backroom
agreements with the people in

City Hall, who in turn have
made backroom agreements
with contractors. But people

are not really making those

decisions: they are the results

of internal conflict of struc-

tures within the ruling class.

It's a truly democratic socie-

ty where people can be op-

pressed by either an express-

way or a graduate complex.
Meanwhile the press pro-

vides the entertainment by
producing the conflict as a pol-

itical spectacular for the peo-

ple's consumption. And it per-

petuates the myth that the peo-

ple affected by the outcome of

the debate are more than spec-

tators.

People can stop the Spadina

Expressway, and students can

help — but not by pressuring

their local politicians, who al-

ready have their minds made
up that there will be an ex-

pressway.
Why not a People's Park in

Toronto? Students could organ-

ize this spring and start plant-

ing grass in front of the bulldoz-

ers.

2. The Day Care Centre
Speaking of schizophrenia

within the ruling class, let's

take another look at the admin-
istration's treatment of the

varsity
"fcWru/«" TORONTO^
— R. D. Laing VMtIy , „ „, c«n«*»r,

"- rs.tyolTo.onio Printed by Webm
be sddraaaed lo the Chairman. Cam
put Ralallom Commitlea Varsrt

Board ol Diieclori. 91 Si GooigaSl

Editor Brian Johnson
Review Editor Larry Haiven
Sports Editor Jim Cowan, 923* 4053
Advertising ManagerCarol Cooper, 923-

8171
Editorial Offices 91 St. George, 2nd floor

Editorial Phones 923-8741
Advertising Offices 91 St. George, 1st floor

END the end.RonWeihs ashed Louise ashed to

tahe off the "e" at the end I did. Lorry Haiven

blind to heaven soon will see. Ugharrhmgh sed
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Campus Day Care Centre.
The division of mental and

material labour within the
administration caused a few
problems here. The policy-
makers of Simcoe Hall — "its
active, conceptive ideologists"
— decided last Fall that the
Day Care was a good idea. Af-
ter all, it was politically expe-
dient to grant that much, and it

wouldn't really hurt.

But the property managers
in Simcoe Hall — in A. G. Ran-
kin's department — got in the
way. They talked about evict-
ing the Day-Care Centre from
its premises on Sussex Street.

Now it seems that Bissell's pol-

icy-makers are straightening
things out again and slapping
the wrists of the property man-
agers because the Day Care
Centre started a militant pro-
test.

As soon as a cleavage within
the ruling class threatens it,

the split disappears. A compro-
mise is worked out.

(3) University Government

:

The university must learn to

govern itself, U of T President
Claude Bissell tells us. The
administration is anxious to see
the adoption of the CUG report,

for CUG will maintain their

security as governors of the
university.

Now the university is rent by
disagreement over CUG. There
is a sharp antagonism between
the administration and the fac-

ulty. The faculty feel threat-

ened by the students, who are

challenging their traditional

roles. The administration feels

threatened- by the government,
which is ready to step into the

dispute and solve the problem
if there's no consensus within
the university.

The faculty and administra-
tion are agents of the ruling

class, which is more directly

represented by government and
big business. If government —
representing big business —
assumes the administration's
role a la Berkely-Board-of-
Regents, clearly the adminis-
tration feels threatened.

A function of these internal
contradictions between various
interest groups in the ruling
class is the absorption of peo-

ple's political consciousness
into false conflicts, instead of

acting upon the real conflict

between themselves and the

ruling class. _brian iohnson

See MacRae's groin injury!

Come to the annual slugfest that
we usually call the SAC-Varsity
hockey game. Varsity staffers, in

memory of the late, great Rod
Mickelburg and the dear, de-
parted Phil Bingly, dan the
blades midnight MONDAY,
MARCH 16 at VARSITY ARENA
and show SAC that we're a bet-
ter mainstream organization
than they are.

SAC now holds the champion-
ship. Through armed struggle
we can wrest it away and return
it to its rightful owners.
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Come to

ST. PAUL'S
(227 Bloor St. E.)

TOMORROW 4 P.M.
(Mar. 14)

TO HEAR
ANITA

RUNDANS.m.a.
PLAY THE
ORGAN

Everyone has

His Price!

(HUGH PROCTOR'S IS S 3001

Thais our "Direct" price for a

H corot diamond of good colour
ond col and VS1. cfority. This
includes setting, to- ond insur-

mum' $450.00. If our price co-
incides with your price drop in

ond have a look for yourself.

WE ARE "DIRECT-
DIAMOND DEALERS

Hugh Proctor & Co.

131 BLOOR W.. STE. 416
921-7702

m O'KEEFE CENTRE
t&Sfl FRONT & YONGC EM. 3-6633

JOE LAY TON PRESENTS

CAROL CHANNING
WITH IO STOUT-HEARTED MEN

A MUSICAL FRAPPE

MARCH 16-28

— SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS ONLY

$2.00
STANDBY TICKETS FOR ANY EVENING

PERFORMANCE AVAILABLE AT BOX
OFFICE AFTER 7P.M. ON DAY OF PER-
FORMANCE FOR BEST AVAILABLE

SEATS

HART HOUSE EVENING DEBATE

"CANADIAN UNIVERSITY POLICY MUST
REFLECT THE AIMS OF CANADIAN NATIONALISM"

Honorary Visitor

PROF. A. P. THORNTON

Ayes: Stephen Langdon
Miss Toni McNamara

Noes: Prof. John Meagher
Victor Harding

March 17th 8:00 p.m.

Everyone Welcoi

Debates Room

Remodelling & Alterations

— A SptcMhjr —

STUDENTS' ELITE
Cleaners tt Tailors

054 Spadina Aws.

922-4361

10% DISCOUNT
ON PRESENTATION

of A.T.L. cords

MEMBER OF INDEPENDANT
CLEANERS ASSOC.

REVIEW 2

Draught beer on tap from noon ^^^^
till after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75c.

XEROX
COPIES
QUALITY

GUARANTEED
•

FREE COLLATING

5c each - 1st copy of an

original

4c each - 2nd thru 10th copies

of the same original

2c each • 1 1th and more copies

of the same original

While-U-Wait or Overnight

COLLEGE
COPY
SHOP

76 CHARLES ST. W.

__ TELEPHONE .

923-81 15

It's the rise and shine of the seventies

For She For He \ M *
High flared heel, platform
sole, in shiny vintage pat-
ent-Black, Red, Navy,
White, Golden Tan, &
Black kid. By Brayco

,

only $16.99

Made in France. Black
Kid, Rust (Ton) Kid, only

$23.99

126 BLOOR STREET

O ntinp i#)0t jsljopptg

Open Thursday and Friday rtites. C0.D. s accepted. Credit and Charge

'Design and Word TRADE MARKS IN CANADA of The Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd."



penticton poet
George Bowering was born in Pen-

ticton, B.C.

He (Bowering) "is the author of the
following books of poems: STICKS &
STONES (1963), POINTS ON THE
GRID (1964), THE MAN IN YEL-
LOW BOOTS (1965), THE SILVER
WIRE (1966), BASEBALL (1967)
TWO POLICE POEMS (1968) and
ROCKY MOUNTAIN FOOT (1969).
He has also written a novel, MIRROR
ON THE FLOOR (1967)." Since the
publication of ROCKY MOUNTAIN
FOOT, from whose dust-jacket I cop-
ied the above resume, yet another book
of poems, THE GANGS OF KOSMOS,
has been released by Anansi.

"MIRROR ON THE FLOOR is a
story of one summer in the life of Bob
Small, graduate student, and his

strange and total involvement with a
free-living girl, Andrea. The pres-
sures of her past build up in Andrea
over the summer, despite her intense

affair with Bob, and eventually culmi-
nate in murder and madness."

Yes, that's right. Cliche'd. Maybe it

wasn't in 67, but it certainly is now.
The novel opens with Bob and his

roommate Delsing in a cheap restaur-

ant on Vancouver's skid row. The
cops bust the place and both of them
(unjustly) spend the night in jail. Ok,

I believe it, it happens. It happens to

most university students with hair

anywhere longer than short, but so

what? It happens so often it's difficult

to hold an audience of more than two
or three for a personal, original ac-

count. It's just not the stuff novels are

made of. It's harassment, not repres-

sion. Harassment, mickey-mouse, as

annoying as a cold on the day of a big

rock-concert. Maybe if we did have
police repression, we could start

building a great Canadian literature.

Tolstoy. Dostoevsky. Now they had

something to write about — hundreds

of years of tsar-serf repression. An

undeserved night in the can pales in

comparison, and pales badly.

MIROR ON THE FLOOR is Bower-

ing's first novel. He seems to have

tried desperately hard to jump into

the mainstream of the contemporary

short, semi-disjointed chapter style of

novel writing, the style practised to

perfection by Richard Brautigan.

Bowering however, falls somewhere

.short of the mark. As episodes, or

vignettes, many of the chapters are

superb, and more than ample proof

that Bowering am write prose, but

they are sometimes disjointed to the

point that one says "That's nice, but

what does it have to do with any-

thing?" With Brautigan, you expect

it, that is his style, but with Bowers

ing, the calm flow of three or four

chapters is badly jarred by the occa-

sional one which is slightly more dis :

jointed than the rest.

A far more serious problem with

the novel is that the difficulty in por-

traying the delicate phases of charac-

ter change without slipping into mun-

dane trivia (largely circumvented

with the short, punchy chapters)

hasn't been replaced with anything

else. The trivia has been avoided, but

the characters (especially Andrea)

don't shift enough to bear the weight

of the violence at the end of the book.

Prose Bowering can write, but thus

far he hasn't managed a novel. His

poetry, I think is great.

I was unable to come by any of his

books published prior to THE SIL-

VER WIRE, so I take it on faith that

"in his first book Bowering was con-

cerned with the technique of poetry as
a spoken art and with the importance
of making his own individual voice

register on the page.
'

'

That is reasonable, in the light of

the progression I can see from THE
SILVER WIRE through ROCKY
MOUNTAIN FOOT to THE GANGS
OF KOSMOS. It is a gradual estab-
lishment of personal identity in the

people closest to him, then in the

landscape of his western home, cul-

minating, I think, in a long poem
called "Hamatsa", which draws
heavily on the legends of the B.C. In-

dians.

Bowering is, was, and probably
always will be a western poet. From
the first poem, "far from the shore",

in which a very close friend dies "in

an auto wreck on far/foreign high-

way", in Ontario, his loyalties are
clearly established. Another poem,
"it's the climate":

At my aulopsy

they will find

my belly, intestines,

bladder & spleen

packed solid with

the flying dust of Alberta.

But more than geographical loyal-

ties, THE SILVER WIRE is a book of

personal loyalties:

angela sleeping

In the bed
Angela sleeps naked.

The snow falls outside

quiet.

The white face of the lady

God; taint glimmer in the dark.

And other, very personal, people

poems — "when you run naked",

"eyes that open", "a bedroom
sound". Personal, close, often

sparked with the mundane details

("running water flushing toilet") that

let us get that close. Similar to John

Newlove in that regard, but with

Newlove it is the "I" that counts:

You
You are not like this, like that, not as

one would have you.

One does not have you, one can only

take

what is given. This frivolity so truth-

'tut,

that I love you tor, I hate you tor,

lovingly.

With Bowering, no matter how '

close to himself he gets, it is still

"Here, look" rather than Newlove's

"Here, look at me". Significantly I

think, the geographical poems are

placed mostly towards the end of

THE SILVER WIRE, as if Bowering

knew what direction he would take.

Three lines:

You move your colored car

on the highway that issues north

trace your beginnings

ROCKY MOUNTAIN FOOT is sub-

titled "a lyric, a memoir", a verse

garland for Alberta. A number of

poems from the earlier book are re-

printed (because of the no doubt larg-

er press run by McClelland & Stewart

then the now defunct Quarry Press)

but the emphasis has shifted from the

personal to the geographic, and fur-

ther, to the people associated with

that geography. One of many quota-

tions and bits of fact thrown in along-

side Bowering's verse for emphasis:

"There's a man who can ride him —

an Indian/named Tom Three Persons.

Buthe'sinjail."

Also important in ROCKY MOUN-

TAIN FOOT is the mastery of tech-

nique, the placing of words rather

than just lines, the absense of apos-

trophes, which make Bowering's
poems unique, rather than just inven-

tive studies of William Carlos Wil-

liams.

With his latest collection, THE
GANGS OF KOSMOS, Bowering has

gained vibrancy — "As I walk to the

kitchen/I see delicate deer fucking

outside my window.", his imagery is

developing — "there like a spider

looming it/above an arena of sandy
faces", and violence becoming more
pronounced

Once she tightened her mouth
& fell face down on the couch,

appendix exploded,

spraying poison through her guts.

His poetic technique is expanding,

developing, that much is certain.

What interests me is that he is using

his talents in longer poems, almost

Indian in tone — "Come home, hunt
er, /before nightfall, /your brother is

Windigo." "Windigo", "a long shad-

ow/on the ice", and "Hamatsa", a
very long poem based on B.C. Indian

legend

:

The poet among us goes to the Uni-

versity

of British Columbia, on Spanish
Banks,

a forest of dead sailors.

Where the industrial smoke of high-

er learning

rises to the sky, merging with cloud.

george bowering

the silver wire

quarry, $1.00

mirror on the floor

mcclelland & Stewart, $5.00

rocky mountain foot

mcclelland & Stewart

the gangs of kosmos
anansi, $2.50

fim inkster

fine bream
Last Sunday's Massey Hall concert was

the second Toronto recital by British guitar-

ist Julian Bream. Like the first, this recital

was divided equally between lute and gui-

tar works and augmented by Mr. Bream's

enlightening commentary on the pieces. His

discursive approach helped to reduce the

formality of the concert hall and in part

overcame the restraints of the stage-audi-

ence barrier.

Both the guitar and lute, being plucked

instruments, are limited in their sonority,

but the lute especially seemed to suffer the

consequences of a less-than-intimate envi-

ronment. The works performed were all

written in a 16th century secular dance idi-

om and hod a certain uniformity which

even Bream's diverse talents and faultless

technique couldn't overcome. Bream is an

excellent lutenist and pioneer in a small-

scale lute revival. But unlike Londowska's

harpsichord, the lute is very much a prede-

cessor of the guitar with very few unique

characteristics that are not matched and

surpassed by the guitar. The harpsichord is

quite distinct from the piano and its reper-

toire includes works by modern composers

like Poulenc. The lute, restricted to a Renais-

sance regimen, is less like!/ to remain via-

ble in the 20lh century.

The second half of the concert consisted

of guitar works, both original and in tran-

scription, ranging from the Suite in A Mi-

nor by the T 7th century composer Johonn

Froberger to a 19S6 work by R. Smith Brin-

dle, El Plifemo d'Oro. Transcriptions in-

cluded the Prelude in G major from J. S.

Bach's Suite No. 1 for solo cello and Kinder-

Sonate by Robert Schumann. Julian Bream

is unquestionably one of the leading expo-

nents of the guitar and his style is difficult

to match in musical conception or technical

execution. His instrument took up the guise

of harp, piano, harpsichord and celeste in

the course of the evening and finally found

its own magnificent voice in Enrique Gran-

ados' "Tonadilla: La MajadeGoya".
While Bream's popularity is primarily a

result of his guitar virtuosity, Sunday's con-

cert presented a complete musician who,

lutenist or guitarist, surpasses with sheer

musicality any obstacles that either instru-

ment may offer. (ony j
onn
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sonny greenwich and andrew cyrille at u. of t.

Once again it is time to sing

the praises of Sonny Green-

wich. At a noon hour concert in

Hart House, he gave yet anoth-

er splendid demonstration of a

mature and original musical

talent.

Wielding a small wooden
flute Greenwich at first threat-

ened strange things. But for-

tunately he laid aside the wind

department, Don Thompson
removed his hands from the

insides of the piano and applied

them to the keyboard, and, the

shimmering prelude dispensed

with, the band swung into a

hard driving My Favourite

Things.

Thompson, a fluent and vig-

orous pianist (as well as a good

bassist and, it is reported,

drummer) began the second
piece of music with some nice

solo piano. Greenwich then

joined him in the exposition of

the theme, which is a favourite

ballad of the guitarist's. After

a very fine duet, the other

members of the quartet en-

tered, and gradually increased

the rhythmic and harmonic
density of the music. Thomp-
son played another excellent

solo with the trio before the

group ended this number.
Besides the standard pieces,

Greenwich played some satis-

fying music of a "free" nature.

One of the pieces began as a

lyrical tone poem and grew
gradually into a series of musi-

cal explosions. Greenwich is a

master of the art of raising and
lowering, by subtle degrees,
the temperature of the music.

Moreover, this is not a solo-

ist with accompaniment.
Greenwich, Thompson, and
Terry Clarke, (I hate to keep
saying it, but his drumming is

still too loud) have been play-

ing together for some time now
and have evolved a very solid

and distinctive group sound.

They are a band with a person-

al and original musical concep-

NIGERIA CRISIS

OPPORTUNITY

Here is your chance to contribute finan-

cially towards the relief supplies needed in

war-torn Nigeria.

1 You are invited to attend an evening of

short films on a variety of subjects which
will commence at 8:00 p.m. on Saturday,

i March 14.

Knox Church* Harhord at Spadina
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tion, and they are worth hear-

ing.

Evidently their music has

considerable appeal. The East

Common Room of Hart House
was packed for two and a half

hours last Tuesday, and Green-

wich had to play an encore af-

ter the enthusiastic ovation the

students gave him.

Hart House will again be in

the vanguard of jazz music
when the music committee
presents Andrew Cyrille in the

Great Hall tonight. Cyrille is a

drummer with wide experi-

ence in jazz, having played

with, among others, Junior

Mance, Coleman Hawkins, and
Cecil Taylor. It seems a safe

bet to predict that the music to

be heard tonight will reflect

the influence of the iconoclas-

tic pianist Taylor. One should

go prepared for some free and
fiery sounds.

Playing with Cyrille will be

(if they all manage to turn up)

:

Charlie Haden, the fine bassist

who first appeared with Or-

nette Coleman more than a

decade ago; Sam Rivers, a

capable saxophonist who has

also played with Taylor, as

well as more conventional

groups; and Eddie Gales, play-

er of ghetto music and trum-

peter with — guess who ? —
Cecil Taylor. Tickets free from
the hall porter.

Speaking of new jazz, there

are rumours afoot that Matt
Muldoon's will be bringing in

McCoy Tyner in the next cou-

ple of weeks or so. One hopes
that this venture will succeed.
Muldoon's is an interesting
place, just the sort of thing

Toronto needs. Unfortunately
one never knows exactly what
is happening there, though
there are stories of jam ses-

sions on Sunday nights. At any
rate Coltrane's former pianist

is said to be playing some fine

music these days; and so,

readers should keep their eyes
peeled for signs of activity at

Muldoon's.

Music of a very different

sort can be heard at the Cav-A-
Bob for the next month. Buddy
Tate, the still vigorous veteran

of the great Basie band of the

swing era, has a tight little

band featuring trumpeter
Herman Autrey. The other
night they played some very
swinging jazz of a down to

earth nature; music of this

relaxed kind is rare enough
these days. Though they play
for dancing, the band manages
to keep the jazz content pretty

high.

On one number, an old stan-

dard in fact, Tate played some
really gutsy, romping tenor

saxophone. An emotional play-

er, Tate likes to pounce on
those high notes and squeeze
all the juice out of them, then

slide down into a growly low
tone. When he really feels like

playing, Tate can still be a

very compelling musician.

jack mccaffrey

shortie bookies

Alone With America, Ri-

chard Howard. Essays on the

Art of Poetry in the United
States since 1950. John Ash-
bery, Sylvia Plath, Allen
Ginsberg, Paul Goodman,
William Meredith, Robert
Creeley .... A book years
ahead of its time, because
academics study only dead
poets, and most of these are

living. Alive. "These then

are the children of Midas,
who address themselves to

the current, to the flux, to the

process of experience rather

than to its precepts." Recom-
mended by Northrop Frye as

"indispensable to anyone in-

terested in contemporary
poetry in America." But
then, not everyone can read

as well as Northrop Frye. A
guide book. Indispensable.

Unreadable.

Alone With America
Richard Howard
Athemeum, $15.75

Collected Poems, Robert
Service. Atheneum, $15.75

/ have no doubt at all the

Devil grins

As seas of ink I spatter

Ye gods, forgive my ''liter-

ary" sins—
The other kind don't matter.

Iambs, sort of. But then it

doesn't really matter. Ser-

vice wrote piles — "The
Shooting of Dan McGrew",
"The Cremation of Sam
McGee", "The Ballad of How
MacPherson Held The Floor"
— and it's all readable.

Aloud. For hot summer eve-

nings. Not good, but fun. And
I never did like Spenser any-

way.
There are strange things

done in the midnight

By the men who moil for

gold;

Collected Poems
Robert Service

Dodd, Mead & Co, $7.50

tim inkster

York University

Prof. G. Harjan Dept. Of Russian Literature

Student & Faculty group led by Ptot. Harjan departs

19th May, 3 weeks, visiting Vienna, Kiev, Yalta,

Moscow, Leningrad, Helsinki, Copenhagen.

$749.00 incl. full particulars, Miss A.M. Pontson-

(416) 366-4371. P.Lawson Travel Service, 697 Bay

St., Toronto, 2, Ont.



The Opera School of the Faculty of

Music has for some years now comple-

mented the Canadian Opera Company
season by offering less familiar operas

throughout the year. Manned by stu-

dents in every phase of the production

the quality of these performances hov-

ers in a semi-professional limbo that

nonetheless sustains opera buffs in the

long arid season following the COC's

fall series.

Their present production, entitled 'A

School for Opera" departs from usual

practice. In a tenuous framework wov-
en of Mozart's little-known work "The
Impressario", they perform arias and
scenes from several operas, some fa-

miliar, others seldom heard. Obviously

the primary consideration here is to al-

low more opportunities for the singers,

some of whom would otherwise be

condemned {some justifiably so) to the

oblivion of the chorus. The presentation

must also be more than a glorified re-

cital of operatic excerpts to keep cos-

tuming and stage students busy and to

justify the cost of admission.

Most of the first half of the work is

taken up by a home-brewed story in-

volving nightmares, opera schools and

electronic sound effects. There is biting

social satire with all the teeth pulled,

sprinkled with a series of extended

double-entendres, the humour of

which has a baseball bat's subtlety.

Alternately clobbered and gummed to

death, the audience may not survive

this, the worst part of the entire pro-

duction. The author(s) should remain

anonymous. It blends smoothly into Act

IV of Mozart's "The Marriage of Figa-

ro", a choice of questionable value,

wherein Rococo figurines amble about

a stationary setting, doing nothing

much.

After intermission came a marked

improvement, beginning with Act I,

scene ii of Rossini's "L'ltaliana in Al-

geri". This was imaginatively staged

and well sung by Sonia Rohozynsky

(Isabella) and Bruce Kelly (Taddeo).

The musical highlight of the evening

was Act III of Puccini's "La Boheme".

Especially impressive was the strength

and beauty of Deborah Jeans' voice,

singing Mimi. Complemented by Peter

Barcza's powerful Marcello, it was a

scene of profound musical (if not vis-

ual) excitement.

The visual climax came with Act IV

of Verdi's "Don Carlo". Set in Spain at

the time of the Inquisition, the stage

and costumes exuded a sombre El Gre-

co-esque atmosphere. Igor Saika-Voiv-

od as Filippo II sang with a dramatic
conviction that almost overcame the

limitations in range and strength

which this demanding role exposed.

There were times in the Don Carlo
when the orchestra confirmed a suspi-

cion which I acquired during their first

concert last year under Karel Ancerl,

notably that they are potentially the

best student orchestra in Canada, in-

cluding the National Youth Orchestra.

That this potential is not realized is due
primarily to inadequate preparation
for concerts. And this is due directly to

the innumerable rehearsals misspent
oom-pa-pa-ing through operas instead

of working through the immense sym-
phonic repertoire.

One solution would be to make the

opera orchestra a separate (non-com-

pulsory) activity, rewarded by extra

course credits or (God forbid!) a salary.

At present a disproportionate amount
of the average instrumentalist's four

university years is spent with operas,

at the expense of better preparation

and a greater variety in their orchestral

repertoire.

While this is tangential to the pur-

pose of this article, it illuminates the

basic shortcoming of the present pro-

duction. "A School for Opera" tries to

please too many people and presents

most of them in an uncomplimentary

fashion.

fony jahn

e n
olum

YEHVDI MENVHIN and the MENUHIN
FESTIVAL ORCHESTRA. Handel: Music for

the Royal Fireworks. Angel 36604.

The definitive recording of Handel's Fire-

works Music was made a few years ago by

Charles MacKerras and something like half the

wind musicians in London: 26 oboes, 14 bas-

soons, 4 contra-bassoons, 3 sets of tympani, 6

side drums, etc., etc. The vivid tone colours of

this disc were not only magnificent to listen to,

but also suited this very robust piece of music

ideally. After a record like that, you'd wonder

why people wouldn't consider the Fireworks

Music a closed subject. But it's a likeable and

popular work, so the companies are still com-

ing out with different performances of it. This

latest one by Yehudi Menuhin and his orchestra

is better than some, but it won't replace Mac-

Kerras' version. Side two of this record has two

Handel concertos, both of which would be very

good except that Menuhin plays the violin solo

on the first one. In th slow movement hegives a

demonstration on how not to improvise Ba-

roque ornaments (Gypsy influences in Handel .'I

nicholas schmidl

MARTIN CALLING, harpsichord. Bach Key-

board Music Vol. V. Vox SVBX S4iS.

Martin Galling's heavy-handed and ex-

tremely stodgy interpretations on this three

record set of Bach's English Suites plus other

assorted keyboard works are most definitely

not to my taste. They appear to me to be lack-

ing in any sense of nuance and delicacy what-

soever, except for an annoying periodic halting

of the rhythmic flow. Even though everything

is played as slowly as possible, much of tne

faster music, especially the gigues. where

lightness is essential, is lost in the clanking of

the harpsichord machinery.
nicholas schmidl

CAREY BELL'S Blues Harp. Delmark 622.

A very nice Chicago blues album by an artist

hitherto unknown except for a number he sings

on an Earl Hooker record. In his mid-thirties

he's one of a number of younger musicians who

look as if they are going to keep the blues very

much alive in Chicago for many years to come.

Born and raised in Mississippi, he playeo

around the south from the age of 13 and moved

to Chicago when he was 20. Various influences

can be heard in his harmonica playing, among

them both Big and Little Walter, but he doesn't

sound as if he's copying anybody. A good voice

and excellent back-up musicians both help to

make this a very good debut album.

P . b.

DRIFTIi\' SLIM. Somebody Hoo-Doo'd The

Hoo-Doo Man. Milestone 93004.

A good, minor blues artist. Elmon Mickle, or

Driftin' Slim, has made a number of fine sin-

gles which show the influence of Sonny Boy Wil-

liamson I as well as Jimmy Reed. The William-

son influence is again strongly felt on this LP,

but the record isn't as good as many of his sin-

gles. Several numbers are one man band tunes,

with Slim playing guitar harmonica and drums,

but he doesn't show that he has fully mastered

the technical problems involved. The better

songs are those recorded with a blues band, but

here the recording quality isn't all that it might

be. It's an honest blues effort, but there are a

great many better ones.

p. h.

JUNIOR PARKER. Honey-Drippin' Blues. Blue

Rock 64004.

Having come up with the tough Memphis

blues groups of the early 50's, Junior Parker

has the credentials to produce good blues or, at

least, to bring something different to sou! sing-

ing. On this record, however, he has done nei-

ther. It's largely very average soul singing with

girl vocal groups and heavy brass. He has

played some very good harmonica in his time,

but there's none of it here.

p. h.

JOHNNY WINTER. Second Winter. Columbia

KCS 9947 (two records-three sides )

.

The best Winter so far. He leaves some

things to be desired on his more or less straight

blues but he's considerably more effective

playing early rock or Bob Dylan (Highly 61

Revisited). He certainly can get around the gui-

tar with great facility, as he has ample oppor-

tunity to show, but for all round musicianship,

the rather less featured Brother Edgar (on

piano and other things) is probably the out-

standing member of the band.
p. h.

Jo-ANN KELL Y. Epic 26491.

A leading member of the English traditional

blues scene. Jo-Ann Kelly exhibits a remarka-

ble ability to sound like a deep south blues sing-

er and an even greater ability to play guitar in

the old Mississippi style. Her voice isn't always

completely convincing, but it's damn close. She

lacks some of the sheer force of musicians like

Robert Johnson and Tommy McCIennan on

whom she bases her work, but there's no get-

ting around the fact that she does an incredible

job of recreating these old-time blues sounds.

p. h.

MAGIC SAM. Black Magic. Delmark 620.

JIMMY -FAST FINGERS- DA WKINS. Fast

Fingers. Delmark 623.

Before his very untimely death several

months ago (at 32), Magic Sam was the central

figure in a new kind of Chicago blues sound

which seems to be developing among some of

the younger musicians. With the release of Fast

Fingers. Jimmy Dawkins shows himself to be

working along lines very similar to those fol-

lowed by Magic Sam. The style of music is well

summed up in the title of Magic Sam's first,

very popular LP. West Side Soul < Delmark 615)

The music has strong affinities with more

traditional Chicago blues, but it also leans

heavily towards rhythm & blues and soul. Much

of the music is formed from constantly repeat-

ed phrases which are subject to variations or

act as a base to which the lead guitarists return

after independent excursions of varying length.

Both Magic Sam and Jimmy Dawkins show the

influence of B. B. King, and their playing is not

unsimilar. though Dawkins has a sharper, more

biting attack, Magic Sam's voice has a plaitive

note to it; Dawkins' voice sounds plaintive at

times, though it frequently has a brisk,

straightforward tone. Both musicians use the

same basic group for their bands.

p. h.

JEAN-LUC PONTY. More-Than Meets the Ear.

World Pacific Jazz 20134. Electric Connection.

World Pacific Jazz 201 56.

Now, jazz violin is not really my favourite

sound. Still, one has to be impressed by Ponty's

technical mastery and contemporary ideas.

The young Frenchman luckily has a- good tone

and plays with precision; not for him the ro-

mantic excesses and sloppy intonation of violin-

ists like, for instance. Ray Nance. The first

record has a small group with Carmell Jones, a

young trumpeter in the Clifford Brown tradi-

tion, and alto saxophonist Leo Wright. The sec-

ond, which has a larger band with scores by

Gerald Wilson, is less satisfying.

POCO. Pickin' Up The Pieces. Epic 26460.

A group put together by Richie Furay of the

(now defunct) Buffalo Springfield. The album
continues the same country style, with banjo,

dobro, and steel guitar. Most ol the songs are

composed and sung by Furay, and his clear

voice comes through on them as it used to do

for the Springfield. But they're just not that

good. As a whole, the album is uninspired.

Steve Stills and Neil Young were the really

important composers for the Springfield. Now
they're off doing their own thing.

t. d. tth waits

THE MOODY BLUES. To Our Children's Chil-

dren's Children. London THS I.

Ever since In Search ol the Lost Chord, it

seems as though the Moody Blues haven't ac-

tually made new albums, just remakes of

things they've done before. To Our ... Children

is more of the same: beautiful sound engineer-

ing, lots of pretty effects, but not so much genu-

ine poetic and musical inspiration. The Mood-

ies have become ever more obviously drug-ori-

ented, but it hasn't improved the quality of

their lyrics, which were always rather weak

anyway, and, white their music used to show a

pleasant, lyric approach to rock, it's now be-

come kind of trite.

nicholas sthmidt

JOHN DRANIE reatti STEPHEN LEACOCK-
Melbourne 4015.

Canada's contribution to the world's coming

literature as read by his leading interpreter.

Not all the sketches are equally amusing, but

his tribulations in dealing with a bank (My Fin-

ancial Career}. Mothers Day (which turns out to

be a holiday for everyone but mother I. and the

hazards of public lecturing (We Have with Us

Tonight I are outstanding.

p. h.

THE FlRESIGN THEATRE. How Can You Be

in Two Places at Once When You're Not Any-

where at Alt. Columbia CS 9884.

The only thing the Firesign Theatre resem-

ble is the old Goon Show. The pace is slower,

though still three times as fast as any other

comedy record. A devastating mixture of W. C.

Fields, James Joyce, the original Lone Ranger,

social criticism, drugs and mental chess. It is

impossible to count th? levels. Just light up and

enjoy.
bob bossin

THE DOORS. Soft Parade. Elektra 75005.

An attempt by the Doors at a big band sound.

Instrumentation includes saxophone, trom-

bone, and English horn. The album is a failure.

Whatever sense of the strange and eerie the

Doors have is obscured by long, monotonous

instrumental and unimaginative melodies.

Morrison's lyrics for this album are consistent-

ly banal — lacking the occasional touch of in-

sight of earlier albums. They're full of childish

comments to "grab a gun.'' "follow me," etc.

The title song comes off as an attempt to copy

the super-musicality of Zappa. Along, with the

rest of the album, it is thoroughly boring.

r. at. uhwarti

RITCHIE HA VENS. Stonehenge. Stormy Forest

6001.

Another good sample of mainly original folk

tunes. However, Havens' fine qualities are

marred by a second rate production and poor

arrangements.
iay dubinsky
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fugal riot
"Mr. Rubin, do you have an ideology?"

"No, ideology is a brain disease."

"Well, then, do you have a movement?"

"Yes. It's called dancing."

(Dances)

"Is this a put-on?"

"Why don't we try the questions ag-

ain."

(Repeat above once)

••Mr. Rubin, do you have an ideology?"

"Yes. We believe in peace, freedom,

and brotherhood for all."

"Is that your program?"

"No. It's a put-on"

The crutch of a musical metaphor pre-

sents itself to prop the quivering limbs of

this review. The structure of Chicago '70,

a "theatrical documentary" which Toron-

to Workshop Productions is presently

engaged in, is fugal.

Director George Luscombe and his cast

have pieced together several themes

which emerged from the transcripts of

the trial of the Chicago 8, have shuffled in

some counterpoint from the trial scene in

Alice in Wonderland, and have framed the

whole with a radio newscast which pre-

cedes each act and provides running ac-

companiment to the piece.

Like most courtroom dramas, Chicago

'70 presents the interplay of defendants,

attorneys, and judge as persons with dis-

tinct attitudes. Unlike most such dramas,

however, the attitudes are illustrated by

spliced-in 'bits,' such as the one quoted at

the beginning of this review, or the inter-

mittent recurrence of scenes from a civ-

ics class a la Laugh-In. The cast will sud-

denly cease dramatizing the transcript,

act out these illuminations, and then re-

turn, to the point where they left off. Thus

both the public postures and private atti-

tudes of the characters are presented in

almost cinematic fashion, and with envia-

ble precision.

1 suggested last week that any play on

this subject would have difficulty finding

the line between relevance and timeless-

ness; the line is congruent with that be-

tween ideology and art. TWP is in the en-

viable position of having found it and of

having successfully stayed on the proper

side. If there are any certificates for the

Tightrope Walkers' Union, the cast may

justly obtain them and place them loving-

ly next to their Actors' Equity cards.

To suggest that a play is more artistic

than ideological is not to rob that play of

political significance. Artistic shape rais-

es ideology from the realm of the present

and gives it broader implications, as

Shakespeare did with the Tudor myth in

his history plays. TWP's handling of mat-

ters of immediate moment may be less

sensitive, hence less long-lasting, but the

principle is the same. Justice, like bu-

reaucracy, is more easily described by an

anecdote than defined in a sentence. That

the situation is factual, and that it entails

a great deal of current politics, is, when

managed as it is here, a strength and not a

weakness. The struggle for justice is what

politics exists to give form to, thus a suc-

cessful artistic treatment of it has ines-

capable political implications. The blend-

ing of politics with art started a long time

ago (on one level, the Bible is a series of

stories which pushes Zionist propaganda,)

but that does not make it less difficult.

The company is as disciplined as Mar-

ines. They present, with ruthless efficien-

cy, the Protean force and humor of the

defendants confined within a judicial

system which should be supple enough to

envelope them and still disgorge justice.

Mel Dixon brings to the part of Bobby

Seale enough directed energy to obliterate

most of Middle America. Jim Lawrence,

the only American in the cast, contributes

sardonic innocence as Mark Lane. Espe-

cially impressive was Diane Grant, who
mugged her way through the parts of Lit-

tle Old Lady Juror, Alice, and Public

Opinion with admirable elan. Steven Bush

played Allen Ginsberg as the envy of

every hippie's, and Thomas Foran as the

envy of every redneck's, dreams. (It is no

mean feat to be a convincing US Attorney

in a yellow blouse with red and blue

stripes.

)

Jerry Rubin's wife, imported for the

occasion of the opening, observed after

the production, "You've captured the

energy of the defence, but not the terror

of the prosecution — if this audience had

been in the courtroom and had reacted as

you did here, you'd all be in the Cook

County Jail." Nonetheless, the squint-

minded malignance of Judge Hoffman

was put across, as was the fact that it

springs from his age and training, and is

not motiveless. Evil in the form of sin-

cerely held convictions is the most diffi-

cult to combat. John Mitchell, who really

believes what he says, is much more dan-

gerous an adversary than someone who is

harmlessly brilliant like William F. Buck-

ley.

The objective of theatre is to create a

world on stage, but a world which has ten-

drils which impinge on your own experi-

ence. Chicago '70 has even managed to

make those tendrils specifically relate to

Canada. It does not indulge in that spe-

cious form of cultural imperialism which

claims that "there is no difference be-

tween capitalist oppression in the US and

similar oppression here". Rather, it

grasps the fact that even though a colony

is tied to the empire, the colonial experi-

ence is materially different from the im-

perial one. Within that necessary distinc-

tion, the relevance of Chicago '70 to Cana-

da is demonstrated with disheartening

accuracy.

In all, Chicago '70 makes large issues

visible through individual characters, and

thus avoids the cheap and easy games-

manship of theatricality as distinct from

drama. In structure, in delivery, in stag-

ing, and in characterization, the play

makes the story of conflicting lifestyles,

both honestly held, resonate beyond the

moment. It made a parable of an incident

which occurred before the play began on

opening night. Incense had been passed

out in the lobby beforehand, and a number

of people in the audience had lit the

sticks; given the colorfulness and activity

of the audience, the atmosphere was that

of a Buddhist brothel. — /". yeager

sweet home Chicago
Little Walter, Sonny Boy William-

son II, Elmore James, Muddy Wa-

ters, and Howling Wolf. That's the

core of musicians pretty well respon-

sible for the creation of the Chicago

blues sound. They all recorded for

Chess (though James less exclusively

than the others), and it's been known

for a long time that there are miles of

tapes in the Chess files, much of it

never issued, covering all the great

years of Chicago blues. Chess has, at

last, decided that there is enough of a

market for this material to warrant

making it available, and it has em-

barked on a very lengthy LP pro-

gramme, the first seven volumes of

which have recently been released.

Probably the most dominant sound

associated with the blues style which

developed in Chicago is the wail of the

harmonica (Mississippi saxophone);

and of the many great harmonica
players, the most influential of all is

Rice Miller, better known as Sonny

Boy Williamson. He was a superb

musician with a distinctive, lonesome

sound, and for years his band broad-

cast a daily radio show called the

King Biscuit Hour out of West Helena,

Arkansas and into the heart of the

deep south blues country. It's doubtful

that any of the harmonica blowers

who made their way from the south to

Chicago were uninfluenced by Sonny

Boy; and when he also made it to Chi-

cago, his influence on the developing

style was even more strongly felt.

One of the few musicians who could

begin to rival him was the much
younger Little Walter Jacobs, who
substituted for Sonny Boy's haunting
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sound a biting, arrogant tone. His

swaggering, little tough guy voice

was a perfect match for his harmoni-

ca, and together they fit perfectly into

the rough city world.

Like Little Walter's, Howling

Wolf's music seems to be a violent

attack on the horrors of a huge U.S.

city. Wolf's harmonica playing has

neither the technical proficiency nor

depth of feeling of Sonny Boy Wil-

liamson and Little Walter, and he de-

emphasises the harmonica in favor of

his voice, a mighty, gravel-throated

instrument which literally attacks a

song. The blues is full of extraordi-

nary voices; it's part of the esthetics

of the music that great value is placed

on unusual vocal abilities, and Wolf's

is one of the great voices.

Whatever the prominence of the

harmonica, however, guitars contin-

ued to be the most important instru-

ment in Chicago as in other blues.

Among the earliest to put together

"city" bands was Elmore James, who
featured sax and piano with his sca-

thing Mississippi slide guitar playing.

His approach led to a whole school of

Chicago playing, and he was instru-

mental in transferring several great

songs by Mississippi bluesman Robert

Johnson into the modern sound,

though he himself was not that closely

connected with the city.

Another Mississippi guitarist, how-

ever, has been at the center of Chica-

go blues from the very beginning —
Muddy Waters. When he was first

recorded in 1941 by the Library of

Congress he was playing downhome
Mississippi country blues, on some

numbers backed by mandolin and vio-

lin. When he moved to Chicago two

years later, however, his style began

to change to suit the city conditions,

and he soon became the most success-

ful of the musicians attempting to

create a new sound with electric blues

bands. He has always been tremen-

dously talented at putting together

superior bands, and a great many
musicians came up through the Mud-
dy Waters band, including Little Wal-

ter, Big Walter Horton, Otis Spann,

Junior Wells, and James Cotton. If

one person were to be named as chief-

ly responsible for the Chicago blues

sound, it would have to be Muddy
Waters.

THE RECORDS
Blues from "Big Bill's" Copa Ca-

bana (Chess 1533 — formerly released

as Folk Festival of the Blues). Muddy
Waters, Buddy Guy, Howling Wolf,

and Willie Dixon playing and singing

together live from a Chicago club.

Because it's live, it has a good deal of

musical enthusiasm though the re-

cord also preserves a number of per-

formance lapses.

Little Walter. Hate to See You Go
(Chess 1535). A beautiful record of

songs previously available only as

singles. Only a shade less good than

his superb Best of Little Walter LP
(no longer available )

.

Sonny Boy Williamson. Bummer
Road (Chess 1536). Another great LP,

mostly of material never released

before. The 12 minute cut of Little Vil-

lage, with about a dozen false takes, is

a bit of a drag, though it's gained

some notoriety because in it you can

hear Sonny Boy call one of the Chess

brothers "motherfucker.'

Elmore James/John Brim. Whose

Muddy Shoes (Chess 1537). Elmore

James recorded better material for

companies other than Chess, so he

isn't heard at his best here. However

it's all that's available in Canada at

the moment. John Brim is a very good

second line Chicago bluesman with an

excellent band. The notes don't identi-

fy who has which numbers. John

Brim's cuts are 1, 5, 9, 10, & 13.

Albert King/Otis Rush. Door to

Door. King isn't a Chicago musician

though he did some recording for

Chess and they bought up some of his

other material. His early recordings

here show that his style was pretty

well developed 15 years ago. Rush is

another of the good second line Chica-

go musicians. His rather eclectic

style is getting more recognition now

than in the past. Both he and Albert

King play good guitar in the B. B.

King school. (Rush's cuts are 3, 5, 7,

8, 9, 12, 13).

Muddy Waters. Sail On (Chess 1539

— formerly The Best of Muddy Wa-
ters). A good range of early Muddy
Waters tunes, showing his develop-

ment (between 1948 and 1954) from a

country blues artist on numbers like

Rollin' Stone to an established city

musician with a tightly knit band.

Howlin' Wolf. Evil. (Chess 1540 —
formerly Moanin' in the Moonlight).

Good, brutal Howling Wolf blues. He
plays with some excellent stands. The
music is all from the 50's when Wolf

was perhaps at his best.
peter hatch



innocent fifties (?)
If in fact we are undergoing a wide-

spread revival of 1950's music, it

must to some extent represent a nos-

talgia for a kind of unconscious youth-

fulness which is no longer with us.

50's music certainly represented a

revolution, or perhaps a quick evolu-

tion, in life styles, but there was little

awareness by those taking part that

they were creating a new world.

Problems with parents weren't seen

in terms of national failings; adoles-

cent frustrations were alleviated by
external activities like riding fast

cars, dancing, or screaming at rock

concerts rather than by chemically

attacking the mental source of the

frustrations. Teenage sexuality was
becoming a theme in popular songs,

but the songs were, for the most part,

written or sung by non-teens, and the

teenagers themselves were only at

the point of recognising their sexuali-

ty, hardly of proclaiming it.

Perhaps most important of all,

there was a division between the gen-

erations much realler than that repre-

sented by the tag phrase about over-

thirties. Parents may not have liked

the new music, and they may have

been positively alarmed by the

suggestiveness of some of the lyrics

(implications often lost upon the teen-

agers themselves), but they kept out

of it. Parents simply didn't try to "get

with" what was going on, nor did they

impose an adult consciousness of

"significance" on the changes which

were taking place. The music and the

style were associated with youth, but

no one expected them to expand their

area of influence and bring about

widespread changes in the world.

To a large extent the new life style

developed because teenagers accept-

ed and adopted new ways which were

presented to them. There was much

less a sense of creating the new style.

The focal point for the new way was

Elvis Presley and the place where

much of it started was Memphis,

Tennessee-

Sam Phillips, a southern, white disc

jockey with an ear for black music,

began recording R & B artists for var-

ious labels and then set up his own Sun

label. Besides recording R & B musi-

cians, most of whom are now more or

less obscure, he also opened his studio

(which may be a polite word for the

equipment he had) to white country

artists, and an amalgam appeared

which was the "new" sound. The use

of Negro musical ideas by country

musicians can hardly have been hap-

pierre's dolly

After a cinematic season of shot-

gunned motorcyclists, homosexual

cowboys and drug addicts, Hello,

Dolly! is a much-needed change of

pace. At first it's a little uncomforta-

ble watching such a defiantly optimis-

tic movie, but before very long Hello,

Dolly! becomes a thoroughly enjoya-

ble experience.

The film deals with the amusing

attempts of widowed matchmaker

Dolly Levi (Barbra Streisand) to

marry a rich grain and feed mer-

chant, Horace Vandergelder (Walter

Matthau). On the way, Dolly is also

drawn into the marital problems of

Vandergelder's niece and his two

clerks.

pening only in the Sun studio; more
likely it was something which was
taking place widely at the time; it

just happened that Sun was in the

right place at the right time. Along
with the blues of musicians like

James Cotton and Big Boy Crudup
and the country music of Johnny
Cash, Sun produced Elvis Presley,

Carl Perkins, and Jerry Lee Lewis.

It hardly needs to be said that Pres-

ley was the leader. He was the one
who introduced to the white middle
class the image of a singer who
played an instrument. It was Presley

who suggested that white folks could

have rhythm, and most important, his

was the voice, slightly petulant and
with the capacity of dropping an oc-

tave for "well-a-well-a-well-a".

Presley hasn't been missed in the

revived interest in 50's music. He
recorded his first album in almost a

decade recently (From Memphis to

Vegas. RCA Victor 6020). It's a two
volume set, half of which is recorded

live before an adoring audience of

screaming matrons. He shows that he

still has the voice dripping with sex

and an ability to rip through the old

songs with tremendous vigor. He
takes them a trifle fast, but they still

sound pretty good. The second record

is a Memphis studio job of recent

material, and the less said about it

the better.

What is most noticeably missing

from the recent Elvis album is that

peculiar thing, the Sun sound. The

sound was created in a desperate ef-

fort to overcome the shortcomings of

primitive recording equipment.

Rhythm in the small groups was
emphasised above all. The string bass

was often played with a drumstick to

impell the rhythm along. Even the

lead guitar often concentrated on the

lower strings, (a particularly distinc-

tive part of Johnny Cash's records).

Then too, the straight recorded sound

was never what appeared on the re-

cords. Echo and compression were

used to recreate the sound, and the

result was a hard, clear sound, with a

sharpness from the use of flutter

echo.

The recent flood of Sun reissues by

Jerry Lee Lewis and Carl Perkins in

particular (Lewis on Sun 102. 103, and

107, Perkins on Sun 111), show how

much better the sound techniques of

the Sun studio suit the songs than do

modern "good" techniques. Neither

Lewis' recent Smash LPs, nor Per-

kins' recreation of his hits on a Co-

Despite its overall excellence, es-

pecially in set design and costumes

which easily rival those in Oliver!,

Hello, Dolly! is noticeably split by the

intermission into a mediocre first Act

and a superb second Act. The songs in

the first half of the movie are instant-

ly forgettable and similar to the

depthless "June-moon" ditties of

Jackie Gleason's second Honeymoon-

ers TV series. In addition, the solo

numbers are off just enough to make

it evident that the singing is dubbed.

Unlike Oliver! where the story-line is

always suspenseful and where Oliver

Twist gains immediate audience

sympathy. Hello, Dolly! takes a full

first Act, i.e. 75 minutes, just to es-

lumbia album f Columbia 9833) have

the excitement of the early sides.

The songs are plainly aimed at teen

listeners. The subjects are school,

cars, dancing, making out, and the

like. Perhaps the most noticeable

subject, though, is the teenage girl,

the "sweet little sixteen." The sex

queen was a girl who was "too cute to

be a minute over 17" The emergence

of this predecessor of the groupies

was particularly evident in Chuck

Berry and Gene Vincent, though she

appears everywhere, in Buddy Holly,

in the Everly Brothers, as well as in

the Sun artists.

Gene Vincent wasn't a Sun artist,

but his recently reissued sides by Cap-

itol (Greatest! Capital 380) show

that the style was being copied by

other companies following Sun's suc-

cess. Vincent's songs are almost all

concerned with the foxy little teen

queen, and there's a weak, sickly

sound to his voice which suggests that

his preoccupation wasn't entirely

healthy.

In moderate doses, records with the

50's sound, particularly the reissues,

are fun to hear. Jerry Lee Lewis bas-

es his sound on his own corny boogie

piano and sometimes gets into some
rather suggestive stuff (Big Legged

Woman is more than suggestive ) . Carl

Perkins varies his sound by a skillful

use of country, blues and R & B. He

has a good delivery and might have

led the movement if it hadn't been for

Presley. Johnny Cash, the most heav-

ily reissued of the Sun artists, (Sun

100, 101, 104, 105, 106) was actually not

one of the label's rock and roll artists.

His deep voice is full of country integ-

tablish the theme and the characters.

Only a consistently fine performance

by Matthau saves Part One from

boredom.

But in the second half. Hello, Dolly!

not only redeems itself, but shines. In

a magnificently choreographed res-

taurant scene, a dozen red-coated

waiters fly through twenty dazzling

minutes of popping corks, soaring

trays and flaming swords. The danc-

ing insight of Director Gene Kelly is

appreciated particularly in his choice

of camera angles and quick-shot edit-

ing.

To the audience's relief, the central

characters in Part Two have emerged

from their stereotyped shells and

rity, and he seldom strayed from a

straight country-folk approach,

though he was most obviously uncom-
fortable when he did.

A note about some of these recent

reissue albums. The Gene Vincent

record on Capitol is a bit of a gyp,
having a total playing time of only 26

minutes which is outrageous for a

reissue. On the Sun albums, you have

to watch out after the first couple of

volumes by any one artist since they

begin to repeat material. Johnny

Cash's Show Time LP (Sun 106) is def-

initely to be avoided. It's material

from the other LPs with an hysterical

crowd track added to make it sound

"live." The crowd is absurd; it never

stops shreiking at top level.

Along with all the U.S. rock and

roll, at least a little of the Canadian

product is being made available. One

example is the Beau Marks
(Birchmount 505), a group of regular

looking guys in plaid jackets who do a

very nice job with various aspects of

the 50's sound, Jerry Lee Lewis piano

and all. One look at them and you can

see how little the changes in music

were reflected in other areas of life,

notably appearance.

The "revival", if it is one, is so far

rather limited, in that with the excep-

tion of Chuck Berry and possibly Lit-

tle Richard, it has missed the black

music of the 50's, which was as inter-

esting as the white rock and roll, if

not more so. However, the interest in

the music of that period is probably

little more than a brief fad, exploited

by the record companies and already

past its peak.

merlin homer & peter hatch

begun to get involved emotionally in

the goings-on. There is renewed ex-

citement when Streisand finally opens

her mouth to speak, and not to sing;

her verbal jousts with Matthau

achieve a high degree of precision and

timing. As the songs emerge crisper

and the sub-plots join together. Hello,

Dolly! rises to a fully-orchestrated

smash ending, equal in force to few

other movie musicals.

At a time when the average movie-

goer is constantly burdened by the

weight of a sombre, unattractive

world, it is a relief to discover the

sheer entertainment and unmatcha-

ble enthusiasm of Hello, Dolly

!

henry mietkiewicz
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St. Lawrence Centre - Part Two
THIS PAST WEEKEND HAS BROUGHT US MANY ODD THINGS.

The Isle of Dogs has seceded from London. We have seen Pierre Eliot Tru-

deau at his best — dancing fun native tambourine dances with Eskimos. The

United States has once more articulated the necessity of all of North Ameri-

ca sharing all of Canada's resources (dig).

And in the entertainment section of the Star, Nathan Cohen has urged

us all to be of good cheer regarding theatre's future in Toronto. Because af-

ter all, everyone feared the death of Theatre Toronto would mean the de-

mise of Toronto theatre and, golly gee, we've got the Saint Lawrence Centre

just one year later. Presumably, we should all buy the TT Ladies' Guild's

theatre calendar so that immensely debt-ridden venture can be laid in a

quiet grave, and we can go on to bigger and better things.

Even if (says Nathan) the

Centre is a bust, both in its program

and its presentation. Should the

Centre company die, something big-

ger and better will take its place. At

any rate, some thing will take its

place.

We are not amused. It is my
contention that the Centre, despite

the drawbacks inherent in a first

season, the limitations of such an

institution to begin with, and not a

few errors of judgment on the part

of the general and the theatre direc-

tors, is at least a fifty per cent suc-

cess.

Is successful enough, in fact,

for me to urge attendance by anyone

interested enough to have read my
last article and begun this one. If

you arrive at 8.15 p.m. on any night,

student card and one dollar bill in

hand, you are almost guaranteed a

seat. Moreover, if you're alone, or

prepared to sit alone, you can have

the odd orchestra seat (less likeli-

hood of that sort of thing if you're

looking for two seats together).

Each of the three productions

currently running is worth seeing for

variety reasons. Each confirms once

more that Toronto is blessed with

more than its share of talented peo-

ple. Each attests what can be done,

and what (granted a bit of luck and

better planning) will be done in this

city in seasons to come. And the

forthcoming Faust may prove to be

the most impressive production of

the season (if for a lot of the wrong
reasons).

Read on, then. And can Nathan
Cohen dance with a tambourine?

MAN, Inc.: THE RAVE-UP RE-
VIEW

Although he calls MAN, Inc. a

play, Jacques Languirand has been
branded a writer of revue by at least

one critic, who shall here remain
nameless because I've plugged him
enough in my last ten pages of copy.

Revue is an apt description of

this show, since its primary thrusts

are in a series of tableaux, each in-

terconnected with the others, but

essentially individual enough to

stand on its own merits.

And of merit, there is much.
The ten tableaux move from the

creation of the world to something

called 'Naturism or the Return to

the Source', culminating in the

'Birth or the Continuation of the

World.' Husband Him and wife Her
get in on the ground floor, as it were,

and their marriage founders, folds,

and gets it all on again in parallel to

the movement around them.

My chief criticism of Languir-

and's text is that he bothered to

write interconnecting dialogue be-

tween his tableaux. To have done so

is to force the continuity. The ta-

bleaux are contiguous enough to do

without it. It adds nothing to the

material, as a sense of the develop-

ment of Him's and Her s relation-

ship is sufficiently conveyed in the

tableaux.

At any rate, such breaks are

brief, and only slightly detract from
what is surely one of the most excit-

ing productions to originate on a To-

ronto stage. The revue uses the Liv-

ing Screen techniques created by
Ralph Alswang. Superb film by the

French Production Division of the

National Film Board attests to the

stupidity of our Ottawa Govern-
ment's cutback in financing that

organisation. The film fills sides,

sloped stage and ceiling with incre-

dible colour, infusing as much activ-

ity and life as I think any stage can
bear. Judy Peyton Ward's costumes

MAN Inc.

Paul Soles as STRIKER SCHNEIDERMAN

are always apt, often witty, and
work beautifully in the dim stage-
lighting and warm film projections.

Norman Symonds' music is perhaps
only a cut above Muzak, but it works
with the film and revue as a whole.

Hugo Romero's choreography is not

innovative, but it is good, solid inter-

pretation and his dancers success-
fully merge with the emotional as
well as physical movement of film

and music.

Don Francks as Him manages
befuddlement better than the pro-
gram note on him might suggest
(iron buffalo . . . another ancient
earthling, etc.). He is a very hip
man, in complete possession of his

role when it is not possessing him.
His wife, Lili Francks (The Other
Woman), may not have totally suc-

ceeded in seducing the Univac ma-
chine, but she did wonders for my
libido.

But it is Patricia Collins who
deserves especial praise. Miss Col-

lins, who as Wojeck's television wife
emerged as both a fine actress and
one of your more exquisite ladies,

gives us a predictably fine acting
performance. But she offers some-
thing over what was expected. In

this, her first singing role, she sur-

prises us with a very white but very
solid urban-blues sort of voice.

Francks' own husky tone is in beau-

tiful complement with Miss Collins'

incredible sound. In brief, she gets

as much woman into her voice as

she projects with her physical pres-

ence.

Man, Inc. was a beautiful way
to begin the Centre's season. It es-

tablishes that old story-lines, simple
relationships, and superb production

are the basics of truly good theatre.

M. Languirand has given us more
than enough to justify our wishing to

see more from him in future.

STRIKER SCHNEIDERMAN: THE
WISTFUL REVIEW

Hey, Jack Gray has written a

new play. Jack Gray knows how to

write plays — how to work dialogue,

structure scenes, sustain move-
ment. Unfortunately, Mr. Gray has
really given us two plays sufficiently

different in tone as to leave one suit-

ably confused.

You see, most of Gray's drama
is a kind of elongated Jewish joke.

The stereotyped little Jewish tailor

trying to sit on the fence, pay the
mortgage, watch the girls, love his

wife. Full of rotten jokes, but he's a
nice man. This makes for passable
entertainment, and if it were not so
redundant, all manner of nice things
might be said for Gray having writ-
ten this play.

Unfortunately, he gets heavy on
us. Schneiderman the tailor is ulti-

mately sucked into the Winnipeg
General Strike (you remember Can-
ada had a Commie General Strike in

1919?). He becomes a Leader of
Men. Partly because his buddy gets
shot down by the Specials. Partly
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The Productions
because his wife does an at least 179

degree turn and tells him to do so.

There are so many potential
lines Gray might have taken. The
mayor of Winnipeg is torn between
the Man of the People drive and the

Savant of Law and Order pull. Tom
Evans, chairman of the strike com-
mittee, is fully aware of the pacifist

tactics needed to win, but his dia-

logue never gets round to a satisfac-

tory articulation of them. This is

partly because the skeletal repre-

sentation of the strike committee
(one Marxist, one Nice Involved

Lady, one Simple Worker) is an in-

adequate expression of the complex-
ities involved in the issues of strate-

gy and just what a strike is all about

to begin with. The Establishment
are so obviously so that the sight of

the police inspector in his 1919 Simp-
son-Sears summer underwear is a

bit like watching a Barbi doll (or

perhaps I should say Ken) strip, One
is chiefly surprised not that the doll

can undress itself, but that it bothers

with undergarments at all.

Gray" could have given us that

long Jewish joke. Or he might have

given us the tale of the little man
caught up in a big conflict he wants

to stay out of. Towards the end of the

first act, this seems to be what he's

aiming at. But Gray is not content.

Round about the midpoint of the

second act, he decides to move into

the Eternal Verities. Like Love. And

Freedom. And Stuff Like That.

Which is all alright, all okay, if

you've been building for them.

Gray hasn't been doing so. The

shoot-em-up scene is short, abrupt,

choppy. A turning point, to be sure.

But who was going where in the first

place? We've moved from the little

man caught on the periphery to the

central action. And the little man
miraculously pops into view there as

well.

Of course, he's still cracking

Jewish jokes.

Paul Soles as Schneiderman

does what there is to do with the

part. He's good, of course. But then,

he's hardly given much room to fal-

ter. Sylvia Lennick as his wife Debo-

rah, never a favourite actress of

mine, pleasantly surprised me. She

is good, passing good. In point of

fact, some of the best comedy in the

play is given to her, and Miss Len-

nick handles it well. While all the

other performers are at least ad-

equate, some mention must be made
of Jack Medley as Magistrate

Hutchison and Dennis Thatcher as

Inspector Holmes. They do much
with little. Jonathan White is to be

congratulated for what he has at-

tempted to do with the part of the

mayor. This role receives perfuncto-

ry development from Gray in the

early stages of the first act, but the

playwrite never carries it far

enough. The presence of the man in

the middle must needs be sustained

throughout the drama, no matter

whether the play is to deal with the
little man or the heavier issues.

White makes his presence evident at

least physically, and it is to be re-

gretted that Gray has not given him
the dialogue which would have
helped inestimably.

The set design is, like the play,

a puzzle. Murray Laufer uses huge
blow-ups of 1919 Winnipeg along the

eye line and on either side of the

stage. The playing area is hung with
pennant-shaped reproductions of

newspaper headlines, and strings of

bare Ughtbulbs emphasize the carni-

val/used car lot atmosphere.
But Laufer also offers a realis-

tic storefront and a set piece for

Schneiderman's shop. In centre, he

has set a stylized but blocky struc-

ture representing the front of the

Winnipeg City Hall. The overall ef-

fect is mish-mash, as if Laufer
couldn't make up his mind between
representational and surreal set-

tings. Miss Ward s period costumes
are functional, and from all appear-

ances of the period. They tend to-

ward the dark shades of urban stree-

twear, which is appropriate. But I

think the costume effect would have
been more successful were the ac-

tors playing against one or the other

faces of the schizophrenic set

(preferably just platforms and the

blow-ups )

.

I have little to say concerning

Leon Major's direction. His block-

ing, as usual, is superb. Actors move
as if in choreographed concert. The

text admits little opportunity for a

director to seize a point and work it

through the play. Nor does it allow

Major much chance of working in

emotional contexts between charac-

ters.

I wish, I wish. That Jack Gray

would've written one play in one

direction. If he meant it to end

where it does, then he certainly has

written in bad taste. As it is, that's

pretty much what it leaves. In one's

mouth. But faint enough to suggest

you may as well see it. Some of the

technique alone makes it worth

viewing.

Unless you're a card-carrying

nember of the Anti-Defamation

League.

THE KNACKER'S ABC: THE SAD
REVIEW

Boris Vian was a very funny

man. The Knacker's ABC is a very

funny one-act 'paramilitary vaude-

ville.' The Centre's production of

same is a little confusing. But most-

ly saddening.

Directors Ted Follows and

Major have tried to improve on a

good thing. They've broken the play

into two acts, lengthening it by the

expansion of sight gags and stage

business. The result is that no one on

the stage seems to agree where the

play is going. Everyone's just doing

their bit. And I don't think Vian was

trying to invent Theatre of Confu-

sion.

It started out well. Larry Schaf-

er's set is nothing short of brilliant.

The knackery is supposed to stink.

The Centre has no odours seething

through it, but the stage setting

seems permeated with stench. It

bears a striking resemblance to a

stable. And this is a house of a horse-

slaughterer (or knacker)' This is

mostly a human stable.

Marie Day's costumes are all

right, just fine in fact. Catherine,

the daughter who has joined the

Russian paratroopers, arrives at the

close of Act One in an incredible red

satin miniskirt affair, epauletted.

gauche, and not very austere Social-

ist Realism. Tedde Moore's under-

wear is quite groovey, but that's

another story.

THE KNACKER'S ABC

As I look at my notes. I'm as-

tonished at how many nice things I

have to say about individual per-

formers. Only Norman Welsh,

whose timing is way off (he's the

knacker), and June Keevil (the oth-

er daughter), whose strutting strum-

pet is a bit too strident and bloody

annoying most of the time, have

earned low marks.

Where did it all go wrong? Well,

the initial error was to break the

play into two acts. Vian*s dialogue is

quick, rapid, non-stop verbal grand-

standing. Very funny stuff. But it's

got to be delivered as it's written.

During much of the production, one

feels the directors have stopped the

main action at points and permitted

a minor incident to dominate. Wit-

ness the card game in Act One which

gets blown up out of all proportion.

Witness the smoking boot (because

his foot's hot, yer see) ) that fills the

stage and a full minute of time.

The interpolations and expan-

sions are funny. But the play doesn't

need them. It's too much to take.

The night I saw it, the audience was
responding well through the first

act, but died completely in the sec-

ond. We'd had enough. I understand

that some evenings the first act goes

without even a whimper, while the

second catches on. One feels the

directors wanted to be sure of a full

evening's entertainment, and so

asked each actor to put it all out.

Unfortunately, Follows and Major
haven't got it all under a unified con-

trol. Hence, the insane tickle-torture

of Marie-Cyprienne by her family

just isn't funny. The demolition of

the knackery at the end seems gra-

tuitous. In fact, the pace of the play

is lost until the last fifteen minutes

in this production.

Regrettable. But Vian and the
performers are worth the trouble of

the slight strain Follows and Major
have placed upon them.

And on the audience.

FAUST: THE HEDGING PRE-
VIEW

The proof-reader slipped, as
proof-readers do. Last week I men-
tioned Faust as being of the operatic
proportions 'Leon Major always di-

rects.' As we all know, Major di-

rects many other things. The sen-
tence should have ended 'directs

best.'

True. I think, on both counts.
This Faust is a distillation of two
long verse plays into one two-act
extravaganza. The translation (by

Barker Fairley as adapted by Peter
Raby) doesn't bear too much rela-

tion to Goethe's plays, in that it at-

tempts in prose what should be in

verse. The conventions of verse

drama are quite different from
those of drmatic prose plays. This

version of Faust retains the conven-
' tions out of context. There is no in-

credible poetry to sustain the move-
ment of the drama, and in verse

plays, it is the poetry which imparts

the most life to the drama.
What this adaptation — it can-

not fairly be called just a translation

— does possess is a clutch of the Big

Production Numbers from the origi-

nal. Lots of people on stage, lots of

action, quick cutting from place to

place. Of course, poor Gretchen gets

short shrift. And the play ends with

Faust's salvation apparently due to

Mephistopheles' peculiar sexual

proclivities rather than the interven-

tion of Gretchen and Helen of Troy.

Nonetheless, we shall have a

Faust. With Roy Montgomery light-

ing and Judy Peyton Ward creating

the 150 costumes, design looks prom-

ising. Murray Laufer's doing this

set, and if he can get together what

he wants and stick to one approach,

it should work out well.

It won't be Goethe, but it will

most likely be worth seeing as a

piece of theatre.

So. The box score is don't miss

MAN, Inc., and do see The Knack-

er's ABC if possible. Striker Schnei-

derman is all manner of instructive,

but put it at the bottom of your list.

Watch Faust, because it could go

anywhere and will likely go in good

places, provided you're not a Goethe

freak.

Give the Centre a chance. Fair

marks for a first season. And re-

member, they keep telling us it's our

place. So see things. Get mad. Write

dirty letters. Write nice letters

about the nice things, too.

But remember, it is our place.

We're stuck with an institution in the

making. And on the make. Let's get

on what we can, so's to stave off the

tendency all art centres possess of

becoming the artistic panem et cir-

censes of a society. Small libations to

the gods. An excuse for not doing

other things. An excuse that easily

becomes tired and just plain bad.

Leave us not get raped.

by Bill Rockett



Live, work and learn

in

ISRAEL
Sherut La'am Program

Share your education, training, and know-how in a unique

people-to-people venture

One year service corps in Israel

Three types of programs

I. College Graduate 2. Kibbutz

3. Technical and Vocational

All programs include a three month Hebrew study Ulpan

in Israel

Cost: 1595 (U.S. currency) includes round-trip group

flight from New York; room and board throughout

the year; excursions and seminars.

Please send me further information about your programs:

VARSITY BLAZERS
Varsity Tartan

Kills Ties and Scarves

made ta order

RICHARDSON'S
5«t YMtet St. 922-3141

glendon college presents

sophocles'
oedipus the king

burton auditorium york university

march 14, 15 adults $3.00

at 6:00, 9:00 students $1.50 635-2370

NAME AGE....

ADDRESS ~ -...PHONE.

EDUACTIONAL STATUS

SEND COUPON TO. SHERUT LA'AM
188 Marlee Avenue

Toronto 19, Ontario

Phone: (416) 783-4722
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FESTIVAL SINGERS QF CANADA
THIRD SERIES CONCERT

HART HOUSE — THE GREAT HALL

SATURDAY, MARCH 14. 1970 - 8:30 p.m.

Adults: $3.50 Students: $2 00

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT S.A.C. OFFICE

Telephone: 48I-9742

Have you ever been asked

HOW L0N6 CAN YOU LAST?

find out!

Enter the NICKELODEON
DANCE MARATHONS

start each Tuesday at noon, try to keep it up (the danc-
ing, that is) 'til I a.m.

No entry fee . . .all meals supplied to contestants . .

.

partners available.

WEEKLY PRIZES: Borg Pile Rugs, Dr. Sertoli's sandals.
Dinner for two at the Friar's, or the Mississippi Belle,
or the Hook and Ladder Club or the Town Tavern. Every-
one who finishes qualifies for the Grand Final Marathon.

(Grand Prize!
VALUE $1400

Synchronex Super 8 Sound On Film and Projector Outfit

for each partner.

ENTER EARLY - 364-4296 from 9 to 5 or at the Friar's
noon Tuesday.

. • . FRIAR'S TAVERN I DINING LOUNGEir*3r« 283 Yonge St. 367-6693

Centre for the Study of Drama

PROFESSOR JOHN RUSSELL BROWN
will give an open seminar on

TITUS ANDRONICUS
with practical demonstration and discussion

TUESDAY, MARCH 17

Studio Theatre, 4 Glen Morris St.

Doors open at 8:00 p.m.

ST. LAWRENCE CENTRE > - >»»

Fr Mar. 13 8:30

The
Kiwckert
ABC

"EVERY KIND OF
BELLY LAUGH
IMAGINABLE"

(Globa,

Si. Mar. 14 8:30

"DAZZLING"
(Glob.)

Su Mar. 15 2:00

8:30

"A DARN GOOD
PLflV (Tologrom)

SATURDAY l-4pm $2.00

SAT. , SUN. , & SOMETIMES

pop music, public affairs
SUNDAY 8:55pm (first of series)

TEN CENTURIES CONCERT - $3.00

THURS. MAR. 19 11pm (preview)

YOU'D BETTER BELIEVE IT!

Late night review (sold out)

lliil 366 7723

tun. Thur 94.90, 13.30, 92.90-FrL-lat $B, 14, tJ.
Auih luii from it *.m. on Dayi •( Ptrt. «. __rv

Sun.-Thuf. Jl.SO-frl Sit $2.00 ]l|Ig£lffek
Iludinlt 1 1.00 Vt Hour b«for« curtain.

Madam I'd like to give you your money
but the Campusbank architect made a
slight error in wicket design.

True Chequing Accounts.
True Savings Accounts. Complete banking
services for students and faculty.

Visit your Campusbank fifi Bank of Montreal
The First Canadian Bank

University Ave. & College St. Branch, 640 University Ave.
St. George & Bloor Sts, Branch, 262 Bloor Street West.

Bloor & Bay Sts. Branch, 55 Bloor Street West.
Bay & Breadalbane Sts. Branch, 860 Bay Street.
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new old music
The summer I spent in England

around the London and Manchester
folk clubs was the summer Ian and
Sylvia started using an electric bass.
They had been there a month before
we arrived and their tour had been
disastrous. The mix of folk music and
electronic arrangements that was
central to the development of pop
music over here just didn't go down.
Probably British integrity: some
things simply did not change and Eng-
lish folk music was one.

It has taken six years for British
traditional music to begin to at least

partially de-insulate itself. If it is le-

gitimate to talk of styles (a rock
style, an art song style — Cohen,
Mitchell, Collins — , a country style)

then the time lag has been good; the

sound coming-out of the new tradi-

tion-based musicians, The Pentangle,

The Fairport Convention, The Young
Tradition, The Incredible String Band
forms a quite different grouping.

'Grouping' is a carefully non-com-
mital word, for the musically tight

Pentangle is miles from the free-

wheeling, sloppy Fairport Conven-
tion, and it is safe to say that no-one

resembles the Incredible String Band
at ail. Still each is bridging hundred

year gaps and opening up a number of

musical possibilities for non-afficion-

ados. Which is worthwhile, for British

folk is a musical tradition as well as a

historical one. There has been a con-

stant sound — simple, melodic, triad-

ic, often mournful. It is in the border

ballads, broadsides. Hoist, Vaughan
Williams, Flanders and Swann, the

Beatles and The Moody Blues. Day in

the Life is a distinctly British tune.

What was left to the traditional

singers, however, was the myth and

imagery that went with the melodic

style. I don't know that there is an

intellectual way to get at the power

that a traditional image can hold.

Eliot tries in Tradition and the Indi-

vidual Talent.

For me there is just the feeling —
what was it like to first hear 'If I were

a carpenter and you were a lady,

would you marry me anyway. —
some mystery around how things

change and stay the same. Or maybe
there is a natural poetry that becomes

exposed when words are polished by

generations of use, or some ornery

simplicity urban academese as a lan-

guage, lacks. It's just there for me
when Blue digs little holes all 'round

the yard', or Jacqui McShee (of Pen-

tangle) sings, 'If I were a scholar and

could handle a pen. .
.".

The first new traditional group to

surface over here was The Young

coming apart
Coming Apart is the story of one' man's

progressive mental disintegration, as

shown in his increasingly unhappy and

hostile sexual encounters with numerous

women. The idea has a lot of potential, I

think, but this film, written and directed

by Milton Ginsberg, is plagued with an

incredibly shallow and pretentious script.

All that happens in the film takes place

in one room. The film is supposed to have

been taken by the central character him-

self, a psychiatrist (Rip Torn), who has

hidden a cemera in a small box disguised

as a "kinetic sculpture", and which he

can turn off and on by remote control.

The action does move around consider-

ably, though, often moving partially or

completely off screen. At other times, the

characters will stand immediately in

front of the camera, so that for several

long stretches all the viewer sees is a

Tradition, and they never really
moved very far from their roots:
most of their material was sung unac-
companied, and none of it was 'writ-
ten'. Where they differed from the
Watersons or the various 'Families'
was in brash enthusiasm, replacing
the droning respect that hangs over so
many traditional arrangements like a
dust cloth. The Young Tradition has
the same flat, rich quality of the Dil-

lards or Crosby, Stills and Nash, both
of whom the Y.T. excel in harmonic
and rhythmic inventiveness. (Or re-
inventiveness since the material was
in common use two or three hundred
years ago). And whatever power
there is in old imagery, it hangs on
them like beads. Their last album.
Galleries (Vanguard 79295) is worth
finding, if that is possible, although be
forewarned that they are an acquired
taste.

The Young Tradition played Toron-
to twice, first for a week at the Mou-
sehole to excellent reviews and a total

audience of twenty, about half of

whom knew one another. The next
time they moved up to the Riverboat
and opened on the first day of the

Yorkville hepatitis scare. Their popu-

larity followed them elsewhere and
they split up this fall.

Quite the opposite is the case with
The Pentangle who have in less than a

year developed the sort of avidly par-

tisan following that Judy Collins has.

In a sense they are the first folk mu-
sic super-group. Bert Jansch, singer

and second guitar has been one of the

most popular British folk musicians
for almost ten years. His instrumen-

tal work is somewhere between class-

ical and the chunky American blues

sound of Rev. Gary Davis. Vocally,

Jansch is as distinctive as Fred Neill,

to whom there is a slight resembl-

ance. With the success of the Pentan-

gle, Jansch's earlier English albums

are being re-released over here.

Lucky Thirteen (Vanguard, 79212) is

where Jansch was six or seven years

ago, with the writing drawing far

more on American blues than English

ballads. Birthday Blues (Reprise

6343) is much more recent and the

songs, while Jansch's own, are very

much part of the tradition:

/ shall fix a magic spell to weave on

you:

For!he long grass to catch you in.

For the orange to sweeten sin.

Be/ore this very moment evilly.

Birthday Blues also brings Jansch

together with Terry Cox. about the

most tasteful drummer in pop music

and Danny Thompson, a fine jazz

grey, unfocussed close up of someone's

pantleg.

All this is to point out that the film is

supposedly made by an amateur. But as if

this were not enough, the film at intervals

includes the strips of leader as if someone

were changing reels, and a great many

jarring noises have been added to the

sound track. All these things together are

so over-emphasised that they lose whatev-

er effectiveness they might have had, abd

become highly annoying.

The events in the film are a series of

erotic scenes taking place on the couch or

reflected in the mirror. Apparently, we

are to infer the man's progressive disinte-

gration from his increasingly poor per-

formance as a lover, and his increasingly

hostile attitude to his women. Why he

should be disintegrating at all we are not

told.

bassist (double bass, not electric) if

somewhat of a show-off. Cox and
Thompson are another two fifths of

Pentangle.

John Renbourn and Jacqui McShee
complete the group. Renbourn's gui-

tar work has been popular in England

for some time. He has an instrumen-

tal album of his own. now released

here under the title Sir John Alot of

Merrie Englandes Musyk Thynge and

Ye Grene Kaights (Reprise, 6344)

which is quite pleasant. Renbourn is

both more fluid and more precise

than Jansch, although less distinctive.

Although otherwise similar, their

styles are quite complementary and
fit together as tightly in the Pentangle

as Krieger and Manzarek in the

Doors. (Avoid an album called Step-

ping Stones, Jansch and Renbourn
(Vanguard 6506). It is old, unimagina-

tively arranged and the best cuts are

played more clearly on The Pentan-

gle, Sweet Child.) Jacqui McShee
sings lead and has a clear, distinctive

voice that just grabs a number of us.

Together they are almost baroque

in their musical carefulness. If they

reach the soul it is quite directly

through the ear and. again, through
the mystery of the images. The for-

mat is usually a series of light jazz

solos and counterpoints off something
like House Carpenter, Once I Had a

Sweetheart or a Hunting Song.

(Basket of Light, Reprise 8004). While

the group is becoming increasingly

jazz oriented, the lyrics. McShee's
plain style and the instrumentation all

draw one back in time. {"All instru-

ments played on this album are ac-

coustic", they announce somewhat
belligerently on Basket of Light.)

Sweet Child, Reprise 8002, their two

record concert is their tour-de-force

much as Judy Collins' In My Life or

The Beatles' Sergeant Pepper.

Pentangle fans tend to be in their

twenties, and in the group's one To-

ronto appearance, on CBC's Ian and

Sylvia Rock Festival, they were not

very well received by the younger

rock oriented audience. In England,

this bridge is being made by The Fair-

port Convention.

The Convention are an under-re-

hearsed British version of The Band,

the sort of group who could do a rock

version of Matty Groves and bring it

off on sheer drive and spontaneity. As

well as traditional material they play

early Joni Mitchell (Eastern Rain),

Dylan (I'll Keep it With Mine, Per-

cy's Song) and their own writing

(Who Knows Where the Time Goes.)

Dave Swarbrick's folk fiddle is quite

nicely incongruous. Only one album,

Eventually these scenes become only

two persons, the psychiatrist and his lat-

est girl, dressed in their underwear, in-

sulting each other or not saying anything

at all. Finally the film ends, with one re-

jected lover tSally Kirkland), alone in the

apartment, half-clothed and holding a

gun, viscously smashing everything, and

at the very end smashing the mirror. The
film ends inconclusively, leaving one

wondering what happens to the psychia-

trist when he returns.

A lot of planning must have gone into

the placing of the action, so that the mo-
tionless camera could record most of it.

But whatever interest might have been

built up is ruined by the monotonous and

meaningless dialogue, and by the extreme

emphasis placed on the amateurism of the

Unhalfbricking, (Polydor 543 098) is

available here, and while it is not
their best, it is fun and catchy. Like
The Young Tradition, they recently
split, although not for lack of popular-
ity.

That leaves The Incredible String
Band who, as suggested earlier, sim-
ply do not compare. Their first album
(of six. all available here) showed
strong influence from traditional

singing and calypso, an unlikely com-
bination, true, but there it is. With
Thousand Layers of The Onion they
were still comprehensible although
increasingly original, eg. Robin Wil-

liamson's The First Girl I Loved —
later sung by Judy Collins — and Mike
Heron's Painting Box:

Somewhere in my mind there is a

painting box,

I have all the colours there it '& true.

But lately when I look inside my paint-

ing box,

I seem to see the colours ofyou.

Then they went schizophrenic, with
their material increasingly coming to

resemble the last section of Eliot's

The Wasteland. The music — hardly

defineable as songs — is in the form
of a loose oratorio worded by snatch-

es of different religions and mytholo-

gies:

Someone you saw stretched sleeping

on the sand

Five withered violets cradled In his

hand

His dreams are so loud calling in your

ear

The yellow snake coils from the water

A nd all is refreshed far and near.

The instrumental work is brilliant

although they seldom bother to play

or sing exactly in tune. (Actually they

do for one cut. Sleeper's Awake on
Changing Horses (Elektra 74057)

their newest album. It turns out they

sound like a less enthusiastic Young
Tradition.)

It is interesting that all the new
traditional groups are more popular

in the United States than here: there

were several Fairport Convention

albums released in the U.S. before

Polydor finally decided to distribute

one here; The Young Tradition were a

big hit at Newport, the Pentangle

played Woodstock but do not appear

to be invited to the John Lennon
Peace Festival; and the Incredible

String Band are one of the biggest at-

tractions in California music. A local

impressario says neither they nor the

Pentangle are worth bringing to To-

ronto financially. So much for em-
pire.
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WE GET LETTERS
Sir:

The Varsity and the Review have

carried a series of articles highly crit-

ical of the white governments of

Southern Africa, culminating in the

eight pages in the Review last Friday

(March 6, 1970). I do not pretend that

all criticism of these governments is

unjustified, but it has been very one-

sided and therefore misleading.

It is, I suppose, the nature of the

morally outraged to see absolutely no

good or justice in the actions of those

they condemn. Convinced of their

monopoly of righteousness they then

tend to "snatch the knotted card from

the hand of God and deal out murder-

ous blows", and make no mistake, it

is murderous blows they advocate.

The term "freedom fighters" glides

safely over the reality — the arson,

maiming and killing involved. Most of

the pre-independence violence in

Rhodesia was not directed against the

white man but against the African —
against the African police reservist,

or the African — against the African

police reservist, or the African be-

longing to the rival nationalist party,

or simply the African belonging who

wanted nothing to do with any party.

The moralisers who write your arti-

cles recoil in horror from the thought

of Africans napalmed by the Portu-

guese — but is the horror significantly

different when one African throws a

gasoline bomb that explodes beside

another? It was partly to stamp out

this type of terrorism in Rhodesia

that the Law and Order (Main-

tenance) Act was passed.

Unlike some others, I am not an

expert on all of Southern Africa, but I

do believe I can offer some balancing

comments on Rhodesia. To Steve

Langdon, whose short visit to South

Africa has condemned it forever in his

eyes, I recommend "A Very Strange

Society" by Allen Drury (currently

available at the U of T Bookroom at

1/3 the regular price). It is not a de-

fence of the status quo but a fair pre-

sentation of the complex problems

involved. For the rest, I would point

out that Rhodesia ought not to be

lumped too quickly with South Africa.

There is no legal racial division in

most of the social sphere — the bus

service, the government-supported
university, the cinemas, the national

soccer team are all multi-racial.

As an example of the unfair distor-

tions and generalizations which fre-

quently mark discussion of Rhodesia,

I should like to deal in detail with

some of the claims by Bryan Haddon

in last Friday's Varsity. 1) — "Edu-

cation is completely segregated."

False. I attended a multi-racial

school in Salisbury. However, govern-

ment-run schools are segregated. One
might not accept the reasons for this

but they should have been presented.

It is financially impossible for the

Government to provide a full educa-

tion for the whole school-age popula-

tion of Rhodesia. The white tax-pay-

ers who provide the vast majority of

governmental revenue demand that

their children not be educationally

penalised because of this. Moreover it

is felt that integration would have an

adverse effect on the education of cul-

turally more advanced white children

(Rhodesians are not alone in thinking

this way). I do not insist that these

various reasons justify segregation,

but they do put it in perspective. Fi-

nally the university is multi-racial.

Perhaps Mr. Haddon does not consid-

er this to be education.

2) — "Only 60% of African children

get any education at all". I do not

know the source of this figure, but,

assuming it is more reliable than

some of Mr. Haddon's other state-

ments, I would point out that it com-
pares very favourably with the rest of

Africa. Also, since 1963, Rhodesia's

expenditure on African education has

risen 90%, high school enrollment has

nearly tripled, and African enroll-

ment at the university has more than

doubled.

3) — "The Law and Order Act
has outlawed all African

political parties". False. Mr. Haddon
means that specific nationalist par-

ties have been banned for subversive

activities and terrorism (largely di-

rected against other Africans). The
sweeping generalizations is typical of

the falsifications in which he in-

dulges. In fact an African party is

represented in the legislature.

4) — "All African political leaders

have been imprisoned or de-

tained without trial." False. Incorpo-

rated into this definitive statement of

fact are Mr. Haddon's unstated per-

sonal political prejudices, namely
that the leader of the opposition and

the thirteen other elected African

MP's (who sit in the same legislature

as the white MP's) are not leader's.

He must also assume that the African

chiefs and headmen who represent

the bulk of the African population are

not leaders either. These traditional

leaders of African society, of course,

are anathema to those of African pol-

itical philosophy. One might ask,

"When is an African not an African?"

and be forced to conclude — only

when he supports the government.

The net cummulative effect of the

biased type of commentary we were

offered last Friday is that most peo-

ple have come to accept a simplified

version of a very complex problem —
black is good, white is bad. In fact, in

Africa the difficulties are so great

and so many that the question of who
rules serves only to distract from
them. The substitution of a minority

black elite for a minority white elite

brings no advantage to the mass of

the population. Indeed, quite the op-

posite. Political inexperience and
lack of technical skills are likely to

result in the political and economic
instability which have characterised

and still do, the rest of Africa. What
does this imply? It implies hunger

and starvation, violence and insecuri-

ty — all in the name of human rights.

Ask the African in the street, not the

politician in the limousine, whether

black government has made him feel

better.

Probably the single most galling

fact for Rhodesia's would-be-libera-

tors is the lack of popular support for

their cause. Rhodesia is one of the

most internally peaceful countries in

the world. What fighting takes place

is the result of guerilla sorties from
Zambia. The standard explanation for

this is the cry "police state". It does

not stand up very well. As we are so

often told, the white population is less

than 250,000. Subtract the women.
Subtract the children. Subtract the

sick and the elderly. Subtract those

need keep the economy running. That

does not leave very many over to de-

fend the borders against guerilla inva-

sion and to police millions of exploit-

ed and oppressed Africans, does it?

It is not my intention to reverse the

equation and pretend that the white is

good while black is bad. There is ra-

cial prejudice in Rhodesia (and in

Canada too). I suggest, however, that

it is wrong to advocate destruction,

slaughter of livestock, murder in the

night, and ultimately war, when
experience elsewhere in Africa teach-

es that the alleged benefits in terms
of human dignity and welfare are

unreal, and when conditions in Rhode-

sia, compared with those elsewhere,

do not merit such bloody solutions.

R. Van Banning

Poli. fc. Iff

Ed. note: — Thanks, we couldn't have

said it any better.

. . . and advice

(Moved by a simultaneous denunciation of

an Edward Bear concert and LP by two of

our writers a few issues back, Danny
Marks, guitarist with the group, has offered

the following observations on the art of re-

viewing).

Sir:

A review should be as unbiased by
unmusical aspects as possible.

The reviewer should do his best to

get into the music of the band, to see

it as they see it, as the audience sees

it & as he sees it. He should not get

carried away by his position, his opin-

ion is only one of many.

It is often best that the reviewer

meet the band members. Their music

will reflect their personality and their

personality will reflect their music.

A reviewer should always consider

the band in all different lights — as a

unit, as individuals in the unit, as

musicians, vocalists, personalities.

He should not waste time with petty

details especially in the more serious

bands — people still talk about their

favorite foods, etc.

When giving any opinion, especially

blind praise or condemnation, there

must be ample fact to back it up, Too
often a blanket statement is made
without specific examples or ample
proof.

All opinions should be backed up.

An opinion is usually the result of a

series of conclusions; at least some of

these conclusions should be men-
tioned for the reader to see how the

writer formed his opinion.

No artist or group is all bad or all

good. A completely black or white

review of one artist only seems to

imply that there are other factors

involved rather than just musical.

A reviewer, if interviewing, should

have a method of making sure he gets

his facts right. Before going to see an

artist, it is often best to study the art-

ist's background, as one often reads

the script before going to see a Shake-

speare play — to give him a better

idea of the background.

It is also often better for the re-

viewer to remain unbiased by anyone
else and to go see the act "cold".

I often appreciate a reviewer
checking with me to see if I approve
his content, often facts are messed up
or something has been interpreted
wrong.

The reviewer should be a logically

minded person — but then everyone
should and few people are. Of course
it is most important that the reviewer
know his subject inside-out. He must
remember criticism can be good or
bad — but it should always be con-
structive and logical, not sarcastic
and unfounded.
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ancient jazz records
The problem with reissues of record-

ings is that it is often difficult to evalu-

ate the actual quality of the music. What
do you do when faced with obscure alter-

nate takes of undistinguished composi-
tions by the Duke Ellington of 1927? The
sound may be terrible and the music
corny and dated. And yet there is the
"historcal" interest, the curiosity about
the development of styles and schools of

music which no longer exist, or at least

don't sound the same any more (because
of the change in recording techniques).

For the average jazz fan, reiusses
present a music which is nothing more
than an artifact that belongs in a mu-
seum. Still, you don't have to be an anti-

quarian to appreciate the really out-

standing jazz of the past, for it has a vi-

tality that makes it timeless.

Of the many reissue programs carried

on by almost all the record companies,
one of the most recent — and best — is

the Prestige Historical series. Attrac-

tively packed, accompanied by informa-

tive liner notes, and carefully remas-
tered, these records make available

again some of the best jazz of the thir-

ties and forties. (The only major flaw is

the silly and redundant use of fake "ster-

eo").

Dicky Wells in Paris/1937 (Prestige

7593) is probably the best of the series.

Representative of the best small band
jazz of the late thirties, it features Wells

Coleman Hawkins — back then

photo by coda

and three excellent trumpeters, of
whom the most outstanding is Bill Cole-
man. Wells is one of the great trombon-
ists in jazz. The very antithesis of the J.

J. Johnson school of wooden sterile
trombone playing, Wells had a sly and
subtle way of shaping his rhythms. His
solos are gems of relaxed and original
improvizations with a definite emphasis
on that elusive and undefinable quality
called swing.

Besides the solos of the brassmen, this

record has good small band ensemble
playing on such tunes as Bugle Call Rag
And there is also the unique guitar sound
of the great Django Reinhardt.

Swing, 1946 (Prestige 7604) reminds us
that Jonah Jones, believe it or not, was
once a very good "hot" trumpet player.
This will come as a surprise to those who
know only his work of the last two dec-
ades. Fortunately, those rabid French
"hot jazz" enthusiasts, Hughes Panassie
and Charles Delaunay, recorded Jones
when he was still famed for his jamming
on New York's 52nd St. Jones' little

jump band included Ike Quebec, a tenor
saxophonist who never had much recog-
nition, but should be heard.

Other bands heard are those of Benny
Carter, who had an excellent group fea-

turing Ben Webster and Buck Clayton,
and Gene Sedric, a former sideman of

Fats Waller.

Jazz Pioneers (Prestige 7647) has ear-

ly Coleman Hawkins and Mary Lou Wil-

liams. Back in the early thirties. Hawk-
ins had already developed a mature
style whose essential tonal elements
were a huge vibrato and a heavy, rich

sound, which tended at times to be rath-

er too sweet. His improvizations were
daring, with their audacious intervallic

leaps and rhythmic experimentation.
(This last element is evident on the

tracks where Hawkins is accompanied
by piano only; he fools around with time
values, expanding and contracting

them )

.

Besides the solos of Hawkins, which
are to be found in a wide variety of set-

tings, this record also presents some
original compositions by the pianist

Mary Lou Williams. Though there are
definite suggestions of Waller and Hines

in her work, Miss Williams had, for the

time, quite an advanced style, featuring

modern chord voicings.

Less essential in some ways for the

average jazz fan is Benny Carter/1933.

But then Carter has always been a "mu-
sician's musican". less appreciated by

the public than by his peers. A master of

the alto saxophone (if a bit too fastidious

and, on the other hand, sometimes too

florid), Carter also plays good trumpet

and, reportedly, piano and trombone. He
is also a very capable writer, with a par-

ticular talent for saxophone scoring; in

fact he has been making a comfortable

living in Hollywood for some years now.

This record brings back the days when
Carter was primarily a bandleader.

Though he had to make his money play-

ing for dances, Carter still managed to

maintain very high jazz standards, and

in fact his band in 1933 had great jazz-

men like Teddy Wilson, Chu Berry, and

Sid Catlett; nor were they smothered in

corn, as happened in many other bands

of the time. Still, the music is a bit dat-

ed, and the sound not the best; probably

only the connoisseur interested in this

period will feel compelled to own this

record.

RCA Victor has had their Vintage se-

ries of reissues for several years now.

but apparently they haven't run out of

Duke Ellington material yet. Though
some of their Ducal reissues have been
dogs, the latest one — Flaming Youth
(LPV 568) - is quite good. Like all the

Vintage efforts, it is well produced, with

good sound (no phony stereo "effects")

and all the necessary information.

Six of the titles on Flaming Youth are

alternate versions of compositions al-

ready available in Columbia's six -LP
series, The Ellington Era; these include

some of the greatest Ellington works -
Creole Love Call. East Saint Louis Toodle

Oo. The Mooche, and Black and Tan Fan
tasie. Though some of the music now
sounds primitive and corny, there is a
vitality and inventiveness that Ellington

no longer seems capable of matching
And too there are the extraordinary ear
ly soloists like Bubber Miley and Joe
Nanton. who helped form the Ellington

sound. Though not necessary if you have
the Columbia reissues, this album would
be a very good introduction to early
Duke Ellington.

In the Vintage series there are also

items of at best peripheral interest to

the jazz fan. Such is Charlie Barnett,
Vol. 2 (LPV 567). Barnett led a dance
band in the forties that was very much
under the influence of Ellington. There
is jazz here, but not of a very distinctive

quality; better to spend your money on
the real thing.

Columbia too has a reissue program,
though their latest efforts seem devoted
to switching material already available
from lower to higher priced categores,
and vice versa. Piano Starts Here
(CS9655) is an example of the former.
Solos by Art Tatum have been promoted
from the cheap Harmony label to the full

fledged Columbia. Phony stereo has
been added, which has not enhanced in

any way the piano solos recorded in 1933

and 1949 by Tatum. Worshipped by many
jazz musicians as the greatest jazz pian-

ist ever, Tatum had a dazzling tech-
nique, and. it is said, a boundless flow of

ideas. The early solos here are indeed
remarkable; but somehow I have never
been crazy about Tatum, whose improvi-
zations seem too ornate.

With Coleman Hawkins and Clark
Terry Together, Columbia has demoted
what used to be known as Back in Bean's
Bag to a cheaper label. It is not a distin-

guished record, and there is no need to

consider buying it.

Another reissue of later Hawkins is to

be found on the Riverside series Swing
Masters (RS 3305). Here the music is

modern; consequently the listener does
not feel the gap that may separate him
from the earlier music on the bulk of

reissues. Hawkins plays very well in-

deed, surrounded by contemporary mu-
sicians like J. J. Johnson and Idrees Su-

lieman. Unfortunately, the masterminds
at the record company have felt it neces-

sary to mutilate Hawkins* gorgeous tone

by adding fake "stereo" and "echo" ef-

fects.

The above represents only a small
sample of the reissued material being
pumped into the marketplace. There are
signs that the flood is only beginning.
Columbia, for instance, is planning to

reissue, on ten (10) LPs everything that

Bessie Smith ever recorded. This kind of

program will call upon the listener to

exercise his discretion more than ever
before in order to separate the truly

musical from the mere historical curios-

ity.

jack mccaffrey
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bob bossin discourses on books
Looking back over this year's book

section I have the uncomfortable feel-

ing of failure. Only it's worse because

I cannot put my finger on exactly

what the failure was. It is not in lost

reviews, stolen books, promised copy

never handed in, misplaced telephone

numbers. They are just the usual irri-

tants that come with doing something

you discover you don't particularly

«are about. Wet having talked to half

of the people who wrote things trou-

bles me more. But that's not in the

territory of the real spectre. I would

have been more conscientious had I

not been relatively early, overcome

by legions of black angels whispering,

"sowhat".
It doesn't come on so much, as you

might expect, when I think of all the

things that did not get said; it has

more to do with the things that did.

Joan Didion gets at part of it:

The piece called Slouching Towards

Bethlehem was the first lime I had

dealt directly and flatly with the ev-

idence of atomization, the proof that

things fall apart: I went to San Francis-

co because I had not been able to work

in some months, had been paralyzed

by the conviction that writing was on

irrelevant act, that the world as I had

understood it no longer existed. If I was

to work again at all, it would be neces-

sary for me to come to terms with disor-

der. That was why the piece was im-

portant to me. And after it was printed

I saw that, however directly and flatly I

thought I had said it, I had failed to get

through to many of the people who
read and even liked the piece, failed to

suggest thai I was talking about some-

thing more general than a handful of

children wearing mandalas on their

foreheads. Disc jockeys telephoned my
house and wanted to discuss (on the

air) the incidence of filth in Haight-

Ashbury, and acquaintances congratu-

lated me on having finished the piece

"just in time", because "the whole

fad's dead now, fini, kaput." I suppose

almost everyone who writes is afflicted

some of the time by the suspicion that

nobody out there is listening, but it

seemed to me then (perhaps because

the piece was important to me) that I

had never gotten feedback so univer-

sally beside the point.

I am not even sure what the 'point'

of book reviewing is, beyond ego grat-

ification for the reviewer who signs

the piece and for the author who gets

'mentioned. This is the book review

that launched a thousand ships. Hard-

ly-

There is a Damon Runyon story

about a small town typesetter who
murders his wife, and, caught up in

remorse one Sunday night, inserts a

brief confession in the middle of the

paper's weekly reprint of the town

minister's sermon. Nobody notices. I

wonder sometimes if there is anyone

listening.

The worst, though, pre-dates publi-

cation. It is when I am writing and the

angels come on saying, "Hold it. You

didn't mean that.'' At rock bottom

they shout "liar" each time I com-

plete an assertive sentence. "You
don't really feel that. You aren't real-

ly sure, certainly not as glib and calm

and orderly as you're making it

sound." We have this game on cam-

pus of making questions sound like

answers, turning self-doubts into de-

bates and quandaries into bloody ex-

positions. I could take that, except I

don't think it's under control any-

more, but like some late show subst-

ance from outer space it's got hold of

us and it is stealing our spirit, and I'm

getting so very tired of sitting in

rooms, hour after hour, day after day.

playing Pretend, as if God were

watching from behind a false mirror,

taking it all down and giving us a

Laing sees it in Politics of Experi-

ence when he plays with the sentence

"There is nothing between us." There

is nothing. No things to bring us to-

gether. Separateness. But if there are

no things, there is a rare free space

through which we can move — no

things to keep us apart. The social

things that unite us are by the same

token so many things, so many social

figments that come between us. No-

thing: no excuses, no clever roles, no

attractive authoritative comments.

And there is nothing to be ashamed of,

nothing to be afraid of.

Part of the solution or part of the

problem? As I said at the top, I can't

put my finger on it. The angels still

holler. I do know that, compared to

the botch we have made of the rest of

the world, the failure does not seem

like a particularly important one.

VARIOUS BOOKS
A number of books that have had

value for me over the year have gone

unmentioned. I point them out:

Joan Didion, Slouching Towards Beth-

lehem, Delta, $2:35

Tom Wolfe, Electric Kool-aid Acid Test,

Bantam, $.95

Wolfe says that the novel is dead

and the most important writing today

is in the form of creative non-fiction.

He, Didion and Norman Mailer bear

witness to that. Acid Test is a bril-

liant description and imitation of the

hip-drug-music sub-culture, built

around one of its early key figures

Ken Kesey, author of One Flew Over

the Cuckoo's Nest. It will probably

turn out to be one of the most impor-

tant pieces of sociology on America in

the late sixties.

Joan Didion is as good as Wolfe or

Mailer, probably better than Mailer.

Her style is a marvel to most writers,

stripped bare and clear and honest as

hell. Possibly it is so simple that she

hasn't been noticed because of it. The

articles are completely personal

about a woman "unconscious of the

moment's high issues, oblivious to its

data, alert only to the stuff of bad

dreams, the children burning in the

locked car in the supermarket parking

lot. . . the cunning Okie faces that

turn up in military investigations, the

sullen lurkers in doorways, the lost chil-

dren, all the ignorant armies on some

dark pathological plain. Acquaintances

read the New York Times and try to tell

me the news of the world. I listen to

call-in shows."

Didion is never indulgent: herself is

the perfect vehicle for her vision of

America: the widening gyre, the fal-

con which does not hear the falconer,

the gaze blank and pitiless as the sun;

those hove been my points of refer-

ence, the only images against which

much of what I was seeing and hear-

ing and thinking seemed to make any

pattern.

"

As well as Slouching Towards Beth-

lehem, her articles now appear as a

regular column in Life.

Susan Sontag, Styles of Radical Will,

Doubledoy, $7:25

Sontag's style is slow and cramped.

Her aesthetics and film criticism are

closed to me, but her cultural anthro-

pology, eg. Trip to Hanoi in Styles, is

amazing. She accepts no words: histo-

ry, politeness, irony, honesty all come

up for re-examination, in the Viet-

namese, in America, and in herself,

the bourgeois intellectual. "My con-

sciousness reared in that 'big' culture is

a creature with many organs, accus-

tomed to being fed by a stream of cul-

tural goods, and infected by irony.

Carl Rogers, Freedom to Learn, Mer-

rill, $8:25.

Postman and Weingartner, Teaching

as a Subversive Activity, $7:50.

Most readers probably do not know

how important Roger's influence has

been around here. His 'student-

centred teaching' formed the basis

for SAC and Canadian Union of Stu-

dents policy on education for the last

four years. It is apparent in the CUG
report, in the engineering society's

suggested new program for engineer-

ing, the Free University, the Advisory

Bureau, etc., etc. I wish we had a re-

form for every time we have quoted

the conclusion of his 1951 article

:

Much of present education ap-

pears to be operationally based

on the assumption, "You can't

rrust the student." Acting on this

assumption, the teacher must

supply motivation, information,

organization of the material, and

must use examinations at every

turn to coerce the student into the

desired activities. The approach

we have been discussing is based

on an assumption diametrically

opposed, that, "You can trust the

student." You can trust him to

desire to learn in every way that

will maintain or enhance self;

you can trust him to make use of

resources to serve this end; you

can trust him to evaluate himself

in ways that will make for self-

progress; you can trust him to

grow, provided the atmosphere

for growth is available to him.

After twenty years, Rogers has

expanded the article to a full book. It

should be pre-requisite to anyone

advocating or wanting to introduce

classroom reform. There are exam-

ples, supporting research, argu-

ments, theory, plans for elementary

through graduate schools.

Over the last few years, however,

Rogers' limitation has become more

vividly apparent: each time he en-

counters opposition from a structure

or person in authority he settles for as

much freedom as possible within the

new constricted perimeter. That does

not invalidate what he says, although

it suggests that one should read

Laing, The University Game
(particularly McCulloch's piece), or

Che Guevara as an addenda.

Teaching as a Subversive Activity

has the same fear of politics. It is

flashier than Rogers although less

thorough.

NEW RELEASES
Conspiracy, edited by Abby Hoffman

(Dell $.95) and Tales of Hoffman

(Bantam $.95). Conspiracy contains

statements by each of the Chicago

Seven, Tales the edited transcript of

the trial.

Also, this is new author's season at

Anansi : in poetry there is Bob Flana-

gan (Body) who writes a compressed,

puzzling, potent line, eg. Be nighis

alone, loose head, find reason lo climb

down jaws oj animal normal nothing.

There are also new Spiderline first

novels: Michael Cawthra's Victor

Victim Rachel Wyatt's The String

Box and the first English translation

of Roch Carrier's 1968 Quebec novel

La Guerre, Yes Sir!

George Jonas has a second volume

of poetry, The Happy Hungry Man.

Jonas is surprisingly witty for one

whose world view is so abjectly grey.

It cuts me as rather insincere, al-

though quite clever. All the above sell

at$2:50.

As well, Matt Cohen's first novel,

Korsoniloff is being reprinted. We
somehow never got to review it al-

though it was quite good:

She looked at me and told me
that before she had met me she

had known no-one deeply and

had felt alone within herself but

that now she felt not only alone

but isolated and that she was not

sure but that she preferred the

first. When she said that I felt,

although guilty, relieved. I sup-

pose it was my ambivalence that

was keeping us out of contact, or

. so I thought, and I began to try to

reassure her without being overly

dishonest.

We should have reviewed it, I think,

having undertaken to write book re-

views at all. ($1.95) bob bossin
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the 'educators' rap
It seems that books on education

are interesting only when they are
attacking the "system." In Herbert
Kohl's 36 Children, Neill's Summer-
hill, and various tracts by Edgar Frie-

denberg, John Holt, and Paul Good-
man, there is a passionate outrage

that gives vitality, and, it seems, va-

lidity to the criticism levelled at the

public schooling. Jacques Barzun,

too, though a very different kind of

critic, writes wittily and penetrating-

ly about education.

But as soon as a committee or a

teacher breaks into print to tell us

what education is or should be doing,

and how so, the spirit departs, leaving

only a lifeless corpus behind.

A splendid example of how deadly

inspirational and pedagogic writing

can be is provided by the Hall-Dennis

Report, which is filled with banal

commonplaces and redundant jargon.

Informing us that we live in an age

of change, and that we must be adapt-

able to it (whatever that means), the

committee advocates breaking down

all those terrible old structures called

subjects and replacing them with

. . . well, I'm not sure what. There is

much talk of "areas of emphasis" and

of a tripartite scheme of content or-

ganization, but what is to be taught

remains vague.

Still the Committee does not think

that instruction is a very important

function of the school anyway. More

important are things like creating

"sensitive human beings" with "a

love of man everywhere" who will

have aroused in them" the hunger for

the loftiest ideals of truth (which) can

be sought only in a free society." The

child will "experience a program"

designed to end war, wipe out poverty

everywhere, profit from "Canadian

multiculturalism", "en rich" (a fa-

vourite Committee word) his psychic

and environmental inter-relationships

and foster universal brotherhood. A

formidable task!

Melvin Keene's book for beginning

high school teachers, though not an

unrefreshing change after the in-

spired (Cf. Tale of a Tub) flights of

Hall-Dennis, is just as frightening.

Keene has one simple thesis: the es-

sence of teaching is keeping order.

Above all, the system must function

smoothly.

The class must be kept under wraps
at all times. If once they wake up,

disaster may result. "Sometimes the

runaway class goes to extremes of

open rebellion. The students talk free-

ly. Even get up and walk to a win-
dow." (p.92.)

At this point, Keene leaps in with

the requisite seven point program
which will obviate the necessity for

the teacher's suicide. His whole book
is, in fact, arranged in this way:
point-by-point responses to such terri-

ble educational crises as the above.

Naturally enough, this becomes
extremely repetitious, and, in spite of

the comic element, boring. Ultimate-

ly it is quite useless, because he never

suggests what is worth teaching. Still,

what else could you expect from
someone who laboured on behalf of

the New York City school system for

29 years?

Of course for the automaton who
has no human responses of his own,

this book could be useful. Advising the

prospective teacher on the porten-

tous topic of "facial expressions"

(number 3 in a series of 7), Keene
writes:

Don't hesitate to scowl when a stu-

dent pulls a boner. Smile broadly at

a clever answer. When something

humourous is said, laugh, (p. 62).

And what is the purpose behind all

this delicate human interplay? Well,

there are several aims, such as "hav-

ing your students master your subject

so they can pass their examinations"

(the least objectionable aim, actual-

ly.) Then there is "the development

of the teenager as a person. A large

percentage of secondary schools now

give ratings on each student's person-

ality and character. . . It is your ob-

ligation to do whatever you can to

improve the personality and charac-

ter of. your students . . . You are pre-

paring teenagersJor adult life
" " (italics

in original, p. 53.)

Marjorie Hourd is obviously an en-

lightened teacher, or at least seems

so after dealing with Mr. Keene. Her

principles are. surely, unimpeacha-

ble: the paramount importance of the

child's needs, and the necessity of

recognizing the "wholeness" of the

child's vision.

Unfortunately, after reading the

book, it is difficult to recall anything

specific except that the author is

heavily under the spell of Gestalt psy-

chology. And like many modern "edu-

cators" influenced by the new "sci-

ences". Miss Hourd suffers from a

certain vagueness, which is reflected

in a sometimes opaque style.

The technique of teaching which

she recommends is one of "knowing

and yet appearing not to know, of con-

sciousness and unconsciousness, ac-

tion in inaction." To explain this, she

quotes Buber:

But however intense the mutuality

of giving and talcing with which the

teacher is bound to his pupil, inclu-

sion cannot be mutual in this case.

He experiences his pupil's being

educated, but the pupil cannot

experience the educating of the

educator. . .

What the teacher has to do is to

create a "betweenness", which is the

quality that educates. "What inte-

grates is what grows up in the course

of the lesson between the pupil and

the material and the teacher.
'

'

But there's more to it than that,

stuff about "neogenesis". "unitary

process", "polarity and ambival-

ence", and like that. All very fine, if

only one really knew what it meant,

and could use it in teaching.

Looking into books like those of

Walsh and Reeves — which purport to

be specific methodologies on teaching

specific things — one finds surprising-

ly little that is of any real help. In

teaching poetry, for instance, one

apparently must first create a "re-

laxed atmosphere" — somehow. The

students must "experience the poem

as a whole". Yes, of course.

Both books are filled with examples

of writing by students, and comments

there on. (I wonder if the kids are get-

ting any royalties.) This certainly

helps to pad out the books Now, of

course there are a few points of spe-

cific usefulness to a teacher of Eng-

lish, and the authors' attitudes are

commendable enough. But if one

were to edit these books down so that

only the original and helpful ideas

were left in, they would be even

"slimmer volumes" than they are

now.

"What none of these books does is

raise the question: what is worth

teaching, and why? Even more seri-

ously, they apparently accept all the

commonplace ideas of the "silent

majority" on the nature of man and

society. It's pretty hard to take the

"educators" seriously when they be-

lieve, as the Hall-Dennis Committee

states, that Man in the "technatomic

age "continues to make great strides

along the never-ending road of PRO-

GRESS.

living and learning, Ontario Depart-

ment of Education.

Beginning Secondary School Teacher's

Guide, Melvin Keene. Harper and

Row.
The Education of the Poetic Spirit, Mar-

jorie L. Hourd Heinemann Education-

al Books.

Teaching English, J. H. Walsh, Heine-

mann
Teaching Poetry, James Reeves, Hei-

nemann.
jack mccatfrey
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editor....larry haiven associate. ...jack mccaffrey films.... ian ritchie

watsUP
We didn't realize until

i we had sent the last page

up to the press that is THE
END of the Review. So

there are no farewell arti-

cles, no long feely pices on

the way life is under capi-

talism, no wise words from
editors. In fact there is

nothing. Except thanks to

our contributors and edi-

tors and to Errol Young,

who took the photo of

Sonny Greenwich (conf
at bottom of fifth col-

One of our sources for

I the happenings in classical

music has had his phone

disconnected, and the oth-

er has gone into hiding at a

crucial moment, so our

apologies for a rather

sparse section this week.

The Opera Dept. of the

I Music Faculty is present-

ing A School for Opera, a

pot-pourri of great scenes

blended into a whole
(review elsewhere). To-

night is the last night, 8:30

in the Johnson Building.

Student tickets are $1.00.

Tomorrow at 8:30, the

FESTIVAL SINGERS pre-

sent their third concert of

the season in the Great

Hall at Hart House. Guest

artists will be the TORON-
TO WOODWIND QUIN-
TET and the programme
will feature compositions

by Canadian composers
I Harry Freedman and John

I Weinzweig.

Two free recitals. Anita

I Rundans (organ), 4:00

I tomorrow (14th) at the St.

I Pauls Anglican Church
I (227 Bloor St. E), and
I CINDY SHUTER (flute),

I 12:15 Monday (16th) at the

School of Music Concert

Hall.

The TOM RUSH —
RICHIE HAVENS concert
is tonight at Massey Hall.

I The CLANCY BROTHERS
will be in Massey on
Wednesday for a post St.

Patrick's Day concert.

EARL H1NES finishes

his stay at the Colonial this

weekend. The ATLANTA
BLUES BAND, last here
with Big Mama Thornton,

I open there next week, aid-

I ed by comedian PROF.
I IRWIN COREY. BUDDY
I TATE continues to play at

I the Cav-a-Bob. Tonight at

I 8:30 four highly skilled jazz

I musicians from the Cecil

1 Taylor band, CHARLIE

HADEN (bass), EDDIE
GALES (trumpet), AN-
DREW CYRILLE (drums)

and SAM RIVERS (sax)

will present a programme
of avant-garde jazz at Hart

House. There are said to be

jazz jam sessions at Matt

Muldoons on Sundays

(Queen at Sherbourne )

.

LEN CHANDLER is at

the Riverboat through

Sunday; the MALKA half

of Malka and Joso opens on

Tuesday. ROMPIN' RON-
NIE HAWKINS will be at

the Hawks Nest Saturday

night.

J. DAVID SLOAN plays

C & W music at the Horse-

shoe Tavern this week, and

a huge country show head-

lined by PORTER WAG-
GONER, DOLLY PAR-
TON, and DAVID HOUS-
TON is coming into Mas-
sey Hall on March 21st, a

week from Saturday.

THEATRE

The last Review digest

of theatrical press releas-

posters. advertise-

ments, scrawls and phone

calls proudly pitches the

following:

THIS WEEKEND
University Alumnae

Dramatic Club last night

opened America Hurrah,

an alumnus (-a, -urn?) of

off-off-Broadway of the

1960's. Written by Jean-

Claude van Itallie and di-

rected by Phyllis Benvenu-

to, the trilogy of plays will

be performed at 8:30

through 21 March, with

Sundays and Mondays
dark, in Central Library

Theatre. $2 tickets for stu-

dents can be reserved at

653-2248.

Up St. George St. at the

new University College

Theatre, Pinter's The
Dwarfs and A Night Out,

directed by Jeremy Hole,

alternate with Beckett's

Endgame and Act Without

Words 1, directed by John

Astington, on Thursdays
through Sundays for the

rest of this month. Phone
928-6307 to check the per-

formance schedule or to

reserve a student ticket for

$1. 8:30 curtain, with Sat-

urday and Sunday mati-

nees at 2:30.

Tomorrow night at 8:30

in Hart House Theatre,

Judy Jarvis, graduate of

the U of T and Mary Wig-

man's dance school in

Pianist-composer Cecil Taylor, above, will NOT appear tonight at Hart

House. But the rest of his band will. You may expect sqme very strong (I think

that's the right term) music from this quartet. 8:30 p.m. in the Great Hall, tickets

free from the Hall Porter. Thanks to the Music Committee of Hart House for

some good concerts this year.

West Berlin, performs a

"solo contemporary dance

concert" which she has

choreographed herself.

At 6:00 and 9:00 tomor-

row and Sunday nights,

Sophocles' Oedipus the

King will be performed in

Burton auditorium at York
University. The company,
directed by Michael Gre-

gory, is that of Glendon
College's performing arts

programme.

NEXT WEEK
Shakespeare's notorious

Titus Andronicus turns up
Tuesday in the Drama
Centre's studio lab theatre

on Glenmorris Street. The
evening will include a sem-
inar and demonstration,
directed by visiting lectur-

er John Russell Brown of

the University of Birming-
ham and performed by
Drama Centre students.

Doors open at 8:00.

Friday the 19th through

Sunday the 21st finds West
Side Story in Hart House
Theatre, courtesy the New
College Drama Guild.

Director and choreogra-
pher of this production is

David Yarwood.
And down at the

O'Keefe, Carol Channing
and 10 Stout-Hearted Men
will be dishing out what the

press release terms "spe-

cial musical delight filled

with songs, comedy and
dances" from 16 March to

the 28.

WORTH WAITING FOR

Theatre Passe Muraille

opens A Bond Honoured on

26 March at 11 Trinity

Square. (Phone 366-3376.)

Reconstructed by John

Osborne from Lope de

Vega' La Fianza Satisfe-

cha, the play will be direct-

ed by Ashleigh Moorehouse
and performed at 8:30

Tuesday through Saturday

nights. Student tickets

cost $2.

This being the last issue

of the Review and such,

here is the program being

offered by Cinema Lu-
miere and The Cinemat-
heque until the beginning
of April.

At Cinema Lumiere this

weekend ... A Matter of

Resistance. March 16 & 17,

Sergio Leone's Once Upon
a Time in the West. March
18 & 19, Louis Malle's The
Thief of Paris. March 20 &
21 Rachel, Rachel directed

by Paul Newman (and not

to be missed). March 22,

Roger Corman's The Trip.

March 23, a Cinema Lu-
miere first . . . present-

ing, Penn, Polanski and
Boorman — A Small Festi-

val plus Catch Us If You
Can (Having a Wild Week-
end) directed by John
Boorman. March 24, Re-
pulsion by (who else)

Roman Polanski. March
25, Arthur Penn's The Left

Handed Gun. March 26,

Penn's previous film, The
Chase. March 27, Point

Blank. March 28, Cul de
Sac and on March 29, The
Fearless Vampire Killers,

both by Polanski. Penn's
Mickey One, March 30 and
Boorman's Hell In the Pa-
cific, March 31. April 1-4,

Lindsay Anderson's If . . .

(another, not-to-be-missed

or a to-be-seen-again). And

on April 5-7, Francois Truf-

faut's Jules et Jim. Also I

note, Cinema Lumiere's I

new prices — Monday I

$1.00, Tuesday to Thursday

$1.25, Friday to Sunday and
Holidays, $1.50.

j

At The Cinematheque
tonight, Captain Blood, I

starring Errol Flynn, Oli- I

via de Haviland and Basil I

Rathbone. March 20, My
Man Godfrey, directed by
Gregory LeCava. April 3

(there will be no showing
on March 27), Josef von
Sternberg's The Scarlet

Empress with Marlene
Dietrich. April 10, The
Man Who Came to Dinner

with Bette Davis. April 17,

Fritz Lang's Ministry of

Fear and on April 24, Leo
McCarey's The Awful
Truth.

Rumour has it that U of

T will play host to a major I

cinematic happening in the I

near future. A guaranteed I

mind-expanding, psyche-

1

liberating experience for I

one and all, folks. A clue I

... the film premiered in I

North America at the San I

Francisco Film Festival
|

several months ago.

Managed to see Mash I

this week and it is every-

1

thing that distributors
|

have claimed it to be.

Mash somehow manages I

to restore your faith in the
]

U.S. and convinces you I

that if rules are wrong, the I

only reasonable thing to do I

is to ignore them. It is, as
|

they say, a beautiful film.

Donald Sutherland is su-

perb.

(cont. from above)
j

Well, here we are again
[

folks. That's all for now. So :

long.

music... oeter hatch art.... mike kesterton photography. ...errol young
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-LETTERS
.daycare centres are desperately needed'

Over the past few months I have anything, have shown that when
been researching the progress of both parents can work in the
day care nurseries and their devel- community during the day without
opment throughout Canadian worries for their children's care
cities by combing the files of To- they are able to provide the chil-
ronto s newspapers. Your report dren with more love and parental
in today s Varsity was sadly ironi- attention when the work day is
cal to me because the treatment over. They appreciate the children
that our day care centre is un- more when the day is not filled
dergoing has been all too common with nagging home problems and
among centres of its type through- there aren't too many of us here
out the past decade. It seems that who would deny that personal
most of the group efforts put forth troubles at home can cause seri-
by concerned working mothers to ous difficulties when it comes to
secure adequate care for their growing up.
children are being consistently

1 noticed Sarah Spinks name in

the Varsity article, and I can tell

you without looking at my refer-

ence notes from the Toronto news-
papers that she has worked ex-

tremely hard over the past four
years to accomplish what she has
on this campus and in other city

areas. She and the others who
work with her need the support of

dealt the crapped-up end of the

stick by big business.

If anyone has read this much
and hasn't seen the relevance of
this to his or her own life; just stop
a moment and look a decade into
the future. With the Pill and other
acceptable birth controls those of
us who might wish to have kids
certainly are not thinking about
such an event in the near future —
but, if you have them now or in ten
years, would you want to see your
wife go to seed because she is

forced to give up some creative

In 1966, parents from Fleming-

don Park in North York had ener-

getically set up a co-operative

nursery, one that requires the

most amount of initiative and par-

ticipation from the parents them-

selves. At first the developers of

the area were glad to provide

them with space for a nursery in

the nearby shopping mall.

But the housing section of the ^sk that she enjoys, or as a moth-
development was bought out by er 10 see yourself treating your
the Ontario Housing Corp., and the own children poorly because your

previous owners suddenly lost in- nerves have gone bad. I'm not

terest in their former tenants and condemning the ordinary form of

booted their nursery out of the motherhood, because for some
mall. The OHC offered the school people that can be honestly beauti-

a converted home; but then came fu ' (and I don't say that with con-

another stumbling block — North descension); but you don't need

York bylaws wouldn't allow day the WLF to tell you that the role of

nurseries in homes. The hard women is constantly changing,

working parents continued to fight Believe me there are many in_

and finally accepted the kind offer telligent reasons why day care is

of a Church in Don Mills.

This is, of course, only one of

many examples I could have cho-

sen; and even if I didn't tell you,

you can imagine what kind of

treatment welfare mothers and
lower-middle class working moth-

ers are getting. I don't care what

your feelings are as to whether

these mothers should be allowed

to have more than one child (in

this income bracket) or not; the

point is these children exist and
they deserve to wear a smile in a

healthy environment.

Why condemn these children to

crowded mudholes and dangerous

streets when reasonably simple

community efforts can provide

adequate playgrounds and schools

with plenty of room and new crea-

tive things to explore?

That useless expressway THEY
want to build is like a kick in the

groin to most of the city's parents

who realize how difficult it is al-

ready to get proper space for their

children in our crowded city.

This University could set a

much-needed precedent by giving

aid to the Campus Day Centre both

in the areas of financing, and re-

search into the future bettering of

the proposed facilities. The Uni-

versity is an employer of women,

and women who play important

roles in all of our lives. There is

just a prayer that other businesses

might follow such a helpful exam-

ple.

In the U.S.S.R. state owned
nurseries are located close to

where the mothers work, so that

the mothers can perform the very

important task of nursing during

morning and afternoon breaks.

(Maybe I shouldn't mention that;

it might only confirm some righ-

tist masculine notions that women
working in responsible positions is

a communistplot.)

The Kibbutz communes in Is-

real, if they have demonstrated

important for children of mothers

in many differing social and eco-

nomical brackets. And serious val-

id research is presently being done

to make the day nursery as crea-

tive an experience as the child

might want.

those of us who believe that this

changing society, whether by evo-

lution or revolution, requires the

love and co-operative human care

of all individuals. This is no "tak-

ing candy from a baby" joke; help

is needed.

Peace. .

.

Paul A. Wilson

III Psych.

,your pants should be pulled'
Dear Mr. Wernick,

I do not wish to debate with you or to quarrel with you. I find myself
thoroughly disgusted with your opinions and your wisdom. But I recog-

nize your right and privilege as a human being, to express whatever is on
your mind. You quite adequately condemn yourself when you boast
"those. . .for peace and love are reactionary." And for this. I thank you.

You also add your support to the popular movements in the Middle
East (or Arab Guerillas, as you clarify) "to SMASH the State of Israel

as it is currently constituted." Of course you realize that the smashing
of the State of Israel means the murder and the killing of not only every
Jewish man, woman, and child there, but, as well, of anyone who even
remotely shows some obscure link to Judaism. This being the case, and
if that time should ever come, do you really believe that your political

views would save you?
Pull down your pants, and take a good look at your penis "as IT is

currently constituted." Mor, js Frimerman uc „

jew as anti-semite
I am writing this letter in response to Andy Wernick's piece of ver-

bal diarrhea in Wednesday's Varsity. He proves once and for all that not

all Jews are Zionists; he even shows us that his type of militant Jew
makes the best anti-Semite. How can he bother to state that "although I

support popular movements in the Middle East to smash Israel as it is

currently constituted, 1 do not, of course support any kind of race war
waged against Jews as such. .

." when he knows that the slogan of

"Drive the Jews into the sea" is being broadcasted by the Arab propa-
gandists. Is he blinding himself to the fact that one Israeli defeat means
instant death to all the Jews in Israel? Or is he more concerned with the

slogan "All Power to the People"

I wish to know what people he means — nouveau.riche bourgeoisie
or racists like biased (pseudo-) revolutionaries?

James I. Rubin New College

wernick replies
(1) You don't combat anti-semitism by supporting the oppression of

another Semitic group.

(2) Some blacks say "kill whitey": they have got things wrong. That

does not turn me into an opponent of an autonomous black struggle for

—Andy Wernick (SGS)liberation. In such a case I would be a racist.

HERE AND NOW
TODAY
ALL DAY

Nominations open for MPSCU Executive

positions lor 1970-71 and committees.

Volunteers are needed to set up Spadia

booths, distribute leaflets, sell buttons,

etc.. across campus Drop in at SAC office

and pick up material. Every weekday.

11:30 a.m.

Relax and enjoy yourself at our lunch-

time freeview. Every weekday, from 1 1 30

am. io 1 p.m.. the Odeon-Hyland Theatre

(Yonge St. just North of St. Clair) will be

showing previews of movies presently

playing in Toronto, as well as upcoming

attractions. Come in during your lunch

hour. It's free.

8 p.m.

Film Classic. Shoot the Piano Player,

presented by CIASP (Students Mexico

Program) at New Meds Theatre.

Film and lecture on Transcendental

Meditation as taught by Maharishi Mahesh

Yogi. Hart House Music Room

8:30 p.m.

The Modem Drama Group present The

warfs and A Night Out by Harold Pinter,

directed by Jeremy Hole. Also Mar 20. 22.

26. 28 At U C Theatre. 79 St George

Solo modern dance concert performed

by Judy Jarvis, Hart House Theatre.

Project Mozambique Fundraising Dance.

GSU, 16 Bancroft Ave Bar and Band
Admission SI.25

12 noon

"There is a Tide in the Affair of Rice

Grains " Prof. C. 0. Hines will talk on at-

mospheric physics. Presented by MPSCU

Free goodies, all Welcome. Rm 202, New

Physics

1 p.n

"The Significance of Hard Bodies in the

History of Science" by Dr Wilson L. Scott.

Professorial Lecturer at American Universi-

ty, Washington. D C. Sponsored by the

Varsity Fund and the Institute for the His-

tory and Philosophy of Science. Rm. 202

New Physics.

Live Jazz, featuring Andrew Cyrille.

Charlie Haden. Eddie Gales. Sam Rivers.

Great Hall of Hart House. Tickets free from

the Hall Porter.

SATURDAY
4 p.m.

Organ Recital by Anita Rundans at St

Paul's Church at 227 Bloor St. East.

SUNDAY
2 p.m.

Book and Bake Sale at the GSU For

SSSOCCC Bring your old and new books

and try Jane Jacobs' special pie. To S p m

2 :30 p.m.

Matinee of The Modem Drama Group,

Endgame and Act Without Words I. direct-

ed by John Astinglon At UC Theatre. 79

SI. George. Also Mar 18. 19. 21. 25. 27,

Christian I Ching: Teachings of Sun M
Moon 76 Scollard (Yorkville/Bay)

8:30 p.m.

U of T Concert Choir and conductor

Lloyd Bradshaw will be joined by the Wat-

erloo Lutheran University Choir, and direc-

tor Walter Kemp to present a concert of

Twentieth Century Choral Music Mac-

Millan Theatre. Edward Johnson Bldg.

MONDAY
1 p.m.

Classical Concert with Liona 8ayd.

classical guitarist Music Room Han

4:15p.m.

"Spanish Turmoil
1

' on the Spanish Civil

War presented by the Department of lial-

lan and Hispanic Studies Also Tuesday

and Wednesday Rm 2118, Sid Smith.

7:30 p.m.

Modern Physics for first year students

John Harris on "Electrons in Metals" Eats

Rm 137. New Physics.

Final lecture in modern physics series for

first year students. R. Penner on "Elemen-

tary Particle Physics" Food courtesy of

MPSCU Rm t37 New Physics

TUESDAY
12:16p.m.

Noon hour concerts Cindy Shuter. flute

School of Music Concert Hall

4:00 p.m.

On Metal Abundances in Nearby and

Distant Stars" David Dunlap Observatory.

Richmond Hill.

7 p.m.

Birth Control Information Centre, 631

Spadina Ave., at Harbord. above the bank

Frank and open discussion of birth control

and related topics

7:30 p.m.

"Our God is Good " The God of Christian

Scientists is qualitative and all its qualities

are good Christian Science Organization

Larkin Bldg., rm 200

8:00 p.m.

Christian — I Clung Teachings of Sun

M Moon Rochdale. Rm. 210

SUMMER SCHOOL

AT TRENT

OFFERS YOU...

small group teaching

30 courses in 14

subject areas

an unmatched summer setting

Trent University's campus
on the Otonabee River at

Peterborough offers summer
school students an unusually

attractive combination of

small-group teaching in a

vacationland setting.

Tutorials and seminars are

used to complement lectures

and to provide for individual

participation in the

teaching-learning experience.

Applications must be received

by 1 May, 1970.

For information, please write

Director of Part-Time Studies

Trent University,

Peterborough, Ontario.

/XVRENT
lS SrU N I V E R S I T Y

AFRAID

TO LIVE

AND LOVE?

See the first

Toronto showing

of films by

Karl Rogers &

Abraham Maslow

Karl Rogers' "Journey in-

to Self" -a live "En-

counter" weekend session

...a man "who doesn't

need friends"... a girl/

woman who is treated as a

doll, not a woman... and

a woman whose only love

is a cat.

Abraham Maslow-two films

on love relationships-the

honesty to trust your own

feelings of love and anger,

and a new way to creat-

ivity and spontaneity.

Lawrence Park Collegiate

Auditorium

125 Chatsworth Dr.,

Sunday, March 22, at 8 p.m.

$2.00 ea,

Presented by Genesis II. The
Toronto Growth Centre Inc.

Box 1 1, Downsview Ont.
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M.P.S.C.U. Nominations Open

Nominations now open for next year's executive,

positions to include:

President

Vice-President

Secretary

Treasurer

Society Co-ordinator

Mathematics Co-ordinator

Physics Co-ordinator

Student Action Co-ordinator

2nd year representative

3rd year representative

4th year representative

Also nominations are being taken for the follow-

ing committee positions:

6 members. Math Curriculum Committee
2 members. Math Library Committee
1 member. Math staff-student Committee
2 members. Physics Dept. Council
I member, Physics Library Committee
1 members. Secondary School Liason Committee
3 members, undergraduate liason committee

50 socialist slogan - chanters

at Queens buy time for Edwards

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS AND GRADUATING TEACHERS

PART TIME WINTER
FULL TIME SUMMER

EMPLOYMENT NOW AVAILABLE WITH A
INTERNATIONALLY KNOWN CORPORATION.

YOUR WAY TO FINANCIAL INDEPENDENTS SELLING
E.B. SPECIALIZED STUDENT TEACHER PROGRAMS.

CONTACT THE UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT CENTER FOR
PERSONAL INTERVIEWS ON MARCH 16TH AND 17TH.

KINGSTON (CUP) - Ap-
proximately 50 students,

chanting "power to the peo-

_ pie," broke up a special meet-

ing of the Queen's University

Senate Wednesday. The disrup-

tion forced the body to post-

pone retaliation against doc-

toral student Charles Edwards
and two others who last De-

cember charged chemical en-

gineering professor Henry
Becker with political black-

mail.

Wednesday's Senate meet-
ing was a continuation of that

held February 25, when the

Senate accepted the report of a

special committee that investi-

gated charges made by Ed-

wards and the two other stu-

dents: Tom Good and Glen
MacDonell.

The committee found Beck-

er "utter innocent" of charges

that he attempted to force

Edwards out of his doctoral

program because of his left-

wing political activities.

At the prior meeting, the

Senate forcibly ejected Terry
O'Hara, Edwards* representa-

tive on the investigating com-

Interfac Round-up

mittee, after O'Hara demand-
ed that Edwards be present
during the presentation of the

committee report.

Edwards and other mem-
bers of the left-wing Free So-

cialist Movement, which con-

ducted his defence, have since

denounced the report as a
"whitewash" of the incident.

At the Wednesday meeting,
David Slater, Dean of Gradu-
ate Studies and Research, in-

troduced a motion calling for

support of the investigation

committee report, a "request
that Mr. Edwards be taken
from the registration of

Queen's," and a suggestion to

censure Good and MacDonell
for their part in bringing for-

ward accusations against
Becker.

When the Senate over-ruled
an attempt to disallow Slater's

motion on the grounds it 'was
"out of order at this time," 10

students rose from thei- seats

in the Senate spectator's gal-

lery, chanting "This is out of

o'rder. . .This Senate is acting
out of order."

Other members of the Free

Socialist Movement, who had
been picketing the meeting,

pushed through the doors of the

Senate chambers,' and eventu-
ally 50 students blocked the
entrance to the chamber.
Senate chairman John

Deutsch adjourned the meet-
ing and called another for next
week. The next meeting will be
closed to the public.

As they left the room, sena-
tors ran through a gauntlet of

protestors, who raised their
arms in Nazi and black power
salutes, chanting "Seig Heil,"

and "Power to the People "

Meggs matriculates

It was announced today
that Geoff Meggs (II Innis)

was proclaimed to the post

of Editor of the Review for

the academic year 1970-71.

Meggs, 19, was pleased and
delighted.

"No, I'm not 19 yet,"

Meggs commented, "But I'd

like you to leave that in."

Meth speeds on fine rush
INTERFACULTY SPORTS

By GELL1US

RELIGION
I think we should all pray for the Montreal

Canadiens.

WATER POLO FINALS
Vic opened the best of three ("one is the

best of three"; "no, two is the best of three"

"would you believe "Three's Greatest Hits"?
") final by edging Knox 9-8 on goals by Cole-

man (4), Karn, Heatley, and Bryon, Harvest
Moon (3). Codling (2), Wade (5), and Jones
(5) replied for Knox.

DREGS OF INTERMEDIATE HOCKEY
PLAYOFFS

Meth (the speediest person on the ice)

scored the only goal on a fine rush to lead

Meds D over Dents D, 1-0. The first game was

a 1-1 tie.

Trin B (Wilson, Culver) 2; Ind A I (Factor)

1.

SQUASH PLAYOFFS
I may as well admit I don't understand

what's happening here because it's all double-
elimination stuff. Miss Boyd explained it to

me but I just don't get it. Anyway, Law
(Imperialist Leckie, Glover) beat Meds
(Hansar) and then beat New too (unless I

messed up the chronology which is quite pos-

sible.)

GOING TO CALIFORNIA
David, Uldis, Eric, Diana, Kirk
"Just about a year ago I set out on the road
Seeking my fame and fortune, yeah, looking

for that pot of gold"

John Fogerty
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SAC voting and acclamations '

Nominations for SAC reps at UC, St. Mikes and
New College close today at 5:00 p.m. Nomina-
tions at Vic close Monday, 5 p.m. Forms are avail-

able in the student council offices in each consti-

tuency. Elections are scheduled for Thurs., March
19.

There are 5 seats available at both UC and Vic

while 4 seats are up for grabs at SMC and New.

Several constituencies have already held SAC
elections. Winning at Scarborough were incum-
bent Rob Stewart (II Scar), Kathy De Zorzi (It

Scar), Mike Hofstetler (II Scar) and Undo Joyce (I

Scar).

In Engineering, incumbent Bill Palmer (III

APSC), Michael Lee (I APSC), Derek Smith (II

APSC), David Slater (II APSC) and John Brouwer
(lit APSC) were victorious.

Acclamations in Dentistry saw current SAC Ex-

ternal Affairs Commissioner Peter Gold (II Dents)

and Wayne Pulver (I Dents) returned to office.

In Architecture Barry Sampson (III Arch) was
also acclaimed, while in Law, Craig Perkins (I

Law) won in a three-way fight.

Acclamations were also the order of the day at

Innis, where incumbent Peter Boswell (III Innis)

was returned, in Nursing where newcomer Alison
Mclnnis (II Nurs) will take a seat next year, in

Pharmacy where Glenda Barkwell will be back
for another year, and at Erindale where Philip
Dock (II Erin) and Bill Cooper (I Erin) faced no
opposition.



Pater Adorns (9) flips the puck over SMC goalie Torn McNolly lor Vit's second goal in interfac playoff
action last night. The goal gave Vic a short-lived advantage as St. Mikes came back to win 4-2. Sec-
ond game in the series is Monday at 5:30 in Varsity Arena. pbolobyjim cowan

Breaks help SMC down Vic 4-2

A successful shot and an awarded goal gave

St. Michael's College A's a 4-2 victory over

Victoria College I yesterday in the first game
of the interfac hockey finals.

St. Mike's took an early lead on a first peri-

od goal by Don Pagnutti when Vic netminder

Rick Porter was caught out of his net after a

mixup around the crease. For most of the first

period it looked as if Vic would be run out of

the rink by the tight forechecking and stand-

up defence of SMC.
But Vic stormed back in the second, taking

the play to St. Mikes, and scoring two goals in

five minutes to take a 2-1 lead. Dave Sharpe

scored on a quick, shot from close in at 4:35 of

the period, then came back to assist on Peter

Adams' goal at 8:55.

Minutes later, Paul Noble tied the score for

SMC, scoring on a long screen shot that beat

Porter on his stick side.

The two teams played head-to-head hockey

for most of the second and third periods, but

two breaks cost Vic the game. At 1:50, a pile-

up around the Vic net ended with a Scarlet and

Gold defenseman lying on the puck in the

crease. On the following penalty shot, Fred
Merlocco skated in close to deke Porter and
flip the puck over his pads into the net.

Both teams missed good chances in the last

period. A St. Mike's marksman beat Porter

but his shot rattled along the crossbar and
stayed out. At the other end, Jack Fraser let

go a waist high drive that caromed off a post.

Then with just 15 seconds left and Porter

out of the Vic net in favour of an extra for-

ward, a St. Mike's forward got a partial

breakaway at centre and as he crossed the

blueline a Vic player stabbed at the puck and

dropped his stick. The officials rules that he

had thrown his stick in an attempt to deflect

the puck and awarded a goal to SMC.
The finals are decided on a strange system

whereby the first team to accumulate four

points wins. This means a team could win

with two victories or one victory and two ties.

SMC picked up two points last night; next

game in the series is Monday at 5:30 p.m. in

Varsity Arena.

—Cowan

UC, Vic meet in interfac B-ball final

BULLETIN

A late second half rally

earned the UC basketballers a

hard-fought 70-63 victory over

Vic in the first game of the in-

terfac finals played at Hart

House last night.

The UC crew coached by

Ivan Betcherman held a slim

36-35 lead at the half.

But, Vic came on early in the

second and at one point opened

up a 52-44 lead. Paced by the

fine shooting of guard Mike
Betcherman the UCers fought

back to gain the victory before

a good sized crowd.

Scoring — UC — Betcher-

man (Mike) 18, Sternberg

(Allan) 15, Pascht 11, Stern-

berg (Ron) 10. Vic — Stevens

18, Tonisson 17, Eban 12.

By PETER WHITE

The interfaculty basketball

championship tournament is

now narrowed down to a field

of two: UC 1 will meet surpris-

ing Vic 1 in the final.

The finals are a best two out

of three series. Second game is

at 12:30 p.m. next Tuesday and

the third if necessary will be

played on Thursday at 7 p.m.

All games are in the Hart

House gym.
In the two game total point

semi-final series UC outlasted

St. Mike's, winning both games

and the round by a 177-161

count, and Vic 1 surprised

Meds A 129-115. Vic blew Meds

into oblivion with an opening

game 65-48 drubbing.

Vic has to be the season's

shockers. After a slow start,

during which their record once

stood 5-7, under the leadership

of Dave Horner and Mike Eben

they have come back to win

five of their last six and now

pose a serious challenge to UC
supremacy.

Vic coach Mendy Hersh

credits the ascension of his

squad to a change from the

fast-break game to a ball con-

trol style and board game
which is more suited to his

starting five which averages

six foot three inches. To beat

the good shooting minutemen

of UC he figures to dog them

into early fouls forcing them to

go with their short henchmen.

One thing is certain — you can

expect a physical game predi-

cated on ball control from

Hersh's big men.

UC led by several ex-Blues

including Jack Pascht and

Bump Betcherman pose a for-

midable offensive threat. They

have been the class of the

league to date and it now is left

to Vic to determine whether

they shall remain so. A betting

man would have to put his

money on it but since jocks and

bettors have seen better days

together the best advice sir is

to get out and see for yourself

what's what.

UC's forte has been balance

and they will have to work

damned hard to maintain it

against the huge physical pres-

ence of Vic on the tiny Hart

House floor.

ISC TRAVEL GRANTS
FOR FULL-TIME UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

STUDENTS FROM OVERSEAS
FOR SUMMER 1970 TRAVEL IN CANADA ONLY

APPLICATION FORMS AVAILABLE AT
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTRE

33 St. George St.

Students irilh Ojjire Experience

REGISTER NOW
for Summer Employment

For Appointment Call:

Don Mills — 797 Don Mills Road 429-3600

Central — 2S0 Bloor East. 923-9801

Rexdale — 1001 Albion Road 742-6520

Canadian Office Services (Toronto) Ltd.

M.A.S.S. ELECTIONS

FOR 1970-71 WILL BE HELD ON MARCH 24.

POSITIONS OF PRESIDENT, VICE-PRESIDENT,

SECRETARY, TRE ASURER ARE OPEN.

SEND NOMINATIONS (WITH SIGNATURES OF
NOMINEE AND TWO NOMINATORS) TO:

BRUCE THOMSON
c/o STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE
MEDICAL SCIENCES BUILDING

HISTORY STUDENT UNION

,
ELECTIONS

Postions.

1. President 3. Secretary

2. Vice-President 4. Treasurer

1. Nominations: Forms are available in Rm. 2074

History Office. Nominations close Friday,

March 20/70 at 5:00 p.m.

2. Election Meeting: Tues. March 24, 1970

1 p.m. Rm. 1016 New College

3. Election: March 25, 1970

CLASSICAL CONCERT
Monday, March 16th

Music Room, Hart House - 1:00 p.r

with
LIONA BOYD

Classical Guitarist

tHGUSH SUITE

I Prelude

II Folksong

III Round Dance

CANI0M1U AIM P0UCC4

TWO SONATAS

SOHATINA OP. 51

Allegretto
Lento
Allegro non troppo

RECUfRDOS Of IA A1HAM8RA

GRANADA

GRAN JOTA

1. DUARif

A. TANSMAN

DOMfNICO CIMAROSA

IfNNOX BfRftflfY

TARRfGA

I. AIBIHIZ

TARRfGA

On Wednesday. March 18th JOHN HANSEN. pit

will be giving a concert. Music Room, I p.n
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Administration denies responsibility

SAC supports day care centre demands
The SAC Wednesday night threw its support behind the de-

mands of the Campus Community Cooperative Day Care Centre.

The Centre had demanded that the university administration

take on the responsibility for providing adequate quarters if the

project is evicted from its present site at 12 Sussex.

The Council also called on the administration to find more
suitable accomodation at a nominal rent and pay for renovations,

as requested by the Centre workers.

Meanwhile Keele Gregory, Administrative Assistant to Vice

president (non-Academic) Alex Rankin, said in an interview yes-

terday no commitment had ever been given to the day-care
centre, besides allowing it to remain until last October.

Day-care centre officials say Rankin had assured them they

could count on the Sussex house at least until the end of May.
Gregory, whose office is in charge of supervising the matter,

said Wednesday he didn't know anything about Mr. Rankin's
statement.

"Tve been acquainted with the matter from the beginning
and I know nothing about Mr. Rankin's commitment," he said,

promising to check into the question.

Mr. Gregory said his reluctance to allow the day-care centre

an extended stay on Sussex stemmed from the university's com-
mitment to the Huron-Sussex Residents Association to encourage
family use of area homes.

The University has just demolished 10 houses along Spadina
Ave. in the Huron-Sussex block.

Mr. Gregory said he hand't thought about asking the resi-

dents if they wanted the day-care centre to continue in their

neighborhood.

"I'm not contemplating discussing it with them, but one
could do anything," he added.

Common room is liberated
About 15 students invaded the senior common room of Uni-

versity College yesterday for afternoon tea with the faculty.

The common room has traditionally been "faculty only*' but

SAC Rep. Tony Usher (III UC) called the action another move in

the liberation struggle which began with the integration of staff

washrooms.
Included in the group were such notables as Campbell Com-

mittee member Rick MacDowell (IV UC), UC College Council

members Sally Hill (III UC) and Art Stein (IV UC), UC SAC Rep
Art Moses (III UC).

Given the rare opportunity of having tea with such a presti-

gious group, both faculty members present when the students

entered left within five minutes.

One cup of tea and two biscuits cost twenty cents. Most of

the students felt the tea was excellent, but that the biscuits were
terrible

Blissfully unaware of the daycare centre's imminent fate, this baby sat idly by
pher Errol Young photographed him at the Sussex Ave. building yesterday.

as Varsity photogra-

photo by errol young

SAC ups fees to $13, sets campus centre levy
By LAURA KELLY we don't listen to people with criti- should centre around campus political Varsity television productions:By LAURA KELLY

SAC increased student fees by $1 at

its meeting Wednesday, to augment
the budget by $10,000. Fees will now
be $13. There will be an additional

levy of $1 per student to set up a Cam-
pus Centre fund. Both will be effec-

tive September, 1970..

Craig Heron (IV UC), SAC Educa-

tion Commissioner, defended the

raise: "We now have the lowest fees

across Canada, we're the largest

cumpus, and in the last two years
we've lost revenue from GSU, Erin-

dale, and Scarborough."

"I think we'll have the roof cave in

around our heads if we raise fees. It

will do irreparable damage," said

vice-president elect Eric Miglin (II

APSC).
Earlier, Bob James, Finance

Commissioner, presented his budget

priorities paper, which emphasized
educational programs and showed
cuts in cultural affairs allotments,

and opened the floor to discussion.

Brian Tanney (IV Meds), Cultural

Affairs Commissioner, mesmerized
the council with his critique of SAC.

STILL DON'T LISTEN
"We've taken it upon ourselves to

teach students to take a critical ap-

proach to their social milieu, but then

we don't listen to people with criti

cisms different from ours," Tanney
said.

Tanney suggested that SAC focus

on campus problems and organiza-

tions next year, especially course

unions, rather than stressing com-
munity action.

"Barkwell's idea of a worker-stu-

dent alliance is a bloody good one, but

students aren't ready for it. We have

to back off a little bit and get students

thinking about their own lives," said

Tanney.

He emphasized the fact that SAC
has a function at U of T. "I think

somehow we have to get this universi-

ty moving, and not by just sitting on

committees," he said.

SAC rep Bill Palmer, (III APSC),
opposed the priorities paper: "People
are evil capitalists, they're going to

say if I don't get anything for my
money, you're not going to get my
money."

THE END
"We can't ac'cept this paper. It

would mean the end of SAC," said

Palmer.

"You'd be fools to prostitute your-

selves to the people," retorted Tan-

ney.

The issue of whether spending

should centre around campus political

organizations rather than social af-

fairs or community involvement, fi-

nally went unresolved as the council

voted to accept James' priorities

paper as a guideline for further budg-

et discussion.

SAC expenditures have become in-

flated due to added allocations for a

student legal aid service, student ten-

ants union, hart house farm renova-

tions, student film making facilities,

university arts festival, and Radio

Varsity television productions; cou-

pled with increased allocations to

course unions, the engineering socie-

ty's educational program, pollution

probe, and campus clubs.

March 18 is the date set for formal

discussion of the SAC budget.

SAC also moved to send a letter of

condolence to students at the Univer-

sity of Manitoba on the occasion of

the appointment of U of T's Dean of

Graduate Studies, Ernest Sirluck, as

president there.

SAC is blasted for

inaction on Spadina
Alan Powell, chairman of the Stop Spadina-Save Our City Co-ordi-

nating Committee (SSSOCCC), berated SAC at their Wednesday eve-
ning meeting for their lack of student leadership on the Spadina issue.

SAC responded by calling a rally in Convocation Hall, followed by
a march to Queen's Park, to be held on March 18.

"There were so many things you could have done, like spending
the night on June Marks' lawn. This is your bag, isn't it?" said Powell.

Powell thanked SAC for its contribution of $950, but, he said, "the
contribution was like sending a dollar off to Biafra."

The council called an organizational meeting yesterday afternoon
and decided that the rally should represent the entire University
community, and should oppose the expressway because of its potential

effect on the city as well as the U of T campus.
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SPADINA : WHERE IT'S AT
The SAC and The Stop Spadina Save Our City Coordinating Committee

has organized a demonstration against what they term "another step in the

destruction of the inner core of the city." The committee will hold a rally at 1

p.m. in Convocation Hall today and then march on Queen's Park to ask the

provincial government "to intercede with the powets-that-be at City Hall, on

our behalf, to halt the construction of the Spadina Expressway."

By LIZ WILUCK
Eight years ago, "Big Daddy" Frederick Gardiner kept Metro Council up

until five in the morning in order to push through the original proposal for the 401

Cloverleaf and the first part of the Spadina Expressway.

It was part of a deal whereby the province, with the support of Eaton's and

Simpson Sears, and the Developers of Yorkdale Shopping Centre, would build the

401 Cloverleaf if the Metro Corporation would agree to build the Expressway

from the 401 to Lawrence Ave.

At that time, citizen opposition forced Gardiner to pass a very modified

proposal, which did not include the Crosstown Expressway or even the full Spadi-

na route as now proposed. As director of the Foundation Company, whose subsidi-

ary, Fenco-Harris Engineering, were consultants for the project, he stood to gain

a very great deal from expressway construction.

Since that time the scope and cost of

the Spadina proposal have mush-
roomed. In 1964. the Metro Transporta-

tion Plan recommended the Crosstown.

the Christy-Grace Extension of the 400,

the Richview, as well as the southern

extension of the Spadina.

Once again, Metro Council prepares

to lake a vote on Spadina. Again, citi-

zen protest has burgeoned, and the

proposal is being modified and watered

down to placate fears of the irate citi-

zenry.

NO CROSSTOWN??
We are told that there will be no

Crosstown. However, Hans Blumen-

feld. consultant for the 1964 Plan, says

that without the Crosstown, the Spadi-

na will not work.

We are told that the Spadina propos-

al will make possible new forms of pub-

lic transportation and rapid transit.

But the construction of the Spadina is

virtually a rejection of the transit-ori-

ented system which was the 1964 alter-

native to the Expressway system.

Calculations made by David Nowlan

in The Bad Trip indicate that such a

transit system would cost $912 million

less than the system of which Spadina

is a part. Reallocation of that amount

of money could provide a lot of homes

for a lot of people, or any of a number

of community and people oriented pro-

jects.

Instead, the Expressway will cost

one and a quarter billion dollars. The

Spadina alone will expropriate one

thousand homes. It will disrupt whole

inner city communities — the Annex,

the Chinese community south of Col-

lege, and Kensington Market.

It will destroy the jobs of 23.000

workers in the Spadina garment indus-

try south of College. As the system

develops, it will force more and more

people from their homes into the ste-

rile box life of the high rise.

GOODBYE INNtR CITY

It will destroy the inner core of this

city as we know it.

The Spadina Expressway alone will

have a very severe effect on whatever

sense of community presently exists at

this university.

The long overdue Cass and Wronski

Reports indicate that the southern

terminus of the Expressway will be

Willcocks Avenue. The Reports admit

that the volume of traffic discharged at

the southern terminus will exceed the

capacity of the Willcocks intersection.

The widening of Willcocks and the

construction of the Expressway proper

alone will prohibit the construction of

the Campus Centre on the present site

at Huron and Willcocks. It will make
inroads on the College of Education

extension, the C maught laboratories,

the Centre for Criminology, New Col-

lege and many others.

The increased flow of traffic on uni-

versity precinct streets will sever the

campus into a series of isolated blocks

separated by high speed death traps

like the Queen's Park Crescent.

THREAT TO U OFT
The Students Administrative Coun-

cil, wtth lukewarm support from the

administration, has long been agitating

for the closure or submersion of St.

George in hopes of uniting the seg-

ments of this already fragmented

campus. The Spadina Expressway po-

ses a much more potent threat to both

campus and community.

The SAC, working with Stop Spadina

Save Our City Co-ordinating Commit-

tee, has called a rally today at 1 p.m. at

Convocation Hall to protest the build-

ing of the expressway.

The council has taken a strong anti-

Spadina position and will be presenting

a brief to the Metro Transportation

Committee next month.

The Association of Teaching Staff

has expressed opposition as has Presi-

dent Bissell. The Board of Governors,

which opposes the expressway only as

far as it affects the university, has tak-

en no strong public stand.

The rally will demand that the Board

of Governors call for a halt to express-

way construction until a full scale re-

view of the project can be undertaken.

It will ask them to take a stand behind

the citizens of this city.

MARCH ON QUEEN'S PARK
Following the rally, there will be a

march on Queen's Park. The provincial

government not only initiated the pro-

ject, it is footing half the bill. The
march will demand that the province!

government put its foot down to hall

construction pending further study of

alternatives.

Contrary to rumour, the university is

not in the vanguard of the expressway

opposition. In fact, aside from the ever

present buttons, there has been little

activity emanating from this campus.

The SSSOCCC, with its student mi-

nority, is co-ordinating about 150 briefs

for presentation to the Transportation

Committee.

It has been holding anti-Spadina

strategy sessions with citizens' and

ratepayers' groups from across the

city. Members of SSSOCCC feel that

the upsurge in opposition to the ex-

pressway from the people of Toronto is

beginning to exert considerable pres-

sure on the politicians at City Hall.



IUDAIC STUDIES
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

In 1970-71 the University will offer a much-expanded selection of courses in Judaic Studies.

The programme is intended for both specialists and students who wish to take only one or

two of the courses. It is planned that specialists in Judaic Studies may take the third year

of the programme at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem.

Among the courses available are:

Recommended First-Year Preparation

Introductory Modern Hebrew

Medieval lewish History to 1789 (Projected)

Introduction to ludaism

Classics of the Jewish Tradition in Translation

Second-Year Programme

Introductory Aramaic-Syriac

Intermediate Modern Hebrew
Intermediate Classical Hebrew
Modern jewish History, 1789 to the Present (Projected)

Early Biblical Literature in Translation

Third and Fourth-Year Programmes

Intermediate Aramaic
- Philosophy of ludaism

Medieval and Modern Hebrew Literature

Literature of Israel in Translation,

ca. 600 B.C.E. toC.E,200

Modern Hebrew Literature in Translation

Prophetic Literature and Thought

The Psalms

Early Post-Biblical Hebrew

History of the lews in Classical Antiquity

Religious Reflections on the Holocaust

Announcement by Student-Faculty committee for Judaic Studies and Hillel Foundation

GSU
ELECTION DAY

for the

positions of

PRESIDENT & VICE-PRESIDENT
FRIDAY MARCH 20th

Polling booths will be stationed at:

GSU, Sig. Samuel Library, Wallberg Bldg.,

Physics Bldg., Mechanical Bldg., Princess Margaret Hospital,

Galbraith Bidg., Zoology Bldg., Aerospace Studies,

Lash Millar Bldg., Massey College and Sid. Smith
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Committees negotiate to transform English Department
By MARY BASTEDO

Efforts to transform the
structure of the Combined
Departments of English, giv-
ing students voting participa-
tion in decision making and
streamlining the process of
government, approach a deli-
cate stage this week as two dif-

ferent committees, each with a
set of recommendations, nego-

.
tiate before the final meeting
of the Combined Departments
on April 6.

In the present unwieldy
structure of the department,
all of the 160 faculty members
(lecturers and above) are auto-
matically voting members of
the Combined Departments.
Sixteen students also have vot-

ing privileges in the Combined
Departments.

The impetus for change
came last April when a meet-
ing of the Combined Depart-
ments, attended by 100 irate
English students, passed a res-

olution "to accept the principle
of student voting participation
in the decision making of the
department."

At that time a staff-student

committee, made up of 12 stu-

dents and six faculty mem-
bers, was asked to implement
the principle of student partici-

pation.

The staff-student committee
"went beyond what it was
asked to do," commented
chairman of the Combined
Departments, Prof. George
Falle. "But there was no oppo-
sition."

"Rather than just adding

students onto the present

structures, which we felt were
inadequate anyway, we found

it necessary to restructure the

whole department," said Ken-

neth Owen (IV Trin), co-chair-

man of the staff-student com-
mittee.

In December the staff-stu-

dent committee submitted its

report to the general commit-
tee of the Combined Depart-
ments — a committee made up
of the six college chairmen, the
chairman and secretary of the
Combined Departments and
seven faculty members. The
general committee responded
by setting up a sub-committee
of five people to draw up a sec-
ond report.

Chairman of that sub-com-
mittee, Prof. J. R. Jackson,
commented, "It seemed to us
the report of the staff-student
committee was not a wholly
practical document."

The two committees met
Saturday to try to reconcile
their reports. The meeting was
declared closed and a Varsity
reporter was asked to leave the
meeting.

• ' 'In principle the two reports
are very much in agreement,"
said Chairman George Falle in
a Varsity interview. "It is

simply in working out some of
the details that both commit-
tees will have to go back to
their drawing boards."

Prof. A. M. Leggatt, co-

chairman of the staff-student

committee and a member of

the general committee,
agreed.

"They both recognize the

need for something representa-

tive, in the matter of elections

for both faculty and student

members. Both agree that

there should be some student

representation, and both rec-

ognize that for efficiency we
need a small elected body and

not just everybody,
'

' he said.

Other members of the de-

partment see the two reports

as more radically opposed to

each other.

"The general committee's
report is not entirely, not even

primarily, concerned with the

problem of student representa-

tion," said Prof. Barbara Mar-

tineau, a member of the staff-

student committee.

"The chief intent of the gen-
eral committee's report is to
propose an effective means of

reforming the present ineffi-

cient structure of the depart-
ment.

"The result of the staff-stu-

dent report is a rather messy
structure in which the chief
goal is peaceful co-operation
and understanding between the
various interest groups." (ie,

junior faculty, senior faculty,

students, administrators.)

"The general committee
report proposes a structure
which is centralized and effi-

cient and eliminates many of

the organizational problems
that would still remain with
the staff-student committee's
report but it doesn't ensure
broad representation, especial-

ly of any dissenting voices.

"Efficiency and democracy
are not always compatible."
she added. "In fact they some-
times work against each oth-

Prof. Douglas Hill, another
member of the staff-student

committee, agreed that the
report of his committee sets up
a structure which is "pretty
decentralized" whereas the

general committee's proposal
is "incredibly centralized."

"But that's not necessarily

bad." he added. "If the repre-

sentation on it is good, it

doesn't matter if it's central-

ized. If it's the right kind of

centralization, i.e. if it repre-

sents all the people concerned,

in the thing, it's alright."

"I would much prefer to see

our report, but rather than see

nothing I'd accept a compro-
mise," he said.

A series of ammendments to

the general committee's re-

port has been proposed by the

staff-student committee and is

now the basis for discussion.

"We've pretty well aban-
doned our own report," said
student member of the staff-

student committee, Thomas
Schofield(IIIUC).

"But I'm still concerned that
decisions be made by a repre-
sentative body.

"I haven't given up the idea

of representivity for the sake
of efficiency.

"There are things in the

CUG model that should be in-

cluded — openness of meet-
ings, high percentage of stu-

dent participation, represen-
tivity and the idea of compro-
mise over conflict.

"Many people feel the cen-

tralization proposed by CUG
would be a bad idea but, except
for issues like hiring and fir-

ing, the combined departments
is already quite centralized,

deciding about examinations
and curriculum for example.

"

"I think we can teach an
agreement," he said. "I per-

sonally would be happy enough
to see a compromise but I

think students as a whole
should have a chance to voice

their opinion, since only 16 stu-

dents will have a say in the

Combined Departments."

"The amendments for the

most part are moderate and
sensible," said Prof. Jackson,

chairman of the sub-commit-
tee.

"What I would fear is that if

many of the amendments are

passed it will be exceedingly
difficult to pass the thing in the

Combined Departments."

Prof. Michael Millgate, a
member of the sub-committee,
commented on the reports:
"Both reports are serious at-

tempts to get at the problem of

providing an effective govern-
ment for a very large, diverse
and widely distributed depart-

ment in a form which will

combine all groups within the

department, and yet avoid the

creation of a rigidly central-
ized structure which is totally

unresponsive to the individual

faculty members and stu-

dents."

The two committees will

continue their deliberations in

closed sessions. Access to the

two reports has been denied.

Prof. Falle expressed fears
that if an agreement is not
reached between the two
committees, both reports will

be tabled until next year, when
the department will be in a
weaker position to resist CUG
recommendations for more
centralized, uniform depart-
ments.

"If we are agreed, we have a

real position of strength at the

Combined Departments meet-
ing" commented Thorn Scho-
field.

"If the two committees can-

not reach an agreement togeth-

er there might be a solidifying

of positions around the ex-

treme points."

"The most' conservative
thing that can happen," said
Prof. Legatt, "is that both re-

ports will be thrown back, but
that would not be the end of it

Pressure for cha nge from
within the department is irre-

sistible."

Whatever recommendations
the two committees come up
with, they will be presented to

the Combined Departments on

Monday April 6 at an open
meeting in the Convocation
Hall at Trinity College at 4

p.m.

See editorial, page 4

STUDENT LEGAL AID?
HELP US FIND OUT)

This survey is intended to aid a study— undertaken by the U of T Students' Legal Aid Society— to establish if a need
exists for a legal aid/information centre on campus. Please indicate your response by checking off the appropriate

reply. You may deposit this form at any college council offices (collection boxes are provided) or send by U of T

delivery to: Legal Aid Society, Faculty of Law, University of Toronto. If you wish you may include any comments

or suggestions.

PLEASE CHECK APPROPRIATE RESPONSE:

(1) Have you ever been; threatened with, subjected to, or initiated a legal action?

(2) (a.) Did you require legal assistance?

(b.) Did you consult a: (1) LAWYER (2) YORK COUNTY LEGAL AID (3) NO ONE

(3) Do you feel there is a need for a campus legal aid information centre?

(4) Have you ever had a problem (e.g. lease form, a summons, "official" correspondence, etc.)

where you felt legal or quasi-legal advice would have been of assistance.

Please Deposit at local Council Office or send to: Legal Aid Society Faculty of Law U of T.
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PAGE FOUR
Geof! anticipates other belter woy>. Bets, Char-

lotte en Jo have Pisces tellebrations, and Liz W
gets ready for managing the "system". .

dadoaoo! Ray Conlogue enlightens and evolves.

Mary Baitedo pauses but. . .arrives, .
-30'

"Not just a class revolution, but a rev-

olution with class."

—Stewart Soxe

Art of Manipulation
The tensions of this campus are

managed by a collaboration of admin-

istration, faculty, and student bu-

reaucrats. They talk to each other and

keep the students in the dark.

Secrecy is maintained by closed

meetings, censorship, statements of

meaningless rhetoric, and overtly

manipulative strategy. All in the

name of the general good of the stu-

dents.

Like the commercial press, The

Varsity often concurs in the general

mystification of students. Credibility.

Integrity. Responsibility. Those are

the bywords of journalism that are

more often than not the rationaliza-

tions for obscurity and myth.

That's the case in the story by Mary
Bastedo on page three of today's Var-

sity entitled, "Committees Negotiate

to Transform English Department".

The story leaves the impression

that there are no serious conflicts in

the English Department. Every-

thing's groovy. It omits the two most

vital facts about recent develop-

ments:

• what happened at Saturday's

joint meeting of the General Commit-

tee and Staff-Student Committee of

the Combined Departments of Eng-

lish;

• any explanation of why the re-

porter was ejected from the meeting

and forbidden to write about the two

and a half hours of it she had attended

unnoticed.

Those two aspects of the reporter's

own experience and the fact that they

were omitted tell directly what the

final story obscured — the paranoia of

the faculty and the manipulative se-

crecy of committee negotiations.

In face of threats and pressure

from the faculty, particularly Prof.

David Hoeniger, Mary Bastedo prom-

ised not to report the meeting. In-

stead she wrote a bland history of the

student reform "movement" in Eng-

lish at U of T. She was forced to write

around the story. Caught between her

forced promise and a belief in princi-

pled journalism, she chose the for-

mer.
Saturday's meeting discussed two

reports: one from the staff-student

committee, which proposed a parity-

style structure for the department,

and the other from the General

Committee, which proposed a struc-

ture of roughly one third students and

two thirds faculty.

The faculty on the committee be-

came paranoid that the conflict be-

tween these two proposals might fil-

ter down to the students.

Here's what happened as Mary re-

lated it to me:
• The committee members discov-

ered I was there just before lunch

(after two and a half hours), when the

ayes-noes-abstentions didn't add up to

the number of bodies present;

• After lunch Prof. George Falle, the

chairman of the meeting, brought up

the question of whether or not I should

be there;

• It was argued that the event

wasn't newsworthy because the re-

ports were just preliminary and no-

thing final was or could be decided.

• Some of the faculty from the Gen-
eral Committee objected to the reports

being made public.

• People objected to the idea that

they would be quoted when they

didn't know they were being quoted.
- • One professor said my reporting

was bound to be inaccurate ("we're
only human") because she noticed I

wasn't taking shorthand.

• Prof. Hoeniger stood up and ("I

don't like to say this but. . .") said that

last year I had written a story in which
he was interviewed. "I was called a

bibliophile and grandfather. I am a

bibliophile. I'm not a grandfather. In

fact, I think today I may have been act-

ing quite youthfully. .
."

• Hoeniger threatened to resign

from the committee unless three condi-

tions were met: 1. I leave the meeting;

2. I leave my notes behind me; 3. no-

thing appear in The Varsity about the

meeting.

• Hoeniger left the room, with one
other faculty member, for 1 0 minutes.

• I argued I had been invited to the

meeting by some student members of

the staff-student committee — who
had assumed the meeting was open.

• Others agreed they thought the

meeting was open.

• Richard Wright (a student mem-
ber) said he would have to leave if it

wasn't, for his course union followed

CUG's policy of open meetings.

• There was no consensus as to

whether the meeting was closed or

open, or whether or not the reports

were supposed to have been circulated

(i.e. shown to anyone else).

• People accused me of acting in

bad faith by not letting it be known
that 1 was from The Varsity from the

varsity
— R. D. Laing t^, v»r»ny. m>mi>*i ol c*n»dnn

Editor Brian Johnson

Review Editor Larry Haiven

Sports Editor Jim Cowan, 923- 405

3

Advertising ManagerCarol Cooper, 923-

8171
Editorial Offices 91 it. George, 2nd floor

Editorial Phones 923-8741

Advertising Offices 9) St. George, 1st floor

. . .and in the end, "no room." sei Brian J. and
the spirit of Buckmlster Fuller appears to explain

"more with letting". Jim Cowan, Dave Frank,

Sue, and Sue R. labatt't mixed with the sea of

copy that becomes the Varsity. Noel & Lyn Stock-

ley Louis, Tom Walkom, all with Hana Goldharl,

CJaro Tom & Gary Wieland & Michael Kaufman
& Enol & Jon mixed the mysteries in the dark-

room, while Larry Haiven gave his last. Andy
Wernick made it belter with Ron's help, while
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beginning (
Man unfortunate misunder-

standing").

• Prof. Hoeniger returned. He re-

peated his threat to resign. He was
very angry. I left at that point, saying I

wouldn't have left under ordinary cir-

cumstances. But I did, since there was
a misunderstanding that was inter-

preted as bad faith.

• After I left, the meeting decided

its next meeting this Friday would be

closed.

The faculty were not the only pres-

sure group on the reporter. The two
students on the committee — Richard

Wright and Tom Schofield — asked

her to write a mild story that would

not alienate the faculty. They wished

to re-establish "trust" and "good
faith", and hoped to reduce the facul-

ty's paranoia — part of a strategy of

co-operation and compromise.

But why compromise yourself to

intimidation and secrecy in order to

build a relationship of "good faith"

founded upon the refusal to deal with

the real conflict between faculty and

students, in fact, upon the policy of

ignoring student needs?
• Students should organize around

the experience of students, not the

hysteria of faculty.

Through compromising with reac-

tionary faculty, a student elite win

some "power" in the department. But

when the process that establishes

such power ignores students, the use

of that power will also ignore stu-

dents. Because students will not have

any power. Just the elite — who have

never bothered to talk to students.

Meanwhile students don't know
what's going on because all the cracks

have been smoothed over with rheto-

ric, myth, and secrecy.

Smoothing over the cracks and ser-

vicing the needs of an elite are the

games played by the commercial
press. And often the student press —
which has had trouble struggling out

of its traditional role as an innovative

but parochial version of the commer-
cial press.

The principle of a student press

must be to create an alternate to the

commercial press, not a miniature of

it. That means breaking down struc-

tures of journalism which traditional-

ly abstract from reality and mystify

it. . .consistently in one direction:

maintenance of the status quo.

§y leaving the abstraction on page
three and putting the facts on the edi-

torial page (just-my-own-opinion-of-

course), you flip the medium.
There will be another joint meeting

of the English staff-student committee
and the General Committee Friday at

7:30 p.m. in Trinity College in the

Combinations Room.
It's a closed meeting. If English stu-

dents think it should be open, they

should meet at I p.m. Friday at 91 St.

George St. to discuss strategy.

—brian johnson



it's about time the arabs tried to live in peace
Dear Mr. Johnson:

It's a funny thing, Mr. Johnson,
about the Jewish people. You have to

comprehend; they've lived through
the holocaust (don't tell us you under-
stand); they have gone through the
Crusades; they have been subjugated
by every type of people from the
Greeks .to the Romans to the Chris-
tians to the Arabs to the Poles, Rus-
sians etc. etc. It hurts when someone
*says we are now the oppressors. We
don't want to oppress. We're trying to

find the best solution but. . .Nasser
wants to kill us, Russia wants to use
us, France wants to be fair, the U.S.

wants to appease its Jews. Who
should we turn to?

You see, Mr. Johnson, there is a

state called Israel. It exists and there

are about three million people there.

Some would like to change that. Ques-

tion: Where do these people go?
We've learned that Jews are not ac-

ceptable en masse in the U.S., Cana-
da, and other Western nations (see

"While Six Million Died" by Morse)
South America is already occupied. I

don't think we'd like to try Russia.
Our people already have experience

Open Letter to the Psychology
Department:

Re: Psychology 100 Decision on the

Final Exam
It has come to our attention that the

final examination as formulated by

Miss de Toledo for her Psychology 100

class will contain entire subject mat-

ter for the whole of the year of the

course. This entails material covered

by two lecturers, Dr. Robert Lake

and Dr. de Toledo, with the following

proportional representation in the

examination:

• 25-30 per cent for material cov-

ered by R. Lake

t 65-70 per cent for material cov-

ered by de Toledo.

This examination accounts for 50

per cent of the final mark. Lake's two

term tests account for 25 per cent of

the mark; Miss de Toledo's only test

with that haven. The thought of a bin-

ational state is absurd in this age con-
sidering the major national move-
ments and also the fact that I have yet

to see enough desire for love of neigh-

bour from the Palestinians to make
me want to share a government with
them. India and Pakistan could not be
one nation. So that leaves only the

concept of the Jewish State in Israel.

In 1947 the U.N. voted for a parti-

tion plan — a lousy plan but we were
happy, it outclassed concentration
camps any day. Since the Arab na-

tions would not accept the plan for a

Palestinian state we are called fascist

Zionist aggressors. From the time of

the Rhodes Conference, the Arabs
would not accept our existence. Ter-

rorism did not begin in 1967. It has in

its utter glory, precipitated two wars.

In 1956 after the Sinai campaign, we
were forced to give back the captured

territories to obtain a shalom-salaam
(peace). So we gave them back and

Nasser erected a monument in El

Arish proclaiming his victory. Peace?
That was buried deep in the sands

under the monument. Terrorism con-

tinued. Shelling from Syria and Jor-

dan continued.

Shelling from Syria and Jordan con-

tinued.

Then came the '67 war. It began not

on June 6. but when the Straits of Tir-

an were blockaded. Three weeks went
by and the world did nothing. So an-

other war. Unfortunately we won and
this victory was a shock to many peo-

ple who were prepared to have mag-
nificent memorials for the valiant

Israelis. Witness Biafra.

Instead we gain a buffer zone so

Israel is a little safer. Now how about

peace? No! Let us get close again and
maybe this time. .

.

So, Mr. Johnson, we are stuck with

all this territory and all these people

who have learned over the years to

hate us. What should we do? You ob-

viously haven't studied the period af-

ter the Sinai campaign. We know the

peace we got then (with guarantees

too).

As I wrote earlier, it hurts to be
called oppressor. But what does one
do with murdering terrorists, with a

potential fifth column, with textbooks

that teach in terms of your death? As
long as there is no bargain for peace
we can't give back the land and say

try again. And so we must deal with
the terrorist who you portray as some
sort of honoured hero but who really

is courageous in ambushing tourist

buses, mining civilian gathering
places and bombing airlines.

Mr. Nicolas Zabaneh of the U. of T.

Arab Student Movement proposes
peace with the Palestinians. First let

us see El Fatah dissociate itself from
the Arab governments and show its

sincerity for peace.

We want peace. We don't want to

see any more people die, Arabs or
Jews. But Mr. Johnson, we can't dis-

cuss peace over any border whether
its the one you want or the one that

now exists. Normally people sit down
to discuss rationalities. Why not try

this method 9 The Jewish people
speak of peace in prayers, ritual and
normal conversation. We're tired of

fighting. Let us see the Arab people,

be it the Arab nations and/or the Pa-

lestinians show a desire for peace and
try us out. They have never attempted

to live in peace with the Jews. It's

about time.

Mark Okrent,

President

Hillel Foundation.

open letter to psychology department
of the second term accounts for 25 per

cent also.

Disregarding the obvious bias in

mark allocation, objections have been

raised concerning the following:

Two tests have been given to cover

Dr. Lake's materiaLwhy are we being

re-examined on this work?
Dr. Lake is no longer a member of

the Faculty, why should his request

concerning the set up of the final

exam be granted since neither Dr.

Lake nor Miss de Toledo have con-

sulted the class on this matter?

Why wasn't a vote accurately taken

in the Psychology 100 class on March
12? Only students who were in favour

of Miss de Toledo's proposal concern-

ing the final exam were asked to raise

their hands; dissenters had no oppor-

tunity to vote since no alternative was

raised.

We propose that more stress be

placed on Lake's term tests, thus

omitting his material from the final

exam. Since the latter half of Miss de

Toledo's work has not been tested, it

should be emphasized.

As the matter stands, it is totally

unreasonable to expect students to

cover this enormous amount of mate-

rial and pass their other finals. Per-

mission needn't be granted by Dr.

Lake as he has not left a forwarding

address,

Your goal should be to create incen-

tive not to destroy it. This is an ob-

vious negation of the true learning

process. We suggest the department
look into the CUG report with more
objectivity.

Mark Bojun,

Carole Arcuri

better idea for babies

gregory's actions unjustified

Mr. Gregory's wishy-washy de-

fense of the actions taken against the

Day care center, as reported in Fri-

day's Varsity, are both dishonest and

misleading. It was stated that the ac-

tion was taken as part of an agree-

ment with the Huron-Sussex Resi-

dent's association to encourage fami-

ly use of area homes. Has the admin-

istration of this University forgotten

that it also promised to protect the

rights of existing tenants?

Perhaps that commitment only

applies to the slum-landlords who

take university-owned property and

rent it to students at highly inflated

Also if the University is so con-

cerned with family housing why did it

allow 40 Sussex street to remain va-

cant for over six months and why was

that dwelling finally turned into an

office for the OCTSA? The University

maintains the right to use any of the

buildings that it owns in the Huron-

Sussex neighborhood if they are need-

ed by the University.

Does the action against the Day

Care Center mean that the needs of

the University reflect only the needs

of Simcoe Hall and not the needs of its

students and faculty?

I for one am sick and tired of the

way administrators of this University

manipulate their commitments to

meet their own unscrupulous ends.

Actions like the one taken against

the Day Care Center can not be justi-

fied under any guise. Attempts to do

so, only discredit the University to an

even greater extent than it has al-

ready been discredited.

Thomas Schofield

(III History and English)

In an effort to continue the Campus
Community Co-operative Day Care

Centre through the summer of 1970,

its first summer. I like to state again

what the most urgent hurdle is to be

taken by this day care centre. A house

owned by the university is used by

approximately 20 babies as a place to

live during weekdays. On the 31st of

March this house has to be vacated

and will eventually be changed into a

family dwelling. I feel it is not strong

enough a point to discourage a group

of such young and enterprising peo-

ple, (yes. babies are people)

Over the last two weeks I have

heard a better idea. Why not combine

the efforts of the Married Students

Residences' nursery and the Campus
Day Care Centre. Both nurseries are

in their infancy, and may have trouble

in finding enough volunteering people

during the summer. However, the two

nurseries do not have much in com-
mon at the moment. The Campus Day
Care Centre is running weekdays
from 8-6 o'clock and takes children

below the age of 2, while the Married

Quarters' nursery is open only during

the afternoon and takes children be-

tween 2 and 5 years of age. Further-

more, the Campus Day Care Centre is

serving university families in the

widest sense thereby filling its capac-

ity with the most needed cases. The
Married Quarters' nursery, on the

other hand, serves up 'til now only the

tenants of 30 and .15 Charles Street. On

such a short notice it will be hard to

change this structure. Both nurseries

should at least try to keep going.

Assuming that they have equally

strong support of their participating

members the housing problem is the

crucial factor. The Campus Day Care

Centre has the weakest chance of

survival due to this sudden action by

its landlord. It should be possible for

the university to postpone action 'till

after the summer and let the Centre

celebrate its first birthday in Septem-

ber at 12 Sussex Street.

PoulBronsveld(SGS)

Today's paper is the last regu-

lar issue of The Varsity this year.

There will be a special issue pub-

lished by SAC April 1 fo cover

the SAC budget meeting and
the joint meeting.

We are still left with a pile of

letters on Israel. We apologize to

the writers of all letters not pub-

lished for reasons of space.
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Looking Back on Gus Abols LETTERS
' ifsomeone tells you that the Israelis do not want peace he is a big liar

'

JOBS AVAILABLE WITH SAC

CAMPUS CENTRE
CO-ORDINATOR
SALARY: $500-$600 per month

DESCRIPTION: Complete reappraisal of need for a Campus

Centre. Analysis of related facilities across campus Determine

exact needs to be fulfilled by a Campus Centre. Co-ordinate

financial and architectural data.

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
SALARY: $95 per week

DESCRIPTION: General office handyman. A bureaucrat who is

more political than clerical. Typing skill useful. Takes minutes,

prepares agenda, co-ordinates council work, acts as public

relations man, tension manager, propaganda writer, and in-

formation centre. Also has to handle records and research

files.

Apply to the SAC Executive c/o SAC office by March 25, 1 970.

Mordecai Erlich is a 22-year-

old university student in Jerusa-

lem.

Born in Israel, he served with

the paratroops in Sinai during

the 1967 Six Day War. Now he

studies political science, but his

academic career is punctuated

every year by three weeks train-

ing in the Reserves.

Mordecai is in Israel by choice.

He spent three months last

summer visiting relatives in

Canada at which time he was
encouraged to stay here. But he

decided to go back, and in the

following excerpts from a letter

to his cousin at U of T, he talks

about what it is like in Israel

now. The raid of which he

speaks at the end of his letter

resulted in the capture of an
Arab radar station.

. . .But as a matter of fact

during the last three weeks 1

was in the reserves. .

.

. . .1 want to tell you that in

these last three weeks I've

learned one basic fact, that if

someone tells you that the Is-

raelis do not want peace he is a

big liar. Everyone who was in

there training with us, no mat-

ter what is his occupation at

home, wanted with all his

heart, instead of running and

training in the rain, to be in his

place with his family.

Well, you see, when you are

in the cold and rain instead of a

heated apartment you want

peace desperately and this is

a/so one of the many viewpoints

you can look on in the conflict.

(I'm sure from this viewpoint

the Arab soldiers want peace

much more than we do.)

And a few serious words
about the situation. Generally,

in the Suez Canal we are now
attacking all the time and the

attacks are not in the first line

(which was almost completely

destroyed by our air force) but

in the heart of Egypt. (For

example, today our planes at-

tacked targets 10 km. from
Cairo.)

The borders are now rela-

tively quiet and the only new
development is in the Lebanese

border where the guerrillas

are trying to gain power near

the Israel border, but we hope

that the Lebanese army will

succeed in stopping them. Oth-

erwise, this area of Lebanon is

going to be isolated like the

border in Jordan, and it's a

pity for the innocent Lebanese
farmers who are going to suf-

fer from it.

And to finish about the situa-

tion a few words about the big-

gest army event recently. Our
paratroopers succeeded in

conquering an island south of

the Canal and holding it for 36

hours. We took 61 prisoners of

war and big quantities of arms.

Unfortunately this success was
faded by an awful accident in

which a truck of ammunition
blew up in the port of Eilat and
we had 20 casualties and 30

were wounded. .

.

poli ec situation "crucial"
The Political Economy Course Union will be holding an

emergency caucus at 1 p.m. tomorrow prior to the Faculty

Meeting at 4 p.m. which will decide whether or not the de-

partment sets up a negotiating committee.

"The situation is crucial", said Peter Hall, the Chair-

man of the Course Union. "This could be the turning-point

for the department in terms of reform."

The faculty is meeting in the Council Chamber of the

Galbraith Building to consider the course union's request

for a parallel structure negotiating committee to review the

structures of the department and the appointment of the

chairman.
The course union has already elected six tentative dele-

gates to this committee. At a meeting last Friday a General

Assembly meeting elected Steven Langdon, ( IV Poli.

Econ.), Peter Hall, (II Econ.), Bob James, (III Poli. Sci.),

Phyllis Clarke (Grad. Poli. Sci.), Jim St. John (Grad. Poli.

Sci.) and Bob Hann (Grad. Ec). Hann is also on the faculty

at the Centre of Criminology.

Prof. Easterbrook, the Chairman of the Department
and Prof. Smith, the associate Chairman who favour the

committee have privately expressed concern that it may
not receive faculty approval.

"I'm optimistic," commented Hall. "What we are ask-

ing for is eminently reasonable. I think it's time to replace

some of the confrontation we've seen with dialogue. We've

got some common problems and I would like to see us talk

about them."
Many students are anxious that the course union not

compromise on the move to put the question of the new
chairman's appointment on the agenda of the committee

and it is expected that this will be discussed at the caucus in

Room 1071 S.S. at 1 p.m. tomorrow.
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SAC, GSU electioneering this week
Elections for Students Ad-

ministrative Council reps in
the four large arts colleges
take place tomorrow.
At New College, incumbents

Michael Kaufman and Gerrit
Van Geijn are vying for the
four seats along with Brian
Bannon, Barbara Rossett, Ian
Wigley, Robin Tivey, Rick
Lehan, Moe Wurtzman, Bill
Rodgers and Tom Me-
Glaughlin.

At University College 11

candidates are in the race for
the five positions. Incumbent
Art Moses is running, along
with Brian Hayes, Bob Spen-
cer, Tobey Vigod. Herman Sie-
gel, Owen Dick, Daryl Geller,
Norman Rogers, Al Capp, de-
feated SAC presidential candi-
date Bernie Teitelbaum, and
Ivars Peterson.

At Vic seven candidates are
after five seats. They are in-

cumbent Bruce Campbell
along with Don Mcleod, Doug
Mann, Zane Boyd, John Kirton,
Bob Dinsmore, and Bronwyn

Best.

Four seats are up for grabs
at St. Mike's. Names of all the
candidates were unavailable at
press time.

The Graduate Students' Un-
ion's executive elections take
place this Friday. Larry Hoff-
man is running in the race
against Joe Peters.

The Magic Nose Flute
Anyone Can Play It!

No Knowledge of Music Needed
Small Enough to Carry in the Pocket!

Loud Enough to Lead the Band
Sweet Toned and Musical

Export'A

REGULAR AND KINGS

IT'S

A HARD PROPOSITION
TO BEAT?

If you get the feeling you're spending

too much time with the books . . . we may
have the solution. Ours is a course in

reading efficiency that means we teach

more than speed. Our course emphasizes

study techniques, recall skills and

flexibility of rate as well.

Let us demonstrate to you the dynamics

of today's most comprehensive

reading course in a free Mini Lesson.

PHONE FOR INFORMATION

923-4681

* CENTRE FOR READING DYNAMICS LTD
Suite 215, 730 YongeSl.. Toronio 5, Ontario
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the various and sundry review editors take two pagesfrom this

the best in the arts in the past year and also reveal petty

a year of reviewing, pay heed

In retrospect, film over the

past year seemed to be domi-

nated by an entire movement
within American cinema.

Despite its frequent tendency

to pander exclusively to eco-

nomics, Hollywood has long

been the most dynamic

collective force in interna-

tional film-making, and 1969

was undoubtedly the year in

which Hollywood {if it is still

possible to speak of Holly-

wood as a geographical area)

finally capitualted to another

of its intermittent cycles of

re-orientation. Not since the

downfall of the mass enter-

tainment film of the 40's has

the American film industry

been involved in quite so sig-

nificant a process of radical

change.

The major West Coast stu-

dio conglomerates, no longer

able to bear the multi-million

dollar losses inherited from
two, three and four-year old

extravaganzas and no longer

able to rely upon a guaran-

teed return from a guaran-

teed audience, were finally

compelled to relinquish their

traditional direct control over

production; at times grudg-

ingly and at times, perhaps,

unsatisfactorily; and to ac-

cept the role of financier and
distributor.

The implications of this

shift in Hollywood were only

suggested this past year, but

certainly the pattern of inter-

national production and in-

vestment will never again be

the same.
Nevertheless, as part of The

Varsity's continuing policy of

service to the community,
here is the Review's selection

of the best (and the worst) in

film of the past year.

THE BEST. .

.

— If. . ., directed brilliantly

by Lindsay Anderson.

Unquestionably the finest

film of 1969. Suffered unduly

and unfairly from critical

misinterpretation but, never-

theless, emerged as a perfect

'classic' film immediately
upon its release. Unique, in-

volving, beautiful.

— The Wild Bunch (Sam
Peckinpah). Magnificent pho-

tography by Lucien Ballard.

Utterly absorbing, powerful,

uniquely conceived and su-

perbly choreographed in its

rhythms of death.

— Easy Rider (Dennis

Hopper). Certainly the most
significant film of the year in

terms of its impact upon the

American film industry.

Slightly self-indulgent at

times, yet meticulously con-

ceived, fast-paced, frighten-

ing in its implications, keenly

perceptive. Superbly fluid

photography by Laszlo Ko-
vacs.

— Medium Cool (Haskel
Wexler). Proof positive that

cinematic laws are not irrev-

ocable. A brilliantly imagina-
tive mingling of several film

styles which colours Wexler's

portrait of committment with

compellingly original shades.

— Butch Cassidy and the

Sundance Kid. (George Roy
Hill). Subtle, full of life and
profoundly sad. Beautifully

written scenario by William
Goldman. Genuinely moving
performances by Paul New-
man. Robert Redford and
Katherine Ross.

— I Am Curious (Yellow)

(Vilgot Sjoman). A film com-
pletely distorted by critical

pre-judgement. Remarkably
clever editing and an interest-

ing concept of camera tech-

nique, (ie. there is none.

)

— Putney Swope. (Robert

Downey). A galloping insane

film forever bordering on

complete delirium. Downey
again proved himself to be a

master of controlled anarchy.

Brilliantly comic, wildly
imaginative with a truth that

irritates in its bluntness.
— Other films which de-

serve at least a mention for

injecting a considerable de-

gree of vitality into the past

year. .

.

— Stolen Kisses, Oh! What
a Lovely War, Z, Last Sum-
mer, Bob and Carol and Ted
and Alice, The Reivers, They
Shoot Horses, Don't They?,
Midnight Cowboy, Lonesome
Cowboys, MASH.

— Best Canadian film of the

year. . .

Unquestionably, Allan
King's A Married Couple.
Perplexing in its style, but
unrivalled in sensitivity and
insight.

— Greatest disappointment
of the year. . .

— Alice's Restaurant by
Arthur Penn. Agonizingly
static, contrived. An example
of youth exploitation at its

most insidious.

— Worst of the year. .

.

— An unresolved draw
between On Her Majesty's
Secret "Service, Marooned, De
Sade, and Prologue.

ion ritchie

This may be a chauvinist position for the

retiring radio and television editor, but I like

my television.

After four years of almost total abstinence,

I returned to the fold with a 21" black and
white rented tube. A glorious Easter after a

long hard Lent.

A television is one of those things that you

abstain from for a while (Forever!) to ev-

idence a major change of life.

Dear Mother and Father,

I no longer watch television. I am a Universi-

ty student. My mind belongs now to the Wis-

dom of the Ages.

Love,

Dan

It can signify a renunciation of old values

and the old life style and imply their replace-

ment by the Enlightened Ones.

Television can become the symbol of fascist

bourgeois pig decadence; the automaton mas-
ter of the automatons. It is the malleable tool

of the Capitalist System. Ach! (vomit) It stu-

pifies and mesmerizes the lower working

classes while molding, directing and control-

ling the dishrag middleclass minds, (vomit)

That was last year. This year I have a tube.

And there's a certain mark of distinction

about the whole thing.

Dear M & F

Tina Louise and I got a tube the other day.

Blow your mind or what! or what, eh? Tina

Louise is the chick 1 screw with now.
Love!

D

It now signifies a certain status; free time;

the discreet use of leisure hours; the freedom
from the fetters of routine and schedule, yet

the vicarious participation in popular cul-

ture.There's that certain pleasurable identifi-

cation with the Masses; the Workers, you
know?

Let the Revolution Come! ! I'd be the last to

stop It. But goddam motherfuck if It takes

Star Trek or It's My World and Welcome To It

off the air. That's the people's air and I'm a

people and I want to watch Star Trek!

daniel mack
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the penultimate edition of the varsity to give you their views on
prejudices, vices and anomalies which have accumulated in

As I understand it, this is supposed to be a

list of my favorite things of the last 12 months,
or what I consider "the best of. .

." But I can't

seem to get interested in making any such list

in any accurate sense, so instead, here are a

number of things in various fields which have
caught my imagination.

Books.

Johnny Otis. Listen to the Lambs (Norton,

$6.25). Johnny Otis is a white R & B musician

from the West Coast who embraced black cul-

ture as the only viable one in the States. He
was totally accepted by that culture (which

seems to have found skin color a minor detail)

and became a respected contributor to black

music. This book of rather random chapters is

a reaction to the Watts riots of '65. It ranges

from youthful episodes and scenes from his

life as a musician to musings on sociological

and political musings. The musings, though

obviously warmly felt, are not terribly inter-

esting, but the chapters taken from his life are

fascinating, and in a couple of instances, ex-

traordinarily well written.

Movies.

I rather liked If, though it sorf of fell apart

at the end. Easy Rider had a lot of impact at

the time, but in some ways the effect seems to

have been ephemeral. 400 Blows was nice.

Haven't seen a movie in a while. Last one was
some garbage about taking over the Alamo.

TV.

The first show of The Manipulators series,

about a junkie, had a rather simple plot, but

the acting and direction were superb. It's the

only TV I can recall which rivalled the CBC's
Best Damn Fiddler from Calaboogie to Kala-

dar.

Records.

Roosevelt Holts. Presenting the Country
Blues. Blue Horizon 7704. Roosevelt Holts is a

guitarist and singer in his mid-sixties who
plays in a Mississippi style of 30 years ago or

more. 8 months or so ago he asked a blues buff

friend to help him produce a 45 he could sell to

friends around his hometown. The record was
made, he got 50 copies and was promptly ar-

rested for countervening a Mississippi statute

against peddling without a license. His car
was confiscated ($500 to get it back) and he

was in some danger of being sent to a work
gang. This LP gives you the opportunity to get

a good sampling of authentic Jackson style

blues as well as to help fight the effects of jus-

tice in Mississippi. If you'd like a copy of the

guilty 45 as well, send a M.O. for $1.25 to Dav-.

id Evans, 208 So. Sievers Ave.. Brea, Calif.,

92621. All profits go to Holts, ana he can prob-

ably still use them.

Theater.

I have, unfortunately, missed several inter-

esting things, but I did see Tom Paine, by the
Passe Muraille. which was excellently pro-
duced by a fine group. Considering that the
TWP's first two productions have been drags,
it's probably the best theater I've seen. I con-

sider the pretensions of Dionysius in 69 a
laugh

'

I An.
The Bauhaus show dazzled a great many,

but I found it stultifying. There were some
nice things for sure ( I remember a particular

teapot with fondness), but on the whole I felt I

was looking at the forrunners of what current-

ly passes for taste in North America, and I

didn't find that a pleasant experience.

Concerts.

A third of the audience left after the second
number by Andrew Cyrille and his group at
Hart House last Sunday, and half the audience
was gone after intermission. However, the
fact that half of a packed Great Hall was will-

ing to consider new musical forms in a
lengthy concert is encouraging. The music
was difficult, but it was fascinating to watch
an excellent group of musicians reacting to

one another in ways which went beyond the
conventions understood by most of us. Black
music has probably always been the art form
to most accurately reflect social conditions on
the U.S., and this music seems to be keeping
that tradition alive. , ,

peter nofcn

The trouble with editing

something like the Review is

that you never get a chance to

do anything except count

words. Really nevertheless I

managed now and then to

sneak off and take in, at in-

opportune times, some of

the finer arts. The following

are comments on a sparse

season of culture:

FILM

The most fascinating mov-

ie, strangely enough, is The

Sterile Cuckoo. I came away

from the movie, absolutely

disgusted with Liza Minelli

and the whole film. Trouble

is, that's exactly what makes

the movie so effective. Min-

nelli plays a yeccch reaching

out desperately and smother-

ingly for affection and all the

audiences that couldn't stand

her might very well ask

themselves why. It makes

you very uneasy.

Easy Rider was a slick,

captivating orgy of indulg-

ence on the part of Peter

Fonda, who played up every

mystical and apolitical preju-

dice seething in hung-up mid-

dle-class American youth

today. Life magazine on two

wheels.

Midnight Cowboy was a

slick but overly sentamental-

ized look at The Big City with

a fine natural performance by

John Voigt and an embarrass-

ingly overacted and hammed
portrayal by Dustin Hoffman

as Razzo Rizzo.

John and Mary was a fine,

delicate and intensely person-

al story about the games peo-

ple play. Mia Farrow was

just right; Dustin Hoffman

was adequate as two "young

swingers" who don't know

why they're swinging. The

movie catches you off guard.

Medium Cool was very con-

fused and needed lots of edit-

ing, except that would have

left about five minutes.

The only thing good about

Putney Swope was the three

commercials that Putney

actually got around to doing.

(Ethereal Cereal's "No Shit"

was a masterpiece.)

If was the best all-round

film I saw all year. Not for

the relevance or truthfulness

of its message, although

that's important, but primari-

ly because Lindsay Anderson

did it all so well. The charac-

ters in the film were psycho-

logically razor sharp.

BOOKS
Books are perhaps the only

art form where you might get

an inkling that you live in a

country called Canada. There

have been a number of fiction

books published this year and

a significant number have
been by Canadian women.
The best, to my mind was
Alice Munro's collection of

short stories, Dance of the

Happy Shades. They're all

haunting, lonely, touching

and carefully shaped. Next
best was Margaret Atwood's

The Edible Man, a somewhat
oblique look at the dry life of

an "ordinary" young woman,
her bland and dumb fiancee,

and the emaciated graduate
English student she falls in

love with.

Margaret Laurence's The
Fire Dwellers was a some-
what uncomfortable attempt

to get under the skin of a

middle-class housewife but

the plot was just a bit too con-

trived.

Phyllis Gotlieb's Why
Should I Have All the Grief

tried to describe the inner

anguish of a Jewish concen-

tration-camp refugee years
after. Not only was it superfi-

cial politically, but it barely

scratched the surface psycho-

logically and didn't ring true

in the least.

From the land to the south,

one book stands out. It's a

quiet and deeply disturbing

novel by John Cheever called

Bullet Park. It has a way of

angling in very simply and
wryly on the various aspects

of American urban schizo-

phrenia.

TELEVISION
I don't have a television

(oh, blessed event) and so I

have joined the wisdom of the

ages. (cf. Dan Mack on this

page), nevertheless it's an
insidious medium and you
can't help catch a few things.

The most fun thing to watch
is NBC or CBS news special

reports. Its television at its

best and worst. My favourite

is Charles Kurault of CBS,
second only to Walter Cronk-

ite. They can scare you half to

death about something like

pollution in a way that makes
it sound as if they're going to

be around after it all happens.

(Hello this is H alter Cronkite

reporting to you from the scene

of the 3rd World War. I'm

standing amidst the rubble of
New York City and for miles

around, I can see nothing but. .J.

THEATRE
Nothing since last March

has really zonked me and
very little has been very
good. Oh woe!

larry haiven
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LOIS SMITH
School of

Dance

some more reviews that didn't

SUMMER
SCHOOL19 7 0

July 6 — August 1

Toronto 1, Canada

ADVANCED ELEMENTARY
JUNIOR

Ballet, Pointe, Variations, Mime,

Character, Modern, Jazz

FACULTY
Lois Smith

Yves Cousineau, Earl Kraul,

Lawrence Adams,

Patricia Upcraft

Registrations now accepted

INQUIRIES:

Lois Smith School of Dance

81A Front St. E. Toronto 1

363-9945 Ontario

This month marks a substan-

tial step forward for writers

and lovers of poetry at the

University of Toronto, as Innis

College puts out an all new lit-

erary magazine called WRIT.

Due to go on sale some time

towards the end of this month,

WRIT is the most ambitious

and perhaps the most original

magazine of its kind this cam-
pus has ever seen.

WRIT contains possibly the

best collections of poems and

short stories assembled in any

campus magazine I have ever

seen.

Its contributors vary consid-

erably. Represented are such

well-known campus poets as

Bill Templeman and Ian

Young.

the little I know
has been a long time coming

and even of that

we can only share a bit

bill templeman

Making love to boys

is like the sleep of a wolf

under a flower

whose petals are falling

Ian Young

to professional American poets

such as Joel Sloman and Pau-

lette Jiles

maybe I'm dying

or have died

and in heaven
here I am

joel sloman

Borders are made of piano-wire

strung from the Peace Bridge to

Vancouver
like guerilla traps for the stupid

or frantic

Roulette Jiles

WE'RE OPEN FOR SHOE-BIZ
. Kid Leathers

Yellow, pink,

green, mauve.
By Brayco

Only $16.99

B. Bone leather

Black Leather
Navy Leather
Black Krinkle

By Brayco

C For He,
Tan Leather

Burgundy Patent

Only $34.99

Only $16.99

?f)oe pfjoppeg

262 YONGE ST.

126 BLOOR STREET
Open Thursday and Friday N(te». C.O.D. orders accepted. Credit and Cnorgex C

Just so, its contents mirror
the vastness of different modes
of expression. No two works
are alike in form or content.

"I will die. Perhaps tomorrow
night. But that will not be the

end. That will not be the end.

There will be someone else who
is not political, but who refuses

not to speak the truth.

David M. Collins

with what is innocent and new
The Soldiers March all over

They March all day.

And fight all night.

Never get a chance to sleep.

When they fight, some geta rest

But the terrible way.
Martin Laus - Grade 4, Indian

Road P S.

Watching the leaves

from

one puzzle to another,

I'm whispering your name
I so badly need roses

to keep me alive.

Peter Anson
WRIT is a reflection of the

literature of our times, com-
bining what is old but undying

O my sweet gathering of com-
rades

farewell to you,

we travelled far from home
together,

separate roads will bring us

back.

Catullus - translated by Roger
Greenwald

It provides not only pleasur-

able reading but also an outlet

igrate for the talents of any interest-

ed and talented would-be poets

and writers on and off campus.
Editors Bill Reoch (II Innis)

and Roger Greenwald (SGS)
deserve to be congratulated on

their efforts in turning out an
excellent magazine.

ANYONE INTERESTED IN
HAVING THEIR WORK CON-
SIDERED FOR PUBLICA-
TION IN THE FALL EDITION
OF WRIT IS ASKED TO
SUBMIT TYPE-WRITTEN
COPY TO THE WRITING
LAB. INNIS COLLEGE, UNI-
VERSITY OF TORONTO, NO
LATER THAN AUGUST 31

1970.

karl hauenstein

CLASSICALCONCERT
TODAY

Music Room, Hart House - 1 p.m.

with

JOHN HANSEN, PIANIST

i 2 Intermezzi, Op. 19 Brahms

Images, Book 1
Debussy

Sonata in G minor. Op. 22 Schumann

Everyone Welcome

Centre for the Study of Drama

presents

Outport
an original piay in one-act by Angus Braid

at

The Studio Theatre

4 Glen Morris

March 24-28

8:30 p.m. Admission Free
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get printed last friday
This year the Summer Center Thea-

tre undertakes its second season with a
venture into prestidigitation. It will
attempt to produce — presto! — five
full-scale plays on a budget of approxi-
mately $1200. Sheldon Clark, who is in
charge of the Glen Morris Church pro-
ductions, points out that "$1200 divided
by five plays" means "certain basic
limitations around which one cannot
get."

But. with a certain perverse opti-
mism, he points out that lack of money
can draw creativity out of directors
and actors that would not have been
necessary in more affluent stagings. It

will be fascinating to see the innova-
tions in this summer's productions:
May 26-June 6 brings us Oedipus Rex

(Sophocles'), which Clark himself will
direct. He points out that "because of
our budget, and the Church as a loca-
tion, it won't be Athenian." Costuming
may be co-ordinated modern dress ("If
Oedipus wears a black turtleneck, he'll

be the only one in a black turtleneck ")
rather than a bedsheet-Greek attempt
at costuming. Among possible innova-
tions will be a tape-recorded chorus
which will leave the on-stage chorus
free for interpretive dancing.

June 16-27 will have Thomas Lytle
directing Middleton's More Dissem-
blers Besides Women. Any critic will

have to confront Lytle's formidable
knowledge of this Elizabethan drama,
which he is editing from the original as
part of his PhD program.

July 7-18 is reserved for The Mollusk,

by H. H. Davies, to be directed by
Merle Niemi. The set will be naturalis-

tic, but the finances will compel a

spare naturalism indeed, with minimal
stage bric-a-brac.

July 28-August 8 is given over to Ross
Stewart's production of Camino Real.

Tennessee William's play will have the

benefit of Ross's acumen as lighting

expert and technician (and on-top-of-it

stage manager, as I found out while in

Man's a Man). Ross says the produc-

tion will be "huge" — in cast, the larg-

est of the five — and "hellish". That is,

as intense as possible a presentation of

the mood set out in the play. Ross has a
theatre M.A. from Carnegie Tech.

August 18-August 29 ? ? ? ? As Clark

puts it, "the date's uncertain, the

play's uncertain". What is certain is

that the director will be Martin Hunter,

who has shared his Brechtian tastes

with us by way of Man's a Man and

Caucasian Chalk Circle. Clark said,

"It's likely a new play —

"

"By a young Canadian author?" said

"Well, he's not young and he's not
Canadian" said Clark, and did not say
the name.

Overlapping these from June 30-July
11 is Saved, by Edward Bond, directed
by Jeremy Hole at the Women's Union
Theatre at UC. Though it shares some
costs with the Summer Centre Theatre,
it's largely independent, and will by the
only play to charge admission.

Clark, who worked on last summer's
program, believes in the free admis-
sion that has been the Church's policy,
though it means unelaborate staging!
"If the acting's credible, the people
will be content." He points out that
"students in the summer session do
come" to the productions, as well as a
good turnout "from the artsie types
who go to small university associated
theatres," and who expect thought-
provoking productions. The dinner-and-
theatre person looking for light enter-
tainment does not make an appear-
ance.

For lack of a word less burdened
with bad feelings, one might say that
the productions have culture. They
don't have to sell, they don't have to
cater, and they can be innovative.
That was part of the reason Jim

Bradford wedged $2000 from the Centre
for last siummer's season. It was a
good one, with the CBC videotaping the
production of "Typically English", and
"Caucasian Chalk Circle" filling the
seats and jamming the aisles.

Despite expectations of doing more
than six plays, that was the number
arrived at last season for financial rea-
sons. This summer, for the same green
folding causes, one of the five plays
may have to be dropped. Clark is sym-
pathetic to the Centre's problems in

providing money:
"They paid for two professional

shows at Hart House" — which are as-

tronomically more expensive than
amateur ones — "and contributed to

'Man's a Man' and 'Measure for Mea-
sure', as well as hiring speakers
throughout the year." Not to mention
the eight winter season plays at the

Church, which averaged $500 apiece.

The summer season, at a little over

$200 a show, is "not even financially

competitive with the winter season."

Within those straps, however, he
hopes for some Promethean efforts in

imaginative staging and directing.

With a show running from Tuesday-to-

Saturday, for two weeks, he hopes to

give performers "experience in sus-

taining a part" by a ten-show effort

that is quite rigorous by customary
campus standards, where an actor fin-

ishes a three-performance run feeling

he has dumped out his guts, and
where's the award? "We hope he'll

have some appreciation of what the
professional has to accomplish in doing
the same show every night for a year."

Summer theatre, being quite sepa-
rate from the winter program (which
Clark likes), attempts to offer the
practical experience to which Gradu-
ate Centre for the Study of Drama has
not given more than a modicum of sup-
port in the past.

The GCSD handbook is heavily aca-
demic. It offers courses for "critics
('literary ones', explained Clark), his-

torians, teachers" — not, God forbid,

directors or even theatre critics.

Therefore, those who venture in that

direction receive no academic credit

for their labors. This is a blow to the

M.A. and PhD candidates who are
mainly responsible for Church produc-
tions, and who have an understandable
desire to handle the bricks and boards
of what they theorize about.

"The idea of the Church was that it

was to be an experimental theatre
where a student could fail and have no
repercussions." Though Clark insists

that the productions are still experi-

mental and innovative, the fact re-

mains that failure is not permissible,
and directors tend to use a style that

gets applause (not to mention getting

the people attached ) for a show.
Therefore one doesn't simply have a

group of students mount an act of Mo-
liere. in French if that's their whimsy,
because of one simple shortcoming in

the attitude of the program: that is.

that the recognition due to experiment
should clearly be academic credit —
and the Graduate Center for the Study
of Drama gives none.

Clark emphasizes that the summer
theatre program is free of this infight-

ing, and simply gives four months free
rein to directors from the GCSD.
They're chosen competitively, and
what they've done in the winter session
tells whether they get a chance at the
summer one.

As a final note, Sheldon Clark will be
directing a new play by Angus Braid of

the Centre. Called Outport, it will run
from March 24-28 at the Church. It's

"naturalistic, and set in Canada", a

fairly comfortable combination of

qualities, even with "Chekhovian over-

tones", and much to be looked forward
to.

ray conlogue
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T.U.G.S.
ADVISORY BUREAU
TAKING GEOGRAPHY COURSES

NEXT YEAR?

DROP IN TO ROOM 621, SSH

12-2 P.M. ANY DAY

GET THE STUDENT VIEW!!!

l*****************************^

GO NORTH!
Looking for a SUMMER JOB ? It's your choice: make
$300 monthly in the city or up to $1 700 a month
working up NORTH.

$ MONEY $
We can supply you with information on where to

go, what to do, who to see to get those high paying jobs

on pipelines, construction, oil rigs, or in mines forestry, trans-

portation. The YUKON, N.W.T., and other northern areas

need labourers, equipment operators, technicians, skilled la-

bour and women in offices, labs, lodges . . . Conditions are

generally good, room and board free or nominal, trans-

portation to job is often financed. Turnover is high every-

where with on the job training in certain areas.

For your copy of our comprehensive 38 page booklet for-

ward $2.00 (cash, cheque or money order) to :

NORTHERN JOB INFORMATION
BOX 295, SOUTH BURNABY
BRITISH COLUMBIA
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MANY MANY

BILLETS
ARE NEEDED FOR THE

YALE UNIVERSITY CHORUS
THE NIGHT OF

WEDNESDAY MARCH 25

DO YOUR THING FOR

^CANADIAN AMERICAN RELATIONS!*!

| LEAVE YOUR NAME AND PHONE NUMBER |
X WITH X
% BRUCE 0R MARCIA

(485-3871) (485-3741)
|

The deadline for submission of nominations

for student membership on the School of

Graduate Studies' Council has been

extended to 5 p.m., Thursday, March 26.

Nomination papers can be obtained from

the School of Graduate Studies, Graduate

Students' Union, Graduate Departments,

Centres and Institutes, and Course Union

associations.

LAST BLAST

Coop Dance
Brennan Hall, S.M.C.

2 bands a 4» 4*. 1 I (vocal

upstairs, JASON pop-rock)

downstairs, OUT FROM EDEN (commercial

rock)

plus
->Casino Night

-^candlelight cabaret

* lowest admission on campus
($1.00/person)

Sat. Mar. 21 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

— com e to roost at the coop —

Madam I'd like to give you your money
but the Campusbank architect made a
slight error in wicket design.

True Chequing Accounts.
True Savings Accounts. Complete banking
services for students and faculty.

Visit your Campusbank fifi Bank of Montreal
The Rrst Canadian F3ank

University Ave. & College St. Branch, 640 University Ave.
St. George & Bloor Sts. Branch, 262 Bloor Street West.

Bloor & Bay Sts. Branch, 55 Bloor Street West.,

Bay & Breadalbane Sts. Branch, 880 Bay Street!

STUDENTS!
INTERESTED IN PART TIME
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
WITH VARIETY?
DON'T KNOW WHERE
TO LOOK CALL US

JOIN THE THOUSANDS OF GIRLS WHO ENJOY THE VARIET < AND
FREEDOM OF TEMPORARY WORK. IF YOU HAVE OFFICE SKILLS

AND WANT INTERESTING SUMMER EMPLOYMENT WE WANT YOU.

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT.

IF YOU HAVE NO OFFICE SKILLS BUT HAVE AN OUTGOING PER-

SONALITY AND ENJOY MEETING PEOPLE DON'T FEEL LEFT OUT
IN THE COLD. CALL US AND DISCUSS OUR BANK TELLER TRAINING

PROGRAM. WE WILL TRAIN YOU AT OUR EXPENSE FOR THIS EX-

CITING AND REWARDING VACATION EMPLOYMENT.

250 BLOOR ST. E.

920-3434 (Downtown)
751-9425 (Scarborough

Kelly Girl
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andy in amerika

The year is a trip. Since we live in an eternal present caught between Home
and Career it can be no other. The unmediated experience is fetishized. But students

ore not the only transient workers. The population of the car-belt in England turns

over about every two years. If you can't organize a campus you can't organize a fac-

tory.

II.

The electric men have burnt our city down: we inhabit the ashes. CHUM FM
broadcasts acid-rock in the youth-compound. The middle-class kid comes off the car-

eer-trip his parents were once on, drops out, becomes lumpen-intelligentisia, hits the

inner city, and becomes the new lumpen-proletariat.

The convenience is staggering: over TO per cent of non-student youth be-

tween the ages of 16 and 24 are unemployed. Without security and job-experience

the recession hits them more and more.

Increasingly those who would have to be unemployed anyway want to be

unemployed. Groovy.

Kids living in Rochdale are not eligible for welfare because according to the

city Rochdale is a College.

III.

Armed struggle in every single South East Asian country. The U.S. speculates

about what to do in the event of the fall of its puppet regime in Laos.

The Viekong moves its Headquarters from Cambodia back into the Mekong
Delta.

Pakistan imposes a brutal military dictatorship in an effort to smash the mas-
sive revolutionary movements in East and West Pakistan.

The reds (i.e. the people) take Calcutta and turn West Bengal into a red base.

The Congress Party are powerless to intervene.

The dominos fait one by one. Lin Piao is right: the countryside is encircling the

cities.

Biafra is smashed but guerilla warfare spreads and deepens throughout fas-

cist white Africa ( Angola, Mozambique, Rhodesia, South Africa)

.

The Arab guerillas occupy the areas surrounding Israel, and this year brought
both the Lebanese and Jordanian Governments to their knees. Lebanon is the bank-
ing centre of the area, Jordan is centre for American influence,

In 1958 Britain and the USA sent troops to smash revolutionary movements
in both countries.

Oil in Nigeria.

Oil in the Middle East.

Oil in Indonesia.

Oil in Canada.

IV.

The largest corporations in the world in order are: the Church, the Mafia,
General Motors, and Standard Oil.

Rockefeller pushes for comr*""* 1*"—*—
'

' " ' J - J
rule) in Amerikkka; the

Church does a deal with the sold-o /.

If the Church is a rock, it cai lion in Italy. Class strug-

gle within the Church: finance-ca , by the Latin American
clergy. St. Stephen was also stonec

The junta in Brazil officially ,.ure against "terrorists".

Montreal is temporarily occupied by the Federal army — the Van Doos, fa-

mous for counter-insurgency operations in the Third World. The Canadian army
slowly pulls out of Germany (Russia is an ally now, remember?) but does not cut

down its size.

Canadian troops train in counter-insurgency techniques in the jungles of

Jamaica and the flatla'nds of Canada. Just training to "keep the peace", to keep the
piece of the world that the Canadian national and comprador bourgeoisie control.

Trinidad, dominated by Canadian finance-capital and ruled by its 10 per cent
white minority, develops a pre-revo(utionary situation. The blacks of Sir George had
their reasons. .

.

The revolutionary struggle is waged on two fronts: in the colonies and in the
metropolitan centres of the Empire.

{ At the margins, the people found two Foundations. The one does a deal with
the disintegrating Empire and sells out. The other attempts to correctly handle the

contradictions among the people — by struggle. Reds versus experts, centralism ver-

sus democracy, the State versus the people. The Party, as Mao points out, itself a
contradiction. China becomes the arsenal of the World Revolution.

Foundation and Empire. During
Quiet Fifties in the States, some writer
their social universe. With the outbrei
into up-dated horror stories — after
sonland.

Anyway, who reads Asimov t|

thing?.)

Struggles in the colonies intensi
brought the War home. Finance-capital
opment of a full war-economy; inflatio

on the one hand, and growing recessi

makes the other worse.

The general result: real wages
since 1964; unemployment is rising;

p
crisis becomes intolerable. Plus polluti.

(Workers-as-con5umers would vay f„

booming.)

War:

But the contradictions criss-cros;

Blacks versus Whites.

Women versus Men.
Workers versus students and You

On the other hand, the 30,000,

guerilla warfare. The number of wild-c

at a record level. Kids are moving out <

freakout of dope voodoo and blood. A
are imprisoned, black revolutionaries ar

The "Movement" is on a death-t

few years before the long March, prec&

tion riot and turn to sabotage and terror

Since they are isolated from the i

tent. Nechayev kills Sharon Tate, and
1

going on", bombs munitions plants, c

apart their dope-take.

AT THIS STAGE OF THE DEVELO
IF REALITY IS A CARTOON.

The strategic problem: convert ci'

To a "Left" not rooted in product

jectivity, Ontario is the largest desert in

Summer moves into winter. We
gons and slide down the snows of our v.

Well, here we are. We arrived^

er earth.

Actually, what we should have

act. (not action-freak, of course — althc

significance of direct action, I quote:

"Contestation is simply the level

the problem of how to make visible the

to those who are mystified by their very

"In a milieu where the rules are

systematic breaking of the rules in a p<

the rules are, break them.

"For a revolutionary movement,

the rules of the class game. .
."

Before struggle, create conditior

ing. Contest by breaking rules so that th

First, Jerry Rubin, then the Interi

ing Yippie-Hippie personal-liberation-h

at Communist Party (M-L) rigor and rev<

But that is another story.)

Time warp. Try to catch up on tl

with two families, a Miscellaneous Me

mittee, a Charles Manson Bullshit Mar

On Trout Fishing In America Toronto Kb

Everyone wanted to stop the f

needed a chairman: to stop all the work

Not in-jokes: out-jokes. Just a pie

We are still sitting in the toboggc

Is there any way out of here?

That's a cop-out.

But the Left may be here, but the

Oh dear. We're isolated.

No kidding.

But (hen we're not really in the c<

We could be if we were co-ordinc

The contradictions intensify day

has erections but can't sustain them. Th

the body-politic of the campus, but leav

organizing is a coitus interruptus. Karmi

The undercurrents are hard to ew

But it implodes: and here, the g>

vote space.

This is no place to analyze: i-| '
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e purge trials of the Left opposition in the

[ed Science Fiction as a medium to explore

0f politics in the Sixties, S.F. degenerated

if fixties so, too, did the other S.F. in Man-

s days? Who for that matter reads any-

c0ntradictions in the heartlands. Vietnam

in contradiction, exacerbated by the devel-

tnd unstable international money markets
on the other. To handle the one problem

ive fallen each year in the United States

lie services are deteriorating, the housing

aS industrial waste strangles the planet.

)ollution control. Profits meanwhile are

i.

ne another so that they play out as Civil

0 blacks are poised on the edge of urban

strikes (versus bosses and the AFL-CIO) is

he peace and love narcosis — into a total

the repression intensifies: white radicals

nurdered.

, (like the CCP in China in 1 927). We are a

d by a massacre. White lumpens in frustra-

te"

:ss of the people their populism has no con-

>atherman, convinced that "there's a' war
poration headquarters and generally rip

IENT OF IMPERIALISM IT'S NOT MY FAULT

war into people's war.

II.

i, internalized to the point of absolute sub-

; world after the Sahara and the Gobi,

.mount from our camels, get on our tobog-

nbs ( making our sheets into tents)

.

£ on our tobbogan in the centre of Moth-

ne was to figure out where we were, and
jh at some point we understood the covert

strategy and tactics that which deals with

mtradictions of imperialism through action

visibility. .

.

ivisible, the structure is only revealed by a

ical manner. If you want to find out what

rategy consists in a systematic breaking of

for struggle. Create conditions by contest-

become visible.

tionalists. ft was sort of appealing combin-

3-l-come life-style with Eighth Internation-

tionary certitude and self-righteousness.

( later. A New Left psychodrama complete

1 Caucus, a Grass Caucus, a Central Com-
m-Leninism All Power to The People Right

•bf Spontex. And other mythologies.

i because they didn't like their part. We
'iews from bumping into one another,

re from the centre of the earth.

eracy is a natural human response to the institutionalized narcosis and the frontal
lobotomies "education" performs on us.

We go into a know-nothing existentialist stance against the imposition of
everyone else's head-trip. This also marks their final victory.

Illiteracy combines with the elimination of our pasts and futures to make
understanding an impossible project: we have to reinvert private and public space.

The classical Greek word a privatized man was "idiot".

The head-trip of the private individual mediates between the Idealism of the
culture and the privatized structure of our lives.

Existentialism is bourgeois ideology on the defensive. We reduce the world to
absurdity because in our subjectivity we are its only fixed point.

We can side with the ruling class and the system.
We can cop out — which is also taking sides.

Or we can fight — together.

The dominant cultural response: implosion. The normative order collapses,
leaving us with a defensive posture in which we (middle-class lumpen-intelligent-
sia) justify our privacy.

IX.

Abstractions haunt the page like ghosts. Contradictions in thought which de-
rive from real contradictions: a latent class struggle in which we have to take sides.

The absolute ubserver is a social Newtonian: he posits absolute space.
He is also a theologian: only God can live in absolute space.
He is also a pantheistic egoist: he becomes God.
Who is he kidding?

Meanwhile, back in reality: Anglo-Canadian capital plunders the Carribean.
(That means poverty, misery, racism, exploitation among a people that can't afford
the alienated epicurean stance of decadent Western intellectuals and groovy young
academics)

.

American capital plunders the natural resources of a cooled-out Northern
frontier — Canada. (The RCMP rules the North, we don't have a country of our own,
Indian reserves are destroyed, money flows south.)

Unemployment rises. Depression depresses. Fifteen per cent unemployed in

class-conscious and nationally conscious Montreal. Eatons and Simpsons and Fred
Gardiner and construction companies push through the Los angelisation of Toronto
and will find themselves with a People's Park on their hands and their heads.

XI.

Weekend isaweak end. Godard represents the decadence he observes. And
the Rolling Stones are cultural nationalists.

XII.

U of T still functions as an imperialist institution — housing reactionary ideo-

logues like Frye, McLuhan (who's never done acid), and Macpherson the house
Marxist; it does research and development for U.S. Corporations, the military and
the Government (which is not neutral); and it manipulates us into being manipula-
tors (social scientists), unproductive decadents (pure arts) and technical workers
who are sold on a career and power myth (technical sciences).

All this is a familiar leftist litany: but we reproduce this institution every day
of our lives.

What are we going to do?

Organize.

How? You give me only fragments.

Don't ask me — the world has coherence and structure. Discover it before,

through and after action. Struggle is absolute. This is a liberated zone: head-trips

stop here.

This was a sermon then?

No. Just a stoned piece for The Varsity.

—andiew wernick

Bople are over there.

tre of the earth,

td, if we detonated if we acted.)

f day. U of T implodes under the strain. It

Left are clumsy lovers. They can heavily pet

it stranded on the edge of orgasm. Political

The peace that passeth understanding.

jate.

it discovery — the relation of public to pri-

yiversity. Understanding comes later. IHit-

VIEW FROMTHE
CENTRE OFTHE
EARTH
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wood/lock
Hie movie,
three hours of music,

peace and love.

CANADIAN PREMIERE
FRIDAY MARCH 27th

University-Wide Committee finalized

By MARY KATE ROWAN
This is Miss Rowan's last story for

The Varsity. She is moving on to great-

er things at the Globe & Mail.

After months of discussion, the

CUG Programming Committee has

decided upon the membership of the

University-Wide Committee.

The University-Wide Committee
will have the power to make final

recommendations to the President on

the composition of the top governing

structure of the U of T.

The President's Council agreed

Monday to support the University-

Wide Committee.
The 120-member committee will

consist of four groups

:

• 40 students — 27 undergraduates,

9 graduates. 4 part-time degree stu-

dents.

• 40 faculty.

• 40 administration — 20 academic

administrators, five senior non-aca-

demic administrators and 15 support

staff.

• 40 other delegates — 10 from the

Board of Governors, 20 alumni repre-

sentatives, the President or designate

of the A.T.S., G.S.U., S.A.C., and

A.P.U.D.S. (Association of Part-time

University Degree Students), and six

representatives of the non-university,

non-alumni components of the Senate

(representatives from professional

associations and professional

schools).

This is the composition originally

proposed by the Programming Com-
mittee.

To determine the composition of

the University-Wide Committee, the

Programming Committee sent ques-

tionnaires to all members of the uni-

versity.

4,500 REPLIES

Of the 30,000 questionnaires mailed,

4,500 were returned.

Forty per cent of the full-time

teaching staff, 10 per cent of the full-

time students and eight per cent of

the support staff responded to the

questionaire.

Those who responded favoured the

concept of a university-wide commit-
tee by a 2-1 majority.

Those who favoured a university-

wide committee supported the Pro-

gramming Committee's proposals by

a 3-1 majority.

The Programming Committee will

supervise university-wide elections to

select representatives of the teaching

staff, undergraduate and graduate
students and support staff.

Psstl
Want some

contacts? 1

We're talking about lenses,

of course— those little

things that can change your
whole outlook. Who wants

to look through frames or

jn through them cither!

We're Braddock Optical,
and weean tell you all about

contact lenses— then you
can decide if you want
them. We're just round the

corner at 170 St. George.

Come and sec.

Nominations open March 20 and
close March 31.

Elections will be conducted by mail

from April 6 to April 24.

The Board of Governors, the U of T
alumni association and the Associa-

tion of Part-Time Degree Students

will choose their own members.
Representatives of the academic

administrators and senior non-aca-

demic administrators will be elected

from among their respective num-
bers.

People who fall into more than one

category will vote according to the

following rules:

RULES AND REGULATIONS

Arts and science faculty who have

cross-appointments vote according to

their primary affiliation or main ap-

pointment.

In most cases primary affiliation

will be with a university department.

Faculty who are appointed by a col-

lege vote in their college constituen-

cy.

People with teaching or research

duties who are not in the first four

ranks of faculty and who are not grad-

uate or undergraduate students vote

as members of the support staff.

Faculty who have administrative

duties vote as members of the teach-

ing staff, unless advised otherwise by

the Programming Committee.

REVAMP

The CUG report released last Octo-

ber after 10 months of deliberation by

four elected faculty and four elected

student commissioners called for a

complete revamping of the present

university governing structures.

They recommended that the exist-

ing top governing structure — the

Board of Governors (administration)

and the Senate (academic) be re-

placed by a unicameral governing

council.

They recommended a 66 member
top governing body consisting of 20

lay members, 20 elected students, 20

elected academics and six ex officio

members.
CUG recommended that the powers

of the Governing Council include cur-

riculum planning, student promotion,

evaluation, admissions, degree grant-

ing, academic appointment, promo-
tion and- tenure, allocation of budget

and resources granted by the Govern-

ing Council to the faculty, and student

petitions and appeals.

The tentative schedule of the Uni-

versity-Wide Committee and its

Steering Committee is as follows

:

\

TIGHT SCHEDULE

Meeting of representatives from
the faculty, students and administra-

tion to elect members to the Steering

Committee — early May.
Meetings of Steering Committee —

May and possibly during the summer
months.

Meeting of the University-Wide

Committee — June 1 and 2 with possi-

ble meetings in the fall.

Any person who has not received a

ballot by April 20 or who is unsure of

which constituency he belongs to

should contact the Office of the Vice-

President and Registrar.
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HILLEL PROUDLY PRESENTS

LECTURE
BY

THEODORE BIKEL

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 18th

1.00 P.M.

U.C. ROOM 106

STUDENT TENANTS' UNION ELECTIONS

for PRESIDENT

and 2 EXECUTIVE MEMBERS

room 1087 in Sid Smith

Friday, March 20th

There are no Establishment candidates for the

posts, so if you are interested, please come!

r

ST. LAWRENCE CENTRE > - * -

FRI.UAR.20 8:30

"DAZZLING"
(GUtra)

UT.IUIl.21 8:30

"A DARN GOOD
PLAY" (T.Uorom)

SUN. MM. 22 2:00

The >M
Knacker'
ABC

"EVERY KIND OF
BELLY LAUGH
IMAGINABLE"

(Glob..

THUF
.
,FRI

. , SAT., MAR. 19 ,20,21

YOU'D BETTER BELIEVE IT!

PREVIEWS NIGHTLY - 11pm $2.00
OPENS March 24, Tickets $2.50
(A NEW REVUE)
SAT. MARCH 21 10am to 4pm $2.

SATURDAYS, SUNDAYS, & SOMETIMES
PUBLIC AFFAIRS, POP MUSIC & YOU

IgjgH 386-7723

»***. That. 14-90. 13.50, 12.30- Frl.-grt. %B, 14, 11.
Huih K*ti from 1 1 cm Dim of ftrt. !r>^A„
IUB.-TIM*. 11.30- Fri S.L $1.00 'lltSWife
Studinli $1.00 V» Hour bffwt eorliln. HMM

PEOPLE TO PEOPLE
SUMMER IS COMING, SO IS THE JOB HASSLE.

IF YOU WAIST TO RAP ABOUT IT,

AND PERHAPS MAKE SOME CONTACTS,

COME AND SEE US.

SCM OFFICE, FIRST FLOOR

HART HOUSE

Monday — Friday — 5 p.m.

Tel. 923-9790

A joint project of

The Campus Ministry

Sir Robert Falconer Association

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

ERINDALE COLLEGE
3359 MISSISSAUGA ROAD N.

SUMMER EVENING

DEGREE COURSES

MAY 19 - AUGUST 14

COURSES TO BE OFFERED!

ECONOMICS 100 PHILOSOPHY 100

ENGLISH 240 POLITICAL SCIENCE 100

FRENCH 120 PSYCHOLOGY 100

HISTORY 200 PSYCHOLOGY 2 IS

RELIGIOUS STUDIES 230
SOCIOLOGY 104
SOCIOLOGY 202

CLASSES WILL BE HELD TWO NIGHTS A WEEK
7 - 9:30 P.M.

NEW STUDENTS MUST APPLY FOR ADMISSION BEFORE
APRIL 1st

RETURNING STUDENTS MUST REGISTER BY MAY 1st.

FORMS MAY BE OBTAINED AT THE COLLEGE OR FROM
THE ADMISSIONS OFFICE. UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

928-2190.

FOR INFORMATION CALL 828-5231.
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Here's how SAC is budgeting this year
It was easy to understand

the reluctance of many stu-

dents' council reps when they
voted to increase SAC fees $1

last Wednesday, but large loss-

es of revenue for next year's
budget forced them to accept
the hike.

Although appropriations for

several organizations including

Random magazine, the Blue
and White, Free University of

Toronto and the Booksac have
been cut, the Finance Commis-
sion still found itself faced with

a $29,000 deficit.

Finance Commissioner Bob
James told the council the fees

hike was the only way to avoid

massive cutbacks on valuable

SAC projects.

The largest new allocation in

the budget, which is to be pre-

sented to SAC tonight, is the

$4,000 earmarked for a student

legal aid service next year.

The project will be operated

entirely by U of T law students

and should work closely with

the newly formed Student Ten-

ants' Union, which received

$600 in the New budget.

Another major grant will be

$2,000 to the Engineering So-

ciety for its educational pro-

gram. Engineering Society

President-elect Mike Sefton

explained to the Finance

Commission the money would

be used to run course evalua-

tions, to rejuvenate the class

reps system and provide infor-

mation for student-faculty

council members.
Other major increases con-

tributing to the fee hike are:

• $2,000 to course unions;

• $1,000 more to course un-

ion newspapers;

• $2,000 to Pollution Probe;

• $2,000 to several architec-

ture students for their renova-

tion work on Hart House farm;

• $2,000 more for high school

organizers. This year's alloca-

tion covered only half the

year;

• $2,300 to Radio Varsity for

its new ventures into television

program production;

• over $2,500 more for the

Cultural Affairs Commission
for student film facilities and
the University Arts festival.

Of the losses in revenue $5,-

000 stems from a Graduate
Student Union decision not to

pay for SAC services used by

graduate students.

In addition, SAC recently
agreed to grant Scarborough
and Erindale Colleges a 50 per
cent rebate on their SAC fees,

leading to a further loss of

$11,500.

M.P.S.C.U.

Elections FRIDAY for Executive and Committee

positions for 1970-7 1.

Voting in lobby of Sid Smith and foyer of New
Physics Building from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

VOTE!

Here's where SAC
summermoney goes .

.

Where does SAC's money go
in the summer? The answer to

this oft-asked question was
revealed yesterday by Dave
Tinker, SAC's permanent ac-
countant.

Subject to approval by SAC's
budget meeting tonight in the
Debates Room at Hart House,
money will be spent on the fol-

lowing projects.

Summer Varsity will require

a net cost of $122.

The Student Handbook will

need $2000.

Two students will be under-

taking summer research pro-

jects at a cost of $3,000, taking

the place of the Student Infor-

mation Bureau. A permanent
research officer will also be

hired.

The Varsity Downtown Edu-

cation Project (VDEP) may
require up to $10,000 if SAC has

sufficient cash flow. This cash

flow depends on past surplus-

es, since SAC fees are not paid

until September.

A feasibility study for a stu-

dent legal aid centre will con-

tinue during the summer. The
centre itself, if approved, will

probably not require money
until the fall.

Other salaries include six

permanent SAC office work-

ers, an education consultant,

and a high school organizer at

$95 a week.

Incoming SAC President

Rod Hurd will be entitled to

draw salary the whole sum-

History Students Union

Elections

Postions:

1. President 3. Secretary

2. Vice-President 4. Treasurer

[1. Nominations: Forms are available in

Rm. 2074 History Office. Nominations

close Friday, March 20/70 at 5:00 p.m.

Election Meeting: Tues. March 24. 1970

1 p.m. Rm. 1016 New College

j

J 3. Election: March 25, 1970
j

l_ _—~J

mer, VP Eric Miglin for up to

twenty weeks, the finance
commissioner for three weeks
and the other commissioners
for two weeks.

Although the SAC Press will

be operating the drop-in centre

has been dropped.

Draught beer on tap from noon
till after midnight. Hearty lunches from 75c.

Wild atmosphere.

The Bull and The Bear in The Sutton Place Hotel • On Wellesley east of Bay

If yor sttng thr stare-ring

at yor incitation to The Var-

sity bankwetre this Frydey,

please RSVP bring johns-

man at 923-8741 or elst fd

will nott be 4thcmng.

Eh?

ST. AUGUSTINE BOYS' CHOIR

EXULTATE
Choral, ensemble and solo

works with Dr. George Brough.

organ.

BLOOR ST. UNITED CHURCH,

SATURDAY, 21st MARCH, 8:30 p.m.

ADULT' S2.50 CHILDREN $1.00

FOR TICKETS PHONE

223-2958; 487-0415

GREAT GREAT VALUE
AT THE

RESTAuk Ar* i - iAVERN

84 BLOOR ST.W. at Embassy

240 BLOOR ST. W. opposite Varsity Stadium

772 Y0NGE ST. a. 8io= r

• Dining Room Atmosphere

• LLBO Licence

• Fast, Fast Service

o Major Credit Cards

50$ OFF

To you and every member of your

party if you present this ad

Spud Burger Special $2.39

You Pay Only $1.89

CLASSIFIED
GETTING ENGAGED? Send 01 phone

today foi free booklet The Day You Buy a

Diamond" H Proctor and Co .
131 Bloor

St W.. Sitile416. 921-7702

TYPING — Fast accurate and intelligent

Essays, thesis, manuscripts, reports, feasi-

bility studies, etc Pick-up and delivery if

desired. Telephone Mrs. Walker — 449-

7077 (days) 444-3744 (evenmgsl

BACHELOR apanment near campus

S1 10 OO per month. All electric appliances

included Days 36B-51 18 after 7 pm 491-

8512

TYPING thesis, essays, notes charts. Eng-

lish French, other languages Mimeo-

oraphing. electric typewriters. Mary Dale

Stott (M Oav.es>. 66 Bloor St W Room

225. 922-7624

ZEFFIRELLI's ROMEO & JULIET tonight

at 6 15 p m and 8 30 p m Room 2118

Sidney Smith Bldg All welcome 75«

7 room, 2 bedroom flat available May-

August. $180 per month all-inclusive, ac-

commodates 4-5 Brunswick Bloor Phone

964-8374. after six.

RETRtEVERISH five week old puppy

needs home Ring 481-8048 Peter Mor-

WANTED RIDE from Toronto to Timmms
on Friday March 27 will share driving ex-

penses Call 922-4736 in the evening

URGENTLY NEED help of a Sociology

Graduate Student competent in Social

Theory. Social Change (Modernization),

Social Anthropology for pressing assign-

ments Will pay SIOO Call John 7-10

every night at 630-6423

BORN OCTOBER, married November.

Bombodil (pure white) and Goldberry

(black markings) are looking for an affec-

tionate home Can you take this kitten

couple? Call KENNISH 923-0796

GIRLS FOR two bedroom apartment on

Walmer Road to let in May Lease expires

Aug 31 $230 a month — suitable for

four Call 929-0281

BLOOR BEDFORD 2 bedroom luxury

apartment, sublet last five months of lease,

starting in May. furnished, sauna, health

club, call anytime 920-8540

DRIVING TO Colorado in mid-April: am
looking for a good skier to come with me.

will be back in Toronto latest June 1

.

Thomas 920-6860

COLD, HARD, unsentimental, money-

hungry business man. willing to work like

hell to keep summer theatre Jackson's

Point out of red Must have business

expenence Apply Jane. 924-7003

SPACIOUS FURNISHED flat for three

on Admiral Road. Available May-Septem-

ber $58/person Call 964 7901

SUBLETS or new lease 2 bedroom apart-

ment 100 Spadina Road — no hassles —
willing to leave some furniture and appli-

ances till fall term — Leo or Liz 922 8469

PROFESSIONAL copyreader will edit

essays thesis, manuscripts at reasonable

rales for information Call 694-8105

KLH MODEL 11W lor cale In perfect

condition Price S120 longmal cost $220

in U S.) Leaving country — must sell. Call

929-9458

P.J. A maior now. a minor no morel Happy

Birthday from the whole Gang,

"STUDY-EUROPE" programme Moth-

er's help positions available with families in

France For summer vacation or longer pe-

riod: S2 Glenstroke Drive. Agincourt 291-

4965

GIRLS, plaasant way io earn money in

your spare time Phone. Miss Elvira Matich

Tuesday. Wednesday. Saturday, Sunday
between 7 and 10 p m — 449-7583

TYPING — 35« a page Fast. neat, accur-

ate, electnc Text only — no math or sci-

ence. Satisfaction guaranteed Phone Mrs

Gilbert 487 -5639 after 6
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What is male chauvinism?

THE MYTH OF
FEMININE WEAKNESS

The
FirstAnniversary Set

If he's started to take you for granted,

our First Anniversary Set will remind

him-quickly-that you're still the girl

he married. An intriguing affair of

pleats and ribbon. Romantic. But prac-

tical. So he'll know
you're sensible as well

asbeautiful.The nylon

»own, Number

h. P£ i
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Male chauvinism is the greatest ob-

stacle to the liberation of women, and

of men. The man who oppresses is no

more free than the woman who is op-

pressed by him, for the master-slave

relationship that comes of this oppres-

sion binds both into social roles that

restrict and stultify.

But to fight against male chauvinism

(as any real revolutionary must, if he

truly wishes to liberate all people from

oppression) you have to know what it

is.

Male chauvinism denies women any

worth. It is revealed in all those little

remarks that make women feel they

really are stupid and incompetent. It

objectifies. It discriminates against.

It is the cat-calls, smirks, and leer-

ing comments that any women is greet-

ed with when she walks out alone after

dark n this city. Those reactions from

male chauvinists humiliate and objec-

tify, limit women to the function of a

fucking-machine.

It's all those ads showing women as

fluffy, stupid, and passive, a person

whose main concerns are whiter wash-

es, diaper rash, her husband's wants,

and her looks. The female of the media

is never concerned about important

issues, she is never active, and she is

tremendously vain about her appear-

ance.

It is the kind of work women are rel-

egated to do in our society. Its almost

impossible for women to do creative

work or work that allows them some
responsibility. It is almost all service

work or clerical work, or work asso-

ciated with typically 'feminine' inter-

ests, such as nutrition, fashion, design,

hairdressing, etc. It also almost all

badly-paid. Over 90 per cent of all

working women in Canada earn under

$5,000 a year. (Ian Adams, The Poverty

Wall). It is not being promoted. It is not

being hired. It is having to be twice as

good as a man to get anywhere.

It is all those myths. Feminine weak-

ness is a myth. There are 125-150 males

conceived for every 100 females, but by

adulthood, the male sex is a 'minority'

sex because of the greater mortality

rate of males, due to their greater con-

stitutional weakness (Hurlock, Child

Development, 4th ed., p. 45). Men die

five to seven years sooner than women
on the average. Men suffer more from

heart disease, cancer, and other fatal

diseases. During the two world wars
women showed themselves quite capa-

ble of doing the same heavy work as

men could do — 'Rosie the riveter' was
a reality.

It is the myth of women's inferior

intelligence. (Numerous I.Q. tests have

not yet revealed any statistically sig-

""mficaiat difference in the I.Q.'s of men
and women). It is the attitude that

women have specially defined areas of

intellectual ability — women are good

at arts, but lousy at maths. Fortunate-



ly, too many women have broken
through into male-dominated fields and
have succeeded in them to sustain that

myth.

It is the cultural definition of femi-

ninity in this society, which says wom-
en are by nature passive, non-aggres-

sive, non-assertive, non-analytical,

emotional etcetera. One's femininity is

not inherent, it is socialized, and op-

pressive by its very definition. Margar-
et Mead's Male and Female describes

tribal systems in which the masculine-

feminine roles of our society are re-

versed, with litte harm done, apparent-

ly.

It is all those myths about mother-

hood — that women are somehow
blessed with the faculty for caring for

children. Women learn how to be moth-
ers. After working six to 10 hours a

week as a volunteer in the campus co-

op community day care centre for the

last two months, I can say that I am
beginning to know something about
how to look after children. It is

learned, not inherent in one's sex.

It is all those myths about women's
sexual behaviour, best summed up in

the Ann Landers men-are-beasts-theo-

ry, in which the level-headed, less pas-

sionate girl is to keep her cool and stop

those wild young men from ripping off

her bra. Some women are passionate,

too.

Male chauvinism denies women the

right to determine their own sexuality.

Repressive laws about abortion doom
2,000 Canadian women to death through

illegal abortions — which perhaps

wouldn't have happened it our society

was not so repressive in giving out

birth control information and contra-

ceptives.

Women have little freedom of choice

in their sexuality. In my parents' time,

a girl was supposed to say no to sex, if

she was decent. Today, if a girl is to

show that she is enlightened, groovey
etc., she has to say yes, or risk the la-

bel of frigid, neurotic, a prude. A wom-
an is damned if she does, and damned if

she doesn't. What she feels, wants, or
needs sexually is never considered.

Repression of sexual knowledge op-

presses women. An amazing number of

women don't even know all the facts

about their own menstrual cycle — how
to calculate when it's coming, whether
you can use internal protection if you
are still a virgin etcetera. This lack of

knowledge makes the maintenance of

the sexual myths about women easy,

because women don't know the facts to

combat those myths. Dr. Clare Robin-

son, of Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospi-

tal, was recently quoted in the Toronto

Star as saying that between 80 to 90 per

cent of the female patients at the hospi-

tal suffer from some kind of sex prob-

lem such as frigidity or frustration. He
also said that lack of information and

misinformation were to blame for the

majority of sexual problems both men-

tally ill and sane people undergo.

Male chauvinism denies women
their mind. A woman who asserts her-

self is considered de-feminized, a male

castrating bitch, unwomanly I remem-
ber a professor of mine at university

urging his class to "be real he-men, be

aggressive, ask questions". This was

very embarrassing for me, because I

always asked questions — and I didn't

like being characterized as a real he-

man, thank you very much!

The worst put-down ofHhis sort I

ever saw was at a UBC SDS meeting

last year. A male member suggested

(in a strange fit of liberalism) that the

men in the group should try to combat

male chauvinism, and let a woman be

nominated for the steering committee.
Great. A girl named Ellen who had
been very active in the movement was
put up for nomination. The only prob-

lem was, every time she was men-
tioned, she was called Allan — a sub-

conscious gesture perhaps, but it

worked. Ellen never became too in-

volved and later dropped out. And if

you don't believe that's put-down,
would Andy Wernick or Stephen Lang-

don have been so enthusiastic about
being on the Political Economy course

union committee if in the nominations

they had been continually referred to

as Andrea and Stephanie?

Male chauvinism of this sort places

the whole emphasis on appearance.
The recent series of Star articles on

women executives revealed this all too

clearly in its almost obsessive interest

in the looks of the women it wrote
about. The articles invariably began
with two or three paragraphs describ-

ing the women's clothes, her figure,

her hair, her cosmetics ad nauseam.

Male chauvinism denies women a

separate identity. It denies their own
individual existence. A woman gains

the status of a person only in relation to

the man she is with.

Legally, this is shown in that women
cannot get credit cards in their own
names if they are married. A man
must be co-signer of a mortgage or else

it is not binding.

A woman's class is her husband's,

although she functions as the proletar-

iat of his class. A woman's name is also

her husband's.

In politics the situation is the same.

One of the funnier passages in Judy La

Marsh's Bird in a Gilded Cage tells how
eager party hacks come up to the wives

of recently deceased members of par-

liament at the funeral, hoping to per-

suade the widow to run for her hus-

band's seat in the next election. Most of

the women in Canada who have made it

into the House of Commons or the Sen-

ate have been wives or daughters of

political figures. Very few have made
it on their own. Very few have made it,

period — in this decade of women',
there is one woman in the House,

Grace Mclnnis, — the wife of a former

member.
Even in the New Left this attitude is

found. A woman is often identified as

being so-and-so's wife (yes. Virginia,

even liberated women marry), or girl-

friend, or is sleeping with so-and-so.

The most important aspect of male
chauvinism is that it separates the pol-

itical opportunist from the true politi-

cal radical intent on smashing the capi-

talism which denies liberation to both

men and women in this society U is

easy to make speeches, sign manifes-

toes, and declare your support for op-

pressed people far away in the villages

of Viet Nam, the ghettoes of Harlem,

and the factories of Quebec. It is some-
thing else to recognize and confront the

oppression of women in your own life.

As August Bebel said: "Every so-

cialist recognizes the dependence of

the workmen on the capitalist, and
cannot understand that others, and
especially the capitalist themselves,

should fail to recognize it also; but the

same socialist often does not recognize

the dependence of women on men be-

cause the question touches his own
dear self more or less clearly.

'

'

If a man can translate the philosophy

of political liberation into the radical

action of altering the relationships

within his own living-space so that the

women he knows are not oppressed,

then he will be truly liberated and lib-

erating. _ Kathryn Keofe

W y'KNOW,
ALEXANDRA -

I'M STILL SURPRISED THAT RED-

BLOODED AMERICAN MEN EVER

ALLOWED A GLAMOROUS MODEL

TO CHOOSE A PUBLISHING

CAREER OVER
MARRIAGE/

A HIGH-FASHION MODEL IS

OFTEN A LONELY GIRL, STEVE 1

•YOU SEE, SHE'S
r

A TWO DIMENSIONAL PAPER

DOLL, ACTUALLY-TOO
TALL, TOO THIN,

AND WITH A
BONY FACE WWCH,
WITHOUT MAKEUP
AND LIGHTING,

LOOKS LIKE A
DEATH-MASK/
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-/ HAVE YOU TASTED THE V-
ZUMBURGER EXPERIENCE?

BLOOR AND YONGE
BLOOR AND BAY

BLOOR AND ST. GEORGE
YONGE AND GERRARD

EGLINTON AND AVENUE RD.

Students with Office Experience

REGISTER NOW
for Summer Employment

For Appointment Call:

Don Mills — 797 Don Mills Road 429-3600

Central — 250 Bloor East. 923-9801

Rexdale — 1001 Albion Road 742-6520

Canadian Office Services (Toronto) Ltd.

ST. GEORGE ORTHODOX CHURCH

I I Woodlawn Ave. W_ (at Yonge)

DIVINE LITURGY SUNDAY II a.m.

EASTERN ORTHODOX EASTER

April 26. 1970

ALL services in ENGLISH

Call father Jerry '782-2001

WHOLESALE SHOWROOM

CLOSE OUT SALE
ONE DAY ONLY SAT. MAR. 2 1 9:30 a.m. -4 p.m

100 SUEDE SKIRTS Reg. 20.00 Sizes 5-13 6.99

• 75 SUEDE SKIRTS & VESTS Reg. to 25.00 9.99
EA.

• 75 COAT SUITS Reg. to S35.00

7 pc. LIMEN COATS plus matching pants Sizes 8-16

• 60 F A HION RAINCOATS Reg. S30.00

Weathers! fis—Wet Looks, etc. Sizes 8-16
13.99

; PRICE SALE-SPORTSWEAR
re Spring sample line Sizes '

I I only

Choose PANTS. SKIRTS, VESTS, JA( KETS. TOPS
2 pc. SETS, DRESSES. JUMPSUITS. SWIMWEAR

CL t ARLY FOR THIS ONE DAY OPEN TO THE PUBLIC SALE

The Gallery

379 Adelaide St. W.

'Operational decisions best left to businesses
Six hundred men out of a job.

Why? Two weeks ago Dunlop

closed its plant on Queen St.,

after losing an Ontario con-

tract to a Japanese firm.

"Robarts asks Canadian in-

dustries to hire students," said

Ed Maher, Dunlop employee.

"Then he closes down the

plants." This elimenates 20 to

30 summer jobs, but the real

affect is upon the 600 employ-

ees who are now without jobs.

Most of these people who are

to be unemployed are middle-

aged — people with many
years service on the same job.

Some are still raising families,

buying homes and cars etc.

Quite a few are veterans who
fought for this country and free

enterprise.

Dunlop Canada Ltd. closed

its industrial plant here in To-

ronto because it could not

compete against imported
rubber goods from Japan and
Europe.

In the past 10 years, outside

industries have taken 27 per

cent of the market. Ontario

Hydro gave the contract that

killed Dunlop to Japan to save

$80,000.

"Close the Ontario Hydro
and import Japanese Electrici-

ty" stated Phil Japp, the presi-

dent of local 132 of the United

Rubber Workers Union.

"People are just tools for big

business and governments to

use at their own expense."

The Dunlop Co. made this

decision without consulting the

union, and delivered its conclu-

sion to the workers without

warning.

The telephones in the plant

were cut off so none of the

workers could phone home.
Many of the employees' wives

heard the news for the first

time over the radio.

The losing of the Ontario

Hydro contract was a primary
reason for the closing of the

plant. Before the shutdown
Japp sent a telegram to Mr.
Robarts explaining the signifi-

cance. Robarts did not reply.

James Renwick, NDP
member for the riding, was
also informed and tried to

reach Japp at work. He was

placed in contact with the

company president, Neville

Procter. Procter informed him
that everything was quite sat-

isfactory; two days later the
plant closed.

There is no government leg-

islation to prevent this type of

fiasco.

The union is going to Ottawa
to present a bill they have writ-

ten upAt goes as follows:

I — that laws be passed pro-

viding, when a company is

going to close, they be bound
by law to justify their decision.

II — that, if the decision to

close is found justifiable, a

reasonable length of notice be

given to the employees, e.g. 6

months.

"Canada Manpower" will be

brought into play to relocate

the employees. This is a good

way to remove the 600 men off

the unemployed statistics. Will

Manpower find these men jobs

when there are over half a mil-

lion unemployed in Canada
today?

"The operational decisions

are best left to businesses",

said Premier Robarts.

JUST WEST OF SPADINA AVE.

9®
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Day-care centre offered "piecemeal solution"
By HENRY MIETKIEWICZ

The U of T administration

has responded to the requests

of the Campus Co-op Day Care
Center with what social work-
er Peter F. Holland calls an
unsatisfactory and "piecemeal
solution".

The Center, which looks af-

ter about 25 children belonging

to U of T staff and students,

has come under threat of de-

struction, as it occupies part of

the construction site for the

new Innis College.

Holland, who believes that

the University ought to offer

free day-care services, is par-

ticularly angry at the adminis-

tation for refusing to support

the Center.

Referring to a letter from

RIVER BOAT
134 YORKVILLE AVE 922-6216

NEXT

JAMES TAYLOR

MAR. 24-MAR. 29

McDENDRIE SPRING

MAR. 3 1 - APRIL 5

Administrative Assistant K. S.

Gregory, he maintains that the
U of T has not met demands for

free rent, alterations to the
building, or expanded facili-

ties.

The Day-Care Center has
also been notified that, in addi-

tion to meeting provincial and
municipal health and fire regu-

lations on its own, it must pay
the university $50 a month until

April 30, 1972, the suggested
eviction date.

"They'll give us back the

rent money if we're kicked out

before 1972", explains Holland,

"but without an alternate loca-

tion, it won't be much help".

He sees a need for a much
larger building with separate
rooms for children of various

ages. As it is, the Center must
cope with 2-3 month old babies
in an ordinary semi-detached
house with a small living-room
and kitchen.

Holland estimates the cost

of renovating the present Sus-

sex location at "several thou-

sand dollars", and points out

that the Day-Care Center could

be instantly closed if all the

requirements were not met.

Because the new lease will

likely be with Crown Trust,

Holland also thinks that the

Center would be bound to "in-

creasingly inadequate facili-

ties", forced to pay a rent to

which it does not agree, and
handicapped in future at-

tempts to change the situation.

Nevertheless, Gregory

writes, "The University does

not have available for rent any
houses which are larger or

more suitable, nor does it have

available any funds which
would allow it to undertake the

alterations which are neces-

Last November the Federal

Government introduced a

White Paper on their proposals

for tax reform in Canada.

Section 2.24 recommends
that fellowships, scholarships,

bursaries and research grants

be made taxable. "There

seems no valid reason for con-

tinuing such exemption," it

states.

sary".

The parents and volunteers

connected with the Day-Care
Center will be meeting there

tonight at 7:30 p.m. to discuss

the terms of Gregory's propos-

als.

The U of T Commerce Club
is holding a debate on this and
other ridiculous proposals of

the White Paper, so that stu-

dents can voice their concern
on this matter, which concerns

everyone.

The debate will be held to-

night at 8 p.m. in the Junior

Common Room, University

College.

AFRAID

TO LIVE

AND LOVE?

See the first

Toronto showing

oi films by

Karl Rogers &

Abraham Maslow

Karl Rogers' "Journey in-

to Self"- a live "En-

counter" weekend session

...a man "who doesn't

need friends"... a girl/

woman who is treated as a

doll, not a woman... and

a woman whose only love

is a cat.

Abraham Maslow-two films

on love relationships-the

honesty to trust your own

feelings of love and anger,

and a new way to creat-

ivity and spontaneity.

Lawrence Park Collegiate

Auditorium

125 Chatsworth Dr.,

Sunday, March 22, at 8 p.m.

$2.00 ea.

Presented by Genesis I I, The
Toronto Growth Centre Inc.

Box II, Downsview Ont.

The no-holiday holiday.

Come to Britain and it's no holiday. The moment you get ott the plane

you're involved.

Not like most vacations, peering in from the outside. In Britain you re

part of the action. And it's some action ! We've got the discotheques, Carna-

by Street, Kings Road and all the other fast-moving places you've heard

ab° U
But what about the things we take for granted: sifting through the Van

Gogh's Picasso's or Henry Moore's at the Tate Gallery: an afternoon

watching the world's top drivers hauling their big, blasting, Formula 1

machines over the toughest circuits in Europe. Seeing a Shakespearean

play the way it should be seen-at Stratford-onAvonwith British actors: or

perhaps, passinga sunnyday at Lordswatching the natives playtheirnative

^^Yo'ucanmix in, find out what we're all about - why Trafalgar Square

isn't as square as you might think and a boat down the Thames means a

roaring party, nota sedate sightseeing expedition. In Britain, it's all go. So

Why
Yo'u could make itfor as little as $175. that's for 9 days, hotel and two

big meals a day. And. if you belong to a club or any organised group, you

could cut the total price way down with a charter flight. Clip the coupon and

find outwhafsgoing.

Come and take part in Britain - this year!

Great!Britain
ENGLAND SCOTLAND WALES NORTHERN IRELAND

Free 28-page book: 'Young Britain.' All you need

to know about Britain. See your Travel Agent,

or send to British Travel Association, PO Box 320,

Terminal A, Toronto, Ontario.
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School of Graduate Studies
Divisional Meetings

All members of the graduate faculty of each Division, and all graduate students

enrolled in the departments, centres and institutes constituting the Division,

may lake part in these meetings.

Division 1 (The Humanities)

Division 11 (The Social Sciences)

Thursday, April 9, 1970

10:00 a.m., in the Senate

Chamber, Simcoe Hall.

— Thursday, April 9, 1970,

4:00 p.m., in the Senate

Chamber, Simcoe Hall.

Division 111 (The Physical Sciences)

Friday, April 10, 1970,

10:00 a.m., in the Senate

Chamber, Simcoe Hall.

Friday, 'April 10, 1970,

Division IV (The Life Sciences) 4:00 p.m., in the Senate

Chamber, Simcoe Hall.

The agenda will include: Report of the 1969 Fall Divisional Meeting,
Report of the Dean, Report of the 'Associate Dean, Report of the Nominating
Committee and other

Nothing has been left out of "The Adventurers"

JOSEPH E.LEVINE PRESENTS THE LEWIS GILBERT FILM OF

THE ADVENTURERS
Based on Che Novel "THE ADVENTURERS" by HAROLD R0BBINS

CHARLES AZNAVOUR - ALAM BAOEL CANDICE BERGEN
THOMMV BERGGREN DELIA BOCCAROO ERNEST SORGNINE

WSSfflBWi ! ROSSANO BRAZXt • OLIVIA deHAVILLANO BEKIM FEHMIU C
ANNA MOFFO LEIGH TAYLOR-YOUNG

PAHAVOKX'
a.ot*
wjWMOLMrprnj WWMICHAEL HASTINGS and LEWISGILBERT

|
LEWS GILBERT

| AmM) CM.0S JOEM
|
^SSS.

(B^
'jia '

jg STARTS WEDNESDAY MARCH 25th

IMPERIAL YORKDALE GOLDEN MILE RUNNYMEDE
YONGE • DUNDAS «1 HIGHWAY • DUFEERIH EGLIKT0H E. AT PHARMACY GL0OR RUNNYMEOE SUBWAY
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Today is Harolds birthday. This is his present.

MART CROWLEY'S
"THE EOS
INTHE ID4NID"

...is not a musical, i ..^DeW

CANADIAN PREMIERE
FRIDAY, MARCH 20TH

1| TtAll C »«

'ONCE AT BLOOfl • 922 3113

HELP!
MILES-FOR-MILLIONS NEEDS

PEOPLE FROM U of T

TO: (A) WALK UP TO 32

MILES ON MAY 2,

(B) SPONSOR OTHER WALKERS,

(C) HELP FOR A COUPLE OF
HOURS DURING THE NEXT
COUPLE OF WEEKS ON PRE-
WALK ORGANIZATION

INFORMATION IN SID SMITH
12-2, MAR. 23- APR. 3

OR CONTACT:

DAVE GRAY
PETER GRAY
DAVE MARTELL
PAT LEMAY
BOB CARTY
DOUG MaclNTOSH

920-3609
928-3872
922-1494
928-8869
222-1047
425-2201

EXTENTION STUDENTS: INFO. AT EXTENTION OFFICE

MILES-FOR-MILLIONS PRESENTS A
DISCUSSION ON

"AID TO UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES"
ISC, 7:30 P.M., TUESDAY, MAR. 24



Varsity victorious over SAC . .

.

proclaimed as "great political victory'
The uneasy truce that has

existed between The Varsity

and the Students' Administra-

tive Council broke into open
violence Monday night as the

two sides clashed in that an-

nual spring mayhem better

known as the Varsity-SAC

hockey game.
Solid and poised from the

goal out, the Inkmen (plus a

few Inkettes thrown in for good
measure) won what a neutral
panel of judges termed a 12-8

victory.

Both teams deployed unbal-
anced attacking formations as
each side admitted to a shock-
ing dearth of legitimate
"rightwingers.*'

In a jubilant Varsity dress-

ing room the Inkmen's illus-

trious captain Brian Johnson
claimed the triumph as a
"great political victory".
An unkind voice in the back-

ground intoned, ' Yes, but the
only one."

Scoring for the Inkers —
Parkins 3, Rodger's 2, Mills2,
Carson 1, Little 1 and Johnson

Student run course on community problems
A unique course on commun-

ity problems is being initiated

by students in the Political

Economy Department.
.

The aim of the course is to

understand the dynamics of

municipal politics through ac-

tion in the community, to see

how "City Hall" works by

fighting City Hall with the

community.
Under the proposed se-up,

students in the course would

rent a large house in the area

(Ward 6, south of College, west

of Yonge, has been suggested),

and live within the community
they are working in. Only in

this way, it has been argued,

can the students be accepted

by the community.
The course will be largely

unstructured and would be
almost entirely student-run.
The students would write a
group report describing and
analysing their findings at the
year's end. Group action would
be encouraged throughout the

year.

The course is not finalized

and anyone interested in the
concept of the course is invited

to attend a meeting next Tues-
day, March 24 at I p.m. in Sid

Smith 3050. The structure and
content of the course is still up
for grabs.

Erindale election results
Bob Rudolf, a second year arts student, was elected presi-

dent of Erindale's Student Administrative Government (SAG)
yesterday.

Rudolf, defeating the other two runner-ups by a wide
margin, replaces outgoing SAG president Paul Kochberg.

Two vice-presidents were elected — Rob Morningstar and
Elizabeth Bell. Wendi Arntfield won the post of Secretary,

while Paul Fairgrieve was acclaimed treasurer.

HERE AND NOW
TODAY
1 2 noon

SAC U.C candidates forum. Junior

Common Roam. U.C.

1 p.m.

Larrett Higjjins speaks on U.S. takeover

of Canadian resources. Sid Smith, Urn

2102.

E.I.C. presents two films "Challenge —
Engineering in Telecommunications" end

"The Continuing Past", on the work of the

Geological Survey of Canada. Rm. 102.

Mechanical Bldg.

Classical concent with pianist John

Hansen. Music Rm. Hart House. Everyone

welcome.

History Students' Union. Prof. Peter

Brock. Guest speaker. "Pre-World War I

Pacifism in Noorth America'' Sid Smith.

2106.

Representatives of selection committee

of Toronto Teachers College will discuss

enrollment procedures and teacher train-

ing, Sid Smith. Rm. 2108.

Contemporary Music Group. Works by

Rea. Cehara. Hayes and Pepin. Edwerd
Johnson Bldg.. Rm. 078. Bring your Lunch.

3 p.m.

Writers' Workshop will continue. If you'd

like to read, bring copies. Writing Lab, Innis

Poetry and film. Films of Blake. Auden.
Lampman. Klein, U.C. Rm. 105.

6:30 p.m.

Cast of West Side Story. Dress rehears-

Confarence on Doom Theories. Interna-

tional Student Centre.

1 p.m.

Information meeting

CUSO volunteers li

Centre. CUSO Office.

ith returned

anal Student

6:16 p.m.

Zeffirelli's Romeo and Juliet. Sid

Rm, 21 18. 75tt. All welcome.

7:30 p.m.

Daycare centre meeting. For all parents

and volunteers to discuss response to Ran-

kin's reply to the brief. 12 Sussex Avenue.

8 p.m.

Christian I Ching. Teaching of Sun

Myong Moon. 76 Scollard.

8:30 p.m.

Zeffirelli's Romeo and Juliet. Sid. Smith,

Rm. 2118. 75c. All welcome.

THURSDAY
ALL DAY

U C. SAC rep elections. Junior Common
Room. U.C. Refectory. Sir Daniel Wilson

and Whitney Hall.

4 p.m.

Latin American Studies course union

meeting. Election of next year's executives.

Sid Smith. Rm. 621

Third world film discussion group. Salt

of the earth ISC 33 St. George.

5 p.m.

"Recalling your past' incarnations". F U

of Tserieson mysticism & ocultism Innis I.

6:15 p.m.

VCF Bible Study starts with supper in

the Meds Science Cafeteria Continues lat-

er in Rm. 2173.

7:45 p.m.

Public Reading of Poetry sponsored by

the Writers' Workshop. Bring your own

poetry, short stories and reed Free Admis-

sion. North York Public Library. Bathurst

Hts Branch. Bathurst and Lawrence,

Sailing Club. General meeting to break

the ice. For all those interested in the U of

T regatta. Oebates Room. Hart House.

8:30 p.m.

New College Drame Guild presents

WEST SIDE STORY in the Hen House

Theatre. Reserve seat tickets still available

at the box office or phone 928-8668,

$1.50.

3 p.m.

Christian — I Ching. Teaching of Sun
Myong Moon. 76 Scollard

Polish Students' Association presents

the Polish Film Popioly (Ashes) from the

classic by S. Zeronski. Carr Hall. SMC 50c

members. 75c others.

8 p.m.

Nominating meeting lor the Graduate

English Association Executive elections.

GSU 16 Bancroft

MONDAY
MARCH 23RD

12 noon

Registration for Miles for Millions. Sid

Smith Foyer. March is on May 2nd.

7 p.m.

The Population Conference Part 1. Dr

Chant, chairman of the Dept of Zoology

will speak on "Human Growth — Limiting

Factors'* Mr. Paul Tomlinson of Pollution

Probe will be speaking on Pollution Probe.

Medical Alumni Lounge. Medical Sciences

Building.

TUESDAY
MARCH 24

1 p.m.

Meeting for all those interested in a Pol-

itical Science Community Action course.

Students from all years are invited. Rm
3050 Sid Smith

FRIDAY
10a.m.

Conference on Doom Theories present-

ed by the Academic Activities Committee.

ISC.

1 2 noon

Open meeting to discuss core subject

requirements for geography specialists'

programme. Staff and students will be pre-

sent to receive questions and suggestions.

Rm 621 S.d Smith.

SUNDAY
MARCH 22ND.

2 p.m.

Forum on abortion with the Women s

Liberation Front. First Unitarian Congrega-

tion. 175 St, Clair W.

4 p.m.

Kalman Silvert will speak on "Military

Government end the role of the Intellectual

in Latin America" Rm 101 6 Sid Smith.

7 p.m.

The Population Conference Pan II

Family Planning — Planned Parenthood

and Zero Population Growth. Medical

Alumni Lounge. Medical Sciences Build-

ing

7:30 p.m.

Miles for Millions presents e discussion

on "Aid to Underdeveloped countries''

ISC.

Thanksgiving — The Everday Holiday

Chrstian Science organitetion. Rm. 200

Gerald Larkin Suilding, Trinity

The Doom Concert will present a con

cert Gabriel's horn concerto Mount Ham
ilton Bedsheets optional.

HOUSE 50
CLASSICAL CONCERT TODAY

Music Room, I p.m.

JOHN HANSEN, Pianist

Everyone Welcome

ART COMMITTEE PRESENTS
AFRICAN TRIBAL ART
from the collection of

Sam & Ayala Zacks

until

March 28 th

POETRY READING
Thursday, March 19th

Music Room, I p.m.

POETRY & SONG
by

ARTHUR GRANT and JAMES CUNNINGHAM
Ladies Welcome

HEADQUARTERS FOR

STA-PREST, Q>

NUVO*
FLARES
ALSO AVAILABLE IN STA-PREST

NUVO SLIMS

WE ALSO CARRY LEVI'S, DENIMS. AND CORDS

IN SLIMS AND FLARES

IN A WIDE RANGE OF COLOURS

Headquarters for U of T

Jackets and Sweatshirts

LYNN-GOLD CLOTHES
401 YONGE ST. (ot Gerrard)

zzzzM
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Wanted.

Bright, young

women
looking for

exciting

careers in

fashion.

If you are about to make an
important career decision— consider the fashion
world and all the glamour
and excitement that goes
with it. The Nancy Taylor
Fashion Merchandising
Course offers you the
opportunity of a lifetime.

You'll receive specialized

training ... all the fashion
know-how demanded by
department stores,
boutiques, designers,
couturiers — all over the
world.

Would you like to be a
buyer? A fashion coordi-

nator? A stylist? Maybe
your future lies in fashion
writing, editing, or pro-
motion. Or would you
rather be a publicity or
ad director? A fashion
reporter or a producer of

fashion shows?
Write or phone now for the
exciting booklet — Career
Fashion Forecast.

DROP THIS COUPON IN THE MAIL-

RUSH me more details about your

"Fashion Cared Course".

SHAW
COLLEGES
2436 Yonsc St.

Toronto 12, Ont.

481-6477

Vic ties series in interfac Hockey, B-ball
Flash! — Victoria College may not be shutout this year

from a share of the interfaculty triple crown of sports

( football , hockey and basketball )

.

After having already dropped the football title to the

talented PhysEders Vic was on the verge of being eliminat-

ed from the other two after losing the opening game of the

hockey and basketball finals.

The shinny edition of the Scarlet and Gold defeated St.

Mike's 4-3 Monday night to even the Jennings Cup series at

one game each.

Yesterday afternoon, the Vic basketballers. with their

collective backs to the Hart House wall, edged the UC drib-

blers 73-70 in a match that provided last minute thrills.

Monday night, the hockey team made the most of their
manpower advantages to gain the victory.

Two of the Vic goals, (Peter Adams' first period mar-
ker and Joe Stewart's third period winner) came with a two
man advantage.

The third game of the series goes tonight at 5:30 p.m.
at Varsity. A win by either team gives them the Jennings
trophy. In case of a tie a fourth match will be played at the
same time tomorrow.

The deciding game for the Sifton Cup goes tomorrow at

7:00p.m.

This is the last sports roundup of 1969-70
CURLING

The University of Toronto

curling season ended last Sun-

day when John Francis and his

rink won the Dean Maxwell
Trophy in convincing fashion

-.defeating Terry Lalande 17-10

in the ten-end final.

Francis and his team of

Doug Harrold, Bob Hollings-

head, and Paul Slocombe were
never behind in the high scor-

ing contest, and after four ends

were coasting on a 8-1 lead.

But Lalande, curling with

Dave Shugarman, Doug Kirk,

and Craig Harvey, made a fine

raise double take-out to count

six on the fifth end, and moved
back into the game. Unruffled,

Francis answered with a five

on the sixth end, and controlled

the game after that.

In earlier games Francis

beat Art Moses 10-8 and Larry

Westbrook U-8. Lalande, the

defending champion, reached

the final with more difficulty,

as he needed an extra end to

subdue Alan Bromstein 9-6,

and then squeaked by George
Carr's Varsity team 8-7.

Francis 104 305 040 x 17

Lalande 010 060 201 x 10

GYMNASTICS
U of T's women's gymnas-

tics team met other Canadian
universities in Edmonton, Al-

berta, last weekend for the

National Intercollegiate Cham-
pionships. The Varsity team of

Sue Christilaw, Sue Young,
Connie Lindenburger and Mar-
ty Kemeny placed second in

this, their first national compe-
tition, only eight points behind

the perennial champs, UBC.
Team member Ruth Mc-

Mullen missed the competition

because of an ankle injury suf-

fered in the team's last meet.

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC
ASSOCIATION

FIELD HOCKEY CAMP MEETING - INTER-
ESTED STUDENT'S MUST ATTEND A MEETING
IN ROOM 304 on MONDAY MARCH 23rd (BEN-

SON BUILDING) at 8 a.m.

HISTORY STUDENTS' UNION

GUEST SPEAKER

PROF. PETER BROCK
"PRE WORLD WAR 1

PACIFISM IN NORTH AMERICA"

WED. MAR. 18 1:00 p.m. 2106 S.S.

Taking honours for the U of

T team in the finals on Satur-

day were Sue Christilaw, fifth

in the vaulting, and Marty
Kemeny, second in the floor

exercises. Marty, who placed

sixth all around, was chosen as

a member of the team to rep-

resent Canada in the World
Student Games in Torino, Ita-

ly, next August.

Coach Carol-Ann Letheren

was chosen as coach for the

National Student Team.
SAILING

The University of Toronto
Sailing Club has recently an-

nounced that it has reorganized

under the direction of a new
executive for the Spring and
Fall seasons. The club will be

participating in the recently

formed Canadian Inter-Colle-

giate Sailing Association and
also the Midwest Collegiate

Sailing Association.

Between the two organisa-

tions the club expects to be
sending crews out to approxi-

mately 20 events between now
and the end of November. This

should give ample opportunity

to sail for most of the active

members.
Scheduled events include the

Columbus Star trophy at Ohio

State University, regattas at

Kent State, John Carroll,

R.M.C., Queens, McMaster,
and Wayne State.

The club also has announced
plans to hold a two-day regatta

on May 30-31. The event will

take place on the Royal Cana-
dian Yacht Club race course
and will be participated in by
eight Canadian and eight

American universities. Includ-

ed will be Trent, Queens, Scar-

boro, Mac, RMC, Michigan
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Getting Engaged

WHEN YOU BUY A
DIAMOND RING

There ere e loi ol answers you
need to establish "Good Value"
in a diamond ring. To assist yoti
to recognize colour, cut and cla-
rity and a number of other factors
flovernino quality we offer a FREE
booklet "THE DAY YOU BUY A
DIAMOND". It should provide a
lot on answers.
Write ... phone or drop In for your

WE ARE DIRECT
DIAMOND DEALERS

HUGH PROCTOR & CO.
Diamonds — Gems

I3I BLOOR W. 92I-7702
STE. 416

State, Ohio State, and several
other schools.

There will be an organiza-

tional meeting in Hart House
in the Debates Room on Thurs-

day, March 19 at 5 p.m. Those
interested in helping to work
out the details of the event and

possibly represent Toronto are

invited to attend.

Besides actual racing events

the club expects to be able to

offer its members both on-

shore and in-boat instruction

as well as informal sailing next

fall. Prospective members are
urged to attend the Thursday
meeting.

Fare thee well, Gellius
By GELLIUS

T. A. REEDTH
Miss Boyd says that ASCP

(Div. I) and Knox (Div. II)

have won the T. A. Reed Tro-

phy for participation "and
goodth in Interfaculty athletics

and, since I have no reason to

doubt her, I pass the story on to

you.

WATER POLO
Good conditioning — many

Vic players are Varsity swim-
mers — helped Vic overcome a
half-time 2-4 score and nar-

whal the tar out of Knox. 12-4.

This gives Vic the Meister
Eckardt Trophy (named after

a mediaeval mystic who said

that "God is the referee in the

water polo match of the

world") for the first time since

1943. Adams with 4, Karn,
Bryon (2), Heatley (2), and
Coleman (2) scored for Vic;

Wade in the Water had 3 and
Brydon the other for the sur-

prisingly strong School Of
Hard Knox.

INTERMEDIATE HOCKEY FINALS
Trin B, Worts and all, beat

Meds D 5-0 in the first game of

the finals. Worts, Burt (2),

Davey and Love were Trin
scorers.

GOODBYE
and much love to Miss Boyd

and the Intramural Office;

to Susan (and Michael) and
Sue (ano\ Uldis) and Susan
miles and miles away

;

to judyandjoyc-
eanddavidandjoniandmikeandal

iceanderic;

to Michael and Ellen and
Norma and Steven and Benja-
min and Ross and the Refecto-

ry;

to Margaret and Sheila

;

to everybody who voted for

us and everybody who didn't

except the ones I don't like;

to Jeoffrey and Munroe and
Cheyenne of Green Gables and
Dundee the Big Orange and
Greaser and Ericat and Benja-
min and Sarah, whatever sex it

turns out to be;

THE GREAT POTATO IS IMMA-
NENT TRUTH.

CATULLUS LXXXIX
Gellius est tenuis: quid ni? cui

tarn bona mater
tamque valens vivat tamque

venusta soror tamque bonus
patruus tamque omnia plena

puellis

cognatis, quare is desinat

esse macer ? qui ut nihil attin-

gat, nisi quod fas tangere non

est,

quantumvis quare sit macer
invenies.

KIBBUTZ ALIYA DESK

GET INVOLVED WITH THE KIBBUTZ
The kibbutz is a unique social experiment in cooperative living

which strives for personal and community self-realization.

We invite you to experience the kibbutz through the following
programs, which are available any time, all year round.

.

KIBBUTZ ULPAN TEMPORARY WORKER
A six month program Living and working
of W day work and on a kibbutz
Vt day Hebrew studies One month or more

AGE: 18-35 AGE: 18-35
COST: Transportation COST: Transportation
DATES: Year round. DATES: Year round

For information and application fo these programs and for per—
manent settlement, summer and teenage programs, contact:

ZVI ZEXER a n ASA ARNON
KIBBUTZ ALIYA DESK Room 3 1

2

Suite 1301 188 Marlee Avenue
200 Park Avenue South Toronto 19. Ontario
New York, New York 10003 (416) 783-4722
(212) GR 7-5663 (evenings: 633-7225)



Catch-up football not good enough \ Goodbye
By PAUL CARSON

It began in brilliant sunshine and ended in

freezing rain and mud. A magnificent late

summer afternoon in Guelph as Blues handed
Gryphons 15 points and lost by one; a painful,

cold late autumn nightmare in Montreal as
Blues made McGill's storybook year com-
plete, losing 17-0 to the new Yates Cup
champs.
Two games, two losses which typify Varsity

football 1969. Blues had the potential, but
somehow they just couldn't put it all together.

Blues hurt themselves all season by incon-

sistent play — especially in the first half —
numerous foolish penalties, and a series of

crucial mental and physical lapses just when
it really mattered.

Blues played only one good first half all

season — when they held Western to a net off-

ence of a mere 24 yards and led 14-0 en route

to a convincing 41-16 rout.

Otherwise, the season was one game of

catch-up football after another. Blues caught

up five times altogether, then blew two of

them in the last minute.

OPENING TIE

In the Western exhibition game, mistakes

and a dubious penalty gave Stangs a last sec-

ond field-goal and a 16-16 tie.

In league play, Blues needed second half

rallies of 22 points to overcome Mac (35-16)

and 21 points to get past Waterloo (31-21).

Rookie QB Wayne Dunkley scored late in the

fourth quarter as a typical Varsity rally edged
McGill 17-16 for Redmen's only loss.

In Kingston Blues bumbled while Gaels

amassed a 24-0 lead at the half but Varsity
roared back after the intermission only to fail
short 24-17.

The rematch followed the typical Blues
script - a late rally put Varsity ahead, then a
needless roughing penalty kept the Queens
drive alive and a last minute 18-yard pass on
third down sunk Toronto 16-14.

Blues played their hearts out in the finale
but couldn't produce the big play and Chris
Rumball's 90-yard punt return clinched the
Yates for McGill.

RECORD FOR WALTER

An 85-yard td pass against Western enabled
veteran flanker Eric Walter to set new career
scoring marks of 30 touchdowns and 180
points. Walter won the Copp Trophy as Blues
MVP but didn't catch a single pass in the last

key games against Queens and McGill.

Despite their third-place finish. Blues
placed nine players on the SIFL all-star teams

receivers John Chapman and Walter,
halfback Walt Sehr, diminutive QB Vic Al-
boini, tackles Jim Bennett, Jim Kellam and
Derek Turner, defensive end Alex Squires,
and safety Pete Lamantia.

Bennett. Paul McKay and Peter Raham
were selected in the CFL pro draft.

In the College Bowl. Manitoba Bisons cli-

maxed an undefeated season by ousting Mc-
Gill 24-15.

In interfac football, PhysEd finally ended
Vic's Mulock Cup string at eleven with a well-

deserved 16-12 victory over the Scarlet and
Gold.

Hockey agony and winning ecstasy
By LYNDON LITTLE

"The agony and the ecsta-

cy" might be the best way of

describing the hockey Blues
1969-70 season.

The agony was the result of

the knowledge that Blues had
another potential powerhouse
if only an unprecedented rash

of injuries could be overcome.

The ecstasy came when
Blues finally put all the bro-

ken, stretched, torn and dislo-

cated pieces together just in

time to win their fifth consecu-

tive OQAA crown and their

fourth national title in the last

five years.

As Tom Watt's team began
their exhibition schedule Blues
were logically rated as one of

the teams to beat in Canadian
college hockey.

The only question mark was
on the wing positions where
graduation had cost them the

services of Steve Monteith,

Ward Passi, Bob McClelland
and Gord Cunningham. Togeth

er, these four players had ac

counted for 32 goals the pre

vious campaign.

But, from the exhibition

schedule until Christmas it

was for Blues the old story, too

familiar in sport these days, of

early promise turned sour by a

plague of unpredicted injuries.

The first to go was team
captain Brian St. John who suf-

fered strained knee ligaments

in a Nov. 10 practise.

Then, defenseman Brent

Swanick re-injured his knee in

a pre-season tilt with Lauren-

tian.

The next to go was rookie

Nick Holmes who was hit with

a serious shoulder injury dur-

ing Blues traditional weekend

foray into New York State.

In the first league game
against the Western Mustangs

all-star rearguard Bill L'-

Heureux had his wrist broken.

Bryan Tompson (in the sec-

ond exhibition game with Laur-

entian), Bob Hamilton. Terry

Parsons and Mike Boland (all

in the Christmas Loyola tour-

nament) were the other cas-

ualties.

At this point. Blues were
still only second in the OQAA
west, trailing the high-flying

Waterloo Warriors.

Slowly however, as January

turned into February, and one

by one the injured players re-

turned, Blues began to gather

momentum.
On the weekend of Jan. 9-10,

with the bitter taste of Loyola

still lingering, Blues made a

road trip to McMaster and

Windsor coming away with

impressive 6-1 and 9-2 victo-

ries.

A week later, Blues trounced

the Guelph Gryphons 12-1

which at that point Watt de-

scribed as the team's best ef-

fort.

By the time the OQAA and

CIAU playoffs arrived Blues

were once again in high gear.

And as a consequence, if you

walk past the trophy case in

Hart House you can see the

Queen's Cup and the Universi-

ty Cup resting comfortably

where they belong.

B-ball Blues . . . next year?
There's this tradition in sport-

ing circles that a losing coach,

near the end of the season, will

optimistically promise better

things "next year".

Unfortunately, for mentor John

MacManus and the BasketBlues,

looking ahead to "next year"

quickly became the morphine to

dull the pains of Blues worst SIBL

campaign — a miserable 1-9 mark
and (not surprisingly) last place.

With all-star guard Bruce

Dempster defected to Western and

his backcourt mate Larry Traf-

ford missing from the opening

lineup, Blues crop of rookies just

couldn't get any momentum going.

Blues only victory, 86-81 over

Waterloo, eliminated Warriors

from the playoff chase. A strong

McMaster team crushed Western

for the OQAA title but fell to the

undefeated UBC Thunderbirds 96-

75 in the CIAU finals.

Brightest star for Varsity was

veteran center John Hadden,

whose determined play kept Blues

in the thick of several games they

just might have won with greater

depth and experience. Hadden was

Blues MVP and repeated as OQAA
all-star center. Selected along

with Dempster to the Canadian

National team, he'll have to pass

up the World Student Games due

to exams.
Even in a losing season, Blues

continued the tradition of produc-

ing excellent guards as Mike Katz

and Garth Evans combined with

Trafford to form the heart of the

Toronto attack.

Angus Braid, in his first year

with Varsity, was the best of a

mediocre crop of forwards. Braid,

enrolled in the centre for the study

of drama, will have his play Out-

port' produced by the Studio Lab

Theatre March 24-28.

Oh yes, "next year" 9 Well, two

things for sure — Blues will im-

prove and they won't be playing at

York. —Corjon

By JIM COWAN
Since time immemorial, or at least since 1966, which is

as far back as I looked, it has been the custom of the major
domo of this department to seat himself in front of his type-
writer on the night before the last paper and, with his notes
on one side and his beer on the other, review the athletic
happenings of the past year.

But first, as we say in the trade, time out for this mes-
sage. .

.

We happen to think that sports is one of the best-read

sections of The Varsity, and perhaps the only one left with

any credibility with the mass of U of T students.

And that's strange, because we probably spew out

more propaganda than all the other departments of the

paper combined.

Now this is not to suggest you should stop reading us.

We generally manage to get the scores right, and the stand-

ings and so on.

But that's only part of the story.

When we say "The Blues were unfortunately unable to

take advantage of their chances to score" what we really

mean is that the team was so hopelessly incompetent that

nothing could save them. And when we say "A defensive

lapse cost Blues the game" we probably mean that Joe Ath-

lete got tangled up in his jock strap and blew the play.

There's a very good reason for our pussyfooting, of

course. If we ever come out and criticize any team or indi-

vidual too strongly, we soon find it impossible to do any sort

of a job because athletes and coaches, being human, don't

like criticism.

And now, in a remarkable about face. I'm going to tell

you why I agree with things the way they are, at least most
of the time.

University athletes, unlike the pros, don't get paid any-

thing for the effort they put into their sports. About all they

get is the satisfaction of playing their own sport, and what-

ever recognition they receive by being good. That's not

much in return for what they put out, and without getting

trite, there's a Hell of a lot of effort the fans never see.

That's why any criticism we offer is in general and

muted terms. Maybe if some of the "fans" remembered
what goes into a game, they'd be a little less ready to criti-

cize too.

End of lecture.

By any reckoning, Varsity teams had a good year The

men brought home no fewer than eight championships of

various shades while the distaff side chimed in with another

six.

For the men, it was hockey (of course), swimming
fencing, squash, rugger, badminton, skiing and bridge

(bridge???). The women brought back titles in curling,

archery, field hockey, swimming, badminton and vollej-

ball But the list of titles, records and honours is really not

all that meaningful. And so to all the teams which don';'

have big shiny trophies to show off, congratulations any-

way.

And finally, to all the people who have helped us this

year: Miss Lee, Miss Boyd, Ron Murphy, Tom Watt, Dave
Copp, John McManus, Ed Armstrong, Howie Ringham, all

the players on all the teams, the girls in the WAB, all the

coaches and managers we never got around to meeting in

person, Dalt White, Warren Stevens, and everyone else in

the sports hierarchy: thanks. You're all great.

To the writers: Peter White, Dan McAlister, Art Stein,

Rowland Griffin, Robin Campbell, Colin Pilmer. Nan Flin-

dall, Frances Flint, Leslie Johnston, Howie Fluxgold, the

immortal Gellius, Peter Adamson and all the others who
helped out second term; without you it would have been

impossible.

To the photographers: Don Andrews and Spencer Hig-

gins, Brian Sweet, Peter Kirby, Alan Van Geijn, and the

rest of the shutterbugs; you amply proved that, especially

in sports, a picture is worth at least a thousand words.

Three special thank-you's. To Brian Johnson, Varsity

editor, for giving us a relatively free hand and providing

something for sports to be the last three pages of;

To my predecessor. Paul Carson, who continued to fill

in any gaps I left, worked as hard in the second term as he

did as sports editor in the first, and who left such a well

organized operation that things often seemed to run them-

selves;

,
And finally, and perhaps most especially, to my heir

9 apparent, Lyndon Little. He made my job much easier, and

I his acceptance of this post bodes well for the future of the

* department.

It's been fun, most of the time, working for the paper

1 these past three years, and an awful lot of that fun has come

| from being associated with sports. Thanks to everyone who

1 made it possible, and best of luck for the future.

And now,
.

.where's"^^^m<*^m -«J
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EXTRA
SAVE THE DAY CARE CENTRE

The Day Core Centre — 12 Sussex Avenue. photo by Errol Young

The Campus
Community Co-

operative Day Care
Centre serves

students, faculty, and
support staff of the

university, as well as

parents in the outside

community.

• The Centre

needs $3000 to make
repairs to the

premises on Sussex

Ave.

• // needs
expanded facilities to

meet the growing
demand for day care.

The U of T

administration

refuses to take

responsibility for day
care

• It won't pay the

repairs.

• ft won't

guarantee the

Centre's continued

accommodation.

The Day Care

Centre asks the U of T

community for

support.

RALLY • SIDNEY SMITH • NOON TODAY



Demands renovations to Centre

Day care confronts Bissell: yes or no?
By LIZ WILLICK and RON COLPITIS

In an emergency meeting last night, 45 parents and volunteers from the

Campus Cooperative Day Care Centre decided to march on Simcoe Hall to

demand that President Bissell reply to their request for renovations.

The march will follow a mass rally in the free speech area of Sid Smith

today at 1 p.m.

A small deputation will carry the demand for needed renovations to Bis-

sell, requiring him to speak to the crowd outside. They expect a clear yes or no

answer.

The urgency behind the demand for renovations arises from the fact that

without them, the Centre cannot be licensed. In such a case, it is likely that the

authorities would close down the centre over the summer months when little

support could be mustered.

After months of negotiation, the U
of T administration has not met the

original basic demands of the Campus
Community Cooperative Day Care

Centre.
THE DEMANDS

The demands were four:

• that the University guarantee

space for the centre.

• that larger safer accommodation

be provided

• that the University undertake

necessary renovations

• that the rent be free.

K. S. Gregory, Administrative As-

sistant to Executive Vice-President

(non-academic). A. G. Rankin, as-

sured the Centre occupancy of its pre-

sent quarters at 12 Sussex St. until

April 30, 1970. The Centre has agreed

to pay rent of $50. which is sufficient

to cover municipal taxes.

Clarifying the administration's

stand on the other demands in a letter

dated March 20, Gregory said, "The
University can give no guarantee that

other quarters can be made availa-

ble" when the present building is

demolished.

He also said that there is no larger

house available which would permit

expansion, and no guarantee that

there would be.

In reply to the demand for renova-

tion work, he stated flatly, "The Uni-

versity will not undertake to make, or

to finance, the renovations to 12 Sus-

sex Avenue which are required be-

cause of the Centre's use of the prop-

erty."

ADMINISTRATION RESPONSIBILITY

Renovations are essential if the

centre is to obtain the license it needs

to remain in operation. The people at

the Centre contend that this is the

responsibility of the university, since

the service is provided for its*tudent,

faculty and support staff.

The Day Care Centre operates at a

minimal cost to parents. Should it be

forced to raise its fees, most would no

longer be able to afford it.

The Centre cares for over 20 chil-

dren under two years of age. Almost

no other services exist in the city for

that age bracket. Where day care ex-

ists at all, the cost is usually prohibi-

tive to most parents.

As might be expected, the Centre is

bright, cheerful and noisy. It is

staffed by two full time people on

subsistence wages and by volunteers.

Bonnie MacTaggart is the mother
of 15-month old Heather and a student

at Teacher's College. Her husband is

a grad student at U of T.

DON'T FENCE ME IN

She explained that Heather was
sent to a sitler for the first week-and-

a-half of the term and "the lady was
horrible. The sitter kept her in a play

pen all the time. They don't do that

here." mt^^m
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She feels that "the Centre meets

the needs of the children. They are

allowed to do what they want within a

structured situation, but they are pro-

tected from themselves and environ-

mental dangers. The baby really en-

joys it."

Another mother, Sandra Foster,

finds the Centre wonderfully healthy

for her little girl. "Johanna is a very

well socialized animal. She's com-
pletely different from any other kid

I've seen at 3 months,
'

' she said.

"She had developed a distinctive

personality earlier than any other

child I've known." Sandra attributes

this to the Day Care Centre "and to

mother's milk."

SPEAKING FOR THEMSELVES
A recent interview with some of the

little people at the centre went some-

thing like this.

Varsity: "What is your position on

cooperative day care centres?"

Lyndsay, 20 months: shyly, "It's

nice"

Johanna, 3 months: silence, but

with a large smile behind a clenched

fist.

Alexis, 9 months: grinning silence,

punctuated by drooling.

Varsity: "What would your days be

like if you couldn't go to the day care

centre?"

Jeanne, 19 months: "Yawn!"
Varsity: "Do you wish there was

room for more of your friends?"

Nita, 2 years: crawling over three

of her comrades, "Yes."
Varsity: "Is this a good place for

doing creative things?"

There seemed to be general agree-

ment that it was a pretty creative

milieu, as borne out by the achieve-

ments of the group to date.

Varsity: "Would you be willing to

assist in renovations?"

Lyndsay: "Yes." (as she re-ar-

ranged furniture and toys and offered

to decorate the walls.

)

Varsity: "What do you think about

having to move out?"

Nita: "HmmmH. . .Nope!" (Most

of the little people didn't seem to

want to think about it.

)

Varsity: "What do you think of the

administration's response to the day

care problem?"
Heather, 13 months: "AaaaaaH!"
Alexis: silence, followed by loud

wailing (His diapers were suddenly

very wet )

.

So you think you want to be a journalist?

Com* to a meeting to organize The Summer Var-

sity, 1970, tonight at 7:30 in the Vanity office,

91 St. George St. We need writers (all kind*)

photographers, lay-out people, etc., etc., etc.

- The summer paper is published weekly in July

and early August, and the emphasis is on writing

about, taking pictures of, drawing, what inter-

ests you. If you can't make tonight's meeting,

sign up on the sheets In the Varsity office any-

time and we'll get in touch with you, or call

summer editor Jim Cowan at 923-4053.

photo by Errol Young

-LETTERS-
Day care is a necessity

I am apalled at the attitude of the administration of the University of Toronto

toward the Campus Community Cooperative Day Care Centre. The critical shor-

tage of adequate day care facilities for children in our city should be taken seri-

ously by the university.

The University has an obligation to provide social services for its students

and staff as it has recognized by establishing councelling services for its students

and staff.

The Day Care Centre is a very necessary service which should be provided

free of charge. /"

I believe that it is the responsibility of the university to provide the Day Care

Centre with the best possible facilities and would hope very much that the admin-

istration will begin immediately negotiations with the Centre.

Eilert Frerichs

United Church Chaplain

Editor Brian Johnson

Review Editor Larry Haiven

Sports Editor Jim Cowan, 923- 4053
Advertising ManagerCarol Cooper, 923-

8171
Editorial Offices 91 St. George, 2nd floor

Editorial Phones 923-8741

Advertising Offices 91 St. George, 1st floor

Heather Jon types with fingers of lead, a skin-
ny group groping out o skinny paper, the gover-
nors and The Varsity WillNotBe A Spurious-
Journal olmo said davefrank, and typingly to
suecup asked Brian "Campus Community Coop?
" as Garry ambled photographically "Communi-
ty Campus Co-op?" by Moses and the burning
typewriter. Ron more-than-one Colpitts, Jump-
suit Anne, V-neck Liz and Giant Jim "Center
Daycare Ko-op Kommunity Kampus" AhYes, and
Bob son of car.



Analysis

A history of frustration

.

At noon today in Sidney Smith, stu-

dents, faculty, and support staff, of

this university should rally to support

the Day Care Centre's struggle for

survival against the U of T adminis-

tration.

Throughout the months of fruitless

negotiations with the administration,

direct action has proved to be the only

effective method of jolting Simcoe

Hall into some positive response.

An examination of the Day Care
Centre's brief history is a chronology

of frustration:

« At the initiative of the Toronto

Women's Liberation Movement, the

Students' Administrative Council

asked the U of T administration to

provide facilities to establish a day

care centre for its employees and

students.

• They were disarmed by un unex-

pected response of sympathy and

promises of help from Simcoe Hall.

But after meetings with Prof. Don
Forster, U of T Vice-Provost and

Executive Assistant to the President,

and with Brian Levitt, his special as-

sistant, the day-care organizers were

told that the administration could not

help. They were referred to Crown
Trust, who handles all U of T rental

arrangements.

• On their own initiative, the or-

ganizers phoned Crown Trust, who
said there weren't any houses availa-

ble.

• They walked up and down the

street in the university area and found

that the Crown Trust house at 12 Sus-

sex Ave. was empty.

• When the organizers asked

Crown Trust about the empty house,

the rental agents said it would be torn

down in a few months and that the

wiring was unsafe.

• By this time, applications for

day-care had been received from par-

ents of over 40 children, and the or-

ganizers agreed to take the house

even under the limited conditions.

• A housing inspector said the wir-

ing in the house had been installed

two years ago and was safe.

• About 20 parents and the organiz-

ers met Thursday September 18 and

decided they were fed up with the

university. They agreed to occupy the

house. There was a broken window in

the back door. They spent the week-

end painting and cleaning the house.

Crown Trust first offered rent at

$150 per month one week after the

centre opened on Sept. 22. On Oct. 6.

an example

I am aware of the fact that

without the services of the Day
Care Centre, a whole change

would occur in my family-situ-

ation. Only from the financial

point of view, my husband

being a student without any

loan or grant, would be obliged

to withdraw from university in

order to supply the necessary

means to support the family.

As for myself, I am a low-

income staff-member of the U
ofT.

I managed to make both

ends meet each month thanks

to the inexpensive and reliable

services of the Day Care

Centre.

Hilda Van den Dalle

after negotiations, Brian Levitt wrote
a letter offering to reduce the rent to

$75.

"The university cannot guarantee
your occupancy of 12 Sussex past the
end of December," Levitt wrote. "We
are, however, doing our best to find

suitable premises for you to occupy in

the new year."

At this point the whole matter of

the Day Care Centre shifted from the

politicians of Simcoe Hall to its prop-

erty managers.

Correspondingly the administra-
tion's attitude changed from one of

"helpful co-operation" to one of bu-

reaucratic stubborness.

When K.S. Gregory, an administra-

tive assistant (non-academic), told

the Day-Care Centre it was on a
month-to-month lease, the co-opera-

tive became understandably alarmed.

Day-Care Centre parents and volun-

teers wrote a brief to Gregory, who
refused to guarantee space, to look

for other facilities, or to pay for nec-

essary alterations.

Repairs costing three thousand dol-

lars are needed to make the building

meet provincial fire and health regu-

lations.

By refusing to pay for the repairs,

the administration is, in effect, shut-

ting down the Day Care Centre.

Even if the Centre could afford the

repairs, the Sussex house is too small

to allow for necessary expansion of

the centre. At present there are 25

children on the waiting list for day

care.

The volunteers also feel a responsi-

bility to the present parents to contin-

ue to include children who are now

reaching two years old and who need

a larger, separate area.

But more important, with the lease

offered, the Centre still has no guar-

antee of space; it could spend the $3.-

000, and be evicted — whenever the

Administration wishes — with a com-

pensation of only $50 per month for

the period up until April 30, 1972.

The parents and volunteers have a

right to be disgusted with the months

of frustrating negotiations that have

culminated in a policy which flatly

rejects any administrative responsi-

bility for day-care.

It took an occupation to get the

Day-Care Centre; it might take an

occupation to save it.

AfcltV

m.1ovMl REALIZE

THATTHE U.ofT [5 NOT
RESPONSIBLE FORTHE
PAY CARE SuWiON.
IN ANY CASE.

\AIE Will BE REPLACING

IT WITH FAMILY H«N&
WHlCfl OFCDWRSE.lSA

SEKVlCETOTJECOfl/lW
(AS A MATTER OF FACT, My WIFE AVD

I ARE LOOKING FORWARD To MMN6
ItW OWE 0T THE UNITS....)

. . , and you ask, 'Why day care?'

Day-Care facilities are not a luxury

but a necessity; the Star estimates

that there are 135,000 children in Met-

ro who need day care.

Women supply over 30 per cent of

the work force in Ontario and the

largest proportion of these are mar-

ried women. Even though their sala-

ries are likely to be half that of men in

similar job classifications, the money

that these women earn is necessary to

the support of their families.

A frequent reason for the withdraw-

al of women from the work force -

or in the case of the University, from

school - is simply that there are no

facilities for the care of their chil-

dren. , ...

Without adequate day care facili-

ties most are submitted to feelings of

worry and guilt about the care of their

children.

This oppression is especially heavy

for women who are the sole support of

their families.

It is social stupidity to force women
to withdraw from the work force

when it means their families will fall

below the poverty line or that they

will be unable to develop or to utilize

special abilities and skilK

But it is not only women who work

who have a right to day care.

Every woman should have the op-

portunity to exist in a social milieu.

The experience of women is often a

sad contradiction of this. They find

themselves trapped in an apartment

for eight hours a day with small chil-

dren.

In this situation — which describes

most nuclear families — children

become the "creation" of a woman,

become objects through which she

finds her self-definition through

whose accomplishments she assesses

her worth.

Instead of a public life, she is of-

fered the family.

There are special reasons for sup-

porting the Campus Day-Care Centre.

• It is attached to the workplace

but controlled by the parents and peo-

ple who work there; that is, decisions

about the socialization of the children

are not the responsibility of any one

person but of the collective.

• It is the only centre of its kind in

Toronto. The fees of the other centres

which take children under two are

inaccessible to all but the top ten per

cent of the earning population.

• It directly serves members of the

university community, students, sup-

port staff and members of the sur-

rounding community.
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LETTERS-
'administration hasrenegedonresponsibility'

The duplicity of the adminis-

tration of this university in

dealing with the problems of

the Campus Community Coop-

erative Day Care Centre is a

matter not only for self-riteous

condemnation on the part of

the university community, but

for action.

The question of day care in

our society is one of vital im-

portance.

It is important in so far as it

frees women from the restric-

tive stereotypes of the past. It

is important in financial terms

to innumerable families, who
require the income of more
than one person in order to

maintain a decent standard of

living. It is important' to any
student who has a child and
cannot afford or does not wish

that their child be subjected to

a succession of babysitters.

The administration of this

university has reneged on its

responsibility to provide condi-

tions conducive to genuine

learning in many areas. In this

case, their action can only lead

to the destruction of an embryo
project of primary concern to

over 30 families (and potential-

ly many more).

In many ways the centre is

still in its experimental stages,

but it has proven its viability

and- importance in the past

year.

The parents and volunteers

are determined not to let the

project die because the Univer-

sity authorities shirk their re-

sponsibility to anything but

administrative efficiency.

We support their determina-

tion and we will support any
action they may take with our

voices and with our bodies if

such is required.

Ken McEvoy, SAC University

Cttee Chairman, Ceta Ramkhal-
awansingh, New SAC Rep. Bob

James, SAC Finance Commis-
sioner, Sandra Foster, Student

Information Officer, Art Moses,

SAC Judicial Committee Chair-

man, Joel Lexchin, III UC, Peter

Boswell, Innis SAC Rep., Dar-

lene Izatl, II UC, Ron Colpitis,

professional example, Liz Wil-

lick, SAC Executive Assistant,

Craig Heron, SAC Education
Commissioner, Maura Slatterly,

III SMC, John Foster, SGS, Bob
Barkwell, SAC Vice President,

Anne Maurer, SMC SAC Rep.,

Su Crowe, Erindale SAC Rep.,

Anne Boody, SAC High School
Organizer, Heather Jon Maro-
ney, SAC High School Organiz-
er, Elizabeth Stawarz, R.N., Jon
Karsemeyer, writer, Tony Usher,

UC SAC Rep (lame duck), Susan
Reisler, IV UC, Rick Szalwinski,

token radical, Mike Simon, Scar-

borough SAC Rep., Mike Mari-
no, SMC SAC Rep., G. S. Keaiey,

IV SMC

It's anachronistic not to support day care

I would like to protest the University's recent ambiguous
decisions in relation to the Day Care Centre at 12 Sussex. Given

the financial need of the Centre, those decisions are tantamount

to refusing its continued existence. It seems to me anachronistic

at the very least to refuse to support such a centre which is vital-

ly important to many students, employees and their young chil-

dren.

Destroying the Day Care Centre will make it impossible for

many women to continue either to work or study at the Universi-

ty since most child care facilities or arrangements are either

exhorbitant as to cost, inadequate to the needs of the children and

usually both.

Given the inadequate state of social welfare services in Can-

ada as compared to most other developed countries, both East
and West, it is incredible that the University would choose to ig-

nore its responsibility to its female employees and students. In

effect the University, along with many other institutions in Cana-

da, is penalizing women for having children.

It is time to put an end to such anti-social practices which
place all the burden of child rearing on the nuclear family there-

by discriminating against all but the most affluent.

Judith Buchbinder

Workers' Control Task Force

Praxis: Research Institute for Social Change

Universityignores its socialobligation

The University's refusal to

uphold the continuation and
expansion of the Day Care
Centre at 12 Sussex Ave. is

another example of how blind

it is to the social obligation it

owes not only to the staff and
students of this university, but

also to the surrounding com-
munity. Denying that such a

service is not necessary is

sheer stupidity in case the
administration does not realize

why it is important, we list a

few:

• women DO work to supple-
ment the family income

University staff

need Centre

The Day Care Centre serves

a vital part of the life of my
one and a half year old daugh-

ter and myself every day while

1 am working in a University

office. I would have trouble

finding a better or less expen-

sive service if it were forced to

close.

Pom Carroll

• single parent families are

a reality.

• low income families DO
exist ( right here in Toronto )

.

• students HAVE children

t the wages paid at this uni-

versity are low.

• children DO need a place

to be cared for (preferably

near their mothers or fathers )

.

Only when this .university

faces reality and provides

material and financial backing

to the day care centre will it

then make the first small step

to becoming a place where
people count.

Mrs. Y Szubert

York offers support
An Open Letter to the Day Care Centre

We were shocked to learn of the University of Toronto adminis-
tration's refusal to grant space to the Campus Co-operative Day
Care Centre. The York administration, although they had threat-

ened to take away the rooms given to us by a college council ear-

lier in the year, has obviously realized that our day care centre

serves an important function and has popular support on the

campus.
The rooms we now occupy have been guaranteed us until Sep-

tember and we are presently negotiating for space for next year.

The university administration of York and of the University of

Toronto cannot deny that we fill a need of many people for inex-

pensive day care for their children. Both parents and children

benefit from the co-operative.

Some of us will be demonstrating with you on Wednesday to

show our support.

York Day Care Centre

Administration's policy:

Kirch 20, 1970

lira. Lorennc v.. 0. iilth,
550 Spadina Crescent,
Toronto 1,, Ontario.

Dear lira, adth:

The University con give no (>uarantoo that other quartern can b
cade available for rental to tho Centre when 12 aisaex Avenue
is donolishod.

The University does not have a larger and cure suitable house

of tt

dvoroity trill not undertake to
novations to 12 Sussex Avenue w
Centre's use of the property.

"he proposal naae to you In our letter of ] larch luth assures
jpancy of 12 Sussex Avenue until April 30, 1972, or or financial
n should the reriod be shorter, and of occupation beyond that

date should the buildins ra»ain standing. Tho rental of £50 is only
sufficient to mat municipal taxes and tho Contra has therefore been
offered what is essentially rent-free uso of tho prenises. As we stated
previously tho Univorsliy does not have funds available to provide day-care
facilities and it iu not conaidored that this is a responsibility of tho
University.

> sincerely,

Day Care Centre is necessary in Toronto
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The Toronto STAR esti-

mates that 135,000 children in

Metro Toronto need Day Care.

There are 45,130 under the age
of six; there are 83 nurseries

caring for only 3,710 preschool-

ers; there is practically no

care for infants.

What could the U of T do

toward remedying this situa-

tion?

One can think of many things

— extensive day care facilities

for all students, faculty, and
support staff needing such,

promotion of wide spread and
long range community re-

search and action etc.

Instead the U of T adminis-

not a mediaeval

university?

We urge the administration
of the University of Toronto to

give all required support to the

Day Care Centre. Many mem-
bers of the campus community
have young children and can-

not work, teach or study with-

out such assistance.

This is not a medieval uni-

versity attended by celibate

clergy with benefices or mon-
asteries to support them.

Financial aid to the Day
Care Centre would be a small

recognition of the actual needs

of today's university communi-
ty.

Prof. Jill Conway,
Prof. Trent Br^dy,

Prof. Natalie Davis,

Ass't. Prof. Julian Dent

Ass't. Prof. Jacques Kornberg

Dept. of History

tration has apparently limited

its activities to putting obsta-

cles in the way of those few
who have tried to make some
progress in this area.

Frank Cunningham
Assistant Prof, of Philosophy

Poem
Asa

graduate generally gratified

by the

university's utter unselfish-

ness

supplying a centre gratis

for grads to gargle Gooder-

hams

I'm terribly

troubled by tightening tenden-

cies

- tendered toward the

Campus Community Co-op

Daycare Centre!

A daughter desirous

of daycare delights, declares

"As much for milk and cookies

as for wine and cheese!

"

John Foster (SGS)

University should repair

the Day Care Centre

I support the Campus Com-
munity Co-operative Day Care

Centre in its demand that the

university administration rec-

ognize its responsibilities to

the workers, students faculty

and community in providing

free accommodation that is

equipped to fire and safety

standards.

Dr. Rodney Kreps

Assistant Professor of Physics.
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350 OCCUPY SIMCOE HALL
About 350 supporters of the Campus

Community Co-operative Day Care
Centre carried out the first occupation

of Simcoe Hall in U of T history yes-

terday.

They won their way into the build-

ing and pushed up to the Senate Cham-
bers after U of T President Claude
Bissell refused to come outside to

speak to the crowd gathered on the

front steps.

Two hundred and fifty occupiers

spent the night in the building, and at

press time (2 a.m. this morning) they

were still in the Senate Chambers.
They are planning a mass rally for 12

noon in front of Simcoe Hall.

SEE OCCUPATION, BACK PAGE

About 3SO supporters of the Campus Day Care Centre carried out the first occupation in

University of Toronto history yesterday afternoon as they swept past struggling policemen

on the stairs of Simcoe Hall to take control of the Senate Chambers on the second floor.

t 71

Supporters:

• demand guarantee of Day Care Centre repairs

• come to Senate Chamber, Simcoe Hall

• attend rally, Simcoe Hall, Noon Today



Varsity Fund short-term grant

Bissell to ask for $2,000
Seven delegates from the 300

demonstrators in Simcoe Hall

met with U of T President

Claude Bissell at 2:45 p.m. yes-

terday in Convocation Hall af-

ter waiting half an hour for the

President. The delegates in-

cluded representatives from

the Day Care Centre, the SAG.

and The Varsity.

Dr. Bissell suggested two

possible ways of providing

support to the day care centre:

• a long-term commitment
by the U of T Board of Gover-

nors to give financial sunnort

to the centre:

• a short-term grant from

the Varsity Fund.
"1 can't give you a guaran-

tee of the former,*' Bissell told

the delegates.

"You would have to go be-

fore the Board and make your

case there. . . And then there is

the fundamental question of

whether or not the university is

responsible for the welf-

are. .

."

".
. .of its own members."

interrupted SAC Vice-Presi-

dent Bob Barkwell.

...suggests a committee
The Senate Chamber must

have had three of four hundred

people crammed into it when

Claude Bissell made his first

public appearance of the day.

Somebody had just finished

reading out the stories from

the late editions of the Star and

Tely when Bissell wandered in.

A small floodlight went on,

TV cameras focused on him,

reporters gathered round and

Bissell, with his characteristi-

cally bashful grin, wondered

how do you work a megaphone

anyway.
His first words, jokingly:

"This reminds me of several

scenes from Harvard. .
." A

few inarticulate mumbles.

Then he was terse and to the

point:

"I understand you have

asked me to make a pledge

regarding making renovations

to the Day Care Centre," he

started out.

"As I explained to your

committee," he went on, "I

am quite prepared to go to the

Board of Directors of the Var-

sity Fund.

"I think I can give reasona-

ble assurance that their re-

sponse will be positive. The

number of people I've talked to

indicates that on the whole the

response will be favourable."

Bissell was repeating his

earlier offer, which he made at

the 2 p.m. meeting with the sit-

inners* representatives, to try

and get the required $2,000

from the Varsity Fund by

Wednesday next week.

Standing near the centre of

the oak-panelled room, crossed

arms nursing the megaphone,

he explained that there were
some "very general issues in-

volved" in the matter, specifi-

cally "the nature of the respon-

sibility of the university for

what could be called the social

welfare of its members."
"I am prepared to recom-

mend a committee be estab-

lished. .

."

Jeers. Catcalls. Hooting,

Laughter. It was the story of

his life and he joked:

"I'm afraid I don't share

your enthusiasm for commit-
tees," but it wasn't funny

enough and there was more
booing.

"I am prepared to establish

a committee," he resumed,

"which would probe the nature

and extent of the social welfare

responsibility of the universi-

ty."

"I am leaving for home now

for a double scotch and I hope

that you will do likewise."

Someplace in the Chamber a

baby was babbling in a squeaky

voice as Bissell finished off:

"I ask you if you will now
leave this senate chamber and

leave this building."

He turned around and left

abruptly. So abruptly in fact

that he walked off with the

megaphone and somebody had

to call out "Stop thief."

"Yes," Bissell answered.

"What the university has

said is that it is a fine idea," he

added, "But we're not willing

to make a long term commit-

ment, because we are not a

social welfare agency.

"The university is concerned

with the welfare of children,

but it's not in fact obliged to

set aside part of its budget.
"

"You're saying that the uni-

versity is like any other institu-

tion in society," said Barkwell.

"No, I'm just giving the uni-

versity's present position,"

said Bissell.

"But you're not willing to

work to change it," shot back

Barkwell. ".
. You wouldn't

have the problem you have

here if you'd answered the

people outside."

"I don't like responding to

mob hysteria," said Bissell.

"I am not willing to allocate

university money to this com-

mitment at this time," he add-

ed.

Barkwell drew an analogy to

the construction of Graduate

Students Union bar, which the

administration helped finance.

He asked why it was a higher

priority than the day-care

centre.

"It's not just a bar; it's a

social amenity," said Bissell.

"That's a euphemism," said

Barkwell." It'sabar."

"No, it's a social centre,"

insisted the President."

The delegates left the meet-

ing and returned to the crowd

of demonstrators in Simcoe
Hall. Bissell had left them with

two possibilities for financing

the Day Care Centre for an in-

terim period:

• He personally committed
himself to recommend to the

Varsity Fund that it provide a

grant of %2,000.

• K. S. Gregory had already

talked to William Stewart of

the Province's Department of

University Affairs in an at-

tempt to get a non-formula

grant for day-care.

But Bissell would not com-
mit the university to any re-

sponsibility for day care.

President Calude Bissell, told the Senate Chamber occupiers at 6

p.m. yesterday that he would recommend the Varsity Fund donate

$2,000 for renovation of the day care centre. He then went home

for a double scotch.

...and students are mad
ft had been predicted minutes before Bissell arrived.

"No matter how much he grimaces and bleeds for us, no

matter how much he complains about the powerlessness of the

university president, don't believe it," Dennis Corcoran had been

saying.

And now Bissell had said he would try and convince the 35

directors of U of T's slush fund, the Varsity Fund, to put up the

$2,000. He also suggested a committee to talk about U of T's "so-

cial welfare responsibility".

And so, when Bissell suddenly finished his 5:30 p.m. speech

and walked out, there was a spontaneous reaction.

"The fact that he has come in, talked to us, and then walked

out, shows that he thinks he should talk to us but we shouldn't talk

to him," said Peggy Morton.

"The university president doesn't have to go and talk to any

goddamn directors before a building belonging to the university

can be repaired."

Passing around the megaphones from hand to hand, the

three to four hundred people voted to stay put until the university

gave a guarantee that the renovations required to meet fire and

safety regulations would be made.

Said philosophy professor Lorenne Smith: "What we want is

a guarantee that the renovations will be done whether President

Bissell chooses to get the money from the Varsity Fund or from

some other source."

The decision of the occupiers was then communicated

through vice-president Robin Ross to Bissell.

A debate followed on whether the press, including The Var-

sity, which was preparing today's paper at the Senate Chamber

table, should be excluded from the hall. This was defeated and

committees were set up to keep the front doors of Simcoe Hall

open, the corridors and chamber swept clean, and to look for

food.

UofT police were sympathetic, but upset at hostility

"Push the pigs out of the way ..." a mother

is escorted crying, down the student-

jammed stairs . . . shouts of "They're hurt-

ing the babies."

This was the scene at 1 p.m. as sweating,

grunting U of T police held 200 students back

on the stairs of Simcoe Hall.

One, a white-haired cop of about 50, with

the kind of crinkles that would make a good

Lions' Christmas benefit Santa Claus,

grinned at the people downstairs.

Minutes later, he was being pulled out of

the way by students from the rear. He raised

his fist — then lowered it and moved out of

the way.
During the occupation itself, the police

seemed jovial and confused. They treated

the whole thing as some kind of game, that

put them temporarily on the other side of the

students.

Although they were sympathetic to the

actual day-care issue, their general opinion

of the sit-in was "No comment."

"The kids had a beef and wanted to air it,

you know," said the Santa Claus cop.

Another was upset by the attitude of the

students to the police.

"Why did you hit us? There were 200 of

you and a few of us — you could have pushed

us, you didn't need to hit."

He couldn't understand the use of the term

"pigs", and the hostility shown by many stu-

dents.

It makes me sad. Some guys it makes

mad — me, it just makes sad."

He called the use of babies as front line

troops unfair. "If it had been my kid, I

wouldn't have let him go; they could have

been hurt."

A third guard leaned over and said confi-

dentially, "They're not all students here, you

know."
It was suggested to him that there were a

few parents present.

"I've been told it's more than a few," he

said. "And they've been well-trained, you

know."
Santa Claus sighed and figured he would

have to stick around until it was all over.

"Boy. do my feet hurt," he said.
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'Christ, it looks like an occupation'
By LIZ WILL1CK

SENATE CHAMBER - SIMCOE
HALL — We stood on the steps of

Convocation Hall with the babies and

the balloons, waiting for Bissell.

I talked to two of the cops guarding

the side entrance to Con Hall: "No,

we don't expect trouble from this

crowd. . . We never have any trouble

with our students."

Word came out that Bissell was not

going to talk to us. Angry and deter-

mined, people rushed the doors.

A few men backed the guard up

against the wall to keep the doors

open and prevent a fight. The crowd

surged into the lobby and up the

stairs. They were blocked near the

top.

Trying to get closer to the action, I

went up the back stairs with a friend.

No opposition. At the top we were met

by three uniformed U of T cops deter-

mined that if we were going any-

where, it would, have to be up the

main stairs.

Two plainclothesmen arrived and

demanded press cards. I was allowed

through, my friend turned back.

The scene from the top of the main

stairs bordered on chaos. Three uni-

formed police and four plainclothes-

men had stopped the demonstrators

at the landing. But it was obviously an

effort keeping things that way.

Sara Spinks, in the front line, bore

the brunt of a lot of police frustration.

Her face, barely visible in the crush

between the cops and the demonstra-

tors showed anger — and pain.

"We're asking for $1500. Look at the

degree to which they're prepared to

fight us. Bissell's desk probably cost

$1500. WE'RE NOT MOVING."
Great pushing and shouting. A solid

mass of people all the way down the

stairs. Cops and press staring over

the railing above.

A young photographer, staring at

Sara, knuckles almost white on his

camera — 'They are such pigs — Look

of them!"
Suddenly, Terry Thompson, a

Centre volunteer, was hoisted up

from the crowd. As she attempted to

climb over the balustrade to the sec-

ond floor, three cops converged on

her.

They tried to push her off. Beyond

the crowd on the stairs, there was

only the stone floor.

The young photog and I each

grabbed one of the cops. "You'll

break her neck, for Christ sake."

Screaming, trying to get to Terry, as

the cops tried to shake us off.

Finally a plainclothesman mo-

tioned them off. Terry was up. fol-

lowed by a blond student called Rick.

The cops converged again, and as he

made it over, started to scuffle with
him.

I threw myself at Rick and pulled
him away to the wall. Shaking, we
hugged each other for a moment's
support.

Without warning, about a dozen
demonstrators arrived on the run
from the back stairs.

The cops on the steps were out-

flanked. Again, the high-sign from a
plain clothesman and the crowd
flowed up.

The press concentrated on Bissell's

office at the head of the stairs, with

cops forming a line of resistance in

front of the door.

"If we can't see Bissell, why should

you?"

In the melee, a fist crashed through

one of the engraved glass door panels.

The sound of the glass shattering

raised cheers.

"WE WANT BISSELL"
Vice-president Ross arrived "You

sent a delegation. The President in-

formed them that he would come to a

meeting on April 1."

"WE WANT BISSELL"
Ross gave up and disappeared into

the inner sanctum. The demonstra-

tors filled the hallway and overflowed

down the stairs. The cops still held

the south corridor.

Johanna, 3 months and sporfing an

"/-om-an-enemy -of-lhe-stafe" button

waved a fist from the security of her

father's arms.

People milling about, talking, sit-

ting. Addresses through a mega-

phone.

Natalie Davis: "All we want is a

sign from the administration. It isn't

just a few mothers and a few babies

who care, but every woman on this

campus, including professors with

children."

Another woman: "We have to talk

about the press and the cameras. If

they're not press and taking pictures

for the pigs, I think we should deal

with that."

— "Cops are lining the back stairs. If

you go down (hey won't let you back

UP-"— "They're trying to put off the in-

ev/tab/e crisis. We had lo act now be-

cause when the students leave, we

won'f be able to do anything. Thot's

why Bissell said Wednesday."

"They're beating someone up down

there!"

People scrambling to their feet

trying to see past the cops down the

south corridor. More shouts. Tension

at breaking point. Finally a long-

haired student named David was al-

lowed through to join us.

"What were you doing?"

"Nothing, just sitting on the floor.

Editor
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lorry Haiven

Sports Editor Jim Cowan, 923- 4053

Advertising ManogerCorol Cooper, 923-

8171

Editorial Offices 91 51. George, 2nd floor
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Advertising Offices 91 SI. George, 1st floor
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An unhappy University of Toronto plainclothesman tries to hold back a mother ond

child intent on reaching President Claude Bissell on the second floor of Simcoe Hall lo

discuss the day care centre.

They just grabbed me. I guess they

wanted me out."

"Why did they let you go?"
"/ guess because they thought that's

what the people wanted."

A decision was made to wait half an

hour before deciding on further ac-

tion.

Seated students pounding on the

door of 218 where it was rumored that

Bissell was closeted with Sword and

Ross.

"YOU'VE GOT HALF AN HOUR"
— "We're breoferng U of T's virginity.

It might even hove an orgasm today."

Air getting worse. Everything

locked up. No ventilation. People sit-

ting all over. Smoke. Sweat. One

washroom in the liberated zone. Con-

stant stream of people looking for

water.

"let's fake Bissell's office."

"No, get the Senate chamber."

"Why not both?"

Ross reappears. Tries to gel

through the crowd for a way. Gives

up. No comment. Just smiles his

Imperial British Smile.

He eventually announces that Bis-

sell will speak to us — at 2 o'clock in

Con Hall. Instant outburst. Chorus of

yes's and no's. He is eventually told to

get out.

A decision is made to send a small

delegation to Con Hall to receive his

answer. If he wants discussion, he'll

have to come back to us.

Downstairs the hall porter is still

smiling.

"Has the demonstration mode

things hard for you?"

"No! ot all. It kills the time. I am kind

of enjoying it."

A talk with a U of T cop.

SAC postpones

special meeting
By a meager two votes the Stu-

dents' Administrative Council voted

to postpone the joint council meeting

last night because of the day-care

center demonstration.

The meeting was to follow the joint

council banquet in the Great Hall of

Hart House, and elect next year's

SAC executive. The banquet and the

joint meeting are attended by the pre-

sent SAC and the newly elected mem-
bers.

"All we are is a bureaucracy, but

tonight we can try to get out of that

bureaucratic mold and do something

relevant." said Art Moses (III UCl. a

member of both the old and new SAC.

The joint meeting will be held April

1. at 7 p.m.

"Would you answer some ques-

tions?"

"We daren't answer any questions

at all. We have to be impartial. That

way it doesn't put us on the spot and it

doesn't put you on the spot."

Flo Woods, mother of 7-month-old

Oona. "On the stairs, the cops were

trying to push us down. One of the

cops kicked Oona."

Ross to student, "Don't make any

mistake about it. If there is violence,

the University will deal with if. . .and

would you mind calling him Doctor Bis-

sell."

Two cops wander through carrying

coffee for someone, checking the

locked doors.

A student talks with a cop from

France in French. Fellow cops are

getting uptight.

Suddenly, the Senate chamber door

is kicked in. People rush through with

minimal resistance from two guards.

No damage.
"THE SENATE BELONGS TO

THE PEOPLE."
Red flag follows black. An occu-

pied" banner goes up from the win-

dow. "Tambourine Man" on a guitar

from the middle of the floor.

"It's what I call a snow-white is-

sue."
— "The reason I'm here Is because

Prof. Natalie Davis gave a big pilch in

class."

For a while, relative peace in the

Senate Chamber. Windows wide open.

Air!

A little tousled blond girl evading

her mother amongst the high backed

chairs. People sitting and resting. An

older uniformed cop wanders in to

rest for a while.

More and more people.

"Don't lose control ot the halls."

"Don't let the front doors get

locked so no one else can get in."

Mounds of bread arrive from no-

where. The diminishing cigarette

supply is replenished.

Outside, in the real world, students

still going calmly to classes and it's

almost Easter.

Inside, more signs going up. Jesus

Christ it looks like an occupation. One

more sign goes up on the window fac-

ing the main campus:

"JOIN US"

People who are really serious about

supporting the Day Care Centre, should

be getting in touch with the centre's

volunteer coordinator, Judy Daniel,

who can be telephoned al 924-3990.

The centre, which cares for U of T off-

spring under two years ot age, is

staffed entirely by volunteer labor.
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SIMCOE HALL IS OCCUPIED

Followed by about 250 supporters, mothers and children of the Campus Day Care

Centre set off from Sid Smith in the spring sunshine yesterday to talk to the adminis-

tration at Simcoe Hall.

It all started with a noon rally at

Sidney Smith and approximately 100

mothers, babies, students and facul-

ty.

Lorenne Smith, Assistant Philoso-

phy professor and a member of the

Day Care Co-operative explained

briefly to the crowd a history of the

day care centre's struggles with the

university.

The university had agreed to lease

the centre at 12 Sussex Ave. to the

Day Care co-operative for $50. a

month but they refused to make the

necessary $3,000 renovations so the

centre could pass the city inspections.

"And now the centre has to ex-

pand," Mrs. Smith said. There is a

waiting list of children who need day

care. The centre also wants to be able

to accept older children.

"As a member of the faculty,"

Mrs. Smith said "I am embarrassed

by this move by the administration.

"And as a woman I find it insulting,

it's unthinkable that a woman must

give up her career or not be able to

work when she needs to support a

family, because she has children."

The Day Care Co-operative sent an

ultimatum to Bisseil yesterday morn-

ing demanding that the university

accept the responsibility for renova-

tions to 12 Sussex. Bisseil was re-

quired to answer the crowd of people

in person in front of Simcoe Hall.

There hadn't been much talking. It

was about 12:30 when somebody
shouted, "Babies up front, Everybody

follow the parents and babies!

"

Nobody paid attention to that, and

the whole disorganized mass of bal-

loons, baby carriages, two-year-olds,

reporters, students with briefcases,

and professors poured out of Sid

Smith and onto St. George.

Probably 250 people in all were

walking down St. George St., laughing

and happy in the warm sun.

"The sidewalk belongs to the peo-

ple*

"Move up to the front.'

Traffic was held up on a red light as

the parade trooped across, led by a

broad white banner saying Support

the Day Care Centre.

The demonstration reached Simcoe

Hall almost too soon. There were
fears Bisseil was out to lunch still

( "He's been out to lunch for ten

years") because he expected the

demonstration to arrive at 1 p.m.

It looked like there might be some
standing around in the warm sunshine

for a while.

At Simcoe Hall the campus police

were prepared for the huge delegation

that now numbered about 250. They
allowed a delegation of parents to go

up to Bissell's office.

Bisseil spoke to the representatives

but refused to address the larger

crowd because he didn't believe they

represented the Day Care Centre.

He said he would come to a Day
Care Centre meeting next Wednesday
at 12 Sussex.

Bissell's answer was loudly booed

by the crowd who began to shout "We
want Bisseil now" in the direction of

his office windows.

The crowd decided that since Bis-

seil wouldn't come down they would
go up to see him. They pushed through

the main doors of Simcoe Hall and
were met by campus police who
pushed back.

In the middle of the shoving one of

the mothers was caught with her baby

on her back. Screaming and pushing

the crowd managed to push the police

aside and make a start for the stairs.

The mother with the baby was up

front and one of the police hit the

baby.

Everyone surged for the stairs that

led to Bissell's office and they were

met by more police who tried to push

them down again.

U of T vice-president Robin Ross

appeared at the top of the stairs for a

moment to survey the situation. He
was met by jeers from the demon-
strators.

Looking downon the crowd, Ross

said, "President Bisseil said he would

meet you," and before leaving he

added that the students should go

back.

The demonstrators replied with

chants of "We want Bisseil, now."

So here's the picture:

About 250 people have pushed their

way into Simcoe Hall and half way up

the stairs to the second floor, which is

where Bissell's office is.

Just above the first landing on the

broad stone staircase, six or seven

burly campus police have blocked the

way up, straining against the pres-

sure-of the crowd, bracing themselves

on the bannister.

For 15 minutes, more people

pressed forward, babies were passed

down out of the crowd on the stair-

well, and the police were forced up

several steps by the crowd's mount-

ing pressure.

Two incidents broke the tension.

First, two students started to climb

directly up to the second floor from

the landing. Police pushed them back

into the crowd which was a good eight

to ten feet below.

They tried again and succeeded in

leaping over the second floor bannis-

ter where a student-police fracas

started. One window pane outside

Bissell's office was smashed in the

melee.

At the same time a group of half a

dozen students had gone around and

up the back steps to Simcoe Hall and

attacked the police on the stairwell

from above, pulling them up the

stairs. The crowd broke through from
below and flooded onto the second

floor. Bissell's office is right at the

top of the stairs and the police formed

a heavy line out front.

On the second floor, supporters

stretched out along the hall before

Bissell's door and near the Senate

Chambers.
There was a short discussion about

whether the press would be allowed to

sit, and a Telegram reporter who re-

fused to sit down was shoved aside.

As Don Forster, Executive Assist-

ant to the President, and Robin Ross

met to decide the administration's

next move the students discussed

their strategy.

"We have only the strength of our

numbers," said David Depoe, a third

year sociology student. "We will have

to use our physical resource as our

only resource."

Ross left to watch the crowd and
would only say that the administra-

tion would make an announcement at

the right time.

Returning with the administra-

tion's reply, Ross said, "I've been

asked by President Bisseil to tell you

that he is ready to speak to you in

convocation Hall at 2:15."

The demonstrators had earlier de-

cided that Bisseil had until 2 p.m. to

reply and shouts of "No" followed

Ross's statement.
'

"I think you can take it from me,"

Ross added, "as someone who knows
the Senate Chambers far more than

anyone else at the university that the

Senate Chambers are far less com-
fortable than Convocation Hall."

"My suggestion is that you move on

to Convocation Hall and Dr. Bisseil

will meet you there at 2: 15."

Ross met with loud boos and jeers.

"I think it's obvious," said Andy
Wernick (SGS), "that if we go to Con-

vocation Hall it will be impossible for

us to get back here.

"Even if Convocation Hall is more
comfortable I'd rather be back in the

Senate Chambers."
Ross suddenly remembered a

meeting of the Engineering Faculty

and said the demonstrators could not

use the Chambers because they had

already been booked.

There were more discussions about

the form the occupation should take

and people tried to decide how long

they should stay.

"We can stay here until the Day

Care Centre gets its renovations,"

Heather Jon Maroney said. "They
separate us time and time again and

the same thing happens."

"I suggest that we send one person

out to talk to Bisseil but that person

have no power to negotiate. We are

here and we have to stay together."

The group decided to send one rep-

resentative from the Day Care

Centre, one representative from SAC,

and a Varsity Reporter.

They met Bisseil who had worked

out a compromise.
Bisseil said he would try to get the

necessary money from the Varsity

Fund and give an answer next

Wednesday.
More discussion followed for and

against Bissell's proposal. Most peo-

ple wondered whether Bisseil could

actually keep his word.

Steve. Langdon (IV Trin) said the

administration had reversed their

policy today. Originally they said they

were not responsible for renovation

but they had now agreed to seek

funds, he said.

Langdon also reminded the demon-

strators about the parallel between

the St. Charles Day Care Centre and

the U of T Centre.

"We asked for a similar sum of

money," Langdon said, "andwegota
similar response from the university.

We got the money from the Varsity

Fund."
"And secondly, it is wrong to con-

sider the Varsity Fund.as a separate

entity from the administration and

Bisseil.

"The Varsity Fund has consistently

followed every whim of Bissell's no

matter what he has suggested. We
can count on Bisseil to keep his

word."
The Senate Chambers' doors had

been pushed open and students were

occupying the corridor in front of Bis-

sell's office and the Chambers.

It was agreed to wait until 6 p.m. in

Simcoe Hall until Bisseil could phone

members of the Varsity Fund Board

and give a positive reply to the Day
Care supporters.

Plans were made to keep the doors

to the main entrance unlocked and a

food committee was set up. And the

supporters took over the Senate

Chambers.
At 10:37 a man phoned the Metro-

politan Toronto Police switchboard

threatening that a bomb was set to go

off in Simcoe Hall.

U of T Vice-Provost and Executive

Assistant to the President Don F.

Forster told occupiers that if they in-

sisted on staying in the building it

would be at their own risk.
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DUNLOP SHUTDOWN: 597 WORKERS
ASK STUDENT SUPPORT TODAY

By PHILIP JAPP

Philip Japp is part-time presidmt of

local 132, United Rubber Workers of

America, representing rubber workers at

Dunlop of Canada, Ltd.

Tom Patterson, a student a. the Uni-

versity of Toronto, in conjunction with

Mike Prue, another student from Scar-

borough College, have been instrumen-

tal in organizing a demonstration to pro-

test the closing of the Dunlop plant in

Toronto. This demonstration is to be

held in Convocation Hall today at 1 p.m.

Both of these students have fathers

who still work in the Dunlop plant, both

have been employed at the plant as stu-

dent workers for the last few summers.

But are these reasons enough for these

men to organize such a demonstration

during a most crucial period of their

school year? Or does the issue go further

afield, and are Tom and Mike doing all

they can to bring into the public eye a

situation that cannot and should not be

. tolerated much longer in this land?

Well, I happen to think it is the latter

question that motivates these guys. All

my associations with Tom and Mike
have convinced me that they see the

plant closure situation as I do:

A) The manner in which the employ-
ees were informed was strictly a carry-

over from the Dickens era. .

B) There should be legislation in this

province that requires a company which
claims it is no longer a viable operation

to prove such a claim.

C) If such a claim is found to be legiti-

mate, the employees of the plant should

have at least six months notice prior to

the company going out of business.

Such legislation is neither unrealistic

nor unreasonable. It just takes into ac-

count the fact that when a large multi-

billion-dollar corporation decides to

close one of its subsidiary plants, the

employees deserve at least that much
consideration.

But getting back to Tom and Mike:

Someone said to me, "What right have

these university people got to disagree

with the Dunlop Company's decision to

close?"

Well, for openers, I said that they have

all the right in the world to disagree.

These young men and women are start-

ing now to correct situations that have

been accepted for years without a mur-

mur of protest being heard. And as they

are very soon going to occupy positions

of decision and leadership, they are

starting now to set their house of the

future in order,

One of the bright spots in this bleak

picture of the plant closing is the way
that the young people in the universities,

news media, and the general public,

have come forth unasked to help us.

Regardless of what happens, I'm

damned sure that when people like Tom
Patterson and Mike Prue and dozens of

others like them assume their future

roles in this country, it will be a much

better place to live in.
Phil Japp
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CONVOCATION HALL RALLY

MARCH ON QUEEN'S PARK

1p.m.

TODAY

despite 'efficiency' effort

Dunlop Canada's grimy in

dustrial products plant on

Queen St. near the Don River

is usually a whirlwind of activi-

ty, so it isn't often that all the

day shift workers are asked to

assemble in the cafeteria at 10

in the morning But Friday

March 6 was a special day.

Reading from a letter signed

by Neville Procter, chairman

of the Canadian board of direc-

tors, plant manager Cyril Bul-

lough announced to the assem-

blage that as of May 1, the

plant would be shut down for-

ever and their 597 jobs would

be gone.

The news came as a shock to

The union refuses to go without a fight
in d«.. ma ioritv of the workers at the Jam

the several hundred rubber

workers, the office staff and

boiler room workers. They

quickly dispersed, some back

to their jobs, some to phones to

try and call home. The phones

were dead.

At about the same time,

Procter was holding a press

cording to the Financial Post,

the fact sheets for the

news conference were printed

in a plant on the other side of

town to minimize the risk of

leaks. A specially hired public

relations firm, Scott-Atkinson

Only International Ltd., be-

sides helping with the rest of

majority of the workers at the James Renwick, NDP
plant who are for the most part member of the provincial leg

. . i : frtr .'I, ... ,1 il, when

Procter was noiaing a picas ~—- ...... - --

conference fact sheets were the preparations, had previous-

being handed out, radio, televi- Iy drilled Procter with hostile

sion and newspapers were

being notified. The union locals

at the plant had been told about

the move only minutes earlier.

It was all part of a well-re-

hearsed plan to make sure that

everybody concerned got the

news at the same time. Ac-

questions to prepare him for

the press conference. The con-

ference room was reserved

anonymously, taxis were re-

served to carry press releases

to news media, hundreds of

"personal" letters were print-

ed and mailed so as to be re-

ceived as close to release time

as possible. The company was

doing everything to make the

news less severe.

But one employee was not so

much shocked as angry. Phil

Japp, 42, has worked at the

plant for 26 years. He is also

the part-time president (he

isn't paid) of United Rubber

Workers of America Local 132.

Besides the nagging spectre of

his own situation, the lack of

jobs in the rubber industry as

specialized as his own, infla-

tion, unemployment and the

suddenness of the announce-

ment, Phil realized that it

would be even worse for the

older men, some having

worked at the plant for 30 or

more years.

The plant specializes in in-

dustrial rubber products such

as conveyer belts and fire hos-

es. It also manufactures spe-

cial quality products such as

are used in the textile industry.

The majority of workers

who are 45-50 years old. are

skilled and have seniority.

They earn $3-3.50 an hour. Al-

though 14 representatives of

Manpower have visited the

plant, chances are that the

greater number of workers

will not find jobs with anything

near the combined salary and

benefits that a group of skilled

workers can build up working

at one plant over 30 years.

Phil Japp knew this and it

didn't take him or the union

executive long to realize that

they couldn't take the decision

Iving down.

The Local 132 executive gave

Japp a blank check to do what

he could to fight the arbitrary

shutdown.

"We were willing to listen to

anybody and for a while we

didn't know exactly what to

do," says Japp. "But eventual-

ly all kinds of people came in to

help us."

islature for Riverdale, where

the plant is located, immedi-

ately started gathering a file of

facts on the plant to present at

the House

Tom Patterson and Mike

Prue. two University of Toron-

to students whose fathers are

Dunlop employees for a few

more weeks, became actively

involved in the efforts of the

local.

The first militant action tak-

en was a march on Queen's

Park on March 11. Two
hundred and fifty men called

on Premier John Robarts to

ask for a full government in-

vestigation of the plant shut-

down.

At the same time. Japp says,

"A couple of us came up with

the idea of using our collective

severance pay to buy the facto-

ry II wasn't anything more

than a grass roots thing be-

cause we were desperate and

willing to listen to anything. A

lot of the workers are thinking

seriously of it."

It was at this suggestion that

the press became interested.

Stories abounded and public

interest grew when it was

learned that the employees

See UNION page 3



Gotajob thissummer?
The case of the Dunlop work-

ers is living proof of the way in

which Canadian workers are

being exploited by multi-na-

tional corporations, do-nothing

American business unionism
and a government which is lit-

tle more than a managing
committee for the ruling busi-

ness elite.

The closing of the Dunlop
plant immediately affects

more than 600 workers who
will lose their jobs, but it will

u'timately have repercussions

throughout the economy.
And, for the plant-owners in

Britain and Italy thousands of

miles away, the shut-down
means something too — more
profits.

At the international level,

especially when one company
makes several parts for an
item, prices can be set low in

the subsidiary country to avoid

paying taxes or to get lower

import duties. The host coun-

try, in the meantime, even
subsidizes this industry to keep

jobs for its workers.

While Dunlop is closing its

Toronto plant, they're accept-

ing a forgiveable loan from the

Ontario Development Corpora-

tion to set up another factory in

a designated (ie underdevel-

oped, low-wage) area near

London.

When a government pays
cash grants of up to $12 million

(or about §30,000 for each job

created to) to migrant Interna-

tional firms willing to settle

there, the future looks bleak

for Canadian industry and
much bleaker for workers.

These companies, as Dunlop is

proving, have a free hand. As
"good corporate citizens" the

companies are allowed to do
their own thing.

Premier Robarts made this

quite clear when he slapped

down NDP MPP James Ren-
wick who criticized the govern-

ment's handling of the affair.

"You would interfere because

you as socialists want to con-

trol individual initiative,"

Robarts said.

"We do not think it is the

function of this government,
nor do we think it is in the best

interests of the economy of this

province and the development
of job opportunities for our

people, that we should say to

any company that it can or

cannot locate and operate in

any area it wishes in the prov-

ince," he said March 9.

But, as Mr. Robarts proba-

bly knows, there's a hitch in his

theory. Nations cannot grant
these sweeping freedoms to

international companies with-

out denying their essence as

nations with the right to run
their own affairs.

Robarts is obviously aware
of his status as an agent of

imperialism. And Robarts is

equally aware that the prob-

lem of the Dunlop workers will

not be solved using his formu-

lae.

Governments have stepped
in on cases like this before. The
Nova Scotia government took

over the Dosco steel factory

from British-owned Hawker-
Siddeley, who said the firm
was losing money. Last year
Dosco had a profit of $3Vz mil-

lion.

Perhaps in this case, Canadi-

an workers will have to take

the initiative that the govern-
ment can't — or won't. It won't

be the first time.

Late in 1968, more than 150

Domtar workers occupied a

plant in Windsor, Que. for 26

hours in support of their de-

mands for better wages, violat-

ing at the same time a Quebec
court injunction against the

strike.

Italy, scene of mass strikes

in the last few months, has had

several mass occupations of

factories, including the Pirelli

Company which recently

merged with Dunlop. There,
workers took over the factory

to protest Pirelli's importing
cheap, foreign-made tires, and
wrecked several freight cars
carrying the tires.

During the May revolts in

France two years ago, thou-

sands of workers barricaded

themselves in factories, some-
times holding the managers
prisoner in protest against low

wages and poor working condi-

tions.

Workers at Reggio Emilia in

Italy prevented the shut down
of a tractor plant. They occu-

pied the plant, threw out the

management and, making use

of abandoned projects, organ-

ized the production of agricul-

tural tractors on its own initia-

tive.

The workers at Dunlop are

not just fighting for their own
jobs. They've learned in the
school of hard knocks as they

say about the perils of multi-

national corporations, vest-

pocket governments and sell-

out unions. They're fighting for

all of us. But 600 men can't win
the struggle by themselves.

How an international union desertedLocal132
Local 132 has been fighting

the battle for the jobs of its

men almost alone.

It's not supp osed to be that

way.

After all, local 132 is a local

of the United Rubber Workers
of America, a large "Interna-

tional" union with some 17,000

Canadian workers organized in

locals mostly in Ontario and
Quebec.

The Canadian director.

Norman Allison, is apppointed
by the International executive
in Akron, Ohio and paid $12,000

a year plus expenses to "report
to the International all strikes,

lockouts, or work stoppages, or
report at the start of a dispute

to the International presid-
ent."

When asked what he was
going to do about the Dunlop
situation, Allison said: "Ihave
90 locals to look after, I can't

possibly give precise informa-

tion on every one."

He said that he had contact-

ed Manpower which put 14 rep-

resentatives in the Dunlop
plant to try to relocate the men
in new jobs. His assistant, Wil-

liam Plunnet, handled the Dun-
lop matter.

Plunnett was not optimistic

about the situation.

"As far as I'm concerned,
1 '

he said, "this is a darned dis-

grace. Dunlop should have giv-

en us more notice. The recent

layoffs in the rubber industry
mean that few of the men will

be re-employed."

Plunnett, like Allison, had
few long range plans. Both
spoke of the need for "political

pressure" on the government,
and both denied the usefulness

of wildcat strikes in support of

local 132 at other two Dunlop
plants. Wildcats are illegal,

they say, and therefore danger-

ous.

Brian Johnson
Larry Haiven

n Cowan, 923- 4053
•Carol Cooper, 923-

8171
orgo

ting Off it- 91 St Ge
,
tslflo.

This special issue produced with the co-

operation of the Dunlop rubber workers
by an editorial collective ot Danny
Drache, Gail Dexter, Larry Haiven, Har-

riet Kidecltel, Mel Watlcins, Paul Mac-
Rae, Sherry Brydson, Tom Patterson,

Judy Dexter, Phil Japp, Mike Prue,

Steve Penner. Brian Johnson, Jim
Cowan, Etrol Young, Ted Michener,
Marion Boncrofl. (But it seens like few-
er), last paper comes out Friday.
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Both men forgot to mention

the wildcat Local 132 used as
an effective weapon against
Dunlop two months ago.

In January, 80 workers at

Dunlop's Centralia plant were
striking for their first con-

tract. And the Toronto Dunlop
workers Local 132 felt enough

solidarity with the other locals

to put their jobs on the line. As
soon as they realized they were
making products for shipment

tp the strikebound factory,

they refused to scab and shut

down the plant for five days.

They sent a message to their

sister Local 494 in Whitby,

which served notice on the

company that, unless the con-

tract was settled, the Whitby
plant would be shut down too.

This illegal strike forced

Dunlop to settle. Yet, the In-

ternational bureaucrats insist

wildcats won't work.

The International is not high-

ly regarded by local union mili-

tants. Victor Hugh, a worker at

the Goodyear plant on Lake-
shore Rd Local 232 has been in

the union for 25 years.

"Internationalism is hurting

our union because of their bad
politics in the States'," he

said. "The International sup-

ports free enterprise, and they

won't do anything."

"We had a strike in the

summer of '68 and wages were
not the issue. The issue was
working conditions because the

efficiency drive was so bad.

We just wanted some bloody
rights out of the place — now
they're calling it 'industrial

democracy' or something.
Anyway the guys were out to

get Goodyear.

At that time we had a lot of

young guys in the plant who
didn't even have the chance to

buy their own house because of

the cost of living. We had mass
meetings of 2,000 men, and
whenever Plunnett tried to

speak he was booed down.
"The strike lasted for 17

V

2

weeks. The International did

only what they had to under the

contract (pay their $25 a week
strike pay) and discouraged us

every minute. We had to print

up all our leaflets, take them to

the plants. We did everything
ourselves. When the medical
benefits began to run out, we
were really in trouble. So we
tried to take out a loan on our
union hall (paid for by the local

out of those dues not sent to the

U.S.), but the International

prevented this. They were
trying to break the strike and
the company knew this; We
were starved back to work and
all the time the International

was giving the company hope.
'

'

The United Rubber Workers
belongs to the Canadian Labor
Congress and the Ontario Fed-

eration of Labor, as required in

the constitution. These larger

labor bodies are supposed to be

the strength of unionism. Plun-

nett is one of the vice presi-

dents of the OFL

Understandably, the OFL
has the same lethargic attitude

as the Canadian directors of

the Union.

David Archer, president of

the OFL and past Canadian
director of the Textile Workers
Union of America (a union

hard-hit by unemployment
these days) said: "Interantion-

al unions are not strong enough

to fight international compa-
nies — we'd have to spread our

internationalism all around the

world. How do you fight a

company that closes down?"
When asked about fighting in

the Dunlop plants still open in

Canada and the U.S., he re-

plied: "You can't really do

anything because the laws

penalize the workers. Unions

stand to lose too much in stag-

ing illegal strikes. You have to

fight politically."

Murray Cotterill, public re-

lations director of the Steel-

workers, the biggest of the In-

ternations in Canada, is a pow-

erful voice in the OFL.
"I don't think there's any-

thing you can do about Dun-

lop," he said, "except appeal

to the conscience of the gov-

ernment and try to replace it

at the next election."

While International reps

plan to "overthrow" the gov-

ernment at the next election

and replace it with the NDP,
the Dunlop workers in local 132

are wondering where is the

strength of the International,

now that thev need it.



Multinational-nice name for imperialism
_

By MEL W ATKINS sidiarv anH L ,_„_
By MEL W ATKINS

Economics Professor, U of T
Dunlop Canada, which owns the

plant on Queen Street East in Toronto
that is to be closed shortly, is not ex-
actly your corner buggy whip manu-
facturer driven to the wall by that
competitive struggle that only the fit-

test survive. The reason is not merely
that; simply as a plant it's a fair size- 597 workers will lose their jobs by
May 1 - but rather that behind that
plant stands one of the world's largest
corporations. The emerging struggle
between workers and management
must be put within that context.
Dunlop is a British-based multi-na-

tional corporation. In Fortune's rank-
ing of the top 200 industrial corpora-
tions with headquarters outside the
United States, Dunlop placed forty-
second in 1969. With sales of $1 billion,
and assets of the same order of mag-
nitude, it would have placed 90th on
Fortune's list of the top 500 American
corporations. And the Fortune rank-
ings are prior to the merger of Dunlop
and Pirelli S.P.A. of Italy which dou-
bled Dunlop's size. Imperfect data
suggests that the combined corpora-
tion is the second largest rubber
manufacturing firm in the world, out-
ranked only by Goodyear of the
U.S.A.

And Dunlop is multi-national as
well as large. It operates in 26 coun-
tries and live continents, has 120

plants and more than 100,000 employ-
ees, and does 60 per cent of its busi-

ness outside the United Kingdom.

MULTINATIONAL

Some people imagine that foreign
ownership doesn't matter, but they
miss the point that a national firm,

being smaller and national, has far

less potential to shift operations from
one plant to another and cannot shift

from one country to another. Dunlop
can do both, and very probably will —
perhaps to Japan where it has a sub-

sidiary and wages are much lower
The current president of Dunlop Can-
ada. Neville Proctor, was himself
brought over from Nigeria to in the
words of the Financial Post, "settle
another troublesome situation in the
colonies" and he "will be given gain-
ful employment elsewhere in Dun-
lop's world wide organization."

According to Jack Behrman, an
American professor of international
business whose views have been
sought by the Economic Council of
Canada and who has done extensive
interviewing of corporate executives
in North America and Europe: "The
parent becomes involved in all deci-
sions to expand or contract opera-
tions"; the role of affiliate managers
is to "propose, while the parent dis-

P°ses He goes- on to cite
some tacts which perhaps should be
read by Dunlop officials as useful ad-
vice. "Multinational enterprises are
quite reluctant to close down a given
operation or leave a plant site. It is

costly and bad for government and
community relations. The enterprises
attempt in a variety of ways to main-
tain the facility so as to maintain
employment or reduce it only grad-
ually. With new products being devel-
oped and with opportunities of shift-

ing products among integrated affili-

ate operations, the enterprise has a
number of ways in which a given fa-

cility may be used."
VARIOUS REASONS

The reasons for closing the Toronto
plant may be various. The bite of anti-

inflation may have something to do
with the timing for Toronto officials

have been poor-mouthing the union
and threatening to close for years.
Eroding tariffs make possible cheap-

er imports from elsewhere, a matter
of indifference to Dunlop but not to

the Queen Street workers. Ontario
Hydro gave a contract to Japan to

save $80,000 and Dunlop Canada

claims that was the final straw. If

true, the savings bear no relationship
to the ultimate costs of the close-
down; it is particularly irresponsible
behaviour for a monopolized and pub-
licly owned utility. Wages of $3 to

$3.50 an hour, while high by world
standards, are not by Canadian stan-

dards. One definite possibility is that
the Toronto plant is a victim of the
Dunlop-Pirelli merger, for it is rea-
sonable to expect that it would be fol-

lowed by a new global rationalization

appropriate to the new firm.

While it is customary for most peo-
ple to give a corporation the benefit of
the doubt and assume that it knows its

business better than any outsider, or
worker, this may not be the case.
British firms are not noted for their
efficiency and Dunlop's reported
world profit of $28 million after taxes
and minority interest in 1968 is a low
return on $1 billion of assets. The fact
that $1,500,000 was spent on improv-
ing the plant in the year prior to the
closing suggests a certain desperation
and the possibility that somebody
may have bungled. The refusal of the
company to permit a feasibility study
means not only that we cannot know,
but leaves open the possibility there is

something to hide.

WHOSE INTERESTS
Even if the closing is defensible

from the company's point of view,
that is, that it will increase its globai
profits at least in the long-run, it does
not follow that it is anybody else's
interest.

The conflict between the private
and public interest is dramatically
evident when one considers how much
it could cost governments in Canada
to straighten out the mess Dunlop will

leave behind — and these are simple
identifiable dollar costs that give no
weight to the human suffering en-
tailed. The company claims it lost

$1.5 million at the Toronto factory.
Put against that the fact that the fed-

eral government advertises that it

will give grants of up to $30,000 per
new job created under its regional
expansion program. It would have
been cheaper by far to help Dunlop
keep the plant open, or better still,

given Dunlop's behaviour, help the
workers run the plant, as they pro-
posed, an offer they backed up with
their severance pay. When we add to
the 597 jobs directly lost perhaps as
many that will also go as the ramifi-
cations of the closing spread, we can
see how up-side-down the economics
of this matter are. Dunlop's irrespon-
sible behaviour is paid for by all of us
as taxpayers.

To put the story this way is also to
see how reasonable the present de-
mands of the union are. They want
laws requiring a company to justify a
decision to close and requiring a rea-
sonable length of notice to employees
to be affected, say 6 months, and they
want the company to be obliged to

transfer employees to expanding
branches and divisions of the firm
before it can do any further hiring.
Yet even these modest demands have
been repudiated by Dunlop and by our
elected governments.
Governments could clearly do more

if they wanted, for they could compel
the company to give the data needed
for a feasibility study in this case, and
amend the laws so that this sort of
thing won't be allowed to happen
again. As it is. the workers have been
left on their own. Their reasonable-
ness and initiative in the midst of so
much unreason is laudatory, but the

days are numbered and it is already
late — though not too late — for con-
cerned citizens to insist on a fairer
deal from the company and our gov-

ernments.

Students work night and day to aid fathers, friends
When Dunlop Canada an-

nounced March 6 that it was
closing its Queen St. plant, U of

T students Tom Patterson (III

New) and Michael Prue (III

Scar) said goodbye to their

summer jobs — but that was
the least of their troubles.

Their fathers, Bill Patter-

son, 62, and Herbert Prue, 48,

said goodbye to security, sen-

iority, more than half their

severance pay, full pensions
and, of course, their steady
jobs.

Although neither student hasugh neither student has Mine cou

had any experience in organiz-

ing a demonstration or politi-

cal meeting, Tom and Mike
decided the issue was serious

enough to put aside the essays

and the term work to gather

campus support for the dis-

placed Dunlop workers.

With no help forthcoming

from the United Rubber Work-

ers union headquarters at Ak-

ron, Ohio, Tom and Mike de-

cided to pitch in and help with

the work load at Local 132 s

Grant St. office.

Mike "couldn't believe" that

Dunlop was closing down, es- to that extent, then surely a ing because the Canadian
pecially since a recent $1.- company the size of Dunlop directors have found an easy
500,000 addition made it the can afford to

most modern conveyor belting One of the demands*"bf the

plant in North America. 600 workers is for the Ontario

Both students are bitter government to conduct a study

about the international union, to determine if it is feasible for

which has offered little sup- the plant to regain open. So

port. "The men have been far. the company hasrefused

way out — they can blame the

workers when they themselves
are at fault. Every one of the

600 workers knows this.
'

'

Mike is at a loss to explain

the company's attitude, as the

Queen St. plant produces large

sending $50,000 a year in union "Dunlop is a foreign-owned quantities of belts and hosing.

Tom Patterson (left) and Mike Prue plan strategy for today's march.

dues to the States for 25 years, company which is not listed on
and the best the international any Canadian stock ex-
could do was send a few sym- change." says Tom. "It does
pathy telegrams." Mike says not give a damn about Canadi-
disgustedly. ans.
"My own personal opinion is "As long as it can drain prof-

that the problem is inefficient its out of the country at the
management." says Mike, expense of Canadian workers.
"Scrap rubber is thrown away, it thinks everything is O.K.
not salvaged. Any "second" in "Dunlop is supposed to have
a bicycle tire was slashed and a Canadian board of direc-
thrown out. yet the seconds tors." says Tom. "Four of the
were of very high quality. The directors are British, three are
company blamed the shutdown Americans and two are Cana-
on high union wages, but in dians — and they call it a Cana-
1955 my father was making dian company. Bullshit!

$2,000 a year more than a first "A foreign-owned company,
class police constable. especially from the United
"Now he makes $2,000 less Kingdom, has very poor con-

than a policeman. If the police trol over upper management. I

force can afford to raise wages personally think Dunlop is clos-
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Beltingand hosing make a
huge profit. Dunlop sells con-
veyor belting at $12 a foot. It

takes about 25 to 30 man-hours
to make a 1000-foot belt."

That's less than $200 worth
of man-hours for a $12,000 con-
veyor belt. Costs of production
would have to be astronomical-
ly high for Dunlop to be losing

money on its belts.

The two have concentrated

their efforts on reaching politi-

cal groups, talking to radio sta-

tions and distributing upwards
of 1 10.000 leaflets, some in Ital-

ian.

"It seems this is a last-ditch

effort. It is more than just a

union effort — it is a united

people's effort," says Mike.

- Page 3



People are important

!

David Scott-Atkinson calls

the Dunlop shutdown the

"most humane closure" he has

seen. The Scott-Atkinson Only
International Ltd. is the public

relations.firm that made sure
"597 employees got their walk-

ing papers from Dunlop . . .

and that all concerned 'publics'

suppliers, customers, com-
petitors and so on — received

the news simultaneously."

The closure was no one's

fault, says Scott-Atkinson, but

rather a financial necessity.

"The industry was inviable

because of the high cost of la-

bor, material and the low cost

of imports." he explains.

Scott-Atkinson contacted the

Department of Manpower be-

vore notifying the workers of

the impending closure, so that

they could find places for the

597 displaced employees.
"But we are not a placement

agency," Scott-Atkinson says.

His major responsibility is

of course to his employer — in

this case, Dunlop of Canada
Ltd. Any responsibility beyond
that is "subject to the dictates

of my own conscience" and the

ethics of the associations of

public relations firms of which
Scott-Atkinson is a member.

"I did not put 597 people out

of work," Scott-Atkinson main-
tains; he blames it on market
changes.

"Nobody closes down a busi-

ness that has been running for

71 years and is profitable for

61, without a great deal of soul

searching," he said.

Gus Genites
After more than nineteen

years with Dunlop, Gus Gen-
ites is about to be unemployed,
"without even six months no-

tice".

-"It's a rough deal after
working the best years of your
life for a company — to discard

us on the street,
'

' Gus says.

He will leave Dunlop in May
with $968 of severence pay and
benefits.

Gus scorns the company's
arrogance; it "never even con-

sulted us".

Dunlop announced the im-
pending closure at 10 a.m. on

March 6, "then cut off all the

phones so if you wanted more
information, you'd have to

wait till you heard it on the

radio," he explains.

"People bought homes and
furniture — all on credit be-

cause when you're a worker
you'll never be rich," Gus
says.

"Now we're all in debt. And
jobs are hard to get."

Herbert Prue
When Dunlop worker Her-

bert Prue, 48. first heard the

news about the plant's closure,

he couldn't believe his ears. He
was home from work that day
with a broken thumb, and the

first inkling he had that he was
soon to be unemployed came
when he heard Gordon Sin-

clair's voice describing the

shutdown.

For the Prues, the loss of the

Dunlop job is not certain disas-

ter, but after 24 years of exact-

ing work as a shrinking-blanket

grinder, he can only look for-

ward to returning to school to

earn another skill, for there

are no job openings in Canada

for his special skill.

The job loss may have shat-

tered Herbert Prue's dream to

put his three sons through uni-

versity. Mike. 21, is finishing

third year Political Science at

Scarborough College, and will

probably be able to complete
fourth year on a student loan,

but there is not as much hope
for his other sons, who are 18

and 14.

Prue received only $1206 of a
possible $4000 severance pay.
and if he takes Manpower re-

training, his only income will

be the $80 a week Manpower
pays family heads during re-

training.

"My father is not as badly

off as some of the workers,"
says Mike. "One man just

bought a house, and he's proba-

bly going to lose his down
payment.

"My mother will have to

continue working as a clerk-

bookeeper now. but there isn't

much hope that her salary can

be applied towards a down
payment on a house — her

fondest dream.

It hurts all over

Bill Patterson
For Bill Patterson, 62, the

shutdown means early retire-

ment and a reduced pension.

"And," says his son Tom
(III New), "he hasn't a prayer

in hell of getting another job."

What worries Bill Patterson

the most is rising taxes on his

home. "There is no way to live

in Metro Toronto with taxes

and the cost of living the way
they are without a full pen-

sion," says Tom.
Mr. Patterson, who is a

shrinking-blanket operator,

preparing the blankets for co-

worker Herbert Prue to grind,

has a house which is fully paid

off. In later years the Patter-

sons have been able to afford a

car, but they don't have much
money left over for entertain-

ment.

"I would guess they've been
to maybe one movie in the last

three years." says Tom.

Mr. Patterson will probably

have to ask for his pension

payments to start immediate-

ly, which means that they will

be lower, as the payments
must be spread out over a long-

er period of time.

For a man of 62, there is not

much hope for retraining.

The closing of the Dunlop
plant on Queen Street adds 597

people to the unemployment
lists.

Neville Proctor, recently

appointed president of the

branch-plant firm, spoke in

generalities when he explained

his company's decision to

cease operations: "There was
no way out. We tried to find

one — like a drowning man
grasping at straws."

The Dunlop decision could
not have come at a worse time
for the Canadian rubber indus-

try. Goodyear Tire, a subsidi-

ary of the giant American
firm, has laid off 400 men since

January, in Toronto alone.

According to an official of the

United Rubber Workers Local
323 the staff in the plant is

down from 2,200 to 1,700 em-
ployees. The latest mass layoff

is part of a pattern begun in

1965 when Firestone closed its

plant in Lindsay, Ont.

When Phil Japp, militant

leader of the Dunlop workers,
went to work for Dunlop Tire

twenty-six years ago, the

Queen St. plant employed 1,300

people. At that time Canada
had a prosperous rubber goods
industry.

According to Japp the break-

up of the Queen St. plant began
in the mid-fifties

IMPLICATIONS

The most recent decision to

close down Dunlop has indus-

try-wide implications.

Cosmos Imperial Mills of

Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, is

expected to be hardest hit by
the Dunlop decision. It sells

between $750,000 and $1,000,000

worth of industrial hose and
belting to the Dunlop plant
annually.

Cosmos employs 500 work-

ers. The closing of Dunlop
places their jobs in jeopardy as

well.

In textiles Canada imports
45-50 per cent of its produce
from all over the world.
George Watson, the Canadi-

an director of the Textile

Workers' Union of America,
said "No other country in the

world allows this degree of

importation."

The president of Cosmos
Imperial in Yarmouth blasted

the government when he spoke
of the future prospects of the
industry:

"The Federal Government
has all the tools they need to

put the brakes on the situa-

tion."

It is clear by the decision

taken by Dunlop president

Neville Proctor, that the firm
decided unilaterally that time
had run out for them.

At one level the economic
recession which has hit both

industries stems from a com-
mon set of problems. The gov-

ernment refuses to protect the

jobs of workers and particular

Canadian manufacturing con-

cerns. In the case of Dunlop,

foreign imports in the industri-

al belt category, mainly from
Japan, have captured a third of

the Canadian market.

Japanese and other foreign

capitalists did more than $5

million worth of business last

year, according to an official

of the Rubber Institute of Can-
ada. Faced with increased
competition it appears that it

is cheaper for Dunlop Canada
to give up its share of the in-

dustrial belt market than to

compete with foreign competi-

tion. The two or three million

dollars annual business that

Dunlop does in this field of

manufactured goods is of mar-
ginal interest to a world-wide
Anglo-European corporation.

MARITIMES WORSE

The shut-downs in the rubber

industry, the layoffs in tex-

tiles, and the unemployment in

automotive plants are too-fa-

miliar events to Canadian
workers. The latest figures

show that there have been
many unreported 'Dunlops'.

Unemployment in March rose

to 526,000, or 6.5 per cent of the

total work force.

The situation in the Mari-
times is much worse than the

rest of the nation. One in ten

workers in the Maritimes is

out of work. The Dunlop shut-

down adds urgency to an al-

ready national emergency. The
would-be jobless workers have
no prospects for employment.
William Punnett, assistant

director of Rubber Workers
Union in Canada and vice-

president of the Ontario Feder-
ation of Labor, believes that no
one should have any doubts as
to the seriousness of the prob-
lem.

"We're in a recession —
ench day the unemployment
situation is getting worse," he
says.

The companies have aggra-
vated the job situation by their

market philosophy.

For example, Dunlop recent-
ly bought the Geo. Angus Co., a
rubber distributor, in order to

import and dump cheap rubber
goods on the Canadian market.
In this way, Dunlop Interna-
tional competes with Dunlop
Canada for the Canadian mar-
ket.

MONEY GALORE

The only direct assistance
which the Ontario Government
has offered the Dunlop work-
ers is to consult with Manpow-
er officials. By contrast, the
Government has played a very
active role in attracting for-

eign industry to Ontario.

In 1969 the Ontario Develop-
ment Corporation granted $30
million to corporations. Fif-

teen million went to American
firms such as General Foods,
Honeywell, Union Carbide, and
Black and Decker. Included in

the grants was a $135,000 to

,UniroyaI.

Between 1963 and 1968, 251

branch plants of U.S. compa-
nies were established in the

Province.

Liberal MPP James Trotter,

told the legislature: You (the

government) are literally en-

couraging the Americans with
free handouts.

The Government, by not

stepping in to protect the jobs

of workers at Dunlop, is letting

jobs go down the drain. This is

what Phil Japp and the work-
ers at Dunlop are fighting for.

"We are trying to salvage the

plant. We feel that this plant is

a long way from dead.
'

'

Union i
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continued from page 1

were interested in taking over
the plant. But it was still only a
suggestion. The company, of

course, would not open its

books and the Ontario govern-

ment was not going to make it

do so.

The next day, March 1, 250

workers boarded buses in To-
ronto at 4:30 in the morning
and headed for Ottawa where
they demonstrated in front of

Parliament. They spoke to

Alan MacEachern, federal
minister of manpower and
immigration and Bryce Mack-
asey, minister of labour. Both
said they would look into the

question of whether the Dunlop
operation was a viable one.

Mackasey sent a telegram to

the Ontario government saying

that although such a study

would have to be undertaken
by the latter, the federal gov-
ernment would co-operate.

The telegram met with ini-

tial support from Robarts who
said on March 16 that a study

would be undertaken "if this is

the wish of the company and
the union combined. .

."

The next day Robarts was
much more skeptical, doubting

"whether the company would
be interested in a further

study." But all indications

were that Robarts had not con-

tacted the company.
When the NDP requested

that the government intervene,

Robarts said government in-

tervention would "hamper ini-

tiative."

Around this time Phil Japp,

Tom Patterson and Mike Prue
decided that "one of our last

chances was with students. It

was only a suggestion that stu-

dents might be willing to help

us but a little later Prof. Mel
Watkins of U of T and Prof.

Bob Laxer of OISE approached
us and the idea just blossomed.'
More people on campus be-

came involved and for the last

week, Tom and Mike have been
working day and night to or-

ganize students to come out to

Convocation Hall at 1 o'clock

today and join the march on
Queen's Park.

The mass meeting and
march are just another of the

attempts of 597 soon-to-be-

unemployed men who are des-

erately seeking for some way
to retain the benefits they have
earned for themselves and
their families after years of

work.
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(ine this photo coreMly and you will discover outgoing SAC president Gu5 Abols ...king a, you through a d.nut.

For details of the Great Donut Debate, see page 7.

Outgoing SAC members

They all agreed on one point: "We failed'*

By LAURA KELLY

The Students Administrative

Council ended the year with a

noisy, spring-cleaning meeting

Wednesday evening attended

by both old and new SAC mem-

bers.

Unusually raucous after a

pre-meeting sherry party fund-

ed by Rod Hurd, the new SAC

president, the joint council was

addressed by the departing

executive, after which the new

council elected their executive

for the coming year.

Gus Abols, the current SAL

president, summed up his

year: "I was not radicalized as

some people expected. In fact,

I leave office more firmly con-

vinced that the only way to

make progress is through rea-

son.

"I do regret that we were

divided for so long. It was not

until later in the year that we

could get together on issues,

he said.

"As for the new council, 1

don't think you'll be able to do-

very much without unity," said

Abols.

"It's not much like Lang-

don's farewell," observed one

old SAC member.
Occasionally interrupted by

derogatory remarks and laugh-

ter Abols' speech ended with

prolonged applause and desk-

thumping by the old Council

members, and then verbal re-

action

This man

has been

succeeded

See page 3

I'd like to thank those who

did the President's work this

year and I move that the Coun-

cil receive but not accept the

President's report," said Mike

Simon (III Scar).

Bryan Tanney (IV Meds),

Cultural Affairs Commission-

er voiced his rejection of

Abols' report and also capsul-

ized the year: "There was no

agreement among us, and

therefore there was no philoso-

phy We had no idea of what

SAC was supposed to be. We

didn't relate to the students,

and we didn't learn much our-

selves. , -i j

"We failed, and we failed

badly," said Tanney.

Tanney rejected Abols re-

port becuase it neglected to

point out what was not accom-

plished and neglected to ex-

plain SAC'S failure.
V
The chairman ruled, howev-

er that since the report con-

tained no recommendations^

no vote was required and the

report was tabled.

Bob Barkwell. SAC vice-

president, outlined the reasons

for SAC s failure: "There was

a failure to struggle. This is an

indictment of the Left and

myself in particular, me

struggle was foregone for ma-

nipulation."

Barkwell also said that SAL.

did not plan for the year, nor

relate actions to the student

bodv.

"It became more important

to win a particular issue than

to talk to the students about the

issue," he commented.

Barkwell recommended to

the new council that they view

SAC not as a medium for

change but as an idea machine,

and center on classroom or-

ganizing to effect real change.

Barkwell ended with a quote

from MaoTse-tung: "The peo-

ple and the people alone are

the motive force."

Ken McEvoy (111 Vic), Uni-

versity Commissioner, com-

mented on the University-

Wide-Committee to implement

the CUG report, the focus of

the University Commission

this year.

'It's a co-opting body; every

section of the university is rep-

resented. But 1 have a very

strong feeling that the whole

thing is going to fail," he said.

The Cultural Affairs Com-

mission, headed by Tanney and

the External Affairs Commis-

sion, led by Peter Gold III

Dent) had no reports to make.

Craig Heron. (IV UCI. Edu-

cation Commissioner, recom-

mended that SAC abandon F.

U of T., and instead encourage

students lo change the present

university system.

"We all know how we want

the university to be: creative,

cooperative, free, student-cen-

tered related to the social con-

text but for the actuality look

around at your lectures," said

Heron. .

Hurd spoke out for the right

see MORE JOINT NEWS page 7

Compulsory phys ed

is abolished

see page 6



THE BAD TRIP

DOESN'T END WITH EXAMS

THE FIGHT AGAINST
THE SPADINA EXPRESSWAY GOES ON

We are hairy snaggled-toothed academics.

We believe in people rather than machines.

We believe in stopping pollution - - - not encouraging it.

We don't appreciate 8,000 cars an hour pouring into our campus.

We believe in paying half the price and getting twice the efficiency.

We are even willing to give a few pennies to S.S.S.O.C.C.C.

We are intelligent enough to think we can learn by our mistakes. Are you?

Now is the final time to help us HELP YOU stop the Spadina Expressway,

and all other inner-city expressways. September is too late. Phone 964-8162

and volunteer your help.

Clip Coupon and Mail or Deliver to:

STOP SPADINA SAVE OUR CITY CO-ORDINATING COMMITTEE
373 Huron Street,

Toronto 181,

Phone: 964-8162

I, THE UNDERSIGNED, RESIDENT OF METROPOLITAN TORONTO, WANT ALL WORK
ON THE SPADINA EXPRESSWAY HALTED, UNTIL THERE HAS BEEN A FULL SCALE PROFESSIONAL
REVIEW OF TRANSPORTATION PROBLEMS.
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Hallett succeeds LePanat UC

A. C. H. Hallett, Associate
Dean of the Arts and Science
Faculty, was named the new
principal of University College
yesterday.

In a meeting attended by
about 40 staff and several stu-

dents, U of T President Claude
Bissell announced the appoint-
ment, saying that Dean Hallett

has "qualities of understand-
ing and awareness. . .and a
scholar's understanding of the
importance of scholarship."

Bissell, referring to the se-

crecy of the new selection, said

he liked "reserving unto my-
self dramatic situations and
dramatic announcements."

Hallett said in an interview

later that the news had "come
as rather a surprise to me",
since he had been offered the

post only two weeks earlier.

He succeeds D. V. LePan,
who announced his retirement

from the principalship last fall,

to devote his full time to teach-

ing.

Dean Hallett graduated
from maths and physics at the

U of T's Trinity College in 1948.

He won a £350 science re-

search scholarship from the

British Royal Commission of

the Exhibition of 1851. going to

England and receiving his PhD
in low-tempefature physics in

1951. He has taught in the U of

T Physics Department ever

since.

The job of choosing a succes-

sor to LePan fell to a Search

Cummittee established by

President Bissell in the fall.

The Committee included four

students, but it met in closed

session. Other names consid-

ered for the post were not re-

leased.

The students on the commit-

tee were chosen by the UC Lit-

erary and Athletic Society af-

ter President Bissell, on the

advice of outgoing principal

LePan, suggested the students

be Lit President Herman Sie-

gel (III UC) and Lit reps Sally

Hill (III UC) and Art Stein (IV

UC). The Lit accepted these

names and later added John

GerodV UC).

Hallett has been Associate

Dean of Arts and Science since

1966. He played a major role in

deve.oping the New Program.

Provost John Sword, in an-

nouncing the decision, said it

"was brought to the President

with unanimity and enthusi-

asm."

Later on, in Sidney Smith. .

.

Dean Hallett could not make
it to the meeting in the crum-

bling round tower on the west

end of U.C. He was in his office

in Sidney Smith.

By RAY CONLOGUE

Split down the middle by a
dual job as physics professor
and dean, Hallett said his new
job will mean "substantial ori-
entation for me". He is not
certain how a "hard-boiled
soldering-iron physicist" will
take on the job of managing a
liberal arts college.

He spoke gingerly of student
unrest, saying that "students
will certainly aim themselves
at the Principal's office, or
anywhere else they think pow-
er is located."

Mild skepticism also marked
his attitude toward last week's
sit-in. "I don't think I like the
tactics too much. . .one ac-
cepts it as part of life, and the
way one group of people ex-
presses their dissatisfaction."

"The same way we got used to

the telephone, " he added.

Nothing in the office gave a

hint of physics, but mentioning
the subject brought him down
from bemusement to avid in-

terest. He feels that technolo-

gy is leaving the humanities
with nowhere to go.

"I see problems not handlea-

ble by any one discipline — it's

not the bumheaded physicist

but someone with a basic philo-

sophical approach that we
need.

"That was one reason I ac-

cepted the presidency, to have
a chance to come into contact
with humanities students and
see how to foster this bringing
together of the two groups.

1 '

For a man not given to pas-

sionate outbursts, he spoke
with considerable fervour on
the need for a humanistic ap-

proach to return to society

"and challenge the dominance
of social sciences — John Doe
lives here, he has to move
here, and so on."

Since he first lectured in

1951. the students in front of
the podium have changed in

attitude, he said. Now they are
"more concerned with their
neighbor than they were then.
At the time, the poor were
something you took for grant-
ed, as always being with you."

The slender academic, hav-
ing spelled out the problem and
the promise of students as he
sees them, crossed his lanky
legs and said: "I don't know if

I'm a character of strength to

deal with this, but time will

tell."

Stiuimis with Office Experience

REGISTER NOW
for Summer Employment

For Appointment Call:

Don Mills — 797 Don Mills Road 429-3600
Central — 250 Bloor East. 923-98 01
Rexdale — 1001 Albion Road 742-6520

Canadian Office Services (Toronto) Ltd.

photo by Simcot Holt Injt

New UC Principal A. C. H. Hallell

Drpurl

In the space of an hour you can learn

more about reading than you thought

possible. Attend a FREE Mini Lesson on

the Evelyn Wood Course, where you will
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CENTRE FOB READING DYNAMICS LTD
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PAGE FOUR
"Not jusl a class revolution, but a rev-

olution with class."

—Stewatt Saxe

SAC - It's not their fault it didn't work
This year the Students Administra-

tive Council disintegrated.

It still has a budget, a constitution,

a full-time bureaucracy, and various

and sundry representatives. But, as a

viable political body, it's dead.

At last night's joint meeting of this

year's and next year's council, one
executive member after another said,

"We failed.'
1 They agonized over the

fact, warned next year's council

about the pitfalls of the SAC, and gen-

erally prophesied doom.
But they didn't understand what

had really happened to the council.

It's not their fault; their guilty senti-

ments are somewhat gratuitous.

They were part of the failure of

student councils across the country to

provide the structural means of or-

ganizing students. For a few years the

student movement operated through

student councils but found that main-
stream structures contained the eli-

tism and duplicity of the social struc-

tures it was fighting.

Last night, SAC President-elect,

Rod Hurd, watched a parliamentary

process in the final stages of disinte-

gration.

Next year's council and executive
does not have the potential for the

internal conflict that rendered this

year's SAC disfunctional. It's a mildly

left-liberal group. The left has real-

ized their focus should be to organize

amongst students, in departments —
not amongst themselves over donuts

in Hart House.

At the joint meeting, Hurd crisply

outlined the course of things to come.

Make the bureaucracy more bureau-

cratic and the council more informal.

Check list of standard options: pollu-

tion, expansion, expressways, CUG,
freedom, democracy. Get rid of irrel-

evant research at the university.

Hurd introduces a general house-

cleaning plan.

But the plan could have just as easi-

ly come from the administration. It

too dislikes pollution and is trying to

do away with research that's irrele-

vant to the economy.
The efficiency program Hurd out-

lines is not just a drive to make SAC a

better service-organization. It s part

of a process by which student councils

are becoming integrated with the

administrative needs of the universi-

ty.

But as the attempt to salvage SAC
continues, students will be organiz-

ing, and their experience should prove

SAC to be irrelevant.

brian johnson
All the King's horses and all the King's men . .

.

Day Care occupation shatters a myth
Last week the Campus Co-op Day

Care Centre won a victory. With sup-

port from students, faculty, and sup-

port staff, the day-care centre won
their demand by carrying out the first

occupation of Simcoe Hall in U of T
history.

It was unlike most occupations

:

• it was brief — only 24 hours

;

• the demand — $2,000 to renovate
a day-care centre — was extremely
liberal;

• the demand was non-structural —
it could easily be filled in the short
run without a major structural trans-

formation of the university;

• the administration gave in and
the day-care centre survived.

During the occupation, where a
kind of picntc-lunch-peanut-butter-

and-jam-sandwich atmosphere pre-

vailed, there was a tendency for revo-

lutionary fantasies to take over. Peo-
ple had to be constantly reminded
that this was not yet Chicago. Al-

though when U of T President Claude
Bissell backed down Thursday after-

noon, he had already prepared a court
injunction and was ready to bring in

Metro cops to eject the occupiers by
force if they didn't accept his compro-
mise. Goodbye to the Campbell Re-
port.

Ironically, when the occupation
started, the Committee to Implement
the Campbell Report was in session in

the Senate Chamber.
Of course, it was a compromise:

although the administration guaran-
teed the survival of the Sussex Ave-
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nue day-care centre, it did not recog-
nize its own long-term responsibility

to provide day-care facilities for its

employees.
Yes, its employees. One thing the

day-care issue demonstrated was that

the university is an employer, and
that it treats its employees in much
the same manner as any profit-moti-

vated corporation.

By grossly underpaying its support
staff, the U of T creates the condi-
tions for its employees which demand
day-care facilities. Most cannot af-

ford babysitters.

The issue has also illustrated a kind

of employee-employer relationship

between students and administration.

Students with children cannot survive

on insufficient grants and lack of

summer employment. Inexpensive
day-care care becomes an economic
necessity for them.

Over the day-care issue, students
and support-staff have found a com-
mon ground of experience in their

relationships with the administration

as employees. The alliance could
prove threatening.

The occupation of Simcoe Hall it-

self was an important stage in break-
ing the frustration of the student
movement at U of T. It's finally clear

that this university's liberal adminis-
tration — the marshmallow — is not

invincible. It's now clear that it's pos-

sible to organize on this campus. Oc-
cupying Simcoe Hall proved to be not

just a revolutionary fantasy, but a

workable strategy.

And Bissell gave in.

Bissell had been riding on the repu-

tation of being the only multiversity-

administrator in the world whose
campus had not suffered an occupa-

tion. The reputation was becoming a

legend. Only superceded by the leg-

end that Bissell could turn any cam-
pus crisis into a committee, which he

has been consistently doing for the

past few years.

Last week he waved his magic
wand a few times, and it didn't work.

The rhetoric, the flip humour, the

expressed concern, the promise of

committee — none of it worked when
he spoke to a Senate Chamber full of

demonstrators. When he gave in

Thursday afternoon, the mystique
was shattered.

Bissell is not alone. Students across

Ontario are discovering that they.can

organize and get somewhere. Sit-ins

at Ryerson and Laurentian University

seem to indicate that a wave of occu-

pations is hitting the province. And
the Globe and Mail is getting para-

noid. Read their editorial this morn-
ing.

brian johnson

trb
No more extras.

Today's paper is the last

Varsity of the year.
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LETTERS

Dear Editor and Students:
Last night, I watched on the news

yet another of the interminable sit-ins

that seem to be a way of life at your
university. I say "your university"
because it has become hard lately to

think of it as "mine".
It seems the protest this time, is

about repairs to a day-care centre
that would cost less than $2000. Is this

really the university's responsibility?

Must it foot the bill for the care of
children of those who made the free
choice of taking on education, mar-
riage and family, all at the same
time? Have the people involved, nev-

er heard of the "do-it-yourself" pro-

cess? What can one conclude about
the professor and mate, who both
work, yet expect others to contribute
toward the cost of their children's

care, when their own combined in-

come probably is above that of most
people, including mine.
My job is to manage a plant for one

of our large corporations. My stay on
your campus was largely self-fi-

nanced. The nearly 23 years since I

left it have been fulfilling, but by any
means of fair measurement, years of

hard work, to meet the needs of my
family, my organization, and our so-

/am appalled at your "scene
"

ciety. Very rarely, do people like me
have time to think of ourselves; there
is too much to do and always prob-
lems that can't wait.

Perhaps this is as things should be
perhaps it is right that those of us who
can, should bear the load that has to
be carried. However, if you, in the
student body can opt out and protest,
perhaps it is time for those of us who
do the hard, unglamorous work of the
country, to opt out and protest too.
This, you know, is the time of annual
exhortations from the university for
money, and for help to find jobs for

students. Last year, I managed to

place thirteen in our plant, and
through friends and associates, sever-
al others with other firms. Not much.
I know, compared with the accom-
plishment of those who occupied Sim-
coe Hall, but I did what I could. This
year, I intend to opt out.

To state the matter to you plainly, I

am appalled at your "scene", as it

appears from here, ft is sickening to

read of huge wastes in the educational
building programmes. I can look at
the sort of activity reported last

night, only as a repugnant abuse of

the priceless privilege to learn and to
grow, without the pressures attending
the lives of less fortunate people. I do
not admire the professors who seem
to have time for every imaginable
kind of activity, until one is led to
wonder if. and when, they ever teach.
And, if one rated your administration,
it might not score so well either.

To sum up my only connection with
you from now on will be a pleasant
memory of another time and place,
and certainly of better people.

J. Tutecky4T7

CUPE supports daycare protest
The Canadian Union of Public Em-

ployees has been following your mili-
tant and determined action for ad-
equate day care facilities with consid-
erable admiration.

We are shocked at the complete
indifference which the administration
of the University of Toronto views the
critical shortages you openly demon-
strate against. The University has a
total obligation to provide the vital

services needed in the course of your
education, the Day Care Centre is a
necessary service and it should be
provided without question — and
without charge.

The Canadian Union of Public Em-
ployees knows well the experience of
your frustration and indignation; we.
too, were born of a protest movement
and we know that only by collective
and determined action can we

achieve the just conditions we all are
entitled to.

CUPE salutes your stand, we ap-
plaud your fighting spirit and feel
confident you will win your battle for
justness and the reasonable consider-
ation you request from the Universi-
ty-

CUPE SUPPORTS YOU.
A. Riseley,

Director — Ontario Region,
Canadian Union of Public Employees.

rTlKl
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CUG UWC keeps nominations open Compulsory phys-ed fe ended
Lack of interest has caused

the CUG Programming Com-
mittee to extend the deadline

for nominations to its Universi-

ty-Wide Committee one week
to 5 p.m. , Tuesday April 7.

Lone Here and Now No-
tice

Professor Jean-Pierre Wal-

lot will deliver the 22nd an-

nual Gray lecture today at

7:30 p.m. in the Music Room
of Hart House. Topic: Religion

and French Canadian Mores

in the Early 19th Century.

Ballots should be received

through the mail by April 27,

and the mail-in vote ends on

Friday May 1 at 5 p.m.

The University-Wide Com-
mittee will have the power to

make final recommendations
to the President on the top

governing structure of the U of

T. Its 120 members will include

40 students, 40 faculty and 40

administrators.

A check with Administrative

Assistant Leslie Fenyves re-

vealed that there are many
positions still open.

A minimum of 21 faculty

nominations are required to fill

its quota.

Wedding Photography ^

Three of the seven graduate
students' seats are still uncon-

tested.

19 undergraduates have ap-

plied for 12 positions, but there

are 15 seats still open.

GSU President-elect Larry
Hoffman (SGS), a member of

the CUG Programming Com-
mittee, said the university was
"mishandling" the elections by
"relying solely on the Univer-

sity of Toronto Bulletin" to

"publicize them.
Another member of the Pro-

gramming Committee, Ken
McEvoy {III Vic), said "There
is absolutely no problem" in

getting undergraduate nomina-

tions. "Many people," he said,

were "simply waiting until the

last day of nominations."

GERALD CAMPBELL STUDIO
86 Avenue Road Toronto 5, Ont.

Three services to choose from

$75.00 $150.00 $280.00

Compulsory physical education for first-year

women has been abolished by the administration, sub-

ject to ratification by the Board of Governors.
The decision follows several years of agitation by

various campus groups, including the SAC.
Three months ago SAC Reps. Ceta Ramkhala-

wansingh (I New), Anne Maurer (III SMC) and Judy
Maxwell (IV-PHE) put forward an SAC motion re-

questing that the requirement be abolished within one
month.

At the end of that month, the SAC received a let-

ter from the Department of Physical Education and
Athletics (Women) saying that they would recom-
mend to the Board that the compulsory aspect, the

fine and academic penalty be abolished. To date that

report has not yet gone to the Board.

Women who are presently in first or second year
vvho did not complete the requirement will not get

threatening letters from the chief accountant; they
will be allowed to write their exams; "failing to com-
plete the physical education requirement" will not be

•ecorded on their transcript when they graduate from
.he university.

50 members elected to SAC

For Appointment Miss Cole 927-1901

Fifty members of the sixty-

four member Students' Admin-
istrative Council for 1970-71

have been elected. The remain-

ing fourteen will be elected in

the fall.

The President for the com-
ing year is Rod Hurd, assisted

by Eric Miglin as his Vice-

President.

The remaining members of

council are for Scarborough:

Rob Stewart, Kathi De Zorzi,

Lynda Joyce, Mike Hofstetter;

Erindale: Phil Dack, Bill

Cooper; Engineering: Mike
Lee, Bill Palmer, Derek
Smith, John Brouwer, Dave
Slater; Nursing: Alison Mc-
Innes.

Pharmacy has re-elected

Glenda Barkwell: Architec-

ture: Barry Sampson: St.

Mike's: Jean Bubba, Dan
Leckie, Vince Dolan, Kevin
Slavin; Law; Craig Perkins:

Food Sciences: Fran Thomas;
Innis: Peter Boswell, Paul

Zalan.

Dentistry has re-elected

Peter Gold and Wayne Pulver;

Medicine: Harry Krakowky,
Fred Mandel; St. Hilda's:

Eden Anderson ; Victoria

:

Bruce Campbell, Doug Mann.
John Kirton, Don Macleod,

Bronwyn Best.

University College Reps, are

Art Moses, Brian Hayes, Toby
Vigod, Bob Spencer, Owen
Dick: New: Brian Bannon,
Gerrit Van Geijn, Michael

Kaufman, Robin Tivy; Trinity:

Peter Hall.

Knox: Dave Mclnnes.
Emmanuel: Carmen Holbor-

ough; Forestry: Eric Fetter-

ley; Music: Ruth Pincoe;

Phys. Ed.: Fran Haber; Wy-
cliffe: Terry McNear.
The old council elected Bob

James and Ken McEvoy to the

two honourary positions of co-

chairman of the university and

judicial committees.

Hoffman is new GSU president
Larry Hoffman (SGS) won the presidency of next year's

Graduate Students' Union in an election turn-out of about five

per cent of all graduate students March 27.

Hoffman received 142 votes to 118 for Joe Peters (SGS).
Neil Keller. Hoffman's running mate, had been ac-

claimed.

Hoffman, a history student, says he is "to the left of Mi-
chael Vaughan". this year's president. He was one of the GSU
members trying to impeach Vaughan earlier this year.

He hopes to meet with SAC president Rod Hurd to discuss
greater co-operation with SAC.

ONSi
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Applications now being accepted for the

SAC Representative to:

U of T Women's Athletic Directorate (female);

U of T Men's Athletic Directorate (male).

Address applications to the Vice-President, Students' Administrative

Council, U of T.

Deadline: April 10th, 1970

JOBS WITH SAC
Full time Student Information and Research Officer who will help co-ordinate and

establish working and action groups in areas such as student aid etc.; who will be asso-

ciated with research into CUG and Campbell reports. $95 per wk.
Full time Education Consultant who will help develop SAC Educational policy; will

work with course unions and research implementing CUG at a departmental level. $95
per wk.

Summer Research Assistant who will work with Information and Research officer

and will help research areas such as the Education Opportunity Bank, Preferential Admis-
sions; will also help with the establishment of working groups. $80 per wk.

Summer University Government Research Assistant who will keep in touch with the

deliberations of the University Wide Committee; who will do detailed research into the

CUG and Campbell reports. $80 per week.
Apply to the SAC Executive Commission c/o SAC Office, by April 8th.



Next year's SAC picks new executive
The new SAC performed its first autono-

mous political act Wednesday night by
electing the eight commissioners who will
sit on next year's executive.
The ten-man executive is composed of

the president, vice-president, and commis-
sioners.

Five of the positions were filled by accla-
mation: Peter Boswell (fl Innis), Finance
Commissioner, Bob Spencer (III UC),
Education Commissioner, Gerrit Van
Geijn (II APSC). Services, Peter Hall (II

Trin), University, and Craig Perkins (I

Law), Judicial.

The open ballot showed a basic split with-
in the council, perhaps puncturing Rod
Hurd's hope to "allay all petty factional-

ism."
Doug Mann (III Vic) was nominated by

Su Crowe ( I Erin), and active Hurd-Miglin
campaigner, for Communications Commis-

sioner and was challenged by Brian Haves
(II UC).

After the four-minute campaign speech-
es, during which Mann emphasized feed-
back from constituents and dialogue with
the course unions, and Hayes suggested
experimental communications and SAC
involvement in college orientations, the
vote was called.

With the candidates out of the room, the
cluster of new members seated around
Miglin and Miss Crowe voted for Mann, but
Hayes received a majority and won the
post.

A similar vote was given when Vince
Dolan (I SMC) ran a close race with Bill

Cooper (I Erin) for External Affairs Com-
missioner.

Cooper was nominated by Miglin after a

last minute consultation, and lost the elec-

tion by only one vote.

The lines were not as clearly drawn when
Wayne Pulver (I Dent) ran against Mike
Kaufman (I New), for Cultural Affairs
Commissioner. Pulver won the position
with mixed support.

As the meeting swiftly disintegrated into
a shouting match, Bob James (III Vic) was
appointed co-chairman of the University
committee, and Ken McEvoy became co-
chairman of the Judicial Committee.

More joint news

They shoot horses,.

cont'd from page one

of student participation in gov-

erning the university and he

urged the firm implementation
of theCUG report.

"It's very necessary next

year to allay all petty faction-

alism and get down to the busi-

ness at hand." he concluded.

Earlier in the evening SAC
rejected Abols' proposal to

hire an architect as the cam-
pus centre co-ordinator.

The final SAC meeting of the

year was the last meeting for

most old members, since only
ten out of the 54 present mem-
bers are returning next year.

By BRIAN JOHNSON
After nearly eight hours of festive

insanity, while blotters and donuts
hung in the balance, the Students
Administrative Council allocated
$280,000 in its annual Spring budget
meeting two weeks ago in the Hart
House Debates Room.
As the budget-meeting, which sets

next year's spending priorities, wit-

nessed lobbies from virtually every
interest group on campus, the council

members lost no time in turning the

quiet atmosphere of the Debates
Room into a chaos reminiscent of the

Montreal Forum.
One of the first motions to stir the

SAC backbenchers into frenzy was a

move to cut $700 from the $1,800 ap-

propriated for refreshments at SAC
meetings. The $700 roughly covers the

cost of donuts for one year's meet-
ings.

"Look at the starving people in

Biafra." pleaded Ann Maurer (III

SMC) in a bid to cut the donuts.

The motion to kill the donuts failed

Close on the heels of the Donut Di-

lemma followed the Great Blotter

Debate. SAC spends $1,330 a year on

printing a blotter listing the calendar

of university events. The blotter

earns 1,500 in advertising, so it makes
a profit. SAC Communications Com-
missioner Jon Levin moved to delete

the blotter from the budget.

MISERABLE BLOTTER

"No one picks up the blotters." said

Levin. "They just lie around the SAC

office.''

"But what would the SAC office be

like without piles and piles and piles

of blotters," shouted Wayne Pulver (I

Dents X as the vote was being taken.

Levin's motion was defeated.

"Moved that we put the blotter out

of its misery," shouted an honourable

member.
"That would require a two-thirds

majority," said the Speaker, Bob

Parkins (UC'68), who has seen better

days at the U.C. lit. He ran the debate

in grand auctioneering style.

An enraged Mike Simon 0

addressed the House

:

"This is fucking ridiculous," he

said. "We've spent a half an hour

talking about donuts and now we've

spent half an hour talking about blot-

ters."

"I want a blotter," Pulver shouted.

[ Scar)

"What am I going to use for my ink?"

SAC plodded through the rest of
Executive Commission's budget allo-

cating $8,200 for summer research, a
permanent research officer, and
working groups.

LEVIN LOSES

The council then passed a $38,000

grant to The Varsity after a fruitless

attempt by Communications Commis-
sioner Jon Levin (III UC) to cut the

sum by $2,000.

As SAC moved right along to Exter-

nal Affairs, a group of students made
an empassioned plea for $650 to be re-

inserted into the budget for the Tar-

heel Exchange, a program that allows

20 students from the U of T and 20

from the University of North Carolina

to visit each other.

"I realize it's very hard for you to

understand that it's a human interac-

tion," said Dale Wilson (IV Must.

"For once I felt I could reach out to

other people. It's a very human thing.

You don't go up and hug your profes-

sor."

Sandy Simpson (III Trin), who was
in the last exchange, seconded Wil-

son's emotions:

"We went down to the States — you

probably think it was just a social

event, a big drunk — it wasn't. .
."

Whispering heckler: ' You got

laid."

". . .We had seminars with these

people. We had things like soul food

dinners; we did things we never did

before in our lives. If the council turns

this down, they'll be denying one of

the most potent forces on this camp-

us."

Heckler: "They could spend the

money on mescalin and reach more

people."

Ann Maurer: "It's a meaningful

experience. I don't know how to ex-

plain it. It's 85 people searching for

some way to communicate with peo-

ple. I plead with you. .
."

John Frank (III UC): Ann, I just

don't believe that's true. Do you know

why there was no exchange at Har-

vard? There's no student council.

They got rid of it. That's what's hap-

pening in the States. The only reason

there's one at Tarheel is because that

university is in an incredible social

setting.

Maurer: IT'S NOT THAT, IT'S

NOT THAT!

Speaker: C'mon, keep it down. If

we're going to have a debate, we're
going to have it in quiet.

Mike Simon: "I don't want any
laughter on this. . . (silence, broken
by faint chuckles). . . We've allocated

$700 on donuts to feed the stomachs of

these clowns. I move that we trade

the donuts for the Tarheel Exc-
hange." (Rousing table-thumping)

Bob James (HI Vic), Finance
Commissioner: "Mike, you can't do
that."

NEW RELIGION
Amidst the confusion, the chairman

of the Tarheel Exchange rose:

"The Exchange is a forum to put

across divergent views," she said. "It's

something that is intrinsic. You can'I

put your finger on it. . . it's a faith. .

."

"Far out — 200 caps of mescalin,"

quoth the heckler after some quick

mental arithmetic.

. .It's not just intellectual — it's

human. And you ask. . .how?"
The motion to support the Tarheel

Exchange carried by one vote.

General uproar. One of the girls

who had pleaded for the exchange
started to cry.

"It's like a Canadian-Maple Leaf
Hockey game," someone shouted.

"You've got your money. Now get

the hell out of here," yelled another

council member.
"ORDER!" screamed the Speaker.

Under External Affairs, the Var-

sity Downtown Education Project

iVDEP) won $10,000 from the coun-

cil.

ABOLS MAKES JOKE
"Are we expected to give money to

the Salvation Army or any charity

organization in Toronto?" asked a

member.
"I don't think VDEP has a band."

joked SAC President Gus Abols with

his classic Gallic shrug.

SAC then turned over $1,000 to the

Stop Spadina Committee.

"The Spadina Expressway is the

only issue which has turned on the

campus this year," said SAC Judicial

Commissioner Art Moses (III UC).

"It's the only issue that has got

Claude Bisseil and Charity Grant

aligned with the SAC."
On a quick impulse, the Spadina

debate was followed by a $1,000 grant

to the Campus Community Co-opera
tive Day Care Centre for repairs.

By this point SAC was $1,510 in the

hole and Bryan tanney was prepar-

ing to increase his Cultural Affairs

budget.

Tanney brought up each item in the

cultural affairs budget for separate
discussion

.

He persuaded the council to grant

the U of T Orchestra $1,507 instead of

the proposed zero.

He managed to raise the grant to

the U of T Chorus from $1,000 to $3,-

550.

The Student Film Facility, a film-

making project, received $2,000.

Cultural events are a direct way of

raising political consciousness on

campus, Tanney told the council.

PRIVATIZED CULTURE
"I'm sorry, Brian." James inter-

rupted, "But I'm getting a bit pissed

off. I mean. . .shit! Sure, raising con-

sciousness is groovy, but that's not

just cultural affairs — it's course un-

ions, and organizers and, . .You're not

going to raise consciousness one iota

by getting people to go to a Gord
Lightfoot concert. We're sitting here

financing a privatized culture.

"This is a political body, dammii
We're trying to change the education-

al system, not get everyone dropping

acid. We could buy a lot of dope for

$280,000."

The Blue and White Society re-

ceived $1,500 — $500 over the proposal

in the budget.

After inflating the Cultural Affairs

budget by $5,500 over the proposed

estimates, the council quickly dealt

with the last item — the Education

Commission.

It allocated $23,000 for course un-

ions. $5,500 for a high-school organiz-

er, and $4,250- for "university govern-

ment".

After the Cultural Affairs orgy,

SAC was left with a deficit. No other

choice but to cut the donuts.

"If we don't vote for this we're cra-

zy,'' someone shouted just before the

motion to cut the donuts passed.

As the meeting finally ended about

2:30 a.m., SAC's budget was left with

only an $8,500 contingency to finance

new programs.

don't they?-
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Why CUPE
and university

employees should
get together

now:
• Because university employees not part of

CUPE have no way of guaranteeing for

themselves that their wages and working

conditions will be what they need and

deserve.

• Because as individual workers university

employees are looked on by their employees

as faceless and nameless numbers coughed

up by a computer. Membership in CUPE

gives university employees the dignity and

consideration now lacking.

• Because as CUPE members you will be part

of a powerful and sophisticated organization

with all of its 1 40,000 members in Canada.

Like you, these CUPE members are employed

by universities, school boards, separate

schools, hospitals, municipalities, and the

CBC.

• Because as members of CUPE you'll form

your own locals, make all your own decisions

about what work improvements you'll seek,

about what you'll pay in union dues to

support your activities and what contract

provisions you'll finally accept.

• Because as CUPE members you'll have the "

assistance of a full-time CUPE representa-

tives who's trained in negotiating with

university-like managements. This represen-

tative will have backing him up the servies

of CUPE's research, legal, public relations

and education departments.

Join CUPE.
The Canadian Union of Public Employees

920-9951
429-0563

Are other schools jealous?

By TONY FALLICO and
JOE CRI STELLO

DEWSON ST. PUBLIC SCHOOL

Dewson Street Public School is a new open space school. The
school was built in 1968-69. In the school there are at least 600

students. The school is on Concord Avenue. All the school's floors

are carpeted. Dewson is a lot different than other schools. In the

school there aren't any rooms; there is a large floor divided by
moveable walls. When the students come in at nine o'clock, they
stay in their home areas until 9:30, when they split. At nine-thirty

some go to math, then to reading. The reason for this is that when
the kids go to Kent, they'll know what to expect.

In the afternoon in the new school we have all sorts of clubs

like the Africa group and the Explorer's Club. I don't think there

is a school in Toronto that has any of these clubs. I so far this

year have learned a lot from going to these clubs. The Africa

group is about a month and a half old, and I so far have made a
minaret. I was interested in African architecture, and I chose to

make a minaret. So far the minaret has turned out well, and I

probably will be making more kinds of African buildings. I don't

think I would have known what a minaret was in old schools.

In the Explorer's Club I have learned a lot from going to food

factories on trips. I learned a lot about pollution from going to the

city incinerator. When I went into the plant it looked like there

would be lots of pollution caused, but there was barely any be-

cause of all the equipment used. The machine that stopped the air

pollution was the combustion chamber. I've also learned a lot

from the newspaper club. In my stories at the first of the year, I

just put down who scored the goals and that was it. Now my sto-

ries are much longer because I use more variety and describe

more of the interesting things.

Some schools think we're not learning enough, but I think

they should come over and take a look and see how we're working

by making our own decisions, and without the teachers telling us

what to do. Some kids in other schools are jealous because the

other schools don't have enough freedom like we do. In the other

schools the kids have to stay fn their classrooms all day; they

can only go out if their teacher says so. The other schools don't

have as many activities as us. I think Dewson is a good school and
more students are wanting to come to Dewson.

a chance to try out for the professio

trucking championship of the wh
universe (including Toronto) is n

onal
' whole

(including Toronto) is now
offered to you. Never before have such

a fine example of a pedigree mooda-
veerrolraynjoel, commonly known as a

lefthanded quash, been on display

right in the middle of the molting sea-

son. All naturalists who have worked
on the study of varsity beast are wel-

come if they supply their own byob
(without chrome trim please.) The de-

tails of the proceedings, containing a

complete adendum, are posted on the

door of room 203,91 St. George. All

egorgs need not apply.

The Varsity is now accepting applications for

a subsistence-level summer job which will in-

volve

RESEARCH
which will be useful in preparing for next
year's newspaper. The researcher will work in

cooperation with next year's editor in defining

the specific projects to be undertaken.
The Varsity Board of Directors has approved

funds to pay $50 a week for the period June 1

to September 1 . Applicants should outline spe-

cific proposals for what could be done during

the summer research project. Deadline for ap-
plications is Tuesday April 7 at 5 p.m. Deliver

applications to

Summer Research Project

c/o Varsity Board of Directors

91 St. George St.

Toronto
Applicants will be interviewed by a Board

committee.
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Sit-in polarizes Ryerson
By ERROL YOUNG

A student occupation at
Ryerson Polytechnical Insti-

tute ended in failure yesterday
as students failed to win rein-
statement of five fired English
teachers.

The twenty-hour sit-in in the

administrative offices ended at

II a.m. yesterday when the

students agreed to leave the

office to allow one of the fired

teachers a private interview
with President D. L. Mordell in

his adjoining office.

A group of engineers, carry-

ing signs saying "Mordell is

Boss" and "Give Mordell a

Chance" entered the office just

as the protesters were leaving,

but only words were ex-

changed. Ryerson's adminis-
tration president is D. L. Mor-
dell.

At an administration-called

mass meeting in the Ryerson
cafeteria at noon yesterday.
Mordell admitted to 1000 stu-

dents the "great care taken by
the protesters to protect the

property of the institute," but

added that he disliked the pres-

ence of non-students at the

demonstration.

He would not discuss the fir-

ings which precipitated the sit-

ins, saying the protesters'

demands "showed ignorance of

the facts and procedures" of

the case.

The demands, formulated

overnight - during the sit-in,

were the immediate re-in-

statement of the five fired
teachers, who students insisted
were competent, if innovative,
and the setting up of structures
for equal faculty and student
participation in hiring and fir-

ing decisions.

The mass meeting had a
large contingent of engineers
and other supporters of Mor-
dell's stand.

Mordell announced he was
instituting a "system of identi-

fication cards. They can be
used as admit-to-lecture cards
and will enable us to find out
who is who at any function," an
obvious reference to the
protesters.

"Is it the wish of the stu-

dents of Ryerson for me to al-

low further disruptions?" he
asked.

A shout from the engineers:

"No."
"I am moving as fast as I

judge I can to make reforms."
he continued, "but am I to let

myself be slowed up by a group
of students who. I feel, do not

represent the majority of the

students of Ryerson?"
Another shout: "No."
"If another such sit-in

should develop," he asked, "do
I have the approval of the stu-

dents of Ryerson to invoke due
process."

Shouts of "Yes," "Judas"
and "Zieg Heil".

Mordell left the cafeteria to

the cries of "Hip hip hurray."
Gerry Lampert, one of the

teachers fired, told the stu-
dents he wanted "Ryerson to
simmer down and trust Mor-
dell. I will support the presi-
dent in any decision he
makes."
The teachers are now having

interviews with Mordell in an
attempt to regain their former
jobs.

The Free Ryerson Move-
ment, founded two weeks ago
over the hiring and firing issue
is undecided on its future
course of action

The engineers upon entering Ihe cafeteria lined the back of the h
in a show of strength.

President Mordell addresses his students at the mass r

his point of view on law and order in the school.

leeting he called yesterday to state

Arts students and others signal the peace sign in response

visible violence broke out.

to the shouts by the engineers. Tempers between the two factions were at their highest at this point but no

photo by errotyoung
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Bisseliplays in Daycareplayroom
By H. MOXON-TRITCH

It's almost like a royal re-

ception: or the arrival of God.

Lots of blue flashes outside the

window, courtesy of the Bour-

geois press, who have waited

two hours on the front steps.

Everyone is tense, clear on

the three points: when, who

does them, how do we pay?

The renovations that will keep

the Campus Community Day-

Care Centre open and eligible

for license.

The result of the first occu-

pation in the history of U of T.

The first successful occupation

in English Canada.

Bisseli comes into the main

playroom, undistinguished

blue suit, red face. The securi-

ty guard, blue suit, grey hair,

stays in the hall.

"Ooph." gets him to the

floor where everybody's sit-

ting. All those double scotches.

"Hello. Mr. Wernick." —
clearly a familiar, "I didn't

expect to find you here." but

an unexpected face.

Down to the negotiations:

The renovations will be done,

but "Rather that you arrange

for the renovations, because

there is not a long term accept-

ance of by the University" for

the provision of day-care.

Sarah Spinks counters, "It

seems to me" (new left phra-

seology! "better if the Univer-

sity did it because we are not

experienced in such matters."

Bisseli is cagey, wiley. He

has it turns out a two-part pro-

gram: the first is to deny U of

T has any responsibility for the

provision of day-care. (We

have a two-part program, too,

but he doesn't know it.)

Everyone fences for a while.

I'd always thought B. was cool

and smooth, but he turns out

obfuscating and slick, almost.

His hair line recedes in such a

way that above the deep red

face, pieces of scalp form

HEADQUARTERS FOR

STA-PREST. &
NUVO*
FLARES
ALSO AVAILABLE IN STA-PREST

NUVO SLIMS

WE ALSO CARRY LEVI'S, DENIMS. AND CORDS

IN SLIMS AND FLARES

IN A WIDE RANGE OF COLOURS

Headquarters for U of T

Jackets and Sweatshirts

LYNN-GOLD CLOTHES
401 Y0N6E ST. (at Gerrard)
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horns. Mephistophles in Disney-

land.

His technique is relatively

simple: everything that can be

constructed on our part as a

principled commitment is

dismissed as "an irrelevant

technical point." "I have to

take direction too, you see and

Mr. Rankin prefers.

And everytime we try to es-

tablish that day care is a so-

cially necessary condition of

work for which the employer is

as responsible as he is for safe-

ty, he describes it as "social

welfare," and a "Philosophical

matter."

"There are certain contribu-

tions of indirect aid to faculty.

One of the more controversial,

perhaps, is guaranteed loans to

new faculty to enable them to

purchase housing.

"It's a philosophical prob-

lem."

One of the volunteers said.

"Day-care is a legitimate

demand that can be made as a

condition of work that support

staff-and students- as they

become increasingly employ-

ees of the university supported

by state grants — might make
in negotiating contracts. For

example, union officials in

CUPE have already indicated

support for day-care.

"

Bisseli continues his social-

welfare-as-philosophical-ques-

tion rap. "We have this solemn

agreement with the communi-

ty (Huron-Sussex Residents

Association) to ensure that

houses are not demolished are

used for family housing."

He doesn't wear executive

length hose, and sitting cross-

legged on the floor his shins

are very white in contrast with

the still red face.

The first part o-f the pro-

gramme is settled at this

point: the renovations will be

made and we {this is a real

gain of the occupation) now get

into discussion of the long-

term commitment of U of T to

day-care.

"What did you have in mind
for the committee that you
suggested. Dr. Bisseli." Terry

Thompson, a volunteer, asks.

And we go through the

committees: one committee,
two committees — for day

care and to establish priorities,

a philosophical committee",

Then, three levels of responsi-

bility: son of committees
meets levels of responsibility

and it all goes around and no-

where.

There's a small wooden dog

on the floor with leather ears

mounted on fat red plastic

wheels, and Bisseli is fondling

the ears. Like Johnson.

We want the administration

to hire a researcher from the

day care Centre to compile

data on the future needs of the

university for day-care.

While we discuss research.

Bisseli tries to push the dog

away. It keeps rolling back,

creaking.

Sarah keeps attacking Bis-

sell's concept of research and

social science. "It's like the

city. There's a great difference

between the number of houses

that should be torn down when

a researcher from the city

goes in and when the residents

of an area do the work.

Combat bourgeois Social

Science!

"People have children now
and they make some kind of

arrangements for them. You
have to look at it as a social

need."

The committee is to have
funds at its disposal to hire a

researcher.

"Which committee are we
talking about now?" Bisseli

asks. (If he doesn't know, how
does he expect us to have kept

track of the proliferation of

committees and offices that he

has created for us to deal

with.

)

Above Bissell's head looped-

up chains of Jolly Jumpers
Cont'd next page

IT'S

A HARD PROPOSITION
TO BEAT?

If you get the feeling you're spending

too much time with the books ... we may

have the solution. Ours is a course in

reading efficiency that means we teach

more than speed. Our course emphasizes

study techniques, recall skills and

flexibility of rate as well.

Let us demonstrate to you the dynamics

of today's most comprehensive

reading course in a free Mini Lesson.

PHONE FOR INFORMATION

923 4681

CENTRE FOR READING DYNAMICS LTD
Suite 215, 730 Yonge St., Toronto 5. Oniano



Dunlop protest ends in scuffle
By LARRY HAIVEN

Just before the five hundred people left
their seats at Convocation Hall Wednesday to
march on Queen's Park, Tom Patterson (III
New) took the podium to read a few tele-
grams. His voice could not conceal his anger.

"I have here a telegram from John Ro-
barts, the premier of this province, in answer
to our request that he attend the march on
behalf of the 597 Dunlop workers who will be
out of work on May I."

The telegram said that unfortunately the
premier could not attend due to prior commit-
ments. Patterson then read an almost identi-

cal telegram from Ontario Labour Minister
Dalton Bales. "And I understand that Mr.
Bales is presently enjoying a holiday in Flori-

da." Mr. Bales' office reports that he left

Wednesday morning. The provincial legisla-
ture opened Tuesday.
"These people don't care for the workers at

Dunlop. They don't care for my father. My
lather is 62 years old. He's worked 37 years at
Dunlop and this May he's going to be out of
work. And he doesn't know where the money
is going to come from.

"

The crowd formed up outside and marched
quietly to Queen's Park. When they arrived,
they were met only by a couple of office work-
ers coming out for lunch and about twenty
Metro policemen and OPP officers peering at
them from behind the main doors.

Nobody from the Conservative party came
out to meet them, although the legislature

was in session at the time. People milled
about, restless, angry as a result of the
speeches given at Convocation hall by Phil
Japp. president of Local 132 of the United
Rubber Workers of America, Tom Patterson,

U of T economics professor Mel Watkins, and
others.

Phil Japp climbed up on an open car and
spoke through a small speaker system with
considerable feedback. "I want to thank
ever-ybody for the wondeFful response on be-

half of the 597 Dunlop workers. We'd especial-

ly like to thank all the university students who
marched. I think we've shown by this silent,

orderly march that we want some answers
from the government. I want everybody to

stand here silently for two minutes and then

all disperse."

There was silence for a few seconds. People

were shifting nervously. Some more office

girls cheerily clambered down the steps,

lunchbags in their hands. The police stared.

Photographers took pictures of the crowd.

The stone face of the parliament buildings

stood impassive.

Then somebody yelled, "Why doesn't some-

body come out?" Other shouts followed.

"Power to the people," "We want Robarts,"

"What are we standing here for?"

The shouting became louder. Tom Patter-

Bissell
Cont'd from page 10

form a hang-man's noose.

Terry asks again, "Is this a

decision-making committee?

Bissell: "We hope all com-

mittees are decision-making

committees." He doesn't have,

and hasn't had all evening, a

plan.

The final suggestion for a

committee: twelve people, two

from the day-care centre, two

from SAC, two from GSU, two

from ATS, two from the sup-

port staff, and two from the

administration. It is to discuss

what Bissell still calls "social

welfare."

Bissell leaves.

"He said that there would be

three committees. .

."

"Oh no, I thought he said."

"I thought he said."

son climbed onto the car, nervously took the
microphone and asked the crowd to please
disperse. People still stood around, not know-
ing what to do. It had only been a few minutes
since they arrived.

Suddenly, two men carrying a banner broke
from the crowd, yelling, "We're going in to
see Robarts," and ran up to the doors carry-
ing their banner. Most of the crowd of about
300 surged ahead after them.

Phil Japp stood on the steps as the people
thronged past him. They ran up to the doors
where they were met by a solid line of police-
men.

Several scuffles broke out. One very young
Metro policeman fell to the steps with a dem-
onstrator. His cap went flying.

James Renwick, MPP for Riverdale. where
the east end Dunlop plant is located, who had
spoken in angry terms earlier at Convocation
Hall put up his hands in an attempt to calm
the crowd. He begged them to disperse.
"Please do not destroy whatever good has
been accomplished here today. Please dis- ,
perse."

$

Phil Japp came back up to the steps and <
started to speak. Somebody else was shouting.

\

"Will you shut up and let me speak?" said I

Japp. The man shut up. "You're not doing a i

thing to help the Dunlop workers by what i

you're doing here."

Later, Phil Japp said of the demonstration.
"The people who started that mix-up did the
Dunlop workers a great dis-service. I don't
mind militants but I don't like militants who
have to be half-corked to do anything, and I'll

tell you, some of those auto-workers were
drunk.

"Other than that, though, the men at the
plant were quite heartened by the whole thing.

They really appreciated all the students com-
ing out in support. We're very disappointed by
the lack of support we got from the interna-
tional union. They didn't help us at all.

"

Japp was referring to the Toronto branch of

the United Rubber, Cork, Linoleum and Plas-

tic Workers of America, whose headquarters
are on Cecil Street. The Canadian Director of

the International. Norman Allison told The
Varsity Tuesday, T have 90 locals to look af-

ter; I can't possibly give precise information

on every one." Members of other Rubber
Workers locals around Toronto have also ex-

pressed dissatisfaction with the response of

the international to their problems.

Apparently British Unions have a more
sympathetic attitude. Japp received a tele-

gram from Britain Wednesday asking for

complete information on the Dunlop shutdown

to be sent to representatives of the Transport

and General Workers, International Federa-

tion of Chemical Workers and shop stewards

of Rubber union locals in British Rubber

H plants. Japp says they plan to apply pressure

to Dunlop in Britain.

Meanwhile, back at the plant, Dunlop em-
ployees continue to work, wondering what
effect Wednesday's march will have on the

provincial government. Whether they will

indeed be left jobless in a month, some of

them after thirty years at the same plant at

specialized jobs, jobs that end with the arbi-

trary shutdown of the plant.

But as Phil Japp says. "We're not quitting

yet."

ST. GEORGE ORTHODOX CHURCH

I I Woodlawn Ave. W. (at Yonge)

DIVINE LITURGY SUNDAY II a.m.

EASTERN ORTHODOX EASTER

Anril 26, 1970

ALL services in ENGLISH

Call father Jerry 782-2001

toco I 132 president, Phil Japp, speaks at Convocation Hall.

LET'S TALK ABOUT SAVING YOU MONEY
ON YOUR DIAMOND RING

GETTING ENGAGED?
You don't need a masters degree in marketing to know
that the more hands a product passes through the more-

it costs the final consumer. The reverse is also true.

We are "Direct" Diamond Dealers. We import our owr
goods and sell on a "Direct" basis. Because or this

we can and do sell well below the established market
structure.

If you're in the market for a diamond ring drop in ana
compare for yourself. Ask for me Dersonally.

(Alternately, we would be pleased to send you our

free booklet "The Day You Buy a Diamond")

WE ARE DIRECT DIAMOND DEALERS

Hugh Proctor & Co.
131 BLOOR W. 921-7702

STE. 416

CLASSIFIED
CAfRNS -ANTIQUES — HGWY. 27 IN TYPING thesis, essays notes, charts. Enfl-
THORNTON — 6 MILES SOUTH OF lish. French, other languages Mimeo-
BARRIE Early Canadian furnituie pine- graphing, electric typewriters, Mary Dale
cherry-maple-bufternut. Wrought -Iron

,
Stott (M Davies). 86 Bloor St W Room

Earthenware etc. Open w ask ends. 225, 922 -7624

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today tor tree booklet "The Day You Buy a

Diamond" H Proctor and Co , 131 8loor
St W Suite416 921-7702

BACHELOR apartment near campus
SI 10 OO per month AM electnc appliances
included Days 368-51 18 after 7 pm 491 -

8512

SUMMER SUBLET- Swinging St James
Town 3 furnished bedrooms, swimming
pools, sauna, tennis etc people! June 1

-

Sept 1 Call 921 8783

URGENTLY NEED HELP of a Sociology
Graduate Student competent in Social
theory. Social change (modernization) So-
cial Anthropology for pressing assignments
with S100 Call John 7-10 every night at
630-6423

"STUDY-EUROPE" programme Moth-
ers help positions available with families in

France (or summer vacation or longer peri'

od 82 Glenstroke Drive. Agirtcourt 291 -

4965
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QUEBEC-MMEMBER

IT S 300 MILES AWAY

QUEBEC=REV0LUTI0H ?

CANADA/QUEBEC

ENGLISH/FRENCH

FEDERALISM/

SEPARATISM

UNITY /
INDEPENDENCE

REPRESSION/

REVOLUTION

US /THEM

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR TORONTO ?

CHARLES 6A6H0H (POLITICAL PRISONERNR

SAT. APR.4,CONVOCATION HALL.U.OFT. 8:00 PM
HIGH SCHOOL MOVEMENT: MONTREAL TEACHERS

STUDENT SAT. APRIL 11 8:00 PM CENTRAL YMCA
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lived in grudgingly by urbanites

.

While four-fifths of Ontario's popu-

lation live in urban areas, these same
people would rather live in the coun-

try.

This predicament is the pre-occu-

pation of Hans Blumenfeld, city plan-

ner and author of "The Modern Me-
tropolis." As guest speaker at the

Seventh Annual Law Conference Ban-

quet on Friday night, he examined the

issue of the future urban life of these

four-fifths.

The whole "metropolitan region,"

he said, "is definitely oriented to one

centre and spreads farther as trans-

portation and communication im-

prove.

But it will not become a formless

mass. The centre will remain impor-

tant but change in character," said

Blumenfeld.

The city will become "more and
more interconnected but the forms of

administration will become less and
less adequate to deal with it."

In feudal society people used the

land to reap benefits for themselves,

he said. Now, the value of a piece of

land depends not on how well the

farmer has worked it but by the ac-

cessibility of that land to other peo-

ple.

"What a man does on his land af-

fects many other people. Some public

authority must try to anticipate the

wide-branching activities of people

and who will foot the bill?
Municipalities in Canada are crea-

tures of the provincial government
and Darcy McKeough, Ontario's Min-
ister of Municipal Affairs, thinks it

should stay that way.
Speaking to a panel on the Power of

the City Thursday at New College,

McKeough called for more money for

the provinces, with less federal inter-

vention.

The power of the city has eroded
because of lack of money, McKeough
said.

"What we're really talking about is

cold, hard cash. Bucks — that's pow-
er."

McKeough said the main problem
is that the federal government has the
power to set priorities that should be
set by provincial and municipal gov-
ernments.

"The Federal role should be indi-

rect," he said. They should give the
money to the provinces, who would
administer the programs.
Hewart Grafftey, a former MP,

blamed "confusion in the constitu-
tion, buck-passing, lack of coordina-
tion," for the failure to cope with
urban problems.

Grafftey foresaw a way out of the
"constitutional jungle" in a Metro
and Urban Rehabilitation Act for
"consultation, cooperation, goodwill
and local initiative."

"Ottawa simply cannot turn its

back and ignore these problems.

Economic equilibrium and economic
dissatisfaction is more important now
than language rights and linguistic

matters," said the former Quebec
MP.

Vernon Singer, deputy leader of the

Ontario Liberal Party, said the solu-

tions would only come from Queen's
Park.

"No answer will come out of Otta-

wa that is acceptable to all cities

across Canada," he said, "I can't look

with enthusiasm at what is going to

emanate from Ottawa."
Singer, a former Reeve of North

York, rejected complete free enter-
prise in development.

"We can't just have a free-for-all,"

he said. "I just don't have that much
faith in the genuine desire to serve the

community."

and try to co-ordinate them. . . The
development of land is not a right but

a privilege which society confers on

developers."

Blumenfeld predicted a move to-

wards public ownership of developing

areas as the best wav of co-ordinating

the activities of a city since "the high-

est and best use of land does not nec-

essarily produce the highest and best

volatile community."
The future ought to hold "greater

equality of opportunity, more of our

tremendous scientific powers to con-

trol nature and increased time for lei-

sure. .

."

' 'It could be a bright future. It could

be. It might not necessarily be."

According to Blumenfeld, we may
use the processes of nature for the

happiness of mankind, to blow our-

selves up or to poison our environ-

ment to the point where it can no long-

er sustain life.

' 'It depends on you and me and all

of us which way our cities will go. . .

If we are spurred by a never-ending

quest for truth, then it may be a

bright future indeed
. '

'

while debate continues—

planning or development?
By TOM WALKOM

A city planner belittled planning

while a developer praised it, at a Fri-

day symposium on The Quality of City

Living.

Earl Levin, director of Planning for

Metro Winnipeg, criticized present

planning techniques as "the construc-

tion of projects on paper."

"Planning must be implemented as

well as conceived," he said. "The
planning process is identical with the

governmental process."

Albert Latner, president of Green-

win Property Management, stressed

the importance of planning for the

present.

"When we put up an apartment

building," he said, "I don't know how

it's going to affect the people."

MOST KNOWLEDGE

Latner felt developers like himself

should be included on planning

boards, even as non-voting members,
since "they are among the most
knowledgeable."

"There is a widespread belief that

the city is failing," Levin said. "It is a

mistake to blame the problem in the

US strictly on the insane attempts of

Americans to dehumanize the Negro.

The problem is the new urban fact."

Toronto lawyer J. T. Weir related

planning to "the facts."

"Movement to the cities is a force

you can't stop," he said, and prob-

lems must be examined in light of

this. -

"It is dubious whether any legal or

administrative process can stop this

migration," the lawyer went on.

Weir used the example of a Toronto

post-war zoning bylaw. By trying to

create quality within the city, the

problem was moved out to the sub-

urbs, he said.

"It is silly for planners to sit on

Olympus. We must examine relation-

ships between people and the city and

find out what is going on in those

apartment buildings," Weir said.



THE ELECTIONS COMMITTEE PRESENTS:

A DISCUSSION-DEBATE WITH ALL

CANDIDATES RUNNING FOR MAYOR
IN THE CITY OF TORONTO.

DATE; Monday, November 24th
TIME-. 12.30 p.m. to 2.00 p.m.
PLACE: Convocation Hall

Come, ask questions and find out where things are really at with those
candidates running for the most important job

concerning the city of Toronto.



$100,000 damage in Loyola bombing
MONTREAL (CUP) - A

building at Loyola College was
rocked by dynamite Thursday
evening, apparently in reprisal

against the passage of Bill 63 in

the Quebec Legislature the
same day.

Damage to the four-storey

Bryan Building — finished in

February, 1968 — was estimat-

ed at between $100,000 and

$150,000 by Loyola administra-

tion President Patrick Malone.

The bomb exploded in a
glass-enclosed stairwell. No
one was injured although 500

night students were taking

classes in the building at the

time.

Malone said he doubted the

bombing was connected with
the dismissal of physics Pro-

A U of T team has won the Bishop's University annual
debating tournament, held this weekend at Lennoxville,
Quebec.

Speaking on "Be it resolved that social change can only be
brought about by violence" the two Toronto teams of Don
Devenney (SGS), Frank Wierich (ISMC) and Vincent Dolan
(ISMC) remained undefeated in their rounds with teams from
McGill, Loyola and Bishop's.

The championship debate was waged impromptu style on
the randomly chosen topic entitled "Be it resolved that a line

should be drawn."
Devinder Garewal, a Maoist from McGill and his partner

John Van Dor took the affirmative side in losing to Miss An-
tonyshyn and Mr. Dolan.

fessor S.A. Santhanam, fired
without explanation by the
administration last summer.
The dismissal has sparked
several sit-ins by students, and
the Canadian Association of
University Teachers will begin
an investigation of his case
Nov. 28.

The belief is widely held that

groups opposing Bill 63 —
which gives Quebec parents
the right to choose French or

English as the language of in-

struction for their children —
planted the bomb. Last month
Separatist labor leader Michel
Chartrand predicted that Eng-
lish education institutions

might be bombed if the contro-

versial bill was adopted.

It was the second bombing
that day. Early Thursday
morning a small blast shook
the home of a suburban deputy
mayor, one of those leading a
fight to retain English educa-
tion in St.-Leonard.

Anthrops debate academe apathy
Is Anthropology a toilet

training of the mind? Some
members of U of T's anthropol-

ogy department expressed that

opinion at a debate last Thurs-

day.

The debate was organized to

resolve whether or not the

study of anthropology was
"detrimental to the alleviation

of poverty".

Anthropology student Clive

Doucet (IV SMC) charged that

the study of anthropology was

Bilanow affair rocks Ottawa U
OTTAWA (CUP) - The

University of Ottawa student

council is considering estab-

lishing a permanent Commis-
sion on Academic Freedom in

the wake of the "Bilanow Af-

fair."

An article in Saturday Night

tells how Kazimierz Bilanow, a

Polish lawyer, was virtually

promised a job at the universi-

ty, and then rejected because
he was "from a socialist coun-

try."

A letter from Douglas Wal-

lace, Secretary of U of O's

Canadian and Foreign Law
Research Centre, sent April 23,

spoke of difficulties in convinc-

ing the Board of Governors to

hire someone from a socialist

country.

A later letter from Wallace

told Bilanow he was being re-

jected for financial reasons.

U of O student union vice-

president Hugh Segal said the

affair was an affront to aca-

demics from communist coun-

tries presently working in the

science and medical faculties.

"I don't think the politics of

the applicant should have en-

tered into the discussions at

all," he said.

simply "a way of gaining a

meal ticket" and has no relev-

ance to social problems.

"Anthropologists describe
things in terms of future

grants" said Doucet.

Doug Daniels (SGS), Dou-
cet's partner in the debate,

said that "discrimination
against the poor is the equiva-

lent of racism". "Anthropolo-

gists" he said, "sit on the side

and criticize racist thinking

but fail to do anything about
it."

One member of the audience

accused anthropologists of

apathy and said "all they're

interested in is masturbating
into their field notes".

Biafra may be 4000 miles away, but there are people at U
of T who care about it.

This Thursday from noon to 2:30 p.m., Convocation Hall

will be the scene of a Biafra Symposium — U of T's contribu-

tion to the national day of mourning for Biafra.

Rev. Dick Quinn, worker at a food relief station in Biafra,

and Samuel Imiku, a Biafran cabinet minister will speak.

Harry Lampman's film, "This is Biafra", narrated by Cliff

Robertson, will be also shown.

At 6:00 p.m. Thursday evening, MPP Stephen Lewis, and

MPP Andrew Brewin, both New Democrats, will speak at

Convocation Hall. The film will be shown again.

When this is over, there will be a candle-light profession

down Bay St. to City Hall to join the Toronto Biafra move-

ment.

Stanley Burke, organizer of Interpax, will address the

mourners.

VARSITY DOWNTOWN
EDUCATION PROJECT

NEEDS

COMMUNITY WORKERS TEACHERS

- PART TIME NOW TILL APRIL 30, 1970
• FULL TIME MAY 1st TILL AUGUST 31, 1970

MEETING: S.A.C. OFFICE
THURS. NOV. 27 7:30 P.M.

(3rd & 4th year students and graduates preferred)

LOW ON BREAD FOR
YOUR CHRISTMAS

PRESENTS?

USE YOUR CHARGE -

ACCOUNT AT THE

UNIVERSITY

BOOKROOM

rioiirrc. ^BOUTIQUES,

S 10,000 $50,000 $100,000

How Much Are You Worth?

I WILL
A) Give you SlOOfor every

S 1 .00 you cell me you are

worth!

B) Establish your credit with

every major bank in North

America

C) Reduce your Income Tax

D) Pay you an increasing an-

nual dividend for your ex-

pression of confidence.
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PAGE FOUR

Pick up your arms

Fight for your rights

Grab what you need and grab it now

or wait a hundred years

and see what the authorities arrange

— Jacques Roux in Peter Weiss' Marat . . . de Sade

Municipolitix: the wisdom of the silent majority
Louis Brlichman found this edi-

torial written on the pavement.
Mr. Brlichman wishes to absolve

the original author of any respon-

sibility for any errors found her-

ein, which are doubtless due to

faulty transcription.

It has been standard form for

a long time to complain about

the "apathy" of voters. High

school essayists point to 25%
turnouts at municipal elections

and decry the foolishness and
ignorance of the masses.

What all of this misses is the

most obvious conclusion to be

reached from the electorate's

response: that they are right,

that there is damn little point to

voting for the municipal official

of their choice.

This meaninglessness has
several dimensions. In the first

place, municipal governments
are tied almost exclusively to a

field of vision that makes parish

pump politics look broad-rang-
ing. Any decisions they make
can be vetoed by the Ontario
Municipal Board (a fact for

which one can occasionally be
thankful), the Department of

Municipal Affairs, Standing and
Special Committees of the Leg-

islature, and/or the Premier.
Which does not, of course,

preclude the possibility of mu-
nicipalities doing things of note,

within the limits of their non-

progressive tax system, their

powers and their interests.

Which brings us to the second
problem, the calibre of candi-

dates. The general lack of cover-

age of municipal politics means

that Mahalon Beach can go on

blathering against Communism
for years without his constitu-

ents removing him for a head-

check.
All the candidates in wards six

and seven at election time clam-

ber over each other in the rush

to condemn sin (the Spadina

expressway) and extol virtue

(the resident's participation).

But unless you want to spend

ten or fifteen hours a week going

down to City Hall every Wednes-
day, you'll never have the slight-

est idea what your man is really

doing. Incumbents become al-

most impossible to dislodge

simply because their names are

better known than anyone else's.

Coalitions on the council are

ephemeral and follow few dis-

cernable patterns. The council-

lors, are independent operators
in every sense of the word,
guarded by newspaper non-cov-

erage, and a community of inter-

est from standing accountable,
from being other than opportun-

istic, and engaging in other than

marriages of tactical conveni-
ence.
Once on council, you make

your slow move up the ladder
from alderman, to controller

(alas, the cushioning step in

Toronto is no longer), mayor,

and if you have a bit more ambi-

tion, to provincial or federal pol-

itics.

Both Dennison and Campbell
followed the route, Maggie even

taking time out for a loss in her

first run at controller.

You can circumvent the grind

sometimes by making noise.

June Marks made it to con-

troller (where she has been con-

spicuously quiet) as the voice of

the poor people, the poor but

proud lady from Pembroke
Street who stood up against the

inspectors and the slum-razers

(until she moved to the Borough
of York).
You have to be careful, of

course, to be loud only in praise

of motherhood, as George Ben
found out (although he got a seat

in the legislature as a consola-

tion prize).

That there is a way out of the

mire is doubtful. Clarkson has
made it obvious in his campaign
that you can have old ideas com-
ing from young men. At best, he

can be expected to be as hard-

working and conscientious as
Dennison and Campbell, which
is, one suspects, as much as one

can hope for from the Liberal

Party.

The unfortunate part of all

this is that the city, for all its

impotence, still plays, or refuses

to play, a large part in the plan-

ning and development of this

agglomeration we call a city.

The party system held out a

little bit of hope that there might
be an independent, responsible
political approach to the limited

realm of municipal government;
that there might be accountabili-

ty and consistency, and an un-

willingness to sell out to spot-

rezoning.

Well, the parties seem to have
brought some slight improve-
ment in the calibre (as well as

the number) of candidates, but
the prospects of their being any
more than several tighter, but
still warring, factions on the

councils are slim. And looking at

the party slates, it's still hard to

say that's a bad thing. The North
York and Toronto Liberals
somehow can't seem to agree on
the Spadina Expressway.

So you're faced with a choice
between the jewellers and the

real estate men (good family
men all), in varying shades of

earnestness, and citizen partici-

pation. The election may be
meaningless, but things can't

get much worse. Please.
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Why is the Poli-Ec course union irrelevant?

CHECK ONE:

There 's no need for it. .

.

I'd like to comment on Bob James'
article on the course union election in

Gad Horowitz's Political Analysis
class, not because he failed to convey
the utter lunacy of the proceedings,
but because he missed the point by
analysing it in terms of elitism and
the inadequacies of representative
government.

Bob noted that "there are impor-
tant issues coming up that the course
union will have to deal with — CUG
and Campbell to name only two. But
there was no perceived need for that
representative (that Political Analy-
sis had been asked to elect) in that
class."

The reason there was no perceived
need for a class rep was that there
was no perceived need for a course
union.

In that classroom I could recognize
members of the Young Socialists,

Canadian Party of Labour and/or
Worker-Student Alliance, New Left
Caucus and the SAC executive, plus a
Varsity masthead staffer and assort-
ed leftist hangers-on. But no one could
say why he or she wanted a course
union. Except Bob James.
Bob wanted a course union in order

to deal with CUG and Campbell.
Setting aside any principled prefer-

ence for liberty and democracy, there
is not much point in students getting
on decision-making bodies of this uni-

versity unless after we do so we are

going to change things; many would
say, "change things to our advan-
tage." In other words, if people like
Bob keep talking as if CUG and Camp-
bell are their own rewards, then those
reports will probably go the way of
virtue.

But what is it that we as students
want to change? If we could reach a
consensus on that question, then we
would know why we want to see CUG
and Campbell implemented, why we
need student unions, and why Politi-

cal Analysis needed a class rep. If we
can find some "perceived needs" to
combine with our "principled prefer-
ences", then we will have a student
movement on this campus.

In his editorial last Friday, Brian
Johnson tried to make CUG relevant
to students by pointing that the uni-

versity is irrelevant to the "real
world", and suggesting that students
could change that. But even that
(absurdly liberal) argument is too
abstract to stir up mass interest —
ask any Trot. That editorial did not
relate to anybody's perceived needs
— certainly not Brian's.

And while we're all sitting around
waiting for the February Revolution,
maybe we ought to consider the impli-
cations of the last paragraph on page
15 of the Campbell Report. And may-
be we ought to do more than just con-
sider them.

Manny Gordon III UC/Pol Sci

...it's an ugly duckling

The Political Economy Course Un-
ion has nothing more to do with de-
mocracy than the Political Economy
Department does.

Both are vitally interested in the
subject of democracy, yet neither
makes any pretense at democratic
decision-making. But for the Political
Economy Course Union that is inten-
tional. The Union is making no pre-
tense at decision-making of any kiod.

It does not claim to represent all
the students in political economy. Nor
does it represent all points of view in
the department.
The Course Union is a group of stu-

dents interested enough in the discip-
line of political economy to want to
relate their studies to the real world,
and committed to the idea that there
can be more to the educational expe-
rience than a weekly lecture.

Waking people up to reality is a dif-

ficult task, as the people organising
this union are finding.

If the pleas of the people who tried
to organize the union this year had a
peculiar messianic quality it was
because it seemed like they were
crying in the wilderness when they
talked about student initiative and
democratic reform.
Even the hardest radical heart be-

gins to soften and the strongest demo-
cratic ideals begin to crumble when a

passionate plea for student support in
ten classes produces barely six volun
teers.

When the people who are organising
the Union asked for a representative
they weren't trying to"impose a struc
ture from above" onto every class.
They were trying to find enough peo-
ple interested in the idea of student
organisation to support a meeting, let

alone a structure.

It is very easy to spout the ideology
of Mosca and Pareto (Poli. Sci. 307
offers ten easy lessons) and scream
elitism at every student attempt at
initiative and indeed student elitism
is as bad as or worse than any other
kind of elitism.

But give the Course Unions half a
chance. Don't kill the ugly duckling
before he turns into a goose. He just
might turn into a swan.
On Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in Room

1071 of Sid Smith the Political Econo-
my Course Union is holding a meeting
open to all students in the department
to discuss a draft constitution which
is a real attempt to prevent elitism if

not to promote anarchy.
That Union is still a very ugly duc-

kling but it is trying desperately to fly

(and quack). Give it at least a few
months before you start the hunting
season.

Peter Hall

letters

Faculty set the record straight on staff-student parity

we slap our wrists

Certain assertions made by
Brian Johnson and Trevor
Spurr need to be corrected.
The ATS did not say that judg-
ment should be withheld on the

structure of the top governing
body of the university; that

motion was tabled. The ATS
did not vote down the principle

of staff-student parity in all

departmental and faculty mat-
ters. The motion passed reads:

"Be it resolved that the ATS,
while recognizing the legiti-

mate role of students in provid-

ing information and advice,
rejects the concept of staff-

student parity in the governing
bodies of departments, colleges

and faculties." This applies to

governing bodies, but not to

committees of those bodies —
where the real work is usually
done. This leaves individual
departments a great deal of
freedom, if they wish to use it.

Admittedly, if the majority

of those attending the ATS

general' meeting of Nov. 12
fairly reflects the opinions of
the staff as a whole, then this

may only be hair-splitting.

If this is so, students should
ask themselves: since relative-

ly few faculty members have
actually had bad exerpiences
with students on governing
bodies, why the strong antipa-
thy toward parity? Brian John-
son gave his reasons; I'd like

to add one of my own. Perhaps
"the students" have a bad
image these days. If so, why?
There are two answers: SAC,
and The Varsity.

Prof. Alan 0. latla
German, Trinity College

they slap our faces

Sir,

I am directed by the Council
of the ATS to inform you of the
following motions passed at

the Special General Meeting of

the Association, held on Nov-
ember 12.

"a. That the Association of
Teaching Staff, while welcom-
ing student opinion on all uni-

versity questions, affirms its

determination that its mem-
bers continue to be judged in

matters of appointment, pro-

motion, tenure and/or dis-

missal solely by members of

the academic staff of this Uni-
versity, or, where proper, by
professional colleagues outside
this University.

b. That the ATS, while rec-

ognizing the legitimate role of

students in providing informa-
tion and advice, rejects the
concept of staff-student parity

in the governing bodies of De-
partments, Colleges, and Fac-
ulties.

c. That any changes in the

procedures affecting Universi-

ty research administration be
consistent with the right of

scholars to select their own
areas of research and public

service solely on their own ini-

tiative."

Since several incomplete or

distorted versions of these

motions have appeared al-

ready and have led to editorial

comment in The Varsity, it is

Council's wish that you and
your readers should be aware
of the precise form of these
resolutions so that any further
comment can be directed to-

wards the actual position taken
by members of the Associa-
tion.

Stewart McLean,
Secretary, ATS.

gather, the idea of payment of

debts, then may I suggest the

"Debts Paid" would comfort
those who still believe in linear

communication such as the
printed and correctly spelt

word.

Helga Dawson (III Trin)

Classics

we get slap-happy

Like the Rev. J. A. Mac-
Kenzie quoted in the Nov. 19

issue of "The Varsity" in

"There's Hope Left For Roch-
dale" (page 1) I call into ques-
tion "the values of society".

The phrase "Debts Payed"
used as a sub-heading in the

article is an anomoly bearing
no truth and no weight. The
word "payed" does not exist in

the English language.

If the writer and/or type-
setter wished to convey, as I
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CUG discussion begins

STEAK & CHAMPAGNE
AT THE BALL

HART HOUSE NEW YEAR'S EVE BALL
TICKETS: HALL PORTER

UNDERGR AD OFFICE

Organized campus discus-

sion of the recommendations
and implementation of the
report of the Commission on
University Government gets
under way today.

At 10 a.m. the CUG Pro-
gramming Committee meets
in the south dining room of
Hart House to discuss the pos-
sibility of a campus-wide
teach-in on CUG.
During the summer the ad-

ministration agreed to cancel
all classes for such a teach-in.

A meeting Friday of the SAC
university committee was
unable to decide whether to

have large meetings for each
separate faculty, college or
institute, or smaller seminars
for each course in regular
class time.

GETTING ENGAGED?

FORGET ABOUT LOVE WHEN
YOU BUY A DIAMOND RING

Love is Fine but buying
Diamond is business and repre-
sents a major investment. To
help you make this investment
based on facts, we offer a free
booklet "The Day you Buy a
Diamond" tells you what to ask
for and what to expect when you
make this important investment,

WE ARE DIRECT
DIAMOND DEALERS

Hugh Proctor & Co.
DIAMOND DEALERS
BLOOR W., STE. 416

921-7702

The first of several campus
meetings to discuss the CUG
report will be held at noon to-

day in room 2117, Sidney Smith
Building. Students, faculty,

administrative and support
staff are urged to attend.

Most crucial meeting of the

week comes Wednesday after-

noon when the Arts and Sci-

ence Faculty Council debates
student-staff parity on major
departmental and faculty

committees.

The 1,100 faculty members
and 13 students on the council

will discuss a motion support-

ed by the ATS students parity

on all tenure, hiring and firing,

and curriculum committees.

It directly contradicts a
CUG recommendation for

staff-student parity on all such
committees. Meanwhile, Innis

College will hold a general stu-

dent meeting on CUG Tuesday
at 1 p.m. in the common room
of Innis II.

The Innis Student Society
executive decided last week
the general meeting format
would be the most legitimate
way to formulate an Innis Col-

lege reply to CUG.

AFGHAN COATS
Long fleeced

Suede jackets & coats

Hand made

Limited supply

LIDCHI ORIENTAL RUGS ||
2098 Yonge Street at Manor Road

Phone: 481-5601

CLASSIFIEDS
TYPING thesis, essays, notes, charts. Eng-
lish. French, other -languages. Mimeo-
graphing, electric typewriters. Mary Dale
Scott (M. Davies) 86 Bloor St. W. Room
225.922-7624

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone
today for free booklet "The Day you buy a
diamond' H, Proctor and Co.. 131 Bloor
St W.. Suite 416. 921-7702.

SALTY DOG Discotheque will rent prem-
ises Monday to Thursday day or evening
For information call A Curry 964-7060 or
633-2677

FREE XMAS MONEY — Quiet University
Prof, will rent modern apt. over Xmas vaca-
tion. Write Full details to Prof. Innes Saint
Mary's University. Halifax. N.S.

PROFESSIONAL TYPEWRITING 30
cents a pagel Satisfaction Guaranteed or
payment refunded English and French
texts. Phone Norma, or Claude, at any
time: 924-0318

TYPING, ENGLISH, FRENCH, Fast ac
curate service on IBM Selectric by experi-
enced typist, two blocks from campus 177
St George Street. 929-5370. Call Mon-
day. Tuesday afternoon. Low rates.

HART HOUSE DEBATE

IN TORONTO MONEY IS WORTH MORE THAN
PEOPLE AND THIS HOUSE REGRETS IT

Honorary Visitor

JOHN SEWELL

For the Ayes:

Peter Kent, SGS

For the Noes:

Ted Rotenberg, || LAW
Alan Bowker. SGS Gary Segal. II LAW

Speaker of the House: Don Short, IV NEW

8:00 p.m.

Debates Room Thursday. November 27th
Ladies Welcome
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SURPRISINGLY attractive room in grim
but interesting house Full kitchen facilities
$50 mo Walking distance to school — if

FAST ACCURATE Home typing — Mrs.
Linda Flood — 884-6526. Keep this name
and number for future use.

COUNTER HELP needed 2 to 5 days per
week, noon to 2 00 p.m. Bloor University
Area Pay $3 plus lunch per day Phone
445-0040

TYPING DONE — for last efficient ser
vice phone 769-6065

SANDRA with the red and white Universi-
ty College Flag at the last Toronto McGill
Football game Please write Donald Gib-
son. Dalhousie Law School. Halifax. N S

SMOKE? Come and get yours at the Kap
pa Sigma smoker Free refreshments!
Home of the live guys All interested invit-

ed Mon Nov 24,7 om 218 Beverley Si
922 1494

WANTED: Woman with good bod. hu-
mour, semi-opulent Forest Hill flat with
three up-and-hardly breathing law stu-
dents $60 decreasing proportionately with
housewifely talents. Toynbee 481-4527
First come, first serviced

SEXIII Just thought I'd catch your atten-
tion — I've got a 1964 Dark Blue Epic for
Sale — $150 00 (needs some work) —
call 92 1-5355

AUDITIONS for new Anouilh play at Stu-
dio Theatre February Mon Nov 24 Wed
Nov 26 Friday Nov 28 Phone 964-0709
or 537-5280

WANTED: Girl to share third floor of
house with two others Spadina-Bloor
area, $13 00 wk 925 -4733 after 6 00

CHEMISTRY TUTORING by OCE typeA Chemistry grad for 1st year A&S. and

SpSor Sei'I"
72 W8lmer °' Mess8 9e

JESS! ?
V
*Lh

ABLE nea
'
camP"s

-
use ° f

1 720
dly 8 «m°9phere Phone 924



Vietnam: imperialism is expensive

by I. F. Stone

Washington, D.C.

Imperialism is an impolitic word.
It is only other countries which are
imperialist. One's own is always en-

gaged in some noble crusade.

German imperialism under the kai-

ser was spreading kultur.

The czars claimed to be extending

the mystic sway of Moscow as the

Third Rome, and their communist
successors carry on in the same vein,

albeit secularized.

France had a mission civilatrice,

and Britain "the white man's bur-

den".

Bolivar long ago said that the Unit-

ed States "plagued" Latin America
"in the name of liberty".

What has happened overseas since

World War II is only an extension of

what has long been occurring under
the Monroe doctrine.

The Greek dictatorship the Sixth

Fleet supports is a Guatemala ex-

tended to the eastern Mediterranean,

and the oligarchy the US bolsters in

Saigon in the name of freedom is no

different from half a dozen similar
regimes under the US wing in Latin

America.

This is imperialism and it is expen-

sive.

A new survey by Congressional
Quarterly of US commitments abroad
adds up the stupendous figures. In

September: 1.2 million military per-

sonnel stationed abroad (out of total

U S armed forces of 3.46 million) in

more than 33 countries and foreign

possessions. With them were 26,000

US civilians, 350,000 dependents and
255,000 foreign nationals attached to

US overseas bases.

There are US military missions in

50 countries and 2,270 military instal-

lations overseas (not including Viet-

nam), of which the pentagon desig-

nated 340 as major installations.

The cost is difficult to arrive at.

The Pentagon figures the cost of all

US military commitments overseas
exclusive of Southeast Asia at $15.1

billion per year. It puts the cost of the

Vietnam war at $28 billion, or a total

of $43 billion, somewhat more than
half the US military budget.

Congressional estimates run high-

er. Senator John Sherman Cooper in a

report to the NATO parliamentarians

,

last November estimated US NATO
commitments alone at $12 to $15 bil

lion annually and the Vietnam war at

$30 to $35 billion. That would put total

costs in the $50 billion range.

That $50 billion a year spent at

home could in 10 years wipe out pov-

erty, illiteracy, pollution, racial ten-

sion and much of the crime that af-

flicts the US.

Entirely too much has gone into

military forces and hardware, spark-

ing little arms races around the

world. There have been few armed
conflicts since the war in which both

sides did not fight with weapons the

US supplied.

Of the total in aid since World War
II $38.8 billion is listed as military —
and all but $2.8 billion of that in

grants, not loans. But, Congressional

Quarterly points out, aid labelled

economic has sometimes been prima-

rily for military purposes: "During
the 1950s' for example, economic' aid

to Laos paid for the entire military

budget in that country.
'

'

A total of 78 countries have re-

ceived US military assistance since

1950. As part of this military aid pro-

gram "some 10,000 foreign military
personnel are trained annually by the

US at 175 centres in this country and
at other locations overseas." The
training includes "counter-insurgen-

cy," i. .e. repressing social discontent

by force.

The US's rival in imperialism is the

Soviet Union, but it is a distant second
in the power struggle. While the US
has 1.2 million men in more than 33

countries, it has 320,000 troops sta-

tioned outside its borders in four east

European countries.

The Brehznev doctrine is modelled
on the Monroe doctrine, and the Cara-

cas corollary. This has made the Rus-
sians more unpopular than any other

people in eastern Europe, as the US is

unpopular in the "free" world.

Just as Russia stifles liberalism in

the Soviet bloc, the US tends to stifle

it in many of the countries under its

control. Czechoslovakia and Greece
are sisters in suffering.

The military on both sides prefer

hard-line regimes. Truman in March
1947 pledged the US to "support free

peoples who are resisting attempted

subjugation by armed minorities or

by outside pressure." In Greece
where the Truman Doctrine started,

as in Vietnam, the US finds itself sup-

porting armed minorities in subjugat-

ing the majority, non-communist and
communist alike.

The "frontiers of freedom" around
the Eurasian rim from Greece
through Iran to Taiwan are manned
by dictators. Each of these countries

is a potential Vietnam.

Vietnam may end, but the effort to

police the world goes on. Hardly a day
passes without some story from the

pentagon about budgetary cuts but the

details remain suspiciously vague.

Aviation Week Oct. 27 says Nixon

has approved spending levels over the

next five-year planning period at the

Pentagon of $70 to $75 billion a year.

If the new level for the next five years

assumes an end of the Vietnam war,

then it means a rise of 40 to 50 percent

from the level just before Johnson
sent in combat troops and American-

ized the war.

Then, the total budget outlay "by
function" for the military was $49.5

billion A post-Vietnam level of $70 to

$75 billion would mean a stepup of

from $20 to $25 billion.

These figures show it is not enough

just to get out of Vietnam, or even as

Mansfield told the Senate Oct. 20 to

get out of Southeast Asia "lock, stock

and barrel."

Without a major shift away from
the idea of a pax americana, there

will be scant resources left for recon

struction at home. It is imperialism

and militarism which must be recog-

nized as our enemies. The Pentagon is

fighting a rear guard action on bases

and personnel, as it is on Vietnam,

making no more concessions than

necessary to appease public opinion.

Richard J. Barnet in his admirable

new book The Economy of Death con-

cludes that the militarization of

America is now America's number
one national security problem and

warns that after Vietnam "there are

waiting in the Pentagon wings 13

major new weapons systems which

will move inexorably toward produc-

tion and deployment unless the jug-

gernaut is stopped."

That is why we have to talk of mili-

tarism and imperialism and not just

of Vietnam.
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K&OCK^
underground comix in

In this age of nuclear holocaust, world

famine, strangulation of the lifeblood of

Mother Earth by pollution, well-inten-

tioned but misdirected protest, pay toi-

lets and Compoz, it is hard indeed to crit-

icize Academe's total negligence of pop

culture as evidenced in the work of

America's underground comic-strip art-

ists; nay, one may even say, without

fear of immediate contradiction, that

this gap in the study of modern litera-

ture looms large. Nonetheless, in seclud-

ed and dingy corners of Learning's Halls

lonely scholars collect and catalogue that

trivia of our era — the head comic. Con-

ceived in haste, carried out without re-

gard to the sensibilities of 20th century,

printed on cheap paper in a slipshod

manner, the idea of an underground

comic book, combining at once and si-

multaneously cosmic truths and banal

observations is one unique to our time.

It is futile and depressing to attempt

to consider within the confines of this

MS. the underground comic sui generis,

its origins, its ramifications or lack of

them in the real world and its future.

Indeed to do so would be futile. Rather, I

wish to begin with a brief discussion of

other head comicists in general, then

zoom in on the life and times of R.

Crumb, his work and his art, and finally

conclude with an analysis of a single

pathos-packed Crumb comic.

I. THE OTHERS
There are many names that spring to

mind as one tries to construct a panthe-

on of underground comic greats —
names like S. Clay Wilson, (Captain Piss-

gums) Gilbert Shelton (Wonder Wart-

Hog, Hog of Steel), Larry Welz (Captain

Guts), Rick Griffin ( AAAAAAAAMMM) ,

and so on. Each of these wielders of the

comic pen has developed his own style

complete with humorous nuances and
side-splitting themes, some gross and
obscene, some refined and delicate, but
all infantile.

Wilson, for instance, is renowned for

his biting characterizations of Captain
Pissgums and his Pervert Pirates, the
Checkered Demon and Captain Fatima,

leader and confessor-figure of the lesbi-

ANP CHOP cStVM TH
E
P00R:

an-manned pirate ship "Quivering

Thigh.'' The Pervert Pirates are described

thusly by Wilson, in a representative

example of his gift for gentle humor and

wry wit: "They came from every crud-

crusted corner of the globe, these lice-

infested losers . . . some were sadists . .

.

some were masochists . . . some just

licked stinky old boots" and Pissgums

himself engaged in activities too diverse

and perverse to be described in a news-

paper read by young people.

in Zap Comix No. 3, whose publica-

tion was a red-letter day for comicoto-

gists everywhere, Wilson outlines the

amazing bottle that took place between

the Perverts and Fatima's equally far-

out crew of half-nude dikes. Here of

course, is the eternal struggle of the uni-

verse, black versus white, yin and yang,

egg rolls and pizza, tied to the sexual-

erotic metaphor to give the theme im-

mediacy and meaning in a confused

world. Wilson's cosmic vision shows the

barbarian struggle that results, the ulti-

mate synthesis as each side decides

perversion is the better part of valor and
retreat in harmony to "Quivering Thigh"

to begin afresh building something of

more lasting and heterosexual beauty.

Once again the subjective correlative

has been found to be the objective fact.

Gilbert Shelton's delightful fantasy-

man in Wonder Warthog, Hog of Steel,

alias Philbert Desanex, "mild-mannered
reporter for the Muthalode Morning
Mungpte" is another example of a de-

cayed mind at work. Shelton's super-

hero, hampered as he is by his grotesque

visage in real-life, epitomizes the image
we all have of a Holden Caulfieldesque

super-hero, always stumbling on the big

crime but also always failing to appre-

hend the criminal (see figure 1). In the

if jstration we see our Hog-Hero trapped

in a washroom while attempting to rid

himself of his Desanex disguise.

It is not possible keeping in mind the

extreme space limitations, to begin to

demonstrate the Existential Universal-

ism of Rick Griffin's work or the political

naivete of Larry Welz (e.g. "Wake up,

America! It's later than you think! Are
you one of those simpering pinkos that

Ca
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fei a literary analysis

the Old Guy's skin and Mr. Natural was
summarily sent back to dear old Earth —
a small step for God, but a giant leap for

Mr. Natural. Relaxing at home, the Sage
receives a telegram from God condemn-
ing him to hell; Natch escapes, only to

fall into a crack in the earth. I will di-

gress at this point to point out the ob-

vious similarity to the Proserpina myth
— Natural too, is hanging between
earth and hell in eternal limbo. In addi-

tion, Crumb's weltsanschauung has per-

ceived the ups and downs, trials and
errors of life on earth's stage and com-
pounded these into a single, pathos-

packed, rib-splitting image, (figure 3).

finally, of course, the "hot-headed old

sage" repents and is sold a repentance

kit (hair shirt, ball, chain, boulder,

mountain) by one Cheesis K. Reist. This

wide-ranging theme is a common one in

Crumb's work, involving as it does the

five elements of earth, air, fire and wa-
ter, astrology, aspects of the Tarot, pe-

nance, and salesmanship.

It is impossible to analyse all of

Crumb's themes and his symbolic peo-

ple: Angelfood McSpade for instance, is

America's dream girl — statuesque, in-

telligent, sock-o-delic, and fun to be
with!; or Schuman the Human, half-

man half-machine, who finds a heart in

a drop of water. Perhaps the only way to

gain a true understanding of the

Crumbian philosophy is a frame by
frame analysis of one his simplest yet

most poetic comic-strips — Mr. Natural.

Ill MR. NATURAL: IRRELEVANCE IN A
POST-HEGELIAN AGE

In this mellow psyhco-drama our first

frame is the protagonist Flakey Foont

hanging up the phone. Crumb's oral

tradition is introduced immediately by

the "click" of the phone cradle and
Foont's pensive "hm!". In the back-

ground is a painting of what seems to be

a sunrise, forewarning us of the rebirth

promised in frame six. On the other

hand, it could be a sunset, emphasizing

the Ultimate Abstraction. In frame 2

Foont strikes the pose of Rodin's Thinker,

leading us to completely misinterpret the

rest of the strip. Peering through the ob-

scurantist Venetian blinds he sees the

story by geoff meggs

city, his 20th century technological anti-

environment. The themes have been set,

but who knows what they are.

Frame 3 shows Foont articulating the

well-known problem of failure in human
endeavour, the Freudian guilt of modern
man. As Foont says "I've been goofing
off a lot lately." His cry of fear at the
thought of being abandoned by his guru
is the same cry being uttered by today's

Youth. His panic increases in Frame 4,

but here we have the lamp, symbolic of

education and salvation and we realize

Foont's true concern for his mentor in the
kind term of endearment he uses "th* ol'

fart.".

Frame 5 emphasizes the passage of

time ("an hour later") and finally we
are faced with the denouement. Foont
has donned costume, he is a bit-player

on the world-stage and Mr. Natural
throws a philosophical verbal tomato at

Foont's perspiring face.

"No, no, no Flakey Foont ... a beard
doth not a Mr. Natural make!!"

Robert Crumb has risen above the

contemporary, transcending the gross

insufficiency of the published form, for

the content of the sodality within. Be-

tween reader and artist, the oft-hazed

ganja stands treadmill no more, but is,

in fact, become sybaritical rendexvous of

bombastic import. By fashioning Hegel's

dialectical idealism materialistic, the

inner windings of Crumb's chronometer

flux conjugally in accord with the great

sidereal movements — his philosophic

gems dancing light upon even the most
Lilliputian of minds. In short, he's a real

prince!

IV. FOOTNOTES
1 . The Essential Gellius, U of T Press,

Toronto, 1969.

2. Carbuncle, Stokely; Troubled Times,

Messed-up Minds, Grauniad & Co., New
York, 1 906.

3. O'Prussia, Frank; My Life and Other

Mishpas, Grape Press, Montreal, 1969
4. Projection, Mercator; Difficulties of

Kantian Translation into Comix, Mos-
cow, 1921.

5. Coleman, Paul H., (Inn II, Hons. Eng

and Hist), Esoteric Sinuosities, Vol II,

Chmiel Press, Toronto, 1969.
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The CUG Programming Committee announces the following series of public meet-

ings on the St. George Campus to discuss the CUG Report:

Monday, November 24 12:00 noon- 2:00 p.m. Room 2117

Sidney Smith Building

Wednesday, November 26 3:00 p.m.- 5:00 p.m. Room 3

Victoria College

(New Academic Building)

Tuesday, December 2

Thursday, December 4

7:00 p.m. _ 10:00 p.m. Room 2 158

Medical Sciences Building

1:00 p.m.- 3:00p.m. Debates Room
Hart House

Separate arrangements are being made by Scarborough and Erindale Colleges.

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT CUG, COME AND ASK THEM. THE COM-
MISSIONERS WILL BE PRESENT.

ALL MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY, ACADEMIC AND NON-
ACADEMIC, ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND AND TAKE PART IN THE DIS-

CUSSION.

^Centre for the Study of Drama Faculty of Music
^

Department of East Asian Studies

present

THE BUDAYA TROUPE
FROM INDONESIA
The Performing Arts of Bali, Java and Sunda

presented by

The American Society for Eastern Arts

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 26 at 8:30
MacMILLAN THEATRE

Edward Johnson Building

[Jicke ts %
3_00

J3o O f f ice 928-3744 Stu dents $1.50
J

PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS
SIGN-UP IS NOW!

DATES - TUES. NOVEMBER 25/69

THROUGH TO DECEMBER 5/69

TIME

PLACE

9.00 A.M. - 5.00 P.M.

581 SPADINA - 2nd FLOOR

CAREER COUNSELLING & PLACEMENT CENTRE

INTERVIEWS TO TAKE PLACE DEC. 11th, 12th, 13th

(135 COMPANIES ARE INVOLVED IN THE PROGRAM)

• ENGINEERING

• HONOURS SCI

• GENERAL SCI

BE SURE AND SIGN-UP EARLY!
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EXHIBITION:

PRINTINGS
SLIDES

PUKE: ISC
fME > NdV 25

University College

THE ALEXANDER LECTURES 1969-70

The Burden of the Past and the English Poet

(1660-1840)

PROFESSOR W. J. BATE
Harvard University

West Hall
, University College

Tuesday , Nov. 25, to Friday , Nov. 28

at 4:30 p.m.

i. The Second Temple
ii. The Neo-Classtc Dilemma

iii. The Eighteenth-Century Reconsideration:
Hume and the Essential Diagnosis

iv. The Third Temple

BACH
ART
OF

FUGUE
HART HOUSE ORCHESTRA
SUNDAY.. NOVEMBER 30th
GREAT HALL - 8:30 P.M.
BOYD NEEL-CONDUCTOR

STUDENTS $1.50

OTHERS $3.00

BACH



Editors of U. of A. paper to ask for
student control of censorship

EDMONTON (CUP) - The
editors of the student newspa-

per at the University of Alber-

ta will go to their student coun-

cil today to demand student

control of censorship of their

paper.

The Gateway was censored

by the U of A printer, who ref-

used to publish an anti-war

cartoon Friday. The printer

was upheld by university vice-

president in charge of finance

and administration Gordon
Tyndall. The university owns
the printshop.

The cartoon, first printed in

the Ubyssey and subsequently

in several other student news-
papers, shows a man labelled

"USA" and a woman labelled

"Vietnam" apparently having

Medicine faculty favors Bill 194
Support for Bill 194 — which

would make stray animals
available for scientific re-

search — is growing in the

Faculty of Medicine.

Wednesday the faculty can-

celled its classes, and Meds
students made up the majority

of about 600 students who
turned up at an open hearing of

the Province's Select Commit-
tee on Animal Health Care.

At the hearing, representa-

tives of the Council of Deans in

Medicine in Ontario spoke

strongly in favour of the Bill.

Dr. H. S. Armstrong of the

University of Guelph spoke of

humane treatment that the

animals receive and of the

shortage of them for research

purposes.

Mr. Stelling, president of the

Ontario Humane Society,

spoke against the bill. He ques-

tioned the value of some of the

research being done and sug-

gested that animals, especially

dogs, be specially bred for re-

search.

The debate on Bill 194 will

continue today at 1 p.m. in the

Medical Sciences Building

where representatives of the

Humane Society and the Facul-

ty of Medicine will present

their views.

sexual intercourse. The cap-
tion reads, "reluctant to pull

out."

Tyndall said Wednesday the

university "does not want to

print something that will de-

mean the university or is not

up to its standards."

He denied the refusal was
censorship. "To censor is to

prohibit a person from publish-

ing something. The Gateway
can publish it anywhere they

want but we won't print it."

Editor Al Scarth said Friday

the incident clearly illustrated

the need for student control of

the university press.

The newspaper will ask
council for a motion of censure
of Tyndall, and appeal to ad-

ministration president Max
Wyman for a reversal.

Can-opener cadger gets canned
REGINA (CUP) - The University of Saskatchewan at Re-

gina has refused to rehire a teaching assistant in sociology be-

cause he stole a 39-cent can opener in Banff last summer.
Jeff Goodman, who has taught at Regina for four semesters,

had his application for appointment for the spring semester
turned down by the Board of Governors despite a recommenda-
tion from the sociology department that he be rehired.

"The university is clearly exercising double jeopardy here,"
Goodman said, "trying to punish me again and in a much more
serious way for something I've already paid for.

"In any case the theft of a 39-cent can opener is really pretty

insignificant and it is completely irrelevant to whether or not I

qualify as a teacher."

Goodman was fined $54 for the theft, which he calls "a stupid

momentary lapse." He has his MA from the University of Chica-

go and is working on a doctorate. Regina students have already
started a petition to get Goodman rehired.

HERE AND NOW
TODAY
ALL DAY

Photographs taken of college on sale 'till

Nov 28- 8y Brian Thompson Trinity But-

tery.

Check Hart House Camera Club Bulletin

Board for 8x10 contest and club outings.

Tickets for Hair at 10 per cent discount.

Show dates: Wed Jan. 28 and Thurs. Jan.

29. Orders (cash or cheque) accepted now
at Innis II. 63 St George St.. Room 1 10.

202. Every day this week.

12 noon

The CIA working group will be meeting

with Gerry Hunnius of Praxis to discuss

student research in the areas of workers

control and community control. Students

interested in doing work in these areas are

encouraged to attend SAC Office.

12:15 p.m.

ACTA staff meeting to discuss the sec-

ond issue and possible staff reorganization.

In ACTA-STRAND OfficB.

1 p.m.

Vic VCF meets today. Bring your lunch

— everyone welcome. Wymilwood Music

Room.

Seminar groups re: Crisis in Israel.

Room 1 1 UC.

Film: Essays on Science Rm 159,

Chem. Bldg.

Debate on Bill 194. Animals for Re-

search Bill with Mr. Tom Hughes. Gen

Manager of Ont. Humane Society and Drs.

Haist, Clarke and Christiansen of U of T

Medical Faculty Auditorium. Med. Sci.

Bldg.

Hillel Meet the Faculty Series Chandler

Oavis. UC Rm. 314,

The four mayoralty candidates. Camp-
bell. Clarkson, Dennison and RiddeM. de-

bate at Convocation Hall.

4 p.m.

Meeting of Women's Liberation Campus

Group. Sid Smith 1026.

Seminar on Jews in Arab Lands with Mr.

Theodore Comet. Hillel House. 186 St

George.

TUESDAY
1 p.m.

General Meeting of the students of Innis

College to discuss the method of reply to

the CUG Report. All Innis students are

urged to attend. Common Room. Innis It.

Yavneh presents Jerry Balitzsky who will

speak on parshat vayishlach. Sid Smith.

Rm.2129, _

1 :16 p.m.

TCDS lunch hour theatre presents The

Forced Marriage by Moliere Directed by

Ron Blattell. Admission FREE Cartwright

Hall. St. Hilda's College. Devonshire Place

2 p.m.

F.U, of T. Education Committee First

Meeting. North Sitting Rm Hart House.

4 p.m.
The Psychology Students Union will

have an important meeting. All psychology

students are invited to attend. Innis Col-

lege (the one beside SAC)

6 p.m.

Hillel Diners Club. Phone 923-7837 for

reservations. Hillel House. 186 St George

The Computer Science Club presents:

CAMPUS (Comprehensive Analytical

Methods for Planning University Systems),

a talk on a program that simulates an en-

tire university Room 202 New Physics

Bldg.

8 p.m.

Stop Spadina — Save the City Commit-

tee. Meeting sponsored by Pollution Probe

and PRAXIS. Discuss plans to defend your

environment. 373 Huron St

8:16 p.m.

Monthly meeting of Amnesty Interna-

tional Toronto Group 1 6 Astley Ave

Special extension to December 10 has

been arranged for university health and

accident plan. Brochures are available at

Registrars office. SAC. or health service

Overseas students should enrol now

Department of History and the School of Graduate Studies

Public Lecture

Dr. Robert Jay Lifton

of the

Yale School of Medicine

"THE NEW PSYCHOHISTORY"

Tues., Nov. 25. 4 p.m. New College, 1016

POOR STUDENTS

Low on bread for Christmas presents ?
Cheer up;

The Textbook Store has gifts you can
afford

Inflatable Zodiac Cushions
Cedar Mounted Prints (looks good,
smells good)

Silk screened, hand finished Linen
Place Mats
Records (the new Donovan)
Books (e.g. The Impacted Lower
Third Molar $1.98)

Starts Wed. November 26 and if

you're really desperate, just say
"Charge it! "

THE
TEXTBOOK
STORE

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 24:

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 25:

Communications Commission
meeting to discuss
Radio Varsity FM Expansion
5:00 p.m. in the SAC Office

Cultural Affairs Commission
meeting 5:30 p.m. in the SAC
Office

Education Commission meet-

ing 1:00 p.m. in the SAC Office

Committee to examine the re-

lationships between Scarborough-

Erindale-SAC 6:30 p.m. in the

SAC Office

WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 26% Finance Commission
8:00 p.m. in the SAC Office

Executive Meeting
5:00 p.m. in the SAC Office

Committee to Examine the

Structure of the SAC
7:00 p.m. in the SAC Office

Meeting to discuss course
evaluations

1:00 p.m. in the SAC Office

University Commission
4:00 p.m. in the SAC Office

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 27:

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 28:

tt*Her1PFr
The next time you wont to have a lot of fun and not get

fussed up, you must try PORTS OF CALL SOUTH'S new
room, THE HEYLOFT Bob Mills leads the shenanigans
from 9:00 P.M. to 1:00 A.M. and any form of garb is

welcome . . . mini, maxi, pants, jeans and yes, even bare

feet, while pitchin' fun at Ports of Call's new "barn" from

12:00 noon to 1 A. M.

Port9 of Can
1145 YONGEST. 924-9353
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HART HOUSE THEATRE

NOV. 27, 28, 29

-DENTISTRY'S

ANNUAL REVIEW

OF WIT AND

SATIRE

- SEE DENTISTS

ABANDON THEIR

GUISE OF

CONSERVATISM

- PHANTASMAGORIA

- A PARAGON OF

SCINTILLATING

DRAMATIC

BRILLIANCE

- BACCHIC

- WITNESS HUMOUR!

WHICH TRANSCENDS!

THE VAPID

INSIPIDITY OF

BOURGEOIS

DROLLERY

- VERY GOOD AND

WELL WORTH $2.00

!

DENTANTICS
$2.00

8:30 P.M.

A bout after breakfast

photo by leslieJohnston

By LESLIE JOHNSTON

Saturday padded off to an early start for the Women's Fenc-
ing Team when they hosted their first tournament of the season
in the Benson Building. Three and a half hours of Time developed
eleven tired girls, two hungry Directors and a Victor Marion Ju-
lier.

Two bouts were fought simultaneously and the winners of
each - Lilit Zekulin, Barb Milne, Sue Acourt; and Marion Julier
Sarah Parsons and Sharon Takasaki, competed in a final match

Marion Julier who won the competition is a member of the
Woodsmen, a Fencing Team coached by Ken Wood.

Lilit Zekulin who was our most spectacular Fencer last year
placed second with victories in four of a possible five bouts Third
was Barb Milne also a strong Fencer from last year

Sue Acourt was outstanding in that she was a finalist and this
is her first year with the University Fencing Team.

The Directors were Mr. Wood and Lester Wong There were
a few spectators but none that stayed the duration of the event

Get

MARIPOSA
CONCERT

Sunday, Nov. 30

MICHAEL COONEY
PENNYWHISTLERS
OWEN McBRIDE
BRUCE COCKBURN
H.OU p.m. Convocation Hall

University of Toronto Campus

TICKETS: $3.50 Sam the Record Man
Toronto Folklore Centre.

JB4 Avenue Rd.

SAC Office, 12 Harl House Circle

INFORMATION: 920-6268

Cot your tickets now

-

space is limited

campus
Notebooks

and
Writing

Supplies

at

your

Book
Store

F.U. of T.
These courses will continue each week:
Mysticism & Occultism: Thurs. 5:00 Innis I Lounge
alcove

Creative Communications: Wed. 5:00 Innis I

Lounge alcove

Communal Living: Thurs. 7:30 Advisory Bureau
Third World Film Group: Wed. 4-6 International
Student Centre
Marxist Economics: call John Foster 781-3485
Poetry of Physics: won't continue till after Christ-
mas
Seminar on the Family: Tues. 7:30 Advisory Bureau
Communism: Tues. 5-6 63 St. George, Rm. 205
Women's Liberation: call Lynn Earl 922-6693
Programming in Fortran IV: call Manny Gordon
782-9488
Conversational Yiddish: Thurs. 5-6 63 St. George
Rm. 205
Education: What it is and what it should be: OISE
102 BloorW. Rm. 335
T-Groups Phone Maggie Bizzell or Advisory Bureau
927-2738
Dawn of a New Age: Vince Walsh 76 Scollard Sun-
day 3:00
Suggested courses:

Bible as a Revolutionary Document
Libertarian Psychiatry
Anarchism & Communism
Non-Authoritarian Medicine
The Nuclear Hexagram
Educational Research Group
The Psychology of Religion

Phone Maggie Bizzell for
any information or with
further suggestions

923-3490

ACT!
IN THE CAVERN
BY JEAN ANOUILH

TO BE PRESENTED IN FEBRUARY
AT THE STUDIO THEATRE

AUDITIONS: TODAY I I A.M. - 5 P.M.
WED. NOV. 26, I P.M. - 5 P.M.
FRI. NOV. 28, I P.M. - 5 P.M.

OTHER TIMES POSSIBLE
CALL 964-0709 or 537-5280
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campus
\ Stationery Supplies f

H 1 1 lei Presents

MR. THEODORE COMET
on

'THE JEWS IN ARA3 LANDS AND BEHIND
THE IRON CURTAIN"
Monday, November 24th

4:00 p.m.

Hillel House

Meet the Faculty series

MR. CHANDLER DAVIS
on

"IS THE VIOLENT MOVEMENT DEAD"
Monday, November 24th

1:00 p.m.

U.C. Room 314



photo by spencer higgins

Manitoba Bison's powerful offensive line was the deciding factor in their 24-15 win over McGill Red-

men in the College Bowl. On this play, Manitoba tackle Lorn Stockcow (71) wipes out McGill end

Murray Wilson (77), while pulling guards Tom Coyle (50) and Ole Hensrud (52) lead quarterback

Bob Kraemer(lO) into the end lone. Story and more pictures on page 15.

Hockey Scores

Varsity

St. Lawrence
Varsity

Clarkson

Full Details on Wednes-
day

Women's interfac tennis

finals settled at last!
By SANDY PETT

Would you believe . . . wom-
en's interfac (outdoor) tennis

is officially over!

The marathon tournament
began in the last days of Sep-

tember with one round being

played off each week until the

quarter-finals were reached.

On a Saturday in late Octo-

ber, Scarborough College host-

ed what was thought to be the

windup of the tournament.

ART GALLERY OF ONTARIO

VICTORIAN CANADA
a lecture by Joan Murray, Research Curator

8:30 p.m.

Ontario College of Art

75<t, students with ATL cards

317 DUNDAS ST. W.;, TORONTO TEL. 363-3485

Alas, this was not to be. Al-

though the doubles competition

was finished, a singles winner

had yet to be chosen.

However, at the Strathgo-

wan Club last week, Marguer-
ite Moore (II VIC) defeated

Marcia Leonard (I PHE) 6-1, 6-

0 to capture (at last) the sin-

gles title.

Having been foiled by foul

weather several times the girls

finally resorted to the indoor

court where nevertheless one's

breath was quite visible. Con-

gratulations to these hardy
souls.

In team standings, PHE fin-

ished first followed by Vic and
Scarborough. For those wish-

ing to try to change those

standings there will be an in-

door tournament (one night

only! ) in late January or early

February.

HfflDBEElBifflu

HOUSE 50
TONIGHT

UNDERWATER CLUB PRESENTS
DR. DANIEL A. NELSON

Research Associate of ROM &
Field Director of the Virgin Is Project

Topic: ELECTRONIC DETECTION OF SHIPWRECKS
ON HORSESHOE REEF IN THE ANEGADA PASSAGE

East Common Room. 7 30 p m
Ladies Welcome

FOLK CONCERT
Tuesday. November 25
Music Room. 12 pm
DON HENDHIKS
Ladies Welcome

NOON HOUR FILMS
East Common Room. 1 10 p m
Tues.. Nov 25 & Thurs . Nov 27

N.F.B. Animation
WHAT ON EARTH). THE GREAT TOY ROBBERY

I KNOW AN OLD LADY WHO SWALLOWED A FLY
(with Burt Ives) and IN A BOX

Ladies Welcome

MUSIC COMMITTEE PRESENTS
AL NEIL TRIO
from Vancouver

Wednesday. November 26
Music Room. 4-6 p.m.

Ladies Welcome

CLASSICAL CONCERT
Wednesday. November 26

Music Room. 1 -2 p.m.

KATHY WUNDER. Violinist

Ladies Welcome

CAMERA CLUB
PRINT MOUNTING ft SPOTTING DEMONSTRATION

Wednesday. November 26 Club Rooms, 110pm

HART HOUSE OEBATE
Thursday. November 26
8pm— Debates Room

Honorary Visitor

JOHN SEWELL
Topic

IN TORONTO MONEY IS WORTH MORE THAN PEOPLE
AND THIS HOUSE REGRETS IT

(Ladies Welcome)

NEW YEAR'S EVE BALL
TICKETS ON SALE NOW

HALL PORTER & UNDERGRAO OFF
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EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS
Our representatives will be visiting the campus

December 11 and 12
to interview students of the following disciplines:

Chemical Engineering-(Bachelor, Master and Ph.D.)

Mechanical Engineering-(Bachelor and Master)

Chemistry -(Bachelor and Ph.D.)

Mathematics-(Master and Ph.D.)

Physics-(Ph.D.)

Your Placement Office will be pleased to supply you with information on job open-

ings for 1970 graduates and if you are interested they will arrange an interview

appointment.

DU PONT OF CANADA LIMITED
Personnel Relations Division

P.O. Box 660
Montreal 101, Quebec

look into
Mercantile

On Campus
November as

Looking for an organization that will utilize
all your talents? Looking for a place whete
you can develop fully ... and fast? Want
responsibility? Then you'll like the look of
Mercantile because of the men. the scope for
innovation and the dynamic stimulating at-
mosphere that prevails. And through First
National City Bank you'll meet other men who
have a wide thinking international business
outlook.

When we visit your campus — look into
Mercantile — and find out that we do mean
business.

Mercantile
Bank

Branch^h^/
0' c»™li» - "»«""'» '01S Beaver Hall Hill. Montreal-Branches. Halifax .QuebecCily . Montreal . Toronto . Winnipeg . Calgary . Vancouver
A/ttliated with First National City Bank. New York
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Interfac Basketball

PHE II wins title

over PHE III 18-13
By FRANCES FLINT

It took a fourth quarter rally, but PHE II finally broke out of

a tight defensive game to defeat PHE IU 18-13 and take the wom-
en's interfaculty basketball championship.

The games were played last Thursday at Benson Building.

Lorna Tanner capitalized on the solid teamwork of PHE II

and accounted for 12 points. Cathy Cullis topped the scoring for

PHE III with 6 points.

The game started out as a fast breaking contest but soon set-

tled into a defensive and forechecking match. At the end of the

third quarter the score was deadlocked 12-2.

Both semi-final matches were close. PHE II defeated SMC
III 12-10 after two overtime periods, while PHE III scrapped past

Meds by only one point to make it into the finals. -

Student stand-by ticket plan
You can now buy tickets to any Ballet

performance on a stand-by basis for

$2.00
For any seat in the house after 7:00 pm
(12:30 pm for matinee performances)

National Ballet of Canada
Fall Season November 18-29
at O'Keefe Centre
Toronto Premiere: Kraanerg

First Week Nov. 18-22, Eve: 6:30 Sat. Mat: 2:00
Roland Petit's triumphant success that opened Ottawa's
National Arts Centre and rocked the ballet world. Lynn Seymour
and Georges Plletta will guest star in this sensuous, electrifying,

lull-length ballet. Greek composer Iannis Xenakis created

the original score and Victor Vasarely and Yvarel designed the

black-white op art symbolic decor.

Second Week Nov. 24-29 Eve: 8:30 Sat. Mai: 2:00

Mon & Tues. Nov. 24 & 25 Swan Lake.

Wed. Nov. 26 La Sylphtde, The Lesson (Premiere).

Thurs. Nov. 27 Bayaderka, Le Loup (Premiere), Four Temperaments.
Frl. Nov. 28 The Lesson, Bayaderka, Le Loup.
Sat. Nov. 29 Mat: La Sylphlde, Le Loup. Eve: The Lesson,
Four Temperaments, Le Loup.

Tickets: Mon.-Thurs. $7.50, S5.75, $4.50. $3.50. $2.50
Fri. & Sat. Eve: $7.75, $6.25, $4.75, $3.75, $2.75
Sat. Mat: $5.50, $4.50, $4.00, $3.00, $2.50: Specially priced
reserved seats lor students.



Undefeated Season

Manitoba beats McGill 24-15

Varsity sports photographer Spencer Higgins, shooting at 1200 ASA in available light only, deftly

decapitates two players in Friday nights' collegiate championship as McGill's Chris Rumball (27) and
Dave Norcott (60) bring to earth Manitoba scatback Dennis Hrycaiko (27). Mr. Higgins escaped unin-

jured.

By LYNDON LITTLE

The Establishment of college football suf-

fered a setback Friday night in the fifth annual
College Bowl as the Western Intercollegiate
champs, University of Manitoba Bisons, cap-
tured the Canadian collegiate title with a 24-15

victory over the McGill Redmen.
It marked the first time a Western team has

defeated a SIFL squad in post-season play.

The U of Alberta Golden Bears defeated
McMaster 10-9 in the 1967 College Bowl but that

was one year before Mac joined the OQAA big

league.

College football in Canada has burgeoned in

the past half decade with top competition tak-

ing place in five conferences involving 29

teams. No longer will the SIFL be able to claim
a monopoly on the country's top calibre of play.

The Manitoba team, not noted for its passing

with skinny bespectacled "Wonder Boy" Bob
Kraemer directing the attack, stunned McGill
with a 52-yard pass and run completion to half-

back Mike Shylo on the game's first play from
scrimmage.
Four plays later, Kraemer, a second year

PhysEd student, rolled out to his right and car-

ried 4 yards for the first score.

The Herd from Manitoba added two more
touchdowns and a field goal to take a com-
manding 24-8 half time lead.

INTERCEPTION PROVES COSTLY
Near the end of the first quarter, Manitoba's

outstanding linebacker Gil Bramwell, made the

first of his two interceptions giving the Brown-
men the ball on the McGill fourty-seven. Four
plays later, Kraemer hit his right end Robin
Wright with a 15-yard TD pass.

Mid-way through the second quarter, a short
punt by McGill's Ron Kelly and a piling on pen-
alty gave Manitoba a first down on the Red-

men's 12-yard line. Following a short plunge by
fullback Graham Kinley and a first down run by
halfback Dennis Hrycaiko, Kinley, a Western
conference all-star, dove over left tackle for

the Bison's third major.

McGill scored their lone first half touchdown
on a 11-yard run over left tackle by Ken Aikin.

A 43-yard pass from quarterback Dan Smith to

flanker Peter Bender set up the score.

McGill picked up another point when a field

goal attempt by Lovecchio went under the

crossbar and Bisons conceded a single.

SCORE ON LAST PLAY

With only seconds remaining in the second
quarter, Manitoba's left safety, Richard Jack-
iw, intercepted a pass intended for Bender at
the McGill twenty-nine. On the last play of the
half, soccer-style booter Walter McKee kicked
a 36-yard field goal.

The Redmen's play improved in the second
half but they could only manage a 61-yard sin-

gle by Kelly and a touchdown on a one-yard
dive by Dave Fleiszer in the fourth quarter.

The Bisons picked up a whopping 347 yards
rushing to McGill's 156. Shylo gained 140 of

these on 15 carries while Kinley had 132 and
Hrycaiko 67. Fleiszer, Canadian college foot-

ball's MVP this year, bothered by a bad ankle,

was held to only 45 yards on 10 carries.

McGill's Smith out passed Kraemer, picking

up 182 yards on 9 of 22 passes while the Manito-

ba pivot struck through the air for 97 yards
completing 9 of bis 13 attempts.

After the game, McGill's head coach Tom
Mooney summed up the Manitoba strength

when he noted that "you couldn't pick on any

one guy and that's what gave us the trouble.
'

'

Kraemer, the West's candidate for the na-

tion's MVP, won the Ted Morris Memorial
Trophy as the game's top performer.

BJARNASON, COSTELLO
& ASSOCIATES

!
ui,e "°*'.

. IMMIGRATION
:°'o:i°''jft?'™

1 BUa
- consultants

123 Edward Street,

Toronto 101, Ontario Telephone 364-0973

y You'll lore being a Kitten girl! I

* Glenayr

00rO
MACHINE
WASHABLE
PURE
WOOL
An attractive English

botany pullover, with

buttonhole-stitch patterned

front, full-fashioned long raglan

sleeves, mock-iurile neckline

with zipper. Continental band

and cuffs. Glorious new Fall

colours Colour co-ordinated to

compliment and perfectly-match

Kitten sweater colours

—

straight-cut pants in hand-

washable superfine pure wool

worsted English botany in the

new "Kitten" plaid. Also as

700. worsted A-hne plaid

skirt.

PUREVlRGIMVOOl

J Without ihii I.M
j

ii ii ..... ti Komui.Q KITTEN. J

Y

On Nov. 29, coming Saturday,
the 'CHINA NITE* 69' will be

held at the Ryerson Theatre.

Presented then will be a 2-hr.

variety show of traditional and

folk culture: music, dances, &

shows that blends the ingenuity

of the people with the fineness

of art. See what your neighbour

in this 'Global Village' is doing

and widen your outlook, Or, at

least, have an enjoyable evening.

Program begins at 8:30 p.m.; Tickets $1.75 each at door:

50 Could St. Also presale at I.S.C. 928-2564

SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT

for students of all years

in

Mathematics & Physics

Mathematics

Commerce & Finance

for

ACTUARIAL POSITIONS

Application forms at

University Placement Office.

Mail to

CROWN LIFE

INSURANCE COMPANY
120 Rloor Street E., Toronto 5
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JIM BENNETT ERIC WALTER ALEX SQUIRES JOHN CHAPMAN

Nine Blues make SIFL all-star team

VIC ALBOINI

By PAUL CARSON

The mystery of the 1969 Varsity football

Blues continues.

As you recall, Blues lost three key games to

McGill and Queens, and tumbled into a disap-

pointing third-place finish behind Gaels and the

victorious Redmen.

Then the 1969 SIFL all-star teams are an-

nounced, and who should top the poll with nine

nominees? Varsity Blues.

All of which begs the question, are the teams
an accurate reflection of the SIFL's player

quality, or how could such a talented team fin-

ish third?

First-place McGill Redmen placed eight

players on the two teams. Queens landed five,

Western Mustangs had three, and Waterloo

Warriors took two spots. Not surprisingly, the

winless McMaster Marauders failed to win any

positions.

As expected, Blues classy flanker, Eric Wal-
ter, was an overwhelming choice for his posi-

tion.

Walter, who came to Toronto after four stary

years at McGill in the early sixties, set two
career records in the past season — 30 touch-

downs and 180 total points. A second year den-

tal student, Walter had six TD's this season, but

was held scoreless and catchless in the final

two games.

It's the fourth time Walter has made the so-

called "dream team", twice for McGill and
twice for Blues.

Massive defensive end Alex Squires was cho-

sen for the third successive year, as was 230-

pound tackle Jim Kellam. Squires graduated
last year but returned to enrol in Business
Administration; Kellam is in first year Meds.

Blues diminutive quarterback, Vic Alboini,

was a surprise choice at that position as the

selectors bypassed Queens signal-caller Bill

McNeill and apparently couldn't choose be-

tween the McGill duo of George Wall and Dan
Smith.

Blues leading rusher, outstanding sophomore
Walt Sehr grabbed one of the halfback spots,

and split end John Chapman tied for that posi-

tion with the league's leading pass receiver,

Waterloo's Don Manahan.

Veteran Derek Turner took one of the offen-

sive tackle spots. Turner tied with McGill's

Mike Evans, and both players weigh in at just

barely over 200 pounds.

Joining Squires on the defensive team are
Jim Bennett and safety Pete Lamantia.

Bennett, 6'2" and 205 pounds, developed into

an excellent defensive tackle, and Lamantia,
while only 180 pounds, was by far Blues rough-

est and deadliest open-field tackier.

The nine winners are the most ever accumu-
lated by a Toronto team except for 1967 when
Blues won the Yates Cup and had 11 selections,

including Squires and Kellam.

The Yates Cup winners of 1965 produced only
seven all-stars, including Mike Eben and Gerry
Sternberg now with the Argos. WALT SEHR

NORM TURNER
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PETE LAMANTIA JIM KELLAM
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